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"The

Parting" or Farewell to 1905
BY EUQENE SECOR

Good-bye, Old Year
I would that you could tarry here.
My heart exclaims, " Old friends are best "It holds them dear above the rest.

Good-bye, Old Year
Thus some we hold in life most dear
Slip outward through the door, and stay.
Heedless of tears, both jou and they.

Good-bye, Old Year
I say the words with

I'm older now than when you came—
And wiser? Ah, how low my aim
But wisdom comes through many a sighOld Year, good-bye

many

I

a fear;

When you
Of

life's

are gone another one
unraveled threads is gone.

1

Good-bye, Old Year
Your lusty rival standeth near;

But

I

am

loth to see

Old Year, good-bye

!

you

die

good-bye
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View of " Washington Apiary" from the North.
Government Apiari s at Washington, D. C. (See page

—

of the
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141 Ontario Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
CARRY A FULL LINE OF

LEWIS' BEE-SUPPLIES

Cornell Incubators and Brooders

PUBLISHED WBESLS BY

And Poultry

GEORGE W. YORK S COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

H. M.

HONEY FOR SALE

ARND,

Mgr.

of this Journal

ta

a year, la the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in ihe Postal Union.
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
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BEESWAX WANTED— 26= cash, or 28c when taking Bee-Supplies in exchange— delivered
6 PERCENT DISCOUNT IN JANUARY on Bee-Supplies

M

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the
end of the month to which your subscriptio ispni.i.
For instance, "dec^fi" on your label shows that it is
of
Dtcember.
paid to the end

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTs.-We do not send a
money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which snows
that the money has been received and credited.
receipt for

ADVERTISING RATES will be given upon application.

National Bee-Keepers' Association
Objects of the Association
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and delend Its members in their

lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

honey.

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00
General Manager and Treasurer—
N. E. Fkance, Platteville, Wis.

ty

If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
onhlishers of the American Bee Journal.

Supp'ie", at Factory Prices.
Write for the 1906 Catalog of either or both.

III.

IMPORTANT NOTICES

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

-

Owes

its

REPUTATION

MAKE the BEST and KEEP

it

Retail, Wholesale and Jobbing.
entirely to its MERITS, and our

the

BEST.

here.

B ST
A!)E !
PERSISTENT EFFORTS
T

,

to

TOUGH, CLEAR, and PERFECTLY TRANSPARENT, has the NATURAL SWEET
ODOR of PURE WAX, and the COLOR of the BRIGHTEST and LIGHTEST LEMON and
ORANGE.
We make a SPECIALTY of WORKING WAX into FOUNDATION for CASH, by the
TENS, HUNDREDS and THOUSANDS of POUNDS, and we are in the Best Shape to attend to
all orders promptly, our capacity being 1500 pounds daily.
FULL and COMPLETE LINE of SUPPLIES, and the BEST ONLY.
Do not fail to write for SAMPLES of our Foundation, Dsscriptive Catalog, PRICES and
DISCOUNTS, stating Quantity of Foundation wanted. Wax to be Worked, and List of other
It is

Supplies, and Prices will be accordingly. Beeswax always wanted.
E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ontario
Agents for Canada
"
The Bee and Honey Co., Beeville, Texas
Texas
.
.
"
E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts, England
Great Britain

....

W. D. Soper, Jackson, Michigan
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

BANTA
^i
YOU

satisfaction.
Send for
free book.
B^ XT TA -BENDER
CO., Dept. 24 Ligonier. Ind.

(Incorporated)

MFG.

OBJECTS:

QLIS

* l

Michigan

D1TTMER, Augusta, Wis.

Incubators*, Brooders

Backed by 14 Years
of Successful Use by
Soultrymen all over the world.
[o guesswork. They are automatic in regulation and ventilation. Fully guaranteed to grive

The Honey-Producers' League

...

,

-SO F*r
Ir\
-6 200 Egq

JNCU9ATOR
Perfect in construction

ana

km. Hatches every fertil*
(egg. Write for catalog to-day
-et

GEO. H. STAHL, Qulncy.

Mention

III.

Bee Journal

when

Tvritlns.

1. To create a larger demand for honey through
advertising.
2. To publish facts about honey, and counteract
misrepresentations of the same.

MEMBERSHIP DUES
Any bee-keeper may become a member by

paying to the Manager an annual fee of $1.00 for each
20 (or fraction of 20) colonies of bees (spring count)
he owns or operates.
2. Any honey-dealer, bee-supply dealer, bee-supply
manufacturer, bee-paper publisher, or any other
firm or individual, may become a member on the
annual payment of a fee of $io, increased by oneflftb of one (l) percent of his or its capital used in
the allied interests of bee-keeping.
1.

George W. York, Manager,
334 Dearborn

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

" The continuous advertiser
gets the bulk of the business,
because others are not advertising,

and he

NOT

IN

is."

DOLLAR ORDERS OR CARLOAD ORDERS WILL RECEIVE
PROMPT ATTENTION.
We

We are manufacturers and sell direct to the bee-keeper.
are in the heart of
the lumber district we buy our raw material as cheap, if not cheaper, than others
for
same a year in
we save freight we buy only the best select lumber, and contract
advance. We have the best shipping facilities of any concern in the country. We
can save you nearly one-fourth the money you usually pay for Supplies, and guarantee to send you better goods than you have had before for the 6ame money.
We still have some catalogs left that we would like to have you send for. It
will cost you one cent, and the information contained therein is worth one thousand
times that amount to you. Send postal to-day, or include request for catalog with
;

;

order.

JOHN DOLL & SON, Power

THE TRUST

Bide, Minneapolis, Minn.

For High-Grade
Cans
Prices Always
the Lowest

Write for Prices,
Stating Quantity

Wanted

Friction

Top Cans

Prompt shipment and careful attention given to all orders.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
Made by

for

Honey and Syrup

Special prices to

members of the Bee-Keepers' Associations.
CO., 1035 W. 47th Street, CHICAGO, ILL

CANNERS CAN

.
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DISCOUNTS

Revised Prices on Foundation
IN

Name of Grade

1-lb.

Medium Brood
Light Brood
Thin Surplus
Extra Thin Surplus.

10-lbs.

5-lbs.

SOlbs.

25-lbs.

"

10 percent
9
"
8
"
7
"
6
"
4
"
2

October

"

November
December

..53..

...51..

...49

48

..55..

...53... ...51

SO

"
"

62.

.

.

..60..

...58... ...56

55

"

.65.

.

.

..63..

...61..

...59

58

"

.

for Early Cash Orders

During September

57...

SS.

.

LOTS OF

January
February

March

Beeswax Wanted at

all

Times.
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DADANT & SONS,
THIS

IS

Poultry

THE LOCK
corner that we have told
you about, and as you will
see it can't warp nor split
off as it passes by and nails
firm to the side. Prices right

— quality

right

— workman-

Dollars

Hamilton,

Our

large, 52 to 112 page magazine,
beautifully illustrated beat printed

If

111.

you want the Bee-Book

:

and edited poultry journal, makes
it easy to add $$ to your income bv
keeping a few hens on a town lot,
or make a success on a large scale;

That covers the whole Apicnltnral Field more
completely than any other published,

covers everything.

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

send $1.20 to

POULTRY
Come SUCCESS,
months
Poultry Success
Easy

one year, 50c; large

illustrated poultry book, free to annual subscribers. 3
trial,
loc.

Dept.

Mention

FOR his

Co.
Springfield, Ohio.

17,

Bee Journal

when

4 «

Bee= Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

writing.

ship right.

Our discount discounts everything.

Postal
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gets a circular.

Wood Bee-Hive & Box
LANSING, MICH.

Ttie

'

Go.

to

Pouder "

m

BEE-SUPPLIES

Special Sale on

HIVES AND SECTION'S
March

IS.

Dovetail Hives, 8-frame,

154-

story, 1 25; 10-frame, $1.40; No. 1 bee-way Sections, 3.90; No. 2, $3.40; 24 lb. Shipping-Cases,
13c;

Goods are wanted Quick, send

Please mention the Bee Journal.

39Dtf

Until

If

Foundation, Smokers,
page Catalog free.

etc.,

cheap.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

Send

for 24

W.
Rural Route

D.
3,

Everything- used by Bee-Keepers.

JACKSON. MICH.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .-. .\

Please mention the Bee Journal.

43Dtf

m

SOPER,
Prompt
.'.

Service.
Catalog Free.

you wish to purchase finest quality of HONEY for your local trade, write for my
free monthly pi ice-list of honey.
Why not secure your BEE-SUPPLIES NOW FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE. and avail
ycurself of the following- very liberal discounts? Goods all Root Quality.
If

All

About

California

The Pacific Rural Press has been a household word throughout California forH5 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
soil or products of California. Weekly, illustrated:
Edited by practical specialists. Two
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.

Pacific Rural Press,
330 Market Street,
San Francisco, Calif.
50Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

For cash orders before Dec. 1 8 percent
For cash orders before Feb. 1 6 percent
For cash orders before Jan. 1.. 7 percent
For cash orders before Mar. 1.. 4 percent
For cash orders befoie Apr. 1..2 percent
.

.

.

I

.

I
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WALTER

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

®

POUDER,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND
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We

say that

we can supply

EVERYTHING for the bee-keeper.

It

IS a

LITERAL

fact.

\

Anything from bees

~7[t

books, or hives to honey-boards. The completeness of our factory is not realized by most bee-keepers. Below
main Departments of our business. Read them over and then we are sure you will understand when we say

rm>

for the bee-keeper,

w jJ

4,i«6

A Complete Establishment

3
\

Jan.

we

to

give the

EVERYTHING

we mean

SI

DEPT.

This department occupies the 3 tloors of the main building of the factory. It is equipped from top to bottom with the
best machinery that brains can invent and money buy. Every detail in hive-making has been carefully figured out. Immense
6heds covering acres of ground protect the lumber piles so that shrinkage is reduced to almost nothing. This accounts for
the accurate fitting and clearness of stock of Root's wooden wares. The entire factory, light, and machinery power, is fur-

r m>

X

^J

nished by a great, 400 horse-power engine, and a 100 horse-power dynamo.

Ml

r

SHOP
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MACHINE SHOP
2j
most expensive machinery and manned by
Equipped with
ml
the

rWf

'

much machinery

for other factories.

in
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&
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scientific care.

are

We make our

employees.

in

own'metal parts and

evidence everywhere.

test every device

we make

before

it is

introduced to the public.
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warehouse packed full and a great factory it is a
orders for the hundreds of things in their catalog.

little

wonder that Roots have gained a reputation

for

promptness in

filling

M—
J#

§Mf

ABC

and all varieties of printing.
our Christmas Gleanings alone.

catalogs, booklets, labels

Two

carloads of paper required for our annual catalog, a half carload

r*
Mj
WW
Ifi^

V

jfr

OFFICE
The office is the brain of the factory. Here are the executive, editoriai, advertising and book-keeping heads. Here the
thousands of details are eared for. Root's office is as modern as you can find anywhere. Six typewriters are kept busy adding machine, copying machine, vertical letter file6, card indexes, etc.— everything to care for the half million dollars worth of
business we do yearly. We have every interest of the bee-keeper at heart. We are working for your good, for your prosperity
;

ours.
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The Compliments of the Season to Our Friends

Fm.

Our Catalog

THE

.

M^

Eight branches with large stock in all great centers. Numerous jobbing agencies and hundreds of smaller agents place
our goods at your door at factory prices, with freight charges and time taken in shipment reduced to the lowest possible point.
We wonder if the bee-keeper ever thinks of the many hands and brains that plan for him? Of the hundreds of thousands of
dollars, and the hours consumed to.make and deliver his supplies?

means

Uw
A
W#

Two large cylinder presses; 3 platen presses; paper folder, trimming, cutting and stitching machines; skilled typesetters printers, book-binders— all help to turn out semi-monthly the large issues of Gleanings in Bee Culture; the five to ten
books every year; together with our 500,000 supply catalogs, not speaking of ithe numerous other
thousand

H
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BRANCHES AND AGENTS

W
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^km

w0 ra ii r oads run their cars to our doors. From a dozen to 20 men are kept busy loading and packing the 1~5 to 200
carloads we ship every year, besides the thousands of less than carload shipments. Eight express trains a day. With large
>r/
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SHIPPING DEPT.
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\ PRINTING DEPT.
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\
and queen rearing, supplemented by 5
control the product of several other large queen-breeding establishments.

5 apiaries devoted exclusively to bee

scattered in

Our queens

skillful

Powerful iron presses, iron cutting and drilling machines are

±J APIARIES
and around Medina
Mm
We have
Pennsylvania and Cuba, and we
W> more New York,
We
bred with
'

Umr
T

\

Here are made the thousands of smokers that bear the Root trade-mark of excellence. Here are made the cans for exMachines for cutting honey-boards; presses for stamping tin and iron into various forms.
tractors and uncapping-cans.

Mm

M
fr

and selling the famous Weed Process Foundation. Our Wax Department is furnished
are leaders in buying
with tanks for refining, machines for sheeting, all sizes of mills, automatic papering machines, etc. Over 150,000 pounds of
foundation is made, boxed and shipped all over the world every year.
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\ WAX-WORKING DEPT.
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WOOD-WORKING
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for 1906

is

ready.

Write for a copy

if

All

you want

ROOT COMPANY,

it

Over World.

now.

Medina, Ohio
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anb Comments
Position of Winter Hive-Entrances

entrances to hives in this
Forfloor or bottom-board.
merly entrances were higher up, and indeed such entrances
are still by no means uncommon in other countries. It is
likely that entrances were lowered not so much because better for the bees as because more convenient for the hive-

At the present day nearly
country are directly upon the

all

maker.
True, it is easier for the bees to carry out their dead
through a low entrance, but it is equally true that it is
easier for the low entrance to become clogged in winter. In
view of the fact that the chief argument against small entrances is the danger of clogging, may it not be in order to
reconsider the advisability of having entrances so low down?

Sugar Cakes for Winter Feeding of Bees
In the Modern Farmer, Editor Emerson T. Abbott gives
the following directions for making and feeding sugar cakes
to bees in winter

We
for bees

have had a number of inquiries about sugar cakes
We find by inquiry and observation that a

many

:

The cake should be
probably be better.

at least

1,'i

inches thick; 2 inches would

4,

Co.,

334 bearborn

St.

VoL XLVI-No.

1906

1

As soon as the weather turns cold and the bees have
clustered, carefully remove the honey-board or hive-cover,
and lay this cake of sugar directly over the cluster of bees.
It is better to put a few short sticks, say 2 inch square, on
the frames crosswise before the sugar is put on, and then
lay the sugar on the sticks directly over the cluster. Now
spread a piece of cloth over the top of the hive and sugar so
that it will fit down snugly all around the sides a piece of
old gunny-sack is very good for this purpose. After the
cloth is on this may be covered with several thicknesses

y

—

if thought best, the super can be left on
up with dry leaves, or the chaff from oatstraw. After the hive is prepared in this way shut it up
and cover it if possible with a store-box or otherwise.

of newspaper, or,

and

this filled

It would seem that with such a simple process of feeding in cold weather, no bees should be allowed to starve
during the winter. Often a fairly warm day comes during
winter when the hives can be opened up and the sugar
cakes put in as directed. It is better that the bees have too
much food than not enough. So look well to their supplies,
especially when wintered outdoors.

Anti-Swarming Treatment Used by J. E. Crane
On page 773 was given in brief Mr. Crane's plan
preventing swarming, and
lowing fuller particulars

it is

a pleasure to give the

for
fol-

:

You inquire in regard to the method I have adopted for
many years to prevent, or rather control, swarming, as to
how long

after the old queen is removed before a virgin
introduced. I have found the best time to be 2
weeks. If introduced much earlier a swarm is liable to
issue if much later, the queenless colony may not accept
As a matter of practice, it is usually 16 or 17 days, as
her.
I expect and do go over each yard once in 8 days, except
when the 8th day is Sunday, when it is 9. Perhaps I may
as well say right here that I have practiced this method of
controlling swarming for some 25 or 30 years.
I can not give the number or the percent of swarms
that issue with virgin queens in this way, but I think they
would be few indeed if introduced in 14 or IS days from the
time the colony was made queenless, and the queen was
removed at about the time the colony would have swarmed

queen

:

colonies in this locality are short of stores. The
same conditions may prevail elsewhere, and we advise all
of our readers to examine their bees at once, as there is
sure to be a great fatality among them this winter if they
are not properly looked after. Do not try to feed them
liquid feed now.
If the bees have been left without looking after them,
and making sure they have plenty of food, the best plan of
procedure is as follows
Secure a high grade of granulated sugar. Dissolve the
sugar in boiling water, put in as little water as possible, but
enough to dissolve the sugar thoroughly and make a thick
syrup. This syrup should be boiled, being very careful not
Boil the
to let it burn, as burnt sugar is injurious to bees.
syrup until it will harden and mold into a small cake. By
dropping a little of the hot syrup in cold water one can
easily tell when it has boiled enough. When the. syrup
solidifies quickly in the cold water, then proceed to mold it
into cakes weighing from 5 to 8 pounds each. This can be
done by pouring the syrup into a bread-pan or something
of that kind. A cake of sugar that is 5 inches wide and 7 or
8 inches long is about the proper shape for use for winter.

great

JANUARY

&

is

;

if left to itself.
I

commenced giving virgin queens because

my

I

found

it,

impossible to introduce a laying
queen to a colony that had cast a swarm, or had its queen
removed when it wa« preparing to swarm. I can not tell
why this is so, as some of my friends seemed to do so without difficulty.
I tried giving a queen-cell nearly ready to hatch, but
found a colony receiving it much more inclined to swarm
than when given a virgin queen. I have not been able to
I have read, over and over, that if after
tell why this is so.
a colony has swarmed all cells were removed but one there
will be no further swarming for that season.
With me it
seems to be no protection whatever.

with

bees, almost
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I introduce virgins of all ages, from those just hatched
those 2 weeks old, but prefer those 4 or S days old. I
think a colony is less apt to accept a virgin when 10 days to
Once I run short of virgin queens of right age
2 weeks old.
and introduced some very old ones, I think 3 weeks old or
more. Several of these became fertile and were of some

to

XTIiscdloneous

Heirs

value.

Did you ask how I introduce these virgin queens ? Why,
I just let them run in at the entrance, and usually all goes
well. I have tried daubing them with honey, because some
one recommended it, but it worked no better than letting
them run in at the entrance.
Now I will volunteer a few facts that may be of value
to you and others. The colony is kept a long time queenless, and there may be more pollen stored in the hive than
is desirable, and sometimes it may be carried up into the
sections, though I am not greatly troubled with it. The
greatest objection to this method is the loss of the young
virgin queens introduced. When I first adopted this way,
some 20 or more years ago. I lost a few queens when introduced at the right age, but of late years the loss has been
greater.

When

I

first

began, the

loss,

as

I

remember

it,

2 or 3 to a yard, while this year in one
yard I lost one-third of the virgin queens that I introduced,
or 12 out of 36, while in my other yards the loss was light
I think 3 or 4 to the yard.
If the young queen is not laying at my second visit
after introducing, I give 2 or 3 combs of brood, and they
soon have a queen. Of course, such colonies are not so
strong the latter part of the summer, but as we have little
for bees to do after July 20, it does not matter.
I would not advise this method as best for all colonies,
but for those having poor queens they do not wish to keep,
or for those that are weak in numbers. For very strong
colonies I prefer to shake on empty combs or foundation,
using the brood for helping weak colonies or nuclei into
J. E Crane.
profitable colonies.
Middlebury, Vt., Nov. 8.

was not more than

*

3 terns
j

The National Convention of 1905 is now a matter
history. It was a good convention.
There were about

of

In the absence of Pres. Harris, Vice-Pres.
for 1906) presided, and he surprised even his best friends in the able way in which he
handled the convention.
full report of the proceedings will appear in these
200 present.

Dadant

(the

new President

A

columns

in

due time.

Southern Beedom is a new department begun in this
week's number of the American Bee Journal. It is in
charge of Mr. Louis H. Scholl, late of the Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College. We trust that bee-keepers
of the South will aid Mr. Scholl in making their department
as helpful as possible to that splendid bee-keeping portion
of our country.
We desire that it shall be exclusively devoted to the advancement of bee-keeping in the Sunny
Southland.

this
at
is

The Government and Apiculture.— On the first page
week is shown one of the apiaries of the Government

Washington, D. C. It shows almost all of the hives. It
located right in the park beside the main building of the

Some will undoubtedly question the desirability of having a colony remain queenless 2 weeks or longer. But
it must not be forgotten that if bees are left to swarm naturally they are left queenless for a time, and the real loss
of brood caused by natural swarming is greater than many
have reckoned. That loss must not be reckoned from the
date of the prime swarm, for the queen diminishes her laying no little before that time. Then there is no brood
emerging in the swarm for 3 full weeks, and in the old colony there is no laying for 10 days or 2 weeks. Mr. Crane's
plan saves the expense of a watcher, and no doubt results
in a larger harvest.

Detecting Glucose in

Honey

In the January number of the Ladies' Home Journal
appears an article on how the housekeeper may detect adulterants in various foods, by A. G. Woodman. Referring to
honey and some other sweets, he has this to say
:

A common

adulterant of honey, table syrups, molasses,

and jams is commercial glucose, made on a very
large scale by treating corn-starch with acid. It may be
detected quite easily by the peculiar precipitate it gives
with alcohol. For this test it will be necessary to use strong
jellies

.

Take a clear glass or tumbler about a
third full of the alcohol and slowly pour into it a tablespoonful of the honey or syrup to be tested. In the presence of glucose a milky turbidity will be caused, and at the
bottom of the glass will be formed a thick, gummy mass,
which can be easily collected in a spoon. If glucose is not
present a slight flocculent precipitate will be formed instead
of the gummy mass, and there will be no turbidity after the
It should be borne in mind
test has stood a few moments.
that the glucose is not to be considered necessarily harmful,
but that its presence always indicates a cheaper or lowgrade product.

alcohol— 95 percent.

But, really, it isn't necessary in these days to buy honey
is not guaranteed free from glucose or other adulteration. There are many reliable dealers in honey, the purity
of which can be relied on. Consumers should insist on getting only the pure article, as there is no excuse for grocers
or other retailers buying adulterated food-supplies of any
that

kind.

DB. E.

P.

PHILLIPS.

Department of Agriculture, which gives it the advantage
of having the hives out where everybody who comes near
the Department can see them, and also see that something
practical is being done with the bees.
In addition to this apiary there is a Caucasian mating
yard at Arlington, where there are located 16 full colonies
of bees of that race and 75 mating boxes. It has never had
its

picture taken as

it is

not a thing of beauty, but a place

where the experimenters really get down and dig out

results.

We

are pleased to present herewith a picture of Dr. E.
F. Phillips, Acting in Charge of Apiculture during the
absence of Prof. Benton, who, as most of our readers know,
is spending a few months in the Orient, looking up
races of bees and also new honey-plants.

new
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While Dr. Phillips was a student in the University of
Pennsylvania he became interested in some of the scientific
aspects of bees, and in order that he might do his work
more intelligibly, he spent two seasons with The A. I. Root
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details that have nothing to do with bee-culture.
It is hard
to refrain from reminiscences of old times.
The first thing that
father met. on the subject of bees,
after this, was a statement in the American Agriculturist that

my

Moses Quinby had just harvested
comb honey which he had readily

a crop of 22.000 pounds of
sold at 30 cents per pound.
This was a revelation of possible success in a line of occupation of wdiich he was fond.
So he bought Quinbv's "Mysteries
of Bee-Keeping Explained." and with the help of a dictionary for you must remember that he did not know the
English language at that time— he began an investigation of
the best known methods of bee-culture.

—

The Quinby hive, like the Langstroth hive, had a hanging
frame with a bee-space all around, while the Debeauvoys hive
had a tight-fitting frame, which it was impossible to" move,
after 2 or 3 seasons, without tearing the walls apart,
owing
to the propolis used by the bees to fill up crevices
everywhere.

How many new and ingenious inventions in bee-culture have
been tried and cast aside because of propolis, with which the
inventor had not reckoned! And it is propolis vet to-day
which causes us to condemn many useful implements that
become almost entirely useless when once coated with it.
The Quinby hive, then, was the one to adopt, hut my
father was slow to give up the shape of the Debeauvovs
hive
which had a frame of about the same size as that of H \
Kmg—a square frame 12x13 inches— and we therefore made
half of our hives with American frames, the other
half with
Quinby frames.
We very soon had occasion to find what a mistake it is
to keep several different kinds of frames in
an apiary, especially when that apiary is small, for you
cannot exchange
frames, hives, supers, or bottom-boards, as

you may wish
Let me then urge upon the novice who reads this, the
necessity
of using only one kind of frame, one size of hive,
super, section, etc.
The multiplicity of sizes is the curse of the apiary
If you have two or more sizes, or wish

to trv

something new

divide your apiary in two distinct parts, and
be sure to have
enough
each part to enable you to make exchanges without

m

The experimenter will never be a practical producer unless he keeps at least a goodlv number of hives of
uniform size which have oeen tested and found practical.
difficulty.

.

The transferring of bees from the box-hives to the
movable frames was a difficult task, and was gone over again
and again, for the first seasons were seasons of success
the
crops being good, and we invested all the results
of the bees'
work

in

more

bee-hives, containing

common bees—mostly

bee-gums of hollow trees that had been found in the woods".
Ihe bees had to be transferred to be made profitable.
he
used at that time were wood and lass boxes
S
u^ 5cSl,pers
holding
or 6 pounds of comb honev. with just one augerhole in the bottom of each box, and" 6 of these boxes
werf
arranged on the honey-board of a Quinby hive. The
Quinby
hive as made then had 8 frames, 10'/,xl8 inches
inside measure.
Swarming was plentiful and the apiary enlarged rapidly.
At this time, or about 1867. we had one misfortune. We
had tried wintering bees indoors, in a very crude cellar—
hole in the ground rather than a cellar— under the log-houss
which was our home. This had proven satisfactory, but room
was wanting and we tried silo wintering with a dozen colonies
This succeeded so well that we buried the entire apiary the
following season. But we made the mistake of not making
a
drain to our ditch. The former winters had been dry, cold,
snowy, and such as could be satisfactory for indoor wintering;
but that winter was mild and wet. Rain after rain came,
the
ground hardly froze at all. and when the bees were at last
uncovered and taken out. a number of colonies had perished
from dampness.
In the cold climate of our Northern States I believe that
would not hesitate to practice silo wintering if I had no
cellar.
A ditch 3 feet deep, fairly well drained, a few poles
over the top, after putting in the "hives on two timbers a foot
or so from the ground; a lot of straw and earth, sloping
enough to act as a roof and shed water, a few air-pipes made
of narrow boards, half of them reaching near to the bottom
I

of the

m

pit. the others to the top of the air-space
tin- trench
for ventilation, and tin bees may be trusted during
a cold
winter in a trench of this kind as well as in the best cellar.
But in a moist country, where freezing and thawing alternate
often, moisture is to by feared, and outdoor wintering
should
be given the preference.
It took us but one season to recuperate from the
losses
of that winter.
"I he
cause of so prompt a recovery was in
the empty combs we had on hand from those dead colonies.

We

read a great deal about the low cost of combs to the bees.
After more or less accurate experiments some bee-keepers
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have held that 3 pounds of honey would produce one pound
of comb.
But let two bee-keepers begin again, after a hard
winter loss, the one preserving all the good worker-comb, the
other melting it into wax and neglecting or refusing to use
comb foundation, and results will soon show that not less than
7 to 10 pounds of honey must be reckoned as the cost to the
bees of a pound of comb.

The

cost of the

comb

not only in the actual consumpbut also in the delay and loss of
time to the bees in harvesting, as well as in breeding, when
they have to produce the wax and build the comb.
I
ascribe a part of our success before the invention of
comb foundation to the fact that my father often sent me to
buy the combs of the colonies that had died during the winter
in our vicinity.
Very few people attached to those combs the
value that we did, and very few people realize it even now.
These combs were carefully sorted, as only the worker-comb
was saved and fastened in the frames.
Hamilton, 111.
tion of

honey

to

produce

lies

it.

'

Preparing

Advance for Next Season

in

BY

G.

M. D00LITTLE.

—

TALKING

with a bee-keeper of a few years' experience one
of those persons who is not so enthusiastic about bees as
some of us are he said that he had his honey all sent off
to market and his bees ready for the winter, and then added,
"I have bidden the bees good-bye for the next five months, as
there is nothing further to do along the bee-line till spring
opens in April."
After he had gone I fell to thinking and wondering how
many of the readers of the American Bee Journal were
managing as this man was. The person who thus reasons and
works will surely not make the greatest success in our pursuit.
As soon as the honey is marketed and the bees in winter
quarters, the successful man will begin to prepare for the next
season, no matter whether that time is November 1. or a few
weeks later. I do not mean that he will bend every energy,
and work every hour, as hard as he did in June. July and
August, but I do mean that he will be as much interested
during the winter months as in the summer, and spend much
of his time in storing his mind with something useful about
the bees, by reading and planning, and at the same time work
with his hands by getting ready all the paraphernalia necessary for a successful season, so that he need not have to stop
during the hurry of the honey-gathering season to nail up
hives, sections, or anything of the kind.
In fact, if the mind
is engaged through reading and posting up on apiculture, it
will be almost impossible to keep the hands from going right

—

to

work

in the matter.

Get around the back volumes of the American Bee Journal, and any other bee-papers, if you have them, and by the
index look up all you can find on the subject of hives, sections,
putting in foundation, swarming, artificial increase, prevention
of swarming, etc.. studying by subjects, rather than a promiscuous reading, sticking to one subject till you have read
everything you can find on that subject in all the papers and
books you may have, and until you feel an enthusiasm in the
matter that makes you "master of the situation."
Now, if you take Hives as the first study, while you are
studying on this matter, get around all the hives you may
chance to have and repair them where necessary, and fix them
all ready to use at a minute's warning when the season for
increase is at hand. And if you do not have as many as you
think you will need, make new ones till you are sure no more
Thousands have lost
will be needed during the next summer.
swarms by their going to the woods while the owner was
hurrying to get a hive made to put them in. or artificial increase has been delayed till the best part of the season was
over, because the hives had to be made before the increase.
Then when the frames are made, and the section matter
studied up to your satisfaction and their completion, you will
be ready to take up the comb foundation matter, and post
yourself on that: finding out how much you will use in the
frames, and also in the sections; deciding whether they are to
be filled full or contain only starters; and. as you decide, go
to work at getting these ready with the desired amount of
foundation in each.
I have been censured several times for advising the putting
in of foundation during the winter months, those doing this
claiming that the foundation should he put in only at the
of the season, and using that fresh from the
otherwise the bees would not work it to the best adI have put the matter to test again during the past
vantage.
season, using fresh foundation in part of the sections, and that

commencement
mill,
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and 5 years old in the others, and alternating these in
experiments,
the -anic surplus arrangements, and, as in former

2. 4.

cannot sec any difference.
admit that the
Before Wees have access to the sections,
hard look.
old looks less inviting than the new. having a cold,
as
while the new looks much more yellow and soft; hut hist
soon .is the bees cluster on each, the old comes hack to its
neu appearance and pliableness, the bees drawing out and
colonies
lilling each to an extent that, taking the average oi the
only1 he
can see no difference in favor of either.
treated.
I

,

,

Cleaning Unfinished Sections— Black
Finding Queens— Feeding Bees

Bees-

,

I

I

old foundation that the bees seem disinclined to work is that
which has keen on the hives, undrawn, during a period when
propolis was being gathered in large quantities, at which times
the untouched foundation is often smeared with thin, or
almost liquid, propolis, to an extent which makes it look as if
it
had keen varnished. When any foundation has been so
treated the bees are very loth to work it. and I have known
sections containing such' to be left untouched, while those all
iboul them, containing both old and new foundation, were
nicely
in

tilled.
.

studying this matter of sections you will not fail to
look up the matter of "bait" sections, for. if you are like me.
you will want from 2 to 12 such hait-seetions in every surplus
arrangement which will go on each hive at the commencement
I use these baits only to start the bees in
of the honey-How.
the sections', so that one super to each colony you expect to
run for comb honey will he sufficient; and thus you will know
how many you can use to each hive by dividing your baits by
the number of colonies you expect to use for section honey.
If you failed to have the bees clean the honey out of
these part-tilled sections last fall, and you do not wish to hold
them for spring feeding, you can extract the honey out of
them at any time during the winter, as the honey must be
emptied out of them, for the reason that it will not be likely
to correspond with the new wdiite honey that will be stored
To extract this
in them at the beginning of the harvest.
honey best in cold weather, lix a shelf as near the ceiling of
your room as possible (as the room is the warmest right up
to the overhead wall), putting the part-filled sections on this
shelf.
Early in the morning start the fire, and keep it going
all day. keeping temperature at this shelf as near 100 degrees
a- possible. By 3 o'clock in the afternoon you will find the
honey warm and thin, while the combs will be tough and
pliable.
You can now extract the sections by putting several
in a close-fitting frame, and handling these frames of sections
When
the same as you would a comb for extracted honey.
th. honey is out. then you are ready to fill the surplus arrangements ready to be set on the hives at a moment's notice when
the honey harvest arrives.
I have been censured for thus advising the use of baitsections, the claim being made that if we do thus that the
little honey left after extracting will granulate, and from this
the "seed" for granulation will be left in the cells, so that
the honey in baits thus used will granulate much sooner than
would be the case were the sections cleaned by the bees in
But
the fall before the honey had a chance to granulate.
after years of careful observation and experimenting. I can
only think my critics are mistaken, for such does not hold
true with me.
I am confident that the bees always clean all
cells in which they deposit honey absolutely clean before they
store any honey therein, and by their so doing all this supposed
"seed" is removed so that there are no granulating "germs"
left to start granulating.
And. as my experience says that
the honey in such extracted sections does not granulate any
quicker than that in any of the sections containing baits,
cleaned by the bees in the fall, as is often recommended, I
must be excused for thinking that the ideas of my critics are
not well-founded.
And so you will keep on studying and preparing everything you know you will need next year, till you are not only
well versed in it all. but have all in readiness in which you are
well versed, when you will be fully prepared to meet any and
al.l
that may come along during the season, whether that be
an extra-good one. a medium, or a poor one. If the latter,
being all in readiness will help you to secure much more than
you otherwise would in a poor season, as I have proven during
the past season in which many bee-keepers about here obtained
very small results, while my colonies gave an average yield of
114 pounds of section honey per colony.
If you have never tried preparing as above, this will be
in tune for you to do so this winter, and in this way you can
prove whether Doolittle is right or not. Borodino, N. Y.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Bee Journal.

this

BY EDWIN BEVINS.

WITH

reference to Miss Wilson's inquiry as to why her
bees are so plaguey mean about cleaning out unfinished
shall have to reply in the words so familiar to
sections,
"I
all of the readers of the American Bee Journal in till lands
don't know." If I had a lot of bees showing such perversitj oi
would have them hanged, drawn, and
disposition I think
quartered.
will venture a guess, however, as to what is the trouble,
lives will carry down unsealed honey at almost any time, but
are very slow to remove the cappings from sealed honey when
there is little or no room for storing in the brood-chamber.
If, after Miss Wilson had put the first super of unfinished
sections on hive No. 32, and had it occupied by the bees, she
had taken it off and put on a super filled with empty combs,
or combs only partly filled, and then placed the board on that.
and the super with the bees on top of the board. I believe

—

1

I

1

results

would have been

better.

When

bees are slow to uncap their honey I use the
uncapping-knife.
In all my experience, honey, after uncapping,
has disappeared very rapidly, unless the weather had become
too cool, or the brood-chamber happened to be too nearly
filled.
I
have 4.000 or more of cleaned-out sections at this
writing, and all were cleaned on the hives, without exposure
to all of the bees of the yard, and with no great trouble on

my

part.

My

bees. I believe, are a good deal like Dr. Miller's,
the matter of contrariness about cleaning out unwith a few black bees about 14
finished sections, ting
years ago. I have been introducing more or less Italian queens
and nuclei into the apiary every year since. The queens have
I
have also
all been from reputable breeders in many States.
some bees with queens reared in the yard in colonies doing
the best work.
The present fall I have purchased and introduced more Italian queens than in any one season before.

except

in

Undesirability of Black Bees.
in the American
One cira strong plea in behalf of the blacks.
observed this season, spoke eloquently to me of

Mr. Allen Latham quite recently made,

Bee Journal,
cumstance,

The season was a poor one for honey.
their undesirableness.
Starting the season with 140 colonies, and having an increase
of 3 by swarming. I have only 120 colonies packed for winter.
The lessened number is due to doubling up doubling the
weakest and lightest with stronger and heavier colonies.

—

In doing this work I found almost invariably the colonies
of blackest bees were the lightest in stores. The colonies
having most stores had queens of the previous season's rearing, or were strong in Italian blood.
My work of doubling and requeening began about Sept.
began
I
22. and did not end till the first of November.
and ended feeding on the same dates. The feeding ought to
have been finished earlier, but having a large number of
colonies to feed, and there being a promise in early September
of .a good fall flow. I delayed feeding in order to save expense.
change in weather conditions destroyed this hope, and it
was then that I began an examination of the hives.

A

In my examinations, whenever I found a hive with bees
that showed they were very weak or altogether deficient in
Italian blood, the queen was removed and an Italian queen
given.
There were but few colonies in this condition. The
other colonies requeened were strongly hybrid, and the changes
were made for various reasons.

Finding Queexs in the Hives.

Much

written on the subject of finding black
queens which is all thrown away on me. 1 cannot endure to
spend much time in the search for a queen. My way is to
nail a strip of perforated zinc across the entrance of an
empty hive, and then set this empty hive in the place of the
hive wdiere the queen is that I want to find. Care must be
used in cutting the piece of zinc. It is necessary to cut so as
to leave a mere thread of metal below the lower row of
perforations, so that the metal between the ends of the perA strip thus
forations may not be bent inward or outward.
prepared is better than an Alley trap, or a swarm-guard, as it
makes no place for some of the bees to cluster and thus hinder
the entrance of other bees.
put a wide
When the empty is put on the old stand.
board in front, propped up so as to be on a level with the top

has been

1
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of the alighting-board.
Then I have two pieces of board about
20 inches long and 2 or 3 inches wide, which reach out in fan
shape from the two front corners of the hive. Then I shake
the bees from every comb down on the wide board, knowing
that the queen is outside of the prepared hive and cannot
get inside without passing through the zinc. It is a short job
to find a queen in this way.
On some warm afternoons the past fall it was necessary
for me to do the work so late that darkness prevented me
from finding the queen until morning. Then I generally found
her in a small cluster of bees. When a good many bees mass,
and become motionless outside the hive, their entrance can be
hastened by stirring them gently with a stick.
I was surprised at the number of queenless colonies
I
found, and the entire absence of drones in all colonies.
In only one colony have I seen any evidence of supersedure of the queen. At the end of the white honey-flow
this colony had brood in but two combs, and these were
not
full.
It was my design to requeen at that time, but observing
that there was but little unsealed brood in the combs, and that
there was a light-colored queen-cell on the face of one of the
combs, open at its lower end, I concluded to wait. Later I
found a queen in the hive, and there was a good-sized colony
at the end of the season.

I

Feeding Bees for Winter.
had to feed about three-fourths of the colonies

this fall.

The feed was prepared in a common wash-boiler, by first
putting in 30 pounds of water, and, when the water had
come
to a bod. stirring in 60 pounds of granulated
sugar and 10
pounds of extracted honey, thus making 100 pounds of feed
minus the loss by evaporation.
I fed in atmospheric feeders, which
are most satisfactory
for me. 7 hey held one quart each, and as
many as needed
can be put on the hive at once.
The feed was given quite warm, and in order to prevent
escape of heat from the brood-chamber, I put an
empty hivebody on it and then put a sack partly filled with
chaff on top
ot the feeder, making the cushion fit snugly
to the sides and
corners of the hive.
Leon Iowa.
,

j>
Report of the Worcester Co., Mass
Conventions
IContinned from page

,

902.J

Testing the Purity of Beeswax.

"Some of you may ask, How can we detect adulterated
Wa
Ch ? m,cal analysis is the surest way, but as I said
'Y beginning,
at the
we are not all chemists; something easier
,

can be used even if it is not absolutely correct.
"There is the float test, or, speaking more exactly,
the specific gravity test. Pure beeswax is lighter than
water, and most of the' adulterants are lighter than

beeswax.

"We will first partly fill a jar with water, and in it
place a piece of wax that I secured from some burr-comb.
As you see, the wax floats.
will now pour into the
jar alcohol until the wax just touches the bottom."
He then took a piece of wax purchased at one of the
department stores of the city, but this did not touch the
bottom, showing that it was lighter than beeswax, and
consequently adulterated? Several other samples were
also tried.
"Another test is the benzine test, as wax will dissolve
benzine almost as rapidly as sugar will in water. One
authority described the test something as follows: 'If the
wax is pure the benzine will appear nearly clear colorless—but if there is an adulterant the benzine will appear
cloudy, more or less as per the amount of adulteration,
and particles of adulteration will be seen floating around."

—

Meeting of December

9,

1905.

An apiarian exhibition in Horticultural Hall is what
the Worcester County Bee-Keepers' Association decided
would be the proper thing. No association or society in

19(6

interested.

People seldom have an opportunity to learn or see
anything of bees unless they own a colony, except the
small exhibits in connection with agricultural fairs. Then
only a few hives are shown, and those, with a few bottles
and cakes of honey, comprise the whole exhibit.
For some time bee-keepers have been considering
such an exhibition. The matter was brought up, and a
committee of five was appointed to find out just what can
be done. It consists of Adin A. Hixon, Burton N. Gates,
Charles R. Russell, Frank Drake, and Horace P. Jacobs.
For the Worcester Horticultural Society, Secretary
Adin A. Hixon offered the association the use of Horticultural Hall for the exhibition, for which the Horticultural Society received a vote of thanks from the beekeepers.

The

exhibition will be on a large scale. Not only
every bee-keeper in Worcester County send everything of interest pertaining to bees that he has, but beekeepers from all sections of the country, as well as supply
houses, publishers of bee-literature and the like, will alt
want to send an exhibit.
Manufacturers, publishers of bee-books, etc., might
find it to their profit to correspond with the secretary in
reference to the apiarian exhibit next fall.
The Association met for the first time this winter in
Horticultural Hall at 2:30, with President Frank H. Drake
About 25 members of the Association were
in the chair.
present. Secretary Charles R. Russell was not present,
and Burton N. Gates acted as secretary pro tern.
At the time that the Secretary sent out notices for
the meeting he also asked for information about the number of increase in colonies, average yield of honey per
will

colony, total yield of honey for 1905, number of colonies
go into winter quarters, and whether the bee-keeper
had seen any sign of bee-disease. Thirteen or 14 beekeepers sent in reports, and the first part of the meeting
to

to these.

In one case one man extracted 200 pounds of honey
from one colony, while 460 pounds was the greatest yield
Mrs. Herbert A. Holmesfor 1905 for any one person.
sent in that number of pounds for her total yield for the
year, which was considerably above any of the yields reported by the other members. Several claimed 300 to 350
pounds.
From 10 to 30 colonies seemed to be the number to
go into winter quarters.
Arthur Monroe talked of his experience as a beekeeper and how he happened to keep bees.
His talk was
followed by remarks b}' Harry C. Shepard, W. W. Jacobs,

1

and Frank H. Drake.
James Wheeler, manager

recommended
Arrangements

of the White estate, was
as a suitable speaker for the Association.
will be made to secure him as speaker for

one of the winter meetings.
The Secretary also announced that Arthur C. Miller,
who has spoken before the Association befoTe, had promised to address some meeting.
C. R. Russell, Sec.
Worcester, Mass.

The

We

m

4,

the country has ever had an exhibition wholly devoted to
bee supplies, appliances, literature, and the like, and the
bee-keepers of Worcester County think that such an exhibition would not only be most novel, but one in which
people in all sections of the country would be much

was devoted

Contention
Proceebmgs

Jan.

Illinois State

Convention

The
ers'

15th annual meeting of the Illinois State Bee-KeepAssociation met in the Supervisors' Room in the Court

at Springfield, Nov. 21 and 22, 1905. A fairly good
attendance of our most active members was had.
The first session was called to order at 10 a.m., with

House

Smith

in the chair.
^SD f"Z
regular order of business was taken up, and the
reports of the several committees were read and accepted.
C. P. Dadant moved that the report of the Legislative
Committee be adopted and the committee continued. Carried.
Mr. Baxter moved that the Premium List Committee
be instructed to ask for a larger premium on designs in
beeswax and Mr. Black amended by asking that the premium on case of amber comb honey be restored. Carried.
On motion of J. E. Johnson, which prevailed, it was
ordered that the Executive Committee be instructed to have
enough copies of the Sth Annual Report bound in cloth for

Pres.

The

;

Jan.
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the members of the Association. Mr. Dadant moved
that 1000 copies of the next annual report be printed, and
as many foul-brood pamphlets for circulation as the committee thought could be used beneficially. Carried.
The Auditing- Committee reported on finance, that the
accounts of the Treasurer and Secretary balanced to the
cent, and it was voted that the account be itemized and
printed in the 5th Annual Report. The committee were, C.
P. Dadant, S. N. Black and J. W. Bowen.
The election of officers was held on the forenoon of the
President, J. Q.
second day, with the following result
Smith, of Lincoln, Vice-Presidents: 1st, S. N. Black, of
Clayton 2d, James Poindexter, of Bloomington 3d, J. W.
Bowen, of Jacksonville 4th, J. E. Johnson, of Williamsfield
5th, Aaron Coppin, of Wenona ; Secretary, Jas. A.
Stone, R. 4, Springfield; Treasurer, Chas. Becker, of Pleasant Plains State Foul Brood Inspector for 1 year, beginning July 1, 1906, J. Q. Smith, of Lincoln.
On motion of Mr. Bowen, the Secretary was voted $50
for his services for the ensuing year, the amount to come
out of the funds of the Association.
The Secretary was elected a delegate to represent the
State Association at the next meeting of the National, and
also the Chicago-Northwestern, railroad fare to be borne by
the State Association.
On motion of C.P. Dadant, theExecutive Committee was
authorized to pay the railroad fares of those who are asked
to participate in our future program.
The convention recommended sending out return postals to secure names of bee-keepers, and at the proper time
to send out notices of our next meeting to all of them.
shorthand report of the proceedings will go to make
up our 5th Annual Repoit.
Jas. A. Stone, Sec.
all

:

;

;

;

;

;

A

\

Southern
* 33eebom -f

j
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

A

Department

for

New

Braunfels, Tex.

the Southern Bee-Keeper.

The bee-keepers

of the South are to be favored with a
special corner of their own in a weekly
the American Bee
Journal. That means a visit ever}' week for them.
Will they

—

appreciate it?

My

bee-keeping friends. I have no lengthy remarks to
This department is to be ours. Ours all of us and
not mine only. Let's make it a valuable one to us. I shall
endeavor to do my part. What will you do?

—

—

make.

Bees Carrying in Pollen.

Our bees have been flying on warm days, with a roar that
reminded one of the opening of spring. Some of them were
carrying huge loads of new pollen. Mistletoe is our first
yielder of both pollen in abundance and some honey.
Now,
really, I do not know whether to call it the first or the last
of the season, but it is the 6rst because
for the next season's work.

Some Information

-

it

stimulates the bees

imparted

not only tor the benefit of the
be interested as well.
I

A

Note of Warning.

wish
As some people need to be cautioned occasionally,
It is not every person who
to say a word along this line here.
should come, to Texas. In the first place, we do not want
everybody, or anybody, here, for we can only need the better
ones, those with brains and brawn, who will mean a lot of
good by coming here and, then, we do not wish such persons
to come here who have a good home, and are making
I

;

i

comfortable living, and if they have reasonable hopes of a
prosperous future for their children, If such is the case they
ought not to "pull up stakes" there and go to unknown lands.
They would better adopt the old saying of "letting well enough
alone, and not make it worse."
But if climatic or apicultural conditions are unfavorable,
and a change will be of advantage, then we would advise
them to go to the new country. Or, if land cannot be bought
satisfactorily near the old home to provide for the children's
homes as they grow up. it would be wise to change to a
location where land can be bought or otherwise obtained
But before
cheap, and Texas would offer many opportunities.
concluding to move, be sure to investigate thoroughly, going

over the ground carefully

— in

person,

if

possible.

To Prospective Home-Seekers.
Six million acres of school lands were placed on the
market by the State of Texas Sept. 1, 1905, and other lands
will come on the market from time to time as the leases on
them expire. Lists of these tracts of lands, and others that
will be published of additional lands that will be put on the
market from time to time, can be obtained by applying to
Hon. J. J. Terrell, Commissioner of the General Land Office,
Austin, Texas. These will be supplied free of cost to appli-

and will also contain information and directions for
applying for these lands. The prices generally range from
The terms are one$1 to $3 per acre; in some cases more.
fortieth cash, the balance in 40 years, with interest at 3
The lands may be held 40 years by making the
percent.
original payment of one-fortieth down and paying the interest
cants,

annually.
locate in Texas would best
For informafor these lists.
tion concerning the counties in which these lands arc located,
reference should be made to the "Texas Almanac" referred to.
In another issue some important questions will be answered that have been asked by several inquirers.

Those who are seeking to
Land Commissioner

write to the

r

=x

(£cmabtan

v
Conducted by Morley Pettit,

inquirers

but

to

who may

First of all,
to a copy of the

there is much other valuable information concerning the crop
resources and industries of the State. Each of these is handled
bj
persons who arc authority on the subject in question
There are articles on each of the industries and resources of
These will
the State of Texas written by those who know.
give the reader a better idea and conception of what there
really is in Texas, so that they can conclude for then
whether they want to come or not.

Villa Nova, Ont.

About Southwest Texas.

Several letters ave been sent me with questions about
Southwest Texas, and in regard to information for beekeeping and other pursuits, and that I answer them through
the columns of the American Bee Journal.
A goodly number
of Other letters, also, have been received asking for a personal
reply, but as I am "at least quite a busy man," I cannot write
to each cue separately, hence must refer them to the information given in my articles, in which such information can be
others

11

should like to refer such interested persons

"Texas Almanac." It is gotten out by A. H.
Belo & Co., of Dallas, Texas, and will be mailed for 31 cents,
postpaid.
It will give you more information than anything
else I can refer you to just now.
There are descriptions of
each of the counties of Texas, their soils, water supply,
climate, topography, resources, industries and products, and
also information concerning population, schools, churches,
transportation facilities, etc. Besides the county descriptions

Getting Combs Built.
as to getting combs built in frames, we need to use
a great deal of patience and good judgment, An ideal comb
for all purposes brood-rearing and storing of honey for extracting—is one which is as straight and even as a board,
and completely fills every side and corner of the frame with
Such combs, especially of the Langstroth
worker-comb.
For getting them we need
size, are not easily obtained.
good, tough foundation. I have not tried anything that
says less than that made by the Weed process.
The sheet of foundation should come very close to bottom and side bars, and if well wired and handled carefully
it will not sag enough to buckle at the bottom.
By " well wired," I mean three or four horizontal wires
drawn tight. Some advocate a slack wire to allow the foundation to sag. I don't want it to sag, and with tight wires
and good foundation, and proper management, it does not
sag, or buckle, either.
By " proper management," I refer to the main point in

Now

—
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getting straight combs. Do not get the foundation in too
hot a place. Have upward ventilation in all hives during
the honey-flow, but particularly in those where foundation
is being drawn out.
New swarms are especially hotblooded, and require more ventilation than others.
In favorable springs we can get some combs built during sugar-maple bloom, by putting foundation in the center
of the brood-nest of strong colonies. Of course, this is exceptionally early
but in a good flow from fruit-bloom a
couple of frames of wired foundation can be put between
sealed brood-combs, and will be built out and occupied by
the queen. Later, during the main honey-flow, any number
of new combs can be got in this way; but with this disadvantage The lower edge of the foundation is often gnawed
away to leave a bee-space between the bottom-bar and the
comb. This is especially the case in a slow flow. Foundation should never be left in the hive when there is no honey
;

:

coming

in.

Combs built in
much more apt

the super when there is a brisk flow on,
are
to fill the frames nicely but here are
other disadvantages
If a full super of foundation is put
;

weight of the bees, relieving the tendency

to

sag the foun-

dation.

Those who use wide spacing in the super will find
necessary to space foundation close until it is drawn out.

it

-^—

"Bees Do Nothing Invariably."

An Australian bee-paper credits the saying, " Bees do
nothing invariably," to "the late Mr. L. Harrison."
Good friends on the other side, you have things somewhat mixed. That saying originated with one of the sisters, and when you wrote " the late Mr. Harrison " you
probably had in mind " the late Mrs. Harrison," who wrote
many a good thing. But neither should the credit for that
saying be given to Mrs. Harrison, but to another of the
sisters Mrs. Ellen S. Tupper, who atone time edited a beepaper in this country.

—

A

(Dur* Sister
23eelKeepers
Conducted by

Emma M. Wilson,

J
Marengo,

111.

The Bee and Honey Pedigree.
The

pedigree of honey
Does not concern the bee
A clover, any time, to her
Is aristocracy.

;

— Emily

Dickinson.

Honey-Vinegar — Honey in Remedies.

One

of the good Wisconsin brothers, Elias Fox, sends
the following on the uses of honey
:

Honey- Vinegar. — Two pounds

of

honey dissolved

in

one gallon of soft water. Set in a warm place until thoroughly fermented. It makes the purest, the healthiest, and
the best vinegar on earth.
Honey for Dyspepsia. Take a good glass of boiling
hot water and stir in it 4 tablespoonfulsof honey, and drink
while hot before retiring. It will promote sound sleep, good

—

digestion, free action of the liver

and kidneys, and cure

nervousness.

Cough Remedies.— Always

use honey in all

cough remedies instead of sugar.

A Honey Salve
flour.

press

and

car-

is made by mixing together pure honey and wheat
Make a stiff paste, spread on a piece of muslin, and
tightly on the sore. Remove and apply a new one

every 12 hours.

"

that never fails to cure boils

Bee-Story from Vermont.

A

friend from Elizabeth, N. J., sent me the enclosed
clipping a few days ago. They knew all about me and my
bees, and I really think they thought I had " bees in my
bonnet" when I told them some things about the bees when
they were visiting me during the past summer.
I thought possibly some one could amuse themselves
with the clipping. I am inclined to think that the queenbee did not need to lead the workers to the place where the
honey was, and so consequently the person who wrote the
article was not "posted" on bees.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
(Miss) Elsie A. Cutter.

The clipping referred to reads as follows
Shrewsbury, Vt., Sept. 30. — When Elmer White found
:

^v

buncles

19C6

;

it is very liable to induce swarming
and if
combs are mixed in with the foundation these are filled and
bulged away over against the foundation. To overcome
the bulging use a "foundation separator," which is like a
fence separator grown to the size of a division-board.
Some of my Canadian friends who object to dummies
in comb-honey production will no doubt object to these on
the same score — " too much truck ;" but it gives nice,
straight combs on both sides, and also supports part of the

in

4,

coal-oil to keep a young lady's lips in condition for any
proper uses for which they were intended.
Quite likely, however, " Mme. Qui Vive " thought that
in a large number of cases, if not the great majority, vaseline would be found more ready at hand than honey.
Should it be so ?

:

on at once

Hoeny

Jan.

—^

Honey to Keep Lips Soft and Smooth.
To a young lady anxious as to the condition of her lips,
Mme. Qui Vive," in the Chicago Record-Herald, replies
" To keep the lips soft and smooth apply honey or white
:

vaseline."

One can not help wondering why she should give vaseline as an alternative. Surely, no one would hesitate to
decide that the pure and delicious product of the busy bee is
far and away ahead of any preparation of the disagreeable

a bee-tree last summer, which he figured would yield at
least a bushel of honey, he was greatly pleased, for he
needed a new shotgun for the fall hunting, and was a little
short of ready cash. He estimated that the sweet would
pay for half the cost at any rate, and visited the tree now
and then until the hard-working bees had filled and sealed
the combs preparatory to a long, cold winter.
Then he cut the tree down, smoked off the indignant
bees, and, with the help of his wife, carted the honey home.
There was a little over a bushel, and it was finally decided
Here, Mrs. White
to put it in the loft over the corn-crib.
said, it would keep dry and get air enough to prevent granulation. As honey wasn't bringing much at the time, it
was thought better to hold it until the first of September,
when the price would advance.
Along in August Mr. White went to Rutland and picked
out a fine, breech-loading shotgun for $12, and told the storekeeper to put it aside and he would call for it before duck
season. He paid $4 on deposit, and felt so pleased that he
bought his wife a new poke sunbonnet for $3. Then he
went home to farm it and wait for the rise in the price of
honey.
The rise came about Sept. 1, as he expected, and last
week he drove to the village and met a traveling produce

merchant by appointment. Together they journeyed back
to the farm, and the pair, accompanied by Mrs. White, got a
ladder and proceeded to the corn-crib. The merchant had
brought some tin boxes and a pair of scales, and leaving the latter in the barn and swinging the former on a
rope, he followed the farmer to the crib-loft. Mrs. White
remained on the ground.
The surprise of the pair when they found every particle of the honey missing from the comb can scarcely be imagined. Not a grain had been left. The comb itself remained intact, but the sweet had been taken to the last drop.
" Wal, I'm jiggered, if that don't beat me clean holler,"
gasped Mr. White, gazing in dismay at the dry comb.
The merchant, who had been examining one of the
many small air-holes, laughed uproariously.
" I guess this explains it," he said, pointing to a hole
well stuck up around the edges. "Those bees were a little
too smart for you, Captain. They've flown in and retrieved
their losses."
And so it turned out. The intelligent insects, under
the leadership of the queen-bee, had followed the destroyers
of their home to the farm, and, when the honey had been
deposited within reach, had industriously taken it away a
It was useless looking for it now, as they
little at a time.
had flown far with the sweet particles, and were now beginning their winter's feast.

While

this story

may have

fact for its foundation, the

Jan.

4,
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material for

superstructure

its

evidently evolved

is

in

large

measure from the brain of the imaginative reporter. The
foundation facts probably are that Mr. While obtained 20
pounds of honey possibly only 5— and that Mrs. White,
desiring to keep it for a time, possibly for company, put it
where the bees could reach it, and any beekeeper can guess

—

the result.
us not deny the imaginative reporter his due
He who causes us to smile deserves our
thanks, and the sister who can read the article through and
not smile at some of the items evolved from the inner consciousness of that reporter well, her smiling machinery
must be in need of repairs.
Pity that reporter did not tell just how Farmer White
could estimate so closely the amount of honey to be contained in the tree just by looking at the outside of the tree.
And why did Mrs. White remiinon the ground while the
others went aloft with the tin boxes swung on a rope ?
Let us not fail, in passing, to add toour catalog of facts
for future guidance, that honey must be put where it will
get air enough to prevent granulation until the rise in price
always sure to come in September

But

meed

let

of praise.

—

!
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proportions. It takes about 3 pounds of honey to afford
materials for a pound of wax and that's just what the ratio
between the two is, neither less nor more. Let us shake off
our last great superstition, and burn up our rotten old idol,
as the Sandwich Islanders burned up theirs.
Thanks to Adrian Getaz for showing that Huber, and
Dumas, and Edwards, did not launch the 20 to 1 incubus,
but were engaged in downing that ancient superstition, that
wax was gathered from the flowers. Glad to see that others
besides myself have reached the correct answer experimentally and a different line from mine.
About 82 parts carbon, 13 parts hydrogen, and 5 parts
oxygen, in 100 of wax.
About 28 parts carbon, 8 parts hydrogen, and 64 parts
oxygen, in 100 of honey. Whether the honey is or is not
supposed as entirely deprived of its water, I am not quite

—

sure.

The reason the chemists say about instead of using their
usual precision, is that wax is a variable mixture. Three
different waxes in varying proportions constitute beeswax.
Honey is also a mixture of several different sugars in varying proportions. The ratio between 28 and 82 is a little
2.9286.
If we should add 15 percent to
less than 3, to-wit
very nearly.
this for water, we would have a ratio of 3' 3
It is not necessary to suppose that Bruner's experiments
are anything else than correct. He fed on a large scale,
and the bees had to have part for their own support, and
also to rear brood right along. To get a pound of wax for
each 7 pounds of honey, fed in this wholesale way, is doing
tolerably well. At our prices for wax, it would be getting
about 4 cents a pound for dark extracted honey. But if Mr.
Getaz's " inspiration " can come true, and the product supplant foundation in sections, instead of being melted up, it
would be getting 8,'i cents a pound for the honey.
:

pasty's

tflr.

Ctftcrtfyougfyts

j
The

" Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Medical Demand for Bee-Stings.
That medical writer on page 806, hardly meant what
some will understand when he said the medical demand for
bee-stings was far in advance of the supply. The visible
supply is many thousands of millions— and the people of the
U. S. are less than a hundred millions. Each man, woman
and child can have more poison than they want to carry.
Of course, what he meant was that the few bee-men now in
that line of business were badly behind their orders. As to
the modus operandi, one way, I believe, is to catch each bee
in turn, pinch it a little until the sting protrudes, then seize
the sting with suitable forceps and pull it away, poison-sac
and all. Selser's new method I incline to register a mild
protest against making a whole colony mad until they will
sting a rubber blanket at wholesale, and then picking the
stings out of the blanket. Wastes the poison injected into
the puncture for one thing be quite awhile before the last
one could be pulled. And it don't seem quite the proper
practice to infuriate bees, except for ends not to be secured
in any other way, lest survivors remember it, and punish
outsiders another day.
Apparently it's not altogether
necessary to make a colony or apiary more dangerous to a
community than it already is in order to harvest poison for

—

Nectar-Yielding Captiousness of Alfalfa.

The captiousness of alfalfa yielding honey abundantly
when its severe conditions are all satisfied, and not a drop
otherwise— Prof. Cook thinks that fault can be bred out of
it easier than the honey-yielding habit can be bred into—
say corn, or the potato— easier than the too-long tubes can
be bred off the red clover. He may be right, but I have my
doubts. Captiousness is a pretty stubborn quality. The
man who sometimes will do a wonderful day's work to brag
on, but usually nothing at all, may be harder to reform than
the savage who never did a day's work in his life. Page 807.
'

\

_

—

Doctor miller's
Question Box

;

=

j>
Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

the doctors.

Prices of
According

Honey and Butter.

to Doolittle,

page

807,

honey for a long

series

of years trotted nicely with butter in even span. Sad to relate, it had to be taken out at last and trot alone.
Has been
getting farther and farther behind on the course every year
since. Very likely the identity of the prices of butter and
honey did us good while it lasted and the approximation of
honey and sugar is beginning to do us harm now. With
butter at 22 and honey at 20, the seller could argue for 2
cents more but with honey at 7 and sugar at 6, the buyer
can argue like mischief that honey ought to come down a
;

;

cent.

Those Wax-Honey Experiments.

of honey to wax ? Most superstitions came down from ancient times but this one grew up in modern times and
sticks to apiculture like a lawyer-lamprey sticks to a big
and unfortunate old fish. Honey has a large proportion of
water, and wax none but otherwise there are the same ingredients in the two, but the ingredients in very different

—

;

When Running

for Extracted

Honey
do you prevent swarming when you are extracting
?
We had 80 colonies this year run for extracted
honey. Of these probablv every one prepared to swarm.
They all had good ventilation from the bottom of the hives,
and probably every one swarmed, or prepared to do so. Can
VERMONT.
you give any reason for it ?

How

the honey

truth is that I don't prevent swarming
extracting, for the simple reason that it has been
many a year since I worked a colony for extracted honey.
I
If, however, I were running for extracted honey, I think
should take advantage of some things that are barred out
from comb-honey producers.
First, however, I must confess that I don't know why
your bees should want to swarm, and yet why shouldn't
they ? You don't say that your treatment of them was any
different from your treatment of comb-honey colonies. Of
course they would be at least a little less inclined to swarm
because of having combs ready-made in which to store, but
that alone is hardly a sufficient deterrent.
You say they had good ventilation from the bottom f
the hives. Now that is one of the things to be tried differnot only good ventilation below,
ent for extracted honey

Answer.— The

when

Delighted, as our President would say, to see my waxhoney experiments return to me after so many days, as they
do on pages 808 and 809. 'Spects that is the best contribution to apiculture I ever made.
And I rather think the time is ripe now for a little plain
talk.
Who originated the wretched and egregious superstition that there is any mysterious loss in the transformation
;

Preventing Swarming

;
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but good ventilation above. With comb honey all must be
closed above, but I don't believe it hinders work in the extracting combs to have abundant ventilation above. If a
current of air is allowed to pass through from bottom to
top, it is easy to see that the cooling effect will be many
times more than to have only the same amount of ventilation below, and I think we are all agreed that abundant
opportunity to cool off on hot days is a strong factor in the
way of preventing swarming. One of the things that gives
me confidence in this kind of ventilation comes from my
own experience. Every year I have one or several colonies
that I call " piles " combs piled up 3 to 5 stories high, and
an opening to each storv, thus giving the air a " through
ticket " from bottom to top, with chance for side excursions
at each story. Not one of these piles has ever swarmed,
and I think it is not so much because of abundant room as
because of the through ventilation. And yet I can not be
sure that another factor may not have had something to do
in the case, for nearly always these " piles " were started
from colonies weaker than the average, becoming extrastrong as the season advanced.
Another thing I would try is the Demaree plan, which,
as you probably know, consists in putting an empty story
under the full one at the beginning of the harvest, the
queen being held in the lower story by an excluder.

of failure in a large proportion of cases.

last

happen often ?
2. Can you tell me what the bees do with their honey ?
Of course they eat it, but something else.
North Carolina.
Answers. 1. Your first question set me to looking
over the first pages of " Forty Years Among the Bees "
(and I want to thank you heartily for your kind words
about that book), and I think if you will look over the same
ground you will see that my discouragements would fully
match yours. I can't tell you just how often you may expect years of failure, but you may as well be ready to shut
your teeth together and meet them when they do come. I
suspect there are not many places where there are not occasional years of failure. Some years ago the failures came
so frequently in this region that it was a serious question
whether really good years were not things of the past.
There were those who said that the advancing cultivation of
the land had killed off some of the sources of honey, and we
need never again expect the good old seasons of big harBut they did return. Year before last was the best
vests.
year I ever had, and I think the last S years were better
than any other consecutive 5 years in my experience. So,
keep a stiff upper lip, and have your dish right side up

—

2. How can I prevent the bees from building comb
about the queen-cells on the stick in the prepared frame
within the brood-nest ?
3. Will queens lay after being mated while confined
nights and days to the dark room, or should they be left outside when mated (not knowing whether they are mated or
not), after they have flown say S or 6 evenings during quiet
and sunny weather? I have carried 10 nuclei in and out for
12 days after cells have hatched, and I can not find an egg.

England.
is

Compared with

year this year is discouraging.
In 190V I averaged about 40 marketable sections to the colony, spring count. This year about 4. Does this thing
1.

Does the slaughter of drones from a nucleus in which
is contained indicate that the queen is

it

hat Bees Do with Honey

Discouraging Honey Se asons—

young queen
mated ?

Answers. — 1. Yes,

19C6

are made so short. Besides, it is hardly to be expected that
queens will so promptly be fertilized when allowed to fly
only at an abnormal time. Still further, there is the chance

Mating and Laying of Queens
1.

4,

have ceased to fly, stimulating the virgins to fly at this late
hour by feeding, and also getting the desired drones to fly
in the same way.
At the proper time after mating the
young queens should lay, even if kept in the dark most of
the 24 hours. They would probably be sooner about laying
if left out all day long, but in that case you could not be
sure at all about their mating. It is nothing very strange
that your young queens are not laying at 12 days old.
Often queens do not lay sooner than that when left out all
the time, and slower work may be expected when their days

—

a

Jan.

quite satisfactory proof that

drones are no longer needed.
2. I don't know how to prevent it, and turn the question
over to Mr. Doolittle. I'm not sure that I should want to
prevent it, for it seems to do no harm, and is proof of prosperity that encourages such building.
3. I suppose you refer to the plan of keeping nuclei in
the dark and carrying them out late in the day after drones

"shower" comes.
Of course I know what bees do with their honey
they eat it, just as you say, and they — they — well, now, I
don't really know what else they do with it, unless they
store it up for such vandals as you and me to steal away
when

the

2.

;

from them.
then

If

you know anything

else

they do with

it,

tell.
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colony of bees in one of the apiaries belonging
to O. L. Abbott.
A big yield alone is of little consequence;
but when the statement is accompanied by an
enumeration of the facts showing the management of the colony during the period of the
gathering of the harvest, it becomes of great
importance.

Keports anb
(Experiences

We will
Poop Season for Honey in 1905
it is a
I like the American Bee Journal;
splendid paper,
I have 35 colonies of bees wintering on the
summer stands with rooting- felt tacked around
the hives and leaves on top in the super. I
have wintered my bees successfully in this

way for 3 winters.
The past season was

a poor one for honey
in this locality.
I
I had about a half crop.
lay with typhoid fever from May 18 to the
last of August, and also 4 of my family had
the same disease, so my bees had no attention
until fall. We had nice fall weather here,
and the bees went into winter in good condition.
They had a flight this week.
Cloe, Pa., Dec. 34.
E. E. Williams.

Langstroth

give the management, the result,

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains

as the colony began to
preparation for swarming, Mr.

Abbott withdrew two frames of hatching
brood with the adhering bees, formed a
nucleus, commonly called a " shook swarm,"
and located it in another apiary. The colony

over S00 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so weUknown to aU the readers of the Ameri-

required two full 10-frame supers, in each of
which he put S empty combs. Every 3 weeks
the honey-wagon made a round for extracting.
It made 4 trips. During one interval 5 frames
of honey had to be withdrawn to make room.
The Result— Each trip the colony furnished 16 full, fat Langstroth frames of
honey, making 69 all told. Estimating that
each frame yielded 6 pounds, the colony produced 414 pounds of honey. At 4 cents a
pound it was worth $16.50. In addition it
yielded one " shook swarm."
Inferences
Withdrawing 2 frames of
hatching brood just as the bees commenced
hanging out preparatory to swarming,
checked and held the fever until the main
honey-flow absorbed their attention and prevented further effort in that direction.
Extracting often enough to keep them furnished with plenty of storeroom kept them
from having idlers to spread discontent.
The wonderful fecundity of the Carniolan
queen caused the colony to recover in a few
days from the loss of the " shook swarm,"
and to become and remain strong for the remainder of the season.
Mr. Abbott says that about two dozen other
Carniolan colonies treated in the same manner did about two-thirds as well. He has 100
colonies of this race now, and intends to requeen 400 more with this stock. In gentleness, 60 far as his knowledge extends, they
are surpassed only by the Caucasians.

can Bee Journal

Each subject

Bees— A Correction

I have the American Bee Journal of Sept. ?,
1905 (page 631), and wish to correct some
errors that crept into my article which was
given to my typewriter in a room in Washington where many were working. I fear I did

not review

it.

The

great bee of the Orient is Megapis dorIn the same article the
common honey-bee is referred to as Aphis.
This should be Apis, of course. Aphis is a
genus of plant-lice. It is very important that
we get these names correct. While Macroapis
and Megapis mean the same thing big bee
there is no call or excuse for Macroapis. Our
best authority on bees (Prof, Ashmead) thinks
the great bee of the East should be given a
distinct generic name, and he is doubtless
correct.
In regard to the introduction of the stingless bees, I did not gather that the Government planned to undertake the work. Would
it not be well for it to do so?
If we think so,
let us ask the Department to undertake it.
I
certainly believe it would be a wise use of
money on the part of the Department of Agriculture.
A. J. Cook.
sata, not Macroapis.

—

Germany.

Berlin,

Poor Year for Bees
Bee6 did no good here this year. They got
a little honey in June, but no fall crop. I
think perhaps it was too wet, but I am going

my

to stay here and build
nies or more.

Kennett, Mo., Dec.

apiary to 150 coloR. J.

Roberts.

editors are

Some

of honey.

of

a very commendable
to obtain a large yield

my

Carniolans did

re-

well,

neighbors how

year

I

try to see
instead of luck.
Five or 6ix year6
I will

if

the yield

is

science

ago one colony gave

nearly five times the average yield of the colonies of the remainder of the apiary.
I could
not remember the particulars of the managewas
a streak of luck
ment, so the yield
nothing more. This time I happened to remember
how I managed the colonies that did so well.
Thinking that you might be interested in
reading the management, result, and inferences, I requested the editor of our local
paper to send you a copy of his editorial.
O. L. Abbott.
Fresno Co., Calif., Dec. 4.

—

The

editorial

from Mr. Abbott's

local

paper

(Irrigator) reads as follows:

A

to

The book we mail

for $1

.20,

or club

with the American Bee Journal for
one year— both for S2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
;

THREE NEW

subscribers to the Bee

Journal for one year, with $3.00.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL

Dearborn Street,

334

Do You Want

a

South Dakota Paper?

Tells of great land values, of business oppoitunitles, of a State where more railroad
building is going on than in any other State
8

union

South Dakota Farmer SJ?"

every week.

Price, $1 per year.
this ad with 35
cents for a vear's subscription. Address.
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMER, SlouxFalls.S.D.

SPECIAL OFFER— Send

Please mention the Bee Journal.
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Nebraska: The annual meeting of the
Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held on Wednesday, Jan. 17, at 2 p.m., at
the Experiment Station Building of the Nebraska State Farm, at Lincoln, Neb. The
meeting will be of interest to all bee-keepers.
E. Kretchmer. of Iowa, will read a paper on
"Bees and Fruit;" H. F. Smith, Assistant in
Department of Entomology of the University
of Nebraska, will read a paper entitled, " The
Relation of Robber-flies and the Honey-Bee."
A general discussion will give all present an
opportunity to discuss subjects of interest.
Lincoln, Neb. Lillian E. Trester, Sec.
annual convention

Big yiELD of Honey.

During the season of 1905 a remarkable
yield of honey was harvested from a Carniolan

will

State Bee- Keepbe held in the

of

Commerce Building, Denver, Jan.

30, 31, 1906.

This will be during " Farmers'

Chamber

and I have tried to tell my
happened to manage them.
The big yield was luck, not science. Next

markably

way

it

CONVENTION NOTICES.

ers'

making

how

be wonderfully helped on the

to

success with bees.

~

Colorado.— The Colorado
The

is clearly

18.

Big Yield from Carniolans
effort to find out

—Chas. Dadant & Son.

and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail

—

Speeles of

^

«* Honey-Bee

Management — Just
in

»•>

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

and some inferences

hang out

15

Week," when many farmers' organizations
be in the city holding conventions. We
are assured of low railroad fares from all
points of the State. We are planning for our
usual good convention.
R. C. Aikin, Sec.
Loveland, Colo.
will

«0

$ .25

Cosmopolitan

1.00
1.00
1.00
3.00

Pearson's

Woman's Home Companion
Review of Reviews

Our

The Rietsche Press
Made

of artificial stone. Practically Indeand giving entirely satisfactory refoundation made easily and
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,

one year, $3.00.
Gleanings in Bee Culture, The American
Boy, or the Western Fruit Grower may be
price for

all

substituted for Pearson's,

if

structible,
sults.

desired.

Comb

Write for other Clubs.

ADRIAN GETAZ,

Give us a list
what you want. We can save you money
on almost any paper.
of

45Atf

JOSEPH, MO.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

ITJ.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
he "prefers to pay $25 for a Rietsche Press than
do without it."— A. G.

THE riODERN FARHER,
ST.

p«t>4i878,'8a, '»a

Otisvtllk, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers your new style Is
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks induced me to get mine.
Fred Fodner.

Our Leader
Modern Farmer

CO

C>

J

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing;.
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How A.

D. Blocher
MADE $750.00 IN TWO MONTHS

WORKING FOR US

YOU CAN DO IT TOO

A. D. Blocher of Davison, Mich., is a
farmer.
He believes in turning his spare
He read the advertisetime into money.
ments of the Co-operative Society of the
National Supply Co., and was convinced
that the Society was a good thing for
himself and his friends. He believed in
co-operation, and he saw that here was a
Society which offered something tangible,
safe and profitable, in that line. He wrote
us and later joined the Society, became
an active, enthusiastic worker, solicited
his neighbors to join, distributed several
hundred of our catalogues among them,
and induced a great many of them to be-

spare time, and every member thanked
him for getting them to join the Society.
What Mr. Blocher did you can do. Hundreds of others men and women have
done nearly as well and are doing it today.
Write us and we will explain it all. We

come members.

—

How You Can Save

A. D.

10 to

20 Per Cent on Everything You Buy

10

How We Can

—

BLOCHER

Davison, Mich.

per cent to 20 per cent on the cost of your supplies, join the
Co-operative Society of the National Supply Co. and buy everything you need to eat. wear or use on the farm or in the home, from
the Society and you will save from $10 to $20 on every hundred dollars you spend for merchandise. The National Supply Co., of Lansing,
Mich., and Chicago, 111., is one of the largest mail order houses in the
world— its prices published in plain figures in its large, free 1,000
page catalogue are as low and on many articles a great deal lower than
any other mail order concern. Anybody can buy anything from them
and save money by doing it. Members ot the Co-operative Society
get a special discount of 10 percent from the list on everything they buy
through the Society, which in the course of a year means a saving to
members of many hundreds of dollars. The average farmer can save
from $100 to $250 a year on his supplies— all on an Investment of
hut Sin for a fully paid up, non-assessable Life Membership in this

To save

will show you just how and why you can
do as well or better. This is the opportunity of a lifetime and will only cost you
the effort of writing us a postal card to
learn all about it; and it will mean very
little work on your part to make big
money. Besides we will show you how
you will profit by your membership in this
Society every year as long as you live.
Mr. Biocher made $754.20 in two months,
but that was not all the benefits he received his membership made him a
partner in a business that is saving him
severalhundred dollars every year. Write
us a postal for full particulars. Do it now.

His compensation for

distributing the catalogues; the membership fees on the persons he induced to join
the Society, and commissions on the goods
purchased by them paid him the handsome reward of $754.20— all done in his

Can you invest $10.00 in any other way that will bring you
even one-tenth the income that this will? Can yon buy your supCo-operation alone makes such a
plies as cheaply any other way?
thing possible. You have everything to gain and nothing to lose by
becoming a member. If you join the Co-operative Society of the
National Supply Co., and your savings in discounts on purchases should not amount to $10 during the year and you wish to withdraw, we will redeem your Membership Certificate by paying you back
the difference between the amount of the discounts youbave received
and the $10 membership fee, together with 6 per cent interest on the
Society.

so paid back. Isn't this a fair offer, and doesn't it take away
from you? No other co-operative society ever made such a broad

amount
all risk

We

Invite you to join and we make it easy and absolutely
offer before.
safe for you to do so. Write today for particulars and full explanation
of how this Society is able to make these extraordinary offers.

$47.50 Jump-Seat Buggy
FREIGHT PAID

Sell this

—

for

$34.20

Furnished with Shafts, CarStorm Apron, Wrench,

pets,
etc.

Our regular price for
this $47.50 rig is $38.00.

Price to

Members

a clear saving of $3.80 to purchasers who are
This is but
members of the Co-operative Society.
one item of many, but it shows what a membership
in this Society is worth to you in dollars saved.

Here

National Jamp-Seat Buggy

is

is actually worth $47.50 and you
anywhere else. It is built for two or four
hickory, anil is fully warranted in every
particular— quickly changed from a single to a double seat without
removing any parts. This is acknowledged to be the most convenient
arrangement ever invented. It is very simple, making it possible to
instantly change this rig from a two-seated buggy to a really desirable
light market wagon— just what every farmer needs. Wheels are all
Gear— Axle. 1
hickory, Sarven or shell band, lxv.£ inch steel tire.
inch, dust-proof, and cemented to hickory wood, rear king bolt, fifth
wheel and double perch reach. Oil-tempered, elliptic springs, strong
Body— white wood and hickory,
enough to carry four passengers.
strongly ironed throughout, and full length body loops 60 inches long
and 28 inches wide. Cushions green cloth, whipcord or imitation
leather. Painting— body black with dark green gear, narrow stripe,
high-grade finish. We are only able to make this remarkable offer by

This

cannot duplicate
passengers,

made

it

for less

of good

—

taking the entire output of the factory, and saving all middlemen's
profits co-operation in this Society cuts out all needless expenses and
Send us an order for a
profits between the factory and the member.

—

NatlonalJump-Seat Buggy at once— $38.00 is cheap for it. To make
the bargain still better, send for an Application Blank, join the Society, and save $3.80 extra
this extra saving will pay

—

more than one-third the memHundreds of
bership fee.
members have joined the Society without it costing them
a cent— the savings on their
purchases paying the

full fee
a nice

and often leaving them
profit besides.
to join the

We solicit you
Society now.

We
1,000 PAGE

rri EC

want every familv in the United States to have one of our large,
handsome 1.000-page catalogues. It is the greatest Buyers' Guide

ever published.
Is illustrated with thousands of beautiful cuts;
every page is brimming full of genuine bargains not to be found
anywhere else. We also want vou to read the article in the catalogue
on' "Co-operation"— it'sa treatise on the practical workings of genuine co-operation. It shows how this Society, composed of farmers all over the country, is fighting
trusts and combines, and how its members are improving their conditions through the force of co-operation. The Society is willing to pay well to have the catalogue placed in the hands of men who will
If you want to
join the Society and help us to extend still further the influence of our co-operation.
make good money in ynur spare time, or if yon can devote vour whole time to the work, write us for

CATALOGUE I

Rbb

catalogue— we'll 'send It free— and
how you can do the same or better.

you how A. D. Blocher made $754.20 in two months, and
Write today for the information, and begin the work at once.

we'll tell

CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY OF THE NATIONAL SUPPLY CO.
LANSING, MICHIGAN

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Jan.

4,

THfc

1906

S66d-Tim6 and

f arvest
an illustrated Monthly Journal for country
homes. It is known everywhere as the Great
'Home Industry" Monthly. It is a "Periodical with a Purpose." Its mission is "Teach
Independence Through Home Employment."
Only 25 cents per year; none free.

S66d-Tini6& Harvest Pub. Go.
Dept.

208,

Scranton, Pa.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

In Its Twenty-eighth Year

The RuraTGalitornian
6 Months 25c.
A

large monthly magazine devoted to Agricultural, Horticultural and rural pursuits. 3howing the
wonderful development of the Pacific Coast. Beautifully illustrated, well
edited and artistically
printed on fine book paper. An encyclopedia of information for colonists. Address,

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Rooms 6 and
lCtf

Mention

Dee

7

Temple

Block,

LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
Journal when writing.

Successful Poultry Journal
FRANK HECK,

Edito-.

Subscription Price so cents per Year.
write for Advertising Rates.

The most prominent and successful, practical
poultrymen wriie for the Succes-ful Pou'try Jour
and tell how they build their houses, mate their
fowls, manage their incubators, feed both young
and old— and, in fact, tell how they succeed and
make money. Send for sample copy.
nal,

SUCCES-FOL POULTRY JOURNAL
355 Dearborn

lCtf

BARNES' FOOT

CHICAGO,

St.,

ILL.

POWER MACHINERY
Read what

J. I.

Y

Parent^

Charlton, N.
M says: " We
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do

yon say

it

it with this Saw. It will do all
will." Catalog and price-list free*
W. F. & John Barnes,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

Address,

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

3PETS
If

you are interested

in Pigeon?,

Rabbits,

Cavies, Dogs, Cats, Birds or Pet6 of any kind,
you should send for a tree sample of
it's the Best Publication of its kind in America.
a
national
Has
circulation, and it's only 50c

PET STOCK,
a year.
40Ctf

Address,

PET STOCK,

Box

YORK, PA.

20,

AH About the Southwest
Homes and Prosperity

for

Everybody

TEXAS

produces more honey and other money crops than
any other State.

FARM AND RANCH

is

the

home

builders' guide,

handsomely printed on good paper and beautifully
illustrated. Contains clean, reliable, interesting and

instructive reading for each member of the lamilv,
24 pages weekly, fi.oo per year. Send stamp for
sample copy.

FARM AND RANCH,
Mention

Bee

Journal

Dallas, Tex.

when

writing;*
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Have you Tried 'The Eioin Hive?"
series

is

45Ctf
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fit it

accurately.

standard Supers, Frames and other acoes-
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EVERY FARMER NEEDS
A GOOD TELEPHONE

Jan.

1

5

HILDRETH & SEQELKEN,

For Sale-2 5,000 Lbs.

Mention

—x»l

FOR SALE

Until further notice, fineBt quality new crop
California Water-White White Sage and Light
Amber
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new

HONEY

—

cans and new cases. Write for prices and sam
pies, and state quantity you want.

when

&

265

i

"»

»

i

r

KOITM^

f

New York, N.Y

Street,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

WANTED
your lowest price, delivered here.
pay spot cash upon receipt of goods.

state

We

QRIOGS BROTHERS
521

Monroe

Street.

UAH

,l|»«.l

writing.

BEE SUPPLIES
-

Everything the bee-keeper needs. Distributing house for Lewis'
Now is the time to buy for next season.

Greenwich

Fancy White Comb Honey in Non-Drip
Shipping-Cases; also White Clover Honey in
cans and barrels. Please send samples and

Mfg. Co.
Chicago, III.
,

& SEGELKEN

HILDRETH
267

34Atf

Tel.
li Krn

Si

Spanish-needle Extracted Honey put up in new
60-lb. tin cans
6c a pound for the lot, or 6}£c
for less, F. J. GUNZEL, Weiner, Ark.
44Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

—

sm

re*

265 &. 267 GREENWICH ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
HAtf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

pendent telephone factory in the world made
with minute care and thoroughly tested before
leaving our hands; that's why they give best
service, that's why there are more of them in use
than of all others combined, that's why it is the
telephone to buy.
Many other good reasons are
contained in our new book, "How the Telephone Helps the Farmer," which will interest you if you are going to buy one or
a hundred telephones.
Write today
ask for book 80-L
we send it free.

«,i

re-

—

—

n

$1.00 per case
"
95

"

ceipt of order.

Telephones

i

gross

-90
"
Eight-ounce Tumblers, tin caps, 3 dozen in
shipping case:
5 case lots, per case, 3 doz
85c
"
"
"
10
80c
"
"
"
20
75c
F.O.B. New York. Prompt shipment on

are built better than the ordinary telephone, so
that they are especially adapted to the farmer's
use. Every piece and part that go to make
up a complete telephone are made by skilled
specialists in our own plant the largest inde-

» !.»
Bee Journal

$4.50 per

case lots
"

10

Stromberg- Carlson

i. il

gross lots

"
"
"
5
4.00
Also in strong RE-SHIPPING CASES of two
dozen each, heavy corrugated partitions, sides,
top and bottom— a perfect protection

town and to the neighbors. It adds security by
providing means for quick communication in
time of misfortune and distress. There is no
question as to the telephone being a paying investment for the farmer. The only question is,
which telephone is the best for the farmer to buy?

WM

Hooey-Jar, Porcelain Cover, Metal

each:

1

^III

HONEY-JARS

r

s2l e

The No. 25

CHEAPER TO A telephone on the farm is a "saver" in a great
ways. It increases the working force by
TALK THAN WALK many
decreasing the necessity for so many trips to

Rochester, N. Y.

1906

Screw Cap, absolutely tight, holding One Pound
of Honey, Net, in shipping-cases of one gross

IT'S

Stromhcrg-Cnrlson

4,

Goods at Factory

Prices.

TOLEDO, OHIO.

-

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Big Discounts
on Bee-Supplies
The following discounts apply on all orders
except honey- packages for current use:
For cash orders before Oct. 1—10 percent
Feb. 1
6 percent
Nov. 1
9 percent
"
"
March 1.... 4
Dec. 1
8
2"
April
1
"
7
Jan. 1
I

|

Cash Orders for regular Supplies before February,
6 percent Discount.
FINE EXTRACTED HONEY in cans or barrels. The best the world can produce
Samples S cents,

to

pay postage and packing.

How much

can you use?

Prices quoted quick

LEWIS' GOODS, and carry a
large stock, which insures prompt shipment.
We

handle

Catalog

Address,

free.

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS,
DAVENPORT, IOWA
213 & 215 W. 2d Street,
38Atf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

on the quantity you mention.

—

We buy BEESWAX at all times in the year.

CM

Send for our Catalog and "Special"

free.

C^rtTT
OVSW

lYI.

I

&
J?

1004 east Wash. Street
f*C\
L/V/. INDIANAPOLIS. IND. **

Trees, Plants

&

**

**

ers.

*

budded; Concord GrapeSv^fc^A
2c; Fores tsC&S

WORTH OF

SEEDS

catalogued

if

year in addition to our regulat high-grade, pure-bred
Farm and Garden Seeds, which give universal satisfaction because they
grow good crops.
lest you forget.
Sit down and write for catalog now
this

—

«

A. A.

BERRY SEED
Mention

CO..

BOX

Bee Journal

49.

when

CLAR.INDA, IOWA
writing.

e

German,
for

write
Address

free,

todav.

it

GERMAN NURSERIES.

lings
ft 1000.

you write at once for our 1906'
catalog, one packet of a Rare Variety and one Fine Rose
Bush that will bear beautiful roses this year. Enclose with
your request a dime or five two-cent stamps to pay packing
and postage and all will be sent to your address prepaid.
You can then select any packet seeds you wish from catalog to
amount of due bill. You can also see the many new things we have
send,

e e d

s.
fas' on trees.
Cal
Catalogue, English or

1

'

.-...I-

^\/s

very cheap
Freight paid

y^^

We will also

Ss<lS\^

Low prices. Appl>

4c; Plum and Cherry
12c: Peach 4e; all/

Tree

yuQ

Seeds

THAT GROW

Bestquality. Good bear

Box 30

Beatrice, Web.

-PURE ALFALFA-*

HONEY
IN

60-POUND CANS

We have a good supply of Pure Alfalfa

HONEY

in 60-pound cans that we can
ship by return freight at these prices 2 cans,
boxed, at 8% cents a pound 4 or more cans at
one time, 8 cents a pound all f.o.b. Chicago. Cash with order. Sample, by mail, 8
in stamps, to cover package and postage.
Address,
:

;

—

YORK HONEYIK^CO.
141-H3 Ontario

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Jan.

4,
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Headquarters *>. Bee-Supplies

LowestPrici

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

Big Discount for Early Orders

FREIGHT-

"
"

December

"

January 1
February 1

"

March

"

April

are the

9 percent
"
8
"
7

1

1

6
4
2

1

1

••

Let

in

Our

large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAHESTOWN,

N. Y.

Bee Journal

when

Mention

writing.

me

book your
Order for

I.A.XS,

For

my

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

1

Bee-Keepers'

—

18.

The

is the
to send in your
order for goods for use next season,
and for all orders where cash accompanies we allow the following discounts

for

GRIGGS BROS.

521

Monroe

TOLEDO, OHIO.

St.,

85c

for 15

send for

NAMES

For names and P. O.
of 15 farmers and 15e
— stamps taken — we

yrs. the Farmer's Call— ree. snb.
price 50c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25 yrs.old, 1.300
pages a yr. Sample free. Farmer's Call.iQuincy, 111.
will

Mention

-'

Bee

Journal

when

writing.

BEE SUPPLIES.
We

handle the finest bee supplies,

CO., Jamestown, N. Y.
with you on your wants.

made

Send

51

;

FALCONER MFG.

_

TAIL HIVES, have
it,

honoy board, warpsame prlco as the regular
a

for Catalog.

THE FRED.

comb

T.

early orders, let us figure

">

proof cover, and bottom board, think of
styles.

W.

by the

Discounts on

Big

MUTH SPECIAL DOVE

honey continues to be fair for all grades. Prices
practically remain the same. We quote fancy
white at 14@15c No. 1 at 13c No. 2 at 12c, and
buckwheat at 10c per pound, Extracted honey
is in good demand, especially California honey
;

Send for free illustrated Catalog. It describes and illustrates everything for
both the Poultry and Bee Keepers.

X
X
X

continuous advertising
that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

17— The honey market remains

demaad

.

•

It is

firm, with good demand, and prices the same as
last quotations. Fancy white comb brings 15c;
No. 1, 14c; fancy amber, 13c; buckwheat, 13c.
Extracted, white clover, in barrels, 6Ji@6J4c;
amber, in barrels, 5@5Kc; in cans, lc to lj^c
higher. Beeswax in good demand, 26c cash,
28c trade.
Griggs Bros.

— The

.

H.W. Webek.

C.

expects to receive these prices for his product.
The above are our selling prices.)
The Fred W.Moth Co.

6.

.

holds back the demand for comb honey. Crops
seem to be exceedingly short and producers in
the West keep the prices high. We quote as follows: Fancy water-white and No. 1 white clover, 14@16c; No. 2, 12@14c. Extracted seems to
be more plentiful, and we quote same in barrels,
light amber, 5/i@5,Hc; in cans, He more; white
clover, 7@8c. Beeswax, 28@30c.

"

Dec.

Before February 1
deduct 6 percent
"
"
"
March 1
4
"
"
"
April 1
2
L Freight-Rates from Toledo are the
lowest. Can take Honey and Beeswax
in exchange for Supplies if you desire.

weather

nice

Early Discounts
Time

Now

white comb honey,

;

New York,

vii

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

honey arriving, but no one producer seems to
have very great quantities to offer. I quote
fancy white at 15@16c; No. I in poor demand at
12c, and amber dull atlOc. Best grade extracted
brings 8@9c in 60-lb. cans; amber slow at 6c.
Beeswax, 30@33c.
Walter S. Pooder.

;

Oct.

«^oi.i>i;>

LOWS, CAK.NIO.

of

Cincinnati, Dec.

Toledo,

bred in separate apiaries,

catalog

@7

Cincinnati, Nov. 24.— The demand for comb
honey is relaxing to some extent, owing to the
majority of the trade being well supplied. All
fears of a comb honey famine have been allayed. We quote fancy white comb honey at
14@16c. Extracted honey is ia fair demand.
Quote amber at SX@6^c, according to the package and quality. Fancy white and white clover
extracted at 6)£@8Hc. We are paying 28&c per
pound delivered here for choice yellow beeswax.
(We wish to call the attention of the producer
to the above honey quotations, who mistakably

free.

H.W.WEBER™

C.
Office

prices, refer to

coud make quick sales of consignments at
above figures. We pay 24c for clean, yellow
beeswax delivered here.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

;

Catalog mailed

Send for same.

and CAUCASIANS.

Denver, Nov. 11.— No.

Chicago, Dec. 6.— The trade ia best grades of
white comb honey has been fair, yet retailers
taking only small quantities at a time. This
honey brings 14@15c other grades are difficult
to place at from l@3c per pound less. Extracted
selling at 7@7><c per ponnd for white
amber
6X@7c dark SH(g'6c. Beeswax, when clean and
of good color, 30c.
R. A. Burnbtt & Co.

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

QUEENS

per case of 24 sections, $3.35; No. 1 light amber,
I3.0J; No. 2, $2 50@3.00.
Extracted honey, t%
cts. per pound.
Supply is light and we

f)oney anb

what

6 Percent Discount for January

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the

keepers

is

will

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for IS years (monthly,

-

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

You

25 Years

bee

SOUTH

now goes through

"

OF ALL KINDS

most experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY
for the

as 'mostall freight

Bee = Supplies
Established Nearly

CINCINNATI

RATES FROM

On Cash Orders
Before November

19

WALNUT

W.

MUTH

CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ST.,

We quote white at 6^'" 7c;
buckwheat, extracted, at
Southern at 50@60c per galBeeswax firm and steady at 20(gi30c per

with large supplies.
light

amber

at 6c

S)S@6c per ponnd
lon.

pouad.

;

;

Hildreth & Sbgelken.

Indianapoi.19, Dec.

15— There

is

a tendency

for higher prices on best grades of honey. The
demand for strictly fancy white comb honey
exceeds the supply. Demand for lower grades

of

comb honey

not good.

Numerous shipments

FOR— SALE

Extracted Honey Fancy white, 6K,c; fancy
amber, 6c y4 c less in 5-case lots or more.
;

C. O.
45itf

CLEMONS

&.

KANSAS

CO.

CITY, MO.

BEESWAX
HONEY AND
baying

or selling, consult
When consigning
R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Watir St. Chicago. III.
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Jan.

4,

1906

A CARLOAD OF PAPER
WAS USED

IN PRINTING

1906 EDITIOI

THE

of the...

LEWIS CATALOG 8W
Send for One at Once

IT IS
Every Copy

is

a

Work

FEEE
of Art.

Better, Grander, Larger

than Ever.

JO"

AGENTS WANTED
For Lewis' Goods by the Carload
FOR

MAINE
NEW HAMPSHIRE

RHODE ISLAND
NORTH CAROLINA

VERMONT

SOUTH CAROLINA

FLORIDA
LOUISIANA

MASSACHUSETTS
CONNECTICUT

MISSISSIPPI

SOUTHERN OHIO

GEORGIA

ALABAMA
Liberal territory given.

For further

particulars address

G. B. LEWIS CO.

Home

Office

-SSr Watertown,Wis.
XJ.

S.

A..
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KEEPERS'
SUPPLIES

Jan.

POULTRY

§

LEWIS' BEEWARE

SUPPLIES
CORNELL
INCUBATORS

so well known it need no introduc6 percent Discount on Bee=
Supplies for January Beeswax wanted

is

1906

11,

DAY
BROODERS

PEEP

0"

tion.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BV

GEORGE W. YORK
334

li

.

COMPANY

— 26c

cash, 28c

CORNELL CHICK MACHINERY

bee-sup-

exchange.

plies in

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

when taking

III.

Extracted

are unexcelled.

Money
The

for pale. Prices
on application.

IMPORTANT NOTICES
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

Sample,

1b

a year. In the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra tot postage. Sample copy free.

1906 Cornell Incubator is superior
to anything heretofore put
on the market.

10c.

$1.00

THE WRAPPER-LABEL, DATE

New

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is paid.
For instance, "dec06" on your label Bhows that it is
paid to the end of December.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not Bend a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

If

fl.

National Bee-Keepers' Association

|y

The Honey-Producers' League
(

Incorporated)

OBJECTS:
1.

To

create a larger

demand

To

publish facts about honey, and counteract
misrepresentations of the same.
2.

FREE

PROMPTLY AT FACTORY
to
3

ffiWEr

CO.

CHICAGO,

141 Ontario Street,

M. ARND,

CBS)

ILL.

Long- Distance 'Phone, North 1559.

Mgr.

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
Wholesale and Jobbing.
entirely to its MERITS, and our

b st

Jade !

Retail,

its REPUTATION
PERSISTENT EFFORTS to
it the BEST.
TOUGH, CLEAR, and PERFECTLY TRANSPARENT, has the NATURAL SWEET
ODOR of PURE WAX, and the COLOR of the BRIGHTEST and LIGHTEST LEMON and
ORANGE.
We make a SPECIALTY of WORKING WAX into FOUNDATION for CASH, by the
TENS, HUNDREDS and THOUSANDS of POUNDS, and we are in the Best Shape to attend to
all orders promptly, our capacity being- 1500 pounds daily.
FULL and COMPLETE LINE of SUPPLIES, and the BEST ONLY.

Owes

MAKE the BEST and KEEP
It is

SAMPLES

of our Foundation, Descriptive Catalog, PRICES and
Do not fail to write for
stating Quantity of Foundation wanted. Wax to be Worked, and List of other
Supplies, and Prices will be accordingly. Beeswax always wanted.

DISCOUNTS,
E.

for honey through

advertising.

filled

YORK HONEY

ADVERTISING RATES will be given upon appli-

If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
publishers of the American Bee Journal.

you want orders

for either line

PRICES, send your order

cation.

Objects of the Association
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.—To protect and defend its members in their
lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
Annual Membership Dues, Si.oo
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Platteville, Wla.

1906 Catalog

Grainger &

....

Co., Toronto, Ontario
Co., Beeville, Texas

The Beb and Honey

E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts, England
W. D. Soper, Jackson, Michigan

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Agents for Canada
M

...
.

.

"

Texas
Great Britain

Michigan

GUS D1TTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

MEMBERSHIP DUES
1. Any bee-keeper may become a member by paying to the Manager an annual fee of $1.00 for each
20 (or fraction of 20) colonies of bees (spring count)
he owns or operates.
2. Any honey-dealer, bee-supply dealer, bee-supply
manufacturer, bee-paper publisher, or any other
Arm or individual, may become a member on the
annual payment of a fee of $10, increased by onefifth of one (l) percent of his or its capital used in
the allied interests of bee-keepine.

George W. Tore, Manager,
334 Dearborn

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

4 * The
continuous advertiser
gets the bulk of Die business,
because others are not adver-

tising,

and he

NOT

IN

6 Percent Discount
We will allow you the above Discount on
Cash during January. Send for our Catalog.

PAGE & LYON MFG.

is."

Mention

Bee Journal

THE TRUST

CO.,
when

all

Orders accompanied by

New London,

Wis.

writing.

For High-Grade
Cans
Prices Always
the Lowest

Write for Prices,
Stating- Quantity-

Wanted

Friction

Top Cans

Prompt shipment and careful attention given to all orders.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
Made by

for

Honey and Syrup

Special prices to

members of the Bee-Keepers' Associations.
CO., 1035 W. 47th Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

CANNERS CAN
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"DADMT'S FOUNDATION"

I

-AND•ft

•1®J*

BEE=SUPPLIES
DISCOUNTS

Revised Prices on Foundation
IN

Name of Grade

5-lbs.

1-lb.

LOTS OF
10-lbs.

2S-lbs.

SO lbs.

Medium Brood

SS

S3

51

49

48

Light Brood
Thin Surplus
Extra Thin Surplus.

57

55

53

51

50

62

60

58

56

55

.65

63

61

59

58

.

for Early Cash Orders

During September
"
"

10 percent
9
8

October

November
December

"

"
"
"

January
February

7

6
4

.'.

March

2

Beeswax Wanted at

Times.

all

##$h

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

^^r^^^^^^^^^^r^^^^^^^^^^^^^
•ty

en BULBS
JU».-,

If

SEE THE 1906 RELIABLE

Cents.

before you buy. Perfectly practical forpoultrymen or beginners. Double heating system
gives bigger hatches— saves one- «=
third the oil. Sold on a money lb
back guarantee. Write for free t!=_^
catalog. Reliable Farm Pure-r-^rf-j
Bred Birds and Eggs. Get prices.
!T"~-= l

Will grow in the
bouse or (.nit n!
doors. Hy act ni lis,
Tulips. Ultullolus,
Crocnsi Fuchsias,
hcalis, Tuberoses,
Begonia Jonquils,
Daffodils, 'hinese
i

I.iiv.

mil.

i

Reliablf

1 lew •:•'
Lilj
nia, Lilies of

Incubator
..
and Brooder Co,,

BoxB-153 Quinry.

lie

Mention

ilee

Illinois,

•:•
7|r

ROSES & SEEDS
50c

:•» ;•
V» :• *:
:*« :$+ '.$< si»'
-,f

FREE

WORTH

Free rosebush, due bill for 50c
worth of free seeds, and a free packet of
seed will be sent to all sending" for our handsome new catalog. Send 10c to pav postage.

"

TJ. S.

Journal

HILLSIDE NURSERY, SOMERVILLE, MASS.

Hal^H

FOR HIS
44

'

Valley—all postpaid. ?5i*. in stamps
Asa premium with iiit-st- Bulbs we will send
big collection of flower seeds— over203 kimls.

or coin.

send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

'

<

t

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
a completely than any other published,

If

Q

Bee = Keeper's Guide."

A.

wuen

* •' *V
:l*

]]

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Mention

writing

••*• •:• *:•
-i$y -it* <*- nfft *•»

•;• *:
>,$ ft

*,•»

: •: *:
-i*

«;#*

-#»

Bee Journal
*:• *.

*#:» i#.»'

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

:

-<*>

when

.••
-•
*. *-*
•<#.»•
-.•* -.•»
it*

writing.

.
^
»

*
'

Pouder "

!

A.

A.

BERRY SEED

CO.,

BOX

49,

BEE-SUPPLIES

|

CLARINDA, IOWA

I

TELEPHONE

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

s

Facts for Farmers
Send for free book

so-A.

It

I
I
l

&
w

containa

telephone facts that are monev-sa vers
Stromberg - Carlson Tel.- Mfjf,
Co., Rochester, N.Y., Chicago.lll.

Everything used by Bee- Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

.-.

Prompt
.'.

Service.

Catalog Free.

you wish to purchase finest quality of HONEY for your local trade, write for my
monthly price-list of honey.
Why not secure your BEE-SUPPLIES NOW FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE, and avail
yourself of the following yery liberal discounts? Goods all Root Quality.
It

All

About

California

The Pacific Rural Press has been a household word throughout California for 35 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
soil or products of California. Weekly, illustrated:
Edited by practical specialists. Two
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.

Pacific Rural Press,
130

Market

50Atf

free

Street,

San Francisco, Calif.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

For cash orders before Mar. 1
For cash orders before Feb. 1 6 percent
For cash orders befoie Apr. 1.2 percent

i

WALTER

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

.4

percent

POUDER,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

i
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...

...

We

say that

we can supply

tmA

books, or hives to honey-boards.

Af£

main Departments

"^
a/A

^X

^jt
mA

...

...

_.

...

for the bee-keeper,

of our business.

we mean

f

Anything from bees to
It IS a LITERAL fact.
The completeness of our factory is not realized by most bee-keepers. Below we give the
Read them over and then we are sure you will understand when we 6ay EVERYTHING

EVERYTHING for the bee-keeper.

it.

C

DEPT.

This department occupies the 3 floors of the main building of the factory. It is equipped from top to bottom with the
money buy. Every detail in hive-making has been carefully figured out. Immense
sheds covering acres of ground protect the lumber piles so that shrinkage is reduced to almost nothing. Thi6 accounts for
the accurate fitting and clearness of stock of Root's wooden wares. The entire factory, light, and machinery power, is furbest machinery that brains can invent and

nished by

a great, 4110

horse-power engine, and a 100 horse-power dynamo.

\ WAX- WORKING DEPT.
furnished
buying wax and
the famous Weed Process Foundation. Our Wax Department
±4
We
pounds
automatic papering machines,
Over
machines
ji with tanks
V foundation made, boxed and shipped over the world every
Jj TIN SHOP
Here
made the cans
smokers that bear the Root trade-mark
made the thousands
mL
Here
stamping
and
cutting honey- hoards; presses
various
and uncapping-cans. Machines
W
are leaders in

selling

of excellence.

of

are

'

for

for

tractors

are

^
|^

for ex-

\
1>

forms.

iron into

tin

gA^r
""

f

of

150,000

etc.

year.

all

is

V^

fr
^|a

is

for sheeting, all 6izes of mills,

for refining,

r

W~l

^
li
Jiaw

±j WOOD-WORKING
r

...

A Complete Establishment

3
\

*

...

Jan. u. 19<6

lAw

J/L

\
MACHINE SHOP
^1
and
^km
employees. We make our own'metal
most expensive machinery and manned by
Equipped with
Ml
machines
evidence everywhere.
l/^
cutting and
Powerful
W much machinery
APIARIES
\
j^
devoted
supplemented by
bee and queen
and around Medina
mm
We have
J#
product
queen-breeding
W more New York, Pennsylvania and Cuba, and we
[rr
^
5 apiaries

Our queens

_lt

W
^
kf

of several other large

We test every device we make

before

it is

introduced to the public.

Two

From

a dozen to 20

men

are kept busy loading and packing the 175 to 200

ship every year, besides the thousands of less than carload shipments. Eight express trains a day. With large
warehouse packed full and a great factory it is a little wonder that Roots have gained a reputation for promptness in filling
orders for the hundreds of things in their catalog.

carloads

we

folder,

_j

^7

£

\j

railroads run their cars to our doors.

\ PRINTING DEPT.
trimming, cutting and stitching machines;
Two large cylinder presses; 3 platen presses; paper
^/
of Gleanings
Bee Culture;
help
turn out semi-monthly the large
book-binders—
ml
\

5

establishments.

SHIPPING DEPT.

r

ML

are bred with scientific care.

rearing,

exclusively to

control the

in

are in

drilling

iron presses, iron

scattered in

'

parts

skillful

the

for other factories.

'

all

ters, printers,

issues

to

in

skilled typeset-

the five to ten

ABC

books every year; together with our 500,000 supply catalogs, not speaking of ithe numerous other
Two carloads of paper required for our annual catalog, a half carload
catalogs, booklets, labels and all varieties of printing.
for our Christmas Gleanings alone.
thousand

^i BRANCHES AND AGENTS
a

^/
01
\

OFFICE

#A

The office is the brain of the factory. Here are the executive, editorial, advertising and book-keeping heads. Here the
thousands of details are cared for. Root's office is as modern as you can find anywhere. Six typewriters are kept busy adding machine, copying machine, vertical letter files, card indexes, etc.— everything to care for the half million dollars worth of
business we do yearly. We have every interest of the bee-keeper at heart. We are working for your good, for your prosperity

A
jfl

;

H —
**m.

JC

r

means

ours.

The Compliments of the Season to Our Friends

m

ft

THE

Our Catalog

A.

I.

for 1906

is

A
JV

r*
Aj
WW

ffi't'

^
-A

.

Jfa

Eight branches with large stock in all great centers. Numerous jobbing agencies and hundreds of smaller agents place
our goods at your door at factory prices, with freight charges and time taken in shipment reduced to the lowest possible point.
We wonder if the bee-keeper ever thinks of the many hands and brains that plan for him? Of the hundreds of thousands of
dollars, and the hours consumed to make and deliver his supplies?

*{l

\

UtW
^~

ready.

Write for a copy

if

All

you want

ROOT COMPANY,

it

Over World.

now.

—

Medina, Ohio

V

*\ J

WW

r^
\.
WW
f^^

V

^^
jF
fr

1/
J&mw

j.

SS^j^MslsSr
(Entered at the Po8t-OfBce at Chicago as Second-Class Mail-Matter)

Published Weekly at
QBORQE W. YORK,

ftl.OO

a Tear by George

CHICAGO,

Editor

ILL,

=%

(gbttortal

Hotes

anb Comments

j
A New Bee-Paper

in

Russia

Those of our readers who are familiar with the Russian
language may be interested to know that an apicultural and
horticultural journal in that language has been launched at
Reval Estland, Russia, the name of which is non-Russians
are advised to brace themselves firmly before pronouncing
it aloud
the name is, " Wsjeobschtschi Ptschelowod und
Sadowcd." No wonder there is trouble in Russia

—

—

1

Entrance-Closers for Hauling Bees

For hauling bees not too great distances, the owner
accompanying them, and with entrances not too deep, here's
a bright plan of closing the entrances, given in

Keepers' Review

the Bee-

:

Cut a piece of wire-cloth 2 inches wide, and as long
Fold, or bend, it along the
the entrance is wide.
middle of the long way until, in looking at the end, it has
the shape of the letter "V," or possibly the letter " U."
Introduce the folded edge into the entrance, and crowd the
wire-cloth back into the entrance until the outer edges are
nearly or quite even, or " flush " with the front of the hive.
The elasticity or " spring " of the wire keeps it in place,
yet it can be very easily and quickly pulled out with the
points of the finger and thumb.
as

shipping Only the Younger Bees
Editor Hutchinson intends next season to ship bees to
the raspberry region at the beginning of the harvest, and
his plan of sifting out the older bees

He

may

be

new

to

some.

says

Two or

three days before they are to be shipped they
of the apiary a short distance, and the
flying or field bees allowed to return and join the weaker
colonies that remain in the apiary. This course will be
taken for two reasons. The full colonies that are to be
shipped will stand the confinement and shipment much better for the removal of these old bees.
It is these old bees
that worry and make a fuss and die in the hive. The young
bees that have never flown, bear the confinement exceedingly well. The old bees that return and join the weaker
colonies will boom them, and they will soon be in a condition for artificial increase, to which purpose they will be
devoted.
will be

moved out

W. York &

JANUARY

11,

Feeding Bees

Co.,

334 bearborn

VoL XLVI-No.

1906
in

St.

2

Winter

Until lately it has generally been held that liquid feed
can not be safely given in winter, but evidence is accumulating that although it is a bad practice to allow bees to go
into winter quarters lacking sufficient stores, yet with
proper precautions syrup may be safely given at any time.
On this subject, R. F. Holtermann has the following in the
Canadian Bee Journal
:

" If any one has bees with insufficient stores for winter
under proper conditions, I feel sure bees can be fed during
the winter and yet wintered with success. Now, remember,
I am sure it would be very undesirI do not advocate this.
able to practice such bee-keeping, yet it can be done. Bees,
however, as far as I know, can not be induced to take feed
down, such feed must be put under the cluster, not over it.
The hive can be raised from the bottom-board sufficiently
to shove under the cluster some feeder open at the top, yet
in which the bees will not perish. The feed can be given
as occasion requires."

A question may be raised as to the correctness of the
statement that bees can not be induced to take feed down,
and that it must always be given from below. Certainly,
it is the natural thing for bees when storing to carry from
below above, yet it is equally the natural thing in winter
for the bees to go upward for stores. Whether, as a rule,
bees will in winter take feed much more readily from below
than above, is a question upon which it is desirable to have
more light. Mr. Holtermanu's suggestion, however, is well
worth considering on the score of convenience to the beekeeper. In many cases it is much more convenient to give
feed from below, whether it be in the comb or in a feeder,
and especially for those who use bottom-boards of the Miller
pattern, giving a 2-inch space under the bottom-bars. A
brood-comb of sealed honey, a section of the same, or a
shallow dish of syrup furnished with a cloth or other provision against the bees drowning, may be quietly shoved
under with little disturbance to the bees.
It is well, however, to impress thoroughly upon the
minds of beginners the fact that generally feed given to
bees in winter will not be taken by them at all, no matter
whether given above or below. Go to a colony in the open
air, with its stores nearly or quite exhausted, and the thermometer down to zero, and no amount of stores given will
avail to prevent starvation so long as the bees do not leave
the cluster. This they will not do till there comes a warmer
day. Possibly a good shaking up may stir them up enough

—

make them take the food possibly not. At any rate, at
such a time it would seem an easier thing to get them to go
aloft to a cake of candy warmly covered up than to make
their way down to into the much colder air below. But give
to
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the food on a day warm enough for the bees to fly, and they
will be very active in carrying it either up or down to the

miscellaneous
Hetps * 3 terns

cluster.

In the cellar there

is

less difficulty, there

being moder-

a deep bottomboard, and the cluster of bees extends down below the bottom-bars, all that is necessary is to shove under the comb
of honey or the feeder in such a way as to touch the cluster,
In any case there is an
and the bees will do the rest.
advantage in giving liquid food hot, if liquid food must be
used, and having combs of honey in a warm place for some
time before being given. If the cluster of bees is not suffiate

weather there

at all times.

If

there

is

ciently down, blowing into the entrance may bring them
down, but don't be satisfied until you know that the bees

have reached the food.
Caucasian Bees in England

we

have

from the amount, or

else hold the
received from the
one sending the local check. But, better still, always get
either a money order of some kind or a draft on Chicago or
New York, then there will be no exchange charge. This is
will

order

till

to

deduct

it

the extra exchange charge

is

a very important matter.

D. M. Macdonald, in the British Bee Journal, quotes the
remark of an American editor, that these bees are "the
most worthless race of bees that has ever been offered to
the public," and adds

j
Exchange on Local Checks.— We wish to call the
attention of our subscribers to the exchange now charged
on local bank checks. Add IS cents to all such checks, or

:

think that is practically the finding arrived at in
this country by our Mr. W. H. Brice eight years ago, after
giving them a pretty exhaustive trial. His verdict was
" I consider them worthless for bee-keeping purposes in
this country, and, in a word, I call them wasters.' Thus,"
he says, " Exit, 'Reines abeilles de la race Caucasienne gris
et jaune de qualite eprouvee.'
They were quiet, too quiet, poor breeders, lazy as workAmericans are seemingly finding
ers, and bad winterers.
I

:

'

out something similar now.

MP. Wm. A. SelseP and Family are spending the winon the banks of the St. Lucie River, in Florida. Writing us under date of Dec. 16, Mr. Selser said they expected'
There
to remain there until about the first of February.
are some SO colonies of bees within a stone's throw of their
kitchen door. Mr. S. is doing some experimenting, and
ter

making a study

of the floral conditions of southern Florida.

Bees were bringing in pollen every day, and some
nectar, at the time Mr. Selser wrote us.

little

Hon. Eugene Seeor, of Forest City, Iowa, still very
easily retains his right to be called the the " Poet-Laureate
of Bee-Keeping," as is again proven by his poem on the

First Apiarian Exhibition

We

have received the following letter from Mr. C. R.
Russell, Secretary of the Worcester County, Mass., BeeKeepers' Association

A,
:^-M&-v-

6£A

*-y

:

Editor American Bee Journal —
I would like to call your attention

^—i.

&.*•• •'" i

to the apiarian exhibition that is planned for the fall of 1906. As far as we
have learned this will be the first strictly apiarian exhibition ever held in this county. Pet animals, poultry, or anything else that does not belong to bee-.keeping and apiarian
supplies will be barred out. The exhibition will not be a
money-making affair, for we plan to make it a free exhibition.
The exhibition will be under the auspices of the Wor-

cester County Bee-Keepers' Association. Manufacturers of
supplies, publishers of literature bearing on the subject,
honey-producers, queen -rearers, and all those interested in
beekeeping will be asked to join with us in making this exCorrespondence is earnestly
hibition a perfect success.
solicited, and all questions will be answered by the SecreC. R. Russell,
tary.
Secretary Worcester County Bee-Keepers'' Association.

Box

832, Worcester,

Mass.

as a food, and so the best literature on the subject should

be distributed.
It would be a good thing to hold such exhibitions in
every city of any size, as a means of educating the people
as to just how honey is produced. Not for the purpose of
inducing more people to go into bee-keeping, but to get the
public to eat more honey, so as to make a better demand
and price for that already produced.

Us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them
sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get
their subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable
premiums in nearly every number of this Journal. You
can aid much by sending in the names and addresses when
writing us on othei matters.
Please Send

now

^

**<*s y

page of last week's number. Mr. Secor also sent us
the souvenir postal card with a touch of local interest illustrated thereon, and also a rhythmic stanza, as shown by the
engraving herewith.
first

We

see no reason why the proposed apiarian exhibition
shouldn't be a success. It ought certainly to be a good
opportunity to inform a lot of people on the value of honey

•"••*"-

Some Bee Journal Co-operation.— We
ceived the following

recently re-

:

Editor York — A short time ago, as you will rememit was proposed to raise the price of the American Bee
Journal. You thought that a better way would be for every
subscriber to send in the name of a new subscriber, and keep
:

ber,

the price of the Journal the same. Upon reading your rewas of the same opinion, and went out and captured
my new subscriber. Enclosed find his dollar, for which
please send him the American Bee Journal for one year.
ply, I

Yours very

We

truly,

W.

J.

Young.

thank Mr. Young for his promptness in
acting upon our suggestion. It shows his appreciation of
the American Bee Journal in a way that can not be doubted.
wish

to

Likely there are

many

other subscribers

who

could dupli-

cate Mr. Young's success. If we could have just double our
present list of readers it would make quite a difference, for,
as we stated in the article referred to by Mr. Young, many
of our fixed expenses, such as office-rent, typesetting, en-
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desirable boards are leaned up against
the sunny side of the hives. The stands consist of old
supers, or 2x4 inch studding set endwise at the front and
back, and fastened together on top by two boards nailed
This allows the feet to be pushed underneath while
fast.
manipulating the hive, thus lessening the strain on the
body of the operator, and also facilitating proper ventila-

when shade seems

etc., are the same whether we print 1000 copies or
20,000 copies of the American Bee Journal.
During the winter season, when work is a little slack

graving,

for most bee-keepers, no doubt with but little effort they
could go out among their neighbor bee-keepers and secure

In nearly every number of the Journal
for securing new subscribers
and sending in their dollars. It is not our aim to increase
the number of bee-keepers throughout the country, but to
get those who are already keeping bees to read the American Bee Journal and profit by the information it contains.
Our belief is that what is needed is better beekeepers rather
their subscriptions.

we

offer very liberal

tion.

premiums

This being an out-yard, and visited only occasionally,
stones are laid on the covers, as shown, to protect from
wind, sun, and the rubbing of stock.
A section of a bee-tree is shown sitting on end in the
back-ground at the right. It is not now stocked, as the
bees it contained died during the winter, apparently from
lack of stores or cold.
This yard together with two others— one consisting of
about 160 colonies, and the other a lesser number were
managed by me alone the past season. The yards are about
8 miles apart too far for economy in traveling to and fro.
I use as a basis of management in the swarming season the
shaken-swarm system formulated by myself at about the
same time that others took an interest in shaken swarms.
Both comb and extracted honey are produced in all the
yards. The apiary shown, and one other, produced less
than one-half a crop this year, while the third, and largest,
yielded a full crop. This illustrates the variability of different yards in the same season, and only a few miles apart.
Two of the yards are accessible to both clover and basswood the third to clover only. Clover was practically a
failure in the honey-line the past season.
I might add that the photo work was done by myself,
photography being pursued as a means of pleasure and
L. M. Gulden.
recreation.

than more bee-keepers.
We wish here and now to thank all who have helped to
extend the circulation of the American Bee Journal. It is
only by co-operation that its influence can be spread, and
thus lift up all who read it and are endeavoring to become
more thorough and practical bee-keepers. It should always
be borne in mind that the American Bee Journal is not a
millionaire corporation, and also that in furnishing a
weekly paper like it is, for less than 2 cents per week, there
is

27

—

—

not a large margin of profit.
We hope that all our present readers will do their utmost

;

to secure

new subscriptions during

the next few months,

and thus put into the hands of their bee-keeping neighbors
literature that will help them use better methods, and also
prevent them from being injurious competitors on account
of their not knowing the market value of honey.
We desire that every one of our readers shall make the
most out of his or her bees, and to that end we are using
our every effort to fill the columns of the American Bee
Journal with what we believe will be a benefit to all.

The Wisconsin State Convention
Madison, Feb. 6 and

and evidently likes

He

got a taste of

it

will be held at

more extended notice

will

country are located in Wisconsin. Their influence is
felt in the Chicago-Northwestern convention, and
was much in evidence at the late meeting of the National
here in Chicago. Their large experience and willingness
to impart it to others make them very valuable convention

always

members, as well as contributors

to the

columns of the

various bee-papers.

last winter,

it.

Thursday a Red-Letter Day.— Mr. A.

;

L. M. Gulden.— When sending the
reproduced on the front page, Mr. Gulden wrote

The Apiary of
thus

A

all this

Rev. A. R. Seaman's Apiary of some 36 colonies,
located at South Connellsville, Pa., was interfered with
quite seriously by a wind-storm the night of Dec. 20. Some
9 hives on the summer stands were blown around considerably some of the hive-covers were blown so far away that
they have not been found since. A strong wind can do a
great deal of damage in an apiary in a very short time. We
hope that Mr. Seaman will not suffer a very serious loss.

picture

1906.

be published later. The Wisconsin convention is one of the
best of all the State conventions of bee-keepers, and is
usually well attended. The next session should be the
largest of all. Some of the most successful bee-keepers in

Louis H. Seholl has resigned his position as Apiarist
and Assistant in the Department of Entomology, of the
Agricultural and Mechanical College, at College Station,
Tex., to resume his college work in the Ohio State UniverSo many great
sity, at Columbus, Ohio, the coming year.
men having come from Ohio, we suppose Mr. Seholl desires
to be further inoculated.

7,

:

The apiary is located near the west shore of Lake
Osakis, in Todd County, and consists of about 100 colonies.
The regular 8-frame dovetailed and Jumbo hives are used
also some Langstroths. The hives and supers are fitted
with wooden thumb-screws for tightening. By the way,
this thumbscrew arrangement is just the thing for the
Hoffman frames, and, if they are always tightened properly,
there is no trouble from the bees packing so much propolis
between the frames that they finally become too wide for
the hives.
However, the loosening and tightening consumes some time, which amounts to considerable in the
busy season.
Where out-yards are moved, as is often the case, the
Hoffman frame with thumb screw arrangement is certainly
the arrangement par excellence, and not to be compared
with the rattle-box, loose-frame contrivances. In the ordinary manipulation of bees in an extensive system of outyards, put me down as a " standpatter " on the Hoffman
frame with end-staple spacing.
The hives in the apiary shown are not shaded, but
;

Iowa, wrote thus when asking for
American Bee Journal

.a

L. Dupray, of
missing copy of the

:

" I think the American Bee Journal is indispensable to
my business. I could not keep bees without it, and look for
Thursday as a red-letter day because it brings the American Bee Journal."
A good way to help more bee-keepers to have " red-letter

days " is to get them to be regular readers of the American
Bee Journal. Only 2 cents for a red-letter day— and 52 of

them

in a year.

—

Honey as a Health-Food. This is a 16-page honeypamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on "Honey as
Food,'" written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to
"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
The
It should be widely circulated by those selling honey.
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
Honey, the more honey they will buy.
Sample cpv for a two-cent stamp; 5i>
Prices, prepaid

—

copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00;
or 1.000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof. A. J. Cook;
44 pages; price, postpaid, M) cents. This is by the same
author as "The Bee-Keepers' Guide," and is most valuable
to all who are interested in the product of our sugar-maples.
No one who makes maple sugar or syrup should be without
it.

Order from the

office of the

American Bee Journal.
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Report of the Minnesota State Convention
The Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Association held its 17th
annual meeting in Minneapolis, Dec. 6 and 7, 1905.- It has been
decided by the Executive Committee not to hold a meeting
this year, as the date conflicted with that of the National Association.
When it was learned that the date of the National
had been changed a program was hurriedly arranged. It was
impossible for some who had been assigned papers to make
preparation on so short a notice. Nevertheless, the meeting
proved to be an interesting and helpful one. It was called to
order by Pres. Dr. E. K. Jaques, followed by invocation by
Chas. D. Blaker. The minutes were read by the secretary
Mrs. W. S. Wingate.
The financial report of the Executive Committee was read
hy J. C. Acklin, chairman. Dr. Leonard made a report for
the committee concerning the efforts made to secure better
facilities at the State Fair grounds.
Wm. Russell reported as
to what the committee had done to secure the passage
of a
foul

brood

It

bill.

was moved

R

that a vote of thanks be tendered to
P
P. Roberts, M. J. O'Laughlin, and S. A. Stockwell.
for their efforts to secure the passage of a Foul Brood
Bill.

Brown. W.

It was voted that the Executive Committee
continue to
take such steps as it may think best toward securing
a foul
brood law.
he Treasurers re Port showed a balance on hand of

$-4QT
Mr. Russell read the report of the Committee on Adulteration.
The Minnesota Dairy and Food Commission has analyzed, since Jan. 1, 1905, 64 samples of honey, and
but three
were found illegal.
It was voted that the Association extend
its hearty thanks
to the members of the Dairy and Food Commission
for the
service they have rendered to the bee-keepers of
Minnesota
and to the people in general.
The afternoon session was opened by singing "America."
_

with Mr. Levi Longfellow at the instrument.
Dr. Jaques, in the President's annual address, gave a very
full account of the work which had been
accomplished during
s

the year.
Scott LaMont read an article from the last Gleanings
written by E. W. Alexander, entitled. '•Amount of Honev
per
Colony.'
This led to a discussion which proved quite helpful.

Mr Levi Longfellow gave a very helpful address on
Marketing Honey."
Rev. J. H. Kimball, of Duluth, spoke on "Preparing Comb
and Extracted Honey for the Market."
Miss Mary Moeser read a paper on "The Uses of Honev
in Cooking."
The Executive Committee was authorized to
publish Miss Moeser's paper so that it might be more generally
,„,

-

Mrs. H. G. Acklin read a paper on "The Educational
Value of Apicultural Exhibits, and How the Minnesota BeeKeepers' Association Has Aided in Securing These Opportunities for the Bee-Keepers of the State."
By special request Dr. Jaques recited a poem which he
wrote some years ago, giving a history of his regiment. The

members

of the Association expressed their appreciation in a
hearty vote of thanks.
Rev. J. H. Kimball moved that the members of the
Executive Committee be elected, one for one year, one for
two years, and one for three years, and that hereafter one be
and that the
elected annually for the term of three years
committee elect their own chairman. The motion was unan:

imously carried.
The following

officers were elected for the ensuing year:
First ViceDr. L. D. Leonard, of Minneapolis
Scott LaMont; Second Vice-President. J. M.
Doudna; Third Vice-President, J. W. Murray; Secretary,
Chas. D. Blaker, of Minneapolis; Treasurer. Mrs. W. S. Wingate; and the Executive Commmittee, J. C. Acklin for three
years. Rev. J. H. Kimball for two years, and William Russell

President,
President,

;

for one year.

Scott LaMont and J. C. Acklin were appointed, with the
President, as delegates to the next meeting of the State Agricultural Society.
It was voted to express the thanks of the Association to
the Metropolitan Music Co. for the use of the instrument and
for the musical assistance rendered by the company.
It was moved that the President be delegated to attend
National Convention and extend the invitation of this
Association to the convention to meet in the Twin Cities for
their next annual meeting.
Adjourned to meet at the call of the Executive Committee.
Chas. D. Blaker, Sec.

the

^
-V

The question-box brought out considerable discussion on
subjects, among them the following:
Stimulative
in the spring; How to keep down increase; The

Mr. J. M. Underwood, of- Lake City, Superintendent" of
Agricultural, Horticultural and Honey Department of the
Minnesota State Fair, related his early experience with bees,
to the amusement of all.
He then spoke on the matter of the
State Fair exhibit, and of the possibility of securing better
accommodations in the future.
Mr. Russell gave an outline of his work as foul brood

19C6

A

various
feeding

ing next year.
Prof. F. L. Washburn, State Entomologist, pave a very
interesting account of his experience with a Carniolan queen
and a Caucasian queen, which had been received from the
Agricultural Department at Washington

11,

inspector.
His commission went into effect August 1. Since
then 67 apiaries containing 2,366 colonies had been visited.
In 20 apiaries, containing 529 colonies, disease was found in
all stages.
On account of the lateness of the season and the
presence of robber-bees, it was impossible to ascertain the
exact number of diseased colonies. It was deemed best not
to make a thorough investigation for fear of spreading the
disease.
Mr. Russell called attention to one case of a diseased
apiary of 40 colonies where the owner absolutely refused to
have the bees treated, giving as the reason for refusal, "They
are going to be sold, anyway."
Some of those diseased colonies were sold.
However, they were traced and some of
them destroyed, with the consent of the owner. In closing,
Mr. Russell expressed his appreciation of the kindness and
courtesy which had been extended to him by nearly all the
bee-keepers with whom he had come in contact.
Piano solo by Miss Ethel Acklin.
Dr. F. C. Spates, of St. Paul, read a paper on "Honey
as a Food and Medicine."
vote of thanks was extended to
Dr. Spates for his very instructive paper.
The Thursday afernoon session was opened with a paper
sent by W. K. Bates, on "Summer Feeding of New Swarms."
Mr. Chas. Mondeng discussed "Adel Bees."

circulated.

mixture of different kinds of extracted honev; Is it advisable
to use shallow frames above a 10-frame hive when working
for extracted honey? etc.
The Thursday morning session opened with instrumental
music by Air. Smith, of the Metropolitan Music Co., followed
by a song. "The King's Business," by Miss Ethel Acklin.
Mr. Russell spoke to the question. "Shall we invite the
National Convention to Minneapolis for 1906?" It was
unanimously voted that we cordially invite the National Convention to meet with us in the Twin Cities at its annual meet-

Jan.
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Special

Clrticles

Bee-Keeping as a Recreation
BY ROBERT

ONE

R.

M'CAIN.

of the most important considerations, after one's occupation and income for a livelihood have been attended to,
is that of recreation.
The average man, endowed with a fair measure of
industry and thrift, thinks too little of the demands of his
constitution for repairs and re-invigoratioh.
The best rest is a change of work.
Seven or 8 hours of good, sound, restful sleep out of every
24 furnishes ample time for the rebuilding of the tissues of
muscles and nerves. To enjoy his best estate man should
have a serious avocation to which he will devote himself by
way of change from the more exacting duties of his business
or profession.
The nature of this avocation should be sufficiently attractive to lure his thoughts away from corroding cares
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It should furnish
incident to the main business of his life.
material for thought and speculation in such measure
lead him on in the pursuit of answers to questions arising
naturally in the course of his work gratifying his curiosity
It
just enough to whet his appetite for deeper research.
should offer some pecuniary reward for his labor so that be
would feel justified in continuing his work from an economic
point of view. And above all other considerations, this ai ocation should be of such a nature as to entice him into God's
out-of-doors, where he, whose daily occupation holds him in

pure

may

shaded rooms,

close,

breathe in sunshine and

breathe

air.

Few occupations can answer all these demands so thorOUghly as bee-keeping. Gardening might do so if it were
1e to adapt it to the crowded conditions of city and
suburban life. But gardening is an impossible consideration
ousands who might easily employ bee-keeping as a means
Contrary to the popular notion, bee-keeping
of recreation.
of the most adaptable of rural pursuits. The back yard,
the house-top, the dining-room window, all furnish suitable
locations for a hive of bees.

and most necessary asset of bee-keeping, whether
This suggesfor profit or pleasure, is a fund of knowledge.
tion may have a dampening effect on the interest of one
But the acquisition of this
suffering from "brain, fag."
fund of knowledge ought to prove one of the most delightful
and restful occupations for the long evenings of the winter
months. Next to actual work with the bees, the perusal of
books and papers on the subject of bee-keeping is a most
Many an hour will be relieved of its
helpful recreation.
tedium, and many a necessary task will be the better performed, because the mind has been engaged in the wholesome

The

first

1

occupation of delving into some of Nature's mysteries.
With the first appearance of spring the knowledge thus
acquired will verily demand demonstration in practice. A
colony or two of bees in modern hives will be the first visible
As the season progresses
result of the winter's cogitations.
things will begin and continue to happen among the bees and
The bee-keeper's friends will fairly wear
to the bee-keeper
out the old joke about his having "a bee in his bonnet." In
spite

of the joke,

however, his interest

will

increase

rather

than diminish, because at every step he is called upon to
produce some portion of the knowledge stored away during
the winter, and. if his eyes are open, it will be his pleasure to
add to that fund from time to time.
Finally, the day will come when his table will be adorned
with the "first fruits" of his hives, and without the least twinge
or compunction of conscience as to the possible cost of that
pound of honey, he will eat of it, and have his family and
friends to partake with him, in the firm conviction that it is
an improvement on the nectar of the gods.

When

winter comes again and the parent colonies, with
made during the season, are snugly
tucked away, with ample stores close beside them, for their
long confinement, the owner will view them with satisfaction

the increase which he has

as a most delightful acquisition to his life interests. His
carefully kept account will reveal a goodly financial "income
on investment." but better than all other profits of the season
will be the clearing of the cobwebs from his brain in the
pursuit of a healthful outdoor recreation.

This garret-dusting process will have come about through
the building up of muscular and nerve tissues as a result of
bodily exercise in a most favorable environment. There will
have come also mental re-invigoration in the pursuit and
mastery of some of Nature's secrets to which there is no
better introduction than the understanding of the economy of
Coal City, 111.
the bee-hive.

it
*»?

Wintering Bees on Solid Combs of Honey
BY
I..

BYER, on

J. Dadant,
look at

DR.

C.

C.

MILLER.

page 744, says the plan

on page

is all right.
C. P.
says it's all wrong. Suppose we
with a hive containing solid sealed

791,

conditions

combs of honey.
As explained by Mr. Dadant, they' are talking about two
rather different things Mr. Dadant about a colony in such
condition that the queen has been crowded out early enough
for the combs to be filled with honey, and Mr. Byer about a
colony in which the bee-keeper has been meddling to have
the brood-chamber filled solid.
And yet. when they are all

—

through, you can see that while they're trying to look goodnatured about it, each thinks the other is wrong.

29

Suppose we look at the conditions with every comb filled
with honey and sealed down to the bottom-bar. When bees
seal cells of honey they leave a space of just about a fourth of
bee gets through a
an inch between two adjoining combs.
perforation of 1-6 of an inch in excluder zinc, and it needs
If a layer of bees were to stand on each
all of that space.
of the opposing faces of comb, back to back, they would need
But the space is only %, or 3-12. So
a space of 2-6 or 4-12.
there's room for only one layer of bees between the two combs.
Even suppose two layers should crowd in, could those two
layers keep each other warm for a number of days of zero
weather? But you say there are other seams of bees to help.
Yes, but between this and the next seam there is, if the combs
laced l'x mdies, a slab of solid honey 1% inches thick.
Now. with one or two layers of bees in each seam, and the
seams 1 s inches apart, do you believe any number of such
other warm? J. L. Byer, backed
seams of bee? can keep -;
up by all the Canucks he can trot out, couldn't make me

A

'

i

believe

it.

"Then you're

You wait
Look into

a

bit,

calling all those Canucks
and come down into the

are you?

liars,

with me.

cellar

the entrances of those hives. Y'ou see that there is
a space of 2 inches between the bottom-bars and the floor of
the hive, and you see that the cluster comes down so that a
good part of it rests on the floor. By preference the bees
cluster that way all winter long, food being passed down or
else the bees changing places as they want to get at the honey.
You can see from the size of the cluster that a good part of
to that part
the colony is down below the bottom-bars.
of the colonv I don't suppose it makes a particle of difference
whether the cells at the lower part of the comb are filled with
honey or empty. In some hives you don't see any such cluster,
large part of the bees
but the more I see the better I feel.
Plenty of bees, and
under the bottom-bars shows two thing

Now

A

:

plentv of honey.
Now take one of those

.

.

Dadant hives with their immense
combs tilled down solid, and only a little more than a beespace below the bottom-bars, and there isn't chance for enough
bees to get together to keep each other warm, and when the
cold is severe enough, and continues long enough, they'll be
sure to fr— Mr. Abbott says they'll starve— never mind which.
they'll die.

.

.

wouldn't like to be dogmatic about it, but it looks at
Frenchleast possible that the difference in the views of the
man and the Canuck lies in the fact that one allows space
enough for a decent cluster below the bottom-bars, and the
other doesn't. If it should happen that that Canuck should
arise to remark that his bees have only a bee-space between
reply that I
floor and bottom-bars, then I can only meekly
didn't know as much as I thought I did.
Since the foregoing was written Mr. Hasty's comment
appears on page 827, and. acute observer though he is, he
'

I

the clusterto think that when there are no empty cells
Give 'em
ing must all be between and not under the combs.
Marengo, 111.
room below, Mr. Hasty.

seems

2— Dadant

Methods of Honey-Production

BY C. P. DADANT.
next important step in bee-culture was the selec-

THE
tion of the

colonies from which to breed, for

it

was

very evident, in reasoning from the experience of the
masters, that we must not depend upon natural swarming,
but must select our breeders. It was then that the difThe Italian
ferent races of bees were brought to our notice.
was the only race, outside of the common or black bee,
that had been given a fair trial in America, and what had
been reported about them was of a very favorable nature.
So we bought a warranted untested queen for $5 from a
Mr. Gray, of Butler County, Ohio, who had secured his
stock from the very first importations of Father LangThe bees were very line, of bright yellow color,
stroth.
and rather a little larger than the ordinary common bee.
But they showed very plainly the natural traits of the
They were unmistakably superior to the common
Italian.
bees.

known

,

t

i

facts about the Italcolor,
ian bee.
and in many cases the original qualities of the bee have
been neglected in order that the bee might show the very
brightest tint of yellow rings and a display of bright
The Italian bee in its
color to the tip of the abdomen.
native country shows three yellow rings, which vary from
Occasiona bright orange yellow to a dull leather color.

Let

me

here establish the

There has been too much in-breeding for
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ally a few bees are found that do not display the third
yellow ring, the one farthest from the thorax, until the
bee is full of honey. But the most positive sign of purity
is their adherence to the combs when properly handled
and their quietness under the same circumstances.

A

hive of bees,

when handled

properly,

may

be taken

entirely to pieces, and the combs may be carried about,
without either causing the bees to fly or to run about or
fall to the ground.
In fact, Italian bees, if properly
handled, and pure, always show themselves as docile as
in a picture I saw lately, where were shown a couple
dozen visitors each holding a comb covered with bees.
In the exhibit they call these bees the "red-clover strain."
but they are simply showing the characteristics of the pure
Italian bees, which might all be appropriately called "redclover" bees, for they often work on the second crop of
red clover, probably when the dry weather causes the
corolla to have become somewhat shorter than usual.

There are times when the common bee can work on
red-clover also, but these occurrences are very rare. There
is a desire on the part of queen-breeders to secure, by
selection, a race of bees that may be able to gather honey
from red clover; that is, a race with. tongues long enough
to reach to the bottom of the red clover corolla at all
times.
This desire is commendable, and is in the line of
progress, but it will take a long time to get a fixed race
with longer tongues, and thus far the selections have
faded to secure anything permanent.
The pure Italian
bees can and do work on red clover oftener than the common bee, which shows that their tongue is longer than
that of the common bee, and a constant selection for this
purpose wdl sooner or later bring the desired result.

On the question of greater productiveness in a comparison between the common bee and the Italian, there
has been a division of opinions, some people holding that
the common bee does produce as much honey. -Yet the
majority of opinions is in favor of the Italians." The facts
are that the difference between the two races is accentuated by bad seasons. The Italian race is more saving than
the black, and in a poor season the bees of an Italian
colony may have a good supply of honey saved up for
winter, while the black colonies will be almost
destitute
This was evidenced to us most forcibly early in the seventies.
had purchased a dozen colonies of bees in boxhives.
Y\ e transferred all these bees in May
to movable
frames
Seven of the colonies were exceedingly strong
while the other 5 were comparatively weak and
under
average.
\\ e concluded to Italianize the weak ones because they would not produce honey anyhow, and
they
could _still recuperate and be good for winter.
But the
other /which had very fertile queens, we decided
to leave
until tall, for we disliked to destroy those
queens at the
opening of the crop. Queens were high in price
at that
time, and our method of Italianizing was by
the introduction of queen-eel s from a pure colony,
which always retarded the growth of the colony thus Italianized.
s °we left the 7 colonies with their black
, ,,
queens till
S
e Ult
f th
eaSOn was bad
Ma "y colonies
hlli
S
xP
tf \
had to be ffed.
But the
S colonies which had been Italianized early gathered enough to winter,
while the 7 powW th b ack qUe enS had to be fed for
winter.
Th;=
""A?
.l
,
Ihis settled the question of comparison
between the races
with us. Since that time we have often
noticed the same
„' ng_"w g *f ateru Pr ° pensity to economy in the Italian
race.
We then began rearing Italian bees, and tried the
importation until we succeeded, and, to-day,
I stronodv
recommend to the beginners to breed from the ItaHaii

We

Jl

.

race.

There are other races of bees that have claimed
the
attention of bee-keepers— the Carniolan.
which is onlv a
very slight variation of the common bee; the
Cvprian a
very active and high-tempered bee; and the
None of these races has given a uniformity Caucasian
of results
sufficient to recommend it, and the
mild temper of the
Italian is sufficient to give it the supremacy
over all
others.
Besides, its markings (the yellow bands) enable
bee-keepers to ascertain its purity, and for that reason
I
believe that I am right in recommending this
bee to the
beginner in apiculture.
I ascribe a part, at least, of
our success to the use of
Italian bees.
In many spots the Italians are almost the
only race existing— in Colorado, for instance.
I
visited
many apiaries in Colorado and saw no bees there but
the
Italian
I believe this is a strong point in the
success of
Colorado bee-culture.
Hamilton, 111.
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Italians vs. Black Bees
BY

ON

page 775

E.

W. DIEFENDORF.

an article by Allen Latham that greatly
interested me.
In the earlier days of our journalistic
literature there was much battling over the respective
merits and defects of the Italian-black bees, but the black
went under, even though championed by such men as
Lucas, Heddon, and Brown. After keeping the two side
by side since early in the '60's, I finally discarded them
about the year 1881. My experience that year was decisive.
I
entered that season with 25 straight Italians
and 95 blacks and mongrels, and both races worked alike
and for comb honey. By Sept. 1 the blacks and hybrids
were all gone by dwindling, desertion, or death, except
one colony, while the Italians were all populous and in
prime condition except that some were too light to winter.
I am not just certain of the date, but it was when A. I.
Root was recommending grape-sugar as a bee-food, and
I tried it that fall to my sorrow.
My experience has not been that "Italians run so
easily to the black condition"'
indeed, it seems to me
after establishing these bees in four locations, widely apart
and surrounded by nothing but blacks, that they scattered
their yellow much faster than they took on the black.
This has a bearing on that rapid-flight theory. In the
case of Allen Latham's queens, there may have been a
factor other than swiftness that caused two-thirds of his
queens to mismate.
Many years ago the elder Muth explained the successful mating of his queens in his house-top apiary in
Cincinnati, by assuming that the wing-tone of both queens
and drones was on a different pitch in the two races, and
stated in the same article that Italian worker-bees maintained their flight in the strong winds of that high situation more easily than the blacks.
He was a very close
is

—

observer.
In my own experience, queens of the lemon-banded
strains (not goldens) are almost always purely mated,
while of the orange-banded strains often from 3 to 5
percent are mismated, and it is a fact that the latter are
the largest and coarser both in wing and body.

Again, if I breed from a colony a part of whose
workers show but two bands, I expect about 50 percent
They still more nearly approach the black
to mismate.
in wing-tone.

do not remember that anyone has mentioned two

I

peculiar to the blacks, that are of great practical
They readily adopt any young queen just hatched
(slipped quickly into the entrance), and allow her to kill
the old queen at any time, provided a honey-flow is on.
And when well-shaded, well-ventilated, with abundant
super-room easily accessible, they are non-swarmers.
traits

value.

New

Lebanon, Mo.

Report for the Season of 1905

-

'

Jan.

BY WM. STOLLEY,

SR.

end, and here is my report for
passed. Four years in sucwe have had wet seasons, but the summer of
on record with about 40 inches of rainfall within

nearing
THE year
season
is

the
cession

of 1905,

its

now

1905 is
6 months. While in times passed long ago drouth was
the greatest drawback in central Nebraska, excessive moisture during the growing season seems to have taken its
place.

For the apiarist the year of 1905 stands out as the
c, as long as bees
worst in the last 26 years, with us
have been kept here. In the spring, and up to June 23. I
fed my 36 colonies of bees 390 pounds of fall honey, and
at that time they were in the best possible condition to
take advantage of a copious honey-flow. Everything presented a favorable outlook.
From June 9 to the 13th I had 3 swarms out of New
Heddon hives, but from the 3 colonies in my own large
14-frame (ll^Sxll^) hives, run for extracted honey, no
swarms issued, although each and every colony was, during the entire season, exceedingly strong in bees.
In the "decoy hives" on top of my bee-shed I captured
6 runaway hunger swarms, from some farmers keeping a
few colonies of bees all hybrids.
All the surplus I took out of the supers was 640 pounds
of extracted honey, leaving some colonies entirely without
i.

—

ANS.-Lumber is high
Oues -What is lumber worth ?
per 1000 square feet.
$24
to
$22
is
price
present. The

He*

I-chamber The 4 colonies in
any stores in the br
they gathered* and were allowed
,!,,„ hives have kept all
downstairs.
it
carrv
to
September and up to October 1. I fed my bees (in[n

at

Dressed lumber

probably get work at house carpenteran apiary
I would be getting
location I have recomon a paying"basis? ANS.-The
houses are built
mendedYs a^new settlement. New farm
carpenter can get some work
so I have no doubt that a

vpwmg m

i

1 hus
Total. 800 pounds fed in 3 days.
winter storey
bees have, on an average, 35 pounds of

nounds of water.

pounds.
were packed for winter on October

and some of them

They

all

(1

OtiES

winter them, as usual, in an open shed.
The fall has been delightful, and the bees could By
dmost every day up to yesterday (Nov. 29), when the
thermometer registered 8 degrees, Fahr., and this morning
So
suppose that Winter has made
4 degrees, above zero.
I

firs!

how

to

and

"-.

I

have settled down

in

m

of

front

my

irrigasuitable for farming without
think so,for cotton and corn
truck farming
for irrigation, and then

—Is the land

would I have to pay laborers
wages
w
ADoui what
5
O oes.
u E s'-About
y
and southwest
i" ="
j^ms.
uttie
a
wanted to farm
*i
en

1

;

cents per
to

is

be done or not.

©ur* Sister
Beekeepers

Nebraska.
I had about 1,500 pounds of nice honey left over from
last year, which I now sell to my old customers at a regucents per pound, in 60-pound cans, and IS
lar price of 12'
sold in 5 or 10 pound pails; and those Colorado
its o
co-operators cannot take these customers from me if they
would rather feed my honey to the
try ever so hard
hogs if they would eat it or I would give it away to
poor people, or friend-, before I would sell at a ruinous

Marengo,
Conducted by Emma. M. Wilson,

_•

I

—

£*££.«

v,^,„
tri.50
to
very cheap-$l
Texas are many Mexicans who work whether much work
season,
the
to
according
day,
if I

cherished fnend. "the old «
." and
say, "Go it. Gallagher!"
You see. I had no swarms to shoot down when
dangling away up in high trees; have no trouble in caring
year; got nd
for my surplus crop of honey procured this
by
ar ly all the fall honey that would not sell readily,
feeding it to the bees; nor have I to compete with the
irado Honey-Producers' Association, which of late
years has been' raiding on us in our home markets in

chair -in

do house carpenters get?
$2 a day and board.

tion?" ANS -I
wells are used there
pay b e S

I

his

I

n£r to help out a living while

^"ouES.-About what wages
Ans -A good carpenter can get

4ii

IS.

is $30.

Orms -Could

them backward and
side the hives, by tipping
food) 480 pounds of tall honey
the warn., somewfrat uiluted
mixed with IBB
From 1904; 200 pounds of cane-sugar, and
,„>
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Convention
Sisters at the National

met
*» of ihe fact that the National convention

t

price.

When I come to think of it, I regret that I have not
followed the advice of Editor Hutchinson, and started,
years ago, a number of out-apiaries. Would that not have
know,
helped me out amazingly this year, since, as far as
not a single bee-keeper in Nebraska reports a fair crop
honey? Xo crop, but heavy feeding for winter seems
Xext spring will find more
to be the general condition.
empty bee-hives in Nebraska than ever before. I expect
will see if'
to winter my bees without serious loss.
my prediction comes true or not.
Grand Island, Neb., Nov. 30, 190S.
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Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

New

Beginning Bee-Keeping

^

Braunfels, Tex.

in

the

Mr. L,. Stachelhausen, of Texas, was asked some questions which he has answered, and he has kindly sent both
questions and answers as they may help others
:

—

In what county of Texas would you start to
a living keeping bees ? Ans. The whole southwest
Texas is good for bees, but some counties are overstocked
already, such as Bee, Karnes, Wilson, Bexar, and Uvalde.
I would recommend a place south of Alice, between this
town and Brownsville, where a new railroad is to be built.
Other good places may be on the I. & G. N. railroad, be-

Ques.

make

—

tween San Antonio and Laredo.
QuES. How many colonies will it take, in an average
About 150.
year, to produce an income of say $500 ? Ans.
Ques. What price would I probably have to pay for
full colonies, or for nuclei?
Ans. I do not suppose you
can buy full colonies for less than $5 each. Nuclei are the
regular price, which you can find out from dealers and

—
—

queen-breeders.

—

—

—

Ques.— What is the price of unimproved land ? Ans.
do not know exactly the price of such land in the location
I recommended to you.
It may be $5 to $10 per acre.
Ques. Is there any Government Jand that I could
homestead in a favorable location for bee-keeping ? Ans.
We have no Government land in Texas.
I

—

£

Chicago-North western-a

Texas

—

wood

of a tree planted

mounting
^.i^f^ J the Glessner-

^

™£&j.
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Ling done by
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Stf number d do such

a
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Brood-Chamber
Fitting of Super on
«"<»"" :-Must
nB , R Miss
JYiissj Wilson
DEAR
Tu,f

the super fit down tight
is i<5 there any harm if

^f'ov^srf-^- *s» ^«tOP

iVaTe Hilton
„

hives,

*

*-in

and bought some extra supers

last

;

me

that they did not ht tight,

HHSSb f«BiJes = ass-*
•

J„,i

a

stranger told

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Tf the case is correctly

understood, the super

is

not
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through above into the hive.

There will be no trouble as
to bees getting in, for the bees of the colony will fully guard

any such opening against the entrance of any intruders.
Neither will a small opening of that kind be any hindrance
to the working of the colony if they are worked for extracted honey but at least a little harm will result if they
are worked for comb honey, for on cool nights the building
of comb will be hindered by the entrance of cold air, and
you will find the progress of the work retarded a little at
that point. You can close up the entrance by laying a little

pasty's
Afterthoughts
IViv.

;

wood there. Better still, nail the strip on the super.
Now it is possible that the case is not correctly understood, and if so don't fail to give further particulars, and it
will be a pleasure to try again.
strip of

Several Eggs in a Cell— Clipping Queens— Painting
Hives— Moving Bees— Foul Brood Questions

j
The " Old

Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B, Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Getting Partly-Filled Sections Cleaned.
The woes of Miss Wilson and Dr. Miller trying to make
bees clean up honey, interest me. Their bees seem to be
very like my own bees in that contrariness. Here's a scheme
that succeeds with me
Break the cappings, if there are
any, and pile the sections on the alighting-board shortly
before sundown. They'll take in part during the night;
and next morning when bees from other hives begin to pester them, they'll first stand them off and then proceed to
take in the rest of the honey. Lean up a wide board to keep
off a chance shower
and to give some air of private property to the pile. Scheme only to be used by skillful operators on colonies well able to defend themselves. Page 810.
:

What makes

a queen lay as many as 6 eggs in a cell
and yet plenty of empty ones in the brood-nest ?
2. Is cottonseed meal a good food for bees ?
3. Does it injure a queen to have a wing pulled off ?
4. Can I paint my hives after I have put bees into them?
5. Is it safe to move bees with the hive-entrance closed
and a brood-chamber on top with empty extracting-combs ?
Would they get air enough ?
6. Should a queen lay during winter, keeping a little
brood on hand all the time ?
7. Is it a good idea to give a queen from a foul-broody
1.

colony to healthy bees

?

8. Is it a good idea to give foul-broody bees to a clean
and healthy queen ?
9. What would be the result if foul-broody bees and
queen were to enter a hive that was not strong with bees ?
10. Would they kill the queen of the weak colony, or
would they kill the intruder, or both queens?
Garrett, Tex.
Mrs. Carrie Branch.
1. When more than one egg are found in a cell, laying
workers are to be suspected. In rare cases, however, a good
queen has been found laying two or more eggs in a cell
while plenty of empty cells were present just why, no one
seems to know. But she generally gives up that sort of
;

—

Barb Wire for Apiary Fence.
Glad

soon an experience of 5 years with hives
next barb-wire fence for stock to graze the front. Verdict
of T. P. Robinson favorable on the whole. Not a remedy
for certain big weeds. Not very satisfactory if the amount
of grass in the pasture is superabundant. Covers displaced
sometimes. I should say put on some short lengths of extra
wire adjacent the hives, and set the hives closer up. Page
812.

Bees Produce "Tons" of Happiness.

probably answer in place of pollen at a time
fly freely but can find no pollen.
Indeed,
at such a time any kind of meal that cattle will eat seems to
answer.
3. It would hurt you to have one of your finger-nails
pulled off, but it wouldn't hurt to have it cut off. About
the same with a queen's wing. Thousands of queens have
their wings cut off. and are just as good as ever for laying
only they can not fly with a swarm.
4. Yes.
5. That depends.
With a very strong colony on a hot
day, the colony might be ruined if confined long enough. In
cold weather they would stand a long confinement without
harm.
6. In the North a queen stops laying in the fall, sometimes even in September, and does not begin again before
the next February or March if outdoors, and likely not till
April if kept in cellar. In the South the idle time is shorter.
7. It is generally claimed that the queen does not carry

!

;

Suggestions for National Elections.
Our Editor certainly gets in one heavy blow in the

It will

when bees can

;

the disease.

They would

probability carry the disease with
them, whether they entered a weak or a strong colony.
10. The intruding queen would likely be killed
possi*
'
'
bly both.
9.

in all

:

A

Queen-Bee Free as a Premium.— W'c arc now bookUntested Italian Queens to be delivered in
This is the premium offer: To a subscriber
whose own subscription to the American lice Journal is

ins orders for
May or June.

paid

at

least to the

end of 1906.

we

will mail an

Untested

Queen for sending us one new subscription with
$1.00 for the Bee Journal a year. Or, we will renew your
subscription to the American Bee Journal for a year. "and
Italian

-end

a

1

61
all

Untested Italian Queen—both for $1.50. Now
time to get new subscribers. If you wish extra
Bee Journal for use as samples, let us know
tty
you want and we will mail them to you. Address

fine

b

orders

t.i

elec-

Can't vote against a Secretary without
shoving impoliteness right in his face. How would these
additions do ? The Secretary shall designate some convenient and suitable person to receive and count the vote and
destroy the ballots except when he has refused to accept a
reelection. Consecutive third terms shall not be allowed
for any office. The latter would simply be taking a hint
from the unwritten constitution of our Nation. If adopted,
all questionable and aberrant devices to secure rotation
might be dropped. Page 822.
tion controversy.

—

Question-Box at Conventions.

As

to what part of the convention time the question-box
should take, of 28 experts 4 dodge the question. Those who
name one-half (with those who apparently agree thereto)

are 9 out of 24. Those who nameless than one-half are 5.
Those who favor more than one-half are 10 out of 24. Page
822.

No.

8.

—

There, now
That would have let me out nicely that
astonishing yield on page 812. A crop of 29 tons and often
carried (doubtless) in a mere fraction of a single railroad
car. Happiness. The Professor. He didn't get it all. Wade
right in, gentlemen, and harvest a ton per hive for yourself.

foolishness after a time.
2.

to get so

the office of the

American Bee Journal.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Ike Journal.

this

Quality of Sweet Clover Honey.
sweet clover honey the consensus
at the Chicago-Northwestern seemed to be, A very excellent honey, but —
Had the goat been there he probably
would have done so. Page 825.

As

to the quality of
.

Mr

Clarke's Apiary— Ripening Comb Honey.
picture of the Clarkes and their apiary, with which
No. 49 opens, moves me once more (for the thousandth time)
to wonder and thankfulness that we can have for our regu-

That

lar journalistic diet such beautiful photographic reproduceyes and disbelieve the whole
Could almost shut
tions.
thing even now. Not only nice picture, but nice apiary.
Mr. Clarke evidently believes in large entrances. Wonder
why his hives have such big, projecting tops. I'll guess at
random that these tops enclose some kind of packing in
winter and in summer are made to serve in lieu of shadeboards. If these bees never sting kindergarten children,
when they come trotting in to see things, then what's the
use of Caucasians? The other picture seems to show that
at racking up sections to ripen them off Mr. Clarke leads
the whole host. That's the way to do it. None of your

my

—

Jan.

11,
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No, sir. Twenty pages of print would not
piles.
argue as strongly as that picture does.
solid

"Snuffs" at "Canadian Beedom."
A new department — and a new brother conducA noted writer once wrote that when a new dog comes

Aha
tor.

!

around the previous dogs always snuff him, and nip at him
and that men are just so, too. So just wait till I get a
good chance unseen, while he is passing the canine " time
o' day " with Dr. Miller.
Inadequate transportation, several months
Ah, here
of summer starvation, ants of the raging lion persuasion,
honey 2'- cents a pound, and average yield 25 pounds per
colony a pretty style to start in and give Canada away.
Or wasn't it Canada? Jamaica, do I hear ? Well, it's un-

—

!

sheet to

lie

would
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against a guide-board (the wires of the frame
he did not use wires). With spoon bent at
narrow spout, he poured melted wax along
fill the groove and cement the foundation fast

do, but
the point to a
the top-bar to
to the wood.

When

I got the Alpaugh hot-plate foundation fastener
groove was done away with, and since then my topbars have been smooth underneath. We have, however,
what is not a bad idea a 'o-inch double bevel to the under-

this

—

side of the top-bar to
cells

when

the

comb

make
is

it

built.

conform

A

'

to the pitch of the
s-inch strip down the

—

der the same flag, anyhow. And there's a mighty bright
and enthusiastic bee-writer down there. We might wait till

he takes a nip at our tenderfoot's tender spots. But, say
there was another ancient feller who said something about
" Birds in their little nests agree." On the whole, seeing
" We be brethren," perhaps little birds in their nests are
better examples for us than the dogs at the back door.
!

Page.

839.

How the Skunk Works Around

—

Hives.

C. W. Dayton thinks a skunk works at the same colony
nightly for several weeks — until it is too weak to send out a
good force when he scratches — and then frequents another
colony the same way. Possible. The ill-savored vendor of
essences is mean enough to do so. Page 841.

^

r

So the crossis flat for fastening the foundation.
section of the top-bar is like this illustration.
I consider the flat surface and the hot-plate fastener
about the most economical arrangement for putting in
foundation, as regards expense of frame, wax and time. It
has also the great advantage over any other style of topbar a smooth surface, easily cleaned when poor combs are
to be cut out of the frames and replaced by foundation or
If the edge of the foundation is not straight, the
starters.
hot plate soon straightens it, the only difficulty being when
the foundation has no width to spare. With Weed-process
foundation, well wired, there is so little sag we like it to
come within a quarter inch of the bottom-bar, and just to
touch the end-bars.
middle

=\

(£anabian
*33ecbom-f

Doctor filler's

J

\=

(Question

;

Box

J

Conducted by Morley Pettit, Villa Nova, Out.

Size of

Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Entrance for Outdoor Wintering of Bees

have had some bitter experience with small entrances
which goes to show one of the great disadvantages
of being miles away from your bees. The hive-entrances
in one yard were contracted to prevent robbing early in the
fall.
Later, when that danger was past, they were not enlarged. Result
Many bottom-boards choked with dead
I

this fall,

:

b;es at the time of putting them into the cellar, and indications of bees not having had as good a flight recently as
they might have had. I am free to endorse all that " York
County Bee-Keeper " and the editor of the Canadian Bee
Journal say below

Smell of Tarred Paper and Bees
I wrapped 28 colonies of bees in tarred paper, placing
the hives in pairs and enclosing them entirely except the
front, which is not covered at all. Do you think the smell
Wisconsin.
of the tar would do any harm ?

Answer. — Not

a bit.

:

" After experimenting with different sizes of entrances,
thoroughly convinced that for our latitude, in outdoor
wintering, a fair-sized entrance is necessary for best results, and this winter nearly every one of my colonies will
go into winter quarters with entrances equivalent to 5
square inches.
" One of the disadvantages of small entrances, especially for out-yards, is the liability of them getting clogged
with dead bees, and when this happens with a strong colony for any length of time, mischief is pretty sure to follow.
Aside from this, for reasons I can not explain, the colonies
with large hive-entrances invariably winter best with me,
provided, of course, they go into winter quarters strong in
I

Queens by Mall

vs.

by Express

in Nuclei

am

numbers.
" [Last season we made some experiments with small
entrances for outside wintering, and we do not wish to repeat them. In our experience, small winter entrances are
regular death-traps to populous colonies. Our best results
have been with full-width entrances, 12x ;'s, bridged over to
meet the outer case.
Probably a deeper entrance, contracted in width correspondingly, might be better.
Ed.] "

1. Having had bees for many years I often sent for
queens to improve them. I received two queens — one a
Cyprian and one a Carniolan. Later I received queens from
others. After getting the bees well mixed up, about 1895 I

sold

some

to a

neighbor,

l'/i

or 2 miles distant.

Since then

have had other queens from some other breeders, and of
late I could not get a queen to go ahead of the ones I had.
Only queens reared from larvae sent by express in nuclei
from New York State went ahead of any queens I had. But
none did that came through the mail. Now the man who
bought my bees sent for no queens; bought no new stock,
but just let them swarm, and for color, strength of colonies,
storing honey, and wintering, they appear ahead of the
bees I have and tried to improve. How do you account for
this ? I looked at some of his queens this season and found
them large and yellow, and, I thought, thicker in the abdomen than generally found.
2. Do you think that queens that come through the
mails are as good as those not caged? Pennsylvania.
I

—

Fastening

Comb Foundation

in

Frames

With reference to fastening comb foundation in frames
by)means of a saw-kerf in the top-bar (page 838 — 1905), my
father, S. T. Pettit, used a groove in

the underside of the
top-bar N inch deep and ', inch wide. Holding the frame
upside down in the left hand, he would slide the upper (now
ower) edge of the foundation into this groove, allowing the

Answers. 1. I know of no way to account for it except that the strainof bees your neighbor got from you were
actually superior to any you received later. That might
happen in more than one way. It might be that in one of
the earliest purchases you got a queen superior to any queen
you purchased later, and it might happen, even if it were
only one chance in a thousand, that the direct progeny of
this queen, unmixed with any other blood, was the stock
your neighbor got. Again.it might happen that in the
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various combinations or crosses occurring from the mixing
of the different races, there was one particular queen that
was an improvement over all predecessors, and that your
neighbor happened to get that particular queen. No rule,
however, can be based on such a supposition, for you might
go on for a lifetime and not have such a thing happen again
it would not be safe to suppose that a
improved by a journey through the mails.
queen
She may not be injured at all by such a journey, and the injury may be serious. Even in a case where a queen is
greatly injured by being mailed, she may be a very profitable investment. Suppose you have a strain of very poor
bees, and you order a queen of a strain of bees that will
store double as much as your bees. She is so badly injured
in the mails that she is slow about beginning to lay, lays
very sparingly, and gives up the ghost before you have had
her a month. All the honey stored by her progeny, if sold
at a high price, will not amount to as much as you paid for
the queen. If you figure merely on the honey stored by the
colony into which she was intioduced, the purchase of the
queen was a losing operation. But that isn't the only thing

Certainly,

2.

will be

Even if she lays only a very few eggs, if
to be considered.
you are lively about it, and from those few eggs rear enough
queens to requeen all your colonies, that stock may be just
as good as if the queen had never been injured in the mails
at all, and as a consequence you have just doubled your
future crops. In other words, the injury of a queen in the
mails does not necessarily injure the stock reared from her.

became sour.
was the cause

It

Jan. 11, 1906

was kept

What

in the kitchen cupboard.

of the souring

?

3. When putting on supers when the honey-flow commences, will the bees enter new sections sooner than some
that were kept over from last year and daubed with propolis?
Wisconsin.
For
Answers. 1. It is not always an easy thing.
some reason there is a difference in honey itself as to candying. And yet the treatment may have something to do
with it. Frequent stirring of honey hastens granulation,
so everything in that line should be avoided if you want the
honey to remain liquid. If you have 10 pieces of comb
honey, and extract the honey from half of them, you will
probably find that this extracted honey will candy sooner
than that left in the comb, the agitation of extracting tending to hasten the change. Possibly you might also help
by keeping the honey at a temperature of 100 degrees or
more, allowing free evaporation at the same time, so as to

—

ripen

it.

The thinness of the honey was enough, no doubt, to
account for souring. You can make vinegar of honey any
time by making it thin enough, exposing it to the air, and
keeping it at the right temperature. But if the temperature be high enough, instead of souring it will evaporate
2.

and ripen.
3.

That depends altogether upon the condition

sections. Not of the
in the sections. The

of the

wood, but of the comb or foundation

wood may be clean, or it may be well
covered with bee-glue that doesn't matter either way. If
the comb foundation be entirely clean, you will probably
find that the bees will accept it as readily as that whichjias
never been on. If the comb has been drawn out, partly
filled, and then emptied, you will find that nice, clean
combs of this kind will be accepted more readily than fresh
foundation. But if any bee-glue has been put on the foundation or comb, the bees will not like it so well. I have
known foundation in sections that had been left on in the
fall to be so thoroughly varnished with bee-glue that the
bees utterly refused to accept it.
;

Preventing Honey from Candying- Do Bees Prefer New
to Old Sections?
1.

I

have some extracted honey from colonies that were

killed about Oct. IS.

What

could

so soon

I

candied right after extracting.
it to prevent it from candying

?

Some

2.

It

have done with

of

it

was put up

in pint jars.

Reports anb
(Sxpcrtcnccs
Robber-Bees and Late

Swarm

The following experience with robber-bees
is

different

though

it

from anything

may

I have seen before,
not be out of the ordinary with

others:

During the first week of November I came
across a colony of bees very weak, and I subpected they were queenless. I only 6topped
long enough then to slip in a frame of sealed
brood fairly well filled, which was handy. A
few days later perhaps the next week, some
time— I went to loos at it, and found, as I
suspected, that it was queenless and with very
few bees except what had emerged from the
frame I had given a few days before. I prepared a place to put in another frame of
brood, and started to get it, but before I found
one to suit me my attention was called off for
a short time, and when I again looked at the
hive I found it being robbed most furiously.
I found I had not fitted the cover down tight,
and the bees were pouring through a little
crack I had left. I closed down the cover
tight, and closed up the entrance so no bees
could get in or out, and narrowed down the
entrance of the near-by hives to a space for
one or two bees at a time, and the furore wa6
soon over outside, but the hive was full of
roaring bees. 1 then slipped the cover off,
and as I did so I slipped on a skeleton frame
covered with screen cloth, that would give
air without allowing the bees to escape.
On
top of this I put an empty hive with a single
frame of honey in it.

—

On the last day of October I came into the
yard and found a little swarm of less than a
pint of bees settled on the side of a hive, and
on poking them apart a little with my finger,
I found a virgin queen in their midst, and (by
the way, this is one better than is referred to
by Mr. Hasty, on page 779) I hived them for
the time being in a little baby-nucleus box

It

candied and

with 2 frames one-sixth the normal size, not
thinking just what I would do with them. I
took this little box, and lifting off the cover
to which the little frames were attached, and
put in with the little box (detached from each
other) in the empty hive with the single frame
of honey, and over the screen, covering the
hive full of bees below. I left them thus until just before it was too dark to see on the
third day, when I found the little swarm
almost all on the frame of honey, queen and
all, a few bee6 crawling around on the screen.
I lifted everything off the bees below and
slipped the frame of honey, bees and all,
down into the space I intended for the frame
of brood, and shook the rest of the bees into
the hive, opened the entrance and swept out
a small double handful of smothered bees.
The next day. or next but one, I looked in
the hive and found a good, fair colony of
bees, and a nice young queen, where a few
day6 before there was only a little handful of
bees and no queen, all seeming contented and
at home.
This was about Nov. 16 or 17.
Again on the 24th I looked in and found the
queen laying nicely.
We are having more or less warm weather
almost every day, and having plenty of honey
they promise well. About 3 inches of rain
the 5th, 6th, 7th, and part of the Sth of this
month, has pushed mahogany blossoms out
until the bees are working on them
Lusardi, Calif., Nov. 27.
A. J. Burns.
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No market
gardener, farmer, or any-

one interested
in flowers can
afford to be without this book, which
will be sent free to all sending me their
address on a postal.

WM. HENRY MAULE
1720 Filbert

I

a bee-keeper in practice till that time. I increased with the advice and help of a neighbor
bee-keeper to 2 colonies during the summer
just past, by dividing; but in dividing we
only divided the bees, and did not change the
queen to the newly-made colony, and we did
not wait till they had queen-cells started in
preparation of swarming, so only gave them
a frame of brood from which to rear a new
queen, and of course got nothing from that
colony, as by the time they had a new queen
and enough bees to work any it was too late
to gather anything.
But I got perhaps 25

i

full from cover to cover of
lustrations

A Beginner's Report
began keeping bees last spring, having
purchased a colony the fall previous, but not
getting them home till in February, I was not

1906

contains
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Meulloii

llee

St.

Philadelphia, Pa^.
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The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Jonrnal we mall for
but 75 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.53. It it

.

thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf yon have
nal as fast as they are received.
Emerson " no further binding is necessary.
a fine

this "

QEORQE W. YORK &

334

Dearborn

Street,

CO..

CHICAGO, ILL

Jan.
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this year, it being a
very poor year for honey, so the old bee-keepers say, perhaps one-third of a crop.
a bee-tree on a neighbor's
I also found
farm, buying it for 75 cents and putting the
bees in a frame hive, and then I bought
another colony, making 4 in all, which I am
wintering on the 6ummer stands, but I had to
feed all of them, as they did not gather
enough this fall to winter them.
began bee-keeping to
I
I decided when
adopt the Danzenbaker hive, but I have
changed my mind, and will try the dovetailed,
as I think the latter has the most good points

pounds of section hooey
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American Bee Journal
Novelty Pocket-Knife
Gold Fountain Pen

All
for

$2.75

in its favor.

a subscriber to 7 bee-papers, and
I am
think a person can not get too many also I
have a few bee-books, and intend to get the
rest as soon as possible.
This is not a very good bee-country, but I
think I can do better next year by using bet;

ter

(This cut

management.

Honey usually sells in the grocery stores
here for about 10 cents per pound or section,
but it is in very poor shape, as the majority
use no fences, and some sections of honey are
big and some small, and 1 do not know of any
extractor in the country. There are perhaps
Ml colonies of bees within a circle of 5 miles
of me. The chief source of honey is alfalfa,
white clover perhaps next, and smartweed
Joseph W.Jackson.
and corn.
Blaine,

Kan

,

Nov.

is

the full size of the Knife.)

NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE
—
(Name and Address on one

side

Three Bees on the other

side.)

Your Name
just

what name

on the Knife.— When ordering, be sure to say
and address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife

Worker

27.

is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the
handle. It is made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as
transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the
handle is placed the name and residence of the owner, and on the
other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as shown here.

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English
It will last a life-time, with

The Material
Results of the Past Season

best quality
razor-steel,

Reading Prof. Bigelow's report encouraged
me to send mine. I started last spring with 3
colonies, and found several bee-trees during
the summer; these I cut down and transferred
the bees. I bought a few colonies in boxhives, and had all together 13 colonies. At the
close of the honey season I discovered some
cf the colonies were short of stores, and some
were too weak to winter, so I united down to
9 colonies. I procured quart cans with friction tops (such as table syrup is sold in)
punctured the tops full of fine holes with a
darning-needle, and had a very good homemade feeder. I fed the needy colonies sugar
syrup in the proportion of half and half, just
at nightfall.
They would carry it down during the night, and in a few days would have
it nicely sealed.
Only 2 colonies gave any
surplus. This surplus I placed over needy
colonies, and by isolating it from the broodchamber with a quilt with a small hole in one
corner, I got them to carry it down into the
brood-chamber.
I think I got a few more stings than Prof.
Bigelow, also I got 6cared so badly several

proper usage.

Why Own

the Novelty Knife?— In case a good knife is lost,
owner will never recover it but if the " Novelty "
having
name
and address of owner, the finder will return it.
is lost,
If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so
fortunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will
serve as an identifier; and, in case of death, your relatives will at once
the chances are the

How to Get.this Valuable Kniie.— We

»* Honey-Bee

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

This

is

one of the standard books on

bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal

Each subject

—Chas. Dadant & Son.

and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.20, or club
It with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
oc work.
is clearly

—

;

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334

Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL

send

it

postpaid for

$1.25, or club the Novelty Knife and the American Bee Journal for one
year— both for $2.00. (Allow two weeks for Knife order to be filled.)

SOLID GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN
we have found
The manufacturers

Finally,
price.

a good Fountain Pen that is reasonable in
of this pen say that if you pay more than
it's for the name.

$1.25 for other fountain pens,

This pen is absolutely guaranteed to work perfectly, and give satThe' Gold Nibs are 14 kt., pointed with selected Iridium.
The Holders are Para Rubber, handsomely finished. The simple feeder
uniform
flow of ink. Each pen is packed in a neat box, with
gives a
isfaction.

Drone

directions

™ the

;

be notified of the accident.

Queen

and

%

Filler.

size

Gold Fountain Pen

for only §1.25, or for $2.00 we will mail it and the
weekly American Bee Journal for a whole year.
Journal free; trial trip of three months (13 copies)
copy
of
Bee
Sample
the
American
Ugp"
Address all orders to
for 20c; regular yearly price, $1.00.

We

Langstroth

;

and we warrant every blade.

mail this

GEORGE

W.

YORK S

CO.,

times that I don't think I will ever grow any
The worst part of it is I am still
more.
hungry for honey. If I could have gotten a
little for my injured feelings I could have
overlooked the stings and scares. I think I
feel something like the boy that put his fist
into the bumble-bees' nest where there was no
honey. However, I think I will " try, try
again," and live in hopes if I do die in despair.
I have the bees on the summer 6tands with
cushions filled with forest leaves packed
above the brood-frames.
We are having delightful fall weather, and
the bees are flying nearly every day. The
wet fall we had has favored the white clover
so it is going into the winter in prime condiThe subsoil is stored full of water, so
tion.
with anything like a favorable spring I look
for a fine crop of clover next year, and, incidentally, some of my honey that I didn't
Freeman Davis.
get this year.
Center, Mo., Nov. 26.

334 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
the Experiment Station Building of the Nebraska State Farm, at Lincoln, Neb. The
meeting will be of interest to all bee-keeper6.
E. Kretchmer. of Iowa, will read a paper on
"Bees and Fruit;" H. F. Smith, Assistant in
Department of Entomology of the University
of Nebraska, will read a paper entitled, " The
Relation of Robber-flies and the Honey-Bee."
A general discussion will give all present an
opportunity to discuss subjects of interest.
Lincoln, Neb. Lillian E. Trester, Sec.

—

Minnesota. The 11th annual meeting of
the Fillmore Co., Minn., Bee-Keepers' Assowill be held in the Court House at
Boston, on Wednesday and Thursday, Jan.
17 and 18, 1905, beginning at 1 o'clock p.m.

ciation

Canton, Minn.

ers'

annual convention

Chamber

of

30, 31, 1906.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

—

Nebraska: The annual meeting of the
Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held on Wednesday, Jan. IT, at 2 p.m., at

P. B.

Colorado.— The Colorado
will

Ramer,

Sec.

State Bee- Keepbe held in the
Jan.

Commerce Building, Denver,

This will be during " Farmers'

Week," when many farmers' organizations
will be in the city holding conventions.
We
are assured of low railroad fares from all
points of the State.
are planning for our
usual good convention.
R. C. Aikin, Sec.
Loveland, Colo.

We
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BEE=BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BY

BEE-SUPPLIES

i

GEORGE

W.YORK &

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL

We

manufacture everything needed in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
We assure you the best goods at

greatest variety.

LOWEST

8

PRICES

and our excellent freight facilities enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time nnd worry
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the
Dovetail Hives
Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request. We waut
every bee-keeper to have our Catalog' SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write

|

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

»»

Herman.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

Bee

mention

when

Journal

O.80 F«.r
A 200 Egq
IIINCUBATOR
action. Hatches every fertile
egg. Write for catalog to-day

H.

Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual oi the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook, of Pomona ColThis book is not only inlege, California.
structive and helpful as a guide in bee-keep-

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

Perfect in construction «.na

GEO.

with

ing, but is interesting and thoroughly practical and scientific. It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and physiology of bees.
544 pages. 295 illustrations. Bound in cloth.
19th thousand. Price, $1.20.

writing.

I

I

Year Among the Bee6," but that little work
has been out of print for a number of years.
While some of the matter used in the former
book is found in the new one, it all reads like
a good new story of successful bee-keeping
by one of the masters, and shows in minutest
detail just how Dr. Miller does things
Price, $1.00.
bees.

KRETGHMER MFG.

Q
»«
8

—

"A

Address,

to-day.

Among

the Bees, by Dr.
Forty Years
C. C. Miller. This book contains 328 pages,
is pound in handsome cloth, with gold letters
and design ; it is printed on best book-paper,
and illustrated with 112 beautiful original
half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.
It is unique in this regard. The first
few pages are devoted to an interesting biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telliDg how he
happened to get into bee-keeping. Seventeen
years ago he wrote a small book, called

STAHL. Qulncy,

III

—

Dadant. This classic in bee-culture has
been entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated.
It treats of everything relating to
bees and bee-keeping. No apiarian library is
complete without this standard work by Rev.
L. Langstroth the Father of American
i,.
Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages, bound in
i»y

—

cloth.

Price, $1.20.

AB C of Bee-Culture, by A. & E. R.
Root. — A cyclopedia of over 500 pages, deI.

some oo ofl

oners

GinDDin o

A

good many subscriptions to the American Bee Journal should be renewed
at once. We wish to call special attention to the clubbing offers below, which
we are sure will commend themselves. The American Bee Journal one year
and your choice of one of the following:
BOTH FOR

—

1
Dr. Miller's " Forty Tears
the Bees" (book alone, $1.00)

No.
No.

2— Prof.

A.

J.

AmoDg

No. 10
$1.75

Cook's " Bee-Keeper's

Guide,'' (book alone, $1.20)

No. 11
2.00

No. 3— Dadant's " Langstroth on
Honey-Bee," (book alone, $1.20)

—Monette

" Queen-ClippiDg

BOTH FOR
De-

vice," (Device alone, 25c)

— Newman's

1.50

—

2.00

" Scientific
QueenRearing, "(cloth bound) bookalone, $1. 1.75

No. 13— Root's "A B C of Bee-Culture,"
(book alone, $1.20)
2.00

No.

4— Doolittle's

No. 5

— Doolittle's

Rearing"

"Scientific
Queen(leatherette bound) book

alone, 7oc

No.

No. 6— A Standard-Bred Untested Italian
Queen, next May or June (Queen
alone, 75c)

7—"

1.50

Poeket-Knife " with
your Dame and address on it (knife

No.

Novelty

alone,$1.25)

No.

year's

No.

Binder," for holding a

numbers (binder alone,

9—" Emerson

Binder,"

binder alone, 75e

Send

all

orders to

20c)

(stiff

1.10

board)

bound) book alone, $1.40

No.

IS— 50

Honey

or

Management of an
by Thomas G.

Profit,

Newman. — It

is nicely illustrated, contains
Price, in cloth, 75 cents; in paper,

Advanced Bee-Culture,
and Management, by W.
author of this work

is

Z.

Methods
The
and enter-

Its

Hutchinson.

a practical

—

taining writer. You should read his book;
90 pages; bound in paper, and illustrated.
Price, 50 cents.

Bienen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.
is a German translation of the princi-

pal portion of the book called "Bees and
Honey." 100-page pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Register, by Thomas

— Devotes two pages to a colony.

G. NewLeather

Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00.

—Gives

Book on Foul Brood.

the McEvoy Treatment and reviews
the experiments of others. Price, 25 cents.

as a Health-

Food," (alone, 70c)

St.,

—A

50 cents.

Dr. Howard's

(each 10c or
1.10

copies "

Bees and Honey,

binding.

the Apple-Tree Bloom," "Buckwheat Cakes and Honey," and " The

3 for 25c)

as Practimethod
Doolittle.
best of queen-bees are

by which the very
reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
"Sound in cloth and illustrated. Price, $1.00;
iii leatherette binding, 60 cents.

man.

in

GEORGE W. YORK &

1.50

Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by
G. R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience
Price, 30 cents.

—

CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

'"

tfte

2.25

—3 Bee-Songs— " Hum of the Bees

334 Dearborn
In eyery country

1.10

—Maeterlinck's "Life of the Bee,"

(cloth

Queen-Rearing,
by G. M.

—This

Stories,"

No. 16

Bee-Keepers' Lullaby,"

1.50

'

2.00

No. 15— " The Honey-Money
(book alone, 25c)

No. 17
2.00

8—" Wood

14— A Gold Fountain Pen (Pen alone

$1.25)
1.50

cally Applied,

160 pages.

" Bees and Honey,"

(cloth bound) book alone, 75c

•
Scientific

Apiary for Pleasure and

$1.10

No. 12 Newman's "Bees and Honey,"
(paper bound) book alone, 50c
1.30

the

scribing everything pertaining to the care of
Contains about 400 enthe honey-bees.
gravings. It was written especially for beginners.
Bound in cloth. Price, $1.20

successful advertiser is the continuous advertiser.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Jan.

11.
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FOR THIS "ECONOMY"

*4

All About the Southwest
Homes and Prosperity for Everybody

BOILER AND FEED COOKER
The "Economv"

_,__._. — the market
.

F WEIGHT

PAID

TEXAS

Fet-ii C"nkor is th«.* best built cooker oil
It is <_•> instructed so as to get the very

today.

results from the smallest amount of fuel possible. The
kettle is well and strongly made of the smoothest cast iron,
and lias a handle ou each side so that it can be removed
From t lie easing instantly. Will last a lifetime. The casing,
or jacket. Is one continuous sheet of cold rolled boiler steel,
supported at the bottom by a heavy wrought iron band.
This
ter has tlie largest tire door of any made, and is
the strongest, nmst serviceable feed cooker ever sold at
such a price, freight paid. Made in seven sizes to suit every
I

produces more honey and other monev crops than
any other State.

"'-'

FARM AND KANCH

FARM AND RANCH,

need; furnished with hinged cover, elbow and one length
guarantee this cooker for one
order today, or write tor our
giving other sizes and thousands
Tor the farmer and his family.

you want to save 10 per cent on everything
you buy, we have a plan you should know
about it will save you from $150 to $250 a year.
Only costs a stamp to find out all about it.
is

to save

money

for

its

let us tell you how we do
Co-Operative Society of the National Supply Co.

information

Dallas, Tex.
writing.

when

Journal

*

We

are accumulating quite a stock of engravings that have been used in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and using in our columns. If there is any
of our engravings that any one would like to
have, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

memit.

Chicago, Illinois

Lansing, Michigan

GEORGE W. YORK

NO MORE LOST LETTERS
jou take advantage of the offer we make
Stationery, which we will send you postpaid.

If

The Farmers' Tribune One Year and
100 Note Heads and 100 Envelopes

|

to furnish

builders' guide,

Engravings For Sale

;

of this Society

Bee

Mention

If

full

home

sample copy.

|

of pipe with damper. We
year.
Send money with
large 1,000-page catalogue
of money-saving bargains

bers. For

the

instructive reading for each member of the iamilv
24 pages weekly. $1.00 per year. Send stamp for

i

The object

is

handsomely printed on good paper and bemitifullv
illustrated. Contains clean, reliable, interesting and

334

SOOT

1

& CO.

CHICAGO,

Dearborn Street,

II.I,

5? 86. '88. •818I».t»<J

you beautifully Printed

AH

for $i.

®

the leading Live Stock Journal of the Northwest. The
stationery is really free. It is printed on nice paper with yonr name, address
and name of farm or business. We guarantee to deliver in 10 days from receipt
of order
Ask yonr printer what he will charge for such stationery. This will prove the
unparalleled offer we are making you.
Address,

The Farmers' Tribune

is

FARMERS' TRIBUNE,
Send

tor tree

Box 21,
Sioux City, Iowa.
sample copy of our great paper

A HANDY TOOL-HOLDER
Sent by Express, for $1.50

!

or with the Bee Journal
one year— both for $2.00.
;

Every Manufacturer, Miller, Carpenter.
Cabinet Maker, Machinist. Wheelwright and
Quarryman. Farmer, or any one using- a grindstone, should have one of these Tool-Holders.
One boy can do the work of two persons, and
grind much faster, easier and with perfect
accuracy. Will bold any kind of tool, from
the smallest chisel to a draw shave or ax.
Extra attachment for sharpening scythe
blades Included in the above price. The work
is done without wetting the hands or soiling
the clothes, as the water flows from the operator, it can be attached to any size stone for
hand or steam power, is always ready for use,
nothinif to get out of order, and is absolutely
vorl li 100 times its cost.
No farm is well-equipped unless it has a Tool-Holder. Pays
'or itself in a short time.

I

And

—

Do You Want a South Dakota Paper?
Tells of great land values, ol business opportunities, of a State where more railroad
building is going on than in any other State
h
un!o n South Dakota Farmer
every week. Price, $1 per year.
SPECIAL OFFER— Send this ad with 35
cents for a year's subscription. Address.

%£

,

How to Use the Holder.
Directions.— The Tool is fastened securely in the Holder by
a set-screw a ud can be ground
to any desired bevel by inserting the arm of the Holder into
a higher or lower notch of the
standard.
While turning the

SOUTH DAKOTA FARMER, SlouxFalls.S.D.

The Rietsche Press

crank with the right hand, the
rests on an steadies the
Holder the Tool is moved to
the right or left across the
stone, or examined while grinding, as readily and in the same

Made of
structible,

if

held in

th-»

hands.

used instead of

indere-

45Atf
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
t»~J.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
he "prefers to pay $25 for a Rietsche Press than
do without it."— A. G.

the

notches.

GEORGE W. YORK &

Practically

ADRIAN GETAZ,

Round . Edge

Tool», the holes in the standard are

artificial stone.

and giving entirely satisfactory

Comb

foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,
sults.

:

Forgrinding

Please mention the Bee Journal.

5lA10t

left

way as

Never Go Ov

last from 5 to 21 years
Otisvtxle, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir: I have tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years. In short
if I want any more smokers your new style is
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks induced me to get mine.
Frkd Fodner,

CO-,

334 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.
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-FREIGHT
What do your
of us

if

we can prove

20 per cent

and pay

th;it

ue

WHOLESALE

FREE

PRICES
Bft^

Will you buy them

you from
That certainly

will save

1U

Are worthless as honey-producers.
Caucasian Bees are not stingless, they are gentle.
They produce honey. Try ihem next season.
Have your queens, both Caucasians and Italians, bred tv order, and then you will have
what you want. Address,

ROBERT

per cent to

is an amount
worth saving; it is worth lie trouble of asking for the proof.
Get our large Grocery List and compare our prices with what
you have been paving. Then put us to a greater test— send
us a trial order and compare the goods and the prices. If
we do not save you big money, send the goods back at our

the freight?

This catalogue will
save you money on
your grocery supplies.

PAID-

groceries cost you a year?

2

t

Mf

B. McGfllN, Yorkville, III. R.f.d.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

[?

expense. The procery bill is the biggest part of the family
expenses. We will cut it almost in the middle and guarantee
everything we sell. We can do this because we buy in
imine use quant tit's— carloads and trainloads— and we give
you the benefit of our ability to buy cheap; in fact we can
sell to you at just about the figure your local dealer would
have to pay. We save you his profit and the freight besides.

/ Mended This frith
a St. John's Utensil]
Mender and a Match "

"*

i

To save

member

another

still

of the

10

11, 1906

Stingless Bees

AT

GROCERIES

Jan.

>'
J-

The greatest household convenience

a

ever invented. With aid of a match,
candle or lamp you can mend leaky

per cent, become a

pans, kettles, boilers, etc., in a second
and save both utensils and tinners'

Co-operative Society of the

National Supply Co. Well tell you how to get
this extra 10 per cent discount, if you will write
for full information. An easy way to make money.

J|

*6ct no* FXCTORy Ta

brass, iron and enamel ware permanently'. Send 25 cents for package good
Money back if not satisfied.
for 100 mends.
Pitts & St. John, 206 Schiller Bldg. Chicago
M.

COWUNtR-

you want to save money get our catalogue and learn just how cheap you can buy groceries
from us. Catalogue is ready and lists everything in the grocery line. We send it free.
Lansing, Mich, and Chicago,

WANIfcD
Bee Journal when writing.

Mention

l

III.

For Sale-2 5,000

BEE SUPPLIES
-

Everything the beekeeper needs. Distributing house for Lewis'
Now is the time to buy for next season.

|

,

^E^|^^M AGENTS

If

Co-operative Society of the National Supply Co.,

Mends anything— tin, copper,

bills.

Goods at Factory-

Prices.

Lbs.?^

Spanish-needle Extracted Honey put up in new
60-lb. tin can6— 6c a pound for the lot, or 6%c
for less, F. J. GUNZEL, Weiner, Ark.
44Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

FOR SALE

Until further notice,' finest quality new crop
California Water- White White Sage and Light
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
Amber
cans and new cases Write for prices and sam

HONEY

Cash Orders for regular Supplies before February,

pies,

6 percent Discount.
PINE EXTRACTED HONEY

265

How

Send for our Catalog and "Special"

—free.

C^ftTT
QWU
I

I

Greenwich

HlLDRETH

you want.

& SEGELKEN

New York, N.Y

Street,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

34Atf

The best the world can produce
much can you use? Prices quoted quick

We buy BEESWAX at all times in the year.
IVI.

state quantity

267

in cans or barrels.

Samples 8 cents, to pay postage and packing.
on the quantity you mention.

CM

&

and

1004 EAST Wash. Street
SL C*C\
VSW. INDIANAPOLIS.
IND. **
Ot

**

**

Big Discounts
on Bee=5upplies
The following discounts apply on all orders
except honey- packages for current use:
For cash orders before Oct. I 10 percent
Feb. 1
6 percent
Nov. 1
9 percent
"
"
March 1.... 4
8
Dec. 1
"
"
April 1
7
2
Jan. 1

—

|

THERE
hives.

A

IS

A DIFFERENCE

HIVES

IN

I

a difference in house? there is a variation in the constructinn aDd durability
good house "endureth not for a day " but for a lifetime. The same with a good hive.

Just as there

is

The Elgin Hive

is

No dovetails*. No nailing. Patent corners. Quickly
All standard size Frames. Supers, and other assessories fit

t

>

f

bee-

and easily assembled or taken apart at any time.
perfectly.

_

Lots of Five
8-Frame
tu-Frame
|

SI. 55

$

2 05

2.15
2.60

2.50

7.110

$ 7.50

9.50
11.00

ll'.IO

and carry a
which insures prompt shipment.
Address,

free.

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS,
DAVENPORT, IOWA
213 & 215 W. 2d Street,
Please mention the Bee Journal.

38 Atf

Pric e Kacb

-Frame
1-story hive, complete
l V?tory hive, for comb honey.
_'-storv hive, for extracted

large stock,

Catalog

a Good Hive
it

We handle LEWIS' GOODS,

Trees, Plants

12.00

Either Flat or Gable Cover at above prices.
SPECIAL.— With every order for five or more hives received during January ,we will eive FREE vour
choice of "' American Bee Journal." 1 year; revised edition '• Langstroth on the Honey-Bee;"
Forty
Years Among the Beee," by Dr. C. C. Miller.
If you are contemplating the purchase of SUPPLIES for the coming season, it will pay you to write
us for prices on what you will heed. We will be able to furnish you with anything needed in the business
'

THE NATIONAL SUPPLY

Goods in Michigan
Wb Sell root'sprices
on Sections, Hives,

Let ns quote you
Foundation, etc, as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT A
Bell Branch, Wayne

SON.

Mich

Co.,

CO., Elgin,

III.

WANTED
for

The agency
Southern Iowa or the entire
State, of some bee-supply manufacturer. Railroad facilities— none better— 4 direct lines. Experienced in this line as well as bees. Address
2A2t
A. L. BARKER. Humeston, Iowa.

Mention

Bee

Journal

when

writing.

•-PURE ALFALFA-*

HONEY
IN

60-POUND CANS

We have a good supply of Pure Alfalfa
IlO^iKV in 60-pound cans that we can
ship by return freight at these prices 2 cans,
boxed, at 8% cents a pound 4 or more cans at
one time, 8 cents a pound all f.o.b. Chicago. Cash with order. Sample, by mail, 8
in stamps, to cover package and postage.
Address,
:

Wisconsin Basswood Sections I
And Prompt Shipments
what we are making

— DOVETAILED
Is

We

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

carry a full line of

SUPPLIES.

1E HARSHFIELD nANUFACTURINQ
Mention

Bee Journal

when

Ask

—

—

YORK HONEYITpp^CO.
141-143 Ontario

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield, Wis.
writing.

;

OC
a Ia.
00C
TOT
,7
!.

names and P. O.
IE IllllrC For
"f 15 farmers an. 15c
IU iwwnifcw
NflHIto -stamps
taken- wa
I

will send for 2yrs. the Farmer's Call— rep sub.
price 50c a year. F. C. is a wklv., l'J yrs.OKl, 1.300
pages a yr. Sample tree. Farmer's Call.Quincv, 111.

Jan.

11,
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Lowest

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Prici

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

Big Discount for Early Orders

FREIGHTRATES from;

On Cash Orders
Before
"
"
"
"
"

November
December

1

™

January 1
February 1

U

March

4

April

are the

9 percent
"
8

1

1

2

1

as 'most' all freight

"

keepers

Let

me

bookyoui
Order for

in

what

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

^

B

fflr

free

-

6 Percent Discount for January
I.

V

>*,

^^ ^^^r^^r^^^r^X bred in separate apiaries,
I
K. r. I\l^ thefiOLDEN ¥EI.
^Qfj \J AJJJX1 KJ LOWS, «JAK>IORED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.
I

J

For

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the
-

is

will

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

25 Years

bee

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for IS years (monthly,

most experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

SOUTH

now goes through

You

KINDS

Established Nearly

CINCINNATI
LOWEST, ESPECIALLY
for the

"

Bee = Supplies
ALL
OF

39

c.
Office

prices, refer to

my

catalog, page 29.

H.W.Weber

ind Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

CN

s:r

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Our large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,
honey arriving-, but no one producer seems to
have very great quantities to offer. I quote
fancy white at 15@f6c; No. I in poor demand at
12c, and amber dull atlOc. Best grade extracted
brings 8@9c in 60-lb. cans; amber slow at 6c.
Beeswax, 30@33c.
Walter S. Pouder.
of

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
Mention

JAHESTOWN,

N.Y.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Model Incubators and
Brooders

Denver, Nov. 11.— No. 1 white comb honey,
per case of 24 sections, $3.35; No. 1 light amber.
J3.0J; No. 2, $2 50@3.00.
Extracted honey,
cts. per pound.
Supply is light and

@7

Manufactured by ChaS. A. Cyphers, and sold at his factory prices.
Freight rates from Toledo
will save you money.
Do not be
S humbugged into buying a cheap
The best is none too
g) machine.
good.
Our illustrated Catalog
2 free to any address. Ask for it.

b%
we

coud make quick sales of consignments at
above figures. We pay 24c for clean, yellow
beeswax delivered here.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

i)oney anb
* 23eestpax*

—

Chicago, Dec. 6.^The trade in best grades of
white comb honey has been fair, yet retailers
taking' only small quantities at a time. This
honey brings 14@15c other grades are difficult
to place at from l@3c per pound less. Extracted
selling at 7(a7^c per pound for white; amber
6H@7c dark S^(gOc. Beeswax, when clean and
of good color, 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
;

;

Cincinnati, Dec. 29.— There is no demand for
honey at the present time, on account of the
holidays. However, prospects for the coming
year are bright, and we are looking forward to
a revival of trade about Jan. 15. The price of
comb honey remains firm: we quote fancy white
at 15@l6Ji cents. Extracted amber in barrels at
Stgii^c, according to the quality; fancy white
in 60-lb. cans at 7}£@8c; amber in cans at 6<S»7c,
(The above are our selling prices of honey.
We are paying 30c per pound delivered here
for choice yellow beeswax.

Cincinnati, Dec. IS.
The nice weather
holds back the demand for comb honey. Crops
seem to be exceedingly short and producers in
the West keep the prices high. We quote as follows: Fancy water-white and No. 1 white clover, 14@16c; No. 2, 12(3'14c. Extracted seems to
be more plentiful, and we quote same in barrels,
light amber, 5%@5^c; in cans, He more; white
clover, 7@Sc. Beeswax, 28@30c.
C.

"

\

GRIGGS BROS.
S

521

Monroe

Street,

TOLEDO, OHIO,

X

H.W.Weber.

85c

continuous advertising
that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

It is

for 15

NAMES

Fop names and P. O.
of 15 farmers and 15c
stamps taken — we
-

will send tor 2yrs. the Farmer's Call — reg. sub.
price 50c a year. F. C. is a wklv., 25 yrs.oltf, 1,300
pages a yr. Sample free. Farmer's Call.iQuincy, 111.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

:

FANCY WHITE EXTRACTED HONEY

|

Thb Prbd W. Muth

Toledo,

Oct.

Co.

17— The honey market remains

firm, with good demand, and prices the same as
last quotations. Fancy white comb brings 15c;
No. 1, 14c; fancy amber, 13c; buckwheat, 13c.

Extracted, white clover, ia barrels, 6}i@6%c;
in barrels, 5@5%c; in cans, lc to l>ic
higher. Beeswax in good demand, 26c cash,

CRATES 2-60-

CANS; 8c
7%
LARGER LOTS; WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES. ALL
F. O. B. CINCINNATI. CASH WITH ORDER. SAMPLES 10c.
TO PAY POSTAGE.

amber,

Griggs Bros.

28c trade.

New York, Dec. 6.— The demand for comb
honey continues to be fair for all grades. Prices
practically remain the same. We quote fancy
white at 14@i5c No. 1 at 13c No. 2 at 12c, and
buckwheat at 10c per pound, Extracted honey
Is in good demand, especially California honey
with large supplies. We quote white at 6M^7c;
light amber at 6c
buckwheat, extracted, at
5Jii@6c per ponnd
Southern at 50@60c per gallon. Beeswax firm and steady at 2'»(«i30c per
;

THE FRED
No.

51

W.

WALNUT STREET,

MUTH

CO.

CINCINNATI,

OHIO.

;

;

;

pound.

LB.

TWO OR MORE CRATES;

Hildreth & Sbgblken.

Indianapolis, Dec.

15

—There

is

a tendency

for higher prices on best grades of honey. The
demand for strictly fancy white comb hooey
exceeds the supply. Demand for lower grades
of comb honey not good. Numerous shipments

FOR— SALE

Extracted Honey
Bmber, 6c; y±c less

Fancy white, C'.c; fancy

in 5-case lots or

more.

& CO.
CO. CLEMONS
KANSAS CITY,

MO.

BEESWAX
HONEY AND
buying

or selling, consult
When consigning,
R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Watbr St. Chicago. III.

Please Mention the American Bee Journal

ffitiff
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A CARLOAD OF PAPER
WAS USED

IN PRINTING

FIRST EDITION

THE

of the

im

LEWIS CATALOG ST
Send for One at Once

FREE

IT IS
Every Copy

is

a

Work

of Art.

Better, Grander,

Larger than Ever.

AGENTS WANTED
For Lewis' Goods by the Carload
FOR,

MAINE
NEW HAMPSHIRE

RHODE ISLAND
NORTH CAROLINA

GEORGIA
FLORIDA

VERMONT

SOUTH CAROLINA

LOUISIANA

MASSACHUSETTS
CONNECTICUT

MISSISSIPPI

SOUTHERN OHIO

ALABAMA
Liberal territory given.

For further particulars address Home

G. B.

Office

LEWIS CO. "SSr Watertown,Wis.
XJ.

S.

A..

Ee Jour
CHICAGO,

Mrs. T. L. Siuwler's Apiary.

a

ILL.,

JAN.

18,

1906

Ai'iAsr of A. B. Giles, of Baltimore, Md.
(One colony gave 72 pounds of comb honey in

1905.)

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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Jan.

BEE-KEEPERS'
SUPPLIES

POULTRY

LEWIS' BEEWARE

CORNELL
INCUBATORS

so well known
6 percent

1906

SUPPLIES

need no introducDiscount on BeeSupplies for January. Beeswax wanted
27c cash, 29o when taking bee-supplies in exchange.
Extracted Honey

is

18,

it

DAY
BROODERS

PEEP

0'

tion.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BT

GEORGE W.YORK 8 COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

111.

—

for pale. Prices
on application.

IMPORTANT NOTICES

Sample,

of this Journal fa
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICEStates,
Canada, and
a year, in the United
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
centB a year extra Xor postage. Sample copy free,

CORNELL CHICK MACHINERY
are unexcelled.

The

1906 Cornell Incubator is superior
to anything heretofore put
on the market.

10c.

8l.no

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

New

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscriptioi ispaid.
For instance, "dec06" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.— We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that tne money has been received and credited.

If

H. M.

National Bee-Keepers' Association

ARND,

Mgr.

Objects of the Association
1st.—To promote the interests of its members.
its

members

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00
General Manager and Treasurer —
Kkance, Platteville, Wla,
N.
JfcC.

%W If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
publishers of the American Bee Journal.

PROMPTLY AT FACTORY

141 Ontario Street,
Long Distance 'Phone, North

to

CHICAGO,

ILL.

1S59.

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION

in their

honey.

filled

FREE

YORK HONEY laWSF CO. G£)

ADVERTISING RATES will be given upon appli-

lawful rights.
M
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration 01

you want orders

for either line

PRICES, send your order

cation.

2d.—To protect and defend

1906 Catalog

Wholesale and Jobbing.
entirely to its MERITS, and our

BEST

1E

J/A

Retail,

PERSISTENT EFFORTS to
its REPUTATION
it the BEST.
TOUGH, CLEAR, and PERFECTLY TRANSPARENT, has the NATURAL SWEET
ODOR of PURE WAX, and the COLOR of the BRIGHTEST and LIGHTEST LEMON and
ORANGE.
We make a SPECIALTY of WORKING WAX into FOUNDATION for CASH, by the
TENS, HUNDREDS and THOUSANDS of POUNDS, and we are in the Best Shape to attend to
all orders promptly, nur capacity being 15no pounds daily.
FULL and COMPLETE LINE of SUPPLIES, and the BEST ONLY.
Owes

MAKE ihe BEST and KEEP
It is

1

The Honey-Producers' League
(INCORPORATED)

....

OBJECTS:
1.

To

create a larger

demand

for

honey through

advertising.

To

publish facts about honey, and counteract
misrepresentations of the same.
2.

SAMPLES

of our Foundation, Descriptive Catalog, PRICES and
Do not fail to write for
staling Quantity of Foundation wanted. Wax to be Worked, and List of other
Supplies, and Prices will be accordingly. Beeswax always wanted.
Agents for Canada
E. Ghainger & Co , Toronto, Ontario
"
Texas
The Bee and Honey Co., Beeville, Texas
.
"
Great Britain
E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts, England
"
W. D. Soper, Jackson, Michigan
Michigan

DISCOUNTS,

...
.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

QUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

MEMBERSHIP DUES
1. Any bee-beeper may become a member by paying to the Manager an annual fee of $1.00 for each
20 (or fraction of 20) colonies of bees (spring count)
he owns or operates.
2. Any hooey-dealer, bee-supply dealer, bee-supply
manufacturer, bee-paper publisher, or any other
Arm or individual, may become a member on the
annual payment of a fee of $10, increased by onefifth of one (l) percent of his or its capital used in
the allied interests of bee-keeping.

George W. Fork, Manager,
334 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

ill.

"Xlie continuous advertiser
gets the bull* of the business,
because others are not advertising,

and

lie is. 94

NOT

IN

THE TRUST

6 Percent Discount
We will allow you the above
8
B Cash during January. Send for
I

Discount on
our Catalog.

PAGE & LYON MFG.
Mention

Bee Journal

CO.,
when

all

Orders accompanied by

New London,

Wis.

writing.

For High-Grade
Cans
Prices Always
the Lowest

Write for Prices,
Stating- Quantity

Wanted

Friction

Top Cans

Prompt shipment and careful attention given to all order
mention Bee Journal when writing.
Made by

for

Honey and Syrup

Special prices to

members of the Bee-Keepers' Associations.
CO., 1035 W. 47th Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

CANNERS CAN

Jan.
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A Complete Establishment
EVERYTHING

LITERAL

for the bee-keeper. It IS a
fact.
Anything from bees to
We say that we can supply
book6, or hives to honey-boards. The completeness of our factory is not realized by most bee-keepers. Below we give the
main Departments of our business. Read them over and then we are sure you will understand when we say

EVERYTHING

for the bee-keeper,

we mean

it.

WAX-WORKING- DEPT.
wax and

selling the

famous Weed Process Foundation.

Our

Wax

Department is furnished
automatic papering machines, etc. Over 150,000 pounds of

with tanks for refining, machines for sheeting,' all 6izes of mills,
foundation is made, boxed and shipped all over the world every year.

i i
dm

MM

W
j

^y
dk

\.

Equipped with the most expensive machinery and manned by skillful employees. We make our own'metal parts and
much machinery for other factories. Powerful iron presses, iron cutting and drilling machines are in evidence everywhere.

APIARIES
We have scattered in and around Medina 5 apiaries devoted exclusively to bee aDd queen rearing, supplemented by 5
more in New York, Pennsylvania and Cuba, and we control the product of several other large queen-breeding establishments.
Our queens are bred with scientific care. We test every device we make before it is introduced to the public.

dozen to 20 men are kept busy loading and packing the 1~5 to 200
carloads we ship every year, besides the thousands of less than carload shipments. Eight express trains a day. With large
warehouse packed full and a great factory it is a little wonder that Roots have gained a reputation for promptness in filling
orders for the hundreds of things in their catalog.

Two

railroads run their cars to our doors.

From

a

large cylinder presses; 3 platen presses; paper folder, trimming, cutting and stitching machines; skilled typesetters, printers, book-binders— all help to turn out semi-monthly the large issues of GleaDings in Bee Culture; the five to ten
books every year; together with our 500,000 supply catalogs, not speaking of ithe numerous other
thousand

ABC

catalogs, booklets, labels

and

all varieties of

printing.

Two

carloads of paper required for our annual catalog, a half carload

for our Christmas Gleanings alone.

to

to the

in

for

brains that

of the

the

possible point.

of

of

deliver his supplies?

the brain of the factory. Here are the executive, editorial, advertising and book-keeping heads. Here the
thousands of details are cared for. Root's office is as modern as you can find anywhere. Six typewriters are kept busy ; addiog machine, copying machine, vertical letter files, card indexes, etc. everything to care for the half million dollars worth of

The

office is

—

business

means

we do

yearly.

We

have every interest of the bee-keeper at heart.

We are working

for

your good, for your prosperity
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large stock in all great centers.
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Here are made the thousands of smokers that bear the Root trade-mark of excellence. Here are made the cans for exMachines for cutting honey-boards; presses for stamping tin and iron into various forms.
tractors and uncapping-cans.

AND AGENTS
JJ BRANCHES
Numerous jobbing agencies and hundreds of smaller agents
Eight branches with
jfi
shipment reduced
lowest
with
charges and time taken
^^ our goods your door
plan
him? Of the hundreds
many hands and
thousands
bee-keeper ever thinks
X We wonder
make and
and
hours consumed
±jt
/L OFFICE
^

^km
£\r

TIN SHOP

m
^t PRINTING- DEPT.
r

^V

r^

fL SHIPPING DEPT.
X

"V

\

DEPT.

This department occupies the 3 floors of the main building of the factory. It is equipped from top to bottom with the
best machinery that brains can invent and money buy. Every detail in hive-making has been carefully figured out. Immense
sheds covering acres of ground protect the lumber piles so that shrinkage is reduced to almost nothing. This accounts for
the accurate fitting and clearness of stock of Root's wooden wares. The entire factory, light, and machinery power, is furnished by a great, 400 horse-power engine, and a 100 horse-power dynamo.

are leaders in buying

\
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WOOD-WORKING

We
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is

ready.

Write for a copy

if

you want

ROOT COMPANY,

it

now.

Medina, Ohio
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Queen- Breeders' Catalog.— We have received the following- from the Department of Agriculture at Washington,
D.

C:

Inquiries frequently come to this office for the names of
queen-breeders of various races and strains of bees, and, in
order that reliable information may be given, I am preparing, in co-operation with the American Breeders' Association, a catalog of queen-breeders.
There is a catalog of considerable size in this office, but
in order that no queen-breeder of any importance be omitted,
I would respectfully request all breeders, having 100 or more
queens for sale annually to the general public, who see this
notice, to send me the following information as accurately
as possible
Races bred.
of mating yards.
:

Annual output of each

race,

and number

For my personal information I should be glad to learn
the method of queen-rearing used, the number of breeding'
queens of each race used, and the number of colonies in each
yard from which drones are allowed to fly.
Hereafter, all persons requesting information concerning dealers in any strain will be given the names of the 4
dealers nearest to the address of the enquirer. This will, I
believe, be a fair way of giving the information without
favoring any breeders, and will repay the breeders for their
trouble in answering these questions.
E- F. Philups,
Acting in Charge of Apiculture.
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C, Jan. 8.

JANUARY

writes
" It
:

how people

are imposed upon by the
and from the most ignorant and
" It is surprisunprincipled sources " concerning honey.
ing to find how few persons know the qualities of honey."
One buyer of some of Dr. Blanton's honey told him that
was not honey, because it granulated, and his (the
it
Afterward the Docbuyer's) negro cook said it was sugar
tor heard that this same customer said that the honey was
adulterated with sugar. It is probably impossible to prevent entirely everybody from making misrepresentations
concerning any producer's honey, for there likely will
is

astonishing

most extravagant

practices,

!

Co.,

334 Dearborn

18,1906

Vol.

St.

XLVI-No, 3

always be those who misrepresent by speaking out of their
abundance of ignorance. The best the honest honey-producer can do is to put on the market only the very finest
and best article, and let it sell on its merits.

Of course, whenever opportunity offers it is a good
thing to try to correct the misrepresentation concerning
comb honey that has been circulated for so many years by
the newspaper and magazine press. But it is surprising
how large a majority of people really believe that comb
honey has been been made without the aid of bees, and put
upon the market in large quantities. Of course, nothing
can be further from the truth than such a statement, as all
the practical bee-keepers know.
Mr. Ernest R. Root, recently elected as a Director of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association, has resigned, taking, as he says, his wife's advice'. He says further
:

"This

action is not based on any dissatisfaction with
the policies of the National, nor toward its officers. Indeed, I most heartily approve of that magnificent organization, and shall do all I can to help it."

We have not as

yet learned who is to be Mr. Root's suchas the largest membership of any State
in the National, but now no representation on the Board of
Directors, we would respectfully suggest the selection of
Mr. Jas. A. Stone, the able Secretary of the Illinois State
Bee- Keepers' Association, and also a very successful and
cessor.

As

Illinois

well-known bee-keeper.

Saving at the Wrong Place, -A
wrote us as follows last month

New York

bee-keeper

:

"Owing

the low price of honey and high price of
obliged to cut down expenses, so please
discontinue sending me the American Bee Journal."
to

bee-supplies, I

Dr. 0. M. BlantOIl, of Greenfield, Miss., has been writing for a local newspaper something both interesting and
helpful to its readers on the subject of comb honey. He

&

On

am

receiving and reading the foregoing,

we

naturally

were inclined to think that the writer of it was beginning
There are bee-keepers
to cut expenses at the wrong place.
who are making money at the present price of honey and
bee-supplies, and we believe that the American Bee Journal
In order to meet competition these
is helping them to do it.
days it is necessary to know all possible about one's business. There are many short cuts that are freely given to
the readers of every bee-paper,and just how any one expects
to succeed better in bee-keeping by saving two cents per
week in dropping the American Bee Journal, we cannot unIt seems to us that if, as our former subscriber
derstand.
says, the price of honey is low and bee-supplies are high, he
would need all the help and information that he can get in
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Jan.

18,

19C6

in its last number
Alright, Norweigan, exemergeance, cradel, nonpariel, privelege, destination, irridium, judgement, livlihood.
Success to you, good contemporary, in every effort at
real improvement.

It may be possible that he could very
easily cut off a dollar's worth of bee-supplies annually, or
something else, and thus not deny himself the pleasure and
profit of reading- the American Bee Journal each week dur-

spelling

order to win success.

:

traced,

ing the year.
Within the past year there have been a number of contributions in our columns telling how to manage to realize
more for the crop of honey; also, there have been special
offers of bee-supplies in its advertising columns which, if
patronized, would have saved many times the price of a
year's subscription. So if a bee-keeper discontinued reading the American Bee Journal a year ago, he would have
failed to have seen the contributions and advertisements referred to, and thus would have lost the opportunity to learn
how to get more for his honey and also where to get certain
bee-supplies at a special rate. By taking advantage of both
lines— getting a higher price for honey, and buying beesupplies for a lower price he would douubtless have been
quite a good deal further ahead at this time than he was a

A Stem-Winder Convention. —The American Bee"The Chicago convention is said by those

Keeper says

:

in attendance to

Yes,

it

was

have been a

'

stem- winder. "
'

a stem-winder, full-jeweled, up-to-date in

general.

Corn Products Refining Company.— An advertisement announces that the Corn Products Refining Company
under the laws of

will be organized

New

Jersey with a capiNew York Glucose
Company and several other companies. There must be
considerable doing in glucose to need a capital of eighty

tal stock of $80,000,000.

—

It will

own

the

millions.

The Apiary of Eugene

year ago.

he wrote

190S,

U. Porter appears on the
sending us the photograph, Dec. 11,

When

page.

first

However, as mentioned before, it is quite natural for us
to think that every honey-producer should read the American Bee Journal regularly. The fact is, anyone who is at
all interested in bee-keeping, and desires to make the most
out of it, must see that there are many times two cents'
worth of information in every number of the American Bee
We are satisfied that we are giving good value
Journal.
and full measure for every cent that is paid us on subscription for the American Bee Journal. By readers and publishers working together, we will not only be mutually ben.
efited, but will help to extend and uplift the cause of beekeeping as the years come and go.

:

obtained about 200 pounds of comb honey from 7 coloI now have IS colonies, and have fed
nies, spring count.
50 pounds of sugar. I have just put them into the cellar for
the winter. We had a very poor honey crop here this year,
I

as

was

it

too cold

and wet

all

summer.

send a picture of myself and my little boy, and bees.
I am holding a frame of a second swarm 10 days after hivEUGBNE U. PORTBR.
ing.
I

Mr. C. M. Scott, of Indianapolis, Ind., on special request, talked before the convention of the Indiana Horticultural Association recently, on " The Advantages and Care

We learn that Mr. Scott stirred up considerable
enthusiasm among both the fruit-growers and those who
keep bees that were present. He didn't fail, either, to get in
of Bees."

The Shawler Apiaries.— On the

page are shown
almost in miniature the apiaries of Mr. and Mrs. Shawler,
of Mills Co., Iowa. Mr. S. wrote us as follows, Dec. 3, 1905
first

"good lick " against the prevalent misbelief that there is
such a thing as manufactured comb honey in existence. It
certainly is good practice for all bee-keepers to do that
whenever opportunity offers, for if enough of them do it,
and do it often enough, it is bound to help the sale of
honey.
a

:

and one of my
I send two
wife and her queen-rearing apiary. This picture was taken
in the height of the honey season, and it can be seen that
the hives are 4 stories high, and sometimes I have some of
them 5 stories high.
I began in the spring with 43 colonies, and took off
6S00 pounds of extracted honey, besides increasing to 80
colonies. I had no natural swarms. I sold all of my honey
for 7 and 8 cents a pound.
I will give an account of what I did with bees the preIn 1903 I had IS colonies, and took over
ceding 2 years
6000 pounds of honey and in 1904 I had 31 colonies, and
took 4600 pounds. In the last 3 years I did not have a natural swarm, and an important thing in my success in getting large crops of honey, was in having good queens. I
have never lost a colony of bees in winter.
I take three bee-papers, and could not do without any of
pictures,

one of

my apiary,

* (Eontrtbuteb *

:

Special

;

them.

They

all fill their places.

T.

L,.

j
"Warning Beforehand"— Valuable Comment

Shawler.

BY G. M. DOOUTTXE
page 840 (1905) is a very interesting article from C. W.
Dayton. In this article Mr. Dayton tells us how he lost
about SO colonies of bees through "lack of attention,"
thinking that he could not spare the time even to "raise the

As to Improved Spelling.— Referring to the attempt
for a time on the part of the American Bee Journal to make
some changes in the evil spelling of our language, changes
advocated by many of the best authorities in England and
America, the American Bee-Keeper offers its congratulations on the return to the old method of spelling as a
" happy awakening." Truth obliges the confession that it
was hardly "an awakening," but rather a going to sleep
again, the weight of the American Bee-Keeper and so many
others being so strong against even a little improvement in
our abominable spelling that it seemed useless for the few
who had waked up to resist, and so they again fell asleep,
awaiting the " happy awakening " sure to come in the
future when a crusade for improvement will be started by
a larger number.
The American Bee-Keeper is to be congratulated that
there are not lacking signs that it is ready to start a crusade
its own account, as witness the following changes i n

on

(trttcles

ON

covers" to these hives in looking after their welfare. And
the strange part of the whole thing is, that he seems almost
to blame Hasty, Doolittle and Miller for this loss. Listen
to what he says
:

"Now,

usually the cheapest article in the
I have a very large stock of attention, but there was not enough of it where it ought to
have been. I think Hasty, Doolittle or Miller ought to have
warned me beforehand. As it is, I cannot use their advise
attention

is

whole apiary management.

until

it

happens again."

But did they not warn him beforehand? Doolittle cer"
tainly did, and I am almost sure that Dr. Miller did. As to
the Hasty part, I am not so sure, but I have a faint recollection that he did something on the "warning" plan long
ago. Mr. Dayton, is it not possible that you paid so little
i

"attention" (because that "is usually the cheapest article in
the whole apiary management") to the warning when it

Jan.

18,
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When May

was given, that you forgot all about the matter just at the
time when it would have been of great service to you — a ser-

find out

what

is

47

15 arrives I take down the book again and
right for the last half of May, and so on to

vice sufficient to have saved the life of 50 colonies of bees?
To think what that forgetting or lack of attention cost you
Why, it almost staggers a little bee-keeper like me.
Fifty colonies lost in the spring through inattention,
means a loss of about $5 a colony as to worth of bees, for
when, calling them
these colonies would have doubled
worth only $2.50 each in the fall, we would have had 100
colonies to multiply the $2.50 by, or $250 for the bees alone.
Then had they produced 100 pounds of comb honey to each
colony in the spring, as did each colony of mine at the outapiary, and that 5000 pounds sold at the average price of 10
cents per pound, as did mine, this would have given $500 in
honey, or a total loss of $750 for the year 1905, and that just
from a lack of a little attention, the " cheapest article in the

the end of the year, or May 1 of the next year.
Things
which I have jotted down to experiment with are underscored, if they have proven valuable or crossed off if of no
value. In this way I get the cream of all the bee-papers as
the years go by, having all the cream of volumes upon volumes in this little book, and that called to my " attention "

whole apiary management."
Certainly Dr. Miller and myself told
Oh, Mr. Dayton
you more than once that the best way of feeding bees that
were lacking in stores was to exchange a few full combs
from the rich colonies into the weak or starving ones. And
to think that you paid so little " attention " that you let 50
Oh Oh
whole colonies starve
Then I have more against you—you, whom the beekeeping fraternity look up to as an authority; one of the contributors to our bee-knowledge one of our successful apiarYou say in that article, " I was very busy at other
ists.
kinds of work," so much so that " I thought I could spare no
time so much as to raise the covers, and did not go amongst
And this you did
the hives more than once in 10 days."
when Doolittle had told you over and over again, " that you
should leave no stone unturned that would give you a single
pound more of honey." Ah, you know the good Dr. Miller
and myself have often "warned you beforehand" in these
matters.
Why did you not heed it, and let those "other

*

!

;

;

when

just

I

want

it

for use.

!

!

I

while this attention may be the " cheapest article
in the whole apiary management," in one sense of the word,
yet in another sense it is the most valuable possession I
have along the "bee-line."
If Mr. Dayton had been, thus " beforehanded" last
spring, it might have been $750 value to him. See?
Borodino, N. Y.

!
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And

Something More About Frame-Spacers
BY

K. H.

WAGNER

WOULD like to

I

I

W.

say a few words about spacers, since C.
Dayton gave us some sketches of his spacers in last

year's volume of the American Bee Journal.
From Oct. 2, 1894 to June 13, 1895, I made a number of
hives (some for myself, but sold more than I used), and in 6
of my own and all that I sold I put a spacer of my own in-

;

K
N2I,

Li

kinds of work " give place to the bees, looking after the
bees first, and then doing other work, if you could find the
time afterward ? Have we not told you that this was the
only way you could become a successful bee-keeper ? And
now to have you say that we "ought to have warned you
beforehand." It almost breaks our hearts.
But I think I hear you saying, " I did not know where
to find these beforehand warnings that you and Dr. Miller
have given." Yes, but did I not warn you beforehand on
this very point, and tell you when writing of my reference
book, how you might be able to find these and other matters
at just the time you were most in need of them ? And now
I come to the main thing which I wished to speak about,
the " before " part being only as a preliminary to show the
value of what is to come after, Mr. Dayton's "ought to have
warned me beforehand" being what called up the matter.
How are we to find these beforehand warnings, and
all subjects treated out of season just when we want them
"in season?" If I am a judge, fully three-fourths of the
matter in our bee-papers comes to us at a time when we cannot put it in practice. Not that the bee-papers are to blame
for this, for it is but natural that any writer tells about, and
is the most interested in, any scheme or work just after he
has passed through it and after he has passed through it
and has had time to get the thing published, it is too late
for the same to be of use to others till nearly a year has
passed away, and by this time nearly all will have forgotten
the matter, unless we have some means of calling it to our
minds just when it will be applicable again. Or, as Mr.
Dayton so aptly puts it, " I can not use their advice until it
happens again."
My way of calling to mind these things just when I
wish to use them is to mark the item I think will help me,
by drawing a pencil mark around that part which I think
will help me, and immediately picking up a little book I always have at hand when reading the bee-papers (my reference book), having 24 leaves in it, the leaves being dated
Jan. 1, Jan. 15, Feb. 1, and so on to the end of the year,
when I jot down, under the appropriate date, the matter I
have just read about.
For instance, it is this item in Mr. Dayton's article
about out-door feeding which has called out these thoughts
the matter is applicable to next or any May, in this locality,
but is printed under date of Dec. 7, 1905. I turn the leaves
to the leaf dated May 1. and there write, "About spring
feeding, A.B.J.-p. 840,-05."
Now, when May arrives, I take down the book and look
over all that is jotted down under the date of May 1, and I
know at a glance just what I wish to look up as applicable
or peculiar to the season we are having then or, perchance,
something which I wish to experiment on at that time, like
this plan of out-door feeding would be.
;

z
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BOTTOM SPACER

AJL

T^

BOTTOM BOAR

CLEAT

STAPLES

vention, but before 2 years had passed I discarded all injmy
yard, believing that they (being of metal) were very objectionable to the bees. By repeated watching it appeared to
me that the bees would run up to the cold metal, rush back
or to the side of it, trying to get past it where they would
not have to cross it with their feet, but after I coated some
heavy with wax they did not appear to notice them very
much, and where some were coated near the edge or side of
the hive, and others in the center, they showed their preference by traveling over the wire where it was coated, most
particularly in the early morning. This was on the bottom
spacer, while on the top spacer I never could detect any difference in the action of the bees. One reason for that was,
the bees were more or less disturbed by watching them, as
my hives had wooden walls and top so they had to be opened
Another, and I believe the main reason, was
to see them.
that the wire was warmer in the top of the hive.
I will try to explain where my spacers differ from those
The bottom spacer, No. 1, was staggered
of Mr. Dayton.
at its base (what I mean by that is, the 1st, 3d and 4th loops
to receive the frame were drawn toward the entrance, while

TOP SPACER

FHAME £NDS
|Z~

TOP BAR

N° 2

;

;

the 2d, 4th, and 6th, etc., were drawn towards the rear of
the hive, and a small staple was driven into the bottomboard at each bearing.)
Another difference was this The loops were nearly Vshaped, so that they were the width of the bottom-bar at the
right height, while the frame would enter easily, yet come
These spacers
to its place by the elastic and springy wire.
:

^
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were stapled on the bottom before the hive was nailed up.
My top spacers were also wire, and made as No. 2, and all
the preparation I ever made in the rebate at the end was a
light saw-kerf, and in all hives a heavy scratch with a pair

The
of dividers, to receive alternate loops of the spacer.
reason for running alternate loops down on the end-wall of
the hive was to get more spring to the wire. It is true that
the wire could be bent exact enough to suit a set of frames
made at one time, or at one place, but I find some difference
in two men's % of an inch, and if a little cold propolis happens to be on the projection of an old frame that you wish
to enter, it may only throw that frame out of center a little,
Parkersburg, W. Va.
but it will enter without delay.

BY W.

G.

and Excluders
ASKEW

regular 10-frame hive
THE
measure, by 20 inches long.

inches wide, inside
you put in 10
frames 1% inches wide this takes 11,'4 inches of space
at once, leaving only 3 inches of space without an excluder.
Now put on the excluder and how much space is left for the
bees to go up into the super ? The frame, being 1 s inches,
is too wide, the hive too narrow, and yet the hive is too wide
for an excluder, which is only 14 inches wide.
One-fourth
of an inch difference in the hive and excluder gives the
queens a chance to go up, which they will often do. Then
the excluder does harm.
Now for extracted honey one must use the excluder, but
it should fit the hive within % and not )i inch; as it is now
made I have to bush mine on two sides. I have about 500
of the 14,'4 -inch hives, all of which I expect to use as supers,
and make hives 14' s inches for brood-chambers, which are
all right for 1%-inch spacing, whether the frames be 1 inch,
With J4 inch frame, )i inch full can
1/4, or Ji inch wide.
be left between frames; with 1 inch, a ,'j-inch space; and
with l! s inch frame, % inch can be left between frames.
Now which of these three widths of frames is best to use as
brood-frames when the excluder is used ? And no up-to-date
bee-keeper can think of doing away with excluders, but one
does not wish to exclude the worker-bees from the super,
but queens, so as to rear as few drones as possible, and in
the right place, and to take off the honey rapidly when the
time comes, avoiding patches of brood in extracting frames
and misplacing of queens.
When no excluders are used no doubt enough extra
drones are reared in one season to consume enough honey
to pay for excluders, but the excluder as now made does not
fit the hive as it should.
The hive should be 3s inch narrower, or preferably the excluder } & inch wider.
How about a hive 15 inches wide, frames 1 inch wide,
brood-frames spaced l'i inches, and the excluder exactly
lAyi, inches wide ?
A spacing of l^s inches is not quite
wide enough for bees to cluster in sufficient numbers in
winter for the best results, nor to allow for sufficient storage
room. Nothing is lost in allowing them more than enough
stores for winter.
Riviere, La.
is

14J4"

Now when

a short time.

stroying large quantities of

fruit.

of cherries than of grapes
proper season. 1
and will have "his share" of fruit at the
to it, and
suppose because he thinks himself fully entitled
1 t
destroys more
Of al'^thc birds we have, the sparrow kmdofbtrds^
do any other
insects, worms and caterpillars than
the sparrow
During breeding time, which begins with
almost all other birds are
quite early in the spring (when
out till late into sumin warmer climes) and holds
st
on insects and
mer the sparrow feeds nearly exclusively
birds live exclusively on tha diet-and

The sparrow

is

worms-the young
since

row

no other bird
(3 to S broods,

more fond

spar
as prolific a breeder as is the
selfeach of 4 to 6 young birds), it is

is

evHlent that the destruction of insect

BY WM. STOLLEY,

SR.

often read stuff in bee-papers that seems to reciuire
refutation, but what is the use? Like Prof. Wiley's pleasantry about the manufacture of comb honey, it always is
sure to bob up again. So, on page 806 is found an attack
on the much unjustly abused sparrow, and this bird is
charged not only with doing all the damage done to grapes,
but also with a number of other crimes, such as destroying
peachbloom, peas, lettuce, etc. Several times I have written in defense of the sparrows, years ago, and I do not
think it will avail much to do it again, for, like the Wiley
will bob up again.
But then, truth cannot be repeated too often.
Now, it is not my desire to deny that the sparrow is
guilty of doing "his share" in damaging ripening fruit, and
lie,

it

appropriating some grain to his own use, but close observation will prove that the sparrow is by no means the
worst of the depredators. I am also a grape and fruit
grower in a small way, and a great lover of all birds, and
I have been so for a meat many years, but my verdict of
the sparrow differs, as compared with other birds, which
cut a great figure in injuring and destroying fruit, and

life

by

a single pair
>

immense during a breeding
of sparrows must be simply
SeaS

better than is its reputation. Of
or
religious inclination
all
to the command of his
up
live
to
best
level
his
he does
the world all
Maker i being fruitful and replenishing
of birds in this counspecies
other
No
kind.
his
oter wit
this respect; and I think
trv can cone with the sparrow in
fault with the sparrow.
no
find
will
Roosevelt
Pi esTdent
and after he

The sparrow

our birds he

is

much

shows the most

line) is done,
After hfs ardent work (on this
injurious nsect life, why of
has destroyed so much of
next
to fit himself for the
?
course he6 needs recuperation
of diet is very^ naturally
change
A
"ampaign!
umme's
And so he goes, open
the next thing in order with him.
sneak-thief) to
miserable
a
as
not
(but
and above board'
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what
of
partakes
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the fru£-patch,
;
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Moreover, all thrushes are sneak-thieves, and always
keep well under cover when they are out on their raids in
the vineyard or fruit-orchard, long before the sun rises,
and they keep at it most of the day. Now, the sparrow is
no sneak-thief. He goes after his meal open and above
in
board. With his stubbed and short little wings he flies
where he is
flocks in the open, so that everybody can see
makes noise
goin<* and what he is after; and he always
enough so as to be located without much hunting for him.
Another peculiarity of the sparrow is that he eats
of already
clean what he injures, and he rather partakes
touched yet. lne
injured fruit in preference to fruit not
there, and
sparrow is not guilty of picking fruit here and
wantonly deeverywhere, like thrushes and catbirds, thus

^Wfy? tho^lnUtrblante
Another Defense of the Sparrow

IS,

which, respecting the destruction of injurious insect life,
do not begin to compare favorably with the beneficial work
of the sparrow.
My long years of observation proved to me that away
ahead of the sparrows, all the thrushes, but in particular
the brown thrush and the catbird, are the greatest destroyers of all kinds of fruit. The blue-jay and the oriole
come next. But the thrushes are more destructive than
all the other birds, because they nearly always give the
grapes, and other fruit also, but one or two whacks with
their beaks, and if the taste does not suit their palate they
go on, without eating the fruit they have injured, until
they find a sweet, nice morsel, thus destroying large quantities in

Hives, Frames,

Jan.

the sparrowJo,-taking

aid
^w^^?oreS^™1ot^^,^a^t\ator c^e
two things
I

S

I will say one
in favor 'of the sparrow, but
more, and be done:
...
.
miscreants—
When the actual and mainly responsible
fill
their
had
have
named—
the thrushes and other birds
comparatively innocent
and settled their misdeeds on the
(with the approach of
sparrow, they make up their minds
weaklings cannot stand
cool weather) to go South. These
After they have stolen
the r gor of our Northern winter.
and soon our woodour fruit, they turn their back upon us,
the contrary is of a
lands are deserted. The sparrow on
country and home
different make-up. He does not desert
little man is always
He faces the winter storm like a brave own
which enlivens
cheerful, and is the only bird of our
twitter caroling in
our winter landscape with his merry
barn, as well
shrubs and trees, and around the house and

as in the streets of the city.

when food is scarce and hard for him to
he knows how to economize, and the fresh droppings
of them.
of a horse go a great way with a whole lot
Now, why is it that the sparrow is abused and defamed so unjustly, even by some professors of our State
universities, whose reports sometimes are not_ worth the
paper they are written on, when it comes to judging the
In winter,

get,
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poor little sparrow? Is it that the sparrow is a foreigner?
This seems to account for much of the abuse the sparrow
But are all those who attack him not foreignis getting.
er- themselves? We all arc of foreign extraction, and discrimination on this account is simply silly.

Our

native birds, on account of their brilliant,

showy

and beautiful plumage, are adorning frequently the headvanity prompts them to diswear of silly women
grace themselves by covering their empty heads with the
feathers of the charming songsters of our woodlands.
Shame on them! The sparrow is exempt from this vandalism, because he wears an unassuming, humble wardrobe.

Let us

all

try to be just and inform ourselves before
be substantiated.
Grand Island, Neb., Nov. 30, 1905.

we make charges which cannot

^
Contention
Proceedings
j>
Report of the Ontario Convention
The annual convention of the Ontario Bee-Keepers'
Association was held partlv in Albert Hall and partly at
the Albion Hotel, Toronto, Nov. 15, 16 and 17, 1905. Pres.
H. G. Sibbald occupied the chair at all sessions. The
minutes of last convention were read by Sec. Couse, and
approved. Mr. Sibbald then delivered

THE PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL ADDRESS
pleased to have the honor of welcoming you to
the 26th birthday of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association.
Being at present a citizen of Toronto, I also bid you welcome to the city. Enjoy yourselves in convention as much
as possible, but be careful in the city to keep out of the
way of street-cars, and don't blow out the gas!
I
read in a country paper the other day that people
are always careful to give country visitors the above instructions; but that a Hamilton man, while out at a Country Fair, was actually run over by a load of hay!
meet in convention annually to talk about all pertaining to the little Bees, and the Honey they gather, and
I venture to say that no one outside of our fraternity can
understand the pleasure it is to exchange ideas, and, copyI

am

We
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Since our last convention a very fair honey crop has
realized, especially in the western half of our
Province. Prices have been fair, and the demand good, so
we meet under most favorable circumstances, and, like
bees in a good honey-flow, arc good-natured.
Our honey show, which was inaugurated last year, has
now become an annual event, and the exhibition in the hall
at present will do credit to our production, and should do
much to bring honey more prominently before the people
of this city and the Province, besides stimulating a worthy
rivalry between bee-keepers to produce something better
than has been produced.
The holding of this convention in Toronto will tend to
centralize our meetings, and it might be wise for us
consider means whereby a number of first-class, successful
bee-keepers might be sent, or be available to attend the
local affiliated societies, thereby keeping these societies in
closer touch with the parent society, and at the same time
adding interest to their meetings.
Apiculture is advancing. Bee-keepers are adopt
short-cut methods, which make it possible for a man to
attend 200 or 300 colonies, where a few years ago 100

been

would have been sufficient, producing from them from
20,000 to 30,000 pounds of honey, where 10,000 would have
been considered big work. And while we are considering
ways and means of cutting corners, we must not forget
that a larger output will require a bigger market, else
Our Association has here a field for
prices will go down.
work to advertise and educate the public to eat more
honey. If people only understood how deliciously whole-

—

some,

how cheap and economical honey

really

they

is,

How

far more largely as an every-day food.
many people realize that 5 pounds of honey can be obtained for the same money that 2 pounds of butter costs;

would use

it

that many children would prefer it to butter
bread. Thirty cents will buy a quart of honey,
go farther than 2 or 3 quarts of fruit.
endeavor to create a better home market for

We

spread on

and

it

will

should
honey.

all

best

to

It

can be done.

Your program committee have done

their

provide a program including subjects of live interest and
importance to bee-keepers at present, and it is the wish
of your officers of 1905 that the most profitable convention
that has been called will be the present one.

H. G. Sibbald.
Prof. F. C. Harrison, formerly of Ontario Agricultural
College, Guelph, but now of Macdonald College, Ste. Anne
de Bellevue, Quebec, addressed the convention on

Means

of Diffusing Apicultural Knowledge.

Prof. Harrison frankly told the members Ke considered
the Association was not doing all it might do in this line.
CanFirst, we have publications, which are mainly the
adian Bee Journal" and the "Annual Report." He thought
the Canadian Bee Journal might profitably increase its
size and give more of what is going on abroad. Of course,
extracts from American journals should be first. But there
are many good things in the European journals which
might profitably be translated and published. There should
also be many good points for beginners, as there are
always beginners who need advice.

Another point which Prof. Harrison emphasized was
holding of educational meetings. There should be
"more than one annual meeting." The bee-keepers should
work through the Agricultural Department to bring beekeeping before the fruit-growers and the seed-growers.
Both are benefited by bees, and should be led to see that

the

more fully. In the Fruit Growers' Association
they have spring and summer orchard meetings. Beekeepers should make it a point to send delegates to these
meetings, who might strive to disabuse the farmers minds
crops.
of the idea that bees are an injury to fruit and other
This might be the line of the first year's instructions.
The second year some other definite line of instruction
could be taken up. During the winter, representatives
might be sent with the Farmers' Institute workers. The
third year speakers could be sent from the Provincial
association to address the local societies. By strengthening the local associations you would strengthen the main
one. In any case, send out the very best men possible,
and the college at Guelph will render all assistance possible to these men along technical lines.
Pres. Sibbald commended Prof. Harrisons ideas, but
thought we did not need to cultivate beginners so much as

benefit

H. G.

SIBBALD.

ing from our pets, give "pointers" to others. While we
may be somewhat dogmatic, and think our own system
the hive we use, the bees we have, and the honey they
gather better than those possessed by others, still we
learn much from these meetings, and, as a rule, you will
find the members of our Association expert bee-keepers
and better informed on all pertaining to apiculture than
those who have not availed themselves of the opportunity
lining with us and attending our meetings.

—
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to educate the bee-kepers we have, and promote the improvement of the honey produced.
R. F. Holtermann would emphasize the desirability
of promoting the knowledge of foreign ideas.
He had
gotten some of his best ideas from German literature.
In regard to the value of bees to seed, it would be wise
to issue bulletins showing the value of bees, and also ask
those who can to bring forward proofs to the contrary.
In looking over the alsike clover report he had noticed a
great variation in the yield this year, and in many cases
where large yields were reported he knew bees to be kept
in large numbers.
What we are suffering from is that bee-keeping is not
treated as a business.
should show people that it is
a business, then they will be more careful about rushing
into it without first counting the cost.
J. D. Evans thought we should be very careful about
urging an over-supply of honey, as there is very little
foreign market for it.
W. A. Chrysler Education should start with the

We

—

young. Every avocation should be presented in the public
and high schools so that the child could choose what he
likes best and go on with it.
Nine out of ten make a
failure of bee-keeping.

—

Arthur Laing We should do nothing to increase the
production of honey. Many of us make our living out of
bee-keeping, and it is small enough. What we need is to
develop markets rather than bee-keepers.
Mr. Holtermann Fruit-growers, etc., send their specialists over to work up the foreign market.
Bee-keepers
do not send representatives, therefore they do not get the
market.

—

(Continued next week.)
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Who

New

Braunfels, Tex.

Shall Keep Bees ?

not so very long- since it was said that anybody can
That was true, but it is not now. Times and
conditions have changed. The unfitted bee-keepers will
have to yield and give way to the more fit, just as small
manufacturing concerns, illy located and without the
power, machinery, and the brains to run them, have to give
way to the larger and stronger ones. The bee-keeper who
gets out of the old ruts traveled by his grandfathers, and
adjusts himself to present conditions, is wise. He must
keep pace with the times, and to do this he must think,
study, and read. He must adopt new methods and apply
them. To such a bee-keeper success may be assured.
It is

keep bees.

Wintering Bees

in the

;

than useless.
Instead of using chaff-hives where bees are very much
exposed, I would recommend the use of only temporary protection.
Old boards, straw, corn-stalks, sorghum, and the
like, or old quilts and sacks, placed against the hives to
protect them on the north side, This, of course, is to be
applied in small apiaries. On a larger scale I would use
cheap roofing-paper, simply tacking it on with a few large
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;

—

—

—

be used, whichever is most practical.
With our warm weather during many days it is possible to examine the bees at almost any time during winter,
but care should be taken not to disturb them unnecessarily.
If, however, the proper attention was not given them last
fall, they can still be attended to, by either feeding if short
of stores, or arranging the brood-nest properly as soon as
warm weather permits. It will be better still to do this instead of not paying any further attention to the matter at
For
all and allowing the bees to suffer in consequence.
this reason, and for the purpose of answering a recent inquiry, this discussion is given at this time.

(Dur*Stster

South

It may be supposed by some perhaps that such a thing
as wintering bees in the South does not exist. Yet we winter our bees.
Cellars, of course, are entirely unnecessary,
and when we read about the trouble of cellar-wintering we
should appreciate our good fortune of not needing them.
Chaff-hives protect bees nicely where they are in an
exposed location where the bleak, cold winds strike them
full-blast.
But these are expensive, and have no advantages as a summer hive
at least none were found while
using several for experiment for 3 years. The brood-nest
is kept at a more uniform temperature for early brood-rearing in spring, but the extra cost of the hives and the number of disadvantages far overbalance the few advantages,
and hence do not warrant their use. Mr. Stachelhausen
gave them a thorough trial, but discarded them as worse

18,

tacks that can be removed easily so the paper may be used
again. The paper should also extend around the hive sides,
leaving only the front of the hive free
supposing, of
course, that this has a southern exposure.
In locating an apiary I have always paid much attention to the matter of winter protection, so locating the yard
that it is well protected on the north side by a hill or woodland, or both, and having an open southern exposure. A
hedge, or even a high board fence, will answer very well.
An apiary in a cozy nook of this kind is well protected.
In warmer localities of the South, of course, it is hardly
considered necessary that any attention be paid to winter
protection of this kind, yet there are years, sometimes,
when cold spells late in spring mean much damage to young
brood. But I remember one season when colonies were
already preparing to swarm, a " cold snap " depleted them
so by chilling the brood that they were in no condition for
storing the crop of honey only a little later. Had the bees
been protected in this case, it would have meant hundreds
of dollars in the bee-keepers' pockets.
One of the main and most important factors in wintering bees, however, is that the colonies are supplied with
sufficient stores.
Unless they are thus supplied all the
other protection will mean naught. As this serves as so
much fuel, a colony with a good supply of honey will survive while others starve.
This preparation, therefore, should begin in the fall,
when the brood-nest should be arranged to the best possible
shape for the welfare of the colony. Not only should this
preparation suffice for the wintering, but the coming spring
should be provided for. This consists of the proper arrangement of the combs and stores honey and pollen to
provide ample room, and of the right kind, for the use of
the queen when the season opens. To this end, straight,
all-worker combs, not clogged with pollen, should occupy
the middle of the hive. If there is nothing to hinder the
queen which, of course, should be a good one a rousing
colony will soon be the result.
If the colonies are deficient in stores it will be well to
keep a close watch over them, and if feeding is necessary
then feed. Combs of sealed honey are my first preference,
as they can be placed right in the brood-nest for the bees to
cluster on. The next best, in my opinion, is the Doolittle
division-board feeder for feeding syrup, sugar, honey, and
water, as given in the text-books. Other methods can also

—

Southern
* Beebom -f
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

Jan.

Beekeepers

J
Conducted by

A Texas
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Emma M. Wilson,

Sister's Experience

received a queen Oct.

9.

Marengo,

111.

With Bees

She had

lost

one fore

leg,

but appeared to be in perfect condition, and her attendants
were all right, so I at once made ready to introduce her at
10 a.m. I pressed the brood-frames apart and slipped the
cage in and closed the hive. In 36 hours I gently examined, and she was not released, and at exactly 48 hours,
when she was due to be released, there came a swarm with
Being on watch, I at once
full determination to go in.
closed the hive with a wet rag, which I find very handy to
close a hive, as the bees won't push against it. They clustered on the front of the hive, and I very quickly found
where they belonged. The ants had driven them out of
their home. I quickly gave them their own house and a
new stand, and then looked to see if my new queen had been
released, but Hot yet. The next morning I took the cage

Jan.
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out, as she
dition.

was

released

and appeared

in

be in perfect con-

bees was lying just in front of the hive. I could not wait
to get hat or veil, but just ran to them and picked them up
with my bare hand and hastened to drop it and to pick it
up again. I said to myself, " You will kill the queen!"
Yet with my bare hand and a little stick I soon released the
queen, took her in my hand, quickly ran in a room and
turned her loose on the window, and, lo, she had all her
legs and was a shade darker. At once I saw she was " a
stray." Then I put her into a cage and went out to see if I
had a missing queen, but no, mine were all right. I had one
colony that was queenless, so I just introduced her there,
to see if

her, or did they get a stray queen ? I
they did not rear one, for I looked every week to see.
I bought some bees from a neighbor, and such a mess I
never saw before. When I would raise some of the covers
they would smell something like a dead cow, one that had
been dead for about five days in real warm weather. Now
this gave me great trouble, as I had no experience with any
such thing, and it also gave me lots of experience. It would
break out at any and all times of the year. Just as soon as
I was sure it was foul brood I never would raise the cover
from them so as to let any other bees enter the hive. I
would close the entrance at once, and make ready for transferring them. The first thing, I got the hive ready with
about 3 combs, 2 of honey and 1 of brood, all clean and
healthy. Then I would take the foul-broody colony 30 feet
away, still keeping the hive closed tight. I put ashes on
the old stand about 3 inches deep, covering the ground all
in front, under, and around. Then I put the new hive there,
closed the entrance about half, and then I was ready to
transfer. With the smoker full of fuel, I fired it, and just
opened the entrance enough to insert the nozzle of the
smoker, then I begin pumping smoke, and just as soon as
they were well smoked I slipped the cover to one side
enough to give them about 1 inch to come out. I caught
her and carefully clipped her wing, put her in the new hive
by raising the cover and letting her run in on the combs,
closed the lid tight, then just kept smoking as long as any
bees would come out, and they would nearly all go to the
queen, and what few clustered on the outside of the hive I
just raked on a board, and then dumped them right in front
of the new hive. I hastened back to close the old hive,
chink the entrance with a wet rag, and see that the cover is
put down tight.
The first day when all the bees are compelled to stay in
their hive, I attend to the burning of the contents of the
old hive. I cut close and burn all combs. I do not even
drop the smallest particle of comb honey or anything thereI boil
in, and boil the hive, frames, and bottom and top.
them about 20 minutes.
Now that is my way, and I think it is good, as experience is a good teacher.
Now the transfer is quite easy, but the cleaning up is a
I certainly do hope that the bee-law in Texas will
job.
have the inspectors inspect every apiary, even if they have
only a small number of colonies. I have suffered for the
want of protection. I have learned a great deal about foul
brood, but it took me 3 years to get rid of the dreadful disease. My apiary is all healthy and nice now.
It and I are the
Hurrah for the American Bee Journal
Mrs. Carrib Branch-.
same age.
Garrett, Tex., Dec. 10, 1905.

honey too fast for

know

Just 10 days later I examined to see what she was doing-.
She had just begun to lay. I waited 10 days and looked
again, and found larva;, sealed brood, and eggs. I counted
as many as 6 eggs in a single cell. So I just gave her a
larger brood-nest, then closed the hive and went into the
house; but just one hour later I thought I would step out
and see what was going on, and, to my surprise, a ball of

and went
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my new

queen was

all right,

and found

she was.
I waited 10 days longer, and gently lifted the hive-cover
and raised the frames. There was but little brood and
larva;, and there were not many eggs, but as many as 6 to a
What
cell, plenty of room, and plenty of bees and honey.
She is in an 8-frame standard hive. Will
is the cause ?
she be all right by spring ? She is a perfect beauty, and I
shall report again when spring comes.
I must also give my report for 1905, and some experience. I had 47 colonies, spring count, and at present 79.
All went into winter quarters in good condition, with the
exception of 12 that I had to feed some.
I think they did very well, as they did not get to store
any surplus till September, at which time I generally have
my honey crop gathered. Some colonies stored as high as
100 pounds each, while others much less, and some did
nothing. I did not keep any account of my honey this
year, as I was surprised to get any. Some of my colonies
filled 4 large supers, some only 1, and some only a half
super, while some got nothing. I just make a lump guess
I generally keep up with the
at about 500 or 600 pounds.
best colonies, and the very best gave me 100 pounds. I have
one colony that gave 300 pounds last year, and gathered it
between the last of July and the last of September, and it
was certainly nice. I sold all my honey last year for 10
cents a pound, while the past season I sold it for 12>< cents
a pound, and some at 15 cents.
Ellis County Fair, and exhibited my
I attended the
honey. I got all the honey premiums. I have a good demand here at home for honey. I haven't used sections yet.
I made all
I work for comb honey, and pack it all myself.
my hives and frames myself until this year. My husband
I can't
is a poor helpmate with handling supers or boxes
see why, but it must look to him as if they were wrong side
up. He will turn them over in spite of me, and of course
you know what the result is a lot of spilt honey.
I haven't any record of my apiary yet, though I shall
get it soon, as I have several clipped queens, and they
might get lost. Give me your best record idea.
Does a fertile queen ever leave the hive, and all the
bees go with her, and then return again to her brood ? I
saw her, and know she was there. She and all her bees
went out and circled all over my apiary, then returned to
their hive. I went and looked in while they were out, and
there was brood, larvae, eggs, and honey in plenty, and the
last week in June she quit laying and did not lay any more
until the first week in September. I just thought it was a
lost queen, and I began giving them some brood, so they
might rear another queen. But they would not, and once a
week I would give them another frame, and so on until I
began to get tired. I took all the frames out looking for her
many times, but could not see her, so they would not even
try to rear a queen. Being tired I left them without brood
about 12 days, and they worked so hard storing lots of
honey that I decided I would try once more, and after they
failed I thought I would just let them fill their hive with
honey. I was vexed at them, and thought I would just quit
putting in larva: and eggs for about 10 days, and when I
looked there was nothing but bees, and honey in plenty. I
often looked for the queen, but could not tell her from any
other bee. I know they did not rear any queen, as I kept a
close watch, and after all the brood hatched I went there to
put in another frame, and, lo, there were about 4 frames
well supplied with nice eggs. I just closed it up, and today it is as nice a colony as I have, strong and heavy.
What was the trouble? I thought perhaps they gathered
;

—

!

Next time you have a queen balled, don't try to pull the
It may make the bees sting the
ball apart with a stick.
queen to death. Throw the ball into a dish of cold water,
and the bees will loosen their hold to save themselves as
best they can, and you can then rescue the queen from an
unwilling bath. Another way is to blow smoke upon the
ball.
If you hold the nozzle of the smoker close to the bees,
and blow hot smoke upon them, they will be sure to sting
the queen. Hold the smoker so far off that blowing at the
then gradually move the nozzle nearer
ball has no effect
and nearer until the outside bees begin to leave the ball
then without moving the smoker nearer keep on blowing
till all the bees have left the queen.
The probability is that the laying of more than one
egg in a cell is due to some temporary derangement as a
result of travel and introduction, and that the queen will
be laying all right in the spring.
Thanks for your report. You are to be congratulated
on doing so well when the bees did not store till so late.
Replying to your question as to the best idea of keeping
records, we like a blank book of the inexpensive sort, putting down the numbers in order, and allowing about 3 colonies on each page.
Yes, a queen may leave the hive with her bees and return, but it is not a frequent occurrence.
It is hard to say just how it was that there was a time
during the honey-flow when no eggs were laid, but it is entirely possible that the bees were queenless and that a stray
;

queen entered

later.

Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof. A. J. Cook;
44 pages; price, postpaid, 30 cents. This is by the same
author as "The Bee-Keepers' Guide," and is most valuable
to all who are interested in the product of our sugar-maples.
No "lie who makes maple sugar or syrup should be without
it.

Order from the

office of the

American Bee Journal.
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2Ht\ pasty's
Ctftcrtfyougljts
The " Old

j
Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Wiring Frames— Folding Sections.
do not wish to suggest any doubt that Adrian Getaz
wires a frame in less than a minute but it looks as if it
would be very easy for some other person to spend 5 minutes doing it. About 16 little operations to be performed,
if I figure right
and they would have to average less than
4 seconds each to " make the riffles."
Pleasantly surprised to see a method of dampening sections so much like mine. I dampen 6 by 6, in a suitable
tray, about 100 in a batch, and keep them snugly piled until
they are folded, to prevent drying. But my dander rises a
little to hear him say that the Parker machine is not very
satisfactory. Might not be if you never learned how to
wriggle it, and tried to use it in too awf ullv cold weather
or if you tried to stick wax to a damp surface. All the
same, Mr. Getaz has given us a grand article on pages 841I

;

;

;

off at

wholesale,

Mixing Large Increase.
I think Mr. Atchley, of the Texans, was all right
in
holding out a little for the excellence of his way of making
large increase— wagon loads of 2-frame nuclei taken immediately out of reach of all other bees. The bothersome

thing about it is that spots where open-air feeding can be
kept up week after week, and no outside bees strike in, are
pretty scarce over most of our territory. He that has such
a spot in reach, let him use it and rejoice. Page 846.

Making Two Kinds of Honey.
Sad that

alfalfa honey should so constantly impress the
laity as being just sugar and water
Undoubtedly right to
satisfy the taste of customers by mixing two kinds of
honey (as alfalfa and heartsease), but it is imaginable that
in some cases suspicions might arise from it.
And if one
sets the example of shrewd mixing will not somebody else
follow, and not stop just where he should ? Near by stands
a close imitation to Satan, with a nice recipe that says,
!

"

Improve your dark and strong fall honeys by putting in
just a little crystal glucose." It's nice to slide down the
slope but it isn't nice to slide over the precipice. Sometimes fear of the latter prevents our enjoying the former.

am

18,

19C6

scarcely able to believe. Might help
if joined with some other powerful

along in that direction

cause. And the logic of Mr. Beuhne, on page 857, I am not
sure that that will stand fire. Imagine a kind of young
creatures that could eat hickory-nut meats only. Ten percent additional shell to the nuts would not be likely to affect
them much. They are not fed the shells, but the meats. So
here. The other 73 percent of pollen (taking the best) is
largely shells shells that can be seen with the microscope
in the excrement of nurse-bees. Increased shell likely to
decrease the number of larvae a hundred nurses could feed.
Would hardly bring down the quality of the food much, one
would say. Still it is possible that it might. Poorer food
makes poorer milk but corn-fodder with 10 percent too
heavy main stalks would not, if the quality of the eatable
part was the same. The chemical fact is worth keeping,
anyway. In best pollen 27 percent protein
in poorest
pollen only 17.

—

;

;

^
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Conducted by Morlet Pettit,

Individual Bees Leaving Hives in Winter.
Bees will come out and die sometimes when the temperature is quite low. Nothing remarkable about that. But
if they do so in December we say, I fear the late honey was
pretty poor, and bees are going to die off badly. On the
other hand, if they refrain from dying on the snow clear
through January and beyond, we cheer up and hope to get
through with few losses, and not very many colonies reduced to weaklings. But what does it signify when, at quite
low temperatures, they come out, now one and then one, and
go looking around to see what they can find— evidently with
no intention of dying ? I see the like this December in my
yard, and Miss Wilson's remarks on page 844 show that the
same thing appears at Marengo. 'Spects we'll have to say,
" I don't know," and wait and see what it signifies.
ignifies.

I

Jan.

Villa Nova, Ont.

The National Convention at Chicago
Another National convention has come and gone, and
so the years glide by. I have watched these conventions in
the press, year by year, but this is the first one it has been
my good fortune to attend. The Grand Army of the Republic has always been so inconsiderate as to meet in my
busy season, and the convention not being able to exist
without low railway rates, has done likewise. This year
the Texans were so kind as to raise a " Yellow Peril " cry
so opportunely as to postpone and transpose the convention
to the time of the International Live Stock Exposition in
Chicago in December, after we Northeners have our bees
housed for winter. So the ill wind blew some of us good.

Considering the change of place, and two changes of
date, the attendance was good, and the Southern brethren
who were afraid to come to our Northern winter, did not
appreciate the fact that Chicago stood ready to supply
amongst its many other striking features, a special brand of
mild December weather, served up for their benefit. It was
to me one of the disappointing features of the program, to
see Mr. Hutchinson's genial face on the platform so often
in his official capacity as secretary, to read the papers of
absent members from Texas, Colorado, and even Michigan.
I would even suggest that, in view of a crowded program,
papers not read by their authors be simply retained by the
secretary for the printed report. To meet personally, to
grasp the hand of, and exchange pleasantries and ideas
with, the men and women who are struggling with the same
problems which are vexing our souls for this we travel
hundreds of miles to conventions.
Being one of them, the writer will be permitted to say
the Canadian contingent was more marked by quality than
quantity. There were R. F. Holtermann, F. J. Miller, Jno.
Fixter. Wm. McEvoy, and the editor of this department. I
could name a score of others who had no plausible excuse
for not being there.

—

;

Page

Honey-Bees and Alsike— Bumble-Bees and Clover

847.

Cows and Other Farm Stock

in

the Apiary.

It would seem from what Mr. France tells us that
the
canny cow, that so easily learned the true inwardness of

barbed wire years agone, quite as easily learns the signiBcation of barbed bees. Not so very wonderful. The wonderful part is that she learns to come softly and graze
around the hives after nightfall. It appears that an apiary
gets along nicely unprotected in an open pasture when once
all the stock get to understand matters.
But I should fear
that there would be an unendurable lot of knocking over and
damage done before the educational process was complete

Page

847.

my

" Boy," carries off most of the local prizes with his sheep.
With reference to bees and clover, he has very decided
views. The year I had bees there his yield of seed was excellent the next year he had none for seed. Last season
he had about 15 colonies of his own bees and a fair yield of
seed, but considered there were not enough bees to do the
;

Food of Larval Bees.
That a scant percentage
larvae,

was my good pleasure to meet on the street the other
good friend, Frank Kelly, who, as a seed-grower, is
a particular friend of bees. It was he who, a few years ago,
insisted on my bringing bees 14 miles to his farm to fertiFrank is an original fellow who does not do
lize his alsike.
things by halves. He pretty nearly knows a good horse
when he sees it, and with the aid of his imported collie,
It

day

of nitrogen in their food when
should alone, or even in the main, cause bees to die

blossoms

To

justice.
fertilize his red clover,

Mr. Kelly has a standing

Jan.

18,
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boys of the neighborhood, of 25 cents each, for
the bumble-bees' nests they will bring him. These he
places in the fences around his red clover fields. Last season a neighbor who considered his chances for a crop of
red clover seed fully equal to Mr. Kelly's, and laughed at
the bumtle-bee idea, had an average yield of only about
half what Mr. Kelly obtained.
As a rising bee-keeper, Mr. Kelly votes 8-frame hives
" no good;" He wants something larger. He believes in
By the way, he has " something up his
doing things.
sleeve," which, if it works out as it promises, will be a boon
to both farmers and bee-keepers. In two or three years he
offer to the
all

have something definite

will
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copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00;
or 1,000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

doctor filler's
Question *8ox
--

to report.

=J

Spacing Frames and Frame-Spacing Devices
After my experience with both loose-hanging and selfspacing frames it is hard to understand how any one can
prefer the former, and only the old Indian's saying reconHe said if all men thought alike they would all
ciles me.
want his squaw. Many kinds of spacers I would not like.
The kind I have is very satisfactory, but can be improved.
A staple near each end of the top-bar on opposite sides, projecting just the right distance, exactly spaces the frames.
The great objection is the metal staple to catch an uncapping-knife, and the difficulty of lifting a comb where the
others can not be crowded away from it.
Mr. Alpaugh one of our Canadian inventors has apparently overcome these difficulties with a spacer, which has
nearly all the advantages of loose-hanging frames without
their disadvantages. I quote from the Canadian Bee Journal
" The following engravings illustrate an arrangement
for spacing frames in hives and supers that practically does
away with the necessity of side staple, etc., the invention
of Mr. Jacob Alpaugh. The tin frame- rest is notched as in
No. 1, a bent wire (No. 3) is driven into the top-bar as in
No. 2, extending out far enough to give an end-space. The

—

—

:

Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

U^~

Candy for Winter-Feeding

As some have been discussing the feeding of bees on
candy through the winter, I thought it would do no harm to
send a sample to get your idea as to its fitness for bees to
winter on that are very short of stores. I make it in cakes
and lay it over the frames, but in order to do this I have to
the bees
raise the cover about an inch, and block it up so
may get around it. Would this be too much ventilation for
IoWA
the bees?
only
right,
all
work
probably
will
Answer.— The candy
you must make sure the bees reach it. Raising the cover
all
an inch will do no harm in the cellar, but it won t do at
all
outdoors unless you pack well in some way so as to keep
warm.
4-—+
-

Adjustable Bottom-Board

drawing describing the
I enclose you rather a crude
"
it to
bottom-board which I use. I would like you to pick
afford a large ento
rim
deep
a
use
vou
notice
I
pieces."
under the frames
trance, but you have to slide a thin board
has
bottom-board
This
there.
built
being
comb
to prevent
the hive
no rim, and the entrance is regulated by shoving
the board
back and forth on the board. The shoulder on
hive, and the
prevents rain from beating in under the
frames are always just a bee-space from the board.
Ontario.
you're
Answer.— If you've been using it for"some time,
One
" pick it to pieces than I am
in better position to
has not been
thing, however, makes me suspect that it
there is just
use very long. If I understand you correctly,
between floor and
a bee-space, or about a quarter of an inch
you will not
bottom-bars. If your bees are at all like mine,
two seasons beuse a space of that kind more than one or
glued to the floor.
fore the bees will have the bottom-bars
You would
Would you not like a space of % inch better?them.
^"?vhardly find that the bees would build down in
and ventilation
ing the hive forward to give more entrance
shove it forward enough to
is old, and it is good, only if you
of instability beget the fullest ventilation the element

m

wire underneath the extension of the frame drops into the
notch in the frame-rest. The notch is shallow, and does
not bind nor hold the wire, so the frame can be easily released by a little side-pressure and pushed over to the next
notch.

"This is but one of the many valuable inventions that
Mr. Alpaugh has given to the bee-keeping fraternity. We
are indebted to him for the Alpaugh swarmer the Alpaugh
solar wax-extractor, with double glass a 4-piece sectionpress a brood-foundation fastener; and a 4-piece sectionfastener that has not been excelled for rapid and perfect
attachment, and all free of patents or encumbrances of any
kind."
;

;

comes objectionable.
<

;

A Method

of

»

Making Increase

will work in increasing
1 Please give some plan that
Say I have 10
better than the one I have, which is this
old colony, say
colonies. Take half of the frames from the
them into a new hive and
it is an 8-frame hive, and put
stand where the
give an untested queen, and put it on the
to a new location,
one
old
the
moving
stood,
colony
old
as most of
leaving most of the bees in the parent colony,
thus building
the field-bees will return to the old location,
colonies in like
up the new-formed colony. Treating the 10
frames
manner, making just double the number. Then add out.
taken
ones
the
of
place
the
in
foundation
or
comb
of
store any
2 Will colonies made thus, in a good season,
:

Us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not
American Bee Journal, and we will send them
sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get
their subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable
premiums in nearly every number of this Journal. You
can aid much by sending in the names and addresses when
writing us on other matters.
Please Send

now

get the

—

Honey as a Health-Food. This is a 16-page honeypamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on "Honey as
Food,'" written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to
"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.
Sample copy for a two-cent stamp; 50
Prices, prepaid

—

surplus?

IoWA

'

AnswerS.-I. The plan will work, only there is some
to take
danger of swarming a little later. It will be safer
more frames away, either all or all but one.
hive left on
Yes, there ought to be good work in the
in the other, prostoring
some
possibly
and
stand,
the old
vided there is a late flow.
2.
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Reports cmb
(Sxperiences

ing for them. I can not get along now without a colony in my room to experiment with.
I have promised to install such a colony in
the home of one of our popular matrons here
She is anxious to
at the Lake next spring.
study the habits of this curious, most interesting, aud busy little creature.
Of course, it is all right to look after the

—

—

Bees in Fine Condition

.

My

bees are in fine condition, heavy with
honey. They are also in good health so far as

can

The

two days were fine for a
have them warm, snug
and dry, and feel that they are likely to go
through the winter with little or no loss. I
I

see.

cleansing

last

flight.

I

expect to practice simulating the bees for
brood-rearing, beginning early in the spring,
say about a month previous to swarming time.
In fact, I form many plans in winter, and my
imagination is much exercised regarding bees.
J.

An

colonies were taken out of the cellar April 1,
1905, with one queenless.
I sent for an Italian queen, introduced her, and she commenced
to lay April 10.
The colony held its own remarkably well.
I received 6 queens June
15, and divided up the 3 colonies and made 6
nuclei.
All built up fine and went into the
cellar Nov. 15 in good shape. The old colonies built up rapidly and gave me 140 pounds
of section honey.
Drexel Boulevard honey is very fine; an expert would most likely call it sweet clover

honey.
No, I would not think of doing without the
American Bee Journal. Even if I did not
keep bees I would still wish to know what
B. F.

We

now

Bathgate, N. D.

Season of 1905 in Tennessee

tion for winter.

Dr. J. G.

Goodner.

Study Youp Bees and Methods
am only a small farmer bee-keeper but I
take pleasure in handling my bees and having
them submit to my will as far as possible.
I

in

order to do this,

we must not

try to
entirely

force them to do something that is
different from their habits, or at a time when
they are not willing, but give them their own
sweet will to some extent.
To do this, first
read the experience of the older bee-keepers
and then study your own bees carefully, and
if you can't handle them as you would like to,
change the stock send for some queens that
you think will meet your desire, but carefully
study your own bees all the while and you
will see many mistakes on your part when a
beginner. I have kept bees only three years,
and now have only 9 colonies, packed in forest
leaves, wintering out-of-doors.
My bees had
foul brood last spring and I treated it myself.
I think it will be a success.
;

I

have one bee-book and take one bee-paper
who keeps bees should

these every farmer
have.

Franklin Grove.

111..

J. F.

Jan.

Group.

4.

The Enjoyment of Nature Study

—

Friend York
I want you to help me extend my arm long enough to reach way across
the country, to say to Prof. Bigelow, of Stamford, Conn., " Shake'' for his report of 1905
honey crop.
His experience is quite like
mine, though I think his harvest of stings a
much larger crop than I can boast of. His
number of colonies are about the average of
mine from year to year, though mine are in
excess of that number now. The pleasure derived from the study of bees pays me tenfold
for all the labor and trouble attendant on car:

during the spring months to have several
days in succession so cool that I have never
been able to make a success of the nucleus
plan of increase. Each nucleus should be at
least 3-s of a full colony, and as near a cube as
possible; and when in that shape and size it
is generally spoken of as a colony instead of a
nucleus.

Under the
To come back to the point
above circumstances, wouldn't it be perfectly
natural for one so situated to make a close
study of the hive question, and also the race
Well,
of bees suitable for such a climate ?
that is just what I have done, and my con:

clusions are

:

First, I want a good bee-space above the
frames, and a single wide board for a cover ;
no quilts, cloths, or oil-cloth above the frames
to catch or hold moisture, mold, or moths.
Second, I want a divisible brood-chamber so
the bees can shift from side to side of the hive
in winter without having to go above or below the frames, and also for summer manipulation, as I want to handle hives and not
frames.
Third, and most important of all, I want
every section of my hive of the same dimensions, i.e., brood-chambers and supers.
Now, for my purpose, all things considered,
give me the Ideal super for everything.
Geo. B. Whitcomb.
Foster, Oreg.

Not a Good Season in 1905
Last season as a whole was not a very good
one. It was very good up to July IS, but
from that date there was no surplus. I had
a colony on scales that gathered 11 pounds
the best day in basswood flow, which was late
the 15th of July, that hot Sunday.
this year
I got 24 cents a pound for honey thi6 season
that is more than any one else got in this
county. I am getting 11 cents from the stores
for honey, and 12,1 2 cents when I peddle it. I
find that people will buy honey when it is
brought to the door that will not call for it
Wm. Cleary.
at the stores.
Algona, Iowa., Dec. 11, 1905.

—

;

.

Last Season's Results

Lindset.

Last spring we had fine weather and lots of
bloom, but no honey.
In midsummer the
cow-peas gave some surplus honey.
Fall
flowers did well, and bees were in fine condi-

H. P. Willson.

86.

of 1904 I put 60 colonies into the
last spring took out 46.
I lost 2
more later on, so I started the 6eason with
44 colonies. I took from them 2450 pounds
of comb honey, all white clover. I kept 200
pounds for my own use, gave away 50 pounds,
and sold 17393-4 pounds through the St.
Croix Valley Honey-Producers' Association
for $189.S8; the remainder I sold locally at
10 and 12 cents per pound.
All together the
bees gave me about $265 worth of honey, and
increased to 70 colonies. I put 69 colonies into the cellar Oct. 30, heavy and healthy, with
the temperature between 40 and 50 degrees.
I have bought my supplies for next season
through the St. Croix Valley Association,
which amounted to$134.96. This Association
has been a benefit to a great number of beekeepers through this section of the country.
cellar,

But

Old Bee-Keeper's Report

bees did fairly well the past season. I
started in the spring with 57 colonies, sold 7,
and one robbed, leaving me 49. I got over
3000 pounds of honey and have now in the celLast year (1904) I had a betlar 6S colonies.
ter yield.
never get large yields here, but
we get the best of honey. We are not troubled
with moths or wax-worms; no fumigation
needed. The largest surplus I have ever had
from one colony, spring count, was in 1904. I
brushed a swarm from a strong colony June
18, set the old one away and put the new one
From the new swarm I took 5
in its place.
supers of 28 7-to-the-foot sections each, and 3
supers from the old colony, all well finished
and capped. I did most of the work myself,
and it was a little too much for me. I don't
expect to do much more bee-work, as I am

The

Big Spring, Tenn.

Wm. M. Whitney.

My

House-Top Apiary and City Honey
Bees did well for a house-top apiary. Two

2.

Lake Geneva, Wis.

H. Collins.

Bardwell, Ky., Dec. 28, 1905.

bee-folk were doing.
Chicago, 111., Jan.

conmaterial interests
the dollar factor
nected with the business of bee-keeping, as in
any other pursuit
but, there is something
connected with every pursuit of labor, especially where one comes in close contact with
Nature, far more valuable in making up the
sum of happiness than the mere act of moneygetting. Therefore, the farmer, it seems to
me, if he properly uses his opportunities,
should be the happiest person to be found, because he is in touch with Nature constantly.

Jan. 18, 1906

fall

and

—

V. A. Hanson.

Amery, Wis,, Dec.

21, 1905.

Cause of Spring Dwindling
am not advancing a theory, but suggesting
thought brought about by my own experiI

a
ence, that spring dwindling in many cases is
the fault of a queen (generally old) that fails
to lay early enough in the spring to bring on
young bees to replace the regular winter loss.
Let professional bee-men discuss this.
Sioux Falls, Iowa.
E. F. Sturges.

The Best Bee-Hive
After reading Mr. Doolittle's article on page
ssl (1905), I feel like making a few remarks,
as he does not seem to have covered all the
ground.
Now, if Mr. Doolittle is speaking of a hive
in which bees will winter better than hives
having the ordinary Hoffman frame, I agree
with him; but if he is holding up such a hive
to us as the best for manipulation, I certainly
disagree with him most emphatically.
In the first place, I wish to explain that I
live in probably as difficult a place to handle
bees as there is in the whole United States
not because of any scarcity of honey during
the spring months, but on account of the excessive rainfall and cool nights. In fact, the
nights are so cool, and we are always liable

Pleasant Winter So Far

We have

had no zero weather so

far.

The

last three months in the old year were delightful.
In December the bees were out on
the 5th, 6th, 7th, 11th. 24th, 25th, 26th and
Since Jan. 1st we have had 3J.,' inches
27th.

of snow, but it is mild and pleasant now
Wm. Stollet, Sr.
again.
Grand Island, Nebr., Jan. 5.

Results of the Season of 1905
have been a bee-keeper for the past 20
years, and have never had any trouble in wintering my bees outdoors in single-walled hives
I iiave always put
until the past two winters.
a Hill's device over the bees and then a burlap
sack filled with chaff in the top story, and
hardly ever lost a colony until the last two
Winter before last I lost all but 7
winters.
colonies, and last winter all but 6, and they
came through not very strong. They did
very well, though, giving me 33 pounds of
nice comb honey per colony, and 15 new
swarms. I now have 18 colonies in fine shape.
The past season was one of the worst, being
The past fall I went to
very wet and cold.
our store and got all the boxes I could, that
had in them rolled oats and coffee, and after
removing the top and bottom, I made a cover
6 inches deep that would just slipover the
box, and put on the cover tarred-felt roofing
painted with two coats. Then I removed the
upper story of a hive, laid a small chaff cushion on the frames and then put on the cover.
After this I put the outside ca6e on and
packed it all around with dry leaves, putting
a lot on top; and last, put on the outside
cover. I think that will keep them dry and
warm. I will report further on.
This is my first year with the American Bee
Journal, and I like it very much.
I

Scotch Ridge, Ohio. Dec.

85c

for 15

For names and P. O.
of 15 farmers and I5c
— stamps taken— we
tbe Farmer's Call — rep. sub.

send for 2 yrs.
price 50c a year. F. C.
jr.

Young.

NAMES

will

pages a

W. J.
19, 1905.

Sample

is

free.

a wkly., j5 vrs.ofd, 1,300

Farmer's Call.iQuincy,

111.

Jan.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

Investigate
the

Poultry

Business
Write for a copy of my book
which describes the profitable combinations of E,gg,
Broiler, and Roaster Farms.
It

gives the price

Colorado.— The Colorado State

paid foreggsand poultry

mates and plans for a complete equipment
that will insure success without your spending a dollar uselessly.

Send for

my

complete literature.

CHAS. A.
3926 Henry Street,

Elmore M. Hunt,
Bell Branch, Mich.

annual convention

Buffalo, N. V.

Bee-Keep-

be held in the
of Commerce Building, Denver, .Ian.
30,31,1906. This will be during "Farmers'
Week," when many farmers' organizations
will be in the city holding conventions.
We
are assured of low railroad fares from all
points of the State. We are planning for our
usual good convention.
R.
Aikin, .Sec.
Loveland, Colo.
will

C

—

Bee

Journal

when

writing:.

Time Will Prove

that Association signs your certificate, you
can secure your return ticket for one-third

upon, be chosen.
Valuable information on the building of
lines and selecting of telephones can be secured free of charge by writing to the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., Chicago,
111., or Rochester, N. Y.
We would advise
any one who is interested in this subject, to
write for booklet at once, not forgetting to
mention the American Bee Journal when mak-

fare.

ing the request.

When

buying- your ticket ask for ceron account of Michigan State Dairymen's convention, and when the Secretary of

cents.

The following have promised to be present
E. R. Root, George W. York, W. Z. Hutchin-

MAKING
rrr
^
U

A. G. Woodman, E.
D. Townsend, W. J. Manley,
A. Huff, Edward Wilson, Clyde English, A. H. Guernsey,
Floyd Markham, W. D. Soper, Jay North, Albert E. Nurster, L. A. Aspinwall, O. H. Townsend, G. A. Bleach, Clyde Cady, John M. Rey,
A. D. Wood, Geo. H. Kirkpatrick and others.
son, R. F. Holtermann,

C

That You Are Wise
in sending 50 cents for three 25-cent
copies of

"The Honey-Money

Stories."

GOOD TO READ
WORTH LENDING
A GIFT BOOK
A FRIEND OF HONEY

IT IS
IT IS

IT IS
IT IS

A Promoter of Health
HAS DOLLAR WISDOM

IT IS
IT

This book cheers and educates. Rush
out. The articles are by Paul Point,
Orvice Sisson, Albion Girard, Earl
Pratt, and Charles C. Miller.
6x81s inches, 64 pages, with blue and
it

gold cover.

Address,

33 illustrations.

&
GEORGE W. YORK
—

CO.

— PU11L1SHBES
CHICAGO, ILL.

334 Dearborn Street,

BE A RAILROAD

MAN

and earn from $60 to$l«5 per month
We teach you by mall for position of
BRAKEMAN OR FIREMAN
Our instruction is practical; endorsed by
railroad managers, and qualifies yon tot
Instructors
immediate employment.
are all prominent railroad officials.
Write for catalog. Begin study at once.
Wenthe Ry. Corr. School, Dept.108 Freeport.

Bee Journal

Mention
I

when

III.

writing.

WILL CLOSE OUT

my

stock of Bee Supplies at cost. Wiite quick
and get prices before all are jrone, if you want

abareaio
3A2t

Topics teat Will Be Discussed :— Kink

is

lay an egg a day. A
^^^^fl
BONE CUT^Pt ^Pl CROWN
TER will prepare
1

Wuson

«* Honey-Bee

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the American Bee Journal

Bach subject

—Chas. Dadant & Son.

and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.20, or club
It with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

;

is clearly

—

;

THREE NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

The Emerson Binder

334

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Jonrnal we mail for
bnt 75 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Jonrnal for one year— both for only $1.53. It it

Street,

Easton, Pa.

Langstroth°nthe

:

Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL,

rV80 For
<C 200 Egq
INCUBATOR
I

I

f
'

,

Perfect in construotioa ana
^ctioa. li&tches every fertile
egg. Write for catalog to-<Uy

CO.,

(jQEO. H.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Mention

QEORQE W. YORK &

—

tells about
Bros., Box 618,

catalog

;

Dearborn

the food from scrap a*
easily. Write for
the Crown.

bones quickly,

—

334

hen's natural work. Cot
is the raw material she

needs to make her

in

& fine thing to preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If yon have
this " Emerson " no further binding- is necessary.

a

bone

feeding back unfinished sections, Management
of out-apiaries. The control of increase, Use
of the queen-excluder in producing extracted
honey, Is foreign honey affecting the prices of
our honey? What section is best to use? What
is the best way of ripening honey? What kind
of bees are the be6t? Do we need more inspectors in Michigan? Shipping-cases for comb
honey, Selling honey at retail, Grading and
shipping comb honey, How to take different
kinds of extracted honey separate and yet
have well ripened honey, Best methods of
making increase. Best temperature for a beecellar, Upward ventilation vs. none, Wintering bees in the cellar, Can bees have diarrhea
when pollen is kept out of their reach? Producing both comb and extracted honey in the
same super, Advertising the more general use
of honey, Does it pay to buy queens at a fancy
price to improve our stock? Why control of
increase is desirable, and how shall it be done?
Prizes that are Offered: For best 10
pounds of comb honey, S5.00 in supplies at
catalog prices, by The A. I. Root Co. for best
10 pounds of extracted honey. *5.00 in supplies at catalog prices, by G. B. Lewis Co.
for
best 10 pounds of beeswax, $2. 50 in supplies
at catalog prices, by A. G. Woodman
for
most practical new invention, $2.50 in supplies at catalog prices, by M. H. Hunt & Son;
for the best pound section of honey, one copy
of new edition of "Advanced Bee Culture,"
by W. D. Soper; to each one winning one or
more of the above prizes, one year's 6ubscrip-

CHAS. OHLOFF.

POSTVILLE, IOWA.

winter

who wants

A

Michigan. Michigan State Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its annual convention
Feb. 1 and 2, 19(16, in the parlors of the Blackman Hotel, at Jackson. The Michigan Dairymen will hold their annual convention at the
same time in Jackson, which secures sufficient
attendance to allow the railroads to give reduced rates one and one-third fare, providing your fare going to Jackson amounts to 75
tificate

Mention

open

we

are having are golden days for the
to get a telephone line
started in his community.
Now, when his
neighbors are beginning to recall the hard
winter of a year ago and to look about for
comforts for the time when they will be almost shut in again, the man who has something to offer which will keep the entire family in close touch with their neighbors, their
physician, grocer, etc., and afford them all
the social privileges of townspeople, should
have no trouble in getting their co-operation
in the building of a telephone line. The co6t
of building a line is very small.
good line
can ofttimes be built at an expense of from
twenty-five to thirty dollars for each subscriber.
It is very important that a reliable
telephone, one that can always be depended

—

CYPHERS

Acting Secretary.

Farm Telephones.— The
that

Chamber

furnish, without charge, esti-

will

Wisconsin State BeeKeepers' Association will meet in annual convention at the Capitol, Madison, Feb. 6 and 7.
An interesting program is being prepared.
Several bee-keepers of prominence are preparing papers on subjects of special and general interest, which will be discussed.
The
Question-Box will, however, be the main feature. One and one-third rate round-trip on all
Wisconsin railroads.
Gr/s Dittmek, Sec.
Augusta, Wis.

ers'

and the costs of production.
I have helped thousands to make money with
poultry. My Model Incubators and Brooders
are used on the money-making farms. It is my
business to teach those who use them to do so
profitably. Whether your needs are small or
I

W. Z. Hutchinson; to
each one winning one or more prizes offered
above, one year's subscription to the American Bee Journal, by George W. York.
The first session of the convention will be
held at 1:30 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 1. A good
crowd and a line time are expected.

— The

farmer

week by week fur the past three years. It
tells how and when a natch taken off each
week in the year could be most profitably
marketed. It shows how you can make $2.00 on
a large winter roaster. It tells what profits
can Be made witn each of the popular breeds,

large,

Wisconsin.

tion to the Review, by

STAHL, Qulncy, III
Bee Journal when writing
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High-Grade Flower Seeds.
/\ Packages 1 /%c. I
|

^

FOR.
y
.

*

!
Portulaea, 20
10 Marigold, IS

Poppy,

E

Esehselioltzia,

6 Aster,

Candytuft,

Pansy,

16
12

10

Balsam,
Larkspur,
6 Petunia,
10
nasturtium, 10 Calhopsis, 8
Sweet Mignonette.
All of the above sent to

10

i

HOWARD

for
silver or six two-cenl

»+»
stamps. As a premium and
to introduce our seeds

every household, we
send a collection

beautiful Lulus

also
«».riin.-

it
F K£
i

i:

Somerville Nursery,
SOMERVILLE,
MASS.

when

Bee Journal

HONEYVILLE, O.

i
A
J
X

(This cut

buying.

id
te

Worker

Every grower should send for It before
It telle all about our immense stock of
rna'iu'ntal

ari'l

trees,

farm and

W.N.ScarfT,

New

side.)

ordering, be sure to say

what name and address you wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the
handle. It is made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as
transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the
handle is placed the name and residence of the owner, and on the
other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as shown here.

The Material

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English
It will last a life-time, with
razor-steel, and we warrant every blade.
proper usage.

seeds;

Get

general nursery stockIt Is free.
todayThere's no profit tn watting.

Three Bees on the other

just

VALUABLE SMALL, FRUITS
garden

fruit

side

Your Name on the Knife.— When

NEW BOOH

cover to cover,
catalog overflows
with valuable information for fruit-

the full size of the Knife.)

(Name and Address on one

writing.

this

is

NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE
—

+

CARFFS
New from
handsome
growers.

M. MELBEE,

"

\v ill

with Catalogue.

Mention

$2.75

i

any address, post-paid,

lOc.

All
for

1906

Sweet Peas.

12 Pinks,

8

American Bee Journal
Novelty Pocket-knife
Gold Fountain Pen

18,

18

Zennia,

Sweet Alyssum,
Sweet Willam,

KINDS.

KINDS.

KINI>S.
10

Bat. Button,
10- Weeks Stock,

Jan.

it

best quality

Carlisle, Ohio.

;

Why Own

the Novelty Knife?— In case a good knife is lost,
the chances are the owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty"
is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it.
If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so
fortunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will
serve as an identifier; and, in case of death, your relatives will at once
be notified of the accident.

T

Seeef

How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We

Queen

send

it

postpaid for

$1.25, or club the Novelty Knife and the American Bee Journal for one
year— both for $2.00. (Allow two weeks for Knife order to be filled.

FOR

1900

152
large pages

contains
full

SOLID GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN

from cov-

Finally, we have found a good Fountain Pen that is reasonable in
price. The manufacturers of this pen say that if you pay more than
$1.25 for other fountain pens, it's for the name.

er to cover of
illustrations

and

descriptions of the
best and newest

things

known

No market
gardener, farmer, or any-

one interested
in flowers can
afford to be without this book, which
will be sent free to all sending me their
address on a postal.

WM. HENRY MAIILE
1730 Filbert St.

Philadelphia,

Drone

in

horticulture.

Pa^,

absolutely guaranteed to work perfectly, and give sat14 kt., pointed with selected Iridium.
The Holders are Para Rubber, handsomely finished. The simple feeder
gives a uniform flow of ink. Each pen is packed in a neat box, with
directions and Filler.

This pen

isfaction.

is

The Gold Nib6 are

mail this

GEORGE

W.

YORK S

GEM AND
EL ITl

BROODERS

tested ond pr„een success: thousands ii
i'/.'uk' prices.
10
use; .old direct to jon.t
Bd Save the middii
got the maker's guaranti
The i&i
atjle
Chick Tra
man's prints.
'.'..plairci i
7
and f/umry— a feature nu
nulOg It's/Wv. Write fu.

Time

I

Gem

.

I

Incubator Co., Box

52,

Mention

size

334 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
when eggs are high." The Dandy
Green Bone Cutter, made by the Stratton
Manufacturing Co., of Erie, Pa., will help
you to get eggs in winter. They send it on 15
days' free trial, also offer to send free a beauget eggs

tiful catalog full of valuable suggestions for
feeding. It will pay you to write for it, and

Kindly mention
to order a machine on trial.
the American Bee Journal paper when writing.

M—

Trotwood,

Bee Journal

BANTA
H

CO.,

Get Eggs in Winter.— One expert says:
"There are several ways to secure eggs in
However, there is no cheaper way
winter.
than Ity feeding green bone. Use a mash for
evening
meal during the day feed wheat
an
in litter, thus making hens work for it. Feed
twice a week all the fresh ground-bone they
will cleanup; give them comfortable quarters to roost in, and my word for it, you will
;

INCUBATORS

%

Gold Fountain Pen

for only SI. 25, or for $2.00 we will mail it and the
weekly American Bee Journal for a whole year.
Journal free; trial trip of three months (13 copies)
copy
American
Bee
Sample
of
the
pjp
Address all orders to
for 20c ; regular yearly price, $1.00.

We

0.

when

87 Percent Saved

writing.

In mortality to those insured in the

TOTAL ABSTINENCE DEPARTMENT

Backed by
of

I

1

Incubators&Brooders
14 Years
Successful Use by

Soultrymcn all over the world,
[o guesswork. They are automatic in regulation and ventilation. Fully guaranteed to give
YOU satisfaction. Send for
BJf'TA BENDER
free book.
MFG. CO.. Dept. 24, Ligonier. Ind.
-

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

+2n

Security Mutual Life Insurance
Each Poucy Holder

is entitled to

a

Company

Bond issued by

^

the

National Total Abstinence L,eague.
hold a policy and BOND.
General and special agents wanted.
Address,
3D28t
A. S. RENNIE, Mgr., 614 Marquette Bldg., Chicago,

t

YOU may

III.

Jan.

18.
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FOR THIS "ECONOMY"

60

The "Economy" Feed Cooker
,

'

t

is

Is

and lias a handle on each Bide bo that it can be removed
from the casing Instantly, will last a lifetime. The casing,
or jacket, [a one oontinnona sheet of cold rolled boiler steel,
supported at the bottom by a heavy wrought iron band.
This cooker has the largest Are door of «ny made, and is
the strongest, most serviceable feed cooker ever sold at
such a price, freight paid. Made in seven sizes to suit every
need; furnished with hinged cover, elbow and one length
of pipe with damper. We guarantee this cooker for one
year.
Send money with order today, or write for our
large 1,000-page catalogue giving other sizes and thousands
of money-saving bargains Tor the farmer and his family.

Everybody

TEXAS

|

FARM AND KANCH is the home

I

huilders' ^uide,

bandBomely printed on good paper and beautifully
illustrated, rontnins clean, reliable, interesting and

instructive reading for each member i»f the family
24 imges weekly. $1.00 per year. Send stamp
for

sample copy.

FARM AND RANCH,

I

Mention

Bee

Dallas, Tex.
writing.

when

Journal

Engravings
For Sale
—

;

*::*: *".•

for

produces morehoney and other money cropa than
any other State.

you want to save 10 per cent on everything
vou buy, we have a plan you should know
about "it will save you from $I"»0 to $l'o0 a year.
Only costs a stamp to find out all about it.

:;

Homes and Prosperity

the best built cooker on

'

If

-

AH About the Southwest

BOILER AND FEED COOKER

It is constructed bo as to g-et the very
today.
mnwtm* •theslmarket
reaultsfrom the smallest amount of fuel possible. The
FriEIClHT kettle
well and strongly made of the smoothest cast iron,

PXI I q'

57

„*

"

We are accumulating' quite a stock of engravings that have been used in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and using in our columns. If there is any
of our engravings that any one would like te
have, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

to save money for its members. For full information let us tell you how we do it.
Co-Operative Society of the National Supply Co.
Chicago, Illinois
Lansing, Michigan

The objeot of this Society is

GEORGE W. YORK

BEE-SUPPLIES

334

Dearborn Street,
tq

80GI

& CO.

CHICAGO,

-

5? SO, '58, "8J8I

ILI,

MM

B

We

manufacture everything needed in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
We assure you the best goods at

greatest variety.

LOWEST

PRICES

enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time nnd worry
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

and our excellent freight

facilities

Alternating, Massie, Langstr oth and the
Dovetail Hives
prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request.
want
every bee-keeper to have our Catalognow. Write
Address,
to-day.

Our

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

KRET6MER

MFG.

We

•*•

fc

O
^^
«j
"

60., Council Bluffs, Iowa

Catalogs issued in English or German.

I

A

- By

FRESH
HATCH
EVERY

DAY

a simple but effective mechanical arrangement and a
of nature's
new application
"
laws the *' CONTINUOUS
makes it possible
to keep up a continuous hatching of chicks from one ma-

*t

FOREST TREES
That
are
Sure

fere with or retard process of
incubation. This is possible
with no other incubator. One

"CONTINUOUS" HATCHER

3127 N. Jefferson Ave.
St. Louis, Mo,

—5 Never
Go Out
to 21

from

years

S"

da

Otisvillb, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
almost everything in
In short
if I want any more smokers your new style is
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks induced me to get mine.
Fred Fodner.

Dear

chine— a fresh hatch EVERYDAY. Removing: chicks from
machine and replacing; them
with fresh eggs does not inter-

hatch as many chicks
as several ordinary incubators.
Simple, effective,
sure.
Free catalog tells
how. Write for it today.
Hacker Incubator & Mfg. Co.

last

Sir:

— I have tried

the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years.

HATCHER

will

Ana

to

have been growing- evergreens
and forest trees for 31 years, always with one idea— trees that
When you buy Hill's
satisfy.
trees yon get honest value —
highest quality. My catalogue
is my salesman; it's free. Contains 48 pages Illustrated with
I

Satisfy
*** ^"
all

beautiful pictures; describes

all kinds of nursery stock for
purposes— bedees. win'tbraaka and ornament.
Also fruit
Hhruha and vines. 50 Best Bargains ever offered—11.00

Irces.

to|10.00por HiO Prepaid.
Everything first-ci8.Be, guaranteed
exactly as represented.
Write lor catalog today.

D. HILL,, Evergreen Specialist
Dundee, 111.

*

Do You Want

a

South Dakota Paper?

Tells of great land values, of business opportunities, of a State where more railroad
building is going on than in any other State

n
e
u n,on South Dakota Farmer sued
every week. Price, $1 per year.
SPECIAL OFFER— Send this ad with 35
cents for a vear's subscription. Address.
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMER. SlouvFalls.S D.j
I

Please mention the Bee Journal.

SlAlOt

The Rietsche Press
Wisconsin Basswood Sections

r

Is

what we are making for our customers.

We

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

carry a full line of

SUPPLIES.

THE HARSH FIELD HANUFACTURINQ

Ask

—

for Catalog-.

CO., Harshfield, Wis.

artificial stone.

Practically

Inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

Comb

re-

foundation made easily and
?uickly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,
sults.

And Prompt Shipments

— DOVETAILED

Made of
structible,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
45Atf
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
I*"J.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
he "prefers to pay $25 for a Rietsche Press than
do without it."— A. G.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.
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AT

GROCERIES
-FREIGHT

WHOLESALE

Are worthless as honey-producers.
Caucasian Bees are not stingless, they are gentle.
They produce honey. Try them next season.
Have your queens, both Caucasians and Italians, bred to order, and then you will have

PRICES

PAID-

What do your

groceries cost you a year? Will you buy them
of us if we can prove that we will save you from 10 per cent to
20 per cent ami pay the freights That certainly is an amount
worth. saving; it is worth the trouble of asking for the proof.
Get our large Grocery List and compare our prices with what
you have been paying. Then put us to a greater test— send
us a trial order and compare the goods and the prices. If
we do not save you big money, send the goods back at our
expense. The grocery bill is the biggest part of the family
expenses.
will cut it almost in the middle and guarantee
everything we sell.
can do this because we buy in
immense quantities— carloads and trainloads— and we give
you the benefit of our ability to buy cheap; in fact we can
sell to you at just about the figure your local dealer would
have to pay.
save you his profit and the freight besides.

We

what you want.

ROBERT
2Atf

WlIST.,
P

We

follow the feeding of cut
bone. Tne

^-9S^S

DANDY Grec

e
ne
JV,!?

the "mpleet. futeet and essleit bone cutter
Price *>'" up. Sold on 15 dare trial.
Satisfaction or no sale. Send for price book
and •', teial Proposition.
:fl

made.

J
I

still

another

10

I

per cent, become a

1

member of the Co-operative Society of the
National Supply Co. We 11 tell you how to get

V

this extra 10 per cent discount, if you will write
for full information.
easy way to make money.

An

jH-OLHALf

/

/

Bee Journal

when

and Chicago,

raise

it

poultry guide.

It tells

how

„3

FOR SALE

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California Water-White White Sage and Light
Amber
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
cans and. new cases Write for prices and sam
pies, and state quantity you want.

with our free 64-page'
to avoid mistakes and failures;

HONEY

tells what to breed for biggest profit; how to feed, rear and
hatch successfully. Tells about Berry's "BIDDY" incubators
and brooders, the kind that "run" themselves— the kind
to buy.
Contains plans for brooder, colony and poultry
nouses, yards, poultry farms. Alsocutsof ourpure-bred poultry
with prices of birds and eggs for hatching. It's a book that
will be appreciated by everv one.
A postal brinss it to your
home. Berry's Gulden Bute Poultry Farm, Boi 72, Olorlndu, la.

265

HlLDRETH

&

267

34Atf

BEE SUPPLIES
-

Everything the beekeeper needs. Distributing house for Lewis'
Now is the time to buy for next season.

writing.

—

III.

writing.

Prices.

when

Bee Journal

Spanish-needle Extracted Honey put up in new
60-lb. tin cans
6c a pound for the lot, or 6%c
for less, F. J. GUNZEL, AVeiner, Ark.
44A 1
Please mention the isee Journal.

PROFITABLE
POULTRY
and make money

You can

T?Hp, Pa.

For Sale-2 5,000 Lbs.

you want to save money get our catalogue and learn just how cheap yon can buy groceries
from us. Catalogue is ready and lists everything in the grocery line. We send it free.

Mention

21,

Mfcr. Co.. Itoi

Mention

"Iect mow FXCTORV to CoksuheR-

Lansing:, Mich,

Grafton

I

If

Co-operative Society of the National Supply Co.,

Address.

B. McCAIN, Yorkville, 111. R.f.d.
Mention Bee Journal when writing".

BUSHELS OF, EGGS

We

To save

1906

18,

Stingless Bees

This catalogue will
save you money on
your grocery supplies.

FREE

Jan.

Goods

at Factory

& SEGELKEN

Greenwich Street, New York, N.Y
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Big Discounts
on Bee=Supplies
The following discounts apply on all orders
except honey- packages for current use:
For cash orders before Oct. 1 10 percent
Nov. 1
9 percent
Feb. 1
6 percent
"
"
Dec. 1
8
March 1.... 4
"
7
Aprill
2
Jan. 1

—

I

|

We handle LEWIS' GOODS,

Cash Orders for regular Supplies before February,
6 percent Discount.
PINE EXTRACTED HONEY

How much

We buy BEESWAX at all times in the year.
ITI.

Catalog

The best the world can produce
can you use? Prices quoted quick

in cans or barrels.

Samples 8 cents, to pay postage and packing.
on the quantity you mention.

CM

large stock,

Send for our Catalog and "Special"

213

I

I

Si,

Ofc

EAST Wash. Street
C*Ci
VU. 1004
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. -M-

Address,

free.

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS,
& 215 W. 2d Street, DAVENPORT, IOWA
Please mention the Bee Journal.

38A.tf

Trees, Plants

&

**

•$•+

WE know

"The Elgin"
a good hive.

it is

We want YOU to know
Here

it

too.

a hive without dovetails. The corners are not nailed. It can be as easily taken
apart as put together— in a few moments. Simple in its construction.
We also have the Dovetailed and Langstroth
Hives, Sections, Smokers, and everything used
in the apiary.
See our special offer in last week's issue of
American Bee Journal. You'd better write us
to day and order five of "
ELGIN."
A postal will bring you our price-1'st.
is

THE

The National Supply
Mention

Bee

ELGIN, ILL.
Journal when

Co.

writing.

/*»V

UngB
ft

<w>^ on trees. CataaST/' logue, English or

^German,

Forest

for

Seed'
f1

1000,

in

Michigan

Let us qnote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight.

Beeswax Wanted for Casta.
M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

WANTED

NURSERIES,

Beatrice, Neb.

*

-PURE ALFALFA^

HONEY
IN

60-POUND CANS

We have a good supply

HOMEY

in

of

Pure Alfalfa

Mention

Bee

Journal

Please Mention the American Bee Journal

when

-writing.

fiRMS?

we can

60-pound cans that

ship by return freight at these prices 2 cans,
boxed, at S}4 cents a pound 4 or more cans at
one time, 8 cents a pound all f.o.b. Chicago. Cash with order. Sample, by mail, 8
in stamps, to cover package and postage.
Address,
:

;

—

YORK H0NEY anudppb v C0.
141-143 Ontario

The agency for Southern Iowa or the entire
State, of some bee-supply manufacturer. Railroad facilities— none better— 4 direct lines. Experienced in this line as well as bees. Address,
2A2t
A. L. BARKER. Mumeston, Iowa.

Write
Address

free.

todav.

it

GERMAN
Cy<£\S
WyS Box 30

5

We Sell Root's Goods

*

*ov^

* $\
o* Ss> e e d s
ers. Low prices. Apple/^Aj©
4c; Plum and Cht-rrv/\%\"-X\,,
7 cheap.
,«_«/
ht paid
12e: Peach 4c; all
2c ;
Tree

is

Zav;.,Testea

Best quality. Good bear-^^x*

budded; Concord Grap "

This

it
/<&

Seeds

THAT GROW

>

fifiOTT
OUU

and carry a
which insures prompt .shipment.

DC.
OOC

St.,

ee
l

CHICAGO,

ILL.

names and P. O.
I_„ IF III UrC For
15c
TOl 13 ««""fcw
ilAHIto _"' r farmers and-we

stamps taken
,7 send
\.for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
will
Call
ree- sub
price 50c a year. F. C. is a wklv., S5 vrs.oki, 1,300
pages a yr. Sample tree. Farmer's Call, fQnlnoy , 111.

—

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

THK AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

Jan. 18 19(6

Lowest Pric

m Headquarters

CINCINNATI

FREIGHT-

RATES FROM

On Cash Orders
1

9 percent

1

8

"

December

"
"
"

January 1
February 1
March 1

4

"

April

3

as 'most' all freight

now

goes through Cincinnati.
Prompt Service is what

You

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

will

••

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

Bee = Supplies
ALL

Catalog mailed
Send for same.

apiaries,

in

25 Years

<

for

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 15 years (monthly,

For

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
Edited by two of the
price published.

most experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

bee keepers

in

-

free.

6 Percent Discount for January
separate
Let me
^^
ITI^TCI bred
thettOLOE.'v WEI,
ill
K.
H.
l\l^
KJ
JJJJll
>l<».
LOWS,
*
%J
Order
Vf,
LANS, RED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.

KINDS

Established Nearly

SOUTH

for the

"

li

OF

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

are the

7

1

Bee-Supplies

for

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

Big Discount for Early Orders

Before November

59

my

catalog, page 29.

H.W.WEBER "ST

C.
Office

prices, refer to

It

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Our

large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,
amber, 6f"6J4c; amber, i_
buckwheat, 5^@6c; Southern, in barrels, not
much demand, and rather hard to sell, at from
50@60 cents per gallon, according to quality.

6Jtf@7c; light

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAHESTOWN.N. Y.
Mention

Bee Journal

when

Beeswax

firm

and steady

writing.

Denver, Nov.

Model Incubators and

at 30c per pound.

11.

— No.

1

Manufactured by Chas. A. CyphERS, and sold at his factory priFreight rates from Toledo
ces.
Do not be
will save you money.
humbugged into buying a cheap
machine. The best is none too
Our illustrated Catalog
good.
free to any address. Ask for it.

white comb honey,

per case of 24 sections, $3.35; No. 1 light amber,
$3.(W; No. 2, $2 50@3.00.
Extracted honey, 6%
cts. per pound.
Supply is light and we

@7

coud make quick sales of consignments at
above figures. We pay 24c for clean, yellow
beeswax delivered here.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

I)oney anb

Cincinnati, Jan. S. — The nice weather
holds back the demand for comb honey. Crops
seem to be exceedingly short and producers in
the West keep the prices high. We quote as fol-

* 33eestpctx-f
Chicago, Jan. 3.— The market

is

steady with

ahout the usnal demand; the prices range from
141915c for best grades of white comb honey.
There is not an active demand for oS grades,
which usually sell at l@3c per pound less. For
extracted a steady demand exists for the best
grades at 6^(^7c, but for sour or off flavors
there is practically no sale.
R. A.

Burnett

A;

1S@16X cents. Extracted: amber in barrels at
5@6' a c, according to the quality; fancy white
at

cans at 7)<S@8c; amber in cans at 6<a"c,
(The above are our selling prices of honey,
We are paying 30c per pound delivered here
for choice yellow beeswax.
Thb Fred W. Moth Co.
in6U-lb.

i

Oct.

Fancy water-white and No.

1

white

£
g
§

GRIGGS BROS.

clo-

521

ver, 14@lbc; No. 2, 12(2; 14c. Extracted seems to
be more plentiful, and we quote same in barrels,
5K@S^c; in cans, He more; white clover, 7@8c.
Beeswax, 28@30c.
C. H.W. Webbr.

Monroe

Mention

Street,

TOLEDO, OHIO,

Journal

Bee

when

]

writing.

Co.

Cincinnati, Dec. 2').— There is no demand for
honey at the present time, on account of the
holidays. However, prospects for the coming
year are bright, and we are looking forward to
a revival of trade about Jan. IS. The price of
comb honey remains firm: wequote fancy white

Toledo,

lows:

I

Brooders

HlLDRETH & SEGELEEN.

17— The honey market remains

BEE-SUPPLIES

1

1^
We handle the finest Bee-Supplies, made by the W. T. Falconer i!
^5 Mfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Big Discounts on early orders. Let us wfigure with you on your wants.
5*

^
•-^

Mtjth Special Dovetail Hives have a Honey-Board, Warp-Proof

;^ Cover, and Bottom-Board. Think
^B Send for Catalog.

of

it,

same

price as the regular styles.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

If

firm, with good demand, and prices the same as
last quotations. Fancy white comb brings 15c;
No. 1, 14c; fancy amber, 13c; buckwheat, 13c.
Extracted, white clover, in barrels, 6}i@6J$c;
amber, in barrels, 5@5Kc; in cans, lc to lHc
higher. Beeswax in good demand, 26c cash,
Griggs Bros.
28c trade.

2

Indianapolis, Dec. 15 —There is a tendency
for higher prices on best grades of honey. The
demand for strictly fancy white comb honey
exceeds the supply. Demand for lower grades
of comb honey not good. Numerous shipments
of honey arriving, but no one producer seems to
have very great quantities to offer. I quote
fancy white at 15@l6c; No. I in poor demand at
12c, and amber dull atlOc. Best grade extracted
brings 8@9c in 60-lb. cans; amber slow at 6c.
Walter S. Pouder.
Beeswax, 30@33c.

Extrarcted Honey
amber, Oe 4 C ' ess

New York, Jan. 10.— Comb honey pretty well
cleaned up and there is still a fair demand. We
quote fancy white at 14@15c; No. 1, at 13c; amber, at 12c; buckwheat, at 10<ailc. Extracted
in fair demand, especially California, with
We quote white at
abundance of supply.

I

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

51 Walaut Street,

FOR— SALE
'

;

C. C.

Fancy white,

fancy
5-case lots or more.
ej-.c;

m
CLEMONS & CITY,
CO.
KANSAS

MO.

BEESWAX
MONEY AND
baying
or selling, consult
When consigning,
R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Watbr St. Chicago. III.

YOU CAN GET 50c WORTH OF
also a Packet of a Rare Variety and a Beautiful Rose
Bush in addition if you will send at once for our new laub
seed catalog. Just enclose with your request a dime or rive
2c stamps to cover postage and packing, and we will do the
rest.
Our 1906 catalog will save you money, save you disappointment because our high-grade, pure-bred seeds always
grow Many new varieties that will interest you this year—
send today.
Don't wait
in garden, flower and field seeds.

—

A. A.

BERRY SEED

CO.,

^
^;
^
f
5

BOX

49.

CLARINDA, IOWA

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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Jan.

Our New Catalog
thousand copies
pages
-

IS

X SEND NOW

FREE
and you

will receive the

Handsomest and most Complete
®«1906 CATALOG PUBLISHED^®
All Hives, Supers, and Other A.ppUancss are
any one can comprehend. Easy to understand.

listed

so] that

Our Goods are as flue as the Catalog.
The Catalog Is as fine as the goods.

G.B.LEWIS GO/Watertowti, Wisconsin.
The following

2.

are agents for Lewis'

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph,
Mo.
Frank Rauchfuss, Mgr. Colorado Honey Producers' Asso-

3.

ciation, Denver, Colo.
Chas. H. Lilly, Pres. Ctaas. H.

4.

Co., Seattle, Portland,
San Francisco.
E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts,
Lilly

5.

6.

England.
Chas. B. Stevens, of C. B.
Stevens & Co., Havana. Cuba.
A. G. Woodman, of A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

C. M. Soott, of C. M. Scott
Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
A. I. Davis. Sec'y Southwestern
Bee Co., San Antonio, Tex.
Fred Foulger, of Fred Foulger
& Sons, Ogden, Utah
10. F. R. Davis, Ass't Mgr. Grand
7.

\-

8.

Junction Fruit Growers' Association, Grand Junction, Colo.

11.

13

Goods

:

R. C. Aikin, Loveland, Colo.

and

13.

Norris

&

Anspaeh, Ken-

ton, Ohio.
14.

H. M. Arnd, Mgr. York Honey
& Bee Supply Co., Chicago,

15.

Adam

111.

16.

1".
18.
19.

A. Clarke, Le ; Mars,
Iowa.
M. H. Silvemale, Mgr. Kenyon
Yard, Wisconsin Lumber Co.,
Faribault, Minn.
Paul Bachert, Lancaster, Calif.
Chas. N. Greene, of Cleaver &
Greene, Troy, Pa.
A. Lehman, Mgr. Arkansas Val-

ley Honey Producers' Association, Rocky Ford, Colo.
20. B. C. Hanssen, of Louis Hanssen's Sons,
Davenport,

Iowa.
21. Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo
22. L. C. Dadant. of Dadant&Sons

Hamilton,

111.

18,

1906

|,|WERie^

ee Journal
CHICAGO,

46th Year.

ILL.,

JAN.

25, 1906.

No.

4.

8Jt^Jl^J4>^^^^tM^^^^^^Jt^Jl^J^^^^J^l^(^tJ^tO
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i
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APIARY OF WM.

B.

•

LOWE, OP COHOES,

N. T.

Wi
1

'

&

w
'\

APIARY OF ALLEN LATHAM, OF NORWICH, CONN.
(See page 79.)
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THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

KEEPERS'
SUPPLIES

POULTRY

LEWIS' BEEWARE

CORNELL
INCUBATORS

18,

1906

SUPPLIES

known it need no introduc6 percent Discount on BeeSupplies for January. Beeswax wanted
27c cash, 29j when taking bee-supplies in exchange.
Extracted Honey
for 'ale. Prices
on application.
Sample, 10c.
is

Jan.

so well

DAY
BROODERS

PEEP

0'

tion.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE W. YORK 5 COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

III.

IMPORTANT NOTICES
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

fa

—

a year. In the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union,, .o
cents a year extra lor postage. Sample copy free.

CORNELL CHICK MACHINERY
are unexcelled.

The

19C6 Cornell Incubator is superior
to anything heretofore put
on the market.

Sl.oo

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

New

Indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription ispni
For instance, "deCK?" on your label shows thai U is
paid to the end, of December.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.— We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription. Out
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.
ADVERTISING RATES will be given upon appli-

1906 Catalog

for either line

FREE

•.

If

H. M.

Objects of the Association
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
its members In their

The Honey-Producers' League
(INCORPORATED)

To

create a larger

demand

hong Distance 'Phone, North

CHICAGO,

ILL.

15£9.

Retail,

0«es its REPUTATION entirely to its MERITS, and our PERSISTENT EFFORTS to
MAKEihe BEST and KEEP it the BEST.
It is TOUGH, CLEAR, and PERFECTLY TRANSPARENT, has the NATURAL SWEET
ODOR of PURE WAX, and the COLOR of the BRIGHTEST and LIGHTEST LEMON and
ORANGE.
We make a SPECIALTY of WORKING WAX into FOUNDATION for CASH, by the
TENS, HUNDREDS and THOUSANDS of POUNDS, and we are in the Best Shape to attend to
all orders promptly, our capacity being 15^0 pounds daily.
FULL and COMPLETE LINEof SUPPLIES, and the BEST ONLY.

SAMPLES

of our Foundation, Descriptive Catalog, "RICES and
Do not fail to write for
stating Quantity of Foundation wanted. Wax to be Worked, and List of other
Supplies, and Prices will be accordingly. Beeswax always wanted.

DISCOUNTS,
E.

....

Grainger & Co Toronto, Ontario
Co., Beeville, Texas
Taylor, Welwyn, Herts, England
,

The Bee and Honey

for honey through

E. H.

advertising.
2. To publish factB about honey, and counteract
misrepresentations of the same.

to

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION ZH%g*? r
Wholesale and Jobbing.

OBJECTS:
1.

141 Ontario Street,

AKND,

Mgr.

2d.—To protect and defend

jy

PROMPTLY AT FACTORY

YORK HONEY ^WEF CO. (E)

National Bee-Keepers' Association

If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
publishers of the American Bee Journal.

filled

PRICES, send your order

cation.

lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $1.00
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. Fkance, Platteville, Wla,

you want orders

W. D. Soper, Jackson, Michigan
Mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Agents for Canada
"
Texas

...
.

.

"
M

QUS DITTMER,

Great Britain

Michigan

Augusta, Wis.

MEMBERSHIP DUES
1. Any bee-keeper may become a member by paying to the Manager an annual fee of $1.00 for each
20 (or fraction of 20) colonies of beeB (spring count)
he owns or operates.
2. Any honey-dealer, bee-supply dealer, bee-supply
manufacturer, bee-paper publisher, or any other
Arm or .individual, may become a member on the
annual payment of a fee of $10, increased by oneflfth of one (1) percent of bis or its capital used in
the allied interests of bee-keeping.

6 Percent Discount
We will allow you the above Discount on
Cash during January. Send for our Catalog.

George w. York, Manager,
334 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

ill.

" The continuous advertiser
gets Hie bulk: of Hie business,
because others are not advertising,

and

lie

NOT

IN

THE TRUST

PAGE & LYON MFG.

CO.,

all

Orders accompanied by

New London,

Wis.

|
Mention

Is."

Dee Journal

when

writing.

For High-Grade
Cans
Prices Always
the Lowest

Write for Prices,
Stating Quantity

Wanted

Friction

Top Cans

Prompt shipment and careful attention given to all orders.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
Made by

for

Honey and Syrup

Special prices to

members of the Bee-Keepers' Associations.
CO., 1035 W. 47th Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

CANNERS CAN
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"DADMTS FOUNDATION"
-AND-

BEE=SUPPLIES
DISCOUNTS

Revised Prices on Foundation
IN

Name of Grade

1-lb.

LOTS OF

S-lbs.

10-lbs.

25-lbs.

55

53

51

49

48

Light Brood
Thin Surplus
Extra Thin Surplus.

57

55

53

51

50

62

60

58

56

55

.65

63

61

59

58

.

During September
"
October

SO lbs.

Medium Brood

for Early Cash Orders

"

10 percent
"
9

November
December

8

"

"
"

January
February

6

March

2

Beeswax Wanted at

7
4

"
"

"
"
"

Times.

all

r###

DADANT & SONS,
If

SEE THE 1906 RELIABLE

Hamilton,

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,

before you buy. Perfectly practical forpoultrymen or beginners.- Double heating system
gives bigger hatches saves onethird the oil. Sold on a money
back guarantee. Write for free
catalog. Reliable Farm PureBred Birds and Eggs. Get prices.

send $1.20 to

—

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal .,
FOR HIS

•

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."

Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co,,
Box B-153 Quincy, Illinois, U. S, A,

Mention

Bee Journal

when

Liberal Discount* to the Trade.

Mention

-writing.

111.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

^..California
The Pacific Rural Press has been a household word throughout California for 35 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
soil or products of California. Weekly, illustrated
Edited by practical specialists. Two
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.
:

Pacific Rural Press,

i

"

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

330 Market Street,
San Francisco, Calif.
SOAtf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Pouder "

THIS

THE LOCK

BEE-SUPPLIES
&

corner that we have told
you about, and as you will
see it can't warp nor 6plit
off as it passes by and nails
firm to the side. Prices right
quality right workmanship right.

i,T7»-

Root's Goods at Root's frioes

—
Everything used by Bee- Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .-.

.-.

yon wish to purchase finest quality of
monthly price-list of honey.

If

free

HONEY

Prompt
.'.

Service.

Catalog Free.

for your local trade, write for

my

NOW

FOR NEXT SBASON'S USE, and avail
Why not secure your BEE-SUPPLIES
yourself of the following very liberal discounts? Goods all Root Quality.
For cash orders before Mar. 1. 4 percent
For cash orders before Feb.1-6 percent
For cash orders before Apr. 1. .2 percent

f

WALTER

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

FOLDER,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

—

Our discount discounts everything.

Postal

gets a circular.

The Wood Bee-Hive & Box Go.
LANSING, MICH.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

39Dtf

For names and P. O.
of 15 farmers and 15c
15
— stamps taken — we
send for Syrs. the Farmer's
Farm__
Call — reg. sub.

85c for
will

vfc

IS

NAMES

price 50c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25 yrs.oul/i,3oo
ra,« 1,301
pages a yr. Sample free. Farmer's Call.iQuiney, 111.

"

It Is

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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Do You Know These
Peopl e;
riiOF. E.

EXCELL,

0.

Chicago. 111.
is sung round

whose music

the //lobe.

bought of you for my borne
There i6 a clearness, depth,
tone which is particularly pleas-

The Epworth Piano

I

a superior instrument.

is

and richness in its
ing.
1 can safely recommend the Epworth to

my

friends.

Chicago, 111.
H. GABKIEL, the well-known
composer of Sunday-School music.

PROF. CHARLES

I have used the Epworth in my studio;
an exceptionally 6weet-toned instrument. I feel
that I can strongly recommend these pianos, because

For years

it is

I

know them

to be good,

and believe them to be the

best obtainable for the price.

Chicago,

W.

111.

HIXSHA

TV, President of the Chicago Conservatory of Music, Auditorium Building.
For the last 8 years I have used the Epworth piano

in

11".

my

test

studio,

and

per day, but

way.

where

strain, being

Its

it

it i6

subjected to the severest

used on an average of 8 hours

stands the test and in a surprising

and sympathetic, making it
With this expe.
can recommend the Epworth without
tone

is

liquid

a splendid instrument to sing with.
rience

1

reserve.

BUY

Direct from Our

FACTORY

Epworth Pianos Are ExtraSweet Toned
In these days

when competition

Nevertheless here are the facts

—Epworth Pianos are expensively made.
we mean expensively.
— And what is more, they

Yes, that's exactly what

are most expensively

made

in the very

parts which do not show.

— And more yet,

if we ever feel compelled to cheapen any part we
on the parts which do show, and continue to make the hidden
or musical parts the best they can be made.
Yes, we know that seems to be reversing the U6ual order of

will begin

—
—But

things.

you just stop long enough to conjure up the names of say
the half-dozen most famous " makes " of pianos.

— And

you will instantly recall the fact that in every piano tone
and always has been, theflrst consideration, and no expense
was spared to produce the finest tone results.
There may be several ways of making a. financial success in the
piano-making business.
But there is only one way to make a piano which will command
quality

is,

—

—

the respect of discriminating musicians.
conservative, painstaking way, and

— And
why

that's the

Be Your Own Agent
Save Agent's Profit

in the piano business is so intense

and the struggle for low price so fierce, it almost sounds unbusinesslike for us to acknowledge the truth about Epworth Pianos.

it is

And

it's

the old-fashioned,

necessarily expensive.

way we make our Epworth Pianos; and

they will never be very popular with bargain hunters.

—Nevertheless, they are worth every dollar they cost.

There

is

something extra rich and sweet about the tone of these

Epworth Pianos and Organs, and a manifest goodness in their general
make-up, which comes of the highest grade of workmanship combined with the finest materials.

Our method of selling Epworth Pianos and Orgnns direct from
our factory to homes and churches at the factory price, is greatly appreciated by those desiring to get the best instrument possible for the
money they pay. By this method the customer saves the middle
dealer's expense and profits a big item— saves it in the better instrument, or the lower price, or both.
To make it easy and safe for our customers to buy the Epworth on
this direct-from-factory plan, we ship Epworth Pianos and Organs on
trial to responsible people anywhere in the United States, guaranteeing 6ame to arrive without injury and to be found perfect and in every
way satisfactory or returned to us at our expense of freight both ways.
You may pay after trial, either all cash or on easy payments.

—

By our safe, economical and satisfactory plan we have sold thousands of Epworth Instruments to homes and churches throughout the
United States, and quite a number abroad.
Our new Catalogs are now ready and are sent free on applicationThese Catalogs
pective buyers

that's

at Factory Price

tell in

want

a plain, straightforward

to

way

just

what the pros-

know.

In writing, please tell us whether it is a Piano Catalog, Church
Organ or Parlor Organ Catalog you want. Write to-day and mention
American Bee Journal.

Catalog-. Which— Piano or Organ ?
Be sure to mention the American Bee Journal.

Send for Free

Williams Organ and Piano Company
MAKERS OF THE SWEET-TONED EPWORTH
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BEE BOOKS
-

SENT POSTPAID BY

QEORQE W. YORK &
334

Dearborn Street,

-

CO.

CHICAtiO, ILL.

Advanced Bee-Culture. Its Methods
ami Mamisennnt, by \V. 'A. Hutchinson.
The author of this work la a pracfou should
tical and helpful writer.

—

his

rea d

and

cloth,

We

manufacture everything needed in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
We assure you the best goods at

greatest variety.

iuikos; Im.iiikI hi
beautifully illustrated. Price,

book;

33i>

LOWEST

J].20.

& E. K
\ B C of Bee-Culture, by A.
Root. A cyclopedia of over 500 pages,
describing everything pertaining to the
care of the honey-bees. Contains about
It was written espe400 engravings.
Bound in cloth.
cially for beginners.

—

i

I

Ice, $1.20.

s.lcutiflc Queen-ReurlnR, as Practically Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.

—
best of

by which the very
n-bees are reared in perfect accord
qi
Willi Nature's way. Bound in cloth and

method

Price, $1.00; in leatherette
illustrated.
binding, 75 cents.
Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, bv Prof. A. J. Cook, of Pomona

This book is not
College, California.
onl,v instructive and helpful as a guide
in bee-keeping, but is interesting and
thoroughly practical and scientific. It
contains a full delineation of the
anatomy and physiology of bees. 544
pages. 295 illustrations. Bound in cloth.
19th thousand. Price, $1.20.
I.nngstrotli on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant. This classic in bee-culture
has been entirely re-written, and is
It treats of everyfully illustrated.
thing relating to bees and bee-keeping.
Nil apiarian library is complete without

—

freight facilities enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time nnd worry
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

and our excellent

^
8

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the
Dovetail Hives
Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
every bee-keeper to have our Catalog- SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write
Address,

to-day.

KRE T6HMER MFG.

CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
Is covered by two Patents. With this wonderful invention the cost of making Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for

—

Price, $1.20.

cloth.

further information.
business.

—

Honey as a Health Food This is a
16-page honey-pamphlet intended to
help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short
article on "Honey as Food," written by
Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last

mean

part

am

Forty Years Among the Bees, by Dr.
C. Miller.
This book contains 328
pages, is bound in handsome cloth, with
gold letters and design; it is printed on
best book-paper, and illustrated with
112 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.
It
is unique in this regard.
The first few
pages are devoted to an interesting
biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he happened to get into beekeeping. About 20 years ago he wrote
a small book, called "A Year Among
the Bees," but that little work has been
out of print for a number of years.
While some of the matter used in the
former book is found in the new one, it
all reads like a good new story of successful bee-keeping by one of the masters, and shows in minutest detail just
how Dr. Miller does things with bees.

—

Price, $1.00.
'•The Honey-Money

Stories."

—A

it

unless you

Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

CHARLES MONDENG,

ISO

NEWTON AVE., N.,

MINNE-A-POT-iIS,

MINN.

BEE SUPPLIES
-

Everything the bee-keeper needs. Distributing house
Prices. Now is the time to buy for next season.

for

Lewis' Goods at Factory

Cash Orders for regular Supplies before February,
6 percent Discount.

EXTRACTED HONEY

The best the world can produce
in cans or barrels.
FINE
Samples 8 cents, to pay postage and packing. How much can you use? Prices quoted quick
on the quantity you mention.
at all times in the year. Send for our Catalog and "Special"
buy

We

BEESWAX

—free.

Ch*
SOU
M. r>r\r\
.

64-

not write about

My

devoted to "Honey-Cooking Reand "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those
The more the people
selling honey.
are educated on the value and uses of
honey the more honey they will buy.
Prices; Sample copy for 2-cent stamp;
is

C.

Do

BEE-SUPPLIES AND QUEENS

cipes"

50 copies for 70 cents; 100 for $1.25;
250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00; or 1000 for
$7.50.
Your business card printed free
at the bottom of the front page on all
orders for 100 or more copies.

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa,

Catalogs issued in English or German.

standard work by Rev. L. L. Langthe Father of American Beec'ulture.
It has 520 pages, bound in
this

stroth

PRICES

i

I

1

o f*f\
UU.

Ot

1004 east wash, street
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. **

**

page-and-cover booklet, 5%xS% inches
in size, printed on best quality paper.

Many

short, bright stories interspersed

with facts and interesting items about
honey and its use. The manufactured
comb honey misrepresentation is contradicted in two items, each ocupying
a full page, but in different parts of
the booklet. It has in all 33 fine illustrations, nearly all of them being of
apiaries

or apiarian scenes.
It also
contains 3 bee-songs, namely, "The
bf the Bees in the Apple-Tree

Hum

Bloom," "Buckwheat Cakes and Honey,"
and "The Bee-Keepers' Lullaby." This
booklet should be placed in the hands
of everybody not familiar with the
food-value of honey, for its main obJeet is to interest people in honey as a
daily table article.
Price, 25 cents, or
3 copies for 50 cents.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
And Prompt Shipments

r

what we are making for our customers.

— DOVETAILED
Is

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.

THE I1ARSHFIELD flANUFACTURINQ

'"

-

CO., Harshfield, Wis.

In every country the successful advertiser is the continuous advertiser,"

**
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Root Co

_j? Medina

Ohio. q_

a

m

WHAT OUR TRADE-MARK STANDS FOR

I

**.

Experience
detail.

date.
set

P
I
IS

We have been at this business for over 40 years. This means a great deal.
Not only are we intimate with every phase of bee-keeping, but we have an accumulation of knowledge that is invaluable. All these years we have been learning
what the beekeeper really wants, and how to supply it down to the smallest
That means the goods you get bearing Root's trade-mark are the very latest and best known to
All of these advantages cost you nothing over standard prices.

Quality

Our motto has always been, " Not how much, but how good." By making our goods
we have naturally become the largest manufacturers of bee-supplies in the world.
The lumber, the workmanship, everything that enters into our goods is the best, and has
the best

passed the most exacting tests to prove

it so.

We

ft

believe in treating our customers right. Best goods and promptness are our watch-words. Courteous treatment to our customers is demanded from our employees and agents. Your interests are ours. Your
welfare means ours.
satisfied customer is our aim, and we only ask a

Square Deal

A

chance to prove what we say.
Sit

P
I
I
I
I
i

Discount for January

are always greatly pleased to see your new
editions of your new catalog of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, etc. We shall certainly make ample mention
of it in our paper. You are our best authority in
regard to all matters of bee-keeping.

K

I do not want anything set up, as I would
rather set the hives up myself. Besides, it is a
pleasure to put Root's hives and fixtures together.
Tiffin, Ohio.
John L. Fdnk.

Your promptness and square dealing indeed
make it a pleasure to do business with you, and I

Yours very

truly.
C. H. Howard, Editor,
Farm, Field & Fireside.

Harry

H. Larkin,
Care Larkin Co.

thank you.
Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Dear Sirs : The shipment of hives and beesupplies wnich you sent me arrived in excellent
condition, and every one who has seen them is delighted with the accuracy and precision of the
workmanship of every detail, both of the goods
and the manner in which the order was executed.
Yours very truly,
Cape Colony.
Frederic T. Bioletti.

set

6 Percent.

TESTIMONIALS
We

set

i

Is

I have just now unpacked
and examined the
goods sent by you, and am greatly pleased with the
lot.
W. H. Giia.

Scottsville, Ariz.

—

Gentlemen : I am well pleased with your piompt
of doing business. The goods are just simply

get

way

Sit

nice.

Many

Yours

thanks.

John

truly,

My

of bee-supplies reached its destination in
I am under obligations to you for the
kindness, for a delay would have been a loss to me.
bill

due time.

Please accept my thanks.
Treadwell, Tenn.

W. W. Waters,

M

D.

I desire to thank you tor being so prompt in
sending the sections I ordered from you. They
came in less time than it takes to tell it.
Kent, Ohio.
L G. Rekd.

The consignment of

bee-material received to-day.

Your promptness in filling orders is remarkable,
especially when the circumstances are considered.
I am very well satisfied with the goods and your
dealing.
I take pleasure in having introduced
" ROOT'S
" into this neighborhood.

GOODS

D. A. Fisher.

Fredericksburg, Iowa.

Rev. Wm. Engle.

set

Our Catalog
St)

THE
Branches:

A.

I.

for 1906 is ready.

Write for a copy.

ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO.

144 E. Erie St., Chicago.

10

Vine

St.,

Philadelphia.

44

Vesey

St.,

New

York.

I

(Entered at the Poat-Offlce at Chicago as Second-ClaBs Mail-Matter)

Published Weekly at gl.OO a Year by Ueorge W. York
GEORGE W. YORK,

CHICAGO,

Editor

ILL,
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anb Comments
32-Page Number Again

It will be noticed that this is another 32-page number
of the American Bee Journal. It was made so on account
of the index for 1905, and also by reason of the length of
the Ontario convention report. Iyike all its predecessors,
this copy will repay a thorough reading. And its cost to
the subscriber is less than 2 cents
Can't you help to get
other bee-keepers to read it regularly ?
!

Convention Program — Question-Box Best
Regarding the Colorado State convention, Jan. 30 and
Aikin says

in Irrigation

:

"As

yet no set program has been arranged. In fact, it
seems some of our best conventions are the more informal

ones."
Probably not
The only wonder

many would

dissent from that opinion.
cases live discussions
arecrowed out by too many or too long papers. It is a rar e
case that will justify aDy paper at a convention, except one
to open, but not to complete, a discussion. And with the

r ight

is

that in so

many

presiding officer generally a topic

is

better to be

opened without the paper.

Honey — Are They High Enough

Prices of

?

We

have received the following from Mr. M. A.
one of Colorado's leading comb-honey producers

334 Dearborn

St.

VoLXLVI-No,4

25, 1906

the honey of the country in the hands of consumers, are
ignorant on the question of honey, and a large portion are

;

j

31, R. C.

Co.,

unscrupulous in making sales.
For many an ignorant
clerk or salesman has represented that here is a pure article
(of either comb or extracted) made by the bees, and here is
an article that is manufactured when both are pure, but
one grade may be granulated or amber-colored. Sometimes

Cbttorial Hotes

A

JANUARY

&

Gill,

:

Should the Price of Honey Go Higher?
Friend York — I have asked this question, and will
answer it from my own view-point, and would like to read
:

other opinions on the subject.
I am not one who thinks the prices for comb and extracted honey should be higher than the present market
quotations. Neither do I believe that honey and butter
should go hand in hand with regard to prices. Honey outranks butter as a luxury, but is not ihe equal of butter as a
necessity neither does it cost as much to produce it, pound
for pound.
What the honey market needs is an increased consumption of the pure article upon the tables of the masses. And
how best to do this is the question before the honey-producers of to-day. Unfortunately for the best interests of
the honey-business, the great mass of retailers who place

I

think they do

wise.
by the

And

1

it

to

make a sale, and sometimes to appear
much harm is done in this way as

believe as

newspaper canards, for the actual consumer is given
honey is on the open mar-

to understand that manufactured
ket, and the next time he buys he

has to be shown again.
produce honey, and sell in carload lots to the
jobbers, can do but little in the great work that needs to be
done, for when the car has gone forward we feel like taking
a little rest, and then begin operations for the next crop.
But what the consumer and producer % oth need is more
men like Mr. Niver, who have eaten of the insane root
"Ambition," who will cover the whole country, who know
what pure honey is, and who will open a bureau of intelligence in every neighborhood, telling the glad news that
honey is pure, and that it's cheap and healthful. And then
consumption will increase, and prices will take care of themselves.
M. A. Giix,

We who

Well, there's a question for the debaters. Mr. Gill has
given his sfde of the case very plainly and forcibly. He
seems to think that honey prices are about high enough.
Well, they probably are in some '• localities." But we believe in some markets they are too low.
Still, as Mr. Gill
says, increase the consumption or demand and "prices will
take care of themselves."
What do you think about it ?

Inspectors of Apiaries in Canada

Heretofore the Province of Ontario has had an inspector
and a sub-inspector. At the last meeting of the Ontario
Association, it was decided to ask the Government to
change this so as to have the Province divided into 3 disThis will not only give
tricts, with an inspector for each.
a 50 percent stronger force, but it will save much travel on
the part of the inspectors.

Why

is

the Royal Cocoon Incomplete?

Allen Latham is not satisfied with the old answer that
it is " for the easy stinging of the occupant by a rival," and
makes a guess which is possibly nearer the mark. He says
in the

American Bee-Keeper

:

;

"The

imperfect simply as a matter of convenience and safety to the larva spinning it. The cell in
which she lives is over-large, and if she once gets turned
about in this cell she finds it extremely difficult to regai
the normal position. In consequence of this condition sh
spins a cocoon about that portion only of the cell which sh

cocoon

is

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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cau conveniently and safely reach without letting go from
above. This answer has not been tested for its correctness
to my complete satisfaction, but as a guess it is logical, and
has not been founded upon the throw of a dice. In connection with this is seen why the larva does not spin the
cocoon to the extreme apex of the cell, spinning down only
so far as she can conveniently reach."

"\

ZTtisccUcmeous

Heirs

*

3 terns
J

The Annual Index for 1905 will be found in the central 4 pages of this number of the American Bee Journal.

Those pages can very easily be torn off the wire stitches
and put in the proper place at the back of the last number
for 1905, and then filed away, or bound, if so desired.

We regretted very much not being able to get out this
index so as to have it in the last issue of 1905 where it belonged, but it was an utter impossibility to do so, owing to
the National convention held here at that time. But it will
be all right if it is transferred as directed.

Jan.

25,

19C6

A and of the stand. It will be observed that the
wire spring D is self-adjusting to any angle of the bottomboard A required in enlarging or contracting the entrance to the hive,
it being sufficiently yielding for this purpose, and at the same time
rigid to the extent of holding the rear end of the bottom-board A
firmly against the under 6ide of the rear portion of the upper inside
rim F, Fig. 1. It will also be observed that the bail-like support C
may be inclined at any desired angle for the purpose of lowering or
raising the front end of bottom-board A to enlarge or contract the enof the bottom-board
flexible

trance to hive, and that, when closing the hive and stand, the bail-like
support C is pulled forward until its upper part drops into the rabbet
of the front sill H (rabbet shows in Fig. 2, but is not lettered), thus
permitting the bottom-board A to be dropped to lower position where
it rests snugly upon the upper surface of the lower inside rim into
which the bail-like support C hioges.
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the combined hive-stand and bottomboard adjusted for ordinary outdoor or summer use, with bottomboard A in highest position, resting snugly against the shoulder formed
by the upper inside rim F; the front board B in position as an alighting-board, and the flexible wire support D shown by dotted line. The
separate view of the alighting-board B, Fig. 3, shows the loops by
means of which it is coupled to the bottom-board A by engagement
with the corresponding hooks G, Fig. 3. It will be observed that the
front board (alighting-board) B is provided with a substantial cleat
the full length of its under 6ide. joined in 6uch position as will support it at the proper angle when in use as an alighting-board, and also
to lock the bottom-board A securely in its lower position when used
as a front board to confine the colony of bees within the hive and
stand
Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing the bottom-board A lowered
and the alighting-board B inserted as a front board, which closes up
the hive and stand as used in cellar-wintering or in the transportation of bees.
The bottom-board A is held securely in place by the cleat
just beneath the flexible wire spring D and by the cleat on the front
board B, shown on the under side thereof in Fig. 3. When so closed,
the bottom-board A rests snugly on the cleats forming the lower inside rim into which the bail-like support C is hinged at side6 of the
stand, thus making it impossible for the bottom-board A to get shifted
from its place while the front board B is inserted. A small ring fastened midway of the lower edge of the front board B. as shown in Figs.
1,3 and 4, is convenient in inserting and withdrawing it. The front
board B may be held in place by means of a button, or by a wire key
dropped through eyelets screwed into the front of the stand just above
the upper and below the lower margins of the front board B. Devices
for holding the front board B in place, when stand is closed, are not
shown in the engravings.
The wire-cloth screen at sides of stand, as shown in Figs. 2, 3 and
4, is for the purpose of giving needed ventilation at all times when the
colony of bees is enclosed.
i

Mr. Orel L. HeFshiseP, of Buffalo, N. Y., reported Jan.
had been suffering from the grip most of the
time since returning home from the National convention.
He says that bees had the finest winter flight imaginable
that day (Jan. 15). The temperature at 2 p.m. was 47 degrees above zero, the wind hardly noticeable, no snow on
the ground, the weather hazy, but the sun shining through
it all day.
Mr. Hershiser's article in this week's issue will
be read with much interest, as his Combined Hive-Stand
and Bottom-Board seems to be the thing, both for moving
bees and for cellar- wintering.
15 that he

The Ontario Convention Report— a large part of
which appears in this number will doubtless be read with
great interest, not only by our Canadian subscribers, but by
all others.
We regretted not to have a copy of Mr. Lowey's
paper to appear in its proper place, but hope to get it in

—

time to publish

it

with the balance of the report next week.

Canadian bee-keepers always have good conventions they
have some expert bee-folks over there, so there is no reason
why they should not have fine meetings. They were well
represented at the Chicago-Northwestern and National
meetings in Chicago last month, as has been mentioned
;

before.

Hepshiser Hive-Stand and Bottom-Board.— Through
the courtesy of Gleanings in Bee Culture we use the engravings in the article by Orel L. Hershiser, on pages 73
and 74. The descriptions of the several illustrations which
appeared in Gleanings with the engravings, in January,
1905, are as follows

Referring to the engravings in a recent. letter from Mr.
Hershiser, he adds the following
:

"

Some important improvements have been made

in the
since the engravings were made.
The stand is now made 14-s inches lower, which gives much
greater strength, without detracting from any of its useful
features. It also makes it cheaper to construct. The rear
supporting device for the floor-board is now made of two
The
flat springs, one at each side of the rear end of stand.
front supporting device which holds the floorboard in position is now hinged in the front sill or cross-piece instead of
the lower side-cleats. All this makes the device neater in
appearance, and the alighting-board is naturally in a more
Other minor improvements
nearly horizontal position.
have also been incorporated."
details of construction

:

The

salient objects of this combined hive-stand and bottom-board
appear clearly after a careful study of the illustrations presented

herewith.
Referring to the lettered parts of the engravings, A is the bottomboard; B the front, or alighting-board; C the bail-like support of the
front, and D the flexible wire support of the rear ends of the bottomboard when the same is in ordinary outdoor use; E the pins used to
regulate the size of entrance to hive and depth of space under the
bottom-bars of frames; F the upper inside rim which forms a shoulder
against which the bottom-board rests snugly when held in its highest
position by the bail-like support C and the flexible wire support D G
is the hooks by means of which the alighting-board B is coupled
to the
bottom-board A loops in the alighting-board B corresponding to the
hooks in the bottom-board A; and H is the front sill.
Fig. 1 is a longitudinal sectional elevation through a vertical
plane on a line between the two sides, which passes through one of the
loops G, of a 'combined hive-stand and bottom-board, showing the relation of the various parts to the bottom and alighting-boards A and B
respectively, in normal position for ordinary outdoor use. This figure,
in connection with Figs. 2 and 3, clearly shows the manner of supporting the bottom-board A by means of the flexible wire spring D and the
bail-like support C.
The bottom-board A is lowered, for the purpose
of enlarging the entrance to the hive, by pushing the bail-like support
B back until it engages the pins E. One or more of these adjustments
may be provided as needed or desired. The front board B is here
shown in its capacity as an alighting-board, it being coupled to the
hooks G of bottom-board A, by means of the corresponding loops on
the upper edge of the alighting-board.
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the hive-stand and bottom-board
detached, showing details of construction of the upper and under side
;

—

The Wood Binder (or Holder) for holding a year's
copies of the American Bee Journal is a splendid thing for
the purpose, and also for the little money asked for it. It is
mailed for only 20 cents, or with the American Bee Journal
a year $1.10 for both. But we have run out of them lately,
though we have an order in for a good supply which we expect to receive and be able to mail about Feb. 1. The reason
of delay is because of the factory making them is behind
in its orders.
So those who have ordered " Wood Binders "
of us will now know why they have not received them.
They will be mailed just as soon as we can get them ourIn the meantime we would advise others of our
selves.
readers to order them, as they certainly are a very convenient thing for keeping together for ready reference the
copies of the American Bee Journal as they are received

—

from week

to week.

You Can Help Greatly— both

us and the advertisers
will not only patronize
those who advertise in these columns, but if you will also
not fail to mention having seen the advertisement in the
American Bee Journal whenever you write to any of them.
If it were not for the advertising patronage we receive the
American Bee Journal could not be furnished at the low
price of $ 1. 00 a year. So kindly help all concerned by doing
business with our advertisers and mentioning that you saw
their advertisement in the American Bee Journal.
in the

American Bee Journal

—

if

you

Jan.

25,
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plenty of work with the swarms and supers to keep our
time fully occupied."
By "swarms" in the last sentence, I think Mr. Adams
can not mean natural swarms, but rather shaken or some
other sort of artificial swarms. I look back on ray years of
experience with natural swarming as on a dismal nightmare. Mr. Adams says further
" In many localities the flow shuts off as soon as the
clover and basswood is through blooming, and it is only in
favorable years that the fall flow is sufficient to keep the
bees from drawing on their stores for late brood-rearing.
With such conditions, it is evident that winter stores must
be secured from the white honey-flow, and unless part of
the yard has been put to filling frames to supply the rest in
the fall, our only recourse is the sugar-barrel. Under these
conditions we might just as well have a few frames filled
out in the brood- chambers while the flow is on, so as to supply them from supers."
This reads well, and often works all right, but when the
flow stops unexpectedly we have these brood-chamber combs
filled and sections only partly filled.
It would seem to me
the more cautious plan to allow room for only brood in the
brood-chamber, and when sections come off add combs of
honey from elsewhere. Mr. Adams continues
"Big swarms mean fast work in the supers, and we are
unable to build up our colonies so that the hives are crowded
with bees from top to bottom, then it is always possible to
unite two weak colonies, so that their combined forces will
hustle the honey into the supers much faster than they
would have done had they been hived separately, and if our
swarms are strong very strong it will be found that 8
Langstroth frames filled from top to bottom with foundation are none too many in the hive-body, and that a colony
so fixed, and with a good queen, will go ahead with the
work in the supers at a surprising rate, and, having plenty
of room below, will go into winter quarters stronger in
bees and require less feeding than one that has been con:

j>

K,
Conducted by Moklet Pettit,

Villa Nova, Out.

A Rising Canadian Bee-Keeper— Contraction When
Hiving Swarms
Frank P. Adams, of Brantford, is one of our rising
young Canadian bee-keepers, who, last season, managed a
large apiary exclusively for comb honey and queens. In
the December Canadian Bee Journal he has the audacity to
rise up and criticise some of the old established ideas about
comb-honey production. If he had not produced about 10,000
pounds of comb honey in his one yard last summer we
might be tempted to advise him to " go away back and sit
down." As it is, we shall proceed " to pick his bones."
Mr. Adams criticises the method of contraction of
biood-chambers when hiving swarms for the production of

:

-

—

—

tracted

down."

After all, Mr. Adams and I are not so far apart, for my
idea of a contracted brood chamber is a 12-frame contracted
to about 7 frames.
All this goes to show the complications
introduced, and corresponding skill needed, for successful

comb-honey production.

Paragraphic Comments

FRANK

P.

ADAMS

comb honey.

Strong swarms, he says, "instead of staying
put in the little brood-nest, fool their time away in repeated
attempts to change their quarters, and try the operator's
strength and patience in an endeavor to get them back to
work again." I have had little difficulty on this score where
they were given the whole brood-chamber for 3 or 4 days, or
even a week, then contracted. Aspinwall recommended, at
the National, contracting in a different way by separating
the combs with slatted dummies instead of crowding the
combs to the center and dummies at the outside.

That they fill this brood-chamber quickly and swarm
again, as Mr. Adams says often happens, is a serious objection to the contracted brood-chamber. But the next objection I can not see how to avoid whatever will really increase the profits of the apiary I am prepared to do or hire
done, if possible. I mean where he says
;

:

" There

another objection to the contracted brood-nest
that becomes serious as the number of our colonies multiply,
and that is the work of going through the recently-hived
swarms for the purpose of taking out part of the frames
and replacing them with dummies, and again after the
honey-flow taking out the dummies and putting back frames
in their place. The work in a fair-sized yard is enormously
increased if we must be constantly tinkering with the broodnest. In the spring, before the honey-flow is on, it is profitable to go through the yard and make use of every little
kink we know of in order to build up colonies to their maximum strength, but when the flow commences there is
is

To A. C. Miller's tar-paper- wrapped hives "York County
Bee- Keeper" says, "No, siree," for an old-fashioned Canadian winter.
Herbert Kirkham, Vladimir, Russia, writing in the
Canadian Bee Journal, says their bees are practically in the
cellar 6 months and outside 6 months.
About 90 percent of
the bees are in log hives.
Their principal crop is from
buckwheat, yielding 30 to 40 pounds per annum. He concludes by saying the principal foods of the Russian peasants are " salted cucumbers, rye-bread, sour cabbage, and
buckwheat porridge." Is it any wonder they throw bombs
at the Czar?
The Farmer's Advocate, Montreal Witness, and Family
Herald, each give reports of a column or more of the National convention held in Chicago last month.

A Fraternal Greeting
Welcome "Southern Beedom" to the columns of the
"Old Reliable." "Canadian Beedom" extends to you a
fraternal hand.
(Aside in stage whisper.)

Cheer up, Canadian beedomany Southern department, or any
other, for that matter, get ahead of OURS1 Send in your
experiences and ideas. I know Canadians are full of them.
Plenty of time for them to grow these long winter evenings.
Put them down on paper, and while you are helping some
one else you will be helping yourself by crystallizing your
ites

!

own

Are we going

thoughts.

to let

m

i

^

Weather Forecasts
In the Canadian Bee Journal R. F. Holtermann gives
timely advice on studying weather signs.
Our Lord, he
says, who never made a mistake, nor spoke lightly, said,
" Ye can discern the face of the sky and of the earth." So
we can by studying " the tenor of seasons, the result of
winds from certain directions, the deductions we may draw
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from certain clouds at certain times of the day, and the suggestions we get from certain sunrises and sunsets," learn
to forecast the weather with a measure of certainty. This
is particularly profitable to any agricultural pursuit.

has more it is to be objected to as dirty. No objection to its
having less than 8 percent of sucrose but if it has more it
is a mixture of honey and sugar.
;

States'

—

Hope
" Sister" Wilson (page 12) failed to note how bees carry
honey away in small particles, some of which are liable to
get stuck around the edges of any hole through which they

—

=

.

they'll reflect betimes.

Page

867.

What Destroys Basswood Bloom ?
I think it was not the bug that Gustave Gross saw in
the basswood bloom that did most of the mischief, but a

Bug may have helped on
somewhat. At my location basswood bloom has been more
or less unhealthy for several years. Last year some of the
blossom-buds were transformed into monstrosities grew
too large but never opened. Page 867.
widely spread fungous disease.

—

£)asty's
Ctftertpougfyte
VTlv.

j
The " Old Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Pure Food Laws.

So when most States get pure- food laws — and well enforced the laggard States have to serve as dumping ground.

Honey Around Edges of Flight-Holes

fly-

19 6

Jan. 25

Glasses.

Additions to Nectar-Yielding Plants.
geranium with thorns like a blackberry were the
same either wild or tame) would be quite a curiosity to me.

A

Of

(

course, all additions to the list of plants that produce
is plainly visible quantities are of some interest.

nectar

Page

867.

For and Against Black Bees.
Harry Lathrop against the black bees seems to be a
temperate and reasonable opposer. Perhaps he's right, that
those of us who keep a sort of lingering, half-way bias in
their favor would be cured if we were obliged for a season
He is generous to say "I
to run a whole apiary of them.
fully agree that by proper care the black race might be
made equal to any for honey-gathering qualities, and we all
like the way they cap their comb honey, but they are so disagreeable to work with that I think very few having had experience with them would wish to increase the stock." Hope
the brother who scolded me so roundly in a recent number
will note how nearly Mr. Lathrop comes to saying the same
things as I. Page 860.

(Dur+Sister

BecKccpers

J

:

Bees Spotting Hives in Early December.
So Canadian bees were spotting things and showing
signs of engorgement before the middle of December. Not
as their owners would choose to have it. And the Canadian
weather unusual in the direction of being sudden and unexpected. Apparently most climes can say, "Same here,"
Page 861.
if those strict words are adhered to.

Baby Nuclei and Queen-Rearing.
Mr. Pharr and the other Texans have certainly got the
mating of queens in baby nuclei down fine. Only one little
comb, which is only one-sixth standard size. No brood at
Only SO to 2i0 bees, according to weather. Say, I have
all.
an invention whereby a virgin and a couple of small horseCut the cork so
flies are baby-nucleied in a glass bottle.
the queen can get out and in, but her companions not.
Facts are facts and the baby nucleus may be all right—

Conducted by

A

Emma

M. Wilson, Marengo,

Sister's Report for

Dear Miss Wilson: —I had
last season,

and increased

to 21.

111.

1905

10 colonies, spring count,
I

took off 400 pounds of

white comb honey, 50 of dark, and about 6 pounds of extracted honey, as I extracted some unfinished sections.
Mrs. L. Mack.
Three Rivers, Mich.

Two

Sisters Continue the Bee-Business

I will let you know of our great loss, that our father,
Mr. Peter Blunier, died in February, 1905. He was a beekeeper and a reader of the American Bee Journal for years.

So now

my

sister

and

business.

Roanoke,

I

must take care of the bees and the
Dina Blunier.

111.

of the sisters is extended to you
are glad to welcome yourself acd
and hope to hear from you frequently.

The hearty sympathy
in your affliction.
sister to our corner,

We

;

afterthinkers to the contrary notwithstanding but I confess to feeling toward the little device somewhat as a porcuTo populate 300 matingpine feels when he sees a dog.
boxes with the bees of one colony, and practically throw
them away when the queens are sold, is somewhat attractive,
Per contra, making the required number of oldI grant.
style, 3-frame nuclei must make ugly havoc with an apiary,
any one can see. No wonder breeders wish to avoid this.
Mr. Atchley's remark that orders for queens are mostly received when none can be mated successfully in the baby boxes
One thing I didn't think of beis instructive in its way.
fore in this connection is that good, strong nuclei are liable
to act like full colonies and resist the introduction of a virThis wastes time sadly, besides
gin for a week or more.
sometimes killing a queen. Worse yet, they may leave her
a damaged but not quite unsalable article at the end of the
The upshot is that the baby-farmers are
unpleasantness.
not quite cannibals, nor yet fools; but still, it seems
to me, that critics best serve the interests of apiculture (outside the breeder's yard) if they growl a good plenty.
;

Pages

864, 865.

Definitions and Standards of Honey.
rather seems to me that the official definition of honey
The figures
is better than Prof. Eaton's amendment of it.
of the former are to be understood as outside figures, not
average ones. No objection to honey having less than 25
percent of water but if it has more it is simply sweetened
water. No objection to it having less .025 of ash but if it
It

;

;

Getting Unfinished Sections Cleaned Out

Miss Wilson :— I see on page 810 of 1905, some sister
has a bad time getting the bees to take the honey out of unfinished sections. I find it very easy if it is worked right.
Take the sections all out of the super that are wanted
cleaned out, and set them promiscuously in the upper story
of a colony you wish to feed. If any are capped over take a
knife and uncap them, and then the bees will take it all out,
but not otherwise.
By arranging the sections as above described, the bees
see that there is something radically wrong with the arrangement of the hive that they do not understand, and the
best thing for them to do is to remove the honey, which
they always do.
Before putting the honey in the hive turn one corner of
the glazed quilt back so the bees will have free access to
W. J. Young.
the upper story.
Scotch Ridge, Ohio.
It is quite true that bees will nearly always remove uncapped honey, although they are sometimes very, very slow
about it, and arranging the sections as described by Mr.
Young will hasten their doing so. But the uncapping is the
very thing we want to avoid. It involves not only the labor
of uncapping, but a whole lot of extra labor, taking the sections out of the supers and putting them in again. When
taken from the hives in the fall a good many supers may
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have only a small amount of honey in them, and yet some
of that honey may be sealed. Now we do cot think it worth
while to disturb that super at all, only we want it emptied
of all honey. When sorting our honey we like to have all
sections to be emptied placed in the supers, separatored and
wedged in tight, then thoroughly emptied of honey and
packed away all ready to set on the hives the next season
and so far we have found only one way that we can be sure
of getting this done, and that is by letting the bees rob
;

them.
Mr. Bevins, on page 9, advises that No. 32 should have
had empty combs. Although it was not mentioned on page
810 (1905), that was exactly what they had— 8 extra broodcombs nearly empty
but even with this inducement the
bees would not take the trouble to uncap the sections.
;

A

my experience.
When I first commenced

comb honey I was
became braver, until now
I am
The first season I took off more than
100 pounds, and did not get many stings. After I had been
working an hour or two, mamma came out to see if I was
some

afraid, but as I
not at all afraid.

to take off

worked on

I

getting nervous.
The next year I took off some more honey, and helped
papa put up queens.
Last year, as there was not very much comb honey, I
did most of the extracting with the help of two neighbor
girls.
They did the work in the apiary house, which was
to weigh, uncap, and extract the combs, while I took them off.
I caught most of the queens to fill the orders, and my
little brother, or another boy, would put the wires on the
cages.
I should have said that I just worked during the summer, as I go to school 9 months of the year. Last fall I

went into the high school.

Elsie Strong.

Clarinda, Iowa.

—

P.S.
afraid to

I

write this for the benefit of timid girls who are
E. S.
bees.

work with the

We are very glad to have the benefit of Elsie's experience, especially as her papa tells me that she is the very
best help he ever had in the apiary. And here is a nice
I am sure he, also, will soon be
little letter from Kenneth
a great help to his papa
;

:

Letter from a Little Brother.

Dear Miss Wilson:— lam a little boy 7 years old. I
help papa put up queens. I put he screens on the mailing
cages after Elsie catches the queens. I also split smokerKenneth.
wood after papa has sawed off the blocks.
1

=%

Southern
-V 23eebom -f
New

greatly in this

re-

If the weather is so that syrup feeding is not advisable,
and the bees must be supplied with stores, cakes of candy

should be given.
Be sure to use high-grade granulated
sugar, dissolving it in boiling water. The ratio of sugar
and water that suited me best for making these cakes is 4
pounds of sugar to a gallon of water. More sugar makes
the cakes too dry. Boil this syrup carefully until it will
harden to mold into cakes. If a little of the syrup dropped
in cold water solidifies quickly it has boiled enough.

Now pour the syrup into large shallow pans of some
kind, or a shallow wooden trough lined with butter, or parsticking.
The syrup should be
affin paper, to prevent
about 7.)'z inches deep so that when it has hardened it can
be broken into cakes weighing about 6 pounds each. Cakes
wide and 10 inches in length will average this
weight, but it is not necessary to have them in this exact
shape. Pieces broken off the cake in any form and averaging about 150 cubic inches will weigh near enough to 6
pounds.
I have just made a number of oblong cakes for experiment, by pouring the hot syrup into paste board boxes of
the right dimensions for a single cake the boxes first beThe paper was
ing lined with a sheet of butter-paper.
easily peeled off after the cakes had hardened sufficiently.
The boxes can be used over again several times, relining
them with paper by simply placing a sheet over them and
roughly pressing it down with the fingers.
In feeding, one of these cakes is to be laid carefully
over the cluster of bees of each colony. If bur-combs extend over the top bars, so much the better but if not, then
a few sticks should be laid under the cakes to allow the bees
freer access to the cake from below. If no supers are on
the hives empty ones can t»e placed on and a piece of cloth
or old gunny-sacking should be packed over the top-bars
and the candy cake. Where deep covers are used the supers
will not be needed. In the more southern parts of the South
supers are kept on the hives the entire year.
The question has been asked me several times, whether
can syrup or molasses would be satisfactory for feeding
purposes. I should not advocate it, not on an extensive
It has been used by some of our farmer beescale, at least.
keepers. One such case I remember last spring. The beeswere starving and needed food at once, but there was no
It was
other sweet in the house, except cane molasses.
about 20 miles to the nearest town, and the roads were bad.
To give relief to the starving bees at once, about a pint of
the syrup was given, pouring it into the combs by laying
them flat over the top-bars and allowing the surplus to drip
off when the combs were replaced in the hive.
Care should be taken in all feeding manipulations not to
incite robbing. This molasses feeding was done later in
the spring. Sugar syrup replaced the former as soon as sugar
was obtained, as the molasses contains undesirable constituents that are harmful to bees. It can not be safely fed in
a diluted state on account of the formation of acetic acid
when thinned with water. The acid is injurious to bees
and kills them.
The same trouble obtains when feeding "pelloncillos.
This is an unrefined sugar manufactured in Mexico, and
comes in the shape of small cones weighing about 13 ounces
each. As a feed it is cheaper than cane-sugar, costing
about Z% cents per pound. Cones of this sugar are placed
above the brood-nest like the candy cakes mentioned before,
and the bees help themselves. These "pelloncillos' are
often used by Southwest Texas bee-keepers for feeding in
"off" years. It is claimed that this sugar does not stimuIt works all right
late brood-rearing when fed in this way.
for feeding in dry localities of the country, but in damp or
moist locations the sugar takes up water and the formation
;

;

-

=J
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

it

spect.

6 inches

Letter from a Young Sister

Dear Miss Wilson :— Papa said that he met you at the
National convention, and that you said you were anxious
for short articles from the sisters.
I have been working with the bees ever since I was 13
years old, which has been 3 seasons. I will give you some
of

but the heating before being fed helps

71

Braunfels, Tex.

Feeding Bees in Winter
In the South, where the weather is more or less warm
and sunny during the greater part of the winter and bees
can fly, it would be safe to give feed in liquid form if colonies are short of stores. In this case it would be better to
heat the syrup, made of one part of best granulated sugar
and one part of water. The sugar should be stirred into the
boiling water and kept hot, but not boiling, stirring it continually until all is a clear liquid. I would feed it slightly
warm, but not hot. It is not a good idea, however, to feed
liquid syrup when bees can not fly, as cleansing flights are
necessary after handling the syrup. Warm weather, too, is

necessary for a certain amount of evaporation of the syrup,

of acetic acid results. If syrup is made from this sugar by
adding water, fermentation takes place to a certain extent,
and the amount of acetic acid is so great that bees fed upon
Great care should
the syrup will die by the thousands.
therefore be taken when feeding " pelloncillos" when the
weather is not absolutely dry.

Please Send Us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them
sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get
their subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable
premiums in nearly every number of this Journal. You
can aid much by sending in the names and addresses when
writing us on other matters.

now
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The Rietsche Comb Foundation

=%

25,

19C6

Press.

have not the last edition of the "A B C of Bee Culture."
A correspondent writes me that a German foundation press is
mentioned there, but that the editor does not recommend it,
because it makes foundation with flat bottoms. There must
be a mistake somewhere. None of the presses or rolls made
I

* (Eontrtbuteb *
Special Civticks

in Europe make flat-bottom foundation.
several European bee-papers, but I never

I

receive

regularly

saw the flat-bottom

mentioned.

Young and Old

Some

Apiarian

Comments and Experiments
EV

ADMAN

GETAZ.

IS not often that I enter into a controversy with some
other writer. I think that when I have expressed my
opinion, and given my reasons for such, and the "other
fellow'' has done the same, that ought to be the end of it.

IT

is. as a general rule
but there are exceptions. Sometimes a glaring error, or what may seem to be so, has been
made, and should be corrected. This being understood, I
wish in this contribution to correct what seems to me erroneous, and also describe some experiments that may lead
to very important results.

That

;

Foul Brood and Adult

Bees.

In reading the report of a late convention, I was quite
surprised at the assertion repeatedly made by several of our
best bee-keepers, that adult bees do not contract foul brood.
If the reader will turn to Cheshire's works, he will see that
the bodies of adult
foul-brood bacilli have been found
Not only
bees, workers and queens, chiefly in the blood.
Cheshire, but Prof. Harrison, and several other microscopists.
have found them even in the ovaries of the queens.

m

We

may

or anybody else's
opinions, but when competent men tell us they have seen
something, there is nothing to do but to accept their assertions, at least until positive proof that they are mistaken is
disagree

with

Cheshire's

given.

On the other hand, it is incontestable that the disease is
not transmitted by the adult bees, or at least very seldom, if
Cheshire explains it by saying that the disease deat all.
velops rapidly, and that before any transmission can be made
It is certain
the diseased adult bees go out of the hive to die.
that diseased bees usually leave and die away from the hives.
When they do not, they are expelled. All those who have
seen bee-paralysis are familiar with these facts.
In connection with this, it must be remembered that as
long as the infected bee or other animal lives, the bacilli will
not leave its body, except what few may be carried out with
excrements. They multiply by division. Each bacillus
its
grows in length, and. when sufficiently long, breaks in two or
more portions, each one forming a new individual. The
process continues as long as there is plenty to eat. When the
infected animal dies, and there is no more to eat, the bacilli
break into spores, which escape by the thousands and infect
whatever suitable material with which they come in contact.
As the diseased bees die outside, or are carried out immediately, it is easy to see that they cannot be a serious source of
infection.

Glucose and Chlorydric Acid.
In a recent issue. Prof. Eaton said that in the United
States at least, glucose is no longer made with sulphuric acid,
but with chlorydric acid. When the transformation is finished,
carbonate of soda is added to neutralize the acid, with the
result that chloride of sodium, or. to call it by its popular
name, common salt, remains in the glucose.

am not in a position to confirm or contradict the
I
Professor's statement, but it is certainly a puzzle to me. It
seems to me that the salt remaining in the glucose would give
it such an abominable taste that it would preclude its use, at
least for eating purposes.
Moths and Wax.
In the last edition of his excellent bee-book, Prof. Cook
savs that the moths do not attack the combs that have neither
pollen nor dead bees, as the wax alone cannot furnish them
the nitrogenous substances necessary for their development.
I am sorry to contradict, but I have had combs which
had neither dead bees n<>i- pollen, and where no brood had
been reared, completely eaten up; and the moths therein grew
Moths freto full size and completed their development.
quentlv attack and ruin sections where nothing can be had
hut wax; they do not seem to eat the honey.

Bees.

In one of the last numbers of the "late lamented" Western
Bee Journal. Mr. Stachelhausen writes the following:
"Mr. Getaz explains his success [in preventing swarming
by caging the queen] in the following way
During the four
days or more without unsealed brood, the young bees having
no brood to feed, take to the field notwithstanding their age
or rather youngness. I am sure this idea is not based on
•

:

proven by many experiments that under no cira worker-bee fly out of the hive before she
old.
If this were not so, and a young bee could
become a field-bee, if not enough brood is present, the swarming fever would never appear in any colony."
facts.

It is

cumstances
is 12 days

will

There are two errors in the above. The first is the asserunder 12 days of age will not fly out. That
may have been so in some cases, but experiments have been
made where bees only 7, 5, and in one case 4 days old, have
brought in nectar and pollen. On the other hand, bees several
weeks old, and even several months old, when wintered over,
do the work usually allotted to the young bees when none are
tion that a bee

present.

therefore certain that while young bees do the inside
and the older ones the field-work, there
no absolute date or limit, all depending upon the circumIt is

work
is

in preference,

stances.

The second

error is the assertion that if so, the swarming
would not appear, or, to put it in another shape, queencells would not be constructed.
Because young bees can go
to the field, there is absolutely no reason why this would
prevent them from building queen-cells before taking to the
If they don't build any when there is no unsealed
field.
brood, it is because they can't, and not because they won't.
fever

Flight-Hole Above Brood-Nest.

Some

years ago a Mr. Richard, a preacher at Amsterdam,
took a notion to have a hive of bees. Not having any other
place for them he put them in the garret. The shape of the
roof was such that it became necessary to have the entrance
at the top of the hive instead of the bottom.
The following
year the hive was taken to the country and another bought
besides.
The result was that the hive with the entrance at
the top of the brood-nest gave three times as much surplus
honey as the other. The same results were obtained the fol-

lowing year.
It is

needless to say that a large

number of

apiarists be-

gan to experiment on the question. The results as far as the
reports I have seen stated, are an increase from 2 to 5 times
and in one case 6 times the amount of surplus honey that
would be obtained with the entrance at the usual place. Only
one case is on record where no increase was obtained in the
supers, but considerably

more than usual was stored

in

the

brood-chamber.

The following points were ascertained
1st.
The brood-nest remains where it
not go up

is;

the queen does

in the supers.

The bees manage to keep the hive, including the
2d.
bottom-board, as clean as when the entrance is below.
3d.
It is absolutely necessary that when the upper entrance is open, the other should be closed, and no crack of
appreciable size should be permitted below the upper entrance.
These three points are correct. I have tried the system
and found them to be so.
I hesitated a long time before trying the process myself.
I am working for comb honey, and the European bee-keepers
work for extracted honey. I was under the impression that
an opening above would interfere with the building of comb
I finally tried a few hives, but instead of
in the sections.
having the entrance opening directly outside, I had a kind of
passage-way leading down to the bottom-board just in front
of the other entrance. This did not work very well. The
ventilation was too imperfect. At least I thought so, but I
have come to the conclusion that I may have been mistaken,
and that the process deserves further trial.
By that time I reflected that while Europeans work for
extracted honey, they hardly ever give a full set of built
combs, usually only a few. and the rest is with foundation, and

Jan.
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usually only starters at that.
So, after all, there is not so
difference as one would think at first.
So I decided to
put the entrances above, opening directly outside. By that
time the only flow we had last year, and a very poor one at
that, came to an end, and of course that ended the experiment
so far as the increase of surplus honey is concerned.
I
suppose that most, if not all, of the readers of this
paper know that when there is no flow, more or less bees
will (at least during the warm days) go into the supers, loaf,
gnaw the foundation, chink propolis anywhere and everywhere, and do more or less mischief.
I
soon discovered that while there was the usual number
of bees in the supers of the hives with the entrances
there were none, or practically none, in those with the entrances above. An inspection disclosed the fact that if there
were no bees in the supers, there was, on the other hand, a
big, compact cluster right at the entrance
thai is, inside of it.
That was quite a puzzle to me.
The warm air contained in the hive has a strong tendency
to go upward.
To bring it down to the bottom through the
combs and a mass of bees requires a large number of
fanning bees and a large entrance. With the entrance above,
the warm air will go out of itself, perhaps much faster than
needed for the best results.
Without thinking any further, I had made the upper
entrances as big, or nearly as big, as I usually make them
when at the bottom of the hives. I then realized, that for the
reason just given, they were entirely too large, and that those
big bunches of bees were there to prevent a too free escape
of the warm air needed for the brood.
What is the exact
size for the best results, I do not know yet.
Knoxville, Tenn.

much
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hive while in the cellar." He is doubtful as to whether "weak
colonies and nuclei may be confined without serious loss." I
have no doubts on these points, having proven the practicability of such wintering, in my own case, beyond any doubt.
Ami. further, tl'
4 of strong colonies is as practical
as it is with weak colonies or nuclei, as proven by my experience.
I desire to take an exception to the statement that "when
strong colonies are so confined there are sure to be some bees
that fly to the screen, try h> get out. and make noise enough

i

;

Cellar-Wintering

— Hershiser

BY OREL

MORLEY

L.

Bottom -Board

HERSHISER.

PETTIT.

in 'Canadian Beedom" (page
makes some criticisms of the Hershiser
Combined Hive Stand and Bottom-Board, shown at the

MR.904—

1905),

Ontario Convention at Toronto, which should not stand
unchallenged.
Is it "too much machinery to be carried under the hive"?
It is a device so simple that a one-armed man or a child can
make every adjustment without the least difficulty. Its construction is such that the simplicity and ease of operating it
cannot in the least be affected by moisture or swelling, and it
is absolutely impossible for the bees to propolize its edges or
hinder its easy working. It is very strong, although the device
for the 10-frame dovetail hive weighs but 8 pounds.
late

enables the apiarist to have his bees practically prepared
removal to or from out-apiaries, for confinement within the hive while in the cellar, or for shipment the
simple adjustment to confine the bees or admit them to flight
being made at the rate of 100 colonies in less than one-half
hour. Added ventilation can be given in a moment, if needed,
during a heavy honey-flow, or in hiving a large swarm and
when combs are melting down, or likely to melt down, because
of excessive heat, relief can be quickly afforded.
Colonies being robbed can be instantly and perfectly protected.
In fact, the device is complete in itself for all purposes to which a bottom-board or a ventilating scheme below
the hive-body may be put. There are no extra parts to be
used for special purposes, such as blocks and wedges for
It

at all times for

;

;

Fig.

1.— Bottom-Board— Sectional View.

giving ventilation
and no bottom-boards to be left on the
summer stand or stowed away, as is necessary with most
hives and practiced by nearly all apiarists who winter bees in
the cellar; all such objects being perfectly comprehended in
this one device.
It presents to me not a single disadvantage,
but its advantages are manifold. Its use to me in cellarwintering alone, to say nothing of its convenience in moving
bees, has been highly profitable.
Further and more careful observation and investigation. I
believe, will convince my critic that he is all wrong in declaring that "he finds it is not practical to confine bees to the
;

Fig.

2.— Hershiser Hive-Stand— Bottom-Board Detached— Patent
Applied For.

to rouse the whole cellar.'
Mr. Pettit's bees may behave in
this unseemly fashion, i. e.. all want to go out because one or
a few individual bees have asked that privilege.
bees be-

My

have properly and attend strictly to the business of wintering
quietly, and. if once in a while a stray bee leaves the cluster
and buzzes a bit, very likely for some good and sufficient
they do not all fall to and do the same. They are so
accustomed to humming and buzzing that such sounds have
ceased to irritate them. To be sure, they hum and buzz if
they get too warm, and would undoubtedly go in search of
cool air if allowed their liberty, but they become quiet and contented as soon as such need is supplied.
If the temperature of the cellar becomes too warm, the
more sensitive colonies will be the first to show it by their
activity; and in case of such unsatisfactory conditions there
is no
doubt that the colonies first aroused would have a
tendency to hasten the awakening of those in a deeper state
of repose.
In such an emergency, if the bees are properly
confined to their hives, "it is a positive advantage, as otherwise
many strong and vigorous bees would perish on the cellar
But
floor, or at the windows, if there was a ray of light.
where temperature and ventilation are satisfactory the mere
buzzing of a few restless bees, now and then, will not "rouse
the whole cellar" or cause unusual activity.
Disturbances occasioned by insufficient or impure air or
high temperature, are not likely to occur in the cellar or
repository specially constructed or fitted for the purpose of
wintering bees; but, even in these, disastrous failure has sometimes been the result. Such failures are probably more frequent than most of us imagine, for the reason that people
take little pride in recounting mistakes or disasters, but occasionally one who has learned wisdom with passing years
becomes reminiscent, as did Harry Lathrop, of Wisconsin,
where he recalls a case in his own experience of 35 good,
strong colonies placed in a specially built repository about Dec.
About Jan. 15 following, the door was opened, and in one
1,
of the upper front corners of the room was a bunch of
bees about the size of a bushel basket, and upon the floor was
about an inch in depth of dead bees. The live bees were
divided as well as possible and their wintering was finished
Fifteen weak colonies in the spring was
in clamps outside.
the result. Want of air was ascribed as the cause of the
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death of the bees. Possibly such was the case, but I am
strongly of the opinion that, having deserted their hives, food
was not within their reach, and starvation was the immediate
cause of the death of such an unusual number of bees. If his
visit to the bees had been delayed 2 or 3 days longer all would
have been dead. If each colony had been confined within the
limits of its own hive, with the proper amount of room beneath th.e frames, well ventilated, there seems to me no reason
why each colony should not have survived, just as did the
large bunch of bees in one of the upper front corners of the
room.
The bottom-board under mention was made especially to
meet my personal requirements. All my apiaries are a\va\
from home. There is a good cellar under my dwelling-house.
but the constant use to which it is put during the winter
months precludes keeping it dark, and it is impracticable to
keep it at an even temperature. No difficult)' in keeping it
fn 'in the freezing point, but in very cold weather a hot "fire
must be kept in the furnace to heat the house. When moderate weather comes, especially if it comes suddenly, there is
too much heat in the cellar for orthodox wintering. Barring
the uneven temperature, the cellar is about ideal.
The necessity of bringing the bees from out-apiaries at the very time
they must be placed in the cellar, and the peculiar conditions
of the latter, were the factors which called for correspondingly peculiar construction to confine the bees while in the
cellar and in moving them.
After the disastrous winter of
1903-4. in which I lost heavily, having wintered almost entirely
outdoors. I determined not to risk all of them in that way
again.
Hence the evolution of a device to meet my requirements.
On Dec. 4. 1905, I commenced at 9 :30 o'clock in the forenoon and by 12 o'clock I had closed the hives (by means of
my bottom-boards) of 88 colonies of bees, and hauled them in
two sleighloads a distance of 24 miles, carrying them a distance of 75 feet to the cellar door. By 3 o'clock in the afternoon I had them safely placed in the cellar, all with the
assistance of one man all the time and a boy teamster and his
team in the forenoon. The weather was about at the freezing
point, and a few live bees dropped on the floor-boards.
After
the bees were placed in the cellar a brisk fire in the furnace
soon raised the temperature to a point which enabled every
live bee to regain the cluster in its hive.
Last winter I made my first experiment in wintering
bees, in considerable numbers, confined in their hives, although
I had tried it in a small way the winter previous.
One hundred and thirty-five colonies were placed in the cellar, confined as described.
Four-fifths or more of the colonies were
nuclei, occupying from 3 to 5 Langstroth frames.
They could
not have been wintered outdoors. Many of them were deficient in stores, probably *4 °f them having less than 16
pounds each. They had been fed up late in the season on
sugar syrup. The average loss in weight per colony, in wintering, was a little in excess of 7 pounds for 4 months' confinement. My winter loss from this lot was 2 colonies wdiich
died of 'starvation, and a few that swarmed out and joined
other colonies, which was due to the folly of putting bees out
when it is so warm as it was here on March 28, the thermometer registering 78 degrees. The strength of the weak
as compared with the strong colonies in the spring was as
nearly in proportion to their strength the fall previous as
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dition in the fall, with 25 pounds and upwards of stores per
colony, and well packed and protected.
While absent at the late Chicago convention the furnace
became defective, and it was impossible to control the heat
until repairs were made.
The excessive heat, resulting from

Fig.

4.— Hive-Stand

as

Adapted for Cellar Use.

too strong a draft, caused the bees to roar and clamor for
liberty as though it were summer, but all to no purpose each
colony was safely confined within its own hive. It can easily
be guessed what the consequences would have been if the bees
had been able to escape from their hives. My loss would have
been practically 146 colonies of bees the number in the cellar.
After repairs had been made on the furnace and better conditions obtained, the bees quieted down to their normal condition, apparently none the worse for their unwonted activity,
except 3 colonies which persisted in "keeping "up the music."
A few bees in these, with distended abdomens, are running
about the screen sides of the bottom-board, but the number
diminishes daily, and I anticipate that when they have expired, as they surely will in a few days, these colonies will
also be in a normal condition, as they really are now. except
the few restless bees. The colonies both above and below
and all around the restless ones are perfectly normal, the
quiet yellow cluster of bees hanging between and below the
frames, telling the story of comfort and perfect wintering.
:

—

The above observations, in my own experience, prove to
conclusively that if bees of one or more colonies should
buzz about the wire-screen sides of the bottom-board, in an
effort to escape, the noise will not materially disturb other
colonies, much less will it "rouse the whole cellar." That
when bees are properly confined to their hives, having all
needed ventilation, if, from a rise in the temperature all the
colonies become aroused, they will return to their normal
winter condition, when the proper temperature is restored,
without serious consequences whereas, if not so confined, the
loss of bees by becoming disengaged from the hive and lost on
the cellar floor or otherwise, would be enormous. To me the
carrying of so trifling an amount of machinery under the hive
has been advantageous and profitable. To be without it would,
Buffalo. N. Y.
in my case, be extravagance.

me

;
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Successful

Home-Made Hive

BY ALLEN LATHAM.
often
making
own
TOOpattern
them
those
in

after
consequently finds

his

hives the bee-keeper tries to
sold by the manufacturers, and

Summer.

that it does not pay to buy good
by hand, and make a hive costing little less than
Nor does it pay to
a better one sold by the manufacturers.
make that style of hive out of cheap lumber a dressmaker
might as well construct a dress from home-spun on a pattern
designed for silk goods.
Yet everyone knows that a good.
serviceable dress can be made from home-spun, and one which
is possibly even better for ordinary wear than the silk one.
It is my purpose to tell the readers of the American Bee
Journal how a bee-hive can be formed from the cheapest kind
of lumber, and yet be a better hive for actual use than the
factory-made hive.
This hive wdiich I am about to describe is not handsome
to look at. for its beauty lies deep and is the more appreciated

colonies being correspondingly
This lot of weak colonies wintered
at least 15 percent, better than the strong colonies left outdoors, and consumed not more than half as much stores per
colony.
All colonies wintered outside were in first-class con-

It is a hive excellent for winter
the longer the hive is used.
as well as for summer.
To construct this hive a good roofing paper is necessary.
Having used with great success that brand known as "Paroid"
a paper wdiich is advertised in the American Bee Journal
I shall make occasional mention of that name and also shall

lumber, saw

it

—

Fie.

3.— Hershiser's Bottom-Board and Hive

could be estimated, the
stronger than the nuclei.

full

as Prepared for

—

^
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speak of the other paper made by the same firm, a tough red
paper called "Neponsel " This latter paper I use iii the interior of the hive, the "Paroid" being used externally.
A roll of "Paroid." one of "Neponset," plenty <>f assorted
nails, some good tack-, and a large quantity of grocer) boxes,
shoe-cases, and hat-cases are the materials needed to con
a score "i- mi in- of excellent hives the tools required bi
CrOSS-CUt saw (not Over -'•> inches long), a small rili-saw. a
small plane, a try-square, a light hammer, a strong screwLet the
driver "I- old chisel, a jack-knife, and a yard stick.
to,.]s he good ones, for il pays
use good tools.
If one is fortunate enough to have a shop with workbench, so much the better; but good work can be done with a
large dry-goods box for a bench and a smaller box to do one's
sawing on.
The shoe-cases, etc., are taken apart with screw-driver
and hammer (this hammer should be of the best grade with
The grocery-be. xes
a claw which will pull a headless nail).
are not all taken apart, as some are to serve as the foundation
structure for hive-bodies and supers.
Careful selection of luxes, and thorough preparation go
far toward assuring success in this hive-making undertaking.
for one may otherwise become disgusted at the beginning and
give up because of numerous though trifling difficulties.
It is
tiresome that is. slow work constructing the first hive: but
one soon gets familiar with the different steps, and can turn
out from 3 to S hives per day. according to his skill and

—

The ends are then to be finished like the sides, except
that the upper strip is lowered away from the edge and the
inner wall is made shorter to allow a rabbet on \s Inch ti
support the frames,
[f cross-wise frames are used (a much
better arrangement, by the way), the side-walls must be thus
prepared instead of the ends.
The varying thicknesses of the box-boards used will bring
variation in the inside measurements of the hive-bod)
about
when completed. This difficult) is easily overcome b) laying
>

.i

l-

—

—

energy.

The numerous cereals sold nowadays furnish such a
variety of boxes that one ought to find just what he needs at
After once deciding on a box he
the various grocery stores
should persuade the different grocers to reserve that particular
box for him. In this way one can get together a hundred or
more boxes all of a size and shape.

The Modus

Operandi.

Select a box which is 1.'4 inches longer and Xi/x wider
than the inside measure of your hive-body. If just the right
size box cannot be had. select that which will require the least
cutting down.
Remove the top and bottom of this box and cut down if
necessary.
It is not much of a task to cut a box down.
In
case it is too long the entire end is cut off and the end-piece
again nailed in place, after, of course, removing the sawed-off
bits of boards and the nails. If the box is too wide, one side is
knocked off and the two end-pieces are sawed to the right
length and the side again nailed in place. If the box is too
deep, the rip-saw quickly takes off the right amount, care beingfirst taken that any obstructing nails are previously removed.
little planing completes the task.
A trifle over 5 minutes
will serve to cut down a box to the right size.
You will then
have a hive-body of thinner material and longer and wider
than the regular hive-body. Cut out pieces of "Neponset" or
other good sheathing paper to fit the inside walls of this body.
Then get out four strips of half-inch stuff not less than one
inch wide, of a length equal to the inside length of the hivebody.
Xail these strips over the paper on the side-walls flush
with the top and bottom edges. Then lay two more pieces
of the "Neponset" over these strips. Previous to this you

A

may have prepared a large number of pieces from your boxboard materials of a length equalling the depth of the hivebody. Cover the second piece of paper with a sheathing of
these boards, nailing near the ends so that the nails go through
the strips between the papers, and with nails that will reach
through to lie clinched. This clinching is absolutely necessary.
You will then have a body with side-walls made up of
two thicknesses of wood, two of paper, and one dead-air
space.
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are securely nailed about the lower edge of the super so that it
will telescope after the manner of the cover.
Strips of paper
are laid under these u
leu strips so that supers of the same
size can be tiered up without too tight a lit.

^
(£onr>ention

Cutting the Paper.

Proccebin^s

Unless cme is used to cutting roofing or sheathing paper
he will make a poor pass at it. I find the following plan
excellent
Select several straight-edged wooden strips, two of which
are over 3 feet long. Lay these two parallel and about
of
an inch apart, and fasten them together securely by means of
cleats put across the under side.
Then from near' either end
extend a strip at right angles and nail firmly, these strips

rJ

%

being a

trifle over 3 feet apart.
Measure from the space between the two first-mentioned strips and on the other two cut
notches according to the widths which you wish to cut the
paper.
Unroll the paper and slip the contrivance under the
paper so that it will lie between the two last-mentioned strips.
and bring the end to the desired notch. Then flattening down
the paper, run the small blade of a knife along the narrowspace between the two first-mentioned strips. It works to a
charm.
In the case of "Paroid" the knife is apt to "gum" up
If

the cutting space is made with bevelled edges so that the knifeblade can be leaned to one side, much easier cutting will
result.
This bevel cut seems to allow the cut paper to lift
off the knife so that the knife runs with much greater ease;
otherwise the knife will drag and make a ragged edge. Never
attempt to cut these papers by laying them on a smooth surface and running a knife-point along a straight edge. Always
cut with full blade while the paper overhangs the straight edge.
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Report of the Ontario Convention
(Continued from page

The marketing of honey, like the marketing of any
other kind of produce, is a simple matter once you have a
certain line of customers, and the reputation for a good
article; but for the beginner, or the producer who is a
long distance from the principal markets, the question is
often more troublesome than the production of the article.
Of course, it is easy to sell honey if you put the price low
enough, or take about any price that is offered, but selling
a No. 1 article of honey in this way is very unsatisfactory,
because it is unprofitable, and the producer should receive
value for his time and labor.
I may not be able to add very much to what is already
known on this subject, but I want to emphasize a few
points on "creating a market for honey" as they occur to
me, and perhaps this may bring out a little discussion.
To advertise honey one cannot go about it in the
same way as to advertise any special food product, for the
simple reason that honey or nectar is a name for a sweet
gathered by bees from the nectaries of flowers. Of course,
the bee-keeper might advertise clover, linden, buckwheat
or other varieties of honey these are general terms that
any producer may use but one cannot get up a fancy
name for honey like the manufacturers of canned goods
or breakfast foods.
The best form of advertisement I have found is a
pleased customer, and the best way. to get and keep the
customer is to supply a No. 1 article of honey at a fair
price, no matter whether at wholesale or retail.
One might properly ask, How can we secure the
customers? One plan is to canvass the surrounding country, or, if you have not time for this, an assistant might
be engaged who would sell on commission; but go your-

—

It has not been easy to explain with sufficient clearness
the full procedure in a single article, and I have supplied a few
diagrams to make the whole matter perfectly clear.

One can, if he has the use of a circular saw, make frames
and full inside furniture for this hive, but without proper
machinery he will do better to buy frames and section-cases
ready to nail.
fully persuaded that any one who will give this
hive a trial will declare it highly satisfactory; and, even
though the hive as a whole be not adopted, every one would
do well to adopt the cover herein described. A cover protected with either "Paroid" or "Neponset" is far and away
ahead of an all-wood cover.
in the flat
I

am

With these hives one needs to do little to prepare his
colonies for winter, for all that is necessary is to place an
empty super on the hive and in this a bag of sawdust or other
absorbent and leave the entrance wholly open, only shutting
out mice by means of a wire-netting 3 meshes to the inch. An
entrance thus large, one inch by the width of the hive, is
perfectly safe, and is much better than a small one to insure
good wintering. Finally, the dark paper, "Paroid," gets warm
every sunny day in winter, and thus keeps the inside of the
hive dry and sweet a necessary factor in successful wintering
of bees. The large entrance— there being no upward ventilation—gives ample opportunity for escape of foul air and
moisture.
Last but not least, the hive which I have described costs
but 50 cents.
Norwich, Conn.

—

Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof. A. J. Cook;
44 pages; price, postpaid, 30 cents. This is by the same
author as "The Bee-Keepers' Guide," and is most valuable
to all who are interested in the product of our sugar-maples.
No one who makes maple sugar or syrup should be without
it.

Order from the

office of the

American Bee Journal.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Bee Journal.

this

50.J

SYSTEMATIC ADVERTISING AND MARKETING
OF HONEY

self, if

—

possible.

wonderful how many farmers will buy honey
brought to their notice.
Talk it up. A buyer likes to talk to a producer who
can speak of the goods he has to sell as if he understood
them.
Many bee-keepers make the mistake of sending their
goods to the large cities that are perhaps already overstocked, when with a little inquiry there is already a
market in the surrounding villages and country.
Another plan is to make an exhibit at the township
or county fair. It may be argued that the premiums
offered do not make it worth while, but here is an opporIt

when

is

it is

tunity to become interested in the local agricultural society, attend their meetings, and give them pointers when
revising the prize list for honey. I have found that the
directors are generally willing to encourage an exhibitor
who will put up an attractive exhibit of honey. The
ordinary exhibit of honey at the local fairs only calls for
5 to 10 pounds, and attracts no more attention than a can
of fruit or pickles. Just try what an effect it will have to
put up 100 or 200 pounds of comb and extracted honey, in
clean white cases, and clear glass jars, with a sign above
from the apiary of the local apiarist.
it stating it was
Many who have never thought of honey will be attracted
by its beautiful appearance, and remark that they would
like some of it.
Demonstrate your honey by giving samples to prospective buyers, and have a supply to draw from, put up
in different sizes of cases, jars, and pails, neatly labeled,
giving your name and address. Small packages may be
disposed of in this way that will, if the honey is good,
bring inquiries for larger quantities.
If possible take a long and observatory hive of bees;
it is a great attraction, and never fails to draw the attention of the crowd to your exhibit of honey.
Call on the local dealers at regular intervals with a
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supply of honey

in

packages of various sizes

By the accounts we read in the United States beepapers, many of the markets there for honey are very dull,
with slow sales and low prices. This is a discouraging
state of affairs when nearly every other article of food
has a good demand at higher prices, and this, too, at a
time when the demand for luxuries was never so great. It
is not that the people do not like or want honey, it is
mainly owing to many silly stories published in the newspapers and magazines; they have, to some extent, lost confidence in honey as an article of food.
Lax enforcement
of the pure food laws is another cause for its decreased
consumption.

Happily,

in

Canada,

we have comparatively

adulteration, and, although there is still room for
improvement, the demand and use of honey have
enormously increased during the past few years, and will
continue to increase as its value becomes better known.
R. H. Smith.
little

—

The market is limited in the country,
G. A. Deadman
but farmers buy in large quantities when they do buy.
The best way to work up a retail market is to send out
samples. Druggists sell patent medicines in large quanDistribute honey in small dishes and give
tities that way.
They will eat the honey and
a circular with each dish.
read the circular. Then call next day for the dish and the
Be sure to ask the retail price, not the wholesale,
order.
so the merchant will have a chance too. .Sampling a town
is in the end cheaper and more satisfactory than advertising in the papers.
Educate people as to the different
qualities of honey.
J. W. Sparling thought honey never could become a
staple food like meat, because it is a sweet; and people
of it.
R. H. Smith
It is very important to see that the
honey sold is always of the best quality, well ripened, etc.
Bee-keepers should watch the groceries in their home
towns all the time for adulterated honey. Send suspected
samples and have them analyzed. The dealers are always
glad to be informed when adulterated honey has been sold
them, and by this means bee-keepers can keep it out of
the market. Then we should teach people that honey is a
concentrated food, and should not be eaten in large
quantities.
Mr. Pickett Produce a good article, put your name
on it, and have an honest man to handle it.
tire

—

—

Experiments ox Honey Granulation
Bleaching Wax.

With

to suit their

Do not press too large a
No up-to-date grocer likes

quantity on them
to see a quantity
packages on the shelves, but would rather
buy in small quantities, and have them clean and fresh,
If you have more than enough honey to supply the local
demand, do not make the mistake of putting it up in what
have heard a wholesale grocer term "homespun pack1
ages." See that the sections are free from propolis, properly graded and cased, and the extracted honey put up in
well-made cans. Nothing disgusts the commission man
or dealer worse than to have a consignment of honey
shipped to him with the sections unclean and ungraded,
with perhaps both cases and cans leaking badly, to which
dust will adhere and spoil its appearance, making it so
much more difficult to obtain the best prices.
class of trade.
at one time.
of fly-spotted

and Flavors, and

Prof. F. T. Shutt, of the Central Experimental Farm,
Ottawa, described experiments on the granulation of honey
and in clarifying wax. He had raised samples of honey
to temperatures of 122 degrees, F., and 158 degrees, F., and
found that in either case they had remained liquid since
Sept 1st, when the heating was done; while honey which
had not been so heated was granulated quite hard. He
found that keeping in light or darkness, or cold storage,
seemed to have no effect on the granulation of honey.
Also that agitation, or the addition of crystallization points
did not seem to affect the granulation. This in spite of
much evidence among practical bee-keepers to the contrary,
The honey kept in the light, whether granulated
or liquid, was quite perceptibly bleached in color, and
seemed to have lost in flavor.
With reference to flavor, Prof. Shutt had learned that
heating honey to a high temperature certainly injures the
flavor.
lie explained this by the fact that neither the
levulose nor the glucose give honey its flavor, but certain
minute quantities of, undetermined volatile oils which can
and do at a high temperature escape.
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reference

to

bleaching wax,

Prof.

Shutt

had

made exhaustive experiments, and found that
pei
nitric acid gave best results.
To bleach without chemicals,
melt the wax in warm water, pour off the water, and repeat
the operation several times.
Then shred the wax and
expose to a damp atmosphere and sunlight. Sulphuric
acid should not be used more than 5 percent. St
Hydrogen peroxidi gives wax a good color. The texture
can be brought back to wax by heating and cooling slowly.
1

should nr\ er boil.
Prof. Shutt gave two sources of honey-dew:
1.
It
exudes in drops from the leaves of trees in a moist
atmosphere. 2. Aphides extract sweet from leaves, and it
It

exudes from their bodies.
.Mr. Holtermann— Granulation
agitat
slightly.
J. B.

n

we

stir

the honey after

may
it

be hastened by
begins to granulate

Hall— Honey taken to the exhibition and back
granulates more quickly than that which was left at home.
Production and Care of Comb Honey.
Mr. R.
of

Lowey

Comb Honey."

read a paper on "Production and Care

In opening the discussion, Morley Pettit said he found
it a great advantage to hive
on frames with foundation
starters instead of drawn combs, for comb honey, for with
the latter the colony was sure to swarm again in a short
time.
He found the principal danger from moths was
caused by the presence of pollen in the sections. He had

had experience in producing and handling comb honey
covering IS years, and had never fumigated nor had any
complaint from buyers on account of moths. This was
due to care in excluding pollen from the sections. Any
odd cells of exposed pollen were always daubed with fresh
honey on the end of a match.
W. Z. Hutchinson had experimented by hiving first a
swarm on drawn combs, another on full sheets of foundation, and another on starters.
The result was always in
favor of hiving on starters.
O. L. Hershiser always puts the new super on top of
the one already on, and when the first is filled he takes
it

off.

—

Hutchinson When the bees in their building
brood-chamber get ahead of the queen in her
laying, they immediately start to build drone-comb.
So
if young, energetic queens are used, 80 percent,
of the
comb built from starters will be worker-comb
Mr. Holtermann— Making the bees uncomfortable by
contracting the brood-chamber induces the building of
drone-comb.
Best Smoker and Fuel.
Ques. What is the best smoker and fuel?
Mr.

comb

in the

—

Brown — The Corneil smoker.
The R. H. Smith smoker gives best
satisfaction.
Have it made with extra-length barrel.
Mr. Lowey— The best fuel is thin bark from second-

W.

J.

Mr. Holtermann

growth

Mr.

pine, broken up.
It
Pettit
Cedar-bark

—

you can
hold

—

makes very

little

ash.

from the largest cedar-logs
very thick and full of resin.

The bark is
Mr. Holtermann— Dampen the bark slightly. It will
fire better, and not blaze up and burn out so quickly.
Second Day Thursday Morning.
find.

—

On

the subject, "Are Amendments Needed to the Foul
F. J. Miller read the following:

Brood Act?" Mr.

AnENDHENTS TO THE FOUL BROOD

ACT.

hope that each one present will not expect
much convincing proof from this short paper, and this
I

fully

will save

The

disappointment.

"Amendments to the Foul Brood Act," is
one that has received considerable discussion at different
times, and, generally speaking, I believe the meaning of
the Act not to be far astray.
As to one inspector being able to carry out the work
to the best satisfaction of this Association, I am not so
certain.
It appears to me there should be three good
men under the direction of this Association, each responsible for a given district, from which he would not be too
far distant, so that the traveling expenses might be reduced as much as possible; also this would enable more
work to be done during the short period of our honeyflows.
These are matters in which we are all interested,
but each having somewhat different views on the subject.
Some have advocated County inspection. This I believe to be jumping to the extreme, and not to he in the
subject,
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—

best interests of bee-keepers in fact, to be impracticable,
there are few counties baving well-organized associations
that could carry on the work; others would suffer. Again,
this Association would
impossible to control

—

find

it

very

difficult

—

1

may

say,

so many inThe funds at their disposal would not warrant
spectors.
opening the way for so many leakages as would occur.
Therefore, 1 am of the opinion that three inspectors,
each responsible direct to this Association for the work
to be accomplished, would give better results than eithei
the present system, or the one of the County inspection,
bringing greater harmony into the work of the AssociaF. J. Miller.
tion
the

work through

____

— These

are the two possible extremes.
of only one inspector for
the Province a system entirely inadequate to the requirements of the case; and the other of County inspectors,
which is at present altogether too much to expect. The
counties have not organizations, nor competent men, nor
sufficient funds, nor would the Government grant the
mi mey at present.
One thing Prof. Harrison emphasized: That is, when
an association is shown to be using to the best advantage
the funds it has, the Government is more than willing to
increase its grant. There is an impression in the department that this Association is not doing all it should do
So we must go slowly in our requests
for the country.
Personally, he thought
until we are doing better work.
a well-organized county could help defray the expenses
and have its own inspectors, in time; but for the present
the three Provincial inspectors would be better. This was
a step in the right direction, as the work would be done
more reasonably than at present.
to get rid of the disease every
J. D. Evans— In order
hive in the Province should be inspected. At present it
costs seven or eight dollars per apiary. With local inspectors much of the traveling expenses could be saved.
It is a serious matter, as judging by the inspector's annual
report there is no decrease in the number of infected
Prof. Harrison

The one which we now have

—

apiaries.

Prof. Harrison proposed, and after long discussion the
convention adopted, amendments to the Foul Brood Act,
by which the Province should be divided into three districts, with a competent inspector of apiaries for each.
Sec. W. Couse, and others, thought each of the twelve
districts should organize, and each have an inspector, and
that twelve inspectors could inspect much more thoroughly, and would save expense by working near home,
and doing the work in fruit-bloom, when colonies of bees
are not populous and are easily inspected. However, as
Prof. Harrison pointed out, we could not hope to jump
from the extreme of having one inspector, to the other
extreme of having twelve inspectors. That might come
later.

EXPER1HENTS AT CENTRAL EXPERIHENT FARM,
OTTAWA.
Mr. Sibbald's Plan of Preventing Swarming.

For the test 6 colonies of bees in 8-frame Langstroth
J
hives were selected, weighing on an average 4& /> pounds
June 10 there
All were examined for swarming.
each.
was no sign of swarming. At that date each colony had
abundance of brood and a considerable amount of new
honey. June 15 they were again examined; 3 colonies
were found preparing to swarm. Those 3 colonies were
set off their old stands a little to one side, and new hives
were placed on the old stands thus left vacant. The new
hives each contained 2 empty combs and 5 empty frames
with 2-inch starters of foundation.
The next operation, one frame of brood with queencells on it. is taken from the old colony that had been set
to one side (making sure that we did not get the queen),
and placed witli the adhering bees in the hive between
the 2 empty combs. The extracting supers that had
previously been removed from the old colony is placed,
with all the bees it contains, on the new hive.

June 19 a second examination was made. One more
was preparing to swarm; this one was treated the
same as the former. The old colonies that had been
manipulated were examined, and all queen-cells were found
be destroyed. The old colonies were then placed on
t,.
their original stands, removing the one frame of brood
from the new hive, destroying all queen-cells on it, and
placing it in the old colony. Any bees that remained on
colonj
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the starters were transferred to the old colony. The extracting super was then taken off, and the new hive was
again placed on the old colony along with the bees it contained, making one very strong colony.
The fourth colony that was found preparing to swarm
was treated after 4 days the same as the 3 former colonies.
The 2 other colonies did not swarm during the season. At
the close of the season we had 6 very strong colonies,
with plenty of stores for winter, and 468 pounds of extracted honey.

Forced or

Shaken Swarms — Mr.

Pettit's Plan.

For this test 6 colonies of bees in 8-frame Langstroth
hives were selected, weighing 49^4 pounds each. Examined
on June 10, they showed no sign of swarming; there was
abundance of brood and considerable new honey. June
15 a second examination was made; 4 colonies in this row
were preparing to swarm.
Hives previously prepared for swarms each contained
in the order named
2 dummies, one starter, one worker,
2 starters and 2 dummies 8 in all. One of these brought
and set on a stand directly behind the hive to be treated.
The operator removes the 2 dummies from the right or

—

—

further side of the new hive, and shoves over the remaining contents so as to leave the empty space next to the
hive.
The combs nearest to the operator are lifted from
the brood-chamber, and shaken almost free of bees, and
placed in the new hive next the left wall. The next comb
has a double space for shaking off in the old hive. It
takes its place beside the first, and the return motion of
the hand carries the dummy from the new hive to the
old one.
Comb Xo. 3 is shaken, carried to the new hive, and
dummy No. 2 is brought back. The fourth comb exchanges with the first starter, and so on. When the 8th
comb has been shaken in its own hive and transferred to
the new, the old hive is filled out with the remaining
then put supers on again, close the hive,
dummies.
and the bees have been "swarmed." The 2 remaining
colonies did not swarm during the season.
On the 7th day after shaking, the 4 old colonies were
removed to another location. Most of the bees that were
flying went with the "shook" swarm, leaving the old
colony so weak that it did not have any inclination to
swarm, and only stored sufficient hone}' to carry them over
winter.
At the close of the season, from this test we had 10
colonies and 432 pounds of extracted hone}'.
John Fixter.

We

W. A. Chrysler said he had tried Mr. Sibbald's plan,
and found it all right, if no increase is desired. He considered Canada should have a text-book of bee-keeping,
that the results of Mr. Fixter's experiments, along with
the other useful information on bees, should be collected
and bound.
Morley Pettit considered he had outgrown the system
described by Mr. Fixter. He would not use "shook"
swarming for extracted honey at all, but by a system of
prevention rather than cure hold the colonies together so
they would not swarm but devote their energies to the
production of honey.
R H. Smith, from 167 colonies, spring count, took
25,000 sections of honey, and increased to 185 colonies.
Ed Dickenson Put empty combs, one comb with
queen-cell and brood, in the new hive on the old stand,
and set the old hive to one side. Then in a few days set
the old hive to the other side, and all the cells will be
destroyed. Then set the old hive back on the old stand
and raise the honey stored in the new hive to the super.
This gives no increase, and swarming is broken up.

—

WHAT CAN BE DONE

TO HAKE THE ASSOCIATION
MORE USEFUL TO BEE-KEEPERS.

Our Secretary has given me

rather

a

difficult

and

delicate mission in asking me to take the pulse and temperature, as it were, and prescribe for this august Association.
Xo doubt the patient will take the medicine kindly,
and the members will suggest main other remedies which
have not occurred to me.
In forming and carrying on an association the first
thing to consider is the aim of the association its excuse
for existence.
While 1 have not seen in the by-laws the
object of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association, I consider
is, or should be, broadly, "the advancement of the beeit

—

Jan.
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keeping interests of tins Province." This is effected, first,
by an annual convention where the members meet, and,
face to face, discuss and exchange ideas on both the practical and the business side of bee-keeping.
Second, by the continual and persistent effort of the
directors and officers to develop bee-keeping as a business,
and overcome the obstacles in its way. In the years that
certain
T have been a member of this Association, I find a
lack of business methods, a failure on the part of members
The
to take the Association and its mission seriously.
conventions are looked upon to,, much as social gatherings, owing largely to the fact that, with many, bee-keeping
is treated as a side-line, whose profits are very much of a
bonus almost clear profit. With them the convention is
an outing, where acquaintances are formed which ripen
1.
But the business-end
into friendships, lasting and g
of the convention, winch should be foremost, is overruled,
sessions are delayed in starting by the non-appearance of
and members. Discussions often become proofficers
longed and pointless so that the time of the convention,
which, at a very low estimate on the expenses incurred by
members, worth ten or fifteen dollars an hour, is ruthlessly
wasted.
Another point, which is more delicate to touch upon,
yet is vital to the good work of the Association, is the
lear which most of us have, to a greater or lesser degree,
either our own or
that some one's feelings may be hurt
those of some friend. Can we not rise above this, and as
and personal
sensible business men drop bickerings
preferences, and petty animosities, and toughen up tender
skins, and study what is best for the Association as a

—

whole?

What can this Association do for the advancement of
Something has been done in the
bee-keeping in Ontario?
way of advertising Canadian honey at the great fairs and
The Honey Exchange Committee

exhibitions.

g

1

work

in collecting

weatherman's forecast

doing a

is

crop reports and giving a sort of

prices.

Good

literature

is

provided

the form of the Canadian Bee Journal.
The transportation committee is battling with the problem
of better freight and express rates on honey, bees, etc.
Something has been done in the way of legislation against
the adulteration of honey, and for the checking of disease
among bees.
As to how the Foul Brood Act is being carried out, I
shall leave to others on the program better versed in the
subject than I.
have also an annual Government
grant of money, but is there not room for more to be
done in this line? Other branches of agriculture are receiving strong Government support in the way of opening
up markets, and the proper grading and distribution of
products. How about honey markets, and the grading of
honey? Fruit, dairy products, etc., must be inspected by
a qualified Government official before going on the market.
Honey can be shipped in any careless form, and the careful
shipper must take a share of the consequences. Other
lines are put to the front, bee-keeping is crowded back.
Poultry-keeping, fruit-growing and flower-culture are considered dignified occupations; bee-keeping is a joke.
spoken with a smile. Why
are "bee-men" or "honey-men"
should this be? Wherein does the remedy lie? In ourselves.
I find bee-keeping taken more seriously in some
I attribute the difference
parts of the country than others.
to the attitude of the bee-keepers themselves.
Self-confidence and ability inspire the confidence of others.
But
we need the help of the power that is helping others
along are we using the help we already have to the
best advantage?
the

members

in

We

—

We

—

We

already receive a considerable amount of

money

from the Government. A large portion of it goes to defray the expenses of the directors while attending tinregular conventions of the Association.
More of it goes
to the local associations, and is used by them to send
Is this the best way in which
delegates to the convention.
the money can be used for the advancement of beekeeping? If the directors work earnestly during the year
to organize and enlighten the bee-keepers of their respective districts, and to increase the profits of our business, and come prepared to report progress at the convention; if the delegates seek to promote the interests of
their respective associations while at the convention, and
go home filled with practical ideas for the benefit of those
who sent them, it is well. Hut why this double expense?
Why not let the local associations be district associations,
and let each district association appoint its delegate to the

83

Provincial convention? This delegate being the repre
sentative of his district should become the director for that
if he truly and
district of the Ontario Association.
conscientiously represents the association sending him
should be entitled to his expenses at the annual convenconsider that this is the only way in which the
tion.
districts can be truly represented, as we will all admit that
the attendance at an annual convention, aside from those

He—

I

having expenses paid,

Another plan

is

for

mostly
electing

local.

directors

would

lie

that

suggested by me in the Canadian Bee Journal some time
ago.
Supply each member with a list of members arranged according to their districts, and let voting be done
by ballot. The present system of open voting cannot, in
my estimation, be too strongly condemned.

MOKLEY

Pf.TTIT.

Mr. Byer said he thought the social side of the ConHe thought the Assoventions should not be disci united.
ciation entitled to Government aid in marketing honey.
Mr. Hall favored electing our neighbors, "because we
know them." Voting should he done by ballot.
Mr. Hutchinson thought we should have nominations
by mail, as they do in the National Bee-Keepers' Asso
ciation.

Mr. Dickenson said if a man had been in office say
Offices should not
ten years he should be superannuated.
be held forever by the same men; yet he positively refused to be nominated for office in the Association.
Mr. Holtermann It is contrary to the Agriculture
and Arts Act for local associations to elect directors for
They should not
the Provincial, but they might nominate.
trade and traffic in offices as honors, but put the best men
in the best places.
The Directors' Report recommended as Inspector of
Apiaries James Armstrong, of Cheapside, and Assistant
Inspector, Jacob Alpaugh. of Gait.
The Secretary's report showed 155 members, and 11

—

affiliated

societies.

Inspector's Report

— Officers

for 1906.

Inspector McEvoy gave a long verbal
agreed to send in his written report later.
elected,

and

report,

He was

re-

pending the revision of the Act whereby three

inspectors will be appointed.

The election of officers for 1906 resulted as follows:
President, H. G. Sibbald. of Claude: Vice-President. R. H.
Smith, of St. Thomas; Second Vice-President, F. J. Miller,
of London; Secretary. Wm. Couse, of Streetsville; and
Treasurer. Martin Emigh, of Holbrook. Directors: District No. 1, W. J. Brown, Pendleton; Xn. 2, J. K. Darling,
Almonte; No. 3, M. B. Holmes, Athens; No. 4, R. Lowey,
Cherry Valley; No. 5, John L. Gros Jean; No. 6. H. G.
Sibbald, Claude; No. 7, J. Alpaugh, Gait; No. 8, Jas. Armstrong, Cheapside; No. 9, R. H. Smith, St. Thomas: No.
10, G. A. Deadman, Brussels; No. 11, F. J. Miller. London;
No. 12, Denis Nolan, Newton Robinson; and No. 13. Prof.
Sherman, of O. A. College. Guelph. Auditors, J. L. Byer
and E. Grainger. Revisers of Report, Morley Pettit and
Representatives to Fairs:
Toronto, E.
H. G. Sibbald.
Grainger; London, J. B. Hall; Ottawa, J. K. Darling.
A.
Inspector of Apiaries, Wm. McEvoy; Assistant. I
Gemmill.
Bee-Keeping in Jamaica.
.

Arthur Laing. who spent

last

winter

in

Jamaica, spoke

of the advantages and disadvantages of bee-keeping in that
island of the British West Indies. The advantages were
and cheap help. The disadvantages
a pleasant climate
seemed to be many. The first was the difficulty of getting
There the} team with carts of the roughest
teaming" done.
kind, which can only take eight or ten hives to the trip.
The second, Mr. Laing called the wintering problem, a
matter which Northern bee-keepers would expect to go
South to escape. From the middle of October for two or
three months the bees kept going down. There seemed to
be just enough honey coming in to make them wear themselves out living after it. but not enough to build them up.
He mentioned also moths, which can breed all the year
round, having no cold season to check them; and an
many varieties which work havoc in the hives.
With reference to marketing Jamaica honey, prices
is
It
are very low anil sales unsatisfactory.
stated by
buyers who have handled it that Jamaica honey will not

keep like other honey.
Mr. Laing showed three samples of honey, Canadian
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white clover honey; Jamaica logwood honey, which is two
shades darker than white clover and of inferior value; and
Jamaica Christina- Bells honey, which is very dark. He
had, while there, an average yield of 25 pounds per colony.
Many salt-porkSuitable packages are very hard to get.
barrels are used, to the disadvantage of the honey. All
told, it is very difficult to keep expenses from eating up
profits with honey at 2 to IVi cents per pound.
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care of will last for 10 years. There should be a finewire-screen to keep sparks out of the bellows.
Mr. Holtermann wants one that will not draw sparks
out on the hands and clothing of the operator. He prefers
a long, narrow barrel, because it burns more evenly.
Mr, Miller prefers a smoker wide and long. When
once filled it does not puff to a flame, gets a long draft
His smoker barrel is
of smoke, and the smoker is quiet.
4 by 8 /> inches, with a large bellows.
Mr. Holtermann Moisten the material slightly, then
avoid giving violent puffs. Cedar-bark should be thick.
Mr. Pettit Get bark from a large cedar-log, and the
bark will be several inches thick, and holds fire better than
l

—

Miscellaneous Remarks.
Mr. Hershiser said he always learned something when
he came to a Canadian convention. He found bee-keepers
here averaged up very well with any in the States. Referring to election of officers, he believed in keeping a good
man in a good place, yet the office might be changed to
another good man. sometimes: Speaking on his subject,
"Beeswax Rendering,'' Mr. Hershiser estimated in Ontario
about 200,000 colonies of bees, producing an annual surplus
By the ordinary processes oneof say, one pound of wax.
wasted in
fifth 'of this wax. or about 40,000 pounds, is
rendering. He claimed to have discovered a process
whereby all the wax is saved but about one percent.
The Hon. Nelson Monteith addressed the convention.
He said he felt the efforts of bee-keepers in the Province
were giving good results. We have a large Province, over
At present the industry
all of which bees could be kept.
of the Province, yet
is only carried on in a small section
The bee$1,200,000.
it represents an investment of about
keepers are turning out an excellent article, but are too
modest to advertise properly. You haven't pushed your
of
business enough, said Mr. Monteith. Honey, as one
by the
the best natural foods, should be used much more
of
people than it is. If every one knew that one pound
honey is equal in food-value to about five pounds of pork,
much more of it would be substituted for pork. Also in
ambitious
the matter of varieties of bees it is well to be
Whenever we
for something more than what we have.
ground.
think we have reached the ideal we begin to lose
has
Mr Monteith remarked, further, that the bee-business
It is of immense value to the
a wider sphere than honey.
He stated that it was for this
fruit and seed-growers.
reason he became a bee-keeper himself.
Mr Hutchinson, who was judge in the Honey Department at the Fruit, Flower and Honey Show, gave
some useful advice to exhibitors. He said that some few
overdressed
of the exhibits of honey reminded him of an
Simplicity should be the watchword in setting up
person
Then the judges should have score cards, on
exhibits
which they could award a number of points for each

For instance, in extracted honey
feature of 'the exhibit.
many for
so many points could be given for flavor, so
Then figure up the points and decide
color, for body, etc.
mathematically the awards.
.
Mr Holtermann remarked that a good judge would
should have
judge
poor
a
want to have a score card, and
usual high
one. The exhibit of honey was quite up to the
standards.
Hutchinson— In judging wax, I would give equal
.

—

anything else.
Mr. Miller holds his smoker between his knees, to be

handy when not

in

Second-Swarms and Queenless Colonies.

—

Ques. Will a colony cast a second-swarm, leaving the
colony hopelessly queenless?
Mr. Alpaugh Yes, sometimes when cells have been
broken down. I cannot explain it, except that the bees
had decided to swarm, and would swarm regardless of
what the bee-keeper did.

—

Keeping Pollen Out of Sections.
Ques.

— How

hive on starters?

best to keep pollen out of sections, and

—

Mr. Alpaugh If only foundation in sections, there is
mi trouble.
Mr. Pettit Put a pollen-catching comb in the broodchamber, and use a queen-excluder.
Mr. Sibbald Don't put the sections on for 24 hours.

—
—

Formalin for Curing Foul Brood.

—

Ques. Can an apiary be cured of foul-brood with
formalin?
Mr. Sibbald I tried this very thoroughly, and it was
not a success. The combs are not fit to use again. The
honey will taste of formalin for years.
Mr. Laing has cured one colony, and is working on

—

others.

Sugar Syrup for Feeding

.

—

—

from the brood-chamber to the sections?
Mr. Alpaugh Certainly, there is.

—

—

Ques. Is it wise for the bee-keeper to give a full
report of his crop, so it gets into the hands of dealers?
Mr. Holtermann He should give facts just as they

—

are.

—

Mr. Sibbald Dealers will not buy honey-, except
extremely low figures, until they know the situation.

—

—

built,

Mr. Holtermann and Mr. Pettit both endorsed
Ques What method does Mr. Hershiser follow

—

Fill

eggs

this.

dering

this:

a

in ren-

sponge

with ink and squeeze it as hard as you like, and you cannot
get out all the ink. Dip it in water and squeeze again,
and you get more out. Repeat this a few times and the
clean.

Good Bee-Smoker Points.

Ques.— What

are the points of a

—

'

Committee to Fruit, Flower and Honey Show
Executive Committee of the Association.

— The

(Continued next week.)

—

Ques. Will bees move eggs?
Mr. Alpaugh— Yes. I had queen-cells
carried and put in them and queens reared.

is

at

Honey Exchange Committee, the same as last year.
Transportation Committee R. F. Holtermann, J. D.
Evans, and Wm, Couse.
Revising Committee M. p ettit and H. G. Sibbald.

Bees Moving Eggs— Wax Rendering.

sponge

in Sections.

Appointment of Committees.

Mr. Hershiser— Which do you prefer, wax from
cappings or from old combs?
Mr. Pettit— Wax from cappings makes a harder comb
foundation, which sags less.
Mr. Holtermann suggested, for experiment, the use of
different kinds of wax in the brood-chamber.

is

Honey

—

Mr.

principle

— Dark

Ques. Is sugar syrup made by stirring sugar into
cold water just as good for feeding as though boiled?
Mr. Hall Better than boiled, if fed early in September.
It never candies.
Ques. Is there danger of dark honey being carried

points to color, clearness, and texture.

wax?
Mr. Hershiser— The

use.

good smoker?

Mr. Alpaugh It must work easily and throw a good
volume of smoke. It must be easy to light, hold fire well,
and not be clumsy. Brass in the barrel is a good point,
but expensive. A pair of.bellows properly made and taken

—We

A

are now bookQueen-Bee Free as a Premium.
ing orders for Untested Italian Queens to be delivered in
May or June. This is the premium offer: To a subscriber
whose own subscription to the American Bee Journal is
paid at least to the end of 1906, we will mail an Untested
Italian Queen for sending us one new subscription with
$1.00 for the Bee Journal a year. Or, we will renew your
subscription to the American Bee Journal for a year, and
send a fine Untested Italian Queen both for $1.50. Now
If you wish extra
is a good time to get new subscribers.
copies of the Bee Journal for use as samples, let us know
how many you want and we will mail them to you. Address
all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

—

The Premiums we
1

ook

at

them

in

this

offer are all well worth working for.
copy of the American Bee Journal.
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Doctor XTliUer's
Question Box
*

j
8end questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does nut answer Questions by mail.

Size of Hive for Short
1.

I

have come

to the

hives, as the honey-flow

is

Honey-Flow

idea of putting my bees into big
short in this part of the country,

and we have but a few honey-plants to depend upon. I will
make my own hives this year, and I have been planning to
make them to hold 12 Hoffman frames. What do you think
about it ? Do you think they will be too big ?
2. I have 18 colonies of bees, all with Italian queens but
S, and as queens are high in price in the spring of the year,
I thought to let the requeening go till after July 1, or later,
and keep the black drones from coming out and mating with
any queens. I will put a zinc board at the bottom of the
frames so as

to

keep the drones

Answers. —

in

Will this do

the hive.

?

Iowa.
1.

The

size will be all right

for extracted

honey but for comb honey it depends upon the management whether you might not do better with smaller hives.
;

By that I mean that the right kind of management with
smaller hives might give better results, giving two stories
to all colonies needing the room up to the time of harvest.
You see you can have just as much room with small hives
as with large ones, provided you have stories enough. But
for extracted honey it will be less trouble to have the larger
hives.
2.

Yes, only

it

will be well occasionally to clean out the

dead drones that will accumulate on the bottom. Of course
it is not absolutely necessary to do this, only it will be better for the bees not to have a cemetery in the hive.

Wintering

In a

Bee-Cave

my

I have
bees in a cave in a clay hill. It is about 24
feet long, 10 feet deep, and 8 feet wide, with a ventilating
tube 4 inches square in the back end of the cellar, and
reaching within 2 feet of the bottom of the cellar and out
at the top. The cellar has double doors. I have 115 colonies
in it. The thermometer has stood at 52 degrees Fahr. for
about 40 days, and the bees are still. I have kept the ventilator closed, as I am afraid of ventilation by the ventilating tube. It seems to be damp in the cellar. I never had
such high temperature in a bee-cellar before. What would
Iowa.
you advise me to do ?

Answer. —The weather has been unusually warm, and

may account for the higher thermometer, although so
long as the bees are still there can not be any great harm
going on. The probability, however, is that in a damp,
close cellar at 52 degrees the quietness will not continue.
Try opening the ventilator. That will be likely to lower
the temperature, and it may make the cellar less damp
and most important of all it will give purer air.
that

;
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through the boards and packing nearly so soon as in a hive
without any packing. So if there is a long and severe winter, and only one or two spells warm enough for bees to fly,
if those spells occupy only a small part of the day, they
might not be warmed up enough to fly, and so winter
poorly. On the contrary, if each warm spell is long enough
so the bees get warmed up enough for a good flight, they
ought to come out in fine condition. It is a question, however, whether in any case your chances might not be better
with a good cellar. You are in about the same latitude as I,
and if other conditions are the same with you, the cellar
ought to be the best place. The trial of part of your bees
wintered in, and part out, would help settle the question.
2. A good shipping-case ought to be tight enough to
keep out large ants. One way to get the start of the ants
would be to have the cases piled on a platform, the platform
resting on legs, and the bottoms of the legs standing in old
oyster cans or something of the kind containing carbolized
oil.

fly

3. It will be perfectly safe to feed
every few days.

it

as soon as bees can

*-*-*>

Mice

in Cellared

Hives

I put 6 good colonies in winter quarters last fall, and
there are a lot of dead bees all over the front of the hive.
They are not whole ones, but small parts, such as the legs,
parts of bodies, and heads. Do you think that the other
bees do this, or can it be mice? There is about one-half
cupful in front of each hive. I am somewhat alarmed about
They seem to have plenty of honey, and the rest of the
it.

bees seem to be very lively. What do you think is the
Minnesota.
trouble?
Answer. Mice, sure. It will not be a bad thing if you
screen the entrance so the mice can not pass. Even if by
that means you fasten a mouse in a hive, it will be better
than to let it have free range of all the hives. It is most
likely that the mangled remains are only those of bees that
have died, and the mice gnawed them to pieces after their
death. There would be no loss in that case, and the harm
of the mice is not from their killing bees so much as gnawing the combs.
But when you bar the entrance against the mice, be
sure not to fasten the bees in. Use wire-cloth with about 3
meshes to the inch. That leaves the bees free to pass, but
bars Mr. Mouse.

—

—

Honey as a Health-Food. This is a 16-page honeypamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on "Honey asFood,"' written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keephoney, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to
"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.
Sample copy for a two-cent stamp; 50
Prices, prepaid

—

copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00;
or 1,000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.
*-»-»-

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
Or we will send it
thus preserved for future reference.
with the American Bee Journal a year both for $1.10.
Address the office of the American Bee Journal.

—

Wintering Packed Bees Outdoors- Ants In HoneyScorched Honey for Spring Feeding

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer,

you will find a sketch and description of the way I have prepared my bees for wintering
outdoors. How will the bees winter packed this way ?
2. After I put some comb honey in the shipping-cases
and stored it away large black ants got in it. What would
keep them out ?
3. I rendered up some honey which was in dark combs.
-

I

1,

Accompanying

believe

feeding

it

got a

little

this

scorched.

?

Answers. — 1. Your plan

Would

it

do for spring
Iowa.

of packing with hay and coving all with boards so as to make the whole rain-proof will
probably bring different results in different winters. When
a warm day comes, the sun will not warm up the bees

is

a bee-keeper's hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
American Bee Journal one year both for $1.75. Address.
all orders to this office.
-•-*-

—

Us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not
American Bee Journal, and we will send them
sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get
their subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable
premiums in nearly every number of this Journal. You.
can aid much by sending in the names and addresses when
writing us on other matters
Please Send

now

get the
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bout so bigger as a yearling calf, and had 14
yellow bands, but dom don't got any vings a
tall, but each bee got a little air-ship of his
own, an a 5-gallon can an a dipper, an dom
yust sail over to da basswood timber, 'bout
200 miles avay, an dip da honey rite out of da
blossoms, an fill da can, an den pull for home.
Ven dom got home dom yust exchange da
full can for a empty von, an go agin.
Da nurse-bees dom yust set buut 40 cans in
da elevator, an den pull on a 6tring, an up
she go. Dom store all ders honey in cans,
and don't build comb cept for brood-rearing.
Ven ve vos dare dom yust begin to fill da
17th story, but som time dom stop da elevator at secont floor an leave 2 or 3 duzzen cans
for brood-rearing.
Veil, of course ay vos surprised, an ven ay
som bees vid big packs on deirs back, ay
asked vot for da bees carried dom big bundles.
Da secretary he say dat vos pollen.
Den I ask, " Ven did dom tack off der
honey?" An he 6ay dom never steal da honey
from da bees, but ven da bees bad any honey
to spare, dom yust call up da Man in da Moon,
an he come in his air-ship, an da bees carry
out so many cans of honey dom kin spare,
and put in da air-ship, an he tak it home an
store it in da vare house. Da people in da
Moon eat only honey, cause dat iss Nature's
own food, an ven dom git da cans empty dom
have to bring dom back.
In da Moon dom don't have vinter an summer like ve have, but ven it is Full Moon den
it is summer, an ven it is New Moon den it is
vinter.
Dom have daylite all summer, an
dark all vinter, so dom have 14 days daylite
summer, an den 14 nites all winter. Ay tank
dat komes purty handy.
Da bee6 don't have any stings, an dom don't
never fite or rob each odder, an dom mak
deirs own cans and supplies hive an every
ting an all da Mans in da Moon have to do
is to go in da air-ship an git da honey an bring
back da empty cans.
Dom never have but von hive in da apiary,
an dom don't never svarm, but ven da quveen
vant to send out new colony she yust lay von
quveen egg, an in about tree years it hatch,
an ven da young quveens is 4 years old she
yust tak half of every ting— cans, honey, airships, an ever ting an half of da bees, an go
an hunt for new home. Ven da quven raises
a young quven dom raise von young drone,
too, an dis young drone go avay mit his sister
an by an by he trade sisters vid some odder
but da drone have to
drone from vay off
move, an da quveens 6tay in deirs own home.
drone
in a hive, an he is
It never is but von
da boss of da can factory an yeneral 6upertendant of da air-ship department. Da quvens
and drones liv fur bout 200 years, an is alvays
hapy, an da mans never rob da bees, but da
bees give da mans all dom have to spare.
Da Man in da Moon tank lots of his bees,
an da bees is in love vid da mans in di Moon.
Den ay tank meself how different iss da Moon
from da United State. Here da bees rob each
odder, an da mans rob da bees, an da bees
sting da mans, and da bee-mans quvarl an
Den ay tank 'bout
talk bad bout each odder.
da Honey-Producers' League, vat try to help
bee-keepers
don't preda bee-keepers, an da
date deir kindness, but call dom bad names,
so dom have to feel bad; an ven dom offer to
give all da League's money to da N. B.-K. A.
da N. B.-K. A. vote to tak all deirs money,
an not give anyting in return but hard vords,
an dom don't even say " lank you."
Den ay tank meself if all da members could
lurn some lessons from da Man in da Moon an
his bees, mebby dom vould lak each odder
better, an do lots of good in das vorld.
Den ay say to Mr. A. I. Gleanings, " I believe its better ve not try to git bees vid longer
tongues; but if da bee-keepers yust had a
da common Italians is
little shorter tongues;

seen

TON TONSON" AND HIS MUSICAL DAUGHTERS.
Translated into ordinary English, this is
what "Ton Yonson" wrote us about the
above picture

"Mae, the oldest daughter (16), plays the
piano, and Stella (14) plays the mandolin.
Minnie is the youngest (12), and plays the
second violin.
Yon plays the first fiddle,
or any of the other instruments.
try to
enjoy life as we go. We don't play for dances,
but sometimes play for literary meetings.
'

'

We

Yon Yonson's Trip

to the

We

"

home

are all lover6 of music,

and think that

complete without music and
singing. Good music and singing make both
parents and children happier and better, and
smooth out many of the rough places in life.
My wife is modest, and preferred to operate
the camera, so she is not in the picture. The
two little 'Tons,' 6 and 8 years old, do not
play any of the instruments yet, but sing
some. They could not keep from giggling,
so were sent outdoors."
is

Moon

not

in Search of

New

Races of Bees
Vel, for long time ay hant vos bean rite to
Merican Bee-paper, but ay just bean to
das big N. B.-K. A. meeting in Chicago, so ay
goan to tell bout my perience. Maw, she say
she hoap ay hav good luck, cause she is kind
of fraid da train might tip over, or someting
Vel, it vos som plenty big crowd, an dom
mak plenty big talking bout bees an bissness,
an of course dom say lots of tings vot vos
smart, but dom don't vos forgot to say sometings bad bout each odder, too. Dom say
about So percent of goot, an 5 percent of
awful bad, an da odder 10 persent dident
mount to so very much, but ay feel veil paid
for dat S5 percent of good.
Vel, ay stay tree days an den ay start for
home on da fast night express. Ay felt kind
of tierd and sleepy, but da train go awful fast,
an first ting ay know ay vos sitting rite over
da track, an ay don't kin hear or see anyting
of da train, but a awful nice old man come to
me, an he 6ay, " Hello, Yon Yonson
Don't
you vont to take some ride on my new airship."

•das

!

" Vot is your name?" ay say.
" A. I. Gleanings," he say.
"All rite," ay say.
So ay git in da air-ship vid Mr. Gleanings,
an he tak holt of da leaver, an up ve go.
" Veryou bound for?" ay say.
"Ay yust com from Cuba, an ay goan to da
Nort Pole, an mebby to da Moon," he say;
" to git some new race of bees vot got toungs
long as your arm, an den ay goan to start big
quveen yard in Cuba," he say.
"Vel," ay say, "if you git bees vot got
toungs as long as your arm, den mebby dom
be abe! to lick da foul brood in Cuba," ay say.
Vel, in about 45 minit ve landed at da Nort
Pole, an den ve put on ours overcoat an mittens, an go out to tak a look at da Pole.
Da Pole is made of sickamore, an is hollow
on da inside, an da i6s a big not-hole about 6
feet up.
Mr. Gleanings he say he tank it vos
som bees inside, an den he go to da tool-box

git a Clark's cold-blast smoker an puff
som smoke in da not-hole. An party soon ve
hear somebody sneeze, an ven ve look up ve

an

see Mr. Santa Clans sitting on top of da Pole,
an he look kine of mad, an he say, " Vy for
you mak so big smoking?"
Den Mr. Gleanings he say he is " lookin for
some new kine of bees, an he tank mebby da
Nort Pole va6 a bee-tree "
Mr. Santa Claus say he don't kept bees any
more, cause bee-supplies is gittin' so high, an
he is fraid Mrs. Santa Claus might git a bee
in her bonnet; an Christmas trade is so big

dat he

an

all

his

all time bussy making yumpin jacks
kine of toys for da kids, so he git all

honey from da Man

in

da Moon.

Den he say dat Mrs. Santa Claus got da
tooth-ake, so its better ve not stan too close
to da not-hole, or she mite give us some lesson on shake swarming.
So ve vish Santa an his family a Merry
Christmas, an git in da air ship agin an start
for da Moon.
Veil, it tak 5 hours an 40 minit to git to da
Moon, so ve land at Knicklasburg, da capital
of da Moon, about :80 in da morning.
Da Man in da Moon vas gone to Jupiter on
a vacation, but his private secretary say he
be glad to show us around.
Mr. Gleanings asked, " Kin you show us

some bees?"
" Yes, dom have several apiaries," da secretary say, " but dom is about 500 miles apart,
cause in da Moon da bees Hy bout 250 miles
for

honey."

Den ve asked, " Does da Man in da Moon
have a home apiary?"
"Yes, da home apiary vas about 50 miles
out of town."
So ve git in da air-Bhip, an da secretary git
in da front seat vid Mr. Gleanings, an in bout
tree minit ve come to da home apiary.
Veil, da home apiary vos only von big hive,
but it is yust 'bout so bigger as Montgomery
Ward's big store in Chicago. An had a big
elevator on da front side. Da bees vos yust

—

—

—

;

good nuff."

Den ve

all git in

daair-ship agin an go back

to Nicklasburg, an ve shake hans and tank da
secretary, an he say ve moste com agin som
time, an ve say ve shal be muchy glad to

come.
felt lak ay should lak to invite da Man
da Moon to come to ours next N. B.-K. A.
meeting, but ay vas 'fraid mebby he might
not feel to home, so ve say good-by, an Mr.

Ay

in

Jan.
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Gleanings turn da lever an ve start tor da
Unite State via da Nort Pole.
Yen ve got about half vay from da Moon to
da Nort Pole ay lost my hat, an ven ay vas
looking tor ma hat some von come an shake
me, an say, " Vake up! You git off at da
next station !" An den ay Had ay don't bean
to da Nort Pole or da Moon a toll, but ay only
vent to sleep on da train, and dreamed da
i

whole

Yon Yonson.

ting.

40

pounds of surplus honey.
r.
Thomaston, Conn.

Crackless

8.

Guernsey.

Wax-Cakes— Wiring
Frames

the sides of the wax-mould were lined
with a piece of hard, smooth paste- board, and
the bottom was covered
inch or so with
water there would be no more cracks, no matter how rapidly one let it cool.
The cause of
the trouble is the adhesion of the wax to the
sides of the mould, and not the unequal coolIf

ing.

(Sxperienccs
Results of the Season of

1

The contrivance
frames

905

I commenced the season of 1905 with 45 colonies, and took 2300 pounds of comb honey
and 200 pounds of extracted. I put 79 colonies into winter quarters apparently in fine

condition.

have taken the American Bee Journal for
nearly 30 years, and dare not drop it now.
I

Harvard,

111.,

(see

of Mr. Getaz tor wiring
is very neat, simple,

page 842)

and doubtless effective.
Here is another
method
Say the frame is ready for the wire. Fasten
one upper corner of it securely in a vise; take
one length of wire by each end and give it a
good pull, makingit 2 to3 incheslonger. This
will take all the kinkiness out of it.
Fasten
to a darning-needle and sew the wire

one end

into the frame as

were thread.
F. J. Reichert.

if it

Holton, Kan.

GOLDEN YELLOW
CALLA LILY. 5 Bulbs.

To Keep Beeswax from Cracking
I

Cfl

0U

in 1

amount

of

Morning Ulory, Pansy,
Larkspur, Joba Tears,

Poppv, (iolden <_;low,
Fnapdra irons, Cosmos.
Pink. 2iin

Mm

spring with 3 colonies of bees,
and by natural and artificial swarming I increased the number to 12, which I now have.
There seems to be considerable interest shown
in the bee-business in and about this city.
Although the past season was not a profitable
honey season, the bee6 stored a sufficient
quantity to carry them through the winter.
last

Philip Mohler.
Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 22, 1905.

First Failure in 5 Years
time in 5 years my bees were a
failure the past season
but as nearly all the
Kansas
bees in
were in the same condition, I
have no complaint to make.
Geo. A. Reed.
Assaria, Kan., Dec. IS, 1905.

For the

v

ia.
1

Verbenia,

liillt,

Sweet

Heans. Portulaca,
Candytuft, Sweet Peas.

t'il

sections.
There was any
in the fields, but the weather
rainy for the bees to go and

CHAMPION
5 Summer
BULBS.

Hyacinth,

Tlie

Golden

Lily.

Humming

Bird, (lla'liolns, (liant
Tulierosr. Jiuby Breath
Oralis, all this beautiful collection of seeds

and bulbs only 10c

in
silver or 5 2-<: stflnipsio

Considerable Interest in Bees
began

l,.

Rot'kel. Primrose, I«e
Plant. Peioi ia. Castor

was too cold and
get it.
Fred Bechlt.
Searsboro, Iowa, Dec. 17, 1905.

I

FLOWER

Asters,
Calliopsis, Nasturtium,

pound
honey

KINDS

10°
SEEDS
Bulsam. Canna,

run a

thin-bladed knife about the time the wax
forms a crust around the wax in the can.
After thus loosening it, I find a solid cake of
wax the next morning.
I started with 27 colonies of bees when
spring had fairly opened, or after all danger
from spring dwindling had passed. They increased to 32 colonies, and I got 15S0 pounds
of honey, about 200 pounds of it being comb

honey

pay the cost for packing and postage. Order quick"
ana be sure of this grand offer — only lO cents.
CHARLESTOWN NURSERY, - CHARLESTOWN, MASS.

FOR SALE-BEES AND HOME
good condition; home,
9J£ acres of best laud near town, with plenty of
water: strawben ies, raspberries, blackberries,
gooseberries, and currants; also plum?, pears,
apples and peaches. A nice home, adapted to
bees, fruit, and chicken business. Possession
Address,
given as soon as sod.
44 colonies of bees in

N.

first

Bses Did Poorly

colonies in fair condition. I hope tor better
success next season.
C. Job.
Cloverdale, Ind., Dec. 29, 1905.

Gasoline for Keeping Dry Combs
never saw any instructions in the book6
or papers tor keeping dry combs from moths
by the use of gasoline. I had a set of combs
that was badly affected they seemed to be
alive.
I sprinkled some of them with gasoline
and put them in a hive-body and shut them
up tight. In a day or two I opened it to see
how they were getting along. I fonnd every
thing a6leep, and they stayed so the vapor of
gasoline did the work.
Now, in keeping combs over summer, put
them in a tight box with a sponge or something of the kind filled with gasoline. When
it gets dry, wet it again.
Before using, give
I

—

;

assured. One feature will be the illustrated
lectures on bee-keeping.
Let all bee-keepers
in different parts of the State attend and make
this an interesting and valuable convention.
Virgil Sires, Sec.

—

Wisconsin. The Wisconsin State BeeKeepers' Association will meet in annual convention at the Capitol, Madison, Feb. 6 and 7.
An interesting program is being prepared.
Several beekeepers of prominence are preparing papers on subjects of special and general interest, which will be discussed.
The
Question-Box will, however, be the main feature. One and one-third rate round-trip on all
Gus Dittmer,

Wisconsin railroads.
Augusta, Wis.

See.

Colorado. — The Colorado
ers'

State Bee-Keepbe held in the
Building, Denver, Jan.

annual convention

Chamber

Commerce

of

will

This will be during " Farmers'

GREENSBORO,

4Alt

Henry

Co.,

IND.

Berry's Golden Rule Poultry Farm.

—This

will be in the city holding conventions.
We
are assured of low railroad fares from all
points of the State.
are planning for our
usual good convention.
R. C. Aikin, Sec.
Loveland, Colo.

We

Michigan.— Michigan State Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its annual convention
Feb. 1 and 2, 1906, in the parlors of the Blackman Hotel, at Jackson. The Michigan Dairymen will hold their annual convention at the
same time in Jackson, which secures sufficient
attendance to allow the railroads to give reduced rates one and one-third fare, providing your fare going to Jackson amounts to 75
cents.
When buying your ticket ask for certificate on account of Michigan State Dairymen's convention, and when the Secretary of
that Association signs your certificate, you
can secure your return ticket for one-third

—

fare.

The

first

held at

session of the convention will be

1 :30

crowd and a

p.m. Thursday, Feb. 1.
time are expected.

A good

fine

Elmore M. Hunt,
Bell Branch, Mich.

Acting Secretary,

WANTED

The agency for Southern Iowa or the eutirState, of some bee-supply manufacturer. Raile
road facilities— none belter— 4 direct lines. Experienced in this line as well as bees. Address,
2A2t

A

A. L.

BARKER, Humeston,

Great Rose Offer

—

Iowa.

by one of our ad-

It is not often that a seed-firm
a liberal offer as that of the A. A.
Berry Seed Co., Clarinda, Iowa.
They are
sending to our readers a beautiful Rose Bush,
a packet of vegetable seed, and their fine seedbook all for 10 cents, which covers the cost of
packing and postage. This firm is one of the
big seed-firms of the country, and handles a
very extensive line of field, garden and flower
Tbey are seed-growers. Mr. Berry,
seeds.
who has always been a farmer, still lives on a
farm, and some of their warehouses are located on their extensive farms.
Send for
vertisers.^

makes such

SANDERS,

;

Bees did very poorly this year.
I had 22
colonies last spring, and my average was
about 20 pounds per colony. I now have 27

annual meeting of
Washington State Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in the old M. E. Church, on
Third Street. North Yakima, Wash, Feb. 14,
15 and 16. 1906. An interesting program is

Week," when many farmers' organizations

Jan. 11.

To keep beeswax from cracking,

Washington.— The

the

30, 31, 1906.

Anderson.

J. L.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

them a good airing. I hived a swarm of bee6
on some last season, and they gave me over

%

Reports anb

87

the first season for this firm.
It has
assumed the poultry business recently eonducted by Mrs. Berry, in connection with the
It has been a breeder
A. A. Berry Seed Co.
of thoroughbred poultry for a number of
years, and heretofore has made Plymouth
Rocks its specialty. Under the new management this company is offering stock and eggs
from 18 of the leading yarieties of poultry. It
also manufacturesand sells the new " Biddy "
Incubators and Brooders, machines with some
new features that are both labor and money
savers. This company also carries a full line
Orders for anything in
of poultry supplies.
the poultry-line will receive prompt and careful attention, and be filled to the entire satisAll who are interfaction of the customer.
ested in poultry and incubators should write
for this firm's valuable book, " Profitable
Poultry," which will be sent upon receipt of 3
cents in stamps to pay postage. It will pay
you to read it. Address, Berry's Golden Rule
Poultry Farm, Clarinda, Iowa, and kindly
mention the American Bee Journal when
writing.
is

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

—

and mention the American
Bee Journal when writing.

their great offer,

—

Fruits, Plants and Vines. We find
upon our table a new catalog of fruits, plants
and vines, also of ornamental trees, plants
and vines, issued by Green's Nursery Company. Rochester, N. Y.

It

has a fine litho-

graph cover, embracing many of the rare
The fruit defruits introduced by this firm.
partment embraces nearly 112 illustrations.
ornamental
catalog
attached
to the other
The
S4 new photo-engravings, mostly
taken by C. A. Green, of ornamental trees,

contains

plants and vines growing upon his own place.
Mr. Green makes a special push this season of
apple trees, standard and dwarf pear trees.
Red Cross currant, London red raspberry
and champion peach are leading specialties
in this beautiful catalog, sent free to all on
Please mention the American
application.
Bee Journal when writing.
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FREE-

Keeper
will be found in our Illustrated Catalogue No. 40. It contains a full
line of Hives. Supers, Followers, Sections, Section Holders, Frames,
Extractors, Smokers, etc. All these and many other essentials are
manufactured by us. Everyth.ng is guarantee Ito ba right and of

best quality. Our prices are so reasonable that
may afford the best supplies.
cannot tell you here of all
the good things in this book.

Seeds Worth 50c
#-.

?/ writes for

/

Better send for a copy today. We mail it free, together with a copy of the Progressive Bee Keeper, a
splendid monthly publication devoted to bee intere ts.
It will help you start right and keep you right after
you are started. It is invaluable as an aid to every
bee keeper. Ask for the paper and the book.

Sell

You want to see our new. free catalog.
To every one who
It's a beauty.

it and encloses a dime in
silver or five 2-cent stamps, to pay foi
postage on rose bush, we send free th<
following: A rose bush that will beai
beautiful roses; a full-sized packet o:
any seed you wish, and a due bill for 5C
worth of any seeds in our catalog-a
three FREE. Don't miss this wonderful
offer.
Write for this great cat

any bee keeper

We

We

high-grade, pure-bred, money-n
flower, vegetable and field s
A. A. Berry Seed Company,

m

Box 49

the Best Incubators and
Brooders.

Clarinda, Iowa.

Delivered at your station, prices the lowest. Write us
at once and save money. Address
LEAHY MFG. CO., 10 Talmage St., Higginsville, Mo.
Branches at Omaha, Neb. and East

St. Louis,

Bee Journal

Mention

~

1-3 J

111.

ItOei 3? Eg. *S8. *8!S'

when

writing.

P.1M

a

Bee Journal

Mention

ROSES

BEAUTIFUL

Everything for the Bee

when

writing.

NO MORE LOST LETTERS
you take advantage of the offer we make to furnish you beautifully Printed
Stationery, which we will send you postpaid.

If

The Farmers' Tribune One Year and
100 Note Heads and 100 Envelopes

the leading Live Stock Journal of the Northwest. The
It is printed on nice paper with yonr name, address
of farm or business. We guarantee to deliver in 10 days from receipt

The Farmers' Tribune
stationery

and name

All for $i.

|

is

ts

really free.

of order

Ask your printer what he will charge for such stationery.
Address,
unparalleled offer we are making you.

This will prove the

Sioux City, Iowa.
Box 21,
sample copy of our great paper

FARMERS' TRIBUNE,
Send

for free

n

And

J

last

Never Go Out g"
from 5 to 21 years Da

Otisvillb, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything In
In short
is
If I want any more smokers your new style
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks inFred Fodner.
duced me to get mine.

the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years.

"/ 91ended This frith
a St. John 's Utensil
"
/lender and a Match

TheRietsche Press

]

Made of
structible,

ever invented. With aid of a match,
candle or lamp you can mend leaky

ADRIAN GETAZ,

->

!

•

|

10-80

—

The greatest household convenience
pans, kettles boilers etc., in second
and save both utensils and tinners'
bills. Mends anv hole up to H inch in
tin, copper, brass, iron and enamel
Send 25 cents for package good
Money back if not satisfied.
for 100 mends.
Pitta & St. John, 206 Schiller Bldg. Chicago

Practically indegiving- entirely satisfactory re-

artificial stone.

and

Comb

foundation made easily and
?uickly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50 cash
with order. Address,

sults.

4SAtf

O^J.G. Goodner, of

A

For

200 Egq

INCUBATOR
Perfect in construction

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

this State, writes me that
$25 for a Rletsche Press than

he "prefers to pay
do without it."— A. G.

.i-imn

Hatches every

ind

fertile

egg. Write for catalog to-d*j

GEO.

H.

STAHL, Qulncy,

III

,

IAGENTS WANTEPf

Mention

Bee

.Journal

when

writing.

Do You Want

a

South Dakota Paper?

Tells of great land values, o. business opportunities, of a State where more railroad
building is going on than in any other State

Perhaps Yon Think
a cheap Hive

is

South Dakota Farmer

is

is-

sued

Price, $1 per jear.
Send this ad with 35

SPECIAL OFFER—

a money-saver.

You wouldn't buy eggs with the same argument swaying your judgment, wou'd you?
Better have a dozen of the good kind than a
full gross of the cheaper grade— (we mean the
eggs,

union

everv week.

cents for a year's subscriotioa. Add'ess.
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMER. SlouxPalls,S.D.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

SlAlOt

j

But then— ifs the same with Hives. Good
Hives are a source of pleasure and profit.

"The Elgin "

is

a Good Hive

The

price is not too high considering the excellency of material and workmanship.
Write us before you order your Supplies for
the coming season. A postal will bring you
our Catalog.

The National Supply Co.
ELGIN, ILL.

I

WILL CLOSE OUT

my

stock of Bee Supplies at cost. Write quick
and get prices before all are gone, if you want
CHAS. OMLOFF,
bargain
a
POSTVILLE, IOWA.
3A2t

We Sell root's Goods

in

Michigan

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Caah.

M. H. HUNT*
Bell Branch, Wayne

SON.
Co.,

Mich

Jan.

25.

vhk amkuicap keb .iohhival
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How A.

D. Blocher
MADE $750.00 IN TWO MONTHS

WORKING FOR US

YOU CAN DO IT TOO

A. I). Blocher of Davison, Mich., is a
farmer.
He believes in turning his spare
time into money.
He read the advertisements of the Co-operative Society of the
National Supply Co., and was convinced
that the Society was a good thins for
himself and his friends. He believed in
co-operation, and he saw that here was a
Society which offered somethingtangible,

spare time, and every member thanked
him for getting them to join the Society.
What Mr. Blocher did you can do. Hundreds of others men and women— have
done nearly as well and are doing it today.
Write us and we will explain it all. We

—

will show you just how and why you can
do as well or better. This is the opportunity of a lifetime and will only cost you
the effort of writing us a postal card to
learn all about it; and it will mean very
little work on your part to make big
money. Besides we will show you how
you will profit by your membership in this
Society every year as long as you live.
Mr Blocher made $754.20 in two months,
but that was not all the benefits he received his membership made him a
partner in a business that is saving him
several hundred dollars every year. Write
us a postal for full particulars. Doit now.

and profitable, in that line. He wrote
us and later joined the Society, became
an active, enthusiastic worker, solicited
his neighbors to join, distributed several
hundred of our catalogues among them,
and induced a great many of them to be-

safe

come members.

His compensation for

distributing the catalogues; the membership fees on the persons he induced to join
the Society, and commissions on the goods
purchased by them paid him the hand-

some reward

of

$754.20

—

all

done

10 to

20 Per Cent on Everything You Buy

per cent to 20 per cent on the cost of your supplies, join the
Co-operative Society of the National Supply Co. and buy everything you need to eat, wear or use on the farm or in the home, from
the Society and you will save from $10 to $20 on every hundred dollars you spend for merchandise. The NationalSupply Co.. of Lansing,
Mich., and Chicago, 111., is one of ihe largest mail order houses in the
world— its prices published in plain figures in its large, free 1.000
page catalogue are as low and on many articles a great deal lower than
any otber mail order concern. Anybody can buy anything from them
and save money by doing it. Members ot the Co-operative Society
get a special discount of 10 percent from the list on everything they buy
through the Society, which in the course of a year means a saving to
members of many hundreds of dollars. The average farmer can save
from $100 to $250 a year on his supplies all on an investment of
bnt $10 for a fully paid up. non-assessable Life Membership in this
10

—

How We Can

—

BLOCHLR

Davison, Mich.

in his

How You Can Save
To save

A. D.

Can you invest $10.00 in any other way that will bring you
even one-tenth the income that this will? Can you buy your supplies as cheaply any other way?
Co-operation alone makes such a
thing possible. You have everything to gain and nothing to lose by
becoming a member. If you join the Co-operative Society of the
National Supply Co., and your savings in discounts on purchases should not amount to $10 during the year and you wish to withdraw, we will redeem your Membership Cert iflcate by paying you back
the difference between the amount of the discounts you have received
and the $10 membership fee, together with 6 per cent interest on the
Society.

amount
all risk

so paid back.

Isn't this a fair offer,

it

take away

We

$47.50 Jump-Seat Buggy
FREIGHT PAID

Sell this

and doesn't

from you? No other co-operative society ever made such abroad

offer before.
invite you to join and we make it easy and absolutely
safe for you to do so. Write today for particulars and full explanation
of how this Society is able to make these extraordinary offers.

for

$34.20

Furnished with Shafts, Carpets, Storm Apron, Wrench,
Our regular price for
etc.
this $47.50 rig is $38.00.

Price to
Here

is

Members

is

a clear saving of $3.80 to purchasers who are
of the Co-operative Society.
This is but

members

one item of many, but it shows what a membership
in this Society is worth to you in dollars saved.
taking the entire output of the factory, and saving all middlemen's
f his National Jump-Seat Bnggy Is actually worth $47.50 and you
cannot duplicate It for less anywhere else. It is built for two or four
profits—co-operation in this Society cuts out all needless expenses and
passengers, made of good hickory, and is fully warranted in every
profits between the factory and the member.
Send us an order for a
particular— quickly changed from a single to a double seat wfthout
NationalJump-Seat Buggy at once— $38.00 is cheap for it. To make
removing any parts. This is acknowledged to be the most convenient
the bargain still better, send for an Application Blank, join the Soarrangement ever invented. It is very simple, making it possible to
ciety, and save $3.80 extra
instantly change this rig from a two-seated buggy to a really desirable
this extra saving will pay
light market wagon— just what every farmer needs. Wheels are all
more than one-third thememhickory, Sarven or shell band, lx^ inch steel tire.
Gear— Axle. 1
bership fee.
Hundreds of
inch, dust-proof, and cemented to hickory wood, rear king bolt, fifth
members have joined the Sowheel and double perch reach. Oil-tempered, elliptic springs, strong
ciety without it costing them
Body— white wood and hickory,
enough to carry four passengers.
a cent— the savings on their
strongly ironed throughout, and full length body loops 60 inches long
purchases paying the full fee
and 28 inches wide. Cushions green cloth, whipcord or imitation
and often leaving them a nice
leather. Painting— body black with dark green gear, narrow stripe,
profit besides.
We solicit you
high-grade finish. We are only able to make this remarkable offer by
to join the Society now.

—

—

page
CATALOGUE

1,000

rnrp

rltCC

We want every family in the United States to have one of our large,
handsome 1.000-page catalogues. It is the greatest Buyers' Guide
ever published.

Is illustrated

with thousands of beautiful cuts;

every page is brimming full of genuine bargains not to be found
anywhere else. We also want you to read the article in the catalogue
on "Co-operation"— it's a treatise on the practical workings of genuine co-operation. It shows how this Society, composed of farmers all over the country, is fighting
trusts and combines, and how its members are improving their conditions through the force of co-operation. The Society is willing to pay well to have the catalogue placed in the hands of men who will
join the Society and help us to extend still further the influence of our co-operation.
Ifyotiwantto
make good money in your spare time, or if von can devote vour whole time to the work, write us for
catalogue -we'll send it free— and we'll tell you how A. D. Blocher made $754.20 in two months, and
how you can do the same or better. Write today for the information, and begin the work at once.

CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY OF THE NATIONAL SUPPLY CO.
LANSING, MICHIGAN

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Stingless Bees

4

Are worthless as honey-producers.
Caucasian Bees are not stingless, they are gentle.
They produce honey. Try them next season.
Have your queens, both Vancosiaws and Halians, bred to order, and then you will have
what you want. Address,

PAROID ROOFING
Wind, Water and Winter Proof

ROBERT

make your own Hives with Paroid

easy to

It is

<

Many of the leading bee-keepers
claim that they make better Hives at a less cost with
our Roofings.
Paroid and Neponset keep the hive
warm and sweet in winter. Our method does away
with cellaring the bees in winter. We cannot give
details and specifications here, but will gladly send
and Neponset.

<

<

them with samples

Homes and Prosperity

produces more honey and other money crops than,

any other

t

I

(Established 1817)

East Walpole,
NEW YORK

Office

State.

FARM AND RANCH is the home

builders' guide,

bandsomelyprinted on good paper and beautifully
illustrated. Contains clean, reliable, interesting and
instructive reading for each member of the family*
24 pages weekly. $1.00 per year. Send stamp for
sample copy.

FARM AND RANCH,

Dallas, Tex.
writings

S

when

Bee Journal

Mention

For Sale-10,000 Lbs.

Spanish-needle Extracted Honey put up in new
cans— 6c a pound for the lot, or 6%c
F. J. GUNZEL, Weiner, Ark.
44A16t
Please mention ine Bee Journal.

flass.

60-lb. tin
for less,

WASHINGTON

CHICAGO
Canadian Factory and

Everybody

for

TEXAS

I

W. BIRD & SON, Makers,

F.

AH About the Southwest

and Neponset upon

of Paroid

request.

B. McGflIN, Yorkville, III. r.f.d.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

2 A.tf

Hamilton, Out.

I

FOR SALE

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California Water-White White Sage and Light

Investigate

Langstroth

Poultry

Revised by

This

Business
Write for

a

copy of

which describes

334

and poultry

and the costs of production.
I have helped thousands to make money with
poultry My Model Incubators and Brooders
are used on the money-making farms. It is my
business to teach those who use them to do so
profitably. Whether your needs are small or
large, I will furnish, without charge, estimates and plans for a complete equipment
that will insure success without your spending a dollar uselessly.

complete literature.

A.
3926 Henry Street,
Mention

CYPHERS

Bee Journal

one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
is

when

It eives the price" paid for eggs

week by week for the past three years, ft
tells how and when a hatch taken off each
week in the year could be most profitably
marketed. It shows how you can make $2.00 on
a large winter roaster. It tells what profits
can be made with each of the popular breeds,

my

Edition.

Buffalo, N. Y.

the profit-

combinations of tgg,
Broiler, and Roaster Farms.

CHAS.

Dadant— Latest

substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
targe, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the American Bee Journal Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for 81.20, or club
It with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with 13.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

my book

able

Send for

in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
cans and new cases Write for prices and sam
pies, and state quantity you want.

*** Honey-Bee

the

writing.

HONEY

Amber

on the

—

—

NEW

265

&

HlLDRETH
267

Greenwich

•

APPLE TREES

CHICAGO, ILL

7c

New York, N.Y

Big Discounts
on Bee-Supplies
The following discounts apply on all orders
except honey- packages for current use:
For cash orders before Oct. 1 10 percent
Nov. 1
9 percent
Feb. 1
6 percent
"
"
Dec. 1
8
March 1
4
"
"
Jan. 1
7
April 1
2

—

I

.

. . .

|

We handle LEWIS' GOODS,

and carry a
prompt shipment.

large stock, which insures

Catalog
213

&

Address,

free.

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS,
W. 2d Street, DAVENPORT, IOWA

215

Please mention the Bee Journal.

38Alf

/2%

& Seeds

Trees, Plants

THAT GROW

>

sC<qS\.

Best quality. Good bear- .X^^fe. ,0V Tested
ers. Low prices. Apple >^(V9 ?\ s e e d
4c Plum and Chemv.«*%< */ very cheap.
12c: Peach 4c; all yr t* ^tf.V'^ Freight paid
budded; Con- s^^L < e&/^ on trees. Catacord Grapes^^*A&0/^ logue, English or
Forest >o»T^ ~<\>/ German, free. Write

—

_

;

s«a-

today. Address
f°r
VyGERMAN
>>V»<V^
NURSERIES,
it

.

U ;«;' 1 ^>A<'

SiyS

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
Dearborn Street,

& SEGELKEN

Street,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

34Atf

Box 30

Beatrice, Neb.

-PURE ALFALFA-*

HONEY
IN

60-POUND CANS

We have a good supply of Pure Alfalfa

IIO^EY

in 60-pound cans that we can
ship by return freight at these prices 2 cans,
boxed, at 8)4 cent6 a pound 4 or more cans at
one time, 8 cents a pound all f.o.b. Chicago. Cash with order. Sample, by mail, 8
in stamps, to cover package and postage.
Address,
:

;

POPLAR. TREES AND R.OSE BUSHES.

TEN CENTS EACH

ASl'AKAGl'rS the most popular vegetable, yields at the rate of $400 per acre, two year plants 75 cents
per 100; $4.50 per 1,000. Grape vines and fruit plants at low prices. POPLAR TKEE8 for driveways,
ROSES. A large collection of
ehade and lawns. The most rapid growing trees, 10c to 17 cents each.
hardy varieties, also our Live-for-Ever Pink Rose. 10c to 20c each.

BUY DIRECT FROM GROWER -SAVE 35

EISt

Let us price vour list of wants. Green's 1906 Catalogue .also copy of Green's Big Fruit Magazine free.
Send postal card for them today.
GREEN'S NURSERY COMPANY.
WALL ST., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

—

YORK H0NEY1 dppbe
n
u

141-143 Ontario

85c
will

St.,

e
ly

CHICAGO,

C0.

ILL.

For names and

for 15

P. O.

farmers and
NAMES — stamps
taken — we
>f 15

15c

the Farmer's Call — res sub
F. C. is a wklv., 25 vrs.nhi, 1,300
Sample free. Farmer's Call.Quincy, 111.

send for

2 yrs.

price 50c a year.

pages ayr.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.
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M Headquarters

Lowest Pric

freight-

"

February

"

March

"

April

are the

9 percent
"
8
"
7

1

2

1

You

Let

25 Years

For

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the
-

keepers

in

C.
Office

Our large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAnESTOWN.N. Y.
Mention

Bee Journal

when

prices, refer to

my

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

6J4&7C; light amber,6(S6Xc; amber, 5J<@5Kc;
buckwheat, SHiS'bc; Southern, in barrels, not
much demand, and rather hard to sell, at from
5u@60 cents per gallon, according to quality.
Beeswax firm and steady at 30c per pound.

Model Incubators and

R. A.

Burnett

&.

jj

Brooders

HlLDRETH & SEGELEEN.

@7

Manufactured by Chas. A. Cyph- a
BRS, and sold at his factory priJj
ces.
Freight rates from Toledo i
will save you money.
Do not be
humbugged into buying a cheap
machine. The best is none too

6%
we

Our illustrated Catalog
any address. Ask for it.

good.

—

14(SH5c for best grades of white comb honey.
There is not an active demand for off grades,
which usually sell at l@3c per pound less. Fur
extracted a steady demand exists for ihp best
grades at 6M(»7c, but fur sour or off flavors
there is practically no sale.

apiaries,

catalog, page 29.

coud make quick sales of consignments at
above figures. We pay 24c for clean, yellow
beeswax delivered here.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

Chicago, Jan. 8.— The market is steady with
about the usual demand; the prices range from

free.

H.W.WEBER "J

$3.0j; No. 2, $2 S0@3.00.
Extracted honey,
cts. per pound.
Supply is light and

23eestpax-f

Catalog mailed
Send for same.

<

Denver, Nov. 11.— No. 1 white comb honey,
per case of 24 sections, $3.35; No. 1 light amber,

4-

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

in

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

writing.

I)oney cmb

what

W

for

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 15 years (monthly,

bee

is

will

6 Percent Discount for January
me
bred
separate
^^ TTTT^T^T^T^t
I
<.<>i.in;> iii
fi
r.r.^S
lil JX1 KJ LOWS, A K > lOOrder
^Cgi
LANS, RED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.

KINDS

most experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

Cincinnati.

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

Bee = Supplies
ALL
Established (Nearly

SOUTH

now goes through

Prompt Service

"
"

4

1

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY
for the

as 'mostlall freight

1

OF

CINCINNATI

rates FROM

On Cash Orders
1

Bee-Supplies

for

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

Big Discount for Early Orders

Before November
"
December
"
January 1

91

Cincinnati, Jan. 8.
The nice weather
holds back the demand for comb honey. Crops
seem to be exceedingly short and producers in
the West keep the prices high. We quote as follows: Fancy water-white and No. 1 white clover, 14@16c; No. 2, 12@14c. Extracted seems to
be more plentiful, and we quote same in barrels,
S'4®SHc; in cans, He more; white clover, 7@Sc.
Beeswax, 28@30c.
C.H.W. Weber.

S

free to

GRIGGS BROS.
52L

Monroe

Mention

Bee

TOLEDO, OHIO,

Street,

Journal

when

writing.

Co.

for
Cincinnati, Dec. 29. — There is
honey at the present time, on account of the
holidays. However, prospects for the coming
year are bright, and we are looking forward tu
a revival of trade about Jan. 15. The price of
comb honey remains firm we quote fancy w hite
at 15@16H cents. Extracted: amber in barrels at
5@6>^c, according to the quality; fancy white
in60-lb. cans at 7>£@8c; amber in cans at 6 »> Tc,
(The above are our selling prices of honey.
We are paying 30c per pound delivered nere
for choice yellow beeswax.

no demand

FANCY WHITE EXTRACTED HONEY
CRATES 2-60

CANS;

8c

LARGER LOTS; WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES. ALL
F. O. B. CINCINNATI. CASH WITH ORDER. SAMPLES
Oc.
TO PAY POSTAGE.

)

1

The Fred W. Muth Co.

THE FRED W. MUTH

17— The honey market remains
firm, with good demand, and prices the same as
last quotations. Fancy white comb brings 15c;
No. 1, 14c; fancy amber, 13c; buckwheat, 13c.

Toledo,

LB.

TWO OR MORE CRATES; 7%

;

Oct.

No.

51

WALNUT STREET,

CO.

CINCINNATI,

OHIO.

Extracted, white clover, in barrels, 6%@6J4c;
in barrels, 5@5J<c; in cans, lc to l)£c
higher. Beeswax in good demand, 26c cash,

amber,

28c trade.

Griggs Bros.

Indianapolis, Dec. 15.— There is a tendency
for higher prices on best grades of honey. The
demand for strictly fancy white comb hooey
exceeds the supply. Demand for lower grades
of comb honey not good. Numerous shipments
of honey arriving, bnt no one producer seems to
have very great quantities to offer. I quote
fancy white at 15<5>16c; No. I in poor demand at
12c, and amber dull atlOc. Best grade extracted
brings 8@9c in 60-lb. cans; amber slow at 6c.
Walter S. Pouder.
Beeswax, 30@33c.

BEESWAX
HONEY AND
baying

or selling, consult
When consigning*
R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Watbr St. Chicago. III.
1

TELEPHONE
Facts for Farmers

New York, Jan.

10.— Comb honey pretty well
cleaned up and there is still a fair demand. We
quote fancy white at l4@15c; No. 1, at 13c; amber, at 12c; buckwheat, at 10@llc. Extracted
in fair demand, especially California, with
We quote white at
abundance of supply.

Send for free book

SU-A.

It

Bee Journal

when

HIVES AND SECTION'S
Until

March

15.

Dovetail Hives, 8-frame, 1M-

story, 1 25; tOframe, $1.40; No 1 bee-way Sections, 3 .90; No. 2, $3.40; 24 lb. Shipping-Cases,
13c; Foundation, Smokers, etc., cheap. Send
for 24 page Catalog free.

W.
Rural Route

D.
3,

SOPER,
JACKSON. MICH.

containa

telephone facts that are monev-savers
Stromberg - Carlson Tel.* Mfer.
Co.,' Rochester, N.Y., Chicago. 111.

Mention

Special Sale on

-writing'.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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PAPER
Aa—i^M^B^——
CARLOAD OF
i^^a^Bga5=CTiiimi—

WAS USED

.

ji

sag

PRINTING THE

IN

FIRST EDITION
OF THE

1906

LEWIS CALALOG
NOW OUT

Send for One at Once

IT IS
Every Copy

is

FEEE

a Work of Art.
Better, Grander,

Larger than Ever.

AGENTS WANTED
For Lewis' Goods by the Carload
FOR
MAINE
NEW HAMPSHIRE

RHODE ISLAND
NORTH CAROLINA

VERMONT

SOUTH CAROLINA

GEORGIA
FLORIDA
LOUISIANA

MASSACHUSETTS
CONNECTICUT

MISSISSIPPI

SOUTHERN OHIO

ALABAMA.
Liberal territory given.

w

For further particulars address Home
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known it need no introducpercent Discount on Bee-Supplies for February. Beeswax wanted
well

is so
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PUBLISHED WEEKLY BT

GEORGE W.YORK S COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Ghicago,

— 27c

cash, 29c

plies in

when

CORNELL CHICK MACHINERY

taking- bee-sup-

exchange.

are unexcelled.

HI*

Extracted

Honey
The

for nale. Prices
on application.

IMPORTANT NOTICES

Sample,

PRICE of this Journal to
THE SUBSCRIPTIONUnited
States, Canada, and
a year. In the
Mexico; all other countries in ihe Postal Union, 60
cents a year extra lor postage. Sample copy free.

10c.

1906 Cornell Incubator is superior
to anything- heretofore put
on the market.

81. m*

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

New

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription ispai.i.
For instance, " dec06" on your label shows that it ia
paid to the end of December.

H. M.

National Bee-Keepers' Association

_
lawful riahts.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
boney.
Annual Membership Dues, $i.oo
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. Fkance, Platteville, Wl*

Long Distance 'Phone, North

DITTMER makes

tW

Our Warehouse
is

full of

(Incorporated)

OBJECTS:
demand

for

of

ILL.

WORKING

GUS,

boney through

advertising.

We
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The Honey-Producers' League

publish facts about honey, and counteract
misrepresentations of the same.

SPECIALTY

a

CHICAGO,

15S9.

Write for our Price-List, Samples, and early-order Discount.
them to you at our expense.

i
To

to

Beeswax into Comb Foundation.

If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
publishers of the American Bee Journal.

2.

PROMPTLY AT FACTORY

141 Ontario Street,

ARND,

MgT.

Objects of the Association
1st.—To promote the interests of its members.
2d.—To protect and defend its members in their

create a larger

filled

FPEE

YORK HONEY 1&M3F CO. G£)

ADVERTISING RATES will be given upon application.

To

you want orders

PRICES, send your order

change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

1.

for either line

^
If

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS —We do not send a
money sent us to pay subscription, but

receipt for

1906 Catalog

like to send

Jobbing
Wholesale
Retail

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED
Augusta, Wis,
DITTMER,

'.#r

MEMBERSHIP DUES
a member by paying to
20 (or fraction of 20) colonies of bees (spring count)
he owns or operates.
2. Any hooey-dealer, bee-supply dealer, bee-supply
manufacturer, bee-paper publisher, or any other
firm or individual, may become a member on the
annual payment of a fee of $10, increased by oneflfth of one (1) percent of his or its capital used in
the allied interests of bee-keeping.
1.

Any bee-keeper may become

the Manager an annual fee of $1.00 for each

George W. Fork, Manager,
334 Dearborn

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

" The continuous advertiser
gets Hie bulk oi tlie business,
because others are not advertising,

and he

NOT

IN

5 Percent Discount
We will allow you the above Discount on
Cash during February. Send for our Catalog.

PAGE & LYON MFG.
Mention

is."

Bee Journal

THE TRUST

CO.,
when

all

Orders accompanied by

New London,

Wis.

writing.

For High-Grade
Cans
Prices Always
the Lowest

Write for Prices,
Stating Quantity

Wanted

Friction

Top Cans

Prompt shipment and careful attention given
Bee Jonrnal when writing.
Made by

to all orders.

Mention

for

Honey and Syrup

Special prices to

members of the Bee-Keepers' Associations.
CO., 1035 W. 47*h Street, CHICAQO, ILL.

CANNERS CAN
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1,
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness,

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.
at

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

all

£ mes

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

you want the Bee-Book

If

SEE THE 1906 RELIABLE
before you buy. Perfectly practical forpoultrymen or beginners. Double heating system
rives bigger hatches saves onethird the oil. Sold on a money
back guarantee. Write for free
Reliable Farm Purecatalog.
Bred Birds and Eggs. Get prices.
Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.,
Box B-153 Quincy. Illinois. TJ. S. A.

—

Meutlou

Hoe Journal

when

writing.

That

tbe whole Apicultural Field moie
Lumpletely than any other published,
send $1.20 to
c 'vers

BULBS

Rf)
UU
35

Cents.
Will grow in ti
bouse or out of
«l
s.
Hyacinths,

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS
44

Tulips, Gladiolus,

Crociui Fuchsias,

Bee=Keeper's Guide."

mention

Bee Journal

when

ixalis,

<

i

uheroses.

Begonia. Jonquils,
Daffodils, Chinese

Liberal Discounts to tbe Trade,

Lily, Dewey Lily,
lloxfnia, Lilies of

writing.

<

A

or (*otn.
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-
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the Valley—all postpaid, 2Gc. m stamps
premium with these Bulbs we will send
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HILLSIDE NURSERY, SOMERVILLE, MASS.
•»'

"

If

Goods are wanted Quick, setid

to

4*4

Ponder "

^.California

BEE-SUPPLIES
-•

The Pacific Rural Press has been a household word throughout California for 35 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
soil or products of California. Weekly, illustrated:
Edited by practical specialists. Two
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.

*

Root's Goods at Root's Prices
4»*»

Pacific Rural Press,
330 Market Street,
San Francisco, Calif.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
50Atf

Everything used by Bee- Keepers.

POUOER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .-.

.-.

Prompt

Service.

Catalog Free.

.'.

65c

For cash orders before Mar.
For cash orders tefore Feb. 1.6 percent
For cash orders befoi e Apr. 1 2 percent
.
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WALTER

S.
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INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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POULTRY
PROFITABLE.
Send

percent

.

if

12 Names

r

rOUDER,

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,
itw. .».

1

for

tamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. tbe Fitrmer's
Call— rep. sub. price 4<>c a year. P. C.ls ft wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
FAKMERS CALL., Quincy, 111.

you wish to purchase finest quality of HONEY f jr your local trade, write for my
free monthly price-list of honey.
Why not secure your BEE-SUPPLIES NOW FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE, and avail
yourself of the following very liberal discounts? Goods all Root Quality.
If

im

Berry's

tor our 64,-page hook, finely illustrated,
that tells how to make money raiding
Jpoultry. Others are dning it; why not
fyou? This book gives full information
'on breeding, feeding, rearing and
hatching.
Illustrates and iHls why
Berry's *'BIddy" incubators and brooders hatch and raise the largest per rent
of chicks— the kind to buy.
Contains
cuts of our tine pure-bred poultry with
prices of birds and egcn for hatching.

Golden Rule Poultry Farm.

Box

72,

Clarinda. la.
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Root Co
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Ohio. q_

^(P Medina,
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WHAT OUR TRADE-MARK STANDS FOR
We have been at this business for over 40 years. This means a great deal.
Not only are we intimate with every phase of bee-keeping', but we have an accumulation of knowledge that is invaluable. All these years we have been learning
what the beekeeper really wants, and how to supply it down to the smallest
That means the goods you get bearing Root's trade-mark are the very latest and best known to
All of these advantages cost you nothing over standard prices.

Experience
detail
date.

Quality
fl

Our motto has always been, " Not how much, but how good." By making our goods
we have naturally become the largest manufacturers of bee-supplies in the world.
The lumber, the workmanship, everything that enters into our goods is the best, and has

'tis.

the best

passed the most exacting tests to prove

Square Deal

it so.

*«,

We believe in treating our customers right. Best goods and promptness are our watch-words. Courteous treatment to our customers is demanded from our employees and agents. Your interests are ours. Your
welfare means ours. A satisfied customer is our aim, and we only ask a

chance to prove what we say.

Discount for January

is

6 Percent.

TESTIMONIALS
We

are always greatly pleased to see your new
editions of your new catalog of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, etc. We shall certainly make ample mention
of it in our paper. You are our best authority in
regard to all matters of bee-keeping.

I do not want anything set up, as I would
rather set the hives up myself. Besides, it is a
pleasure to put Root's hives and fixtures together.
Tiffin, Ohio.
John L. Funk.

Your promptness and square dealing indeed
make it a pleasure to do business with you, and I

Yours very

truly,
C. H. Howard, Editor,

Dear

Sirs

:

— The

supplies which you sent me arrived in excellent
condition, and every one who has seen them is delighted with the accuracy and precision of the
workmanship of every detail, both of the goods
and the manner in which the order was executed.

came

in less time than
Kent, Ohio.

I

Scottsville, Ariz.

—

Gentlemen
I am well pleased with your ptompt
of doing business. The goods are just simply

way

nice.

Many

Yours

thanks.

truly,

Our Catalog

THE

A.

T.

M

D.

it

takes to

is

tell it.

E. G. Reed.

9&

dealing.
I take pleasure in having introduced
" ROOT'S
" into this neighborhood.

¥2,

GOODS

Rev.

Fredericksburg, Iowa.

for 1906

ready.

Wm. Engle.

Write for a copy.

OHIO.
EOOT COMPANY, MEDINA, Vesey
New York

144 E. Erie St., Chicago.

10

P

The consignment of bee-material received to-day.
Your promptness in filling orders is remarkable,
especially when the circumstances are considered.
I am very well satisfied with the goods and your

John D. A. Fisher.

Branches:

W. W. Waters,

Treadwell, Tenn.
I

have just now unpacked and examined the
goods sent by you, and am greatly pleased with the
W. H. G11.1,.
lot.

»!s

bee-supplies reached its destination in
due time. I am under obligations to you for the
kindness, for a delay would have been a loss to me.
Please accept my thanks.
bill of

desire to thank you tor being so prompt in
sending the sections I ordered from you. They

truly,

Frederic T. Bioletti.

Cape Colony.

My

H. Larkin,

Care Larkin Co.

Buffalo, N. Y.

shipment of hives and bee-

Yours very

Harry

thank you.

Farm, Field & Fireside.

Vine

St.,

Philadelphia.

44

St.,

m
m
m
m

(Entered at the Post-Office at Chicago as Second-Class Mail-Matter.)
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basket

j
is

a space of

2 inches under the bottom-bars, you are fortunate.

If

may

be worth while to consider a little whether you
will not have them so arranged before another winter
and,
in the meantime, don't forget occasionally to clean the dead
bees out of the entrances and from under the bottom-bars
by means of a hooked wire or otherimplement. The admission of fresh air is important, and, besides, it does bees no
good to live over a cemetery.
not,

it

;

Caucasian Bees in France

number

commenting upon
the conflicting views as to Caucasian bees, it was intimated
that a possible explanation might be that more than one
kind of Caucasians were in existence. The following letter
In a previous

of this Journal,

from the well-known French queen-rearers, Giraud Brothpoint

ers, is directly in

:

anything

If

silver

is to be judged by the names, the aurea
be somewhat golden, and nigra argentea

We

Some

Queen-Breeders.

have received the following from a bee-keeper

Montana

to

5

improve our stock unless

it

|

if I did
In June. 1905, I sent for an Adel queen, and wrote with
the order, " If you can't fill this order within 5 days return
it."
In August I got a queen, but the flow had stopped, so
I can not say whether she layed " a sitting of eggs " or not.
In April my brother wrote to a fellow in Ohio, with
whom he was slightly acquainted, and told him that we
would take 6 Carniolan queens.
Send him one, and
that I would take the other 5.
I wrote, "If you can't
fill this order by May 10, return it."
About May 20 I
countermanded my order, and asked for my money. In
June I got 5 queens one old black one didn't survive the
trip, the others were Italians and mongrels, and though the
nurse-bees were black, those queens never produced a black
bee for me. They " fell down " on all the points where the
Carniolans are said to excel, unless it be gentleness there
were so few of them that they were quite harmless.
I have just had a letter from my brother.
He writes,
"My Carniolan was like yours an Italian, and worthless
at that."
L,. A. Smith.
:

—

—

—

We have heard of experiences similar to the above, but
that does not prove that all queen breeders are di 5 honest.
It only proves that there are some who do business in a very
careless way, and don't care whether or not they give satisfaction to their customers.

But, really, there

is

in

:

On page 33, "Pennsylvania" asks, " Do you think
that queens that come through the mails are as good as
those not caged ?"
I, too, have had experience buying queens, and, as far
as my experience goes, I can say that I have not found any
honest queen-breeders. I hope that I have dealt with the
only dishonest ones, and that all the rest are honest. Any
one sending for queens is wholly at the mercy of the
breeders, and if they are dishonest, and send us anything

no excuse for not returning the
instructed to do that if unable to

send the queens ordered within a specfied number of days.
We trust that the queen breeders who advertise in the
American Bee Journal will be very particular about obeying
the orders of their customers, and also as to sending out the
the kind of queens they advertise. We don't feel called
upon to help any dishonest or unbusinesslike queen-breeder
or other dealer. Our subscribers must be treated right, or
else our advertising columns will be closed to such advertisers who do otherwise.

Some

Objects of

Some Bee-Papers

natural that every bee-paper publisher should
strive to secure as many subscribers as possible. The
American Bee Journal confesses to such worthy and honorable desire.
It

and black.

Dealing With

we going

money promptly, when

:

I am very much interested in your paper.
In the American journals there is much said about Caucasian bees; but
many do not know that there are two varieties, both very
gentle.
In the catalog of A. B. Postialko. the two varieties
are specified as
Apis mellifera caucasica aurea and Apis
mellifera nigra argentea. In my apiaries I have several of
the variety aurea. It is a long distance to mail bees from
Caucasus to the U. S. A. Like Prof. Benton, we are great
admirers of Cyprians, the best honey-gatherers in the
world. Mated with Italian or Carniolan drones, these bees
are easily manipulated.
Giraud frerks.

variety should

VoL XLVI-No.

mention two deals, and would give the names
mighty quick, but I think my letter would find the waste-

Keep hive-Entrances Clear
your hives are so arranged that there

St.

will

I

Xloks
anb (Eomments
If

334 Dearborn

1906

they like, how are
be bv accident ?

(Sbitortal

some

1,

Co.,

is

It seems to be the effort of at least one leading beepaper to induce more people to keep bees— to go into the
business and thus produce more honey to put on the market.
Another bee-paper urges more bee-keepers to keep more
bees, and thus increase the output of honey annually.
What the American Bee Journal would like to see is
this
The name of every bee keeper now in the land on its
list as a regular subscriber.
There are perhaps plenty of
bee-keepers in existence for the present. Then if all who

—

:
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now have bees would

learn to care for

them more

Feb.

1,

19C6

intelli-

gently, and also develop, so far as possible, their local
honey markets, there would be less honey thrown on the
city markets, and so the price of honey could the better be

kept up.

This would result in greater benefit

to

all

concerned,

we believe. But holding out the idea that there is big
money in bees for everybody, is hardly the proper thing. It

We

can be overdone.

do not advise

all

and sundry

to

Convention Postponed.— The annual meeting of the
Fillmore County Bee-Keepers' Association, which was to
have been held at Preston, Minn., Jan. 17 and 18, has been
postponed on account of the stormy weather, until Thursday and Friday, Feb. 8 and 9, at the same place. The same
program will be carried out.

keep

bees.

American Methods

in

Europe

While there has been some sneering on the part of beekeepers on the Eastern Continent as to plans and practices
of bee-keepers on this side, there have not been wanting
those who have been able to see good in the notions of the
Yankees. Prominent among these has been A. Straeuli,

Copies of State Foul Brood Laws —The State of Minnesota is about to prepare a Foul Brood Bill to be presented
at the next session of the Legislature.
The bee-keepers'
committee in charge of it desires to have a copy of the foul
brood law now in force in every State from which to prepare
their own bill.
Will those who are able to do so, kindly
send a copy of such foul brood law to Wm. Russell, 4810,
38th Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn.
He will greatly appreciate the kindess, and at the same time those who will be
kind enough to comply with this request will be aiding their
fellow bee-keepers in Minnesota.

pastor in Scherzingen (Thurgau, Switzerland), who has just
launched a new bee-paper. His leaning toward American
methods is not hidden in the name of his new paper, which
auf amerikanischer
is, "Die Europaeische Bienenzucht
Grundlage"— European Bee-Culture on American Principles.

More Testimony on Caucasian Bees
The testimony so far leads to the conviction

that there

In the American Bee-Keeper, that highly esteemed Canadian veteran, J.
B. Hall, testifies that he obtained 2 colonies of Caucasians

must be no

little

difference in Caucasians.

A. G. Woodman, of Grand Rapids, Mich., sent us a
clipping referring to Henry Decker, an aged Ohio bee-keeper,
who claims to have hatched hen's eggs over a colony of
It is the same old story that has been going the
bees.
rounds of the newspaper press for several years. This subject was discussed in the American Bee Journal a year or

May, 1904 that they were the gentlest bees he ever posand the best winterers if given honey gathered by
other bees to winter on. They started queen-cells in very
large numbers, and capped their honey with concave instead of convex caps. As he is working for the production
in

;

sessed,

of honey, he says

two ago, and
thing at

" I have no use for such blood in my apiaries, and have
been weeding it out for the last 22 years."

same paper, Julius Hoffman says he imported
They were very gentle, had very pro1880.
queens, did little or no work on buckwheat, but he says

In the

A

;

;

;

Morley

Pettit.

Our sympathy is extended to the bereaved husband and
family. A good mother — who can estimate her value and
influence in the world ? Her children can neverget beyond
her teachings and life.

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Or we will send it
with the American Bee Journal a year both for $1.10.
Address the office of the American Bee Journal.

Home and Apiary of J. E. Johnson.— Mr. Johnson
has kindly furnished the following description of the pictures shown on the first page this week
:

—

well worth working for
American Bee Journal,

it is not a practical
occasionally, but can not be de-

,

complimented on this latter practise of ours.
But it takes all kinds of bee-papers to suit all kinds of
bee-keepers, so we have no quarrel with any of our contemporaries — not even with the ones that misrepresent us.

all

finally decided that

may work

:

bee-supply manufacturer asked a friend of ours why
it was that the American Bee Journal published directions
for home-made hives and other supplies, when the publishers of a certain other bee paper so adroitly avoided allowing
such matter to appear in their columns.
Well, it is easily answered. The American Bee Journal
It believes in allowing its
is both fair and independent.
subscribers and advertisers a fair chance in its columns;
and, further, it is not run in the interest of its own beesupply factory, for it hasn't any, and never has had one.
Neither does it weaken the force of a contributor's published
ideas by adding a footnote or comment, but allows each
writer's opinions to stand upon their merits. We have been

of the

was

Death of MPS. S. T. Pettit.— We have received the following from Mr. Morley Pettit, telling of the death of his
mother
Villa Nova, Ont Jan. 20, 1906.
Dbar Friend York:— I have to report the death of my
mother, whoslept peacefully away just at midnight Monday,
Jan. IS. She had been ailing for a long time, and was confined to her bed almost constantly for over 6 months, during
which time she suffered a great deal, but so patiently
Of course, a person has only one mother, and feels that
but all who knew her
loss more keenly than any other
agree she was one of the most beautiful Christian characters
Father is very, very lonely
the tie of over 50
ever met.
years' close companionship and love is not easily broken.
Mother was in her 74th year, and father is in his 77th.
Of the family, 6 of us were at her bedside 2 in California and a sister in South Africa were unable to get home.
I am the youngest, and there were 10 children originally—
Yours truly.
girls and 4 boys.

Both Fair and Independent

are

It

the hatching.

" they are a very good bee for clover sections."

The Premiums we offer
Look at them in this copy

all.

pended upon. The best way is to get an incubator if
you want to do anything in the poultry business. There
are some good incubators advertised in this Journal. It
is not a sure thing to depend upon a colony of bees to do

Caucasians in
lific

it

:

Editor York — The second picture shows myself, wife,
two daughters, and two little sous. The other daughter
snapped the camera, so she is not in the picture.
The other picture shows our dwelling and honey-house,
and all of the apiary but one row of hives.
Our house was paid for with the proceeds of 12 colonies
:

i

Feb.

1,
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of bees and
acre of strawberries for two years, with
2
about $150 to spare, besides increasing from 12 to 66 colonies of bees. But, of course, those were good seasons. The
season of 1905 was a poor one for honey here.
I find strawberries very profitable, and go well with
bees, except that it keeps me jumping when swarming and
strawberry picking come together.
I have sold as high as $18.75 worth of strawberries from
one day's picking. I hire the neighbors' children to help
pick berries, and pay them by the quart. I also pay my own
children the same price. I have no trouble to sell the berries, as I make a trip 5 or 6 miles with a buggy or springwagon load every afternoon when the berries are at their
best.
In this way I get lots of direct customers for berries,
and I am able to furnish many of them with honey.
fruit-business helps me sell honey.
I
I also have a pear orchard, which is yielding well.
have 1100 pear-trees ranging from 3 to 7 years old. The
Kieffer and Tyson trees bore abundantly the past year.
The April freeze killed nearly all the blossoms on the
Duchess, Wilder and Anjou pear-trees, so I got only a few
from those varieties. I am still master of the blight situa'

My

tion.

A large pear-orchard helps the bees, as they blossom
about 5 days earlier than the apple, and, by the way, the
bees hum among the blossoms. I think the pear yields at
least as well, if not better, than the apple.
My apiary at present contains 74 colonies 12 colonies

—

in the cellar

and the

rest

on the summer stands.
J. E. Johnson.
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"Resolved, That the people of God shall inherit the
Be it further
"Resolved, That we are the people."
But we are not told that he produced evidence in defense
of his proposition and just so Dr. Miller has not given evidence to substantiate his claims.
I am free to confess that previous to this discussion I
had not gone to the trouble to question why bees have wintered so well on solid sealed combs, being quite content in
feeling assured that they did winter well in that condition.
However, for Dr. Miller's benefit, I will go into details a
earth.

;

little.

In the first place, only the ordinary space is left between
the frames and bottom-boards, and, on examination, I find
I use
that the bees are not utilizing that to any extent.
unspaced hanging frames, lJ4-inch spacing, but when giving solid combs of honey in the fall I space them wider
apart, crowding them together early in the spring again. I
suppose the Doctor will see the solution of the mystery in
this confession but hold hard
When I used to feed solid with sugar syrup the combs
were left with the ordinary ljs-inch spacing, and, further,
Mr. McEvoy uses a self-spacing rabbet, so it will be impossible for him to practice wide spacing yet his bees don't
die during cold spells of weather on the contrary, they always come through the winter warm enough to pile up a
great big surplus of honey.
While at the Ontario convention last November, I was
talking to Mr. J. B. Hall again on this subject. Let me repeat a practical illustration he gave me there
;

!

—

;

:

Mr. Johnson

He

in Illinois.
literature,
little

one of the most successful bee-keepers

is

is

also a frequent contributor to current bee-

and has opinions of his own, as well as a nice

family, evidently.

He has

number

of businesses, which seem to
keep himself and all his family employed. And, judging from the foregoing, none, aside from
the bees, seem to be "working for nothing and boarding
themselves."

combine

quite a

way

in a

to

Place to Be Robbed.— Petit Almanach des Abeilles
gives the following as one of the signs at the entrance of
" If you want good honey, don't go elsewhere
a restaurant
enter here."
to be robbed
:

;

During the extraordinary cold winter of 1903-04, at one
of Mr. Hall's yards he had quite a heavy loss — I forget just
the percentage, but believe it was about 20 out of the 100
colonies there. Twenty of these colonies were wintered on
solid sealed combs of the same size as Mr. Dadant uses. Not
one of these 20 died, but, with the exception of 1 queenless,
all were by all odds better in condition when the honey-flow
came on than were those that survived after being wintered
As to how Mr. Hall spaces
under " natural " conditions.
his combs I am not positive, but as he is very exact and
particular, I have no doubt that he uses the orthodox l^i
spacing. As to Mr. Dadant and myself " talking about two
rather different things," I don't see it in that light. Mr. D.
made the unqualified statement that " a colony will not
winter well on combs that are entirely filled," saying nothing as to conditions.
hardly conceive of a colony filling all of the
One
combs of the hive solid with honey, and wintering from
the fact that such a condition would be well-nigh impossible
with a queen in the hive. I remember once of a strong colony being hived on a full set of combs during a heavy
honey-flow by some means the queen was lost and every
comb was in this case filled solid. It is needless to say they
did not winter; there were no bees left when the owner
found the condition of affairs in October.
If the Doctor will pardon the suggestion, I will say that
possibly he is made to think that the bees would die between
the combs, from the well-known fact that a few isolated
bees to one side of the cluster always perish. With the contracted hive the spaces are filled from one end of the hive
to the other, and from division-board to the side of the
hive an entirely different condition of affairs.

cm

;

+ (Lontnbuteb +

;

Special

Ctrticles

j
Wintering Bees on Solid Sealed Combs
By

J.

BVER

In

NICE

position to be in, truly
Either keep quiet after
being cornered by figures, or else in attempting to
squirm out of the trap run the risk of making our genial
Dr. Miller confess that " he did not know as much as he
thought he did." Not a fair shake, Doctor.
And before
going any farther you must pledge yourself not to make any
such manifestly absurd confession.
As to Mr. Dadant and myself trying to look good-natured
over the matter, why, Doctor, it would be a libel to insinuate
that it was possible to look or feel otherwise when debating
any question with so courteous an opponent as Mr. D."
Of course, I had the best of Mr. Dadant, in that he failed
to "produce the goods."
He and the Doctor simply gave
the " why and wherefore," while I can trot out actual experience of at least two of the most practical apiarists in Ontario to back up my position.
Dr. Miller has laid down a proposition something like
this:
" Resolved, That bees in sealing cells leave about
% of an
inch between adjoining combs further,

A

!

;

"Resolved, That not sufficient bees can congregate in
so small a space to keep one another warm. Therefore,
"Resolved, That all bees thus congregated during protracted cold weather will die.
I am reminded of the story of a good old Scotch Presbyterian, who, at a business meeting, said something like this
1 '

—

In conclusion, as in the case of my reply to Mr. Dadant,
I would ask Dr. Miller to test the matter, and then if he
finds we are wrong, I, for one, will crawl off in the corner
and attribute to "locality" the different results obtained
Markham, Ont.
here in Ontario.

Time

of Cellaring Bees
BY F. L. DAY

one of Dr. Miller's " Straws," in the Jan. 1st Gleanhe mentions putting his bees into the cellar Nov.
29.
That was the very day I put mine in, here in northern Minnesota.
As a rule, I should expect to get them in
earlier, but this time circumstances were not favorable for

INings,

so doing.
In the first place,

I use a combined stand and bottomboard, which I do not carry into the cellar. This makes it
necessary to wait for a temperature as low as 15 to 20 degrees above zero. Even then it is necessary to confine the
bees, for I have to move them about 25 rods to the cellar in
a gravel hillside. When a morning comes, which promises
to be cold enough to suit me I go out about 6 a. m. to raise
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up each hive body from its bottom-board. I put inch blocks
under the two front corners. In over one-half of the hives
find the bees clustered right down on these bottom-boards,
but the cold draft soon drives them up into the hive.
Then about 8 o'clock I begin to move them. I place an
extra hive-stand beside a hive, with a large gunny-sack
Then I raise the hive to be moved and place it
laid on top.
on the sack. Next I tie the sack about the hive with a cord
having a heavy piece of elastic in the middle. This generally keeps the bees in.
Other years I used a common wheelbarrow, and took
only one hive at a time. But this time there was a foot of
snow, which made it necessary to use a horse and light sled,
taking 3 hives at a trip. This was easier than the wheelbarrow, but setmed to rouse up the bees just the same.
Of 30 hives put into the cellar, 29 were heavy with stores
and strong in bees, to judge by the roar. The other one
I

•

seemed light

in both.
interesting in this connection to note that all the
29 strong colonies had young queens of the past season's
rearing, while the one weak colony had at the last examination a clipped queen of the previous season. My queens live
only one year, as a rule. In 4 years I have had but one that
lived 2 years, and the result was not satisfactory in that
The first season her colony gave me 210 pounds of
case.
the second season only 65 pounds. This
extracted honey
was about the poorest colony yield of that second season.
My queens are either lost at swarming-time or superseded
soon after.
This gives a good chance to requeen from the
best stock, which I have been doing the past season, and
hope to reap returns next year.
My bee-cellar, as now enlarged, is 16 feet long, 6 wide,
and 6'i feet deep just room for two rows of hives with a
space in the middle.
There are 2 pieces of 2x6 inch stuff
for each row of hives to rest on.
These are set edgewise
about 11 inches apart, and fastened firmly together by crosspieces. They are also blocked up 2 inches from the ground.
There is room for 10 hives in each row, so that by putting
in 3 or 4 tiers there would be room for 60 to 80 hives.
The cellar has a board roof just above ground. On this,
after the bees are put in, I place a good layer of forest
There is a trapleaves, and then a load of wheat-straw.
door for ventilation.
I put several gunny-sacks over the
opening, and a few sacks filled with leaves on top. I have
a thermometer hanging down by a string so that I can ascertain the temperature at any time. I can usually keep it
within a range of 5 degrees all winter. So far this winter
It has
(Jan. 10) there has been only 1 degree's variation.
been either 42 or 43 degrees all the time. This cellar cost
$10 besides my own labor.
Other years my bees have had sugar syrup almost enIt is

;

—

winter stores, and have come through finely. This
winter they have nearly all honey. It remains to be seen
if they will winter as well as formerly.
tirely for

Detroit City, Minn.
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Good roofs, for sheltering the hives against the sun
and rain, are made very cheaply from old dry goods boxes,
which you may be able to secure from the general store in
your town. A fair size dry goods box will make six flat
roofs.
If you have artistic taste, these roofs may be made
ornamental. But if you are working for profit without regard to the esthetic, a flat roof will be sufficient to secure
the hive against the inclemencies of the weather, the soaking of the rains and the drying and warping action of the
hot

summer

sun.
hive sheltered with the very roughest of roofs will
last twice as long as one which is only painted and left to
withstand the irregularities of the Siberian winters and
African summers that are so often the portion of our so-

A

called temperate countries.

The bees
rises to
cially if

will

need attention only

if

the weather be-

A

warm, sunny day, when the thermometer
60 in the shade, is quite a boon to the bees, espethe ground is free from snow. On such a day we

comes mild.

must make sure that nothing

will prevent or disturb their
the hive-entrance should be clogged with dead
bees they should be removed.
But, on the other hand, during the cold weather we
must be very sure that nothing arouses our bees. Cattle or
sheep in the bee yard will disturb them from time to time.
When the hive is jarred some of the bees leave the cluster
to ascertain the cause of the disturbance, and they are often
chilled before they can return. Thus the colony will slowly
dwindle, and when spring comes it is too weak to recuperate.
flight.

If

So far (Jan. 10) we have had the finest winter that I
have ever seen, and if it continues the bees will winter
But February is yet to come, and it is probably the
finely.
Hamilton, 111.
most treacherous month in the year.

"^

(£onr>ention

Proceedings

J
Report of the Ontario Convention
[Continued from page

84.]

PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY
comb honey

colonies must be strong
As soon
clover bloom.
as the first blossoms appear put on one super of clean or new
sections ji tied with thin super foundation and with separators.
As soon as this is about half filled, if well covered with bees,
put another super under the first when these are about filled,
and prospects are still good for some days, put a third super
on top of these. When well started in this last super, the
first two will likely be ready to take off, after which, if prospects are good for a continued flow, put another under: if
likely to close before both are finished, and bees need room,
put it on top. Should there still be prospects of continued
flow from clover or basswood, continue as before put a third
on top. I do not think it advisable to put more than 3 supers
on at any one time.
Thus far it is assumed that bees have not swarmed.
Where they swarm— and usually 5'J to 75 percent will do so in
producing comb honey hive them, 2 and sometimes more,
swarms together on 4 drawn combs or full sheets of foundawith dummies on the old
fill up the balance of the hive
tion
stand, first putting the supers from the old hive on the new,
with a queen-excluder under. Turn the old hive around and
In the evenin? turn it around and
set it a little way back.
If inset it along side the swarm on the right hand side.
crease is desired, move to a new stand the sixth day, and they
will seldom swarm again during the season. In about 3 weeks
examine them to see if they have a laying queen if so, and
quite strong in bees, and prospects are good for a fall flow,
fill up the
give them an extracting super with 4 or 5 combs
super with dummies, and they will, if the season is good, give
cjuite a little surplus.
Give the queen room below for brood.

In the production of

in bees

and brood

at the beginning of

;

Work

in the

Apiary for February

BY C. P. DADANT
is less work in the apiary during this and the
previous month than in any other month of the year.

THERE

Now is the time for the apiarist to prepare for another
season by getting the hives, sections, etc., ready for summer use. If all goes well we should be prepared for a honey
harvest when it comes. The apiarist is usually a farmer or
a gardener, or fruit-grower, and he is kept busy with his different lines at the time when the bees store honey. Therefore, he will succeed best if he can save time during the
winter.

A

good sunny basement, with plenty of light, is an
ideal place to nail hives or sections. The more prosperous
apiarists will have a heated room in some part of their house

where they can do all the work, including folding sections
and fastening the comb foundation. Painting hives is also
a good thing to attend to at this time. Old hives that are
accidentally unoccupied by bees should be overhauled.
In painting hives, especially old ones, attention should
be paid mainly to the corners and joints, as they are most
apt to rot.
The careless painter should be told what the
good housekeeper tells a careless housemaid, " Clean the
corners, and the middles will take care of themselves.'' So
we will say to the hive painter, " Paint the angles and the
joints, the middles will take care of themselves," for we
paint hives fully as
them look nice.

much

to

make them

last as to

make

—

—

;

;

;

Where increase is not desired, in about 2 weeks after the
swarms are hived, fill up the hives with bees and brood from
colonies that have swarmed within 7 days, fint cutting out
all queen-cells. If there are still more colonies than you want,
double up by shaking off all the bees from any number of.
colonies into one with a voting laying queen, until they are

Feb.
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you desire trees. I prefer no live trees, but set out a
dozen tufty cedars by standing them in tiles set in
You will see on your arrival in an instant if
the ground.
any swarms have clustered. One of our most satisfactory
sites was in the center of a pasture-field about 15 rods
from the highway.

in bees.
You can then give them a super of sections
or extracting combs, as you wish. Place the remaining combs
of brood and honey in extracting supers over the colonies
the young bees hatchweakest in bees you have in the yard
ing will strengthen them, and any honey stored in them, or
already in, will come good for feeding in fall or spring.

if

As soon as all, or nearly all, the sections in each super
are capped they should be removed from the hive, by raising
up and putting a board with a bee-escape under for a few
hours not more than about 12 hours when most of the bees
will have gone out.
The supers should then be carried into a
room with one window, to which any remaining bees will By,
when the window maybe opened and the bees will return to
their homes.
Any bits of comb on the bottom of the supers
should be scraped off.
Now as to the care of comb honey: The supers should
be piled up as high as convenient, say about 15 high, outside
on the ground, with an empty super under. Place in a dish
on top a few table spoonfuls of bisulphide of carbon. Cover
up tight for about 12 hours, and it will be safe from any damage from the wax-moth.
The honey should then be carried into a warm, dry room
and piled so the air can circulate through it for 2 or 3 weeks,
or until you are ready to clean it up and pack for market.
R. Lowey.

good, tight house, bee-proof and dry. is a necessity,
of course, but as out-apiaries are not permanent institutions we can do very well with any means of shelter for
supers, empty hives, extracting outfit, etc., that sheds rain
small tent can be made of cheap cotton
and storm.
to extract in. if the building does not exclude robberbees, when the season arrives, for undoubtedly you will
have considerable extracting to do after the main honeyAnother adflow is over, if you are an out-yard man.
vantage the cotton tent has, it gets very warm with the
rays of the sun, and honey that is very thick can be easily
extracted in cool weather.
"We like a good house al out own yards, where we can
store the honey when it i^ extracted until we have timeThis saves handling,
to remove it to the railway station.
especially when we are busy; but if such is not available
the honey can be taken home in 60-pound tins as it is
extracted, and can be strained from the extractor after

strong

;

—

—

OUT-APIARIES AND THEIR HANAQEMENT.
a

I

From what
wise, the

I can learn from observation and otherfewer number of colonies kept in a given area

the better the results secured.

Taking

this as a basis,

A

A

it home.
For wintering,

taking

if you do not wish to put the bees in
or repositories they can be successfully wintered
outdoors, packed in suitable cases with 4 or 6 inches of
good packing around the hives. Set the cases about S
inches above the ground, and protect the yard with a tight
fence on the west and north sides 6 feet high to break the
force of the wind and keep out the snow.
now come to the most important question of all,'
"managing the bees." In the fall and spring we find the
bee-keeper (aided by what he can prepare during the
winter months
is quite capable of attending to several
apiaries, but when it comes to the busy summer season,
when the bees swarm and gather honey, you will have to
decide which plan of the many ways and means suits your
individual tastes, your locality, and perhaps hives. Any
plan that can be successfully applied to any yard can be
applied to an out-yard.
Only, thoroughness is more essential in your work at
the out-yard than at the home yard, because the out-yard
will be. for a great part of the time, without any attention,
and many little things might get the benefit of your watchfulness at home that the out-yard will not receive. The
work must also be done systematically and seasonably, not
putting off till to-morrow what you can do to-day.

cellars

Tn dealing with this question it might be considered.
meat many bee-keepers as one in which they had
little interest, as such a small percentage of those who
keep bees ever manage out-yards. However, I think if
we look a little closer into the matter we will find that it
i- of more or less importance in bee-keeping.
inly in rare instances do we find persons who are
fortunate enough to have a locality, a strain of bees, or
some superior system of management, which enables them
to keep a sufficient number of colonies in one yard to
allow them to be classed as specialists in bee-keeping, or
Bee-keepers who are almost
large producers of honey.
solely depending upon their honey crop as their source
of income, are desirous that their crop should be of such
proportions as to furnish them ample funds for a comfortable living, and find that under ordinary conditions
such a quantity of honey cannot be produced in one apiary
alone,
By distributing our colonies in yards away from
our home-yard we are enabled to allow our bees a much
larger area to gather nectar from
without their having
By doing this we can keep a
to travel great distances.
large number of colonies, devote all our time and study
to this one work, be a specialist in this particular line, be
always looking for better things in management, production, and marketing of honey, etc., and we are accomplishing for the bee-keeping world something which cannot be
overlooked. Besides, we are turning into a sole occupation a profitable and pleasant .work, which in a great many
instances is regarded as a mere side-line.

by

half

we

have to determine to our own satisfaction what is
going to be the limit of the number of colonies kept in
one yard, according to our own management and locality.
Speaking out of my own experience, I would suggest 100
good colonies in the spring, which might be increased to
150 during the season. To increase those numbers would
mean that you reduce the yield per colony, increase the
desire to swarm, and have a larger amount of bees and
brood to sustain on the nectar of the field covered. To
reduce the number means you reduce the income on some
will

investments, viz.. cost of establishing the yard, cosi of
maintaining the yard, attendance, etc.
In establishing out-apiaries the first consideration
should be locality. The area to be covered by the bees
should furnish ample forage without traveling territory
covered by bees from other yards, which would place it
about 3 miles from any other large yard. See that the
territory has some honey-and-pollen yielding trees and
shrubs for spring stimulating, as well as a full quota of
clover, and perhaps a little buckwheat.
A
locality can best be judged after a practical test of two
seasons, as sometimes a half mile materially affects the
yield secured.
Xext locate the site for the yard, which is an all-

basswood.

important matter. If possible choose a sheltered spot if
bees are to be wintered there outdoors, and have it shady

We

I

Dexis Nolan.
Mr. Saunders said he did not count on a shady or
The wind would keep the
sheltered place for the bees.
bees
wdien they ought not to fly.
Mr. Deadman said when hoops of barrels are well
driven, nails should be put behind them to keep them from
sliding.
As to wind, he preferred the bees sheltered and
shaded. If the wind happens to blow the way the hives
face, it does no good in keeping the bees in.
Mr, Holtermann considered shade a very important
consideration in the prevention of swarming. As to barrels, one should get good barrels which have not been
weather-beaten. Have cooper-tools and attend to them
With his inside strainer in the extractor the
properly.
extracted strained honey runs through a rubber-hose
Mr. Holtermann can, and does,
directly into the barrel.
manage with very little Swarming, by using large hives,
plenty of room, and ventilation in the super.
Mr. Sibbald Glucose barrels when emptied are
steamed inside to get out the last bit of glucose. This
melts off the original wax and makes it advisable to wax
them inside before filling with honey, to prevent the staves

m

—

taking up honey.
Mr. McEvoy When the barrels have not been
steamed inside they are all right, but otherwise they should
be waxed inside and painted outside.
Mr. Holtermann Leakage is intensified by change of
weather.
Mr. Pettit related his experience by which he learned
They should be thoroughly dried, and
to cooper barrels.
the hoops driven with a good steel driver and 4-pound
hammer. If the staves do not come well together at the
ends loosen the hoops and flag the cracks with flags or
even cotton cloth, then drive the hoops again. After the
barrels have ben filled and left in a hot room a week or
If they should persi-t in leakso, drive the hoops again.

—

—
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ing between the staves, tamp them by driving a hard cord
into the crack with a suitable tamping iron.
Air. Saunders
To prevent swarming equalize brood,
then when the swarming impulse starts take out three
combs of brood, putting in two frames of foundation and
one comb. In the fall I generally find these two-thirds

—

with honey.
Mr. Holtermann I don't succeed in having foundation
put in in this way, filled with brood.
Mr. Pettit Take them early and put in only one
frame of foundation at a time.
Mr. Alpaugh Add foundation at the outsides, but put
filled

—

—

—
—

drawn combs in the center.
Mr. Nolan For winter packing use leaves. Try to
prevent swarming with
super-room and ventilation.
Remove some brood as soon as cell-cups are started.

Remove

—

—

When

est
not to the weakest.
a whole lot of nuclei, but build

Mr. Byer

—Add

are built up don't
up by degrees.
all

make

an extra brood-chamber to the strong

ones.

Mr. Hershiser recommended what Mr. Holtermann
had said at Niagara Falls. He would go further and take
frames of eggs from weak colonies and give to the medium.
Mr. Holtermann Increase the super-room until the
hive equals the strength of the colony, holding the colony
together till it reaches that point where the death-rate and
birth-rate are equal.
I favor not extracting until the end

—

of the season.

Mr. Dickenson thinks the second super should be taken
soon as it is ready.
Mr. Armstrong— It is a good point to let them alone
the end of the season, then extract.
Mr. Lower— I should leave the honey with the bees

off as
till

till

it

will

"hair."

Mr. Bowen has not much trouble with swarming,
running for extracted honey. He has a complete break
between fruit-bloom and white clover.
(The End).
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They remained in the yard in this latter condition
throughout the whole season, and were robbed out by other
colonies. Is it a wonder, then, that foul brood is a dreaded
scourge, especially since it takes only a single germ or a
spore to infect a whole apiary, or the whole neighborhood ?
Bee-keepers, if you are interested, first, in the welfare
of your little workers, and, second, to the extent of having
them make your " bread and butter," why don't you wake
up and do your duty ? Foul brood is to be dreaded in the
least, and should not be tolerated.
Texas has a foul brood
law, and if the bee-keepers do their part foul brood can be
exterminated. The other States in the South should fall in
line the bee-keepers of these should do their part also.

dead.

—

Why I

larval brood, not hatching brood.

Mr. Holtermann As colonies come up to full strength
draw brood from full colonies and give to the next strong-

Feb.

Do Not Advocate Feeding Honey and Exchanging Honey-Combs

In previous articles the feeding of sugar syrup or sugar
candy only has been given, no mention being made of feeding honey, or syrup made of honey, or of exchanging combs
of honey from strong colonies to weaker or needy ones. My
reason for this and a reason I make a strong one is that
of the danger of spreading bee-diseases. In the hands of
the experienced apiarist there may be little danger in this
respect, still it is at a great risk if practiced even by the exFor the novice, or the careless, I
perienced sometimes.
would not advocate it. Several cases have come under my
observation in recent years that have caused me to denounce

—

—

the practice, unless a person is absolutely certain that there
is no danger.
In an apiary of an experienced bee-keeper the majority
of colonies needed feeding, and were fed by giving combs
of honey from the supers of several stronger ones. Later
it was discovered that one of these latter had foul brood
from where, is not known to this day. Any way, the result was that the disease broke out in about 20 of the others
that had been fed honey from the foul-broody colony.

In another, honey was bought and syrup made from it
for feeding. Foul brood broke out so violently
the next season, and the apiary being for the time in the
hands of incompetent help, the whole number of colonies in
It is dangerous, therefore, to use
it had to be burned later.
honey from an unknown source, and by using a high grade

was used

of granulated sugar this danger is overcome.

Southern
* 33eebom -f

(Dur+Sister

New

Beekeepers

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

Braunfels, Tex.

j

Be Careful With Dead Colonies
That warning of R. F. Holtermann, on page 861, is a
timely one. He calls attention to the care of dead colonies
in the spring on account of the dangers of foul brood. As
it may not have been heeded, I should call special attention
to this matter, especially in " Southern Beedom." Fortunately, the Southern States have had very little trouble
with the dreaded disease, Bacillus alvei, or commonly called
foul brood. For many years the majority of the beekeepers
of Texas did not even pay any attention to articles on any
such subject as foul brood, foul brood eradication, and foul
brood laws. Recently, however, a number of very severe
cases have made their appearance at different points, and
the bee-keepers have been awakened. Foul brood received
more attention, and protection from it was resorted to. A
foul brood law for Texas was obtained, and put to work.
As the disease has not spread to any extent, it can be controlled if properly taken in hand.
The utmost care should
be practiced by the beekeepers, however, to keep it from
spreading, and to prevent any further introduction into
other localities.
In this connection our hints on taking care of dead
colonies should be heeded. Especially the inexperienced or
careless beekeeper may not know the cause from which
colonies died, or dead colonies may be left uunoticed in any
apiary. These may be robbed out by other colonies in the
neighborhood. If diseased with foul brood it is then carried to these, and thus the disease spreads.
I know from
my experience as foul brood inspector that just such things
exist sometimes. Out of an apiary of 32 colonies at one
place, 28 were diseased with foul brood, and 24 of these were

Conducted by

A Canadian

Emma M. Wilson,

Marengo,

Sister's Report for

111.

1905

On page 730 (1905) mention was made of the success of
Miss Trevorrow, as reported in the Canadian Bee Journal,
with the request that Editor Craig would give us a little
more light on the subject. This he has kindly done in the
following

:

Owing to our visit to Meadowvale being somewhat hurried, we missed much information that we would like to
have had regarding Miss Trevorrow's management of her
bees, but which we hope she will favor this Journal with in

We regret to learn that just at present it
necessary for her to undergo a course of treatment for
rheumatism at the Dr. Walters' Sanitarium, from where
she kindly sends us the following in reply to Miss Wilson's
enquiry
"Mr. Editor: When I read the comment, in the
American Bee Journal's latest issue, upon the reference you
had made to my bee-keeping in the Canadian Bee Journal,
it struck me as possible that you might not be possessed of
the needed information to reply satisfactorily to the interested enquiries of our American sister. I, therefore, submit the following data, trusting that it may be of use to you
in granting her reasonable request
" I had 33 colonies of bees last spring, all in good condiFrom these I extracted 4400 pounds of white honey,
tion.
and about 300 pounds of dark honey. (We have no very
the near future.
is

:

—

:
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dark honey in this vicinity.) I had 93 sections of No. 1
comb honey, and about the same number partly -filled. I
have not made a success of comb honey yet.
" I might state here, in anticipation of a very pertiuent
question in regard to fall feeding, that I fed 817 pounds of
sugar this fall, the number of colonies having increased to
49 and also state in regard to locality that when this yard
consisted of 5 first-class colonies they yielded 928 pounds of
extracted honey, and increased the number of colonies to
15.
Other apiaries are from 3 to 5 miles distant."
;

M. B. Trevorrow.
Feeding Bees

In
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you let the bees alone, and they swarm when
you can still manage so you will have a fair
When the bees swarm set the swarm on the old
yield.
stand. Place the old colony close beside it. In a week put
the old colony on a new stand, and that will throw all the
flying force into the swarm, and from that you will get
your surplus honey.
The disappearance of young queens after swarming is
probably due to loss during the wedding flight. There is
nothing to do about it except to help the queens locate their
own hives. Trees, vines, even a fence-post, will help them
mark their own home.

Even

if

alfalfa is on,

=———==—

Winter- Getting Queens to Laying
After Swarming

ZHt\ pasty's
dftcrtl^ougfyts

My

bees have not been profitable for several years, and
your advice about a scheme I have thought of.
In this country they fly many, many days sometimes for a
week, or even two, continuously, during the winter when
I judge from my
it is warm enough for them to be out.
reading that this takes much more food than in a climate
where they stay quietly all winter. I fear, as this winter
has been so far unusually mild, and there is of course nothing for them to gather, that perhaps they don't have
enough. Is it wise to feed during the winter ? If so, how ?
Each February I made a gallon of syrup at a time and
put in a shallow zinc pan in the sun. On this I put a thin
board full of holes a quarter of an inch wide, the board
large enough to float on the syrup and come almost to the
edge of the pan. They used it up very speedily. It was at
quite a distance from the hives, so they all used it together.
As far as I can judge, it worked all right. Please tell me
if there is a better way.
My sole dependence for honey here is alfalfa. We are
greatly troubled with grasshoppers that eat off the bloom,
but I have always had some beautiful honey from the first
crop which blooms from the 1st to the middle of May. My
bees then are about ready to swarm, so I get only a part of
which I might otherwise have. I have tried destroying
queen-cells to delay swarming, but not very successfully.
Could I hurry things up by stimulative feeding so that
swarming would be over by May 1 ? Our springs are not
very early. Fruit-bloom comes from April 1 to the middle
sometimes not until the last, because though we have warm,
almost summer days, we are apt to have a late frost even
up to May 1, and there is nothing else for them to build up
on. If you think it practical to take them through swarming so that I may take advantage of this first alfalfa crop
by feeding them, will you kindly submit a plan for me?
and would you advise me trying it on all my 12 colonies, or
only a few of them ?
Another difficulty seems to be in the getting to work of
the young queens after swarming. For 3 years I have had
to buy some new queens in July, finding that though work
seems to start well, suddenly the queen disappears. Have
you any solution to offer for that difficulty ? I shall be very
grateful for your answers, which I know from experience
(Miss) Helen Perry.
will be helpful.
Englewood, Kan., Jan. 5.

I

want

to ask

—

—

No, it is not wise to feed during winter, but it is better
than to let the bees starve. Your plan of feeding was doing
for the bees the very thing you wished to avoid, as it was
stimulating them to flying and brood -rearing.
If bees must be fed during, winter it is better to give
them all they will need at one time, and it is better to feed
on or in the hive. As you have weather warm enough for
them to take the feed in the open, there ought to be no
trouble in getting them to take it in a Miller feeder, or
other feeder that may be preferred.

any

Whether anything can be done to hurry up swarming
depends. You say fruit blooms in April. If there is an
utter dearth before fruit-bloom, or between fruit-bloom and
alfalfa, and at the same time the weather is favorable for
daily flight, then feed given almost any way, every day or
every other day, may make quite a difference in the time of
swarming.
Two or three weeks before
Another thing you can do
you would like to have them swarm, take frames of sealed
brood from the weaker ones and give to the stronger, thus
making them so populous that they will swarm earlier. In
this way you can at least get part of them to swarm earlier.
If they still fail to swarm early enough to suit you, you can
take matters into your own hands by shaking swarms that
is, taking away all brood from the colony and giving it
empty combs, foundation or starters.
:

;

^.

j
The " Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Gla66es.

Preventing Honey Granulating by Heating.
As to the scheme to prevent granulation by heating

extracted honey in the solar wax-extractor, my first thought
is that honey that I have seen come out of the solar has
always been pretty black and strong. It is possible, however, that clean, good honey, perfectly free from beeswax,
might not be harmed by the treatment. Ought not to take
a great while to find out. Pretty certain that contact with
melted beeswax is a bad thing, whether it does all the mis-

Page 877.
a Bee-Keeper's Bible.
Bee-Book
No

chief or not.

—

All right to read Bible and a bee-book, if the reader
does not get them mixed. I fear we have no bee-book yet
quite entitled to stand as Bee-Keeper's Bible. Glad to feel
that we have several that can " file a claim." Page 879.

Honey Absent from Hotel Tables.
think most of us will share the surprise of Prof. Cook,
to find that in England, Ireland, Scotland, France, Belgium,
Holland and Germany almost no hotels set honey before the
guest, not even when he asks for it. All samee we'uns
'Spects the cause is the same on both sides of the pond.
Retail price has been kept out of the reach of common
folks and the habit of common folks has become in this
case the habit of all. But no plan to remedy things by
going back along that line will give universal satisfaction.
Some of the brethren will kick pretty lively at Prof. Cook's
but nevertheless I guess he is right. No
proposed prices
kick from me. I sell a large share of my (not very large)
crops direct to consumers, and let them have best extracted
And when the brethren
at 7 cents and best comb for 14.
try to buy me clean out and put a stop to it I won't let 'em.
As a result, people in my locality eat honey.
That only one person in Britain relies wholly on beeproducts for support will be a still greater surprise, I imagI

!

;

;

ine.

Page

880.

To Cellar or Not to Cellar

Bees.

straight is the line of
Curved is the line of beauty
duty— and 40 degrees is the line of keep your bees out of the
I think C. P. Dadant has located said line about as
cellar.
;

can be located. Page 880.
Programs— Longevity of Bees.
Experimental
Some

well as

it

Also our professors seem to range themselves in the two
and Is-doings. Prof. Scholl, of Texas,
seems to threaten taking the place of chief of the Is-doings.
Has an experimental program of 10 items, and 6 more up
classes of Has-dones

his sleeve.

Somehow,

I

take special interest in the effort to

determine comparative length of life as lived by the 6 or 7
different kinds of bees now " on the carpet." Not so imporbut it strikes me as likely to result in
tant as some things
something definite and settled. Too often our investigations result merely in a chronic difference of opinion. This
one will also if we " —Don't— Watch— Out." I take it that
Prof. Scholl is quite capable of watching out, and hardly
needs my reminders. Besides the things he mentions, it is
in the highest degree necessary that two races tested side
and side should be in equal degrees of activity ; and this is
best attained by a good honey-flow. To illustrate what I
;
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mean, if we test the life-terms of Italians beside blacks in
August, when the honey-flow is very poor, but not entirely
lacking, we may catch the Italians in nearly an average
state of activity, and the blacks in a semi-dormant condition.
The result of this would be that the blacks would live
very much the longer just then, and the conclusions drawn
from the experiment would be enormously false. Page 882.

Langstroth Hives and Others.
frame hives after Langstroth (as Mr. Dooseems to suggest on page 881) has pretty good logic to
support it, and is no more than justice to our grand old man
but, but, Language has laws of its own which mostly will
conquer and enforce themselves in the end. The terms
" Langstroth frame " and "Langstroth hive " are pretty
well settled already, and are very unlikely to be changed
much. Our multitudinous frame-hives seem to range themselves mostly in three families the Langstroths (which are
intermediate in character), the square-frame hives, and the
shallow-frame hives. If we make room for a fourth family
the "barns" hives with extra-big
it will probably be
frames, and plenty of them, but not altogether square.
Calling

all

little

—

—

—

^

(T
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hoops should be tested a few days after the barrels are filled.
I have had hoops that were tight before filling drive a half
inch or more. This is always worse where the barrels have
been left out in the weather. It is very injurious to them to
get wet.
The staves swell, and, being held by the iron
hoops, something has to give so the cell-structure of the
wood is crushed and the elasticity is gone out of it. It is
very hard, after that, to keep them from leaking.
I had all kinds of trouble with barrels like that last
summer. They had been left out in the weather a great
deal, and it seemed impossible to stop their leaking. The
trouble was next to the heads. I could not draw the ends of
the staves together till I hit upon a plan which, no doubt, a
cooper would have known beforehand. I drove the hoops
tight to see which cracks would not come together, marked
those, loosened up the hoops, and put dried flags, and sometimes cotton rags, in those cracks
then drove the hoops
tight.
Where barrels persisted in leaking, a hard cord was
driven into the crack with a hammer and blunt chisel.
In my estimation, barrels of honey should be kept by
the producer in as hot and dry a place as they are likely to
get into after they leave his hands, and hoops all tested
with heavy hammer just before shipping, unless the honey
;

is

granulated.

M

I

»

Various Weather Conditions in Canada

J

\=
Conducted by Moblet Pettit, Villa Nova, Oot.

Barrels for Honey

A little discussion on honey -barrels at the Ontario BeeKeepers' Convention last November suggested to me the
idea that some of the Canadian readers and others would be
interested in my experience. The kind almost universally
used in this country are emptied glucose barrels, obtained
from biscuit and confectionery factories. They are made
of comparatively soft wood, and contain from 600 to 700
pounds.
The confectioners drain them, and sometimes
steam them out to get the last bit of contents, then store
them in basement, shed, or yard, ready for the buyer who
gets them at a comparatively low price, and assumes most
of the responsibility for their care.
If storage is to be had at home, it is best to get them
there as soon as possible, and have them ready early for the
honey season. Bung plugs can be got at any well-ordered
planing mill at a merely nominal price. No one can afford
to make these with a pocket-knife while there are turninglathes in the land.
Plug the bungs tightly to keep out dust, and see that
the barrel is in every other way ready for the honey. First
plug the air-hole which the factory-man made with a chisel
to let the glucose run freely from the bung.
Be sure there
is not more than one air-hole, because if you do not find all
leaks before the honey is in the barrel you will afterward.
Now for tightening the hoops. Having set the barrel
on end, remove the first hoop, and make it smooth inside by
flattening back with a hammer the points which were set
into the stave with a punch. I find a hoop that is smooth
inside is easy to drive, and never slips back enough to
bother. Replace this hoop and fix the others the same in
succession.
For drivirg hoops we use a steel driver with straight
handle 10 inches long. It is made to fit the edge of a hoop
and hardened there, but just soft enough on the upper end
so a steel hammer will not batter it. The hammer weighs
Z /2 pounds- An ordinary carpenter's hammer is entirely
too light for the job. I always wear a leather glove on the
left hand that holds the driver, then hammer the hoops till
they fairly "sing." I have never bursted a hoop yet, but
have done a great deal towards stopping leaks. Sometimes
by rough handling of empties, staves get cracked across
the middle
a double thickness of cotton with a piece of
tin well tacked over such will remove danger of leakage.
Barrels for honey should be as dry as possible, for instead of taking moisture from the honey the staves give up
moisture to the honey and shrink, if possible. They should
therefore be stored in a dry place, and the hoops well driven.
I remember hearing N. E. France say once that there was
always a racket in his store-rooms on rainy days the boys
were driving hoops on the barrels. On this account the
l

We notice the revival in the American Bee Journal of the department entitled " Canadian Beedom." This time it is being conducted
by our friend from Villa Nova, who is, by the way, I believe, the only
" M.P.
in our ranks.
In a recent issue we find some complaint as to
weather conditions this fall in Ontario; no chance for bees to have a
cleansing flight before going into the cellar, etc. Surmise that friend
P
took his bees into the cellar a few days too soon if his locality
was anything like in York County during the last few days of November, when bees here had a thorough flight.
Since then the weather
has been quite mild most of the time, and the bees have had more
flights.
These are possibly conducive to best wintering. However,
the chances are that they will be kept pretty quiet for the next two
months. York Countt Bee-Keeper.
1 '

[Weather here, and, we presume, at Villa Nova, while fine and
mild for the season, has not been warm enough for anything like a
general flight. This old Ontario does give a great variety of climate.
We have had scarcely any snow here so far this winter. Fifteen miles
north they are having good sleighing. Editor.] Canadian Bee
Journal.

—

Thanks, Mr. Y. C. B.K. Of course, we should not overlook the Hon. Nelson Monteith, M. P. P., bee-keeper, fruitgrower, and Minister of Agriculture, though he has been
a member for a comparatively short time, whereas the Villa
Nova man has borne the title for about 30 years.
As to weather, the last few days have broken all records,
I think.
Saturday, Sunday and Monday, Jan. 20, 21, 22, the
temperature ranged between SO and f 8 degrees, Fahr., with
south breeze and sunshine.
The outdoor winterers are
having their innings this year.
Prejudice Against Bees on Alfalfa
" York County Bee Keeper," speaking of the cattlemen's
prejudice in Nevada against bees working on their alfalfa,
says, "Happily, at present anyway, we have nothing to fear
in Ontario from prejudice of this kind."
Don't be too sure, Mr. "York County Bee-Keeper." I
could take you to a neighborhood in Norfolk county where
neighbors told a woman she would lose 200 bushels from
her yield of buckwheat by having bees work on it. When
the buckwheat was ripening, however, she was satisfied

with her crop.

The prejudice against bees on some crops which they
actually benefit is alarming, and shows a wide field for mission work by Farmers' Institute speakers.
Shallow

vs.

Deep Supers

Wm. L. Cooper, in the Canadian Bee Journal, speaking
of shallow vs. deep supers, says in defense of the former
:

;

—

The deep super is far the best for general purposes, but the other
has its uses, and I claim for it the following advantages:
1. It is best for a weak colony in a rapid flow.
2. It is best for any colony in a very light flow.
3. It is most useful to induce bees to work in sections.
4. It is good to use in spring when a colony has about tilled the
lower story with brood and honey. If a full super be given at this
time the strain of keeping the double story warm at nights is very
severe.

Feb.
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Doctor filler's
Question Box
*

j
Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
^ST Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Making Increase— Queen-Excluders and Comb HoneyFastening Full Sheets of Foundation In Sections

Our main

from buckwheat, and is very
few days. I have some bees in 8frame Gallup hives, and want to make all the increase I can
up to the time buckwheat comes into bloom (about Aug. 1),
short, often

flow here

is

lasting- but a

So when a colony swarms, put the swarm on the old
and set the old colony as close as you can
it.
Then a week later move the old colony to a
new stand some distance away. That will make the swarm
a rouser, and it will do fine work for you if there is any-

stand,
beside

thing to be done. The old colony will do little or nothing
in supers, but having a young queen it ought to be a fine
colony for the ensuing season. You will see that will leave
all the old colonies in the Gallup hives, and the swarms in
the new kind. If you do not want to wait for natural
swarms, you can practise shaking swarms. That is, set
an empty hive on the old stand and shake bees into it,
leaving just enough bees in the old hive to keep the brood
from chilling, setting it on a new stand and letting it rear
a queen
although it will be much better to give it a queen
or a ripe queen cell.
2. I wouldn't use excluders for comb honey.
3. At our house we use the Daisy fastener, which has a
hot metal plate. That melts the edge of the foundation,
fastening it more securely than by mere pressure, and the
;

work

is

a good deal easier.

and put the increase into dovetail

hives, but leave the original colonies in the Gallup hives, to save the expense of buying so many hives, then turn the whole force to storing'
buckwheat honey, having all full colonies by Aug. 1.
1. What would be your plan for making the increase ?

2. Is it necessary to use queen-excluders with dovetailed
hives in producing comb honey (I run for comb honey exclusively) ? Would you use bound, unbound, or wood-andzinc ?
3. What is your method of fastening full sheets all
around in the sections? I have had some trouble with them
coming loose when fastened only at the top with a Parker

fastener,

and using bottom

Answers.— 1.

starters.

Pennsylvania.

easy to say what will be the best
plan of increase for you. One's previous plans and experiences have much to do with it. If your increase up to this
date has been entirely by natural swarming, that may be
the best now. But in that case try to get your surplus
honey chiefly from the swarms. Remember that 50,000 bees
in one hive will store more than 2 colonies of 25,000 each.
It isn't

Reports anb
(Experiences
Good Season For Bees
One year ago

put 11" colonies into winter
quarters. I lost one last spring with paralysis.
They did not increase any the past season.
I obtained 12,000 pounds of honey, over
one-half of it comb honey in one-pound sections, and the balance extracted.
It is about
all sold at prices ranging from 13 to 15 cents.
I have sold about $1200 worth.
Bees are in good condition for winter, and
heavy with honey.
B. W. Peck.
I

Dorset, Ohio, Dec. 30, 1905.

Bees Did Poorly in 1905

We started in
Bee6 did poorly last year.
the spring with 24 colonies; had one swarm,
and got about 500 pounds of extracted honey.
They were so weak this fall that we doubled
them down to IS colonies. Nearly half of the
bees throughout the surrounding country are
already dead.
We have had good weather
this winter
no snow, and the ground is dry
and dusty poor prospect for clover.
;

—

Richard Chinn,

Concord, Neb., Dec.

28, 1905.

Light and Heavy Weight Sections

my

packed well for winter.
honey off the
It
hives, as I had 1 super left on last week.
was done while we were out selling honey.
There is quite a good deal written about
the weight of section honey. I have many
different kinds, some produced with separaMany
tors and others with no separators.
I

have

Some one

bees

all

stole 3 sections of
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Feeding Bees

what with

Wisconsin.

it.

Answer. — It depends upon how

early in the spring you
operate. If after it is warm enough for bees to fly freely
the bees will clean each other if they
it will be all right
get daubed but if you attempt it at a time when too cool
for bees to be on the move, it would be likely to do more
harm than good.
;

;

We

got the odd flavor and the smell, while another
neighbor farther away, and myself, left our
honey on the hives some weeks longer than
our friend did, and got A No. 1 honey, clear
and heavy, with a flrst class taste to it, and no
smell whatever.

Another thing about this plant is, it furnishes supplies for the bees until it is almost
too cold for them to fly, where cattle get at it
and keep it eaten down somewhat.
Preston, Ont., Jan. 2,
W. D. Harris.

Foote's

Poor Season for Bees
The season

of 1905 was rather poor for bees
in this part of the State.
I got 700 pounds
of comb honey from 36 colonies, spring count.
The flrst of the season was cold and wet, then

the dry weather cut off the fall flow. I put
my bees into a dry cellar under the dwelling
house Dec. 1, in medium condition.
I consider the American Bee Journal one of
I read it
the best of its kind of literature.
with pleasure and profit every week.

John Cline.
15, 1905.

Sweet Clover Honey
I

Early Spring

I have 65 colonies of bees which I think I will have to
feed in the spring. I think of putting a piece of muslin
over the frames and an oilcloth and the cover over it, and
then raise the oilcloth and cover when pouring the syrup
over the muslin, and cover up again. I can feed them in a
short time in this way.
The syrup will be made of half honey and sugar-water.
Will this daub the bees up too much ? When the muslin is
on the hives a few days there will be little holes in it so the
syrup will run through quite freely. Will it hurt the bees
any to have the syrup run on them and be daubed up some-

sections will weigh 19 or 20 ounces each, while
some weigh 14 or 15 ounces. Perhaps 10 out
of 28 will weigh 1 pound
My wife and I go
out with the horse and buggy and sometimes
sell 30 or 40 sections a trip.
When selling, I
weigh every section, and then those that do
not come close to a pound I put with those
that weigh over a pound, and in this way a
light one and a heavy one will weigh 2 pounds,
which I sell for 25 cents; or 1 pound for 13
cents.
sell all our honey around town.
Belmont, N. Y.
Geo. Hodges.

Darlington, Wis., Dec.

In

have been watching various statements by

different people regarding sweet clover some
do not think that it yields well. Nevertheless,
I got about 20 pounds per colony from it, and
neighbor bee-keepers averaged about the same
this year, and it left our bees in very good
;

shape for winter.
The reason we happened to have such a
plenty of sweet clover is because some one
planted it along the banks of the Grand river,
and the river distributed the seed everywhere.
Well, as to taste of honey. Some have said
it was poor and thin, and had a peculiar flavor
also an odd smell of its own. That is all true,
but the trouble is that that honey was extracted too soon. One of my neighbors had a
little of that kind of experience this year; he

Swarm-Hiving Box

thank Mr. Hasty for his criticism
of my "Swarm-Taking Box and Pole" (page
But he (rather HaBty-ly, I think)
883).
jumps at a conclusion and lands on the wrong
side of the fence when he votes the "whole
scheme a failure and a nuisance." After repeated trials I have decided that " that style
He is very
of doings" is a complete success.
decidedly still on the wrong side of the fence
I

want

to

intimates that I " waste time hiving
I have not kept bees,
pari of a swarm."
with very good success, for 20 yeirs to be satisfied without securing the "whole thing."
But I see that I will have to reverse the order
of things and make a short story long in order
for himself and "some of the brethren" to understand how I manage the affair.
In the flrst place, I have a slim, light pole
about 18 feet long, to the top of which a
strong iron hook is securely fastened to
operate as a shaker. When a swarm first begins to cluster, and I think it is necessary to
U6e this pole, I hang it on the limb close to
the cluster, then get the swarm-catcher, stand
the pole under the cluster, steady it with one
hand, run the box to the top and fasten it
there by winding the cord around the bracket
Then, with the other hand, I
at the bottom.
take hold of the " shaker" and shake the bees
from the limb into the box. If a few persist
in going back to the limb, I repeat the shaking until all of them cluster in, or on, the

when he
a.
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Now

BEEKEEPERS ^Mfi

SUPPLIES
Mail
FOR IT TODAY

WRITE
My

*°

is the best ODe yet.
The Catalog will tell you all about it.
Remember, I have beeo in the business over 20 years, arid carry the largest stock in the"West. Maoy thousands of dollars worth of goods now on hand, ready for distribution.
Why put up with inferior goods when you may as well have the best? They cost you no more In many

proposition

CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
In all cases I

My

shipping

RATES. A

GIVE THE MOST FOR THE MONEY,

LOWEST FREIGHT

Mention
when they are easily lowered to the
to the hive.
don't take a spade, dig a hole in the
ground and set the pole "stationary" as I
would a fence-post, but handle as described
above.
A. F. Foote.
Riceville, Iowa, Jan. 1.

box,

ground and carried
I

can Bee Journal for its valuable assistance.
I wish to urge the pushing of the matter of
advancing the price of retailed comb honey.
I know from experience that 25 cents per section is as easily obtained as 15 cents, provided,
of course, that the honey

My

first-class.

is

second-grade honey, which weighs 12 to 14
ounces, and is fully as good as the average
'•farmer's honey." sells harder at 20 cents
than the first-grade at 25 cents. I began years
ago to sell at 20 cents, and so speak from experience.

But don't forget the matter of quality.
Three times I have bought decent-looking
"farmer's honey"' when short myself, but in
every case 1 was obliged to take the honey
back and refund the money, and so I shall
never try it again. It is not a fair price, but a
poor article, that maRes a good customer kick.
Every 25-cent section bears this stamp
"Byfield." And the guarantee is followed up
to the limit ; any defect being good for the
money back on sight; but so far it has never
happened with honey from my own hives.
I wish we could hear again from the correspondent who advanced the theory of the more
rapid flight of black drones. I have reason to
believe there may be something in it.

George W. Adams.
Rowley, Mass., Jan. 12

Light and Heavy Weight Sections
The honey crop was rather disappointing
last season in Prowers
fact, the poorest I

and Bent counties

;

in

am told for the past 17
year6. The maximum returns were about 40
to 50 pounds per colony.
The largest returns
came from apiaries worked for extracted and
comb

John

honey.

Lamar, Colo., Dec.

S.

Sbmmens.

30, 1905.

Two Queens

in

a Hive

Dr. Bohrer, of Kansas, reported the case of
two queens in the hive at the same time. I
bought a fine queen in 1002, that I used as a
breeder.
As I was getting brood from her
last July, I found a capped queen-cell, so I
kept watch of them. They lived together,
each laying eggs.
I still think they are together, for I looked to-day (Nov. 19), and

Street,
when

Bee Journal

I

Address

MOINES, IOWA.

writing.

found them both together; yet if they winter
together I shall take the old queen out next
spring and give her a nucleus to breed from.
She has not had any wings in three years,
as the bees gnawed them off, so she is easily
known.
J. G. Goodnee.
Big Springs, Tenn.

Honey

would report a fairly successful year with
the bees, and tender my thanks to the AmeriI

Now.

NYSEWANDER,
DES

JOS.

565 and 567 West Seventh

Retailing

quality considered.

unsurpassed. All points reached by direct lines, thus insuring the
penny invested in a postal card will save you dollars and vexation. Liberal Discounts
facilities are

Thinks This Journal Necessary
am going out of the bee-business and

WANTED
Jobbers' quotations on all Bee-Keepers' Supplies except Hives and Extracting Frames.
5A2t
A. B. BROWN & CO Dubuque, Iowa.
,

,

«06T

3?

Mi

"SS. *8J8IP.>«<!

so

%

will not need the American Bee Journal any
But I will send you a new subscriber
in
place. The Journal has been a great
help to me, and I think it a necessary companion to all interested in the bee-busine6S.

3!

longer.

my

Ridge Farm,

Isaac Vaught.

111.

A Valuable Kink

in

Wiring

That little kink of wiring frames, given by
Adrian Getaz, will more than pay for the price
of the American Bee Journal for 1906. Please
find money order enclosed for $1 00 to extend
my subscription.
F. Jay Lewis.

Oak Park,

Calif.

Rain in Southern California

We

have had a nice rain.
Prospects are
very bright for the honey crop in San Diego
county this year.
(J.
San Marcos, Calif.

F.

Merriam

&

Son.

Bees All Alive in January

My

112 colonies of bees all showed up alive
today. All but a very few colonies flew
strongly and long. The general look and
appearance Is also hopeful.
E. E. Hasty.
Toledo, Ohio, Jan. 20.

Honey

And

the American Bee Journal, and felt very much
disappointed on my recent visit to Southern
California not to be able to see him at his

home.
He was absent, as he was in Europe
at the time.
However, I met many bee-keepers in that lovely land of fruit and flowers,
where the roses are in bloom all the year
around, and the bees could be seen in vast
numbers in the pepper-trees towards the middle of December.
At this same time of the
year the people could be seen before sunrise
in the mornings sitting in the parks reading
the papers.
There was one thing which Prof. Cook's article, on page S80 (1905), brought out very forcibly.
That was the absence of honey on the
tables in England, Ireland, Scotland, France,

last

Never Go Out ^

PETS

in California, Etc.

Editor York :— For many years I have read
the writings of Prof. Cook in the columns of

from 5

to 21 years Ha
Otisvillh. Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir: — I have tried almost everything In
the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years. In short
if 1 want any more smokers your new style is
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks InFred Fodner.
duced me to get mine.

3

you are interested

in Pigeons, Rabbits,
Cavie6, Dogs, Cats, Birds or Pets of any kind,
you should send for a tree
of
If

sample

PUT STOCK.

the Best Pubkind in America.
It's

lication ©t its
Has

a

a year.

national circulation, and

Address,

it's

only 50c

PET STOCK,

Box

40Ctf

YORK, PA.

20,

Our

Poultry
Dollars

large, ~>2 to 112 page magazine,
beautifully illustrated; beBt printed

and edited poultry journal, makes
it easy to add $$ to your income by
keeping a few hens on a town lot,
or make a success on a large scale;
covers everything.

Come SUCCESS,
Poultry
Easy

POULTRY

one year, 50c; large
illustrated poultry book, free to annual subscribers. 3 months trial,
luc.

Dept.

17,

Success Co.

Springfield, Ohio.

Feb.

1.
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Now, sir,
Belgium, Holland, and Germany.
while ibis undoubtedly is true across the
water, yet the same state of affairs exists right
in Southern California, for during my stay in
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, Pasadena, and along the Coast, I did
not see even a taste of honey on any of the
tables, and only saw it in two grocery windows
Why is it so ? Let someone
in Los Angeles.
who knows please solve the problem. Perhaps the people in Europe are all sweet enough
without having to eat honey
Lest I should be considered an intruder on
your valuable space, I would better call a halt
for this time, as you know an uninvited guest
But, sir, invited or uninvited,
sits on thorns.
I regretted very much not to be able to call
on the Editor of the American Bee Journal
when passing through Chicago.
While I am at it, I must congratulate you
on having secured the services of that brilliant
young Canadian, Mr. Morley l'ettit, to conduct "Canadian Beedom;" and also the excellent portrait and poem of the late Father
W. J. Brown.
Langstroth.
Chard, Ont., Dec. 23, 1905.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Washington.— The annual meeting of
the Washington State Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in the old M. E. Church, on
Third Street. North Yakima, Wash, Feb. 14,
An interesting program is
15 and 16, 1906
assured. One feature will be the illustrated
lectures on bee-keeping. Let all bee-keepers
in different parts of the State attend and make
this an interesting and valuable convention.
Virgil Sires,

!

Wisconsin.

you want.
any paper.

and

needs,

Woman's Home Companion

and

Our

price for

one year,

all

descrip-

things

est

known

in

horticulture.

gardener, farmer, or any-

to be without this book-, which
be sent free to all sending me their
address on a postal.

afford
will

WM. HENRY MAULE
1720 Filbert

Without Review of Reviews, $2.00; without
Woman's Home Companion and Review of Reviews,

one interesied
in flowers can

$3.00.

Mention

Bee

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.

Journal

when

writing.

$1.50.

Gleanings

in

Bee Culture, The American Boy,

or The Western Fruit Grocer, may be substituted for Pearson's, if desired.
Write foi other Clubs. Give us a list of what

We can

save you money on almost

THE flODERN FARHER,
ST.

Mention

JOSEPH, MO.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
bacV for the American Bee Journal we mall for
but 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.50. It it
fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf yon have
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no further binding Is necessary.
a

r^r-^-ji.

-v^-^wirm-vr

.w

WORTH DOLLARS PER

QEORGE W. YORK &

334

Dearborn

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

Certainly!

bee-paralysis be cured?

First, kill off all old queens.
Then send to
some reliable breeder and get a breeding queen.
Use the natural or scientific method and re-

Place
queen with strong, healthy queens.
two frames of drone-comb in the center of
brood-nest where the breeding queen is, so
you will have large, strong drones.

Second, take out all frames from each colony, one at a time.
Fill the bottom of the
hive >>, inch deep with fine table-salt; re adjust
the frames and sprinkle salt down between
the frames on the bees. Cover the top box of
When the heat from
the frames with salt.
the bees melts the salt and the wood absorbs
Cover
the brine, repeat this treatment.
the entrance and alighting-board with salt.
Cleanse the ground in front of every hive and
burn the dead bees. Cleanse the horse-trough,
cover the slop-barrels, fill up the hog-wallows,
and furnish fresh water for the bees near the
apiary. Get some rotten wood and soak it in
brine take it out of the brine and let it dry in
the sunshine. Then use it for smoker-fuel.
"Iowa" (page 862), don't put camphor in
the hive. Try this old fogy's remedy and report the result. It costs but 5 cents to try it.
The salt on the entrance will kill the beemoth eggs, and is certain death to the waxmoth when placed on top of the frames. If
this remedy will heip you, I am amply paid.
Vanduser, Mo.
W. Johnson.
;

Investigate
Mention

CARFFS STRAWBERRIES
crow

millions of strawberry plants
that yieltl lusL-iuun fruits. All true
to name— full of life.
They're
money— L-iii n, -rs that will yield

PKOFIT PER ACRE
no

cat.li* of ,„ ,il bulls, fruit
y bandjoma.
d ornamental trrrs, farm ami cardan eeeds and
ll

neral norarrr Block sent frar

Get

New

1

1— «rtt* t,.i»y.
Carlisle. 0.

Bee

Journal

when

the

writing.

Langstroth • the

Poultry

«* Honey-Bee

Business

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

This

a copy of my book
which describes the profit-

Write for

one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantiaUy in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being- revised by those
is

able

can Bee Journal

Bach subject

It gives the price"

—

that will insure success without your spending a dollar uselessly.
Send for my complete literature.

CHAS. A.
3926 Henry Street,

;

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334

Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL

paid for eggs and poultry

profitably. Whether your needs are small or
large, I will furnish, without charge, estimates and plans for a complete equipment

for $1 .20, or club

with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
THREE
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

E,gg,

and the costs of production.
I have helped thousands to make money with
poultry. My Model Incubators and Brooders
are used on the monev-making farms. It is my
business to teach those who use them to do so

and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderf uUy helped on the way to
success with bees.

The book we mail

of

and Roaster Farms.

week by week for the past three years. It
tells how and when a hatch taken off each
week in the year could be most profitably
marketed. It shows how you can make $2.00 on
a large winter roaster. It tells what profits
can be made with each of the popular breeds,

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

is clearly

com binations

Broiler,

large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

It

N.Scarff,

2

tions of the
best and new-

3 00

Review of Reviews

Salt fop Curing Bee-Paralysis

W.

;

full from cover to cover of
illustrations

1.00
1.00
1.00

just at the right time.

$300

i

large pages

S .25

Pearson's

H. A. SCEOI'PENHORST.
Marthasville, Mo., Dec. 18, 1905.

Can

1906

contains

Modern Farmer

industry.

have J>een a reader of the American Bee
Journal for about 5 years, and I find much
valuable information in each issue; in fact,
it always contains just such information as
every bee-keeper, in addition to the bee-books,

FOR

— The

OUR LEADER
Cosmopolitan

I

*J$ooA

Sec.

No market

was the cause. There was plenty of bloom,
little or no nectar.
The people of this State are just beginning
to wake up to the fact that we have a "bonanza" in the products of the "little bee."
All that is wanting is to know how to handle
them with profit and pleasure.
The Bulletin lately issued by the Missouri
State Board of Agriculture, prepared by Mr.
R. A. Holekamp, will aid materially in awakening an interest in this now almost neglected

but

rSeed
Seed

Wisconsin State BeeKeepers' Association will meet in annual convention at the Capitol, Madison, Feb. 6 and 7.
An interesting program is being prepared.
Several beekeepers of prominence are preparing papers on subjects of special and genThe
eral interest, which will be discussed.
Question-Box will, however, be the main feature. One and one-third rate round-trip on all
Gus Dittmer, Sec,
Wisconsin railroads.
Augusta, Wis.

Bee-Keeping in Missouri
The honey crop the past year was rather
poor in this locality. Too much rain I think

107

Mention

"

It is

CYPHERS

Bee Journal

Buffalo, N. Y.

when

-writing.

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."
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THE ELGIN HIVE
No Dovetails
No Nailed Corners
That's A1J,

How
the

they Help

Except—

That we

will send you our Catalog and
Circular fully describing- "The Elgin,'*
if you will send us your address.
We sell full line of SUPPLIES.

Farmer

the telephone really helps the farmer he
the man who ought to know the *'how"
and "why." We have recently published a
book full of telephone facts for farmers,
which every farmer in the country ought to
read, whether he intends to buy a telephone
or not.
It will be sent FREE to all those
interested who will take the trouble to
write for it. This book tells how and why
the telephone helps the farmer and his family, and why the modern farm equipment
is not complete without a telephone.
The
telephone is a time-saver — consequent ly a
profit-maker.
Simply reading this book,
"How the Telephone Helps the Farmer,"
will certainly convince any farmer that he
If

is

is

missing

much he ought

to enjov

if

he

The National Supply Co.
ELGIN, ILL.

WE WANT NAMES
We

want

YOU

to send us the names and addesses of from ten tc twenty-five farmers
living in the United States, each one having five cows or more. Toucan send us the names
from any number of different post-offices. If you will send us these names we will send you

FOUR BEAUTIFUL PICTURES FREE.

These pictures are reproductions of the
most celebrated paintiDgs in the world, and they are of high quality, and we know that you
will be pleased and delighted with them
no pictures will be given for a list of less than ten
;

farmers.

We

RURAL HOME

want

to send a sample copy of the special dairy issue of the
to a lot
of farmers who are not now taking our paper, and that is the reason we want these nameB.
Send us immediately a list of at least ten farmers and we will send you,

is

trying to do without a
telephone in his home.
It describes very interestingly the best telephone for the country

ABSOLUTELY

FREE, FOUR REPRODUCTIONS OF THE WORLD'S FAMOUS PICTURES.

Address

The Rural Home,

Mention

home—

Stromherg
Carlson

Made

of artificial stone. Practically indeand giving entirely satisfactory refoundation made easily and
?uickly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50 cash
with order. Address,

INCUBATOR
r Perfect in construction
,

Tells just how each
part from the case to
the mostimportantpart
is made; illustrates the
various parts and shows
by a very practical and complete description
and
explanation the duty and
requirements of each: tells why we make
them with such care, and exposes the secrets of the construction of cheap telephones; shows why they can be sold cheap,

and why they should never be used on farm
lines.
It shows why Stromberg-Carlson
telephones will outwear any other farm telephone made and how we produce an instrument that practically will never get out of
order. Cheap telephones are invariably out
of service just when you want them most;
they quickly lose their talking qualities and
are a constant source of annoyance and expense, simply because they are not made
right. The principle of operation is just the
same in a cheap telephone as in a good one
—the difference all lies in the construction,
the better materials used, and the greater

J

structible,
sults.

and

>ctioo
Datchea every fertile
egg. Write for catalog to-day

GEO.

H.

Mention

STAHL, Qutncy,

a

when

South Dakota Paper?

Price, $1 per year.
SPECIAL OFFER— Send this ad with 35
cents for a year's snbscriotion. Address.
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMER. SlouxFalls.S.D.

SlAlOt

Mention

We Sell Root's Goods

in

M. H.

BANTA
HMi

Incubators&Brooders

Backed by

14

Years

Mention

Bee

CO.. Dept.

Journal

Send

for

-BENDER

24, Ligonier, Ind.

when

writing.

FOR

Cos BEEWARE

Dadant's Foundation
WITH

an enormous stock, and (he best shipping point in Michigan, we are in a position to give you the very best service.

SPECIAL.— A

quantity of Dovetail and Wisconsin Hives, slightly damaged by water,
in packages of 5 at $1.25 per hive for \ /zstory 8 frame 10 frame, fl.40 per hive.
Satisfaction guaranteed

Berclair.Tex.

l

;

;

BEESWAX WANTED
A. G.

WOODMAN

***imtev
Advanced

Bee-Veil.

CO.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

5Atf

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

writing.

satisfaction.
free book.
B/^TA

Band

than sacrifice.— (Prov. 3:21.)

when

YOU
MFG.

Q. B. Lewis

JOHN W.PHARR

more acceptable with the Lord

that

Michigan Distributors

;

is

me

of Successful Use by
poultryraen all over the world.
No guesswork. They are automatic in regulation and ventilation. Fully guaranteed to give

Michigan

HUNT A SON.
Co., Mich

Bell Branch, Wayne

He will furnish at the 6ame prices as last
year: Tested, $1 Untested, 7oc; 5 for £3.25;
10 for §6; 15 for §8.25; 25 f or .?12.50 100 for
He breeds Goldens, Carniolans, and 3$45.

judgment

Bee Journal

Let ns qnote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

III.

Also" 1. 2, and 3 frame Nuclei
Italians.
and full colonies. Prices given on applicaPharr pays the freight, and guarantees
tion.
satisfaction od all Queens. To do justice and

this State, writes

he "prefers to pay $25 for a Rietsche Press than
do without it."— A. G.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Send to

For Queens

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

lyj.G. Goodner, of

every week.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TEL. MFG. CO.
Chicago,

45Atf

South Dakota Farmer 'Ur

care and skill employed in the making. We
would like to have you read this book.
Simply drop us a postal card asking for
80 G, "How the Telephone Helps the Farmer," and we will send it to you by return
mail. Do it today before it slips your mind.
Y.

ADRIAN GETAZ,

writing:.

Tells of great land values, of business opportunities, of a State where more railroad
building is going on than in any other State

union

Comb

—

III.

Bee Journal

Do You Want

St.,

The Rietsche Press

F«r
Irt.80
A 200 Egq

Telephones

Rochester, H.

New York, N. Y.
Bee Journal when -writing.

20 North William

Cord arrangement, absolutely nee-proof, best on earth.

of imported French tulle veiling.

Mention

Cotton, with silk face, 50 cents, postpaid.

Bee Journal

when

writing;.

Made

49C"t

Feb.

1,
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FOR THIS "ECONOMY"

*4

EVERYBODY WANTS

BOILER AND FEED COOKE R
The "Economy" Peed Cooker

the best built cooker on

ia

It is constructed so as to get the very
— r%».i^ i— the market today.
from the smallest am-, nut of fuel possible. The
rHtlGrlT kettleresults
is well and strongly madeol the smoothest cast iron,
B

,,

t'*t

"

PAln

aod has a handle on each side so that it can be removed
from the casing' instantly. Will last a lifetime. The casing;,
or jacket, is one continuous sheet of cold rolled boiler steel,
supported at the bottom by a heavy wrought iron band.
This cooker has the largest fire door of any made, and is
<
cooker ever sold at
the strongest, most serviceable
such a price, freight paid. Made in seven sizes to suit every
need; furnished with hinged cover, elbow and one length
of pipe with damper. We guarantee this cooker for one
year.
Send money with order to. lay, or write for our
large 1,000-page catalogue giving ot her sizes and thousands
of money-saving bargains Tor the farmer and his family.
t

,

PUBLISHED WEEKLY FOR THE BREEDER AND FARMER.
Recognized authority on Breeding, Feeding, Management and the Improved Breeds of Stock.
Special Departments for

|

Draft and Coach Horses,
The Beef and Dairy Breeds of Cattle,
Sheep, Swine, Poultry and the Dairy,

*-<

J

I

]

By able Live Stock Writers and Breeders, with the
best from Home and Foreign papers of the world's

yon want to save 10 per cent on everything
yon buy, we have a plan you should know
about; it will save you from iflriu to $260 a year.
Only costs a stamp to find out all about it.
If

:*.

The object
bers.

For

of this Society is to save
full

information let us

t*-ll

money

progress in Live Stock Husbandry.

mem-

for its

you how we do

Our Live Stock Market Report is unequaled.
Handsomely printed and illustrated.
No Stock Farmer can afford to do without It.
Published weekly. Subscription price only

Agents wanted in every county.
Write for sample copy. Address

it.

Co-Operative Society of the National Supply Co.
Chicago, Illinois
Lansing, Michigan

THE

STOCK JOURNAL

LIVE

394

$1.00.

E.

56th ST. CHICAGO

^\l>\l/il/\l>\l/U>\l/\l>\l/il/%#/\#/\#/\#/\#>U/\li\l>\#/\#>il>\liUii#/\#><^

S66d-Tini6 and
Everything for the Apiary
1

Harvest

Wholesale Agents for G.B. Lewis Co.
Dadant's Foundation

3

BUY

NOW—TAKE ADVANTAGE

an illustrated Monthly Journal for country
homes. It is known everywhere as the Great
'Home Industry " Monthly. It is a "Periodical with a Purpose." Its mission is "Teach
Independence Through Home Employment."
Only 25 cents per year; none free.
is

OF THE DISCOUNT.

£

Seed-Time
Dept.

if

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

f:

45Ctf

& Harvest Pub. Go.

208,

Scranton, Pa.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

In Its Twenty-eighth Year

1

LOUIS IHANSSEN'S SONS

f

TH6 RnraTGallfornlan

1

DAVENPORT, IOWA

f

A

6 Months 25c.
larne monthly magazine devoted to Agricultural, Horticultural and rural pursuits, showing the
wonderful development of the Pacific Coast. Beautifully illustrated, well
edited
and artistically
printed on fine book paper. An encyclopedia of information for colonists. Address,

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Rooms
iCtf

Mention

Bee

and

6

7

Temnle

Block,

LOS ANGKLKS. CALIF.
Journal when writing.

Successful Poultry Journal
FRANK HECK,

SWe

manufacture everything needed in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
We assure you the best goods at

greatest variety.

LOWEST
Sand

x

8

*%

PRICES

facilities

g

jHk

^J
<•%

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the
Dovetail Hives

x
O

Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
vou
our free illustrated and descripiive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
every bee-keeper to have our Catalog- SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write

\9

to-day.

The most prominent and successful, practica
poultrynjen write for the Succes-ful Pou'try Jour
and tell how tbey build their houses, mate their
fowls, manatre their incubators, feed both room!
and old— and. in fact, tell how they succeed and
make money. 8end for sample copy.
nal.

enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time nnd worry
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

our excellent freight

%»

SUCCESSFUL POULTRY JOURNAL
ICtf

355 Dearborn

BARNES' FOOT

yon say

It

ILL.

POWER MACHINERY

will." Catalog

J. I.

Parent, of

W.

F.

995

Mention

and

price-list free.

& John Barnes,
Ruby St., Rockford, 111.
Bee Journal when writing.

Address,

©ch

CHICAGO,

Read what

GO., Council Blutts, Iowa,

Catalogs issued in English or German.

St.,

Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

Address,

KRETGttMER MFG.

Editor.

Subscription Price 50 cents per Year.
Write for Advertising Rates.
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AT

GROCERIES
-FREIGHT
What do

FREE

WHOLESALE

Are worthless as honey-producers.
Caucasian Bees are not stiDgless, they are gentle.
They produce honey. Try them next season.
Have your queens, both Caucasians and Italians, bred to order, and then you will have
what you want. Address,

PRICES

PAID-

your groceries cost you a year?

Will you buy them
1U per cent to

ROBERT

is an amount
worth saving; it is worth the trouble of asking for the proof.
Get our large Grocery List and compare our prices with what
you have been paying. Then put us to a greater test—send
us a trial order and compare the goods and the prices. If
we do not save you big money, send the goods back at our

20 per cent

All About the Southwest
Homes and Prosperity for Everybody

another

10

TEXAS

*#?8SSfr5

—

still

produces more honey and other money crops than
any other State.

FARM AND RANCH is the home

per cent, become a

illustrated. Contains clean, reliable, interesting

instructive reading for each member of the family,
24 pages weekly. $1.00 per year. Send stamp for

this extra 10 per cent discount, if you will write
for full information. An easy way to make money.

sample copy.

FARM AND RANCH,
Lansing, Mich, and Chicago,

e

For Sale-10,000 Lbs. r%In e a

III.

Spanish-needle Extracted Honey put up in new
60-lb. tin cans— 6c a pound for the lot, or 6%c
for less, P. J. GUNZEL, Weiner, Ark.
44 A lot
Please mention tne ±see Journal.

CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
covered by two Patents. With this wonderful invention the cost of making Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for

FOR SALE

is

Do

further information.
mean business.

not write about

it

unless you

BEE-SUPPLIES^QUEENS

Until further notice, fine*t quality new crop
California Water White White Sage and Light
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
Amber
cans and new cases Write for prices and sam
quantity
yon want.
and
state
pies,

HONEY

265

&

Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

New York, N.Y

Street,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Trees, Plants

& Seeds s$&

THAT GROW yS^&
y^<tS\.^
9>^Tested
e e d s

J

Best quality. Good bear-

?>^3

ers. Low prices. Apple/<*J9
./'very cheap.
4c Plum and
12c: Peach 4c; all>^ T^ rf «5-^ Freight paid

Cherry/loV-<
budded; Con- /«V \e%?^on trees. Cataird Grapes/lfc^AeV' logue, English or
;

CHARLES MONDENG,
N".,

& SEGELKEN

HlLDRETH
Greenwich

267

34Atf

My

am

NEWTON A.VB.,

Dallas, Tex.
writing.

when

Bee Journal

Mention

you want to save money get our catalogue and learn just how cheap you can buy groceries
from us. Catalogue is ready and lists everything in the grocery line. We send it free.
If

ISO

builders' guide,

handsomely printed on good paper and beautifully
and

member of the Co-operative Society of the
National Supply Co. We'll tell you how to get

Co-operative Society of the National Supply Co.,

B. McGfllN, Yorkville, 111. R.f.d.
Mention Bee Journal when writing-.

2 itf

expense. The grocery bill is the biggest part of the family
expenses. We will cut it almost in the middle and guarantee
everything we sell. We can do this because we buy in
immense quantities carloads and trainloads— and we give
you the benefit of our ability to buy cheap; in fact we can
sell to you at just about the figure your local dealer would
have to pay. We save you his profit and the freight besides.

To save

1906

1,

Stingless Bees

Tbis catalogue will
save you money on
your grocery supplies.

we can prove that we will save you from
and pay the freight 1 That certainly

of us if

Feb.

MINNE-A-FOLiIS, MINN.

!e:

German,

'

Write

SjjQsrrS^S
Address
•>«
\%°/lor
today.
GERMAN nurseries,
•yjyy
C>^ Box 30
Beatrice, Neb.

Forest

ling, II

free.

it

S* f&b

ALFALFA^
BEE- SUPPLIES -PURE
HONEY
Everything the beekeeper needs. Distributing house for Lewis'
Now is the time to buy for next season.

Goods at Factory

Trices.

IN

FINE EXTRACTED HONEY

I

.

I

in

O r*r\
OC L/W.

END YOUR NAME

S

IpMlsl 15 'lay trial proposition on lb©

DANDY GREEN BONE CUTTER
The

fa

<

!• Ft

and easiest running machine made.

It

ubl« jour egg 7UI& Price*5up.
StrattoiiMi'e. Co., Bx21,Erle» Pa,

60-pound cans that we can
ship by return freight at these prices 2 cans,
boxed, at S}4 cents a pound 4 or more cans at
one time, 8 cents a pound all f.o.b. Chicago. Cash with order. Sample, by mail, 8
in stamps, to cover package and postage.
:

;

The best the world can produce
much can you use? Prices quoted quick

BEESWAX

r/%«TT
Cii
M. OUU

HOMEY in

cans or barrels.

Samples 8 ceDts, to pay postage and packing. How
on the quantity you mention.
at all times in the year.
buy

We
— free.

60-POUND CANS

We have a good supply of Pure Alfalfa,

Cash Orders for regular Supplies before February,
6 percent Discount.

Send for our Catalog and "Special"

—

A (iflrA^^

YORK H0NEY a udppb y C0.
n

s

1004. East

Wash. Street
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. -X-

65c

for

**

*+

141-143 Ontario

12 Names r^^vr^-^

Mention

CHICAGO,

The Fresh

stamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 40c a year. F. C.is a wklv., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.

.

St.,

ee
l

ILL.

Air Incubator

Fresh Air applied to Artificial Incubation
in a new and effective way. "ink Ing possible
higher per cent batches, brighter, healthier

FARMER'S CALL, yuincy. 111.
Bee Journal when writing;.

Stronger chicks.

BOOKLETS ON ARTI5 FREE
FICIAL POULTRY PRODUCTION
1st— The Standard Incubator.

2nd— An

Incubator for Uepinneri. :ird— Universal

Hover and Colony Brooders. 4th— Feeding

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
Is

what we are making

for our customers.

eyery country tne successful adyertiser

is

A PIANO

BOX WILL DO
it

and

make your nan brooder. The Universal Hover may be attached to
any size or form of Colony house,

—

We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.
THE HARSH FIELD HANUFACTURINQ CO., Harshfield, Wis.

'In

5th—What D

Put the Universal Hover into

And Prompt Shipments

DOVETAILED HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

Chicks.

the continuous advertiser.'

mushroom bouse,

small portable
plioo box and make
about as gfod a brooder as money
Write
.;iii
.iv
for catalog and
the Ave books FREE. Others to
follow, you'll get them all if your
name ia on our mail lilt
i.

Prairie State Incubator Co,, 351

Main

St.,

Homer

City, Pa.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Feb.

1.
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Lowest Prices Headquarters>or Bee-Supplies
Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

Big Discount for Early Orders

RATES FROM

On Cash Orders
Before November

"
"

December

1

"

January 1
February 1

6

"
"

March

4

April

are the

9 percen
"
8

1

2

1

as 'mostlall freight

You

"

-

keepers

»

bookyoui

LAMS,

in

,

what

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Catalog mailed
Send for same.

free.

C.
Office

S

,

bred in separate apiaries,

the«OLOKS

fill,

LOWS, CARKIO-

RED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.
For

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the

bee

is

will

TTTITI^TCI
fjl
^ KJ
li 1KJJ.1I
Vf, U H

me

Let

25 Years

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for IS years (monthly.

experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

Cincinnati.

5 Percent Discount for February
Order for

most

SOUTH

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

KINDS

Established Nearly

now goes through

Prompt Service

Bee = Supplies
ALL
OF

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY
for the

7

1

CINCINNATI

FREIGHT-

prices, refer to

my

catalog,

page

29.

H.W.WEBER™

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Our

large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,

amber

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
Bee Journal

when

Hildreth & Segelken.

at 29@31c.

JAnESTOWN, N.Y.
Mention

at 6@7c, according" to quantity; buckat 6c per pound; Southern at 50@60c per
gallon, according to quality. Beeswax steady

wheat

writing.

I)oucy anb

Cincinnati, Jan. 20.— The honey market is
quiet. We do not offer white clover extracted
honey on account of its scarcity; instead offer
a fancy water-white honey, equal to if not better than the white clover, in 60-lb. cans, two in
a crate, at 7#fa8)£c; fancy light amber, 7^c;
other grades of amber in barrels at 5M@6&c,
according to the quality. Fancy comb honey,
16}^c.

(Bee-keepers, please observe the above are
our selling prices of honey, not what we are

* 23eestpax-f

paying.)

Beeswax.

30c, delivered here, for

the choice,

Chicago, Jan. 8.— The market is steady with
about the usual demand; the prices range from
for best grades of white comb honey.
There is not an active demand for off grades,
which usually sell at l@3c per pound less. For
extracted a steady demand exists for the best
grades at 6H:@7c, but for sour or off flavors
14(o,15c

is

practically no sale.

R. A.

Burnett &

Oct.

firm,
last quotations. Fancy white comb brings 15c;
No. 1, 14c; fancy amber, 13c; buckwheat, 13c.
Extracted, white clover, in barrels, b%@6Hc;
amber, in barrels, 5@5%c; in cans, lc to 154c
higher. Beeswax in good demand, 26c cash,
Griggs Bros.
28c trade.

Indianapolis, Dec. 15.— There is a tendency
for higher prices on best grades of honey. The
demand for strictly fancy white comb hooey
exceeds the supply. Demand for lower grades
of comb honey not good. Numerous shipments
of honey arriving, but no one producer seems to
have very great quantities to offer. I quote
fancy white at 15@16c; No. I in poor demand at
12c, and amber dull atlOc. Best grade extracted
brings 8@9c in bO-lb. cans; amber slow at 6c.
Walter S. Podder.
Beeswax, 30@33c.

Denver, Nov.

11.

—No.

1 white comb honey,
1 light amber.
Extracted honey, 6Ji

per case of 24 sections, $3.35; No.

No.

$3.(W;
cts.

2,

$2 50@3.00.

Supply is light and we
sales of consignments at
pay 24c for clean, yellow
above figures.
beeswax delivered here.

@7

per pound.

cond make quick

We
The Colo. Honey-Prodocers' Assn.

New

York, Feb. 19.— The demand

is fairly
good for better grades of white, and while the
near by crop is fairly well cleaned up, new arrivals are now coming in from Cuba, besides

several cars have been shipped on from Cali-

We

qpote fancy white at 15c; No. 1,
13@14c; No. I, 12c; amber, lie; buckwheat,
10@llc. Extracted in fairly good demand, esfornia.

pecially California, of which there is abundant
supply.
qnote white sage, 6>£<S>7)£c; light

We

Manufactured by Chas. A. Cyphers, and sold at his factory priFreight rates from Toledo
ces.
will save you money. Do not be
a cheap
S humbugged into buyingnone
too
q machine. The best is
Our illustrated Catalog
good.
8 free to any address. Ask for it.

GRIGGS BROS.

Jan. 22.— The market here on
honey is very dnll now, as it always is this
time of year; fancy white is selling at $3 00
per case; 24 section and amber is selling at $2.75.
Extracted, 53^@6c. Beeswax, 25c per pound.
C.Clemons & Co.

S

weather

2

23.

C
— The

nice

holds back the demand for comb honey. Crops
seem to be exceedingly short and producers in
the West keep the prices high. We quote as follows: Fancy water-white and No. 1 white clover, 14©16c; No. 2, 12@14c. Extracted seems to
be more plentiful, and we quote same in barrels,
5H@SHc; in cans, He more; white clover, 7@8c.
Beeswax, 28@30c.
C. H.W. Weber.

\

Brooders

Co.

Kansas City,

Cincinnati, Jan.
Co.

17— The honey market remains
with good demand, and prices the same as

Toledo,

Model Incubators and

bright yellow grade.

The Fred W. Muth

there

|

521

Monroe

Mention

Bee

Street,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

Journal

when

irflliaiia Goinft
Very

fine.

|

writing.

Honey

Price depends upon

how much

yon can use.

0.

M.

SCOTT &

CO.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

BEESWAX
HONEY AND
buying
or selling, consult
When consigning,
CO.,
BURNETT
A.
R.
«99 South Watih St. Chicago. III.

&

1
^
-3
£
'^
'.X

Z

Please mention the Bee Journal

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

BEE-SUPPLIES

|

We handle the finest Bee-Supplies, made by the W. T. Falconer ^J.
Mfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Big Discounts on early orders. Let us ^••
figure with you on your wants.
ffT
Muth Special Dovetail Hives have a Honey-Board, Warp-Proof
styles.
Cover, and Bottom-Board. Think of it, same price as the regular

J5 Send

If

5Atf

for Catalog.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 Walnut Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

^
^
^
g
g
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BEE-KEEPER?
If so,

New

you are entitled to the

1906 Lewis Catalog.

The 1906 LEWIS CATALOG contains nearly 100 pages devoted to bee-goods, including 7
pages of points to beginners.
The 1906 LEWIS CATALOG contains 16 full-page cuts, which are reproductions of penand-ink drawings made from the original Hives and their parts.
The

and clearly describes all Hives, Supers, and other
a handbook of Beeware readily understood and therefore easy to

1906 LEWIS CATALOG completely

appliances, so that

it is

order from.

The 1906 LEWIS CATALOG just fits your pocket, and while you are working about the
apiary or in-doors it will serve as an excellent manual on bee-keeping. It is free for the
asking.

AGENTS WANTED
For Lewis' Goods by the Carload
FOR.

MAINE
HAMPSHIRE

NEW

RHODE ISLAND
NORTH CAROLINA

GEORGIA

VERMONT

SOUTH CAROLINA

FLORIDA
LOUISIANA

MASSACHUSETTS
CONNECTICUT

MISSISSIPPI

SOUTHERN OHIO

ALABAMA.
Liberal territory given.

For further

particulars address

Q. B. LEWIS CO.

Home

Office

*«- Watertown,Wis.
Supplies

XT.

S. A.

fcs

e Journal
CHICAGO.

46th Year

*

4:

ILL.,

FEB.

8,

No. 6

1906

fe

HQ

Gathering a Swarm from Mr. Mont-Jovet's
Alpine Apiary.

in Mr. Mont-Jovet'i
Alpine Apiary.

Opening a Dadant Hive

s
i
•^

Let^

^ f^si
"" -'-XT

altitude, 3300
of Dadant Hives belonging to Mr. Mont-Jovet, in the Alps;
ADiary
H
(See page 118J

feet.
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BEE-KEEPERS'
SUPPLIES

PVBLISIIKD

WEEKLY BY

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

it

III.

Prices

for rale.

IMPORTANT NOTICES

CORNELL
INCUBATORS

DAY
BROODERS

PEEP

0'

CORNELL CHICK MACHINERY
are unexcelled.

The

on application.
Sample, 10c.

of this Journal is
THE STTBSCRIPTION PRICEStates,
Canada, and
a year. In the United
Mexico; allotbercountries in the Postal Union, bo
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

1906

SUPPLIES

—

6E0RGE W.YORK U COMPANY
334

known

need no introduction. 5 percent Discount on Bee = Supplies for February. Beeswax wanted
27c cash, 29c when taking bee-supplies in exchange.
Extracted Honey
so well

8,

POULTRY

§

LEWIS' BEEWARE
is

Feb.

19C6 Cornell Incubator is superior
to anything heretofore put
on the market.

Si. 00

THE WRAPPER-LAB ETj DATE

New

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscript to Is paid.
For instance, "deco6"on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December.

1906 Catalog

for either line

FREE

•

you want orders

If

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.— We do not send a
money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.
receipt for

PROMPTLY AT FACTORY

filled

PRICES, send your order

to

YORK HONEY T

bee
u pp l v

ADVERTISING RATES will be given upon application.

H. M.

National Bee-Keepers' Association

141 Ontario Street,

ARND,

Long Distance 'Phone, North

Mgr.

CO.

CHICAGO,

(3S)

ILL.

15£9.

Objects of the Association
1st.— To promote the interests of Its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful risthts.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $1.00

t

General Manager and TreasurerN. E. Fuance, Plattevilie, Whfc

DITTMER makes

pr

if more convenient, Dnes may be sent to the
oublishers of the American Bee Journal.

jjjjt

•J*
£»i>.

Our Warehouse
is full

I GUS,

honey through

WORKING

TT*>T^^1 £JTTOWT
...
Tf C!
BEE-SUPPLIES
'

-

—

!
jj,

We would
.

of

(Incorporated)

OBJECTS:

of

Write for our Price-List, Samples, and early-order Discount.
them to you at our expense.

The Honey-Producers' League
1. To create a larger demand for
advertising.
2. To publish facts about honey,

SPECIALTY

a

Beeswax into Comb Foundation.

iji

like to send

jj§£

Jobbing
Wholesale
Retail

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED
DITTMER,
Augusta, Wis,

and counteract

misrepresentations of the same.

MEMBERSHIP DUES
1. Any bee-keeper may become a member by paying to the Manager an annual fee of $1.00 for each
20 (or fraction of:20) colonies of bees (Bpring count)
he owns or operates.
2. Any honey-dealer, bee-supply dealer, bee-supply
manufacturer, bee-paper publisher, or any other
firm or individual, may become a member on the
annual payment of a fee of $10, increased by onefifth of one (1) percent of his or its capital used in
the allied interests of bee-keepins.

George W. York, Manager,
334 Dearborn

St..

Chicago, ill.

"The continuous advertiser
gets the bulk of Ihe business,
because others are not advertising,

and he

NOT

IN

5 Percent Discount
We

will allow you the above Discount on
Cash during February. Send for our Catalog.

PAGE & LYON MFG.
Mention

is."

Bee Journal

THE TRUST

CO.,
when

all

Orders accompanied by

New London,

Wis.

writing.

Fop High-Grade
Cans
Prices Always
the Lowest

Write for Prices,
Stating- Quantity

Wanted

Friction

Top Cans

Prompt shipment and careful attention given to all orders.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
Made by

for

Honey and Syrup

Special prices to

members of the Bee-Keepers' Associations.
CO., 1035 W. 47th Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

CANNERS CAN
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DADMTS
FOUNDATION"
IT E3COE3L.S
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.
at all
times

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

SEE THE 1906 RELIABLE
before you buy. Perfectly practical for poultry men or beginners. Double heating system
gives bigger hatches saves onethird the oil. Sold on a money
back guarantee. Write for free
catalog.
Reliable Farm PureBred Birds and Eggs. Get prices.
Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.,
Box B-153 Quincy, Illinois, TJ. S. A.

—

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal .,
FOR HIS

»

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

"/ Wended This Ivith
a St. John 's Utensil
Mender and a 'Hatch

send $1.20 to

44

The greatest household convenience

Bee-Keeper's Guide."

ever invented. With aid of a match,
candle or lamp you can mend leaky
pans, kettles, boilers, etc-., in >\ second
and save both utensils and tinners'

Liberal Discount, to the Trade.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Mends

for

^^

"
If Goods are wanted Quick, send to Ponder

H

any hole up to inch in
bills.
tin, copper, brass, iron and enamel
Send 25 cents for package good

ware.

Sh^##J&^

HH*#####*

|

100

—

Money hack if not satisfied.
John. 206 Schiller Bldg. Chicago

mends.

Pitts

&

St.

1.^^—
Mention

,

I

Bee

II

I

I

II

I

I

when writing

Journal

1

.

California

BEE-SUPPLIES

;,

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

The Pacific Rural Press has been a household word throughout California for 35 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
soil or products of California. Weekly, illustrated
Edited by practical specialists. Two
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.
:

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
.'.
Low Freight Rates.
.*.

Prompt
.\

Service.

Catalog Free.

you with to purchase finest quality of HONEY f^r your local trade, write for my
monthly price-list of honey.
"Why not secure your BEE-SUPPLIES NOW FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE, and avail
yourself of the following very liberal discounts? Goods all Root Quality.
For cash orders before Feb. 1.6 percent
For cash orders before Mar. 1.4 percent
For cash orders before Apr. 1..2 percent
If

free

Pacific Rural Press,
San Francisco, Calif.
330 Market Street,
50Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

DOC

TOr \£ INuTlieS 12 farmers and' 15ctanips taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 40c a year. F. C.isa wkly., 25
years old, 1.30O pages a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALL,

WALTER

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

TOUDER,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

FRFF

ROSES & SEEDS
L^LBBS

50c

Quincy.lll.

l-fc--^

WORTH

Free rose bush, due bill for 50c
worth of free seeds, and a free packet. j6f
Seed will be sent to all sending for our handsome new catalog. Send 10c to pav postage
!

A.

A.

BERRY SEED

Mention

Bee

CO.,

BOX

Journal

49,

CLARINDA, IOWA

when

|

I

writing.
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Root Co
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P
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The A-

Ohio. q_

^j? Medina

v*
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WHAT OUR TRADE-MARK STANDS FOR
We have been at this business for over 40 years. This means a great deal.
Not only are we intimate with every phase of bee-keeping, but we have an accumulation of knowledge that is invaluable. All these years we have been learning
what the bee keeper really wants, and how to supply it down to the smallest
That me
means the goods you get bearing Root's trade-mark are the very latest and best known to
All of the
these advantages cost you nothing over standard prices.

Experience
detail.

date.

Our motto has always been, " Not how much, but how good." By making our goods
we have naturally become the largest manufacturers of bee-supplies in the world.
The lumber, the workmanship, everything that enters into our goods is the best, and has
the best

Quality

passed the most exacting tests to prove

it so.

We

fl

Square Deal

chance

to

prove what

we

believe in treating our customers right. Best goods and promptness are our watch-words. Courteous treatment to our customers is demanded from our employees and agents. Your interests are ours. Your
satisfied customer is our aim, and we only ask a
welfare means ours.

A

say.

Discount for January

6 Percent.

is

TESTIMONIALS
We are always

greatly pleased to see your new
editions of your new catalog of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, etc. We shall certainly make ample mention
of it in our paper. You are our best authority in
regard to all matters of bee-keeping.

Yours very

truly,
C. H. Howard, Editor,
Farm, Field' & Fireside.

I do not want anything set up, as I would
rather set the hives up myself. Besides, it is a
pleasure to put Root's hives and fixtures together.
Tiffin, Ohio.
John L. Funk.

Your promptness

and square dealing indeed
a pleasure to do business with you, and I
Harry H. Larkin,
thank you.
Care Larkin Co.
Buffalo, N. Y.

make

—

Dear Sirs : The shipment of hives and beesupplies which you sent me arrived in excellent
condition, and every one who has seen them is delighted with the accuracy and precision of the
workmanship of every detail, both of the goods
and the manner in which the order was executed.
Yours very truly,
Frederic T. Bioletti.
Cape Colony.

My

it

of bee-supplies reached its destination in
I am under obligations to you for the
kindness, for a delay would have been a loss to me.
bill

due time.

Please accept my thanks.
Treadwell, Tenn.

came
have just now unpacked and examined the
goods sent by you, and am greatly pleased with the
W. H. Giia.
lot.
I

Scottsville, Ariz.

—

I am well pleased with your ptompt
Gentlemen
of doing business. The goods are just simply
Yours truly,
Many thanks.
nice.
John D. A. Fisher.

way

Our Catalog
.

THE

Branches

:

A.

I.

W. W. Waters,

in less time than
Kent, Ohio.

takes to

it

h- G.

Reed.

The consignment of bee-material received to-day.
Your promptness in filling orders is remarkable,
especially when the circumstances are considered.
I am very well satisfied with the goods and your
I take pleasure in having introduced
dealing.
" into this neighborhood.
" ROOT'S

GOODS

Rev.

Fredericksburg, Iowa.

for 1906 is ready.

10

D.

tell it.

Wm. Engle.

Write for a copy.

MEDINA, OHIO.
ROOT COMPANY,
Vesey
New
Vine

144 E. Erie St., Chicago.

M

I desire to thank you tor being so prompt in
sending the sections I ordered from you. They

St.,

Philadelphia.

44

St.,

York.

m

(Entered at the Post-Office at Chicago as Second-Class Mall-Matter.)
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Repetition of Good Advice
too often. The
the time to read over again the bee-papers of the
preceding- year. In the hurry of the busy season many
good things that appeared in the bee-papers were likely
overlooked. But now is just the time to get the papers to-

Good advice can hardly be repeated
is

gether and go over them carefully. It will pay to do so.
Some bee-keepers we have heard of say they haven't
time to read bee-papers. Then they haven't time to keep
bees, either. One doesn't need to spend more than say two
hours a week in reading the American Bee Journal. There
are probably very few who read all of any one paper whenever it comes. But if an hour or two is spent on each copy,
the best and most helpful of its contents can be gleaned.
The great trouble with many is, they haven't learned
They do things by
to do thoroughly what they undertake.
halves, or do only half of several things. It won't do to
read a good bee-paper in a half-hearted or listless way, if
one expects to profit by the reading. We are inclined to
think that the reason some do not value a good bee-paper is
because they don't read it carefully, and then profit by
what they have learned. Simply subscribing for the paper
But by painstaking
will not add any honey to your crop.
reading, and careful application of the instruction gained,
there may result a surprising increase in both profit and
pleasure from the bees.

Among

Bees

Continued inbreeding has been blamed for the " running out " of many an apiary and rightly. On the other
hand, some of the most noted achievements in the way of
improvement of stock have been made by means of that
same inbreeding. Do not be too much alarmed about inbreeding, if you always breed from the best but do not be

—

;

surprised at deterioration

if

the selection

Hay and Honey

in

Colorado

Alfalfa

is left to

the bees.

Irrigation gives the agricultural products of Colorado

A little more than a third of this is
a large part of the hay is from alfalfa, it does
not seem strange that Colorado should produce quite a bit
for 1905 as $46,990,000.
for hay.

As

of alfalfa honey.

334 Dearborn

A new edition

St.

VoL XLVI-No. 6

1906

8,

" Advanced Bee Culture," by

W.

Z. Hutchinson

work has appeared, so much enlarged and improved that without any great stretch it might
of his

j

Inbreeding

Co.,

of this

new book. Its author has given in it the results
own study and experience as a bee-keeper, enriched

be called a

anb Comments
winter

W. York &

by many a thought gleaned from his years of editing the
Bee-Keepers' Review.
Mr. Hutchinson is an enthusiast in matters pertaining
to beautiful typography, and the book shows it. Its 230
pages are printed in clear type upon excellent paper, daintily bound in cloth.
Photography is a hobby with Mr.
Hutchinson, so it is not at all surprising that the more than
70 illustrations are mostly half-tone engravings from photographs taken by the author himself, and of some of them
he

may

well be proud.

The book

is written in Mr. Hutchinson's well-known
easy style, and is practical throughout, the author declaring
it to have been his purpose to describe in plain and simple
language what he believes to be the most advanced methods
of managing bees for profit, from the beginning of the season throughout the entire year.

Mr. Hutchinson is the arch apostle of "keeping more
bees," and so the first chapter starts out with a plea for beekeeping as a specialty, "dropping all other hampering pursuits, and turning the whole capital, time and energies into
bee-keeping."

He was

one time an enthusiastic advocate of the
" Divisible brood-chamber
but now says
hives cost consiberably more than any other styles of hives,
and after using them for years by the side of the ordinary
Langstroth hive, seeing them used by other persons in different locations, and considering the new features that have
recently sprung up in bee-keeping, I have gradually come
to the decision that if I were now starting in the bee-business, I should not use the horizontally-divisible hive ;" and
closes the chapter on the choice of a hive by saying, " In
brief, my choice of a hive for Michigan is a simple, plain
box with plain, all-wood hanging frames and I would winter the bees in the cellar."
The author favors the use of the Heddon honey-board,
" There have been more or less successful atand says
tempts to do away with the necessity for a honey-board by
using wide, deep top-bars, accurately spaced ; and while
such an arrangement does away with a large share of the
bur-comb nuisance, I have yet to see a case in which there
was not enough of it left to warrant the use of a honeyboard." This sounds a bit strange in view of the fact that
so many others have discarded the honey-board, but the
preceding paragraph explains it. In that he gives Y% of an
inch as the space over the tops of the frames, and no matter

Heddon

at

hive,

:

—

:
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how

accurate the spacing-, there will be

comb

miscellaneous
Hetps * 3 terns

:

preference is for a tall, plain, 4-piece section of white
poplar, used with fence separators."
The chapter on " The Use and Abuse of Comb Foundation " is especially interesting, from the fact that the author

"My

has made a study of this and experimented largely. He
thinks that under some circumstances comb foundation may
be given in the brood-chamber at a loss in more ways than

m
" The man who is raising
As to swarming, he says
it to his advantage to
find
will
comb honey as a business
allow each colony to swarm once, if it will (and no more),
then make the most out of the swarm."
There was a time when Mr. Hutchinson might have
been said to make a business of exhibiting at Fairs so he
may be said to speak with authority on that subject. The
-

:

;

same may be said of the chapter on queen-rearing, and that
on foul brood for he made a business of rearing queens for
foul brood
sale, and he has for some time been inspector of
for the State of Michigan.
The book may be heartily commended as an addition to
;

the libraries of up-to-date bee-keepers. The postpaid price
but we club it with the American Bee Journal for
is $1.20
for $2.00. We have a good supply of the books
both
year—
a
on hand, and so can fill orders by return mail.
;

L' Apiculture Nouvelle
Mention was lately made of a new bee-paper printed in
the German language, with the avowed purpose of advocating bee-keeping according to American methods. Now
comes the initial number of L'Apiculture Nouvelle (The
New Bee-Culture), printed in the French language, and published in Paris by Emile Bondonneau, the agent of the A. I.
Root Co. It is even more strongly American than the German journal mentioned, being made up almost entirely of
articles from Gleanings translated into French.
All of which is complimentary to the genius of American bee-keeping but let us not forget that practise is based
upon theory, and without the solid basis built up by patient
;

investigators on the other side of the water, the superstructure of American bee-keeping never could have been reared.
So it is only fair that we should pay back to our trans-

Atlantic brethren part of the debt

we owe them.

Metal-Spaced Hoffman Frames
A modified Hoffman frame (if indeed

it can be called a
times) has been put
upon the market. Many have strongly objected to the
Hoffman because of the shoulders of the end-bars, which

Hoffman

after being modified so

many

invite the deposition of propolis, and too often split off.
Instead of being made as heretofore, \ 2/% inches wide at the
upper end, the end-bars are made 1 1-16 inches wide. Then
a metal strap bent in the form of the letter U is slipped
down over the top-bar, and extends down over the end-bar
something like 3 inches. An embossed projection of 5-32
of an inch at the top, and another at the bottom of the strap
on each side, serve to space the end-bars 5-16 of an inch
apart, making the frames spaced \y% from center to center.

This will be accepted as a great improvement by some,
while some will think the same end might be attained by
the simpler

means

of staples or nails as spacers.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is
a bee-keeper's hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
American Bee Journal one year both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.

—

19C6

8,

galore built

and honey stored in it. Others have reduced that space to
% inch, and do not find the honey-board necessary.
As to surplus arrangements for comb honey, he says

one

Feb.

j
Bee-Keeping in the Alps.— Mr.

C. P.

Dadanthas very

kindly sent us the souvenir postal cards from which the engravings were made that appear on the first page this week.
Mr. Mont-Jovet is a breeder of Caucasian queens, and a
Dadant-hive bee-keeper. It is interesting to have apiarian
scenes from foreign countries. Of course, it would be much
nicer if each could personally visit apiaries in foreign countries, but when that can not be done, the next best thing is
to have pictures of them.
What a wonderful thing photography is, anyway and also the process of engraving pictures, so that they can be reproduced with the printing
press
Surely, we are living in an advanced age great
progress has been made along almost every line, bee-keeping not excepted.
;

!

To

;

Illinois

sends this notice

Bee-Keepers .—Secretary

Jas.

A. Stone

:

The Secretary has undertaken, through the instructions
of the State Bee-Keepers' Association, to send out more
than 2800 letters to bee-keepers of the State, and as he runs
across the name of one who has paid his dues in the State
Association either direct or through one of the other associations that have joined in a body he can not leave out
such a name, for we desire their report, even if they have
paid their dues. All who have paid their dues for 1906 are
properly credited, and the Secretary positively can not answer the many questions personally that come back, asking,

—

—

"Have you made a mistake?" etc. Those who joined
through the other associations will each receive a clothbound copy of the Annual Report, the same as those who
joined the State Association direct. But if the Secretary is
compelled to spend all his time answering useless questions,
the Report will not be out before midsummer.
Jas. A. Stonb, Sec.
Route 4, Springfield, 111.
is where Mr. Wm. A.
spending the winter. Here is
what he says about the weather and the bees there

The Summerland of Florida

Selser, of Philadelphia, is

:

Most of your readers do not know that Dade county is
the most extreme southern county of Florida, situated on
the East Coast, with the Atlantic Ocean on the one side,
with the warm Gulf Stream running near its borders, and
the Everglades encircling it on the west and south. In
whatever direction the wind blows it comes over a warm
body of water. The situation is most ideal for a warm,
winter climate. In 1890 it was said to the writer that killing frost was unknown, but since that time there have been
two or three years when the thermometer was below the
freezing point. Last year, or in January, 1905, while I was
in Boynton (this county), the thermometer one night sank
Ice formed in a crust in the water-tub back
to 28 degrees.
of the house, and at 2 o'clock that same day I went into the
Atlantic Ocean and had a good bath, with the water at 69
degrees as warm as it often is in Atlantic City during
August.
Stuart where the writer built a little cottage is one
mile from the village on the banks of the St. Lucie river.
This river is one of the deepest in the State. It empties into
the Ocean at St. Lucie Inlet, and a junction of the Indian
Twentyriver. This is the heart of the pineapple section.
five percent of all the pineapples of the State are loaded s.\

—

—

—

Stuart station.
This 22d day of January the record thermometer on my
porch, in the shade, registers at this moment within one
degree of 90, and the bees at my back door are in a perfect
On Saturday, the 20th,
roar, bringing in pollen and honey.
a large swarm came out and flew to the northeast. Its flight
was continuous, and was lost sight of in the distance. January is a very good honey-month in this county, if the
weather is normal, but the last two years have been poor on
account of so much of the prevailing high winds being from
the northwest. This year is the most promising for many

Feb.
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years. About Dec. 20 the bees began to bring in a yellow
pollen from a variety of little blossoms that did not seem to
contain much else. About Jan. 1 the writer noticed the
pollen on the bees' baskets turn white, on a close observation.
I saw the bees were getting it almost exclusively
from pennyroyal, of which there are acres in bloom in all
directions, and about Jan. 10 followed a light flow of nectar
from the same source. On the 18th a very heavy flow set
in.
At this time the field-bees were not so strong as they
should have been to get the best results, but the hives were
fairly full of bees under IS days old.
I carefully timed one colony, and found 105 bees ladened
with nectar enter the hive in 30 seconds. In this time not
one bee came out. All my hives are one story, containing
24 frames— Poppleton style, entrance in the center. Placing my ear to a hive, I found it a delight to hear the bees
evaporating the honey in every different part of the long
hive, a fact quite new to me, as honey seemed to be stored
in almost every one of the 24 frames.
I notice that the bees
here start to whiten the dark combs that have been in use
20 years just about the time they commence on the nectar in
the North. Our flow is such that it comes in a rush, not
giving much time to observe this practice.
I will close to don my bathing suit for " a dip " in the
St. Lucie, 40 feet from my house, the temperature of the
Wm. A. Selser.
water being 74 degrees.

The Standard Committee
of the State, Dairy,

of the National Association
will hold a meet-

119

* (Eontributeb
Special
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Ctrticles

Binding Bee-Papers— Cheap, Effective Method
BY

R. B. ROSS, JR.

looking over some old copies of the American Bee Journal I find that the earliest volumes which I have (back
as far as 1890) are still in as good condition as the day
they were bound, making due allowance, of course, for wear
and tear; for I might as well confess here and now that
these old bee-papers have been a source of immense pleasure and satisfaction to me.
My purpose is to urge all bee-keepers to preserve the
various periodicals appertaining to their pursuit, as the
winter evenings will give great opportunities for re-reading
and digesting what perhaps they have been forced to lay
aside, or merely skim through, during the busy rush of summer work. In this way very many valuable suggestions
are gleaned, which, if put into practise, will add to the profits as well as the pleasures of our work.
One such idea

IN

and Food Deparments

ing in Chicago, Feb. 19 to Feb. 24, 1906. There will be reduced rates on the railroads on account of the Nationa
Dairy and Food Show, which is to be held here the same
week. East of Chicago a rate of 1 j fare is made, and west
of Chicago a rate of 1 fare plus $2. Certificates must be
obtained with the ticket to Chicago, and tickets must be
validated in Chicago for return.
'

The afternoon session of Feb. 22, to be held in the Great
Northern Hotel, will be devoted to a discussion of the fol" Sugar, glucose, honey, vinegar, and food acceslowing
sories baking-powder, yeast, etc." An invitation is extended to any bee-keepers who may desire to attend, and, in
:

—

case it is impossible to be present, those interested are requested to submit in writing any evidence, facts and arguments they may desire to present to the meeting. For any
further information, address E. N. Eaton, State Analyst,
1628 Manhattan Bldg., 315 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ills.

Mr. James A. Stone, Secretary of the Illinois State
Bee-Keepers' Association, is not only an extensive beekeeper, but is a carload raiser of hogs. He brought a car
to Chicago during the National convention, last month, and
won two cash prizes, amounting to $175. The $100 prize was
for the best carload of hogs numbering from 150 to 200. The
breed was Berkshire, from spring pigs. The lots that Mr.
Stone beat were of Poland, and also mixed hogs.

Honey and hogs seem

a strange combination but if
they are not mixed too closely, perhaps the delicious flavor
of the former will not be affected by the sometimes peculiar
porky odors of the latter. Knowing Mr. Stone as well as

we do, we have no fears of his ever becoming
no matter how much he has to do with hogs.

;

" hoggish,"

Binding Volumes of Bee-Papers.— On

this page is an
from R. B. Ross, Jr., telling how to bind volumes of
magazines in a way to preserve them in permanent and convenient form. His method is also inexpensive. Almost
anybody can follow his directions and do a good job. The
article

details are described so carefully, in addition to

the illus-

it ought to be an easy matter to bind magaAmerican Bee Journal and others. Mr. Ross
says that he has never had papers bound in that way
loosen or break away, and that it is the cheapest method
he knows of, consistent with good work.

trations, that

zines like the

(which I had missed previously) helped me to get a fair
crop of honey the past season, while my neighbors had but
indifferent success.

There are doubtless some good binders on the market,
if one is disposed to use these they will answer the purpose very well
but if you wish to put your papers into
solid book form at a minimum of expense, nothing, it
seems to me, can excel the following method for durability
and cheapness
Remove, as far as practicable, all the creases which
your papers have received in mailing, so as to get them to
If the papers have been kept under a weight
lie nearly flat.
as fast as received and read, no trouble will be experienced
on this score.
Get together the following materials A pot of good

and

;

:

:

common

—

(a
cotton grocery- twine
strongertwine is, of course, better if not too large); a few
a putty-knife, or
small strips of old cotton or flannelette
stick of soft wood whittled down to a similar shape the
end-bar of a Langstroth frame will furnish the material.

flour-paste;

a ball of

;

—

Now get out two boards of 1 inch or % stuff ahout 8
inches wide, and 4 inches longer than the paper you wish
to bind.

Place one of the boards before you on a bench or table,
and lay a year's papers on it, being sure that they are properly arranged as to dates, and not upside down. Let the
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backs project beyond the edge of the board about half an
inch, the back of each number coming flush with its neighbors. Now place the second board on top directly over the
first one, and with the help of a carpenter's vise or screwclamps squeeze the boards tightly together, allowing the
backs of the papers to project above the tops of the vise, as

shown in the illustration.
With a cross-cut saw make

S or 6

saw-kerfs across the

back of the papers, the end-kerfs being about ? 4 of an inch
from each end, the others dividing up the remaining space.
It might be well to add a word of caution at this stage
about removing the little wire clips with which the papers
have been held together, wherever they interfere with the
saw.

Be careful not to get the kerfs too deep, about fivesixteenths of an inch being right.
Blow away the paper
sawdust and flood the saw-kerfs with the flour-paste, using
the thin edge of the putty-knife or stick to work it in thoroughly.
Now bring the twine into use Commencing atone end
of the center section take a couple of turns around it through
the kerfs and tie securely, making the knots come in one of
the kerfs so as to be out of sight. Now wind the twine in
and out, back and forth, being sure that you make a complete turn around each section before winding around the
next. Tie securely again in one of the kerfs, put in some
more paste, and with the putty-knife pack short pieces of
old cloth into the cuts, on top of the string, until they are
completely filled.
The bound volume can now be taken out of the vise,
and, after adding some more paste, put a piece of cloth or
heavy wrapping-paper across the back and sides in such a
manner as to cover the exposed portions of the twine where
:

runs along from section to section.
If yon wish to add card covers it can easily be done, as
you have a good, solid back on which to work. You can still
further improve the appearance of the volumes by getting
some friendly stationer to trim the edges for you in his
it

large paper-cutter.
In conclusion, don't forget
To have good flour or starch paste.
To remove all possible creases from papers.
To avoid the little wire clips when making saw-kerfs.
To stop sawing before you get the kerfs too deep, or you
will not be able to read the papers when bound.
Clean up the kitchen if you have done your work there,
and keep the " better half " sweet.
Montreal, Que.
•+'

3.— Dadant Methods
BY

AS

of Honey-Production
DADANT
article, we began the breeding of

C. P.
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entirely ignorant of the necessary requirements of shipping,
and literally drowned the bees by supplying them with too
much honey. Then they insisted on furnishing them water.
A little later it was the bee-moth which interfered, for
moths are exceedingly plentiful in the warm climate of Italy,
and the moths destroyed the combs and the bees during the
trip from Europe.
The boxes would arrive here alive with
moths and filled with a mass of webs and cocoons.
At last my father made a trip to Italy in partnership
with Mrs. Ellen Tupper, whom the old bee-keepers will remember. This trip was a failure, also, but from that time
on the true methods of qneen-shipping were ascertained, and
success at last crowned our efforts, after some five or six
seasons of failure. We were able to secure new blood direct
from the original source.
The experience of those days prompts me to say to the
beginner Do not rear queens and drones from the same
stock, but be as careful of the former as of the latter. If you
:

do not care to breed queens by the new methods, you can
still rear them in the old way, from strong colonies made
queenless during a honey-flow, taking care to begin as
early as possible.
We always reared our queen-cells from the very best
queen we had, taking the following things in consideration
Purity of race, prolificness and gentleness.
When I say
prolificness, I mean largest honey-production. These two
:

things always go hand in hand.
Our drones were reared from the next best colonies, by
giving them a couple of drone-combs in the center of the
brood-nest, and feeding them plentifully as early as convenient, so that they might breed drones early. The drones of
good quality are as essential as the good queens, but we can
not control the mating, and for that reason we are likely to
lay more stress upon the queen's pedigree. But we can, to
a great extent, secure pure mating by rearing both drones

and queens

We

early.

found

it

also very important to destroy the drone-

combs and replace them with worker-combs, as much as possible, in all the colonies from which we did not want any
reproducers.
I say, replace the drone-combs with worker-combs, because we found that if the drone-combs were cut out and
the space left empty, the bees would almost invariably rebuild drone comb in the same spot. But they are averse to
destroying comb, and if you insert worker-combs in the
empty space, you will find that they rear drones only in the
cells of accommodation, or in the corners that happen to be
left.
Every colony will rear a few drones, in spite of all we
can do to prevent it, but it is the wholesale breeding of
drones which we want to encourage in only one or two colonies and prevent it in all the others. Not only your bees,
but also your neighbor's bees, will become improved by this,
and the benefit will sooner or later come back to you.

Hamilton,

111.

said in a previous
Italian bees about 1867 with one untested queen, for
I

which we had paid $5. This queen proved purely mated
and a good breeder. So we began rearing young queens
from her. We made a lot of little nuclei, much on the plan
of the baby nuclei of to-day, only the combs were abont 6
inches square, and we gave each nucleus a good supply of
bees.
The queen -cells were produced by removing our
breeder to another hive and allowing her former hive to remain, queenless.
By feeding the bees during the rearing
of queen -cells we secured very good queens.
At the end of the 10th day, when the queens were about
to hatch, we introduced one queen-cell to each nucleus made
the previous day. In this way we reared a sufficient number of queens for all our colonies and a few to sell. I remember that an old farmer of Iowa heard of our Italians,
and came across the river and paid us $20 for queens. Until
then I had thought my father rather extravagant to have
paid $5 for a single queen, but I changed my mind from that
day on.
There was one trouble about our breeding, and we soon
found it ont. I mention it that others may not fall into the
same fault. It was the rearing of both queen and drones
from the same mother. Within a few years some of our
queens produced blind drones. It is quite probable that our
bees had already been too much in-bred before we bought
that queen, and we followed the mistake of our predecessor.
As soon as we found this out we secured other Italians from
another breeder, to mix the bees with fresh blood. It was
then that my father formed the plan of beginning the importations of queens on a large scale. But disappointment
after disappointment was in store. The Italian breeders
(or rather dealers, for they did not do any breeding) were

Mice With Bees in
BY

Summer

or Winter

G. M. DOOLITTI.E

That's the question.
or summer— which
WINTERsummer
the mice
you are asking about,
?

let

it is

If

go

with the bees all they wish, for it means so many
dead mice. I know whereof I affirm, for three times in my
life I have known mice to run into bee-hives in summer,
when the colonies in them were in a prosperous condition,
and the mice were dispatched in 5 minutes unless they succeeded in getting out of the hive very quickly. But if it is
winter you are talking about, then I say, Don't.
During winter the bees are in a semi-dormant state,
and when in this condition they will not notice a mouse
by way of killing it by stinging or in driving it from the
hive. And if the mice are so annoying that they arouse the
colony to activity, this dormant state is broken up, and
through this the chances of good wintering are very much
Then, as the bees do not drive the mice from
lessened.
their hives, the mice " have full sway," and the result is
gnawed combs, with nests amongst them, and a general
nasty mess is sure to follow. And when the bees get things
cleaned up in the spring, if they live through all the worry
and trouble, as soon as comb-building commences these
to be repaired with comb of the
our nice, straight, all-worker
have taken so much pains to secure,

damaged combs are sure
drone-size of

cell,

so that

combs— combs which we
and looked upon with so much pride — are nearly

ruined, as
far as rearing worker-bees is concerned.
There are four species of mice which are troublesome to
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the bees and their keeper, and they are troublesome in this
locality in the order named
1. That
innocent looking, fawn-colored-on-back-andwhite-underneath mouse which is called in these parts by
the various names of "wood-mouse," deer-mouse," "dormouse" and " tree-climber" cause more trouble than all
the others put together.
2. Next, the house-mouse
the one our good house-wives
so much abhor, on account of its getting into the pantry
and feasting on the good things there.
3. The field-mouse
that chap that lives on our grasses
and their roots, and the one so hated by the orchardists on
account of its gnawing the bark off the young fruit-trees
near the ground, or " girdling" them.
4. The little, soft-furred shrew.
The dor-mouse lives, when in the hives, on the thorax
part of the bee, and it is very easy to tell when he is around
the hives, by finding the head, wings and abdomen of the
bee scattered all about on the botttom-board of the hives.
The house-mouse eats the honey, and does not touch the
bees as food. The field-mouse eats nothing in the hive, but
is pleased with the warm place he can enjoy at the bees' expense while the shrew cares for nothing in the hives except the bees, which he greedily devours, all except the
wings.
Thus, the experienced eye can tell at a glance the kind
of mice that are troubling the bees in any apiary, in this
locality, during the winter months
the only time in which
mice are really troublesome in the apiary, and can work
accordingly, when means are used to get rid of these pests.
And now about keeping them from the bees, for I suppose that is what all are the most anxious to know Where
colonies are wintered outdoors, I know of but one reasonable plan, and that is to keep them out of the hives
for
mice do not annoy by running over the hives when the bees
are wintered on the summer stands as they do where cellarwintering is practiced. My plan has been to procure some
of the galvanized wire-cloth, having }'% mesh, and from this
cut the right size strip so that it will fully cover the entrance
to each hive, and, when in place, this will perfectly exclude
the mice, and at the same time allow the bees as free a use
of their " doorway " as if it were not there. And the time
to put this on the hive is a little before the bees cease their
activity in the fall
for should you wait till later before
putting on these mouse-excluders, you might fasten the
mice in the hives, when it would be worse than an open entrance would be.
Where bees are wintered in the cellar, and especially
where the bottom-boards are left on the summer stands, we
must resort to traps or poisoning. As I dislike the poisoning (on account of the liability that the poison may be used
through accident or otherwise by something besides the
mice and on account of the stench that will arise where
many mice or rats are killed with poison) I adhere to the
traps, and in 25 years of practice I have been enabled to
keep the mice under perfect control with these traps. I use
two kinds of traps the " catch 'em-alive "and the "choker,"
though I much prefer the latter. However, there is now
and then a field-mouse too large for the choker-trap, and
you are sure of him with the other, and for this reason I use
both where I am led to believe that the field-mice are
:

—

—

—
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kinds of mice eat both of these, and especially the seeds.
Even the shrew, which is an insectivorous animal, is eager
for squash-seed, especially those fresh from the squash.
With these choker-traps and this bait, I have no trouble in
ridding any bee-cellar of all mice within two days to a week
from the time I commence.
At the out-apiary I use the Dr. Miller bottom-boards,
and before nailing up, the cleats for the wintering side have
a saw-kerf cut in them at the right place, so that when the
bottom-board is reversed (when the bees are being prepared
for winter) a strip of this y% mesh wire-cloth is slipped into
this kerf, the hive set up to it, so that when the crate staples have been driven to secure the bottom-board to the hive,
the whole thing is secure from any mice getting at the bees
and combs for I do not go near this cellar after the bees
are put in till they are taken out in the spring.
In this
way the bees and combs come out in perfect shape each
;

spring now, while formerly many combs would be spoiled
each winter, and whole colonies of bees ruined by the mice,
tolerated in this farmer's cellar.
Borodino, N. Y.

=\

;

Southern
* 23eebom -f

;

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

New

Braunfels, Tex.

:

Plan the

Work

;

;

;

—

present.

For the dor-mouse and house-mouse, give me a good 4
or 5 hole, wood, choker-trap in preference to anything else,
no matter whether these mice are in the bee-cellar, house or
barn.
Before you set these traps, drive a wire-nail down
from the top over each hole, so the point will stick through
the center of the top of the hole from ; s to 3-16 of an inch,
this nail-point coming just in front of the wire that does
the choking when the mouse springs the trap. When thus
fixed, no mouse will ever pull out of the trap, even though
l
he is caught just at the end of the nose. I use Y% or /
2 inch
nails for this purpose, just according to the thickness of the
wood in the trap. When the trap springs, the choker-wire
forces the point of this nail through the skin on the back of
the mouse's neck, and it is impossible for him to pull away,
no matter how weak the spring to the trap may get.
But this article would be incomplete without telling you
about the bait to use. Cheese is the most common bait used
by all when setting traps for mice, and if it is the housemouse you are after, that is all right but for the others
it is almost
the poorest bait you could use.
What is
wanted is a bait suitable for all and every kind of mouse
that comes along. After years of study and experimenting
along this "mouse-bait " problem, I use corn on half the
bait-rods, and pumpkin or squash seeds on the others.
All
;

The following, taken from Farm and Ranch (Texas),
applies so well to bee-keeping that it was too good not to
repeat it here. This is the age of better industries, and beekeeping should follow in line. We are all interested in the
betterment of the bee-keeper and his vocation. It is as follows
" Seed-time and harvest must come year after year. In
following this steady round we form certain habits with
more or less thought worked in. Unless we take care the
work of this new year will be done upon the plan and the
plane of last year. Have a care. Devise plans. Adapt.
:

Here is Improvement. Take fast hold upon her let her not
go until you have lifted self from the ruts of weeks and
months of labor. Better stand still for one week than to
follow blindly the customs, the set-fasts of the former
years. Recast it all. Do it now, before planning this
year's crops. Get a system. Make it peculiar to yourself
and to your surroundings. Let it have a color scheme,
bordered 'round with some fun. Let in the light of mirth
and joy, or the plan will be colorless a sober grey. All
work and no play may make Jack a dull boy, but it makes
his father (and his mother) grumpy, dissatisfied or sodden.
True in city as well as in country. Let in the light.
" Drudging from 12 to 16 hours a day does not make truly
great men or women though it may make martyrs. The
leaven of Thought is worth more than Muscle. Brute
strength has been heavily discounted by science and invention.
Where are the well-balanced men, who, with trained
minds in sound bodies are their own captains of industry ?'
These are masters of self. Every day should have
its hours of Toil, of Rest, of Thought. These are the trinity
of daily balance in our lives. Plan to recognize Toil, Rest,
Thought."
;

—

—

'

Farm Bee-Keeping
Does bee-keeping on the farm pay ? This is a question
asked us by many farmers after their attention has been
attracted by the busily working bees on the flowers in the
fields
or by the busy hum of the little workers near an apiary of a large apiarist, or even when they see some of the
nice, white product of the hive on display in a store window, or in its place on the table
or when, perchance, a
copy of a bee-paper has fallen into their hands at some

—

—

;

time.
in

and

To

these the answer
more ways than one.

is

that in most places

it

pays,

As diversification in crops on the farm has become to be
the order of the day, bee-keeping should not be overlooked
as one of the branches of a well-regulated farm. Many
farmers should own a dozen or two colonies of bees, and
these, if properly taken care of at the right time, would need
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little attention as compared with the time necessary
for the care of poultry, stock, and truck gardening.

Besides a good remuneration in honey for the table, and
to spare, the bees would do much good in fertilizing
fruit-blossoms at the same time, for why did Nature place
these little cups of nectar in the flowers to tempt the bees
and butterflies? It was for no other reason or purpose
than to have the little workers aid in pollenizing the fruitblossoms to make the plant or vine more fruitful, besides
furnishing man with so rare a dish of sweets, through the
agency of the bees. For this reason I would recommend—
encourage— farm bee-keeping. But I would impress also
the fact that the bee-business is like any other occupation,
and if only a half-dozen colonies are kept it pavs to have
up-to-date hives, and use modern methods. Keepthem in a
business-like way look after them at the right time give
them the proper attention, and bees on the farm will pay

some

;

;

well for their trouble.
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then put in 2^ cups of sugar, letting that boil a few moments, or until most of the water had evaporated, if not all
of it then we put in the same amount of honey 2Ji cups
and let it boil (stirring almost constantly) until, when we
tested it, it hardened quickly.
Mrs. A. K. Fbrris.
Madison, Wis.
;

^^^

^^M

This Sister Delights in Bee-Keeping

Dear Sister Wilson
honey crop this year.

My bees

:

— I will send you a report of my

gathered 700 pounds of surplus honey, and

I

to feed them 700 pounds of old honey, so they just made
a living last year. They did not gather any honey after
July to amount to anything, and so did not store any in the
surplus boxes after that, but this doesn't discourage me, for
I delight in bee-keeping.
I took a trip to the Eastern States
two years ago. I went to Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Virginia

had

and Pennsylvania. I saw but very few bee-hives along the
railroad where I traveled.

Linden a Valuable Tree.
The linden or basswood is "valuable in a great many
ways. The best butter-bowls and butter-paddles are made
of linden wood. The butter doesn't slick to linden wood. I

J
M. Wilson, Marengo,

Feb.

111.

A Beginner's Questions

have a linden butter-bowl aDd butter-paddle that are 54
years old, and they have worn well. Many a pound of butter I have paddled in a linden butter-bowl with a linden
butter paddle. If the people of the State of Iowa had
planted linden groves instead of maple groves that State
would have been far wealthier, and also far healthier. Hurrah for the bee-keeper that has a linden grove
!

What

the price of a fertilized queen-bee ? Are the
Carniolans better than the Italians ? I am a beginner. I
bought 2 colonies one died 2 years ago, and last year they
did nothing but swarm. I have IS colonies now, and I
should think it was time they had new blood in the stock, if
they are like all other farm stock. What would a baby
nucleus cost by express ? and where can I get it ?
is

;

Rock

Co., Wis.

Mrs.

J. C.

Plumb.

Very Valuable.
useful in a great many

Propolis

Propolis is very
ways. I have
invented a new kind of picture-frame. It is made of propolis and all kinds of fancy broken dishes, glassware and old
picture-frames. The frame, when finished, looks beautiful
as well as ornamental. Some time I will tell how this picture-frame is made.

You can

get an untested laying queen for one dollar
usually, and that is probably the best you can buy.
Some people may think the Carniolan, but the majority
will say the Italian.
If your bees are doing good work as honey-gatherers
they are probably not suffering for new blood. If there are
bees anywhere within 2 miles or so from you your bees will
cross with them, and you can not help it. So you see they
may be getting the new blood all right without you know-

ing

it.

^

Unless you intend to go into queen-rearing on a rather
large scale it is hardly advisable to have anything to do
with baby nuclei, as they are used only for the fertilization
of queens.

Honey

in

Canning Fruit and

Crackless Cakes of Beeswax.
one doesn't want the cakes of beeswax to crack, render the combs in the full of the moon, as the Germans call
or in the light of the moon, as the Yankees call it. Then
it
the cakes of beeswax won't crack. Some of you may laugh
If

;

Mrs Catherine Wainwright.

at this idea.

Sister Wainwright, suppose you try it in the dark of the,
moon, and then in the light, and see if there is any difference, and then report the difference.

^
£)asty's

VTlv.
in

Candy

Suppose we give Miss Wilson a little lift when we can,
by sending to her a bit of our experiences. You know lifting only makes us stronger, and no one can tell the good
that has been accomplished by just a word or sentence.
Sometimes a mere accident or necessity may reveal a fact
that, if known, would be of inestimable value as a basis of
experiment, while the incident itself may be only a trifling
thing, yet causing others to think and investigate.
For instance, we have had a little experience in the use
of honey, that may be interesting to some of the sisters.
Having nearly one-half barrel of dark honey that we
did not know just what to do with, because we could not use
it for wintering bees, and to feed it in the spring
meant
either to damage our crop or be to the bother of extracting
it
so we concluded to try it in our canning, and, indeed,
found it very satisfactory.
We had small fruit to put up, such as cherries and berries.
After the cherries were pitted ready for canning, we
put them on the same as we would for ordinary canning,
only used honey in place of sugar, and found the color even
deepened and the flavor improved.
We then tried strawberries, and they were beautiful to
look at, and as delicious while the same testimony may be
given for black and red raspberries.
;

Ctftertljougfyte

j
The " Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Bees and Alsike Clover Seed.
The experiences about bees and alsike seed which Mr.

A

Pettit puts in on page 884 are striking.
few patches of
alsike yield seed well usually.
large acreage, if near a
big apiary, yields 6 to 9 bushels per acre. But \}& miles
from an apiary, and beyond, the yield will be only 2 to 5
bushels per acre, with same soil and culture, if j, many acres
are tried. Must have bees, it seems, to raise L alsike seed
profitably on a large scale.

A

The Blessedness of Failure.
" Blessed are Ye That Fail," is one of very
great beauty and excellence. As it stands, the first line of
the second stanza is a rather startling failure rhythmically
considered but, perhaps, the printer is the one to blame on

The poem,

;

that.
" For none [can]

;

We also found honey-hoarhound candy is delicious. Mr.
Ferris brought a small package of hoarhound from the city.
We took about one-fourth of the package and steeped it
until the virtue was taken from the hoarhound, and strained,

Glasses.

would go
"

Luke

all

None

right
fail

;

fail

unless they

first

have striven "

or

unless they

first

[somewhat] have striven."

6 21 comes very close to the wished-for beatitude
Blessed are je that weep now for ye shall laugh. ^Hard to
:

;
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name many things which we weep over more
than over our failures. Page 885.
Gubsses it to Be Poison.

123

=\

frequently

Doctor

timid guess at " Cuba's " sad case of bees dragging
one another out until nearly all were gone would be poison.
Between poisonous nectar and poison given by some illdisposed person I would rather guess the latter. But, after
more or less akin to the one known
all, it may be a disease
as paralysis perhaps still nearer to what has been called

My

ZTTUler's

(Question

=

Sox
jp

—

—

Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
|3g° Dr. Miller does ?w( answer Questions by mail.

" Evaporation."

Page 886.
Witch-Hazel a Late Bloomer.

One

the

of

latest

things to bloom

Blooms are most conspicuous
and everything else is going
it

at

around me
it.

Page

is witch-hazel.
after its leaves have fallen off,
into winter quarters. Lots of

although I do not remember ever seeing bees
Possibly they would go for it if weather allowed.
;

886.

The Miller Wax-Extractor.
For aught

I

can

see, the

Cerasin and Beeswax.

Some rogues

are pretty sharp. It rather jars us up to
be told by authority from Washington that pure cerasin
not a particle of beeswax in it has been encountered looking and smelling very much like beeswax, and with the
correct melting point, also. Correct melting point would
not necessarily mean the proper amount of toughness when
Page 902.
at 100°, Fahr.

—

Bisulphide of Carbon in Canada.
'Pears like the Canadian druggists have milder appethan ours

10 cents a pound.

Page

Valuable Man

if

they

sell

bisulphide of carbon at

90S.

Who Defends the

Sparrow.

In the country the sparrow multiplies and displaces our
native birds much better than he. I'll grant that in the
cities there was a time when the small boy had the native
birds driven out, and the sparrow had not come yet, leaving
a dangerous vacancy for worms to breed in. I think proper
public and police remedies should have been applied rather
than the importation of a bad foreign bird. And, with all
due apologies to
Dee, the robin, as I see him, takes the
perfect cherries and leaves the wormy ones. But the man
who dares to defend the sparrow is an exceedingly valuable
man. We'll look to realize much good from his David-andGoliath performances some other time. Page 906.

Em

Farewell to the Old Year.
Eugene Secor's farewell to the Old Year goes right to
the heart of some of us old chaps, who love the old things
and ways, and receive the rush of new ones with forebodings, and more or less of reluctance. Alas, we repeat the
experiences of the dog tied to the hind "ex " under the
wagon
Our hanging back doesn't count. Barking and
but
howling occasionally is a little more to the purpose
!

•

;

even that avails very little. On goes the wagon. I can
remember when for a country minister to take a fee for conducting a funeral service would bring about his ears an
indignation meeting. Now the practise is general. On
goes the wagon. I can remember when no one thought of
such a thing as ordering people away from picking berries
If any one secretly
in his woods or uncultivated lands.
desired it, wholesome fear of being called " a hog " restrained him. Now that practise is general. On goes the
wagon. And how much does my gentle howl avail ? Well,
there are berries in my woods and while I live I guess the
public will be free to come and pick. After then, who
knows? It's not only " Good-bye, Old Year!" but GoodO Liberty, Equality and
Fraternity Times
bye, Old
Fraternity
Equality has gone Fraternity is going how
long will Liberty stay alone ? Page 1.
;

!

1

;

there in a bee1. How many degrees of temperature is
Answer in
hive, in the brood-nest, or above the brood-nest ?

S

removable cone cover of the

Miller wax-extractor is expected to be water-tight at the
bottom after it is put on. Beyond hoping for, and a fatal
May be I'm too faint-hearted.
defect, it seems to me.
Nevertheless, the germ of a valuable new utensil may be
Actual use rather than inspection of pictures must
there.
decide finally. Hope Mr. Miller, now he is in for it, will
stick to his task, like a dog at a root, until he does get a
satisfactory machine that will grind loose and float out the
the wax instead of penning it in. Page 898.

tites for profit

Internal Hive Temperature

;

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Bee Journal.

this

would
2 If I place one hive on top of the other, what
make any
be the temparature in the top hive ? Would this
difference?
„
in honey-flow,
3. How hot is it in a hive in the summer—
.

I

mean

?

-

.

or
a thermometer be placed between two combs
would the
brood with bees on them as usual, at what figure
4.

If

thermometer stand

Wisconsin.

?

Answers.— 1. I can not give off-hand the temperature
rather
be found in a brood-nest in summer-time, and
numstrangely I do not find it by looking at the index in a
I think it is not
ber of books, although it is well known.
outside temvery far below 100 degrees, although, of course,
perature and strength of colony will make a little variation.
"Above the brood-nest" may be just the same as in the
of
brood-nest, and it may be quite different, something,
On a broilcourse, depending upon how far above is meant.
the same
ing hot day the temperature above would be about
with the outside temperature at 60
as in the brood-nest
distance
degrees or lower, the temperature would fall, as the
becomes greater above the brood-nest.
bees, there would
2. If both stories were occupied with
alprobably be no appreciable difference in temperature
the
though on a cool day the temperature at the bottom of
upper
lower hive would be lower than in any part of the
to

;

;

In the honey-flow the temperature of the brood-nest
same as before and after the honey-flow.
with the
4 I don't know, but it would vary no little
there is
variation of the surrounding air. In a full colony
is sufvery little such variation, for the strong force of bees
3.

will be the

temperature with little regard
but with only bees enough to
outside
cover two combs the case would be different. If the
thermometer showed 100 in the shade, I should expect about
con100 between the two combs but with the thermometer
expected
stantly falling in the surrounding air, it might be
a degree.
to fall also in the cluster, but not to so great
ficient to keep up a uniform
to surrounding temperature

;

;

Honey Dew-Late Winter ana Spring Feeding

Cleaning

Wood Separators
was the worst I experienced in several
early part of the summer was wet and cold.
White clover— our main source of honey— bloomed profusely,
weather
but furnished but little honey, and the cold, wet
time. Later
did not allow the bees to gather much of the
many workthe bees got busy for a time, but I could not see

The

respects.

last season

The

were
ing on white clover, and, on examination, I found they
working on the leaves and small limbs of red-oak timber.
The honey they gathered was thin, of a muddy-water color,
and of poor quality. The season turned dry and the flow
stopped all at once, and we got no more honey to speak of.
Basswood was a failure, and we had no fall flow. I examined my bees and found that out of over 50 colonies I
would have to feed about half of them, which I did with
sugar syrup until I considered I had them all in shape to
winter. The fall was favorable for a late flight up to Nov.
and
20 I put my bees into the cellar the first of December,
consumed their stores
I was surprised to find that they had
winter,
until there was not more than a dozen that would
and several had already starved. I put them into the cellar
Some take it .Quite
and am feeding heavy sugar syrup.
right so
readily, and some take it slowly. They appear all
;
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far, and I will take them out as early as they can have a
flight.
1. What, in your opinion, was the nature of the source

of honey gathered from the red-oak timber ?
2. What was the cause of the stores disappearing between feeding and putting into the cellar?
3. Please offer any suggestion that you think would be
beneficial in getting my bees through the winter and spring,
as I wish to save them, if possible, as the prospect for a
good white clover crop the coming season is flattering.
4. I have noticed that in your book and other writings
you advise throwing wood-separators away after they become coated with propolis, it being cheaper to buy new ones
than to try to clean them. Now, I have never thrown one
away until it was worn out or broken, and I don't miss the
time it takes to clean them. I have a device of my own by
which I clean a hundred per hour easily, and I am not quite
certain but what bees enter a super more readily with separators that have been used, as it appears to be natural for
a bee to want to stick its nose around among fixtures that
have been used in a bee-hive. I shall not attempt to explain
my system, but if you feel interested I will make you an
•outfit and send it to you to try, and I think you will quit
discarding used separators, and throw your short-handled
hatchet at a stray dog. After a test, if you find any merit
in it, you can tell the folks about it. I find that to cut expense in small things is what helps to add materially to the
profit in bee-keeping.
Iowa.

Answers.— 1.

was the

so-called honey-dew, probably
"the production of the aphis or plant-louse.
It

was probably nothing more than the unusual
of continued warm weather, allowing the bees to fly
without being able to gather anything, the continued exertion obliging them to draw heavily on their stores. It is
barely possible that the character of their stores may have
2. It

amount

had something to do with it, too.
3. There is probably nothing to be done better than you
are doing, for so long as they have the sugar syrup convenient they will use that and let the honey-dew alone, and
honey-dew is very generally not the best stuff for bees to
winter on.
4. I don't know that I have ever advised that every one
should throw away wood separators after having used them
only once, and, indeed, last year I used some myself that had
been used once, but were unusually clean. There are proba-

bly localities where there is so little bee-glue that a separamight not be very badly daubed with propolis after sev-

tor

make money by cleaning 100 separators
In my own case it would be cheaper to buy new,
especially as I have a preference for them, so it would hardly
be worth while for me to try your arrangement, but it will
be well worth while for you to publish your plan for the
benefit of those to whom it might be a real saving.
an hour.

How About North Pacing
Is a

to the north a good location for bees?
to face the north, and no shade.
Ohio.

Answer. — You will probably find that it will not make
much difference whether the slope and the aspect are

very

toward the north or the south during most of the year.
Sometimes your north slope will be the better one, and
sometimes the south.
In cool days the southern exposure
will generally be better, and in the hottest days the northern. In winter there will be days when soft snow is on the
ground and the sun shining brightly to entice the bees out
to a chilly tomb, and on such days the northern aspect will
be better.
There will be other days in winter when the
weather and all conditions are favorable for a cleansing
flight, and then the southern slope will be better.
That
cleansing flight is a matter of so much importance that on
the whole it may be better to have the southern slope for
wintering. This refers, of course, to locations far enough
north to make a winter flight an infrequent occurrence. If
your bees are wintered in the cellar, it will probably be a
toss up which way is better.

A $4.00 CLOCK FOR $2.50

It is 10% inches
inches high, and deep

at the base to stand firmly on a mantel or elsewhere.
It is a beautiful piece of

work, and would be both ornamental and
very useful in any house, and particularly in
a bee-keeper's home.

The Clock part itself is warranted for 3
years to keep good time. So it is no plaything, but a beautiful and needful article for
everyday use.
Clocks like

"The Bee-Hive Clock " usually
the stores at from $4.00 to $5.00 each,
but having them made for us in quantities
enables us to offer ihem at $2.50 each by express, or with the American Bee Journal a
year— both for only $3 00. Either Clock or
sell in

Send us

5

New

gift.

Subscribers

to

FREE

New

Address

aii

New

New

orders to

Only

$2.50. f.o.b. Chicago,

by Express.
Weight, with packing, about 4 pounds.

the

" Bee-Hive Clock "
(excepting
express charges). Or, send us 4
Subscribers (at $1.00 each) and 50 cents— $4.50
in all. Or, 3
Subscribers (at $1.00
each) and $1.00— $4.00 in all. Or, S
Subscribers (at $1.00 each) and $1.50—
$3.50 in all.
tiful

...

withthe

a

whether the idea of getting up such a clock
wa6 conceived in the brain of the Editor of
the American Bee Journal, or whether he got
it elsewhere, but the wonder is that such a
thing was not thought of long before.
Setting aside all idea of its association with

"The Bee-Hive Clook."

Weekly American Bee Journal for one year,
at $1.00 each, and we will send you this beau-

Y

American Bee Journal B o th for Only $3.00

enough

How to get "The Bee-Hive Clock"
FREE

of Hives?

lawn sloping

The entrances

We

Journal would make an ideal

19C6

such persons can

have originated and had made specially
for our readers, a bronzed-metal Clock, called

9%

8,

eral years' use. Then there are other localities, especially
at certain times of the year, where a separator would be
unfit to use the second time without being cleaned. The
choice between cleaning separators and buying new is a
matter to be decided by the cost of cleaning as compared
with the cost of buying new. You are quite right, I think,
in believing that the bees would have at least a little preference for separators that had been once used. That's because of the bee-glue that's left on them, and the more
heavily coated the better, to suit their notions.
But the
bee-keeper, rather than the bees, is to be considered in this
case, and for this purpose the cleaner the betfer.
At least
for my own use I prefer them immaculately clean.
So, unless they can be cleaned at a little less expense
than the cost of new separators, the new will be preferred.
Some are so situated that the time occupied in cleaning
might be worth little or nothing for any other purpose, and

The Bee-Hive Clock
wide at the base,

Feb.

What

Dr. Miller Thinks of the

Bee Hive Clock
Busily ticking away, in the room where I
am sitting, stands a genuine bee-keeper's
clock (please understand that the word "genuine " belongs to the clock and not to the
bee-keeper) .Jor, as the legend upon the clock
has it, "The Bee-Hive Clock." I don't know

GEORGE W. YORK &

the business of a bee-keeper, there is a peculiar appropriateness in having the minutes
aud the hours " told off " in a case representing the home of the busy little workers. The
glance at the clock, with its ceaseless tick,
tick, tick, tick, can not fail to remind one
that the flying moments must be improved
now or be forever lost, and that suggestion is
reinforced by the thought of the never ceasing activity of the little denizens of the hive,
always busy, busy, busy, working from morn
till night and from night till morn, working
unselfishly for the generations to come, and
literally dying in the harness.
Let us be thankful that the form of theoldfashioced straw hive or skep was adopted, and
not that of any modern affair, patented or
unpatented. The latter smacks of commercialism, but the former of solid comfort, for
no other form of hive has ever been devised
that contributes so fully to the comfort and
welfare of a colony of bees as does the oldfashioned straw-hive. It appeals, too, to one's
artistic sense as can no angular affair of more
modern times. As an emblem of industry,
probably always
artists have always U6ed
will use the old straw skep.
Thanks, Mr. Editor, for furnishing us a
time-keeper so appropriate for all, and especially for bee-keepers.
C. C. Miller.

—
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—
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American Bee Journal
Novelty Pocket-Knife
Gold Fountain Pen

AH

$2.75

for

Mildest Winter Experienced

DWe

are having the mildest winter I ever
experienced.
Vp to date the thermometer
has touched zero only twice; there has been
no snow, aod if a severe cold snap comes it is
likely to prove disastrous to the alsike clover.
Bees appear to be wintering all right.
Markbam. Ont.. Jan. 15.
J. L. Bter

(This cut

7^35 Summer

in C alifornia

I

and

drones!
This has been the dryest season I have yet
seen in California only a little over an inch
of rain has fallen.
No doubt the bees think
Cuaui.es Edson.
it is summer yet.
Grafton, Calif.

(Name and Address on one

ju6t

The foregoing

the very best

How to Get this Valuable Kniie. — We

Queen

it

postpaid for

—

SOLID GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN
we have found
The manufacturers

Finally,

a

good Fountain Pen that is reasonable in
if you pay more than

of this pen say that
$1.25 for other fountain pens, it's for the name.
price.

Packing Bees for Winter

This pen is absolutely guaranteed to work perfectly, and give satThe Gold Nibs are 14 kt., pointed with selected Iridium.
isfaction.
The Holders are Fara Rubber, handsomely finished. The simple feeder

Drone

gives a uniform flow of ink.
directions and Filler.

I

We mail

Each pen

is

packed

in a neat box,

with
=j

size

Gold Fountain Pen

for only $1.25, or for $2.00 we will mail it and the
weekly American Bee Journal for a whole year.
|2F" Sample copy of the American Bee Journal free; trial trip of three months (13 copies)
Address all orders to
for 20c; regular yearly price, $1.00.
this

GEORGE

W.

YORK

CO.,

334 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Everything for the Bee

Keeper
will be found in our Illustrated Catalogue No. 40. It contains a full
line of Hives. Supers, Followers, Sections, Section Holders, Frames,
Extractors, Smokers, etc. All these and many other essentials are
manufactured by us. Everything is guaranteed to be right and of

son.

December 1st I took tarred paper 3 feet
wide, put one layer on and let it project over
the front of the hives about 12 or 14 inches,
then placed another one on, reaching back to
the fence and lapping over the first one about
a foot.
This, I think, will help to keep the
heat in, and the snow, rain, and cold out.
After they had several good flights, the la6t
one being December 26, I leaned some short
boards against the hives at an angle of about
45 degrees, and on these I placed another
sheet of the tarred paper, thus closing the
bees up as completely as though they were in
a, cellar.
This will save the work of carrying
the bees in in the fall and out in the spring.
Besides, they will have the advantage of a
•flight every warm day, as all that will be necessary will be to lay the last sheet of paper
back on the gronnd and they will be out-of<loors; and the paper will cover up the snow,

send

$1.25, or club the Novelty Knife and the American Bee Journal for one
year both for $2.00.
(Allow two weeks for Knife order to be filled.)

Dec. 26, 1905.

I brought them in from the country (46 colonies in all), and placed them facing the east
and south, along the fence and an out-building,
placing the colonies 4 inches apart. After they
had become used to their new quarters I
packed them well with straw, filling in the
space between the hives and fence, which is a
2-foot space, and in between the colonies and
underneath. However, before I packed them
I cleaned all the moth out and fed up the
weak coionies, although it was late in the sea-

—

Why Own

way

Last July I embarked in the bee-business,
and as I have owned bees since that time (5
months) I should be able to give some " valuable advice
The last of August I was taken sick and did
not get out of the house until in October.
When I did get able to be around I examined
the bees and found two of the colonies about
destroyed by the moth, and 3 or 4 with but
very scanty provision for the winter.

;

the Novelty Knife? In case a good knife is lost,
"
the chances are the owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty
is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it.
If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so
fortunate as to have one of the "Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will
serve as an identifier; and, in case of death, your relatives will at once
be notified of the accident.

James Gamash.
111.,

to say

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English
razor-steel, and we warrant every blade.
It will last a life-time, with
proper usage.

If I had known about the American Bee
Journal 40 years ago I would have had it.

Waukegan,

side.;

The Material

best quality

to get a
6tart with bees.
I have some black bees, but
they are not " in it" with the Italians.
is

Three Bees on the other

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the
handle.
It is made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as
transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the
handle is placed the name and residence of the owner, and on the
other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as shown here.

Worker

Did

I bought a 3-frame nucleus Junes, li)05.
I
gave it full frames of foundation in an 8-frame
hive, and on July 10 it swarmed; on July 18
it swarmed again.
Oct. 10 the parent colony
weighed 58 pounds in an 8-frame hive; the
prime swarm, 72 pounds in a 10-frame hive;
and the other weighed 50 pounds in an 8frame hive.
I weighed
them without the
hive-covers. They are all in Wisconsin hives.
I also got 24 pounds of honey, which I sold
for 15 cents a pound.

side

Knife. — When ordering, be sure
what name and address you wish put on the Knife.

Your Name on the

—

What One Nucleus

the full 6ize of the Knife.)

NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE
—

have just come in from my home-apiary,
I never saw the like of bees in the air for
Jan. 3. And what do you think? One of my
very strong colonies, with a 1905 queen, had
r

is

best quality. Our prices are so reasonable that
may afford the best supplies.
We cannot tell you here of all
the good things in this book.
mail it free, toBetter send for a copy today.
gether with a copy ol the Progressive Bee Keeper, a
devoted
publication
to beeintere-ts.
splendid monthly
It will help you start right and keep you right after
you are started. It is invaluable as an aid t>j every
bee keeper. Ask for the paper and the book.

We

We

Sell the

Best Incubators and
Brooders.

Delivered at vour station, prices the lowest.
at once and save money. Address

Write us

CO., 10 Talmage St., Higginsville,
Branrhea at Omaha, Neb. and East St. Louitt, lit.

LEAHY MFG.

Mo.

any bee keeper
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should there be any on the ground, for a space
of 3 feet in front of the hives.
I forgot to say that on top of the first two
sheets I placed some woven-wire netting that
I use in the garden in the summer-time for
the peas to run on. I placed this on top, and
then weighted it down with old lumber to

keep the wind from blowing it off.
Packing these bees thus cost me not to exceed 10 cents per colonv. Wm. G. Roberts.
Panora, Iowa, Dec.

28, 1905.

shine on wet ground or grass, wet side down,
and in half a day they were cupped to an oval
shape sufficient to turn water.
For end stuff I used 1x3, cut on one edge
the shape of a wagon felloe, and the same
length as the width of the cover. 60 the a >inch stuff used on the sides of the cover will
come up against the edge of the wide board
and nail well. I then covered it with tin and
put on iron handles, made in a blacksmith's
shop, on the center of the cover, and painted

Feb.

8,

1906

would not
be in proportion to its size, and it could then
be sold profitably by weight.
I also believe the bees would start work
much sooner in these larger sections than in
the ones now used. They surely would sell
a6 readily, so would we not get a crop of comb
honey off our hands much soonerl I would
like to hear what such men as Dr. Miller have
to say on the subject.
H. A. Smith.
Palermo, Unt., Canada.
cost of producing a larger section

the hive.

Results of the Season of 1905
had

colonies of bees laat spring, and increased to 8. Two of the weakest swarmed,
and the rest gave 100 pounds of section honey,
which I sold at IS to 20 cents per section.
My bees are in good shape for winter, with
plenty of honey to last until it comes again.
I used T-supers on cases as soon as sections
came into use. I sawed the T-strips with a
foot-power saw, so I used them before I knew
of Dr. Miller.
Dr. Miller was the first to begin the use of top and bottom starters in sections.
My bees would build up through beI

(J

tween sections. Then 1 tried putting starters at the bottom of the sections, and it worked
like a charm. I have used them that way ever
since.
Henry Best.
Hibbetts, Ohio, Dec. 29, 1905.

Did Fairly Well the Past Season
put my bees into the cellar Dec. 15, and
they are in pretty fair condition, seeming to
I

easy.
The cellar is fresh and sweet,
where the thermometer reaches 30 and 40 de
grees above zero. All have plenty of stores
for winter. They did fairly well the past season, as I sold nearly 1000 pounds of honey, and
have 500 left.
I sell all my honey around
home and in neighboring towns; comb honey
from 10 to 15 cents, extracted 60 cents per
half gallon jar, or SI 20 per gallon. I sell more

rest

extacted than comb honey.
I extracted SO
pounds of honey from each of some colonies,
and from some "5 pounds of section honey. I
think it pays better to run for comb honey, but
one thing is certain, it does not sell as well
here as does extracted.
People 6ay it is too
dear they say it is nice, but would rather take
a jar of extracted.
Sometimes I give them a
section as a sample, and when I meet them
again they ask me whether I have some more
of that nice section honey, and they sometimes buy 10 or 15 pounds at a time.
I have a rubber stamp with my name and
address, and every section is stamped, as it
looks more neat.
B. F. Schmidt.
N. Buena Vista, Iowa. Dec. 28, 1905.
;

Home-Made Hives and Frames
Mr. J. E Johnson, on page (1905), wrote a
splendid article on home-made hives, trusts,
etc., which is worth the price of the Journal
for a long time.
I started the bee-business 23 years ago when
it was next to impossible to get factory-made
hives.
I bought the "A B C of Bee-Culture,"
which contained directions for making hives
by machinery, and from it I studied out a
plan to make them by hand
As Mr. Johnson
said he did, I made several failures before I
could make a good hive cheaply; but now,
with the exception of the locked corners, I
have as good a hive as 1 care for, with less
work than Mr. Johnson did.
I made a frame hive, Langstroth size, with
bottoms and covers that I like better than any
factory-made hive covers or bottoms I ever
saw. For bottom-boards I simply used 1x14
inch boards cut 24 inches long, which is enough
longer than the hive to make a nice alightingboard.
I used 2x4 all-heart yellow pine for
sills cut angling, or 14 inches on one edge and
18 on the other so as to give a wide foundation to prevent the wind blowing the hives
over during a storm. These I set on thin Hat
rocks or bricks, which keep the hive-bottoms
off the ground, and by keeping them well
painted they will last a life-time, as I have
some I made in 1S82, and they are sound and

good

yet.

In making the cover, I used boards a little
wider, 1x16 inches, cut 20 !.,' inches long. I
wet the heart side and laid them in the sun-

In making the body of the hive I cut the
lumber the proper length alter rabbeting the
end-stuff for frames to rest on, and nailed
together, with the heart side out to prevent
cupping or pulling off at the corners, with
four 8d nails to each corner.
For an entrance to the hive I cut out, on the
lower edge of the front end of the hive, a strip
s x6 inches, or sometimes this strip maybe
the full width of the hive.
For frames, I proceed almost as Mr. Johnson did, except the hand-ripping of good
boxes.
I went to the lumber-yard and selected all sap-fencing lumber 1x6 inches,
and 12 or 14 feet long, and had it ripped at the
planing-mill the sizes or thicknesses desired,
and used the pattern or miter box for cutting.
To prevent splitting in nailing, I put the material (after it had been cut into the proper
lengths) into a tub of water for a few minutes,
for, as you know, a sappy stick does not split
:,

easily.

Now, for comb-guides
I learned from Mr.
Doolittle, in the American Bee Journal, how
to make a wax comb guide and starter all in
one.
I will not tell here how that is done,
but it's all right, for I have used it for years,
even in section-boxes.
D. F. Marrs.
Lorena, Tex., Sept. 17, 1905.
!

The Season of 1905
I

sold 3

Jacques Verret.
Charlesbourg, Que., Jan.

23.

Bee-Men and Bees— Large Sections
I have often thought what a fraternal lot of
fellows bee-men are
I think I hear some one
say, " Tou don't know them all or you would
not say that," Well, I don't know all of them,
or nearly all, and those I do know I have been
introduced to through the bee papers, but I
will say that the man who is out of this fraternal ring, and always has a bone of contention or an axe to grind is not a bee-man, or
much of a man of any kind. There seems to
be something in the business from beginning
to end which works benefit for all concerned.
To start at the beginning, the bees benefit
the flowers which they visit. The process of
mixing the pollen from one flower with that
of others, I suppose we all understand. While
the bees are thus working good for the seed of
the plant, and eventually the harvester, they
are also supplying the colony with a subsistence from its sac of honey and basket of
After a time the little workers have
pollen.
some of this treasure to 6pare, and it is placed
up-stairs in the sections or extracting combs.
They are thereby benefiting him who has supplied them with a home beat adapted to their
needs.
After a time the honey is harvested and 60ld,
and I am not sure that he who purchases the
precious sheet is not the most benefited.
I
must not forget the supply-dealers; they, in
the course of events, must al60 be greatly
helped,
I have now something a
little
different
!

which

I

would

like to say.

noticed several articles lately in the different journals regarding a larger package for
comb honey. Now, if you ask for a show of
hands, mine goes up in favor of thi6. But I
would add another clause: When that section
grows large enough to weigh about 2 pounds,
then sell it in the only way which honey
should be sold by weight. As it now stands,
the same amount of work, package, and foundation is required to produce a 12-ounce section as one weighing 16 ounces, and can not,
therefore, be sold profitably by weight. The
I

—

After reading on page 907 (1905) what Em
to say about the sparrows and various
other birds doing so much good, besides sticking up for our faithful, everlasting worker,
the bee. I concluded to give some of my ex-

Dee has

perience.

One day last summer, as I stood watching
bees, I noticed a sparrow alight on one of
the hives and pick up a bee crawling on the
hive-cover, then fly away, and after a few moments' absence it came back with several
others, and these, besides two or three kingbirds, were playing havoc among my laborers,
so. of course, I decided to stand it no longer,
and went in for my Marlin repeater shot-gun,
but on returning I was surprised to see nothing of the birds. However, I went over towards
the orchard, when lo, and behold the sight
there. They were at home eating June-bugs,
which do much damage to this fruit-growing
district by eating every leaf on the whole
tree.
But I would prove to my friends at once
as to their value, and, taking aim, I brought
down two sparrows and one king-bird, and

my

!

drawing my knife, I opened their breasts and
found in the two sparrows, 273 June-bugs, 13
bees, and some other small insects; in the
king-bird were 3 bees and 62 June-bugs, 7
angle-worms, and a few half-digested insects
like beetles.

had 70 colonies to start with in the spring
of 1905, During the season I took 4130 pounds
I

of choicest white honey. In the fall
colonies, and put 115 into the cellar.

Experience with Bees and Sparrows

This shows that their harm-doing qualities
are indeed very limited in proportion to all
the good done by them. Tell the young hunter
(I mean your boy) never to molest these songsters, as this day we are enjoying the overabundant big crop of fruit, vegetables and
grain, also including the different varieties of
flowers.
All this would be practically useless
to us if our faithful pets went back on us.
" Spare the birds and such animals as do more
good than harm," and think before you act.

H. Petzold.

Warren, Wis., Dec.

28, 1905.

More About the Sparrow
Like Mr. Stolley. I often read stuff which
6eems to require refutation, but what's the
But when a defense is made
use? (Page 48.
on behalf of the English sparrow, then truth
repeated
too often.
not
be
can
It is not my desire to deny that the English
6parrow does a little good once in awhile, but
the harm which he does in destroying the
nests of other birds, such as martins, bluebirds, wrens, etc., fully justifies the employment of any means tending towards his exter)

mination.
Mr. Stolley says: ''Of all the birds we have,
the sparrow destroys more insects, worms and
caterpillars than does any other kind of bird."
Supposing that he had reference to the English sparrow, I would like to remind him that
our Government issues a pamphlet on the
sparrow and its relation to agriculture, which,
if he is interested in the truth of the matter, I
would advise him to obtain.
I had one of these pamphlets, but gave it
away some time ago, so I have to draw on my
memory for what I am to write. It describes
perhaps 15 or more varieties of sparrows, all
natives of America except one— the English or
All the native sparrows dehouse-sparrow.
pend more or less upon insects for their living,
more
injurious than beneficial
all
destroy
and
insects; they eat but little grain, and consequently are not often seen in the neighborOur friend, the
hood of houses or barns.
English sparrow, however, is never found on
meadows, etc., or any distance from houses or
barns except in grain-fields he lives on grain
mostly, takes a few insects occasionally for a
change of diet, and of these he prefers such
as not only do no harm, but which are really
beneficial in destroying other injurious in;
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HisyouDg likewise receive a worm
8eets,etc.
or insect now and thea.
This is about the result of thousands of observations and experiments made in the field
and the laboratory —not by university professors, but by experts who are maintained at
Washington by the people of the United States,
to find out the truth and telljit; and I would
advise every friend of the English sparrow to
obtain a copy of the pamphlet and be con-

did not thaw out.

If

and, when spring comes, hang them out in
the sun, and as they thaw tbey would return
to their hives, and that would save feeding
through the winter.
Mr. Root might try it
and see how it works. Poor is the rule that
will not work both ways.

W.

vinced.

Referring to thrushes, catbirds, etc., Mr.
Stolley says these miscreants can not stand

our Northern winters, and go South when
they have had their All, while the sparrow
1 would
bravely faces the storm and cold.
like to ask, What good does he do during this
Any? And what good do these mistime;
creants referred to do while they are here?
Have they not helped to protect the fruitand, when
patch against the insect pest?
with them a change in diet is in order, can we
justly blame them for taking simply their
own! No, Mr. Stolley, don't try to put our
friend ahead of all other birds it will do him
Aug. F. Koch.
more harm than good.
Middle Amana, Iowa.

—

[We
gone

Pulaski Co., Ark., Nov.

Washington.— The

paper.

If

it

is

so far as

we

necessary to say more,

it

will

in a bird-paper, or elsewhere,

serving lot of people, and have other animal
friends besides the bees.

Editor.]

Colonies in Fine Condition
Bees have had 3 summer days: it has been
very warm. Not a colony is lost thus far, but
all are strong and in fine condition.

Henbt Alley.
Wenham,

meeting of

Mass., Jan. 23.

Bee Keeping in Arkansas
" old reliable" American Bee Journal
continues to come regularly every Friday.
May it continue so to come. May it live long
and continue to spread out to every clime on
the globe.
To-day bees are working on what I do not
know, and they are bringing in pollen. They
have a flight here nearly every week during
winter. The coldest I ever saw it here was 15°
below zero, and that was for only two days.
Last winter it was cold in January and February I lost one colony only, and the reason
was the hive was made of ;\-inch stuff, with

The

WANTED
Jobbers' quotations on all Bee-Keepers' Supand Extracting Frames.
BROWN & CO Dubuque, Iowa.

plies except Hives
A. B
5A2t

,

—

Coiled Spring Fence. A few years ago
the plan of selling goods direct to the user at
wholesale prices, freight charges prepaid, was
One of the first large connot thought of.
cerns to adopt this plan that we can now think
the
Coiled
Spring
Fence Company, of
of was
Winchester, Ind. Ten years ago they started
with a small capital, small factory and small
business. Now they employ 52 people in their
office, 150 people in the fence factory, and 200
people in their wire-mill. They sell fence on
30 days' trial, freight charges prepaid. It can
They say
be returned if not satisfactory.
It
they can save any one money on fence.
would be well for all fence-users to write for
their free catalog, which fully describes their
Please
line, and manner of doing business.
mention the American Bee Journal when
writing.
*3

/

torn

re r«, 'C8. *8t8I

;

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the American Bee Journal Chas. Dadant & Son.
Bach subject is clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the in-

—

structions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
auccess with bees.

The book we mail

for $1 .20, or club

—

;

THREE NEW

subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334

CHICAGO.

Dearborn Street,

ILL,

Do You Want a South Dakota Paper?
Tells of great land values, oi business opportunities, of a State where more railroad
building is going on than in any other State
union

South Dakota Fanner [Ut

everv week.

Price, $1 per year.
this ad with 35

SPECIAL OFFER— Send

cents for a year's subscriotiou. Add ess.
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMER Siou x Falls. S I)

Please mention the Bee Journal.

5lA10t

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
bnt 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Jonrnal for one year— both for only J1.50. It Is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Jonrnal as fast as they are received.
If yon havt
this " Emerson " no further binding Is neces-

"*'
334

OEORQE W. YORK &

And

last

I Never Go Out a
from 6 to 21 years <ra

Otisviixb. Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything In
the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years. In short
If 1 want any more smokers yonr new style is
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of It. Those remarks inFred Fodnkk.
duced me to get mine.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

Wb Sell Root's goods

in

Michigan

Let us quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc, as we can save yon time and
freight.

Beeswax Wanted for Cash.
M. H. HUNT * SON.

Bell Branch, Wayhb

Co.,

Mich

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Dearborn Street,

—

A

—

;

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

The Emerson Binder

MM

;

!

«* Honey-Bee

with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us

no protection, and the bees were weak anyway.
I winter them on the summer stands in singlewalled hives. I take off the supers after the
honey-flow, put on a quilt and top-board and
contract the entrance. That's all, and I have
I never saw any
no trouble in wintering.
foul brood, or heard of it in this part of the
country. I never saw any honey-dew here on
any kind oi tree but hickory and black-gum
that goes to prove to me that it falls just as
any other dew falls. The propolis is gathered
from the sweet-gum here.
Why doe6 it take a drone longer to hatch
than a worker, and a worker longer than a
queen?
Does it take the same temperature
for all of them to hatch? By select and careful breeding I have one colony of bees that
work at night. Next season I expect to rear
all queens from this one queen.
Arkansas has some mighty queer things. I
have a golden queen that is 1 5-16 inches long
the largest queen I ever saw ; and lay oh. my
She lays so
she simply piles out the eggs.
fast I have to hatch the eggs in an incubator,
and after they are hatched I rear the bees in a
brooder
That relieves the nurse-bees of a
lot of unnecessary labor, so they can be
gathering honey.
Mr. Doolittle reports 63 pounds of honey in
3 days Mr. Root, 43. One man in Texas reported "00 pounds from one colony in one seaThat beats
son another one, 1000 pounds.
Arkansas.
I don't
I handle my bees without gloves.
haul bees on a hay-rack, or pin down my veil.
Mr. Root freezes his queens to make dronelayers. Last winter, when my bees froze, they

Langs troth ™ the

It

are concerned.

shows that bee-keepers are an ob-

it

annual

the Washington State Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in the old M. E. Church, on
Third Street. North Yakima, Wash, Feb. 14,
An interesting program is
15 and 16, 1906.
assured. One feature will be the illustrated
lectures on bee-keeping. Let all bee-keepers
in different parts of the State attend and make
this an interesting and valuable convention.
Virgil Sires, Sec.

think the discussion of the sparrow has
enough in these columns, for a bee-

have to be done

Edgeworth.

C.

19, 1905.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

far

But

they can be frozen and

out, it seems to me that would be the
best way to winter them. Put them in honeybags and hang them up and let them freeze,

thawed

27

Good Railway School. In a letter of
recent date the Wenthe Railway Correspondence School writes that the demand for their
graduates, especially in the brakeman'6 preparatory course, is in excess of its supply.
Railroads want more men for. brakemen than
Every graduate in that
they can furnish.
course, who has been able to pass the physical
requirements has been placed in a position.
Mr. Wenthe, the secretary, says that 65 percent of their students are taking the fireman's
preparatory course, and that the school is
able to place all those who are eligible. Young
men will make no mistake by enrolling in
this school for either the brakeman's or fireman's preparatory course, as the demand for
good men trained men is always on the inRailroad work is pleasant, and the
crease.
possibilities ahead are worth striving hard to
win. Promotion in this line of work is always
possible to the young man who will go in and
The instructors are all practical railwin.
road men, actively at work for large railroads.
At any rate, it will pay the young man who
has decided to be a railroad man and, in fact,
those who have not yet decided what they
want to be to write to Mr. Wenthe, the secretary of the Wenthe Railway Correspondence
School, of Freeport, 111., for a copy of their
catalog and the proof of the ability of this
school to help their students.
Mention the

—

—

—

—

American Bee Journal when w

ting.
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° THE PROOF OF THE

PUDDING IS-"
But, ben, you know all about that old adage
ol the "puddin' suing." \cu are reading this
paper because you are inteiested in Btes, and
ior that leason ycu should have an occasicnal
thought about Hives.
When yt u do think of Hives, just let the
name "ELGIN"' sink into your ih< light department, and don't allow it to get away from
yr u until you have given the hive tearing

5

S?

MILLION

t

Martha Washington
Collection

"The Elgin

we have been claiming—

is

everything

ioc.

Aster, Balsam,
l'ansy, Sweet Tea,
Pink, Salvia, Plilux

a Good Hive"
We sell

The National Supply

Cosmos,

Mysotia,
Verbena,

Petunia,
asturtium Cypress
Vine,
Heliotnrope,
Mignoneite, with
tlie following Bulbs
FREE
One Dewey
Lily (as above), 1
.N

Co.

ELGIN, ILL.

!

s

of

price-list of SUPPLIES.
needed in the apiary.

Send for our

a

40

'THE ELGIN" atrial.
You'll find true what

1906

8,

.

:

Begonia, 1 Freenias, 1
Tuberose, 1 Gladiolus.

All of the above
postpaid, for
cents in coin or

sent,

lO

stamps. Order early.

Avoid the rush.

MYSTIC VALLEY SEED

NO MORE LOST LETTERS

HIVES AND SECTIONS
Until

All for $i.

|

®

leading Live Stock Journal of the Northwest. The
stationery is really free. It is printed on nice paper with yonr name, address
and name of farm or business. We guarantee to deliver in 10 days from receipt

March

W.

Send

ior free

Box

sample copy

3,

Our

Th is will prove the

SOPER,
JACKSON. MICH.
Little Booklet,

Just out,

Our

Sioux City, Iowa.
21,
our great paper

tells all

Italian

SEEDS

you write at once for our 1906'
catalog, one packet of a Rare Variety and one Fine Rose
Bush that will bear beautiful roses this year. Enclose with
your request a dime or five two-cent stamps to pay packing
and postage and all will be sent to your address prepaid.
You can then select any packet seeds you wish from catalog to
amount of due bill. You can also see the many new things we have
also send,

if

catalogued this year in addition to our regulai high-grade, pure-bred
Farm and Garden Seeds, which give universal satisfaction because they
grow good crops.
Sit down and write for catalog now lest you forget.

—

BERRY SEED
Mention

CO..
Bee

BOX

Journal

49,

when

and

Caucasian

6

We will

about

beautiful

of

WORTH OF

A. A.

D.

Rural Route

of order

FARMERS' TRIBUNE,

Dovetail Hives, 8-frame, IX-

IS.

story, 1 25; 10-lrame, $1.40; No. 1 bee-way Sections, 3 .90; No. 2, $3.40; 241b. Shipping-Cases,
13c; foundation. Smokers, etc., cheap. Send
for 24 page Catalog free.

The Farmers' Tribune Is the

Ask your printer what he will charge for such stationery.
Address,
unparalleled offer we are making you.

Mass.

Special Sale on

you take advantage of the offer we make to furnish you beautifully Printed
Stationery, which we will send you postpaid.

If

The Farmers' Tribune One Year and
100 Note Heads and 100 Envelopes

CO., Medford,

CLAP.INDA. IOWA
writing.

APPLE TREES

X

QUEENS

also tells about the best BEE-HIVE, too;
don't turn over another leaf until you have addressed a postal to the
It

The Wood Bee-fiive & Box 60.
LANSING, MICH.
Send

For Queens

to

JOHN W.PHARR
Berclair.Tex.

He will furnish at the same prices as last
year: Tested, ¥1; Untested, 75e; 5 for $3.25;
10 for $6; 15 for $8.25; 25 for $12.50; 100 for
$45.
He breeds Goldens, Carniolans, and 3Band Italians. Also 1. 2, and 3 frame Nuclei
and full colonies. Prices given on application.
Pharr pays the freight, and guarantees
To do justice and
more acceptable with the Lord

satisfaction on all Queens.

judgment

7c

is

5Atf

than sacrifice.— (Prov. 3:21.)

FENCE fZSZE?

Made of High Carbon colled wire. We
have no agents. Sell direct to UBer at
factory prices on 30 days free trialI

Two Years

Box

"hows W
and poultry
Write today

CataW

We

pay all freight.
stvles and heights of farm
fence. fs f ree. Buy direct

COILED SPRINC FENCE CO
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

Old
7c

to ISc

Each

TEN CENTS EACH

POPLAR. TREES AND R.OSE BUSHES.

ASI'ARAGrS. the most popular vegetable, yields at the rate of $400 per acre, two year plants 75 cents
«.>*»*» for
*«. driveways.
u..y^«»jo.
*tihuju» TREES
piauia at
auuw
low prices.
pnues. POPLAR
irun plants
aDa fruit
l,wu.
Grape
r 1,000.
urape vines and
per 100; $4.50 per
shade and lawns. The most rapid growing trees, 10c to 17 cents each.1" ROSES. A large collection of
hardv varieties, also our Live-for-Ever Pink Rose. lOo to 20c each.
.

-SAVE Magazine
35 £15t
BUY DIRECT FROM GROWER
copy

free.
of Green's BigPrnlt
Letns price your list of wants. Green's 1906 Catalogue, also
WALL ST., ROCHESTER, N. T.
GREEN'S NURSERY COMPANY.
Bend postal card for them today.

"In every country the successful advertiser

is

the continnons advertiser."

The Rietsche Press
Made of
structible,

artificial stone.

Practically

Inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

Comb

re-

made

easily and
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50—casb
with order. Address,
sults.

foundation

ADRIAN GETAZ,

KNOXVI1.LE, TENN.
46Atf
r#-J.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
$25
for a Rietsche Press than
to
pay
"prefers
he
do without It,"— A. G.

Feb.

8.
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QUEENS
—

Best 3-band Italian 1 Untested Queen, 75c;
One 2 frame Nucleus
6 for*4; 1^ for S7.25.
with Queen, $2 25; 10 in one bunch, SIT 50.

LUTHER PRESSWOOD,
RELIANCE, TENN.

6E7t

Get the Best
Why

put up with
goods when

inferior

you may

hare

I

They

Best?
you no

cost

In many cases
In all cases I
qual-

more.

I

just as well

lie

can nnve j ou money.
»lie most tor the money,

give

considered.

ity

Remember, I have been over 20 years in the
business, and carry the largest stock of

BEE-SUPPLIES
IN

THE WEST.

dollars worth of goods
for distribution.

Many thousands of
now on hand, ready

Shipping facilities unsurpassed. All points
reached by direct lines, thus insuring the

lowest Freight-rates.
Write for estimates and new Catalog. I>ib-

eral discounts

now.

NYSEWANDER,

JOS.

565-567

!:>»

I

W.

7th St.

HOI>IX IOWA

Bee Journal

Mention
jbv

A

|1 f* fy g*

The

K|-1|-*X

lr

Address,

V vO

bees, do not

fail

40-page
latest

when
work on

BKE-

SI'PIM.IEM.Hives.Fixand

tures, Etc. Italian Bees

Queens.

If

interested

in

to write us.

John Nebel &Son Supply. Go.,

tlirjh Hill,

Mo.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

6Clf

65C

writing.

Catalog tree

TOr

\i nanlCS

12

hrSefi and'lo'c-

etamps taken— we will Bend for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— ree. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is awkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALL,, yuincy, 111.

Mention

Itee

Journal

when

writing.
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AT

GROCERIES
-FREIGHT

WHOLESALE
PRICES

:

ROBERT

ML

All About the Southwest
Homes and Prosperity for Everybody

TEXAS

produces more honey and other money crops than
any other State.

We

another

still

10

FARM AND RANCH is the home

per cent, become a

illustrated. Contains clean, reliable, interesting
MiUM^-

this extra 10 per cent discount, if you will write
for full information. An easy way to make money.

U|

HCT

OirntnuTMU or

W

instructive reading for each member of the family,
24 pages weekly. $1.00 per year. Send stamp for

i^j

'

FXCTOBV To COM3UWE"--

Bample copy.

FARM AND RANCH,

you want to save money get our catalogue and learn just how cheap you can buy groceries
from us. Catalogue is ready and lists everything in the grocery line. We send it free.
Lansing, Mich, and Chicago,

For Sale-10,000 Lbs. °J™e*

III.

Spanish-needle Extracted Honey put up in new
60-lb. tin cans— 6c a pound for the lot, or 6%c
for less, F. J. GTJNZEL, Weiner, Ark.
44 A lot
Please mention tne Bee Journal.

CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
covered by two Patents. With this wonderful invention the cost of making Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for

FOR SALE

is

Do

not write about

unless you

it

mean

BEE-SUPPLIES^QUEENS

Until further notice, fine- 1 quality new crop
California Water-White White Sage and Light
Amber
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
cans and new cases Write for prices and earn
pies, and state quantity you want.

HONEY

265

&

Catalog- for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

CHARLES MONDENG,
.A.VE3

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

3ST.,

TELEPHONE

.80 F»r
If\
<• 200 Ega

Facts for Farmers
Send for free book

80-A.

It

contains

telephone facts that are monev-savers

Carlson Tel.w Mf g.
Co., Rochester, TN Y ., Chicago. 1 1.

Strom berg

-

1

.

INCUBATOR

Greenwich

,

G&tches every

fertile

egg. Write for catalog to-day

JgEO.

H„

„

_

STAHL, Qulncy,

&.
Street,

New York, N.Y

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Trees, Plants

& Seeds vj«
>4kF ^Tested
s>

THAT GROW

*

Best quality. Good bear- >XfiX»'

%j

ov
V^

/

<

3 © © d s
ers. Low prices. AppleV">Aj& «?
very cheap.
4c; Plum and Cherry/l^X* „<
Freight paid
12c; Peach 4c; aUv?T

T^d»"on trees.
budded; Cons. Catacord Grapes JXlfc^"A©V^ logue, English or
Forest sCj/y-*
'-ww* rS^y^ German, free. Write
B«d- ^^Wk>ft"/for it today.
Address
U gB
GERMAN NtJRSERIES,
'L/^H*"**
l
Box 30
Beatrice, Neb.

2c;

1

^
-PURE ALFALFA^

HONEY

Perfect in conatraotion ana
~ action.

SEGELKEN

HlLDRETH
267

34Atf

My

am

ISO N.E"WTON

Dallas, Tex.
writing.

when

Bee Journal

Mention

If

further information.
business.

builders' guide,

handsomely printed on good paper and beautifully
and

member of the Co-operative Society of the
National Supply Co. We'll tell you how to get

Co-operative Society of the National Supply Co.,

B. McGfllN, Yorkville, 111. R.f.d.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

2A.tf

We

To save

1906

Are worthless as honey-producers.
Caucasian Bees are not stingless, they are gentle.
They produce honey. Try them next season.
Have your queens, both Caucasians and Italians, bred to order, and then you will have
what you want. Address,

PAID-

What do your groceries cost you a year? "Will you buy them
of us if we can prove hat we will save you from 10 per cent to
20 per cent and pay the freight! That certainly is an amount
worth saving; it is worth the trouble of asking for the proof.
Get our large Grocery List and compare our prices with what
you have been paying. Then put us to a greater test— send
us a trial order and compare the goods and the prices. If
we do not save you big money, send the goods back at our
expense. The grocery bill is the biggest part of the family
expenses.
will cut it almost in the middle and guarantee
everything we sell. We can do this because we buy in
immense quantities— carloads and trainloads— and we give
you the benefit of our ability to buy cheap; in fact we can
sell to you at just about the figure your local dealer would
have to pay.
save you Ms profit and the freight besides.

8,

Stingless Bees

This catalogue will
save you money on
your grocery supplies.

FREE

Feb.

III

IN

60-POUND CANS

We have a good supply

HOMEY

in

of

Pore Alfalfa

60-pound cans that we can

ship by return freight at these prices 2 cans,
boxed, at 8% cents a pound 4 or more cans at
one time, 8 cents a pound all f.o.b. Chicago. Cash with order. Sample, by mail, 8
in stamps, to cover package and postage.
Address,
:

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

;

And Prompt Shipments

r

what we are making for our customers.

— DOVETAILED
Is

—

—

YORK H0NEY25»ffC0.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES
We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.
THE flARSHFIELD flANUFACTURINQ CO., Harshfield, Wis.

141-143 Ontario

St.,

CHICAGO,

The Fresh

ILL.

Air Incubator
ibatloi

Id *

BEE SUPPLIES

BOOKLETS ON ARTI5 FREE
FICIAL POULTRY PRODUCTION

-

Everything the bee-keeper needs. Distributing house for Lewis'
Prices. Now is the time to buy for next season.

Goods

at Factory

EXTRACTED HONEY

in cans or barrels.
FINE
The beet the world can produce
Samples 8 cents, to pay postage and packing. How much can you use? Prices quoted quick
on the quantity you mention.
buy
at all times in the year. Send for our Catalog and "Special"

BEESWAX

—free.

IVI.

Cf^f^TT
OV/U
I

I

JL
OC

f^O
WW.

° 04 EAST Wash. Street
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
*

Standard Incubator. 2nd An
Incubator for Beginner*. 3rd— Universal
Hover and Colony Brooder*. 4th— Feeding

6th— What Users

>re Doing.

A PIANO BOX WILL DO

6 percent Discount.

CM

—

Ut— The
Cbloal.

Put the Universal Hover into it and
make jour own brooder. The Universal Huver may be attached to
anj site or form of Colony house,

Cash Orders for regular Supplies before February,

We

new and effective way, making possible

higher per cent hatches, brighter, boaltL ler
stronger chicks.

1

-:-*

**

mushroom house, small portable
building or piano box aDd make
about as good a brooder as money
can buy. Write for catalog and
the five books FREE. Others to
follow, you'll get tbem all If your
name is on our mall list.
Prairie Stats Incubator Co., 351

Main

St.,

Homer

City, Pi.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

THK AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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Lowest

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Prici

Complete Stock for 190C now on band.

Big Discount for Early Orders

"
"
"

December

RATES FROM
are the

1

March
April

6
4

1

"

2

1

as 'mostlall freight

"
"

7

Let

i

Years

for

JLANS, ICKI»

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 15 years (monthly,
SOc a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the
most experienced bee - keepers in

America.
of

Supplies free on application. Address,

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAriESTOWN, N.Y.
Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

C.

^

re(^

my

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

catalog, page 29.

Toledo,

Oct.

17— The honey market remains

firm, with good demand, and prices the same as
last quotations. Fancy white comb brings 15c;
No. 1, 14c; fancy amber, 13c; buckwheat, 13c.
Extracted, white clover, in barrels, b}i@b%c;
amber, tn barrels, 5@S%c; in cans, lc to \%c
higher. Beeswax in good demand, 26c cash,
Griggs Bros.
28c trade.

Indianapolis, Feb. 2.— Fancy white clover
comb brings 16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14m. 15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c.
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8H@9c fl
60-pound caus; amber, 6c. Good average bees-

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

at 6@7c, according to quantity; buckwheat at 6c per pound; Southern at 50@60c per
gallon, according to quality. Beeswax steady
at 29@31c.
Hildreth & Segelken.

Model Incubators and
Brooders

Cincinnati, Jan. 20.— The honey market is
quiet. We do not offer white clover extracted
honey on account of its scarcity: instead offer
a fancy water-white honey, equal to if not better than the white clover, in 60 lb. cans, two in
a crate, at 7&<§'SKc; fancy light amber, 7!^c;
other grades of amber in barrels at 5J4@6Kc,
according to the quality. Fancy comb honey,

I

sells here fot $33 per ICO

GRIGGS BROS.

Jan. 22.— The market here on
honey is very dull now, as it always is this
time of year; fancy white is selling at $3 00
per case; 24- section and amber is selling at $2.75.
Extracted, 5H@6c. BeeBwax, 25c per pound.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

8

Cincinnati, Jan. 23. — The nice weather
holds back the demand for comb honey. Crops
seem to be exceedingly short and producers in
the West keep the prices high. We quote as follows: Fancy water-white and No. 1 white clover, 14@16c; No. 2, 12@14c.
Extracted seems to
be more plentiful, and we quote same in barrels,

MtallaGomb Honey

5%@5*4c\ in canB,
Beeswax, 28@30c.

*4c

Monroe

Bee

Mention

Street,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

Journal

when

Very fine.
you can use.

Price depends upon

M.

SCOTT &

C.

more; white clover, 7@8c.
C.

521

H.W. Weber.

writing.

how much

CO.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

hurst-Y

Please mention the Bee Journal

SAtf

AND BEESWAX

When consigning, baying or selling, consult
R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Watbr St. Chicago. Ill,

Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Please

pounds.

Walter

Denver, Nov. 11.— No.

S.

Poudbr.

white comb honey,
per case of 24 sections, $3.35; No. 1 light amber.
$3.0j; No. 2, $2 5O@3.0O, Extracted honey, 6%
(a 7
cts. per pound.
Supply is light and we
coud make quick sales of consignments at
above figures. We pay 24c for clean, yellow

beeswax delivered

New

FANCY WHITE EXTRACTED H0NE£

1

here.

The Colo. Honey-Producers'
York, Feb. 19.— The demand

Assn.
is

fairly

good for better grades of white, and while the
near by crop is iairly well cleaned up, new arrivals are now coming in from Cuba, tesides
several cars have been shipped on from California. We quote fancy white at l£c; No. 1,
13@14c; No. 2, 12c; amber, lie; buckwheat,
10@llc Extracted in fairly good demand, especially California, of which there is abundant
supply. We quote white sage, r-H"' "Wc; light

\

Manufactured by Chas. A. Cyphers, and sold at his factory prices.
Freight rates from Toledo
will save you money. Do not be
humbugged into buying a cheap
machine. The best is none too
good.
Our illustrated Catalog
free to any address. Ask for it.

i

wax

T

amber

Kansas City,

Chicago, Jan. 8.— The market is steady with
abont the usual demand; the prices range from
14®15c for best grades of white comb honey.
There is not an active demand for off grades,
which usually sell at l@3c per pound less. For
extracted a steady demand exists for the best
grades at t>Wa,7c, but for sour or off flavors
there is practically no sale.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

apiaries,

n

<

The Fred W. Mtjth Co.
^=

*

H.W.WEBER =
prices, refer to

16«c.
(Bee-keepers, please observe the above are
our selling prices of honey, not what we are
paying.)
Beeswax, 30c, delivered here, for the choice,
bright yellow grade.

£)oney anb

free.

CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.

For

Office

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List

Catalog mailed
Send for same.

5 Percent Discount for February
separate
me
^^ ytT^YI^TCI ^the «OCi>EN
VKKbookyour |J I
Pi
F
IS
J
K7
M
J
M
X^
KOWS, % K>IOOrder
^Cfj *J

OF ALL KINDS

25

SOUTH

now goes through Cincinnati.
Prompt Service is what I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
You will

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

BCC= SuppllCS E
Established Nearly

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY
for the

9 percen
"
8

1

January 1
February 1

"
"

CINCINNATI

FREIGHT-

On Cash Orders
Before November

131

CRATES 2-60

LB.

CANS;

8c

TWO OR MORE CRATES; 1%
LARGER LOTS; WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES. ALL
F. O. B. CINCINNATI. CASH WITH ORDER. SAMPLES 10c.
TO PAY POSTAGE.

THE FRED
No.

51

W.

WALNUT STREET,

MUTH

CO.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
UL DISCOUNT.
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BEE-KEEPER?
you are entitled to the

If so,

New

1906 Lewis Catalog.

The 1906 LEWIS CATALOG contains nearly 100 pages devoted to bee-goods, including 7
pages of points to beginners.
The

and-ink drawings made

The

contains 16 full-page cuts, which are reproductions of penfrom the original Hives and their parts.

1906 LEWIS CATALOG

and clearly describes all Hives, Supers, and other
a handbook of Beeware readily understood and therefore easy to

1906 LEWIS CATALOG completely

appliances, so that

it is

order from.

The 1906 LEWIS CATALOG just fits your pocket, and while you are working about the
apiary or in-doors it will serve as an excellent manual on bee-keeping. It is free for the
asking.

AGENTS WANTED
Goods by the Carload

For Lewis'

FOR.

MAINE
NEW HAMPSHIRE

RHODE ISLAND
NORTH CAROLINA

GEORG-IA

VERMONT

SOUTH CAROLINA

FLORIDA
LOUISIANA

MASS ACHUSETTS
CONNECTICUT

MISSISSIPPI

SOUTHERN OHIO

ALABAMA.
Liberal territory given.

For further

particulars address
Manufacturers

G. B.

LEWIS CO. *

Home

Office

of

ee- Keepers'

Supplies

Watertown,Wis.
XJ.

S. A..
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BEE-KEEPERS'
SUPPLIES

—

6E0RGE W. YORK S COMPANY
Dearborn Street, Chicago,

it

111.

Sample,

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal is
a year, in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

DAY
BROODERS

PEEP

0'

CORNELL CHICK MACHINERY
are unexcelled.

The

for rale. Prices
on application.

IMPORTANT NOTICES

1906

SUPPLIES

CORNELL
INCUBATORS

need no introduction. 4 percent Discount on BeeSup
plies for February. Beeswax wanted
27c cash, 29c when taking bee-supplies in exchange.
Extracted Honey

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

334

known

15,

POULTRY

I

LEWIS' BEEWARE
is so well

Feb.

10c.

1906 Cornell Incubator is superior
to anything heretofore put
on the market.

fl-.oo

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

New

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription tepaid.
For instance, "dec<i6" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December.
If

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not Bend a
money sent us to pay subscription, but
chanpe the date on your wrapper-label, which showe
that the money haB been received and credited.
ADVERTISING RATES will be given upon appli-

you want orders

receipt for

to
3

H. M.

141 Ontario Street,

aRND,

Long Distance 'Phone, North

Mgr.

Objects of the Association
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.—To protect and defend its members in their

••* ** *• ** *V
'*.f J*" ''if

riffhts.

*"

3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
boney.
Annual Membership Dues, Si. on
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. Fkancb, Platteville, Wli,

'if*'

''if.*' '"-f

*"

** •: «V •:•* «V* *:* •:• *:•*
'^f *

''if.*

''if .*'

'<f

'f

DITTMER makes

1ST If more convenient, Dnesmay be sent to the
publishers of the American Bee Journal,

*

The Honey-Producers' League

Aji

•».»v

is

full of

.

.

honey through

•I*

F

•*• :• *: V* *.• *;• *>*• *V «•;• *V
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WORKING
We

would
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GUS, DITTMER,

jjfc.

and counteract
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like to send

Jobbing
Wholesale

*
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£
$
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Retail

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED

••v

misrepresentations of the same.

: ;•

SPECIALTY

a

ILL.

1559.

Write for our Price-List, Samples, and early-order Discount.
them to you at our expense.

&

OBJECTS:

*.W

CO. C)

CHICAGO,

Beeswax into Comb Foundation.
Our Warehouse

(INCORPORATED)

'^f F

~^f

FREE

PROMPTLY AT FACTORY

YORK HONEY IMy

National Bee-Keepers' Association

1. To create a larger demand for
advertising.
2. To publish facts about honey,

filled

for either line

PRICES, send your order

cation.

lawful

1906 Catalog

V

V

* ••
•* «* .*

Augusta, Wis*

!

f

!••
•*•
•*• *.* *!•
•!•
!•
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MEMBERSHIP DUES
1. Any bee-keeper may become a member by paying to the Manager an annual fee of $1.00 for each
20 (or fraction of 2i>) colonies of bees (spring count)
he owns or operates.
2. Any honey-dealer, bee-supply dealer, bee-supply
manufacturer, bee-paper publisher, or any other
firm or individual, may become a member on the
annual payment of a fee of $10, increased by oneflfth of one (l percent of his or its capital used in
the allied interests of bee-keepinu.

5 Percent Discount

>

George W. York, Manager,
384 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

||

B Cash

ill.

"The continuous advertiser
gets the bulk of lite business,
because others are not advertising;,

and he

NOT

IN

I

We will allow you the above Discount on
during February. Send for our Catalog.

PAGE & LYON MFG.
Mention

is."

Bee Journal

THE TRUST

CO.,
when

all

Orders accompanied by

New London,

Wis.

writing.

For High-Grade
Cans
Prices Always
the Lowest

Write for Prices,
Stating- Quantity

Wanted

Friction

Top Cans

Prompt shipment and careful attention given to all orders.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
Made by

for

Honey and 5yrup

Special prices to

members of the Bee-Keepers' Associations.
CO., 1035 W. 47th Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

CANNERjS CAN

Feb.
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"DADANT'S FOlfflDATIOF'
IT EXCELS
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLI ES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted

at

all

times

•j}?4{«H?i:

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

SEE THE 1906 RELIABLE
before you buy. Perfectly practical forpoultrymen or beginners. Double heating" system
gives bigger hatches— saves onethird the oil. Sold on a money

back g-uarantee. Write for
catalog.

Reliable

Farm

If

send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

free

FOR HIS

Pure-.

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."

Bred Birds and Eggs. Get prices.
Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co,,
Box B-153 Quincy. Illinoia, TJ. S. A.

Mention

Bee Journal

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published,

Liberal Discount* to the Trade.

when

writing.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

All

About

California

The Pacific Rural Press has been ahousehold word throughout California for 35 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
soil or products of California. Weekly, illustrated
Edited by practical specialists. Two
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.
:

Pacific Rural Press,

"

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Pouder "

330 Market Street,
San Francisco, Calif.
SOAtf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

65c

for

12 Names TF&fSSfXtt-Sg

•tamps taken— we

will send for '2 yru. the Farmer's
Call— ree. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. ia a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
FARMERS CALL, yuincy, 111.
,

BEE-SUPPLIES
Root's Goods at Root's

BEAUTIFUL

FREEr

mces

Also

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

.-.

Prompt
.-.

Catalog Free.

For cash orders before Mar. 1.4 percent
For cash orders before Feb. 1 .6 percent
For cash orders before Apr. 1.2 percent
.

WALTER

S.

Seeds Worth 50c

Service.

If you wish to purchase finest quality of HONEY f jr your local trade, write for my
free monthly price-list of honey.
Why not secure your BEE-SUPPLIES NOW FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE, and avail
yourself of the following very liberal discounts? Goods all Root Quality.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

ROSES

EOUDER,

You want to see our new, free catalog.
To every one who
It's a beauty.

writes for it and encloses a dime in
silver or five 2-cent stamps, to pay for
postage on rose bush, we send free the
following: A rose bush that will bear
beautiful roses; a full-sized packet of
any seed you wish, and a due bill for 50c
worth of any seeds in our catalog— all
three FREE. Don't miss this wonderful
offer.
Write for this great catalog o"
,

high-grade, pure-bred, money-making
flower, vegetable and field seeds.
-C
A. A. Berry Seed Company,

Box 49
Claxinda, Iowa,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Mention

Bee Journal

^y&^

^^v

when

writing.
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OUR TRADE-MARK STANDS FOR

have been at this business for over 40 years. This means a great deal.
only are we intimate with every phase of bee-keeping-, but we have an accumulation of knowledge that is invaluable. All these years we have been learning
the beekeeper really wants, and how to supply it down to the smallest
the goods you get bearing Root's trade-mark are the very latest and best known to
All of the
these advantages cost you nothing over standard prices.
motto has always been, " Not how much, but how good." By making our goods
have naturally become the largest manufacturers of bee-supplies in the world.
lumber, the workmanship, everything that enters into our goods is the best, and has
passed the most exacting tests to prove it so.
We believe in treating our customers right. Best goods and promptness are our watch-words. Courteous treatment to our customers is demanded from our employees and agents. Your interests are ours. Your
welfare means ours. A satisfied customer is our aim, and we only ask a

the best

»Ji

fl
set

Square Deal

chance

to

prove what we say.

Discount for January

is

6 Percent.

TESTIMONIALS

P
pi
P
Si
i
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I
i
®4

i
m

We are always greatly pleased to see your new
editions of your new catalog of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, etc. We shall certainly make ample mention
of it in our paper. You are our best authority in
regard to all matters of bee-keeping.
Yours very truly.
C. H. Howard, Editor,
Farm, Field & Fireside.

—

Sirs : The shipment of hives and beesupplies wtiich you sent me arrived in excellent
condition, and every one who has seen them is delighted with the accuracy and precision of the
workmanship of every detail, both of the goods
and the manner in which the order was executed.
Yours very truly,
Frederic T. Bioletti.
Cape Colony.

Dear

and examined the
I have just now unpacked
goods sent by you, and am greatly pleased with the
W. H. Gill.
lot.
Scottsville, Ariz.

Gentlemen .— I am well pleased with your ptompt
way of doing business. The goods are just simply
Yours truly,
Many thanks.
nice.
John D. A. Fisher.

I do not want anything set up, as I would
rather set the hives up myself. Besides.it is apleasure to put Root's hives and fixtures together.
Tiffin, Ohio.
John L,. Funk.

Your promptness

and square dealing indeed
a pleasure to do business with you, and I
thank you.
Harry H. Larkin,
Care Larkin Co.
Buffalo, N. Y.

make

My

it

¥*,

of bee-supplies reached its destination in
due time. I am under obligations to you for the
kindness, for a delay would have been a loss to me.
bill

Please accept my thanks.
Treadwell, Tenn.

W. W. Wateks, M. D.

I desire to thank you tor being so prompt in
seuding the sections I ordered from you. They
came in less time than it takes to tell it.
Kent, Ohio.
L. G. Reed.

The consignment of

bee-material received to-day.

Your promptness in filling orders is remarkable,
especially when the circumstances are considered.
I am very well satisfied with the goods and your

*!<*,

take pleasure in having introduced
" into this neighborhood.
Rev. Wm, EnglE.
Fredericksburg, Iowa.

dealing.

"

si

I

ROOT'S GOODS

sat

Our Catalog

THE
Branches

:

A.

I.

for 1906 is ready.

Write for a copy.

OHIO.
ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, Vesey
New

144 E. Erie St., Chicago.

10

Vine

St.,

Philadelphia.

44

St.,

»;*

York.
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parts in a hive, so that in such space the bees would do the
least in the way of filling up the space either by filling in

comb

Hotes
anb (Comments
(Cbttortcd

j
Sulphur and Sugar Syrup for Bee-Paralysis
Sulphur and molasses used to be a favorite medicine
"to cleanse the blood." Now comes a correspondent in the
British Bee Journal with a somewhat similar prescription
for bee-paralysis. It is sulphur and sugar syrup. He says
:

" I took away all their stores, sealed and unsealed, and
as they were greatly reduced in numbers I contracted the
brood-chamber, leaving them only a few empty combs (one
or two contained brood), and put a chaff cushion each side
of the frames to keep them as warm as possible. Then I
made half a pint of sugar syrup, putting in a small teaspoonful of sulphur and 5 or 6 drops of Dr. Collis Brown's
chlorodyne. The sulphur must be made up to paste consistency first, as it is hard to mix with the syrup afterwards. I
also made the syrup a little warm. This I gave them in a
Simplicity feeder on top of the frames. The sulphur settled to the bottom of the feeder, but I suppose they got the
benefit of it. I put the chlorodyne in because it is such a
universal remedy for rheumatism, cramps, etc., in human
beings. At any rate, that treatment quickly cured them, as
no more died after they got the doctored syrup, and to-day
they are doing well and working away as if nothing had
'

'

W. York &

happened."

or bee-glue. But does that measure the same in all
places? A contemporary advised lately that there should
be a bee-space between bottom-bars and floor-board. If by
that was meant the same space that works best over topbars, then the inquirer would probably find in a short time
that his frames were no longer movable on account of the
bee-glue fastening down the bottom-bars.

Years ago there was more or less of an understanding
that Y% of an inch was a proper bee-space. But with Yt of
an inch over top-bars there is sure to be much comb built

and honey stored
and less comb is

in

As

the space becomes smaller, less
when the space becomes too
filled in.
There is probably no exact

it.

built,

but

small then bee-glue is
space where neither comb nor glue will be built in, but
about '4 inch has perhaps been settled on as the space inviting the least of either, with perhaps a leaning toward a
space just a shade less than % inch. Is that the best space
between top-bars ? Is it the best space between end-bars
and the ends of the hive ? Pretty certainly it is not the
best space under bottom-bars.

Fastenings

When

Hauling Bees

At the National convention R. F. Holtermann expressed
a desire for a more secure way of fastening bottoms and
covers to hives when hauling them. He had used cratestaples, and so far had had no trouble with them
but was
;

Dealing With Vicious Bees

The

following, from the

with the caution that too
ant flavor to comb honey

Bee Journal, is given
might give an unpleas-

British

much

of

it

any reader

little

security?

:

troubled with really vicious bees, detera body to attack as soon as the hive is
approached, he might try the following when there is any
necessity to manipulate them
Charge the smoker with part of an old quilt which has
gotten worn out by long use. It will be pretty heavily
propolized, possibly on both sides. Being of a rather inflammable substance generally, it may be made up into a
roll with alternate layers of some slow-burning material.
Thus treated, it will send out dense clouds of very pungent
smoke, which will effectually check any attack from the
bees on the operator. A very little of it will go a long way,
so that too much should not be used, because bees might
perhaps be injured by inhaling too strong a dose of this
powerful intimidant.
If

mined

afraid they were not quite secure enough. Why not
add enough staples so that there could be no question as to

a

Sweet Clover

a

Boon

to the

Farmer

is

to rush out in

A. Wicherts, of Matteson, 111., sends us the following
concerning sweet clover, taken from the Joliet News
:

:

What

is

a

"Bee-Space?"

If any one has a perfect definition for the term, it will
be thankfully received at this office. Perhaps in general it
is used to mean the space for best results between different

" Farmers have long scolded about the encroachment
of sweet clover on the highways and along line fences.
Now comes a Lockport farmer who claims it is the farmers'
best friend. The gentleman, Henry Leiser, says that a
patch of it was allowed to grow in a corner of his farm. He
plowed it under, and this year got a magnificent yield of
corn from the clover spot.
"Not only did this corn yield well, but exceeded that of
a neighbor who had used the much-talked-of rock phosphate, from Tennessee."

Sweet clover is not only one of the best things a farmer
can use for fertilizing the soil, but it is also an excellent
nectar-yielder for the bee-keeper. With the exception of
the past 2 or 3 years, sweet clover was an unfailing honeyproducer in the region around Chicago. Had it not been
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for sweet clover during those years, the bee-keepers in this
county would likely have had very little honey, if any at all.
There are some bee-keepers who do not seem to like the
flavor of sweet clover honey, but we are not of that class
but even if we were, we think we should very much prefer
sweet clover honey to having none at all.
When the farmers also learn the value of sweet clover
for hay as well as a fertilizer, they will be glad to encourage
In some localities the farmers
its more general growing.
have fought the sowing of sweet clover seed, claiming it to
be a weed. This came from utter ignorance of the plant.
But if not wanted, it is one of the easiest things to kill
All one has to
out, which can not be said of most weeds.
do to get rid of sweet clover is to mow it before it blossoms.
Not allowing it to go to seed will destroy it very soon, as it
;

is

a biennial.

Night-Working Bees

A bee that works only by night is to be found in the
jungles of India. It is an unusually large insect, the combs
being often 6 feet long by 4 feet wide.— Exchange.
The foregoing item is given in all seriousness in a leading Chicago daily newspaper. One hardly knows whether
to laugh or get mad on seeing such stuff.

miscellaneous
Hetps * 3 terns

J
was who

is re.

N. H. Smith, and not R. H. Smith, it
ported on page 82, in the Ontario convention report, as hav.
ing taken 25,000 sections of honey from 167 colonies, spring
count, and increased to 185 colonies.

Back Numbers

since

Jan.

1,

1906,

we can send

for

awhile yet to all new readers who desire their subscriptions
to begin with that date, so as to have a complete volume
for this year. They are all very valuable copies.

Feb.

15,

19C6

has not been represented in the officiary of the AssociaMr. Mendleson is perhaps the most extensive bee-keeper in that State. His honey crop in 1903 was
112,000 pounds, we believe. The selection should be satisfactory to all concerned. We congratulate both Mr. Men1,

tion, and, also, as

dleson and the great honey State of California.

Getting New Subscriptions ought not to be very diffinow. We believe that if a copy of the American Bee
Journal were shown to a bee keeper who is not now reading
And we will be
it, he would quickly see its value to him.
glad to send free any extra copies for samples to be used by
cult

our regular subscribers in getting new readers. Just let us
know how many you can use or, if you prefer, send us the
names of the bee-keepers, and we will mail the copies to
them. You can then call on them later and ask them to
subscribe. Nearly every week we offer some premiums for
the work of getting new subscriptions.
;

A. A. Brimmer is also pictured on
page this week. It seems to be a very pretty one,
and nicely located. There were 182 colonies in the yard
It is the largest
last August, when the picture was taken.

The Apiary of

the

first

apiary in that section of the country.
Mr. Brimmer tells us that the American Bee Journal
has been a welcome guest in his family ever since its first
That means for over 45 years. We often
publication.
wonder how many old subscribers there will be who could
join in the celebration of the 50th birthday anniversary of
the American Bee Journal, which, if nothing prevents,
could be observed in about 5 years from now.

Japanese Coming to Keep Bees.—The following
taken from a January magazine called " Comfort :"

is

" Mr. Akioki, a Japanese of distinction, is in this country seeking information as to the climate and resources of
Texas, where it is proposed to found a colony of his countrymen. He will bring over 300 families, who will settle
on a solid tract of 10,000 acres in Bee county. They will undertake bee-farming and silk-culture."

For the truthfulness of the report we

will have to reMr. Scholl, of our " Southern Beedom " department.
Of course, all those 300 Japanese will want to read the
American Bee Journal as soon as they learn our language.
We will welcome the whole "Gideon Band " of them to
membership in the American Bee Journal family.
fer to

The York Honey & Bee-Supply Co., as well as The
Root Co., made an exhibit of honey and bee-supplies
at the Annual Poultry Show, held here in Chicago last
month. The York Honey & Bee-Supply Co. also had on exA.

I.

hibition the Cornell incubators, brooders, and other poultry
supplies which they are representing here in Chicago.

The Wisconsin Apiary of Arthur Stanley is shown
on the first page. It contains about 100 colonies, and has
been run very successfully the past 2 seasons. The bees
have been wintered in a cellar under a dwelling-house with
almost no loss. This apiary is managed by Mrs. Stanley
practically alone, who, with her little daughter, stand at the
The other two persons are
left as you look at the picture.
Mrs. Stanley's father and mother.
Mr. M. H. Mendleson, of Ventura,

Calif.,

has been

selected as Director of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, taking the place of Ernest R. Root, who recently re-

Mr. Root was elected Director last November, and
would have occupied the office beginning with Jan. 1, but
he finally decided that it would be better for him to resign
than to accept the position, and did so. Mr. Mendleson was
then agreed upon by the Executive Committee, after duly
canvassing the situation and considering the names of various leading bee-keepers who would make most acceptable
Directors. But it was finally decided to honor a California
signed.

bee-keeper with the appointment, as that State, since Jan.

Law to Restrict Bees.— The following news item appeared in the Chicago Tribune of Feb. 1, from Des Moines,
Iowa

:

Representative Wayland to day introduced in the House
a petition from 124 citizens of Defiance, asking legislation
"prohibiting the running at large and roaming about our
public streets of all honey-bees of whatever variety or
species."
The petition sets forth the request is made " realizing
the great damage done each year by reason of the common
honey-bee roaming about and running at large in our cities
and towns, by their continual biting and sipping of the
precious fruits and beautiful flowers, to say nothing of their
continual buzzing about one's ears from early morning to
late at night, and their frequent stinging." The petition
was referred to the Committee on Agriculture.

We mentioned this ridiculous matter several weeks ago,
but didn't suppose Iowa had a son in her Legislature so
silly as to introduce a thing of that kind.
Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer,

is

a bee-keeper's hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
American Bee Journal one year both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.

—

Feb.

IS,
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many

world.

In general

They have

de-

— beet-sugar^to

a very high
position. Indeed, we must go to them for our own beet-seed
would we get the best. I hope this will not always be so,
and believe it will not, yet experts in Germany think that
America has not the requisite climatic conditions to grow or
produce the best beet-seed. This seems to me strange, for
in our grand country we can find almost any range of
climate hot, cold, dry, or moist.
In bee-culture,however, we do not find the same advance.
I have inquired much for honey, and often find none at all,
and, when I do find it, it is in form forbidding great chunks
in a wide open vessel, which chunks, when raised, often drip
in most untidy fashion.
When asked the price, I always
find it extremely high.
I have never had less than one
mark (25 cents) asked for this stuff, which, in America, few
would either buy or sell.
In the Agricultural Museum, in the great University of
Berlin, is a very extensive and complete collection of agricultural implements. We find the best tools, from the reaper
and mower down to plow and hoe. Nor are the bee-hives
omitted from this general exhibit. Yet the bee-hives are
indeed a surprise. Surely the Germans need a Langstroth
to show them the hives that advanced bee-culture demands.
There is a large collection of hives in the exhibit, and they
are varied. I asked Prof. Plate, who very kindly and courteously showed me through the museum, if these hives represented the hives now in use in the best bee-yards, and he
answered that they did. At my request he very cordially
allowed me to return to the hives and inspect them carefully

veloped the sugar industry

—

—

at

my

leisure.

The most

of braided or twisted
The straw-hives are
attractive to look at, and I imagine would delight the poet.
Yet, in America, they would as surely be turned down by the
practical bee-man.
The most of these straw-hives are of
the model of our common box-hives that is, they open only
at the bottom.
This quite accounts for the dark-stained
chunk honey that is so often found in the market honey
that never would be offered for sale in our own country. Of
course, such hives in these days when both in Europe and
America foul brood, and possibly other bacterial diseases,
wreak their disastrous mischief and ruin in many apiaries,
and call for closest scrutiny and inspection of every part of
the hives, are not to be tolerated, and will not be by those
who are alive to the needs of advanced bee-keeping. In our
own country some of the foul-brood laws have worked to
eliminate these box-hives as plainly a menace to the industry.
should suppose that the Germans, as open-eyed as are
they in all matters of science and scientific research, would
be first and loudest to decry any such device that tends so
For
surely to hide the germs or presence of foul brood.
other, though less weighty, reasons such asqueenlessness,
weakness, bee-moth the up-to-date bee-keeper will insist
that his methods and implements permit the fullest and
freest inspection of all his hives.
But the frame hives are also in evidence in this collection.
There are several of these, both of wood and straw,
and of several sizes and of very varied forms. In these the
frames rest on rabbets as they do in the Langstroth hive,
yet these hives open only at the end, and so all the frames
must be drawn out from the one door at one end of the hive.
Several of these hives are quite long as much as a meter
in length.
I can readily imagine that, once the frames are
glued down, it would be a picnic indeed to get them loose
and out. So great would be the difficulties of manipulation
that I feel sure that the manipulation would be reduced to
the minimum, and, in many cases, the bees would not be
handled at all, and we would find what are virtually closed
or box hives. I can hardly understand how any one could
use such hives if he had ever seen or read a description of
the real Lanstroth hive which opens at the top.
Others of these hives had only the top-bar of the frame,
of the hives are

made

straw rope, though a few are of wood.

;

—

We

—

—

—

—

the fact of parthenogenesis among bees could be so slow
to appreciate and avail himself of the great discovery of our

own Langstroth.
I was also surprised

Germany

COOK

respects the Germans lead the
INagriculture
they are away to the front.

and so the combs were built or fastened to the side of the
hive, and all removal of the frames demand that each comb
be cut free from the hive at both ends. Think of the labor,
the drip, the killing of bees, not to mention the danger of
the comb falling from the top-bar when it had no other
It is said of the great Dzierzon that he used
attachment
such hives, and became very expert in handling the frames.
It is hard to believe that one so gifted— one who gave us
I

j
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to see so few of the hives that would
permit an extra chamber for surplus, or any way to secure
Of course, the poetry of bee-keeping today
top-storing.
lies in the production of the beautiful comb honey, in the
All this would be sacrificed in
neat, exquisite sections.
these hives that are wholly without any top openings, antl
so wholly destitute of provision for surplus outside the broodchamber.
As I expect to remain in Germany until May, I shall
hope to visit some of the most advanced "bee-masters,"
and shall then see just how the hives are used, and if there
are none of our style of hives. If there are none, then surely
upit would be wise for Germany to provide a thoroughly
to-date American apiary, that all our implements and methods might be seen and studied. Such an object lesson would

surely work a revolution in bee-keeping, as it did in America
nearly a half century ago, when Langstroth gave to the
world the greatest invention ever known to the bee-keeping
art the movable-frame bee-hive.

—

Beet-Sugar as a Beh-Food.

The matter of cheap food for feeding bees is one that
interests the bee-keepers, especially in such regions as California, where the frequent dry seasons make feeding imAt our California beet-sugar factories we can
perative.
obtain a cheap, poorer article of sugar that is good and safe
for bee-food, but not so high-priced as the best granulated
sugar. This leads me to say a word of beet-sugar production.

Germany leads the world in this industry. She has a
large institution just at the north of this great city, where
research and instruction in all matters of beet-sugar production are constantly carried on. There are students from all
I never saw a finer, more complete
sections of the world.
The head of this institute is Prof. Herzfeld,
laboratory.
who has no superior in beet-sugar lore. As stated above, he
thinks Germany alone can produce the best beet-seed. He
craves for Germany European markets, and fears only
Cuba— and not her, unless she becomes annexed to the
In this last case, he fears the energy and
United States.

push which would come with American ownership. The
past year has been one of exceeding prosperity in the beetsugar industry. The beets have gone 20 tons to the acre,
Both these figures are
and have given 18 percent sugar.
exceptionally high.
30 Heilbronner Strasse, Berlin,

Why

Swarm

Dequeened Colonies Don't
BY

WHY

Germany.

L.

STACHELHAUSEN

dequeened so long that it is without
unsealed brood during 4 or more days, not swarm ?
In an article in the late Western Bee Journal, Mr.
Adrian Getaz says that by caging the queen, or dequeening,
a colony can be prevented from swarming if this colony is
without unsealed brood at least 4 days. The article is reprinted on page 64S (1905). The statement is no doubt corI have
rect, but about the explanation given by Mr. Getaz
some doubts, and will explain it, as Dr. C. C. Miller, in his
reply to the mentioned article, is inclined to accept Mr.
Getaz's explanation as correct. Mr. G. says
"During these 4 days or more without unsealed brood,
the young bees having no brood to feed, take to the field,
and become actually field-bees notwithstanding their age,
or rather youngness. Later on, when the queen begins to
lay again, the excess of nurse-bees has thus ceased to
will a colony,

:

"

_
About 40 years ago Baron Berlepsch, in Germany, made
the young
generally
exact experiments, which proved that
bees have a play-spell when 9 days old, and will become
field-bees on the 16th day after hatching from the cells.
Another experiment proves that the bees of a colony, in
which no actual field-bees are present, and no brood were to
be fed, when 11 days old could not gather any pollen or

exist

.
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honey, and were in a starving condition when the experiments were ceased to save the bees. Baron Berlepsch concludes from this that the bees can't become field-bees earlier
than at the regular age, even at the most pressing conditions.
According to the Schoenfeld-Gerstung theory, which I
have accepted, the young bee in a normal colony is engaged
during the first 3 or 4 days of her life in cleaning the empty
cells, just on that spot of the hive where she hatched from
the cell. During this time she commences to prepare larval
food or chyle, and at the same time the laying queen will
arrive on her circling way on the comb here on this spot,
and the first surplus chyle prepared by the young bees is
offered to her. Three days after the egg is laid the young
larva is becoming a consumer of the larval food, and is fed
during about 6 days, then the cell is capped by the same
Ifees.
This work is done during the first 9 or 10 days of the
bee's life, and this is the age at which bees generally have
the first play-spell in front of the hive. The young bee does
other housework afterwards, and will become a field-bee
when 16 days old. This is the normal way, and it is no contradiction to this theory, that older bees, too, can feed the
larva;, if this should be necessary.
The young bees prepare
the larval food instinctively, and a single bee can feed more
than one larva, consequently there will not be a surplus of
chyle as long as the brood is increasing, and consequently
no swarming-fever, as we suppose that a surplus of this
chyle for which the young bees can't find enough consumers causes an extension of the blood, and thereby the

—
—

swarming-fever.

We

see, if this theory is correct, that young bees in the
or 10 days of their age only prepare the larval food,
consequently a surplus of bees of this age only can cause
the swarming-fever. Even suppose that under certain circumstances a bee could become a field-bee about 4 days
earlier than usual, this could not have any influence in this
respect at all.
We will now consider the condition of the dequeened
colony at the time when all the brood is sealed. As soon as
the queen is removed or caged no more eggs are laid. A
worker-larva is capped on about the 9th day, and 4 days more
make 13 days, during which time the queen must be kept
from laying eggs. During these 13 days many young bees
will hatch, but less and less brood is to-be fed. The colony
will have the swarming-fever even more than before queencells will be started, which have to be cut out at the proper
time, so a swarm or further preparations for swarming are
now impossible, as no queen, no eggs, and no young larva;
are present. This fact that the swarming-fever is not satisfied or cured by caging the queen
is one of the reasons
why I do not like the plan.
better explanation of the fact that such colonies do
not swarm, seems to me is the following During these 13
days of confinement of the queen a large number of cells
will become empty by the hatching of young bees. As soon
as the queen is now released, chyle will be fed to her in
large quantities, stimulating her egg-laying power, and she
will find plenty of empty cells in which to lay eggs. This
is the first consumption of the surplus chyle
3 days afterward young larva; are to be fed, and will become consumers
of chyle.
In most cases this will be sufficient to do away
with the swarming-fever.
first 9

extent when wintered out-doors.
to be up among the frames.

I

think they would prefer

Now, regarding Mr. O. L. Abbott's big yield from "CarniIS.
From Mr. Abbott's writings in the late

Western Bee Journal,

I

are not Carniolans at

all.

infer that his so-called Carniolans
In that paper he speaks of his
"Adel Carniolans," which, as every one knows, were a
strain of golden bees bred years ago by Mr. Alley, and originally from grey Carniolan stock, but mated in a locality
not free from Italian drones. By selecting the yellowest all
the time, I maintain, as do many others, that Mr. Alley bred
out all the Carniolan blood, and had practically a good strain
of golden Italians. Mr. Alley, himself, now advertises them
as his golden "Adel Italians."

Mr. Abbott, in the paper above mentioned, quoted from
the biography of Capt. Hetherington in favor of the Carniolans. Now, be it known that the Carniolans that found
such favor with the late Capt. Hetherington, were of the
genuine grey Carniolan stock, and not any so-called, but
not proven, Adel "Carniolans." I have handled the "Adel"
strain, and, I say most emphatically, that they are not Carniolans.
I like the grey Carniolans the best of any bees that I
have ever tried for comb honey in this locality. They give
no more trouble from swarming than Italians here. They
do surely combine most of the good qualities of both blacks
and Italians, and average gentler than the Italians. In
four years' trial their faults have yet to be seen. They use
less propolis than any other race.
Meridian, Idaho.

=\

Southern
4- 23eebom -f

J
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl.

New

;

But we will suppose that new preparations for swarming
should be made, queen-cups started, and the queen should
lay eggs in them, as it is natural with prime swarms. Before a swarm would issue normally, at least one of these
cells must be sealed
this can't be before %}i or 9 days after
releasing the queen, or 21% days after caging her. As a
worker-bee hatches from the cell 20 days after the egg is
laid, all the young bees will have hatched from the cells at
that time.
The colony has many young larva; to be fed
compared with the young bees, and no more young bees are
hatching. Under such a condition no desire to swarm can
exist.
If the colony had actually started queen-cells they
would be destroyed.
Cibolo, Tex.

"Fair Shake" for Canadians
Hello,

#

"Canadian

Beedom

!"

A

E. F.

Combs—

ATWATER

the discussion in regard to wintering bees on
solid combs of sealed honey.
Dr. Miller seems to think
that the way to do it is to give the bees room to cluster
below the combs. That may be all right in the cellar, but
I doubt if the bees would cluster under the frames to any

handshake

!

;

"

we be brethren."

Something About Baby Nuclei
nuclei are a success, but there is too much
same results as from the lar*ger nuclei on
standard frames." W. H. Laws, in The Apiarist.

"The baby

work

to get the

—

says in another paragraph: "If we had only a
small number of colonies, and devoted all of our time to
queen-rearing, we would certainly use the baby nucleus
plan of mating queens exclusively, for a large number of
but there is an imqueens can be mated with few bees
mense amount of labor attached to this method. With our
bees scattered for 30 miles, and our chief business that of
honey-production, we find it more convenient to have our
queens mated from the partitioned upper stories of hives on
standard frames, and above wire-screens."
A double screen is used over the brood-nest, and a hivebody partitioned into three sections with a flight-hole to
each at different points is placed above this. A nucleus on
several combs is made in each of the compartments, and being queenless above the double screen, a queen is mated in

He

;

Wintering Bees on Solid Sealed
Carniolans

return

from " Southern Beedom" for the greetings on page 69.
But, look here, ye Canadians (and we won't say it in an
" aside stage whisper"), are we Southerners to be beaten
just because you have those " long winter evenings " sufficiently cold to aid in " crystallizing your own thoughts ?"
While you may have those advantages " Up North," beekeepers " Down South " have those of warm weather that
would make their thoughts flow out in gushing streams
But it is not our intention to " flood out " others neither
will we be prone to let others " freeze out " us, but we expect to go hand in hand and work for the good of all, for

;

I

Braunfels, Tex.

—

:

BY

1906

olans," page

A

NOTE

IS,

Now, I'll tell you how I have wintered bees on solid
sealed combs in the cold Dakota climate. I used a Hill's
device with room for quite a large part of the cluster under
it. and a porous quilt covered with a chaff cushion above.
The Hill's device would be almost solid full of bees. Those
combs do not stay full long. By Jan. 1, I suppose that
there are plenty of empty cells.

;

—

Feb.

Feb.

IS,
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When through with them the whole is united by
simply removing the screen.
The above comes in quite an opportune time, as I have
contemplated preparations for rearing a large number of
queens to requeen a lot of apiaries soon. I was as yet undecided as to what plan to use for getting the queens purely
mated, this having to be done at only one or two yards.
The " baby " nucleus seemed to be the thing but,
again, it would have required much time to prepare them
Then they would be on hand afterward with a lot of small
combs that could not have well been used for anything else.
With the other plan the regular combs can be used for both
purposes during queen-mating, and for honey afterward.
Hence, it seems, to me, at least, the most practical.
each.
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and

if only on a postal card, can be arranged for our department, just so we get the ideas and the news matter.
Remember, also, that our department includes the
whole South, no matter where you are. Who will be the
first to help make our department a good one ?

^

;

(Dur+Sister

Beekeepers

—

J
Conducted by

Some

Peculiarities of the Southern

Emma

M. Wilson, Marengo,

111.

Honey-Flow

A
very natural for honey-producing plants to yield
nectar in warm, still, sunny weather, but all plants do not

Sister at a Farmers' Institute

It is

require the same weather conditions. Some require damp,
cloudy, cool weather; some very dry, hot weather, etc.; but,
in all events, the weather conditions have to meet the conditions of the honey-secreting bloom, else it yields no honey.

Here in the South we are not troubled so much with cold
weather during the blooming of honey-plants. The bees
will visit the bloom, but of all bad weather for honey-gathering it is windy weather. It not only hinders the bees in
their flight and work on the bloom, but it is detrimental to
honey-secretion. If it rains we have many flowers that the
rain can not wash the nectar out of, and the bees will store
between showers.
Three years ago I took off a nice crop of honey the first
of March, gathered from the mayhaw the earliest crop of
honey ever reported from this section. The weather was

—

Mrs. A. L. Amos, of Comstock, Nebr., has again been
invited to address the Farmers' Institute which is to meet
at Broken Bow, Nebr., Feb. 14 and IS. The invitation requesting Mrs. Amos to appear on the program, contained
these words
:

people were so pleased with your paper on " BeeCulture" at our institute last winter that we desire at this
time that you should supplement that paper with further
information along the same lines."
"

The

What one woman can do many another woman should
be able 10 do. Mrs. Amos has set an excellent example for
other sisters to foltow. Many of them are most entertaining speakers, and when what they say comes from actual
experience in the bee-yard, it is doubly entertaining and
helpful to those who are so fortunate as to hear them.

cool but sunny.

We had 3 days of cool, damp, cloudy weather last year
August. During that time I visited my Magnolia apiary,
and on approaching it I heard the heavy roar of the bees. I
thought wholesale robbing was in full force, but I soon saw
that they were gathering honey, and, looking on the alighting-board, I saw particles of magnolia blooms. This told
the tale. I went a few rods into the swamp, which was
beautifully decorated with the large, rich magnolia blooms.
I examined a bloom.
There was the nectar visible, and all
the bees had to do was to alight, fill themselves and return.
The weather soon cleared off and the magnolia honey was
no more. These 3 days of damp, cool, cloudy weather saved
me from having to feed a part of my bees last year, and also
saved many old-style gums from being turned bottom end

One Woman and Two Colonies

in

up the coming spring,

in this section.

We

had a very dry, sultry spell here the latter part of
last August, and up to this time bees were living from hand
to mouth.
All at once they began storing from the cotton
bloom, though it looked as if the cotton was going to die in
the fields from drouth and heat, yet it yielded heavily until
the bees had stored from 30 to 60 pounds of honey per colony.

The

South are
that they do not all require the same atmospheric conditions for yielding nectar. In many portions we have many

T. Celestine

To the Southern Bee-Keepers

We have been very anxious to receive communications
and reports of all kinds from bee-keepers of the South, on
topics connected with bee-keeping. Write me direct, here
at my home New Braunfels, Tex.
and I'll be glad to hear
from you. Write me personal letters if you wish, in which
you can tell me of your experiences, your successes and
your failures anything relative to apiculture. If you are
experimenting with anything let me know about it, or ask
me any questions, and I shall be only too glad to help you

—

—

—

along.

Any news items

or notes, no matter

how poorly

written,

says in Successful Farmer

:

doubled her income, and after that averaged $250, more or
When the farmer turns his attention to honey-makless.
ing on a large scale it becomes one of his most valuable
assets, bringing from a reasonable number of colonies more
than the returns from all the rest of his farm."

How's that for " one woman ?" Can any of the brothers
beat it ? What a pity that we were not told exactly how
that $100 from 2 colones was secured. Then after reaching
$250 a year, why did she stop at that ? Why not go right
on increasing so as to get $100 more from each 2 colonies?
After reading that item about the farmers, one begins
Why don't they all
to wonder that there are farmers left.
turn bee-keepers ?
__

A Woman's Determination and

peculiarities of the honey-plants in the

varieties of honey-plants, therefore we generally get a crop
of honey, and that accounts for our not having to feed our
bees. The sudden stop of the horjey-flow in many portions
of the South last year, when the atmospheric conditions remained the same, was quite a mystery to some of us beekeepers.
It seems that the sumac and a few other honey-plants
require a change in the atmospheric condition during their
yielding, or they will suddenly stop,
J. J. Wilder.
Cordele, Ga.

Cummings

One woman I know started an apiary with 2 colonies
and made a net profit the first year of $100, the second
"

Success

—

I am afraid some of us are not
Dear Miss Wilson
doing our part in helping you with our department. My
conscience hasn't been quite clear about it for some time,
notwithstanding the various excuses I can bring forth, such
A young baby and two other tots to look after.
as these
Then I am my own servant and seamstress (though many
things are bought ready-made).
I can hear some one say, " Well, why don't she let bees
:

:

alone ?"

I think I am entitled to a little
I won't do it. So, there
recreation, pleasure and profit, but this is not the report.
They
I had 17 colonies last spring, and have 17 now.
gave me 930 pounds of comb honey, most of which was
gathered in the fall, and much of it was fancy. I had
"much ado" to keep the bees together, and not allow (?)
them to swarm and it was too much work I won't have
the time this year, so I expect to try a different plan. Since
swarming commences here in April, and my best honeyflow is in the fall, I think I'll allow all to swarm once, and
thereby have double the colonies for the fall crop then
double them back to the original number after the flow is
over. This will be an experiment, for I don't know that I'll
get any more honey, for this locality may be somewhat overstocked now. I am situated in a trucking belt, and all
available land is under cultivation, so the bees have to take
" 'most any old thing " in any old place they can find.
1

;

—

;

;
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I had a very good market (Norfolk, Va.) near by, but
some bee-keeper has been shipping white clover honey at 10
cents per pound, and buckwheat at 7 cents, so that has lowered the price. (That same honey was retailed at 18 and 20

cents.)

Enough — you have
"

When

a

woman

troubles of your own.

Mrs.

C. D.

Mears.

she will, you may depend on't
she won't, she won't, and there's an end on't."
will,

And when
Such perversity.

I suspect you will go right on keeppredict you will make a success of it,
too.
But don't get so busy that you forget to write, for we
do enjoy hearing from you. Be sure to report how you
come out with your plan of allowing the bees to swarm
once, and then doubling them up in the fall.

ing bees, and, yes,

:

—

going past the supers.
I had trouble so in only one hive.

You

see, in the Hil-

ton hives (which mine are) the super is put inside the hive,
and in the case of one colony the super was hardly large
enough, leaving room for the bees to get in the top of the
hive. This colony was a little sulky because they were disturbed during the swarming time, and the bees seemed to
think they were paying me back to fly in the entrance,
crawl up to the top of the frames, and come through this
little space and build comb to the roof of the hive. I stopped
the space in this colony, and as the others did not bother I
paid no attention to them.
Now the question is, Would this space cause the bees to
"loaf" and not " tend to their 'nittin' " if they did not
come up to build comb to the roof ? I hope I have made myself plain this time, and I thank you for your courtesy.
(Miss) Elsie A. Cutter.

No, you need not be afraid in the least of this space
causing the bees to loaf. In fact, it might work a little in
the other direction.

^

<r
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Conducted by Morlet Pettit,

Villa Nova, Ont.

Unusual Winter
Temperatures ranging away above the average.

Bee-

cellars at 60 degrees, and very noisy some days. Out-door
bees flying on these days as in May. Frost all out of the
ground bottom clear out of clay roads farmers plowing
and making maple syrup. This is the kind of January we
have had. Wonder what sort of summer will follow. The
only parallel seems to have been about 23 years ago, and is
said to have been followed by a good season. Clover has
heaved some in places, but I think not much damage is done
yet.

^

;

—

;

—

The Bpantford Convention

One of the most wide-awake conventions it has been my
privilege to attend was the District Bee-Keepers' Convention held at Brantford, Jan. 24 to 26. There were no elections of officers or other routine business just straight
" bee-talk " throughout the sessions. The program simply
showed subjects for discussion with no names attached, and
each session had a new chairman, who varied the order of
proceedings to suit his ideas. Besides the threadbare subjects of winter and spring management, newer ones were
introduced, such as " Implements used in the apiary," referring to smoker, comb foundation, brushes, bee-escapes,
etc.
Withal, there was a freshness and informality to the
discussions which made them both interesting and of practical value.

—

1906

Sugar Syrup for Winter Stores.
the Brantford Convention the consensus of opinion
was that sugar syrup is quite equal to honey for brood-rearing, provided pollen is present in the hive. The objection
is that we should avoid even the appearance of evil, and the
better plan is to save combs of honey for all necessary feeding.
Where pollen is scarce in the hive, Jacob Alpaugh, R.
H. Smith and others, strongly recommended feeding pollen
substitutes, such as pea-meal flour (called " pea-brose "),
rye-flour, or any fine meal rich in protein.

Spring Location of Apiary — Bee-Brushes.

As

to location of an apiary in the spring, Mr. Smith
objected to a tall spruce hedge, on the ground that while it
breaks the wind it also makes too much shade at a time
when the bees need sunshine to draw them out.
A good idea brought out by R. F. Holtermann was, to
have bees in a valley. They get more early flights with
less loss

Dear Miss Wilson I think it was a case of misunderstanding on your part, and not a full description of my
meaning when you answered my question about the bees

IS,

At

I

Bees Going Into Top of Hive

Feb.

from winds than

in

an exposed place.

Then with

side-contraction-packed cover, and storm-door in the portico,
they come through the spring without extra protection.
The bee-brush symposium brought out these preferences
H. G. Sibbald A goose or turkey wing.
Jas. Armstrong Coggshall bee brush.
Jacob Alpaugh Feather.
Wm. Couse Whitewash brush.
Lee Beaupre Green cedar boughs.
:

—
—
—
—
—
Edwin Trinder— Brush of hair.

Mr. Feather, contrary to his name, prefers a paperhanger's tools the paper-hanger's brush for the bees, and
the wall-scraper for scraping hives and frames.
R. F. Holtermann showed a brush he had from Germany. It is made of hair, and so took the fancy of the
members that several expressed a desire to have them im;

ported.

Points of a Good Bee-Smoker.

The smoker

discussion was one of the best I have heard
on that subject. In fact, the points of a good smoker are
seldom brought out at a convention.
One smoker preferred by many has the bellows-boards
wider at the thick end of the bellows than at the hinge end.
This gives a less clumsy bellows, with practically the same
capacity as one that is wide all the way down. The small
tube extending half-way up from the " blow-hole " of the
bellows to the barrel is just slipped into it, and can be
drawn out and scraped with a penknife at any time. Jacob
Alpaugh would dispense with this tube entirely, and have
barrel and bellows a little closer together. All preferred a.n
outside spring on the bellows.
Nozzles straight and crooked, long and short, were duly
discussed.

Many

prefer the short nozzle.

Smoker-Fuel.
R. F. Holtermann brought out the point that cedar-bark
smoke is liable to taint the honey if used in extracting. At
that time he uses small hardwood blocks.
Jacob Alpaugh, R. H. Smith and others, recommend
coarse planer shavings. Mr. Alpaugh laid stress on preparing smoker-fuel ahead. He mixes coarse planer shavings
with rotten wood and bits of maple bark from the chip-pile.
This must be dampened before using. The dampening and
the maple bark are the important points.
With real dry fuel, smokers " burn their own smoke."
The maple bark holds fire almost like anthracite.
A good smoker lighter, says R. H. Smith, is saltpeter
rags. I happen to know that F. J. Miller uses these, too.

Improving the Market for Honey.
In the discussion on how to improve the market for
honey, H. G. Sibbald read a letter from one of the Toronto
dealers, showing to what extent the sale of horu&y can be
increased by bee-keepers and dealers "talking honey " to
their customers.

Wm. Couse pointed out the opportunity which Ladies'
Institutes afford for a talk on the uses and food value of
honey.

W. J. Craig mentioned Bulletin 146, June, Department
of Agriculture, as being a good thing for the sale of honey.
Lee Beaupre spoke of peddling honey from house to
house, and showed the advantage of a label telling how to
liquefy and care for honey.
F. P. Adams thought a great deal could be done by
magazine

articles.

Mr. Howard had sold 5000 pounds of honey right at
home, in a country place.
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Mr. Cross spoke emphatically against the folly of boasting- about large crops and big profits.
F. A. Gemmill had seen something peddled in the city
in a fancy barrel on two wheels, drawn by a Shetland pony.
He thought everybody would want a package of honey from
such an outfit.
A good point from R. F. Holtermann was that beekeepers should go before the Retail Grocers' Association in
every town and talk up honey. Give them good profit, and
post them to push sales.
Mr. Holtermann offered a resolution, asking the Government to give the same help to the marketing of honey as
to other

farm products.

Carried.

Convention Points and Pointers.
H. G. Sibbald asserts that bees in general in this counhave an average of not more than 7 Langstroth frames
full of brood at the beginning of the main honey-flow.
Therefore, 8 or 10 combs in the brood-chamber at all times
are plenty. I would like the opinion of others on that
try

Possibly more would find serious difficulty if they
much. (Some of the worst sort of disgruntled old
bees going back instead of staying with the swarm ?)
His puzzle also is a deep one. Why are colonies requeened with ripe cells much more liable to swarm than
those requeened with virgins ? Well, the former have a
good many days to wait before they can have brood to rear,
and time to take to troublesome courses; ("Satan finds some
mischief still for idle hands to do.") while with week-old
virgins they can have brood quickly, if everything goes
Not sure that this is the true solution, however.
well.
sible.

tried

Page

The January Canadian Bee Journal is quite festive in a
new, dainty-colored gown, decorated with a large Maple
Leaf Canada's emblem.

—

^
Hlt\ f)asty 's

Would Brown-Up

I

have met

all to

that there
it

myself

;

such a thing as May starvation, for
but for an apiary of a dozen colonies

is

starve in the latter part of

May

is

ahead of

my

time.

northern
should expect it in France even less than in
page 7.
U. S. This anent Dadant's article on

And

Testing Beeswax.
"
into a

up
Look a little out " how you use bur-comb pinched
suslump as a standard of specific gravity to testknead

very apt to
pected wax by, as per page 10. Bees are
is heavier
more or less propolis into bur-comb and propolis test-lump
get your
than water, while wax is lighter. Better
propolis and
from wax that has been melted, and thus the
dirt got rid of.
;

Moving Bees.

new location
Strikes me that colonies arriving at a
get to storminus all the field-bees will not, for quite a bit,
it's much better to
ing 8 or 10 pounds per day. Of course,
to have them all
have the old bees left behind rather tnan
three cheers for the man
die on the road but we'll keep our
without any worrying,
that will carry them all over the road
age. Page 2s.
and with only the usual daily deaths from old
;

Ctftcrtfyougfyts

Liquid Feed for Bees in Winter.

j
The " Old Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

_

5.

Aware

:

;

it

Dr. Phillips.
who has come into
Phillips,
Dr.
of
face
the
Glad to see
If the
such prominence in apiculture now Benton is gone.
doctored, my pretailor may be retailored, and the Doctor
the hot sunscription for him would be lots of bee-work in
Page 6.
to brown him up a little.
" May Starvation " Among Bees.

question.

He does not want brood-rearing to inAnother point
crease after the beginning of a short honey-flow, because
the bees hatched 2 weeks before the close of the flow never
go to the fields to gather honey, hence are a useless expense.
I maintain that only those bees that have not helped in
the harvest are fit to go into winter quarters, as the long
winter season is sufficient drain on the system without their
having become partly worn out by work. Therefore, the
more sealed brood in the brood-chamber at the close of the
flow the better and we want to give the queen as much
room as she can use at all times.

143

Glasses.

Various Plans to Control Swarming.
letter of J. E. Crane, about swarm control, has so
many commentable points that I hardly know what to do
with it. Mr. Crane is one of those practical brethren that
Almost discouraging to see how
it is well to listen to.
many settled and undisputed things are simply not so in the
experience of a practical man. I'll dip in first (as, perhaps,
most important) at the experience that merely cutting cells

The

Barely possible that
all but one does no good whatever.
Mr. Crane only means cutting cells once, and that once
when there is still unsealed brood to start more with. His
remark, however, hardly sounds like that. We scarce need
to be told that bees bent on swarming will start more cells,
and swarm with the proceeds, if they have the means of
doing so. If in a single well-kept apiary just as many colonies will swarm with a lone-cell virgin (and leave the old
hive hopelessly queenless) as would have swarmed by the
let-alone method, a dozen cells to each hive that " kind o'
knocks us." Sometimes they'll do that trick in almost any

—

apiary, I take it.
Ne"Vt in order as provocative of (! !) is the experience that
virgins 5 days old are better received than those 5 minutes
old.
Those who have found the opposite can not well all be
mistaken. What does this wide diversity of experience
mean? And success with 3-weeks'-old virgins is a little
stirring, too. Virgin 5 days old in a nucleus may be a very
different creature from a virgin badly caged 5 days, or a
cage-born virgin never out of her cage. Wonder if that is it.

No special introductory for virgins. Lets them run
right in at the entrance. And 12 lost out of 36 seems to
have been his very worst record— usually very much better
than that. But the proportion of loss in late years is greater
than it was 20 years ago— and that's queer again.
I think the general impression is that it is easy to introduce a laying queen to a hive from which the prime
swarm has just gone out— and Mr. C. finds it nearly impos-

feed in
As a matter of off-hand opinion about liquid
up in winter much
winter, I don't believe bees will take it
May find it better the
better than they will take it down.
warm odors rise. The
first time, if it is warm, because
take one meal,
grand trouble in both cases is that they only
Then, directly,
storing none in the combs for future use.
can go outside the
there ensues a week so cold that no bees
If you must give liquid
cluster, and starvation arrives.
it and put it right
food in winter, fill an empty comb with
outside comb;
where it is needed. To do this remove an
then insert the comb of feed
slip the next 2 or 3 wall ward
But there are
right square in the middle of the cluster
if out-of-doors.
other things to be thought of also, especially
reach the spaces
Honey from an inside comb may fail towhich
most of the
not adjacent. Also a case might arise in
take feed. Closbees were not quite dead yet, but too cold to
warm room
ing the entrance and bringing them into a very
put some
ought to save them for the time being. Then
combs and give themfeed in the top center of two more
one
placingthem next but one on each side of the first
adjacent
Six spaces then have the means of life
eiven
can exist
tndif some bees die in other spaces the colonypaper but
without them. All this looks very hopeful on
both, are liable to
either dysentery or winter breeding, or
time, and space and
step in and scoop vou at last. Also
colonies were treated
zeal would all play out before many
Page 25.
in such a way.
;

We

are now bookQueen-Bee Free as a Premium.—
be delivered in
ing orders for Untested Italian Queens to
May or Tune. This is the premium offer: To a subscriber
is
whose own subscription to the American Bee Journal
mail an Untested
paid at least to the end of 1906, we will
subscription with
Italian Queen for sending us one new
year. Or, we will renew your
$1 00 for the Bee Journal a
for a year and
subscription to the American Bee Journal
Now
send a fine Untested Italian Queen—both for $1.50 extra
subscribers. If you wish
is a good time to get new
samples, let us know
copies of the Bee Journal for use as
how many you want and we will mail them to you. Address
to the office of the American Bee Journal.
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Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
B5F" Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Sugar Syrup for Winter Feeding

On page 71, Louis H. Scholl advises for winter feeding
" syrup made of one part of best granulated sugar and one
part of water." Do you think it is well to have it so thin as
that ?
Illinois.

—

Answer. There may be something about feeding in a
Southern winter that I don't understand, but I suspect that
there may be an advantage in having it thicker. Indeed, I
think it possible that there may be some mistake or oversight in the case, and that in his own practice Mr. Scholl
would prefer a thicker syrup in winter. I have had good
results from using S pounds of sugar to a pint of water for
late feeding, and I certainly would not want it any thinner
to feed in winter. But it is much better to feed early enough
for the bees to evaporate the syrup, giving equal parts of
sugar and water.
I can not help thinking, too, that Mr. Scholl must have
been using figures badly out of repair when he said on the
same page that cakes of candy would be too dry if more
than 4 pounds of sugar were used to a gallon of water. It
would merely mean so much extra boiling, for no candy
could result until more than 4 of the water were boiled
away.
—
*"••

How About Long-Tongue

I can hardly swallow that.
only a selling point for those who have
queens for sale. I have a few colonies, and I intend to get
a few queens this summer, so if there are any with spliced
Wisconsin.
tongues, that is the kind I am after.

—

—

given as a cure for bee-paralysis.
Iowa.
reliable?

of the numerous remedies
offered long ago offered like the others, with great confidence, but, equally like the others, failing when given
further trial. It may be of some interest to inquire why
it is that so many remedies have been given with confidence,

—

upon further

way
One year

in this

trial.

Perhaps

I

may

A Beginner's Questions

illustrate it

:

had a colony troubled with bee-paralysis,
and I painted my shop red. The paralysis disappeared entirely.
But that hardly justified me in saying that red
paint near the apiary was a sure cure for paralysis. The
truth is, that except in the far South paralysis is likely to
disappear of itself, and whatever cure is used before its disappearance gets the credit for the cure, when really the
remedy had nothing to do with the cure.
Of course Mr. Johnson is hardly to be blamed for thinkI

ing salt a cure when the disease disappeared after its use,
but the question is whether he will always find a cure to
follow its use. I have had a number of cases of paralysis
but the disease always disappeared
I never tried any cure
of itself, and for several years it has not appeared again.
It is also somewhat doubtful whether Mr. Johnson will
continue his faith in salt as a remedy for bee-moth, after

Then I pur1. Last spring I bought a colony of bees.
chased an extra hive (a Danzenbaker) to catch the swarm
when it came out. Not knowing anything about hiving
bees at that time, I made a mess of it in this way I set the
hive in place, with supers on over the brood-frames, leaving
the cover off. I cut the limb with the cluster on, shook them
into the snpers over the frames, and clapped the cover on,
and, as a consequence, they built combs over the frames in
the empty supers. What shall I do with them ? I want to
get comb honey. Would it be all right to put a honey-board
over these combs in the supers and let them have the whole
lower two parts for breeding ? or separate the two parts,
:

and how

;

2.

;

further trial and careful observation.

What

to Produce

Honey— City-Lot Bee-Keeping

What

is a good honey-producing crop ?
bees were kept in city lots, would they bother people passing along the street ?
!«• 3. Which is better, Webster's fumigator or a bee-smoker
1.

2. If

for manipulating bees?
4. If it would be advisable to use a smoker, what size
would you suggest ?
5. Could you suggest a place, or several places, as near
as possible to my home town, where I could obtain bees, or
would it be practicable to have them shipped from a distant
California.
State
':

—

is

Answer. There can be no sort of question that there
a decided difference in the length of bees' tongues. Able
men on both sides of the ocean have settled it by actual
measurement, and at least some of them can have no possible interest in giving anything but the truth, unless they
are bribed outright to lie a thing that for one I can not
believe. But don't make the mistake of thinking that the
bee with the longest tongue must necessarily be the best
bee. Other things being equal, the bee with the longest
tongue is the best bee. But other things are by no means
always equal. The bees that will store the most honey are
the best bees, whether their tongues are long or short. But
when you succeed in getting the best storers, it is just possible that they may excel in tongue-length.

Have others tried it? and is it
Answer. — Yes, it is one

fail

think that

is

Salt as a Cure for Bee-Paralysis

only to

Bees,

Are there long-tongue bees?

I

!

is

19C6

yield a harvest of nectar for the bees. The number of such plants is not so very great, and yet I don't know
that I can give them all. Alfalfa, buckwheat, melilot or
sweet clover, onions, beans, alsike, and white clover, and
cow-peas, rape, and mustard, are all that occur just now.
2. Not if far enough away from the street, or if there is
a high board fence between the bees and the street.
3. I have had no experience with Webster's fumigator,
but can heartily recommend a good bee-smoker. No beekeeper should think of getting along without something of
the kind.
4. The larger sizes are better, the largest being none
too large; although if you don't intend to do much with
bees you can do Very well with one of the smaller ones.
5. That goes beyond my knowledge, but by watching
the advertising columns of the bee-papers you may find just
what you want. It is not advisable to send a long distance
for a full colony of bees, the express charges being so very
heavy. If you can not get just the kind of bees you want
near home, get whatever kind you can, and then you can
change the stock by getting a queen of good blood by mail.
It costs no more for a queen from the farthest part of the
land than it does from the nearest, if she is sent by mail.

--

107, salt

IS,

same time

Doctor miller's
(Question 23ox

On page

Feb.

Answers. 1. I suppose you mean what can be planted
as a paying crop for forage or other purpose, and at the

to

be

?

Who
left

can supply me with the best 10 frame chaff hive
over winter on the summer stands ?
•

Pennsylvania.

Answers. — 1. Very

likely you'd have pretty fair work
to leave matters just as they are, putting super or supers on
top when the harvest comes. Sooner or later, however, you
will be likely to want those bees more fully under control,
and out of that super. The probability is that the super is
filled with combs and the hive-body at least partly filled.
The thing to be done is to get a queen-excluder between the
hive and the super, making sure that the queen is below.
You will very likely have no trouble in prying up and lifting off the super, putting an excluder over the hive, and
then setting the super over the excluder. But to make sure

that the queen is below is the critical thing.
Wait till the colony builds up strong then pry off the
upper story. If combs are built between the two stories, it
Set the upper story back
will be well to trim them off.
again, and blow down smoke into it. Have the smoker well
loaded, and give it to them good and strong. After a time
the bees will begin to run out below at the entrance. Let
them. Don't stop till a pint or more have rushed out, and
then quickly remove the upper story. Put the excluder over
j
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the lower story and over it the upper story or super. The
great probability is that you have the queen below. In a
week or so look and see if you find eggs and young larvae
below. If not, you must try again. Or, you can take off
the super, drum the bees from it up into an empty box^ and

in front of the entrance, letting them run
24 days later no brood will be left in the super.
2. That you can tell better than any one else by consulting the advertisements in this Journal a little later,
sending for price-lists to those who are most convenient.

dump them

then

into the hive

;

He fed until the hive was full, and
then put them hack with the rest of hi6 bees.
The latter part of the next May I was driving by and saw him hivingaswarm of bees. It
being 60 extremely early, I stopped to invesHe showed me the box it came out of,
tigate.
and I turned it up and looked under and saw
The
the brood capped right to the bottom.
He showed
rest of his bees were very poor.
comb
in
one
and
glass
me the box with the
corner, and I could see where the hive set in
the box. Knowing the man, and from what I
saw, I believed every word.
C. M. Lincoln.
West Rupert, Vt., Jan. 13.

all right.

Reports anb
(Experiences
An Experience of 1905
In November, 1904, I put one colony and a
They win4-frame nucleus into the cellar.
tered well. The colony came out very stroDg
On April 9 I put out
in the spring of 1905.
my bees for good. On May 2S I put supers on
the colony of black bees. On June 9 I brushed
all the bees into a new hive from the black or
old coloDy, and was to put a queen with the
brood, but she was dead on arrival, and so I
waited until June 17 for another queen to arrive.
Then I introduced her all right. On
July 21 the black bees that were brushed on
full sheets of foundation swarmed, and on
July 23 I took out all the queen-cells and introduced an Italian queen. On August 31 the
brood cast a large swarm, and the nucleus
filled its hive by my giving it one frame of the
brood, and it cast a very large swarm on July
18.
From the old colony I sold honey to the
amount of *5. and increased to 6 colonies
from 2 in the spring. I put the bees into the
cellar on Dec. 1, 1905. and to-day they are all
right.
I fed in the fall about 25 pounds of
sugar. My bees are all Italians, having Italianized them last summer. D. B. Boynton.
Brownfield, Maine, Jan. 13.

Results of the Season of 1905
In the spring of 1905 I started with 35 colonies. By dividing and swarming, together.
I made 72 colonies.
I ran
60 colonies for
honey, which gave meSSOO pounds, 050 pounds
of which was comb hoDey, and the balance
extracted.
In the fall, after the honey season was over. I bought 3 more colonies, which
made 75. I then divided them and made 152
colonies
All are in fine condition.
I couldn't get along without the American
Bee Journal, as it comes to our bou*e every
week in the year.
W. H. Rails.
Orange, Calif., Feb. 1.

I started the fall of 1904 with 36 colonies of
bees which bad been wintering in an open
sbed packed on top with a chaff cushion in
the super, though at the back there was 8 feet

of straw, with straw between each hive and on
But I thought to better
top of the super.
them, so got store-boxes and made outside
Fair in St. Louis, and
the
at
cases like I saw
to make them extra-good I lined them on the
inside with building paper. 1 thought I had
But for some
them fixed up, and I did.
unaccountable reason I lost all of my bees except 10 colonies. Then foul brood broke out.

about
I had that to light all summer, but I got
300 pounds of honey and increased to 20 colwell
and
open
shed
an
under
onies, which are
packed in forest leaves and straw. No more
outside cases for me. My bees did not starve,
as there was honey in every hive but one.
Fred Ttler.
San Jose, 111., Jan. 11.

Bees Wintering Well

We are having a very open, mild winter so
far, the coldest being 8 degrees above zero.
Bees are wintering well. Mine are packed in
planer-shavings iu winter-cases. But we had
a very wet, cold fall, so I think there will be
quite a 106s through this section among the
careless ones, as lots of bees were light in
I had to feed
stores and in young bees also.
all of mine from 5 to 20 pounds each to put
them in shape for the winter. We had a fair
white honey crop, but no dark honey here
There are not many bees
the past season.
When
here— only a few among the farmers.
I moved here last April, a number of the people had never seen any extracted honey, except as they squeezed it up bee-bread, black
combs and all, and hung it up in a cloth to

—

drain out.
Hesperia,

H. F. Straws.

Mich, Jan.

12.

Carrying in Pollen

My

17 colonies are wintering nicely so far.
I have 6 in
I had to feed them for winter.
the cellar and 11 on the summer stands.
are having a fine winter so far. The bees get

We

Feeding Bees

in

Winter

I have seen considerable in regard to feeding bees in winter quarters, and I have done
About 10
it myself with very poor success.
years ago John Canell went into the bee-business in Dorset, Vt., and. being desirous of
increase, bad a late swarm come out the forepart of September. He bived them in a box
holding about a bushel and fed them a little
When he put the bees into the
in the fall.
cellar, he made a box which I should think
feet square, with glass on one
was about
side.
He put it in the cellar on the south side
of the house. When the hatchway doors were
open the sun would shine right on the glass.
He put his hive inside, and began feeding on
warm days by holding a piece of honey near
the hive and getting the bees on it, then putting it in one corner of the box. For the first
few times they would cluster on the glass and
he would take a dust-pan and return them to
the hive. After awhile they would work on
the honey in the corner and return to the hive

sections with cappings bruised or removed
may sometimes be safely put down at the entrances of a few hives late in the day, but to
pile a lot of them on the alighting-hoard with
the expectation that the bees of the hive will
stand off a lot of robber-bees after the sun is
well up next morning, would most certainly
result in failure here.
I hope not many bee-keepers have bees like
Mr. Hasty's and Dr. Miller's, that do not seem
to know a sweet thing at certain seasons of
the year, when given to them above the brood-

chamber.
Please, Mr. Hasty, do not sling fire-brands
around among inflammables any more.
Edwin Bevins.
Leon, Iowa.

An Experience with Winter-Cases

A Very Poop Season
Last season was a very poor one for the beekeepers of this (Green) county, with just
honey enough in J une to cause lots of swarming.
I started the season of 1905 with 44 colonies, and put OS into winter quarters in fair
condition.
They 6eem to be wintering all
right so far.
I had about one-fourth of a crop
of surplus honey last season.
Albany, Wis., Jan. 15. Fred Lockwood.
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out every few days, but all colonies having no
food will lose their bees. I took off only 50
pounds of surplus honey last season, as against
2300 pounds the previous year.
The bees are carrying in pollen this afternooo, which is just one month 'earlier than
A. J. Freeman.
last year.
Chanute, Kan.. Ian. 18.

Getting Unfinished Sections Cleaned
On page 32 Mr. Hasty tells how he gets some
sections cleaned of their honey.
In the hands of such experienced bee-keepers
as Miss Wilson and Dr. Miller, the practice of
partly-rilled

Mr. Hasty's way would not, I suppose, be atI
tended with any harmful consequences.
have practised it in a small way myself, but
have refrained from saying anything about it,

knowing that any extensive effort to get sections emptied in this way would lead to disastrous results in the majority of cases. A few

Poor Season for Bees
bees did not do any good here last
I had 32 colonies in the spring, and
season.
during the season. I did not
swarms
got 11
get a pound of surplus, and lost some 5 or 6
colonies.
I then doubled back to 20 colonies,
and fed about 150 pounds of sugar, so now

The

they will go through all right.
Q. H. Wells.
Anderson, Mo., Jan 13.

Bees All Right So Far

am

I

cellar-wintering 83 colonies, and so far

everything is all right.
Last vear wasn't a very good one for bees
in this locality.

We had

a nice lot of clover

honey, but the basswood failed.
The American Bee Journal has been quite a
L. Matson.
"help to me.
Withee, Wis., Jan. 18.

Perfect Section-Foundation Fastening Machine

A

foundation

perfect

fastening

must be simply constructed, and

machine
and

easily

rapidly operated.
in place
It must hold the section securely
while the starter is automatically and accurati ly

centered.

The edge of the heated plate that comes in
contact with the starter must not be permitted
to touch the section or that part of the machine adiacent to it.
The device must fasten starters J 4 of an
inch wide as readily as full sheets, and both,
section with
if desired, without soiling the
dripping wax or smoky deposit from the lamp.
Heat from the lamp must be diverted from
the operator, and all parts of the machine, except the movable plate, as much as possible.
The heated plate, when not in use. must be
will
in such a position that any adhering wax
drip away from the working parts of the machine.
No device

is

complete that requires cleaning.

ideal machine must be capable of securing starters in any and all styles of sections

The

made, wiih but little change.
Any machine that is operated wholly or
part by a treadle is automatic in nam* only.
Berkshire Co.. Mass.

E.

II.

in

Dewet.

The Season of 1905
in the northeastern
of the State was very light this year.
Although the clover bloom was very heavy,
The
there was but very little nectar in it.
weather was too unfavorable here last season.
Kain and cold nights seemed to be the cause
If it was warm for a day or two so that
of it.
the bees could work they were hustling, and
then came the rain and cold again and they
were laid up a day or two where they could

The honey crop here

part

gather nothing.
50 colonies and
I started in the harvest with
pounds
10 nuclei, spring count, and got 2100
of honev— 300 pounds comb honey and the
All this was sold out before
rest extracted.
my
the middle of October, and on Dec 1 I put
78 colonies into the cellar and left 6 out-of.
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How

to make out of a Terrier a Bull-Dog.— German Bee-Paper.

Sedlacik; Secretary, Dr. J. B. Rick, of
Mishicott; and Treasurer, John Cochems.
After this some other business was taken
up, among which was the report of members
as to bees and honey for 1905. Those present
showed 283 colonies of bees, spring count, and
9725 pounds of honey 1025 pounds comb, and
the balance extracted.
With this closed another good meeting of
bee-keepers which, I think, had lots of value
for those that were present. The convention
adjourned to meet at the call of the committee

door6, as the weather then made a change and
turned too cold, and all indications were that
Howit would stay cold, which it has done.
ever, there is quite a difference between last
It then was
year at this time and to-day.
pretty cold, a little above or below zero, and
lots of snow, and snow-drifts blocked the
roads; while to-day (Dec. 29) the thermometer shows 34 degrees above zero in the shade,
with about 2 inches of snow on the ground.
So it seems that this winter will not be so
severe on bees as the two preceding winters
were.
Bees in the cellar seem all right, as they are
quiet, and their merry hum is heard. I am
looking forward to a good season next sum-

J.

;

Tisch Mills, Wis.

Bees Did Fairly Well Last Season

On page 780 (1905), John Cochems.of
Manitowoc Co., Wis., says he expects a heavy
winter loss. He says we have had a bad fall
mer.

here for bees.

I

think the

fall,

C. H. Voigt.

in 1906.

My bees

did fairly well last 6eason. I started
with S colonies, which increased
I bought 10 swarms for $10, I furnish-

in the 6pring

as far as

weather goes, was fine, although there was
not much honey for bees to gather and fill up
their hives for winter.
If stores were lacking,
the bees should have been supplied with them.
I see no reason for such fears. Please, Mr. C,
tell us why you expect such heavy loss before
spring comes again.
I have
been feeding
mine 150 pounds of honey, so now I will be
easy about it until spring comes.
Last summer I filled two Mason jars with
honey and set them out in the sun as an experiment, to see how long it would keep liquid
when cold weather came. But I have no data
as to how long each one was left out in the
sun, as I took them in the honey-house in the
evening and set them out again when the
weather was fine in the mornings. One was
out longer than the other; and the one that
was out the longer is perfectly clear as water
to-day, and the other shows signs of starting
I will try the experiment again
to candy.
next summer, and then will take data as to
how long it is kept in the sun.
I

Northeastern Wisconsin Convention.
On Oct. 11, 1905, the Northeastern Wisconsin

to 13.

YOUR OWN
easy, simIt's
pie operation with

MAKE CROWN

be cared for so as to carry the dampness away
from the cluster.
Cellared bees should be
prepared so as to carry off the moisture from
the cluster, as well as those out-of-doors.
Otherwise, it would condense in the hive and
mold the combs, which would not be good for
the bees.
Mr. N. E. France was with us, and gave a
paper on "The Business End of BeeKeeping,"
which was right up to the point, showing how
much bee-keepers were lacking in business
methods, and how best to manage so as always
to be up and ahead of the times, and have
everything ready for a good crop of honey
when it comes.
All the old officers were re-elected President, C. H. Voigt, of Ti6Ch Mills; First Vice:

President, Fred

Trapp Second Vice-President,
;

aUnLLIl
"

Bone Cutter.
Green bone makes eggs, and
^stimulates the hen's productbone fresh
organs.
Cut
ive

~T"
^
DflUt

QvJPIL.
™^^^_

/every dav. The Crown does it ^^"-^^^
quickly with no bother or muss. 25years«
building, cutters. Write for free catalog.
WILSON BROS., Box 618, EASTON, PAJ|
I

We

Sell Root's Goods

in

Michigan

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc, as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT &
Bell Branch, Wayne

SON,
Co.,

Mich

BARN PAINT

Bee-Keepers' Association held its annual convention at Mishicott. It was not very largely
attended, but those present took an active part
in the discussions and helped to make the

meeting quite interesting.
After the call to order by the President, the
annual dues were collected.
Then followed
the President's address upon marketing honey
then questions came.
The first was, " How
can we increase the sale of honey?" and it
was thought by producing and putting upon
the market an article of the very best quality.
Next a paper was read by Mr. Fred Trapp,
on " Preparing bees for winter," showing
the difference between cellar and out-of-door
wintering. He said that in out-of-door wintering the bees should have sufficient packing
to keep them warm and dry, and in 6ome way

CUT
^DCCLl

55«
per gallon

Freight Paid
National Barn, Roof
and Fence Paint is
the best paintou the
A durable, weatherprice.
the
market for
proof mineral paint, thoroughly ground and
thinned with pure kettle-hoiled linseed oil.
For barns, roofs, fences and every purpose
where paint is exposed to the weather.

back. Made
to satisfy or
how
In 6 shades. Write for particulars
we can sell National Barn Paint for 56c a

Guaranteed

mawy

gallon undi'iiy the freight, and how we can
any
sell all kinds of paints cheaper than
other house. Remember we sell "ereryanybody.
than
cheaper
tliino to fiifrubn.li/
Get our 1000-page catalogue and compare
prices— that's the proof.

per
j/n?

kn<
C25C

Feb.

15, 1906

Feb.

15.
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A
BEE BOOKS FRESH
-

SENT POSTPAID BT

EVERGREENS
AND FOREST TREES
I have been pro winy everpreens
and forest, trees for :n years, always with one idea— trees that
When you buy Hill's
satisfy.
trees yoa pet honest value —
highest emality. My catalogue

That
are
Sure

salesman; it's
to is mv
tains ix papes illustrate] with
beautiful pictures; describes
Qatiefv
9dli9iy a n kinds of nursery .stock for
free.

all

purpose*— faadpta. windbreaks

ml

orownwt.

Con-

Abo mul

&0 Beit B»rga[nB ever offered—»1 00
Ererjlhini: 6rst-clMB,p)fcr»nte*d
110.00 p«T 1<m1 Prepaid.
wily a* represented. Write for CBtaloR today.

(«M.«hruh«»ndTin«.

D. HILL, Evergreen Specialist
Dnndee. 111.

OEORQE W. YORK &

334

Deakbokn Street,

-

CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Advanced Bee-Culture. Its Methods
and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.
The author of this work is a pracYou should
tical and helpful writer.
boi
330 pages; bound in
read hi:
cloth, and beautifully illustrated. Price,

—

A

II

O of Bee-Culture, by

—

A.

I.

&

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

Each subject

—Chas. Dadant & Son.

is clearly

and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.

The book we mail

for $1 .20, or club

with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for 12.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us

it

—

;

THREE NEW

subscribers to the Bee

Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334

CHICAGO. ILL

Dearborn Street,

FENCE SSSSC'We

Made of High Carbon

colled wire.

have no agents. Selldlrectto user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.
«, |.av all freight. Catalog shows 31
stvli-sand ln-l^fitsof farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buy direct. Write today

COILED SPRINC FENCE GO.
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.
Bo* 89

Mention

Bee Journal

Do You Want

a

vrhen

wrltlnic.

South Dakota Paper?

Tells of great land values, of business oppottnnttles, of a State where niore railroad

building

union

is

going on than

in

any other State

South Dakota Farmer £•£

everv week.

Price, fl per year.
SPECIAL
Send this ad with 35
cents for a year's subscription. Address.

OFFER—
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMER, SiouxFalls.S.D.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

5lA10t

The Rietsche Press
Made

Practically indeand giving- entirely satisfactory results.
Comb foundation made easily and
?uickly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, fl. 50— cash
of
structible,

artificial stone.

with order.

Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
«Atf

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

WJ.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
he "Prefers to pay $25 for a Rietsche Press than
do without it."— A. G.
Mention Bee Journal Trhen writing.

HATCHER

"CONTINUOUS" HATCHER
hatch as many chicks
as several ordinary incuSimple, effective,
bators.
sure.
Free catalog tells
how. Write for it today.
will

E. R.

Root. A cyclopedia of over 500 pages,
describing everything pertaining to the
care of the honey-bees. Contains about
It was written espe400 engravings.
Bound in cloth.
cially for beginners.
Price, $1.20.
s.irntifle Queen-Rearing, as Practically Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.
method by which the very best of

Hacker Incubator & Mfg. Co.
3127 N. Jefferson Ave.
Mo.

St. Louis,

Mention

queen-bees are reared in perfect accord
with Nature's way. Bound in cloth and

*** Honey-Bee

can Bee Journal

DAY

$1.20.

—

La n^s troth ^ the

HATCH
EVERY

By a simple but effective mechanical arrangement and a
of nature's
new application
laws the *' CONTINUOUS »
makes it possible
to keep up a continuous hatching of chicks from one machine— a FRESH HATCH EVERY
day. Removing chicks from
machine and replacing them
with fresh eggs does not interfere with or retard process of
incubation. This is possible
with no other incubator. One

when

Bee Journal
COOT

writing.

3p CO, *g8« *SE8IP.r*a

illustrated.
Price, $1.00; in leatherette
binding, 75 cents.
nee-Keeper'* Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook, of Pomona

This book is not
College, California.
only instructive and helpful as a guide
in bee-keeping, but is interesting and
thoroughly practical and scientific. It
contains a full delineation of the
anatomy and physiology of bees. 544
pages. 295 illustrations. Bound in cloth.
19th thousand. Price, $1.20.

I.nngstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant. This classic in bee-culture
has been entirely re-written, and is

—

It treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keeping.

fully

illustrated.

Xo apiarian library
this

is complete without
standard work by Rev. L. L. Lang-

—

stroth
the Father of American BeeCulture.
It has 520 pages, bound in
cloth.
Price, $1.20.
Honey as a Health Food. This is a

16-page

honey-pamphlet

—

intended to
for honey.
it contains a short
article on "Honey as Food," written by
help

increase the
The first part of

demand

Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last

part is devoted to "Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those
selling honey.
The more the people
are educated on the value and uses of
honey the more honey they will buy.
Prices;
Sample copy for 2-cent stamp;
50 copies for 70 cents; 100 for $1.25;
250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00; or 1000 for
$7.50.
Tour business card printed free
at the bottom of the front page on all
orders for 100 or more copies.

Forty Years Among the Bees, by Dr.
C. Miller.
This book contains 328
pages, is bound in handsome cloth, with
gold letters and design; it is printed on
best book-paper, and illustrated with
112 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.
It
is unique in this regard.
The first few
pages are devoted to an interesting
biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he happened to get into beekeeping. About 20 years ago he wrote
a small book, called "A Tear Among
the Bees," but that little work has been
out of print for a number of years.
While some of the matter used in the
former book is found in the new one, it
all reads like a good new story of successful bee-keeping by one of the mas-

C.

how

I

And

and shows

—

comb honey misrepresentation

is contradicted in two items, each ocupving
full page, but in different part's of
the booklet. It has in all 33 fine illustrations, nearly all of them being of
apiaries or apiarian scenes.
It also
contains 3 bee-songs, namely, "The
Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree

a

Never Go Out q

the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years.

In short

I want any more smokers your new style la
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks InFred Fodner.
duced me to get mine.
if

BE A RAILROAD

MAN

and euro from $60 to $135 per month
teach you by mail for position of
BRAKEMAN OR FIREMAN
Our Instruction is practical; endorsed by
railroad managers, and qualifies you for

We

Instructors
immediate employment.
are all prominent railroad officials.
Write for catalog. Begin study at once.
Wenthe

Mention

Ry. Corr. School,

Bee Journal

Oept.108 Freeport,

vehen

III.

writing.

Send to

PHARR
For Queens -«£.- Tex.
He will furnish at the same prices as last
year: Tested, -$1 Untested, ?ne; 5 for S3. 25;
10for.S6; 15 for S8.25; 25 for $12.50; 100 for
He breeds Golden6, Carniolans, and 3$45.
;

Also 1, 2, and 3 frame Nuclei
Prices given on applicaPharr pays the freight, and guarantees
satisfaction on all Queens. To do justice and
judgment is more acceptable with the Lord
5Atf
than sacrifice.— (Prov. 3:21.)

Band
and

Italians.

full colonies.

tion.

BANTA
^B

Incubators&Brooders

Backed by 14 Years
of Successful Use by
Soultrymen all over the world.
fo guesswork. They are automatic in regulation and ventilation. Fully guaranteed to give

Bloom," "Buckwheat Cakes and Honev."
and "The Bee-Keepers' Lullaby." This
booklet should be placed in the hands
of everybody not familiar with the
food-value of honey, for its main object is to interest people in honey as a
daily table article.
Price, 25 cents, or
3 copies for 50 cents.

s
-i
D

last from 6 to 21 years
oa.
Otisvtlle, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything" In
£§

—

in minutest detail just
Dr. Miller does things with bees.
Price, $1.00.
"The Honey-Money Stories." A 64page-and-cover booklet, 5%xS% inches
in size, printed on best quality paper.
Many short, bright stories interspersed
with facts and interesting items about
honey and its use. The manufactured
ters,

w

1

YOU

satisfaction.
Send for
B*^TA -BENDER
free book.
CO..Dept. 24 Ligonier, Ind

MFG.

Mention

Bee Journal

,

when

writing.
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Now
Ready

to

Mail
SUPPLIES
FOR IT TO-DAY

The Catalog will tell you all about it.
is the best one yet.
have been in the business over 20 years, and carry the largest stock in the West. Many thousands of dollars worth of goods now on hand, ready for distribution.
Why put up with inferior goods when you may as well have the best? They cost you no more. In many

My

proposition

Remember,

I

CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
In

Mv

all

GIVE THE MOST FOR THE MONEY,

cases I

RATES. A

LOWEST FREIGHT

facilities are

Queen Incubator and Brooder

—Twin Nucleus=Box

Incubator and Brooder allow the bees access

^"TT*

to the cells

and queens

at all

Price, $5.00.
Twin Nucleus and Mating Box has control of the queen by a 3-hole wheel
on the outside, with one hole wire-screened, one hole covered with queen-excluding zinc, and the third hole to regulate the size of the entrance. (Patent applied
Price, $1.00.
for.)
Cylinder Cagbs. postpaid, each, 10 cents. Queen-Cells, 100 mounted, with
sample of Cylinder Cage (sent postpaid,) for 75 cents.
Breeding Queens, after May 1st Italian, Imported and Golden Italian,
and Carniolan $2.50 each. Orders booked now and filled in rotation. Send for
STANLEY, Dixon, Lee Co., III.
free Circulars.
7, 1903.)

—

—

ARTHUR

RASPBERRIES
CARFFS
grow

The Emerson Binder

I

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
bnt 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.50. It Is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf yon have
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no further binding is necesS

"y

334

"

QEORQE W. YORK &

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Dearborn Street,

Address

MOINES, IOWA.

Street,

MAINLY FOR QUEEN-BREEDERS

(Patented July

Now.

NYSEWANDER,
DES

JOS.

565 and 567 West Seventh

times.

quality considered.

unsurpassed. All points reached by direct lines, thus insuring the
penny invested in a postal card will save you dollars and vexation. Liberal Discounts

shipping

millions of raspberry plants
at yield luscious fruits. All true
to name— full of life.
They're
money— coiners that will yield

$300
Mj
ari'l

PROFIT PER ACRE

h&ndBome, dcw catalog of email fruit-, fruit
ornamental trees, farm and garden leeds and

t»oeral Duracry Btook sent free. Getit

W.

N,

to the

mer than he

far-

reali-

zes in a social

way

management of the
farm home.

phone:

But

the real worth is
in the ability of the
farmer to do more
business by doing it
quicker, by making
sales when he could
not be informed otherwise, without a
'phone. For instance,
the circus contractor

0.

wants to buy hay,
'Phone Brown, he's

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers*

FARM

and in matters that
have to do with the

— write today.

New Carlisle,

Scarff,

A telephone

V^^^ means more

HOME

got hay, says a bystander, so the contract goes to Brown.

'EACO" farm
'phones never

miss. You can
call up any subscriber no matter

A FEW WORDS ABOUT "TH E ELGIN HIVE"
Last season, after we had tested " The Elgin "

in

whether

ceding, we offered it to the bee-keepers of the country. Although we did not advertise it until
late in the summer, we put out a good many of them, and wherever used they gave entire satisfaction. There is nothing about " The Elgin " whicn is intended to increase the honey-production
or perform other wonders. It is designed with theexpress purpose of saving the apiarist time
and labor. When " The Elgin " reaches you the cover as well as the bottom is in one piece—
and you can wait to put the sides and ends together until you need them,
and unless the swarm has fully decided to abscond, you'll be there in plenty time—
DRIVE. Then, too, if you want at any time to take " The Elgin " apart to store or
ship you can do so, and it will not take any more space than so many boards.

NOT
AND NOT A

A NAIL TO DRIVE—
NAIL TO

We recommend " The Elgin " to you and guarantee it
isfied.
Hives, and
We also sell the Dovetailed and Langstroth
"
Write for our descriptive Circular of

The

The

to the

extent— money back

a full line of
Elgin " and price-list of

if

how

this is done
and many other

good

features of

our farm 'phones.
All
are

not sat-

CI
IPS
J *-*JPpI
* ^ -<"-•*-'

*

",EACOS"

handsomely

made,

compact,

strong,

and cannot

out of order if
roperly used.
t

National Supply

Company

"How

raise

poultry guide.

it

It

tells

how

with our free 64-page
to avoid mistakes and failures;

tells what to breed for biggest profit; how to feed, rear and
hatch successfully. Tells about Berry's "BIDDY" incubators
and brooders, the kind that "run" themselves— the kind
to buy.
Contains plans for brooder, colony and poultry
houses, yards, poultry farms. Also cuts of our pure-bred poultry
with prices of i>irds and eggs for hatching. It's a book that
will be appreciated by every one. oc in stamps brings it to your
home. Berry's Golden Rule Poultry larm, box 7J}, Clarlndu, la.

to

Buy a

'Phone,

every
farmer who wants to
succeed.
Write for

will

PROFITABLE
POULTRY
and make money

book

Our new

Farm

You can

his re-

ceiver i s on the
hook or not, provided all the 'phones
on the line are
equipped with our
="X. P. Condensers.
Our book explains

every particular for the two years pre-

it

today,

Electric Appliance
Dept. A

interest

it's free.

Company

Chicago,

Illinois

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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40

Kinds Tall

2 7 Kinds Dwarf
NASTURTIUM

w

Everything- for the Apiary

SEEDS

Wholesale Agents for G.B. Lewis Co.
Dadant's Foundation

We

mail this
flue collect

36

FREE

Kinds
Old Fashioned

ut

BUY i\0W-TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE DISCOUNT.

SEEDS

Flower

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

imported from Germany

Pluinopa, Celosljv, Campanula. Calaiirtiilia. Byronopsis, Arabia, l.ily of
theValley, Alyssum.tloh'fl
Tears. Cineraria, Colnmbine, Fotirn'ClM.k. Hlblacns, Gilla, Swrt-l William,

Anemone, Solannm,
Bird

via,

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS

Kte-

Paradise,

of

Sedum, SHean,Blue Hells

DAVENPORT, IOWA

of Scotland, Smilax, Tiger
Pink, Browallla, Storks,

Margaret. Cyanus, CowCoreopsis, Clematis,
Cypress Vine, M<'iiriiintf
Cloak, Zinnia, Verbiiia,

Blip,

Violet.

All the above

you

if

you

cents

stamps

in
to

sent

will send XO
silver
or

pay the cost

of postage

GLENOALE NURSERY,
Everett,

Mass.

THIS

In selecting: a telephone for the farm line remember that repairs and tinkering cost money
and waste time. Use the same judgment that you would in buying a
reaper. The cheap telephone, like the cheap harvester, is out of serIts talking qualities are not lasting; it soon
vice most of the time.
gets weak, and is liable to cause you trouble all of the time.

Bee Journal when writing.
MOORE'S

Mentlun

—

LONO-TONQUES AND GOLDEN QUEENS

Select Untested, $1: 6 for $5; 12 for $9. Tested,
$1.50; 6 for $8.

Best Breeders,

val guaranteed.

Safe arri-

$3.S0.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephones

W. A. RAILS.

ORANGE, CALIF.

7D6t

THE PHONE FO
FARM FOLKS
IS

and pack-

ing.

Dept.

^(f\(f>(tyff>(f\(f\ffy(f\(ty(9>i>(fyffy(fvt>(t\^\ff\^(f>(f>(ty(t>^(f>s^

make for rural lines. Other manufacturers claim
instruments are as good— they like to compare theirs with Stromberg-Carlson— but TIME will not bear out their claims. To avoid trouble,
expense and disappointment, pay the trifle more and get the telephone with
Free
a reputation. Buy the Stromberg-Carlson— vou buy satisfaction.
book. 80-D, "How the Telephone Helps the Farmer." tells a lot of reasons why it's the phone to buy; gives full description of every part and piece of a telephone:
tells how it's made and illustrates where it's made.
Write for the book today. Address
are the standard

their

1/5 N9IHGS 12 farmers and' 15cptanips taken— we will Bend for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reK. sub. price 4<>c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, l,3oo pages a year. Sample free.

W«J)C

TOr

FARMER'S CALL, (Juincy, 111.
Bee Journal when writing.

Mention

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG.

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

T'

BEE-SUPPLIES

<Seecf
Seed
r

BooJc

FOR

We

1906

contains

large pages

LOWEST

from cover to cover of
ill ustrations
full

descriptions of the
best and newest
things

No market
gardener, farmer, or any-

Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
to have our CatalogSPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write
bee-keeper
every

one interested
to

in flowers can
be without this book, which

be sent free to all sending
address on a postal.

will

WJl.
1T4U Filbert

me

HENRY MAULE
St.

Philadelphia,

facilities

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the
Dovetail Hives

in

horticulture.

afford

PRICES

enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time nnd worry
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

and our excellent freight

and

known

manufacture everything needed in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
We assure you the be6t goods at

greatest variety.
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to-day.

Address,

KRET6MER

their

MFG.

60., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Catalogs issued in English or German.

P a,.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

I
'In

every country tne successful advertiser

is

toe continuous advertiser,

I
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-FREIGHT

FREE

WHOLESALE

This catalogue will
save you money on

Cauas honey-producers.
Are
casian Bees are not 6tingless, they are gentle.
They produce honey. Try them next season.
Have your queens, both Caucasians and Italians, bred to order, and then you will have
what you want. Address,

y«»ur grocery supplies.

PRICES

PAID-

do your groceries cost you a year? Will you buy them
of us if we can prove that we will save you from 11) per cent to
amount
20 per cent and pan the frtightl That certainly is an
worth saving; it is worth the trouble of asking for the proof.
Get our large Grocery List and compare our prices with what h
you have been paving. Then put us to a greater test—send
us a trial order and compare the goods and the prices. If
our
we do not save you big money, send the goods bade at
expense. The grocery bill is the biggest part of the family
expenses. We will cut it almost in the middle and guarantee
everything we sell. We can do this because we buy in
immense quantities— carloads and trainloads— and we give
you the benefit of our ability to buy cheap; in fact we can
would
sell to you at just about the figure your local dealer
have to pay. We save you his profit and thefrrioht besides.

2A-tf

i^DANDYcWeri
double your egg yield. Thous-]
ands of poultry raiseisi
will

say so. 1 1 costs less, turns easier,
f cuts fasterandlastslonger than
[any other. Price $r.M up. l»«ldonl6 Way*'

Free Trial.

Lansing, Mich, and Chicago,

III.

METAL MOTHERS

covered by two Patents.

BEE-SUPPLIES^ QUEENS
Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
Queens and
am the Northlrn Headquarters for Adel
If you
Supplies.
Bee-Keepers'
honest
good,
and
Bees,
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

My

AND

MINNES-A-FOLiIS, MINKT.

UP e;
the middl
cei tbe maker's guarantee and save
The Removable Chick Tr"
_n'8 profits.
explained
„,l .VurwM/—» feature no other hue—
I

.action.

B
Trotwood,

,.

$4

Hatches every

fertile

&

Greenwich

GEO. H. STAHL, Qulncy,

III

I

Trees, Plants

>VWftO/for
GERMAN

r
i

for our customers.

DOVETAILED HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES
We carry a

SUPPLIES.

HARSH FIELD HANUFACTURINQ

Ask

Box 30

—

Address,

CO., Harshileld, Wis.

Everything the bee-keeper needs. Distributing house for Lewis'
Now is the time to buy for next season.

141-143 Ontario

Goods at Factory

1

Prices.

Chlokl.

—free.

C

m.

M.

6th—What

ILL.

St.,

The Fresh
stronger chicks.

5 FREE
l 3

Incubator fur Beginner*. 3rd—Unl'
Hover and Colony Brwdera. 4lh—Feeding

Users are Doing.

Put (be Universal Hover into

The best the world can produce
How much can you use? Prices quoted quick

It

and

any size or form of Colony house,
mushroom home, small portable
building or piano box and make
about as good a brooder as money
can buy. Write for catalog and
the five hooks FREE. Others to
follow, you'll get

Send for our Catalog and "Special"

name

ie

them

on our mail

all if

.

,

your

list.

Prairie Stale Incubator Co., 351

f>/-Nyvi
& UU.
SCOTT
I

Wash. Street
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. ++

1004. East

**

BOOKLETS ON ARTIPRODUCTION

FICIAL POULTRY
t_TKe Standard It

make your own brooder. The Universal Hover may be attached to

in cans or barrels.

/"*/^

Air Incubator

Fresh Air applied to Artificial Incubation
possible
in a new and .Motive way, malting
higher per cent batches, brighter, healthier

A PIANO BOX WILL DO

Cash Orders for regular Supplies before February,
6 percent Discount.

BEESWAX

:

YORK HONEY^pp^CO.
CHICAGO,

for Catalog.

-

We

Beatrice, Neb.

2 cans,
ship by return
boxed, at %% cents a pound ; 4 or more cans at
Chif.o.b.
all
pound—
one time, 8 cents a
mail, 8
cago. Cash with order. Sample, by
in stamps, to cover package and postage.

BEE SUPPLIES Ff
Samples 8 cents, to pay postage and packing.
on the quantity you mention.
at all times in the year.
buy

NURSERIES.

60-POUND CANS

i

FINE EXTRACTED HONEY

today.

it

S«d-

60-pound cans
HONEY in freight
at these prices

And Prompt Shipments

full line of

& Seeds

>
GROW
THAT
quality. Good bear-^gj^

-

Alfalfa
We have a good supply of Pore
that we can

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
what we are making

Street,

Please mention the Bee Jonrnai.

IN

Is

& SEGELKEN
New York, N.Y

HlLDRETH
267

34Atf

HONEY

egg. Write for catalog to-day

UP

265

•-PURE ALFALFA-*

Perfect in construction ana

SS

HONEY

-V

INCUBATOR

nested and pr.
Bold direct to you at whoiesaleprices.

mc

FOR SALE

Until further notice, fine>t quality new crop
Light
California Water-White White Sage and
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
Amber
sam
and
prices
for
Write
cans and new cases
oles, and state quantity you want.

Tree

F«r
IO-80
<£ 200 Egq

BROOC

Catalogue free. CYCLE HATCHER CO., Box 333, Salem, New York.

"rested
Best
^ e e d s
i)iiijw,«fi
Low prices.
Apple/^J£3 V very
i.uun
ers.
cheap,
4c; Plum and Cherry
*
IV aP*s Fre
'--ight paid
12c; Peach 4c; all
on trees. Catabudded; ConEnglish
or
*
logue,
cord Grapes
Write
<^y German, free.Address
2c^, Forest V>ni

CHARLES MONDENG,

INCUBATORS

I

^

Complete Bre-proof hatching and
brooding plant for $7.50. 2 qts. oil
Hatches 50 eggs and raises chicks.

With this wonderful invento $l.ls
tion the cost of making Sections may be reduced
write for
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you,
unless you
further information. Do not write about it
mean business.

,J-mM
till

Erie, Pa.

81,

Spanish-needle Extracted Honey put up in new
60-lb. tin cane— 6c a pound for the lot, or 6>$c
for less, F. J. GUNZEL, Werner, Ark.
Please mention toe Bee Journal.
44A16t

CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE

IT.,

|

and special proposition

for book

For Sale-10,000 Lbs.

L

NSWTON AVE

Send

I

STRATTON MF'G. CO.,

Box

just how cheap you can bay groceries
If yon want to save money get our catalogue and learn
We send it Jne.
„.>
r.italfKiie
Catalogue is ready and lists everything in the grocery line.
from us.

Co-operative Society of the National Supply Co.,

B. McGfllN, Yorkville, III. R.f.d.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

ROBERT

To save still another 10 per cent, become a
member of the Co-operative Society of the
National Supply Co. We'll tell you how to get
this extra 10 per cent discount, if you will write
for full information. An easy way to make money.

ISO

1906

worthless

What

Is

IS,

Stingless Bees

AT

GROCERIES

Feb.

++

Mention

Main St., Homer

Bee Journal

City, P».

when writing

Feb.

15.
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Lowest Prices Headquarters for Bee-Supplies
Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

Big Discount for Early Orders

CINCINNATI

FREIUHT-

RATES FROM
On Cash Orders
Before November
"
December
"
January 1

"

February

"

March

"

April

are the

for the

9 percen
8

1
1

as 'mostiall freight

~

1

"

Established Nearly

25 Years

bee

-

keepers

in

large, illustrated Price-List of

Supplies free on application. Address,

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAnESTOWN.N. Y.
Bee Journal

when

writing.

23eesir>ax-f

wax, 30c.

R. A.

Burnett &

BeesCo.

Toledo, Feb. 5.— The market on comb honey
and prices have
weakened somewhat. We are getting for fancy
white comb, 14@15c; No. 1, 13(gH4c. Extracted

at this writing is rather quiet,

white clover, in barrels, brings 6'-i(3»">4c; in
cans, "H@s>$c, although the supply seems to be
exhausted throughout the country. Beeswax,
Griggs Bros.
28@30c.

Indianapolis, Feb. 2.— Fancy white clover
comb brings 16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14@15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8&(§)9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average bees-

catalog, page 29.

H.W.WEBER °ST

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

amber

at 6@7c, according to quantity; buckwheat at 6c per pound: Southern at 50@60c per
gallon, according to quality. Beeswax steady
at 29@31c.
Hildreth & Segelken.

Model Incubators and

,

City, Jan. 22.— The market here on
honey is very dull now, as it always is this
time of year; fancy white is selling at $3 00
per case; 24 section and amber is selling at $2.75.
Extracted, S^@6c. Beeswax, 25c per pound.
C. Clemons & Co.

C

—

Cincinnati, Jan. 23.
The nice weather
holds back the demand for comb honey. Crops
seem to be exceedingly short and producers in
the West keep the prices high. We quote as follows: Fancy water-white and No. 1 white clover, 14@16c; No. 2, 12@14c.
Extracted seems to
be more plentiful, and we quote same in barrels,
5%@5^c; In cans, Hie more; white clover, 7(5iSc.
Beeswax, 28@30c.
C. H.W. Weber.

BEESWAX
MONEY AND
buying

or selling, consult
When consigning,
R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Watbr St. Chicago. III.

Walter

usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb bouey at 13.35
to $3.75 per case of 24 sections; off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans. 7^(3s' ,c; light amber,
6K@"54c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.

The Colo. Honey-Prodocers' Assn.
New York, Feb. 19.— The demand is fairly

good for better grades of white, and while the
near by crop is iairly well cleaned up, new arrivals are now coming in from Cuba, besides
several cars have been shipped on from California. We quote fancy white at 15c; No. 1,
13@14c; No. 2, 12c; amber, tic; buckwheat,
10@llc. Extracted in fairly good demand, especially California, of xhich there is abundant
supply. We quote white sage, bH@"}4c; light

I
9
-5
£
'.X

Manufactured by Chas. A. Cyphers, and sold at his factory priFreight rates from Toledo
ces.
Do not be
will save you money.
humbugged into buying a cheap
machine. The best is none too

Our illustrated Catalog
any address. Ask for it.

good.
:

free to

GRIGGS BROS.
521

Monroe

Mention

Bee

20.000

lbs.

Street,

TOLEDO, OHIO,

Journal

when

COMB

Very fine.
yon can use.

Price depends upon

M.

SCOTT &

0.

writing.

Alfalfa HONEY.
how much

CO.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
5Atf

Please mention the Bee Journal

Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Please

BEE-SUPPLIES

I

We handle the finest Bee-Supplies, made by the W. T. Falconer ^.
wMfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Big Discounts on early orders. Let us
^:
figure with you on your wants.
'
i;
Muth Special Dovetail Hives have a Honey-Board, Warp-Proof
styles.
Cover, and Bottom -Board. Think of it, same price as the regular
^\

i^ Send

?

\

Brooders

Cincinnati, Jan. 20.— The honey market is
quiet. We do not offer white clover extracted
honey on account of its scarcity; instead offer
a fancy water white honey, in 60 lb. cans, 2 in
a crate, at 7Jito8)4c; fancy light amber, 7«c;
other grades of amber in barrels at S'A@i^c,
according to the quality. Fancy comb honey,

sells here for $33 per 100 pounds.
S. Pouder.

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey ha6 not been as good as

apiaries,

in

The Fred W. Muth Co.

Chicago, Feb. 7.— The demand is about normal with sufficient stocks 10 meet all requirements. The best grades of white comb honey
bring 14@15c, with off grades at l@3c less, depending upon color, condition and shape. Extracted, aside from white clover and basswood,
(choice grades of which are practically unobtainable), is in ample supply at 6K@7fcc; amber, 6H(3t"c, with off grades still lower.

my

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Kansas

Vs=

wax

C.

prices, refer to

16«c.
(Bee-keepers, please observe the above are
our selling prices of honey, not what we are
paying.)
Beeswax. 30c, delivered here, for the choice,
bright yellow grade.

£)oney ant)

*

For

Office

^

U

for

50c a year.) The largest and best ilustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the

free.

Send

5 Percent Discount for February
bred
me
separate
^^ TFT^^T^T^T^^I
the WOLDEN ¥ELbook your 11 I
t
P.
|\|
JJJJi>« KJ LOWS, CARNIO.
Order
^Cfj
LANS, REU CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.
Let

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for IS years (monthly.

most experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

Catalog mailed
for same.

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

KINDS

OF

Mention

SOUTH

now goes through Cincinnati.
Prompt Service is what practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
You will
I

o
4
2

1

1

g^£ = 3uppli€S|aI
ALL

Our

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

for Catalog.

THE FRED W. MUTH
51 Walnut Street,

CO.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

^
%
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BEE-KEEPER?
IF SO,

YOU ARE ENTITLED TO THE

HSEW 1906 LEWIS CATALOG*
While it is desired that this Catalog shall be in the
hands of every bee-keeper in the land, we beg to advise
that the edition is limited and extra copies will soon be at
If you desire the Lewis Catalog this year,
a premium.
send now to insure receiving a copy. The Lewis Catalog
season leads all the rest. You will find it the handsomest handbook of Bee-Ware published, listing everything
of use to the bee-keeper.
The Lewis Catalog is acknowledgedithe plainest bee-catalog issued. Any one can underHives and
stand it, so that it is easy to order from.
Supers this year, as well as many other articles, are very
clearly illustrated by handsome full-page cuts, which are
reproductions of actual pen-and-ink drawings made from
the goods themselves, showing plainly all details, which is
much to be desired by the bee-keeper, whether he be a
specialist, or a beginner with one colony.
It is free
for the asking, and can be had from any of the following

this

A;';

.

G. B.

OR ANY OF
ENGLAND— E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts
CUBA— C. B. Stevens & Co., Havana
Stevens

&

Co., Manzanillo

CALIFORNIA— Paul
The

Bachert, Lancaster
Chas. H. Lilly Co., San Francisco

COLORADO— R.

.

LEWIS COMPANY
WATERTOWN,

C. B.

-&.&

*•?*!?

C. Aikin, Loveland
Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' Association, Rocky Ford
Colo. Honey-Producers' Assoc iation, Denver

COLORADO —

ITS

WIS., U.S.A.
AQENTS

Fruit Growers' Association,

Grand Junction
Robert Halley, Montrose

ILLINOIS-York Honey & Bee-Supply

Co.,

Chicago
10 W A— Adam A. Clark, Le Mars
Louis Hanssen's Sons, Davenport

INDIANA— C. M. Scott & Co., Indianapolis
MICHIGAN— A. G. Woodman & Co., Grand
Rapids.

MINNESOTA— Wis.

Lumber

Co., Faribault

MISSOURI— E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph
OHIO— Norris & Anspach, Kenton

OREGON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co., Portland
PENNSYLVANIA— Cleaver & Greene, Troy
TEXAS— Southwestern Bee Co., San Antonio
UTAH— Fred Foulger & Sons. Ogden
WASHINGTON— The Chas. H. Lilly CoSeattle

e Journal
CHICAGO.

46th Year

ILL.,

FEB.

22,

1906
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>m

f
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of Chas. W. Sager,
of Belma, Wash.

Honey Exhibit

Mr. Frank Stoflet and Apiary,
of Auburndale, Wis.

••*&#"'
.

^

;

>v

*M

^**

,-.^-

%£%

^

Dadant-Hive Apiary of D. Pantchefe, of Orhanie, Bulgaria, in Turkey.

'/\^£&tfj|
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Contents of this Number
Ifhistntfions

Feb.

Langs troth

—

Bulgaria

1st

of Chas.

W. Bager

P.trt of F. Greiner's 1905 Honey
Stotiet Frank) and Apiary

1st

Page
Page

Crop

Pace

Supers Used by F.Greiner
White Sweet Clover
Yellow Sweet Clover. ...

Alf at I'a-G rowing

6E0RGE W.YORK S COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, GhiGago,

of this Journal

Is

a year. In the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, ;,o
cents a year extra lor postage. Sample copy free.
i.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTs.-We do
money

not send a

sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

Objects of the Association

'

1st. — To promote the interests of Its members.
2d.— To protect and detend its members in their
lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $1.00
General Manager and Treasurer
N. E. Fuance, Platteville, Wli,

ty

If more convenient, D>ies may be sent to the
oablishers of the American Bee JouxnaL.

9

The Honey-Producers League
(INCORPORATED)

OBJECTS:
create a larger

demand

for honey through

advertising.
2. To publish facts about honey, and counteract
misrepresentations of the same.

MEMBERSHIP DUES
Any bee-keeper may become a member by

paying to the Manager an annual lee of $1.00 for each
20 (or fraction of 20) colonies of bees (spring count)
1.

he owns or operates.

2. Any honey-dealer, bee-supply dealer, bee-supply
manufacturer, bee-paper publisher, or any other
firm or individual, may become a member on the
annual payment of a fee of $10, increased by onefifth of one (l) percent of his or its capital used in
the allied interests of bee-keeping.
George W. York, Manager,

334 Dearborn

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-r/iadian

Beedotn

159
159

162
iri
161

162

IN

is clearly

The book we mail

for SI .20, or club
with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we wiU
mail it as a premium for sending us
it

—

THREE NEW

;

subscribers to the

Bee

Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

Sister Bee-Keepers

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334

—

Breeding from the Best
Stimulative Feeding

CHICAGO, ILL

Dearborn Street,

162

If you. want

]62

—

the

Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural

Mr, Hasty* 8 Afterthought
Catching the Prodigal Swarms

163
163

Didn't Like Nature's Hive
Difference in Percentage of Mismatings
Late Swarms North and South..
Lumber Prices in Texas
Mr. Scholl and Those Bee-Problems
Space Under Solid Combs in Winter

lb3

Field

more

completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

164
164
163

44

Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to tbe Trade.

163

—

Dr. Miller^s Question-Box
Cutting Small Soft-Maple Limbs in Spring for
Sap for Bees
164
Gravel to Keep Down Weeds
164
Shade Protection
164
To Use or Not to Use Queen-Excluding Zinc ?. 164
Two-Pound vs. One- Pound Sections
164

—

Reports a?id Experiences
About Half a Crop in 1905
Bee-Keeping in North Dakota
Bees Didn't Do Well
Cellar- Wintering
Cutting Section Foundation

Do BeeBMoveEgpB

NOT

—Chas. Dadant & Son.

and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.

162
162

The Rietsche Press
Made of
structible,
suits.

i«5
165
165
165

for Folding

165
165
1R6

?

Favors a Shorter and Deeper Frame
Improving American-Italian Bees
Results of the Past Season
Results of the Season of f&)5.

165

1^5
165

THE TRUST

artificial stone.

Practically Inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory re
foundation made easily and
less than half the cost of buying

Comb

quickly at
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,

165
165

Dealing with Queen-Breeders

because others are not advertising:, and he is."

Each subject

—

Dampening Sections

**Xlie continuous advertiser
Sets the bulk of Hie business,

over 500 pages, being revised by those

can Bee Journal

159

Distributing the Caucasian Bees..
Frame-Spacers and Spacing Frames

Our

one of the standard books on

158
159
158
158

and Section-^

i

<

is

158

15s

improvement of Stock
Sweet Clover as Forage for Stock
Sweet Clover Mel lotus alba)
Watch Your Colonies

National Bee-Keepers' Association

This

bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

...

—

ADVERTISING RATES will be given upon appli-

To

lr>7

158

—

Contributed Special Articles
Fences vs. Plain Separators
Sections, Separators, Supers
Holders
Supers of Various Kinds
Southern Beedotn

cation.

1.

158

Miscellaneous X* »:s
A Mistake Abouttfubscription Price..
Apiary of D. Pantchefe
Example Worth Copying
Frank Stotiet and Apiary
Honey Exhibit of Chas. W. Sager
National Nominations

indicates the

©nd of the month to which yonr subscription is pat
For instance, *'deco6"on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December.
receipt for

York

Items —

fi.oo

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

iei
161

Government Bulletin on Queen-Kearing
Sweet Clover on the Farm

111.

IMPORTANT NOTICES

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

New

in

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

jro

Editorial Notes and Comments —

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

on the

159
ist

(

1906

»* Honey-Bee

Dadant-Hive Apiary of D. Pantchefe, of

Honey Exhibit

22,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
WJ.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that

4SA.tf

he "prefers to pay $25 for a Rietsche Press than
do without it."— A. G.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

"

It Is

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

For High-Grade
Cans
Prices Always
the Lowest

Write for Prices,
Stating- Quantity

Wanted

Friction

Top Cans

Prompt shipment and careful attention given to all orders.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
Made by

for

Honey and Syrup

Special prices to

members of the Bee-Keepers' Associations.
CO., 1035 W. 47th Street, CHICAQO, ILL,

CANNERS CAN

Feb.
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MDAIT'S FOUNDATION"
IT

EXCELS

EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Loss.

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

?.£.

.

.

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

SEE THE 1906 RELIABLE
before you buy. Perfectly practical forpoultrymen or beginners. Double heating system
gives bigger hatches— saves onethird the oil. Sold on a money
back guarantee. Write for free
catalog. Reliable Farm PureBred Birds and Eggs. Get prices.
Reliable

Incubator and Brooder

Box B-153 Quincy,

Mention

Illinois,

Co.,

TJ. S.

Bee Journal

TELEPHONE
FACTS
We

publish a finely illustrated book that is
full of telephone facts.
It tells all about
telephones for farms, the kind to use,
how to organize a farm telephone company, bow
to build the lines and where to buy tbe best
telepbones. Free if you ask for Book 80-F.

A.

when

Strom berg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co., Chicago, Rochester, H.Y.

writing.

Mention

when

Bee Journal

writing.

^.California
The Pacific Rural Press has been a household word throughout California for 35 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
soil or products of California. Weekly, illustrated:
Edited by practical specialists. Two
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.

Pacific Rural Press,
330 Market Street,
San Francisco, Calif.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
50Atf

SPECIALTY of WORKING
Beeswax into Comb Foundation.

DITTMER makes

a

Write for our Price-List, Samples, and early-order Discount.
them to you at our expense.

Our Warehouse
is full

#

of

.

.

OTTTJTJT
lTiT'TC
W% fj M*j »^
\J T~ r I
^—
—

j

We

would

TTICI
I fj^

like to send

Jobbing
Wholesale
Retail

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED
*
Augusta, Wis,
GUS, DITTMER,

7,7

i»i

65c

for

etanips

taken— we

12 Names

or

^eTn d p

f2 f
a nd -a-c i
will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— refc. sub. price 40c a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.

FARMER'S CALL,

Quincy,

111.

Sy

^
«».•

famous

Cucumber
For flavor, uniform size,
color, and productiveness
itisabsolutely unequaled.
In addition to this it
into bearing: very
early, continuing: rigrht

j:

comes

Mention

Bee

Journal

when

the season until
by frost. Always

through

writing:.

killed

straight— never turning yellow
Best for the table, for market

and for pickling:. Larg:e sample packet foronly 6c orloz
for 15c, Including: copy of our

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

grand new •

FREE BOOK

And Prompt Shipments
Is

what we are making'

for our customers.

— DOVETAILED
HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES —
We
carry a full line of

SUPPLIES.

THE riARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ
Mention

Bee Journal

when

Ask

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield, Wis.
writing.

"Northern Grown Seeds"
Plants. Bulbs, Fruits and Trees. Contains all
the good things for the Garden and Farm worth
growing at the right prices. Don't fail to secure
the Book. Write today.

L. L.

MAY,

Mention

Bee

St. Paul,

Journal

Minnesota

when

writing.
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Sun.

1
I

25

Mon.

26

Tue.

27

Wed.

Thu.

Fri.

Sat.

22

23

24

I

28

There are only 7 days left to take advantage
the Four percent discount offered on
Root's Goods during February

of

you have not already placed your order for Supplies which you will need
of the things you want at
this season, get a Root Catalog and make a list
once. You will profit greatly by not waiting until the rush season is upon us.
If

The

Goods has been maintained by skillful and honest
more than 30 years. Read what one patron says

quality of Root's

workmanship

for

:

"I am now having a pleasant time in my workshop putting together and nailing those beeI tell you, I enjoy this work, because everything
supplies which I bought of you last September.
You certainly have the finest machinery that
together.
them
put
fun
to
just
is
it
that
fits so exact
money can buy, and keep it in the finest trim. The workmanship is simply perfect. Out of the
not one piece failed to fit nicely. No
whole 200 supers (which. I have nailed in the last few weeks,)
"
wonder Root's Goods go round the world.'

J. P.

'

%

Your order may be sent
Act to=day and profit.

THE

A.

I.

direct to the Factory or given to any

Root Agency.

ROOT COMPANY
Factory and Main

IV^EIDIN J±,

Office,

OHIO

BRANCHES

J
t£

Moore, Morgan, Ky.

Chicago

New York

Philadelphia

and Mechanic

Washington
Falls,

Maine

Syracuse

St.

Paul

\

(Entered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as Second-Class Mall-Matter.)

Published Weekly at $1.00 a Year, by George W. York

QEORQE W. YORK,

CHICAGO,

Editor

ILL,

FEBRUARY

j

enough

of

Queen-Bees "

is

the

title

of Bulletin

issued by the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Bureau of Entomology, Washington, D. C. (Price 5 cents.)
It is written by E. F. Phillips, Ph. D., the man whose delightful personality made him so many friends at the late

No.

55,

:

Under the head

of

swarming,

it is

said,

page

9,

"

When

the queens are about ready to emerge from the cells, the
old queen and part of the colony leave to establish a new
one."
Which puts something of a strain on the word
*'
about," as it is generally " about " a week from the issu-

ing of the

The

swarm

till

the emergence of the

first

queen.

correctness of the work, 'however, is proven by the
fact that these two points are perhaps the only ones in the
whole work likely to be challenged by the reader.
There is just a possibility, however, that tradition has
been held in too great veneration when under the head of
superseding it is said, page 10, that when the first young
queen emerges " an encounter ensues between the young

XLVI—No.

8

to lay, is

in

:

fear need be entertained by the queen-breeder that
races producing large numbers of queens necessarily produce poorer ones. Any one familiar with the prolificness of
the queens of these races could not hold such an idea. There
is no evidence that under these circumstances the larva? are
less well fed."

original.

" It is held
plan of replacing all queens annually, saying
by the best bee-keepers that it is necessary to restock all
colonies with new queens every year." That leaves out of
the list of best bee-keepers such a man as G. M. Doolittle,
who not only does not interfere]to change queens each year,
but goes so far as to think it not worth his while to do so at
all.
Nor is Mr. Doolittle without company. Of those who
think it best not to leave the work of superseding entirely
to the bees, by far the larger part probably do so only every
other year, and certainly some of them are successful men.

VoL

22, 1906

"No

In the nature of the case there is no great chance for
originality, but it is a convenience to have given in compact form in these 32 pages, witten in easy style, the steps
necessary to rear queens according to the latest methods,
including the Doolittle and Alley plan, cell-cups, nuclei, etc.

In the preface the author expresses the hope that the
simplicity of the methods described will induce bee-keepers
who have not already done so to adopt in the future the

St.

Those who have felt anxious for the character of queens
where a large number are started, as by Cyprians and some
others, will be reassured by the following on page 15

convention of the National at Chicago. It is gotten up in
the usual excellent style of present-day Government documents, and is illustrated by 17 fine photo-engravings, all of

them

334 Dearborn

it not likely that cases are still more comwhich the failing mother is tolerated after she is
past service ? Some might even have the temerity to ask,
"Is there anything beyond tradition to support the belief
that a queen ever kills her own mother?"

mon

Bulletin on Queen-Rearing

"The Rearing

Co.,

queen and the old one, and almost invariably the latter is
killed." The old belief was that no queen would ever tolerate a rival, but of late years it has been found a not uncommon thing for mother and daughter to be found laying side by side. If a young queen may indulge her mother
in a longer lease of life while that mother is still active

(Sbitorial ZXotes
attb Comments
Government

&

With regard to the second mating of queens, the following on page 28 is interesting
:

I

" Frequent cases have been reported of queens which
have mated more than once, and this probably accounts for
irregularity in the markings of the offspring of some
queens. It is claimed by some that obviously the first mating must have been unsuccessful, but there seems to be no
ground for that view, and there is no reason to believe that
both matings were not complete. There is no reason, whatever, so far as is known, why a queen can not receive a supply of spermatozoa from two drones, and some of the arguments to the contrary, with no basis of observation or
knowledge of the anatomy, are not worthy of consideration."

The following nugget of wisdom from page 30 should
be heeded by every bee-keeper who desires to increase his
take of honey
:

" The mere fact that mating takes place in the air, out
of the control of the bee-keeper, is no reason why care
should not be taken in the selection of drones which are
allowed to fly in the yard. When breeding any race Italians for example it is not enough that all the drones be
Italians, they should be selected as to honey-production of
the workers, prolificness of the queen, or any other quality
which is considered in choosing a breeding queen."

—

—

Pear-Blight and Bees
In some parts of the country a rather vigorous warfare
has taken place between fruit-men and bee-men because the
former accuse the bees of spreading that foe pear-blight
which causes such havoc in pear-orchards. Indeed, the hor-

—

ticulturist looks

upon pear-blight much the same as the beeThere is little doubt, at least

keeper looks upon foul brood.
in the

minds of bee-keepers, that the bee

is

not so guilty in
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the spread of the disease as charged but, in any case, and
especially as the pear is a honey-plant, it is of interest to
know that there is an easy way by which the tree may be
made more fit to resist the attack of the blight.
;

A very able paper on the subject was read by Mr. J. E.
Johnson before the Galva Farmers' Institute, and published
in the Galesburg Evening Mail. It would be out of place
to give the whole of the paper here, but the nub of it is that
a liberal application of wood ashes supplies the tree with
those elements that enable it to resist to a great extent, if
not entirely, the attack of the blight. Simple, and easily
within reach of every one.
Mr. Johnson emphasizes his confidence in the remedy

by his closing paragraph
" I have trees that blighted 6 years ago, but by giving
liberally of wood ashes they have not shown a single twig
of blight since, and have borne several crops of nice pears."

miscellaneous
Hetps * 3 terns

J
National Nominations.— The Fillmore Co., Minn.,
convention, met at Preston, Feb. 8 and 9. This Association are also members of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association. They passed the following resolution at their
recent meeting, and instructed their secretary, Mr. P. B.
Ramer, to send it in for publication
:

:

J?esolved, That the nomination for officers of the National Bee-Keepers' Association be made by a referendum
vote, the man having the largest vote being considered the
nominee of the Association.

—

Sweet Clover on the Farm
One believes more easily what one wants to believe, so
when bee-keepers speak favorably of sweet clover as a for-

Honey Exhibit of Chas. W. Sager This, as shown
on the first page, was an attempt to engrave from a very
poor photograph. It will be seen how unsatisfactory the

age-plant their testimony is likely to be received with a
grain of salt. The following, from the National Stockman
and Farmer, shows how it is viewed, not from the stand-

result

point of a bee-keeper, but of a farmer

:

East summer there was some discussion of the value of
sweet clover. Director F. E. Dawley, of the New York institutes, tells me that he has been seeding sweet clover in
his pear-orchard for 9 years, sowing in the summer, harvesting the growth of hay in the fall, and plowing the
ground in the spring. It is not palatable till cured into hay,
but then it is eaten readily by his stock, and is nearly as

rich in protein as alfalfa. There is a little more woody
fiber in it. The variety used is the white sweet clover, the
yellow making a ranker growth of less palatable feed. The
growth should be harvested while tender, like alfalfa. The
experience of Mr. Dawley confirms the belief of some others
that sweet clover has a big feeding value, and live stock
will learn to like it, and thrive upon it when properly cured.
Some animals learn to eat this clover green, when the
plants are young and tender, but this is unusual.

is.

Accompanying

the picture

came the following

:

send a picture of the exhibit made by Mr. Sager at
the Inter-State Fair at Spokane, Wash., which lasted from
Oct. 9 to 16, 1905. Mr. S. is standing by his exhibit. He
was fortunate in winning the blue ribbons on both comb
and extracted honey at the State Fair, and the blue ribbon
on comb honey, and red ribbon on extracted, at the InterI

Grace W. Sager.

State Fair.

Frank Stoflet and Apiary.— When sending the picture reproduced on the first page, Mr. Stoflet wrote as follows

:

send a picture of my apiary and myself. There are
85 colonies in it. I have another apiary of 50 colonies. The
house seen in the picture is where I used to winter bees. It
has double walls, with 2'/2 feet of planer-shavings between.
Owing to the walls being too thin I could not maintain
a high enough temperature, so I abandoned the use of it as
a winter repository. I now winter the bees in a cellar, with
far better results.
The picture is some of my own photography.
I

Frank Stoflet.
Alfalfa-Growing in

New York

Alva Agee, the able correspondent of the National
Stockman, tells in that paper about a miracle of man's
making, which " consists in the doubling in value of many
thousands of acres of land in an ordinary limestone bluegrass hilly country by seeding to alfalfa." Some pieces are
of 40 years standing. It is in Onondaga Co., N. Y., the
home of G. M. Doolittle and other prominent bee-keepers.
In a region where 90 percent of the farmers are producing
alfalfa, it ought not to be a hard thing to say whether the
bees get any good from it. Until somewhat recently it was
held that alfalfa yielded no honey east of the Mississippi.
Will Mr. Doolittle, or some one else, kindly inform us how
the matter stands in Onondaga County ?

The Apiary of D. Pantehefe, of Orhanie, Bulgaria,
Turkey, appears on the first page. Mr. C. P. Dadant met
the owner of this apiary at the home of Mr. Bertrand, the
well-known editor of the Revue Internationale D'Apiculture, during his trip to Europe a few years ago.
Mr.
Pantehefe was in Switzerland visiting one of his intimate
friends— a student at the University of Lausanne. He then
informed Mr. Dadant that the Dadant hive and methods
were well known among the educated classes in Bulgaria,
and that he himself has several apiaries of Dadant hives.
The photograph was later sent by Mr. Pantehefe to Mr.
Dadant. The hives shown in it are all Dadant hives.
in

A Mistake,

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Bee Journal.

this

—

+-*-*

—We

are now bookQueen-Bee Free as a Premium.
ing orders for Untested Italian Queens to be delivered in
May or June. This is the premium offer: To a subscriber
whose own subscription to the American Bee Journal is
paid at least to the end of 1906, we will mail an Untested
Italian Queen for sending us one new subscription with
$1.00 for the Bee Journal a year. Or, we will renew your
subscription to the American Bee Journal for a year, and
send a fine Untested Italian Queen— both for $1.50.
If you wish extra
is a good time to get new subscribers.
copies of the Bee Journal for use as samples, let us know
how many you want and we will mail them to you. Address
all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

A

Now

there appears to be, as some of our subseem to understand that they can get the American
Bee Journal through the National Bee-Keepers' Association
at 75 cents a year. This is entirely wrong, as we have not

scribers

made such price to the National. We do not know how the
report was circulated, but it certainly is a mistake. One
subscriber wrote that unless he could get the American Bee
Journal at the 75-cent rate as offered by the National Association, he should feel that we were discriminating against

We publish this paragraph so that there may be no
further misunderstanding concerning this matter. So far
as we know, the National Association is not a subscription
agency, and so does not handle subscriptions for any of the
him.

bee-papers.

We

It

do not think

has an entirely different field to work in.
it has ever quoted any 75-cent rate for the
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American Bee Journal if it did so, it was without any
authority from us. We are satisfied, however, that there is
a misunderstanding. We trust this explanation will be
;

satisfactory.

An Example Worth Copying.— Wm.

Stolley, of

Grand

isoneof the staunch friends of the American
Bee Journal. On Jan. 29 he sent us a new subscription, and
among other things wrote as follows
Island., Nebr.,

:

Editor York :— I hope that every subscriber for the
" old reliable " American Bee Journal will send you this year
at least one new subscription, and thus show, practically,
their appreciation of it. I have done this for a number of
years, and wish I had been able to do more.

Before giving cur order to a new firm we should want to see
and insist on a guaranty that the sections
sent us must be No. 1 in every respect.
It is our aim to purchase our supplies early, in order to
obtain the greatest discount, but I would not want to send
the cash for the whole amount with the order, when ordering from some new firm. Other faults of the sections I
will not mention here at this time.
two different kinds of sections in use— the
I have
4x5 plain, and the 4x5 bee-way. In taking the honey out of
the supers and scraping the sections, I found I could handle
more of the no-bee-ways in a given time, other conditions
Still, this difference did not amount to
being the same.
much. Generally speaking, I prefer the bee-ways, but have
more of the no-bee-ways in use. I have decided not to increase my stock of no-bee-way supers.
their work,

Wm. Stolley.

Fences

If every one of our present subscribers would follow
Mr. Stolley's good example within the next 30 days, of
course our list of readers would just be doubled. Then if
another year it could be repeated, we would have the largest
list of real bee-keepers to a real bee-paper that there is in
the world. Surely this is worth striving for.
But there may be some of our readers who could not
possibly get even one new subscriber, and yet perhaps in
such cases they might make a present of a year's subscription to some bee-keeper friend in some other locality or
State. After the first year, very likely such new subscriber
would renew, and perhaps himself secure another new subscription for the American Bee Journal. If it could be
worked something like the chain-letter system that was
in vogue a few years ago, and if it would prove as successful as was that plan of increase, it would be a great thing,
not only for us, but for all the readers of the old American
Bee Journal. For if we could have several times as large a
list of regular subscribers as we have at present, we could

add a number of new features and improvements that would
be possible with the increased receipts received from subscriptions and advertising. In the meantime, however, we
mean to give the biggest and best dollar's worth of beeliterature every year that we can possibly afford.
Please don't forget Mr. Stolley's good work for the
American Bee Journal. We hope as many as possible of
our present subscribers will see if they can not " go and do
likewise."

4-

(£ontrtbuteb

Special

*

CCrtrcles

J
Sections, Separators, Supers and Section-

Holders
BY

F.

GREINER

we were casing our comb honey
WHILE
things suggested themselves having
on our pursuit, and it might
others, to jot these down on paper.

Our attention was first drawn

last fall,

many

close bearing
be well, and of benefit to

to the sections themselves.
untried firm last season.

We
had bought sections of an
thought we were saving a few cents on a thousand, but
In the first
found that we had made a very big mistake.
place, the lumber used for the sections must have been
green, for they were minus that glossy finish which we have
admired in sections bought of late years from the large
manufacturers. The outside part of the sections was fuzzy,
and it was impossible to touch them without leaving "fingermarks."
Dust and dirt adhered to them very tenaciously,
and a sandpapering machine would have come very handy
to improve their appearance.
After casing this honey and comparing it with honey in
sections from the previous year, we have resolved not to be
too saving again when purchasing our supply of sections.

We

159

vs.

Plain Separators.

to discover any difference in favor of
fences, as against plain, solid separators when both are of
opinion that if we wish to enjoy any benewood. It is
fits in this line we will have to adopt a separator that is all
I

have failed

my

"hole" or
rator, with

The Betsinger wire-cloth sepa^-inch mesh, would perhaps fill the bill better

practically so.

Part of F. Qreiner's 1005 Honey Crop.

than anything else in use. It is my opinion that this separator will be tested and adopted by many comb-honey
producers in the near future. It is more expensive than any
other separator, but it is enough better to justify the extra
expense. If any manufacturer had pushed this separator
as other more inferior ones have been pushed of late years,
A wholesale
I believe that it would take the lead to-day.
way of manufacturing it would, in all probability, reduce
the cost very materially. I hope that time will soon be here.

Supers of Various Kinds.
Which super is the best, the most convenient, and gives
the least trouble in the bee-yard and in the honey-house?
This question has impressed me as one of very great imporIt comes up again and again during the time of
tance.
It seems a matter difficult to explain, that
casing honey.
bee-keepers use continue to use such unsatisfactory combhoney supers as are sent out universally by the manufacturers. I should think they would 'bolt." I have numerous
different supers in use, not only one or two of a kind, but
This gives me an opportunity to test
20, 30 or 50 of a kind.
each one's merits.
We may divide the different supers into three classes.
One class protects the section all around the second class
the third class protects only
leaves the tops unprotected
the sides, but leaves the tops and bottoms exposed to the
Some of these classes may be subdivided again, for
bees.
there may be a bee-space at the ends of the section-holders,
or the sections may be close-fitting. Supers with the latter
kind should be rejected to begin with, for that end of the
section which touches the outside case is seldom as well finished as the other end. The illustration shows one section
which was taken from such a super, and any one can easily
tell which part of the same came next to the outside of the
section-holder and outside of the case. Had there been a.
bee-space between the section-holder and super wall, this
section would have been sealed clear to the wood, and all
around. (See picture on next page).
That super which gives us the cleanest sections when

—

—

;

;
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gives us the least trouble in removing- the filled sections from it, andean not be easily disarranged when handling it in the bee-yard before or after going on the hives in
other words, may be handled roughly without serious results.
That super suits us best, provided perfect honey is
filled,

—

produced in

it.

is there a super offered for sale by any of
our manufacturers to-day that can make such claims ? Not
that I know of! The very best of them have a section-holder
with no top-bar many have no bee-space at the ends and
around the holders. Some use a section-holder which contains only 3 sections, going the short way of the hive. This
latter arrangement brings one end of two-thirds of the sections in close contact with the super walls. If the sectionholder were the long way of the hive it would hold 4 sections.
This arrangement brings one end of only half of the sections in close proximity to the super-walls, and is the best
we can do.
With a bee-space at the end, and perhaps a double beespace at the sides, we have a super that will be free from the
defects mentioned above, and will give us sections uniformly
filled and sealed.
If in addition we give the section-holders
a top-bar, and thus keep the tops of sections clean, it will
seem to me that we need not seek for anything better. Such
a super would be called a wide-frame super, and is the most
practical of anything I have ever used or seen, or have seen

Candidly, now,

—

Feb.

22, 1906

Let Dr. Miller examine the two pieces of sections which
mail him to-day, and tell us which he would rather clean
up the one from the T-super, or the one from the wideframe-super.
All my sections from T-supers and open
section-holders were as badly besmeared last year as the
one I send him. The photograph shows how badly this is.
The sections which come from the wide frame supers
may have little ridges of bee-glue along their edges, but
this may be removed very easily with a few strokes of a
I

—

knife.

The sagging
4 sections is of

of the bottom-bar of a wide frame holding

very

little

consequence, and

may

be almost

described.

Some

bee-keepers

who have had no experience with wide

maybe difficulty (?) in taking the
sections out of them. If they had had any experience,
they would have found it a great deal easier than to take the
honey from T-supers, and just as easy as taking the sections
out of the section-holders with no top-bars.
There is no
super on earth that gives us more trouble than the T-super.
I find it impossible to " get the sections out" without setting a large percent to leaking.
I have used them for 20
years, and have followed the instructions given by many on
how to empty a super, but have not yet learned the trick, or
a better way than carefully to remove one section after
another with the super right side up and follower removed.
The difficulty lies in loosening the section from the T-tin,
which can not always be accomplished without cracking the
honey. I can generally remove the honey from 4 wide-frame
supers in less time than from one T-super, and do it without breaking or cracking a single section.
frames are afraid there
filled

The cleaning and scraping is equally more expeditious
with sections from a wide-frame super.. Dr. Miller, some
time ago, claimed in this Journal that the bottom-bars of
wide frames were apt to sag slightly, and the bees then had
a detestable way of crowding bee-glue into the space between the top of the section and the top-bar of the wide
frame. This shows that Dr. Miller has had some experience
along this line. It must be he has used wide frames, and
the wonder is that such an insignificant matter could induce
him to abandon the wide frame for the most worthless super
ever invented.
If I were bound to use the T principle, I
would at least abandon the long T tins, and, instead, rivet
little x tins to the separators, as shown in the picture herewith. This arrangement makes the separator the supporter
of the sections instead the T-tins, and reduces the bearing
surface between the supporting tin and the wood of the
sections to a minimum, and also reduces the number of
pieces of the super.
There is no difficulty whatever in removing filled sections from such a super.
I have some 25 or 30 on hand, which I would sell cheap
to Dr. Miller, or to any other man. together with that many
more regular style T-supers, for I have decided not to use
them again. They hold 24 no-bee-way 4x5 sections, and are
well painted.
I object to them because they are so frail,
and have to be handled so very carefully or they are out of
order before we know it.
The regular T-super is still more objectionable on account of the space between the rows of sections at the top
of the super, caused by the T-tin at the bottom.
To fix
things right, thin strips of wood must be inserted to prevent
an undue amount of propolis being run in between the ends
of the sections. But as every one well knows, the principal
drawback to these supers is that the tops and bottoms of
the sections become very badly soiled. Only a sandpapering-machine can ever make them presentable. The sections
from such supers as have a bottom-bar for them to rest on,
at least keeps the bottoms clean, and by casing bottomside
up, our cased honey presents a tolerably fair appearance.
But the T-super does not give us even this advantage. The
tops and bottoms are both badly besmeared, and when the
honey is cased, even after we have done a big lot of scraping, it looks unsightly.

Supers used by F. Grehter.

wholly prevented by a heavy bottom-bar. Those I use are
too thin, as they are only '+-inch thick. I should now make
the top-bar and bottom-bar of equal thickness, but not more
than 5-16 thick. I would not expect very serious trouble
with such in fact, I don't experience very much trouble
with them as I have them now. Occasionally I have to take
off a bottom-bar and turn it over before nailing it on again.
A serious fault of the fences is that they are not a permanent fixture. Many a time the bees widen the spaces the
first year to such an extent as to cause the finished honey to
show that "wash-board" appearance.
Fences should be
made of beach or maple wood hard wood, at any rate then
they would last; I have fences in my rubbish heap which,
were nearly eaten up by the bees. Many others have lost
the little cleats. It seems the furniture-glue is not as strong
as the bee-glue. These things do not tend to bring fences
into greater favor with me.
In constructing a wide-frame super, it is a question
whether the separator should be nailed to the frame or
should be a separate fixture. Each method has its advantages. If the wide frame can be filled with sections before
putting in the foundation, it would be an advantage. Mr.
Betsinger manages precisely as Mr. Getaz describes on page
843 (1905), filling the sections with foundation, but has the
advantage of handling them in fours. Even should his sections not fold exactly square, they are held in shape by the
wide frame, and by having the 4 blocks of wood nailed down
on a board just right, the wide frame with its sections may
be laid on them, and the foundation adjusted and- fastened
on by use of melted wax. This way of fastening foundation
into sections may appear meritorious to some. I have, for
the sake of the experiment, tried it, and luck would have it
that the so-produced honey found its way into the culinary
department of our house. A heavy hatchet was required to
knock it out of the sections, and I don't doubt Mr. Getaz in
the least when he says that such honey may be shipped anywhere but I timidly ask, Do we produce honey for the Hottentots in South Africa, or for the civilized people of America ? I advise those who can not produce an unobjectionable
article for human food profitably, would better get out of
;

—

;

;

the business.
At present prices we can produce comb honey without
comb foundation at a profit to ourselves, and it will not be
necessary to depend upon the trade " among the gilded parasites of high finance," as Mr. Atwater puts it in a November bee-paper. If we can not supply all the comb honey that
is wanted, extracted honey, I fancy, will come to our rescue,
and the masses would only be the gainers. Let us produce
a pure, wholesome article of comb honey, or not say any
more about adulteration of syrups, honey, or other food
Ontario Co., N. Y.
products.
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Conducted by Louis H. Scholl.

New

alba).

For years I have been interested in the matter of growing sweet clover as a forage crop for bees. In many places
of the South there are dearths of honey, and long ones,
sometimes, and in some localities, between the spring and
fall flows, which are very serious, the bees sometimes starving during such dearths unless feeding is resorted to. There
are serious objections to having to feed at these times, too,
as unnecessary brood-rearing results, besides using up a
large quantity of food. A good many different methods
have been tried, but all are a great deal of trouble. If
enough stores are left in the hive after the spring flows to
last the bees through the dearth, it is all used up in breeding, and before the dearth is over the stores are gone. A
practice that has worked quite well has been to save this
amount of stores in combs away from the bees. That is, to
keep combs of sealed honey from the spring flows stored
away in the honey-house. These combs are then given one
at a time at intervals during the dearth as needed. But this
takes an immense amount of labor, and trouble from the
•wax-moth to the stored combs is a serious one in our warm
climates. Then, it is
often a hard matter
to give combs at the
right time without
stirring up robbing.
After visiting some
of these localities,
,

j

and consulting with
bee-keepers

there,

I

have come to the conclusion that it is very
probable
that
this
trouble of tiding the

bees over these
dearths can be accomplished by planting
suitable forage crops
for them, that will

come

into

bloom and

yield

nectar during
the time when noth-

ing else does.
To
take this matter up
properly it was, of
course, necessary to
find when the spring
season closes and the
dearth begins, the
length of the dearth,

and the opening of
the fall season. This
differs somewhat in
different

and

WHITE SWEET CLOVER.

sections,

in different

States of the South,
also depending very
largely upon the existing flora. For an
average, however, I
believe we would not
go amiss very far if
we take the following
dates
The spring flows or
season closes about
June 1.
Then the
severer period for the
bees sets in, and there
This lasts, in the cot-

absolutely nothing for them to do.
belt, until cotton begins to yield nectar— about
July IS to Aug. 1. From then on to frost cotton yields,
sometimes giving a good surplus. Fall flowers also yield,
especially if sufficient rains have prevailed.

is

ton-growing

It will be seen from the foregoing that there is a period
of about two months of absolute idleness, and this during
the warmest part of the season when bees could be most
active.
The bees do not realize the danger of starvation
ahead of them, and keep on breeding and use up all the
stores long before the dearth is over and cotton begins to

yield.

Braunfels, Tex.

Sweet Clover (Melilotus
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In my calculations I found also that the blooming period
of sweet clover just covered the above gap. It begins
blooming about June 1 in most localities, a little earlier in
others and more protected situations, and depending also
upon the season and weather conditions. Yellow sweet
clover (M. officinalis) is said to be earlier than the white
variety, and I also got this information from M. A. Gill, of
Colorado, while visiting his apiaries, where I saw it in full
bloom. Either variety, however, would cover the period of
the dearth, as the melilotus blooms until frost in favorable
seasons, while it is in bloom during June, July and August
in others.

Sweet clover grows well after it has a start, and wasteplaces, even in the poorest soils, could be planted to such
forage crops for bees,
especially since there
are thousands upon
thousands of acres of
just such waste land
in our Southern
Our fenceStates.

rows would be worth
thousands of dollars
to us if sweet clover

grew w h e r e rank
weeds of no use whatever to us grow now.
Besides, this would
create a yield of nectar just at a time

when

would be
and
when nothing else is
it

most

valuable,

in bloom.

Some

people seem
as a noxious
weed, hard to kill out
of a field, and that it
spreads rapidly. This,
however, I find not
the case with all the
plots planted at our
to fear

it

Apiary Experimental

A single plow-

fields.

it just as
easily as any of the
weeds that grew with
it, and there is little
danger of it spreading out of bounds.
YELLOW SWEET CLOVER.
In fact, I could not
get it to spread fast enough for me. The plant grows well
in most of our black land sections, and has been tried at
several places. I have seen it grow luxuriantly on dry,

ing killed

doby hills, too.
Sweet clover honey is good, quite light in color, and of
very good flavor. The bees work busily on the bloom from
early

till late.

This matter should be taken up and studied by our
Southern beekeepers. Our annual yield could be greatly
increased.

Swebt CtovER as Forage for Stock.
has often been repeated that stock and cattle disliked
sweet clover, and that it was a worthless weed and not worth
anvthing as a forage crop. In this the people were evidently mistaken or they "didn't know," for I have seen
animals eat it quite readily, both in pasture and as hay.
The following by J. A. Green, in Gleanings, is so well to
the point that I give it here he seems to be criticising Prof.
A. J. Cook for this same reason
It

;

:

" Prof. Cook's remarks on sweet clover, page 1121, should perhaps
teach me to have a little ebarlty. In my own experience, those who
have talked that way have generally been lacking in the faculty of
observation, and I have usually been able to show them that they were
mistaken. For instance, a cousin once came to visit us. The talk
But it is such a perfectly
turned upon sweet clover, and she said:
worthless thing. Nothing will eat it.' I at once invited her out to
tbe barn, where her horse was eating sweet clover hay with a very
evident relish. He had never had any before, but he ate it greedily;
and after he was hitched up to go away he paid his respects to a
'
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tempting wisp of sweet clover hay in a way that showed plainly what
his sentiments were.
I have never had a horse or cow that would not
eat it readily without any teaching, especially when made into hay
but I know that some stock do not take to it readily at first. This
does not prove that it is not good forage. Cattle feeders tell us that
stock just brought in from the range often refuse to eatcorn, and they
sometimes have considerable trouble to get them to make a start on it
yet I never heard any one argue from this that corn is distasteful to
cattle, or that it is not good feed for them."

Watch Your

Colonies

Keep your eyes or ears on your bees, or the colonies,
anyway. It is a good time to watch your colonies for stores
now, especially since brood-rearing- is under way.
-^m— ^

Improvement of Stock
Improvement of stock is a great thing. If our beekeepers would only spend half as much time over this
question as they do over some other things, the whole beekeeping world would be better off. Better bees, with better
bee-keepers, of course, will mean increased yields larger
returns, and greater profits.
New blood should be procured and introduced into the
yards. Some good breeders, and then some good breeding,
would make it possible to produce honey-gathering strains
that would be profitable to their keepers.

—

=\

<r

yards
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means, close spacing in the super, which is objecWe can only choose the system with the most
advantageous and fewest objectionable features.
The
spacer shown by the A. I. Root Co. at the National Convention would, I think, be better than staples or Hoffman
it

tionable.

frames.
It materially strengthens the lug of the top-bar, which
more than counterbalances the danger of the metal to the
honey-knife. It does not provide for propolis like the Hoffman, and allows combs to be handled in bunches better
than staples. It does not provide for wide spacing in the
super, unless a different size of spacer be used on the supercombs. With the latter, super-combs could be put in the
brood-chamber occasionally, and probably as often as that
should be done. So, all considered, and judging by theory
based on general experience, as I have never used the new
Root spacer, it may be a good thing.

Distributing the Caucasian Bees
Editor Canadian Bee Journal
Dear

Sir:

— Unwisely,

I

—

think, and so do

many

others, the Depart-

ment of Agriculture. Washington, D. C, is arranging without a thorough test to distribute the Caucasian bee. Mr. 3. B. Hall condemns
them stroDgly, and says after 23 years' effort to stamp them out their
objectionable traits at times crop up in the apiary. Would it not be
well for Canadian bee-keepers to suppress their curiosity and let the
United States distribute them.
We can wait a season, and may keep
ourselves from introducing at different points through the country
what may be as objectionable as the English sparrow.
R. F. Holtermank.

So say we

all.

%

Canabtcm
(Dur*Stster

*33eebom-f

J
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Conducted by Morley Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont.
Conducted by

Frame-Spacers and Spacing Frames

—

Dear Mr. Pettit Your words on spacing frames, in
the American Bee Journal, interested me, as nearly everything on that subject does.
In regard to the so-called
" Alpaugh " spacing device there illustrated, the only new
idea in it is the form of the end-spacer, and combining the
end-spacer with the pin under the projection of the end-bar.
Spacing by notches in the rabbet, and a pin (headless nail)
under the top-bar projection was described in the American
Bee Journal years ago. The scheme might be excellent,
but when we put on the extracting supers we can't afford to
use close spacing, so we use 8 combs in a 14'+' -inch spacenever more than 9; then our " advantageous " spacer is
useless, and worse the frames are now raised perhaps onesixteenth of an inch or more, as the wires no longer rest in
the notches and if we don't use a quilt there is not sufficient bee-space over the frames, and you know what that
:

—

;

means.
If it were perfectly practicable to use the same spacing
in both supers and brood-chambers, that would really be an

excellent device, but inferior to either staple or Hoffman
frames, in that one can not shove over two or more frames
en masse.
How you manage to " take no thought of spacing" in
the extracting supers I don't see, unless you have staples
driven so as to make a wider spacing in the supers, and
then never interchange frames above and below. I think
the Hoffman frame superior to any of these make-shifts.
Meridian, Idaho.
E. F. AtwaTER.
It would be interesting to know the exact date when
spacing by notches in the frame-rests and pin under topbar lug was first described in the American Bee Journal,
and by whom. Mr. Atwater's objection to its use in the
super can be overcome by having the super-frame rests
notched for wide spacing.
The main objection I see to the system is the next point
he mentions ''that one can not shove over two or more
frames en masse.'' Barring that and the necessity sometimes to space close in the super, I consider it the best
spacer I know of.
My "taking no thought of spacing in supers" means,
in one yard combs with staples driven for wide spacing,
and no exchanging with brood-chamber combs; in other

—

Emma

M. Wilson, Marengo,

111.

Breeding from the Best— Stimulative Feeding

—

Bee-keeping is " so full of a
of things," and so many interesting points have
been raised in the American Bee Journal lately, that one
hardly knows where to begin or end in writing. However,
as you are always so willing to answer our questions, perhaps I would better begin by answering yours (page 903

Dear Miss Wilson

:

number

1905).
I began in the spring with 31 colonies, and packed away
46 in winter quarters at the end of the season.
super of
chaff goes under the cover of each hive, and I have small
movable sheds to shelter 4 hives each, which I put over
them, and pack the whole well with straw.

A

The bees were

splendidly strong in the early summer,
you know, the Colorado honey crop was anything
but a large one last year, and, with the best intentions, my
bees gathered only 300 pounds of comb honey fit to pack,
and I rendered down a lot of culls, which gave me about 50
or 60 pounds of extracted honey, which my misguided family always prefer to the finest " comb."
I find the very best way to do this is to put the comb,
after cutting them from the sections, into a white enameled
pan, which then goes into a solar wax-extractor. If the
sun is hot enough it will melt right through, and the vat
A slit can be
will cool in a cake at the top in the evening.
made at the edge of the vat, and the honey can then be
poured from under it. It will be found so clear that it will
need no straining through cheese-cloth, and the sun seems
to give it an extra-fine flavor.
Now for a few of the " points " I have been noticing
lately in the Journal.
So much has been written about
Italians vs. blacks, that I will give my experience. I have
my figures as nearly correct as I can, but in some cases it
was a little hard to judge what each colony did. I had,
sometimes, to let one colony cap what two or three had
but, as

1

helped to fill.
Getting 360 pounds from 31 (spring count) colonies,
gives an average of less than 12 pounds a colony. But of
this the colony ruled by the 6 golden Italian queens I bought
the previous fall, produced 193 pounds, or 32 pounds per colony. The remaining 25 colonies of " mixed " bees made

Feb.
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way as to induce the queen to lay more than she otherwise
would do, by feeding a small quantity each day, or every
other day. It is better to have the honey or syrup thin.
But stimulative feeding is a two-edged sword, and may
do more harm than good, by inducing the bees to fly in un-

Now, 32
167, or less than 7 pounds per colony.
pounds is not much for a colony to store, but it was more
than 4 times the amount the others stored. In Edition, the
Italians filled up their hives well with winter stores, which
This leads me to
is more than some of their neighbors did.
a second point feeding. I am sorry you and Dr. Miller
had so much trouble with your unfinished sections, but I am
glad you told us of it, for if sometimes the bee-keeping
chieftains can not get their bees to work their will, we
humble followers need not always get discouraged, and
think, " I suppose it is my own fault somewhere," when our
bees persist in doing the very opposite of what we want or

only about

a

—

favorable weather.
In our locality stimulative feeding is rarely needed, as
the queens usually lay as many eggs as the bees can cover.
In some localities, especially in Colorado, there may be
good weather in the spring so that bees can fly, everything
all right for brood-rearing, but there is nothing for the
bees to gather, so the queens will not lay as when nectar is
coming in. In such cases feeding is a necessity in order to
keep the queens laying.
You are indeed using the most " advanced method." Is
there anything that is better to feed bees than solid frames
of honey ? I always feel rich when we have a good supply
of full combs on hand.
The only inI have looked up the article by Dr. Peiro.
structions are to mash the mulberries to a pulp, and put on
the alighting-boards. It is doubtful if the bees will trouble
themselves with any kind of fruit-juice when they can get
nectar from the flowers.

expect of them.
I had just the same trouble as you had, but with me it
was more serious, for I not only wanted to get the sections
cleaned out, but to feed the light colonies. I also had a
number of brood-frames containing 1 or 2 pounds of honey
I wanted them to take out, but nothing would induce the
bees to carry it down. I tried giving the supers under the
hive-body, but neither would they carry it up. I then gave
them extracted honey, and I gave them syrup, but neither
would they store that. I fed it hot, and I fed it cold I fed
in the warm part of the day, and I fed at night, but with
the hives I wanted to fill up most it was no use at all.
Anything left in the open a few drops spilled, or the stick
I mixed with
would be black with bees directly but except
in the case of one or two colonies they would not take from
the feeder.
I made the syrup thick, as recommended in the Bee
Journal of Oct. 5, 1905, and mixed it smooth and clear in
the bread-making machine, which mixed it beautifully.
Finally, I had to buy a number of full extracting combs
from a neighbor to get enough for them to winter on.
Observe. I said " to winter on." But there are several
still too light to stand the strain of brood-rearing in the
spring, and I shall have to feed them in some way about
;

—

—

;

I1lt\

pasty's

Ctftertfyougfyts
The " Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Basty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

March.

Gla6ses.

We have had several warm days lately, and the bees
have been flying freely about, and they are usually quite
ready for bran and flour by the middle of February. I have
noticed that the elms are usually out about the first of
March, with the bees thick upon them, and the box-elders

Mr. Scholl and Those Bee-Problems.
be good for Mr. Scholl— but bad for we'uns— that
he has so unexpectedly flown the Texas coop. The Ohio
State University is not much interested to have him settle

are only a

we do ?

I

May

all

little later.

never quite understand what

tive feeding " in

the spring.

How

meant by " stimulawould you feed under

is

'•

these circumstances ? Would the syrup I made in the fall
be right then, or should I make a thinner one? I have
never had to feed syrup before at all.
I use 10-frame hives, and leave all the frames in all the
summer, and, in addition, I have always tried to get a number of extra combs filled with sealed honey to enrich the
poorer colonies in the spring.
I know this is not the most " advanced " method, but I
do almost the entire work of the apiary by myself and if
there is a little less honey in the packing cases there is
also less handling of hives and combs, and less anxiety

I

fear.

Whatever

shall

We never had a little dog
But what he died or run away."

Didn't Like Nature's Hive.
So when L. M. Gulden had secured one of Nature's

hives at his pretty apiary (for contrast), the bees therein
"up and died." So ashamed of their not-up-to-date condition that they got cold feet. Pages 21 and 27.

Space Under Solid Combs in Winter.

On page 29, Dr. Miller's all right to get his bees in a
bunch down below solid combs of honey, when it's a matter
of cellar-wintering merely but I'm an out-door feller, and
was thinking of out-door conditions. I have come of late
years to think that vacant space below (or unnecessary
vacant space anywhere, for that matter) counts heavily
against the best success in wintering outdoors. Such space
and it half
is cellar, and shockingly cold cellar at that
forfeits the strongest advantage of outdoor winteringdirect ventilation from perfectly pure and highly ozonized
In other words, air keeps circulating back and forth
air.
between the big, cold space and the warmer, narrow spaces
next to the cluster, with the result that pure air from the
outside arrives only in an adulterated condition. Or, in
must be
still other words— seeing the air next the cluster
cooled by admixture with colder air from some place, far
better the mix be with pure outdoor air than with dead and
impure indoor air.
Difference in Percentage of Mismatings.

;

;

about winter stores.
In the American
I have another favor to ask of you:
Bee Journal for 1903, page 491, there is a letter signed by
Dr. F. L. Peiro on feeding bees with "crushed white mulberries." He speaks of a previous article on the subject,
but I did not take the Journal till that year. We have a
large number of mulberry trees, both purple and white, and
the bees certainly get either pollen or honey from the blossoms, and perhaps both. I tried crushing the fruit and
putting it near the hives, but the bees would not take it.
Would it be too much to ask you to look this up, and let
me know how the fruit should be prepared ? If it is really
as good a bee-food as he thinks, it is a pity not to use the
Colorado.
quantity of fruit we have every year.

;

There is at least one member of our family that will
agree with your misguided ones, that extracted honey is

much the best.
You are on

the right track, keeping tab of what each
colony is doing, and, by breeding from the colony doing
the best work, you can have in time those poorest colonies
doing just as good work as the best.
Our bees
It was the sections that we had trouble with.
have seldom bothered us much in taking feed from a feeder
in the fall.
Sometimes they have refused to take it in the
spring, but that, I think, was perhaps because they were
rather weak.
A very good plan is to give the strong colony that will
take the feed a story of empty brood-combs and let them fill
them, then draw from these to feed those that need feeding.
What is meant by stimulative feeding, is to feed in such

those toothsome bee-problems,

So E. W. Diefendorf thinks the lemon-banded Italians
and the orange-banded Italians differ in the percentage of
queens that will mismate (outside things being equal), the
That, if sustained, will
latter making the worse scores.
offer some aid and comfort to those who think that comparative agility in flight, and the number of wing-strokes per
second (on both male and female sides) count heavily in
the martial selection. I don't seem to have much to say
about it— perhaps— and then again perhaps not. Page 30.

Catching the Prodigal Swarms.
During a season when
here's another rich idea
famine conditions prevail, a large, well-kept apiary attracts

And

|

:
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the hungry swarms from yards where there are but few
colonies, and they totally neglected. Not much doubt about
that. Well, the additional kink is that a few decoy hives
posted up on roofs and trees around will take them automatically. William Stolley got six of them in one season.
He did well and wants to hear from the fellow that can

—

beat

it.

Page

30.

Feb.

22,

19C6

answer, but that one answer answers both questions. In
now give a cate-

order, however, to satisfy you fully, I will
gorical anUwerto each of the questions.

The first question is: "Is it necessary to use queenexcluders with dovetailed hives in producing comb honey ?"
To that question I answer, No.
The second question is " Would you use Njund, unbound, or wood-and-zinc ?" To that question I answer, No.
:

Lumber Pricks

in Texas.

Pass some of those high prices up this way, please
call lumber high at S22 per M.
Page 31.

!

The Texans

L,ate

:

Swarms North and South.

:

Yes, Oct. 31 distances Sept. 22 as record for the lateness
of a swarm or would, except that we can hardly let California, and Texas, and Florida trot in the same class with
the Northern States on the Atlantic side of the Rockies.

—

CD And A. J. Burns shows that an imprisoned host of robber-bees can sometimes be enlisted and queened and started
off on an honest career as a colony.
Possibly some of us
may have suspected as much before. Page 34.

Doctor

2T!iiler's

(Question

-

Box

queen-excluders.

One Pound Sections

H. A. Smith, page 126, wants to know what I think
about 2-pound sections. They had the field when sections
were introduced years ago, but side by side brought 2 cents
a pound less than the 1-pounds so that notwithstanding
the less labor in their production they were driven out of
the market.
It is somewhat doubtful whether they would
do any better now.
C. C. M.
;

Cutting Small Soft-Maple Limbs In Spring for Sap for
Bees

have 30 colonies of bees whu-h I desire to increase. I
also have a grove on my farm of about 10,000 soft-maple
I

Now, as soon as the bees begin to fly well in the
spring, and in order to build up fast, if I would cut off a
small limb of a lot of the trees so that they could work on
trees.

the sap, which flows profusely, would
would it be a damage to them ?

it

help the bees, or

Nebraska.

Answer. — I

don't know, but I think it would be a good
thing.
There is just a question whether it might not get
the bees out on days so cold that the loss from chilled bees
would overbalance any good resulting. Neither would the
trial one year tell positively what might be done another
year.
One year there might be nothing but good weather
at the time, and the next nothing hut chilly, windy and wet.
At any rate, I rather think I'd try the experiment, not being
in a hurry about it till there seemed a fair prospect of fairly
good weather.
» • »

To Use or Not to Use Queen Excluding Zinc

On page 105

?

" Pennsylvania" asks regarding excluders
or wood-andzinc ? " We
were just congratulating ourselves on seeing your honest
opinion on a matter we have been interested in, when, by
answering the first part of query No. 2, you shut off all the
rest, and every subscriber to the paper is made a partaker
of the apparent snubbing given by half-answered questions.
My present opinion favors a full sheet of queen-excluding
zinc, because of the larger surface available for the use of
the bees.
Ontario.
:

"Would you use bound, unbound,

Answer. — I should

regret exceedingly

snub any
one, even at second-hand, in this department, and I do not
mean to leave a question "half-answered" in any case,
even if I can do no better than to say I don't know. I think
you will absolve me from the charge if you will look again.
It is true that there are two questions, and I gave one
to

were going

it.

work

for extracted honey I would use
the kind, there are several things
to be taken into consideration.
The wood-andzinc keeps
in shape better than anything else.
The all-zinc has a
larger number of perforations, but if it should sag down so
as to rest on the top-bars, that would shut off a large number of them from use. In any case, either one has more perforations than needed for free passage of the bees.
The
wood-and-zinc excluders are rather frail, easily broken,
making them in the long run more expensive than the
others.
So you see there are advantages and disadvantages
on both sides.
If I were to work for extracted honey I
would use wood-and-zinc excluders, because I have 150 of
them on hand barring what have been broken and if I
had them all to buy I don't know which I would use, with
some suspicion, however, that it would be the all-zinc.
Now, if I haven't been mind-reader enough to answer all
that was in your mind, send on any further questions and
I'll do my level best on them.
If I

J
vs.

Very true, and some might also want to know whether I
would use excluders for extracted honey, and several other
things might be asked. Now, if you are going to hold me
responsible to answer all the questions that some one else
might ask, under penalty of being charged with apparently
snubbing every subscriber of the paper, don't you think
you are giving me a pretty big stint ? Bless your heart, my
good friend, I don't know enough to answer all the questions now asked, without exposing my ignorance by trying
to answer all the questions I can imagine might be asked.
You don't want to be too hard on me, do you ?
Well, now, seeing it's you, I'm going to answer the
question I infer you want answered, even though you
haven't directly asked

Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Two-Pound

I now submit whether those two answers were not just
as fully understood from the one answer I gave " I wouldn't
use excluders for comb honey."
" Yes, but some may want
I can fancy your replying
to know what you would prater if you used either excluder."

to

As

to

—

;

Shade Protection— Gravel to Keep Down Weeds
1. Would it be practical for me to move my apiary from
an orchard to the west side of a grove with no protection but
on the east, as it is too close to the road ?
2. What would give the quickest protection ?
3. Would gravel keep the weeds down around the hives
Iowa.
very well ?

—

Answers. 1. Yes, move them in the spring before they
get to flying frequently, say at a time when you think they
will be confined something like a week before having a
Clear off everything at the old place
flight after removal.
so it will have no resemblance to their old home, and as an
additional precaution it will be no harm to set up a board
before each entrance, not removing the board until they
have had two or three flights.
2.

The

quickest protection

is

a shade-board

made

of

any

stuff placed over a hive, letting it project over the
south side. This for a protection from the heat of the sun
on hot days. But it will not be needed until the days do get
hot, perhaps along in June, and even then some good beekeepers think it is better not to have such protection. So

cheap

good a bee-keeper as E. W. Alexander is cutting away the
trees that shade his bees.
If you mean protection against west winds, then the
quickest thing is a high, close, board fence. For a growing
protection, plant cottonwood, or poplar for quick results.
I don't know just how deep
3. Yes, if deep enough.
perhaps 6 inches.

;

Us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not
American Bee Journal, and we will send them
sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get
their subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable
premiums in nearly every number of this Journal. You
can aid much by sending in the names and addresses when
writing us on other matters.
Please Send

now

get the

Feb.
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Reports cmb
(Experiences
Results of the Past Season

My

bees did well the past year.
Spring
count showed 52 colonies, from which I got
3400 pounds of honey, and increased to 74 col-

165
another 24 pound super of comb honey. These
bees are kept in a house-apiary.
The others

possible to do anything in that line early in
the season.
He can well afford to pay good
prices to Southern breeders.
We have had
our best results with a breeder in Florida, also
very good satisfaction from some in Texas.
In conclusion, I feel that the queen-breeder
is a necessary accessory to the honey-producer,
and should be looked upon with approval by
the beekeeping public.
I wish to speak my appreciation of the American Bee Journal a fair and independent paper, and of great service to the professional

I

Hennepin

C. L.

Co.,

Brown.

Minn.

James H. Baker.

onies.

Palmyra, Mo.

Improving American - Italian Bees

About Half a Crop

in 1905

I had about half a crop of honey last year,
the season being too wet and cold. I had 20
colonies in the spring, which increased to 36.
I took off 1100 pounds of surplus honey, of
which 380 pounds was comb honey.
Three Rivers. Mich.
W. Z. Ruggles.

Dampening Sections

for Folding-

Cutting Section Foundation
have noticed many times articles in

I
the
bee-papers in regard to wetting the back of
each joint of sections before using them. I
would like to 6ay to all that have had to do
that way, put the crate of sections into the
cellar 12 to 24 hours before using, and your
trouble will vanish like magic.
I will give my way of cutting foundation
"
for surplus sections: Take a piece of s -inch
surfaced lumber 6 inches wide by 2 feet long.
Put on a strip of board 1', inches wide the
full length of one edge of the first piece mentioned, and also across one end. Then take a
square and measure off the length of pieces of
foundation, marking off for as many pieces
as the sheet of foundation will make. Then
saw out each mark to a depth of ', inch clear
across the board and through tne l' s -inch
strip, which strip should be put on with the
projection all on one side. This will serve as
a back to put the foundation against.
Now
get an old steel case-knife and cut it off to
about 3 inches long. Then taper the cutting
edge of the blade, making a long taper, and
grind it down thin, but not sharp, and smooth
the whole surface of the blade with a fine
whetstone.
With this knife and the abovedescribed board a good outfit is secured whereby foundation can be cut perfectly square
and without damaging it in the least, if one
has a cup of cold water to dip the knife in
occasionally.
Lay the foundation on the
board snug against the projection. On both
end and side hold the foundation with the
thumb and forefinger straddle of each sawkerf as the knife is drawn through the sawkerf.
C. II. Harlan.
Mora, Minn., Jan. 15.

Dealing With Queen-Breeders
I sometimes notice articles in the American
Bee Journal that I feel should be taken up and
given further discussion in order to prevent
non-progressive opinions being formed in the
minds tf the amateurs and others who are its

Especially would I like to call attenreaders.
tion to the item on page 97, entitled, " Deal-

ing with Some Queen-Breeders."
While I
have had the same experience as Mr. Smith,
Btill I believe the queen-breeders, as a class,
are just as honest as the average business man
of to-day. and while one is apt to get the wor6t
of it at times when trying to get orders filled
early, or in small lots, yet our experience has
been very agreeable and satisfactory. VVe have
purchased from 25 to 150 queens every season
for the past 10 of 12 years, and I can assure
you that it paid well in fact, as well as any
investment we ever made in the bee-line.
I
believe it is safe to say that we got back in increased surplus three dollars for every one

It's an old story, this improvement of bees
for honey-gathering. Now let us get the evidence and see what we have.
J. A. Green, in (ileanings, says: "It does
not seem that anything very wonderful has
been done " Now, in some number of (ileanings, E. F. Atwater seems to have about the
same opinion about our improved bees.
In reference to Roots' $200 queen, if I mistake not, shecame direct from Sunny Italy. I

might ask what has been done here in America
in the way of improving this strain of bees as
to honey-gathering ? I will give a brief review
of my bee-keeping for the last 20 years:
In the spring of 1886 I began bee-keeping
with Italian bees, and every season 6ince I
have bought Italian queens from Illinois east
to the Atlantic, and from New York to Texas.
I mean to say I have bought queens from the
territory above stated, and by careful count
have taken off 26,300 pounds of honey (not a
large amount, by the way), ':, of which was
comb honey and
extracted.
Now, in my
20 years of bee-keeping I had one queen that
I bought, imported from Italy, that I reared
queens from in June, 1904. They proved themselves the most valuable during the season of
1905 of any bees I ever owned. It was an easy
matter for those queens to keep three 12-frame
Langstroth hives full of bees, brood and honey,
and the6e bees gathered honey according to
the amount of bees they had.
The season of 1905 here in northern Indiana
was poor. We had a great amount of rain,
and I got but 1600 pounds of honey from 54
colonies, which increased to 72.
St. Joseph Co., Ind.
C. A. Bunch.
-

'..

Do Bees Move Eggs?
In the report of the Ontario Convention,
page 84, is found this question and answer:
"Will bees move eggs?"
"Mr. Alpaugh 'Yes. I had queen-cells
built, eggs carried and put into them, and

—

Mr. Holtermann and Mr.
queens reared.'
Pettit both endorsed this."
An unqualified statement and an unqualiHeretofied endorsement by three able men
fore writers have expressed their opinions on
this subject with hesitation, no one high in
leadership committing himself on either side.
1

No

ca6e has ever been reported in detail that
satisfy the demands of entomology.
Editor Root, who was, one might almost say,
born in a bee-hive, and who thinks that bees
do move eggs, offers no better proof than that
he u has seen a worker carrying something
that looked like an egg." More likely a flake
Arguments drawn
of newly-secreted wax.
from the innate jealousy of the queen [Langstroth], or from the ant by analogy [Novice],
are plausible but not substantial.
In view of the uncertainly in the teachings
on this subject, would it be too much to ask
Mr. Alpaugh. or one of his endorsers, to give
us the cold facts ? The object of this request
is not to impeach their truthfulness, but to
challenge, in all kindness, the accuracy of
E. W. Diefendorp.
their observations.

would

New

Lebanon, Mo.

;

expended in this way.
Young queens stimulate an apiary and bring
results.
The apiarist who devotes all his time
to the production of honey can seldom afford
the time to rear the queens he should have, to
obtain the best results; especially in this
Northern climate where it is practically im-

Results of the Season of 1905
bees are the blacks. By May 20, 1905, I
took off one Sframe extracting super of honey
and one 24-pound super of comb honey per
colony.
By June 20, I took off one 8 frame
extracting super and another 24-pound super
During the re6t of the season
of comb honey.
they drew out one S-frame super of comb
foundation into full combs, and finished

My

I

sell

my

honey at

12

cents per pound. Some bee-keepers claim that
1905 was not a good year for honey here. The
bees commenced swarming in this locality
about May 13, but I don't think they will
swarm this year until the la6t of May.
My way of stopping robber-bees is to close
up the bive of the robbers at night, and in the
morning close up the hive-entrance of the one
that was being robbed to one bee-space. Then
I open the hive-entrance of the robbers and
kill all the bees that come out loaded; or else
I pick up the colony that Is doing the robbing
and take it off a mile or two. This is a sure
cure.
I have four colonies of bees on the summer
stands that have wintered well so far. I have
sold some bees, but every time after having
sold a colony I caught a swarm coming out of
the woods.
My bees work on red clover, pennyroyal, or
almost anything. I left a feeder in one hive
full of thick sugar syrup.
The bees did not
seem to want to go in search of anything this
winter.
They did not unseal any of their
I caught this
honey, so far as I could see.
swarm in October.
L. A. Miller.
Rosebud, Mo., Jan. 30.

—

beekeeper.

increased to s colonies and sold $5 worth of

honey per colony.

Bees Didn't Do Well
tering

Cellar- Win-

The

past year bees in this locality did not
My 9 colonies taken out of cellar in
the spring (1 died) increased to 13 (by natural
swarming) and gave about 140 sections of
honey. I had a swarm issue May 30 which I
hived on old combs and saw the queen enter
the hive, but 6 weeks later, noticing that there
was no work at that colony, I examined and
found that there was only a handful of bees
left, and no sign of brood, but mothsin plenty,
June 15 I put a
and combs nearly spoiled.
super on this colony, when it seemed flourishing finely. Does this happen often?
First swarms usually appear after the middle of June here.
My bees are in the house-cellar facing the
center, with no precautions as to light, there

do

well.

,

being two windows at their back and one at
The hives are
their 6ide but 15 feet away.
placed with their backs to the wall on the
south side, with a board partition between the
wall and the hives, and stacked 2 or 3 high,
as convenient. I leave the bottom-boards on

and 1 inch
off, entrances 6x'.,
auger-holes in the middle of the front just
above the portico, which makes a good alightThey wintered well
ing-board in summer.
under the same treatment last winter, while
two neighbors about l'i miles from here lost
very heavily; one, from 50 colonies put in
winter-cases, had 18 the other, of 30 or 33 on
the summer stands with corn-stalks as a covIt seems
very weak ones left.
ering, had
useless to try to winter bees without good proSince Dec. 1 there
tection in this climate.
have been 6 or 7 days that bees could fiy with
safety— only one diy at a time— so they might
stand it thi6 year on the summer stands.
The American Bee Journal is the only paper of four taken by the family that I read
entirely, every number being a treasure, and
very helpful to bee-keepers in general. I thinkthat I can lay all the success that 1 have yet
enjoyed to the instructions found in the AmerHoward H. Hoc se.
ican Bee Journal.
Richfield Springs, N. Y., Jan. 15.
and supers

,

;

Bee-Keeping

in

North Dakota

Last spring I put out of the cellar 7 colonies, and secured over 700 pounds of surplus
honey, and increased to 15 and 1 nucleus during the season, all fairly supplied with honey
I left them on the summer
for the winter.
stand until Dec. Land had to dig them out of

They were
were summertime. This winter is mild for North Dakota,
and the bees are keeping up that low hum in
the cellar at about 45 degrees above zero.
I have the hives set in wooden trays 2 inches
deep, with a wire-screen on one end and a
little tin door on the corner, open enough to
a

snowbank from 4 to 6
and happy

all as lively

feet deep.

as

if it
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A $4.00 CLOCK FOR $2.50

The Bee-Hive Clock

American Bee Journal

The

work, and would be both ornamental and
very useful in any house, and particularly in
a bee-keeper's home.
The Clock part itself is warranted for 3
years to keep good time. So it is no plaything, but a beautiful and needful article for
everyday use.
Clocks like "The Bee-Hive Clock " usually
sell in the stores at from $4.00 to $5.00 each,
but having them made for us in quantities
enables us to offer them at $2.50 each by express, or with the American Bee Journal a
year— both for only $3.00. Either Clock or
Journal would make an ideal gift.

get

"The Bee-Hive Clock"

Only

New

Or, send us 4
Subscribers (at $1.00 each) and 50 cents— $4.50
Subscribers (at $1.00
in all. Or, 3
each) and $1.00— $4.00 in all. Or, 3
Subscribers (at $1.00 each) and $1.50—
$3.50 in all.

express charges).

New

Address

aii

New

orders to

the bees out to run around, and closed
to keep a mouse out. They did pretty
well this way last winter.
1 hang to that way of making increase that
I saw in the American Bee Journal some years
ago, viz. After putting out, I see to keeping
them warm, and that they have feed enough,
and when they get well filled with brood (I do
not shake) I divide them about equally. If I
can not see the queen, I move the hive one
foot or so to one side and put the other half
a foot or so to the other side. I put a board
between the hives, standing it out in front,
and it seems the bees divide about right. I
soon find tbe half that has no queen, and either
introduce a queen or let them rear one themselves, helping them by taking brood from the
other. As soon as these two hives are filled
with brood, on goes the excluder and a hive
on top filled with empty comb or foundation,
and in comes the honey. I then look to extracting, having an eye to queen-cells below,

enough

:

little

fear of swarming.

get some fine queens from these queenles6
halves by taking a frame with cells and putting it in a nucleus. These often build up to
a good colony for wintering or for replacing
a queenless colony. I often have 3 nuclei in
one divided hive-body.
White and yellow sweet clover are all right
as honey-plants.
We are well supplied with
forage white clover, bas6wood, willow, plum,
elm, wild-cherry, hawthorn, mustard, corn,
raspberries, etc. All that is needed here is to
manipulate all right.
The local demand for
1

—

honey

is

What

Dr. Miller Thinks of the

Bee Hive Clock

Busily ticking away, in the room where I
am sitting, stands a genuine bee-keeper's
clock (please understand that the word " genuine " belongs to the clock and not to the
bee-keeper) .or, as the legend upon the clock
has it, " The Bee-Hive Clock." I don't know

GEORGE W. YORK &

let

and

by Express.
Weight, with packing, about 4 pounds.

$2.50. f.o.b. Chicago,

FREE
Send us 5 New Subscribers to the
Weekly American Bee Journal for one year,
at $1.00 each, and we will send you this beautiful " Bee-Hive Clock" FREE (excepting

sufficient yet.

I am getting more and more in love with
the American Bee Journal. But for it my surplus would be little or nothing. By keeping
a close watch on its columns, and adding my
own experience, I succeeded even in the past
poor year to get over 100 pounds of honey
from each colony, spring count.
Hendrum, Minn.
R. McCradie.

There comes through the columns of the
bee-papers every spring, a Rind of wail, especially from the beginners. Their bees died,
although there was honey in the hive— not
very much, perhaps, but if the bees had been
clustered on the little bit there was, they
would no doubt have survived until it was

Only $3.00

was conceived in tbe brain of the Editor of
the American Bee Journal, or whether he got
it elsewhere, but the wonder is that such a
thing wa6 not thought of long before.
Setting aside all idea of its association with
the business of a bee-keeper, there is a peculiar appropriateness in having the minutes
a'jd the hours " told off " in a case representing the home of the busy little workers. The
glance at the clock, with its ceaseless tick,
tick, tick, tick, can not fail to remind one
that the flying moments must be improved
now or be forever lost, and that suggestion is
reinforced by the thought of the never ceasing activity of the little denizens of the hive,
always busy, busy, busy, working from morn
till night and from night till morn, working
unselfishly for the generations to come, and
literally dying in the harness.
Let us be thankful that the form of the oldfashion ed straw hive or skep was adopted, and
not that of any modern affair, patented or
unpatented. The latter smacks of commercialism, but the former of solid comfort, for
no other form of hive has ever been devised
that contributes 60 fully to the comfort and
welfare of a colony of bees a6 does the oldfashioned straw-hive. It appeals, too, to one's
artistic sense as can no angular affair of more
modern times. As an emblem of industry,
artists have always used— probably always
will use the old straw skep.
Thanks, Mr. Editor, for furnishing us a
time-keeper so appropriate for all, and espe-

—

cially for bee-keepers.

CO., 334 Dearborn

St.,

Miller.

C. C.

CHICAGO, ILL.

possible to feed them in the spring. Of course,
the bees should have been fed in the fall, so
there could have been no possible chance of
starvation. The beginner knows this, but still
he finds it hard to excuse those bees for dying
when the honey was there, although out of
reach.

Would that honey have been out of reach if it
had been directly over the cluster, or nearly so f
One pound of feed over the cluster is worth
100 pounds in some other part of the hive,
when a cold-snap comes. I have found plenty
of honey at one end of a Langstroth hive, and
a cluster of dead bees at the other end, when
taken out of winter quarters. Would such a
state of things have existed if that superfluous
length had been added to the depth of the
hive, thereby placing the honey, which would
have been in that part of the hive, directly
over the cluster!

For the man who winters his bees in the cellar, the long Langstroth frame is all that can
be desired.
It is also a good hive for some
men who winter bees out-of-doors. By some
men, I mean those who feed their bees so the
hives are chock-full in the fall, so they always
have feed in easy reach. But for the man who
can not attend to his bees as can the specialist,
a shorter and deeper hive one which will
bring the bulk of the honey over the cluster
will save him many colonies of bees.
Ever

—

since Father Langstroth invented his hive,
with its long, narrow frame, it seems to have
been preserved as a standard, especially in regard to its length.
No doubt many beekeepers have found fault with its wintering

but when the penalty for changing
from regular to odd-sized hives was realized,
they were forced to stick to the standard. I
find that a hive which is about 3J-o inches
shorter, 2 inches deeper, and about 14>a inches
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Cucumber
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Parsnip

50

cents.
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1
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"
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1
"
"
Pepper
1
l
pint Kinc's Wonder

Early Peas

Melon
Turnip
Parsley

1

pint

Radish
onion

1

pint

American Wax
Beans
Holmes* Early
Sweet Corn

Tomato

need for vour table all summer. Get your
vegetables fresh out of the warden every day, and
know what you are eating. This entire collection of
seeds, best in the world, only 60 cents. Send your
orders early and get your seeds on time to plant.

What yon

GLENDALE NURSERY, EVERETT, MASS.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

EngravjngsforSale

qualities,

wide, winters a colony much better than a
standard Langstroth, and with less honey.
What honey the bees have i6 always within
reach.

Favors a Shorter and Deeper Frame

withthe

...

whether the idea of getting up such a clock

We

have originated and had made specially
for our readers, a bronzed-metal Clock, called
"
Bee-Hive Clock." It is 10!< inches
wide at the base, 9J| inches high, and deep
enough at the ba6e to stand firmly on a mantel or elsewhere.
It is a beautiful piece of

How to

a
B oth for

I don't wish it to be understood that I conthe Langstroth hive for all conditions
and circumstances.
As I said before, it is a
good hive for the specialist bee-keeper, but if
this other hive is a good hive for the novice,
it surely ought to be a better hive for the spe-

demn

according to the ability of the man
using it.
H. A. Smith.
Palermo, Ont.

cialist,

"We are accumulating- quite a stock of engravings that have been used in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having'
made and using in our columns. If there is any
of our engravings that any one would like tr
have, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &
334

Dearborn

Street,

-

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILI«
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BARN MINT

5 Percent Discount
We will allow you the above Discount on
Cash during February. Send for our Catalog.

PAGE & LYON MFG.

CO.,

all

Orders accompanied by

New London,

Wis.
per gallon

Freight Paid
Do You Want

a

South Dakota Paper?

Tells of great land values, of business opportunities, of a State where more railroad
build inp is going on than in any other State

South Dakota Farmer

union

every week.
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ii ..Ti-
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I
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,

the best paint on the
price. A durable, weatherproof mineral paint, thoroughly ground and
thinned with pure kettle-boiled Unseed oil.
For barns, roofs, fences and every purpose
where paint is exposed to the weather.
Guaranteed to satisfy or money back. Made
in t» shades. Write for pariiculars how
we can sell National Barn Paint for 55c a
gallon and pay the freight, and how we can
sell all kinds of paints cheaper than any
other house. Remember we sell "everything to everybody cheaper than anybody."
Get our UHMj-page catalogue and compare
prices— that's the proof.

1

market for the

live 2c stamps or a dime
for mailing" bush.
send free due
bill for 50c worth of seeds, packet
of seeds and handsome rose bush.
Do it to-day. A. A. Berry Seed Co.,
Box 49,
Clarinda, Iowa.

Price, $1 per year.
this ad with 35

SPECIAL OFFER— Send

cents for a year's subscription. Address.
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMER. SiouxFalls.S D.
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Please mention the Bee Journal.
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American Bee Journal
Novelty Pocket-Knife
Gold Fountain Pen

All
for

when

writing.

$2.75

Ask us to tell you how to save 10
per cent from list prices on everything
you buy— we nave a plan you ought I"
know about— it will save you 8150 to
8250 a year.

Catalogue

is

now

ready.

Send for

it

today.

Co-operative Society of the National Supply Co.
Chicago, III.
Lansing, Mich.
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(Name and Address on one

Knife. When ordering, be sure
what name and address you wish put on the Knife.

Perfect is construction

to say

j

it

MERS FOUNDATION AT DITTMERS PRICES.

We are headquarters in the South for Bees
$1.00 each; $9perdoz.Tested, $1.50. Full Colonies, Nuclei and Queens
in large lots onr specialty. Send for Catalog.
and Queens; Untested,

postpaid for

$1.25, or club the Novelty Knife and the American Bee Journal for one
year both for $2.00.
(Allow two weeks for Knife order to be filled.)

THE BEE & HONEY COnPANY,

—

(Will Atchley, Prop.)

Beevllle. Bee Co.. Texas.

__^

SOLID GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN

Italian ^Caucasian Bees

we have found
The manufacturers

a good Fountain Pen that is reasonable in
of thi6 pen say that if you pay more than
$1.25 for other fountain pens, it's for the name.
Finally,

price.

Drone

We

Having bought an apiary

of common bees and Italianized them last fall, we can
furnish bees at reduced prices
as iollows in April:

This pen is absolutely guaranteed to work perfectly, and give satisfaction.
The Gold Nib6 are 14 kt., pointed with selected Iridium.
The Holders are Para Rubber, handsomely finished. The simple feeder
eives a uniform flow of ink. Each pen is packed in a neat box, with
directions

and

«

Filler.

Gold Fountain Pen

^T

GEORGE

W.

YORK S

CO.,

1

Comb Nucleus

1

Tested Queen

1

Select-Tested Queen "

1

Breeder Queen

(no queen)
$1.50

8 i ze

for only $1.25, or for $2.00 we will mail it and the
weekly American Bee Journal for a whole year.
Sample copy of the American Bee Journal free; trial trip of three months (13 copies)
for 20c; regular yearly price, $1.00.
Address all orders to

mail this

in

One 2 story 8-frame hive in the flat for extracted honey, complete, ready to nail, $1.25;
1^-story hive in the flat, with sections, complete for comb honey, $1.25; self-spacing Hoffman frames in the flat, $15 per thousand. Remember, these are standard goods and Dovetailed hives. Get prices on large lots. DITT-

case a good knife is lost,
the chances are the owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty "
is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it.
If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so
fortunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will
serve as an identifier; and, in case of death, your relatives will at once
be notified of the accident.

send

stahl. putney,

h.

Hives and Supplies. We earnestly solicit a share
of your patronage. We quote prices on two
hives for comparison:

Why Own the Novelty Knile? — In

Valuable Knife. — We

oeo.

Please Take Notice

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English
razor-steel, and we warrant every blade.
It will last a life-time, with
proper usage.

this

ana

That we have purchased The Atchley Steam
Bee-Hive Factory, and are now putting in upto-date machinery for making Dovetailed Bee-

;

How to Get

Mich

^ctiun. Batches every fertile
egg. Write for catalog to-day

.

The Material

Queen

Co.,

For

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the
handle. It is made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as
transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the
handle is placed the name and residence of the owner, and on the
other 6ide pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as shown here.
best quality

SON.

.80
fTa
200 Egg
INCUBATOR

Three Bees on the other side

—

Your Name on the
just

Worker

side

Michigan

in

M. H. HUNT 4
Bell Branch, Withe

the full size of the Knife.)

NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE
—

'ST'

Sell Root's Goods

Let us quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc, as we can save yon time and
freight. Beeswax Wanttd for Cash.

HONEYVILLE, O.

334 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Can furnish

QUEENS

in

(Italian)

1.60
2.25
(Italian! 3.30

CAUCASIAN

May

if

ordered

early.

Will give 4 percent for orders In
for Catalog.

March. Send

j L STRONG,

Please Mention the American Bee Journal SRafflffi?

204 E.

8A3t

Logan

St..

CLARINDA, IOWA.

Please mention the Bee Journal.
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Everything for the" Apiary

Wholesale Agents for G.B. Lewis Co.
Dadant's Foundation

1906

contains

152
large pages

full

22,

^\^\vA*/\i/Vi/\*/\*/\*/V*/\i/\*/Vv/\*/\./U/\l>\4/\./l,A./W/V*>\i/\*/V*/^

E

Seeef

FOR

Feb.

from cov-

er to cover of
i.llustrations
descriptions of the
best and newest
things

and

known

BUY

NOW—TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THE DISCOUNT.

$j

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

in

f:

horticulture.

No market

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS f

gardener, farmer, or any-

one interested
in flowers can
afford to be without this book, which
will be sent free to all sending me their
address on a postal.

DAVENPORT, IOWA

WM. HENRY MAXJLE
1720 Filbert

Mention

St.

Philadelphia, Pa,,

Bee Journal

when

writing;.

how mu ch

Send to

For Queens

JOHN W.PHARR

He will furnish at the same prices as last
year: Tested, $1; Untested, Toe; 5 for $3.25;
10 for $6; 15 for $8.25; 25 for $12.50; 100 for
He breeds Goldens, Carniolans, and 3$45.
Band Italians. Also 1, 2, and 3 frame Nuclei
and full colonies. Prices given on applicaPharr pays the freight, and guarantees
tion.
satisfaction on all Queens. To do justice and
judgment is more acceptable with the Lord
5Atf
than sacrifice.— (Prov. 3:21.)
Mention

Will

yo u use?

Berclair, Tex.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

If

you

will

send us a

coming season we

list

of the

will be pleased to

amount of SUPPLIES you will use during the
make you an estimate on the cost of them. We

can probably save you some money and will guarantee to send you goods which will
prove entirely satisfactory.
The " ELGIN HIVE" is an original idea with us. It is old in size and form,
but so new in construction that you use no nails in putting it together, and it can
It has patent corners which look well, wear well, and
at any time be taken apart.
prevent warping. Have you seen it ? If not, a postal containing your name and
address will bring you full particulars.
We sell everything needed in the apiary, and will make anything special that
you may desire, if you can furnish an idea of what you wish.

THE NATIONAL SUPPLY

CO., Elgin,

111.

l

BEE-SUPPLIES
We

manufacture everything needed in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
We assure you the best goods at

greatest variety.

LOWEST
and our excellent freight

facilities

PRICES

enable us to

make prompt shipments over 15 difnnd worry

ferent roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time
make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

We

J Never Go Out

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the
Dovetail Hives
g"

n "And last from 6 to 21 years <m
Otisvillb, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything In
the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers yonr new style la
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks InFred Fodnkr.
dnced me to get mine.

65c

12 Names ^ r

Mention

Bee Journal

e9 a

p

for
fa?Se r s and -^o i
stamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— re«. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.

FARMERS CALL, (julncy, 111.
when writing.

Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
every bee-keeper to have our Catalog- SPECIAL/ DISCOUNTS now. Write
to-day.

Address,

KRET6HMER MFG.

60., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Catalogs issued in English or German.

©^

l
"In every country tne successful advertiser

is

the continuous advertiser."
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BEE-KEEPERS'
AND
POULT RY SUP PLI ES

Grt the Best
Why

so well

known

It

They
more.

4 percent

Deeds do introduction.

Wiiicount on Hee-8upplies for February.
Beeswax wanted— 27c cash, 29c when taking bee-supplies

Extracted Honey For dale.

in

exchange.
Sample, 10 cents.

Prices on application.

The

superior to anything heretofore
put on the market.

1906 Coroell Incubator

New

lftOtt

filled

AT FACTORY

Remember, I have been over 20 years in the
business, and carry the largest stock of

BEE-SUPPLIES
THE

Long Distance 'Phone, North

te ifm iti ate ifi ifi sfi ate ate tffc ifi

^

.».

"

1

If

Write for estimates and new Catalog.

Not

CO.

Inc.

CHICAGO,

-

to

JOS.

1)ES

ILL.

Mention

^

ilfc

Lib-

Address,

NYSEWANDER,
565-567

\

/

1559.

AA

Many thousands of
now on hand, ready

dollars worth of goods
for distribution.

eral discounts now.

PRICES, send your order

141 Ontario Street,

WEST.

IN

lowest Freight-rates.

PROMPTLY

YORK HONEY SM!F

considered.

ity

•Shipping facilities unsurpassed. All points
reached by direct lines, thus insuring the

Catalog: tor either line Free.

you want orders

If

is

lle«l?

cost you no
In many cases
In all cases I
qual-

can nave you money.
tlie most tor the money,

I

give

Cornell Incubators, Peep 0'

Day Brooders
and Cornell Chick Machinery 5"x CE ll B d

ju6t as well

hare the

LEWIS' BEEWARE
is

put up with
goods when

inferior

you may

W.

7th St.

IOWA

MOINES,

Bee Journal

when

writing;.

Special Sale on

HIVES AND SECTIONS
March

ifi ate ate ate ifit ate ifit dfc Ht ate ate

Until

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Pouder "

15.

Dovetail Hives, 8-frame,

1J4-

story, 1 25; 10-frame, $1.40; No. 1 bee-way Sections, 3 .90; No. 2,13.40; 241b. Shipping-Cases,
13c;

Foundation, Smokers,

cheap.

etc.,

Send

for 24-page Catalog free.

W.

BEE-SUPPLIES

Rural Route

D.

SOPER,
JACKSON. MICH.

3,

Our

Little Booklet,

Just out,

Root's Goods at Root's

mces

Our

tells all

about

beautiful

jitejite

Italian

Everything' used by Bee- Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .'.

.•.

Prompt
.•.

Service.

Caucasian

Catalog Free.

QUEENS 2£

you wish to purchase finest quality of HONEY for your local trade, write for my
monthly price-list of honey.
not secure your BEE-SUPPLIES NOW FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE. and avail
yourself of the following very liberal discounts? Goods all Root Quality.
If

ifjL

free

also tells about the best BEE-HIVE, too;
don't turn over another leaf until you have addressed a postal to the
It

Why

,',

"tjt
ifjf

For cash orders beforeMar.l.. 4 percent
For cash orders before Feb. 1. 6 percent
For cash orders befoie Apr. 1..2 percent

WALTER
*

rOUDER,

5.

i

The Wood Bee-Hive & Box Go.
LANSING, MICH.

QUEENS

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

and

]

Be6t 3-band Italian— 1 Untested Queen, 75c;
6 for $4; 12 for $7,125.
One 2-frame Nucleus
with Queen, S2.25; 10 in one bunch, -J17.50.

LUTHER PRESSWOOD,
RELIANCE. TENN.

6E7t

NO MORE LOST LETTERS

Farm and Apiary For Sale
In the Bass woe d Belt on the Wisconsin Rtver.
Enquire,

you take advantage of the offer we make to furnish you beautifully Printed
Stationery, which we will send you postpaid.

If

|

All for $i.

the leading Live Stock Journal of the Northwest. The
stationery is really free. It is printed on nice paper with your name, address
and name of farm or business.
guarantee to deliver in 10 days from receipt
of order.
Ask your printer what he will charge for such stationery. This will prove the
Address,
unparalleled offer we are making you.

The Farmers' Tribune

Is

We

FARMERS' TRIBUNE,
Send

tor tree

Box

sample copy

L.
8A3t

The Farmers' Tribune One Year and
100 Note Heads and 100 Envelopes

Sioux City, Iowa.
21,
our great paper

of

Box 37, Kllbourn, Wis.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

(8

The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
but 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Jonrnal for one year— both for only $1.50. It li
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If you have
this " Emerson " no further binding Is necessary.
334

QEORQE W. YORK &

Dearborn Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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CAUCASIAN QUEENS!

Everything for the Bee

Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited to beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or if you want to improve the stock cf your Ital-

Keeper

ian Bees, write to

ROBERT

will be found in our Illustrated Catalogue No. 40. It contains a full
line of Hives, Supers, Followers, Sections, Section Holders, Frames,
Extractors, Smokers, etc. All these and many other essentials are
manufactured by us. Everything is guaranteed to be right and of
best quality. Our prices are so reasonable that any bee keeper

may

Mention

the best supplies.
you here of all
the good things in this book.
Better send for a copy today. We mail it free, together with a copy of the Progressive Bee Keeper, a
splendid monthly publication devoted to bee intere-ts.
It will help vou start right and keep you right after
you are started. It is invaluable as an aid to every
bee keeper. Ask for the paper and the book.

Sell

McCAIN,
when

PLOW REPAIRS
Slip

CO., 10 Talmage
Branches at Omaha, Neb. and East

LEAHY MFG.

FREIGHT
PAID

Oliver Plow

fcbiSlsw

We

carry a large stock of plow repairs, for
a)i the leading plows, and sell them freight
paid cheaper than your local dealer can buy
them. Write for catalog and buy your repairs by mail, save time, trouble and money.

Write us

St., Higginsville,

writing;.

Reversible
Point for

^^

the Best Incubators and
Brooders.

Delivered at your station, prices the lowest.
at once and save money. Address

R. F. D.

ILL.

afford

We cannot tell

We

B.

YORK VILLE,
Bee Journal

2Atf

Ask for details of how we can save you 6150
a year on your purchases— we have a
it will pay you to know all about.

Mo.

to 8200

St. Louis, III.

plan

Co-Operatlve Society of the National Supply Co..

Chicago,

Lansing, Mich.

CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
Do not

write about

it

unless you

Trees, Plants

stx?^.^
.•eX.VoV^Tested
Apple^^aW 9/ s e e d s
era. Low
very cheap.
4c Plum and Cherry>\«*^
w e< «>,Freight
paid
12c Peach 4c all >^«k A*
Best quality. Good bearprices.

BEE-SUPPLIES^QUEENS
My

;

;

Uhb. il

for distribution.

/iX

I

*J>S GERMAN NURSERIES,
SiCt>0>^
Beatrice, Neb.
Box 30

am the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

The Fresh

A.VE3.,

N.

MINNE-A-FOI-iIS,

MINN.

BEE SUPPLIES
-

Everything the bee-keeper needs. Distributing house for Lewis'
Prices. Now is the time to buy for next season.

Goods at Factory

Stronger chicks.

BOOKLETS ON ARTIFICIAL POULTRY PRODUCTION
2nd— An
ibator for Beginners. 3rd— Universal
er and Colony Briwderi. 4th—Feeding
FREE

-The Standard Incubator.

Chlok*.

A PIANO

Put tbe Universal Hover Into it and
make jour own brooder. The Universal Hover mar be attached to
anj siie or form of Oolonj house,

follow, you'll get

name

is

Mention

i

o

Ot

»

wash, street
r^f\
\S\Jm INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
1004. east

APPLE TREES
AH

^^

7c

SIKt

3i(? Fruit Magazine free.
Let us price your list of wants. Green's 1906 Catalogue also.copy of Green's Bi^FrnitMaijazine
GREEN'S NURSERY COMPANY. 42 WALL ST., ROCHESTER. N. Y.
Send postal card for them today.

Journal

when

writing.

265

&

HILDRETH
267

34Atf

Greenwich

& SEGELKBN
York, N.Y
New

Street,

Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.

60-POUND CANS

60-pound cans
HOMEY
return freight at these prices
in

rate of $400 per acre, two.year plants 75 cents
ASPARAGCB, the most popular vegetable, yields atatthelow
prices.* POPLAK I«tt» tor qn\eways,
Tiprlno- su "»o nor 1 000
Graou v nes and fruit plants

Bee

HONEY

cans and new cases. Write for prices and sam
pies, and state qnantity yon want.

IN

TEN CENTS EACH

.

Until further notice, finest qnality new crop
California Water-White White Sage and Light
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
Amber

AWalta
We have a good supply of Pure
that we can

7c to 15c Each

BUY DIRECT FROM GROWER -SAVE 35

writing.

HONEY

Old

POPLAR. TREES AND R.OSE BUSHES.

when

Bee Journal

•-PURE ALFALFA**

Two Years

The Best
Hardy Varieties

Mention

list.

FOR SALE

BEESWAX
i

tbemallif your

on our mall

Prairie State Incubator Co., 351 Main St., Homer City, Pa,

EXTRACTED HONEY

.

BOX WILL DO

portable
building or piano boi and make
about as good a brooder as money
can buy. Write for catalog and
the five books FREE. Others to

The best the world can produce
in cans or barrels.
FINE
Samples 8 cents, to pay postage and packing. How much can you use? Prices quoted quick
on the quantity you mention.
at all times in the year. Send for our Catalog and "Special"
buy

&r\r\
Crm
M. SCOT

Doing.

6th—Whmt Users

mushroom house, small

Cash Orders for regular Supplies before February,
6 percent Discount.

We
—free.

Air Incubator

Fresh Air &ppti«d to Artificial Incubation
In a. new and effective way, making possible
higher percent hatches, brighter, healthier

CHARLES MONDENG,
ISO N-ETWTON

/

'.e^on trees. Catabudded; ConfcA^er/ logue, .English or
cord Grapes,
2c Forest,s'^my-ff^s German, free. Write
*Sv\ ^P/for it today. Address
:

now ready

yU&

& Seeds

THAT GROW

>

;

Catalog for 1906 is

-writing.

With

covered by two Patents.

further information.
mean business.

when

Bee Jonrnal

Mention

this wonderful invention the cost of making Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for
is

III.

2 cans,
ship by
boxed, at 8% cents a pound 4 or more cans at
Chif.o.b.
all
pound—
one time, 8 cents a
mail, 8
cago. Cash with order. Sample, by
in stamps, to cover package and postage.
Address,
:

;

YORK HONEYW^CO.
CHICAGO,
141-143 Ontario

St.,

ILL.
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Lowest

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Prici

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

Big Discount for Early Orders

FREIGHT-

CINCINNATI

RATES FROM
On Cash Orders
Before November

"
"

December

are the
9
8

1
1

1

"

"

6

"

"

March

4

••

April

as 'mostlall freight

You

Cincinnati.

what

is

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed-

will

Catalog mailed
Send for same.

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

BeC = Supplies E

free.

5 Percent Discount for February
me
/~w TT III lT^T^I bred in separate apiaries,
book your
Mm fc l\l ^fe the (j{OL»i:,> VKI,
I
Order for
^Qfj %J M AM JA1 KJ LOWS, CARMO» >•». REM CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.

§

Let

OF ALL KINDS

Established Nearly

SOUTH

now goes through

Prompt Service

2

1

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY
for the

percen

January 1
February 1
1

171

25 Years

I.

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for IS years (monthly,
50c a year.) The largest and best ilustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the
most experienced bee - keepers in

America.
of

Supplies free on application. Address,

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAHESTOWN,

N. Y.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

prices, refer to

my

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

amber at 6@7c, according to quantity; buckwheat at 6c per pound; Southern at 50@60c per
gallon, according to quality. Beeswax steady
at 29@31c.
Hildreth & Segelken.

Brooders
Manufactured by Chas. A. Cyphers, and sold at his factory prices.
Freight rates from Toledo
will save you money. Do not be
humbugged into buying a cheap
machine. The best is none too
good.
Our illustrated Catalog
free to any address. Ask for it.

16^c.

paying.)

30c, delivered here, for the choice,

bright yellow grade.

The Fred W. Moth

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Model Incubators and

Cincinnati, Jan. 20.— The honey market is
quiet. We do not offer white clover extracted
honey on account of its scarcity; instead offer
a fancy water-white honey, in 601b. cans, 2 in
a crate, at ~%<a$)6c; fancy light amber, 7«c;
other grades of amber in barrels at 5%@6Kc,
according to the quality. Fancy comb honey,

Beeswax,

Co.

GRIGGS BROS.

Kansas City,

Chicago, Feb. ".—The demand is about normal with sufficient stocks 10 meet all requirements. The best grades of white comb honey
debring 14@lSc, with off grades at l@3c less, Expending upon color, condition and shape.
tracted, aside from white clover and basswoud,
unob(choice grades of which are practically
.amtainable), is in ample supply at 6}i@~Hc;
ber, bh<S~c, with off grades still lower.

R. A.

wax, 30c.

BORNBTT &

BeesCO.

5— The market on comb honey
and prices have
We are getting for fancy
somewhat.
weakened
white comb, 14<ai5c; No. 1, 13<s 14c. Extracted
in
white clover, in barrels, brings b^tm'iio,
to he
cans, 7k<g*Xc, although the supply seems
Beeswax,
country.
the
throughout
exhausted
Griggs Bros.
Z8@30c.
Tolbdo, Feb.

at this writing is rather quiet,

Indianapolis, Feb. 2.-Fancy white clover
comb brings 16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
brings
the supply; fancy white western comb
at 12c
14(gi5c; amber grades in poor demand
Best grade of extracted honey brings SH<s/9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average bees-

wax

sells here for $33 per 10"

Jan. 22.— The market here on
very dull now, as it always is this
time of year; fancy white is selling at $3 00

honey

per case; 24 section and amber is selling at $2 75.
Extracted, 5^@bc. Beeswax, 25c per pound.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

—

Cincinnati, Jan. 23.
The nice weather
holds back the demand for comb honey. Crops
seem to be exceedingly short and producers in
the West keep the prices high. We quote as follows: Fancy water-white and No. 1 white clover, 14@lbc; No. 2, 12(gil4c. Extracted seems to
be more plentiful, and we quote same in barrels,
S 1A®S'4c; in cans, He more; white clover, 7@8c
Beeswax, 28@30c.
C. H.W.Weber.

fUJlNtY

Mention

Bee

20.000

lbs.

Street,

TOLEDO, OHIO,

Journal

when

writing.

COMB
Alfalfa HONEY.

Very fine.
you can use.

Price depends upon

M.

SCOTT &

O.

how much

CO.

Please mention the Bee Journal

5Atf

AND BEESWAX
buying

When consigning-,
or Belling, consult
R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago. III.

S.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Pouder.

FANCY WHITE EXTRACTED HONEL

to the

light amber at $3 to S3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7«@S'ic; light amber,
6}i@7#c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.

The Colo. Honey-Producers'

New

Monroe

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

mild weather
Denver, Feb.
the demand for honev has not been as good as
are quoting
We
year.
of
usual at this time
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at J3.35
grade and
off
sections;
24
to 13.75 per case of

—Owing

521

is

pounds.

Walter

5

"

*XXiV<

(Bee-keepers, please observe the above are
our selling prices of honey, not what we are

f)oney anb

catalog, page 29.

H.W.WEBER

C.
Office

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List

Mention

For

York, Feb. 19.— The demand

Assn.

is

fairly

good for better grades of white, and while the
near by crop is fairly well cleaned up, new arrivals are now coming in from Cuba, besides
several cars have been shipped on from California. We quote fancy white at 15c; No. 1,
13@14c; No. 2. 12c; amber, lie; buckwheat,
10@llc. Extracted in fairly good demand, especially California, of which there is abundant
supply. We quote white sage, 6>4<g7)4c; light

CRATES 2-60

LB.

CANS; 8c

TWO OR MORE CRATESi

7 'A

LARGER LOTS; WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES. ALL
F. O. B. CINCINNATI. CASH WITH ORDER.
SAMPLES 10c
TO PAY POSTAGE.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
No.

51

WALNUT STREET,

CINCINNATI,

OHIO.
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Did you ever stop to consider why you should

At the

LEWIS FACTORY

insist

on LEWIS'

GOODS

in preference to

the greatest pains are taken to see that all goods are

Perfect matching, necessary bee-spacing, accurate dovetailing, correct grooving

a thousand and one other important details of manufacture, and

BeBwark

perience of the Lewis

LEWIS' GOODS go
Every part

is

made

fit

brought

to

scientifically correct.

and careful polishing, besides

bear as a result of the 30 years' ex-

specialists.

together right.
to

all

made

any other?

Why

?

Beeause they are

right.

every other part just like a watch.

Lewis' Hives and Sections go together with a snap.
a comfort

What

bee-keeper can estimate the value of time and patience lost with poor goods that don't and won't go

gether accurately

You

can't

?

it is

to

have bee-goods

fit ?

Steer clear of them by ordering

afford to take chances of not receiving full value for your

money even

if

the goods are ordered

it is

swarming season, hives brimful

up your bee-industry, lose time,

lose

money, and have your peace of mind annoyed and patience

ing with

ill-fitting, inferior

Look

goods.

Send

for the brand.

LEWIS' GOODS

of honey, bees are busy,

are necessary to your welfare

for Catalog to-day, if

are

Stevens

&

Co.,

CALIFORNIA— Paul
TheChas. H.

Manzanillo

C. Aikin, Loveland
Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' Association, Rocky Ford

Honey Producers' AssociationD

G. B.

COLORADO —

Fruit-Growers' Association,

Grand Junction
Robert Halley, Montrose

ILLINOIS— York Honey

Bachert, Lancaster
San Francisco

Lilly Co.,

COLORADO— R.
Colo.

tried

by bother-

and happiness.

GOODS

at factory prices.

:

ENGLAND— E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts
CUBA— C. B. Stevens & Co., Havana
C. B.

you

in

can't afford to

you haven't one.

There are a score of our agents besides ourselves who can furnish you with LEWIS'

They

to-

LEWIS' GOODS.

But now suppose

the winter time.
tie

,

What

A-

Bee-Supply Co.,

Chicago

IOWA— Adam A.

Clarke, Le Mars
Louis Hanssen's Sous, Davenport

INDIANA— C. M. Scott & Co., Indianapolis
MICHIGAN— A. G. Woodman & Co., Grand
Rapids.

MINNESOTA— Wis.

Lumber

Co., Faribault

MISSOURI— E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph
OHIO— Norris & Auspach, Kenton

OREGON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co., Portland
PENNSYLVANIA— Cleaver & Greene, Troy
TEXAS— Southwestern Bee Co., San Antonio
UTAH— Fred Foulger & Sons. Ogden
WASHINGTON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co.,
Seattle

LEWIS COMPANY
WATERTOWN,

WIS., U.S.A.
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GEORGE W.YORK & COMPANY
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—
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IMPORTANT NOTICES
of this Journal t»
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICEStates,
Canada, and

a year. In the United
Mexico; all other countries In the Postal Union,
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
indicates the
THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE
subscriplio ispai.l.
end of the month to which yonrlabel
shows that it is
For Instance, "decnfi" on your
paid to the end of December.
a
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS- We do not sendbut
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,
which shows
change the date on your wrapper-label,credited.
that the money has been received and
ADVERTISING RATES will be given upon appli-

M

tl.no

Sketches of Beedomites
McCain, Rev. Robert B
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1JI
1B -
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J^
182
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182
183
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Government and Queen-Rearing
Number Locations Instead of Hives
Printer Got "Mixed" on "Making'
Rooting for Hives
Top and Bottom Frame-Spacers

'anadian Beedom —

183
18
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Comb Foundation

Early Preparation for the Season

National Bee Keepers' Association
Objects of the Association
1st

interests of Its members.
—To promote the defend
its members in their

2d.—To protect and
l8

f

3d

B

-To enforce laws against the adulteration
Annua Membership Dues, $i.oo

ol

honey.

,

and Treasurer—
Manager „u
Aannral manaser
Oeneral

^^

KkancE-

piatteville, Wla.

If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
oibUshers of the American Bee Journal.

tW

Trinder. Edwin

Wintering Bees

.-•

18s
18*
4
J?
J«7
184

4)

187

Bee-StingB as a Remedy
Building Comb on rree-Limbs
.....,.• ••
Carload of Honey
Clipping and Filing Apiarian Oddities
Conditions Affe. ting the Honey-Flow
Dadant Methods of Honey-Production (No.
Effect of Dark and Light Color- on Bees
Honey-Yielding Plan's of Texas

1»4
1-9
Queen-Breeders and Their Difficulties.. .... JH6
Shaken Swsrmsan.i Non-Swarming Methods.. 18i
187
What I Do With a Crop of Honey
i»a
Why Bees Don't Store Honey

;

THREE NEW

subscribers to the Bee
lournal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
334

Baby Nuclei

Comb Honey

OBJECTS:
1.

a

To

create a larger

demand

for honey through

8

facts about honey,
misrepresentations of the same.
2!

To 'publish

and counteract

MEMBERSHIP DUES
by pay1 Any bee-keeper may become a member
each
ing to the Manager an annual fee of $1.00 for
count)
(spring
bees
colonies
of
2(0
of
fraction
20 (or
he owns or operates.
2 Any honey-dealer, bee-supply dealer, bee-supply
manufacturer, bee-paper publisher, or any other
the
firm or individual, may become a member on
annual payment of a fee of $10, increased by oneused in
fifth of one (1) percent of his or its capital
the allied Interests of bee-keeping.

George W. Tore. Manager,
334 Dearborn

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

in Queen-Rearing
Chicago-Northwestern Report.....

or

..

Extracted-Which

I...

Foul-Brood Legislation-Importance of
Late Feeding of Bees

Southern

If

Br. Miller's Question-Box

197
197
198

—

198
198
199
198
198
198
198
198

Advertising Honey
Alsike Clover
:"-vvBlack or White for Painting Hives
Facing Hives Toward Pasture
Foul Brood

SharteforBees
shipping Bees a Long Distance
Wintering

—

Reports and Experiences
Antique and Unique Methods of Catching

you want the Bee-Book
Field

more

completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal .,
for his

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."

196
92
lh2
194
i« 4

Beedom—

Early Spring Work in the Apiary
Providing Stores for Weak Colonies. "
Spreading Brood and Otner " Fussing

& CO.
GEORGE W. YORKCHICAGO,
ILL

Dearborn Street.

That covers the whole Aplcultural

Convention Proceedings —

(INCORPORATED)

for $1.20, or club

with the American Bee Journal for
one year— both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
It

Contributed Special Articles—

The Honey-Producers' League

—Chas. Dadant & Son.

is clearly

The book we mail

Mr. Hasty** Afterthoughts—
Empty Box-Hives

i

one of the standard books on

and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.

.

cation.

is

Bach subject

Bee-Keepers—

Bee-Keeping for
Poultry vs. Bees

me

on

bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal

—

YuleGreetiog

Our

1906

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

Page

Miscellaneous News Hems
Andrews 1,. L.l-Personal
If Onlv It Were True
Profltin Bees

1,

«* Honey-Bee

80

Page
Pace

Editorial Notes and Comments—
Beedom North and Beedom South
Brood-Rearing in Winter
First Siudy f..r Young Bee-Keepers
Programs for Bee-Keepers' Conventions

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

Dearborn Street, Ghicago,

1st
1st

i

(

334

Langstroth

—

Apiaries of b.L Andrews
Apiary of Rev. Robert B. McCain
••
L,ogw..od Apiary "of John Wood
McCain Rev. and Crop of One Colony
Trinder, E iwin
McCain, Rev. Robert B.'

March

Liberal Discount* to the Trade.

The Rietsche Press
Made of
structible,

artificial stone.

Practically

Inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory reComb foundation made easily and
sults.
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,

KNOXVILLE, TENN.
4£Atf
(j-j.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
he "prefers to pay $25 for a Rietsche Press than
do without It."— A. G.
Bee

Mention

Journal

when

writing.

Swarms

"Xlie continuous advertiser
gets Hie bulk ©t tne business,
because others are not advertising, and he is."

NOT

IN

Discouraging Season
Fears Bees \y ill Starve
..
Fine Winter for Bees
Hive-Covers and Bottom-Boards
Poorest Year for Honey
Wax from Bur-Comb for Testing
Winter Well in the Cellar

"

It Is

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

THE TRUST

For High-Grade
Cans
Prices Always
the Lowest

Write for Prices,
Stating Quantity

Wanted

Friction 1 op
Mention

Cans

for

Honey and Syrup

^^^^^^^^^^^^ «J

Prompt shipment and careful attention g iven to aU orders.
CAININtKS tAIN
Made by
Bee Journal when writing;.

W., i«J5 «•

4/

March
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"DADANT'S FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

at all
times

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

& Seeds >«;
GROW
THAT
SsSS?~.,
S&?
Best quality. Good bear- v'Vfe.Vov^Tested
-^» oV/s e e d s
era. Low prices. Apple/fly
4c; Plum and Cberry><«*V<./ very cheap.
Trees, Plants

SEE THE 1906 RELIABLE

-

before you buy. Perfectly practical for poultrymen or beginners. Double heating system
gives bigger hatches saves onethird the oil. Sold on a money
back guarantee. Write for free
catalog. Reliable Farm Pure-,
Bred Birds and Eggs. Get prices.

,

—

Peach 4c; all >^T^ ^A>^ Freight paid
budded; Con->x*X ,05^ on trees. Catacord Grapes-^lfc^Aer/ log-ue, English or
2c; Forest^^L^fcV^VV^ German, free. Write
Tr.. s.«i- >0«.\e>°/for it today.
Address

Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co,,
Box B-153 Quincy, Illinois. TJ. S. A.

Mem.

it

•.*

in

Bee Journal

»</ GERMAN NURSERIES,
Oj/ Box 30
Beatrice, Neb.
when writing.

u : sJl,1 v^<V*'
»

wlien

M°V

V

Mention

writing.

Bee Journal

*. *! *.• .* I* !• *! *»* !• ••« *» •» •»• !• *** ** ••!* •!

DITTMER makes

a

SPECIALTY

of

!

*!• *!• !•

•**»

!«

WORKING

Beeswax into Comb Foundation.

f
I

Write for our Price-List, Samples, and early-order Discount.
them to you at our expense.

Our Warehouse
is

full of

.

.

We would

BEE-SUPPLIES

like to send

Jobbing
Wholesale
Retail

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED

GUS, DITTMER,
i

*•*

if."

*f."

"?* *#* *f"

*#.*

if.-

Mention

*!•.

<!#.*

Bee

'if.*

^..California

12c;

it'

I

The Pacific Rural Press has been a household word throughout California for 35 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
soil or products of California. Weekly, illusEdited by practical specialists. Two
trated
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.
:

Pacific Rural Press,
San Francisco, Calif.
330 Market Street,
Please mention the Bee Journal.
50Atf

65c

for

12 Names JTffl.'ttf-a^

will send for 2 yrs. toe Farmer's
Call -ret', sut). price 4f'c a year. F. C.isawkly., 25
years old, l,3O0 pages a year. Sample free.

stamps taken— we

FARMERS CALL,

f#^ ^•"

*!•-"

»||f

»f«

when

*|!>

&WB* Cucumber
For flavor, uniform size,
color, and productiveness
itisabsolutely unequaled.
In addition to this it
comes into bearing very
early, continuing right

•.*'!#* <#»'#« "|» "f* if"

through

writing.

killed

r

— DOVETAILED
We

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES-

carry a full line of

SUPPLIES.

THE riARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ
Mention

Bee Journal

when

Ask

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield, Wis.
writing.

Always

FREE BOOK

And Prompt Shipments
what we are making for our customers.

the season until

by frost.

straight never turning yellow.
Best for the table, for market
and for pickling. Large sample packet for only 5 c orloz
for 15c. including copy of our
grand new »

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
Is

111.

P

Augusta, Wis,

Journal

Quincy,

"Northern Grown Seeds"
Plants, Bulbs, Fruits and Trees. Contains all
the good things for the Garden and Farm worth
growing at the right prias. Don't fail to secure
the Book. Write today.

L. L.

MAY,

Mention

Bee

St. Paul,

Journal

Minnesota

when

writing:.
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iOGLJE Now
bee^keepTrs Ready
•supplies

to

Mail

WRITE FOR IT TO-DAY
is the best one yet.
The Catalog will tell you all about it.
have been in the business over 20 years, and carry the largest stock in the West. Many thousands of dollars worth of goods now on hand, ready for distribution.
Why put up with inferior goods when you may as well have the be6t? They cost you no more. In many

My

proposition

Remember,

I

cases

I
In

cases I

all

CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
GIVE THE MOST FOR THE MONEY,

quality considered.

LOWEST FREIGHT

unsurpassed. All points reached by direct lines, thus insuring the
My shipping
RATES. A penny invested in a postal card will save you dollars and vexation. Liberal Discounts
facilities are

Now.

Address

NYSEWANDER,
DES

JOS.

565 and 567 West Seventh

MOINES, IOWA.

Street,

Mention

when

Journal

Bee

writing.

Successful Poultry Journal
FRANK HECK,

Root's Bee-Supplies
You know what

I

means. Four
Goods on hand.

this

carloads of New
Our business increased last year
100 percent over 1904. This is a
proof that we are saving our cusTry us. Low
tomers money.
Freight Rates from Toledo.
Large Discounts— that tells the
story; Our 80-page Catalog is

Editor.

Subscription Price 50 cents per Year.
Write for Advertising Rates.

_

g
X

The most prominent and successful, practica
poultrymen write for the Successful Poultry Jour
and tell how they build their houses, mate their
fowls, manage their incubators, feed both young
and old— and, in fact, tell how they succeed and
make money. Send for sample copy.
nal,

SUCCESSFUL POULTRY JOURNAL

g

sent free.

ICtf

355 Dearborn

Mention

St.,

CHICAGO,

Bee Journal

ILL.

when

writing.

Seefl-Time and

Harvest
an illustrated Monthly Journal for country
homes. It is known everywhere as the Great
'Home Industry" Monthly. It is a "Periodical with a Purpose." Its mission is "Teach
Independence Through Home Employment."
Only 25 cents per year none free.
is

;

GRIGGS BROS.

8
521

Monroe

Street,

TOLEDO, OHIO,

8
g

PETS
interested in Pigeons, Rabbits,
Cavies, Dogs, Cats, Birds or Pets of any kind,
of
you should send for a free
If

you are

sample

Best PubPEX STOCK.
lication of its kind in America.

large, r>2 to 112 page magazine,
beautifully illustrated best printed
and edited poultry journal, makes
it easy to add $$ to your income by

Our

Poultry
Dollars

keeping a few hens on a town lot,
or make a success on a large scale;

Come
Easy

covers everything.

SUCCESS,

POULTRY

circulation,

Box

lOCtf

Do You Want

it's

only 50c

Dept.

BARNES' FOOT

17,

a

South Dakota Farmer

union

."JT

Price, $1 per year.
this ad with 35
cents for a year's subscription. Addiess.
SOUTH DAKOTA FARMER. SlouxPalls.S.D.

every week.

SPECIAL OFFER— Send

Please mention the Bee Journal.

51A10t

In Its Twenty-eighth Year

T»e RuraTGaHTornlan
6 Months 25c.

POWER MACHINERY
J. I.

Parent, of

We

Charlton, N. Y., says: "
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

South Dakota Paper?

it win." Catalog and price-list free.
W. F. & John Barnes,
Address,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

A lame

monthly magazine devoted to Agricultural, Horticultural and rural pursuits, showing the
wonderful development of the Pacific Coast. Beautifully illustrated, well
edited and artistically
printed on fine book paper. An encyclopedia of information for colonists.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Rooms 6 and
ICtf

Mention

to write

and

season

?

money

to

If

Bee

us what you are going to use in the
you have failed to attend to this matter

of Supplies the

tell

it

may

coming

save you some

do so at once.
If you are not certain as to what you need, or just what we carry in the line,
send us your address and we will send you our descriptive and illustrated

price-list.
sell

We

everything needed in the apiary.
Don't overlook the many good points about the " Elgin Hive." Have you
seen one ? If not, send us your name and you will get our literature explaining
and describing it.
Don't delay write to-day.

—

THE NATIONAL SUPPLY

CO., Elgin,

111.

7

Temple

Block,

LOS ANGBLES. CALIF.
Journal when writing.

A 40-page Catalog- free

latest work on BEG>
SUPPLIES, Hives,Fix-

The

Bees
bees,

Time
Have YOU Taken the
way

Address,

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN

you say

Mention

-

Springfield, Ohio.

Read what

Tells of great land values, ol business oppoitnnitles, of a State where more railroad
building is going on than in any other State

Scranton, Pa.

Poultry Success Co.

10c.

YORK, PA.

20,

& Harvest Pub. 60.

208,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

45Ctf

illustrated poultry book, free to ansubscribers. 3 months trial,

nual

PET STOCK.

Address,

a year.

and

Dept.

one year, 50c; large

It's tlie

Has a national

Seed-Time

do not

and

tures, Etc. Italian Bees

Queens.

fail to

II

interested

in

write us.

John Nebel &Son Supply Co., High fliii, Mo.
iiCif

Please mention the Bee Journal.

EngravingsForSale
•

We are accumulating- qnite a stock of engrav*
ings that have been used in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationer j, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and using* in our columns. If there is any
of our engravings that any one would like tr
have, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,
^

GEORGE W. YORK &
334

Dearborn Street,

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL

arch

1,
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FOR THIS "ECONOMY"

JH

E

BOILER AND FEED COOKER

is the best built cooker on
II is const run.-il so as to get the very
today.
results from the smallest amount of fuel possible. The
kettle is well and Strongly made of the smoothest cast iron 1
it can be removed
Mid has a handle on each Bide SO thi
from the casing instantly. Will last a lifetime. The casing,
or jacket, is one continuous sheet ut c dd rolled boiler steel,
supported at the bottom by a heavy wrought iron band.
f any made, and is
This cooker has the largest tire d
the strongest, most serviceable feed cooker ever sold at
such a price, freight paid. Madr in seven sizes to suit every

The "Eeonomv" Feed Cooker

p»nfi«iii«t^ market

FREIGHTl»est

P/X

I
1

O
*

I

FOR

need; furnished with hinged cover, elbow and one length
of pipe with damper. We guarantee this cooker for one
Send money with order today, or write for our
fear.
arge 1,000-page catalogue giving other sizes and thousands
of money -saving bargains tor the farmer and his family.
If vou want
vu'u t-uv,

Seed

|

2

full from cover to cover of
illustrations

we have a plan you should know
about; it will save you from sir.u to $250 a year.
Only costs a stamp to find out all about it.

The object of this Society is to save money for
bers. For full information let us tell you how we do

5

i

large pages

to save 10 per cent on everything

its

1906

contains
I

and

descriptions of the
best and new-

memit.

things

est

Co-Operative Society of the National Supply Co.
Chicago, Illinois
Lansing, Michigan

known

in

horticulture.

No market

Queen Incubator and Brooder — Twin Nucleus=Box

gardener, farmer, or any-

MAINLY FOR QUEEN-BREEDERS

Incubator and Brooder allow the bees access
(Patented July

one interested

to the cells

and queens

at all

Price, $5.00.
Twin Nucleus and Mating Box has control of the queen by a 3-hole wheel
on the outside, with one hole wire-screened, one hole covered with queen-excluding ziuc, and the third hole to regulate the size of the entrance. (Patent applied
for.)
Price, SI. 00.
Cylinder Cages, postpaid, each, 10 cents. Queen-Cells, 100 mounted, with
sample of Cylinder Cage (sent postpaid,) for 75 cents.
Breeding Queens, after May 1st Italian, Imported and Golden Italian,
and Carniolan $2.50 each. Orders booked now and filled in rotation. Send for
STANLEY, Dixon, Lee Co., III.
free Circulars.
7Dtf
times.

7,

1903.)

—

—

ARTHUR

in flowers can
be without this book, which
will be sent free to all sending me their
address on a postal.

afford

to

HENRY MADLE

WII,
1720 Filbert

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.

Bee Journal

Mention

when

writing.

fe5C TOr \£

[N3II16S 12 farmers and 15ctaken— we will Bend for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— ree. sub. price 4()c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1.3UO pages a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALL, Quincy, 111.
ptaiups

Bee Journal

Mention

Michigan Distributors

^

.

80(11

g

gd. *S8. *8iBI

when

writing.

P.'M

O

v

CO

FOR

G. B. Lewis Co's

BEEWARE

3

8^2.2

Dadant's Foundation

35

WITH

an enormous stock, and the best shipping point in Michigan, we are in a position to give you the very best service.

SPECIAL. — A quantity

of Dovetail and Wisconsin Hives, slightly discolored by
water, in packages of 5 at $1.25 per hive
for 1J£ -story 8 frame
10-frame, $1.40
per hive. Satisfaction guaranteed.
;

BEESWAX WANTED
A. G.

WOODMAN

CO.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Advanced Bee-Veil.

Cord arrangement, absolutely bee-proof, best on earth.

of imported French tulle veiling.

Cotton, with silk face, 50 cents, postpaid.

Made
49C7t

WE WANT NAMES
We want YOU

to send us the names and addesses of from ten tc twenty-five farmers
You can send us the names
living in the United States, each one having five cows or more.
from any number of different post-offices. If vou will send us these names we will send you

FOUR BEAUTIFUL PICTURES FREE.

These

pictures are reproductions of the
most celebrated paintings in the world, and they are of high quality, and we know that you
pictures
with
them
no
will
be given for a list of less than ten
will be pleased and delighted
farmers.
We want to send a sample copy of the special dairy issue of the
to a lot
of farmers who are not now taking our paper, and that is the reason we want these names.
Send U6immediately a list of at least ten farmers and we will send vou.
;

RURAL HOME

ABSOLUTELY
FREE, FOUR REPRODUCTIONS OF THE WORLD'S FAMOUS PICTURES.
Address

TnE Rural Home,

20 North William St.,

New

York, N. Y.

And

YOU CAN GET 50c WORTH OF

grow. Many new varieties that will interest you this year—
garden, flower and field seeds.
Don't wait — send today.
A. A. BERRY SEEP CO., BOX 49. CLARINPA, IOWA

m

I Never Go Out g"
from 6 to 21 years oo

Otisvtlle, Pa., Jan. la, 19U4.
tried almost everything in
In short
any
more
smokers your new style is
want
If I
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks inFred Fodner.
duced me to get mine.

Dear Sir:— I have

the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years.

Mention

Bee

when

Journal

writing:.

Send to

For Queens

JOHN W.PHARR
Berclair. Tex.

the same prices as last
year: Tested, $1; Untested, 75e; 5 for $3 25;
10forS6; 15 for $8.25; 25forS12.50; 100 for
He breeds Golden6, Carniolans, and 3$45.
Band Italians. Also 1, 2, and 3 frame Nuclei
and full colonies. Prices given on applicaPharr pays the freight, and guarantees
tion.

He

also a Packet of a Rare Variety and a Beautiful Rose
Bush in addition if you will send at once for our new lyot5
seed catalog. Just enclose with your request a dime or live
2c stamps to cover postage and packing, and we will do the
rest.
Our 1906 catalog will save you money, save you disappointment because our high-grade, pure-bred seeds always

last

will furnish at

To do justice and
more acceptable with the Lord

satisfaction on all Queens.

judgment
than

is

sacrifice.

Mention

— (Prov. 3:21.

Bee Journal

)

when

5Atf
writing.
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SPKIWS HERE
March

sees bee-activity in practically every portion of the United States.

EVERYWHERE

bees have occasional flights.

Supplies were ordered and

made

And,

will be discontinued.

In the extreme South bees are

In the middle South the buds are swelling and pollen coming

already gathering honey.

up.

too, if

It

In the North the

in.

bee-keepers are getting ready for the harvest.

does not pay to delay another day.

you are not ready for your bees

is

it

It

is

high time

Very soon our early-order discounts
and honey

ten to one you will lose bees

money.

March Discount

is

2 Percent

Now

is the time.
The Root system of Branch Houses and Agencies are the most apparent value to bee
Nine out of ten bee-keepers in the United States are within 200 miles of some one of the Root agencies
named below. Ninety-nine out of a hundred bee-keepers east of the Missouri and north of Mason [and Dixon's

keepers.

can mail a

line,

%
%

letter to

one of these agents and

many other dealers handling

it

will be received within

Root's Goods the average beekeeper

consider the

doubtless within a hundred-mile circle of one

to

YOU.

means

Just think of the saving of freight and time this

of them.

When you

24 hours.

is

flake Out That Order To=Day
'&
Catalog will be sent by Return Mail.

Alabama
i:

Wetumpka

Kansas
J.

M. Jenkins

Augusta

Carl F.

Canada
Toronto

E. Grainger

&

Co.

George A.

Brazelia

:;

Honey

Mill

California National
Producers' Association

The
Fruita

Fruita

District

L. A.
b'rnit
<>«

H. H. Jepson. 182 Friend Street

W. W. Cary & Son

Lyonsville

Maine
Mechanic Falls

Colorado
Denver

Bonon

Watkins Mdse. Co.
and Produce Ass'n

The

A.

I.

Root Co.

Howkins & Rush

144

East Erie Street.

Walter S. Pouder
Vickery Bros.

St.

Louis

2146 Central

Joseph Nysewander

Carlsbad

Avenue

Oregon
Portland

Portland Seed Co.

Pennsylvania
Bois
Philadelphia
10

Prothero

& Arnold

The

Root Co.

& Son Supply Co.
Springfield Seed Co.
BUnke & Hauk
Edward Scoggin

A.

E. E. Pressler
Street

Lycoming

Dallas

Texas Seed and Floral

a.

l.

root

Co.

Udo Toepperwein
D. M. Edwards

San Antonio
Uvalde

Utah
Ogden

The Superior Honey

Co.

Virginia
Spottswood

W.

*rhese dealers buy ou r goods in carload lots but supplement them with local-made goods,
We have also some 500 local dealers in all parts of the country.

the

I.

Vine Street

Texas

Co.

r%ew Mexico

Iowa
Des Moines

Seed Co.

Griggs Bros.,

Zanesville
Cincinnati

633

Jno Nebel

Hill

Springfield

McAdams

521 Monroe St.
E. W. Pierce
C. H. W. Weber

Toledo

Williamsport

Missouri
High

Indiana
Indianapolis
Efansvllle

The A.I. Root

Paul

Root Co.

I.

Root Co.
Root Co.

Ohio

Dn

1024 Mississippi Street.

A.

I.

I.

Vesev Street.

Columbus Grove

s

Minnesota
St.

Illinois
The

44

Root Co.

M. H. Hunt & Son
George E. Hilton

Branch
Fremont
Bell

124 Liberty St.

Chicago

I.

Michigan

Georgia
Savannah

A.

Rawlins Implement Co.

Baltimore

Columbia

Washington

The

Maryland

The A.
The A.

City

Hummer

Massachusetts

Madary Planing

New York
Syracuse

New York

Mississippi

California
Fresno
Los Angeles

Buck

go., Medina, onto u.s.fl.

E. Tribbett

h

1
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In other words, if he had it
what would he do differently ? Certainly,
he would hardly hold to the theory that it was the right
I'll

know

better next time."

to do over again,

(fbitortal

Hotes

thing to arrange for " one paper for each evening session
and two for each day session," for that was exactly the
theory that did not work out satisfactorily in the case underconsideratioc. Would he modify that so as to have only
one paper at each day session ? Would he have one or more
sessions without any paper, devoting the whole of such one
or more sessions to the question-box ?

anb Comments

j
Study for Young Bee-Keepers
Among the principal sources from which the beginner
draws the information and inspiration that helps to make
him a successful practitioner may be named, practice in the
apiary, apiarian text-books, bee-papers, and conventions.
It might not be the easiest thing to say in what order these
should be placed, but it would not be far out of the way to
advise somewhat as follows
Get at once, no matter what the time of year, a textbook, or book of instruction about bees when you have
First

:

;

through (but don't be satisfied with once
reading) get a bee-paper; begin work at bees as soon as
spring comes and attend bee-conventions whenever the
opportunity offers. Then, as time passes, you will feel the
need of more bee-books and bee-papers.
carefully read

it

;

I

Mr. Hutchinson says, "I don't believe in doing away
with papers entirely." Perhaps not; and yet there might
be worse things. It is probably not a very wild guess to
guess that seven-eighths of those in attendance at the National Convention in Chicago would have vastly preferred
to have had all the papers thrown out entirely rather than
Witness
to have had the question-box thrown out entirely.
the replies on page 822 of the American Bee Journal for
1905, to the question, "What proportion of the time of a
bee-convention do you think should be taken up with the
question-box for the greatest benefit to the average beekeeper attending ?" Answers vary all the way from onefourth to the whole time. C. P. Dadant says " I enjoy that
part best, and learn more than from anything else." J. A.
" At the best conventions I ever attended no
Green says
papers were read." Others count the question-box the most
interesting part of the convention.
:

Programs for Bee=Keepers' Conventions
The following frank remarks in the Bee-Keepers' Review with regard

to

the National Convention at Chicago
and perhaps a little discussion

will bear attentive perusal,

:

From my

point of view, the greatest criticism that can
be brought against it is, that the program was a little too
full, thus cutting short the question-box department. After
I had it all arranged with one paper for each evening session, and two for each day session, other matter came up
for consideration, and it was hard to say nay. I don't believe in doing away with papers entirely, but I do think that
one paper for an evening session, and two for the forenoon
and the same for the afternoon, are sufficient then let the
rest of the time be devoted to the question-box.
There were several very important questions that had
been sent to me by mail, and to the discussion of which the
convention might have profitably devoted quite a litt'.e time,
but the time spent upon the regular program was so great
that the question-box received scant attention. It was not
reached until the last evening, and when it was seen how
many questions there were to be answered, it was voted
that only two answers should be given to each question,
which proved to be only a farce a few questions can be
properly and satisfactorily discussed by two persons speaking only once each in an audience of ISO to 200 persons. I
feel the more free to criticise this point, as I am the man
who made up the program. Well, I'll know better next
time.
;

—

It

would be very interesting to know just what change
Hutchinson has in mind when he says.

of procedure Mr.

:

One trouble in this whole business is that in most conventions the question-box comes in at the tail-end of the
program, and then when the program is too much crowded
the question-box has to suffer. If it is the best thing on the
track, why not give it the right of way ?
Brood-Rearing

in

Winter

R. C. Aikin says in Irrigation, the official organ of the
Colorado Association
" I recall that a few years ago there was quite a discussion (I think it was in Gleanings, and principally by R. L.
Taylor and G. M. Doolittle) as to the time of year bees began to breed If I remember aright, some said in January,
and others as stoutly affirmed that it was as late as March,
and the disputants seemed a bit warm. It was amusing to
read the discussion, and none of them seemed to know for
:

sure."

Your memory is at fault, Mr. Aikin. The controversy
was between R. L. Taylor and Dr. Miller, and both " seemed
to know for sure." But Dr. Miller said January and February breeding was not likely to occur in the cellar, only
outdoors.

Mr. Aikin discusses his own observations

in a

very in-
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teresting manner.
tirely correct.

He

His deductions
says

may

or

may

not be en-

:

"When I was learning- about bees in that cold, blizzardy State of Iowa, I recall looking into some hives in
January and found brood in a small circle about the size of
a silver dollar in the center of the cluster. I do not know
how often I did see brood in January and February in that
country, but it must have been several times. In this country you can find lots of brood in January most winters. If
it should be intensely cold the latter part of December and
on into January, there will not be many colonies breeding,
but if it is pleasant any time during the month for about
two or three weeks, or if the bees are in a warm, sunny,
sheltered place, almost every strong colony will breed more
or less. I have known them to breed a while and then stop,
again starting in the last of February or the first of March.
"Weak colonies that have all they can do to keep up
heat for the maintaining of the cluster, do not breed so
early. Then, too, it makes a difference whether they are in
a warm or cold hive. I have both chaff and single-walled
hives, and the single-walled hive gets brood earlier. I think
the reason is the chaff-packing makes a sort of refrigerator,
and while in it the temperature is more steady, it is at the
same time a lower one, and the bees do not fly so frequently
nor so long, hence remain more dormant perhaps I should
say semi-dormant, for I do not believe bees ever hibernate
and so are slower to start brood. In the single-walled hive,
if exposed to the sun, the bees become active just about
every clear day, even though they do not get outside the
hive this hastens brood-rearing. They must breed to keep
up the colony.
"Many contend that January and February breeding is
too early that if they could keep the bees till late in March
or the first of April before any brood is reared, it would be
better and save much stores. I have never agreed to this.
I prefer to have a warm January and February, and have
bees maturing in February and March. I do not know how
it is in all parts of the State, but here we have little breeding in the fall after September, yet the bees fly often and
hunt around all through the fall and by mid-winter are
aged. I find it is often very hard to get a colony through
spring at all if some young bees are not ready to take the
place of the old ones by March 1, or nearly so. I count a
colony practically safe to pull through the spring if there
have been several square inches of brood hatched by March
1, with a few thousand more to hatch during the next few
days but if they have rested until March 1 to start breeding, the old bees die off so rapidly that in a few days there
are not enough of them left to maintain breeding temperature, and they waste their strength and energies trying, but
to no purpose, and are extinct by the time the weather does
get warm enough to aid them. If they will breed in January and February these young bees can hold out till April
and May— even till June— and so keep the colony alive until
the weather is warm enough to enable a few bees to mature
brood."

—

;

;

;

March

North and South than the heart of that same
you are pleased to style a " frozen Canuck."

1906

man whom

=\

Miscellaneous
Heips * 3 terns

j
If

Only

It

Were True!—The

following paragraph
G. Kilgore, of London, Ohio, he clip-

has been sent us by S.
ping it from the county newspaper

:

Profit in Bees.
Dr. J. L. Gaudy, of Richardson Co., Nebr., gets as high
as 400 pounds of honey from a single colony, and he has
3000 colonies of bees, constituting the largest apiary in the
world. He owns 20,000 acres of valuable land, all of it representing the invested profits of bee-keeping. He once
marketed 32,000 pounds of honey from 75 colonies, which
was over 400 pounds each. He plants large quantities of
catnip along the roadside and in other waste places, claiming that it provides abundant bee-pasturage for 3 months or
longer.

The foregoing

is simply a condensation of a long artione of the bee-papers several years ago.
Several months after its appearance a personal investigation was made by the editor of the bee-paper containing the
account, and he found that there was practically no foundation for most of the statements. Of course, almost any beekeeper of experience would hardly believe that 32,000 pounds
of honey would be stored by a single apiary of 75 colonies
in one season. That has never been done, and probably

cle published in

never will be.

As to the catnip statement, there was very little of it
found in the locality mentioned.
It is very unfortunate, indeed, that such paragraphs
should continue to appear in the newspapers, as they are
misleading. We fear that some people would be induced
to go into bee-keeping, thinking that there is a great fortune in it, only to be disappointed later.
Mr. L. L. Andrews, of Corona, Calif., is the President
of the California Bee-Keepers' Association. Recently he
sent us two pictures of his apiaries. One of them produced
15 tons of honey in 1905. His total crop was 25 tons from
250 colonies, spring count.

Beedom North and Beedom South
It is pleasant to know that there are

1,

orange and sage blossoms.

The honey was gathered from

He

has had populous colonies

Mr. Editor :— Please watch carefully that " Southern
Beedom " and " Canadian Beedom " are not made too close
neighbors in the columns of the Old Reliable." That man

a 10-frame extracted super 3 times in 12 days during
the height of the orange-flow. He often moves to this location in March, and keeps the bees there until about the last
of June, and then moves to the buckwheat and gets 2 or 3
extractings from that source. From many colonies he extracted 12 times, 5 years ago. His average for the season

Scholl

of 1905

those

who

are

suffi-

ciently interested in the welfare of this Journal to be on the
lookout for possible collisions, as witness the following
:

''

always putting a chip on his shoulder
knocked off by some one further north, and there's no tell''
ing- what might happen if he
is

to

be

fill

was

200 pounds of extracted honey per colony.

should succeed in getting the
blood thawed out in the veins
of that frozen Canuck.

Betwixt & Between.
Thanks for the caution,
but
fear.

have

not

the

slightest

No matter how many

chips are placed on the shoulders of the Southerner, if you

watch closely you will always
them accompanied by a
smile of the utmost goodnature and no heart beats
more warmly for all men
see

;

Wild Buckwheat.
(APIARIES OF

L. L.

Orange and Sage.
ANDREWS.)

March
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Sketches of
Beebomites

J
REV. ROBERT

B.

McCAIN

was born in Washington Co.,
His boyhood and youth were spent in
Virginia and North Carolina. He is of Scotch-Irish extraction, having sprung from the descendants of that race
who inhabit the mountain regions of the old Colonial South.
At the age of 14 he returned with his parents to southern
Indiana, where, in the course of a few years, he began the
serious preparation for life work in obtaining a common
school, academic and collegiate education. When the call
to the gospel ministry was answered, in giving himself to
that profession as a life work, Hanover College, in Jefferson
Co., Ind., was chosen as the school in which collegiate
preparation was to be obtained.
After a four years' course Mr. McCain graduated from
Hanover College in 1894, receiving the degree of Bachelor
of Arts. The College has since conferred on him the degree of Master of Arts. A special professional course of
three years was obtained at McCormick Theological Seminary, from which he graduated in 1897. Mr. McCain was
ordained to the gospel ministry in the Presbyterian Church,
June 3, 1897, and has continued actively in the ministry
since that time, principally in Illinois. His present pastorate is the Aux Sable Grove Presbyterian Church, in Kendall Co., Ills. This is a flourishing country church in the
midst of one of the most attractive farming regions of the

The

Ind.,

subject of this sketch

Nov.

16, 1869.

I8l

The picture of the apiary is my experimental apiary in a corner
of a city lot where I had 30 colonies of bees in a space 15x40 feet.
The apiary faces an alley which is used a great deal by both wagons
and pedestrians, and yet I have never had a complaint. A few people
who persisted in standing near the fence when I was manipulating
the bees were etuDg. My best yield was in 1902, when, from 2 colonies, I took 500 pounds of comb honey aod 40 poundsof extracted. In
addition to this yield I increased my apiary to 8 colonies, using the
nucleus plan. I have never allowed anything but high grade queens
to remain in the apiary. The bees that have giv^n best results in
honey-gathering are Italians bred for work in comb honey rather than
for color, though they are beautifully marked with yellow bands.
Pure-blood Caucasian queens have given good results in this same
apiary, though they do not equal the Italians in amount stored. The
cappings of the honey stored by Caucasian bees was regular and as
white as fancy honey need be.
The other photograph is intended to show the best yield of
that I have had from one colony in a single season. There
14
of the shipping-cases with 30 plain 4x5 sections in each. All of
are
the sections (280 in all) are finished " fancy." 1 took a few unfin-

comb honey

State.

Of country

life

and rural pursuits, Mr. McCain Isays

:

I have deliberately chosen the country as the field of my ministry
in the name of Christ, because I believe that it is among the people who
live away from the abnormal and distracting conditions of city life
that we find it possible to develop the highest and best in human
nature. The youth of to-day who obtains preparation for his life
work in the better classes of our country districts has, in my opinion,
an immeasurable advantage over his less fortunate brother who must
grow up in the city. The minister or teacher who will equip the
mind and mold the characters of the youth of the country districts
will, in so doing, aid greatly in bringing into action intellectual and
moral forces which will tend to remedy the social and civic ills of our
time.
My interest extends to the pursuits of country life as well as to
the people. I am intensely interested in gardening and fruit-growing,
as well as in the study of soils and their proper use and enrichment.
But my hobby in rural pursuits is bee-culture. I do not now remember just how my interest in bees was awakened, but it began to maniHaving become thoroughly infected
fest itself about four years ago.
with the bee-fever, I sought to allay its cravings for knowledge with
"
Langstroth on the Honey-Bee " (original work),
such offerings as
"
B C of Bee-Culture," and " Forty Tears Among the Bees." I became, and still continue to be, a constant reader of the American Bee
Journal and Gleanings in Bee-Culture, and all other available literature on the subject of the honey-bee. To facilitate the understanding
of what I read, I erected an observatory hive in my study window.
This hive is full 10-frame size with a glass division-board. In it I saw
with my own eyes the hidden mysteries.

A

But this proved to be bad medicine for bee-fever. I tried a year
of treatment after the method of Frank Cheshire, in his " Scientific
Bee-Keeping," using a compound microscope of high power to verify
bis statements, and still I am not well of the fever.
In the meantime an apiary was growing in the back-yard, and
the little workers of the colonies were paying all expenses for the
equipment of their own homes as well a6 furnishing a delightful sweet
for

my

Mb. McCain and Crop of One Colony
(Nearly 7 feet high.)

table.

My

attention has been given more especially for the last two
years to breeding high-grade queens. This. I believe, to be the crucial
point in bee-culture. It is the work towards which I have been preparing myself with the most thorough scientific training and investigation.
I am rather proud of the fact that I have never lost a colony of
bees from any cause since I have been a bee-keeper. I fear very much,
however, that the record in this line will be broken this year. Recently, in the month of January, I moved my entire apiary to my
present home. The bees came part of the way by railroad, but the
last of the trip (8 miles) was made in wagons.
It was during the
thaw, and the gravel roads cut through to the large stones, making
the travel very rough. My bees were badly shaken, but the warm
weather was an advantage, and I am hoping that the damage will not
be great.

When sending the photographs from which the engravings were made, Mr. McCain wrote
:

ished sections from this colony, but they are not counted. I al60 drew
on this colony to some extent in making my increase The large
yield is accounted for, I think, by the fact that there wa6 an almost
continuous honey-flow from May 15 to the middle of October, and that
the bees were in prime condition to attack the work when it came. I
do not hesitate to say that the strain of bees had a great deal to do
with the yield. I have used that queen as a breeder, and her progeny
have given uniformly good results. I have not yet been able to buy a
queen whose bees equal the work of this one, and I have bought a
good many since I have been keeping bees.

Those of our readers who have attended the conventions of the Chicago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Association of late years

gentleman

know Mr. McCain.

to meet,

He

is

a very pleasant

and whenever present has contributed
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to the interest of the convention.

We

are glad to be able
to our readers.

him through such good pictures

to present

At the

last

Christmas time he distributed the following
which, we think, is a beautiful expres-

to his parishioners,

sion

:

Yule Greeting
glad for to-day— not cast down because of yesterday, nor
yet proud; not waiting for greater opportunities to-morrow, but
given wholly to the work and the joy of to-day To look with friendly
eye upon God's out-of-door6; To read the best books, think the best
thoughts, love that which is true and beautiful; To believe in men, to
seek by kindness to bring them always good cheer; To spend time
alone with God, that the peace of Christ may guard and the passion
of the world Savior inspire; To pray for heaven in the heart, and to
live for a home in heaven
Thus may God increase your Christmas joy and fulfill the hope of
With gratitude for what He has enabled you to do in
the New Year.
the past, and with a prayer for the upbuilding of His church, which
we love and serve, I am sincerely your friend—

To be

;

Robert

B.

McCain.

(Dur* Sister

Beekeepers
=j
Conducted by

Emma

Bee-Keeping for

M. Wilson, Marengo,

Women- Poultry

vs.

111.

Bees

For some reason, the ambitious woman, especially on
the farm, who desires to make a little extra money, almost
invariably turns to poultry. This is possible because she
knows something of the rudiments of poultry-raising, and
partly because there is usually some stock on the farm with
which to begin operations. I do not mean to infer that
there is anything which will take the place of poultry, or
which should, for that matter, but I do say that where it is
practicable for her to do so the average woman could make
more money from bee-culture, and make it more easily than
from poultry, especially where poultry products must be
sold in the general market. Moreover, she could do it with
no greater outlay, and with more physical, mental and
spiritual benefit to herself.
The first barrier, which a woman who is contemplating
going into some small enterprise of her own, sees in connection with bee-keeping, is her usual lack of knowledge
concerning the management of bees. The next is, possibly,
her instinctive fear of the "punishment" which she knows
she must frequently receive. In regard to the first, I would
say that a couple of dollars invested in bee-books, and
another in a good journal, will soon scatter the shadows of
ignorance from her mind, and enable her, even the first
season, to manage her bees with a degree of intelligence
that will insure her comparative success. Regarding the
latter, I would say that the fear is usually much worse than
the actual experience. Besides, it is possible so to dress
that one need be stung very rarely. A bit of comforting
knowledge is, that the oftener one is stung the less serious
the consequences. Indeed, after the first season, bee-stings
rarely cause any swelling or soreness of the parts stung.
Now let us consider the work of caring for bees compared with that of caring for poultry. The active season in
the apiary begins about the last of May, although an occasional day's work will be required previous to this time.
From the first of May to the middle of July bee-work will
probably push considerably, but nevertheless a healthy
woman ought not to find it difficult to do this in addition to
her ordinary housework.
After the middle of July until extracting time there will
be but little work in the apiary, although some little will be
required now and then. From one to two weeks' work in
September ought to take care of the honey, and put the bees
into good shape again. One or two days later should be
spent putting them into condition for winter, after which
nothing more will be required until cellaring time. Then
comes a long resting time, during which what honey remains on hand may be marketed, and preparations made
for another season's work. I am considering here an apiary of from 20 to 50 colonies. More than this it would not
be advisable for a woman to undertake without help either
indoors or out.

March
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To obtain any considerable income from poultry, from
100 to 200 hens must be kept, which will require considerable care every day during the entire year. Beginning with
April, when the chicks begin to hatch, the work is greatly
increased, very exacting, and to some extent dirty and disagreeable as well. In rainy weather, as well as in fair,
chicks must be fed and cared for, and during the worst winter weather, when bee-keepers may sit by the fire and rest,
poultry-keepers must face the storms and wade through
drifts to feed and care for their birds.
This is one reason
why I would advocate bee-keeping for frail women, in preference to anything else in which she might engage.
Now let us consider profits. Each colony of bees, in
good seasons, ought to return from $4 to $6 in honey, besides the increase. This would make an apiary of 50 colonies bring in from $200 to$300 annually. From $1 to $2 per
head is all that the average flock will return, even under
good management, which would be an income of from $100
to $200 for a flock of 100 hens.
A pretty neat little sum, I
will admit, but considering the work and feed required to
obtain it, not equal to what the bee-keeper may secure.

Now a word about costs of production. Perhaps $40 to
$50 would be sufficient to buy extra hives and all necessary
supplies for 50 colonies. It will cost about the same to feed
a good-sized flock one year. From this it may be seen that
from an equal to a much greater income may be realized
from an equal outlay, with less and more agreeable work in
favor of the bees.
Another thing in favor of bee-keeping in preference to
poultry raising, where location and other things are favorable is that an apiary of 50 colonies may be doubled to
advantage, while up to 200 head of poultry are all that can
be kept advantageously on any one farm.
But it is not impracticable, with good management, to
keep both poultry and bees, and make each return a very
satisfactory profit.

Mrs.

MilmE Honaker.

Viroqua, Wis.

^
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pasty's

Clftertl?ougfyts

j
The " Old Reliable" as seeo through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Glasses.

The Government and Queen Rearing.

We

expect the child that learns A to proceed to learn B
and yet there are some sequences that are not quite so inevitable, although they may look so on heedless first eflance.
I spoke very enthusiastically in favor of having the Department of Agriculture supervise the rearing of Caucasian
queens but I suspect we had better not back up their supervision of the whole queen-rearing business in too emphatic
a way. Let us not make it necessary for any breeder to
abandon his business just because his nose has gotten out
of joint at some Government desk. The rearing of straight
Italians is a long-established business. We already have
some idea about who's who and what's what, and our conventions and journals can do something to post us still
further. But as to the first proposition, on a new introduction there is more dangerof getting hybrids, and very much
more when the looks of the bees afford nothing positive as
to purity
which same is the case with the Caucasians, I
believe.
Almost sorry Uncle Sam did not confine himself
to the urgently needed service first proposed.
In trying to
do more he may not do any of it superlatively well. Page 45.
;

;

—

Top and Bottom Frame Spacers.
Yes, if you are going to use wire bottom-spacers, the
way of fastening them, in which K. H. Wagner gives on
page 47, is quite an improvement. Firm laterally, instead
of being ready and waiting to swing over and crush down.
(Bend bottom of first loop one way and next loop the other
way, and so on across, stapling each one fast.) I don't use
spacers at all, but sometimes think I would do so if beginning anew.
For top spacing I think I should choose
another kind, the ones with a metal rabbet having very
small notches in which a wire or wire nail rests. This kind
combines the accuracy of spacers with much of the freedom
of going without them. By good chance this kind is illus-
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trated in the same number on page S3. For migratoryhives, however, Wagner's kind would be much better.

Printer Got "Mixed" on "Making."
In my department on page 52, there is a queer and
rather unusual error. The first word of the third caption,
" Making " played " pussy wants a corner " with the word
" Mixing," which headed the fourth caption failed to get
back again, and went to press in that mixed condition. An
adversary can accuse me now of making honey.

—

Number Locations Instead of
In the picture on

Hives.

page 61 we read the order of numerals
Nearly all apiary pictures with num-

then 32, then 31.
bers on the hives show the same higglety-pigglety-ness.
Visible evidence of more or less effort on the part of the
keeper to have things in mathematical order and proof
positive of failure. Give it up, brethren. The " way " is
to have the numbers belong to the locations and not to the
hives. Then have your system of arrangement so simple
that you can readily keep the numbers in your head and
need no visible ones.
30,

whole, of a modern outtit. io elaborating wax and building combs, as
well as in feeding thousands of larvie. This should not be lost sight
Suppose a strong colony sends out a good swarm and two casts in
of.
due course; there will be in each hive at least 2000 hungry larviu
daily to satisfy with food composed of honey and pollen.
By proper
management the three lots of bees might have been kept workiDg in
supers over their original home, while below only one lot of larvse
would be consuming honey. It is a well-known fact that one good
colony will store more surplus than two or three small ones. Hence,
it is most desirable to plan work in the apiary now, with the object of
limiting the number of colonies, instead of increasing by immoderate

swarming.

This idea of the unnecessary amount of brood to be
cared for has not been enlarged on in giving reasons why
one colony held together will do better than though it
swarmed once or twice.

—

Empty Box-Hives — Roofing for Hives.
The hives in Allen Latham's apiary look far too neat to
be made out of empty boxes. Although the camera does
sometimes, this can hardly be all flattery. His proceedings in making them, as detailed on pages 74-80, remind me of my own in making lath hives. In this matter
Lots of us would
it is decidedly "every one to his taste."
"Whatever I do in this bothersome world, I'll never
say
make hives out of empty boxes not even if new lumber
gets to $100 per thousand. " On the other hand, quite a good
few of use just delight in that sort of thing feel as if making something out of nothing, and so getting closer to the
The latter class should linger over Mr.
Omnipotent
Latham's article they don't see the like of it very often.
Also information for everybody as to cutting roofing paper.
Don't try to cut with the point of a knife along a rule. Get
the middle of the blade to bear, at an angle less than 90 degrees, so the severed paper on one side will be lifted as the
knife passes along.
Shouldn't wonder if he was nobly right in commending
his roof (apart from his way of making the body of it, say)
to the whole fraternity. I have long used tin-covered roofs
none of them too satisfactory, and many of mine very
unsatisfactory. If roofing paper (on a foundation with
cracks ad libitum) lasts years enough in actual practice it
would seem very attractive to me. One naturally asks:
Does it rot under bricks or big weights, used to keep a roof
from eloping with the breezes ? And how about it when
snow turns to ice on top, and one carelessly wrestles with
the ice to get it off ? Toward spring we want ice off to let
the sun strike it better.
"The absurd custom of tilting
Moreover we read:
hives forward should not be tolerated in any upright beeWell, if we like a man we like him to be a
yard." Ahem
human sort of man. A man could hardly be human unless
he had now and then a whim. Behold how this one just fits
Mr. L. out with angel wings. Pages 61, 74 and 79.
flatter

:
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Mr. Edwin Trinder
Mr. Edwin Trinder, of Norfolk Co., Ont., is one of the
and most experienced bee-keepers in that section.
Both personally and officially he is well known to the profession, and has filled the important position of President

oldest

in the

County Association

for 4 years.

His success may be attributed to his personal application, s udy, and attention to all branches of the work
and,
being a man of great energy and thoroughness in all his
;

—

—

—

—
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Conducted by Morley Pettit,

Villa Nova, Ont.

Early Preparation for the Honey Season
in the Journal of Agriculture and Horticulspeaks strongly on the matter of early preparation for
the honey season. He says

"Expert,"

ture,

Edwin Trinder.
undertakings, no detail is too unimportant not to receive
proper care and attention at his hands.
From small beginnings his interests have developed
to SO colonies at this time, to all of which he gives personal
attention on his own fruit-farm. His mechanical appliances are of the most approved types, as would be expected
in a modern apiary like his.
As a horticulturist in small fruits, he has always been
successful, quality being the first incentive in all his efforts.
For several years he assisted Mr Groff, the well-known
Canadian gladiolus hybridist and specialist, as grower of
that beautiful flower. During that time he had entire
charge of the cultivation of millions of corms, which were
shipped to all parts of the civilized world.
Acting on the suggestion of Mr. Groff, he also undertook the improvement of the strawberry by hybridization.
He used the pollen of our wild species on the best garden
varieties available for that purpose, and secured as the result types of increased vigor and constitution in the plant,
through the revitalizing influence of this cross, as well as
improved texture and flavor in the berry
He feels that
this is a work entitled to receive more attention from the
strawberry-growers of Canada.

:

now? would only be asked by
is accustomed to make preparations when there is little
to do them. There is more honey lost, I firmly believe,
of supers (either not procured at all or not ready when

What

is

there to do

the

man who

time in which
through lack
wanted than
from any other cause, in apiaries that are supposed to be managed.
I have seen hives in one garden with
supers 2 and 3 stories high,
and all full, while near-by other bee-keepers have plenty of hives, but
some of them supered. What folly
A swarm put into a box or
ekep will consume honey sufficient to pay more than half, if not the
!

)

Comb Foundation
Dristrict Convention comb foundation
As to size of sheet it was agreed that
the foundation should be attached to the top-bar and touch
the side-bars of the frame so the bees will attach it there
immediately. Then it should come to about
inch from-

At the Brantford

was

fully discussed.

%
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the bottom-bar. Weed-process foundation, made from good
wax and well wired, will not sag enough to buckle at the
bottom under these conditions.
Mr. Alpaugh. of Gait, thinks more combs are sagged
out of shape by shaking to get bees off, when they are full
of honey and hot from the hive, than in any other way.
It doesn't seem to me that theory will quite hold water,

although Mr. Alpaugh is more careful and painstaking in
many ways than I am. Chris Edmondson has the wires in
the frame loose, then draws them down in the middle when
embedding.
Thus they act as a truss, and support the
foundation from sagging.
As to weight of foundation, many prefer it as light as
possible without danger of sagging about 7% to 8 sheets
R. H. Smith said with good wax the bees
to the pound.
would thin the base of heavy foundation and use the wax in
wall-building, so there, is no particular economy in using
foundation extra-thin. But R. F. Holtermann contended
that particularly in a heavy honey-flow the secretion of
wax by the bees is partly involuntary, and if not used in
comb building or capping it would be plastered on the in-

March

and wasted. Hence note, incidentally,
no economy in extracting uncapped honey, for the
wax which the bees will secrete for capping anyway would
sides of the hive
is

be wasted.
For fastening foundation in sections H. G. Sibbald recommended a block to fit in the section just to the middle.
He lays in a square of foundation which just fits the section, and with a quill stripping brush, such as carriage
painters use, he brushes melted wax around, sticking the
foundation fast to all four sides. By this means there are
no openings except what the bees in a slow honey-flow

might make.

^

i

^

Wintering Bees
All the members of the Brantford Convention, who had
bees in the cellar, were complaining of high temperature
and noisy bees. Geo. Howard, of Lynden, put out his 64
colonies for a flight on Jan. 22, and put them back in when
the weather turned cooler. He said they did not seem to
be needing a flight very badly, and were very quiet when
put back. Mr. Howard has promised to report in " Canadian Beedom " on the condition of these bees when they
come out for good in the spring.
An idea for getting bees into the cellar quietly came
from Mr. Edmundson, of Brantford. He pries hives loose
from the bottom-board the night before, and slips a fencestaple in flatwise to keep them from sticking together again.
A nail would roll, and let the hive slip out of place on the
bottom-board, but a staple will not do that.
For outdoor wintering Mr. Alpaugh has an entrance
Winter
^'/z^Yi inch, and no projection of the bottom-board.
and summer his bottom-boards are exactly the same length
as the hive. The outside entrance of the packing-box is
lower than the entrance of the hive. This serves two purIt " breaks joints," so no cold wind or sunshine
poses
•can get directly into the hive, and it gives a place where
the live bees can drop dead ones without going clear outside
and getting chilled.
:

Mr, Alpaugh believes in having his bottom-boards
perfectly level. If they slope forward, bees falling from
the cluster roll to the entrance in the death struggle. The
"entrance soon becomes closed by dead bees but with a
level floor they lie where they fall. For upward ventilation he cracks the honey-board loose late enough so that it
in.
will not be propolized fast again before winter sets
;

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Bee Journal.

Honey

as a

Health-Food.— This

is

this

a 16-page honey-

to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on "Honey as
Food "' written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to

pamphlet intended

"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey.
those selling honey. The
It should be widely circulated by
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.
Prices prepaid— Sample copy for a two-cent stamp; 50
for $4.00;
copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500
printed free at the
or 1 000 for $7.50. Your business card
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.
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Conditions Affecting the Honey-Flow

Other

Matters
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BY

WISH

H.

S.

PHILBROOK

give a few observations I have made relative
the honey-flow, and no flow. There are three known
I to
elements required to produce a good honey-flow, and a
fourth unknown. The three are, in my part of the country
First, and most important, the bees must be in good
condition, free from disease and strong in numbers.
Second, we must have abundant rains before the season
has advanced too far.
Third, we must have warm, balmy sunshine, and not
too much cloudy weather after the flow is on.
And now for the fourth, and unknown condition and
observations I have made in connection with this condition
In 1884, I think it was, I was located 14 miles north of Lompac, in Santa Barbara County. We were enjoying a plentiful flow of sage honey, when a thunder-storm of considerable force came on, accompanied with a slight rainfall, but a
grand display of lightning. It lasted only part of the day
and night, but our honey had vanished, and for nearly a
week the bees were furious, and on the robbing order.
At that time I thought the slight rain had washed the
flowers free of honey, but this put me to observing the results of rains since then during the flow, and I find, or seem
to find, that clouds and an electrical display will always
stop our flow for a time, even with no rain.
I have been engaged in the culture of sugar-beets for
the past 7 years, and we are paid according to the percent
of sugar our beets contain, each load being tested by a sample caught at random as the load is being dumped into the
cars, and the same thing appears in the sweetness of the
No lain, with a grand electrical display, reduces the
beet.
percent of sugar nearly as much as rainfall does. Our beets
are very sweet here, frequently going 28, and sometimes
over 30, percent sugar so such things are readily noticed.
to

:

;

A

Carload of Honey.

And now a word for Mr. Hasty's carload of honey. Here
on the Western Coast, a carload by water is 10 tons, and a
carload by actual car, or by rail, is IS tons.
Effect of Dark and Light Colors on Bees.
W. W. McNeal, on page 728, asks for opinions regarding

bees being angered by black objects. It is, in my opinion, a
fact beyond dispute that bees have a great dislike for anything of a dark color; the lighter the color the less an
angry bee will notice it, and, the darker, the more infuriated
will she become.
To illustrate Take a black felt hat and stick it up in the
apiary, say 6 feet high, on a stick some cool day, and at the
same time place a light felt hat in a similar position. But,
mind you, put them far enough apart so the angry bees
from the black hat will not fool with the light one, and in
the evening count the stings in the black one and compare
with the light one. I mean this to be tried during a shortage of honey, when bees are naturally cross. Invariably
the black one will out-reach the light one.
I have seen a great deal written about two queens in
one hive, and the writer always uses the " mother and
daughter " theory. Now, as pretty as this sounds, I am inclined to doubt the assertion. In my experience, and I have
found many of them, it has always been two young queens
I don't mean virgin queens, but both young fertile queens
of about the same age, and invariably one will seem rather
deformed about the sting, she being very thick and blunt
at the end, and, if taken and introduced to a queenless colony, she will do very poor service for a time, and finally be
superseded by the bees themselves while the other will be
a very nice, neat-shaped queen, and do as well as any may
be expected to do.
:

;

Building Comb on Tree-Limbs.

As
avery

to a swarm building comb outside on a limb, that is
common thing here in California. If one is located
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too far from timber or rocks to form convenient shelter, I
have even known them to stay in a large weed where the
sun beats direct on them, and build combs and rear brood, if
located close to the coast where the sun does not melt the
combs from excessive heat.

Why

Bees Don't Store Honey.

many questions as to why bees do not
of the opinion that there are generally
blame in most cases, though not acting simultaneously in all cases.
To begin with, I think in many
cases the bees have a slight trace of paralysis, though perhaps not perceptible to most men. And, in connection with
this, I wish to ask. Would it not be wisdom to keep a supply
of sulphur about the entrance, and throw it in at the entrance on the bottom-board ? It invigorates healthy colonies, and is a sure "quietus" to paralysis.
Next to this
comes weather conditions, and I will explain some observations I have made in this regard in my next.
I

notice a good

store honey.
two factors to

I

am

Oxnard,

Calif.
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The past season has been the poorest for many years in
this section, say many of the old bee-keepers. It was caused
The honey secured in the spring was
by too much rain.
from poplar and milkweed, the latter being very destructive
The older
to bees, as its pollen accumulates on their feet.
bees are often found fastened to the flower, but the younger
bees do not seem so seriously hindered by it. I have noticed
strings of this pollen
of an inch long on their feet. No
sooner do they come in with their load and deposit it than
several bees meet them at the entrance and work like
jockeys after a horse has run a race, and remove it. I have
noticed in the morning that the alighting-board was completely covered with it.

%

The fall honey was secured from the goldenrod and
stickweed, which, I suppose, is of the aster family. The two
flowers would have given us an abundant crop had it not
been that our nights were too cool for comb-making. However, the bees gathered enough to go into winter quarters in
For two years past we have had an abungood shape.
dance of white clover bloom, but it was a rare thing to see
a bee on it. Does this often happen ?
Sweet clover is making its appearance in this section
quite a sprinkling in this neighborhood for the first time.
It is found along the railroad, principally.
I suppose the
trains have brought the seed from other sections. Some 15
years ago this portion of the State had much linden, but it
However, many young trees
has nearly all been cut out.
are growing, and we hope by interesting the farmers in beeculture that they will spare the young growth, and in a few
more years there will be good pasturage for bees.
Most of the bees in this section that are kept are in boxhives, the same as were in use a hundred years ago. Those
of us who have adopted the new method are awakening
some interest along the line. Taking West Virginia as a
whole, I am of the opinion it would be a good honey-producing State, especially in the interior, if we could teach the
farmer that he would succeed if he would study the modern
methods and apply them. Some of us would like to have a
State bee-keepers' convention, and shall work to that end.
I am trying to induce some of my former friends to take the
American Bee Journal those who have a few bees. However, it is no easy matter to get many of the West Virginians
out of the same old rut that their fathers ran in.
I just noticed the question has been asked, " Does it pay
to take more than one good bee-periodical?" My answer
is, Yes, as many as one is able to pay for; for outside of
bee-culture they are educators, and that is what we need.
We go this way but once, and let us get all the good we can
out of it. Those of us who expect it, and are urging others
to the same expectancy of joy in the future life, should get
all the joy and sweets of this life that do not require compromise with evil. So, then, let us take, read, and pay for
all the papers we can that tell us of the sweet family.

—

Bee-Stings as a

Remedy— Other Comments

BY

WHILE

L. H.

SODDITH

take and read with profit, as well as pleasure,
every article in the American Bee Journal, yet on
page 806 (1905) was one on the subject of "Bee-Sting
Remedy " which was of most interest to me, because of the
following experience
For over 10 years I was a great sufferer from stomach
trouble and lumbago, until I was completely unable to attend
to my duties, having been for 20 years in the pastorate of
Baptist churches. All my life I have had a dread of bees,
and that because of their stinging propensities always giving them a wide birth.
Some two years ago an old Baptist preacher moved into
our city, and with him came his bees. Hearing much said
about them and the modern manner in which he handled
them, I was impressed to go over and talk bees, with no intention of going near the hives.
When I called, he and
another gentleman were working with them.
I ventured
out some distance from where they were working, and asked
if he thought I was in any danger, and he answered, " No."
I soon became so much interested that I ventured up, and
escaped without a single bee-sting. In short, I became so
interested that I began to help him. I soon began to love
the bee to that extent that I secured from him several colonies and took them home, and in a few days I secured a
severe sting. The pain was not so bad as I had expected,
but it caused such an itching that it seemed almost unendurable in fact, it was so severe that I felt that I would have
to give up the bee-business. However, I persisted until the
itching sensation entirely disappeared, and with it went my
lumbago. This so encouraged me that I returned to my first
love for bees, and, as soon as I could secure them, I increased
my stock to 12 instead of 2 colonies.
It was not long before I found my stomach trouble was
gone with the lumbago. For many years I had taken many
purgatives prescribed by my physician, besides many patent
remedies, but not one that I had ever taken had had the
effect upon me that the sting of a bee had.
It acted quickly
I

—

and painlessly. Some may say, "Well, it is nothing more
than a mental delusion," but, to me, it has been of all others
the real thing.
I do not intend by ttgis to advise those who have rheumatism, lumbago, or stomach trouble, to rush away and get
stung by bees, but I am of the opinion that it would be
much cheaper to have a few colonies of bees, and get a few
stings, and some of the sweets, than to buy patent medicines
or to rush away to many of the springs that claim to be an
infallible remedy for the above diseases.
I am at present taking the American Bee Journal and
another bee-paper, and feel that I have missed much of the
good reading matter by not having taken them sooner.
Both are excellent periodicals, but I must say I am partial
to the American Bee Journal.
My main reason for this
claim is its weekly visits to my home. I look forward with
much anxiety for its coming I read and re-read it, and wish
for Friday to come, for on that day each week I have a visit
from the American Bee Journal. If I had no bees, and had
the price of the Journal, I would not be without it. In fact,
I don't see how any preacher can be without it on his studytable, for from it he can gather many of the best of illustrations from the most active and industrious families in
animated creation, to be used in sermon-making.
;

—

Huntington, W. Va.

Shaken Swarms and Non-Swarming Methods
BY

SOME
brushed

10 or 12 years

DAVENPORT.

C.

introduced, as you might say,
to modern bee-keeping.
for years before I wrote anything in

ago

I

swarming

or shaken

had practiced it
This method of artificial swarming, by
to it.
which all the brood is removed, was original with me,
but after I described it many others claimed to have
practiced it, and I believe it was even traced back to the
1

regard

dim

past.

Ever

since

I

first

more years ago than

1

—

commenced bee-keeping many
remember — artificial swarm-

like to

swarming, has been one of the
have given more thought
believe
problems to which
and study than has any other person now living, or that
ever lived, and I have finally solved it in a way that I
never thought or even dreamed possible. I expect few
ing, or the prevention of
I

I

I shall state in regard to this matter.
spent practically all my life among bees,
could not believe it if 1 had not practised it.
A description of the different ways I have treated or
artificially swarmed colonies, and the devices, non-swarming hives, self-hivers, swarm-controllers and the like,
would make a large book; but the shaken-swarm method
was, up to 3 years ago the past season, the most practical
method I had discovered, hough I was very far from
being satisfied with it. for in this locality it does not work
as well in all cases as it dues in others, as described by

will believe the facts
I.

who have

some.
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Here, a colony that is not shaken until the bees have
one or more sealed queen-cells, will invariably swarm out
or desert the new hive in a day or two, and if they are
get back all right they may try it again. Some colonies
act in the same way if they are swarriied before they
have cells very far under way; and again, some colonies
that do not swarm out. sulk or refuse to work for a
number of days, and others work in a listless, half-hearted
way that does not accomplish much. These are some
of the disadvantages of brushed swarms here.
Still, in
large yards, this method of artificial swarming is far
ahead of natural swarming, for while the natural swarms
from a small yard are easily handled, it is many times
impossible, here, for one or even two men to handle them
in a yard of ISO to 200 colonies.
Large hives, ventilation,
and shade will not here prevent a strong colony, if the'
bees are of a vigorous strain, from swarming. They are
almost certain to swarm if nothing besides is done to
prevent, and, after a few rainy days, few who have not
had actual experience in the matter would believe the
number of natural swarms that might issue the first fair,
hot day from a yard of 200 or more colonies. I know,
for I allowed natural swarming one season in a yard of
225 colonies, spring count, and handled the swarms alone,
or what I could of them.
Of course, clipped queens give one a great advantage
when natural swarming is allowed, but in a large yard
it is a pretty hard matter to keep track of the exact condition of each colony, and there is always liable to be one
or more young queens out to lead a swarm (or a number
of them in one bunch) to the woods, for it very often
happens here that a strong colony supersedes its queen

swarming season, and swarms when the first young
queen is old enough to accompany it. Then if that hap-
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There is no searching for queens by this method, no
jumping of hives around; no possibility of any eggs or
brood being chilled or lost; no possibility of afterswarms;
and, unless it is desired'to breed from a certain queen,
queen-rearing need not be practised, for with
can, if desired, be allowed to
requeen themselves with a queen reared under the swarming impulse.
In fact, there are possibilities about this
method that I do not yet fully know myself, but what 1
do know is, that when it becomes known to the bee-keeping world it will revolutionize our pursuit. I would rather
produce honey, either comb or extracted, for 10 cents a
pound and practice this method, than for 20 cents a pound
and have either to practice natural or "shook" swarming.
I
have not decided yet whether it would be best for
me to give this to the bee-keeping world or not.
Southern Minnesota.
artificial

this

method each colony

[We wish

Mr. Davenport to describe his
swarming, which' he mentions
in the foregoing article, for the benefit of our readers
and the bee-keeping public in general. If he does not do
so, in all probability some one else will, and then Mr.
Davenport will get neither the credit nor honor that he
would if he were to publish it now. Editob.]
latest

method

to

invite

of preventing

Queen-Breeders and Their Difficulties
BY HENRY ALLEY.

in the

pens

be

to

"swarming day"

young queen may lead
all together, or, what

in

a

large

yard,

that

one

dozen or more swarms
sometimes about as bad, they
may stay clustered all right, and swarm after swarm come
out and keep joining them, and all that can be done is to
keep dipping and dumping them in front of empty hives.
One of the clipped queens has to be given to each colony
right away or the bees will soon come out again.
Of
course, the bees are all mixed up and some queens will
be balled or killed. I soon found, though, that there is
no need of having any queens balled or killed under these
conditions, for if she is caged and laid on the bottomboard under the frames, the bees will stay in the hive
just as well as if she were free, and then the next day
she can be released without any danger.
After being "all through the mill," as I have, it is
hard for me even yet to realize that I now have absolute
control of the swarming problem.
Three years ago I
treated a colony in a certain way, that had sealed queencells and was about ready to swarm.
I expected they
would swarm out within the next day or two, but, instead
of doing so, they went to work with a vim and vigor
that astonished me. I was too familiar with the vagaries
of bees, though, to let my hopes run too high over the
actions of one colony. This occurred when the swarming
season was about over, but among my bees and those in
the surrounding country I found about 30 colonies that
were preparing to swarm.
Some of these had sealed
queen-cells. All were treated in the same way, and none
of them offered to swarm, or swarm out.
The next year I treated a number of hundred colonies
in this way, treating the bees of others for nothing in
order to test the plan. Hundreds more were treated the
past season (190S), and now what I do not expect many
to believe, and what I can hardly realize as possible
myself, is the fact that in the hundreds treated the last
off half a

is

three seasons, not a single colony offered to swarm out
or failed to work with all the vim and vigor of a natural

swarm!

This method

swarming
team.
3 or 4

is

as

much ahead

of brushed or

shook

modern express train is ahead of an oxIt means simply this:
An operation requiring
minutes to a colony— though I have frequently
as a

performed it m less than 2 minutes; then the next day,
or at any time within 15 days, another operation requiring
less time.
Two minutes is ample time for this second
operation.
This not only solves the swarming problem
but secures more honey than by natural swarming, or
if
the colonies had not offered to swarm. This is another,
thing I do not expect any one to believe, but after
the
treatment is understood it would be easy to understand
why it might be so.

ON

page 97 L. A. Smith complains of the bad treatment he
received from two queen-dealers. I plead guilty to one
of those complaints, as I find on referring to my book
that Mr. Smith ordered a queen from me June 27. 1905. As I
cannot now place my hand on his letter, I cannot say more
about his order. Presumably he is correct in his statement.
Had I so understood it. he surely would have had his money
by return mail, as at that time of the season it is impossible for
me to fill an order inside of a week. My wife records all orders and keeps my books and it is more than probable that she
mentioned the fact to me, but as the queen was sent much
later, and accepted, it seems to me he had no very great reason to complain. It was his duty to have returned the queen
and demanded his money. I intend, in all cases when such
orders are sent in. to return the money at once, as I cannot
carry such business in my head, and I know of no other way
to keep a record of orders of that kind.
In all my experience of 45 years in queen-rearing, I have
never been able to fill all orders sent me for queens; but when
a man wants a queen at once, as did Mr. Smith. I try to
accommodate him and as his order was out of the usual
course, it brought me trouble.
Last fall I returned several
hundred dollars sent me for queens, as I could not begin to
fill the orders.
In many cases I wrote thus
"I have queens, but the weather is unfavorable, and I will
ship queen on certain date or return the money."
More than one hundred readers of the American Bee
Journal can testify to the truthfulness of this statement. I
have had no complaint from any one not even from Mr.
Smith. The principal part of Mr. Smith's complaint was the
loss of the honey-flow, which he says was over when he
received the queen.
Now let us see about that part of it.
I received Mr. Smith's order June 27: he gave 5 days
that would haye been on July 2.
to fill it in
Had the queen
been mailed on that date, it would have required 5 or 6 days,
at least, to have reached him at that far off part of the country (Montana)
that would have been July 7.
Now, had he
made a good job of introducing the queen, she would have
commenced to lay in about 3 days more say July 10. In 21
days more the young bees would have commenced to appear.
That would be Aug. 1 or 2. In about a week more a few of
the young bees would fly out. and in 10 days more would
commence work. That would bring the bees working on the
fall honey-flow about Aug. 15.
But Mr. Smith says his flow
of honey was over when he received the queen, which was
Aug. 10, as the queen was mailed Aug. 4. So it will be seen
that the bees from the "Adel" could not have been any good
to him had she been mailed to him just as he requested. What
;

—

—

—

—

does this show?
I will add a few words more and close.
I do not plead
guilty to "carelessness," by any means.
On the other hand, I
assert that I work hard every day to fill all orders promptly,
and I believe all queen-dealers do the same. Experience has
shown that only 3 dealers in queens and other supplies have
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am going to s., that
been found dishonest in this country. I
2 of them were women.
The late Samuel Wagner—the pioneer of bee-joun. as
the same
\ r.
once said to me that a man attacked about
nothing as the
Smith attacks certain queen-breeders, loses
back oi it. It
careful reader can see that there is something
give inany one desires to attack me. by all means
side ot the qu
\\\ I ask i- give me a chance to show ray
work 18 hours a
I
put ui) no jol - to cheat any one.
i
promptly.
the queen-rearing season to fill all orders
all orders sent
clear conscience, even if I cannot lake care of
me I am human, and shall continue to make mistakes, but J
with
think 99 per cent of all my customers are well satisfied
the treatment they receive from me.
I

neatest

results.

One swarm
1

Xr

1
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4— Dadant Methods of
BY

I

C. P.

Honey-Production

DADANT.

number of empty combs that we had to use. Some of my
readers, however, may have read in "Advanced Bee-culture,"

Z. Hutchinson, that in his experience with swarms
hived upon drawn combs, "the loss has always been so great
that it seems like folly to repeat it." This would apparently
contradict my experience, but it does not, in fact. It has never
been our method to depend upon natural swarming for increase, so that we do not usually practice hiving swarms upon
drawn combs. But let us see how it is possible that swarms
hived upon drawn combs may lose by it.
When the bees swarm, the honey crop is usually at its
As soon as the bees are hived, if
best or at least opening.
they are supplied with full-built combs from colonies that have
died, they at once unload their honey-sacs and start for the
sometimes less the
fields, and within two or three days
combs are all filled with fresh honey. They may not be filled
to overflowing, but as the honey is thin and watery when
freshly harvested, the bees scatter it all over the hive and put
some in almost every cell. The result is an entire lack of
room for the queen to lay. and the colony soon dwindles,
unless the honey has been extracted. Should the season stop
suddenly, the queen will find room to lay, but in a locality
where there may be no second crop, perhaps too many bees
are reared at once which will find no occupation and will only
help consume the stores before winter.

by W.

—

—

is to make our increase artificially, as we
the advantage there is in the saving of combbuilding. Besides, there is a much more important point, and
that is, we have noticed that the strongest colonies those that
are most likely to furnish increase in natural circumstances
are also the ones which will produce the most honey; while
the weaker ones will rear bees a little late for the crop, and
will be only fit for increase; but if they are left to their own
devices, they will not swarm, and the result will be either no
swarms or a decreased production of honey. But if we can
make things' comfortable enough for our best colonies, so that
they will not get the swarming fever, except in rare instances;
and if we manage to divide our poorer colonies, which are
just becoming strong near the end of the crop, we will get
both increase and honey.
But when we make our increase from the poorer colonies
(mind, I do not say the poorest ones), we must be sure not
to rear our queens from them, for we would fail in the most
important matter. The queens must be reared from our best
breeders, and supplied to divisions made from such colonies
as will not be likely to produce a surplus crop.
But we aim
to keep whole our best colonies, for it is from them that the

Our method
all

—

harvest

is

to

When

come.

young queens are laying, they are supplied
from time to time, with combs already built
secured from dead colonies, if we have them, or, with comb
foundation, if no already built combs are found on hand
and we have thus secured the very best results; for it is only
the

judiciously,

the strongest colonies, supplied with a great field harvest, that
can build comb to any advantage, and this is always done at
great cost, in honey, for it takes them fully as long to build
the combs as it would take to fill them, if they were given to

them already

Sal

I

are under avertheXtsions, made from colonies that
should prove to be
with breeders from the best stock,
end ot the honey crop, they
fnsuffiriently strong towards the
brood and honey from
may be easfly helped out with combs ofsurplus,
and such help,
produced a
the colonies' that have
will not perceptibly weaken
taken towards the end of the crop,
help the increase enough to
he strong colon.es, and will yet
comes.
make good colonies of them before the winter the conditions
of
In all these matters, some knowledge
and one must be guided to
of the annual crop are necessary,
and appearances of the honey
a great extent by the prospects
think is very imBut we should bear m mind what I
crop
sufficiently populous
portant that a colony that may not be
produce bees enough to build up
to fill its supers, will easily
combs are supplied as
an additional colony, if queen and
most expensive parts of the
the queen and the combs are the

Tlf

SAID, m a previous article, that after a disastrous winter,
we soon recuperated from our losses, owing to the large

then can get

maybe made from

or division

from the one and bees from the
onies by taking br
and
into three or .our pieces
split
be
may
or a colony
tand oi
on the
tt
placing
bj
helped
each separat di<
hqney-fTow, we can manipuDuring a g
anlthlr colony.
although they
and mix them n» many ways, for
r bee
a
into their home,
introduced
are
strangers
flv realize that
if the crop is
Aose^rWers never come empty handed as
a strange,
them
thej are as welcome among
to pay hts
comes among men with a gift or offer
crop o honej n w< take
We not only secure a larger from
colonies which would
the greater part of our increase
away with the un-heru.se produce no surplus, bu1 we do
have
increase by swarming.
certain vof the expectation of
disappointment athaymg
card apiarists express their
of
disappointment m tins
had no natural swarms
failure, tor an absence of
the crop has been an entire
If 1 want increase it can
want.
swarms is what
there are plenty ... built
always be produced, especially if

built.

Artificial divisions or increase are made in a number of
different ways, and this is left to the judgment of the apiarist,
but the young queens must be reared from the best stock at
as low a cost as possible, and furnished to the bees so as to
have as little loss of time as possible, if we want to secure the

age

Much of our success depends upon due
colony's resources.
Hamilton, 111.
consideration of this matter.

Clipping and Filing Apiarian Oddities
BY W.

A.

PRYAL.

yellow
vou ever know that a modern newspaper— the
department
kind, if you will— has a clipping and filing
concerning the
that gathers all the items and articles
biographies of men of any imvarious walks of life-all the
our country, all the inportance even in remote villages of

DID

of man or
discoveries, all the freak happenings
for an article
and-well, everything that may be used
that may be obtained
sooner or later with what pictures
them away under a vvellbearing on the same-and files
All that is interesting about bee,
arra./ed index system?
that crop up from time
and all that are jokes, even to the lies
department is not supposed to have an
to time (for the filing
general
knows everything), are hied under the

ventions
beast

editor

who

When a racy article with suitable art
manager the
embellishments is demanded by the ed.tonal
name it, is brought forth
"Clipping Encyclopedia," if I may so
an 'interesting (sic!)
and the reporter's "stew-pan" evolves
The Encyclopedia Bntanmca or the Cenarticle on the bee.
up-to-date bee-books
tury or not even one of the numerous
lore on the little honey-gatherer
is consulted for authoritative
hodge-podge lot
Then is it any wonder that we have such a
the public now and then?
of information thrown pell-mell at
these remarks by several telegraphic
I have been led to make
San Francisco
news items I have seen in the daily papers of
during the past month.
of a clipping establishment myI have been something
attention in this
self—finger-nails have oftener received my
Queens' wings used to be a
direction than anything else.

head of "Bees."

.

.

my proclivities a fewfascinating source of amusement for
yet I remember
years back, and it was a delicate operation,
took off the royalty's ground
"that once or twice in my hustle
was cruel, and it
propeller instead of her fairy air-movers. It
occurred. It was almost as
just pained me when the mishap
intended
bad as if a dentist pulled off a man's leg when he
what
out an aching molar. But I am drifting from
1

to
I

yank

was going

to write about.

have bad
This has been a "freak" year in California. \\ e
crops.
"freak"freak" weather and we have been treated to
Mo
all that.
But then there is no place like California for
and
sun-strokes, no one frozen to death, no thunder-storms,
things I nave
seldom any lightning to peal of. Among the
a bee-keeper
seen in the papers the past month was one where

•
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sacrificed his apiary to save the property of a neighbor. This
not be called freakish; heroism. I suppose, is the right
name for it. This was in Southern California.
One item from up north- a bit was where a swarm of bees
lit on an Indian child and stung him to death.
I suppose if
the youngster was of the white race, and was not so rankishly
odorous as the little redskin must have been, the bees would
have spared the urchin. The result of the insult to the tribe
of diggers was that the council held to settle the matter, issued

What

may

Thereupon every Indian squaw, buck
and waged war upon the kingdom
of the bees.
The slaughter of the bees in that county was
ruthless honey flowed upon the ground, dead -bees lay upon
the sod, and many a lusty buck Indian writhed in the mud
from the numerous stings hurled about his eyelids. I have
not learned if the war is ended. Perhaps President Roosevelt
might arrange for a Peace Commission to settle the trouble
a proclamation of war.

and papoose

sallied

forth

;

our National Capital.
Here is another from upper California in Lake County
and I hope the unfortunate gentleman referred to is no relative of the editor c>f the "Old Reliable."
I might hint that Hie
"House of York" should not have been vanquished by so
small a fighter as a bee. I give the telegram in full
at

—

"Santa Rosa.

Calif..

July

11.— Ed York, a
home from this

resident of
on the
his" legs.
This is the result of the
sting of a honey-bee and is one of the few cases on record
where the sting of a bee has caused the loss of a leg. It is
believed that the sting. of the insect carried infectious matter
into the man's system when it stung him, and that the result
was blood-poisoning. Amputation was necessary to save the

Upper Lake, returned to
evening train minus one of

his

city

life.
York was stung after he had left his home, and
was necessary to have the operation performed here before
he could be removed to his home in the northern county.
York suffered excruciating pains after blood-poisoning set in."

man's
it

Did the man lose his leg through the sting of a bee? and
where did the telegraphic writer, or the originator of the
story, get his information that this "is one of the
few cases
on record where the sting of a bee has caused the loss of a
leg?
I have never heard of such a case before; neither
do I
believe there is any record at all of such a case.
It is very
seldom, indeed, that a person is stung on the leg. There are
other places where a sting might cause more serious trouble.
In a case like the one reported, it may not be infectious
matter that the bee injected into Mr. York's system, but,
perhaps,
the unfortunate victim's system was in bad condition, and
the
poison of the sting may have brought about a condition where
the combination of several poisons brought on a third
and
dangerous. The statement that he was stung after he left
his home, and had his leg amputated on his
return, seems
strong.
I believe the report must be incorrect,
unless the
man had been away some time. I have heard of persons
being blood-poisoned when away from home, but never by
the sting of a bee.

From Southern California comes the record of a true
hero, and his name should find a place in all
apicultural
records.
The pity is that the brave bov gave up his life in
his endeavor to save his sister.
I
give this clipping as it
appeared in our daily papers of Aug. 10, 1905:
"

San Bernardino Calif, Aug. 9.— Cecil Sharpless. the
J
lU-year-old son of C. W. Sharpless, a prominent
apiarist
who resides at Whittier, died this evening at 7:30 o'clock
after suffering since this morning from a. rattlesnake
bite
,n

-

,

With his sister he had gone to an apiarv in Little Creek 16
miles from here, and while the children were playing
about
the honey-house a rattler crawled from under the
buildin^
° in
front of the girl.
"Cecil quickly seized the snake to save his sister
when
the reptile buried its fangs in his right hand
between the

thumb and first linger. The little girl ran a quarter of a mile
where the father was working, screaming that her brother
was being bitten by a snake.
"The father found the little boy in terrible agony and
sought an ammonia bottle which had been kept on hand
for
such emergencies, but the bottle was empty, and,
tying a
rope about the child's arm, he hurried with him to Glen'
Helen
ranch, where the manager cut open the wound
and, witli his
lips, tried to suck out the poison.
The swelling of the arm
continued, and tin- boy was hurried to town in a wagon
The
horses ran away and the boy had his foot crushed. His
hand
is as black as coal to the wrist and the arm
is swollen to twice
its normal size."
San Francisco, Calif
to

.
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Do With a Crop of Honey
BY

C.

W. DAYTON.

miles from our place here to Los Angeles, and 6
farther to Florence, in the southeast part of the
city, where our other place is located.
At Florence there
is a completely furnished 7-room house, shops, honey-house,
barn and wagon shed, and usually a fair-sized apiary amongst
grape-vines and numerous fruit-trees.
own both places

32
IT miles
is

We

no rents, no debts. We produce our honey at Chatsworth,
and take it to Florence to sell it. If the distance was 500
miles the same tactics would be followed. When we bought,
at Florence, 9 years ago, it was in the country, but it is now
thickly settled
houses and stores all around. Then land was
$150 per acre; now $2,000, or more.
When I get ready to sell some honey I put it on the
train here at Chatsworth, so that I can get it from the freight
depot as I pass through Los Angeles. I pay 15 cents per 100
pounds to ship it rather than haul it over the 32 miles of
rough and dusty roads. I choose a time when the roads are
good, and the moon lights the way. I retire at 7 in the evening; and awake at 12 or 1 o'clock; hitch up and start out.
coming into the city at 10 or 11 o'clock in the forenoon, and
go to my brother-in-law's for dinner.

—

After dinner, of this trip, I took a stroll around amongst
commission and wholesale houses with a quart jar of
honey in hand. I took this time 48 quart jars of honey to
the city by wagon.
The best that was mentioned was 4^4
cents for water-white, and they were not disposed to buy at
that price.
Everybody seemed to have plenty of honey on
hand.
As my friends urged me to remain till morning before
•proceeding to Florence, I set out to devise some way to
"while awav" the afternoon, so I unloaded most of the cases
of honey and started from near the center of the city to
peddle out the four dozen quart jars and six 60-pound cans
in cases.
These last I took along to make my load "show up."
The city is "lousy" with truck-wagons carrying vegetables,
Everybody knows the
fruit and a large share honey also.
contents of these wagons, but mine was different, and drew
the

—

let them come and see
I want no letters
contains. They recognize the cases as "original packages" as honey comes in from the mountains, and
if it is allowed to pass their houses and reach the dealers'
hands there will be several middle-mens' profits to pay.
wagon-box is small and low-down, so that a few cases of
honey appear like considerable of a load. These trucksters
buy only a case or a single can at a time keep it at home,
from which they pour out from two to six jars full of honey,
sufficient for a day on the wagon.

some
what

curiosity.

my wagon

My

;

It was 2:10 when I started and 5:45 when I returned in
sold 39 quart jars
Entirely new territory.
I
the evening.
at 25 cents each for the honey they contained, and one 5-gallon
can divided among three families at 7 cents a pound, by the
If I had sold that 177
gallon.
I received $13.95, net, for all.
pounds at the wholesalers' it would have brought $7.08, net,
after deducting the cost of cans and cases a difference of
Besides, I was paid 5 cents each for a number of jars
$6.87.
for which I paid only 3 cents each.

—

has been pretty well settled that it costs 4 cents a
to produce honey, yet 4 to 5 cents are amongst the
high figures which have been prevailing here!
Now, if I
keep on selling 177 pounds a day. and working only 3 I<2 hours
12 tons will all be gone in less than 6 months, and
a day,
will have rendered a profit of more than equal to a crop of
It takes hired help to handle 50
50 tons at 5 cents a pound.
tons and about five times as many bees to produce 50 tons
as to produce 12 tons.
It used to be said that "bees work for nothing and board
themselves.''
that was true the woods swarmed with
venison, the pasture on the clearings was free to anybody's
cattle which could find it, and fences were built with walnut
It

pound

my

When

rails.
I waited in a new store 40 minutes while the store-keeper
waited on several customers, hoping that I could sell him 10
jars, which would entirely clear up my four dozen; but he
took only one jar for his own family, and said that his trade
seemed to demand nothing larger than a 10-ounce tumbler, a
few of which he already had.

To procure, wash and fill three dozen jars to replace
those sold kept me till 9 o'clock the next morning.
On the
way to Florence I sold $9 worth, arriving about 11:30 a. m.
but 'I went to two boarding houses where I sold 5-gallon cans
last April.
At one there was about one-fourth of the can
unused. The landlady said they got down to the sugar it was
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it
I offered to buy
adulterated with, and stopped using it!
While she went to ask the
at the same price they paid me.
landlord about selling it, the hired girl said they would not
sell it— the man told her to leave it off the table because the
boarders ate it so greedily!
When the landlady returned she talked about anything
but selling their can of honey, and asked me to come again in
a week or two, when thej would probably want another can.
But
am tired of the 5-gallon-can deals. If they had bought
it by quarts they would have used three times 20 quarts by
this time, and I would have $5 per can instead of $4.20 ana
the loss of my can; better satisfaction, and especiallx. no
granulation.
I ached to build up a market there by my brother-in-law's.
It would be my delight to stay and sell out a nice little load
Mow it pleased those people to get
of honey every day.
something wholesome!
Nearly every one warmly invited
me to come again. 1 gave them much logic along the lines of
apiculture and health, which they freely grasped and looked
forward to learn more. After a man ought a jar I was more
courteous to him than ever.
The longer you can cause a
purchaser to stand around your wagon with a jar of honey,
under his arm the better. Remember that people like to buy
honey, but do not like to have it sold to them.
It is hard
to be obliged to forsake people after such delightful chance
acquaintance -hip. But I must do it. Los Angeles is too large
a citv.
1
have my market at Florence awaiting the delivery
of the same goods.
Although at my brother-in-law's I sold enough to make
wages, still 1 drove from 10th to 28th Streets (Florence is
80th Street), a distance of l'i miles and return. It was like
Mr. Root going to Xenia "hit the road in the high place-."
So I hit the demand for honey only in the high places. 1
could have sold it within a distance of a few blocks. In fact,
there are 150 houses in the same block in which my brotherin-law lives. In a few.years' time I could induce every family
in that block to use honey regularly.
sold to every family
at Florence.
It took four or live years to "fetch" some of
1

1

—

We
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We did not give up because a family refused honey
them
We kept the stone a-tuming, and in time the COI
once
grind wore away all obstructions. We laid our nlans for a
long job.
__
One of the apparently hopeless cases at Florence consisted
of the old people and three sons-in-law, living separately.
They moved there from a pan of the United Slate- where
pork and
there wa- not much honey produced, but much
.

particularly against their "grain."
others until they got a hired man from
This hired man would have honey if
a honey-eating family.
bought
he had' to pay for it' out of hi- own purse. So they
honey for the' "hired man." The 5-year-old boj took a liking
went
to the "hired man's honey"; and when the hired man
away the child begged for honey. The mother also began to
got them all.
suspicion that honev was good.
Honey is easv of digestion, and better digestion improved
A healthy stomach reviles sugar,
the tone of their 'stomachs.
glucose, meat, grease and pastry sooner than a stomach which
It may not receive so much injury as a
is not so health v.
poor stomach, but it gives more pain, and pain is what the
consumer is most likelv to iudge by. The longer they continue on the nutritious food, the farther they get from being
able to return to the less nutritious, and the butcher, the
baker and candvman all seem to be striving to get the con-

Honey went

molasses.
I'h,

-aw us

\

-elf to.

We

sumer into his coffin. Any bee-man who half understands
his job can see that he has the consuming public at his mercy.
out your
It is simple "come to honey, or go on dragging
miserable lives." Gab and appearance count for a whole lot,
is the "drawing card."
the cap off the jar, and while they are tasting with
a lead-pencil, tooth-pick or knife-blade, lay the open jar down
on the step and roll it over once or twice and take it up again
before the honev runs out. If you waste no time and make
no fumbles you may learn to do it with quite thin honey. But
fumbles,
I did not need to hurry, and purposely made a few
and they took me for a very ordinary sort of "mossback,"

but quality

Take

and needing a

Utile

Chatsworth, Calif.

money.

Preliminary List of Honey-Yielding Plants of Texas
It is well known that a successful bee-keeper must know
honey-yielding flora upon which he depends. The beekeepers' attention has been called to this, time and again, so
much so that it is hardly necessary for me to dwell upon that
subject.
It is a fact, however, that, to be successful, a beekeeper must know something about botany as well as keeping
Entirely too many bee-keepers are not botanist enough.
bees.
Below will be found a list of plants of Texas, of which I
have collected specimens for an herbarium of Texas honeyyielding flora, since 1899. Every specimen was taken upon
seeing bees visiting it, and my observations upon most of the
plants extend over a period of several years.
Besides those
given in the list there are about 80 specimens of my collection
which have not yet been identified. As soon as this has been

his

done, these, and new ones, will be added. It is also my intention to give, every month, as far as possible, a more complete
list, with fuller descriptions, and the value and distribution
of the plants blooming in each month. By following these
references the bee-keeper should be enabled to acquaint himself quite well with the honey-yielding plants that may come
within his range.

For convenience, the list has been largely arranged after
Coulter's arrangement of Families in his "Botany of Western
thanks
Texas," as this was mainly used for reference.
are due Prof. Hilje Ness, formerly Professor of Botany, and
Mr. Wilmon Newell, formerly Apiarist, of Texas A. and M.
College and Prof. John H. Schaffner, Associate-Professor of
Botany, Ohio State University, for valuable help received.

My

;

of Texas— with the Family to which they belong, their Botanical
and Common Name, their Importance and Time of Blooming.

Honey-Yielding Flora
BBRBRRID.E.

Barberry Family.
Berber!* trifoliata Moric.
Triple-leafed Barberry.

—

Honey and abundant pollen; very
early in the season; good for early
brood-rearing. January, February.

PAPAVERACE.E.

Poppy Family.

— Link and Otto.
Poppy.

Argemone platyeeras
Prickly

Unimportant for honey, but an abundance of pollen during- the dearth of
summer. May, July.
Pupaver rhoeas L.
Poppy.
Cultivated in flower-gardens; not im-

—

portant.

CRUCIFER.E.

•

Mustard Family.
Brassiea nigra (L. ) Koch.
Black .Mustard.
Bees sometimes busy on it. June, July.
Brassiea rapa L.
Common Turnip.
Bees gather honey and pollen from
the blossoms. Juno, July.
Greggia camporiuni Gray.
Greggia.
Very early, but not abundant; honey
and pollen; helps early brood-rearing.
February.

—

—

—

—

L.
Lepicliiian virgin icum
Pepperwort. Pepper Grass.
Not important; some pollen. Summer.
Mignonette Family.
RESEDACE.E.
Reseda odorata L.

—

Honey-yield

Mignonette.
good, but

plants

not

throughout the "cotton
good, and white
good quality; white pollen.
Also nectar-glands on ribs of the
leaves, and on bracts of the buds,
blooms and bolls.
Cultivated exten T
sively.
June to frost.
the

in

State,

belt";

honey-yield

honey

of

plentiful; pollen. Cultivated. June, July.

PORTII.ACACE.E.

Purslane Family.
Portulaea grnndiflorn Hook.
Portulaca.

—

Honey-yield good, as it comes in the
dearth when few others are in bloom;
also an abundance of pollen. Cultivated.

June

to frost.

TAMAHISCIM:

E.

Tamarix Family.

—

Taiuurix gallioa L.
Tamarisk. Salt cedar.
Bees work on it, but scarce.
vated.

Culti-

Mallow Family.

— Nutt.
Mallow.

Fringed Poppy
Honey-yield not Important
May,
.i

Gossypinm herbai
Cotton.

One

of the

main sources

;

—

fall.

— Lam.Spring
spiuosa —

Slda angustifolia

Calllrhoe digita

len.

—L.

Gray.
Spanish Apple.
Unimportant. Summer to

Bees found on

May, June.

MALVACEi:.

Hibiscus syriaciis

Shrubby Althea. Rose-of-Sharon.
Bees work busily on it sometimes,
but unimportant; honey and pollen;
Cultivated, but few. May, September.
Malvavtsous drunimnndii
Torr and

some

fall.

Sida

Some honey and
ant.

TILIACK

—L.

pollen.

to

L.

pollen.

Xot Import-

Summer.

pol-

for surplus

it;

E.
Tllla

Vields

Linden Family.
americana I..

—

Linden. Basswood.
large quantities of excellent
"din source in the timof east Texas. May, June.
in
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Bean-caper Family.
Kallstrocmla maxima (L. ) T. and G.
Greater Caltrop.
Honey-yield good in the mornings,
blossoms closing by noon except in cool
and damp weather; an abundance of
Good, as ii comes in dearth of
pollen.

ZIGOPHILI.E.E.

—

summer.

—

TrilMilus cistoldes L.
Large-flowered Caltrop.
Honey-yield as above. April, August.

Geranium Family.

GERAM\li:i:.

— L.
Wood-Sorrel.

OxallH Btricta

Yt-llow
for bee-forage.

Not plentiful

RITACE.K.

Citrus nil.. Mala

Summer.

—Hue
L.

Family.

fair for early broodCultivated and scarce. March.

Honey-yield

Ptelia trifoliata

—L.

Hop-Tree.
Honey-yield good; very good in
seasons
where abundant.
favorable

May, July.
Xanthoxyluni clava-hereulis L.
Prickly Ash. Toothache Tree. Sea Ash.
Pepper Wood.

—

Good honey-yield; bees work busily

on it. April, June.
SIJIAHliBAC U.K.

Quassia Family.
Ailauthus glaadulosa Desf.
Tree- of -Heaven.
Honey-yield fair in favorable seaAlso nectar-glands on
sons; pollen.
leaf blades.

—

April.

MELIACE.E.

Melia Family.
Melia azedaraeh L.

—

Umbrella China Tree.
Honey-yield early, and helps early
brood-rearing. Cultivated and escaped.
February, March.

ILICHVE-E.

Holly Family.

— Trel.
Youpon.

Ilex caroliuiana

Not important.

March, April.
Walt.
Bearberry. Youpon.

Ilex dieidua

Possum Haw.

—

Honey-yield good, but short. In warm
seasons earlier, and good for early
brood-rearing. March, May.
RHAMNE.E.
Buckthorn Family.
Berclieniia scandens Trel.
Rattan Vine.
Honey-yield good, giving surplus in
favorable seasons, but dark amber, and
used by manufacturing houses. April.
Colubrina .texensis Gray.
Honey-yield good, but no surplus;

—

—

some

April.

pollen.

—Hook.
Logwood.

Coudalia obovata
Brazil

Wood.

Not very important, but comes well
dearth of summer. July, August.
AMPELIDACE.E.
Vine Family.
issus iueisa Desmond.
in

<

Cow

—
Itch Vine.

Keeps bees out of mischief during
dearth; surplus where plentiful. April,
August.

—

A'itis moutieola
Benkley.
Mountain Grape.
Valuable for brood-rearing. March.

Yitis (Varieties?)

Wine Grapes.

Cultivated

Good

May.
Soapberry Family.
Cardiospernuiu halieseabum L.
Balloon Vine.
Honey-yield fair, but plants not
abundant. April, July.
Sapindus marginata Willd.
Soapberry. Wild China.
Homy-yield good; heavy flow in
for pollen.

April,

SAPINDACE.«.

—

—

favorable seasons; gives surplus. June.
li.i
"speeiosa Kndle.
t

Mexican
Honey-yield good
plentiful.

—
Buckeye.

in dearth,

but not

Sumac Family.
Rhus capoliua L.
Sumach.

Good,

giving

—

favorable
seasons, depending upon rains. August.
Rhus vireus Lindl.
surplus

in

—

Green Sumach.

LEGUMINOSE.

Pulse Family.
Acacia aruieutacea D. C.
Of no importance; bees gather pollen
from it occasionally. Early summer.
Acacia herlandierii Benth.

—

Huajilla.

Honey»-yield
surplus

main

—

heavy, and one of the
yielders

in

Southwest

— Willd.

April.

—

Acacia greggil Gray.
Cat'sclaw. Devil's Claw. Paradise
Flower.

—

Aeaeia wriKlitii Benth.
Texas Cat'sclaw.
Honey-yield very abundant; a main
surplus yielder of fine quality honey of
Southwest Texas. April.

— Durazz.

Fair yielder of honey and pollen, but
trees scarce. Cultivated. May, July.
Astragalus uiexieauus A. DC.

—

Mexican Ground Plum.
Honey-yield abundant when season
favorable; drouth injures it.
Cereis canadensis L.
Red Bud. Juda's Tree.
Honey-yield fair, aiding in early
brood-rearing. March, April.
Daubeutonia longifolin (Car.) D. C.

—

called "Cassia."
Bees on it frequently, but apparently
July, September.
of little value.

— L.

Not important in the South; conditions for these clovers are unfavorable.
Vigna siaensis (L.) Endl.
Cow Pea.

—

it

when

Cultivated.
June,
others in bloom.
August.
Eyseuhardtia ainorphoiiles H. B. K.
Eysenhardtia. Rock Brush.
Honey-yield abundant, of fine quality
honey; blooms after heavy rains sevMarch, May.
eral times in a season.

—

—

Gleditsehia triacanthos L.
Honey Locust.
Very heavy honey-yield, but of short
duration. April 15-25.

—

Lupiuus suhearposus Hook.
Blue Lupine. Blue Bonnet.
Honey-yield good, and pollen of very
bright and orange colors. March, April.
Medicngo dentieulata Willd.
Medick. Burr Clover.
Honey-yield sparingly in summer;
some pollen. Not important.
Medicago sativa L.

—

—

Alfalfa or Lucerne.
Honey-yield fair; better in irrigated
regions.
Cultivated for hay crops.
fall.

Melilotus alba

—Desv.

Sweet Clover.

Good

honey-yield,

of

quality

fine

Not abundant in Texas, and
honey.
should be planted for honey in waste
lands. June, September.
Melilotus officinalis (L.) Lam.

—

Yellow Sweet Clover.
Claimed to be superior to and earlier
than M. alba. May, September.
Neptunia lutea (Leavenw.) Benth.
Not plentiful; bees rarely found on
May.
it; some pollen.
Parkinsouia aeuleata L.
Retama.
Bees work on it more or less all
summer. May, September.
Pisuin sativum L.
Garden Pea.
Unimportant; some pollen; not visited much by bees. March, April.

—

—

— D. C.
Screw Bean.

Prosopis juliflorn

The chief woody plant throughout
the Southwest Texas prairies. Honeyyield abundant, and one of the main
sources of the State, of good, light
honey. April, again in June.

—

Robiuia pseudaeaeia L.
Black Locust.
Honey-yield early, and good if no
cold weather strikes it; not abundant,
and a cultivated tree sometimes. March,
Sebraukia angustata
Sensil ive

Torr.
—Briar.

and Gray

Not important for honey; some
len.

quality and
June, August.

Rose Family.

ROSACE.E.

Ainygdalus persiea

—L.

Peach.
Honey-yield good, and with "fruitbloom" builds up colonies in spring.
February, April.
Cultivated.
Crataegus arbore seeas Ell.
Hawthorn. White Thorn.
Honey and pollen; bees found busy
on it. April.
Crataegus spatulata Mx.
Hawthorn. White Thorn.
Another species same as the above.

—

—

April.

Mains malus

— (L.)

Britt.

Apple.

brood-

Honey-yield early; helps in
rearing; good where abundant.
vated. March, April.

Culti-

—

Early,

Pruaus domestiea L.
Cultivated Plum.
and good honey-yield; helps

to stimulate early brood-rearing.
tivated. February.

Cul-

Rosa.

Unimportant, but bees gather pollen
from it sometimes. Cultivated. Early
spring to late fall.
Rubus trevialts Mx.
Dewberry.
Honey and pollen; bees on it busily.
April.

Spiraea virgiaiea

pol-

Plants scarce. April, September.
L.
Trlloliinii prateuse

Red Clover.
Not important here in

—

the

South;

— Britt.

Bridal Wreath.
Unimportant; bees sometimes on it.
Cultivated ornamental shrub. March.
Loose-strife Family.
Lagerstroemia indiea L.
Crepe Myrtle.
Honey-yield occasionallv good, and
visited much by bees. Cultivated ornamental shrub. June, October.

1,VTHRARIE.E.

—

ONAGRARIE.E.

Evening Primrose Family.
aura filifornius Small.
Honey-yield sometimes good, and
yielding surplus in spurts when favorable seasons and rains prevail. June,

—

i.

October.
Jussirea diffusa

— Forskl.

Jussiee.

Honey-yield good, but not abundant;
good during dearth in summer, as it
grows in edge of waters and not affected by drouth, but better with rains.
June, August.

Gourd Family.

C'UCURBITACE.E.
t'itrulus eitrulus

— (L.)

Karst.

Watermelon.
Honey-yield abundant during dewy
Cultivated.
also
pollen.
mornings;
Early summer to late autumn.

—

Cueuuiis nielo

L.

Muskmelon.
Good honey-yield in dewy mornings;
also pollen.
ber.

—

April.

fair

Cultivated.

—

Japanese Delchos.
Unimportant; no bees on

Early summer and

corolla

deep

— L.
Clover.

Rose.

Commonly

Doliehos labial,

19C6

1,

Trifoliuai repens

—

Mem.

and

cultivated,

.Summer.

light color.

—

is

tubes'.

Honev-vield good,

Abundant honey-yield, and a main
yielder of fine quality surplus honey of
Southwest Texas. April, again in June.
Aeaeia roeiueriutia Schlecht.
Round-flowered Cat'sclaw.
Honey-yield heavy, and of tine qualApril,
ity, but plants not abundant.

Albizzia Juliforissiu

rarely

White

Huisache.
stimulating early broodFebruary,
rearing; honey and pollen.
for

Mesquite Tree.

July.

AN AC'ARDIACE.E.

Aeaeea I'arneeiaua

Good

May.

Hardy Orange.
rearing.

Honey of fine quality, white,
Texas.
and considered the best quality honey
April.
Texas.
in

Marcn

Cultivated.

July,

Septem-

—

Cueumis pepo L.
Common Pumpkin.

Not important for honey, but abundant pollen. Cultivated. May, June.

Cueumis sativus.
Cucumber.
Honey-yield good, but of short duration; also pollen.

April, July.

—

Cueurbita tfoetidissima H. B. K.
Wild Gourd.
Not important; good for pollen, but
plants not abundant. April, July.
Oleaster Family.
El.AEAGlVACE.E.
Elaeaguus angustifolia L.
Sweet Olive.

—

Honey-yield good, but plants scarce.
Cultivated ornamental shrub. April.
Elaeaguus argeutia Pursh.

—

Silver Berry.

Honey-yield
scarce.

abundant,

Cultivated.

CACTACE^E.

but plants
October, November.

Cactus Family.
Opuntia englemaanii Salm. Dyk.
Common Cactus or Prickly Pear.
sometimes
Abundant honey-yield;
surplus, but rank Havor. May, June.

—

March
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1,

Cornus

asperit'olia

Dogwood.

— Mx.

Bees roam over blossoms, and honeyyield

g

i.

Tagetes pataliis

Dogwood Family.

COBXACEJE.

inn

plentiful,

no1

species

Marigold.

I

1

loera albiflora.

—

favorable: also pollen; but plants tew,
Cultivate. i. January.

Snmhuciis canadensis

—

McM.

Coral Berry.
Honey-yield good, and of long duration, but not abundant.
July, Septem-

Viburnum rufotomentosuin
Black Haw.

— Small.

Honey-yield early; valuable for broodrearing.

•

RVDIACE.E.

—

I

—

—

Houstonia.
Bees work on it well, but plants not
abundant. May, July.
COMPOSITE.
Composite Family.

—

Ambrosia aptern D.
Tall Ragweed.

Some honey; more
ous nature.

C.

pollen, of a resin-

July, August.
Ambrosia artemisirefoliu

Roman Wormwood.

—L.

Probably pollen only. June, October.
Ambrosia trifidn L,.
Great Ragweed.
Honey-yield not important, but yields
pollen. July, August.
Centaura auicricnnn Nutt.
American Knapweed.
Not important. July, August.

—

—

—

r

Ciiicus altissimuM
Blue Thistle.

illd.

Honey-yield unimportant; some pollen.
July, August.
Galllardla pulchella Fang.

—

Marigold.
Honey-yield good: a main vielder of
surplus, of good quality, but dark, amber honey. .May, June.
Guttlerezia texann Torr. and Gray.

—

Broomwccl.
Honey-yield good in the fall for winter stores; dark amber, and strong in

August, October.
Helen jinn tenuifolium Nutt.
Sneezeweed. Bitterweed.
Honey-yield good in favorable seasons, and surplus sometimes, of rich
golden-colored honey of heavy body,
but very bitter as if 50 percent, of
quinine and some pepper was added to
it; also pollen.
East Texas. June to
flavor.

—

frost.

A

—

Ebony Family.
Dlospyros texana Scheele.
Texas Persimmon.
Honey-yield abundant; not harmed l,\
showers on account of bell-shape,
Bowers. April.
Dlospyros virginiana L,.

—

Honey good in favorable seasons,
otherwise not of much importance;
white pollen. April to frost.

—L.

Conetlower. Xisgerhead.
Of no importance; bees gather propolis
from the resinous heads sometimes.

Rndbeekia bicolor

— Nutt.

Coneflower. Indianhead.
Of no importance; propolis from the
resinous heads, sometimes. May, June.
Solidngo.

Goldenrods.

There are several species, and bees
work on the (lowers sometimes, but not

much importance.

—

—

Common Persimmon.

Honey-yield

but

good,

short,
April.

trees not very abundant.

OLEACE.K.

and

—

Li.

Privet.

flowering
but
good,
plants scarce, as it is an ornamental
shrub, kept trimmed in various shapes
and in hedges. April, May.

Milkweed Family.

HYDROPHYLIACEE.

Waterleaf Family.
Phacelia conjesta Hook.
Dense-flowered Phacelia.
Honey-yield sparingly. April, June.
Phacelia glabra Nutt.

—

—

Phacelia.

On

of

East Texas.

March,

April.

Borage Family.

BORAGINEiE.

Borago

Bees work

officinalis

Borage.
busily on

mer, but scarce.

—

L.

June, Au-

Cultivated.

bees
Xoi Important;
it
occasionally.
flower-beds. July.

Marublom vulgare

September.

—

L,.

Common Hoarhound.

abundant, steady flow,
amber honey; claimed bitter by
February, July.

of

,i

ni.

some,

Honey-yield

Horsemint.
abundant;

— Gray.

one

main surplus yielders; honey

of the
of good,

somewhat strong-flavored,
and compared to basswood honey. May,
June.
Monardn fistulosa L.
light quality,

—

Wild Bergamot.
Honey-yield good, but plants not
abundant. May, July.
Monnrda punctata L.
Horsemint.
Honey-yield same as of M. ClinoMay, July.
podioldes.

—

—L.

Catnip.

Summer.
Scutellaria drummondii Be nth.
Drummond's Scull-cap.
Honey abundant in spring; much visMay, April.
ited by bees.
A M A R AX THACE.B.

—

Amaranth Family.
Amaranthus retroflexus L,.

Common

—

Pigv,T eed.

Of little importance; some pollen.
July, September.
Amaranthus spinosus L.
Spiny Amaranth.
Not important; presumable pollen
August.
only.
Buckwheat Family.
poi,IGONACE.E.
Fagopyruin fagopyrum (L.) Karst.
Japanese Buckwheat.
Honey-yield fair in favorable and
damp weather; honey dark and strong
June,
Cultivated; very little.
flavor.

—

—

Mistletoe Family.
I.OH 1M1IACE.E.
Phoradeuilron flavescens (Pursh) Nutt.

—

American Mistletoe.

CONVOI.VU, WE.K.

Convolvulus Family.

Ipomea carolininna

— Pursh.

Morning-Glory.
Honey-yield light; some pollen. Summer.
Nightshade Family.
SOLAJTACE.E.
Solnnum rostratum Dumal.
Nightshade.
Very little honey; some pollen. May,

—

October.

BIGNONIACE.E.

Bignonia Family.
Campsis radioans (L. ) Seem.
Trumpet creeper. Trumpet flower...
Honey-yield of little importance;
external nectar-glands; pollen from
stamens of the flowers. Summer and

—

Honey-yield abundant and also polvaluable for early broodlen; very
rearing. It is the first source for bees
December, January.
in the season.
Spurge Family.
El PHORBIACE.E.
Croton eapitatus Mx.
Unimportant; some pollen when no
a.
July, September.
other lil
Croton monnuthogynus Mx.
One-seeded Croton.
Honey-yield fair, but not important.
May. June.
Croton sonora? Torr.
Sonora Croton.
Honey-yield only light; but comes in
dearth, and good if rains; pollen. July,
August.
Croton tcxensis (Klotzech) Muell.-

—

—

—

—Arg\

Vervain Family.

—

Lantana enmara
I.ippia ligustrina

Euphorbia marginata

— Britt.

i

heavy, of fine qual-

of very short duration.
f.w days. Blooms several times
daring
May,
rains
the season.
after
November.
Lippia nodiflora (L.) Mx.
a

—

Spatnlate-leafed Fog-fruit.
Iloney-yi.ld very light and of
importance, .inly.
Salvia axuren Larn.
Blue Sage.

little

—

Deep

corollas,

and visited much more

frequently by bumble-bees.
Lober.

Itrciiius
<

honey, bul

April, Oc-

—

Pursh.
Spurge.
and
importance.
Summer
Of no

—L.

White Brush.
j

Croton.

Honey-yield very light; not important.
June. August.

Lantana.
Bees seldom on it. April, October.

Honey-

is

!

Callienrpa americana L,.
French Mulberry.
Honey-yield only fair. May.

ity

gather pollen
Cultivated in

Honey-yield

gust.

only

Mint Family.
Belltli.

July.

during sum-

it

—

'oleUS.

from

Aselepias.

Milkweed. Silkweed.
Honey-yield good, but pollen attaches
to bees' feet and cripples them. March.

prairies

lihiiiiei

Unimportant.

Honey-yield

ASCLEPIADE.E.

l

Nepetn cataria

Olive Family.

Ligustrum vulgare

VERBENA CE.K.

Honey-yield sometimes good in the
but strong in flavor; much propolis
gathered from the large composite
heads of the flower and the stems and
leaves of the plant. May, September.
Pnrthersiuin hysteraphorus L.

Rudheckia hlrta

i

Mil VIM-:.

1,

Miiiuinlu ciinopodioides

Honey-yield abundant, but of very
short duration. June 25-30.

EBENACEJE.

b

—

gust.

Rumelia lanuginosa

Gum -elastic.

Vei

flowered

erbena xntha Lehm.
Blue Vervain
Honey-yield sparingly, and scatterhrou^houl he season. April
ing
\

—

— Pers.
Shi ttim- wood.

Sum;

erbena nrtfcMolla

\

fall.

Iclianthus annua L.
Common Sunflower.

fall,

of

Sapodilla Family.
Bunielin angustifolia Nutt.
Xa row -leafed Iron wood.
specimen sent from West Texas.

Madder Family.

Cephnlanthus occidentals
Butti-m Willow.
Bees work on it. July.
Dlodea teres Walt.
Button-weed.
Honey-yield good, and valuable, as it
comes during dearth. No surplus. July,
August.
Houstonin nngustifolia Mx.

I

Not important; furnishes some pollen
September, October.

honey-plai

a

dei p corollas.

ind

int,

I

late in the fall.

SAPOTACELE.

as

<nl, us

—

bin in canadense Mill.
Cockle-burr. Clot-burr.
I

i

—

ber.

November.

L.

Elder.

Honey-yield good, but not plentiful.
April, May.
Symphorienrpos syniphoricnrpos (L.)

abund

i

—

\:i n

Unimportam

'andelion.

important.
Verbeslna vlrglnica 1>.
Virginian Crownbeard.
i.l.l
very abundant, dependIon,
ing upon seasons; fine quality honey;
October,
surplus
in
good seasons.
I

White-flowered honeysuckle.
Honey-yield good, but tew plants.
Cultivated. May. July.
Lonicera fragrnntissima Lindl.
Bush Honeysuckle.
Honey-yield extremely early, ami valuable i" stimulate bees if weather is

L<

i

Roemer"s Sagi

—

N'ot

— Sch<

nirriaiia

Salvl

L.

Bees only occasionally visit it. Not
abundant. Cultivated flower. Summer.
Taraxacum officinalis Weber.

March, April.

CAPRIFOI.I K'H.K.
Honeysuckle Family.

—
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fall.

—L.
Plant.

communis

astor-Oil

Honey-yield good in favorable
sons; external nectar-glands at base of
res; pollen. Cultivated. March. April.
Nettle Family.
tliTi.U'K.E.
Celt is mississippiensis

Hackberry.
in

—Bosc.

Honey-yield fair; valuable for pollen
March, April.
spring.
CeltlS occidentalis

Honey-yield

fair;

much

—pollen;
L.

val-

uable [or early brood. March, April.
Ccltls pallida Torr.
Granjeno.
Valued as an important forage plant
for bees ir> Southwest Ti

—
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—

—

Toxylon iiomiforuni Raf.
Osage Orange.
Scarce, and not

important.

April.

—

americnna L.
American or White Elm.
Honey-yield good, but species
very plentiful. August.
Ulmus nlata Mx.
I

-

I

Winged Elm

Honey-yield

good,

not

—
or Wahoo.
giving

surplus

where abundant; much pollen. Honey
of amber color, and strong, characteraroma.

August, September.
Jl'GLANDE.E.
Walnut Family.
Hicoria alba (L.) Britt.
Mockernut. White-heart Hickory.
Some honey and pollen. March.
Hicoria pecan (Marsh) Britt
Pecan-Nut.
Honey-yield where plentiful; valuable
for brood-rearing on account of its pollen.
March.
Juglans nigra L.
Black Walnut.
Some honey; more pollen; good to
stimulate bees. March.
istic

—

—

—

CUPULIPER.B.

— Oak

Quercus aquatica Walt.
Water-Oak.
Bees obtain pollen. March.

Family.

Quercus minor (Marsh) Sarg.
Post-Dak. Iron-Oak.
Honey-yield only fair, of inferior
abundant pollen for early
quality;
March, April.
brood-rearing'.
Quercus nigra L.
Black Jack or Barren Oak.
Early pollen. March, April.

—

ttuereiis palustris

Swamp. Spanish

—

^
J

—

—

—Which?

the most promising future before

We

I

think
but

will let

Hilton?
Geo.

him

I

I

know how

am

it,

comb

Bohrer would
on him first.
What do you think, Mr.
Dr.

not going to

talk after a while.

call

but of short dura-

April.

COM1EL1NACE.E. Spiderwort

Family.
Conimelina virginien L.
Virginian Spiderwort.
Honey-yield unimportant; valuable
for pollen.
April, May.
Trndescantin giganten Rose.

—

—

Spiderwort.
for honey, but good for
Spring and summer.

Unimportant
pollen.

—

pollen.

Cultivated.

June, August.

—

Zea mays L.
Indian Corn.

Not positively known if maize yields
honey, but abundant pollen. Cultivated.
May, June.

My wife took that in hand some time ago. She
by four years, and said she "took a boy to raise."

is

my

senior

Mr. Hilton

has voiced my sentiments, even if it does not amount to what
he thinks it will. That is, extracted honey will predominate
in the future.
It most unquestionably ought to, because more
honey can be produced by that method. It can be put upon
the market cheaper than in any other form, and, besides, it
Beeswax
is a more wholesome article of food in that shape.
is no more digestible than diamond stone, and if it has any
I
effect at all. it is positively an irritant to the stomach.
have witnessed that in my practice of medicine. A number
of cases of cancer of the stomach and other digestive organs
have come under my care. For those patients, I have found
extracted honey better than any other article of diet, while
the patient could not bear at all honey containing wax. While

honey is a little more enticing and attractive in the comb. I
have learned not to want to eat everything that looks nice.
There are people who will argue that there is such a thing as
"artificial comb." and that bee-keepers all around are buying
glucose by the carload and filling the comb that is constructed
sealing it over and offering it for sale. Last
artificially,
winter, in Topeka. I got up before an audience of many more
people than are here to-day, and offered $500 for. a section
454x4^4 filled with artificial comb and with artificial honey.

A man

I appointed a comoffered to bring in the combs.
to examine the combs, and asked him if he were
He said he wanted them to be
satisfied with the committee.
skilled bee-keepers.
I selected three men, and they pointed
out to him at once that the sections were not alike. I said,
friend, if they were made by machinery,
"You can see,
they both would be alike, and they are not. Here is one

mittee

my

section filled out to the edge of the comb and is capped over;
is another that the cells are not filled out, they are not
He said he
fully constructed, and not filled with honey."
could see the point to that, but he still wanted to get his $500,
and he said. "I think they have a machine for each section."
I asked if that would not require a large amount of maHe was finally convinced that the thing is simply
chinery.
Here is a sheet of wax you can stamp cellimpossible.
foundations on both sides of it, but it is not artificial combonly artificial comb foundation, until the bees draw out the
can go that far, but no farther. If we could pull
cells.
out the cells, the walls would be so delicate that they would
have to disabuse people's minds
soon be broken down.
They don't understand it; it is hard
in regard to this matter.
They think they are being imposed
to get them to believe it.
upon there. They are being imposed upon. Some people
declare glucose is superseding honey!
;

—

Hilton So much depends upon circumstances.
It is rather a hard question to answer, in my opinion.
Of
course, if we restrict ourselves to any particular territory, we
could say comb honey in one place and extracted honey in
another place. But taking the whole territory represented by
the National Association, the possibilities are that extracted
honey will predominate in the future. While comb honey is
a fancy article, it perhaps will remain a fancy article and not
remain so much an article of commerce, perhaps, as extracted
honey will. Our large producers are producing extracted
honey. You are well aware that my specialty is comb honey,
but I do
believe that the large aggregate of honey that is
going to be produced in future will be extracted honey, from
the standard of tuns and carloads.
Pres. York I wanted Mr. Hilton to speak first, be.
he is now Vice-President of the National Association. Has
anyone else anything to offer on this subject? I know Dr.
Bohrer wants to talk, and so we will hear from him now.
Dr. G. Bohrer I did not know I had acquired a reputa
tion for being a talker.
I have always tried to be modest.
_

fair,

—L.

Cat-briar.

here

honey or extracted?"

—

Febru-

ary, April.

Pres. York I am ready for any suggestions for this
meeting.
Rev. McCain I do not know whether I speak for any
one but myself or not, but I have observed that the questionbox is always interesting, and if there is no better suggestion,
I would suggest that the questions be prepared, and that we
discuss them.

York

of pollen: val-

uable for early brood-rearing.

by the President.

this question,

Smilax bonn-nox
Green-briar.

—

The annual meeting of the Chicago-Northwestern BeeKeepers' Association was held in Chicago, Dec. 19, 1905.
The meeting was called to order by Pres. George W.
York at 11 :30 a. m. Invocation by Rev. Robert B. McCain.
Pres. York stated the purpose of the present session was
intended to be largely social, and the business session for the
election of officers and other matters would be held in the
afternoon.
He called for suggestions for the present session
which might make the occasion one of profit and pleasure.
By way of introduction, each person present was requested to rise and announce his name, if not already known

Pres.

—L.

Asparagus.
Not important for honey, but good
for pollen. March, April.

Grass Family.
CHAMI\.E.
Sorghum vulgare Pers.
Sorghum.
Some honey, but an abundance of

—

Chicago-Northwestern Convention Report

answer

officinalis

Willow Family.
SALICI1VEJE.
Populus monHifera? Ait.
Cottonwood. Necklace Poplar.
Some honey, but more pollen; valuable for early brood-rearing. March.
Salix nigra Marsh.
Black Willow.

—

Procccbinois

"Which has

Lily Family.

Asparagus

Honey-yield

Roi.

1906

tion.

Honey and abundance

or Extracted

I.ILLIACE.E.

1,

or Pin Oak.
good; and pollen for
March,
April.
brood-rearing.
Quercus rubra L.
R.-d Oak.
March, April.
Pollen.
QuereuN virginiana Mill.
Live Oak.
Honey-yield good, of poor quality,
dark, but with abundant pollen; valuaMarch.
ble for early brood-rearing.

Honey-yield

Cotuvntton

Comb Honey

—Du

March

E.

—

—

We

We

—

A. K. Ferris I would say it depends upon the man more
than anything else, and, in explanation, I would say, when I
started selling honey in our locality, I could get but 7 cents
a pound for extracted honey, and it was hard work to sell it
But as soon as people found I was putting a good
at that.
article on the market, and they found out what a good quality
of well-ripened honey it was. when I had nearly 2,200 pounds
nearly 5 barrels to
to sell, I sold nearly all of it to one store
one store and two weeks later I could have sold the same
amount in addition, to that same store, at 10 cents a pound.
The reason was, I put out a good article, well ripened. Some

—

—

•

-

March

1.
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bee-keepers put unripened honey upon the market, and
is
done untold damage. If a man puts out a g
<|iial
well-ripened honey, he can make more money out of extracted honey than out of comb honey.
Dr. Bohrer Mr. Ferris, do the people of your part of
the country ever question the extracted article'
Mr. Ferris People said I was feeding extracted honey,
glucose and sugar.
I made no reply whatever to the charge,
but told the people I did feed my bees sugar, a half ton
and my honey has sold higher this year than ever before. The
people found my honey was good. They did not care whether
it was adulterated or not, but I put it out under special seal,
and they know, under the laws of Wisconsin, that no honey
could be put out under the labels such as 1 use without us
being pure.
Dr. Bohrer I would understand, then, that what you fed
il

1

—
—

them was

—
—

the article that you put on the market?
Mr. Ferris No; according to the statements made, the
people thought I did put it on the market. That was not the
case.
I fed to winter my bees.
I feed entirely sugar.
I use
no honey whatever in wintering my bees. But it had the same
effect on the people, as though it had been adulterated.
Yet,
on the other hand, honey never sold better with me than it
did this year. In fact, I could have sold four crops if I had
had them, and would have had it all sold by this time.
Speaking from my own experience, if I
J. E. Johnson

—

my

way, it would be extracted honey. I suppose if most
bee-keepers had their way, it would be the same thing, but
we have to do the way people demand that buy the honey.
The people want something nice, and just as long as they
want something nice, we have to furnish something nice. I
have no doubt but there will always be a good future for both
comb and extracted honey.
Wm. M. Whitney May I ask wdiat the question is?
Mr. York read the question, when Mr. Whitney responded, "I don't know."
Thos. Chantry I would just like to say I agree with
Mr. Johnson. If we want people to eat honey, we must give
them wdiat they want. If I had both to sell, I would sell two
carloads of extracted honey to one of comb. Nevertheless,
those who wanted comb honey would not buy the extracted.
Mr. Whitney To whom would you sell the extracted
honey to the ordinary consumer, or to some jobber?
Mr. Chantry I am speaking of retailing to consumers
entirely, both comb and extracted honey.
Mr. Fletcher My experience is that the comb honey has

had

—

—

—
—
—

—

most

future before it. for two reasons:
First,
people of intelligence are ascertaining that it cannot be
adulterated.
They are coming to that conclusion there has
been so much light thrown upon that subject. In the second
place, they are satisfied that extracted honey can be adulterated.
As to feeding sugar to bees, that would be unprofitable.
the

brilliant

;

Mr. Moore

—

I

have been doing some very heavy thinking

here. You see. I have been selling honey to families for about
20 years, and, naturally, have some opinions. The hard job
is to convince the public of these things you have been speaking about.
opinion is, there is only one way to do it, and
People buy of me because
that is by personal acquaintance.
they like me. The illustration is, you have got to convince
people by your personality, that you are dealing fairly with
them, and that is the only way there is any future to this
family trade. Of course, when you are selling to the wholesale dealer by carloads, you have another purpose altogether.
I do believe that the solution of the honey question for the
average bee-keeper in our land is in supplying evet
within 5 or 10 miles of his home. Get a personal acquaintance
with them. After a while they will learn that your honey is
good, and will demand it.
Or. Bohrer What effect would a national pure food law

My

—

have upon

this subject of adulteration of

honey?

Would

not

a national pure food law convince the people, if it were rigidly
enforced ? Would not that go to quite an extent towards
convincing the people that there was no such thing as glucose
or sugar and wax sold to the public for honey? I think that
is one of the things we must have.
Mr. Moore It seems to me that the only effect these pure
food laws have is advertising. They do not convince anybody
of anything, but make people more particular to inquire if
your honey is pure. I do not believe there is any other
effect.
The more advertising there is, the more particular
people are; but as to their faith in the purity of the article, it
is less than before, because there is so much said about it.
It increases their faith in the individual, perhaps.
Mr. McCain I am not an authority on bee-keeping, but
I have listened to this discussion, and I have tried to think
what I would gather from it if I did not know anything about
a bee-hive. Men have admitted here that they feed

—

—

i
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impression

rs
thai likely to make on a man's
inclined to think sugar is fed for perceptible
Oh, yes! I told you sol The conclusion I come
purposes.
to is this:
cannot expect the public to believe that hi
in the comb is absolutely an unadulterated article until we

sugar.

mind?

We

make them understand how

can
hive,
bees.

the

section

is

made

in

the

and something of the character of the work done by the

a matter of education.
If I tell a man I fed my
bees 500 pounds of sugar, he does not know where that sugar
He does not know anything about it at all. The imgoes.
pression would be made in his mind that it goes into the hive,
and that I take it out in the comb form and sell it.
It

is

Mr. Ferris— One point

want

speak about that has
the bee-keepers themselves are putting on the market an inferior article.
When
I made the statement that I feed tons of sugar— which
I do— it
was to impress the fact that though I do feed tons of sugar,
when people get hold of a good batch of honey, it settles the
question with them. That is why I wanted to impress upon
the bee-keepers to stop putting unripe honey on the market.
I hat
is doing more against the bee-keepers' interests
than
anything else I know. When people get bad honey— extracted
too green— they do not forget it, and it takes a good while to
get them to be willing to try again.
Honey that has no
flavor is not well ripened, or has been injured bv storing in a
cellar, if put upon the market always works an injury to the
bee-keeper's interests.
If people would work to that endputting a good article on the market— it would cover the
question.
While my feeding tons of sugar may have had
some effect on the people in one way, in another way the
superior article I have put out has more than counterbalanced
that, so that the output has more than doubled.
I

caused the most trouble, and that

to

is,

Mr. Whitney— On this matter of feeding bees for winter
have come to the conclusion that I would sooner pay
7 cents a pound for extracted honey than 5 cents a pound for
granulated sugar. I have had a little experience that has
satisfied me that honey is really cheaper at that price than
granulated sugar at 5 cents a pound to feed. And if we would
stop feeding sugar entirely, and feed a cheaper Iioney that we
can buy at wholesale at 7 cents a pound, we can get rid of
all this talk about feeding bees sugar to go into the sections.
Mr. Moore— How about the dissemination of foul brood?
Mr. Whitne) Buy from a good, honest man that would
stores, I

—

not

sell

foul brood.

Member— Where

would you find such a man ?
Mr. Whitney I would not need to go out of this room
to find honest men.
-Mr. Johnson— At Galesburg, 111., we have been
pretty
careful to look after the market, so that there is no adulterated
honey on the market. Years ago a good deal of it was shipped
in, before we had a pure food law.
This year honey was
scarce, and some merchants thought they would bring in some
of it. As a result, two grocers were arrested for selling
adulterated honey, and fined $25 each. They would not have
gotten off as easily as that if they had not pleaded guilty, and

—

they did not
understand it. there
said

know
is

it

very

was adulterated honey. As
adulterated honey sold

little

I

in

These fellows tried it by getting it from" traveling
salesmen from another State.
Mr. Hutchinson— I think it is a good deal like asking
which has the most promising future, a man or a woman. I
think there is no difference in honey; both comb and extracted
have a place and will continue to have a place in the market.
Mr. Muth— They both ha\e a place. In the cities, there
is a big demand for comb honey
The demand for the consumption of extracted honey is not as large as people have
an idea. However, there are other ways in which extracted
honey is used. In manufacturing lines the demand is growing
larger every year.
However, fancy \: o. 1 comb honey is easilysold.
The more fancy hone} there is on the market, the
greater the consumption.
When honey does not grade nice,
the bee-keepers soon notice a fall in honey.
It decreases the
consumption of honey, because people buy it thinking it is
comb honey, and they do not want any more comb honey.
On the other hand, the consumption of extracted honey is
very much on the increase. You will notice in the far West
and the South they prefer to produce the extracted honey,
and a great many people produce carloads and carloadwhere they do not produce any comb honey at all. It always
finds a market.
It is just like wheat on the market, it has
this State.

a price.

—

Dr. Bohrer Is not the lack of uniformity in the weight
the section affecting its sale among the people?
For
instance, it is called "a pound section," sometimes weighing
12, 14, 15, but seldom over 16 ounces.
If I am buying a
majority of sections that don't weigh a pound. I want to buy

of
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something that does weigh a pound, and more than a pound,
to even up.
Mr. Muth That cuts no figure in the sale of honey at all,
because the retailers adjust the prices. They sell by the piece
and not by the pound. The retail grocers do not want full
sections.
They want to make money.
Dr. Bohrer People sometimes tell me. "I would buy the
section honey, but it is called a pound, and it does not weigh
a pound. I will not buy it." And they give it a seven
That is another reason why I say extracted
"letting alone.''
honey will come to the front when people learn it is absolutely

—

—

pure.
Pres. York Personally, I have never heard anybody say
Have
these things.
I would like an expression on this point.
you actually heard people object to light-weight sections? I
have never heard that complaint.
Mr. McCain Ever since I have been bee-keeping, I have
used the Danzenbaker section, and you know that is light
weight. I believe it is really true that there is some objection
to it.
I have been asked repeatedly, "Does it weigh a pound?"
"No," I would say, "it weighs about 14 ounces;" and they
hesitate whether they will take it or not.
Mr. Muth You asked the consumer, didn't you, or the
consumer asked you? I believe if you go around and sell to
a lot of grocers, they want short-weight sections.
Mr. McCain I never had that trouble in Chicago. I
never was questioned about it in that way here, but at home,
in a town of about 5,000. the general impression is that a
section of honey should weigh a pound.
Dr. Bohrer The only reason the grocer wants it that
way is because he buys by the pound and sells by the pie'ee.
Mr. Whitney I had an order last fall for some honey in
sections, and the groceryman wrote me to be sure not to have
the
cases weigh over 22 pounds net.
many sections to the case?
Pres. York
Mr. Whitney Twenty-four. I had sent him short sections, and they just exactly suited him.
will go on to the next question.
Pres. York

—

—

—

—

—
—

— How
—
—We

Late Feeding of Bees.
"Should your bees be short of
would you feed them?"
Rev. McCain

— Full frames of
— My impression

stores at this date,

what

honey.

is that in feeding bees at
time of year, you cannot, because you cannot separate
the cluster; it is usually too cold for that if they cluster at all.
I have wintered colonies that had hardly any honey in the
hives at all, by merely laying sections flat down, right over the
frames. The bees will always take honey from above and
pass it down, but it seems they will not take it from below
and pass it up. In this way, I have wintered bees almost
entirely.
You may have to look in a little in the winter, and
probably give them some more sections.
Member Do you mean in a cellar?

.Mr.

Johnson

this

—

—

Mr. Johnson No; out-of-doors.
Mr. Hutchinson You can feed candy. Make a sheet of
candy that you can lay over the tops of the frames, and cover
up with a cloth, and you can feed them out-of-doors very
well.
Or you can feed syrup in the cellar if you wish. It is

—

trouble. I was with a bee-keeper last spring at Manistee,
Mich., who did not have money to buy sugar with, and he kept
feeding them (sugar) syrup all winter long. He took a
Mason fruit-jar and had a hole cut in the cover large enough
so that the jar would just fit that hole. The bees came
through in fine shape, feeding on the syrup all winter long,
having very little honey in the combs. I would prefer candy,
if I had it to do, but that shows what can be done.

more

—

put them in
took a 2-quart Mason
jar full of syrup, 10 pounds of syrup to 1 pound honey, and
fed them. All of the nuclei made me full colonies, averaging
100 pounds of honey each the next year. I did not lose one
of the 10. They all came through in good shape. I did that
only as an experiment.
Mr. Whitney As an experiment, I have carried colonies
through from February with a 2-pound cake of maple sugar.
That is better than anything else I ever saw to feed bees,
and I think it is about as handy as anything.

Mr.

Ferris

I

took

10

2-frame

cellar in mid-winter, for experiment.

nuclei,

I

—

AFTERNOON

SESSION.

A

discussion of the question regarding a continuance of
the committee in the interests of legislation for bee-keepers
in Illinois

was

first

taken up.

Importance of Foul Brood Legislation.

—

Mr. Wilcox If you do not have a compulsory
brood law, you will have no foul-brood law at all. No

foulfoul-

Mareh

1,

19C6

brood law can be effective for the purpose intended without
power to treat or destroy the bees or, I will say, with the
power to enter upon the premises of any bee-keeper for the
purpose -of inspecting, treating or destroying the bees, we
can exterminate foul brood. We know that in Wisconsin.
Experience has demonstrated it. It is necessary to have the
power; it is not necessary to use it very often. There will
be very few instances in the history of any State where it will
lie necessarv to use all the power which the law ought to
give you. That is the essential fact in the case? Mr. France
has been inspector for many years, and he was thwarted at
every corner when he first started out. by want of authority
but when authority was written in the law. and he showed
them he had authority to enter upon premises and treat or
destroy bees, they surrendered peaceably, and thanked him
afterward for what he had done. To-day, in that State, there
is no one, to my knowledge, who objects.
They are convinced
that it is for their interest, and we are glad we have the law
just as it is.
I do not see how we could improve it.
Mr. Dadant A little while ago Mr. Wheeler made the
statement that in his opinion some bee-keepers do not want a
foul-brood law, and that it was in contradiction to my statement. I did not say there were no bee-keepers who do not
want a foul-brood law, but my belief is that those who oppose
it are in the minority.
The fact is, I am sure of it. Mr. J. Q.
Smith told us he did not think it was necessary, but when
we told him if he happened across a man whose bees had
foul brood, and he refused to have it attended to, we ought
to have some method by which he could be compelled to have
it attended to. he admitted it was so.
People who have good
judgment will not object to it. When they find a doctor ready
to treat their colonies, and do it kindly, they will certainly be
willing to have their bees treated. But the man who does not
care whether people succeed or not, who cares nothing for
his bees or his neighbors' interests, if that man's bees have
foul brood, and we have a foul-brood law, the inspector ought
to have the right to exercise full authority in the case.
Mr. Russell There are bee-keepers probably in Illinois
as well as in Minnesota who object to a compulsory foulbrood law. I want to tell this convention that those are the
very people for whom we need a foul-brood law. We have
them who will not allow an inspector to inspect their hives.
They sell bees and scatter the disease throughout the State.
for the
It is for these people that we need a foul-brood law
obstinate ones that we need a compulsory law.
Air. Wheeler
The convention probably did not understand me exactly in regard to the foul-brood law. The fact
is, this Chicago-Northwestern convention has talked for years,
and so strongly, that it is an absolute fact that wc can cure
foul brood.
You people take that for granted in all your
argument. Now', I will take the ground that you do not cure
it; that your methods are not up to the point of curing it.
You want to go to work and pass laws obliging us to allow
an inspector to come into our apiaries and experiment. We
take the ground that you cannot cure the disease.
You may
;

—

—

—

—

cure it apparently for two or three years, but it will come
back if you have genuine foul brood. Now, what good does
an inspector do? What good does destroying the hive do?
It reminds me of a time about 20 years ago when the potatobug made its appearance. My father went out and hired
boys to pick bugs, and many other people did the same.
There were a few neighbors, however, who would not pick
bugs, for they said the cost would be more than double the
value of the potatoes. We wanted to pass a State law compelling people to burn up the bugs, to burn up their potato
That is exactly the ground you are taking in this
patches.
foul-brood law. We can experiment. Go ahead and experiment and learn a cure; find out exactly what will be a cure.
I know it can be cured, apparently; for a year or two it will
disappear almost entirely— no sign of it but almost as sure
as the sun is to rise, the next season it will make its appearBee-keepers say, "My neighbors have it." That is
ance.
not the fact. I can prove it. I have experimented along all
sort of lines with fumigating, putting combs into an air-tight
1
bought two big
lank, and fumigating with formaldehyde.
tanks, put in combs, fumigated the bee-hives as the California
man said everything that had ever been tried and written
about I experimented with. And you can for all practical
purposes take care of your bees, shake them out of the hives,
give them empty combs and empty frames, and for a few years
your bees are clean. But invariably it shows itself again.
;

—

Before it makes its appearance to the human eye. the germ is
there in the combs, and a bee-inspector might come along and
declare those bees free from all disease, and in a few months
there would be a few more cells and the next year it would
appear.
Dr. Bohrer Do 'I understand Mr. Wheeler to say that

—
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I claim that the men who are doing a honey-producire in a great deal mori
ing business .hi a large >ca
danger of the disease continuing and staying than if he
has only one or two hues to put into a furnace and burn
He is only a few dollars out. Of course the bei
up.
But if we can get along and
hive manufacturers want it.
can scour
keep our hives, we arc going to do it.

for that reason there should not be a foul-brood law pass' d?
01
Mr. Wheeler Yes; and for the reason that a gi
a man who has a pull would probably get the place of inspector.
Mr. Holtermann Seriously speaking, I am a little surIf it had beefi
prised to hear a discussion of this kind here.
in England where they were discussing the advisability oi a
foul-brood law, one would attribute it to their conservatism;
But I am surprised that we can be seriously discussin
cajp
know that foul br
question in the United States.
Mr. Wheeler may not have succeeded in curing
be cured.

—

and

i

I

—

We

We

them, burn them out. and all that, and I have no doubt
but The A. I. Root Co. cured the disease when they had it.
They could burn up their hives, foundation and all, and
get new suoplies out at their factory without much cost
We cannot do that. You cannot do that. The
to them.
And these genpoint is. there is so much stuff around.
tlemen are satisfied to burn up the hives. I saw that done
once, and the next day after the hives were burned the
bees swarmed over that pile, licked up the honey they found
and carried it home.
Dr. Bohrer That honey was not burned.
Mr. Wilcox You cannot burn up honey in that way.
I have seen the disease carried back to the hives in that
way.
Mr. Wheeler I consider myself just as careful as
any man can be. I have experimented just as carefully as

1

it.
and we may have some sympathy with him in his trouble*
but there are too many of us who can say we know foul
brood can be cured. And even if it could not be cured, it
would need an inspector to see where the disease was, and
stamp it out. We are certainly not prepared to admit that it
cannot be cured. And I think Mr. Wheeler hardly means to
make the accusation that every foul-brood inspector is a
I think that is a little too
grafter or one who has a "pull."
If I
strong. There are good men among the inspectors.
may be allowed to say so. I w ould be much in sympathy with
seeing that you get a foul-brood law passed.

—
—

r

—

—

Dr. Bohrer I do not know that a law will stamp out
foul brood, but as was just remarked, if we cannot afford
a permanent cure, if we can only check it, we should have
I
I am satisfied that foul brood can be cured.
the law.
will
never saw but one case in my life, and I cured it.
tell you how I did it, and the experience I had with it, and
for that reason, if no other. I would recommend a law

upon that subject. A neighbor of mine had only one
colony of bees, and he told me there was something wrong
with it. lie asked me if I would stop and inspect his hive.
I did so, and the most terrible stench that ever came to
of that hive!
I
said, "My friend, I
cannot imagine anything that would be fouler than this,
nostrils

came out

and we will call it foul brood, anyway." There were very
few bees hatching.
I
said. "If you have some corral
foundation, and a new, clean hive, we will fit it into the
frames, shake these bees all off and drive them into it, then
take this bee-hive, combs, honey, frames and everything
and conceal them somewhere until after night, and then
put it all somewhere and burn it." I had 20 or 30 colonies
of bees at home, and I slipped into the house as quickly
as possible.
I
took off every particle of clothing, and
told my wife to go and boil them.
Everything I had
about me was thoroughly cooked.
I tell you, no foul
brood will ever start up where you adopt such measures
as that.
You want your foul-brood law to give your inspector full authority.
Do not tolerate or accept any
half-way legislation upon that subject. We have a law
in my State (Kansas), but I do not exactly like it.
The
law provides for a county inspector, but it does not pay
sufficiently to justify a man in leaving his home
only
$2.00 a day. You cannot get a man to do very much work
on that account. In our county they want me to take hold

—

him

and inspect the bees. I said, "I will tell you how to
cure it, and when the legislature meets again, let them
understand it is not graft at all. Frame your law so the
fact can be established that the disease exists and is doing
mischief.
Then clothe your inspector with authority to
go and effect a cure." When you come to pass a State
law. be careful how you shape it.
I
am not sure bu1 a
of

it

law that will provide for a county inspector will cost the
people the least money. It is not very expensive for the
County Commissioners to appoint an inspector of that
kind and pay a competent man.
But to say we don'i
want any law because somebody has made a failure that
won't do! We might just as well say we don't want laws
upon the statute books prohibiting murder or robbery
because these things go on, and the law does nm
them. But if you can check the disease, it will paj to
have a law for that purpose, if no other.
Mr. Kimmey I would like, first, to know if Mr. Wheeler
was giving us his experience with foul brood?
Mr. Wheeler Ask any question you like. When you

—

>

—

—
will
what
Kimmey— That
wanted to know
you were speaking from your own experience.
made
Wheeler — In regard to the insinuation

get through talking,

Mr.
whether
Mr.
about grafters and

talk.

I

I

is

I

that, we know what Mr. France is.
He is a man, every inch of
all love him, I may say.
n
him. What Wisconsin has had in Mr. France is ni
must look ahead to that.
of what Illinois may have.
<h
Xot only that, but to neonle who have thousands o
01
lars at stake in the bee-business, it is a great deal
a vital question than to a man who has one or two
all

We

We

m

man in the United States can, and I believe it is
absolutely impossible, unless bees are destroyed and the
hives burned up, to eradicate that disease if you get the
genuine thing. It has no terror to me. I do not believe
any man needs to be afraid of it. I do not believe there
It is simply a
is anything in it to be so much afraid of.
question of taking care of your bees. Don't allow them
to get any diseased honey.
But so far as absolutely curing it. I do not think it can be done.
Mr. McEvoy I cannot quite agree with Mr. Wheeler.
I will not stake my life that I can cure it every time, but
when you are going on the theory that it cannot be cured,
you are making a mistake.
Mr. Dadant I would like to give you one instance
where it would have been good to have had a foul-brood
law in Illinois. A person died near East St. Louis wdio
owned some bees that had foul brood. The administrator
was told the bees had foul brood, and he hastened to sell
them as quickly as possible to get rid of them. If we
had had a compulsory law. it would have been a criminal
matter to have so disposed of those bees.
Mr. Kimmey I asked Mr. Wheeler the question in
good faith, whether he was talking from his own experience.
I expected to ask him if he believed the disease to
I
am talking about something I know
be contagious.
nothing about. I never have had foul brood in my apiary.
It seems to me if you have
I am an amateur bee-keeper.
had foul brood and stamped it out, and it is contagious,
any

I

my
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—

—

—

it

had come from some place else. That is what I was
He might have gotten it from his neighat.

trying to get
bors' bees.
that

—

Mr. Wilcox There is just one feature of this case
has not been touched upon yet that is important.

The fact is, you want to create an office. The inspector
must be a State officer, and you cannot have it unless you
prepare for it, and pass a law authorizing it. You must
have a fixed appropriation for this purpose and not depend upon the Legislature to make an annual or biennial
appropriation for this purpose. It must be an appropriation that will come, year after year, and to get that you
must proceed as we have done and make it a State office.
Make it a fixed appropriation after the manner of WisIt is necessary to have such an officer.
He may
be appointed by the Governor, or by some State board
examination,
perhaps. It is not a
after some civil service
matter for us to discuss as to the best method of having
him appointed. In Wisconsin we are satisfied to have
him appointed by the Governor, upon recommendation of
the bee-keepers.
Mr. McCain It seems to me we ought to bear in
mind that we are not legislating against ourselves. The
bee-keepers of this Association and of the National are. in
the majority, intelligent men, who can cure cases of foul
am no expert, but I have cured
brood if they have it.
two cases not in my own yard, but in my neighbor's yard.
ought to go
are not legislating aginst ourselves.
in heartily and support such a resolution as this in
feel
may
the
force of the law.
that those who do not care
Mr. Kluck I am in favor of a foul-brood law wl
we can force our neighbor, ivho does not care whether
have the disease ti
his bees have foul brood or not,
and a compulsory law is tin only one that will do any
good in Illinois. The man who has 6, 8, 10 or 15 colonies,

consin.

—

We

1

—

We

—

t

•
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and his bees are only a side issue, lets them stand. If
they live, they live; if they die, they die. The neighbor's
bees carry the disease home, and that is where you get
foul brood. Then we want a law so that when we know a
man has foul brood in his apiary we can have an inspector
go and- visit the yard and stamp it out. I do not believe
necessary to destroy the hives, or anything of that
believe my friend here, Mr. McEvoy, has deI
stroyed many cases where he never destroyed a hive.
Mr. McEvoy I never destroyed a hive in my life.
it

Mr. Whitney

—
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why we

should apget the law!
A motion was made and seconded that the Committee
on Legislation be instructed to co-operate with the State
Bee-Keepers' Association to secure a foul-brood law.
Motion carried almost unanimously.
point a

man

I

don't understand

as inspector until after

is

we

Baby Nuclei in Queen-Rearing.

kind.

—

—

Mr. France, in Wisconsin, has
brood many times without destroying the
hand in my name here to help along a foulhive.
brood law down at Springfield. When we are working
against a foul-brood law, we are working against our own

Kannenberg

Mr.

foul
I shall

treated

interests.

Mr.

McEvoy— A good many

are acting on the propo-

sition that we are trying to do something that
have to force, which is not the case.

we would

—

Mr. Holtermann If you have a competent man you
There may be a little oppowill have very little trouble.
sition to him at first, but if he will take it right, it will end
I think you had better get a law passed;
right, as a rule.
it will be to the interest of every man in the business, and
the men who opnose it will be all right if you take them
Whatever you do in your law, make the inspector
right.
No appeal! If an appeal can be made
the sole judge.
from the decision of the inspector, while that is going on
Make the inspector the sole
the mischief will be done.
judge, and see that he does his duty.
Mr. Kannenberg I should think a man who has a
lot of bees, and makes his living out of them, would be
only too glad if there is a compulsory law to keep out
foul brood. Those who have only a few bees would not
care whether they had it or not, but the man who makes
his living out of bees should care whether his neighbors

—

bring in foul brood.

—That

all comes along the line of absoconvince the fellows in Illinois that
you can cure that disease, then is the time to talk, and not
And another thing, we want absolutely
until then.
straight, honorable men for our inspectors if we have to
want men that we can trust. Our fortunes
have them.
are at stake; our whole interests, our life's work, are at
want men who will not go in and destroy our
stake.
property for some notion or whim. We want prooerty
preserved. That is the law first taught in the Declaration
of Independence preservation of life, liberty and prop-

Mr. Wheeler

lute cure.

When you

We

We

erty.

And

work along

—

I

hope we

that

same

may sometime
line.

get a law that will
that day comes, I am
can prove that the disease is

When

But until you
for it.
curable, I will not consent to
in

it.
Not only that, but this
convention does not represent the bee-keepers of Illinois.
Don't for one moment forget that. Don't forget that Illinois bee-keepers represent people all over the State, and
about-nine-tenths of them never darken these doors—
never come inside of this convention hall. They have their
interests as well as we do, and I have heard nothing from
them.
Mr. Baxter I would like to ask Mr. Wheeler one
Have you ever had foul brood in your own
question.

—

apiary?

—

Mr. Wheeler I have not said anything at all of that
I have experimented in all sorts of ways, but I do
not know that I am to be picked out individually here to
answer any questions. I am not afraid to have anybody
ask me outside. We do not know what the future has in
You all talk about the question just
store for any of us.
a great deal of
I have had experience with it
as I do.
experience. I have tried these experiments, and I have
followed directions, and I believe the time will come when
you will all, every one of you, say that Wheeler is right.
I expect I may not live to see it.
Mr. Ferris There is a point in Mr. Wheeler's argument I sec some light in. A man who is a would-be
inspector, who went in and inspected some hives and pronounced them foul-broody, and afterward another inspector went in and told them it was pickled brood, there
would be trouble. Unless we have a thoroughly competent man, a man's whole apiary might be destroyed under
a compulsory law. And that is a point we must look after,
so that a man does not go forth and destroy in the wrong
place.
We should have not only a man who can enforce
the law, but have the right kind of a man when he is
going to enforce it.
kind.

—

—

"What

the testimony in regard to the value of baby
nuclei in queen-rearing?"
Ernest R. Root There is no question but what baby
nuclei will fertilize queens, small or large. The trouble is
to get the bees to stay in the little boxes, so as not to keep
have been exprimenting
renewing them all the time.
with the small boxes and find that it works, and fertilizes
the queens, depending upon how many bees we get into
the boxes.
Instead of having very thick partitions, we
have very thin ones. The frames are the same as in an
The advantage in using b_by nuclei is
ordinary hive.
never use a smoker in
to keep from using smoke.
handling baby nuclei. The fact about the matter is that
the first brood will be reared right against the thin partition on both sides, showing that the additional warmth
of the two clusters means a great deal. Instead of having
six to the Langstroth frame, we now have three to that
size frame, and we can run the baby nuclei in pairs clear
up into the month of November.
is

—

We

We

— How many frames do you have?
— Four; 2 to each division.
Miller — Mr. Root says these are renewed

Dr. Bohrer

Mr. Root
Dr.

about

think Mr. Laws and some other dyedin-the-wool baby-nuclei men say they have a fresh lot of
bees for each queen.
Mr. Root That plan is all right, but it involves too
much work for us down at Medina. As I understand it,
he forms a baby nucleus every time he wants to carry the
have found it less work to use
bees to the out yard.
the baby nuclei to run through the entire season, like an
ordinary colony.
Mr. Hutchinson There is one point on which Mr.
Ferris lays considerable emphasis, and that is the distance
apart of the frames that is, placing them wide apart. He
says if there is a large space between them, more bees can
crowd in there than can rear bees successfully.
Dr. Miller May I emphasize the point that Mr.
Hutchinson made right here as to the room that is there.
A good many years ago, when I first commenced working
with bees, I devised a nucleus hive, using a common 10frame Langstroth hive, taking 6 nuclei, one in each frame,
and it worked very well. Years after I tried to repeat the
same thing, and I found what a great many authorities
said, that the nuclei would be deserted; that the bees
would desert them. When I made my second attempt at
it, I was wiser then
knew more about bees, and rather
smiled at my former ignorance in using 6 of them in that
10-frame hive, which gave a space of nearly 2 inches to
each.
I gave them, this time, only a reasonable amount,
only about Yz inch at the side of each one, and the bees
I concluded my
flew out and would not stay in there!
first crude attempt was the better one.
Another point: I
do not think, after trying all these years and experimenting with baby nuclei, that this thing is quite as modern
About 40 years ago I
as some of us are likely to think.
visited Adam Grimm, and I think about all of his hives
were just about the size of the present baby-nucleus hives.
And I remember his pulling them apart without any
smoke. The things would fly at him, and he would say,
"We must wait a little and then go at them again." That
is about the size of Adam Grimm's nucleus hive [referring
to a model].
Mr. Dadant Mr. Gray, of Ohio, made baby nuclei.
reared our queens from the larvae instead of doing
as you do to-day, but we did have some very good nuclei,
and the question was to keep the combs well separated, so
as to have a large amount of bees between.
When the
honey would come, they would spread out.
Dr. Bohrer Mr. Langstroth used 4 frames.
I have
been in his apiary a good many times. I never reinforce
When they have filled every available space I
them.
remove the queen.
Mr. Stanley described at some length his method and
baby-nucleus hive.
His hive is a little larger than the
"rdinary baby-nucleus hives. It has 3 frames, 4x5 inches.
He started with 6 combs in the spring, and then divided

once a month, but

I

—

We

—
—

—

—

—

We

—

them

later on.

—

Mr. Holtermann Have you introduced
ber of virgin queens?

a large

num-
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Mr. Stanley— Probably 1,200 to 1,500 the past season.
Mr. McCain I wish I had the experience and ability
to write a book entitled, "Forty Years Among the Bees."
I do not Lelieve this is right; I believe the system should
be condemned. I think it is all wrong. I think it is unnatural, abnormal, forced from beginning to end.
My
experience is limited, but that is the way it looks to me.
Mr. Dadant I do not believe we should condemn a
system because it is forced. There are a great many
things done by domesticating. We have changed the na-

—

Southern
* 23eebom *

—

ture of a good many animals. I think the argument that
the thing is not right because it is forced has no weight.
I can see no reason why the queen should suffer, and I can
see a saving in expense to the bee-keeper. I believe the
boxes should be made so that none of the bees need be
lost.

— Perhaps

I
can harmonize the differences
do believe they are all right so far as mating
the queens is concerned. We were moving on wrong lines.
We had too few bees. It was said 100 would be enough.
After we had prepared the
I believe it was wrong there.
article, in order to make the thing work, we went to 400.
When we had about 400 it worked. Putting the frames
further anart commends itself as being very good. When
you get a ball of bees, it will be just as warm, whether
The Pratt baby
large or small, up to a certain extent.
nucleus is, perhaps, no larger than those two boxes there.
We can make it work by having one comb and putting
more bees in it. I think if we should try it over again, we
could do it. It is my belief that with a tin box, the results
would be all right. I believe cells are liable to be chilled
out in a box where a pasteboard cover is used. We make

Mr. Root

of opinion.

I

just as warm
ommended had

The baby nucleus Pratt recas we can.
8 frames to the Langstroth frame. That
makes it too small. The frames we are now using give
better results with 3 to the Langstroth frame. The virgin
queens themselves should be reared in strong colonies,
then when they have arrived at the right age we introduce
have to modify some of the th"ngs we thought
them.
it

We

we knew

last year.

The new President

of the National Bee-Keepers' Assowas introduced to the conven-

j
Conducted by Louis H. Scholw

Early Spring

—

left

the hall.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Secretary of the National, was
introduced to the convention and responded:
Mr. President, there seems to be a lot of poor talkers.
I can only say as my brother has said, I thank the beekeepers for the honor.
The General Manager, Mr. N. E. France, was also
introduced.
Mr. France As Mr. Dadant has said, I thank the
bee-keepers for the honor. I have tried to do what is
right for them, and hope to continue so doing. There are
some things connected with the work that are pleasant.
Again, there are some parts of it that I wish somebody
But put it all together, we are progressing, and
else had.
we are accomplishing much of good. I hope you will all
One officer cannot do it alone.
feel it is your part to help.
Pres. York We have with us Dr. Eaton, analyst of
Mr.

—

—
—

the Illinois State Food Commission.
Dr. Eaton As I expect to read a paper before the
National Association, I will not have anything to say at
the present time, except to congratulate the bee-keepers
on the market for honey as regards adulteration; especially
as regards extracted honey, because we have hardly found
a sample of adulterated honey in Illinois this year.
Pres. York I have not succeeded in getting anyone
to talk very much, and so will call on Dr. Miller.
Dr. Miller I am not an officer, and I can talk.
Pres. York You are still a Director of the National,

—
—
—
and will be until January
can talk
Dr. Miller—Well,
1st.

I

until

The convention then adjourned
the Executive Committee.

January
to

meet

then.
at the call of

1st,

Braunlels, Tex.

in the

Apiary

It is not too early in the South to begin our spring work
in the apiary in February if sufficiently warm weather obOur seasons differ very much in different years,
tains.
however, sometimes being a whole month earlier, and again
a whole month later, than in ordinary years. With an
early season brood-rearing begins well in January, and
swarming may be expected in the month of February. In
a late season these periods may come fully two months

but ordinarily February is our opening month. Broodrearing begins, and new pollen and some honey from the
early willows, water-elm, and our very early spring flowers
stimulate the bees to activity, in which they soon build up
to rousing colonies.
later,

Our First Work.
time that our first inspection of the colonies
for the year should be made. We should see that all colonies are well supplied with stores. Bees short of honey in
early spring will not breed up and become strong in numbers as will those well supplied with honey. Such colonies
will " hang back " throughout the entire season; having
them to keep up the
had a " bad start," it is impossible f
It is at this

race.

.

is surprising, also, how fast the bees use up their
stores when brood-rearing has begun in earnest, and all
colonies not well supplied with sufficient stores are likely
to run out, and either starve outright or become so reduced in numbers that they will be worthless as a colony
the rest of the season.

It

ciation, Mr. C. P. Dadant,
tion, and responded.

Mr. Dadant Mr. President, I will have to make an
extempore speech, but I have not prepared it! I simply
wish to thank the bee-keepers for my election. I am afraid
I will turn out to be a very poor presiding officer, but I
will do the best I can.
I am not a speaker, therefore, you
I leave speaking to
will not expect a speech from me.
better men than myself.
Mr. George E. Hilton, the newly elected Vice-President of the National Association, was called for, but had

Work

New

Record the Conditions.
examination of each colony should be made and the
exact condition of each noted. To do this it is not necessary to spend much time on each colony, but the following

An

procedure is practised
Selecting the warmer part of the day, the hive is opened
and just enough smoke used to keep the bees from flying at
the operator, as they will be found to be quite cross yet.
Our object should be to disturb the colony as little as posThe combs are now spread
sible, and yet gain our purpose.
apart at the center of the main cluster, and the center comb
from it is removed to note the egg-laying and condition of
the brood-nest. If eggs and brood are present, and in such
condition as, in your judgment, it should be, and a glance
and rough estimate shows at a guess about 15 to 20 pounds
of honey in the hive, then the colony is marked "O. K.,"
whether the queen is seen or not. The eggs and brood, and
the condition of the brood-nest, are sure signs of the presence, and shows the prolificness, of the queen at this time of
the year. If no eggs or brood are found on the first comb,
If no brood or
it might be well to remove a second one.
eggs are found, and the colony has sufficient stores, it is
marked " Doubtful," which is indicated by a simple cross
or X on the hive and in the record book, and the colony is
to be visited again two weeks later.
All colonies short of stores are marked in some way on
top of the hive, simply by placing some object, stone, or
piece of wood upon the cover so it can be easily seen from
any part of the yard. The strong colonies with a surplus
amount of stores are marked in the same way, only that the
objects are placed in a different position from the " short"
colonies, to indicate which is which.
:

Providing Stores for

Weak

Colonies.

After the whole apiary has been examined, and all the
colonies short of stores, and those with a surplus, have been
marked, the next step will be to equalize the stores of these
colonies.
A comb or two of honey is taken from the
" rich " colonies and given to the " poor," empty combs
from the poor colonies replacing those taken from the
strong ones.' This is undoubtedly the best, easiest, and
cheapest way to feed bees to supply necessary stores that I
have tried, but there is some danger connected with the
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It is best to feed enough to last
for from 10 days to 2 weeks at a feeding, depending
largely, of course, from the time natural sources will step in.

the apiarist to follow.

them

A Visit Two Weeks Later.
After this examination and equalizing, or feeding of
stores, etc., it is best, and not necessary, to disturb the bees
any more until settled warm weather, except a visit about 2
weeks or so after the first to look after the "Doubtful"
colonies, or those marked with an X a * the first examination.

Arriving at such a colony we proceed with the examination just as previously, using smoke only sufficient to keep
the bees back, taking out the center comb to examine for
brood, and marking the colony " O. K.," if it is so. If
queenless, the simplest and quickest way to get rid of them
is to place them on top of another colony, or to place a weak
colony, with a queen, from some other stand, on top of the
queenless one, and leave them to unite and cluster in the
chamber containing the brood-nest. This I have found to
be the most satisfactory method for disposing of the queenThe season is quite
less colonies at this time of the year.
early in which to have queens to give to the queenless colonies at least for the average bee-keeper and it is also too
early for such colonies, or any others, to rear queens that
would be worth keeping in the apiary.
good queens in strong,
I believe in rearing queens
rousing colonies, and under none other than favorable conditions for such work. If left to rear a queen from brood
given them they are slow to build up to profitable colonies
for lhat season, unless a very favorable season prevails
from the start, and combs of hatching brood are given them
during the beginning to strengthen and encourage the colony. By uniting 2, however, shorter work is made of them,
and the combined forces result in a strong colony in a short
length of time, and will store its share of surplus, while the
2, separately, would perhaps only build up strong enough,
and store sufficient, to go into winter quarters next fall.

->

J
Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
|^~ Dr. Miller does not answer Questions' by mail.

Shipping Bees a Long Distance— Advertising Honey

—

Spreading Brood and Other "Fussing."
There are many minor manipulations that might be,
and are, practised by the apiarist in the apiary during February. Among these are the spreading of. brood, stimulative feeding, and trying to help the bees in other ways in
early spring; but I have come to the conclusion and that
after having tried all manner of such things that there is
more to be lost by them than gained, especially in the
hands of the inexperienced or the careless. With the large
bee-keeper, who numbers his apiaries by the dozen, and
who keeps bees for a " bread and butter" purpose, all these
"tinkerings" are considered as so much unnecessary
"fussing;" besides, he has not the time to practise them.
For this reason no further mention of these methods will be
made at this time, but, instead, it should be our purpose so
to manage our apiaries throughout the year as to consume
the minimum amount of labor and expense, and yet yield
the largest possible returns for our pocket-book.

—

—

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer,

is

a bee-keeper's hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
American Bee Journal one year both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.

—

How

would you advise packing a colony of bees
be shipped by freight to New York from Texas ?
2. Do you think they will arrive safely, if well packed ?
3. When do you think is the best time ?
4. A publisher in New York offers me advertising space
in exchange for a good colony of bees.
Do you think this
might prove profitable, or do you think that it does not pay
Texas.
to advertise honey in a journal of science?
1.

which

is to

—

Answers. 1. There must be good ventilation, and
everything as firm as possible. You can make sure of the
first by having a cover entirely of wire-cloth.
Under this
If the
it may be well to have a sponge filled with water.
frames are loose-hanging they must be made secure, either
by nails driven down through the ends of the top-bars or by
spacing with sticks. Put on written instructions for the
hive to ride so the frames shall be parallel with the rails, a
hand or an arrow to point toward the engine.
2. They should, although some roads will not accept
less than a carload of bees to go by freight.
3. If sent when too cold there is danger of the combs
breaking because brittle, if sent when too warm the bees
will suffer from the heat. Probably it will not be too cold
to send any time now.
4. Advertising in such a journal ought to help, but
whether you would get the benefit thereof directly yourself
depends altogether upon how it is managed.

Pacing Hives Toward Pasture-Alsike Clover— Foul
Brood-Wintering— Shade for Bees

—

—
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Doctor Ittiller's
Question 33ox

no danger.

Reference is made to the spreading of bee-diseases.
Unless it is certain that no trouble might result, it would be
better to resort to feeding the weaker and needy colonies
with good, clean sugar syrup, and supply them with stores
in this way.
The weather conditions will have to be considered, and
also the number of colonies needing stores, as to whether
outside feeding should be practised, or whether the syrup
should be given in feeders inside of the hives. The latter
would be the better during cool weather, and if only a part
of the yard needs to be fed. If a larger number of colonies
in the apiary need feeding, and the weather is warm enough
for the bees to store it rapidly, outside feeding could be done
with less labor.
The syrup stored by the already " rich " if these are
not too many would only stimulate them the more, and
make stronger, booming colonies of them for the harvest
later on.
The syrup stored and used by them would not be
considered as a loss. Of course, if all need feeding it is an
easy matter to decide which would be the most practical for

1,

^

practise of interchanging combs, that has played such sad
havoc and destruction of whole apiaries that I would not
advise it unless the bee-keeper is absolutely sure that there
is

March

1.

Are linn and basswood the same

?

would face the beepasture, or, if my bees face the east and the bee-pasture is
west of them, will they go to it if there is pasture in the
east, too ?
3. Is the queen-bee given as a premium by the American
Bee Journal from a good, reliable breeder ? and is safe deliv2.

Should bee-hives be

ery guaranteed

set so they

?

Did you ever raise any alsike clover
any good ?
4.

5.

Where could

I

get some seed

?

and did

it

do

?

had one colony of bees that had a strong smell all
summer. It didn't smell like anything dead. They were
strong in bees and had lots of brood. There was none of
the capped brood dead that I could see. The bottom-board
outside in front would have dead larva dragged out on it in
the morning. I took the brood out and it didn't have any
smell to it it wasUhe honey that smelled so strong. I was
very careful not to let any other bees get to it. At last I
transferred it after the Baldridge plan (page 469-1905).
Now, what do you think it was ?
I called it pickled brood.
7. Does the United States have any free reading matter
on foul brood ? If they do, I would like to know where to
6.

I

;

get

it.

8. Is honey from a foul-broody colony fit for table use ?
never heard of any foul brood in this neighborhood, and
there are lots of bees here.
I
9. This is the way I put my bees away for winter
made a shed 20 inches high at the back, and 3 feet high in
the
facing
east.
I
put
the
front, with sloping roof, and
hives in about 6 inches apart, packed hay behind them and
between, and put hay on top. What do you think of it ?
10. January 20 my bees had a good flight, from early in
the morning until after sundown. They don't come out every
little warm spell like bees that are left on the summer stand.
How long can bees stay in and do well without having a
flight ? Could they stay in until March, or longer ?
11. How would it do to make an arbor over my bees so
I

:

March
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1.

could walk under it, and cover it with morning-glory vines
and other flowering vines to shade it in the summer ?

I

Illinois.

Answers. — 1. Lynn,

linn,

Tilia Americana, are all one

lin,

linden,

basswood, and

and the same.

direction the hives face will not make a particle
of difference as to the bees finding the pasturage. If a hive
faces east, the bees will find the pasture both east and west.
2.

The

3. I have nothing to do with the premiums given, and
do not know what the queens are, any more than to say I
believe so thoroughly in the Editor that I don't believe he
would knowingly send out anything he didn't think was all
right.
It is not usual to guarantee safe delivery unless it
is specially mentioned, but the Editor is of age and can
speak for himself. [The queens we send out are as good as
can be reared, and safe delivery and satisfaction are guaranteed. Editor.]
4. I sowed alsike once or twice with no great success.
But I have also failed with red clover sometimes, and upon
another trial alsike might do better.
5. Toward spring you will usually find it advertised in

the bee-papers.
6. As nearly as I can understand, the only thiug wrong
was that the honey smelled bad and some brood was thrown
It is possible
out. There may have been no disease at all.
that the brood thrown out was drone-brood.
7. I think not.
Foul8. If nice and clean in appearance it is all right.
broody honey that is death to bees is entirely wholesome
for human beings.
9. In your latitude (about 39 degrees) bees prepared in
that way ought to winter nicely.
10. The length of confinement that bees can endure
without suffering varies with conditions. There is a point
of temperature, somewhere about 45 degrees, at which bees
are almost entirely dormant, and if kept constantly at that
temperature they can stand 5 or 6 months' confinement. In
your case, however, there is hardly need of such a question,
for although well packed there will no doubt be more than
one day between now and March when they will fly. Their
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not flying now when other bees fly is partly owing to the
fact that they do not feel the need of a flight.
11. The morning-glories will give immediate results;
but it might be well to plant something at the same time
for future permanence, as Virginian-creeper (Ampelopsis
quinquefolia), grape, etc. At the same time it must be mentioned that some think the bees do better without shade in
some localities. Yet the shade is a nice thing for the operator.

Black or White for Painting Hives

What do you
Latham recently,

think of the claim presented by Allen
that black is a better color than white to

paint bee-hives?

Subscriber.

Answer. — Mr. Latham

some very interesting

gives

arguments, and they are not easily pooh poohed out of the
way. He starts out with the law that good absorbers are
good radiators which can not be disputed and argues
from that, that while black is wamer than white in the sun,
because of its radiating power, it is cooler than white in the
shade. From that it would appear that black hives are
cooler in winter than white, because there is more dark than
sunshine during the 2V hours of each winter day. But he
brings in another important item
When the sun shines
brightly on a winter day when bees can fly, it is of the utmost importance that the hive should have all the benefit
of that heat, this importance being so great that the benefit
of the black on these few occasions overbalances all the
harm it does during the rest of the winter. His conclusion
is that hives should be black, in the shade during summer
and in the sun in winter, this to be obtained by the use os
deciduous trees. If one can live up to the conditions, it if
pretty hard to get away from his arguments.

—

—

:

Us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not
American Bee Journal, and we will send them
sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get
their subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable
premiums in nearly every number of this Journal. You
can aid much by sending in the names and addresses when
Please Send

now

get the

writing us on other matters

Queen-Clipping Device Free!

{

4 Percent Discount

»

We

|f

will allow

Cash during March.

you the above Discount on

Send

PAGE & LYON MFG.

1

all

Orders accompanied by

for our Catalog.

CO.,

New London,

Wis.

The Monbtte Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
It is used by many beewings.
Full printed directions
keepers.
mnil it for
sent with each one.
K as
25 cents; or will send it
sending
us One
for
premium
a
subscriber to the Bee Journal
for a year at $1.00; or for SI. 10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
the Clipping Device. Address,

We

PRE

New

flEORQE W. YORK & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
when writing.

-

8

mention

BEE-SUPPLIES
We manufacture everything needed in the Apiary,
We assure you the best goods at

and carry a large stock and

greatest variety.

LOWEST

PRICES

enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time nnd worry
damaged.
We make the
in having goods transferred and

and our excellent freight

facilities

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the
Dovetail Hives
Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
every bee-keeper to have our Catalog- SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write
to-day.

Address,

KRETGHMER MFG.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

I

GO., Council Bluffs. Iowa.

Bee Journal

The "Continuous" Hatcher
name

of an incubator

which

its

is

the

makers claim

will hatch chicks continuously every day.
This idea they have very cleverly illustrated
on the front cover of their catalog, which
shows a bucketful of the brighest, liveliest
chicks you ever saw. They look as if they
were glad they were alive, and are singing
the praise of their wooden mother. Besides
listing the various machines and poultry appliances made by The Hacker Incubator &
Mfg. Co., St. Louis. Mo., the catalog contains
a very complete and exhaustive article on the
Bubjectof artificial incubation, showing how
the principles which Nature employs to hatch
fowls in a natural way must be observed if
success is to crown your attempts to hatch
them artifically. Every incubator owner and
every poultry man and beginner in the chicken
business is vitally interested in this most important subject, and 6hould read the article
published only in this catalog, which will be
sent free to all those interested who will write
Mention the American Bee Journal
for it.

when

writing.

Please mention

when

Bee Journal

writing; advertisers.
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hive-stand, which allows no harm from swelling of the boards. The boards for the bottom
stuff, except that the front
are all common
end has a '..-inch board nailed on, that pro1 find this style of bottomjects V. an inch.
board is ever so much better to keep snow and
ice from shutting off the ventilation of the
hive.
I hope this style of bottom-board will be
tried, and those that use it report to the Amer-

%

Reports cmb
(Experiences
Fine Winter for Bees

We are having a fine winter for bees that
have plenty of stores, as 2 degrees above zero
is

E. G.

the coldest this winter.

Malta Bend, Mo., Feb.

Guthrey.

A Discouraging Season
Last spring was apparently a most promising one for a bee-keeper. I don't remember
any other spring when my bees were in a

more promising condition. White and alsike
clovers were most abundant and promising on
But a cold, wet spell at the time of
all sides.
the height of the honey-flow changed comFifty-6even colonies,
pletely the outlook.
spring count, and about 2000 pounds of
honey is the story— 1200 pounds of comb
honey and 800 pounds of extracted. I don't
remember the bees, on the whole, swarming
so hastily. They commenced early for this
section— May 22. Some of the first colonies
insisted on swarming again as soon as they
could rear brood and queen-cells in hives of
H. H. Moe.
mere foundation.
Woodford, Wis Feb. 8.
,

Winter Well

in the Cellar

My bees are very quiet in the cellar. I do
not meddle with them after putting them in.
The hive-bottoms are all tight, with only a 3 8 inch opening in front, so that mice can not
enter the hives, and there is practically no
My losse6 have been very light
ventilation.
in the la6t 20 years that I have been keeping
I had more honey than any one else in
bees.
had no fall honey.
this county last year.
put 5 colonies in the cellar, and will report again after I get them out and examine
them to 6ee how they are.
In publishing my account last season, an

We

wa6 made in stating that I was getting
24 cents for honey, instead of having had 2400
pounds for the season. I am now getting 11
cent6 at the store, and 12} 2' cents when I peddle it. My honey is of very fine quality.
Wii. Cleart.
Algona, Iowa, Feb. 12.
error

my

A

great many bees starved
during the fall of the year, and more will
in the spring
I started
spring.
before
perish
with 35 colonies, and did not get a pound of
A. T. Mull.
honey.
Cleveland Mills, N. C, Feb. 1.

recollection.

from Bur-Comb for Testing

For once Mr. Hasty was too hasty and
jumped at conclusions. On page 143 he critiMr.
cises the report of wax-test on page 10.
Hasty says:
bur-comb
"Look a little out how you use
pinched up into a lump as a standard," etc.
If he will take the trouble to read it once
again, he will find I said, '"A piece of wax
that I secured from some bur-comb."
Tbe wax was extracted from the comb as
carefully— in fact, more so— than any regular

extracting.
I

think Mr. Hasty's " specs " are too

He would
for him.
suited to his age.

Hive-Covers and Bottom-Boards
I have 75 hive-covers for 75 12-frame Langstroth hives that are made thus:
always U6e common matched flooring
I
white pine), I 6aw off the boards the right
length, turn them upside down and nail a
Then turn the board right
cleat on each end.
side up and tack on some newspapers or
building-paper. Then nail a sheet of galvanized iron along the edge with about 5 sixpenny nails on each side. The ends of the
metal sheet should project over each end
about l.1 inches. It is now complete except
The paper
the painting of the end cleats.
tacked on the top of the board before the
metal is put on is to keep the hive cool in
.j

summer.
began making this style of top-board 14
years ago, and for my purpose it is nearly perThese top-boards are somewhat expenfect.
sive, but I expect them to outlast almost any
I

other style of hive-cover that I know of.
My bottom boards are made thus: I take 2
->ieces of 2x4 and cut them 2 inches longer
than the hive, so they will form a projection
I take floorin front of the hive of 2 inches.
cng and cut it to be nailed crosswise of the

Story of a

young

better get a pair more
C. R. Russell.

Worcester, Mass.

Fears Bees Will Starve
started last spring with 50 colonies, increased to 66, and got only 700 pounds of
comb honey. About July 15 the honey-flow
ceased. On Sept. 1 I examined the apiary to
see how the bees were fixed for winter, and
found about 20 light colonies. To these I fed
about 150 pounds of sugar, and thought I had
them in good condition, but, to my surprise,
I fear I
I found them very light by Dec. 1.
I
will have a heavy loss from starvation.
moved away from the place where they are in
winter quarters, consequently can not feed

or spiritual uplift in

I make my own frames, and
in winter.
use a cover that I think is all right. It is
simply a board-cover covered wiih asphalt
I have used these covers for several
roofing.
years; they never leak, and with reasonable
care will last a long time.
I expect to move to northern Minnesota in
March, and intend to try to take my bees in
an emigrant car. How well I succeed I will
Dr. W. H. Ellis.
write later.
Lohrville, Iowa, Feb. 8.

The late Rev. Samuel W. Cope, of Chillicothe, Mo., in his book, "The Story of a
Happy Life," has this to say of his grandfather, Josiah

Here

grandfather practised this method of catching
swarms, but since the Rev. Cope was born in
the year 1826, it must have been in the first
Other lessons to be
half of the last century.
First,
learned from this brief statement are:
"
he delighted to work with them." Second,
"
most
under
the
them
keep
to
he endeavored
favorable conditions, winter and summer."
Third, tbe evident indications of thoughtfulness and inventive geniu6 in Grandfather
Hutton— ever looking for better ways of doing
things— hence, " the great jars of honey " for
the delectation of

little

Sammy, and

boys with good grandmothers.

all

Hence,

T. A.

Welden.

Winner
One

is a

r<w
I

.50

1.00

in Bee-Culture
of Bee-Culture, postpaid

The ABC
For a Short Time Only,

.

1.20-

three, $1.70

all

Do Not Send Private Checks
You can substitute either Pearson's,
Cosmopolitan, American Boy, or Western Fruit-Grower for Gleanings, or Langstroth for ABC, if you wish.
Act quickly, and address

FARHER,
THE HODERN
JOSEPH, MO.
ST.

CAUCASIAN QUEENS!
Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited 10 beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or if you want to improve the stock of yonr Italian Bees, write to

ROBERT

B.

McCAIN,

YOHKVILLE.

2Atf

R. F. D.

ILL.

CA LIFORNIA
of bees by selection is simply
the rejection of the poorest. When any real
advance is made, locality or the blossoms the
bees work upon is to blame for it. If you care
to learn more particulars respecting our locality drop us a postal card.

Improvement

C.

W. DAYTON,

CHATSWORTH, CALIF.

9D2t

WANTED
to take care of an apiary of 300
colonies, and careiully pack bee supplies for

Young man

shipping.
9Atf

CO.
TRESTER SUPPLY
LINCOLN, NEB.

AT MUSKOGEE, IND TER.

Apiary For Sale in a first-class district.
One chance in a thousand to secure an up-todate business on a home market. Address.

An

W. S. MITCHELL,
National Soldiers' ome, Tbnn.

9A4t

Farm and

flpiaru For Sale

Iu the Basswood Belt on the Wisconsin River.

Enquire,

8A3t

^^

^

KllbOttttl,

Wis.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

The German Nurseries.— To purchasers

and trees the name of Carl
Sonderegger and the German Nurseries is not
new. Anything that is required in the way
of apples, plums, cherries, peaches, grapes,
Nurseries
etc., will be supplied by the German
rest
in any quantity, and the purchaser can
assured that it will be of the satisfactory kind.
For the convenience of hi6 patrons. Mr. Sonderegger issues two editions of his catalog
one in English and the other in German. Be
sure to send for one of these catalogs before
ordering your supply of seeds for this season's

of seeds, plants

planting. Address, Tbe German Nurseries,
Carl Sonderegger, Proprietor, Beatrice, Nebr.,
mentioning the American Bee Journal.

The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall tor
but 75 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.50. It la
of the Joura fine thing to preserve the copies
If you ha»e
nal as fast as they are received.
this "Emerson" no further binding Is nece«S

" 7-

good

"The

worth

well

The Modern Farmer and Busy Bee. S

Hutton:

" He wa6 a thrifty farmer, and was noted
It was his
for rearing and caring for bees.
delight to work with them and to keep them,
favorable,
most
under
the
summer,
and
winter
conditions. Asa convenience in swarmingtime, he had a small knot cut from a tree and
attached to the end of a pole. When the bees
swarmed, he would tie branches from peachtrees about, and holding this up among them
they would settle or cluster around the knot.
By this novel process the bees were quickly
and easily hived. In my imagination I still
see the great jars of honey sitting around the
pantry, which, with other good thing6, grandmother used to lavish upon me at the table
and between meals. The memory of it will
continue with me through life."
There are no dates given as to when his

is

life.

Harrison Co., Mo.

I

them

Life," which

Happy

1906

1,

reading by any one desiring a moral, mental,

Gleanings

Antique and Unique Methods of
Catching Swarms

Poorest Year for Honey
Last year was the poorest for honey in

ican Bee Journal.
St. Joseph Co., Ind.

Wax

11.

C. A. Bunch.

March
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QEORQE W. YORK &

Dearborn Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

March
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BLACKBERRIES
CARFF5
grow

Having bought an apiary
of common bees and Italianized tbem last fall, we can
furnif h bees at reduced prices
as follows in April:

PROFIT PER ACRE

Mj handsome, new catalog of amall fr nil., fruit
and ornamental treea, farm and garden Breda and
fenaral nuraer* atook lent free.

W.

N.

On It — write today.

New

Scarff,

Oarli»le. 0.

1

1

MOORE'S
LONQ-TONaUES AND OOLDEN QUEENS
Select Untested, $1; 6 for $5; 12 for
$1. 50; 6 for $8. Best Breeders, $3 SO.
nniu«a,
i.
val guaranteed.
W. A._RAILS.

1

1

Tested,
Safe arri-

Comb Nucleus

MILLION

5

Martha Washington

(no queen)

Collection

$1.50
Tested Queen (Italian) 1.60
Select-Tested Queen " 2.25
Breeder Queen (Italian] 3.30

KINDS
ONLY

10c.

$9.

Can furnish

QUEENS

ORANGE, CALIF.

7D6t

-g

Caucasian Bees

Italian

millions of blackberry plants
that yield luscious fruits. All true
They're
to name— full of life.
monev— coiners that will yield

$300

201

in

of Aster, Balsam,
unsy, Swet't Pea,

CAUCASIAN

May

if

ordered

It, Salvia, Phlox
Myosotifl, Cosmos,

early.

Petunia,

VirTi.eiia,

Will give
204 E.

8A3t

WHAT
THIS

PHONE

Mention

percent for orders in

4

for Catalog.

Nasturtium, Cypress
Heliothrope,
Vine,
Mitfnone.le,
with
the tallowing Bulbi

J. L. STRONG,
Logan St.. CLARINDA, IOWA.

FREE

More Small

Fruits.

— Increased

raspberries, strawberries, blackberries or other
small fruits of the right quality to satisfy

oyer the country. Mr.
W. N. Scarff, New Carlisle, Ohio, says that
$300 profit per acre can be made from the
plants which he supplies. This is a good
margin more than corn or wheat will bring.
Mr. Scarff's 1900 catalog is ju6t off the press.
It details descriptions of small fruits, garden
all

All of the ahove
postpaid, for
cents in coin or

lO

stamps. Order early.

Avoid the rush.

MYSTIC VALLEY SEED

and ornamental trees and
other nursery stock. Send for a free copy of
and kindly mention the American Bee
it,
and

CO.,

BANTA

Medford, Mass.

when

Bee Journal

Mention

Incubators

writing.

& Brooders

Backed by

Years

14

of Successful Use by
poultrymen all over the world.
No guesswork. They are automatic in regulation and ventilation. Fully guaranteed to give

—

EVERY

Dewey

sent,

acreage

on small fruits should be the effort this seaaon among all classes of growers. The insistent demands from Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia and St. Louis markets should be
planned for and met by farmers and fruitgrowers, large and small. There are not

One

:

tlly (as above). 1
Begonia, 1 FreesiaB, 1
Tuberose, 1 Gladiolus.

Please mention the Bee Journal.
Bee Journal when wrilini;.

commission men

SAVES

Marc h. Send

YOU

satisfaction.
B; w TA
free book.

MFG.

field seeds, fruit

Bee Journal

Mention

Send

for

-BENDER

24, Ligonier, Ind.

00., Dept.

when

writing.

Journal when writing.

TheFresh

Air Incubator

Fresh Air applied

^B Ipv

It

A

saves goino: to town

for

market reports,

•

telephone saves extra trips to town, extra
wear on the team, saves time, temper,
in

many

instances

life itself.

^"[P This telephone is the "Eaco,"
and is the most complete farm
telephone made. There is noth-

^^»

ing that can get out of order with ordinary use, being made strong and comEaco phones are handsome from
pact.
every point of view and are low in price.
Each telephone is furnished complete
with two cells of 1900 Dry Battery and
all are equipped with X. P. Condensers.
This makes it possible to ring any subscriber whether people "listen in" or
when the receivers are off the hooks.
On a line filled with 20 bridging telephones each phone equipped with an

X. P. Condenser we

will

|

I

80 f«i
200 Ega

in a

*(tg

Mention

—

l-i- - li-.: Standard Inoubator.
2nd An
Incubator for Beginner*. 3rd—Unlverwi
Hover and Colony Bruodori. 4th— Feedlag

Qulncy,

Bee Journal

Chlcka.

when

writing.

Please Take Notice
We

lize or form of Colony houae,
small portable
building or piano box and make
about as gi.od a brooder as money
can buy. Write for catalog and

the five books FREE. Others to
follow, you'll get them all If your

name

is

on our mail

Send

Beevllle, Bee.Co., Texas.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

-writing:.

Homer

City, Pa.

writing*

our 64-page book, finely illustrated,
that tells how to make money raising

3c tor

poultry.
Others are doing it; why not
lyou! fins book gives full information
'on breeding, feeding, rearing and
j

hatching.
Illustrates* and tells why
Berry's "Biddy" incubatorB and brood-

siid

(Will Atchley, Prop.)

St.,

when

PROFITABLE. POULTRY

DITT-

THE BEE & HONBY COflPANY,

Main

Bee Journal

Mention

MER'S FOUNDATION AT DITTMER'S PRICES.

We are headquarters in the South for Bees
Queens; Untested, $1.00 each; $9 per doz.;
Tested, $1.50. Full Colonies, Nuclei and Queens
in large lots our specialty. Send for Catalog.

list.

Prairie State Incubator Co., 351

member, these are standard goods and Dovelots.

WILL DO

Put the Universal Hover Into it and
make jour own brooder. The LMversal Hover may be attached to

mushroom house,

Hives and Supplies. We earnestly solicit a share
of your patronage.
quote prices on two
hives for comparison:
One 2 story 3-frame hive in the flat for extracted honey, complete, ready to nail, $1.25;
1^-story hive in the flat, with sections, complete for comb honey, $1.25; self-spacing Hoffman frames in the flat, $15 per thousand. ReGet prices on large

— What Users are Doing.
A PIANO BOX

f'th

a:' v

That we have purchased The Atchley Steam
Bee-Hive Factory, and are now putting in upto-date machinery for making Dovetailed Bee-

tailed hives.

Incubation

BOOKLETS ON ARTI5 FREE
FICIAL POULTRY PRODUCTION

in

aotinn

(OEO M STAHL.

10 Artificial

new and effective way, mating poeilble

higher per cent hatches, brighter, healthier
stronger ohleks.

iioQatrootloD ana
Fiatrhes ever; ff rule
ir-lte r r catalog 'o day

f rVn.'.'i
"

ft
<6

INCUBATOR

it

saves the buyer of farm
^af^ jL«^ produce a trip to your
farm and brings you a
rale.
It saves the farmer's wife
getting Sunday dinner "because
John just telephoned that he
It saves the
couldn't come."
doctor an extra trip and you more
than one half of the bill because
you can stop him from coming
when you don't need him. This

money and

I
I

ers hatch and raise the largest per cent
of chicks the kind to buy.
Contains
cuts of our fine pure-bred poultry with
prices of birds and egpn for hatching.
Boi 72, Clirlnda. la.
Berry's Golden Rule Poultry Farm.

—

Mention

Bee

Journal

when

writing.

CHARLES M0NDENG SECTION MACHINE
covered by two Patents. With this wonderful invention the cost of making- Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for
is

further information.
mean business.

guarantee to

ring the 20th phone with
the hooks provided it is possible to ring
each subscriber with the receivers on.
Let us tell you more about the many
points of this special farm phone
^-u"» through our booklet. "How to Buy the
Right 'Phone." Mailed free.

Do

not write about

it

unless you

18 receivers off

BEE-SUPPLIES^PQUEENS

MV

My

Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees,- and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

am

II

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY
Chicago, III.
Oept. A
Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

ISO

NEWTON -A.VE3

CHARLES MONDENG,
,

N.,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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Goods are wanted Quick, send

scuynur

1,

,

Pouder "

to

BEE-SUPPLIES

tSauA

Root's Goods at Root's Prices
Some good words about our
on Farm Telephones.

Booklet

Everything used by Bee Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
•Z

Sweet Valley,

Aug. 15.1905.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co.,
Gentlemen:— Your booklet reached
me safely. You have many valuable
and timely suggestions, and I only hope
that it may find its way into every locality
that does not have the advantage of telephone service. There is no one thing
AT THIS TIME DOING MORE TO BRING THE

i/ow Freight Rates.

Pa.,

Supply Co.. I
you success.

FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE. and avail
Why not secure your BEE-SUPPLIES
yourself of the following very liberal discounts? Goods all Root Quality.
For cash orders beforeMar.l.. 4 percent
For cash orders before Feb. 1.. 6 percent
For cash orders before Apr. 1..2 percent

i'i i'i i'i

A AA
i'i

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

;*i i'i

A

i'i i(i it

Bee Journal

Mention

service.

have several booklets which will
you how to get a telephone line
started in your community and how to
construction
and
telephones
buy

CO.
III.

i'i i'i i'i i'i i'.

writing.

LEWIS' BEEWARE

We

3 percent
it needs no introduction.
Discount on Bee- Supplies lor Jlarch.

tell

Chicago,

AA

when

BEE-KEEPERS'
AND
POULT RY SUP PLIES

says about the value
of the telephone in the Farm Home is
seconded by all farmers after they have
once enjoyed the privilege of telephone

What Mr. Lewis

Rochester, N. Y.

fOUDER,

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

A AA

m"
m
7

STROMBERG-CARLSON TEL. MFG.

my

i

WALTER

Co.

Ask
materials to the best advantage.
for our booklet 80-B, "How the TeleWe will
phone Helps the Farmer."
send you a copy by return mail.

for your local trade, write for

free

.

Farmers Telephone and
can do no more than to wish
Sincerely yours,
A. E. Lewis.

Service.

Catalog Free.

.'.

j

f

thoroughly equipped, successfully operated
telephone lines in this locality, one known

Lehman Telephone

HONEY

Prompt

.•.

NOW

FARMER ON AN EQUAL FOOTING IN BUSINESS. EDUCATION AND CULTURE, WITH
HIS URBAN BROTHER, THAN THE TELEPHONE.
As we have two well constructed,
as the Lake and
and the other The

you wish to purchase finest quality of
monthly pi ice-list of honey.

If

.-.

is

so well

known

Beeswax wanted— 27c cash, 39c when taking bee-supplies

Extracted Honey For Sale.

in

exchange.
Sample, 10 cents.

Prices on application.

Cornell Incubators, Peep 0' Day Brooders
and Cornell Chick Machinery SSIxcelled
The

1906 Cornell Incubator

is

superior to anything heretofore

put on the market.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

New

writing.

INVESTIGATE THE

If

Write for a free copy

you want orders

filled

PROMPTLY

AT FACTORY

POULTRY BUSINESS
-

190C Catalog; tor either line Free.

of

my

YORK HONEY
141 Ontario Street,

book describing

PRICES, send your order

AND BEE
SUPPLY
-

'

CO.

,

Not'
Inc.

CHICAGO,

Long Distance 'Phone, North

to

,

ILL. (

1559.

Profitable

Combinations
of Egg, Broiler
and Roaster

Farms
the prices paid for eprgrs and poultry
week by week for the past three years. It
tells how and when a hatch taken off each
week in the year could be most profitably
It (rives

BEE- SUPPLIES
Everything the beekeeper needs. Distributing house
Prices. Now i6 the time to buy for next season.

and the costs of production.
I have helped thousands to make money
My Model Incubators and
with poultry.
Brooders are used on the money-making:
farms. It is my business to teach those who
use them to do so profitably. Whether your
needs are small or large, I will furnish without charge, estimates and plans for a complete equipment that will insure success
without your spending a dollar uselessly.

my complete literature.
GHAS. A. CYPHERS
Buffalo,
3926HenrySt.
Send

for

N. Y.

Lewis' Goods at Factory

Cash Orders for regular Supplies before April,
3 percent Discount.

marketed. It shows how you can make $2.00
It tells what
on a large winter roaster.
profits can be made with each of the popu-

lar breeds,

for

EXTRACTED HONEY

The best the world can produce
in cans or barrels.
PINE
Samples 8 cents, to pay postage and packing. How much can you use? Prices quoted quick
on the quantity you mention.
at all times in the year. Send for our Catalog and "Special"
buy

We
— free.

C. M.

BEESWAX

SCOTT & CO.

gDIANAPOLIS. IND.
itt*-*"-**"-*""

"In every country tne successful advertiser

•}••{•

is

+*

toe continuous advertiser.'

*+

March

1.
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LowestPrices Headquarters for Bee-Supplies
Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

Big Discount for Early Orders

FREIGHT-

RATES FROM

On Cash Orders

are the

Before November 1
"
December 1
"
January 1

"
"

"

February

March
April

"

7

1

1

as 'mostiall freight

You

"

25

Let

me

book your
Order for

Years

LA.^S,

America.

is

what

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed-

Catalog mailed free.

RED CLOVERS
For

and

prices, refer to

my

March

for

S
O LOWS, CARSIOCAUCASIANS.
bred in separate apiaries,
VK1.the

UOI.OE5T

catalog, page 29.

H.W.WEBER "ST

C.
Office

Send for same.

i T^mTfi
^"^
fj
1 K. h .TVl
ICf, U XJXii.ll

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for IS years (monthly,
50c a year.) The largest and best ilustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the
most experienced bee - keepers in

Cincinnati.

will

4 Percent Discount

KINDS

Established Nearly

SOUTH

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

pi ieS E
Bee = Sup
ALL
OF

now goes through

Prompt Service

"
"

6
4
2

LOWEST,
for the

9 percen
"
8

1

CINCINNATI
ESPECIALLY

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAHESTOWN,

N.Y.

£)oney anb

* 23eestpax-f

wax,

30c.

R- A.

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The

Burnett &

BeesCo.

market

comb

for

honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during the past season. Prices

are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting la@16c for fancy white clover; i4@15c
lor No. 1, and 13©14c for amber. Buckwheat,

Extracted honey is in good demand at
While clover in barrels
following prices:
brings 6S4<a,7c: amber, 5'/,<B 5^c; in cans every
grade from l@lHc higher. Beeswax is firm
and in good demand at 28 and 30c.
The above are our selling prices, not what we
Gkiggs Bros.
pav.
13c.

Indianapolis, Feb. 2.— Fancy white clover
16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
thesnpplv; fancy white western comb brings
14<a,15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8**<S9c in
60-pound cans; am her, be. Good average bees-

comb brings

wax

sells here for J33 per 100

Cincinnati, Feb. 19.— At the present time the
demand for honey is quiet; however, we fully
believe the near future will bring better re-

White Clover Honey

ports, since all indications point to a prospercontinue to quote amber exous season.

Candied

tracted honey in barrels at5K@6c; fancy white
extracted. 7&@8^c, in crates of two 60 pnuud
cans. Comb honey is moving slowly at 13)^@(Bee-keepers,
15c, according to the quality.
please observe the above are our selling prices
—not what we are paying.) Beeswax, choice,
bright yellow, 30c delivered here.

The Frbd W. Mtjth Co.

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey bas not been as good as
usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb bouey at $3.35
to 13.75 per case of 24 sections: off grade and
lieht amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7^@8>ic; light amber,
Beeswax. 24c for clean yellow.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

(>%@>7%c.

Kansas
honey

City, Feb. 19.— The supply of

We

quote
large, also extracted.
white 24-section honey at $3 00 per

is faiily

fancy No. 1
case; amber,
light

amber

comb

{2.75.
White extracted 6J4c,
Beeswax, 25@30c.
6c.

and

C C. Clbmons & Co.
— The nice weather

Cincinnati, Jan. 23.
holds back the demand for comb honey. Crops
seem to be exceedingly short and producers in
the West keep the prices high. We quote as follows: Fancy water-white and No. 1 white clo-

ONE TON
—

Cash and
a 60-pound can, $6.
instructions sent to Farmers' Bank.

JOHN

C.

STEWART

HOPKINS, MO.

8Atf

FOR SALE

Until further notice, fine t quality new crop
California Water White White Sage and Light

Amber

HONEY in 60-lb. tins, 2

in a case;

new

cans and new cases Write for prices and sam
pies, and state quantity you want.
265

&

HILDRETH
267

34Atf

Greenwich

& SEGELKEN

Street,

New York, N.Y

Please meniion the Bee Journal.

BEESWAX
MONEY AND
buying
or selling, consult
When consigning,
R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Watbr St. Chicago. III.

Wi Sell root's Goods

Michigan

in

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT &
Bell Branch, Wayhb

SON.
Co.,

Mich

pounds.

Walter

S.

Podder.

Philadelphia, Feb. 19.— The condit'on of
the honey market is much more firm than it
was a year ago at this time, with much less on

the market. Usually at this time of the year
bee-men wake up to realize that they may carry
their honey over and send it to the market to be
sold at any price rather than hold it. At the
present time the market is fairly well cleaned
We quote: Fancy white comb honey,
up.
16@17c; amber, 13@i4c; extracted white clover,
Beeswax firm.
7(<i.8c; amber, 6@7c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Seiser,
on commission.

New

ver, 14@i6c; No. 2, 12@14c. Extracted seems to
be more plentiful, and we quote same in barrels,
5K@5^c; in c*ns, He more; white clover, 7@8c.
C. H. W. Webbr.
Beeswax, 28@30c.

We

Chicago, Feb. ".—The demand is about normal with sufficient stocks to meet all requirements. The best grades of white comb honey
bring 14® 15c, with off grades at l@3c less, depending upon color, condition and shape. Extracted, aside from white clover and basswood,
;choice grades of which are practically unobtainable), is in ample supply at 6H@7»c; amber, 6^(3i7c, with off grades still lower.

13@14c; No. 2. 12c; amber, lie; buckwheat,
lOiailc. Extracted in fairly good demand, especially California, of ffhich there is abundant
supply. We quote white sage, 6$4@7J4c; light
amber at 6(at7c, according to quantity; buckwheat at 6c per pound: Southern at 5O@60c per
gallon, according to quality. Beeswax steady
Hildreth & Segbleen.
at29@31c.

York, Feb. 19.— The demand

is

fairly

good for better grades of white, and while the
near by crop is fairly well cleaned up, new arrivals are now coming in from Cnba, besides
several cars have been shipped on from California. We quote fancy white at 15c; No. 1,

1
!^
^
^3
^
/*

BEE-SUPPLIES

We handle the finest Bee-Supplies, made by the W. T. Falconer ^>\
Mfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Big Discounts on early orders. Let us S^
figure with you on your wants.
g»
Muth Special Dovetail Hives have a Honey-Board, Warp-Proof
Cover, and Bottom Board. Think of it, same price as the regular styles. ^;

f$ Send

?
<

I

for Catalog.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 Walnut Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

^
^
f
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'fitted!

>xamsuy
L.CWIS t>ee= Ware

Every part meets every other part accurately. It
This means something, does it not ? All parts can be

always

fits.

goes together like a watch.
assembled in a jiffy. Why ?
no loss of patience

Because they

No

fit.

loss of material,

no loss of time,

!

LeWIS Dee= HiveS

are

made from

clear,

No

white Wisconsin pine.

other imperfections.

Therefore different from other makes of hives.
and when we say clear, we mean exactly what we say.

clear,

LeWiS Sections

— the

made from white Wisconsin basswood
Lewis Sections are the best in the world. They ought

world.

are

knots or

Absolutely

finest in the

to be.

They

are

the most carefully selected and the most carefully made.

on Lewis Goods.

Insist
Look

for the brand.

Send

Accept no substitutes.

for Catalog to-day,

if

you haven't one.

There are a score of our agents besides ourselves who can furnish you with

GOODS

at factory prices.

ENGLAND— E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts
CUBA— C. B. Stevens & Co., Havana
C. B. Stevens

&

Co.,

CALIFORNIA—The

Manzanlllo
Chas. H. Lilly Co., San

Francisco

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA— Paul

Bachert,

Lancaster
Fletcher-Doyle Co., San Diego
Fallbrook Co-operative Ass'n, Fallbrook

COLORADO— R.

C. Aikin, Loveland
Arkansas Valley Honey-Prodncers' Association, Rocky Ford

G. B.

They

are

LEWIS

:

MINNESOTA— Wis.

COLORADO-(Continued.)
Colorado Honey-Producers' Association
Colorado Fruit-Growers' Association, Grand
Junction
Robert Halley, Montrose
ILLINOIS-York Honey & Bee-Supply Co.,
Chicago
IOWA— Adam A. Clarke, Le Mars
Louis Hanssen's Sons, Davenport

INDIANA— C. M. Scolt & Co., Indianapolis
MICHIGAN— A. G. Woodman & Co., Gracd
Rapids

Lumber

Co., Faribault

MISSOURI—E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph
OHIO— Norris & Anspach, Kenton

OREGON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co., Portland
PENNSYLVANIA— Cleaver & Greene, Troy
TEXAS— Southwestern Bee Co., San Antonio
UTAH— Fred Foulger & Sons. Ogden
WASHINGTON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co..
Seattle

LEWIS COMPANY
WATERTOWN,

WIS., U.S.A.

E JOURN
CHICAGO.

46th Year

ILL.,

MARCH

8,

1906

No. 10

<£f

«£

T.

Sr

i

Home

and Apiary

of C.

H. Harlan, of Mora, Minn.

(See page 210.

<'\

m
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Contents of this Number

March

Langstroth'ntne

—

JUustraUons
Home aDd Apiary of
KandratiefT,

C.

U.Harlan

1st

Editorial Notes and Comments—
Propolized Quilts for Smoker-Fuel
Kidding One or More Bee-Papers
Will Very Young Bees Work Afield

334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

This

Contributed Special Articles—

Beeswax— Its
Color of

Origin, Composition,

Wax

Composition of

Etc

in the Postal Union .M
free.
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy
DATE Indicates the
THE WRAPPER-LABEL.
is paid.
end of the month to which your subscript."
shows that it is
i

213
213
212

Expensive Carelessness
Pure Seed Special Train
Ripening Honey

Whipped Honev

'"

Our

Sister Bee- Keepers

.

2d.—To protect and

THREE NEW

Wax-Moth

^^^ ^

or If more convenient. Dues may be sent
oubUsherB of the American Bee Journal.

to the

;

—

Adult Bees and Foul Brood
Uershiser Bottom-Board
How the Celled Queen develops
Position of Hive-Entrance

Objects of the Association

General Manager an^Tn^surer -^

for $1 .20, or club
with the American Bee Journal for
one year— both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us

214

subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

214
214
2i4
214

334

Mr. Baxty , » Afterthoughts—

interests of its members.
-To promote the defend
its members in their

'"sd'-To'enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
Anmia , Membership Dues, Si.oo

The book we mail

"Glucose a Blessing"
"Gluiose Harmless"
" Glucose and Its Uses— The Honest Label

.

If

215
215

Baby Nuclei and Queen-Rearing
The Rearing of Queen-Bees "

"

217
Wintering
Amount of Stores Used
Cleaning Out Old Combs and Unfinished secin

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarentont, Cal .,

2 6

tions

FOR HIS

.

i

To

create a larger

demand

for

counteract
2! To publish facts about honey, and
misrepresentations of the same.

'onvention Proceedings
Control of Increase

(

a member by pay1
each
ing to the Manager an annual fee of $1.00 for
20 (or fraction of 20) colonies of bees (spring count)
operates.
or
owns
he
2 Any honey-dealer, bee-supply dealer, bee-supply
manufacturer, bee-paper publisher, or any other
member on the
Arm or Individual, may become aincreased
by oneannual payment of a fee of $10,
used in
fifth of one (1) percent of his or its capital
the allied interests of bee-keeping.

••

...
:

Reports and Experiences
Bees Do Move Eggs
hanging Queens

Any bee-keeper may become

Honey

2IP
->>»

*'°
2l«
2is
sis

Frames
Handling Hives, Not Frames
MildWeatber
Rendering Combs into Beeswax.

FREE

ROSES & SEEDS

CHICAGO, ILL.

50c

2J7
218
217

—

i

qboroe W. York, Manager,
St.,

—

Proper Retail and Wholesale Prices of
Wisconsin State Convention

MEMBERSHIP DUES

334 Dearborn

-'"
21b
216

Swarm-Catching Devi.e

honey through

*

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."

216
216

Folding Faulty Sections
Increase by Swarming or Buying
Italianizing and Caucasianizing Bees
Large Hives. Etc
Moving Colonies a short Distance

OBJECTS:

WORTH

Free rosebush, due bill for 50c
worth of free seeds, and a free packet of
seed will be sent to all sending for our handsome new catalog. Send 10c to pay postage.

NOT

IN

A.

A.

BERRY SEED

CO..

BOX

49,

'

CLARINOA, IOWA
|

THE TRUST

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

The Rietsche Press
Made of
structible,

artificial stone.

Practically

inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

re-

easily and
Comb foundation
sults.
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
$1.50—cash
Press,
from the dealers. Price of
with order. Address,

made

ADRIAN GETAZ,
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Propollzed Quilts for Smoker-Fuel

On page 137 was given a clipping from the British Bee
Journal recommending the use of old bee-quilts as a good
thing to subdue bees of unusual viciousness. In a later
number of the same journal, "J. G." reports a case in
which he used this article to subdue the bees, and the more
he smoked them the more it seemed to infuriate them and
finally he had to beat an inglorious retreat from the enraged little creatures.
;
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old stand place a hive of combs containing a little honey
but no brood. As soon as the bees from the old hive, upon

returning from the fields, begin to assemble at the new
hive upon the old stand, take the queen from the old hive
and put it into the new. There will be in this hive no bees
except fielders, and yet the queen will lay and brood will be
reared in a normal manner. That seems to prove conclusively that although under normal conditions a worker does
only field-work after passing the age of " sweet sixteen,"
yet when necessity arises it may again turn to housework.
It would seem not altogether unnatural to believe that
if, when the necessity arises, a bee past the usual nursing
age may again take up that duty, a very young bee might
in its turn, conditions demanding it, turn to field-work.
What about that ? On page 139, L,. Stachelhausen cites so
good an authority as Baron Berlepsch to prove that bees
not more than 11 days old are not competent to gather
honey and pollen, saying
:

Will Very Young Bees
It is

economy

well

known

Work

Afield?

that division of labor prevails in the
and it is pretty generally under-

of the bee-hive,

stood that in the normal course of affairs in the busy season

a

young bee performs household duties until something like
days old, and for the remaining 26 days of its life it is a

16

" field hand." It is also well understood that there are exceptions to the first part of this rule. When, after the winter's nap, the queen first begins to lay eggs, and, indeed,
during the first 3 weeks of her laying, there is not a bee in
the hive under 16 days old. Not only are all the workers
more than 16 days old, but the youngest one has already
lived somewhere from 2 to S months. And yet, with nothing but these old bees in the hive, there seems to be no
trouble in having the eggs and brood properly cared for.
To this it may be replied that although these bees may
have come into existence months before doing duty as
nurse-bees, yet that existence has been so nearly in a dormant condition that they are to all intents and purposes
still young bees
a view further substantiated by the fact
that their span of life at this time of year covers months
as against weeks of the busy season. The question is not
whether a worker can act as a nurse after it has spent more
than 16 days in a dormant condition, but whether it is still
fit as a nurse after having already faithfully served its full
16 days at the business.
To this comes the reply that the fact has been established, and may again be established, in the following manQuietly remove from its stand a hive containing a
ner
full colony at a time of day when no bees are at play, or
early in the morning before any bees have left the hive,
and set it some distance away upon a new stand. Upon the

—

:

" Another experiment proves that the bees of a colony,
in which no actual field-bees are present, and no brood were
to be fed, when 11 days old could not gather any pollen or
honey, and were in a starving condition when the experiments were ceased to save the bees. Baron Berlepsch concludes from this that the beescan't become field-bees earlier
than at the regular age, even under the most pressing conditions."

But now comes
subject

this

note from Dr. C. C. Miller on this

:

That's a very pretty fight between Messrs. Getaz and
Stachelhausen. Both men are able and candid, and I hope
they may continue sparring until we have some additional
light upon the very important matter of the cause and prevention of swarming. But I am constrained to say that one
of the foundation stones upon which Mr. Stachelhausen
builds is not as reliable as it might be. He quotes an experiment of Berlepsch, as proving that bees under 11 days
old will starve rather than do field-work.
Some years ago, upon receiving an imported queen, I
put her in a hive with several frames of ripe brood, being
very careful that not a single bee was allowed to remain on
the combs. The hive was closed bee-tight, and not opened
until 5 days had expired
Not long after the entrance was
opened bees were seen returning to the hive with loads of
pollen. They could not have been more than 5 days old,
and their appearance did not belie their age. It would not
be difficult for Mr. Stachelhausen to repeat the experiment.
I think others have had a like experience.
C. C.

"When

Miller.

doctors differ," etc. It is at least a supposable
thing that there were some special conditions in the experiment of Berlepsch of such nature that no field-work would
have been done, even if bees much beyond the requisite 16
days of age had been present and, in any case, if there
was no mistake in Dr. Miller's experiment, the fact that he
had seen bees not more than 5 days old go afield would
;
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hardly be nullified by the fact that one, or several others, had
not seen a like occurrence. All the same, it would be a
good thing to have the testimony of others upon this mooted
point.
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Leroy Highbarger, of Leaf River, 111., is one of the
American Bee Journal. For several
years he has been in ill health. On May 15, 1905, he was
stricken with paralysis, and lost the use of his left arm it

older readers of the

;

also affected his sight, so that he can not see to read, but he

Reading One or More Bee-Papers
D. M. Macdouald, the very intelligent Scotch contributor to the British Bee Journal, quotes W. L. Coggshall as

saying:
" I can not afford not to take all the bee-papers published in the United States, and, moreover, I can not afford
not to scan every page after they come to hand."

And

then adds
" I read a round dozen, and rarely miss a single paragraph of any one of them. In every issue I get new matter
well worth the price of the paper. My opinion is that no
investment in bee-keeping pays better than the money
spent in bee-literature. Several good text-books are indispensable, and two or more bee-papers are equally so."

can get around with the use of a cane, and says he has a
good appetite. He would like to see all of his old friends
again. Through his affliction he has not been able to attend to his bees, and reports a very light crop of honey for
the last season. Surely, all of us will sympathize with Mr.
Highbarger in his affliction, and hope that he may entirely
recover.

:

Death of
Italy,

G. Kandratieff.— L'Apicoltore, of Milan,
announces the death of the eminent Russian apiarist,

Mr. G. Kandratieff, who is known to the readers of the
American Bee Journal as the translator of the EangstrothDadant book, " TheHive and Honey-Bee," into the Russian

Miscellaneous
Hetps * 3 terns
=J
doing business right
The Naiioal Association
along. General Manager France says $275 in dues have
been received since Nov. 1, 1905, $104 of it being at $1.00
per member. He also says many letters received lately report bees wintering nicely.
is

A. Y. Baldwin, of DeKalb, 111., one of the oldest readAmerican Bee Journal, died Feb. 20, 1906, with
pneumonia, after about 10 days' illness. He was one of this
Journal's best friends, sending in one or more new subers of the

He was born

scribers every year.

in

Oneida

Co., N. Y.,

Sept. 29, 1831.

The
their

Officers of the

meeting

Colorado Association, elected

in January, are as follows

President,

:

at

W.

Vice-President, F. Rauchf uss, of
P. Collins, of Boulder
Secretary, G. Tomlin, of Ft. Collins Treasurer,
;
Mrs. R. A. Rhodes, of Platteville and member of Executive Committee, Oliver Foster, of Boulder.
;

Denver

;

;

A Bee-Keeper's House Burned.— D.
Oklahoma

City, Okla.,

was building a

fine

E. Barker, of
house, and

from the flue, and was
and some of his bees, were
burned.
also burned. There was no insurance, and he is unable to
rebuild. Besides all the foregoing, Mr. Barker has been
sick nearly all winter, so not able to do much. Surely he
has been unfortunate. " No insurance " should serve as a
warning to all. See to it that your property is properly inon Feb.

9,

at 6 a.m.,

it

caught

fire

All of his furnishings,

It was through his efforts that progressive apiwas brought to the notice of Russian bee-keepers.
He was 72 years old, and was manager of the Theatre-

language.
culture

Marie, in St. Petersburg.
We published a biographical
sketch of Mr. K. on page 260 of the American Bee Journal
for 1901.

The Northern

—

Harlan.

a bee-keeper's hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
American Bee Journal one year both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.

will

The Home and Apiary of C. H. Harlan are pictured
on the first page. When sending the photographs, Mr.
Harlan wrote as follows
The picture of my apiary was taken from the north end
of the porch of the dwelling-house. The bee-hives are facing the south. The end of the house shown in the picture
of the apiary is the bee-house. My bees are north and west
of this house, which has 2 full-size windows one in the
end and one in the side close to the northwest corner.
These windows are put in horizontally, or right opposite to
what they are in a dwelling-house. I have a work-table in
this corner of the building, and by having the windows as
I have mentioned, I have a full view of the whole bee-yard
without leaving the work-table.
As to the residence and other buildings, I can truthfully
:

it is

a

home

the bees built.

KANDRATIEFF.

Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association
next annual meeting at Kalkaska, Mich.,
Wednesday and Thursday, April 5 and 6, 1906. Generous
prizes are offered for certain exhibits. W. Z. Hutchinson,
E. D. Townsend and Geo. H. Kirkpatrick, the President,
Special hotel rates are given by the
will read papers.
Manning House. Send to the Secretary, Ira D. Bartlett,
East Jordan, Mich., for a copy of the announcement, list of
prizes offered, etc. Then attend the convention if you possibly can do so.

sured now.

say that

G.

new

C. H.

hold

its

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer,

—

is
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Special

Clrticles

j
Beeswax— Its

Origin, Composition, Etc.
BY ADRIAN CETAZ.

FOR

long time it was thought that the bees were
gathering the wax on the plants; in fact, the pollen
was taken to be the crude wax thus gathered. Later
on it was discovered that the wax is produced by the bees
in a way similar to that by which a cow produces milk.
It comes out of their bodies under the rings of the abdomen at eight different places, four on each side. It is then
of a pearly white color, and in the shape of flat pellets.
These pellets are taken up and put together in building
the combs.
When new the comb is nearly white, but to me it
seems to be not quite as white as the pellets of wax with
which it has been made. It seems to me more yellow.
Evidently some of the bees' saliva and other mouth excretions must get more or less mixed with the wax, and perhaps contribute toward giving it the yellow tinge. The
mixture of saliva may also explain why the moth-worms
can live and grow on wax alone, or rather the combs. It
is impossible for any animal
insect or worm to grow
without what is termed "nitrogenous substances." Now
the wax is not a nitrogenous substance, but the saliva of
the bees, or the product of some of the mouth-glands, is.
So, if any is mixed with the wax forming the combs, there
would be some nitrogenous matter for the use and growth
of Mr. Moth-worm.
a

—

—

It has been frequently noted that a sheet of comb
foundation is tough and leathery compared with the natural comb built by the bees. _This is chiefly due to the
compactness of the foundation, caused by the pressure of
the rolls, or. worse yet, the Weed machines. The lightness
of the natural comb may possibly be due partly to a mixture of the saliva.
In analyzing the wax, the comb is
always melted, and the bees' saliva, if there is any, goes off
in the water.
It would be well to investigate again in
some way to retain and study the saliva, or whatever mixture, if any, may be with the wax.

Color of Wax.

The

color of the wax has not been fully investigated.
The pellets of wax fresh from the abdomen are certainly
white, or very nearly white.
The freshly built comb is
certainly a little more yellow, or at least it seems so to me.
Later on it becomes dark yellow, then brown, and finally
so dark as to be practically black.
What are the causes
of this darkening?

One is unquestionably the rearing of brood. Every
bee-keeper has seen new combs that were yet very light
in color except where some brood had been reared. There
the comb had already assumed a pretty dark-brown color,
due to the excrement left by the hatching brood.
But even where no brood has been reared, the comb
assume that dark-brown color, but of

will eventually

slowly. I am at a loss to account for it. Xone
of the text-books and papers that I have examined u;ive
any clue to it except, of course, what concerns the brood.

much more

Every one knows that the common flies, when running
over the glass of the windows or pictures, leave mail,
round, dark specks.
What every one does not know is
that these specks are made by their feet.
Thes
with a kind of

sponge that secretes a so
to stick to any surface on
ceiling of a room.
If the
will turn to his text-1
ks, he will find that the
the bees are provided with the same kind of an
And I suppose that the sticky substance that enabh
In walk anywhere is mi
the causes of the
of the combs. Xot only the combs, but the exposed
on which they walk, walls of hive, frames, secti
ami especially the entranci 3 of the line-. Thi Yet that d
in course of time, as dark as any comb.
fully explain all the particularities.
vided

That glue enables them
they walk, even on the

.

>'

I

Preparation.

To

(£ontrtbutcb *

4-
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prepare the wax. the combs are usually melted
with some water; the wax rises to the top, and most of
the impurities, brood-cocoons and brood-excrements, also
Usually a layer of pure wax is found first,
rise to the top.
then a layer of impurities mixed with wax, then some
impurities in the water, ami finally pure water strongly
colored by the combs, if they are old and dark. In that
last case the wax will also be very (J al"k.
Cheshire says that water containing lime or other
Some European
alkaline substances damage
the wax.
writers claim that water containing iron will color the
wax. In either case, the trouble could be avoided by adding a little sulphuric acid one teaspoonful for a gallon
of water would be sufficient for the worst cases.
The trouble comes wdien an attempt is made to sepa-

—

rate the wax
of pure wax.

from the impurities that are below the layer
With very old combs, or combs containing
pollen, dead brood, etc., there is no layer of pure wax—
It is
the whole top is a mixture of wax and impurities.
claimed that the press alone can separate the wax from
I have
the impurities the slumgum, as they are called.
not had sufficient experience with the press to be positive
in my assertions, but I do not think that the wax can all
be pressed out of the pores of the slumgum, unless water
And if such is really the case, it
is made to take its place.

—

better to dispense with the press altogether.
Several processes and apparatus to extract the wax
from the slumgum with the aid of boiling water have been
described. I described one in this paper a few years ago.
The cheapest is to use
I have since made a change in it.
a wash-boiler, with a partition of fine wire-cloth placed at
The combs to melt and
five or six inches from one end.
Of course
the water are put into the large compartment.
the water goes also into the other through the wire-cloth.
So does the melted wax. In fact, this small compartment
is for the purpose of dipping out the wax without being
bothered by the slumgum. As the large compartment is
open, the slumgum can easily be stirred, punched and
mashed, until every particle of wax is out.
It is best to have the fire rather low until the wax is
That is, as much as possible,
all melted and dipped out.
The reason for
for it takes quite a boiling to get it all.
it is because the wax just melted is of a much brighter
color, not being yet tainted by the excrements of the
brood and other coloring substances that may be in the
combs. In fact, these coloring substances are first dissolved by the water and then absorbed from the water by
For that reason the wax should be dipped out
the wax.
as fast as it melts. While the first dipped is quite bright,
the last may be almost black through long contact with the
water.
As much salt as the water can dissolve should be
added to it. It helps the separation of the wax considerably, partly by raising the heat to the boiling point,
partly by increasing the density of the water, and, therefore, the tendency of the wax to rise above it. The washboiler, or any vessel in which the operation is done, should
be tinned. Galvanized iron and copper may give the wax
a kind of green color.

is

Refining Wax.
is often too dark for commerBut it can
purposes, or for surplus comb foundation.be brought to a bright color by treating it with sulphuric
acid.
The best way to do it on a small scale is to melt
the wax with about the same quantity of water in a tin
vessel.
A tin bucket will do. It should not be quite full,
When the water is boilas there will be some foaming.
ing, or nearly so, and the wax quite warm, the vessel is
taken from the fire. The acid is then poured in very
As the
slowly, the wax being stirred well all the time.
acid does not act at once, it is well, when a spoonful or
so has been poured in. to wait a minute or two before
pouring more. The action of the acid causes a foaming,
ast the wax might run over.
and if it was poured in
Be sure not to drop any acid on your hands or clothes,
ami to pour it in the mixture very slowly, otherwise there
will be serious trouble
Keep stirring the wax all the time. When the foam
is white, and the wax under appears of an orange color,
cssel is put back on the fire;
the operation is done. The
then
the wax. or rather the wati r, brought to a
The slower it
the vessel is taken out and left to cool.
thickrt
I usually put it on several
cools the better.
of old newspapers; put over and around quite a number;

The wax thus prepared
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them with a string so that no portion of the vessel is
exposed, and when thus fixed the wax does not get completely cold in less than 36 hours.
tie

Composition of Wax.
Just

now

become very

question of adulteration threatens to
serious, and the tests that can be used to dethe

the adulterating substances may well be examined.
Unfortunately the determination of the purity of a sample
tect

of beeswax is quite difficult, nearly
honey adulterated with glucose.

To

begin with, the

much

so as that of

wax

is not, as generally supposed,
mixture of three different ones,

a single substance, but a

which do not respond

as

alike

to

the

tests

that

may

be

applied.

The

first

one

is

the

cerine.

sometimes

called

cerotic

dissolves easily in boiling alcohol, and melts at
172 degrees Fahrenheit.
It crystallizes from its dissolution in delicate needles.
The second is the myricine. This dissolves in boiling
alcohol with much difficulty; it takes at least 200 times its
weight of alcohol and a prolonged boiling. Boiled with a
potash lye, it is transformed into a kind of soap. It melts
at 127 degrees.
It is of a greyish white color, and does
acid.

It

not crystallize.

The third substance is the ceroleine. It is quite soft,
very soluble in alcohol, and melts at about 60 degrees.
There is only 4 or 5 per cent of it in the wax.
One of the text-books I have before -me gives the
proportion of cerine in the wax at 14j^ per cent, and another at 22 per cent. A third one merely states that the
proportion is quite variable.
While the myricine is easily transformed into a soap,
the other two substances are transformed only with a very
strong lye in large quantities and with a prolonged boiling.
Eventually the whole wax is transformed into a soap, or
rather a mixture of several kinds of soap.
These differ
from the soaps formed with vegetable oils and animal
fats, in that they do not contain any glycerine.
It has been said that this transformation of the wax
into soap might be used to detect the presence of any
mineral wax or other similar substance mixed with the
wax. I doubt it. I have not before me enough information to decide the question, but a strong, boiling potash
lye will decompose almost anything in that line.
Knoxville, Tenn.
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be less advantageous.
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to digress a little from the task of describing our
methods, to speak to you on two subjects which I have

seen discussed

may

111.

(T

WISH

some other

cannot 'agfee with

apiarists.

The first of these subjects is the age of combs. It has
been held by some bee-keepers that the old-time bee-masters
were right when they practiced the changing of the combs
every few years; that worker-combs 10 or IS years old are
altogether too old for any use; that the queen will not lay
eggs in such combs, and that if she does, the worker-bees
hatched in them will be dwarfed in size and unable to perform
their duties.

We

have combs in our apiary which were old combs when
I was a boy, and which are good yet.
I do not mean to say
by this that all combs may be kept until they are 40 years old,
and that they will prove as good then as when new; but I
insist that many worker-combs are as good when they are
20 to 30 years old as when first built, and in some cases
better, because when they have some age they are tougher,
and consequently better able to stand the strain of hot summer

days.

The greatest damage to worker-combs is done by the
soiling of them by drones, or by the travel of workers, so
that those combs, or part of combs, which are nearest the
entrance will be most likely to become unfit for use in the
course of 25 or 30 years.
As I said before, we have some in use which were old
when I was yet a boy. Some 5 or 6 years ago we had had
such a succession of had seasons that I began to wonder
whether we were not overdoing the old-comb business, for I
must tell you that we have never destroyed an old workercomb until it was plain and evident that the queen would
refuse to lay eggs in it.
I had about come to the conclusion

1906
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Hamilton,

Methods of Honey-Production

8,

that we must change the combs in some of our hives, because
these combs were altogether too old.
Just then came the season of 1903. Every one of those
colonies that had good laying queens, in hives which had stood
so long that the hive-body had to he replaced with a new
box every one of those colonies filled from 2 to S supers
twice during the season. There was not a bit of difference in
results between those colonies in combs the most of which
were 30 years old. and the colonies on combs 3 to 4 years old.
So much for old combs in a good colony during a good
season.
The other question is that of shade. I notice in another
bee-paper, that Mr. Alexander, of New York, thinks that
shade is injurious to the bees, and that colonies that are in
I must
the shade yield less than those which are in the open.
say that we have part of an apiary which is shaded rather to
excess, and I had wondered whether we were not at fault in
letting such a thick growth of trees and shrubbery surround
our bees. The season of 1903 settled this point also, for the
colonies that were in the thickest shade yielded just as much
as the others
a tremendous crop.
There is perhaps one item to consider in the shade around
an apiary. If the shade is low down, and very dense, so that
the rays of the early summer sun are entirely intercepted,
there may be a short delay in the awakening of the bees, and
they may lose a little time in the early morning hours by the
existence of this thick shade which delays the arrival of daylight.
But if the shade is overhead, and the morning sun's
rays are not altogether intercepted, there is no loss in the
existence of that shade. I do not know but that even a slight
delay to the bees may be beneficial, for it will prevent them
from starting out when the weather is still cool. With a very
early start, some of the bees may find themselves chilled, and
may perish or become so numbed that they are compelled to
alight and remain inactive until the sun warms them.
So,
after all, even a little delay may be beneficial.
There are some advantages to shade which certainly help
make up for the possible disadvantage. There is less suffering from the heat of the sun during the hot part of the day,
the bees are less likely to hang out, and the hive is less likely
to become warped or to check under the sun's rays.
Climate has some influence on these points. In a very hot
climate, such as that of the Mississippi valley, where the sun
is
powerful and the nights exceedingly warm in summer,
shade is beneficial, without a doubt. In more temperate climes,
where the cornstalk is not known to grow up 2 inches in a
single night, as it often does in Illinois hot nights, the useful-

ness of shade-trees
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Conducted by Morley Pettit,

Villa Nova, Ont.

"Whipped Honey"

A returned missionary from Turkey, now resident in
Massachusetts, writes asking where candied honey can be
obtained. In Turkey it is beaten while candying, and is
sold as " Whipped Honey."
A Pure Seed Special Train
Tremendous is the interest taken in agriculture by the
Canadian Government.
Witness the following clipping
from the Farming World and Canadian Farm and Home
The Pure Seed Special.
:

Great interest is being taken in the West id the " Seed Special "
now journeying through the West in the interest of clean seed
and the eradication of weeds. The train consists of two auditorium
cars and a living ear for sleeping and dining accommodation for the
train

lecturers.
In addition, the private car of the freight department of
the C. P. R., for the accommodation of railway otricials who will discuss with the farmers present any matters of mutual interest. The
train will remain one hour at the stations previously announced by a
schedule.
A score of lecturers, including Dr. Fletcher, Ottawa; G. H. Clark,
Seed Commissioner; Prof. Black, Winnipeg; Angus McKay, Indian

March
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Head S. A. Bedford, Brandon James Murray and W. C. Mclllican.
of the Dominion Seed Division, and Mr. John A. Mooney, Valley
River, Man., will address the farmers at the various stops.
Samples
of all kinds of grain grown in the Northwest, samples from unclean
or inferior seed, and samples from weed-invested crops, are shown.
The movement has the co-operation and support of every agricultural
organization in the West, including the various provincial departments of agriculture.
;

213
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Dead Bees on the Alighting-Board— Ripening Honey
Conducted by

The appearance of numerous bees on the alightingboard at this time of the year need not be the signal for
alarm respecting the condition of the colony. The ordinary
mortality of an average colony will at times block the entrance of a hive, an accumulation of as many as two or
three handfuls of dead bees being found on the floor-board.
During cold weather these bees fall to the floor inside the
hive, where they are not visible to the bee-keeper, and while
the cold spell lasts are of little harm, as the colony is inactive but if the temperature is such as to enable the bees to
leave the cluster, they will do their best to rid the hive of
them, which accounts for their consequent appearance on
the alighting-board in such apparently appalling numbers.
Instead, however, of being a sign of unhealthfulness or disease in a colony, this may be taken as quite a reverse indication, for the strongest and most active colonies will have
the board more thickly covered with such refuse. E. W., in
Journal of Horticulture and Home Farmer.
Speaking of the ripening of honey by the bees, " E.
W." says, " It is possible that the bees assist in reducing
the moisture by extracting the watery portion of the honey
for brood-rearing and for their own use."
Is there anything in this? I have never seen or heard
the idea brought out before.
;

—

Wintering Bees— Wrong Conclusions
Experiments amounting to nothing when the observer
draw logical conclusions from the results. Ida M.
Stephen, in The Epitomist, copied in the Montreal Wit-

fails to

ness, has this to say about wintering bees

:

Expensive Carelessness.

When the winter sets in freezing cold and you wrap up the beehives with old quilts, comforts, etc., don't forget to take them off
when the weather moderates. More damage is done by covering bees
up too warmly than by not covering at all. A friend of mine did this
last winter— piled much stuff about his bees, and forgot to take it off
when a warm day or two set in. Consequence was, the bees got a
good sweating out, and water ran everywhere in the hive, the honey
came uncapped, the bees were all stuck up and helpless, a big breeze
set in and froze up the water in the hive, bees and all.

The conditions may be truly observed so tar as they are
observed, but the conclusions are wild. At least it is news
to me that bees ever " sweat." The probable explanation
is the ventilation was nil, the entrance probably closed, the
hive ran with moisture from the breath of the bees
they
died from dampness and poor ventilation not warmth.
Incidentally the dampness caused the honey to swell, burst
the cappings, and run down over the combs and poor,
smothered bees.

^

;

—

Winter Bee-Repository Above Ground

My " bee-cellar " above ground was a small frame of
4x4 inch scantling about 14x18 feet. I first boarded up outside and inside which left a 4-inch space in the wall. Then
I put up 2x4 inch studding outside and inside, and boarded
it up, using matched siding outside.
Then I filled the inside and outside spaces with sawdust, giving two 4-inch
walls of sawdust with a 4-inch air-space between. The floor
overhead is covered with 4 inches of sawdust.
I then put a lean-to on the south side, 8 feet wide with a
4-inch wall filled with sawdust, and sawdust overhead. The
door is open between it and the main part most of the time.
The whole has a double floor of lumber. I have about 64
hives in the lean-to.

R.

Lowey.

The Maritime Farmer, published in New Brunswick,
has an Apiary Department conducted by E. L. Colpitts,
Petitcodiac, N. B.
xhe Premiums we
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offer are all well worth working for.
copy of the American Bee Journal.
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M. Wilson, Marengo,
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'Glucose and Its Uses- The Honest Label"

The reading of an article in the January number of
The Delineator will very likely cause some to ask, " Is it
possible that money from the overflowing coffers of the
glucose interest has been used to secure the insertion of an
article making a special plea for glucose in this ingeniously
covert manner 7" The high character of the publication
forbids any such belief and yet if space had been bought
for the advancement of the glucose interest it could hardly
have been used to better effect. It is the women of the
land who decide mainly what shall come upon the table it
is a woman who writes the article, and it is published in a
woman's journal of highest standing and widest circulation.
It is one of a serious of articles under the general heading, " Safe Foods and How to Get Them," the sub-head of
this special article of more than three pages, by Mary Hinman Abel, being "Glucose and Its Uses The Honest Label."
It is a well written article, making the general reader likely
to say, " Here is the whole truth about glucose, the deception used in its vending told in the most frank and uncompromising manner, and yet when all is told it is not such a
bad thing as I had supposed." And yet if Mrs. Abel had
been a little less superficial in her investigations the conclusion of the whole matter could hardly have been as it
now stands.
Throughout the article are items pro and con, ingenuously, let us say, rather than ingeniously, intermingled, a
few of which may be quoted, confining the quotations to
those of special interest to the sisters who are engaged in
bee-keeping
There is no fairer row on the grocer's shelves than that which ex;

;

—

hibits glass bottles of extracted honey, table syrups and transparent
But doubt seems to hover over this goodly array, as you learn
from the grocer himself when he finds that you really want to know
the truth. Here is a 14-ounce bottle of maple syrup, price 40 cents.

jel!ie6.

"undoubtedly genuine," he tells us, and we wonder if such a
high price must really be paid for the surety. Here is a bottle of the
size for 25 cents, still a good price, but the dealer is not sure
that the label is a truthful one, although bright-colored maple leaves
surround the name, and it is a " good seller." On a can of table syrup
is a picture of a cane-field, and if you look closely you will see in the
thick underbrush the mysterious word "Compound." And here is
one instance of the truthful label from a State with strict laws. It
reads, "80 percent corn syrup, 20 percent sugar-cane."
Half a million tons of this substitute for sugar are manufactured
in this country every year, but you would hardly find it sold as gluI once succeeded in buying
cose, unless, perhaps, by the apothecary.
some glucose at a candy-kitchen. The proprietor 6eemed displeased
that I should know it was in his possession, and evidently feared that
his use of it would be condemned.
In the glucose factories of the United States 35,000,000 bushels of
corn are used, and the output, as estimated by Rolfe & Dufren a few
years ago, amounted to a thousand million pounds. Fifteen to 20 percent is exported, about as much is used by brewers as a substitute for
barley malt, and the remainder finds a ready market with the canners,
the confectioners and the mixers of table syrups, molasses and extracted honey.
Next to maple syrup, the dainty, most popular with our national
breakfast cake is honey. And we buy honey in the comb when we
would much prefer to buy extracted, because we feel that man's ingenuity in making substitutions is here batlled. The making of those
wonderful cells has never been achieved by man, nor can he work as
cheaply as the busy bee, which never strikes except in self-defen6e—
and never takes a holiday. Nor can this intelligent insect be induced
to eat glucose, though thousands of dollars have been spent on the
That is another story. Regardexperiment. But extracted honey
ing the adulteration of extracted honey, the truth seems to be as sensational as any one could wish.
There are a few firms that sell an undoubtedly pure honey. But
here, as with maple sugar, we have a high flavor that will " carry " a
large admixture of what is comparatively tasteless. The temptation
With gluto mix glucose with honey is great, and it is not resisted.
cose at 1 or 2 cents a pound, and pureliquid honey at 7 and 8 cents, as
quoted a few years ago by Mr. George W. York, editor of the American
Mr. York says that he himself
Bee Journal, the reason is evident
can tell by the taste an admixture of 25 percent glucose, but most of
percent.
Even as high as 80 or 90
us would be easily deceived by 50
percent glucose is used in these mixtures.
It is

same

—

1

Quite an arraignment,

is

it

not

?

Think

of a billion
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pounds of glucose consumed in a year, 12^ pounds for every
man, woman and child more than a pound a week in the
average family of 5 members, and yet all of it masqueradShould an honing under some other than its true name
;

then, a dangerous or poisonous food?
It is, on the conit is a true
It belongs to the sugar family
trary, perfectly harmless.
food like sugar and starch, and of about the same nutritive value. In
1886, some 10 years after the establishment of the industry in this
country, a committee of eminent scientific men, members of the National Academy of Science, made to the United States Government a
report on the process of manufacture. They reported that glucose
contained no injurious substances. " That, though having at best
only about two-thirds the sweetening power of cane-sugar, yet starchsugar is in no way inferior to cane-sugar in healthfulness, there being
no evidence before the committee that maize starch-sugar, either in its
normal condition or fermented, has any deleterious effect on the system even when taken in large quantities." That this report is also
true of present conditions we find by reference to any modern treatise
it,

;

on hygiene
it was asserted that
Chicago that controls its manufacture i6 conprinciples, and its goods are perfectly healthful

Before the Senate committee three years ago

"the great concern
ducted on scientific
and clean."

in

The fact is that glucose is a partially digested starch, the dilute
acid effecting the same change in it as do certain ferments in our own
digestive tract. Our meal may be of potato and bread, but the very
action of the saliva on the starch of these foods begins to turn it into
this kind of sugar even before the food is swallowed.
Very recently the tendency to call these syrups by their right
name "corn syrup " is very marked. Sold at a low price, and under an honest name, this new product is a blessing. To quote the
advertisement, it is " the greut spread for daily bread."
Cane syrup and molasses sell for 60 cents a gallon, corn syrup for
30 cents or less. An addition to our list of cheap and wholesome
condiments is always to be welcomed. The exclusive grocer who
" will have nothing to do with it " can be likened to a dry goods-merchant who would sell only high-priced silks and wools and disdain
cotton fabrics.
As we have seen, there is at present no ground for the assumption
that glucose is any other than a healthful food; even when taken in
excessive quantities, it would probably be neither more nor less harmful than cane-sugar.
But it should be remembered that, as found in
Nature, this glucose sugar is either chemically found with other
sugars, as with levulose to form cane-sugar, or it is found in company
with them as with fruit-sugar in grapes; and investigations of recent
years made by scientists have shown that these different sugars exercise a favorable influence on each other's utilization by the organs and
tissues of the body.
It is, therefore, quite possible that further investigation and longer
practical experience with its use may 6how that it would not be entirely advantageous for the sugar of our diet to be furnished solely by
this one variety, which is a derivative of starches and compound
sugars, unbalanced, as it were, by any of the counterpart sugars with
which it is found associated in Nature.
It is not harmful, according to the evidence now available. What
is needed is honest labeling wherever it is an ingredient, in order
that the purchasers may know what they are buying.

—

—

Let us hear now the conclusion of the whole matter in
the closing paragraph
:

the truth about glucose. It is a wholesoome food,
although less sweet and highly flavored than our older sweets. It is
cheap; it ought to be openly sold on its own merits. The ignorance
and prejudice of the buyer are largely responsible for the present
situation.
A few States require the honest label, fewer execute the
law. The remedv is more intelligence on the part of the consumer.
Ash for tlie Honest Label.
This, then,

Ctftcrtl?ouc$ts
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—
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skulking manner?
But let us have some further quotations from the same
article, and let us not fail to notice the conspicuous sideheads
"Glucose Harmless" ' Glucose a Blessing."

est product act in that

is

Well, what of it ? Isn't it all true? Let us turn our
attention to that in a succeeding number of The Delineator

next week.

—

Honey as a Health-Food. This is a 16-page honeypamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on "Honey as
Food,"' written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to
"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid
Sample copy for a two-cent stamp; SO

—

copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00;
or 1,000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Bee Journal.
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The " Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Glasses.

How the Celled Queen Develops.
Very improbable, I should say, that the incipient queen
puts no silk armor around the base of her chamber for the
definite purpose of having it easier for her rival to kill her.
That looks like a self-refuting absurdity — at least we want
to see some such self-injurious device in Nature fully proved
up before taking stock in one. The view advanced by Allen
Latham looks reasonable. Has to remain immovable posterially, else she would drop into the point of the cell and
die there. Having only partial freedom she simply spins,
the silk on up as far as she can reach, and lets it go at that.
Page 67.
The Hershiser Bottom-Board.
Hershisers bottom-board is " high and mighty " — and
there is chance to say so much for it, and chance to say so
much against

it, that purely theoretical reasoning about it
not be the best thing. Let's wait till we hear from a
sufficient number of those who have used it and continue to
Apparently saved Mr. H.'s bees when the furnace
like it.
went on a tear in his absence. But an adversary would be
" Put your bees out of reach of runaway fursure to say
naces." Pages 68, 73 and 74.

may

:

Adult Bees And Foul Brood— Wax-Moth.
Scientists say adult bees have foul brood, and practical
don't.
Well, that, after all, need not trouble
us much. Probably both are substantially right from their
own point of view. No very serious significance to the disease except among the larva? but still findable when a
sharp observer goes for it with a microscope.

men say they

—

Between Adrian Getaz and Prof. Cook I guess the latwrong this one time. The young of the wax-moth
prefer comb that has had brood reared in it but, on a pinch,
ter got

;

they can eat themselves to maturity on the other kind. Of
course if fed nothing but absolutely pure beeswax they
but no comb is pure
would starve for want of nitrogen
beeswax and Prof. Cook happened to let slip the memory
of that fact. Weigh out a few ounces of the purest virgin
comb you can get, render it into wax, and you will be surprised to see how much less it weighs. As a guess, I'll guess
that the substance which rendering removes is partly dust
and partly dried saliva of bees both substances on which
we can imagine a larva as subsisting. At any rate, visible
evidence that extracting combs which never contained
brood do get eaten up sometimes will have to stand.
Mr. Stachelhausen stands well up in the first rank of
writers yet in the one paragraph quoted by Mr. Getaz, we
H'm— what's
find him apparently very badly off his base.
the name of that man who does always have his foot on the
;

;

—

—

bag

?

Page

72.

Position of Hive-Entrance.
of being stampeded pertains specially to
horses and cattle but liable to extend to man once in
awhile. We should not allow ourselves to be stampeded
into moving all our front doors to the roof of the house, in
advance of preparatory experiments of our own. But we
should be opinionated know-it-alls of a bad grade if we
ignored, or tried to poh-poh out of consideration, a new plan
which shows so much evidence. I'll guess that the great
increase of surplus was really owing to better wintering.
Given a locality where the winter climate is mild and damp,
and the surplus nearly all gathered very early in the season
and these things, as below, might show up with two comparison colonies. Colony A, old-style entrance, might come
out in spring tolerably strong in numbers. Colony B, entrance at top, not very much stronger. Casual glance sees
not much difference in their working. But, on careful
scrutiny, it appears that there is more vigor and vim at B ;
more bees per minute go out and in when you count them
and the bees there have on the average more days of life
remaining to them. At A dampness ard discomfort wore
them out badly, although not many died outright. The

The capacity

—
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while the side-cleats are shorter. This forms a
sort of dovetailed, or, rather, a lock corner, which strengthens the screen and keeps it true.
The reason for having the screen double is that the bees
above and below are cut off more from communication, putting them in a queenless condition better, which makes it
easier to introduce cells or virgins to the partitioned nuclei.

style of ventilation at B resulted in dryness, and that in
turn resulted in comfort. Time, according- to book, " slept
on flowers and lent his glass to hope." Next result was
that B was ready for the early and only harvest while
to get only 20 pounds of surplus while B
was not. For
was getting 80 would not be remarkable under those condisplendidly strong and eager and ready a
(Colony
tions.
few weeks later; but it's no use then.)
Very improbable, I should say, that mere position of
entrance would make any material difference with an
Bee-trees, I understand,
August or September harvest.

full length,

A

A

A

72.

Southern
* 23ccbom *

j
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl.

They Say
times.

that so

New

Braunfels, Tex.

many beekeepers

Which should they do — push

or pull

Another important factor is, that if only a single wireis used the bees from below tantalize the virgin
queens above to such an extent that many queens are not
successfully mated. This trouble is obviated by having the
communication cut off by two screens with a \i -inch space
between them.
The partitions in the hive-bodies run the long way, and
are simply solid board walls. Each of the partitions will
therefore admit the use of any standard frame from any
hive in the yard, and does not necessitate any special frame.
This is an important factor for the honey-producer.
A 10 frame hive-body is divided into 3 parts, which
allows 3 nuclei of 3 combs each— generally one of honey,
one brood, and one of foundation. Such a body is placed
above one of the double screens over a brood-chamber containing a colony of bees. Ripe queen-cells are introduced,
or virgins, and the queens allowed to mate, entrances being
provided to each partition for this by auger-holes through
the outside walls at different parts. A second screen and
another body thus partitioned can be used above. If the
brood-chamber below is made queenless this makes 7 nuclei
all in one, and a queen can be mated successfully in each.
The same combs can be used again for a second lot, but
screen

often have the entrances above the combs. Were it generally true that colonies so situated gather twice as much,
bee-hunters ought long ago to have noted and reported it.
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are behind the
?

Laws thinks it is better to start with a new lot of bees.
After the queens are mated and removed, the whole lot
of nuclei are united into one colony. A new hive is placed
on the stand, after having removed the " nuclei colony," and
front
all the bees are shaken from the different partitions in
of this new hive, and allowed to run in as a swarm. During
this the bees are handled rather roughly, and a good deal of
smoke is used, which permits of a queen being dropped
among them and allowed to enter the hive.
It is not necessary to remove the queen from the lower
chamber, as queens are mated just the same above such a
Mr.

The Trouble

with a good

many

to start in the bee-business at the boss

To Know how

do a thing

to

is

persons

is,

end of the

they want
job.

a main point towards

success, and the cheapest way to learn it is the best. An
excellent plan is to get all the information and experience
possible from others, and in the columns of the bee-papers
is where this can be found. Of course, you should be equally
willing to impart knowledge and experience. Some people
seem to be possessed with the idea that the way to learn is
by personal experience, but in this only too many times can
be applied Josh Billings' old saying, that "experience is a
mighty dear school." Only too many of us have found this
to be only too true, so let it be a warning to the inexperienced who are after experience.

Baby Nuclei and Queen-Rearing
Right along the line of queen-rearing comes an enquiry
just to

hand

Id the last American Bee Journal I have read with a good deal of
You
interest an article in " Southern Beedom " about •' baby nuclei."
use the6e words, " A double screen is used over the brood-nest."
"
screen?"
Do
you
mean
sheet
a
of
What do you mean by a double
perforated zinc to prevent the queen from passing, or do you mean a
screen made of close-woven wire-cloth? Why should it be double?
Would not one thickness of wire-cloth answer? In placing the partitions in the hive-body, of course you place them in the long way, and
not across the hive. I believe this plan of rearing and inating.queens
Akthuk Ott.
will work all right, and I intend to give it a trial.

As I think Mr. Laws' method of mating queens, as referred to on page 140, one of the best, if not the best, cheapest, and most practical for the honey-producer, I shall describe it more in detail. While with Mr. Laws in his apiaries last fall, he described his methods right on the hives
in the yards, and I must say that I rather like the plan, and
I am now preparing to give it a thorough trial.
The double screens used are made in *he following way
rim, the exact size and outside dimensions as the top of
the hive, is made of + -inch square stuff. In the middle,
between the side pieces of the rim and running: crosswise of
this, is nailed another piece of the same Vinch stuff, to
keep the wire-cloth from sagging and coming together.
Both sides of the partitioned rim are now covered with common screen wire-cloth. This is tacked on with a few tacks,
and on top of its edges all around are tacked strips % -inch
thick and 4 -inch wide, forming a shallow rim to allow a
bee-space between the screen and the frames. At the same
time it makes a stronger screen by holding the edges of the
wire-cloth down, and as the U -inch side-pieces of the main
rim are cut full length, and the end-cleats only the inside
length between these, the pieces of the '+-inch rims are cut
just in the opposite way. The end-cleats of these are cut
:

A

!

;

is no communication between the different
This makes it valuable for the honey-producer, as
he can have his queens mated on any colony in the yard,
with very little trouble and expense.

colony, as there
parts.

"The Rearing

of Queen-Bees"

Bulletin No. 55, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Bureau of Entomology, Washington, D. C, on "The Rearing of Queen-Bees," has been read with much interest by
me. A delay in receiving a copy of this Bulletin was
caused by its being sent to my old address at College Station, or mention of it would have been made of it ere this in
"Southern Beedom." It is something that I have long
wished for, namely, a bulletin giving in compact form the
A
latest methods and modus operandi for rearing queens.
bulletin of this kind affords a most easy way of answeringenquiries where the questioner asks a dozen, or sometimes
even more, questions that would consume much time to answer. In the case of experiment station workers, who are
always more or less " kept busy " by being asked just such
questions, it is an easy matter to refer the enquirer to
" Bulletin No. so-and-so, which will give you the information desired."

Of many and more common subjects, a large number
of bulletins are kept on file of each in the different departments, and enquiries are answered simply by mailing one
of the bulletins giving the information. Hence, the reader
can easily understand the value of a bulletin containing information on queen-rearing, all in compact form, for the
enquirer of such information.
Dr. E. F. Phillips, the writer of this Bulletin, has been
devoting much time and study to the subject of queen-rearing, and he covers the subject quite thoroughly, aud in such
style that it is especially helpful to those bee-keepers who
wish to rear queens for their own use, and who are not
acquainted with the better methods of procedure in queenrearing. For this class this kind of bulletin is mainly intended. The methods given have been tested, and success
has been obtained with them. To the advanced queenbreeder there will be very little " new," yet there are often
points brought out in practical works of this kind that even
gray heads had not thought .iduut, or that were overlooked
or perhaps forgotten by them.

The

price of this Bulletin

is 5

cents.
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some think them the worst ever. So while it would not be
wise to start with them entirely, it would be well to try them
side by side, but on a small scale.
2. Yes, I don't know of any better way for me — and I
should think also for you. For those who rear queens on
a larger scale, other plans may be better but I'm not so
sure of that. You notice that the breeding queen is kept in
a 2-frame nucleus.
I don' know that there is any advantage
in this, except that the queen will last longer when laying
so few eggs. And the brood taken from this queen to start
queen-cells may be given to any strong colony that is conscious of its queenlessness.
3. Sections rightly made ought to be square
but your
plan seems to work with the faulty ones. In this locality
we pay no attention to the matter; for when they are
wedged up in the super they must become square and stay
square.
;

*

j
Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

;

Cracker-Box Hives-Large Hives, Etc.
1. Can I make a good hive from a
cracker-box covered
outside with weather boarding- ? I have a fair supply of
each.
2. In the practise of using large hives and taking out
all frames not in use during the super-storing season, and
putting in a division-board, have the bees free access to the
space thus created ?
3. Do bees winter well in observation hives ?
4. Which is the best to put over the frames in winter a
solid board, a chaff cushion or a cloth, packing the super
with leaves ?
Illinois.
_

Answers.— 1. It would make a good box-hive, and I see
no reason why a good frame hive might not be made of the
same material, with care in measurements.
2. No, the space must be filled with
dummies or in some
other way to prevent the bees from building comb in it. If,
however, the colony is queenless the bees are not likely to
build comb in the empty space in the brood-chamber. It
may be well to mention that bees do not work so well in
that part of the super which is over the part not occupied
with combs in the brood-chamber— a matter of some consequence in working for comb honey, but not when working
for extracted.
3.

No; although an observation hive might be conand perhaps some are, so as to be all right for win-

structed,
tering.

4. The last, for outdoor wintering
in a cellar it matters little which, if the cellar is aU right and the hive has
a
;

large entrance.

•» «

Pall Feeding of

»

Sugar Syrup for Winter Stores

For outdoor wintering how would it do to feed every
colony up full of sugar syrup in the early fall ?

Nebraska.
Answer. — You can winter bees very successfully in
that way and it is certainly much better than to let bees
starve or winter on unwholesome stores as are some kinds
;

of honey-dew. Yet there are those, especially in Europe,
who hold that continued feeding of sugar will lead to less
vitality on the part of the bees. Certain it is that
they
can not rear brood on sugar alone. But, then, neither can
they on honey alone they must have the nitrogenous ma;

terial

contained in pollen.

Italianizing or Caucasianlzlng Bees- Folding Faulty

Sections

have an apiary of 25 colonies of hybrid and brown
bees. I wish to rear queens and requeen them this summer.
Would you advise Italians or Caucasians?
2. Do you know of a better plan than you
give on pages
237-8-9 of " Forty Years Among the Bees ?"
3. Sometimes we get sections that will not stand
square
when folded. My way to handle such is to press one corner
having the acute angle (not the joint corner) against the
table on which I am working until the crease opens. Then
with the point of a pocket-knife, or one corner of a hivescraper, I rub into the crease some propolis or wax which
will hold the section square so that the foundation will keep
the proper position. This is quickly done, for one or two
strokes are all that is necessary. This saved a case of sections for me, for they were almost useless without some sort
of tinkering.
Indiana.
1.

I

*-•-»

Swarm-Catching Device— Increase 6y Swarming or
Buying?
1. What kind of a device can I use to put on an 8-frame
Langstroth hive to catch the bees when they swarm, without interfering with the work of the workers ? I am just
starting into the bee-business and have 8 colonies, but wish
to increase the number of colonies rather than to obtain a
large amount of surplus honey. I work in an office during
the day, so I do not have time to catch the swarms that

come

off.

Would this be the cheapest way to increase, or would
be cheaper to keep my bees from swarming as much as
possible, thus getting a large amount of surplus honey, and
buying the extra colonies? They can be had for$1.00 to
SI. SO per colony in box-hives.
California.
2.

it

Answers. — 1. A queen-trap at the entrance will serve
Then when you come home in the evening
and look at the trap, you will see when the queen is in the
trap by the unusual number of bees. The same evening, or
next morning, take away all the brood with plenty of bees
your purpose.

it, fill the hive with frames of foundation
and liberate the queen, and you have very much the same
condition as if you had been at home to hive the swarm.
2. I don't know
perhaps a little of both. When you
take away the brood and bees, as indicated in the previous
answer, you can divide it into two parts, making sure that
neither part is without one or more good queen-cells, and
that will make your number trebled. If you want to increase at a more rapid rate instead of dividing in two parts,
put all the brood into one hive, shaking off very few of the
bees into the old hive, but leaving a good lot of bees with
the brood. From this brood, bees will be hatching out all
the time, and in 6 or 7 days you can divide, making a
nucleus for each 2 frames of brood, making sure that each
nucleus has one or more good cells centrally located where
there is no danger of their being chilled. Of course, one of
the nuclei will be left on the stand where the brood and bees
have been standing for the past 6 or 7 days, but this nucleus
may be left with fewer bees than the others for there will
be a return of a good many field-bees to the old location.
You may ask, Why wait 6 or 7 days before dividing ? One
reason is that at the time of swarming there is more or less
unsealed brood, and this will be better cared for if all are
Another reason is that if the bees are
kept together.
divided up in the first place, there will be more tendency to
discouragement and desertion than after waiting for more

to take care of

;

;

bees to emerge.
m

.

Answers.— 1. Certainly Italians until Caucasians are
known although it is all right to experiment with
Caucasians. Some speak very highly of Caucasians, and
better

;

•

»

Cleaning Out Old Combs and Unfinished SectionsMoving Colonies a Short Distance
1. I have some old combs containing quite a good deal
of honey in frames of odd sizes, none of which will fit my
hives. Will it be safe to place these combs in boxes a few
rods from the hives, giving a very small entrance for one
bee at a time on a bright day after the bees commence collecting pollen from the soft maples ? Or would I better cut
out these combs and put in supers on top of the hives ? I
would like to have these combs cleaned out so I can melt
them up into wax but, of course, I want to be careful not
to get my bees into the habit of robbing,
2. I also have some unfinished sections from last year.
I had intended to put these on the hives as soon as it gets
warm enough to remove the chaff, and let the bees clean
them out at their leisure. Will this be a good plan ?
3. Will it be safe to move a colony now on a high stand

—

—

;
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facing the east to a low stand 6 feet away and facing- the
southeast? Will many of the bees get lost when they fly
out ?
Indiana.
1

Answers. — 1.

It

will

be quite safe to feed in the

way

you outline. Neither do you need to fear as to robbing:,
even if the entrance is not left so very small. The bees
that

empty these combs

will take to the flowers

when they

bloom.
2. Yes, if the bees can be induced to empty them.
But
they are not so sure to empty them when placed on the hives
as they are when the sections are placed some distance away,
say 2 rods or more. But if placed away from the hives you
must leave entrance for only one bee at a time, or the bees
will tear the tender combs.

3. Something: depends upon the weather.
If, after the
moving:, the weather is cold enoug-h to confine the bees to
the hive for a few days, or if the bees have not been flying
for a few days say a week or so there will be little trouble
about moving bees any distance, great or small. In the
particular case you mention there will be no trouble, even
if the bees are flying every day, provided no other colony
stands within 6 feet of where the colony in question now
stands.

—
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reason, perhaps not easily understood,
3. For some
these have used more stores than others. That does not
say that they may not be wintering as well as others, only
they must be watched and fed if there is any danger of
their starving. Your bees, very likely, are getting along
all right, and need nothing more than watching to see that
they do not run short of stores. But it would be no harm
to try the experiment of cellaring two or three colonies to
see how they would compare with others cellaring them
not more than a day or two after their having a flight.

—

A
(£onr>entton

Proceedings

—

J

Report of the Wisconsin State Convention
BY HARRY LATHROP.

*-•-*

State Bee-Keepers' Association met at
Madison, February 6 and 7, 1906. There were between 40
and SO present, nearly all men. The weather was cold, and

The Wisconsin

Amount

of Stores Used in Wintering

1. Last winter I weighed 3 hives to see how much they
would fall short per month, and for January I found 2 went
In February 2 went about 3' 2
3^2 pounds each, and 1, ^y^.
The weather was cold.
to 4 pounds, and the other went 6.
The ones that used 4}< and 6 pounds died in April, leaving
honey. This winter I weighed again, thinking perhaps it
might be a good way to tell how they were doing, and what
ones might die. They are in a shed made purposely for
them, 30 inches wide, 14 feet long, and one tier or row. On
the other the floor is about 10 inches above the ground.
Both ends and back are closed with a good roof, and their

backs turned to the north. The front is
The weights of some are as follows

all

open.

:

Frames.
10
8
10
10
8
10
8
10
8
10
10
10

No.
1

2
3
S

6

9
10
11

12
13
IS
16
17

10

Dec. 1.
Lbs.

Jan.

52%

46
SO
47

40
35
47
S3
44
46
42
45
43

56

52

51

51^

47
47

55

51

41

50^
S7/2
47'A
48

1.

Lbs.

The rest are too heavy for my scales, as they weigh
only 62 pounds. To look at them on the outside of the
hive they all seem to be alike only a few dead bees, and
the rest run about alike, and turn out about the same. The
hives are the dovetail. The 8-frame hive-bottoms are the
same thickness as the sides, "s I suppose. The 10-frames
have reversible bottoms, which are much thinner than the
8-frames, making them of about equal weight. I will say
that an empty hive and combs would weigh about 25 pounds.
The thermometer has shown for the coldest 12 degrees be-

—

low zero.
1.

How cold

might be best

to

has it been with you ? Do you think it
put the bees into the cellar where it would

be warmer?
2.

They

about those using the most Nos. 1, 2 and 11 ?
only when it warms up to about 55 or 60 degrees.
Illinois.

Answers. — 1.

We

attended the National Convention at Chicago, and doubtless
thought they could not afford to go to Madison.
To my mind, one of the most important features of the
meeting was the following paper by C. A. Hatch, on

CONTROL OF INCREASE
There comes a time

to every successful bee-keeper

when

he has all the bees he wants, and would like less swarming
and more working of bees less work in hiving increase he
does not want, and more work taking off surplus. He reads
all the literature on the subject, and every article in the
papers on control of increase is sure of his careful attention.
He reads essay after essay telling the cause of swarming.
One says too many bees, another too much brood, another
too many nurse-bees, another too much honey, another too
much larval food until, almost distracted, he comes to the
wise conclusion that it is simply their nature, and therefore
cannot be entirely stopped, but is something that needs direc-

—

—

It is the expression of force,
tion rather than suppression.
surplus energy of the colony, the legitimate result of unused
power and strength.
All the efforts of the bee-keeper since early spring has
been to get and increase this surplus force, for, from this,
comes his honey crop; the surplus of force that is not required
to support and carry on the regular demands of the hive give
the surplus honey for which the bee-keeper labors.
Up to a certain point all the strength of the bees is used
The temto support the legitimate wants of themselves.

perature must be kept at a proper point, larvae must be fed,
comb must be built or cleaned and polished to receive eggs,
etc.
and it is only after all these wants are provided for that
the attendant bee-keeper can hope for any increase of stores
for his share; but to get each colony above this condition of
self-support is his constant aim even part of the honey stored
goes to support the colony.
Let us compare a colony to an engine. In the spring the
fire is low and no steam can be used, but the bee-man keeps
adding more fuel (honey), and I" June 1st he has steam up
so he hopes to overcome the inertia of the engine and do some
work. He looks well to each leak} pipe, sees that the safety
Mow-off would not spoil
valve is set at the righl notch so
all his effort to keep up a working power of steam.
;

—

What
fly

We

some of the ladies from attending.
to know that we missed them, and hope all will
make an effort to attend next year.
It is also true that none of the bee-paper editors were
present, and only one bee-supply firm was represented, that
of the G. B. Lewis Company, by Mr. Bacon, who is also a
missed the editors and want to remind them
bee-keeper.
that it will be our turn to entertain them next year.
On the whole, we had a good showing, considering the
weather and the fact that a good many of our members had
doubtless deterred

want them

has been no lower than zero
here up to Feb. 1. You are about 150 miles further south,
and it has no doubt been quite a bit warmer there than here,
only it has just happened that you have had a very cold
spell.
You speak of the bees flying at 55 or 60 degrees.
We've had no weather here so warm since November.
I

think

it

—

i

would be well to cellar your bees.
You are in latitude 40 degrees, and in ordinary winters it is
best to leave bees out so far south. The usual consumption
2.

It is

doubtful that

it

not because it is colder than usual,
but because it is warmer. I suspect that your bees have
had several flights, and the more numerous flights stir them
up and make them consume more. In so mild a winter they
would probably have suffered if they had been in the cellar.
of stores this winter

is

The swarm

is

the

safj

bees up to a high pressun
look at this natural outlet—just as

We

the hive.
force our
nig force, but mil.

we turn on our steam to
run our machinery (surplus)— away goes our safety-valve; a
swarm issues, and we have to begin again to get up steam.

As

far as I

know, there are three means of absolutely
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preventing increase by swarming: First, caging the queen;
second, removal of brood; third, removal of bees. Any or all
of these are open to objection, for the reason that they destroy
the very conditions toward the accomplishment of which our
whole effort has been directed. What Would you think of an
engineer who would pull the escape-valve wide open as soon
as he had a working pressure of steam? And yet that is just
what mam of our bee-men are doing in principle. Rather let
us do as the engineer does; if he has surplus of steam he
puts on more machinery. and directs the force at his command
to some useful purpose.
The swarm is our working power;
let us seek to use it as such; direct rather than destroy; concentrate rather than scatter. Keep them with the home colony
as long as we can, by giving large storage capacity, shade and
proper ventilation, and, when the swarm does come, hive it

back on the old stand, and give them all the bees, and see how
they will pile up the surplus. Use the brood to build up weak
colonies.

The whole problem would

be very simple if keeping down
but all "increase of colonies at the
expense of the honey crop" is an axiom that cannot be
ignored, and to control the increase and keep the honey
coming in right along is a difficult matter. Taking away part
of the bees strikes at surplus. Taking away part of the
brood is only deferring the same result but when the honey
season is short, and would be over before this brood would
be added to the working force, it is correct in theory. Caging
or removing the queen cuts at surplus in two ways by demoralizing the domestic arrangement of the colony, and" also
cutting off the working force later on.
Some think they have solved the problem, but I am free
to confess that after trying all that seems to me plausible I
have found none I could recommend as a labor-saver or a
"sure thing."

was

increase

all

of

it,

;

—

The keeper of a large apiary in Arizona said to me. "It
much a question of keeping down increase as keeping
down the desire to swarm."
In considering this question it was with me more of what

is

not so

not to say than what to say. It is so large a subject, and one
of so much interest to all bee-men, that a whole dav of our
convention could be profitably spent in its consideration. Any
plan of control that lessens the working energy of the colony.

makes more work
fixtures,

is

(Experiences
Weather— Frames

We are having mild weather here, as the
temperature is generally rising and falling between 40 and 60 degrees, but the la6t two days
I have been lost to know whether it is summer or winter. The bees are roaring around
just as they do in June. I went to look at the
thermometer, which was in the coldest place,
and lo it was 70 degrees
Well, 1 am sorry for Yon Yonson. I wonder where he spent the night before he started
home from Chicago. It surely must have
been a dream; but, never mind, Yon, come
again.
I have missed you very much, and
was glad to 6ee you back.
After testing frames pretty well last summer, if I could have done so, I would have
exchanged the Langstroth-Hoffman frame for
one with H or7-16iuch top-bar like the closed
end-bar frame. Those that I have fit 60 close
that propolis doesn't bother a bit. The top
and bottom bars are all right, but the Hoffman end-bar i6 just made for propolis, and
the V edge is the worst of all, for it is almost
impossible to keep it eiean.
Bees have plenty of stores, the weather is
fair, and nothing to do.
O. K. Rice.
Grays River, Wash., Feb. 1.

You may count me,

:'

important discussion followed the question.
be the uniform retail price of extracted honey
to consumers in Wisconsin? and what should be the uniform
wholesale price to producers in this State?" It was brought
out that prices differed considerably in different locations,
some who sold to consumers in small packages obtaining as
much as 12 cents per pound for good, ripe extracted light or
dark honey.
The result of the discussion showed that it would probably be a difficult matter to establish uniform prices over the
State, but it seems very clear to a lot of us that it is desirable
that honey should become a staple to a much greater extent
than it is. and that the difference between the wholesale and
It does not help the producers
retail prices should be small.
much to have some man, who happens to be. a good salesman,
pay them about 5 cents per pound and sell to consumers for
It does not create a steady and reliable de12 to IS cents.
mand for honey. People can not afford to use much honey
It comes into competition with a lot of
at those prices.
things sugar and syrups of various sorts that are of a uniform price. These sugars are sold at a very small margin of

Eggs— Changing
Queens
add my testimony to that

Bees Do Move
Allow me

to

of

Messrs. Alpaugh, Holtermann and Pettit, regarding the question of whether bees do move
eggs, in reply to the challenge of Mr. Diefendorf, on page 165.
I have seen 2 queen-cells

—

—

bv the retail storekeepers. What we want is retailers
pay the producer a fair price say at least 8 cents
and sell to consumers for a small margin. When this is done
we may look for an increase in honey consumption. Many
storekeepers will not handle honey at all. and some are afraid
to buy over 60 pounds at a time for fear of being over-

profit

who

—

will

stocked.

we could establish uniform prices on our honey the
as we have on sorghum molasses and on eggs, it would
be the greatest boon to producers of anything that could hapThere is doubtless some gain to be made by adopting
pen.
small tin packages and placing them in the retail stores.
It
was established in this discussion that bee-keepers
could have the same price for their dark honey that they got
for the fancy white, if they would ask it. and if it was good,
A great many people prefer amber or dark honey
ripe honey.
It is all honey, and should be sold as such.
to any other.
(Continued next week.)
If

same

also,

with Mr. Doo-

111.

Handling Hives, Not Frames
have received the following from a Canadian reader: "On page 54 of the American
Bee Journal, you say: 'I want a divisible
brood-chamber, etc' Again, 'as I want to
handle hives, and not frames.' Please explain through the Journal, as a little reflection should show you that not one person in
ten thousand can understand the statements."
In saying " I want to handle hives and not
frames," I supposed that most bee-keepers
knew that the deeper the frame the more
bulging combs they would have, while with a
I

very shallow frame, like the shallow extracting-frame, even a careless hand would have
very few bulging combs.

Now

costly

A. Hatch.

Another

among those who do not think it right
or profitable to change queens every year, or
even every other year. The older I get the
less need of it I see.
C. P. Dadant.

!

requires

C.

1906

"What should

little,

Hamilton,

or

8,

Proper Retail and Wholesale Prices of Honey.

;

Mild

bee-keeper,

for the
objectionable.

reared on a comb that had been in the honeyhouse all winter, and that was introduced opposite a comb of brood at the time of removal
of the queen. The bees had evidently removed some of the eggs to enlarge some cells
for queens, and had seen fit to place two of
these in the opposite comb. It is true I saw
this only once, and I may live never to see it
again but it is conclusive proof to my mind
that bees do move eggs, though not often.

Reports cmb

March

suppose you wanted to take off 20 or
30 supers filled with those straight, shallow
frames. All you have to do is to pick up a
super, frames and all, and jounce them a few
times about as hard as they will stand on an
empty box with the edges sharp and the bottom out, and you have the bees all out ready
to extract without any brushing or handling
of combs.
Now for operation N'o. 2— Increase: Should
you wish to make two new swarms besides the
prime, or parent colony, all you have to do is

to hive the prime swarm on the old stand and
separate the two halves of the old colony,
putting each half on a new 6tand, and they
won't swarm again even if they have a dozen
queen-cells.

—

Operation No. 3. Putting on supers: To
get bees to enter a super with a divisible

brood-chamber, all you have to do is to put
the bottom half of the brood-chamber on top
of the top half, then the super on top of all,
and that puts the brood up close to the super
and sends the bees above to store.
Operation No. 4: Contraction is accomplished by simply removing the lower half of
the brood-chamber about 48 hours after hiving the prime swarm, and putting on more
supers above the excluder.
these operaIt will be seen in each of
tions I handle hives, not frames and, furthermore, with a shallow frame like this, you can
see every queen-cell from the bottom without
Geo. B. Whitcomb.
taking it apart.
Foster, Oreg.
;

Rendering Combs into Beeswax
Use a 50-gallon caldron
size
drill

kettle

and a

large-

metal wash-tub, into the bottom of which
20 or

more

'.,-ineh holes.

Then make

a

cover to fit into the top of the tub, like a hub,
with a l 1 ,-inch hole through it 4 spokes and
a rim made out of a barrel-hoop. Cover the
wheel with fine wire except the hole in the

—

center.

Now make

a stirring-shaft to

go

in

the tub under the cover with 4 arms to extend above the cover 18 or 20 inches, and long
enough to rest on the bottom of the tub, with
the arms long enough to reach almost to the
sides of the tub. Then you are ready to fill
the tub with comb.
Set the stirring-post in the tub, fill around
the arms with comb, and fill the tub full to
the cover. Pack it as hard as you can, then
put on the cover, pushing it down hard on
the comb. Put a stick through the handles
of the tub over the circular cover; that will
hold the cover in the tub. Now set the tub

March
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containing the wax into the kettle; weight it
down, put in water eDough to cover as deep
as the kettle will allow, but it must be under
water. Then tire and let it boil. After it
gets almost boiling hot you can turn the stirring-shaft easily. Turn it frequently to stir
up the slum-gum so the wax can rise, and after one hour's boiling let it stand until it
"cools, as the tub can not be lifted out of the
melted wax without filling the whole mass
with wax again. I tried a funnel-shaped
skimmer and used it the same as for skimming a can of milk, but it does not take off
all the wax, so I found it best not to try to
render more than one tubful a day.
Now for results: If boiled long and stirred
frequently, there will not be 5 percent of the
wax left in the old comb the next day after
boiling.
I will

now

tell its

faults:

Instead of a tight

tub there should be a wire receptacle to hold
the wax, shaped like a tub, then it would be
almost perfect, I think, as the tub does not
allow a free circulation of the water.
The wire on the cover should go on the unC.

derside of the cover.

W. Cooler.

Eagle Grove, Iowa.

TfooA
FOR 1906
152
large pages

contains

full from cover to cover of
illustrations

and

descriptions of the
best and new
things
est

known

in

horticulture.

No market
gardener, farmer, or any-

one interested
in flowers can
afford to be without this book, which
will be sent free to all sending me their
address on a postal.

WM. HENRY MAULE
1730 Filbert

65c

for

Philadelphia, Pa

St.

12 Names ^.fSl^no'-?^

will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— ree. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old. 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALL,, guincy, 111.

damps taken— we

Please Take Notice
That we have purchased The Atchley Steam
Bee-Hive Factory, and are now putting in upto-date machinery for making Dovetailed Bee-

Hives and Supplies. We earnestly solicit a share
of your patronage. We quote prices on two
hives for comparison:

One 2 story 8-frame hive in the flat for extracted honey, complete, ready to nail, $1.25;
lH-story hive in the flat, with sections, complete for comb honey, $1.25; self-spacing Hoffman frames in the flat, $15 per thousand. Remember, these are standard goods and DoveGet prices on large lots. DITTtailed hives

MER'S FOUNDATION AT D1TTMERS PRICES.

We are headquarters in the South for Bees
$1.00 each; $9perdoz.;
Tested, $1.50. Full Colonies, Nuclei and Queens
Send for Catalog.
specialtv.
lots
our
in large
and Queens; Untested,

THE BEE & HONEY COI1PANY,
(Will Atchlev, Prop.)

Beevllle. Bee Co., Texas.

Farm and Apiary For Sale
In the Basswocd Belt on the Wisconsin River.

Enquire,

L.
8A3t

Box 37, Kilbourn, Wis.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
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APPLE TREKS

Mareh

7c

oofs Bee-Supplies"
You know what

S
If

Two Years

(9

X

Old
7c to 15c Each

POPLAR. TREES AND R.OSE BUSHES.

TEN CENTS EACH

2

the most popular vegetable, yields at the rate of $400 per acre, two year plants 75 cents
per 100; $4.50 per 1,000. Grape vines and fruit plants at low prices. POPLAR TREES for driveways.
Bhade and lawns. The most .rapid growing- trees. 10c to 17 cents each.
ROSES. A large collection of
hardy varieties, also our Live-for-Ever Pink Rose. 10c to liuc each.

S

ASPARAGUS,

BUY DIRECT FROM GROWER — SAVE 35
Let ns price your

list of

wants.

Green's

1906

this

means. Four

carloads of Mew Goods on hand.
Our business increased last year
100 percent over 1904. This is a
proof that we are saving our customers money.
Try us. Low
Freight Rates from Toledo.
Large Discounts— that tells the
story. Our 80-page Catalog is
sent free.

GRIGGS BROS.
Monroe

521

Street,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

£18.

Catalogue^a-lso copy of Green's Big Fruit Magazine free.
42 WALL ST.. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

GREEN'S NURSERY COMPANY.

Send postal card for them today.

1906

8,

when

Bee Journal

Mention

soei

'

writing.

w m, ra, *sj8i p<i»a

NO WORE LOST LETTERS
you take advantage of the offer we make to furnish you beautifully Printed
Stationery, which we will send you postpaid.

If

The Farmers' Tribune One Year and
100 Note Heads and 100 Envelopes

and name

for $1.

the leading JUive Stock Journal of the Northwest. The
It is printed on uice paper with your name, address
of farm or business. We guarantee to deliver in 10 days from receipt

The Farmers' Tribune
stationery

AH

I

is

Is

really free.

of order

Ask your printer what he will charge for such stationery.
unparalleled offer we are making you.
Address,

FARMERS' TRIBUNE,
Send

for free

Box

sample copy

This will prove the

Sioux City, Iowa.
21,
our great paper

of

2

FOR THIS "ECONOMY"

14

BOILER AND FEED COOKER
The "Economy" Feed Cooker
tne market today.

is the best built cooker on
constructed so as to get the very

rrirtr i_t» De9t results from the smallest amount of fuel possible. The
rHEIQMT
kettle is well and strongly made of the smoothest cast iron,

Di\|

n

It is

|

and has a handle on each side so that it can be removed
from the casing instantly. Will last a lifetime. The casing,
or jacket, is one continuous sheet of cold rolled boiler steel,
supported at the bottom by a heavy wrought iron band.
This cooker has the largest fire door of any made, and is
the strongest, most serviceable feed cooker ever sold at
such a price, freight paid. Made in seven sizes to suit every
need; furnished with hinged cover, elbow and one length
of pipe with damper. We guarantee this cooker for one
year.
Send money with order today, or write for our
large 1,000-page catalogue giving other sizes and thousands
of money-saving bargains Tor the farmer and his family.

a

l

t And

Mention

bers.

For

full

information

let

us

tell

80 -A. It contains
telephone facts that are monev-sa vers
Strombere; - Carlson Tel. Mfg.
Co., Rochester, N.Y., Chicago. 111.

an apiary of 300
and carefully pack bee supplies for
to take care of

TRESTER SUPPLY CO,

LINCOLN, NEB.

9Atf

An

Have YOU Taken the Time
If

money

e

us what you are going- to use in th way of Supplies the coming
you have failed to attend to this matter it may save you some

tell

to do so at once.

If you are not certain as to what you need, or just what we carry in the line,
send us your address and we will send you our descriptive and illustrated
price-list.
sell

We

everything needed in the apiary.
Don't overlook the many good points about the " Elgin Hive." Have you
seen one ? If not, send us your name and you will get our literature explaining
and describing it.
Don't delay write to-day.

—

THE NATIONAL SUPPLY

CO., Elgin,

writing.

WANTED
Young man
shipping.

and

when

Bee Journal

Mention

money for its memyou how we do it.
colonies,

season?

writing.

Facts for Farmers

Co-Operative Society of the National Supply Co.
Lansing, Michigan
Chicago, Illinois

to write

when

Journal

Send for free boot

you want to save 10 per cent on everything
you buy, we have a plan you should know
about; it will save you from $160 to $250 a year.
Only costs a stamp to find out all about it.
of this Society is to save

Bee

TELEPHONE

If

The object

Never Go Out g"

last from 6 to 21 years tm
Otisville, Pa., Jan. Is, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years. In short
if I want any more smokers your new style is
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks inFred Fodner.
duced me to get mine.

111.

AT MUSKOGEE, IND TER.

Apiary For Sale in a first-class district.
in a thousand to secure an up-to-

One chauce

home market. Address.
W. S. MITCHELL,
National Soldiers' Home, Tbnn.

date business on a

9A4t

Send to

For Queens
He

JOHN W.PHARR
Berclair, Tex.

the same prices as last
Tested, $1; Untested, Toe ; 5 for $3.25;
10 for $6; 15 for $8.25; 25 for $12.50; 100 for
He breeds Goldens, Carniolans, and 3$45.
Band Italians. Also 1. 2, and 3 frame Nuclei
and full colonies. Prices given on applicaPharr pays the freight, and guarantees
tion.
satisfaction on all Queens. To do justice and
judgment is more acceptable with the Lord
5Atf
than sacriBce.— (Prov. 3:21.)
will furnish at

year:

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.
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AT

WHOLESALE

GROCERIES
-FREIGHT

FREE

Made of High Carbon colled wire. We
have no agents. Sell direct to user at.
factory prices on 30 days tree trial.
shows .17
We pay all freight. Catalog
si
irM and heights of farm and poultry
fence It's! ree. Buy direct. Write today
rfllLED SPRING FENCE CO.

PRICES

,

PAIDMention

•INCUBATOR
Perfect la i-ou* traction ana
Iiatehes every fertile
Write for catalog tfr-daj

) *ction,

—

H.

STAHL, Qolncy

Mention

Bee Journal

Iegg.
GEO.

10 per cent,

National Supply Co. We'll tell you how to get
this extra 10 per cent discount, if you will write
for full information. An easy way to make money.

40

DlfTt'lurMJ Of
,

CUEftYTItlM* fon EVEKYB'

fXcroRv to consumer-

Lansing, Mich, and Chicago,

We

rranufacture everything needed in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
greatest variety. We assure you the best goods at

SEEDS

W°

m

We

mail thia

One collection

CD
EC
rnLC

with

_

90

00

Kinds of
Old Fashioned

I

SEEDS

Flower

LOWEST PRICES

imported from Germany
riumosa, CeloBfa, Campanula, Calandulia, By-

w

facilities enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

and our excellent freight

ronopsis, Arahis, Lily of
the Valley, Alyssun i, Job's
Tears, Cineraria, Columbine, Four o'Clock. Hibis-

"Ste

~5> *SP

Sweet William,
Anemone, Solamim, Mecus, Gilla,

Bird of

via.

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives

Sedum,

Parariisf,

Si'.ean.Blue Bells

of Scotland, Smilax,TiKer
Pint, Browallia, Stocks,
Margaret, Cyanns, CowBlip, Coreopsis, Clematis,
Cypress Vine, Mourning
Cloak, Zinnia, Verbina,

Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
every bee keeper to have our Catalog. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write
Address,

KRETGHMER MFG.

Kinds Tall

NASTURTIUM

III.

BEE-SUPPLIES

to-day.

writing.

2 7 Kinds Dwarf

If you want to save money get our catalogue and learn Just how cheap you can buy groceries
from us. Catalogue is ready and lists everything in the grocery line. We send it free.

Co-operative Society of the National Supply Co.,

wheo

gro©»)

become a
member of the Co-operative Society of the
another

Itee

F*r
IA.80
•t 2 00 Egq

Immense quantities carloads and trainloads — and we give
you the benefit of our ability to buy cheap; infactwecan
sell to you at just about the figure your local dealer would
bave to pay. We save you his profit and the freight besides.
still

WINCHESTER, INDIANA.
Journal when >vrltlim-

BOJ 80

do your groceries cost you a year? Will you buy them
we can prove that we will save you from 11) per cent to
20 per cent and in'U th€ frei-jht? That certainly is an amount
wi>rih Having; it is worth the trouble of asking fur the proof.
Get our large Grocery List and compare our prices with what
you have been paying. Then put us to a greater test— send
us a trial order and compare the goods and the prices. If
we do not save you big money, send the goods back at our
expense. The grocery bill is the biggest part of the family
expenses. We will cut it almost in the middle and guarantee
everything we sell. We can do this because we buy In
if

To save

S^

FENCE

This catalogue will
save you money on
your grocery supplies.

What

of us
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Violet.

All the ahove

GO., Council Bluffs. Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son, Salina, Kau.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

you

if

sent

you will send 10

cents

in

stamps

to

silver

or

pay the cost
and pack-

of postage
ing.

I

GLENDALE NURSERY,
Everett,

Dept.

Mass.

I
Italian ^Caucasian Bees
Haying bought an apiary
common bees and Italian,
them last fall, we can

Everything for the Bee

of

ized

furnish bees at reduced prices
as follows in April:

Keeper
will be found in our Illustrated Catalogue No. 40. It contains a full
line of Hives, Supers, Followers, Sections, Section Holders, Frames,
Extractors, Smokers, etc. All these and many other essentials are
manufactured by us. Everything is guaranteed to be right and of
reasonable that any bee keeper
best quality. Our prices are

may

afford

the best supplies.
here of all
this book.

We cannot tell you
the good things in
copy today. We mail

it free, toBetter send for a
gether with a copy of the Progressive Bee Keeper, a
to
bee
devoted
intere-ts.
publication
splendid monthly
It will help you start right and keep you right after
you are started. It is invaluable as an aid to every
bee keeper. Ask for the paper and the book.

We

Sell

the Best Incubators and
Brooders.

Delivered at your station, prices the lowest.
at once and save money. Address

LEAHY MFG.

CO., 10

Talmage

Bramhes at Omaha,

Write us

St., Higginsville,

Neb. and East St. Louia,

111.

Mo.

1

Comb Nucleus

1

Tested Queen

1

Select-Tested Queen "

1

Breeder Queen (Italian)

(no queen)
$|.S0

Can furnish

QUEENS

in

(Italian)

1.60
2.25
3.30

CAUCASIAN

May

if

ordered

early.

Will give
for Catalog.
204 E.

8A3t

Mention

4

percent for orders in March. Send

J. L.

Logan

St..

STRONG,

CLARINDA, IOWA.

Please mention the Bee Journal.
Ilee Journal
when writing;.

GEORGIA
Southern bee-keepers call on me for
free information regarding the best methods.

and

all

PRACTICAL, APICULTURE
specialty.

Queens.
10A2t

is

my

Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Bees,
J. J. WILDER, Cordele, Ga.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
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"

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

March

Why

put up with
inferior goods when

you may

just as well

have the

BEE-SUPPLIES

They
more.

can save yon money.
give the must lor the money,
considered.

Remember.

have been over 20 years

I

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

business, and carry the

Everything' used by Bee Keepers.

IN

.•.

Prompt

.•.

lowest Freight-rates.
Write for estimates and new Catalog.
now. Address,

befoi e Apr.

1

.

.

2

JOS.

percent

NYSEWANDER,
565-56"

WALTER

I>ES

rOUDER,

S.

Eih*

eral discounts

For cash orders before Mar. 1.. 4 percent

percent

For cash orders

Many thousands of
now on hand, ready

Shipping facilities unsurpassed. All points
reached by direct lines, thus insuring the

you with to purchase finest quality of HONEY f :>r your local trade, write for my
monthly pi ice-list of honey.
Why dot secure your BEE SUPPLIES NOW FOR NEXT SEASON'S USB and avail
yonr&elf of the following -tery liberal discounts? Goods all Root Quality.
If

1-. 6

THE WEST.

dollars worth of goods
for distribution.

Service.

free

For cash orders tefore Feb.

in the

largest stock ©t

BEE-SUPPLIES

Catalog Free.

.•.

Itest?

cost you no
In many cases
In all cases I
qual-

I

ity

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.

K«t

Grt the

ifi.

Pouder "

1906
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Mention

W.

7th St.

IOWA

MOINES,

when

Bee Journal

writing.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

Special Sale on
Mention

Bee Journal

when

HIVES AND SECTIONS

writing.

Until

March

IS.
Dovetail Hives, 8-frame, l%125; 10-frame, S1.40: No. 1 bee-way Sec-

story,

BEE-KEEPERS'
AND
POULT RY SUP PLIES

tions, 3 .90: No. 2, $3.40; 241b. Shipping-Cases,
13c; Inundation, Smokers, etc., cheap. Send
for 24 page Catalog free.

W.
Mention

Bee

so well known It needs no introduction. 2 percent
Discount on Bee- Supplies dor March.
in

Our

exchange.
Sample, 10 cents.

New
If

filled

AT FACTORY

PRICES, send your order

QUEENS

CHICAGO,

-

Long Distance 'Phone, North

to

The Wood Bee-Hive & Box 60.
LANSING, MICH.
Hentlon

-

Distributing house for
the time to buy for next season.

Everything the bee-keeper needs.

Lewis' Goods at Factory

when

writing.

FINE EXTRACTED HONEY

How much

We buy BEESWAX at all times in the year.
—free.

SCOT

every eonnlry tie

&

The best the world can produce
can you use? Prices quoted quick

in cans or barrels.

Samples 8 cents, to pay postage and packing.
on the quantity you mention.

CO.

swessM

Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited io beginners, timid bee-keepers and to ihose who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or if you want to improve the stock if your Italian Bees, write to

ROBERT
2Atf

Mention

Send for our Catalog and "Special"
.

Street
•J-*

McCAIN,
ILL.

when

R. F. D.

writing.

Best 3-band Italian— 1 Untested Queen, 75c;
6 for $4; 12 for $7.25. One 2 frame Nucleus
with Queen, $2.25; 10 in one bunch, $17.50.

LUTHER PRESSWOOD,
6E7t

INDIAN^APOUS^IND

B.

YORKVILLE.
Bee Journal

QUEENS~

Discount for Early Orders

"In

Bee Journal

CAUCASIAN QUEENS!

ILL. \

1559.

BEE SUPPLIES
C- Ma

X

MGR.

141 Ontario Street,

is

and

also tells about the best BEE-HIVE, too;
don't turn over another leaf until you have addressed a postal to the

PROMPTLY

H. M.

Now

beautiful

It

YORKHONEYl^CO.-'
ARND,

Prices.

about

Caucasian

is

l»OC Catalog; ibr either line Free.

you want orders

tells all

Italian

superior to anything heretofore
put on the market.

1906 Cornell Incubator

Little Booklet,

Prices on application.

Cornell Incubators, Peep 0' Day Brooders
and Cornell Chick Machinery SSIxcelled
The

JACKSON. MICH.
when writing.

Just out,

is

Beeswax wanted — 27c ca6h, 29c when taking bee-supplies

SO PER,

Journal

Our

LEWIS' BEEWARE
Extracted Honey For Sale.

D.

Rural Route3,

•i"^

advertiser is tne continuous advertiser.'

<•<•

Mention

RELIANCE, TENN.
Bee Journal

when

writing.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

March
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Lowest

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Prici

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

Big Discount for Early Orders

FREIGHT-

RATES FROM

On Cash Orders

are the
Before November

"
"
"

December

March
April

percen

1

9

1

8

"

7
6
4
2

"
"

January 1
February 1

"
"

1

1

as 'mostlall freight

E

Let me
book your
Order for

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the

keepers

Catalog mailed
Send for same.

in

free.

4 Percent Discount for March

25 Years

-

now goes through Cincinnati.
Prompt Service is what I practice.
You will
Satisfaction Guaranteed-

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

LANS,

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 15 years (monthly,

bee

ESPECIALLY

SOUTH

"

OF ALL, KINDS

most experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

CINCINNATI
LOWEST,
for the

"

Bee = Sup pi ieS
Established Nearly
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i° separate apiaries,

^OI,I>i:> ¥Kt
LOWS, CARNIOthe

RED CX.OVERS and CAUCASIANS.

™
H.W.WEBER
For

C.
Office

^

^^^ ^PT^-^^^T^T^^I
fj
I
H Bo'dJLM
|\|
hj
KJ lii
prices, refer to

my

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

catalog, page 29.

AT1

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Our

large, illustrated Price-Last of
Supplies free on application. Address,

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAflESTOWN.N.Y.

£)oncy anb

* 33eestDax-f

market

for

comb

honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; 14@15c
for No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,
13c.
Extracted honey is in good demand at
following prices:
White clover in barrels
brings 6^1@7c; amber, 5J4<§5J6c; in cane every
grade from l@l^c higher. Beeswax is firm

and

in

good demand

The above

at 28

and

what we
Griggs Bros.

Indianapolis, Feb. 2.— Fancy white clover
comb brings 16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14@15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8>6<g>9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beeswax sells here for $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

S.

12@14c.

Extracted seemB to

ONE TON
White Clover Honey

ports, since all indications point to a prosperous season.
continue to quote amber extracted honey in barrels at 5K@6c; fancy white
extracted, l%ms%c, in crates of two 60 pound
cans. Comb honey is moving slowly at 13M@15c, according to the quality.
(Bee-keepers,
please observe the above are our selling prices

Candied

—not what we are paying.} Beeswax,

JOHN

choice,

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California Water- White White Sage and L,ight
Amber
ia 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
cans and new cases Write for prices and sam
pies, and state quantity you want.

HONEY

usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No, 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to 13.75 per case of 24 sections: off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7H@8J 3 c; light amber,
6%@7#c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.

The Colo. Honey-Producers'

honey
fancy
case;
light

265

We

t-c.

When

&

Greenwich

& Segelken

Street,

New York, N.Y)

Please mention the Bee Journal.

AND BtbiWAA

consigning, baying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
<oo south Watbr St. Chicago,

Beeswax, 25@30c.
C. C. Cl.KMd.NS

Hildreth
267

nuiNtv

comb

is fairly large, also extracted.
quote
No. 1 white 24-section honey at $3.00 per
amber, $2.75. White extracted 6}£c, and

amber

&

34Atf

Assn.

City, Feb. 19.— The supply of

STEWART

FOR SALE

Co.

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as

Kansas

C.

HOPKINS, MO.

8Atf

bright yellow, 30c delivered here.

The Fred W. Muth

—

a 60-poufld can, $6.
Cash and
instructions sent to Farmers' Bank.

CO.

Wb

Cincinnati, Jan. 23. — The nice weather
holds back the demand for comb honey. Crops
seem to be exceedingly short and producers in
the West keep the prices high. We quote as follows: Fancy water-white and No. 1 white clo-

Sell root's

Goods

in

the market.

Usually at this time of the year
bee-men wake up to realize that they may carry
their honey over and send it to the market to be
sold at any price rather than hold it. At the
present tirus the market is fairly well cleaned
up.
We quote: Fancy white comb honey,
16@l7c; amber, 13@i4c; extracted white clover,
7(«j8c; amber, 6@7c.
Beeswax firm.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.
Wm, A. Sblser.

Michigan

M. H. HUNT A
Bell Branch, Watnb

SON.
Co.,

Feb. 19.— The demand is fairly
good for better grades of white, and while the
near by crop is fairly well cleaned up, new arrivals are now coming in from Cuba, besides
several cars have been shipped on from California. We quote fancy white at 15c; No. 1,

FANCY WHITE EXTRACTED HONEY,
CRATES 2-60

LB.

CANS;

TWO OR MORE CRATES;

8c
T%

*ER LOTS; WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES. ALL
:;B. CINCINNATI. CASH WITHORDER. SAMPLES
Oen
1

PAY POSTAGE.

THE FRED W. MUTH
51

ill.

Let us quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

Pouder.

Philadelphia, Feb. 19— The condition of
the honey market is much more firm than it
was a year ago at this lime, with much less on

New York,

2,

Cincinnati, Feb. 19.— At the present time the
demand for honey is quiet; however, we fully
believe the near future will bring better re-

30c.

are our selling prices, not

pay.

ser, 14@loc; No.

be more plentiful, and we quote same in barrels,
5#@5^c; in cans, He more; white clover, 7@8c.
Beeswax, 28@30c.
C. H.W. Weber.

We

Chicago, Feb. 7.— The demand is about normal with sufficient stocks to meet all requirements. The best grades of white comb honey
bring 14@15c, with off grades at l@3c less, depending upon color, condition and shape. Ex*
tracted, aside from white clover and basswoud,
(choice grades of which are practically unobtainable), is in ample supply at 6M@7>fcc; amber, 6^@7c, with off grades still lower. Beeswax, 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The

I3@14c; No. 2. 12c; amber, lie; buckwheat,
10@llc. Extracted in fairly good demand, especially California, of which there is abundant
supply. We quote white sage, o%ui ~%c\ light
amber at 6(&7c, according to quantity; buckwheat at 6c per pound; Southern at 50@60c per
gallon, according to quality. Beeswax steady
at 29@31c.
Hildreth & Segelken.

WALNUT STREET,

CO.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
MSCOUNT.

Mich
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EVERYWHERE bee-keepers are getting ready for the harvest.

bees have occasional flights.

S u p p li es were ordered and made up. It
And, too, if you are not ready

will;be discontinued.

for your bees

is

it

money.

March Discount

is

2 Percent

Branch Houses and Agencies are the most apparent value to bee200 miles of some one of the Root agencies
keepers. Nine out of ten bee-keepers in the United States are within
named below. Ninety-nine out of a hundred bee-keepers east of the Missouri and north of Mason [and Dixon's

Now

can mail a

line,

The Root system

the time.

is

letter to

of

one of these agents and it will be received within 24 hours. When you consider the
Root's Goods the average beekeeper is doubtless within a hundred-mile circle of one

1$ many other dealers handling

%

high time

It is

Very soon our early-order discounts
ten to one you will lose bees and honey—

does not pay to delay another day.

I
£jf

sees bee-activity in practically every portion of the United States. In the extreme South bees are
gathering-honey. In the middle South the buds are swelling and pollen coming in. In the North the

March

Just think of the saving of freight and time this means to

of them.

YOU.

flake Out That Order To=Day

S

Catalog will be sent by Return Mail.
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Chicago
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when that anger is fully aroused, is something likely to awaken a kindred feeling in the mind of the
more highly organized disturber,"
the bee-keeper,

More Comb Honey Misrepresentation

j
The Bee's

MARCH

&

Instinct of Self-Sacrifice

This time it is in school text-book called " Food and Its
Functions A Text-Book for Studentsof Cookery, by James
Knight, Lecturer in Physiology and Hygiene, High School
of Glasgow Lecturer in Dietetics to the Glasgow School
of Cookery and the West End School of Cookery."
Under " Lesson 37— Food Accessories," we find the following
Honey shows the following composition
:

;

In an interesting article in the British Bee Journal,
Col. H. J. O. Walker discusses this matter, saying in his

paragraph

first

:

:

Recently, in the journal of the Alsace-Lorraine BeeKeepers' Association, there was an account of an experiment made by Dr. Buttel-Reepen, a well-known German
scientific writer on bee-matters, which was designed to test
the often reported devotion to their queen displayed, under
circumstances of sore trial, by the workers of the hive. The
queen, with about a hundred attendants, were confined in a
box suitable for observation and containing but little food.
In 48 hours signs of feebleness were apparent. Two days
later all but 4 of the workers had died, the queen being still
vigorous. Soon only one worker was left alive, and she,
though no longer able to stand up, was seen trying to bestow a last droplet of honey on the queen, who came to her
begging to be fed. An hour later the worker had perished,
and the mother-bee was still walking briskly to and fro. A
piteous tale let us hope that the doctor's scientific curiosity
;

is satisfied.

After some discussion of the matter, referring to the
care which the queen takes of her own life, and the readiness of the workers to sacrifice theirs for the common weal,
Col.

Walker goes on

to

say

:

Yet we should err if, with our forefathers, we were to
attribute to her a sentiment of filial devotion, seeing that
throughout the animal world, even where in the early days
the progeny has been dependent upon the parent for sustenance, there is no reason to believe that such a feeling, if
indeed it ever existed, outlasts the period of dependency.
The desire to preserve the mother-bee must be purely instinctive.

Whatever the scientists may decide, it will be a hard
thing for the lay bee-keeper to dismiss from his mind all
thought of sentiment on the part of bees, saying that they
have no mental and moral characteristics, but are merely
so many machines moved by an instinct they can not resist,
hence deserving neither credit nor blame for anything they
may do. He is likely to go on admiring the loyalty of the
workers to their queen, saying that it is loyalty all the
same, even if it be instinctive. It may be unscientific, but
we of the laity are likely to continue saying
:

"

The

affection of her subjects for the queen is some-

thing delightful to behold

;

but the anger of the bees toward

:

Water at 100° C
Water above 100° C
Levulose
Dextrose

Ash

Percent
18 07*
......'

7^99

.M.21
37.58
........ o!l4

is thus essentially a mixture of levulose and dexbut it contains in addition mannite or manna-sugar,
wax, organic acids, pollen, alkaloid matters and bitters
derived from plants upon which the bees have fed, a small
quantity of cane-sugar and alcohol, the latter always present in natural honey. Honey is occasionally intoxicating
in Nepaul spring honey is avoided for this reason, and the
story of its effects upon Xenophon's troops will naturally
recur to the memory. In this instance the honey was derived from a species of azalea (Azalea Pontica) ; the flavor
of Narbonne honey is due to rosemary, that of Hymettus
honey in Greece to flowers of the labiate order, while in our
own country the difference in weight, color, and flavor between flower and heather honey is well known, the latter
being the stronger of the two. Honey is largely adulterated
by glucose syrup, as above described, and this " honey "
may be sold as low as 2d per pound. Since starch-sugar is
made by the action of sulphuric acid on starch, it has always
from IS to 20 percent of unfermented substances, which
maybe detected in the polarimeter by their positive rotation, whereas natural honey, consisting largely of invertsugar, shows a negative rotation. The ash left on igniting
pure honey is always alkaline, and contains phosphoric
acid, while honey made from glucose has a neutral ash.
Not only is the honey itself often wholly or partly artificial,
but our American friends show a misdirected ingenuity in
making artificial honey-comb so as still further to delude
the consumer. The cells are made of paraffin, and the tout
ensemble looks even more inviting than pure honey. The
fraud may be detected by sulphuric acid, which carbonizes
ordinary wax, but not paraffin.
From Australia there has appeared within the last halfdozen years honey derived from the eucalyptus-tree. It is
of a deep orange color but transparent, generally solid in
such a climate as ours, but syrupy in warm weather. It
contains 62 percent of sugar and 17 percent of eucalyptus
oil, so that it has the smell and flavor of eucalpytus essence,
and it is thus valuable as a medicine. It is given in warm
milk and water in doses of one or two teaspoonfuls twice or
It

trose,

;
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day for bronchitis, asthma, and diseases of the
lungs and respiratory disorders generally.
Mead is, or rather was, an English beverage made from
fermented honey.
Surely, here is at least one " be-Knight-ed " Englishman,
thrice a

when it comes to considering American honey. He probably read somewhere the misrepresentation that honeycomb here is made of paraffin, etc., and forthwith he copies
it, parrot-like, in a text-book for public school children
And so the very youngsters learn the old lie about comb
honey being manufactured. Is it any wonder that it is so
hard to kill ? Even authors, who above all people should
be correct and truthful in their statements, occasionally
show a lamentable carelessness, and in matters the facts of
which could very easily be learned if really desired.
!

We trust that our English brethren will see to
future editions of the book referred to are corrected.
is a job for the British Bee Journal.

it

that

Here

^

good thing for the bee-keepers in this country to
that their bees have sufficient supply to carry them
through the spring, on account of the warm winter which
doubtless has caused a greater use of the stores in the hive.
will be a
it

is

referred to thus in a letter

first

:

send a picture of my apiary, with my helper with me.
This small apiary, which numbers 10 colonies, gave me
1000 pounds of honey last season one-half comb and the
balance extracted which is not bad for a side-issue.
The little girl is not afraid of bees, and likes honey.
W. H. Dickinson.
I

—

;

The 36th Annual Report of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association for 1905 is on our desk. It gives the proceedings of the convention held in Chicago last December also
a list of the cases that have come before the Association for
settlement during that year, besides other items of interest.
It makes a volume of about 200 pages, which includes the
advertising pages. This Annual Report is mailed only to
members of the Association. If you are not a member, and
desire a copy, you should send $1.00 at once for a year's
dues, to the General Manager, N. E. France, Platteville,
Wis. The Treasurer's report showed a balance on hand
;

Nov.

1,

Edition of "Forty Yeaps."— The last edition
"Forty Years Among the Bees,"
is exhausted.
We expect to issue a new edition about April
1, so any orders now in hand, and that may be received
from this time on, will be filled from the new edition. It will contain an appendix, continuing Dr. Miller's
experience during the past three years, or since the last
edition was published. The price of the new book will be
$1.00, as before, or with the American Bee Journal one
year both for $1.75, postpaid. Better order now, and have
a copy of the new edition. Address all orders to the office

—

of the

American Bee Journal.

21, 1905

j

page,

A New

of Dr. C. C. Miller's book,

Italian bee-paper,

for February, 1906, cites this from Prof.
Cook's remarks made in the American Bee Journal of Dec.

of Italy, reports that
it is estimated that 85,000 colonies of bees have starved to
death in Spain, on account of a much-protracted drouth. It

The Apiapy of W. H. Dickinson, shown on the

Association.

E'Apicoltore,

The Coppispondenza Apistiea,

see to
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should give general satisfaction, as he is an up-to-date
honey-producer and general business man of large affairs.
He will give additional strength to the Board, as he is a
man of fine character and high aspirations in life. We congratulate both Mr. Stone and the members of the National

"Got the Best" of Europe!— The

tfliscellcmeous
Ttetps * 3 terns

March

1905, of $1252.

Mf. Jas. A. Stone, of Illinois, has just been selected to
out the unexpired term of Wm. A. Selser, a bee-supply
dealer and bee-keeper, whose resignation was reluctantly
accepted by the Executive Committee as a Director of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association.
fill

Mr. Stone was born in Sangamon Co., 111., May 6, 1842,
on the farm which his father " entered " near Springfield,
where he lives with his good wife and only son and his
wife. They do business under the firm name of Jas. A.
Stone & Son. They are extensive farmers, stock-growers,
Their apiary numbers beorchardists and bee-keepers.
tween 100 and 200 colonies annually. They always make
excellent exhibits in the apiary department of the Illinois
State Fair, and win many of the cash premiums offered.
Mr. Stone's selection as a Director of the National

:

"In getting from Europe such masters as the Dadants
and Grimms, I believe we have secured the very best that
Europe has to give."

The

editor then follows with these questions

:

" Dear Professor, and where did Wagner come from ?
and Francois Huber, the blind seer? and Dzierzon, the discoverer of parthenogenesis ? and Hruschka, the inventor of
the honey-extractor ? and Mehring, the inventor of comb
foundation ? and Leandri, the inventor of the sun wax-extractor ? to name only a few. Were they Americans ?"

Brother Editor, you are right. We need Europe as
as Europe needs us, and we can all learn from each
other.
But we take it that in saying in the Grimms and the
Dadants America " secured the very best that Europe has to
give," Prof. Cook meant that they were among the best
not that there never had been, nor exist now, others equal to

much

them across the water. We know Prof. Cook well enough to
assure our good European friends that he intended not the
slightest discourtesy. So let us shake hands across the
broad expanse of the Atlantic, for " we be brethren " all.
Mp. M. H. Mendleson, who has been selected to fill the
vacancy on the Board of Directors of the National BeeKeepers' Association, caused by the declination of Ernest R.
Root, is one of the most extensive bee-keepers in the world.
He was born Feb. 22, 1853, and has worked hard a great
part of his life with perseverance and determination to succeed, regardless of difficulties, in whatever he undertook to
For the past 10 or 12 years the seasons in California
do.
have been unusually poor, and so a check to the best sucLast season, had it not been for a big loss by the
cess.
flood, causing the loss of one of his best apiaries, he would
now have had about 2500 colonies of bees and had he had
sufficient good, skilled help, his honey crop would have run
up to the 200-ton mark. He would certainly have succeeded
had all worked as he had planned.
Mr. Mendleson has not had good health of late, caused
partially by overwork and exposure, and still he does as
much work as any man can do. He takes pride in his apiaries, on the best of locations, and admires order and neatness, for without these the best results can not be accomplished, or the results would be failure.
In 1903 Mr. Mendleson's crop was 22,000 pounds of comb
honey and 90,000 pounds of extracted. He probably is the
biggest bee-keeper on the Board of Directors.
He also
comes from one of the largest honey-producing States.
Perhaps after a few more of the officiary of the National
;
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Association, who are not exclusively honey-producers, are
replaced it may be of more value to bee-keepers, but we
doubt it. There has recently been some objection raised
against bee-supply dealers, bee-paper editors, etc., occupying elective positions in the National, though these have
contributed as much as any to its success. There are
mighty few of its members who make their living solely
from honey-production not one in ten. So it would seem
that it ill becomes any one to complain because there are a
few honest people aside from the specialists who fill official
positions in the National. Personally, we are exceedingly
well satisfied to be an humble member in the ranks, and
there do what we can to help on any good work the National
may undertake. We are not seeking official position, and
have never done so, either in a bee-keepers' organization or
elsewhere. We always find plenty to do no matter where

—

we

are.

=s

+ (£ontributeb
Special

-f

(Irticles

These plants, like the mints are known
though
as bi-labiates, as the flowers are made up of two lips,
These
the normal' or real number of petals is usually five.
The flowlips surmount a throat which is more or less open.
which
ers usually nod or incline to om sid*, and the stamens,
bear pollen, as also the pistil, which is to receive the pollen,
The nectar drop is deep
lie in the throat on the upper side.
The bee alights on the lower lip and
in the flower-tube.
pushes in through the narrow throat to reach the distant necand
it happens, or rather is true, that the. stamens
tar.
In other words, when
pistil are not ripe at the same time.
the pollen is ripe for use in a blossom the stigna is not yet
ripe to receive it. Thus, as has been aptly said, the bees must
act as "marriage-priests" to carry the pollen from one blossom
order Scrophulariaceae.

Now

to another.

In a wild, yellow snap-dragon, of Michigan, the pollen
One season, years ago, I discovered one day that
white.
the
all the bees were like Hereford cattle— each as it entered
hive had a conspicuous white line the whole length of its back.
I followed them to a place in a wood-lot not far off where
they were gathering from the snap-dragons. Thus the white
There are many of these plants in Caliline was explained.
fornia. While the white and black or ball sage, of California,
like all the mints belong to the labiate family— Labiate— they
are much like the snap-dragons.
is

are

The blossoms of the Legumes—beans, peas and cloverssomewhat similar to the above. Here is one large petal,

BY

PROF. A.

J.

in

Germany,

Etc.

COOK.

has been suggested that a very interesting chapter might
be written on honey-plants, and that I give the readers
of the American Bee Journal a taste of such fare.
The old philosophy was to the effect that the sweet perfume and bright, brilliant coloring of flowers was for man's
delectation, while to-day we hear the positive affirmation that
they are solely to attract bees and other nectar-loving insects,
so that the blossoms may be cross-pollinated.
I can but believe that there is over and above us a great, loving Father.
Who may not say that He had in loving thought both of the
above purposes, when he touched the flower with a potency
that secreted the nectar drop, and brushed it with pink or
gold; and who shall say that both were not master Strokes?
and who shall not say that the ministry to man's love of
beauty is not the better of the two purposes?
Without doubt the fragrance of flowers, and the flame
of bloom, in window and woodland, are to attract bees, etc.,
to the nectar drop.
Some flowers, like cleome, and willowherb, are wondrous in their flash of color, while others, like
figwort, are very inconspicuous, but very fragrant.
The first
attract through the color sense; the others through scent.

IT

There are many plants, often entire families, that have
what botanists style irregular flowers. In these the petals or
show portions of the flowers are very different in size and
form, and may be even in color. The larkspur, and columbine
in the butter-cup family, as also the entire families of mints,
and the snap-dragons, will call to mind such irregular flowers.

These flowers are thought

to

have changed

to these
cross-pollination.

A

curious shapes to effect more surely
close study of such flowers will soon convince any one that
they serve such purpose most surely and admirably.

The orchids are marvelous for their modifications to this
end. Indeed, there are no more attractive or wonderful flowers known than these orchids. The Berlin people love flowers,
if we may judge by the large and numerous shops where they
are kept in abundance. Of these gems of nature none appeals
more to the lovers of beauty than these lovely orchids. All
of the clover or bean family show conspicuously this feature
of irregular flowers.
It goes without saying that all such
flowers must be cross-pollinated, and for productivity all
such flowers must have the kind ministry of sweet-loving insects.
Bees, of course, are by far the most important insects
that engage in this work, and among bees the honey-bees are
by far the most numerous, and correspondingly the most important.
I suggest that the reader select a columbine, a touch-menot, or a bean-blossom, that he may carefully observe this
peculiarity, and note how it works towards cross-pollination.
The touch-me-nots or snap-dragons are specially valuable for
such study. These plants belong to the great and important

—

ones on the sides the
narrow and close together, which
enclose the stamens and pistil. These are together called the
It is well"keel." In effect these are the same as the above.
known that such plants must have insects to visit the bloom
or no seeds will be formed. Red clover produces no seed the
first crop, because it is often only pollinated by bumble : bees,
which are not numerous early in the season. Alfalfa, which is
visited freely by the honey-bees, which are always numerous,
While many regular flowers, like the
will seed at any time.
called

the "banner," two narrower

and

wings;
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two

others,

apple, pear, etc", require cross-pollination, this is not always
the case; while, with these irregular flowers, we must always
have insect visits to secure full seed-production. It is probably true that in all cases where nectar is present, especially
if abundant, as in the linden and tulip, that cross-pollination
In basswood we know the
is requisite to seed-production.

nectar

is

very abundant.

America

to

the Front.

We are more impressed each day of our stay in Europe
with the superiority of America to even the best portions of
the old world. Food here is very much more expensive.
Meat and fruit are very high-priced. And yet wages are much
It would seem that the common laborless than in America.
ing class here could have only meat and fruit as rare luxuries,
while even the bread loaf for the poor is dark and solid.
Potatoes not larger than cherries or plums are common in the
market, and sold here in Berlin for 34 cent per pound, or
45 cents per bushel. Potatoes are the cheapest food we can
buy, though they are so small that no one would buy them at
home. Apples are usually from 8 to 10 cents a pound, and
often much more. We can get very nice dried pears here for
20 cents per pound. The best we have purchased come from
California.

Rains

in California.

The rains the present
I hear glad news from California.
season have been copious. At Claremont they have had over
3 inches, while a year ago at the same date there was less
than 1 inch. As is well-known, we have had little rainfall
the same time before that was charthe last 10 or 12 years
acterized by a much heavier rainfall. It is thought by many
that we will now have another period of generous rainfall.
Last year we had a fine rain record the best for years. We
hope a better is to be ours the present season.
;

—

Last year was excellent in its promise for honey, though
the season was, on the whole, disappointing. The reason was
may reathat it was cold and windy in May and June.
sonably hope that the present year will give us rain, warmth,
and then we shall surely be favored with a good honey
Berlin, Germany, Jan. 9.
harvest.

We

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is
bee-keeper's hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
American Bee Journal one year both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.
a

—
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6— Dadant

Methods of Honey-Production
BY

C.

P.

DADANT.

BEFORE

I leave the subjects of making artificial divisions
and of queen-rearing, I wish to mention something
which has" a hearing on both questions.
With the new method of queen-rearing, the Doolittle
method, with its different improvements made by queenbreeders, the apiarists have devised baby nuclei, in which they
hive only abo*ut 200 bees, and which are intended to be used
as a receptacle, or rather a home, lor young queens until they
are impregnated. Much opposition is made to the use of these
nuclei, which often prove inadequate.
I believe the greater
part of the fault found is true, and I see that there is a tendency to make larger nuclei. This is right.
I would now suggest a method which we formerly used,
and which would enable the queen-breeder to save those nuclei
which turn out to be the best, for artificial increase. It is by
using a divisible frame such as we have described in "Laugstroth Revised," and which was devised by my father about
He introduced it into Italv. on his trip to that countrv
1870.

in 1872.

The frame is made in tun separate sections which join
together with a staple to form a frame of regular size.
A
certain number of these frames are made and inserted in different hives populous colonies.
If it is desirable to use them
promptly, worker-comb may be transferred into them, and if
they are given in the center of strong colonies, they will soon
be filled with brood.
Itherwise they may be built up with
foundation and given to the colonies during the spring months.
Small hives, in which these combs will fit, are built at the

same time and are used for
more expensive than the baby

nuclei.

nuclei

These, of course, are
used, but they are

now

much better.
The advantage of these hives is that you can build nuclei
out of good combs with brood in them. One ordinary frame,
when divided, will make two combs, side by side, in one of
these small hives. If two ordinary combs are taken, a nucleus
can be formed of them that will have 4 combs of half length,
also very

and the nucleus is as good as anybody can wish. If the
young queens are reared for sale, but are not sold at once,
many of them will breed, and these small colonies will build
up so as to make fairly strong ones before the summer is
over.
So, with this method, which is certainly more expensive than that of the baby nuclei, you can rear better
queens, and in case they are not sold you may be able to
make quite an increase in your apiary.
Many of our colonies in early times were built in this
manner
Whenever the small colony filled its hive, which
was made for 8 halves, or 4 full combs, we would transfer it
into a larger hive, by uniting the half combs together and
would build it up with combs of brood from other colonies.
Nuclei that were not wanted, at the end of the season would
be redistributed among the different colonies, and there was
no loss either of bees or combs. The empty nucleus hives
were put away to be used again the following season.
This was intensive bee-culture, and lasted only as long as
we were desirous of increasing our colonies in number. In
an apiary wdiere it is desired to rear queen- for -ale. and good
queens only are wanted, the Langstroth frame could be divided into three parts, each frame adjustable to any other
part.
The trouble witli our top-bars was that we must get
the two parts of a pair together, or we were unable to adjust
With this top-liar, used by the Swiss apiarists and described in the French edition of "Langstroth on the HoneyBee," any section of frame ma\ be ioined with any other section, when they are put back together at the end of the
:

1

season.
J

he success of queen-rearing depends, of course, on the
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much more on

the energy and persedo not believe that there is a single
persistent attention and more
pursuit that requires more
am satisfied that there is moreI
vigilance than this one.
profit in rearing bees for honey than in rearing queens for

methods, but it depends
verance of the apiarist.

I

At the same time, it is well for the energetic apiarist.
can devote enough time to it, to rear the queens that he
wishes to use. in his own apiary. We have never bought as
sale.

who

good queens for honey-production as we were able to rear
our own apiaries. I believe, also, that it is a good plan
make exchanges of breeding queens from one apiarv
another to prevent

a

in

to
to

too-continued in-and-in breeding.

Since writing the above. I have received, from the Depart
ment of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 55. of the Bureau of Entomology, on "The Rearing of Queen-Bees, by E. F. Phillips."
In this is an engraving of a Langstroth frame divided into

From the cut, I judge
three parts, devised by Mr. Benton.
that when the frame is divided, each section is provided with
an added top-bar, and hung in the box with the long way
This Bulletin is
horizontal instead of vertical, as we do it.
very interesting, and we trust it may be sent broadcast among
Hamilton, 111.
the bee-keepers.

•

—

(
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Among

the Bees in the Spring
BY

THE

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

of spring will soon he here, which brings life
and activity to the bees. This condition of things will
arouse us to action, and a feeling will steal over us to
see how great the amount of fun and cash can be gotten out
of our bees by dint of hard work and untiring energy, which
feeling, if rightly used, will tend greatly to make the days in
heat and sun more easily endured, and such as will be looked
back upon as clays of pleasure. As a little help along the line
of the right use of our energies, I thought a few words under
the above heading, would not be amiss with many of the readers of our beloved American Bee Journal.

warmth

The first thing to be done in the spring is to get each hive
or colony in as good shape as possible for the comfort and
As soon as spring fairly opens I go
prosperity of the bees.
over all the hives in the apiary, and. to do this intelligently, 1
begin on one side of the yard and open the first hive. If the
bees have wintered well I may find that the colony has brood
in three or four combs, while the sealed honey along the topbars of the frames, and more still in the combs next the outside of the hive, tells me that they have an abundance of stores,
so that all this colony needs is to see that the hive is made as
tight and comfortable as possible, except the entrance, which
should be about 3 inches long by fg deep. When thus fixed a
little stone is placed on top in the center of the cover, which
tells me that the colony is a good one and needs no further
looking after till the fruit-trees bloom.
The next 2 or 3 colonies prove about the same as the first,
so are fixed and marked the same. The fouth or fifth colony
may prove to be only a fair one, with some dead bees on the
bottom-board, which are either removed or a clean board subAs they have brood in 2 or 3 combs, they are treated
stituted.
similarly to the first, except that a frame of honey is placed
on either side of the brood, as such colonies are apt to get
short of stores, or a cold snap may come to keep them from
going to the outside of the hive where their honey is the
most liable to be. Then, such a colony does not have the
number of bees to go to the fields to secure the little early
honey there may be, as do the stronger ones in bees, so it is
always best to make sure that all will have honey enough, and
that close to the brood, to last till the bloom from fruit-trees
opens. The stone to mark this one is placed on front side of
the cover, which says "fair."
As I pass along I find more good colonies, with now and
then a fair one; or a poor colony may be found. When such
,

an one appears on opening a hive. I will find it has brood in
only 1 or 2 frames, and only small patches at that, while the
To fix
little honey there is. is scattered throughout the hive.
such a colony best.
take the two frames having the brood in
one
side of the hive, and then take all the
and set them near
other combs, after brushing the bees off which may be strangling on them, to the bee-house. After getting 2 combs quite
well filled with honey, which were left over from the previous
return with them, and place one each side of the 2
season,
combs of brood, drawing all as near the side of the hive as is
consistent with the necessary bee-space, after which a divisioniard is nicely adjusted to suit the requirements of the little
colony, with a quilt carefully tucked about them on top. under
1

I
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he
the cover, and down the side of the division-board.
entrance of the hive is now regulated so that but one o
it comes beyond
bees can pas. at a time, and is SO fixed that
iir,
the cool outsidi
the division-board, thus shutting off
coming directly upon the bees, as well as enabling the little
he
colony to protect itself much better from robber-bees
placed on back
stone to tell the condition of this colonj is
hive is weak
oi cover, telling that the colony in the
I

I

hues
In this way I go over all the colonies in each row ol
condiin the apiary, putting each colony in the best possible
opening oi the
tion, when they are left undisturbed till the
fruit-bloom.
When the fruit-trees bloom. I again go over the bee-yard
1.
,1before, so we will again commence with colonj X"
After opening the hive, the first thing to do is to look fin the
queen to see if her wing is clipped. If T find her wing not
clipped, the clipping is now done, as it is much easier to find
qui
ns for this purpose now than it will he later when the hive
i

is

more populous in bees.
Having clipped the queen,

I now observe the brood, and
the colony has gotten along as it should, there will be fir
in 7 or 8 combs, the center ones being nearly or quite full,
while those on the outside are from half to two-thirds full.
I now change this brood right around, that is, I place the outside frames of brood in the center, and the center frames on
This causes the queen soon to fill those part
the outside.
filled outside combs, completely full of brood, while the combs
filled full of brood, next the frames partly filled with honey,
near the side walls to the hive, cause her to put eggs in them,
or in every cell not occupied with honey, so that in a week or
so every available cell is occupied with brood, and this in just
the right time to produce the maximum amount of bees in
time for the white clover honey harvest.
By this time the fair colonies may have nearly or quite
caught up with the good ones, and if so they are treated the
same. If not. the brood-nest is reversed the same as with the
good ones, while a frame of honey is brought up on either
side of the brood so as to make them feel "rich" in stores.
This will cause them to remove this honey, feed the queen
more abundantly, and she in turn fill the combs to completion
with brood and by the time the harvest arrives, such colonies
will be not far behind the very best.
The brood in the weak ones is looked after, and if it is
found all in one end of the frames, one or two are changed
ends with, so as to cause the frames to be filled with brood,
which have any in, and coax the queens to greater egglaying. Two more frames of honey are put in, one on either
side of the brood, which also adds "zest" to this little colony,
which will soon be on the road to prosperity, so that all will
be as nearly ready for the harvest as possible when it arrives.
This getting of the bees in the right time for the honey
harvest counts more toward cash and fun in the apiary than
all else, unless I have made a great mistake during the 38
Borodino. X. Y.
years of my bee-keeping life.
1

if

;
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monness of such offences in this world doesn't make them
word
any the less sad. If it's allowable to say a kindly
the noteven for scoundrels, I would suggest that some of
they
on-time chaps mean to fill the order as directed when
up
spend your money, but fail of it, and are always so hard
once. Their
that they can not return money when it's gone
soon as it arstraits almost compel them to use money as
Query Which is better for these offenders, a little
rives.
more vehemence of denunciation, or a little more remembrance of the fact that they, too, are human ? Page 9t.
:

Concave Capping of Comb Honey.
think any kind of bees will put on concave capping
concaved capping) under certain circumstances.
Given an expanse of comb in what was recently the broodnot quite
nest let the cells be nearly full of honey, but
enough
surplus harvest suddenly over for the year, but about
this
things
for daily food coming in for some time— with
"J the
shape I think they seldom empty part of the cells to fall
And apparently their preference is to have all
others.
honey sealed that's fit to seal in warm weather. In such a
wax for
finishing-up job they will be pretty sure to use old
I

(deeply

;

;

cappings— and may work so much propolis into it that it
very
looks very queer; and you think you have something
abnormal when all is perfectly regular. Page 98.
Bee-Keeping and Fruit- Growing.
they sting badly
It is characteristic of Must-be's that
would
not allowed to have their own way. My counsel
Don't try to entertain two Must-be's at once— as, for
be
taken to marinstance, these boxes of strawberries must be
hived. J. h,.
ket, and these swarms in the trees must be
he
Johnson, on page 99, almost ignores the above— and
must be our old friend " Yon "—got his speech bejoggled
by too much hopping around.
make the
Yes, indeed, a few thousand pear-trees to
to a beeperiod of fruit-bloom 5 days longer is a royal help
Peach orchard fully as good. You can see the
locality.
apple
honey in a peach-blossom, which you can not do with
and pear blooms.
if

•

Short-Lived Queens.

perHere's " locality "—or something else that might
has
haps yield profit if looked into. A 30-colony apiary
through
short-lived queens wholly— only 1 in 4 years living
season. Why !
2 seasons, and she was very poor the second
and the
Certainly not to be supposed that that is normal,
localcurrent doctrine of queenly longevity a mistake. The
We have not
ity is Minnesota, 170 miles west of Duluth.
heard that Manitoba and arctic Sweden have short-lived
Expectation would lean the other way. Warm
queens.
has no regulocalities with honey all the year (so the queen
queens as a rule.
lar rest from rapid laying) have shortlived
As my everlasting guess must come in, I'll guess the solu-

swarming
tion lies in the strain of bees. Such mad-caps at
to hurry
that they worry all their queens to death, trying
Page 100.
the swarm idea into their heads. F. L. Day.

Shade and Swarm-Holder— Swarming.

Wit. pasty's
Ctftertfyougfyts

;

j
The " Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Formalin and

Its

Glasses.

Taste on Combs.

I think little has been said hitherto about honey getting
a disagreeable taste from combs previously treated with
formalin. If such a capacity to give a bad taste really persists for years there is not much use of talking about forma-

lin

any more.

Page

84.

Other Trades Besides Queen-Trade.

Rogues
Rogues are not all in the queen-trade. When the Worden grape came out it directly transpired that quite a proportion of men in that line would fill Worden orders with
in

Dead and dry cedars set in tiles for apiary shade, and
Nolan for
also for swarms to cluster on. Thanks to Denis
trees
an idea nearly or quite a novelty. If there were green
them
or bushes at hand swarms would probably choose
are
but if entirely remote from green growth the cedars
if I had
likely to be tip-top. It's an unusual situation, but
I think
a home apiary, and my home was on a bare prairie,
What plant
I'd try plants in little tubs mounted on posts.
would be best ? Cherry or peach, willow or geranium or

Concord vines— the great resemblance of the two varieties
giving them a chance to deny things. (The Worden, however, is much more juicy, and 5 days earlier — but not so reliable to bear, and too tender of berry to carry to market.)
Well, it seems that with our folks the fact that some Carniolans are banded is sufficient excuse for them to send any
old striped thing when Carniolans are ordered. The com-

grape? Needs something healthy, with a powerful hold on
life, and good foliage.
that too many
I was going to protest Mr. N.'s saying
going
colonies in one place increased desire to swarm. Was
overstocking
to call that the exact opposite of the truth—
one's locality a little the most reliable remedy for swarm
think he
fever that has been found yet. But on reflection I
The enthusiasm of rapid gathering
is right sometimes.

not
postpones the swarming idea (provided said idea is
of
already started), and too many bees for the number
flowers might spoil the enthusiasm.
To explain the opposite dogma, let pollen resources be
considerably overdrawn and nurse-bees can not get so
of a
vastly out of proportion to field-bees. The tendency
proper balance between the different classes of workers is
Page 101.
to mitigate swarming.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Bee Journal.
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M. Wilson, Marengo,

March Comes Like

111.

a Lion

March came in like a lion here. Before that time I
thought the bees were in very good condition no mold or
excessive moisture about the hives, and the colonies were
strong and healthy looking. I am wintering 60.
Comstock, Nebr., March 2.
(Mrs A. h. Amos.

—

)

Cocoamel
This is a sort of chocolate with honey, made somewhat
after the manner of honey and lozenges. After melting 1
part gelatine in 1 part water, add 10 parts warmed honey.
When thoroughly mixed incorporate little by little 4 parts
powdered cocoa. Take from the fire and flavor with vanilla,
stirring thoroughly
then pour into oiled dishes. After 24
hours cut into tablets, and let dry in the shade 8 days. May
be eaten as candy or used to make a hot drink.

Its

^

/T

(Lanabtcm
4-23eebom-f

V

Lses-The Honest Label"

J?

10 cents a can, but

doesn't sell so well as the other,
be of a better grade ?"
"Do you use any of this corn syrup on your own table ?"
The somewhat significant reply came promptly, "No
we use syrup made of sugar."
The effect of the State law as to pure foods was shown
on the labels. On the Karo can it was stated in plain letters that 85 percent was glucose and 15 percent cane syrup.
The larger can was 75 percent glucose and 25 percent cane.
That seemed to show pretty plainly that the superiority of
the Karo was all in the advertisement. There is only 3
pounds of cane in the Karo for every 5 pounds in the larger
can, and yet the Karo is retailed at 5 cents a pound and the
other at V4 cents. Not ao much wonder that in States
where the law enforces honest labels the popularity of Karo
should fall off in spite of the thousands of dollars spent in
advertising it as " better than honey for less money." But
all this is by the way.
The druggist was then visited aud asked, " What is the
price of glucose ?"
don't keep it."
" Haven't you price-lists that quote it ?"
He consulted the price-lists, and then replied, "lean
furnish it to you at about 20 cents a pound."
Now we begin to have some light on the matter. The
glucose sold by the druggist is one thing that sold by the
grocer another. Chemicals are used in the manufacture of
glucose, and getting rid of those chemicals is an expensive

although

it is

it

supposed

to

;

"We

;

Villa Nova, Ont.

Wax-Rendering Processes

made

:

—

thoughtfully meditating upon its flavor and its aftertaste,
take the remainder of the can to a reliable chemist for
analysis, and then say to the readers of The Delineator
what she thinks is " the truth about glucose."

Conducted by Morley Pettit,

Continuing the question as to whether the statements
in The Delineator, and quoted in this Journal on
pages 213 and 214 are correct or not, it may be replied that
in word every statement is correct, yet as probably understood by the readers the statements are so utterly misleading
that it can hardly be believed that Mrs. Abel would have
written them or The Delineator published them if both had
had a full understanding of the case.
With a view to getting light on the glucose question
from near-by sources, a leading grocer was asked by telephone whether Karo corn syrup was more or less popular
than when first introduced. He replied that it was less
popular, the cheaper grades of corn syrup, which appeared to be just as good, having taken its place. Another
grocer was interviewed in person, and questioned in a little
different form, the following conversation in substance
taking place
"How about the sale of corn syrup ? Is it more or less
popular than formerly?"
" Well, it's about all the syrup there is sold."
" At what price do you sell it ?"
" We sell it mostly in these 10-pound cans at 35 cents a
can. Here's the Karo in 2-pound cans, which we sell at

1906

;

;

"Glucose and

IS,

business, so that the druggist retails at 20 cents a pound
that which is supposed to be cleansed of all objectionable
matters. But leave it only partly cleansed no matter if it
be unfit to put into any human stomach and the stuff can
be produced so cheaply that a mixture of 1 part cane and 3
parts glucose, after all parts are added, can be sold at 3' 2
cents a pound.
Returning to the quotations from The Delineator, it
seems pretty clear that Mrs. Abel must have had in mind
the belief that chemically pure glucose and the commercial
article, the glucose of the druggist and the glucose of the
grocer, were one and the same thing. If all that is said of
glucose as being harmless and containing no injurious substances refers to chemically pure glucose, then it is all
right but how many of the readers of that popular magazine will understand the statements to refer to anything
else but the stuff that is sold at the grocery ?
It is greatly to be desired that Mrs. Abel might go to a
grocery and get a can of Karo, sample it a number of times,

—

J
Conducted by

March

Now readers of the Farmers' Advocate are wishing " E.
G. H." would come out and show himself (or herself). I am
sure he does not need to be ashamed, for he gives us some
For example, in an article on
good things frequently.
" Rendering Beeswax," he recommends using the most approved machinery and doing the work up as cleanly and expeditiously as possible. That article is followed up by one
on " Running a Wax-Press," which fairly smells of hot
beeswax it has so many little kinks which only actual experience will bring out. It is worth quoting in full

—

Running a Wax-Press.
There are some things about the operation of a wax-press that do
not appear very often in print, and a few words on the subject may
help some readers who are operating one of these machines for the
first time, or who have just been trying to, and have not obtained as
good results as they should have. The writer had considerable trouble
the first time or two, caused by the wax " freezing" before it ran
out of the press, and clogging up everything, so that it had to be
cleaned up with boiling water before the work could be continued
and this is the trouble which causes many people to condemn this
method of rendering wax. Now, the fault i6 not in the machine at all,
but in the conditions under which it is worked.
In the first place, it must be borne in mind that wax will stick to
wood, or anything else that is dry, and that it will not stick to a wet

damp surface. In the second place, get acquainted with the fact
wax will " freeze " when it strikes a cold object, or when a cold cur-

or

rent of air strikes it, and that it will not freeze so long as it is hot.
These two facts are known by nearly every one who has anything to
do with beeswax, and yet it is because conditions are not as they
should be that the wax-press gets bunged up and makes trouble.

To have everything run fast and smoothly, it is necessary to have
the room where the work is being done very warm. A temperature
of 85 or 90 degrees will do away with most of the trouble from " freezing." The press should be in a warm room for a couple of hours before commencing operations, so that every part of it may become
thoroughly warmed up. Take out the follower and the slatted bottom, and stand everything up so the warm air of the room can get all
around it, and it will warm up much more quickly. Just before putting in the first "go " of melted wax, have ready a kettle of boiling
water, put the press all together, with the bottom and follower in
the melted combs between them, plug
I> lace, and the burlap to hold
up the spout of the pan, and then pour your boiling water slowly into
the press. Don't forget to give the corners their share, and let it
stand long enough for everything to get thoroughly hot and wet. Now
let out the water, and remove the follower, open up the burlap, dip in
the melted combs (you will soon learn how much you can handle at a
lime), fold the burlap over the wax, put in the follower, and screw it
down slowly. Be sure the. screw presses fairly in the middle of the
When it is down nearly as far as
follower, or it will not press evenly.
von can turn it, and you think all the wax is out, ease it up a little,
n.nd then turn it down as far as it will go.
Give it time to run out;,
then turn it down some more, and give it more time to run out. Tou
will be surprised how much wax will come out after you think it must

March
be

all

down
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out.
Don' be afraid of breaking the machine, but 6quee/.e
stronger.
If it bursts, get a new one
for all you are worth.

—

;

When you
press to

remove any

when

cooling,

and over the

"We often see in the bee-papers writers stating that
stock will not eat sweet clover. Such is not the case in
few years ago we procured sweet clover
Central Texas.
seed to scatter along the roadside so we could get it started
growing for a honey-plant for our bees, and it came up to a
good stand, and as soon as it grew large enough the stock
kept it eaten down so close that it died. But where it was
kept from the stock it grew to a fine growth, and makes a
fine honey-plant."— Dr. C. S. Phillips, in The Apiarist.

A

^m

have finished, run some boiling water through the

wax

old piece of carpet, or something, around
It is cooling
it cool as slowly as possible.
to crack.
E. G. H.

wrap an

vessel to

make

too rapidly that causes

it

—

i

^

Melilotus for Pasturage— Free Seed

that may be in it.
melt the wax again after

little bits of

it comes from
It is generally advisable to
the press to get it into a solid, clean cake before selling it, or sending
To prevent wax crackit away to be made up into comb foundation.

ing

Sweet Clover as a Forage and Honey-Plant

it

When you can not persuade any more wax to come out, release
the screw, take out the follower, remove the burlap, and dump the refuse (and burn your fingers, until you discover how hot it if). Then
repeat the process until you are done. Have the boiler for melting
the combs on the stove boiling, and have a kettle of water boiling to
replace what is dipped out with the boiling wax; and have a pail of
cold water handy in case your boiler takes a notion to boil over; and
have a few dozen old newspapers spread around on the floor; and
have your press right up close to the 6tove for convenience and have
a tap in the vessel into which the wax and water from the press How,
so that the water may be drawn off as the vessel fills up.
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As I have just run across a letter from Prof. W. J. Spillman, Agrostologist of the United States Department of

Agriculture, on the subject of sweet clover, it will be reproduced herewith, as it contains some good points of informaHe says
tion.
"Doubtless many of your readers are more or less
familiar with sweet clover, also called melilotus or Bokhara
eastclover. This plant is a common weed over most of the
ern half of the United States, and is not uncommon on the
:

Bees an Interesting Subject— Swarming Habit

Reading agricultural exchanges has this broadening
it introduces one to writers on bees not often
strictly bee-keeping periodicals.
Sometimes
they hide behind initials and wisely so.
Then, again,
they come out boldly.
F. G. Herman, in the Agricultural Epitomist, says

—

effect that
met in the

—

:

The

subject of bees has always been of great interest to me, not
only because I started in the business of honey-producing several years
and
learned from so many different sources that the bee-industry
ago,
i6 not so well understood as other branches of farming, consequently
there is a lack of this necessary knowledge, and the investments
usually made in bees are not profitable. When we undertake such a
business, even on a small scale, we should study it in its details, so as
to be able to overcome difficulties.
I think the reader will agree with
me that where any special line of farming, whether it be horse-breeding, dairying, or sheep husbandry, is undertaken as a special pursuit
on a large scale, it very often is a failure financially. I am not going
to discuss why this is so, but that it is a fact no one can deny.
True
it is there are plenty who succeed in all these many branches, but they
are exceptions to the general rule.
With bees, unless it i6 undertaken
first on a small scale and gradually increased, learning as we go and
studying and planning, difficulties are sure to arise which are too hard
to overcome.

Probably the thing most annoying to the bee-keeper is the swarming habit. If the bees did not persist in dividing their forces so frequently much more surplus honey could be obtained, and the beekeeper himself would feel more easy about his bees. In producing
comb honey in 1-pound boxes it is necessary actually to crowd the bees
into the section-boxes, for they seem loath to begin work in such small
divisions, and this crowding is one of the initiatives which creates the
swarming fever. When producing extracted honey abundant room
can be given, and the swarming impulse is greatly checked. Therefore, if bees are to be kept fir from the house, and can not be given
much attention, it is advisable to produce only extracted honey,
which is done by giving the bee6 large combs and plenty of room, for
it matters not whether the combs are entirely completed or not, as
the honey is taken from them and the combs retained to be used again.

=\

Pacific Coast. It is generally reported that stock will not
prairie
eat it either green or cured as hay, but on the black
are pracsoils of Alabama and Mississippi— soils which
melitically identical with the black, waxy soils of Texas—
lotus is grown quite extensively, both as a pasture and hay
crop and as a soil renovator, and it is quite highly prized
Farmers there state
in that section for all these purposes.
that stock nol accustomed to melilotus at first refuse to eat
for it, they do very
it, but when they once acquire a liking

well

upon

it.

is a legume, very closely resembling alfalfa
young, and is undoubtedly a splendid soil-renoIt has occurred to me
It is also exceedingly hardy.
vator.
the
that on account of its value on the black prairie soils of
Middle South, it is worth testing on the similar black,
waxy soils of Texas. We are arranging to secure a quanof this
tity of seed, and will gladly send a package of seed
plant to any of the readers who may be located on the black,
waxy soil, who will agree to report to us the results of their
We will send these seeds to applicants complytest of it.
ing with these conditions as long as the supply lasts.
" Melilotus is a biennial. It may be sown either in
spring or in fall. If sown in the spring it makes considerable growth that year, but does not head out. The next
year it makes a very large growth, and makes seed in the
dies root
fall of the year, unless it is cut for hay, and then
and branch. It is said to make very good pasture for hogs
and other stock, and it makes a good yield of hay. Farmers
should remember, however, what has has been said above
about stock not liking it at first. Being a legume much
that
like alfalfa and clover in many respects, it is probable
there would be some danger from bloat when pasturing catAgrostologist
tle or sheep on melilotus."— W. J. Spillman,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
^^^ « ^^^

"The

when

plant

it is

Spring Management of Bees

Southern
4- 23eebom -f
More About Sweet Clover for the South

Perhaps at the beginning of the season we have all
noticed the vigor of any colony that has its stores of honey
and brood in a compact form— that is to say, a colony that
has honey and brood in all combs occupied by the bees.
Colonies in this condition may generally be depended upon
to do far better work than others that are poorly supplied
with honey. This will apply to the nucleus as well as to
the powerful colony.
To get all colonies in this prime condition, the beekeeper in most years will be forced to resort to feeding.

Before leaving the matter of sweet clover as a forage
and honey-plant, I shall wish to ask for information concerning its growth and its value from those who have given
it a trial, or have had experience with it in some way or
I should be very glad to have reports from all who
other.
have grown sweet clover anywhere in the South. Who has
succeeded with it, and who failed ? How was it planted
and grown, and on what kind of soil ? How much was
planted, and what about the yield ? How was the honey as
to color, flavor and body ? Did stock eat the clover, green
or as hay ? Any and all such information will be greatly
appreciated, and will help in getting up valuable information for our department, which should be an information
bureau on just such topics.

Naturally this brings forth the question of whether
feeding is profitable or not. I think all, or nearly all, will
agree that it does not pay to feed the colony that has wintered well and has enough to enable it to reach the flow.
Some even go so far as to say that all feeding is useThis may be so
less, and is time and money thrown away.
should
if there is always an abundant flow of nectar, but
there be 3 or 4 months with little or nothing for the bees to
gather, these same people will be found feeding their bees—
that is, if they want to keep them alive.
It pays all the time to feed bees to keep them from
starving, and if it pays to keep them alive, it will pay more
For the colony that goes
to keep them in good condition.
through the season in poor condition will more than likely

J
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl.

New

Braunfels, Tex.
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prove to be a failure, so far as gathering honey is concerned.
To make a profit on every colony of bees fed should be
the object sought for. To do this the bee-keeper will have
to exercise considerable judgment, and will have to take
into consideration the condition of each colony to be fed.
Suppose, for example, we take 100 colonies at the beginning of the season. In going through these colonies we
find 25 of them in prime condition. Fifty of them we find
are only average. Twenty-five of them we find to be in
very poor condition. The first 25, if fed at all, would be fed
at a loss. The second 50 have bees enough to cover all their
combs so we feed them until all combs occupied by the
bees are filled. This puts them in as good condition as the
;

Thus we have 75 colonies in prime condition.
In the next 25 in poor condition we find some have bees
enough to cover only half of their combs, while some have
enough to cover only 2 combs. In preparing these for feeding we remove from every hive all combs the bees do not
occupy next, a division-board is placed close up to the
combs and the bees that remain. The object in doing this
is to force the bees to store the feed in as compact a form as
possible. They are then fed as rapidly as they will take
the feed until all empty cells are filled. The division-board
is then removed, and the empty combs that were taken from
them are replaced. In replacing the empty combs put them
all to one side of the cluster.
Do not attempt to spread brood in these last colonies,
but let them manage their own affairs, and if there is nectar in the fields they will soon make fine colonies for busiAll colonies should be fed separately bv the use of
ness.
feeders, or some method suitable for feeding within the
For only in this way can we be sure that the feed
hive.
will be placed exactly where it is needed. In this way I
find feeding profitable therefore, I always feed when necessary.
E. L. Bussey.
Cleburne, Tex.

first 25.

;

;
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much

is to remove a black queen from its colony,
frames of brood for those of an Italian colony.
All the cells started would then be of Italian stock, and a week later
you could take away all but one or two of the sealed cells to be used
elsewhere. Here's another way
From an Italian colony take 2 or 3 of its central combs (giving
them to some other colony), and replace with frames containing only
small 6tarters. A week later you will find these frames partly filled
with fresh-built comb containing eggs and brood. Put one of these
frames in the center of a black colony from which the queen has been
removed. The bees will be pretty sure to start a number of cells on
this new and tender comb, to the neglect of the others, and a week
later you can use these cells as you wish
or, if you prefer, you can
leave them where they are at the disposal of the bees. In the latter
case, however, you should make sure against any chance by opening
the hive 4 or 5 days after giving the brood, and destroying any cell
that might be found on the black brood.
2. That will be all right.
3. Not till bee6 are doing good work at gathering.
4. Yes, in summer weather.
Even in rather cool weather you can
do it by wrapping a frame in blankets previously warmed.
5. All 10-frame hives have not the same frames, neither have all 8frame hives. But take 2 hives alike as to everything except size, as
for instance dovetailed hives, and the frames of the 10-frame hive are
the same as the frames of an 8-frame hive.

to Do Spring Feeding

When will be the proper time to feed sugar syrup this spring, in
Southern Missouri? Our bees are short of anything to eat just now.
We are giving them candy; that is, part of them. I think all will
need feed soon. I am afraid it is too cold to feed syrup yet. Our bees
Missouri.
did not store enough honey for winter stores last fall.
Answer. —There

is little danger in feeding syrup any time now,
getting so late that there is no probability that the bees will be
confined in the hive very long after being fed. But to be entirely on
the safe side, keep the candy going till the weather i6 warm enough
for the bees to fly nearly every day, and then give them a full feed of
syrup.
it is

»

Italianizing Black Bees
would like to Italianize some colonies of black bees in the
and thought the following plan might suit: Remove the
queens from the colonies of black bees and give them a frame of
brood from a colony of Italians. Will one frame of brood be sufficient
I

1.

spring,

for each colony of blacK bees?
2. As black queens are sometimes hard to find, how would it do to
get the hive ready, put on an entrance-guard, shake the bees in front
of the hive, and capture the black queen as she tries to enter?
3.

4.

of

it

About what time in the season 6hould the work be done?
Can I take Italian brood something like 2 miles without danger

being chilled and injured?
Will the frames of a 10-frame hive

an 8-frame hive?
Virginia.
Answers.— 1. If you mean that you will take away one frame of
black brood, replacing it with a frame of Italian brood, there would
not be any assurance of success, for with several frames of black brood
to one of Italian, there would be several chances to get a young black
queen to one of getting an Italian queen. If you take away all of the
black brood, then you will be sure of an Italian queen, and one frame
of brood will be sufficient for that purpose, only the colony would of
course not be so strong afterward with so much brood removed.
You can manage, however, to get along without taking away so
5.

fit

all its

;

Feeding Honey from Dead Colonies

Two years ago I bought 2 colonies of bees, and the fir6t year they
increased to 5 colonies. I lost 1 colony the spring of 1905, and last
fall I had 6 put away in good condition with plenty of honey for winI examined the hive and
ter, of which I just now lost one colony.
found the honey somewhat watery, running a little out of the hive.
What is the cause of this? Can I feed the honey if other bees clean
Indiana.
out the comb?
that

Answer. — If you had examined closely you might have found
Water
it was mostly water that wa6 running out of the hive.

may

be found running out of a hive containing a colony in good condition, the vapor from the bees settling on the cold walls of the hive
as water, aDd running out of the entrance. It may also settle on the
unsealed honey in the combs, making the honey thin, sometimes 60
thin as to run out. There is nothing unusual in all this, and you
need not fear to feed this honey to the bees when the weather gets

=j

•

One way

brood.

and then swap

#-•-»

Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

*
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Keeping Queens a Few Days— Dequeened ColoniesStimulative Spring Feeding— Age of NectarYielding Basswood Trees

*

as

IS,

warm.

Doctor miller's
Question 33ox

When

March

What

1.

few days

is

the best

way

in

which to keep one or more queens a

—a week or more —to be used to requeen other colonies?

2. I see different bee-keepers advocate leaving colonies queenless
for 4 or 5 days after returning them to their old hive by destroying or
caging the queen (in the production of comb honey), thereby stopping further swarming. Will not the bees rear another queen during
that time of their own accord? If 60, how can it be prevented?
3. What would be the best way to introduce a queen into a colony
after their being queenless as above described?
4. What i6 the safest and best plan to pursue in stimulating broodrearing in weak colonies in the spring, and how long before the

honey-flow should one commence?
5. How old does a basswood-tree usually get before

it

yields nec-

Wisconsin.

tar?

Answers.

—

1.

only for a week or
in any full colony.

In a nucleus if to be kept a considerable time. If
she will be all right in a provisioned queen-cage

so,

I understand you correctly, you mean that when a prime
issues the queen is removed, the swarm returned, and the colqueenless 4 or 5 days. I wonder if you haven't got that a
Most surely that would seldom stop further swarming,
little mixed.
for when the prime swarm i66ues there will be generally several sealed
queen-cells present, and a swarm will issue with the first virgin that
emerges. To prevent further swarming destroy all cells but one 6 or
Still better, go to the
7 days after the issuing of the prime swarm.
hive 6 or 7 days after swarming, in the still evening, and listen for the
evening
until you do hear
each
listening
young
queen,
piping of the

If

2.

swarm
ony

left

Then go the next morning and destroy

her.

all celle

remaining.

queen-cells, give the queen in a
provisioned queen-cage, allowing the bees to release her. A surer
plan will be to give the caged queen earlier, either as soon as the old
queen is removed, or any time within a week after the removal of the
old queen, only have the cage so the bees can not eat into the candy
Then at the time of destroying the cells uncover the
to release her.
candy so the bees can get at it to release the queen.
4. In your locality probably the safest and best thing is to see
that the bees have abundance of provisious, and let them entirely
aloue, for more harm thao good may be done by frequent feeding in
catchy weather. But in localities where there is nice warm weather
for bees to fly, and nothing to get for a week or more, then it may be
a good thing to feed a pound or so every other day.
perhaps about 10 years if it come6 from the 6eed,
5. I don't know
'jut 4 or 5 if sprouts spring up from a stump.

At the time of destroying

3.

all

;

-he Premiums we offer are all well worUi working for.
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bee-keepers

who have had some

experience.

beautiful and wonderful structures revealed by a microscope are such that they must be seen to be appreciated. [Here
some illustrations and verbal descriptions were given.] After
this you will be prepared to take ,,p some of the most wonderful facts and theories found anywhere in natural history.

The

What
copj

of a

is

the value of

fabulous sum.
was looking

Report of the Wisconsin State Convention
BY HARRY LATHROP.

Mr.

II.

II.

Moe

218.]

read a very good paper on

STUDIES

IN

BEE-NATURE

A

writer on the subject of bee-culture in the Wisconsin
Farmer states as fact that bees deposit from the point of the
Sting a drop of poison into honey-cells just before sealing
In view of this
this for the purpose of preserving the honey.
u is nothing strange that some people are prejudiced against
the finest of all health-foods. Even bee-keepers 1 have known
to be as ignorant as to suppose the pollen carried by the bees
was what they built the wax out of. These thoughts started
this paper.
All training, and particularly educational training, has
Especially interesting is the
for its aim some development.
development of the eyes and ears. The organs of seeing and
hearing are two of the most important by which we are in
communication with this world. It has been the writer's special privilege to spend many profitable years in school, both
as a student and a teacher. Honey has always had an attraction for me, ever since I can remember, and I am sure I have
not as yet lost my "honey-tooth," nor need I add that the
dollars and cent's are undervalued by me, any more than the
average of us. But what I wanted to emphasize is the value
and interest of Nature study. In this line bee-keeping furnishes a most interesting field.
well remember in my
I
younger days, how, after a little study of botany, a wholly
new world seemed to open up. Likewise, bee-study has
brought me in contact with some of the most wonderful and
interesting things in this wonderful world in which we are
living.
Possibly some may here draw a heavy sigh, intimating
that this is of no interest as it is not concerned with how to
make more dollars and cents. Permit me here to digress sufficiently to show how it may mean dollars and cents.
For instance, a neighboring bee-keeper, perhaps as successful as the average bee-keeper, had read somewhere that
the average life of the worker-bee, during the busy season,
was only 6 weeks. The question he propounded to me was
"Is this really so?"
The intelligent bee-keeper will readily
see how it must be exceedingly difficult for such a bee-keeper
to make intelligent preparation and management for a honey
harvest.
Again, last summer a gentleman who has kept bees a
good many years wished to know how to prevent swarming. He
said he wished to try a plan given him by a bee-keeper who
:

recommended it
he was advised

as working very successfully.
This man said
to "kill all the queens," whatever this meant.
that were issuing with a swarm.
few questions elicited
the fact that this gentleman was most blissfully ignorant of
the life history of the queen-bee or the worker-bee.
Such bee-keepers can, and do, follow simple rules for beekeepers as laid down in all of our books and periodicals on
bee-keeping.
Such a mechanical process may be successful
enough, but it does not belong to that intelligent class of beekeepers for which I am pleading.
But he who has not seen
the beauty of structure in our "pets" has not as yet become
interested in one of the most interesting and beautiful phases
of apiculture.

A

That

this subject is important
the statement of the case. as. in a

I

looked!

Some time ago

this

I

saw

a

The
I

original had been sold for a
wondered. 1 could see nothing.

Two simple
copj of Millet's "Angelus."
and hard-working persons, A common every-day rural scene.
A very, very common everj da) sight. But 'ere 1 left, a beau
In a busy life, a few minutes of rest.
tif ill thought dawned.
A few moments to think of something higher. A few moI

[Continued on page

all

famous painting.
at

a

ments for a higher life. What a wonderful thought! What
The Twenty-third Psalm is simple—very simple!
beauty!
Yet a great king constructed no work grander. Nothing more
beautiful; no monument ever constructed more grand or
This would he more fully appreciated by seeing
enduring.
some of the beauties and wonders revealed by the microscope.
(Interesting work for "long winter evenings." so as to get
acquainted jvith the bee.)
You will discover that truth is
"stranger than fiction." and be impressed with the idea so
"There are more wonders m
forcibly put by Shakespeare:
heaven and earth (and me) than were ever dreamed of."
And what of the result? Get acquainted with your fellow
bee-keepers and you will, as a rule, notice a clean, intelligent
men, much superior, in my way of thinking, to what
one generally meets with. It is well-known how one's occupation influences one, and leaves its characteristics upon one's
individuality.
Contrast, if you will, the burly and besotted
saloon-keeper, void of all soul and intelligence, with the clean
and intelligent bee-keeper, and there can be no question as to
the profession we ought to choose.
I think it was Dr. C. C. Miller wdio. in answer to a quesThis is a good sugtion, advised one to "live with his bees."
gestion.
You will solve many hard problems, and unravel
many wonderful mysteries by so doing. In addition you will
come to love your profession and enjoy your work. Those
who have read G. M. Doolittle's "Scientific Queen-Rearing"
will remember that it was by "lying awake nights," as he
puts it. that the interesting and wonderful principles under[Dr. Bigelow and Prof.
lying queen-rearing were evolved.
Cook's work were here spoken of, bee-books discussed, and
bee-exhibits mentioned.]
H. H. Moe.
class of

CHOOSING A LOCATION
To many, about the only thought considered in choosing a location would be that of a sunny spot on the south
side of a hill.
But a much broader view of the matter
should be considered in order to insure enjoyment in our
work and financial success. Therefore, it is of the greatest
importance that the man who engages in the business of
bee-keeping considers well all points bearing upon this
first step, that no unpleasantness may afterward
arise
which might make his occupation unenjoyable or unprofitable.
It would be well for him to go to an apiarist of say
20 to 40 years' experience in keeping bees in different localities and under varying conditions
one who has maintained out-apiaries, and produced both comb and extracted
honey, and practised outdoor and cellar wintering, and
counsel with him in regard to the matter.
I
am writing from the standpoint of one who wishes
to build up a home market for his product by retailing
his honey from house to house at regular intervals, and
at a living price; in other words, one who intends to get
out of the business all the enjoyment and money there is
in it for him.
Such an one will have two or three questions to settle, of a different nature than the man who intends to ship all his product.
>f course, his first question

—

<

must further appear from

will

measure, presented

Take plenty of
1.
Is it a honey-producing locality?
time to decide this. I would choose a place where there
is
more than one kind of pasturage to depend upon.
Maple, willows and orchards are desirable in spring, with
clover and basswood following, and heartsease and buck-

1>\

our

inimitable ex-Gox. Hoard.
The argument came to me with
much force, as I live in an important dairy district. Some
one asked him if brains were necessary to milking? It one
could turn one's brains out to milk?
Promptly the gentleman replied that he had never seen any milking "done without
the use of brains.
It is because of thi
value of brains that I have selected
this subject.
Bee-keeping is most excellent for the cultivation
of sharp eyes and a keen hearing.
In bee-keeping it is important to cultivate hearing and seeing.
The angry hum of
the bee. as contrasted with the musical call, so to Speak,
a Swarm entering a new hive; the peep of the queen, etc., must

be

would be quite sure of
wheat for the fall flow. Then
something each year. It would not be a bad plan to te
1

the prospective place by placing a half-dozen col
there two or three years, and note results.
2.
Is the field already occupied by other bee-keepers?
/erstock the place so that
If it is. another apiary mighl
neither would make anything; and if there is evidence that
it
is not overstocked, we should at least have a friendly
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any who may have bees there, to learn if our
coming would be congenial to him, for we should observe
the Golden Rule in this as well as in other matters.
3.
Are the people being supplied with honey? And
if so, at what price
wholesale or retail? If they are selling to their neighbors for the same price that they could
get were they to sell to the commission merchant or any
talk with

—

large buyer, then it \\ ould be of little use to locate there,
unless the bee-keepers could be gotten together, and a
price and plan of work agreed upon the same as dairy-

men

do.

Are they selling bees to their neighbors? I would
not want them to produce their honey I should want
4.

—

them; besides, there

more danger of
disease when there are a lot of small bee-keepers who are,
as a rule, not as careful as the specialist.
5.
Is there any foul brood in the neighborhood?
Though this one is not of as much importance as the other
questions, to the one who knows how to handle it should
it appear.
6.
Can I find a desirable spot upon which to locate
my apiary? Very much more depends upon this»than many
are aware, which often explains the secret of one man
getting better crops than his near neighbor.
The apiary should be located on a level with, or below,
a good portion of the surrounding country, that the heavily laden bee may have an easy flight homeward, and, if
possible, in a direction from your home (if it is an outyard) having a good road leading to it. Avoid a windy
to sell hone}' to

is

•

place.

The

advice usually given is to locate near water, but
experience has taught me that judgment should be exercised in this matter. I have at the present time two apiaries located on the banks of the Wisconsin River one at
Portage, which is about 20 rods, and the other 8 miles
south and 10 rods distant from the river, which is quite

—

My
blow

now on north slopes, and the wind can
from any quarter and still I can work opening
and no shade is needed for hives that are painted
yards are

a gale

hives,

white.
I believe that in most townships a place can be found
where bees may be kept at a profit, if rightly managed,

and having found a place with all conditions as satisfactory as desired, buy an acre or two, if possible, and if you
can't, rent it; place a telephone in a box attached to a
post in the center of the yard, especially if you employ
help go to work, be hopeful, make money, do good with
A. C. Allen.
your money, and be happy.

—

(Continued next week.)

year, which was the poorest season
was ever known in this part of the State.
years ago I had colonies that stored $25
worth of honey each. The honey-flow was so
great that they just kept me busy piling on
supers in order to keep them at work. It was

that

(Experiences

I

Bees Wintering Well
Bees
right.

are wintering well— 10 colonies all
Prospects are good tor another year.

James H. Fisher.
Cementon,

Pa.,

March

15, 1906

wide at both places, and I am sure that many times, when
the bees have been crossing the river on windy days large
numbers of them have been blown into the water and lost.
Fishermen have told me that a mile below one of these
yards they have seen hundreds of dead bees floating on the
water, and if such numbers are observed at such a distance
from the yard, there is no telling what the loss may be.
So it is best not to locate too near such a body of water.
My other yard is located near the Baraboo River, in a
timbered, hilly place, well protected from wind, and I am
sure no bees are lost there. I have had apiaries protected
from all quarters, and those not protected at all, and my
choice is a spot on a north slope, well protected from all
other sides. A yard so placed is out of the reach of the
prevailing south winds of summer.
Many times I have driven 7 miles to an out-yard,
starting on a beautiful, still morning, and when I had
worked but a short time the wind was blowing at such a
rate from the south that I could not work without a windbreak, and sometimes not then. Although this yard was
on a south slope, and in a good clover country, I had to
move it, for the wind not only caused me much loss of
time, but the bees did not do well there.

last

Heports cmb

March

Two

a grand sight to see the busy little workers
tumbling in and out of the hive.
I used to keep bees and supplies at Jerseyville, ill., but
I am now located out here
amongst the alfalfa fields of Western Colorado, and I think this is one of the finest climates in the world.
E. S. Armstrong.
Olathe, Colo., Feb. 22.

piece of oil-cloth large enough to fold down
tie about the hive.
Over this was placed
the box weighted down with a stone.
One colI took a peep at them yesterday.

and

ony had finished their candy all but a little
rim around the outside. I gave them some
more and covered them up again. The others
still had some candy left.
I thought it would
be safer to try to winter them thus than to
transfer after it was too late to feed syrup.
All the bees were flying yesterday and working on the sap of the maple-trees, but to-day
Many bees about
it is snowing and blowing.
here will perish this spring on account of
lack of stores.
Center, Mo., Feb. 28.

5.

Freeman Davis.

Bees Carry Eggs

Wintering Quietly
Bees are wintering quietly in the cellar, but
the condition of the floor seems to indicate
that there were a larger number of old bees
than usual with which to commence the
winter.
R. B. Ross, Jr.
Montreal, Que., March 5.

A Long Honey-Comb— Wintering
Well
noticed on page 138, an account of the
night-working bees in the jungles of India,
and how long and wide they make their
I

combs. That is nothing to brag of, for we
can beat that right out here in Colorado. I
do not mean the night-working bees, but the
long combs.
I took a swarm of bees out of a house for a
friend of mine 2 years ago, and I found one
continuous comb 9>^ feet long by i2 to 14
inches wide, and it was perfectly straight and
smooth on the front 6ide, not a spur or bracecomb attached to it, and it was all sealed or
capped over from the top down to within
about 2 feet of the floor that had some brood
in it!
I was very sorry afterward that 1 did
not have a photograph taken of it, for it was

Mr. Diefendorf, on page 165, asks for proof
that bees carry eggs. I have no proof to
offer, for I have never seen a bee running
around with a bone in her mouth, but I have
evidence that is very convincing that bees do
carry eggs.

One day I took a frame and the queen out
of a strong colony and put it in a new hive.
Then i took a frame out of a nucleus, where
the queen was too young to lay. On the
empty frame was a queen-cell about the center which was nicely polished, but had never
been used. I put this frame in where the
queen and bees were taken out, and in 6 days
there was a queen-cell nearly ready to 'seal
over.
I have often seen two eggs in a cell, but the
extra bees are always removed before they
hatch. I think the workers carry these eggs
to other cells, though I have never seen it
done.
L. A. Smith.
Columbia

Falls,

Mont.

Late Fall Feeding— Bees

Working

on Maple Sap

;

a very beautiful sight to behold.
Who can
beat it? I got 2 wash-tubs of honey out of it
and what was n behind, and 2 large swarms
of bees at least I made 2 out of it, for I think
there was a wa6h-tubful of bees altogether.
Behind the front comb f found one comb 5
feet long full of brood.
Bees have wintered well in this section as
far as I know. My bees did not make expenses

—

Last fall I bought 3 colonies of bees in boxhives.
As near as I could tell, they seemed
fairly strong in bees and very light in stores.
I thought it too late to feed 6yrup, so with a
brace and bit I cut out a hole 6 inches square
in the covers.
I made boxes about 6 inches

high with the same outside dimensions as the
top of the hives. I laid sticks acros6 the
holes in the hive-tops and placed cakes of
candy over them. With a piece of old carpet
I covered it up snugly.
Over this I placed a

Clover Seems to Be Iojured
Bees seem to be wintering very nicely injthe
cellars thus far.
We have had practically no
snow here this winter, and that, with our
many thaws followed by hard freezing, has
injured the clover badly. But it may come
it looks now.
_j
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Borodino. N. Y., Feb. 28.

out better than

Feeding Iron-Rusted Honey— QueenEggs that Wouldn't Hatch
I noticed on page 187 a remedy given Jfor
bee-paralysis, of sulphur and molasses, and
also to cleanse the blood.
Now I have no
fight to make on the treatment, but want to
say that iron rust will not cleanse the blocd.
I had some honey in a
I have just tried that.
rusty can that had granulated, and I placed it
in a vessel of water on the stove, liquefying
it in the can, and all the loose rust mixed up
I fed it to the bees.
in the honey.
The result was that it killed them at once.
I could
not believe that the honey containing rust
was the cause at first, so I took honey from
another can which had no rust, and fed the
two side by side, and now I am 6ure that the
honey containing the rust wa6 the cause of
the death of the bees. There was enough of
the rust to cause the honey to be very dark.
If any one else has had like experience, I
would like to hear it, or if my conclusions
are not correct, will some one please tell what
was the cause?
_
A question for the sages: I have had in
i

March
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Last season I carried 4 colonies out into the
country about 8 miles to see how they would

my apiary 9 or 3 queens that were as fine layers as any, but not one egg would hatch, and
I have moved frames of eggs to colonies where
everything was perfectly reasonable for a
hatch, but not an egg hatched. I know that
the eggs of a queen that has never been permitted to mate will hatch, and so will laying-workers' eggs hatch, so why not these!
Berelair, Tex., Feb. 1". John W. Pharr.

Why

do. Two of them did nothing, and two stored
I brought them in
10 pounds of honey each.
in the fall, and the two that stored the honey
commenced to die, and they keep it up. It
seems to me that enough have died to depopulate the colony, but there are still bees in the
hive working nicely. Why have those two
died off so much more than the rest of the
bees? The other colonies haven't died to
amount to anything at all. I do not understand it. Any information will be appreciated.
I read the bee-papers with much interest. I
can get more practical information out of
them than I cau out of any of the bee-books
that I have. Still the books are all right. The
index to the American Bee Journal is fine.
The one in another bee-paper is not as plain
as yours, but they are both all right.
W. C. Edoeworth.
Little Rock, Ark., Feb. 18.

Did the Bees Die Off?

This has been a very mild winter so far;
bees were gathering pollen in January from
maple, I think, as it was in bloom, but there
came a cold spell for a couple of weeks and
stopped all work on the bees' part, Feb. 14
was very warm for that time of year, and when
I came home at 5 p.m. the bees were rolling
the next morning it was freezin the pollen
ing, but to-day bees are working nicely.
;

(Courtesy EpworthlHerald.

A

.Mistake.

Some people passed
me,
I

beerd one
" Is

I

in

back ob

a-talkin', ef yo' please;

isper to her friend

dat a hive

fo'

bees ?"

man book rieht
then (it sut'nly struck me

looked up from

[funny

"Mah
hive

lan's !"
;

l's

I

said, " I aint

jus a

li'P

>;

no

honey."

—St. Nicholas.
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INVESTIGATE THE

oofs 5ee Supplies
You know what

2

«

I
Jj

means. Four
Goods on hand.

this

carloads of New
Our business increased last year
100 percent over 1904. This is a
proof that we are saving- our cusTry us. Low
tomers money.
Freight Rates from Toledo.
Large Discounts— that tells the
story. Our 80-page Catalog is
sent free.
Monroe

Street,

Write Tor a free copy of

my

book describing

Profitable

Combinations
of Egg, Broiler
and Roaster

GRIGGS BROS.
521

t\ \

POULTRY BUSINESS

§

8
C

TOLEDO, OHIO.

Farms
gives the prices paid for eggrs and poultry
week by week for the past three years. It
It

how and when a hatch taken off each
the year could be most profitably
marketed. It shows how you can make $2.00
on a large winter roaster. It tells what
profits can be made with each of the poputells

Bee Journal

Mention
/

HOOT

5? Ed. *S8.

when

writing.

9I8IP.JM

week in

and the costs of production.
I have helped thousands to make money
with poultry.
My Model Incubators and
Brooders are used on the money-making
farms. It is my business to teach those who
use them to do so profitably. Whether your
needs are small or large, I will furnish without charge, estimates and plans for a complete equipment that will insure success
without your spending a dollar uselessly.
lar breeds,

Send

for

my

complete

literature.

CHAS. A. CYPHERS
3926HenrySt.

Buffalo, N. Y.

A Commendable Incubator

Idea.

Those of our readers who have had any experience with incubators will
novel idea embodied in the

appreciate the

Gem

Incubator

Removable Chick-Tray and Nursery. It has
a great many commendable features both as
regards advantages favorable to the chicks
as well as the care of the eggs and the machine during the hatching period. This Chick
Tray and Nursery is so made that it can be removed from the incubator combined or separately
that is, the egg-tray can be removed
without disturbing the nursery. The nursery
is large and roomy, and affords a desirable
place for the chicks as they come from the
egg-shells, and avoids the crowding and
trampling so objectionable in many incubators.
Its heating 6ystem is different from
other machines, and is so arranged that it is
impossible for the machine to become overheated. The ventilation and moisture are
controlled in the Gem Incubator automatically
a feature which should appeal to the
buyer of incubators with more than ordinary
force.
This machine will hatch duck, turkey, goose or pheasant eggs just as successSend for illusfully as it does chicken eggs.
trated catalog which explains these machines
in detail, and which can be had on request to
the Gem Incubator Co., Trotwood, Ohio, if
you mention the American Bee Journal.
;

i

And

last

I Never Go Out
p
from 5 to 21 years no

Otisville, Pa., Jan.

18, 1904.

Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers your new style is
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks inFred Fodner.
duced me to get mine.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

^

FENCE V££ g

Made of High Carbon colled wire. We
have no agents. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.

pay all freight. Catalog shows 37
Styles and heights of farm and poultry
fence. I t'sfree. Buy direct. Write today

—

We

COILED SPRING FENCE CO
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.
Box 89

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

WANTED
Young man

to take care of an apiary of
colonies, and care'ully pack bee supplies

shipping.

ojuf

An

300
for

TRESTER SUPPLY CO.
NEB.
LINCOLN,

AT MUSKOGEE.
Sale in a

IND. TER.

first-class district.
Apiary For
One chance in a thousand to secure an up-todate business on a home market. Address.

9A4t

W. S. MITCHELL,
Natiosil Soldiers' Home,

Ton.

Send to

For Queens

JOHN W.PHARR

WHAT YOU
C ET FOR
larpe package Heel

1

Berclair, Tex.

and
satisfaction on all Queens. To do
judgment is more acceptable with the Lord
justice

than sacrifice.— (Prov. 3:21.)

Mention

Bee Journal

C:UT<>t

1

Cue mber

l

l.ettnn_

the same prices as last
He
year- Tested, $1; Untested, 7ne; 5 for $3.25;
10 for $6; 15 for $8.25; 25 for $12.50; 100 for
He breeds Goldens, Carniolans, and 3$45.
Band Italians. Also 1. 2, and 3 frame Nuclei
and full colonies. Prices given on applicaPharr pays the freight, and guarantees
tion.

Pnrsnip

will furnish at

5Atf

when wrltlnc

cents.
1

large package Squash
11
11

pint

Melon
'l'n r

nip

Parsley
Ha.lish
Dill
i

»»

"

pint
pint

Cabtiane
"
Pumpkin
"
Penper
King's WonUer
I*eas
Early

American Wax
Beans
Holmes' Early
Sweet Corn

Tomato

vout table all sanimpr. Gel yoni
vegetables fresh out of the garden every day, and
know what yon arc eating, 1'liis entire eoHf-i ioti ol
seeds, best in the world, only 50 cents. Semi your
orders early and get your srois on time to plant.

What von

Mareh

neeil for

3LENDALE NURSERY, EVERETT, MASS.

IS,

1906

March
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CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE

FOR SALE

is

8-room, 2-story frame house, bee-cellar,
coal-cellar, soft water, 3 lots; also 85 colonies
bees, in lOfratne Jumbo hives; 141 10-frame

Louise Street,

With this wonderful invenmaking Sections may be reduced to $1.15
such Machine will interest you, write for

per 1000. If
further information.
mean business.

ISO

2 qts. ni

hatches 50eegs and raises chicks
Catalogue free. CYCLE HATCHER CO., Box 333, Salem, New York.

unless you

Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

METAL MOTHERS
J7.50.

it

My

Stratford, Ont., Canada.

brooalnjE plant for

not write about

am

W. BOWLING.

Complete lire-proof batching anr

Do

BEE-SUPPLIES AND QUEENS

ing cans; 100 excludiog-zincs, enough flxiogs
for 100 colonies, with good honey-business.
Will sell bees separate or with the property.
to

covered by two Patents.

tion the cost of

and 25 8-frame Langstroth supers; 1250 clean
Langstroth extractingcombs; 9x4 feet Solar
wax-extractor, pans holding 500 pounds; one
reversible extractor, and 2 other kinds; stor-

Apply

24

NE^WTON

CHARLES MONDENG,
AVE.,

Mention

Bee

MINNEAPOLIS,

N.,

when

Journal

IMINN.

writing.

Bees, Queens and Bee-Supplies

We

manufacture standard dovetailed beehives and supplies, cheaper than you ever
bought before. Our Queens and Bees stand
Untested, ~5c each
at the head in quality.
14.25 for 6, or $8 per doz. Tested. $1.25 each
$12 per doz. Select Tested, $1 50. Special
prices to dealers in large lots on application.
State Agent6 for Dittmer's Foundation.
Catalog

SS
f£u

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if vou send your orders to

MFG. CO.
PAGE & LYON "Wis.
New

free.

THE BEE & HONEY COMPANY

London,

(Will Atchley, Prop.)
Beeville. Bee Co., Texas.

Mention

PROFITABLE
POULTRY
book tellinp how to make

a

when

Bee Journal

big
money raising poultry how to breed, hatou,
and rear the best payinn varieties. Fully describes and illustrates Berry's "Biddy" incubator and pure-bred poultry sent for 3c.
Bern/'s Golden Rule Poultry Farm.Boi 72 .Clnrinda.la.
Is

writing.

64-pm,'e

;

This

CA LIFOR NIA
C.

know it is a good hive.
want YOU to know it, too.
Here is a hive without dovetails.

We

—

THE

rrr MAKING
'

ist

a

cor-

We

W. DAYTON,

bone

The

ners are not nailed. It can be as easily taken
apart as put together in a few moments.
Simple in construction.
also have the Dovetailed and Langstroth Hives, Sections, Smokers, and everything used in the apiary.
See our special offer in last week's issue of
American Bee Journal. You'd better write
ELGIN."
us today and order five of "
A postal will bring you our price-list.

CHATS WORTH, CALIF.

^P

"The Elgin"

WE

Improvtmeut of bees by selection is simply
the rejection of the poorest. When any real
advance is made, locality or the blossoms the
bees work upon is to blame for it. If you care
to learn more particulars respecting onr locality drop us a postal card.
9D2t

is

The National Supply

hen's natural work. Cut
is the raw material she

needs to make her
H lay
an egg a day. A
.AA K_fl
CROWN BONE CUT-

Co.

ELGIN, ILL.

VPI ^01 TER

will
prepare
the food from scrap
bones quickly, easily. Write for
catalog— tells about the Crown.
Wilson Bros,, Box b 18, Eastern, Pa.

;

MOORE'S
LONO-TONQUES AND GOLDEN QUEENS
Select Untested, Jl:

6.

for $5; 12 for $9. Tested,

Best Breeders, $3

$1.50; 6 for $8.

50.

Safe arri-

W. A. RAILS.
ORANGE, CALIF.

val guaranteed.

7D6t

An Kvergreen

Specialist.

— In

We

pays to be a specialist. No matter
line or profession in which one is engaged it pays to master thoroughly every de-

days

in the Apiary, and carry a large stock
the best goods at

manufacture everything needed

greatest variety.

these

We assure you

LOWEST PRICES

it

what

and to know that one thing perfectly
from A to Z. Mr. D. Hill, of Dundee, 111.,
has long been known as an evergreen spe-

facilities enable us to make prompt 6hipment6 over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
and damaged. We make the
transferred
goods
in having

tail,

and our excellent freight

Mr. Hill has given the subject of
transplanting and transporting these trees

cialist.

and

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives

method

of digging
seldom any
loss caused by the operation, and the trees
thrive and do well in their new locations even
though they may have to travel many hundred of miles before being placed where they
The Dundee
are to remain permanently.
Nurseries also include deciduous trees, shrubs,
and other plants usually found in a wellstocked nursery. Any one contemplating the

special attention,

and packing

is

his

such that there

is

planting of evergreens, or the other sorts
will do well to secure a copy of Mr. Hill's
catalog, recently from the press, beautifully
illustrated, and contains full information of
value to any one in need of nursery stock. It
Address D. Hill,
will be sent free on request.
Dundee Nurseries, Dundee, 111. Mention the
American Bee Journal when writing.

prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
want
illustrated and descriptive catalog and price list upon request.
now. Write
every bee keeper to have our Catalog.
Address,
to-day.

Our

our free

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

KRET6HMER MFG.

I
m —

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street. Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Yallette & Son, Salina, Kaj.
German.
or i_itiu.au.
r.lIgl-O-- Ul
in English
issued 111
Catalogs 1SSUCU
V^aiaiOgS

Mention

We

Bee Journal

when

writing:.

sw
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Get the Best
"

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

Ponder "

to

Why

put up with
goods when

inferior

you may

ju6t as well

nave tlie Best?

BEE-SUPPLIES

They
more.

cost you no
In many cases
In all cases
qual-

can save you money.
give the most tor the money,
I

ity considered.

Remember,

Everything used by Bee- Keepers.

IN

tlf

you wish to purchase finest quality
monthly price-list of honey.

of HONEY

Prompt

Catalog Free.

.'.

i'i

lowest Freight-rates.
Write for estimates and new Catalog.

eral discounts now.

For cash orders before Mar. 1. 4 percent
For cash orders before Feb. 1. 6 percent
For cash orders before Apr. 1 2 percent

'

WALTER
T#.*" '*•.*

"if?

TfF

Mention

^F

Tffjt *.9?

*!#.*

Tf? *# >#» >.•

when

Bee Journal

^?f?

"!f.»

*!#.•

T?fr

-»•.*

It

need6 no introduction.

Hscount on Bee- Supplies

Beeswax wanted— 27c cash, 29c when taking bee-supplies

Extracted Honey For Sale.

in

IN

New
If

is

for March.

60-pound cans that
HONEY in freight
at these prices

filled

superior to anything heretofore

PROMPTLY
PRICES, send your order

YORK HONEY

AND BEE

to

Not'

CO.

SUPPLY

Inc.

i

H. M. ARND, MGR.
CHICAGO, ILL. (^
Street,
141 Ontario

Long Distance 'Phone, North

1559.

YORK H0NEY anudppbeve C0.

Everything the beekeeper needs. Distributing house
Prices. Now is the time to buy for next season.

for

Mo.,

&

construction

QEO. H.

STAHU

Qulncy

Bee Journal

when

writing.

GEORGIA

The best the world can produce
much can you use? Prices quoted quick
Send for our Catalog and "Special"
8

ana

action. Batchea every fertile
egg. Write for catalog to-daj

'

Southern bee-keepers call on me for
free information regarding the best methods.

and

all

PRACTICAL APICULTURE is my
specialty. Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Bees,
Queens. J. J. WILDER, Cordele, Ga.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

10A2t

GO.

an

I

in cans or barrels.

BEESWAX at all times in the year.

SCOT

is

INCUBATOR
Perfect In

I

Lewis' Goods at Factory

—free.

G. M>

ILL.

published at St.
exceedingly handsome

-80 For
IO
«200 Egg

Discount for Early Orders
"We buy

CHICAGO,

journal. The March issue consists of 64
pages, with beautiful cover design in two
colors, and i6 the regular Gardening Annual
of this publication. Prize gardening articles
are submitted from various parts of the
country, which cover the subject of the management of the home garden in a very effective manner. These articles are well illusAnother feature is an illustrated artrated.
ticle on the subject of spraying fruit-trees,
with suggestions for making and applying
the spray mixtures needed in the spring. The
illustrations show a number of spraying outfits, with mixing tanks, elevated platforms,
The paper is a credit to its publishers,
etc.
and is full of live, fresh matter of value to
every one interested in growing fruit or who
desires to make the home garden more of a

Mention

How

St.,

The Fruit Grower,

-

Samples 8 cents, to pay postage and packing.
on the quantity you mention.

l

s

141-143 Ontario

success.

BEE SUPPLIES
FINE EXTRACTED HONEY

:

—

exchange.
Sample, 10 cents.

190C Catalog for either line Free.

AT FACTORY

we can

2 cans,
ship by return
boxed, at S}{ cents a pound ; 4 or more cans at
one time, 8 cents a pound all f.o.b. Chicago. Cash with order. Sample, by mail, 8
in stamps, to cover package and postage.

Prices on application.

put on the market.

you want orders

60-POUND CANS

We have a good supply of Pure Alfalfa

Joseph,

1906 Cornell Incubator

writing.

A (\ fi rfl ^ ^

2 percent

Cornell Incubators, Peep 0' Day Brooders
and Cornell Chick Machinery unSxcelud
The

IOWA
when

HONEY

writing.

LEWIS' BEEWARE
known

7th St.

-PURE ALFALFA^

^I^^l? '^I."

BEE-KEEPERS'
AND
POULT RY SUP PLIES
is so well

W.

MOINES,

Bee Journal

Mention

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

Sr ?f? Tf?TfV TfiTTf?

I>ES

POUDER,

S.

Lib-

Address,

NYSEWANDER,

JOS.

.

565-567

*

Many thousands of
now on hand, ready

Shipping facilities unsurpassed. All points
reached by direct lines, thus insuring ihe

my

FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE, and avail
Why not secure your BEE-SUPPLIES
yourself of the following very liberal discounts? Goods all Root Quality.
.

THE WEST.

dollars worth of goods
for distribution.

Service.

for your local trade, write for

in the

largest stock ot

BEE-SUPPLIES

NOW

isjf

have been over 20 years

business, and carry the

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .-. .•.
free

I

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

Street

INDIANA POLis"'|ND

•5.*

•J**!*

.;..{.

65c

for

12 Names fi" ^See 8sanandp-a-c°i
I

r

taken— we

will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Ca.ll— reg. sub. price 40c a year. P. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.

ftarapa

"In eyery country the successful advertiser

is

the continuous advertiser."

FAKMBRS CALL,

yuincy,

III.

March
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Lowest Prices Headquarters for Bee-Supplies
Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

Big Discount for Early Orders

RATES FROM

On Cash Orders
Before November

"

December

"
"

"

March

"

April

are the

1

9 pereen

1

8

January 1
February 1

7
6
2

1

"

as 'mostiall freight

You

E

Order for

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the

keepers

in

|J
I
^Cf, \J

prices, refer to

We

quote white sage, 6J6@7J6c; light
at 6@7c, according' to quantity; buck*
at 6c per pound; Southern at 50@60c per
gallon, according to quality. Beeswax steady
Segelken.
Hildreth
at 29@31c.

Cincinnati, March 8.— The demand for comb
honey has brightened considerably since we
last reported; in all probability, by the close of
April, the market will be bare of comb honey.
This will be encouraging to the bee-keeper.
Nevertheless, to advance the price is out of the

I)oney axxb
4- 23eestrax^
Chicago, March 7— Choice white comb honey

market

for

comb

honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@ 16c for fancy white clover; 14@15c
for No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,
Extracted honey is in good demand at
13c.

While clover in barrels
following prices:
brings 6Ml@7c: amber, 5%iS 554c; in cans every
grade from lgilHc higher. Beeswax is firm
and

in

The
pay.

good demand at 28 and 30c.
above are our selling prices, not what we
Griggs Bros.

Indianapolis, Feb. 2.— Fancy white clover
16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds

comb brings

the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14(§H5c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8&(§9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beeswax sells here for $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

we continue to quote fancy
white comb honey at 14@15c. The demand for
extracted honey does not come up to our expectations; we quote amber at from 5J4@6V6c, according to the quality; fancy white, in 601b.
cans, 8c. Choice bright, yellow beeswax, 30c.
Thb Fred W. Muth Co.
question; therefore,

is not plentiful, and it sells upon arrival at 15c
Other grades of comb are not in deper pound
mand and sell at uncertain prices of 10@14c per
pound. Choice white extracted, 6)4 @7}4c; amber grades, 5J4@6Kc. Beeswax, 30c per pound.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

19.— The

wheat

&

JAflESTOWN, N.Y.

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as

usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to 13.75 per case of 24 sections; off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7H@8|ic; light amber,
6^@7#c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.
The Colo. Honey-Producers1 Assn.

Kansas

City, Feb.

19.

— The supply of

We

comb

quote
is fairly large, also extracted.
fancy No. 1 white 24-section honey at $3.00 per
White extracted b^c, and
case'; amber, $2.15.
Keeswax, 25@30c.
light
6c.

honey

amber

C.

C.Clemons &

Co.

Cincinnati, March 7.—-The demand for comb
honey is slow, prises obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems tc be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote fency white, 14@16c Amber
extracted in barrels, 5K@5J£c; in causae more;
fancy white clover in 60-lb. cans, 7K@3!-6 cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in clover, from
6J"£@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.

the «<>I.I>E* VEL
LOWS, CAR^IO-

catalog, page 29.

C.

H.W. Webbr.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When

consigning, buying or selling, consult

CO.
199 South Water St. Chicago,
Mention

Usually at this time of the year
bee-men wake up to realize that they may carry
their honey over and send it to the market to be
soid at any price rather than hold it. At the
present time the market is fairly well cleaned
We quote: Fancy white comb honey,
up.
16@17c; amber, 13@14c; extracted white clover,
Beeswax firm.
7(S>8c; amber, 6@7c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Selser.
on commission.
the market.

York, Feb. 19.— The demand

is

fairly

good for better grades of white, and while the
near by crop is fairly well cleaned up, new arrivals are now coming in from Cuba, besides
several cars have been shipped on from California. We quote fancy white at 15c; No. 1,
13@14c; No. 2. 12c; amber, lie; buckwheat,
10@llc. Extracted in fairly good demand, especially California, of which there is abundant

I
!<
^
'S
£
i^

Bee Journal

III.

writing.

"lien

ONE TON
White Clover Honey
Candied— a 60-pou/id can,

$6.

Cash and

instructions sent to Farmers' Bank.

JOHN

C.

STEWART

HOPKINS, MO.

8Atf

FOR SALE

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California Water-White White Sage and Light

HONEY

in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
Amber
cans and new cases. Write for prices and samples, and state quantity you want.

Hildreth
265

&

267

34Atf

Greenwich

& Segelken

Street,

New York, N.Y.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Cash

for

Beeswax

Highest market price paid promptly all the
time for good wax.
Frank G.Clark, 147 E.KinzieSt.Ghicago.lll.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
HAtf

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

BEE-SUPPLIES
We handle the finest Bee-Supplies, made by the W. T. Falconer
Mfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Big Discounts on early orders. Let us
figure with you on your wants.
°
Muth Special Dovetail Hives have a Honey-Board, Warp-Proof
Cover, and Bottom-Board. Think of it, same pric e as the regular st yles.

?5 Send

?
^

;

|

for Catalog.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 Walnut Street,

^wtvtvtywf^

*|

BURNETT &

R. A.

S. Potjder.

Philadelphia, Feb. 19.— The condit'on of
the honey market is much more firm than it
was a year ago at this time, with much less on

New

my

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

amber

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

bred in separate apiaries,

I\I

H.W.WEBER™

C.
supply.

-

March

for

^
K
P.
hJ
*i MAl^k

tTee

RED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.
For

Office

Our large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,

Toledo, Feb.

zTJZ™™

4 Percent Discount
Let me
^v VTTlTl^Td
book your

25 Years

-

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

LA:\S,

bee

what

is

will

"

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for IS years (monthly,

experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

OF ALL KINDS

most

SOUTH

now goes through

"

Bee= Supplies
Established Nearly

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY
for the

"

4

1

CINCINNATI

FREIGHT-

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

BEWARE
WHERE

VOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST

BEWARE
where: you buy your

BEEWARE
I

WISI

WATER TO WN}_

MAKES THE FINEST

BEWARE
WHERE

YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE

WIS

fWATCRTOWN,

I

MAKES THE FINEST

BEWARE
WHERE

YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
n
J

[

WISI

WATER TO WN,

MAKES THE FINEST
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Contents of this Number
Illustrations

March

x

«

Editorial

334

W.

YORK 8 COMPANY

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

How About Your Bees' Stores?
Mild Winters and Locality
What and How to Feed Bees in Spring
Miscellaneous Netos

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

of this Journal is
the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 60
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
indicates tbe

end of the month to which your subscription is pa-.d.
For instance, "dec06" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19U6.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

14 lines

make one

A
l

inch.

Disinfecting Introducing Queens

4 times
5 per cent
"
" ....10
13
'•
" ....20
26

100 lines... 5 per cent
"
500 " ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
"
...30
2000

"

...30

"

Mr.

JSasty's Afterthoughts

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To

promote the interests of
its

its

members.

members

in their

lawful rights.

3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Plattevilie, Wis.

jy

If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
ublishers of the American Bee Journal.

252
253
252

—
254
253
253
253
253

and Honey-Production

—

J.

can Bee Journal

Our

254

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

and thbroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
guccess with bees.
is clearly

The book we mail

for $1.20, or club

with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we wiU
mail it as a premium for sending us

—

;

THREE NEW

subscribers to the Bee

Journal for one year, with

$3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

—
334

Dearborn

CHICAGO, ILL

Street,

Hall— One of Canada's Foremost BeeKeepers
255

B.

Sister Bee-Keepers

—

Bees Wintered Well
Honey for Freckles and Liver Spots
Thinks She Wants Large Hives

Dr. Miller's Question-Box
in

256
256
256

—

in

Hives

in

257
256
256
257

February

Formalin for Foul Brood
Increase by Dividing

Making Combined Comb-Guide and Starter
Sweet Clover
Temperature in Center of Winter Bee-Cluster
Use of the Bee's Sting
Wiring Frames With Starters Only
Reports a?id Experiences

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Aplcaltnral Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal .,
FOR HIS

Upper Hive-Stories

Drones and Brood

2d.— To protect and defend

"251

Apiarian Readers and Reading
Binding Volumes of Paoers

Drone Comb

Bee Keepers' Association

over 500 pages, being revised by those

It

Canadian Beedoni

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning-.

National

252
252
252

.

What Line of Work Shall We Take Up 1

Space Discounts.

This is one of the standard books on'
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains

Each subject

Experience in Buying Queens
Full-Weight vb. Short-Weight Section Honey
How Can We Rear Better Queens ?
Methods of Feeding Bees
Odors Among Bees— Some Observations
Quick Queen-Finder

Southern Beedotn

inch accepted.

Time Discounts.

52

250

—

Somewhat High Bee-Keeping
Something More About "Mouses"

Advertising, Rate, per Agate Line, 10c.

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

—

Contributed Special Articles

Proliflcness

Nothing- less than

Jtej/is

249
249
249

Apiary of H. A.Doty

$1.00 a year, in

Honey-Bee

ac«

«jk?

and Comments —

III.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

245
255
245

Caucasian Bees— Something Favorable,
249
Concerning Caucasians — Characteristics and
Markings
250

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE

r

J\ otes

»

iM.~>

Ferris (A. K.) at Work
Hall. J. B
Part of Apiary of A. K. Ferris

1906

Langstrothontne

—

Apiary of H. A.Doty

22,

2Srt

257
256
257
257

—

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount* to tbe Trade.
Bee Journal when -writing.

Mention

The Rietsche Press
Made of
structible,

Fine Prospects for Honey
Good Prospects in Utah
He's "Agin" the Japanese
Indications for a Honey Crop
Not a Heavy Rainfal

257
257
257
257
257

artificial stone.

Practically Inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

re-

Comb

foundation made easily and
?uickly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50 cash
with order. Address,
sults.

—

ADRIAN GETAZ,
v

FURNITURE FROM THE ST. LOUIS WORLD'S FAIR &r <&S8
20 Princess Dressers, 8». 50 each.
250 Dressers, finished in golden oak and mahogany, 84.00 to llfi.00 each.
250 Hotel Commodes, 81.25 to 88 75.
75 Combination Dressers and Commodes in golden oak finish, 85. T5 each.
500 well constructed, saddle seat, Arm
15 beautifully carved and decorated Sideboards. 87.00 to 885.00 each.
Rockers, spindled backs, 81.85 each. 250 fine Couches, tufted and plain tops, hardwood frames, carved legs,

open spring work construction, in three lots. 84.50. 87.00 and 8H.50. Beauti.
(u I. genuine leather Couches, deep diamond tufted tops, 30 inches wide, 80 inches
long, oak frames, new stvleopen spring work construction. Worth 840; each 822.

Ask for our Free 500-poce Catalog No. 2900 on Furniture, Household
Goods, Harware, Rooflntr and everything for the home and the farm. We buy
our poods at Sheriff's and Receiver's Sales.
CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO. 35th and Iron Sts CHICAGO

IN

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

%T3.G. Goodner, of

this State, writes

me that

he " prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it."— A. G.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

,

"

5
I

It Is

continuous advertising

that Impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

'

,

NOT

45Atf

THE TRUST

For High-Grade
Cans
Prices Always
the Lowest

Write for Prices,
Stating Quantity
1

Wanted

Friction

Top Cans

Prompt shipment and careful attention given to ail orders.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
Made by

for

Honey and Syrup

Special prices to

members of the Bee-Keepers' Associations.
CO., 1035 W. 47th Street, CHICAQO, ILL.

CANNERS CAN
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F0FOATM"
IT EXCELS

DADAIT'S

EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES of kinds.
Beeswax Wanted
all

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

*•£.

.

.

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

QUEENS

Special Sale on

HIVES AND SECTIONS
Until

March

IS.

—

Dovetail Hives, 8-frame, l%-

Best 3-band Italian 1 Untested Queen, 75c;
6 for $4; 12 for S7.25. One 2 frame Nucleus
with Queen, $2.25; 10 in one bunch, $17.50.

story, 1 2S; 10-frame, $1.40; No. 1 bee-way Sections, 3 .90; No. 2, $3.40; 241b. Shipping-Cases,
13c;

Foundation, Smokers,
page Catalog free.

for 24

w.
Bee

cheap.

Send

LUTHER PRESSWOOD,

SO^R,

Jacks, ^n. MICH.
Journal when wrltlne.

Rnral Route

Mention

D.

etc.,

DON'T WAIT

RELIANCE, TENN.
when writing.

6E7t

3,

Bee Journal

Mention

you

FOUNDATION
DITTMER'S
THE BEST MADE
IS

make

The Pacific Rural Press has been a household word throughout California for 35 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
soil or products of California. Weekly, illustrated: Edited by practical specialists. Two.
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.

Pacific Rural Press,

for the season to start before

order your Bee=Supplies

We

iL,California

working wax

a specialty of
Retail Wholesale

—

for Cash.

San Fbancisco, Cali^_
330 Market Street,
Please mention the Bee Journal.
SOAtf

65c

for

12 Names

1

Mention

FAKMEKS CALL, QulDCy,lll.
when writing.

Bee Journal

—Jobbing

The Fresh

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED
Write for our Price-List and samples

;

we would

like to

itronger chicks.

send them to you at our

BOOKLETS ON ARTI5 FREE
FICIAL POULTRY PRODUCTION

Augusta, Wis.

lit— The Standard Incubator,
Users are Doing.

BOX WILL DO

A PIANO
Put tbe Universal

W

H

W

Jyl

make your own

what we are making

for our customers.

SUPPLIES.

THE flARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ
Mention

Bee Journal

when

Ask

'

It and
The Qnl-

Into

lie

attached to
dj house,
portable

B,

small

no

box

arid

make

brooder as money

can bn

— DOVETAILED
HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES —
We
carry a full line of

11

biot
ittr

And Prompt Shipments
Is

'.'ad— An

Incubator for Beginner*. 3rd— Universal
Ho?er and Colony Brooder!, ith— Feeding

th— What

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

Air Incubator

Freeh Air applied to Artificial Incubation
In a new amleftectiTe way, making possible
higher per cent batches, brighter, hoalthltr

expense.

QUS DITTMER,

For namee and P. O. OC

ptampa taken— we will send for 2 yrs. tbe Farmer's
Call— ree. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 2&
years old, i,3tni pagen a year. Sample free.

le

„_.

follow, you'll ;e«

name

U

catalon

for

FREE.

tbfin all If

on our mall

and

Others «o

your

list.

Prairie State Incubator Co., 351

Main

St.,

Homer

City, Pa.

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield, Wis.
writing.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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There

which you can obtain our discount of 2%.
we allow no more early-order discounts on our Supplies at

just 10 days left in

is

After April

1st,

NOW,

Catalog prices. By placing your order
to

afford to lose this

at

-»£»

You

you make a saving equivalent

common interest rates. You
amount no matter how small your order.

annum on money

per

72fo

22, 19C6

111 days

percent

's*,

March

••£«•

surely

cannot

-mfyr

can get Root's Goods with a saving of time and freight by placing

your order with one of our agents named below.

They

all

carry large stocks

of goods, sell at factory prices, and allow 2% discount for cash with order

on order bearing a postmark before April

Bees are already swarming

M. Jenkins

E. Grainger

&

Co.

L. A.
h rult

District ot

Columbia
I.

Root Co.
St.

The

Illinois
The
144

High
A.

I.

Hill

St.

Des Moines

Augusta

I.

Root Co.

Walter S. Pouder
Vickery Bros.

Carlsbad

Iowa
Joseph Nysewander
Kansas

Syracuse

Carl F.

Hundreds

THE

Mexico
Edward Scoggin

The
The

New York City
44

Vesey

I.

I.

I.

The

Superior Honey Co.

W.

Spokane

OHIO

E. Tribbett

Washington
Portland Seed Co.

ROOT COMPANY

IMIIEIDIISr-A.,

Root Co.

Texas Seed and Floral Co.
Udo Toepperwein
D. M. Edwards

of local dealers all. over the country handle our goods.
Insist on getting them.

A.

& Arnold

Virginia

Root Co.
Root Co.

Sireet.

I.

E. E. Pressler
Street

Lycoming

Spottswood
A.
A.

A.

Utah
Ogden

New York

Buck

San Antonio
Uvalde

Blanke & Hauk

New

The
Vine Street

Xexas
Dallas

& Son Supply Co.
Springfield Seed Co.

Louis

Indiana
Indianapolis
Evansvllle

633

A.

Jno Nebel

Springfield

Root Co.

Prothero
10

Williamsport

Missouri

East Erie Street.

'nnsylvania

Bois
Philadelphia

1024 Mississippi Street.

124 Liberty St.

Chicago

Portland Seed Co.
I'

Dn

M. H. Hunt & Son
George E. Hilton

Paul

Howkins & Rush

Savannah

Portland

Minnesota

Georgia

Oregon

Root Co

Michigan
Branch
Fremont
Bell

Seed Co.

Monroe St.
W. Pierce
C. H. W. Weber
Central Avenue
521

E.

2146

Rawlins Implement Co.

Baltimore

A.

A.

Maryland

Watkins Mdse. Co.
and Produce Ass'n

The

Washington

The

I.

McAdams

Griggs Bros.,

Zanesville
Cincinnati

Maine
Mechanic Falls

Colorado
The

Columbus Grove
Toledo

Boston
H. H. Jepson. 182 Friend Street
Lyonsville
W. W. Cary & Son

Madary Planing Mill
Fresno
California National
JLos Angeles
Honey-Producers' Association

Fruita

Hummer

Massachusetts

Caliioraia

Fraita

dangerous now.

Ohio

George A.

Brazelia

Canada,

Denver

is

Mississippi
J-

Toronto

Delay

in the South.

.Alabama
Wetumpka

1st.
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j
Mild Winters and Locality
Jones says: "Last winter my bees used up an unusually small amount of stores, just as might be expected,
for they always need the least stores in the mildest winters."

Smith says
"Last winter my bees drew heavily on
stores, and I've always noticed that the warmer the winter
the heavier the consumption of stores."
Jones is right so is Smith. Jones lives far enough
north so that the bees have very few winter flights, and
even in the mildest winters they would be better off if they
could fly oftener
so the amount of stores they need is
the
measured by the amount of cold they must endure
more cold the more fuel to keep them warm. Smith lives
far enough south so the bees can always fly enough for
:

;

;

;

their needs even in the severest winters. The winters
always being mild, and the cold never severe, it doesn't
take such a great deal of fuel to keep up the necessary heat,
but when the bees get to flying it takes a good deal to make
up the waste caused by so much motion, and so the milder
the winters the more flying and the more stores used.

Just where is the line south of which Jones can not be
found, and north of which Smith can not be found is a thing
not easy to determine with accuracy but taking the central
and eastern part of the United States, it may probably be
found somewhere between the 35th and the 40th parallel.
;

Your Bees' Stores?

" About this time of year," as the almanacs used to say,
it becomes necessary to suggest to beginners, as well as to
some others, that it would be a good thing to take an inventory of the bees' larders to see whether there is any danger
of their running short. Especially in northern locations
the thought is likely to be " The severe cold is now letting
up, it is warm enough for the bees to fly every day, and consumption of stores must be a good deal less than when it
was cold enough to keep them in their hives all the time ;"
and it takes years to get over that thought. The fact is
that the consumption is greatly increased, and for two rea:

One is that the bees are
sons
only be at the expense of stores
:

now active, and
;

the other

is

activity can

that

it

334 Dearborn

St.

VoL XLVI-No. 12
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very large quantity of stores to feed the brood that is coming on in increasing numbers.
If your hives are 10-frame, or larger, and you know that
they were heavy with honey in the fall, it may not be worth
while to bother your head about them the less they are disturbed the better. But if you are uncertain about it, and
especially if you have 8-frame hives, better look into the
hives the first day warm enough for bees to fly, and find out
for certain. If far enough south, you may be surprised to
find that the mild winter has caused more than the usual
consumption.

—

anb Comments

How About

MARCH

Co.,

takes a

What and How

to Feed Bees in Spring

The

best time to feed for spring needs, if feeding is
necessary, is the previous fall. Unfortunately beginners
are likely to be remiss in this matter, and when they dis-

cover in the spring that starvation is imminent, they begin
franctically to inquire as to the what and how of feeding.
The best thing, Mr. Beginner, is to have on hand from the
previous year a stock of combs filled with sealed honey,
ready to give to any colony that is lacking. Then give
liberally, so that there will be more than enough to last till
the fields offer a bountiful supply.
But of course you
haven't the sealed combs, and it isn't worth while to exasperate you by mentioning them, only it may help a little to
make you look out for them the coming season.

Perhaps you may hive on hand some candied honey.
Dadant advises its use in this way
Smear it over
the top-bars of the brood-frames, above the cluster of bees,
and back of them. If put too far forward, it may drip down
near the entrance, and favor robbing. Take pains to get at
least one or two bees started on it 'by putting a little of it
C. P.

:

down within

reach.

you have no honey of any kind, then you must resort
to sugar.
Make it into candy, and lay it in thin cakes over
the frames. It may also be fed in the form of syrup, and
If

fed with Doolittle's division-board feeder or otherwise.

Caucasian Bees

— Something

Favorable

So far we believe we have published almost wholly un-

—

concerning Caucasian bees the new
being much lauded by some bee-keepers just
wish always to be entirely fair, and so now we

favorable opinions
race that

now.

is

We

—

propose to give somewhat of the other side the favorable
side of these bees. We may say that we have not the
slightest personal interest in them either way. They will
have to stand or fall strictly on their merits, so far as we
are concerned. We have no Caucasian bees or queens for
sale, and if we had, we certainly should advise caution in

—
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introducing them with a view to having them displace the
" old and tried " Italian bees in this country.

Of

course, bee-keepers, like progressive farmers, hortiwho are ever on the lookout for new and

culturists, etc.,

better varieties of animals and plants than they now have,
are looking for a better bee. And this is commendable.
But it is always well, in such matters, to " make haste

slowly," lest after expense and experiment only disappoint-

ment

result.

What

the American Bee Journal desires to do is to place
readers both the pro and con information on this
subject, and then they* after due care and consideration,
must decide for themselves as to what they think best to do
concerning the matter.
before

its

We wish here to reproduce something about Caucasian
bees that appeared in Gleanings in Bee Culture recently,
written by Messrs. D. E. Lyon and Frank Benton, both of
whom seem to be entitled to speak with some degree of authority on the subject. It reads as follows
:

Concerning Caucasians — Characteristics, Markings.
For some time the writer has been much interested in
reading various criticisms concerning the new Caucasian
bees. A careful reading of the testimony thus far offered
convinces me that a number of writers have expressed
themselves on the basis of hybrids and purely-mated Caucasians. My visit to Washington last spring convinced me
that in the above-named race we have a valuable acquisition to the present races of bees. My experience with them
the past season has but confirmed me in the estimate of
them then formed.
I can not but believe, and I have good reason for so
doing, that a number of adverse critics of this race have not
had the Caucasians in theirpurity and yet, in spite of this,
the testimony as to their gentleness has been of universal
character, showing that a dash of Caucasian blood in other
races is a boon of inestimable value.
If this be true of a hybrid with just a trace of Caucasian
blood, how much more gentle can we not expect the pure
stock to be ?
The first objection we hear raised against Caucasians is
that they are so gentle that they allow themselves to be
robbed, and do not repel their enemies with vigor. In answer to this I would say that such has not been the case
with the strain of Caucasians I possess, for by several trying tests I have proved them to be good defenders of their
homes. In the early fall I purposely opened a colony of
Caucasians, and in a little while about SO robber-bees were
flying over the frames and when they would fly too near,
the Caucasians would repeatedly jump up to them and try
and when they would succeed in getting
to catch them
one, the way they would ball and try to sting it was a cauAnd yet, while all this was going on I was constantly
tion.
lifting out the frames without veil, gloves, or smoke, and
not the first Caucasian attempted to sting me, even though
they appeared quite vicious toward their enemies.
To test them further I caught a grasshopper and held
it on the top of their frames, and immediately they covered
it
and in order to save its life I shook the bees off and sent
the grasshopper on its way.
I can not think of any other test that would prove their
ability to defend their homes.
The other objection we hear is that they are so much
like the black bees that even an expert often can not distinguish them
and in answer to this I would say it is a
question of being absolutely certain of having the real
thing
The three bands which, in my strain of Caucasians are
so distinct, are of the pronounced light gray, which, with
the slight shade of orange on the abdomen, make it easy to
tell these bees from the blacks.
I think I have fairly met the only objections against this
race, and would reiterate what I have often said namely,
don't condemn them without really knowing them for the
real Caucasians, purely mated, are just the reverse of what
their opponents charge them with being.
They are a trfle smaller than the Italians, and have the
oriental type form of the Cyprians and as honey-gatherers
they have with me done just as well as the Italians, and
much better than many colonies of that race.
If Mr. Frank Benton were in this country he would
have something to say in defense of this race, adding his
;

;

;
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testimony to that already given by Dr. Phillips, to the good
qualities of this noble race. Just before he sailed abroad
he sent the following letter to the writer concerning the
qualities and markings of the Caucasians, and in his absence I submit it as his estimate and defense of them
:

U.

Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Apiculture.
Washington, I). C, March 25, 1905.

S.

—

Rev. D. Everett Lyon
I have your letter of March 21, asking
about Caucasian bees. I can give only the main points in the character of this race, having had it under test on a comparatively small
I knew the race, however, by general repscale for two year6 past.
utation while I was in Europe and the East. The reports in the
European journals at that time were just as may be noted regarding
Carniolan6 in this country quite contradictory; and as I had numerous other races under test in those years, I did not undertake a practical test of these bees until year before last.
As I obtained in the
autumn of 1902 three Caucasian queen6, I had full colonies of the
race with which to begin the season of 1903. Through additional importations of queens direct from the Caucasus, in Russia, I have further verified the observations which were made on the first lots ob-

—

tained.

The most striking quality possessed by these bees is their remarkable gentleness. It is not equaled by any other race with which it ha6
been my good fortune to meet. As a rule, no smoke will be needed at
all in their manipulation, or, at most, a single whiff passed over the'
tops of the frames is quite sufficient to take away all sign of resentment. Under ordinary conditions the hives may be opened in any
manner one chooses, at any time of the day, and the frames even
roughly removed, and all manner of manipulations made without the
necessity of resorting to smoke, and with no protection to hands or
face; nor will a single bee offer to sting. The only time that pure
Caucasians resent intrusion is when robbing has taken place and the
hive is rudely jarred on a cool morning. At least such has thus far

my

experience with them.
can not say that they have shown remarkable qualities as honeyproducers, but have thus far merely held their own fairly with the
average of Italians and Carniolans. The same differences exist between individual colonies, as is the case with Carniolans and Italians,
so that a selection in breeding as rigid a6that to which the Italians
have been subjected, would undoubtedly give strains of Caucasians
that would fully equal or exceed the best Italians or Carniolans. The
In this respect, in fact, it
race is not very uniform in its markings.
hardly equals the Carniolans, the yellow or rusty red bands cropping
out constantly. There i6, however, a peculiar marking which enables
one to recognize Caucasian blood quite readily after he has acquired
some skill in the matter. The dark color is of a peculiar dull leaden
You have doubtgray, and gives the bees a very ringed appearance.
less noticed Carniolans or blacks which have fallen into water-troughs,
crept out, and become partially dried. These might be taken to resemble in color the Caucasian workers, as you will notice that the
dark rings around the body show more distinctly when the fuzz is
dampened. True Caucasians are slightly smaller-bodied than Italians
or Carniolans in fact, have the type form of the oriental races. The
queens vary somewhat, as do the Carniolans, from a golden orange
yellow to a black color, inclining, however, more to the dark type
dark bronze being rather typical. The drones are very black, and
considerably smaller than Carniolan drones. The race is a very prolific one, and the workers seem active and evidently keen-scented r
since they find sweet6 that are left exposed quite as soon as do bees of
any race.
I have formed a very excellent opinion of these bees, and believe
particularly that they will form excellent crossing material with the
Cyprian race. We need males of a gentle race to mate with the
queens of any or all of the oriental types and I think in the Caucasians we have a type that will coalesce with the Eastern races.

been

I

—

;

Frank Benton,
In Charge of Apiculture.

^

Miscellaneous
Hetps * 3 terns

;

;

—

;

Mr.

Dadant, President of the National Bee-Keepmade this office a pleasant call on March
Chicago on business. Mr. Dadant has the un-

C. P.

ers' Association,
9,

when

in

usual distinction of being one of the leaders in bee-keeping
in both America and Europe.
And it might be difficult to
tell on which side of the Atlantic the name of Dadant is
best known among bee-keepers.

Apiary of H. A. Doty.— When sending the picture,
Mr. Doty wrote thus
:

;

The photograph of my apiary was taken from the chamber window of the dwelling-house looking northwest. This
apiary has quite a little history connected with it. The
bees have been kept near here for the last 10 years.

About

March
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BeI purchased the land where they now are.
fore moving the bees I built the board-fence seen in the
picture, to protect my neighbors and a public street on the
north side of the lot, as it is a well-known fact that bees
flying over any obstruction are less liable to come in conBut some of my neighbors
tact with teams or pedestrians.
took exception to that high board-fence and tried to have it
removed. Like all good doctors, the first remedy was to
remove the cause the bees.
petition was sent to the
Board of Health that said bees were detrimental to the public health
also that high boardto have them removed
fence.
Our local "doctor," the Board of Health, looked the
grounds over and weighed every point pro and con, and
decided he could see nothing that would injure the health of
anybody. The bees were neat and clean, and the fence was
neither dangerous nor vicious. But this decision did not
suit my neighbor on the other side of the fence. More
stringent measures must be taken. Our village council
was induced to pass an ordinance to prohibit the keeping of
bees in the village of Central Lake in any form, for any
purpose whatever, and imposing a penalty of a fine of not
less than $2.00 nor more than $20 for every colony of bees
kept in violation of this Act.
I have always tried to live as a law-abiding citizen, but
this law brought me within its toils. I was arrested and
brought before a local Justice for keeping bees in violation

251

6 years ago

—

Special

of this ordinance. I secured counsel and met my opponents
in battle array. The Justice decided that such a law was
unconstitutional, as it deprived a citizen of carrying on an
honorable industry in any lawful manner whatever. This
decision did not suit the complainant in this suit. It was
but a short time before the second warrant was issued, and
I was brought before another Justice, who, being a near
relative of the complainant, and not knowing the facts, we
had reason to believe the decision was rendered before the
warrant was issued. We decided that any argument before
this court was of but little use. The Justice acknowledged
his inability to decide the constitutionality of the question
involved, and for the violation of said ordinance I was fined
$20 but I did not pay said fine, and carried the case to the
Circuit Court. Here it hung fire for over one year, but
finally the case was brought to trial. The Circuit Judge
decided in accord with the first Justice, that the law was
;

invalid.

the battle
hold the fort.

is
I

over, the victory is ours, and the bees
afraid it is not fought to a finish,

am

however
For he who

tights and runs away
Will live to fight another day.

Rear Better Queens?

How Can We

;

Now

CCrttcles

A

;

still

* (£ontributeb *

DY

A. K. FERRIS.

answering of this question should be the study of
every queen-breeder and honey-producer who wishes

THE

success.

consider is the selection of the
In this we will select 2 or more
queens, whose bees excel the others in amount of honey probe
duced, prolificness, whiteness of capping (if comb honey
our object), and vigor a point too often overlooked. Do not
breed from a queen whose bees will allow brood to starve

The

first

thing

we

will

queen from which to breed.

—

with capped honey in the hive.
Often a large percent of the brood is only half fed during
is the
the slack between fruit-bloom and clover, and what
amount
result? Some are starved to death, and a still larger
never have that vigor necessary to good honey-production.
After having considered the good as well as the objectionfrom
able points in selecting breeders, then rear a few queens
of drones
the one selected to be the queen-mother, and a batch
from the one to be the drone-mother. Mate the queens to
least 3
these drones, having them isolated from other bees at
or 4 miles, or having entrance-guards on all other colonies.
Carefully keep tab on all hives containing these queens,
and if those reared excel the others in honey-production and
good
other desirable points, the choice of breeders has been a
these two
one, and the whole apiary should be requeened from
breeders.

,

,

queen-breeding queen and a drone-breeddesiring queen, whose offspring, when mated, reproduce the
queens have
able qualities, they are of great value, for such
thoroughly tested,
to be at least V/2 years old before they are
points.
and it is hard to find breeders that reproduce the good
Often the queens reared from an apparently excellent
queen and mated to drones of another equally good will not
reproduce the good qualities of the parents in a single particTherefore, when we find two breeding queens that reular
be
produce their excellent qualities, they are too valuable to
disposed of.
Tjr
The next question that naturally presents itself is, How to
and have
rear these queens? I have tried all known methods,
as
found none to produce so large a percent of good queens
Queen-Rearing.
the Doolittle svstem described in "Scientific
queenless bees rear
I find, however, some still argue that
of those who
just as good queens as any, and for the benefit
are interested. I will give my experience:
emphatically urges the
I purchased from a breeder who

When we

find a

.

My bees are my main support now in my old age. For
the last three years I have been living upon borrowed time.
I have climbed the mountain, passed the summit, and now
am going down almost to the bottom on the shady side but
with the help of my good wife I hope to live and eare for
my bees a few years longer.
H. A. Doty.
;

*

one of the strong points in Mr.
Doty"s make-up. And it seems to have won, at least for a
time. It is surprising how some neighbors can be so canWe hope Mr. Doty
tankerous so utterly unreasonable.
may live yet many years, and finally completely overcome
all opposition to his keeping bees so long as they are not
real disturbers of the peace and quiet of the neighborhood.
Surely, persistency

is

—

Mf. Alson SecOF, son of Hon. Eugene Secor, of Iowa,
" Alson " is assistant editor of that
great farm monthly, Successful Farming, published in Des
Moines. A small part of his work is to look after the beedepartment of the paper, which, of course, he knows how to
do that is, if he profited by his father's apiarian instruction when at home, and no doubt he did that, and along

called on us recently.

—

other lines also.

Successful

on having been successful

Farming is to be congratulated

in

securing Mr. Secor as one of

its editors.
'"'

& Reed are new advertiers in the American Bee
They are all right, as are all others advertising
Give Crofts
else we would not advertise for them.

Crofts

Journal.

with

us,

Reed a trial order, and also our other advertisers. Kindly
mention the American Bee Journal when writing advertisers.

&

The Wisconsin Convention Report is crowded out
We expect to continue it next week.
this week.

queen, also the
use of queenless bees for cell-building, a $5.00
thoroughly
booklet on "Improved Queen-Rearing," and after
had
studying it I reared a large number of queens, and as I
made some 35 colonies queenless all the same day, I gave each
Twenty-one ot
a cell that would hatch in a couple of days.
rest from the
these cells were from the Alley method, and the
preDoolittle method. All had been made queenless the day
the Alley
vious to giving the cells; but. to my surprise, all
Doolittle-reared cells were
cells were torn down, while all the
know
accepted. This set me to thinking, and I determined to
tlic

secret

So I selected an extra strong colony 3 stories high, and
divided the bees
after fixing a solid division in the center. I
the
equally and operated one-half on the Doolittle system and

from
other half on the Alley system, and while it was the bees
difference in the
the same queen, and all in the same hive, the
cages 1 found
cells was apparent, and as these were hatched in
enough to be
that the difference in the queens was noticeable
detected by people who were strangers to bee-keeping.
queens when reared
I have never had. as a rule, as good
by queenless bees, and I have had two $5 queens as breeders,
the
and neither thev nor their offspring (when reared by
frames of
Alley method) ever occupied over 8 Langstroth
brood while queens reared by the Doolittle system from these
same two queens occupied from 9 to 14 Langstroth frames
brood.
.
.,
In making artificial cell-cups there is a point frequently
overlooked, and that is the inside diameter. Three-eighths of
an inch I find to be about right, and in these cells I invariably

witli

,

.

.
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lump of royal food remaining after the queen has
emerged.
In operating the Doolittle method I" prefer from 20 to 30
Langstroth frames of brood, with a large share of it hatching
for cell-building.
In the two accompanying cuts you can see
a part of my cell-building colonies as "in operation
June 17.
190a.
[See cuts on first page.— Ed.]
From past experience I am prepared to sav that with better queens our yield of honey per colony can be greatly
increased.
Wisconsin.
find a large

March

Southern Minnesota.
[Mr. Davenport

Bee Journal.

is

hereby requested to describe his quick

C.

American

Editor.]

of

Feeding Bees
BY

1906

the feed just as well, and by the next day they are all over
their excitement.
They will worry some after the hive is first
closed, but soon get over it.
In my mind there is no question that the reason so many
colonies that have to be fed in early spring perish, or dwindle
away, is that a large percent of the bees that take the food fly
out and perish before they are able to return.

queen-tinder, for the benefit of the readers of the

A Quick Queen-Finder— Methods

22,

DAVENPORT.

THE

past season. I also solved another problem that I have
thought, worked, and studied over ever since I have
kept bees. This is a queen-finder. With this device I
can find a queen quicker than one could believe possible.
Last summer in the presence of three reliable witnesses
I
found the queens in 4 very strong colonies in the following
time:
First hive. 87 seconds; 2d. 64 seconds; 3d. 109 seconds; 4th. 96 seconds. This did not include moving from one
hive to the other, and of course. I worked faster than
I usually
would; but instead of being about the worst drudgery connected with our pursuit, it is a pleasure to find queens
with
this device.
It becomes one of the things we would
not sell
for money if we could. No matter whether the
queen is black
or yellow, this device gets her. and gets her quick.
It will
find a queen in a strong colony just as quickly
as it will in a
weak one. The frames are not taken out or distributed in any
way and it is impossible to lose or injure a queen.
But my intention was. in this article, to describe a
method
of early spring feeding that I have practiced
the last 4 seasons
Ut feeders and ways of feeding, there are about as many
as
there are bee-keepers.
Although this method is very simple
do not remember ever seeing it described. Where
1
early
spring feeding is necessary, it has. aside from
sealed combs
given better results than any method I have ever
practiced.
I use a cheap grade of extracted
honey if I have it on
hand; if not granulated sugar and water." mixed half
and
Halt
After the sugar has thoroughly dissolved, I take
halfdepth extracting combs and fill them with this food
by pouring
it on the combs from a height
of 2 or 3 feet. I have a tanktor this purpose large enough to hold a
number of combs at
once.
Two or 3. or as many of these filled combs as are
deemed necessary for a colony, are then placed in a super
and
this super is put under the hive.
The entrance can then be
contracted as desired.
If extracted honey is used in place of
sugar it is warmed
up and thinned or reduced with water. I put in
about a third
water if the honey used is thick.
The great advantage of this method of early feeding is
that the colony is not disturbed, and no
heat is lost, as there
is with any kind of overhead feeder.
In fact, often when
deem it necessary to feed a colony soon after it is removedI
trom the cellar, and I have sealed combs on hand,
if
the
weather is not favorable, instead of taking out and inserting
another comb. I place it underneath the colonv, in
a hive or

—

Experience in Buying Queens
Disinfecting
Introducing-Cages
BY

_T.

E.

JOHNSON.

•

super.

And now I am going to write something in regard to early
spring feeding, or late fall feeding, that I have
no doubt will
be a great surprise to many, and that, in
my opinion, will be
worth their time in reading this, for some" who may in
the
future have to feed early or late
and it is a surprise to me
that with as many closely observing men
as we have in our
ranks, nothing much has been said about it
before
The way
1 came to observe the matter was this:
few years ago I purchased a few colonies of a neighbor
who was moving away. This was late in the fall, and most
ot these colonies were very light in stores.
They were fed
up on buckwheat extracted honey. In order not
to excite the
Whole yard they were fed about 5 pounds each evening
towards sundown. They took the feed quite readily,
but after
some of them had been fed IS pounds or more they did not
semi much heavier than before feeding. Upon
investigating
the matter. J found that a large percent of the
bees that took
the feed new out and never returned.
The nights were unit,
Cool, and probably many were chilled, but many
also came out
and flew such a distance from their hives after" it
was so dark
that 1 do not believe tiny would have gotten back
that night
am way, ii" matter how warm it was.
Since then, when feeding early or late. T always close
the
hive so t.iat no bees can get out.
They will take and store
;

A

ON

page 97. Mr. L. A. Smith says he has had experience in
buying queens, and has not as yet found an honest
queen-breeder. My experience has been just the reverse.
For about 20 years I have bought queens occasionally, and
have always received fairly good queens, but during that time
have bought only one tested queen. I get untested queens,
as I think a young queen that has only begun laying is less
liable to be injured in the mail.
However, I got a tested,
purely mated queen from England last summer, and she
proved to be all right. She came in a fairly large cage, and
bad a retinue of 20 or 25 bees, and was 14 days on the way.
I always aim to get my queens in June or July, as I think
better queens are produced during that time of year
I never
order queens of a man who advertises untested, and also
"select" untested, as I think no queen-breeder should send out
an "unselect" queen, so I "cut out" that kind of a man entirely,
because I want to get a queen from a man who values his reputation better than to send out two grades of untested queens,
which means Door, and not so poor.
Last year I got 12 queens from one man at 50 cents each,
and every one proved good, and although all were untested
queens they all proved to be purely mated but I don't think
I ever had an order for queens filled right away until last year.
Then my order was filled the day it was received, except 4,
which were sent 2 days after the order was received. The
breeder I sent to advertised in the American Bee Journal that
he could fill orders "by return mail."
Now. I believe we should have a little patience, and expect
5 or 10 days' delay unless the breeder advertises to send by
return mail, as the orders may chance to come in too fast
just at that time; but if a breeder is thoughtless enough to
delay the order 30 days, or oyer, without giving notice and
offering to send the money back, he ought to be exposed.
However. I think in the end it will cost the queen-breeder
more to be dishonest and careless than to deal as he would
1

;

be dealt by.
I have queen-cages that are disinfected that I use for introducing, and no matter who the queen is from, she is placed
in the disinfected cage for introduction.
To disinfect a cage, take 40 parts water and 1 part carbolic acid.
Lay the cage in this solution for 1 hour, and it
will be safe from all disease.
Of course, the cage should be
thoroughly aired and dried.
I believe we should give more attention to having young
queens, as I find that often the colony that spring dwindles
has an old queen.
The bees don't seem to supersede their
queens until the old queen is failing pretty fast, and that is
often not soon enough to suit me; but I believe we can rear
longer-lived queens in a 3-frame nucleus than in a baby
nucleus.
It would, no
doubt, be quite profitable for every beekeeper to rear his own queens, and thus he would get valuable
experience, and probably good queens.
Williamsfield. 111.

Full

Weight

vs.

Short Weight Section Honey
BY

1..

v.

RICKETTS.

Mr. Hasty, on page 794 (1905). thinks that

SO,ing

good matter,

I

am work-

yet he can not fall into my pro1
am sorry for that, for 1 like good company.
I
think I will have to go it alone, then, for awhile, at least.
am advocating is right, and right will always win in
What
the course of time.
Mr. Hasty seems to convey the impression that 1 am
at a
cession.

I

March
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have each and every section weigh exactl} <>ne
only advocating a change from the present siifl
ir.jx4 T 4xl7s section, which, when fairly well filled with
separatored honey weighs (on an average) only 142-3 ottnee^j
or 22 pounds per case of 24 sections to one enough larger sa
that when filled as above, it will weigh (on an average) 16
ounces, or 24 pounds per ea^e of 24 sections. These sections
may range in weight from IS to 17 ounces each, but should
average 1<> ounces, or not less than 24 pounds net weight of
sections included) per case of 24 sections, for "No. 1." m'pSections weighing From 13 to nearly IS
aratored honey.
ounces should be graded as "No. 2." as to weight, and should
average 14 ounces per section or not less than 21 pound-, per
Sections weighing from 11 to nearly 13 ounces should
case.
be graded as "No. 3" as to weight, and should average 12

trying

pound.

—

to

I

am

—

(

ounces, or not less than IS pounds per case.
Mr. Hasty says that with him occasional ones arc over one
pound weight now. Those occasional ones are the sticking
point; how easily our conscience will permit us to sell hundreds of sections weighing only 14 or IS ounces as pound sections, but when it comes to an occasional one weighing 16J4
or 17 ounces it pinches us, and we squirm.
He says that it is hardly right to balance off extra-weight
ones against scant-weight ones in the same case, and so push
the difficulty onward to the grocer.
Is it not better than to
balance off scanty weight ones against scantier weight ones, as
is being done at present?
If all were like Mr. Hasty
who prefers to sell by weight
instead of by the section, and even deducts the weight of the
wood in the section there would have been no use of writing
this article.
For many reasons (some of which are stated on
page 695 (1905). I consider the 4 x4\sxl^j bee-way section
by far the best size to use. An ideal outfit for the production
of comb, extracted, or chunk honey, or all in the same apiary,
is either the 8 or 10 frame Langstroth hive
(according to
locality, etc.), with supers of the same length and width as
the hive, and 5% inches in depth.
super of this depth is
just right for the 45/g-inch tall section when used with sectionholders having bottom-bars
inch thick, and allowing a 54inch bee-space above the section.

—

—

,

_t
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elapsed bees so treated having, he assumes, recovered their
Such
natural odor were favorably received by their sisters.
reasoning is hardly worth noticing had it not been so widely
copied.

me cite some facts falling under my own observation:
Hands coated with a solution of propolis from one hive
Where is the home odor?
will pass unscathed in every line.
Sometimes the
'I"he human odor is scaled in by the varnish.
and not
bees will assail the moving hands but will only strike,
Let

sting.

bee slightly injured by the moving of a frame is not infrequently set upon by her sisters. Surely she has neither lost
nor acquired an odor. But she often shows a fighting spirit.
Queens caged in a colony to which they are to be given
are often killed, and queens given without caging are no more
frequently killed.
Bees often freely pass from colony to colony. Often wc
can unite bees of different colonies without difficulty, and
again bees from one colony separated from their sisters for a
few hours, even though on their own combs, sometimes fight
to a finish on being reunited. This is notably so with Cyprians.
Confined bees accept aliens without trouble. Cannot confined
bees smell? All evidence points to the possession of bees of
an acute sense of smell and a strong antipathy to many foreign odors, but it does not consequently follow that odors
govern their attitude toward each other. Because certain
animal and other odors greatly excite them we cannot conclude that the odor of an alien bee is the cause of her someIt is far more rational to say that
times killing reception.
the alien recognizes the strangeness of the surroundings, and
acting on the defensive soon finds a sister read} to knock the
metaphorical chip from her shoulder.
There is as much, or more, evidence against the "odor
theory of queen reception" as currently taught, as there is for
it, as will be seen if it is only looked for without prejudice
Providence, R. I.
or bias.

A

=\

%

This super will hold frames 4~<J inches in depth, and allow
a X"'nch bee-space above the frames. These frames are suitable for the production of either extracted or chunk honey;
and the super and frames will serve as a shallow or separable
brood-chamber, which, for those preferring such a hive, is
convenient indeed. Thus, as stated in a previous article, we
have a super for extracted, section, and chunk honey production, as well as a shallow or separable brood-chamber, all

i

lttt\

pasty's
=^

The " Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Glasses.

in one.

That it pays to work for both comb and extracted honey
the same apiary, there is no doubt in my mind. By the use
of the outfit above mentioned, one is enabled to run an apiary
with much less expense for supplies than when a different
super is used for extracted than for section honey. It is the
intention of the writer to use the above-described outfit in a
limited way during the coming season, and to use it exclusivelv hereafter.
Pullman. Wash.
in

Binding Volumes of Papers.
The binding proposed by Mr. Ross is capable of making

a nice volume, evidently. If you don't care for looks it's a
much quicker way to drive a few wire nails through the
backs. If the contemplated volume is thin, choose nails
that will go clear through and clinch. If the volume is
thick, choose nails that will not go quite through, and drive

some from each

side.

Page

119.

Somewhat High Bee-Keeping.

Odors

Among Bees— Some
BY ARTHUR

C.

Observations

MILLER.

appeared an interesting
THERE
of Mons. L. Forrestier, translated

from the French
by Mr. Dadant. and
bees, on pages 567 and 632
article

dealing with odors among
The first point wdrich arrests attention is that the
(1905).
author did not approach his experiments with an unbiased
mind. He was at the start convinced of wdiat he set out to
demonstrate, and naturallj saw in his experiments only those
facts supporting his preconceived ideas.
Among his recorded experiments he says he repeatedly
washed his hands to remove all trace of human odor -an imNext he smeared his hands with the
possibility to start with.
juices from crushed drones, and in some cases the bees of the
colony from whence the drones were taken failed to sting him,
and in other cases they stung. Nothing positive there. Again!
in

two or three instances when hands so smeared were pre-

hut
sented to a colony alien to the drones, stings resulted
while be attributes the painful reception to the presentation
of alien drone odor, he seems to forget that living alien
would have been well received.
He cites the harsh inception in their homes of bees washed
in alcohol, which treatment he assumes removed the home
odor. The painful and tight-inducing effect of such a bath he
entirely overlooks. But he says that after a sufficient time has
;

Bee-keeping on the Alps, 3300 feet up, looks very natural and Yankee-like— as well as interesting. I'll play that
the keeper knows better than to shake a swarm into a hive
direct— only using the empty skep as if it was a basket,
from which he will run the bees into one of those nice
frame hives. Front of No. 6.

Prolificness and Honey-Production.
C. P. Dadant is a little bold in saying that prolificness
and large honey-production always go hand in hand.
" Usually " would be a more conservative word. I think we
do hear sometimes of bees that habitually come out strong
in the fall, but with almost no honey till it is given them
from other colonies.
Very interesting to hear of the long, long struggle to
find out how to import queens direct from Italy.

so too much in-breeding produces blind drones.
Page 120.
Something More About "Mouses."
Doolittle on the mouse (big man on small beast) is just
as interesting as Doolittle on a section of honey. The mice
to
of Northern New York and those of Northern Ohio seem

And

Queer.

be about the same. No. 2 among mice is like the white
man among men— goes round the world. My impression is
that most of our corn-shocks and stumps are peopled by the
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same fellow. Whether (in this locality) we have any
mouse apart from No. 2 — I'm at sizes and sevens on

field-

that

But the mouse that quickly dies of terror when

question.

—

caught

in a trap that doesn't hurt him a bit can he be of
the same species as the mouse that has no thought of dying
that spitefully gnaws up everything within reach, and
royally fights you to the last ? It hardly seems possible
notwithstanding they look so much alike. My impression
is that we have here another burrowing mouse apart from
No. 4 bigger, and also plentier not so much resembling
the mole about the same size as the house-mouse, but with
a stub-tail instead of a long one.
Doolittle is usually accurate, but I am unreasonable
enough to entertain some doubts whether he is perfectly
sound on mouse diet. I think the house-mouse rarely eats
honey except when near to starvation but sometimes peels
mappings off for pastime when time hangs heavily on his
hands. However, poor mousie does face starvation at close
range pretty often, in which condition he naturally has to
•eat anything he can get.
I also suspect that more than one
species will pull dead bees out of combs— at least when hard
up for something to do. I wish Prof. Bigelow would tell us
what he knows about mice.
Right that the choker-trap is best to reduce numbers
quickly when mice are plenty but for getting the last one,
when he's old and wise and wary, the wire-box with a door
that snaps down is better. Feed him round the outside
every day (careful not to give quite so much as he could eat)
and sooner or later his suspicions will fade away, and he
will be caught. Page 120.

—

;

;

;

—

;

Apiarian Rbadbks and Reading.
Our Editor, on page 117, makes bold to give readers a
little advice on how to read.
Right. Give 'em some more
of it. The few who read all, and the larger few, who dip
into every article and finish all they find interesting, don't
need much advice, but the others do. Half of them waste a
good share of the little time that they do spend at reading.
No acquaintance with its different departments and no
idea where to find what they want. No method or plan at
all except to dip in at random and read till time expires, or
;

" that tired feeling " comes. Hope it's a small one, but
be feared that there is a still worse class of readers
the proud-of-their-martyrdom class. Vain of not needing
to read bee-literature at all, because they know all about
bees but take a paper just to be a good example to the
brethren. Never open the paper except they first whistle
for all the languid and bored feelings which human shiftlessness is capable of, to come and keep them from getting
either profit or pleasure. What will they get, pray ? The
answer to this query and the solution to the doggerel lines
below are one and the same word
till

it's to

—

:

I

A

am, and yet in sober truth I'm
deep, deep riddle's what I am,

I cause, oft

A

not.
I

wot.

and again,

certain brand

girls giggling glee.
of man gets mad at me.

me the jealous husband slays;
And jealous wives spend frowning, weeping days.
On festival evenings fair shoulders they don me.
Because of

When God made

the world he hung

it

!

respect.

Southern
* 23eebom *

J
What

Line of

Work

New

Shall

Braunftls, Tex.

We

Take Up?

Who is not interested in the welfare and the progress
of our industry— bee-keeping ? I am well aware of the fact
that every bee-keeper who is in the business for the " bread
and butter there is in it," has this matter at heart, and is
ever ready to find or devise something that will make his
work less and easier, yet increase his returns from the apiary. And we do not blame him. That is just what all of

— study a

little

22,
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more the things we are

going to do.
But how shall we begin to improve upon our old ways
and methods ? or what line of work shall we take up ? There
are many, to be sure for instance, "Short cuts, and their
application," could be made into valuable discussions.
There are many ways of doing things. Every bee-keeper
has his or her way, and these are just the ones we want to
;

hear about. How to cut off the corners, how to " get there "
quicker and easier, and then make more money, is what all
of us want to know.
" Breeding and improving our bees " would be a good
thing to discuss thoroughly, devising some good plans of
procedure for the average honey-producer as well as the
specialist breeder.
A better grade of bees in our apiaries

would mean more money for

us.

A subject that has been of much interest to me has been
the planting for bee-forage such plants that will yield nectar during times of scarcity or entire dearth. These need
not necessarily yield a crop of surplus for it is almost certain that very few could be found that would do such a
thing but in many localities only a light flow to tide the
colonies over successfully during the honey-dearths from
the spring flows to the fall honey-flows would mean thousands of dollars for the bee-keeper in such localities.
At the Texas State Experiment Station a test of over 30
different kinds of honey-yielding plants were experimented
with for a period of 3 years in succession. Small plots of
each were planted, and at intervals of one month apart
throughout the season, making 4 plantings a year. Among
these were the clovers red, mammoth red, alsike, white,
sand, Japanese, suckling, yellow trefoil, white and yellow
and yellow sweet, and alfalfa Japanese and American

—

—

—

—

;

Desmodium, Euphorbia, Astragalus (2), mustard, sage, borage, cowpeas (4), velvet beans, Japanese
Dolichos, Australian salt-bush, Resedas (2), catnip and a few
buckwheat

;

now. Many of these did not grow, espeApparently the atmosphere and the seasons did not agree with them. Besides, it gets too dry in
the summer in most Southern sections for clovers to do
well, except the sweet clovers and alfalfa.
Some of the
other plants grew, and a few bloomed, bees working on
them, but they were of little importance.
The experiments, sifted down, left white and yellow
sweet clovers for planting and scattering in waste-places
and along roadsides and fences ard for forage Japanese
buckwheat and the cowpeas for cultivation, both for honey
and forage, preferably drilled and cultivated in rows here
in the South
and alfalfa for irrigated districts. The latter
yields some honey where not irrigated, but is then not imdo not recall just
cially the clovers.
I

;

;

portant as a honey-yielder.
Buckwheat does not always yield, sometimes only sparingly, depending a great deal upon the season and atmospheric conditions. The average hot summer is too dry for
it to yield, as warm, moist weather conditions are most
favorable for it. I have cut buckwheat for hay just about
the time the majority of the seeds in the heads were beginning to harden, and cured it. When fed to stock, especially
if a large amount of kernels have been matured, they eat it
greedily also green.
The cowpeas yield abundantly just at a time when
needed, for they gave the bees something to do during
June, July and part of August, when nothing else was to
be had for them. These can be planted at intervals of a
month apart, which would give a succession of bloom during the season. As drouth does not affect them as much as
most other vegetation, they should be given a further trial.
It will be well for me to state, in this connection, that of
the different varieties tried, the one known commonly as
the " whip-poor-will pea " is the best. The others form more
vine and a denser growth, to the detriment of the bloom
that the beekeeper seeks most. I might also say that it is
not necessary for the cowpea plant to be full of blooms to
yield nectar, as this is mostly secreted by external nectarglands on the terminal flowering stalks, and the nectar can
be plainly seen in large quantities within reach of the bees.
My preference has been a strong leaning toward sweet
clover. As it can be sown in waste-places and along fences
it seems to be the cheapest and most practical for the beekeeper. Cultivated land is rather expensive in most localities to be devoted to honey-yielding crops, and then, too,
many a bee-keeper hasn't any land.
Any or all of these honey-yielders I have mentioned
should be given a thorough trial in the different sections
of the South on a small scale at first, then if they prove
successful for cultivation, and of value to the bees, larger
areas can be devoted to them. As the soils 'and climatic
;

upon me.

There, now
That's what you'll get if you don't read
the American Bee Journal with proper zeal, gumption and

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl.

us should be doing

March

—

March
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conditions vary to such an extreme in the different States
of the South, and also in different sections in any one
State, it would be necessary and most advisable to test the
different plants in each locality.
These, now, are some lines of work that it would be well
worth considering- by the bee-keepers, and I should be glad
to hear opinions from them from all over the South.

^

<r

(Eanabicm
4-23eebom-f

v

J>

Since then he has won his bread and butter solely by the business of the apiary.
In 1888 the North American Bee-Keepers' Association held their
annual meeting in Toronto. Mr. Hall had a feeling that our friends
to the south of the international line were abused of the idea that
Ontario produced nothing but snow, Indians and bears. For the purpose of their enlightment, he proceeded to Toronto with 22,000 pounds
of his year's crop. The United States visitors were exceedingly surprised, and accordingly delighted with the great Ontario exhibit of
splendid honey. Dr. C. C. Miller and A. I. Root were there and saw
Mr. Hall's thick top-bar. They reported to the bee-papers, and it
caused a great laugh. Some said Mr. Hall must live in a wooden
country to get so much to put in his comb-frames. Now they all see
the utility of the method, and Mr. Hall is satisfied.
He uses two kinds of hives. One is the New Heddon, the other is
an 8-frame hive, the inside measure of the frame being 1S'„ inches
long and lO 1^ deep. He much prefers the larger frame.
You wish to know his hobby? Well.it is flowering plants, and
the neighbors say if J. B. Hall touches a plant, it is sure to prosper.

honey.

H, L. H.

Conducted by Morlet Pkttit, Villa Nova, Ont.

J.

B.

HALL

One of Canada's Foremost Bee-Keepers

The following sketch of Mr. J. B. Hall is kindly furnished by one who is most intimately acquainted with him
Mr. Hall's daughter
:

Woodstock, Ont., is a native of Norfolk, EngYarmouth, in 1833. He never saw a honey-bee until he
arrived in America, in 1856. During a period of indoor employment
his health failed, and in 1872 he invested in one colony of bees.
In
the hands of a beginner the bees died, but Mr. Hall, who, to use his
own words, hai lost the color from his cheeks, the flesh off his bones,
and the sweet out of his temper, regained the color, and increased in
weight from 132 pounds to IS" of the temper he remains 6ilent, but
the bees must have improved it in proportion to his flesh.
This venture went so well with him that the next year he purchased 3 colonies, and with an enthusiastic friend bought an extractor.
J. B. Hall, Apiarist,

land, born in

;
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J. B.

Hall— The Thorodgh Bee-Keeper.

The following tribute
the American Bee-Keeper,
of J. B. Hall

is

from Mr. H. E. Hill, editor of
at one time was a student

who

:

Mr. Morlet Pettit—
Dear Sir .—In 1885

I had the honor and extreme pleasure to spend
the season with Mr. Hall, in his " Woodstock " apiary, and had cultivated a degree of acquaintance bordering on friendship for several
years previous to this more intimate association.
It is, I think, noteworthy in this connection that Mr. Hall should
have lived to the age of 23 years, and then have to cross the Atlantic
to see a honey-bee but, if I remember correctly, he saw his first bees
It must have been a case of ardent love at first sight, for
in Canada.
In 1876 he behis interest seems to have been constant ever since.
came a specialist in bee-culture, and has confined himself exclusively
to the pursuit of his chosen vocation.
Should you ask me as to Mr. Hall's dominant trait as displayed in
business, I should unhesitatingly reply, " fhonmglmess." There is
but one way in which to execute any task that Mr. Hall may have in
hand, and that is exactly as, in his opinion, it should be done. Slipshod, half-hearted, slovenly methods are not tolerated. He knows no
middle ground in the performance of his work. There is the beginning
and the finish and when he has finished it is safe to bank that the job
;

;

is

done.

As

I recall this

painstaking care of

my

venerable and esteemed

friend, I doubt not that this inherent characteristic is largely responFrom the
sible for the successful apiarian career now to his credit.
leveling of every hive-stand with a spirit-level in the spring preparatory to putting out the bees, to scraping and crating the crop in the
fall, as well as the loading of cars with his product, every detail had

the nicest attention.

Although jovial in manner socially, kind-hearted and affectionate
in his home, and a firm believer in hours for ample recreation and rest
both for himself and his employees, during business hours nonsense
and carelessness are relegated into exile, and strenuous business
ethics are observed throughout.
Since the opportunity is available, I am inclined to note some of
Mr. Hall's shortcomings also, for, in common with other mortals as I
see it, he is not without his faults, the most regrettable of which is his
almost morbid modesty. Were it not for this unfortunate characThis conteristic, the realm of beedom might profit by his writings.
dition, however, is one for which Mr. Hall can not he held entirely
press
years
ago,
for
the
writing
off"
accountable, as he "swore
largely because of the habit of some editors in so closely editing everything that the substance was sacrificed upon the altar of syntax and
diction.

Mr. Hall is a great admirer of flowers— in fact, floriculture is his
one great hobby. Like other florists, he has two names for about
every kind of flower that grows— one that we have all heard, and one
nobody outside of the business ever heard of or would attempt to
pronounce.
I believe Mr. Hall was first to introduce the thick top-bar, and
also the inventor of the zinc-wood honey-board.
He is a gentleman whom it is a real pleasure to know, and an
H. E. Hill.
honor to count as a personal friend.
Ft. Pierce, Fla.

A

.1.

They extracted

B.

HALL.

so energetically that the bees were left no winter supto the surprise of their owners. The bees died of starvation,
for these deluded men thought, like their fellow mortals, that honey
flowed all summer long.
H£» But to follow the old motto, Mr. Hall tried a third time in the
next year with S colonies. Kepeated failures had purchased wisdom,
and all went well until the next summer, when the apiary was invaded
by foul brood. A neighbor had unwittingly purchased it along with a
420 colony of Italian bees. Mr. Hall knew no cure, so he destroyed
the apiary utterly.
However, he was not to be beaten, and in 1876 he made a fresh
start with 4 colonies.
From this on all went splendidly, and Fate no
more intervened to prevent his becoming an apiarist. Three years
later he^quit his business and devoted all his time to the production of
ply,

much

—We

are now bookQueen-Bee Free as a Premium.
ing orders for Untested Italian Queens to be delivered in
May or June. This is the premium offer: To a subscriber
whose own subscription to the American Bee Journal is
paid at least to the end of 1906, we will mail an Untested
Italian Queen for sending us one new subscription with
$1.00 for the Bee Journal a year. Or, we will renew your
subscription to the American Bee Journal for a year, and
send a fine Untested Italian Queen— both for $1.50. Now
If you wish extra
is a good time to get new subscribers.
copies of the Bee Journal for use as samples, let us know
how many you want and we will mail them to you. Address
all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Bee Journal.
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^
(Dur*Sister

Beekeepers

J
Conducted by

Emma M. Wilson,

Marengo,

111.

Bees Wintered Well
I have just returned from my winter sojourn in Cuba
and Florida, and find my bees have wintered well not hav-

—

My sister

bee-keeper visited me
and tells me her bees are in fine
shape, so I think, as a whole, the bees have wintered well
on the summer stands in Central Nebraska. f> c"
Westerville, Nebr., March 9.
Jennie". Booknau.

ing lost a single colony.
to-day Mrs. A. h. Amos

—

—

1

—

,

Honey for Freckles and Liver Spots
For freckles and liver spots
Eight ounces of pure extracted honey, 2 ounces of glycerin, 2 ounces of alcohol, 6
drams of citric acid, IS drops of essence of ambergris. Apply night and morning. If this does not remove them, you
will probably be obliged to use some good proprietary
bleach. There are bleaches that are perfectly harmless.
:

Mme. Qui Vive,

in

supers.

You

will find the single-walled hives

and the packing for winter

=\

Doctor filler's
Question 33ox
=

am thinking of buying a
what I want. My idea is to
extracted honey the coming sum-

Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Miss Wilson :— I
don't

know

;

is

any

Thinks She Wants Large Hives

My Dear

easier to handle

not a very serious matter.
You will probably not find chaff hives made so as to be used
part of the time single story and part of the time double
story. It may not be out of place to say that we often have
colonies so strong that a 10-frame hive would not accommodate them, but with the 8-frame 2-story they can run up to
12 or 15 frames if they want to.

:

new hive and

1906

frames.
City or country would hardly make any difference as to
the kind of hive.
When brood is in 2 stories, you must lift off the upper
story to find queen-cells in the lower story. But you will
not have much of that do, for there will not be much hunting for queen-cells before reducing to one story for giving

Chicago Record-Herald.

a freckle

22,

especially for comb honey. By the addition of another
story you can have all the advantages of the larger hive,
using only one story when it may seem best. With 2 stories
you have room for even stronger colonies than with one
story of the larger hive, and then, when the harvest comes,
you can reduce to one story, throwing the bees largely into
the supers.
If only one colony is to be run for extracted honey, better have the brood-chamber the same as the rest, for the
sake of uniformity, even if not just the best for extracted
honey. And for so small an amount of extracting, you may
as well have extracting-frames the same as the brood-

Lest the supply of honey should not suffice for all the
freckles in existence, it may be well to add that in the same
column Mue. Qui Vive says

"Genuine beauty is never shadowed by
more than the sun is eclipsed by a candle."

March

Formalin for Foul Brood

just

run one colony only for
mer. I do not care much for increase. My idea is a larger
hive and a " rousing " big colony. Do you recommend a 2story dovetail hive for this purpose ? If so, how do you
manipulate such a colony when you have 2 brood-chambers,
in looking for queen-cells, etc.? If you do not recommend
such a hive can you recommend a good one for the purpose
above mentioned ?
Also, are the 2-story hives both for comb or extracted
honey made in the double-walled chaff-filled ? In a catalog
I have, all the hives described seem to be single-walled, and
would require much more careful packing than the doublewalled hives in winter.
The frames in my 8-frame Hilton hives are Hoffman
frames, and I shall continue to use the same in whatever

What became

of the formalin treatment for foul brood, that was
so popular a year or two ago? I have not seen it mentioned for some
time.
Did it prove unreliable?
California.

Answer. — Formalin,

or formaldehyde, could hardly be considered

as a cure for foul brood, for it would kill all bees and brood submitted
to it.
Its proposed use was to save the combs of foul-broody colonies
from being melted up. Some reported that combs thoroughly fumigated with the drug would have no trace of foul brood left, and could
be given with sifety to healthy colonies, and others were not so successful.'
The probability is that if rightly used it may disinfect
diseased combs; at least that is the belief of some good authorities.

Drones and Brood

—

In

Hives in February

—

hive I buy.
Also, for extracted honey, do you recommend the deep
or shallow frames ?
My reason for changing hives is to get a larger colony
than an 8-frame hive can accommodate, and also more
honey per colony. I shall run mainly for comb honey, but
want one colony for extracted honey for medicinal uses. In
case I like the larger hives better after a trial, I shall buy
enough to take all my bees.
Also, are the large hives better than the smaller ones
in a city ? Things which apply in the country are sometimes quite wrong in a city.
The fall and winter up to last Friday have been unusually mild, and the bees have been out some nearly every
week. Two weeks ago last Saturday the thermometer was
somewhat above 50 degrees, and the bees were all out for a
good flight. Since then the thermometer has been down as
low as 6 degrees below zero, and the bees are " sleeping."
Grand Rapids, Mich., Feb. 1.
Elsie A. Cutter.

Feb. 25 a very warm day and my nephew looked at
and found 2 of them with lots of sealed and hatching
brood. They are Italians, and have drones hatched out, 2 queen-cells
capped over. One cell was just hatched out, and he found the young
queen, but forgot to look for the old one. Will the young queen be
Were they superseding the old queen in February,
of any account!
or will they be likely to swarm, as the maple-buds are swelling? The
colony is extra-strong for this time of the year, and the old queen was
very prolific. I have been keeping bees about 10 years, and never
heard of such a thing. 1 am taking 3 bee-papers, and do not rememIllinois.
ber having read about it.

for

The decision of the question as to what is the best hive
you depends a whole lot upon what you are going to do.
If you do not intend to give the bees a great deal of attention, but expect to leave them a good deal to their own devices, then the larger hive, by all means. It allows a larger
stock of provisions on hand at all times, with less danger of
starvation. But if you expect to give the bees all the atten-

Temperature in Center of Winter Bee-Cluster- Making
Combined Comb-Guide and Starter

tion they need, then the smaller hive

1. In Gleanings for April 1, 1896, page 307, Mr. Doolittle gives 92
degrees as the lowest temperature the bees will allow in the center of
the cluster even on frosty nights, and from actual tests he has concluded that 92 to 9S degrees is the usual heat in the center of the clusCZ1
ter of bees.
2. I had no thought of asking questions when I started toiwrite,

may

be the better,

It is

now

his 3 colonies,

Answer.— There is nothing unusual in finding brood in the last
in February, but it is very unusual for a young queen to be
reared so early. It was probably a sort of forced superseding, the bees
recognizing that the queen had so far failed that they must immeA queen reared so early is not
diately take steps to supersede her.
likely to prove of great value, and it will be well to keep an eye on
the colony lest it be found queenless in April. Swarming is not at all
likely in February in Central Illinois, no matter how strong the colony.
week

March
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man recently said that Doolittle taught him how to make
wax comb-guide and starter combined that had been satisfactory to
him for years, but said he would not tell how it was made. Can you
Canada.
not tell us how!

but a Texas
a

Answers. — 1. Thanks

for

information as to temperature, and

from so reliable a source.

make

a starter and guide is to nail on the underside
2. One way to
of the top-bar a thin strip coming down to a sharp edge, half an inch
or so deep, and by the aid of a small brush paint it with hot wax.
Another way is to hold irmly, or else tack lightly to the underside of
the top-bar a square strip which is kept so thoroughly wet that wax
will not stick to it;. then pour into the angle or trough thus made
melted wax, holding it in such position that when slightly cooled and
the strip removed there will be a thin starter of wax hanging down
from the center of the top-bar a half inch or 60. One trouble with any
arrangement of this kind is that there is nothing to hinder the bees
from starting drone-comb if they feel so in inclined. Much more satisfactory is a 6tarter of worker foundation.

257

business than I have been. Would it make any difference to the bees
whether they had drone or worder comb to store surplus in, in an
upper story, said upper story being a full hive-body, and the queen
Indiana.
confined to the lower story?

—

Answer. There ought not to be a particle of difference generally,
provided the only difference was in the size of cells. A difference
might be in this way: If a drone-comb aDd a worker-comb were put
side by side in the same super, earn of them having been in use the
6ame number

of years, and there were any noticeable difference
(doubtful whether there would be), I should expect the one most
promptly accepted to be the worker; because most brood would have
been reared in it if both were in the brood-chamber, and when bees
show any preference it is for comb with a good stock of cocoons. A
difference might be shown in another way
Have none but workercomb in the brood-chamber, a small amount of drone-comb in the
second story, and an excluder between the two stories. In such a
case I have known the bees to fill the worker-combs in the super and
keep the drone-comb empty, probably because they wanted the queen
to lay in it. But in general practise you'll find drone-comb in a super
filled as promptly as worker-comb.
:

Wiring Frames With Starters Only— Sweet Clover
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

it of any benefit to wire frames when using only starters?
Will the bees build straight combs from starters i
Will sweet clover grow here in Wisconsin 1 or, does it grow here?
If so, where can I get sweet clover seed ?
Will it freeze as easily as does corn?
Is it tender or hardy?

Use of the Bee's Sting— Increase by Dividing

16

Wisconsin.

Answers.

—

Yes, the wires will strengthen the combs, although
there is the objection that you can not count on the bees following the
wire with the septum, whereas when full sheets of foundation are
used the wire is always fastened in the septum, or the middle wall of
the comb.
They will start straight at
2. Ye— es, at least pretty straight.
the top, and if the hive stands perfectly true from 6ide to side you
can count on their following that general direction, only toward the
bottom they will build the comb more or less corrugated, or waving.
They seem to do that for the sake of greater strength. But for all
practical purposes you can get combs straight enough without full
sheets of foundation. But you will have too much drone-comb with it.
3. I think it is scattered all over Wisconsin.
Or, address
4. Watch the advertising columns of this Journal.
some of the supply-dealers. Perhaps they can furnish it.

[The clipping referred to

I.

—

Hardy very hardy Sweet clover would only laugh at a freeze
would kill corn. I think I've known it to be killed only in two
ways. One year I prepared a piece of ground in fine 6hape, sowed
sweet clover with oats, and it made a fine stand. Next spring there
wasn't a spear left. The ground was so nice and soft that it heaved
and pulled up all the 6weet clover by the roots. In the solid ground
of the roadside I never knew it to winter-kill. Another year I had a
piece mowed close to the ground when it had started from the seed
and was nearly a foot high, and it finished it.
5.

1. I am sending a clipping from the Minneapolis Journal, in regard to the real use of the bee's sting. If you know anything more
about it I would be pleased to hear it.

that

Drone-Comb

in

Upper Hlve-Storles

I used some last
1 have quite a lot of nice, straight drone-comb.
season in upper stories for extracting, but the bees did not seem to fill
in
the
same
hive;
but I know
it as readily as they did worker-comb
one season is not sufficient to test anything in bee-keeping, hence I
would like to have the experience or opinions of others longer in the

" With its trowel-like sting the bee puts the final
dainty and wonderful work. With this sting it pats
honey-cell as a mason pats and shapes a row of brick.
up the cell it drops a wee bit of poison into the honey.
acid; without

it

honey would

While tile bee-keepers in the greater
of this state enjoyed a fairly
prosperous season last year, the prospects for the coming season are even
more encouraging, especially in the
lower altitudes, some of which were
a little too dry; but the unusually
heavy precipitation of snow and rain
insures
an abundance of irriga
water, which in turn will insure a good
honev-llow.
E. S. Lovesy.
Salt Lake City, Utah, March 5.

— —

good many years ago Rev. W. F. Clarke, a CanaAnswers. 1.
dian bee-keeper, announced as facts the ideas contained in the clipping, namely, that bees use their stings as trowels to work wax, and
before sealing up each cell of honey drop into it poison from the sting.
He never gave any proof for such belief, and when remonstrated with,
replied, " Well, I see the bee6 busy in the cells, what else can they be
doing?" The whole thing is silly foolishness.
2. Yes, but in working any plan of increase successfully it will be
worth much to be thoroughly familiar with the principles you will
learn from your text-book on bee-culture.

most meager kind of food, so they can
afford to work cheap, and the whites
are either driven out or compelled to
We want a class of peolive likewise.
ple that will raise our standards, not
lower them. Last, but not least, they
are
class by themselves, and will
never mingle and intermarry to build
up a future race of Americans as some
other foreigners have.
I.,
us draw our colonists for Texas
There are enough
l'ro in another source.

Indications for a

Honey

isi season was fairly good,
'riie crop
but the price, as usual, was very low.
After the long, dry year of 1904, the
colonies ware weak, but they soon built
UP, and my crop averaged 110 pounds
of extracted li
y per colony.
There is a good deal being written
about gentle
s,
non-stingers, etc.,
but, with my present location, give me
the i,,e with the hot b u s a ess - e n d
As
long as tin > protect themselves from
iIm
of
depredations
thieves and looters,
can stand a few jabs from their little
sabers while thej are keeping in praci

for a

pn sent season are very fine for this
portion of California.
We have had
steady, soaking rains and vegetation is
farthei advaneed at the present time
than it usually is a month later. The
and
bees are gathering some hi
y

liego,

I

'alif.,

Feb.

20.

Sabinal, Tex.

He's "\iiin" the Japanese.
page' 138

ma-

mention is made of Japto Texas to engage in
ilk-culture. I do not

bee-farming
approve of thai class of people coming
I
live in California,
country,
right among them, and 1 know what
I'll
they ate,
are good workers, but
uniili ole.
Besides, they live
totalis
in any kind ol hovels and live on the

to

this

from our crowded cities to
whole of that State.
They

inn

Pine Prospects for Honey.
Prospeets for a honey crop are
!'
ire in good shape, and are getGrant Anderson.
ting new pollen.

Although I am one of the "boys of
and am 65 years of age, I have
worked nearly every day during what
F. C. Wiggins.
we eaii winter.
1

tin-

have to learn the language,
and. therefore, you would get subscriptions t" your paper sooner!
M. D. Price.
Arroyo Grande, Calif., Feb. 19.

.

61,"

On
Mi.

till

would

I

Troll.

honey crop

i

spare

to

tice.

i

The indications

.a

I

San

spoil.

2. My brother and I started with 2 colonies, and now we have 7 in
winter quarters, all strong and in good shape. They did very poorly
here last year, it being too cold and rainy. We took off about 10(i
pounds of honey. We wish to increase our number of colonies to
What is the best way for us to do it?
15 in the spring, by dividing.
Iowa.
Would Mr. W. W. Someford's method be all right?

I

portion

Before sealing
This is formic

of us think the bee's sting, with its poison, is a weapon
only. It is a weapon secondarily, but primarily it is a magic trowel,
a trowel from whose end, as the honey-cells are built up, a wonderful
preserving fluid drips."

cells built.

Good Prospects in Utah.
The American Bee Journal is still a
welcome visitor and I hope, as it deserves, that more of its many friends
will become subscribers.

touches on its
and shapes the

"Most

pollen from the early flowers,
and brood-rearing is going on rapidly.
seine colonies having 7 or S frames of
brood, aini 301 ie are already making
preparations to swarm, having queen-

(Sxperiences

as follows:— Editor.]

" The bee's sting is a trowel, not a rapier," said a Nature student
" It is an exquisitely delicate little
as he helped himself to honey.
trowel with which the bee finishes off the honey-cell, injects a little
and
seals
it
up.
inside
preservative

much

Reports anb

is

Real Use of the Bee's Sting.

Vul a

Heavy

Rainfall.

Bees are in good shape, and
present seem to he getting eoi

the

for

the flowers now
weal her is such as to
pers guessing on the ful
has not be.-n I"
as th" rain I'a II
enough to afford much hoi
a
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ei
p
re stron g
n
Th
hlj begin to sw
will
wi tl

nectar
but the
tin
bee
t

.

i

i

'
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month on the strength of last year's
stores and what honey they can get
but unless there is considerable
rain during the next two months, they
"will slacken up about the time the surplus should hegin to come in.

afield:

J.

Fallbrook,

Calif.,

Feb.

B.

Whitaker.

19.

excursion rates at the time of buying their
These card orders will be sent free
tickets.
immediately by addressing either the Secretary or the President. Write at once. One
must be used for each railroad system over
which the excursionist is to travel, and West
of Oil City and Pittsburg, Pa., the rates are to
be given by certificate plan the purchaser
paying full fare for his ticket in going, and
at the 6ame time asking for a certificate (not
a receipt) which will be " O.K.'d " upon presentation to the President at State College, and
will then be good for purchasing return passage at one-third the regular fare. There will
be at least 2 illustrated lectures, one of which
will be the President's annual address on
Thursday evening, the 29th, which will also
be the session for the election of officers, and
the other illustrated lecture will be that of
Dr. Phillips, from Washington, probably Friday forenoon, the 30th. An interesting feature will be a demonstration of practical
methods of handling bees before audiences by
E. R. Root. All interested persons are invited
Write at
to attend and bring their friends.
once to the undersigned for free card orders
State
A.
Surface,
H.
for excursion rates.
College, or Harrisburg, Pa., or
D. L. Woods, Sec.
Muncy, Pa.

March

—

CONVENTION NOTICES.

—

Utah. The Utah Bee-Keepers' Association
hold their spring convention in the
Mayor's office, in the City aDd County Buildwill

ing, April 6, at 10 a.m.
Among other questions of interest to be considered will be the
best approved methods for producing and disposing of bee-products. All are cordially invited to come and bring their friends.
G. E. Garrett, Sec. E. S. Lovesy, Pres.

—

Michigan. The Northern Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will hold its next annual meeting at Kalkaska, Mich., Wednesday
and Thursday, April 4 and 5, 1906. Generous
prizes are offered for certain exhibits.
W. Z.
Hutchinson, E. D. Townsend and Geo. H.
Kirkpatriek, the President, will read papers.
Special hotel rates are given by the Manning
House. Send to the Secretary for a copy of
the announcement, list of prizes offered, etc.
Then attend the convention if you possibly
can do so.
Ira D. Bartlett, Sec.

42

10 Gooseberry Bushes

10 Raspberry Bushes

10 Blackberry Bushes

Concord Grape Vine
Greatest Barpain yet,

1

TH

annual

meeting of

S

College, in Centre Co., Pa., March 29 and 30.
The first session will be on the evening of the
28th, and on the 30th there will be two sessions.
Among the persons who will be present and address the meetings on one or more
topics are the following:
Prof. E. F. Phillips, in charge of Apiculture, of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
E. R. Root, E. L. Pratt, R. D. Barclay, L. R.
White, of the Division of Zoology, Harrisburg, Pa.; Prof. H. A. Surface, President
Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers' Association, and
Pennsylvania State Zoologist, Harrisburg
and State College, Pa. Rev. D. L. Woods,
and others. You are invited to come, ask
questions, take part in the discussions, and
propose topics for discussion. A detailed
;

program

being prepared and will be published soon. There will be an exhibition of
bee-keepers' supplies and appliances, different
kinds of hives, honey and honey products,
and different races of bees. In the apiary of
the President, at the State College, there are
all races of honey-bees kept on the American
continent.
Manufacturers of supplies or
dealers are invited to send material for exhibition, and all room needed for this will be
given free of charge. The College will give
free rooms for meetings and also for lodging,
and the expense while there need not be over
$1.00 per day. The railroad companies have
given excursion rates upon two plans: 1st,
East of Oil City and Pittsburg, Pa., a fare of
one and one-third for the round trip will be
given to persons presenting card orders for
is

Wa

SSeecT
Seeef

Niagara Grape Vine
plants, all grown,

CO., Boston, Mass.

Sell root's Goods

in

Michigan

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT A
Bell Branch, Watui

FOR

SON.
Co.,

Mich

1906

152
large pages

contains

;

Pennsylvania.— All beekeepers and other
persons interested are invited to meet in the
second annual convention of the Pennsylvania State Bee-Keepers' Association, at State

1

43

ready to bear fruit, for only $3..tO. Every one
should have these lovely fruits growing in their
garden. Now is your chance. Order early, and
be sure of them.

BAY STATE PLANT

the North Texas Bee- Keepers' Association
will be held at Blossom, Tex., Wednesday and
Thursday, April 4 and 5, to which all beekeepers are invited. There will be no hotel
bills to pay.
On the program are the follow" Best Races of Bees," W. H. Laws and
ing:
Dr. R. P. Davie6; "Foul Brood," Lotiis H.
Scholl " Which is the Best for North Texas,
The Production of Section or Bulk Comb
Honey?" R. C. Abernathy and Dr. R. P.
Davies; "Extracted vs. Comb Honey for
North Texas," R. C. Abernathy and Dr. R. P.
Davies; "Is a Bee-Keepers' Association a
Necessity?" W. H. White; "Is the Combining of Bee-Keeping with Poultry-Raising
Profitable?" L. C. Lancaster; " Best HoneyPlants of North Texas," J. M. Haygood;
" Best Hive for North Texas— 8, 10 or 12
Frame," W.H.White; " How Best to Manage Our Bees for the Greatest Profit," Question-Box.
W. H. White, See.

$2.50

Plants

10 Currant Bushes

East Jordan, Mich.

North Texas. — The

22, 1906

full

from cov-

er to cover of
ill

U s trations

and

descriptions of the

best and newest

things

known

SEE THE 1906 RELIABLE
before you buy. Perfectly practical forpoultrymen or beginners. Double heating: system
gives bigger hatches saves onethird the oil. Sold on a money
back guarantee. Write for free
catalog. Reliable Farm PureBred Birds andEggs. Get prices.

—

Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co,,
Box B-153 Quincy, Illinois, TJ. S. A,

in

Bees and Outfit For Sale

horticulture.

No market
gardener, farmer, or any-

In good location, near city.
Albert Richter, 1135 N. Maplewood Avenue

CHICAGO,

one interested
in flowers can
afford to be without this book, which
will be sent free to all sending me their
address on a postal.

WJH.
1730 Filbert

Mention

The Head

HENRY MAULE
St.

of

Philadelphia,

Bee Journal

when

Paj,

2Atf

Mention

B.

writing.

YORK VILLE.
Bee Journal

ILL.

when

R. F. D.

writing.

Make Your Home

is

If

the

our
colo-

queen-rearing apiary in
the North. The gentlest and best Italian

and Caucasian.
ces for a postal.

Pri-

BEE-

SUPPLIES.

Wood Bee-Hive Gompanu
LANSING, MICH.

Mention

Attractive

Bee Journal

-when -writing.

WITHOUT COST

You «-an get these nice, useful things for the home without
a pennv of extra cost. stop paving the jobber's profit, the
wholesaler's profit and the dealer's profit on your every day

froceries and hegin buying them direct from the makers.
his way you can get both groceries and these beautiful articles for the same money yon are now paying for groceries
alone Buving direct means a big saving to you— more than
you imagine. It cuts off all middlemen's profits and you get
the benefit. We give a premium equal in value to your purchase. With $2. $r» or $10 worth of supplies we give a £.*, $.> or
$10 premium. This Fine Ladies Writing Desk we give with $10
worth of goods or this Beautiful Morris Chair. Hundreds
more to select from. If you don't wish premiums we (five $10
worth of groceries for $5.* Goods and premiums sent on 30 days
trial. Our large Furniture Catalog and Style Book sent free.

CROFTS & REED.

a mily

getter.

nies they will give you
more money. The largest

Trie

McCAIN,

f
-

Queens head your

Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited to beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or if you want to improve the stock cf your Ital-

ROBERT

the

money

CAUCASIAN QUEENS!
ian Bees, write to

ILL.

916 Austin Avenue, Chicago

March
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M-

PRICES **

and Quality are the things that
the lumber country where

We

freight.

we

sell

goods.

Any worthy person can havo

We make

quality and workmanship.

in

'

hands without

first

In

some instances they are superior. Our Sections are made from
tough wood that will bend without breaking, even if you don't wet
them.
last

How many

thousand

Send
you. All

?

of

is

'

SixMlnutes. Get It FREE

by addreswlnt.' a postal today
"J900" WASHER CO.,
<}
No.
Henhy Stbeet,
BlNGHAMTON, N. ¥., Or 355
YongR street. Toronto, Can.

it.

and get prices that will surprise and please
a trial order, and there will be no trouble in hold-

for our Catalog

we ask

•1900'

to

Sections did you break in putting together the

Think

a

Gravity Washer free to try
four wi'ckH just by writing for it,
We pay the freight and take all
risk.
You don't ri^k a penny.
Teet It four weeks at our ex
pense. If you liketbe Washer
keep It on the "1900" plan,
which we will explain to you.
If you don't like It return
It at our expense, so you are
nothing oat Washes a tub
full of dirtv clothes clean in

are in the heart of

have the cheapest known water-power.

goods that are the equal of any

FREE!

Washer

We

get lumber at

259

Mention

mm
when

Bee Journal

writing:.

Bees, Queens and Bee-Supplies

ing your custom.

We

manufacture standard dovetailed beehives and supplies, cheaper than you ever
bought before. Our Queens and Bees stand
at the bead in quality.
Untested, 75c each
$4.25 for 6. or $8 per doz. Tested, $1.25 each
$12 per doz. Select Tested, $1.50. Special
prices to dealers in large lots on application.
State Agents for Dittmer's Foundation.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Go.,
JOHN DOLL & SON. PROPRIETORS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Nic Island No. 33.

Catalog

free.

THE BEE & HONEY COMPANY
(Will Atchley, Prop.)
Beevllle, Bee Co., Texas.

TELEPHONE
Facts for Farmers
Send for free book

8U-A.

It

Root's Goods at Factory Prices

Mention

Finest and largest stock of Supplies In Illinois.
Italian Bees and Queens in season. Catalog free.
15 eggs of Pure Barred Plymouth Rocks, $1.00.
Incubators and Brooders always on hand.

contains

telephone facts that aremonev-savers
Stromberg - Carlson Tel. Mr <r.
Co., Rochester, N.Y., Chicago,Ill.

12A.13t

H

S.

DUBY,

St.

Anne,

I

will

tween April
orders to
12A2t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

writing.

400 Queens Cheap
Owing- to dequeening
crease,

111.

when

Bee Journal

Mention

ANGLE STEEL BED

1

my

bees to prevent

NORDHOFF, CALIF.
when writing.

Bee Journal

STEEL SANITARY
BED COUCH

FURNITURE

FREIGHT PAID
We

want to demonstrate in this advertisement how you can make money by buying
furniture direct from us and saving all middle
profits.
Compare these prices with what
your dealer asks you ana remember— we
pay the freight. You cannot match our
qualities or our prices anywhere else.
This beautiful full angle steel Bed. substantially made, finished
in White Enamel with polished brass knobs, in four sizes— will
At $2.98 it is a wonder and is
give you complete satisfaction.
11 This steel Sanitary
cheaper than your home dealer can buy it.

Bed Couch is an ornament to any room— cannot be told from an
ordinary couch; can be quickly converted into a comfortable sanitary bed; finished in gold and aluminum. $4.00 makes this a bargain you should not miss. It will practically add another bed.
room to your home. H This solid oak Extension Table is a real bargain
Never before has there been offered so large and handsome
a table for so small a price You must see it to appreciate its true
value. Finished in golden oak and is the best dining table for the
we take it
Erice vou ever saw. Send $4.98-if it don't please you
ack and refund your money. 1 This handsome, well-built 3-section
Book Case will put your library on a new system. Can add to it at
small expense, as the number of your books increase. Comes in
quartered oak. mahogany or plain oak finish— all hand rubbed ana
polished. Complete with, three sections, base, cap and dust-proof

SOLID

OAK EXTENSION

glass doors— $11.85 «lThis Refrigeratoris made of ash, with quarter sawed oak panels, golden finish, solid bronze hinges and lock,
zinc lined, removable galvanized iron ice rack and flues, with slide
adjustable provision shelves. A beauty and a bargain for $7.90.
f This high grade, high arm, 3-drawer, ball bearing, drop head Sewing Machine, guaranteed for twenty-five years, is the biggest sewing
machine bargain ever offered at our price, freight paid $15.25
If Order any article listed in this advertisement on our positive guarantee of satisfaction or money back. We stand back of every sale
and every article we ship out. Thev must be exactlv as we represent them or no sale. Write today for complete furniture and sewing machine catalogs see how we
save you money all along the line.

^5^3

—

—

Ask about our Special
Plan which will save
you $150. to 5250. a year
as long as you live.

in-

have 400 Queens to dispose of beand 15, at S3 per doz Address all
R. M. SPENCER,

Co-Operative Society of the
National Supply Co.
Lansing, Mich.

Chicago,

DROP HEAD
Rm* SEWING

REFRl<*

MACHINE

m.
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CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
covered by two Patents. With this wonderful invention the cost of making Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for
is

Do

further information.
mean business.

not write about

it

Root's Bee Supplies"
You know what

unless you

BEE-SUPPLIES^QUEENS
My Catalog' for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

£

CHARLES MONDENG,

&
9

am

ISO

.A-VE., N.,
NEWTON
Mention Bee

this

sent free.

GRIGGS BROS.
521

Monroe

Street,

TOLEDO, OHIO,

MINNEA-FOT-iIS, MINN.

Journal

when

when

Bee Journal

Mention

writing.

means. Four

carloads of New Qoods on hand.
Our business increased last year
100 percent over 1904. This is a
proof that we are saving our customers money.
Try us. Low
Freight Rates from Toledo.
Large Discounts— that tells the
story. Our 80-page Catalog is

IO«I

h-9 J

&

r.n,

'SB. *8tSI

writing.

MM

BEE-KEEPERS

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, L<ow Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to

fNew

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.
Mention

$||5

—

jpg

m

London, Wis.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

T„isis"T„eElp"
WE

know

it is

We want YOU

a good hive.
to

know

it,

too.

is a hive without dovetails.
The corners are not nailed. It can be as easily taken
apart as put together— in a few moments.
Simple in construction.
also have the Dovetailed and Langstroth Hives, Sections, Smokers, and everything used in the apiary.
See our special offer in last week's issue of
American Bee Journal. You'd better write
us to-day and order five of " THE ELGIN."
A postal will bring you our price-list.

Here

a

We

The National Supply

Co.

ELGIN, ILL.

i

And

Mention

Bee

— Never Go Out D

S"

I

last

from

5 to 21 years oo.
Otisville, Pa., Jan. IS, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything In
the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years. In short
if I want any more smokers your new style is
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks inFred Fodner.
dnced me to get mine.

when

Journal

writing.

FENCE SBSEi'We

Made of High Carbon

colled wire.

have no agents. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.
We pay all freight. Catalog Bliows 37
styles and helgrnts of farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buv direct. Write today
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.

We

manufacture everything needed

greatest variety.

We assure you

in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
the best goods at

LOWEST PRICES

WANTED
Young man
colonies,

enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
in having good? transferred and damaged.
We make the

and our excellent freight

facilities

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives
Our

prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog anil price-list upon request.
want
every bee keeper to have our Catalog.
now. Write
to-day.
Address,

KRETGHMER MFG.

We

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Couocil Bluff6, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son. Salina, Kau.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

to take care of an apiary of
and caretully pack bee supplies

TRESTER SUPPLY CO.

shipping.
9Atf

An

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

WINCHESTER, INDIANA.
Box S9
Bee Journal when writing.

Mention

LINCOLN, NEB.

AT MUSKOGEE.
Sale in
Apiary For

One chance
9A4t

when

Send to

For Queens

JOHN W.PHARR
Berclair.Tez.

He will furnish at the same prices as last
year: Tested, $1; Untested, 75c; 5 for $3.25;
10 for $6; 15 for $8.25; 25 for $12.50; 100 for
He breeds Goldens, Carniolans, and 3$45.
Band Italians. Also 1, 2, and 3 frame Nuclei
and full colonies. Prices given on applicaPharr pays the freight, and guarantees
tion.
than

writing.

1ND. TER.

a first-class district.

thousand to secure an up-to-

home market. Address.
W. S. MITCHELL,
National Soldiers' Home, Tenn.

all Queens.
To do justice and
more acceptable with the Lord

on

satisfaction

Bee Journal

in a

date business on a

judgment

Mention

300
for

is

sacrifice.

Mention

— (Prov. 3:21.)

Bee Journal

when

5Atf
writing.
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NO MORE LOST LETTERS
you take advantage of the offer we make to furnish you beautifully Printed
Stationery, which we will send you postpaid.

If

The Farmers' Tribune One Year and
100 Note Heads and 100 Envelopes

the leading Live Stock Journal of the Northwest. The
It is printed on nice paper with your name, address
of farm or business. We guarantee to deliver in 10 days from receipt

The Farmers' Tribune
stationery

and name
m

is

is

really free.

of order

o.OA

Ask your

printer

unparalleled offer

Lion Engine
sold direct

is

All for $i.

|

FACTORY

we

are

charge for such stationery.
Address,

will

Send

for free

Box

sample copy

Acting on the theory that "testing is
proving' we will st-nd any responsible
person, on certain very easy conditions, one of our three h. p. jras or gasoline engines on 10 days test trial.
This engine is no experiment, but
has been proved by actual use to do
any work (where the rated amount of
power is required) in the must practical, reliable, safe and economical wav.
This engine is of the four eve If t\ [•'•-.
While the engine is up tu normal speed
the exhaust valve is held open, allowing free circulation of fresh air in the
cylinder. The igniterand intake valve
are at rest, therefore are not using"
gasoline or the batteries.
Our igniter and mixer are of the
most simple and reliable character.
The gasoline is always properly vaporised and the igniterpolnt neve'rcomea

Sioux City, Iowa.
21,
our great paper.

of

from
Mention

This will prove the

making you.

FARMERS' TRIBUNE,

USER

to

what he

Bee Journal

when

writing.

1

haust, igniter and the gasoline it also
allows the speed to be changed from
100 to 600 revolutions per minute while

Everything for the Apiary
1

Wholesale Agents for G.B. Lewis Co.
Dadant's Foundation

;

BUY

NOW— TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THE DISCOUNT.

the

engine is in motion— a very
superior feature.

LION

GAS OR

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

GASOLINE ENGINES

are simple

construction and

in

EASY TO OPERATE

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS

They are used for all purposes where
power is required for operating pri-

DAVENPORT, IOWA

vate electric -lighting plants, small
factories, printing offices; farm machinery, such as cream separators,
feed -grinders, corn shellers. w
Isawing machines, etc., and for a thousand and one other purposes.

Mention

WRITE US A LETTER
Lyons Engine

Bee Journal

when

writing.

LIKE THIS:

Co.,

Lyons, Mich.
Gent IfintD'

I

wlah JfOO to ttttd
proval olfer tta

am about

me

purch»«e a gas or g»t-

advertised

Journal.

In

Yours very

Street Ho. or P. O.

B. F

to

full particulars

Everything for the Bee

ibout your apAmerican Dee

truljr,

MN>

Box_

D

When writing, please state definitely for what purpose you wish to
use this engine and whether gas or
fasoline is to be used for fuel. This
reformation is very important to
us.
Please remember we send the
engine, not the engine agent.

LYONS ENGINE
CO.
I

Lyons, Mich.

Keeper
will be found in our Illustrated Catalogue No. 40. It contains a full
line of Hives, Supers, Followers, Sections, Section Holders, Frames,
Extractors, Smokers, etc. All these and many other essentials are
manufactured by us. Everything >s guaranteed to be right and of

best quality. Our prices are so reasonable that
may afford the best suppliesWe cannot tell you here of all
the good tilings in this book.
today. We mail it fre-, tocopy
Better send for a
gether with a copy of the Progressive Bee Keeper, a
splendid monthly publication devoted to bee interests.
It will help y< <a start right and keep you right after
you are started. It is invaluable as an aid to every
bee keeper. Ask for the paper and the book.

K

We

Sell

the Best Incubators and
Brooders.

Delivered at > our station, prices the lowest.
at once and save money. Address

LEAHY MFG.

CO., 10

Braii'hea at

Talmage

St.,

Write us

Higginsville,

Omaha, Neb. and East St.

Louis,

111.

Mo.

any bee keeper
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Get the Best
«

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Why

Ponder"

put up with
goods when

inferior

you may just as well

have the Best?

BEE-SUPPLIES

They
more.

cost you no
In many cases

can wave you money. In all cases I
give the most lor the money, qualI

ity considered.

Remember,

IN

.-.

Prompt
.'.

.•.

have been over 20 years in the

THE WEST.

Catalog Free.

Shipping facilities unsurpassed. All points
reached by direct lines, thus insuring the

you wish to purchase finest quality of HONEY f or your local trade, write for my
free monthly price-list of honey.
Why not secure your BEE-SUPPLIES NOW FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE. and avail
yourself of the following very liberal discounts? Goods all Root Quality.

lowest Freight-rates.

Write for estimates and new Catalog.

now.

eral discounts

For cash orders beforeMar.l.. 4 percent
For cash orders before Feb. 1.. 6 percent
For cash orders before Apr. 1. 2 percent

Tjjft

Mention

Mention

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

LEWIS' BEEWARE
2 percent
it needs no introduction.
IKscount on Bee- Supplies tor March.
so well

known

Prices on application.

1906 Cornell Incubator

Mew
If

is

superior to anything heretofore

190C Catalog for either line Free.
filled

PROMPTLY

AT FACTORY

PRICES, send your order

YORK HONEY
H. M.

to

AND BEE

SUPPLY
ARND, MGR.

CO.<22)

CHICAGO, ILL.
Long Distance 'Phone, North 1559.

141 Ontario Street,

(£

HONEY in

60-pound cans that we can
ship by return freight at these prices 2 cans,
boxed, at 8% cents a pound ; 4 or more cans at
one time, 8 cents a pound all f.o.b. Chicago. Cash with order. Sample, by mail, 8
in stamps, to cover package and postage.
:

—

YORK H0NEY1 cdppbleve C0.
n

-

PINE EXTRACTED HONEY

in

ing John Y. Calahan. General Agent,
113 Adams St., room 298, Chicago.
1— 12A6t
rt .80 r»t
I

Send for our Catalog and "Special"

— free.

I

I

£

200 Egg

INCUBATOR
t
*•

.

Perfect Id construction tna
notion. Hatches every fertile
egg. Write for catalog to-daj

(GEO. H. STAHL, Qulncy,

We buy BEESWAX at all times in the year.

1004 East Wash. Street
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. •$•
<~i

+*

+*

is

toe continuous advertiser.'

III.

when

Mention

Bee Journal

65c

12 Names fraE^?-?^

for

writing.

ptamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— res. sub. price 400 a year. F. C. is a wkly., 2;>
old, 1,300 panes a year.
years
'

"In every country toe successful advertiser

ILL.

land, Erie, Buffalo, New York City,
Boston, and all points east, will consult their interests and find advantage
in selecting the Nickel Plate Road east
from Chicago. Three through trains
are run daily, with through day
coaches to New York City, and modern
Pullman sleeping-cars to destination.
Rates always the lowest, and no excess
fares are charged on any train, for any
part of the journey. Modern diningcar service, with individual club meals,
ranging in price from 35 cents to one
dollar also meals a la carte. Ask for
Plate Road.
tickets via the Nickel
Chicago depot, La Salle and Van Bureu
Sts., the only station in Chicago on
Chicago City
the Elevated Loop.
Ticket Office, 111 Adams St. Detailed
information may be secured by address-

Goods at Factory

cans or barrels. The best the world can produce
How much can you use? Prices quoted quick

OAATT &
O f^f\
Can
VU>
M. OUU

CHICAGO,

JS~ Passengers east from Buffalo to
Fort Wayne, Findlay, Fostoria, Cleve-

Discount for Early Orders
Samples 8 cents, to pay postage and packing.
on the quantity you mention.

St.,

;

BEE SUPPLIES
Everything the bee-keeper need6. Distributing house for Lewis'
Prices. Now is the time to buy for next season.

60-POUND CANS

141-143 Ontario

put on the market.

you want orders

IN

Sample, 10 cents.

Cornell Incubators, Peep 0' Day Brooders
and Cornell Chick Machinery CSIxcelled
The

writing.

We have a good supply of Pure Altai!

—28c cash, 30c when taking bee-supplies in exchange.

Beeswax wanted

Extracted Honey For Sale.

IOWA
when

Bee Journal

HONEY

when writing

BEE-KEEPERS'
-ANDPOULT RY SUP PLIES
is

7th St.

=PURE ALFALFA^

ijjp iff? ^F$? '*$•' "*f»" ^?f»" "7»f5"'^f«F Tfy^^ff

Bee Journal

W.

I>ES MOINES,

POUDER,

Lib-

Address,

NYSEWANDER,

JOS.

565-567

S.

Many thousands of
now on hand, ready

dollars worth of goods
for distribution.

Service.

If

WALTER

largest stock o t

BEE-SUPPLIES

1ST!!?

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.

I

business, and carry the

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

Mention

Sample

free.

FARMER'S CALL, yuincy, 111.
Bee Journal wuen writing.
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Lowest

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Prici

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

Big Discount for Early Orders

FREIGHT-

"
"
"

"
"

February

March
April

are the
9 per cent
"
8
"
7

1

December
January 1

CINCINNATI

RATES FROM

On Cash Orders
Before November

1

1

1

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

SOUTH

for the
as 'mostlall freight

"

6
4
2

1

now goes through

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

"

You

Established Nearly

25 Years

Catalog mailed free.
Send for same.

SOc a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the
most experienced bee - keepers in

America.

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,

JAHESTOWN,

N. Y.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

f^oney atib

For

c.
Office

prices, refer to

my

amber

at 6@7c, according to quantity; buckat 6c per pound; Southern at 50@60c per
gallon, according to quality. Beeswax steady
at 29@31c.
Hildreth & Segelken.

Cincinnati, March 8.— The demand for comb
honey has brightened considerably since we
last reported; in all probability, by the close of
April, the market will be bare of comb honey.
This will be encouraging to the bee-keeper.
Nevertheless, to advance the price is out of the
question; therefore, we continue to quote fancy
white comb honey at 14@15c. The demand for
extracted honey does not come up to our expectations; we quote amber at from 5%@6^c, according to the quality; fancy white, in 60 lb.
cans, 8c. Choice bright, yellow beeswax, 30c.

R. A.

Burnett &

Co.

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The market for comb
honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; 14@15c
tor No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,
Extracted honey is in good demand at
13c.
White clover in barrels
following prices:
brings 6M@7c; amber,5KiS5}*c; in cans every
grade from l@l!^c higher. Beeswax is firm
and in good demand
The above are our selling prices, not what we
Griggs Bros.
pay.
at 28

and

30c.

Indianapolis, Feb. 2.— Fancy white clover
comb brings 16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14<S>15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8H<&9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beessells here for $33 per 10O

usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to 13.75 per case of 24 sections: off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, TH@S'Ac; light amber,
6%@7Jic. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.

The Colo. Honey-Producers*

">

II
IO.

,N

s:r

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
buying
consigning,

R. A.

or selling, consult

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

White Clover Honey
Candied

—

a 60-pou/id can, $6. Cash and
instructions sent to Farmers' Bank.

JOHN
8Atf
Mention

C.

STEWART

HOPKINS, MO.
Bee Journal when

writing.

FOR SALE

„
Until

,
further notice, finest quality new crop
California V^ter- White White Sa.ge and Light
Amber
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
cans and new cases. Write for prices and sam-

HONEY

ples,

and state quantity you want.

Hildreth

&,

Segelken
New York, N.Y.

24 section white selling at 3.25 per case, amber
at 25@50c per case less. Extracted, white, 6^c

265

Cincinnati, March 7.— The demand for comb
honey is slow, prioes obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems tc be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote fency white, 14@i6c Amber

Highest market price paid promptly
time for good wax.

per pound; amber, 6c. Beeswax, 25@30c. We
look for an increased demand in the near
future.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

extracted in barrels, 55£@5J£c; i n causae more;
fancy white clover in 60-lb. cans, 7J4(58J^ cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6H@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.
C,

H.W. Weber.

S.

&

267

34Atf

Greenwich

Street,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Gash for Beeswax

We

fancy white, 16@17c; amber, 13@14c. Extracted,
white clover, 7@8c; amber, 6@7c. Beeswax
firm, 28c.

We are producers of honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Selser,
on commission.
York, Feb. 19.— The demand

is

t

CRATES 2-60 LB. CANS; 8c
TWO OR MORE CRATES; 7 #
LARGER LOTS; WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES. ALL
F. O. B. CINCINNATI. CASH WITH ORDER.
SAMPLES 10c
TO PAY POSTAGE.

fairly

good for better grades of white, and while the
nearby crop is fairly well cleaned up, new arrivals are now coming in from Cuba, besides
several cars have been shipped on from California. We quote fancy white at 15c; No. 1,
13@14c; No. 2. 12c; amber, lie; buckwheat,
10@llc. Extracted in fairly good demand, especially California, of /thick there is abundant
sage, 6}i<&~}ic; light

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
WALNUT STREET,
|R

CATALOG OF BEESUPf

the

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

FANCY WHITE EXTRACTED HONEY,

for honey
falling off, and while the supply is not abunquote
dant, yet it equals the demand.

PHiLADELPHiA,March 10— The call

all

Frank G. Clark, 147 E.KinzieSt.Ghicago.lll.

Pohder.

is

III.

ONE TON

pounds.

Walter

We quote white

Assn.

Kansas City, March 16— The supply of comb
honey is not very large. Demand is light, best

1

catalog, page 29.

Tee Fred W. Moth Co.

Chicago, March 7— Choice white comb honey
not plentiful, and it sells upon arrival at 15c
Other grades of comb are not in deper pound
mand and sell at uncertain prices of 10@14c per
pound. Choice white extracted, 65«@7}4c; amber grades, 5}i@b%c. Beeswax, 30c per pound.

Ol ,l>l'>

H.W.Weber

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as

is

4.

KJ LOWS, VA IS
!/
RED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.
^Ufj

wheat

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

bred in separate apiaries,

,

Order for

March

for

UUll ^

me

L4fll§,

supply.

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

4 Percent Discount
^^ ^TT^^^^T^T^?!
bookyour II I
§ P |\J
Let

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for IS years (monthly,

New

what

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

OF ALL KINDS

wax

is

will

"

Bee = Supplies E

Mention
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CINCINNATI,

OHIO.
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The

supply-dealer,

best of equipments.

As

honest, has a difficult position.

if

too few exceptions he has to deal with

He has

men

said at the Chicago Convention, so

I

in an industry, comparatively

to cater to a trade

which

is

March

few of

to year.

Speaking

inaccurate, and not uniform; but

in a general

way

home-made and

right here, special factories

local factory

equipments require accuracy and smoothness, as fixtures
of hives are not

building
I

lead

to

say now, with

I

realize the value of the very

looking over catalogs or to other sources for the hive, which

can be bought not for the lowest price, but for the least momentary outlay, even

them from year

whom

22, 1906

a gross extravagance to use

may sometimes make

goods are always that way.

;

constant inconvenience in handling, and

goods rough,

Hives and

connection with no other stock do.

in

smooth the bees keep propolizing them

if it is

If

all their

the interiors

bee-spaces are not accurate, propolis and comb-

if

and loss of temper to those about.

loss of time

therefore decided on factory-made goods, and willingness to allow a fair profit after paying the expense of having

good machines operated by skilled hands.

— R. F. Holtbrmann, Brantford,

Canada.

— March 1st

" Gleanings in Bee-

Culture."

AT THE LEWIS FACTOKY
the greatest pains are taken to see that

goods are made

all

scientifically correct.

Lewis goods go together right. Why ? Because they are right.
Every part is made to fit every other part just like a watch. Perfect matching,
necessary bee-spacing, accurate dovetailing, correct grooving, careful polishing, besides a thousand and one other details of manufacture are
sult of the 30 years' of experience of the

Lewis Beeware

all

brought to bear as a

re-

specialists.

This has brought about the manufacture of a smooth,

clear, clean,

white hive

which strikes joy to the bee-keeper's heart.

Lewis Sections are made from white Wisconsin basswood, the finest in the world.
Lewis Sections are the best in the world they ought to be, they are the most carefully selected, and accurately made.
;

Lewis Goods accept no substitute. Look for the brand send for CatThere are a score of our agents who can furnish you
alog to-day if you haven't one.
with Lewis' Goods at factory prices. They are
Insist on

;

;

:

ENGLAND— E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts
CUBA— C. B. Stevens & Co., Havana
C. B.

Stevens

&

Co., Manzanlllo

CALIFORNIA— The

Chae. H. Lilly Co., San

Francisco

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA— Paul

Bachert,
Lancaster
Diego
San
Fletcher-Doyle Co.,
Fallbrook Co-operative Ass'n, Fallbrook

COLORADO— R.

Loveland
Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' Association, Rocky Ford
C. Aikin,

G. B.

COLORADO— (Continued.)

MICHIGAN— A.

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association
Colorado Fruit-Growers' Association, Grand
Junction
Robert Halley, Montrose

ILLINOIS— York Honey &

Bee-Supply Co.,

Chicago
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton,

111.

IOWA— Adam A. Clarke, Le Mars
Louis Hanssen's Sons, Davenport
J. McCarty, Emmelsburg-.

W.

INDIANA— C.

M. Scott &

Co., Indianapolis

Rapids

G.

Woodman &

MINNESOTA— Wis.

Lumber

Co.,

Grand

Co., Faribault

MISSOURI— E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph
OHIO— Norris & Anspach, Kenton

OREGON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co., Portland
PENNSYLVANIA— Cleaver & Greene, Troy
TEXAS— Southwestern Bee Co., San Antonio
UTAH— Fred Foulger & Sons. Ogden
WASHINGTON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co.,
Seattle

LEWIS COMPANY
WATERTOWN,

WIS., U.S.A.

jpjAERie^j
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46th Year
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APIART OF
O. K.

DR.

W

RICE, OF GRAY'S RIVER, WASH.

MILLER PISHING SECTIONS OUT
OF A T-SUPER

L.

SMITH, OF RICHMOND, VA.

DR. MILLER LIFTING OFF THE
T-Super.

(See pages 270 aDd 271.)
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Contents of this Number
Illustrations

— Two

Bee-In-

8uper

1st

W. L

1st

.-

Page
Page

Souvenir Postal Card from Frank Benton

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

Editorial Notes

GEORGE W.YORK 8 COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
Journal is
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this
the United Stales, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 60
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

$l.uo a year, in

Advertising Rate, per Agate Line, 10c.
14 lines make
less than

%

—

5 per cent

4

times

13
26

"
"

....10
....20

"

52

"

•••30

"

100 lines.

500
1000
2000

"

"

"
"

.

.

.

.

5 per cent

.10
.20
.30

"
"
"

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful riKbts.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

honey.

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Platteville, Wis.
more convenient. Dues may be sent
ublishers of the American Bee Journal.
J39" If

to the

The Emerson Binder.

a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no further binding is necet8

"T

334

'

OEOROE W. YORK &

Dearborn

NOT

Street,

IN

structions of this book one cannot fail

Mr, Hastv^s Afterthoughts

—

Canadian Smoker-Fuel
Check on Swarming
Feeding Mulberries
First W ork of Bees

.

.

Our

273
273
273
273
273
273
273
273
273
273
273

Sister Bee-Keepers

Bees in Fine Condition
Bees Seize and Hold a Village
Died Several Years After Being Stung
Discouraging Season With the Bees..
Sister's Greeting and Clippings

Canadian Beedom

—

Detecting GlucoBe in Honey
More About Mr. Lowey's Winter Bee-Repository

L'74

275

Southern Beedom —
Preventing the Introduction of Foul Brood.
"Those Bee- Problems"
Foul-Brood Inspectors

275
27=.

Two

Dr. Miller* 8 Question-Box

275

—

Best Bee-Bnok and Comb-Honey Hive.
Caucasian Bees
Changing Queens
Color of Comb Honey
Feeding Bees
Getting Kid of Ants in Hives
Mice in Hives
Moving Bees
Preventing More Than One Swarm
Sweet Clover Seed
Taking Out Cellared Bees for a Flight.,
Throwing Out Bee Larva? and Pupas
T ransf erring Bees
When to Take Out Cellared Bees

27fi

.

,

Convention Proceedings

Good

.

.

276
276
276
276
27K
276
276
276
277
276
276
276
276

—

Bee-Cellar

277
277

,

Wisconsin State Convention

Reports and Experiences

—

be wonderfully helped on the way to

to

success with bees.

The book we mail

CHICAGO, ILL.

for $ 1 .20, or club

with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
THREE
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
It

—

;

NEW

Few Dead Bees So Far

CO.,

one of the standard books on

7) 271

,

This Emerson stiff-board Binder wan clutb
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 75 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
It li
J ournal f or one year— both for only $1.50.

is

Right Kind of T-Super All Right
271
Temperature Inside the Winter Cluster of Bees 272

Report for Season of 1905

National

This

—

Dadant Methods of Honey-Production (No.

Table of Contents
Sister's Experiences
Soft-Wood Fences
Unsettled Bee-Brush Question
When Bees Get Short of Winter Stores
Wide Frames vs. T-Supers

Space Discounts.

Time Discounts.

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

—

270
270
270
270

New

inch accepted.

Honey-Bee

over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the American Bee Journal Chas. Dadant & Son,
Each subject is clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the in-

—

German Chunk Honev

one inch.

a&

?69
2^9
2fiH

Apiary of O. K. Rice
Apiary of W. L. Smith
Benton Souvenir Postal Card
Illinois Bee-Keeping
Contributed Special Articles

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is pa'.u.
For instance, "decoe" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, I9vt>.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send a
receipt fur money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which showB
that the money haB been received and credited.

Nothing

News Items

'

bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains

Newspaper Declines to Correct Apiarian Errors 269
Miscellaneous

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

.

19C6

270

and Comments —

Care of Empty Combs Left by Dead Colonies.
Hives in Which Bees Have Died
Honey Lett by Dead Colonies

111.

X

-

l-;u

spectors
275
Dr. Miller Lifting Off a T-Super
1st Page
Dr. Miller Pushing SectionB Out of a T-

Smith,

.•

Page

let

29,

Langs troth ™ the

—

Apiary of O. K. Rice
Apiary of W. L. Smith
"Big Bill" and "Little Bill"

March

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

Likes the Right Kind of T-Super
Value ot Bees to Alfalfa

334

THE TRUST

CHICAGO, ILL

Dearborn Street,

For High-Grade
Cans
Prices Always
the Lowest

Write for Prices,
Stating Quantity-

Wanted

Friction

lop Cans

Prompt shipment and careful attention given to all orders.
Mention Bee journal when writing.
Made by

for

Honey and Syrup

Special prices to

members of the Bee-Keepers' Associations.
CO., 1035 W. 47th Street, CHICAGO, ILL

CANNERS CAN

,

March

29,
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"DADANT'S FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.
at all
times

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

. .

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

CAUCASIAN QUEENS!

SEE THE 1906 RELIABLE

Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited to beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,

before you buy. Perfectly practical for poultry men or beginners. Double heating system
gives bigger hatches saves onethird the oil. Sold on a money
back guarantee. Write for free
catalog;. * Reliable Farm PureBred Birds and Eggs. Get prices.
Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.,
Box B-153 Quincv, Illinois, P. 8. A,

—

DON'T WAIT

your

you want

to improve the stock cf
ian Bees, write to

or

if

ROBERT

B.

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.

2Atf

Ital-

R. F. D.

ILL.

for the season to start before

you

order your Bee-Supplies

DITTMERS FOUNDATION
MADE
THE BEST
specialty of working wax
IS

We

make

a

Retail

for Cash.

— Wholesale—Jobbing

^.California
The PaciBc Rural Press has been a household word throughout California for 35 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
soil or products of California. Weekly, illusEdited by practical specialists. Two
trated:
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.

Pacific Rural Press,
San Francisco, Calif.
330 Market Street,
Please mention the Bee Journal.
SOAtf

12 Names

Mention

Bee Journal

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED
Write for our Price-List and samples

;

we would

The Fresh

send them to you at our

Mention

Bee Journal

when

I

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
And Prompt Shipments

W —
ffl

Is

6th— What

Mention

Bee Journnl

vrhen

house, email portable
building or piano biz and make
about as good a brooder as money

mushroom

name

Is

them

on our mall

all If

your

list.

Prairie State Incubator Co., 351

Main

St.,

Homer

City. Pa,

for Catalog.

CO., Harshiield,
writing.

BOX WILL DO

Put the Universal Hover Into It and
make jour own brooder. The Universal Hover may be attached to
ant site or form <»f Colony bouse,

follow, you'll get

DOVETAILED HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

THE riARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ

—

Sttnd.rd Inoub.tor. 2nd An
Incubntor for Beginner.. 3rd— TJolvere.1
lIorer.ndCelonjBruvderf. ith— Feeding
Doing.
ire
Users

Write for catalog end
can buy
the Ave books FKEE. Others to

what we are making for our cusU mers.

We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask

Artlflclt

Ut— The

writing.

A PIANO

H

Air Incubator

new and effective way, making possible

BOOKLETS ON ARTI5 FREE
FICIAL POUURV PRODUCTION

Augusta, Wis.
Chloko.

fi

writing.

higher per cent hatches, brighter, healthier
stronger chicks.

expense.

GUS DITTMER,

when

Fresh Air applied to
Id a

like to

R

e s an d
for
fr,S?Se r s a na S,-c i
ptamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— rett. aub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1.800 pa^es a year. Sample free.
FAKMER'S CALL, Quincy.IU.

65c

Wis

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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There
After April

By

Catalog prices.

days

early-order discounts on our Supplies at

we allow no more

1st,

29, 1906

which you can obtain our discount of 2%.

just 2 days left in

is

^

percent

March

NOW,

placing your order

you make a saving equivalent

72$ per annum on money at common interest rates. You surely cannot
afford to lose this amount no matter how small your order.

to

••£••

-«£»•

•*fy*

Goods with a saving of time and freight by placing
our agents named below. They all carry large stocks

get Root's

You can

your order with one of

and allow 2% discount for cash with order
on order bearing a postmark before April 1st. Delay is dangerous now.
o-oods, sell

of

at factory prices,

Bees are already swarming

Alabama
Wetumpka

in the South.

E. Grainger

&

Co.

I.

Minnesota

Root Co.

144

Missouri

Illinois
The

&

High
A.

I.

St.

S. Pouder
Vickery Bros.

10

633

A.

I.

Root Co.

New York

Buck

Son Supply Co.

City
44

Vesey

I.

Texas Seed and Floral
D.

I.

The

Superior Honey Co.

W.

ohio

E. Tribbett

Washington
Spokane

Portland Seed Co.

ROOT COMPANY

^tEiDinsr^.,

M. Edwards

Virginia

Root Co.
Root Co.

Street.

Co.

Udo Toepperwein

of local dealers all over the country handle our goods.
Insist on getting them.

A.

I.

E. E. Pressler
Street

Lycoming

Spottswood

lfork
I.

A.

Utah

& Hauk
Ogden

The A.
The A.

Root Co.

San Antonio
Uvalde

Edward Scoggin

New

& Arnold

The

Texas
Dallas

Blanke

Prothero

Vine Street

Williamsport

Mexico

Syracuse

J

THE

Bois
Philadelphia

Springfield Seed Co.

Carlsbad

Iowa
oseph Nysewander
Kansas

Hundreds

Jno Nebel

Louis

New

Wal ter

Carl F.

Hill

Springfield

Root Co.

East Erie Street.

Indianapolis
Evansvllle

Portland Seed Co.

^nnsylvania

I*

1024 Mississippi Street.

124 Liberty St.

Indiana

Augusta

The

Paul

Howkins & Rush

Chicago

Des Moines

St.

Oregon

Dn

M. H. Hunt & Son
George E. Hilton

Seed Co.

Monroe St.
W. Pierce
C. H. W. Weber
2146 Central Avenue
521

E.

Portland

Michigan
Branch
Fremont

Bell

Georgia
Savannah

Griggs Bros.,

Root Co.

Rawlins Implement Co.

Baltimore

A.

I.

Maryland

Columbia
The

The A.

Mechanic Falls

Colorado

Washington

Zanesvllle
Cincinnati

Maine

The L. A. Watkins Mdse. Cc.
Frnita fruit and Produce Ass'n

District ot

W. W. Cary & Son

Lyousville

Mc Adams

Columbus Grove
Toledo

H. H. Jepson. 182 Friend Street

Boston

Madary Planing Mill
Fresno
California National
Los Angeles
Honey Producers' Association

Fruita

Hummer

Massachusetts

California

Denver

George A.

Brazelia

Canada.
Toronto

Ohio

Mississippi
J.M.Jenkins

(Entered at the Post-Office at Chicago as Second-Class Mall-Matter.)

Published Weekly at $1.00 a Year, by George

GEORGE W. YORK,

CHICAGO,

Editor

ILL,

MARCH

anb Comments
Hives in Which Bees Have Died

Every spring finds all over the land hives in which
bees have died. Some colonies have died of diarrhea, some
have been queenless, some have had drone-laying queens.
Whatever the cause of death, the hives have value, and can
be used to receive swarms. If they have movable frames,
the combs have a cash value for future use. The combs in
box-hives can at least be melted to obtain the wax, and
should not be left a prey to the wax-moth.
is

Don't add to the loss of bees by allowing anything that
left to be lost.

Honey

Left by Dead Colonies

" Is it safe to feed to the bees honey that is in combs
This question is sure to
left by colonies that have died?"
be asked by a number of anxious beginners. When the
weather becomes warm enough for bees to fly daily, it is
safe to feed anything in the line of sweets short of actual
poison, unless the honey comes from colonies that had foul
brood, and honey left by dead bees is all right at any time.
Very often the honey is robbed out by the bees before the
bee-keeper discovers what is going on, and this method of
disposal is not a bad one. It has at least the merit of requiring no labor on the part of the bee-keeper. Another
way, and a good one, is to leave the honey in the combs till
they are given to a swarm.

Care of Empty Combs Left by Dead Colonies

The combs

by colonies that failed to pull through
the winter should not be left uncared for until swarmingleft

time. A swarm is pretty sure to desert if put into a hive
containing a lot of dead bees in a wet mass on moldy combs,
but is attracted by an outfit of empty combs in good condition. The first thing to be done and the sooner it is done
the better is to get out of the hive all the dead bees. One
way is to sweep the bees off the combs with a common
house-broom. One person handle^ the combs, and another
the broom. A comb is laid flat on the ground and swept,
turned over and swept on the other side, and then put into
a hive which has been carefully cleaned out, and then the
other combs are cleaned the same way.

—

—
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So long as the weather remains cool, such combs may
but when the weather becomes warm
enough wax-worms will appear, and if left long enough unbe

(fbttonal Hotes

W. York &

left safely outdoors,

disturbed they will utterly destroy the combs. Closing the
hives up tight will do no good, for the eggs or young larva?,
are there from the previous season. If the combs are left
in a dry cellar, it will be too cool for the worms to make
much headway. But there is no place where these combs,
are so safe as in the care of the bees themselves.

As soon as the weather warms up and colonies become
strong, each strong colony can take care of a hiveful of
empty combs. Put a hiveful of combs under the hive con.
taining the strong colony, so that the bees must pass
through the combs upon leaving or returning to their home.
Of course, this presupposes that the bottom-boards or floors
of your hives are removable, and if they are not you will do
well to
It

make them

may

so.

surprise you to see

up dirty, moldy combs.

how nicely

the bees will clean

some honey is in the combs, all
the better.
When the combs are well cleaned, a second
hiveful of combs may be given. Put this second hiveful on
top of the one already cleaned, and then set the colony over
all.
These combs can then be left thus till needed for
If

swarms.

Newspaper Declines to Correct Apiarian Errors

A February issue of the Chicago Record-Herald contained some misstatements of facts regarding bees and
honey, and several of our readers called our attention to
them.

We

the reply

once wrote a courteous correction, and here
received from the Record-Herald

at

we

is

:

Chicago, Feb.

23, 1906.

Mr. George W. York, Editor American Bee Journal
Dear Sir : — The editor directs me to acknowledge receipt of your favor of the 22d inst., to thank you for it, and
to explain to you that he regrets he can not see his way
clear to devoting space to making suggested corrections.

The published matter to which you call attention was a
reprint from the New York Sun.
The errors, therefore,
were the New York Sun's errors. And if the Record-Herald started out to correct all material errors in other newspapers, it would have to abandon, necessarily, its proper
function the publication of news.
Thanks again for your letter.

—

Yours very

truly,

Managing Editor.

Isn't it a little strange that the great Chicago RecordHerald could find room for the misrepresentations, and yet
could not allow space to correct them ?
As we look at it, when the American Bee Journal copies
errors from other sources, those errors in a measure become
its own, and we feel in duty bound to correct them in the
American Bee Journal so far as possible. We suppose if
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the New York Sun published as a news item that President
Roosevelt was dead (when he wasn't), and the Chicago
Record-Herald then copied the statement, it would not correct it just because it was an error of the New York Sun
And that is modern newspaper procedure.
!

Well,

we

are glad

we

March

29,

1906

Mr. Frank Benton, Apicultaral Investigator of the
United States Department of Agriculture, as most of our
readers know, is on a journey to Europe and Asia for the
purpose of looking up new races of bees, and also honey-

don't have to run the American

-r**^

Bee Journal in that way.
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Editor Ernest R. Root, of Gleanings in Bee Culture,
us a brief office-call when in Chicago last week.

made

The 1906 Convention of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association will be held in Texas, Nov. 8, 9 and 10. The
exact place will be announced later. We hope that nothing
will arise to change it again, as was the case last year.
Apiary Of 0. K. Rice.— When forwarding
photograph, Mr. Rice wrote as follows

the small

:

by

I am sending you a picture of myself and wife, taken
my oldest daughter last summer, just as I was working

with the bees. It shows only a few of the 30 hives in the
orchard, with the winter-cases still on, but the roof does not
go down to them, as they are 2 stories high.
O. K. Rich.

Apiary of W.

L.

Smith.— On

the first page appears a

picture of Mr. Smith, and below is one of his apiary.
wrote us as follows when sending the photographs

He

:

picture herewith is of my " Virginia Apiary,"
which is on a porch about 9 feet from the ground. I am
standing about the middle. To my right is Arthur Smith,
and at the left is Purcie Smith, my nephews. You see I am
an old bachelor, and have to borrow my brother's boys to
help ffle ou t. At the rear is my residence. There is a

The

The reproduction herewith is from a souvenir poscard sent to Mr. C. P. Dadant, President of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association. The scene shown is nearly 1000
miles east of the Caspian Sea. No doubt Mr. Benton
finds his journey quite frequently perilous. He will have an
interesting story to tell when he returns to this country.
plants.
tal

Illinois Bee-Keeping.— Secretary Stone, of the Illinois
State Bee-Keepers' Association, sends us the following:
I sent out 360 letters to as many of the Crop Reporters
of the State, and through their kindness received back from
about 200 of them the names of 1131 bee-keepers.
The number of colonies of bees reported with 873
names was 20,361, or an average of 23' 3 colonies per name.
With the same average for all the names received through
the Reporters, and by the kindness of the Editor of the
American Bee Journal viz., 2222, after deducting 9+ names
duplicated we would have a total of 51,106 colonies and
if these should produce a common average of 40 pounds per
colony, we would have a total of 2,055,520 pounds of honey

—

—

;

annually.

bridge extending across to a workshop, which has a porch
along the back, with bees on that also. There is also a
platform extending around the house with 7 hives.
I have been handling bees in modern hives about 11
years. Before that time I made cabinet hives with glass to
look through, and glass-top drawers above. I have 22 colonies of bees, mostly Italians. I have 1 Carniolan, 1 Albino,
1 Holy Ivand, and 2 Cyprian colonies, but I do not find much
difference in their tempers. I can handle one kind as well
as the other. We sleep on the platform with the bees any
night in summer. My honey crop varies. Some years I
get 60 pounds per colony. Last year the frost killed the
early blooms, and I did not get more than about 25 pounds
to the colony.
I have been making my own hives the Eangstroth pattern excepting that mine are 16 '4x16 % inches, and 10 inches
deep outside. I use sections 3;sx5xl' +
But lumber has
gone up so high here that I have bought hives in the flat
for less than the lumber would cost me.
W. L. Smith.

The remarkable fact that in getting together all these
names from about 200 different persons, and only 94 duplicated names, goes to prove that we have only a small proportion of them and, further, we were told at our last convention by a member, that he had counted 100 bee-keepers
in his county, and he was sure he could count that many
more and yet we have only 5 or 6 given by the Reporter
from that county. So we must conclude that we are not
able even to guess at the number of colonies or bee-keepers
;

;

Jas. A. Stone, Sec.

in our State.

The March Number of Irrigation— the

official

organ

—

of the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association contains no beematter except a short note of greeting from the new Secretary, G. J.

Tomlin.

If

he

is

as good a

man

as the old Sec-

retary, the Association is to be congratulated.

.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Bee Journal.

this

March

29,
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to lift off the T-tin, but there is no danger of cracking the
sections.
You speak of the trouble with bee-glue, and of sending
me a sample. I didn't know till reading your article from
whom the sample came, but the piece from the T-super was
listen:
bad beyond anything, I think. I ever had.

* (Contrtbutcb *
Special

Now

Ctrticles

With me

glue in wide frames than in Tsupers.
I can easily believe it is just the reverse with you,
and I think I understand why. 1 think you are a buckwheater,
and when buckwheat is on, glue is so plenty that the bees not
only fill all cracks with it. but plaster it plentifully on any
surplus is practically all from white
exposed surface.
clover, and at that season, although I'm counted to be in a
gluey region, the bees have no more glue than they can use
in filling cracks; so there is no glue deposited on the exposed
top-bars and bottom-bars. The earliest supers scarcely need
ide frames there will be
scraping, with T-supers, while with
lines of glue packed in, top ->,.., Dottom, because there are
cracks there that are not it i'-supers. Yet even if glue were
worse with T-supers. that would not counterbalance the
advantages, especially the advantages of filling and emptying.

Right Kind of T-Super All Right
BY

DR. C. C.

OX

page 160, F. Greiner mentions my calling attention to
the slight sagging of bottom-bars in wide frames, and
says:
"This shows that Dr. Miller has had some experience
along this line. It must be he has used wide frames, and the
wonder is that such an insignificant matter could induce him
to abandon the wide frame for the most worthless supei
invented."
When so bright a man, and so good a bee-keeper as F.
Greiner. puts me down as doing what evidently appears to
him a very stupid thing, I can but attempt to give my reasons
for thus doing, in hopes to reinstate myself in his good
opinion.
In the first place. Mr. Greiner, let me plead not guilty to
the charge of abandoning the wide frames on account of the
sagging of the bottom-bars. I don't think I would ever have
abandoned them for that reason.
You are right in supposing that I have had experience
with wide frames. I used them by the thousand, used them
for years, used them with much satisfaction, and only abandoned them when I found something I could use with more
satisfaction.
According to your arraignment of the T-super, I
don't see how you could do other than to discard it. You say:
"Some bee-keepers who have had no experience with wide
frames are afraid there may be difficulty (?) in taking the
filled sections out of them.
If they had'had any experience,
they would have found it a great deal easier than to take the
honey from T-supers. and just as easy as taking the sections
out of the section-holders with no top-bars."
Well, there is experience and experience. Whatever the
quality of my experience. I'm s'jre it has not been lacking in
quantity, both with the wide frame and T-super.
I've taken
tons of sections from each.
In the years that I used wide
frames I made advancement n method's of taking sections out
of them, but at best could not take them out as safely or as
rapidly as I can out of T-Supers.
Mind you, I don't say yon
can't work more rapidly With wide frames than you can with

Now, Mr.

no

;.re

in

my

7— Dadant

my

and

position,
is

"the

111.

Methods of Honey-Production
BY

C.

P.

DADANT.

the reader has noted what I have previously written on
our method of artificial increase, he will readily understand that we had no desire for natural swarms.
have several reasons for this. In the first place, as stated
before, the natural swarms, if they come at all. will be from
those colonies which would be most likely to produce the
We have no control over the time
largest amount of honey.
They may issue at a time
of issue or over their number.
when we are very busy— they usually do. for the honey season
Neither are we alone in this matter.
is always a busy season.
Many apiarists are also farmers or business men and must be
away from the house during the greater part of the day, and
would surely prefer to decide for themselves as to the number of colonies of increase, and the time to make that inBesides, there comes a time when we think we have
crease.
enough colonies of bees, and want only honey. Thus, if a
method may be devised by which we can almost entirely avoid
natural swarming avoid it so that the number of swarms
issuing in average seasons will be too small to make it worth
while to watch the bees— we have gained an immense point.
No one has so far been able to claim an absolutely infallible
method, neither is there any such thing as an absolutely nonswarming hive, but with a certain management the number
of swarms is reduced to the minimum.
In two seasons, some years ago, an out-apiary of 87

IF

We

—

localitv.

sur, e r

I

m

after having ptished down the follower, and lift off the sup
leaving the sections in a block, T-tins and all. Then, in
of loosening the. sections from the T-tin. the T-tin? an
off the sections.
Five seconds is sufficient time to lift o
3 T-tins. and the greenest hand can not crack a section
doing.
In the wo r st cases of gluing, it takes a little o

Greiner. I've tried to clear

**•

on earth that gives us more trouble
than the T-super. I find it impossible to 'get the sections out'
without setting a large percent to leaking."
If I should se'c to leaking a single section in taking 10.000
sections out of T-. SU er s. I should think I had been extremely
p
careless.
Neither is that because of expertness gained from
long experience. T n the course of the past few years, three
different raw h; ln ds have been set to work taking out sections,
each of them taking out thousands, and not a section was set
to leaking by father of them, except in one case, when one of
them let a whole super fall to the floor, and then there was
leaking by the wholesale. Speaking of T-supers. you say:
"I have ii!;ed them for 20 years, and have followed the
instructions given by many on how to empty a super, but
have not yet learned the trick, or a better way than carefully
to remove one section after another with the super right side
up and follower removed. The difficulty lies in loosening the
section from \he T-tin. which can not always be accomplished
without crackj n g the honey."
I never Undertook to empty a whole super in the way
you indicate, t 3U t occasionally have taken out a section or two,
and if that's vhe best way in your localitv, I don't wonder at
your rejecting the T-sup"er. I think I could work twice as
fast with wid<; frames.
It's a ticklish thing to loosen the
tion from the T-tin. and no matter how slowly I work..
I
should expect to crack a lot of sections. But I don't loosen
the section fr C
turn the super upside down,
I
the T-tin.
with a push-beard over the sections I push the sections dov n,
is

more

any longer think that, for me, the T-super
most worthless super ever invented." will you?
Marengo,

say

"There

is

you'll not

i

You

there

My

MILLER.

T-supers— I'm only saying how things
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colonies, at the home of a friend (Mr. P. Champeaul. harvested 13,000 and 12.500 pounds of honey, or a total of 25.500
pounds in the two seasons; and in the same length of time
Three colonies having
the number of swarms was only 5,
died during the winter between those two seasons, the total
increase was only 2 colonies. I trust the reader will not take
this as an average of results, for we have many bad seasons,
but it shows what may be done in the way of large crops and
reduced swarming when all is favorable.

Connected with the prevention of swarming is the use of
large hives, both in the brood-chamber and the supers. This
has been our hobby for over 30 years, but it is a hobby which
is well sustained by facts.
The manner in which we became convinced of the superiority of large hives has been mentioned by me in the beepapers in years past, but good things will bear repeating.

We began with comparatively small hives, mainly the
8-frame Quinby and the American. Then we began to manufacture 12-frame hives, for the purpose of trying side-storage,
A friend of ours made
which, by the way, was discarded.
some 16-frame Quinby hives, in which he had planned hiving
three swarms each, but his pet scheme was not practical and
he failed and sold us the hives. We used them 10 or 12
years for single colonies.
Then we had an apiary in charge for several seasons, Of
finall
about a hundred 10-frame Lang-troth hives.
tied on a 9-frame Quinby hive with 2 divisions-board, which
was later changed to 10 frames, with one division-board. By
and small
trial, side by side, of large hives with wide super-,
hives with narrow supers, we were convinced that the large

We
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hive was the better. Why? Because the large colonies filled
their large supers just as quickly as the small colonies filled
their small supers.
Or, in other words, a colony having 10
frames and a dummy or division-board filled a super 16 inches
wide as quickly as a colony with 8 frames filled a super covering the 8 frames, or 12 inches wide.
Now, please bear in
mind that this does not take place in every instance. But
when we have good, prolific queens in our colonies, this will
prove true in the majority of instances during good seasons.
Our trials were not made on 8 or 10 hives of a kind, but on
hundreds of each kind.
I will not name them for
I see, in some European papers
fear of hinting some feelings that experiments are conducted
and conclusions reached with 2 colonics. Some of those experiments would give an entirely different result, if they were
conducted on fron. 20 to 50 colonies and they would be still
more conclusive if tu-- were conducted in different apiaries
located at spots giving a liiilrrent crop.
I have stated that large hivtr give large crops.
Now here
of the cause;
rllow me to quote Mr.
is our explanation
Langstroth, for I cannot put my meaning in better words,
and it was his ideas which prompted us to try different sizes
of hives:
"Many hives cannot hold one-quarter of the bees, comb
and honey which, in a good season, may be found in large
ones; while their owners wonder that they obtain so little
profit from their bees.
good swarm of bees, put into a
diminutive hive, may be compared to a powerful team of
horses harnessed to a baby wagon, or a noble fall of water
wasted in turning a petty water-wheel. As the harvest of
honey is always in proportion to the number of bees in the
hive, and as a large colony requires no more labor from the
apiarist than a small one, the hive should afford the queen
sufficient space to deposit all the eggs which she is able to
lay during 21 days the average time for an egg to be transformed into a worker. Besides, it should contain a certain
amount of food, honey and pollen."
The size of the hive must, therefore, be figured according to the abilitiy of the queen to fill the cells with eggs. It
was upon this that my father based the experiments which
practice confirmed.
He was not content with experimenting
with Quinby and Langstroth hives of from 8 to 16 frames
he even tried hives with frames 18x18 inches, which, I will
hasten to say, proved a complete failure. They were too large.
Although many leading apiarists disagree with us upon
the question of large and small hives, they do not disagree
upon the idea evolved. All those who have investigated agree
that, in many instances, the queens can fill with eggs as large
hives as we use, and that in those instances large hives are
good but they insist that the hive to be used must be small
enough to accommodate only average queens, preferring to
crowd the best queens rather than give too much room to the
poorer ones. That is all the difference.
belieive in placing our aim at the best, trying to achieve a result allowing
the development of the best, which in most cases secures the
best, as we have proven to our heart's content, by constant
.

—
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Temperature Inside the Winter Cluster
of Bees
BY

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

found some questions asked by "Wisregarding the temperature inside the "broodnest," and answers by Dr. Miller, all of which are very
interesting to me.
As I have conducted some experiments
along this line, I will give "Wisconsin" the benefit of the
same, and I think others will be interested in the matter also.
Dr. Miller thinks it strange that he cannot find this matter indexed in his bee-books, and I think it strange also; but

ON

page 123

will be

consin."

as far as I

remember none of the books

treat

on

this matter,

one of exceeding interest, and one of considerable importance also.
Some years ago I looked for this matter through all the
literature on bees which I had, and all I could find on the
subject was where Quinby in his "Mysteries of Bee-Keeping
Explained" declared that the bees in the inside of the cluster
during winter are as lively as in summer, while tlir.se on the
outside were somewhat stiffened with the cold. This I found
It was at the time the subject of bees hiberto be a fact.
nating during winter was under discussion, some claiming
that they did hibernate, while I, and others, did not believe it.
So, to prove that Quinby and myself were correct. I went to
a colony one morning when the mercury was at IS degrees
although

I

think

it

March

29, 1906

below zero, and suddenly jerked up one of the frames which
went down through the middle of the cluster, when I was
met by a teacupful or less of bees that took wing and darted
Of course I lowered the frame back as soon
at me to sting.
as possible, exclaiming to myself as I did so, "Quinby was
right
No hibernation there !" And I would say the same to
!

those who are now talking of resurrecting that old idea of
Nothing can be said to hibernate that is
bees hibernating.
able to get a "summer motion' on so quickly as can the bees
in a cluster in mid-winter.
Of course, the bees at the outside of the crust forming
the cluster were off, and slow to move, as Quinby said, but
as soon as this crust was passed the rest were lively enough
to "make it hot" for me in short order, even on a 15-degrees-

below-zero morning.

A little later on I found these words in one of the bee
"Now, when bees are massed together in a cluster
papers
during winter thev keep up an animal heat that keeps the
whole" cluster from freezing." And in another paper I found
"Not one of our entomologists can tell us anythese words
thing reliable about the winter temperature of a bee-hive, or
:

:

the inside of the cluster of bees." This last made me resolve
that if such was the case, it was time that some one found
thermometer said
out. so I purchased, at a high price, a spirit
This I slipped down
to be perfectly correct in its readings.
a
into the center of a good colony of bees which occupied
regissphere about 10 inches in diameter. This thermometer
and two
tered cold as well as heat by having two spirit balls
side and one on the
steel bars or registers, one on the heat
of placing it
cold side. These registers were set at the time
when taking from
in the cluster at the point where it stood
my coat-pocket, which was about 48 degrees. The thermomm., and left over
eter was placed in the cluster at about 3 p.
sunk to nearly
night, during which time the mercury outside

T

°Upon taking it out the next morning I found that a temthe heat side,
perature of 27 degrees had been registered of
disturbance caused by putting
this showing that through the
that amount had been
the thermometer in, a temperature of
nothing satisfactory
reached at the highest point, while I had
the night.
as to the lowest point reached during
the house and put it near
I then took the thermometer to
temperature of 110 degrees was reached, when
the
the
as
the

stove

till

a

bar on the cold side was drawn down so
on
I then put a piece of iron
accordingly.
to register
110 degrees, when
stove till it was fully as warm as the
one end of a piece of
this iron was placed in a box, and
steel registering

about this warm iron.
flannel cloth was tucked down over and
the other
Then I laid the thermometer on the flannel, when

I then
closed
end was brought up over this, and the box
how cold it got
had it fixed so that I could ascertain just
I would now
while the thermometer was in the cluster, as
as before.
obtain the coldest register, instead of the warmest,
and
During the afternoon the weather became severe,
mercury outcontinued so for 5 days, during which time the
When the storm abated
side went as low as 16 below zero
found that the coldest
the thermometer was taken out, and I
severe days
point reached inside the cluster during those 5
experimented on
was 63 degrees above zero. In this way I
ave-age temperature
several colonies until I found that the
of the cluster is 64
of a good colony of bees in the middle
the hive; ana
degrees when the mercury is at zero outside
the zero point outthat for every 15 degrees of change from
vary one degree, or very
side the change in the cluster would
Thus 16 degrees below zero outside gave 63
nearly that.
degrees in
degrees in the cluster; 30 degrees below gave 62
Zero outside gave 64 degrees in cluster; lb dethe cluster.
(the highgrees above gave 65 degrees, and 28 degrees above
my experiments)
est it was during the time I was conducting
gave 66 degrees in the cluster.
with packAll of the colonies were in double-walled hives
bees can readily
ing at the sides and on top. All know that
in the shade, and yet this
fly° in a temperature of 45 degrees
degrees in the
flying temperature was exceeded by 18 to 20
as we
cluster of bees at all times, with a temperature as low

rarelv ever have.
But I see that "Wisconsin" wants to know what the temThis was what 1
perature will he "above" the brood-nest.
next proceeded to find out. All who have looked at a cluster
so
of bees in cold weather know that if we open the hive
only the
carefully that the bees are not disturbed, we will see
center
pointed ends of the abdomens standing out from the
a wheel stand
in all directions, something like the spokes of
closelv
out. only that these abdomens are packed together as
the number of
as it is possible for them to be. according to
comb.
bees that can squeeze together between the ranges of

Ma
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Jacob Alpaugh has a mixed fuel, gotten up on the principle
of that famous drink which comprised
" A little lemon to make it sour,
A little suj*ar to make it sweet,
A little brandy to make it strong,
A little water to make it weak."
This fuel hath planer shavings for bulk, cheapness and
solidity some rotten wood to keep it from being too solid
some bits of maple bark to hold fire and keep the thing from
going out some water sprinkled on just right to keep the
He says the dampening
fire from burning its own smoke.
and maple bark are specially important. Some of us will
" The kind I use " is good enough;
still be liable to say
but perhaps some will vote it of great value to themselves,
as compared with their previous fuel. Page 142.

Now

by placing the thermometer as close to these abdomens
could and not hit them, I found that with a temperature
of zero outside I had a temperature of 40 degrees about
and a temperature of
J4 of an inch away from the cluster
45 degrees' when the mercury outside stood at 28 degrees
above zero. From this it will be seen that this crust of bees
really forms the hive proper, or the walls which confine the
heat inside the cluster; which makes the bees really independent of the hive for their existence, only so far as it keeps the
winds and storms from them. This part is one of the greatest
I cannot
mysteries to me there is about a colony of bees.
understand how this crust of bees is able to hold the temperature inside it, so as to keep a summer heat inside, with a zero
temperature outside; when it looks to me that there must be
sufficient holes between the adbdomens in this crust to let
the air out through them, something as water would run
through the holes in a sieve. But for some reason the heat
does not so go out, and, furthermore, the bees seem able to
control this matter so perfectly that they can raise the heat
inside this crust of bees to nearly 100 degrees above, when it
is zero outside the hive, and with frost forming on the combs
and cover to the hive less than 2 inches from the cluster.
Where the cluster of bees touches the hive in any place,
then, of course, the hive, at that place, holds the heat in but
I have seen scores and hundreds of colonies carrying on
brood-rearing successfully inside the crust of bees, during
March and April, with snow on the ground, when this crust
And another
of bees did not touch the hive in any place.
thing which has always been a mystery to me is. that the bees
at the bottom of the cluster appear to be always warmer than
at the top. On the principle that heat rises, and that the top of
the hive is the warmest, the bees at the top of the cluster
should be the warmest and most active. But such is not the
as

I

;

;

:

When

;

for

it

richly.

New Table
new

!

Here's a

wise would languish without

Wide Frames

I have found by many carefully conducted experiRaise a hive up from the bottom, and the first bees
will break through the crust right where you are looking.
Open the hive at the top, and unless the bees at the top touch
the cover of the hive, the first flying bees will come up around
the cluster from the bottom, the cluster remaining in perfect
order all along between the top-bars of the frames, and down
In fact, the very topmost
at the sides as far as you can see.
bees in the crust are the last ones to start into activity, while
Borodino, N. Y.
those at the bottom are the very first.

vs.

A

\

— the

latter

numbering

25.

She

worse than those recently reported

about cleaning up combs and sections in the fall. Very
generally refuse to take feed from inside feeders, and that,
too, when they urgently need it for the coming winter's
And feeding crushed white mulberries, a la Dr.
supply.
Peiro, wouldn't run with her bees. If Dr. Peiro would only
give us a variety of mulberries ripening in the fall, I'm
pretty sure any strain of bees could be made to take them
(not upstairs, perhaps) but in ordinary mulberry season
bees mostly have their ideas raised above fruit-juice. And
in the fall, who would laboriously pick mulberries when

j
German Chunk Honey.

;

So the German idea of apicultural how-to-do
honey at 25 cents a pound
Page 139.

is

chunk

slicing up watermelons is so

I

— Check

154.

Sister's

as the hybrid colonies did

Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

of Bees

Page

Experiences— Feeding Mulberries.
The Colorado sister who reports on page 162, gives several worth-repeating experiences. On a very slender harvest 6 colonies of goldens averaged 4 times as much surplus

Ctftertfyougfyts

Work

it.

T-Supers— Soft-Wood Fences.

finds her hybrids even

First

—

table

F. Greiner says he can empty 4 wide-frame supers in
If we should say, " Dr. Miller,
less time than one T-super.
can you beat that?" we should surely have our genial mentor in a corner where his heart would forbid him to say, " I
don't know."
The experience that soft-wood fences get almost entirely eaten up in the course of years should be valuable to
those who contemplate going into fences. Page 160.

Wit. pasty's

The " Old

of Contents.

of contents minutely
itemized, so you can find everything you want right in one
As I did not discover it for three weeks maybe my
spot.
" Eureka " will direct some other wayfarer to it who other-

Hello

ments.

=~

Bees Get Short of Winter Stores.

your bees get out of grub in winter-time you'll have
One man, it appears from page 145,
to feed 'em a man.
brought a September swarm through in extra order by feeding in a large flight-box, in which bees brought home their
supplies on the wing (none of your " gittin up stairs " for
Very likely one colony saved was not enough to pay
it).
but probably the experience did pay
for the hours spent
If

case, as

"

;

;

;

=
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much

easier?

on Swarming.

think our books and papers very generally say that
bee's first work is at nursing. On page 140,
Stachelhausen indorses another view, to the effect that the
several days being
first work done is cleaning out cells
spent at it. That the current view is assumed, instead of
being proved up, is imaginable, to say the least. Some of
us would wish to hear what is the nature of the proof for
the new view before accepting it as a finality.
Mr. S. also thinks that the renewed demand for larval
food, coming after it had been stopped once, is what checks
the swarming impulse, rather than premature field-work on
the part of young bees with nothing else to do. The latter
seemed rather plausible to me. What's to hinder giving
some credit to both ?
I

the

young

(Dur*Sister

—

Beekeepers

j
Conducted by

—

Canadian Smoker-Fuel.

—

111.

—

I

—

Dear Miss Wilson I promised you once that I'd
write you about my bee-keeping, but you see I had such a
very unsatisfactory season last year that I felt as though I
had nothing good to report. We like to report good things,
do we not ? But failures have iu them an element of defeat,
and we would rather not speak of our defeat. I wouldn't.
Up to last season I had always had pretty good success
with my bees nothing to boast of, but just fairly good
but the past summer I got very little honey, and had to feed
part back and about 800 pounds of sugar besides. That's
something new to me. I always used to congratulate myself when I read of others feeding their bees, on my good
:

Not to be expected that the bee-brush question would be
settled by the Canadians at Brantford. any more than by
the rest of our folks. That point is likely to remain lcng
Wings and feathers
in an every-man-to-his-notion state.
held up their end well. Page 142.

—

M. Wilson, Mareego,

A Discouraging Season With the Bees

Unsettled Bee-Brush Question.

Another unsettleable question was not settled but illuminated quite a bit at Brantford the smoker-fuel question.

Emma

;
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fortune in living- so near the Mississippi River, where the
bottom-lands always supplied enough pasture to provide the
bees with sufficient stores; now I know how to sympathize
with the sugar feeders
especially with those having no
regular feeders, but who have to go around and hunt up all
sorts of kettles and pans, and borrow them of the neighbors
and farmers, and then have to lug them back
For, unfortunately, I have no horse I use the train to take me to
;

March

fetched. Query
Was there
the sting and the death ?

any

:

real

29,

1906

connection between

^

IT

(Eanabtcm

!

;

and from

my

out-yard.

prepared something over 185 colonies for winter. I
comb honey during the white honey season, and
then put on an extra brood-chamber, which I leave on until
the beginning of the white honey-flow, when I put on the
supers with sections. The past season, however, I worked
quite a few colonies for extracted honey, but I do not like it
as well as working for comb honey, and if I could manage
a team better I'd get some horses to haul the comb honey
home, and work almost wholly for comb honey.

4-33eebom-f

I

work

for

The extracted honey I leave at the out-yard, and ship it
market from there.
I want to wish you success in your wintering and a
good honey season, you and Dr. Miller. I suppose you are
nearly through with your winter work and almost ready for
to

spring.

Cordially yours,

Cassville, Wis., Feb. IS.

Mathilde Candler.

We are exceedingly

obliged to you, Miss Candler, for so
good a letter, even if it is so largely occupied with recording
failures. We all have " ups and downs," but it is ever so
much pleasanter to tell of the " ups." You have now given
us the "downs ;" we shall hope for the " ups " from your
pen in the near future.

Bees

We

have

In

Pine Condition

We had
summer, but one died from being queenless,
and one the Hallowe'en sports stole and emptied the bees
out on the road. They got about 25 pounds of honey. Last
year was the worst for honey since we have been keeping
bees. I have been intending to write to the Sisters' department for a long time, but have neglected to do so. I always
turn to that page first.
Mrs. Otto C. Hotze.
8 colonies of bees in fine condition.

10 colonies last

Fleener, Ind.,

March

12.

X*

J>
Conducted by Morlet Pettit,

Villa

Nova, Ont.

More About Mr. Lowey's Winter Bee-Repository

—

Friend Pettit
I have had no experience in cellar
wintering. I built my repository in 1885 (I think it was),
about
and put
6 colonies in all I had then. It was damp,
as it was late, and the sawdust was wet. They did not do
very well. I then built the lean-to, and put a stove in, with
some fire in very cold weather, and raised the temperature.
But I soon increased to a hundred or more colonies. The
sawdust became perfectly dry, and has remained so since.
I did not need any artificial heat, so I tore down the chimney and let the 8-inch pipe through the end near the roof of
the lean-to, out and down with two elbows, for a dark ventilator.
The main part has a box about a foot square up
through the ceiling, with a cover on top. On the underside
of the cover is a notched stick hinged on, by which it can
be raised or lowered. The doors between the two parts are
open most of the time in mild weather, so by raising the
cover on the ventilator there is fresh air coming in. In very
cold weather I shut down the cover, and put something over
the stovepipe, outside and inside.
You ask if I have wintered bees many winters in this.
Yes, about 20, with, I think, good success. I lose a few
bees every year, but I don't think it is the fault of the repository. I often have put in some that I did not expect to
come out all right neglected in the fall to see that they all
had queens, etc. I found in the spring they had been queenless.
I am going to do better.
If I have more than I want
to winter, I will double them up look after them early in
the fall, etc.
Now, as to the two methods
Having never wintered
bees in the cellar I can not say which is the better. I have
:

—

—

;

:

A

Sister's Greeting and Clippings

always thought

Dear Miss Wilson :— Thank you very much

for getting in my chat with the Sister's in such nice shape. Also,
for sending us all so lovely a New Year greeting. As the
day happens to be my birthday, I intend to appropriate an
extra share of the good wishes.
I enclose a couple of clippings that may be of interest
to you.
With kindliest appreciation of your efforts on behalf of
" we sisters," and assuring you of very hearty co-operation
on my part, and affectionate greeting for the New Year,
which I trust will be blessed to us all— those who win and
those who fail— and particularly thanking you for " Sister
Ruth's " beautiful poem, I am,
Cordially your friend,
Frances E. Wheeler.

The

clippings sent by Miss Wheeler are as follows, both
taken from the Stock Farmer

Bees Seize and Hold a Village.

A

great 6warm of bees attacked, seized and held until late in the
afternoon the village of Weston-on-Trent, England. An attempt to
occupy some tenanted hives having failed, the defeated party made
matters lively throughout the remainder of the day. The villagers
were compelled to close their doors and windows, as the bees went for
everything within reach. Six fowls were stung to death.

Died Several Years After Being Stung.

I

would

underground

like

best,

on account

of controlling the temperature in the spring. I have had
bees hang out so the clusters on two hives would meet, and
yet they seem to come out all right usually about April 10.
One thing about it, it is dry. The space under the floor
is about one foot, with a poor wall which lets in fresh air.
However, I wouldn't want that different. Before putting
bees in, I put a thin layer of sawdust on the floor. After
the bees are put out I sweep up, and all is clean. (I have
put very wet sawdust in sometimes, but it soon dries out.)
Up till the latter part of March, usually, I can keep the temperature at 45 to 50 degrees, Fahr.
I put the bees in last fall on Monday after the convention at Toronto the temperature went up to 50 degrees in
24 hours, and remained so until the warm weather in January. The bees were very quiet they then woke up and
got very noisy. The temperature was 60 degrees. I then
opened the outside door until it went down so the bees were
I left the door open all night on two nights so far
quiet.
this season. Of course, I shut the door at daybreak. I don't
believe in keeping bees in a temperature in winter quarters
that they stay in hives in the light.
I am
I will be glad when I get the bees outside again.
a little uneasy about them. I suppose the weather is much
the same with you as it is here very changeable. The
prospects are poor for clover. It was muddy to-day, and
R. Lowey.
freezing pretty sharp to-night.
Cherry Valley, Ont., Feb. 5.

—

;

;

—

Mrs. George Danner, wife of a prominent pump manufacturer of
Allentown, Pa., and a bee-culturist, died suddenly at Hecktown, of
blood-poisioniDg last week. Several years ago she went to the yard
to pick some flowers, when a bee stung her on the wrist.
Shortly
afterward her hand and arm swelled to enormous proportions, and she
suffered great agony. Her case attracted the attention of medical
experts from all over the country but in spite of every recognized treatment, the swelling wa6 only occasionally partially reduced, and finally
the poison reached the heart, and death resulted. She was 53
years
old, and one of her sons, Norman, was a soldier in the Philippines
where he was seriously wounded.

methods of detecting adulterants in various food stuffs.
Referring to honey and other sweets, he says
A common adulterant of honey, table syrups, molasses, jellies and

Sudden death from blood-poisoning, caused by a beesting received several years previously, seems rather far-

jams is commercial glucose, made on a very large scale by treating
corn-starch with acid. It may be detected quite easily by the peculiar
precipitate it gives with alcohol. For this test it will be necessary to

;

^

i

»

Detecting Glucose in Honey
In the January

number

Home Journal
Woodman describes

of the Ladies'

appears an article in which A. W.

:

March
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can already imagine that "Hasty "
up with, "I told you so !"

use strong alcohol 95 percent. Take a clear glass or tumbler about a
In the presence of gluthird full of the honey or syrup to be tested.
cose a milky turbidity will be caused, and at the bottom of the glass
will be formed a thick, gummy mass, which can be easily collected in
a spoon. If glucose is not present a slight lloeculent precipitate will be
formed instead of the gummy mass, and there will be no turbidity
It should be borne in mind
after the te6t has stood a few moments.
that the glucose is not to be considered necessarily harmful, but that
its presence always indicates a cheaper or low-grade product.

don't, I

Two Foul-Brood

By a simple mistake I got two explanations of the
above test from Prof. Frank T. Shutt, Chemist, Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa. The following letter will explain

:

Alcohol and Barium Chloride Tests for Glucose

Dear Mr.

— Personally

in

Honey.

can not speak of the validity of
the test in the presence of small quantities of glucose. It is no doubt
proportion
glucose
is at all considerable.
of
indicative when the
Leach, in his recent work on 'Food Analysis," writes as follows:
" The presence of commercial glucose is strongly indicated if, on
the addition of 3 or 4 volumes of strong alcohol to the honey, a precipitate of dextrin is found. Pure honey should show only a slight
milkiness and no actual precipitate when thus treated."
I may add that I do not think there is any simple test which a
layman could use with certainty for the detection of glucose in honey,
though a precipitate in the diluted honey on adding a solution of
barium chloride would indicate traces of sulphuric acid, which very
frequently accompanies glucose. The absence, however, of such a
precipitate would not in itself necessarily imply freedom from glucose.
Frank T. Suutt, ChemUt.
Tours truly,

Pettit:
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man jumping

Inspectors

As assistant in the Department of Entomology and
Apiarist at the State A. and M. College, the duty of foul
brood inspection fell on the shoulders of the writer at various times since the foul brood law was placed in the hands
of the State Entomologist. This gave me a lot of varied
experiences, some of them as serious as others were comical.
It was during my inspection work in Southwest Texas,
however, that I was aided by a young bee-keeping friend,
who, by his services, through his kindness, his good-will and

Report for Season of 1905

—

From 3 colonies we got over
Mr. MorlEY PETTIT
200 pounds of honey and 4 swarms. I have also a large
amount of new combs for another year. I lost one colony
from being queenless, and did not find it out till too late
I tried to stop swarming by killing
it was my own fault.
most of the queens (as a man had advised me), and I suppose the cells I left turned out " no good." Oh, I learned a
:

;

lot last

summer.

am

wintering 6 colonies. They were all out to-day,
and I think they are doing well. The neighbor I spoke of
as having foul brood in his apiary, lost all his bees. I have
heard of no others with foul brood. I kept the Richardson
I

10-frame hive that I started with, made the hives myself
and bought the frames. I wanted to go slow at first. The
clover and fall wheat are all right at present.
Joseph
Greenock, Ont., Feb. 20.

Condy.

Southern
+ 23eebom

-fr

J
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl. New Braunfels, Tex.

"BIO bill" and "little BILl^"— two bee-inspectors.
his generosity, enabled much
short time, than if the labors

work to be accomplished in a
had fallen to one man. This

same young man was none other than Willie Atchley,
whom almost every reader knows, and whose picture will be

seen here. Willie is the leetle fellow in the " rig," while
" ye humble bigger fellow " towers up on the left of him.
Indeed, this couple was not known by their right names,
for 'twas "Big Bill" and "Little Bill" that they were
Everybody in Beeville knew them by these names.
called.
But in showing the picture of Mr. Atchley, the beekeepers of Southwest Texas have before them a young man
who has been very helpful and instrumental in the work of
inspecting the apiaries there, and in locating the diseased
apiaries that were destroyed and thus rid of the dreaded
foul brood. He is the person who has only lately been
appointed as inspector for that section.

Preventing the Introduction of Foul Brood

'Those Bee-Problems"

That man with those " unreliable glasses " says something about a little dog that " died or run away" — I don't
just recollect which the dog did. He also heaves a big sigh
as if he feared that " those bee-problems " would never be
solved now but, Mr. Hasty, had you not thought about it
that there might be others who might do it ?
Then, too, we'uns have been wondering whether the
Ohio State University would be so much interested in us if
we went there, as some evidently suppose we did, especially
in the heart of snowy winter, when it was proposed to venture there. Since then a kind of hankering toward wanting
to stay at home and among my own bees has kept me tied
down to it, and here I am. Yes, I am a "sure enough " beekeeper again, with several hundred colonies, to run them
Of these doings, some
all by my little self (only 6—3 tall).
may prove good enough for publication some time sooner
or later, depending upon when they happen to happen — even
if they are only good for some " wit and humor " page.
And, again, in my dabblings with bees, sure enough
bees, it is to be supposed that some of the stumbles might
happen to be across something of — well — er of value. It
may also happen to happen that some of "those toothsome
bee-problems " to which Mr. Hasty refers, and which he
would like to see solved (I suppose) might happen. If they
;

—

As foul brood inspector for Southwest Texas, Mr. Willie
Atchley, of Beeville, was appointed by Prof. Albert F. Conradi, State Entomologist at the A. and M. College, under
whose supervision the Texas foul brood law is. Mr. Atchley should make a good officer. He is a thorough bee-man,
and well acquainted among the bee-men of his section of
the State. We are hoping that there will not be very much
for him to do in the inspection work, however not that we
wish to see him spend his life in idleness, for he is one of
those fellows who would find— and, in his case, already has—
enough to do but I am sure that I voice the sentiments of
the bee-keepers of the entire Southwest Texas in my wishes.
Foul brood is not a much-desired thing, and the less there
is to do for the inspector the better for the bee-keepers.
A word of explanation concerning the situation of foul
brood in the above-alluded-to section is due the bee-keepers
of that part of the State, especially since it seemed necessarv to appoint an inspector. Those who are not familiar
with the facts of the case, and the situation of the subject,
may draw conclusions from the fact of this appointment
that are not at all warranted.
Although there is no foul brood there now, there has
been trouble at two different times, of bees being imported
into that section that were diseased. As the matter has
been properly taken care of, and the destruction of the dis;

;
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eased apiaries resorted to, it practically leaves, as above
mentioned, very little to do for the inspector for the present.
One of the main and most important objects of having an
inspector at the most important bee-keeping centers, especially where new comers may bring bees with them, is to
guard against any further introduction of foul brood or
other diseases as in the previous cases. This can be accomplished much better by having a man at such a place who is
thoroughly able to keep up with the information regarding
the shipping in, and other movements of bees.
tZD As soon as it is learned that bees are to be brought into
this section, arrangements for having them
made, and the bees will not be allowed to be
a certificate showing that they are in healthy
be obtained. Such is the duty of a district

inspected are

brought until
condition can

inspector, besides that of inspecting apiaries that may be reported to
him for inspection for any reasons sufficient to warrant him
to do so and the bee-keepers should all go hand in hand in
this matter and aid this work. In this way they will receive
protection, and help protect others.
;

"

^

doctor

2TItUer's

(Question

8end questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

to Take Out Cellared Bees

When

in the spring is the right time to take bees
I can't find it in any of the bee-books?

out of the cellar?
Missouri.

Answer. — It

isn't an easy thing to say when is the right time to
of the cellar, and I'd give a pretty penny to any one who

take bees out
could tell me with certainty the best time to take mine out this spring.
There has been a6 much as a month difference between the earliest and
the latest of my taking out, there being that difference in seasons.
There must be more or less guessing about it so long as one never
knows in advance just what the weather is going to be. So long as
they are in good condition in the cellar, and there is nothing for them
to do outdoors, there's no hurry about taking them out.
If you will
watch the blooming of red maples, willows, or other trees upon which
they work in your neighborhood, you will generally find it best to
take them out at the time of such bloom, but not even then if the
weather appears unfavorable. So far south as you are in Missouri,
39 degrees— areljou 6ure it is advisable to cellar bees at all?

—

Transferring Bees- Best Bee- Book and Comb-Honey
Hive
1. I have 3 colonies to transfer
would you transfer them?
2.
3.

in

the spring.

What is the best bee-book for a beginner?
What kind of hive do you think is the best

—

for

1906

we have

lots of maple and willow trees, and some wild gooseberry.
bees get honey from those trees, or is it all pollen?
5. Does it do any harm to open a hive in the winter, on a warm
day, if you don't disturb any of the frames or bees, but simply look at
the top of the frames?
6. Is it best to winter bees on the summer stands in this locality
about 55 miles south of Chicago? I have a nice place, sheltered on
the east, north and west 6ides, and open on the south to the sun.
Illinois.

as

Do

—

Answers. 1. You certainly did well; but you must not feel discouraged if you do not repeat the experience. Other seasons may not
be so good. A few colonies in a locality ought to average better than
when you increase to a larger number.
2. When bees are starving, they suck out the juices of the larva?
and throw out the skins. I suspect, however, that in your case it was
the pupa? instead of the larva; that were thrown out, and that you are
right in blaming the wax-worm for the trouble.
3. The truth is about as you state it, and we must wait for further
information before we know which is right. It looks a little as if
there was quite a variation in Caucasians.
4. Both pollen and honey.
5. Yes, it is a bad thing to disturb bees unnecessarily;
and I
wouldn't even uncover the frames at a time when bees can not fly, unless there was danger of starvation.
6. They ought to winter well in the cellar, and yet sheltered as
you say they are they may also do well outside. It would not be a
bad plan to try some each way, and then you could decide better than
any one else.

Taking Out Cellared Bees for a Plight— Mice in Hives

J
When

29,

*-*-»

Box

;

March

When and how

1. I am now wintering 35 colonies in what I call a very good cellar concrete walls all around and concrete bottom, with good circulation.
Is it the right thing to put colonies outdoors on a nice, warm,
sunshiny day, and then put them back in the evening? I see some
advocate keeping bees as quiet a6 possible don't disturb them until

—

—

spring open6. But, on the other hand, don't you think it is a very
good plan to give them a flight on such a day? They will cleanse
themselves and be nearly as good as when first put in.

They are bad when
2. I have been troubled somewhat with mice.
they get started. I have lost one colony by their work. They did
not eat much honey, as it was one-half full, but they ate the bees,
leaving heads and wings not a live bee in the hive when I found it.
The entrance was stopped up, and a nice ne6t of 5 young mice in it.
Of course I fixed them, killing an old one, and 3 got away. What
I am afraid they will kill all the rest.
shall I do in such a case?

—

Michigan.

Answers.

—

As you

intimate, opinions are divided. I've tried
both ways, and I can't decide which is best. The objection urged
against taking out for a flight and returning is that it starts to breeding and makes the bees uneasy. On the whole, if they are doing well
in the cellar, it may be as well to leave them until taken out for good
but if they are suffering from confinement, as shown by diarrhea, give
them a flight, and then return them.
1.

It is just possible
2. Don't be too sure the mice killed those bees.
the mice only ate them after they were dead. Neither is it likely the
with
close
entrances
coarse wirekill
all
the
rest.
You
can
will
mice
cloth, three me6hes to the inch. That will allow the passage of bees,
but not mice. Even if you fasten a mouse into one of the hives, that's
better than to let it have free run.

Moving Bees— Preventing More Than One Swarm— Feeding Bees— Changing Queens— Color of Comb
Honey-Getting Rid of Ants in Hives

comb honey?
Minnesota.

Answers. 1. A very satisfactory way is to wait till the first
swarm issues, hive it and set it on the old stand, set the old hive close
beside it; a week later move the old hive to a new place, and 2
weeks later still— or 3 weeks from the time of swarming — transfer in
the manner directed in your bee-book.
2. All of those advertised in the American Bee Journal are good.
After you get familiar with one, if you mean to do much with bees it
will pay you to get another.
3. The S-frame hive is good if you pay a lot of attention to the
bees, but unless you expect to give them very close attention take the
10-frame bive. Any plain hive with frames 17;'ijX%', outside measure,
is good whether dovetailed or not.

1.

Etc.

Am

want

to

move my

bees this spring, would 2 feet apart be

much?
like to better my bees by giving them Italian queens.
If not, when?
this at any time in the summer?
can I see, by looking into the hives, when a swarm is
ready to come out, as I would like to use the Alley trap?
can I tell by looking at comb honey whether it is light,
7.
5.

I

would

Could

I

do

How

How

What

are the shades of the cappings?
Keep the little red ants out of the hives in the sumhave tried sulphur with no good results. Do they do

amber or dark?
8.

1. I commenced last spring with 2 colonies, increased to S, and
got 150 sections of nice honey, which, I think, is good for a beginner.
Three of my increase I caught. I had one destroyed by moths, and
one lost its queen, which 1 doubled with another, so I have (3 left.
2. Last summer all of my bees threw out a good many bees in the
larval stage. The only way 1 could explain it was the moth destroyed
some of the brood, for, on examination, I found holes in the broodcombs as though something had been eating them.
I right?
3. I see a good deal of late about the Caucasian bees, some claiming they won't sting and are good; others claim they are no good.
What is the truth about these bees?
4. Bees usually go to work here in March after a few warm days,

I

2. What is an effective way to keep my bees from giving more
than one swarm per colony?
3. One of my colonies gave more honey last year than the rest of
them. Should I save these drones and kill out those that are in the
other colonies?
4. What time next month can I open the hives to 6ee if the bees
are well supplied with honey? and about how much should eaoh colony have? If they have none, what should I feed them, and how

6.

ThrowlnglOuCBee Larvae or Pupae— Caucasian Bees,

As

too close for each hive?

How can

I

mer-time? I
any harm in the hives?

Answers.— 1. That

Wisconsin.

If there are plenty of trees or other
If the ground
objects to help mark their locations it will be all right.
is perfectly level, and nothing to help to locate the hives, there will

depends.

be mistakes in entering hives. If you want to save room, instead of
putting them regularly 2 feet apart, put the first two close together,
leave a space of 3 feet, then two more hives, and so on, putting the
hives in pairs, with 3 feet between each two pairs. With that arrangement you'll get more bees on the same ground, and at the same time
there will be less mixing.
2. When the prime swarm issues, hive^it and setj it on the old

March
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A

week later move the old
•stand, setting the old hive close beside it.
hive to a new location some distance away.
3. It will be an excellent plan.
4. Unless you are very much afraid some of them are now starvIf you
ing, don't open a hive until a day when the bees are Hying.
think a colony is starving, go at it right away may as well kill some
of the bees by disturbance as to have all starve. Better see that each
colony has 10 pounds of honey, or more, to carry them through till
they are gathering. If they haven't that much, feed to make up the

—

Give them combs of sealed honey. Probably you haven't
Then feed candy. Perhaps still better, take C. P. Uadant's
Smear candied honey over the top-bars back of the cluster,

deficiency.

any.
plan

:

pushing some of it close to the cluster and making sure that the bees
get started on it.
5. You can do it at any time, but it will be as well not to be too
early.
(Queens reared too early are not so good, and prices are higher
«arly.
6.

You can make

A swarm

is

a pretty safe guess by looking for queen-cells.
likely to issue as soon as the first cell is sealed.

7. You can't tell by the cappings.
The lightest honey may have
dark cappings if long enough in the care of the bees, and the darkest
honey may have light cappings. Hold the comb up to the light of
the window and look through it, and you can tell pretty well the color
of the honey contained. Of course, you must make some allowance
for the comb.
If it is badly discolored it will make white honey look
darker than it is.
8. They probably do little harm beyond annoying the bees, and
the bees are competent to take care of them. They go to the hives

their nests there chiefly for the warmth afforded.
Some
say borax sprinkled over the places they stay will drive them away. If
places over the hives where a bee can not go as
well as an ant, the bees will keep them away.

and make

you allow no lurking

You are a good questioner, and your questions show intelligence,
only some of them show that you have no text-book of instruction
«bout bees, or else that you have not studied it very carefully. This
department is intended to supplement the text-book, not to replace it,
and it is hardly fair to occupy room with matters fully given in the
books. If you will get a text-book, and study it carefully, I'm sure
you will thank me for advising you to do so, for it will be money in
your pocket.
*-•-•-

Sweet Clover Seed
I would like
where to find it?

to get

some 6weet clover

seed.

Can you tell me
Kentucky.

Answer. — I don't know where you can

get sweet clover seed, but
about this time of year you ought to find it advertised in this and
other bee-papers. It is reported unusually scarce this spring, and that
seems a little strange, seeing the great quantity of seed each stalk
produces. One reason, probably, is that while there is a great quantity of 6weet clover throughout the country, it is so scattered that the
seed would have to be gathered by hand. Still, there are a good many
patches thick enough to be mowed.

^

Contention
Proceebtngs

J

Report'oHhe Wisconsin State Convention
[Continued from page
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writer read the following paper on

A aOOD BEE-CELLAR

;

has been customary with a good many to use any sort
be it ever so damp, ill-smelling and unfit, as a
wintering-place for the bees. I think this has been a great
mistake, and that bee-keepers at large have lost heavily in
bees, and consequently in money, by not going to the expense
of providing the very best accommodations that could be
produced.
great deal of effort has been made to improve the
s
and to get them into good working shape after the
n
commenced; but a quart of bees in a hive that contain, a
much larger bunch of dead ones, and mouldy, damp com'
is
a poor start. And yet the colony wintered, did it? On!
of it. Better winter quarters would have brought
n?
through in line shape. There would have been a strong
•e
It

cellar,

A

'

!

-

I

Wisconsin.

What we want

in a cellar is purity of air, measurable
dryness, and an even temperature which will remain at 40 to
45 degrees above, never going below 40 nor above 50. The
labor and expense required to secure such a cellar depends
greatly upon the character of the soil and location in which
Some locations are very much better adapted
it is to be built.
than others. In a bank of pure dry sand, such as may often
be found along the river valleys of this State, it is an easy
matter to make a good cellar. The room may simply be
boarded up inside; the loose sand will make an excellent floor,
and. with a couple of doors and a wooden tube for a ventilator,
one has a cellar that is all right.

But if it is desirable to locate a cellar where the ground
a damp, heavy clay or muck, and where there is no rising
ground to aid drainage, the task of providing a suitable wintering-place is not so easy.
But if the ultimate object is kept
constantly in view, that is, the requirements of a good cellar, I
think all obstacles can be overcome, but it will take more
work and better material.
is

I

have a

cellar

which

The hill is composed of
more than enough good
all the walls.
The floor

I built in a side hill the past season.
loose layers of limestone, and we got
building stone out of the pit to make
of this cellar is the natural rock, and

perfect without any special arrangement.
The
under the ground, but the ante-room
by which entrance is had through double doors, is only
partially under ground.
The path into the cellar is on a level
with the floor, so as to avoid going up and down steps with
the hives. This is a desirable feature, but not a necessary
one.
For packing overhead I used dry leaves on the floor, and
over all a good shingle roof. The upper part of the anteroom is packed with leaves also, as I wish it to be a good
protection to the main cellar.
the drainage

is

cellar proper is entirely

Were

to locate a cellar in level, damp ground, I think
it down about half way below the general
level of the ground, then bank up around the walls to make
a mound.
It would require only a few steps to get down to
the cellar bottom, and would be much easier to drain.
I
would lay tile under the bottom and along the sides of the
walls and arrange to carry off all water from the eaves.
Such a cellar, if properly constructed, would be dry and warm,
even if located in a damp place.
I

I

would only sink

Two feet of dry earth makes a good absorbent covering
for a cellar, the earth to be protected by a good roof; but it
has a tendency to rot out the ceiling, and in a certain number
of years will break down and the upper part of the cellar
will have to be rebuilt.
I have therefore conceived the idea
of using lighter material. Dry sawdust, leaves, or cloverhulls, would be all right, I think; but I have not had sufficient
experience to be able to judge of the comparative merits of
different materials.
I think, though, that an absorbent packing is better than an ordinary room overhead having tight
floors, which would not facilitate the moisture escaping.
a small wooden chimney leading
up through the roof; although, in
the last cellar I built. I have an arrangement for letting warm
air in at the top of the inner door and drawing out the cooler
air at the bottom.
This is intended to be used in case the
cellar should get too cold during some very severe and continued cold weather, at which time I could place a small stove
in the ante-room and change ami warm the air in the cellar.
I do not expect to do this in any ordinary winter, and perhaps

only ventilator

from near the

In this Northern climate there are two ways of wintering
bees successfully. One is by having self-protecting hives (and
they would be all right if it were not for the expense) but
it is not my purpose to treat of them but of the other, and, I
believe most reliable method of wintering, a good cellar.

of

—

of bees dry, sleek, healthy, able before they died off, to leave
a rousing colony of younger workers. I have lost enough
from poor-wintering quarters to appreciate the gravity of this
question.
It is one of life and death, and means much to the
man who is to make his living, or any part of it, from honey-

My

BY HARRY LATHROP.

277

not at

is

cellar floor

all.

am somewhat

opposed to the practise of letting in air
outside, and think that air enough will come
in through the stone walls.
If the bees are wintering perfectly, they are quiet and do not consume much air.
Don't
think, though, that they cannot be smothered.
I once placed
50 colonies in a small, double-walled room without sufficient
ventilation; the weather changed, the temperature of the
room went up to 60 degrees, and before I knew it over half
the bees were out of the hives, some dead on the floor, and
bushels clustered in the upper corners of the room.
(That
was nearly 20 years ago.) I took the colonies out of that
place and managed to get 25 through in a weak condition.
I
made $400 from the 25 nuclei that splendid honey-year.
What would I have made from 50 properly wintered colonies?
If those bees had been in a cellar, somewhat larger than the
pile of hives containing the bees, a temperature of 60 degrees
I

directly

from the
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So you see, they can be smothered
under certain conditions.
As this paper will invite discussion. I think it is unneces-

would have done no harm.

me to prolong it or try to say all that could be said
regarding the construction of a good bee-cellar.
Harry LATHROP.
(Concluded next week
)

We had rather a poor season for
honey last year on account of the extreme drouth the latter part of the
summer. Alfalfa practically produced
no honey after July 1.
We had quite a striking example, in

(Experiences
Few Dead Bees So Far.
put most of my bees on their sumstands yesterday.
There were
very few dead bees, and the hives were
almost as heavy as "when they were
put into the cellar in December.
It
was a fine day and they had a good
flight.
I would put out the balance of
only 6 colonies, but the wind has
shifted to the northwest so they could
not fly out if put on the outdoorstands.
Lyons, Kas., Feb. 20.
G. Bohrer.

this county, of the value of bees to
alfalfa.
Our creek bottoms are especially adapted to alfalfa culture, and

Likes the Right Kind of T- Super.
On page 159 is an article written by
F. Greiner, on supers, section-holders,
etc.

But

that

all

I

is sown on one of the
the creek bottoms, where large quanOn one
tities of alfalfa seed is raised.
farm where no bees were kept the yield
of seed, in 1905, was two bushels to the
acre.
On another farm, on the same
bottom, one mile from the first, where
only 3 colonies of bees were kept, the
yield of alfalfa seed was between 4 and
On still another
5 bushels to the acre.
farm, where about 20 colonies of bees
are kept, the yield was between 7 and
S bushels per acre; and 2 miles below,
without bees, the yield again dropped
H. F. Hillebrandt.
to 2 bushels.
Osborne, Kan., Feb. 14.

a larger acreage

I

mer

|

object to in par-

in his well-written article is
regard to his not very well-founded
opinion in regard to the T-super.
I
have used in the production of combhoney several different kinds of supers,
and, so far as my experience goes, I
have never used any supers that gave
better results than the T-super.
It is
simple in construction, easily filled, and
also convenient to empty.
Before removing the honey from the
super, take a curved-bladed knife, not
too sharp, and scrape all the bee-glue
and wax from both the top and bottom
of the sections, which can be easily
done while the sections are firmly held

ticular

CONVENTION NOTICES.

in

in .the

super.

Then remove the

fol-

lower and take a screwdriver, or some
suitable tool, place it between the sections and outside case, tapping gently
with a light hammer both along the
side and ends, so, if this is properly
done, all you then have to do is to
place a board about the same size of
the super on the upper side. Then invert the whole, lift the super off, give
each T-tin a light tap or two with the
hammer and the work is done, except
removing a little propolis that may be
under the tins.
This can better be
acomplished by scraping while the sections are still in a group. I have never
been annoyed with leaking sections
after this

manner

of procedure.
are provided with a
super-filler, as described in Dr. Miller's
book, "Forty Years Among the Bees,"
you would not exchange the T-super
for any other make on the market.
If these few thoughts, hastily jotted
down, will be of anv interest to any
one, I will be very glad.
Although the pursuit of apiculture
for the last two seasons has been very
discouraging, yet I have not altogether
lost all hope that there is a better day

Now,

if

you

dawning

for bee-keepers in this localI have 95 colonies in the cellar,
but I fear they will not come out in
very good condition. Samuel H. Hitt.
ity.

Elizabeth,

111.,

Feb.

22.

Value of Bees to Alfalfa.
a beginner in the bee-business,
although years ago I had considerable
experience with bees, but never with
movable-frame hives. I bought one
colony last May, increased to 3 by fall,
and then I cut 3 bee-trees and saved
the bees, which gave me 6, all in dovetailed hives; 3 of them had to be fed,
which I did in October.
About the middle of November, 1905,
I bought 10 colonies of black bees at
a sale. When I got them home I found
that 2 of them did not have stores sufficient to feed them till Christmas. The
weather being warm, I soon fed them,
using a Miller feeder.
I packed my bees by making boxes
about 4 inches longer and wider than
the hives, having no top or bottom,
and set this over the hive, and filled
the space with old papers, about an
inch thick on all sides.
I then laid
about the- same number on top of the
hive, and over all I put a cover made
I

am

Utah. — The Utah Bee-Keepers' Association
spring convention in the
Mayor's office, in the City and County BuildAmong other quesing, April 6, at 10 a.m.
tions of interest to be considered will be the
will

hold

29, 1906

sary for

The bees are wintering
to turn water.
they were flying
in fine condition;
nearly every day last week.

Reports anb

March

their

best approved methods for producing and disposing of bee-products. All are cordially invited to come and bring their friends.
G. E. Garrett, Sec. E. S. Lovesy, Pres.

—

Jiichigan. The Northern Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will hold its next annual meeting at Kalkaska, Mich., Wednesday
and Thursday, April 4 and 5, 1906. Generous
prizes are offered for certain exhibits.
W. Z.
Hutchinson, E. D. Townsend and Geo. H.
Kirkpatrick, the President, will read papers.
Special hotel rates are given by the Manning
House. Send to the Secretary for a copy of
the announcement, list of prizes offered, etc.
Then attend the convention it you possibly

Ira D. Bartlett, Sec.
can do so.
East Jordan, Mich.

North Texas. — The

annual meeting of
North Texas Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held at Blossom, Tex., Wednesday and
Thursday, April 4 and 5, to which all beekeepers are invited. There will be no hotel
On the program are the followbills to pay.
" Best Races of Bees," W. H. Laws and
ing:
Dr. R. P. Davies; "Foul Brood," Louis H.
Scholl " Which is the Best for North Texas,
The Production of Section or Bulk Comb
Honey?" R. C. Abernathy and Dr. R. P.
Davies; "Extracted vs. Comb Honey for
North Texas," R. C. Abernathy and Dr. R. P.
Davies; "Is a Bee-Keepers' Association a
Necessity?" W. H. White; " Is the CombinBee-Keeping with Poultry-Raising
ing of
Profitable?" L. C. Lancaster; " Best HoneyPlants of North Texas," J. M. Hagood;
" Best Hive for North Texas— 8, 10 or 12
Frame," W.H.White; " How Best to Manthe

;

age Our Bees for the Greatest Profit," E. A.
Ribble. Question-Box.
W. H. White, Sec.

—

Connecticut. The loth annual meeting
of the Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held in the Capitol, Hartford, Room
50, Wednesday, April 11, 1906, at W:30 a.m.
All bee-keepers should make an extra effort
to attend this meeting. Try to bring a friend
The best method
also. Topics for discussion
Your best
for putting starters in sections.
way to prevent swarming. Swarming devices,
pro and con. Large and small hives compared. What is the best way to increase?
Best use to make of second swarms. How did
your bees winter? How many colonies have
you? What do you do with sections after removing them from the hive? Handling the
divisible brood-chamber vs. single frames.
How do you manage the colony after the

swarm has left? How do you ripen or
thicken extracted honey? Can new combs
be made out of old ones by cutting them to
one-half inch thick or les6? and would they
be as good as new ones?
Please bring something for the exhibition
table, or a question for the question-box.

first

Mrs. E. E. Smith,

Sec.

Watertown, Conn.

—

The Rietsche Press. Those who have
bought Rietsche Presses from me have probably found out that by following the directions
given it i6 easy to make heavy foundation,
but rather difficult (though not impossible)
to make foundation thin enough for sections.
The

directions given as to the kind of lubricant to be used were not very definite.
Many kinds of lubricants are recommended
by the European writers but all the best contain alcohol. The best two are a mixture of
alcohol and whey (from the cheese factory)
half and half, and a mixture of water, honey
and alcohol, about equal parts. For obvious
reasons, I did not care to advise the use of alcohol, so I have from time to time tried every
thing else that I could think of, but without
;

success.

What puzzles me most is the assertion that
the making of foundation with the Rietsche
press is so easy, and the foundation as fine
and as thin as any made with rollers, even by
the Weed process. At fairs, the Rietsche
foundation has often carried the first prizes
against all others.
I finally realized that to make thin foundation easily and rapidly, the use of alcohol as
a lubricant is indispensable. But a trial soon
showed me that wood-alcohol would do just
as well as any other.
I think water, alcohol
and honey, about equal parts, will do; perhaps a little more alcohol and a little less
water. The wood-alcohol is cheap, and can
be bought from any dealer in paints and varnishes. As it evaporates rapidly, only a little
should be mixed at a time.
In comparing the comb foundation made
with the Rietsche press, with the Weed foundation, two things must be taken into consideration.
One is, that the transparency of the
Weed foundation makes it look much thinner
than it is. The other is, a piece of foundation
the Rietsche press may be, and in
fact is, thicker than a piece made by the Weed
process, and yet is fully as light. This is due
to the fact that the thinness of the Weed
foundation is due largely to the enormous
pressure to which it is subjected.

made on

I intended to try the Rietsche foundation in
sections extensively last summer, but the failure in the honey-flow prevented me from
doing it. A little was done, and, as far as it
goes, it shows that the bees take the Rietsche
foundation in preference probably because
it is much softer. The few sections that were
completed seem to show that the bottom of
the cells had been thinned down at any rate,
the comb was not any harder than the natural
comb; while the Weed foundation, no matter
how thin it is, is somewhat tougher. It mu6t
be admitted, however, that the difference is
not considerable. Adrian Getaz, Knoxville,
Tenn.— (Adv.)

—

;

Pure Italian BEES
frame New Dov. Hives
with Hoffman Frames; Tested Queen in each
colony. Price, $6 each. In lots ot 10— }5 each.

EflD CAI C
lUn
OnLX

F. ft.
13A3t

100 colonies of

in8 or

10

GRAY, Redwood

Falls,

Minru

Please mention the Bee Journal.

:

SIMPLEX

BEE-HIVE-New Principle
Perfect. Tested. Adapted to every climate.
Obviates spring-dwindling and, beemoths. Guarantees 3 times greater increase of
brood and honey; is 5J percent cheaper than
Langstroth hive. Patented, fartneiship or
royalty agreement with manufacturers desired.

Plain.

CARL LUDLOFF

13A2t

302

Mention

Texas Est., Kl^ PaSO, TEXAS.
Bee Journal when writing

1

.

March
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The Easu Way to Manage Swarming
Use the

NEW D'BBERN

* PRICES **
and Quality are the

We

freight.

We

thing's that sell goods.

the lumber country where

we

Queen-Trap

get lumber at

No Climbing.
are in the heart of

first

No

Absconding.
Order to-day.

hands without

have the cheapest known water-power.

m

Prices, by
a 1,70c
5 or more
(freight) each, 40c

We make

in quality and workmanship.
In
some instances they are superior. Our Sections are made from
tough wood that will bend without breaking, even if you don't wet

goods that are the equal of any

them.
last

How many

Send
you. All

for

Sections did you break in putting together the

Think of it.
our Catalog and get

thousand

?

we ask

is

a trial order,

G.fl.Dlbbern& Son, Milan,
13A4t

111.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

WEN TO LEARN
WANTED
We

BEE-KEEPING
can take live young men who really want
become expert bee-keepers, give them employment in our apiaries, and teach them as

to

prices that will surprise

and there

will be

and please

no trouble in hold-

ing your custom.

Minnesota Dee-Supply Co.,
JOHN DOLL & SON, PROPRIETORS

much as they can learn in one season, In applying state aee, height, weight, and previous
occupation
None but those of srood moral
habitR need aoply.
MORLEY PETTIT,
13A4t
Villa Nova, Ontario, Canada.
Mention Bee Journal rvlien writing*.

mm you

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Nic Island No. 33.

NEED
And want your

ROOT'S GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES

Finest and largest stuck of supplies la Illinois.
Italian Bees and Queens in season. Catalog free.
15 eggs of Pure Barred Plymouth Rocks, $1.00.
Incubators and Brooders always on band.
H S. DUBV. St. Anne. III.
12A,13t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

400 Queens Cheap
Owing
crease,

I

to dequeening my bees to prevent inwill have 400 Queens to dispose of be1 and IS, at *3 per doz
Address all

tween April
orders to
l2A2t

R. M.

Mention

filled

by return mail

with the best Queens that money can buy,
we can serve you. Queens are healthy and
prolific; bees the best of workers.
Try our
fine strain of 3-band Italians.
Tested, $1.00
each. Untested, 75c $8.00 per dozen.
;

SPENCER.

NORDHOFF, CALIF.
Bee Journal when writing.

QUEENS

order

J.

W. K. SHflW
LOREAUVILLE,

13A2t

Mention

Bee Journal

&

60.

Iberia Par.,

when

FREIGHT PAID
We

want to demonstrate in this advertisement how you can make money by buying
furniture direct from us and saving all middle
Compare these prices with what
profits.
your dealer asks you and remember— we
pay the freight. You cannot match our
qualities or our prices anywhere else.
This beautiful full angle steel Bed, substantially made, finished
White Enamel with polished brass knobs, in four sizes— will
At $2.98 it is a wonder and is
gfve you complete satisfaction.
If This steel Sanitary
cheaper than your home dealer can buy it.
Bed Couch is an ornament to any room— cannot be told from an
ordinary couch; can be quickly converted into a comfortable sanitary bed; finished in gold and aluminum. $4.00 makes this a bargain you should not miss. It will practically add another bed
room to your home. IT This solid oak Extension Table is a real bargain. Never before has there been offered so large and handsome
a table for so small a price. You must see it to appreciate its true
value. Finished in golden oak and is the best dining table for the
price you ever saw. Send $4.98— if it don't please you we take it
back and refund your money. 11 This handsome, well-built 3-section
Book Case will put your library on a new system. Can add to it at
small expense, as the number of your books increase. Comes in
quartered oak, mahogany or plain oak finish— all hand rubbed and
polished. Complete with three sections, base, cap and dust-proof
in

OAK EXTENSION

glass doors— $11.85 fThis Refrigerator is made of ash, with quarter sawed oak panels, golden finish, solid bronze hinges and lock,
zinc lined, removable galvanized iron ice rack and flues, with slide
adjustable provision shelves. A beauty and a bargain for $7 .90.
f This high grade, high arm, 3-drawer. ball bearing, drop head Sewing Machine, guaranteed for twenty-five years, is the biggest sewing
machine bargain ever offered at our price, freight paid— $15.25—
t Order any article listed in this advertisement on our positive guarantee of satisfaction or money back. We stand back of every sale
and every article we ship out. They must be exactly as we represent them or no sale. Write today for complete furniture and sewing machine catalogs see how we
save yoa money all along the line.

—

Ask about our Special
Plan which will save
you 8150. to $250. a year
as long as you live.

Co-Opcrntfve Society of the
National Supply Co.
Lansing, Mich.

w^m\ mn0«m

^3
St*

1

'

BOOH CASE

Chicago,

DROP HEAD

LA.

writing.

FURNITURE

SOLID

i

111.
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Via Saved on Your Groceries
Stop paying double prices for groceries— you are throwing money away. Our "Factory to Family* plan of buying everyday groceries such as tea, coflee. soap, flavoring extracts baking and
washing powders, etc., makes it possible for you to save half on vonr grocer v bill. Bv buying direct
from us— the makers— you save the wholesaler's, jobber's and dealer's profits
and that'sthe reason why we can give you a 25 cent can of guaranteed Pure
Cream Tartar Baking Powder for 12*3 cents; or good Laundry Soap at 8*3 cents a
bar for which yon now pay 5 cents, and so on everything else we make we save
you half regular dealer's price. Isn't this big saving worth taking advantage
of? We guarantee the uuality of our goods, in fact, let you use them 30 days
and refund your money if not satisfactory. If you *^_
prefer Premiums our catalog contains a fine line of SK*
Our
beautiful things for the home which you can get with
**•. Half Price 21c
uUt extra cost, suchas Morris Chairs. Coaches, RockPrice
'
ers, Book Cases, etc.— evervthing in the wav of nousehold turnishings. If you order $2, $5 or $10 worth of
10 a groceries at list prices (same as you now pay your
l£3w home dealer) we give you a premium of equal value
to
your order. In this way you can furnish vour home
without extra cost. Ask about our "Club of 10 Plan"-and also for our
large free Furniture Catalog and Style Book.

CROFTS & REED,

916 Austin Avenue,

Mention

Bee Journal

Chicago

when

writing.

Ten nessee= Bred Queens
All

from Extra-Select Mothers

3-band from Imported Dark Leather, Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. Goldens from
Laws, Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.

After April
Italians Before

July 1st

15th.

Mareh

29,

1906

March

29

.
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CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
^m

ir*

U,

phone, but he is not in
^^JX"^ a position to know
which is the'best 'phone
to buy. It's a good deal like buying a watch. The outward appearance of all telephones are very similar.
But how about the works
inside ? That's the part you want
to know all about before you buy.
We have published a book about
telephones.
I

is

Every farmer knows the
value of a farm tele-

covered by two Patents.

With this wonderful invenmaking Sections may be reduced to $1 IS
such Machine will interest you, write
for

tion the cost of

per 1000. If
further information.
mean business.

x

™

Do

not write about

unless Jvou

it

BEE-SUPPLIES^FQUEENS
My

Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution
I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens
and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
If
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Addressfvou

am

ISO

CHARLES MONDENG,

A.VH!., N.,
NBWTON
Mention Bee

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
when writing.

Journal

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to—

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.
New London,
Wis.

Mention

r^

MmwmM
when

Bee Journal

Let Us Send You
Our Book.

^

abont pood wheels and pood wagons that will sare

you a

lot of

work and make you a lot ot money— the

writing.

and the
It tells "How to Buy the Right
'Phone." This book tells the rea^^*"* sons why the "EACO" 'phones
have clearer, stronger talking qualities
than others.
It tells why "EACO"
'phones are better adapted to the use o£
farmer's than others.
It tells how to
organize a Farmer's Telephone Com-

pany and how to build a practical efficient
working line that will be a source of pleasure and profit every day in the year.
^TT "EACO" 'Phones are the favorite farI N mer's telephone because they are made

ELECTRIC HANDY WAGON.

YOU

By every test, they are the best. More than one and
a quarter millions sold. 6pokes united to the
hub. Can't work loose. A set of our wheels will
make your old wagon new. Catalogue free.
ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., Box 16, Qulncy, Ills.

MFO.

& Seeds

THAT GROW

^,

Oi^"Te8ted

Low prices. Apple>^Vkj& ^V/s e e d a
4c;PlnmandCherry>'Cw^«<*^^very
cheap.
12c: Peach 4c all >^kv ^e^Freieht paid
budded; Con- /^V \e%?'on trees. Cataeord Grapes^^ »»>-.»•/ logue, English or
° c;
Forest^,^^,^*^ German, free. Write
Tree Seed- j/O^^
xfor it today. Address
;

ELECTRIC
Mention

Bee

Journal

when

GERMAN NURSERIES,

Box 30

vrrltlnjr

Beatrice, Neb.

BEE -SUPPLIES 1
We

manufacture everything needed

greatest variety.

We assure you

in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
the best goods at

LOWEST PRICES

COMPANY

Chicago,

Years

;

Get our book mentioned above and
how to start and build a farm line.
Telephones are a necessity to every farmer,
and every live farmer is getting in line
as fast as possible. Write today.

APPLIANCE

14

ers.

read

A

Trees, Plants

Best quality. Good bear- v^ife,»

price.

Dept.

& Brooders

satisfaction.
Send for
tree book.
BA »TA - BENDER
CO.. Dept. 24 Ligonier, Ind

J

^""» handsome, strong and durable. Subscribers can be called up whether the receiver is on the hook or not. provided all the
phones are fitted with our X. P. Condensers.
"EACO" farm 'phones are especially made
for heavy work on crowded lines and aside
from being substantially made are low in

ELECTRIC

Backed by

of Successful Use by
Soultrymen all over the world.
\o guesswork. They are automatic in regulation and ventilation. Fully guaranteed to g-ive

ELECTRIC STEEL WHEELS
£TT

Incubators

BANTA
-MM

and our excellent freight

facilities enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
in having goods transferred and damaged.
We make the

III.

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives

Bees, Queens and Bee-Supplies

Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request
We want
every bee keeper to have our Catalog. SPECIAL, DISCOUNTS now. Write
to-day.
Address,

We

manufacture standard dovetailed beehives and supplies, cheaper than you ever
bought before. Our Queens and Bees stand
at the head in quality.
UDtested, 75c each;
$4.25 for 6. or 88 per doz. Tested. $1.25 each
$12 per doz. Select Tested, $1.50. Special
prices to dealers in large lot6 on application.
State Agents for Dittmer's Foundation.
Catalog

KRETGHMER MFG.

Trester .-apply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.

free.

Shugart Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
& Son, Salina, Kau.

THE BEE & HONEV COMPANY

T. B. Valletta

(Will Atchley, Prop.)
Beevllle. Bee Co., Texas.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatinn Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.

I

Catalogs issued in English or German.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.
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If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

March

LUUi^'
t''"l

Grand Collection of BeauFlowers, and our New Seed List, the
only liberal oiler ever made, and a Coupon Check
that will give you one of the finest Farm Papers
published, by sending fur this grand offer:

Everything- used by Bee-Keepers.

Prompt
.'.

•'•60i*

Beautiful Flowers FREE
cost of packinc and postage. You
OC n to paythe
i^'eive this

Root's Goods at Root's Prices
Service.

25 Packages Seed

Catalog Free.

pkt.

pkt.AppleJSlos.Balsam
pkt. Mixed Portulaca.
pkt. Mixed Sweet Pea.

l

1
1

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
trade.
sure to attach your came to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I

1
1
1

1
1

you.

to

WALTER

Mixed Candytuft.
Mixed larkspur.
Mixed Pansy.
Mixed Nasturtium

1
1

l

1

l
l
l
l

1
1
l

pkt. Morning Glory.
pkt. Mixed Calliopsis.
pkt. Mixed Calendula.
pkt. Mixed Nigelia.
pkt. Mixed Phlox.
pkt. Sunflower.
pkt. Sweet Rocket.
pkt. Carnation Pink.
pkt. Mixed Four o'Clk.
pkt. Mixed Marigold.
pkt. Mixed Petunia.
pkt. Mixed Zinnia.
pkt. Mixed Verbenia.

3i» ISulttH, a Beautiful Collection, sent with this
order, including Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Tuberoses, Gladiolus, Caladium, Oxalis, if you will send
at once 25 cents in silver or stamps. Address

POUDER,

S.

HOLMES, SomerviMe, Mass.

E. C.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

pkt.
pkt.
pkt.
pkt.
pkt.
pkt.
pkt.

1
1

Sweet Mignonette
Sweet Alyssum.
Sweet William.
Mixed Poppy.

1 pkt.

I

it

Snowball Ast_..

l

1
1

BEESWAX WANTED
shall be glad to send

1906

Pouder "

BEE-SUPPLIES I
POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .-. .•.

29,

MOORE'S
LONG-TONGUES AND GOLDEN QUEENS
Bee Journal

Mention

when

Select Untested, $1: 6 for $5; 12 for $9. Tested,
$1.50; 6 for $8.
Best Breeders, $3.50. Safe arrival guaranteed.
W. A. RAILS.

writing.

ORANGE, CALIF.

7D6t

BEE-KEEPERS'
The Rietsche Press
AND
POULT RY SUP PLIES
Made

of artificial stone. Practically indeand giving entirely satisfactory refoundation made easily and
?uickly at less than half the cost of bnylng
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,
structible,

Comb

sults.

LEWIS' BEEWARE
2 percent
it needs no introduction.
Discount on Bee>Snpplies for March.
is

Beeswax wanted

—28c cash, 30c when taking bee-supplies in exchange.

Extracted Honey For Sale.

Prices on application.

Sample, 10 cents.

If

is

filled

1

H. M.

V

Long Distance 'Phone, North

ITALIAN BEES

in

Pullman sleeping-cars

ILL.

i

1559.

modern hives

Everything the beekeeper needs.
is

Distributing house for
the time to buy for next season.

FINE EXTRACTED HONEY

in cans or barrels.

How much

We buy BEESWAX at all times in the year.
—free.

O* Ma

&

SCOT

"In eyery country

trie

CO.

destination.

part of the journey. Modern diningcar service, with individual club meals,
ranging in price from 35 cents to one
dollar also meals a la carte. Ask for
Plate Road.
tickets via the Nickel
Chicago depot. La Salle and Van Bureu
Sts., the only station in Chicago on
Chicago City
the Elevated Loop.
Ticket Office, 111 Adams St. Detailed
information may be secured by address-

Lewis' Goods at Factory

ing John Y. Calahan, General Agent,
113 Adams St., room 298, Chicago.
1— 12A6t

Discount for Early Orders
Samples 8 cents, to pay postage and packing.
on the quantity you mention.

to

;

for sale, f.o.b. Chicago.

-

Now

City,

Rates always the lowest, and no excess
fares are charged on any train, for any

BEE SUPPLIES
Prices.

New York

points east, will con-

all

Three through trains
run daily, with through day
coaches to New York City, and modern

CO.

CHICAGO,

-

Buffalo,

are

ARND. MSB.

141 Ontario Street,

Fort Wayne, Findlay, Fostoria, Cleve-

from Chicago.
to

1
.

writing.

sult their interests and find advantage
in selecting the Nickel Plate Road east

either line Free.

PRICES, send your order

YORK HONEY

when

Passengers east from Buffalo to

Boston, and

PROMPTLY

AT FACTORY

Bee Journal

land, Erie,

superior to anything heretofore
put on the market.

you want orders

—

J0£~

ARE

l!MM» Catalog- lor

WJ.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
he " prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it." A. G.

Day Brooders

and Cornell Chick Machinery CS EXCELLED

New

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

4SAtf

Mention

Cornell Incubators, Peep 0'
The 1906 Cornell Incubator

ADRIAN GETAZ,

known

so well

The

4

best the world can produce
Prices quoted quick

can you use?

Send for our Catalog and "Special"
S

INDIANA POUs"'|ND

successful advertiser is

10-80

trie

REST
.

•$••?•

•{•<•

continuous advertiser.

<•+

<

For

200 Egg

INCUBATOR

Perfect In cons traction

ana

motion. Hatches every fertile
egg. Write for catalog to-day

GEO.

H.

STAHL. Qutncy

ti5c for

12 Names friS?SSMa1?-&£

stamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer'B
Call— reg. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, l ,300 pages a year. Sample free.
FAKMKK'S CALL, Quincy.IU.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

March

29,
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Lowest

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Prici

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

Big Discount for Early Orders

freight-

"
"

"
"
"

February

March
April

are the

9 per cent
"
8
"
7
"
6
"
4

1

December
January 1

1
1

1

Bee= Supplies
OF ALL KINDS
Established Nearly

as 'most

all

Prompt Service

You

B

Let

me

book your
Order for

25 Years

LANS,

experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

Our

bee - keepers

Office

bred in separate apiaries,

}«OLOEN HI
LOWS, 4 AltMO.
tl

CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.
prices, refer to

my

catalog, page 29.

and Salesrooms. 2146-48 Central Ave.

IN

s:r

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

large, illustrated Price-L,ist of
Cincinnati, March S.— The demand for comb
honey has brightened considerably since we

Supplies free on application. Address,

Mention

JAflESTOWN,

N. Y.

Bee Journal

when

question: therefore,

£)oney anb

Mention

The Colo. Honey-Producers'

Chicago, March 7— Choice white comb honey
is not plentiful, and it sells upon arrival at 15c
per pound
Other grades of comb are not in demand and sell at uncertain prices of 10(Sil4c per
pound. Choice white extracted, 6fc@7j$c; amber grades, 5M@6)£c. Beeswax, 30c per pound.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

C

Cincinnati, March ".—The demand for comb
honey is slow, prises obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems tc be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote feucy white, 14@16c Amber
extracted in barrels, 5^@5Mc; in causae more;
fancy white clover in t0-lb. cans, 7M@SX cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6>6@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.
C.

good demand at 28 and 30c.
The above are our selling prices, not what we
pay.
Griggs Bros.

H.W. Weber.

in

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Indianapolis, March 24— Fancy white clover
16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds

when

III.

writing.

—

a 60-pou/id can, $6. Cash and
instructions sent to Farmers' Bank.

JOHN
8Atf
Mention

Assn.

per pound; amber, t>c. Beeswax, 25@30c. We
look for an increased demand in the near
future.
C. Clemons & Co.

Bee Journal

White Clover Honey
Candied

Kansas City, March 16— The supply of comb
honey is not very large. Demand is light, best
24 section white selling at 3.25 per case, amber
at 25@50c per case Ids. Extracted, white, 6J^c

CO.

ONE TON

Co.

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as
usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to «3.7S per case of 24 sections: off grade and
lieht amber at J3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7^@8Jic; light amber,
6H@THc. Beeswax. 24c for clean yellow.

* 23eestr>ax*

or selling, consult

BURNETT &

199 South Water St. Chicago.

we continue

The Fred W. Muth

following prices:
White clover in barrels
brings 6fc(S*7c: amber, 5%(aS%c\ in cans every
grade from l@l^c higher. Beeswax is firm

consigning,

R. A.

to quote fancy
white comb honey at 14@15c. The demand for
extracted honey does not come up to our expectations; we quote amber at from 5Jf@6S^c, ac
cording to the quality; fancy white, in 601b.
cans, 8c. Choice bright, yellow beeswax, 30c.

writing.

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The market for comb
bonev has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during tbe pastseason. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; I4@15c
tor No 1, and 13 §> 14c for amber. Buckwheat,
Extracted honey is in good demand at
13c.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
buying

last reported; in all probability, by the close of
April, the market will be bare of comb honey.
Th's wilt be encouraging to the bee-keeper.
Nevertheless, to advance the price is out of the

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

and

Catalog mailed free.
Send for same.

H.W.Weber

c.

in.

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed-

QUEENS
RED
For

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the

what

is

will

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for IS years (monthly.
most

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

for the SOUTH
now goes through Cincinnati.

freight

"

2

1

CINCINNATI

rates FROM

On Cash Orders
Before November

283

C.

STEWART

HOPKINS, MO.
Bee Journnl when

writing.

FOR SALE

i

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California Vater-White White Sage and Light
Amber
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
cans and new cases. Write for prices and samples, and state quantity yon want.

HONEY

265

&

HlLDRETH
267

34Atf

Greenwich

& SEQELKEN

Street,

New

York, N.Y.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Gash for Beeswax
Highest market price paid promptly all the
time for good wax.
Frank G. Clark, 147 LKinzieSt.GhiGago.lll.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

comb brings

the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14m 15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8&€ 9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beeswax sells here for $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

S.

for honey
falling off, and while the supply is not abundant, yet it equals the demand. We quote
is

fancy white, 16(&17c; amber, 13@l4c. Extracted,
white clover, 7@8c; amber, 6@7c. Beeswax,
28c.

We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.
Wm. A. Selser.
York, March 19.— Demand

for

comb

honey is fair, especially for the better grades,
and fancy white is selling at from 14(<i;15c; No.
1, 13c; light amber, ll&Uc; no more demand
for dark comb honey. Extracted is in good demand, mostly California, at unchanged prices.
Beeswax is firm at from 29@31c, according to
quality.

BEE-SUPPLIES

Pouder.

PHiLADELPHiA,March20— The call

New

^A*A*AlA*AMA*AtA*^

HildrethA Segblken.

|
^
•^
^
^
[^
^
3
^
•

handle the finest Bee-Supplies, made by the W. T. Falconer
Mfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Big- Discounts on early orders. Let us
figure with you on your wants.
Muth Special Dovetail Hives have a Honey-Board, Warp-Proof
Cover, and Bottom -Board. Think of it, same price as the regular styles.

I
i'
^
2,
^

Send

^j

We

for Catalog.

.

'

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 Walnut Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

?r",Mtwv,v* ivt>^\(f>(t>^(fy^(fy(ty(fytMfy(fy ff> ffy(fMty'ff\(f>s^
|

|
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EXTRAVAGANCE IN THE GUISE
OF ECONOMY
When you
Don't

Order Bee-Supplies

sit down and write to a dozen or more concerns for prices, pick out the cheapest dealer, order your goods from
him, and then think you are being economical. If you do

You Only
Some

bee-keepers think a " bee-hive

is

a bee-hive "

Fool Yourself

— others

know

better.

The Lewis Hive
Has been on the market
fitted,

for 30 years. It ought to be nearly perfect by this time, and so it is. All parts accurately
smoothly planed, going together like the parts of a watch made of fine, clear, clean, white, Wisconsin
;

pine.

When you

Order Lewis Goods

are wortn. You get just what you pay for, and ycu know before the goods are even shipped
that they will be right, or we will make them right. LEWIS is only another word for the best. Don't waste
your money. Don't waste your time. Don't try your patience by experimenting.

You pay no more than they

Experience Teaches a Hard School
You

are through going to school, so order

LEWIS

goods today.

They bring

the best results.

Twenty-six Distributing Points in the United States.
Here ttiey are

ENGLAND— E. H. Taylor, Welwyn,
CUBA— C. B. Stevens & Co., Havana
C. B.

Stevens

&

Herts

Co., Manzanillj

CALIFORNIA-The

Chas. H. Lilly Co., San

Francisco

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA— Paul

Bachert,
Lancaster
Fletcher-Doyle Co., San Diego
Fallbrook Co-operative Ass'n, Fallbrook

COLORADO— R.

Loveland
Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' Association, Rocky Ford
C. Aikin,

G. B.

MICHIGAN — A.

COLORADO— (Continued.)
Colorado Honey-Producers' Association
Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association^
Grand Junction
Robert Halley, Montrose

ILLINOIS-York Honey & Bee-Supply
Chicago
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton,

Co.,

111.

10 WA— A dam A. Clarke, Le Mars
Louis Hanssen's Sons, Davenport
W. J. McCarty, Emmetsburg.

INDIANA— C.

M. Scoit &

Co., Indianapolis

G.

Woodman

Grand

Co.,

Rapids

MINNESOTA— Wisconsin Lumber Co.,
432

Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn.

MISSOURI— E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph
OHIO— Norris & Anspach, Kenton

OREGON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co., Portland
PENNSYLVANIA—Cleaver & Greene, Troy
TEXAS— Southwestern Bee Co., San Antonio
UTAH— Fred Fonlger & Sons. Ogden
WASHINGTON— The Chas. H. Lilly CoSeattle

LEWIS COMPANY
WATERTOWN,

WIS., U.S.A.

E JOURNAI
CHICAGO,

ILL..

APRIL

5,
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In the Spring^Time
Apple blossoms

the orchard,

in

Singing birds
Grass a-growing

in

every tree;

in the

meadows

Just as green as green can be.
Violets in shady places,

Sweetest Bowers were ever seen

p

!

Hosts of starry dandelions,
" Drops of gold among the green.

BEE-HIVE STRUCK RT LIGHTNING.
(See page 392)

an armful of bees. — (See page

292)

m
Pale arbutus, fairy wind-flowers.
Innueents in smiling flocks;
Coolest ferns within the hollows.
Columbines among the rocks.

Dripping streams, delicious mosses,
Tassels on the maple trees;

Drowsy

insects,

Golden

S

i

humming, humming

butterflies

and

bees.

Daffodils in garden borders,

Fiery tulips dashed with dew,
Crocus flowers; and through the greenness,

Snowdrops looking out

THIRI

\

TWO PAGES

at

you.

— Selected.

&
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Mice as Honey-Eaters

Contents of this Number
Illustrations

An Armful

1st

Bee-Hive Struck by Lightning
Krame-^pacing Arrangement

ist

Editorial Notes

Page
Page
2y8

and Comments—

Hon^y Advertising and the National

291
2h1
2U1

—

GEORGE W. YORK S COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

111.

Miscellaneous Neivs Items
An Armful of Bees
Bee-Hive Struck by Lightning
National Convention

Contributed Special Articles

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal ig
in the United Stales, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

$1.00 a year,

THE WRAPPER-ISABEL DATE

indicates tbe
end of the month to which your subscription ispa'ld.
For instance, "dec06" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19u6.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS— We do not send a
money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.
receipt for

.

.

.

.

.

5pace Discounts.
100 lines.

500
1000
2000

"

.

"

.

"

.

.

292

—

Tests, Etc
Beginning Bee-Keeping— Good Advice
Cleaning Oil-Cans
Dadant Methods of Honey-Production (No.
Family Apidae
Feeding Eees
Hive Colors. Etc
Hives and Frame-Spacers
Home-Made Hives

Honey

that TU'kles PalateB
Plea for a Better General Education
Reading Bee-Literature
Shipping and Selling Section Honey

295
266
297
8) 298
294
297
298
298
299
293
294
287
294

—

Management of

5 per cent

.10
.20
.30

to press

Monday morning.

303
304
304
3(12

302
303
303
303
304
304

Size of Sections

rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.

301

305
299

Out- Apiaries

Queen-Excluders
Races of Bees.

"

302

Michigan State Convention
Performing Bee-Men at Fairs
Pollen in Sections

These

Goes

Uncapping Machine
Wisconsin State Convention

...

.

3()4

9

Southern Beedom —
305
305
305

—

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful rights.

3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $1.00,
General Manager and TreasurerN. E. France, Platteville, Wis.

PT

If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
ublishers of the American Bee Journal.

Emerson Binder.
TheEmerson
Binder with

stiff-board
cloth
This
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
will
It
with
the
send
Bee
but 75 cents; or we
Journal for one year — both for only $1.50. It la

a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf yon have
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no further binding is neces8

"7

334

OEOROE W. YORK &

Dearborn

NOT

Street,

IN

309
398
308

308

Moving B j es

309
308
309

When

308
309
30#

Wax-WormB and Combs
Reports and Experiences —

310
310
310
310

Honey Scarce Last Season

Keeping Bees on Shares
Not Expecting a Great Crop
Season Earlier Than Usual
White Clover All Right

310
310-

Very Old

(?t

306
306
306

English BeeB

Mr. Hasty's Afterthoughts

—

Bees Moving Eggs or Larvae
Caucasian Bees
Causes of Honey Flow and Suppression
Cutting Foundation

307
307
3"7
306
306
306
307
307

Dampening Sections
Growing a Quick Wind-Break
Sulphur for Bee-Paralysis
Two Queens in a Hive

CO.,

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the American Bee Journal

Each subject

—Chas. Dadant & Son.

and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
is clearly

be wonderfully helped on the

to

3CN
309
309
309

Injured Finger
Buying Bees in the Spring

Changing Queens
Equalizing Brood Among Colonies
Extracted-Honey Retail Packages

and for
308
308
309
3U9

Keeping Queens
Making Sections at Home

THE TRUST

to

for $i .20, or club

with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
it

—

;

to the

Bee

Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334

Dearborn

CHICAGO, ILL

Street,

FENCE S3ES'We

Made of High Carbon

colled wire.

have no agents. Sell direetto user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.
We pay all freight. Catalog shows 37
styles and heights of farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buy direct. Write today
COILED SPRINC FENCE CO.
Box go
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

—

An

way

success with bees.

—

Dr. Miller's Question-Box

©n «.*

»* Honey-Bee

Canadian Beedom
How to "Sample " a Town With Honey
307
Losing Its Honey Flavor
307
Relation of RipeneBsof Honey to Granulation :*i7
Streaky Granulation in Honey
307

Italianizing Black Bees

CHICAGO, ILL.

Langs troth

THREE NEW subscribers

Oar Sister Bee-Keepers
New England Sister Looks On
Some Intemperate Bees

Storage
"

309-

Preventing Bess Hanging Out
Pure-Blond Italians
Rearing Queens
Ripening Basswood Honey
Several Eggs in a Cell
Shallow Hives
stretching Comb Foundation

The book we mail

Attend Bee-Keepers' Conventions
Invitation to the National

Nueces Valley Convention

National

308
309
Colony... 309-

Bees Wintered Well 80 Far

292
292

Convention Proceedings
A Non-Swarming Hive
Bee-Keeping— Ancient and Modern
Dysentery Among Bees
Ecunomy in Bee-Keeping
FeediDg Back to Get Partly-Filled Sections
Completed at Close of Honey Season
Foul-Brood Inspection
Harvesting of Extracted Honey

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing- less than % inch accepted.

4 times.
5 per cent
" . ..JO
"
13
"
"
26
20
"
" . ..30
52

1906

Baby Nuclei
297
Beeswax — Origin, Composition, Adulteration

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

Time Discounts.

5,

Uniting Weak Colonies
Ventilation Space Below Brood-Frames

Associa-

tion
to Provide Water for Bee>
Need of Water for Bees

How
PUBLISHED "WEEKLY BY

Miller Frame
Number of Comb-Honey Supers Per
Old Combs for Beeswax

—
of Bee?

April

"The continuous advertiser
gets the bulk of the business,
because others are not advertising,

and he

is."

Fop High-Grade
Cans
Prices Always
the Lowest

Write for Prices,
Stating- Quantity

Wanted

Friction

lop Cans

Prompt shipment and careful attention given to all orders.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
Made by

for

Honey and Syrup

Special prices to

members of the Bee-Keepers' Associations.
CO., 1035 W. 47th Street, CHICAGO, ILL

CANNERS CAN

.

April

S,
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"DADANT'S FOUNDATION" I
IT EXCELS
M
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

|

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLI ES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

at all
times

.

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

If

you want the Bee-Book

CAUCASIAN QUEENS!

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited to beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or if you want to improve the stock of your Italian Bees, write to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."

ROBERT

Liberal Discount* to the Trade.

B.

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.

2Atf

R. F. D.

ILL.

DON'T WAIT

330 Market Street,
San Francisco, Calif.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
SOAtf

DITTMER'S
FOUNDATION
THE BEST MADE
IS

make

working wax for Cash.
Wholesale Jobbing

a specialty of

Retail

—

The Pacific Rural Press has been a household word throughout California for 35 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
soil or products of California. Weekly, illustrated:
Edited by practical specialists. Two
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.

Pacific Rural Press,

for the season to start before you
order your Bee=Supplies

We

^.California

—

a e an p
for
frfSr n?e rs and ac°i
stamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— ree. sub. price 4nc a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
yearB old, l .300 pages a year. Sample free.
FARMERS CALJb, Qulncy,IU.

65c

12 Names

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED
Write for our Price-List and samples

;

we would

like to send

them

to

you at our

expense.

QUS DITTMER,
Mention

Bee Journal

when

Augusta, Wis.

writing.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
And Prompt Shipments
what we are making

— DOVETAILED
Is

3

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

-

We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.
riARSHFIELD HANUFACTUR1NQ CO., Harshfield, Wis.
Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing;.

Root's Bee-Supplies
You know what

this

means. Four

carloads of New Goods on hand.
Our business increased last year
100 percent over 1904. This is a
proof that we are saving our cus- C
tomers money.
Try us. Low H
Freight Rates from Toledo.
Large Discounts— that tells the
story. Our 80-page Catalog is a
sent free.
«

GRIGGS BROS.
521

Monroe

Street,

8

TOLEDO, OHIO.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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The Easy Way to Manage Swarming
Use the

NEW DIBBBRN

PRICES **

((new-Trap
Mo Climbing.

and Quality are the things that sell goods. We are in the heart of
the lumber country where we get lumber at first hands without
freight. We have the cheapest known water-power.
We make

Absconding.
Order to-day.

Nci

Prices, by mail, 70c
5 or more
ifreight) each, 40c

goods that are the equal of any

in quality and workmanship.
In
some instances they are superior. Our Sections are made from
tough wood that will bend without breaking, even if you don't wet

them.
last

How many

Send
you. All

for

13A4t

is

prices that will surprise and please

much as they can learn in one season, In applying- state age, height, weight, and previous
occupation None but those of good moral
habits need apply.
MORLEY PETTIT,
13A4t
Villa Nova, Ontario, Canada.

ing your custom.

Mention

Minnesota Bee-Supply Go.,

NEED
ASS

SwJI

ROOT'S GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES
eggs of Pure Barred Plymouth Rocks, $1.00.
Incubators and Brooders alwavs on hand.
H S. DUBY. St. Anne. 111.
12A13t

15

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing; advertisers.

SIMPLEX BEE-HIVE-New

Principle

Perfect. Tested. Adapted to every climate.
Obviates spring-dwindling and beemotns. Guarantees 3 times greater increase of
brood and honey; is 50 percent cheaper than
Ivangstroth hive. Patented. Partnership or
royalty agreemant with manufacturers desired.

Plain.

13A2t

CARL LUDLOFF

202

Bee Journal

WHEN YOU

JOHN DOLL & SON, PROPRIETORS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

Finest and largest stock of Supplies in Illinois.
Italian Bees and Queens in season. Catalog free.

111.

to

a trial order, and there will be no trouble in hold-

Nic Island No. 33.

Son, Milan.

BEE-KEEPING
can take live young- men who really want
become expert bee-keepers, give them employment in our apiaries, and teach them as

?

we ask

&

Please mention the Bee Journal.

MEN TO LEARN
WANTED
We

Sections did you break in putting together the

Think of it.
our Catalog and get

thousand

6. «. Dlbbern

Texas St EL PASO, TEXAS.

QUEENS

order filled by return mail
with the best Queens that money can buy,
we can serve you. Queens are healthy and
prolific; bees the best of workers.
Try our
tine strain of 3-band Italians.
Tested, $1.00
each. Untested, 75c; 88.00 per dozen.

J.
13A2t

Mention

W. K. SHflW
LOREAUV1LLE,
Bee Journal

,

May

or June, 1906,
To Regular Paid=in=Advance Subscribers Only.
We wish to make a liberal offer to those of our regular readers whose
subscriptions are paid in advance. It is this
We will send you FREE by
mail, in May or June, 1906, an Untested Italian Queen for sending- us $1.00
and the name and address of a
subscriber to the American Bee Journal for a year. Or, to yourself, a Queen and Bee Journal a year both
:

NEW

writing.

And want your

An Italian Queen Free
In

when

—

for $1.50.
are booking Queen orders for next May and June delivery. Will
you have one or more ? These offers ought to bring in many orders. Oui
Queens are reared by the best queen-breeders, and give satisfaction.

We

GEORGE W.YORK & CO. 334 Dearborn St., Chicago.

111.

& GO.

Iberia Par..

when

LA.

writing.

April
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Goods are wanted Quick, send
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The Head

Pouder "

to

of

and Caucasian.

SCPPLIE8.

TH6 Wood Bee-Hive Company
LANSING, MICH.

shall be glad to send

it to

Mention

you.

i
,

',

4

WALTER

POUDER,

5.

Bee Journal

when

LUTHER PRESSWOOD,
RELIANCE, TENN.
when writing;.
Italian BEES
Pure
of
colonies
100
CflD CAI r.
rUn oALL in 8 or 10 frame New Dov. Hives
6E7t

.

#«M*
Mention

writing.

Best 3-band Italian— 1 Untested Queen, 75c;
6 for $4; 12 for $7.25. One 2-frame Nucleus
with Queen, $2.25; 10 in one bunch, $17.50.

«

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

when

Bee Journal

QUEENS~

*

I pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
trade.
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I

Pri-

BEE-

ces for a postal.

Service.

BEESWAX WANTED

colo-

queen-rearing apiary in
the North. The gentlest and best Italian

Catalog Free.

.•.

our

If

they will give you
more money. The largest

Everything- used by Bee-Keepers.
.•.

the

is

getter.

nies

Root's Goods at Root's rrioes
&&*
Prompt

-

Queens head your

BEE-SUPPLIES
POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .-.

family

the

money

Mention

Bee Journal

with Hoffman Frames; Tested Queen in each
colony. Price, $6 each. In lots ot 10— $5 each.

writing-.

GRAY, Redwood

F. ft.
13A3t

Falls,

Minn.

BEE-KEEPERS'
The Rietsche Press
POULT RY SUP PLIES
Please mention the Bee Journal.

ANI>

LEWIS' BEEWARE
2 percent
it need6 no introduction.
Discount on Bee-Supplies for March.

is

known

so well

Beeswax wanted— 28c ca6h, 30c when taking bee-supplies

exchange.
Prices on application. Sample, 10 cent6.

Extracted Honey For Sale.

in

1906 Cornell Incubator

Sew
If

is

superior to anything heretofore

PRICES, send your order

H. M.

ARND.
-

Long Distance 'Phone, North

ITALIAN BEES

in

ILL.

for sale, f.o.b. Chicago.

Everything the bee-keeper needs. Distributing house for Lewis'
Now is the time to buy for next season.

Goods

at

Factory

cans or barrels. The best the world can produce
Samples S cents, to pay postage and packing. How much can you use? Prices quoted quick
on the quantity you mention.

dollar also meals a la carte. Ask for
Plate Road.
tickets via the Nickel
Chicago depot, La Salle and Van Bureu
Sts., the only station in Chicago on

Chicago City
Elevated Eoop.
Ticket Office, 111 Adams St. Detailed
information may be secured by addressing John Y. Calahan, General Agent,
113 Adams St., room 298, Chicago.
1— 12A6t
the

I

j

I

in

We buy BEESWAX at all times in the year. Send for our Catalog and "Special"
— free.
1004 East Wash. Street
0/"^»*^TT OC
O f*r\
** *+
\mt\J' INDIANAPOLIS. IND. **
M. OV/U
"In

I

every country tue successful advertiser

is

to destination.

;

Discount for Early Orders

I

City,

part of the journey. Modern diningcar service, with individual club meals,
ranging in price from 35 cents to one

(

Prices.

.

New York

points east, will con-

all

Rates always the lowest, and no excess
fares are charged on any train, for any

-

Cmm

Buffalo,

Pullman sleeping-cars

BEE SUPPLIES
PINE EXTRACTED HONEY

Erie,

Three through trains
run daily, with through day
coaches to New York City, and modern

1559.

modern hives

to

Fort Wayne, Findlay, Fostoria, Cleve-

are

NIGR.

CHICAGO,

writing.

from Chicago.

to

YORK HONEY aBM? CO.-)
141 Ontario Street,

when

y^- Passengers east from Buffalo

sult their interests and find advantage
in selecting the Nickel Plate Road east

PROMPTLY

filled

Bee Journal

Boston, and

l»OC Catalog- tor either line Free.

AT FACTORY

Mention

land,

put on the market.

you want orders

ADRIAN GETAZ,

KNOXVILLE, TENN.
45Atf
|»-J.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
he " prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it." A. G.

—

Cornell Incubators, Peep 0' Day Brooders
ARE
and Cornell Chick Machinery UNEXCELLED
The

Made of artificial stone. Practically Indestructible, and giving entirely satisfactory reComb foundation made easily and
sults.
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,

the continuous advertiser."

A.80

Z

F«r

200 Egq

INCUBATOR
Perfect in construction

'

urn

action. Hatches every fert±l»
egg. Writ* for catalog to-day

GEO. H STAHL, Qulncy.

Ill

nd R
12 Names f^r^r
a na &£
o5c for
the Fwrmer's
taken— we will Bend for

namps

-2

yrs.

Call— ree. suu. price 40c a year. W. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, I. auo pages a year. Sample tree.
'
FARMER'S CALL,, Quincy, III.
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PERFECTION IN

SECTIONS
s=

W

1

sa

Inspector's Certificate
The contents
Packed by

of this crate were inspected

175
MafXh 21, 1906

by Sorter No.

155

Date

If you find any occasion for criticism, in the way of defective material or
inaccurate workmanship, return this slip, with a sample of the work complained
of, to the manufacturer,

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

CO., Medina, Ohio.
=£

a==

A Guarantee of Workmanship
We
equipment

Now

tained.

@®

have spent thousands of dollars in building- and improving- our Section Machinery. Our
We use only the best basswood lumber that can be obis the best that brains can produce.

—

inspection.
to insure the third feature in the trinity of perfection
quality Is harder to regulate than either machinery or material.

How can the correct
grading of our sections be insured ? We have a system that solves the question. In every crate of Root
sections made in 1906 you will find an inspection card like the one illustrated above. The Sorter, when
he finishes his work, stamps his number on this card likewise the Packer. In case of careless grading
or packing the matter can be traced to its source. The Sorter and Packer are anxious to keep their positions and ambitious for better wages. Naturally the best possible work is done by each.
Root's Sections for 1906 are better than ever. Last season we made 23,000,000. This season we
will doubtless exceed that mark.
The human

—

Prices of Sections
No.

No.

1.

150.
2.50.
5.00

Plain,

2.

..$ .65
.. 1.25
.. 2.25
4.50

..* .75.

Per 100
Per 250
Per 500
Per 1000

Per
Per
Per
Per

2000
3000
4000
5000

No. 1.
8 9.75.
14.25.
18.50.
22 50.

or 1 3 „ 3\x5xl>^, 4x5x1% or l 1 .,, in lots of 1000 or
be 25 cents per 1000 less tban prices named above.

DO-beeway sections, 4)^x4^xl>2,

l-\',

;

No.

more

.

.

.

20.00

will

Catalog on application.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT COMPANY

:m::e:di:n\a.,
Branch Offices
The A.
The A.
The A.
The A.

I.
I.

I.
I.

Root
Root
Root
Root

Co.,
Co.,
Co.,
Co.,

Vesey St., New York City.
Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
1035 Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
Mechanic Falls, Maine.

44

10

ohio

in the United States

The A.

I. Root Co., 1100 Maryland Avenue, S. W.,
Washington, D. C.
I. Root Co., 144 E. Erie St., Chicago, 111.
I. Root Co., 1024 Mississippi St., St. Paul, Minn.

The A.
The A.

2.

.8 8.75
12 75
16 50

e®
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but they don't, they
watering-place.

=\

Dearborn

fly

XLVI—No. 14

through the rain

to

their usual

Some trouble to do all this but if you will find the
places where bees, left to themselves, obtain their supply of
water in spring from icy streams or puddles, and count the
dead bees that have been lost thereby, you may think the
plan suggested none too much trouble. Of course, those
who live far enough South may thank their stars that they
are saved all anxious thought on this score.
;

(Sbttortal

Hotes

anb Comments

j
The Need of Water for Bees
The bee-keeper looks out that

Honey Advertising and the National Association

his bees are supplied with
generally to their need of

food, giving little thought
water but if the bees themselves were consulted they
would be likely to say that in the spring they are more concerned about drink than food. If they are in the care of a
provident owner, enough food is in the hive so that there is
no need to go outside for it unless the weather is entirely
favorable
but when brood-rearing is begun water is in
constant demand, and no supply has been stored up from
the previous fall, hence many is the day when they are
forced out to skirmish for water when the weather is so inclement that thousands of the wee creatures never reach
home with their icy burdens. How many bee-keepers, probably, are there who pay the slightest attention to the matter of providing their bees with water ? Humanity alone
should urge that which will pay in dollars and cents.
;

;

How

to Provide

Water

for Bees

In some cases it will be an advantage to the bees if
water is provided for them in any way whatever, only so it
is near enough to prevent their going off a half mile or
more for it. Still more important than to save such travel
For a bee
is to furnish them water in a sheltered place.

much more quickly sitting still in a chilly place
loading up with water than while in active exercise on the
wing. So let their watering-place be sheltered, protected
will chill

from cold winds and open toward the sun.

A bee will be three times as long loading up with cold
water as with warm. So there will be a gain to give tolerably hot water as early in the day as bees begin to fly and
the oftener it is renewed the better. If you are willing to
take the trouble, you may arrange so that the water shall be
kept throughout the day at a uniform degree of warmth.
Take a box 2 or 3 inches higher than a lamp to be set in it.
Over this set a tin pan large enough to cover the box. Put
in the pan some cork chips to prevent the bees from drowning, and fill up with water. The cork chips can be got at
any grocery which sells Southern grapes. Lacking cork
chips, a floating board well filled with holes, or some other
means, may be used to prevent drowning. A lamp is set in
the center of the box, and kept turned up enough to keep
the water at blood heat or warmer. For ventilation make a
half-inch hole at the bottom of the box at one side, and a
similar hole at the top on the opposite side. Make a door on
one side through which to regulate the lamp.
;

Some sort of roof or covering should protect rain during
showers. When rain is falling one would think the bees
should take the drops falling at the entrance of the hive
;

We
Eugene

have received the following contribution from Hon.
Secor, of Forest City, Iowa, who was at one time

General Manager of the National Bee-Keepers' Association
A Bureau of Publicity.
Editor American Bee Journal: — You may remember the
friendly correspondence we had after the Honey-Producers' League
:

was organized.
will recall that I was not very enthusiastic as to the beneresults sought to be obtained through the means proposed.
Without looking up the old files of the American Bee Journal to
see just what the purposes of the League were, it was, and is, my impression that it was proposed to advenise honey in the leading papers
and magazines, asserting its purity, its healthfulne66, etc.
If the impression then received was wrong it was chiefly due, perhaps, to the fact that the sum of $501)0 was called for before beginning
business. It occurred to me that if ?5000 were needed to maintain a
few 6mall advertisements in a few of the leading literary and political

You

ficial

journals for the first year, it would require other equally large sums
every year to keep alive the interest awakened if any impressions on
the public were produced.
So I say this plan did not appeal to me, because I thought the beekeepers, or the manufacturers even, could not afford the expense.
If, however, I was mistaken in my ideas of the League's purposed
work, and if it (the League) meant to maintain a " Bureau of Publicity," working through the reading columns of such newspapers as
could be interested, then I am heartily in favor of the plan.
If the League could be merged into the National Association, and
the latter take up this work of publicity in addition to its other duties,
it would open a wide field of usefulness.
I suggest the formation of a Literary Bureau by the National
Directory. This Bureau, composed of two or three competent members, could prepare matter for the secular press pertaining to bees,
honey, comb foundation, etc., which would not only be admitted to
the reading columns of hundreds of papers, but would be welcomed

and sought

after.

believe that publishers, as a rule, want correct information on
all technical subjects, and their greatest trouble is to find some one
f

who
for

is competent to furnish it.
The " ready print " companies that furnish plates or " insides "
most of the country weeklies, sometimes pay specialists under

contract by the year to prepare matter for them.
It seems to me that it would not be difficult to get access to the
columns of these country weeklies through the Newspaper Unions.
Other papers might be interested if the proper methods were pursued.
I think I could name at least two men who are wise enough, and
capable enough, to bring about such publicity. The present Secretary
of the National and the General Manager of the League know how to
gain admission to the editorial rooms of the press.
I wish to state here that I am aware of some of the labors performed by you, Mr. York, along the lines above suggested. I know
that you have been admitted to the columns of some of the Chicago
This is an assurance that
dailies in the interest of apicultural truth.
more might be done by the same ellicient means if it were thought
wise to keep it up.
I believe 60ine discussion was iaJulged in at the last meeting of
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the National relative to uniting the two societies, but I am not sure
what action was authorized. It seems to me that duplication of work
that could be accomplished by one association is not wise. I see no
reason why the National could not take up this work of publicity under its present constitution, and if prosecuted as before suggested, the
expense would not be greater than the present receipts warrant.
A small committee, untrammeled by red tape, could do a lot of
advertising in the course of a year with small outlay.
It may be ill-advised, but
Perhaps this subject isn't timely.
knowing what other organizations are attempting in their own interests, and how they are going about it, leads me to suggest the method
Eugene Secor.
briefly alluded to above.

can't get the attendance without cheap transportation, and the
G. A. R. meeting makes sure of that. The Grand Army contains some
good bee-keepers, and they will attend both meetings when they would
not attend the National alone.
If the matter is not already decided, it ought not to take long to
decide it. Unless San Antonio can get better rates than St. Paul, the

National Member.

thing ought to be considered settled.

This Journal pleads not guilty to the charge of failure
to keep its readers fully informed as to matters of general
interest.
But it has no powers of prophetic vision, and
would not dare to say in advance what may be the decision
of the powers that be. Neither does the responsibility lie
with the Board of Directors, but with the Executive Com-

We are glad Mr. Secor has written the foregoing. It
gives us the opportunity to say that in addition to advertising honey extensively in the newspaper and magazine press
direct, it was The Honey-Producers' League's intention to
do much along the lines mentioned by Mr. Secor. Naturally, when the advertising columns of a publication were
being patronized, their managers would more readily accept
contributions along the same line, but of a more general
character, and which often would contain appropriate apiarian illustrations.
The proposition made by the League at the late National convention (subject later to the approval of the
League's membership), was that the funds now in the
League's treasury be turned over to the National, to be expended in the same manner as proposed by the League's
constitution. Up to this time the League has not been
notified of the action of the National's Board of Directors
on the proposition, although it has been over three months
since it was made.
Mr. Secor's suggestion is all right, being in line with
what we proposed for the National some time ago. But
perhaps now that it comes from Mr. Secor it will be con-

mittee of the National.

Last week we announced that it had been decided to
hold the convention in Texas this year. In all probability
it will be San Antonio, though of this we have no authority
to speak definitely as yet.
We certainly are in favor of making it a rule for the
National Bee-Keepers' Association to follow the Grand
Army. It would save any feeling on the part of some when
the National doesn't meet where they desire, and, as mentioned by our correspondent, the low railroad rate is always
assured. We hope that the Executive Committee of the
National will, after this year, make it a rule to hold the
bee-keepers' convention wherever the G. A. R. meets. We
also make this as a suggestion, in conjunction with some
other humble members of the National.

An Armful of Bees, appearing on the
sent us by Carl Opsata, of Bemidji, Minn.,
interestingly about his experience

page, was
writes thus

first

who

:

send a picture of myself and my first swarm of bees taken July
It happened tnis way
17, 1904, by my father.
The swarm came out and wanted to settle on the little birch-tree
shown in the picture; I did not want them to settle there, so I rolled
up my shirt sleeve to the shoulder, took the queen in a cage in my
hand, and shook them off the tree and let them settle on the queencage and my bare arm. It was a big swarm, the weight of it being too
much for one arm, so I had to brace it up with the other. I got just 7
The feelstings, and that in spite of the fact that they were hybrids.
ing that all the thousands of little claws created was something wonI

We hope so, at least.
We may say further, that if

sidered.

it is expected to " get something for nothing" along the advertising line, bee-keepers
might as well stop before starting. What is $5000 or $20,000 a year among say 100,000 bee-keepers? Why, many
single concerns think nothing of spending such sums every
year, and they are not the largest firms, either. Bee-keepers must get over the idea of doing a penny advertising
business if they wish to develop a more general demand for
honey. It can't be done with a few free reading notices in
papers of small circulation and with several hundred dollars.
But if the National had the League's funds in addition
to its own, an effort could be made that might result in
creating enough interest to induce more bee-keepers to contribute to the advertising fund.

derful.

After the picture was taken I wanted to get the bees off, and then
the trouble commenced. When I began to shake them off the shirtsleeve rolled down on them, and they crawled up my arm under the
With the aid of a
Oh, I tell you it was fun
shirt, and on my body.
little 6moke 1 got them out and off into a new hive,- where they soon
Carl Opsata.
fixed up a home, and are there still.

,

!

Bee-Hive Struck by Lightning.— When sending the

"\

picture shown on the
burg, 111., wrote thus

Miscellaneous
Hetps * 3 terns

first

page, F. A. Meise, of Coats-

:

I send you a photograph taken Sept. 1, 1905, of a bee-hive struck
by lightning during a storm at midnight. There is an apple-tree
6tump on the opposite side close by. The lightning must have made
a shot for the stump, but missed and hit the bee-hive. Some of the
wires in the frame6 were burnt, combs slightly melted, and dead and
benumbed bees scattered all around the hive. Some of the bees stood
around benumbed, or as if they were sick, for several days afterward.
I changed the combs and bees that were all right into another hive,
and they went to work again, but I do not know if they will winter
all right, as they were reduced in numbers.
F. A. Meise.
The photograph was taken by myself.

j
Like It ?— We mean this 32-page
number of the American Bee Journal. Why not show it to
your bee-keeping neighbors and request them to subscribe
for a year ? We offer many fine premiums in this issue for
the work of getting and sending in new subscriptions.
Judging from the way in which new readers are being
added to our list every week, it must be a real pleasure to a
non-subscriber to be asked to take the American Bee Journal. Try it and see.
Well,

April

How Do You

a little daughter of Orel L. HerN. Y., was accidentally burned some time
Mr. H. wrote us about it March 26, as follows

Marian Hepshiser,
shiser, of Buffalo,

ago.

:

Dear Mr. York:— Our

daughter, Marian

We feel very grateful to those who are helping to increase our list of regular readers. If you have not secured
any new subscribers lately, who not go out and ask a few
bee-keepers to let you send in their dollars? If you have
been sending in new subscriptions lately, "do it some
more." We have room for a lot more of them

years old),
had the misfortune to set her clothes on fire S weeks ago. She was
badly burned, aDd is still under the doctor's care. She is just getting
so she can walk again. Her right arm, face, neck and ear were
burned, but there will be no disfigurement of the features.

these strenuous times
not always the consideration there might be for
who do not act with lightning speed as instance the
following

accident.

Yours

Orel

1

.,

Hershiser.

will all rejoice with Mr. and Mrs. Hershiser that
" Marian " will recover so completely from her unfortunate

The National Convention.— In
is

Mope Good Photographs we can

;

use in the American

you nave any of apiaries, or of things
apiarian, we would be pleased to receive them. If they can
not be used we will return them, and if we can use them we
will so report, and also request some discriptive matter to
accompany them. Who has one or more suitable photographs for our use ?

Bee Journal.

:

—

Mr. Editor: Why don't you announce the time and place of the
next meeting of the National Association ? What's a bee-journal for
Or is the Board of Directors 60 slow it
if it can not keep us posted?
hasn't decided yet? Sometimes it makes a decided difference with
making one's arrangements whether he knows the date six weeks or
six months in advance.
Why wouldn't it be a good thing to have it an understood tb in
that the meeting is always to be at the time and place of the G. A. R.
Encampment, and then there would never be any uncertainty about it?

L.

(3

We

1

there
those

truly,

little

If

-he Premiums we
»

Look

at

them

in this

offer are all well wor.h working for.
copy of the American Bee Journal.

April

5,
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and we can most of us

test this in

our

own

localities.

oars, and have been teachthing
practising them, bul tin- past year's experience lias
>hown me more forcibly than ever that it is quality and not
In
I, inks
that sells almost any kind of article of diet.
cases I was afraid to ship my dark honey, which we call
"solar honey," and ordered some good virgin new extracted,
only to have the complaint come back, "We do not like that
In some cases I wrote
substitute honey as well as yours."
to old customer-, saying I had some of the dark honey, but
I

* (£ontributcb *
Special Ctrticks
The Honey That Tickles Palates
Supplying What the People Want, or Are
Trying to Educate Them to What We Want
In Honey Supplied?
BY

THERE

R.

C.

"Send a can or two and we will
another order would come, saying,
"That honey was line." or "was good enough for us," or
some like expression. "Send us more if you have it."
This winter I had the pleasure of a trip with some of the
experts in various lines in institute work among the farmers
One man who is a farmer and stockman told
in this State.
There were many markets deus something about potatoes.
manding potatoes of first quality, and willing to pay well for
them. They did not want a little bit of a thing that would be
half gone w'hen the peeling was off. For the same reason they
did not want one what was so rough, either from scab or such
a very
defects, or from natural roughness, that it, too, wasted
Neither did
large percent in the preparation for the table.
The
they want a big, overgrown one that lacked quality.
speaker said, "When you pack your potatoes put in the very
smoothest and even ones, leaving out every single poor one
and they will sell for more money than the whole lot would
done with the poor ones left in, and you have the poor
thick

We

Ape

try

We

A I KIN.

be found in most parts of the country two
classes of people those who buy for show, and those
who buy for service. If for show, the special requirement is that which pleases the eye; but if for service it is
quality that is wanted.
There is a great amount of effort put forth these days to
make our honey look nice both comb and extracted. I believe in nice goods, but I also believe there is an overdoing in
trying to make and keep our extracted honey looking nice.
sometimes sacrifice quality for looks, and thereby cut off
our noses to spite our faces. Perhaps I can make clear what
I mean by relating some experiences.
Experience is a good
teacher.
Last year was a failure with us no crop. I had accumulations of dark and otherwise off-grade honeys that we
thought we could not sell when we had a nice, clear grade
of virgin goods. But with the failure I found myself without honey to supply my trade, and as people came inquiring
I would tell them we were out, except some off-grade stock
that was not up to our usual grade.
1 would get inquiries by
mail from old customers in other States, and now and then
would get an order with cash accompanying it.
will

—

—

We

if

lot of soft fruit that
it often happens that there is a
fruitnot carry to its destination in good shape. The
to
men say, "Better dump all the poor fruit into the ditch than for
market
allow any of it on the market— it would spoil the

industry,

the better."

,

.

...

,

not good, though it may be water-white.
a greenA red potato may taste better than a white one. and
If looks and
colored apple be'better than a bright red one.
combinaqualitv can go together it is well— he who has such a
not quality
tion is fortunate; but he who has the looks but
Better,
won't sell the second time to the same customer.
to strain one
every time, put out ripe, thick, rich r honey than
e have been and are putthese points to gain in looks.

Unripe honey

of
ting too

is

W

much

on looks; we are making

stress

it

a

hobby

to

not arguing that poor staff that
that will
looks bad mav be sold, and satisfv: but get quality,
and put
serve well, and then fix it neatly, and it will please,
monev into the purse.
have also been making altogether too much of looks
clearpackages. How often have I seen people hold up a

our

own

injury.

No.

I

am

We

found these customers soon began to look off into space
their lips, and reach for another bite; some wanted
the third and fourth bite, and some just wanted to "load up."
That honey sold. I have sold lots of it that was not a bit better than I have often made into vinegar or fed to the bees.
If I had some that was not off any in flavor, but just a little
dark, it went as first grade. That which was both dark and
a little off in flavor was void as amber honey is usually sold.
Other that was quite dark and also off flavor, but very rich

in

on its clearnessglass bottle or jar of honev and comment
know that there
could just look right through and scarcely
the little
was anything within except air. It is just about like
taste;
potato— when the peeling is off it leaves just about a
of them.
Such goods have
the customer does not want many
That same honey,
altogether too much "peeling" on them.
made thicker, even though it becomes so dark that it can be
when it reaches the palate will cause scales

and smack

easily

with sugar for feed purposes if needed later.
for several years been melting cappings in the
solar extractor, also candied sections and broken combs yes,
even clean burr and brace combs. The honey from all these
when run through the solar would be more or less darkened,
was also downright thick and waxy in body. Such honey
will please most customers who want the goods for service,
and will cause customers to come again. They like it.
Comb-honey is recognized almost everywhere as a luxury,
and when it sells as such must look nice; but. then, it sella price that makes its use more nearly that of a staple, .in
the
is so used the appearance does not count so much as does
quality that reaches and tickles the palate. The sale of chunkit

have

it

will

hat.

I

said,

What

I

replace

few

they got quality.
has been said of potatoes was also true ot apples.
all
Never put an inferior apple in a box. Better throw away
damaged ones than to allow one to get in. I heard the fruitmen in several places discussing this very thing. Right here
shipping is a large
at home, where raspberry growing and

they paid

—

would

a

as

—

at a price that

;

.

we had been ashamed to offer before.
Don't get it into your heads that this was trash it was
pure honey; much of it had been through the solar extractor
or otherwise darkened often a can of what we call "overheated." Nearly every bit of this was very thick, some of it
almost to a taffy. Often when candied (and nearly all was
so) it would look like brown sugar when dug out. I would
get a stick and fish out some of the brown goods and let the
people sample it, and at the same time quote a lower price
than standard white goods were selling at. Standard white,
of course, is high this vear.
Well, if there was a dark look on the face when the color
only appeared, that cloud vanished when the sample reached
the palate. I want to tell you that a blind man will be pleased
with a thing that tastes good, if it is as black as your old

and thick nevertheless, was sold

rich

After trying

ones to feed, to boot."
and edible
It is the potato that serves well in preparation
This man had proved his statequality that is in demand.
ments by so doing, and had contracts with certain heavy
price
buyers for 5 years in advance, at just about double the
that
received for ordinary stock, poorly graded. He claimed
high standard, and only
if the qualitv was brought up to a
five times
perfect goods put out, the price would be four or
what
high, and willingly paid by those who did not care

Now. when a fellow has the cash in his fist, and needs it
so very much as one naturally will after a failure, he hates to
be obliged to return the money.
I wanted the money, and
the other fellow wanted honey. Those customers who came
with a pocket-full of cash, and looked so disappointed in not
being able to exchange it for sweets, I would take to the
honey-house and show them some cans of the dark goods

wool

and

it."

have

—

that

have known these

ing and

—

t

1

seen bv moonlight,
he says I must have some
to come over the eater's eyes, and
more of it if it takes the hide off my lingers to earn the
dollars for it.
Yes it will do to have some honey fixed up to attract
but when
the attention when it is simply a matter of show;
you fix it for eating, look out for quality first, last and all
We
Yes, quality, and not too costly a peeling
the time.
or shuck.
eat the kernel and not the bull
And about honev that ha- been darkened by heal, even li
damaged— that is changed.
the flavor has been somewhat
and thick:
Slightly overheated honev is thoroughly ripened
month-, it
after it has stood quite a while, often for several
application ot heat
will taste better than just after the
would
have many times thought a can of honey so overheated
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it was set aside, but after months
to be most excellent in flavor and
body. Thin honey deteriorates, but thick, well-ripened honey
gets better with months of age.

not do to offer for

sale,

and

when sampled was found

so

Most readers will recall that I am the man who has said
much about eliminating the cost that comes between the

harvesting of the cro™ and the time the consumer gets his
fist

on

it.

There

very much honey

is

that, after

it

is

off the

hive and extracted, is doubled, and even trebled, in price, before the consumer gets it; this ought not to be, and must not
be, if we are to be satisfied as prodvicers.
Let your extracted
honey remain on the hive until thoroughly ripened, then when
extracted put it up neatly, but cheaply, and in most convenient shape to reach the consumer without too expensive a
"peeling," and it will be in demand.
Divide the cost of that
thick "peeling" between yourself and the man who eats your
honey, and you will be a benefactor. This world is so full
of vain show and display at the sacrifice of quality that it
makes one sick at heart, and afraid to trust even his nearest
neighbor and friend until dissected and proved.
Loveland, Colo.

#
Shipping and Selling Section Honey
BY

G.

C.

CREIXEK.

so much
AFTER
our products,

has been said and written on the sale of
it seems almost like a useless repetition to
At the same time, late obdiscuss that subject again.
servations convince me that the subject is by no means exhausted yet, but is still open to continued considerations and
investigations.
If the few remarks I intend to make in this
article should happen to "strike home" occasionally, I wish
to have it plainly understood that it is not my intention to
criticise other
reflect upon anybody's mismanagement, or
bee-keepers' affairs, but rather point out some mistakes, which,
if corrected, will not only benefit the individual, but be a
benefit to all of us,

by improving the honey-market

A

in general.

short time ago I made a flying visit to one of Buffalo's
main markets. I had no honey to sell simply walked up and
down the street for the purpose of making observations.
After spending some time in taking in the various displays in
the line of household necessities, I came across several lots
of section-honey in 24-pound cases stacked up on the sidewalk, the sight of which, to express it mildly, made me heartsick.
No wonder we hear complaints of slow and unsatisThe outside appearance of those cases was
factory sales.
anything but inviting; they were most awfully dirty and
dusty, and reminded me very forcibly of some cast-away
shipping-boxes that had been stored for months in some outof-the-way coal-shed. This point alone is a great drawback
At the present day we are all accusin trying to make sales.
tomed to find everything in the line of eatables neat and
Our up-to-date groceries are full of
tasty in appearance.
fancy goods, and I would blame no proprietor for objecting
to have packages like the above take a place among his care-

—

deliver section-honey to the retailer, every case
is done up in paper; it is clean before it is done up, and after
carrying it in a dust-proof wagon, it is, when placed on the
counter of the grocery, as clean as a new-laid egg. The same
Every
deliver direct to the consumer.
is the case when
1
package be it one, two, or more sections is neatly wrapped
up in white paper, with card-board protections on the face
All this may seem like a waste of
sides and nicely labeled.
time and expense, and I admit it looks so at first, but does it
not pay in the end. if I can thereby establish and maintain a
ready market for all I can produce at the highest market
price, while the slip-shod producer would have to be satisfied
with slow sales, at lower prices, and perhaps no sales at all ?

—

I

—

After satisfying myself in taking an outside view, 1
stepped a little closer to examine the contents and found a
most poorly sorted lot. As near as I could tell by looking
through the glass, no pains had been taken to keep the differSome
ent grades separate or to sort by general appearance.
of the sections were all finished, with bordering cells all
capped, while others had all open cells on the outside, and
The nacker had overstill others were not even all built out.
looked the fact that, next to cleanliness, uniform appearance
It pleases the
is the most essential feature in casing honey.
eye and attracts the attention of the would-be purchaser

To cap the climax, the honey was exposed to the outside
temperature, which was at the time of my visit 28 deg.,Fahr.,
during noon hours, and undoubtedly had been considerably
lower in the morning, or when the honey was first set out.
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Consequently it was Ladly cracked. Those cakes, that were
well fastened to the frame, had cracks through the middle, or
from corner to corner, and those with fastenings not strong
enough to resist the contraction, were cracked loose on three
sides.
Now what would be the consequences if a retailer
should be tempted by the low price the dealer would have to
ask to find a buyer at all, to purchase this inferior and damaged lot? By the time the honey had been carted to the retailer's establishment over the rough city pavement many of
the combs, already frail and brittle from the cold, would have
been broken from their last support, bruising one another
without anything to prevent it. Then, after the honey had
been placed in the warm store and had time to regain its
natural fluidity, what a nice, leaky muss it all would make!
The whole affair would be a detriment to the honey-market;
the retailer would not handle such mussy stuff a second time r
and the consumer would not buy it again.
It is a fact, that after comb-honey has left the hands of
the experienced producer, not one man out of 50 knows how
to handle it properly, and it is therefore to the producer's
own interest to manage in such a way that the chance of
breakage is reduced as much as possible, and that his shipments arrive at destination in prime condition. Too eager
to make the most of our crops, we frequently put up honey
that is not fit for shipping, and it is not the novice alone who
fails to exercise sufficient care in this direction, but we older
ones are quite liable to make the same mistake. Only such
combs as are well attached to the wood, that we know will
stand the rough handling of shipping, should be selected for
Anything frail or the least doubtful might
distant markets.
better be kept at home and sold for whatever it may bring.

To prevent damage by freezing, comb honey should be
shipped early. It is a great mistake to wait for higher prices
(which we generally don't get), and hang on to our crops
until cold weather sets in.
The proper time for shipping is,
as a rule. September and October. This gives the commission
house or the wholesale dealer, as the case may be, a chance
to dispose of their stock during November, so that by the
time settled winter weather sets in, about the first of December, it may all be in the hands of the retailer, where it generally is out of the way of frost. The finest honey that would
be a pleasure and comfort to handle will make an unsightly,
dauby mess, if exposed to freezing weather. I always make it
a point to move all my comb honey, that I may have left late
season, to warmer quarters, where frost is positively
excluded.
Next to the production of the crop, early and quick sales,
the natural results of timely and attractively-put-up goods.
should be the main aim of the honey-producer, if he expects
La Salle, N. Y.
to make his occupation profitable.
in the

Plea for a Better General Education—

Family "Apidae."
BY PROF.

fully selected stock.

When

April

now

A. J.

COOK.

recognized by business men, no less than by professional men. that in any department of industry one
can not know too much. Carnegie once decried education
for the mechanic and business men as really a handicap. But
in these latter years our educational methods, and the real
results of higher education, have greatly changed, so that today our captains of industry value education as highly as do
Few men are giving so
even the college men themselves.
generously, or helping so energetically, as is Mr. Carnegie, to
He notices that business is greatly
foster higher education.
indebted to the educated men for its push forward, and he
now sees clearlv that even in the shop and office it is the thoroughly educated man that first reaches the goal, or, in other
words, who captures the large prizes.
One reason that agriculture has not kept pace with other
businesses is because, as a class, farmers are not educated.
Yet the farmer has need of as thorough an education as any
class of workers, whether brain or brawn counts in results.
I early urged upon him
If I may be personal. I have one son.
the advantages of farm life to one educated for it. He. as a
boy— a mere lad, in truth elected to be a farmer. His colHe has now been on
lege course was selected accordingly.
the farm 12 years and neither he nor I have ever regretted
his choice.
I know of few men more enamored of their work.
Culture not only brings a larger measure of success, but it
makes all practical activities more pleasurable. I have often
I
felt that were I a ditcher I should wish an education.
could dig better ditches, at less expenditure of time and

IT

is

—

April

5,
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could get more of satisfaction
would have, other things being equal, a

muscle;
dig out

a

higher realm for

Ws

my

was

life

in the digging
far better chair

mil
to

much

the

in

late

their life

1

ation Tests, Etc.

first

economy and

esting
In the

first place,

— the

and basal tarsus.

habits that

is

intensely inter-

us see how we may know the beefamiU
\pnla?
from all others of this great order. All bees
feed their young on pollen, raw or digested, and thus must
This is always gathered on the
gather this natural flour.
hind legs, and held by hairs. Thus all bees have broad posTwo parts of these
terior legs covered densely with hairs.
legs are very much broadened
the 4th and 5th joints or parts

—

let

—

tibia

Again, bees can be divided into two great groups on
length of the tongue.
In one group the tongue is short
in
the other, as noted in our honey-bees, and more exaggerated
Smile
in the Bombus or bumble-bees, the tongue is very long.
authors make a separate family of the short-tongue bees the
Andrenida?.
Once more, bees are "Solitary" that is. each female is
isolated and works by herself; or "Social," where many bees
pool their labors, so to speak.
The honey-bee is the most
wonderful of these social species, though the bumble-bees and
the carpenter-bees Xylocopa which form their nests by
boring in wood are really quite wonderful in their life habits.
:

—

—

—

—

—

While most bees are gray or black, and of sober colors,
yet some, like the Italian honey-bees, are beautifully banded.
Others, like many species of the Bombus, are resplendent in
gold, or often in gold and shining black; while others are
brilliant red. green and blue.
Thus a fine collection of bees
in almost any region will present a most attractive exhibition.

Again, all bees, in common with wasps and ants, and a
few others of the order, have larvre that are utterly helpless,
and so. of course, they must have a nest or cradle for them.

Some of the solitary bees tunnel in the earth for a nest.
Some make mud cells —mason-bees — others cut circular and
oblong pieces from leaves of flowers or plants, and glue these
into cartridge-like cells where the pollen is stored and the
eggs laid.
Many use hollow plants for a nest, and. to my
sorrow, I have found that some use key-holes as a place for

mud ne^ts.
As already stated, the
nests.
They often mutilate

their

carpenter-bees bore in wood for
the doors, window-sills and cornices of our houses. These bees are large, and resemble bumble-bees, but are usually less hairy and more black. One common species in California has black females and light-yellow
males.
I have found that these can be driven off by use of

kerosene and lard.
The bumble-bees nest in old mice-nests under clods. The
In the spring the queen
queens alone survive the winters.
As the
selects the nest, gathers pollen, and deposits the eggs.
footless, helpless larva; eat out cavities, these are waxed, and
cells for honey and young
thus in the early spring we
Later the small workers abound.
see only the large queens.
when the queen remains in the nest and gives herself solely
Later in the summer, queens and drones
to egg-laying.
male bees— appear. As with the honey-bees, the males come
from unimpregnated eggs. I suppose the queens result from
The queens and drones
a more hearty diet of richer food.
I once saw two
fly forth to mate, as do our common bees.
While yet in copulo they came to the
bumble-bees mate.
earth, and the act was fatal to the male.
The value of all bees in pollinating plants is inconceivably
Of course, the social bees, because of their exceeding
great.
numbers, are most in evidence in this important role. The
bumble-bees, because of their very long tongues, are the chief
As is well known, they had to be
pollinators of red clover.
taken to Australia and Xew Zealand before the seed of red

thus

bees.

Origin, Composition, Adulter-

and energy.

inducted into the fascivisited such noted apiari
nating field of apiculture.
I
that day as Messrs. J. II. Townley and John Davis, wl
surprised
I was no less
leaders among Michigan bee-men.
than gratified to find that these men had made collections of
our wild bees. This, of course, gave to them better obsi rva
tion. nti. re thoughtful study into the things of nature, anffi
indeed, made them broader men.
I have no doubt but such
stm \\ made them more successful as bee-keepers.
In this article I wish to call attention to our wild bees.
We are perforce interested in them as they are related to our
pets hi' the hive; in their study, we arc made more, or better,
acquainted with our hive-bees; and, best of all, we shall find
In
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we see the big thimble-like
The queens are large, and

clover could be produced.
30 Heilbronner Strassc. Berlin. Germany.

BY MIRIAM CETAZ.

WE

can see by the article on page 211,

how one

difficulty

detecting adulteration arises from the very comFor instance, a test with
position of beeswax itself.
an insufficient quantity of alcohol, or at a too-low temperature, would leave a portion of the myricine undissolved, and
convej the impression that the wax was not pure. Another
and un ne serious difficulty is that the chemical agents employed to test the wax acts on many other substances also.
For example, the soda and potash form soaps with nearly
all the oils and fatty substances as well as with the wax.
in

Home

Adulterations.

—

We

can distinguish two classes of adulterations those
made by the farmers and bee-keepers themselves, and those
made by skillful dealers and manufacturers. The first ones
are usually very crude and easy to recognize. The substances
usually employed are tallow, rosin, paraffin, and any kind of
Melting the
entirely foreign substances like flour, sand, etc.
wax will separate at once such things as flour or sand.
Pure beeswax has a slight but agreeable taste— a slight
It becomes plastic in the warm hand, witharomatic odor.
out oiling or coating the skin, and is, under pressure, decidedly adhesive, with the separated parts welding together
When broken, the surfaces are granular, with a
perfectly.
When cut. they showa glossy, waxy
drv, unpolished aspect.
When chewed, the wax does not stick to the teeth,
lustre.
A small percentage of adulterhut crumbles in the mouth.
Rosin makes the fracture
ation will often cause it to clog.
cold alcohol dissolves the rosin
possible to- have the rosin all dissolved before the wax is much altered. The dissolved rosin
can be separated by evaporating the alcohol.
Tallow gives the wax a soft, dull appearance. It's taste
and smell can be recognized when chewing the wax.
The paraffin is harder to detect. Like the tallow and

smooth and shining.
better than the wax,

As

it

is

other hard fats, it causes the wax to melt at a lower temperature.
It can be detected by the aid of strong sulphuric acid
The acicl
\
piece of the suspected wax is put in the acid.
destroys the wax completely, forming a black, carbonized
acid
paste, 'while the paraffin rises on the top untouched. The
should be as concentrated as possible, as the addition of water
There should be plenty of
prevents its action on the wax.
as the resulting black paste should be liquid enough to
it,
permit the paraffin to separate. Only about four-fifths of the
paraffin is separated by that process even at the best.

General Tests.

The first general test that can be applied is that of
density. Procure a piece of wax known to be pure, make it in
a small ball, and put it in a glass of water. Add gradually
some alcohol until the wax barely floats, and when pushed
down remains about where it is without going up or down, or
it should
very slowly. Try a piece of the suspected wax
behave the same" way. If it does not, it is adulterated and
no further test is necessary. If it does, it might be adulterated if the substances added are of the same density as the
wax. Be sure that no bubble of air is left in the ball, or
adheres to the outside.
The second test is the melting point. Pure wax melts at
144 degrees, Fahrenheit, when fresh, and about 2 degrees
higher when old. If no apparatus is at hand the test may be
made approximately by putting a small piece of pure beeswax
and one of suspected wax on a piece of tin, and holding the
The two pieces should melt at the same
tin over a lamp.
time.
It is necessary that they should be of the same size
and shape, and that the tin should be kept moving over the
lamp so that its whole surface is at the same temperature.
The third and fourth tests are by dissolving the wax in
benzine, and also another sample in pure spirits of turpentine.
In both cases the wax should dissolve completely, and the
solutions should be perfectly clear. Needless to say that these
tests, like the preceding, are nut always final, because other
substances than wax dissolve in benzine and turpentine
;

Mr. Gaille's Test.
chemist of Switzerland, gives the following
general process: In the first place the wax
solution in pure
should be tested as to its density and

Mr.

Gaille, a

as the best

known

If neither of these tests detects any
of turpentine.
adulteration the following is to be done:
A small piece of the suspected wax is placed in a glass of

spirits
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concentrated alcohol, and heated until the wax is dissolved.
If anything fails to dissolve it is evidently an adulteration.
If
the dissolution is complete the glass is laid aside to cool for
at least half an hour.
The liquid,* which is more or less
cloudy, is filtered and added to about the same amount of
filtered or rain water.
A small piece of litmus paper (the
druggist will tell you what it is) blued with a little ammonia
is then placed in the mixture and the whole shaken
together.
After a quarter of an hour the paper should have remained
blue.
If it has become red, the wax is adulterated.
If it
has not changed, the liquid is then filtered and must be clear
after the filtration.
It is claimed that a wax that has stood
all these tests is pure, as any of the known adulterants would
have shown at one time or another during these operations.

worst kind.

Such "waxes" are obtained by mixing together in varying proportions all or parts of the following substances: Beeswax, paraffin, ceresine or mineral wax, stearin, and different
kinds of animal and vegetable waxes.
One of the text-books I have mentions several kinds of
mineral wax. The best known, and by far the most used, is
the ozokerite.
When purified it is called ceresine, or natural
paraffin.
It looks more like paraffin than like beeswax and
can be separated from beeswax by the use of concentrated
sulphuric acid, as described above for the paraffin.
It dissolves entirely in spirits of turpentine, but little in boiling
alcohol.

Among the animal waxes there is the Andaguies wax,
produced by the different kinds of stingless bees of South
America, and gathered by the Indians with more or less dirt
of all sorts. It is different from that of our bees.
The Chinese wax is much whiter and finer than the beeswax. It is the product of another kind of insects which lives
on a tree or bush called there the "wax-tree." It is an evergreen with white flowers similar to those of the cherry or
plum trees. These insects, by biting or otherwise attacking
the leaves of the trees, cause the formation of balls similar to
those that we often see on the leaves of oaks and other trees,
only they are larger and of a purple color. They contain the
insect's eggs in large numbers.
They are gathered in the fall
and kept in a secure place through the winter. In the snring
they are hung on the trees. Soon the eggs hatch out and the
insects attach themselves to the leaves.

The

liquid they pro-

duce rapidly transforms itself into a white wax which covers
the leaves and twigs until they look as if they were covered
with snow. The wax is scraped off with a thin, sharp, flat
piece of bamboo.
There are also bees and real beeswax in China.
The vegetable waxes are not due to any insect but are
a product of the plants themselves.
The white powder-like
substances seen on plums or figs is something of that sort. It
is found on the leaves of some plants or trees, on the berries
of some others, and even in the bark of the cork trees. Each
kind is somewhat different from the others, but all are too
brittle to be used alone.
Stearin.

The

stearin has another origin altogether.
It is white.
almost transparent, much harder than beeswax, does not burn
quite as fast, and for some purposes is far superior. It is prepared by heating tallow and dissolving it in boiling ether several times until the stearin is pure.
French bee-keeper. Mr. Butet, says that by putting a
little of the suspected wax previously melted in a boiling solution of soda, the pure wax will form a beautiful white soap,
while the ceresin, if there is any, will remain untouched.

A

Bt-EACHED

The wax

Wax.

bleached is melted with some water and a
little cream-of-tartar.
The whole is kept on the fire and constantly stirred a while.
Then the melted wax is poured in a
trough having several rows of holes in the bottom. Under the
trough is a cylinder revolving with the lower part plunging
in iced water.
The streams of melted wax are carried around
by the cylinder and solidify in the water in the form of
threads or ribbons. These ribbons are placed on large cloths
stretched on wooden frames, and exposed during several days
to

lie
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to the action of the sun and the dews.
They are then put in
sacks and piled in a room for two or three weeks.
kind
of fermentation occurs and the ribbons weld together.
They
are then melted again and the same operation carried through
one or more times, if necessary. At the last melting. 5 per
cent of tallow is added, otherwise the bleached wax would be

A

too brittle.
It is now quite white, somewhat
much harder than the unbleached wax. A

change has also taken

place.

BY

A

C.

CORRESPONDENT

translucent, and
slight chemical

Knoxville, Tenn.

Some Good Advice

Manufactured Wax.
use the title "manufactured wax" purposely. There are
"waxes" or mixtures called wax of almost every color, degree
of hardness, or melting point, that may be desired; some of
them without any particle of real beeswax whatever. But do
not suppose that these are frauds altogether. In a great mam
cases they answer the purposes far better than real, pure beeswax would do. Needless to say that when any such is used
for making comb foundation, it is an unmitigated fraud of the
I

April

for Beginners

M. DOOLITTLE.

writes

American Bee Journal

that

he

began taking the

summer, through the influence of a friend who wished to interest him in bees
and
that the reading of the same has caused him to think of buying some bees this spring. Therefore, he wishes that I would
tell him something as to how he should begin, in this, to
last

;

him, a new business. He says he is not very well off in this
world's goods, so does not want to lay out more than is necessary to make a good start.
My advice to this man, and all others who contemplate
going into the apicultural field, would be, Do not pay out any
large sum in making a start; $40 to $50 should be all that is
needed for what I should call a good start. Three or 4 colonies is all any beginner should buy, unless he has had considerable knowledge in handling bees in working with some
well-informed apiarist. Twenty dollars should buy three or
four good colonies in good Langstroth hives.
Then, if the
correspondent is at all good with carpenters' tools, I would
advise him to make 4 more hives as nearly like those the bees
are in as he is able to. Not but what he can buy hives, probably as cheap as he can get the lumber and make them, if he
counts his time as anything; but this making of his first hives
will be a good schooling to him, and "rivet" his interest to
the bees so he will be more likely to make a success of the
undertaking than he would if he bought everything ready

made.

The lumber and comb foundation necessary for these hives
should not cost more than $10 or $12, so that he will now
have an outlay not to exceed $32 for his bees, and hives sufficient for making 4 new colonies, which is increase enough.
To the ambitious beginner, this will seem like a small increase; but I wish to say that the doubling of our number
each year increases our bees as fast as our knowledge of the
Then listen: 8 the first year, 16 the second
art will increase.
year, 32 the third. 64 the fourth, 128 the fifth, 256 the sixth,
and 512 at the end of the seventh; and the latter number is
all one man can profitably work to advantage, unless he hires
help, or has members in his own family to help him.
Do not get crazy over reports of some keeping thousands
of colonies, nor over the puffs of wares by those having said
wares for sale, and pay out your hard-earned dollars (earned
Hunin some other business) more than just to get a start.
dreds of thousands of dollars have been squandered in this
way on bees, and the only "show" that could be made for it a
few years later was a lot of hives piled in fence-corners, containing a lot of moth-eaten combs.

Make your bees and yourself self-sustaining, after you start,
not paying out on the bees more than the bees bring you in.
remembering that if you cannot make 4 colonies pay, you cannot 400. Then if you happen to make a failure of the business, you will have the consolation of knowing that von have
sunken but $40 or $50, instead of from $400 to $500. or perhaps as many thousand, as some have.
Besides your hives and bees, you will want a smoker, a
bee-veil and a screwdriver or chisel, to use in opening hives.
This part of the outfit should be gotten for about $2.50. delivered at your post-office.

Then, you want, most of all, one or two good bee-books
you the fundamental and first principles of the beeRight here is where more beginners fail than
keeping art.
anywhere else. The $30 or $40 required for bees and hives
conies easy enough; but $2.00 for two bee-books looks as big
yes, and often bigger, so they are not puras all the rest
chased, and. not Being purchased, they are not read; and the
result generally is about the same as we used to read in our
old school-boo^s, "For the want of a horseshoe nail the shotto teach

;

was lost; for the want of a shoe, the horse was lost; for the
want of a horse the rider was lost; and all for the want of
So. many and many a beginner
a little horse-shoe nail."
has been lost, and also lost much of his worldly possessions,
because he would insist in entering the bee-keeping ranks
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without

a

good book on

bees,

costing

not

more than

$1.25

to $1.50.

After you have the book, or books, and have read them
tlu\ are 2s familiar to you as a "nursery rhyme.'' then
>r one, two. or three of
you arc ready to subscribe
papers; and as you wain in knowledge, 1 would advise taking
them all. But, hark! Don't make the mistake in substituting
You must read the books in ordei
the papers for the books.

until

!"<

to

i

comprehend and digest what

is

found

in

1

the papers, other?

wise it is like feeding the thtee-months'-old babe on meat and
Don't forget that you are a babe
potatoes instead of milk.
in the bee-business when you first commence, and that you
want the "sincere milk of the word" for a while.
In the above you will have all that is really necessary for
hail when the start was made.
the first year, or at least all
Thirty-live dollars was the outlay
made, and I have never
paid out one cent since on the bees hut what they have earned
for me.
And from that $35 beginning, the bees have built
the buildings for my home; purchased the farm here and in
the State of Arkansas; given me as good a living as heart
helped me to support the church. Sunday-school
could wish
and missions; and make others happy, who through misfortune and physical disability have a "hard row to hoe" through
life;
besides something laid away for a "rainy day" or old
1

I

;

midnight ts
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And. lastly. 1 must tell you, if you wish to succeed, that
you must be enough interested in the bees to look after them
often, to see that "no stone is left unturned" that will make
them profitable to themselves, tor when they are thus profitable, they will nearly or quite always be profitable to you.
You must be so interested in them that what you do with
them will be as play. You cannot succeed in any business
all
you do is done grudgingly, or where you are
watching the sun all the forenoon t" see if it is not "most

where

dinner-time," and, at 2 o'clock, arc thinking when it will be
supper-time. No. no!
After having been in the business ever since the spring
of 1868. there is nothing so fascinating to me as work with
the bees.
Even in the mid-winter it is a pleasure almost
beyond measure to go into the bee-cellar and satisfy my longing eyes on the almost motionless cluster of bees as they hang
below the frames in their quiet repose, waiting for the "breath
of spring" to start them into life and activity again.
And, remember that the getting of honey, and from that
money, is not all there is of bee-keeping. The life and health
you can get out of the work done in an apiary is of far move
value than all the millions of dollars accumulated by those
who have sacrificed their life and health in their getting.
Borodino, N. Y.

#
Baby Nuclei— Feeding Bees- Reading BeeLiterature— Cleaning Oil-Cans—
Hives and Spacers
BY

REPLYING

C.

W. DAYTON.

on page 46, I wish to say
paragraph sounds rather
harsh, it was written in a spirit of admiration rather
than censure. I remembered Mr. Doolittle's article on "Drifting From Our Moorings," and in studying Dr. Miller's book
I was surprised to see that he has been so conservative as not
to be drawn after the later methods we read so much about,
that

to

Mr.

although

Doolittle,
that second

especially those relating to queen-rearing. It is my belief that
the whole business has progressed entirely too rapidly for its
own good. I tried from 50 to 75 baby nuclei the oast season
and I have given it up. and gone all the way back to the plan
that was in use in 1880. I shall continue to operate a few in
coming seasons in order to be sure my decision is a wise one,
and also to test any new ideas wdiich may come up. I have
been obliged to do the same in respect to hives and selling

honey or else my business would have "run aground" long
ago.
I have seen bee-men sink thousands of dollars during
the past ten years simply by following the prevailing methods
Or, to put it in a nut-shell, let some one
of doing business.
else do their contriving at two ends of their business.
There are several apiaries about here where the beefed in the open air as mine were. Thy sustained heav\
But I have doubts if the owners have a faint dream of what
caused their losses. I knew there had been warnings that in
feeding in the open air there should be an evening up of the
i
stores, but I fail to call to mind when there was a «
to
that colonies will become so indifferent or dormant as nol
tfl
take enough to prevent starvation when they have acc<
the feed every day.

m

1

thC

the bees they
so there is not enough profit in
wood, andwhen
or
stock
grain
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the abundance
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two

lines of
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cause
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Jt^w

The other way
shed business (the bees) stands.
and merest ol
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important '"g^ents
mind in the bees. Mind is one of the
such lines as will conhe foundation. We should choose
Change prevents the mind
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To Clean Kerosene Oil Cans.
day or
them with water and let them stand a
will be c ean
them
of
Some
oil.
loose
the
This removes
soapsuds nto a
If you happen to put hot

I first

two

fill

with water only.
oil the next can it is put
can containing "a quantity of loose
make
the oily suds W
and
already,
clean'
"to mav be almost
The soapsuds should clean all but three
it worse than it was.
which still smell of kerosene
or tour out o a dozen. Those
melting
is as hot as possible without
I put over a fire which
volatile oil, and dry heat can reis
i

the solder.

Kerosene

a

move what soapv water cannot

reach.

««*
.

driven out the
After the oil
cans will be dried
which has collected in the seams of the
ounce of
down and smell musty. In such cans drop a hal
the can
Keep the can hoi to melt the wax. Tilt
beeswax
the seams down the corners
to make the melted wax follow
seam to the top
and around the bottom, and up the opposite
seams and
seams of the can, and it is easy to coat the inside

has been

remove the

last particle of smell.
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Now in order to see just where the wax is going we
should stand within an open door. Rays of white light (from
the clear sky) must pass in at the cap and strike the inside
of the can and be reflected back out the cap or we cannot
see anything within the can. Rays of skylight passing in from
many directions as it would out-of-doors or before two or
more windows will criss-cross one another and obstruct the
fainter rays coming from within the can.
The one who
understands this can clean cans twice as well, and twice as
rapidly, and earn four times as much as 'the one who thinks
it all depends upon elbow-grease and
soap.
Even in simple
matters we have need of photography and chemistry. Even
those who would ignore these if shown where to hold a can
would soon wobble out of the right position, and not be able
to find

it

again.

Hives and Frame-Spacers.
Again,

us take a 10-frame hive with frames spaced
\y> inches apart, and allowing
2 inch for the extra space,
we have the width of the hive as 15^ inches. This is for
loose frames. If the frames are spaced by spacers they will
work equally well spaced lfg inches apart. Allowing Ys inch
for the extra outside space we get 14}^ inches for 10 frames
a difference in the width of the two hives of l^j inches.
The Langstroth hive is 18 inches long and 10 inches deep;
let

y

—
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drones tends to the increase of natural swarming. Some of
the experienced bee-keepers who read this will think that
this rule works also from the other end, that is, that a
tendency to natural swarming causes the production of a large

number of

drones. That is true.
the queen has been breeding largely and the sexual
organs are fatigued by too constant laying, she seeks rest by
laying eggs in drone-cells, for the eggs that she lays in dronecells are not impregnated from the spermatheca, and there is
a very probable change of sensations to her that gives her
rest.
This is the only explanation that has been advanced of
the reason why she seeks for drone-cells at times.
So an
old queen will lay drone-eggs more readily than a young and
vigorous one. But we find that when a hive is overcrowded
with drones, when already well supplied with worker-bees,
there is a feeling of unrest.
The workers are compelled to
hang out at night, and sometimes in the daytime for those
burly and noisy fellows stay, closely at home, except for a
couple hours of the day, and they are very much in the way of
the workers. It does not take much of an effort to picture to
ourselves the discomfort which they must create, and the consequent propensity to sallying forth to establish another
colony.
In a good harvest, the bees feel too good-natured to destroy the drones evidently the requirements of nature are

When

—
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followed according to circumstances and it is only when a
disappointment in the crop follows that the bees begin to exterminate them, angered by their laziness and gluttony.
So
the result of a surplus of drones is a tendency to swarming.
It is. therefore, a very good policy to remove all we can of
the drone-combs.
Some of our teachers in apiculture hold
that we must leave a little drone-comb, or the bees will tear
down worker-comb in order to be able to rear drones. I confess I have often tried to test this, but have never found an
instance where it had taken place.

A friend bee-keeper once said to me triumphantly that the
bees did change the worker-combs to drone-comb
that he
had a sheet changed to drone-comb in one of his hives. I
asserted that it must be a mistake. "No," said he, "that hive
had every frame filled with foundation."
;

We

opened the hive in question and in the meantime he
he fastened foundation and said that he always
put in three wires whenever he used foundation. On examination, the sheet in question had no wires, and he waS forced
to acknowledge that there must have been a mistake.
Sometimes, ,'f full sheets of foundation are overlooked
told

\y& off one side equals 246 cubic inches. This 246 cubic inches
bees.
This amount of bees would fill 14 pound sections entirely full or 28 sections half full more than a super.
It shows that the advantage of close spacing is one super
quite fairly tilled with bees.
Do you think it would pay to
put 10 cents' worth of spacers in a hive? The spacer shown
here is simply a strip of 28-gauge galvanized-iron cut out oneinch wide and as long as the rabbet of the hive. The notches
can be chopped out rapidly with a die costing about $10, or
a pattern can be laid on and marks made and then snipped
out with the tinner's shears.
Then the leaves can be bent
over and pounded down flat in a vise. But the spacer should
be so arranged that the bees can travel under the ends of the
top-bars in the rabbet behind the spacer.
The spacer shown on page 53 is a good one where bees
are not moved. But in moving, the spacer would jump out of
the notches and travel, and the combs would soon get together and crush bees. Then there would be a smell of stings
and crushed bees, and other colonies will get scared and become overheated, etc. It is easy to tell by scent how the bees
are standing the ride, by walking behind the load.
That
spacer is simple, but it will be found considerable labor or else
requiring expensive machines to make it.
The spacer on page 47, Fig. 2, allows the frames to rest
flat on the rabbet where they would be glued fast.
Consequently plain staples driven into the rabbet would be of equal
service.
I use plain staples in the upper stories where accurate spacing is less consequence than in the brood-chamber.
Another thing, where we use close, accurate spacing, the
frames are more difficult to be gotten out of the hive, and
should not rest upon a rabbet that will permit them to be

means

—

glued down.
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Chatsworth,

Methods of Honey-Production
BY
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the successful prevention of swarming, it is not sufficient to have large hives.
Other things are necessary.
One of them has been already mentioned by me, in
article No. 3. that is. the removal of drone-comb and replacing it with worker-comb, in colonies that we do not wish
to use as reproducers. The production of a large number of

me how

n

with bees when
st given to the colony, some of the cells will
be changed to drone-cells by stretching; this is easily detected.
At other times, W'Hcer-comb may break down from heat and
drone-comb will i__ built in its place. But whether the bees
do change worker-comb into drone-comb, in case we leave
them no drone-ccib at all, there is very little danger of this,
for I have never y et been able to remove positively every
cell of drone-comb from a hive. There will be cells of "accommodation," little patches in the corners, and occasionally a
few stretched cells. But a few-hundred drones are not to be
considered.
It is the
big sheets of drone-comb, especially
when they are in the center of the brood-nest, as they are
sometimes placed during manipulation by a beginner who does
not take notice of little things. It is the big sheets, I repeat,
that

-

make trouble.
Have you ever

a piece of
together.
in

A

figured

how many

drones

may

be hatched

drone-comb a foot square? Let us calculate this
square inch of drone-comb contains 18 drone-

side, or 36 cells.
In a square foot there are 144
Not
square inches 144 times 36 makes 5,184 drone-cells.
only will those over 5,000 drones be in the way and induce
swarming, if the season is at all good, but you must bear in
mind that they have cost the bees about as much to rear as a
patch of the same size of worker-brood, which would contain
about 7,800 worker-bees.
I do not mean to say that there
would be 7.800 workers reared in the same space, for the
queen might not fill that space with worker-eggs, and conhl
not fill it in the same time, but there would be a chance 'for
more workers and less drones, and it would be better to have
the queen idle, or losing eggs, rather than laying such a
quantity of drone-eggs.
Those drones cost you a great deal to rear. and. after they
are reared, thej are in the way, and are expensive, for they
always eat at home. L'abbe Collin, who was very accurate in
these matters, states that in their out-door flights the drones
lose about 8 percent of their weight, which is very probably
inly a portion of the loss, and evidences how much food they
must consume. We have, oyer and over, ascertained that the
colonies that had few drones were less likely to swarm than
those which, other things being equal, had many drones.
cells

on each

—
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Another matter is ventilation and comfort. If the hives
are exposed to the heat of the noon sun, its direct rays shining
on the alighting board and the entrance, we know the bees will
swarm more readily. If the space allowed for entering the
hive is too small, there will be discomfort from that cause.
Some may remark that, in a state of nature, the entrance to
the hive is the same exactly the same summer and winter.
want
That is true, but we have the bees in domesticity.
to get a larger yield from them than they would produce if
left to themselves, and we must look after small details if we
wish to succeed.
My aim is never to allow a colony to cluster on the outside, while the crop lasts.
I want to see every bee at work.
When the crop is over, it is a different thing. They must be
hanging somewhere then, and whether on the outside or the
matters but little but when the crop is on, we not only
must keep them at work, but we must make things comfortable for them, so that every bee will be at work, either inside
the hive or outside in the fields.
A bee-keeper who long ago dropped out of the list of contributors James Heddon
said. "Our business is a business
of details." This is emphatically true, and the apiarist who
does not bother himself about details will sooner or later fail.

—
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The extra heat

readily, but after

it is

of the black hive may become lost
Mark is as well off as the white.

lost tin

Let it be written in red letters that I do not advocate
black for single-walled hives.
advocate black for doublewalled hives only, and should hesitate to paint single-walled
hives black. I should fear that such hives would get too much
off too much if in the shade.
heat if in the sun. and would o«
For winter, however, they would be excellent.
I wish to say here, too, that in some locations hives can
not be kept in the shade wisely. I find that, unless the shade
not dense and there is free chance for the winds
is broken
under the trees, the honey is poorly ripened. If one has wellpruned fruit-trees on high ground, or shade such as they
would furnish, he can expect good results with hives set in
But if his hives are set in a shady nook where
the shade.
the winds gain little access, and where the dew is wont to
linger well into the forenoon, he will find his honey to be of
I

.1

—

light

—

body and

inferior flavor.

page 185, Mr. Davenport treats us to another of those
irritating mustard plasters such as he put upon us a year or
As I read this latest article I glanced around for a
so ago.
brick, but realizing that I could not throw it so far I chose
another weapon.
and
It is difficult to understand Mr. Davenports attitude,
probably mv thought is the same as that of hosts of other
What is he after? I have a happy thought! Perreaders."
So here goes! Mr. C.
haps he is waiting to be "called!"
Norwich, Conn.
Davenport. / don't believe it!!!

On

,

.

BY ALLEN LATHAM.

My

:

My covers never blow off, though
nothing but cover above the hive. Let the cover be
with a deep rim, and nothing short of a hurricane will

whenever he opens a hive?
there

made
blow

is

it

off.

No. the paper will not rot under bricks or stones, for all
water quickly evaporates from these dark-colored covers,
unless, indeed, the shade be rather dense.
No trouble at all about ice in spring. The dark color of
the paper will cause the ice to melt so that it is always out of
the way long before any sane bee-keeper is monkeying with
his bees. I am not sane, and so I simply slide the ice off after
the sun has loosened it, as it will invariably do every day fit
to take a peep at the bee^.
Will Mr. Hasty kindly name any advantages to be gained
by tilting hives forward? I'd like nothing better than to have
him stand his advantages up in a row so that I could snowball them.

Dr. Miller's genial way of "saying his piece" is no less
thawing than Mr. Hasty's is melting. I sometimes wonder
what the good "Old Reliable" would be were these two gentlemen to lie taken away. It would be an awful example in
subtraction for me.
Dr. Miller, it would be hard to convince a skeptical person that a dark hive can be cooler in summer, but warmer in
winter.
Had I not found it true by my own observation I
Though a dark hive
think that I should be an unbeliever.
will cool off more rapidly than the white one in summer, it
Both hives are as cold in winter,
will get no cooler in winter.
on the outside, as they can be that is, they are as cold as the
surrounding air. approximately. The white hive seldom gains
much heat from the outer w-orld, the black hive frequently
;

,

"\

THE

chief pleasure to me from writing on bee-keeping is derived from reading the occasional comments which the
articles call forth. To know what another thinks of one's
ideas, whether there be commendation or censure, must
always afford interest. The columns of the American Bee
Journal are too valuable to be used in reciting the numerous
foibles and conceits which, though interesting us hugely, have
little to offer for the entertainment of the other fellow. When,
however, points are raised which relate to the true welfare
of the bee and of the bee-keeper, then an exchange of opinion
can become of great value. Accordingly, I am going to depart from mv usual custom of keeping silent. On pages 183
and 199 Mr. Hasty and Dr. Miller raise points which I feel
constrained to consider further.
Mr. Hasty suggests strawberries to me. Why? Oh, because the best strawberries are those which have enough
acidity to make the sweetness all the sweeter.
If Mr. Hasty
occasionally drops a little acid, he quickly seeks to mollify the
effects by an oozing of honeyed sweetness that can scarcely
fail to appease all hurt.
I suppose, Mr. Hasty, that you
or the printer let the
hyphen slip in on the wrong side of "box."
hives are not
box-hives, though many boxes go into their construction.
I wish that Mr. Hasty would tell just what he has in
mind when he says
"Apart from his way of making the
body of it. say." Does Mr. Hasty still lift heavy stones

,
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A good paper was read from Mrs.
was not present), on
ECONOMY
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Millie

Honaker (who

BEE-KEEPINQ

Like everything else, bee-keeping demands the expenditure of a certain amount of money, labor, and time,
More, howbefore satisfactory results can be obtained.
ever, than is necessary to provide all things needful is not
True economy is
called for, and is actual extravagance.
judicious saving— simply another name for good management. It does not mean doing without a necessarv article
to save its cost, but reducing cost, if possible, and using to
the best advantage afterwards. Nor does saving labor and
time mean leaving a thing undone which it would be profitable to do, but, instead, finding a shorter and easier method
of doing it. How to economize in a monetary way will be
our first consideration. After this we will study a little
into ways and means of saving labor and time.
Hives are the bee-keeper's first and greatest essential.
Unfortunately, they are also his most expensive, even when
obtained as cheaply as possible. To buy them ready to
use at retail is to pay an almost prohibitive price for them.

To buy

in-

small quantities

in

the

flat,

of retailers,

is

also

pay too much. If they must be had already cut, they
should be bought enough at a time to enable one to take
advantage of quantity prices. In 50 to 100 lots they may
be obtained for about two-thirds what they would cost a
few at a time, especially if bought already nailed and
painted. To be sure, none except the most extensive beekeepers ever need so many hives in any one season, but a
number could order together, and in this way all obtain
to

the

same advantage.

This not only applies to hives, but

to other supplies as well.
But a still further saving

may be accomplished in
instances by ordering from wholesale lists, gladly
furnished to small retailers by manufacturers and their
head agents. Turning to one such, recently sent me, I
find that I can obtain quite a reduction from regular catalog prices, especially on quantity lots. There are always
a number of small bee-keepers in every neighborhood who
are glad to buy what little they need at home, tin
abling one to dispose of enough to take advantage of both
These wholesale prices are
quantity and wholesale price-

many
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not granted to every one, of course, but usually to one in
every community— as a rule, to the nmst extensive and
wide-awake bee-keeper who applies for them.
Besides
what may be saved in this way, there is always a considerable discount allowed on out-of-season orders, and all this
is, to my mind, economy which may
be profitably practised.

But returning to hives once more. If the bee-keeper
has upwards of 40 colonies, especially if he expects to
increase to any great extent, it will pav him to put in such
machinery as is necessary to cut down his own hives Particularly is this true if he has already some kind of
available power with which to run it. Cutting machinery alone
costs but little, and. if many hives are needed, will easily
pay for itself several times over in a single season.
have used a home-made hive-cutting machine ever since
we began keeping bees, and have found it in every respect

We

perfectly satisfactory.
to
for

Even if one has no power of any kind, it might pay
buy one, especially on the farm, where it could be used

many other kinds of work. A gasoline engine of from
one to three horse power is now comparatively inexpensive, and one of the coming essentials on
the farm.
But there are other ways of managing. One extensive
bee-keeper whom I know solves the hive-making problem
to his satisfaction by hauling his material to a
lumberhmshing null and hiring it cut up into hive parts. A few
days extra work and a small cash outlay enable him to
get his hives at a figure considerably below factory prices.
Again, in most high-class carpenter shops there are
small power-saws, and, as a rule, the owners are glad
to
do, for a reasonable sum, such work as may be had
during
the slack winter season. If many hives are wanted,
it will
be found cheaper to hire them cut than to buy them so.
But, as said before, the better

way is to put in such
is needed, if some kind of suitable power
be had. Our little machine cost us, all told, something
less than $12 for material, the work being done
at home by
machinery as

the master himself. Any good carpenter, however,
could
put up one equally as good in a couple or three days,
so
that cost of building need hardly be considered.

summer

now

attached to a

Wat

it

was run with

Up

till

a light horse-power, but is
little gasoline engine, used for pumping

and ot,ler li &' lt work. With one operator from 20
complete hives may be cut in a day. With an assistant the number may be easily doubled. We have
never
done a whole day's cutting at any one time, but I am sure
have
not
1
over-estimated its capacity. Hoffman frames
either square or beveled; hive rabbets, even hand-holes'
are neatly and rapidly cut out. It does not, of course,
cut
r

-!n
to 30

a dove-tailed corner, but instead we make
what we consider just as good, which is a halved corner.
Besides cutting hives, we use this machine for many

other kinds of particular work— window and door frames",
anything, in fact, which ordinarily requires the use of the
miter-box, is cut out here.
It is really surprising how
often, and for what a variety oT work, it is
used.
Start
the engine, throw on the belt, and it is ready at a
moment's
notice.

We
us.

We

are often asked what our home-made hives cost
do not use a standard hive ourselves (which is one
in favor of the machine, since special-

more argument

sized factory-made hives always cost extra),
but we frequently make it for others. Estimating 15 feet of
$40 lumber to the 8-frame. IK'-story hive, I find, including labor
they cost about 65 cents each. This is an over-estimate'
if anything as it takes hardly IS feet
of lumber and some
parts may be made of narrower and less expensive
ma-

1906

complaint.

Like hives, they should be bought in quantity,
as can be used and disposed of in any one'
season. Even if a few are left over, if properly cared for
they will be just as good another year.
But while I would advise buying as cheaply as possible, I would not advise using a poorer quality or restricting
the quantity.
It is no economy to use rough, discolored
sections and take less for our honey on account of them.
Nor is it economy ever to buy or use a cheap article because it is cheap, or to do without a needed article to save
its cost.
We should not hesitate to buy what is needed,
at least as

many

and, as a rule, the best

my

mind,

lies

in

is the cheapest.
True economy, to
buying wisely rather than cheaply, al-

though

as cheaply, certainly, as is consistent with quality.
But, as said before, it is no economy to do without
what is needful. For instance, to get along forever without a change of stock.
few queens each season are ordinarily an economical investment, since it is only in this
way that vitality and vigor of stock can be kept up to the
highest standard. I know Dr. Phillips says improvement
can be best brought about by in-breeding, but not promiscuous in-breeding, such as necessarily happens in the ordinary apiary. There is no practice more disastrous in its
results that this, let it be where it will. A single requeened
colony will often produce enough more honey to pay for
two or three queens, while the value of one new queen's
influence in the yard is beyond estimation.
Economy of time and labor come next. Both have a
considerable money value, especially on the farm where
hard-to-get and high-priced help must be employed to do
that which the master cannot get to do himself.
As a
rule, to save labor is to save time, and therefore money,
which means to increase profits.
But even when to save labor is not to save time, it is
still
worth while to spare one's self as much as possible.
are not likely ever to suffer for exercise, and it is
something to escape exhaustion whenever we may. Mechanical power is always cheaper than physical, and should

A

Here is where our little
be employed when available.
engine comes in handy again. The engine-room is tight
and well built, so we do our extracting here. It is also
large and commodious, and adjoining the original honeyhouse, so it is convenient to use in this way. We have
always before run the extractor by hand, and many a time
with a tired arm, but this is now a thing of the past. By
the way, both cream-separator and washing machine will
also be operated in this way during the major portion of
the year, thus saving a considerable amount of other hard
work. This plant cost us quite a neat little sum, but as we
look at it. it is a good investment.
Convenience is always economy, so everything needful to do the work expeditiously and well should be proAnything which will save labor and time to a
vided.
greater value than its cost is an economical investment.
In this list may be included numerous small articles and
many large ones. Foundation cutters and fasteners, tanks
with faucets, strainers, and all such, are worth much more
to the bee-keeper than they cost him. An efficient smoker,
good veil and gloves, and several other things, might also
be mentioned.
Along this same line I would say that any machine or
other labor-saving device which will do the work required
of it enough better or faster to save in labor or time the
difference in cost between that and another, is the cheaper
in the end.
Xo bee-keeper of any consequence ever made
a greater mistake than to buy a one or two frame exlittle more than an
tractor.
It is like a 50-egg incubator
aggravation to the soul. A large machine will do a little
work just as well as a little machine, and whenever more
is required it is not found wanting.
It is also economy of labor and time to keep everything in and about the honey-house and apiary in readiTime, for instance, occaness and in good condition.
but being a
sionally to sharpen the uncapping knife
woman. I have to own to sometimes using mine dull.
Still a little spice, judiciously administered, usually results
in a speedy improvement.
Attention, we are told, is the cheapest element in the
apiary.
To do a thing when it should be done takes no
longer than to do it out of season, and may mean the difference between profit and great loss. It is not economy
often to put off a thing beyond the time when it should be
done to save the cost of a little help. There has lately
been quite a discussion in one of our most prominent beepapers along this same line. One man claimed to have
lost 50 colonies because he could not find time to give
them needed attention at the proper season. A few dollars

—

terial.

But hives, while tTie most important, are not all the
bee-keeper must have. Comb foundation is another
important item.
No up-to-date bee-keeper would consider
it economy to do without
a generous amount of foundation, even if it cost much more than it
does. But while it
would still pay to use it at a considerable advance over
present prices, this does not mean that we should
pav
more for it than is absolutely necessary. All of us produce
niore or less wax. Could not something be saved
by sending it to some reliable manufacturer to be
made int..
foundation for our own use? I am offered 28 cents
for
clean wax. Cannot I have this made up for less
than the

difference between the price of the wax and the
cost of
foundation? 1 think I can. Any way, I am going to try
There are, however, various other- things which we
must have and which we cannot make ourselves, or hire
made
nr own material. Sections are perhaps the
most
expensive of these, and about which we hear the most
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spent for help would have been economically invested
is probable that most of us have had a similar experii ice,
re
though perhaps not so disastrous a one. It takes n
time to feed needy colonies in September than it does in
November, though perhaps time to do it early might not
be so available. In thai case a little help, !e1 it cosl w hat
it would, would be wise economy.
In conclusion, let nic repeat what was said in the beginning, that true economy is judicious saving anot her
name for good management, and another for wise spend ing
MRS. Millie Honakei
as well.
:

—

BEE-KEEPING— ANCIENT AND MODERN
It

a

is

writing,

expression of Scripture and secular
where milk and honey flows is highly
Honey was used as a great luxury, as food and

prosperous.
as medicine.

sorely afflicted, sent his sons to
Egypt to buy grain, and to appease the governor (Joseph)
"If it
said to his sons who were to start for the second trip:
must be so now, do this: take of the best fruits in the land
in your vessels and carry down the man a present, a little
balm and a little honey, spices and myrrh, nuts and almonds."

Jacob,

of

my

when

Moses: "I have surely seen the
people which are in Egypt, and have heard

The Lord God
affliction

said to

their cry by reason of their taskmasters: for I know their
sorrows. And I am come down to deliver them out of the
hands of the Egyptians, and to bring them up out of that
land into a good land and a large, into a land flowing with

milk and honey."

The Lord God said unto Moses
land, whither thou sentest us, and surely
:

"We came
it

unto the
floweth with milk

and honey."

Deuteronomy

O

and observe to do it it may be well with thee, and that you may
increase mightily, as the Lord God of thy fathers hath promised thee, in the land that floweth with milk and honey."
Joshua 1, 6: "For the children of Israel walked forty
years in the wilderness, till all the people that were men of
war. which came out of Egypt, were consumed because they
obeyed not the voice of the Lord; unto whom the Lord sware
that he would not shew them the land, wdiich the Lord sware
unto their fathers, he would give us a land that floweth with
milk and honey."
"That I may perform the oath which I have
Jer. 11, 5:
sworn unto your fathers to give them a land flowing with
milk and honey as it is this day. Then answered I and said:
6,

3

:

"Hear, therefore,

Israel,

:

So be

it.

O

a land "I
land like your own land, a land of corn and wine,
bread and vineyard, a land "i oil and of honey.
"And as soon as the commandment
2 Chron. 31, 55:
came abroad, the children of Israel brought in abundance the
first fruits of corn, wine and .at and honey."
the
Job 20. 17: "He shall not see the rivers, the floods,

brooks of honey and butter."

Psalms 19. 10: "More to he desired arc they than gold,
honcy-o unb."
yea than line gold; sweeter than honey and
Prov. 24. 13: "My son. eat thou honey, because it is
good, and the honey-comb, which is sweet to thy taste."
much
Prov. 25, 16: "Hast thou found honey? Eat so
therewith and
as is sufficient for thee, lest thou be filled
vomit

frequent

that a land

Lord."

Jer. 32. 22:
"And hast given them this land, which thou
did jt swear to their fathers to give them a land, flowing with

milk and honey."
Ezekiel 20, 6: "In the day that I lifted up mine hand
unto them to bring them forth of the land of Egypt into a
land that I have espied for them flowing with milk and honey
which is the glory of all lands."
Exodus 16, 31
"And the house of Israel called the name
thereof manna, and it was like coriander seed, wdiite, and the
taste of it was like wafers made with honey."
Levit. 2, 11:
"No meat offering which you shall bring
to the Lord shall be made with leaven, for ye shall burn no
leaven nor any honey in any offering of the Lord made by
:

fire."

"A land of wheat and barley and vines and
8. 8:
and pomegranates, a land of olives and honey."
Levit. 32, 13:
"He made him ride on the high places of
the earth that he may eat the increase of the fields: and he
made them to suck honey out of the rock and oil out of
Dent.

fig trees

the flintv rock."
Judges 14. 8: "And after a time he returned to take her,
and he turned aside to see the carcass of the lion, and behold
there was a swarm of bees and honey in the carcass of the
lion."

Judges 14, 18: "And the men of the city said unto him
on the seventh day before the sun went down:
What is
sweeter than honey, and what is stronger than a lion? And
he said unto them: If you had not plowed with my heifer,
you had not found out my riddle."
1 Sam. 14, 25:
"And' all they of the land came to a w
and there was honey upon the ground. The honey dropp.d "
2 Sam. 17, 29: "And they brought honey and butter and
sheep and cheese for David and the people who were with
1.

him."
ti

I

II

it."

,

,

"Butter and honey shall he eat that he
to refuse evil and choose the good."

Isa.

know

7,

15:

may

"But ten men were found among them that
jer. 41, 8:
Slav us not, for we have treasures in the
said to Ishmael
honey."
field of wheat, and barley, and of oil and of
Ezek 3. 3: "And he said unto me: Son of men. cause
give
thy belly to eat. and fill thy bowels with this roll that I
Then did I eat it, and it was in my mouth as honey
thee.
:

for sweetness."
Ezek. 16, 13:

"Thv raiment was

and broidered work; thou didst

of line linen and silk,

eat fine flour

and honey and

Math. 3. 4: "And the same John had his raiment of
camel's hair and a leathern girdle about his loins, and his
meat was locust and wild honey."
"More to be desired arc they than gold,
Psa. 19, 10:
honeyyea than much line gold; sweeter than honey and
comb."
Prov.

3:
"For the lips of a strange woman drop as a
honey-comb and her mouth is smoother than oil."
Prov. 16, 24: "Pleasant words are as honey-comb, sweet
to the soul and health to the bones."
Prov. 27. 7: "The full soul loatheth a honey-comb, but
to the

,

5.

hungry soul every

bitter thing is sweet."

The ancients had plenty of honey from the beginning of
Honey and wax were ised in great quantities. But the
time.

means of obtaining honev and wax were cruel, rude and
Very little literature, if any. exists to tell the story.
The importance of the honey industry would justify research
dig in the old,
in the old history, and some wise men might
primitive.

dusty libraries

to"

find the sweet truth

about the

home

industry

of our ancestors.

an important industry, especially with the
hive in place of
or cracks in the rocks; the movable frame,

Bee-keeping
of

help

hollow

is

modern inventions— the modern
trees,

foundation, the honey-extractor. To get honey and
wax from bees now, we need no fire and brimstone; we
need not fear
simplv shake the bees off and let them live.
cross bees any longer, but make them well-behaved by introneed not fear any
ducing gentle" queens or queen-cells.
longer that fell destroyer, "foul brood," but follow the counsel

comb

We

We

of the foul-brood inspector.

,

Bee-keeping is nothing mean, hut elevates the mind. The
bee gathers honey only and no poison never; and is clean

—

alwavs.

Bee-keeping will last as long as Time will last. It is an
industry now more than ever. The ancients had their annual
sheep-shearing and made holidays, calling on the sheepbreeding fraternity for mutual help and feasting. So we
have our love-feast in mid-winter, meditating about the sweet
harvest in summer. There are untold millions of acres of
nectar for bees to collect. The number of consumers is inFreight trains loaded with honey tell of enormous
creasing.
harvests and profits. The outlook, all in all, encourages bee-

Horace Greeley recommended, "Go West, young
man. go West." We as well say: Keep bees, young man
(and woman, too), keep bees!
Rev. II. A. Winter, Octogenarian.
keeping.

Quite a little was said in favor of placing bees on the
stands so early in the spring that they would not fly
out for a week or more after being taken out. This is new
to a good many, but I think more will try it.
The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as
VicePresident. N. E. France, of Plaittevjlle
follows:
President, Jacob Huffman; Secretary. Gus Dittmer, of Augusta and Treasurer, A. C. Allen.
I will close by saying that we had as good a convention
as would be possible without the ladies and the editors; but,
dear ladies, and twice dear editors, don't let it occur again.
Bridgeport. Wis.
You must come with us next time.

summer

;

;

Kings 14, 3: "And take with the ten loaves, and
cracknels, and a cruse of honey, and go to him: he shall
thee what shall become of the child."
2 Kings 18, 22: "Until
come and take you away t.. a
1
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Report of the Michigan State Convention
BY MORI.EY PETTIT.

The Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Association held its
The
annual convention at Jackson, Feb. 1 and 2, 1906.
sessions were well attended by bee-keepers from all parts
of the State, as well as from adjoining States and Ontario.
The latter Province was represented by R. F. Holtermann,
W. A. Chrysler, N. Smith, Mr. Stewart, and Morley Pettit.
Mr. E. R. Root, editor of Gleanings in Bee Culture, contributed one of the most entertaining parts of the program. These outsiders were very cordially received, and
tendered a hearty vote of thanks for their presence and
help in the program and discussions.
Pres. W. Z. Hutchinson occupied the chair, and together
with Secretary Elmore M. Hunt, who had so energetically
advertised the convention, conducted one of the livest
conventions it has been the writer's privilege to attend.

A NON-SWARMING

HlVE.

the features of the convention was a nonswarming hive shown by L. A. Aspinwall. He has been
carefully experimenting with this hive for 17 years, and
was persuaded to make it public, although there are feitures about it with which he is not quite satisfied yet. The
principle involved is that the cause of swarming is bees.
The ordinary hive becomes overcrowded with bees, and
To overcome this, more space
the result is swarming.
must be given for the bees to cluster while producing
wax, etc. Like any other, Mr. Aspinwall's hive has the
combs together for winter and spring, but as soon as the
swarming season approaches he removes the combs containing the least brood, and spreads the remaining combs
by alternating them with slatted dummies, which give
wide spaces between the combs for the bees to cluster in,
but so divide these spaces that nowhere is there more
than a bee-space, and no comb will be built. The combhoney supers are arranged in the same way. Slatted separators are used, with the slats turned crosswise of the
separator, so that the spaces between sections are much
wider than in ordinary supers, and the bees can cluster
these spaces practically full. He uses drone foundation in
a part of his sections.
It is thought that with this hive even Carniolan bees
could be used for comb-honey production with large results, and practically no desire to swarm.
Mr. Aspinwall attaches great importance to strong
colonies, held together throughout the whole year with
no swarming. Any increase desired can be made by nuclei.
He detailed results he had had from this hive which
showed quite decidedly that it is worth at least the serious
consideration of all progressive bee-keepers.
Along the line of non-swarming, R. F. Holtermann
advocated a large brood-chamber, and correspondingly
large storage capacity.
He considered swarming a misfortune. Some bee-keepers want increase to replace win-

One

of

ter losses, but, as a rule, bees can be bought cheaper than
they can be produced by swarming. The first symptom
of the swarming impulse is the production of drone-brood.
The second is the starting of cell-cups. The factors which
induce swarming are a crowded condition of the hive, high
temperature, bad air in the supers due to lack of ventilation.
To prevent swarming, put wedges between the bottom-board and the hive, giving a large entrance; use a
12-frame Langstroth hive, and a good queen will fill it
just as well as she will an 8-frame brood-chamber. Use at
least two supers on each hive, so as to get a hive capacity
in proportion to the production of bees and honey.
As to race of bees, Mr. Holtermann prefers a hybrid
of about three-quarters Italian and one-quarter black.
A ventilator slide in each extracting super gives fresh
air directly into the super without its having to pass
through the brood-chamber and up. When bees are kept
together without swarming throughout the season, the}'
go into winter quarters in a more uniformly good condition, and cfiine out in the same way in the spring.
Mr. Aspinwall here referred to the chapter on swarming in Mr. Hitchinson's new book, where he says swarming
is a thing of the past.
This is a luxury, a comfort; to be
able to produce good crops of honey without the worry
of swarming.
One can get all the white honey without
swarming, then make increase of nuclei in the fall season.
Al nrley Pettit endorsed what Mr. Aspinwall and Mr.
Holtermann had said about the advantage of holding bees
together without swarming.
The wedges for large entrance; the divider, to allow for a double layer of bees

April

around the outside of the sections

in the super;

upward ventilation he had learned from

his

S,
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and the

father.

Mr.

T. Pettit, and had always used. Upward ventilation is
essential to the most successful production of extracted
honey; it is equally good in comb-honey production, with
this difference, that it should be closed as soon as the sections are filled and capping begins.
Many who admitted that the large brood-chamber
and the Aspinwall hive were a good thing, objected that
they had their supply of hives, and it would be expensive
to change. Mr. Pettit replied that it paid farmers to throw
away their cradles and buy reapers; then their reapers
Hundreds of dollars
were discarded for self-binders, etc.
were spent on farm implements which are of no more
practical value to farmers than are the improved hives and
machinery to bee-keepers.
Messrs. Hutchinson, Root, Aspinwall, Holtermann,
and others, spoke along the same line that the secret of
success in any business is to hold oneself always ready to
adopt the very latest improvements. No matter how much
is invested in a machine, be prepared to discard it for a
better if by so doing the cost of production can be ultimately lowered. Business principles must be followed to
insure success.
Mr. Bingham, of smoker fame, referring to super venThis is the
tilation, said the draft is always downward.
bees' patent way of ventilating, to blow air out at the
Instead of an opening in the super, he would
entrance.
accomplish the same result by sliding one super slightly
forward and the next one back. Bees will build honey right
up to the ventilator.
E. R. Root, speaking of bees coming into a large entrance, said he had often watched them fly right in and
alight in the under side of the cluster.
Mr. Holtermann said the bees never use the super ventilator for an entrance except when by any accident the
queen gets up, and they are using the super for a broodS.

—

chamber.
Morley Pettit said some object, that cross bees come
from these ventilators to sting people going along behind
the hives. The ventilators should be narrow, about fjj-inch
by 4 inches long, then have them open only in the honeyAs soon as robber-bees begin to hunt around, the
flow.
bees of the hives are on the defensive at the ventilators,
but not at other times.
The following paper was read from C. P. Dadant, on the

MANAGEMENT OF OUT-APIARIES
believe it is a mistake to write long essays for bee-conventions.
The greatest gain derived from a convention is in
the discussions of the subjects by the members present.
slight introduction of the subjects by papers is sufficient, in
my estimation, and I trust that for this reason you will' excuse the shortness of my essay.
Just now the tendency seems to be towards larger apiaries
It is quite probat home and a less number of out-apiaries.
able that in a case of most extraordinary and favorable conditions it may be advisable to keep as many colonies in one spot
as lately reported from a noted New York State bee-keeper,
but in many instances the keeping of over 100 colonies in one
spot would prove unprofitable. This, at least, was our expeIt is not so much during the heaviest flow that a
rience.
large number of bees in one spot is objectionable, for the large
crops seem to produce flowers enough for an incredible number of colonies, but it is during inferior seasons, and especially
in the early and late part of the season that a large number
of colonies in one spot is unadvoidable in my experience.
The fruit-bloom of a number of orchards may prove quite
beneficial to an apiary of 100 colonies, if there are not too
many other small apiaries in the immediate vicinity, but with
300 or 400, it is quite probable that the bees would not gather
enough even to keep up breeding without some help from the
We. therefore, have considered it advisable to keep
apiarist.
not more than from 80 to 100 colonies in one spot.
I

A

It is necessary for me to say that we use large hives, anil
these hives give full scope to the breeding of prolific
queens, it is possible that a larger number of colonies in small
hives could be kept profitably in the same space.
Our first attempt at keeping out-apiaries was made in
1872, with the production of both comb and extracted limn
soon ascertained that unless we produced extracted honey
altogether, in large hives, it would be out of the question to
control swarming entirely, and with an out-apiary we think
swarming is still more of a nuisance than it is in the home

as

\

We

yard.

Swarming may be

acceptable to those

who wish

to

in-

April

5,
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crease the number of their colonies and do not desire
to the trouble of making artificial swarms or divisions, but
nlj desires into the man who has enough bees and wl
crease enough to make up for winter losses, swarming is
objectionable, for it is usually the hives that would ~roduce
the greatest quantity of honey that do swarm, and what we
want from our fees is honey, not more ei
For the above-mentioned reasons, it has been our aim to
fit our out-apiaries with the necessary implements for the proWe have at each place two sets
duction "i extracted honey.
of supers with full combs for each hive. There are colonies
which require only one super, but there are some that n
3 and even 4, and an average of -' supers full of combs for
each colony is about right. If the season is above average, the
Crop is usually protracted enough to enable the honey to
ripen before the end, and we extract all that is ripe, to make
room for more.
keep a few hives ready for swarms, in case some
should escape; but in an experience with out-apiaries of more
than .1(1 years, we have so few swarms that in many cases it
has been found unprofitable to watch for the few that might
escape.
When colonies get a good start in large supers
already filled with combs, and are kept supplied with a sufficient amount of empty comb, there is very little propensity
to the swarming fever, except in such colonies as may be
have
making preparations for superseding their queen.
usually secured the increase by rearing queens from our best
colonies and building up nuclei containing them into full
colonies by supplying them with combs of brood from time
to time.
We never haul the bees back home, unless it is for a radinever haul the
cal change from one spot to another.
combs home to do the extracting, but we do all the manipulations on the spot, thus saving time and annoyance in hauling
things back and forth. I have seen apiaries where the work
was done by taking the full supers home and bringing them
back again, but I am satisfied that our method is more practical and expeditious.
With well-supplied apiaries, less than a dozen trips are
needed to do the most important work in an out-apiary: One
trip in early spring to investigate the after-winter conditions,
and clean out the dead bees; two trips during the spring to
look after queenless colonies and feed the needy ones; one
two visits during the harvest to
trip to put on the supers
add room or equalize supers two trips for extracting about
three visits more for the late crop, and one for putting the
If artificial increase is wanted, it
bees in winter quarters.
In very bad
will require probably four additional visits.
seasons, extraordinary circumstances may make more frequent visits needed, but in those bad years, no extracting will
be done, and some economy of time will be secured thus.
though much to the regret of the apiarist.
This method of management, is. in my experience, the
most economical for the keeping of out-apiaries.
I

1

We

We

We

;

;

;

C. P.

There followed
honey to extract.

a discussion

Dadant.

on drawing home combs of

Many good

bee-keepers advocate having a central establishment fitted with storage-tanks, power
for running the extractor, etc., then haul home the supers
to extract, and haul the empty combs back to the yard
They claim that the trip must be made morning
again.
and night anyway, and it is just as well to take a load of
empty supers and bring a load of full ones. Then the
honey is home without further hauling. Often there are
iiitalde buildings at out-yards for extracting.

Mr. Manley overcomes the honey-house difficulty by
setting up stakes and covering with canvas to make a tent.
This is a very hot place to work, but it keeps the bees out,
and the honev strains well feu- being warm.
Morley Pettit said he had tried the plan of hauling
combs home to extract and found it very objectionable.
There is the extra teaming; supers and combs have to be
drawn home and back again; the difficulty of keeping robber-bees out of the supers while so many are exposed at
once on the wagon; and some bees are sure to lie around
making it dangerous to take a team to the wagon. The
honey is all cold when it gets home, and must be heated
else extracted
a slow and expensive process
artificially
and strained cold, which is disagreeable and unsatisfactory,
All this work has to be done at a time
to say the least.
when moments are dollars, and when often even the honey

—

—

not wanted at home.
Most of Mr. Pettit's honey never comes home, but
goes direct to the station, probably in an opposite direcis

tion.

E. D.

Townsend

quite agreed with Mr. Pettit, and
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.me yard in Northern Michigan where the honey does
even need to be loaded on wagons, but goes direct
ill,,
hom house to the car, placed on a convenient
[ ro m
siding l^r the purpose.
i

M(l

i

)

Quei

\

f

-.,

i
i

in

Pollen in

rs

HE Sections.

t

queen-excluders in the
lor many reasons wi do
production of extracted honey,
not want the queen nor the drones in the super-combs.
In the production of comb honej they are good to keep
pollen out of the sections, but increase the tendency to

Almost every one voted

to use

swarm.
With reference

to pollen in sections, Mr. Aspinwall menBees very seldom store polfoundation.
len in it, and as it is the natural size for storing honey,
they seem better satisfied with it in sections than the other.
If some drone-comb is allowed in the brood-chamber, the

tioned his

.Iron,,

queen almost never goes up to lay

in

Performing Bee-Men at

it.

Fairs.

One of the features of the convention was a talk by
E. R. Root, on showing bees in a tent at county fairs and
other public gatherings, and performing feats in handling
them with bare hands and arms, which, to the uninitiated,
are on a par with lion-taming and snake-charming. This
attracts great crowds, advertises the bee-keeper and his
honey, and sells large quantities of honey at the time. Mr.
Root said he had this idea from Mr. S. D. House, of New

York

State.

Mr. Holtermann complimented Mr. Root as his "grandson" in this idea, for he had exhibited bees in a tent at the
Toronto exhibition 11 years ago, and Mr. House learned
it from him.
A discussion on obtaining better profits on honey followed. Mr. Aspinwall showed that profits depend largely
on decreasing cost of production, by improved hives and
machinery.
Soper brought out the disadvantage of offering
.Mr.
small packages of honey.
Mr. Chrysler said, always keep your dealer safe.
Never let him lose on your honey, and he will feel safe to
buy from you at any time.
The main point in the sale of honey is to produce and
market a good quality of honey. Show dealers that you
have perfect confidence in your honey and so inspire their
confidence.

The following paper was

read by E. D.

Townsend:

FEEDING BACK TO GET PARTLY-FILLED SECTIONS
COMPLETED, AT CLOSE OF MONEY SEASON
In discussing the subject of feeding back to get all of the
marketable shape, we have a subject of verv great importance, for with the Barber, as the
comb and extracted honey from the same super plans, as with
any system known, even if we try to get the last super of the
season in the extracted form, we still have the season to contend with, for next season may be only half as long as last,
and there you are, with sections in all stages of completion,
and the only alternative is to feed up these half-full sections
for the market, and the object of this paper is to tell the
members of this convention how to do it in a satisfactory

part-full sections in a good,

manner.

Now, I am going to tell you what all practical comb
honey producers know, as by this way I can better illustrate
the main point. It is this
As the honey season begins to draw to a close, usually,
:

with a gradual falling off of the honey-flow, the bees begin
to cap the sections a little thinner each day, until S or 6 days
after the flow fails, when the capping will cease entirely for

want of honev to work with. Now, at
the sections from the hives, no matter

this point,

we mo

what stage oi
Thcv are all liken to the honey-house and
marketable shape are cased up, and all the
in

pletion they are.
those that are in
part-full sections are put back into the supers to be fed for
completion, selecting sections that are as near alike as
one
ble for each super; that is, the fullest sections are put in
super, then the medium in the next, then those with only a
The object of selecting section,
little honev in. in another.
that are in the same stage oi completion is so each super
in a more uniform manner.
draws to a close, sections
you above, as tin
were capped over thinner and thinner until a few days after

will

be finished

I told

While the
the season closes, then capping ceases entirely.
sections finished during the main flow might weigh 15 to I0/2
\l
ounces, these later ones likely would not weigh over 11 to
ounces; while the 15-ounce section will have the regular bee-
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space between the section and separator, the light-weight section would have much more space than usual.
Now, the partfull sections that we are going to feed to get finished for
market, are all the way from very little or none at all capped,
to nearly all capped
and what openings there are, are some;

what

travel-stained.

Now, when we commence to feed, the unsealed portion
of the section is drawn out to the regular thickness, or a little
thicker than the 15-ounce section mentioned above.
This
makes an ugly-looking, patched capping job. with part thin.
travel-stained surface, and part plump and flat, with brand new
mappings an unsatisfactory job, and honev that will bring
only a little better than No. 2 price.

—

Now

the

remedy

haven't practiced

it

is so simple that it is a wonder that all
before.
It is to uncap the sections we are
let the bees draw them out to the regular

going to feed, and
thickness of comb, and cap them over anew.
The results
were more than satisfactory, as the sections were the best
filled and the heaviest weight of any we produced last year.
But the main point is, it sold with our fancv and No. "l. at
15 cents on the car. while if fed in the usual way it must
have gone in a grade by itself at a lower price.
Then if one produces comb-honey without separators,
this idea is even more valuable.
You "simplv uncap the fat,
crooked surfaces deep; or, in other words, level up the sections with the uncapping knife before feeding, by thinning
up the thick combs, and uncapping the thin combs by just
taking barely the cappings off, then grading them as to
etc., when putting them into the super, as I told above.
Anyone who has never tried, cannot imagine what a job

weight,

to match up partly filled sections from different supers
feed back, but in this new method the uncapping-knife
does the matching, as all are trimmed smooth and even, and
will fit in any place equally as well as if separators had
been used.
E. D. Townsend.

it

is

to

labor-saver which has long been desired seems now
fact.
Pres. Hutchinson read a letter
from a New York State bee-keeper asking how many members would be willing to pay $35 for an uncapping machine.
He was not at liberty to describe the machine, or
give the man's name. Then E. R. Root described a machine made and used by a California man, who has proved
it to be a success.
In principle it is two rollers about 7 or
8 inches in diameter, which turn at a rate of 1,000 to 1,500
revolutions per minute. Thousands of fine points on these
rollers pick the cappings off the combs as it passes down
between the rollers.

an accomplished

R. F.

idea

Holtermann

independently, so

coming from three
that

it

said he

was working on the same
the uncapping machine

we have

different sources,
will be a sucess.

and can
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THE HARVESTING OF EXTRACTED HONEY
practice in producing extracted honey is to furnish
surplus combs enough to hold the whole crop of white honey,
being careful towards the close of the season not to give any
more room than is necessary to hold the crop, for it is just
as necessary that extracted honey should be sealed and finished, as it is that comb-honey should be sealed and finished
before taking from the hive.
Then. 10 days or 2 weeks after the season closes, when the
bees ar t all through capping and curing their honey, we are
-

ready to extract.

At this stage, if we have made a good guess, and have
not given unnecessary room. 90 percent of all the honey in
the hives ought to be capped.
Before getting to the kink I am about to explain, we
used to go over the 3'ard and select all the full, all-sealed
upper stories, and extract them by themselves then the partfull and unsealed upper stories were extracted by themselves.
Then when drawing off from the tanks into 60-pound cans,
the last can or two drawn from the best grade that is, the
thin honey that always rises to the top
was kept separate,
and went with the No. 2 mentioned above.
Now with the ordinary way of supplying abundance of
store-combs, without any regard as to how they are sealed
and finished, it will be seen how easy it is to get as much as
This large
one-third of one's crop of this No. 2 grade.
amount of No. 2 honey on our hands, that had to be sold
at quite a little less price, got to be a serious matter from a
financial standpoint.
Then we take quite a good deal of
pride in producing a superior article of extracted honey, and
we did not quite relish the idea of having so large a percent
of this inferior honey to sell, that we had just as lief our
customers would think some one else produced. Similar experiences as these set us to thinking, and we "got onto" the
kink I will explain. It is as follows:
set two extractors near together for convenience.
;

—

—

We

method, a 2-frame and a 4-frame extractor.
as part of the combs to be extracted are brought in
from the hives, they are sorted over, and any that are not all
sealed, are run through one extractor before uncapping. Then
the combs go to the uncapping tank and are uncapped and
And right here is where
extracted in the other extractor.
the benefit of the second machine comes in; and that is.
everything is finished, as we go, before the honey gets too
cool to extract well, as it surely would do if we should try
to do all the work with one extractor.
This is the only practical way of getting nil-sealed extracted honey that we know of, and I assure you this best
grade is a fine article, and we get our pay in a ready market
at from 1 to 2 cents a pound above the market price for our
use, for this

Now

A

to be

5,

Our

We

Uncapping Machine.

April

feel

assured

Foul-Brood Inspection.

A prolonged discussion on foul-brood inspection
brought out the views of many of the members on this
important question. It was agreed by all that the work of
controlling or doing anything towards eradicating the
disease was entirely too great for one inspector, and the
meager Government grant.
Morley Pettit said the discussion reminded him of
similar discussions .n the Ontario convention.
The same
conditions and the same needs prevail there. At the last
Ontario convention it was decided to divide the Province
into three divisions, with three inspectors.
This was a
step in the right direction.
Mr. Root moved that a committee of Mr. Hutchinson,
the present inspector, Mr. Hilton and Sec. E. M. Hunt, be
appointed to consult the Legislature and endeavor to get
a larger grant and more thorough inspection. Carried.
Size of Sections.

Mr. Root, when called upon to speak on this subject,
said at present in the United States sections sell in this
order:
The l" s bee-way 4%x4H sections sell best; the
4^xi<; plain sections sell next in order; and the 4x5 plain
sections come last in the list. Plain sections do not growin preference as rapidly as when they were first introduced, but they are steadily making headway.
Mr. Aspinwall showed a shipping-case for comb honey
without glass in the front, and with a new device for holding the slats in place in the bottom.
Mr. E. D. Townsend read the following paper:

honey.
is used to "feed back" to get the partsections of comb-honey completed, that I told about yesterday.
Those who feed bees honey for winter stores, can
use this thin honey to feed up light colonies for winter.
sold what we had left at a less price than the better grade,
and bought sugar to feed our light colonies, as we like sugar
While the best grade of honey probest for winter stores.
duced with this system is of a rich, oily body, with a very fine
flavor and aroma, the No. 2 is thin, and "off" in everything
that goes to make good honey. I have a sample of each grade
at this convention, extracted at the same time, from the same
E. D. Townsend.
colonies, for inspection.

This No. 2 honey

full

We

While honey can be ripened after it is extracted, the
general opinion was that it is better to have it practically
all capped in the comb and left with the bees as long as
possible before it is extracted.
O. H. Townsend said that to ripen honey off the hive
it must be kept in a room at a temperature of 80 to 100
There are sometimes damp summers, with a
degrees.
very slow flow, when bees do not ripen honey well. In
such circumstances artificial heat should be used.
Mr. Holtermann suggested that Government tests
should be made to ascertain the best methods of ripening
honey.
E. R. Root said this matter was tested last season at
the Medina yards, and it was found that the longer the
honey was on the hive the more it was chemically changed,
and even after it is capped this change goes on.
Races of Bees.
Mr. Aspinwall said, if the non-swarming hive is an
assured success, he prefers Carniolans. The Manleys, R.
F. Holtermann, Morley Pettit, and others, agreed with
this.
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Mr. Holtermann had tried them S or 10 years ago and
condemned them, but when he tried them recently wth
large hives he found them more successful.
Mr. Pettit found them gentle to handle, energetic to
gather honey, and warm-blooded to build up brood early

spring; but on account of their warm blood they are
However, he has a decided strain
inveterate swarmers.
of Carniolan blood in his bees.
O. H. Townsend prefers Carniolans.
in

Dysentery A mum, Bees.

The question was asked. "Can bees have dysentery
without pollen?"
Mr. Aspinwall said, "Yes." There are two causes oi
Bees wintering on
dysentery pollen and watery honey.
The hull of the
pure, ripe honey assimilate it nearly all.
pollen, or the water of thin honey, have to be avoided.
E. R. Root said that one great cause of dysentery is
cold, which causes over-eating.
R. F. Holtermann said it is largely due to nervousness.
Vim can close a hive in summer, shutting the bees in. and
bring on dysentery through their worry at being shut in.
Officers and Exhibits.

The

officers for the

ensuing year are: President, W.
Elmore M. Hunt, of

Secretary-Treasurer,

Hutchinson;
Bell Branch.

Z.

.

Morley Pettit was appointed to judge the exhibits, and
awarded prizes as follows:
Best 10 pounds of Comb-Honey E. D. Townsend.
Oscar Smith.
Best 10 pounds of Extracted
Best 10 pounds of Beeswax— W. H. Every.
Most Practical New Invention Mr. Aspinwall's nonswarming hive.
Oscar Smith.
Best pound Section of Hone}

—

—

—

—
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Mr. Conradi asked for the appointment of a committee,
by the Association, to outline such experiments as they
would like to have carried out at the experimental apiary.
This committee are J. W. Taylor, Will Atchley, C. A.
Butts, G. W. Hufstedler, and W. H. Eaws.
Prices on honey cans were discussed, and a purchasing
committee to confer with can dealers was appointed, as follows Will Atchley, J. W. Taylor, and W. C. Nutt.
:

:

making

Dr. C. S. Phillips offered suggestions as to
hibits at different places in the State.

Attend Bee-Keepers' Conventions
Conventions of bee keepers are good things, and should
be more largely attended by our bee-keepers. If we take
into consideration the large number of bee-men who keep
bees and most of them keeping them for a livelihood and
then look at the small number generally in attendance at
local and district yea, and even the State and National
meetings, it makes one wonder why it is that not more attend such gatherings.
I have always said, " Attend the bee-keepers' convenThey are of the utmost importance, for much is
tions.
learned at such meetings that can not be obtained elsewhere." The more experienced and older members of the
the craft are thoroughly familiar with the changes that are
brought about in a man who attends such conventions.
Take a man who stays at home, who has his own notions,
his own views about things; he is generally down in " a
rut " (sometimes quite a narrow one). His views and notions border on that of narrow-mindedness. In his mind
his apiary is the only one, his methods are better, and his
ideas are only worth considering. For just such persons
the bee-keepers' conventions are a good place. By rubbing
up against some of the better bee-keepers much of this is
worn off the otherwise square corners soon round off and
a change is brought about that makes a better bee-man
better for himself and for the others of the craft. Instead
of being a " dread " to his fellowmen for such these men
often are, who will dump their crops on the market and
cause the "slump " that so much talk is made about, besides doing the many things not quite in accord with the
better ideas of the older members such bee-keepers soon
" learn something at the convention that they had never
dreamed about."
For weeks afterward, after that convention, the brain
will fairly buzz as " the many things that were talked about
at the meeting " are turned over and considered and thought
about. " Why, Smith said so and so. Jones told us about
such and such. Then there was Brown who gave one of
the best talks I ever heard on that subject. And / never
knew what the Question-Box meant. Why, I could have
listened to them answering those questions all day. Then
that big bee-man I roomed with he could surely talk bees
He told me how to keep bees, and how to make
to perfection.
money out oj them !
" I know that I could do about as well if I would only
study the subject like some of those fellows do that I met.
I never could see the use of all these things
bee books,
bee-papers, and such things as bee-conventions. Now I
wouldn't take a hundred dollars for my trip and what I
learned, and I am surely going to try to have the nicest
apiary in this section, and make some money so I can have
a say at the next meeting.
" Yes, sir I am bound to attend next year's meeting,
because what would be missed could not be paid in dollars

—

—

—

—

—

Southern
* 23eebom

J
An

New

Braunfels, Tex.

Invitation to the National

This resolution was adopted, extending a cordial invitation to the National Bee-Keepers' Association to meet in
Texas this year
:

Whereas, The National Bee-Keepers'

Association promises to
next annual convention in Texas; therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Nueces Valley Bee-Keepers' Association will
welcome and appreciate the holding of such convention in our

hold

its

State, and we invite the
keep that event in view,
great State.

several bee-keepers' associations in Texas to
and make the occasion one worthy of our

The

election of officers takes place at the next meeting,
on the first Monday in April, having been postponed as a
larger attendance of the members is then expected.
The Apiarist was adopted as the official organ of the

—

'

^ —

Nueces Valley Bee-Keepers' Convention

'

—

—

'

Association.

—

—

-fr

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

ex-

'

;

and cents.

"Why,

An

interesting meeting of this Association of Southwest Texas was held in regular session in Beeville, Feb. 5.
Not a large number of the members were present, owing to

unfavorable weather.
The veteran bee-keeper, Mr. L. Stachelhausen, was a
welcome attendant, and the bee keepers were indeed glad to
have him among them.
Prof. Albert F. Conradi, State Entomologist, and in
charge of the apicultural work at the Texas Experiment
Station, addressed the convention upon some important
matters connected with the work at the State Experimental
Apiary. He offered some valuable suggestions, and asked
the hearty co-operation of the bee-keepers over the State by
offering suggestions as to the most profitable line of experi-

ments that are desired. He also stated that the money set
apart for this work was limited, and that for this reason
not all such experiments could likely be carried on in one
season.

I had almost forgotten about our ride home on
There were eight of us, and how we did talk
Even I could tell them something by this time, for I was not
afraid any more — in fact, I couldn't keep quiet any longer.
It was surely a surprise to me, when I explained my way of
doing when I don't want any swarms, and they told me that
was indeed the easiest and most practical way out. Of
course, they had not tried it, but as it seemed so easy, and
because I haven't had a swarm for six years, as I did not
want too many bees to keep me out of the field, and I still
got a whole lot of honey, they thought my idea worth trying, anyway. I surely was proud that I could give even
some of those fellows they called 'big lights' a little light
on a subject, which they seemed to think was the hardest
problem for them to solve.
" Yes, I surely learned lots, and I'm going to make use
of it, too, now. I can hardly wait until the proceedings
come out in print.
" And then we had our picture taken, too. I am won-

the train.

!
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but let me tell you, that it has taken 40
years out of the best part of a man's life to perfect that system. It all looks simple because Nature's methods have
been studied, and her work is always simple. No artificial
cell-cups are used, but the bees draw out the cells in a natural way. I know of no more beautiful sight than a row of
those queen-cells, perfectly formed, just ready to hatch
those golden queens.
I would like to tell the sisters the whole process, as it
has unfolded before my observation, if they would care to
hear a^out it. Should any of them visit New England, we
would be glad to have them visit the " Bay State Apiary."

seem almost magic

those real bee-keepers

all

must hurry and become one of them as quick as

April

I

can."

Such are the thoughts of one who has returned from his
bee-meeting — yea, and from many more. He returns
not only having learned something himself, and to become

first

a better bee-keeper, but he has been instrumental in dropping a little hint here and there, perhaps, in his own rude
way, that may lead to the development of some useful methods for which bee-keepers have longed.
Well do I remember my first bee keepers' convention.
My experience was not very different from that just outEverybody thought I could not be induced to say
lined.
anything, and this was only confirmed by my dissenting
when asked to have a say, or give my opinion. No, I did
My
not say anything, but how much and what I heard
head was crammed. Once more at home, and in the beeyards, and how my head buzzed. Al". there was to do was
at least to try some of those things I " learned at the beemeeting." Although they seemed to be good, they were
not exactly like mine. After a trial they were better and
better for me.
Next year I had to attend again not only that, but (so
I heard) one of the best papers that had been before the
convention at any time was read by that young fellow who
could not be induced to say a word the last year. Even in
the discussions a part was taken. And how easy it was

;

Mrs. Henry Alley,
Essex Co., Mass.

(Formerly Mrs. C. A.

Ball.)

!

Some Intemperate Bees
Sister J. W. Sagendorf, of Brookfleld Center, Conn.,
sends the following clipping
:

—

would seem that it is among the humble-bees that temperance
reform is most needed. The temptation is offered in the 6hape of
honey supplied by certain composite plants of the thistle and century
Whether this honey is specially and naturally intoxicating,
tribes.
or only occasionally so, is an open question but Mr. J. L. Williams
tells us that when the bees partake of it, tbey imitate the maudliD
human very closely, in that they roll on their backs, kick their legs in
the air, and show the utter helpless state of the chronic inebriate. As
It

;

;

!

Attend the bee-keepers' conventions whenever it is
practical for you to so, is my advice. It will be good for
you. If you have been once you'll go again, for it does not
take long for a person to find out that it is of much value

in ether drinking, however, the intoxication is very brief in its effects;
but, sad to relate, the bees return to the honey after recovery with
renewed zest, although Mr. Williams relates that one bee which had
been coDtined for a night in a botanical box with some of the special
flowers, 6bowed signs of remorse on being set free.
Possibly a surfeit over night acted, as usual, in inducing a decided, if transitory, fit

to him.

of virtue next morning.

Upon reading the foregoing some will be inclined to
think that Mr. Williams has himself been partaking of
something not to be classed strictly among " soft drinks,"
and so has been " seeing things." Yet there is probably
foundation for all he has said, and no very active imagination was probably needed to see all he saw. When the craze
for the Chapman honey-plant was on, we had quite a patch
of it. It was not an uncommon thing to see a number of
bees sitting on the blossoms in a sort of stupid condition,
perhaps remaining in that way over night. It looks as if
the nectar obtained from those plants brought on that condition, and although these were hive-bees no doubt bumblebees might be served the same way. These groggy bees,
when touched, would throw their hind legs in the air as if
to ward off attack, and if far enough gone it is not impossible they might roll over on their backs.

(Dur+Sister

Beekeepers

j
Conducted by

Emma

Very Old
Here

is

M. Wilson, Marengo,

(?)

111..

English Bees

an amusing item from one of our English
Bee Journal:

sis-

ters in the British

I had 3D pounds of section
This is my first season of bee-keeping
honey from one colony, and a large swarm from the other; my third
two lots of driven bees, secured from an old countrywoman in the autumn. Her daughter-in-law told me that she did not
think that her mother's bees would be worth having, as she was quite
sure they were too old to gather honey! " Why," she said, " they
She has kept them in the same place
must be nearly 30 years old
ever 6ince she had them, and I am quite sure they must be nearly worn
out poor things. Why, last year they hardly gathered any honey
at all, so I don't think it much use your trying them." Surely, Devon" Heather," Sidmouth.
shire bees are very long lived.
:

consists of

2Ttr.

I

Ctftertl?ouc$ts

—

—

A New England
Dear Miss Wilson

Sister Looks

:

j
The " Old Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. JB. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

On

—

I have been absent from the Siscorner a long time, so long that you may have forgotten that I ever was there. However, I have kept that corner in sight all the time, and watched what the sisters were
doing and saying. As a result of my observation I can see
that women bee-keepers are doing more independent work
than formerly testing methods for themselves instead of
depending entirely upon the experience of others.
I can assure them that I have learned some wonderful
things about bees since I left my old home in New York
State, nearly two years ago, when I came to New England
His work
to share Henry Alley's labors in queen-rearing.
possesses a great fascination for me, as I watch each detail.
I wish you could see him at work among the bees,
with no protection except a large red-bandana handkerchief
thrown over his head, under his hat, to protect the' back of
his neck. I really believe the bees get to know that bandana, and think it an immense flower, by the way they
hover over it, but seldom under it.
I have watched this work from the time that an empty
comb was given to a choice queen to fill with eggs till the
beautiful golden queens were put into cages, and sent all
over the world, ready to reproduce their kind in distant
lands. The work looks easy and simple, and the results

pasty's

Glasses.

Dampening Sections— Cutting Foundation.

ters'

Both the section-dampening plan and the foundationcutting device, given by C. H. Harlan, on page 165, are
likely to be splendid, if you can only make them work.
As
he makes them work it ought not to prove impossible to the
(Damp cellar for sections, and a saw-cut path
rest of us.
for the end of the foundation-knife.)

;

Growing A Quick Wind-Break.
Anent Dr.

Miller's answer about quick wind-breaks, on
page 164, there's no doubt about Cottonwood making the
most growth but seems to me young cottonwoods incline
to grow too much like bare poles.
For the first 5 years I
kind o' guess one might do better. How would it do to set
quite thickly poles 10 feet high of white willow or weeping
willow ? They take root and grow. I think soft maple will
do the same thing if the ground is not too dry. Localities
differ some as to which trees come to the front.
Here wild
cherry distances pretty much everything it grows beside.
If one chose that, I think he would have to set rooted trees
instead of poles. Doubtless cottonwoods could be branched
out by cutting tops off but don't they incline to sulk instead of growing their prettiest when you do that ? Possi;

—

i
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bly I'm slandering the Cottonwood, after all, from seeing it
grow among other brush. If perfectly in the open, and in a
windy place, its style might be O. K. Poplars which used
to be very abundant and rapid of growth here are now
nearly extinct from some microbic disease. And the disease will be likely to visit you all when it gets a good ready.

Bees Moving Eggs or

Lakv.ic.

E. W. Diefendorf gets the cold facts which he calls
upon three eminent Canadians to give, I surmise that they
will turn out to be cases of queens being reared where no
queen could have laid an egg in the cell that is proof that
bees moved something, and they assumed that it was eggs
rather than larvre. So far as the moving is concerned, bees
are probably capable enough of moving either one. Apparently the crucial point is that larva; stay where they are
Page 165.
put, while eggs will not.
If

In well-ripened honey the water will be from, say 15.5 to 17 5 perand the dextrose and levulose together in the neighborhood of
SO percent.
Possibly honey more or less unripe will not granulate, owing to its
larger proportion of water. Unfortunately, I can not find any statement as to thi6, and it is a matter which we have not yet investigated.
The proportion of water can be determined from the specitie
gravity, and if it could be shown that unripe honey with its larger
percentage of water did not solidify, it might be possible to establish
a relationship between specitie gravity and granulation.
Yours truly,
Frank T. Shutt, OhemUt.
cent,

—

Caucasian Bees.
The findings of Rev. Robert B. McCain about Caucasians are to be noted. He finds them good. But Italians,
in the important matter of storing surplus, are somewhat
Well, to live up to their reputation as non-stingers,
good work at storing, is all they need to do to
hold an important place in certain locations. More than
that I guess we must not expect of them. Page 181.

better.

and do

fairly

Causes of Honey Flow and Suppression.

The mysterious

part of the varied causes of honey-flow
and suppression calls pretty loudly for investigation. That
the percent of sugar in beets varies greatly a ] s0 mysteriously and to a certain extent parallel with the variation of
the honey -flow, is a choice item to work into our going-tocome solution. Many thanks to Mr. H. S. Philbrook for it.
His observation is that thunder-showers with great electrical violence and small precipitation are very bad for the
nectar-secretion, and also bad for beet sweetness. I think
we seldom have just such conditions here I believe our
usual thunder-showery weather for the most part favors the
nectar-secretion, except so far as the rain washes the secretion away. Of course, we wouldn't expect that form of
thunder shower that clears up with a north wind and much
colder weaiher to be favorable. Page 184.

—

Two Queens
We

in a Hive.

Everything has to be challenged. And now
the mother-and-daughter theory of two queens in one hive
catches it. Always two sisters, one of them a poor one, is
the new theory proposed. That is, I suppose, the poor one
hasn't vim enough about her to bring on a fight, and not
enough of the scent of fertility to provoke much attention
of any kind from the real queen of the hive. Guess the
new theory is not so absurd as some of the new things we
hear. At worst, we can thank Mr. Philbrook for setting us
see.

to thinking.

Page 184.
Sulphur for Bee Paralysis.

To have

a powder-gun loaded with sulphur, and shoot
all the entrances semi-occasionally, as Mr. Philbrook suggests, is not costly, and need not take much time. In localities where bee-paralysis often amounts to something serious well, the keeper would thus soon come to have an idea
whether it was worth while or whether he was merely making a monkey of himself. Page 185.

—

Conducted by Morlet Pettit, Villa Nova, Out.

Relation of Ripeness of

Honey

to

Granulation

Replying to an enquiry with reference to ripeness of
honey to granulation, I have the following from Prof.
Shutt:
Mr. Morley Pettit: — In normal,

honey it is claimed that
the dextrose and levulose are present in approximately equal proportions.
We have no Canadian data on this point. Of course, the runnings from honey that have granulated, either in the comb or subseripe

quently, will contain an excess of levulose.
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How

to

"Sample" a Town With Honey

At the Ontario Convention many good points on " sampling " a town with honey by a house-to-house canvass were
given. The Canadian Grocer has the following item along
the same line
The Art of Sampling.
:

It is remarkable the results which will accrue by judicious sampling of a given district.
First and foremost, the store-keeper must be certain of his article.
It should be the best of its kind— no secoad-grade goods.
The giving
of a poor article will kill trade, not make it. Second, it should be
neatly and attractively gotten up. The first impression is the lasting
one. Given an attractive sample, the recipient expects a good thing
the first move in the direction of success.
Third, do not fail to have the name, address, and price clearly

upon it.
Suppose you

try this with your confectionery.
A good corner of
the street at the busiest time of the day; a neat, tasty confection
handed to the passer-by by an equally neat and well-dressed boy with
a well-worded notice of the fact in your usual advertisement space in
the local journal, and you will welcome the result. A successful
candy-dealer in the United States has built up a large business in this

way.

^m

^^'

Streaky Granulation in Honey— Losing Its Honey Flavor

Amid the con fusion of information regarding the honeybee and its products, it is singular how little there is about
the treatment of honey after it has been harvested. It is
true that honey, extracted after being sealed over, should
require no treatment at all beyond straining, but if the
moisture has not been evaporated, and the honey sealed
over, some treatment is necessary.
The method advocated by some, of using the extractor
to empty the upper tier of frames in doubled hives so frequently that the bees are unable at any time to build it up
completely, must of necessity compel the apiarist to remove
some honey which is unsealed, and therefore unripe. Under such circumstances half or more of the extracted honey
remain perfectly liquid and the remainder will become
granulated, and if it is then put in bottles the combination
of the two honeys is anything but satisfactory to the purchaser. The explanation of this fact is, after all, simple
enough. Honey is composed of dextrose and levulose in
certain proportions, and water to the extent of about 25 percent if the former predominates it granulates, and if the
levulose it remains liquid. The only method by which this
state of things can be avoided is by allowing the whole of
the honey to remain on the hive until properly ripened, or
keep the honey in a warm place (about 100 degrees) until the
excessive moisture has been gotten rid of. This can be
accomplished and the virgin delicacy not be impaired.
If honey is heated to the boiling point it will lose its
flavor, but as stored by the bees it is seldom suojected to a
temperature higher than 100 degrees, which is sufficient to
evaporate the moisture from the crudest honey within a
few days. A colony of bees will build, evaporate, and seal
over a 30-pound super in a week to a fortnight in the height
of the season, but it is possible that the bees assist in reducing the moisture by extracting the watery portion of
the honey for brood-rearing and for their own use. The
most exacting taste will not be able to discriminate between
the granular and non-granular honey, but the expert can
tell by the specific gravity whether it will eventually granulate satisfactorily. Nothing is more worthy of attention
by bee-keepers than the placing of their product before the
public in the best manner. To be able to improve, refine,
and heighten its qualities is to earn the gratitude of all the
will

;

fraternity.

— Weekly Mail and Empire.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is
hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
a bee-keeper's

neatly bound in cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
both for $1.75. Address

—

American Bee Journal one year
all

orders to this

office.
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any signs of their work take Miss Wilson's plan, and with
little gasoline upon them.
Nothing is better than glass or stoneware. Sixty-pound tin
cans would probably answer your purpose.
4. No; although too long exposure allows escape of aroma.
5. Not if the tin i6 of goud quality.
find

an oil-can squirt a
3.

Doctor miller's
Question 23ox
*

j

1. On page 236 is a question about Italianizing black bees by
giving them brood from Italian bees; but how about the mating of
the queens wouldn't they be mated from the black drones, and not
be of pure blood?
2. If this would work all right, how early could this be done?
3. If early in the season will the bees rear drones to mate these

Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

—

Mice as Honey-Eaters

Illinois.

it.

I

may be allowed

whom

certain gentleman

I

say that a
usually accurate,

to paraphrase, I will

hold in high e6teem

lam unreasonable enough

but

to entertain

is

some doubts whether he

mouse diet.
I wish Mr. Hasty would try this experiment
mice are wont to congregate, let him place food

is

perfectly sound on

:

In a place where

in abundance, but
nothing sweet except a new comb containing a little honey, none of it
sealed, and none of the cells well tilled, and then let him report to us
whether the mice have torn down any of the cells to get at the
boney, and whether they have torn down for mischief any of the cells
that do not contain honey.

An Injured Finger

Ripening Basswood Honey

I
1. Last November I got my finger hurt so it was inflamed.
worked a few days after this with the bees, and they stung my bands
deal.
Before
long
the
finger
commenced
fester.
The
great
to
doca
tor lanced it, and did so almost every other day for 40 days, as it
seemed to be honey-combed through and through, and each lancing
only opened a small pocket. By this time I got too weak to walk.
The doctors then cut it off above the first joint, and still the infection
continued, and it had to be lanced a good many times after this. I
still have it done up, but the inflammation is about gone, and I think

—

Now

the four finger joints
about well only one little 6pot.
By getting stung on this
to be larger and stiff next to the hand.
finger, or hand, will it be more apt to poison it again?
it is

seem

How
2. I am liable to have about 2 tons of basswood honey.
would it do to extract it a little green, put it into large barrels with
one head out, aDd leave it in the honey-house to ripen? Do you think
this would do about as well as to leave it on the hives?
Iowa.
Answers. — 1.

I

It will be very likely to result in a lot of honey
2. Don't try it.
not fit to put upon the market. Unless you have special facilities for
ripening honey, such as no one in your climate is likely to have, don't
You can easily spoil your market
extract honey till it is well ripened.
by one lot of unfit honey, and it will take years to overcome the harm.

Wax-Worms and Combs— Extracted-Honey

Retail

Packages and for Storage
early in spring will the wax-worm begin its destructive
in the honey-house?
can
Last year I
I keep the frames from being injured?
2.
hung some on racks in the light where I occasionally looked at them,
but after catching one here and one there I soon had the comb broken

How

up more or

less.

advise me to use to store extracted honey in ?
Last fall I put it immediately in
I strain it right from the extractor.
This year I will probably get more honey. I expect
retail packages.
to put some in retail packages (pound jars) as 60on as extracted, to
supply my local trade. I may also 6ell some in larger packages. Now,
what should one have on hand in the extracting-house, where I store
it, to facilitate the handling of say 1500 to 2000 pounds of honey? and
would the method you give be all right for larger quantities?
4.

What would you

honey be kept in an air-tight receptacle?
objectionable as a retail package for storing?

Is it necessary that

5. Is tin

Pennsylvania.
Answers. — 1. Something depends upon the character of the honeyhouse. It needs considerable warmth for the favorable development
of the miscreants, and if your honey-house is a warm place you may
expect them to flourish by the first of May. Otherwise not till the
last of

the month.

In a cool cellar there will be

little

trouble before

combs are needed for swarms. Of course, if the weather is warm
their work will be earlier than when there is a cool spring.
2. Keep the combs in a cool place, as in a cellar, till needed for
swarms. Still tetter, a6 soon as colonies become strong put under
each strong colony a story of combs to take care of. You mny keep
them almost anywhere if you look them over every 10 days, and when
the

—

As

the mating of queens takes place outside the
hive, a virgin reared from the best Italian 6tock is likely to meet a
black drone so long as blacks are greatly in excess. But by breeding
only from those which do succeed in being purely mated, and occasionally buying a pure queen if necessary, one may hope in time to work
out black blood to a large extent. But it is by no means an easy thing
to keep pure Italian stock so long as impure blood is within 2 miles
of you.
2 and 3 LTnless you are an expert you will be likely to fail in
securing either good queens or drones much before the time when
bees naturally begin to make preparations for swarmiog; and when
you become an expert you are not likely to try it. If you want to
take some steps to have Italian virgins meet only Italian drones, instead of trying to have them earlier in the spring than other drones,
you might try to have them fly later in the day than black drones are
flying, by keeping in the cellar colonies or nuclei with the proper virgins and drones, and bringing them out in the afternoon after black
drones have ceased to fly. A little thin feed will start them to flying.
1

Shallow Hlves-Unltlng Weak Colonies

I

1. I am making some new hives with shallow frames, h% inches.
intend to use 2 shallow supers for a brood-chamber, 8 or 10 frames

in each.
2. Will shallow frames cause less drone-rearing if I use full sheets
of worker foundation?
3. I have some big hives with 18 frames in the brood-chamber.
Are they as good as 8 or 10 frame hives for extracted honey?
Would I do better to unite them,
4. I have some weak colonies.
making one out of two? Would I have to kill the queen in one beWisconsin.
fore uniting!

Answers.— 1. The majority of bee-keepers seem to prefer the
deeper frames, but there is more in the management than in the
2. The depth of the frame will make no difference as to droneWith full sheets of worker-comb you ought to have little
trouble with drones in either case.
3. You can probably get as much honey from one as the other.
The smaller hives are more convenient to move; but that may not be
important in your case. On the whole, while it may be well to use
hives with IS Langstroth frames, if you have them already on hand,
until you And them preferable in your hands it may not be advisable
to make more of them.
4. If each colony has a good queen it may be best to try to keep
them separate. Neither should you judge of the value of a queen by
what she does in a very weak colony. The best queen in the world
You
will not do the best work with only a small number of bees.
might try the plan of putting a weak colony over a strong one, with a
queen-excluder between. If you unite 2 colonies it is not necessary
to kill one of the queens.

rearing.

How

work on combs stored

3.

Answers

frames.

don't think the stings were the cause of the
trouble, but in the condition of that hand irritation from any source
whatever is to be avoided, and I would be to no little trouble to avoid
I don't like gloves at all, but in your case I think I
stings on it.
should wear at least one glove when working with bees.

1.

Iowa.

queens?

There seems a difference of opinion between Messrs. Doolittle and
Hasty as to mice eating honey. Please tell us what you think about

Answer. — If

Italianizing Black Bees

Pure-Blood Italians-Rearing Queens
1. I purchased an untested queen last fall of 5-banded stock, and
only the workers show 3 full yellow bands. Is she a full blooded Ital-

ian queen?
2. Will a full-blooded Italian queen always produce yellow queens,
or will some be black?
3. Say a queen of 5-banded stock would be mated with a black
drone, what percent of Italian blood would her bees contain? and how

many yellow bands
4. How many

will they have?
generations would it take, by having an Italian
queen mated with a black drone every time, until there would be more
black blood than Italian?
5. Would fresh-laid eggs be all right for rearing queens, by putting them in compressed cups without royal jelly? or must larvte be
hatched before being moved or used?
Ohio.

Answers.— 1. I don't know. It used to be the rule that if all the
worker-bees showed 3 yellow bands the stock was counted pure Italian, and I suppose that is still the test; but since the evolution of 5banded bees I'm not sure the rule will hold. Suppose we have 5bander6, and a virgin of that stock meets a hybrid drone. It is easy
to conceive that the result might be 3-banded workers, with some 4banded and some 5-banded, and yet there would be some black blood
The possibility, if not the probability, is that your queen is
present.
not purely mated.
2. No; some of the purely-imported Italian queens are quite dark

April

5,

l
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and the royal progeny of a pure
little

Italian

queen are likely to show no
the looks of an Italian

You can not judge by

variation In color.

queen, but from her worker progeny.
pure black, there
8. If the mother is pure Italian, and the father
but the
will be just half black blood in the queen or worker olTspring,
drones will be pure Italian. There will be no uniformity as to the
and
some
o,
have
them
may
of
number of bands on the workers; some
may have none.
black
4. I suppose you mean that you would each time use a pure
drone to mate with the cross already obtained. In that case, the first
black.
three-fourths
cros6
cross would be half black, and the second
1 don't
5. I don't suppose you would succeed by moving eggs.
remember hearing that any one ever did.
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end projecting outside the oven-door, and the diagonally opposite corner of the pan slightly raised. Set any vessel containing a little water
under the outer corner to catch the dripping wax. But this will not
get the wax out as clean as a wax-press.
that makes sec2. No, there is probably not a man in the country
machinery
tions only for his own use. A complete outfit of section
would cost several thousand dollars, probably.
deal
to make
great
a
take
it
doesn't
3. No, when a swarm is hived
taken
the bees desert their new habitation, and if theirold queen were
away they would not be satisfied with a cell or a virgin, but would return to their old home.
Decide as nearly as you can the average num4. That depends.
the
ber of supers your colonies mill fill in the very best season. That's
number you need, together with one extra super for each hive. For

Answers.— 1. Rather late in spring, say about the beginning of
fruit-bloom, is a very good time. The troubles resulting from wintering are likely to be oyer then, with nothing to hinder a prosperous

instance, if in the very best season the number of filled supers averages
You understand that
5 for each hive, then you should have 6 ready.
but an old saw runs,
it will be a rare thing for you to need so many,
" It's better to be ready and not go than to go and not be ready;" and
the extra supers not needed will be all right for another year.
But let me give you a hint: Don't take
5. It's not a bad plan.
from the strongest and give to the weakest, but give to those not quite
strong enough. Take a frame from those having 6 or 7 frames, reducing them to 5; that is, from a colony having 6 frames you will take
one frame, and from a colony having 7 frames you will take 2 frames
give one or two frames to each colony having only 4
of brood.
these are brought up, then give 2 or 3 frames to each

career.

colony having only

Buying Bees
1.

2.

3.

When would

you advise

to

the Spring

In

buy bees?

What would you call a good colony ?
What would you pay for a mixed colony,

other way

but good in every

Nebraska.

i

A

2.
colony that at that time has brood in 5 frames, Langstroth
or more filled with brood, would
size (lT^xQ's), each frame being
be a fairly good colony with 6 or 7 brood it would be a very good

%

;

frames.

Now
When

3.

Several Eggs in

colony.

They
3. There is no rule about prices.
one place as in another, varying from $4 or

may be
less to 8S

twice as much in
or more.

1

What

__

a Cell-Preventing Bees Hanging
Keeping Queens

Out-

causes a queen to lay a number of eggs in each cell? This
in the colony that died, and they had mostly

was done by the queen
drone-comb.

Ventilation Space Below Brood

Frames When Moving

2
3

Bees
are familiar with the Holtermann portico and screen for
moving bees, but to attach such an apparatus to all our hive6 would
destroy the interchangeability of extracting supers and brood-chambers, besides several other disadvantages.
My idea is to use your deep
bottom-boards say 2% inches deep instead of the usual 2 inches
then when necessary to move bees iu any kind of weather, just pull
out the false bottom and insert a screen-covered rim, say 12x19',, into
the entrance, giving then a clustering space of at least 2 inches under
the frames, and wire-cloth surface for ventilation about lO^xlT 1
greater than the ventilating surface of the screen used with Holter-

You

—

,

.,

mann's
1.

portico.

How

deep do you think the bottom-board should be to be used

as above?
2. As all the air must come in at the front of the entrance, and
mostly under the 6creen, in the J^-inoh space under the screen above
the floor, will the ventilation be sufficient for the strongest colonies?
Any improvements
3. What do you think of the idea !

Idaho.
seems to me 2 would be enough, and possibly
but you'll have to wait and try it in red-hot weather before you can

Answers. — 1.

2,

but it seems to me % inch under the screen
would be better, even at the expense of less clustering room between
screen and bottom-bars.
3. If I had originated the idea I should say it was just the thing.
Seeing it's your baby, I'll 6ay you can't tell how it will work till you
try it.
How would it do to have the screen within 1 { inch of the floor
at the back end, and within 1 inch of the floor at the entrance?
Not
so easy to make a close fit, but it would put the bees at the back end
more on a par with those at the front end as to chance for pure air. In
fact, wouldn't less than J^j inch do at the back end if the air that
reached that point was fresh? I think you'll see what I'm getting at,
that if the space is the same thronghout, and there's any suffering for
lack of fresh air, the bees at the back end would be the ones to 6uffer
most.

Not sure about

it,

»

•

>

and genIt is a very rare thing
I don't know.
queen that does that sort of thing is no good; but I have
known a queen to do it for a time, and then behave herself with enure
such a rare
propriety during the rest of her life. It is, however, not
nearly every case
thing to find more than one egg in a cell but in
Unless you
such eggs are not laid by a queen, but by laying workers.
know positively that a queen laid the eggs in the case you mention, 1

Answers— 1.

;

;

should suspect laying workers.
Someventilation.
2 Give them abundance of room, shade and
there is nothing to be
times, however, they are hanging out because
hanging
done in the field, and in that case they are not to blame for
they may be kept
Z In a nucleus. For a few days, however,
good-natured bees
caged in a colony that has its own queen, and some
make entirely sure against
are generally willing to feed them. To
starvation, a provisioned queen-case may be used.

Stretching

Comb Foundation -Miller Frame

reach to the
How do you make 7', -inch wide brood foundationpieces
1
of the
saw-kerf in the top of the trame and between the two
„ _
.
..
_.
bottom-bar? The total distance 8JiI have been using the Hoff2 Where can I get the Miller frame?
Kansas.
man, but don't like it any better than you do.
I don't
Answers— 1. You mustn't ask such hard questions.by stretchknow of any way to make comb foundation longer except
foundation is made half an
ing it, and that isn't a good way. My
bottom-bars; that
inch more than the space between the top and the
have foundation 1%,
probably
You
makes the foundation «% inches.
you: Cut some of
and want to know how you can use it. I'll tell
of an inch wide. Put a full sheet into the
the sheets into strips
It may
strip into the lower part.
upper part of the frame, and a
parts come together,
not be easy to make an exact fit where the two
inch apart. The bees
but it doesn't matter if they are % or } 4 of an
.

%

Home-

Changing Queens— Number or Comb-Honey
Supers Per Colony- Equalizing Brood

Among

Colonies

Are old combs with dead bees in them fit for beeswax? If so.
the best way to get it out of them? I have no extractor.
price of sections is very high, and section lumber very
cheap in my neighborhood, do you think it would pay me to buy a
machine to make sections
3. I clip my queens and hive the swarms on the old stand. Would
it do to change queens when tbey swarm, by giving them a queen-cell
Would they store as much honey by
or a young queen just hatched
changing the queen ?
1.

is

2.

As the

>

?

4. I run my apiary for comb honey, using the 8-frame dovetailed
hive with T-supers. How many supers should I have for each hive
5. On April 22, 1905, my colonies had 3 to 7 frames of brood each.
Would it pay to take from and give to until each colony had the same
Iowa.
amount of brood?
I

.

%

make it all right.
From theO. B. Lewis Co., Watertown,
manufacturer will make them to order.
will

Old Combs for Beeswax- Making Sections at

how

i

Nebraska.

.,

be sure.
2.

•
stop bees from hanging out
keep queens taken from colonies

to

erally a

1

It

.

What can be done to
What is the best way

2.

Wis., and probably any

Honey as a Health-Food.—This is a 16-page honeypamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on Honey as
Food '" written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
to
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted
"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey.
I he
selling honey.
It should be widely circulated by those
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.

Ml
Prices prepaid— Sample copy for a two-cent stamp;
for $4.00;
copies for 70 cts ; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500
at the
or 1 000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

—

Answers. 1. Yes, a large part of the wax of commerce is obtained from hives in which bees died in winter. One way to get the
wax out of a small quantity of combs is to use a dripping-pan. Split
open one corner. Put the pan in the oven of a cook-stove, the split

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Ree Journal.
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have

I

now

year

they

my

time to attend to other business,
work with bees. I never
veil or gloves, but go right
amongst the bees. My family are also
good bee-keepers. Noack Soderlund.
Tudor, Calif., Feb. 15.
of

but
put

(Experiences

I

love to

on

EVERYBODY WANTS

White Clover All Right.
can not do without the American
Bee Journal while I keep bees. I have

the 1906 Reliable so perfectly controls
the temperature and moisture that, providing the eggs used are of the proper
fertility, results can be guaranteed almost to a certainty. While the system
employed embraces the most advanced
and practical ideas in the principles of
incubation, it is extremely simple in
operation, requiring little care to run
the machine, and relieving the opera-

I

colonies

60

in

They

good condition.

—

had a cleansing flight to-day the first
March 8. We have had very
stormy, wintry weather the past two
weeks.
The prospects for honey are
favorable so far, as the white clover
is all right.
•our main honey-plant
since

—

L.

Fairfield,

Iowa. .March

W. Elmore.
26.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY FOR THE BREEDER AND FARMER.
Recognized authority on Breeding, Feeding, Management and the Improved Breeds of Stock.
Special Departments for

unnecessary labor. No artimoisture is required, and as the
lamp, burners and chimneys are made
entirely of metal, and so constructed
as to be perfectly safe from explosion
or catching fire, this machine is an
The
ideal one for the poultry-raiser.
many vears which the Reliable Incubathe
before
tor & Brooder Co. have been
public have established their reputaline
tion for producing a most excellent
The machines
of poultry appliances.
they offer the present season are fully
of exstandard
previous
their
up to
Hence, besides embodying further imof
description
complete
A
provements.
their incubators and brooders will be
will
they
which
catalog,
found in their
be pleased to mail free of cost to any
one who will address The Reliable Incubator & Brooder Co., Quincy. 111., requesting a copy of same. When writing kindly mention the American Bee
tor of all

Draft and Coach Horses,

Bees Wintered Well So Far.
Bees are wintering well so far.
I
hope we will have a good year for
"honey. Last year we had only a quarter of a crop. I put 102 colonies in the
cellar last fall.
I am now looking for
warmer weather very soon so as to put
them out.
C. Eggenberger.
Theilman, Minn., March 26.

Honey Searee Last

ficial

The Beef and Dairy Breeds of Cattle,
Sheep, Swine, Poultry and the Dairy,

By able Live Stock Writers and Breeders, with the
best from Home and Foreign papers of the world's
progress in Live Stock Husbandry.
Our Live Stock Market Report is unequaled.
Handsomely printed and illustrated.
No Stock Farmer can afford to do without it.
Published weekly.

Subscription price only $1.00.

Agents wanted in every county.
Write for sample copy. Address

Season.

1906

—

supers of honey to the hive. I am a
farmer by occupation, and it takes most

Reports cmb

5,

but time wasted in producing a poor
hatch not that hatching is such a difficult matter, because there are many
devices which will hatch chickens, but
the point to be considered is to get the
machine which will unquestionably
hatch the largest number of strong,
vigorous chicks, with the least expenditure of time, labor and money.
As a standard of excellence in these
respects, the Reliable Incubator will
meet every requirement. The system
of heating and ventilation employed in

good conaveraged 2

35 colonies in

Last

dition.

April

.

i

Last

fall I

packed

snug and tight

6

colonies of bees

The honey

for winter.

was

scarce last season, so I fed SO
of sugar and then they were in
fair condition to winter, excepting one
colony. I lost this one, doubled up two
this spring, and I now have 4 good
colonies.
I have had bees 2 years and
have gotten only 20 pounds of honey.

THE

STOCK JOURNAL

LIVE

394

E.

56th ST. CHICAGO

pounds

This does not discourage me, as many
have lost all their bees this winter.
Cecil H. Neuman.

Wymore,

March

Neb.,

5.

Season Earlier Than Usual.
Our season is earlier than usual. The
fruit-trees are just in bloom. Bees are
in fine condition, and swarming will
soon be the order of the day.
J.

W. K. Shaw &
March

Loreauville, La.,

This Is the Season when the poultrymen's interest centers in his incubaWith the approach of spring he
tors.
anticipates the advent of a large number of fluffy little balls of down, which
are later to be developed into the
profits he must make in. order to carry
on his business successfully. Any failure on the part of the machine at this

Journal.

WANTED
to take care of an apiary of 300
and carefully pack bee supplies for

Young man
colonies,

juncture means serious loss,
not only of money invested in eggs,

shipping.

critical

TRESTER

S^PPLYO^

Co.

11.

Widen

Not Expecting a Great Crop.

The

We can report a very fine rain, 4 or
inches, just now. If we get as much
toward the last of March, we shall get
some honey this season, unless it turns
very dry from now until that rain of
the last of March.
But even without
it, a rain of 2 inches in the middle of
April would make a honey-yield. But
I have not known 2 honey crops in succession since I have been in California.
The prospects hang bv a thread, as it
were.
C. W. Dayton.
Chatsworth, Calif., Feb. 15.

Circle

There is no better way for the farmer to widen the circle of his influence
than to join with his neighbors in build-

5

ing a telephone

line.

It

extends the neigh-

and enables each one to
receive advantages that cannot be had in
any other way. The cost is meager compared with the benefits of a good telephone line, and progressive farmers, who
are awake to their own interests, are building

borhood

many

Keeping Bees on Shares.
have been in the bee-business for
S years.
A man asked permission 3
years ago to set his bees on my place

circle

such

lines.

I

on shares.

I

was

to get half the

Stromberg-Carlson

swarms

and half the honey, but had to furnish
my own hives. We had at that time
26 colonies, but did not have very good
luck that year, as the man had some
enemies that poisoned the bees. It
must have been paris-green that was
used, as handfuls could be scooped up

each hive. In the fall when
divided I got s colonies, but little
or no honey.
My trouble in keeping
bees is. they want to swarm too much,
and the hives arc so high in price, although I got mine second-hand for
$2.25 for the hive and 2 supers.

in front of

we

The first prime swarms I hive, but
when the swarms get smaller I double
them up with a weak and late swarm.
Of course there is some trouble at first,

hut they soon quiet down. I find the
dead queen in front of the hive in the
morning, which I expect. I have had
some swarms come, out with 2 and 3
queens, and have had swarms come
out together, and they have done well.
Last year I cut out all the queencells, which I think I ought not to
have done, for I soon found I had a
many queenless colonies, which

Telephones
all farmers' lines because they
have been found to be the most suitable telephones for that purpose. It don't pay to experiment when you can get Stromberg-Carlson
Telephones and be sure of good service. Start off with the
best and your line will always work satisfactorily. You
will also avoid the expense of changing instruments
Book 80 I, "How the Telein a few months.
phone Helps the Farmer," tells how to organize, build, and operate a farmer's
line. It's free, and every farmer
should have a copy.

are used on nearly

Write

Address

Book
Today

For

Nearest
Office

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG

1

dwindled

combs

of

gave them
brood, thinking they would

rear a queen, but

I

it

died.

I

did not help.

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

CO.
CHICAGO.

ILL.

April

5.
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Seea-Time and
!

Harvest

:

Sections
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:

Sections

I

Sections

-AT-

au illustrated Monthly Journal for country
home6. It is known everywhere as the Great
'•Home Industry " Monthly. It is a "Periodical with a Purpose." Its mission is "Teach
Independence Through Home Employment."
Only 25 cents per year; none free.
is

Anti-Trust Prices

H

$3.25

In Lots of 1,000

for No. I's

$2.25

and up

SB

for No. 2's

Seed-Time. & Harvest Pub. Go.
Dept.

208,

Scranton, Pa.

Quality and Quantity Guaranteed

Please mention the Bee Journal.

4SCtf

m^ CACTUS CULTURE

And

for amateurs, 80 pages profusely illust*. and describing

Columbia Manufacturing

Just pub.

t

price 25 cents. Living Rock
Cactus, 25c. Old Man Cactus
(genuine) 50c.
E. Mulleri
(like cut) 10c.
10 nice Cacti, SI. 00, postpaid.
7
40-page catalogue of 500 var and a nice little
sample Cactus, 10c. Circular free. The Callander
Cactus Co., Dept. 4 3. Springfield, Ohio.

Read what

it

with this Saw.

will." Catalog

W.

Address,

Mention

Antigo, Wisconsin.

HEAD OFFICE— APPLETON, WIS.

PARENT,of

J. I.

F.

It

will

and price-list

do all

free.

& John Barnes,

995 Ruby
Bee Journal

St.,

In Its Twenty-eighth Year

We

Charlton, N. Y., says: "
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a erreat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it

Rockford,

when

6 Months 25c.
large monthly magazine devoted to Agricultural, Horticultural and rural pursuits, showing the
wonderful development of the Pacific Coast. Beauand artistically
edited
tifully Illustrated, well
printed on fine bonk paper. An encyclopedia ot information for colonists. Address,

A

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN

111.

writing:.

Successful Poultry Journal
FRANK HECK,

Editor.

Subscription Price so cents per Year.
Write for Advertising Rates.

Tbe most prominent and

practica

successful,

poultrymen write for tbe Successful Poultry Jour
and tell how they build tbeir houses, mate their
manage their incubators, feed both young
and old— and, in fact, tell bow they succeed and
make money. Send for sample copy.

rial,

fowls,

SUCCESSFUL POULTRY JOURNAL
355 Dearborn

St.,

CHICAGO.

PETS

ILL.

If you are interested in Pigeons, Rabbits,
Cavies, Dogs, Cats, Birds or Pei6 of any kind,
of
you should send for a tree

PET

H'l'OCN.

litiilioii

It's

tilt*

kind in

ot its

sample
Itest I*u 1>America.

a national circulation, and
Addrefs.
a year.

Has

it's

Rooms

YORK, PA.

20.

and

6

ct f

^ ^ 0^
KUPC
do not

John

Nebel

6C1

We

Temple

Block,

LOS ANGELES. CALIF.

SliPPI-lEM.Hives.Fix

MJ
^^ Wj UJ \f
bees,

7

A 4U-page Catalog: Iree
The latest work on Itlli;-

p.
fl

tu res, Etc.

Queens.

Italian Bees
If

and

interested

in

write us.

fail to

High flill, Mo.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

&Son Supplij Go.,

f

Sell root's Goods

Michigan

in

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
Beeswax WanUd for Cash.
(relent.
B

M. H.HUNT A
Bell Branch, Waynb

SON.
Co.,

Connecticut.— The 15th annual meeting
of the Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held in the Capitol, Hartford, Room
50, Wednesday, April 11, 1906, at 10:30 a.m.
All bee-keepers should make an extra effort
to attend this meeting. Try to bring a friend
also. Topics for discussion
The best method
for putting starters in sections.
Your best
way to prevent swarming. Swarming devices,
pro and con. Large and small hives comWhat is the best way to increase?
pared.
Best use to make of second swarms. How did
your bees winter? How many colonies have
you? What do you do with sections after removing them from the hive? Handling the
divisible brood-chamber vs. single frames.
How do you manage the colony after the
first swarm has left?
do you ripen or
:

How

thicken extracted honey? Can new combs
be made out of old ones by cutting them to
one-half inch thick or less? and would they
be as good as new ones?
Please bring something for the exhibition
table, or a question for the question-box.

Mrs. E. E. Smith,

Mich

GROCERIES
-FREIGHT

WHOLESALE

FREE

This catalogue will
save you money on
your grocery supplies.

PRICES

PAID-

What do

your grc icerles cost you a year? Will you huy them
pi uve that we will save you from 10 per cent to
the freight! That certainly Is an amount
20 per cent ami p<
WOrt h saving;
[q w nil h the trouble of asking for the proofs
Get our large Groc ry List and compare our prices with what
you have been pa ving. Then put us to a greater test— send
us a trial order ml compare the goods and the prices. If
we do not save you big money, send the goods back at our
expense. The pro eery bill is'the biggest pan of the family
expenses. We n
cut it almost in the middle and guarantee
everything we BC 11.
We can do this because we buy in
immense qnant it •s — carloads and tralnloads— and we give
you tbe benefli
our ability to buy cheap; Ln fact we can
sell to you at ju
about the figure your local dealer would
have to pay. We
tve yon his profit and the freight besides.
of us if

Sec.

Watertown, Conn.

AT

only 50c

PUT STOCK,

Box

40-Ctf

CONVENTION NOTICE.

The RuralGaiifornian

,

ICtf

Co.

POWER MACHINERY

BARNES' FOOT

you say

BE BEAT?

Order Now.

500 varieties cf rarest Cacti

and Succulents.

the price— CAN IT

we can

«nQSAL§0PPLYCT2,

l

/,,

//

it.

Here

is a

Winner

The Modern Farmer and Busy
Gleanings

in

-

Tear
15ee.$ .50
ih,<

Bee-Culture

The ABC of Bee-Culture, postpaid
For a Short Time Only,
all

.

1.00
1.20

three, $1.70

:

>

THE HODERN FARHER,
ST.

JOSEPH, MO.

LUX

l

Do Not Send Private Chicks
You can substitute either Pearson's,
Cosmopolitan, American Boy, or Western Fruit-Grower for Gleanings, or Langstroth for A BC, if you wish.
Act quickly, and address

1

i

To save *iill another 10 per cent, become B
member of the Co-operative Society <>f the
National Supply Co. We'll tell you how to get
this extra it) per cent discount, if you will write
for full information. An easy way to make money.

you want to save money get our catalogue and learn just how cheap you can buy groceries
from us. Catalogue is ready and lists everything in the grocery line. We send it free.
If

Co-operative Society of the National Supply Co.,

Lansing, Mich, and Chicago, Ml.
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GREAT SALE OF
.V»j

Everything for the Bee

Hives, Sections, Etc.

Keeper

To reduce my stock 1 will sell No. 1 White
Polished Sections at $3 90; No. 2, $3.40- all
plaio, 25e less per 1000.
Best White
Pine Dovetail Hives, 8-frame, 1%-Story, $1.30;
10-frame, $1.45. Great reduction in Smokers,
Foundation, and all Apiarian Supplies. 24-lb.
Shipping Cases, very nice, 13c; Quart Berry
Baskets, $2.75 per 1000. Send for free Catalog.
sizes;

W.D.SOPER, RF.D3.JACK&3N.
1

•

may

the best supplies.
you here of all
the good things in this book.
We
mail
today.
it free, toBetter send for a copy
gether with a copy of the Progressive Bee Keeper, a
splendid monthly publication devoted to bee interests.
It will help you start right and keep you right after
you are started. It is invaluable as an aid to every
bee keeper. Ask for the paper and the book.

Etablissement d'apiculture Mont-Jovet
ALBERTVILI.E. FRANCE.
purveyor of the U. S. Government.
supply also Imported Caucasian Queens. Safe
val guaranteed.
Official

CAUCASIAN QCEENS.

Select Untested Queens
Select Tested Queens

1

fi

#\no

$li.no
14.00

2.50

We

arri-

12
$20.00
25.00

We

Italian Queens.
l
6
12
Select Untested Queens
$1.00
$5.50
$m.O0
Select Tested Queens
1.50
7.00
12.50
Full rates on application. English correspondence.

Sell

the Best Incubators and
Brooders.

Delivered at your station, prices the lowest.
at once and save money. Address

Please mention the Bee Journal.

14C4t

afford

We cannot tell

Mich.

Please mention the Be* Journal.

4Etf

will be found in our Illustrated Catalogue No. 40. It contains a full
line of Hives. Supers, Followers, Sections, Section Holders, Frames,
Extractors, Smokers, etc. All these and many other essentials are
manufactured by us. Everything is guaranteed to be right and of
best quality. Our prices are so reasonable that any bee keeper

LEAHY MFG. CO., 10 Talmage

Write us

St., Higginsville,

Branches at Omaha, Neb. and East St. Louis,

Mo.

111.

Bees, Queens and Bee-Supplies

We

manufacture standard dovetailed beehives aDd supplies, cheaper than you ever
bought before. Oar Queens and Bees stand
at the head in quality.
Untested, 75c each
$4.25 for 6, or $8 per doz. Tested, $1.25 each
$12 per doz. Select Tested, $1.50. Special
prices to dealers in large lots on application.
State Agents for Dittmer's Foundation.
Catalog

^H*/V*/V*/V*/\l/\*>\lAl/Vi/V./V*/\i/Vv/V*/\*/Vl/\*/V*>V*/V*A*/Vi/\v/\*/Vl/^

free.

THE BEE & HONEV COMPANY

Everything for the Apiary

(Will Atchley, Prop.*
Beeville,

Mention
,

Bee

Co., Texas.

Bee Journal

when

B06I 5? B«.

P.rM

*S8. *9£8I

Wholesale Agents for G.B. Lewis Co.
Dadant's Foundation

writing.

3

5

^

3

BUY

:f

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

NOW— TAKE ADVANTAGE

&

OF THE DISCOUNT.

f":

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS

DAVENPORT, IOWA

._-•

Mictiioan Distributors

a
Go Out a

"And last from 6 to 21 years

FOR

oo

G. B. Lewis

Otisville, Pa., Jan. Is, 19U4.
Dear Sir: — have tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers your new style is
good enough for me. I thank the editor oi Review for what he said of it. Those remarks Induced me to get mine.
Fred Kodnkr,

Mention

Dee

Journal

when

WITH

an enormous stock, and the best shipping point in Michigan, we are in a position to give you the very best service.

writing.

SPECIAL. — A quantity

of Dovetail and Wisconsin Hives, slightly discolored by
water, in packages of 5 at $1.25 per hive

Send to

For Queens

JOHN W.PriARR
Berclalr, Tex.

for

He

will furnish at the same prices as last
year: Tested, $1; Untested, 7nu; 5 for $3 25;
10 for $6; 15 for $8.25; 25 for $12.50; 100 for
He breeds Goldens, Carniolans, and 3$45.
Band Italians. Also 1. 2, and 3 frame Nuclei
and full colonies. Prices given on applicaPharr pays the freight, and guarantees
tion.
satisfaction on all Queens. To do justice and

judgment
than

is

1# -story

per hive.

8 frame
10-frame, $1.40
Satisfaction guaranteed.
;

BEESWAX WANTED
A. G.

WOODMAN

CO.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

more acceptable with the Lord

sacrifice.

Mention

Cos BEEWARE

Dadant's Foundation

I

— (Prov.

Bee

3:21.)

Journal

when

5Atf
writing.

Advanced

Ree-Veil.

Cord arrangement, absolutely bee-proof, best on earth.

of imported French tulle veiling.

Cotton, with silk face, 50 cents, postpaid.

Made
49C~t

April
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Lion Engine
sold direct
to

is

FACTORY

from

USER

Acting on the theory that "tent In* la
ItrovlUK* wo will acm! nny ro^ponrdblo
noraon, on certain wry ciiay condllluni*, one ofourlhree h. p. |fnn orK«**
ollne en^fnoa mi IDdn.NH tent trliil.
TIiIh riiK'lno I* lii> ei |htI hi fill hut.
h»« l»ocn proved hy Hi'iuitl Ukc t<> do
»ny*\vitrk (where tin- rated anvmnt iif
power 1m ri'ijiilrfMlt In tin- ni"M practical. relluMe, unfe iiint proiiitnilfnJ whv.
1

,

tIiIm iMiKlnu la

on in*

While the engine
the

i-x

)"

iu-i vnl\

r<

in

n- yrli- type.

noced

In iiitl" iittrtiml

<>

open,

Ih field

iillow-

Tnw

circulation of frewii nlr In thp
cylinder. Tin* lirnitersnd Intuit vnlvi
art* nt rc»t, therefore lire nut usln*c
f^BMiiIInt* or the Imllerlea,
Our lent! or mill mixer are of the
tooHt Mmi'lr hihI ri-lhihh' rliiiriK'tcr.
It\k

1

The jrnanllnc taulw-itv* properly vaporized nnd the lirnltor point never eomes
tijirrtli'T unli'^.i ft Nimrk I* required.
The lly linn tyiiuo? jrovernor iauaed,

which uutomntrcnllv coniroin the exhaunt, lumiuT nmi iiio inifutHno: It nl»o
allow**- i bo Kpocii to Ik» iiitiiik'od
loo (u «M revolutlonapor minute

the

engine

In

tn

motion— a

frnin

while

wry

auperlor feature,

GASOLINE ENGINES

LION GAS OR
are simple

in

construction and

EASY TO OPERATE
They arouaod for all purpose* whero
power Ih required lor <m..tiiI Injf private

flocirlo-ilKiitliiiT plant*, -nwili
factorloM, priming iiUVea; farm innolilnery, Mich n* e renin fepflrntora,

feeil-KTlnriiT**,

corn

«li«*ll*»rH,

aand and

<>iu<

wood-*

i-ic, ii id f"rn thouoiht'r purpose*.

Mwlnjf muotilnoH,

WRITE US A UTTER

i
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BEE - BOOKS
IllAKDOKM Sthbet,

334

Is

ILL.

f

'/,.

C nt nrr-Cnltnrc, hy

(k

I.

Root. A cyclopedia of over fidO
describing everything periiilnlnK
rapn of the honey-been. Contains
1 '•" cnurnvlliRS.
It was written
ihilly for bcKlnncrs.
Hound In
Nclenflflo

paKOM,
to ihc

about

leo ISTHrWTON" AVHl

—
best of

inelhoil hy .which
the very
"liicin-hi'cs arc retired In perfect

Hound

In

Mention

Huh thousand.

mi Ions,
Price,

writing.

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to

I'nllfornln.
This bonk Is urn
inly Instriicilvi. ami helpful ;t* a irillde
In hcp-lcccpliiir. but Is lnlcr-sl InR and
llioioujrhly practical and sclentlllc,
it
ciiutalns
n
full
dellncnllon
or
the
or. Ill list

when

Journal

BEE-KEEPERS

!!<<— Keeper'* Cubic, or. Manual of the
Apiary, by 1'rof. A. J. Cook, <.f I'oinuna

i'

MINNHAPOLIS, MINN.

lST.,

Bee

1

accord

folli'Ke,

panes,

unless you

cloth nnd

Illustrated.
I'rlco, $1.0(1; In leatherette
binding, "5 cents.

anatomy and physiology

it

J

CHARLES MONDENG,

e.ipe-

cloth.

Qiircn-ttciirlnir. as Practlhy U. ,\[. Doollttlc.

Applied,

wild Nnturo's way.

not write about

Catalog for 1906 is flow ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

IC. Tt.

l'rlic, $1.20.
r.-illy

may

am

A.

—

this wonderful invenbe rednced to $1.15
Interest you, write for

..Tjrjth

My

I. -'ii.

II

1906

BEE-SUPPLIES^LD QUEENS

l.i

A

Do

further information.
business.

mean

Advanced TIcr-CnHiirr. Its Molhods
mid Mniiiitroiuciil, by W.
lltituhtiiHon.
The iiuihnr of tlifH work
a practical and helpful writer.
You .should
rend III* hook; 3,1a Iiiikcm; hound In
.L'lulli, and hi'iiutlfully illiiHlrnted, 'I'rlco.

—

covered by two Patents.

tion the cost of making Section*
per 1000. If auch Machine will

CO.

CUICAGO,

-

5,

chables mondeng section machine

SENT rOSTPilD BT

OEOROE W. YORK &

April

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.
New

of bees.
51
liouiid In cloth.

London, Wis.

$1,211.

I.nnscatrath nn Mir llonry-llrr, revised
by Umlaut. This classic In beu-culture
has been entirely rc-wrllten, and Ih
rally Illustrated.
It
(reals of evcrv-

—

rehilhiK in lines
iipliirlnn library Is

ililnir

Xn

ami

keepln'i-

I

complele wlihmii
standard work by ltev. I,. I,, Ldiritfsiroth
the Father of American lleefulture
It
has 520 p.-iKes. hound In
ibis

—

Trice, $1.20.
Honey nn n llenllli Komi.

elutlt.

K

This

Is

ri

iHiney-puuiphlot intended to
help Increase the demand for hnnev,
The first part of It contains a short
article on "Honey ns Pood," written by
1R-p,'i

C.

|,

Miller.
It tells where to keep
honey, how lo liquefy It, etc. The last
pari Is devoied in "llnwy-Ciiiikltiir Iloelpes'" and "Iteiuedles WhIiik Honey"
I>r.

<:.

should he widely circulated by those
selliui; honey.
The more the "people
are educated nn the value and uses of
honey (he more honev thev will buy
Hrlces: Sample ropy for "-cent stamp:
" eo|iies for TO cents; 'ion for $l".r,"
n
;: r' or J 2 T'- r,fln for %*.M: or 1000 for
*i.»*i
A our hvislness can! printed free
nt ho bottom of the front papc on till
orders for 100 or more copies.
II

rnrri

1900
Washer

Hit t!

Amane

•

paitcs. In

— Thishnmlsomc
bound
In

and design;

[fold letters

best

book-paper, and

<lf«nt

hy adorfWMintr

pontnl t*iil«r

it

KJIKK

llrNORAJOS>H

t

Ynngft HtrftPt,

Mention

N. Y., or 3S5
Tappntp. Can

llw Jouraul

reads like a

Is

it

...»

?.,?,"'*

i,"
$'i

new

(,-ood

'"'e-lieeplim-

nice

cloth,

'"

no

<.r

booklet.

"''""lest detail just
" th,n »rt wlt " b(, es.
Storlrx."

—

U 'hr,N

M flnS
them

|„ ,,|

1

&««!

.W

ivfiiJ »iKi! njyclo.
Price, 2D cents, or
l
3 copies, for r.o cents.

and the Dovetail Hives

HPKCIAIj DISCOUNTS

i

.

We

.

KRETGHMER MFG. 60„

60U06.I Blutls.lowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, lows.
Trester Supply Co., 103 8. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T.

.

.

wrltlnst.

prices are very reasonable, and to oonvlnce you of such we will mall you
our free llluslralod and descriptive catalog and prloe-llst upon requeat.
want
every beekeeper to have our Catalog.
now. Write
to-day.
Address,
t

7L

?LS'i
w.

when

Our

'

.

-Lake Mills, Wis.

Be* Journal

msoiifactnre evcrythlnR needed In the Apiary, snil carr/a large atook and
Wo assure you the best gooda at

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth

IllUH-

nearly all of
brine of
lnrl,ln
"'«»
« "The
^nlnln"- °( ;'" <on H>"•"«
»»imely.
Tliim
if"
5 tho Annle-Tren
um nf
of lite Hee«
In
uck «r"«"»t Cakes an.'l IIonVyC "
anVr»T„ho7,',
."ee-Keeper8' I.ullnhv." Th s
?".
booklet Should bo placed in ,L hams
ol,
not '"nilllnr with the
!I v.
"
".' hnr, ey, for Its main ob"i-".
ntc
nc "Ple In honoy a B a
1 1

Mention

and'our excollent frel(tht facllititea enable us to make prompt iblpmenta over 15 different roada, thereby saving yoft excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
In having goods transferred and damaged.
We make the

(

I."

i

8-lrame

LOWEST PRICES

the mas-

i

trallons.

H Alt

writing:,

In

Krealesl variety.

<

l

when

Itallsn

GU8TAVE GKOS3,

L. hives.

BEE-SDmJES
We

•

,

fiiil

with

A C4pai.e-and-eovcr booklet. & v. x siz |„ehes
In slue
printed on best quality paper
V Hl r,
"•"'ImJ Inlerspersed
ulV,', r 7
''Vf'"
','.'"'
"ntcrt-nllimr Items about
o ...J,."!
y
" I"""n "> manufactured
,?,.,
""
ar 7n r "»cntatlo„ Is conV
'',!'
ir.ii
r
ll'ei.
Irted 'V,
It,
two Items, each oonpylnR
a n II pnire, but In different
part's of
I

FOR SALE
BEES

50 colonies of

printed on

.story of sue-

by one

Honey-Money

f'Tlic

timmfJ

I

nursery, somervillc, mass.

Illustrated

Is

'"

hillside:

"iflOQ" WAS1IKU CO.,
No. Ni'M TTenbt Sthekt.

tures

','',„

wn

J

trt

with
beautiful original hnlf-tnno pictaken by Dr. Miller himself. It
unique In this regard. The first few
paifos are devoted to an Interesting
loBrnphlenl sketch of Dr. Miller, tellIIK how he happened to
K et into hoekceplnjr.
About 20 yenrs iign he wrote
a. small bonk, called "A .Year
Amonit
Hie Hees. .but that Utile work has
been
prllU for a number of years.
Vv
.i
While
some of the mutter used In the
former book Is found In the new one. It
IIJ

all

hewer

the neon, by Pr
hook contains 328

Miller.

«..

•

Il.tlTu'lll-. Cliint-FH)
l.lly.
I.Hy.

UllMlllt.A, l.fllfM Of
I lii* Vnilcy— nil p4mtii Aid ,•.•&!•. in»tAmr»
nr ••nln, ,\ » a '.r.-inhnii will* llifn« JIiiIIm
will win
rttKK || I ''ii fi.M.-.tl.iu nr il(.«.T«tHlii-orrr'Ai' ktn<ln.

1

I

Forty Yrnrx

'I nlt-r..w-«,
Itf>KT<)nln..fomiiiih>,

«

SUMInutes.

yfi.-ijri),*,

OXAlli,

(

1

If

Tlihi'H, Uiulltittin,
(,'infiivs Kiirln>lim,

'

four wiM>kM nt our
hi- Mm Wu^luir,
Ifhiimo. If ymi
implt on thn ••|U«-** pltin,
willed wm wllli*xii|iiin to ymi.
If vi>u don't like It return
It At our c JiM-riHi-, nn you ure
noihinir out. Wi.-iien a tub
full of dirty clotlira clenn In

IV bin.

will irfow in the
nr out i.r

"IW0* (in.vliy WiihIkt f r*H< in try
four wrukM )u*t hy writlni* f »r 11,
Wh puy Ll.n f rrltfhi rind Uko nil
Yon don'l rl-k n i.t-nny.
liHk.
It

2rt

IioumihKirw.

Any worthy pnrnon run hum

l>ft

BULBS

50

1

11.

Kau.
CaUlogl Issued

Valletta ,t Son, Sallna,

M'.ntlon

In'

English or German.

Baa Journal

wk.n

writing.

oi

April
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Excellent

Goods
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Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest, Prices
Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

Bee- Supplies

FREIGHT
RATES FROM

H

CINCINNATI

are the
all

freight

now goes through

Let

lustrated

The

largest

magazine of

and best

its

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
Bee Journal

Y.

when

writing.

f?oney anh

* 23eestpax-f
t
Chicago, March 7— Choice white comb honey
is not plentiful, and it sells upon arrival at 15c
per pound
Other grades of comb are not in demaud and sell at uncertain prices of 10@14c per
pound. Choice white extracted, u%<a ~frc\ amber grades, 5}6@6J6c. Beeswax, 30c per pound.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The market for comb
honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during tbe past season. Prices
1

are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting- 15@l6c for fancy white clover; I4@15c
tor No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,

Extracted honey is in good demand at
following prices:
While clover in barrels
brings b%@~c: amber,55i@5Kc; in cans every
grade from l@l^c higher. Beeswax is firm
13c.

good demand at 28 and 30c.
The above are our selling prices, not what we
Griggs Bros.
pay.
and

Catalog mailed
Send for same.

W
KJ

/\
IIITTTIT1TITCI
fc fc |%l

free.

bred in separate apiaries,

GOLBEW
I I
U
LOWS, CAKMOLANS, REM CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.
4JJM

J

^Cg,

For

c.
Office

Our large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,

Mention

me

book your
Order for

il-

most experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

JAHESTOWN.N.

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed-

prices, refer to

my

¥EL.

the

catalog, page 29.

kind for the

Edited by two of the
bee - keepers
in

price published.

what

is

wil1

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

YEARS

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,
50c a year.)

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

You

25

SOUTH

for the
as 'most

OF ALL KINDS

ESTABLISHED

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

H.W.Weber

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Cincinnati, March 8.— The demand for comb

consigning,

R. A.

Nevertheless, to advance the price is out of the
question; therefore, we continue to quote fancy
white comb honey at 14@15c. The demand for
extracted honey does not come up to our expectations; we quote amber at from 5K@6V4c, according to the qualilv; fancy white, in 601b.
cans, 8c. Choice bright, yellow beeswax, 30c.
The Fred W. Muth Co.

or selling, consult

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.
Mention

Bee Journal

when

White Clover Honey

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as
usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to «3.75 per case of 24 sections; off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7M@8J^c; light amber,
6K@7}£c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.

Candied— a 60-pound

can,
Cash and
instructions sent to Farmers' Bank.

JOHN

Kansas City, March 16— The supply of comb
is not very large.
Demand is light, best

honey

C.

STEWART

HOPKINS, MO.
Bee Journal when

8Atf
Mention

Assn.

writing.

FOR SALE

24 section white selling at 3.25 per case, amber
at 25®S0c per case le.s. Extracted, white, 6J^c

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California Vater- White White Sage and Light
Amber
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
cans and new cases Write for prices and sam-

per pound; amber, 6c. Beeswax, 25(|)30c. We
look for an increased demand in the near
future.
Clemons & Co.

HONEY

CC

Cincinnati, March ".—The demand for comb
honey is slow, prioes obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems tc be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote fEncy white, 14@16c Amber
extracted in barrels, Sii@S%c; in causae more;
fancy white clover in 60-lb. cans, 7H@8^ cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6^@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.

ples,

and

state quantity

&

267

Greenwich

265

Hildreth

34Atf

you want.

& Segelken

Street,

New York, N.Y.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Gash for Beeswax

C H.W. Webbr.

Highest market price paid promptly all the
time for good wax.
Frank G. Glark, 147 E.KinzieSt.Chicago.lll.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Bee Journal

Mention

when

writing.

comb brings

wax

sells here for $33 per 100 pounds.
S. Pouder.

Walter

Philadelphia, March 20— The call

for

is falling off, and while the supply is not abundant, yet it equals the demand. We quote
fancy white, 16'o 17c; amber, 13@l4c. Extracted,
white clover, ~ia Sc; amber, 6W7c. Beeswax,

28c.

We are producers of

on commission.

New York, March

honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Selser.
19.— Demand for

CRATES 2-60

Hildreth& Segelken.

LB.

CANS;

8c

TWO OR MORE CRATES; 7%

LARGER LOTS; WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES. ALL
F. O. B.CINCINNATI. CASH WITHORDER.
SAMPLES 10c.
TO PA> POSTAGE.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

comb

honey is fair, especially for the better grades,
and fancy white is selling at from I4<a 15c; No.
1, 13c; light amber, ll@12c; no more demand
for dark comb honey. Extracted is in good demand, mostly California, at unchanged prices.
Beeswax is firm at from 29@3lc, according to
quality.

FANCY WHITE EXTRACTED H0NE£

honey

No.

WALNUT STREET,
mO^ATii a. .

51

III.

writing.

ONE TON

in

Indianapolis, March 24— Fancy white clover
16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
amber
grades in poor demand at 12c
14@15c;
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8^(a9c in
amber,
60-pound cans;
6c. Good average bees-

s:r

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
buying

honey lias brightened considerably since we
last reported; in all probability, by the close of
April, the market will be bare of comb honey.
This will be encouraging to the bee-keeper.

The Colo. Honey-Producers'

CH

CINCINNATI,

OHIO.
r

MSCOllNT.
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Boss Sections from the Section Bosses
We Have

Section

Bosses—

but genuine, capable honey-section overfind on the Railroad
have
spent
a score of years just learning how to
who
mechanics
They are
seers.
make the best Sections— Lewis Sections.

Not the kind you

;

Years

of

Study and Constant Vigilance

Over the delicate, intricate machinery means that every crate of Lewis Sections is perfect.
Each day and each hour these section specialists personally inspect our machines and examine the output. This keeps Lewis Sections uniformly perfect.

Ah, That's the Secret
Now

you have

it.

That's the reason

Lewis Sections are the Same the World Over
What

the Bee= Keepers Say:

Paullina, Iowa.
G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
fine shape and
in
sections
my
Received
Gentlemen:—
am well pleased with them. They are the best sections I

have ever put together.

Yours

folded packages of 500 without breaking one, and
say that of others I have used.
Yours Iruly,

I

cannot

George Brown.

truly,

Arthur Strampe.
Smithville, Ga.
G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Gentlemen:—! am anxious to use your sections, for I
consider them the best sections made, at any rate they are

good enough for me.
s

Yours

truly,

R. P. Johnson.

Lewis Co Watertown, Wis.
Gentlemen:— I think the sections the

B.

truly,

—

Yours

truly,

Geo. B. McDaniels.

Rome, Pa.

,

Yours

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Grand View, Iowa.
Gentlemen: I have received those sections in good
shape and I am well pleased with same. They are all right
in every way. I shall recommend your bee-supplies toother
bee-keepers. I think you make better goods than any
other firm in the world. Accept my thanks.

best

I

ever saw.
J. Hill.

W.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Kenton, Ohio.
Gentlemen: The goods are simply fine in every respect. We have compared a few of the No. 1 sections bought
of another firm which we carried over from last season
with your No. 2, and find that the No. 2 are superior.

—

Oakland, Mo.
G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Gentlemen:— Your hives fit perfectly and your sections

Deerfield, Iowa.
G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Gentlemen: I want to say that I consider your make of
sections the nearest perfect of any I have ever had. I have

—

g. b.

Yours

truly,

Norris & Anspach.

Robt. Wilson.

are simply superb.

lewis

Centralia, Kan.
Lewis Co Watertown, Wis.
Gent/emen:- -Everybody wants Lewis sections.
Yours truly,
A. W. Swan.

B.

,

AGENTS
GO., watertown, wis.
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APIARY OF ORPHEUS DILLER IN WINTER.

REV.

A. R.

SEAMAN AND SON.

(See page 322)
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IMPORTANT NOTICES.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

of this Journal is
United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
$l.uo a year, in the

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates tbe
end of the month to which your subscription ispa'.d.
For instance, " dec<>6 " on your label shows that it is
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Something About Cuban Bee-Keeping

—

This

is

one of the standard books on

bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains

over 500 pages, being revised by those
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National

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful riahtB.
3d.— To enforce lawB against the adulteration of
honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $i.oo.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Platteville, Wis.

tW If more

convenient. Dues may be sent to the
ublishers of the American Bee Journal.

The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
but 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.50. It 1*
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If you have
Emerson " no further binding Is neces-

this "
sary.
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Root'9 Goods at Factory Prices
Finest and largest stock of Supplies In Illinois.
Italian Bees and Queens in season. Catalog free.
1

Pure Barred Plymouth Rocks, $1.00.
Incubators and Brooders always on hand.
H 5. DUBY, St. Anne, 111.
12 A13t
IS egg's of

structions of this book on'e cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1 .20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with S3. 00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

—

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334
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Street,

We

THE TRUST

will

ILL-

stamp

"PURE
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the

National Bee-Keepers'
Write us.
Association.

Now

is

the time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP

Canners Can Co.
1035 W. 47th

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

April
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H

"DADANT'S FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLI ES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

at all
times

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultnral Field more
completely than any other published,

CAUCASIAN QUEENS
Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited to beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or if you want to improve the stock of your Italian Bees, write to

send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."

ROBERT

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

B.

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.

2Atf

ILL.

R. F. D.

DON'T WAIT

San Francisco, Calif.
330 Market Street,
Please mention the Bee Journal.
50Atf

FOUNDATION
DITTMER'S
THE BEST MADE
IS

make

a specialty of working was for Cash.
Retail Wholesale Jobbing

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED
Write for our Price-List

and samples

;

we would

like to

id

Oi3C TOr
PlnnieS 12 farmers and 15c—
taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— ree. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
yearB old, 1 ,3U0 pages a year. Sample free.
FABMBB'S CALL,, Quincy, 111.
ptainps

Mention

—

—

The Pacific Rural Press has been a household word throughout California for 35 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
soil or products of California. Weekly, illusEdited by practical specialists. Two
trated:
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.

Pacific Rural Press,

for the season to start before you
order your Bee=Supplies

We

^.California

Mention

Bee Journal

when

Augusta, Wis.

writing-.

And Prompt Shipments

r
s

what we are making

— DOVETAILED
We

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

carry a full line of

SUPPLIES.

HARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ
Mention

Bee Journal

when

Ask

—

O
S
a
<9

X

this

means. Four

carloads of New Goods on hand.
Our business increased last year
100 percent over 1904. This is a
proof that we are saving our cusTry us. Low
tomers money.
Freight Rates from Toledo.
Large Discounts— that tells the
story. Our 80-page Catalog is
sent free.

GRIGGS BROS.

8
521

Monroe

Street,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

for Catalog,

CO., Tlarshfield, Wis.
writing.

writing.

Root's Bee-Supplies
You know what

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
Is

when

"

send them to you at our

expense.

QUS DITTMER,

Bee Journal

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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PERFECTION IN

SECTIONS
==w

S*=

Inspector's Certificate
The contents
Packed by

of this crate were inspected

by Sorter No. 175
Date

155

I*latXh 21,

1906

any occasion for criticism, in the way of defective material or
If you
inaccurate workmanship, return this slip, with a sample of the work complained
find

of, to

the manufacturer,

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

CO., Medina, Ohio.
==M

a==

A Guarantee of Workmanship
have spent thousands of dollars in building- and improving- our Section Machinery. Our
equipment is the best that brains can produce. We use only the best basswood lumber that can be obtafned! No^tVinsureThTthird feature in the trinity of perfection— inspection.
The human quality in harder to regulate than either machinery or material. How can the correct
grading of our sections be insured ? We have a system that solves the question. In every crate of Root
sections made in 1906 you will find an inspection card like the one illustrated above. The Sorter, when
he finishes his work, stamps his number on this card likewise the Packer. In case of careless grading
The Sorter and Packer are anxious to keep their posior packing the matter can be traced to its source.
tions and ambitious for better wages. Naturally the best possible work is done by each.
Root's Sections for 1906 are better than ever. Last season we made 23,000,000. This season we
will doubtless exceed that mark.

We

&&

—

Prices of Sections
No.
Per 100
Per 250
Per 500
Per 1000

1.

e«

(Entered at the Post-OfBce at Chicago as Second-Class Mail-Matter.)

W. York &

Published "Weekly at $1.00 a Year, by George

QEORUB W. YORK,

CHICAGO,

Editor

ILL,

^
Cbttorial Xloks

j
of it, that if you can get $10 for 100 pounds
nearly double the price per pound net that you receive
150 for ?10? First, it does not cost as much labor on the
part of the bees and the bee-keeper to produce the 100 pound6. It
does not cost as much for packages to contain it. The freight is less
on it; and, finally, it does not go so far toward overstocking the market as would 150 pounds. Figure it out yourself and see if I am not
nearly right.

Have you ever thought

if

you

it is

sell

Thus says Editor S. E. Miller in the Progressive BeeKeeper. Not every one would accept his opinion off-hand,
but the more those who object to it figure upon it, the more
Putlikely they will be to think it not far out of the way.
ting the idea into another form, a rise of SO percent in the
price per pound is equivalent to doubling the net profit.
As a practical matter, however, most bee-keepers would
be inclined to discount the net result to some extent, saying
they do not care to lessen either their own labor or that of
the bees, if thereby the gross intake may be increased. Yet
when the square question is put before the bee-keeper,
" Which do you prefer, to get $10 for 100 pounds or $10 for
150 pounds ?" he will not hesitate to say he prefers the first
part of the proposition. The question then arises as to
what can be done, if anything, thus to reduce the amount
of outlay without reducing the income. But that's another
story.

How

VoLXLVI—No. 15

1906

mainder. Indeed, it seems quite certain that it would not,
for in a year when there is less than half a crop there is
very little elevation of price.
Following the lead of dealers in other commodities, a

and a way entirely free from objection, is to
increase demand, using all legitimate means, but chiefly by
means of printed matter. Publicity, advertising that's the
thing. Advertising, however, is by no means limited to
that which goes through the printer's hands. The man
who discourses to his neighbor upon the merits of honey is
doing effective advertising, although he may advertise
more largely by saying the same thing through the local
press. The man who, Alexander-like, gives away a pound
of honey to each of a number of prospective customers, is
doing advertising of a very effective kind.
After all, whatever else may be done in a local way,
thoughtful minds appear to view as the one thing desirable
above all others some general scheme of advertising on an
extensive scale that shall cover a very large field, if not the
whole field, which shall help in a permanent way to place
honey as an article of daily consumption alike upon the
table of the rich and the poor.
How this may be brought about, or indeed whether it
ever may be brought about, is a serious question.
Forecasting the Weather a
Long distance weather

Honey

Most bee-keepers are probably producing honey for the
money that is in it, and have a vital interest in the question
as to how the profits may be increased. Anything that can
be done to reduce expenses means to just that extent an increase of profits. Increase of knowledge, so as to use better plans and secure larger crops means increase of profit,
But the
at least on the part of the individual bee-keeper.
thing that appeals most directly to the bee-keeper in general as the great thing to be desired is a higher price for his
product.
How is that desideratum to be attained? How are better prices for other commodities attained? In some cases,
and perhaps to a larger extent than generally supposed, by
limiting the output. Manufactories are shut down, no matter at what inconvenience to the thousands thrown out of
employment, when the state of the market seems to require
it.
Where it is a matter of crops, part of the crop is deliberately destroyed that the price may be upheld on the remainder. But a right-minded person revolts at such a proceeding. If it were followed in all departments, it would
merely mean a scarcity in all departments, with want and
suffering. Besides, it is not at all certain that suppressing
half the crop of honey would double the price of the re-

Month Ahead

whereby the public may be inmeteorological conditions for the month to come may be
established by the Weather Bureau soon. Willis S. Moore, chief of
the Bureau, made the announcement Tuesday night at a banquet of
the Maritime Association in New York.
At present forecasts are made only for 4S hours. The Bureau has
been studying the possibilities of long-range forecasts for some time,
and the system is nearly completed for the work.
forecasts

formed of

The
to Increase Prices of

St.

—

Prices and Quantities

of honey

12,

334 Dearborn

better way,

anb Comments
Honey

APRIL

Co.,

foregoing, from the Chicago Record-Herald, seems

to hold possibilities of interest to bee-keepers as well as
others. To make a jump all at once from a forecast of two
days to that of a month looks just a little like romance, but
we shall see what we shall see. To mention just a single
example, many a man who cellars his bees would give no
small sum for a fair guess at the weather two weeks ahead
at the time when he is trying to decide whether the bees
should go into the cellar or not and still more would he
like to know the probabilities about the time of taking out
in the spring.
;

More Bee-Inspectors

for Ontario

We

have received the following, which
interest to our Canadian readers

will be of special

:

More

by the appointment of addia probability. At the last annual meeting of the
Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association, the Minister of Agriculture, Hon.
Mr. Monteith, was asked to increase the number from one to three. At
present the one is appointed by the Association, paid by the Department of Agriculture, and between the two masters is rather hindered
efficient inspection of apiaries,

tional inspectors,

in hi6

is

work.

Hon. Mr. Monteith called in the officers of the Association to discuss the matter fully, and this morning they saw him. Those present
were Messrs. H. G. Sibbald, President of the Association
Wm.
Couse, Secretary J.B.Hall, F. A. Cemmill and J. D. Evans— all
prominent and experienced apiarists. The advantages to the industry
;

;
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and to the public from better inspection were urged upon the Minister,
who is thoroughly in accord with the Association on that point.

As a result, it is likely that legislation will be enacted this session
to provide tor three, or perhaps more, inspectors. These will be enThe members of the
tirely under the control of the Department.
deputation went away quite satisfied with what is to be done. One of
them remarked that the present inspector had been appointed on the
suggestion of the Association years ago, and that it has taken the
Association all the time ever since to secure recognition of the need
for more.

This

right in line, we believe, with the action taken
meeting of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association.

is

at the last

Something About Cuban Bee-Keeping
A document printed in the Spanish language

(all

but

the 30 pictures), entitled, La Apicultura en Cuba, has been
received at this office. Although the Spanish language is
"a sealed book " in this "locality," yet it is not a hard matter to guess from the ear-marks that it is a circular issued
by the government of our young sister republic, and written
by E. W. Halstead.
Fortunately, by the courtesy of Mr. Halstead, a copy of
the Havana Post— the only English daily published on the
island— has also been received, containing a very interest-

ing article entitled, "Raising Bees Here in Cuba," and
comparison of the two leaves little doubt that the long

newspaper

Some

article is a

excerpts can not

literal translation of the bulletin.
fail to be of interest to readers of

this Journal
Black bees were introduced from Florida in 1774

;

Italians only

April

12, 19C6

but they should be prominent at points where strangers are likely to
and the law should require it. And I saw but very few numbers along the streets, where every place of business has a right to be
numbered and named conspicuously.
arrive,

But I saw that I was getting there, for the few numbers visible
had an increasing ratio. Finally, I met a stranger in the city of whom
I asked, as he stood watching, waiting and wondering, " Kind sir, can
you tell me where this city keeps the names of its streets and the
numbers of its buildings displayed for the benefit of the public?"
" Indeed, I can not," he answered, "for that is just what I am
trying to find my6elf, for I am also a stranger in these parts."
Finally I saw " 334" over an entrance to a sky-scraper, and I
looked all over the front of that great building to find the name that
my longing heart was aching to see; but "nary "a mark did I discover. This rigid economy in names and numbers in Chicago may
have the tendency to give the cabmen, and guides and guzzlers a better chance for their respective business; but enough names and numbers would be better than placards of caution.
Then I went into a cigar stand and said, " The Directory gives me
334 Dearborn Street as the place where the American Bee Journal is
published, can it be found in this building ?"
" Just step back in the hall to the elevator man and he will show

you up

to it."

I did so, and Mr. York received me kindly, in the upper regions. I
didn't hang on to consume his valuable time, and make him glad to
see me, and more glad to get rid of me for the first moment with the
hand-touch were the golden points that I went to get, and after I got
them, and the exchange of a few social words, I was ready to say
;

"Good-bye."

I took a circuitous route through the city on my return without
any further regard to street, names and numbers, but counted the
squares this way and that as I passed, and finally fetched around to
the Dearborn depot without asking a question of anybody. It was a
mere glimpse of the city taken in my hurry to leaye it on the first
train that should go my way and I wa9 soon on my return trip among
the little lakes and water-lilies, without staying to see the beet and the
worst things in Chicago, or its many good people. A. R. Seaman.
;

The latest available statistics (1902) give over S2.000 colonies of
bees on the island ; this number has probably been largely increased
of honey and wax in 1904 were
in the la6t three years. The exports
valued at more than $1,100,000.
in Cuba are in log-gums or in
bees
of
the
percent
80
More than
foot square and 4
corchas. Corchas are simply rough boxes about a
The honey is gathered by cutting it out in
feet long, without ends.
Sometimes
the comb is
boxes.
chunks from the open ends of the
and is completely in the
built out so that it protrudes from the box
best time to transfer is just at the beginning of a good honeyIn the vicinity of Santiago de las Vegas, October is a good
month for the combs are almost empty of honey, and do not break as
honey-flow comes on at this time, the
easily as when full, and, as the
have the supers put in.
colonies build up quickly and are soon ready to
usual
to space the frames wide apart
Where wax is desired it is
10-frame,
and only 5 or 6 in an
in
a
are
put
frames
8
so that only 7 or

The

We

hope Mr. Seaman will

experience,

some

tell

us about his bee-keeping

time.

Notes from the National.— General Manager France
reports that $469.50 in annual dues have been received since
the last report was sent to the printer. This shows that
funds are still coming in to carry on the good work of the
National. Mr. France also added the following
:

flow

8-f rame

hive.

these combs before extracting, they are shaved
down to the regular thickness, so that a great deal more wax is obnumber of frames is put in the hive.
regular
the
tained than when

When uncapping

=j
Dr. Dzierzon— the " grand old man " of German beedom— Die Biene, a German bee-paper, reports was 95 years
old Jan. 16, 1906. For the past IS months the weakness of
his legs has compelled him to keep to his bed. He tried to
get up alone once, and fell to the floor, but without injuring
himself. His mind is in better condition than his body,
and he regrets to see the void made around him by the
death of the friends of his younger days.

Rev. A. R. Seaman and Son are bee-keepers in South
Connellsville, Pa. The son is the assistant. Mr. Seaman
made us a brief call when in Chicago, and tells about it and
:

in Ohio, Indiana and
Michigan, and I thought, for a " tid-bit," that I would treat myself to
a touch of Chicago, just to say that I had seen the place; for I had no
other business there except to see, for the first time, the Editor of
the American Bee Journal. A long ways before reaching Chicago, on

low and swampy, where little lakes and
marshes are so extensively mixed among the beautiful prairie homes
call it landscape or waterscape, for one
to
that one wonders whether
can step out almost anywhere and gather water-lilies in their season.
When the train-men called out " Chicago," I checked my suitcase in
the package-office, but kept my umbrella, as every discreet (?) countryman will do in the city with which to battle his way through the
Journal.
I then looked up the office of the American Bee
crowd
Now, there are plenty of names, no doubt, of the streets at their
while
I was there;
to
see
one
corners in Chicago, but I didn't happen

the

Wabash

!

line, Illinois is

by the local bee-keeper.
There are many inquiries from those who wish to buy bees and
also honey. This latter will show there is no danger of old honey being in the market when the 1906 crop is ready.
The following letter is from an Illinois mayor, replying to my inquiry as to a petition being circulated in his city for the purpose of
prohibiting the keeping of bees in that city:

Mr. N. E. France, Platteville, Wis.—
Dear Sir .—Replying to your favor of the 14th

miscellaneous
Hetps * 3 terns

some other experiences in the following
When I left Pennsylvania I had business

as the cold weather lets up there will be trouble by bees
spotting clothes, which should be avoided by the bee-keeper. Then
will be next. This, also, can largely be avoided
spraying
poisonous

As soon

inst., I will say
that the petition presented to the Council for the passage of an ordinance prohibiting the keeping of bees in the city limits was ridiculed
by the councilmen, and no action was taken towards passing such an
ordinance. The request is so ridiculous that I do not think it necessary for any one to be alarmed at such an ordinance being passed. The
Council realizes that the petition was circulated by an enemy of some

who was keeping bees.
Thanking you for the interest you take
Yours truly,

party

in this matter, I

am,

Mayor.

have thanked the mayor for his reply and for the wise action of

I

that Council.

N E France
-

««««,

'

-

Apiary Of Orpheus Diller.— Whea sending the picture
shown on the first page, Orpheus Diller, of York Springs,
Pa., wrote thus

:

enclose a picture of my 30 colonies of bees kept in a town garden. I always take pleasure in seeing pictures of other apiaries in the
American Bee Journal. I have been interested in bees for some time,
but being a merchant have little time to devote to them. The first
two in the front row, covered with snow, are Danzenbaker hives with
outer cases made of store-box boards. The third hive is a Danzenbaker hive also, with a Mrs. Cottou hive used as a ease over it.
I

Orpheus Diller.

Quadruple Chaff-Hive Apiary
Silver Creek, Nebr.,

what

its

is

pictured on the

owner says of

it

of C.
first

N. Seward, of
page. This is

:

my

apiary which contains 116 colonies of
bees, all in chaff hives, most of them being quadruple tenement hives.
In winter the 4 colonies cluster near the center of the quadruple hive
they are able to retain considerable of the animal heat, which, I think,
is a great advantage, both in good wintering and protecting the early
brood against the changes of the weather.
If you will notice you will see the "Boss" (my 2-year-old granddaughter) sitting on one of the hives.
In the fall of 1904 I had 109 colonies, and in the 6pring of 1905
I

send a photograph of

'
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there was one queenless and two with drone-laying queens, ami 106
good, 6trong colonies. I am told it was a hard winter on bees in
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Id-bees sooner than in a
pressing circumstances, becomi
normal condition ?
Observations with similar n nits were made by von
Berlepscli. Hopf, Graf, Stosch. Vogel, Donhof. and many
others; this was some time before 1866. Only a few reported
that in some cases they had seen bees 12 days old gathering
In Langstroth Revised, Dr. Donhofs experiments are
pollen.
The other books in the English language
reported cntirelv.
In Cheshire's book I can't
are not as detailed in this respect.
A. J. Cook, in his "Manual." says: ".
find anything.
usually about 2 weeks if the colony is in a normal condition,
id. mgh if all the bees are very young it may be only one week
these young bees do not leave the hive at all
"A B C of Bee-Culture" says: "The first load of pollen is
usually brought in, when the young bee is about two weeks
Cowan says: "The bee leaves the hive to fly on
old." T. \\
-

Nebraska.
I use the standard Hoffman frame wired and filled with full
sheets of foundation. I make my own foundation on a 10-inch mill,
which pays me big.
I think the 10-frame bive is small enough.
I keep my queens
clipped, and worn for both comb and extracted honey.
1 think I shipped the first bees to this part of the State (Polk Co.,
Nebr.) from Rock Island Co., Ill in May, 1877. If lam not mistaken, I bought my first bees in 1862 or 1863, and we have had bees in
the family ever since. So I commenced my bee-keeping 43 or 44 years
ago.
C. N. Seward.
,

.

.

.

'

Mf. W. J. Davis, 1st, of Youngsville, Pa., could write
a book on " Sixty Years Among the Bees," but he probably
will not undertake it.
He has also read all the volumes of
the American Bee Journal, and when renewing his subscription for this year, wrote thus
:

I will not say as some of your subscribers, that " I could not get
along without the Journal," for, after 60 years' experience in handling bees and reading 45 volumes of your paper, I think I could. But
I do not think I m'ff, as it is worth more than it costs, to me.
W. J. Davis, 1st.

We

value very highly such a generous testimonial, that
unsolicited.
It is a great encouragement to
us.
And yet, we also like to get honest, sensible criticisms
and suggestions for the improvement of the American Bee
Journal, for we desire to make it increasingly valuable to
its readers. Our interests are mutual, and the larger success
of the readers should result in greater success for the Bee
Journal, and vice versa.

comes entirely

* (Eontributeb
Special

-fr

CCrttcles

Something About Prevention of Swarming
—When Young Bees Become Field-Bees

IN

BY L. STACHELHAUSEN.
Western Bee Journal for 1905, page 139, Adrian
Getaz published an article on "Prevention of Swarming,"
in which he recommends the caging of the queen
for this
the

purpose. This is successful if the queen is not released until
the colony has been at least 4 days without unsealed brood.
To explain this Mr. Getaz said
:

"Exactly .how

works,

could not tell positively.
I
think it is in this way:
During these 4 days or more without unsealed brood, the young bees, having no brood to feed,
take to the field, and become actually field-bees."
it

I

In an article in the

same paper, page 181, I explained why
this is not correct, and gave another more probable and satisfactory answer. Now Mr. Getaz, in the American Bee Journal, page 72, says I had made two "errors" in criticising his
guesses.
I said that young bees are the nourishing bees, prepare the
larval food, and can't do any kind of field-work before they
are at least 12 days old. Mr. Getaz says this is an error, and
continues
"Experiments had been made where bees only 7, 5 and in
one case only 4 days old, have brought in nectar and pollen."

have read a number of bee-papers during more than 40
and I do not remember that any reliable man had such
an experience as Mr. Getaz says. Sometimes somebody not
used to close, scientific observation may have published a
similar assertion, but it was clearly seen where he had made
I

years,

the mistake.
The question itself

is

not difficult to

settle,

if

we

intro-

duce an Italian queen to a black colony, or if we give to
black colony a comb with eggs laid by an Italian queen,
observe closely afterwarddid this years ago, many times,
and found the young bees have a play-spell when aboul
days old, but I have not seen a single case where a young bee
had gathered pollen, nectar or water before she was IS d
old.
It is true that at sonic times and under some circum1

young bees leave the hive for a play-spell when
only 5 or 4 days old, but this has no bearing at all on our
question. The question is. At what age do bees gather pollen
or nectar, and so become actual field-bees? and can they, under
stances the

]

.

the 14th

daw"

ks teach that a young bee
far all experiments and
be more than 12 days old before she becomes a field-bee.
Xow there are some, like Mr. Getaz, who are of the opinion
that under some pressing circumstances a young bee may go
Baron Berlepscli made an exto the field at a younger age.
he formed a colony of young bees
periment in the year 1865
As soon as the oldest bees were 8 days old they held
only.
At a date when no bee could be older than 11
a play-spell.
days, all honey and oollen was taken from the colony, to force
the bees into the held; but no bee gathered anything, and the
other dav the colony was in a starving condition. This proves
that no bee younger than 12 days can gather pollen or nectar
Quite different is
ever under most pressing circumstances.
the fact that older bees, if necessary, can nurse the larvae.
This has no bearing on our question.
In view of these many experiments, made by most prominent bee-keepers, I will still stick to the opinion that bees
younger than 12 days (very probably 16 days) can't gather
pollen, honey or water, even under the most pressing circumThe simple assertion of Mr. Getaz that it is an
stances.
"error" can't change this opinion.
The second error Mr. Getaz said I had made by the assertion that if the young bees could become field-bees at any age,
hive, the swarmif none or not enough brood is present in the
ing fever could never appear in any colony. He says
"Because young bees can go to the field, there is absolutely no reason why this would prevent them from building
queen-cells before taking to the field. If they don't build any
when there is no unsealed brood, it is because they can't, and
not because they won't."
reasonIt seems to me Mr. Getaz did not understand my
In the article mentioned above, Mr.
ing, so I will explain.

So

1

will

;

Getaz says
,
"As long as the nurse-bees have all the brood to feed that
soon
as
but
queen-cells,
build
not
will
they
to,
they can attend
all the
as there is an insufficient amount of brood to consume
food they can prepare, queen-cells are started and queens
usually swarming follows."
it
exactly my opinion, only I go a step farther
young bees inis a surplus of larval food prepared by the
stinctively, that produces the swarming impulse, which influThe question is not
ences all" the impulses of the bees.
whether we see a reason why the bees could build queencells, or rather queen-cups, or not, but it is. Are the circumstances that way, that the impulses of the bees are driving
It is easy to see, if a worker-bee of any
to this cell-building?
age could change from a nurse-bee to a field-bee. such a surplus of nurse-bees, or rather of larval food, could never apIt is true these
pear, and consequently no swarming impulse.
voting bees, before becoming field-bees, could build queencells, but as no surplus of nurse-bets could come up in a
sufficient degree, the impulse for this cell-building will not
appear. If the young bee could change her occupation, if she
can't find employment in her regular one, such a state of unemployed nurses were impossible, consequently no swarming
impulse would appear.
Now a few words in reply to another assertion of Mr.
Getaz. He says: "If they [the bees] don't build any [queencells] when there is no unsealed brood, it is because they
can't, and not because they won't."
If we talk about regular swarming, the bees build queencups and the queen will lav eggs in them. These queen-cups
can be built whether unsealed brood is in the hive or not. But
the caged queen can't lay eggs in them, consequently swarming is prevented.
Further, the bees won't build queen-cells
over larvae, if they were present, because the queen, too, is
reared.

And

This

present.

and such
is

is

:

They would do
cells

it if

the queen

must be cut out

at

used for preventing swarming.

were removed entirely

proper time,

When

I

if

such a plan

said the

swarming
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impuhe could not appear
become field-bees to their

young bees of any age could
had not in mind Mr. G.'s
colony with the caged queen, but any regular colony which is
strong enough for swarming under favorable circumstances,
if

the

liking,' I

consequently the above assertion of Mr. Getaz is entirely out
of place.
The fact is. that swarming is actually prevented if the
queen is caged so many days that the colony is without unsealed brood for at least 4 days; and that this manipulation
is not as successful if the queen is released sooner, I explain
in another way.
As long as the queen is caged the bees can't swarm;
probably the swarming impulse is incited already and the bees
will build queen-cups, but the queen can't lay eggs in
them.
The desire to swarm is increasing in the colony all the time;
on the 10th day all the brood will be sealed and a large number of nurse-bees and many empty cells are present. On the
14th day the queen is released and will lay eggs in these
empty cells; this will soon give the nurse-bees some employment, nevertheless the queen may lay eggs in queen-cups.
swarm would follow in this case, as soon as the first queencell is nearly sealed, but this can't be earlier than 8 or 9 days

A

after the queen is released. When the queen was released the
youngest larva was 14 days old; now, 8 or 9 days later this
same bee has been out of the cell 1 or 2 days, and no more

young bees are gnawing out, but many larva? are to be fed.
Such circumstances are just contrary to that which causes the
swarming impulse, consequently all swarming is given up, if
it is

not so a few days earlier.

On

the contrary, if the queen is released earlier, young
bees are still gnawing out of the cells in the regular number
at a time when a queen-cell is advanced enough for swarming, consequently a surplus of larval food may still
be produced under some circumstances, and a swarm is the consequence.

Under

What

Circumstances Can Very Young Bees

Work

Afield ?

The editorial note, and the note of Dr. C. C. Miller, on
page 209, induce me to say a few words more in my controversy with Mr. Getaz about explaining the swarming impulse, or rather, the fact that a colony of bees will not
swarm
if the queen is caged or removed during
such a length of
time that the colony is without unsealed brood at least 4 days
Mr. Getaz thinks that during these 4 days the young bees,
having no brood to nurse, will become field-bees. My opinion
is that this is an error, and I explain the fact
in an other way.
Now, Dr. C. C. Miller, F. Greiner, and others, have found
by experiments that bees much less than 16 days old can become field-bees, if in a colony no old bees are present at all,
but some brood to be fed.
I know that such cases were
observed, and H. von Buttel-Reepen in Germany, too, reports
such cases.
But these are exceptional variations of the instinct, and not the rule. Any animals in defending
their young
will do some things which they never would do under
any
other circumstances. A hen with young chickens, for instance,
will attack a dog or a cat, and even men, if they come near
her.
I have seen a cock attacking a buzzard for defense
of
the young chickens. These cases reported by Dr. Miller and
others seem to me are similar ones— are exceptions, which are
very interesting, but do not prove very much against the rule.
we accept this conception of Dr. "Miller's observation we
see that he as well as Baron Berlepsch may be correct.
In
Berlepsch's experiment no brood was present, and therefore
no variation of the inherited instinct.
If

I will mention another fact.
If we remove a colony to
another stand in the same apiary it will lose all the field-

bees; young bees of all ages, honey and pollen are present.
nevertheless in some cases the eggs and the youngest larvae
are destroyed by the bees in such colonies, especially if the
colony held a play-spell a short time before its stand was
changed. I have known this for many years, and Mr. Alexander mentioned this fact in the bee-papers a short time ago,
and has, for this reason, recommended another way of increase. The reason is that such colonies having no field-bees
can get no water, and can not prepare larval-food without
water. The proper remedy is to give a comb filled with water
to such colonies.
If it would be the rule, or so very easy,
that young bees of any age can become field-bees, we should
think the oldest at least would fly out at once and would
gather this necessary water, but they do not.

Now, granted

that under some exceptional circumstances,
to be nursed, young bees can become fieldbees, this surely will not be so in the case considered in our
if

young larva are

controversy.
Here are conditions just contrary to those in
Dr. Miller's case plenty of old field-bees are present, and no

—
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brood to be fed at all
nothing could induce the young bees
to go to the field except the fact that they have no occasion
;

to

fulfill

a part of their regular duties.

If

the instinctively

prepared chyle or larval-food can't be consumed by young
larvae, this chyle is changed into wax
the young bees will
build combs, but they will not become field-bees.
Cibolo, Tex.
;

How

to Breed the Bee of the Future
BY

A.

W. YATES.

TO

obtain the best results with poultry, horses, cattle, sheep,
etc.. one must be very careful in the selection of the
breeding stock, none but the best are used those that
come the nearest to the ideal only, and then "sorts and variations" sometimes occur which, with good breeders, are always
sent direct to the slaughter. So with bees.
If we would have
the best we must breed from the best those that we get the
best results from, that are gentle, whose queen is prolific and
the bees industrious, to let nothing escape their search, and
at the same time of singular beauty to attract the eye of the
fancier; and to the building of a strain as near the ideal as
it is possible to getTo accomplish this we must select the
best queens, and the best drones, to breed from to the sacrifice of all others.
Many breeders are working for long tongues, and to this
end may have accomplished something by crossing with the
Cyprians, but they being an irritable race generally, and
given to the laying-worker nuisance, are met with disfavor.

—

—

Prof. Cook's numerous microscopical measurements of
the tongues of the Syrians and Cyprians, which he finds to be
.006 of an inch longer than those of the Italian, would be so
much in their favor, if it were not for their temper, but the
apiarist dislikes, when opening a hive, to have a small swarm
seem to race to see which one will get at him first.

The

Italian,

by constant care and choice along

this line,
think, has, to a certain extent; but the
difference is so small that it is scarcely perceptible
yet bydiligence and care we hope in time to achieve the end sought
after, and if we can produce a strain of bees that will work
as well on red clover as on white, it will increase the honeyproduction to a great extent. They combine more good points
and fewer faults than all others, and American breeders are
working wonders by careful selection as to color, gentleness,
and industry. At present our own pure-bred Italian is much
better than the ordinary bee, in that it is more prolific and
gentle, and defends itself better against its enemies, such as
robbers, moth-worms, etc.
One man says, "By the way, whoever saw bees work on

may

be so bred, and,

I

;

I have, and many others have.
The time is
coming when we will see plenty of them that do.
Domestic animals are bred by strain, and by selecting
such animals as show the most points in the line sought after.
Race-horses are bred from dam and sire that are both fleet
of foot; draft horses accordingly from heavy dam and sire;
cattle the same
if for beef, or butter, or color, or whatever

red clover?"

—

sought after, they will after a time be brought
about, and I have faith in the long-tongued bee being secured
after a time.
We cannot expect it all at once, but we have
one great advantage over other breeders, in that we can produce several generations in one season.
We must be careful to conform as nearly as possible to
nature's way in rearing the queen to obtain the best results
and long life. And, by the way, I heard a man say a short
time ago that he bought a queen that lived 6 years, as he
did not clip her wings. I wonder how many daughters were
reared in the same hive before he found it out! Of 7 queens
that I know of being purchased of the same breeder tun
years ago, only two survived till the next year, and one of
them proved to be a drone-layer the next spring; the other
died in July. This breeder is rearing "long-lived queens with
other point

is

queenless colonies."
Nature's ways are by swarming or supersedure. Is it,
then, natural that good "long-lived queens" can be reared in
queenless colonies?
Observe a cell from a colony that has
cast a natural swarm.
See the shape and thickness of it, and
then tear it open and see royal jelly in it enough to feed 2
or 3 such infants. Then try one from your queenless colony
and see how they compare. This will tell you why 7 queens
died before they were a year old.
Queens are easy to get. Simply a few eggs, a queenless
colony, and a couple of weeks' time, and there they are.
But what will they be good for? Much depends upon their
feed and care.
If we simply want to rear a few queens, all

—
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well and good, but if we wish to give each one a chan
develop to the best advantage, and equal, or excel, either
parent, we must nourish this young opportunity to thi
of our ability, and in so doing we shall make a distim
must solicit Dame
in tins branch of our pursuit.
ture's help, for we must first of all follow her line, o
shipwrecked before we are out of the harbor. And
is
by so doing we shall have the bee of the future.

Southern
* 23eebom *
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Hartford, Conn.

m

Conducted by Louis H. Scholu

"Quality" Honey Not High Enough

Price of

ON

—

—

It

is

to help in return.

We

Ts it not true that the producers of every known commodity are continually exhausting every effort in the matter
of quality and attractiveness in order to increase the sales of
I believe
their product, and consequently enhance the price?
this is an inflexible rule among honest producers of all kinds,
and if honey is to be brought before the public as it rightly
deserves, the producers must do the same. I am afraid that if
we should be content with present prices, and made no effort
to better them or our product, it would not he long until
honey would he a glut on the market; one thing is almost
certain, it would furnish a good loop-hole for the bee-keeper
who produces honey simply to sell, with no thought of neatness or quality, to dispose of his honey at the same price as
the producer who has catered to the wants of the consumer.
It is about time for the bee-keeper to place on the market
that which it demands, and stop talking about educating the
It is well to remember that it
public to the use of honey.
is all wrong to try to educate the public in the use of an inPlace your product on the market in the most
ferior article.
attractive way. combined with as high a degree of quality as
is possible to obtain, and sales will rapidly increase and the
price advance,

Mr.

rightly says.

Gill

"What

the

honey market needs'

is

an increased consumption of the pure article upon the tables
What hinders it from being as in the days
of the masses."
of the old patriarchs, a staple article of the world? Solomon
There is no
tells us. "Eat thou honey because it is good."
one to blame hut the bee-keepers themselves; if we can put a
little quality into the producer we will get it back in the
product.
We read in the papers of bee-keepers having sale for their
honey as soon as off the hives, and in many insi
Of
is
this?
prices considerably above the market.
course many will put up the old cry. "Locality." hut if you
will investigate it you will find that it is only conditions «
the bee-keeper himself has brought about, and can with a
little energy be brought about in a great many places.
.

Why

present prices of honey as listed are not
place honey on the market of high
lality, or it will not meet with ready sale, and an article of
oi quality cannot be offered for sale without an increa
price.
The selling price of any commodity is always accordLet us remember that quality is an iming to the quality.
pro\
and improvement costs something. I have n
heard of any market being overstocked with a strictly firstNisbet, Pa.
class .article at any price.

No, sir;
high enough

i

the

;

we must

i

I

-he Premiums we

Look

at

them

in this

offer are all well wor.h working for.
copy of the American Be. Journal.

that our " bee-folks in the

know

gratifying to

South " are taking an interest in " Southern Beedom." I
learn this from the many kind and interesting letters received lately. Many thanks to you, brethren, and I hope
you will write me such letters often, giving, as many of
them received, "something you know about bees," and
what you are doing. I would be glad to hear from all our
" Southern Beedom " readers. Several have sent some nice
suggestions and offered to co-operate in making this department a good one. To these / wish very much to express
my feelings of gratitude, and hope that I may also be able
__

of reproach.

have been clamoring for honey of higher quality, and
rightly so, as only by this means will we ever be able to insuch high
It must, indeed, be of
crease its consumption.
quality that when bought even as Mr. Gill says, as a mere
luxury, that future purchases will be made a matter of necessity.
But to do this certainly costs considerable thought and
effort on the part of the bee-keeper, and the honey must be
sold at a higher price or the producer is at a loss.

Braunfels, Tex.

Southern Bee-Keepers Awakening

BY GRANT STANLEY.
page 67 appears a very interesting letter from the pen
He
of M. A. Gill, of Colorado, on the price of honey.
seems inclined to the belief that present prices are high
enough. I believe if Mr. Gill will study the question thoroughly on all sides he will take entirely different views of the
One very important question in regard to the promatter.
duction of honey "he has entirely overlooked, or has failed to
mention a question which adjusts the price of every commodity produced in this country, or in fact any other and
that is the amount of thought and effort placed in its production necessary to put it upon the market above every manner

New

_

__

Texas Horsemint for Georgia
Mr. Louis H. Scholl:— On page 141, I notice that you invite
correspondence from all Southern bee-keepers. I am especially interested in what you have to say about sowing seeds of honey-producing
plants in waste places at the right time to keep the bee6 busy during
our summer dearths. In 1904, Prof. Wilmon Newell (State Entomologist of Georgia at that time) came to this county (Tattnall) to a
Farmers' Institute. Knowing that he was vor had been) a bee-keeper
I asked
in Texa6, I attended the Institute especially to meet him.
him how he thought Texas horsemint would do in this section. He
thought it ought to do well here, and he gave me your address and
I was correstold me to write to you to send me some of the seed.
ponding with W. H. Laws a little later, and I asked him about the
him
to save me
late
for
that
it
was
too
replied
horsemint seed. He
any that season (then July), and so I did not write to you then.
Last spring (1905) I again wrote to Mr. Laws about the horsemint
seed. He replied that he would save me some, but I haven't heard
from him yet. I again wrote to him a few days ago. Do you have
any of the seed on hand now? If not, do you know who has? I
would very much like to try the horsemint here. I have tried other
"cultivated" honey-plants here, but with very, very poor success.
alfalfa and sweet clover yet to
Bur and crimson clover do very well
be "heard " from.
We need some honey-plant here that can " tough it out " with the
ragweed and other weeds in the fence " jams," ditch-banks, etc. Our
spring surplus honey-flow ends about May 15. I have often wished
that it began and ended a month later, then the colonies would have
more time to build up strong before the first of the flow. I think
horsemint would prolong the spring surplus flow if it would yield
honey and the bees worked on it here. But immediately after the
spring flow ends we generally have a " plague " of mosquito hawks
and some bee-paralysis to depopulate our hives, so if the flow were
prolonged it might not be of much benefit. The mosquito hawk
"plague" lasts about a month, when the " hawks" suddenly disapH. C. Barnard.
pear
;

Glennville, Ga.,

March

8.

Horsemint has not been as plentiful of late years in the
greater portion of our State as in former years. The dryness of our fall seasons is accountable for this, as the plant
in the fall and blooms next year in May. Hence,
it is not very easy to obtain seed, especially out of season,
as the plant soon dies down in summer. The seed would
have to be gathered before this time. I know of no place
where some of the seed could be obtained. As the seed
should be planted in the fall I would procure it this summer.
say whether horsemint would do well in
I could not
Georgia for the purpose mentioned. It will have to be
tried.
To me, at least, it seems that sweet clover would be
But we should be glad to have you make the experibetter.
ment and report later.

comes up

.

—

m

m

Prospects for the Season of 1906
Our bees, in most of the Southern localities, have wintered well. The winter was a mild one with only occasional
blusters— a few cold spells coming quite late this spring,
but not doing any harm to bees south of Central Texas, and
no reports have at this writing been received from parts
further north.
An abundance of bloom has prevailed. Mistletoe was
the beginning for the bees for both honey and pollen—
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Youpon following it early in and continuing throughout January. " Agherita," or triple-leafed barberry, came in before either of the foregoing had ceased
blooming, and continued through February and March.
Fruit-bloom in galore, and the wild dewberry, or a common
blackberry-vine, bloomed in profusion
for nearly three
months, and is still in bloom at this writing. The willows
and water-elms, box-elders, the pecan-nut and walnut-trees
along the streams with the cotton woods and hackberry- trees,
have all been yielding their share of pollen and some nectar.
The oaks are just thinking it's their time to come out, too.
Redbud, or Judas-tree, has been in full bloom for several
weeks, and several cultivated shrubs also. Our State
flower the Texas blue-bonnet, or blue-lupine is now in
full bloom, and the bees are bringing in loads of brightest
red pollen from these beautiful blooms. A large number of
other trees, shrubs and plants are going to come out in a
short time.
The bees are generally in good condition, especially
where sufficient stores were left for them last fall. Several
apiaries I have seen where the colonies were running short
early in spring. There is quite a difference in these colonies, and those that were not held back in breeding on account of lack of stores.
As I have been buying bees in various sections this
winter and early spring, I have had occasion to examine
the brood-nests of many colonies. Brood-rearing was going
on in December, and in some yards strong colonies had as
many as 8 combs of brood in January. In two yards visited
in February it was not uncommon to find brood (sealed) in
the upper stories, and new drones were plentiful. I have
been rearing queens since two months ago.
The prospects in most parts of the South are quite
favorable for a good season, although it is too early to know
yet. It is somewhat dry in some localities, and some good
rains are needed.
Dry weather, however, is much more
preferred in March and April, as the mesquite-tree our
main source comes into bloom, and rain injures it very
easily.
It yields better in a dry season also, provided a
good season is in the ground from the fall and winter rains,
as these trees live upon the sap stored up in their trunks.
Consequently rain now, and followed by dry weather during
our mesquite yield, is to be wished for.
species of Ilex or

—

—

—

—

If we examine a regular brood- nest in spring we shall
observe that it has a globular form, or nearly so, altered
only by outside influences. Around this brood of all ages
we see cells filled with pollen, forming a shell, as it were,
about the brood, and outside of this pollen-shell the honey

This arrangement is maintained under all circumstances as long as possible, and is according to the
nature of the bees. The brood-nest, with the queen in it, is
the all-attracting magnet. All the food gathered outside
by the field-bees is stored as near as possible to the broodis stored.

nest.

As

the pollen is the. material from which the body of
is built up, and as it is the material most needed for
nourishing the brood, it is placed next to the brood, where
the young bees, which are the nurses, can always take it
and this is of much importance for the development of the
colony. If pollen is far away from the brood-nest, quite
often it is not used at all, and the bees are bound to remove
it afterward when it is spoiled and unfit for consumption.
If the bee-keeper knows the purpose and importance of this
order he will not destroy it to the disadvantage of the bees
and of his own success. Nevertheless, some hives are constructed in such a way that this order can not be preserved.
With small frames the growing brood-nest crowds out the
honey and the pollen from the center combs, and some beekeepers think they have gained thereby a great advantage,
while, in fact, a part of the brood, at least, is not sufficiently
nourished for want of pollen, and on the ends of the broodnest the pollen accumulates in cells which would be used
for brood. This pollen in the outside combs means so much
vitality and energy robbed from the coming generation of
the bee

;

bees.

This order gives some hints as to the surplus arrangements. If a colony of bees could expand the combs in
every direction the honey would be stored around the broodnest, and the bee-keeper would have to take the honey from
all four sides and from the top.
For practical purposes we
put the supers on top
and to force the honey into them we
have to squeeze the brood-nest from the other sides. If all
the honey gathered should go into the supers, the brood-

12,
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chamber would have to be of such a size that every cell
would be occupied with brood. That this is an arrangement quite contrary to the nature of the bees, the bees
themselves show apparently. In such a small brood-chamber they rather diminish the brood, but store some honey in
it, nevertheless.
The smart bee-keeper then says, "My
queens do not lay more than so and so much," and contracts
the brood-nest still more. The small brood-chambers have
the disadvantage that the colonies will not develop to such
a strength as they would in large brood-chambers. On the
other hand, we know that the bees are slow in commencing
work in the supers if they have already stored some honey
in the brood-chamber. The comb-honey producer chooses,
of two evils, the lesser one. For this reason I invented my
method of comb-honey production, by which this dilemma
is avoided, and which I described in Gleanings 6 years ago.
Cibolo, Tex.
L. Stachelhausen.
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Nova, Ont.

Him "— Hershiser Bottom-Board

The Afterthinker has " snuffed " (page 33), the Buffalo
bottom-board man has " sniffed " (page 73), the " Southern
Beedomite " has challenged (page 140), and "Betwixt &
Between " has issued warning notes of caution.
Wonder if it isn't time for the " Frozen Canuck " to
thaw out a bit and eat some of them. " Betwixt & Between " would do for breakfast if ye editor had not so soothingly patted the bear on the head (page 180). The Southerner's kindly smile has rendered him invulnerable, and the
Afterthinker has already brought in the soup (page 214), so
we shall proceed to dine on a
Hershiser Bottom-Board— (See page

The Order of the Brood-Nest

;

April

73).

Yes, I see many advantages in the Hershiser bottomboard, and see what a long article we got from Mr. H. by
picking holes in it. But no matter how highly I esteem
any implement or method, I can never say with Mr. H., " It
presents to me not a single disadvantage." The Pettit system of ventilating with wedges between hive and bottomboard, and openings at top of super certainly has wedges
which are " extra parts," but it does not have a bulky box under the hive. In my system of tiering up Hike the hives near
the ground, so that I can work comfortably over the top of
a 3-story or 4-story extracting-hive. I understand that the
Hershiser bottom-board is a " stand" as well, but rather too
expensive to rest flat on the damp ground. The Holtermann portico is equally useful in checking robbing, and
has the further advantage of holding a storm-door in spring.
In the cellar the Hershiser bottom-board has the marked
disadvantage of taking up enough extra room to cut
out about one hive in every pile. As regards confining
bees to the hive in the cellar, I recognize a point of difference which may, or may not, bear on the case. Mine were
confined to the portico with " wedged " entrance, but no
other opening to allow a possible current of air across the
bottom-board, and the space underneath the combs is
greater in the Hershiser hive than in mine. Whether these
factors would alter the result is worth testing.
Where mine were thus confined with portico screens,
there were always some bees on the screen trying to get
out, and making enough noise to be heard all over the celI did not say they all wanted to go out, because some
lar.
had asked that privilege; but "the school " was so quiet
otherwise that such a request from a few disturbed the
thoughts of the others. They were cot like Mr. Hershiser's
"school children " " so accustomed to humming and buzzing that such sounds have ceased to irritate them."
To be sure, where bees are reported to be successfully
in cellars where the temwintered under machine shops
perature runs away up or away down in above-ground repositories, and other places quite unorthodox, one must
broaden one's views on the requirements of good wintering.
But it seems to me a great many of us are too easily satisfied, and it might pay to buy, dig or rent a cellar where the

—

;

;
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hives could be moved in from the out-yards, set down a few
to be sure the bees get a good flight, then carried
down and quietly piled up and kept cool and quiet all winter.
Have a good system of ventilation a stove for severe
weather; and why not a " cold storage " arrangement for
ice when necessary to keep temperature below 45 degrees ?
For those who can not see their way to provide a specially arranged cellar, and there is danger of "runaway
furnaces," etc., it might be worth while trying Mr. Hershiser's bottom-boards but as his bees have had such a
severe test this winter, it will be interesting to hear from
him when they come to the commencement of the honeyflow, as to their condition.

weeks

—

;

J.

L.

Byer and Family

Canadian Beedom has often clipped with interest and
from the writings of " York County Bee-Keeper," in
the Canadian Bee Journal. We have much pleasure now in
presenting a group picture of himself and family, and introducing them to our readers. In the front row are Mrs.
profit
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to pack up and go
they simply just " get up and git," and
take their larva;- with them. The bees pay little or no attention to the turpentine, unless it happens to touch them.
Williams, Nebr., March 1.
Mrs. Jas. Lamb.
;

You are to be congratulated on your successful wintering. Lookout, however, that they have plenty of stores
until your main harvest comes.
Caught 26 stray swarms
That, alone, is a good summer's work. The brother with his 6 will please take a back

Beekeepers

I

Conducted by

Emma M. Wilson,

Marengo,

seat.

111.

*%

Keeping Dry Combs from Moths With (iasoline

21lt\

On page 87, C. S. Guernsey says, " I never saw any instructions in the books or papers for keeping dry combs
from moths by the use of gasoline." If he will look on page
437 (1902), under " Bee-Keeping for Women," he will find
something about

As he may

not have this number, and as additional
it may be well to reproduce the follow-

:

Dr. Miller had been reading to me about the fumes of gasoline
being effectual. I did not have much faith in the fumes of gasoline,
but I did have a good deal of faith in the gasoline itself. So, without
consulting Dr. Miller. I concluded to experiment a little. I had about
50 combs that were wormy. Some of them had full-grown worms,
some about half -size, and some just commencing work, so I felt I had
a good chance to experiment.
I took a bottle of gasoline and a small oil-can, such as is usually
used about a sewing machine, as my outfit. I filled the oil-can with
gasoline and was ready for work. I inspected each comb carefully,
and whenever I saw the least suspicion of worms I squirted the cells
full of gasoline from the oil-can.
It was very quickly and easily done,
and was most effectual even on the very large worms. I treated the
whole 50 combs, and was sorry afterwards that I had not kept track
of the time it took me, as I was surprised to see how quickly it was
done.
sure it was a success as far as killing the worms was concerned, but I had a little misgiving as to the effect the gasoline might
have upon the combs, and as to what the bees would have to say about
accepting them after they had been so treated. I am happy to say
that the combs were not injured in the least by the gasoline, and the
bees made no objection to accepting them, so I am inclined to think it
a pretty good way to treat them. Of course, one must be very careful
not to use gasoline anywhere near a fire, as it is very inflammable.
I felt

When wax-worms

are full-grown they are very hard to
of burning sulphur, even when very
strong, seem to leave them in good health. It is a question
how large a worm might be killed by being enclosed in the
fumes of gasoline. But when the gasoline itself is squirted
upon them there is no question in the case.
are sometimes instructed to dig the larger worms
out of their burrows with a wire-nail. It is much easier to
squirt the gasoline upon them, and it does the work just as

The fumes

kill.

Ctftertljougfyte

it.

light is there given,

ing

pasty's

We

thoroughly.

No Winter Losses— Turpentine

to Qet Rid of

Ants

As this is the first day of March, and we now feel quite
secure from winter losses, I thought I would report our successful wintering. Out of 75 colonies (with 10 rather light
in stores in the fall) we, so far, have lost but 1 colony.
There have been very few dead bees carried out of the hives
the present winter, and I verily believe that some colonies
have bred and reared young bees throughout the winter
months, as the weather has been very mild at times, and
young bees seemed to be trying their wings in front of the
hives.

On pleasant days I have fed the bees by distributing
canaille (coarse flour) on top of the hives, and they rolled it
up like pollen on their busy little legs, and carried it off
quite greedily. We now find them going to the woods to
work on Cottonwood and elm buds.
Please tell the gentleman who mentioned having caught
6 swarms of bees in decoy hives, that here is a gentle-woman
(?) who, with the aid of mascule climbers, caught 26 absconding swarms from the neighboring vicinity, and we have
them yet. Many of them proved to be prime swarms and
great honey-gatherers. Some were 5-banded Italians, and
others a kind of black bee. One colony in particular gave
us 4 supers of fine honey in 1904. We had very little surplus honey last season.
I read somewhere about the ants being such a menace to
bees in the South, as they also are in Nebraska.
good
remedy is to apply turpentine along the seams and in their
run-ways (with a common stiff feather). One application
proves effectual in most cases. They don't wait to be told

A

The " Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Glasses.

Helpful Bees— Milkweed Pollen
That was an interesting observation of Mr. Suddith's,
when he saw the guards on the alighting-board acting like
jockeys grooming a horse in pulling off the milkweed pollen
from the feet of incoming bees. That's just so as it ought
to be — make themselves useful, as well as " sassy " and inquisitorial.
If there was only a kind of domestic dog for a

guard at our thresholds that would clean off the feet of
" we'uns " when we come in, how swift all the sisters would
be to purchase a pup
Page 185.
!

Swarming ?

Control of

Absolute-control-of-the-swarming problem, is it now ?
And yet most of us are not shouting or dancing around in
glee
Strange creatures, we
Still I guess we are waiting
with a tolerable amount of interest to hear the particulars
from Mr. Davenport. Shall we realize upon our newlyborn hopes or have we been listening to the claims of a
patent medicine ? Page 186.
!

!

—

Crowding Out the Queen
Dadant mentions again a difficulty which we often
read of. Bees put some new honey in nearly every cell and
the queen has nowhere to lay. Now, I am not by any means
C. P.

—

saying that the brethren need not look out for this let
them be duly careful but in my location, with my strain of
My
bees, it is an empty bug-a-boo, I am well convinced.
bees are well settled German-Italian hybrids. They will
clear room for the queen if she wants it and if the broodnest is too small it's, the queen that's to blame. With a
strain of bees more inclined to disregard the queen's wishes
naturally the trouble would be worse and also worse in
heavy and long-continued honey-flows than in the short
and moderate ones of a none-too-good location.
Yes, if you buy a tremendous lot of hives, and very
earnestly want a lot of bees to swarm, they may improve
that occasion to say, " This is our off year." If you want
to be sure of increase you must of course make it artificially.
And Mr. D. is shrewd and wise to use for artificial increase
those colonies that would not have yielded much surplus
anyway and especially wise in insisting that they have
queens given them of the best parentage instead of being
allowed to rear their own. Page 187.

—

—

—

—

Buying, Selling, and Eating Honey
That was a wise saying of C. W. Dayton's, where he
" People like to buy honey, but do not like to have it
said
sold to them." Nice to take that saying in the opposite
direction, too.
I don't like to sell honey, but I like to have
people come and buy it of me.
And so the landlady and the hired girl didn't agree.
Fear of adulteration with sugar — else the boarders' eating
it too fast — stopped the consumption of honey at one boarding house. Page 188.
:

Honey-Yielding Plants of Texas
Mr. Scholl did a good job for Texas (and how much we
all need the same for our own localities) in that botanical
Represents the observations
list of honey-yielding plants.
of six years, it seems. It does not claim to be complete.
Should have the color and appearance of each kind of pollen.
Desirable to have the color and quality of each kind
of honey but that is such a difficult, problem when minor
;
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supplies are considered that for a long time to come we may
have to be content with knowing- about the honey of the
the species that yield large surplus. Guesses are somewhat
better than nothing in that particular matter. If the visits
of other insects show that there is nectar, and the bees pay
no attention to it, we have pretty good indication that the
quality is not first-class. Take for example the northern
plant, Scrophnlaria nodosa, carpenter's square. Abundant
nectar can usually be seen in its cups and sometimes bees
gather it, but quite often they let it entirely alone. In this
case the amount of nectar visible is so large that it can not
be that they can get ahead faster at something else must
be that (according to their judgment) it is pretty poor. Getting every last one of the honey-plants of any locality is
not nearly so important as full and reliable information
about those you do get.
Several of the bits of information collected are of special interest.
Not true that lindens fail to yield in Texas.
Sorry to see that the goldenrods are no better there than
they are here. Sad that an abundant plant of national distribution should be of special value in such limited localities.
And the prickly pear gets a black eye for yielding
abundant honey of rank, flavor. Glad to see that my old
and departed friend, the blue lupine, gets a good honeymark. The surprise of the list is the prominence of the
oaks. I had supposed the oaks to be of practically no account for honey, except an occasional big yield from frozen
leaves under the stimulus of succeeding warm weather.
Wonder if Mr. Scholl could have been deceived by that. I
have seen oat-stubble, after the oats were cut, exude enormous quantities of sweet juice but it would be hardly fair
to class the oat as a honey-plant on that account.
;

—

;

I think it might be well to have an addendum list also
which all should be named in the order of flowering. One
name, and that the commonest one, might suffice in such a
list.
Pages 189-192.
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sometimes happens that eggs may be found every 10 days for 2 or 3
times, and then the bees give it up fur the season. Generally, howWhen anyever, the next visit will show larvae half-grown in cells.
thing more than eggs or very young larvae are found, they are deleft
queenless
is
queen
is
removed,
and
colony
the
stroyed, then the
Then there is given to the colony a queen, and if it
for about 10 says.
is a laying queen of the current season's rearing, there is no thought
It isn't quite so sure if an older
of further swarming for the 6eason.
queen is given, although the chances for swarming are so few that it
If a queen is better
is hardly worth while to pay further attention.
than the average, that queen will probably be kept in a nucleus during
the 10 days her colony i6 queenle6S, and then returned. Sometimes a
colony swarms when no one is by, and in that case the colony is found
queenless at next visit, and a queen is given to it, as nearly as can be
judged, 10 days after it has become queenless. Of course, all queencells are destroyed at the end, as well as at the beginning, of the 10
it

days queenlessness in all cases.
This plan is more troublesome than merely shaking swarms, but
it yields more honey per colony, and I think more for the amount of
labor.
2. No; but I might be troubled that way if I didn't fill sections
with foundation. If there isn't plenty of drone-comb in the broodchamber, and only small starters in the sections, then the queen is
likely to go up to lay in drone-cells in sections, and that will bring
pollen in the sections. I don't mean that I never have pollen or brood
in sections, but that it is so rare that it wouldn't be worth while to U6e

excluders.
[Yes, we
3. I don't know; that's a matter with the publisher.
will be able to furnish the " Appendix " for 10 cents, postpaid.— Ed.]

Hives in Long Rows and Sunflower Shade— Tar-Paper
for Hlve-Coverlng
1. I have a bee-yard where I can put hives in long rows, with no
shade. How would it do to have the hive-rows 15 feet apart, and
plant a mammoth sunflower about a foot south of the entrance of the
hive for shade, and keep the bottom leaves trimmed off? Clipped
queens could climb up the sunflowers.
2. Would you advise covering the hives with tar- paper for spring
Iowa.
protection?

Answers.— 1. It wouldn't make the very best shade, but it would
be better than none. Better not do very much clipping of leaves. At
any rate, wait till the plants are well grown before you trim up any,
for those lower leaves help to make strong growth.
2. Likely tarred paper i6 as good as anything else.

Box

Starting With Bees-Sweet Clover

j
8end questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

I

year,
fever

have been taking the American Bee Journal something over a
and I am getting in the bee-notion. Perhaps the Italian beewould be nearer the real thing. I am going to begin with the 8-

frame dovetailed hive. Now, like all beginners, I want to ask a lot of
questions that likely have been answered three or four times the last
year.
I haven't had anything to do with the honey-bee for over 30
years old, but I remember that warm
years, and then I was about
summer day yet There is no one near here that keeps bees, so I will
distance.
them
from
a
have to get
Does it make any difference
1. I am in Northern Minnesota.
whether I get bees from the Southern States, or would it be better to
get them as near home as possible?
2. What is the best to start with, a colony, or less*
3. I see a good many seem to think sweet clover is a good honeyMinnesota.
Where can 1 get the seed?
plant.
!

Doubtless a Case of Bee-Diarrhea
I send you a piece of comb from a colony that died in the cellar
the past week (March 26). The piece of comb is from a colony that
I transferred last summer from a box-hive, and the biggest part of the
combs looked like this piece. Is this comb diseased? This colony
has had more dead bees in front of their hive this winter than any
other colony in the cellar, and lust fall they acted as if they were
affected with paralysis. Do you think it is dangerous to U6e the hive
and combs for bee6 again this spring?
Iowa.

—

Answer. There is no appearance of disease about the comb, and
you need have no hesitation about using the hive and combs again.
The disease of which bees generally die in winter is diarrhea, but that
is not a disease that will be conveyed by the comb to a colony placed,
the following season, in hives or on combs left by a colony killed by
it.
It is nothing strange that more dead bees were found in front of
this hive, because more of the bees in that hive were dying, and most
likely dying of diarrhea.

Swarming and Increase-Comb Honey and
Excluders— "Appendix" to 'Forty Years"

Controlling:

1.

What method have you

used for controlling swarming and in-

crease during the past two seasons?
2. In working for comb honey without queen-excluders, are you
not troubled whh pollen in the sections?
3. When you write the " Appendix " to the forthcoming edition
of your " Forty Years Among the Bees," will it be sold separately to
West Virginia.
those who have the old edition?

Answers.— 1. This has been the program generally As 60on as
the possibility of 6warming is suspected, a few of the strongest coloIf none are found in
nies are examined to see if cells are started.
these strongest ones, then it isn't necessary to examine the rest. As
soon as any are found, then all colonies are examined for cells every 10
days or so. If only eggs are found in queen-cells, they are destroyed,
and nothing more, for sometimes it happens that when these egg6 are
destroyed the colony gives up further attempt at swarming. Ind.'.d,
:

Answers.— 1. Better get them as near home as possible. Transportation from any distance south would be more than the cost of the
bees.
If you can't do any better, get black bee6 in box-hives, and
then you can transfer and Italianize.
Of course you
2. It will be better to start with two full colonies.
can start with less than a colony, by getting a 3-frame nucleus, but it
will take more time for it to build up.
3. You ought to find it advertised in this Journal.
Increasing a Nucleus— Placing a Doollttle Feeder
Will you tell me just how
1. I have purchased a 3-frame nucleus.
I must proceed to increase this two or three fold the coming season.
Please give me the method in detail. Do not refer me to some standard
work, but give me the process step by step.
2. I wish to feed some colonies I have bought and which are light
in stores.
In using the Doolittle feeder where in the hive shall I put
Iowa.
it
as an outside frame, or in the center of the hive?

—

Answers.— 1. My good friend, I'm afraid you misapprehend the
purpose and scope of this department. It is intended to supplement,
not to supplant, the teachings of the text-books. Every little while a
fresh set of beginners enters the American Bee Journal family, and
each of them needs to know all that he would get from a good book of
instruction in bee-keeping. If he is not to be referred to any standard
work, but is told in this department all he needs to know, several
numbers of the Journal will be filled. Then when another fresh set
starts in the same thing must be told over again, and after you have
been a subscriber for several years you'll be likely to object to so much
repetition, won't you? Of course it would be a nice thing for each beginner so long as he is a beginner, but after he has been a beginner
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some time it will not be profitable to find his favorite journal tilled
with old stuff that he already knows all about, while there i6 so much
that is fresh and new. So I am sure you will pardon me if I do not go
into detail so fully as under other circumstances I might be glad to do,
and answer in a few lines what might occupy page6.
The first thing you will probably need to do after establishing
your nucleus in a full-sized hive, will be to exercise no little patience
to keep from meddling with it too much. It simply needs to grow,
and if you have furnished it with frames filled with worker-foundation
and abundance of food till a bountiful supply is offered in the fields,
Very likely, after the population has
that's all it will ask of you.
doubled, you will begin to think it is time to be doing something by
way of making a start in another hive. Don't you do it. Wait till
you have brood in at least 6 frames, the hive well filled with bees. For
by the time frames are filled with brood the population will have a
good deal more than doubled.
More than one way may now be followed. The quickest way will
be to make two 2-frame nuclei, and give to each a laying queen. But
as you may not want to buy the queens, and especially as it will give
you more practise, I'll give a way that will be very likely to suit:
Take 2 of the frames that contain brood and 1 of the outside frames
that contains little or no brood together with the adhering bees and
the queen. Put these in a hive on a new stand, and plug up the entrance with grass or leaves. Open the entrance in about two days, if
the bees have not already dug it open. A week later let the hives
swap places. That's all, if you only want to double.
If you think the 6eason sufficiently favorable to warrant further
increase, divide the queenless colony in two parts, putting one part in
a new hive on a new stand, and fastening the bees in for 2 or 3 days.
See that each part has a good queen-cell, located where it will be well
protected by the bees. Of course, the vacant space in each hive must
be filled out with frames filled with foundation.
2. Don't think of dividing the brood-nest, but put it next to the
first frame that contains brood at one side.
for

Nail Order Banking
Under our banking system, business

men everywhere find it to their advantage to make remittances by checks,
rather than by bank drafts, postoffice
or express money orders.
There are

several good reasons for this, but the
two principal ones are these:
First The convenience in paying a
bill by simply writing out a check, thus
making it a great time-saver as well.

—

Natural

April 12, 1906

Swarming— 8-Prame and 10-Prame

Hives

lam just reading your book, entitled " Forty Tears Among the
Bees," and have never been so interested in a book before, although I
have read a great many from Jules Verne to Thackeray.
I am a beginner in bee-cultre, and am very much interested.
I
notice you dislike natural swarming, yet use and recommend S-frame
hives.
Set the " A B C of Bee Culture " says large hives are apt to
be non-swarmers. I am in a section of the country where it is profitable,

if

at

all,

to

run for comb honey instead of extracted.
Connecticut.

—

Answer. It is true that large hives are less given to swarming
than small ones, and it is certainly true that I dislike natural swarming.
In effect, however, I'm limited to an 8-frame hive. You will
understand the matter better if you again refer to " Forty Years
Among the Bees," page 113, also last paragraph of page 130. Before
surplus receptacles are given, no queen is ever limited as to room.
She has even more room than a 10-frame hive. When she has filled all
the room in 8 frames, she is given a second story, and it is nothing
strange for her to occupy 10 or more frames in rare cases 15 frames.
So she isn't much crowded, is she? When it comes time to put on
supers, one story is taken away, and 8 of the best frames of brood are
That limits the room of the queen, but the bees are not limited
left.
for room, for super-room is given in abundance.
I think I can do better at producing comb honey by this means
than I would if I allowed 10 brood-frames all the time. Then there'6
the advantage no small one of the lighter hives and supers to
handle. But no one should adopt the S-frame hive unless he knows
he will give close attention to his bees. For a very large number of
bee-keepers a 10-frame hive is much safer less danger of starvation in
winter. And it is only right to say that for years I used 10-frame
hives and harvested good crops of comb honey.

—

—

making expenditures for things that
many times he does not want, he has
brought to his home the great mail
order catalogues, and when he wants

make his selection, which is usually
done in conference with the "whole family on a rainy day, or in the evening,
he simply writes his order, encloses a
check, and the mail order merchant
to

does the rest.
A recent difficulty has arisen with
reference to personal checks, because
of the excessive exchange charge imposed by local banks. The local banker

—

—

farmers make direct shipments to commission houses at the Union Stock
Yards and receive checks in return. It
can be arranged to have these checks

to this bank for deposit to the
account of the farmer without exchange charges.
Chicago is likewise the great produce center, and commission houses here

sent

are remitting millions of dollars annually to the farmers direct.
By the
plan proposed, the farmer can have this
placed to his deposit and receive the
credit notice from the bank.
Chicago is also the great grain market and the same rule applies in that
.

case.

This mail order banking proposition
best explained through the literature the Ravenswood Exchange Bank,
of Chicago, 111., which will be sent to
anyone asking for it.
is

The Ravenswood Exchange Bank is
composed of men who have had agricultural experience and are familiar
with the requirements of the farmer
along banking lines.
The president,
Mr. Louis P. Scoville. under whose di-

supervision the mail order business is conducted, has had a wide business experience; he is also a careful
lawyer, all of which insures proper
handling of not only the accounts, but
the loans made by this bank. We are
personally acquainted with all the
bank's stockholders, directors and officers.
In fact, we have done our own
banking at the Ravenswood Exchange
Bank ever since its organization, and
all our experience with it has been enrect

LOUIS

P.

SCOVILLE

President

—

Second It gives the most satisfactory form of receipt for the payment
made.

The farmer has become a business
In the progress he has made

man.

within tin- past ten years he has found
it necessary and greatly to his profit
and convenience to handle his own financial affairs, rather than trust them
to the local banker, lawyer or mer-

Our agricultural colleges, farm
institutes, and great conventions, that
relate to agriculture in various forms,

chant.

have

all

advocated the importance

"i

farmer paying more attention to
financial end of his business.
Instead of being Isolated from the great
commercial centers, as was the case in
the earlier days, lie lias, through the
means of modern transportation facili
ties, rural mail routes, telephones and
interurban railwaj -. become very closely identified with these great centers.
His home is his business office, and instead of spending time driving considerable distances to his local town and
the
tiie

usually biased in favor of the local
an rchant, because he is his best customer. The farmer who wants to save
from twenty-five to fifty per cent on
his purchases
which he can do through
the modern mail order method of buying finds his local bank a bank of
deposit
only.
How much better it
would be for the farmer to make his
deposits in a bank in a great mail order
enter like Chicago. Banking by mail
has become an established fact, and to
keep progress with the great mail
order movement, the Ravenswood Exchange Bank of Chicago, 111., has arranged to carry farmers' accounts, alis

—

—

tirely satisfactory.
If you want to do business with a
city bank that will safeguard your interests and treat you right, you can do
no better than to connect yourself with
the Ravenswood Exchange Bank.
If
you are interested, don't fail to write
at once for their literature, which explains fully their proposition, methods,

ing.

.

-

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The Monette Queen-Clipping

i

wing them to draw their checks on
this bank for their purchases, which
will be accepted anywhere without exchange. This will be a great convenience to farmers everywhere.
ii,

order merchandising is conducted in the city of Chicago to the
amount of $200, 000,00m annually.
Chicago is the greatest live stock
market in the world.
Many of our
Mail

Ravenswood Exchange

Address,

etc.

Bank, Chicago, 111., and kindly mention
the American Bee Journal when writ-

Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
It is U6ed by many beewings.
Full printed directions
keepers.
mail it for
sent with each one.
as
25cent6; or will send it
a premium for sending us One
subscriber to the Bee Journal
for a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

We

FREE

New

\

(1EORQE W. YORK & CO.,
.

.

-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

April
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California in quantity, but when it
to quality the Californians are entirely
out-classed.
This is the land of potatoes,
like

come6

Reports anb

Caribou, Maine, March

6.

bedied,

1

diseased, and one-fourth of them
there being 4 bushel6 of dead bees on the
Bees wintered outdoors are fine.
St.

J.

Joseph, Mo., April

April

2.

More Than Enough Rain
have had more than enough rain here;
it will be a big year for the farmer and horticulturist. There will be lots of bee-food, but
the honey-flow is to be determined by the
mildness of the weather later.
W. A. Prtal.
San Francisco, Calif., March 2S.

Outdoor Bees Have Suffered
bees in the cellar seem exceptionally
quiet for the time of the year. The outdoor
wintered bees have suffered some for the last
month. It seems we had all of our winter in
March. Examining 3 colonies this morning,
headed by tested queens, they appear to be
On removing the cushion
in good shape.
carefully I found 1 in 5 spaces, 2 in 6 spaces,
and each forming a compact cluster with the
temperature at or near the freezing point.
F. Greiner.
Naples, N. Y., April 2.

Our

5.

commenced

the season of 1905 with 45 colonies of bees in fair condition, taking about
2000 pounds of honey all told. Bees went
into winter quarters in fine condition, and
are wintering the finest I ever saw so far, on
the summer stands, with plenty of stores to
last them until June.
I look for a prosperous
season in 1906, as there has been no zero

weather yet.
Mast, N.

A.

C,

J.

McBride.

Rose Lawn Queens
Italians — Caucasians— Carniolans

Land of Potatoes— and Some Honey
We have had a beautiful winter up here in

Line bred from individual types for color,
gentleness and honey-producing. A scientific
queen-rearing plant; standard prices and fair
dealing. Our " Pure Gold " strain of Italians are unsurpassed for gentleness and fertility.
We otter best facilities for prompt
shipment to the Middle West. Send for cat-

We

not a bad record.

We can

Advanced Bee-Culture.
and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.
The author of this work is a pracYou should
tical and helpful writer.

—

ROSE LAWN APIARIES,

alog.

1335

not produce honey

Frank G. Odell, Proprietor,
North 24th Street, OMAHA, NEB.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

15Atf

In.-;

ami beautifully

i>.»>k;

PRICES *$

and Quality are the things that sell goods.
the lumber country where we get lumber

We

freight.

We

are in the heart of

at first

hands without

have the cheapest known water-power.

goods that are the equal of any

in

We make

quality and workmanship.

In

some instances they are superior. Our Sections are made from
tough wood that will bend without breaking, even if you don't wet
them.
last

How many

thousand

?

Sections did you break in putting together the

Think

it.

Send

for our

Catalog and get prices that will surprise and please

you. All

we ask

is

a trial order,

and there

will be

no trouble in hold-

ing your custom.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Go.,
Nic Island No.

:$».

bound

in

illustrated. Price,

A II € of Bee-Culture, by A. I. & E. R.
Root. A cyclopedia of over 500 pages,
describing everything pertaining to the
care of the honey-bees. Contains about
It was written espe400 engravings.
Bound in cloth.
cially for beginners.
Price, $1.20.
Scientific Queen-Rearing, a s Practically Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.
method by which the very best of

—

queen-bees are reared in perfect accord
with Nature's way. Bound in cloth and

illustrated.
Price, $1.00; in leatherette
binding, 75 cents.
Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook, of Pomona

This book is not
College, California.
only instructive and helpful as a guide
in bee-keeping, but is interesting and
thoroughly practical and scientific. It
contains a full delineation of the
anatomy and physiology of bees. 544
pages. 295 illustrations. Bound in cloth.
19th thousand. Price, $1.20.

I.nngstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant. This classic in bee-culture
has been entirely re-written, and is

—

illustrated.
It treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keeping.

fully

library is complete without
standard work by Rev. L. L. Langstroth the Father of American BeeCulture.
It has 520 pages, bound in

No apiarian

—

Price, $1.20.

cloth.

Honey

JOHN DOLL &-SON PROPRIETORS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

—

Food This is a
honey-pamphlet intended to

ns a Health

16-page

increase the demand for honey.
part of it contains a short
article on "Honey as Food," written by
help

first

Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last
pari is devoted to "Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those
selling honey.
The more the people
are educated on the value and uses of
honey the more honey they will buy.
Sample copy for 2-cent stamp;
Prices:
SO copies for 70 cents; 100 for $1.25;
250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00; or 1000 for
Your business card printed free
$7.50.
at the bottom of the front page on all
orders for 100 or more copies.

Forty Years Anions: the Bees, by Dr.
This book contains 328
C. Miller.
pages, is bound in handsome cloth, with
gold letters and design; it is printed on
best book-paper, and illustrated with
112 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.
It
is unique in this regard.
The first few
pages are devoted to an interesting
biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he happened to get into beekeeping. About 20 years ago he wrote
a small book, called "A Year Among
the Bees," but that little work has been
out of print for a number of years.
While some of the matter used in the
former book is found in the new one, it
all reads like a good new story of sucessful bee-keeping by one of the mas-

—

i

ters,

how

and shows
Dr.

in minutest detail just
Miller does things with bees.

$1.00.

I'll, e,

••The

of

pages;

$1.20.

C.

:1-
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read
cloth,

The

this cold north country.
Bees so far are wintering well, and the prospects for another season are fairly promising. Not many are interested in bees here. It is nearly all potatoes.
grow more potatoes than any other
county in the world. The last season's crop
was about 11,000,000 bushel6. With an area
equal to the State of Massachusetts, but with
only about one-seventh cleared land, this is

ILL.

Methods

Its

this

Feb. 2".

CO.

CHICAGO,

-

—

We

Bees Wintered Fine Outdoors
I

Fbeback.

C. Stewart.

Reports from bee-keepers in this part of the
country are not flattering. We winter bees
here on the summer stands. There was not a
day in March that bees could fly. More of
them will have to be fed, and should have
been fed in March, but the weather was too
cold, some mornings it being at the zero
mark. The loss here will be nearly onefourth.
C. Zoll.
111.,

S.

Carlisle, Ky., April 2.

Winter Loss Nearly One-Fourth

Vermont,

W.

longer.

floor.

Dearbokn Street,

334

Bees have wintered well, and seem to be in
very good condition. We are having a very
am afraid It will injure our
late spring, and
prospect for honey if it continues much

Outdoor Bees Wintered Fine
My bees in a warm house this winter

a terror.

SENT POSTPAID BY

GEORGE W. YORK &

O. B. Griffin.

Wintered Well— Late Spring

March was

BEE -BOOKS

buckwheat cakes and honey.

(Experiences
came

331

Honey-Money

Stories."

—A

64-

page-and-cover booklet, 5%x8% inches
size, printed on best quality paper.

in

Many

short, bright stories interspersed

with facts and interesting items about
honey and its use. The manufactured
comb honey misrepresentation is conti'i in two items, each ocupying
a full page, but in different parts of
the booklet. It has in all 33 fine illus>ns, nearly all of them being of'
apiaries or apiarian scenes.
also
It
tins
3
bee-songs, namelv, "The
Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree
n,"
'Buckwheat Cakes and Honey,"
ami "The Bee-Keepers' Lullaby." This
booklet should be placed in the hands
..I
everybody not familiar with the
food-value of honey, for its main object Is to interest people in honey as a

Bl

Price, 25 cents, or
daily taMe article.
3 copies for 50 cents.
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Tennessee=Bred Queens
All

from Extra-Select Mothers

3-band from Imported Dark Leather, Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. Goldens from
Laws, Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.

After April

Italians Before dull) 1st

15th.

April

12,

1906

April

12,
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If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

333

Ponder "

BEE-SUPPLIES
~^»T

Root's Goods at Root's rrioes

i

PAID

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .-. .'.

Prompt
.'.

A

Service.

BEESWAX WANTED

©very day to have all her
cooking materials the things ah© nsea most
right at hand, within easy reach, without
moving away from the kitchen table. This
handsome Cabinet is an ornament to any
home. It Is made of hardwood with antique finish. The cut will give you a good
Idea of its many conveniences. Height of
top from table la 46 in.— full height "« in., 8
In. deep. To the left is a apace for tea, coffeepot or clock, etc., underneath are four
epk-e boxes made of wood, for pepper, allepice, cloves, nutmegs; size of each 6x3x34
In. Underneath the shelf are two tilting receptacles for salt and sugar, which fit nicely to side and back as shown in cut. The
Cabinet or top has two shelves 7h in. wide,
24 in. lnng with glass door. Underneath
are three brass hooka to hang utensils on.
The base has an evenly balanced Hour bin,

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make email shipments by express; large shipments by freight, alwayslbeing
trade.
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.

WALTER

POUDER,

S.

Mention

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
when

Bee Journal

Kitchen

Cabinet la
the handiest
piece of furniture in the
house. Think
of the steps it
will save the woman

Catalog Free.

I

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

FREIGHT

writing.

BEE-KEEPERS'
AND
POULT RY SUP PLIES

holding half a barrel,
easily cleaned. A tin
lined bread box with
automatic self-clos-

Ask us about our

plan which

will

save you $150 to
a year.

ing door. On the end
are two sugar or meal
boxes, also one extension drop shelf

$250

with aut omatio
bracket. Other drawers for other pur-

$KS5

poses also a bread
board and
other conveniences.
Order one today, if
It don't suit you in
every way, we pay
freignt back and return your money.

many

LEWIS' BEEWARE
is

so well

known

Miscount on
Beeswax wanted

it

2 percent

needs no introduction.

Itee* Supplies lor Hiircli.

—28c cash, 30c when taking bee-supplies in exchange.

Kilrav ted Honey For Sale.

Prices on application.

We save

Sample, 10 cents.

The

1906 Cornell Incubator

is

>«-M
If

I

!><><>

1000

Co-Operative Society
of the National Supply

Co.,

Catalog for either line Free.

you want orders

PROMPTLY

filled

AT FACTORY

Mention

PRICES, send your order

AND BEE

YORK HONEY

SUPPLY

to

141 Ontario Street,

-

ITALIAN BEES

in

Journal

y

when

CO.

50 colonies of Italian

writing.

Mention

S-frame

Lake Mills, Wis,

14Alt

ILL. ^

in

GUST AVE GKOSS,

L. hives.

CHICAGO,

Long Distance 'Phone, North

Bee

Lansing, Mich,
Chicago. Ill

FOR SALE
BEES

Not-

RND. MGR.

H

page cata-

log shows you
how to save.

£SI>

^^—g^^,

superior to anything heretofore

put on the market.

on

everything for
the home o r
the farm. Our

Cornell Incubators, Peep 0'

Day Brooders
and Cornell Chick Machinery

you

money

when

Bee Journal

writing:.

1559.

modern hives

The Easu Wau to Manage Swarming

for sale, f.o.b. Chicago.

Use the

NEW

BEE SUPPLIES

Queen-Trap

-

Everything the bee-keeper needs.

Prices.

Now

is

Distributing house for
the time to buy for next season.

DIBBERN

)

No Climbing-.
No Absconding.
Order to-day.

Lewis' Goods at Factory

•5**:*
!.

Prices, by mail, 70c

JkV

more

5 or
Ifreig-ht)

Discount for Early Orders
FINE EXTRACTED HONEY

Samples S cents, to pay postage and packing.
on the quantity you mention.

We buy BEESWAX

— free.

CM
•

IVI.

I

How

at all times in the year.

CPOTT
wOU
I

G. H. Dibbern

The best the world can produce
much can you use? Prices quoted quick

in cans or barrels.

Send

for

our Catalog and "Special"

1004 East Wash. Street
St. C*C\
\S\J* INDIANAPOLIS IND. -fr*
OC
•M*

"In eyery country tne successful advertiser

is

the

commous

•5

,,5*

•J"r

13A4t

Son, Milan,

III.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

MEN TO LEARN
WANTED
We

BEE-KEEPING
young men who reallv want
to become expert bee-keepers, give them employment in our apiaries, and teach them as
can take

live

much as they can learn in one season, In applying- state age, height, weight, and previous
None but those of good moral
occupation
habits need apply.
MORLEY PETTIT,
Villa Nova, Ontario. Canada.
13A4t

1

advertiser,

&

each, 40c

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.
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CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
is

With this wonderful invenmaking Sections may be reduced to $1.15
such Machine will interest you, write for

covered by two Patents.

April

Do

not write about

it

Backed by 14 Years
of Successful Use by
Soultrymen all over the world,
[o guesswork. They are automatic in regulation and ventilation. Fully guaranteed to give
YOU satisfaction. Send for
I

unless you

My

Catalog for 1906 is

now ready

for distribution.

the Northern Headquarters for Adel

I

Queens and

CHARLES MONDENG,

ATVE., N.,
NEWTON
Mention Bee

when

when

writing.

rnn Q*| C IOO colonies of Pure Italian BEES
lUn OMLCioSorlO frame New Dov. Hives

with Hoffman Frames; Tested Queen
colony.

F. ft.
13A3t

Price, $6 each.

in

each

In lots of 10— $5 each.

GRAY, Redwood

Winn.

Falls,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Journal

24, Ligotiier, Ind.

CO., Dept.

Bee Journal

Mention

Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

ISO

B^ W TA -BENDER

free book.

MFG.

BEE-SUPPLIES^? QUEENS
am

Incubators A-Brooders

BANTA

tion the cost of

per 1000. If
further information.
mean business.

1906

12,

TELEPHONE

writing.

Facts for Farmers
Send for free book 80-A. It contains
telephone facts that are monev-savers
Stromberg - Carlson Tel.»Mf(r.

BEE-KEEPERS

Co., Rochester, N.Y.,

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to—

MFG. CO.
& LYON
PAGENew
London, Wis.

Mention

Bee

Chicago, 111.
writing.

when

Journal

{ The Rietsche Press
Made of
structible,

artificial stone.

Practically

Inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

re-

Comb

foundation made easily and
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50 casb
with order. Address,
sults.

—

wlien writing.

Bee Journal

Mention

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
45Atf
pr~J.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
he " prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it."— A. G.

Have You Passed the
Experimental Stage?

Mention

f Most bee-keepers have been convinced that
when time and material are figured, it pays
to buy hives, and the best is not only as

Cheapest

islthe

The Elgin Hive excels in many ways— no
nails to drive— no dovetails— can be taken
apart at any time.
Many are usiog them. You should be.
Write to-day for catalog, etc.
We sell full line of SUPPLIES.

The National Supply

writing-

^S" Passengers east from Buffalo to
Fort Wayne, Findlay, Fostoria, Cleve-

cheap, but

The Best

when

Bee Journal

Co.

ELGIN, ILL.

land, Erie, Buffalo, New York City,
Boston, and all points east, will consult their interests and find advantage
in selecting the Nickel Plate Road east
from Chicago. Three through trains
run daily, with through day
are
coaches to New York City, and modern
Pullman sleeping-cars to destination.
Rates always the lowest, and no excess
fares are charged on any train, for any
part of the journey. Modern diningcar service, with individual club meals,
ranging in price from 35 cents to one
dollar also meals a la carte. Ask for
Plate Road.
tickets via the Nickel
Chicago depot, La Salle and Van Bureu
Sts., the only station in Chicago on
Chicago City
the Elevated Loop.
Ticket Office, 111 Adams St. Detailed
information may be secured by address;

BEE-SUPPLIES
We

manufacture everything needed

greatest variety.

We

assure

you

in the Apiary,
the best goods at

and carry a large stock and

LOWEST PRICES

ing John Y. Calahan, General Agent,
113 Adams St., room 298, Chicago.
1— 12A6t

•PURE ALFALFA**

HONEY

enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

and our excellent freight

facilities

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives
prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
want
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request.
now. Write
beekeeper
to have our Catalog.
every
Address,
to-day.

Our

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

KRETGflMER MFG.

60., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, LincolD, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette

&

Son. Salina, Kau.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

1
Mention

We

Bee Journal

when

writing*

IN

60-POUND CANS

We have a good supply

HONEY

of

Piare Alfalfa

in 60-pound cans that we can
ship by return freight at these prices 2 cans,
boxed, at S}4 cents a pound ; 4 or more cans at
one time, 8 cents a pound all f.o.b. Chicago. Cash with order. Sample, by mail, 8
in stamps, to cover package and postage.
:

—

YORK H0n1y a n.dppbu
s

141-143 Ontario

"

It is

St.,

CHICAGO,

ee
v

C0.

ILL.

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

April
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Headquarters & Bee-Supplies

Goods

Excellent

Lowest Prices

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

CINCINNATI

FREIGHT-

Bee- Supplies

RATES FROM

H

are the

25

SOUTH

now goes through

Cincinnati.

YEARS

keepers

in

is

what

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

will

MoVST

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.
me

H

^^ TT 1
I mTCI
fjl
Ki>Sl\|j*%
^dj%J MJJU±MhJ

free

Order for

my

'

bred in separate apiaries,

OOL1M3N
EANS, RG» CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.
bookyour

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the
-

freight

Prompt Service

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,

bee

all

You

Let

most experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY
for the

as 'most

OF ALL KINDS

ESTABLISHED

335

the

1TEJL-

LOWS, CAK^IIO-

catalog, page 29.

H.W.WEBER =
For

prices, refer to

T

C.
Office

»nd Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Our

large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
Mention

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Cincinnati, April 4 —There is no material
change in the honey market since onr last report. The demand does not come up to expecwhich, in all probability, is due to the
inclement weather of the past month. We continue to quote amber in barrels at S l4@bHc.
Fancy white in crates of two 601b. cans at
6J4@8Hc. Choice yellow beeswax 30c. delivered
here.
The Frbd W. Moth Co.

The Colo. Honey-Producers'

Chicago, March 7—Choice white comb honey
is not plentiful, and it sells upon arrival at 15c
Other grades of comb are not in deper pound
mand and sell at uncertain prices of 10@14c per
pound. Choice white extracted, 6X@7)4c; amber grades, SH@6)ic. Beeswax, 30c per pound.
R. A.

Toledo, Feb.

19.— The

Burnett &

Co.

market

comb

for

honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during the past season. Prices

are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; I4@15c
for No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,

Extracted honey is in good demand at
White clover in barrelB
following prices:
brings 6tf@7c; amber, 55*@55*c; in cans every
grade from l@l&c higher. Beeswax is firm
in

good demand

The above

at 28

and

30c.

what we
Griggs Bros.

are onr selling prices, not

pay.

Indianapolis, March 24— Fancy white clover
16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14@15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings Bii@9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beeswax sells here for $33 per 100 pounds.

BURNETT &

S.

PHiLADELPHiA,March20— The call

for

honey

and while the supply is not abunyet it equals the demand. We quote
fancy white, 16@17c; amber, 13@14c. Extracted,
white clover, 7@8c; amber, 6@7c. Beeswax,
is

falling off,

28c.

We are producers of honey and

on commission.

New

Wm.

do not handle
A. Selser.

York, March 19.— Demand

for

comb

honey is fair, especially for the better grades,
and fancy white is selling at from 14@15c; No.
1, 13c; light amber, U@i2c; no more demand
for dark comb honey. Extracted is in good demand, mostly California, at unchanged prices.
Beeswax is firm at from 29@31c, according to
quality.

Hildreth& Sbgblken.

III.

Gash for Beeswax
Highest market price paid promptly all the
time for good wax.
Frank G. Clark, 147 E.KinzieSt.Chlcaoo.lir.

FOR SALE

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California Water-White White Sage and Light
Amber
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new

HONEY

cans and new cases. Write for prices and samples, and state quantity yon want.

HlLDRETH

& SEQELKEN

per pound; amber, 6c. Beeswax, 25@30c. We
look for an increased demand in the near
Clbmons & Co.
future.

265

Cincinnati, March 7.
honey is slow, prices obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems to be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote funcy white, 14@16c Amber
extracted in barrels, S}i@S%c; in cans.Hsc more;
fancy white clover in 60-lb. cans, 7J£@8>4 cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6Xi@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.

20 cases of comb honey mostly white clover,
LOUIS
in non-drip cases.

CC
—The demand for comb

C.

H.W. Webbr.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

&

267

Greenwich

3

Street,

New York, N.Y;

Please mention the Bee Journal.

34Atf

FOR SALE
—

WERNER,

Edwardsville,

15A3t

Ili>.

e aD p
for
frfa?Se r. a„d -?5c°i
ptamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— red. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, i,30u pages a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALL,, yuincy.Ill.

65c

12 Names

Mention

Bee Journal

-j^ V*> \*> il> \*> \*/ \*> \*> \*> \l> V*/ x*> \*/ Vl> \*i i*> v*/ \i/ \*>

when

writing*
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^

BEE-SUPPLIES

Pooder.

dant,

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

comb brings

Walter

or selling-, consult

consigning,

R. A.

Assn.

Kansas City, March 16— The supply of comb
honey is not very large. Demand is light, best
24 section white selling at 3.25 per case, amber
at 25@50c per case less. Extracted, white, 6^c

13c.

and

When

tations,

Denver, Feb. 5— Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as
usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to 13.75 per case of 24 sections; off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7X@8%c; light amber,
6 3/i@7}ic.
Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.

Ijoney anb

BEESWAX
HONEY AND
buying

We handle the finest Bee-Supplies, made by the W. T. Falconer
Mfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Big Discounts on early orders. Let us
figure with you on your wants.
Muth Special Dovetail Hives have a Honey-Board, Warp-Proof
Cover, and Bottom-Board. Think of it, same price as the regular styles.
Send

for Catalog.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

51 Walnut Street,

Mention

Bee

Journal

when

writing.
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Never Make Any More Goods
by Hand

"So

says one of our customers," states a Lewis agent to the G. B. Lewis Co., in a
letter recently received and now on file at our Watertown office.

The Agent writes as follows

->©

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

Gentlemen:

Hives and

are fine.

very

— We

much

note that
all

surprised, as

hive

March
the Lewis Goods this season are finer than ever.

parts are without any knots.

we supposed

shipping out.

The

We

Did we get

"I

are

many compliments on the goods we are
"They are the finest I have ever received."
that I want more." The purchaser of a $165

"Goods are so satisfactory
make any more goods by hand; goods are fine." We wish
an extra-good lot, and will they continue superb ? Words cannot express the

writes:

we

and higher, necessarily poorer

are receiving

largest producer in Michigan says:

Another customer says:
order

In fact, they are so nice that

that as lumber gets scarcer

grades of lumber would have to be used.

28, 1906.

No. 2 sections

will never

to

ask,

satisfac-

tion at seeing such stock.

Referring to the above, the G. B. Lewis Co. wishes to
state that the

Agent referred

to did not get a shipment of

goods from us which was picked out especially for him or
anyone

else,

but that he was shipped our regular line of

goods taken from our regular enormous stock which we

now have on hand, and which we are adding to every day,
and which we shall continue to ship to each and every customer whoever he may

G. B.

=

be.

LEWIS COMPANY
^=

Manufacturers of Bee^Keepers' Supplies

WATERTOWN,

WIS., U.S.A.

e Journal
46th Year

CHICAGO.

ILL.,

APRIL

19,

1906

No. 16

C
.vV

,»

flpiaru of Schaftner Bros., near

Los Angeles,

GaliT.

(Formerly owned by the late John H. Martin, well known to many bee-keepers as 'Rambler.'')
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American Bee Journal
Novelty Pocket-Knife
Gold Fountain Pen

All
for

1906

19,

$2.75

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE W.YORK & COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

HOWARD

111.

M. MELBEE,

HONEYVILLE, O.
IMPORTANT NOTICES.
is
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journaland

(This cut

Stales, Canada,
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union. 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

$1.00 a year, in the United

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

(Name and Address on one side— Three Bees on the other

Your Name

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We

do not send a
sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money haB been received and credited.

just

money

14 lines make one inch.
less than % inch accepted.

The Material

"
"

..

..

"

..

best quality
razor-6teel,

Space Discounts.

Time Discounts.

rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, bat not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very
the blade6 are hand-forged out of the very finest English
It will last a life-time, with

Why Own the Novelty Knife?— In

case a good knife is lost,
owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty "
having name and address of owner, the finder will return it.
If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so
fortunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will
serve as an identifier; and, in case of death, your relatives will at once

the chances are the
is

These

1

;

and we warrant every blade.

proper usage.

100 lines... 5 per cent
...10
500 "
"
1000 " ... 20
"
2000 " ...30

5 per cent
"
.10
"
.20
"
.30
.

ordering, be sure to say
on the
and address you wish put on the Knife.

is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the
handle. It is made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as
transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the
handle is placed the name and residence of the owner, and on the
other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as shown here.

Nothing

times ..

what name

side.)

Knife. — When

The Novelty Knife

Advertising Rate, per Agate Line, 10c.

4
13
26
£2

the full size of the KDife.)

NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is pa'.u.
For instance, "dec06" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19^6.
receipt for

is

lost,

be notified of the accident.

Queen

How to Get this Valuable Knile.—We

.

send

it

postpaid for

$1.25, or club the Novelty Knife and the American Bee Journal for one
year both for $2.00. (Allow two weeks for Knife order to be filled.)

—

Bee Keepers' Association

National

Objects of the Association.
promote the interests of its members.
protect
and defend its members in their
2d.— To

SOLID GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN

1st.— To

lawful

ritrhts.

Finally we have found a good Fountain Pen that is reasonable in
price. The manufacturers of thi6 pen say that if you pay more than
$1.25 for other fountain pens, it's for the name.

3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.

Annual Membership Dues,

$1.00.

General Manager and TreasurerN. E. France, Platteville, Wis.

%W If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
ublisbers of the American Bee Journal.

is absolutely guaranteed to work perfectly, and give satThe Gold Nibs are 14 kt., pointed with selected Iridium.
Holders
are
Para Rubber, handsomely finished. The simple feeder
The
gives a uniform flow of ink. Each pen is packed in a neat box, with

This pen

isfaction.

Drone

directions

ROOT'S GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES
Finest and largest stock of buppl.es in Illinois.
Italian Bees and Queens in season. Catalog- free.
eggs of Pnre Barred Plymouth Recks, $1.00.
Incubators and Brooders atwavs on band.
15

12

H

Al3t

Mention

5.

DUBY,

Bee Journal

St.

when

Anne*

III.

writing

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

NOT

IN

and

%

Filler.

size

Gold Fountain Pen

for only $1.25, or for $2.00 we will mail it and the
weekly American Bee Journal for a whole year.
J3J~ Sample copy of the American Bee Journal free; trial trip of three months (13 copies)
Address all orders to
tor 20c regular yearly price, $1.00.
(,

We mail

this

;

GEORGE

W.

YORK &

CO.,

334 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Please Mention the American Bee Journal MveVrffi

We

THE TRUST

will

8

stamp

"PURE
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the

National Bee-Keepers'
Write us.
Association.

Now

is

the time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP

Canners Can Co.
1035 W. 47th

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

April
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"MDANT'S FOUNDATION"
IT EXCE3LS

EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

at

all

times

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

ffiH
FENCE fSSXSWe

send $1.20 to

30 days

free trial.
CataloK shows 37
styles and heights of farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buy direct. Write today

factory prices on

We pay all freight.

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.
Box 89

Mention

when

Bee Journal

you want the Bee-Book

If

That covers the whole Apicultnral Field more
a completely than any other published,

Made of High Carbon colled wire.
have no agents. Sell direct to user at

DON'T WAIT

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."

writing.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

for the season to start before

iSoXalifornia
The Pacific Rural Press has been a household word throughout California for 35 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
Weekly, illussoil or products of California.
trated
Edited by practical specialists. Two
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.
:

Pacific Rural Press,

you

San Francisco, Calif.
330 Market Street,
Please mention the Bee Journal.
SOAtf

order your Bee=Supplies

FOUNDATION
DITTMER'S
THE BEST MADE
IS

65c

for

a
12 Names J2Y™h TS?^

tamps taken— we wilt send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 40c a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
years old, 1 ,3m pages a year. Sample free.
FARMERS CALL, Quincy, 111.
f

>

We

make

a specialty of working wax for Cash.
Retail Wholesale Jobbing

—

—

BEESWAX
Write for our Price-List

ALVNZAYS

and samples

;

we would

Mention

WANTED

like to

send them to you at our

Mention

Bee Journal

when

Augusta, Wis.

writing.

S

And Prompt Shipments

r
•

what we are making

— DOVETAILED

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

-

We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog-.
JTARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ CO., Tlarshfield, Wis.
Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

writing.

Root's Dee-SoDDiles
You know what

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
Is

when

"

expense.

QUS DITTMER,

Bee Journal

this

means. Four

carloads of New Goods on hand.
Our business increased last year
100 percent over 1904. This is a
proof that we are saving our cusTry us. Low
tomers money.
Freight Rates from Toledo.
Large Discounts— that tells the
story. Our 80-page Catalog is
sent free.

GRIGGS BROS.

8
521

Monroe

Street,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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ACCURACY
IN

SECTIONS

Were you ever annoyed by receiving poor Sections

Sections that were rough, bad color, inaccu-

?

rately cut ? Then you know what it means. The Root System of making and grading their Sections
insures perfection. With the best possible machinery and lumber, together with a scheme of insuring
best grading, the Root output of Sections is the largest in the world, and they are used by bee-keepers
everywhere with the best of satisfaction. When you buy Sections this year see that the box bears the

trade-mark that makes Root's Goods Famous.

mji-iiisywrzrz'rzrrtefm

ltt3R
«?gft»

7ft«)

t?\2

fttjfl

jSUil
?/(ifi
•*»**•

WW

is no need of going into details why a Hive should be made with the greatest possible accuthe work is not done very near perfect the bees will glue up the Hive with propolis and then
your trouble begins. There's a satisfaction of putting up Root's Hives that more than pays for their
slightly extra cost over the cheap-made kinds. Read what Mr. Dobson says

If

:

The
The A

'

*'

KooT Co

-'

—

I

Experience of

J***Jj

WW
WW

£*%*
If

V

Two

CHAPTER

Medina

Bee/Keepers

SJ

I

Minnetonka, Minn., March

-

28, 1906.

writing you in regard to some goods I bought of your agent, Mr. J. C. Acklin,
!°24 Miss. St., St. Paul. I purchased five Dauzenbaker hives with full sheets of foundation in broodI
never saw nicer or cleaner stock, no
chamber and super. I will say this much for Root's Goods
cracked or broken pieces, and everything fitted to perfection. Everything full count, including nails, etc.

Gentlemen

:

am

:

CHAPTBR

7/jjffi

JflfR

HIVES

There

racy.

S^

H

IN

II.

was over to a neighbor's helping him assemble some newly purchased hives made by a
I wish you could have
I was tempted to ask him why he didn't get Root's Goods.
seen the difference. When I went there he had not uncrated them. I said to him, " Have you got all
you need?" He said, " Oh, yes." Well, we found out differently. They had sent only half enough
foundation, no small tacks for fastening wire, and not half enough nails, and sixteen top-bars short. I
WM. V. DOBSON.
guess we said something to ourselves about that shipping clerk.
To-day

fi

rm

I

jn

.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT COMPANY

nv^TEIDIlSr^L,
Branch Offices
The A.
The A.
The A.
The A.

I.
I.

I.
I.

Root
Root
Root
Root

Co., 44 Vesey St., New York City.
Co., 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Co., 1635 Genesee St., Syracuse, N. T.
Co., Mechanic Falls, Maine.

OHIO

in the United States
I. Root Co., 1100 Maryland Avenue, S. W.,
Washington, D. C.
The A. I. Root Co., 144 E. Erie St., Chicago, 111.
The A. I. Root Co., 1024 Mississippi St., St. Paul, Minn.

The A.
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(Entered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as Second-Class Mail-Matter.)
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Published Weekly at $1.00 a Year, by George

O.BORUE W. YORK,

CHICAGO,

Editor

ILL,

^
(£bttonal Hotcs
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J
Apiarian Experiments in Canada
Prof. H. R. Rowsome, Lecturer in Apiculture, Ontario
Agricultural College, in his reports gives an account of
three experiments, none of which was a howling success
:

Simmins' Plan for Prevention of Swarming,

APRIL

19,

Co.,

334 Dearborn

St.

VoLXLVI—No,

1906

16

queenless bees may rear therefrom a queen. Left to your
own experience, it will take years for you to learn any better,
if indeed you ever learn better.
But if you trust to the experience of others, you will not fool away time trying to
have that colony rear a queen. It may do later in the season, but not in spring. Of course you can keep up the
strength of the colony by giving it brood from time to
time
but that's robbing Peter to pay Paul. The loss of
brood will do more harm to the other colonies than the gain
to the unfortunate.
At so early a time the chances of success in rearing a queen are not the most brilliant. The
attempt to rear a queen from the first brood given may be
an utter failure a queen may be reared only to disappear
in some mysterious way and if you are as successful as to
get a young queen to laying, it will be only to find later on
that she is practically worthless. A good queen may be
reared early in spring but a good queen rarely is reared in
;

;

;

;

which consists in keeping constantly unfinished combs between the brood-nest and the entrance, was tried with S
colonies. All 5 swarmed, although there was partial excuse
in the fact that it was a bad season for swarming.
In
speaking of the plan, Prof. Rowsome says
:

The inference is that a colony (the queen being young) will not
swarm when the parent colony can not be easily protected against
robbing, and a colony can not be easily defended when there is a large
empty space at the entrance of a hive, as is the case when the first 4 or
5

frames contain starters merely and not combs.

spring.
If you are wise, the first hard work you do when you
find a colony queenless in spring is remorselessly to break
up the colony and distribute its parts to other colonies. The
words " hard work " are used advisedly, for it is hard work

for the beginner to reduce by one the number of his colonies but it is the profitable thing to do. He may have one
less colony
but he will have more bees and at the close of
the season more colonies.
Don't fool with a queenless colony in spring break
it up.
;

;

;

;

Is this not a

new

theory

?

The Townsend Super-Plan,
having both sections and extracting-combs in the same
super, was tried with separators over 3 hives, and without
separators over 3 others

:

The honey-flow was extremely good. Where
arators some sections were not touched at all, the

there were no sepsections and combs
on either side of them being built out into these sections. Those sections that were built out unduly were apparently nearly V inches
thick in the middle, and were badly filled at the edges. The bees were
very slow in working on the sections, doing so only when they had
filled the extracting combs.
.,

Painting Travel-Stained Sections.
With regard to these. Prof. Rowsome reports
had hopes that a very thin coating of wax applied
of dirty comb honey would improve its appearance. I
I

:

to the surface
tried painting

wax with a varnish-brush upon comb honey, but the wax, instead
of leaving an equal coat upon all the indentations of the cappings
filled up the hollows and left a smooth surface, which also looked
mus6y and more unmarketable, but it certainly did cover up the travelhot

6 tains.

Queenless Colonies

in

Spring

you are a beginner, anxious to increase the number
of your colonies, you will be distressed to find that one or
more are queenless. Perhaps you may find one of your very
best coloDies contains no brood at the opening of spring,
when all other colonies contain brood, and after watching
and waiting in vain for any appearance of eggs or brood,
the unwelcome truth is finally forced in upon you that the
If

colony

hopelessly queenless.
a moral certainty that to such a colony you will
give a frame of brood from some other colony, so that the
is

It is

The Sting-Trowel Theory
After slumbering more or

less quietly for a few years,
the romantic tale that the bees drop into each cell of honey
a small drop of poison from the sting before sealing up the
cell, using the sting as a trowel to work the wax, seems to
have started anew its round of the public press. To any
who have sent in clippings of the kind, possibly wondering
what foundation there may be for the yarn, it may be said
that it is all a work of imagination, its originator apparently seeming to think it true, but never offering a particle
of proof. Of course, none of the papers that give it currency will bother themselves with a contradiction, and the
only thing that can be done is patiently to allow it to run
its course and die out, only to be resurrected 7 years later
by some penny-a-liner who has nothing else sensational on

hand.

Wouldn't

Call

an Italian-Black a Hybrid

We

have received the following from R. F. Holtermann,
who attended the Michigan Convention, the report of
which began on page 302
Friend York: — After reading the report of the Michigan State
:

Convention, I felt as if I had just grounds for having some one up, or
some Journal up, for defamation of character. It says:

"As to race of bees, Mr. Holtermann prefers a hybrid of about
three-quarters Italian and one-quarter black."
It seems to me it was made pretty clear (very clear) that it was a
itoss between Italian and Carniolan.
If that is the " black " blood
referred to, it would be all right, but by •' hybrid " we generally un-

derstand something else.
By the way, would it not be well to have all bee-keepers and the
publishers of bee-literature (who can watch and control the matter)
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a firm resolve not to call a cross between the common black and
have been using this term knowing
Italian a hybrid any longer?
better, and a person not a bee-keeper, reading our literature, mu6t be
perplexed, and then amused, at our use of the term.
Bees have consumed an unusual amount of 6tores in the cellars,
no doubt owing to high and changeable temperature. I lost 9 colonies out of 338, and 1 starved since putting out.
But,
I consider outside winterers have the best of us this year.
JR. F. Holtermann.
of course, the winter was exceptional.

make

We

Brantford, Ont., April

6.

^

An Unfortunate, But Determined, Californian
:

lost by the mountain fire last fall all I had of this world's
and contents, barn and hay, bees and fixtures, in all
to nearly $3000—1 decided to quit business and live at the
National Home for disabled volunteer soldiers. I lost over 50 colonies
of bees and many extra hives, etc.

goods

.

— house

Spring is now here, and with the merry hum of the bees the old
fever has struck me, and I have taken up the work again and expect
to be in the business on a larger scale than ever in one of the mountain canyons near the Soldiers' Home, in Los Angeles Co., Calif., and
I must have the American Bee Journal.
Delos Wood.

Wood has lots of determination when after
misfortunes he will re-enter the " bee-business on a
larger scale than ever. " We wish him every success, and
trust that he may soon recover from his heavy fire losses.
As an indication of Mr. Wood's " never-give-upness,"
he has sent us the following poem, the author of which
seems to be unknown
Surely, Mr.

all his

:

Never Give Up
" Never give up " in a cause that

But labor with power and

National Convention of 1906.— We have received the
following from Mr. C. P. Dadant, the President of the National Bee-Keepers' Association
Mr. Editor — I see that some of our friends are getting impa:

:

meeting and date of the National
Let them not think that the Executive Committee have
There was never a time when so much correspondence
was required. The Texas folks had the promise of the meeting at San
Antonio for two years, or at least they were given encouragement
three years ago, and the meeting was set for Texas for 1905. The
appearance of yellow fever in the South made it advisable to change
The members of the committee felt that the Texans
it to Chicago.
were entitled to it this year, if they could secure railroad rates. On
the other hand, there was a strong sentiment in favor of St. Paul and
the G. A. K. The Texas folks have at last secured the rates, and the
only thing to fix is the date of the meeting, which will be put as late
as possible, so that another yellow fever epidemic in New Orleans
need not make any difference since it is always stopped at the opentient to hear of the next place of

And your aims

you'll surely

fulfill.

—
—

" Never give up " it's a meaning that's true;
It's a power, tho' silent, that's dear.
" Never give up " it's plain to your view,
In the end it will give you good cheer.
" Never give up " to trouble and care
You may meet in the pathway of life
" Never give up " to the gloom of despair,
But conquer its sorrow and strife.
" Never give up " in the efforts of right,

Whatever your calling may

Convention.
been asleep.

will be an-

is just,

will.

" Never give up " be your motto and trust,

baugh.

it

16

As to meeting evary season with the G. A. R., if the National
wishes it thus hereafter, they can have it. But I fear many times the
G. A. R. comes too early for our busy honey crops. The bee-keeper
usually wants to harvest his crop before he attends the convention.
The Executive Committee would exceed their authority if they were to
dictate such a course. The convention has power to settle it if it so
C. P.

Hamilton,

111.,

April

Dadant,

be.

" Never give up;" you'll win in the fight,
And your mind will be happy and free.

Only the "Square Deal" Pays.—One of the most
successful queen-breeders in the United States says this
:

Orders are coming in fast now. I booked 100 untested Italian
queens for a former customer to-day, to be used in building up an
out-apiary.
I have furnished him many queens, all for his own use,
during the last 4 years. Repeated orders tell the tale. When a man
gets what he wants he knows where to get the same again but if he
gets beat, he wants no more of that medicine.
;

nounced.

chooses.

is

us as follows on

amounting

a late Director of the National Bee-Keepers' Association,
died the afternoon of April 5, in Escondido, Calif., from a
cancer on the neck. Three weeks before, Mr. Hambaugh
went to a hospital in Los Angeles to have the cancer removed, but he was told that nothing could be done for him.
Mr. Hambaugh was one of the leading bee-keepers of
He,
Illinois for many years before going to California.
with Jas. A. Stone, installed the apiarian exhibit of this
State at the Columbian Exposition, in 1903.
Very soon after the Chicago World's Fair Mr. Hambaugh moved to Southern California, where he has continued his reputation as a bee-keeper. His loss will be
keenly felt. His going seems like a personal loss to us, and
will be so to many who knew him best.
We will soon publish a biographical sketch of Mr. Ham-

set

He wrote

Having

J

is

1906

;

March

Death of Hon. J. M. Hambaugh.— Since the last number went to press, we have received notice from Mr. G. F.
Merriam, of California, saying that Hon. J. M. Hambaugh,

Just as soon as the date

19,

gles to get an education, and then follows the rest of the
book devoted exclusively to telling in detail just how he
manages to produce large crops of honey. Over 100 pictures
in the book were taken by Dr. Miller himself. They help
wonderfully to make the reading matter plainer. If you
haven't a copy of this book, better send us $1.00 for it at
once or forward $ 1.80, and we will credit your subscription
to the American Bee Journal for one year and mail you the
book.

Delos Wood, of Soldiers' Home.

miscellaneous
Hetps * 3 terns

ing of cool weather.

April

An Appreciation comes to
of Kansas, in these words

us from

Wm.

H. K. Eagerty,

:

You are doing your part to make bee-keeping a success. Your
You deserve great praise for
is as regular as clock-work.
getting the American Bee Journal up in such fine shape.
Journal

President.

6.

Edition of "Forty Years. "— We have just
issued a new cloth-bound edition of Dr. C. C. Miller's
book " Forty Years Among the Bees." There has been
added to this edition an "Appendix," which consists of
comments on the previous edition, and experiences that the
past three years have developed, and also Dr. Miller's latest
photograph, taken expressly for this book. It is the best

New

—

we ever saw of the Doctor.
The "Appendix" (with the Doctor's picture) is
printed in a separate form, so that all who have the

likeness

also
first

and put it in the volume
edition can send for it
they have already. Thus they will have as complete a
volume as the new one just issued. The price of the new
edition remains the same as the former one, which is $1.00,
or with the weekly American Bee Journal one
postpaid
year— both for $/.So (instead of $1.75 as heretofore).
Every bee-keeper should have this book. It describes
in detail the experiences and results of nearly 45 years of
(10 cents)

—

Honey as a Health-Food. This is a 16-page honeypamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on "Honey as
Food,"' written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep

how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to
"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.
Sample copy for a two-cent stamp; 50
Prices, prepaid
honey,

—

copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00;
or J,000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

;

successful bee-keeping. The story is told in Dr. Miller's
The first few
original and very entertaining manner.
pages give an account of his boyhood days, his early strug-

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer,

is

a bee-keeper's hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
American Bee Journal one year both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.

—

April
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Nucleus Method of Queen-Rearing
BY

F.

GREINER.

THIS

branch of apiculture is one of the most interesting
ami. to me. most fascinating branches of our pursuit.
Tins h due in a great measure to the progress we have
made in late years. Our forefathers were not ignorant of
certain fundamental facts in regard to rearing queens, and
applied this knowledge in their

bee-masters took up

way; but not

until

American

work, giving it their undivided attenthat methods were brought out which put everything

tion,

this

previously known "in the shade."
The discovery that larvae could be transferred from one
cell to another without harm to the developing insect was
made by a German bee-master during the first years of my
bee-keeping about 30 years ago, if I remember rightly. It
seemed to be a frequently occurring trouble that colonies refused to rear queens or start cells over given brood, and the
advice given at that time m order to outwit these obstinatebees was to remove the larva: from the cells which they had
started over their own brood, and substitute selected larvae
from the desired type. It was found that this plan worked
every time, and it is my opinion that this procedure will
produce queens second to none.
Priming artificial cells with royal food does verv well.

—
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our apiaries by our breeding colonics but the quantity is too
limited, and we do not often have them at the time when we
need them most; consequently we are depending upon other
more prolific methods, and the one outlined is a good one.
As to the matter of mating the queens, the baby-nucleus
plan is all the go at present at any rate among the queenbreeders.
I have tested the Pratt nucleus boxes and have
been successful with them, still I do not keep them in use.
I
fear they do not take care of themselves as larger and more
populous nucleus colonies would do. With a larger nucleus
colony feeding is seldom necessary. This is an item in favor
of it. although the larger the more expensive.
A few years ago I made a lot of small frames of which
4 fill a regular brood-frame. I can use them thus in my
regular hives, or I can use them separately in a small hive by
attaching a top-bar to each. The way I do use them is by
means of a sort of long-ideal hive holding 18 or 20 of them.
By means of division-boards, close-fitting, I can divide the
long-ideal hive into 4 compartments, a small entrance to each.
When I first made this small frame, my idea was to use them
in a small hive during the summer, and unite a number of
them, putting 4 frames into one large brood-frame.
In practice this uniting and putting on large frames did
not work to my satisfaction. It was unpleasant work, and
took too much time. I conceived the idea that perhaps I
might winter these nuclei on the small frame and thus have
nucleus hives ready and stocked up early in the season and
This worked well. A few days before the
at any time.
queen-cells are ready I slip in the division-boards, letting the
queen go where she will. On the third day cells are given
when these queens are laying they are
to the queenless parts
removed, and if we desire to increase the number of our
nuclei the hive is moved to another place and an empty one
Each compartlike the one moved away is put in its place.
ment is fitted out with honey-combs, and at least one comb
of brood and bees. The flying bees or field-bees from the
moved hive make pretty fair nuclei and we are thus doubling
With these hives it is an easy
the number to start with.
matter to have what nuclei we want to use.
The uniting in the fall is also easy. In fact, the whole
matter becomes so easy that it almost runs itself. The feeding
can be done by giving combs heavy with honey instead of
There is no trouble in getting any of the regular
liquid feed.
colonies to clean up such combs and fill them with honey
during the early part of the season.
It goes without saying that these hives do not winter on
their summer stands, but have to be taken into the cellar;
but 4 of the nuclei, when they are united in the fall by re;

—

;

moving the division-boards, make a large enough body of
bees to guarantee the wintering indoors.
I have used some empty shipping boxes obtainable at the
grocery store and made these long-ideal hives from them,
It is more agreeable to
but I don't like this sort of economy.
have all hives uniform nucleus hives as well as standard-

—

hives and winter-cases— and I
disgusted with those I have in use.
size

become more and more

by using new lumber in hive-making
it does cost a little more.

we do our work

well we can usually succeed in getting
the large majority of cells accepted. After the bees have once
accepted a cell and supplied it abundantly with suitajble food,
according to their fashion, we can then do almost anything
with it, and the bees will continue taking care of the inmate.

and

if

stands to reason that the larva which we transfer will
suitable surroundings in that queen-cell from which
a royal larva has just been removed than in an artificial cell
clumsily prepared by man's fingers.
larva placed in the
warm bed of another will probably not notice the change, and
receive not the slightest setback, but go right on and develop
into a most perfect queen-bee.
I am well aware that the above is as yet largely theory.
It needs careful testing whether or not thus produced queenbees are any better for it. But it is quite certain that we cannot make a mistake if we let our bees accept a lot of stockedup cells first, allow them to take care of the young larvae for
about 24 hours, then remove them and replace with justhatched larvae from our best mother-bee. I look upon this
method with so much favor that I have adopted it as the lust
plan. In all our operations with bees we must remain as close
to nature as possible and consistent with the object to be
accomplished.
If it were possible and practical to obtain our queencells from our best colonies, having them start the ells
naturally and under the swarming impulse when the honeyseason is on, that would be the ideal, and we will do well to
make the very best use of all queen-cells that are so built in
It

find

more

A

I

believe we fare better
the way through, if

all

The illustration shows the little nucleus frame full of
comb with top-bar attached; also one frame without top-bar
and 3 of the top-bars lying by the side. The little staples,
bent over, arc the means to hold frame and bar together; the
reader will observe the notches cut out of the frame which
admit slipping the staples in place. The frame is reversible,
i. e., the top-bar may be attached to either side.
The illustration also shows that 4 nucleus frames may be
slipped into a regular brood-frame. This feature is of value,
as by doing so we may have these frames filled with honey,
pollen and brood by any of our regular colonies, thus giving
us an opportunity to help and build up the nuclei when it
seems necessary. However, I want to say that a 4 or 5 frame
nucleus of this kind is in pretty good shape to hold its own
all through the season except winter.
The credit for the staple-device clasping frame and topbar together belongs to Mr. Pratt, of baby-nucleus fame.
Naples, N. Y.

9— Dadant

Methods of Honey- Production
BY

THEmore

first

C. P.

DADANT.

crops of honey that

we produced with two or

apiaries were of honey in small glass boxes or in
This Adair box was the forethe Adair section-box.
runner of the "pound" section. The sections held about 3
pounds of honey each and were clamped together in the shape

344
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of a box, with a glass at each end. As this was before the
invention of comb foundation, or rather before the practical
use and manufacture of it, we had to fasten small pieces of
comb to each section to secure straight combs, and even with
that help the combs were not always straight.
In addition to
that difficulty, we had a number of inferior seasons in succession, and many of our cases would become stale before
they were filled. It was then that we tried a hanging frame
in a shallow super for extracting.
The difference in results
confirmed our previous views on the great difference between
allowing the bees to build all the combs, and furnishing to
them sets of combs already built from previous years.
tried the extracting super-frames side by side with
the comb-honey sections; we tried also sections in wide frames
side by side with extracting frames, and at once also recognized the difference in results between allowing the bees to
produce honey in large receptacles, and compelling them to
build in small sections.
When we gave our bees full superframes in half-story supers, and placed bv the side of these a
number of one-pound sections, all equally supplied with
starters, we ascertained that the bees would almost invariably
begin work in. the large frames in preference to the sections,
even when the sections were placed nearer to the brood-

We

April

19,

1906

and which yet deserves strong commendation, for it is good
keep the heat in the brood-chamber in winter, and to keep
the heat of the sun off in the summer.
We keep these mats
on the hive at all times with the best of results. Thev are
an old European implement, which gardeners use for all sorts
of purposes, and of many sizes, for covering hotbeds, sheltering early plants in cool nights, and even as a shelter to
to

—

—

valuable "espaliers" fruit-trees trained to a wall or a trellis
that form an adornment to many a country or cottage garden.
The super, with its frames hanging right over the broodframes, and filled with combs from the previous season, gives
our bees such ample room, and of so free an access, that they
go up into it without hesitancy; and if we carefully calculate
the probability of a large crop, and provide them with enough
empty comb in good time the other requirements being also
provided for we need not be afraid of many natural swarms.
It is only when the bees desire to change their queen, owing
to old age or failing prolificness. or when a strange queen
has been unwillingly accepted by them, that we may expect
an occasional swarm. Besides, if we keep our surplus combs
sufficiently numerous to provide for storing-room, we secure

—

—

immense results.
The assertion made by some,
produce beeswax, whether they
is

lost

that bees are compelled to
will or not, and that this wax

when combs are provided already built, is entirely
The bees do produce a little wax naturally during

erroneous.

a heavy Mow. but the quantity thus produced is barely sufficient
to repair damaged cells that have been run through the
extractor; to lengthen the combs, and seal them as the honey
ripens.
On the other hand, when no comb is furnished, or
not enough to keep the bees at work, they must, in many
instances, remain idle until wax enough is produced by digestion to build the storing-combs.

As an instance of what may be achieved during a very
heavy flow. I will mention the results secured at one time:
We had been extracting the honev in an apiary of 87 colonies.
It took 3 days to go through this apiary.
The flow of honeywas very heavy, the honey harvested being quite dense and
needed less evaporating than usual. At the end of the third
day as I knew that the bees had been working very busily
examined the first hives from which we had extracted the
honey 3 days before, and found all the supers with honey in
every cell the supers probably half filled. Such quick results I have never seen since.
It was in 1884.
I do not believe that half as much honey could have been secured if the
bees had had to build the combs.
Hamilton. 111.

—

—

—

W
Time a Queenless Swarm Will Remain
Clustered
BY

FROM

combs and in the center of the brood-nest. This fact is explained by Oliver Foster better than by any one else:
"When we take in consideration that the object on the
part of the bees, in storing up honey in summer, is to have it
i'l>- for winter consumption, and that, in winter,
the
bees collect in a round ball, as nearly as possible, in a semitorpid state— with but little if any motion, except that gradual
moving of bees from the center'to the surface and from the
surface to the center of this ball— we may imagine how
unwelcome it is to them to be obliged to divide their stores
between 4 separate apartments, each of which is 4 inches
square and 12 inches long, with no communication between
these apartments."
The above quotation makes it plain, and in very few
words, why bees dislike to build in small receptacles, and why
the producers of "chunk" honey produce such large crops.
Add to this the great gain secured by extracting the honey and
returning the combs to the bees to be filled again, and you
will readily understand how it was that, after trying
extracting supers, with the hive-bodj in close communication
with the supers, we no longer cared for any other method
of
production.
We had used a honey-board over the frames
discarded it.
We tried a skeleton honey-board, to break jointsscarded it. also. An oilcloth laid ovei the brood-combs
and placed over the super during the harvest was all the cover
we used under the hive-cap. Later, we ad
ed the sti iw
mat, winch no om uses but our-. Ivi
as Ear as we can learn

We

F.

L.

DAY.

my own

experience I had formerly supposed that a
swarm of bees would not remain clustered more than
10 or 15 minutes without its queen, or at least a queen
of some kind.
I had also understood, from the reading of
bee-literature, that such was the case.
But last season I had
a notable exception to this rule.
I had a very fine swarm of
Golden Italians, which had been the upper story of one of
my 4 colonies treated by the Alexander plan. This colony
remained 6 days after being placed on a new stand. The
colony from which it was taken had itself sent out a swarm
on the same day that I removed the upper story. This upper
story was removed on the tenth day from the first preparation
of the colony, and not on the thirty-ninth day. as Mr. Alexander mistakenly states in his scathing criticism of the report
of my test of his plan of increase.
If Gleanings ever finds

room to publish the reply which I sent in 7 months ago, I
hope to be set right before the readers of that paper.
But to return to the swarm question; I got them back
in their own hive when they had swarmed 6 days after being
separated from the mother colony. They had reared a fine
queen from the cells started before separating, and now settled
down to business, soon becoming one of my most promising
colonies.
em one super for extracting, and soon
added a second. The queen soon had the 10 frames in the
brood-chamber packed full of brood. It was of no avail to
give an abundance of room as a preventive of swarming. The
first swarm had come out June 7.
By July 1 they had a great
number of queen-cells, which 1 cut out
also removed cells
'ii
agi
July 11. 18, 24 and 30. This was quite often (for a
non-swarming plan)—five times in one month, after a colony
had been divided once, besides.
On July 31 the swarm came out. While I had been
I

1

April

19.
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through July, the queen had kept the
10 frames packed full of brood, and the colony had become

•cutting queen-cells all

very populous.
I have a few small trees or shrubs among my hives, not
for shade, but to help the bees mark the location of their
hives.
They are also convenient for swarms to cluster on.
Under tin- tree
Mm of these trees gets most of the swarms.
I had a box to set a hive on when shaking a swarm off.
The swarm in question had a clipped queen which I caught
The swarm settled on the
as she came out of the hive.
favorite tree, in three clusters, several feet apart, each cluster
being a fair-sized one. Although I had the queen all right,
wished to get the swarm back in its hive. I shook the tree
and smoked the bees, but they were extremely obstinate.
Having tried to swarm for a month, they did not like to be
balked in their purpose. As I shook them off the tree, time
'

I

and again, a portion of them kept falling on the box below.
I used the smoker on these, but only a few would take wing.
•The most of the bees crawded down the sides of the box on
After a time I man
the grass or small bushes in the rear.
aged to get a fair portion of them in the air and saw many
of them going into their own hive. Then T went to the house
for a short time. and. on coming back. I took a brief survey
of the yard and went into the shop to work.

About an hour afterward I heard a sound of swarming.
found bees going into the hive which had swarmed. I went
out to the tree where the swarm had clustered, and found a
good part of the swarm still in the box. where they had been
feu- fully l'j hours.
On smoking them again they went back
Detroit City, Minn.
to their hive at once.
I
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queen out of the surplus receptacle. He applies all receptacles
on top instead of raising up supers and putting under. Mr.
Chapman always uses excluders to keep the queen below, but
per, and destroys queenraises brood from brood-nesl
Mr. Smith says be always uses excluders. Mr.
cells in time.
Beacham uses queen-excluders, but does not raise any broodI

combs out

of broi id-nest.

—

Does Mr. Townsend clip his queens?
Mr. Townsend No.
Mr. Coveyou asked if it would be advisable to put an
Mr. Kitson

—

excluder under the brood-nest.
"Very few have tried it."

The National

Association and Northern Michigan.

a letter from N. E. France, who
asked that this question be discussed: "How can the National
Association be of more value to Northern Michigan members?" and asked that a reply be sent him.
Mr. Townsend Reduce the transportation rate on bees.
Mr. Beacham The rate on honey is too high.
Mr. Bartlett First class rate on beeswax.
Mr. Beacham said that he considered the National report
as highly instructive, and that the Secretary deserves great
Mr. Coveyou expressed the same
credit for his efforts.

The Secretary then read

—
—
—

opinion.

Mr. Beacham asked the chair to appoint a committee of
Messrs.
three to draft resolutions to be sent to the National.

Hutchinson, Townsend and Chapman were appointed.
Mr. Coveyou How can the Northern Michigan BeeKeeper.' Association be of more value to its members? If
we could get together we might buy supplies cheaper.

—

Marketing Honey.

(Eomxmtton
Proceedings
Report of the Northern Michigan Convention
BY IRA

BARTLETT.

D.

The Northern Michigan Bee-Keepers'

Association'

Kalkaska. April 4 and 5. 1906.
Pres. Geo. H. Kirkpatrick called the convention
at 2

m., on April
The Secretary's
p.

met

to

at

order

4.

report

and also the Treasurer's report

were read and approved.
Mr. Hutchinson moved

we pay $1.00 and join the
Motion was withdrawn
Mr. Irish Shall we he entitled to the rebate if we do
not all pay in $1.00, but only those who do not belong?
Mr. Beacham made a motion and it was seconded, that
that

National Association in a body.

—

we who do
and local.

not belong to the National pay $1.00 tor National
Carried.

Management

of Out-Apiaries.

Remus, then read a paper on the
Mr. Townsend said that one permanagement
son with one good, efficient helper, could manage any number
of yards. He feeds in the fall about 25 pounds to each colony
if needed; puts his bees in clamps, and leaves them until early
spring; supplies plenty of combs and keeps down increase;
advises a system so simple that you can advise your assistant
and he can understand and go on with the work without your
ice.
Ten days after the flow stops he extracts. Each
D. Townsend,

of
of out-yards.

E.

yard is supplied with a complete outfit, saying that it doe. not
pay to move implements from one yard to another.
Mr. Kitson How many stories high docs Mr. Townsend

—

tier

I

Chapman

"Give away samples to prospective
customers, and you will be well repaid" at least that has been
bis experience, as he received many nice orders later on after
Mr.

—

Mr. Townsend One to live stories.
Mr. Beacham says that he would have

to extract tv>
a
year, as he could not distinguish the strong-flavored from the
light-mild honey.
Mr. Townsend meant that he extracted after each flow.
Elmer Hutchinson asked what success he had with bee-

escap

said,

—

doing so.
Mr. Smith said. "Take a 60-pound can of honey with a
honev-gate. and step into a kitchen and say, 'I want to give
you a sample of honey-.' and draw out a little and let them
taste it;" and his experience is tli at you will sell them a
quantity right there, providing your honey is the best.
Mr. Kirkpatrick said, "Do not sell to the consumer at the
same price you would to the wholesale trade." He sells only
Mr. Kitson sells in quart jars.
in $1.00 or more quantities.
Mr. Beacham sells in quart jars at 35 cents. Mrs. Morrowsays that her trade demands small packages. Mr. Smith
thinks it pays to pick up cans previously delivered with
honey, as it pays the expense of the trip.
Mr. Root said. "Try to educate your customers to use
granulated honey, and to know that it is pure;" he also said
that he had samples which be would be glad to eive to those
wanting them.
Mr. Root has used paper oyster pails very satisfactorily
as a package to sell honey in.
At the evening session Pres. Kirkoatrick, in the absence
of Rev. Gray, showed some lantern slides of the A. I. Root
The
Co.. after which he showed some of his own making.
light of the machine not being very bright, the effect was not
the best.
He concluded by showing a slide of live bees,
which was very amusing and interesting.

Extracted Honey and Its Quality.
Pres. Kirkpatrick then read a paper entitled, "Extracted
Honey and Its Quality." He said. "Place colonies in a location sheltered from wind, and in a good white honey locality.
He prefers the shallow hives, and has over 200 of them at
i!e tiers up when the hives are full of bees and
inr,, in.
brood, and raises the frames from brood-nest to super above
He says his bees cap more readily,
to get strong colonies.
and he gets more uniform quality of honey. He can keep
different varieties of honey separate more easily with the
shallow super. Tie believes that the red raspberry yields the
very best honey, ami says that the honey not capped should
never he sold to the consumer or put on market for sale to
such.
He urged that quality makes the difference between
success and failure of a bee-kc per; that is. produce only the
ured.
very best, and your succi
had not heard Mr. Kirkpatrick read
A Member— If
Chap
that paper, I should have said, "That was Mr
1

Mr. Townsend replied that he did no
extracted honey.

Mr. Hutchinson then read a
ol

barrels,

advising

the

use

letter

of

from

a

them, bul

dealer
to

dry them

ighly.

Mr. Beacham said, "i do not want' any barn
Mr. Kirkpatrick asked Mr. Townsend how he kept the

Mr. Beacham also advocates the shallow frames for the
he gets
production ol \ No. 1 extra.
ripened honey.
awn out,
Mr. Chapman has had frames and Si
tilled, and capped in 7 days, and believes that if th
;
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very strong the honey will be ripened in one-half the time
that is required by a weak colony.
Mr. Kirkpatrick leaves his extracting combs on as long
as possible before extracting.

Management

Spring

of Bees.

—

19,

1906

make

a miserable failure of keeping bees. They spend
more money on hives and bees than would have been needed

supply the family with honey.
2d. "The swarming season and honey-flow," when
" constant attention is imperative," begins in haying and
ends in harvest
All good farmers know how much time
they have for bees at that time, especially in the heat of
the day when swarming takes place.
3d. In justice to his neighbor bee-keepers no man has
the moral right to have neglected hives of bees about his
to

!

—

Mr. Hilton First note the condition of the bees see if
they have a queen and stores. To feed for stimulating you
get the best results by feeding from the outside. Use the
Simplicity feeder. We should be very careful in the spreading of brood. A little honey fed early saves much early
brood, as the bees can reach it without having to go to the
outside combs to get it.
Mr. Kirkpatrick does not feed unless the bees need the
honey.
Mr. Chapman would not feed very early, but would
advise feeding when the bees are breeding very fast in May.
Pres. Kirkpatrick then appointed Messrs. Hubert Root,
W. Z. Hutchinson, and Geo. E. Hilton, to act as judges on
the honey displayed, and to award the nrizes.
(Continued next week.)

=\

<r

on account of disease. Every one who owns bees
should be able to detect foul brood, and should inspect his
own bees at least once every summer. I know Mr. Jones is
not advocating neglected bees, but the point is worth menplace,

tioning.

Now, how best can the farmer keep bees ? If he has a
son or daughter he can spare from the regular farm work,
let them spend a season with a successful bee-keeper in
order to get a little experience, then start them in bees at
home.
Right along
Advocate

this line " E. G.

H." says

in the

Farmers'

:

(Eaitabtan

While the natural home of the bee is in the country, the science
of apiculture is so entirely different from that of agriculture that the
two can not be followed to any great extent conjointly without one or
both suffering from neglect, more or le6B usually more.

*2$eebom-f

Box-Hive Bees Like a Chipmunk

—

J

s^
Conducted by Morley Pettit,

Changes

April

Villa Nova, Ont.

—

box-hive are like a chipmunk in a stone fence you
he is all right, but that's about as far as your knowledge
or control of him goes. E. G. H., in Farmers' Advocate.

Bees

in a

know where

—

in Apiarian Freight-Rates

The Transportation Committee appointed by

Tireless Industry

the Onta-

Bee-Keepers' Association to meet the Dominion Railway
Commission, with reference to better rates on bee-keepers'
goods, have some improvement to report, but not much.
The committee consists of R. F. Holtermann, J. D. Evans
and Wm. Couse. The following are the changes made
rio

The honey-bees are a brilliant illustration of the blessings bestowed by labor. It is their ability and willingness to work which
make them an example to every one. American Cultivator.

—

Yes, but like most other farmers, they have an easy
time all winter.

:

_

Less than Carload.

,

Beeswax changed from

1st

To
Honey

in

same
Bees

pails with wooden covers added, at
ratings as in kegs or barrels

in hives

changd from

(sections,

etc.)

boxes or bundles,
folded

flat in

4th

2d

4th

—

minimum
3—1
minimum

wood not now
if knocked down

3d
20,000 lbs.

2d
12,000 lbs.

rated
flat or

bundles, crates or boxes

Who

2d

3

To

Comb

Carload

:

The bees will require intelligent care and attention at a time when
the farmer is busy with his other duties, but from personal experience
I know that they will not interfere unduly with the other farm duties.
For several years I ran a large farm and conducted an apiary from
150 to 200 colonies, and I always considered the apiary by far the
most profitable department of the farm. We usually had a dairy of
about 20 cows, and quite often the proceeds would exceed the income
from the dairy. When you consider the amount of capital invested,
and the difference in the labor required, you can not but arrive at the
conclusion that bees area profitable adjunct to the farm.
f do not mean that any one should ever try to keep bees without
a sufficient knowledge of them to care for them intelligently. Intelligent attention they must have.
The labor required to carry on an apiary of say 100 or so colonies is
not great. I would put it at one man's time for three months in good
seasons. If the season is poor, less labor will be required, and much
of this work may be done at a season when the farmer is not busy at
his ordinary duties.
During the swarming season and the honey-flow
constant attention is imperative, but this does not last in this locality
longer than 6 weeks. There is no branch of agriculture yielding
larger returns for the outlay of capital and labor than bee-keeping.
true

Honey

It has been a very mild winter here, and I think the
bees are coming through in fine shape. The prospect is
good for honey if we only get the right kind of weather.
I wish the American Bee Journal all the success it deserves for the help it gives to bee-keepers.
Clarksburg, Ont., March 7.
E. Knoll.
^^
^m

5th

C. O. Jones, of Bedford, Quebec, goes into this question
quite fully in the Family Herald and Weekly Star. His answer is, " None are so well adapted to it by the circumstances of their surroundings as the average farmer. " He
says further

is

for

*

3d

Should Keep Bees?

All of what Mr. Jones says
must be clearly borne in mind.

Winter— Good Prospects

Mild

;

but some points

1st. The great majority of those who get bees on the
farm, through the lack of attention, knowledge or time,

Truth About Honey
Owing to the oft-repeated misstatements about adulterated honey
and manufactured comb honey, in the newspapers, the Honey-Producers' League of Chicago, 111., have published the following truths.
The idea is an excellent one, and both dealers and bee-keepers 6hould
unite in an attempt to correct this prevalent and erroneous idea.
Toronto Mail and Empire.

This

is

^

followed by a statement proving falsity of the

comb-houey canard.

White Honey in Dirty Boxes— Handling Bees in
Cold Weather— Ripening Honey in

Open Vessels
1.

It is

poor economy to have clean, white honey stored in old,

dirty boxes.
2.

Handling or disturbing bees

in

cold weather

is

injurious and

should be avoided.
3.

Honey

any kind

will ripen itself if
of open vessels. Mail

—

exposed to the open air in almost
and Empire.
left

Nos. 1 and 2 are good, but No. 3 is directly contrary to
experience in our climate, where the air is usually more or
Pity such a statement should go out to the publess damp.
The surface of a tank of honey exposed for any numlic.
ber of days or weeks becomes thin like water from the moisture it absorbs from the surrounding air. Not only that,
but the delicate aroma, and even parts of the flavor, passes
off and is lost by long exposure.
The hive is the place, and only right place, for honey
Then it should be sealed up in the shipping:
to be ripened.
packages as soon as extracted.
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it was " Hubby," for he had only his
slippers on, and, moreover, was clad in thin, wide summer
trousers, up which the bees crawled, stinging as they went
Again, readers, I ask you not to laugh. It was no laughing

was not "Piggy,"

matter
A moral there is to this little story. Husbands, don't
go to help your bee-loving wives with feet clad only in slipM. S., in the
pers, or legs wrapt loosely in thin garments
1

—

British Bee Journal.

111.

Wants Bees and Honey
Use Honey Instead

of

Molasses

please send a price-list of your
I have never had bees and know very little as to
have written to 3 or 4 different ones all men.^I
hear from you as soon as convenient.
Mrs. D. L. Cantine.

Deak Miss Wilson:— Will you
honey and

One

of the most important questions that confront the
is looking after the best interests of her family
is what shall be put upon the table three times a day.
The
food must be wholesome, and it must appeal to the palate.
In these latter days of canned goods and preservatives one
has a more or less uneasy feeling lest, in studying variety,
there may be put upon the table that which shall sap the
health, if not the life, of the dear ones of the family.
Safety seems to lie in the direction of preparing the bill of
fare from articles that may be confidently counted on as free
from adulteration. Flour, salt, pepper, etc., we have heretofore used without any thought that there may be " death
in the pot." But now we may no longer feel safe as to one
of the articles in daily use.
Molasses is one of the first things used as a spread by
the child as soon as it is weaned, and it is used in the same
way by the grandmother in her dotage. Many families use
large quantities of molasses in gingerbread, cookies, etc. It
seems one of the indispensables. Alas, that it is no longer
on the safe list. L. E. Walter, M. S., says in the April
number of What to Eat

woman who

bees.

price or kind.

would

like to

—

I

We have no price-list. We do not sell bees, our business being solely the production of comb honey, and at
present we have no honey, as our crop was all sold early
By "we," I mean Dr. Miller and myself. I have
last fall.
no apiary of my own, but for years have been Dr. Miller's
He rears queens merely for his own use, and
assistant.
[We would
only occasionally sells one as a special favor.
say further that there are a number of advertisements offering bees, queens and honey in this Journal almost every
week. Why not patronize them? Editor.]

—

21Ti\

pasty's

Ctftertyougfyts

The use of formaldehyde is
that we would hardly expect to

is so generally associated with milk
find it present in molasses, but it is
nevertheless a fact that some of the finest grades of molasses put up
by Southern firms during the past season contained very liberal quantities of formaldehyde.
We know personally of three firms using
formalin in their canned syrups and molasses, and have also heard reports of othere making use of it. We recently examined two samples
of molasses put up during the past summer. The syrup was contained in one-pound cans, and labeled as being thoroughly sterilized.
Each of these samples was found to contain about 15 times as much
of the preservative (formalin) a6 was actually necessary to insure the
keeping qualities of the goods without any sterilization whatever.

What are we to do? Fortunately the answer
Honey can be used to take the place of molasses

is

easy

:

in every
case. All the preservative needed for honey has been furnished by the bees themselves, so there is no temptation to
put in it formaldehyde or other baneful substance. As a
spread it has no equal, and in cookery it can take the place
of molasses to great advantage. The increased expense is
not to be cosidered in a matter so nearly concerning the

health of the household.
The reform can not begin any too soon. Let the watchword be " Honey no more molasses."
The proper place for the reform to begin is in the homes
of the bee-keeping sisters.
How is it in your home, sister? Is it honey or molasses
in cookies ? It's honey at our house has been for years
and now the use of molasses for any purpose will be tabooed.
;

—

What do you

all

say

?

Trouble

Among

the Bees

=/
The " Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Don't Use Propolized Smoker-Fuel Late in Fall
should not
I think fuel bedaubed with propolis or wax
be used late in the fall. From all the region around it attracts bees whose honesty is too frail to bear temptation.
Robbing is bad enough in the fall without helping it on
any. Bee-hunters, you know, oft secure their first bees by
burning comb. Page 209.
Beeswax— Origin, Composition, Etc.
Eight scales secreted at a time when bees are secreting
In my head I had it six. Thanks for the correction.
Wouldn't it be more correct to say "excretions" rather
than excrement of the young bee that renders the new comb
More comprehensive. Cell too evenly darkened
dark ?
throughout to be wholly the latter. So the three waxes in
beeswax are not equal, or even sub-equal, in amount. Two
big ingredients and one slight ingredient. And the slight
ingredient melts easily. But 60 degrees Fahrenheit would
keep it melted all the time except in quite cold weather—
and it would be an oil instead of a wax. Wonder if the 60
Of
isn't an error, else meant for Centigrade or something.
course 96 percent of solid waxes might soak up 4 percent of
know.
oil, if that is really it— but we want to know, you
But as usual Mr. Getaz gives us a meaty article— don't
waste his space at merely parading words under the impreswax.

sion that

Mr. Jos. Hulbert gives your readers an interesting and
rather exciting account of a time when, in his novitiate
days, a simple and not very unusual mischance to a beekeeper when manipulating hives caused " a lively time " to
poor " Piggy " that chanced to live in a sty near at hand.
A somewhat similar occurrence happened in my own apiary
3 or 4 years ago.
A very heavy crate containing sealed
frames of honey ready for removal from one of my hives
was to come off, and the strong arms of him who calls me
wife were kindly offered to lift it for me. I did the smoking
(too much, I now fear), and, as I thought, got everything
But I had not prepared for
in readiness for the operation.
brace-comb, which, in this case, had firmly fastened about
4 of the frames in a lower surplus chamber to those in the
My husband's powerful arms were
one being removed.
equal to the task of lifting, but he said, " My word, this is
heavy. You've got some honey here," when bump, bump,
down fell first one frame, then another (the others I saved),
and such a lively time as followed may be imagined. It

Glasses.

C. P.

it's

literature

Dadant

we want.

Page

211.

Value of Old Combs
right in the main about

is

old

combs

be-

ing good indefinitely. Apparently bees in winter pull out
the cocoons and residual matters and nibble them up for
food— and that's the main reason why bees winter so much
better on old combs. But an occasional colony (I know not
why) will plaster on more and more wax upon the cells in
the lower part of the combs until they are nearly solid— not
only unfit to rear young bees in, but unfit for holding anything.

Page

212.

" Plum " Potatoes in Germany
Sad that Germany, which leads the entire world

in the

of potatoes raised, should make its city laborers eat
those which are of the size of plums, and pay 45 cents a
bushel for them. That's what Prof. Cook finds over there.
'Spects it's largely the zeal of our seedsmen in producing
new varieties that has saved us from the like. Think of this

amount
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you are tempted to grumble at the endless lists of new
and amazing potatoes — immediate result annoying, but net
result excellent. We might easily have been eating potatoes of the size of plums and paying more for them than we
do now. I can remember back to the time when they better
deserved the name of " Munster plums " than at present.
Howsomever, it would be better to eat Munster plums, and
have them excellent in quality, than to wrestle down the
big, long Merinos and the mammoth, round Pinkeyes that
if

used to

Page 231.
Dadant Divisible Brood-Frame

afflict us.

Many

thanks to C. P. Dadant for his picture of a secframe that will take apart and put together again.
I have long wished to experiment with a hive taking double
length frames, and the difficulty of putting two frames totional

gether halted

to

me

in

my

Page

planning.

A Queen-Rearing Kink
So a half-built comb of Italian brood will be pretty sure
have some queen-cells built on it, even in an alien hive of
memory.

Page

236.

Where

to Locate

an Apiary

A. C. Allen thinks it's less windy on northern slopes
warm weather) than on southern slopes. Guess he's
right.
His deduction is, Don't plant an apiary with a decided tilt to the south. But as winter winds come from the
northwest and northeast, you should winter bees in the cellar if you choose a steep northern slope. Page 238.

A Long Honey-Comb

—

Iron Rust in Honey Kills Bees
John W. Pharr's item on page 238 should not be forgotten. Iron rust in honey (enough to make it look decidedly
rusty) kills bees rigfht straight along. Still, in this case, it
-might possibly be that it was a mixture of salts of tin with
the iron rust that did the greater share of the mischief.

=^

Southern
* Beebom *
Braunfels, Tex.

A

and a score of other such things. If we would, there would
no doubt be a larger number of better bee-keepers. To
possess some knowledge on subjects of this kind seems, in

—

queen will go back to the other space again, will add new
circles, and will probably use the second comb from the
center one.
In this

way the queen moves from one comb to the
always laying a new circle of eggs around the older
brood, so that the brood-nest will have a globular form, in
which the brood of different ages are arranged like so many
shells.

A

worker needs 21 days to develop from the egg to the
adult form, and then it gnaws out of the cell. If we inspect
a brood-nest 22 days after egg-laying has commenced, we
shall see on the center comb the oldest capped brood, and
some bees gnawing out around the capped brood the oldest
larva; just ready to be capped over, then younger larva;,
and, outside in a wide circle, eggs. On the next comb we
shall find the same order, but in the center the oldest brood
is missing, and on the extreme outside comb probably only
a small patch of eggs may be seen.
As the cells after 3 weeks are becoming empty, and the
queen can commence egg-laying in the center again, we
call this a " brood-period." The fact that the queen is sure
to lay the eggs during the second and all other brood-periods
only in those cells from which young bees have gnawed out,
If she
is sufficient to force her to lay the eggs orderly.
deposited the eggs here and there, as some think she does,
she would be forced to follow the same path in the second
brood-period that she took in the first.
This egg-laying order in circles and in a globular form
Some think it can be explained
is inherited by the queen.
by the influence of the heat in such a way that the queen
always lays eggs in only the warmest cells. Heat has, no
doubt, a great influence in all actions of the bees but if
we hive a swarm on empty combs we shall observe that this
brood-order is kept more regular than in any other case
and at that time the temperature is high enough so that the
queen can lay eggs anywhere in the hive, and sometimes
even so high that the bees are forced to ventilate the hive.
;

and Arrangement

good many of " we'uns," as Mr. Hasty is wont to
call "us," hardly stop to think about such things as a regular order in the brood-nest, the meaning of " brood-periods,"

—

mind of many quite too many of us to be entirely
unnecessary or useless, in making our returns of the apiary larger than they may be, in obtaining greater profits
for the time and money invested. If, however, one possesses such knowledge, and knows how to apply it, he will
soon outstrip his fellow men who must stumble along in the
the

same space, and, commencing in the center again, lays in
the same way in a patch of cells probably a little smaller
than that in the first comb then she goes back to the first
comb and lays around the older brood a new circle of eggs.
She commences now to lay in the cells on the other side of
the first comb, which will be the center comb of the broodnest.
If in this comb, and in the next one eggs are laid, the

;

J
" Brood-Periods "

development of the colony, some bee-keepers going even so
far as to assert that no order at all exists in this respect,
and that the queen lays eggs arbitrarily in the hive. Everybody can prove by inspection that this is a great error. As
the age of the eggs and of the brood can be recognized, we
can easily see in every brood-nest what the queen's path
was. In the center of the globular cluster, on the warmest
place, egg -laying is commenced in early sprng. Around
the first egg laid by the queen 6 more are deposited in the
adjoining cells. In this way, going around in circles, the
queen lays eggs in cells next to those in which she had laid
a short time before, till she reaches the limit of cells which
are warmed up by the brood-bees.
Now the queen goes to the neighboring comb in the

;

That continuous comb, nice and straight for 9% feet,
entitles E. S. Armstrong to wear a small feather in his
crown if he's an " honest Injun." Page 238.

New

1906

other,

(in

Conducted by Louis H. Scholu

19,

;

232.

hybrids, if placed in the center. Then at the proper time
the cells not Italian can be destroyed. Good kink to keep
in

April

dark.

Every time I open a hive and look over the combs with
brood I can not keep from noticing the arrangement of the
brood circles, the number of brood-periods, etc. I can also
understand better now why the practise of spreading brood,
if not done with proper understanding, will be of little or no
gain. Mr. Stachelhausen's article below will tell it.

Order and Development of the Brood
Very little attention has been given as yet to the fact
that the queen lays the eggs in the cells in a certain order,
and that this order is of importance to the welfare and full

Alteration of the Brood Order.
This order of the brood, as described above, is not
always possible. There are different influences which may
alter the appearance of the brood-nest
:

The

center of the brood-nest is, if regular, in the
center of the middle comb but this point may be altered
by the heat of the sun warming up one side of the hive more
than the other one, or by a neighboring colony if 2 colonies
Then the center of the brood-nest is
are set close together
the brood-nest has a
nearer this heated side of the hive
more semi-globular shape, and the eggs are deposited in
1.

;

;

semi-circles.
2. If we have a good honey-flow in early spring, when
the brood-nest is yet small, this honey may be a hindrance
but generally
to the regular enlargement of the brood-nest
this honey is removed by the bees to give room for the
brood.
Nevertheless, during a very good honey-flow the
honey sometimes keeps the brood-nest in a limited space, as
but hereby
I have observed many times here in Texas
some other influences are working in the same direction.
Of more influence is the pollen, if gathered in larger
quantities than needed for the brood. The bees do not remove the pollen to other cells as they do the honey, and so
the pollen disturbs the order of the brood-nest everywhere.
If this pollen is used up while the queen is laying eggs near
by, she will generally lay eggs in these now empty cells,
too, and afterward we shall see some open brood among the
capped. If the pollen in these cells is consumed when the
;

;
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surrounding brood is capped already, these cells will remain
empty till the queen comes back to this place for laying
eggs. The greatest disturbance to the brood-nest is caused

Doctor miller's
Question Box

by the pollen

in the outside circles.
Just opposite the outer brood-combs we shall observe a
patch of pollen as large, and of the same form as the broodpatch on the opposite comb. If the brood-nest be enlarged,
and this pollen be not consumed, the queen will be forced
to lay eggs in the outer side of this comb before she can lay
on the inner side now occupied by pollen. Ten days afterward we may find capped brood on the outer side of this
comb, and young brood on the inner side. If this comb is
reversed now, the regular order is generally secured again.
3. We know that the number of eggs which the queen
lays daily is gradually getting larger from early spring till
swarming time consequently the brood-nest of every following brood-period must be larger than the former one
nevertheless this brood nest is commenced in the center of
the former one, and should find room in it. This contradiction needs a solution. If the queen commences to lay in the
center, she will, in her circling path, soon meet capped
brood
then she will move on the same comb, over the
brood, to the surface of the brood-nest till she will meet
empty cells in which she will lay eggs. We call a brood-nest
in this condition a " brood-nest of two systems," because in
the center comb, for instance, we shall find brood of the
same age not together in one place, as in the regular broodnest, but in two separate circles.
The bees avoid this condition as much as possible, as the queen lays a larger number of eggs in a wide circle on the outer surface of the
globular brood-nest before she commences to lay in the
center again. While the cells would be empty in 21 days,
the queen does not commence egg-laying in the center before 24 days.
4. Another disturbance of the brood-nest is caused by
too narrow or too shallow frames. If the brood reaches the
top and bottom (or the ends) of the frame in the third broodperiod, the circles can be maintained no more, and the eggs
are laid by the queen on the sides (or on the bottom) only
while with two shallow frames the brood of this age is entirely wanting on top and bottom of this comb.
This
squeezing out of the brood takes place on the center comb at
first, and, in extreme cases, on the adjoining combs, and on
;

;

;

;

«very brood-comb

at last.

all disturbances is when the beekeeper changes frames from one hive to the other, inserts
empty comb between brood-combs, or changes the place of
them without any attention to this natural brood order.
No doubt the bee has a wonderful power of accommodation and as soon as this disorder is created the bees try to
restore order again in this mixed-up business by keeping
some cells empty till the neighboring brood has gnawed
out.
In the meantime the queen is wandering around,
hunting for a larger patch of empty cells, thus losing time
and eggs. At best the bee-keeper has enlarged the broodnest, but no more cells are occupied by brood than in a regular brood-nest so he has gained nothing in fact but the
large brood-nest needs more bees and more fuel, to be kept
5.

The

greatest of

;

;

her so

much

will

*

j
Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
^g° Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

—

Bees Superseding Queens in Early Spring

What makes bees supersede their queens at this time of the year?
examined my bees and found one queen in front of the entrance.
West Virginia.
There were no other bees robbing them.
I

Answer.— The same thing makes bees supersede a queen in spring
that makes them supersede one at any other time, namely, the fact
that she has become unfit for good service. Generally that happens
when she has lived two years or more; sometimes not till she is 4
yeare old but sometimes it occurs when the queen has lived a very
short time. Indeed, in some cases it can not be 6aid that the queen
has become unfit for good service; she is so poor that she never was
good and in such a case she may be superseded when she is only a
few weeks, or even a few days old. Years ago I had a queen so worthless that she never laid more than one egg that I could discover, and
that was in a queen-cell with the evident intent of superseding.
The great bulk of superseding is done at or near the close of the
honey harvest, when one might naturally expect the queen to be worn
out by the arduous task of providing so many thousands of eggs for
the season. Only occasionally does superseding take place in the
spring; and then it behooves the bee-keeper to be on the lookout, for
the great probability is that a queen reared so very early in the season
will be worthless.
;

;

*

•

»

T-Supers and Sections

How are the T-tins supported in your super? What are the
dimensions of your sections! I use a tin support in the supers, but
they are stationary. I also use a plain section and fences. I think I
It does away with the expense of
like your super and sections best.
Michigan.

the fence, and saves labor.

—

use the sections that are most in use: 2 bee-way sections 4J^x4JiXl%. The supports for T-tins in most of my supers are
pieces of sheet-iron 1' 4 \1 inch. They are fastened by two wire nails
driven within 4 inch or less of the inside edge of the super. That,
of an inch to support the T-tins.
you will see, allows a projection of
A few of the latest have wire staples for supports. The staples are of
the square form, about an inch wide, are driven in about a quarter of
an inch from the inner edge of the super (of course they are driven
into the bottom of the super). They are driven in deep enough so
that when bent over at right angles there will be a support of \i inch.
I'm not sure which are better, but perhaps the staples.
It is
I think you will like the T-tins loose better than fastened.
much easier with the loose tins to fill sections into the super and to
than
the
tins
loose
the
clean
take them out. It is ten times as easy to
The loose ones can be cleaned by the hundred by dumping
fa6t ones.
them in a kettle of boiling lye, and the fast ones must be scraped.

Answer.

I

>

•'<„

;

warm.
Sometimes the queen may find a comb with capped
brood, where she expects empty cells. This may disturb

comb
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that the brood-nest on the other side of this
be entirely neglected. One thing is sure in
these disturbed brood-nests the queen will not lay as many
eggs as she would in a natural brood-nest. The bee-keepers
who manipulate their brood-frames in early spring are
those who doubt that an average queen can lay more than
2000 eggs daily, while, in fact, every queen worth keeping
at all should be able to lay 4000 eggs daily during the
height of the season, in a natural brood-nest, if the condi-

—

tions are favorable.
In the last brood-period before swarming time it is of
less disadvantage to disturb the order of the brood, and now
is the time to manipulate the brood-combs if necessary.
I
will give a few practical hints
If the queen is in the center, and a new brood-period is
beginning, empty combs can be placed next to the center
comb on both sides, without disturbing the order.
:

If the queen is at the end of the brood-period, on the
surface of the brood-nest, empty combs should be added
between the last brood-comb and the pollen-comb. Genib
erally empty combs must be added just next to the
where the queen is in the center to lay eggs. If another
brood-comb be added, it should be done in this way, so that
brood of the same age shall be opposite the old and the new
Cibolo, Tex.
frames.

Transferring Bees
I would like to
I have a colony of bees in a box 19x19x26 inches.
transfer them into a hive. " A B C of Bee-Culture," page 353, says
to smear and
happen
should
If
I
time.
that fruit-bloom is the best
What
kill the queen when transferring, will the bees rear another?
Wisconsin.
do you consider best for me to do?

Answer.— If
of

the queen should be killed, the bees will have plenty
But there isn't very
to rear another.

young brood from which

much danger

of your killing her.
the colony would swarm at the usual time of swarming, it
would be better for you to wait for that, hiving the swarm in a movable-frame hive, and then transferring 3 weeks later. But in a box
holding more than 4 bushels there is no certainty that they will
swarm at all. If the box is in such shape that you can cut it down to
about one-fourth of its size without disturbing any of the combs that
contain brood, that maybe your best course. Otherwise transfer in
fruit-bloom.
If

•+-+-+

Thin Bottom-Boards— Hive-Cover for
1.

Are thin bottom-boards

3
(

Comb Honey

inch) considered as good as thick

for wintering bees outdoors?
of comb
2. What cover do you consider best for the production
honey, where a part of the hives must be in the sun \ I would like a
Pennsylvania.
description of the ones you use.

one6

(jg')

Answers.— 1. So
there's
2.

far as

the bees are concerned, yes.

more danger of breakage when so thin.
Almost any cover will do in the sun, if some kind

Of course

of protection
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the day is cold. The cover is covered with tin, painted white. The
latest covers I have are made the same way, only covered with zinc,
unpainted. They would be still better painted white when in the sun.
These are satisfactory covers, only too expensive about 30 cents each.
I have two or three covers covered with Neponset paper, and painted,
that have been in use several years, and seem to last well.
If I were
not so crowded all the time, I think I should make a few covers after
Arthur C. Miller's plan; covered with cloth pasted like trunk-covers,
and painted. It might be worth while, also, to try rubberoid or some

over them. Any sort of boards or shingles will do for thi6, or you
top an armful of long grass weighted down with two or
three sticks of firewood. Neater and more convenient is a cover with
an air-space that is, a double cover.
is

may put on

—

;

%

My oldest covers are plain board covers, just one thickness of
lumber. The next are made of two layers of % stuff, the grain of
upper
layer running lengthwise, and the grain of the lower crossthe
the two layers.
wise. A dead-airspace of
s of an inch is between
This dead-air space makes it cooler in the hot sun, and warmer when
:

'

Reports cmb
(Experiences
Good Year

for Bees.

Last year was a very good one for
bees in this part of the country, but
we do not have much of anything for
them to gather honey from except
white clover; and in the fall, white
asters.
They do not store any surplus
honey in the fall, but they do gather
enough for winter stores. A. Cutlip.

Frametown, W. V.

bees are just filling their hives
with nice honey, but are swarming too
much. It keeps me busy making hives
for them.
R. L. McColley.,
Sorrento, Fla., March 20.

Keeps Bees and Poultry.
The Bee Journal is an old friend of
mine. I have 12 colonies of bees, and
think they will winter all right.
I
have only a small farm of 15 acres, and
keep poultry. I have it very easy and
nice, as my wife and I are the only
ones in the family. I love bees very
much.
I
had about 1,000 pounds of
honey last year.
Wm. Schultz.

I

Zeeland, Mich., March

Bees Short of Stores

the queen-cells but one 6 days after
they swarmed. Last year was a bad
one for bees here. A. H. Timmerman.
Prior Lake, Minn., March 28.

advice.

weather and promise of an
morning when it began to snow, and this
evening there is somewhere between S
and 12 inches of snow on the ground.
So we may have some winter yet, although it has not turned very cold

Bees Wintering Well.
wintering IS colonies of bees,
from what I shipped into this country last year. All are doing well so

fine

early spring changed yesterday

yet,

but

it

is

still

snowing.

I have just received my copy of the
Annual Report of the National BeeKeepers' Association, and am reading
it with much interest.
I wish we could
have it in a more substantial binding,

for it deserves a place in every beekeepers' library.
John Stotts.
Dallas, Iowa, March 15.

Swarming Too Much.

My

form of roofing.

them just on the verge of starvation,
with the hives full of bees and broodrearing nicely started. I fed them by
putting combs of honey in the hives,
that I had saved from last summer
for that purpose, thanks to Dr. Miller's
Our

April 19, 1906

—

Wintered Well Fair Prospects.
The year 1905 was not a very good
one for bees in the central part of Nebraska. -I started with 11 colonies in
the spring, increased to 18, lost two
prime swarms, and got somewhat over
300 pounds of section-honey.
Bees so far have wintered fine on
the summer stands, packed in oatchaff.
March so far has been a stormy
month, with plenty of snow and rain.
The prospects are fair, and the farmers around me intend putting in largely of alfalfa seed this spring.
Sweet
clover is spreading, but not fast enough
to suit me.
Henry Hansen.
Ashton, Neb., March

I
all

Some are in the cellar,
chaff hives, and some on the
stands.
I sold what honey I
fall at 30 cents per pound.

some

far.
I

I.

Lewistown, Mont., March

in

summer

had last

M. Beatty.
12.

WANTED

To hire a young" man
Supplies. Or will sell

who understands

Bee-

half interest to

good

man. Too much work. Write quick.
E. T. ABBOTT, St, Joseph,

Mo.
when wrltJnc

Bee .lonrnnl

Mention

FOR SALE
BEES

50 colonies of Italian

in

8-frame

GU8TAVE GKOSS,

L. hives.

Lake Mills, Wis,

16Alt

10-80

Far

200 Epa

4&

"INCUBATOR

Perfect in construction tod
action. Hatches everr fertile
egg. Write for catalog to -da;

*

26.

GEO. H. STAHL. Oulecy

6.

—National

am

— Poor

Wintered Nicely
Report.

Many bees in this section are short
of stores, and will receive but little
attention from their owners, as most
of the bee-keepers are farmers who
keep a few bees to produce their honey
There was but very little
at home.
honey gathered after July 15, 1905, and
by the beginning of winter the bees
had eaten much of their stores and
went into winter very short of feed.
This has been an extra warm winter,
and the bees have eaten more than
usual.
On February 21 my bees were
flying like they do in spring. I opened
the lightest hives and found "ome of

Season in 1905.

I

Mention

I put 51 colonies into the cellar last
fall, and they are all alive yet, except
1.
I
waiting for a nice day to put

them

am

'

Bee Journal

when writing

S06I

P.1M

5» SB. *S8. *8t81

out.
All bees wintered nicely
here this -winter, even those that were

outdoors, that had honey enough.
am running for comb honey, and got
some 10-frame hives last spring, but I
left
I

think

I

made a mistake.

I

them one more summer, and
not get better results
smaller.
the hive for

all

I

will

The S-frame
comb-honey in

try

will
if

I

do

make them
I

think

is

this local-

had 29 colonies last spring and
got 1,200 pounds of comb honey. I let
them swarm once, and then cut out all
ity.

I

Everything for the Bee

Keeper
.

will be found in our Illustrated Catalogue No. 40. It contains a full
line of Hives, Supers, Followers, Sections, Section Holders, Frames,
Extractors, Smokers, etc. All these and many other essentials are
manufactured by us. Everything is guaranteed to be right and of

best quality. Our prices are so reasonable that
may afford the best supplies.
cannot tell you here of all
the good things in this book.
mail it free, toBetter send for a copy today.
gether with a copy of the Progressive Bee Keeper, a
splendid monthly publication devoted to bee iutere-ts.
It will help you start right and keep you right after
you are started. It is invaluable as au aid to every
bee keeper. Ask for the paper and the book.

any bee keeper

We

We

We

Sell

the Best Incubators and
Brooders.

Delivered at your station, prices the lowest.
at once and save money. Address

LEAHY MFG.

Write us

CO., 10 Talmage St., Higginsville,
Branches at Omaha, Neb. and East St. Louis, 111.

Mo.

I

Never Go Out y

3 "And last from 5 to 21 years

so.

Otisville, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything In
the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers your new style la
good enough for me, I thank the editor of Review for what he said of It. Those remarks InFred Fodner.
duced me to get mine.

Mention

Bee Jonrnnl

when

writing.

" Xhe continuous advertiser
gets the bulk of the business,
because others are not advertising,

and he

is."

April

19,
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Sections

-:-

Sections

Sections

-AT-

Anti-Trust Prices
&&

$3.25

Id Lots of 1,000

for No. I's

$2.25

and up

SB

for No. 2's

&&

Quality and Quantity Guaranteed
And

the price— CAN IT

Lion Engine

BE BEAT?

Order Now.

sold direct
to

is

Columbia Manufacturing Co.

FACTORY

from

USER

Antigo, Wisconsin.

HEAD OFFICE— APPLETON, WIS.

Mention

Wi

Sell Root's Goods

in

Bee Journal

Beeswax Wanted

for Cash.

M. H. HUNT A
Bell Branch, Wayne

SON,

Co.,

How

Mich

A

Western

Illinois— The semi-annual meetIllinois

Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation will be held in the County Court
Room, in Galesburg, on Wednesday, May Hi,
commencing- at 9 a.m. and lasting all day.
Messrs. C. P. Dadant and J. Q. Smith have
promised to be present and contribute to the
success of the meeting. Our meetings have

been good, but we hope to make this one better,
(ialesburg has good train-service, and
all bee-keepers in this part of the State should
not fail to come. Come, and bring your wives
with you.
E. D. Woods, Sec.
Galesburg, 111.

to Organize

Farmers* Telephone Co.

We have published a very instructive telephone book especially for the man who wants
to know ALL about telephone
matters. It tells how to organize, how to
build the lines;
about different types of 'phones,

CONVENTION NOTICE.
ing of the Western

writing.

Michigan

Let as quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc, as we can save you time and
freight.

when

construction; gives by-laws, and
constitutions; in fact it is a tele-

phone encyclopedia every farmer should have. We send it free
if you mention this paper.
Ask
for Book 80C, "How the Telephone Helps the Farmer." You will get it
by return mail. Address nearest office.
Strom berg -Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co.

Rochester, N. Y.— Chicago,

Mention

Bee Journal

when

III.

writing.
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Act Ing <>n the theory that "testing is
proving'' we will send any responsible
person, on certain very easy conditions, one of our three h. p. gas or gasoline engines on 10 days test trial.
This engine is no experiment, out
has been proved by actual use to do
any work (where the rated amount of
power is required) in the most practical, reliable, safe and economical way.
This engine is of the fourcycle type.
While the engine is up to normal speed
the exhaust valve is held open, allowing free circulation of fresh air in the
cylinder. The igniterand intake valve
are at rest, therefore are not using"
gasoline or the batteries.
Our igniter and miser are of the
most simple and reliable character.
The gasuhne is always properly vaporized and the igniter point never comes
together unless a spark is required.
The fly ball type of governor isused,
which automatically controls the exhaust, igniter and the gasoline; it also
allows the speed to be changed from
ltm to 600 revolutions per minute while
the engine is in motion— a very

superior feature.
LION

GAS OR GASOLINE ENGINES

are simple

in

construction and

EASY TO OPERATE
They are used for all purposes where
power is required for operating private electric-lighting plants, small
factories, printing- offices;

farm ma-

chinery, such as cream separators,
feed -grinders, corn shelters, woodsawing machines, etc., and for a thousand and one other purposes.

WRITE US A LETTER
Lyons Engine

LIKE THIS:

Co.,

Lyons, Mich.
Gentlemen:

Everything- for the Apiary

eend
proml offer aj
Journal.
irlsh T'.u to

Wholesale Agents for G.B. Lewis Co.
Dadant's Foundation

£

BUY

IS

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

%
|
1
S

NOW— TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THE DISCOUNT,

g;

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS |

I
I

am

about

me

full particulars

purchase a gas or raspurposes and
about jour apadvertised In
American Bee
Tours very truly,
to

When writing, please state definitely for what purpose you wish to
use this engine and whether gas or
gasoline is to be used for fuel. This
information is very important to
Please remember we send the
us.
engine, not the engine agent.

LYONS ENGINE

f-

t
DAVENPORT, IOWA

I

I'Uoe enfine for

CO.
|ir~Ti

L y° ns M,ch
>

I

-
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28 Years

A GOOD BEE-HIVE
Is

made

of the best grade of

without the use of

Such
buy from
" It
as

is

is

tools,

it

will

go together

we make, and such

the kind of Hives

is

the kind

you get when you

us.

we make lower

are Manufacturers,
list

profit

and

prices than

when you buy

sell to

you can get from any

Have shipped Queens

i
m

nearly

to

all

countries

on the globe.

Italian and Caucasian, both in sepa-

direct

dealer,

make you

prices.

be satisfactory, or refund the money.

have large stocks of Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Shipping-Cases, Foun.

dation, Veils, Smokers, etc., on hand,

and can ship promptly.

Minnesota Bee-Sunpiu Go.,
No.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

33

i
m
i

THe Wood Bee-Hive Gompanu
LANSING, MICH.
Mention

Bee Journal

Italian Bees for Sale
can furnish Nuclei and full colonies of
Italian Bees ff.o.b. 100 miles west of Chicago by
express.) at these prices:

FULL COLONIES in K-frame hives,$5.E0each;
in lots of 5 or more at one time. $5.25 each. Full
colonies in 10-frame hives, $6 each; in lots of 5
or more at one time, $5.75 each.

GEORGE W. YORK &
334

Tools

Dearborn

Street,

•

PAID
Here are just a few Farm
Tools taken from our immense stock
to show you, in a practical way, how you can save money by buying
your supplies direct and cut out the middlemen's profits. We manufacture every tool shown here, that's why we can sell you a 60-tooth
Adjustable Spike Tooth Harrow, complete in every way, for $7.60.
U A Walking Weeder, 7+ ft. wide— a machine for surface cultivation that
every modern farmer needs— complete, for $4.46.
You need one.
H A Michigan Cultivator— a first-class cultivator, well-made for $2.98.
If A 14-tooth Harrow — a complete tool and
combines a field cultivator, garden

50 Colonies of Italian and Carniolan Bees in
8-frame hives, all nearly new and all in good
condition. One colODy, *5.50; from 5 to 10
WM. J. HEALY,
colonies, S5 each.

Minebal Point, Wisconsin.

16A5t

The Easu Way to Manage Swarmino
Use the

NEW DIBBERN

Queen-Trap
No Climbing'.
No Absconding-.

:

harrow and pulverizer — just what
you need for the garden when
the big cultivator is busy in
complete, for $2.75.
15-tooth, 2-section.Low

field,

HA

built

machine

G.

ft.
13A4t

Dibbern

14-

TOOTH

HARROW.

will give give you good service and satisfaction, for $15.30.
You cannot buy these tools from your home merchant for any where near these prices.
We pay the freltfht. Order any tool in this advertisement on our positive
guarantee that it will give you entire satisfaction, and be the best bargain you ever saw for
the price: if it isn't, ship it back at our expense.
Ask for our plan which will
save you $150 to $350 a
and we will refund your money. We will also
year ou your supplies.
send with your order free, our large 1,000 page
catalog of everything you need on the farm and
in your home at prices that leave a profit in
your pocket— we sell
everything for everybody cheaper than anybody." A trial order will be but the beginning. Write today.

National

Supply

Co.,

Lansing, Mich.

Chicago,

HARROW

III.

Son, Milan,

III.

GREAT SALE OF

Hives, Sections, Etc.
To reduce my stock 1 will sell No. 1 White
Polished Sections at *3 90; No. 2, S3.40-all
Best White
sizes; plain, 25c less per 1000.
Pine Dovetail Hives, S-frame, l'o-story, $1.30;
10-frame, $1.45. Great reduction in Smokers,
Foundation, and all Apiarian Supplies. 24-lb.
Shipping Cases, very nice. 13c Quart Berry
Baskets, §2.75 per 1000. Send for free Catalog.
;

W. D. SOPER. R.F.D3. JACK&ON, MICH.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
14Etf

YOUR OWN

Society of
the

&

Please mention the Bee Journal.

made,

A

Co-Operative

Prices, by mai 1,70c
5 or more
(freight) each, 40c

COMPLETE

strongest

of its kind

Order to-day.

^2Z*

complete, for $9.45
steel
U
rim, 2-section, Land Roller, made
in a thorough manner of best materials,

15-TEETH
COMPLETE

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR 5ALE

FREIGHT

Down Harrow— the

writing.

Nuclei (3 frame) with Tested Queen, $3.25
each; in lots of 5 or more at onetime, $3 each.
(Nuclei ready for delivery about May 10; Full
Colonies any time now.' Orders filled in rotation.
Address,

FARM

the

when

We

JOHN DOLL & SON, PROPRIETORS
Power Bids.,

Circular free.

from the manufacturer.

to the consumer.

sell direct

of your wants, and let us

We guarantee everything we

LOW DOWN

QaeeD-Bretder

rate yards.

a cinch " that

Send us a

We

cut, so

except a hammer.

you save the middleman's

We

White Pine, accurately

a

CUT

'
a very
y, simple operation with a
CROWN Bone Cutter.
Green bono makes eggs, and
stimulates the hen's productCut bone fresh
a organs.
erv 'lav. The Crown does it
uuic...
klv with no Ix'tii.-rormuss
\ building cutters. Write for free oataloj
V WILSON BROS.. Box 618, EASTON, P,

MAKE

i

GREEN

BONE
t

April
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Italian

*- ••

*-

and Caucasian

AND NUCLEi

BEES, QUEENS,

If

Choice home-bred and ImAll Queens
ported stock.
reared in full colonies.
Prices of Italians In April

2
3

"

•'

"

"

"

"

»i

Goods are wanted Quick, send

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

wm

anteed.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.

STRONG

J. L.
send for free catalog.
16Atf
204 E. Logan St., Clarinda, Iowa.
when writing.
Jonrnal
Bee
Mention

.-.

McCAIN,

VO RKVILLE.

2Atf

Bees, Queens and Bee-Supplies

S

WALTER

I

i

!»??l?>irTi*7»TT»77|P^.»'7|!FTt"

'*?? *."

** <*

i»."

free.

(Will Atchlev, Prop.)

wrltlnit.

-«Efe"»

will furnish at the same prices as last
year: Tested, $1 Untested, 75c 5 for $3.25;
10 for $6; 15 for $8.25; 25 for $12.50; 100 for
$45.
He breeds Goldens, Carniolans, and 3Band Italians. Also 1, 2, and 3 frame Nuclei
and full colonies. Prices given on applicaPharr pays the freight, and guarantees
tion.
satisfaction on all Queens. To do justice and

it? i|?»#.»

».|F

writing.

2 percent
It needs no introduction.
Discount on Bee> Supplies for ";u-ih.

is

For Queens

when

LEWIS' BEEWARE

Bee Co.. Texas.

when

** *" *• 1»?T#?T|.» Tf«

<l.*

BEE-KEEPERS'
AND
POULT RY SUP PLIES

THE BEE & HONEY COMPANY
Beeville,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Bee Jonrnal

Mention

$4.25 for 6, or $8 per doz. Tested, $1.25 each
$12 per doz. Select Tested, $1.50. Special
prices to dealers in large lots on application.
State Agents for Dittmer's Foundation.

Bee Jonrnal

POUDER,

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

manufacture standard dovetailed beehives and supplies, cheaper than you ever
bought before. Our Queens and Bees stand
at the head in quality. Untested, ~5c each

Mention

Service.

Catalog Free.

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, ca6h or
trade. Make 6mall shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.

We

Catalog

Prompt
.•.

I

R- F. P.

ILL.

.-.

BEESWAX WANTED

CAUCASIAN QUEENS
Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited 10 beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or if you want to improve the stock of your Italian Bees, write to

t

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

For prices on Caucasians and larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens,

B.

Pouder "

1.50
2 60
3.20

Untested in May; all others
ready now from last season's
rearing. Safe arrival guar-

ROBERT

to

^bee-supplTes 1

$1.10
One Untested Queen
" Tested Queen
1.65
" Select Tested Queen 2 20
14
3 30
Breeding Queen

1-comb nucleus (noqueen)

t*

353

known

—28c cash, 30c when taking bee-supplies in exchange.

Beeswax wanted
i:\ii;ii'li'<l

so well

Honey For Stale.

Prices on application.

Sample, 10 cents.

He

;

;

judgment

Cornell Incubators, Peep 0' Day Brooders
and Cornell Chick Machinery S5!x CE ll B d

5Atf

— MOORE'S —
LONG-TONGUES AND GOLDEN QUEENS
Select Untested, $1: 6 for $5; 12 for

Best Breeders,

$1.50; 6 for $8.

val guaranteed.

7D6t

$3.50.

Tested,
Safe arri-

QUEENS~

superior to anything heretofore

1900 Catalog; tor either line Free.

you want orders

filled

PROMPTLY

AT FACTORY

PRICES, send your order

$9.

W. A. RAILS.
ORANGE, CALIF.

—

If

is

put on the market.

New

more acceptable with the Lord

is

than sacrifice.— (Prov. 3:21.)

1906 Cornell Incubator

The

YORK HONEY

AND BEE

141 Ontario Street,

-

in

l

Inc.

i

to

NIGR.

CHICAGO, ILL

Long Distance 'Phone, North

ITALIAN BEES

CO.

SUPPLY

RND,

H

Not

1559.

modern hives

for sale, f.o.b. Chicago.

Untested Queen, 75c;
One 2- frame Nucleus
10
in
one bunch, $17.50.
Queen,
$2.25;
with
Best 3-band Italian
6 for $4; 12 for $7.25.

1

Bee-Keeoers' Supplies

LUTHER PRESSWOOD,
RELIANCE, TENN.
Bee Journal when writing.

6E7t

Mention

Rose Lawn Queens

Lewis' Famous Bee-Hives and Sections, Root's Smokers and Extractors,
Dadant's Comb Foundation, Etc., Queen-Bees and Nuclei in Season.
Large and complete stock, prompt service. We meet all competition who
will furnish first-class goods.

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS

Italians— Caucasians— Carniolans
Line bred from individual types for color,
gentleness and honey-producing. A scientific
queen-rearing plant; standard prices and fair
dealing. Our " Pure Gold " strain of Italians are unsurpassed for gentleness and fertility.

We

shipment
alog.

offer
to the

best facilities

Middle West.

for prompt
Send for cat-

ROSE LAWN APIARIES,
Frank

G.

carry a complete stock of " Mandy Lee" Incubators and Brooders. Don't
The more you know about incubation,
to investigate these machines.
the more you will like the "Mandy Lee" Incubator. The "Mandy Lee
Brooder " is a complete old hen, all but the "cluck." Our free incubator catalog describes them.

We

fail

Cna
•

IVI.

o/'N/'N
OOVS

I

I

I

I

O f\r\ 1004 East Wash. Street
OC \S\Jm INDIANAPOLIS. IND. *+

**

-5-*

Odell, Proprietor,

LINCOLN, NEB.
1335 North 24th St.,
Please mention the Bee Journal.
15Atf

1

"In

every country tue successful advertiser

is

tbe continuous advertiser/
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CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
covered by two Patents.

With

this wonderful invention the cost of making Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for
is

further information.
mean business.

Do

not write about

it

unless you

m

My

Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

By a simple but effective mechanical arrangement and a
new application of nature*s"
laws the "

HATCHER

makes it possible
to keep up a continuous hatchins or chicks from one machine—A FRESH HATCH EVERY
day. Removing chicks from
machine and replacing them
with fresh eggs does not inter-

fere with or retard process of
incubation. This is possible
with no other incubator. One

hatch as many chicks
as several ordinary incubators.
Simple, effective,
sure.
Free catalog tells
how. Write for it today.
will

CHARLES MONDENG,

Hacker Incubator & Mfg. Co.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

3ST.,

Journal

when

CONTINUOUS

"CONTINUOUS" HATCHER

am

ISO NEWTON A."VE3.,
Mention Bee

1906

.

FRESH
HATCH
EVERY

DAY

BEE-SUPPLIES^QUEENS

19,

3127 N. Jefferson Ave.
St. Louis,

Mo,

,

writing.

The Rietsche Press
Made of
structible,

BEE-KEEPERS

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to—

|«P
«if

MFG. CO.
& LYON
PAGENew
London, Wis

jp

I
W£y
Jps

§

Practically Inde(riving entirely satisfactory re-

artificial stone.

and

Comb

foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50—cash
with order. Address,
sults.

ADRIAN GETAZ,

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

4SAtf

this State, writes me that
he " prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it."— A. G.

fWl.G. Goodner, of

Mention

when

Bee Journal

writing.

Jt^~ Passengers east from Buffalo to
Fort Wayne, Findlay, Fostoria, Cleve-

land, Erie,

Boston, and

Have You Passed the

Three through trains
run daily, with through day
coaches to New York City, and modern
are

Many are
Write to-day

We

sell

using them.

Rates always the lowest, and no excess
fares are charged on any train, for any

Cheapest
in

part of the journey. Modern diningcar service, with individual club meals,
ranging in price from 35 cents to one

many ways — no

dovetails

— can

be taken

You should

dollar also meals a la carte. Ask for
Plate Road.
tickets via the Nickel
Chicago depot, La Salle and Van Bureu
Sts., the only station in Chicago on

be.

;

for catalog, etc.

full line of

SUPPLIES.

The National Supply

Co.

ELGIN, ILL.

<8

BEE -SUPPIIES
We

Chicago City
the Elevated Loop.
Ticket Office, 111 Adams St. Detailed
information may be secured by addressing John Y. Calahan, General Agent,
113 Adams St., room 298, Chicago.
1— 12A6t

•-PURE ALFALFA-*

HONEY

manufacture everything needed

greatest variety.

We assure you

in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
the best goods at

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives
Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request.
want
every beekeeper to have our Catalog.
now. Write
Address,
to-day.

KRETGMER

MFG.

Trester Supply, Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.

Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette it Son, Salina, Kau.
Catalogs issued

in

I
Mention

Bee Journal

Trhen

;

writing.

Pure Altai! si

—

YORK HdfEYlN DPPB v CO.
EE
L

u

141-143 Ontario

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

MEN TO LEARN
WANTED
young men who
We

BEE-KEEPING

really want
can take live
to become expert bee-keepers, give them employment in our apiaries, and teach them as
much as they can learn in one season, In applying state age, height, weight, and previous
occupation
None but those of good moral
habits need apply.
MORLEY PETTIT,

13A4t

English or German.

of

in 60-pound cans that we can
ship by return freight at these prices 2 cans,
boxed, at 8% cents a pound 4 or more cans at
one time, 8 cents a pound all f.o.b. Chicago. Cash with order. Sample, by mail, 8
in stamps, to cover package and postage.

We

60., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.

60-POUND CANS

:

enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.
facilities

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

IN

We have a good supply

HOMEY

LOWEST PRICES
and our excellent freight

to destination.

Pullman sleeping-cars

cheap, but

—

City,

points east, will con-

from Chicago.

r Most bee-keepers have been convinced that
when time and material are figured, it pay6
to buy hives, and the best is not only as

nails to drive
no
apart at any time.

all

sult their interests and find advantage
in selecting the Nickel Plate Road east

Experimental Stage?

The Best is'the
The Elgin Hive excels

New York

Buffalo,

"

Villa Nova, Ontario, Canada.

continuous advertising
that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

It Is
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Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest) FT1G6S
Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

FREIGHT-

CINCINNATI

RATES FROM

Bee -Supplies!

are the

for the
as 'most

OF ALL KINDS

all

freight

now goes through

ESTABLISHED

Let

bee - keepers

in

America.

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application.. Address,

JAIIESTOWN,

N. Y.

Bee Journal

when

Mention

Vf,

CLOVERS

Cincinnati, April

4— There

R. A.
19.— The

Burnett &

Co.

comb

for

honey has been better for the past two weeks
at any time during the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are

than

getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; 14®15c
for No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,

Extracted honey is in good demand at
White clover in barrels
following prices:
brings 6S4@"c: amber, S%@Slic; in cans every
grade from l@lHc higher. Beeswax is firm
13c.

at 28 and 30c.
are our selling prices, not

and in good demand

The above

what we

Griggs Bros.
p aT
Indianapolis, March 24— Fancy white clover
comb brings 16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14<gl5c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8^<s9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beeswax sells here fot $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

S.

grades are

still

comb honey

are

The Fred W. Muth

Co.

Fancy white comb, 16<§ 17c; amber,
quote:
12@l^c; daik, 10<a lie. Extracted, fancy white,
Beeswax, 28c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Selser.
on commission.
7(<'

8c;

amber,

New

6<<>

7c.

York, March

19.

— Demand

for

comb

honey is fair, especially for the better grades,
and fancy white is selling at from 14igil5c; No.
1, 13c; light amber, ll@12c; no more demand
for dark comb honey. Extracted is in good demand, mostly California, at unchanged prices.
Beeswax is firm at from 29@31c, according to
quality.

HILDRETH& Segelken.

CO.

Gash for Beeswax

FOR SALE

Assn.

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California Water-White White Sage and Light
Amber
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
cans and new cases. Write for prices and sam-

HONEY

ples,

and

state quantity

&

267

Greenwich

265

Hildreth

yon want.

& Segelken
York, N.Y.
*

Street,

New

Please mention the Bee Journal.

34Atf

Cincinnati, March 7.— The demand for comb
honey is slow, prices obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems to be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote funcy white, 14@16c Amber
extracted in barrels, 5%@5%c; in cans, He more;
fancy white clover in o0-lb. cans, 7H@3H cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6M@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.

FOR SALE
—
comb honey

20 cases of

in non-drip cases.

mostly white clover,

LOCIS WERNER,

Edwardsville, III.

15A3t

C.H.W. Weber.

65c for 12 Names Msa*. »«*&£

stamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 2&
*
pageB a year. Sample free.
years old,
FARMER'S CALL, Quincy.IH.

Please Mention Bee Journal

.'.'>

i

writing: advertisers.

•

Bee Journal

Mention

when

writing.

FANCY WHITE EXTRACTED HONEY,
CRATES 2-60

LB.

CANS;

8c

TWO OR MORE CRATES; 1%

LARGER LOTS; WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES. ALL
F. O. B. CINCINNATI. CASH WITH ORDER. SAMPLES
Oe.
TO PAY POSTAGE.
1

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
No.

51

III.

Highest market price paid promptly all the
time for good wax.
Frank C. Clark, 147 E.KinzieSt. Chicago,!!!.

per pound; amber, 6c. Beeswax, 25@30c. We
look for an Increased demand In the near
future.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

when

BURNETT &

199 South Water St. Chicago.

Kansas City, March 16— The supply of comb
honey is not very large. Demand is light, best
24 section white selling at 3.25 per case, amber
at 25@£0c per case less. Extracted, white, 6^c

Pouder.

held over. The other grades of
still a drug on the market. We

29.

consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

,

Philadelphia, April 10.— The season is now
well advanced. There is very little call for
comb honey. Almost all the choice grades
have been cleaned up. Theprices range a little
firmer for what small quantities of the fancy

11)1,

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

When

usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to 13.75 per case of 24 sections; off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7^@S' 3 c; light amber,
6&@7#c Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.

market

(.OU>i:>

ttu

LOWS, (AKMO-

30c. delivered

The Colo. Honey-Producers'

Toledo, Feb.

bred in separate apiaries,

HONEY AND BEESWAX

no material

is

in the honey market since our last report. The demand does not come up to expectations, which, in all probability, Is due to the
inclement weather of the past month.
continue to quote amber In barrels at 5J<@6Hc.
Fancy white in crates of two 60 lb. cans at

Denver, Feb. 5.— Owing- to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as

Chicago, April 7.— The best grades of comb
hooey are scarce and sell at ISc per pound; off
lots are of uncertain value, ranging in price
from 10@14c. Extracted meets with fair sale at
6H@7c for white, and 6m 6'iic for amber, with
off flavors about lc per pound less. Beeswax
sells at 30c on arrival.

'

CAUCASIANS.

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

here.

* 23eestr>ax-f

,ree

LTd'S™

H.W.WEBER "."ST

C.
Office

6S£@8Hc. Choice yellow beeswax

l)oney anb

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

and
i:i:i>
For prices, refer to my catalog, page

!.»>«.

We

writing.

what

^

.

.

change

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

is

will

^% ^TT^^^^^TfcTA^I
111
P P4J.M
I\l
KJ
\J Mil

me

book your
Order for

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the

experienced

Cincinnati.

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

YEARS

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,

most

SOUTH

Prompt Service

You

25

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

WALNUT STREET,

Mention

Ore

Journal

CINCINNATI,

when

writing.

OHIO.
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One Hundred Cents on the Dollar
If

You buy Lewis Beeware

ESTABLISHED

ANNUAL OUTPUT-

30

20 MILLION SECTIONS

YEARS

100,000

HIVES

SECTIONS
Received my Sections in fine shape, and am
well pleased with them. They are the best
Sections 1 ever put together.
Paullina. Iowa.
Arthur Stampe.

make of
I want to say that I consider your
Sections the nearest perfect I have ever had.
breakI have folded packages of 500 without
ing one, and I can not say that of others I
have used.
Deerfield, Iowa.
Geo. Brown.
During the last four years I have bought
10,000 Sections from three other firms. Before I had used yours for several years, but
have decided after a thorough trial that yours
are the best and most perfect Sections in every
way that I have ever used.
Riceville, Iowa.
David Foote.
almost
I used your supplies exclusively for
fourteen years, especially the Sections, and I
don't want any other kind.
Mora, Minn.
C. H. Harlan.
those Sections in good
I have received
shape, and I am well pleased with same. Thej
are all right in every way. I shall recommend
your bee-supplies to other bee-keepers. 1
think you make better goods than any other
firm in the world. Accept my thanks.
Geo. B. McDaniels. Grand View, Iowa.

FRAMES
The Frames you
and they are the
I have ever had.

H. P. Willson.

that the Lewis Goods for the season of 1906 are finer than ever. Hives and
Hive-parts are without any knots. In fact,
they are 60 nice that we are very much surprised, as we supposed that as lumber gets
scarcer and higher necessarily poorer grades
of lumber would have to be used. We are
receiving many compliments on the Lewis

Woodman

Co.

out.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

bought 25 of your
S-frame Dovetailed Hives, and I put these toI find
piece.
single
gether without losing a
these Hives to be better than any other I have
ever used. Although I have a gas engine
and good tools, I can buy your Hives cheaper
and more accurately made.

About two months ago

E. K.

Meredith.

I

Batavia.

111.

as if they had been sandpapered after they are nailed up. I havi just
finished nailing up 40 2-6tory hives, and they
.are as nice as could be.
Rescue, Tex.
L. B. Smith.

Your Hives look

I received the 50 Bee-Hives, and I can say
that they are the very nicest, finest and best
Hives I have ever seen.
Elgin, Iowa.
Tofield Lehman.

model of perfection both as
to material and workmanship. It is a pleasure to have material to go together as yours
are a

does.
E. W. Ltles.

Bathgate, N. D.

my

Frames, Fences, Covers, Hive-Bodies

I find

and Bottoms perfect, and made of the finest
lumber I ever saw supplies made of.
D. M. Laudenslayer. Mackeyville, Pa.

PROMPTNESS
I

would

like to

thank you for your prompt

way of doing business in such a season as this
when every one is excited.
Aug., 1903, Clarence, Iowa.
E. W. Coe.
I wish to acknowledge receipt of the goods
ordered from you, and thank you for your
promptness in sending them.
Alden, 111.
Claude L. Madison.

Remembering how well you did with me
over 22 years ago on some Hives I bought, I
hope we may come together again on a small
deal.

Leopold Moller.
I

Charlotte, N. C.

I received the Hives I ordered in good condition. Same are fine hives. They look like
better lumber than any 1 have bought before
also fit better than any Hives I have ever put

-

Fremont, Nebr.

thank you for thirty years of friendly

dealings.

C Theilmans.

Theilman, Minn.

Don't worry about us not
Goods. I have used and sold
15 years, and consider them
ware made.
J. E. Entart it Son.

handling your
your goods for
the finest Bee-

McFall, Mo.

1 am well pleased with your way of doing
business, and satisfied with all Goods received
from your factory. Can say that they are
much better than 1 can get any place else.

J. F.

Nolte.

Redfield, Iowa.

It is a pleasure to
I received goods O K.
deal with a firm like yours.
Burlington. Wis.
H. LU°KE.

'

The Hives

duly received,

and nicest Frames

RESPONSIBILITY

We note

A. G.

me were

100 Brood-Frames in tine
shape, and I am well pleased with them. They
are the best I have ever put together.
Rock City, 111.
D. S. Haao.

Received

HIVES

Goods we are shipping

sent

best, finest

PACKINGWe think

your policy of packing Goods in
and a specfied number to the
winning card.
Chas. H. Lilly Co. Seattle, Wash.

first-class shape,

crate, is the

The
I

consider your

freedom

from mistakes

quite wonderful, considering the number and
variety of pieces in the various lines of goods
your carry.

W. C. Gibson.

National Home,

Milwaukee, Wis.

together.

Harry West.

Morrison,

111.

LEWIS CO, •VSr-A.TEPLTO^ATN', "V^IS.

jMAERieAjy

Dee Journal
CHICAGO,

45th Year
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IMPORTANT NOTICES.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this

Journal is
$1.00 a year, in the United Stales, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in ihe Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates toe

end of the month to which your subscription is paid.
For instance, "deco6" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19U0.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.
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Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal

— Chas. Dadant & Son.
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Each subject

is clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail

to

be wonderfully helped on the

way

to>

success with bees.

The book we mail

for $i .20, or club
with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
It

—

;

THREE NEW

subscribers to the

Bee

Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO,

334 Dearborn. Street,

We

THE TRUST

will

ILL-

stamp

your Cans "PURE-

KXTRACTED

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the
National Bee-Keepers"
Association.
Write us.

Now

Is

the time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP

Canners Can Co.
1035 W. 47th

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLI ES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted

££!...

<^%m

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG
I

FENCE S2S£2'We
have ii" agents.
factory prices on

k

free trial.
Catalog shows 37

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

styles and heights of farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buy direct. "Write today

FOR HIS

COILED SPRINC FENCE CO.
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.
Box 89

Mention

Bee Journal

completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

30 days

We pay all freight.

when

DON'T WAIT

you want the Bee-Book

If

That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more

coiled wire.
Sell direct to user at

Made of High Carbon

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."

writing.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

for the season to start before

The Pacific Rural Press has been a household word throughout California for 35 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
soil or products of California. Weekly, illusEdited by practical specialists. Two
trated
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.
:

Pacific Rural Press,

you

330 Market Street,
San Fkancisco, Calif.
50Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

order your Bee=Supplies

DITTMER THE
S FOUNDATION
MADE
BEST
make a specialty of working wax for Cash.
Retail— Wholesale Jobbing
IS

We

^.California

05C

TOr l/C NtimeS 12 farmers and 'lo'cstamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— red. sub. price 4oc a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
Mention

—

FARMER'S CALL, Quincy, 111.
Bee Journal when writing.

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED
Write for our Price- List and samples

;

we would

like to

send them to you at our

expense.

GUS DITTMER,
Mention

Bee Journal

when

I Root's Bee-Supplies
(S

Augusta, Wis.

writing.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
K

And Prompt Shipments

r

what we are making

— DOVETAILED
We
Is

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

carry a full line of

SUPPLIES.

THE JTARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ
Mention

Uee Journal

when

Ask

—

this

means. Four

|
g
W
S

S

GRIGGS BROS.

$
521

Monroe

Street,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

O

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield, Wis.
writing.

You know what

carloads of New Goods on hand.
Our business increased last year
100 percent over 1904. This is a
proof that we are saving our cusTry us. Low
tomers money.
Freight Rates from Toledo.
Large Discounts— that tells the
story. Our 80-page Catalog is
sent free.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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ACCURACY
IN

SECTIONS

Were you ever annoyed by receiving poor Sections ? Sections that were rough, bad color, inaccu?
Then you know what it means. The Root System of making and grading their Sections
insures perfection. With the best possible machinery and lumber, together with a scheme of insuring
rately cut

best grading, the Root output of Sections
everywhere with the best of satisfaction.

is

the largest in the world, and they are used by bee-keepers
Sections this year see that the box bears the

When you buy

trade-mark that makes Root's Goods Famous.

IN

HIVES

is no need of going- into details why a Hive should be made with the greatest possible accuthe work is not done very near perfect the bees will glue up the Hive with propolis and then
your trouble begins. There's a satisfaction of putting up Root's Hives that more than pays for their
slightly extra cost over the cheap-made kinds. Read what Mr. Dobson says

There

racy.

If

:

The
THBaA.

I.

Root

Experience of

Two

CHAPTER

SOK
Minnetonka, Minn., March

28, 1906.

—

Gentlemen : I am writing you in regard to some goods I bought of your agent, Mr. J. C. Acklin,
1024 Miss. St., St. Paul. I purchased five Danzenbaker hives with full sheets of foundation in broodchamber and super. I will say this much for Root's Goods I never saw nicer or cleaner stock, no
cracked or broken pieces, and everything fitted to perfection. Everything full count, including nails, etc.
:

OHAPTBR

II.

was over to a neighbor's helping him assemble some newly purchased hives made by a
I wish you could have
I was tempted to ask him why he didn't get Root's Goods.
When I went there he had not uncrated them. I said to him, " Have you got all
you need?" He said, " Oh, yes." Well, we found out differently. They had sent only half enough
foundation, no small tacks for fastening wire, and not half enough nails, and sixteen top-bars short. I
WM. V. DOBSON.
guess we said something to ourselves about that shipping clerk.
To-day

I

firm in
seen the difference.

.
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Honey and Herb-Tea

for Bee-Paralysis

I/Apicoltore, of Milan, has opened its columns to the
discussion of what we usually call " bee-paralysis," which is
called by the Italians " Mai Di Maggio " or May disease.
It appears that there has been a great deal of May disease
in the Province of Ancona during the past three years. An
apiarist by the name of Belluci has succeeded in preventing
the spread of the disease by feeding his bees with a tonic
preparation made of honey mixed with a tea of aromatic
herbs, and a small proportion of salicylic acid. The March
number of IVApicoltore contains a lengthy article from the
pen of Mr. C. P. Dadant, in which he gives his views on
the subject, describing the disease as it has appeared in
different countries, and commending Belluci's treatment.

;

in

Canada

A correspondent in Ontario writes as follows concerning alsike and sweet clover
:

I see there is an excitement over alsike clover.
Even Editor Root
talks of sowing it for bees and for hay. Locality may make all the
difference, but every farmer here says nothing thrives upon it; and it
was only grown here for seed till our new Seed Adulteration Act came
into force, and now it is not being sown because the seed of a wild
trefoil here prevalent can not be separated from it; but, oh! that
alsike is the honey-plant above all others here, and farm lands are
being abandoned through that accursed sweet clover.
Ontario.

no doubt that in many places alsike is a valuable
and this is perhaps the first report of any
locality in which farmers say " nothing thrives upon it."
Certainly there must have been demand for the seed that
could hardly have originated if the plant had been generally

There

is

forage-plant,

worthless.
Is

334 Dearborn

St.

VoL
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clover? Not many bee-keepers count it " accursed." But
it is surprising how some people howl about sweet clover.
It is very easy to eradicate if not wanted.
Why not get excited over the Canada thistle and some other really villain"
ous weeds and things," and give sweet clover a rest ?
All that is necessary to destroy sweet clover is to mow
it just before it blooms.
It is a biennial, and so, unlike the
miserable Canada thistle, there will soon be an end to sweet
clover.

But where farmers are becoming better educated they
no longer oppose the spread of sweet clover, for it is valuable for hay and as a forage-plant aside from its excellent
nectar-yielding qualities.
If the hay and forage-plant
values of sweet clover are doubted, ask Wm. Stolley, of
Grand Island, Nebr. He has made hay of sweet clover for
years, and has written about it for the American Bee Journal several times during the past few years.

Empty Stories Below Queen-Excluders
To prevent swarming, G. W. Demaree gives

(Jiving

a lower
story containing empty combs or foundation under the
brood-chamber, a queen-excluder between the two, putting
the queen below.
With some this has succeeded perfectly,
while others have reported failure.
reported as the practise of Herr A.
Bienenzucht— the new
German journal that advocates American methods. But
with Herr Straeuli it is a treatment of swarms rather than
prevention of swarming. He does nothing to prevent
swarming except to repress drone-comb and favor bees little
given to swarming. Then when a prime swarm issues he
hives it in a hive containing empty comb or foundation, sets
it on the old stand, puts an excluder over it, and sets the old
hive over that. This plan is worth considering by those
who allow natural swarming but desire no increase.
A matter of some importance is the question whether it
is not necessary to destroy queen-cells.
Of course, neither
the Demaree nor the Straeuli plan is avaiable for those who
work for comb honey.
is

Straeuli, editor of Die Europaeische

Editor Root is interested in the experiment of trying to
" steal a march on Nature of a whole month " in the matter
of getting queens fertilized in the spring. The hives and
nuclei are kept in a warm room, but with the entrances
opening outdoors, so that whenever the weather favors they
can fly out freely. It will not be a surprise if the scheme
should fail, for the trouble in early spring queen-rearing is
not in getting things done in the hive, but in getting the
right kind of weather, and keeping hives in a warm room
will not help the weather outdoors.
It seems consummate folly to waste good brains in experiments that are predestined to failure but now and then
something that we were cock-sure was all wrong turns out
to be all right, and then we are all glad to have the benefit
of it.

Sweet Clover

APRIL

Co.,

Something similar

Hurrying Up Queen-Rearing

Alsike and

W. York &

not the locality exceptional,

too,

with regard to sweet

Ohio Foul-Brood

Law—One

Cent Per Colony Tax

According to Gleanings, this law has been signed by
the Governor, and has gone into effect. Editor Root says

:

In brief, the law now provides that, on the complaint of three
persons, residents of the county, to the county commissioners, setting
forth that the disease known as foul brood actually exists within said
county, the county commissioners shall (not may, as it was in the old
law) appoint a competent person as foul-brood inspector, clothed with
necessary authority to inspect colonies, and treat the 6ame according
to the most up-to-date methods.
The expense of such inspection will
be paid out of the funds secured from the special tax of one cent per
colony, as I understand it. As there are 150,000 colonies in Ohio, according to the last census, this will give us a fund of $1500— more
than enough, I should say, to do the work thoroughly throughout the

whole State.

Ohio is to be congratulated on having a law with the
important compulsory part. There may, however,
be a question whether something is not still left to be desired.
An important duty of an inspector often consists in
inspecting a suspected apiary to decide whether foul brood
vitally
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present or not. In Ohio there is no compulsion to appoint
an inspector until the disease is actually proven to be presis

ent. Even when the disease is actually present in a number
of apiaries, it may not be an easy thing to get three perman may have an apiary
sons to testify to its presence.
rotten with foul brood, and a neighboring bee-keeper may
be morally certain of the fact, but he is helpless. The
owner of the diseased colonies forbids an examination, and
how can any three persons testify to disease where no colony is examined ? No inspector can help in the case, for no
inspector can be appointed until three persons shall testify
to the presence of a disease of which they are not allowed
to have any positive proof, even if there were three persons
competent to diagnose. It may be, however, that in some
way the law provides for the contingency.

A

Referring to this same subject, comes the following
from Mr. Henry Reddert, Secretary of the Southwestern
Ohio and Hamilton County Bee-Keepers' Association
:

Editor York — This Association has made every effort since the
new Legislature met to make the Ohio Foul Brood Law mandatory,
which finally ended in a grand success, due to the hard work of the
Committee on Law of this society, consisting of Messrs. John H.
Kroeger, John Sommers, John Hoffman, Jr., J. G. Creighton, and C.
:

H. W. Weber, all practical bee-keepers of Hamilton county.
The Hon. Thomas Hunt, Senator of Hamilton county, presented
the Bill in the Senate, and it is due to this gentleman, who took a deep
interest in its passage, that it passed the House of Representatives.
Mr. Henry T. Hunt, a brother of the Senator, and Mr. Eugene
Adler, both Representatives of Hamilton Co., in conjunction with
their colleagues, deserve all credit this Association can give them for
their moral support.
Attorney G. R Werner, an honorable member of this Association,
revised the Bill in its present form, and bent every effort to call the
attention of the Ohio lawmakers to the necessity of its passage.
Though not a practical bee-keeper, Mr. Werner takes a deep interest
In fact, the
in everything pertaining to the welfare of the honey-bee.
day may come when he will find sufficient time to spare from his legal
thorough
make
a
study
of
the wonduties to keep several colonies to
derful doings of Nature. This is the opiDion of his well wishers.
Now that the law is passed by both Houses, this society being a
State Bee-Keepers' Association, urges every County in Ohio to organfraternity among all
ize a bee-keepers' 6oeiety, for the promotion of
men and women who keep bee6.
The Ohio Foul Brood Law does not pertain to this dreaded disease
also.
Further, it provides
only, but to other diseases of the honey-bee
for an appointment of an inspector for these diseases in every county
is
to
see
that
all
bees are kept in
duty
it
whose
where bees are kept,
movable-comb hives, which is a great stride toward the improvement
Henri Reddert, Sec.
the honey-bee in every particular.

April
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for the interest of the concern just the same," so writes one
Roosevelt Family "
of the sons. It seems to be a sort of
a regular " baseball nine " besides the father and mother,
who, no doubt, unite in " umpiring " the " business game."
Mr. John Doll, the father, and senior member of the
firm, has been a resident of Minneapolis for many years, is
well known, and a thorough mechanic. He represents the
money interest in the concern.
P. J. Doll, one of the younger members of the firm, is
'

thoroughly familiar with wood-working in all its branches,
having been employed in this line for many years previous
to going into the bee-supply business.
He has made a thorough study of bee-supples, and is the life and soul of the
concern, having charge of the entire factory as well as the
sales-end of the same.
Bernard Doll is a thorough workman, carefully trained
and familiar with every detail that goes to make a good
hive.
As manager of the hive department, he has made
good progress in efficiency and better service.
The section department is in charge of Servas Doll, who
is an active member of the firm, and a capable and wideawake young man, full of push and energy, and quick to
see any chance for improvement.
H. J. Doll is one of the younger members of the family
and firm, and has charge of the office, book-keeping and
correspondence department.
Matt Doll has charge of the packing and shipping department, which has to do with railroad and express rates,
shipping points, localities, etc. He is an expert in all this.
John Doll & Son are among our regular advertisers, and
are endeavoring to build up an honorable and substantial
bee-supply business, as we believe are all our other advertising patrons. We wish all of them as large a measure of
success as they merit. And such is our desire for all our

The bee-business, from start to finish (including
bee-paper publishing), is a co-operative effort each department needs the help of all other departments in order to
achieve the largest success. And so we must all rise or
fall together.
We bee-brethren should indeed be able
always to say, as did the prophet of old, " We be brethren."
readers.

—

Mr. Allen Latham, President of the Connecticut BeeKeepers' Association, sends us the following
:

Bees in Spring

When March his blustering days gives to the past
And April's showers bid the month of May,
" Come greet the sun with colors bright and gay !"
And buds on tree and bush do grow so fast

of

Cincinnati, Ohio.

all do burst, and eyes about them cast,
green with envy grow, when, by a day,
The race is won by other buds than they.
Then wakes the little bee from winter's fast
To breezy life. And I by hive take seat
And watch the busy workers go to field.
Red maples' bloom gives this one honey sweet,
While willow catkins yellow pollen yield
To that, whose load so large doth hurt her flight.
Yet all eome out, go in, with all their might.

That

And

miscellaneous
Hetps v 3 terns

=J
Notes from the National.— General Manager France
has received 173 new members for the National Bee-Keepers'
Association since the Annual Report for 1905 was published.
If there is a reader of the American Bee Journal who is not
yet a member, he should send his dollar at once for a year's
dues. If sent to this office we will be pleased to forward it,
and the receipt will be mailed by Mr. France.
Recently Mr. France visited an apiary in Wisconsin
6500 pounds in 1902 4000
with honey harvests as follows
and in 1905 only 110 pounds, and all
in 1903 400 in 1904
the bees died before cold weather in the fall. This is the
experience of a bee-keeper who has had bees 30 years. Foul
brood destroyed his bees. One of Mr. France's neigh oors
ikilled 100 colonies last fall rather than try to winter them.
In general, bees have wintered well in Wisconsin, and
honey-plants look all right, with no old honey in the market. This ought to give the bee-keepers of that State a
great advantage for their next crop of honey. We hope it
may be a large one, and bring good prices.
:

;

;

;

Mr. John Doll and Sons, with several interior views
of their factory, appear on the first page. While this beesupply manufacturing concern has not been in existence
many years, it has come to the front very rapidly. It is a
case of "the whole family in the business" away that
thrifty Germans have of compelling success.
Besides the five sons mentioned there are two daughters that work in the factory, and still two more daughters
at home "which are not on the pay-roll, but are working

—

Allen Latham.
S. D. Chapman, of Mancelona, Mich., wrote April 17,
that bees in Northern Michigan have wintered in good condition
but that there would be no pollen for a week yet.
;

The Wood Binder.— Finally we have all orders filled,
and have on hand a good supply, so that hereafter we can
mail them promptly. Price, postpaid, 20 cents, or with the
American Bee Journal one year — both for $1.10. Here is
what Dr. Miller says of our Wood Binder for holding a
year's numbers (52) of the American Bee Journal
:

Mr. Editor: — Seeing your

of
the "Wood
Binder," I desire to have my say. In the course of the years I tried
different ready-made binders, as also two or three plans of binding of
my own devising. I liked the latter better than any of the patent
arrangements, but that might be partly attributed to the fact that one
However,
is likely to be partial to anything of one's " own git-up."
I wonder how
that may be. since I have had the " Wood Binders"
"
my
own git-up," and have no
many years that is I've gone back on
hankering for anything better than the " Wood Binder." I count you

recommendation

—

—

are doing a favor to your subscribers to

recommend

use to them.
C. C. Miller.

its

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is
hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
American Bee Journal one year both for $1.75. Address
a bee-keeper's

—

all

orders to this

office.

April

26,
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cluster on the

This diows that the
next to the division first.
other side helps to maintain thi requisite heat.
changed
\ Ill-frame Langstroth hivc-bodj can be easily
inch hoards 7 inches wid< in
take these combs bj fitting
to

'

rabbets; tlten hang the combs
in each of the 3 sides
Make 3 entrances,
crosswise
Hive a .warm in this, and it the bees
west and south.
work from each of the entrance about equal until thei
combs with brood, remove the queen. Make -3 divisions
J
part a ripe cell
with a comb of brood in each, and give each
or virgin queen to become fertile.

Special

Ctrttcles

-ides

long

,,

to

form

the

.

i

^
Methods of Rearing Queen-Bees

Forming Ni
BY

J.

L.

STROM..

186S mi a farm in Henry County, towa, my father bought
his firsi colony of bees, in compliance with my request.
knew but little about hers then, but being anxious to
learn.
began hunting for articles on bees m hack numbers
of the American Apiculturist, in which M. Quinbj had an
He spoke of the Italians as being fai
article every month.
superior to the common bees, and being anxious to secure the
bought a colons the following season and began to
best,
About this time Quinby's "Mysteries ol
stud) queen-rearing.
Bee-Keeping Explained" fell into my hands. This book had
a fascination for me that no novel ever possessed. This
author said that just as good queens could be produced in
So I
small boxes 3 or 4 inches square as in full-sized hives.
made a few of the ho.xes and began queen-rearing.
It is needless to say that in\ first efforts were failures, from
want of experience, and from using too small boxes. Not
being inclined to give up here, 1 made some larger hives as
described by the Rev. E. L. Briggs in our local paper, who
was afterward my partner in queen-rearing. This hive wa
7J4 inches deep and 13 inches long inside, and held 8 or 10
combs, with just one-half the comb surface of the standard
Langstroth. and was designed to he used in connection with
one that held 3 combs for a mating-box. With this outfit I
was more successful and reared a few nice queens, as I then

IN

We
I

1

Go

to

a

from 10 a m
and all into

stron
to 2

-

lei

in

T\a ix-lh

the bees are flying freely
hirst find the queen, put her comb

when

p.

m.

Now take out the combs one
a comb-baskel
twm-hive
another, shake and brush the bees into this
then close up this
until there are enough to stock both sides;
side to the
hive so that no bees can get out or pass from one
queen; the other
other; for if they can there will be but one
side will be used for surplus honey.
some other cool
Now set this hive in the cellar or
ready to accept
place for 4 to 6 hours, when the bees will be
give a virgin
any queen that may he yiven to them. I usually
when I give a virgin
at 'this time, and with better success than
must be
where a hiving queen has been removed. This hive
furnished with combs and honey, hut no brood.
have had some experience with baby nuclei the past
I
with me.
two seasons, hut they have not been a success
Thev do very well during the hot months, hut for the season
with
through I think more work is required to produce queens
after

m

them than with the permanent

nuclei.

Feeding Syrup in Winter.
This can be done, but
experience.

it

is

not advisable.
,

.,

I

will give

my

there was a failure in the honey crop.
enough to
had 2 queen-rearing colonies without honey
I had not intended
cellar.
last until time to put them into the
combs of sealed honey to
to try to winter them, as I had no
,

,

\ few years ago

and

I

plenty of bees, I congive "them, but as there appeared to be
fruit-) ar with
cluded to try feeding sugar syrup. So I. tilled a
and inverted it above the
syrup, put on a perforated cover,
had
These colonies were wintered in the cellar, and
cluster
good condition
nothing but sugar syrup and came out in fairly
They had soiled their hives a little, but not as
in the spring
wintered on natural
badlv as I have seen those do that were
Clar.nda, Iowa.

4

~

stor

Temperature- Some Experiments

Internal Hive

BY

G.

M. DOOL1TTI.K.

questions
page 123 "Wisconsin" asks Dr. Miller some
may be
regarding the 'internal hive temperature" that
same.
expected inside the brood-nest, and above the
me
These questions, together with Dr. Miller's answers, led
have conducted, and
to think of some of the experiments I
exact figures at hand,
as Dr Miller does not seem to have the
he will excuse
to fully answer "Wisconsin's" query, I trust
me for giving the results of the experiments which I con-,
and in trying to answer his ("Wisconsin's ) ques-

ON
Untested queens were then selling at $10 each,
warranted purely mated. A year or two later I wanted more
mating-boxes. and conceived the idea of dividing these 8-conih
hives with a hoard, with an entrance for one part on the south
and the other on the east side. This was my first experience
thought.

with twin mating-boxes.
1
have reared queens in this way ever since, and see no
need of a change. I now use hives large enough for 6 combs
and a division-hoard, and when I want to close up in the
fall 1 dispose of the surplus queens, draw out the division
board, and unite two or more of these colonies until there
are hers enough for winter; then supply the necessary honey.
usually winter these colonies in the cellar one story,
I
hut have wintered them successfully on the summer stands
two stories high. I now have about 60 of these hives in the
cellar on top of a pile of 10-frame Langstroth hives, and thej
usually come out in good condition in the spring, and arc
quite handy to furnish tested queens early in the spring, and
I do not want
also to divide up for queen-rearing nuclei.
less than 3 combs in a hive, so that I can have one empty
comb or sheet of foundation for the bees to fill. This makes
thrui better satisfied and less inclined to abscond; and I fee!
better when 1 know each colony in the yard has room enough
to st., re what honey they can gather for a few days.
find that when a queen begins to lay in One of tl
twin-hives, if the weather is cool, she often lays in the comli
I

ducted,
tions, as well.

The first question is, "How many degrees of temperature
broodthere in a bee-hive, in the brood-nest, or above the
nest?" I found that, with my self-registering spirit thermometer, it was very easy to get the highest temperature ever
obtained in the brood-nest; but not so easy to ascertain the
From repeated trials during several years, I find
very lowest.
that 98 degrees is the greatest heat that is ever allowed by
the bees while rearing brood, unless the outside temperature
which
is so hot that the bees are all driven out from the hive,
is

never the case in this locality. And this was proven by an
experiment conducted on a day in which the mercury rose to
97 degrees in the shade, and 130 degrees in the sun, with the
Just how it was possible for
hives all standing in the sun.
the bees to keep the temperature down to the brood-rearing
can only guess at; but I know that they
point is something
did it.
My guess is, thai h was done through their ventilating
the hive from the entrance, with fanning wings, and the
evaporation or making of moisture through "boiling down"
I hardly
thin nectar or water, or both, which, was brought in.
think it could have been done by ventilation alone, for on a
day when the air outside is within one degree of the limit
is

I
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of heat inside, with the sun pouring right down on the hive,
it seems hardly possible that such
a thing could be done.
On such a day as this, I once put a sitting hen under an
old bee-hive, till I could fix a permanent place for her, and
before I had the place fixed, a neighbor called and hindered
me a couple of hours, when, on my return. I found the hen
dead, and apparently nearly roasted from the sun shining
on
the hive; and it did not fit the ground so but
what there were
more open cracks under it than the entrance to a bee-hive, as
ordinarily used.
All

are

well aware that through evaporation a lower
temperature can be obtained than in a perfectly dry air
Dr
Miller thinks that on a "broiling hot day" the
temperature
above the brood-nest might be about the same as in the nest,
but 1 found at that time the temperature in
the supers was
from 110 to 113, with only 98 in the brood-nest, the crust
of
oees keeping the heat above from going below.

Haying ascertained that 98 degrees was the highest ever
obtained
the brood-nest, I next went about finding out the
lowest temperature that could be allowed. To
ascertain this
point the thermometer was kept hot by putting
a heated iron
in a box and covering it with a cloth,
when the thermometer
was placed on the cloth, another cloth tucked down over
it
and the box closed. In this way I could have the registering
bar on the cold side up to 115 when placed
in the center
of the cluster of bees forming the brood-nest,
for it is the
cluster or crust" of bees which forms the
brood-nest proper
not the hive.

m

Imagine my surprise to find that the coldest point
I ever
obtained in the brood-nest of a strong colonv
of bees was
Vo degrees, and that on a night when the ground
was frozen
in the morning, and ice formed
one-half inch thick
I tried
the same experiment with weak colonies,
and in one case
with a colony so weak that it could onlv
hold brood in two
combs about as large as the hand in "each
comb, and the
lowest temperature I obtained in this
weak colony was 92
degrees, and that during a night so cold
that the ground was
white with frost in the morning. In this
there is a mystery
almost as great as the keeping of the heatdown, on a hot
S
055 516 fo !". a pint of bees in th e center
of
t lull
lu TnT
a
lU-frame Langstroth hive, to keep a temperature
of 92
r httle br 9° d - ne st, with the
temperature
at
™!idegrees outside for
from 28 I"
to 30
hours, and sometimes days
at a time?
Can any one tell? I can't.

V

'

to 98 degrees in the brood-nest, just as easily as they did, or
could, before that upper hive was put on, as the heat is
confined within the cluster or crust of bees, not in the hive.
The bees are almost independent of the hive (until they touch
its walls, by way of the compact cluster), only so far as it
gives them protection from their enemies, and the winds and

storms. And any one can ascertain about
a thermometer, where the hive used has a
above this, at the top.

,

'

But how about the hive-temperature outside
of the broodthere

^

nothing definite about this matter. When the
*£• brood -"«t, expand to such an
.
touch the hive at any or all points, then the
temperature of the hive may. and will, be from
92 to 98
degrees but when the brood-nest is confined
within the crust
of bees they not touching the hive at
anv point, as is very
often the case in cold or cool spring
weather, then that tem'perature will vary according to the varying
changes outside
In one case where I experimented, I
found it only 45 degrees
at the top of the cluster of bees,
and within an inch of them
while brood-rearing was going on nicelv
only 3 inches below'
with a temperature of 96. And how
this crust of bees
hat
seems almost as open as a sieve, to me.
can confine the hea
so effectually within itself, is another
of the mysteries know,
only to our pets.
is

fw
that Z
they
;

The second

question asked by "Wisconsin" is. "If I
nlace
one hive on top of the other, what would
be the temperature
in the top hive?
Would this make any difference?" I hardly
understand what is wanted in this question.
If it is asked
wllI make anv difference as regards
the temperature in
\l
k
the brood-nest
in the hive below. I say no.
The crust bees
will keep that at the 92 to 98 degrees,
just the same
And right here I suppose I shall be considered a
"heretic"
by the masses, when I say, that from all I
can see bv way of
my experiments, they will keep that temperature
of from 9?
,

.

,

matter without
and a cushion

'

Yea more: I have seen brood perfected with less
than
a teacupful of bees between two combs,
and this brood onlv
on the sides of the comb next to these bees, with
the opposite
sides of the combs entirely bare of
bees; yet by carefully
watching I ascertained that said 'brood emerged
into bee's
within one-half day of the regulation 21
days of time.
All my experiments go to show that
all brood-rearing is
done at
temperature varying only about 6 degrees, namely,
^
between 92 and 98. When it is colder than this
outside, the
bees are supposed to warm it up to
the needed point bv
burning honey as "fuel." and if it is warmer
than this outside, through the rays of the hot sun.
thev keep it down to
VS, or the needed point, through
ventilation and the evaporalon of water into moisture.
Surely they are a wonderful
little animal.

ev're
it
extent

this
quilt,

On a cold morning in early spring, just put your hand
under the cushion, and over the quilt or cloth, immediately
on top of the frames, and if the cluster does not come up
so as to touch this cloth, you will find it nearly as cold as the
outside air; but if the cluster touches the cloth, you will find
that just so far as it touches the same it will feel almost like
putting your hand in an oven, while outside of this the cloth
is cold.
I have often located the size of the cluster, and
where and how much brood the colony had. where the colonies
were strong enough to come up to the cloth above the frames,
in just this way.
No, the heat from the cluster is not allowed to pass up
into an upper hive, at any time when that heat is needed for
the brood within the cluster of bees, and no one could tell
what the temperature in the top hive would be, further than
to say that it would vary just in accord to the weather outside.
"Wisconsin's" third and fourth questions have been answered in what has already been said. And by these answers,
Dr. Miller will see that either my experiments have been at
fault or else his answer to question 4 is incorrect; for in that
answer he says that the temperature in a small cluster of bees
might be expected to fall somewhat in proportion to that in
the surrounding air. This was just my idea until I made the
experiments. But those experiments told me that where there
was a cluster of bees large enough to cover the spirit bulbs
of the thermometer, that in no case was brood-rearing carried
on with a less temperature than 92 degrees.
Borodino. N. Y.

Management

&9Q

nest.''

April 26, 1906

BY

WILL

Honey

for Big Yields of
T.

how

L.

SHAWLER.

got those big yields of honey
three years in succession without any natural swarming,
mentioned on page 46. In the first place, I have a fine
location.
I don't see how it could be improved as to honeyyielding plants. I use the 8-frame dovetail hive. The 10frame hive would be better for extracted honey, but I started
with the 8-frame. and it is hard to change. I must always
have my colonies 4 and 5 stories high, all full-story depth.
The next thing, have a good queen of the leather-colored
Italian stock.
See that one of them is in every hive in the
fall, for you have no time to requeen in the spring, and get
a big crop of honey.
try to

tell

I

I

my

bees in a cave and they always come out
thing, when I put them out, is to see that
they have enough honey to take them through the cool days
if not. I feed them.
Then a little later on I feed granulated
sugar made into a syrup, to crowd brood-rearing. Don't let
them get scant of stores before the honey-flow it will stop
brood-rearing.
When the spring is favorable, we have an early honeyflow from dandelion, willow and fruit-bloom
then it takes
no feeding. The bee-keeper must watch these little things
he can tell when the bees are in need.
I forgot to mention that when I take the bees out of the
cave in the spring I put a cushion over them. This is a
wonderful help in the early spring. When it gets settled
warm weather I take a frame of brood from the strongest
and give to the weakest colonies. When the honey-flow
comes I have all strong and ready to bring in the honey.
Then I begin to add stories as fast as they need them. Keep
close watch and don't let the bees get out of room the first of
I

strong.

winter

The

first

;

;

the season.

begin to extract when the honey is about one-third or
capped over. I keep that up through the season. I put
the honey in open tanks, with cheese-cloth over them, in a hot.
dry room, and I don't believe anybody has better extracted
honey than I have. I get about \y2 cents more per pound
than the market price. I know that some bee-keepers advise
letting the bees cap the honey all over, and senile advise waiting until the white honey-flow is over.
I could not do that.
I never could get enough stories to hold the honey and give
the bees room.
I believe T extract about every 10" days in
a
good honey-flow. I could never get anything "like the' honey
I

less

,
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and I would
T do get. if I left it until it was all capped,
have the air full of swarms.
To prevent swarming, when the weather begins to
so that
,,-m. raise tin- hives up from the bottom-board
the bees can get plenty of air. It makes no difference if thej
work .u,t Erom the sides. Raise the top so that the
Jso lay a -hade-board over the top
the hive. Have a good hive-stand, one where the bei
crawl uo from the ground into their hive when they come m
think this is a
I
heavily loaded and fall on the ground.

Fifty Years From

that

also believe that some straingreat help in a heavj (low
of bees are worse swarmers than others, and I have tried for
My advice
think I have succeeded.
I
years to weed out.
he. if you have time, get the best queen you possibly
My wife rears all my queens,
can. and rear your own queens.
and -he delights in the work. When I want to increase the
just draw a frame or two of brood from each hive and
I

I

them a

ripe queen-cell.

use judgment and not extract the honej too
the end of the season.
I
want to say to the bee-keepers, don't think that you
cannot afford a bee-paper, but take 3 or 4 and read them
and then keep close watch of the bees and do the
little things, for it is the little things that we neglect.
Mills Co., Iowa.
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Now— A

Mr. Hutchinson then gave
pects of a honev crop 50 years

Prophecy.

short talk on the prosHe spoke about the
h :nce.

its

a

sage of California, believing that it would be there, and
secreting honey, but in general thought it was merely a
prophecy.
Mr. Chapman said that he was sure of one thing, and that
was that we could be sure of milkweed and Canada thistles
50 years hence.
Mr. Hilton said that in his locality the red raspberry, the
willow-herb, and other nlants that were there in his locality
ill
years ago. have disappeared somewhat, but that other
plants are now taking their places; and that he believed we
need have no fear, for surely Nature will provide some other
plants.

_

Mr. Chapman said that

if

we would have red raspberry

You must

it were not for the forest fires
plants longer.

Superseding Queens.

it

Do you
do

supersede queens, or do you allow the bees to

it?

-

.

'

.

,

,

Chanman

Mr.

practises

also

killing

queens at

the

time.

Mr. Hilton asked

if

the practise caused excessive

ing.

Mr.

(£onr>entton

if

the bees have not the

Mr. Smith never has bees swarm
sede without trouble from swarming.

J

Report of the Northern Michigan Convention
D.

Chapman— No;

this

swarm-

swarming

fever.

Proceedings

BY IRA

,

Mr. Kirkpatrick— I supersede queens during the month ot

BARTLETT.

late, so

he could super-

Crossness in Bees.

Are bees crosser some seasons than others, or is crossness a sign of degeneracy?
Mr. Coveyou says that shortly after a honey-flow bees
the
are cross, but "he thinks that as a rule they average about
same,
Mr. Chapman says that bees in shade are crosser.
i

[Continued from page

346.]

SECOND DAY.

Migratory Bee-Keeping.

The morning session opened at 8:50 o'clock.
Mr. Hilton read the report of the awarding committee, as
follows
Class A. Best 10 pounds of red raspberry comb honey.
1st prize. Observatory Hive, won by E. D. Townsend. 2d
prize, a year's subscription to American Bee Journal, won by
Geo. H. Kirkpatrick.
Class B. Best 10 pounds of comb honey, any variety.
1st prize. 500 No. 1 Lewis sections, won by E. E. Coveyou.
Class C. Best 10 pounds of extracted red raspberry
honey. 1st prize, 500 No. 1 Lewis sections, won by E. D.
Townsend. 2d prize, a year's subscription to the Bee-Keeper's
Review, won by Mr. Kirkpatrick.
Class D. Best 10 pounds of extracted honey, any variety.

—

—
—

—

American Bee Journal,
Geo. H. Kirkpatrick.
Class E. Best single section of honey. 1st prize, one
Standard Cornell Smoker, won by Mr. Kirkpatrick.
Class F. Best 10 pounds of beeswax. 1st prize, a Bingham Smoke Engine, won by Mr. Kirkpatrick. 2d prize, won
by E. D. Townsend.
1st prize, a year's subscription to the

won by

—
—

Reduction of Freight Rates.
\Y.

Z.

sociation ask the
efforts to procure

National Association to

more equitable

make

all

possible

rates

on their products.

W.

Hutchinson,
TOWNSEM'.

Z.

E. D.
S.

D.

Chapman,

Committee.
Mr. Hilton then gave hi- opinion, saving that he believed
we were taking the right steps, and that he believed the
National could and would help us in the matter suggested

The

election

of officers

resulted

as

follows:

President.

George H. Kirkpatrick, of Rapid City; Vice-President, E. D.
Townsend, of Remus; Secretary and Treasurer, Ira D. Bartlett.

of East Jordan.

was decided to hold the next meeting at Ka-t Jordan.
the time of meeting to be left to the executive hoard.
It

A

at the

Chicago convention that the moving seemed to

inspire,

hut that in most places it seemed that the bees were placed
many
in the front of the yard, and that it was possible that
bees from the back hives entered those hives, causing the
apparent difference.

Bees Conversing— Shaking Queen-Cells.
Mr. Chapman asked how bees converse with each other.
Different opinions were given; decided that Nature provides.
Mr. Bartlett asked if shaking combs with queen-cells on
them would hurt the queen in the larval state. Mr. Hutchinson said that it would that he had lost a great many queens
;

Hutchinson read the report drafted by the
Committee on Resolutions, which was adopted, as follows
Whereas, The freight-rates on beeswax are higher than
on similar substances, and the rates on extracted honey are
higher than on syrups, the rates on bees are almost prohibitive, even though shipped at owner's risk, therefore be it
Resolved, That the Northern Michigan Bee-Keepers' AsMr.

Mr.
if migratory bee-keeping pays.
Hilton thought that conditions make the difference. If you
have nothing much at home, move them to another field where
paid.
the flow is on, and he believes that you will be well
change of locality, he says, inspires the colony.
Mr. Coveyou said that he moved some bees to his home
yard from another yard and they did much better.
Mr. Smith had the same experience.
Mr. Hutchinson said that it was the opinion of those

Huber Root asked

in that

had

way, before he knew what was wrong.

Mr. Chapman

a similar experience.

Wiring Frames.
wiring frames was then brought

up.
The question
Messrs. Hutchinson. Kirkpatrick. Smith, Coveyou, and others,
told how they wired; most wanted the foundation warm.
Mr. Bartlett Wanted his cold, and heated the embedder
Huber Root said that embedding by electricity is the best
way if you have access to the right current.

of

Mr. Kitson wished to know the best way of wiring—
Mr. Hilton said
horizontally, perpendicularly, or diagonally.
that the horizontal wiring seemed to be recognized as the
best way.

Comb and Extracted Honey

in

Same

Hive.

Mr. Kirkpatrick asked for the experience of those producing comb and extracted honej :n the same hive.
Mr. Townsend uses a piece of wood in the center of the
extracting combs, so that he can kej up in the outside center.
Mr. Kirkpatrick uses for the first super, one extracting comb
and on others put on uses
in the center and one on eai h
only a comb on each side.
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Wire-Cloth Separators.
Ah

Kitson

asked

if

any one used wire-cloth

for

sep-

arators.

Kirkpatrick had used them. Air. Root did not think
they were a success in general, but that there were beekeepers in Xew York State who use them successfully.
Mr. Smith asked how much more we should get for comb
than for extracted honey. Answer Twice as much.
Mr. Coveyou asked how we could get people not to break
sections in handling.
Nothing definite given.
Adjourned to meet in East Jordan some time in April.
1907
Ira D. Bartlett, Sec.
.Mr.

—

Southern
* 23eeboni *
Conducted by Louis H. Scholu

New

Braunfels, Tex.

The Improvement of Our Bees
Time and again our attention has been called to the
improvement of stock in bees, and just as often have our
eyes met in print such terms as " Improved Races," " Improved Honey-Gatherers," " Superior Stock," etc. We are
most of us, at least well aware of the fact that such improved stock, as the above terms would mean to imply,
would be just what is wanted for the betterment of our industry and an increase in honey-yield, to swell our pocketbooks. It remains to be seen, however, whether in reality
quite as much improvement has been made as is claimed by
many of the bee-keeping craft. I have always been just a
little afraid that more claim is made for such a thing as
"improvement of stock of the honey-bee " than is really
warranted.

—

It is true that there

are a Jew intelligent bee-keepers
time, study and attention to the
breeding part of their apiaries for the production of such
queens as will really be superior to the "common run."
This can be done by careful selection, keeping a close record
of the breeding queens, both from which to rear the daughters and those that are selected for the production of the
male sex. This part of the matter in question will be taken
up a little later. At present the question confronting us is
whether any great improvement of stock of the honey-bee
has been made by man in the length of time his attention
has been paid to bee-keeping, and with the opportunities he
has had for doing so.
My opinions are so much in accord with those of J. A.
Green, in Gleanings in Bee Culture, that it is given here.
It is a criticism on some statements made regarding the
extent of improvement made by man with the honey-bee

who have given much

:

Improvement of Bees.
Is the optimistic

entirely warranted?

tone of the article by R. B. McCain, page 1236,
Is it true that " the 6tock of the honey-bee has

been wonderfully improved by man's management

in the application
of the principles of scientific bee-culture?" It is true, indeed, that
there is a great difference in the working qualities of different strains
of bee6, and that in some cases we may, perhaps, fairly claim to have
accomplished improvement by intelligent selection; but, as a whole, I
must say that the results have been pitifully small and inadequate,
considering our opportunities. We have frequently had our attention
called to the fact that we have exceptional opportunities for improvement by breeding and selection on account of the shortness of the
generation of the bee but have we really made as much improvement
in bees as has been made in other domestic animals in the same time?
It is true that most of us believe that the Italian bee is better than
the German-brown or black bee it has superseded in nearly all localities, and that there can be found those who express a preference for
each of the other races that have been brought to this country, but the
importation of these races is not to be considered as improvements in
bees due to man's management or the application of principles of
scientific culture.
The only thing that can be considered in that light
is the change that has been made by breeding and selection since they
have come to this country. How much real improvement has there
been? I think there has been some; but leaving out the claims of
advertisers, many of which are not substantiated by results, and remembering how many there are who believe that bees from newly
imported stock are superior, it does not really seem that anything verv
wonderful has been done.
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point out where bees have been produced which are better adapted to
ptrticular localities, or to particular kinds of work, or where the
quality of the honey, other than an improvement in appearance, has
been affected by improvement in the stock?
We must remember that many people have bees that, from one
cause or another, are very inferior.
hen one of these gets new
stock, no matter where, he is quite sure to get something superior to
what he has had. Accordingly he writes a glowing testimonial, which
the queen-breeder publishes, and plumes himself on having something
really superior, whereas his stock maybe quite ordinary.
My own
experience with some of this so-called superior stock has been very
disappointing.

W

My

experience has been very much like that of Mr.
Referring to the changing of queens from one
country to another, or from one locality to another, yea,
even if a queen is taken and introduced into another colony
from one in the same yard, it causes a certain stimulus that
very frequently results in that the colony with such a
change of queens outstrips, or at least does better, than the
others. And the consequence is " one of those glowing testimonials " for the queen-breeder whence the queen came,
no matter who he may be.
I also agree with Mr. Green when he says that a beekeeper may have very inferior stock in his apiary. By introducing stock of only average quality it may far surpass
the old stock. Another testimonial for the queen-breeder,
and yet that same queen-breeder has only such stock as belongs to the common run, or it may even be inferior.
Many queen-rearing apiaries have heen visited by me
in my travels, some of these belonging to some of our largest
and foremost queen-breeders (?). The result has been a
feeling of disgust whenever the glowing advertisements of
some of these chanced to meet the eyes of ye reader. 'Tis
true that there are able men among the craft who spend
much study upon the subject of queen-rearing, and also to
that of breeding, but entirely too many of them, I fear (at
least out of the number I have visited), leave off the very
important part that of breeding, and pay all their attention, or too much of it, to the methods of rearing and mating the queens and getting them off for the money. Such
could hardly be called queen- breeders t
Queen-rearers
would be more appropriate for this class, and there should
be a distinction between the two.
A queen-breeder who merely selects a nice-looking
mother-queen, that produces nice looking honey-gatherers,
even if they are better than the rest in the apiary, and rears
his daughter from her to be mated to any drones in the
yard, can hardly be held up as a breeder. Queen-breeding
and queen-rearing are two things, in my mind, at least.
This also brings us to the fact that " too much of our
breeding has been done hap-hazard, and without any intelligent system or direction other than the production of yellow bees and nice-looking queens." These many, of course,
have a record as honey-gatherers. Selection of the queenmothers receives its share of attention by many breeders,
perhaps, but the breeding part of this matter could be much
advanced. Is even this much attention given the subject
of drone-mothers mothers that will produce drones of the
desired qualities ? This matter of drone-breeding (?) and
their control for mating the selected-bred queens should reGreen's.

—

—

ceive

more attention.

am

of the opinion that great results could be obtained
the right and proper steps are taken in the breeding of
both our queens and the drones for mating them. Just
what the procedure should be will have to be studied out.
With the help of discussions on this subject, from the many
able bee-men throughout the country, it should be possible
to arrive at conclusions that would be valuable.
Improved
stock would mean a great deal
it would be worth dollars
and cents to the bee-keeper, hence it should be considered
thoroughly.
I

if

;

;

Too much of our breeding has been done hap-hazard, and without
any intelligent system or direction other than the production of yellow
bees and nice-looking queens. Will Mr. McCain, or any one else,

National Association to Meet in Texas
San Antonio, Tex., March

24.

— The National Bee-Keepers'

Asso-

ciation will hold its 1906 session in San Antonio.
The low rates offered by many railroads for the annual Grand
Army of the Republic convention to be held in Minneapolis almost
succeeded in inducing the Executive Board of the bee-keepers to hold
former promise made to
the session for this year in the North.
Texas, however, led the Board to decide upon San Antonio for the
place of meeting, the time to be Nov. 8, 1906.

A

This was the first notice of the time and place of the
next National Convention that I received. It appeared in
Dallas (Tex.) Semi-Weekly News. There will be a threedays' session extending to the 10th. More particulars will
be given out from time to time as soon as we learn of them.
We Southerners are hoping that a good meeting will be

April
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held this year— the third time we " tried " for the convention at San Antonio.
And to the bee-keepers of the South The National
Your help and
will now come, and we must do our part.
assistance will be looked forward to for making- this meetAnd remember, please, that all bee keeping- a good one.
ers of the South should take a hearty interest in this, for the
Texans do not mean to exclude those from other States.
:

=\

(Dur* Sister

Beekeepers
j?
Conducted by

Emma M. Wilson,

Marengo,

Some object to clipping a queen because she may some
time come out with a swarm when no one is watching, and
be lost but if she were not clipped she would go off with
the swarm, in which case she would be just as badly lost. It
is better to lose the queen alone than to lose both queen and
swarm. Generally, however, a clipped queen goes back
and that's the
into the hive when the swarm returns
beauty of the whole thing, that when a swarm finds it has
no queen with it there is not the slighest danger of its absconding. It is sure to return to its own hive, except in
some cases it may enter some other hive from which a
swarm has issued within the previous hour.
Dr. Miller was graduated from the University of Michigan with the degree of M. D. He practised medicine only
a year or so, his own health not being good enough properly
If he had not become a
to care for the health of others.
bee keeper he would likely have been dead years ago.
;

;

=\
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Danger of Bees Starving— Short of Stores

One would think that enough had been said in all conscience about the danger of starving, but the danger is such
an insidious one, and the results so disastrous that a special word of warning to the sisters who have lately joined
our ranks may not be out of place. It takes»years of experience for one to have a full realization of the rapidity with
which stores melt away at this time of year in localities
where breeding is at its height and little is being gathered.
The bees are flying every day, and the novice feels perfectly
at ease as to their gathering enough for daily needs, when
really they are living on short rations, and a few days of
unfavorable weather may mean starvation of the whole
colony.
Even one of year's experience may not realize the harm
that is quietly going on. No bees may starve, no brood
may be destroyed, there may be stores in the hive, and yet
the bees realize that the larder is not very full, and there
will not be as much brood reared as if an abundance were
in sight.

Neither is vigilance to be relaxed when the harvest is
In white clover regions the fields may be white with
bloom, and the ground in front of the hives also white with
the skins of the larvae from which the starving bees have
sucked out the juices. Such starvation in June does not
and although none
often occur but it does occur at times
of the mature bees may die, it is a terrible set-back to have
laying cease and all the unsealed brood destroyed. One
would be horrified to go out some fine morning and see a
yet the
pile of 10.000 dead bees lying in front of a hive
loss would be no greater, although more plainly visible,
than in the case mentioned.
on.

;

;
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Conducted by Morlet Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont.

Reports On Wintering Wanted
the present management to make
It is the aim of
Canadian Beedom " as valuable as possible to the Canadian readers of the American Bee Journal. To this end we
would like to publish reports on wintering from our readers
It will be necessary to answer
in all parls of the country.
only a few questions on a postal card, address it to Morley
We will do the rest.
Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont., and mail it.
If you can not answer all
It will only take a few minutes.
the questions answer the ones you can. Do it now.
"

Questions to Be Answered.
colonies of bees had you in the spring of
1905 ? Fall of 1905 ? Spring of 19C6 ?
2 If any died in winter what was the cause ?
1.

How many

^

as to aver
3. What is the condition of those remaining,
age number of combs occupied by bees on a cool morning
and average number of combs of brood and eggs in eac
would fill?
your section ,t
4. What are the prospects for clover in

For fruit-bloom

?

.

Items of Interest

A

Sister's

Report— Clipping Queens

—

Dear Miss Wilson: I have worked with bees a number of
years and enjoy it. Our house is 30x40, a cellar under one-half of it,
other
half used to winter the bees, and I find it a good place to
the
winter them. It has always been a hard place to get them in and out,
until last season my son-in-law. who is a railroad man, put in a track
2x4, and 42 feet long, reaching under the floor of the woodhou6e to
the outside. The truck has flanges to the little wheels, and holds one
It
or two hives, and is very easy to draw back and forth with a rope.
took four persons about one hour to put 39 colonies in this winter receptacle; they have wintered nicely, too.
Last season was much better than the three preceding ones. From
one colony with a clipped queen I took part of the brood and gave a
queen-cell, and from the parent colony I took 76 sections of honey.
They swarmed, but went back each time.
I intend to clip all queens this spring, as I had 6ome climbing to
do

last

summer..

>!
course, 1 would not know how to get along without the " old
Reliable," and enjoy the sisters' corner; and as it is impossible to
the
Bay State Apiary, I should very much like to hear about the
visit
" whole process " of queen-rearing by the New England sister.
At the breakfast table we were talking about Doctors of Divinity,
Doctors of Law, and Doctors of Medicine, and wondered to which
Some of us don't know as much as
class Dr. C. C. Miller belonged.
Mrs. D. W. Brown.
others do.
Cherry Hlil, Pa.
i

You are very wise to clip all queens, and any sister who
has not a special fondness for climbing will do well to follow your example. It is not a very hard thing to catch a
queen, and with a pair of scissors cut off the two wings on
one side. But be sure never to clip a queen before she has
begun laying. If you clip a virgin queen she can never
produce anything but drones.

•'

A

little

happy home,
and Fireside.

tilled and and a little barn well filled," with a
the most valuable earthly possession.— Farm, Field

farm well
is

The Maritime Farmer
" Early Spring Work in
American Bee Journal.

March 20 has an article on
the Apiary," copied from the

for

The Slmcoe Reformer copies Edwin Trinder's sketch
from the American Bee Journal.

Followers in Brood-Chambers

Now see me go at Dr. Miller. He says in Gleanings,
page 343
R F. Holtermann, page 290, says that with comb foundation and
for a
:

accurate spacing " there is no need of a follower or the space
frames. I
follower " and this as I understand it with self-spacing
wonder, I wonder what there is about his locality or management that
makes it so. I would not do without followers for money.

the same frame that
the Langstroth frame of S. T.
Pettit pattern. We do not have wax built between the topbars, because the frames are accurately spaced, and because
the top-bars are only % inch deep— a depth which with the
timber we get here we find deep enough to keep straight

Now, Mr. Holtermann uses exactly

I

do.

I

think

I

can

call it

without sagging.
Unless the hive is too large by a half inch, and needs
facilitate
filling out, the only use I see for a follower is to
removing combs by allowing the self-spaced combs to be
spread apart. A Pettit comb can be lifted up in any part
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used regular Hoffman frames, and do not want to do so. I
have used rcazV-spaced frames, and consider them an abomination. I use staple spacers entirely, and like them well,
but I see this disadvantage that the metal spacer described
will overcome
When a staple is driven into the side of a
top-bar the latter's tendency to split is increased so that in
shaking a heavy comb to get the bees off, the lug sometimes
comes off, too. The metal spacer described comes up over
the top-bar, and strengthens the lug instead of weaken-

of a brood-chamber without removing any follower, for the
following reasons
1. No wax built to fasten top-bars to their neighbors.
2. No long shoulder of Hoffman frame to pull loose
from the shoulder of its neighbor. The spacer is a staple
which touches the next top-bar by a rounded point only.
3. While the top-bars are 9-8 wide, the bottom-bars are
only 6-8 inch, so the whole comb is wedge-shaped, end-bars
and all slip out freely when once started.
4. The top-bars are just even with the top of the broodchamber, so the excluder rim rests flat on their ends, and
keeps them clean so they do not need to be cut short to prevent their being built in solid to the rabbet.
5. The Ferry Hive-Tool, which I carry hanging on my
little finger all the time I am operating on brood-chambers,
is all that is necessary to give a comb a little pry loose,
then hook in the staple to lift one end and get the first comb
:

:

ing

it.

"

Northern and Southern " Longfellows

(Page 175
Six feet three
My friends and acquaintances tell me I am tall, but I can not come up to Mr. Louis
Scholl of " Southern Beedom." I was harboring a sort of
sneaking feeling that I was the tallest man on the staff,
but I am only 6-1 '2. Now, see, Mr. Scholl, with the South
and the North united we could have things our own way,
and ye Editor-in-Chief would have to call in all the rest of
the family to prevent it. Unless it be Mr. Hasty. I don't
remember having met him, to know what he looks like.
)

!

started.

Did Dr. Miller just go round a corner ? I only wanted
say before he gets out of hearing
I would not use followers for money.
to

April

:

Bees Moving Egg's

*%

have been waiting for the more able ones of the trio
to bring forward their proof that bees sometimes move eggs
(page 165). My experience, as I recollect it definitely now,
I

is this

2Hr, pasty's

:

1. A comb containing eggs, larva;, etc., moved into the
extracting super (by the bee-keeper, not the bees). In a
day or two queen-cells containing eggs started on the adjoining combs, showing the bees had moved these eggs
across the space to the next comb where no queen had been.
2. Queen-cells on the lower edge of the super-combs
when I felt positive no queen had been up. It does not
seem probable that bees could move larva?, as Mr. Hasty
hints (page 307), without injuring them.

Mr. Frank P. Adams, of Brantford, writes on
22 of his bees in the cellar

March

:

They seem to be coming through fairly well. Those that I put out
January for a flight are sweet and clean yet no spotting whatever;
but whether the flight has proved a benefit in other respects of course
will only show when brood-rearing is well under way.
There is some

—

spotting
200 odd.

among

the other colonies in the cellar, possibly 5 or 6 out of

Frank

P.

Adams.

Spring Management of Bees
Mrs. E. H. Dewey, in the Prairie Farmer, has an article
on spriDg management, from which we quote a few terse
sentences

Glasses.

Bees that are Slow to Dncap Stores
There is one point in favor of the bees that A. K. Ferris
condemns on page 251 — bees that are slow to uncap their
last slender stores of honey even if brood is starving they
are safer against winter starvation. If you insist on bees
that rear brood and fill sections with that reckless enthusiasm that some choice strains of bees will, you must not
let alone in the fall and say, " Guess they're all right."

—

Wintered Fairly Well

in

j
The " Old Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

:

Every

effort of the bee-keeper should be exerted to build up these
small colonies, and at the same time it never pays to rob Peter to pay
Paul, especially if Peter is going to be seriously inconvenienced

(I've tried that.)

Spring Dwindling— Finding Queens
I'll agree that bees, when filled with feed, are much inclined to get out of the hive and fly with it yes, might
even do so when the case was such that some would perish
Hardly think that would happen so
before getting back.
often and to such an extent as to be a valid explanation of
such a big curse as spring dwindling. C. Davenport seems
to think it does.
That queen-finding of Mr. D.'s was a triumph. Four
successive queens of strong colonies found in the number of
seconds he names— 87, 64, 109, 96. We are "all ears " to
hear how it was done. Page 252.

—

Too much protection can not be given the bees in the spring, esweak colonies.
Spreading brood is a dangerous move in changeable climates, and
needless work in others.

"Untested" and "Selected Untested" Queens
J. E. Johnson thinks that " untested queen," when in
company with " select untested queen," means poor queen.
Might be looked at in that way, I guess. One can not select
without there being some culls. If I was to order a dozen

Gentler Bees Hardly Necessary

untested queens I think that I also would rather not send to
the man who offers to cull the nice ones all out first.

thereby.
pecially

So

Page
Speaking of gentle bees, Farm, Stock and
The ordinary bee-keeper

Home

says

:

willing to endure a few stings and get
along with plainer lookiug bees if dollars and cents are what he is
is

after.

He is also willing to have his out-yards protected from
possible marauders. If the word went out that we had
"stingless" bees, that anybody could handle without fear,
we might give up bee-keeping as a business. For the honey
in our hives would be as free as melons in the " patch," and
so many who are only deterred from bee-keeping by the
fear of stings would launch out in the business that the
country would soon be greatly overstocked.

Metal-Spaced Hoffman Frames

A
age

metal spacer for Hoffman frames is mentioned on
which, I think, is a good thing. Now I have not

118,

252.

What Mice
The matter

of

Like and Dislike as Food
what mice like and what they don't

like is

not going to add one to the insoluble questions. If it is
thought of enough importance to pay expenses we can of
course go to work and clear it up. The experiment that Dr.
Miller suggests for me, on page 308, I'll try to bear in mind
but may not have a convenient chance to try it. In such a
and that item is
trial mice must also be supplied with water
of considerable importance. The mouse is somewhat unique
in that he will live and breed (as his cousin, the rat, will
not) in situations where there is no water, and no chance to
Doubtless gets desperately thirsty between
go to any.
driving showers and chance supplies, but succeeds in living
through it, somewhat as the sheep also does. Just as the
hunger might make him eat honey,
last extremities of
though disliking it, so raging thirst might make him swallow honey because there is considerable water in it. The
sort of honey Dr. Miller mentions is just the sort to furnish
;

—
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the largest percent of water. Suspect Dr. M. has a place
intended to be mouse-proof where the rodents get carried
in and, once in, frequent the half-ripe sections as regular
drink. Watch out also lest mere digging through honey to
get at the bee-bread which is underneath it misled you.
Years ago I kept several stacks of sections a long time in a
mousy garret and, being surprised that so little damage
was done, the subject has been more or less on my mind
since.
And the result is that I get confirmation, and not
contradiction, out of year-by-year experience. Still, 1 won't
deny that I'm a fellow pretty often mistaken.
White mice, I understand, are no more than a casral
variety of the universal mouse. Tastes likely to be the same
(though they might differ). Quite possibly some readers of
our Journal have white mice as pets if so, will they not
try them with honey and report ? At worst, any of us can
offer a prize to the boys for a nest of young miceold enough
to wean, rear them in a tame state, and find out all about
their likes and dislikes as to food. Do us good to divide the
work and test each prevalent species. The cow and the
sheep are both ruminants, and so near related, yet the
sheep is fond of beans while the cow will have none of
them. Beans are a much more perfect food than honey,
and yet many animals refuse them. So we might find that
the deer-mouse rather likes honey, while the universal
mouse abominates it. The red squirrel and the chipmunk
oft get in at the bee-man's treasures. May be mistaken
about them also, but incline to give them credit for standing next to the bear in fondness for honey.

—

;

—
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wrong in trying to get along without a good bee-book. If you
can not have both, give up the journal for a time and get the beebook.)
.lust take out the combs and look,
2. There is no patent method,
and you will soon learn to spot the one bee in the whole colony that
other.
To
be sure, you will learn through
looks longer than any
practise some little kink6 that will help you; but the main thing is
If you have never tried
to lift out the combs and lool< over the bees.
among 10
it, it looks like a very difficult thing to pick out a single bee
probably think it no
you'll
you've
tried
it
or 20 thousand, but after

a real

great trick.
3. As you seem to be entirely without experience, very likely your
best way for this year is to depend upon natural swarming for increase, especially as that will help in the matter of getting better
combs. Leave your hives and combs as they are until the bees swarm
hive them on movable frames provided with worker-foundation, and 3
;

weeks

later transfer as directed in

your book.

Comb Foundation Treatment
Weak Colony Over

for

Strong
Honey Crop
a

Swarms— Putting
One— Largest

a

1. Do you still use the foundation treatment mentioned on page
186 of " Forty Years Among the Bees?" If so, has it proved more
successful since 1902?
strong one,
2. Have you ever tried putting a weak colony over a
with a queen-excluder between? If so, with what success?
biegest
crop you
in
the
there
of
honey
were
pounds
many
3. How

Michigan.

What year was it?
Answers.— 1. I haven't

ever had?

give

shall

it

tried it much since then; but I think I
another chance this year. I think the failures that
of the queen while confined to
disappearance
the
from

Introducing Queens
I mildly object to Arthur C. Miller's style of language
on page 253. He has a right to say that in his experience
as many queens are killed on being released from cages as
when run in direct. Hardly has a right to say that that is

occurred were
the lower story, and

a " f act " falling under his observation. You see, his experience might be a little scanty, and mostly (perhaps unnoticed by himself) abnormal in some respect.

success.
2. I tried it in only a few cases, and with not the best
Possibly it would work better on further trial.
pounds
of sec18,150
took
colonies
I
124
from
3 In the year 1903,
Do you think you can beat
tion honey, and increased to 284 colonies.
that* If you can, maybe you think you can beat this: Another year
of sugar to keep
I took not a pound of surplus, and had to feed a lot
my bees from starving.

Sweet Clovers, Cow-peas and Jap. Buckwheat
was quite a simmer when 30-odd bee-plants of reputation simmered down so near to none at the Texas Experiment Station. Only the two sweet clovers for waste land,
and cow-peas and Japanese buckwheat for cultivation,
could get a favorable mention. Well to remember that the
It

possible that the queen deserted because
for her to stay there, the foundation
being hard. I think I'll try it again with foundation that has not been
one frame filled, or partly filled,
give
possibly
weather-beaten, and

was too

there

little

it

is

inducement

with comb.

*-•-*.

Honey from Wild Mustard or Turnip and Pruit-BloomWhen to Use the Queen-Trap

cow-pea has numerous

varieties, varying greatly in nectarvalue. If the " whip-poor-will " is best then hurrah for
whip-poor-will. But I suppose we Northern folks are " not
in it " when cow-peas are to be raised. Page 254.

=\

Doctor lUtHer's
(Question

«

1.

Is there

turnip?

much honey

What

color

be gotten from the wild mustard or

fruit-bloom (principally apples) ?
think that I should put queen-traps on
the hives to catch the queens during swarming? Some of my colonies
are working (March 31) in the sections in spite of the fact that it has
California.
rained almost continuously all this month.
Answers.— It is counted a good honey-plant, but I don't know
2
3

Is there

much from

What month do you

what the honey

is like.

region of abundant fruit-broom, but I never had a
If it
It is all used up in rearing brood.
honey
I should probably have had tons of
from it. Yet I wouldn't for many dollars have it in June. The
and
bees reared from fruit-bloom are what gather the surplus later on,
In this region apple is worth
so fruit-bloom is of the highest value.
there being
all the rest put together, for it lasts two to four weeks,
2.

Box

to

is it?

I

am

in a

pound of surplus from it.
came in the middle of June

j
8end questions

either lo the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Knowing Different Comtjs-Pindlng Queens— Increase

that difference between earliest and latest varieties.
until you
3 Better not put on traps till the first swarm issues, or
think there is danger of its issuing. That may not be the same month
this year that it was last.
Hardly seems you and I are living in the same country, does it?
March 31 your bees are working in sections and mine were yet in the
tellar.

1.

2.

3.

How can know the different kinds of combs?
How can I find queeDS?
My hives have crooked combs. Should I change
I

Answers.— 1. The

Maine.
hive you

will
greater part of the combs in a
made up of cells that measure 5 to the inch.
Drone-comb is made up of cells that measure 4 to the inch. Generally
you will Bnd drone-comb in the same sheet with worker-comb, and
where the change is made from one kind to the other there will be a
few irregular celis, called transition cells. Then there is also the
queen-cell, still larger than either of the other kinds, measuring 3 to
the inch. More nearly correct it is to say that a queen-cell is a third
of an inch in diameter; for you can never find a piece of comb made
up entirely of queen-cells Generally each queen-cell is by itself; and
even if you find several queen-cells apparently close in a group, you
will not find 3 such cells in the compass of an inch.
(But now I must apologize to the readers of this Journal for o upying space in answering such a question, for it should be learned
from a bee book, and the space here 6hould be occupied in telling
things that are not plainly given in bee-books. You are doing yourself

find to be worker comb,

Painting Hives

the bees to

other hives; If so, how? Or should we put on supers aDd let the
combs remain as they are? We have 3 colonies and wish to increase
them. What is the best way ? We are working for comb honey.

Planting Willow -Preparing Bees for

Winter
them on the summer stands.
I have 46 colonies of bees, and winter
11 -frame.
I had decided
use all chaff hives— 18 9-frame and the rest
doubt whether I should,
to paint the hives black until to-day 1 am in
are all painted
as I have 12 9-frame hives painted dark and the rest
were
white, and in the hives that are dark 1 found the chaff cushions
rest
were all dry
while
the
less,
or
more
all wet and the bees suffered
and the bees in better shape. I thought the dark color was better in
winter, as it absorbs more heat.
,.
t
A
the hives black, or is the white
1. Would you advise me to paint
I

,

,

better in winter?
2. I have Italian bees
any difference?

in

those 9-frame hives.

.

,

.

Does that make
.

,

.

chaff cushions 1 use are pretty thick, about 3 . to 4 inches,
with corn-cobs across the brood-frames. Are they all right?
willow trees, of the yellow-brush
4. I would like to plant iotsof
Do they yield honey I
kind. Bees work on them very much.
frames from the
5 In preparing bees for winter, if I remove 5
contain the most honey, and
that
hive
rood-chamber of a 10-frame
3.

The

1
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place them directly over the remaining frames, and fill that space on
the side with chaff cushions, and al60 a cushion on the top, which
would bring it pretty near in shape like the old-style box-hive, in
which it is claimed bees wintered best, how would that do?
Wisconsin.
Answers.— 1. I must confess I don't know what to advise. It
has been ihe general custom to paint hives white, but of late it has

Using Combs With Honey from Dead Colonies
I have a number of nice, straight combs wired in Langstroth
frames, that are considerably filled with honey. The honey in some
of them is partially candied; in others whollv granulated; and in
These comb6 are from
still others the honey is yet in a liquid state.
colonies lost a year ago and two years ago.
1. Would these be suitable to give to colonies for feeding young
bee6 this spring, or for use in hiving swarms or in forming nuclei.'
2. Will the bees use the candied honey?
3. How can these combs be cleared of the candied honey without

been advised to have double-wall (not single-wall) hives painted black,
so as to get more heat from the wiDter sun.
I don't understand why
your black hives should have fared worse than the white ones; but
facts are stubborn things, and I rather lean to the opinion that your
better plan is to paint white.
2. I hardly think so.

loss?

I send under separate cover a sample of brood-comb.
Please let
me know what it is, foul, chilled or black brood. I have seen foul
brood exhibited by Mr. N. E. France, but the smell got away from me,
so I can not tell what this is. This sample is taken from a culony that
I

is

foul

me know when

brocd, let

can use the frames when there

Answer. — I am not an expert

is

Making Increase With Home-Made or Box Hives
How
hives,

I

no foul

—

foul-brood matters, but there
can be little doubt that you have the real thing. Being a member of
the Northwestern Association, you are thereby a member of the National, and so entitled to consult its General Manager N. E. France, of
Platteville, Wis., who is a foul-brood expert.
He will probably not
advise you to undertake a cure until there is plenty for the bees afield.
In the meantime take every precaution not to let bees of healthy colonies get at the combs left by any dead colony that had foul brood.
That would be to spread the disease. Hives that have had foulbroody colonies may be used again, but don't think of using the
frames. The safe thing is to burn them.
in

—

—

field.

Although

it

is

not very

first

the

6warm

You

see,

they

Possibly, too, the air may be a
night at 14 inches from
the ground than at 4 inches. Ripening,
little drier at

you know.
.My guess does not look big enough
all by itself, and if Mr. Hasty is not
afraid of getting into bad company, we
will just combine and "take the whole

High or Low Hive-Entrance.

cheese."

notice the question of a high-entrance with reference to bee-trees.
I
have been a bee-hunter for 30 years,
ami must say it is not what t In-' bees'
will go into you need to worry about

New

E.

W. Diefendorf.

1%

inches thick
ones he proposes.

box-hives,

to

adopt the thick
not make our

Why

sections
i'iX.ixl^s?
Such a section
will hold (average) a full pound.
know he will say that such a secI
tion cannot well be used in the hives
now in use. Then change the hives.
"Two wrongs do not make one right."
No use to go on to all eternity with
wrong size hives and sections simply
to accommodate the "standards" that
are now in use. Make them over. Re-

model them to suit up-to-date condiand let all future hives be made

tions,
right.

Lebanon, Mo.

Yes, "right will

win."
K. Massie.

T.

S

I

to the boiling point, cover the tub with
wire window-screening with a frame
around it; then dip the. wax and boiling water on the framed screen, and
the hot water carries the wax through.
I repeat this three times, using 5 gal-

lons of water to 1 of slumgum. When
ho tuli is nearly full, draw the water
F. M. Wagner.
i.
near the bottom.
I

t'f

Quincy.

111..

March

29.

Favors the Full-Weight Section.
have read with interest the articled of Dr. Bohrer. L. V. Ricketts, and
others, advocating a full-weight section.
I
endorse all they have said
I

Entrance at Top of Brood-Chamber.
It is claimed that an entrance at the
top of the brood-chamber has the effect
of increasing the yield of honey.
This
may lie true. An old fellow, while
looking over my hives in 1S72, said. If
you'd bore a lot of holes just iimb-i

your top boxes, you'd get a lot more
honey."
was one of the know-allI
about-bees fellows, and it went out at
the other ear.
But I don't know so
much as I used to, and now suspect

there is something in it.
But why?
Mr. Hasty, on page 214, has his guess,
and here is mine: It's in the relief of
the ventilators.
Excessive labor is at
the expense of strength and life.
It
takes a large force .a hoes ami a g
deal of hard work to force a continuous stream of air. night ami day, from
bottom entrance up through the
whole circuit of hives and supers, and
I

Tophet. W. Ya.

May.

Rendering Beeswax in a
take a wash-tub 2 feet in diameter,
with a %-inch hole close to the bottom
and a long plug to stop it up; then
raise the tub a few inches from the
ground. Bring the wax and slumgum
Small

but what they won't go in. 'When I
found bees in a tree that were obliged
to work below the entrance I got very
little honey, and of a poor quality and
below the bees was rotten wood, dead
bees, and other filth which would have
a bad effect on the bees.
yet where
their work was above the entrance I
found things in a far better condition
bo I should favor a low entrance, with
plenty of ventilation.
I have an apiary of 60 colonies.
I
did not get any surplus in 1905. It was
the poorest season ever known in this
part of the state.
Bees are wintering
in good shape so far.
We put them in
the cellar.
G. S. Blackmail,

i

divide with

it in place of another strong colony, always setting
in the place of the old colony that has swarmed.

soms.

I

to

swarms, and put

must overcome gravity both ways. Let
them use those little wings to carry
them from the hive to the clover blos-

(Experiences

practicable

is a way by which you can make sure of other swarms after the
swarm issues. It is simply to take the old colony, as often as it

there

out again at the bottom.

North Freedom. Wis., March

can I get increase by dividing when I have only home-madeMinnesota.
without any frames or anything in them?

Answer. I don't know of a satisfactory way belter than to drum
In the
Possibly you might succeed in this way:
out a swarm.
busiest time of day preferably when the young bees are in the midst
of a play-spell remove a hive from its stand and put an empty hive
Break out a piece of
in its place, having a caged queen in this hive.
comb from 6ome hive to put in the empty hive, as an inducement for
the bees to stay, the bees entering the hive as they return from the

Illinois.

Reports anb

York.

Yes.
2. Yes, but they may throw out some of the grains.
3. Take a sprinkler and sprinkle water on each side of a comb before giving it to the bees, and that will help them use up the granules.
A few days later, if dry granules seem to be present, sprinkle again.
4. No, it will be much better to save the combs in the manner indicated in the previous answer. Indeed, if the combs are not sprinkled at all, and some of the grains thrown out, that will be better than
the mussy and wasteful plan of melting.

Foul Brood

this

New

Answers.— 1.

result.

If

be advisable to strain out this honey and melt up the

it

combs?

G. M. Doolittle is the man that knows all about willows, and
somewhere he has told us about the different kinds, but I don't remember where. If I remember correctly, some of them yield honey,
some pollen, and some both. Perhaps he will be kind enough to tell
us briefly again.
5. I hardly think you would gain anything by it, but I don't feel
any too sure. I wish you would try the experiment and report the
4.

died the past winter.
should cure it; also if
brood in other hives?

Would

4.

Yes.

3.

April 26, 1906

against

use

the

of

light-weight

sec-

tions.

Ricketts thinks (page
I'".!'
that because Mr. Hasty won't join
his procession he will have to go alone.
seems that he doesn't consider Dr.
It
Bohrer. myself, and the others, who
sec ihis matter in the same light he
'lies, "good company."
Pray, can't we
then set up a little company of our
own a kind of a side-show, so to
si.

I

that

.Mr.

i

—

speak"
I

to

think I was the first one publicly
condemn the use of light-weight

sections.
this

my

53,

I

subject.

proposes
thick,

an-

In

page

1903,

to.,

I

book,

published

in

sounded the alarm on
But when Mr. Ricketts

adopt a section 1% inches
There
emphatically object.
to combs over

to

mans objections

Brood-Rearing

in

"Winter.

On page 179 it speaks of broodrearing in winter.
This year Jan. 20
was very warm; in fact, it was 70 de-

grees, the thermometer hanging on the
north side of the bouse. As the bees
were flying freely we examined, several

hives and found considerable brood in
of them, and some of the stronger
ones had as much as half of the comb
full, with a few cells in the center that
had hatched out, so those eggs surely
were laid the last days of December.
Last year we had a very cold winter,
with a warm spell about the first of
In examining the bees to
February.
see how they were getting along, I
found considerable brood, some of it
capped over, showing that the eggs
were laid in the bitter cold weather of
the month before.
My bees are wintered on the summer stands, and while I have been a
bee-keeper only' a few years. I have
never lost a colony of bees from any
Wintering holds no terrors for
cause.

all

us,

and

this

is

how we do

it:

We put some extra hive-bodies on
the strongest colonies, with full sheets
of comb foundation, and when these
an- capped over, take them off and
save them for late or weak colonies
that have not stored enough to winter

lbs
Last year we saved som
on.
of clover honey, and the bees on them
are doing better than those wintering
on fall honey. We put an empty super
on with a Hill device over the frames,
and a heavy burlap blanket over that.
ml a cushion as large as the super
i
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will hold full of planer-shavings on tor.
if the cover is raised the
least hit it keeps the moisture from
in
condensing
the cushion, Our ir, colare In
onies taken through this \\M
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and we And

\

splendid shape now, though they have
consumed more stores than last winter,
older.
Ind..

i

Worthington,

Sections

Berl Gri

March

Packing Bees for Winter.
some bee-keepers keep
in
cellars, and some in regular

bees

t

I

hink

Sections

:

Sections

|

AT

Anti-Trust Prices

notice that

1

:

3.

I

nave jusl

t

he pla

In

n

pack them
this part of the country.
tight In dry-goods cases about 2% feet
square, as near as I can get them, and
put an empty super on top and quilt
them with thin burlap. I put 2% -inch
strips across the top, follow with papers on top Of them, and then till up
with forest leaves, and cover up. My
1

bees had two flights in February. They
cam. out tine and strong", with young
I realized a
bees.
I have 17 colonies.
pretty fair crop of honey. One colony
pounds of section honey,
stored 64
which 1 sold for 20 cents per pound.
I am lookAll told. I had 311 pounds.
ing for a fair crop next summer.
All

ia.

Suit

Pa.,

to

C.

March

A.

Mangus.

and up

$2.25

for No. 2's

Quality and Quantity Guaranteed
And

the

price-CAN

IT

BE BEAT?

Order Now.

Columbia Manufacturing

Bees.

Co.

HEAD OFFICE— APPLETON, WIS.

the

who

form the legs on

arms

so that

light

union

the ankles, with

to

can be slipped over a
being open in front
and fastened with a clasp similar to
children's overshoes.
Then, by wearing a shirt-waist or work-shirt and a
pair of overalls over the steel suit, the
bees cannot get at you, with veil and
gloves on.
some manufacturers
If
would make a few wire suits and send
them to the supply houses, they could
be had by those "who need them, who
can then handle the crossest bees and
not get stung by them.
None would
know whether they were men or "women, and whose odds is it if they attend
to their own business?
I am a constant reader of the American

Bee

it

Journal,

and

like

it

W.

very

P. B.

'Arikmi

FARM WAGONS
FREIGHT PAID
Every f arm er needs a good low down wagon

—it saves the back-breaking labor of loading
and unloading a high wheeled wagon. Saves
half the high lifting— the top half —easier to load and unload: easier on the team.
These two wagons are without doubt the best low down wagons ever offered at such
low prices— freight paid, and will save you money every day on the farm. They are
built for hard work and to stand the wear— guaranteed for five years with a strong,
binding guarantee. Order the wagon that suits your purpose best and if it is not the
best low down wagon bargain you ever saw, we will take it back and refund every
cent you paid for it. Our wagon catalog gives a full and complete description of these
wagons and many other wagon and
Our original plan of co-operation saves ynu
buggy bargains— we save you money
an extra lu per cent on everything you buy.
everything in the vehicle line.
on
Ask us t«» explain our plan to you and tell
Write today for catalog and full inforyi.u how it \vrks.
mation about these two low down waDon't buy until you get it.
gons.
Our 1,000 page catalog and buyers guide
ought to be in every farmer's home.

MICHIGAN

WMffi

CONVENTION NOTICE.
Western

LOW DOWN

suit,

much.

Illinois— The semiannual meet-

ing of the Western

Illinois

been srood, but

we hope

to

make

this

oae

bet-

(ialesburg has good train-service, and
bee-keepers in this part of the State should

not fail to come. Come, and bring your wives
with you.
E. D. Woods, Sec.
Galesburg, 111.

Queens Free
To the first 50 persons sending us the names
post-oftice addresses of 10 or more beekeepers of their acquaintance, we will give
one Select Untested Italian Queen absolutely
Queens to be delivered after June 1st,
free.
and only 50 on this offer. Send on your
names. We want bee-keepers to know about
•'
Rose Lawn Queens." Address,
and

ROSE LAWN APIARIES,
1335 N. 24th Street,

-

LINCOLN, NEB.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

Co-operative Society of the
National Supply Go.
Lansing, Mich.

Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation will be held in the County Court
Room, in Galesburg, on Wednesday, May 16,
commencing at 9 am. and lasting all day.
Messrs. C. P. Dadant and J. Q, Smith have
promised to be present and contrihute to the
success of the meeting. Our meetings have

all

In Lots of 1,000

for No. 1's

Antigo, Wisconsin.

Protect Agaiust

ually drawing in the shape of the body.
Then widen out over the hips, and then

ter,

$3.25

9.

time is close at hand when
are afraid of bee-stings will
need some protection, I have a plan
that will keep the bees at bay, so that
they cannot sting any one.
Take hoop-skirt steels and form a
union suit, by commencing" at the
throat and making the collar around
the neck. Leave it open in front and
Widen to the shoulder around the back
and breast and down to the waist, grad-

As

those

W*
££

Chicago,

III

Tennessee=Bred Queens
All

from Extra=Select Mothers

3-band from Imported Dark Leather, Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. Goldens from
Laws, Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.

After April

Italians Before July 1st

15th.
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Increased Business

Compels Larger Space

April

POULTRY SUPPLIES and

YOU

satisfaction.
Send for
tree book.
B^ XT TA -BENDER
CO.. Dept. 24 Ligoiiier, Iud.

MFG.

Mention

wanted

Sell Root's Goods

AND BEE

H. M.

141 Ontario

CHICAGO,

St.,
(Phone North

Queen Incubator and Brooder

fl|l

SUPPLY UUi
ARND, MGR. (Not Inc.

Michigan

in

FOR SALE
—

2 Colonies of Bees— Hybrids both strong
price reasonable.
Address.
CZ2
C.

W. CHANDLER,

cr.zi

550 South 42d Avenue, Chicago, Ill.G

A. 80 F+t
200 Eg
"INCUBATOR
I

YORK HONEY

writing.

Beeswax Wanted for Cub.
M. H. HUNT A SON.
Bell Branch. Watoj Co.. Mich

freight.

— 2Sc

cash or 30c in trade.
Italian Bees in modern hives with select Queens
for sale. Also Pure Italian Queens.

,

when

Bee Journal

Let us quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc, as we can save yon time and

BEEWARE=^=
Catalogs
on
application.
Orders filled
promptly at Factory Prices. Beeswax

Years

14

of Successful Use by
all over the world.
fo guesswork. They are automatic in regulation and ventilation. Fully guaranteed to give

Wi

LEWIS POPULAR

& Brooders

Backed by

Soultrynaen

So we have just doubled our capacity in the
building at 141 Ontario Street, where we carry a
full line of

Incubators

BANTA
^M

1906

26,

<*fi

mj

Perfeot Id conatmotion
action. lifttobes every fertile
egg. Wri U for catalog to-d»y

GEO.

STAHL, Qulncy

H.

ILL.

1559.)

—Twin Nucleus=Box

MAINLY FOR QUEEN-BREEDERS
Incubator and Brooder allow the bees access

to the cells and queens at all
Price, $5.00.
Twin Nucleus and Mating Box has control of the queen by a 3-hole wheel
on the outside, with one hole wire-screened, one hole covered with queen-excluding zinc, and the third hole to regulate the size of the entrance. (Patent applied
for.)
Price. $1.00.
Cylinder Cages postpaid, each, 10 cents. Oueen-Cklls, 100 mounted, with
sample of Cylinder Cage (sent postpaid,) for 75 cents.
Breeding Queens, after May 1st— Italian, Imported and Golden Italian,
and Carniolan $2 50 each. Orders booked now and filled in rotation. Send for
free Circulars.
7Dtf
STANLEY, Dixon, Lee Co., 111.

times.

(Patented July

7,

1903.)

—

ARTHUR

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing:.

St

'And

last

—5 Never
Go Out n
to

from

21 years

do.

Otisville, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir: I have tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years. In short
if 1 want any more smokers yonr new style is
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of It. Those remarks induced me to get mine.
Fred Fodnek.

—

An Italian Queen
In

Free

Mention

when

Bee Journal

writing.

DOOLITTLE

May

or June, 1906,
To Regular Paid=in=Advance Subscribers Only.

&
CLARK

Are now booking orders
for QUEENS. Prices:

We wish to make a liberal offer to those of our regular readers whose
subscriptions are paid in advance. It is this
V/e will send you FREE by
mail, in May or June, 1906, an Untested Italian ^ueen for sending us $1.00
and the name and address of a
subscriber to the American Bee Journal for a year. Or, to yourself, a Queen and Bee Journal a year both
:

NEW

—

$1; 3, $2.50;

Select

Tesied— 1,

3.

14;

1905
12, $14.
$2.50.
Select

Breeders,
Breeders, $5.
Extra-Select Breeders, $10. Twoframe Nuclei (wllhout
queen) $2.50;[3, $7; 12, $25.

for $1.50.
We are

booking Queen orders for Ma; and June delivery.
Will
you have one or more ? These offers ought t bring in many orders. Oui
Queens are reared by the best queen-breederr and give satisfaction.
>

Borodino,

,

Onondaga

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO. 334

Untested— 1,
12, $9.

$1 SO;

D* jrborn St., Chicago,

111.

Co., N. Y.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

17Dtf

AllPPtie A- fine Honey-Gathering Strain of
VlU.r.llS
Italians and Carniolans, at 75 cents
each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

"In every country toe successful aflvertisjr

is

the continuous advertiser.'

W. BARNES.
GEORGEPleasant
St., Norwalk, Ohio

17A26t

138

N.

April
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and Caucasian

Italian

BEES, QUEENS,

AND NlCLEi

Choice home-bred and Imported stock.
All Oueens
reared in full colonies.

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

Pouder

to

Prices of Italians In April

One Untested Queen

$1.10

BEE-SUPPLIES

M Tested Queen
1.65
M Select Tested Queen 2 20

" Breeding Queen
1-comb nucleus (no queen)
2

3

u

**

H

"

"

3 30
1.50

2 60
3.20

"

Untested in May; all others
ready now from last season's
rearing. Safe arrival guar-

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

anteed.

For prices on Caucasians and larger quantiand description of each grade of queens,
send for free catalog.
J. L.
16Atf
204 E. Logan St., Clarlnda, Iowa.
ties*

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .-.

STRONG

Bee

Mention

when

Journal

BEESWAX WANTED
pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade.
Make small shipments by express large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.
I

Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited to beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or If you want to improve the stock of your Ital-

;

WALTER

ian Bees, write to

ROBERT

B.

McCAIN.

YORKVILLE,

POUDER,

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

R. F. D.

ILL.

Service.

Catalog Free.

.•.

writing;.

CAUCASIAN QUEENS!

2Atf

Prompt

.•.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Bees, Queens and Bee-Supplies

We

manufacture standard dovetailed beehives and supplies, cheaper than you ever
bought before. Our Queens and Bees stand
Untested, 75c each
at the head in quality.
$4.25 for 6, or $8 per doz. Tested, $1.25 each
*12 per doz. Select Tested, $1.50. Special
prices to dealers in large lots on application.
State Agents for Ditt mer's Foundation.
Catalog

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

A GOOD BEE-HIVE

free.

THE BEE & HONEY COMPANY
(Will Atchley, Prop.)
Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

Mention

when

Bee Journal

writing:.

For Queens
He
year

will furnish at the

JOHN W.PHARR

Such

Berclalr, Tex.

same prices as

White Pine, accurately

of the best grade of

cut, 60

it

will

go together

without the use of tools, except a hammer.

buy from

last

Tested, $1 Untested, 7r>e ; 5 for $3.25
10 for $6; 15 for $8.25; 25 for $12.50; 100 for
He breeds Goldens, Carniolans, and 3Band Italians. Also 1, 2, and 3 frame Nuclei
and full colonies. Prices given on application.
Pharr pays the freight, and guarantees
satisfaction on all Queens. To do justice and
judgment is more acceptable with the Lord
than sacrifice.— (Prov. 3:21.)
5Atf
:

made

Is

Send to

"

;

as

$45.

It is

is

the kind of Hives

a cinch " that

we make lower

you save the middleman's

We

we make, and such

are Manufacturers,

Send us a

list

profit

and

prices than

when you buy

sell direct to

and

of your wants,

the kind

you get when you

let

U6

you can get from any

direct

dealer,

from the manufacturer.

the consumer.

make you

prices.

We

guarantee everything we

We

have large stocks of Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Shipping-Cases, Foun.

sell to

dation, Veils, Smokers, etc., on hand,

MOORE'S
LONO-TONQUES AND GOLDEN QUEENS

is

us.

be satisfactory, or refund the money.

and can ship promptly.

Select Untested, $1: 6 for $5; 12 for $9. Tested,
11.50; 6 for $8.

Best Breeders,

val guaranteed.

7D6t

S3. 50.

Safe arri-

Minnesota Bee-Supply Go.,

W. A. RAILS.
ORANGE, CALIF.

JOHN DOLL & SON, Proprietors
Power Bldg., No. 33.

Rose Lawn Queens

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Italians— Caucasians— Carniolans
Line bred from individual types for color,
gentleness and honey-producing. A scientific
queen-rearing plant; standard prices and fair
dealing. Our " Pure Gold " 6train of Italians are unsurpassed for gentleness and ferWe offer best facilities for prompt
tility.
shipment to the Middle West. Send for catalog.

ROSE LAWN APIARIES,

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Frank G. Odell, Proprietor,
LINCOLN, NEB.
1335 North 24th St.,
15Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Lewis' Famous Bee-Hives and Sections, Root's Smokers and Extractors
Dadant's Comb Foundation, Etc., Queen-Bees and Nuclei in Season!
Large and complete stock, prompt service. We meet all competition who
will furnish first-class goods.

TELEPHONE
FACTS
We

We

Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co., Chicago, Rochester, K.Y.

CM

publish a finely illustrated book that is
full of telephone facts.
It tells all about
telephones for farms, the kind to use,
bow to organize a farm telephone company, how
to build the lines and where to buy the best
telephones. Free if you ask for Book 80-F.

Mention

Bee

Journal

when

writing.

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS
carry a complete stock of " Mandy Lee " Incubators and Brooders. Don't
The more you know about incubation
fail to investigate these machines.
the more you will like the "Mandy Lee" Incubator. The "Mandy Lee
Brooder " is a complete old hen, all but the "cluck." Our free incubator catalog de^:ribes them.

IVI.

Qi^nTT
v9VV
I

I

1004 EAST Wash. Street
SL C*C\
\J\J* INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
OC

Mention

-J--5-

Bee Journal

when

writing.
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CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
is

covered by two Patents.

Presern Bros.

Do

not write about

it

mean

unless you

Prime Original
Carniolau Alpine Bees

BEE-SUPPLIES^EQUEENS
My
am

Catalog- for 1906 is

now ready

for distribution.

the Northern Headquarters for Adel

571 Throop St.,
I

Queens and

Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

AVE,,
NEWTON
Mention Bee

ISO

CHICAGO,

ILL.

All our Bees are imported directlv from our
own apiary, situated among the Julian Alps
in Carniola, Austria. Orders will be hooked
in rotation.
l~A2t

Mention

CHARLES MONDENG,

Bee

when

Journal

writing.

FOR SALE

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
when writing.

N".,

& Alex. Toman

-IMPORTERS OF-

With

this wonderful invention the cost of making Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for

further information.
business.

April 26 1906

Journal

50 Colonies of Italian and Carniolan Bees in
8-frame hives, all nearly new and all in good
condition. One coloDy, £5.50; from 5 to 10
colonies, $5 each.
WM. J. HEALY,

BEE-KEEPERS

Mineral Point, Wisconsin
Bee Journal when writing.

16A5t

Mention

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to

PAGE & LYON
MFG. CO.
London,
New

Italian Bees for Sale

Wis

We

can furnish Nuclei and

full colonies of

Italian Bees (f.o.b. 100 miles west of

w den

writing.

FULL COLONIES

Experimental Stage?
hives,

and the best

is

is the.

$5 SOeach;

Address,

tion.

not only as

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

cheap, but

The Best

frame hives,

Nuclei (3 frame) with Tested Queen, $3.25
each; in lots ot 5 or more at onetime,$3 each.
(Nuclei ready for delivery about May 10; Full
Colonies any time now.' Orders filled in iota-

T Most bee-keepers have been convinced that
when time anii material are figured, it pays
buy

in 8

iu lots of 5 or more at one time, $5.25 each. Full
colonies in 10-frame hives, $6 each; in lots of 5
or more at one time, $5.75 each.

Have You Passed the

to

Chicago by

express) at these prices:

Cheapest

3*

!

Dearborn

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

The Elgin Hive excels in many ways— no
no dovetails— can be taken
nails to drive
apart at any time.
Many are using them. You should be.

The
Rietsche Press
Made

Write to-day

easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,

—

We

sell

of
structible,

for catalog, etc

full line of

SUPPLIES.

The National Supply

Co.

Practically

artificial 6tone.

inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

Comb

sults.

re-

made

foundation

ADRIAN GETAZ,

ELGIN, ILL.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

45Atf

BPM.G. Goodner.of this State, writes me that
he " prrfers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it." A. G.

—

Mention

land,

Pullman sleeping-cars

;

Address,

60., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

writing.

to destination.

part of the journey. Modern diningcar service, with individual club meals,
ranging in price from 35 cents to one
dollar also meals a la carte. Ask for
tickets via the Nickel
Plate Road.
Chicago depot, La Salle and Van Bureu
Sts., the only station in Chicago on
the Elevated
Loop.
Chicago City
Ticket Office, 111 Adams St. Detailed
information may be secured by address-

Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
every bee keeper to have our Catalog. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write

tvtieu

City,

Rates always the lowest, and no excess
fares are charged on any train, for any

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives

Bee Journal

New York

points east, will con-

are

facilities enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
in having goods transferred and damaged.
We make the

Mention

all

Three through trains
run daily, with through day
coaches to New York City, and modern

LOWEST PRICES

1m

Buffalo,

from Chicago.

and our excellent freight

KRET6HMER MFG.

writing.

sult their interests and find advantage
in selecting the Nickel Plate Road east

rranufacture everything needed in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
We assure you the best goods at

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son, Salina, Kaa.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

Erie,

Boston, and

greatest variety.

to-day.

when

J&~ Passengers east from Buffalo to
Fort Wayne, Findlay, Fostoria, Cleve-

BEE-SUPPLIES
We

Bee Journal

\

ing John Y. Calahan. General Agent.
113 Adams St., room 298, Chicago.
1— 12A6t

£Hfe

••I'lio continuous advertiser
gets the bulk of the business,
because others are not adver-

tising,

and he

is."

April

26.
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Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest Prices
Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

FREIGHT-

CINCINNATI

RATES FROM

Bee -Supplies!

are the

for the
as 'most

OF ALL KINDS

ESTABLISHED

25

YEARS

Let

Our

bee - keepers

in

me

freight

^-v

book your
Order for

l,A^S,

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the

experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

all

2TJZZ™

Ivn^Td

1

I

bred in separate apiaries,

29.

H.W.WEBER "ST

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

-

^flf,

For prices, refer to my catalog, page

C.

tree

I
'he «OL«l!> VEL
P. P. l\l^
KJ LOWS,
\J UJJ11
CARNIORED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.

I

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

large, illustrated Price-List of

Supplies free on application. Address,
Cincinnati, April

4

—There

is

no material

change

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

in the honey market since our last report. The demand does not come up to expectations, which, in all probability, is due to the
inclement weather of the past month.
continue to quote amber in barrels at 5%@6Hc.
Fancy white in crates of two 60-lb. cans at

We

JAHESTOWN.N.Y.

(y%@§H,c.
here.

I)oney anb
Chicago, April 20.— There is very little comb
honey on the market, and as usual at this season of the year the demand is very limited.
There is no change in the prices obtainable
from recent qnotations. Choice white comb
will bring 15c when wanted; other grades are
of uncertain value, ranging from 10@14c per
pound. Choice white extracted, 6!u@7c; amber
grades, S!^@6^c. Beeswax, 30c per pound.
1

R. A.

Toledo, Feb.

19.— The

Burnett &

Co.

market

comb

for

honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; 14@15c
for No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,

Extracted honey is in good demand at
White clover in barrels
following prices:
brings 6&@7c; amber, 5%@5J6c; in cans every
grade from l@l^c higher. Beeswax is firm
and in good demand at 28 and 30c.
The above are our selling prices, not what we
Griggs Bros.
pay.
13c.

Indianapolis, March 24— Fancy white clover
comb brings 16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14@15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8J^@9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beeswax sells here for $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

S.

Pouder.

Philadelphia, April 10.— The season
There is very little call
is

well advanced.

now
for

the choice grades
have been cleaned up. The prices range a little
firmer for what small quantities of the fancy
grades are still held over. The other grades of
comb honey are still a drug on the market. We
Fancy white comb, 16@l7c; amber,
quote:
12@13c; daik, 10<o He. Extracted, fancy white,

comb honey. Almost

all

Beeswax, 28c
We are producers of honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Selsek.
on commission.
amber,

New

6<" 7c.

York, March 19.— Demand

for

Choice yellow beeswax

When

The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

Kansas City, March 16— The supply of comb
is not very large.
Demand is light, best
white selling at 3.25 per case, amber

honey

24 section

Extracted, white, 6^c
per pound; amber, be. Beeswax, 25@30c. We
look for an increased demand in the near
future.
C. C. Clemons & Co.
at 25@£0c per case less.

Cincinnati, March ".—The demand for comb
honey is slow, prices obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems to be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote fency white, 14@16c. Amber
extracted in barrels, 5Ji@5J^c; in cans,^c more;
fancy white clover in 60-lb. cans, 7#@S>6 cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6H@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.
C.

consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

Thb Fred W. Muth Co.

usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to $3.75 per case of 24 sections; off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7H@8^c; light amber,
6K@'7J£c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.

H.W.Weber.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

III.

Gash for Beeswax
Highest market price paid promptly all the
time for good wax.
Frank G. Clark, 147 E.KinzieSt.Ghicaao.lll.

FOR SALE

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California Vater-White White Sage and Light
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
Amber

HONEY

cans and new cases. Write for prices and samples, and state quantity you want.
265

&

HlLDRETH
267

Greenwich

& SEGELKEN

Street,

_
New York, N.T.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

34Atf

FOR SALE
—

20 cases of
in

comb honey

non-drip cases.
15A3t

65c

for

mostly white clover,

LOUIS WERNER,
Edwardsville,

12 Names fSY^Zh*

III.

^?^

ptamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
old, ,300 panes a year. Sample free.
years
'
l

Mention

FARMER'S CALL, QuLncy. IU.
Dee Journal when writing-

^N i*/ \*> \*> \*/ \*/ \*> \li \*/ \*/\l/ x*/ i*/ V*/ \*> \^/ \*/ v*/ \*> \l> \*> \*> V*> i*> vii \*>

I
!^
9
^
•^
;^
^

comb

honey is fair, especially for the better grades,
and fancy white is selling at from 14@lSc; No.
1, 13c; light amber, ll@12c; no more demand
for dark comb honey. Extracted is in good demand, mostly California, at unchanged prices.
Beeswax is firm a* from 29@31c, according to
HiLDRETdfi: Srgelken.
quality.

HONEY AND BEESWAX

30c. delivered

Denver, Feb. 5.— Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as

* 23eestt>ax^

lot 8c;

SOUTH

now goes through Cincinnati.
Prompt Service is what 1 practice.
You will
Satisfaction Guaranteed-

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,

most

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

^

BEE-SUPPLIES
We handle the finest Bee-Supplies, made by the W. T. Falconer
Mfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Big Discounts on early orders. Let us
figure with you on your wants.
Muth Special Dovetail Hives have a Honey-Board, Warp-Proof
Cover, and Bottom-Board. Think of it, same price as the regular styles.
Send for Catalog.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

51 Walnut Street,

Mention

Bee

Jeurnnl

when

writing.

^
:

;

,

i

:
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One Hundred Cents on the Dollar
Is

Send

in

what you

your

get

when you

order Lewis Goods

Agents

Everywhere

Order for 1906

Lewis Beeware

Here they are:
ENGLAND— E. H.

Taylor, Welwyn, Herts

FRANCE— Raymoud
2 ter

CUBA—C.

B. Stevens

C. B. Stevens

Lewis Beeware

Gariel,

Quai de la Megisserie, Paris.

&

Co.,

CALIFORNIA— The

&

Co.,

Havana

Manzanillo
Chas. H. Lilly Co., San

Francisco

Always fits. Every part meets every other
part accurately.
It goes together like a
watch. This means something, does it not?
All parts can be assembled in a jiffy. Why?
Because they fit. No loss of material no loss
of time no loss of patience.
;

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA— Paul

Bachert,

Lancaster
Fletcher-Doyle Co., San Diego

Fallbrook Co-operative Ass'n, Fallbrook

;

COLORADO— R.

C. Aikin,

Loveland

Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' Association, Rocky Ford

COLORADO— (Continued.)

Lewis Bee-Hives

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association

Are made from

clear white Wisconsin pine.
knots or other imperfections. Therefore
different from other makes of hives. Abso-

No

lutely clear,
mean exactly

and when we say
what we say.

CLEAR

Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association
Grand Junction
Robert Halley, Montrose

we

ILLINOIS— York Honey &

Bee-Supply Co.,

Chicago

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton,

Lewis Sections

IOWA— Adam A. Clarke, Le Mars
Louis Hanssen's Sons, Davenport

W.
Are made from white Wisconsin basswood
the finest in the world. Lewis Sections are
the best in the world. They ought to be.
They are the most carefully selected and the
most carefully made.

111.

J.

McCarty, Emmetsburg.

INDIANA C. M.
MICHIGAN —

& Co., Indianapolis
Woodman Co., Grand

Scott

G.

Rapids

MINNESOTA— Wisconsin
432

Lumber Co.,
Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn.

MISSOURI—E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph
OHIO— Norris & Anspach, Kenton

Insist

oji

Lewis Goods

Accept no substitutes. Look for the brand.
Send for catalog to-day, if you haven't one.
There are a score of our agents besides ourselves who can furnish you with LEWIS

GOODS at factory prices.

C3-. IB.

OREGON—The Chas. H. Lilly Co., Portland
PENNSYLVANIA— Cleaver & Greene, Troy
TEXAS— Southwestern Bee Co., San Antonio

UTAH— Fred Foulger

&

WASHINGTON— The

Chas. H. Lilly Co.,

Sons, Ogden

Seattle

LEWIS CO, ^WATERTOWN, "WIS.

^

iJAERICStti

e Journal
CHICAGO,

46th Year

S.

A

ILL.,

MAY

3,

1906

No. 18

J. E. Johnson, President,
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association.

T. Pettit,

Western

Leading Canadian Bee-Keeper.

&

a.
Apiart of

8. L.

Mottingbr, Plainfield,
(See page 382)

III.

b-
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Contents of this Number

May

Langstroth

Illustrations —

Apiary of S. L. Mottinger
Johnson, J. B
Pettit, S.

T

Dempsey Super
"

Marble Apiary

PUBLISHED

WEEKLVBY

GEORGE W.YORK S COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Chicago, UK

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal is
a year, in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

to

T. Pettit...

Comments

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates tbe

Advertising Rate, per ftgate Line, 10c.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing- less than % inch accepted.

Time Discounts.

—

4 times
5 per cent
" ....10
"
13
" .-..20
"
26
M ....30
"
52

Space Discounts.
100 lines... 5 per cent
**
" ...10
" ...20
"
" ...30
"

500
1000
2000

These

rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading- Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning-.

m

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their

lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $i.oo.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Platteville, Wis.

ZW

If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
ublishera of the American Bee Journal.

Root's Goods at Factory Prices

Finest and largest stock of Supplies In Illinois.
Italian Bees and Queens in season. Catalog- free.
15 eggs of Pure Barred Plymouth Rocks, $1.00.

Incubators and Brooders always on hand.
H 5. DUBY, St. Anne,
12A.13t

Mention

Bee Journal

when

111.

writing.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

NOT

IN

.

Queen- Breeders
Heading the Bee-Papers

8R1

—

Contributed Special Articles

3*2
3*2

—

,

384

384

—
385
386

—

Nourishment of Bees
Weather and the Honey-Flows

Mr. Hasti/s Afterthoughts

38R
387

—

Caucasian Bees in West-Central Asia.
Dadant's Few Swarms
Large Frames
Lubricant for Rietsche Foundation Press
Miller Dr. vs. F. Greiner on T-Supers
>

Temperature Inside Winter CluBter of Bees.
When Bees father Propolis
Winter Space Too Crowded With Bees

.

.

387
387
3K7
388
:>7
387
388
388

—

Emptying T-Supers by Gravitation
Fastening Hives Together for Moving

T

388
38t*

388

Value of Bees as Fertilizers of Blossoms
Wintered Fairly Well— Late Season
Work in Harmony With the Farmers

Dr. Miller's Question-Box

Italianizing Bees
Italianizing Colonies

Away Dnwn

?

Awful Winter nn Bees
Bees Making Things Hum.
Bees Not in Good Condition
Clover Seems All Right
Good Results in ^v intering

Heavv Loss

in Wintering
in 1905

Variable Spring

3«9
390
3*9
389
389
389
3-*9

390
300
389

—

in Florida

is clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot faU
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1 .20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

Each subject

Rendering Wax
Shaken Swarms.
Sweet Clover on Blue-Grass Ground
Tan-Bark for Bee- Yard and Walks
Use of Queen-Excluding Zinc
What Determines Kind and Sex of Bees?

Reports and Experiences

388
389
388

—

Danzenbaker Hive
la Smartweed Honey Peppery

Poor Crop

38-1
hs.t

Introduced a Queen
Keeping Bees With Poultry

Pettit. S.

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

Section-

How " We"

(

can Bee Journal

3*4

.')

8oulhern Beedom

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

3«4
38i
3«3
384
383

"

Rearing Queens
Set n Iz (tar and His Candy
Sections, Separators, Supers and
Holders
Sister Bee-Keepers

Revised by Da da nt— Latest Edition.

382

to Control the Swarming of Bees
Insect Quarantine
Para sites to the Rescue

Our

*** Honey-Bee

382

Brown-tail Moth
Controlling Increase

How

on the

—

Great Moth Fight-" Good Candy

Gypsy Moth

.isi
:isi
3"*1

381

"Apiary of S. L. Mottinger
Dempsev Super
San Francisco Earthquake and Fire
Yon Yonson and the North Pole

Canadian Beedom

National

—

chilled Brood Not :i Cause of Foul Brood
Improvements
the American Bee Journal.

Miscellaneous News Items

1906

388

the Top-Bar

$1.ihj

end of the month to which your subscription ispa'^d.
For instance, "dec<>6" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, I9u6.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS— We do not send a
receipt fur money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

Page
Page
Page

1st
1st
1st

ah>

i3>
" of S.

Editorial Notes and

Brood

.*...

3,

—

;

THREE NEW

390
3ho
390
390
390
399
390
390
3y0

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334

Dearborn

CHICAOO.

Street,

ILt.

We. will stamp

THE TRUST

"Pure
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the
National Bee-Keepers'
Association.
Write us.

Now

is

the time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP

Canners Can Co.
1035 W. 47th

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

May
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION"
EZOELS

IT

EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Loss.

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted

at

all

times

.

.

'itT^THf^

a

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

fm SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

mwmmmmmmmm
If

you want the Bee-Book

Big Profits

That covers the whole Apicultural Fi**id ruoie
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

[CAPON

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

TOOLS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

DON'T WAIT

in

Capons

easy— soon
teamed. Complete outfit

Ja

.

pom zing

is

with free instructions
postpaid $2.50.
J,Gape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Mark< r
25c
B'rench Killing Knife50c
,

\

I

Capon Hook

P. Pilling & Son,

Free.

Philadelphia, Pa.

for the season to start before

you

order your Bee=SuppIies

DITTMER'S
FOUNDATION
THE BEST MADE
IS

We

make

a specialty of

Retail

working wax for Cash.

All

About

California

The Pacific Rural Press has been a household word throughout California for 35 years.
It is authority on all matters regarding the
Weekly, illussoil or products of California.
Edited by practical specialists. Two
trated:
Dollars per year. Send for sample copy.

Pacific Rural Press,

•

San Francisco, Calif.
330 Market Street,
Please mention the Bee Journal.
50Atf

65C

TOr

Mention

— Wholesale —Jobbing

12 NameS

l^faTSerV"^^'^'^

taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Fnrmer'B
Call— re?, sub. price 40c a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pases a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALL,, Quincy, 111.
ptampft

Bee Journal

when

wrltlug.

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED
Write for our Price List and samples

;

we would

like to

send them to you at our

expense.

GU5 DITTMER.
Mention

Bee Journal

when

Augusta, Wis.

writing.

And Prompt Shipments
what we are making

— DOVETAILED

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

We carry a full line of SUPPLIES.
3

ITARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ
Mention

Bee Journul

when

Ask

Root's Bee-Supplies'
You know what

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
Is

I

—

this

means. Four

s

carloads of New Goods on hand.
Our business increased last year X
100 percent over 1904. This is a S
proof that we are saving our cus- 4?
Try us. Low S
tomers money.
Freight Rates from Toledo. A
Large Discounts— that tells the g
Story. Our 80-page Catalog is J
sent free.

GRIGGS BROS.
521

Monroe

Street,

S

TOLEDO, OHIO.

for Catalog-.

CO., Harshfield, Wis.
writing.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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BRANCHES
Axe for your benefit. They are ma'titaioed to place Root's Go^ds at Root's prices
your door with ihe greatest possible saving of freight and time. Our service is
unequalled. Fur no more than standard prices you get cur goods to your depot
anywhere in the United States with greatest ease. Study 3 our map and then place
your order with our nearest branch
at

1

AT NEW YORK
Mr. L. W. Bnyden, formerly with Chicago House, conducts our New York b amh. Through this branch parses
much ol our large export trade Mr. H. M. Selser is the able
assistant of Mr Boyden in this branch. Calling at our branch
at 44 Vesey Street yiu will find Mr. B05 den ready to supply
you wiin anything you may need.

The Connecticut Mutual

Life Insurance

Company.

Hartford, conn., July 21, 1905.,
Mr. L. W. Bovden, Manager. The A. I. Root Co.. New York, N. Y.
Dear SiH:— The Danzenbaker super came duly to hand yesterday, and your promptness impels me to acknowledge its receipt with
thanks. It is prettv fine to be able to drop a letter into the mailinfctube here in the office, and then in a few hours have hive parts
placed along fide or my desk.
"It is tine to be able to get the RootGoods in New York, for I like
to trade with your company. Heretofore I have usually sent to
agents farther off. My orders have not been very large, so far, but
it is well nigh impossible not to take a lively interest in bees if one
happens to read "Gleanings," as I do, and I expect to keep rnaDy
JA8, A. SMITH.
more colonies than 1 do now."

AT CHICAGO
needs to be told of the advantages of Chicago as
a shippinifroint to the Central States. With its many comL. W. BOYDEN.
RALPH W. BOYDEN.
peting freight and express lines rates are very low. Mr.
Ralpa Bojd n, assisted by Mr. E. W. Pease, v.ith ffice and
competent
to
anentirely
warehouse at 144 E. Erie Street, are
swer any questions regarding bees or Root's Goods. When in Chicago be sure to call and you will find a hearty welcome 'Phone

No one

i

&®

North

1484.

gg

AT PHILADELPHIA

Mr. Wm. A. Selser, the manager of our bran h at 10 Vine Street, is one of the best known bee men ia the United States. Our
customers will find bim an exceedingly agreeable man to deal with. Combining h s knowledge "f conditions and Root^s Goods
and staff of competent a<s stants, you will find your interest taken care 01 in the best p- s*-ibie manner. Our Pbilddelph a branch
has long been popular with the bee-keepers of Pennsylvania and South. Our stock can it d here is practically complete.
;

AT WASHINGTON
From

this point run the main lines of wa'er and railroads
to the &ouih Atlantic States. Bee keeping iu this bectt-m is
rapidlv com ng to the front. Mr. H. G. La Rue. our manager,
at 11C0 Mar> land A ve., S. W., is a beekeeper of considerable
experience. He is also a graduate of one ot the be-t business
colleges in Ohtr, and is prepared toconauit this branch on
up to date principles and in a perfectly satis fact oiy manner.

AT MECHANIC FALLS
States, Portland ranks among the
Mechanic Falls is but a few miles
bee-keepers are fortunate in
so
New
England
from Portland,
having a depot from which i^> get Root's Gjods at Rtot's priour manager, needs no
Mason,
ces with low freight. Mr. J. B.
introduction. He has been 1 ng connected wiih the Root
Company and is well known to all Ne* England bee keepers.

For the New England

class as a shipping-point.

AT

ST.

PAUL

Making bee-supplies is one thing and distributing them is
another. One is as important as the other. Mr. J. C. Acklin,
at 1024 Mississippi Street, carries a complete line of our stock;
gives prompt shipment and full satisfaction. Mr. Acklin is a
practical bee-keeper, and you will find him very pleasant to

WM.

A.

SELSER.

H. G.

deal with.

AT SYRACUSE,

LA RUB.

N. Y.

Bee keeping in New York State has reached a degree of perfection that if in other States it was as general and as advanced,
there would be little to desire, In the center of the State we have a large branch house fully equipped to care for the business
naturally centering there. Our manager, Mr. F. A. Salisbury is widely noted among bee keepers, and will serve you to your com,

plete satisfaction.

A

THE

A.

complete

I.

list

of Agents will be sent on application.

ROOT COMPANY
Factory and Executive

:m:eidi*tj^,

Office,

ohio

(Entered at the Post-OfBee at Chicago as Second-Class Mall-Matter.)
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Hotes

anb Comments
Brood Not a Cause

of Foul

Brood

In the Swiss Bulletin, a Mr. Fleury has advanced the
theory that foul brood is caused by the bad habit of some
apiarists of spreading the brood in spring and causing it to
die of cold. He thinks this is an inducement to the production of foul brood, which he calls " le cauchemar des apiculteurs " "the bee-keeper's nightmare." This has caused
a general protest among the better informed, who assert
that it is out of the question to hold that foul brood may be
caused by the accidental death of the brood. This is right.
Foul brood has for its origin bacillus alvei, and where there
is no bacillus there is no foul brood.

—

Brood to the Top-Bar
Editor Root claimed as a great advantage for shallow frames that the combs would be filled with
brood clear to the top-bar, while with deeper frames there
would be one or two inches of honey next to the top-bar.
Dr. Miller said his Langstroth frames often had brood to
The following Stray Straw of Gleanings
the top-bar.
seems to show why the observation of the two men should
be so different

Some time ago

E. F. Atwater, in the Review, has given, pertaap6, the key to something that has been a puzzle to me. Editor Root said that, with Langstroth frames, there was an amount of honey in the upper part of the
combs that I knew was not to be found in mine; for often my combs
have brood clear up to the top-bar. Mr. Atwater say6 that foundation
sags in the deep frames, at the upper part, " to such an extent that
there was very little brood reared within perhaps 2 inches or more of
the top-bar." With horizontal wiring I can easily believe that would
be so. With vertical foundation splints in my own frames there is no
more sagging at the top than bottom, giving me, in that respect, the
advantage of shallower frames. [Score a point in favor of splints in
place of horizontal wires; and I am not sure now but it was a mistake
to change from vertical to horizontal wire6, for which I was largely
responsible, if I mistake not. Editor.]

—

Improvements

in

the American Bee Journal

a desirable thing at any time to have suggestions
from members of the American Bee Journal family looking
toward improvements. " What will make the Journal better ?" is a live question at this end of the line, and much
"
thought is given to it, sometimes in "the wee sma' hours
of the night. One trouble in the case is that there are so
many view-points to be considered.
One correspondent has written that when the volume
is bound at the end of the year a smaller page would make
a more convenient volume to handle. That is true. It
would also be more convenient to handle if there were a
smaller number of pages. But who wants less of it in the
year ? If the size of the page were less, and the number of
It is

MAY

Co.,

334 Dearborn

St.

VoLXLVI—No. 18
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pages increased, the thickness of the annual volume would
be still more objectionable than at present. The more important consideration, however, is that with the page of
present size the subscriber gets more Journal for his money
than he would with a smaller page. A number of the most
popular magazines Ladies' Home Journal, Success, and
others have a larger page than this Journal, a thing that
would not be without weighty reasons. Then, it spoilsuniformity for library purposes, if the size of page ischanged.
A correspondent has written that he would like to have
all the advertisements on separate pages, so they might be
left out in binding.
On the other hand, here comes the following note

—

—

J
Chilled

W. York &

:

—

I am not a publisher, but I know enough about the
publishing business to know that it is to the interest of the readers of
the "Old Reliable" to have its advertising department in as flourishing a condition as possible, and I have wondered why you continue to
have your advertisements segregated so much as you have. Some of
the best magazines have advertisements on the reading pages, and, of
course, an advertiser would in general prefer an advertisement so
placed.
But 1 am more interested in the reading than the advertising,
so I ought not to complain, especially so long as you are giving us so
good a paper.
Subscriber.

Mr. Editor:

Is it really a desirable thing to have the advertisements
out in binding? Certainly not all bee-keepers would
think so. Frequently it is desirable to look up some matter

left

upon which light may be found
ments rather than in the reading matter.
of the past

in the advertiseNo little of the

history of bee-keeping is contained in the advertisements.
It is a matter for congratulation that at the present day
there is no longer any complaint that the Journal is not
entirely occupied with reading matter. Intelligent readers
understand that in the long run more advertising means
more reading. While this Journal has more advertising
space than formerly, it also has more extra pages than ever.

Reading the Bee- Papers— Queen -Breeders
Editor York gives us some good advice on page 117, relative to
reading the bee-papers. As I notice occasionally where some subscriber orders his paper stopped because he ha6 no time to read it, I
always draw on my imagination that there must be something decidedly wrong.
How a subscriber can order his paper stopped simply for
this reason is more than I can understand.
A few years ago we heard so much about the book farmer, and it
wa6 said that the farmer who sought knowledge through literary
sources, and did not follow the steps of his ancestors, would turn out
a failure. But all this has passed, and the time has arrived when if we
want to get anywhere near all out of our business we must read about
it.
It has been said that " the man who reads is the man who succeeds," and I honestly believe there is a lot of truth in it.

One thing about it is almost certain that the reading man is the
thinking man, and it is the thought put into a business that brings
success. There is nothing that will start us thinking so much as
reading, and for this reason beekeepers should read as much as possible.
Whether you believe it or not, I am of the opinion that a great
deal of the inferior honey found on our markets to-day can be traced!
to bee-keepers who do not read.
By all means, subscribe for the beepapers, read them, think over what you read, put your thinking into>
practise, and success can not be held back.
On page 97 mention is made relative to dishonest queen-breeders.
On examination of a colony of bees during the month of September,
last year, I discovered the colony queenless and much dwindled in
bees.
I sent an order for a queen to a regular advertiser in this Jour:
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and asked that the queen be shipped as soon as possible, and in 4S
hours after I sent the order I received the queen. The colony containing this queen is as strong as any in the apiary. I mention this
It is well to
fact to show that there are some honest queen-breeders.
remember, as we go along, that there are good and bad in all kinds of
business, and it is certainly all wrong to imagine that there are no
Grant Stanley.
honest men engaged in the business.
nal.

Nisbet, Pa.

This is, indeed, an age of reading. Mr. Stanley has
put the matter in a most clear and convincing way. There
is nothing to be compared with reading and thinking for
the improvement and uplift of any business or industry.
And, then, good reading is so marvelously cheap these
days. There is really no excuse for any bee-keeper not
having a sufficient quantity, and of the right sort of reading, when he can get a copy like this for less than a 2-cent
postage stamp
Yes, of course, there are honest and reliable queen!

breeders. The fact is, practically all of them who adverWe feel that we can say that any whose offers
tise are so.
are found in our columns are all right. If not, we want to

^
ZTjttsceUoneous

Hetps

*

2 terns

The San Francisco Earthquake and Fire, of course,
have been known to everybody throughout the country long
before now. The first word we had direct from any one we
know in that locality was received on April 25, from Mr. W.
A. Pryal, who lives in Oakland, Calif., but was doing business in San Francisco. From what he says on a postal card
dated April 21, we take the following
:

Three-fourths of the city is burned. The fire was hell. The
earthquake's damage could have been repaired in a mouth or less, except, perhaps, in a few cases. Our home here did not suffer no
•chimneys down, no glass broken, nor walls cracked, and we are less
than 10 miles from San Francisco. The city will be rebuilt, but of
smaller buildings.
W. A. Pryal.
Oakland, Calif., April 31.

—

The Dempsey Super.— This is a super invented by W.
W. Dempsey, of Osceola Co., Iowa, and its claimed points of
:

Ventilation. Owing to the manner in which it is made it can
be ventilated better than any other super.
2. Honey-sections can be removed at any time when filled without
disturbing the bees.
3. Honey-sections can be removed without exposing the operator
to the bees.
4. By letting down side doors the operator can see the bees at
work, and is not exposed to the bees in any manner.
5. It is not necessary to use a smoker in removing honey-sections.
1.

The Dempsey Super

in

Proper Position

on the Hive.

•

19C6

:

old style.
It is claimed by the inventor that this super was thoroughly tested by bee-keepers last season, and that it proved
successful in every respect. No doubt Mr. Dempsey will

offer to sell his super to bee-keepers.

Yon Yonson and the North Pole.— A correspondent
complains that this Journal should allow Yon Yonson " to
hold up to ridicule the proprietors of Gleanings by taking
them to the North Pole in search of new races of bees.''
Pity that Yon Yonson's quaint humor should so miscarry.
Our correspondent may rest assured that no unkindness
was intended, and the probability is that no one smiled
more broadly over the good-natured hits than did the Gleanings people themselves.

—

Corrections. On page 256, in a question signed
" Canada," it is said that Mr. Doolittle gives 92 degrees as
the lowest temperature in the brood-nest, having said so in
Gleanings for April 1,1896, page 307. " Canada " writes
that there is a printer's error, the reference having been
given " April 1, 190,, page 368." No real name having been
given, it is not likely that any one's reputation for veracity
has suffered, yet it is better to have such things correct.
Also, two queer and yet very humiliating errors appeared on the first page of the Journal last week. In the
date line appeared " 4jth Year " and " April 26, 1905," when
it should have been " 46th Year " and " April 26, 1906." It
came from taking the heading that had not been used since
the last issue of 1905, and changing only the No. at the
right end of the line, and the date of the month the only
two changes necessary each week after beginning a new
year. But the dates, etc were all right on the inside of
last week's Journal.

—

j

superiority are these

3,

6. Bees will store from one-third to one-half more in a super of
this kind than in the old style, for this reason
There is a bee opening in front of the super which permits bees to go direct to the honeysections instead of coming in at the bottom of the hive, and coming
up through the brood-frames and then to the honey-sections as in the

know it.
But we have received complaints before the queenbreeder was given an opportunity to make things right.
We do not think such procedure fair. Everybody makes
mistakes, and those who have made them, when discovered,
should be notified, so that they can rectify them. Then if
a satisfactory adjustment is not promptly forthcoming, it
will be time enough to complain to the publishers.

May

Side Door Dropped

,

The Apiary of S. L. Mottinger is shown on the first
page. He is a beginner with bees, and tells his experience
in the following interesting paragraphs
:

Editor York

—

send a picture of the apiary that

I started last
It is not that I care to boast of
as a beginner in the bee-business.
my
experience might perhaps encourage
my success, but rather that
others who contemplate going into the business.
:

I

May

greatest obstacle in my way as a bee-keeper is poor eyesight.
an ex-soldier of the Civil War, 6? years old. I was wounded
twice on the field of battle, lost the sight of one eye entirely, and can't
Not
see very well with the other. I retired 5 years ago as a farmer.
being contented with doing nothing, I decided to go into the bee-business partly to occupy my time. As I had no experience with bees, I
subscribed for the American Bee Journal, ordered Dr. Miller's " Forty
Tears Among the Bees," " A B C of Bee Culture," and a modern hive
With these " instruments" I made the subject a study
in the flat.
for one year before I ventured to handle bees with any prospects of
success. I have since added another bee-paper and some pamphlets to

The

I

am

my

bee-literature.

—

In April, 1905, 1 bought 2 colonies of bees in box-hives one in a
10-frame Langstroth hive without any frames in it, and the other in a
box 16 inches square and 18 inches deep. These 2 colonies stood out
all the previous winter with no protection excepting a barbed wire
fence on the north and west, with one hive split open from the entrance to the top, so that the bees passed in and out the whole length
of the hive.
I got them home May 1, and as it was increase I wanted, and a6 I

Down Showing

Honey-Sections in Positions.

the

Super Lying on the Side Showing Bottom of
Super and Entrance for Bees from Hive.

May

3,
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had no experience in transferring, I decided to operate on one only,
8-frame hives and filled
and let the other swarm naturally. I made
them with full sheets of comb foundation, and on May I proceeded
I succeeded in gettiug
to transfer the one according to directions.
about one-half or two-thirds of the bees and the queen into the new
intended,
on the 21st day
I
hive, and placed them on the old stand.
afterward, to drive out the remaining bees and form another colony
by giving them a queen; but the bees got the 6tart of me by turning
out a swarm on the ISth day after transferring. I hived this swarm
and placed it on a new stand. I decided then to drive out the remaining bees on the 21st day, unite them with one of the new colonies, and
break up the old one, but to my surprise, on that very day, and while
I was getting the smoker ready, the old colony turned out another
swarm. I hived it and placed it also on a new stand. With the swarm
I
supI forced on May 6 this was the third one, and only May 27.
posed that now the old colony was "done for;" but to my surprise
that evening, when I looked into it, I found quite a few bees remaining in the old hive, and brood, both capped and uncapped. There is
no mistake about these 2 swarms issuing from the old colony. I saw
them coming out of the hive in both instances.
I now moved the old colony to a new stand several rods to one
It grew in strength rapidly, so that on June 22 I forced another
side.
swarm from it, placed the new swarm on the old etand, and removed
the old box-hive still further to one side.
The colony in the old Langstroth hive which I let swarm naturally,
turned out its prime swarm June 23. It was a large swarm that comCj

(J

It filled 4 supers of 24 sections each in 4
successive weeks, and altogether Ills sections. I made an exhibit of
this prime swarm's surplus honey at the Fair, and took the 1st premium
on comb honey. This old colony turned out 2 after-swarms which I
hived on full sheets of foundation.
I increased from 2 colonies to 9. and got 350 pounds of surplus
honey. I got all the surplus from the new colonies excepting 24 sections from the colony I let swarm naturally.
My new hives weigh 26 pounds each without the supers. On the
first day of December I weighed all the colonies and put the youDg
colonies into the cellar, and wintered the 2 old ones on the summer
stands. The young colonies weighed from 05 to 75 pounds each without the supers on, and the old colony that I tried to break up weighed
110, and the other 00 pounds.
I prepared them for winter
by wrapping old carpets about them
and setting a large shock of bundles of cornfodder around them, well
tied together at the top. They have wintered *rell, both outdoors and
in the cellar.
Estimating my surplus and increase on the spring count, which
seems to be the rule, 1 got an average of 175 pounds per colony, and
350 percent increase. I didn't feed a drop in the fall, nor do I need
to do so this spring, unless it is to stimulate brood rearing.

pletely tilled an 8-frame hive.

The person in the picture is myself, and the hive next to me is the
I let swarm naturally.
The second colony from the left is the
1 tried all summer to break up.
I made 25 hives the past winter, and
put the new metal spacer on

colony

one

200 frames.

S.

L.

Mottinger.

Plaintield. Ills

* (£ontrtbuteb *
Special
to Control the
BY

ON

First, and most important, I will say wc all know what
1-chamber. and this
causes swarming is an
It
is simply this:
is what suggested my plan
d with the old one and yet
Start a m
To do this,
inc horn y-board.
separated by a queen-excluding
lation, or emp
place a hive full of frames wi
beneath the old brood-chamber, and either put the queen
lal
the entire lot of bees out of
below on the empties, or
chamber on thi ground and let them, together
the old bt
careful to place
with the queen, crawl back into
the honey-board neatly between the new and the old chamber.
Thus there is no chilled brood, as the main lot of bees will
go through the honey-hoard and attend to it. while the surplus bees will attend to matters in the new one, and they
Now, if
old with the vim and vigor of a new swarm.
they must be re
:ealed in thi
>d chamber,
cells anmoved before the young queen emerges, or you are liable to
get a drone-laying queen in the super, unless it has an open
entrance.
The bees will not disturb the qmcn-cells themselves, as
we all know the cells are readily accepted above a honeyYet they do not mind in the least if those cells are
board.
removed, and it is just so with bees treated in the manner
Now. when the lower chamber is full of brood,
I speak of.
and they can he
the upper one will almi
It has «
exchanged, always keeping the queen below.
beautifully with me. and
n me absolute control of
swarming, and always kept up vim and vigor in the colonj
i

i

1

'

This also admits oi
it.
by taking away

make

tli
and supbrood-ch mb
plying a young laying queen, or a virgin, or allow them to
hatch their own cells.
And now, connected with this
tern, it becomes very convenient to be able to find "her
highness." and thus
bother of -baking out the
swarm. I have a little device for this trick, which wil
her in 2 minuti -. no diffi n
how large and p ipulous the
is, or whether she is black, Italian, or Cyprian, or what
her make-up. she can not resist going where she is wanted,
and readily becomes a captive.
will
I
in my

to

1

i

i

.

i

>

next

article.

My

bees have a very strong strain of Cyp
and
yet this system of controlling swarming has never failed me,
which speaks well for it.
Now, for those wdio do not use the honey-boards, on
account of not liking them. I will explain a little trick to
all drones either in tl e egg or larva, or in
of unsealed form, although pur b xl books all say, "Let them
alone until sealed and then cut them off."
trick is just
to sprinkle a little sulphur on them in the cell, and in 20
minutes the bees will have them all out in the front dooryard and scattered far and near. A large -alt-cellar is very
convenient for this purpose.
If Mr. Davenport has a better system for controlling
swarming, I am sure we will all be glad to hear from him,
and through the columns of tl
m rican Bee Journal let
us give as well as receive.
I know the Journal is a very
great help to any bee-keeper, and any and .very bee-keeper
should try to be a help to his chosen journals.
But let us
not write of things we are not sure of.
And let me say here, that I have no! yel seen any more
of bee-paralysis this year, and believe I am entirely free of it.
Oxnard. Calif. April IS.
I.

i;

My

1

How
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H.

Ctrticles

Swarming

of Bees

PHILBROOK.

S.

page 299, Mr. Allen Latham criticised Mr. Davenport's
article on page 1S5 pretty severely, and closes with saying, "I don't believe

every word of

it,

and why

it."
I

Now,

1

.

ay

1

I

elieve

because of the many
has outlined a plan which I

belieye

it

is

allusions to his discovery.
He
have been working on for 2 years, and which is so simple
and effectual that it is simply astounding it has not been
practiced before.
I do not know what manner of
"nan Mr. Davenport is,
and can not make out just why he did not publish his discovery instead of alluding to it. and not allow people to say,

"What does he want?"

My

views on the subject are simply these:
If a man
by reading the experiences of others in any journal.
and should make any discovery that might help others in the
pursuit, it immediately becomes his duty, and should be a
great pleasure to be able, to return those profits by publishprofits

own discoveries.
Now, the reason I have

ing his

not written of this system of
control of swarming sooner is, that I do not believe in rushing anything into print until one is sure of what he says; hut
it is working so beautifully again this year that I feel
free
to give the plan to the bee-keeping world, and let them pull
it to pieces
and commend or condemn it, as only circumstances and time will tell which.

A Great Moth Fight-" Good Candy"
BY.

THERE

PROF.

V

J.

COOK.

the eastern half of the Bay
State a momentous battle, the outcome of which concerns not only Massachusetts people, but all of us. The
bee-keeper is specially interested, for the fate of the parks,
is

now going on

in

forests, shade trees, and orchards is pending, and with these
wiped out our bee-forage would be materially lessened. This
is most
serious, for unless the threatening evil is stayed in
its onward march, the whole State of Masachusetts and other
States will soon be invaded, greatly to our country's loss.

The Enemy — Two Moths.

—

This alarming evil is caused by two moths one the
and the
Gypsy, of which we have heard for several yeai
other the Brown-tail, so-called, as the tip of the body is red
Both of these
or brown, though the moth is pure white.
moths come from Europe, and are recent importations. The
first devastates all kinds of trees, even evergreens or conifers,
and stops not at garden vegetables. Its devastations are often
absolute, and so the threatened mischief is enormous in ex-
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The

tent.

other

on Rosaceous plants like the
and plum, and also on the oak.

feeds

apple, pear, cherry

rose,

The Gypsy Moth.
This moth was introduced at Medford, near Boston, upwards of SO years ago, by a scientist who most unfortunately
allowed it to escape. The female cannot fly, and so it spreads
very slowly. Yet a habit of the larva or caterpillar hastens
its distribution, especially in these days of the automobile.
Like the canker-worm, it is a drop-worm, or more properly a
drop-caterpillar.
Thus in the summer when the thousands
•and millions of caterpillars are feeding, they, spider-like, spin
•a silken thread from which they suspend, and thus the passing
•carriage or automobile may catch them up and hurl them
:away for miles, and so forming a new center of attack. The
:serious defoliation of the parks and shade trees in eastern
Massachusetts, as also the ruin of the beautiful roadside trees,
attracted wide attention and created alarm in the early '90s.
Legislation was sought, and well nigh a million dollars were
appropriated to exterminate the moth.
The work was put
iin able hands, and good progress made.
Indeed, so well was
the effort appreciated that the Legislature paused in its attempt, but the Gypsy moth did not; but in 1904 it was found
as bad as ever, and much extended.
Fully a third of the
State is now involved, and the evil is spread" to Rhode Island
on the south, and to New Hamoshire on the north. "Put
not thine hand to the plow and look back" applies to insect
attack, and should have been remembered in the grand old

Bay

As

I

have before stated, these, pests are not so alarmingly
This is owing to their predaceous
in Europe.

and parasitic enemies, that hold them

in check.

It is

known

that the nesting caterpillars, in the winter nests of the BrownIt is
tail larvae, harbor the parasites that will devour them.
hoped that by introducing these into Massachusetts the evil
may be cheaply overcome, just as the Vedalia killed off the
white scale in the orange orchards of California. I have collected and shipped to Boston from Berlin 9,500 nests of the
Brown-tail moth the present winter. From what I have said,
it will be
seen that I have sent about 2 l 2 million of caterpillars.
As a single caterpillar often harbors several parasites, I can only hope that I have sent millions of the little
saviors as well.
shall all watch the results of this experiment with the keenest interest. As it is in charge of Dr.
L. O. Howard, of the Entomological Department at Washington, we can be sure that success will come, if it is possible.

/

We

Mr. Schulz and His Candy.
all

Germany by

brought to the United States later than the other, but is strong
on the wing, and so spreads much more rapidlv. It is believed now that at least half of Masachusetts is attacked,
and
it has spread to Maine on the north.
At least 5 States are
invaded.
It is supposed to have been introduced on
roses
brought from Europe in the winter months.
This moth has a unique way of nesting in the winter
Most moths winter either as eggs or pupa?. This one passes
the winter in the larval or caterpillar stage. The eggs hatch
in autumn; the tiny caterpillars commence to feed
and are
yet quite small when the foliage dies and the cold
comes.
Ihey then spin a dense web in which they pass the winter
It is said that the number in one of these
nests is about 250
These nests are conspicuous objects in the oaks, orchard
trees and hawthorn hedges in the winter
months after the
leaves fall.
I have seen here in Berlin as manv as
SO in a
n0i
rge pea r or P Ium tree
We see that this means
Ton™
over 12.000 caterpillars to commence an onslaught
as soon as
y ? ung / oIla g e bursts forth in spring.
We
readily see
u
that the oak. apple, pear or plum that
harbors such a" host
is surely doomed.
As I have said, the female Gvpsv moth
does not fly. This Brown-tail is a strong flier,
and this with
the ease of conveying the caterpillars in the
nests in winter
on nursery stock, gives to this subject a serious import
to
us all.
The last Legislature of Massachusetts voted a third of
a
million dollars to fight these two nests.
The commission into
whose hands the work of extermination is put is
a very able
one, and we may hope for results.

1906

destructive

We

This moth, though smaller, is a far more destructive one
Germany, they tell me, than is the Gypsy moth. It was

in

3,

This officer has
them, be not permitted to enter the State.
been very prompt, and efficient, and has doubtless saved millions of dollars to the State.
It would have been wondrous
economy could we have had the officer earlier. Then the
destructive scale insects, codling moth, etc., would have been
This
kept out to the saving of untold millions of dollars.
moth invasion in Masachusetts shows how every State needs
such a quarantine.
Parasites to the Rescue.

State.

The Brown-Tail Moth.

May

that the "Good candy" was
a Air. Schulz before it was produced in

remember

made

in

America

by either Mr. Viallon or Mr. Good. Air. Schulz now lives
near Berlin, at Buckow, where he has 500 colonies of bees.
He also has the largest honey emporium in Berlin, where he
has 4 kinds of honey candy, all of which are delicious. He
sells 1-pound jars of extracted honey for one and one-fifth
marks about 28 cents. Although he has the largest shop in
the city devoted to honey, yet he has no fine comb honev

—

at

all.

Surely the trade relations between Germany and the
United States might be greatly improved, vastly to the gain
of both countries.
I believe Germany would not hold back
from a fair and most serviceable reciprocity. Why should not
America meet her half way?
I have arranged to visit Mr. Schulz at Buchow in early

May.

"

Berlin,

Germany.

Sections, Separators, Supers and Section-

-

,

The Matter
I

have written so

of

National Importance.

fully,

as this contest concerns all of
not only bee-keepers, but every one
who loves a tree
that our trees are not only beautiful,
but absolutely
necessary to our comfort and prosperity
as a nation
If
these pests are permitted to invade all
the States, which they
wi
do. if allowed our very life as
a people will call for
extermination, which is so difficult that it
would require an
expenditure of milhons, yes, billions of
dollars.
The imported cabbage butterfly. Picris m/w.
was imported from
UebeC
ab ° Ut 5 ° yearS h had reached
StT'oMhe T°T n '°"; ™,
T,"ere ,s no reason
so far as T can see
u
why
the t?
Brown-tail might not spread as rapidlv.
Massachusetts must extirpate these evils.
It is a colossal
whole country is deeply interested. Whv should work The
not the General Government aid in the matter?
To'let these pests spread
P
further would be an enormous blunder
Ve ry
e
S 5h0 ld wake
t0 the serio "s importance
"P
^f f^ fi w" °J i'
V

us

We know
1

-

£

'

S

of

this fight and demand that the
Government sees to it that
this threatening evil be not permitted
to spread any further.

Insect Quarantine.
California has a very efficient quarantine
officer, whose
duty it is to see that injurious insects, or plants
infested by

Holders"
BY

E»

F.

ATWATER.

CONSIDER

the article on the above subject (on page
159), by F. Greiner, to be one of the soundest and best
ever written. Mr. Greiner has decided not to increase his
stock of no-bee-way supers.
That's my decision also, and I
am changing mine into regular hives by nailing under each
rim
a
of such depth as to give the right dimensions for
standard Hoffman frames.
Not only was my experience the
same as his, in finding no considerable advantage in the plain
4x5 section and fence-separator, but several serious disadvantages made themselves so manifest that I want no more
of either until the details of each are worked out satisfac-

I

torily.

With the Betsinger wire-cloth separator I have had no
experience, but can see that it may prove to be the omega of
the separator list, if.it can be used with general satisfaction.
That's rirtit, hit the T-super acain. and let me jump
on it while it is down, for anv locality like yours or mine.
put into use last year fiOO new wide-frame supers for
4 I4x4 I4xl''s bee-way sections.
The scalloped bottom-bar is
^-s-inch thick, and top-bar ^J-inch thick.
The heavy bottombar does away with the sag.
"In constructing a wide-frame super it is a question
whether the separator should be nailed to the frame, or should
be a senarate fixture." Yes. that's why we fitted 500 of the
above 600 supers with loose wooden separators, and the balance with tin separators nailed to the wide frame.
In regard to filling sections with full sheets of foundation fastened on 3 or 4 sides. I suppose Mr. Greiner was joking when he told of using a hatchet "to knock it out of the
sections."
For several seasons I have produced more or less
comb honey on full sheets so fastened, and never found it
difficult to cut out the honey.
Perhaps Mr. Greiner used
"Columbia" foundation with a tin base, or a remnant of the
late unlamented wood-base foundation, in those sections!

We

.

May

Mr
my

3

14<
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Greiner and

I

seem

to agree

on the super question, but
seem to agree with him,
my honey, and, as M. \

sheets of foundation do not
though my customers never object to
full

"That

Gill says,

is

all

I

am

producing

it

for."

Meridian, Idaho.
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some service to those who wish to restrict their limited number of colonies, particularly when they are beginners in beekeeping.
Colonies kept in the open and not in a bee-shed like mine,
of course, should be treated in a modified way, accomplishing in the end the same result.
When swarming takes
a word of caution
I must add
place, almost always the supers are on the hive, and it frequently happens, even with my large hives, that some brood
and queen-cells are to be found in the suner, and if so, they
must be removed, as the brood removed from the broodchamber prevents repeated swarming, or possibly the killing
Grand Island, Nebr.
of the old queen.
:

Controlling Increase

— Rearing

BY WM. STOLLEY,

Queens, Etc.

SR.

describe my way of controlling the increase
well
in my little apiary of about 30 colonies of bees, as
I am
as to' outline my way of rearing choice queens.
well aware that this is of no interest whatever to the apiarist
who counts his colonies of bees by the hundreds, or even
thousands, but I think it a very good and practical way of
managing for bee-keepers who want to keep hist so many
colonies of bees, and no more, principally for their own use,
or recreation, but Who are often at a loss to solve this question of increase with satisfactory results.
1 keep my bees in an open shed, which has 2 tiers of hives.
one above the other. The posts in front are 8 feet apart, and
the shed itself is 8 feet wide, with an overhanging roof of 2
regular double-walled hive (for extracted
feet in front.
Thus
inches.
honey') carries 14 American frames.
30 colonies find room on the ground tier of hives two in
each space between the posts.
The upper tier of hives are not intended to be occupied
by bees in winter, but serve as a receptacle for empty broodcombs, or combs partly filled with honey and pollen to be
used at the proper time in the early spring, or later when
hees are swarming, and when I rear the choice queens for my
own use. All hives in the upper tier are "single-walled." and
smaller in size, and carry only from 8 to 10 frames each.
I keep all queens clipped, taking about 1-3 of a right wing
off. which disfigures the queen but very little, and the "Monette Queen-Clipping Device" I find to be the most practical implement for that mirpose.

DESIRE

to

I

(Dur*Stster
Bee-Keepers
j>
Conducted by

My

W/zxWA

Now. when

a

colony swarms,

all

I

have to do

—

is

to

watch

for the queen and cage her as soon as she leaves the hive.
As soon as the swarm is in the air I remove the hive from
which it issued, and lower the hive from the upper tier right
above, filled with emptv comb, and place it on the stand
from which the swarm came. After this is done. I ooen the
hive from which the swarm issued and take all combs containing brood, with all adhering bees and sufficient honev for
the voung bees left "out. and put them into another
hive. "This
is generally so quickly done that almost
always the bees are
still
circbng in the air, or are clustering somewhere
on a
branch of a tree.
When this is the case. I put the hive right back on its
" up w,rh nice,v drawn comb, or frames
;"].
•
2
tilled with full sheets of comb foundation,
and await the return of the swarm, when the queen is allowed to run in
with
the bees.
But the hive containing all the brood taken away is placed
right above the hive below, in which the swarm
'has hived
itself.
Of course, all field-bees return to their old home, and
brood and young bees are all that is left in the
hive in the
upper row.
About a week later I shake nearlv all young
bees hatched in the upper-tier hive in front of the
hive containing queen and swarm below, and this
I repeat once everv
week until the last young bee has hatched and the combs are
dear of brood.. Thus I mass all bees on the original stand,
and the result is more honey" instead of increase.
If I desire to rear queens from a favorite
queen to re
place queens marked for supersedure. I form
nuclei of 2 combs
of hatching brood and 1 comb of honev (if possible
from the
colony which is to get a new queen), about 2 davs before
the
choice queen-cells are ready for hatching. The'colonv
from
which I want to breed is forced to swarm by crowding the
bees, since with my large hives swarming is reduced
to a
minimum anyway, and after I have thus taken a lot of matured queen-cells for the nuclei, I shake the bees and unite
them with the mother colonv on the old stand, as above
i

/

,

stated.

As soon as the young queens are mated and well on the
way. their hives are lowered and placed on the hive wherein
is
the queen to be superseded.
After the field-bees have
learned to follow the lowered hive, the old nueen is killed or
removed, both colony and nucleus are dosed with a few
of onions, and the nucleus with the young queen on the
center-comb is placed in the center of the brood-nest from
which the old queen has been removed. Jn this way
p
undesirable increase and rear choice queens.
The methods, as explained in the foregoing, may be of
I

How

"

Emma

We"

M. Wilson, Marengo,

111.

Introduced a Queen

I am wondering if all beginners have the gay time we
have had in trying to introduce a queen to a hybrid colony.
By we, I mean my husband and myself and here let me
say 'tis the same old case as " me and Betty killed a bar,"
I playing the part of me ever since about a dozen bees got
under my veil in helping hunt for queen-cells so he has
had the " work " to do while I stand off a safe distance and
cheer him up. But I'm ahead of my " tale of woe."
We sent away for a 5-banded Italian queen, thinking
how we would love some little yellow bees. Well, after 9 or
10 days of anxious waiting we one noon received her " royal
highness." She was a queer amber-yellow color, and, as
my husband remarked, " No great shucks to look at."
The directions we had read and re-read for introducing
queens said, " Make your colony queenless ;" be sure your
;

;

So we made sure by veiling ouris queenless," etc.
selves and sallying forth and picking old Mrs. Queen and
a small family of slaves out, and putting them in a box
with a piece of screen over one side and a big slice of comb
honey in one end. Then we patiently (?) waited two days,

colony

with the new queen in her cage in the cupboard, then we
followed to a dot the directions that came with her, except,
as Mr. Root preferred leaving the cardboard over the candyhole, we left it there instead of taking it off as directed.
We laid the cage, wire side down, over the top of the
brood- frames and shut up the hive. We left it five days, as
directed, although it was a great strain on the nerves, and
at the end of that time our curiosity was at the bursting
point.

We

hustled

into veils, gloves, jackets, etc., and

rushed out to the hive about 9 o'clock one morning. My
faithful " pardner " cautiously lifted the hive-cover, and I
our queen was still
stealthily lifted out the cage, and, lo
therein, and not more than three or four bees paying any
attention to her, and not even the pasteboard over the
I felt
candy-hole was nibbled a bit. Such hateful bees
that I despised them. I commanded my husband to put the
cage back and come away, which he did somewhat sulkily,
for, be it known, he has a great fondness for poking around
in and out of a hive (not shared by me).
We retired and meditated over the contrariness of bees,
and finally my husband said, "Let's takeout our new queen
and see if the bees have started queen-cells."
I hooted the idea, with this qneen practically in the
hive, but consented, and we removed the "Dago," as we
called our new queen, and waded in. We found and cut out
one queen-cell unsealed, and then the bees got so wrathy
we retired to give them time to cool off. After an hour or
so we went at them again, and cut out five more queen-cells.
One was sealed over. That did disgust us, and the bees
seemed to go crazy, and a dozen, more or less, got up under
my veil, and by the way I moved and felt, I am convinced
bee-stings will cure rheumatism, old age, or any old thing.
I haven't moved so lively, nor, I may say, so gracefully, in
all my life before
went over pea-fences, potatoes, strawberry-beds, and raspberry-vines like a bird. They stung
me in my hair, on my neck, chin, hands, wherever they
could get a toe-grip, and wept because I wasn't larger. I
nearly lifted my scalp in my haste to shed veil and hat. My
" pardner " nobly stayed with them, and got everything in
!

!

—
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ship-shape before he left but, then, he wasn't being stung.
After cutting out the queen-cells we waited until night,
and, putting some long wires around the queen-cage, we
spread two brood-frames and lowered the cage down among
the brood
This was the night of the sixth day since we
started to " introduce " her. We waited two days more,
and then attacked the fort again to see what had been done.
On drawing out the cage we found it covered with and
as full of bees as it could stick
and after brushing off,
there was the queen yet in the cage
Is she a hoodoo?
I
almost believe so. I advised my
long-suffering husband to pry off the screen and let the
poor thing out, even if they ate her up. He did so, and she
flew against tBe inside of the hive and hopped on a partlyempty foundation and hid from our view. Only two or
three bees took after her, and none acted as if they meant
to hurt her.
Can it be she is finally introduced ? or is there
more agony in store for her ?
My husband said she looked larger, and thicker and
yellower. But isn't " introducing," as practised by us, ex;

;

!

citing

work

When

I

?

get

my

colony (we have engaged 2 swarms from

a neighbor) I think I will buy a nice, young 3-banded Italian (if there are any warranted to feed out of my hand, and
her bees never bite, here's a sale), pick out the old queen,
wait half an hour, and then just open the hive and let my
new queen run out of her cage into the hive. If they ball
her, I'll put them to soak in a tub of water and if they let
her alone, well and good. It is not so harrowing on the
nerves.
My husband disapproves of my frivolous attitude regarding bee-keeping but when one is such a favorite with
them as I, I must have some fun to repay me for a stiff
neck (worse than rheumatism), and a large, aggressive jaw
that causes my most intimate friends to look apprehensively
at me, and the good man himself to keep a wary eye on me.
appearance is fierce with it, and, all together, I am a
very swell affair.
I've written this yard or two of letter merely to ask if
some kind bee-keeper won't tell me how old larva? can be
and the bees yet create a queen from it. I'd like to know,
for our warriors may yet have a queen of their own making
up their sleeve. Nothing would surprise me in these bees.
They even enthusiastically fly indoors for one nip more at

May

3,
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poultry work consists of filling orders for eggs and in caring for my breeding pens. By July 10 the shipping season
Then for the next
is over, as is also the rush in the apiary.
summer's breeders I usually take off an extra hatch. The
cockerels from these, together with the choicest from the
last of the early hatches, are sufficient to supply my fall and
winter trade for breeding stock, while the early pullets
make my winter layers. But it will be noted that I do not
sell in the general market anything except culls and broilers, and these bring me an extra price.
Managed in this
way my poultry yields me an income far ahead of that estimated for the general poultry keeper, and my bees fall
nothing short of that obtained by others.

Such a combination of these two industries would be
particularly suitable for the woman without a family, and
for the man who desires to make a living from rural pursuits without incumbering himself with the management of
a large farm. For one with 10 to 20 acres of land on the
outskirts of some lively city, there would be no better combination than bees and poultry. Of course, a woman, to do
all this, and do it with profit, must have some help now and
then, but with the income from her enterprises at her command she can well afford to hire such help as she needs,
either outdoors or indoors, if she can get it.
Mrs. Millie Honaker.

Viroqua, Wis.

;

Southern
* 33eebom *

;

J
Conducted by Lotus H. Scholi- New Braunfels, Tex.

My

me.
if I am nerved up to it, I will hint
pardner " that we take a still hunt for the

In three days more,
to "

my wayward

Dago.
time.

I

think

I'll

get more nibbles, but it's all in a life(Mrs.) W. M. Burke.

[When younger larva: are not available the bees
take anything unsealed and try to make a queen out of
Editor ]— Gleanings

in

may
it.

Bee Culture.

Keeping Bees With Poultry

As said in a previous article, it is possible to keep both
bees and poultry and make both return a handsome profit.
But to do this, a little extra and unusual management must
be resorted to. I have done this for a number of years, and
do not find my bees any in the way of my poultry operations.
Many women who are succeeding moderately well with
poultry are loth to give it up, while the same time alive to
the greater profits possible from bee-keeping. To such I
would say, " You have advanced far enough with poultry to
put you into position to run that business for special rather
than for general results, which, if you can do so, you will
still have time at the right season for your bee-work."
For
the benefit of those I will tell how I manage both enterprises.
From the middle of January to the middle of February,
according to the season, I prepare to start the poultry business by putting an incubator into operation. This gives
me the first lot of chicks early in February to early in
March. With good outdoor, center-heat brooders I manage
to rear a large percent of these early-hatched chicks.
After
the third week they are much less work to care for than at
first.
By this time I then have another hatch out, and by
the time I have taken off the third hatch I have about all
the early chicks I want.
When 10 weeks old I sort out the cockerels and less desirable pullets and push them off on the broiler market,
realizing for these from the first two hatches from $5 to $6
per dozen. The pullets I push along as rapidly as possible,
and by the first of June, when swarming begins, my young
poultry requires very little exacting work.
During the active season in the apiary my principal

Nourishment of Bees
years ago Schoenfeld explained, by many microresearches and careful experiments, the way in
which the different bees and parts of the colony are nourished, and Dr. von Planta has assisted him by his difficult
chemical analyses.
What these two scientists have found is so peculiar to
the bees, and so important that we can truly say no discovery has been made, since the proof of the parthenogenetic procreation of the drones, of more importance to bee-culNevertheless, this is nearly all neglected by the beeture.
keepers of our country and the worst of all is, bee-keepers
generally dislike to read scientific articles. No doubt progress in bee-culture can take place only as we understand the
nature of the bee, and base our manipulations on this
knowledge. As in other industries, a bee-keeper may gain
practical results by following advice which is given like
recipes in a cook-book but he can never make progress if
he does not know why, and for what purpose, he manipulates in this and no other way. In searching for new ways
he will be entirely in the dark, and will wander in many
paths leading in the wrong direction. Good luck only may
bring him success but with the light of proper knowledge
at our disposal we shall easily see the proper way to attain

Some

scopic

;

;

;

success.
I will now give the most important parts of Schoenfeld's discoveries. The nitrogenous food of the bees is
By the young bees pollen and water are taken into
pollen.
the true stomach, in which digestion takes place. When
the digestion is finished the indigestible parts of the food,
such as pollen-shells, etc., are squeezed out of the true
stomach by its own peculiar movement into the small intestine and in the true stomach remains the fully digested
food— the chyle. This chyle has a white, milky appearance
which is caused by a great number of small cells that originate from the inner skin of the stomach, called " intima,"
and are identical with the blood-corpuscles of other animals.
It either
This chyle has now two ways for assimilation
passes the wall of the true stomach by diffusion, and is
mixed with the blood, which, in the body of the bee, flows
around all organs, nourishing the same, and from which
every organ can take just those parts that are needed or it
is regurgitated and fed to larva?, queen, drones, and even to
older sisters under certain circumstances, and is assimilated in the same way in their body. The blood and the
chyle are fully identical— the only difference is that blood
surrounds the true stomach, and chyle is inside of it. So
;

:

;
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quite correct to say that the queen, for instance, is
nourished by the blood of the worker-bees.
If the contents of the stomach are regurgitated when
the digestion is nearly completed, but when the pollenshells are not separated as yet, we call this food "chyme."
For the anatomy of all the organs necessary for digestion I
refer to Cowan's " The Honey-Bee," the most complete
ook we have as yet on these matters.
When the pollen is gathered by the field-bees it is mixed
with saliva, which soon causes some fermentation, and so
the old field-bees take part in preparing the food for the

it is

whole colony.
The second food of the bees is the honey (carbo-hydrate).
It is prepared from the nectar of the plants in the honeystomach, as here the acids of the saliva (which is mixed
with the nectar when the bee sucks it from the corolla of
the flower or from the cell in the mouth) change the canesugar of the nectar to invert sugar, which can readily be
assimilated without further change. In the honey a small
quantity of formic acid is found. This originates from the
saliva, too, as the glands form it out of the blood.
Some
bee-keepers have believed that this formic acid is added to
the honey by the bees purposely from the sting, but that is
a mistake.
Further,

we know

that the queen and the drones are for
food entirely dependent upon the workers,
which feed chyle to them in large quantities. Both are
even unable to digest pollen at all. The drones, as is proven
by experiment, if not fed by the worker-bees will get very
weak, and will die in 3 days. The queen, too, can not live
very long if net nourished by the workers. The queen and
drones take honey out of the cells. The chyle is fed to
larva; the first 3 days afterward chyme is fed to the workerlarvae
but queen larva; are eutirely nourished by an abun-

nitrogenous
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west Texas, where .huajilla (Acacia berlandieri Benth.)
abounds, I have been told that in some seasons, and in certain localities, it does not yield nectar, although covered
with a profusion of bloom, and when the weather seemed
favorable for the secretion of nectar. A little more information on such subjects as these would, I am sure, be of
much interest. Who can tell us— who knows something
about these things ?
Right along this line is a letter from Mr. H. C. Barnard,
of Georgia, in which he says

—

]

:

was much interested in what J. .1. Wilder said about the way the
weather influences the honey-llow, on page 141. More observations
and study on this subject would not be amiss. It would certainly be
interesting to know why these thiogs happen, even if our knowing the
" why " will have no effect on the honey-tlow.
In this connection I wish to state that I am a Co-operative Observer of the U. S. Weather Bureau at this place, and it is easy for me
to look over the records and see what kind of weather it was during
a certain honey-now. The Co-operative observer gets no "money''
pay, but the records are of value to many, and the Weather Bureau
sends him free several valuable publications. I have often wondered
how many (if any) of the 3000 or more Co-operative Observers are
bee-keepers. The Weather Bureau desires to have one Co-operative
I

in each county in the United States that has railroad facilibrother bee-keepers (or sisters, either), if your county has no
Co-operative Observer in it, and has railroad facilities, apply for the
office and be of service to the Government and to yourselves, and help
us learn some of the " whys " of bee-keeping. In those counties that
already have Co-operative Observers (as Mr. Wilder's has) any one
can examine the records by asking the Observer.

Observer
ties; so,

=\

2Ttr.

;

pasty's

;

dance of chyle.
The chyle and blood are composed of albumen fat like
substances and sugar
but the proportion of the composition is somewhat different according to circumstances.
This is a very important point for our later consideration.
L. STACHBI.HAUSKN.

—

'

—

to bee-keepers.

L,.

S.

The above

is only one of a series of articles to follow by
our well-known Mr. L. Stachelhausen. In these he gives
our readers, in his easy style, some important and interesting matter which they perhaps would not obtain if they
had to " dig it out " of the scientific works in question. It
is only too true that most of us bee-keepers do not like to
read scientific articles. And even if some of us did, we
could hardly do so with a clear understanding. There are
too many "long words" and "scientific terms." Therefore, it should be highly appreciated if those who can do
these things give it to us in such language as we can understand.
Such knowledge as is given in articles of this kind can
be a great deal of help to bee-keepers. It will help them to
go further than along the same ruts traveled by their ancestors.
Mr. Stachelhausen is right in saying that progress
can not be made unless we know why we do things in certain ways, except it comes by mere chance, or we stumble
it.

The Weather and the Honey-Flows
It is

j

;

Note. I explained Schoenfeld's researches and discoveries more in detail in Gleanings for 1888, pages i45,
379, 388, and Prof. A. J. Cook added remarks to my article.
I was the first one who made known these important facts

on

Ctftcrtfyoiigfyts

—

interesting to note

how

the weather, and other at-

mospheric conditions, will influence the honey-flow or the
secretion of nectar of different blooms. It would be still
more interesting if we understood these matters better, then
we could discuss them with better understanding. Those
who have studied botany are well aware of what effect different kinds of weather, heat or cold, dryness or moisture,
etc., have upon the nectar-secreting glands of the flower of a
plant. This is another reason why bee-keepers should be
botanists more than they are.
There are some things in connection with this subject
that seem like a mystery to some of us. One of these has
caused this question to be asked many times, " Why does
cotton yield nectar some seasons and not in others, although
the seasons seem to be as favorable in one as the other?"
The same has been said about other honey-yielding plants.
I have seen hundreds of acres of fine horsemint in full
bloom, yet not a single bee could be found on it. In South-

The " Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Glasses.

Caucasian Bees in West-Central Asia
So West-Central Asia, 1000 miles in, has no bees of
value except Caucasians, which have been brought there
probably not so very long ago. I don't wonder that Benton
put in a (!) when he found modern frame hives there. Suspect that the beautiful view, " he mont Elbrous— Vues de
Caucase," is not germane to Samarcand. where Mr. Benton
penned the border, but simply Mount Elburz in the Caucasus.
A very saintly looking white mountain, anyway.
Page 270.
Dr. Miller vs. F. Greiner on T-Supers
Dr. Miller takes out 10.C00 sections from the T-super
without setting one to leaking. F. Greiner fails to take out
100 except a dozen or so leak. Why is this thus? May it
not all result from Mr. G. having a super with the tins immovable all'ee same everlasting hills? Good plan to avoid
loose pieces but some good plans get carried a vast distance

—

;

Page 271.

too far.

Dadant's Few

Swarms— Large Frames

Getting over 6 tons of honey a year for two successive
years, with only 5 swarms [seen] in all that time at an
out-apiary at that— was indeed a grand triumph for the
Dadants. A skeptical chap might say that there were a
dozen swarms that they didn't see; but what of it? We
can well afford to let Dame Nature devour a dozen swarms
plus S in return for such a splendid crop. Grant that a
thousand swarms went to the woods, and still the 25,500
pounds of honey sell for precisely the same sum in cold cash.

—

We

are interested in

knowing

" About the natur' of the place
Ten miles beyond the end of space;''

and so we are glad to hear that the elder Dadant experimented with a frame 18 inches long and 18 inches high. A
past-master of bee-art, full of enthusiasm for big frames,
found it too big. So I guess we may consider that 18x18 is
the end of space in that direction. How about the other
direction ? Wonder if 10x5 would serve for Ultima Thule ?

Page

271.

Temperature Inside Winter Cluster of Bees
Queer that the high-class bee-books which try
haustive
cluster.

to be exskip the temperature of the inside of the winter
Mr. Doolittle fills the gap very ably indeed.

all
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Varies from 62 to 66 degrees according to temperature outside. Within those limits a change of IS degrees outside
makes a change of 1 degree inside the cluster. Meantime
the air adjacent the cluster, as near as the bulb can be held,
is about 40 degrees
and less than 2 inches away depositing
frost at 32 degrees. Shortly after being disturbed the inside temperature runs right up from 60-odd to 87 degrees.
The puzzle with which Mr. D. closes I'll guess off thus
The liveliest bees are of course well inside. When they
hear a racket and think that duty calls them, they push to
get out in all directions, and of course find it pretty hard
pushing but (equally of course) those that push down find
less resistance than do those that push sidewise and upward, and succeed better. Page 272.

—

:

;

When

May

3,

1906

in fruit-bloom.
He allowed natural swarming, considering
the good first-swarms as best for comb honey.
While actively engaged in bee-keeping, Mr. Pettit attended conventions, and read and contributed to bee-papers
largely.
He was at one time President of the Ontario BeeKeepers' Association, and was delegated with 3 others to
take a large consignment of honey from that Association to
the Colonial and Indian Exhibition at London, England, in
1886.
This was the beginning of the series of successful
exhibits of honey which Ontario bee-keepers have sent to
World's Fairs. He was also largely instrumental in securing the first Dominion Pure Honey Law, about 12 years ago.
In 1899 he sold his bees to his son, Morley Pettit, and
removed to the town of Aylmer, Ont., where he now resides,
devoting his attention to his latest hobby fruit-growing
and gardening. For a man of his age, Mr. Pettit is remarkably energetic, and enjoys riding his bicycle almost as
much as he did 10 years ago.

—

Bees Gather Propolis

Dr. Miller didn't accuse bees of bringing propolis from
buckwheat while working on it; but a heedless beginner
might, perhaps, infer that. My idea is that when a heavy
honey-flow prevails propolis is scarcely brought in at all
from any source. Warm weather and idleness conduce to
propolis and I suppose that buds secrete it more plentifully as the winter draws near. Presumably the only thing
the buckwheat can be held to blame for is not furnishing
nectar the latter half of the afternoon. That would leave
our busy-bodies several unoccupied hours to hunt for stickem-up. " Satan finds," etc. Still, I doubt a little whether
they change their kinds of work so readily as that. Page 271.

—

Winter Space Too Crowded With Bees
So Harry Lathrop confesses (20 years after date)

to

fill-

ing a little wintering space so nearly solid with SO hives of
bees that bushels of bees came out and clustered in the
upper corners. Some of the boys can better afford to note
how this particular thing works than to try it themselves.
" Eggsperiunce
good skule
tewishum hi." Josh B.

—

Page

277.

Lubricant for Rietsche Foundation Press
alcohol 4 parts, water 3 parts, honey 3 parts,

And

is

about the formula for a lubricant to put on the Rietsche
press, which makes foundation from melted wax.
Wood
alcohol is so very poisonous that I fear we would better not
assume without proof that its use will do no harm. Or do
the chemists assure us that it leaves nothing whatever behind when it evaporates? Adrian Getaz, page 278.
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Emptying: T-Supers by Gravitation

J
Conducted by Morley Pettit,

" Marble Apiary," near Belmont,

T. Pettit. The honey-house is in the center background. To the left
The cellar i6 under the shop.
is the shop nearly hidden by trees.
The residence is to the right, and not shown in the picture. About
run
comb honey, and the balance
colonies
were
for
one-third of the
for extracted honey.
S.

Villa Nova, Ont.

On pages 160 and 271 may be found an interesting discussion between Mr. GreiDer and Dr. Miller, and the merits and demerits of
wide frames and T-supers.
The Doctor's pictures on page 265, and description on page 271,
make his way of emptying a T-super very clear. Allow me to say
that is just the way I used to do it a good many years ago, but I
found a better way one thac saves the hard pushing process, and

—

time.

S. T.

PETTIT

Born in 1829, S. T. Pettit became a public schoolteacher, a farmer, then a bee-keeper. In 1873 he founded
" The Marble Apiaries " by purchasing a few hives of bees.
About IS years later he leased his farms and became a specialist bee-keeper.
Throughout he made a hobby of some
special line of his regular business. While farming it was
prize Southdown sheep and as a bee-keeper it was fancy
comb honey. While producing mostly extracted honey he
developed the Pettit system of comb-honey production,
based on ventilation, shade, packed cover to secure uniform
temperature in the super, wedges, dividers, perforated separators, etc. His many pet ideas could hardly be enumerated, such as shade and upward ventilation to retard
swarming wide top-bars ^-inch thick and accurately
spaced to prevent bur-combs
honey ripened by the bees
before extracting
special watering-place for bees with
fresh water every day, etc., are only a few.
Mr. Pettit spared no expense in securing the best buildings and appliances. His honey-house, as well as his beecellar and work-shop, were perhaps the best built for the
purpose in the Province at that time.
Wintering bees commanded his most careful study. It
was not enough that every hive should contain live bees in
the spring, but the colonies must be strong enough to be
ready for the extracting supers and to store a good surplus

When you have a number of supers ready for pushing, as the
Doctor describee, just go about something else for a time and let
gravitation do the pushing. Bee-glue puts up a strong resistance to a
quick motion, but to a steady pull it slackens, yields, and lets go, and
inch at first.
to
the sections drop. Allow them to drop about
Aylmer, Ont.
S. T. Pettit.

%

%

Father tells me I knocked over a super once upon a
time, and when the sections fell out on the floor it taught
him this wrinkle.

;

;

;

;

Work

in

Harmony With

the Farmers

The following letter and editorial reply are copied from
The Maple Leaf — a weekly newspaper published at Port
Dover, in one of the best alsike regions in Canada
:

Value of Bees

—

as Fertilizers of Blossoms.

Mr. Editor: At the last annual meeting of the Ontario Bee"
Keepers' Association I introduced a resolution, which was carried,
asking the Ontario Government to conduct experiments as to the
value, or otherwise, of bees in fertilizing blossoms, such as large and
small fruits, clover and buckwheat. Also for them to publish results
and any information any one has to the effect that bee6 injure bloBsoms by working on them.
Our Government official has expressed himself to the effect that
there are already many experimer ts to show the great value of bees
for this purpose, and that they have never been known to injure crops.
I am anxious that these experiments should be conducted in Norfolk, to demonstrate to the farmers the value, or otherwise, of bees.

May

3,
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Heretofore bees have largely been in the hands of people with whom
has been a side-issue, and who hare been more or less successful in
wintering, and the number of bees for fertilizing proportionately un-

it

Doctor miller's
Question Box

certain.
I want to work in harmony with the farmers, and they can depend
upon bees for clover in the vicinities where they were last year, if
If they are satisfied of the value of bees for
is any clover left.
fertilizing their blossoms, they can put in more clover, etc., and if
in other vicinities which are convenient, they want an apiary where
there is not already an abundance of bees (for it takes many bees

there

properly to fertilize the many blossoms) they can write me and we
may arrange.
I would also like every interested person in Norfolk to write
either to their representative in the Local House, or to the Hon. Nelson
Monteith, Minister of Agriculture, Toronto, and ask that the above
experiments be conducted in Norfolk county; that is, experiments
showing the value, or otherwise, of bees in fertilizing blossoms. We
want to know what will be the greatest good to the greatest number
R. F. Holtermann.
in this matter.
Brantford, Ont., March 12.
,

endorse the remarks of our correspondent. Any farmer
has any claim to be up-to-date in his business should know that
there is no better fertilizer of clover than the bees, and no better or
cheaper fertilizer for the land than clover. Not only that, but without the bees we can not have anything like the crop of fruit the trees
and land would produce with their aid. Many fruit-growers complain
that growing fruit does not pay, whereas if they had a few colonies of
bees in the orchard they would be surprised at the result. Instead of
every farmer having them, the fact is very few, comparatively speaking, ever had them, or perhaps dropped out because some animal was
stung, or one cold winter the bees, not being properly cared for, died.
Every farmer and fruit-grower should keep them, even if he cares
nothing about the bees or honey, simply because it would pay well to

We fully

who

do

so.

We hope the suggestions of our correspondent will be carried out,
and that the Agricultural College will soon issue an authoritative circular on the matter.
^»m

—

->

=j
Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Italianizing

Bees— Sweet Clover on Blue-Grass Ground

have 5 colonies of hybrids whioh I intend to Italianize soon.
get 5-banded or clover queens?
2. Do you think that sweet clover will do well where the ground
not under cultivation is covered with a thick stand of blue-grass and
Indiana.
white clover?
1.

Should

I

I

—

Answers. 1. That's a hard question to answer. There are 5banded or golden queens that are excellent, and there are others not
worth the powder to blow them up. Neither are all that are called
red-clover queens alike, by any means. If you have plenty of red
clover, and if you can get stock that has distinguished itself by working on red clover, it will be to your advantage to get that kind,
whether it is 3-band or 5-band stock. In general, perhaps there is as
food chance of success with the 3-band stock— the kind that comes
from Italy— as with any other kind.
2. Tee, if it once gets a start; but you'll find it hard to get a start
If you sow when the ground is wet and soft, and then
in such a sod.
get a lot of cows or horses to tramp in the seed, you will be pretty sure
Looks like pretty poor culture, but sweet clover
to get a catch.
seems to thrive on abuse.
*-•-•-

Fastening- Hives Tog-ether for Moving
Mr. Holtermann has asked me to reply to the editorial
comment (page 137) on crate staples for fastening bottomboards.

For my part, I would prefer some means of fastening
bottom-boards without driving holes in them with staples
or nails. When moving without supers I use the staples
regularly because I know of nothing better. Mr. Holtermann fastens bottom-boards at the back with a pair of
hinges. These may have benefits which counteract their
disadvantages, but I will not be real sure till I try them.
In moving with supers on, I know of nothing safe but a
lath fsxl' 2 inches nailed up each side of the hive close to
the front, and one up the middle of the back 3 laths on
each hive. Use 1^-inch nails, light weight, with flat head,
and drive 2 in the bottom-board, 2 in the brood-chamber,

—

and

What Determines Kind and Sex
Does the 6ize and shape of the cell
anything to do with the kind and 6ex
which the larva is fed that determines
eggs that bring forth the three kinds
queen?

of Bees?

reared have
the food on
bee, as the
of
the sex and kind
of bees are all laid by the one
in

which the bee

of the bee! or

is

is it

West

Virginia.

Answer.—The sex of the bee depends upon whether the egg is
An unfertilized egg produces a drone, a fertilized
fertilized or not.
egg a queen or worker. An unfertilized egg in a worker-cell can pro-

duce only a drone; a fertilized egg in a drone-cell can produce only a
worker or a queen. Under normal conditions only unfertilized eggs
are found in drone-cells, and fertilized eggs in worker and quenn cells.
The egg that produces a queen is precisely the same as one which produces a worker only the cell is enlarged, and the bees feed it throughout its larval existence the richer food that is given to the worker
larva during its first 3 days.
;

2 in the super.
I

sider

have seen the crate staples tried on supers, and conthem decidedly unsafe but with the lath and ordi;

nary handling on wagons, or
bees go perfectly safe.

Danzenbaker Hive-Shaken Swarms-ltallanlzlng Colonies—Rendering Wax

in freight or express cars, the

my
Bees have wintered fairly well. Clover, while badly
injured by heaving, with good weather will yet be a medium
crop. The season is late, the first pollen being gathered on
April 17.
J. L. Byer.

Markham,

Ont., April 19.

—

Honey

as a Health-Food. This is a 16-page honeypamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on "Honey as
Fcjod,'" written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to

"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.

—

Sample copy for a two-cent stamp; 50
Prices, prepaid
copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00;
or 1,000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

Book Offer on another page of
American Bee Journal.

See Langstroth

copy

of the

What do you

Which smoker

this

?

the shake-swarming method?
Italianize the re6t of
4. If I would get an Italian queen could I
colonies with her? If so, how?
5. Does poultry catch bees?
sections or frames drain thoroughly if un6. Will combs in
3.

Wintered Fairly Well— Late Season

think of the Danzenbaker hive?
will suit me best— the Bingham or 20th Century

1.
2.

What

is

capped?

What is the best way to render wax if no extractor is at hand?
Of the different styles of sections, with which do the bees store
the most surplus, if any difference? I mean the narrow and tall, or
Pennsylvania.
the standard.
7.
8.

Answers.— 1. I do not think it is as good as it is sometimes
claimed to be. I do not like it as well as the dovetailed.
2. I don't know.
Set the hive off its stand
3. Here's the way to shake a swarm:
and put in its place a hive containing empty combs or frames filled
with foundation. Take the frames of brood and bees one after another
out of the hive, and shake the bees into the new hive. Thus you have
a 6haken swarm. As to the disposal of the frames of brood, you may
leave enough bees on them to take care of the brood, setting the hive
on a new stand and giving it a queen or queen-cell; or you may brush
the combs clean of bees and distribute them to colonies in need of
them.

full colony,
4. Xes; get the queen introduced and established in a
and a week after she has begun to lay, weather and harvest being
favorable, j ou are ready to begin operations looking toward the Italianization of your remaining colonies. There are different way6 of
proceeding. One is to rear queens, as described in your bee-book,
allowing each nucleus to have a queen and then building up each
nucleus to a full colony. One of the easiest ways to do this is to take
from your Italian colony 2 or 3 frames of brood and bees with its
queen, putting the same in an empty hive and setting it on a new
stand, with its entrance plugged with leaves or grass, to be opened 2
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or 3 days later.
(Don't think of doing this till the season has fairly
opened, the colony strong, and bees gathering well from the flowers
everyday.) A week later let the 2 hives swap places. In the queenless hive you ought now to find a lot of queen-cells, each cell containing a young princess of the desired blood. You may reasonably expect at least 5 to 10 such cells, and 2 or 3 day6 prior to this time you

of the bees through the zinc
tend to wear out their wings and thus shorten their lives?
About
I 6aw something in your answers about gravel for walks.
as nice a thing as I remember for the purpose, was long ago when this
was a country for tanning with hemlock bark, and in a bee-yard the
walks and hive-stands were of " spent " or used tan-bark. I suppose
there were no " smokers " in those days to 6et it on fire with a spark,
which might happen in a dry time. Whether it kept down the grass
mechanically like the gravel, or whether there remained anything in
Ontario.
it chemically injurious to vegetation, I could not say.

Answers.— 1. So far as concerns passing back and forth, onethird of the space is more than sufficient; but bees de better to be, so
far as possible, all in one compartment, their inclination being to form
a single cluster, and the separation made by having so much as twothirds of the brood-chamber covered either by wood or tin is certainly
objectionable. The objection is greater when working for comb
honey, the difference in the work being plainly seen in the Parts thus
The full
cut off from direct communication with the brood-chamber.
sheet of zinc, as used by you, offers the least obstruction possible in
the use of an excluder.
2. I hardly think the weiring of the wings by the zinc is a serious
But even if it was, it isn't a matter of any consequence to
matter.
producers of comb honey, for in their regular work they have no need
of excluders and so good a bee-keeper as C. P. Dadant says he has no
use fcr an excluder for a colony producing extracted honey.

workers.

No.

T. One
comb to

of the easiest ways for a small amount is to put the pieces
be melted into a dripping-pan and.putit in the oven of a
cook-stove. Keep the oven-door open, have one corner of the pan
split open, and have this corner project outside, with a dish under it
to catch the melted wax.
A little stone, or something of the kind,
should be under the pan at the. corner farthest inside, so the wax will
run down-hill to the open corner.
8.

19(6

some one else knows.
2. Does not the continued passing

the queens from perhaps 5 colonies. To each one
of these 5 colonies you may how give one of the cells in question, with'
the reasonable expectation of its maturing into a queen of superior'
blood. Whether it shall produce worker progeny of pure blood or
hybrids depends upon whether the young queen mates with an Italian
or a black drone, the chances being largely in favor of its being a black
drone if black bees predominate in the neighborhood.
An easier way can be used, if you are satisfied to Italianize only half
a dozen or so colonies. Give your Italian colony sealed brood from
other colonies, swapping these frames of sealed brood for frames not
so well tilled.
This for the purpose of making the colony so strongthat it shall be the first to swarm.
When it swarms, set the swarm on'
the old stand, and put the stump (or mother colony) in place of the
next strongest colony in the yard, setting this strongest colony in a
new place.
When the stump swarms again, which it will do' in 8days or so, set the swarm in its place, and put it in place of the next
strongest colony, and continue doing this as long as it continues sending out a swarm.
5. The general testimony is that poultry will eat drones but not
6.

3.

honey-production, and I could not be induced to use it on a hive of
mine, and should like to know what you thick of it. Don't be afraid
to tell all you know, and even what you think may bring out what

may have removed

of

May

;

Is

Probably no difference.

Smartweed Honey Peppery?

Will honey gathered from smartweed be strong in taste like pepLast year the honey gathered in the fall was so strong after being swallowed that it would burn the throat for 2 or 3 hours. Smartper?

Use of Queen-Excluding Zinc

Tan Bark for Bee-Yard
and Walks

weed was

'

about

C.

Pleasant Plains,

April

111.,

Becker.
12.

(Experiences

|

I

Eees Not

Awful Winter on Bees.
This has been

an awful

winter on

bees, some losing all they bad. I saved
of mine, thanks to the American

all

Bee Journal.

|.\

Clinton, Mo., April

Clover

have

Daum.

p.

16.

Seems

All

It

Poor Crop In 1003.
in colonies and bought

more, making 27

weak

ones

colbfiies
lost

I

A

32

have-

I

halt'

By putting

in all.

on
of

top

my

Good Condition.

of the
queens.

Variable Spring.
then a little taste of

Wintry April
sultry, hot

—

summer— now blowing

cold
again.
The present prospect is that I
shall lose some colonies of bees, but
that the loss will not be great.
Quite
a number, however, will not be as
strong as they should be.
B.

Toledo, Ohio, April

11

strong
I had

Away Down
The climate here

in

till

in

Wintering.

one this week.
on .Match 16.
together so far.

We

So colonies last fall.

I

now have

Dalkieth, Fla., April

first

swarm

have had

am working

5

in

4.

30.

Nearly all the
neighborhood have died.
vation.
I

will

buy some bees

in

bees

in

this

box-hives and

Dees Making Tilings Hum.
This is about the first real nice day
we have had this spring. The bees
ar.

making

tilings

wintered

-

in

Wintering.

I put 96 colonies into the cellar and 47 in an outlost only 2 in the shed, and
shed.
I
those I knew would not winter. I took
them out last week, and they are all
in good condition and strong' in bees.
After I put them in I never looked at

them
were
both

l!ti.ir>,

until I took them out.
They
piled up on top of each other in
places, with bottom-boards and

honey-boards on the same as they are
out for summer, and I believe that is
good wintering.
We tire having a backward spring
here. Out I hope it will open up soon,
and that the bee-keepers will have a
J.

Healy.

9.

Florida.

lie
apiary of S. S. Alderman, of Wewahltohka. We have had considerable
rain.
Peaches are as big as the end
of your finger.
L. A. Cameron.

They are very weak. I am feeding
them every day. So you see I lost 55
colonies during the winter, from star-

Good Results
On November _::,

season
Wm.
Mineral Point, Wis., April

The

I

always

them on the summer stands, and have
not had any freeze or starve since we
have had them. The last three years
have been poor for honey, as it has
But,
thanks to the
been too wet.
American Bee Journal, by following its
advice we have had more honey than
tin- bee-keepers who let the bees takeran- of thems
10.
es.
L. McClaskey.
Girard, Kan., April 6.

S'ood

i

You may put
in "blasted hopes,"
but I shall not stay there long, for this
is not the first lime in my experience.
had

Hasty.

and it is a
great bee-rountry. Bees are doing well
here; they are storing some honey.
We had frost one morning last week
ami

have

and

colonies

CONVENTION NOTICE.

fine,

is

issued

Heavy Loss

E.

14.

the

200 pounds of honey from 16 colonies,
spring count, ami no increase.
The
crop was poor here.
It was too cold
and wet.
A. L. Oliver.
Ronncby, Minn., April s.

called

i

Bees in this locality are not in very
good condition this spring, caused
mainly from lack of sufficient honey
ood quality to winter on. I would
place iho loss up to this time at from
1" to 50 per cent.
The prospect for
white clover is from fair to good.
H. G. Wykoff.
Norwalk, Iowa, April 13.

is lit.

colonies of bees, having
put 35 into the .•liar. I united 3 with
stronger ones this spring. Clover seems
to have wintered all right in this part
of the state.
Will Arbuthnot.
Woodman, Wis., April 11.
I

in

is

it;

try it again.
I
don't know how Mr.
Stone's bees wintered, but I think they
did better than mine, for he had some
sweet clover in his neighborhood.

Keporis anb

run of what

—

i

I

— The general

smartweed honey
will not smart your mouth at all.
But the plant from which it is
gathered hardly ought to be called smartweed, for if you chew the
leaves it will not smart ynur mouth any more than to chew so much
the better name; the
lettuce.
It also goes by the name of heartsease
Persiearia punctatum is the
botanical name being Persicaria mite.
real smartweed, and if you chew a leaf of that you'll wish you had let
it alone.
I don't know about the honey from this, whether it is acrid
Will some one who knows please tell us
or not. but it is possible.

We have a flve-sixteenths bee-space above the frames, and do not
1.
allow the zinc to
sag " as you suggest. We split slivers of lath and
lay 2 or „
small pieces
3 cm,*,.
across the
iuc tops ui
of the
tne irames
H ][vc? .i».iv«
frames to hold
noia tne
the zin<
zincexcluderr up. Of course, the zinc costs high when used the full size if
the hive}, but I want to give the bees all the chance there is.
^. .riend of mine, who, I .judge, economizes at the wrong end,
g ent
uses on some of his hives only one-third of perforated zinc, aud tne
oilier two-thirds of cheap unperforated tin.
1
think this is ba<
bad for

l|

Texas.

plentiful.

Answer

hum.

We

have

14

Western

Illinois

— The semi-annual meet-

ing of the Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in the County Court

Room, in Galesburg, on Wednesday, May Ifi,
commencing at 9 am. and lastiog all day.
Messrs.

C. P.

Dadant and

J.

Q Smith have

to be present and contribute to the
success of the meeting. .Our meetings have
been good, but we hope to make this one betGalesburg has good train-service, and
ter.
all bee-keepers in this part of the State should
not fail to come. Come, and bring your wiveswith you.
E. D. Woods, Sec.
Galesburg, 111.

promised

May

3,

'.'-i
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We Have

a -Plan That Will
SAVE YOU FROM $50

391

Seed-Time and

TO $250 EVERY YEAR
Do you want

Harvest)
an illustrated Monthly Journal for country
homes. It is known everywhere as the Great
'•Home Industry" Monthly. It is a "Periodical with a I'urpose." Its mission is "Teach
Independence Through Home Employment."
Only 25 cents per year none free.

is

from 10 per cent to JO per
cent on everything you buy tor the farm an
to save

I

home:' Then write today for our piano! co-o]
tive buying. Hundreds oi farmer's families are

saving from $50 to $250 a year on their supplii s
since they began buy ing this way. Co-operation
is the poor man's friend-it's the only way thai he
can overcome trusts and combines which
to control everything he uses. By our plan you
become independent of all trusts -you bin
save all middlemen's profitsand share in the profits
of the business by getting your supplies at cost.
md a letter to learn all about
ilan
if you like the plan, join with us and b"t;in to
ou cannot lose a cent. It is only
get benefits
vergetahead.
as we
today- take the first step by writing for this plan.

;

& Harvest

Seed-Time

i

Dept.

208,

PuD. 60.

Scranton, Pa.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

45Ctf

I

i

BARNES' FOOT

I

Add
Co-operative Society of the
National Supply Co.
Chicago,

Lansing, Mien.

POWER MACHINERY
Read what

'

J. I.

PARENT,of

We

"

Charlton, N. Y., says:
cut with

one of your Combined Machines, last wiuter50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,

III.

honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and

100

a great deal of other, work.

Etablissement d'apiculture Mont-Jovet
Ai.itEKTvir.i.E. Prance.

We

Official purveyor <>t the U.S. Government.
snpply also Imported Caucasian Queens. Sale arri-

val gnarante
.'ASIAN CM-KENS.
Select Untested Queens
Select Tested Vneens

$>.O0
2.50

Italian yrEENS.
Queens

tun

C

1

1 L>

fll

U.C0

25.00

12
l
6
- i.50
flU.un
7. an
i.-^.a
ne
12.S0
Full rates mi application. Blngllsh correspondence.

Select Untesti a
Select Tested

In Its Twenty-eighth

Made

Practically indeof artificial stone.
structible, and (riving entirely satisfactory results.
Comb foundation mads easily aud
qui-.kly at lesstbau half the cost of buying
from tb- dealers. Price of Press, $1.50 casb

—

with order

Address,

This winter we have double
the

large monthly magazine devoted to Agricultural, Horticultural and rural pursuits, showing the
wonderful development of the Pacific Coast. Beautit ully
illustrated, well
edited
and artisth ally
printed on fine book paper. An encyclopedia of information for colonists. Address,

THE RURAL CALIF0RNIAN
7

Temple

We

Queens.

do not

fail to

If

li-ee

ltl-:i->

and

interested

in

write us.

John Nebel &Son Supply Co.,

hirjh Hill,

Mo.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

6Ctf

Please mention Bee Journal
when wrttlne Advertisers.

We Sell Root's Goods

in

Michigan

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Uives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and

Beeswax Wanted for Cash
M. H. HUNT & SON,
Bell Branch, Waynb lo., Mich

freight.

FREE

New

Block,

LOS ANGBLBS, CALIF.

ICtf

work on

The Monette Queen-Clipping

A

Rooms 6 and

latest

tures, Etc. Italian Bees

bees,

Device is a fine thing for use ia
catching and clipping Queens'
It is used by many beewings.
Full printed directions
keepers.
mail it for
sent with each one.
as
35cents; or will send it
a premium for sending us One
subscriber to the Bee Journal
Ifor a year at $1.00; or for 81.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

writing.

Catalog'

SfIPM.IKN.Hives,Fix-

—

6 Months 25c.

40-page

The

KNOXVILLE, TF.NN.

Queen-Clipping Device Free!

when

Dee Journal

Mention

A

The RuraTGailtornlan

of bee-hives, etc.,

it

B"].G. Gooduer, of this State, writes me that
he M pr. fers to pay $25 CO for a Rietsche Press
raiher than do without it." A. G.

Year

amount

make, and we expect to do
with this Saw. It will do all
it
will."
Catalog
and price-list free.
you say
W. F. & John Barnes,
Address,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.
to

ADRIAN GETAZ,
4SAtf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

14C4t

The Rietsche Press

1-3

'

B

'

60(11 3? tin, "S8, *S£8I

P.1M

CIEORUE W. YORK & CO.,
-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Everything for the Apiary
1

Wholesale Agents for G.B. Lewis Co.
Dadant's Foundation

BUY

NOW— TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THE DISCOUNT.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS

DAVENPORT, IOWA

— Never Go Out

3 'And last from 6 to 21 years

5"

oo

Otisville, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers your new style 1b
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks In.
Frbd Fodner.
dnced me to get mine.
Mention Dee Journal when writing.

"The oiilinuous advertiser
gets the bulk of the business,
because others are not adver<

tising,

and he

is."
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Increased Business Compels

Last Chance

Larger Space
So we have

just doubled our capacity in the
buildiog at 141 Ontario Street, where we carry a
full line of
and

Your choice of any two of the following and
Modern Farmer 1 Year for only $ .25:

POULTRY SUPPLIES

the

POPULAR

CUIIC

Pearson's, Cosmopolitan, Gleanings in

BeeWestern Fruit Grower, American
Boy, or Kansas Farmer. For $1.30, Woman's
Home Companion. Bryan's Commoner, or
American Bee Journal (New only).
Write for Other Clubs. You will need
to do this QUICKLY.

Lb If ID BEEWARE

I

Culture,

application.
Orders tilled
on
promptly at Factory Prices. Beeswax

Catalogs

wanted

—2Sc

cash or

Italian Bees in

for sale.

30c in

trade.
select

modern hives with

Queens

Also Pure Italian Queens.

THE flODERN FARHER,

SPECIAL OFFER ON
BEE-SUPPLY ORDERS

GREAT SALE OF

Until June 1, 1906, we will give free, on each
order for bee-supplies amounting to $10 or over,
a choice of one of the following: A Bingham
Doctor Smoker; a Bingham Honey-Knife; or a
year's subscription to the Weekly American Bee
Journal.

YORK HONEY
H. M.

141 Ontario

AND BEE

Hives, Sections, Etc.
To reduce my stock 1 will sell No. 1 White
Polished Sections at S3 90; No. 2, $3 40- all
Best White
plain. 25c less per 1000.
Pine Dovetail Hives, S-frame, 1%-story, $1.30;
10-frame, $L45. Great reduction in Smokers,
Foundation, and all Apiarian Supplies. 24-lb.
Shipping Cases, very nice, 13c; Quart Berry
Baskets, $2.75 per 1000. Send for free Catalog.

flfl

SUPPLY UUi
ARND, MSR. (Not Inc.

CHICAGO,

St.,
(Phone North

JOSEPH, MO.

ST.

sizes;

ILL.

1559.)

W.

D.

SOPER.

H.F.D3.

Jacks

on.

MICH.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

14Etf

Michigan Distributors
FOR

Q. B. Lewis

28 Years

Cos BEEWARE

Dadant's Foundation

a

WITH

Have shipped Queens

an enormous stock, and the best shipping point in Michigan, we are in a position to give you the very best service.

Advanced

Sir:

Platteville. Wis., April
G> and Rii^ids, Mich.

— Your Advanced bee-veil just

14, 19T6.

received,

and is as advertised— the best on the market. Find
enclosure for 10 more veils.
N. E. France.
Yours truly,

Italian and Caucasian, both in separate yards.

Circular free.

The Wood Bee-Hive Company
LANSING, MICH.
Mention

Bee Journal
fc

BEESWAX
WANTED

A. G.

WOODMAN

when

CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

CACTUS CULTURE
fusely

illust*.

80 pagesproand describing

500 varieties cf rarest Cacti

Everything for the Bee

Keeper
will be found in our Illustrated Catalogue No. 40. It contains a full
line of Hives, Supers, Followers, Sections, Section Holders, Frames,
Extractors, Smokers, etc. All these and many other essentials are
manufactured by us. Everything; is guaranteed to be right and of
best quality. Our prices are so reasonable that any bee keeper

afford

the best supplies.
here of all
this book.

CO., 10 Talmage St., Higginsville,
Branches at Omaha, Neb. and East St. Louis, I1L

FRANK HECK.

Editor.

Subscription Price so cents per Year.
Write for Advertising Rates.

355 Dearborn

lCtf

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

PETS
In Pigeons, Rabbits,
Cavies, Dogs, Cats, Birds or Pets of any kind,
of
for a tree

If

Write us

LEAHY MFG.

Successful Poultry Journal

SUCCESSFUL POULTRY JOURNAL

the Best Incubators and
Brooders.

Delivered at your station, prices the lowest.
at once and save money. Address

4

nal,

it free, toBetter send for a
gether with a copy of the Progressive Bee Keeper, a
splendid monthly publication devoted to bee interns.
It will help you start right and keep you right after
you are started. It is invaluable as an aid to every
bee keeper. Ask for the paper and the book.

Sell

Just pub.
<

price 25 cents. Living Rock
Cactus, 25c. Old Man Cactus
(genuine) 50c.
E. Mulleri
(like cut) 10c.
10 nice Cacti, $1.00, postpaid.
nice little
500
var*
and
a
40-page catalogue of
sample Cactus, 10c. Circular free. The Callander
Dept.
.
Springfield,
Ohio.
Cactus Co.,

The most prominent and successful, practica
poultrymen write for the Successful Poultry Jour
and tell how they build their houses, mate their
fowls, manage their incubators, feed both young
and old— and, in fact, tell how they succeed and
make money. Send for sample copy.

We cannot tell you
the good things in
copy today. We mail

We

writing.

for amateurs,

and Succulents.

may

countries

all

on the globe.

Bee-Veil.

Woodman

Dear

nearly

to

(lord arrangement, absoMade of imlutely bee-proof, best on earth.
ported French tulle veiling. Cotton, with silk
face, 50 cents, postpaid.

A. G.

(Jncen-Breeiler

you are interested

sample
kind in America.

you should send

PET STOCK.

Mo.

It's

lication ot its

the Best Pub-

Has a national circulation, and
Address,
a year.

it's

only 50c

PET STOCK,

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

40Ctf

Box

20,

YORK, PA.

May
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and Caucasian

BEES, QUEENS,

AND

INUCLEi

"If Goods are wanted Quick, send to Pouder "

Choice hi me-bred add Im-

ported stock.
AM Queens
reared in full colonies.
Prices of Italians In
Oje Untested Oueen
$1.10

MAY

Tested Quern
" Select le&led Queen
Bn edinp Queeu
1-comb nucleus (no queen)
•
•*
M
I
"
"
"
3
••

ISO
165

**

2.75
1.15
2 00
3 03

BEE-SUPPLIES
gufc

Untested in Mav; all otheis
ready now from last season's
rearing. Safe arrival guar-

Root's Goods at Root's rrioes

anteed.

For prices on Caucasians and irger quantiand description of each gra^** of queeos,

Everything- used by Bee-Keepers.

1

ties,

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.

STRONG

send

for free catalog.
J. L.
IbAtf
204 E. Logan St., Clarlnda, Iowa.

Bee

Mention

when

Journal

.-.

Prompt

.-.

Service.

Catalog Free.

.•.

writing-

BEESWAX WANTED

i

CAUCASIAN QUEENS!
Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited 10 beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or if you want to imp-ove the stock f your Italian Bees, write to

[

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade.
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your Dame to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.

.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

•

,

l

I

«

ROBERT

B.

WALTER

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.

2Atf

R. F. D.

ILL.

S. POIIDER,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Bees, Queens and Bee-Supplies

We

manufacture standard dovetailed beehives and supplies, cheaper than you ever
bought before. Our Queens and Bees stand
at the head in quality.
Untested, "5c each
Tested. $1.25 each ;
$4.25 for 6, or $8 per doz
$12 per doz. Select Tested, $1 50. Special
prices to dealers in large lots on application.
State Agents for Dittmer's Foundation.
Catalog

Mention

(Will Atchley, Prop.)

Bee Journal

Mention

Bee

He

writing:.

Co., Texas.

when

wrltlns.

Is

made

of the best grade of

without the uee of

For Queens

when

A GOOD BEE-HIVE

free.

THE BEE & HONEY COMPANY
Beevllle.

Bee Journal

-££fe-

Such
buy from

the same, prices as last
year: Tested, $1; Untested, 7r>e ; 5 for $3.25;
10 for $6; 15 for $8.25; 25 for $12.50; 100 for
$45.
He breeds Goldens, Carniolans, and 3Band Italians. Also 1. 2, and 3 frame Nuclei
and full colonies. Prices given on application.
Pharr pays the freight, and guarantees
satisfaction on all Queens.
To do justice and
judgment is more acceptable with the Lord
than sacrifice. (Prov. 3:21.)
5Atf
will furnish at

"
as

It is

the kind of Hives

is

a cinch " that

we make,

we make lower

you save the middleman's

profit

Manufacturers, and

Send us a

at d

such

is

cut, so

it

will

go together

the kind

you get when you

sell

everything we

you can get from any

prices than

when you buy

direct

dealer,

from the manufacturer.

direct to the consumer.

of your wants, and let us

list

We guarantee
We

White Pine, accurately

except a hammer.

us.

We are

—

tools,

sell to

make you

prices.

be satisfactory, or refund the money.

have large stocks of Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Shipping-Cases, Foun-

dation, Veils, Smokers, etc., on hand,

and can ship promptly.

Rose Lawn Queens
Minnesota Bee-Supply 60.,

Italians— Caucasians— Carniolans
Line bred from individual types for color,
gentleness and huney-producing. A scientific
queen-rearing plant; standard prices and fair
dealing. Our " Pure Gold " strain of Italians are unsurpassed for gentleness and fer-

We

tility.

offer be6l facilities

shipment to the Middle West.

for

prompt

Send for

ROSE LAWN APIARIES,

alog.

JOHN DOLL & SON. PROPRIETORS
Power

i^^^MM^W^rM^rM-^^^^^^IMffil^^^jS

-

QUEENS

Be6t 3-band Italian— 1 Untested Queen, 75c;
6 for $4; 12 for $7.25. One 2 frame Nucleus
with Queen, $2.25; 10 in one bunch, $17 50.

LUTHER PRESSWOOD,
RELIANCE, TENN.
when writing.

6E7t

Bee Journal

A fioe Honey-Gathering Strain of
wutibiKX Italians and Carniolans, at 75 cents
each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.
Aiiftiine

GEORGE
138

17A26t

W. BARNES.

N. Pleasant

St.,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

No. 33.

cat-

Frank G. Odbll, Proprietor,
1335 North 24th St.,
LINCOLN, NEB.
15Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Mention

Blilff.,

Norwalk, Ohio.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies
Lewis' Famous Bee-Hives and Sections, Root's Smokers and Extractors
Dadant's Comb Foundation, Etc., Queen Bees and Nuclei in Season!
Large and complete stock, prompt service. We meet all competition who
will furnish first-class goods.

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS
We

carry a complete stock of " Mandy Lee " Incubators and Brooders. Don't
The more you know about incubation
fail to investigate these machines.
the more you will like the "Mandy Lee" Incubator. The "Mandy Lee
Brooder " is a complete old hen, all but the "cluck." Our free incubator catalog describes them.

C. M.

SCOTT & CO.
Mention

9T

ISgfA^A P oLfl

Bee Journal

when

H

writing.

RE
„?r5

i;

**

+*
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CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE

Present Bros.

With this wonderful invenmaking Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for
further information. Do not write about it unless you
mean business.

tion the cost of

Carniolan Alpine Bees
571 Throop St.,

Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

My

NEWTON

Mention

Bee

MINNEAPOLIS,

Journal

when

3WTIN1ST.

50 Colonies of Italian and Carniolan Bees in
8-fram'e hive6. all nearly new and all in good
condition
Ooe colony, $5.50; from 5 to 10
WM. J. HEALT,
colonies, *5 each.

writlnc.

ltiAot

I
W&

BEE-KEEPERS

.

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog.
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if

ww

\

Mention

Good Goods, Low Prices
ou send your orders to—

MFG. CO.
& LYON
PAGENew
London, Wis

£t
|$

ILL.

FOR SALE

CHARLES MONDENG,
N.,

CHICAGO,

our Bees are imported directlv from our
own apiary, situated among the Julian Alps
in Carniola, Austria. Orders will be hooked
17A2t
in rotation.

All

am

ISO

& Alex. Toman

Prime Original

BEE-SUPPLIES^£QUEENS

AVE.,

1 >r>6

IMPORTERS OF

covered by two Patents.

is

3

l
mi
m
§
Hi

Mineral Point, Wisconsin
Bee Journal when writing.

Italian Bm»s for Sale
We

can

furnish Nuclei and full colonies of

Italian Kees (f.o.b. 100 miles west of

Chicago by

express-) at these prices:

FULL COLONIES

Mention

Bee Journal

when

in 8 frame hives, $5 £0eacb;
bull
in .re at one time, iS.ZS each
ia lois «f 5
colonies in 10 frame hives, $6 each; in ljts of 5
or mute at one time, $5.75 ea.h.

t

writing.

Have You Passed the
Experimental Stage?

,

Nuclei 3 fram?) with Tested Queen, $>.:.each; iul^isoi 5ortU'jieat one time, J3 each.
(Nuclei ready forrelivery about May 10; Full
Colonies any time now.) Orders filled in lotaAddress,
lion.

GEORGE W. YORK &

bee-keepers have been convinced that
when time an J material are figured, it pays
not only as
to buy hives, and the best is

PMost
cheap,

We sell

ifl

MAY,

Strong with brood and bees, with a good

The Elgin Hive
Dails to drive— no dovetails— can be taken
apart at any time.
Many are using them. You should be.
Write to-day

Mri

3Fra«e

the Cheapest
excels in many ways— no

is

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Dearborn Street,

33*

but—

The Best

.

Queen— S3

50 each.

G.

W. GATES,

BAKTLETT, TENN.

18A3t

for catalog, etc.

full line of

SUPPLIES.

The National Supply

For Sale— 15 Colonies
f bees, and eotire fixtures, in 8 and 10 frame
hives. Cheap. Reas. n for selling, o:d age.

Co.

c

ELGIN, ILL.

H.

SCHOFF.

223 Ontario Street,

OaK PARK,

ILL.

Bees For Sale

fc2»*.

100 colonies of Bees for sale cheap in 10-frama
L. hives. All frames are worked out on full
sheets of hsavy foundation. 100 all zinc queen-

BEE-SUPPLIES
We

excluding Honey-Boards. Queen and Drone
Traps, Smokers, 1 and 2 pound Section?, Heft"

man

self-spacing Frames,
Address,
G.
l8A6t

rranufacture everything needed in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
We assure you the best goods at

etc.

PROCMNOW,

MAYVILLB, WIS.

EVERYBODY WANTS

greatest variety.

LOWEST PRICES
and our excellent freight

facilities

enable us to

make prompt shipments

over 15 dif-

ferent roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

I
PUBLISHED WEEKLY FOR TME BREEDER AND FARMER.
Recognized authority on Breeding, Feeding, Management and the Improved Breeds of Stock.
Spcci.il Departments for

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives
Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-li6t upon request. We want
every bee keeper to have our Catalog. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write
Address,

to-day.

KRET6HMER MFG.

60., Council Bluffs, Iowa,

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Truster Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son, Salina, Kau.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

wrldiit

g

Draft and Coach Horses,
The Beef and Dairy Breeds of Cattle,
Sheep, Swine, Poultry and the Dairy,
By able Live Stoc't Writers and Breeders, with the

Home and Foreign papers of the world's
progress in Live Stock Husbandry.
Our Live Stoi-k Market Report is unequaled.
II indfomely printed and illustrated.
best trora

No Stock Farmer can
Published weekly.

nfford to

do without

It.

Subscription price only $1.00.

Agents wanted in every county.
Write for sample copy. Address

THE LIVE STOCK JOURNAL
394 E. 65th ST. CHICAGO

May

3,
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Goods

Excellent)

395

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest Prices
Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

FREIGHT-

Bee- Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

g

CINCINNATI

RATES FROM
are the

25

all

now goes through

freight

YEARS

-

keepers

in

America.

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,

The W.

T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

JAHESTOWN,

N. Y.

Bee Journal

when

Mention

writing.

me

book your
Order for

.A.TiS,

C.
Office

^

.

Vf,

prices, refer to

my

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The market for
honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during tbe past season. Prices
are firm on account of the. scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; 14@15c
tor No. 1, and 13314c lor amber. Buckwheat,
Extracted honey is in good demand at
13c.
Whiie clover in barrels
following prices:
brings b%@~c. amber, 5}£@5$6c; in cane every
grade from l@lHc higher. Beeswax is firm
and in good demand at 2S and 30c.
The above are onr selling prices, not w hat we
Griggs Bros.
pay.

the

LOWS,

H.W.WEBER =

Cincinnati, April 4— There is no material
change in the honey market since onr last report. The demand does not come up to expectations, which, in all probability, is due to the
inclement weather of the past month. Wecontinue to quote amber in barrels at 5J4@t»J^c.
Fancy white in crates of two 601b. cans at
65£@8MjC Choice jellow beeswax 30c. delivered

T

The Fred W. Muth

City, April 21.— Receipts of

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When

consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

Highest market price paid promptly all the
time for good wax.
Frank G. Clark, 147 E. Kinzie St. Ghicago, HI.

FOR SALE

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California Vater-White White Sage and Light
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
Amber
cans and new cases. Write for prices and samples, and state quantity yon want.

HONEY

comb

honey are light, as is also the demand on both
comb and extracted. We quote fancy white, 24section cases at$3to$3.25: No. 2,24 section, $2 75.
Extracted, amber, 5(a5Hc; white, 6@6Jic. Beeswax, 25c per pound.
C.Clbmons & Co.

265

&

HlLDRETH
267

Greenwich

& SEGELKEN

Street,

New York, N.T.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

34Atf

C

05C

C.

12

NaniCS 2 farmer/ and 'loofOr
taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Oll-ree. sub. price 4<>c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
KAKMER'S CALL,, (Juiney, 111.

Cincinnati, March 7.— The demand for comb
honey is slow, prices obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems to be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote fency white, 14@16c Amber
extracted in barrels, 5Ji@5J^c; in cans,!^c more;
fancy white clover in 601b. cans, 7J£@8^ cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6^@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.

l

t-tamps

Mention

Bee Journal

r nr p-1.

H.W.Weber.

rOl OdlC

when

writing.

1¥ colonies of Italian Bees inn^ood condition, in S and 10'

frame hives.

Address,

M. E MUELLER,

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Winfield, Dupage

Mention

Bee Journal

when

Co., III.
-writing.

Indianapolis, March 24— Fancy white clover
16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14h.j 15c;
amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings %hi<&9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beeswax sells here for $33 per ICO pounds.

comb brings

Walter

S.

Pouder.

Philadelphia. April 23.— The season is now
so far advanced that there is very little call for
comb honey; not enough sales to fix a price.

Some

odd lots, parties are selling at the
best offers they can get. Extracted honey, for
fancy grades, is also low. Medium and low
grades are in abundance. We quote: Fancy
white, 7@8c; amber, 6@7c; dark, 5c 6c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.
Wm. A. Selsek.

New

little'

York, March 1°,— Demand

for

FANCY WHITE EXTRACTED H0NE£
CRATES 2-60 LB\ CANS; 8c
TWO OR MORE CRATESj 7%
LARGER LOTS; WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES. ALL
F. O. B. CINCINNATI. CASH WITH ORDER. SAMPLES 10c.
TO PAY POSTAGE.

THE FRED

comb

honey is fair, especially for the better grades,
and fancy white is selling at from 14(a>l5c; No.
l. 13c; light amber, ll@12c; no more demand
for dark comb honey. Extracted is in good demand, mostly California, at unchanged prices.
Beeswax is firm a* from 29@31c, according to
in' ty
HildrethMc Srgelken.

III.

Gash for Beeswax

Co.

usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb boney at $3.35
to $3.75 per case of 24 sections: off grade and
light amber at $3 to ?3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, T^itgSSc; light amber,
6^@7J£c. Beeswax. 24c for clean yellow.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

comb

bred in separate apiaries,

catalog, page 29.

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Kansas

'

tiOLDEN ITER.
< A K\IORED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.
'

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as

Chicago, April 20.— There is very little comb
honey on the market, and as usual at this season of the year the demand is very limited.
There is nu change in the prices obtainable
from recent quotations. Choice white comb
will bring 15c when wanted; other grades are
of uncertain value, ranging from I0@14c per
pound. Choice white extracted, 6^>@7c; amoer
grades, 5!^@6!^c. Beeswax, 30c per pound.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

free

SEfoVSSSS?

C

here.

f)oney cmb

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

^^ ^TT^^TT^T^T^?!
II
I
I- B" |\l
\J UUll KJ
For

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the

bee

what

is

will

SAVE MOREY BUYING FROM ME.
Let

experienced

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,

most

SOUTH

for the
as 'most

You

ESTABLISHED

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

No.

Sf

W.

WALNUT STREET,

MUTH

CO.

CINCINNATI,

OHIO.
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One Hundred Cents on the Dollar
If

You buy Lewis Beeware

ESTABLISHED
30

ANNUAL OUTPUT-

YEARS

20 MILLION SECTIONS
100,000 HIVES

SECTIONS
Received my sections in fine shape, and am
well pleased with them. They are the best
sections I ever put together.

FRAMES

Paulhna, Iowa.

Arthur Stampe.

your make of
I want to say that I consider
sections the nearest perfect I have ever had.
without breakI have folded packages of 500
ing one, and I can not say that of others I

The frames you sent me were duly received,
and they are the best, finest and nicest frames

have used.
Geo. Brown.

100 brood-frames in fine shape,
and I am well pleased with them. They are
the best I have ever put together.
Rock City, 111.
D. S. Haag.

Deerfield, Iowa.

four years I have bought
Be10,000 sections from three other firms.
fore I had used yours for several years, but
have decided after a thorough trial that yours
are the best and most perfect sections in every
way that I have ever used.
Riceville, Iowa.
David Foote.

During the

last

I

have ever had.
H. P. Willson.
Received

I

Geo. B. McDanibls.

Grand View, Iowa.

of 1900 are finer than ever. Hives
In
parts are without any knots at all.
fact they are so nice that we are very much
surprised, as we supposed that as lumber gets
scarcer and higher necessarily poorer grades
of lumber would have to be used. We are
receiving many compliments on the Lewis
Goods we are shipping out.
A. G. Woodman Co. Grand Rapids, Mich.

bought 25 of your
and I put these to-

I

8-frame dovetailed hives,
gether without losing a 6ingle piece. I find
these hives to be better than any other I have
ever used. Although I have a gas engine and
good tools, I can buy your hives cheaper and
more accurately made.
Batavia, 111.
E. K. Meredith.
Your hives look as if they had been sandpapared after they are nailed up. I have just
finished nailing up 40 two-story hives, and
they are as nice as could be.
Re6cue, Tex.
L. B. Smith.
I received the 50 bee-hives, and I can say
that they are the very nicest, finest and best
hives I have ever 6een.
Elgin, Iowa.
Tofield Lehman.

The hives are a model of perfection both as
It is a pleasto material and workmanship.
ure to have material to go together as yours
does.
Charlotte, N. C.
E. W. Ltles.
I received the hives I ordered in good condition. Same are fine hives. They look like
better lumber than any I have bought before
also fit better than hive9 I have ever put to-

gether.

Q-.

B.

Pa.

I would like to thank you for your prompt
way of doing business in such a season as this
when every one is excited.
Aug., 1903, Clarence, Iowa.
E. W. Coe.
I wish to acknowledge receipt of the goods
ordered from you, and thank you for your
promptness in sending them.
Alden, 111.
Claude L. Madison.

RESPONSIBILITY

season
We note that the Lewis Goods for the
and hive-

Harry West.

finest

PROMPTNESS

HIVES

About two months ago

frames, Fences, covers, hive-bodies

find

and bottoms perfect, and made of the
lumber I ever saw supplies made of.
Mackeyville,
D. M. Laudenslater.

almost
I used your supplies exclusively for
14 years, especially the sections, and I don't
want any other kind.
Mora, Minn.
C. H. Harlan.

good
I have received those sections in
6hape, and I am well pleased with same. They
are all right in every way. I shall recommend
your bee-supplies to other bee-keepers. 1
think you make better goods than any other
firm in the world. Accept my thanks.

Bathgate, N. D.

my

Morrison,

Remembering how well you did with me
over 22 years ago on some hives I bought, I
hope we may come together again on a 6mall
deal,

Leopold Moller.
I

thank you

for

Fremont, Nebr.
30

years

of

friendly

dealings.

C

Theilmann.

Theilman, Minn.

Don't worry about us not handling your
I have used and sold your goods for
15 years, and consider them the finest beeware
made.
McFall, Mo.
J. E. Entart & Son.
goods.

I am well pleased with your way of doing
business, and satisfied with all goods received
from your factory. Can say that they are
much better than I can get any place else.
Redfield, Iowa.
J. F. Nolte.

It is a pleasure to
I received goods O.K.
deal with a firm like yours.
Burlington, Wis.
H. Luke.

PACKING
We

think your policy of packing goods in

and a specified number to the
winning card.
The Chas. H. Lilly Co. Seattle, Wash.

first-class shape,

crate, is the

I consider your freedom from mistakes
quite wonderful, considering the number and
variety of pieces in the various lines of goods

vou carry.
Gibson.
W.

C

National Home,

Milwaukee, Wis.

111.

LEWIS CO, -W^TEZR-TO^ATIsr, "WIS.
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Illustrations
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—

Dummy

or Division- Board
Feeder for Spring Feeding

the Bees

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal is
the United Staves, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 60
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
indicates tbe

end of the month to which your subscription ispa .d.
For instance, *"deco6" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, I9u6.

401
401
401
401
401

—

Contributed Special Articles

$1.00 a year, in

THE WRAPPER-IjABEL DATE

Editorial yotes and Comments
Davenport's Control of Swarming
Look Out for Nectar-Dearth After Fruit-Blootu
National Convention at San Antonio
Perhaps a Valuable Reminder
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*** Honey-Bee
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GEORGE W.YORK 8 COMPANY

May

402
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—

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

Dadant Methods of Honey-Production (No. 10 405
Mice, Rats, Chipmucks, Squirrels, and Honey 4( 3
Turity of Yellow-Banded Bees
404
1

Cayiadian Beedom

—

;

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money haB been received and credited.

Bees Gather Honey in Winter
Conditions Conducive to Success
Elementary Diremions in Bee-Keeping
Good Advice for Beginners

"Wood-Binder"

for

Southern Beedom

—
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406
406
406
406

Bee Journals
n

Chyle and Impulses
Order of Bees in the Cluster

Advertising Rate, per Agate Line, IOg.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than }A inch accepted.

Time Discounts.
4 times.
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Space Discounts.
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These

rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

National

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful riahts.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
*
Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer N. E. France, Platteville, Wis.

%W If more
ublisbers

convenient, Dues may be sent to the
of the American Bee Journal.

Our

Sister Bee-Keepers

406
6
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—

Br. Colom^an's Honey-Cakes
Green Hellebore
Honey Good for Discolored Neck
Planting Flowers lor Beauty and Bees
Weak and Qiieenless Colonies in Spring

Mr. Hasty^s Afterthoughts
Marketing Comb Honey
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Preparing "Watering Places for Bees
SellingHoney
That Hive of Bees Struck by Lightning

Dr. Miller^s Question-Box
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Albino, Banat. and Cyprian Bees

Best Book on Bees
Buckwheat Honey
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ingSurplus Honey

Brood-Chamber Darken.
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Changing Bees from Old to New Hives
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Finding Queens
40a
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the Bees
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ROOT'S GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES

Finest and largest stock of Supplies in Illinois.
Italian. Bees and Queens in season. Catalog free.
-

eggs of Pure Barred Plymouth Rocks, $L.00.
Incubators and Brooders always on hand.
12&13t
H. 5. DUBY, St. Anne, 111.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
15

If you want the Bee-isoww
That covers the whole Apicultnral Field man
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

NOT

IN

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount! to the Trade.

Each subject is clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot f ail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
i_
success with bees, en
_..j
The book we mail for '.$1.20, or club
It with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

o ——

.

—

;

THREE NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334

Dearborn

CHICAGO, ILL

Street,

We

THE TRUST

will

stamp

"Pure
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the
National Bee-Keepers'
Association.
Write us.

Now

is the

time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP

Canners Can Co.
1035 W. 47th

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

May

10,
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DADAHTS FOUNDATION"
IT

EXCELS

EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT &

###$
SONS, Hamilton,

at

all

times

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

Your
Lawyers
bij

Big Profits

Legal Con«ultation, $l/>o. Ascertain
you r rights. Understand vour liabilities
Overcome your difficulties.
Safeguard your oroperty. Avert
disaster.
Avoid litigation. Secure
your interests. Protect your family.
I? rfect your title. Insure your
heritance. Rel eve your mind 4£^

Gonsult

Mail

of.worry.etc.

Bank and cuurup

references

ASSOC! Albl)

[CAPON

J

TOOtS

LAWYERS COMPANY

Old South Muhding, Boston,

in

Capons
—

(Japonizini^ is easy soon
learned. Complete outfit

viass.
,

with free instructions
postpaid $3.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
French Killing KnifeSOC
[Capon Book Free.

P.PilUng & Son,

Philadelphia. Pa.

DO YOU KNOW

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
so

much

that

we were forced

is

a

order to fill orders promptly?
is because Dittmer's Foundation
transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.

Reason for This— It

Agents for Dittmer's Foundation

W. D. SOPER,
Bee A: Honey

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville, Tex.

Co.,

Our warehouse

is

E.

I

Mention

&

Welwyn
Co.,

,

I

for our customers.

2

—

DOVETAILED HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES
We carry a full line of.SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.
jfC
THE JTARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ CO., Harshfield, Wis.
Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing*

Root's Bee Supplies
You know what

Augusta, Wis.

what we are making
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Swarming Done Away With
In addition to continuing the several interesting articles by Alexander, and
IN
CULother noted contributors, which are running in

GLEANINGS

TURE,
year,

BEE

the publishers announce as a special feature for the remaining issues of the

a series of articles on the

CONTROL OF SWARMING FOR COMB-

HONEY PRODUCTION.

These by bee-keepers who have experimented to the
point where experimenting is done, and the crown of success has been awarded.
If you have not seen the first installment of this series, send in your name for
The April
a three-number trial subscription, which will be given free of charge.
15th, May 1st, and May 15th numbers will be mailed to you, and by June you will
undoubtedly be so interested you will want to take a six months' subscription at
The special price of which will be 25 cents.
least.
If you choose to remit at once, make your request for the above numbers in addition to the regular issues for six months beginning June 1st, and we will send
them free.

GLEANINGS
1

IN

BEE CULTURE

MEDINA, OHIO

1

GOODS IN A HURRY
the bees are flying, some colonies preparing to swarm, and the honey beginning to come in, supplies when needed are
of distribution shows its good points to the best advantage.
always wanted at once. Then, is when the
Seven branch houses in all large centers, with complete stocks on hand for either retail or wholesale trade. Numerous jobbing agencies, and hundreds of smaller agencies scattered throughout the United States. Send in your order to-day, and your goods
will be on the way in a very short time.
GOODS. We are leaders. Our prices are right. You get a square deal and satisfaction in
Insist on getting
trading with us.
are paying 29 cents cash or 31 cents per pound in trade for pure, average beeswax delivered at any
of our branches or at Medina.
Some months ago Mr. R. F. Holtermann called our attention to a bee-brush which he received
llfcKnlAN l5tfc"ijI\U5ll from Germany, made of genuine bristle or horsehair. He had used cne a whole season, washing
it out often, and it appeared to be a6 good at the end of the season as at the beginning.
He considered it so far ahead of any thing he had ever seen or used
that he wanted no other. We are now provided with a stock which we offer at
25 cents each; by mail, 30 cents. The bristles are black, about two inches long,
extending eight inches on the handle.

When

ROOT SYSTEM

—

ROOT'S

WAX WANTED. — We

rCDUiN DEC

RDIICU

ALEXANDER FEEDER

We

are

now

prepared

Alexander Feeder

to

furnish the
them 19

We make

inches long, so they be used with either an 8 or 111 frame hive. With a 10
frame hive ihey will project 3 inches beyond the hive for feeding, and the
block may be laid crosswise of the feeder or be cut off as pieferred. With
the 8-frame hive the feeder projects 5 inches, and the block lies lengthwise.
soak the feeders in oil to preserve them, and fill the pores to prevent the
feed from soaking in. Price, finished, including block, 25 cents each; 10 for
$2.00; 50 for $9.00.

We

The A. I. ROOT CO.
Medina, Ohio
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overplus when the dearth after fruit-bloom comes there is
great danger that the queen will cease laying. Let the
dearth continue long enough and not only will laying cease
but all the unsealed brood will be destroyed.
-5
Suppose a colony has nothing ahead during fruitbloom— just living from hand to mouth and fruit-bloom
closes with nothing in the larder. Figure up what it will
mean if laying ceases entirely for only a week, and only
unsealed brood is destroyed. It is probably a very moderate
estimate to say that it will make a difference of 10,000 bees

—

anb Comments

j
Prospects Good " In This Locality "

to

—

In the region round about Chicago and that may take
there is nothing in the horoin a radius of many miles
scope to make bee keepers feel blue. The mild character of
the winter has left the roots of white clover unharmed, and
nothing short of a killing drouth will prevent a carpet of
white when time comes for the bloom. Of course, there is
always the possibility of a poor yield even when there is
the carpet of white, as it was last year, but bee-keepers are
an optimistic lot, and will have the pleasure of expecting
the best at least, so long as there is any chance for expectation.
The weather in March was severe, but bees were mostly
in the cellar during that month, and since then the weather
has been of the most favorable character.

—

MAY

&

work upon clover.
The moral of all

this is to make sure that plenty of
stores are in sight at the close of the fruit bloom. If the
break is long enough, it may even be advisable to feed a
liitle every other day, so the bees may not take into consideration the necessity for retrenchment.
Abundance of
stores in the hive will be sufficient for a short dearth without any feeding, but not if the dearth be sufficiently long.

Davenport's Control of Swarming

We

have written to Mr. C. Davenport, of Southern Minnesota, several times, trying to induce him to describe his
method of controlling the swarming of bees, but have not
succeeded in persuading him to do so. In reply to our last
request, he wrote as follows, under date of May 2
:

—

Perhaps a Valuable Reminder

"Along about this time," as the almanacs used to say,
look out for reminders to order early whatever may be
needed in the bee-supply line.
We will never forget the awful rush for hives, sections,
We were then in the beeetc., during the season of 1903.
supply business, and at the same time acquired some valuable experience. And, fortunately or unfortunately, survived to tell the tale. The frantic rush for bee-supplies
that season, which began early and continued late, was
something not soon to be forgotten by all concerned. Even
the factories could not turn out the goods fast enough. And
those bee-keepers who delayed ordering until just about the
time they actually needed the hives, etc., must have lost

much honey, and some

bees.

In view of the annual rush for bee-supplies that comes
almost every year during May and June, we wish to remind
our readers that it is better to order early, and thus have
the supplies on hand before they are needed, rather than
not to have them in time, or be compelled to wait until the
dealer can reach your order and the railroad train bring

them to your station.
Be wise and also forehanded, by ordering your bee-supplies at once if you have not done so already.

Look Out

for Nectar-Dearth

After Fruit-Bloom

is generally enough coming in for daily needs, yet daily needs are great, and it is
wise to make sure that abundant stores are in the hive. In
some places in the North there is no break between fruitbloom and white clover, but in most places there is a decided
gap. At this time stores are melting away rapidly, owing
to the large amount of brood to be fed, and if there is no

While

fruit is in

bloom there

Mr. George W. York
Dear Sir :— I have decided not to give my method for the control
of swarming free to all the bee-keeping world. For, as I have said, if
it becomes known to all it will most sdrelt greatly increase the
amountof honey produced. And for this reason I think
would
it,

prove a curse instead of a benefit. I much regret if anything I have
written will cause the American Bee Journal to suffer as you intimate.
Surely nothing of the kind was intended.
Bees have wintered exceptionally well, but the spring so far has
been about the most unfavorable 1 have ever known. There have
been but a very few days fit for the bees to fly. This morning it is
nearly down to the freezing point, with a fierce north wind, heavy,
low-hanging clouds, and it looks and feels as if there might be a snowstorm.
C. Davenport.

We trust the foregoing will satisfy those who have
written to us, asking that we induce Mr. Davenport to tell
his secret as to the control of swarming. However, we have
no doubt there will be others who will discover it, and give
it to the world, and thus be entitled to the honor.
Mr.
Davenport will then be the loser. But he must decide for
himself in the matter, and has decreed to withhold his
secret.

National Convention at San Antonio
The National Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. 8, 9 and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Tex. These dates
occur at a time when the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rales will
be in force, locally, for several hundreds of mil>-s out of San Antonio,
aod, at the same time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
other parts of the country.

We

are glad that the time and placeof the next National

Now all can begin to plan
settled.
be the National's first meeting in the far
South, and it will be a splendid opportunity for Northern
bee-keepers to visit that interesting portion of our great
country. There should be no difficulty in getting a big carConvention have been
to attend.

It will
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load of bee keepers from North and East to take the trip
together from Chicago, as the round-trip rate will be only
$25, leaving here on Tuesday, Nov. 6. There will be homeseekers' rates every Tuesday until the end of November.

^

miscellaneous
Hctps * 3 terns

J
—

The Humming of the Bees— words and music by Mr.
James Roat, of Canandaigua, N Y. — is very appropriate
just now. By placing it on our first page it will doubtless
be sung by thousands of bee-keepers, and also enjoyed by
them. We can furnish extra copies of the song, oo single
or 3 copies for 20 cents
<stamps or silver). Address all orders to the office of the
American Bee Journal.
sheets, for 10 cents each, postpaid

;

J. D. Forsyth, a bee-keeper of Orange Co., Fla., when
on his way to Nebraska, last week, made this office a brief
He had 30 colonies of bees, and during the orange
call.
bloom, which began April 1, he secured about 70 pounds per
colony. He sold it all in his home market, the most of it
going to Northern tourists who had been spending the winDoubtless they took some
ter in "The Land of Flowers."
of it home with them, as they were about to return to the

North.
to Dr. Miller's "Forty Years."— All who
"
edition of " Forty Years Among the Bees
should also have the Appendix which appears in the new
edition, issued in April. The complete new 344-page book,
bound in cloth, is sent postpaid for SI. 00 the Appendix
alone for 10 cents. Or, the book and the American Bee
Journal a year both for $180; the Appendix and the
American Bee Journal a year in advance, $1.00. Send all
orders to the American Bee Journal office.

Appendix

have the

first

;

—

The San Francisco Earthquake and Fire are again
referred to in the following from Mr. W. A. Pryal, who suffered quite a good deal of loss thereby. Last week we published a brief postal card extract from him, but in this Mr.
Pryal goes into detail a little more
:

Oakland, Calif., April

Dear Mr. York :— You have had my

24, 1906.

recent postal, I'm sure.

From what

Be-

can learn, the
Eastern papers exaggerated it. 'Twas bad enough, to be sure, but
"
"
why lie about it? It seems in the matter of doing an earthquake
or a fire story, those paper-men have to keep as far from the truth as
they do when they are dealing with bee and honey stories.
But the 'quake was big, but not bad— not as bad as reported, by a
-whole lot. I had a letter to-day from an Eastern cousin. She imagined, from the paper reports, that we were doomed that the cities
hereabouts were entirely ruined. Why, bless you. the sky-scrapers
are all standing, with hardly the loss of a stone; but some of the
poorly-constructed wood or brick buildings went down, and these
mostly on the filled portion of the city. Most of the water front, and
some other portions, were filled in. In the '50"s and '60's lots of the
sand-hills were graded to fill in the bay and boggy places. These portions of the city are consequently unstable.
There
It is not known how many were killed by the earthquake.
may have been several hundred. It was the fire that was awful.
No one was allowed to get into the city for some days. I got on
two boats the morning of the 18th, in hopes of getting over to attend
So my office was
to my affairs, but, with others, was ordered ashore.
blown up, and burned. My loss, individually, to clothing, books and
household articles that I had stored there, as also my interest in the
sides,

you read the news

of our calamity.

I

—

copartnership, fixtures, etc., is considerable. I did not move over
permanently when I came here nearly a year ago, but lately I decided
to send all my effects to this side of the Bay, and had them pretty
much all packed to send over.
The 17th was my birthday. Before coming over that evening I
hastily packed up 7 or 8 of my works on bee-culture, and brought
them home. Some 5 or 6 I left behind. Before that I had brought
over others. I lost those 5 or bee-books, a lot of volumes of Gleanings and the Bee Journal, besides about 200 other volumes— about
If I had gotten over I should have saved them,
half of my library.
and a lot of other things.

10,

19C6

We

lost 2 typewriters, 5 desks, etc.
Well, they are all gone with
the other things that went to make up the biggest fire in the history
of the world.
San Francisco is to be rebuilt on a grand scale a plan that will
make it the most modern and finest eity in the world. If they keep
out " graft " and saloon politics, the city will be a paradise.
The fire has made Oakland hum, and it will spring up to importance.
It is on the right side of the Bay, and can't help growing;
and, still, San Francisco has the best water frontage. It's the center
of the Pacific shipping interests, and always will be, I think.
W. A. Petal.

—

We

The Progressive Bee-Keeper, published for many
years by the Leahy Mfg. Co. at Higginsville, Mo., has been
purchased by The Helpful Hen, of Topeka, Kans. a new
monthly publication devoted to poultry, bees and pigeons.
Mr. R. B. Leahy, founder of the Leahy Mfg. Co., recently
passed away, also.

May

thought the foregoing authentic report would be of

interest to our readers. Of course, all will learn the fuller
details in other sources.
It would not be appropriate to use
more space in a bee-paper, we think, to describe the terrible
calamity further.
hope what bee-keepers may have
been affected will soon recover from their loss. The manner in which the whole country has responded is indeed en-

We

couraging, showing that there is genuine sympathy and
generosity still in the hearts of the people as a whole.

Feeder for Spring Feeding— A. W. Swan, of CenKans., sends one of his spring feeders, which is made

tralia,

something like the Miller feeder, but on a smaller
Here is what he says of it

scale.

:

have arranged the best feeder for spring feeding that I have ever
Place the feeder
I send one under separate cover by this mail.
over the brood-frames, and put on an empty super and the cover. To
I

tried.

Mn>
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Mr. Hasty says the house-mouse will do "foi
took
heavily on his hands."
these sections .Mid placed them on the hives again, leaving
those that were all right just where they were.
As some
children had been in the shop and honey-room the day hefore, 1 thought the work was done by them; yet I did not
I
left the
see why children should do work in that way.
door of the hone} room open while I went into the room
where
write articles, for something, which I did not readily
find, leaving the door Of this room open also.
was detained longer than
expected, and upon turning around to
go out, 1 saw a mouse run across the shop floor and
through a small bole in one corner, which apparently led
into the honey-room.
hinking I might catch him I tiptoed to the other corner of the shop, where J could look into
this honey-room through the open door.
Nothing was in
sight for several minutes, when the mouse carefully came Up
on the platform where the honey was.
believed that here was the
I was all interest now, for
culprit, instead of the children.
The mouse came up to the
just

tions,

pastime

* Contrtbuteb
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as

when time hangs

I

\

I

Mice, Rats, Chipmucks, Squirrels, and Honey
EV

SEE

M. DOOLITTLE.

G.

the American Bee Journal that both Mr
Hasty
and Dr. Miller "entertain some doubts'' about mice eating honey.
1
looked carefully for some proofs regarding those d( mlits, for something to show that 1 was wrong,
and for some reasons which led them to doubt, but neither
of them give any proof or reasons for their doubting my
statement that, "The house-mouse eats the honey, and does
not touch the bee as food."
bj

I

Mr. Hasty says. "I think the house-mouse rarely eats
honey except when near to starvation but sometimes peels
the cappings off for pastime, when time hangs heavily on
his hands.
However, poor mousie does face starvation at
close range pretty often, in which condition he naturally
has to eat anything he can get." After admitting that much,
I cannot see why Mr. Hasty "entertains some doubts" that
the house-mouse eats honey, for he virtually admits that it
does, though he qualifies it by saying that it is only when
"near starvation" that it does so. But when not near starvation it "peels the cappings off for pastime, when time
hangs heavily on his hands." Glad to learn this. But you
will note that Mr. Hasty is very guarded in what he says.
Instead of giving any proof for any of this, he prefaces it
with "I think." Well, nearly all of us think good thoughts
sometimes;
and sometimes those which are not wellgrounded.
But it will be noticed that the good Dr. Miller is still
more guarded and shrewd about his "some doubts," for he
does not even venture an "I think." He proposes that Mr.
Hasty conduct an experiment to prove that his doubts are
correct.
Then he takes all the "thunder" away from Mr.
Hasty's "I think the house-mouse rarely eats honey except
when near starvation," and wants that gentleman in conducting the Doctor's proposed experiments, to pile corn, oats,
wheat, barley, grass-seed, pumpkin and squash seeds, etc.,
mountain high all about the mouse, the only exception made
in this epicure diet being that it shall have no sweet except

—

honey.

This makes me think of the way resorted to, to prove
that an old soldier would not eat "hard-tack."
They piled
pork and beans, roast beef, sausage, pie, doughnuts and cake
all about him, and then put two or three of the hard-tack
down deep in a bucket where he could just squeeze his hand
in if he got it, and then sat down to watch him behind some
bushes.
Soon he tried all the goodies goodies to this soldier
and ate of all till he needed nothing more, except exercise, when he went for the bucket, fished out the hard-tack,
and went to throwing them at a mark he had set up.

—

—

So Dr. Miller wants Mr. Hasty to provide the mice with
they can possibly eat, and besides give them " a new coma
containing a little honey, none of ii sealed, and nunc of the
cells well filled, and then let him report to us whether the
mice have torn down any of the cells to get at the hone™
and whether they have torn down for mischief any of the
cells that do not contain honey."
Oh! Doctor! Mice are not
When they have eaten till they are full,
like an old soldier.
they generally lie down and go to sleep. And then, the places
where they congregate are not apt to have "food in abundance" therein.
As Mr. Hasty says, the majority of the
time the mouse faces starvation: and at such times it eats
honey, as Mr. H. allows.
My article on page uo. which called out this matter,
was written about mice troubling bees in winter by getting
into the hives, and therefore carries with it the idea that
the mouse must live in the cellar with the bees, or in the
out-door hive with them.
do not put an "abundance"
of mouse food in such places here in York State, whatever
they may do in Illinois.
But now to the reasons for what I said regarding the
house-mouse eating honey
I
supposed that my honey-room
was mouse-proof, till one day I looked at some fancy sectionhoney I bad standing on a platform therein, when, to my sorrow, I found several places where the capping had been
peeled off the surface of the combs in these nice, fancy secall

We

:

I

'I

I

comb in the section, smelled of it a moment, when with an
upward motion of bis head he chipped off the capping to two
or three cells, when he put out the tongue and went to lapping
and eating the honey. This he continued to do till the honey
was lowered enough in the cells so that the wax in the sides
of the cells touched bis mouth, when be went a little to one
side and chipped off some more of the cappings, beginning to
I
did not wait longer, but drove that
sip the honey again.
mouse out in a hurry, stopped the hole and set a trap near
squash seeds, and the next morning I found
it, baited with
that mouse in the choker-trap, having passed beyond the
condition of wanting honey ir anything else.
A year or two later I left some frames of sealed honey
standing on the shop floor over night, and the next morning
I found many larger places with the capping off and the
honey licked off from under where the capping was. I said,
"More mice." Still it seemed as if there must have been
a lot of them to do so much work in one night. I went into
the writing room, leaving the door open, as it was warm
weather, and sat down to write an article for one of the beepapers.
When nearly half through, I heard a little noise
on the shop floor, so I kept still and watched. Soon a big
rat appeared, and cautiously went up to the frames of honey,
smelled of the comb, and then began chipping off the cappings the same as the mouse did, only taking off much more
I watched him
at each bite, when he began to sip the honey.
sipping
till he had taken the capping off in several places,
honey from each place, as soon as the cappings were off;
when a little stir from me caused him to "scoot" in a hurry
This rat
for his hole (which he had dug under the wall).
was more cunning than the mouse, for it took me a week to
catch him, which I finally did by putting a cloth over a
steel trap, and putting some honey, in bits of comb, on the
i

cloth.

—

Then, we bad a chipmuck sometimes called striped squirand ground squirrel that came to live in the bank near
the bouse, as our home is near the woods. We thought much
of him, and he soon got so he would climb all over me,
take corn out of my hand, let me stroke him, etc. One day a
friend of mine and myself were in the shop when he came
The friend said. "See that chipmuck." I said,
in the door.
"Yes, he is our pet."
While we were talking the chipmuck went up to a comb
of honey I had brought into the shop a short time previously,
ami began gnawing off the cappings and eating the honey.
This pleased my friend immensely, so I let him eat what
honey he wished, when he vent out. But that was almost
the spoiling of that chipmuck for me, for he would dodge
into the shop every chance he could get, and finally dug
holes under the wall, and became a great nuisance, till one
day a neighboring cat got him. My wife was very sorry,
but I did not know whether to be sorry or glad.
Then we had a red squirrel that came down to us from
In fact, several came, and
the woods, and he became a pet.
we bad all sorts of shows when the little ones were old
enough to play. They would climb the screen-doors, chase
each other about the porch, climb into my pockets and all
carried about in my coat and pants'
over me to get things
pockets for them.
hej finally found out there was hone] in
the shop, and gnawed holes to get in, and became a worse
nuisance than any of the rest, one even getting drowned in

—

rel

1

I

the tank

of

extracted

honey.

My

honey had to be thrown away, but
think it would hurt the bees any

I

if

wife declared that the
told her that I did not
we used it for feeding

them.

Now, Messrs. Hasty and

Miller,

I

have given

y.ou

the
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reasons and grounds for my knowing that the house-mouse,
rats, chipmucks and red squirrels all eat honey, and unless
you have some positive proof that they do not do so in your
locality (?), your confidence need not be shaken in the matter that "Doolittle is usually accurate."
Borodino, N. Y.

Purity of Yellow-Banded Bees
BY HENRY ALLEY.

what constitutes purity in the
JUST
but few bee-keepers seem to know.
Parsons, of

New

yellow races of bees

When

York, imported the

the late S. B.

yellow-banded
bees from Italy, the inexperienced bee-keeper supposed that
the bees were very yellow, and that all queens and bees bred
from imported queens would be handsomely marked. But
we were all disappointed, and queen-breeders were not alone
in discovering that the so-called Italian bees were hybrids, and
only a race of black and yellow bees crossed or in some way
mixed in blood, and it was found impossible to rear clearyellow queens, or uniformly marked worker-bees from any
queen imported from Italy. This fact alone was enough to
condemn them as hybrids. The young queens were marked
first

from a solid black to striped and a rich leather color.
Very few bee-keepers of the present dav know to what
extent we poor queen-breeders were abused by our customers,
and yet we were doing the best we could with the stock we
had.
When a customer had received a queen, all went well
until the time arrived for the yellow bees to appear,
and then
the trouble commenced. The voung bees were found to be
marked with anywhere from 1 to 3 bands. We were accused
of having our queens mated to black drones, etc. The fact
was, all our young queens were mated by drones
from the
same mother the young queens were reared from The
drones were black enough, I assure you. Not even
this inbreeding process improved the color or markings
of the bees
American queen-breeders were not long in "catching on"
to
a way to improve the uniform markings and
color of both
Italian queens and bees, and it was
the American queenbreeder

who

fixed the standard of purity of the
Italian bee
to select the
brightest queens and drones for breeders.
In the course of a
few years thereafter the Italian bees were more
uniform in
markings, and thus was the standard of
purity fixed, and much
yellower queens and bees were produced.
American beekeepers are not indebted to the bee-keepers
of Italy for the
beautiful yellow bees we have.
It is a fact that the beekeepers of Italy continue in the same old rut.
and will not or
a
an thin
from the American queen-breeders.
,g
?\to-day
fi°M if
find
that
the imported queens from Sunny Italy
are no improvement on those sent to
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I continued to select the yellow queens from the imported
mother, and have them fertilized by the lightest colored
drones, and soon I had a fine race, or strain, of yellow Car-

niolan bees.
In Carniola there are two strains of bees the steel gray,
and the yellow bees. The latter are considered much superior
to the gray strain, and are called Adels, which means
superior.
This is how I got my present strain of Adel bees,
only I bred them up from the dark Carniolan queens in the

—

first place.

Mr. Frank Benton, who spent many months in Carniola.
says he never saw a colony of bees in that country that did
Now, considering
not have more or less yellow-banded bees.
that the tendency of the Adel strain of yellow bees is to a
brighter color instead of to a darker, as the Italians will
surely tend if left to themselves, haven't I some foundation
for my opinion as to the origin of the Italian bee?
E. R. Root says in September 1, 1905, Gleanings, that if
the Italian bees are left to themselves they will run back to a
black bee in color. The Cyprian and Holy Land bees are the
only true and pure yellow-banded bees. All other yellow bees
came down from them. Only by careful breeding can the
standard in markings of yellow bees be kept up.
Most bee-keepers will have the yellow bees. If all the
desirabe points go with the color, then let us have the yellow
bees.
Color without inbreeding is what is wanted.
selection can the color be kept to the highest point.

Only by

I
have experimented for nearly 45 years in trying to
produce a beautiful yellow bee that combined all the desirable
points.
What I have tried to do is not only to improve the
color, or purity, but to breed up a strain of bees that are
hustlers for honey, non-swarming, non-stinging, and that will
winter in any climate. My present strain comes pretty near
covering the above points.
I was at a meeting of bee-keepers in Boston, in March,
1905, and heard one of the speakers advise those present not
to buy and introduce yellow races, as they would store no
honey in the sections, but when they got strong enough to

in the sections they would swarm out.
Now, isn't it a
that of the millions of pounds of honey produced in
America nearly all of it is gathered and stored by the yellow
races of bees?
Where can a colony of pure black bees be

work
fact,

found

in

America?

The same person who gave the above advice, for the first
time in his life commenced to rear and sell yellow queens the
past year. To be consistent, he should have reared and sold
black queens.
I have had my present strain of yellow-banded bees the
past 20 years, and never have had a swarm issue from them.
Then there are some strains of bees that surely swarm
too much. Of course, such bees will store no honey, not even
enough for their own use. Then there are strains of Italians
that swarm very little, but they store the honey and are the
bees for profit and pleasure.
In my experience with bees I found a man who had 12
colonies of beautiful bees in his yard. He did not want them
and sent for me to buy them. "How much for the lot?" said
I.
"Take them out of the yard no matter about the price.
They are worthless and never have made any honey." As I
could use them in nuclei. I took them home.
So much for the Italians.
The Cyprians came to us next.
all tried them.
They
would breed to color and not run back, but what were these
bees good for? As honey-gatherers they were worthless, and
I was not long in ridding my yard of them.
Then came the Holy Land bees. They proved about as
valuable as the Cyprian, and much like them, but were no
better.
I can't say that in disposition the Cyprians and Holy
Land bees were worse than the Italians generally.

—

We

—

Then came

the Punic bees a bee as black as coal; in
nothing could be blacker in color. They were about the
same honey-gatherers as the last two spoken of. In disposition and activity they were fairly good.
I see that one lonely
bee-keeper keeps his advertisement of the Punics in one of
fact,

the papers.

And now we have

the Caucasian bees.
What of them?
these bees to give away.
at Washington, who have these bees for free
distribution, say they are good honey-gatherers and possess
all the good points that bees should possess
that they do not
sting, etc.
What is the object of the Government speaking so
highly of these bees unless it is as they state? It can't be to
increase the sale of them, as there are none for sale. The

The United
The people

States

Government had

:

people who condemn them, most likely do not have Caucasian
bees in their purity, while at Washington they have the bee
in all its purity, and we can take what they say of it as being
true.
My advice to those who want these bees is to try them

May
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for themselves. That is the best way to settle the matti r of
-worth and value of the Caucasians.
[n conclusion, I wish only to say that all the yellow
that have come to us from the warm climates have proi
Only the Italians have stood the test. In
to be worthless.
the test for 45 years the Italians, in my experience,
good as we want. I mean, by "the Italians," the hardy yellowEssex Co., Mass.
banded strains of bees.
I

have some sort of cozy cornet
gether and keep warm.

BY

C.

P.

DADANT.

HAVE

already described how we came to use large hives
and the extracting system. I will in another article tell
about the management for the crop. But before I go on,
I wish to say to the reader that I am not trying to push this
hive.
Those who have Langstroth io-frame hives can proEven those who have
duce honey and suceed with them.
S-frame hives can succeed by following methods similar to
those of Dr. C. C. Miller, with whose system I lately became
acquainted, and who is certainly one of the most thorough
comb-honey producers. But for the production of extracted
honey on a large scale by the methods that give the least
labor, with the least swarming, I believe there is none that
will produce as good results as the hive of which a cut was
It is not
given on page 344.
This hive is not patented.
The frames are the
difficult to make in any carpenter shop.
only part of the hive that requires circular saws, and they may
be bought at small cost. Hives of this system, if well made,
That is our experience.
will last for 30 years.

to-

We

We

way

in a

Methods of Honey- Production

where they can huddle

The ordinary dummy is made free from all sides, so
don't want our dumthat the bees may not glue it last.
mies to allow the heat to ]uss off around each end, for,
in that case, they are only equal to an ordinary comb in a
think there is loss of heat in this space on the ends,
frame.
and so we devised an end to our dummies that may fit
without ever being

10— Dadant
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that

tight,

would cause

and without ever being glued fast
a jerk and a jar when the dummy

moved. This is achieved by nailing a strip of oilcloth
or enamel cloth on the end of the dummy, so that it may
make a soft half-circle, which rests well against the end of
the hive, but which gives, and gets loose, at the least exeris

I

Our

hive

is

not very portable.

cumbersome, and does not admit of

It

is

rather heavy and

tiering

up bodies.

The

only thing in it that is expected to tier up is the super, and
we have had enough of these on top of one another to raise
the hives to almost a man's height. A friend who has read
my previous articles asked me the other day: "What sort of
a derrick do you use to lift one of those hives and carry it
around?"
Well, the truth is, we don't carry our hives around
like so many bushel boxes.
We' don't think of moving our
hives of bees around, from one place to another, any oftener
There
than our chicken coop, our barn or our dwelling.
are times when it is necessary to move, but those times are
to be avoided, whether it be bees, chickens or human beings.

One thing you may depend upon, these hives are sufficient for a large colony, and we get large swarms from them,
because the bees are never cramped.
When the European
agent of the Root Co. (Mr. Bondonneau) came to America,
lie visited me.
He had seen our hives in Europe, but only in
comparison with the old straw skep. He was astounded to
find colonies so strong, and said to me that he had not seen
such stroing colonies at any other apiary he had visited in
America, or Europe, either. It was in the month of August,
and the colonies were strong indeed. Don't understand
that we always have strong colonies.
have reverses as
well as any one else. There is no royal road to success in
It takes perseverance and attention to get reanything.
sults and no hive, no system, will Sive the slovenly and
•careless a positive success.
But the base and foundation of
successful bee-keeping is to keep colonies strong and this
may be done only by having room enough in the broodchamber for bees, brood, honey, and pollen, in plenty.

tion.
In this way we have a dummy that effectually enThe
closes the colony of bees within the limits we desire.
bottom of the dummy might be fixed in the same way, but
heat never goes down it rises so there is no deperdition
of heat at the bottom, and we find it advisable to leave a
bee-space at the bottom, so that the most active bees make
the police of the empty room at the side.

—

When a small swarm or a nucleus is confined to, say about
half the usual number of combs, until it gains strength, when
combs are added to suit its need, the dummy is placed up
against the last comb and there remains until more combs
small colony may winter on six of our combs.
are added.
The space behind the dummy is then filled with dry leaves.
There is no necessity of explaining to the- reader the advantage of such a wall of warmth-keeping material. The
hive always faces south, with us, so that this heavy wall is on

A

always west or northwest
the back, the bees are very
well protected against the high winds, and we ascribe a good
may say
part of our success in wintering to this method.
all we please about a cluster of bees keeping warm anywhere
all know that there is a limit
if they have enough to eat.
to their endurance, and we know, also, that the colder they
are the more they consume. So it is a good plan to shelter
them as much as possible in out-of-door wintering.

held that there is something in location, as to the
advisability of using large hives.
It would be an error to
deny the influence of location on any system, but I do not
think location has as much to do with size of hives as management has. The least number of manipulations is required
when the largest hives are used.
is

Two

enquiries have just reached me concerning the
division-board or dummy, which we use in our hives. The
dummy used by most small-hive apiarists is just a thin board
put in at the side, which is removed to give space when
handling the frames. This, to my mind, is the least necessary use of a dummy. The reason why we call these boards
"division-boards," is, they were intended originally to divide
the hive into several compartments, and that we use them
yet for separating the part of the hive that is used by the
bees, from the empty space, whether large or small, at the
True, in an out-apiary, where no divisions arc mada
side.
where the colonies are all in good shape, the dummy is
hardly ever moved.
But when we have weak colonies, or
have made nuclei, we dislike to place them in a large
brood-chamber.
It seems to us they feel about like human
beings housed in a church or in a large hall they v>
to

—

most windy

the

side,

which

is

The hive being double on

here.

We

We

We

It

—

The space behind the dummy, when the colony
number of combs, may be used for feeding.

is

reduced

Sections
partly emptied or a saucer full of feed, or any kind of feeder
maybe put down behind the dummy in easy reach of the
They soon find it, and if the entrance is reduced so
bees.
as to leave only the opposite side open, there is no danger of
in

robbers.

We

We

find that they
make our dummies of 7 s lumber.
are stronger than thin ones, and there is but little expense
to them, as they are made of refuse or knotty lumber, and
We. leave a
are cleated on the ends to prevent splitting.
full-frame space for the dummy, and this gives us a good,
big space when it is removed.

In another article or two,
of producing extracted honey.

I

will

describe our

Hamilton,

method
111.

—We

are now bookQueen-Bee Free as a Premium.
ing orders for Untested Italian Queens to be delivered in
May or June. This is the premium offer: To a subscriber
whose own subscription to the American Bee Journal is
paid at least to the end of 1906, we will mail an Untested
Italian Queen for sending us one new subscription with
$1.00 for the Bee Journal a year. Or, we will renew your
subscription to the American Bee Journal for a year, and
send a fine Untested Italian Queen both for $1.50.
If you wish extra
is a good time to get new subscribers.
copies of the Bee Journal for use as samples, let us know
how many you want and we will mail them to you. Address
all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

A

—

Now

—

—
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home

box

in a
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to be placed in a

new

hive.

By this means be will avoid all the pitfalls of disease or lack of
which only a practised eye can detect, but which beset the
purchaser of second-hand colonies.

(Ecmabtan
*23ecbom-f

V

swarm, and bring

May

condition,

Directions are given for hiving the
If the

swarm then

:

swarm has been

a long time on its journey, or if the weather
is bad on its arrival, the bees, will be greatly benefited by being supplied with half a pint of warm, thin syrup, given through an opening
in the quilt, and by means of the bottle-feeder.

Conducted by Morley Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont

Conditions Conducive to Success.

Good Advice for Beginners
Writing: to beginners in Farmers' Advocate, E. G. H.
has the following' good advice
The first hives should be bought from a regular manufacturer of
:

bee-supplies, and for a beginner

it

might be advisable to have one of

them made up at the factory, so he can see just exactly how the pieces
should go together. After he learns how to handle the hives and
frames, and realizes the importance of absolute accuracy and uniformity, he may make the hives himself, if he is a fairly handy man
with a saw and plane.
The Langstroth hive is generally recognized as the standard, and
is a safe hive for any beginner to adopt.
There is no patent on this
hive or any of its parts, so that any one is at liberty to make it if he
wants to do so. Bees in this style of hive will sell from 10 to 30 percent higher than in any other size hives.

E

G. H.

After so many clippings from Canadian papers I have
no doubt our readers in the United States will be glad to
see something from their own press.
ing from the Detroit Free Press

We

important that the beginner should clearly understand the
principles that underlie successful bee-keeping. A colony of bees consists of a queen, a large number of worker-bees, and (during summer)
a certain proportion of drones. The strength of a healthy colony
depends upon the vigor and laying power of the queen, which is at
her best in her second season, i. e., a queen hatchd in June, 1905, will
be at her best in May, 1906, and should be replaced by a young one in
1907, either by natural swarming or by re-queening.
Queens may be
purchased or reared by the methods described in text books. The
economy of a hive depends, first, on the keeping up of the warmth of
the brood-nest (by means of the heit evolved from the bodies of the
clustering bees) to such a point as will stimulate the queen to lay
eggs, and enable young bees to be reared
secondly, on the feeding of
toe queen, the nursing of the brood, and the cleansing of the cells for
the queen's use; thirdly, on the collection of pollen, water and nectar
for the brood lastly, on the building of storage combs and collecting
It is

have the follow-

;

;

nectar for the future supplies of honey.
The first three of these conditions must be fulfilled before the last
can be begun; therefore, it is only by means of a large and vigorous
surplus population that a colony can gather enough stores for its
future use, and provide also for the bee-keeper. The aim of the beekeeper is to keep his colonies 6trong, for a weak colony is always un
profitable.

:

Bees Gather Honey in Winter.
People who visited St. John'6 cemetery, Sandwich, Friday, tell of
a strange sight which they viewed at a newly-made grave. An abundance of cut flowers were laid on the grave, and within a few minutes
the blossoms were almost covered with honey-bees.
The bees were as active as in July or August, and hummed about
the blossoms while sucking out the honey in as business-like manner
as they do when flying around r06e blossoms in gardens in the summer-

The next consideration is, that the crowded condition of the hive
should be secured at the right time, i. e., at the honey-flow.
Those who propose to keep a few colonies of bees ooly, may proceed in the manner outlined above; anyone intending to keep a large
number of colonies is advised to get a season's instruction in a wellmanaged apiary before laying out capital in the business.

"Wood Binder"

The

for Bee Journals

time.

When the bees secured their fill of the sweet nectar from the
plants they flew away to the hive, and were coming and going until
the sun began to sink in the west. The bees deserted the flowers
when the air became chilly, but yesterday they returned to the attack,
and their hum could be heard through the cemetery until the rain
started in the afternoon.
Those who witnessed it are unable to understand the phenomenon
unless it be that the warm weather has caused the bees to awake from
their winter's nap, and they think that the spring has come.
At

last the question,

"Do

in order for

And

immediate reference.

the cost

is

onlv 20 cents

American Bee Journal

office.
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Editor

for

it
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Bees Hibernate ?" has been

solved. The Free Press reporter has demonstrated that it
is possible for bees to "awake from their winter's
nap!"

But what we would

like to know is where to secure such cut
Would be glad to set a vase of them in front of
hive in the spring to make sure of a good honey crop

flowers.

each

One scarcely appreciates little conveniences before
giving them an actual test. The Wood Binder is one of
the handiest things I have on my table. It keeps the year's
numbers of the American Bee Journal right at hand, and

1

Elementary Directions in Bee-KeepingE. L. Colpitts, in the Maritime Farmer, quotes elementary directions to beginners from Leaflet 128, of the British
Board of Agriculture. Besides the usual advice, he mentions among useful articles for a beginner to have '• a straw
skep for taking swarms," and "a super-clearer for clearing
bees from section-rack or supers." I must confess my
ignorance as to what a super clearer is like. [It is what
your cousins in England call our " bee-escape." Editor.]

The Hive.
There are many patterns of hives, all made to take the one British
standard frame. A simple one should be chosen possessing accuracy
of workmanship and soundness of material, so as to stand exposure to
weather for years. The outside of the hive should be thoroughly
painted, to keep it rain and damp proof. It must be placed on its
stand in a spot sheltered, if possible, from the cold north and east
winds, and with a free flight for the bees in front. Space should be
left behind it for easy access, so that all manipulations can be carried
on from the back this avoids irritating the home-coming bees.
;

These points are so good as to bear repetition. The
hives to be "simple," "standard," " accurate," " painted."
The location to be " sheltered ;" clear in front for flight of
bees, and clear behind for work. I do not know when I
have seen beginners advised to keep away from the front
of the hive. They are supposed to know that— but visitors
do not, and why should beginners?
The beginner is advised to buy a first or "head"

Southern
4* 23eebom

-fr

J
Conducted by Louis H. Scholu

New

Braunfels, Tex.

Order of Bees in the Cluster
Hardly any bee-keeper will think that the bees of different age will have to occupy a certain place in the hive ;
nevertheless we can prove that in this respect, too, a certain
order is necessary, and that it prevails in the hive. This
order corresponds with the order of the brood. The youngest bees prepare the food for the queen and for the youngest
larva?, as the queen with every new brood period lays eggs
near the oldest capped brood, and just in those cells from
which young bees had gnawed out. She is always near
these young bees, and receives the necessary chyle or blood
from them. So we see the queen surrounded by young bees
(as shown in the " A B C of Bee Culture " under " Queen ")
which feed her. But the queen does not remain there in the

same place. She moves around in circles from comb to
comb, and everywhere she meets young bees of just the
proper age on the empty cells, which have cleared and
warmed their own cradles, and so prepared for a new baby.
The young bee, which has just fed the queen, remains
and
in the same place with the eggs and keeps them warm
after 3 days, when the small larva; are out of the " eggshell," they are fed by the same bees in the same way as a
short time before the queen was fed. These larva? grow
finally the food is not
and need more food every day
;

;

;
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digested any more, and chyme is fed. With the larva; the
young bee is growing older, too. From a chyle-producing
and now,
bee it has changed to a chyme-producing one
when the larva; are old enough, the bee secretes wax and
builds cappings over the cells. It becomes a building-bee
now, and may find employment in building combs outside
of the brood-nest, or for transporting and ripening honey
until it is old enough for gathering water, pollen and nectar.
As we have seen, the young bee is held back at first to
the place of its birth, till, with the larva;, it grows older
and if these larva; do not need it any more it strives to come
to the surface of the cluster, at first working as combbuilder, etc.
In about 3 or 4 weeks it dies, worn out by
hard work, when another bee is found on the alightingboard ready to take its place. As the material for nourishment flows from the outside to the center, going from one
bee's body to another till it is consumed by the queen or by
the larva;, so the young bees, not necessary in the broodnest, are striving to get to the surface or to the outside to
find other employment, generation after generation, till
they find an honorable death in the fields.
;

Chyle and Impulses.

We know

that the different organs of the bee will take
different parts from the blood for nourishment. In this
way all the organs get their proper nourishment, and the
blood is used up. The products of this process are either
breathed out by the trachea; or removed from the blood by
the malpighian vessels.
A certain organ may especially need fat then the remaining blood will be richer in albumen and sugar-like
substances; if not, other organs will use up this surplus.
In this way the composition of the blood of the bee may
vary according to circumstances.
As long as the bees are close together in the winter
cluster, and feed themselves on the winter stores of honey,
and probably very little pollen, all the blood produced is
used up to preserve the life of the colony and to produce the

407

to build drone-cells where the queen can
not lay enough eggs, or when young queens are gnawing
out of the cells. It is the explanation why small colonies
or nuclei generally build worker-combs. They do not have
enough young bees so that a surplus of albumen can be
present in the blood.
As the chyle has always the same composition as the
blood, or nearly so, the queen, too, receives a chyle very
rich in albumen, and so the same impulse is aroused in her
body, and she will lay drone-eggs in the drone-cells, which,
entirely (2).
if other conditions prevailed, she would neglect
The young drone-larva: need a food very rich in albumen, and so the increase of blood is diminished for some
time by comb-building and by rearing drones.
Further, we know that a drone needs 24 days for development, and in the last 2 weeks the cell is capped and will
need no food at all. Meantime the number of young bees
has increased every day, and the increase of blood will be
greater and stronger.
As in early spring, the surplus of albumen was transferred to the ovaries, so this surplus causes at that time,
and at that state of development, a desire for more ovaries,
as the old queen and the larva- are yet unable to consume
produced by the many young nurse-bees.
all the chyle
Quite a number of queen-cells are built, and the youug
chyle.
larva; in them are good customers for the albuminous
So we see the abundance of food causes an ever increasing
number of food-producers. The contradiction between the
multiplied supply of nourishment and the limit of egg-laying power of the queen is finally solved by the swarming

swarm commences

;

necessary heat.
As soon as a great activity takes place, probably caused
by the first flight in spring, induced by a warm day (1),
every member of the colony will produce more chyle or
blood than is necessary for the preservation of its own
body, and hereby the progressing impulses are incited. The
young bees especially are the producers of heat, and for this
purpose fat and sugar in the blood are used up in larger
quantities than albumen consequently the blood will get
richer in albumen. According to the laws of diffusion, the
blood will now take more sugar and fat from the chyle in
the stomach than albumen, because the tendency is to
equalize the two fluids. So the chyle, too, will get richer in
albumen, and this rich chyle, if fed to the queen, will excite
the ovaries, and egg-laying will commence soon afterward.
In this way the breeding impulse is aroused in the whole
colony. The queen needs more nitrogenous food to produce
the necessary chyle the few young bees will have plenty
of consumers for the produced chyle, and the queen will lay
a small patch of eggs only in the first brood-period, and all
the produced chyle is consumed by the larva; and the queen.
As soon as young bees gnaw out of the cells they will
produce chyle, too, if pollen is present or gathered by the
field bees
but a single bee can feed perhaps 5 or 10 larva;,
and may be more. The first 3 weeks we may have 100 young
or nurse-bees and then it will be easy for the queen to lay
1000 eggs during these 3 weeks, which will be afierward, as
larvae, consumers of the chyle produced by the 100 young
nurse-bees. Inside of the next 3 weeks we shall have 10i0
nurse-bees, and they need 10,(00 eggs. In the third broodperiod 100,000 eggs or larva; would be necessary and as we
know that no queen is able to lay so many eggs, necessarily
an increase of the blood takes place. The young bees get
surcharged with blood and we can observe this, as we see
their abdomen generally more distended than with field-bees
of the same colony.
The next result of this condition is that the wax-glands
are excited. It is proven by Schoenfeld that much blood is
necessary for the secretion of wax, and this is one of the
reasons why bees can not and do not always build combs.
As for wax secretion and comb-building, if fat and sugar
are used, albumen will get to be still more diffused through
the blood, and hereby another impulse is aroused the drone
impulse. We can always observe whether comb-building
is going on in connection with a surplus of albumen, for
then drone-combs will be built by the colony. This is the
explanation why swarms will build worker-combs as long
as the queen can lay a sufficient number of eggs for the
young bees accompanying the swarm and why the same
;

By this theory we can explain many mysteries in bees.
This theory explains why and how swarming can be preor,
vented, if we in some way avoid a surplus of albumen,
as

we

The more a theory
observed, the greater will be
correctness. This theory does more
we can incite and retain certain im-

said, the increase of the blood.

can explain the facts
the probability of

its

By reasoning from

it

we have

:

pulses to our liking by certain manipulations; and if we
make use of them correctly we shall succeed. This fact
makes it nearly certain that the theory is correct.
Many problems remain to be solved as yet and in some
points later investigations and closer observations may corin the
rect some parts of the theory but that it is correct
main points I am fully convinced, if I consider in what an
the
easy way it gives us an insight into the very life of
honey-bee to such an extent as we never had before.
L. Stachelhausen.
Cibolo, Tex.
;

;

for incause a larger consumption
fl 1 Other circumstances, too. may
cold. Under such circnmstance if the colon "is much disturbed or exposed to
January, in a
staSceVl found in strong colonies large patches of brood, even in
it does not explain why a
""'If' This winded a correction or completion asfrom
them go over to the
right
queen will lay a few eggs in drone-cells, and in
probable that the
is
next worker cell and lav an impregnated egg ofit. Itcell not
has something to do.
the
tamilBeschanie s,, quickly. Possil.ly the size
the
egg.
fertilizing
after all, in fertilizing or not
;

;

(Dur* Sister

Beekeepers

;

;

;

;

—

;

Conducted by

Weak and
By

this time

it

Emma M. Wilson,

Marengo,

111.

Queenless Colonies In Spring

ought

to be

an easy thing to

tell

which

colonies have normal queens and which have not. If combs
doomed.
of good worker-brood are not present a colony is
To be sure, a queen might be sent for and given to it, but
that is not what the average sister will do, especially if she
The first thing she most likely will think of
is a beginner.
doing is to give it some brood to let it rear a queen of its
own, and it will probably take her years to learn that that
It is a bad thing to
is just the thing she ought not to do.
do for more than one reason.
One thing that is enough to condemn it, if there were
nothing else, is that the queen reared in such a case will be
very poor generally so poor that she is not only worthless,
but worse than worthless, because she will keep a lot of
bees dancing attendance upon her only to fail in the end.
Another thing just about as bad is the real damage to
rethe colony from which the brood is taken. To this the
colply is likely to be, " Taking one frame of brood from a
;
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is

this

may

not going to hurt it very much." Very likely, too,
be said by some one of many years' experience.
Unless one has given especial attention to the matter one
is not likely to realize the harm.
Early in the season,
while more or less cool weather prevails, a weakling, with
only bees enough to cover 2 or 3 frames of brood, will be at
a stand-still until warmer weather comes, if, indeed, it does
not grow weaker. On the other hand, a colony covering 4
or more frames of brood will walk right along. So the
frame of brood given to the queenless colony must be renewed from time to time, and will not be increasing
whereas, if left in the stronger colony, it will be doubling
up all the while.
The right thing, then, is to break up all colonies that
do not have good laying queens early in the season. That
will make less hives containing bees, but there will be more
bees, and at the end of the season more colonies.
;

Honey Good

for a Discolored

Neck

A yellow, discolored neck is anything but adorable,
particularly when a woman wishes to appear in a decollete
frock.
simple home-made remedy is made thus
Take 1
ounce of honey, 1 teaspoonful of lemou-juice, 6 drops of oil
of bitter almonds, the whites of 2 eggs, and enough fine
oatmeal to make a smooth paste. Apply this at night,
covering with a bit of old, thin, soft linen. Three or four
applications will bleach the surface to a beautiful satin
whiteness. Chicago Record Herald.

A

:

—

Planting Flowers for Beauty and the Bees

May

2Ttr.

10,
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pasty's

j
The " Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Glasses.

Preparing Watering Places for Bees
water pan under shelter, and covered with floating
cork-chips, and kept warm by a lamp underneath. Surely,
that ought to be satisfactory and there's no denying that
the end in view is important, quite important enough to
justify the time and cash laid out. The rock on which you
will split (if you do split) may, perchance, be a catechism
gourd that may spring up over your Jonah booth. How
many bees am I getting to come here ? Lots of them. How
many still go elsewhere? Don't know I'll try to find out.
Yes, and when you find out that three-quarters of them still
persist in going elsewhere, in spite of everything you can
think of to draw them, will you not let a natural indignation have play, and throw the whole thing overboard?
Otherwise you may incline to keep adding inducements from
time to time. A little salt helps. Hard to get the proper

A

—

—

amount

just right. Too much drives them away instead of
attracting them. Willow twigs in the water have a recommendation 2000 years old, and theoretically ought to be
beneficial.

Planting flowers for bees

amount to very
much, unless planted by the acre. Yet when the sisters are
planning their posy beds they may as well give some Hi tie
is

precedence to the flowers that yield nectar. It is at least a
pleasure to see the busy little visitors working on them.
Mignonette is a prime favorite. A good-sized bed of crimson clover is a beautiful sight. The crocus is one of the
earliest favorites.
Phacelia is considered a great honeyplant in some localities, and its modest purple blossoms
make it worthy a place in the flower-bed.

Green Hellebore

What

is

closed plant

the

common and

it

?

when

The

first

name

of the enwere thick

root is fibrous.
in

deserted

Br.

fight

feel severely the battle all living creatures

the antiseptic they can secrete, and all they can collect
The water they choose very generally has secondhand antiseptics in it, secreted by the digestive organs of
cow or pig, and cast out with the excrement after serving
its original purpose.
Whether we can follow this hint in
preparing water to tempt them I hardly know. Looks possible.
Imaginable that water kept warm day after day
might breed microbes at such a rate as to be unfit for the
purpose. As to the willows, they contain the original of
salicine, which is related to quinine, having similar properties in a less degree power to repress microbes being one
of them, I think. Strikes me that solid bunches of willows
the size of one's wrist might be cut short off into very short
lengths; then keep several sections in the watering pan
standing on end. Page 291.

That Hive of Bees Struck by Lightning
" brood of chickens struck with lightning " serves
a more or less useful turn as popular proverb. Hardly think
that " hive of bees struck with lightning " would be any
improvement. Interesting, however, to hear that a stroke
heavy enough to produce the wreck shown on page 285 left
enough of the bees alive that the colony went on. Say,
somebody get up a dynamo that will just kill Bacillus alvei
and not quite kill the bees.

The

Selling

Ingredients.— Three pounds of honey, 3 pounds of
ounce of powdered ammonia, a small teaspoonful of
ground cinnamon, '< teaspoonful of ground cloves, 6 ounces
of orange-peel cut very small, and 4 ounces of sweet almonds
flour, 1

cut small.

Directions.— Pour the honey

in

fire.

to

Need

also.

Colomban's Honey-Cakes

pan, and set on a stove or quick

have

— the life or death struggle with septic microbes.

all

—

botanical

The bees
bloom, but now they seem to have
it.
No one here seems to be acquainted with the
plant, and we are curious to know its name. It has been in
bloom for several weeks, and the same flowers continue for
a long time. It is a perennial plant, and hardy.
Centerville, Ind., April 25.
Kate V. Aostin.
[The plant is the Green Hellebore— Helleborus viridis—
which was introduced from Europe some years ago and is
gradually spreading westward. The juice of the plant is
somewhat poisonous, but the bees seem to get something
good from the blossoms.— C. L. Walton.]
about

Bees

not likely to

a copper or enameled

When

it

boils,

draw

aside and remove the scum (as honey boils up very
quickly, great care must be taken not to let it boil over).
Then pour the honey into the vessel in which the paste is
to be made; leave it to cool, then add flour and other ingredients except the ammonia, which latter must not be
added until the flour and honey have been mixed up, and
the paste has become quite cold.
In preparing for use, place the ammonia in a cup, pour
a few drops of cold water and stir it well, so as to form a
thick paste, then mix it up with the rest. Then take a piece
of the paste, roll it out into a cake not over ,'4-inch thick,
and cut up into convenient sizes as desired. This done,
put the cakes on a flat tin (which must be greased beforehand) and bake from 12 to 15 minutes in a hot oven. British
Bee Journal.

Honey

Thanks to R. C. Aikin for his reasonings in
same common-sense, which is best in selling

letting the
fruits and

vegetables, have free course in selling honey also. But I
eat a grain of salt with this claim that most customers will
be pleased with the taste of honey that has been through
the solar extractor. Say, rather, that some will. And even
that " some," I guess we would better educate their blunt
tastes than take advantage of them. Page 293.

it

—

Marketing Comb Honey
advises us to wrap our cases of
Might we not stick on a few
honey in nice-looking paper
chrysanthemums here and there outside the paper ? and
some little sponges wet in perfume? But one of the statements he makes I haven't the heart to poke small fun at

And now Mr. Greiner

I

and too hopeless of adequate remedy. " Not one
knows how to handle honey properly." What are
we going to do about it ? Just hand our honey over to the
market, and the market will hand it over to them — and let
them cellar it, and freeze it, and bang it, and ram their
fingers through it, and pile it corner to face in a round basket and all the other capers at pleasure. Page 294.
too sad,

man

—

in 50

May

10,
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j
Send questions either lo the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.
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ously or to 6hower heavily with water. But that will not hinder their
trying it another time.
2. In this locality we generally look over the frames, one after
another, till we find the queen. Care 6hould be taken not to give
enough smoke to start the bees running. It they begin once running,
the best thing is to close the hive and let them quiet down, not opening the hive until after an hour or more, or trying it the next day.
Another way is to lift all the frames out of the hive carefully, putting
them in another hive, then look carefully to see that the queen is not
left in some corner of the hive; then having a queen-excluder at the
entrance of the old hive shake or brush from one of the frames all the
bees in front of the entrance, then put the frame in the hive, and proceed in the same way with all the frames. The queen, not being able
to get through the excluder, will be found at the entrance.
3. That's rather an unfair question to answer, and a difficult one
not unfair, for any of the leading bee-books are good. If you are
going to do much with bees, it will pay you well to get any one of
them, and then get others afterward.
Possibly to throwing
4. I don't understand to what you refer.
water on bees to stop their robbing. In that case, the water will be
more effective if carbolic acid is put in it.
if

Buckwheat Honey

Brood-Chamber Darkening Surplus
Honey

in

What would you do with buckwheat honey that has been in the
hives all winter and up till the time white clover bloom6? I had some
in the hives last year aDd the bees carried it up to the top story and it
Ontario.
darkened a lot o( my surplus honey.
Answer. — The circumstances must have been

exceptional that
would have allowed buckwheat honey to remain in the hive over winIt could
ter and then to be carried up into the surplus apartment.
only be where the combs were so crowded with honey that not enough
was used up before harvest to allow the queen room to lay. In that
case I would take out a frame or two of the heaviest, and give it to
the lighter colonies. If all were too heavy, I'd extract some of the
heaviest combs.

Changing Bees from Old to New Hives
I sent for some improved Lang6troth-Simplicity hives, and have
some bees that 1 would like to put into the new hives. How would
Iillinois.
you put them in?
Answer I think I would wait till they swarm, then hive the
swarms in the new hive, then 21 days later cut up the box-hives, and
if you think best cut out the best combs and fasten them in frames to
put in the new hives. It may make less bees in the way if you drum
out the bees before cutting up the hives and cutting out the combs.

—

Albino, Banat, and Cyprian Bees
Will you kindly publish

all

you know about the Albino and Banat

bees, good qualities and bad, markings, color, etc.? I see them advertised, and I have heard of them.
Are they a new bee in this country? 1 would like to know what you think of the Cyprians, as I have
one queen this spring, and if good I will breed from her.

Wisconsin.

Answer. — Albino people

are those who have very light hair, skin
and eyes, the coloring matter being lacking, and it is generally the
case that an Albino, whether man, animal or bee Is more or less lacking in physical vigor. That does not make it impossible, however,
that there might be exceptions to the general rule.

Banat bees I know knothing about. I don't suppose it is a new
variety introduced, but merely a name that has been given, for any
one can call his bees by almost any name he pleases. I could call my
bees " Miller " bees, but that wouldn't make them a new variety.
Cyprian bees are favored by some for crossing, but not many
seem to care for them in their purity. They have a reputation for
vicious temper, for starting laying workers on very short notice, and
for the very large number of queen-cells they start
preparing to swarm.
•»

•

when queenless

or

»

Getting a Honey Crop and Then Transferring the Bees
Can I safely run my bees for honey till the middle of July and
then put them into new hives with new foundation? Would that give
them plenty of time to build up for winter?
Don't say, "Get a book," for I can't just now; but I shall send to
you for one later on.
Maine.

—

Answer. No, I'll not say get a book in order to find an answer
to that question, for I doubt that you would find a direct answer to it
in any book, and your question is one that fairly belongs in this department.
If you put a colony on foundation the middle of July, and leave it
entirely to itself, and if there is nothing yielding honey after that time,
you may feel pretty sure there will be nothing but dead bees in the
hive the following spring. But you can make it a success by feeding
to make up the deficiency.
Feed enough every other day to keep up
brood-rearing, and enough in September for winter.

C

No, don't send to me for a book. I don't have books to sell. The
reason I constantly urge the buyingof a bee-book is not to sell one,
but because I know the bee-keeper who has none i6 standing in his
own light. I wouldn't be a good friend of yours if I didn't insist on it.

Using

Wood

Splints Instead of Wire in

Combs

1. Can brood-combs be drawn out during a heavy honey-flow and
not sag when using splints on light-brood foundation?
2. What do you think of using splints on wired foundation for
extracting and brood combs? Or, do you recommend only medium
brood when using splintB?
3. I would like to try splints, but I am at a loss where to get some.
Do you have them made to order, or do you make them yourself?
What kind of lumber? Would Louisiana cypress do?
Texas.
1 guess you will smile a little at my ignorance.

Answers —1. Having never tried it I can not say positively. But
should hardly expect any sagging with light brood foundation, and
if there should be any sagging with splints the usual distance apart
(about 3)4 inches), one or two additional splints in a frame ought to
I

make

all right.

For extracting there would be a little advantage so long as the
combs were new, in having both splints and wires; whether the advantage would be sufficient to pay is another question. For brood2.

frames the addition of wires could hardly be any better than the
But if I had the wires in, I should still think it would
splints alone.
pay to add the splints.
have been made to order, but they can be made at
splints
My
3.
slight expense at any manufactory of bee-supplies or berry boxes
where they have machinery for slicing wood. They are made of basswood, but I suppose almost any kind of wood would answer. A wood
somewhat tough i6 probably better than one very brittle. I am not
acquainted with Louisiana cypress, but should have little fear as to
using it.
Yes, I might smile at your ignorance, only I have a good memory,
and have a very vivid recollection of the time when I was more ignorant than you are. And if you'll promise not to tell, I'll just whisper
in your year that I have on hand at the present moment a big stock of
ignorance about bees.
_

Raising the Hive for More Ventilation
I see on page 370, E. W. Deifendorf advocates the putting of holes
or an entrance above the brood-chamber and between the supers.
Also T. L. Shawler, on page 365, recommends raising the hive at the
bottom when the weather gets warm, to prevent swarming. I can
readily see the need of plenty of air and ventilation in hot weather,
but would not these many entrances promote robbing? Which would
be the better, to raise the hive from the bottom or to raise the super,
Kansas.
leaving } 4 inch between the hive and super?
'

Stopping Swarming— Finding Queens- Best Book On
Bees-Scented Water to Throw on Bees
1.

What do you

think

is

the be6t method to use to stop bees in the

act of swarming?

—

would like to clip the wings of the queens, but don't know
go at it. What is the best way to find a queen?
3. As there are so many books written on bees, I would like to
know which one you think is best.
4. I have heard that bee-keepers have some stuff they put in the
water they throw at bees, which has a peculiar smell that makes the
Iowa, r '
bees slop. If this is so, what is the name of it*
I

3.

1

how

CT~

I

Answer.— Contrary to what you might expect, there is little
danger of robbing being started when large openings are given in
harvest time. I've tried it very thoroughly, and don't think I ever
had a case of robbing from that cause. Better raise the hive if working for comb honey, although I have practised also shoving the super
forward. For extracted, do both.

to

Answers. — 1. When

a colony nas really'started to

an!easy thing to stop the_bees.

Perhaps

thei best
I

is

swarm,

to

smoke

it

isn't

vigor-

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is
hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
a bee-keeper's

neatly bound in cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
both for $1.75. Address

American Bee Journal one year
all

orders to this

office.
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painstaking

to arrive at the truth.
It
certainly an eye-opener to little felme to know that bees will
hold the temperature in the cluster to
63 and 64 degrees when the mercury
falls to 32 degrees below zero outside.
One of his observations, however,
seemed to puzzle him, and he seemed
to be at a loss for an explanation as
to why the bees at the bottom of the
seemed to be livelier and
cluster
warmer than those at the top. Tell
Mr. Doolittle not to be puzzled at that.
I have frequently observed that phenomenon. The explanation is easy, and
is as follows:
that air,
It is a well-known fact
when warmed, ascends. Consequently
immediately
the strata
over the cluster is constantly leaving the bees to
parts
the higher
of the hive, and a
good deal of it percolating through to
the outside, while the strata immediately under the cluster in its effort to
ascend is arrested by the bees themselves and is constantly hugging them
with the warmth they have generated.
This explains why top packing is the
all-important feature of winter protection.
W. T. Cary.
Wakenda, Mo., April 10.
is

lows like

Reports anb
(Experiences
Last Season Not a Good One.
wintered 5 colonies of bees outdoors and 32 in the cellar. The outdoor bees did better than those in the
cellar.
The past mild winter made the
I

cellar too damp.
I lost 2 colonies in
the cellar on account of being queenless, so I had to double them up.
I
have 3d colonics left in good condition.
The year 1905 was not a good one
for honey here, although I had 2,000
pounds of honey from 20 colonies,

spring count. I would have had more,
but ran 6 colonies for comb honey,
which gave me only 87 pounds of
capped sections.
The fields out here
were covered with white clover last
summer, and there will be a great deal
of it the coming summer, as it looks
well now.
I have no trouble to sell ray honey
at 24 cents a quart and 13 cents a
pint.
That is the way I put it on the
market each year, with a nice label.
Herman Hearkens.
Green Bay, Wis., April 9.

A>ry Early Swarm

— Good

Prosneets.

Colonies AVeak

The

last of

March

I

— Feeding.
put the bees out

of the cave on the summer stands.
I
found 7 dead colonies out of 25 put
away the latter part of last November,
and found some colonies rather light.

put those by themselves, and in January, 1906, I put frames of honey over
1

Did you ever see a swarm of bees in
April?
I saw one last Friday
April
13), when a large swarm passed over
my head near where I was at work
in the apiary.
Tiny were, no doubt,
wild bees, from some tree in the nearby forest, and were on the lookout for
a suitable hollow tree as a home. This
is something unusual, and my theory
of it is that we have had such a mild
winter the bees have reared brood and
young bees every month. Therefore,
when the first honey and pollen came
in from the soft maple, they swav.
My own bees are very strong for the
time of year. The young bees arc oul
playing every day, and I think we are
going to have an old-fashioned honey
crop, like we had in the 'SOs.
I notice
there is an abundance of young clover,
and if we have a wet spring it will
i

1

surely yield a big crop of honey.
S.
G. Kilgore.
„,
London, Ohio,
April 17.
.

Apienltnre in California.
I think it is generally conceded that
California is the largest honey-producing State in the Union. I am not
far wrong in saying that 9-10 of this
honey is extracted. Possibly the short
season we have had of late i's the cause
of so little comb honey produced.
In
this locality one should use nothing
less than a 10-frame Langstroth hive.
The entrance in summer should be 1
inch deep clear across the end of the

For ventilation I prefer this plan.
hot clays raise the lid or cover a litby placing a thin strip of wood
about 's-ineh hick between the cover
and the hive, taking it out at night,
as the nights are rather cool in nearly
all parts of California.
This plan I
think, gives better results in this locality
than
having ventilators at-

which brought them
through all right, but I have to feed
now, and will have to do so until fruitbloom comes.
Those left are doing
very "well, and there is brood in all
the

brood-nest,

colonies.

Since putting them out the weather
has been pretty favorable for bees to
have flights.
They are now bringing
Last season bees had only
in pollen.
3 weeks to gather honey in
the last
2 weeks in July and the first week in
August from the white clover and
basswood.
Bees did well those three
weeks. We had no fall bloom.
I took the supers off the first of September, overhauled the brood-chambers, and fed those that needed feeding enough to carry them through
until spring, but up to the time I
"caved" them the weather was so nice
and warm that they were out almost
• very day.
As there was no honey to
get, they consumed the honey out of

—

—

the brood-nest, which cut

them short

May

1906

10,

of winter stores, and this was also the
report of bee-men around here last
fall.
Walter Irvine, Sr.

Clayworks, Iowa, April

11.

Wintered Fairly Well.

My

bees were taken out of the cellar and placed on the summer stands
April 7. On taking an inventory I find
them as follows: SO strong colonies,
40 medium, 10 weak, and 3 dead.
I
consider they came through the winter
in quite good condition.
Bees are now more energetic than
they usually are in the spring.
This
is noticed by the way they tumble out
and into their hives just as if they
were in a race to see which one could
carry in the most pollen and honey.
This, with their loud hum, is an indication that they came through the winter in a healthy condition.
I am now making preparations for

—

nut-apiaries. I will make 300 10-frame
hives this fall, and self-spacing frames
for all of them; I will run the outapiaries entirely for extracted honey.
If

we have

a good year

my

plans

will hold good, and I will be prepared
to build a large bee-cellar another
Then I
year, with a "cage" over it!
will open the door, for a "bird" to fly

Frank

in.

Auburndale, Wis., April

Stoflet.

16.

Not a Good Bee-Country.
have been keeping bees for the
last 50 years and have always taken
a deep interest in them and have usually had fair success, although not always. I have taken the American Bee
Journal a good many years, how long
I do not know, but ever since I knew
there was such a journal printed, and
-

I

to its teachings
of my success.
This is not a

I

owe the greater part

good bee-country, but

I came
it is getting better every year.
here in 1S6S. and at that time the people thought bees could not live here,
but I was bound to try, and for the
first 10 years they gave me no surplus, except one year, and then only
However, they do quite
very little.
well some years, as I think the largest
yield I ever had was 72 sections full
I called it 72 pounds.
I have Italian bees, and try to keep
them pure and strong, but I never have
yet seen more than 5 frames full of
brood at one time in any one hive. I
use the 8-frame hive.
I wonder if I

always

have

poor

queens.

I

have

hive.

On
tle

t

tached permanently to (lie hives.
Last year was a very good one for
honey, anil the outlook at the present
time for a good season is better than
it has been Cor years.
Rains have been
very plentiful all spring, and at the
present time wild Hewers of all descriptions cover the hills, and it will
be only a few days until black sage
will be blooming.
Last year he early honey-flow was
stopped at its height by strong, hot
winds co, .king the flowers, and drying
the nectar. These winds were largely
caused by oil-wells a few miles north
of here catching Are.
M. D. Whitehe,
Los Olives. Calif., April 19.
i

Temperature of a Bee-Cluster.
That article of Mr. Doolittle which
appeared in the American Bee Journal two or three weeks ago was i,,\
interesting, and shows a great deal of

An Italian Queen Free
In

May

or June, 1906,
To Regular Paid=in=Advance Subscribers Only.
We wish to make a liberal offer to those of our regular readers whose
subscriptions are paid in advance. It is this
We will send you FREE by
mail, in May or June, 1906, an Untested Italian Queen for sending' us $1.00
and the name and address of a
subscriber to the American Bee Journal for a year. Or, to yourself, a Queen and Bee Journal a year both
:

NEW

—

for $1.50.
are

booking Queen orders for May and June delivery.
Will
We
you have one or more ? These offers ought to bring in many orders. Oui
Queens are reared by the best queen-breeders, and give satisfaction.

GEORGE W.YORK & CO. 334 Dearborn St., Chicago,

111.

May

10,
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Tennessee=Bred Queens
All

from Extra-Select Mothers

3-band from Imported Dark Leather, Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. Goldens from
Laws, Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.

Aftek April
Italians Before duly 1st

15th.
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How
"

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Ponder"

to Build

a Telephone Line
to Your Farm

BEE-SUPPLIES

'

We
ppec
rn le
^^«-»

interested.
Tbey tell vou just
to proceed to build a teleline t«> your farm how toin-

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

phone

;

your neighbors; now to orcompany, and how easily
and cheaply such a line can be built.
One of the books describes
terest

g-anize the

f
1

have jnst published

several new books, which
we will send free to parties

how

i

/
'

J

Stromberg-Carlson
Telephones

Everything used by Bee Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .-. .\

Prompt

Service.

>

I pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make 6mall shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
trade.
sure to attach your Dame to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I

shall be glad to send it to you.

the kind that makes rural lines sucWrite for book 80-J, "How
the Telephone Helps the Farmer."
and also for the book, "How to Build
a Rural Telephone Line." They will
furnish you valuable information vou
can get in no other way. Simply drop
ns a postal
card asking
cessful.

Catalog Free.

.'.

BEESWAX WANTED

for them,
and for any

i

,

other facts

you may

•

desire. Do
it tod ay

<

an d

WALTER

S.

Mention

when

Car IsonTeL,
Mfg. Co.,
Rochester,
N. Y.
Chicago,

of the best grade of

White Pine, ace

Such
"

the kind of Hives

is

We are

at

d such

is

the kind

you get when you

we make lower prices than you can get from any dealer,
middleman's profit when you buy direct from the manufacturer.

list

sell direct to

of your wants,

writings

Perch River, Jefferson Co., N. Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

hammer.

we make,

Manufacturers, and

Send us a

when

NORTHERN NEW YORK
go together

a cinch " that

as you save the

We

will

U6.

It is

We

it

19A4t

without the use of tools, except a

buy from

rately cut, so

Bee Juurnal

A. H. REEVES
DISTRJBTJTOR OF SOOT'S GOODS FOR

A GOOD BEE-HIVE
made

I

111.

wrltlnK.

Mention

Is

ave

S trom berg-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Bee Journal

s

delay.

rOUDER,

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

1906

10,

and

let

us

the consumer.

make you

prices.

to be satisfactory, or refund the money.

guarantee everything we
have large stocks of Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Shipping-Cases, Founsell

dation, Veils, Smokers, etc., on hand,

and can ship promptly.

Queen-Clipping Device Freer
The Monettb Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
It is used by many beewing6.
Full printed directionskeepers.
sent with each one. We mail it for
as
25 cents; or will send it
a premium for sending us OneNew subscriber to the Bee Journal
ifor a year at $1.00; or for 11.10 wewill mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

FREE

OEOROE W. YORK &
-

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Go.,
JOHN DOLL & SON, PROPRIETORS
Power

Bldg., No. 33.

MINNEAPOLIS, MlNN.

The Rietsche Press
Made of
structible,

artificial stone.

Practically

Inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

re-

foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buying',
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,
sults.

Comb

ADRIAN GETAZ,

B66-K66pers' supplies
Lewis' Famous Bee Hives and Sections. Root's Smokers and Extractors,
Dadant's Comb Foundation, Etc., Queen Bees and Nuclei in Season.
Larpe and complete stock, prompt service. We meet all competition who
wl.l furnish first-class goods.

KNOXVIL.LE, TENN.
45Atf
\M~l .G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
"
prrfers to pay $25 00 for a Rietsche Press
he
rather than do without it."— A. G.

BANTA
ana

M. OOVJ
C_-

ncuba tors & Brooders

Backed by 14 Years
of Successful Use by
poultrymen all over the world.
No guesswork. They are automatic in regulation and ventilation. Fully guaranteed to give

INCUBATORS AND BROODEBS
" Mandy Lee" Incubators and Brooders. Don't
We carry a complete stock ofmachines.
The more you know about incubation,
fail to investigate these
the more you will like the "Mandy Lee" Incubator. The "Mandy Lee
Brooder " is a complete old hen, all but the "cluck." Our free incubator catalog describes them.
O f*C\ 1004 East Wash. Street
r> /%/»> | |
I
I
Ot \J\J' INDIANAPOLIS. IND. ** ++ ++
•
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

!

YOU

Send for
satisfaction.
BJ> "TA - BENDER
free book.
CO.. Dept. 24 Ligonier. Ind.

MFG.
Oleulluu

Uvrn

iuurual

»uen

»>rniiA*.

" The continuous advertiser
gets the bulk of the business,

because others are not advertising, and he is."

May
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Increased Business Compels

Larger Space

M

So we have just doubled our capacity in the
building at 141 Ontario Street, where we carry a
full line of

POULTRY SUPPLIES and

POPULAR

LEWIS BEEWARE

ENGINES

Orders filled
application.
on
promptly at Factory Prices. Beeswax

Catalogs

wanted

—28c

cash or

Italian Bees in
Also
for sale.

select

Queens

Pure Italian Queens.

SPECIAL OFFER ON
BrE-SUPPLY ORDERS

75he

Lion Engine
sold direct
to

is

SOo in trade.

modern hives with

FACTORY

from

USER

Acting on the theory that "testing: is
proving we will send any responsible
f>erson, on certain very easy condlions, one of our three h. p. gas or gasoline engines on 10 days test trial.
This engine is no experiment, but
has been proved by actual use to do
any work (where the rated amount of
power is required) in the most practical, reliable, safe and economical wav.
This engine is of thefourcvcle type.
While theengine isuptonormalspeed
the exhaust valve is held open, allowing free circulation of fresh air in the
cylinder. The igniterand intake valve
are at rest, therefore are not using
gasoline or the batteries.
Our igniter and mixer are of the
most simple and reliable character.
The gasoline is always properly vaporized and the igniter point never cornea
together unless a spark is required.
The fly ball type of governor isused,
which automatically controls the exhaust, igniter ami the gasoline it also
allows the speed to be changed from
100 to 600 revolutions per minute while
the engine is in motion— a very
superior feature.

Until June 1, 1906, we will give free, on each
order for bee-supplies amounting to $10 or over,
a choice of one of the following: A Bingham
Doctor Smoker; a Bingham Honey-Knife; or a
year's subscription to the Weekly American Bee
Journal.

YORK HONEY EM? CO.
H. M.

'

ARND, MGR.

(Not Inc.

CHICAGO,

141 Ontario

St.,
(Phone North 1559.)

THIS
KITCMENji,

CABINET }J

;

GAS OR

LION

are simple

GASOLINE ENGINES
In

construction and

EASY TO OPERATE
They are used fur all purposes where
power is required for operating private electric-lighting plants, small
factories, printing offices; farm machinery, such as cream separators,
feed -grinders, corn shellers, woodsawing machines, etc., and fora thousand and one other purposes.

Lyons Engine

Co.,

Lyons, Mich.
Gentlemen: I
oline enjine for
*lah

jou

rtj

to

ofl

urnal.

Street No.

R. P.

am about

purcbtae & gas or gaspurposes and
send mo full parti ou Urn about jour apadvertised In
American Bee
Yours »ery truly.
to

FREIGHT

PAID
A

Kitchen

Cabinet is
the handiest
piece of furniture in the
house. Think
of the steps [1
will save the woma
every day to hav^ all her
cooking materials t he things she uses most
right at hand, within easy reach, without
moving away from the kitchen table. This
handsome Cabinet is an ornament to any
home. It Is made of hardwood with antique finish. The cut will give you a good
Idea of Its many conveniences. Height of
top from table is 46 in.— full height in in., 8
In. deep. To the left is a space for tea, coffee pot or clock, etc., underneath are four
spice boxes mane of wood, for pepper, all'

""

spice, cloves, nutmegs; size of eacntjxSxS 1*
In. Underneath the shelf are two tilting receptacles for salt and sugar, which fit nicely to side and hack as shown in cut. The

Cabinet or top has two shelves 7^ in. wide,
long with glass door. Underneath
are three brass honks to hang utensils on.
The base has an evenly balanced Hour bin,
holding half a barrel,
easily cleaned. A tin
lineel bread box with
automatic self-closing door. On the end
are two sugar or meal
boxes, also one extension drop shelf
with automat o
bracket. Other drawers for other purposes also a bread
24 in.

ft

<

D

When writing, please state definitely for what purpose you wish to
use this engine and whether gas or
gasoline is to be used for fuel. This
information is very important to
ns.
Please remember we send the
engine, not the engine agent.

LYONS ENGINE
CO.
Lyons, Mich.

i

many

board and
other conveniences.
Order one todav, if
it don't suit you in
every way, we pay
freignt back and rern your money.

We save

money

you

on

everything for
the home o r
the farm. Our

page catalog shows you
how to save.
louo

Co-operative Society
of thi National Supply

Co.,

Lansing, Mich.
Chicago. III.
^*

ILL.
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covered by two Patents.

With

this wonderful invention the cost of making Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for

Do

further information.
mean business.

not write about

it

unless you

Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
am the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

My

CHARLES MONDENG,

ISO

A.VE3., N.,
NEWTON
Mention Bee

when

Mineral Point, Wisconsin.

Italian Bees for Sale
We

can furnish Nuclei and

full colonies of

Italian Bees ff.o.b. 100 miles west of Chicago

FULL COLONIES in s. frame hives, $5 50each;
5or more at one time, $5.25 each. Full
colonies in in-frame hives, $6 each; in lots of 5
or more at one time, $5.75 each.

writing-

Nuclei {3 frame) with Tested Queen, $3.25
each; in lots of 5 or more at onetime, S3 each.
Nuclei ready for delivery about May 10; Full
Colonies any time now.) Orders filled in rota-

Add re? s,

tion.

GEORGE W. YORK &
334

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to—

W§-

~2

by

express) at these prices, on Langstroth frames:
in lots of

MINNE-A-FOLiIS MINN.

Journal

50 Colonies of Italian andCarniolan Bees in
S-frame hives, all nearly new and all in good
condition. One colony, $5.50; from 5 to 10
WM. J. HEALY,
colonies, So each.

16A5t

BEE-SUPPLIES^QUEENS

"6

FOR SALE

CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
is

10 1

MFG. CO.
& LYON
PAGENew
London, Wis.

Dearborn

Street,

3-Frame

-

CO.

CHICAGO,

Wlu

ILL,.

NAY,

in

Strong with brood and bees, with a good

Queen— S3. 50

each.

G. "W.

GATES,

BAKTLETT, TENN.

18A2t

Bees For Sale
Have You Passed the

100 colonies of Bees for sale cheap in 10- frame
L. hives. All frames are worked out on full
sheets of heavy foundation. 100 all-zinc queen-

Experimental Stage?

excluding Honey-Boards. Queen and Drone
Traps, Smokers, 1 and 2 pound Sections, Hoff-

bee-keepers have been convinced that
when time and material are figured, it pay6
to buy hives, and the best is not only as
cheap, but

PMost

The Best

is

The Elgin Hive

—

nails to drive no
apart at any time.

Many are using

etc.

PROCHNOW,

MAVVILLE, WIS.

For Sale Cheap

the Cheapest
many ways— no

excels in

25 Colonies of «»es.
Address,
T. O'DONNELL,
near Colorado A v., Chicago, III.

dovetails— can be taken

546 S. 43d Av.,

them.

full line oi

You should

be.

Profit in Capons.— The wise farmer,
looking to profit, sees more weight in the
Poultrymen are finding
6teer than the bull.

SUPPLIES.

The National Supply
Mention

self-spacing Frames,
Address,
G.
18A6t

for catalog, etc.

Write to-day

We sell

man

ELGIN, ILL.
Bee Journal when

that it pays. well to raise capons instead of
cockerels. What to do with the cockerels has
been a problem, as they are hard to fatten.
On the market the capon always finds a
quicker sale and at nearly double prices than
ordinary chickens. A very instructive book
on raising capons has just been published by
Son, of Philadelphia, Pa.
George P. Pilling

Co.

writing.

&

BEE-SUPPLIES
We

in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
the best goods at

manufacture everything needed

greatest variety.

We assure you

LOWEST PRICES
and our excellent freight

facilities

enable us to

make prompt shipments

over 15

ferent roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth

dif-

and worry

and the Dovetail Hives
It

mail you
prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will
want
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request.
now. Write
every beekeeper to have our Catalog.
Address,
to-day.

Our

We

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

KRET6HMER MFG.

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son, Salina, Kau.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

I
Mention

Bee Journal

when

Jwriting.

shows how farmers and poultrymen can

make a big increase in the revenue of
the poultry yard by caponizing. There are
instructive chapters on feeding and dressing
capons. Readers of the American Bee Journal can obtain a copy of this interesting book
Son, Philby sending to George P. Pilling
adelphia, Pa., enclosing a stamp for postage.
A full set of capon tools are sold by the above
They will send you a set with
firm for S3 50.
full directions including book on receipt of
Please mention the American Bee
price.
Journal when writing.

easily

&

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

May
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Excellent

Goods
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Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest Prices
Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

FREIGHT-

CINCINNATI

RATES FROM

Bee- Supplies!

are the
as 'most

all

freight

now goes through

BEE-KEEPER

me

book your
Order for

AMERICAN

for 16 years (monthly,

Edited by two of the
bee - keepers
in

most experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

The W.
Mention

T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

JAHESTOWN,

N. Y.

Bee Journal

when

writing:.

For prices, refer to

and Salesrooms,' 2146-48 Central Ave.

Cincinnati, April 4 —There is no material
change in the honey market since our last report. The demand does not come np to expecwhich, in all probability, is due to the
inclement weather of the past month. We continue to quote amber In barrels at 5%@bHc.
Fancy white in crates of two 601b. cans at
6Ji@SMc. Choice yellow beeswax 30c. delivered
here.
The Fred W. Muth Co.

The Colo. Honey-Producers'

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The market for comb
honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. "We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; 14@15c
for No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,

Extracted honey is in good demand at
While clover in barrels
following prices:
brings 6&@7c; ambeisSKf&S^c; in canB every
grade from l@lj^c higher. Beeswax is firm

13c

good demand at 28 and 30c.
The above are our selling prices, not what we
Griggs Bros.
pay.
in

Indianapolis, March 24— Fancy white clover
16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
I4';il5c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 9H<3 c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beeswax sells here for $33 per 100 pounds.

free.

bred in separate apiaries,

theGOLDGK YEL
LOWS, CA K > l<>-

catalog, page 29.

Assn.

Kansas City, May 5.— Our market is about
cleaned up on old comb honey. What there is
now left is selling at 13.25 per case for fancy
white. It looks as if there would be a good demand for nev honey just as soon as it comes to
market. There will be very little comb honey
left over this season in this city.
Extracted is
moving rather slowly at $\&%bc. Beeswax, 25c
per pound.
C. C. Clemons & CO.
Cincinnati, March 7.— The demand for comb
honey is slow, prices obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems to be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote ftncy white, 14@16c Amber
extracted in barrels, 5#@5J£c; in cans.^c more;
fancy white clover in 60-lb. cans, 7j£@8^ cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6>6@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.

C H.W. Weber.

CN

s:r

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When

tations,

We

Chicago, April 20.— There is very little comb
honey on the market, and as usual at this season of the year the demand is very limited.
There is no change in the prices obtainable
from recent quotations. Choice while comb
will bring 15c when wanted; other grades are
of uncertain value, ranging from I0@14c per
pound. Choice white extracted, 6&@7c; amber
grades, 5^@6Hic. Beeswax, 30c per pound.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Catalog mailed
Send for same.

h.w.weber

c.

usual at this time of year.
are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to J3.75 per case of 24 sections; off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7K@8%c; light amber,
tyi@7%c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.

* 33eestr>ax*

and

my

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as

f)oney anb

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

RED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.

LANS,

Office

Our large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,

what

/^ TTTIT^XTCI
fjl
K. I". I\la^
^Cf, \J JJAJ11 KJ

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published.

is

will

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

YEARS

Let

We' have published THE

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

You

25

SOUTH

for the

OF ALL KINDS

ESTABLISHED

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

Gash for Beeswax
Highest market price paid promptly all the
time for good wax.
Frank C. Clark, 147 E.KinzieSt. Chlcago.lll.

FOR SALE

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California Water-White White Sage and Light
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
Amber

HONEY

cans and new cases. Write for prices and samples, and state quantity yon want.
265

&

HILDRETH

267

34Atf

65c

& SEGELKEN

_

Greenwich Street, New York, N.T.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

for

12 Names ft rf!£ST,Sir&£

flumps taken— we

will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Cull— res*, sub. price 40c a year. F. C is a wkly., 25
years old, l.auo pages a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CAL1,, Uuincy, 111.

Mention

Wi

Bee Journal

when

Sell Root's Goods

in

writing.

Michigan

Let us quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc, as we can save yon time and

Beeswax Wanted for Casta.
M. H. HUNT A SON,
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich*
Mention Bee Journal ivlieo writing.
freight.

Please Mention Bee Journal

when

writing; advertisers.

comb brings

wik

-ii.

•*

.i*.

»-

'•

#».

..#*. ."«. »•».

#.

••«. ••- ..#«

'i'

••'•'*

*ii*iiv±i*±i*i

i*i ••£

't it

,J

Walter

S.

Pouder.

m

Philadelphia, April 23.— The season is now
so far advanced that there is very little call for
comb honey; not enough sales to fix a price.

Some little" odd lots, parties are selling at the
best offers they can get. Extracted honey, for
fancy grades, is also low. Medium and low
quote: Fancy
grades are in abundance.

Second Hand Empty

white, 7@8c; amber, 6@7c; dark, 5@6c
We are producers of honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Selser.

on commission.

New

York, March 19.— Demand

for

quality.

HiLDRETHfcfc

comb

Srghlken.

FOR SALE
60- pound

HONEY=CANS—

two in a crate. In lots of 10, 40c per crate; 25 or
more crates, at 35c per crate.

We

honey is fair, especially for the better grades,
and fancy white is selling at from 14tol5c; No.
1, 13c; light amber, ll@l2c; no more demand
for dark comb honey. Extracted is in good demand, mostly California, at unchanged prices.
Beeswax is firm a* from 29@3lc, according to

III.

m

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
CINCINNATI,

OHIO

51 Walnut Street,

Mention

Bee

Journal

when

-rritina;.

!
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Boss Sections from the Section Bosses
We Have

Section

Not the kind you find on the Railroad but
They are mechanics who have spent a
seers.
;

make* the best Sections— Lewis

Years

of

Bosses—
capable honey-section

genuine,
score

of years

learning

just

over-

how

to

Sections.

Study and Constant Vigilance

Over the delicate, intricate machinery means that every crate of Lewis Sections is perfect.
Each day and each hour these section specialists personally inspect our machines and examine the output.

This keeps Lewis

Sections uniformly perfect.

Ah, That's the Secret
Now

you have

it.

That's the reason

Lewis Sections are the
What

well pleased with them.

have ever put together.

They
Yours

the World Over

the Bee=Keepers Say

Paullina, Iowa.
G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Gentlemen:— Received my sections in fine shape and

am

Same

are the best sections

:

folked packages of 500 without breaking one, and
Yours truly,
say that of others I have used.

I

cannot

George Brown.

I

truly,

Arthur Strampe.
Lewis Co.. Watertown, Wis.
Grand View, Iowa.
Gentlemen: I have received those sections in good
shape and I am well pleased with same. They are all right
in every way. I shall recommend your bee-supplies to other
bee-keepers. I think you make better goods than any
other firm in the world. Accept my thanks.
Yours truly,
Geo. B. McDaniels.

G. B.

—

Smithville, Ga.
G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
sections, for I
your
use
to
anxious
am
Gentlemen:--I
consider them the best sections made, at any rate they are
Yours truly,
good enough for me.
R. P. Johnson.

Rome, Pa.
G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Gentlemen:--I think the sections the best I ever saw.
W. J. Hill.
Yours truly,

Oakland, Mo.
Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Gentlemen:— Your hives fit perfectly and your sections
Robt Wilson.
ate simply superb.

O.

Kenton, Ohio.
G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Gentlemen: The goods are simply fine in every respect. We have compared a few of the No. 1 sections bought
of another firm which we carried over from last season,
with your No. 2, and find that the No. 2 are superior.

—

B.

Deerfield, Iowa.
G. B. Lewis Cg., Watertown, Wis.
Gentlemen:—! want to say that I consider your make of
sections the nearest perfect of any I have ever had. I have

Yours

B.

Lewis Co

Gentlemen:

,

Norris & Anspach.

truly,

Watertown, Wis.

Yours

truly,

AGENTS
g. B.

lewis

Centralia,

Kan.

—Everybody wants Lewis sections.

GO., watertown, Wis.

A.

W. Swan.

EVERYWHERE
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Officers of the Connecticut Bee=Keepers' Association

v-

Allen Latham,

President.

Rev. D. D. Marsh, Vice-President.

J.

Arthur Smith,

i

Secretary.

^

1%

flj

HBP^™

House-Apiary and Apiary of Frank Kittinger, of Caledonia, Wis.— (See page

423.)
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Marsh. Rev. D. D
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i
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W. D. Soper,
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E. H. Taylor,
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Swarming Done Away With
In addition to continuing the several interesting articles by Alexander, and
IN
CULother noted contributors, which are running in

GLEANINGS

BEE

TURE, the publishers announce as a special feature for the remaining issues of the
year, a series of articles on the CONTROL OF SWARMING FOR COMBHONEY PRODUCTION. These by bee-keepers who have experimented to the
point where experimenting is done, and the crown of success has been awarded.
If you have not seen the first installment of this series, send in your name for
The April
a three-number trial subscription, which will be given free of charge.
numbers
will
mailed
you,
and
June
be
to
by
you will
15th, May 1st, and May 15th
undoubtedly be so interested you will want to take a six months' subscription at
The special price of which will be 25 cents.
you choose to remit at once, make your request for the above numbers in addition to the regular issues for six months beginning June 1st, and we will send
least.

If

them

free.

GLEANINGS

IN

BEE CULTURE

MEDINA, OHIO

GOODS IN A HURRY
to swarm, and the honey beginning to come in, supplies when needed are
of distribution shows its good points to the best advantage.
the
Seven branch houses— in all large centers, with complete stocks on hand for either retail or wholesale trade. Numerous jobSend in your order to-day, and your goods
bing agencies, and hundreds of smaller agencies scattered throughout the United States.
will be on the way in a very short time.
are
right.
You
get a square deal and satisfaction in
Our
prices
are
leaders.
We
Insist on getting

When

the bee6 are flying,
always wanted at once. Then, is

some colonies preparing

when

ROOT SYSTEM

BOOT'S GOODS.

WAX WANTED.— We

are paying 29 cents cash or 31 cents per

pound

in trade for pure,

average beeswax delivered at any

of our branches or at Medina.

/-^rrnuiW IStt"lSI\U&n
DEC DDIICU
GERMAN

S° me months ago Mr. R. F. Holtermann called our attention to a bee-brush which he received
from Germany, made of genuine bristle or horsehair. He had used cne a whole season, washing
it out often, and it appeared to be as good at the end of the season as at the beginning. He considered it so far ahead of any thing he had ever seen or used
that he wanted no other. We are now provided with a stock which we offer at
25 cents each
by mail, 30 cents. The bristles are black, about two inches long,
extending eight inches on the handle.
;

We are now prepared
ilCViNnCD rCChCD
ALfcAANUEIT
rEXUER Alexander Feeder. We

to

furnish the
19

make them

inches long, bo they be used with either an 8 or 10 frame hive. With a 10
frame hive they will project 3 inches beyond the hive for feeding, and the
block may be laid crosswise of the feeder or be cut off as preferred. With
the 8-frame hive the feeder projects 5 inches, and the block lies lengthwise.
soak the feeders in oil to preserve them, and fill the pores to prevent the
feed from soaking in. Price, finished, including block, 25 cents each; 10 for
82.00; 50 for $9.00.

We

The

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.

Medina, Ohio
THn AbtX*NI»ER FKKDER

BRANCH H3S
Medina,

New York

Ohio.

Box

City,

1037

Chicago,

111.

144 E. Erie.

Philadelphia, Pa.
10 Vine St.

Washington, D.C.
1100 Md. Ave.

St Paul, Minn.
1024 Miss. St.

Syracuse, N.Y.
W. Gen. St.

1631

Mechanic

Fall6,

Maine.

—

(Entered at the Post-Office at Chicago as Second-Class Mail-Matter.)
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QBORGE W. YORK,

CHICAGO,
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Hotes

Honey

Germans, as well as Americans, are struggling with the
Praktischer

:

"The public understands by the term pure bees' honey only that
honey obtained by the bees from the flowers of plants."

But the well-recognized authority, Dr. Haenle,
with approbation as saying

is

quoted

:

" By pure honey is understood the sweet juices that bees have
gathered from plants in forest and plain, and have elaborated in their
hives into honey."

The

latter

is,

without doubt, a good definition, while

practical bee-keepers can not fail to object to the former.

Putting

Weak

Colonies Over Strong Ones

Reports are contradictory of the plan of putting a weak
colony over a strong one in spring. Some report it as a
great success, the weak colony becoming in time equal to
the stronger one, with no apparent damage to the stronger
one. Others report loss of queens.
It is quite possible that a slight difference in execution
of the plan may make all the difference between success and
failure, and it is to be desired that those who have given
the plan further trial and the probability is that it has
been practised much more extensively this year than last
would give any information they may have obtained as to
causes of failure. Even if nothing more can be done, let
there be reports giving information as to just what success

—

or failure occurred.

Temperature

of the

17,

334 Dearborn
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some points of bearing are not hard to find.
The acceptance of Mr. Doolittle's views, these views being
erence, but

At

j>
question as to a proper definition of honey.
Wegweiser quotes Dr. Kautzler as saying

MAY

Co.,

so radically different from those generally entertained,
would lead to a radical difference in practise in more than
one respect.

anb Comments
Definition of

W. York &

—

Mr. Editor: I have read with very great interest the article on
hive temperature, page 363, and although much of it has been given
before by the same writer, there are some things that bear repetition.
Mr. Doolittle has done a real service in enabling us to say, "The temperature of the brood-nest is pretty nearly a constant quantity, ranging from 92 to 98 degrees," I wish he might have gone still farther,
and told us at what temperature the crust of bees is kept. I think
European authorities have given it at 50 degrees.

With thanks for emendations to my answers from one so competent on these points, I may be permitted to ask, not with any spirit of
captiousness, but with a sincere desire to know the truth, whether the
testimony given is sufficient to warrant his apparent conclusion that
the crust of bees is almost a perfect non-conductor of heat. The important bearing this may have upon practical bee-keeping can easily
be seen, so it is important to be very sure what is the truth with regard
C. C. Miller.
to it.
Dr. Miller might have specified particularly as to what
important bearing upon practical bee-keeping he had ref-

thought, the question

may

occur whether Mr.

could have full play through them. Yet, on the other hand,
a very large number have earnestly urged the importance
of keeping everything about the hive as warm as possible.
If these latter be wrong, and if all that extra trouble may
just as well be saved, it is well to know it.
But before acting entirely on the new teaching, it will
be at least prudent to have tests more or less decisive.

Drones Fly Farther Than Workers
So says a writer in Praktischer Wegweiser. As proof
he recites that he moved a colony of bees quite a long distance, and the next day a crowd of drones returned to the
old stand, but not a single worker-bee.
Spreading the Brood

While there

is a divergence as to views on this subject,
advice is assuredly safe
Never spread brood
when there is already present all the brood the bees can
cover. Spreading brood at such a time can only result in

one

Brood-Nest

first

Doolittle has gone so far as to say that the crust of bees is
" almost a perfect non-conductor of heat." But a careful
reading shows a warrant for that interpretation in the sentence which, speaking of the temperature in a hive placed
over the hive containing the brood-nest, it is said, " They
will keep that temperature of from 92 to 98 degrees in the
brood-nest just as easily as they did, or could, before that
upper hive was put on, as the heat is confined within the
cluster or crust of bees, not in the hive." That "just as
easily " could not be unless the crust of bees were not only
almost, but altogether, a non-conductor.
If the non-conductivity of the crust of bees be an established fact, a great saving of time and labor would result.
The great care that some take to close up all cracks about
the hive in the spring would be avoided. Packing for winter would be unnecessary.
Indeed, there has not been lacking repeated testimony that colonies have been successfully
wintered in hives so split and cracked that winter winds

bit of

:

loss.

—

Honey as a Health-Food. This is a 16-page honeypamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on "Honey as
Food,'" written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to
"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid
Sample copy for a two-cent stamp; SO
copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00;
or 1,000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

—
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Association from its beginning, and has found a few colonies of bees a delightful diversion in the busy years of the
pastorate.

miscellaneous
Zletrs *

May

J.

Arthur Smith, Secretary.

Arthur Smith is employed in the office of the Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co., at Hartford. He is an
ardent lover of Nature in all its phases, and his enthusiasm
for bee-culture has not waned, but increased since he purchased his first colony, 3 years ago. When quite young,
J.

3tems
==/

Officers of the Connecticut Association are shown
on the first page this week. We have the further pleasure
of presenting the brief biographical sketches that follow
:

Allen Latham, President.
was born in Thetford, Vt., Oct. 31, 1868
Latham
Allen
parents, Henry M. Latham and Harriet A. (born Closson)
Latham. Parents and 8 children moved to Lancaster,"
Mass., in 1880. After a common school education " Allen
farm to Harvard College in the fall of 1888,
and graduated with the class of 1892. He took up teaching
as a profession, and taught school in the towns of Deerfield,
Andover, and Walpole, Mass. In the fall of 1902 he moved
his family to Norwich, Conn., where he is still teaching in
the Norwich Free Academy, having charge of the Science
Department.

while sitting in a tree eating a sweet pear, he discovered
that bees were not such dreadful little creatures, after all,
for they would lodge on his face, crawl around his mouth,
and fly away. His love for bees might be characterized as
sentimental rather than mercantile however, he is anxious
that some of the tons of honey that go to waste each season
in Connnecticut may be saved, and will labor to that end.
Of all the periodicals he takes, including Harper's Weekly,
he enjoys the American Bee Journal and Gleanings the
most.
;

•went from the

Mr. Latham married Caroline L. Walker, of Lancaster,
Mass., in the summer of 1893, and 4 children have been
iborn of that union— Paul, Barbara, Emily and William.
Such is the non-bee-life of Allen Latham. His bee-life,
rtold briefly in his own words, is as follows
:

and I was not
I can not remember when bees did not interest me,
and shut them
•over S years of age when I caught bees from the flowers
a colony. Some told
•into a miniature hive in hopes that I might start
queen, and surely enough
-oie that they would not stay unless I had a
•they always left, never to return.
bees was restored in
It was not till June, 1884, that my interest in
At that time I was in the High School, and our teacher
full force.
While analyzing
in Bota-uy had taken the class out to study flowers.
elmflowers we restless boys discovered a swarm of bees high in an
worth
beiDg
a
swarm
S20. (Had
about
Some one said something
tree
desire for the
he even heard of " Lizzie?") Well, I was filled with a
So about dusk I went for those bees, with
S-X) if not for the bees.
and with arms
legs doubly protected with overalls tied at the ankles,
and hands encased in stocking-legs and buckskin-gloves. Over my
head I had 2 butterfly-nets, for I was a butterfly collector.
the first branch, and as
I climbed the tree, having to shin 16 feet to
more than ready to
it was a warm June day, and I was excited, I was
cluster was only 2
The
limb.
first
rest awhile in the crotch of that
it, I heard a voice say:
•feet away, and as I was preparing to bag
" What in
are you doing up in that tree?" And it was hot up
back.
there for I can still remember how the sweat trickled down my
I'bagged those bees, and I have kept bees ever since. That first
swarm filled its hive, and then died in the winter from excessive meddling on my part. But on the day they died I bought another colony.
In the course of 3 years I had nearly a score of colonies.
bagged the swarm I went that evenI should have said that after I
"
ing to the town library and took out The Hive and the Honey-Bee,"
by that grand old man, L. L. Langstroth. I read the book nearly
through that night, and by morning a bee-fever had set in that has
waxed hot most of the time ever since.
Like every bee-keeper, I could tell many interesting experiences I
that.
I will
•have had with bees, but space should not be taken for
with bees;
•simply 9ay that 1 have moved independently in all my work
and
though
beeown
use,
for
my
have never bought a factory-hive
keeping is my avocation, I have always made it pay for itself, and
Allen Latham.
often known it to help me very materially.

Mr. Latham has been an occasional contributor to beemany years, as the most of our readers know.

literature for

D. D.

Marsh, Vice-President.

Rev. David Dana Marsh has been an enthusiastic bee-

keeper for 27 years. In his first 20 years' pastorate at
Georgetown, Mass., he bought a box-hive of black bees, of
a farmer, transferred it to a frame hive made by himself,
and they produced SO pounds of comb honey that season.
On moving to Unionville, Conn., in 1888, his few hives
were in the car with furniture an entire week, yet brought
being released in
in pollen in less than half an hour after

October in the Nutmeg State.

After a pastorate of 11 years he moved to a church in
Hartford, Conn., taking along a few hives, in January, and
of them stored SO pounds of comb honey the following

The Apiaries of Frank Kittinger.— When sending the
photograph reproduced on the first page, Mr. Kittinger
wrote thus, under date of April 11
:

send gives only a partial view of my apiary,
which contains 60 colonies, of which 20 are in the house-apiary shown.
The hives in the house-apiary are all open to the south, and as will
be noticed, the ends of the brood-chambers are exposed to the sun,
which, I think, is a great help in successfully wintering bees on the

The photograph

summer

I

stands.

bees are wintered on the summer stands. I first put on a
comb-honey super containing about 3 inches of dry sawdust, and then
put from 4 to 6 inches of forest leaves on all sides of the hives; also
over the top. The ends of the brood-chambers are all exposed to the
sun, and hive-entrances left open the full width of the hives.
The hives outside the house-apiary are wintered in cases holding 3
or 4 hives each. 1 have always been very successful in wintering in
this way, never having lost a colony that went into winter quarters
with plenty of honey and bees, and a good queen.
I suppose some will wonder if I don't lose several queens in the
colonies in the house-apiary by having them enter the wrong hives
when returning from mating. I do not have any queens mated in
this house-apiary, as I allow natural swarming, and hive the new
swarm on the old stand. The old hive is then moved to a new stand
Besides, I do not have nearly as much swarming from the
outside.
colonies in the house-apiary as from those outside.
I also
I use the 10-frame Langstroth hive, with Hoffman frames.
have a few 8-frame hives, but I do not like them as well as the 10All

my

frame.
I run my bees for both comb and extracted honey.
photograph was taken, I have built a honey-house, 10x16

Since the
the

feet, to

right of the house-apiary.
I could not get along without the American Bee Journal, as
several articles that are worth the price of a year's subscription.

I

find

Frank Kittinger.
Mr. HubeF H. Root has recently been installed as
Assistant Editor of Gleanings in Bee Culture. His latest
portrait graces the front cover of the May 1st issue, from
which we take the following paragraph
:

editorial staff has been increased by the addition of new and
younger blood in the person of Huber H. Root, named after the great
Huber of a century ago. The younger Huber, like his great namesake, is of an investigating turn of mind, and an enthusiast on bees.
He is fresh from college, and now has thrown his whole heart and
soul into the general subject of bee-keeping. Like his father, he is a

Our

geniu6 in getting up new contrivances. Indeed, several patents and
useful inventions used by the Root Co., are the product of the brain
of the youngest member of The A. I. Root Co.

We congratulate both "Huber" and the readers of
Gleanings upon this new combination. Few young men
have the wonderful opportunity for usefulness placed before
them that has Huber; and few are so fortunate to have such
an able assistant as he will be to his brother " Ernest,"
who for so many years has been editor of Gleanings. They
will pull together nicely, even if there is a difference of 21
years in their ages.

And it's

"all in the family."

Df. Dzierzon Failing.— The great German bee-master
reported as being in feeble health, confined to his bed for
the past year and a half on account of weakness in his feet.
No longer able to read, and too deaf easily to hear others
read, his 96th year, which began Jan. 16, is rather a lonely

is

one

season.

After pastorates of 35 years he bought a pleasant

home

West Hartford, Conn., well adapted, among other things,
bees is unabated. From
to bee-culture, and his interest in
a few colonies of blacks, which he prefers for fancy comb
honey his average crop was 81 sections last season.
in

He

has been a member of the Connecticut Bee-Keepers'

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer,

is

a bee-keeper's hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
American Bee Journal one year both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.

—

—
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11— Dadant Methods
BY

BEFORE

C.

P.

of Honey-Production
DADANT.

pass to the details of management with large
hives, I desire to take notice of an acknowledgment that
helps my cause the cause of large hives. In the April
number of the Bee-Keepers' Review, Mrs. F. W. Frey asks
how to keep bees from wanting to swarm, while producing
comb honey. That question cannot be answered in an abso*
That is, there is not yet a method devised by
lute way.
which we can keep our bees entirely from wanting to swarm,
most especially when they have to build their surplus combs.
But 3 pages further on, I find a partial answer to the quesPermit me to quote from the editorial
tion asked.
hives, as it affects the tendency of the bees to
illustrated by the experience of Mr. C. F.
Smith, of Cheboygan, Mich. He writes that he has bees in
7, 8, 9, io and 12- frame hives, respectively, and, of the coloof the 8nies in the "-frame hives, 95 percent swarmed
frames, 85 percent swarmed of those on 9 frames, 70 percent

"Size of
is

I started to
I am running away from my subject.
about the Dadant methods, and I am falling into the
I only wish to emphasize the fact that the
Miller methods.
Miller methods for comb honey with small hives, and the
Dadant methods for extracted honey with large hives, are
not antagonistic they corroborate one another.
There is no method by which we may entirely prevent
swarming. Such a method may be devised later, but it will
very probably have to be by artificial means and manipulaBut a spacious hive-body in which to rear brood, a
tions.
thoroughly ventilated hive in which communication from top
to bottom is easy; a well-shaded spot; a reduced production of drones; and plenty of surplus-room, will secure most
Hamilton, 111.
desirable results.

But

talk

—

I

—

swarm
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well

;

;

style, 55 percent swarmed; while
only 33 percent of those on 13 frames cast swarms."
From all sides we can hear the same thing. If we wish
to avoid natural swarming, we must give our bees enough
room to accommodate the most prolific queens. It is one of
the principal steps in the direction of control of swarms.
But this is not all. If we have large brood-chambers, we
will rear powerful colonies, whenever our queens are very
prolific.
These powerful colonies will need more room in
every way, for it is out of the question to have a powerful
colony satisfied with a super such as would be ample for a
small one. So if we expect the large hives to help towards
prevention of swarming, we must expect to give them additional surplus room in proportion to the larger size of the
colony.
Dr. C. C. Miller tried 2 Jumbo hives, in the hope
One of these was the
of securing a non-swarming hive.
Evidently the colony
first colony in his apiary to swarm.
was able to fill this hive to overflowing, because it had a
very prolific queen.
Is it not most likely that these bees
would have swarmed still sooner had they had but an 8-frame
hive to fill, instead of one equivalent to 12 frames?
But Dr. Miller succeeds in securing large colonies with
small hives.
How does he do it? He adds another hive
on top of the 8-frame body, whenever the brood-chamber is
full of brood, and allows the queen to go up into this additional hive and breed until the honey crop has begun, when
he again reduces it and puts on supers, leaving a body full
The surplus combs
of combs of brood in only one story.
of brood which cannot find place in that one story go to
help other colonies. In this way, Dr. Miller avoids the loss
caused by the cramping of queens for room to lay, and gets
It is more labor than by our method,
his tremendous crops.
but it is probably the best way to secure a large force of bees
with small hives, and to get as much honey as possible
stored into the sections.
The apiarist who uses 8-frame Langstroth hives will
get a great deal of valuable information by reading the DocI had read it,
tor's book, "Forty Years Among the Bees."
but did not realize the most valuable points until I had several personal talks with the author.
feel very
I am very fond of my own methods, and I
sure that others can succeed where we have succeeded, but
I
am also aware that bee-keepers no matter how progressive they are will not throw away their small hives
I therefore urge those
just for the sake of trying my ways.
who have small hives and do not expect to change, to give
I acknowledge
the method of Dr. Miller a thorough trial.
that there is much in the management described in "Forty
Years" that will scare a novice, owing to the numerous
manipulations performed, but the ideas evolved are to be
found nowhere else. Perhaps not enough attention has been
paid to the Doctor's methods. Few men have his long experience, his knowledge of the habits of the bee, and few men
succeed as he does in producing very large crops regularly.
He has both the theory and the practice at his fingers' ends.

swarmed; of the 10-frame

—

—

[A new edition of Dr. Miller's "Forty Years Among the
Bees" has just been issued. It contains an Appendix which
The book,
brings the Doctor's experience down to date.
containing 344 pages, we mail for $1.00, or club it with the
American Bee Journal, one year, both for $1.80. The apSend all orders to the office of
pendix alone is 10 cents.
the

American Bee Journal.

Editor.]

Facing and Shading Hives-Other

Comments

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.
all his
that one, facing south,
has given him more surplus honey than any of the others.
He added that it was shaded by a tree during a part of
the dav.
first impression was that this colony had a better
queen than the others, or something of that sort; but the
context, while not saying so positively, seems to imply that
the superiority of that colony had existed for a number of
years during which there may have been a number of differIt is not likely that they would all have been
ent queens.
better than the others.
Then I thought that perhaps the shade given by that
But the climate of western Europeis
tree was the cause.
It is considerably milder in wintotally different from ours.

Some

time ago a French apiarist reported that

hives but one

were facing

east.

And

My

ter,

and very much cooler in summer. So it would be hard
whether the extra surplus honey was due to the extra

to say

the south exposure, or to the shading of the
Perhaps both, if the tree was shading in the middle
of the day and letting the sun shine on the hive early in the
morning and late in the evening.
The incident in itself is insignificant, but I quote it here
of
to show how hard it is sometimes to give the right kind
an explanation, and how careful we should be when criticising

warmth of
tree.

other people's assertions.

SHADE FOR HIVES.

New York, doesn't want his hivessays that the extra work the bees do early and
adds conlate in the day when the sun warms up the hives
It has been stated already that it is
siderably to his surplus.
Shade might be a nuisance in
largely a question of locality.
some parts of the State of New York, an advantage in east
Tennessee, and an absolute necessity in Arizona. And that is
Mr.
true but there is another fact that has been overlooked.
Alexander's surplus honey is altogether from buckwheat, and
therefore is gathered at a time of the year when the weather
Mr. Alexander, of

shaded.

He

already quite cool. If it was gathered in July, he might,
even in his present locality, find the shade a decided advan-

is

tage.

ANNUAL RENEWING

OF QUEENS.

one, some 8 or 9 years ago, to advocate
I have always said that it
a yearly renewing of the queens.
was especially an advantage when working for comb honey,
colony with a young
and in poor localities like mine.
queen is not likely to swarm, and in a poor locality a colony
much
that has swarmed, and its swarm, are not going to give
surplus honey, if any at all. I think Mr. Aspinwall is about
swarm
right when he says that the colonies which do not
Another thing in
give twice the surplus of those that do.
favor of young queens (those reared late in the preceding
the
year) is that they keep the bees from crowding honey in
brood-nest better than the older ones. And that is an imLess honey in the brood-nest means more in
portant item.
brood
the supers. Less honey in the brood-nest means more
season
reared and more bees later on, which, where the honey
lasts several months, is an important item.
I

was

the

first

A
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PRODUCING EXTRACTED HONEY.
There are honest differences of opinion on this subject,
and they are fully justified by the difference in localities and
managements. The first we find is that of the Dadants, who
have always insisted that unless the apiarist wishes to improve his stock by giving selected queens, it is just as well
to let the bees renew their queens themselves, when they
think best to do it. And this is easily understood. The Dadants are working for extracted honey, use very large hives,
and give their bees all the built combs they need, both in the
brood-nest and in the supers. With plenty of empty comb in
the supers, bees will never crowd the brood-nest with honey,
and with plenty of room in the brood-nest the brood-rearing will not be curtailed, and swarming will rarely take place.
So the two reasons for wanting young queens when working
for_ comb honey do not exist when working for extracted.
It

is

-hardly

honey, the

necessary to say here that in producing comb
because the bees are not able to build

difficulty is

comb

in the sections fast enough to accommodate the honey
that they can bring in, hence their disposition to put it in
the brood-nest.

CHANGING QUEENS YEARLY.
And now comes Mr. Doolittle, who says that he produces
comb honey, but does not think it necessary to change queens
every year.

Hm!

Doolittle

than one.

is

a bigger

man than I am
may explain

Perhaps the "locality"

in

more ways

the difference

of opinion.
If I understand his writing correctly, he has only one
flow of honey, from basswood and white "clover. Before that
flow he has several weeks, in which to build up his colonies.
During that time there is enough nectar coming in to keep
up brood-rearing, but not enough to furnish any surplus
honey. So he can- winter only medium colonies, having sufficient time to build them up for the white clover and bass-

wood.
During the main flow he doesn't want too much brood.
In fact he doesn't want a queen too prolific at that time.
He prefers to have in the sections the honey that the brood
would have consumed and have the bees busy in the supers,
rather than busy at brood-rearing. As the flow lasts only a
few weeks, the bees reared at that time would mature too late
to be of any advantage.
Others have gone even further in
that direction. Heddon, Hutchinson, etc., contract the broodnest severely at that time.
Elwood and Hetherington cage
the queens or remove them entirely, partly for the same
reason and partly to prevent swarming.
After the main flow is over, there is nothing, or practically nothing, to gather outside, and the extra bees reared
during the flow would simply be what has been termed "useless consumers."
Evidently with such management a young queen that
would persist in laying as much as possible during the main
flow

is

not wanted.

That the system

is

good under such circumstances

is

not

to be doubted. The splendid crops obtained bv Doolittle tell
the tale.
The tree is known by its fruits. If I have made
any mistake, or misunderstood something, I shall be glad to
be corrected. In fact, I would like to have, from Doolittle
a full article on the subject.

OTHER LOCALITIES.
But it does not follow that the same system of management would work well everywhere.
i.
In some localites in northern Michigan, for instance,
a good surplus can be obtained from wild raspberries early
in
the spring.
Everywhere, now and then, somebody brings
forth a super full of sections built and filled during
apple-

blossom time, showing that in some places, at least, surplus
honey could be obtained from that source. Evidently to take
advantage of such surplus it is necessary to go into winter
quarters

enough
2.

with

strong colonies,

as

there would not be time

in the spring to build

Some

localities

them up.
have two flows.

more

17,

1906

The trouble mentioned in the case of two flows exists
case of a long flow, say two months or more, even
rather than less.

Sometimes, after the main flow is over, there is dur4.
ing the balance of summer and the fall enough nectar to be
had to keep up the colonies and provide with ample provisions
for the winter.
In such cases the weakening of the colonies
during the flow might be a disadvantage. True, more honey
might be had as surplus, but after that the colonies would
be weaker.
And in a very light flow a weak colony might
dwindle, a medium one barely keeps up, and a strong One increases, gets full provisions for winter and early spring, and
is sure to winter all right and give good account of itself
the following year.
5.

my locality, and all over the South, it is still
There we have not exactly a long flow, but a long

In

worse.

honey season consisting of a succession of usually weak flows,
of different duration, and separated by longer or shorter intervals.

No two

years

are

alike.

Some

flows

longer, sometimes shorter, sometimes heavy,

are sometimes
sometimes light,

The

sources of flows are not the same
length of the season also vary with
the different localities.
What makes it worse yet, is that
the spring begins early, but cold, raw, and sometimes freezing weather comes back often, and stops the work in the
This of course makes the clogging of the
sections entirely.
honey in the brood-nest worse. By ample protection of the
supers, all possible inducements to the bees to take up work in
them, renewing the queens every fall, the evil can be greatly
mitigated, but not entirely, by any means and I am still experimenting in the line of improvements in that direction.
Knoxville, Tenn.
or missing entirely.
everywhere, and the

;

~>

(£onr>entton

Proceebings
Extracted Honey and
Read

at the

Quality

Its

Northern Michigan Convention

BY GEO.

HOW

J

H. KIRKPATRICK.

we may produce

a better quality of extracted honey
than is being produced to-day by the average bee-keeper
is a subject of much importance to the average beekeeper, for fully three-fourths of the annual crop is extracted
honey.
I
shall not point out any iron-clad rules, though I shall
attempt to give a few practical points. Perhaps the most important feature is the location.
should seek a location
where the bees will be sheltered from the chilly winds in early
spring; a location that will place our bees within easy reach
of a very large acreage of honey-producing plants such as
yield a quantity of light honey.
The practical bee-keeper in a
good location will secure a fair crop of honey from any of the
different styles of hives now in use.

We

Twenty-three years have passed since I began bee-keepI commenced with the Standard 10-frame Langstroth
I have used the Langstroth hive more or less during
hive."
these 23 years.
Having tested pretty thoroughly the Danzenbaker and the Heddon hives, I have proved to my own satisfaction, by repeated tests, that a much better quality of honey
can be produced in shallow extracting supers than in deep
During the past five years I have built all new hives
ones.
only eight inches deep. We now have more than 200 colonies
in these shallow hives, and we shall continue to build and to
ing.

use this hive.

For

instance,

the
have two flows corresponding to the two crops
of alfalfa.
Some years ago, after having written an article
similar to this, I received several" letters complaining
that
during the first flow of alfalfa the bees were crowding the
brood-nest and rearing but little brood, with the result
that
when the second flow came there was not enough field-bees
to take care of it, and inquiring if I knew a remedy.
Other
localities have a second flow of buckwheat or fall"
flowers,
and if the brood-rearing is curtailed during the first flow'
what is gamed then will be lost later, besides having the bees
go into winter quarters in a weaker condition.
alfalfa regions

3.

in the

May

Note the results
With this shallow hive we have one
suited to the size of the colony in early spring; a broodframe that the queen will occupy close up to the top-bar.
True, a single story of this hive is too small to rear such
colonies as we must have to store large crops of real good
honey. This hive is suited to the storifying principle a principle of much importance to the extracted-honey producer.
begin to tier up when the single-story brood-chamber is
1
filled with brood and bees.
When the colonies arrive at this
stage I put on the first super, placing between it and the
brood-chamber a queen-excluder.
At this time I lift two
combs of hatching brood from the brood-chamber into the
:

—

—
May
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By this method i
super.
This I repeat every 7 or 8 days.
able to increase largely the strength of the colonies.
By the date of the beginning of the honey harvest ill
colonies should be filling a 2-story hive, and be ready for a
second super. This second super, and all others added from
time to time, should be placed right next to the brood-chamber.
Always keep the oldest honey at the top of the hive
and capped. By the use ot
it is the first to be ripened
these shallow hives the queen will fill the comb with brood
plump up to the top-bar; and practically all honey will then
be stored in the supers.
During a good flow of honey all good colonies will require an empty super added every 4 to 6 days. With these
small supers, only holding 35 to 40 pounds, they are filled
The honey is thus more
quickly, evaporated, and capped.
uniform in body, flavor and color. They are not so apt to
contain uncapped honey, and honey from two or more sources,
>
as are the large supers.
It sometimes happens that there comes a change in the
kind of honey; it may be a change from raspberry or clover
to sumac or milk-weed and then with the large super containing 8 or 10 Langstroth frames, we are much more liable to
get the honey mixed. I believe we should be careful to keep
the different kinds of honey separate, especially raspberry. I
think raspberry is the very best honey with which to build up
a trade. It is a winner to make customers.

am

We

should never extract a pound of uncapped honey and
For example, we will say that honey
must all be capped before extracting in order to be classed
Honey
This we will rate at 100 percent.
as No. 1 honey.
extracted when only three-fourths capped we will class at 75
percent, or 25 percent below the standard.
sell

it

for table use.

We

We

will make
will now give a more practical test.
a canvass and sell, direct to consumers 500 pounds of No.
In 30 days we will make a
1 honey, classed at 100 percent.
second canvass and find almost every individual who bought
at the time of the first canvass is ready and anxious for a
second pail of honey, and the entire community will have
learned of the good quality of the honey and 1,000 pounds
will be sold, increasing the sales 100 percent more than
those of the first canvass.
Had we made the first canvass
with the honey classed at 75 percent, the chances are that
our sales would have fallen below those of the first canvass.

When we know

quality

that

makes the

difference

be-

tween success and failure we should readily see- how important it is to produce only No. I honey. If you are producing
honey of a high standard, you are on the right road to success; if not, it's high time you were putting forth your best
efforts to produce the verv best quality.
Rapid City, Mich.

Report of the Worcester County
Convention
(Sext by

C. R.

Mass.

Russell, Secretary.)

The Worcester County Bee-Keepers' Association has
become a New England affair, although an attempt to
have the name changed to New England Bee-Keepers'
Association failed. Some of the members objected to dropping the name, "Worcester County," although they are not
averse to allowing others outside of the county to join
the society, and for that purpose amended Art. 3 of the
Constitution, which provided that all members of the Association should be residents of Worcester County, now

making anybody

As

interested eligible to membership.
a result of this act, 16 members were admitted to

the Association from Vermont,

Rhode Island and Con-

necticut.

The

meeting and convention of the Worcester County Bee-Keepers' Association
and Massachusetts Agricultural Society, said to be the first of its
kind

in

institute

Massachusetts,

was held

The attendance was much

in

Horticultural

Hall.

anybody expi
from Boston and differ-

larger than

I,

and included prominent apiarists
ent sections of New England.
The meeting consisted of two sessions, morning
id
afternoon, with a banquet between, and an exhib
apiarian articles. The lectures were in the library in he
hall, which in the afteWoon proved much too small for
the accommodation of t'aose who wished to attend the
meeting, and about 50 people were turned away b<
there were not seats enough.
t
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The banquet and exhibits were in the main hall. The
exhibits were arranged on tables, and included wax, shown
by Charles R. Russell, honey-candy by F. A. Farmer,
honey by R. H. Holmes, and bee-appliances by F. H.
Drake.

The morning speaker was Prof. James B. Paige of
Amherst College, who talked on "Bee-Diseases." Prof.
Paige devoted most of his talk to the new bee-disease
which was discovered by a member of the Worcester
County Bee-Keepers' Association, James Wood.
Mr. Paige stated that the disease had been found in
bees in Bondville, Enfield, Ware, Greenwich, Hardwick,
Prescott, North Dana, New Salem, Belchertown and
Amherst. The total area covered by it does not exceed
more than 25 or 30 miles in length, and 8 or 10 miles in
Nothing has appeared in print describing any
width.
disease just like it, and it is probably confined to this State.
Prof. Paige stated that it was supposed to have started
in Ludlow, but in the discussion that followed, one of the
audience stated that he knew of it in Monson and Brimfield, before it got to Ludlow.
It was discovered in the

summer

of 1901.
Prof. Paige was asked what Amherst College was
doing for the bee-keepers, and stated that a course was
opened in apiculture, and for the past two years had been
very successful. This course opens the last Wednesday
of May and continues two weeks. There are lectures and
scientific and practical work.
Prof. Paige was asked if there are less bee-diseases
to-day than there were 25 years ago. "I do not think so,"
said he, "but if I were to answer jokingly I should say
'No,' because there are less bees than there were then, and
for the same reason that they say black sheep eat less than
the white, because there are fewer of them."

In the afternoon Arthur C. Miller of Providence gave
on bees, and answered the question put in
the question-box.
In his talk, Mr. Miller dwelt on what
has been called the "Wiley Lie," the report spread among
the people of the country regarding the sale of manufactured comb honey. "The public need never be afraid
of getting manufactured comb honey," said Mr. Miller.
Allen Latham of Connecticut and Pres. O. B. Hadwen
also spoke in the afternoon.
The convention was called to order at 10:30 o'clock,
with Pres. Burton N. Gates of the Worcester County BeeKeepers' Association in the chair. After a few words of
welcome Pres. Gates introduced Prof. Paige of Amherst
as the morning speaker, and he took up practically all of
the morning session, with his lecture and the discussion
that followed.
There was a brief discussion, after which Secretary
Charles R. Russell read the constitution of the Association, and invited those present who were not already members of the society to join.
Immediately after this dinner was served. Over 70
a general talk

persons sat down to it.
Mr. Farmer gave a short talk immediately after dinner,
on his honey-comb candy, after which the exhibits were
examined.
Pres. Gates called the afternoon session to order at
2:30 o'clock. At this session, many more people came
than were expected, and a large number were forced to
leave on account of an inability to accommodate them.
Mr. Gates announced that the president of the Worcester County Horticultural Society was present, and at
this time expressed the thanks of his Association for the
kindness and courtesy shown by the Horticultural Society
in entertaining them, and said he thought it was fitting
at this time to ask Pres. O. B. Hadwen to say a few words,
which he did, giving his experiences with bees, and stating
that the Society was always glad to receive such an organization as the bee-keepers.
On a motion made by Mr. Russell, the bee-keepers
gave Mr. Hadwen, as representing the Worcester County
Horticultural Society, a vote of thanks for its courtesy
and kindness.
Mr. Gates then introduced Arthur C. Miller, of Providence, as the afternoon speaker.
Mr. Miller began by
stating that Worcester county had one thing they were to
be congratulated on, and that was a county paper, The
Telegram, which was willing to yive space to bee-culture
and agricultural matters in general, which was a point
farther than most papers had reached, and added that
thanks should be given the press.
Referring to comments heard regarding the scientific
treatment of the subject, in the morning, Mr. Miller said:
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If we are going to advance in bee-culture, we must have
a thorough knowledge of the bee, not only of its life history, but we have got to try and learn what influences the

We

bee reacts

to.
are learning that excessive moisture
the hive reacts unfavorably, and other facts, but we

in

know much more about them.
"One question which has been asked me is, 'What
chance is there m Massachusetts to make money keeping
bees?
With a few exceptions, I think bees are kept for

have to

the

honey they produce or

for the fun a person gets out

"The capital invested and the time expended are the
first two things to be considered.
With a person having
one two or three colonies of bees, the outfit
need not be

much. Counting the combs, hives, bees and
so on $15
ought to cover it. In favorable locations,
a couple of
colonies of bees intelligently handled
will yield from 40
to ZUU pounds of honey per annum.
A
the be s i4 de P en ds upon atmospheric
condiwu
?
tions.
What the farmers
call good corn weather is good
honey
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under his leadership there is a bright future for the Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Association.
Rev. D. D. Marsh, of West Hartford, was elected VicePresident
Mrs. Edwin E. Smith, who faithfully served the Association for three years as its Secretary and Treasurer, declined
a re-election, and was succeeded by the writer.
It was at the
home of Edwin E. Smith, of Watertown, that the Connecticut
Bee-Keepers' Association was organized, in May, 1891, and
Mr. Smith has had the interests of the Association at heart
since that date, and the members recognize his fidelity, and
that of his wife's, with a sense of gratitude.
The following Executive Committee was appointed Geo.
W. Smith, S. .T. Griffin, and Edwin D. Barton.
:

Some interesting articles were brought to the meeting for
exhibition.
E. II. Dewey, of Massachusetts, brought a section
foundation fastener of his own invention, which was tried by
many present, and believed to possess merit.

"

'

,

weather.

a P erS
°? ' S g ° irl g into ke eping more bees than
thJ'll
.
that,
the ratio
of cost is less; but if a man wants to
make
S
be e- kee,P ln g or go into the business
=" eSS
on an
Pvtl
extensive
scale, he will do much the
best thing
,

if

out for nothing with

T

t0

he hires
if he

some experienced bee-keeper,
rk f r Him
Ab0Ve a » thi "gs
-?

W

don't
so into h?
go
bee-keeping 2
heavily at the start, because I don't
of anything ,n which you can
lose your money
quicker, unless, possibly, it's the
stock exchange "
Mr. Miller talked on the bees he
had kept in an
anSWered many questions asked him
He spoke of the existing harmony
,
in the Worcester
County Horticultural Society, which
seems to belackin"
racing

know
much

-,

H^okT^

in

most

horticultural societies!

A

U< n
whic"h h

am WaS

a
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to explain a

home-made

hive.

S. J. Griffin exhibited a neat contrivance for holding four
4x5 sections while the full sheets of foundation, also held inposition, are waxed on three sides with a glass-tube and rubber bulb. He also brought a device for enabling one to wire
brood-frames without cutting or hurting the hands.
Mr. Latham brought one of his home-made hives, covered
with " Paroid " paper, which, I believe, has been fully described in the American Bee Journal. The hive was an object of genuine interest, and an apiarist present who represented more colonies of bees than the rest combined, arranged

have the hive sent to his home. Mr. Latham is of a scienturn of mind, and gives careful study to a subject before
making a claim that may strike some of the veterans as toooriginal to be accepted as truth.
I believe that Mr. Latham's
to

tific

theory in regard to placing certain kinds of dark-colored hives,
well ventilated, in properly shaded spots, virtually to eliminate the desire for swarming, has not yet been disproved
when all the conditions have been complied with.
J. Arthur Smith, Sec.

Southern
* 33eebom -f

At the expressed request of one
of the audience he
explained how he had his bees
swarm. This consisted of
forming a tripod of three sticks,
placing a branch over k
extending to the ground, and then
shaking the bees out of
6
attention
is
P a id to the queen-bee to see
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that
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SMITH.
the Connecticut Bee-Keep-
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How

to

Put Supers on Hives.

notice most bee-books and bee-papers, in speaking of
the proper way to add supers (when working for extracted
honey) is, when the one is full raise it and set the super of
empty combs underneath. My experience is, if the super
is put under the brood-chamber that the combs will be filled
with pollen, and but few if any of the combs used for brood
or honey. We always put our supers on top, and work the
brood below as fast as possible.

Checking Eari,y Brood-Rearing.
all the Northern States bee-keepers are anxhave their bees start brood-rearing early so as to
have strong colouies when the first honey-flow comes. But
such is not the case with the Texas apiarist. Most of us
would be pleased to know of some practical method to hold
our bees in check on breeding. Most of my bees at the
end of March were at the swarming point, and we expect no
surplus honey before May 1, or perhaps June.

In almost

meetings. But the President,
with a few others held „
with the result that the 15th
annual mseTing wa, it N ,a°d'
the largest and most enthusiastic
in the "history
t0 y of'
f the
e Asso
A
««*»'* desire to ste
ne d°;
/a
fan 'tot
k nd,'
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d
among those who rec a
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of Current Topics, With
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Report of the Connecticut
Convention

ss & s

Braunfels, Tex.

Comments

until

discussion which followed it
was suggested that
° f bee - k eepers> soclftles
gh

v
a
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fo7nSfa
later
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te r W hlCh
"
old n am e
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changing of the name of the
organization,^ leas
6 3Planan fair which
the s °eiety intends to

next

Conducted by Louis H. Scholi.

po

'

was a surprise to him, but he considered
it his duty to accept
d ° Verh s first meeti
P
"g with ease, and by Intent
»«nt
«fi
j criticisms,
gent questions
and
at the same time holding
the
speaker to the po.nt under discussion, much
interesting and
profitable information was brought
out.
We believe

that

ious to

Caucasian Bees,

Wonder what they

look like. One writer will say,
" We are favorably impressed with the Caucasian bees so
far as tried, but they so closely resemble our native black
bees in color that it would be difficult to tell when they were
crossed with them, so we could tell when we were breeding
them in their purity."
Another writer will say, " Caucasian bees are beautifully striped with yellow bands, closjly resembling our Italian bees, except they are a trifle smaller, and more slender

than Italians."
Still another says, "Caucasiai. bees look very much
like Carniolan, only they have a little more of an ashy color,

—
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they will return to their hive. Handling the hives roughly
while moving will help to cause them to stay when they are

with more or less red, rusty bands around them, and very
much smaller than Carniolans."
Are Caucasian bees like Joseph's coat of many colors ?

—

released.

Not Breeding from the Largest Producing Colonies.
Some of the most scientific writers on apiculture advise

(Dur*Stster

not to breed from the queen whose colony produced the very
largest yield of honey, but to breed from those that average
a little better each year, claiming the former is only a sport,
and not so apt to reproduce those qualities, and also claiming the latter more of a fixed type, and thus more apt to reproduce their kind. That sounds reasonable. I confess,
though, it's hard for me to keep from breeding from the
queen whose colony has produced the largest yield of honey
other things being favorable, to use such queen. I don't do

BccKeepers
=J
Conducted by

Emma

M. Wilson, Marengo,

111.

;

it,

Don't Meddle With the Bees Unnecessarily

either.

It

Moving an Apiary a Short Distance.
became necessary for a neighbor to move an apiary

About this time of year there is one thing exceedingly
hard to do for the sister who has her first colony of bees in
a movable-frame hive. But it must be done if the best success is to be attained. It is to let the bees entirely alone
when no meddling is needed.

of 35 colonies of bees about 100 yards. We selected a cool
time when the bees were not flying. We used the usual
precautions to prevent the bees returning to the old location, but more or less bees returned to the old location from
every colony but one. Of this one colony every bee stayed
just where they were put not a single bee returned. That
co'.ony was smothered
Good way to keep any of the bees
from returning to old location. Can't say, though, that I
like it.
Who will give us a more practical way of moving
bees a short distance, without any returning ?

—

A Michigan

Sister's Experience

With Bees

!

About 35 years ago my

don't

all

good advice, except putting

know how

it

is

in

When sending me the above for " Southern Beedom,"
Mr. Smith requested me to use it, criticise and comment on
what he said and, in fact, he told me to do with it what /
pleased. (Not exactly in these words, but it is being taken
for granted that this is what was meant.)
Mr. Smith will send us news items often, and I am glad
to know that we shall have such helpers for " Southern
Beedom." Right here I once more want to ask some of our
other readers to send us news items concerning our industry.
Send me reports of prospects, etc., so we can form an
idea as to what our crop may be. All other bee-news will
;

be appreciated also.
Now, Mr. Smith, is this matter of early brood-rearing
to obtain strong colonies for the first honey-flow not a matter of " locality ?" It is with me, at least. In a few places
where some of my apiaries are located, the seasons much
like yours prevail; but in others, again, our early April
flows require that early brood-rearing be pushed rapidly. A
good remedy to check this early breeding was discovered in
several apiaries I bought this year. It was simply this
The colonies were "robbed "of their fall crop so closely
that they were very short of stores during the spring. Result
Colonies did not breed up, and are not yet (in May)
at the swarming point.
Another way is to keep the colonies in several stories
of empty combs, and just enough honey near the brood-nest
to prevent them from starving.
When the proper time
comes, resort to simulative feeding to bring your colonies
up strong for the honey-flow. But would this be economical
:

:

aDd practical

in box-hives.

my
rude manner, without veil or 6moker. I learned what
until
husband knew about bees, and then I took care of them alone
Help
we had 25 colonies. Since that I have usually hired a woman to large
is
me through the busy season. Some years I hire a boy that and
she
enough to lift the heavy supers. My daughter, Daisy, is 17,
ever
and Harold (21 in the spring) have helped me do the shop-work
nails.
since they were old enough to fold sections or drive
Troubles With Bruin in the Apiart.

in the foundation.
other States, but in this very
changeable Texas climate of ours, foundation has a fashion
of warping, twisting,
and making very unsatisfactory
combs when put in the frames some months before being
used. I get the best results by wiring the frames in advance, and putting in the foundation as needed.
Rescue, Tex.
L,. B. Smith.
I

some bees

in that

Putting Comb Foundation in Frames in Winter.
Nearly all writers on apiculture advise nailing up hives
and frames and putting in the comb foundation in the winter and early spring, so as to have everything ready for the
bees at a moment's notice when the busy season comes.
That's

father-in-law got

husband
He took care of them in this way until 19 years ago, when my of
them
and I moved upon a new farm. He was tired of taking care

?

That's a pretty good way to keep bees where you want
them to stay when moving them, but how about obtaining
a crop of surplus with such bees that will stay where they
have been put?
Many experiments were conducted by the writer while
at the Texas Experiment Station, in moving bees. The
distances ranged from a few rods to many miles. For shortdistance moving, close the entrances early in the morning
preferably with screen wire-cloth in warm weather— and
move to the new stands about noon. Smoke the entrances
after all have been placed on the stands, and loosen the entrance-closer a little way, give a few puffs of smoke, and
the bees will mark the location. A few may go back, but

first out-yard 2 miles
I think it was 14 years ago that we had our
an old bear and
north of our home. We kept it there 2 seasons, and
destroyed
7 or S colonies
and
times
her family visited the yard several
when my 2
during the 2 seasons. Then, one night about 2 o'clock,
(and one had
brothers were watching from a scaffold in the bee-yard
an old bear and 6 cubs
fallen asleep), the brother that was awake saw
one cub,
coming for another meal of honey. He shot the old bear and
away.
killing them with 2 shots, and the other 2 got
died,
second winter three-quarters of the bees in the out-yard

Ttie

and we brought home what were left.
from 5 to
Nine years ago we started 2 more out-yards. We kept
We took up one at the end of
75 colonies in them during the winter.
good one. One yard was
2 years, as the location did not prove to be a
4 miles north and one 4 miles west.

Moving Bees Nights and Letting Them Work in the Daytime.
some of
Then 7 years ago, we moved 50 colonies to Tustin, over

We

put 13 single-walled hives in the
the Wiliest roads in Michigan.
traveled
box and 13 in chaff hives on a rack on each wagon.
from the wagons
nights and rested daytimes, and let the bees fly
that we knew
every day. They had such a small amount of honey
fiy.
thev would perish on the road if they did not
horse and buggy, in order
I drove ahead of the teamsters with a
the road.
to warn them of any dangerous places on
sometimes had to drive until 9 or 10 o'clock in the morning

We

We

'

we could find a camping place.
rainThe weather was extremely hot, and we had the hardestfourth
the
storm I ever saw fall while we camped the afternoon of
before

torrents down over the
It wet us all through, and poured in
chaff hives on the top
bees and brood in the single-walled hives. The
all had on covers.
__,
that the bees swarmed
A few hives in the boxes worked loose, so the
towing
were
teams
when
mornings
two
around the wagons the last
would
up the hills, and the bees on the wagon, that was standing still,
would return.
be bringing in honey and pollen before the teamsters
road;
the
on
nights
We had our 2 children with us; were 5
our wet clothes.
traveled 4 nights and put up one night to sleep and dry
boy Harry
When we had kept bees 4 years at Tustin, our little
thought then our work was too much divided, so that
was born
everymoved
and
colonies
fall my husband went up and killed 100

day

We

We

killed 100 col"°W6 r^ow have 200 colonies in winter quarters.
The
purposes
onies last fall and stored the honey for building-up
home-yard.
from
our
bees are in 3 yards 3 and 4 miles, respectively,
yard^
Our 2 out-yards produced more comb honey than the home past,
time. For the
We do not watch any of them in swarming
were dividing and
years my children have helped in the yards when we
although he
hiving
My husband usually farms while I keep bees,
he likes
can do his part in the bee-yard when he is needed. The part
upend the honeythe best is drawing home the honey and helping to
all
does
He
money
My little 3-year-old Harry is also a bee-keeperof the
time.
rest
the work he can around the shop-and bothers the
thing with bees that few have ever
I think Mr Frey has done one
Marion yard,
accomplished. Three years ago last June he went to the
of starting an out4 miles west, to get 2 loads of bees for the purpose
home.
yard at Sand Lake, 9 miles east of our
„„
miles on the road, as they were
It was a dark night; and when 3
.'

...:,.

M

.
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crossing over a corduroy, his teamster, while driving behind with a
load of 18 large chaff hives on his wagon, drove off the end of the
corduroy and turned wagon, bees and all bottom side up. They were
all large colonies working in 45-pound supers, and the supers were on.
They loaded 11 of them again, and then Mr. Frey had to go home for
lights and other things to use, as it was raining by this time, and he
had to fish a part of the remaining hives out of a water-hole with poles.
This yard proved a failure that summer, so he brought the bees
home in the fall. In all the moving of bees we have done, tipping
over included, we never had a comb break out of its frame. You see
we U6e the right style of frames.
On the whole, out-yards have paid us well.
often get our
best crop from the out-yards.
If you want experience that counts, keep out-yards.
Sand Lake, Mich., Jan. 30.
Mrs. F. Wilbur Fret.

We

The foregoing- very interesting- letter is taken from the
Bee-Keepers' Review. Mrs. Frey is evidently one of the
sisters who does things.
Not every one would enjoy piloting two loads of bees through 4 nights of travel over the
best of roads, to say nothing of roads with dangerous places
in them.
But, oh
Mrs. Frey, how could you have the heart to
kill 100 colonies of bees after the busy little creatures had
spent their summer storing honey for you? Evidently,
however, you didn't have the heart to do it with your own
hands, but got a man to do it for you.
!

May

so very hard to shave and press two ribbons of wax about
the thickness of foundation. On one end of each clip a loop
of thick paper into which little weights could be piled. Get
them heated right in a hot box or oven. Hold them vertically.
Then see how many ounces it takes to pull each

ribbon asunder.

Page

pasty's

295.

Sunflowers for Hive-Shade
Dr. Miller's conclusion about sunflowers for shade is
not very favorable. I have tried them some and rather like
them. Unless hives are quite close together, put 3 plants
in a little row instead of one.
Need not be afraid to remove
a few bottom leaves, provided there are a plenty of big ones
left.
Greatest fault is that the foliage perishes too early in
the fall and you can prevent that by keeping all the blossom-buds picked. I had some that would indulge in but
one blossom anyhow
and when that one was removed
there was no more fuss. But you must have mellow, good,
rich ground if you want big leaves reaching well over.
;

;

Page

329.
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The " Old

Prof.

Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Prof. Cook's Insect-Tester
Cook gives on page 294 a good insect-tester

to

keep in mind. All the bees (hundreds of species) feed their
young on pollen, all carry pollen on their hinder legs and
so can be recognized, even when not carrying any, by the
broad leg-joints set about with bristles on which it is wont

—

to be carried.

Little fellows barely visible,

Honey and More Price

To round

out the view of less honey and more price,
given in the first editorial comment, page 321, there needs
to be one more question
When people who ate ISO pounds
decrease their eating to 100 pounds (with signs of still
further decrease), is that a movement that is to our notion
or to our profit ?
:

Is Cuban Bee-Keeping So Profitable?
Cuba's 82,000 colonies counted in 1902 increased to
100,000 in 1904, then that $1,100,000 of exported honey and
wax was $11 per colony. Good. Too good to be probable.
If

'Spects the statisticians fail to catch all the colonies,
the same as in U. S. Page 322.

all

Testing Beeswax for Adulteration
Never thought of it in just that way before, but professional adulteration of wax and backwoods adulteration are
indeed two different styles of that bad art. Recognizing
this may help us a trifle in judging the purity of the article
when we know whose hands it has come through. Rather

awkward

for a non-expert to tell if suspect is or is not just
146 degrees when it melts. The excellent dodge proposed
by Adrian Getaz is much simpler for green hands. Put a
shaving of the suspected and just such a shaving of undoubtedly genuine side by side on the same warm plate,
and gradually raise the temperature. May occur to some
one to inquire, if a sample feels right to the hand, and
looks right, and smells right, and tastes right, and melts at
the right temperature, why pursue the game any further?
The most important and crucial point is lacking yet. Will
it stand as much pull at ioo degrees, Fahr.?
That's the spot
where adulterated wax fails if comb foundation is made of
it.

But

I

Villa

Nova, Ont

Ontario Foul Brood Act and Inspectors
The Ontario Foul Brood Act has passed the Ontario
Legislature, giving the Department of Agriculture full control of the appointment of inspectors.
The Minister of
Agriculture may appoint as many inspectors as he sees fit,
and the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association legally has no
say, though he is likely to consult them in regard to appointments.

Next week the Act

will

be found in this department.

and big fellows

big as your thumb all'ee same. But some digest the pollen
and feed the concentrated nutriment, while some simply
knead up the pollen in a well-tempered mass, and lay the
eggs in the mass.

Less
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guess the grand test could be managed,

too.

Not

Working- Intelligently With Bees

A

many people seem to think that getting ahead
working 16 hours a day, and in getting work
done ahead of time. These are both all right in their place,
but when I see a farmer " mudding" in his seed in the
spring for the sake of having it in early, or the bee-keeper
doing a lot of unnecessary work, which a little time spent
in forethought and planning would have avoided, the
thought comes to me that he might better have been sitting
in a comfortable room, busy with his farm journal, beepaper, and note-book.
A great convenience and time saver is the little notebook with " Things to be done." This, with a pencil, is my
constant companion. At the most inopportune moments
ideas occur to me " So and so must be done soon." Right
there the work must stop long enough to note that down.
Then when the work in hand is finished, it is not necessary
to study over what is best to be done next — the note-book
great

consists in

—

tells.

A pocket diary is very convenient, both as a record of
weather, condition of bees, and progress of work, and for
coming events and appointments.
Natural Disinfectants in Colonies of Bees
In Le Rucher Beige, M. Reidenbach propounds new ideas with respect to disinfection of hives. He says it is well known that bacteria
are the cause of a great deal of mischief in hives, but these are in a
measure protected from the depredations of these microbes by the
formic acid, tartaric acid, and ethereal oils in the nectar. Formic
acid, in small quantity, is found in the poison of bees, but exists in
much larger quantities in the larva;, and in combs that have been bred
He was able to extract from a piece of comb weighing 41 grams
in.
about 36 milligrams of formic acid. He found none in virgin
comb. He concludes that the object of this acid is to preserve the
nitrogenous food of the larva1 and, consequently, to prevent fermentation and resulting disease.
Damp prevents the evaporation of this
disinfectant, and predisposes colonies to disease; therefore, it is important to secure good ventilation, so as not to deprive the hive of its
weapon against bacilli.
Another means of disinfection is in the tartaric acid found in the
,

—
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head-glands, which, for a long time, were supposed to contain acid.
M. Reidenbach's research has shown this to be so, for formic acid is
very volatile, and is rapidly dissipated in the air, but he found appreciable quantities of acid in the dry royal jelly several years old, which
showed it to be not formic but tartaric acid. This not only inverts
cane-sugar, but is of greater importance in the food or laryae as it
changes by oxidation into formic acid.
A third means of disinfection is in the ethereal oils found in
honey. It is these that produce the aroma that escapes from a hive

during a rapid ingathering, or that attract the bees to the flowers, and
give to the plants like fennel, mint, and thyme, their healing virtues.
Their action in a colony is inestimable, and they assist in preparing a
healthy food, and, while arresting the development of bacilli, give
vigor to the colony. An active and vigorous colony produces a large
quantity of formic and tartaric acid, and with a rapid tlow of nee tar
the ethereal oils increase, and the bees are in good condition to defend
themselves against foul brood.
He concludes by advising the bee-beeper to look after the 6anitary
conditions of his hives, to be sure that they have proper ventilation
and good food in fact, that they should be in a state always to produce the natural disinfectants to maintain the colony in a healthy condition.
There would then be little to fear from foul brood.— British
;

Doctor miller's
(Question 23ox
>

Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Clipping Queens-States Having No Foul Brood
I

i

;

disinfectants; also, what Messrs. Benton, Cook, etc., think
about the feasibility of making more use of these acids.
With the air, moisture, and carbonic acid in the hives, no
doubt the materials for transforming one of these into formic
acid are at hand but are the reagents there to cause these
changes to take place unerringly ?
Perhaps our bees, after all, when the honey-flow is
about over, and they are storing the essentials in their hives
for winter, do not go about sucking bruised grapes and
Robt. West.
apples just for diversion.
;

want

to clip

my

queens' wings this spring.

I

have not clipped

any before.

Bee Journal.

The foregoing from the British Bee Journal of 1904,
sets forth what the editor calls " new ideas ;" and to a very
large extent, to me, they are new. Although I had been
experimenting for some time with the ethereal oils, I had
not thought of the fruit acids but I am now trying them,
and would like to know, through your columns, what my
fellow bee-keepers are doing to prevent disease by way of

429

May

about the best time?

1.

Is

2.

How much

3.

Ought

1

all

of the wing should be clipped off ]4 or J^?
the colonies to have brood or eggs now, that have

good queen6?
4.

Which

States are without foul brood?

want to get some
Minnesota.

1

queens this year.

Answers.— 1. That's a very good time. It doesn't matter a great
deal about the time, only it's easier to find a queen before a colony
gets to its largest numbers.
Some cut off half or more of
2. No great matter just how much.
the large wing on one side. That spoils the looks of a queen less than
to cut off both wings on one side; but others prefer to cut off about
half of both wings on one side, because it makes it easier to recognize
the queen when looking for her. Some cut the wings differently in
different years, perhaps cutting the right wing in odd years, and the
Others keep a record of queens in a book, clipping
left in even years.
each year alike.
3. Yes.
.
,
M
.
4. I don't know; it is doubtful that any State is entirely free from
foul brood. But there is not much risk in getting a queen from anywhere, for if the queen be run into another cage, and the attendant
bees be burned with their cage, no disease will be carried.

Jamaica.

T-Supers and Quilts-Weak Colony Over a Strong
Fence Separators

Sorting and Overhauling- Combs
During April and May there is much weather when
nothing can be done with the bees. A comfortable workshop is then a necessity, and an important matter to attend
to is the overhauling of all combs, extracting supers and
hives not occupied by bees. All the woodwork is scraped.
start with a super or hive full of combs, the tops of topbars are scraped off with a wall scraper used by paperhangers. The combs are next removed, one by one, and
the sides of top-bars, end-bars and bottom-bars scraped with
a small, short scrapinp-knife until every bit of wax and
propolis is removed. Then the inside of the hive or super
is scraped, and the rabbet for the frame-rest is scraped out

To

with a

;

s

-inch chisel.
are all sorted into 3 classes

The combs

Worker-combs

— those

:

containing practically all
worker-comb, culling out especially those with drone-cells
next to the top-bar. These combs may have considerable
1st,

pollen.
2d, Extracting combs
drone-comb, and no pollen.

— those

containing part or

all

In this class we put frames
3d, Combs to be cut out.
not more than three-fourths filled with comb, and combs
which can not go in Class 1, and are very dark-colored or
contain pollen. These combs are cut out and melted up
along with the wax-scrapings. If a starter of worker-cells
a half-inch or an inch can be left along the top bar, it is
If not, it is scraped out
left for use in comb-honey hives.
clean,

and the frame re-wired for a

sheet of

full

comb

foundation.

—We

are now bookA Queen-Bee Free as a Premium.
ing orders for Untested Italian Queens to be delivered in
May or June. This is the premium offer: To a subscriber
whose own subscription to the American Bee Journal is
paid at least to the end of 1906, we will mail an Untested
Italian Queen for sending us one new subscription with
$1.00 for the Bee Journal a year. Or, we will renew your
subscription to the American Bee Journal for a year, and

send a

fine

Untested Italian Queen

— both

for $1.50.

Now

a good time to get new subscribers. If you wish extra
copies of the Bee Journal for use as samples, let us know
how many you want and we will mail them to you. Address
all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.
is

One-

am always
I always winter my bees on the summer 6tands, and
afraid to look into them after they are or have sealed up in the fall
until warm weather the next spring, because I do not want to let in
the cold, as they could not very well seal up again. So I let the hive
I use 8-frame hives, and work for comb honey only.
stay closed.
top, or are
1. Do you use supers that are flat on the bottom and
they 6hip-lapped a little, like the Wisconsin?
honey-board?
the
quilt
over
2. Is it necessary to have a
3. Do you use a honey-board or division-board, or both i
4. Would a T-super work on a Wisconsin hive?
a strong one in the
5. In putting a weak colony of bees over
spring, is it necessary to have a queen-excluder between them? I
have done so without an excluder, and never lost but one queen out of
several times— probably 10 or 12 different times—doing it.
Nebraska.
6. Do you use slats or fences between sections?
Answers.— 1. I use T-supers which are flat, the bottom of the
sections coming down flush with the bottom of the super, and within
14-inch of the top of the super, making the bee-space at the top of the
super.
2. I use neither quilt nor honey-board.
division-board, but
3. No honey-board, and, strictly speaking, no
The inside width
I use a dummy, which some call a division-board.
3
of the hive is 12V, aDl1 lhe frames beiDg spaced 1 8 that leaves quite a
dummy is 5-16
The
side.
one
space, which the dummy fills up at
out
thick, and by first lifting out the dummy it makes it easier to get
the frames.
4.

With

,

a

little

adjustment

course a T-super can be

anv

size.

made

it

ought to work on any

of such

size as to

fit

_

.

.

hive.

_,

Of

exactly a hive of
'

.

you had not given your experience, I should have said an
excluder was absolutely necessary; but I suppose it will work all
5.

If

right without excluder so long as the upper colony is so weak that the
clusters of the two stories do not come together.
wood separators,
6. I have used both, but now use only plain
1-16 inch thick.
•+ •

»

Prevention of

—

Swarming

Not long ago a writer in the American Bee Journal said he prevented his bees from swarming without shaking the combs or looking
Illinois.
Can you tell us how that can be done?
for queens.
Answer.— About 20 years ago 1 gave to the public a plan for the
management of a colon; alter swarming, which, with a little modificaIf you want to try it, proceed thus:
tion, might fulfill the conditions.

Put on
Set off the super or supers, and set the hive off its stand.
frame
the stand a hive containing a frame of brood in all stages ibis
frames
or
and
convenient),
2
3
is
most
may be obtained wherever it
containing comb, foundation, or starters. On this put the super or
(
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supers, and tne cover. On top of this cover set the old hive with its
contents, and put a cover on. Ten days later put the old hive down in
its place, taking away the other hive.
You will see that the queen has not been searched for, and that
the hive has not been opened at all, only lifted back and forth at the
two times of operating.
Tou may want to know whether the bees will not build crooked
comb in the place left vacant during the 10 days. No, these queenless
bees are little given to comb- building. In hundreds of cases I have
had no trouble, but I have always put a dummy next to the combs.
You may also want to know what to do with the 3 or 4 frames taken
away at the end of the 10 days. They can be given to any colony that
needs building up, or they may be used to start new colonies, although
only one frame will contain brood. If the frame of brood was taken
from a choice queen, you will have some queen-cells of the best sort.
If you set the hive and its contents on a new stand, in about two
weeks you will have a nice nucleus with a laying queen. No need to
fasten the bees in the hive when you put it on a new stand. These
queenless bees will stick to their frame of brood with its queen-cells.

Not having tried it, I can not guarantee that there will be no
swarming. Certainly not for some time. Possibly not at all, and
possibly in a few case6. It would be a pleasure to have you report the
outcome if you should try the plan. The later the operation, the
greater the assurance of success.

Dividing Colonies for Increase

May

Answers.— 1. Nothing

certain about

The queen might go up

it.

into the upper story and she might not. You know that the instinct
of the bee is to store honey above the brood-nest, keeping the brood
below. So you can make a more sure thing of it by putting the empty
hive under instead of over. Then as the bees fill in honey above, it
Then you can
will crowd the brood-nest down into the lower story.
set the upper story on a new stand, and sometimes it would work all
right and sometimes it wouldn't.
2. More ways than one can be used, and if you are well informed!
as to the contents of a good bee-book, you can tell better than any one
Here's one way by which you can inelse what will be best for you.
crease more rapidly than by natural swarming:

Take away the queen with one frame of brood and the adhering
bees and put it in a new hive on a new stand. Ten days later there
will be queen-cells well matured, and you can then put each frame of
brood with its bees and a queen-cell in a new hive. You will see that
in that way you will have from each colony 6, if there are 6 frames in
the hive. But if you do that way nearly all will be pretty sure to die
the next winter, and you will be no farther ahead than you are now.
You would probably be farther ahead now if last year there had not
been so much increase. So instead of starting a nucleus with only
one frame of brood and bees, take 2 or 3, make sure that a good cell is
located in the center of the cluster where there is no danger of its
being chilled, and fasten the bees in the hive for a day or two. If the
season is good, you may possibly repeat the process, after all have
built up good and strong; only this time start your nucleus with 3 or
4 frames of brood, drawing some of them from colonies that are strong
enough to spare them.
«

started last year with 3 colonies of bees and increased to 8, but I
find most of them starved to death during the winter.
1. If I place a hive-body with empty combs on top of a strong
colony, is it likely they will put brood in the upper story? If so,
couldn't I make increase simply by taking the two stories apart and
placing them side by side?
2. What is the best way to make increase when more is desired
Iowa.
than can be had by natural swarming?

17, 1906

»

I

The Dempsey Super
Have you ever
and

i6 it all

that

Dempsey super, described on page 382?
Iowa.
there represented to be?

tried the

it is

—

Answer. I have never seen it, but on the face of
expect such extravagant claims to prove true.

IOO
7QPER
fO POUNDS

Reports cmb

^^™^^^" For Immediate Orders

(fxpertences

we can

sell you an anti-trust No. 1 Standard Twine, guaranteed to average 500 ft.
to the pound for $8.78. Don't delay ordering:, supply is limited— if you want to
save money write today for free sample, we will explain this low price.

Keeping Mice and Ants Out of Hive*.
Since I began keeping bees 13 years
ago it has been to me the most fascinating of all pursuits. It seems to me
that some of us become magnetized or
fascinated to a very remarkable degree

CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY OF THE
NATIONAL, SUPPLY CO.
Lansing, Mich.

Chicago,

111,

—

the work of the apiary bee-fever.
became inoculated with this at the
putset.
I could hardly see any plank
or box of wood but what I wondered

in

CIllPPII^
MUGGII3 ^

GEORGE
17A26t
138

I

H° neT 'Cratheriag

Strain of
Italians and Carniolans, at 75 cents
each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.
,loe

W. BARNES.

N. Pleasant

St.,

Nobwalj, Ohio.

should not

it I

<>5c for

e a

12 Names ^Y»ZJ*

T™^l

will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call-res. sub. price 40c a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
years
1
FARMER'S CALL,, «uincy, 111.

ftamps taken— we

to

what use

it

could be turned in the
it was so enchant-

Really,

bee-yard.

and appealed to the ideality to
watch the bees coming and going at
ing,

the hive.

I

imagined, thought, planned

and dreamed bees. I procured many
books like "A B C of Bee Culture,"
"Langstroth's on the Honey-Bee," etc.;
also bee-papers, which I read with
great interest.

Everything- for the Apiary

Wholesale Agents for G.B. Lewis Co.
Dadant's Foundation

5

BUY N0W-TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE DISCOUNT.

!t

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

I
I

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS

DAVENPORT, IOWA
Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

I find that a few simple but necessary principles enter into all success
First is preparing
in "bee-keeping.
bees for winter and spring. This underlies the golden rule: "Keep your
colonies strong." The best time to feed
I tried different kinds
is in the fall.
of feeders, but after all I found as
simple and successful as any was to
feed in tin pans that hold about %
I experienced some trouble at
gallon.
first to get the bees to come into the
pans, but using pieces of comb bent
across the edges of the pans, they
would readily come over such ladders
and rapidlv carry the food to the
brood-chambers. The supers not having been removed in the fall, were
helpful in feeding, for they are then
fastened on by the bees and prevent
Of course, the
trouble with robbers.
feeding must be done near nightfall.
Another point: Put plenty of straw in
the pans, and no bees will be drowned.
Bees now fed, arrange strips inside the

One Fare

for

Round Trip

plus $1.00 from Chicago to Boston and
return, via Nickel Plate Road, May
31st to June 9th, inclusive. Also excursion rates via New York City. Extended return limit July 15th. John Y.

Calahan, General Agent,
113 Adams St., Chicago.

Room 298,
3— 4t

—
May
super

17,

1906

so
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give them space for
the top of the brood-

to

over

j.
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Now, a cloth muslin, duck,
or gunny-burlap should be placed over
frames.

—

strips tucked down snugly all around,
the rest of the super filled with chaff,
the hive top put over this, and all made
rain-proof.
Next, make the hives so that mice
Some do this by
•can find no entrance.
narrowing the entrance to the hive so
nly >,-inch deep. This will
it will
answer, but I have found a device
Which excludes both mice and ants at
once.
This consists of a hive-stand or
bench to insulate the hives. Put down
four posts a foot or so deep, and bore
In the holes put
holes in their tops.
iron rods, say 14-inch in diameter and
9 inches long-. On top of the rods put
pieces 16x3x4 inches, making in them
hobs to fit the rods so there will be
about 6 inches of rods between the
posts and pieces. Use cans with coalCapillary attraction will
oil
wicks.
carry the coal-oil and feed it to the
wicks, which should encircle the rods.
Now. no ant can pass from the earth
to the hives without going over the
rods, and the oil from the cans passing through the wicks encircling the
rods will prevent ants. Also, on top of
the rods place tins pie-plates will do.
These will shelter the cans of oil and
also prevent mice from having access
to the hives.
J. H. Collins.
Bardwell, Ky., March 15.

We

We assure you

greatest variety.

LOWEST PRICES
and our excellent freight

$10.00 to Boston and Return $19.00

enable us to

facilities

make prompt shipments over

ferent roaiK thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth

15 dif-

and worry

and the Dovetail Hives

Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
want
our free illustrated and descriptive catalojrjind price-list upon.request.
now. Write
every beekeeper to have our Catalog,
Address,
to-day.

We

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

KRETGHMER MFG.

—

plus $1. from Chicago, via Nickel Plate
Road, May 31st to June 9th, inclusive
also via New York City at excursion
Return limit of July 15th by
rates.
extension of ticket. Folders, rates and
all information furnished by applying
to John Y. Calahan, General Agent,
Room 298, 113 Adams St., Chicago.

in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
the best goods at

miQufacture everything needed

1

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son, Salina, Kau.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

I

Mention

when

Bee Journal

writings

;

4— 4t

The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
bwt 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee

—

Journal for one year both for only $1-50. It Is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no further binding Is neces*

QEOROE W. YORK &
.334

CO..

CHICAGO, ILL

Dearborn Street.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies
Lewis' Famous Bee-Hives and Sections, Root's Smokers and Extractors,
Dadant's Comb Foundation, Etc., Queen-Bees and Nuclei in Season.
Large and complete stock, prompt service. We meet all competition who
will furnish first-class goods.

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS
We

carry a complete stock of " Mandy Lee " Incubators and Brooders. Don't
The more you know about incubation,
to investigate these machines.
the more you will like the "Mandy Lee" Incubator. The "Mandy Lee
"
Brooder is a complete old hen, all but the "cluck." Our free incubator catalog describes them.
fail

Ci M.

&

SCOT

Mention
>3 > torn a? 88. 'ss. *8isi

y.'M

co

a

ind!ana'polis
CO.
Journal when

Street

h

'ind
writing.

Bee

•5-f

**

rr,

GOOD BEE-HIVE
Is

made

of the best

without the use of

Such

is

grade of White Pine, ace rately cut, so

tools,

it

will

go together

except a hammer.

the kind of Hives

we make,

at d

such

is

the kind

you get when you

buy from us.
" It is a cinch " that we make lower prices than you can get from any dealer,
as you save the middleman's profit

We are

Manufacturers, and

Send us a

list

of your wants, and let us

We guarantee
We

when you buy

sell direct to

everything

we

sell to

last

tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers your new style is
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks inFred Fodner.
duced me to get mine.

Mention

Bee Journal

nku

writing.

prices.

and can ship promptly.

JOHN DOLL & SON. Proprietors

18, 1904.

DDear Sir:— I have

make you

be satisfactory, or refund the money.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Go.,

Never Go Out g"
from 5 to 21 years 00.

OTISVH.I.E, Pa., Jan.

from the manufacturer.

have large stocks of Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Shipping-Cases, Foun-

dation, Veils, Smokers, etc., on hand,

3 'And

direct

the consumer.

Power

MINNEAPOLIS,

Bldg., No. 33.

Mention

Bee

Journal

when

writing.
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CAUCASIAN QUEENS!

LOW DOWN

Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited 10 beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or if you want to improve the stock of yonr Italian Bees, wrfte to

A7$mm

FARM WAGONS
FREIGHT PAID

ROBERT

Every farmer needs a good low down wagon

B.

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.

2Atf

—it saves the back-breaking labor of loading
and unloading a high wheeled wagon. Saves
half the nigh lifting— the top half— easier to load and unload; easier on the team.
These two wagons are without doubt the best low down wagons ever offered at such
low prices— freight paid, and will save you money every day on the farm. They are
built for hard work and to stand the wear— guaranteed for five years with a strong,
binding guarantee. Order the wagon that suits your purpose best and if it is not the
best low down wagon bargain you ever saw, we will take it back and refund every
cent you paid for it. Our wagon catalog gives a full and complete description of these
wagons and many other wagon and
Our original plan of co-operation saves you
buggy bargains— we save you money
an extra 10 per cent on everything you buy.
on everything in the vehicle line.
Ask us to explain our plan to you and tell
Write today for catalog and full inforyou how it works.
mation about these two low down waDon't buy until you get it.
gons.
Our 1.000 page catalog and buyers guide
ought to be in every farmer's home.

R. F. D.

ILL.

The Choicest of Tested Queens
By Return Mail— $i.oo Each,
From our fine strain of 3-band Italians,

that

Try

as honey-gatherers.
them; they will not disappoint you.

are

unsurpassed

Send

1

for price-list.

J.

MICHIGAN

mum

Chicago,

Lansing, Mich.

CO.

Iberia Co.,

LA.

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The Monbttb Queen-Clipping
Device Is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
It is used by many beewings.
Full printed directions
keepers.
sent with each one. We mail it for
as
25 cents; or will send it
a premium for sending us One
New subscriber to the Bee Journal
at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
I for a year
will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

Co-operative Society of the
National Supply Co.

2m

SHAW &

W. K

LOREAUVILLE,

19Atf

III

FREE

"

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Ponder "

fiEORCIE

W. YORK & CO.,
CHICAGO,

-

BEE-SUPPLIES

ILL.

Bees, Queens and Bee-Supplies

We

manufacture standard dovetailed beehives and supplies, cheaper than you ever

bought before. Our Queens and Bees stand
Untested, 75c each
at the head in quality.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

$4.25 for 6, or $8 per doz. Tested, $1.25 each
$12 per doz. Select Tested, $1.50. Special

prices to dealers in large lots
State Agents for Dittmer's

Everything- used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S MONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .-. .-.

Prompt
.'.

Service.

Catalog Free.

Catalog

*Jf

(Will Atchley, Prop.)
Beeville,

Italian

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make small shipments by express large shipments by freight, always being
trade
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you

WALTER

S.

AND NUCLEI

Choice home-bred and imAll Queens
ported stock.
reared in fall colonies.
Prices of Italians in MAY :

P0UDER,

One Untested Qneen
" Tested Queen
"

$1.10
1.50
1 65

Queen
11
Breeding Queen
1-comb nucleus (no "queen]
•'
"
2
"
"
"
3

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

Bee Co., Texas.

and Caucasian

BEES, QUEENS,

;

.

Foundation.

free.

THE BEE & HONEY COMPANY

BEESWAX WANTED
I

on application.

Select Tested

2.75
1.15
2 00
3.00

Untested in May; all others
ready now from last season's
rearing. Safe arrival guar-

Everything for the Bee

STRONG

d. L.
send for free catalog.
204 E. Logan St., Clarinda, Iowa.
16Atf

Keeper

Mention

will be found in our Illustrated Catalogue No. 40. It contains a full
line of Hives, Supers, Followers, Sections, Section Holders, Frames,
Extractors, Smokers, etc. All these and many other essentials are
manufactured by us. Everything is guaranteed to be right and of

best quality. Our prices are so reasonable that
may afford the best supplies.
We cannot tell you here of all
the good things in this book.
Better send for a copy today. We mail it free, together with a copy of the Progressive Bee Keeper, a
splendid monthly publication devoted to bee interests.
right after
It will help you start right and keep you
you are started. It is invaluable as an aid to every
bee keeper. Ask for the paper and the book.

We

Sell

the Best Incubators and
Brooders.

Delivered at your station, prices the lowest.
at once and save money. Address

Write us

CO., 10 Talmage St., Higginsville,
Branches at Omaha, Neb. and East St. Louis, 111.

LEAHY MFG.

Mo.

anteed.

For prices on Caucasians and larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens,

any bee keeper

Bee

Journal

when

writing.

LAWN QUEENS
ROSE
ANOTHER GREAT OFFER

to
We wish to mail our new 8 page catalog
more progressive bee-keepers in the United
States and canada in the next 10 days. This
catalog is full of valuable information for beekeepers, and is the finest ever issued by a
1000

Queen-Rearing Concern.
Here's pay for your help: The first 100 persons sending us 10 addresses of bee-keepers
with J1.C0 cash, will receive one of our very
Queens.
finest Select Tested "Pure Oold"Italian
are worth $5;
We sell them for $2.00 each; they
type of
highest
of
the
breeder
every queen a
the
color, gentleness and fertility, line bred to
not
does
qneen
If
the
Rose Lawn standard.
money.
suit you, send her back and get your
That's a fair offer.
This is purely an advertising proposition,
furand only 100 Select Tested Queens will he
nished at this price. Send on the names and a
3
"
^ncoYn^neb.

°E

Mention
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GREAT SALE OF

Increased Business Compels

Larger Space

Hives, Sections, Etc.

So we have just doubled our capacity in the
building at 141 Ontario Street, where we carry a
full line of

i

POULTRY SUPPLIES

To reduce my stock 1 will sell No. 1 White
Polished Sections at $3 90; No. 2, $3.40— all
sizes; plain, 25c less per 1000.
Best White
Pine Dovetail Hives, 8-frame, 1%-story, $1.30;
10-frame, $1.45. Great reduction in Smokers,
Foundation, and all Apiarian Supplies. 24-lb.
Shipping Cases, very nice, 13c; Quart Berry
Baskets, $2.75 per 1000. Send for free Catalog.

and

popular

cuiic

beeware

LLVtiO

Orders filled
promptly at Factory Prices. Beeswax

Catalogs

wanted

on

application.

—

2Sc cash or 30c in trade.
Italian Bees in modern hives with select
for sale.
Also Pure Italian Queens.

W.D. SO PER, R.F.D3.JACKOON. MICH.

Queens

14Etf

Queens Now Ready to Mail

SPECIAL OFFER ON
BEE-SUPPLY ORDERS

None

better at any price. Untested at 50c
at 75c; Tested at $1.00.
Discount
on quantity.

Warranted

Until June 1, 1906, we will give free, on each
order for bee-supplies amounting to $10 or over,
a choice of one of the following
A Bingham
Doctor Smoker; a Bingham Honey-Knife; or a
year's subscription to the Weekly American Bee
Journal.

GRANT ANDERSON,

:

YORK HONEY
H. M.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

SABINAL, TEXAS.

20Atf

AND BEE

28 Years

SUPPLY GO.
ARND, MGH. (Not Inc.

CHICAGO,

141 Ontario

St.,
(Phone North

a

ILL.

Queen-Breedtr

1559.)

Have shipped Queens

Wanted
To sell

lot of 300

empty

Cans.

All in one

lot,

60-lb.

capacity Honey-

or less quantities.

Cans

are in first-class condition.
We are also in the market for

QUEENS

II1M\

20A13t

WHITE CLOVER HOIVEY CO., Detroit, Mich.
Please mention tbe Bee Journal

A/VCLE STEEL

LUTHER PRESSWOOD,
Mention

RELIANCE, TENN.
Bee Journal when writing:.

all

countries

Italian and Caucasian, both in sepa-

—

6E7t

nearly

on the globe.

rate yards.

Be6t 3-band Italian 1 Untested Queen, 75c
6 for $4; 12 for $7.25. One 2-frame Nucleus
with Queen, $2.25; 10 in one bunch, $17.50.

Fancy Comb
and Extracted Honey. Correspondence solicited
'in

to

Circular free.

The Wood Bee-Hive 6ompanu
LANSING, MICH.
Mention

BED

Bee Journal

STEEL

FURNITURE

when

writing.

SAfSITAflY

BED COVCi

FREIGHT PAID
We

want to demonstrate in this advertisement how you can make money by buying
furniture direct from us and saving all middle
Compare these prices with what
profits.
vour dealer asks you and remember— we
pay the freight. You cannot match our
qualities or our prices anywhere else.
This beautiful full angle steel Bed, substantially made, finished
in White Enamel with polished brass knobs, in four sizes— will
At $9.98 it is a wonder and is
give you complete satisfaction.
IF This steel Sanitary
cheaper than your home dealer can buy it.

is an ornament to any room— cannot be told from an
ordinary couch; can be quickly converted into a comfortable sanitary bed; finished in gold and aluminum. $4.00 makes this a bargain you should not miss. It will practically add another bed
room to your home. IF This solid oak Extension Table is a real bargain. Never before has there been offered so large and handsome
a table for so small a price. You must see it to appreciate its true
value. Finished in golden oak and is the best dining table for the
price you ever saw. Send $4.98-if it don't please you we take it
back and refund your monev. II This handsome, well-built 3-section
Book Case will put your librarv on a new system. Can add to it at
small expense, as the number of your books increase. Comes
quartered oak, mahogany or plain oak finish— all band rubbed and
polished. Complete with three sections, base, cap and dust-proof

Bed Couch

m

SOLID

OAK EXTENSION

^^p^Ote

glass doors-$11.85 IT This Refrigeratoris made of ash, with quarter sawed oak panels, golden finish, solid bronze hinges and lock,
zinc lined, removable galvanized iron ice rack and flues, with slide
adjustable provision shelves. A beauty and a bargain for $7 .90.
II This high grade, high arm. 3-drawer. ballbearing, drop head Sewing Machine, guaranteed for twenty-five years, is the biggest sewing
machine bargain ever offered at our price, freight paid— $15.25—
^1 Order any article listed in this advertisement on our positive guarantee of satisfaction or money back. We stand back of every sale
and every article we ship out. They must be exactly as we represent them or no sale. Write today for complete furniture and sewing machine catalogs see how we
save you money all along the line.

—

Ask about our Special
Plan which will save
you 5150. to 5250. a year
as long as you live.

Co-Operailve Society of the
National Supply Co.
Lansing. Mich.

*lfKi<**ao*

Chicago,

g~m

111.

—

!

;
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covered by two Patents. With this wonderful invention the cost of makitig Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for
further information. Do not write about it unless you

mean

BEE-SUPPLIES^° QUEENS
Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

My

am

ISO NEWTON"

CHARLES MONDENG,
MINNE-A-FOLiIS, MINN.

-A.VE3., N.,

Experimental Stage?

Write to-day

We

sell

ELGIN, ILL.
Mention Bee Journal when

FULL COLONIES in s-frame hives, $5.50each;
in lots of 5 or more at one time, J5.25 each. Full
colonies in 10-frame hives, $6 each; in lots of 5
or more at one time, $5.75 each.

Dearborn

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

man

self-spacing Frames,
Address,
G.
lSA6t

SUPPLIES.

The National Supply

Chicago by

express) at these prices, on Langstroth frames:

excluding Honey-Boards. Queen and Drone
Traps, Smokers, 1 and 2 pound Sections, Hoff-

be.

for catalog, etc.

full line of

full colonies of

100 colonies of Bees for sale cheap in 10-frame
L. hives. All frames are worked out on full
sheets of heavy foundation. 100 all-zinc queen-

nails to drive— no dovetails— can be taken
apart at any time.

You should

can furnish Nuclei and

Bees For Sale

the Cheapest
excels in many ways— no

is

using them.

We

Italian Bees ff.o.b. 100 miles west of

33t

cheap, but

Many are

Italian Bees for Sale

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

Most bee-keepers have been convinced that
when time and material are figured, it pays
as
to buy hives, and the best is not only

The Elgin Hive

Mineral Point, Wisconsin.

Nuclei (3frame) with Tested Queen, $3.25
each; in lots of 5 or more at one time, $3 each.
Nuclei ready for delivery about May 10; Full
Colonies any time now.) Orders filled in iotaAddress,
tion.

Have YoulPassed the

The Best

50 Colonies of Italian and Carniolan Bees in
8-frame hives, all nearly new and all in good
condition. One colony, ¥5.50; from 5 to 10
colonies, So each.
WM. J. HEALY,

16A5t

business.

etc.

PROCHNOW,

Co.

MAY VILLE, WIS.

Nucle i Fo r Sale

writing.

25 or 30 choice 3-frame Nuclei on L. frames,
$2 50 each. No foul brood in our county.

W. T. LEWIS, Lewisburg,

BEE-KEEPERS

M. O.

Office, Olive

Mention

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if vou send your orders to—

%/&.

A. M.

REEVES

Bee-Keepers

NEW YORK
NORTHERN
Perch

If you want Sections that you can put a full
sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to
20Atf
A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

River, Jefferson Co., N. Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

19A4t

AT

GROCERIES
-FREIGHT

This catalogue will
save you money on
yijur grocery supplies.

WHOLESALE
PRICES

if

^P

TER

The Rietsche Press
re-

KNOXVILLE, 'TENN.

this State, writes me that
he " prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it." A. G.

—

Send to

For Queens

JOHN W.PHARR
Berclalr, Tex.

the same prices as last
Tested, $1 Untested, "5c 5 for $3.25
10 for $6; 15 for $8.25; 25 for $12.50; 100 for
He breeds Goldens, Carniolans, and 3$45.
Band Italians. Also 1. 2, and 3 frame Nuclei
aDd full colonies. Prices given on applicaPharr pays the freight, and guarantees
tion.

He

year
per cent, become a

member of the Co-operative Society of the
National Supply Co. Well tell you how to get
this extra 10 per cent discount, if you will write
for full information. An easy way to make money.

Co-operative Society of the National Supply Co.,

Practically Inde-

EWJ.G. Goodner, of

—

you want to save money get our catalogue and learn just
from us. Catalogue is ready and lists everything in the

artificial stone.

and giving entirely satisfactory

Comb

45Atf

expense. The grocery bill is the biggest part of the family
expenses. We will cut it almost in the middle and guarantee
everything we sell.
We can do this because we buy in
immense quantities— carloads and trainluads and we give
you the benefit of our ability to buy cheap; in fact we can
sell to you at just about the figure your local dealer would
have to pay. We save you his profit and the freight besides.

If

'

ADRIAN GETAZ,

worth saving; it is worth the trouble of asking for the proof.
Get our large Grocery List and compare our prices with what
you have been paying. Then put us to a greater test— send
us a trial order and compare the goods and the prices. If
we do not save you big money, send the goods back at onr

10

prepare

the food from scrap 3
easily. Write for
catalog — tells about the Crown.
Wilson Bros., Box 618, Easton, Pa.

bones quickly,

—

t

another

a ht-n's natural work. Cut
Iiooe is the raw material she
needs to make her
is

foundation made easily and
?uickly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50 casta
with order. Address,

your groceries cost you a year? Will you buy them
we can prove hat we will save you from 1U per cent to
and pay the freight? That certainly is an amount

still

writing.

day. A
_m_fl Kfl lay
BONE CUTVPl VP| CROWN
will

sults.

20 per cent

To save

when

Bee Journal

MAKING
rrr
1

Made of
structible,

PAID-

What do
of us

writing.

car-load of Italian Bees in 10-frame
dovetailed hives, in excellent condition. $3.75
Address,
per colony.
THE HYDE BEE CO., Roresvllle.Tex.
20A.lt

when writinc

DISTRIBUTOR OF ROOT'S GOODS FOR

when

Bee Journal

One

Mention

Bee Journal

Miss.

Branch, Miss.

FOR SALE

*4&

MFG. CO.
& LYON
PAGENew
London, Wis
Mention

19C6

FOR SALE

CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
is

17,

h<

w cheap you
rocery line.

can buy groceries
send it free.

We

Lansing, Mich, and Chicago,

III.

will furnish at
;

:

on all Queens. To do justice and
more acceptable with the Lord

satisfaction

judgment

;

is

than sacrifice.— (Prov. 3:21.)

Mention

Bee Journal

when

5Atf
writing.
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17,
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Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest Prices
Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

FREIGHT-

RATES FROM

Bee -Supplies!

Let me
book your
Order for

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,
50c a year.)
lustrated

The

largest

magazine

and best

all

I.

A >S.

I

Edited by two of the
in
experienced bee - keepers
America.

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAHESTOWN.N.Y.

RED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.
my

ind Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Cincinnati, March 8.— The conditions of the
market, at the prpseni time, are not encourag-

Honey

offered from all sides, at prices
utterly legardless of the value of the article.
At the same time, all indications point to an
unusually good honey crop, which adds in
making it a drag on the market. Amber extracted honey in barrels, 5@6^c; fancy white,
is

catalog, page 29.

=

usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to «3.75 per case of 24 sections: off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7K@8^3c; light amber,
6%@7#c. Beeswax. 24c for clean yellow.

* 23eestpax*
Chicago, May S.— The supply ot comb honey
is small, and only choice is being asked for,
which brings 15c per pound; No. 1, 14c; off
grades about 10c. While extracted, 6H@7c;
amber, 5V6@6c per pound. Beeswax, 30c.
R. A.

Burnett &

Co.

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The market for comb
honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during tbe past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; 14@15c
tor No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,
Extracted honey is in good demand at
13c.
White clover in barrels
following prices:
brings6^@7c; amber, 5K@5)4c; in cans every
grade from l@l^c higher. Beeswax is firm
in good demand at 28 and 30c.
The above are our selling prices,

and

not what we
Griggs Bros.

pay.

Indianapolis, March 24— Fancy white clover
comb brings 16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14@15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8^(5'9c in
60-pound cans; am^er, 6c. Good average beessells here foi $33 per 100

The Colo. Honey-Producers'

Assn.

City, May 5.— Our market is about
cleaned up on old comb honey. What there is
now left is selling at J3.2S per cas2 for fancy
white. It looks as if there would be a good demand for nev honey just as soon as it conies to
market. There will be very little comb honey
left over this season in this city. Extracted is
moving rather slowly at 5H'?6c. Beeswax, 25c
per pound.
Clemons & Co.
Cincinnati, March 7.— The demand for comb
honey is slow, prices obtained are the same.
Stock od, hand seems to be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote fBncy white, 14@16c A ruber
extracted in barrels, 5K@5$£c; ia cans, S>c more;
fancy white clover in 60-lb. cans, 7J-£@8J^ cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6H@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.

Kansas

CC

C H.W.Weber.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

T

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When

consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

III.

Gash for Beeswax

Choice yellow beeswax, 30c,
The Fred W. Mute Co.

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as

Highest market price paid promptly all the
time for good wax.
Frank G. Clark, 147 E.KinzieSt.Ghlcago.lll.

FOR SALE

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California Vater-White White Sage and Light
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
Amber

HONEY

cans and new cases. Write for prices and samples, and state quantity you want.
265

HlLDRETH

&

267

Greenwich

& SEGELKEN

_
New York, N.Y.

Street,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

34Atf

FOR.

SA-LiES

Second Hand Empty 60-pound

HONEY-CANS

—two

in a crate. In lots of 10, 40c per crate; 25
or more crates, at 35c per crate.

20Atf

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.Ohio.
51

Mention

Wb

Walnut

St.,

Bee Journal

Cincinnati,
when writing.

Sell ROOT'S GOODS

IN

MICHIGAN

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

pounds.

Walter

S.

Podder.

Philadelphia, May 9. — The season is so far
advanced that there is not enough call for comb
honey to fix a price. Some few lots are being
Extracted
sold at th : best offers. We quote:
h^nev. fancy white, 7c; amber, 5^@'>c. Bees29c.

are producers of honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Selser.
on commission.
8 —There is still some decomb honey, mostly for fancy grades,

New York, May
for

separate apiaries,

LOWS, CAKNIO-

H.W.WEBER

C.
Office

in cans, 6H@8Jic.
delivered here.

mand

in

'

<.<U.IU:> VII,

I\l

For prices, refer to

ing-.

We

bred

free

of its kind for the

most

wax,

^ZZ™

TTT^P^^^T^T^I
J
P. P.
^
Vfj U M J M AA.M KJ
^^^
I

il-

price published.

wax

SOUTH

now goes through Cincinnati.
Prompt Service is what I practice.
You will
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

freight

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

YEARS

25

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY
for the

as 'most

OF ALL KINDS

ESTABLISHED

are the

CINCINNATI

which are selling at from 14@15c per pound; off
grades in no demand and prices are irregular,
ranging from 8(5 12c, according to quality sufExtracted is
ficient supply to meet demand.
in fair demand, mostly from California, of
which there seems to be abundant supply of all
grades. We quote: White, 6H@7c; light amber,
6c; dark, 5@5>$c, according to quality and quantity.
Beeswax scarce and firm at 29@30c.

BEE-SUPPLIES

1
!<

^
-S
^
;X.

We handle the finest Bee-Supplies, made by the W. T. Falconer
Mfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Big Discounts on early orders. Let us
figure with you on your wants.
Moth Spawn, Dovetail, Hives have a Honey-Board, Warp-Proof
Cover, and Bottom-Board. Think of it, same price as the regular styles.

?5 Send

HlLDRETH & SkGKLKEN.

|

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

!f

^

,

for Catalog.

;

g

*

51 Walnut Street,
Tt> <rt> ft>

^

ft> ft><rt>

,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

mft> jft^ ftyfo ff> ff> ff>

^

^^-

ft> ^f> ft>ff>ft> ft> ft> ^>ft
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At the Drop of the Hat!
MILLIONS^ LEWIS SECTIONS
Thousands of LEWIS HIVES
Now in the warehouses of our Agents ready to
be shipped you at a moment's notice. Twenty
Wherever you are

different distributing points.
Eba

you can't get away from Lewis Goods.
11.

2.

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph,
Mo.
Frank Rauchfuss, Mgr. Colo-

14.

3.

rado Honey-Producers' Association, Denver, Colo.
Chas. H. Lilly, Pres. Chas. H.

1.

Lilly
4.

Co., Seattle,

Portland,

San Francisco.
E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts,
England.

Stevens, of C. B.
Chas. B.
Stevens
Co., Havana, Cuba.
6. A. G. Woodman, of A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
7. C. M. Scott, of C. M. Scott &
Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
8. A. I. Davis, Sec'y Southwestern
Bee Co., San Antonio, Tex.
9. Fred Foulger, of Fred Foulger
& Sons, Ogden, Utah,
10. F. R. Davis, Ass't Mgr. Grand
Junction Fruit Growers' Association, Grand Junction, Colo.
5.

&

12

R. C. Aikin, Loveland, Colo.

and

13.

Norris

&

Anspach, Ken-

ton, Ohio.

H. M. Arnd, Mgr. York Honey
it Bee Supply Co.
Chicago,
,

111.

Adam

Le Mars,
Iowa.
16. M. H. Silvernale, Mgr. Kenyon
Yard, Wisconsin Lumber Co.,
Faribault, Wis.
17. Paul Bachert, Lancaster, Calif.
18. Chas. N. Greene, of Cleaver &
Greene, Troy, Pa.
19. A. Lehman, Mgr. Arkansas Valley Honey Producers'Association. Rocky Ford, Colo.
Louis
20. B.
C. Hanssen,
of
Hanssen's Sons, Davenport,
Iowa.
21. Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo,
22. L. C. Dadant, of DadantifcSons
Hamilton, 111.
15.

A.

Clarke,

G.B.LEWIS CO.
Manufacturer*

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Officer, Factories,

and Warehouses

WATERTOWN, WIS.,

U.S.A.

Established 30 Years.

Annual
vuupu d Tw6nlu
milium Oiitoiit

mm

S6Gtions

h
0n6 ttundr6d T 0llsand HiV6S

***
-~
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New

Contents of this Number
Illustrations

M. Wagner
Apiary of C. G. Chevalier
Division-Board Finished
Frame Cushioned for Division-Board

Wood, James F

1st
1st

Page
Page

1st

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

111.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal is
a year, in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

$1.00

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is pa'.d.
For instance, " dec06 " on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19U6.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.— We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, per ftgate Line, 10c
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than % inch accepted.

Wood, James

—

Contributed Special Articles
Plain and Chaff Division-Boards
Queenless Beew in Queen-Uearing
Using UnOnished Sections as "Baits"

Canadian Beedom

4

13
26
52

times
5 percent
"
" ...10

"
"

....20
....30

"
"

Space Discounts.
100 lines... S per cent
" ...10
" ...20
"
" ...30
"

500
1000
2000

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

National Bee-Keepers' Association
Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

honey.

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer—
N. E. France, Platteville, Wis.
J3T" If more convenient, Dues may be sent to the
ublishers of the American Bee Journal.

The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with clotb
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
bat 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only tl.50. It U
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Jour*
nal as fast as they are received.
If yon have
this " Emerson " no further binding is necessary.

QEOROE W. YORK &

334

Dearborn

NOT

Street,

IN

CO..

CHICAGO, ILL

The book contains 344 pages, bound in
handsome cloth, with gold letters and bees,
and illustrated with over 100 beautiful origi-

The

taken by Dr. Miller

pages tell how Dr. Miller
got into bee-keeping. 20 years ago he wrote
first

few

443
444
444

—

Giving Cellared Bees a Winter Flight
'ntario's Foul Brood Law
Prospects Good 80 Far
'

Our

Bees

FREE as a Premium for Sending
Two New Subscribers

nal half-tone pictures,
himself.
442

Fitts

Sister Bee-Keepers

446
446
446

—

Black an lrritator
Outlook for a Good Crop
Protection Against Bee-Stings
Sweet Clover— White and Yellow

447
447
447
447

—

Mr.

Ifastj^s Afterthoughts
Advices to Bee-Keeping Beginners

Baby Nuclei

Time Discounts.

442
442
442

Sketches of Beedotnites

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

—

Miscellaneous News Items
Apiary of C. G. Chevalier
Good Kind of Complaint
Wagner Feeding Arrangement

Among the

(With Appendix Just Ailded.)

Page

—

334

40 Years

443
443

Editorial Notes and Comments
Claims of Advertisers and Subscribers
442
Good Early Brood
442
Retention of Heat in the Brood-Nest Again... 442

GEORGE W.YORK 8 COMPANY

Edition of Dr. Miller's

—

Apiary and Feeding Arrangement of F.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

1906

24,

Covers of the Latham Home-Made Hive
Drones and Swarming
aad that So Few Bead Bee-Papers

447
448
447
447
418

—

Southern Beedom
Bee-Keeper's Fun
Crosses" and " Hybrid " Bees
Holy Land or Palestine Bees
Texas Mesquite (poem)
'•

448
448
448
448

—

Dr. Miller's Question-Box
All-Zinc or Wood-Zinc Excluders ?
Best Comb-Honey Hive
Best Queen-Excluding Honey-Board

449
449
449
449
Corkdust Cushions
Dark and Lightc<.>l»»red Clothingfor Bee-Work 449
Frames of Buckwheat Honey for Spring Feed449
ing
449
Gasoline Treatment for Wax-Worms
449
Introducing Queens
449
Mold in Hives in Winter
449
Painting Bottom-Boards
449
Preventing Increase
449
Preventing Swarming
449
Removing Queen-Cells
449
Werradeila as a Honey-Plant
449
When to Do Spring Bee-Work
Will Bees Swarm Under These Conditions?.... 449
449
Wiring Frames

Reports and Experiences
Bee-Business— Wintering
Frame-SpacerB
How the Bees Wintered

Lots of Timber for Sections, Frames, Etc
Some Experiences with Bees

Wintered Well-Ready for Work

450
450
450
450
450
450

A Tear Among the
Bees." But "Forty Years" shows in minutest
detail how he does things with bees and gets
large crops of honey.
a small book, called "

How

to

Get a Copy

"Forty Years Among the Bees"
It is

sent postpaid for $1.00, or with the
for one year,

Weekly American Bee Journal
both for

$1.80.

Or, any present regular subscriber to the
American Bee Journal whose subscription is
paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Miller's new book/?r« as a premium for sending
us Two New Subscribers to the Bee Journal for one year with $2 00. This is a magnificent offer, and should be taken advantage
of at once.

Incubators and Brooders always on hand.
12A.131
HI ration

H S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.
Bee Journal when writing;.

Address

all

orders to

QEORQE W. YORK &

ROOT'S GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES

Finest and largest stock of Supplies in Illinois.
Italian Bees and Queens in season. Catalog free.
15 eggs of Pure Barred Plymouth Rocks, $1.00.

of Dr. Miller's

334

Dearborn Street,

-

CO.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

We

THE TRUST

will

stamp

"Pure
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the

National Bee-Keepers'
Association.
Write us.

Now

is the

time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP

Canners Can Co.
1035 W. 47th

St.,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

:

May

24,
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES of kinds.
Beeswax Wanted
all

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

at all
times

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

New

Haven, Conn., and
Return
plus $1.00, from Chicago, via Nickel
Plate Road, June 2d, 3d, 4th and 5th
$18.60 to

Big Profits
learned.
with free

;

New York

CAPON

City at excursion
rates. Return limit June 30th by arranging for extension. Nickel Plate
office, Room 298, 115 Adams St., Chi5 3t
cago.
also via

in

Capons

easy— soon
Complete outfit

Caponizing

TOOLS

—

G. P. Pilling

&

postpaid

iGape
I

1

is

instructions

$2.50.

Worm

Extractor 25c

Poultry Marker
250
French Killing KnifeSOC

|Capon Book Free.

send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
for his
44

Bee-Keeper's Guide."

Philadelphia, Pa,

Son.

you want the Bee-Book

If

That covers the whole Apicultaral Field more
completely than any other published,

Liberal Discount* to the Trade.

DO YOU KNOW
THAT THE SALE OF

DITTMERS FOUNDATION
Has increased

so

much

that

we were

in order to

There

is

a Reason for This

— It

is

fill

forced to double our melting capacity
orders promptly?

because Dittmer's Foundation

is

tough, clear, and

transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.

Agents for Dittmer's Foundation
"W. D. Soper,

Bee & Honey

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville, Tex.

Co.,

Our warehouse

is

kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Beeswax always wanted.

well stocked with all

GUS DITTMER,
mention

Welwyn Station, Herts, En*.
E. H. Taylor,
Toronto, Ont., Canada.
E. Grainger & Co.,

Bee Journal

when

Root's Bee-Supplies |

You know what

And Prompt Shipments

W
ffl

what we are making

— DOVETAILED
We
Is

for our customers.

H1YES AND SHIPPING-CASES

carry a full line of

SUPPLIES.

THE JTARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ
Mention

TOLEDO, OHIO.

writing.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

B

means. Four

GRIGGS BROS.
521 Monroe Street,

Augusta, Wis.

Mention

jt

this

carloads of New Goods on hand.
Our business increased last year
100 percent over 1904. This is a
proof that we are saving our customers money.
Try us. Low
Freight Rates from Toledo.
Large Discounts— that tells the
story. Our 80-page Catalog is
sent free.

Bee Journal

when

Ask

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield,
writing.

—

Wis.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

a e s aD p
for
fr( ar Se r8 and -ilc^
ptamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reK. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1.3UU pages a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALL,, yuincy, 111.

65c

12 Names

Cheap Rates

New

Haven, Conn., from Chicago
to
York City, June 2d,
direct and via
3d, 4th and 5th. Extended return limit
June 30th. Write Nickel Plate Road,
Room 298, 113 Adams St., Chicago, for
6 3t
particulars.

New

—

'
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Swarming Done Away With
addition to continuing the several interesting articles by Alexander, and
contributors, which are running in GLEANINGS IN BEE CULnoted
other
TURE, the publishers announce as a special feature for the remaining issues of the
FOR COMByear, a series of articles on the CONTROL OF
PRODUCTION. These by bee-keepers who have experimented to the
point where experimenting is done, and the crown of success has been awarded.
If you have not seen the first installment of this series, send in your name for
The April
a three-number trial subscription, which will be given free of charge.
15th, May 1st, and May 15th numbers will be mailed to you, and by June you will
undoubtedly be so interested you will want to take a six months' subscription at
In

SWARMING

HONEY

The

least.

special price of

which

will be 25 cents.

you choose to remit at once, make your request for the above numbers in addition to the regular issues for six months beginning June 1st, and we will send
If

them

free.

GLEANINGS

IN

BEE CULTURE

MEDINA, OHIO

GOODS IN A HURRY
the bee6 are flying, some colonies preparing to swarm, and the honey beginning to come in, supplies when needed are
of distribution shows its good points to the best adyantage.
always wanted at once. Then, is when the
either retail or wholesale trade.
Numerous jobSeven branch houses— in all large centers, with complete stocks on hand for
United States. Send in your order to-day, and your goods
bing agencies, and hundreds of smaller agencies scattered throughout the
will be on the way in a very short time.
GOODS. We are leaders. Our prices are right. You get a square deal and satisfaction in
Insist on getting

When

ROOT SYSTEM

ROOT'S

tra ln

u

lX ^- ANTED __-w e are paying 29 cents cash or 31 cents per pound in trade for pure, average beeswax delivered at any
of our branches or at Medina.
me months ago Mr. R. F. Holtermann called our attention to a bee-brush which he received
, ..
DDIICU So
BtbrDKUoll
from Germany, made of genuine bristle or horsehair. He had used cne a whole season, washing
it out often, and it appeared to be as good at the end of the season as at the beginning. He considered it so far ahead of any thing he had ever seen or used
that he wanted no other. We are now provided with a stock which we offer at
25 cents each; by mail, 30 cents. The bristles are black, about two inches long,
extending eight inches on the handle.

^^
„__ u

-

GERMAN DCC

ALEXANDER FEEDER

We

are now prepared to furnish the
Alexander Feeder.
We make them 19

inches long, so they be used with either an 8 or 10 frame hive. With a 10
frame hive they will project 3 inches beyond the hive for feeding, and the

block may be laid crosswise of the feeder or be cut off as preferred. With
the 8-frame hive the feeder projects 5 inches, and the block lies lengthwise.
soak the feeders in oil to preserve them, and fill the pores to prevent the
feed from 60aking in. Price, finished, including block, 25 cents each; 10 for
$2.00; 50 for $9.00.

We

The

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.

Medina, Ohio
THE ALfcXftNDER FEEDER

BRANCHES
Medina
Ohio.

New York

City,

Box 1037

Chicago,

111.

144 E. Erie.

Philadelphia, Pa.
10 Vine St.

-^~-

Washington, D.C.
1100 Md. Ave.

Paul, Minn.
1024 Miss. St.

St.

Syracuse, N.Y.
W. Gen. St.

1631

Mechanic

Falls,

Maine.

(Entered at the Post-OfBce at Chicago as Second-Class Mall-Matter.)

Published Weekly at $1.00 a Year, by George AV. York

QBORQB W. YORK,

CHICAGO,

Editor

ILL,

An Independent Bee=Paper
The American Bee

.Journal

is

absolutely an independent publica-

way with any
bee-supply business whatsoever. It stands entirely upon its merits
as an educative force in the held of bee-keeping, and as a medium
for legitimate advertisers in Apicultural or other lines.
It is the
tion,

and neither

oldest,

is it

nor

its

editor connected in any

and only weekly, journal of

its

kind

in

America.

Its

deserves to be in the hands of every
would-be progressive, successful bee-keeper in the land. It is in
publishers believe that

its

it

is acknowledged to be better in every
any time during its long and honorable history.

MAY

&

Co.,

334 Dearborn

24,1906

St.

VoL

XLVI—No,

21

deduction is incorrect, and the reason for the uniformity of
temperature in the brood-nest must be sought elsewhere.
May it not be from the increased consumption of stores,
and the consequently increased production of heat, according to the exigencies of the case ? In this may also lie the
answer to the question that Mr. Doolittle asks, when he
asks whether any one can tell why a little cluster can keep
up to 92 degrees continuously. It is because they consume
more to make the increased heat. A little stove may keep
a room warm enough, but it is only by keeping a fiercer fire
than would be needed in a larger stove.

46th year, and to-day

way than

at

^
anb Comments
jf
in

the Brood-Nest Again

In the interesting article by G. M. Doolittle, page 363,
he tells us that when an upper story is put over a colony of
bees, the crust of bees prevents the heat from escaping into
the upper hive, and that the temperature in this upper hive
will vary just in accord with the weather outside. It seems
to have occurred to Dr. Miller that it would not be a difficult
thing to put the matter to an actual test. He put an empty
hive-body over a strong colony, and on the inside of the
cover, over this upper story, he fastened a thermometer,
and compared its readings with those of another thermometer outside, making corrections for the difference in the
two thermometers. He thus reports
The experiment was made May 7 (a cool day), but early
fruit-blossoms were a strong attraction, and as the day
advanced bees worked busily in spite of the fact that the
temperature never went above 58 degrees. About an hour
after the upper story was given in the morning, the temperature in the hive was 21 degrees higher than the outside
air, which was 47 degrees.
Observations taken at other hours in the day showed the
following results
At 9 35 the difference between the temperature outside and the temperature inside was 17 degrees
at 11: 15, 21; at 12 IS, 22
at 1 40 p.m., 13 and at 5 10, 9
degrees. It will be noticed that it was warmer in the hive
at the first observation than at the second. That may have
been because the bees were stirred up before the first observation, and cooled down before the second.
Plainly there is a conflict of opinion, but not necessarily a conflict of facts; as observed by the two men. One
fact is that it was warmer in the upper hive than in the
open air. The other fact is, that the temperature in the
brood-nest was practically constant, that constancy resulted
from the supposed fact that the crust of bees prevented the
escape of heat, hence there could be no increased heat above
as a result from the cluster below.
The observations of Dr. Miller seem to show that this
:

:

A valued Wisconsin correspondent, in a communication,
says this among other things
:

By

(gbitonai Hotes

Retention of Heat

Good Early Brood

reports there

must have been a heavy

loss of bees over a
wide area. Mine came out in very good condition. I have a colony
with a great grand-daughter of the much-talked-of "$200 queen,"
which, on examination on April 15, had in the second story 7 frames
two-thirds full of larvie and hatching brood. I never saw anything
to equal that in my experience before with bees wintered outside, as
mine always are. I did not examine the first story.
Prospects seem good for a crop of white clover. But you know
bee-keepers are a hopeful set of fellows, anyhow.

The sight of 7 frames two-thirds full of brood April 15,
especially after so severe a March, must have been enough
to make one take notice.
The remark that the like had not
been experienced before with bees wintered outdoors sounds
a little as if it would be less remarkable should such a thing
occur with cellared bees. It is nothing very strange if it
should be found the general impression that brood-rearing
begins earlier in the cellar than outdoors. Certainly it is
warmer in the cellar, why should not brood-rearing begin
there at an earlier date than in the colder situation ? Yet
observation shows the reverse to be the case. Very many,
if not most colonies, will be found to have no sealed brood
at the time of taking out of the cellar, while it is nothing
strange for outdoor bees in the North to start brood-rearing
in February, or even in January.
The explanation may lie in the fact that bees are pretty
nearly dormant at a temperature in the neighborhood of 45
degrees, while they are roused to activity by a higher or
lower temperature. So the severer cold of the outer air,
instead of preventing brood-rearing, may be the very thing
that starts it.

:

;

:

;

:

;

Claims of Advertisers and Subscribers

:

Mr. Editor:— Can you allow me space to " hold you up to view "
to " see yoursels as ithers see ye?''
I consider you publishers do not
give subscribers a chance the advertiser gets it all. Of course, he
pays for our paper to a large extent, the same as the whiskey sucker
pays for the temperance man's hotel accommodation, and we are
willing to let him.

—

Suppose there was one of your queen-bee advertisers sending out
queens worth double those of your other advertisers; you know you
dare not say so if we made enquiries, so we have to go on buying
trash, year after year, till we find the right man to deal with.
An
advertisement that crept into your paper a month ago is responsible;
for the above; and on page 251, referring to a new advertiser, you say,
"They are all right, as are all others advertising with us. else we
would not advertise for them."
Now, what kind of queen is to be expected from that advertiser

—
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told us he " bought an apiary of common bees and Italianized
them la6t fall?" There are other advertisers who do not always act
Canada.
up to their promises.
Evidently " Canada " is under the impression that last
fall an apiary of common bees was Italianized, and from
this a start is to be made in selling queens the present season. Well, suppose this supposition be correct. Could not
the queens be all right ? If the colonies were Italianized
last fall, the eggs laid by the queens will be the same as if
the hives had been occupied by Italians for 10 years, the
queens reared from them should be the same, and the drones
the same what is to hinder the queens being all right?
Looking, however, at the advertisement itself, it will be
seen that such a supposition is hardly warranted. The
statement is made that an apiary of common bees having
been purchased and Italianized, bees (not queens) can be
furnished at reduced prices. That does not preclude the
possibility of other bees being used for queen-rearing, even
As a matter of fact, the purif other bees were any better.
chase of that apiary last fall was by no means a point of
beginning with that advertiser. He has been in the field
for years in the queen-rearing business, as his advertisements in this Journal in past years testify.
As to the general charge of unfairness to subscribers,
our correspondent seems to think it an unfairness that
among a number advertising queens for sale Smith,
Brown, Jones, and others the best of the. lot is not sorted
" Jones rears the best queens of
out, and subscribers told,
the'lot." Let us see how that would work. Jones could
stand it all right, but how about the others ? What good
would it do them to advertise if their advertisements were
nullified by an editorial statement that their queens were
inferior to those of Jones ? Would they not be forced to
cease advertising and leave the field entirely to Jones ?
Certainly they would if the readers could put faith in the
editorial statement.
There would then be the temptation for each one to
secure editorial endorsement with the possibility of financial argument in the way of offering an inducement of so

who

;

many dollars to have it said editorially that this man's
goods were better than others. The American Bee Journal
hardly desires to be put in the way of such a temptation.
But, really, would it be a good thing for readers generally that one man should have a monopoly of that kind ?
Nowadays there is not a favorable sentiment in the mind of
the public toward monopolies. Besides, it would be a very
difficult thing, among a number of good men, to say which
is best.

not the better way to follow the present
reputable periodicals, to give a fair field and
to advertisers, only looking out that no one is
admitted to the editorial columns who is known to be un-

After

worthy

all, is

all

The Wagner Feeding Arrangement, shown on
page, is described thus by Mr. Wagner

first

the

:

I send a photograph of the " Stream Bee-Feeder " that I have used
inch grooves in one inch boards,
several year6.
It consists of
with a 5-gallon can with a screw faucet to thin the stream to suit the
number of bees feeding. The 5-gallon jug at the bottom sets in the
ground to catch what passes by the bees.
Some carry syrup and
I feed as early as the bees gather pollen.
some gather pollen, while some carry both. Of course, there is some
robbing, and it results in the " survival of the fittest."
F. M. Wagner.

%x%

A Good Kind

of Complaint.— Here

is

what a reader
number

of this Journal wrote us after getting the 32-page
for April 5, 1906
:

—

Mr. Editor: Have you no consideration for my feelings? Here
comes the American Bee Journal with so many pages that I haven't
it all, but filled with such interesting matter that when I
get started I can not stop till I have finished it. When I subscribed
I expected to get only 16 pages in each number; don't you think it is
a little unreasonable to require me to read from 20 to 32 pages?

time to read

A Bust Bee-Keeper.
a rather large amount of reading, but
no one is compelled to read it all unless he just can't help
it.
But your complaint is a good one. It is an encouragement to us, even if it does seem " a little unreasonable " to
expect any one to read so much good bee-literature.
Well, yes,

it is

—

*\

Sketches of

Beebomites
j>

JAMES FITTS WOOD
James F. Wood, widely known as an expert on bees, is dead at his
home in North Dana, having been confined to his bed barely one week
by pernicious anemia — a disease from which he had long been ailing,
and in spite of which he continued his earnest work till near the end.
He was born in Leverett, Mass., the son of John and Elizabeth Wood.
He was a farmer and bee-keeper, known as an expert on the latter
subject.
He was for several years a lecturer and demonstrator on
bees at the State Agricultural College, Amher6t, Mass.

The above item appeared in

a Massachusetts paper Feb.
two days after the passing away of a most excellent and esteemed citizen. Born Jan. 11, 1862, his parents
removed to Prescott when he was a small boy, and there he
lived till 19 years of age, returning thither after a sojourn
of some years in Colerain. He was educated in the public
schools and in New Salem Academy.
The bent of his mind was early shown. His first bees
was a colony of bumble-bees, when he was but 12 years old.

J
Mr. and MPS. C. P. Dadant, of Hamilton, 111., were
visitors to Chicago last week. Mr. D. reports good prospects for the season with bees, and so far a satisfactory
trade in comb foundation, etc. He has practically retired
from active business, preferring to leave it in the competent hands of his sons, who are conducting it in an able and

—

The Dadants both father and
conscientious manner.
sons are experts in their various lines. They are not
dreamers or theorists, but practical, successful doers of
apicultural things.
.........

—

The Apiary of
owner

C. G.

Chevalier

is

thus described by

:

send a photograph of my little apiary, located in the yard of my
home at Forest Park, Baltimore, Md. I have 4 hives, 3 of them Danzenbaker and one home-made, double-walled hive. The hive in the
foreground, just back of the tree, ha6 a large double case covered with
The other 2 Danzenbaker hives simply have the winter
tar-paper
colonies in
covers packed with newspapers. I was much afraid the
but I am glad to say
the latter hives would not survive the winter,
was taken the mornthey came through in good shape. This picture
and ice. The trees and
ing of March 16, after the storm of snow
which
was sparkling like
ice,
of
hedges are covered with a coating
fairyland in the early morning 6un. The path I made to the hives
I

The
I went to clean the snow from the entrances can be seen.
houses in the background are those of neighbors.
and
the
fourth
a
red
clover
Three of my colonies are hybrids,
Italian.
The first 8 I intend to re-queen this spring.
C. G. Chevalier.

17, 1906,

?

Miscellaneous
Hetps * 3 terns

its

24, 1906

when

—

—

custom of
no favors

May

Next he "lined " bees with a schoolmate, bringing home
an occasional swarm from a hollow tree in the woods. And
from that time on he was never without at least a few colonies, which he handled without veil or gloves, and sometimes barefooted, for thus he went, like the boy celebrated
in Whittier's verses.
June 26, 1895, this lover of bees
Nature, married the sweet, intelligent

him — Nettie F.

and flowers, and

woman who

all

survives

They went to Dana, where he
J. Wood.
good house a not unsuitable monument to his good
judgment and painstaking industry. Last winter their
appreciative neighbors, in large numbers, surprised them
on the tenth anniversary of their marriage, with numerous
little and valued gifts, and a speech to which both responded
with ability and grace.
built a

—

Into the sacredness of their family life

I

will enter only

enough to say that its loveliness was daily growing
more and more lovely. Up to the last of his life Mr. Wood
was planning his future work, including the lecture course
which he was engaged to give next season at the college,
where he had appreciative friends, among them Professors
Brooks and Paige, whom I mention as more known to me.
He studied and experimented with soils and plants, and was
greatly interested in the work of that plant magician
Luther Burbank.
Minds may be classified as scientific and traditional,
far

;

May
may

24,

;

.
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His was naturally and easily
In traditionalism, metaphysics, ecclesiasticism,
and in romance, there is room for mental jugglery but to
know Science the mind must act honestly with itself and
with the facts. So science cultivates honest habits of
thought, and will have nothing to do with dishonesty, or
with tricky thinking. Mr. Wood was naturally adapted to
hear and heed her voice, and she loved to speak her secret
say ecclesiastical?

I

scientific.

;

thoughts

He

to him.
loved the fields and loved the woods

443

—

outside, the first strip being the width of the bar
the next a little narrower, say -34 and the last about
;

I

inch;

V2

inch.

covered with bed-ticking; a strip the length of
the end-bar and wide enough to reach around, being wrapped

The whole

is

— everything

was Nature — and his open mind absorbed he knew
much more than his friends were aware, imbibing everywhere, and eagerly, new thought. He would listen carethat

;

fully to those he modestly
learned a thousand times

thought wiser than himself, and
when others would have drawn

nothing from the presence of intelligence. It is much to be
a good listener, and to winnow well what we hear. This
not only stores the mind, but it makes friends. And Mr.
Wood made many friends. They crowded his house at the
funeral.

He was liberal and progressive in politics and in religion, differing as generously as he did honestly with the
more conservative in both. As to the future, he believed
no force is lost, it continues in the world, whether in the
identical individual or not is less certain, while some say
certainly not. The following poem I have written with him
in mind
:

of life may be obscured,
Its stars be hidden by the damp of death
Malarial mists, by time too long endured,
Shall change and flee before Night's changing breath.

The flrmanent

Cloud6 may eclipse the splendor of man's skie6,
But life and love are not extinguished so;
Their beauty not with pause and sunset dies,
Though wide diffused in evening's after-glow.

Fiij. 1.

it and sewed on the inside with a darning-needle and
wrapping-twine, as shown in Fig. I. The sides of the frame
are then covered with lumber of such thickness that the
aggregate thickness is equal or nearly so (a little scant is

around

The stars of thought to their high places climb.
The mightier orbs of love, by night or day,
Do beam through all the phases of dark time.
By clouds obscured, but passing not away.

better), to the distance of the brood-combs from center to
I use separator-stuff on one side and J4-inch lumber
center.
on the other, making ifjj inches in all.
To prevent bending or springing out of this thin lum-

Cloud-shadows fleeing o'er the moon-lit snow,
Untracked by searching morn their noiseless feet,
Or by unfettered winds, which seem to know
The scent of shadow-steps unseen and Meet,
Will pass away with the all-passing dark and night
Love walks upon the wind above the storms, in light.

New

when the frame is being filled, an extra end-bar is nailed
between the top and bottom-bar, about half way between the
end-bars. Before the lumber is nailed to the second side of
the frame, the bottom-bar is taken off, which is necessary
For the latter I use oat
to leave an opening for the filling.
or clover chaff, if available; saw-dust will answer, but I
After the filling is comthink cither of the former is better.
pleted, replacing and nailing the bottom-bar finishes the job.
It may seem like a tedious job to make division-boards
of this kind, but the advantages in using them are so many,
and the satisfaction so enjoyable, that I would not keep
If the cushioning is made of just the
bees without them.

ber

Perry Marshall.

Salem, Mass.

^ (£ontrtbuteb
Special

-f

Ctrttclcs

J
Plain and Chaff Division-Boards
BY

G.

C.

—Frame GuiMened.

GRE1NER.

THE

easiest and cheapest way to make a division-board
is to take a plain board, put a cleat on each end to
keep it from warping, and nail a strip of proper dimensions with the necessary projections to rest on the
rabbet on top, and it is done. I have quite a number of this
kind in use, and for certain purposes they are all that is
necessary.
But their undesirable features are as follows:

They are hard to remove when once glued fast by the
bees when trying to loosen them, they always detach with
a hive-jarring crack; as a rule, they do not fit the hive perfectly
if they fit close, they do not go into the hive freelj
and crowd, and if they go in easily, they
but bind
do not fit tight enough, and in this case, if not handled very
carefully, they go down with that detestable "kerchuck" (if
I am allowed the expression) which always irritates bees,
even the most gentle colonies; and they are not of the right
thickness for the purpose a division-board is often used,
unless it is made of thick lumber, which is not desirable for
various reasons.
To overcome all these objections, I have used for many
A
years, what I call a "Main-frame-chaff-division-board."
The
the name indicates, its foundation is the main-frame.
bee-spaces on each side are taken up by cushioning the outThis is done by tacking two or three
side of the end-bars.
(felt-cloth of some worn-out
strips of some thick material
couch-cover is excellent for this purpose), lengthwise on the

thickness, the division-board will slide into the hive
with verv little pressure, and fit perfectly tight. If it should
be desirable to move it, alter the bees have glued it to the
ends of the hive, it does not snap and crack when loosened,
The flexibility of the cloth will cause
like a solid board.
it
to loosen gradually with very little prying, and when
drawn out of the hive or moved sidewise, as is the case
when used as a follower, it does not jar the hive to speak of.
In reducing the capacity of the hive it is more than
convenient.
Any number of brood-combs can be taken
right

;

;

Fig. 2.

—Division-

li

ird Finished.

and the same number of division-boa n
It is sometimes desirable to respace again.
duce a hive one or more combs for wintering; to substitute one of these division-boards on each side has the same
1

from a

hive,

just

that

fill

;
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effect as chaff-packing— in fact, it makes a halfchaff-hive of any single-wall structure.
In queen-rearing time, when starting nuclei, the chaffdivision-board forms a very desirable adjunct to the hive.
I always use full-sized hives for this purpose, and by the
use of this division-board I am enabled to divide a hive into
almost air-tight compartments of any size.
La Salle, N. Y.

beneficial

#

Using Unfinished Sections as " Baits "
BY

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

CORRESPONDENT

writes me thus: "Sav, Mr. Doohttle, will you tell us through the columns of the American Bee Journal something about using unfinished sections?
I have a lot that are from one-fourth to two-thirds
full of honey, partially capped and somewhat candied. Would
it be right to p' these sections in the supers as 'baits,' at
this time of the \i_ar, now when I am preparing for next
season, then put them on the hives next summer when the
bees need them? Would the bees eat it out, or would they
fill in the new honey on top of that which was candied,
and
then cap the whole over?"
The above brings up one of the debatable questions in
apiculture, and one where the majority would be on the
side of not giving those sections to the bees unless the
combs of candied honey were cut out and these replaced with
starters or filled with new foundation. And even to this many
would object, claiming that it were better to throw away
the old sections and begin anew.
But it is evident that the
correspondent wishes to use those sections with the comb in
them, and that he wishes to prepare his surplus arrangements at this time of the year, so he will be in readiness for
the season when it comes next June. And as his mind and
desires run along the same path that I travel in, I am going
to take the minority side in this matter and tell him just
how I use such bait-sections, and, as far as I have ever been
able to see, with perfect success.
In the first place, I count up the number of these unfinished sections I may happen to have at the time I begin preparing my supers for the next season, which is generally
from the first to the middle of January. My supers, as I
use them at present, hold 44 one-pound sections, there being
II rows of 4 sections each in each super.
I now divide the
number of unfinished sections I have, by 4, and that will
tell me how many rows I will have to use.
I then divide
the number of rows, which this first division shows, by the
number of colonies I expect to have to run for comb honey
the coming season (as I wish the first super on each colony

A

to contain bait-sections, that the bees may be enticed into
the super as speedily as possible)
when this last division
will tell me how many of these rows I will have for each
colony.
To make the matter a little plainer:
Say, I have 600 unfinished sections similar to those told
about by the correspondent.
I
divide these by 4, which
gives me 150 rows of 4 each to use.
I have, or expect to
have, 50 colonies to run for comb honey at the beginning of
the honey season for 1906.
I now divide the 150 rows by
the 50 colonies I expect to have for working in sections,
and this tells me that I will have 3 rows of 4 sections each
for each of the 50 colonies.
I can now go to work intelligently at preparing my supers for the coming season.
In
filling up the super, I place one row of 4 of these bait-sections
next the side of the super, then 4 rows of 4 sections each
having starters of foundation in them or what I prefer still
more, these sections filled with extra thin foundation;
then another row of 4 of the bait-sections; then 4 rows
more of the sections filled with foundation
and lastly.
at the opposite side of the
super from where we commenced, the last 4 bait-sections. In this way I secure the
outside sections finished as quickly as any, except the middle row, which are baits, and the whole super is all finished when the time comes to take it from the hive.
;

;

;

If I

—

:

have

sections with baits, so that only 2 rows
of 4 each can be used for each hive, then I place these rows
thus: Put in first, next to one side of the super, 3 rows of
4
each, of sections with foundation, then one row of
the
baits ; then 3 rows having foundation
one row of baits
and the last 3 rows with foundation. In this way I coax the
bees to work as nearly equal all through the super as is possible, and have the earliest possible start made at the work.
If this division of bait-sections gives me only one row
of 4 sections each, for each colony worked for section honey,
less

;
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then

I put that row in the center of the super, so as to enthe bees to work in the super as soon as may be
but
with only so few baits as 4 sections, the outside rows of
sections will be slower in their completion than where we
have enough so that either 2 or 3 rows can be used.

tice

;

Now about the honey which is in those sections: Where
the cells are capped it is absolutely necessary that this capping be broken, if we wish the bees to remove it from the
comb. And we certainly wish it removed, especially where
it is candied,
or of a different color from that which the
bees will bring in from the fields in summer.
And all of
my experience proves that where honey is capped and the
cappings broken from any cause, the bees will always remove all the honey the cell contains before any more honey
is placed in that cell, whether the honey is candied or otherwise.
I used to think differently, but the score of trials trying to have the bees recap a few cells on any sections which
I had chanced to mar or break the cappings in preparing
such finished sections for market, have convinced me that
they will not repair such carelessness of mine, till the cells
are emptied, cleaned, and refilled again.
And the reason is not long sought for. The cell must be
dry and polished in order that the honey placed therein be
made to assume that concave shape necessary for keeping it
in place, and anything that happens to cause any other shape
will start the honey to running to an extent which makes
it
impossible for the bees to overcome, the disaster short
of its entire removal, and a beginning anew, again, with that
cell.
Hence, it will be seen at once, that whether it be the
bee-keeper, the candying of the honey in the cells, or any
other cause, which brings to pass any other position of the
liquid in the cell except the one necessary for it to stay
in place, the whole must be removed, the cell cleaned and
dried, and work commenced anew, before the cell will hold
honey again in the position which the bees desire.
Therefore, I claim that all this talk about a few grains
of candied honey sticking to cells, being the sowing of seed
to produce the further candying of any honey that is placed
And I practice
in that cell, cannot be aught but fallacious.
what I preach, each year getting my supers ready, baits and
(the same being partially filled with honey, just as the
all
bees left them at the end of the past season), with no other
precaution, save the knowledge that the capping to all sealed
cells are broken
and I have yet to see wherein this mode of
procedure is not as good as having these combs emptied in
the fall, except the dripping of the honey to a certain exWhere the
tent, from the cells having the broken cappings.
honey is candied in these cells there is scarcely any leakage,
and no great amount, in any case, if broken as slightly as
But
possible, by passing a knife flatwise over the cappings.
it is best to put a sheet of paper between each super having
such baits in them, so that all drip, if there happens to be
any, is held on this paper rather than running down over the
Borodino, N. Y.
sections below.
;

article was received and should have appeared
months ago. But on account of a press of other mat-
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to be of some use for the
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trust

that
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in time

still

coming honey season.
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Queenless Bees in Queen-Rearing
BY HENRY ALLEY.
page 251, and under the head, "How Can We Rear
Better Queens?" is an article from A. K. Ferris. I read
this article with much interest, as all such questions have

ON

attracted my attention for the past 45 years. The first point
that Mr. Ferris tries to make, namely, the selection of the
breeding queen, is not new to me, as I had that very thing
under consideration more that 40 years ago. But here is

something new
"Do not breed from a queen whose bees will allow brood
Can any reader
to starve with capped honey in the hive."
of this paper say that he ever had an experience of that kind?
I not only would not use such a mother for a breeder, but
would quickly pinch the head of such a worthless queen.
If Mr. Ferris has had such a queen as that in his apiary,
would it not interest all the readers to know whether she
was reared in a colony that had cast a swarm, or by queenless bees, or what the conditions were that could produce
such a queen?
I
have been a bee-keeper nearly half a century, but

:
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never knew such a state of things to exist as Mr. Ferris
mentions in his article. The idea of brood starving when
bees had plenty of stores, and in a normal condition, is
amazing, if true.
Mr. Ferris presents some good things in his article,
but they are not new to the readers of the American Bee
Journal, as all these things can be found in back numbers
many, many years ago, and written by the person whose
method of queen-rearing he criticises.
Mr. Ferris gives his experience in rearing queens by
two methods. One of the methods employed was that of
rearing them by queenless bees. He says he failed to save
even i queen out of 35 cells he gave to as many queenless
colonies; and that the queen-cells reared by another method

were

all

accepted.

What

does this show? There is nothing to indicate that
the destruction of the cells was caused by the way they
were built. If anything is proven, it is the fact that Mr.
F. does not understand the queenless method of producing
queen-cells.
His failure to rear good queens should not be
attributed to the method used. Up to within 10 years, all the
queens reared the world over were reared by queenless bees,
can give
and such queens were always satisfactory.
accounts of hundreds of queens whose bees stored as much
honey as queens reared by any process known to experienced
bee-keepers.
have had queens reared by queenless bees
that filled many combs with brood, but none ever filled 14
Langstroth frames, as Mr. F. says his queens will do. Such
queens can not be found in my yard.

We

We

want to inform the bee-keepers of the world that no
queenless or otherwise, ever destroy, or tear down
queen-cells that contain live queens.
colony having a
queen (either a virgin or fertile one) will not destroy a
queen-cell until a queen first stings the imprisoned or embryo queen then the worker-bees complete the destruction
of the cell.
The 35 cells, which Mr. F. says were not accepted, did not contain one live queen when given to the
bees.
There must have been something decidedly wrong
in the way that those cells were built, or were handled when
introduced to bees.
Can't rear good queens by queenless bees They can be
so reared.
Mr. Doolittle will say the same and any practical bee-keeper on earth will say that the best of queens are
reared by queenless bees.
By the way, what is the Doolittle system of rearing
queens?
few years ago when writing E. R. Root, I remarked that I could not get such good and satisfactory
queens as Mr. D. does by rearing them in or over a colony
while a queen is present. The next time I heard from
Mr. Root, he said Mr. D. did not rear queens in that way.
Now, Mr. F. says he uses the Doolittle plan, as he does not
like the queenless method.
Well, where are we?
It really
seems to me that bees must be used to rear queens by any
I

bees,

A

;

!

;

A

method.

good queens
queen is present,
only when the bees are gathering honey from natural sources,
but at no other time, can as good queens be reared as by the
I

said in this Journal a long time ago that

can be reared
.

in a colony while a

fertile

queenless process.
As a matter of fact, I first gave to the public through
the columns of this paper a method for rearing queens in a
colonv having a laying queen. After I had made it public,
I found that G. M. Doolittle, of New York, and Dr. G. L.
Tinker, of Ohio, had been experimenting along the same
lines.
I
have stated in these columns how queens can be
reared in the brood-chamber while a queen was present and
the cells unprotected from the attack of the queen.
I have
also shown how the same thing can be done by protecting
the cells from being attacked and destroyed by the queen
while the bees were completing them. All of these things,
and many others, I have published in years past and given
to the public.
But not till Mr. Ferris' article appeared had
I ever seen the queenless method of rearing queens criti-

cised by any one.
It seems that Mr. F. did have some queens reared by
the queenless or cell-cup process; even though the 35 cells
were destroyed, and that queens reared by the Alley plan
and the Doolittle plan, all in the same hive, when shown
strangers to bees they saw the difference.

Let me tell Mr. F. what some experts with bees have
said of queens they have seen when visiting my apiary. A. C.
Miller, of Rhode Island, has made an annual visit to my
apiary for many years.
I always show him queen-cells in
all stages, and processes of construction, as I do all who
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come here. Mr. Miller always says that the virgin queens
are very large, and as fine as he ever saw.
F. H. Farmer,
one of the largest bee-owners in Massachusetts, is another
caller here who admires the size and beauty of the queens
shown him. and says that my virgin queens are as large as
most of the laying queens sent out by some dealers.

When

queenless bees are used for cell-building they
supplied with eggs within 6 or 8 hours thereafter.
My method for rearing queens by queenless bees, or
rather for having queen-cells built from cell-cups, is this

should be

—

one having a
(A colony
brood.
having an old queen is always preferred, as bees from such
Ibis colony is taken into
a queen build (he finest cells.)
the operating roc 'in. and 1 then treat the bees to tobaccosmoke in small doses, and drum on the hives to cause the
bees to fill their honey-sacs, and when they have done so,
and show that the tobacco has completely subdued them,
I remove the cover from the hive; then take out each frame
separately, brushing the bees from the combs into a box
having plenty of ventilation. The queen is found and caged,
and the bees left queenless for 6 or 8 hours. The combs
are replaced in the hive they were taken from, and other
bees (queenless ones, if at hand) are put into the hive and a
fertile queen introduced.
The colony just made queenless has from 60,000 to
75,000 bees, mostly young ones. Twelve days after the eggs
are given the bees, I have as fine a batch of large, golden
queens as Mr. F. could desire to see. The eggs given the
bees from which to construct cell-cups had been deposited
in drawn foundation 3 days, or 72 hours before the colony
was made queenless. If Mr. Ferris had proceeded in the
above way, he would have had completed queen-cells that
can not be equalled by any other method of rearing queens.
I

select the strongest colony in the
queen and at least 8 frames of

yard

prolific

The one point I wish to emphasize, is, that bees, long
This
a queenless condition, will not rear good queens.
seems to have been the trouble with Mr. F.'s cells. The
It is also
right thing must be done at the right moment.
evident that Mr. F. failed by not strictly following the
method which I have given for rearing queens.
Permit me to give just one illustration as to whether
queens reared by queenless bees are of any value or not.
In 1901, Mrs. M. M. Ball, of New York, purchased a queen
from me. The queen was shipped as hundreds of others are
expected to hear anything from the
sent, and I never
The next year Mrs. B. wrote me this:
transaction.
in

a debt of gratitude for the fine queen you
not been for that queen I would have had
no honey. This one colony stored 125 pounds in sections,
while no other bees in town stored any surplus at all."
Now here comes the best part of that testimonial: In
trying to purchase that queen from Mrs. B. we got pretty
well acquainted, and the result was that Mrs. Ball is now
Mrs. Alley. Now, was not that a good queen? I leave it to
Mr. Ferris to say.
Finally, I must say that Mr. Ferris has not made out a
good case. Considering the fact that we all have had nearly
as good queens as Mr. Ferris has described, I must say
that the question, "How to rear better queens," is still
I have claimed
unsolved, so far as Mr. F. is concerned.
that I can rear better queens by the queenless process than
can be reared by natural swarming.
Editor Hutchinson says just as good queens can be
reared by queenless bees as natural ones, but he hardly thinks
better queens can be so reared.
I still assert that I can rear better queens by queenless
At any
bees than can be obtained by the natural process.
rate, I shall continue to rear queens in the same way that
i860, so long as I have good sucI have since the year
"I

owe you

sent me.

Had

it

cess.

Mr. F. asserts that he can rear queens that will fill
Langstroth frames with brood! Did Mr. F. stop to conLet us see what
sider this statement before he made it?
a queen must do in order to fill the combs in 14 Langstroth
frames in 21 days.
A Langstroth frame 9x17 inches, inside measurement,
contains 153 inches. There are 5 J cells to the inch of comb.
Sixty thousand
In 14 frames there would be 111,384 cells.
To fill
to 75,000 bees is considered a very large colony.
14 frames, a queen must deposit 5,304 eggs each 24 hours
Does any one suppose that a queen can be
for 21 days.
found that will lay so many eggs in one day?
will pay $25 for a pure Italian queen that will fill
I
onlv 12 frames with brood in 21 days, and give an order for
14
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more queens at $io each. This offer is open to anyone who
can supply queens of the kind Mr. F. says he has.
I will not take the statement made by Mr. F. as he makes it.
We all know that only a few of the combs in the middle of
the brood-chamber are filled solid with brood, while the
combs on either side of the brood-nest are never full.
I do not appear in defense of my methods of queenrearing.
They do not need it. Those methods have been
employed over so years, and have stood the test well, and
thousands of bee-keepers have made them a success.
Essex Co., Mass.
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Conducted by Morley Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont.

Ontario's Foul Brood

Law

It will be seen by the enclosed " Bill "
that the inspection of apiaries is given entirely into the hands of the
Minister of Agriculture. This does away with the see-saw
work we have had so much of for years, and is, I think, a
good move. Formerly, the President of the Ontario BeeKeepers' Association was supposed to direct the inspector,
but had no control over his pay, which came from the Department. It was the sense of the last convention that
more inspectors were needed, and now the Minister, who
keeps in close touch with the bee-keepers, will appoint,
direct and pay what are needed. Note that Section 4 provides for transfer of box-hive colonies.
The following is a copy of the Act referred to above
:

BILL
An Act

for the Suppression of Foul Brood Among Bees.
His Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative
Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts as follows
1. This Act may be known as " The Foul Brootl
Act."
e Lieutenant -Governor, in Council upon the recommendation
u
of the »T^
Minister of Agriculture, may from time to time appoint one of
more Inspectors of Apiaries to enforce this Act, and the Inspector shall
if so required, produce the certificate
of his appointment on entering
upon any premises in the discharge of his duties. And the Minister
shall instruct and control each Inspector in the carrying
out of the
provisions of this Act. The remuneration to be paid to any
Inspector
under this Act shall be determined by order of the Lieutenant-Gover"

nor

m

Council.
The Inspector shall, whenever so directed by the Minister of
Agriculture, visit without unnecessary delay any locality in
the Prov1D
Ontario, and there examine any apiary or apiaries to which
the
said ?f
Minister may direct him, and ascertain whether or not the disease
known as "foul brood" exists in such apiary or apiaries, and wherever
the said Inspector is satisfied of the existence of foul brood
in its virulent or malignant type, it shall be the duty of the Inspector
to order
all colonies so affected, together with the
hives occupied by them,
and the contents of such hives, and all tainted appurtenances that
can
not be disinfected, to be immediately destroyed by fire under
the personal direction and superintendence of the said Inspector
but where
the Inspector, who shall be the sole judge thereof, is satisfied
that the
disease exists, but only in milder types and in its incipient
stages, and
is being or may be treated successfully, and
the Inspector has reason
to believe that it may be entirely cured, then the Inspector may,
in his
discretion, omit to destroy, or order the destruction,
of the colonies
and hives in which the disease exists. 53 V., c. 66, s. 3.
4. The Inspector shall have full power, in
his discretion, to order
any owner or possessor of bees dwelling in box-hives, in apiaries
where
the disease exists (being mere boxes without frames), to transfer
such
bees to movable-frame hives within a specified time, and in
default of
such transfer, the Inspector may destroy, or order the
destruction of
such box-hives and the bees dwelling therein. 53 V., o.
66, s. 4.
5. Any owner or possesor of diseased colonies
of bees, or of any
infested appliances for bee-keeping, who knowingly sells or barters
or
gives away such diseased colonies or infected appliances, shall
on conviction thereof, before any Justice of the Peace, be liable
to a fine of
not less than $50, or more than $400, or to imprisonment for any
term
not exceeding two months. 53 V., c. 66, s. 5.
6. Any person whose bees have been destroyed or
treated for foul
brood, who sells or offers for sale any bees, hives or appurtenances
of
any kind, after such destruction or treatment, and before being authorized by the Inspector so to do, or who exposes in his bee-yard
or
elsewhere, any infected comb, honey, or other infected thing, or
conceals the fact that said disease exists among his bees, shall, on
conviction before a Justice of the Peace, be liable to a fine of not less
than
$20, and not more than §50, or to imprisonment for a term not exceedng two months, and not less than one month. 53 V., c. 66, s. 6.
3.

^
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7. Any owner or possessor or bees who refuses to allow the Inspector to freely examine said bees, or the premises in which they are
kept, or who refuses to destroy the infected bees and appurtenances,
or to permit them to be destroyed when so directed by the Inspector,
may, on the complaint of the Inspector, be summoned before a Justiceof the Peace, and, on conviction, shall be liable to a fine of not less
than $25, and not more than $50, for the first offence, and not less than
$50, and not more than $100, for the second and any subsequent
offence, and the said Justice of the Peace shall make an order directing
the said owner and possessor forthwith to carry out the directions of
the Inspector. 53 V., c. 66, s. 7.
8. Where an owner or possessor of bees disobeys the directions of
the said Inspector, or offers resistance to, or obstructs the said Inspector, a Justice of the Peace may, upon the complaint of the 6aid
Inspector, cause a sufficient number of special constables to be sworn
in, and such special constables shall, under the directions of the Inspector, proceed to the premises of such owner or possessor and assist
the Inspector to seize all the diseased colonies and infected appurtenances and burn them forthwith, and if necessary the said Inspector
or constables may arrest the said owner or possessor and bring him
before a Justice of the Peace to be dealt with according to the provisions of the preceding section of this Act. 53 V., c. 66, s. 8.
9. Before proceeding against any person before a Justice of the
Peace, the said Inspector shall read over to such person the provisions
of this Act, or shall causea copy thereof to be delivered to such person.
53 V., c. 66, s. 9.
10. Every bee-keeper or other person who is aware of the existence
of foul brood, either in his own apiary or elsewhere, shall immediately
notify the Minister of the existence of such disease, and in default of
so doing shall, on summary conviction before a Justice of the Peace,
be liable to a fine of $5 and costs. 53 V., c. 66, s. 10.
11. Each Inspector shall report to the Minister as to the inspection
of any apiary in such form and manner as the Minister may direct,
and all reports shall be filed in the Department of Agriculture, and
shall be made public as the Minister may direct, or upon order of the
Legislative Assembly.
12. Chapter 283 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1S97, entitled.
An Act for the Suppression of Foul Brood Among Bees is repealed.

Giving Cellared Bees a Winter Flight
1

—

Mr. Pettit
The last time I saw you we were talking
on putting bees from the cellar on the summer stands on a
warm day for a cleansing flight during the winter time,
which I did about the middle of February. Up till the time
we put our colonies out for a flight they seemed particularly
restless.
The fault was, undoubtedly, in the temperature
being too warm for them in the cellar, and it was impossible to lower it on account of the warm winter.
When we
took the bees from the cellar in February none had spotted
their hives. We left them out for only one day, and then
returned them to the cellar, where they remained in about
the same restless condition up till April 1, and then none
had spotted their hives. As soon as they quited down I examined them, and, quite to my surprise, they had come
through the winter in good, average condition, with the
loss of one colony. They had just commenced brood-rearing.
I never had a larger consumption of stores.
I gave
them more honey per colony last season than ever before,
and so'me would have died from starvation had I not supplied them.
Now, would that not indicate that if they had
consumed so much honey through the winter without the
flight, they would have contracted dysentery and broodrearing? I don't think it would do any good to give them
a winter flight unless they were particularly uneasy in the
cellar, and then get them back into the cellar again as soon
as they cluster well. It might be a damage to allow them a
second day's flight, for the first would give them a chance
while the second day
to clean up, and that is all they need
would be a tax on their vitality, and would cause broodrearing, etc.
Chas. E. Arnold.
:

;

Bealton, Ont.,

May

10.

Prospects Good So Far
I

but

had

spring of 1905, and in the fall 10,
with which I began the winter. I

S colonies in the

doubled back to
one in winter, as

I

7,

it was short of stores.
lost
The remaining
6 are in good condition. Prospects are good so far.
Wroxeter, Ont., Mayl.
J. Brbthaukr.

Handy Tool-Holder.— We find we are short of the
part of this Tool-Holder which has on it the cogs or ratchet
by which the blade is raised or lowered when grinding.
need to have some castings made of that part. If any one
of our readers who have one of these Tool-Holders will
kindly write us, so we can learn who has one of them, we
will consider it a very great favor. Address the office of
the American Bee Journal.

We

:
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Protection Against Bee-Stings— Black an Irritator

A lady was
quite a

number

calling- on me this week, and as she owns
of colonies of bees, we naturally began talk-

ing about bees. These same bees were left to her by a
favorite nephew at his death. They having been a source
of profit to him, doing much towards helping him through
college, he hoped they might do as much for her. Now, the
only knowledge she has of bees is the knowledge gained by
the slight help she gave her nephew with them during his
lifetime.

The only things she tries to do with them is to hive the
swarms and take care of the honey. She said, " I am afraid
I will never make a success of bee-keeping, as I can never
working with them

But, no doubt,

don't get done.

if

there

is

a

demand

for

sweet clover seed, some one will cater to it.
There are many with a greater acreage of it than I
have. I would like to say that those who want it would do
well to get in mind what variety they want. I had the
white kind for several years before I got the yellow, but the
latter is the greatest boon to me here, as I need something
for the bees to work on through June. This I find in yellow sweet clover. The white does not bloom until July.
All this has been said before, but it will bear repeating.
(Mrs.) A. L. Amos.
Custer Co., Nebr.
In Northern Illinois it is doubtful whether there would
often be any advantage in the yellow sweet clover over the
white, as the white sweet clover is usually in bloom before
the white clover ceases to yield, so there is generally no
dearth. But in other localities where there is likely to be a
dearth, the yellow sweet clover would be a boon.

The following

is

what A.

I.

Root says

in

Gleanings

6Weet clover seed of every kind is coming in
way we never knew it before. It seems that
from every
the world generally is beginning to discover that none of the clovers
should ever be called noxious weeds. If there are horses or cattle
anywhere that have not learned to eat tender sweet clover when it first
comes up, they are certainly lacking in education.

The constant

call for
direction in a

Outlook for a Good Crop

my

fear of them. Sometimes while I am
get so interested in my work that I
forget to be nervous about their stinging, and really get
along nicely. In fact, as a usual thing I do not get very
many stings."
I said, " Why don't you protect yourself against stings
by dressing so that they can't get a chance to sting you,
until you get over your feeling of nervousness while work-

quite overcome

I
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My

bees wintered fairly well, losing about IS percent
The outlook is for a good honey crop here.

of the colonies.

Mrs. Fannie
Ft. Collins, Colo.,

May

J.

Randall.

14.

%

ing with them ?"

She gave a

laugh, and said, "I always wear a
ever tried to protect my hands I did
I had always worked with my hands
bare, but, one day, feeling particularly timid about taking
off some honey that must be taken off, I drew a pair of
stocking legs on my arms, letting them come well down
over my hands, leaving just the tips of my fingers exposed, and went to the apiary feeling much braver. But,
alas, those stocking legs seemed to make those bees just
furious.
They covered my hands and arms, burrowing
themselves into the stockings, and stinging well, I never
had so many stings before in my life. I can't imagine
what made them act so, for I had handled them just as carefully as I ever did, but I have not tried to wear anything on
my hands since."
I said, " What color were those stockings ?" She looked
a little surprised, but replied that they were black. She
looked still more surprised when I told her that because
they were black was the reason the bees were so furious at
them, and had they been woolen they would have been still
more furious. I advised her to try some white stockings
and see if results were not different. (This in spite of the
fact that some people think it all nonsense that bees do not
like black.)

One thing that surprised me was that she entertained
the idea that a cool day was much better than a warm one
to work with bees, and she attributed the temper of those
bees to the fact that it was a very warm day when she took
off that honey

m

—

Sweet Clover— White and Yellow

And so Dr. Miller tells another inquirer that sweet
clover ought to be advertised in the American Bee Journal
Surely it should be, but that is poor comfort for those who
want it if it is not so advertised.
For myself, it gives me a sort of guilty feeling in that
I have sweet clover in abundance, yet fail to gather the
seed. The trouble is, there is so much to be done then
that securing of the seed in any considerable quantity is
neglected. It yields a lavish lot of seed, but if it is not
gathered at the right time this soon falls to the ground.
I have, at times, cut patches of it with a scythe, and
piled it up to be thrashed with a broom, but I have none on
hand a this writing. Bushels of it were permitted to fall
to the ground last year. I would like to promise to have
seed on hand by another spring, but I can't be sure of that
!

—

—

;

now.

"There
sun," but

I

pasty's

I

—

!

Zttr.

little

but the only time
not succeed very well.

veil,

is a time for everything that is done under the
try in vain, sometimes, to get time for the things

Ctftcrtqongfyts
The " Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Glasses.

Drones and Swarming
Do drones, when in extra numbers, cause more swarming ? Does excessive swarming cause the rearing of more

?
Is a colony that is dreadfully overrun with drones
tolerably sure not to swarm ? Queer if we should have to
answer all three questions in the affirmative. Without
wishing to drive any stake or say anything " sassy," I have
my doubts about the first question. As to the third question, it may be mainly a matter of location and honey-flow.
Might always feel too poor to rear young queens when burdened with such a lot of non-paying boarders— except in a
good location with strong and steady flows. With the population nearly half drones I shouldn't feel quite sure that
the best and longest flows would start swarms. This anent
C. P. Dadant, on page 298.

drones

Covers of the Latham Home-Made Hives
don't put in the sub-heads in the Afterthoughts, Mr.
Latham. Go for the Boss about that naughty hyphen that
contrived to tell a depreciatory lie about your hives.
As to the inquiry, I suppose I must have been thinking
that lots of roof-cracks, made good by good paper, was the
point that was up, and that it might allow large variation
in other respects. Yes, some of my roofs are dreadfully
weighted down with bricks and stones (and army-pans filled
with fragments). Every winter they go in loaded heavier
than before and every winter a lot of them get away. On
the other hand, half my roofs are scarcely ever known to fly
away, and those I trust without any weights. Then there's
another lot that are " mighty onsartin," and I honor the
doubt to the extent of a couple of bricks. Page 299.
I

;

Advices to Bee-Keeping Beginners
In directions to those who are going to fail, Doolittle,
Much
in his article for beginners, gets in a pretty good one.
quite
nicer to sink $40 than $400. So say we all of us. And
scatter
a bit of fun can be had in throwing away $40 if you
it

right.

And

.

.

.
read
so for the beginner to skip the bee-books and

—

;

—

"
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the bee-papers is like feeding the baby corned beef and
fried potatoes dead baby very soon
Sacred to the Memory of Billy Beeman, who took the fever and got well. To
make sure that the patient won't get well, Mr. D. sagely
advises the bee-babe to make the hives for his first year's
swarms.
May not be any great amount of cash profit
in it, but the practical wisdom of the thing struck me
decidedly do him piles of good, confirm him in his chosen
craft, and "build him up."
But an awful " per contra "

banded Italians (both imported and American-bred stock),
golden or S-banded Italians, Holy Lands or Palestines,
Cyprians, Carniolans and Caucasians, in their purity, and
many crosses of different races I have almost decided upon
the " good, old 3-banded Italians," of a good honey-gathering
strain, for all my yards.
I say " almost," because I am not
sure but there might possibly be some suitable cross, or,
better still, a hybrid, that would prove superior to the Ital-

dawns upon me

Holy Lands have many g-ood qualities, but the " stinging qualities " of most of the strains that have come under
my observation have been disagreeable enough to overbalance their good qualities that they possess over some
other races. It is true that some of our foremost bee-keepers are very successful with them, in securing large crops
of surplus honey. And some of these claim this race to be
very gentle, and that very few stings are received in handling them. Yet these apiaries, where only Holy Land bees
are kept, are few, and the race of bees does not seem ever

—

:

—

—

now, however. It may also set him to
inventing a brand-new hive, long before he knows the difference between pennies and pounds in the ends to be
secured. That is one of the direst of " complications
which the disease known as bee-fever is wont to develop.

Page

just

296.

Sad that So Few Read Bee-Papers— Baby Nuclei
Twenty bee-men in Chatsworth, Calif., and only one

—

takes a bee-paper. Sad and the saddest of it is that it's
not much worse than other places. What shall we say to
these 19 men ? Good to be self-reliant good to lay your
own plans and conquer your own difficulties but not good
for one man to cut entirely loose from the accumulated wis;

;

dom of mankind. The most brilliant and
man in the world needs to know when he is
track and when he is out of it. He can not

self contained
in the beaten

well know this
unless he reads what the rest of the world is doing. If he
didn't adopt one single idea from the paper, the paper would
pay him by helping him direct and judge himself.
And I note with interest that C. W. Dayton abandons
the use of the baby nucleus after having used SO of them
for a season. Page 297.

Southern
* 23eebom *

J
Conducted by Louis H. Schou»

New

Braunfels, Tex.

The Texas Mesquite
Through the

cool, gentle breeze, this fine April morning,
hear quite distinctly the bees humming sweet,
find that the bloom is hastily adorning
The long, thorny limbs of the Texas Mesquite,
I

And

With her mantle

bemixed with green foliage
wind our coming to greet
Our far-away cousins have no worthy knowledge
Of the exquisite beauty of the Texas Mesquite.
That swings

While the bees

of gold

in the

in the

North are yet

—

in their cellars,

Or perhaps even worse all buried in 6leet
Our busy little bees are hiding their smellers
In the sweat, golden bloom of the Texas Mesquite.

warm month of June we again will be favored
With another bloom crop that can not be beat;
And the warm, gentle breeze will be then highly flavored
With the bloom we admire on the Texas Mesquite.
Sabinal, Tex.
Grant Anderson.

—

ians in their purity.

become popular.
This much is certain
In the hive manipulations with
Holy Lands much more care must be exercised than with
most other races. Less smoke must be used, and the operator must work " gently " and carefully.
Jars and sudden
jolts, and also the use of too much smoke, will result in " a
volley of live bullets " from the hive as if shot from well,
a wide-mouthed cannon. And once these bees become irritated in this way, it is hard to do anything with them. The
use of more smoke only makes matters worse, and it results,
sometimes, in all the bees of the colony taking wing and
filling the air — and other things — with infuriated, stinging
bees. These are, of course, rather extreme cases, still such
have been quite numerous under my observations.
While, if carefully and quietly handled, and with little
to

:

—

smoke, they are very peaceable, yet, as a usual thing, they
are so " nervous " that the least jar, or the dropping of a
frame or the hive-tool, etc., will send them out on warfare.
Several crosses have been tried in my yards of Holy
Land bees The Holy Land queens are very prolific in egglaying, and, used as mothers of a colony, mated to golden
Italian drones, good results were obtained in several cases.
The cross resulted in larger bees than the Holy Land bees
more the size of the Italians and these proved to be good
honey-gatherers.
I believe that by careful breeding a
hybrid might be produced that would be better than the
Holy Lands, or Italians either, in their purity. A simple
cross between two races does not seem, in my mind, to be
efficient enough.
A well-bred hybrid would result in a

—

more stable reproduction of their type. The off-spring
would not vary so much as with simple crosses.
There are several queen-breeders who advertise good
strains of Italian queens, and there are some of these who
use the " baby-nucleus-box method," and produce as good
queens as can be produced by any method. lean not see
why there should be any objection to mating queens in such
boxes, provided, of course, that the queens are not left in
these small boxes too long. A young laying queen should
be able to " expand " herself in her egg-laying, and thus
develop herself in

In the

Holy Land of Palestine Bees

—

Mr. Louis H. Scholl
Dear Sir:— I am a New York bee-keeper, but

at present am keeping bees here in the South. I have a notion to try the Holy Land
or Palestine bees here, but do not care to bother with them unless
they are decidedly superior to the Italians for extracted honey. I
think, perhaps, you have seen them in other yards, and I wish you
would give me your opinion and advice about them. Also, where to
get the best stock of queen6. I think you are ju6t the one to advise
me about this, and I will appreciate it.

you inform me if you know of anyone
and good strain of Italians. I do not want to
get cheap-reared queens from any one. My experience with buying
" baby nucleus " queens is, that I would scarcely take them as a gift.
In this section the bees gather some pollen in January, and the
honey season is from about March 10 until June. After that I think
the bees get little more than enough for a living, usually.
Wayne Co., Ga., April 14.
Chas. L. Todd.
I will

also be glad to have

haviDg an extra

prolific

it.

" Crosses "

and " Hybrid

"

Here is another fellow in favor of using the terms
"cross" and "hybrid" in the right sense, as per R. F.
Holtermann, page 341. It will be well to bear this in mind,
and to begin a reform at once. The bee-paper editors can
do much in this matter, and so also our careful writers of
beedom.

The Bee-Keeper's Fun
Are you having a " good time," and are you enjoying
yourself ? The bee-keeper, with his outdoor work, his sunshine, bees, flowers, and good exercise during the sunny,
balmy days when one longs to be out-of-doors, should be a
happy creature indeed. During rainy and unfavorable
weather for out-of-door work, he can have and enjoy comforts of home life, read his bee-papers, magazines and other
papers; or, if it is during the busy season, his shop will be
his favorite retreat. Compare the bee-keeper's life with
that of the trudging mass who are " on the go " from early
morning until late at night, rain or shine
This may not be writing " about bees " exactly, but it
seems well to be reminded of our good fortunes sometimes,
!

After trying, during my 15 years of bee-keeping, nearly
every race of bees the common Germans or blacks, 3-

—

Bees

!

May

24,
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because we forget, you know. If you are not enjoying a
bee-keeper's life, find out why you are not and try to
remedy the matter. There are some who make it their business to smile, and such smiles make them more successful
and happy. Did you ever notice how a jolly fellow always
seems to get along pretty well ? I have, and have tried it
myself. Now you try it

==^—=

=\

Doctor Itliller's
Question Box
*

j
8end questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does nol answer Questions by mail.

Will Bees

Swarm Under These

time for this season's work, for if we may judge by his previous writings, he is not the kind of man publicly to mention 6uch a thing only
to keep it a secret.
queen3. I suppose you mean to ask whether it is easier to cut out
cells or to leave them untouched, and then trap the young queens
when they attempt to fly out. The trap i6 the easier of the two, but
neither way is a reliable way of preventing swarming. The trap, however, is used by some to catch the old queen when she issues with a
prime swarm, and the plan works well for those who allow their bees
to swarm, but do not wish to be all the time on the watch for swarms.
queen is
3. Usually the old queen is removed at the time the new
given, the latter being given in a cage so arranged that the bees will
There
is
candy.
of
plug
liberate the queen by eating through the
probably greater safety in the Abbott plan of putting the caged queen
into the hive 2 or 3 days before the old one is removed, not allowing
the bees to liberate the new one till after the removal of the old one.
4. The same that makes mold anywhere— a sort of vegetable
growth favored by dampness and darkness.

Painting Bottom-Boards-Corkdust Cushions— Best
Comb-Honey Hive-Best Queen Excluding

Honey Board
1.

Conditions:

2.

don't know.

G.

M. Doolittle says no

;

others say yes.

All-Zinc or Wood-Zinc Excluder?

Which

is

the better excluder to use in extracting

— all-zinc or

Nbw

wood-zinc?

Answer. — Opinions

Is it a

good idea

to paint both the inside

and outside of bottom-

boards?

Will bees swarm when a young queen goes out to mate in a honeyflow, the old queen having been taken away and all queen-eell6 cut
Iowa.
out but one"

Asswkr.— I
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York.

All-zinc gives larger opening between the two stories, but either seems to give abundant passage for
the bees. The wood-zinc keeps proper spaces above and below it
more rigidly, but one or more J^-inoh strips laid on top-bars seems to
answer with the other. The all zinc is not so fragile as the other.
differ.

Serradella as a Honey-Plant
good Jhoney-plant? If once sown in waste-places
seed itself afterwards? Is there any danger of it becoming a
?
When should the seed be sown?
Penn.

I

want

to

make some cushions

T

16 the

for winter protection.

cork sawdust that usually comes with California grapes good for the
purpose? If so, how thick 6hall I make them?
the top
3. Which would be the best way to make them, by sewing
and bottom together, or sewing a strip 2 or 3 inches wide between the
two, so that when they are stulf ed they will look like small mattresses?
the
4. Which do you think would produce the most comb honey,
10-frame or the 8-frame Hoffman, or the Danzenbaker, all of them
using Danzenbaker supers?
honey5. In producing extracted honey, which queen-excluding
Ohio.
board do you consider the best?

—

Answers. 1. It is not a common practise, but
them last longer.
A thickness of
2. Corkdust is one of the best.
probably enough.
3. Likely the mattress plan

is

it

ought

1

l,

.,

to

make

or 2 inches

is

the better.

With colonies of the same strength, you would not be likely to
any difference.
Although
5. There is little choice as to the kind of excluders.
most producers of extracted honey use queen-excluders, it is only fair
them.
use
do
not
Dadants
the
as
bee-keepers
to say that so good
4.

find

Is serradella a

will

it

troublesome weed

Answer. — I can not answer your
della

but

J

questions. 1 have seen serramentioned as a honey-plant in bee-papers from across the sea,
think never in any published on this 6ide. It is " a Portuguese

species of bird's-foot clover (Ornithopus sativus), cultivated for fodder
in Britain and on the continent."

Wiring Frames— When to Do Spring Bee-Work
1. What do you think of using wire from baled hay or
straw in
place of your wooden splints in brood-frames? Pierce the bottom-bar
with 4 holes, slip the wire through into the groove in the top-bar, and
fasten with melted wax from a Van Deusen wax-tube?
2. My bees rob so now that I have not overhauled them yet. What
time in the spring do you work with yours?
Iowa.
i

Answers. — 1. Such heavy wire would be
very

fine

wire

is

objectionable.

Only

used in wiring frames.

is warm enough for bees to fly freely after
they have been long enough out of the cellar to have brood-rearing
well started, an examination is made to see that each colony has a
good queen, judging by the brood, and generally the queen is found
at the same time to see that she is clipped.
This examination may be
Earlier than this, in this latitude, it is
in April, or it may be in May.
not best to open a hive unless there is suspicion that something is
2.

The

first

day that

wrong, as a shortage of

stores.

Preventing Swarming— Removing Queen-Cells— Introducing Queens-Mold in Hives in Winter
the easiest way to prevent bees from swarming?
the easiest way to takeout the queen-cells, by taking
them right out of the combs, or by using a queen-trap?
3. If I buy an Italian queen, do 1 have to destroy the old queen
before I put the new one in
4. What makes the hives mold inside in the winter?
1.
2.

Which
Which

Gasoline Treatment for Wax-Worms- Dark and Light
Colored Clothing for Bee-Work
did not use last season. I had
the dry, strung on a frame. In
September I put them in the workshop, overhead on frames, and was
away from home 3 months, and when 1 returned I found the waxworm had worked on them all through this time. I had them 1>£
Journal,
inches apart. I do not want to lose them. I saw in the Bee
some time ago, where some one used gasoline, and it put the worms
Do you think the scent of gasoline in
to sleep, never to wake up.
combs will annoy the bees so they won't accept them when 1 hive
1.

them

Minnesota.
don't know. I wish I did. The way that, is
probably at present practised more thin any other is shaking swarms;
that is, taking away all brood a little before swarming is likely to
occur. G. M. Doolittle says he has discovered a way that he seems to
think is better, and he will shortly publish it. C. Davenport says he
has a successful plan that requires no shaking of combs nor finding
of queens. He has not yet made it known, but doubtless will do so in
I

corncrib

all last

summer

I

in

when handling them?

make

the bees quiet

Iowa.

Unless you have a special brand of wax-worms
different from all others, you may rely upon the gasoline treatment.
Look the combs over, and wherever you see the least show of their
webs, give a little squirt, and that ends it. In a very short time the
gasoline evaporates so it will be safe to give the comb6 to bees.— [See
page 328 for full directions for giving the gasoline treatment.— Editor. J
cross bees
2 I don't know why it is; I only know the fact, that
have
are not so likely to sting one with light as with dark clothing. I
white
overworn a good many different pairs of mason's or painter's
clothing
white
think
I
don't
alls for the sake of avoiding stings.
particularly appropriate to my style of beauty, and in going through
town to the out-apiary, I'm not fond of appearing on the streets
arrayed in white, but I'd rather do that than to take the increased
number of stings with dark clothing. But, mind you, I get all the
enough,
stings I care for, even with white clothing. If bees are cross
they'll sting through the whitest clothing.

Answers.— 1.

Frames of Buckwheat Honey for Spring FeedingPreventing Increase

is

Answers.— 1.

have S5 brood-frames that

bees on those combs?
2. What is there about the color of clothes to

is

*

I

in a

honey. I winter
I U6e the Danzenbaker hive, and run for comb
bees in a single brood-body out-of-doors.
Now how would it be next fall, when the buckwheat honey
1
are used
llow is on, to let the bees fill a lot of shallow frames such as
and
spring,
in the Danzenbaker super, then put them away until next
when it warms up, and the bees begin to carry in pollen (or before, it
on each
honey
frames
of
shallow
with
filled
super
they need it), put a
colony— strong and weak alike—and leave it thereuntil a heavy honeyfounand
flow sets in, then raise it up. put a super filled with sections
out ot the
dation under, put on a bee-escape get the bees all down
more
shallow frames, and put tbem away until next year, if they are

my
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than half full; if not, let the bees fill them again with dark or mixed
honey for the next year? I would do this to do away with spring
feeding, and still keep brood-rearing on the move.
2. Can you suggest a better way, or anything further concerning
this plan, or do you think it would be better to put the frames of
honey on in the fall, before packing for winter?
3. I want to let my bees swarm naturally this year, hive them on
the old stand, and get the bees from the parent colony into the new
as fast as they hatch out, so I will have no increase.
How is
this done?
I have heard something about setting the old hive close to
the new swarm and turning it in a different direction, but never have
had it explained to me. Nor do my bee-books explain it. I would
like very much to know the best way to do this, and what to do with
young queens or queen-cells, in the parent coIod.v, in the meantime.

swarm

Pennsylvania.
plan ought to work well.
2. It would be less trouble
to leave the frames of honey on
through the winter, just as they were when the bees closed up their
storing, and it is possible it might be better.
It would make a sure
thing of having abundant winter stores, and save your disturbing the
bees in early spring. The only question in the case would be whether
there would not be a disadvantage in obliging the bees to keep warm
the extra space overhead, but the advantages might easily overbalance
that.

Possibly you may run against a little snag when it comes to keeping these frames from the time the early harvest begins till buckwheat
comes. Unless special care is given, you may rely on worms doing
their work on unprotected combs during the hot season.
In a place
cool enough there may be little or no trouble, but it isn't always easy
to have such a place. You may keep the combs closed so as to be
proof against the entrance of the moth but that will not save them,
for pretty certainly there will be present the seeds of the evil planted
there the previous fall. One way to do is to fumigate the combs with
sulphur, or, better still, with bisulphide of carbon or formaldehyde,
and repeat at intervals of 2 or 3 weeks. There will be no need of

repetition if, after all the eggs and larvas present are destroyed, the
are enclosed in some moth-proof place.

combs

3. The thing you probably have reference to i6 a plan of movingthe hive several times so as to face in different directions, finally moving it away and thus getting all the bees up to a certain age to join the
swarm. But this is to prevent a second swarm, and not to prevent increase entirely.
Latterly the plan is simplified by omitting a number
It is very
of the movings, and the result seems to be just as good.
simple. When a colony swarms put the swarm in place of the old
colony, setting the old colony as close as possible beside it, facing the
same way. A week later move the old hive to a new location. That's
all the bee-keeper has to do, for the bees themselves, if moved in the
way mentioned, will destroy all queens or queen-cells but the one.
What you 6eem to want, however, is to have no increase, and possibly
this variation of the plan might, suit you

Set the swarm in place of the parent colony, as already mentioned,
and the old colony beside the swarm. At the end of a week set the
old colony on top of the swarm (of course, with no communication
between them), and two weeks later still, or three weeks from the
time the swarm issued, take out the frames of the upper hive aril
brush the bees down on the ground in front of the swarm, and then
dispose of these combs in any way you like. The bees will dispose of
one of the queens to their own liking, and you will have a strong colony with no increase.
I'll tell you another way you can get along without increase, if
you care to take the trouble: When the colony swarms, return the
swarm and kill or remove the old queen. A week later begin listening
each evening to hear the pipingof the young queen. When you hear
If it
it, go to the hive the next morning and destroy all queen cells.
should happen that you have missed any cells, a swarm will issue, in
which case you will return the swarm.
In olden times a plan was used that was effective, although
troublesome. It was simply to return the swarm as often as a swarm
issued.
It sometimes meant returning a good many times.

bee-keepers

in this vicinity, so I don't
bees have wintered. I put
colonies into bee-cellars and they
are all right now, but it will be 4 or 6
weeks before bees can be placed on the
summer stands. W'e have had 3 years
that it was too wet and cold for a good
and long flow of honey. Last fall was
a little better than the two preceding
years, and bees were able to feed later

know how
18

Reports anb
(fxpertences
Some Experiences With

and

Bees.

An article on page 1S7, by C. P. Dadant, on honey-production, has induced
me to give my experience, and in so
doing- I do not

wish to be understood
as advocating any theory or method.
It is useless to advocate any particular
theory or method of handling bees as
being infallible, for different localities
and conditions necessitate different
methods.
I

old

am

not an apiarist, I am only an
farmer that has kept bees more

than 60 years. I have never kept more
than 40 colonies, and sometimes much
less than 4 0.
I have always worked
for comb honey, and have never had
those

yields
that manv beekeepers report. One of my best vears
was $60 from 6 colonies. None of my
bees swarmed that year. Another year
I had 12 colonies in the spring, increased to 27, and obtained 900 pounds
of honey. I have not become a millionaire by keeping bees, but have found
it profitable and very pleasant labor.

large

Many bee-keepers meet with winter
and spring dwindling, and I am
no exception to this loss, and I always
save the frames of comb when such
losses occur, for future use. For many
years I have practiced hiving swarm's
in hives full of cornb, and I have never
had an instance where the bees filled
the cells with honey to the detriment
losses

of breeding: but my trouble is in the
opposite
direction
thev breed too
much. "With all prime swarms within
3 or 4 days after hiving on full combs.

—

commence putting on supers with
foundation in sections.
I always endeavor to give young swarms plentv
of super-room, and yet they will sometimes cast a swarm. For instanc. las
season I had a prime swarm issueJune 15. I hived them as described
above, and gave them 2 supers, containing 28 sections each.
In about 2
weeks they commenced to work in the
supers and filled one super full and
the others about 2-3 full, and on Aug.
10 they cast a swarm.
I was very
much surprised, as I was not expecting them to swarm.
This is only one
of several instances of the same kind
that I have had in past years.
No, I
have never had any trouble with young
swarms filling old comb with honey
I

.

instead of brood.
I have not heard

from any of the

fill

up with honey, and they went

into winter quarters well supplied with
honey and young bees, so they ought
to come out strong this spring.
have had a large quantity of
snow here this winter, but the cold
has not been severe, although we had

We

a few days that the temperature went
from 24 to 32 degrees below zero. We
have just had a young blizzard, but
to-day the sun is shining warm and it
is 36 degrees above zero.
S. B. Smith.
Foreston, Minn., March 5.

The Bee-Business

—Wintering.

I'm a busy man, to say the least. I
attend to 100 colonies of bees, rear a
large number of queens, etc., and yet I
always find plenty of time to read beepapers and bee-books. I can say, like
Dr. Miller, that I enjoy the work not
only for the money there is in it, but
for its many interesting points and its
educational features that make beekeeping indeed very pleasant and fascinating.
I

have been in the bee-business sevand still I know practically

eral years,

very little about it. And as I look into
the future I find by experience that it
pays to do the work well, and do it on
time.
Bees have their own peculiar
ways of working, and no amount of
persuasion on our part will change
their habits one iota.
We could help
them a great deal if we only had the
knowledge of what is required in the
manipulation, and bees will accept
readily what we have to offer if it
suits
their
Bees have no
purpose.
whims or fancies, as some are in'linr-d to believe.
They have but one
Thus one
instinct, and that's business.
nf the real pleasures in bee-keeping is
the fascination which inspires us with
point

that

in

"something"
facilities

of

view,

relating

to

that

which will increase the
bees for the purpose

we

have.

One of the problems I've been trying
to solve during the past few years is
wintering bees safely. Heretofore my
loss has been from 5 to 20 per cent.
The past winter not one was

lost,

and

wintered a large number of 2
nuclei.
By this I understand that there are lots of things we
ran do if we only knew how to do

yt

I

and

3

frame

24, 1906-

:

Answers.— 1. Your

;

May

To accomplish this we must
work and study; no matter if we fail
the first time, we must not be discourthem.

"Faint heart never won fair
lady," and the keeper will not be successful unless he acquires the knowledge which is essential in his line.
Thus I believe that the experience of
aged.

others

is

indeed worth while to conH. S. Duby.

sider very carefully.
St.

Anne,

111.

Wintered Well
Last winter

—Ready

we had

for

Work.

colonies in.
the cellar and only 1 was queenless.
We had 96 outdoors, which is a loss
of only 1 queen'out of 150 colonies. All
the rest came out nice and strong, and
did not have to feed
in fine shape.
any of them, as they all had plenty of
honey. Those that were outside were
There was
mostly 2% stories high.
one left outside which had only the
winter-case around it, and 1% inches
of chaff on top of the cloth, and the
bees are as strong as any of the others,
but they would not have come out sonice if it had not been an open win54

We

ter.

Many

of the strongest colonies reared

a lot of brood in February when we
had a nice spell of spring weather. So
some of the colonies have young bees
to go to work now.
The soft maple and May flowers are
in bloom now, from which the bees are
The
getting some honey and pollen.
elms, box-elder and blood-roots will be
in bloom in a few days, if it stays nice
-weather.

Last year we got about 13,000 pounds
mostly extracted, except
honey,
about 2,000 pounds of comb honey,
which we sold for 12 cents, and the extracted for 5, 7 and 8 cents per pound.
We sold all of it around home, and
could have sold more if we had had it.
If we have a good honey season this
year, we will get a good deal more
honey, as our bees are in far better
shape this spring than last. We get
most of our honey from white clover
Fred Banker.
and basswood.
Sleepy Eye, Minn., April 16.
of

Lots of Timber for Sections, Frames,
Etc.

Some time ago I noticed something
written about the scarcity of suitable
timber with which to make sections,
frames, etc., which I suppose meant
linden or basswood and white pine, but
principally the former, out of which,
I suppose, most if not all sections are
made. I would make this suggestion:
In this part of the South, not over
10 miles from Natchez, Miss., across the
Mississippi River in the State of Louis-

May
1ana,
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Is an Inexhaustible quantupelo-gum, cottonwood, wil-

there
of

tity

This Offer Good Until July 1st Only

and some cypress, that can be
bought at one's own prices. An enterprising man could come here and
start a factory of bee-supplies and
low,

a success of it, so far as the
material is concerned.
Tupelo-gum Is not used here for
anything, and I am certain no better
timber could be found for sections, and
It could be bought so cheaply.
The
writer believes willow would also answer the purpose. Cottonwood would
also be fine, if it would not warp, but
it would do for frames.
Then there is
any quantity of red-gum, but the cyipress has been culled over.
Nevertheless, there is enough of the kind
not used for the general purpose of
building to supply the world in beesupplies for years and years.
Railroads are convenient now, running
through the timber lands, and no trouble would be met with in transporting
the timber to convenient points
The writer has no "ax to grind "
and does not own any of this
timber
but he is a bee-man and interested
1
settlngr bee-supplies
when
.needed"
Besides, no better bee-pasture can
n<
har Tieht here amon Z this
:?
?
timber
Tupelo-gum
comes nearer in
era a PPearance to the linden than
L
the
klnd
of «mber known, and
^
l^,iS
would undoubtedly answer all the purf
P
Iind en
John Kennedy?
!»f™°, &?
.
Selma,
Miss., April
10.

mw V

f™

'

Motv the Bees Wintered.
U ing the Iast day in the month
of
n/rH £
.u
March
the
weather became
enough for the inspection of bees,warm
and
e
PnI
the
have been working
?
Sn soft
, ff maple
on
andJ elm bloom.
Of my 36 colonies, 1 died; 3 were
found queenless (old
of 1902)
and 1 queen proved queens
to be a dronee d
° r la er
Tne
rest
s eem to be
?n f
£ V

!

DOOLITTLE'S

make

1
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QUEEN- REARING
BOOK
For Only «J5 Cents
When

taken with the Weekly American Bee Journal for
making $1.25 for both.

(Book bound

in

One Year

at

Leatherette cover, otherwise same as the cloth-bound book, which

$1 —

is $1.)

*

This offer is open to any body, either new or old subscribers, but the latter when acceptmust send enough to pay their subscriptions a year in advance, if they are in arrears now.
tells in detail just how he rears the best queens possible; also gives
His Methods ol Comb Honey Production. Every bee-keeper should have this book
ing

it

Mr. Doolittle's book

(126 pages.)

Our Standard-Bred Italian
Reared by best queen-breeders.

are unexcelled.
*4.00.

Orders

filled in

ftueejis

Prices— 1 Untested, 75c; 3 for $2.10; or 6 for

NOW

Better get your orders in
for June delivery.
Italian Queen
both for $1.50.
paid to the end of 1906 or beyond, send us $1.00 and the name
subscriber for the Bee Journal a year, and we will mail to you a

rotation.

—

The Weekly American Bee Journal one year with Untested
Or,

if

your own subscription

and address of a new

Standard-Rred Queen

is

FREE.

Sample copy of the Weekly Bee Journal
copies) for only 20 cents, to a

appearing in

its

new

reader.

columns every week.

free on request, or a Trial Trip of 3 months (13
Better order now, as there are lots of good things
Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn

CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

<

in

r

the very best condition

an average supply

of

now with
about 20 pounds

honey, in clean
dry hives
warm y packed, afterand uniting
the
n e?S ec-'cm'es with those °
leas t
i

-of

Xnl
strong

in bees.

„>*"
about 15

average, my bees consumed
pounds of their winter stores
from October
1905
to
April i, 1906— six months. 1,Last
winter, up to March 1, it was
comparatively warm and open, and but
once
regis!
l-J^*? 11 degrees,
J 7 * the thermomete?
Fahrenheit, below
zero
In all we had in
2
zero
days— 2 degrees below;January
in February 3

per colony,

610

l^gre^^efow.

"

1

ta

MarCh

3
'

*™

B eJ had flif nts in December, 1905,
«r, o d
ays; ln January, 1906, on 9 days
?^ £ e
ry
dayS and in March
°"
on ? day|
Considering the precarious and destitute condition my bees were in
at the
-

:

v.

'

end of the month of September last
hen X f ed them Plentifully I
Usui
.
think 7v,
they wintered
remarkably
Reports come in from all sides well
that
,

S

eS

0f

bee

are

1 u 'te

general
aU they had.

ny. >sin ^
f^u h ^S5, m^
wel1 in time, and
??lLr
2 their
f^ hobees
J eAi properly
prepared
for winpnrt

h°ea
,f,
h

r

1

1

r

t

tering,

sustained but light 'losses.
The months of March, and
April so
far also, forebode another wet
summer
aS,°, n
h ch of course would mean
^
J
another bad season for our bees
But
then, "what can not be cured
must
a ur ed
bees
remain
winter^
£f
,X1 , in double-walled
J,
packed
hives until
supers are put on, and they
to
be cramped for room in thebegin
brood-

^

where loose bottoms are used

in connection with the upper stories. I build
hives for honey-production, not increase of colonies.
I strive to keep

my

down

increase.

There should be a sidewise pressure
on the bottom-bars of the frames, and
this cannot be had with the Wagner.
The spacer should be soldered in a
permanent position before it is removed from the form. If it is removed
from the form, the spacer is no more
stable or exact than a piece of wire,

and cannot be nailed to the bottomboard in an exact position. The spacer
must be bent right; the right kind and
Then soldered fast
size of wire used.
in position so that it will never move.
If it moves, it will spring back again.
requires exactness in a perfect
It
spacer, but exactness is easy to get
when a form is used on which to bend

and solder the wires.

We

want

empty or carelessly or ignorantly
handled.
If hives are intended to be
used in hauling rock, they would want
spacers stouter than cast iron.
I am
willing to forego some of my roughness if it brings an increase in utility.
No one can appreciate a good
bottom-spacer until he has used them
and then become accustomed to them.
C. W. Dayton.
Chatsworth, Calif., April 4.

chamber
Grand

-

M

Wm.

Stolley,

Island, Neb., April

BANTA

La

Salle St. Station, Chicago, the only

Depot on the Elevated Loop. Write
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, Room

Adams St., Chicago, for reservation of berths, in through standard
298, 113

and

tourist sleepers,

and

15.

YOU

satisfaction.
Send for
free book.
BA*>TA - BENDER
CO., Dept. 24 tigonier, Ind.

MFO.

Mention
Gonsult

Your
Lawyers
Ihj

Mail

,

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Legal Consultation. $l.no. Ascertain

your

rigbts. Understand vour lia.
bilities
Overcome your difficultiesSafeguard your property. Avert
disaster. Avoid litigation. Secure
your interests. Protect your family.
Perfect your title. Insure your

yourmind
Bank and courtt«h"

beritance. Relieve
01 *vorry,etc.

renees.

Our book

Old South Building, Boston, Mass.

Be*

particu2 4t

Journal

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The Monbttb Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings.
It is used by many beekeepers.
Full printed directions
6ent with each one. We mail it for
25 cents or will send it
as
a premium for sending us One
New subscriber to the Bee Journal
Ifor a year at $1.00: or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

FREE

;

i

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
>k

v.

-

CBICAGO,

ILL.

free.

ASSOCIATE) LAWYERS COMPANY
Mention

full

Incubators&Brooders

Backed by 14 Years
of Successful Use by
oultrymen all over the world.
s.'o guesswork. They are automatic in regulation and ventilation. Fully guaranteed to give

Sr.

Frame-Spacers.
I wish to tell Mr. Hasty, in
answer
t0 "'s reference to bottom spacers, on
page 182, that I used the Wagner bottom-spacer several years before adopting the present spacer, which he
pronounces too weak and liable to crush
down.
This crushing down is theory.
The necessity of a stout spacer
is
theory also.
Of course, if the hivebottoms are loose, there would be
no
danger; but, then, I do not use loose
bottoms, and do not think any one
should.
Some use them in their increase methods, but I think there are
better increase methods than those

;

Pullman sleeping cars to Fort
Wayne, Findlay, Fostoria, Cleveland,
Erie, Buffalo, New York City and New
England points. Trains depart from
ern

lars.

'

-

works best

the spacer that

in the hive, and the hive full of bees,
and under the management of a skillful operator, rather than -with the hive

Cheap Rates to Boston
$19.00 for round-trip from Chicago (plus
$1.00) via the Nickel Plate Road, May
31st to June 9th, inclusive, with privilege of extension of return limit to
July ISth. S24.00 via New York City,
all rail, or $23.00 via New York City
and steamer in both directions between
New York and Boston. Stop-over at
Niagara Falls and Chautauqua Lake
points, if desired, within
limit of
ticket.
Tickets good on any train on
above dates. No excess fare charged
on any train on Nickel Plate Road.
Meals in Nickel Plate dining-cars, on
American Club Meal Plan, ranging in
price from 35 cents to $1.00, Mid-day
Luncheon SO cents also a la carte.
Three through trains daily, with mod-

when

writing.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

—

;
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Italian Bees for Sale

May

1906

24,

Mfab

"If Goods are wanted Quick, send to Pouder "

We

can furnish Nuclei and full colonies of
Italian Bees ff.o.b. 100 miles west of Chicago by
express) at these prices, on Lang-stroth frames:

BEE-SUPPLIES

FULL COLONIES in 8 frame hives, $S.£0each;
in lots of 5 or more at one time, J5.Z5 each
Full
colonies in 10-frame hives, $6 each; in lots of 5
or more at one time, $5.75 each.
.

Nuclei (3 frame) with Tested Queen, $3.25
each; in lots of 5 or more at onetime, $3 each.
Nuclei ready for delivery about May 10; Full
Colonies any time now.) Orders filled in rotaAddress,
tion.

GEORGE W. YORK &
334

Dearborn

CO.

CHICAGO,

Street,

Root's Goods at Root's Frioes
Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S MONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.•.

11,1,.

Prompt

.•.

Bees For Sale

BEESWAX WANTED

100 colonies of Bees for sale cheap in 10*frame
L. hives. All frames are worked out on full
sheets of heavy foundation. 100 all-zinc queen-

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade.
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always beiDg
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.
I

excluding Honey-Boards. Queen and Drone
Traps, Smokers, 1 and 2 pound Sections, Hoff-

man

self-spacing-

Address,
l8A6t

Frames,

G.

Service.

Catalog Free.

.'.

etc.

PROCHNOW,

MAVVILLE, WIS.

1

The Rietsche Press X

WALTER

POUDER,

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
]

Made

of artificial stone. Practically Indestructible, and giving entirely satisfactory resuits.
Comb foundation made easily and
?nlckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,

$19.00 to Boston and Return $19.00
plus $1. from Chicago, via Nickel Plate
Road, May 31st to June 9th, inclusive
also via New York City at excursion
Return limit of July ISth by
rates.
extension of ticket. Folders, rates and
all information furnished by applying
;

John Y. Calahan, General Agent,

Room

298, 113

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

4— 4t
1-9 '

80«I 3? E8.

~
S

*S8.

*8t8IP.»M

&
CLARK

BY RETURN MAIL

KNOXVILLE, TENN.
4SAtf
IVJ.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
he " prefers to pay $25 00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it." — A. G.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

to

DOOLITTLE

Fine Italian Queens
Select Queens, purely mated, at $1.00 each.
satisfaction is my desire. I guarantee

Your

1

for

R. F. D.

$1; 3, $2.50;

Select

Tesied— 1,

3.

$4:

12, $14.
1905
$2.50.
Select
$5.
Extra-Se-

Breeders,
Breeders,
lect Breeders, $10. Twoframe Nuclei (without
queen)$2.S0;[3, $7;

when

Now Ready

17Dt£

to Mail

better at any price. Untested at 50c
at 75c Tested at $1.00.
Discount
on quantity.
;

Mention

Bee Journal

when

Send 25c for 3-months subscription to the weekly

AMERICAN FANCIER

fret beautiful color picture sxioofthe noted BufFPlymouth Rock that cost $750

and

Mention

NORTHERN NEW YORK
19A4t

Bee-Keepers
If

you want Sections that you can put a

Bee Journal

when

New

York.

writing.

A.

20Atf

One Fare

COPPIN, Wenona,

for

Round

III.

Trip

plus $1.00 from Chicago to Boston and
return, via Nickel Plate Road, May
31st to

" The continuous advertiser
gets the bulk of tUe business,
because others are not advertising, and he is."

full

sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to

AMERICAN FANCIER.

313 Havemeyer Bldg.,

Perch River, Jefferson Co., N. Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

writing.

f*M.H.Hil
FREE

REEVES

DISTRIBUTOR OF ROOT'S GOODS FOR

SABINAL, TEXAS.

20Atf

Co., N. X.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

A. H.

None

Warranted

12, $25.

Borodino,

Onondaga

Queens

Pikes:

Untested— I,
12, $9.

MILO, MO.
writing.

1.

Bee Journal

QUEENS.

$1 SO;

CHAS. M. D ARROW,
21AU
Mention

GRANT ANDERSON,

g

Are now booking orders

Queens to arrive safely, and will gladly replace
any not satisfactory. No disease. Order what
you want at the above price. Queens go by return mail, or your money refunded, unless
otherwise instructed. This ad. may not appear
again, but prices are good for the season. So
send your orders here at any time.

June

9th, inclusive.

Also ex-

cursion rates via New York City. Extended return limit July 15th. John Y.

Calahan, General Agent,
113 Adams St., Chicago.

Room

298,

3—4t

BEE-KEEPERS

— Never Go Out

1 "Ana last from 5 to 21 years

igSjJ

g"

00.

Otisville, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
DDear Sir: I have tried almost everything in
line;
3 In the last 3 years. In short
the smoker
if I want any more smokers your new style Is
for
me.
I thank the editor of Regood enough
view for what he said of it. Those remarks inmine.
Fred Fodner.
duced me to get

—

Mention

Bee Journal

nkn

writing.

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to

PAGE

<fc

New

LYON MFG. CO.
London, Wis.

Please Mention the American ee Journal

Sl^SS?

May
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Increased Business Compels

Larger Space
So we have just doubled our capacity in the
building at 141 intario Street, where we carry a
full line of I'lll l,TKY SUPPLIES and
(

POPULAR

LEWIS BEEWARE
application.
Orders filled
;u Factory Prices.
Beeswax
2Sc cash or 30c in trade.
Italian Bees in modern hives with select Queens

Catalogs

on

promptly
wanted

—

for sale.

SPECIAL OFFER ON
BEE-SUPPLY ORDERS

^.itJ^J

Lion Engine
sold direct

is

FACTORY

Also Pure Italian Queens.

from

USER

to

Acting on the theory that "testinp is
proving-' we will send any responsible
f;erson, on certain very easy condiions, one of ourthree h. p. gas orpfasoline eng-ines on 10 days test trial.
This engine is no experiment, but
has been proved by actual use to do
any work (where the rated amount of
power is required) in the most practical, reliable, safe and economical wa v.
This engine is of the four e vol. type.
Willie tin- engine is up to normal speed
the exhaust valve is held open, allowing free circulation of fresh air in the
cylinder. The igniterand intake valve
are at rest, therefore are not using

Until June 1, 1906, we will give free, on each
order for bee-supplies amounting to $10 or over,
a choice of one of the following: A Bingham
Doctor Smoker; a Bingham Honey-Knife; or a
year's subscription to the Weekly American Bee
Journal.

YORK HONEY I^Tf CO.
H. M.

ARND, MGR.

(Not Inc.

CHICAGO,

141 Ontario

St.,
(Phone North

ILL.

1559.)

•

gasoline or the batteries.

Our ipniter and mixer are of the
most simple and reliable character.
The gasoline is always properly vaporized and the igniter point never comes
together unless a spark is required.
The fly ball type of governor isused,
which automatically controls the exhaust, igniter and the gasoline; it also
allnws the speed to be changed from
100 to 600 revolutions per minute while

the

engine

motion— a very

in

is

superior feature*
LION

GAS OR GASOLINE

are simple

Bee-Keepers' supplies
Lewis' Famous Bee-Hives and Sections, Root's Smokers and Extractors,
Dadant's Comb Foundation, Etc., Queen-Bees and Nuclei in Season.
Large and complete stock, prompt service. We meet all competition who
will furnish first-class goods.

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS
We

ENGINES

construction and

in

EASY TO OPERATE

carry a complete stock of " Mandy Lee " Incubators and Brooders. Don't
fail to investigate these machines.
The more you know about incubation,
the more you will like the "Mandy Lee" Incubator. The "Mandy Lee
"
Brooder is a complete old hen, all but the "cluck." Our free incubator catalog describes them.

SCOTT & CO.

C. M.

Mention

1004 East Wash. Street
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. -:-*

Bee Journal

when

*•{•

•?•+

writing:.

They are used for all purposes where
power is required for operating pri-

vate electric-lighting plants, small
factories, printing offices; farm machinery, such as cream separators,
feiMi-grinders, corn shellers, woodsawing machines, etc., and for a thousand and one other purposes.

WRITE US A LETTER
Lyons Engine

Co.,

Lyons, Mich.
Gentlemen:
oline

ecpoo

wlih you

pnnl

to

offer

Journal.

I

am

about to purchase * pma or chpurposes tod

me

full particulars

for

send

u

We

*d*ert!ged

In
American
Yours very truly,

manufacture everything needed

greatest variety.

about your »p-

We

assure

you the

in the Apiary,

and carry

a large stock

and

best goods at

LOWEST PRICES

Bee

X»m»

and our excellent freight

facilities

enable us to

make prompt shipments over

ferent roade, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time
in having goods transferred and damaged.
We make the

Street No. or P. 0. Box.
R. F.

§

BEE-SUPPIIES

LIKE THIS:

15 dif-

and worry

D

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives

When writing, please state definitely for what puriRist- you wish t,.
use this engine and whether gas ..r
gasoline is t" be used for fuel. This
in urination is very important to
Please remember we send the
us.

Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
every bee-keeper to have our Catalog. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write

engine,

to-day.

t

not the engine agent.

LYONS ENGINE
CO.
I

Address,

KRET6MER

MFG.

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. v allette & Son, Salina, Kan.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

Lyons, Mich.

i
'In

every country tne successful advertiser

is

the continuous advertiser.'

—

.
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CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
covered by two Patents. With this wonderful invention the cost of making Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for
is

further information.
mean business.

Do

not write about

it

unless you

BEE-SUPPLIES AND QUEENS
Catalog- for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

My

am

CHARLES MONDENG,

NBV7TON AVE,

ISO

N.,

MINNEAPOLIS,

MINN".

Have You Passed the
ExperimentallStage?
that
Most bee-keepers have been convinced pays
it
when time and material are figured, only
as
not
is
to buy hives, and the best
cbeap, but

The Best
nails to
apart at

many ways— no
drive— no dovetails— can be taken
any time.

Write to-day
sell

excels in

'

Many are

We

the Cheapest!

is

The Elgin Hive

using them.

Tou should

be.

for catalog, etc.

full line of

SUPPLIES.

The National Supply
ELGIN, ILL.
Mention Bee Journal when

Co.

writing.

Tennessee=Bred Queens
All

from Extra=Select Mothers

•3-band from Imported Dark Leather.
Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians

Laws,

Italians Before

.

;

.75 $ 4.00 $ 7.50
9.00
5.00
1.00
15.00
8.00
1.50
18.00
10.00
2.00

(S

I

.60S 3.25
.75
1.25

1.50

Goldens from

"JP^^

After Julu 1st

July 1st

12
Untested
Select Untested
Tested
Select Tested

Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own.
and Carniolans from drreot I

4.25
6.50
8.00

12
6.00
8.00
12.00
15.00

GflRNIOLflNS

May

24, 1906

May
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Headquarters & Bee-Supplies

Goods

Excellent

455

Lowest Prices

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

CINCINNATI

FREIGHT-

RATES FROM

Bee - Supplies

are the

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY
for the

as 'most

OF ALL KINDS

all

freight

SOUTH

now goes through

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

You

is

what

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

will

Catalog mailed
Send for same.

SAVE MOHEY BUYING FROM ME.

ESTABLISHED

25

YEARS
Let

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,
50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the

bee - keepers

most

experienced
America.

in

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAnESTOWN, N.Y.
when

I.A "NS.

writing.

May 18.— We are having very little
honey, either comb or extracted. Fancy
comb is bringing 15c; other grades from 10@14c.
Extracted, white, 6Ji@7c; amber, 5@6c. BeesR. A. Burnett & Co.
wax, 30c.
Chicago,

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The market for comb
honey has been better for the past two weeks
at any time during the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are

than

getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; I4#15c
for No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,

good demand

at

While clover in barrels
following prices:
brings 6&@7c; amber, 5K@5^c; in cans every
higher. Beeswax is firm
l@lHc
grade from
good demand at 28 and 30c.
The above are our selling prices, not what we
Griggs Bros.
pay.
and

in

May 12— Fancy

white clover
comb brings 16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14@15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8^@9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beeswax sells here for $33 per 100 pounds.

Indianapolis,

Walter

Philadelphia, May 18.— The

S.

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Cincinnati, March 8.— The conditions of the
market, at the present time, are not encouraging. Honey is offered from all sides, at prices
utterly regardless of the value of the article.
At the same time, all indications point to an
unusually good honey crop, which adds in
.making it a drag on the market. Amber exracted honey in barrels, £@6Hc; fancy white,

cans,6H@8Mc.

old

lots of

are about cleaned up in this marand the market is ready for new goods.
There are not enough sales to give quotations.
Some old extracted honey is selling at, white,
6@7c; amber, 5'" 6c. Beeswax firm, 29c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Sblser.
on commission.

New York, May

C.

8.— There

H.W.Weber.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

""'

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When

consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

III.

Gash for Beeswax
Highest market price paid promptly all the
time for good wax.
Frank G.Clark, 147 E.KinzieSt.Ghlcago.lll.

FOR SALE

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California Water- White White Sage and Light
Amber
in 60-lb. tins, 2 In a case; new
cans and new cases. Write for prices and samples, and state quantity you want.

HONEY

265

&

Hildreth & Seqelken

267

Greenwich

34Atf

New York, N.Y.

Street,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

FOR, SA.L.E
Second Hand Empty 60-pouud HONEY-CANS
—two in a crate. In lots of 10, 40c per crate; 25
or more crates, at 35c per crate.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
20Atf

Mention

Wb

51

Walnut

St.,

Bee Journal

Cincinnati, Ohio.
when writing.

Sell Root's Goods

in

Michigan

Let us quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT A SON,
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

BEE-SUPPLIES

I

is still

some

handle the finest Bee-Supplies, made by the W. T. Falconer
Mfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Big Discounts on early orders. Let us
figure with you on your wants.
Muth Special Dovetail Hives have a Honey-Board, Warp-Proof
Cover, and Bottom-Board. Think of it, same price as the regular styles.

de-

Send

at

Hildreth & Skgblken.

I

We

comb honey, mostly

for fancy grades,
from 14@15c per pound; off
grades in no demand and prices are irregular,
ranging from S(&12c, accoiding to quality; sufExtracted is
ficient supply to meet demand.
in fair demand, mostly from California, of
which there seems to be abundant supply of all
grades. We quote: White,6H@7c; light amber,
6c; dark, 5@SJ4c, according to quality and quanBeeswax scarce and firm at 29@30c.
tity.
for

catalog, page 29.

Choice yellow beeswax, 30c,
The Fred W. Muth Co.

Kansas City, May 5.— Our market is about
cleaned up on old comb honey. What there is
now left is selling at $3.25 per case for fancy
white. It looks as if there would be a good demand for ner honey just as soon as it comes to
market. There will be very little comb honey
left over this season in this city. Extracted is
moving rather slowly at SH<& 6c. Beeswax, 25c
per pound.
C. C. Clkmons & Co.
Cincinnati, March ?.— The demand for comb
honey is slow, prices obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems to be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote fsncy white, 14@16c. Amber
extracted in barrels, S%@S%c; in causae more;
fancy white clover in oO-lb. cans, 7^@8J^ cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6H@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.

ket,

mand

my

Pouder.

comb honey

which are selling

prices, refer to

usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to S3.75 per case of 24 sections; off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7H@Syic; light amber,
624@7$£c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.
The Colo. Honey-Producers* Assn.

call for

in

RED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.

Denver, Feb. 5.— Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as

J^oney cmb
* 23eestpax*

is

theGOLDEN ¥EL
LOWS, </AK>IO-

C.H.W. WEBER

in

Extracted honey

bred in separate apiarie6,

Vf,

For

delivered here.

13c.

^^ TTT^^^T^V^I
ill
K.r.lXI^
BAJL% Y*J
%J *i

of

Supplies free on application. Address,

Bee Journal

me

Order for

Office

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List

Mention

free.

for Catalog.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
^

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

51 Walnut Street,
Mention

Bee

Journal

when

writing.

S
£
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PROMPT SHIPMENTS
PERFECT GOODS

REASONABLE PEICES
LOW FKEIGHT-MTES
Our Agents, scattered
you anything you may need

all

over the globe, are

all

in the bee-supply line the

heavily stocked.

day your order

is

They can ship
received.

Our

Chicago House has had such an enormous demand this year for Lewis Goods that larger
quarters at their original location have been necessary.

#
Lewis Goods are the best your money can buy. They are better than other goods
because they are the most carefully made and the most accurately fitted. They are
known the world over, and we invite you to inquire regarding them from any old beekeeper who is familiar with the brand " Lewis."
"When you consider the fine quality of Lewis Hives and hive parts, Lewis Sections
and other Goods, you will marvel that they can be sold for the money.

On

account of our

many

distributing points the bee-keeper of to-day

cure Lewis Goods almost freight prepaid

;

in fact,

able to se-

they are at your very door.

Order Now.

Don't Wait.

G. B.

is

LEWIS COMPANY
Manufacturers

of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

WATERTOWN,

WIS., U. S. A.

\
***\

£§•**' *
f

^

•
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Exhibit of P. H. Smith, at Toronto, Ontario, Canada
(See page466.)
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May

New

Contents of this Number
Illustrations

R.H.Smith
and Comments

of

Editorial Notes

1st

Page

—

Management..
Brood-Chambers

Doolittle's Out- Apiary
in

Taxing Bees

462
462
462
462

Inexcusable Carelessness
Photographs for the Bee Journal

Contributed Special Articles

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

111.

—

Honey

Color of

Dadant Methods of Honey-Production No.
<

12)

Feeding Bees

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal is
a year, in tbe United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in ihe Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra tor postage. Sample copy free.

$1.00

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates tbe
end of the month to which your subscription is paid.
For instance, "dec06" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, l9ot>.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send a
money sent us tQ pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which showB
that the money has been received and credited.
receipt for

in Spring
Increase of Colonies
Natural or "Shook" Swarming
Offers of Proof of Machine-Made
Stimulative Feeding

14 lines make
less than

Time Discounts.

—

5 per cent

4

times

13
26
52

"
"

....10
...-20

"

...30

one inch.
inch accepted.

%

Nothing

"

"
"

Space Discounts.
100 lines... 5 per cent
4*
500 " ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
...30
2000 "

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.
1

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful rights.

3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.

Annual Membership Dues, $i.oo.
General Manager and Treasurer
N. E. France, Platteville, Wii.

%W

If more convenient, Dues may be sent to the
ublishers of the American Bee Journal.

The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
but 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.50. It it
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Jour*
nal as fast as they are received.
If you have
this " Emerson " no further binding is necessary.
334

GEORGE W. YORK &

Dearborn

NOT

Street,

IN

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL

(With Appendix Just Added.)

FREE as a Premium for Sending
Two New Subscribers
The book contains 344 pages, bound in
handsome cloth, with gold letters and bees,
and illustrated with over 100 beautiful original half-tone pictures,
himself.

taken by Dr. Miller

The first few pages tell how Dr. Miller
got into bee-keeping. 20 years ago he wrote

465
465

Canadian Beedom —
to the Top-Bar in Combs
Middlesex County Convention
Visit to K. H. Smith— Honey Exhibit

Brood

466
466
466

—

Our Sister Bee-Keepers
Honey for Anemia and Baby Food
SDiders in Folded Sections

Women

Bee-Keepers Not Trouble-Makers

....

466
467
4«7
466

Mr, Hasty's AfterthoughtsAspinwall Non-Swarming Hive
Bible References to Honey
Experiments on Preventing Swarming
Extracting Combs Taken Right from Hive
Mountain and Rambler's Apiary
Plain Sections Gaining in Circulation
Roller Machine for Uncapping

Dr. Miller's Question-Box

....

467
468
467
467
467
467
467

—

Beginner Improving Stock "
Best Honey-Producing Bees and Queens
Emptying T-Supers by Gravitation
Patented Hives
Queenless Bees Gathering Pollen
Hearing Queens
Requeentng
Wiring Shallow Extracting Frames
"

Zinc-Excluders

National

463
463
464
463

—

Southern Beedom
Next Texas Bee-Keepers' Convention
Removing Sections from T-Supers

Smartweed and Goldenrod

Advertising Rate, per Agate Line, 10c

464
464
463

Comb Honey

40 Years AniODg the Bees

461
461
46

—

City Ordinance Against Bee-Keeping

How to Treat Lies

GEORGE W.YORK 8 COMPANY
334

,

Wisconsin

in

.Miscellaneous Nev)s Items

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

Edition of Dr. Miller's

—

Honey Exhibit

Followers

31, 1906

Reports and Experiences
April Favorable fer Bees
Bees Never Wintered Better.
Bees Short of Stores
Bees Wintered Well
BuryiDg Bees
Fastening Starters
Feeding Bees to Prevent Starving
Flattering Prospect
Gallberry Honey
Good Prospects
Good Prospects for White Clover
Heavy Loss from Starvation
Hiving Swarms
Poor Season for Bees in 1905
Pure-Blooded Be*>s
Value of Bees to Blossoms
Vetch Honey
White Clover Thick
-

46r.

46 H
468
468
468
4«8
468
468
468

469
469
469
469
469
469
469
469
469
469
469

469
469
469
469
4H9
469
46t*

A Year Among the
Bees." But "Forty Years" shows in minutest
how he does things with bees and gets
large crops of honey.
a small book, called "
detail

How

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing:-

Get a Copy of Dr.

Miller's

"Forty Years Among the Bees"
It

is

sent postpaid for $1.00, or with the
for one year,

Weekly American Bee Journal
both for $1.80.

Or, any present regular subscriber to the
American Bee Journal whose subscription is
paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Mil-

new book free as a premium for sending
Subscribers to the Bee Journal for one year with $2 00. This is a magnificent offer, and should be taken advantage
of at once.
Address all orders to
ler's

us

Two New

Root's Goods at Factory Prices
Finest and largest stock of Supplies in Illinois.
Italian Bees and Queens in season. Catalog free.
15 eggs of Pure Barred Plymouth Rocks, $1.00.
Incubators and Brooders alwavs on hand.
12Al3t
H S. DUBY, St. Anne. III.

to

GEORGE W. YORK &
334

Dearborn Street,

-

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

We

THE TRUST

will

stamp

"Pure
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the

National Bee-Keepers'
Write us.
Association.

Now

is the

time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP

Canners Can Co.
1035 W. 47th

St.,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

.

:

May

31,

THfc

1906
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DADMTS
FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS
EVERY INCH

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

g

equal to sample
Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLI ES of kinds.
Beeswax Wanted
all

-*>•

•!#!>

Hi*'

at all
times

.

-*!

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

New

Haven, Conn., and
Return
plus $1.00, from Chicago, via Nickel
Plate Road, June 2d, 3d, 4th and Sth
$i8. oo to

Big Profits

;

CAPON

New York

City at excursion
rates.
Return limit June 30th by arranging for extension. Nickel Plate
office,Room298, 115 Adams St., Chicago.
also via

in

TOOLS

5— 20A3t

.

P. Pilling

&

Capons
—

soon
is easy
earned. Complete outfit
with free Instructions
postpaid 82.50.

Caponizing

jGape
i

Worm Extractor 25c

Poultry Marker

send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

25c

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."

Philadelphia, Pa.

KNOW

DO YOU

,

[French Killing KnifeoOc
[Capon Book Free.

Son,

you want the Bee-Book

If

That covers the whole Aplcnltnral Field more
completely than any other published,

Liberal Discount* to the Trade.

GSGQ SSQQQSQQQSQQBSQQQG8

THAT THE SALE OF

DITTMERS FOUNDATION
Has

There

is

increased so

that we were forced to double our melting capacity
in order to fill orders promptly?

much

a Reason for This — It

because Dittmer'8 Foundation
transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.
is

Agents

W. D. Soper,
Bee & Honey

for Dittmer's

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville, Tex.

Co.,

Our warehouse

is

well stocked with all

is

S

tough, clear, and

8
X

Foundation

Welwyn Station, Herts, Enjr.
E. H. Taylor,
Toronto, Ont., Canada.
E. Grainger & Co.,

I

|

QUS DITTMER,
Bee Journal

when

— DOVETAILED

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask

THE JIARSMFIELD HANUFACTURINQ
Mention

GRIGGS BROS.
Monroe

Street,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

writing.

what we are making

Bee Journal

when

—

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield, Wis.
writing

means. Four

—

521

And Prompt Shipments

r

8

this

carloads of New Goods on hand.
Our business increased last year
100 percent over 1904. This is a
proof that we are saving our cusTry us. Low
tomers money.
Freight Rates from Toledo.
Large Discounts that tells the
story. Our 80-page Catalog is
sent free.

8

Augusta, Wis.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
Is

8

kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Beeswax always wanted.

Mention

Root's Dee-Supplies
i You know what

when

Mention

Bee Journal

65c

12 Names frf2£S."°.nF?:£

for

writing.

taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— ree. sub. price 4nc a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
yeurs old, 1,300 pa^es a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALL, Quincy, 111.
ptaiups

Cheap Rates

New

Haven, Conn., from Chicago
to
direct and via New York City, June 2d,
3d, 4th and Sth. Extended return limit
June 30th. Write Nickel Plate Road,
Room 298, 113 Adams St., Chicago, for
20A3t
particulars.
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Swarming Done Away With
In addition to continuing the several interesting articles by Alexander, and
other noted contributors, which are running in GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, the publishers announce as a special feature for the remaining issues of the
OF
EOR COMByear, a series of articles on the

SWARMING

CONTROL

HONEY PRODUCTION.

These by bee-keepers who have experimented to the
point where experimenting is done, and the crown of success has been awarded.
If you have not seen the first installment of this series, send in your name for
The April
a three-number trial subscription, which will be given free of charge.
15th, May 1st, and May 15th numbers will be mailed to you, and by June you will
undoubtedly be so interested you will want to take a six months' subscription at
The special price of which will be 25 cents.
least.
If you choose to remit at once, make your request for the above numbers in addition to the regular issues for six months beginning June 1st, and we will send
them free.

GLEANINGS

IN

BEE CULTURE

MEDINA, OHIO

GOODS IN A HURRY
some colonies preparing to swarm, and the honey beginning to come in, supplies when needed are
when the ROOT SYSTEM, of distribution shows its good points to the best advantage.
Seven branch houses— in all large centers, with complete stocks on hand for either retail or wholesale trade. Numerous jobsmaller
agencies scattered throughout the United States. Send in your order to-day, and your goods
of
hundreds
bing agencies, and
wilf be on the way in a very short time.
We are leaders. Our prices are right. You get a square deal and satisfaction in
Insist on getting ROOT'S GOODS.

When

the bees are flying,
always wanted at once. Then, is

trading with us.

WAX WANTED.— We are paying 29 cents cash or 31 cents per pound trade for pure, average beeswax delivered at any
a bee-brush which he received
Some months ago Mr. R. F. Holtermann called our attention
rCDM
1 N DEC RPIIQH
or horsehair. He had used cne a whole season, washing
llfcKlYlAPt Dtt-DnUotl from Germany, made of genuine
in

of our branches or at Medina.

to

bristle

out often, and it appeared to be as good at the end of the 6eason as at the beginning. He considered it so far ahead of any thing he had ever seen or used
that he wanted no other. We are now provided with a stock which we offer at
25 cents each; by mail, 30 cents. The bristles are black, about two inches long,
extending eight inches on the handle.
it

ALEXANDER FEEDER

We

are now prepared to furnish the
Alexander Feeder.
We make them 19

inches long, so they be used with either an 8 or 10 frame hive. With a 10
frame hive they will project 3 inches beyond the hive for feeding, and the
block may be laid crosswise of the feeder or be cut off as preferred. With
the 8-frame hive the feeder projects 5 inches, and the block lies lengthwise.
soak the feeders in oil to preserve them, and fill the pore6 to prevent the
feed from soaking in. Price, finished, including block, 25 cents each; 10 for
$2.00; 50 for $9.00.

We

The

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.

Medina, Ohio
I

THE ALEXANDER FEEDER

BK.A.3STCHH3S
Medina,

New York

Ohio.

Box

City,

1037

Chicago,

111.

144 E. Erie.

Philadelphia, Pa.
10

Vine

St.

Washington, D.C.
1100 Md. Ave.

Paul, Minn.
1024 Miss. St.

St.

Syracuse, N.Y.
1631 W. Gen. St.

Mechanic

Falls'

Maine.

CEntered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as Second-Class Mall-Matter.)

Published Weekly at $1.00 a Year, by George

QBORQB W. YORK,

Editor

CHICAGO,

ILL,

=\

Cbitoriai Hotes

anb Comments

j
Doolittle's Out-Apiary

Management

Mr. G. M. Doolittle, in a series of articles in Gleanings,
gives in detail the plans he used in 1905, in the management
of an out-apiary of 19 colonies in 10-frame hives, by which
he secured an average of 114^2 pounds of section honey in a
poor season. He practised shaking swarms, but with some
modifications that he considers of the utmost importance.
April 14 the hives were put on the summer stands.

good colonies, 5 fair, and 3 weak.
April 24 a visit was made, and any colony not having
20 or more pounds of honey had the deficiency supplied.
May 20 a frame of the most nearly matured brood was
taken from each colony having only 6. This made 13 of
the 19 colonies with 7 brood each, and to each of these 13
colonies an upper story was given over an excluder. This
upper story contained 10 of what Mr. Doolittle calls reserve
combs, saved over from the previous season, with more or
less honey in each.
Before putting on this upper story,
however, the 2 outside combs of the lower story exchanged
places with the 2 reserve combs that were the third from

There were

11

each side in the upper story.

The

fourth visit was made June 16, when black locust
was out of bloom, many heads of white clover were in full
bloom, and two neighbors reported that swarming had begun. Each upper story was found to contain SO pounds of
honey or more, and this upper story was placed on the
stand, the lower story having been removed. In the center of
this broodless story, now on the stand, was put a comb half
or two-thirds filled with brood, most of the remaining cells
in the comb being empty. This comb would allow the
queen to continue laying without interruption. If necessary, such a comb was obtained from one of the weaker
colonies. Two supers of 44 sections each were placed over
the lower super containing 12 bait-sections, the cover put
on, and then the bees shaken and brushed from the broodcombs in front of the stand. Care was taken not to handle
the combs so violently as to shake the nectar out of them,
and they were held low so that the queen might not be injured in falling. Excluders were put over the 6 weaker colonies, and over these were piled the 13 stories of brood,
some of them having, of course, as many as 3 stories of
brood over the excluder.
It will be noted that Mr. Doolittle does not wait to see
whether a colony has begun to make preparation for swarming, but begins operations at his own convenience, taking
all at the same time, paying no attention to the matter of
queen-cells till the bees are off the combs, when any cells
that are found present are destroyed.
For many it will not yet be too late to put in practise
the most important parts of Mr. Doolittle's plans, which

have much

to

commend them.

W. York

MAY

31,

&
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The National Bee-Keepers' Association

We understand that in two or three of the States certain
would-be leaders among the bee-keepers are attempting to
induce members of the National Association to drop their
memberships, or at least have tried to prevent local associations from rejoining in a body at the SO-cent rate. We
trust that in all such cases bee-keepers will continue their
individual memberships, by renewing direct to the General
Manager, N. E. France, of Platteville, Wis., even if it does
cost each one dollar. It is worth it for the defense feature
alone. There is no telling when a member may get into
trouble with some jealous or spiteful neighbor, and so will
need the help of the National.
The National Association has done, and is doing, too
much good work for bee-keepers, to allow a few dissatisfied
members to interfere either with its membership or successful efforts.
There will always be a certain few among

memberships of organizations, who, if they can not
But such can not do much damage,
their true motives are soon discovered, and so their in-

large

rule, will try to ruin.

for
fluence counts for

Taxing Bees

We
of bees

In

little.

Wisconsin

have received the following concerning the taxing
:

Must bee-keepers pay taxes on bees here in Wisconsin? If so,
how much should a colony be assessed — what valuation
I enclose an assessor's blank, on the back of which it says 5 colonies are exempted.
Peter Vanish.
;

We referred the above to Mr. France, of Platteville,
Wis., General Manager of the National Bee-Keepers' Association,

who answers

thus

:

All other personal property except such as is exempt from taxa
tion in Wisconsin is subject to assessment and taxes.
This will include bees, except 5 colonies kept for the use of the owner and his
family. About two-thirds of the Wisconsin bees are not assessed.
Valuations vary with assessors, all the way from 50 cents to $3 per
strong colony. Generally it is $1 a colony.
My home apiary has been taxed for 25 years, and as many years
some of my out-apiaries have not been taxed. Live poultry, not exceeding $25 worth, is also assessable, but no poultry in Wisconsin is
assessed, as I know of, or in any other State.
N. E. France.

Followers

in

Brood-Chambers

Referring to what

page

367, Dr. Miller

is

said

says

by Mr. Pettit on

this subject

on

:

I am glad of Mr. Morley Pettit's views, and although still
left
with some degree of wonder why he 6hould so dislike a dummy, he
has given light that I am glad to get. I know now why he prefers
staples to nails for spacing.
With the room given by the removal of
the dummy, I have no trouble with nails catching. If I had no
dummy, I am pretty sure I should prefer staples, as he does.
The point, however, which most earnestly excites my interest, is
" No wax built to fasten top-bars to their neighhis first " reason :"
bors." Now, my lengthy friend, how could you be so viciously tantalizing as to leave that bald statement without a word of explanation
as to how you accomplish the feat.
I
have decidedly more building
between top-bars than I like, and if you will give me the secret of preventing it, I'm ready to be on speaking terms with you aL'ain. I've
studied carefully what you say, and and two things having a direct
bearing: One is that you have exact spacing, and the other that your
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Exactly what I have. Your top-bars are »•„
My
deep; mine %. I wonder if that could make any difference.
spacin" is 1 3 8 from center to center, and I think you have the same,
making the space between top-bars \i inch. Please give me the secret
C. C. Miller.
of the difference if you can.

top-bars are 9-S wide.

i

'

if
It might be to the interest of bee-keeping in general
these two men could meet in person without the privilege
to
of separating until they had come to an agreement as
whether a dummy in a brood-chamber is worth while or
Possibly, under such restrictions, the conference
not.
might be a lifelong one.
dummy
It is not likely that any one would claim for a
any advantage beyond that of making it easier to take out
the first frame. There can be no doubt that it is easier to
something like %
lift out a frame when a vacant space of
of an
of an inch has been made. But there is the objection
extra piece to handle, and it certainly takes at least a little
time to take out a dummy, which time would be saved if the
before taking
first frame could be lifted out just as easily
out the dummy as afterward. But taking out a frame of
comb can hardly be as easy as taking out a dummy, unless
of
the surface of the comb can be just as true as the surface
the dummy Any irregularity of combs threatens injury to
question
the bees when no vacant space is provided, and the
can be secured. Mr.
is whether such very true combs
Holtermann's proviso, " with comb foundation and accufavor perrate spacing," points to at least two things that
fectly true combs.
Mr. Pettit says, "Unless the hive is too large by a half
dummy
inch " etc. With so small a space as a half inch, a
would seem to be very objectionable, and if Mr. Pettit's
space, he could hardly
trial of the dummy was in such a
view it with any favor. There should be at the very least a
of
space of % of an inch between the dummy and the wall
and the
the hive, and the same space between the dummy
adjoining frame. With a thickness of '{ inch for the
space.
dummy that would make U of an inch as the minimum
Less than that would cause the bees to fasten the dummy
with glue so that a frame would first have to be withdrawn
dummy
to make it possible to get out the
!

=\

Miscellaneous
Hetps * 3 terns
=j
Inexcusable Carelessness.— We quite frequently get

correspondence that bears no name or post-office, so that we
can do nothing with it whatever. It seems too bad that any
one should be so forgetful as to omit the most important
part of a letter. It would be a good thing if everybody who
does any business at all would use printed stationery. It
costs very little, and would be a great thing for careless
people, and a nice thing for all other folks.

Photographs for the Bee Journal.— As the most
all the year is at hand in many localities,
we would like to suggest that our readers make good use of
beautiful time of

the camera in taking pictures of their apiaries. We can
use quite a number of such pictures during the year in the
American Bee Journal. We always stand the expense of
engraving whenever we use a picture in our columns. It is
very important that the photographs be very plain and disAny that are dim or blurred in any way do not make
tinct.
good engravings. The majority of the pictures of apiaries
are larger horizontally— much wider than high we could
use a few quite tall. We have had several pictures in the
past, especially where there were tall trees in the apiaries,
that were just the thing. It may be that some of ourreaders
have their apiaries near nice, tall trees that would make
beautiful pictures.
We would suggest that all who can do so have photographs taken of their apiaries, including their residences,
also (in the same picture), where it is possible, and forward
them to this office. Be careful to put your name and address
on the back of the picture, so we will know whose it is. On
its receipt we will notify the sender whether or not we can
use it, and if it is suitable we will request descriptive matter to accompany it when publishing. If any picture should
not be considered usable by us we will be pleased to return
We will also return any after using if so requested.
it.
We would further like to request those of our readers
;

May

who have any improvements

in

31,
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bee-keeping in the

way

of fixtures, implements, etc., to send us drawings or pictures of same for reproduction, with descriptive matter, in
our columns. It is our aim to make the American Bee Journal as helpful as possible to all its readers. In order to do
this we need the co-operation of all who are able to lend a
hand. As practically all of our readers have been greatly
aided through reading what has been published herein, it
would seem to be no more than fair that those who have
discovered or invented good things should share them with
others. There are only a very few things gotten up in beekeeping that are worth the expense of patenting and adverBesides, it has become almost a custom in the beetising.
keeping industry to be unselfish, and to give to fellow beekeepers whatever good thing any one has discovered in
working with bees. In this way bee-culture has been able
to make the great progress which it has done in the past
score of years.

City Ordinance Against Bee-Keeping.— The Grand

Rapids (Mich.) Herald, of May 19, announces that Alderman
George Owen has introduced an ordinance against bee-keeping within the city limits, to which he expects to add the
keeping of monkeys and pets. It seems from the report
that one day Mr. Owen's business trip carried him into an
outlying district of the city where he came in sharp contact
with a bee. So the following Monday night he introduced
a resolutiou into the Council, calling for the prohibition of
bee-keeping within the city limits, on the ground that they
are " dangerous animals/" The report says that the Ordinance Committee could not decide whether bees were animals, birds or fowls, so the ordinance had been lying quietly
in its pigeonhole awaiting decision. Now, Alderman Owen,
it says, is thinking of going a step further and adding to it
a section making it necessary for persons desiring to keep
monkeys, to exercise proper care that they do not escape.

We do not see that there is any objection to mixing
bees and monkeys, except that if Mr. Owen is not careful he
He needs to read
will make a fine " monkey " of himself.
some of the literature published by the National Bee-KeepSuch ordinances against bee-keeping do
ers' Association.
not hold, as they are generally pronounced unconstitutional
when tested in the proper courts.
We are indebted to Mr. H. F. Moore, Secretary of the
Chicago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Association for a copy
of the Grand Rapids Herald, containing the marked item
from which the above is taken.

—

How to Treat Lies. Were you ever lied about ? We
have been, and when we were younger it used to be somewhat annoying, but not so any more. The following advises
very nicely

When

how

to treat personal lies

:

lie about you, pay no attention to it.
If
explanations those who want to believe ill of you
Simply say the statement is untrue, and talk
about the weather.
The greater a man is, the less is he disturbed by what others do
or say against him, without cause. Mean natures are provoked to
anger by lies. Let your life and acts be at such variance with a lie
that untruthful statements concerning you will fall like a broken

a person tells a

you make a

lot of

will believe the worst.

when it strikes your armor of truth.
You can never stop people from lying about you, but you can reduce the number of opportunities for them to tell truths about you
It's truth that does
that would be harmful. Lies don't hurt much.
the damage. Star Monthly.
shaft,

—

A

bee-paper recently misrepresented The Honey-Producers' League. Then in its next monthly issue it " took it
back," and said the League was " Exonerated." Now, how
foolish it would have been for any of the other bee-papers
to have taken up that misrepresentation, denied the charge,
It was better simply to ignore it, and leave it where it
etc.
started.

A bee-paper makes its own reputation just the same as
does a person. If it desires to go into the misrepresentation
business, that is its privilege. But we doubt if many beekeepers would " stand for it " very long. "Be sure your
sin will find you out."
Mr. J. W. Rouse, President of the Missouri State BeeKeepers' Association, will speak on " The Relation of Bees
to Horticulture," before the Missouri State Horticultural
Society, at its semi-annual meeting at Moberly, Mo., June
12, 13

and

14, 1906.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Bee Journal.

this

;
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strongest ones back till the proper time has arrived, by giving
lots of room by way of an upper story filled with combs,
onto which they are shaken when the time for swarming arThe queens do not have access to these upper combs,
rives.
they being kept confined below by means of a queen-excluder.

them

* (£ontnbuteb *
Special

(Articles

The time

for

doing

shook swarming

this

is

when our

harvest for surplus arrives, when all colonies which are
strong enough are shaken, and the frames of beeless brood
are placed over any not quite strong enough for this time over
week later, the colonies to which we gave
in shaking.
this brood, will be fairly running over with young bees,
when these are shaken, and all combs of beeless brood piled
on others which were still weaker at the time of the first
shaking. If I have none of these quite weak colonies, or not
enough to take 3 or 4 hives of this beeless brood each, small
colonies are formed in advance to receive it, till I have the
It would hardly seem possible that such
proper number.
little colonies, with the addition of these 3 or 4 hives of beeless brood would so build up that in the fall these hives
but such is
on each colony would be filled with honey
usually the case, where the queen is kept in her own hive
by means of an excluder. And these hives of honey are just
the thing needed to carry the bees through the spring in
"great shape," without any fussing with feeding or feeders,
save the setting in of the combs where any colony is needy,
Borodino, N. Y.
fry it
first

J
Feeding Bees in Spring— Swarming
BY

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

CORRESPONDENT

writes me that he reads my artithe American Bee Journal with much interest,
and especially the one entitled, "Among the Bees in
Spring."
Then he tells that he and others may not have
the combs of honey to set in colonies not having stores
enough, and wishes to know what I would do did I find myself thus situated.
In reply, I would say that I should not let another season
pass till I did have some of these reserved combs set away
for use the next spring.
I cannot see the policy of running
a bee-yard so close that more or less of the colonies come out
near the verge of starvation in the spring; nor of the policy
of extracting all the honey out of combs to sell in the fall,
and then depend upon "any old way" of getting the bees
through the spring. Do things up in a workmanlike way
with the bees as well as with other things, and always reserve enough of those combs of honey from extracting so that
you will be sure of carrying the bees safely through the
spring.
In this way, both you and the bees will be in a
great measure independent of what the spring proves to be
regarding a yield of nectar.
But I realize this does not help over the present, when
the bees must be fed or starve. There are two ways of feeding inside the hive which I have used successfully.
Where
I wish to feed weak colonies or nuclei for any special purpose, or for an occasional feeding in the spring, to coax a colony to build queen-cells or rear drones early, I use a divisionboard feeder, which is simply a feeder made by nailing a thin
board to the side-bars of a frame of the same size the combs
are built in.
These thin boards should lack one-half inch
of coming to the top, thus providing a ready access to the inside of the feeder by the bees. Then a hole should be bored
through the top-bar to the frame or feeder, near one end,
in which a funnel can be inserted for pouring in the feed,
which should be a little more than blood-warm for early
spring use, so the bees can carry it, without being chilled,
no matter what the weather is outside.

A

cles in

The other plan is to take a common milk-pan, or any
of the cheap tin-pans which are sold for io cents or so, and
punch the bottom full of holes, punching from the inside out,
so that each hole will form a small separate stream when
the pan is filled with sugar syrup.
Place this pan in a board
having a hole cut out of it so that the pan will "hang" in
the hole, and nail the board to a suitable height table or
bench.
Put a washtub on the floor under the pan to catch
any

when you

an empty comb about 12 to
l6 inches under the pan, while an assistant pours the syrup
in the pan.
The falling streams of syrup will drive the air
from the cells which will fill rapidly, and by moving the comb
around a little, all the cells will soon be full, when the comb
is turned over, and the other side filled.
If you have a
third person to hand you the combs and take away the filled
ones, you can fill them almost as fast as he can handle
drip,

will hold

them.

These filled combs can then be used in any spot and
place where a frame of honey could be, but they are not
nearly so pleasant to handle, on account of their being daubed
up with sweet, and should be given the bees just at night so
that robbing will not be started.

NATURAL OR "SHOOK" SWARMING.

The other

question he wants answered is relative to
swarming, he wishing to know which I prefer, natural or
"shook" swarming.
Well, unless I except wintering and
foul brood, swarming is the greatest bane of bee-keeping.
Of course, when a person has only 2 or 3 colonies,
there comes an excitement and pleasure to natural swarming that is a keen enjoyment to the novice in bee-keeping
but to the one with his scores or hundreds of colonies, natural swarming is one of the most vexatious things to the
bee-keeper.
Consequently, when the proper time comes I
make all colonies swarm on the "shook" plan, holding the

A

;

•'*-

Stimulative Feeding, Increase, Etc.
BY PROF.

A. J.

COOK.

been much interested of late to note how general
and
the feeling prevails among even our most successful

HAVE

I

wide-awake bee-keepers, that great benefit is sure to come
Alexwith stimulative feeding. When such authorities as
ander and Holtermann give to this practice a certain regular
significance that
place in their apiarian management, it has a
stimulative reedshould not fail to attract attention. This
food to the bees,
ing as its name indicates, is not to furnish
rather to insure activity
as they may be well supplied, but is
most aosolute
on the part of the worker-bees, as this is the
of the queen.
necessity if we would secure the fullest activity
of the supStoring by the workers, wheresoever the source
abundant brood in the
plies, means rapid egg-laying and
Of course, populous colonies follow as a necessary rehive
imperative to a large honey
sult and we have one condition
not be
find that the amount fed daily need
harvest
in the season before
large, and, of course, the time is early
The failure to
the bees can secure nectar from the flowers.
cold that no
gather may arise from lack of flowers, or such
that the season forbids
is secreted, or from the fact

We

nectar

from cold or rains.
peculiarly gratified at this expression of opinion,
emphasized by practice, as I have been a strong advo-

flight, either
I

am

as
years, as I have
cate of this stimulative feeding for many
known positively that, wisely practiced, it would pay large remy Manual
turns for time and money expended, as I say
of the Apiary" on page 264:
"Hence, if we would achieve the best success, we must

m

commences,
keep the workers active, even before gathering
of
and to do this we must feed sparingly before the advent
exbloom in the spring. For a number of years I have tried
coloperiments in this direction by feeding a portion of my
marked results in
nies early in the season, and always with

favor of the practice."
The old-time readers of this Journal will remember m>
Colothe '80s.
account of these experiments away back
were fed a little
nies equally strong were selected, and some
none at all, though
daily, while an equal number were fed
1 he
they had abundant honey in the hive for their needs
brood in the
result invariably was a substantial increase of the
more bees
hives where the colonies were fed, and, of course,
and more honev as the season advanced. I am sure that the
wise apiarist will not neglect this among the other details,
sucthe regular and faithful performance of which means

m

cess,

and the neglect a certain

failure.

INCREASE OF COLONIES.

W

Alexander is one of our bee-keepers that we may
E.
be proud to honor. I am pleased with his method to increase his number of colonies. He would never permit natural swarming.
To build up nuclei is too expensive in time.
To transfer queen and bees to a new hive, set on the old
stand on frames of foundation, and remove the old hive to a
all

:
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place, so weakens the old colony that eggs and brood
are destroyed at a serious loss. Hence, the following, which
surely will meet favorable opinion from all experienced bee-

men

nicely

but

May 31,
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ornamented receptacles for years, and is an old fraud;
comb honey has not been produced up to 1906,

artificial

am

and probably never

will be; yet I
not sufficiently egotisto declare flatly that it will not be produced.
I believe,
however, that if a perfect imitation of honey is ever manufactical

:

In this case all but the central frame has foundation,
as before. Here a frame of brood with the old queen, but
with no queen-cell or cup with egg or larva, which if present
must be destroyed. Set this on the old stand, put a queenexcluding honey-board on it, and the old hive on top of this.
In 5 days examine the old hive for incipient queen-cells with
larvae, which, unless from a superior queen, destroy at once
and separate the hives.
If no queen-cups with larvae are
found, leave the old hive 6 days longer, then separate, and
in 24 hours introduce a good queen.
In this case no brood
is destroyed, no eggs are lost, and 2 good colonies are the
result.

This method commends

itself

to

my

judgment, and

I

question if a better method has ever been suggested.
To
those who have studied bees so as to understand their habits,
I
feel sure Mr. Alexander's plan will receive more than a
passing notice. The fact that it is the plan of one so able
and so successful is also much in its favor.

tured by artificial means, and put on exhibition at any of our
National bee-keepers' conventions, the bee-keepers would gladly make up and pay to the producer the sum I have offered.
I will pay my share of it at any time, should it occur while
I still live.
And I hope, Mr. Webb, that you will persevere
in your fforts to find such a sample of artificial comb honey
as I have described, until you fully convince yourself that
nothing of the kind now exists, and publish the results of
your search to the world in order that many may become
convinced that they have been deceived by a straight-out
falsehood.
And after

all this, if

you

still

entertain the belief that such

comb honey can be produced, use your utmost endeavors
trying to produce

it,

and

your efforts you at least

in

have no doubt that at the end of
will be wiser than you are now.
Lyons, Kans.
I

COLOR OF HONEY.

One

of our ablest and most conservative writers on
apicultural topics feels sure that he has evidence that honey
from the same plant may vary in color, owing to season or
locality.
I should say, "Interesting, if true."
can we
be sure in such case that no other honey is present?

How

One

year

noticed a decidedly red hue to our clover
at it.
I sought hard for the cause.
I
found it in a smattering of juice from very ripe red raspberries.
As the bees got but little of this juice it was no injury, except its tint.
But it was deep red, and a little went
very far to affect the color of the other honey of the hive.
I believe we should look very thoroughly, then look again,
before we conclude that honey from flowers of a plant varies

honey.

I

I

wondered

in color.

12— Dadant Methods
BY

C. P.

the reader has followed
IFaware
that we use from

of Honey-Production
DADANT.

me,

in

previous articles, he

is

to 2, and sometimes 4 supers.
aim to have enough for 2 to each colony. This may
seem a small number to those who are accustomed to the 454
super for 8-frame hives, but they must bear in mind that their
super will hold a scant 24 pounds of comb honey, while my
large super will average about 40 pounds, net, of liquid
1

We

an extraordinary season, I weighed an extrasuper and found it to weigh 68 pounds gross.
We usually figure on a net yield of 40 pounds of liquid
honey from each super.
honey.

In

well-filled

In an ordinary season we put the supers on at the opening of white clover.
are not in a very favored location as far as honey-yield is concerned.
friend of mine
said to me once, "Illinois is the best State in the Union,
and we are in the best part of Illinois." Even if this were
literally true, the crops of this most excellent productive
country are corn, oats, wheat and timothy.
There is not
much honey in any of these. So we do not expect much
outside of our pasture-lands. The orchard blossoms are not
numerous enough, and, if they were more numerous, the bees
are hardly numerous enough during the very short apple and
peach bloom to secure surplus. So the bees hardly ever
whiten their combs until the clover crop is on, and we find
it unadvisable to wait, as some of our bee-friends do, until
the combs are being whitened at the top before putting on
the supers.
If the colonies are as they should be, strong in numbers,
they will need watching and attention until the very eve
of the crop, for they may be short in food just before the
beginning of a strong flow, especially if a few rainy days
should come.
The more powerful the colonies, the more
brood they rear, and the more important is their need of
sustenance.
Yet it is at this very time that we put on the
supers.
If perchance a good fruit-bloom should cause them
to whiten the combs in May, we at once put on the supers.
I have seen this only twice in all my experience.

We

Offers for Proof of Machine-Made

Comb

Honey
BY

DR.

G.

BOHRER.

received the following letter, to which

I

in the

I

wish to reply

American Bee Journal

—

Dr. G. Bohrer: I have been told that you made a standing offer of $500 for comb honey made by hand or machinery.
Is this offer yet before the public? and for what time will it
be held open by you?
I would be pleased to have you specify particularly what
is covered by the bounds of your offer, in the way of the
number of combs, how made and appearance of same. If
this meets your pleasure, I would be glad to receive an early
reply.

— W.

A. Webb.

Mr. Webb,

in reply to your letter of inquiry as to the
conditions of my offer to pay $500 for two 4J4x4;4xlj4 sections of artificial comb honey (built or constructed bv human
hands with the aid of machinery, and entirely without the aid
of the honey-bee), the same to be filled with artificial honey,
so-called, and capped over in the cells of said combs without
the aid of bees, I will state that I did not make such an
offer, because I never expected to pay the same, for the reason that I know that no such work has ever been done.
I only made the proposition to set the masses to thinking and
making the inquiry as to where and by whom artificial comb
honey had ever been constructed, if at all, and where a factory producing such comb, together with the machinery used,
could be found, which most certainly could, and would, have
been dune long before this if there were any, as the offer
I made is not a
new one by any means, the same offer in
substance having been made years ago, but probably was not
so publicly and extensively advertised as my proposition.
If the people, who have
feat as that of manufacturing

been led to believe that such a
comb honey by artificial means,
can be induced to search for such factory, they will soon put
the matter of having been deceived to rest permanently, and
for the betterment of themselves
as well as the bee-keeping public. For many people will not buy comb honey, owing
to the belief that much of it is produced by artificial means,
and wholly without the aid of bees, both comb and honey.
Artificial honey, so-called, has been manufactured and sold in

A

It is of very great importance to get the supers on before
there is any crowding in the brood-chamber.
must prevent our bees from wanting to swarm, for if they once want
to swarm, it is not likely that we will take this notion out of
their heads.
Occasionally, our bees get ahead of us, either
because we are deceived as to the appearances of the crop
and it comes more promptly than we anticipate, or because
In
after it has begun we delay too long in adding supers.
such cases we have quite a number of swarms, but the quanIf we keep ahead
tity has never exceeded 25 to 30 percent.
of the bees, the number of swarms that issue is not worth
considering.
If the colonies are very strong, and the prospect good,
we often put on 2 supers at once. If we are short of built
combs, we usually put a few sheets of foundation in empty
frames mixed in among the already built combs, but we never
In
give a super with foundation only, for two reasons
the first place, the bees will occupy a super much less willingly if it does not contain any already built combs. On
the other hand, it is not advisable to let them load the
foundation down, for they may break it loose with their

We

:
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Take notice of how they build their combs, when
weight.
left to themselves.
As fast as they add to the bottom of the
comb they widen and strengthen the top. But if they are
given full sheets of foundation, they will sometimes build out
tincenter cells. Laving the top as weak as when inIf only erne or two sheets of foundaserted by tlu- apiarist.
tion are given, or if they are placed alternately with built
combs, the foundation is occupied more slowly, and is well
strengthened before it is heavily loaded.
From time to time we examine the colonies to see how
There is usually some irregularity in the
the crop proceeds.
yield.
Some strong colonies seem able to fill the supers you
"may pile on, while others work slowly at their first super.
When we see the end of the crop approaching, we cease
adding supers, and, instead of this, we equalize, taking from
a well-filled super a few heavy combs to exchange with some
slow colony which is not likely to fill all its combs. Sometimes we make the equalization in a still more radical way.
Take two colonies side by side, one of which has two or three
nearly full supers, and the other barely beginning in its one
super.
exchange one of these nearly filled supers, bees
and all, for the super of the weaker colony. The latter will
be just able to ripen the honey, add a little to the supply,
and seal the remaining cells while the other will at once
proceed to finish the almost empty super. In this way, at the
end of the crop we will have uniformly filled combs, and
there will be no handling of unprofitable empty combs.
A young bee-keeper would perhaps fear a battle when
thus exchanging supers from one hive to another. Fear nothing of the kind, if this is done when the bees are harvesting honey, for at such times they are peaceable and pleasLike the human race,
antly disposed towards one another.
they are hospitable when the larder is well filled, but are
otherwise when in want, or when they know that it is diffiThat is why they tolerate the
cult to replace what is spent.
drones, or the manipulations of the apiarist during a good
crop, while they will prove churlish and sour if the weather
is bad and the harvest over.
I
must say, however, that it is not necessary thus to
exchange bees as well as supers. The bees may be removed
before making the exchange, and we would do it, by all
means, if we thought there would be any danger of exchanging queens, or of giving both queens to one colony.
But the queens are so rarely in the supers that we have
The only reason w.hy we exchange the
little fear of this.
supers, with the bees as they are, is to save labor. At the
time when these exchanges are made, we usually have our
hands full, and need to be as expeditious as possible in all
tin: manipulations.
Our aim is to produce the largest possible amount of honey with the least possible expense in labor
Hamilton, 111.
or material.

We

;
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sheets to the pound. Many bee-keepers are using medium
brood foundation, only 6 sheets to the pound, and that with
wires in the frames. This has always seemed a great
waste. Light brood foundation, 8 sheets to the pound with
wires, as commonly used in brood-frames, is much better.
Still, / have had a hankering toward something still lighter ;
hence the above light-weight foundation was given a trial.
Using the 10-frame hive, there is more uniformity as regards the number of pounds to fill a certain number of
brood-chambers. With 10 sheets to the pound, a saving of
a pound of foundation is made every time S bodies are
filled
yea, a little more, or \% pounds than if an average
of 8 sheets of light brood were used. This, at say an average price of 50 cents per pound, would mean a saving of
about 62,'? cents on every 5 hives, or a neat little sum of
$62.50 on 500 bodies. The extra-light brood foundation I
used did not cost me any more than the other. I found,
however, that this light foundation had a greater tendency
to break away at the wires when these were embedded in it.
To overcome this, I simply hung the sheets between wires,
one alternating with the other, so 2 would be one side and 2
on the other when 4 wires were used in a frame.
On this comes Mr. L. B. Smith with a question

—

—

:

notice Mr. Scholl advises usirg thin brood foundation in place of
medium brood, and not press the wires in, but let the sheet hang between the wires. It seems to us the bees would be more inclined to
gnaw around the wires used in that way, though I've had no practical
experience in the use of comb foundation in that way. How is it, Mr.
Scholl?
L. B. Smith.
I

Rescue, Tex.

There might, perhaps, be trouble if the frames of foundation fixed in this way were given during a dearth of
honey, but as I gave them when comb-building was going
well, and I had my hives all level, so the sheets hung close
to the wires, and the bees drew them out in fine shape.
I would be glad to have others write if they have had
any experience of this kind.
I now have a good many hive-bodies that I intend to
try in this way, and I have been thinking that some improvement might be obtained by the use of a few of Dr.
Miller's splints embedded vertically, with melted wax, on
the side of the foundation. These would hold the foundation close to the wires, and, in case the sheets should have
a tendency to sag at the top as some makes of foundation
sometimes do, the splints would help much in this respect, also.
The extra cost of the splints, it seems to me,
would be slight, indeed, compared with the saving obtained
in using the lighter 10-sheets-to-pound foundation.
Dr. Miller, what can you tell us on this subject ? Please
don't say, "I don't know."

The Next Texas Bee-Keepers' Convention
The 6th annual meeting of the Texas Bee Keepers'
Association will be held at College Station, July 10, 11 and
The time of the next annual Farmers' Congress,
12, 1906.
on the Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College grounds,
has been set for July 10, 11 and 12, the sessions beginning
at 9 a.m. on the 10th, and adjournment is provided for at 10
p.m. July 12. The program of the bee-keepers will be as
Opening Prayer. The Annual Address by the
follows
President. Reading of Minutes of Last Meeting. Report
of the Secretary-Treasurer. Business of the Association.
Discussions "How Can this Association be Made More
Effective in Its Work ?" "Arrangements and Entertainment of the National Bee-Keepers' Association at San AnQuestion-Box.
tonio, Nov. 8, 9 and 10.
The " Question-Box" is to be one of the main features
of the convention, and all bee-keepers are invited to ask
such questions as are of most importance to them. Let us
hope for a large gathering of bee-keepers, and that the
meeting will be a valuable one to all.
Accommodations for taking care of the several thousand delegates to the Farmers' Congress will be more adequate this year than heretofore, as preparations for this
have already begun. Besides the large Mess Hall, where
meals will be supplied at the usual rate heretofore given
three meals for $1.00 there will be an adequate lunch-stand
and restaurant operated by College authorities to receive
the overflow. A new hotel has recently been built by private individuals, where meals can be had at 50 cents each,
and, with these provisions, there will probably be no trouble
Lodging in the rooms of the
to care for all the delegates.
college dormitories will be without charge.
Arrangements have been made to accommodate the
delegates who wish rooms reserved for them, and their re:

:

Removing Sections from T-Supers
1

Dr. Miller, very few of us Southern Beedomites have
had occasion to use T-supers, nevertheless we would " like
to know." /always had the idea thatthe board with which
to push the sections out, was placed up on some object the
depth cf the super, but with outside dimensions somewhat

smaller than the ioside of it. On top of this set the super
with sections to be removed, and push the super down, leaving the sections up on the " object." In thepictures on the
front cover page of March 29th number, showing " the way
you do it," it seems you push the sections down, eh ? No,
you pull the super up. Is there not a greater strain on your
thumb and fingers in pulling the supers off over the sections ? Perhaps you will tell us why it is done in just such
a way.

m

i

m

Using Lighter Grades of Comb Foundation
For some time I have advocated the use of very light
brood foundation, running from 10 to 11 Langstroth-size

—
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quests can be sent to the Secretary of the Congress, Mr. C.
Hansom, of Rockdale, Tex., who will receive them. But
for this to "hold good" the delegates must claim their
rooms in person on the first day. Special quarters in the
south section of Foster Hall have been reserved for the
ladies, and the same rules for reserved rooms for lady delegates will hold as above. For any other information in regard to this convention, letters may be addressed to me,
and I will gladly give it, if I can do so.

Louis H. Scholl,
Committee on Program,
Secretary-Treasurer Texas Bee- Keepers' Association.

May
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Mr. Sibbald thought, all considered, 100 is the right number.
F. A. Gemmill had kept bees successfully where there
were 350 in the one locality. The conclusion was that all
depends upon the locality.
All kinds of separators were recommended for comb
honey, but the preference was given to those through which
the bees can pass freely.
Spring feeding received quite a bit of attention. Many
said, " Be sure the bees have sufficient in the fall, then let
them alone in the spring." Others recommended feeding
to keep up brood-rearing between fruit-bloom and clover.
The idea advanced by the present writer was to place in
open feeders in the yard, thin syrup made of nearly 2 parts
water to 1 of sugar, and in this way produce the conditions
of a natural honey-flow.

The Alexander plan of helping weak colonies by placing
them over strong ones with a queen-excluder between, was
mentioned as having been tried by a few with a fair amount
of success. Mr. Brainard uses 2 queen-excluders between
to prevent the possibility of queens getting in touch with
each other. Then when they are separated again the strong
colony is moved to a new stand, and the weak one left to
get the benefit of the returning bees.
The new Foul Brood Act was up for discussion, and
seemed to meet the approval of most of the members present.
The convention adjourned to meet again the first Satur-

Conducted by Morlbt Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont.

Visit to R. H.

Smith— Honey

Exhibit

day in November,
spent a very pleasant half day at the home of R.
H.
hmith, of St. Thomas, recently. He is situated in
a closely
populated residential section of the city, and has
besides
his 100 or so colonies of bees there, a
workshop and honeyhouse, where supplies are made and honey is put
up for his
trade, which not only supplies the city
of St. Thomas, but
extends to customers all over the Dominion. In this
way
Mr. Smith not only disposes of the product of his
home and
out apiaries, but he also handles a considerable
quantity of
his neighbors' honey.
A good idea in advertising is the material turned out by
a hand-printing press, operated by his son Henry.
He prints
their own letter-heads and envelops, postal
cards, colored
labels, etc.
I enclose sample of blotter which is
useful
enough for the grocer to keep on his desk as a constant
reminder of Smith's honey.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith gave me a very interesting
account

1906.

I

or their trip to

Jamaica

last winter.

They engaged

keeping while there, but saw no prospect of
especially profitable business.

its

-

Report of the Middlesex

Co., Ont.,

;

1

it is

done right.

©ur* Sister
23eeKcepers

being an

It is our 19th annual exhibit of honey
and beeswax at the Canadian National Exhibition at Toronto, September,
1905.
This exhibit
(which was awarded First Prize for best display) was 25
feet
owing to the limited space in front, the picture could only long but
be taken
irom the one end, and, consequently, does not fully
show up the general design.
It is made up of 11 entries in comb and extracted
honev
aggregating about 2000 pounds. Some original features
are shown
Un the table in front, at the right, was an observatory hive
of bees
[not shown in the engraving] with sections above,
in different stages
completion, from comb foundation to the finished
comblithographed tin packages— the first of the kind to be put upon
the'market
fiere; a small section of comb
honey that retails for 5 cents is on top
of the pail. This is a lively seller. A dish of
cut comb
famous honey on a stick for 5 cents), which has created honey (the
a good market tor honey, appears at the corner. Two
large fish-globes filled
witfi comb honey by the bees, are shown
as curiosities inthe'background
R. H. Smith.

Convention

—-^^^

Dr. Miller and E. R. Root have overlooked a very important point (page 381). The sagging of the foundation
is not due to the fact that wires are horizontal, but that
they are not taut. We are taught to leave the wires a little
then cry beslack, to allow the foundation to sag a little
Oh, " consistency
cause the enlarged cells produce drones
thou art a jewel !" Horizontal wiring is all right, provided

in bee-

Canadians will be glad to learn that Mr. Smith has
found where the German bee-brush, described by
Mr. Holtermann at the Brantford convention, is "made in Canada."
Referring to the picture on the front page, Mr. Smith

^

Brood to the Top-Bar in Combs

J
Conducted by

Honey

for

Emma

M. Wilson, Marengo,

111.

Anemia and Baby Food

A French journal relates that a young woman suffering
from severe anemia was told by an eminent physician that
he could not cure her, but advised a trial of diet of milk and
honey, aided by strolls in the woods. This simple treatment, in a few months, restored her exhausted body.
Another case is mentioned in which honey saved the
life of a babe.
Obliged to resort to the bottle, it was fed on
cow's milk sweetened with sugar. But soon obstinate constipation required the constant use of laxatives. This
abnormal condition was finally radically modified by the
use of honey in place of sugar in the milk.
It would be for the health and happiness of many a
family if the sisters would see to it that honey and sub-acid
fruits, instead of being only occasionally used, were put on
the daily bill of fare.

^ —
i

This Association held

its spring meeting in London
Ont., May 5, 1906.
The beekeeping fraternity of the
County was well represented, and in addition were
H G
Sibbald Wm. Couse, W. J. Craig, R. H. Smith, and
Morley
Pettit, from other counties.
The reports in wintering showed a considerable loss
among cellar-wintered bees, owing to cellars having been
too warm
but that outdoor bees had come through in good
&
s««"
;

condition.

The program took the form of a Question Drawer, when
the usual questions were brought forward and
thrashed out
The bees preferred for white capping in comb honey were
those of a cross between Italians and blacks. Some
preferred the Italian-Carniolan cross, but did not want
much
Carniolan blood on account of theirswarming propensities.
As to how many colonies can safely be kept in one yard,

Women

Bee-Keepers Not Trouble-Makers

As the number of women engaged in bee-keeping is
small compared with the number of men, it is only natural
that a proportionately smaller number should get into
trouble with their neighbors on account of the bees, and so
it is not to be expected that Mr. France, General Manager
of the National, should have much trouble from the sisters.
It is gratifying, however, to know that so far Mr. France
has had no complaints from any of the sisters. Are women
less quarrelsome than men, or is there so much native gallantry in men that they refuse to get into trouble with a
bee-keeper who is a woman ?
But Mr. France is not without his troubles with women
who are not bee-keepers. He has a grievance against
" Aunt Harriet," because she says in the Farm Journal that

D
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honey manufactured, but the comb is also imiyou buy comb honey you are likely to get
glucose. A Missouri washer-woman complains that her
neighbor's bees " walk on the clean clothes on each washday with dirty feet, and asks the court to restrain the bees
from wandering on her wash-days."
The sympathies of the sisters are likely to be with the
washer-woman. To look at a line full of clothes so white as
not only

467

is

tated, so that if

to awaken feelings of pride in the heart of any lover of
cleanliness, and then to see the bees spot them so that they
must go back into the tub again well, there are times when
lauguage fails. Of course, the woman was wrong in thinking that the bees spotted her clothes each wash-day, the
probability being that the offense was committed only on
the day of their cleansing flight, and a little diplomacy on
the part of the bee-keeper might have saved the wash being
put out on that particular day, and so avoided all trouble.

211 r.

Ctftcrtfyougfyts
j>
The " Old Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

—

An

is

to

Plain Sections Gaining in "Circulation"
Certainly the maufacturer is just the one to know what
kind of sections are called for. And he says that the plain
section is still gaining currency, but not as fast as it did
when it was a new broom, threatening to sweep all before

:

Spiders in Folded Sections

— Smartweed

and Goldenrod

—

Dear Miss Wilson I have worked with bees a number of years, and enjoy it. I wintered 42 colonies on the
summer stands well packed in dry leaves, and plenty of
sugar candy over the frames. I have 31 now in good shape,
losing 11. Some bee-keepers around here have lost half.
March was a very bad month on the bees most of mine
died then. The last few weeks have been very good. We
are having a cold spell now, just at fruit-blooming time,
which is quite a drawback to the bees. I don't think it will
be very long before white clover will be in bloom
then
putting on sections will be the order of the day. I have
over 1000 that did not get filled, as last year was not a good
honey year here. Some have starters, and most have comb
built in them.
The spider has built webs in them, and if I
don't get them out the bees get hung and die. I have taken
a feather and cleaned them out, but it takes so long. I
wonder if any one knows of a quicker way. I would be
glad to hear through the American Bee Journal.
I see on page 390, something about smartweed honey.
Smartweed and goldenrod grow here, but do not furnish
any honey. I never saw a bee on them. Heartsease, or
"heartweed," as it is called by many, grows here, and the
bees work on it. The honey is not peppery.
(Mrs.) Inez J. Henry.
Braddyville, Iowa, March 7.
:

—

;

We have never had any trouble with spiders in sections,
but spiders are very scarce in our shop where they are

We have had thousands of sections stored and
never yet had to clean any spider-webs out of them. I wonder if putting a cover over your supers would not help to
keep out the spiders.
Goldenrod is also plentiful here, but the bees do not
stored.

seem

to care for

it.

—We

A Queen-Bee Free as a Premium.
are now booking orders for Untested Italian Queens to be delivered in
May or June. This is the premium offer: To a subscriber
whose own subscription to the American Bee Journal is
paid at least to the end of 1906, we will mail an Untested
Italian Queen for sending us one new subscription with
$1.00 for the Bee Journal a year. Or, we will renew your
subscription to the American Bee Journal for a year, and
send a fine Untested Italian Queen both for $1.50. Now
is a good time to get new subscribers.
If you wish extra
copies of the Bee Journal for use as samples, let us know
how many you want and we will mail them to you. Address
all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

—

to Dp. Miller's "Forty Years."— All who
edition of " Forty Years Among the Bees "
should also have the Appendix which appears in the new
edition, issued in April. The complete new 344-page book,
bound in cloth, is sent postpaid for $1.00 the Appendix
one for 10 cents. Or, the book and the American Bee
ournal a year both for SI. 80; the Appendix and the
American Bee Journal a year in advance, SI. 00. Send all
orders to the American Bee Journal office.

Appendix

have the

first

;

Glasses.

Extracting Combs Taken Right from the Hive
Honey right from the hive extracts much better than it
does left over till next day — and that's rather a deadener to
the plan of hauling combs home to extract. Page 303.

reported, in which for a year a
a bee-keeper's family, the bees
being within 50 feet of her back door, with an 8 foot fence
between. Query Was it the bees or the high fence that
prevented a free exchange of thought ?

interesting case

widow would not speak

pasty's

it.

Page

304.

The Mountain and Rambler's Apiary
That's a grand mountain on the front of No. 16, up to
which an apiary nestles, or staggers in an inebriated sort
of way. We look at the apiary the second time for the
mountain's sake and then the third time for Rambler's
Never to return never until the end of these
sake. Gone
present things shall be.

—

—

I

Roller Machine for

Uncapping

rapid rotation of the rollers of the uncapping machine is needful, I suppose, to throw the wax and honey
The agitation of this subject is a cheerful sign that
clear.
combs in the future are going to need some uncapping. So
long as honey is taken with only a little strip sealed along
the top there is not much room for a machine. Presumably
the rotating-roller machines will get into practical success
And I kind o' imagine
if there is demand enough for them.
that the hot plate could be made a success, also with some
possibility for the jet of hot steam. Page 304.

The

—

Experiments on Preventing Swarming, Etc.
I think the Rowsome experiments are somewhat valuable in their way — the way of showing us how not to do it.
Not to expect much of mere empty space for discouraging
the swarming impulse. Not to expect smooth, level work if
And
we offer the chance and temptation to bulge things.
—
painting discolored sections with melted wax 'pears^like
(_
we should have known better than that, anyhow.
That the fear of not being able to defend premises
against enemies at some future time is a factor in the
swarming impulse — I guess that theory will hardly hold

—

water. Requires too long a train of reasoning on the part
Bees and ants, and elephants and dogs, reason,
of the bees.
"
but not in the " fourthly " and " fifthly " and "Therefore
341.
Page
reasoning.
style of

Aspinwall Non-Swarming Hive
discussion about the Aspinwall hive seemed to me
to run too much on the expense and practicability of adopting it, and too little on the problem whether it is worth
adopting— whether it is likely that in all seasons and conditions and locations it will prevent swarming. Perhaps
those on the ground were told, but we are not, how extensive and how long a success it has had in its inventor's
hands. That a few hives for a year or two did not swarm
should not be allowed to weigh very much. We can afford
considerable in the line of increased size of hive, and increased expense for new inside fixtures, if we can be sure
of the desired result. Until we are somewhere near sure of
that result much discussion of labor and cost looks a little
premature. We read, " Strong colonies held together the
whole year without swarming " desirable certainly, awfully
certainly. And that they will " go into winter quarters iu
a more uniformly good condition, and come out in the same

The

—

—

"

Can other people

learn to

fly it

?"

One man walks

a rope

;

;
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but the generality of us never

anythiog but disinterested.

mous amount

others would be likely to make the strongest claims, and those who
are most reliable would be more likely to hold aloof from tooting th«ir
own horns. See editorial on page 441, on " Claims of Advertisers and
Subscribers."
I will, however, do the best I can at answering your questions.
1. The majority of bee-keepers probably favor Italians, yet opinions are by no means a unit, and if you will look over the back numbers of this and other bee-papers, you will get the opinions of those
who prefer other kinds with probably as much satisfaction as if you
got a lot of fresh opinions possibly more.
2. You will find a reply to this question in the editorial, page 441.
3. That question can not be answered by a word of one syllable.
A fir&t cross is likely to result in increased vigor, but there is a loss of
fixed type, and without intelligent care in selection there is likely to
be deterioration in future generations. The expert breeder may succeed in fixing the type of a cross profitably, but the average beekeeper will do well enough to continue something already established if he can. The probability is, however, that in nearly all
case6 there will be a gain by introducing occasionally fresh blood of
the kind already in use, and it may not be amiss to do 6ome experimenting with other kinds. A safe piece of advice for all bee-keepers
is to breed not from the poorest, but from the best.

will, on account of the enorof practise and skill called for. The working
idea of this hive, you understand, is to put the brood-combs
far apart, and so to divide up the intervening space that
bees can harbor there freely but not build comb. Ingenious
idea.
And, "How does it work?" is the question most
legitimately on the carpet. Manifestly the idea can't be
tried much on a weak colony in spring weather of the windy
and cold sort. Ruinous to the colony. And, perchance, the
colony which is, early in spring, perfectly suitable for the
trial

Page

wouldn't have swarmed, anyhow.
Bible References to

302.

Honey

Mr. Winter has done a good work for us in collecting
into one all the Bible texts that speak of honey. But he
certainly should have put in also the three additional texts
that speak of bees without using the word "honey." (Deut.
1 44, Psalms 118 12, and Isa. 7 18.)
The first and second
of these are good evidence that the ancient bee of Palestine
was not always gentle while the ease with which Samson
seems to have gotten the honey, as an off-hand incident on
his journey, when he must have been unprepared, is good
evidence that gentleness during a heavy honey-flow was not
unknown. One of the texts given shows that honey was
used to sweeten pastry. The next text is the puzzle. Cakes
were often burned on the altar of the Lord but no honey
must be put into any cakes used for that purpose and
leaven was also barred. Why should so good a thing, and
so highly spoken of a thing, as honey be forbidden on the
altar ? Symbolism, most likely. Leaven a symbol of sin,
in its capacity of spreading from heart to heart and honey
:

:

:

Some one who has

less

modesty than

—

—

;

;

;

;

a symbol of fleshly indulgence.

Page

301.

Rearing aueens-Patented Hives
1. In " Modern Queen-Rearing" it says, on
page 21, the larva is
removed from the comb and placed on the royal jelly in the wooden
cell-cup, and then placed on the frame and given to the colony.
Now,
won't the larva drop out of the cell-cup when placed in position,
which is with the opening down*
2. Would it be as good to put a thin coating of hot wax in the
cell-cups instead of buying the wax-cells, if only a few queens are to
be reared ?
3. As I understand it, the Danzenbaker hive is patented; therefore, is a person liable to get into trouble by making this hive for his
own use? If you don't known, please tell me who does know.
4. How would it do to take
well, I 6ee those more experienced
bee-men are laughing at my ignorance, so I will sit down.
Illinois.

—

—

Doctor miller's
Question Box
*

j
Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller doe6 not answer Questions by mail.

Emptying T Supers by Gravitation
On page

my good

friend, 8. T. Pettit, whose picture I was
page 377, commend6 the plan of taking sections
out of supers by giving them time and letting gravitation do the work.
Just as his letter reads, a beginner would be likely to think that the
whole work of getting sections out of T-supers is done in this way,
which I hardly think Mr. Pettit would advocate— certainly not, if
conditions are the same with him as with me.
288,
very glad to see on

For many years I have taken advantage of gravitation whenever
circumstances favor it, as may be seen by reference to " Forty Tears
Among the Bees," page 205, where it is said: "If there is a lot of
glue, and if it is warm, stringy and sticky, it must be humored a little.
It can hardly be jerked loose suddenly any more than if it was nailed
but if it is allowed time enough the weight of the sections may be
enough to bring them down."
Generally, however, at the time when sections are taken out the
glue is so hard as to resist entirely the effect of gravitation. Even
when glue is so soft or so little of it that the sections drop immediately
upon being turned over, it is advisable to use the push-board, as the
super is not likely to be lifted off without some of the sections catching and

making

trouble.

C. C.

«

*

M.

»

Best Honey Producing Bees and Queens

Answers. 1. No, there is no danger of the larva falling out;
the adhesiveness of the jelly holds it.
2. I'm not sure whether I understand you.
The wooden cell-cups
are never used without a coating of wax, and if you have cell6 of wax
they don't need a coating.
3. That's one of the things I happen to know without asking any
one else. If you make and sell a thousand of any patented article,
you are liable to prosecution for infringement; if you make a single
one for your own use, you are just as liable.
4.

After you've been sitting long enough to think up some more

questions, get up and ask them.
just as soon use as not.

I've a lot of answers

on hand

I'd

Wiring Shallow Extracting Frames— Queenless Bees
Gathering Pollen— Zinc Excluders
any need of wiring extracting frames 5J£ inches deep?
Will bees in a queenless colony gather pollen?
zinc
board supposed to lie on the brood-frames, or is it
4. Is the
meant to have strips of wood between the zinc and the frames so as to
make a space between the zinc and the brood-frames?
Iowa.
1.

Is there

2.

—

Answers. 1. Not nearly so much need as for deeper frames, but
while these shallow frames are new it would be better to have the
strengthening of the wires. But with sufficiently careful handling
you can manage them while new without wiring, and as they become
older they grow tougher.
2. Yes, you will generally find an extra amount of pollen in a
queenless colony, because they keep on gathering when they are not
U6ing much pollen but after a colony is queenless long enough you
will see very little pollen carried in, the bees seeming to have sense
enough to know that they already have pollen enough on hand.
3. If all-zinc excluders are used, strips are generally placed 60 as
to keep the zinc J^ inch above the top-bars; wood-zinc excluders are
rigid and stay up themselves.
;

Requeening— " Beginner Improving Stock"

The

following questions have been sent in with the request that
they be placed before the readers of the American Bee Journal, and
that experienced bee-keepers should send in answers:
1. What race of bees are the best honey-producers!
2. Please recommend the queen-breeder whom you think has the
best honey-producing queens for sale.
3. Can you get more honey by crossing 2 races of bee6?

Indiana.

Answers.— The

evident intent is to get an answer from a number
of different persons, 60 as to have the fullest light possible. If disinterested information could be obtained, it would no doubt be a
desirable thing, as not a few would like to know just what bees to get,
and where to get them. But the attempt would not succeed to the
satisfaction of all parties, and possibly to the entire satisfaction of
none. It would be opening the columns of this Journal to an unlimited amount of free advertising, which would be unfair to those
who pay regular rates, and at the same time the information would be

In the appendix to " Forty fears Among the Bees," under the
heading, " Beginner Improving Stock," you say, " Put this prepared
frame in the center of any strong colony after taking away its queen
and one of its frames."
1. Do you give this prepared frame immediately after removing
the queen?
2. Would the bees from which a prime swarm had issued swarm
In others words, would
if all the queen-cells were cut away but two ?
it be as well, or better, to leave only 2 cells instead of 1?
3. How soon after a queen is removed do the bees become conscious of their queenlessness and commence to 6tart queen-cells in
case they have brood young enough from which to start them?

Minnesota.

Answers. — 1.

have your prepared frame ready, go to the
strong colony and take out a frame of brood with its adhering bees
and queen you can take away 2 or 3 such frames if you want to, the

—

Yes,

May
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can not give you an exact answer and be positive about it.
If the queen be removed very
will not always be the same.
quietly, 1 thitik the time will be longer than if the bees are thoroughly
aroused at the time of the queen's removal. I think that under like
conditions a weak colony will discover its queenlessness sooner than a
strong one. Probably it will not be fur out of the way to say that a
colony will generally discover its quueiilessne68 in about 24 hours.

ODly essential point being that the queen be taken away, and that at
least one frame be taken out to make room— and then before you close
the hive put in the prepared frame.
think; that
3. It would be about as well to leave lOas to leave 2, I
with 2 cells as with 10.
is, the bees would be as likely to swarm again
if you are trying
one.
all
cells
but
away
must
cut
you
positively
Most
to prevent a second swarm by cutting out queen-cells.

(Experiences
Good Prospects for White Clover
All my bees, except 9 colonies, died during
the winter. I put 36 into the cellar last fall.
Last year was the poorest for honey in this
part of the State in 25 years. I got less than
100 pound6. I think prospects are as good
now as they were in 1903 for white clover. It
will be in bloom in about 2 weeks.
F. P. Juel.
Maquoketa, Iowa, May 19.

A

Gallberry Honey
j

Two
to Easter Sunday
inches deep on an average, all
comb
all
days;
gathered from gallberry in 10
honey, although very little sealed to-day.
D. J. Pawletta.
Honey report up

Ft.

for the

coming season

White,

so far

Bees have wintered unhave lost only 3 queenless
colonies, and if a good honey season should
fall to our lot, a good crop may be expected.
May the American Bee Journal prosper.
well.

I

G. C. Greiner.

La

Salle, N. Y., April 21.

Bees Never Wintered Better
have ju6t come back from putting out my
bees in Vernon County. They never wintered
I fed
better. In one yard all came out alive.
them heavy last fall, and wintered them in 2story hives. I know this last 16 the main reason of my success. There wa6 very little
brood reared after Sept. 1, so lots of bees died
during the winter, in some cases filling the
lower stories half full. The top story gave
the bees plenty of room and air.
Most bee keepers in Vernon county, and
I

also in Jefferson county, lost the greater part
of their bees. Some lost all. They extracted
as usual, and put their bees up for winter
ju6t as they happened to be. They could not
expect anything else as the result.

Gcstave Gross.
Lake

Mills, Wis., April 21.

April has been most favorable for the bees.
Many colonies are strong enough to swarm.
them to stimulate breeding, and it
I fed
worked like a charm. The weather has been
Henry Alley.
cold the past few days.
Wenham, Mas6., April 26.

White Clover Thick— Burying Bees
have 36 colonies of bees in fine shape. I
never saw while clover thicker than it is this
I

spring,

roadsides being a perfect

mat

of

[Mr. Benson

is

invited to send a detailed

method he uses in burying
winter, and we will be pleased to

description of the
his bees

publish

in
it

Fla.,

May

3.

Bees Short of Stores

for the benefit of

—

Bees run short of winter stores here one
man having only 10 colonies left out of 116;
another having only 8 left out of 4S. That
was outdoor wintering. I always run about
20 colonies for extracted honey, but knowing
the bees were short of stores, instead of extracting the honey they stored I gave it to
them in the fall. I wintered 160 colonies in
the cellar; all came out alive, but a few have
A. Coppin.
died since.

Wenona,

111.,

May

8.

Poor Season for Bees in 1905
Last season was a poor one for tbe bees
around here, but I increased from 7 colonies
to 15, all of which wintered in good condition.
I feel sorry that I did not get the American
Bee Journal 10 years ago instead of 1 year
ago. It is the best bee-paper I read.

Quincy, Mass., May

John Ahlen.

8.

Heavy Loss from Starvation
There is a heavy loss in bees in this part of
the country this spring— dying of starvation.
While I have only lost 8 out of 117. I would
have lost more if I had not looked after them
A.

W. Swan.

9.

Bees Wintered Well

My

came out well. I lost 4 out of 50
They are working on plum blooms
and dandelions uow, and are in good condiThey were in 5 months just as they
tion.
stood outside when the supers were off; no
bees

colonies.

south side ventilation and no disturbing dur-

Wm. Cleary.

ing the time.
Algona, Iowa,

May

8.

it,

and wheie there was none last year the
ground is covered now.
For 2 years I have been burying my bees.
I learned it from a man here who has always
practised it. I like the results very much.
Bellevue, Mich., April 30. C. H. Benson.

our other readers.

Vetch Honey— Good Prospects
took off 47 pounds of native vetch honey
to-day from 1 hive— 1 super of 27 pounds, and
20 pounds in another super. I left 7 pounds,
not quite sealed, in the super from which I
took 20 pouads. They are good, heavy, filled
sections, and good, thick honey. Most of the
sections weigh mure than a pound. Prospects
show for a good crop of honey.
I

Augusta,

(la..

May

9.

J. L.

Patterson.

—Editor.]

Value of Bees to Blossoms

Feeding Bees to Prevent Starving
The bees have had a late spring here in
Southwest Texas. I had to feed until a few
days ago, when the first honey came in to
support brood-rearing. I had fed sugar syrup
la6t fall, but did not calculate on such a late
spring, and had I not fed the last month or 6

vi6its

Julius Prikster.
Oregon City, Oreg., April 24.

honey.

:

very closely.
Centralia, Kan., April

April Favorable for Bees

Huber says that each worker-bee
50 blossoms before she has a load.
Another German paper gives a statement of
17,000 colonies owned by a Bociety. They
averaged 40,000 loads from each colony for
100 days, or 68,000,000,000 loads. Suppose
each bee had visited 50 blossoms, if only onetenth of these visits effected pollination, they
would have pollinated 340,000,000,000 blossoms. So the benefit, if only 7 out of 50 blossoms visited would be put at 1 cent, would
be worth to farmers, gardeners and orchards
1194,295.91; or per colony it would be £11.42.
So our bees not only give us honey, but they
perform other work worth more than the

Italians.

supers, 5 3 8

very flattering.

is

I

Flattering Prospect

The prospect

commonly

3.

The time

weeks, then every colony would have starved.
Feeding is a niussy job at best, but a beekeeper can not afford to let bees siarve; and
there is a world of satisfaction in the thought
that such a disaster can so easily be avoided.
If it does cost some money, each colony fed
at such a critical time, when their natural
stores are fast being used up in brood-rearing,
may pay its owner a handsome profit many
times over the investment a short time afterOtto Sueltenfuss.
ward.
San Antonio, Tex., April 24.

Reports anb
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Not long ago

a

Connecticut bee-keeper

in-

quired in regard to pollination effected by
bees in an orchard. Here are some figures;
On the 6ecoud day of April, 1863, a beekeeper in Germany counted 50,400 bees heavily loaded with pollen come to the hive of a
colony of black bees; on April 19, 1863, 54,870

Fastening starters— Hiving Swarms
— Pure-Blooded Bees
This is how I fasten starters in secI
cut the section foundation
tions:
across so I get 27 starters from one
sheet of section foundation, and S starters from one sheet of brood foundaNow take a board M>-inch thick
tion.
and 17 inches long-, straight edge on
one side, and fasten this piece so the
straight edge is right to set the starter
on edge against it. Now get a board
y2 -inch wide and as long and Bush
with the outside of each end-bar. Now
cut a notch in each end so the straight
edge will come to the center of the
under edge of the top-bar of the frame,
and draw a pencil line in the center of
Put the notched board
the frame.
Drop the
against the straight board.
starter in between the two pieces;
press close (not to mar the foundation); with a table-knife turn the edge
of foundation above the two boards on
the one with the notches; set the
frame, and run hot wax on the pencil
Then take the notched board
mark.
with the starter and place it between
the end-bars and press down tight.
Push the notched board endwise;
loosen, then press the second time and
it will be firm and solid.
as deI fasten the section starters
My bees fill the secscribed above.

tions, top, sides and bottom solid, and
have no fault to find; so with broodframes straight combs and true.
This is the way I got down swarms
Every one of
in the summer of 1905.
the swarms settled high, so I had to
contrive how to get them down. I made
1

—

a swarming-box that will hold 5 standthe
ard Langstroth frames. Take out
which
2 outside, also the center frames,
center
the
in
space
a
frames,
leaves 2
in each
and at each wall. Drive a nailsaw-kerf
end of the frame-rest, cut a
hang
in each end of the frame, and
both frames on the nails. (The frames
must have old combs, or are no good.)
Vs-inch
Make the box and cover of
lumber; let the cover come flush with
Drive
box.
the
of
the sides and ends
on one side
2 nails in the upper edge
rut
then
hinges;
of the box in place of
a saw-kerf so the cover can slide under
drive
side
other
the nail-heads; on the
a small staple. Cut a hole in the cover
the
and let the staple come up through
cover so that a nail will close it tight.
twocover
Nail „n each end of the
strips of wood to hold the frames in
their places, when the cover is put in
Get two strips of pine 2x1
its place.
inch nail an inch-strip in the center
T-pole 16 feet, or
strip
2-inch
of the
on
any other length you wish. Put can
pin so you
relay
and
rope
windlass

—

raise or lower it in place.
Place the swarming-box in the tree
just above the swarm, and if the bees
don't go into it fast enough, smoke

them wiili woolen rags fastened on a
pole wiili line wire. Don't let the smoke
get into the box where you have the
bulk of the bees. Put the smoke where
the bees settled. This is Hi- best plan
I have found yet to hive bees.
Indiana wants to know if bis 7 redI
say
clover queens are pure Italian.
thev are not. A pure Italian queen is
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known by her progeny. Every worker
should be marked with 3 bright bands,
and the whole of the bee must be of a
light shade. Every bee should be alike
in color, and every drone should be
marked alike not any dark drones, as
such show the impurity. Where a dark
drone mates with a queen it begets a
mongrel stock, and where the workers
take an egg that would be a dark
worker and rear a queen from it, the
queen is black, and here we get more
mongrel blood.
I say, take a full-blood queen and go
on an island where there is no other
race of bees, and the queen will breed
both workers and drones that would be
marked alike, and no person could see
any difference. Do stockmen use mon-

—

American Bee Journal
Novelty Pocket-Knife
Gold Fountain Pen

HOWARD

All
for

31,

1906

$2.75

M. MELBEE,

HONEYVILLE, O.

grel sires to rear blooded stock? No.
They take the purest and best of any
race of animals for breeding; yet our

queen-breeders are breeding with mon-

(This cut

grel drones.

have two queens whose drones are
bright yellow to the tip of the abdomen, and I have one whose workers

the full size of the Knife.)

is

NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE

I

would be called 5-banded. This queen's
drones are 1-3 dark. Her mother did
not produce one dark drone in a hundred, yet they were there.
If queenbreeders are not more careful about
their drone progeny, soon there will
not be any pure stock of bees in America.
E. Tucker.
Bergen, N. T., March 3.

May

(Name and Address on one side— Three Bees on the other

Your Name on the
what name

just

Knife.

side.)

— When

ordering, be sure to say
and address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife

Worker

is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the
handle. It is made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as
transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the
handle is placed the name and residence of the owner, and on the
other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as shown here.

The Material

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English
razor-steel, and we warrant every blade.
It will last a life-time, with
proper usage.

Rose Lawn Queens
Money

for

best quality

Honey

Why Own the Novelty Knife?— In

case a good knife is l06t,
but if the " Novelty "
is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it.
If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so
fortunate as to have one of the "Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will
serve as an identifier; and, in case of death, your relatives will at once
be notified of the accident.

We offer to the

person producing- the largest
1 comb honey from a
colony headed by one of our "Pure Gold"
Queens before Sept. 15th, 1906
$10.00 cash
For 2nd largest number of sections.. 7.50 "
'•
"
"
ii
For 3d
..
5. 00
For 4th
"
•'
"
..
2.50 "
Total cash prizes
S25.0U
In addition to this offer we will pay 20 cents
per pound for all prize honey for exhibition
purposes.
We ship 200 " Pure Gold " Queens to a single
customer in June, a well-known beekeeper who
knows our breeding stock.
Select Untested "Pure Gold" Queens
I1.C0
"
Select Tested
«
2.00

nnmber

the chances are the

of sections No.

"

Select Breeding Queens

Queen

22Atf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

FOR SALE

How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We

send

it

postpaid for

absolutely guaranteed to work perfectly, and give satare 14 kt., pointed with selected Iridium.
The Holders are Para Rubber, handsomely finished. The simple feeder
gives a uniform flow of ink. Each pen is packed in a neat box, with
directions and Filler.

This pen

isfaction.

Drone

We

50 Colonies of Pure Italian Bees in up-todate hives. Purchaser can have use of beehouse and yard for rest of season, if desired.
For information, write or call on

;

Finally we have found a good Fountain Pen that is reasonable in
price. The manufacturers of this pen say that if you pay more than
$1.25 for other fountain pens,' it's for the name.

ROSE LAWN APIARIES,
LINCOLN, NEB.

it

SOLID GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN

6loo

finest Extra-Select Tested Breeders
2-frame Nucleus f.o b. Lincoln, Neb., $10.
Ask for our new Catalog.

St.,

will never recover

—

Our very

North 24th

owner

$1.25, or club the Novelty Knife and the American Bee Journal for one
(Allow two weeks for Knife order to be filled.)
year both for $2.00.

in

1335

;

is

The Gold Nibs

% size

Gold Fountain Pen

for only $1.25, or for $2.00 we will mail it and the
weekly American Bee Journal for a whole year.
pjg° Sample copy of the American Bee Journal free; trial trip of three months (13 copies)
Address all orders to
for 20o regular yearly price, $1.00.

mail this

^

;

GEORGE

W.

YORK 8

CO.,

334 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

CHAS. CLARKE,
9720

Logan Ave., Washington Heights,

31Alt

CHICAGO,

Everything for the Bee

ILL.

GREAT SALE OF

Keeper

Hives, Sections, Etc.

will be found in our Illustrated Catalogue No. 40. It contains a full
line of Hives. Supers, Followers, Sections, Section Holders, Frames,
Extractors, Smokers, etc. All these and many other essentials are
manufactured by us. Everything is guaranteed to be right and of

To reduce my stock 1 will sell No. 1 White
Polished Sections at S3 90; No. 2, $3.40-all
sizes; plain, 25c less per 1000.
Best White
Fine Dovetail Hives, S-frame, lK-story, SI. 30;
10-frame, SI. 45. Great reduction in Smokers,
Foundation, and all Apiarian Supplies. 24-lb.
Shipping Cases, very nice, 13c; Quart Berry
Baskets, S2. 75 per 1000. Send for free Catalog.

W.D.SOPER.
14Etf

Our prices are so reasonable that any bee keeper
the best supplies.
We cannot tell you here of all
the good things in this book. CSSSfff*
- -j-Jff'Sj
Better send for a copy today. We mail it free, together with a copy of the Progressive Bee Keeper, a
splendid monthly publication devoted to bee interests.
It will help you start right and keep you right after
you are started. It is invaluable as an aid to every
bee keeper. Ask for the paper and the book.
best quality.

may

RF.D3. Jackson, Mich.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Chicago to Buffalo, N.Y.,
and return, via Nickel Plate Road, at
one fare plus 25 cents for the roundtrip. Tickets will be sold from Chicago
June 9th, ICth and 11th. with return
limit of June 25th.
Particulars at
Nickel Plate Office, 113
room 298, Chicago, 111.

Adams Street,
10—22A2t

We

Sell

afford

the Best Incubators and
Brooders.

Delivered at your station, prices the lowest.
at once and save money. Address

Write us

CO., 10 Talmage St., Higginsville,
Branches at Omaha, Neb. and East St. Louis, 11L

LEAHY MFG.

t*

Mo.

A

May

31,
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BEE -BOOKS

Increased Business Compels

SENT POSTPAID BY

GEORGE W. YORK &
334

Dearborn Street,

-

ILL.

Advanced Bee-Culture. Its Methods
and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.
The author of this work is a pracYou should
tical and helpful writer.
read his book; 330 pages; bound in
cloth, and beautifully illustrated. Price,

—

$1.20.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. & K. R.
Root. A cyclopedia of over 500 pages,
describing everything pertaining to the
care of the honey-bees. Contains about
It was written espe400 engravings.
Bound in cloth.
eiallv for beginners.

—

Price, $1.20.
Scientific dueen-Rearlne, as Practically Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.
method by which the very best of
queen-bees are reared in perfect accord

—

with Nature's way.

Bound

Larger Space

CO.

CHICAGO,

in cloth

So we have just doubled our capacity in the
building at 141 Ontario Street, where we carry a

POULTRY SUPPLIES and

full line of

POPULAR

LEWIS BEEWSRE
Orders filled
application.
on
promptly at Factory Prices. Beeswax
Catalogs

wanted

—28c

Italian

for sale.

cash or 30c in trade.

Bees in modern hives with select Queens
Also Pure Italian Queens.

and

Price, $1.00; in leatherette
illustrated.
binding, 75 cents.
Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook, of Pomona
College, California.' This book is not

only instructive and helpful as a guide
in bee-keeping, but is interesting and

thoroughly practical and scientific. It
contains a full delineation of the
anatomy and physiology of bees. 544

pages. 295 illustrations. Bound in cloth.
19th thousand. Price, $1.20.
I.nnestmtli on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant. This classic in bee-culture
has been entirely re-written, and is
It treats of everyfully illustrated.
thing relating to bees and bee-keeping.
No apiarian library is complete without

471

YORK HONEY
H. M.

141 Ontario

SS

E

ARND. MGH.

St.,

CO.

(Not Inc.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

(Phone North 1559.)

Bee Journal

Mention

when

writing.

—

this standard work by Rev. L. L. Langstroth
the Father of American BeeCulture.
It has 520 pages, bound in

—

cloth.

Price, $1.20.

Honey

as a Health Food

—

This is a
intended to
for honey.
it contains a short
article on "Honey as Food," written by

16-page

honey-pamphlet

increase the
The first part of
help

B66-K66pers' supplies
Lewis' Famous Bee-Hives and Sections, Root's Smokers and Extractors,
Dadant's Comb Foundation, Etc., Queen-Bees and Nuclei in Season.
Large and complete stock, prompt service. We meet all competition who
will furnish first-class goods.

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS

demand

Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last
part is devoted to "Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those
soiling honey.
The more the people
are educated on the value and uses of
honey the more honey they will buy.
Prices:
Sample copy for 2-cent stamp;
50 copies for 70 cents; 100 for $1.25;
250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00; or 1000 for
Your business card printed free
at the bottom of the front page on all
orders for 100 or more copies.

We

"
carry a complete stock of " Mandy Lee Incubators and Brooders. Don't
to investigate these machines. The more you know about incubation,
the more you will like the "Mandy Lee" Incubator. The "Mandy Lee
Brooder " is a complete old hen, all but the "cluck." Our free incubator catalog describes them.
O f*f\ 1004. East Wash. Street
I
I
I
I
OC \S\J. INDIANAPOLIS. IND. ** ** *+
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
fail

&r\f\
CUM
Mi SOU

1

Forty Years Among the Bees, by Dr.
This book contains 328
C. Miller.
pages, is bound in handsome cloth, with
gold letters and design; it is printed on
best book-paper, and illustrated with
112 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.
It
is unique in this regard.
The first few
pages are devoted to an interesting
biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he happened to get into beekeeping. About 20 years ago he wrote
a small book, called "A Year Among
the Bees," but that little work has been
out of print for a number of years.
While some of the matter used in the
former book is found in the new one, it
all reads like a good new story of successful bee-keeping by one of the masC.

—

ters, and shows in minutest detail just
how Dr. Miller does things with bees.
Price, $1.00.
"The Honey-Money Stories." A 64page-and-cover booklet, 5 3 ix8V4 inches
in size, printed on best quality paper.
Many short, bright stories interspersed
with facts and interesting items about

—

BEE-SUPPLIES 1
We

manufacture everything needed

greatest variety.

We assure

in the Apiary,
at

and carry a large stock and

you the best goods

LOWEST PRICES
and our excellent freight

facilities

enable us to

make prompt shipments over

ferent roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

15 dif-

and worry

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives
Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
every beekeeper to have our Catalog. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write
Address,

to-day.

KRET6MER

honey and its use. The manufactured
comb honey misrepresentation is contradicted in two items, each ocupying

MFG.

60., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son, Salina, Kan.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

a

full page, but in different parts of
the booklet. It has in all 33 fine illustrations, nearly all of them being of
apiaries or apiarian scenes.
It also
contains 3 bee-songs, namely, "The
Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree

Bloom." "Buckwheat Cakes and Honey,"
and "The Bee-Keepers' Lullaby." This
booklet should be placed in the hands
of everybody not familiar with the
food-value of honey, for its main object is to interest people in honey as a
daily table article. Price, 25 cents, or
3 copies for 50 cents.

5

'In

every country tne successful advertiser

is

the continuous advertiser.

—
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"

Goods are wanted Oulck, send

If

to

;;;

:

May

31, 1906

l? Summit Reached

Pouder "

BEE-SUPPLIES
4

Root's Goods at Root's rrioes

$

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.
Service.

*

Catalog Free.

<*»

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

.•.

3ji

Prompt
.'.

BEESWAX WANTED

Prices of Queens, Italian and Caucasian:
Untested in June, SI each; dozen, $9. Tested
June, $1.25 each; dozen, $12. Selected
Queens of any grade, 25 cents extra.

in

I pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade.
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I

6hall be glad to send

it to

Prices of Nuclei on application.

you.

WALTER

S.

The Wood Bee-Hive Company
LANSING, MICH.

POUDER,

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

22Etf

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

$12.25 to Buffalo, N.Y.,

^\*/\*/\*/W/\i/l*n*/\*>\*/\*>\*/\*>^/V*/\*/\*/\*/\*/\*/\i/^/\*i\i/\*/\*/^

and return, from Chicago, via Nickel
Plate Road, June 9th, 10th and 11th,
with return limit of June 25th. Nickel
Plate Office, room 298, 113 Adams St.,

8—22A2t

Chicago.

QUEENS"

Everything for the Apiary
1

Be6t 3-band Italian— 1 Untested Queen, "5c
6 for 84; 12 for $7.25. One 2-f rame Nucleus
with Queen, $2.25; 10 in one bunch, $17.50.

Wholesale Agents for G.B. Lewis Co.
Dadant's Foundation

LUTHER PRESSWOOD,
RELIANCE, TENN.

6E7t

Mention

BUY

when

Bee Journal

writing.

Queens Now Ready to Mail

NOW—TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THE DISCOUNT.

None better at any price. Untested at 50c
Warranted at 75c; Tested at $1.00. Discount
on quantity.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

GRANT ANDERSON,
SABINAL, TEXAS.
when writing.

20Atf

Mention

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS

Bee Journal

Bees, Queens and Bee-Supplies

DAVENPORT, IOWA

CAUCASIAN QUEENS!
Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited 10 beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or if you want to improve the stock cf your Italian Bees, write to

ROBERT

2Atf

B.

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.

ILL.

R. F. D.

We

manufacture standard dovetailed beehives and supplies, cheaper than you ever
bought before. Our Queens and Bees stand
Untested, 75c each;
at the head in quality.
$4.25 for 6, or $8 per doz. Tested, $1.25 each
$12 per doz. Select Tested, $1.50. Special
prices to dealers in large lots on application.
State Agent6 for Dittmer's Foundation.

The Choicest of Tested Queens
From our

Bee Co., Texas.

fine strain of

;

for price-list.

J.

free.

THE BEE & HONEY COMPANY
Beeville.

3-band Italians, that
are unsurpassed as honey-gatherers.
Try
them they will not disappoint you. Send

19Atf

Catalog

(Will Atchley, Prop.)

By Return Mail— $i.oo Each,

W. K.

SHAW &

LOREAUVILLE,

and Caucasian

AND NDCLEi

Choice home-bred and Im-

CO.

Iberia Co.,

Italian

BEES, QUEENS,

LA.

ported stock.
All Queens
reared in full colonies.
Prices of Italians in

MAY

One Untested Queen
" Tested Queen

BEE-KEEPERS
HU

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to

$ .90
1.10

" Select Tested Queen
" Breeding Queen
1-comb nucleus (no queen)
2

3

"

•'

"

"

"
"

1

40

2.20
.95

1.60
2.40

Untested in May; all others
ready now from last season's
rearing. Safe arrival guaranteed.

For prices on Caucasians and larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens,

STRONG

J. L.
send for free catalog.
204 E- Logan St., Clarinda, Iowa.
IGAtf
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$3.25

Per Thousand for No.

$275

Per Thousand for No. 2
SeCtlOHS

we have

close prices because

Sections, and are anxious to close

We

guarantee them to be

SeCtJORS

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

F.O.B. Antigo, Wis.

Above

1

them

discontinued the manufacture of

out.

first-class in

every respect

— equal to any on

the market to-day.

ORDER QUICK,

while the assortment of sizes

lasts.

Cash must

accompany order.

COLUMBIA MFG. COMPANY
APPLETON, WIS.
65c

12 names ffisssW-SK!

for

ptamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. Bub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.

Mention

FAHMBR'S CALL, Quincy.Ill.
Bee Journal when writing.

A liue Honey -GatheringAllPPIK
\AlM.l.ll? Italians and Carniolans,

Strain o 1

at 75 cent s
3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

each

;

GEORGE

17A26t

W, BARNES,

138 N. Pleasant St.,

This Offer Good Until July 1st Only

Norwalk, Ohio.

!

Cheap Rates to Boston
$19.00 for round-trip from Chicago (plus
$1.00) via the Nickel Plate Road, May
31st to June 9th, inclusive, with privilege of extension of return limit to
July 15th. $24 00 via New York City,
all rail, or $23.00 via New York City
and steamer in both directions between

New York and

Boston. Stopover at
Niagara Falls and Chautauqua Lake

DOOLITTLE'S

points,

QUEEN- REARING
BOOK
For Only

25

if desired,
within limit of
Tickets good on any train on
above dates. No excess fare charged
on any train on Nickel Plate Road.
Meals in Nickel Plate dining-cars, on
American Club Meal Plan, ranging in
price from 35 cents to SI. 00, Mid-day
Luncheon 50 cents also a la carte.
Three through trains daily, with modern Pullman sleeping cars to Fort
Wayne, Findlay, Fostoria. Cleveland,
Erie, Buffalo, New York City and New
England points. Trains depart from
La Salle St. Station, Chicago, the only
Depot on the Elevated Loop. Write
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, Room
298, 113 Adams St., Chicago, for reservation of berths, in through standard and

ticket.

Cents

;

When

taken with the Weekly American Bee Journal lor One Year at $1 —
making $1.25 for both.

(Book bound

in Leatherette cover,

otherwise same as the cloth-bound book, which

is $1.)

This offer is open to any body, either new or old subscribers, but the latter when acceptmust send enough to pay their subscriptions a year in advance, if they are in arrears now.
Mr. Doolittle's book tells in detail just how he rears the best queens possible; also gives
His Methods ol Comb Honey Production. Every beekeeper should have this book.
ing

it

(126 pages.)

tourist sleepers,

and

Our Standard-Bred Italian dueens
Reared by best queen-breeders. Prices— 1 Untested, 75c; 3 for $2.10; or 6 for
Better get your orders in \< >W for June delivery.
The Weekly American Bee Journal one year with Untested Italian Queen both for $1.50.
Or, if your own subscription is paid to the eud of lflOG or beyond, send us SI. 00 and the name
and address of a new subscriber for the Bee Journal a year, and we will mail to you a
are unexcelled.

S4.00.

Orders

filled in rotation.

—

Standard-Bred Queen

FREE.

Sample copy of the Weekly Bee Journal
copies) for only 20 cents, to a

appearing in

its

new

reader.

columns every week.

free on request, or a Trial Trip of 3 months (13
Better order now, as there are lots of good things
Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn

CO.
Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

full particulars.

2~20A4t

Bees For Sale
100 colonies of Bees for sale cheap in 10-frame
h. hives. All frames are worked out on full
sheets of heavy fouudatlon. 100 all-zinc uueenexclttding Honey-Boards. Queen and Drone
Traps, Smokers, 1 and 2 pound Sections, Hoffman self-spacing Frames, etc.

Address,
18A "'

G.

PROCHNOW,

MAYVILLE. WI8.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

—
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May

CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
tion the cost of

If

you want Sections that you can put a

My

Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

ISO

NEWTON -A.-VE.

CHARLES MONDENG,
MINNEA-FOI-iIS, MINN.

N.,

,

full

sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to
20Atf
A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.
Mention Bee Journal when writing;.

BEE-SUPPLIES t2? QUEENS
am

1906

Bee-Keepers

covered by two Patents.

With this wonderful invenmaking Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for
further information. Do not write about it unless you
mean business.
Is

31

One Fare

for

Round Trip

plus $1.00 from Chicago to Boston and
return, via Nickel Plate Road, May
31st to

June

Also ex-

9th, inclusive.

cursion rates via New York City. Extended return limit July 15th. John Y.

Room 298,
3— 20A4t

Calahan, General Agent,
113 Adams St., Chicago.
A. H.

REEVES

DISTRIBUTOR OF ROOT'S GOODS FOR

NEW YORK
NORTHERN
Perch

Have You Passed the
Experimental Stage?

River, Jefferson Co., N. Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

19A4t

Most bee-keepers have been convinced that

when time and
buy

to

hires,

it pays
not only as

material are figured,

and the best

i6

i

«oei

2? BS. *S«. *8£SI

And

last

P.»M

cheap, but

The Best

the Cheapest

is

The Elgin Hive excels

—

in

many ways — no

—

nails to drive
no dovetails can be taken
apart at any time.
Many are using them. You should be.
Write to-day for catalog, etc.
We sell full line of SUPPLIES.

The National Supply
Mention

ELGIN, ILL.
Bee Journal when

Co.

writing.

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The Monette Queen-Clipping

To

sell lot of 300 empty 60-lb. capacity HoneyAll in one lot, or less quantities. Cans
are in first-class condition.
We are also in the market for Fancy Comb

Cans.

and Extracted Honey. Correspondence

solicited

Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings.
It is used by many beeFull printed directions
keepers.
mail it for
sent with each one.
as
35 cents; or will send it
a premium for sending us One
subscriber to the Bee Journal
ifor a year at $1.00; or for 81.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

We

New

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.
AOENC1ES:
DETROIT. MICH.
35 So. Delaware Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
150 E. Jefferson Street, Louisville, Ky.
Broadway S.E., Cleveland, Ohio.

OEOROE W. YORK & CO.,

643

Please mention the Bee Journal

20A13t

FREE

CHICAGO,

-

ILL.

from 5 to

21 years

Otisville, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
HDear Sir: I have tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers your new style ia
good enongh for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of It. Those remarks inFeed Fodner.
duced me to get mine.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

—

The Rietsche Press
Is

made

of the best grade of

White Pine, ace

rately cut, so

it

will

go together

without the use of tools, except a hammer.

Such
buy from
"

the kind of Hives

is

we make,

at

d such

is

the kind you get

when you

cinch " that

we make lower prices than you can get from any dealer,
when you buy direct from the manufacturer.

as you save the middleman's profit

We are Manufacturers,
Send us a

list

We guarantee
We have

and

sell direct to

of your wants, and let us

everything

we

sell to

the consumer.

make you

large stocks of Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Shipping-Cases,

dation, Veils, Smokers, etc., on hand,

Foun.

and can ship promptly.

Practically

Indere-

—

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVILLE, TENN.

45Atf

WJ.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
he " prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it."— A. G.
Mention

prices.

be satisfactory, or refund the money.

artificial stone.

and giving entirely satisfactory

Comb

foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1. 50 cash
with order. Address,
sults.

us.

It is a

Made of
structible,

Bee Journal

when

writing.

$19.00 to Boston and Return $19.00
plus $1. from Chicago, via Nickel Plate
Road, May 31st to June 9th, inclusive
also via New York City at excursion
Return limit of July ISth by
rates.
extension of ticket. Folders, rates and
all information furnished by applying
;

Minnesota Bee-Supply Go.,
JOHN DOLL & SON. PROPRIETORS
Power Bldg.,

No. 33.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

to

John Y. Calahan, General Agenti

Room

298, 113

Adams

St.,

Chicago.
4— 20A4t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

May
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Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest FriGes
Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

FREIGHT-

CINCINNATI

RATES FROM

Bee - Supplies

are the
all

freight

now goes through

YEARS

Our

££&"£„£

^

bred

^

in separate apiaries,

C.

prices, refer to

my

catalog, page 29.

H.W.WEBER™

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

11

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

large, illustrated Price-List of

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAflESTOWN, N.Y.
Bee Journal

Mention

when

writing.

£)oney ant)
* 23eestpax*
^=

May 18.— We are having very Utile
honey, either comb or extracted. Fancy
comb is bringing 15c; other grades from 10@14c.
Extracted, white, 6H@7c; amber, 5@6c. BeesR. A. BtJRNKTT & Co.
wax, 30c.
Chicago,

call for

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The market for comb
honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; 14@15c
for No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,
Extracted honey is in good demand at
13c.
White clover in barrels
following prices:
brings 6^i@7c; amber, 5K@5>£c; in cans every
grade from l@l!^c higher. Beeswax is firm
and in good demand at 28 and 30c.
The above are our selling prices, not what we

Griggs Bros.

pay.

May 12—Fancy

white clover
No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14@15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8&<&9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beeswax sells here for $33 per 100 pounds.

Indianapolis,

comb brings

Walter

New York, May
for

Cincinnati, March 8.— The conditions of the
market, at the present time, are not encouraging. Honey is offered from all sides, at prices
utterly regardless of the value of the article.
At the same time, all indications point to an
unusually good honey crop, which adds in
Amber ext making it a drag on the market.
racted honey in barrels, £@6Hc; fancy white,
in cans, (>H@H%c. Choice yellow beeswax, 30c,
delivered here.
The Fred W. Muth Co.

Denver, Feb. S— Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as

usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to 13.75 per case of 24 sections: off grade and
light amber at }3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7J^@8J^c; light amber,
t}i@1%c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

Kansas City, May 5,— Our market is about
cleaned up on old comb honey. What there is
now left is selling at $3.25 per case for fancy
white. It looks as if there would be a good demand for nev honey just as soon as it comes to
market. There will be very little comb honey
Extracted is
left over this season in this city.
moving rather slowly at 5^-<§6c. Beeswax, 25c
per ponnd.
C.
Clbmons & Co.

C

Cincinnati, March ".—The demand for comb
honey is slow, prices obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems to be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote f^ncy white, 14@l6c Amber
extracted in barrels, 5%@S%c\ in cans,HjC more;
fancy white clover in 60-lb. cans, 7>6@8>6 cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6H@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.

C H.W, Weber.
Please Mention Bee Journal

when

16c;

S.

S.

—There

comb honey, mostly

writing; advertisers.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When

consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

Gash

for

III.

Beeswax

Highest market price paid promptly all the
time for good wax.
Frank G.Glark, 147 E.KinzieSt.Ghicago,lll.

FOR SALE

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California Water-White White Sage and Light
Amber
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
cans and new cases. Write for prices and samples, and state quantity you want.

HONEY

265

&

HlLDRETH
267

Greenwich

34Atf

& SEGELKEN

New York, N.Y.

Street,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

FOR,

SALEMONEV-CANS

Second Hand Empty 60-pouud

—two in a crate. In lots of 10, 40c per crate;
or more crates, at 35c per crate.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
20Atf

Mention

Wb

51

Walnut

St.,

Bee Journal

25

Cincinnati, Ohio.
when writing.

Sell Root's Goods

in

Michigan

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc, as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

Mention

M. H. HUNT 4 SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich
Bee Journal when writing.

Poudbr.

Philadelphia, May 18.— The old lots of
comb honey are abont cleaned up in this market, and the market is ready for new goods.
There are not enough sales to give quotations.
Some old extracted honey is selling at, white,
6@7c; amber, S§ 6c. Beeswax firm, 29c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.
Wm. A. Sklser.
is still some defor fancy grades,

selling at from 14@15c per pound; off
grades in no demand and prices are irregular,
ranging from $(a 12c, according to quality; sufExtracted is
ficient supply to meet demand.
in fair demand, mostly from California, of
which there seems to be abundant supply of all
grades. Wequote: White, 6K@7c; light amber,
6c; dark, 5@5J£c, according to quality and quan-

which are

tity.

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

^^ vTT^ITl^TCi
ill
W] Kl l\l KJ
%J Mi rjll
For

Office

Supplies free on application. Address,

mand

what

theGOLBEN VEI,
LOWS, CARNIOVf,
LANS, RED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the
price published. Edited by two of the
in

me

book your
Order for

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,

bee - keepers

is

will

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.
Let

most experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

You

25

SOUTH

for the
as 'most

OF ALL KINDS

ESTABLISHED

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

Beeswax scarce and firm at 29@30c.
HlLDRETH &. SkOSIEEN.

1

BEE-SUPPLIES

I

!C
We handle the finest Bee-Supplies, made by the W. T. Falconer g\
^% Mfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Big Discounts on early orders. Let us ^>
"•^ figure with you on your wants.
^r
Muth Special Dovetail Hives have a Honey-Board, Warp-Proof g^
\£ Cover, and Bottom-Board. Think of it, same price as the regular styles. ^;
<S^
^5 Send for Catalog.

^

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

51 Walnut Street,
Mention

Bee

Jonrnnl

when

writing.

f
£
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It no longer means the
In these later days hive-making has become a science.
hive is not a mere box. It is just as hard to make
nailing together of strips of wood.
a perfect hive as it is to turn out a good piano, a wash-machine, a churn, or a practical
The Lewis hive is the outcome of 30 years of hive study. It is so carefully
incubator.
and accurately made that you wonder that it

A

No More than any Other Standard

Costs

Hive.

—

There are thousands of these the best hives in the world Lewis hives all ready
By sending to your nearest dealer named below you can get
for you at factory prices.
them almost freight prepaid.

One-and-one-half-Story Dovetailed Hive.

ENGLAND— E. H.

Taylor, Welwyn, Herts

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,
Denver.

CUBA— C.
C. B.

B. Stevens & Co., Havana
Stevens & Co., Manzanillo

CALIFORNIA— The

Chas. H. Lilly Co., San

Francisco

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA— Paul

COLORADO— (Continued.)

Bachert,

Lancaster

Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association,
Grand Junction.
Robert Halley, Montrose
10

WA— Adam A. Clarke, Le Mars

Fletcher-Doyle Co., San Diego

Louis Hanssen's Sons, Davenport

Fallbrook Co-operative Ass'n, Fallbrook

W.

COLORADO—R.

C. Aikin,

Loveland

Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' Association, Rocky Ford

G. B.

J.

McCarty, Emmetsburg.

ILLINOIS— York Honey &

Bee-Supply Co.,

Chicago

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton,

111.

INDIANA—C. M.
MICHIGAN — A.

Scott

G.

&

Co., Indianapolis

Woodman

Co.,

Grand

Rapids

MINNESOTA— Wisconsin Lumber Co.,
432

Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn.

MISSOURI— E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph
OHIO—Norris & Anspach, Kenton

OREGON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co., Portland
PENNSYLVANIA— Cleaver & Greene, Troy
TEXAS— Southwestern Bee Co., San Antonio
UTAH— Fred Foulger &. Sons. Ogden
WASHINGTON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co.,
Seattle

LEWIS COMPANY
Manufacturers

of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

WATERTOWN,

WIS., U. S. A.

alWERie^
ee Journal
CHICAGO,

46th Year

ILL.,

JUNE

7,

*l

1906

m
IIIIUUI
•

iJJLU.it

U(l(t>

"..

State Fair

Honey Exhibit

of

The Late Hon.

Aaron Coppin.
(See page 482

J.

M. Hambaugh.

)

3?

Rev.

W.

I.

Brooks and Apiary, of Superior, Nebr.
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Contents of this Number
Illustrations

Langstroth

—

Apiary of Rev.

W.

I.

Brooks

ist

June

i

GEORGE W.YORK S COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

481

4S2
482

Mire, Honey. Doolittle, Hasty and Miller..

in the United States, Canada, and
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j
Bee-Keeping

In

the Public Press

More and more is bee-keeping' written about in the magazines and newspapers of our country. And often there
are fully illustrated articles that can not help drawing the
attention of the public to honey and its production. Whatever familiarizes reading people with the methods of honeyproduction will also tend to interest them in the use of
honey as a food. So in the end it will help the honey-producer.

quite possible that it may also induce a few people
to become bee-keepers, but we don't believe the producers
of honey want to be considered " close communionists," and
would prevent any one from keeping bees if he desired to
do so. There are some trades, we believe, that are making
it very difficult for a beginner to learn.
What selfishness
We are glad that the great majority of real bee-keepers are
not like that. Why, this is " the land of the free, and home
of the brave."
It is

!

Mice, Honey, Doolittle, Hasty, and Miller

The following appeal comes from
to think he has

Dr. Miller,

who seems

been "stood up " by Mr. Doolittle

—

—

Some one has

said that language was invented to conceal thought, and it seems to be so to some extent in the
present case. Reference to what Dr. Miller said on page
308, shows pretty clearly that he was misinterpreted by Mr.
Doolittle, when the latter wrote the article on page 403. On
page 254, Mr. Hasty said, " Doolittle is usually accurate,
but I am unreasonable enough to entertain some doubts
whether he is perfectly sound on mouse-diet." On page 308,
Dr. Miller claims to paraphrase this sentence, quoting it
word for word except the one word " Doolittle," in place of
which he puts " a certain gentleman whom I hold in high
esteem." This was, no doubt, intended as a neat way of
turning upon Mr. Hasty in his own words, the charge of
unsoundness on mouse-diet that he had made against Mr.
Doolittle.

Then he suggests

to

7,

Co.,

334 Dearborn

St.

VoL XLVI-No. 23

1906

that he evidently thinks will prove to that gentleman that
mice are honey -lovers.
Mr. Doolittle takes exception to the proviso in the proposed experiment requiring the presence of "food in abundance, but nothing sweet except " honey. It is true that such
abundance of food is not generally given, as Mr. Doolittle
says, but the proviso is entirely germane, for Dr. Miller
evidently wants to show that the mice were not starved into

eating honey.

The testimony of Messrs. Doolittle and Miller seems
strong and conclusive except that there is still the possibility, as Mr. Hasty suggests, that the mice are taking the
honey for the water it contains. So he might vary the experiment by setting two dishes side by side, one of extracted
honey and the other of water.
Smartweed Honey
On page 390, Dr.

Miller inquired whether honey from
smartweed (Persicaria punctatum) was acrid in
Ralph P. Fisher writes that in his locality, Great
taste.
Meadows, N. J., both heartsease and smartweed grow in
large quantities, and he thinks that throughout the Eastern
States wherever one is present the other is (in the West is
not the heartsease often found alone ?), and the honey stored
by the bees will be found a mixture of both, in character as
described in " A B C of Bee Culture " " light colored and
of good flavor." From this it may be inferred that the
honey from the true smartweed is not acrid.
Mr. Fisher thinks bees prefer to work on the heartsease,
which, in cultivated ground, grows as high as one's head,
while the smartweed is always short and rank.
the true

—

:

Please, Mr. Editor, why does Mr. Doolittle stand me up in a row
beside that man who thinks afterward, and throw rats, chipmunks and
things at me, on page 403? [" I don't know.'' Editor.]
weren't talking about all those other things just hou6e-mice.
And please look at what I said, and see if I said a word on Hasty's side.
Why, one of the things that I have had for years stored away on the
memory-shelf that is labeled " positive knowledge," is the fact that
mice not only nibble off the cappings, but gouge big holes in the solid
combs out of which they eat the honey not unripened, watery stuff,
either, as Mr. Hasty suggests (page 368), but sealed honey; and lacking a mouse-proof room in which to pile sections, I have set dishes of
honey on the floor to keep the mice from chipping the cappings of the
sections.
Please look it up, and see whose side I stand on.
C. C. Miller.

We

JUNE

W. York &

Mr. Hasty an experiment

Deep Bottom-Boards for Wintering

The

editor of the

Canadian Bee Journal says

:

Outside winterers have had rather the best of it last winter.
We are more than pleased with the results of the deep bottomboard, giving a %xl2}£ space under the frames and a corresponding
entrance. The wintering case and packing of forest leaves of course
contracted the outer entrance to ix.%. Every hive fitted up in this
way came out clean and dry, and there was quite an apparent difference between these and a few with %±\2,% space and similarly contracted.

Deep bottom-boards for winter seem to be growing in
favor on this side the line, perhaps more especially for cellared bees
but some are not satisfied with a depth of +
inch, preferring 2 inches.
;

Bees Building

Comb Over Wires

" Natural comb built below the starter will be built over the
wires." To the above clipping from meanings, Dr. Miller adds the
comment, "Yes, but the wire will not be in the septum." Glad you
have mentioned it, Doctor; have noticed this for some time, but from
the fact that the "big guns " are continually telling the greenhorns
that the practise is ail right, thought perhaps my bees behaved out of
the ordinary.

So says J. h. Byer in the Canadian Bee Journal. Mr.
Byer's bees are probably not unlike others in this respect.
They build down vertically if there is a starter of foundation at the upper part of the frame, and nothing but wires
;

—
;

:

;
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below, those wires will be found in the septum if the wires
otherwise
are put in perfectly true and perfectly plumb
not. The chances are not by any means always in favor of
the wires lying in the same place, and that plane exactly
perpendicular, so a good part of the wire may be expected
to lie out of the septum.
;

Does Heat Escape from the Bee-Cluster ?
Referring to page 272 of this Journal,
Canadian Bee Journal

in the

J.

L. Byer says

:

When Mr. Doolittle says the outside of the cluster " really forms
the hive proper," many, no doubt, will think this a strong argument
against going to the trouble of giving cellar-wintered bees any proWhy not carry the ease to the extreme, and not
tection in the spring.
give even the ordinary hive protection? All know that a colony, say,
for instance, on a limb or fence-rail, can not rear brood in cold
weather. While Nature has made it possible for bees to maintain a
high temperature under adverse conditions to a wonderful degree, yet
It is a wellheal does escape from the top of an unprotected hive.
known fact that a strong colony with single-board cover will in the
early 6pring throw off enough heat to melt the frost from the board
cover. If the heat doesn't escape, what causes the frost to disappear?

Juue

7,

1906

heard from through our bee-papers
I do not remember ever
seeing an article from this Salt River Valley section. I visited one
apiary while there containing 250 colonies. The owner told me that
within a radius of 3 miles from his place there were 3000 colonies. He
run altogether for extracted honey, and had in his store-room, from
one year's crop, 16" crates of 120 pounds each 20,040 pounds. He
expected to realize 5 cents a pound for it at Phcenix, 3 1 miles away.
One man said, " One year I kept an account, and there were only
3 days the bees did not fly ;" and that he had " taken as high as 1500
gallons of extracted honey in one year." There the bees, of course,
need no protection from the cold, only shelter from the sun in the
summer. It is an irrigated country, and much of the honey is gathered from alfalfa, although the blossoms on the desert afford considerable nectar.
I am contemplating making my home in that section
in the near future
when there I hope to enlarge my bee-business
greatly. I would be glad to see something from that region in the
American Bee Journal.
The persons shown in the picture I am sending are myself and my
2 youngest in a family of 8 children, 6 of whom are boys.
The 2
shown are Mary, S years, and Wallace, 5 years.
W. I. Brooks.
little

—

.,

;

"Swarm

The Best

Of B'S" ever known

"hived"

if

in the mind and " worked " for the best " surplus " results
possible, we think will be found in the following, sent to us

by Aug. F. Koch, of Iowa
Editor York — The enclosed
:

Exposing to Air Hastening Granulation
Mr. Holtermann said at the Ontario convention that he
runs his honey directly from the extractor and corks it up,
because he finds that it remains liquid much longer than if

" swarm of bee6 " came to the drugwrapped around a bottle which was to be refilled. I thought it
might interest you to learn something about these gentle be's; (they
beat the Caucasians, I am 6ure) — so I send it.
Aug. F. Koch.
:

store

—

exposed to the air in a tank.

A Swarm

miscellaneous
Hetps * 3 terns

j
a total of $717.

From

B's.

;

National Bee-Keepers' Association.— Since the last
Annual Report was published the General Manager, N. E.
France, has received $139.50 from advertising that appeared
in the Annual Report, and $577.50 on membership dues,

making

of

B hopeful, B cheerful, B happy, B kind,
B busy of body, B modest of mind,
B earnest, B truthful, B firm, and B fair,
B ut of all miss B havior B sure to B ware.
B think ere you stumble, of what may B fall
B true to yourself, and B faithful to all.
B brave to B ware of the sins that B set
B sure that one sin will another B get.
B just and B generous, B honest, B wise,
B mindful of time, and B certain it flies.
B prudent, B liberal, of order B fond,
B uy less than you need B fore B uying B yond.
B careful, but yet B the first to B stow
B temperate, B steadfast, to anger B slow
B thoughtful, B thankful, whatever B tide
B just and B joyful, B cleanly B side.
B pleasant, B patient, B gentle to all,
B best if you can, B humble withal
B prompt and B dutiful, but still B polite,
B reverent, B quiet, B sure and B right
B calm, B retiring, B ne'er led astray,
B grateful, B cautious of those who B tray
B tender, B loving, B good and B nign
B loved shalt thou B, and all else shall B thine.

the State of New York alone
full dollar each.
This

;

he has received 33 memberships at a
is indeed a very encouraging report.

;

;

The Honey-Producers' League, by an almost unanimous vote, decided to turn its funds over to the National
Bee-Keepers' Association, which has been done. There was

;

all expenses, of $1408.27, which the
League's Treasurer forwarded to General Manager and
Treasurer N. E- France, of the National.
The League was organized through the very best of
motives, as we know, and might have been a great help to
all honey-producers had it been able to carry out its ob-

a net balance, above

number

of bee-keepers did not beit could conduct the work in their inIt is unfortunate in one
terest, which it proposed to do.
way, and yet if the National shall follow up the original
purposes of the League, some good may yet be done through
the fund turned over to it. It now has the opportunity, and
So, perhaps, the League was not oralso some money.
ganized in vain, after all.

jects; but a sufficient
come members so that

The Apiary of Rev. W.

I.

Brooks appears

in a pictnre

on the first page. When sending us the photograph Mr.
Brooks wrote thus
I am sending a picture of my apiary, situated in the yard between
the house and barn, and containing 15 colonies of bees. I am now in

my 52d year, and have kept from 1 to 30 colonies of bees for 30 years.
There have been some 6hort periods during that time that I have been
without bees.
I am a Presbyterian minister, and have lived, since 1SS3, in KanI have never lived in a first-class honey-producing
sas and Nebraska.
locality, but in exceptional years I have averaged a yield of from 30 to
surplus
honey to a colony.
of
SO pounds
Bees wintered well here the past winter, and there is now an
abundance of fruit-tree bloom for them to work on. Our main dependence here is alfalfa and heartsease. There is also some white and
sweet clover, and some wild flowers, besides fruit-bloom. Several
times, when we have had to move, I have sold my bees and resolved
never to get any more; but I have never been able to resist the temptation to stock up again. I delight to work with them, and did I live
where they were fairly sure to give fair returns, I would doubtless
greatly enlarge my apiary.
Two years ago I visited Phcenix, Ariz., where I found an ideal
bee-country, in my judgment. But I have been surprised that it is so

:

A Honey
front page.
-

Exhibit of Aaron Coppin is shown on the
Mr. C. says this concerning it
:

probably not quite half of our honey exhibit at the Illinois
State Fair in 1905. As the picture 6hows only the center of the display, the design is not brought out as it would have been otherwise.
There were about 600 pounds of honey in the display.

This

is

The size of the sections are 4J.4x5xl 1 4 split in the center, and a
full sheet of foundation used, fastened on all 4 sides by pressing the
,

of the section together; that is why the sections are so well
filled.
The surface of the honey is larger, and they are perfectly filled,
with no peep-holes in the corners. Honey in these sections have
always been awarded 1st Premium every place they have been exhibited,
which includes the Illinois State Fair the last 3 years.

two parts

letters on the bottom were designed in honey built by the
and reads as follows: Illinois State Fair. In God We Trust.
Also my name and address.
A. Cofpin.

The

bees,

Wenona,

111.

Having been the judge one year at the Illinois State
Fair when Mr. Coppin had an exhibit there, it was our
pleasure to award him the 1st Premium on comb honey. It
was a very fine lot of honey.
to Dr. Miller's "Forty Years."— All who
edition of " Forty Years Among the Bees "
should also have the Appendix which appears in the new
edition, issued in April. The complete new 344-page book,
bound in cloth, is sent postpaid for $1.00 the Appendix
alone for 10 cents. Or, the book and the American Bee
Journal a year both for $1.80; the Appendix and the
American Bee Journal a year in advance, $1.00. Send all
orders to the American Bee Journal office.

Appendix

have the

first

\.

—
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Special
J.

H.

HAMBAUGH

Rearing

BY

Some weeks ago we announced the death of Hon. J. M.
Hambaugh, once a leading bee-keeper in Illinois, and later
residing in Southern California. Mr. Hambaugh was born
in Versailles, Brown Co., 111., July 16, 1846, being nearly 60
years of age at his death. His father was one of the first
settlers in that part of the county, where, at one time, he

and his brother owned about 900 acres of land, and was

known as one of the best farmers of the time. In 1842 the
father was elected a member of the Illinois Legislature.
Joseph M. Hambaugh, the youngest of the family, remained on the old homestead until he was SO years of age,
when he was forced to leave for a warmer climate on account of failing health, going to Escondido, Calif., where
he lived until his death. In 1890 he also was a member of
the Illinois Legislature. For many years he was prominent
in bee-keeping organizations, being President of the Illinois
State Bee-Keepers' Association, and he, with James A.
Stone, the present Secretary of the Illinois State Association, prepared and installed the Illinois apiarian exhibit at
the Columbian Exposition here in Chicago, in 1893.
Mr. Hambaugh left a wife and 4 children to mourn his
loss, 2 children having passed on before him.
He removed to California with his family in 1895, where
he bought a fruit and grain ranch in the beautiful Twin
Oaks Valley. He also established an apiary near his home,
to which he devoted most of his time.
For the past 2 years
his health has not been good, a cancer developing on his
neck and causing his death on April 5, 1906.
The first notice we received of the death of Mr. Hambaugh was from G. F. Merriam, who knew Mr. H. in his
California home. Referring to the cancer which resulted in
his death, Mr. Merriam wrote as follows on April 17
:

It is a pitiful case.
Mr. Hambaugh was first taken a year ago
while in Nevada attending his bees. He came
last July, went to
Los Angeles last fall, but had to give up work. He thought the can-

home

was simply a tumor, and was taken to a hospital in Los Angeles to
it removed.
There they told him it was a cancer, and a hopeless
They would not cut it out, saying he could live only a short
Then he asked to be taken home to his family, and died in
about 3 weeks.
G. F. Mehriam.
cer

have

case.
time.

Mr. M. H. Mendleson, perhaps the most extensive beekeeper in Southern California, and also a Director of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, referring to Mr. Hambaugh, says this
:

was very sorry to hear of Mr. Hambaugh's death. He was a
good man, and it must have been hard for him to part from his friends
and family. It is a hard death to die.
M. H. Mendleson.
I

We were personally acquainted with Mr. Hambaugh,
and held him in very high esteem. He certainly was a
successful and enthusiastic bee-keeper, and did all he could
to advance the pursuit in which he took so deep an interest.
We last met him at the National Convention held in Los
Angeles, Calif., in August, 1903. We had not seen him for
10 years. He had aged somewhat, but was the same genial
bee-keeping brother of other years. He will be missed in
the conventions of bee-keepers, and most of all in the family circle where he was so greatly beloved.

—

Honey

as a Health-Food. -This is a 16-page honeypamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on "Honey as
Food,'" written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to

"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.
Sample copy for a two-cent stamp; 50
Prices, prepaid

—

copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00;
or 1,000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

Queens— Dangers
DR. G.

Clrticles
of Mixing Races

BOHRER.

SEE

I

by the advertisements of a number of queen-breeders that they are to breed and put on the market queens

of

different

races

of bees

— Italians,

Caucasians,

Camio-

Cyprians and the Holy Lands. Now, while it is possible to breed these different races and keep them pure, it is
not altogether probably that all queen-breeders will succeed.
At any rate, I feel quite well convinced that, in the past,
amalgamation has been going on through rearing queens of
lans,

different races in apiaries situated 3 to 6 miles apart.
I .purchased my first Italian queen in 1864 from

Rev.

1866 I purchased another one from
him. And while I then got the impression that the Italians
were not a distinct race of bees (in which view Mr. Langstroth concurred), I now am much disposed to think that in
the matters of size, mildness of disposition, and uniformity
of color, there had not been any improvement since the '60's,
as far as my observation has afforded information touching
these questions.
Very many queens sent out from a number of queen-breeders do not duplicate themselves in their queen progeny uniformly; quite a number of them show a dash of foreign
L. L. Langstroth,

and

in

blood," while many of their workers do not show 3 distinct
yellow bands, and some of them but 1 distinctly. This shows
black blood. Others show the 3 yellow bands uniformly, but
in disposition are as cross as they can be, and are very hard
Besides, they are not as large as the queens
to subdue.
The bees I then reared I handled
I reared during the '6o's.
much of the time without bee hat or gloves. In fact, I
never put on gloves while I kept bees in Indiana, which I
did until the fall of 1873, when I moved to Kansas, and kept
no bees from that date until 3 years ago.
During the past 3 years I have gotten queens from dif-

and as far as I know, all of them are up-todate breeders and honorable gentlemen, so that I have no
But
fault to find with their efforts at pure queen-breeding.
unless the apiaries in which they breed queens are located
from 5 to 10 miles apart, I think it highly probable that
mismating is going on to a greater or less extent all the
ferent breeders,

The result must be no improvement in color where
Carniolan blood is by this means bred into the queens
reared, but the inclination to over-swarming is cultivated,
as I understand the Carniolans are too much given to swarming to be profitable as honey-gatherers.
Where Cyprians are reared within reach of Italians an
ill-temper will creep in, which, while it may not injure their
make them undesirable to
habits as to energy, does
Besides, I understand the Cyprians are slightly
handle.
smaller than the best Italians, so there will be no advantage in such a cross, either in favor of size or disposition.
But the tendency is to dwarf the offspring, and, if
there be any real difference in the matter of long or short
tongues, the longest tongues will be found among the higher
grades of the Italians, which race of bees, with careful
breeding in apiaries situated so far from all other races of
bees or poorly bred stock of Italians that there is no possibility of amalgamation, will, in my judgment, bring the most
time.

desirable results.
Instead of sending out Caucasian queens

from the Entomological Department at Washington, D. C, as Dr. Phillips proposes to do, I would add another specification to the
deal, namely, I would require those receiving the queens
he sends out to keep them during the honey-flow and breeding season at least 10 miles distant from all other bees
of whatsoever kind, and require a careful record to be kept
concerning their qualities in disposition, size, and honeygathering. Then, by comparing results with the results from
the best grades of Italians, we could derive information that
might prove advantageous to the bee-keeping public generally.

When I began queen-breeding, in 1864, I had not seen,
nor heard of the 4 and 5 banded Italians, nor have I been
advised as to where they wore imported from, or whether
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they are the result of rigidly selecting the brightest colored
queens for breeding purposes from the highest grade of
purity found among the Italians.
If this course has been
pursued, and Cyprian blood has been entirely excluded, I
can see no good reason why the 5-banded Italians should
not prove to be the most satisfactory bees to keep.
But
in all cases where Cyprian blood has been permitted to creep
in, their "hand-writing" is quite likely to show up in the
way of most undesirable fighting qualities. I got 2 of these
golden queens, the worker progeny from both of which were
reasonably quiet when being handled, but I have been informed that some of these bees are as cross and wicked as
bold hornets.
Now, I hope not to be taken to task by our queen-breeders for speaking as I do concerning the grades of purity
among Italian bees for they all, or nearly so, advertise
tested queens at one price and breeders at another, which
means, of course, that unless a queen has been tested by her
queen progeny and found not only to duplicate herself in point
of color, but to repeat it in perhaps hundreds of cases, and
possibly improve her queen offspring in both size and color,
she is not looked upon as being a thoroughbred queen, so that
it is most
unquestionably true that more or less of mixed
blood exists among our Italian bees. And for fear of doing
a positive injury to our bees. I will urge queen-breeders not
to tamper with Caucasian bees until they have been fully
tested in isolated localities.
When I say isolated, I mean, to
test them in apiaries so far apart that there can be no possibility of crossing them with other bees, for I feel fully justified in saying that the highest grade of Italian bees the
bee-keeper who gives them proper care in a good honevproducing locality will have good reason to be fairly well
satisfied with results.
In the meantime, I would not by any means discourage
carefully conducted experiments, but as conducted in many
cases so far, I regard the results as being far from satisfactory, the Italians, Carniolans and Cyprians being mixed to
the detriment of bee-keeping.
In con-elusion, I wish to state that I have no queens
for sale, and never expect to have.
I am keeping bees for
the pleasure I find in it, and if possible for the betterment
of bee-keeping interests.
Lyons, Kansas.
;

.

#

Breeding

Queens— How and When
Select Them

to

BY HENRY ALLEY.

THE

most important thing

rearing

in

connection

with

queen-

the

selection of the mothers for both the
young queens and the drones to be used. The selection of the breeding queens should be made the season before they are to be used.
Even then all that should be done
can not be completed until the following season, as it is
actually necessary to test all breeding queens bv rearing
is

more or

less daughters from them.
Not only should the
mothers of both drones and queens be very prolific, but their
worker progeny be uniformly marked, and be great hustlers

for honey, etc.

For breeding queens, select the best from among the best
and most promising in the yard. This is about all that can
be done until a thorough test has been made, even going so
far as to test young queens.
I have always made it a practice to rear a few queens
the fall before a new breeding queen is to be. used.
Color,
prolificness, and many other points, can be determined by
doing this. I am careful to test the drones to be used, in the
same way. I must know months before I use either queens
or drones what I am to get by certain combinations of blood.
In any event select only the finest queens for breeders.
The principal points to look for are these
See that a queen
puts but one egg in a cell, and that the eggs all cant the
same way point down. The eggs should be large and quite
plump. Now this may seem to some bee-keeprs rather fussy.
:

—

am

able to see a great difference in the size of eggs laid
by different queens. By close examination any one can see
that some queens lay quite small eggs, while others deposit
eggs nearly twice as large. When I find a queen whose
eggs are small, and canted in all ways but the right way,
her head comes off quickly, as such queens are worthless
for any purpose.
Queens that produce gentle bees, and bees that have
quiet dispositions, have some claims
as
breeders. Some
queens do not produce bees that can stand long and hard
I

June
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Such queens should not be used for any purpose.
have had queens that produced bees that would winter
with the loss of hardly any bees. But they were not very
good honey-gatherers. Really, it is quite a scientific underwinters.
I

taking to select a good breeding queen.
In the above I have given a few of the necessary points
in selecting a queen-mother.
I believe the more important
of the two is the selection of the drone mothers. My experience
shows me that both bees and queens inherit their good points
from the drone-bee. I do know that drones not handsomely
marked, even when they are from golden-colored mothers,
will not produce handsome bees when mated to handsome
queens. Drones that are nearby all yellow will produce
5-banded bees. No others have done it in my yard. Now
this is one thing that surely shows that from the drone-bee
comes the color or beauty of the worker-bee. I am well
satisfied that from the drone comes all the good points of
the worker-bees. By transmission from the male or female
we get all the desirable points in breeding animals such
things do not appear to come equally from both parents.
In no event select breeding queens simply because they produce beautiful bees and queens. Color is all right if the
other points come with it.
Here is another good point to be observed when selecting a breeding queen, or even when selecting a good
colony of bees
During the first days of pollen gathering
in the spring, just watch the bees for awhile in the middle
of the day as they enter the hive with their loads of pollen.
It will be found that some colonies carry pellets nearly as
large as split peas, while the bees in other hives have pellets about the size of the head of a pin.
Now from which
of the colonies would you select the queen to breed from?
The queen in the hive whose bees are carrying the large
quantities of pollen is the best one. The large amount of
pollen going in shows that the colony has a very prolific and
vigorous queen.
Colonies that use but a small amount of
Such hives contain
pollen have old or very inferior queens.
but little brood, and the bees have no use for pollen.

—

:

Even queenless

colonies will carry

more

or less pollen.

But such colonies never carry in large pellets of pollen.
Queenless colonies have no interest in work.
When bees have been working several weeks, if the
weather is warm, the hives may be opened and the condition of the brood examined for the purpose of selecting a
queen. If every cell, or nearly every cell, in the combs covered by the bees contain eggs or brood in some stage, this is
one good point in favor of the queen. If the combs have
more or less honey in them, while other colonies that seem
strong have little or no new honey, that is another good
point.

not necessary for the practical bee-keeper to open
know that his bees are gathering honey. This he
knows by the way the bees are working. When bees are
gathering honey, they rush in and out of the hive as though
they had but a few days to live, and no time must be lost.
When bees are carrying water only, they do not work with
so much vigor as when honey is abundant in the fields.
Some races of bees will fill the brood-chambers with
honey, and do that, too, before some other colony gets to
work.
But such bees refuse to enter the supers, and the
Such queens will not do
next thing they do is to swarm.
for breeders.
Then, again, there are colonies that not only fill the
brood-combs with honey, but are working in the supers, and
the first thing the bee-keeper knows about it is, the sections
are nearly full. That hive contains a queen that is suitable
for a breeder.
I want queens that will fill all the brood-combs with brood,
and when the honey season comes on the bees to quickly
<mter the sections and fill them with the first flow of hone}'.
Colonies that do this are the ones to propagate from.
Bees that persist in clustering outside the hive, and
refuse to enter the supers when everything is favorable for
them to be gathering honey, are worthless, and the queens
in such colonies should be destroyed.
Now about the disposition of bees. I am not very anxious to have bees that do not have life enough to sting
when they think they should be on the defensive. Usually
the bees that are ready to "bite" a fellow come from the
strong and vigorous colonies. Haven't you all noticed this?
all know at this
Don't be afraid of a few bee-stings.
age how to handle bees and get but few stings. For my use
I would not reject a queen as a breeder if her only fault was
Nor would I use
in the fact that her bees were a little cross.
a queen i<> breed from if her colony were bound to sting
It

is

a hive to

We

June

7,
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every time one went into the bee-yard. Such colonics spend
I have had a
their time in hunting up some one to sting.
few black bees that seemed always on the wing, ready to
"go for" the first person who entered the apiary.
The yellow races of bees do not, as a rule, use their
But who cares
stiiii^ so freely and vigorously as black bees.
for black bees?
No one wants them, but the 'way-back beeman the fellow who doesn't read the bee-papers.

—

To give further evidence that the peculiarity of a race
of bees is transmitted to future generations through, or by,
the drone, 1 will relate my experience with a few drones T
bought from a distant apiary to mate a few queens. I found
these drones and bees 20 miles from my apiary. I took home
about too drones. The color of drones and bees was nearly
an albino in fact, the drones seemed to be covered with
white hair. When the bees hatched from the Italian queens
mated to these drones, I found them a clear albino bee, and
very handsome. It will be seen by this that it requires as
much care in selecting a drone-mother as it does the queen-

—

mother.
A. I. Root once told his readers not to pay any attention to color of drones.
That was all right if it was necessary only to rear bees. But I have an idea that his remarks related to color only. If we are looking for the best
results in breeding bees, the selection of the drone-bee must

Essex

be looked after sharply.

Co.,

Mass.

#
Rendering Beeswax and Bee-Glue
BY

DURING
over a

F.

GREINER.

material the past winter it appeared to me as containing quite
a percent of wax. and for the sake of the experiment I filled
I
an old iron-kettle with it, placing it on my shop-stove.
was attending to some other work at the time. When the
Then
stuff had melted I kept dipping off the clear beeswax.
discovered 1 could just pour the wax off.
Wax is
Propolis is very heavy. It will sink in water.
lighter than either propolis or water, consequently these substances could be separated by their specific gravity if they
could be brought all together to the fluid state. Unfortunately, propolis does not melt at the boiling point of water,
and it is therefore not practical to bring the propolis to the
When propolis is in powder
melting point while in water.
form the wax which it contains will, to a great extent, separate from it in the hot water bath, and if left to cool the
wax will about all be on top of the water, the propolis being
found at the bottom.
From a mess of saved-up scrapings, such as always accumulate while getting section honey ready for crating, I
obtained fully 25 percent, by weight, of beeswax of a beauIf there should be among the 500,000 or 600,000
tiful color.
bee-keepers only 1,000 of them who are similarly situated as
I am, and will save the scrapings spoken of, with very little
trouble they each may obtain 5 or 6 lbs of nice wax, worth
$1.50 the price of several good bee-papers and not be out
one red cent. This would mean the saving of $1,500, or
possibly an enlarged number of readers of the American
Bee Journal or other bee-periodicals.
What pleased me most was not the saving of a few
pounds of wax, but the discovery that beeswax and beeslue could be separated easilv from each other.
Naples, N. Y.
1

#

a

getting pretty fair pay for my time when making
wax, but I am getting very little for the combs treated.
In other words, the wax I am able to make only just about
pays fi.r the time it takes to get it. I can make but about
three runs with the German steam wax-extractor, and the
amount of wax at the end of the day will be about 15
pounds. It is a mussy job and I would gladly give any man
half or more of the wax that he might be able to boil,
squeeze, extract or get in any way out of the stuff, providing
I

Natural Swarming—
Queen-Rearing and the Pre-

Comb Honey and

am

had nothing

to

do about

it.

detestable work, anyhow.
Such scraps as can
be rendered by the solar machine I am willing to work over,
but this old-comb business I would like to get rid of.
I
think I shall build a large solar extractor and make my wax
so in the future.
I don't expect to obtain very much that
way, but it will be nice, and there will be less disagreeable
work and waste of time.
By way of suggestion, there are just a few men who
know how to make beeswax at a profit. They obtain all the
wax there is "in it." They even work slumgum over at a
profit, and assure us that it contains ]/^ or more of its weight
in wax.
Now, I don't question the veracity of these gentlemen, but it seems to me that they are just the men to go into
the business of making up our wax.
I would take a very
small share of what they could squeeze or get otherwise out
of my combs. They ought to be able to make money out of
such a business besides, they would render the bee-keepers
a valuable service.
An establishment of this kind run on a
large scale could be run much more economically than we
bee-keepers are doing it.
If this thing should materialize,
It

—

—

recent long-continued storm I have looked
lot of extracting combs, culled out the poorest
and rendered them with other scraps, etc., into wax.
TIk- conclusions I have formed are these:
I
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is

;

should be glad enough.
It is not my intention or desire to advocate wasteful
methods.
On the other hand, I feel that the bee-keepers
must be saving. Wax is a valuable and indispensable product, and we ought to produce more of it.
A few pounds of wax per year mean very little to each
bee-keeper individually, but in the aggregate it means thousands of pounds and dollars. Can we save them?
In the matter of wax-making, the often accumulating
propolis has apparently received no attention.
contains
It
I

little nice wax.
I have known instances where the
In
propolizing of sections, etc., was done with pure wax.
which means scraping
fitting our section-honey for crating
the sections with the knife a great deal of propolis accumuThen again durlates on the work-bench and on the floor.
ing the winter, when we clean section-holders, fences, supi
etc., from the sticky stuff, a number of gallons are swept

quite a

—

up from the
burned up just

—

Formerly this was
floor and work- table.
In examining some of this
to dispose of it.

vention of Increase
BY "BLOOM FIELD."
intended for beginners who have but a
home apiary, and that with a limited number of coloUnder the connies, and who operate for comb honey.
ditions named, the best results will be obtained by natural
swarming, for while it has some disadvantages, the advantages predominate. The golden rule of bee-keeping is to "Keep
your colonies strong" and undivided as much as possible.
Under natural swarming, some colonies will not swarm at

THIS

all,

article

is

and these are precisely the colonies that give the greathoney. This is a distinct and important

est yield of surplus

advantage, for increase of colonies is always obtained at
the expense of surplus honey. This is so nearly universally
true that the exceptions need not be considered.
To keep down increase of colonies, and rear the best
queens from select stock, is the next thing to be aimed at. To
accomplish this double purpose, proceed as follows:
Early in the spring practice stimulative feeding with
one or more colonies, that contain the best strain of bees.

Use judgment as to the number of young queens you will require under the circumstances. When one of the best colonies
swarms, which you have stimulated and induced to swarm
This swarm contains an old
early, hive it on the old stand.
queen, but as she is one of your very best, she deserves to live
are now
another year, unless her bees supersede her.
done with this swarm, and will not again refer to it.
Open the hive of the parent colony and see how many
good queen-cells it contains, and how many nuclei you

We

can safelv break it up into. Use judgment. These queencells have been reared under the impulse of natural swarming, in full colonies, from select stock, and they will produce
the very best of queens, long-lived and prolific.
the nuclei thus started to other locations. In each,
Doolittle feeder of sweetened water or weak syrup.
close the entrance with wire-cloth, and confine the bees for
days, and give them only a limited amount of ventilation.
;,
Later in the reason, when one of your common stock
swarms, hive it on the old stand on starters, with a queenexcluder above, and the supers over all. Give plenty of super-

Move

hang

a

_

Open the hive of the pa nl colony and brush off all
the bees in front of the swarm. This swarm is now a "hummer," and should produce large quantities of surplus honey in
If you are afraid they will swarm out and dethe supers.
camp, give them plenty of ventilation, and put a queen-guard
Take the combs from the
at the entrance for 3 or 4 days.
room.
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parent colony, and distribute to the nuclei, putting all,
or
nearly all, sheets of sealed brood into one nucleus, and
thus
make sure it will rapidly become a strong colony. As you
have these frames of comb from common stock in your
hands, before putting them into a nucleus, you would better
destroy all queen-cells found on the combs; and thus
save
the young queen in the nucleus the trouble of
doing so.
When the young bees begin to hatch out in the strong
nucleus, move it beside the "swarm" that I have
designated
the
hummer, and face the same wav. Now wait and
watch. As the old field-bees begin to die off, the swarm
will rapidly grow weaker, as it has no
hatching bees to take
their place and in the meantime the nucleus has
become a
strong colony.
When the proper time comes, (use judgment), take the
supers off the swarm, and transfer them to the nucleushaving previously given both colonies the same scent
A
sliced onion, or
camphor-gum, shoved under the broodframes of each will do it. Move the swarm to the opposite
side of the nucleus, facing swarm to rear. In 2
or
days brin<*
die swarm around so it will face the same wav
as\he nucleus!
Now open the swarm, and kill the old que'en; she will be
readily found, as she will not have many
bees with her
brush whatever bees she has in front of the nucleus, and
take
away the hive that contained the swarm.
If the starters that were in the swarm
have been drawn
out to any extent, use them to replace the frames
of sealed
honey that you take from colonies for winter feedingor
rather for spring feeding. Repeat as other swarms
issue.'
i,

Southern
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Conducted by Lodis H. Scholu

New

Braunfels, Tex.

Progeny of a Golden Queen and a Black Drone
Is

it

produce

possible for a 5-banded queen,
all

3-banded workers?

Glennville, Ga.

I

think

I

(?)

mated

to a black drone to
have such a case
H. C. Barnard.

Yes, in some cases. In one of my yards of blacks
golden queens were used to improve the stock of this apiary.
Daughters of these goldens were mated to black
drones, and in several cases the resulting progeny were
the
most evenly marked 3-banded Italians.
The majority
showed a great variation, however, some of the bees being
almost golden or S-banded, while others of the same colony
were as black as their black ancestors on the male side,
and
variations all the way between.
Another thing that came to my notice was this
If the
mating of a queen does not affect the drone progeny, how
does it come about that drones from a pure golden
queen
will vary if mated to a black drone ? They should
all be
golden drones, but they were not.

7,
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build up a new colony in place of the one that contained
the laying workers.
In most cases such colonies are, or have, become rather
weak, hence of not much value, and still decreasing in bees
until a new queen can be introduced, unless hatching brood
is given.
If the colony is still populous when laying workers are discovered, it may be proceeded with as follows
Cover the top of the hive with wire-screen, and over this
place an upper story. Place in this a comb with brood,
honey, a laying queen and the adhering bees taken from a
queen-right colony. Let them remain over the screen 2 or
3 days, when the screen is to be removed and the colony will
have a laying queen.
Sometimes we have trouble with obstinate colonies that
persist in destroying queen-cells or virgin queens when
trying to introduce them. These may be treated as the
above for laying workers. Old or mismated queens that
can generally be found in an apiary are splendid for this
method, and if the plan should fail to work no valuable
queens would be lost.
:

Bee-Paralysis and "Cures"

•

Thus we have the greatest yield of honey per colony, and
have reared the best of queens from select stock, and
have
prevented increase, or reduced it to a minimum.
Davis Countv, Iowa.

June

Mr. L. B. Smith, of Rescue, Tex., advocates the following for this disease, supposing, of course, that the bees are
in movable- frame hives
Most of the complaints about this disease have come
from bee-keepers of North Texas, who keep bees in boxhives, or those with frame hives who are not classed with
the experienced bee-keeper.
He lifts out the combs of
brood and honey, bees and all, and sets them in a clean,
new hive notes the condition of the queen, and if she is
feeble or failing he destroys her and introduces a new
queen. What will be better is to exchange the brood-combs
of the diseased bees for those from healthy colonies, especially if the diseased colony is to be allowed to rear their
own queen, as he has reasons to believe that the disease is
inherited, and not contagious, hence it would reappear if a
new queen were reared from brood of the diseased colony.
Mr. Smith then also feeds the bees about a pint of warm
sugar syrup at night, with a little less than a teaspoonf ul of
table salt well mixed in the syrup. Salt is sprinkled over
the top of the frames and on the bottom-board of the hive.
The feeding should be kept up for at least 10 days.
Many remedies have been given as a sure cure for this
disease, but as the disease often disappears without any
special treatment from the apiarist, he seriously doubts any
of the remedies being of much value, and especially so
after having tried most of the remedies with varied results.
In our more southern localities this disease generally
appears only occasionally in a few colonies, disappearing
as soon as new honey and pollen come in.
:

;
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Educate the Public on Honey

To Rid a Colony of Laying- Workers
Will you ylease tell me your plan of ridding a colony of
layineworkers, and getting a queen in their stead?
In some way 2 of my colonies, about 16 or 18 days ago, lost
their
queens, and before I had discovered the loss they both had
layine
workers. I have given them 2 different combs containing eggs
and
larvae, but they refuse to build queen-cells and rear
a queen
In
fact, I have tried all the plans I ever heard of, including
those given
in the book " A B C of Bee Culture," but with no success.
If you can give me any assistance or advice, I will certainly
aDnre-

Clate "•

J.

W. Simmons

Quite a number of hives were used in experimenting
with colonies of laying workers at the Texas A. and M.
College apiary several years ago, and many " remedies "
were tried with the result that it was finally concluded that
the best thing to do with such colonies is to break them
up
and distribute the combs among other colonies, then to

The

limited

demand

for honey, says the Mail

and Em-

pire, is responsible for low prices.
It is " up to " the beekeepers to educate the demand. The craze for pure foods

makes the time opportune. Let the bee-men explain at
meetings, at exhibitions, and through the local press, the
advantages of using honey. Get the children interested. A
lecture on honey, illustrated by an observatory hive, in the
school-house, will accomplish much in this direction.
Honey as Nature's sweet has of late been supplanted by
the manufactured article
granulated sugar.
Bee-men
should turn the tide back to Nature.

—

World Value of Clover
Cyril G. Hopkins, of the University of Illinois, shows
Farm, Field and Fireside the great importance of
clover in the household economy of the world. He first
in the

—
June

7,
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quotes Sir William Ramsey to show what great efforts are
being made to put the artificial production of nitrates from
the atmosphere on a commercial basis, in order to produce
a cheap fertilizer and enlarge the world's supply of wheat.

(Dur* Sister

More than 5 years ago, he recalls, Sir William Crookes uttered a
warning note that the population of the world was increasing so rapidly that the supply of wheat would shortly not be sufficient to feed it,
but said that before we were in the grip of actual dearth the chemist
would slip in and postpone the day of famine.
Two processes for the manufacture of combined nitrogen are
especially promising, in one of which calcium nitrate is produced, in
the other calcium cyanamid. Neither of these materials is without
objection. The calcium nitrate, while an excellent fertilizer, is very
deliquescent; that is, it has great power to absorb moisture from the
atmosphere, and if not carefully protected in air-tight containers it
will gradually liquefy.
The calcium cyanamid possesses properties
which produce injurious effects upon vegetation, so that it must be
used with care and applied some time in advance of planting the crop.

Mr. Hopkins then goes on to show that the nitrogenfixing bacteria, with which practically all the cultivated
soils of the world are already abundantly infected, will
maintain a sufficient supply of nitrogen in the soil without
the purchase of any artificial nitrogen for all time to come,
provided the farmers make abundant use of legume crops
" It is impossible to
in rotation with their other crops.
conceive of artificially-prepared nitrogen compounds ever
replacing clover and other legumes, because legume crops
can be grown and utilized with actual profit entirely aside
from the effect produced upon succeeding crops."
There is more nitrogen in the atmosphere above every
quarter section of land than is required for the entire annual grain crop of the world. The bacteria " work for nothing and board themselves," living on the roots of clover
and transforming free atmospheric nitrogen into combined
forms and storing it in the soil for use of succeeding crops.

Agricultural Associations Act

A

revision of the Agricultural

and Arts Act was passed

at the recent sessions of the Ontario Legislature, with some
clauses of importance to bee-keepers. It provides among

other things that
4. The membership fee of each association shall be decided by law.
5. The constitution and by-laws, and any alterations
therein, must be approved by the Minister of Agriculture.
7. The number of directors, their representation of certain districts or classes of members, and their mode of
selection, shall be determined by by-law. This will allow
the working out of the plan proposed by me at the last convention of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association, and put
in the form of a resolution at the Brantford convention
later
To let the local associations be district associations,
and let each district association appoint its delegate to the
Provincial convention with the understanding that said
delegate, being the representative of his district, should become the director for that district, of the Ontario Associa:

tion.
12.
13.

The Minister may appoint auditors.
Members who have paid up for the ensuing year

can vote at the annual meeting, but the Association may by
by-law provide that to vote in election of directors membership must b<> paid at least one week in advance of the annual meeting. This, in some cases, might be a wise provision.

—»—
Spring Notes on Bees

Don't " spread brood " until you have been keeping
bees and working with them for 10 years. There is not
much likelihood of your doing a great deal of it after that
time.
It is a mistake to try to run more hives than you have
bees and good queens for.
Don't try to rear queens in May unless yon are an expert.
An expert knows better than to try in this climate.
A colony with brood on 6 frames at the middle of May
this year is a good one.
A 5-frame brood-nest is pretty
good; a 4-frame one is fair. Anything smaller will probably require help to get ready for clover.
Don't waste time fiddling with very weak colonies. E.
G. H., in Farmers' Advocate.

—

—

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Bee Journal.

this

Beekeepers
Conducted by

Emma

Clipping Queens'

M. Wilson, Marengo,

II

Wings— Why and How

There are several good reasons why a man who keeps
bees should have his queens clipped. One of these reasons
is intensified in the case of a woman, for it's a harder job
for a woman to climb after swarms than it is for a man.
The one sufficient reason for clipping queens, if there were
no other, is that when a swarm issues with a clipped queen
the swarm can not go off. It is trne that sometimes the
queen may be lost although not generally but it is better
to lose the queen alone than it is to lose both queen and

—

—

swarm.
It is

not a difficult thing to clip a queen, and a

woman

better than a man at doing a piece of delicate work with
a pair of scissors. More used to handling scissors.
is

right time to clip a queen ?" Any time when it
your convenience. Early in the season, before a colony becomes very strong, there are not so many bees in a

"

The

suits

colony to look through. Still, it is a fact that for some
mysterious reason a queen will sometimes elude observation
when a colony or nucleus is so weak that it seems you can
not fail to notice each individual bee. Even when a colony
becomes very strong, it is not so very hard to find a queen
at any time during the day when a large portion or the
population is afield.
Just hold your queen in the thumb and fingers of the
left hand, her head pointing to your left, and with a pair of
embroidery scissors (although almost anything short of a
pair of shears will do) cut off half or more of the two wings
on one side. You will wonder to find how easy it is to do,
and you will never again want any but clipped queens but
be sure never to clip a queen before she begins laying.
;

Number

of Colonies

and the Location

sisters keep only a small number of colono doubt, many a regret is felt at this fact. Yet
small number, provided that no other bees are

Most of the
nies, and,
keeping a

near by, is not without its compensations. It is well known
that in the majority of places the harvest is limited to only
a few weeks, sometimes to only a few days. Indeed, the
bee-keeper who can be assured of not more than 10 days of
heavy flow each year is not so badly off. Not that there is
an absolute dearth throughout the whole season, except on
the favored 10 days but that so little comes at any other
time in the year, that where a large number of bees covers
the field all that is gathered at any other time is used up by
the bees for their daily needs, and often they must draw on
their reserve stores to eke out the daily allowance. Although
it may not be known certainly just what is that daily allowance, it is no doubt far under the mark to say that during
the flying season a colony consumes for its own needs SO
pounds of honey.
For the sake of illustration, let it be assumed that the
daily bill of fare for each colony during the summer is a
half pound of honey. Suppose 100 colonies in one location
are just enough to keep the nectar cleaned up each day, and
that it is also cleaned up in the hive by the " old folks " and
the " babies," so that nothing is left over for storing. At
a half pound of honey for each colony, that would make 50
pounds of honey daily. Now suppose, instead of 100, there
are only 10 colonies in the same yard, and that they are still
able to keep the field cleaned, gathering the 50 pounds
daily; that would be 5 pounds for each colony, and after
deducting half a pound for the family table, there would be
left \VZ pounds as daily surplus. Continue that for 100 days,
and the colony would have 450 pounds of surplus as its season's work.
Of course, it is not fair to assume that the 10 colonies
could always keep the nectar cleaned up, but it might come
close to it, and the illustration is sufficient to show that a
small number may lay up a surplus in a location where a
So if you haven't as
large number would face a dearth
;
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many colonies as you would like, while working up to the
desired number, take comfort in the special advantages you
have because of small numbers.

=%
21It\

Page

341.

(Xftetufougfyts
Glasses.

343.

Formaldehyde in Molasses
This strikes one as a needless piece of wickedness.
They think it needs a little, it seems, to make sure of good
keeping qualities in hot weather— and then the care and
attention required to get in just the minimum amount is too
great, and they find it cheaper to douse in a large excess.
All these perverse naughtinesses should help some in building up the honey market. Page 347.

That Firm of "Doll-ies"
"

Happy

man that hath his quiver full of them "
(arrows), but in this case they seem to be dolls. The most
practical and do-things sort of dolls ever heard of. Only to
be excelled by this kind of dolls— ($$), if, indeed, even by
them. Head of the establishment also a Doll— and 5 more
dolls not in the picture.
Pages 357 and 362.
is

\

*

j

So F.
larger baby
nucleus, of quarter-sized frames, found out that he could
winter them (in the cellar) just as they were— and that he
liked it better that way. Four nuclei together— 20 frames,
Long-Ideal style. For winter just take out the three divisions.
For increase move the whole establishment, and
put a newly-made-up one on the same stand to catch the
flying bees. He seems to have struck an excellent set of

Page

—
Doctor Utiller's
Question 33ox

j

Larger Baby-Nucleus Methods
Greiner, at work on a somewhat

manipulations.

1906

—

fr

The " Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

7,

them "hybrid bees." We love our bees, and to malsuggestively call them "cross bees " we'll be "bowled to
death with turnips " before we'll submit to that. We might,
to be sure, call them " grade bees;" but no one likes to
start out first in the use of new terms when it is so sure that
a great part of our readers will fail to comprehend what we
calling

mean.

pasty's

June

the

8end questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
ISF° Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Preventing Bee-Moths,

Worms and Roaches

What

can you suggest as a preventive for bee-moth, worms and
I have lost several colonies of bees through them.
Mississippi.
As a preliminary caution in the way of prevention, be careful not
to have pieces of comb lying around in comfortable places, as a breeding-ground for the moth. Especially avoid having one piece of comb
lying upon another. I don't know how it is as far south a6 Mississippi,
but in northern Illinois a piece of comb may be left lying in the apiary all summer long, and there is little chance that a moth will touch
it if it is alone, but let another piece be lying close upon it, and it will
soon be alive with worms. Having taken this precaution, the only
thing needed in the way of a preventive is to keep strong colonies.
Italians are better to keep the moth at bay than blacks, and a weak
colony of Italians will put up a good fight where blacks would surrender. Neither need you feel troubled as to roaches doing any particular damage to a strong colony.
Are you sure that you lost those oolonies through worms and
roaches? Was it not more through queenlessness and weakness, the
worms getting in at the finish?

roaches?

Perhaps a Laying Worker
Of the 17 colonies of bees that I carried through the winter I find
2 not doing well. One is full of drone-cells ready to hatch the other
has plenty of honey and a fair supply of bees, but no queen, eggs or
young bees to be found in the hive. Are they queenless!
;

Ohio Foul Brood Law
new foul brood law is hailed by some as a good
Hope so. Imaginable that it may anon be looked

Ohio's
thing.

back to as the beginning of a bad thing. First recognition
of the idea that bees may be subjected to special taxationlike sheep-killing dogs and such.
I poked up our Assessor
on the subject, and he said he had no orders to levy any
special tax. The dilatoriness of red-tape, most likely. Get
around to it in a year or two. Page 361.

Another Tall Assistant Editor

And

and inches the staff are chattering about ?
which to look up to, and which to look down to ? Well,
Hasty used to be just a shaving short of 6 feet. With age
and general cast-downness probably more than a shaving
short now. Page 368.
_

Missouri.

Answer. — The one filled with drone-brood is likely to have a
drone-laying queen. The best thing is to breakup the colony, distributing the bees on their combs to other colonies. The one with no
queen or brood may possibly have a virgin queen, such queen being
sometimes very hard to find. Give it a frame of brood containing eggs
and unsealed brood. Two or 3 days later, if you find queen-cells
In
started, you may decide it is queenles6, and break up the colony.
rare cases, however, queen-cells may be started when a virgin is present, and if you are anxious to preserve the colony, it might be well to
wait a week, or even 10 days after giving the brood before pronouncing condemnation. It is believed that the presence of unsealed brood
helps to hurry up the laying of the young queen, if one is present.

is it feet

Cow-peas

in the

North

When cow-peas were last up, page 369, I spoke of them
as not suited to the North. Fred May, a bee-brother in Illinois (about the latitude of the State capital), says they are
extensively raised in his location. By means of them farmers get as much hay on poor land as with timothy on rich
land. The soil is generally sandy in that vicinity.

—

Transferring- PutAlbino, Punic and Holy Land Bees
ting on Supers— Best Hive-Cover— Requeening
Last spring all of
I have not been very successful with my bees.
the Italian and hybrid colonies died, but a Carniolan colony came
and
I
the second and
times,
caught
swarmed
3
all
right;
it
through
third swarms. The old colony stored 72 sections of honey, the second
swarm 48, but the third swarm stored none. They all wintered well,
and my grandpa gave me a swarm last year that stored 24 sections.
Also the
1. What do you think of the albino and Punic bees?

Caucasians?
2.
3.

When
When

is

the best time to transfer bees?
time to put on the supers?

is it

Is it all right to

put

them on when the hive is full of bees, but not full of honey?
Are they good honey -gatherers?
4. Are the Holy Land bee6 cross?

Honey Above the Hive-Entrance

Does white clover, in a dry season, produce as much nectar as
wet season?
6. Does blackberry yield much honey?

5.

Yes, here's a black eye already for the honey-doubling,
up-above entrance. G. S. Blackman, from 30 years of beehunting experience, testifies that the good "finds " mostly
have the honey above the entrance and that most of those
with the comb below the entrance had but little honey.

in a

Page

Answers. 1. Whether it be of the human race or the lower
orders of the animal creation, the rule is that an albino is of weaker
constitution than others. It is possible that an albino bee might be
superior, but, if 60, it is in spite of being albino and not because of it.
The little experience I had with Punics makes me think them hardy
and industrious, not with the sweetest tempers, the worst gluers I

—

Properly Speaking of "Hybrid" Bees
to call them something, Mr. Holtermann
and
what makes us so persistent in the wickedness of

that's

have

What

is

8.

When

is

the best kind of hive-cover?
the best time to requeen, and what is the best method?
9. Is the second edition of " Forty Years Among the Bees " any
Indiana.
first edition, or is it re-written?
from
the
different

—

370.

We

7.

;

June

7,
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and drones. An entrance-guard, in the way of a trap at the entrance,
will allow you to trap the drones of your black colonies, and so prevent these drones from meeting your Italian virgins. You may accomplish the same thing by keeping all drone-comb out of the black
colonies.
But this will avail little if there are other black bees within

ever knew, and capping honey so watery -looking that they are lit for
extracted honey only. Caucasians are yet an unknown quantity the
best according to some; worthless according to others.
2. During fruit-bloom has been a favorite time, but of late the
tendency is toward waiting till they swarm, and then breaking up the
old box-hive 3 weeks after swarming.
3. The old rule is to put on supers when bits of white wax are
That's probably
seen along the upper parts of the comb and frame
a little late, for the white wax is an indication of crowding. If your
first harvest comes from white clover, put on supers just as soon as
;

a mile or so.
Possibly I don't exactly understand your question, and if so I'll
be glad to have you ask again, for I don't see what difference it will
make to have your blacks swarm, nor even if some of the black bees
should enter the hives of your Italians. It's the black drones you are
If you allow natural swarming, there's one way that you can
to fear.
work it nicely. Draw brood from the strongest of your blacks and
give to the Italians, so the Italians shall be stronger than the others
and swarm first. Suppose we call the Italian No. 1, the strongest
black No. 2, the next strongest No. 3, and the weakest No. 4. When
No. 1 swanii6, set the swarm on the stand of No. 1, set No. 1 on the
stand of No. 2, and set No. 2 in a new place. In a little more than a
week No. 1 will be pretty sure to swarm again. Set the swarm in
place of No. 1, set No. 1 in place of No. 3, and set No. 3 in a new place.
A day or so later No. 1 will swarm again. Set the swarm in place of
No. 1, 6et No. 1 in place of No. 4, and set No. 4 in a new place. When
No. 1 swarms next, set the swarm in place of No. 1, and set No. 1 in a
new place. You will have black and yellow bees mixed up in all your
hives but No. 1, but the queens will be just the same as if no black
bees had mixed in.

No harm to put them on a
tirst blossom opened out.
before time, even if the brood-chamber is not yet filled.
I don't know much about them, and it might not be easy to
find them pure in this country.
See what Louis Seholl 6ays about
you see the
little

4.

them, page 446.
5. That depends upon how dry and how wet.
Better results are
obtained when a little too dry than when a little too wet. In a wet
season the bees lose some time when they can not be at work on account of showers, and when they do work they must bring in more
water with the nectar, so, although they may bring in the same
volume in a wet as in a dry day, there will be more honey in a dryday's gathering.
6. Blackberry is not generally in sufficient number to count much.
I don't know for certain, but I think it might be important where
there are large fields of it. In any case, whatever it does yield is of
importance because it comes early enough to fill in the gap between

fruit-tree

bloom and

Probably a

yellow bees.
few bees.

flat

Bitter

1. My honey is bitter this spring.
What makes it so? What must
do to remedy it?
2. Give the best method of working for comb honey where the
principal, and you might say all the honey-flow, comes between May 1
and 15.
Arkansas.

Answers. — 1.

I don't know of anythinglikely to make the honey
except the source from which it is obtained, and I don't know
remedy for that. You can not control the bees so that they
will not visit flowers that yield bitter honey, and after they have gathered it there is no way that you can take the bitterness out of the
honey. The only thing you can do is to see that it does not get mixed
in with good honey.
It will be all right to let the bees have such
honey for their own use, probably, and the honey is all right for
mechanical purposes.
2. The only special thing in such a case is to do your best to have
all colonies strong early enough for the harvest.
You will find that
early in the season some colonies will be much stronger than others,
and that the weaker colonies will be very slow about building up.
Suppose you have some colonies with 8 frames of brood, some 7, some
You can take brood from
6, some 5, some 4, and others weaker still.
any colony that has more than 5 frames, enough to reduce it to 5
frames of brood. Now, don't bestow that brood indiscriminately to
the weaker colonies, but let the weakest wait till the last. Give a
frame to each colony that has only 4, and when these are all supplied.
then help those that have only 3, and so on. If all can not be brought
up in time, let it be the weakest ones that are neglected.

bitter

of any

1. I have 3 colonies of black bees.
Can I keep them from swarming and from mixing with some choice Italians I have by using entrance-guards on the blacks?
2. Do you think I could form colonies with the Swarthmore
method, by taking bees from the black colonies and a frame of young
brood from a select-tested Italian queen? and will they rear a queen
from that brood? I want to get them all Italianized. New York.

—

Answers. 1. No, entrance-guards will not prevent swarming. If
there is any difference at all, a colony will be just a little more sure to
swarm with an entrance-guard than without it. The only thing accomplished by an entrance-guard is to prevent the passage of queens

(Experiences
Gatting the Honey Now
my apiary in Southern California

In
the
bees are gathering what seems to be unlimited
amounts of honey. Two of 6 colonies have 4
supers. 3 have 2 supers, and the remaining 1
has 1 super. Moreover, they are the standard
10-frame supers.
Two other colonies I increased to 8, and am waiting the results with
much interest. They are rearing their own
queens, having been made by a modification
of the nucleus method.
E. E. Richter.

Belmont,

Calif.,

May

hatching when put out. The prospects are
for a good season. Mr. C. Davenport's method
of swarm control (on page 185), also hi6
queen-finder (on page 252), are wonderful discoveries.
He should describe them before
some one else does, and take the credit from
him. If I were to make any discoveries of
value I would not be able to contain them. I
would have to make all haste to inform "ye

Clover is in bloom and bees are busy, but it
rather too cool so that but little opening of
hives can be done. There is some swarming.
is

Cambria, Wis.,

May

Working

McDonald.

May

8.

in the

Supers

Season Late in California
The season in California is very late.
Southern California has had abundant rain,
but so far it has been too cool for honey. The
sages here do not promise well, the flowerbuds not being well developed. Swarming is
very light. However, the bees have been at
it for 6 weeks when it was warm enough.
G. F.

San Marcos,

have 5 colonies of bees. I would not
know how to manage them without the " Old
Reliable." I wintered them in the cellar,
and put them out April 1". They had brood

Merriam.

Calif., April 17.

Late and Backward Season

Prospects for a Good Season

We

are having cloudy and cool weather
eter registered at 20.20,
here now. My bar
it has always ruined the past winter when
at this point.
Kees have used much of their

and

stores,

and some

I

have to feed until good,

The season is very late
Bees are swarming with no

clear weather comes.

and backward.
honey.

The sages look

fine.

M. H. Mendleson.
Piru, Calif., April 14.

Honey-Flow Has Begun- Iowa Pure
Food Law

7.

Bees are doing well, and are working nicely
in the 6upers.
It is quite dry, and has been
cool and cloudy for 2 or 3 days.
Chas. M. D arrow.
Milo, Mo., May 2H.

John M. Davis.

I

G. A.

brethren."

22.

Too Cool for Bee-Work

Springhill, Tenn.,

Honey— Comb-Honey Management

I

Italianizing Black Colonies

Reports cmb

Yes, your black bees will rear just as yellow queens as will your
But don't think of having queen-cell6 started by only a

2.

clover.

one perfectly rain-proof and double, so as to
have a dead-air space. I have some with a space of % inch between
the upper and lower parts, and covered with zinc. They are excellent,
but expensive, costing something like 30 cents each.
8. A good time to requeen is any time when you have the queens
when honey is yielding well. It's largely a matter of convenience.
Other things being equal, there is perhaps no better time than well
along in the honey-harvest. It is easier to have good queens then
than earlier. But if you are getting a queen to breed from, it may be
better to do so right away if you want the benefit of her this season.
You will perhaps do best to use the plan for introduction that will
accompany the queen you buy. Don't make your colony queenless in
advance of getting your queen.
9. There is no difference except that the latest edition has the
Appendix. If you have the old edition all you need to do is to send
10 cents to the American Bee Journal office for the Appendix.
7.

489

The honey-fiow has ju6t begun here. I have
been feeding about 100 colonies since April 1.
I have gotten most of them in tolerably strong
condition, and began supering day before
I packed 120 colonies last fall and
lost about a dozen of them, mostly due
loss of queens.
The weather has been

yesterday.

have
to

quite cool yesterday and to-day. Iowa now
has a pure food law which will be in force
after July

Edwin Bevins.

1.

Leon, Iowa,

May

28.

A Good Queen— Moving Bees
In 1904 I got a queen as a premium just in
time to prevent a colony from becoming hopeShe brought that colony up
lessly queenless.
into good shape that season, and has been my
pet ever since. I divided her force several
times in 1905, in order to rear queens from
her, and eaeh one of those divisions did at
least as well as a good prime swarm, besides
giving me a goodly number of queens for
So far this 6eason I have one
Italianizing.
swarm and 2 "divisions" from her direct,
besides half a dozen fine specimens of her

progeny

—

I

mean young queens which

I

in

:
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tend to give to some queenless colonies or
nuclei.

have been

in the bee-business the last
10 years.
After lots of small setbacks, for
various reasons, I had 63 colonies in first-class
shape the spring of 1904. I bought a lot of
I

—

.

:

24 and an estate of 113 colonies that 6pring,
and prepared them for transportation on an
island some 30 or 40 miles from their location.
Then came the high water of the spring,
flooding the locations of part of the bees, and
cut off the road to the others. I could not
get them together (as I wanted to put them
on board ship) for some time, and when I
finally got to it I could not get competent
help, so that I had to do it single-handed.
After getting them moved I had to hire help
to clean the boxes from the dead bees id order
to save the hives from becoming worthless,
as the bees of the estate had foul brood,
which I could not very well detect before, for
the reason that the frames could not be
removed without breaking and smashing the
combs, what I wanted to prevent before moving.
After a sorrowful season of untold
labor, and trouble and expense, I had left 32
colonies.
With a purchase of 19 colonies since, and 3
or 4 which I had kept at home, the increase of
1905, and so far in 1906, I count to-day 152
colonies in fine trim, located in 2 different
places about 14 miles apart, both yards promising good returns, as the season so far has
been the best I ever experienced.
Sebastian Iselin.

San Joaquin Co.,

Calif.,

May

22.

June

smoke the brood-chamber some to quiet them.
Take a comb of as young brood as possible
from the old brood-chamber, and place it in
the center of the box of combs or foundation
designed to be the new brood-chamber, fill in
the space in the old brood-chamber with
combs or foundation frame, then place the
new brood-chamber above the old one and
close the hive. Smoke vigorously at the old
entrance, and but little time is required for
most of the bees and queens to get upstairs.

Now place the new brood-chamber on the
bottom-board, and carefully place the honeyboard above it; then shake the remaining
in the old brood-chamber in
make sure the queen is out, and put
on above the honey-board. Tear down any
queen-cells that may be formed, and in 8 or
Of course,
10 days tear the cells out again.
the super goes on again, makiDg it a 3-story

few bees that are
front to

it

hive in place of a 2-story.
This generally settles swarming for that
colony for the season. 1 never allow any
drone-comb where the queen can get at it,
but, if it is allowed, one can remove the larvse
with my sulphur treatment, being very careful not to use sulphur above the workerbrood, as in cleaning it out some will sprinkle
down on the worker-brood, and it also will be
removed and combs rendered unfit for the
queen's use for some time.

seea-Time and
Harvest
an illustrated Monthly Journal for country
homes. It is 'known everywhere as the Great
'Home Industry'' Monthly. It is a "Periodical with a Purpose." Its mission is "Teach
is

Independence Through Home Employment."
Only 25 cents per year none free.
;

My bees have wintered well, and are in fine
shape to-day. About 75 percent of the bees
in this county are dead.
The honey-flow
stopped short in June of last year, and the

& Harvest

Seed-Time

Fud.60.

208,

Scranton, Pa.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Dept.
45Ctf

Consult

Legal Consultation, $l.no. Ascertain

Your
Lawyers

bilities

by Mail

rights. Understand vour Ha.
Overcome your difficultiesSafe«uard your property. Avert
disaster. Avoid litigation. Secure
your interests. Protect your family.
Perfect vour title. Insure your inheritance. Relieve your mind <£^
of worry, etc. Bank and court M* |
Our book free.
rences.

your

—

ASSOCIATED LAWYERS COMPANY

*

Old South Building, Boston, Mass.

To those asking a description of my queentrap, I would say that I am not altogether
satisfied with the way it has acted since mentioning it before. But I think I can perfect
in time, and will freely give a description
as soon as I do.
At first it worked perfectly,
and then came a failure or two which I think

Last Chance

can overcome but it can only be used with
satisfaction in connection with my method of
H, S. Philbrook.
swarm control.
Oxnard, Calif., May 22.

Tour choice of any two of the following and
the Modern Farmer 1 Year for only $1.25:

it

Lost from Lack of Stores

1906

7,

I

;

Pearson's, Cosmopolitan, Gleanings in Bee-

Culture,

bee-keepers failed to feed, and so the bees
suffered.
J. E. Young.
Webster City, Iowa, May 29.

American

Western Fruit Grower,

Boy, or Kansas Farmer. For $1.30, Woman's
Home Companion, Bryan's Commoner, or

EVERYBODY WANTS

American Bee Journal (New only).

Wiring

to

Prevent Sagging of Comb
Foundation

There seem to be many complaints of foundation sagging when
fastened in broodframes. While the following will not prevent
sagging, it prevents warping and buckling
after the wires are embedded
The wires are not drawn tight. I use a 95cell battery and a home-made arrangement to
conduct the electricity to the wires. My
frames are solid on the under side, and fastened there with wax and rosin. When ready
to fasten the wire6 the frame is placed on a
board a little smaller than the inside of the
frame. A match is placed in the center of the
upper wire, and the wire is forced toward the
top-bar as the current is applied. Foundation fastened in this manner may sag, but it
will not warp.
It i6 safer to use foundation
that will not nag.
E. H. Dewey.
Berkshire Co., Ma66.

That Method of
beg space

Swarm

Control

more complete description of the modus operandi of my method
of swarm control, as described on page 383, in
hopes it will put a quietus on letters of inquiry, as I am a very busy man, and yet I do
not like to let some go unanswered.
First, take away the super and set it in front,
I

to give a

or nearly in front, of the stand. Leave the
cover on the super and use no smoke. Separate above the queen-excluder, and now

to

PUBLISHED WEEKLY FOR THE BREEDER AND FARMER.
Recognized authority on Breeding, Feeding, Management and the Improved Breeds of Stock.
Special Departments for

"Write for Other Clubs.
do this QUICKLY.

THE flODERN

The Beef and Dairy Breeds of Cattle,
Sheep, Swine, Poultry and the Dairy,
Breeders, with the
best from Home and Foreign papers of the world's
progress in Live Stock Husbandry.
Our Live Stock Market Report is unequaled.
Handsomely printed and illustrated.
No Stock Farmer can afford to do without it.

THE LIVE STOCK JOURNAL
394 E. 65th ST. CHICAGO
Mention

Bee

Journal

when

wriiii.^-

FARI1ER,

of Phrenology

Incorporated 1866.
Session opens the

first

Wednesday

in

Septem-

Subjects

ber.

Phrenology the Art of Character
Anatomy
Physiology
Reading
Physiognomy Heredity; Hygiene; etc.
;

;

;

;

;

Address,

24 East 22nd Street,

Care of

Fowler & Wells

New York

23C3t

Co.,

City.

Etablissement d'apiculture Mont-Jovet
ALBERTVII.LE. FRANCE,

purveyor of the U. S. Government. We
supply also Imported Caucasian Queens. Safe arrival guaranteed.
12
1
6
CAUCASIAN QUEENS.
$20.00
$9.00
$11.00
Select Untested Queens
25.00
2.50
14.00
Select Tested Queens
12
l
6
Italian Queens.
$1.00
$5.50
$10.00
Select Untested Queens
7.00
1.50
12.50
Select Tested Queens
Full rates on application. English correspondence.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
14C4t
Official

Chicago to Buffalo, N.Y.,
and return, via Nickel Plate Road, at
one fare plus 25 cents for the roundtrip. Tickets will be sold from Chicago
June 9th, 10th and 11th, with return
Particulars at
limit of June 25th.
Nickel Plate Office, 113
room 298, Chicago, 111.

Adams Street,
10—22A2t

BARNES' FOOT

POWER MACHINERY
Read what

J. I.

PARENTjOf

Charlton, N. Y., says:

iHrSBE^EEPEjS^
@S

f£»j

m

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you sen x your orders to

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.
New

need

Institute

®&®&&®

By able Live Stock Writers and

Published weekly. Subscription price only $1.00*
Agents wanted in every county.
Write for sample copy. Address

will

JOSEPH, MO.

ST.

The American

Draft and Coach Horses,

You

London, Wis

"

We

one of yoar Combined Machines, last winter50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
cut with

I
!&j§

Spa

m

honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all
yon say it will." Catalog and price-list free.
W. F. & John Barnes,
Address,
100

Mention

995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.
Bee Journal when writing-.

June

7,
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If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Ponder "

BEE-SUPPLIES
Root's Goods at Root's Prices

mm

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

Jfe

Prompt

Service.

Catalog Free. *8&

.-.

BEESWAX WANTED

%

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade.
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I

Jj&

shall be glad to send

jjjk

I

S
m
,.

t
$
"

it

to

you.

WALTER

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

POUDER,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

tJ*

f
''

Tennessee=Bred Queens
All

from Extra=Select Mothers

3-band from Imported Dark Leather, Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. Goldens from
Laws, Doolittle'6 or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.

After April
Italians Before July 1st

15th.

491
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Bee-Keepers' Supplies
Lewis' Famous Bee-Hives and Sections, Root's Smokers and Extractors,
Dadant's Comb Foundation, Etc., Queen-Bees and Nuclei in Season.
Large and complete stock, prompt service. We meet all competition who
will furnish first-class goods.

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS
We

carry a complete stock of " Mandy Lee " Incubators and Brooders. Don't
The more you know about incubation,
fail to investigate these machines.
the more you will like the "Mandy Lee" Incubator. The "Mandy Lee
"
Brooder is a complete old hen, all but the "cluck." Our free incubator catalog describes them.

C. M.

SOOT

&

Mention

8

Indianapolis" ind
CO.
Journal when writing.

Bee

RE!
•5"5*

•fr'J*

•§••{•

June

7,
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OVER

Parts

A-

The RuraTGaliiornian
6 Months 25c.
A

lar^e njnntlilv magazine devoted to Agricultural. Horticultural and rural pursuits*, showing the
wonderful development of the Pacific Coast. Beauedited
and art istu ally
tifully illustrated, well
printed on fine book paper. An encyclopedia of information for colonists. Address,

Lewis

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Kooms

ti

and

ICtf

Mention

Bee

Sections

Temple Bluck,
LOS ANGKLES, CALIF.
when writing.

Journal

in stock since Jan.

A

f\

f\f\*\
KPP\
^T W W W
II

bees,

do not

fail

40-pnge

The

latest

Catalog: tree

1906.

work on lti:i:-

dation and

SUPPLIES, Hives.Fixtures, Etc.

Queens.

Italian Bees

interested

If

goods

and
in

tion.

to write us.

John Nebel &Son Supply Co., High

Hill,

Immediate ship-

Get your goods

in a

hurry, before the ink
on your order blank

Successful Poultry Journal
FKANK HECK,

other
propor-

all

in

ments.

Mo.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

6Ctf

1,

Dadant's Foun-

gets dry, by sending

Editor.

Subscription Price so cents per Year.
Write for Advertising Rates.

to

The most prominent and successful, practica
poultrymen wriie for the t-ucces-ful Poultry Jour
and tell how they build their houses, mate their
fowls, manatre their incubators, feed both young
and old— and, in fact, tell how they succeed and
make money. Bend for sample copy.

A. 0.

WOODMAN

nal.

COMPANY
Grand Rapids,
Michigan

SUCCESSFUL POULTRY JOURNAL
355 Dearborn

ICtf

CHICAGO.

St.,

ILL.

PETS
you are interested

DAILY EXPRESS TRAINS

Adams Express

sample
PET STOCK. It's tlie Best Publication of its kind in America.
Has a national

circulation,

Address,

a year.

and

it's

10

49C7t

13S

Mention

W.

St.,

6
12

.

and extras
and extras
10

I

Bee Journal

when

QUEEN- REARING
BOOK

writing.

from Chicago (plus

via the Nickel Plate Road,

May

31st to June 9th, inclusive, with privilege of extension of return limit to
July 15th. S24.00 via New York City,
all rail, or $23.00 via New York City
and steamer in both directions between
New York and Boston. Stopover at

!

DOOLITTLE'S

Norwalk, Ohio.

Cheap Rates to Boston
SI. 00)

|

This Offer Good Lntil July 1st Only

BARNES.

N. Pleasant

$19.00 for round-trip

22
12

YORK, PA.

20,

,ll,e

GEORGE

United States Express
National Express

6

each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or J6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.
17A26t

|

T„. S & M. S. System
and extras
G. R & I. System
and extras
and extras
G. R. G. a. & M. System
G. R. H. & h. M. System
10
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

20

only 50c

Honey-Gather irjy Strain of
Italians and Carniolans, at 75 cents

AllPPflW
VUGGII3 ^

j

DAILY FREIGHT TRAINS
M. System
M. C. System
Grand Trunk System
P.

HEX STOCK,

Bos

40Ctf

12
9

American Express

In Pigeons,

Rabbits,
Cavies, Dog6, Cats, Birds or Pets of any kind,
you should send for a tree
of
If

For Only *J5 Cents
When

taken with the Weekly American Bee Journal for One Year at $1inaking $1.25 for both.

(Book bound

in

Leatherette cover, otherwise same as the cloth-bound book, which

is $1.)

Niagara Falls and Chautauqua Lake
if desired,
within
limit of
Tickets good on. any train on
above dates. No excess fare charged
on any train on Nickel Plate Road.
Meals in Nickel Plate dining-cars, on
American Club Meal Plan, ranging in
price from 35 cents to $1.00, Mid-day
Luncheon 50 cents also a la carte.
Three through trains daily, with modern Pullman sleeping cars to Fort
Wayne, Findlay, Fostoria. Cleveland,
Erie, Buffalo, New York City and New
England points. Trains depart from
La Salle St. Station, Chicago, the only
Depot on the Elevated Loop. Write
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, Room
298, 113 Adams St., Chicago, for reservation of berths, in through standard and

points,
ticket.

This offer is open to any body, either new or old subscribers, but the latter when acceptmust send enough to pay their subscriptions a year in advance, if they are in arrears now.
Mr. Doolittle's book tells in detail just how he rears the best queens possible; also gives
His Methods of Comb Honey Production. Every bee-keeper should have this book.
ing

it

(126 pages.)

Our Standard-Bred Italian Queens

;

tourist sleepers,

and

full particulars.

2-20A4t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

Reared by best queen-breeders. Prices— 1 Untested, 75c; 3 for $2.10; or 6 for
for June delivery.
rotation.
Better get your orders in

are unexcelled.
S4.00.

Orders

NOW

filled in

—

The Weekly American Bee Journal one year with Untested

Italian Queen
both for {1.50.
paid to the end of 1906 or beyond, fend us $1.00 and the name
and address of a new subscriber for the Bee Journal a year, and we will mail to you a

Or,

if

your own subscription

is

Standard-Bred Queen FREE.
Sample copy

of the

Weekly Bee Journal free on request, or a Trial Trip of 3 months (13
new reader. Better order now, as there are lots of good things

copies) for only 20 cents, to a

appearing in

its

columns every week.

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn

CO.
Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

—

!

«

!
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June

CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
covered by two Patents. With this wonderful invention the cost of making- Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for
is

Do

further information.
mean business.

not write about

it

unless you

My

Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

am

ISO

NEWTON AVE.,

you want Sections that you can put a

Bee Journal

One Fare

for

when

writing.

Round Trip

plus $1.00 from Chicago to Boston and
return, via Nickel Plate Road, May

June

31st to

Also ex-

9th, inclusive.

cursion rates via New York City. Extended return limit July 15th. John Y.

MINNEA-FOLiIS, MINN.

N".,

full

sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to
20Atf
A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

Calahan, General Agent,
113 Adams St., Chicago.

CHARLE5 MONDENG,

1906

Bee-Keepers
If

Mention

BEE-SUPPLIES ^£ QUEENS

7,

A. M.

Room

298,

3—20A4t

REEVES

DISTRIBUTOR OF ROOT'S GOODS FOR

Have You Passed the

NORTHERN NEW YORK
Perch

i

Experimental Stage?

River, Jefferson Co., N. Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

19A4t

Most bee-keepers have been convinced that
buy

to

hives,

it pays
not only as

material are figured,

when time and

and the best

is

;

itoet 39 co< *ps< *8:ei

mm

cheap, but

The Best

the Cheapest
in many ways— no

is

The Elgin Hive excels

—

no dovetails— can be taken
nails to drive
apart at any time.
Many are using them. You should! be.
Write to-day for catalog, etc.
We sell full line of SUPPLIES.

The National Supply
ELGIN, ILL.
Mention Bee Journal when

Co.

writing.

Queen-Clipping Device Free

To

sell lot of 300 empty 60-lb. capacity HoneyAll in one lot, or less quantities. Cans
are in first-class condition.
We are also in the market for Fancy Comb

Cans.

and Extracted Honey. Correspondence

solicited

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.
AGENCIES:
DETROIT. MICH.
35 So. Delaware Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
150 E. Jefferson Street, Louisville, Ky.
643 Broadway S.E., Cleveland, Ohio.

The Monbtte Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
It is used by many beewings.
Full printed directions
keepers.
sent with each one. We mail it for
as
35 cent6 or will send it
a premium for sending us One
subscriber to the Bee Journal
Ifor a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

FREE

;

New

CIEOROE W. YORK & CO.,

Please mention the Bee Journal

20A13t

CHICAGO,

-

ILL.

A GOOD BEE-HIVE
Is

made

of the best grade of

without the use of

Such
buy from
"
as

It is

is

it

will

we make,

such

is

the kind

we make lower prices than you can get from any dealer,
middleman's profit when you buy direct from the manufacturer.

list

We guarantee

si

you get when you

a cinch " that

are Manufacturers,

and

sell direct to

and

of your wants,

everything we

let

sell to

us

the consumer.

make you

i
I
m

prices.

be satisfactory, or refund the money.

and can ship promptly.

Minnesota Bee-Supply 60.,
JOHN DOLL
Power Bldg.,

No.

33

SON. PROPRIETORS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

&.

when

writing.

Never Go Out
from 6 to 21 years oo.

Otisville, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
almost everything In
the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years. In short
if I want any more smokers yonr new style is
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks inFred Fodner,
duced me to get mine.
Mention Bee Journal when writing*

Made of
structible,

m
we
m
m

artificial stone.

Practically

inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

re-

foundation made easily and
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,

Comb

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVILLE.TENN.
4SAtf
|»"J.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
he "prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without It." A. G.

—

Mention

$9.00

have large stocks of Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Shipping-Cases, Foun.

dation, Veils, Smokers, etc., on hand,

—

last

Dear Sir:— I have tried

sults.

at d

"And

The Rietsche Press
go together

except a hammer.

the kind of Hives

Send us a

We

rately cut, so

U6.

you save the

We

tools,

White Pine, ace

tt

Bee Journal

when

writing.

to Boston and Return $19.00

plus $1. from Chicago, via Nickel Plate
Road, May 31st to June 9th, inclusive
also via New York City at excursion
Return limit of July 15th by
rates.
extension of ticket. Folders, rates and
all information furnished by applying
;

to

John Y. Calahan, General Agent,

Room

298, 113

Adams

St.,

Chicago.
4— 20A4t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

June

7,
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Excellent

Goods
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Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest Prices
Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

FREIGHT-

CINCINNATI

RATES FROM

Bee -Supplies!

are the

for the
as 'most

OF ALL KINDS

all

freight

now
You

ESTABLISHED

25

YEARS.

Let

The

largest

magazine

lustrated

and best

me

book your
Order for

Edited by two of the
experienced bee - keepers
in
America.

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAHESTOWN,

N. Y.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

I.AM*.

,
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RED CLOVERS
For

—We are

having- very little

call for hooey, either comb or extracted. Fancy
comb is bringing 15c; other grades from 10@14c.

Extracted, white, 6)6@7c; amber, 5@6c. Bees30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

wax,

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The market for comb
honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting I5@16c for fancy white clover; 14@15c
for No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,
Extracted honey is in good demand at
13c.
hite
clover in barrels
following prices:
brings 6&@7c; amber,5K@SMc; in cans every
higher.
from
l@lM»c
Beeswax is firm
grade
and in good demand at 23 and 30c.
The above are our selling prices, not what we
Griggs Bros,
pay.

W

May 12— Fancy

white clover
No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
brings
fancy
white
western
comb
the supply;
14@15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
of
extracted
honey
Best grade
brings $Hfe'9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beesper
100
pounds.
wax sells here for $33

Indianapolis,

comb brings

16c;

Walter

S.

to fix a price. Some few lots are
being sold at the best offers. We quote: Extracted, fancy white, 7c; amber, 5^@6c. Bees-

comb honey
29c.

We are producers of honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Selser.
on commission.

New York, May
mand

for

8.

— There

comb honey, mostly

Is still

some

de-

for fane; grades.

from 14@15c per pound; off
grades in no demand and prices are irregular,
ranging from S(ai2c, according to quality; sufficient supply to meet demand. Extracted is
in fair demand, mostly from California, of
which there seems to be abundant supply of all
grades. We quote: White, 6Ji@7c; light amber,
6c; dark, S(5;5Mc, accordingto quality and quantity.
Beeswax scarce and firm at 29@30c.

which are

theGOLDEN TEL
LOWS, CARNIO-

my

catalog, page 29.

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Cincinnati, March 8.— The conditions of the
market, at the present time, are not encouraging. Honey is offered from all sides, at prices
utterly iegardless of the value of 1he article.
At the same time, all indications point to an
unusually good honey crop, which adds in
tmaking it a drag on the market. Amber exracted honey in barrels, £@6&c; fancy white,
in cans, 6!^@8J4c.
Choice yellow beeswax, 30c,
delivered here.
The Fred W. Muth Co.

Kansas
here

is

City,

bare, no

May

Assn.

31.— The honey market

market yet. The
per case on fancy white.

new honey

in

market is about $3.25
Extracted, 5}£@6c. On account of the

warm

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

©DC

III.

Tot A/£ [N9IT16S \-2. farmers and 15c—
Btamps taken— we will send for 2 yre. the Farmer's
Call— red. sub. price 40c a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pa^es a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALL,, yuincy.IIl.
'

when

Bee Journal

Mention

writing.

FOR SALE

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California VaterWhite White Sage and Light
in 60.1b. tins, 2 in a case; new
Amber
cans and new cases Write for prices and samples, and state quantity you want.

HONEY

&

265

Cincinnati, March 7.— The demand for comb
honey is slow, prices obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems to be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote fEncy white, 14@l6c Amber
extracted in barrels, 5K@5J£c; in cans,^c more;
fancy white clover in 60*lb. cans, 7J£@8H cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6H@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.

—two

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

consigning, buying or selling, consnlt

R. A,

weather and heavy receipts of fruits, the inquiry for honey is dropping off, but we believe
with the advent of new honey there will be a
good demand for same. C. C. Clemons & Co.

C H.W.Weber.

='

HlLDRETH
267

Greenwich

& SEGELKEN

New York, N.Y.

Street,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

34Atf

SALEMONEY-CANS

FOR.

Second Hand Empty 60-pound

in a crate. In lots of 10, 40c per crate; 25
or more crates, at 35c per crate.

20Atf

MUTH CO.Ohio.
THE FRED W. Cincinnati,

Mention

Wa

51

Walnut

St.,

Bee Journal

when

Sell root's Goods

in

writing.

Michigan

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT A SON.
Bbll Branch, Wayne Co., Mich
Mention Bee Journal when writing;.

Pouder.

Philapei pbia, May 31.— The season is so
far advanced that there is not enough call for

wax,

bred > n separate apiaries,

C.H.W. WEBER

Office

-

and CAUCASIANS.

prices, refer to

The Colo. Honey-Producers'

18.

3 free

.

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as
usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to f 3. 75 per case of 24 sections: off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7J^@8^c; light amber,
6K<§j7 Kc. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.

f)oney anb
May

s^™

of its kind for the

price published.

Chicago,

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

will
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il-

most

Mention

SOUTH

goes through Cincinnati.
Prompt Service is what

SAVE MOBEY BUYING FROM ME.

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,
SOc a year.)

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

selling at

HlLDRETH & SrGELKKN.

1
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^
g
;^
^
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BEE-SUPPLIES
W.

T. Falconer
We handle the finest Bee-Supplies, made by the
Mfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Big Discounts on early orders. Let us
figure with you on your wants.
Muth Special Dovetail Hives have a Honey-Board, Warp-Proof
Cover, and Bottom-Board. Think of it, same price as the regular styles.

Send

for Catalog.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

51 Walnut Street,
Mention

Bee

Journal

when

writing.

|
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THOUSANDS

June

Now Ready

for

of

You

at

Your Very Door

At the Following Distributing Points

141

York Honey

III.,
Ontario Street

&

:

Bee-Supply Go.

&

Indianapolis, Ind., G. M. Scott
1004 E.

1906

LEWIS HIVES
LEWIS SECTIONS

Millions of

Chicago,

7,

Co.

Washington Street

Grand Rapids, Mich., A. G.

Woodman

Go.

Davenport, Iowa, Louis Hanssen's Sons
Minneapolis, Minn., Wisconsin Lumber Co.
432 Lumber Exchange

Denver, Colo., Colo. Honey Producers' Ass'n
1440 Market Street

St.

Joseph, Mo., E. T. Abbott

San Francisco,

Cal., C. H. Lilly Co.

Seattle, Wash., C. H. Lilly Go.
Portland, Oreg., C. H. Lilly Co.

Ogden, Utah, Fred Foulger

&

Sons

San Antonio, Tex., Southwestern Bee Co.
438

W. Houston

E. H, Taylor, Welwyn, Herts, England.
Raymond Gariel, Paris, France.

Street

C.B Stevens & Co., Havana .S: Manzanillo, Cuba
Paul Bachert, Lancaster, Calif.
Fletcher-Doyle, San Diego, Calif.

I

Fallbrook Cooperative Ase'a, Fallbrook, Calif.
Arkansas Valley Honey Producers* Association,
Rocky Ford, Colo.
Grand Junction Fruit Growers' Association,

Grand Junction,
Cleaver

G. B.

LEWIS

&

Colo.

|

I

1

|

|

Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo.
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111.
Adam A. Clarke, Le Mars, .Iowa.
W. J. McCarty, Emmetsburg-, Iowa.
Morris &, Anspach, Kenton, Onio.

Greene, Troy, Penn.

CO., Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Watertown, Wis.

e Journal
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Contents of this Number
Jlliist rat tons

Langstroth

—

Apiary and Home of C H. Dibbern
Apiary of Otto Scbulz, in Germany

1st

5U2

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

501

bee-culture, and ought to be .in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being- revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

Miscellaneous News Items —

334

Dearborn Street, GhiGago,

111.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

THE

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal is
$1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-IjABEL DATE

indicates the
end of the month to which your subscription is paid.
For instance, "deco6" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, I9u6.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do

not send a
to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

money sent us

receipt for

Death of J. C. Ack in
Home and Apiary of C.
Otto Schulz

14 lines make one inch.
less than 'A inch accepted.

Nothing

Time Discounts.

—

5 per cent
4 times
" ...10
"
13
" ...20
"
26
"
"
....30
52

Space Discounts.
lOOlines. .. 5percent
500 " ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
...30
2000 "

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

National

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
'2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. Fhance, Platteville, Wii.

t&- If more convenient, Dues may be sent to the
ublisuers of the American Bee Journal.
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Dadant Methods of Honey-Production (No. 13) 5f>4
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Canadian Beedorn

Sister Bee-Keepers

Early Swarming
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a fine thing

to preserve the copies of the Jour*
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nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no further binding is necessary.

QEOROE W. YORK &
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Moving a Swarm
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Prospects All Right
Rain Starts Bees on Clover
Watering Place for Bees
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is clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way~to
~i
success with bees.
The book we mail for^$l .20, or club
It with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

Each subject

Engravings For Sale
^

s

ings that have been used in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and using- in our columns. If there is ar y
of our engravings that any one would like xc
have, just let us know and we will quote a ver>
low price, postpaid. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO..

CHICAGO, ILL

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

507

1

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with clotb
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
but 75 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.50. It it

can Bee Journal

Sisters... 507

We are accumulating quite a stock of engrav-

The Emerson Binder.

one of the standard books on

—

Nebraska

Hives— n-Frame vs. lu-Frame for the
Polled— Its Gatheiing and Value
Southern Beedom

is

5*6
50k
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Specialize in Bee-Keeping

Our

This

—

Bumbte-Bee Apiarist
National Control of Food Supplies
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Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c.
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Editorial Notes and Comments
rover tale's Oilcloth-Super Feeder
SOI
Cuban and Porto Kican Honey and the Tariff 501
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GEORGE W.YORK 8 COMPANY

June

334

Dearborn Street,

-

—

THREE NEW

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL

;

134

CHICAGO, IL

Dearborn Street,

We

THE TRUST

will

stamp

"Pure
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the

National Bee-Keepers'
Association.
Write us.

Now

is

the time]

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP

Canners Can Co.
1035 W. 47th

St.,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

:
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DADAKT'S FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS
m
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

m
No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

L3

in Capons
Caponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit

Big Profits

CAUCASIAN QUEENS!
Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited co beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or if you want to improve the stock of your Ital-

ROBERT

B.

TOOLS

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.

2Atf

R. F. D.

ILL.

with free instructions
f
postpaid $2.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Murker
25c
E'rencb Killing Knife50c
|Capon Book Free.

[CAPON

ian Bees, write to

,

P. Pilling

&

Root's Bee=5upplies
this means. FOUR CARLOADS OF NEW GOODS ON HAND. Onr
Yon know what

business increased last year 100 percent over
This is a proof that we are saving onr
customeis monev. Try us. LOW FREIGHT
RATES FROM TOLEDO. LARGE DIS1904.

COUNTS—THAT TELLS THE STORY.
Oar 80-page Catalog is sent free.
GRIGGS BROS.

Philadelphia, Pa*

Son,
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DITTMERS FOUNDATION
increased so

much

that

we were

in order to

There

is

a Reason for This — It

fill

forced to double our melting capacity
orders promptly?

because Dittmee's Foundation
transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.
is

is

tough, clear, and

D. Soper,

Our warehouse

is

well stocked with all

GUS DITTMER,
Bee Journal

when

Augusta, Wis.

Mention

And Prompt Shipments

r
i

what we are making

— DOVETAILED
We

when

Bee Journal

writing.

SUPPLIES.

1TARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ
Bee Journal

when

Ask

CO.,

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

—

44

Bee- Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

for Catalog.

larshfield,

writing.

If you want the Bee-Book
Thai C"ver9 the whole Aplcultaral Field mure
complete! v than any other published,
send $1.20 to

FOR HIS

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

carry a full line of

Mention

Best Northern Wisconsin,
per thousand. No. 1. 14.20;
and No. 2. $3.70; 241b. no
aiip ^nippine-Case, 14c
Root's Dovetail and
Danz. Comb-Honey Hives. Italian Queens, etc.
H S. DUBY, St. Anne. 111.
12»13t

writing.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
Is

Leon, Iowa.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Sections

kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Beeswax always wanted.

Mention

the dovetail hives. Some are in loose-hanging frames. All frames have the thick topPrice, 15 cents each.
bars.
23A4t

Welwyn Station, Herts, Ene.
E. H. Taylor,
Toronto, Ont, Canada.
E. Grainger & Co.,

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville, Tex.

Co.,

writing.

About 300 perfect Worker Combs, mostly
in Hoffman wired frames of the size used in

EDWIN BEVINS,

Agents for Dittmer's Foundation

Bee* Honey

when

Bee Journal

FOR_SALE

THAT THE SALE OF

Has

Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO.

Mention

DO YOU KNOW

W.

££,..

Wis.

65c

for

12 Names

mumps taken— we

ft^sW?^

will Bend for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— rec. sub. price 40c a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
years old, 1.900 pages a year. Sample free.

FARMER'S CALL, yuiocy.HL
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Swarming Done Away With
The
tion for

illustration

shows one of the A. K. Ferris hives under manipula-

Comb Honey

Production.

Every bee-keeper will want to read about Mr. Ferris' hives, which are
so large that they have to be handled with a small derrick.
Another important contributor on tbis great swarming problem is Mr. G. M. Dooauthor of "Queen-Rearing." Mr. Doolittle's plan is no doubt a perfect solution
localities where the same conditions as those in his own apiary exist.

little,

for

Photographs illustrating every point will be used in connection with these artiand every effort will be made to have each thought so clear that any bee-keeper
can immediately apply the teachings to his own apiary. Never has the outlook for so
many interesting contributions been brighter than it is at the present time. Every beekeeper who does not take Gleanings will surely not want to miss the remaining iscles,

sues of 1906.
If you have not seen the first installment of this series, send iu your name for a
trial subscription which will be given free of charge. The April and May
numbers will be mailed to you, and by June you will undoubtedly be so interested that
you will want to take out a six months' subscription at least, the special price of which

three-number

will

be 25 cents.
If

in

you choose

to remit at once,

addition to the regular

and we

will

make your

numbers

for six

request for the above issues

months beginning June

15th,

send them free of charge.

Gleanings in Bee-Culture
MEDINA, OHIO

SECTIONS
We

are running
Sections are in great demand at this season of the year.
all
of
sizes.
Sections
No.
call
for
1
the
supply
hardly
can
but
full capacity,
have a very
Place orders at once, or you are apt to be disappointed.
good
as
some offer
are
as
Sections
These
of
Sections.
grade
large supply of No. 2
grades
them
No. 2.
cream
tinge
of
having
a
but
snow-white
being
1.
Not
for No.
less.
thousand
a
you
25c
It
will
cost
season.
trial
this
grade
a
Give this

We

—

ALEXANDER FEEDER
prepared to furnish the Alexander Feeder. We make them
19 inches long so they may be used with either an 8 or 10 frame hive.
With a 10 frame hive they will project 3 inches beyond the hive for
feeding, and the block may be laid crosswise of the feeder or be cut
With the 8-frame hive the feeder projects 5 inches
off as preferred.
and the block lies lengthwise. We soak the feeders in oil to prevent
the feed from 6oaking in. Price, finished, including block, 25c each;
50 for $9.
10 for $2

We are

;

GERMAN BEE-BRUSH
i
i

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.

Medina, Ohio.

Some months ago Mr. K. F. Holtermann called our attention to a
bee-brush which he received from Germany, made of genuine bristle
He had used one a whole season, washing it out often,
or horsehair.
and it appeared to be as good at the end of the season as at the beginconsidered
it so far ahead of anything he had ever seen or
ning. He
used that he wanted no other. We concluded if it was so good for
him it must be equally good for others. We are now provided with a
stock which we offer at 25 cent6 each by mail, 30 cents. The bristles
are black, and about 2 inches long, extending 8 inches on the handle.
Made of while hair it would cost 5 cents more.
;

BR-AISraHBJS -

Medina New York City, Chicago, 111. Philadelphia, Pa. Washington, D.C
1100 Md. Ave.
10 Vine St.
144 E. Erie.
Box 1037
Ohio.

Paul, Minn. Syracuse, N.T. Mechanic Falls,
Maine.
1024 Miss. St. 1631 W. Gen. St.

St.

m

\r\
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J. C. Aeklin, of St. Paul, prominent among Minnesota
bee-keepers, died very suddenly at a hospital lately. The
brief notice we received from a friend did not contain any
of the particulars. But we expect to secure and publish
them in a later issue. Mr. Aeklin was a noble man and
sincere friend. He will be greatly missed in Minnesota

beedom.

—

Later. Since the foregoing was written,
ceived the following from the A. I. Root Co.:

we have

re-

J. C. Aeklin, St. Paul Manager of the A. I. Root Co., while
some bees in Highwood, a suburb of St. Paul, was 6tricken
apoplexy from which he died the following morning, May 26.

Mr.

delivering

with
Mrs. H. G. Aeklin, who in former years was in active management of
the agency, resumes charge again, and the business will be continued
as usual. An able assistant who has for years done a large share of
the work is still in service, and orders will be promptly cared for.

Df. C. C. Miller and G. M. Doolittle are the two leading apiarian writers of the world. We believe that no two
other men contribute as much to the present-day literature
of bee-keeping as they do. And both are intensely practical, and so are also successful with bees.
Mr. Doolittle wrote us June 4 that he had been in poor
health since last February, and during the most of May he
was able to do but very little, being confined to the house
quite a share of the time. But we are glad to say that when
he wrote us he was feeling better, though still quite weak.
Dr. Miller was 75 years old (no, 75 years " young ") last
Sunday, June 10, and, so far as we know, in excellent health
for one of his many busy years.
We are sure all the readers of the old American Bee
Journal will unite with us in extending heartiest congratulations to both Dr. Miller and Mr. Doolittle, and trust that
they may live yet many years to continue to bless not only
bee-keepers but the whole world.

Our Special and Premium Offers are always made
to those subscribers who are entitled to receive the American Bee Journal at $1.00 a year, and all new subscriptions
that are received on our premium and special offers are at
Hence, such offers do not apply in countries
where there is an extra postage charge for sending the
American Bee Journal, such as England, France, Germany,
Any one living in those " foreign " countries where
etc.
such extra postage is charged, would need to send the price
of the Bee Journal ($1.00) and the extra postage. In England that would be $1.50. For instance, in this country we
offer Dr. Miller's book, " Forty Years Among the Bees,"
free as a premium for sending us two new yearly subscriptions that would be $2.00 but if the two new subscriptions
came from England or Germany, it would be $3.00 or 50
cents more to cover the extra postage on the American Bee
Journal sent to " foreign " countries, or those not taking
domestic postage rates.

$1.00 each.

—

;

;

Home and Apiary of C. H. Dibbern.—The pictures
presented on the first page this week are the apiary and
home— that the bees helped to pay for— of Charles H. Dibbern, of Milan, Ills. The main figure in the apiary view is
Mr. Dibbern himself, holding in his hand his latest invention the queen-trap, which he has used for a dozen years
for hiving and controlling swarming. The group of children in the foreground consist of two grand children and a
couple of neighbor's children. The apiary now consists of
about 100 colonies, as Mr. D. has concluded that the locality
will not support more profitably; besides, he has now arrived at an age where he does not care to do the hard work
required in a larger apiary. The picture was taken early
this spring, and as supers had not yet been put on, the
hives have a somewhat squatty appearance.
Mr. Dibbern commenced bee-keeping just 40 years ago
this spring, and has had bees continuously ever since. He
has never had any serious disease among his bees, and has
never seen a case of foul brood. Like most bee-keepers
with the bee-keeping instincts born in them, he has been a

—

Juue

14,

19C6

constant experimenter, and as a result has produced several
inventions of merit.
The T-super was original with him, and he described it
in the American Bee Journal early in the '80's.
In 1889 he discovered the principles of the horizontal
bee-escape, aud published his discovery in Gleanings. This
proved a little premature, as he had not perfected the invention, and a host of others took up the idea and the escape
was soon perfected by others.
A hive also was " invented" which he now has had in
use for some 20 years, and he sees no reason for changing it.
His latest is the queen-trap, which, of course, is a modification of the Alley trap, but, in his opinion, is a great
improvement in several particulars. He has never patented
any of his inventions, and always gave his ideas freely to
the bee-keepers of the world.
The home (see second picture) is a modest structure,
built rather for comfort than any particular style or display.
It is situated on rising ground on the north side of Rock
River, near Black Hawk's Watch Tower, now a very popu-

The group consists of several friends and his
entire family, consisting of wife, son, daughter, daughterin-law, son-in-law, " the baby," and two other grandchildren.
lar resort.

We

have received a souvOtto Schulz in Germany.—
enir postal card from Prof. A. J. Cook, who has spent the
past year in Germany, as our readers know. The picture
on the card is shown here, and it was written from Buckow,
Germany, May 10, 1906, and reads as follows
:

Apiary of
Otto Schnltz,
in Germany

Oil!

A

great day here. Otto Schulz is a genius. He makes foundation
and very fine. He forms wax sheets on a large wheel,
then thins at pleasure between rolls.
It is very beautiful here.
I have had a splendid time, but my wife
ha6 been sick in the hospital for several weeks. She is now safe, and
at home.
My wife and daughter will remain here another year. I
leave next Tuesday, and get home Sept. 1.
A. J. Cook.

cells full-depth

—

Errata. On page 461 two regrettable errors occur. In
the first column, in the second line of the fourth paragraph,
several words are omitted.
The whole sentence should
read, " May 20 a frame of brood was taken from each colony
having 8 brood, and given to one having only 6."

The omission of a comma in the next paragraph accounts for the absurd statement that " Two supers of 44
sections each were placed over the lower super." Putting
the comma where it belongs changes the sense entirely,
making it read, "Two supers of 44 sectious each were
placed over, the lower super containing 12 bait-sections."

W.

editor of the Rural Bee-Keeper, made
when in Chicago. Mr. P. is perhaps the "heavy-weight " among all the bee-editors when
And he is as jovial as he is large.
it comes to avoirdupois.

H.

Putnam,

this office a call recently

was our first opportunity to have a somewhat extended
conversation with him, although we had a " How do you
do?" acquaintance with him before.
It

A Good Thermometer, mounted on

a large-size

wood

being used as an advertising novelty by Walter S.
Pouder, a bee-supply dealer at Indianapolis, Ind. One sent
to this office is doing good service these hot days. It's
somewhat satisfying to know just what the temperature is
even if the knowledge doesn't help cool one off any.
back,

is

June

14,
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.

thing against the large hives and supers is the trouble they make to carry them over the dry years when we
need so few bees in the hives. Where the bees can be moved
into the orange-groves the trouble does not occur, but very
few apiaries are, or could be, so situated here. But it is
much more labor to move large hives than small ones. Too
much for the 50 cents I have figured above. Every one who
has seen my apiary in years past has detested such a stingy

One

Ctrticles

Large Hives and Supers
BY

a day if they were so disposed, as the days are 17 hours in
length and sage is unlike many other honey-plants, in that
the honey tubes are open for the visits of the bees all day
long.

j
Small

503

W. DAYTON.

NOTICED

the statements relating to Mr. Andrew's bees,
honey and hives on page 180. Simply for mutual examination I wish to compare conditions.
Mr. Andrews had 250 colonies, and I had 160, spring
count.
His yield was 25 tons, and mine 12 tons. Mr. Andrews moved to oranges. I did not have oranges. Sage
alone.
But if he has oranges and sage both in one location
it
would not be any better than sage alone, except that
oranges might give 2 or 3 extractings before sage came in.
1 did not extract until May
Oranges, as I understand,
15.
yield water-white, or very light amber at Riverside (or
Corona).
Here, oranges give dark amber, and it will not
pay to mix with sage. Mr. Andrews may have extracted
several times before I extracted at all.
It may be that sage
would last longer here at Chatsworth on account of the
damper location. It was damp and cloudy here from April
10 to May 20.
The clouds came over the mountains from
the coast. Riverside and Corona are so far inland that there
is far more clear weather when the bees could gather honey
earlier in the season.
Mr. Andrews' hive I take to be the regular, full-sized
Langstroth, 10 frames in the lower story and the same size
story above.
My lower stories are for 10 frames, 13 inches
long, and an extracting super on top 13 inches long, and
S inches deep, or one-third the size of Mr. Andrews' extracting super.
My lower story is only 34 the size of Mr.

I

,

Andrews.'
I allowed the honey to become entirely sealed over, including both outside combs, and then allowed them to stay
on the hives 3 to 4 days until they were built solid with
From my 160 colonies
brace-combs between the stories.
Mr. Anthere were 350 swarms, but only 100 were hived.
drews' yield was 50 pounds to the colony in excess of my
At 5 cents per pound it is $2.50, not counting recepyield.
If the cost of production is 4 cents per pound it
tacles.

comes to $2.00, leaving a net profit of 50 cents in favor of
Mr. Andrews' hive, yield, or something. Or, is it possible
that my small hive and awfully small super will do as well
as larger?

At the first of the season I had 12 or 15 colonies with
2 of these little supers on each. When I had extracted 3 or 4
times I took the extra super off, only leaving one, as it seemed
that I got just as much honey from the one.
Of course, 50 pounds of honey is considerable honey,
but 50 cents profit is not much difference, yet it is one-fourth.
But I wonder now if 4' of my hives, which are about one-half
as large as Mr. Andrews', cannot be manipulated and handled
One thing,
as easily as 3 of the regular and larger size.
I never use a brush on these small combs, and put 9 combs, (or
a whole super) in the extractor at once. I have not brushed
Of course, small
bees off extracting combs in 10 years.
combs are easier to handle all around, and more rapid. It
takes me just two minutes to go 100 feet from the extracting house, take the cover off the hive, smoke the bees, take
the combs out and put the empty combs in their places, close
the hive, and get back into the extracting house again.
I have the idea that it would take 5 or 6 minutes with the
large hive.
Of course, I must extract oftener where the
small super is used, but I extract from but few lower stories,
and that where there is no queen below or trie super remains
As I understand, the large stones run
full a long time.
from 32 to 38 pounds at an extracting, when they are sealed,
and my small ones go from 22 to 28 pounds. The large combs
are thicker in the middle at the top in most of the colonies
than at the ends and along the lower half.
It has long been my belief that there are but a small
proportion of the bees which gather honey compared to the
whole colony, a large share standing around on the honey
doing nothing, or else there is more inside work in the hives
than we know of. If 5 pounds of bees went out after honey
And as
S times a day, they ought to bring back 25 pounds.
sage honey is so easy to get they could easily make 25 trips

But my management is different from that
super and hive.
In the spring I manipulate the broodof the large hives.
If
combs so that the small combs become solidly filled.
there is any pollen or solid combs of honey it is caused to
be removed and carried into the super where such off grades
can be extracted at the first round and kept separate from
With larger super the dark would go in with
the sage.
Small supers enable more perfect separaconsiderable sage.
tion of grades.

When the bees get the combs of honey all sealed and
properly ripened they retire from the supers, only enough
bees remaining to keep guard over the honey, and then the
main force of bees begins to cluster out at the entrance.
I tell from outside indications when they are ready to exWhen the combs are completely finished in capping
tract.
and ripening the bees are very easily shaken off, so that no
brush is necessary. I set the combs in tin-bottomed boxes on
I have 5 of
the wheel-barrow which hold 24 combs each.
these boxes and 150 to 200 extra empty combs so that I do
not open hives the second time to put the combs in.
The quick handling of small combs, without brushing,
But robbers seldom are
gives robber-bees very little time.
numerous until near the close of the season. At that time
day to keep the exI' take out honey in the middle of the
Then through the
tractor going until dark, if necessary.
night, if robbers trouble my work, the boxes of empty combs
remain stacked up with robber-cloths (cloths wet with carThis renders them unattractive
bolic-acid water) over each.
to robbers, while on the wheel-barrow, and also to the inmates of the hives they are put into. The most of the
trouble is caused by the bees of the colony rushing outdoors
at the smell of the combs within, and perhaps turning to
And, esdig and pull at the cracks of their own hive.
pecially, forgetting in the excitement, to guard their own enCarbolized combs maintain order in the colony in
trance.
which they are placed. In a few hours the acid is all evaporated and the combs are cleaned up more gradually, and
with

little

strife.

seldom that a box of combs is brought in to extract containing a dozen bees, but, occasionally a few are.
The boxes of combs are slid off the wheel-barrow onto
It

is

Above the shelves is a 20-inch strip of wire-cloth
The bees
extending entirely around the extracting house.
climb out of the combs and run up on the screen and soon find
the escapes where they get out of the building. But most of
the bees brought in are young, as they cling to the combs
and are more difficult to shake off than old bees. The young
bees go up on the screen in a cluster and stay through the
night.
A corner toward the sunrise is chosen. In one or
two days the young bees find their way out the escape.
Near the escape on the outside of the building I keep a
It is usually started with a cluster of bees
nucleus hive.
the size of your fist, and a little chunk of brood such as most
bee-men throw out in the grass. They start to rear a queen
of their own, but in swarming-time it is easy to put in a
shelves.

They build
colonies.
as a starter, except the one broodcomb I put in empty to give their queen a chance to lay.
When one nucleus becomes strong enough to "go it" without further help it is moved away and another started in
the same way. All the stray bees that come out go straight
into the nucleus the same way as others have traveled, and
a bee that has stayed out of its hive a day or two is always
accepted, or, in fact, invited in. The older bees go home
at once.
Some of these nuclei have given 50 pounds of
honey, and every one gives something, and will fill a regular hive in time for the harvest the following year.
ripe

queen

combs from

cell

from one of the best

a strip of

wax

The "breeding up" of the colonies into working strength
much like the growth of plants. Plants grow faster
and faster as the weather warms up until they reach the

is

very

climax; then there is a slackening. My hives are abundant,
in size, early or late, or, as, we may say, both ways from the
climax. No old queen, after hiving with a swarm or any
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of

the newly-reared queens, reach so large an amount of
brood as the queen that begins in the spring and builds with
the expectation of casting a swarm.
Thev prepare for the

The one

population of 2 full hives then. The reason the hives are
so over-populated at this time is because the old bees, that
should be off to the fields gathering honey, are loitering
around the hive waiting to depart for the woods with the old
and much respected queen. There are not often too many
bees, but the bees are not in the right place.
In order to
set the bees at work we must change their dispositions, and
that necessitates the removal of their queen.
Now, if the colony swarms some day, and takes the old
queen along, the old bees off in the fields do not, when thev
return and find the old queen gone, get the pouts and stand
around doing nothing. They keep on at their work more industriously than ever, seeing that they have tlie future prosperity of the colony depending upon them to an increased
degree. When a swarm issues I take the old queen away
at once.
Then I confine the bees long enough that they
forget the purpose for which they came out of their hive.
Then they are permitted to return to the old hive gradually, as if returning from the fields.
If they are permitted
to come out and cluster and then are returned again and
again the disposition of departing becomes more and more
fixed upon them, so that when the honey they take along
becomes digested and converted into wax for comb-building
in their new home, they have become so disinclined toward,
and forgetful of, their old domicile as to regard a new home
as the only possible alternative.
Chatsworth, Cal.

Mr. Alley can explain away the last-stated stubborn
perhaps I shall relent and consent to be informed. Mr.
Alley is a man of wide experience, and lie has kept bees twice
as long as 1, ami I naturally would hesitate to question
what he has to say. I have read the article from which
I quoted with great interest.
There are lots of good things
in that article, but in the case quoted Mr. Alley has proved

m
Bees Destroying Queen-Cells With Live

Queens
BY ALLEN LATHAM.

ON page

445 Mr. Alley says "I wish to inform the bee-keepers of the world that no bees, queenless or otherwise,
ever destroy or tear down queen-cells that contain live
:

A colony having a queen (either a virgin or a
one) will not destroy a queen-cell until a queen first
stings the imprisoned or embryo queen; then the workerbees complete the destruction."
queens.
fertile

I
is

know Mr.

right.

He

Alley,

will

and

I

know

that he believes that he

say. too, that others are mistaken in bewill tear down cells when no queen is

imprisoned queen,

never stung till
after a hole is made in the cell.
Personally, I doubt if the
embryo queen is usually stung at all. A vigorous virgin
nearly ready to emerge may arouse the ire of the free virgin, and be stung, but many an embryo is simply hauled
out by the workers.
The hole is begun by the free queen. As soon as a
cell is thus injured the workers will tear it down.
Many a time I have seen cells with holes in them, and
the queen inside still alive.
Has Mr. Alley not seen this?
If the queen is alive, has she been stung?
Last fall I was tardy in caring for a batch of cells, and
when I went for them I found that a queen was out gnawing
at the other cells.
In one she had a hole which had been
enlarged enough to pass a small pea through.
Though
others had been gnawed, none had holes. I wished to save
all the queens possible, and as I had been successful formerly
in patching up torn or broken cells, I determined to save this
one with the hole in it. I laid a bit of comb foundation
over the hole and sealed it down with a hot iron. That
cell and all the others of the batch hatched strong queens.

Norwich, Conn.

13-Dadant Methods
BY

A

MUCH-DEBATED

C.

P.

of Honey-Production
DADANT.

question in the production of ex-

whether to remove the honey before it
is ripe, and ripen it by artificial means, or remove it
only when entirely ripened.
We prefer the latter method.
tracted honey

When

the

is

first

extractor

was introduced, bee-keepers

had much less experience about the ripening of honey than
they have to-day.
It seemed quite natural to remove the
honey just as fast as gathered by the bees. Larger quantities could thus be harvested, but it did not take the producer
long to find out that such honey often had no consistency,
and would run like water. In fact, fresh harvested honey
often drips from the cells when the comb is slightly inclined
out of the perpendicular.
This is, however, by no means
constant, for some kinds of honey, in dry seasons, prove
ripened very shortly after the gathering.
Honey from
heather is often mentioned by French apiarists as impossible
I have never had the
to extract, owing to its great density.
good luck to visit a producer of heather honey, or I should
have made particular enquiry as to the possibility of extracting it promptly after it has been brought in.
But our main crops of honey in the Middle West are
not such as will bear being harvested at once without reWe have tried both
quiring artificial ripening afterwards.
artificial ripening and the more popular way of allowing the
combs to remain in the super until the bees have thoroughly evaporated the excess of moisture. The latter method
There is but one thing
is, in our opinion, much preferable.
that would induce us to extract honey before it is fully

—the

impossibility of furnishing the bees with a sufficient
supers.
have seen a few such seasons, and in those instances
we have taken the pains to place the honey in open tanks in
warm rooms. Usually, when there is an extraordinary season, the honey is less watery than in poor seasons, and the
very wet
time required for ripening is therefore less.
season, when honey contains a great deal of water and
evaporates slowly, is usually a poor honey season anyhow.
In such a season we leave the supers on until a few days
after the crop is over.
have sometimes taken the additional precaution of keeping the greater part of the honey
In a first-class year, if we are
in a tank for a few weeks.
compelled to extract for want of a sufficient number of
supers, we sometimes take off the first supers filled, leaving
the last one on the hive for later extracting.
The question has often been asked
Must honey be
sealed over to be considered ripe? I do not believe that sealing is a criterion. There are seasons when the bees will seal
have
combs when the honey is insufficiently ripened.
seen this happen oftener with basswood than with any other
In such cases the honey may ferment, and will, a
crop.
This may not be noticed
little
later, burst the cappings.
if the honey is still on the hive, for the bees will then look
after it and probably manipulate it and transfer it from one
cell to another, as the careful housekeeper transfers her preserves when they show signs of fermentation.
The bees
have not the resource of boiling or heating their stores to
remove the germs of fermentation, but trust them to do
for the best with the means they have at hand.
But if
the honey which is capped and unripe has been removed from
the hive by the bee-keeper, and has been extracted, he will
soon notice that it forms gas-bubbles, and the watery portion
will come to the surface.
If the honey has been kept in the
comb, the capping bursts and the liquid honey forms out.
But this sealing of unripe honey is a rare exception. As a
rule, the bees are very careful to ripen the honey thoroughly
before sealing it.
On the other hand, if the bees have been supplied with a

We

A

We

to learn this lesson.
Does Mr. Alley, or anyone else, believe that a queen
can sting the imprisoned virgin or embryo before a hole is
gnawed? Does any one think that it is possible to thrust
the sting through a wall of wax?
If he does, then his
power of belief is big.
I
wish to inform the bee-keeping world that the em-

the

himself mortal, just like the rest of us.

number of

comes.
Therefore, Mr. Alley, I refuse to be informed, and I
rather think that I shall not be in a class of one in refusing

or

If

facts,

ripe

lieving that bees
present.
I wish that he was right, for then I should never
bother to protect cells with cell-protectors made of wirecloth.
If bees are imprisoned in a hive they will gnaw away
at a queen-cell till all the wax is off the cocoon portion, and
frequently get a hole through above the cocoon. As soon
as that hole is through it is good-bye queen, unless help

bryo queen,

in particular, which, if Mr. Alley is right, had been
stung, became mated and showed every appearance of being
a good queen.

:

is

We

•

:

June
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great deal of empty comb, and if the colony is very populous, the honey will be scattered over a great area in the
super and will be ripened readily, but little of it will he
capped, until they ascertain that the crop is coming to an
end.
In such circumstances the more or less capping of the
honey will depend most probably on the temperature. If it is
low, the bees will concentrate their stores over the cluster
and will more readily seal a part of the filled combs. If the
temperature is high, and the hive very populous, the honey
will remain scattered over a greater area and less of it will
be sealed.
The temperature has a great deal to do with the behavior of the bees, and it is probably owing to its action that
bee-keepers differ in their opinions as to the actions ot the
bees.
In Northern latitudes, where the nights are cool, the
question of retaining the heat in the hive has a much greater
influence on success than in localities where the great question is how to keep the temperature of the brood-nest and
of the supers low enough so that the combs may not break
down. So we can not lay down any rule that will serve
for all climates, as to whether we may expect the bees to
ripen all their honey before any of it is sealed, or whether
they may seal it as fast as ripened. It is a good thing to
err on the safe side, and wait until a great portion of it,
But in
at least, is sealed, before attempting to remove it.
any case where there is doubt as to the sufficient density
of the honey, it is well to keep it in an open vessel in a warm
room in as hot a room as you may have during the remainder of the summer.
The late Chas. F. Muth who was an authority on honey,
because he produced so much of it and bought and sold hundreds of tons of it was in the habit of ripening his honey
regularly, by storing it in tanks, covered with a cloth, in an
attic.
Honey harvested in June or July was thus kept by
him until early in September, when it was put in retailing
packages, and would granulate almost immediately after-

—

—

—

—

ward.
to remove the honey only when it
as far as we can judge, and it is only in very rare
instances that we have made any mistakes.
Cool, wet sea-

Our method has been

is

ripe,

But we have harvested hunsons are the most dangerous.
dreds I might almost say thousands of barrels of honey
which was barrelled at once and rolled into a dry cellar,
and did not see the light again until it was prepared for retailing, in
Ictober, when we found it almost invariably perfectly solid, with a regular grain of granulation, resembling

—

—

i

butter.

see that lately a number of our European experimenting apiarists are discussing the density of honey, and great
differences are shown as to its condition when first harvested.
I believe many people have but very remote ideas
as to the great differences in density of honey fresh-gathered in different countries, under different degrees of heat,
Stating how
and with different hygrometric conditions.
much water fresh honey contains would be as impossible
as stating how much rain-fall may be expected during any
I

one month

in

anv

Hamilton,

locality.

111.
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Pollen— How Use to Best Advantage
BY

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

EARLY

pollen," has a musical sound to all bee-keepers,
and when you ask one as to the time of year that the
bees first begin to gather pollen in his locality, he is
all attention, and will tell you the earliest period he ever
knew the bees t< bring in the small loads, which are the
i

harbinger of brood-rearing. But ask the average bee-keeper
from what source this pollen comes, and four out of five
can only guess at the matter, and that guess twice out of
three times will be, "from willow."

This guess

may

be right in some

localities,

but in this

comes from what is more commonly
known as "skunk cabbage," from the smell the plant emits
when the leaves are bruised, and from the cabbage appearance of its growth when it has arrived at maturity. But in
locality the first pollen

there is nothing to be seen of this cabbage
a gnarled, pointed, reddish-colored hood, that
rises about 2 or 3 inches out of the ground, inside of which,
rising on a stem, is a little ball of flowers about as big as a
marble, and this ball of little, short flowers are very rich in
pollen.
The hood has on one side, a slit or crevice in it,
ofttimes hardly large enough for the bee to squeeze in, and
as the ball of flowers fills the hood to within about beeearly

spring

growth;

just

505

around, the bee which works on skunk cabbage for
gets covered more or less all over with the yellow
dust, so that it makes her appear almost a laughable object
as she runs into the hive.
I
have seen this dust from a
thirty-second to one-sixteenth of an inch thick on the back or
upper side of the abdomen of bees when they are entering
the hives, though this is the extreme.
Then the hood protects and keeps the bee warm when
at .work on skunk cabbage, so that they will gather pollen
from this source when it would be too cold to gather pollen
from the trees, were the willow in bloom at this time. I
have known bees to get pollen from this source as early as
March 10. but it is more often from the 10th to the 15th of
April before any pollen is obtained here in central New
space

all

pollen

York.
Following skunk cabbage comes the soft maple, from
which the bees obtain pollen of a reddish tinge; and 2 or
3 days later the elm blooms, from which a liberal supply is
obtained, if the weather is fine. This gives the bees a great
start at brood-rearing, and an advance which is rarely checked
by all the unfavorable weather which may come thereafter.
However, in occasional years, we have a severe freeze just
at the time all these early pollen-producing flowers are about
to open, which spoils the whole, and in such years it is uphill business for the bees till the willow and hard maples
bloom, when large quantities of pollen are usually obtained.
As I said to start with, early pollen is something that
all bee-keepers are joyful over, but in some localities, later
on, bees store so much pollen in their combs that it seems
to those not as familiar with the inside workings of the
hive as they might be, that some device for removing this
pollen would be of great benefit to them, for at a bee-convention some years ago I heard offers as great as $25 from
a single person for some plan to remove pollen from the
combs.
Some advise putting these combs of pollen into tepid
water and soaking a week or so till the pollen becomes soft
and mushy, when the combs are to be put into the honeyextractor and the pollen ad water thrown out. Others ad-

making combs containing much pollen into wax, and
then work the wax into comb foundation to put into the
hives for the bees to draw out into comb again; but all such
advice seems to me to be a damage rather than a help.
In this locality wet get large quantities of pollen probably as much as is gathered in any place in the United
States yet I have never soaked or melted up a single comb
neither
did I ever have any thrown out
on that account,
by the bees, as others claim they have, unless said pollen had
become moldy.
With me there are two different periods in which the
bees store much more pollen than is worked by the nursebees into chyme for the young brood. One is during the
bloom of hard or sugar maple, and the other during white
clover bloom. I have had combs of pollen gathered from
the yield during hard maple which weighed as high as 4^4
pounds. At such time as this I work as follows
Whenever the bees gather so much as to crowd the
queen, I take it away for the time being and place empty
combs in its stead. If there come a few rainy or windy
days at this time I find that this pollen is all exhausted, so
that the cells are once more empty or filled with eggs, as it
takes large quantities of food for the numerous brood at this
season of the year. After apple-bloom there is little for the
bees to work on, and the surplus of pollen is all soon used
up, and more needed, when I set back that which was removed, and thus brood-rearing is kept up more effectually
than by feeding syrup, honey, or any other plan of stimulative feeding, providing there is plenty of honey in the hive,
which there generally is, if bad weather has not cut short the
vield from the apple-bloom.
I
consider plenty of pollen in the combs during the
period of scarcity between apple and clover bloom of great
advantage, as it keeps brood-rearing going on without a
break till the honey harvest arrives.
The pollen gathered during white clover is treated difThe early rarely ever
ferently from that gathered earlier.
has honey placed top of it, while that from clover is placed
full, when the cell is filled
in the cells till they are nearly
with honey and sealed over so as to preserve it against a
time of need the next spring, or before bees can gather
from natural sources in the early part of the year. During
the summer, as I find combs o ntaining much pollen in this
preserved state, they are hung away in the room for storing
vise

—

—

;

|

combs;

or,

if

it

is

so

early that the

wax-moth

is

trouble-

some, they are stored in upper stories over weak colonies of

;

;

;
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bees where they will be protected till ready for their winter
storage. Where stored in a room, they must be looked
after,
and fumigated if the moth becomes troublesome.

Combs containing much pollen under honey are distinguishable from those without, by holding them up before
a
strong light and looking through them, unless the
combs are
very old and the cells filled with the cocoons left
from the
maturing brood.
When spring opens I again take the opportunity of
placing all combs I have on hand containing
pollen, near the
brood, and find that this, together with the honey
stored over
the pollen, which honey has to be removed
before the bees
can get at the pollen, answers a better purpose for
stimulating brood-rearing at this time of the
year, than the feeding
of pea, rye, or oat meal, as some recommend.
In this way
the pollen is used up to a far better advantage
than by inventing a machine to remove it from the combs,
and saves all
trouble of soaking or melting the combs as
well.
Borodino, N. Y.
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various foods as offered in the London markets. A commission was
appointed, and the first Adulteration Act in England was passed;
Canada followed in 1874. The Act has undergone many amendments
since that date, in consequence of increased experience in its working,
but the fundamental principles remain unchanged.

What Adulteration
It defines

Is.

adulteration as follows:

1. If any substance has been mixed with it 60 as to reduce or
lower or injuriously affect its quality or strength
2. If any inferior or cheaper substance has been substituted,
wholly or in part, for the article
3. If any valuable consistent of the article has been wholly or in
;

part abstracted
4. If it is an imitation of, or is sold under the name of another
article;
5. If it consists wholly or in part of a diseased or decomposed or

putrid or rotten animal or vegetable substance, whether manufactured
or not; or in the case of milk or butter, if it is the produce of a diseased animal, or of an animal fed upon unwholesome food;
6. If it contains any added poisonous ingredient which may render such an article injurious to the health of a person consuming it;
7. If its strength or purity falls below the standard, or its constituents are present in quantity not within the limits of variability, fixed
by the governor-in-couneil, as hereinafter provided
8. If it is so colored or coated, or polished or powdered that damage is concealed, or if it is made to appear better or of greater value

than

j

\=

;

it

really

is.

Mr. McGill cites the modern tendency to manufactured
foods of all kinds, and the achievements of chemistry in
introducing new food products such as glucose, cotton-seed
cotton-seed stearin, coal-tar dyes, synthetic flavoring
materials, chemical preservatives (such as salicylic acid,
formalin, etc.) these substances enter into the composition
of modern foods to an extent little imagined by the ordinary consumer. He does not find fault with the inventor
of new food materials, but mentions the danger of trying
radical experiments with the workings of the human digesoil,

;

Specialize in Bee-Keeping-

A

plea for specialization in bee-keeping-, by L,.
B. Bell
of Arizona, appears in Farm, Field
and Fireside. After
speaking of the troubles of mixed farming and
bee-keeping,
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Human life is too short to have any of it wasted in dabbling.
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organism.

Again, in the manufacture of many new food substances, powerful chemicals are used, and great care is necessary to make sure that
these are properly rendered harmless before the finished product is
put on the market. Many cases of poisoning through the use of dye6
containing arsenic, glucose containing free acid, and other similar instances are on record. I must, however, bear testimony to the great
care which is nowadays taken by manufacturers, and to the purity
of the products now offered.

,

Chief Ground op Complaint.

'

-

'

-

chief ground of complaint rests in the non acknowledgement
of the presence of a foreign substance. The importance which this
assumes depends greatly upon the point of view. To the consumer it
means that he is ignorant of what he eats. To the honest manufacturer it is a very heavy grievance, 6inee it means unfair competition.
To the producer it is also a ground for complaining.
hat of the
fruit-grower who finds apple, turnip or other pulp used as a basis for
jams, 6old as strawberry, raspberry, plum, etc., and dyed with coal-tar
colors to imitate the genuine fruit? Just in the same way has the
dairy farmer a right to complain of unacknowledged competition by
the sale of oleomargarine or renovated butter for the genuine article
the farmer who raises pigs has a bona-fide grievance when cotton-seed
products are substituted for lard, and so on.

The

W

A Bumble-Bee

Apiarist

Kell
yj ' Elgin Co., Ont., is a farmer who makes a
specialty of sheep and
clover seed, and also keeps bees. He recentlv
a°
'n
enious system of ensuring the fertilization of
e
thTrl^
0SS
S
pays tne b °ysof the neighborhood 25
u
l? l He nest
cents for every bumble-bee's
they locate for him. This he then
moves to his own premises. He inverts over the nest
a funnel-shaned
screen, with a small hole in the top leading
into a little box.
Bv stirring up the bees he gets them all into the box,
and then takes up the
nest and transports bees and all to some
convenient spot on his farm
in this way he has almost il cornered " the
bumble-bees of his neighborhood. In winter he protects them from mice
by putting over the
nest an oblong hardwood box, say
20 inches long by 10 or 12 inches wide
and the same height. A small hole, protected by
a piece of tin to prevent mice gnawing it larger, permits egress and
ingress of the queen
As a result of his pains, Mr. Kelly grows large fields of
clover seed'
averaging 4 or o bushels per acre. Those living
near him get
good
6
crops of seed.
Mr. Kelly related an interesting experience of one
had pastured with sheep a field of red clover, taking year when he
June 15 The second crop blossomed beautifully, and the sheep off
neighbors declared it the finest they had ever seen. It was,
however, a little too
early for the bumble-bees, and no seed worth
mentioning was secured
<=v.u 1C u.

^J^u/Jt^
,

™n,?l

is

dealer responsible.

Shall Be Held Responsible?

must hold the retail
The Adulteration Act provides the retailer with a

naturally and inevitably,

safeguard in two ways:
First, he may plead the guaranty of the manufacturer or wholesaler, provided that he has taken the precaution to obtain such.
Second, the Inland Revenue Department (which is charged with
the administration of the Food Act) provides an inexpensive means of
acquainting him with the nature of the articles he sells, by chemical
analysis at a nominal fee.

swu

The manufacturer may thus be held ultimately responsible for the
correct naming of his goods. There is no bar to the manufacture or
sale of any wholesome food in Canada (except butter substitutes) provided that they are correctly and honestly labeled. The Act requires
that such articles be distinctly labeled as a mixture, in conspicuous
characters, forming an inseparable part of the label.

the Mr. Kelly mentioned in this department

Distinct penalties attach to violations of the Act, and these may
be classed as (1) penalties for adulteratingfoods, (2) penalties for selling adulterated foods. If the adulteration is deemed injurious to
health, the penalty for a first offense may reach $200 and costs, or 3
months imprisonment, or both; if the adulteration be deemed to be
not injurious to health, the penalty may reach $100 and costs, and is
not less than $5 and costs.

—Farmers' Advocate.

This

Who
The consumer,

some time ago.

^

i

m

National Control of Food Supplies

The Canadian Grocer has a synopsis of a lecture deby Anthony McGill, before the Ontario Grocers'

livered

Convention, on "National Control of Food Supplies," from
which we can profitably take notes
:

Food inspection is a comparatively modern innovation. About
the middle of the last century Dr. Hassall published in the
London
Lancet an extended series of investigations into the character of the

Penalties Provided.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is
a bee-keeper's hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
American Bee Journal one year both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.

—
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M. Wilson, Marengo,

super of the 5-inch sections will be 17 percent heavier than
one of 4'4 sections a matter of considerable importance.
Another matter equally concerns both sexes The super
that is 17 percent heavier will take a longer time to fill, and
in general there is likely to be a little more even work in a
smaller super. At the close of the season, if the bees have
just enough honey to finish up a super containing 24 pounds,
there would be a shortage if they were asked to fill a super
containing 4 pounds more. But that exact state of affairs
might not often arise.

—

:
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—

Early Swarming

Pollen— Its Gathering and Value
It is good fun to watch the bees carrying in pollen. Our
bees seem to have such a fine time of it, or is that only
imagination ? At any rate, they seem to hasten into the
hive very eagerly as they come home with loads so big that
one wonders how they stick to the pollen-baskets. A peculiarity is that the work of pollen-carrying is not evenly
divided among all the workers the most of them do not
gather pollen at all, and the rest carry extra weight.
Most of the pollen is gathered in the forenoon, but if

I

My
22.

bees have

in

commenced swarming,

Is this not early for central
Westerville, Nebr., May 24.

Nebraska
the

first

swarm

issuing

May

Nebraska?
(Miss)

Jennie Booknaw.

Indeed it is early, and your bees must have been in good
condition to swarm thus early. They probably built up so
as to swarm in fruit-bloom an unusual thing.

—

;

Southern

you watch closely you may see pollen carried in again in
the evening, sometimes so late that you wonder that the
bees can see to find their way home.
Not every sister estimates pollen at its true value.

4-

Beebom

-fr

Honey is

carefully saved, but many a comb of pollen is
allowed to be spoiled without compunction, and yet weight
for weight it is doubtful if the honey is worth any more
than the pollen possibly not so much. In early spring,
if a colony is without pollen, not a young bee can be reared
till a stock of pollen is secured.

=J
Conducted by Lorjia H. Scholl. New Braunfels, Tex.

—

The 8-Frame Hive

vs. the

io-Frame

for the Sisters

In general, the sisters will use the same implements
in bee-keeping as those of the sterner sex, yet
equally in general they will have a preference for something lighter to handle, wherever there is a choice. In the
matter of hives there is a choice.
A 10-frame hive is something like 20 percent heavier
than an 8-frame one, and when one is lifting about to the
limit of one's strength, an addition of 20 percent is no trifle.
It is true that hives do not have to be lifted very often, in
some cases not at all, and in the latter case the weight does
not matter. Most of the sisters, too, can have help whenever a hive is to be lifted. But in running for comb honey
there are the supers, and for the larger hives they are increased in weight to a corresponding degree. Even if there
is no lifting of hives there is no getting along without lifting section supers, and they must be lifted so often that it
is a matter of no little consequence how heavy they are.
So, if for no other reason, any woman who is working for
comb honey will be likely to look with a partial eye on the

and plans

8-frame hive.

But it must not be left out of consideration that a 10frame hive is much safer for the bees than the smaller hive,
and no woman should think of adopting an 8-frame hive
unless she gives very close attention to her bees. Given
the same care that will pass muster with a 10-frame hive,
and there will be a lot of colonies starve every winter in the
smaller ones. There must be extra combs of honey to give
some colonies each fall, where 8-frame hives are kept, and
again in spring some colonies will starve if left to themselves.
Not that bees in larger hives are always safe from
starvation, but they are safe as compared with those in
smaller hives.
An objection is sometimes raised to the 8-frame hive
because it is not large enough to accommodate a prolific
queen. True but neither is a 10-frame hive large enough,
and there is no law against giving a queen 2 stories of 8
frames each, and with 16 frames she is not likely to feel
cramped for room. Then when the harvest comes, one
story can be removed and super-room given in its place.
When working for extracted honey, it is just as easy to
handle the extracting frames in a large hive as in a small
one, and the advantages of the larger hive for extracted
honey are such that it has the general preference.
In comparing square with tall sections, there is one
thing to be considered that makes more difference to women
It is the matter of the
in general than it does to men.
weight of supers when the bees have filled them. A section
S inches high is 17 percent higher than a A% section, so a
;

A

Sister Bee-Keeper in the South

Mb. Louis H. Scholl:— My first experience with bees was 7 year6
ago when I found a very small swarm in my garden, and nothing else
being handy, I simply put them into a Hour-barrel.

To begin with, I was very much afraid of bees; in fact, all I knew
about bees " was just to keep away from them.'' After calling up all
the bravery I ever possessed and, of course, I felt I was almost suiciding to attempt such a thing— I did really brush the bees in a paper
pad and threw them under the barrel. I was almost ashamed to tell
of doing such a desperate thing.
That little handful of bees did wonders the next spring. Tbey
stored such a lot of nice honey, and I am sure there was a half bushel
of bees, but they never did swarm.
I kept them in the old barrel, and 1 never saw one colony store so
much honey. I never have done as well with hives, and talk about
If you will give them a barrel you won't be bothered
non-swarming
with swarms
But now I am not any more afraid of my bees, wearing neither
gloves nor veil.
are not
I can not say whether or not my bees are blacks, but they
Any one can handle bees if he or she is not afraid of them. I
vicious
I do believe they love me, for
love my bees, and just live with them.
I can hardly work in the garden, they follow me so much.
It does not
1 have been feeding my bees lately on cake-sugar.

—

!

1

dope them like syrup.

.

Our main source for honey here in Arkansas, I think, is from
chinquapin. We also have corn and cotton-bloom. Some say bees
do not pay here, but that is not right. My husband i6 a cotton buyer,
and, of course, we have to live in town. My bees are within 10 feet
of the sidewalk, but they never bother any one. They are only common bees. I have ordered Italian queens. Can 1 take brood out of
one or two hives and put it into a new hive ard put the ordered queen
with them? Of course, take some bees with the brood. I want ItalThe bees
ian queens, but do not like to destroy the common queens.
They do not
in this part of the country are of a very common kind.
store more than 30 pounds per colony the first honey-year. I feel sure
that with improved stock we could beat that.
They swarmed May 1,
I had a swarm act strangely last summer.
and 6uch a fine swarm, too. But only half of them would work; the
and just lay there unthe
hive,
of
outside
on
the
other half clustered
Were there 2 queens, or what was
til cold weather drove them in.
the real trouble?

The American Bee Journal
Magnolia, Ark.

is

a fine paper.

Mrs. John Williams.

We are glad, indeed, to have our sister bee-keepers take
a part in " Southern Beedom." I have often been told by
" elder brethren " that we needed the ladies to help us to be
successful in life. I, myself, do not know much about that
for— I am not yet married they were. However, we will be
glad to hear from other sister bee-keepers of the South.
;

There are a great many bee-keepers who were

at first

afraid of bees, but who soon got over their
timidity and became successful bee-keepers. One person I
have in mind in particular, declared that he would not go
near a bee-hive " with a shot-gun," but soon afterward he
surprised me very much, for he had purchased a dozen colo-

very

much

—
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nies of bees. Ever since then he has been a bee-keeper
managing' several apiaries, and securing large crops of

honey.

The

trouble

might have been

with your swarm acting so

strangely

Perhaps the hive was
Or the hive was poorly ventilated by the

for several reasons.

not large enough.
entrance being too small. My summer hive-entrances are
The
large
4 inch deep, and the full width of the hive.
small 3 s -inch-depth entrance is too small, and, with a large
colony, clustering out would very likely result until cooler
weather.
Your experience with non-swarming of a colony in a
large flour-barrel is quite in accord with the experience of
the advocates of large hives to reduce swarming. It was
not the barrel, of course, but the large amount of room in
The same could have been
it that prevented swarming.
provided in a large hive.
;

June

14.

190t

layed 40 years in its march to our borders ? And both the
insects referred to seem likely to prove very much greater
scourges than the potato-bug. Gypsy eats everything green
except the farmers themselves and could it be induced to
eat some of them the situation might be bettered. Just as
the potato-bug left alone kills out every potato-plant in the
field, so Gypsy left alone reduces territory to a desert.

—

"

Page

383.

Queens and Drones Can't Digest Pollen ?
So Stachelhausen thinks that drone and queen are both
unable to digest pollen for themselves. Quite possible. The
alleged fact that drones only live 3 days when put with
plenty of each kind of food but removed from the workers
Page
is pretty good evidence so far as they are concerned.
386.

Zinc and Tin Queen-Excluders

VTii\

£)asty's

Dr. Miller answers " Ontario," on page 390, that it is
bad economy to cover only part of a super-bottom with excluding zinc and the rest with plain tin. As a general
proposition I will not quarrel with this but ray strain of
(hybrid) bees seems to be characterized by unusual willingness to store remote from the brood-nest. All my extracting supers are that way have been so for many years and
I wouldn't tolerate it if I could see that I was losing anything material by it. My bees often bother me by putting
too large a share of the fall honey above, almost never by
putting too large a share below.
;

Ctftertfyougfyts

j
The " Old

Reliable " as seeD through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Advertisements Valuable as History
Mostly we don't read bound volumes of back numbers
as much as we expected to when we bound them and when
it comes to looking over very old ones the advertisements
strike us as a very interesting part of the book much that
once made a great stir being now comically obsolete.
Should decidedly object to having the ads missing from my
back numbers. Obliterating them would be obliterating

—
—

history, as our Editor suggests.

Page

Swarm and Drone

381.

Prevention

So H. S. Philbrook's idea of swarm prevention is to get
the queen into business in an added story below. He finds
it working well the second year.
But, as
Good so far
the elements of non-success are evidently pretty thick, we
must have wide and numerous successes before we draw
final conclusions.
Some Cyprian blood in this case it
seems and that makes it abnormal to a certain degree. We
seem to get a sort of a hint that the held-in-reserve Davenport plan is the same.
Mr. Philbrook seems to have made a positive addition
(although a minor one) to our manipulations. He finds that
unsealed drone-brood, when sprinkled with sulphur, are immediately pulled out and carried out of the hive. Easy, and
good. Page 383.

—

!

;

of

390,

A. E. Oliver lost half his queens.
fails with 4 trials.

On page

That Mouse-Eating-Honey Controversy

none-too-well-supported conclusions. In his actual experiences he has had both a chipmuck and a red-squirrel as
pets, and both became serious nuisances on account of their
fondness for honey. So I was right in ranking these ani"
next
the bear in that respect. I'm still " chipper

to
mals
with hope that I'll turn up all right about the mouse, also.
My saying that the mouse peels the cappings off honey for
pastime I am willing to withdraw, or at least put it on the
doubtful list. But I jump right to another inference that
may worry Mr. D. still worse. After the raw and freshly
lapped surface has stood for a few hours in a somewhat
damp atmosphere the mouse can lap it over again and get
some water and again by and by. He has learned to do
this as one help in the struggle for life in rooms where
water can not be gotten at. But if this is not right I am
still glad the performance has been viewed by a competent
observer. Does not look exactly like play, at any rate.

—

Page

403.

^
Doctor ZTTilWs
Question Box
*

411,

Goodnow

C. Davenport Safe in Minnesota
Those that don't believe that C. Davenport's swarmcontrolling method amounts to much will don't believe it
still more after reading his letter on page 401.
Eucky for
C. D. that the Emperor Tiberius is not reigning in Minnesota.
His way of keeping dangerous secrets from getting
abroad was to chop off the inventor's head.

Brown-Tail and Gypsy Moths, and Potato-Bug

And now the insect invaders of national importance
that are trying to fight their way across our continent are
two instead of one the Brown-tail moth in addition to the
Gypsy moth. Even if Massachusetts should be defeated in
its heavy fight (as looks possible), the rest of the country is
realizing profit at the rate of very many millions of dollars
a year from each year of delay. Strange that people should
forget that part of the situation and sheepishly conclude
that it is a useless fight that is going on. What could Ohio
have afforded to pay if the potato-bug could have been de-

—

—

—

Mr. Doolittle thinks the method proposed to show that
the mouse does not relish honey would also show that the
old soldier does not eat hard-tack. Never mind. I can't
afford to squeal much over my own wounds in the scrimmage for pleasure in seeing him support another of my

Weak-Colony-Over-Strong Experiences
And here are more experiences with the pig-a-back style
keeping a weak colony warm over a strong one. On

page
V.

—

Send questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Bees Hanging Out— Moving a Swarm-When to Take
Off Full Supers-Hive Portico
This
1. The bees of one of my hives cluster around the entrance.
commences about 3 o'clock and gets worse until about dark. What
causes this? The entrance is shaded and part of the hive, but the entrance is only '.jxS inches, and can not very well be made larger. It
is

a 2-story hive.

bought a colony of bees in an 8-frame hive, the frames being
this hive was nailed shut so that no bees could get into
the super, and now they fill one outside frame with honey and do not
yet work in the super. Was this comb built so that no brood could
be reared in it? The cells are curved upward, and are irregular.
Should I cut out the comb, put in a foundation starter, and place in
the middle? This colony was pretty weak, but is getting better populated, and was, no doubt, a swarm of last year.
2.

I

HXxll>2, and

3.

What

is

the best time to

move

a

swarm

after

it is

hived?

June

14,
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the honey

a super should one wait until

To remove

4.

is

all

A

Foul Brood -Queen Excluder Under Extracting
Supers

Little

capped?
Is there

5.

any advantage

in

a hive having a portico

in front
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Pennsylvania.
early as the last of May it is not usual for bees
to hang out in that way, and results from the fact that the colony is
too large for the hive they occupy, or else that it is too warm for them.
An entrance } ..xS is pretty small for a strong colony on a hot day, and
If you can not make it larger you can give them a little ventilation
above by allowing the cover to be partly open.

Answers.— 1. As

2. I wouldn't be in a hurry to cut out that frame, for it is likely
they can rear brood in it all right if they want to. If you want to
make sure whether they can or not, uncap the sealing of the comb
and put it in the middle of the brood-nest, and you will probably find
brood in it a week later. It is possible that in some way there is not
as direct communication as desirable between the brood-chamber and
the super. It will help to 6tart the bees at work in the super if you
put in it a piece of comb on which the bees have already worked, with
either honey or brood, although empty comb that has been drawn out
will do very well.
3. Right away after you get the bees of the swarm in the hive.
Don't wait to get a few scattering bees in they can find the swarm
where you put it, or else they can go back to the old hive. If you
leave the hive standing till dark before putting it on its stand, as was
formerly the custom, there is some danger that scout bees which found
a suitable place will coax away the swarm to that place. At least,
that is said to be the case.
4. No, if you wait till the outside sections at the corners are
However, that doesn't
sealed, the central ones will become darkened.
hurt the taste of the honey, rather improves it, and if you want the
honey for your own table, caring for the taste and not the looks, then
there is no harm to have the central combs darkened. But the market
demands sections of snowy whiteness.
5. It protects the bees against rain when they are clustering out.
But it makes the hive warmer on hot days, and it furnishes a good

a shallow extracting super on nearly all of my bees last windied, and I found a few colonies lightly affected with foul
brood; say 10 to 50 cells in a hive failed to hatch. The combs in the
I left

Some

ter.

—

supers were perfect never had brood in them.
being affected!
1. Is there any— or much— danger of such combs
supers on
2. If so, would I be the gainer or loser to put those
foundation
comb
with
colonies that I will transfer into clean hives
starters next spring?
brood-chamber for
3. Does it pay to use queen-excluders over the
extracting? Or would it pay better to let the queen lay where she
6ealed brood?
and
brood
pleases, and only extract frames with no

Oregon,

Answers.— 1.

It is

not likely there will be any danger from using

them.

You ought to gain by the value of the combs.
don't know. A great many consider excluders indispensable
when working for extracted honey, but so good a bee-keeper as C. P.
Dadant says he has no use for excluders under his extracting supers.
2.

3.

I

;

place for spiders.

No Queen Excluder Under Sections
Would it be advisable for me to use a queen-excluding honeytrouble
board when I run for comb honey? I never have had any
with queens or drones going up into the sections? It seems to me
that the bees can work better in the supers without the board.
Missouri.

Answer,— If your queens never go up into the sections, what
good can an excluder do? I can not say that my queens never go up
would
into the supers, for once in a great while one does go up, but I
exrather stand the inconvenience of those few times than to have
cluders, so I never use them under sections.
Destroying Ants in Hives

Likely Not Foul Brood
Will you kindly

tell

me

if

the enclosed sample

is

How

foul brood?

can

I

My

destroy ants?

hives are just covered with them.

Minnesota.

Arkansas.

Answer. — I am not an expert

in

foul brood, but

I

the ants have their nest under the hive or somewhere near, pour gasoline or kerosene upon them. If their nest is
for them
inside the hive, it is because there is a warm place there
where the bees can not get at them. Powdered borax sprinkled in
the best
but
ants,
such places helps to make them disagreeable for the
way is to have no place for shelter where the bees can not get at the
suits the
ants to rout them. If quilts are kept over the frames, that
can find no
ants exactly, but with only a fiat cover over, the ants
place safe from the attacks of the bees.

Answer.— If

don't think

there is any foul brood in the sample sent. It looks like chilled
brood. If there has been no chance for chilled brood, poisoning may
come in for suspicion, with just a possibility of something like pickled
brood. You see I don't know very much about 6uch things, and any
one who has anything in that line should send a sample to N. E.
France, General Manager of the National Bee-Keepers' Association,
If not a member, send Mr. France a dollar to make
Platteville, Wis.
you a member.

just to

%-inch

Reports cmb
(fxpertences

Bees wintered

taking 2 bee-papers, and while I am
able to keep bees I can not see how I can get
along without them. I learn many kinks by
reading the experiences of others, that save
me much time and labor to work them out

am

fairly well outdoors,

full of

but con-

sumed much honey and need feeding now.
is much fruit-bloom, but the weather
too cool for bees to get much benefit from

There
is

A. H.

it.

Huntington, Ind.,

Watering Place for Bees
I

go inside the trough, and bored
holes, makes an ideal float.

May

Snowberger.

Dump the bees in front of the hive, and if
they are not all caught use the box a second
time.

8.

A Home-Made Swarm Catcher
enclose a drawing of a swarm catcher that
myself. It is not patented, and any
one with a little mechanical skill can make
I

I

the lid. Now give the pole a quick push up
against the limb, when the bees will fall into
the box. Release the string and the rubber
band will close the lid.

I also have an 18-foot pole with a hook on
the end, and if the bees persist in returning
to the limb of the tree, hook the pole over the
limb and keep shaking the limb until all come
down and go into the hive with the swarm.

made

I

arrangement better than the

like this

myself.

The little item in the Journal a few weeks
ago about providing warm water for bees by
means of a lamp under a suitable pan, is
alone worth the subscription price of the
paper in this late, cold spring. Only in place
of a pan I made a neat, wooden trough 10x20
inches in size, with a galvanized-iron bottom,
An empty 500I find it is just the thing.
section crate with a little fixing makes an
ideal box to put the lamp in, and to set the
trough on, and the lamp from the Daisy foundation fastener, with an inch block under it,
If the water
is just right for the business.
thus warmed is put out early in the spring,
and the bees attracted to it by means of pieces
of comb, they will commence using it before
they get in the habit of getting water elsewhere, and will stick to it instead of going to
roadside ditches and other places far away
from home, where they get chilly water and
thousands never get home, and that in a time
of the year when every bee is needed in the

The Kilgore

Home-Made Swarm

Catcher and Shaking role.

and

hive.
I find a

good plan is to fill the trough with
lukewarm water in the morning, then turn
the lamp just high enough to keep the water
warm enough. A 2 -inch board large enough
1

.

have all my queens clipped, but occaI have a second swarm, and if the
bees settle high up in some valuable fruit-tree
I can get them without climbing or cutting

one.

I

sionally

the tree.
get a small, light pine box
Knock off two sides of it
and replace them with wire cloth, which will
make it still lighter in weight. Fasten two
small hinges to the top for a lid.

To make

it,

about 8x10 inches.

Now

get an IS foot light pole; fasten the
end of the pole, as shown in the
picture, and fasten a short rubber band at A
shut. Then fasten a stout cord
lid
to pull the
at B on top of the lid, and have it go over the
pole at C and run down to the bottom.

box

to the

To operate
box up

to the

the swarm catcher, push the
swarm, pull the string and open

Manum swarm catcher. My
with me, and

I

Black Bees

outfit is a success

could not do without

London, Ohio.
vs.

S. G.

it.

Kilgore.

Italians— Large Hives

always gold that glitters. 'Tis not
Though often
always beauty that shines.
designed to construe another meaning, yet it
fakes
and fancies
to
the
apply
fitly
will very
'Tis not

in the apicultural field of to-day.

What is the prime object of the toilsome
bee-keeper as he launches his little craft upon
the sea of apiculture? Is it fame' Is it
glory? No. Canst thou, by taking thought,
add one cubit to thy stature, or canst thou
make one hair white or black i Well do I remember as I scan backward across the ledger
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of life radiant with boyhood's dreams and
fancies, how I loved to watch the long rows
of bee-hives, and guess this one will swarm
to-day.
See how they cluster out
How rich
they must be
Perchance I ran acrosss an
advertisement of queen-bees; I at once ordered a catalog, and then a book on bee6. My
fancy was stolen away as I unfolded its magic
pages.
My post-office was then 5 miles away. In
the morning I hurried off for Beech Creek
office to order an Italian queen.
It's almost
a sin to keep black bees according to the book
I bought.
Indue time I went to the postI

!

office to

see

her majesty had arrived.

if

made the usual
"Yes,

sure.

I

inquiry, " Is there any mail?''
little box full of flies."
I

A

hastened way with my " Italian flies." The
queen was safely introduced by the old Peet
method, and another was ordered.
The queens wintered in fine order. The
following summer was poor, and there was
no chance for comparison between the races.
But many more yellow queens were ordered.
The next season wa6 fairly good. As usual I
put sections on all the good colonies. Upon
examination a few days later I found in most
of the hives active work was going on in the

June

sections, while the Italians
ing upstairs.

—
—

—

" The Bee-Hive Clock." It is 10^ inches
wide at the base, 9% inches high, and deep
enough at the base to stand firmly on a manIt

is

a beautiful piece of

work, and would be both ornamental and
very useful in any house, and particularly in
a bee-keeper's home.
The Clock part itself is warranted for 3
years to keep good time. So it is no plaything, but a beautiful and needful article for
everyday use.
Clocks like "The Bee-Hive Clock " usually
sell in the stores at from 84.00 to $5.00 each,
but having them made for us in quantities
enables us to offer them at $2.50 each by express, or with the American Bee Journal a
year both for only $3.00. Either Clock or
Journal would make an ideal gift.

—

How to get "The Bee-Hive Clock"
FREE
Send us 5 New Subscribers to the
Weekly American Bee Journal for one year,
at $1.00 each, and we will send you this beau-

Only

—

New

in all. Or, 3
Subscribers (at $1.00
each) and $1.00—14.00 in all. Or, 3
Subscribers (at $1.00 each) and $1.50—
$3 50 in all.

Address

aii

New

orders to

by Express.
Weight, with packing, about 4 pounds.

$2.50. f.o.b. Chicago,

What

FREE

" Bee-Hive Clock "
(excepting
express charges). Or, send us 4 New Subscribers (ar, $1.00 each) and 50 cents $4.50
tiful

•

with the

whether the idea of getting up such a clock
was conceived in the brain of the Editor of
the American Bee Journal, or whether he got
it elsewhere, but the wonder is that such a
thing was not thought of long before.
Setting aside all idea of its association with

We

or elsewhere.

were doing noth-

!

American Bee Journal h£a?£; Only $3.00

have originated and had made specially
for our readers, a bronzed-metal Clock, called

tel

1906

But, hark whence comes that sharp, buzzing sound that has run so often in every beekeeper's ears? Yes, sure as fate. No. 20 my
fine yellow colony with a Dixie queen
is
swarming. And so in turn as the days go by
the long ladder is mustered into service almost
every day, hiving those pesky Italians. But
what are the black6 doing! Look in their
boxes they are almost full, and only 2
swarms! Fall comes, S5 pounds average for
the blacks and 25 pounds for the Italians.
Surely, my object was accomplished.
I had

A $4.00 CLOCK FOR $2.50

The Bee-Hive Clock

14,

Dr. Miller Thinks of the

Bee Hive Clock

Busily ticking away, in the room where I
am sitting, stands a genuine bee-keeper's
clock (please understand that the word " genuine " belongs to the clock and not to the
bee-keeper) .or, as the legend upon the clock
has it, " The Bee-Hive Clock." I don't know

GEORGE W. YORK &

the business of a bee-keeper, there is a peculiar appropriateness in having the minutes
aud the hours " told off " in a case representing the home of the busy little workers. The
glance at the clock, with its ceaseless tick,
tick, tick, tick, can not fail to remind one
that the flying moments must be improved
now or be forever lost, and that suggestion is
reinforced by the thought of the never ceasing activity of the little denizens of the hive,
always busy, busy, busy, working from morn
till night and from night till morn, working
unselfishly for the generations to come, and
literally dying in the harness.
Let us be thankful that the form of the oldfashioned straw hive or skep was adopted, and
not that of any modern affair, patented or
unpatented. The latter smacks of commercialism, but the former of solid comfort, for
no other form of hive has ever been devised
that contributes so fully to the comfort and
welfare of a colony of bees as does the oldfashioned straw-hive. It appeals, too, to one's
artistic sense as can no angular affair of more
modern times. As an emblem of industry,
artists have always used— probably always
will use
the old straw skep.
Thanks, Mr. Editor, for furnishing us a
time-keeper so appropriate for all, and especially for bee-keepers.
C. C. Miller.

—

CO., 334 Dearborn St.,

The

CHICAGO, ILL.

Summit Reached

Everything- for the Apiary

Wholesale Agents for G.B. Lewis Co.
Dadant's Foundation

4

o
-:-

t

t

NOW— TAKE ADVANTAGE

!$

BUY

2

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

OF THE DISCOUNT.
Prices of Queens, Italian and Caucasian:
Untested in June, .$1 each dozen, $9. Tested
June, SI. 25 each; dozen, 119. Selected
Queens of any grade, 35 cents extra.
Prices of Nuclei on application.
;

in

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS

DAVENPORT, IOWA

THe Wood Bee-Hive 6ompanu
LANSING, MICH.
22Etf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

—

:
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turned a leaf and begun working for glory. I
got the glory, but precious little honey. Probably the Italians would have made things
hum for extracted honey with plenty of empty
combs. This shows that nothing is perfect
under the sun. Though I am proud to say
I have had some better success with Italians
of late. I had a few hustlers, but, after all,
the honey was not so fancy. It looked greasy
or water-soaked, and did not demand the
high price that we got for No. 1 fancy.
In the mountains of Western North Carolina are wide stretches of forests where the
sound of the woodman's ax is not heard;
where are towering cliffs and lonely dells
where Nature weeps and echoes die. Here
the black bees have found an ideal home, as
the years have passed.
I procured from a colored man a colony of
black bees from a remote place 13 years ago.
It was in a section of a hollow tree called in
the South " a gum." It was so heavy that I
could carry it only a few steps at a time till I
must rest. At length I got it home to my
apiary. The following spring I transferred
the bees to frames and gave them 2 stories of
8 frames each. The hive stands there yet. I
never have fed those bees a pound. They
don't swarm, and never fail to give their
quota of honey and of the best quality. Can

we

not infer from this that through ages in
places so roomy the instinct to swarm has been
lost?

This brings us on to large hives. The convenience and adaptability of small hives may
be painted in glowing characters by their
many advocates, but after a series of years I
am forced to the conclusion that the majority
of bee-keepers are using too small a hive, not
only in the South, but in the North also.
On this my first trip North (to Hudson, N.
I noticed the same contrast between large
as I find in North Carolina,
the large always far outstripping the small.
Some have objected to the honey that must
go to the brood-chomber of a large hive as
dead capital. Would you not as well object
to the large slices of meat that lie on the
platter, upon which your children feast to
give them bone and muscle to surmount the
problems of life! So with the busy bee too
much is just enough.
G. W. McGuirb.
Dark Ridge, N. C.

Y.)

and small hives

—

Prospects All Right

We have had no frost to injure fruit-bloom
so. far this spring; no excessive rain either,
and the prosptets for bees and fruit are all
right, up to date.

;
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My bees are just booming, but I have expe
rienced too many " slips between the cup and
the lips " in my life to be too hopeful.
Wm.
Grand

May

Island, Nebr.,

Stolley, Sr.

22.

Rain Starts Bees on Clover
has been exceedingly dry here, and vegetation is beginning to dry up.
A good rain
yesterday hu» started bees on white clover.
Bellevue, Ohio, June 6.
H. G. Quirin.
It

Queen-Button for Bee-Folks
This is a very pretty thing
for a bee-keeper or honeyse 'l er to wear on his coatlapel.
It often serves to introclucethe subject of honey,
an d frequently leads to a
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;
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sale.

The picture shown

here-

with is a reproduction of a motto queen-button
that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by

two for 10c or six for 25c. The
American Bee Journal one year and 4 buttons
mail, 6 cents

;

;

Address

for $1.10.

all

orders to

QEORQE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn Street,

American Bee Journal
Novelty Pocket-Knife
Gold Fountain Pen

All
for

$2.75

CO.
CHICAGO,

-

ILL.

Bees, Queens and Bee-Supplies

We

manufacture standard dovetailed beehives and supplies, cheaper than you ever
bought before. Our Queens and Bees stand
at the head in quality.
Untested, 75c each
$4.25 for 6, or $8 per doz. Tested, $1.25 each
$12 per doz. Select Tested, $1.50. Special
prices to dealers in large lots on application.
State Agents for Dittmer's Foundation.
Catalog

free.

THE BEE & HONEY COMPANY
(Will Atchley, Prop.)
Beeville,

Mention

Bee Journal

Bee Co., Texas.
writing.

when

The Choicest of Tested Queens
(This cut

is

the full size of the Knife.)

By Return Mail— $1.00 Each,
From our fine strain of 3-band Italians,

NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE

are

(Name and Address on one side— Three Bees on the other side.)

Your Name on the Knife. — When
just

Worker

as honey-gatherers.
they will not disappoint you.

;

ordering, be sure to say

is

LOREAUVILLE,

Mention

Bee
Italian

Try
Send

when

LA.

writing.

and Caucasian

AND NUCLEI

ported stock.
All Queens
reared in full colonies.
Prices of Italians in MAY

;

One Untested Queen
$ .90
" Tested Queen
1.10
" Select Tested Queen 1 40
" Breeding Queen
2.20

Why Own the Novelty Knife?— In

case a good knife is lost,
the chances are the owner will never recover it ; but if the " Novelty "
is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it.
If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so
fortunate as to have one of the "Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will
serve as an identifier; and, in case of death, your relatives will at once
be notified of the accident.
it

CO.

Iberia Co.,

Choice home-bred and im-

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very
best quality the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English
razor-steel, and we warrant every blade.
It will last a life-time, with
proper usage.

send

Jonrnal

BEES, QUEENS,

The Material

How to Get this Valuable Kniie. — We

SHAW &

W. K.

J.
19Atf

indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the
handle. It is made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as
transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the
handle is placed the name and residence of the owner, and on the
other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as shown here.

Queen

that

for price-list.

what name and address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife

unsurpassed

them

1-comb nucleus (no queen) .95
"
"
"
1 60
..
..
„
240
Untested in May; all others
ready now from last season's
rearing. Safe arrival guar-

2
3

postpaid for

anteed.

$1.35, or club the Novelty Knife and the American Bee Journal for one
year both for $2.00.
(Allow two weeks for Knife order to be filled.)

For prices on Caucasians and larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens,

—

STRONG

send for free catalog.
J. L.
16Atf
204 E. Logan St., Clarinda, Iowa.
Mention Bee Jonrnal when writing.

SOLID GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN

Queens

Finally we have found a good Fountain Pen that is reasonable in
price.
The manufacturers of thi6 pen say that if you pay more than
$1.25 for other fountain pens, it's for the name.

Drone

We

None

is

GRANT ANDERSON,
T3

size

Gold Fountain Pen

^

GEORGE

W.

YORK 8

CO.,

334

Dearborn

St.,

better at any price.
Untested at 50c;
at 75c; Tested at $1.00.
Discount

on quantity.

for only $1.25, or for $2.00 we will mail t and the
weekly American Bee Journal for a whole year.
Sample
copy
Journal free; trial trip of three months (13 copies)
of
the
American
Bee
B3P"
for 20c ; regular yearly price, $1.00.
Address all orders to

mail this

to Mail

Warranted

absolutely guaranteed to work perfectly, and give satisfaction.
The Gold Nibs are 14 kt., pointed with selected Iridium.
The Holders are Para Rubber, handsomely finished. The simple feeder
gives a uniform flow of ink. Each pen is packed in a neat box, with
directions and Filler.

This pen

Now Ready

Chicago, 111.

SABINAL, TEX4S.

20Uf
Mention

Bee Journal

AiiApnc
VllH.l.ll"'
eocta: 3dr
Untest»<f

writing.

fi -e Honey-Gathering
Strain of
la ij ans an d Carniolans, at 75 cents
for J3.50; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

^

[

f2; 6

GEORGE
N.

17A26t

when

LM

W. BARNES.

Pleasant

St.,

Nokwalk, Ohi
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Rose Lawn Queens
Money

for

"

If

Honey

Goods are wanted Quick, send

the largest
We offer to the person producing
of sections No. 1 comb honey from a
colony headed by one of our "Pure Gold"
S10.00 cash
Oueens before Sept. lSih, 19C6
of seci ions
7.50 "
For 2nd largest number
"
"
•
For 3d
\\
I'll \l
•'

number

.

Root's Goods

PU
We°ship 200 " Pure Gold " Queens to a single
customer in June, a well-known bee keeper who
knows our breeding stock.
$IC0
Select Untested "Pure Gold" Queens
«•""
Select Tested
6.00
Queens
Select Breeding
Breeders
Tested
Extra-Select
Our very finest
Lincoln, Neb., $10.
in 2-frame Nucleus f o b.
for our

Lrow Freight Rates.

40 Years

Among the

Prompt

.-.

.'.

Service.

Catalog Free.

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make small shipments by express large shipments by freight, always being
trade.
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.
;

t
.

Bees

.-.

I

LINCOLN, NEB.

Wf.w Edition of Dr. Miller's

Prices

BEESWAX WANTED

new Catalog.
St.,

ai' Root's

POUUER'S HONEY-JARS.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

22Atf

Pouder "

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

ROSE LAWN APIARIES,

North 24th

1335

1906

2.50

$25.00
Total cash prizes
In addition to this offer we will pay 20 cents
exhibition
honey
for
prize
all
per pound for

Ask

to

14,

BEE-SUPPLIES

.

"

For 4th

June

WALTER

POUDER,

5.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

I

*§
«>
.

Sf
$fe

|
I

(With Appendix Just Added.)

FREE

as a Premium for Sending

This Offer Good Until July 1st Only

!

Two New Subscr ibers

DOOLITTLE'S

bound in
The book coDtains 344 pages,
handsome cloth, with gold letters and bees,
beautiful origiand illustrated with oyer 100
Miller
nal half-tone pictures,

QUEEN- REARING
BOOK

taken by Dr.

lf

hi

how

Dr. Miller

The iirst few pages tell
ago he wrote
got into bee keeping. 20 years

For Only
When

Cents

taken with the Weekly American Bee Journal for One Year at $1making $1.25 for both.

(Book bound

ing

25

otherwise same as the cloth-bound book, which

in Leatherette cover,

is $1.)

This offer is open to any body, either new or old subscribers, but the latter when acceptmust send enough to pay their subscriptions a year in advance, if they are in arrears now.
Mr. Doolittle's book tells in detail just how he rears the best queens possible; also gives

it

His Methods of

Comb Honey

Production.

Every bee-keeper should have this book.

(126 pages.)

Qur Stapdard-Bred
are unexcelled.
$4.00.

Orders

Italiaji dueejis

Reared by best queen-breeders. Prices— 1 Untested, 75c 3 for $2.10 or 6 for
Better get your orders in
for June delivery.
;

;

NOW

filled in rotation.

—

The Weekly American Bee Journal one year with Untested
"
a 6mall book, called

A Year Among

Or,
the

Bees." But "Forty Years" shows in minutest
detail how he does things with bees and gets
large crops of honey.

Get a Copy of Dr. Miller's
"Forty Years Among the Bees"

How
It

to

is

if

Italian Queen
both for $1.50.
paid to the end of 1906 or beyond, eend us $1.00 and the name
subscriber for the Bee Journal a year, and we will mail to you a

your own subscription

and address of a new

Standard-Bred Queen

is

FREE.

Sample copy of the Weekly Bee Journal
copies) for only 20 cents, to a

appearing in

its

new

reader.

columns every week.

free

on request, or a Trial Trip of 3 months (13

Better order now, as there are lots of good things

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &

sent postpaid for $1.00, or with the
for one year,

334 Dearborn

Weekly American Bee Journal

CO.
Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

both for $1.80.
Or, aDy present regular subscriber to the
American Bee Journal whose subscription is
paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Mil
ler's

us

new book free as a premium for seoding
Subscribers to the Bee Jour-

Two New

This is a magnal for one year with $2 00.
nificent offer, and should be taken advantage
orders
to
all
Address
once.
of at

GEORGE W. YORK &
334

Dearborn Street,

-

CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

SB

I
||jS

ggj

BEE-KEEPERS

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to—

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.
New

Nentlon

London, Wis.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

June

14,

1906

l'HE

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

B66-K66D6r§' Supplies
Lewis' Famous Bee-Hives and Sections, Root's Smokhks and Extractors,
Dadant's Comb Foundation, Etc., Queen-Bees and Nuclei in Season.
Large and complete stock, prompt service. We meet all competition who
will furnish first-class goods.

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS
We

carry a complete stock of " Mandy Lee " Incubators and Brooders. Don't
to investigate these machines. The more you know about incubation,
the more you will like the "Mandy Lee" Incubator. The "Mandy Lee
Brooder " is a complete old hen, all but the "cluck." Our free incubator catalog describes them.
1004. East Wash. Street
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. +•$• *+ **
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
fail

SCOTT & CO.

C. M.

"
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June

With this wonderful invenmaking Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for
further information. Do not write about it unless you
mean business.
covered by two Patents.

tion the

co'st

of

BEE-SUPPLIES^ QUEENS
Catalog- for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

My

am

60 NEWTON AVE.,

Hives, Sections, Etc.
To reduce my stock 1 will sell No. 1 White
Polished Sections at |3 90 No. 2, $3.40— all
Best White
sizes; plain, 25c less per 1000.
Pine Dovetail Hives, S-frame, l^'-story, $1.30;
10-frame, $1.45. Great reduction in Smokers,
Foundation, and all Apiarian Supplies. 24-lb.
Shipping Cases, very nice, 13c; Quart Berry
Baskets, $2.75 per 1000. Send for free Catalog.
;

W.D. SOPER,

R.F.D3.

JACKSON. MICH.

Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.

14Et£

FOR SALE

CHARLES MONDENG,

1U borse-powerGasoliDe Engine in good running
empty s-1rame Hives. 25c; combs, 5c;

order. $45.('0;

and
and other used bee-supplies cheap. 50 ladiesLatest
gents' bicycleB, slightlv used, !?:<.<«' and up.
models in new bicycles. $14 and up; new tires. Sl.i 5

M:i3Sr3STBAFOI-.IS, ^USTISr.

1ST.,

19o6

GREAT SALE OF

CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
is

14,

pair

Sundries cheap, son series telephones, like
(/"'ids I o-b. Chicago.

new, $1.95 each. All

Have You Passed the

E.

24Alt

Experimental Stage?

14t

Mention

W. PRESSLER.
CHICAGO.

Armitage Ave.,

Bee Journal

when

ILL.
wi-lttuc,

that
Most bee-keepers have been convinced pays
material are figured, it
as
only
not
is
to buy hives, and the best

when time and
cheap, but

is the Cheapest
excels inimany ways— no
Hive
The Elgin
be taken
nails to drive-no dovetails-can
apart at any time.

The Best

Many are
Write

We

using them.

You should

sell lot of 3u0 empty 60-Vb. capacity HoneyAll in one lot. or less quantities. Cans
are in first-class condition.
We are also in the market for Fancy Comb

To

Cans.

and Extracted Honey. Correspondence

be.

sell

full line of

SUPPLIES.

35 So. Delaware Street. Indianapolis, Ind.
ISO E. Jefferson Street, Louisville, Ky.
643 Broadway S.E., Cleveland, Ohio.

The National Supply^Co.
Mention

ELGIN, ILL.J
Journal when

Bee

writing.

21A13t

1

I

The
.__
«
Device

Practlcallv inde»»_j_
~t artificial
^.in.-ini stone.
atnti#»
Practically
Made of
satisfactory restructible, and giving entirely
easily and
made
foundation
Comb
sults
of buying
quickly at less than lialf the cost tl.SO-cash
Press,
of
Price
from the dealers.
with order. Address,

MoNBTTB Queen-Clipping
Monbttb
Q ueen-Clippit

_ „ «„<* n,in<r
fnr use in
a fine thing for
catching and clipping Queens
It is used by many beewings.
Full printed directions
keepers.
mail it for
sent with each one.
as
25 cents; or will send it
One
a premium for sending us
Journal
subscriber to the Bee
Si\
s

:

is

We

ADRIAN GETAZ, TENN.

an

KNOXVLLLE,

that
rrl .G. Goodner, of this State, writes mePress
he " prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rletsche
G.
it."—
A.
without
rather than do

Please mention

Please mention the Bee Journal

Queen-Clipping Device Free

Press
ThpPietsche
|lCKlClatlICrit»5i3

4S Atf

solicited

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.
DETROIT. MICH.
AOENCIES:

to-day for catalog, etc.

FREE

New

we
~igai for a year at $1.00; or for $1.10
=37 will mail the Bee Journal one year
Address,
and the Clipping Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

Bee Journal

CHICAGO,

-

wheti wrltitie advertiser*
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A GOOD BEE-HIVE
Is

White Pine, ace
except a hammer.

of the best grade of

made

rately cut, so

without the use of tools,
at d such
Such is the kind of Hives we make,

buy from

» It
as

the kind

will

go together

any dealer,
we make lower prices than you can get from
direct from the manufacturer.
buy
you
when
profit
middleman's

cinch " that

you save the

We are Manufacturers,
us a list of

and

sell direct to

your wants, and

let

us

the consumer.

make you

J Never Go Out

you get when you

us.

is a

Send

is

it

prices.

or refund the money.
We guarantee everything we sell to be satisfactory,
Sections, Shipping-Cases, Foun.
Hives,
Dovetailed
of
We have large stocks
hand, and can ship promptly.
Veils, Smokers, etc., on

Bee-Keepers

dation,

Minnesota Bee-Supply Go.,
JOHN DOLL & SON, Proprietors

g"

3 -And last from 6 to 21 years to
Otisvillb, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
everything In
PDear Sir:— I have tried almost
In short
the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years.
new style is
your
smokers
more
any
want
If I
of Reeditor
good enough for me. I thank the remarks
Inview for what he said of it. Those
duced me to get mine.
Mention Bee Jonrnal wfcen writing.

a full
you want Sections that you can put or
any
sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once;
If

other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to
A. COPPIN, Wenona,
20Atf

III.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
"

continuous advertising
that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

It is
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14,
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Excellent

Goods
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Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest Prices

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

H

CINCINNATI

5Sr£ raoH

Bee -Supplies!

are the
all

freight

now goes through

Let

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List

mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

* 23eestt>ax*
—

Chicago, June 5. The honey market is in
about the same condition as when we quoted

Very

comb

or extracted. No. 1 white comb, 15c; other grades,
10@14c. Extracted, white, 6J-$@7c; amber, 5@6c.
Beeswax, 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
little call

Toledo, Feb.

for either

19.— The

market

for

comb

honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; 14@15c
tor No. 1, and 13©14c for amber. Buckwheat,
Extracted honey is in good demand at
13c.
following prices:
White clover in barrels
brings 6J4@7c; amber, 5%@5J4c; in cans every,
grade from l@lHc higher. Beeswax is firm
and in good demand at 28 and 30c.
The above are our selling prices, not what we
Gkiggs Bros.
pay.
Indianapolis,

May 12— Fancy

white clover
comb brings 16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14@15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8H& 9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beeswax sells here for $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

S.

New

York, May 8.— There is still some defor comb honey, mostly for fancy grades,

from 14@15c per pound; off
grades in no demand and prices are irregular,
ranging from $(g 12c, according to quality; sufficient supply to meet demand. Extracted is
in fair demand, mostly from California, of
which there seems to be abundant supply of all
grades. Weqnote: White, 6Ji@7c; light amber,
6c; dark, 5@5Mc, according to quality and quantity. Beeswax scarce and firm at29@30c.

which are

bred in separate apiaries,

prices, refer to

my

LOWS, €AK\IO-

catalog, page 29.

H.W.WEBER =

C.

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

T

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Cincinnati, March 8.— The conditions of the
market, at the present time, are not encouraging. Honey is offered from all sides, at prices
utterly regardless of the value of the article.
At the same time, all indications point to an
unusually good honey crop, which adds in
tmaking it a drag on the market. Amber exracted honey in barrels, S@6Hc; fancy white,
in cans, bH@S}ic. Choice yellow beeswax, 30c,
delivered here.
Thb Fred W. Muth Co.
usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to 13.75 per case of 24 sections; off grade and
light amber at }3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, Tii@S'/ic; light amber,
65i@7}£c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

Kansas
here

is

May

City,

bare, no

31.— The honey market

new honey

market yet. The
per case on fancy white.
in

market is about $3.25
Extracted, 5^@6c. On account of the warm
weather and heavy receipts of fruits, the inquiry for honey is dropping off, but we believe
with the advent of new honey there will be a
good demand for same.
C. Clemons & Co.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

65c

C.

H.W. Weber.

for

Mention

12 Names ??%££?$£•%£
when

Bee Journal

writing-

FOR SALE

HONEY

265

&

Hildreth

& Seqelken

Greenwich Street, New York, N.Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

267

34Atf

FOR.

SALEHONEY-CANS

Second Hand Empty 60-pound

— two in a crate. In lots of 10, 40c per crate;
or more crates, at 35c per crate.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
20Atf

51

W«

Walnut

St.,

Bee Journal

Mention

25

Cincinnati, Ohio:
when writing.

Sell ROOT'S GOODS

IN

MICHIGAN

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and

Beeswax Wanted for Cub.
M. H. HUNT & SON.

freight.

writing; advertisers.

III.

Until further notice, finest quality new crop
California VaterWhite White Sage and Light
Amber
in 60-lb. tins, 2 in a case; new
cans and new cases. Write for prices and samples, and state quantity you want.

Please Mention Bee Journal

when

CO.

stamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— rest, sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkiy., 2&
years old, i,3uu pages a year. Sample free.
FAKMEB'S CALli, Quincy,Dl.

C

Cincinnati, March 7.— The demand for comb
honey is slow, prices obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems to be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote fEncy white, 14@16c Amber
extracted in barrels, SJf @5%c; in cans.^c more;
fancy white clover in 60-lb. cans, l%®m cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
tbi@~c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.

BURNETT &

199 South Water St. Chicago.

Mention

Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich
Bee Journal when writing*

Pouder.

Philadelphia, May 31.— The season is so
far advanced that there is not enough call for
comb honey to fix a price. Some few lots are
being sold at the best offers. We quote: Extracted, fancy white, 7c; amber, 5K&6c. Bees*
wax, 29c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.
Wm. A. Sblser.

mand

^

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as

£)oney cmb

last.

Catalog mailed free.

Send for same.

of

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
N. Y.

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

/\ TTTIT^^TCI
I
fc* fc' |\l
fj
^Qfj \J JJU11 fcJ
For

Office

Supplies free on application. Address,

JAilESTOWN,

what

tbeUOLUEN VKI,
LANS, RED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.

price published.

America.

me

book your
Order for

SOc a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the

Edited by two of the
experienced bee - keepers
in

is

will

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

YEARS

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,

most

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

You

25

SOUTH

for the
as 'most

OF ALL KINDS

ESTABLISHED

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

selling at

Hildreth & Srgelken.

I

BEE-SUPPLIES

We handle the finest Bee-Supplies, made by the W. T. Falconer
.^
•^ Mfg. Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Big Discounts on early orders. Let us

^
^
i^
^
it

£

figure with you on your wants.

Muth

Special Dovetail Hives have a Honey-Board, Warp-Proof

Cover, and Bottom-Board.
fr~ Catalog.
Set

Think of

THE FRED

it,

W.

Bee

price as the regular styles.

MUTH

Journal

when

^'.

CO.

CINC SNATI, OHIO.

51 Walnut Street,

Mention

same

I
^
d.
^
^'
&

writing.
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FIVE POINTS OF COMPAKISON
Just recently a Lewis agent complained that another concern was selling a hive
cheaper than the Lewis hive, with the statement that he could not understand how that
firm could afford to undersell the Lewis Company.
We straightway had one of these socalled cheap hives sent to us at Watertown, and after a careful and unbiased inspection
of the hive in comparison with the Lewis hive, we are able to give the answer as illustrated below.

1.

2.

THE MATERIAL

LEWIS HEVES are

was a poor quality
of pine, containing knots and other imperfections.

THE COVER was

LEWIS COVERS

of the simplest and

ers,

of the best
absolutely

are

made strong and

all

standard cov-

substantial.

THE BODY was crudely made, having LEWIS BODIES
no handles.

are

4 THE FRAMES

were
very poorly
end-bars roughly sawed,
showing poor spacing, and were not
made,

THE SUPER

no super
contained
The slat fences were made
springs.
of thin, flimsy pieces, so thin as to be
The
easily broken even by shipment.
section-holders and section-slats were
rough on both sides.

Summing up

the matter,

it

was

like

all fitted

go together snugly and
with handles.

LEWIS FRAMES

are accurately and
give correct beeand in the Dovetailed and
Wisconsin hives are always pierced.

the

carefully
spacing,

pierced.

5.

made
Pine,

clear.

cheapest design.
3.

all

White

Wisconsin

made

to

LEWIS SUPERS

are all completely furnished with super springs, the fences
are made of strong pieces firmly put
together.
The slats and section-holders are made of good lumber, smoothly
planed.

comparing a Soap- Box with

a

Parlor Cabinet.

Mr. Bee-Keeper, which will you have?
26 Distributing Points
Welwyn, Herts
ENGLAND—
CUBA— C. B. Stevens & Co., Havana
E. H. Taylor,

C. B. Stevens & Co.,
CALIFORNIA The

Manzanillo
Chas.

JI.

Lilly Co.,

San

Francisco
Paul Bachert,
Lancaster
Fletcher-Doyle Co., San Diego
Fallbrook Co-operative Ass'n, Fallbrook

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
COLORADO— R.

C. Aikin, Loveland
Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' Association, Rocky Ford

G. B.

in the United States.
COLORADO— (Continued.)
Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,
Denver.
Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association,

Grand Junction.
Robert Halley, Montrose
IO V7A— Adam A. Clarke, Le Mars
Louis Hanssen's Sons, Davenport
W. J. McCarty, Enimetsburg.
ILLINOIS— York Honey & Bee-Supply Co.,
Chicago
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111.

INDIANA— C.

M. Scolt &

Here they are:
MICHIGAN — A. G.

Woodman

Co.,

Grand

Rapids

MINNESOTA— Wisconsin
432

Lumber Co.,

Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn.

MISSOURI— E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph
OHIO— Norris & Anspach, Kenton

OREGON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co., Portland
PENNSYLVANIA— Cleaver & Greene, Troy
TEXAS— Southwestern Bee Co., San Antonio
UTAH— Fred Foulger & Sons. Ogden
WASHINGTON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co.,

Co., Indianapolis

Seattle

LEWIS COMPANY

WATERTOWN, WIS.,

U. S. A.

46th Year
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Editorial Notes

and Comments

Book a Necessity
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GEORGE W.YORK 8 COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,
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THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

of this Journal is
the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the
end of the month to which your subscription ispa .d.
For instance, " deco6 " on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19U6.
;

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.— We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.
Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing' less than % inch accepted.

4
13
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26
52

"

"

—

100 lines... 5Dercent
"
500 " ...10
"
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"
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2000

S per cent
"
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"

Space Discounts.

"
"

How

to

rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

National

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce lawB againBt the adulteration of
honey.

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer—
N. E. France, Platteville, Wia.

.
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an illustrated
magazine in the
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monthly
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Live Stock, Price $1 a year, but for
a short time will be sent a year on
trial for 10c and names of ten farmers

&
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who grow corn.
Stock, 228 Charles, St. Joseph, Mo.
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When Do Bees Swarm?
Reports and Experiences
An Experience with Bees
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on the

Honey-Bee

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellto all the readers of the Ameri-

known

can Bee Journal

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for 52.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

Each subject

is clearly

—

THREE NEW

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

334
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525
525
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If more convenient, Dues may
ublishere of the American Bee Journal.
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Buy Bees
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Beginnerand Bees
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NotaHard

Time Discounts.
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Canadian Beedom
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—

for Beginners
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c.
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53*
54o
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American Ttee Journal
Illustrations
Aspinwall, L.

21,

Dearborn

CHICAGO,

Street.

ILI,

EngravingsForSale
*
*
We are accumulating quite a stock of engrav-

ings that have been used In the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and using in our columns. If there is any
of oar engravings that any one would like to
have, just let as know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.

CHICAGO,

334 Dearborn Street,

II< It

The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
but 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only 11.50. It Is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If you havt
Emerson " no further binding Is necessary.
this "

OEORQE W. YORK &

334

Dearborn

We

THE TRUST

CO..

CHICAGO,

Street,

will

ILI*

stamp

"Pure
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the

National Bee-Keepers'
Association.
Write us.

Now

is

the time]

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP
Mention

Canners Can Co.

Bee Journal

1035 W. 47th
when

writing:.

St.,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

!
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.

:
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION"
EXCELS

IT

EVERY INCH
Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted

at all
times

nn»

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

CAUCASIAN QUEENS

Big Profits

Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited to beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If yon want to try this race,
or If you want to improve the stock c f your Ital-

ROBERT

B.

{CAPON

TOOLS

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.

R. F. D.

ILL.

FORSALE

Capons

,

is

learned.
with free

,

ian Bees, write to

2Atf

in

easy— soon
Complete outfit

Caponizing

,

postpaid

Instructions

$2.50.

Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
250
[French Killing Knife50c

^Gape
i

| Capon Book

F. Pilling & Ron,

Free.

Philadelphia, Pa,

About 300 perfect Worker Combs, mostly
in Hoffman wired frames of the size used in
the dovetail hives. Some are in loose-hanging frames. All frames have the thick topbars. Price, 15 cents each.

EDWIN BEV1NS,

DO YOU KNOW

If

•THAT THE SALE OF

There

is

a

increased so

Reason

much

for This

send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal .,

that we were forced to double our melting capacity
in order to fill orders promptly?

— It

because Dittmer's Foundation
transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.
is

is

FOR HIS

tough, clear, and

Our warehouse

is

well stocked with all

Mention

Welwyn Station, Herts, Ene.
E. H. Taylor,
Toronto, Ont, Canada.
E. Grainger & Co.,

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville, Tex.

Co.,

kinds

of

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount! to the Trade.
Bee Journal when writing:.

Agents for Dittmer's Foundation

W. D. Soper,
Bee a; Honey

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Private Lessons
hy mail, or in

Beeswax always wanted.

QUS DITTMER,

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
Has

Leon, Iowa.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

23A.4t

Oak

Park,

forethought,
memory,
accuracy, self-control, concentration, originality and the resources of re-

on

Augusta, Wis.

health,

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

r

And Prompt Shipments
what we are making

— DOVETAILED
Is

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.
THE ITARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ CO., Harshfield, Wis.

I
a

sourcefulness. 6 trial lessons
by mail for $5.

f\

&

The Earl Pratt Library Reports
Oak Park
Chicago, Illinois

f\

Local Correspondents Wanted.

&

X

Mention

Send 4 cents for Outfit.
when writln*.
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Swarming Done Away With
The

illustration

shows one of the A. K. Ferris hives under process of

Every bee-keeper

manipulation.

will be interested in reading

about these

hives arranged according to the Ferris' system for the Prevention of

Swarming

for

Comb Honey

Production.

The Non-Swarming articles by Mr. Ferris and Mr. G. M. Doolittle are proving exceedingly interesting. This great series is fully illustrated and will be continued
throughout the remaining issues of 1906.

Among our other regular contributors are Mr. J. A. Green, Dr. C. C. Miller, E. W.
Alexander, and many other bee-keepers of note.
No

bee-keeper who will take time to look through one number of Gleanings in
can satisfy himself that he does not need this " Journal of Profit."

Bee Culture

We make
offer

A

it

easy for you to give Gleanings a thorough

trial

;

here's the

:

six mouth's trial trip, 25c.

If you will send in your remittance before the back numbers from April 1st, in
which the introductory articles on the Non-Swarming series have appeared, are all

gone,

we

will include these free of charge.

Gleanings

in Bee-Culture
MEDINA, OHIO

SECTIONS
We

are running
Sections are in great demand at this season of the year.
for
No.
Sections
of
all
call
1
sizes.
the
hardly
supply
can
but
full capacity,
have a very
Place orders at once, or you are apt to be disappointed.
Sections
These
are
as
good
as
Sections.
some offer
of
grade
No.
large supply of
2
tinge
grades
having
of
cream
them
a
No. 2.
but
snow-white
being
for No. 1. Not
you
a
thousand
less.
It
will
cost
25c
trial
this
season.
Give this grade a

We

—

ALEXANDER FEEDER
prepared to furnish the Alexander Feeder. We make thera
19 inches long so they may be used with either an 8 or 10 frame hive.
With a 10-frame hive they will project 3 inches beyond the hive for
feeding, and the block may be laid crosswise of the feeder or be cut
With the 8-frame hive the feeder projects 5 inches
off as preferred.
and the block lies lengthwise. We soak the feeders in oil to prevent
the feed from soaking in. Price, finished, including block, 25c each;

We are

10 for $2

;

50 for $9.

GERMAN BEE-BRUSH
Some months ago Mr. K. F. Holtermann called our attention to a
bee-brush which he received from Germany, made of genuine bristle
or horsehair. He had used one a whole season, washing it out often,
and it appeared to be as good at the end of the season a6 at the beginning. He considered it so far ahead of anything he had ever seen or
used that he wanted no other. We concluded if it was so good for
him it must be equally good for others. We are now provided with a
stock which we offer at 25 cent6 each by mail, 30 cent6. The bristles
are black, and about 2 inches long, extending 8 inches on the handle.
Made of white hair it would cost o cents more.
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An Independent Bee=Paper
The American Bee Journal

is absolutely an independent publicanor its editor connected in any way with any
bee-supply business whatsoever. It stands entirely upon its merits
as an educative force in the field of bee-keeping, and as a medium
for legitimate advertisers in Apicultural or other lines.
It i6 the
oldest, and only weekly, journal of its kind in America. Its
publishers believe that it deserves to be in the hands of every
would-be progressive, successful bee-keeper in the land. It is in
its 46th year, and to-day is acknowledged to be better in every
way than at any time during its long and honorable history.
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with my old grade drones. To say that I was disappointed is putting
it very mildly.
Facts are stubborn things to butt up against. I have but little
doubt that an inferior strain of pure Italian queens crossed with black
or hybrid drones would give bees less productive than pure-bred bees

from some better strain but a cross between our best strains of pure
Italian queens and black or grade drones, I am satisfied, will give
larger yields of honey than it is possible to secure in any other way.
1 wish it were otherwise, for I like the pure bees much
the best, as
they are so much nicer to handle, and withal so handsome that it is a
constant pleasure to work them.
My present practise is, so for as I can, to breed from the best pure
queen I can find, and pay no attention further. My own yards and
my neighbors' furnish enough black and grade drones to give vigor to
;

my

stock.

The National and Local Associations

Cdifortal ^Nofes

We have received the following letter from Leo F.
Hanegan, Manager of the St. Croix Valley Honey-Pro-

and Comments

Editor American Bee Journal—
Dear Sir
Your article on page

ducers' Association, in Wisconsin

—

461, about some local and State
associations dropping the National, hits us exactly; but in our case
we are prepared to show that our reasons for dropping the National
were other than what you evidently anticipated.

The honey crop of 1906 will soon be here, and it will
need to be marketed.
Whether it will be sold in the producer's home market,
or shipped away, will depend upon several things.
It is a good time now to talk about this honey-marketing question. It is a big question to many bee-keepers.
Suppose some of those who have had successful experiences in both the home and outside markets, just write out
their methods for the good of others. We will be pleased
to publish such articles.
We can use a number of them if
they are brief and to the point.
So, kindly send on what you have to say on the honeyselling subject, and we will publish it very soon in good
time to be of practical use this year.
An interchange of successful experiences in this matter
can not help being a good thing for all.
If you do not wish your location published, lest some
one might run in on you, what you write can be published
with name and State of writer only.

—

Italian

In dropping the National we did not explain wby we did it, nor
we explain to them or anyone without good reasons, as we do
not care for friction. The fact is, that we have given the National no
small number of members it probably would never have enlisted were
it not for our help, and yet, on the other hand, the National is a
" good thing," and deserves the support of every bee-keeper in our
will

Marketing the Honey Crop

Crosses vs. Pure

:

Bees

land.

We

had arranged to make our members also members of the Wisconsin State Association, but at the last annual meeting of the State
Association some resolutions were passed which barred us from continuing that membership. We regretted this, as it is largely due to
the encouragement aud help of Wisconsin State Inspector N. E.
France, of Platteville, that we are in existence, and we have a great
deal of respect and good feeling for this gentleman, not only for what
he has done for our Association, but for what he has done for Wisconsin bee-keepers.
We dropped the National, but not the State the State dropped

—

us,

and so

notified us.
In the case of this Association dropping the National, it was not a
case of trying to " rule or ruin," but a business proposition which
was influenced by no one but the Executive Committee of this Association, every man of which has the highest opinion of the officers
and manager of the National Bee-Keepers' Association.
Trusting you will square us with the fraternity, inasmuch as we
are being accused through your Journal, we are,
Your6 respectfully,
St. Croix Valley Honey-Producers' Association,
Leo F. Hanegan, Manager.

—

E. Crane, as he relates in Gleanings, had mixed blood
in his hives, but found a distinct improvement upon getting
a choice Italian queen and allowing her royal offspring to
mate with his grade drones. He concluded that if this
made so much improvement the improvement would be
greater still if his bees were pure Italian. So he got a
choice Italian queen from a different source, and secured
young Italian queens purely mated. Mr. Crane says
J.

:

But, alas! they did not come up to my expectations, for not one
of them was equal to some of those colonies whose queen had mated

N. B. Inasmuch as we have over 280 members, were we to use
our influence against the National, we certainly could be harmful to
We have
it; but kindly 6ay that we are not sousing our influence.
simply stopped sending memberships to the National, for reasons we
have not published to date, and probably won't make known.
L, F. H.

We may

say, in the first place, that we did not know
received Mr. Hanegan's letter that his association
had dropped the National. So, of course, we could not have
had him or his association in mind when writing the editorial on page 461.
We made no accusation against any
particular association, as it will be clearly seen that we did
until

we

:
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name any. The criticism contained in the editorial referred to can be applied only to such persons or associations
as it may fit. If the coat does not fit, it is not necessary to
put it on.
Mr. Hanegan says that the reasons for the St. Croix
Valley Honey-Producers' Association dropping- the National
will probably not be known also, that it was an action entirely on the part of the Executive Committee of that Association. Of course, if such action is satisfactory to all of
the 280 members, it must be all right, for we believe in the
membership of an association running the association, or
delegating their authority; But we can not see from this
just what the St. Croix Valley Honey-Producers' Association has gained in severing itself from the National. We
can see this, however, that if every member of that association should join the National individually at $1.00 each, it
would cost them about $140 more than necessary, because
any local association can join the Na.tional in a body at SO
cents per member instead of $1.00.
We are glad to know that the St. Croix Valley HoneyProducers' Association is not using its influence against
the National. We do not see why any local association
should try to use its influence against the National, but,
rather, that such influence should be used in its favor.
We
thoroughly believe that every local bee-keepers' association
in this country should be affiliated with the National, and
that one or more delegates from such affiliated associations
should be sent to the annual meetings of the National. It
seems to us that hardly in any other way can the National
keep in proper touch with the interests of bee-keeping
throughout the whole country.
not

;

The National Bee-Keepers' Association has done some
splendid work for the bee-keeping industry during the past
nearly 36 years of its existence it can still do much good
work, and we believe that under its present management it
means to continue to doit. So far as we know, its officers
and Board of Directors enjoy the confidence and support of
practically all the bee-keepers in America. Of course, there
may be some exceptions, as noted in the editorial on page
461, where a few, having become dissatisfied, endeavor to
injure it, but this.it seems to us, can be but for a short
time, if they have any influence whatever.
We are fully aware that no local association can be
compelled to join the National in a body in fact, we do not
think that any one would think of compelling such uniting.
It seems to us it ought to be considered a privilege by the
local association to become members of the National in a
body at SO cents per member. We believe every local association owes it to the National to affiliate with it in that
manner. And while it is economy for the local association
to do this, on account of the larger membership that would
be gained in this way by the National, it results in larger
financial resources, and also gives the National the added
influence of numbers in membership, which count a great
deal in many ways. The German Central Union of beekeepers has nearly 40,000 members. America has not yet
been able to get 3000 bee-keepers into one organization. We
believe the last United States census shows that there are
something like 700,000 bee-keepers in this country. We do
not believe our National Bee-Keepers' Association can possibly ever be as large through only individual membership
as it would be by local associations joining in bodies at the

Will it embrace the opportunity, and prove itself all that it
can be, not only to its membership but to the whole beekeeping industry of this continent ?

A Book

a Necessity for Beginners

Beginners sometimes expect to get all the information
they need through the question department of this Journal,
and are not well pleased when told they ought not to utilize
that department until after having made a thorough study
of some good book of instruction on bee-keeping. But no
sounder advice could be given for their own profit. Here is
what the British Bee Journal says about it
The first " instructions " we invariably give to beginners with bees
to procure a reliable " guide-book " on the subject.
Without such
help it is like groping in the dark. We are also careful to impress on
beginners that it is impossible to teach the art of bee-keeping in our
" Query and Reply " column. All we can do is to give advice in cases
where unforeseen difficulties arise which are beyond the skill of
novices; but there are many things that can not be done by rule of
thumb, nor is it possible to frame instructions that will meet all cases,
seeing that " bees do nothing invariably."
is

So there is always plenty of room for questions after
the most thorough study of the book, and nothing here said
is intended to discourage the sending in of such questions.

Miscellaneous
flews Items

;

;

lower rate of membership fee.
This writer is not an officer in the National, but simply
one in the ranks, and desires to see it grow in numbers and
power as the years pass on. It now has the largest amount
of money in its treasury in all its existence, and we believe
it is in a position to do great things for all the bee-keepers
of this continent. In order to do this, however, it will need
the hearty support of all other organizations of bee-keepers
in America.
We wish to thank Mr. Hanegan for writing, even if he
was wrong in thinking that the association of which he is
the able manager was referred to in the editorial in question.
Possibly some good may result from what has been
published so far, and, if so, it will be all right. The American Bee Journal has stood by the National organization of
bee-keepers in this country longer than has any other beepublication, and it expects to continue such support so long
as it can consistently do so. Just now we believe that with
the exception of a few minor points the National is in a
position to do the best work of its life for the bee-keepers of
this country, and it has the opportunity. The question is,

The National Convention Report

is

begun on page

We

expect to continue it in smaller installments from
week to week. This will insure a more careful reading, we
think, as a little of it can be read weekly, while if all were
given at one time perhaps none of it would be read. It will
certainly be profitable to go over all of it very carefully, as
there are many good things in it.
533.

J. T. CalveFt, Treasurer and Business Manager of the
Root Co., dropped in to see us last week when passing
through Chicago. He reported a good business in bee-supplies east of the Mississippi, and especially in the eastern
part of the country. West of the Mississippi the honey season having been poor last season, and also there being a
greater loss of bees in that territory, there has not been so
great a demand for bee-supplies this season.

A.

I.

Those " Two Long Fellows ' of Beedom," on the first
page, are getting to be pretty well known in beedom, or at
least among the readers of the American Bee Journal, and
that includes the best part of the bee-keepers who read beeliterature.
In them is splendidly represented the bee-keepers of the " North " and the " South," for Mr. Pettit (6 feet
1 inch) is the editor of " Canadian Beedom," and Mr. Scholl
(6 feet 3 inches) is editor of " Southern Beedom."
They are two young " boys " that appear to be quite
able to look out for themselves and several others besides.
But they may have to " stoop to conquer," should they ever
decide to attempt to persuade some fair young damsels to
share their " lofty " lives with them. They certainly are
two of about as " high livers " as can be found amongst
bee-keepers.
Most of us have to " look up to them "
whether we want to do so or not.
'

—

Handling Honey Years Ago.— Dr. F. D. Clum, of
Cheviot, N. Y., sends us the following on the honey commission business many years ago
:

When I was 16 years of age, I was clerk and book-keeper for Daniel W. Quinby, a near relative of Moses Quinby.
At one time he controlled the selling price of honey in New York City.
After awhile,
when Mr. Quinby became advanced

in years, a certain wholesale
grocer went to his largest shippers and offered them a cent or two in
cash above the probable price oSEered by D. W. Quinby, and they
ruined his honey-business.
D. W. Quinby was a very honest man, of Quaker descent, and I,
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as bis old-time clerk, will vouch for the fact that he always returned
to the shippers the full value for their honey.
It hurt the old man very much to think that his old-time patrons
sold their honey for a cent or two above the market price to a wealthy
wholesale grocer, for, said Mr. Quinby, " They will certainly lo6e in

the end."
Mr. D.

W. Quinby died soon afterward, and
medicine and became a physician. Since then

Canadian

his clerk, studied
traveled six times
around the world. I am now located on the bank of the Hudson, reD.
F. D. Clum,
tired from business, and keeping bees.
I,

Bo&dom

1

I

M

We think Dr. Clum could give something very interesting about the methods of handling honey in the olden time.
It is always well to know past experiences, as then whatever progress and development there have been during the
intervening jears can be traced, and often valuable lessons

Conducted by Morlet Pettit,

Villa Nova, Ont.

Dummies and Deep Top-Bars

learned.

Gleanings Editor a Poultryman.— Editor E. R. Root
In an inis combining poultry-raising with bee-keepiag.
cubator supervised by him, he says he " got 47 chicks out of
a possible 130," and last accounts 6 of the 47 were still alive.

No doubt it requires a very hardy strain of chickens
withstand his plan of treatment— possibly " hybrids."

to

The American Food Journal, published by H. B.
Meyers & Co., at 334 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ills., is a 34page monthly magazine devoted to the interests of pure
food. Subscription price, $1.00 a year 10 cents per copy.
In the May issue, Dr. E. N. Eaton, late analyst of the Illinois Food Commission, gives "Household Tests for Food
;

Stuffs,"

among them being

this

:

Jellies, Jams, Honet, Preserves

Glucose may be tested for in

all

and Syrups.

In a glass vessel as narrow as possible, place the jelly, honey, etc.,
warm water and dissolve.
if not real thin add as much again
Then add six times the volume of strong alcohol. A white turbidity
is due lo dextrin and indicates commercial glucose.
Bright colored jellies, jams and preserves indicate artificial color.

and

The National Association.—The Board

of Directors,

" Should
voted " No" on this question
the National Bee-Keepers' Association assist a not-paid-up
member in defending a suit in a matter arising while he
was not a member ?"
General Manager N. E. France, of Platteville, Wis., is
now offering 55.00 as a premium to any member of the National who will, by Aug. 1, 1906, send him the best design
for a honey-label for the use of the National's membership.
Here is a chance for some one to earn $5.00, and also help a
good cause. Notice that only members can compete in this.
If you want to enter the race, and you are not a member,
send your $1.00 membership dues for a year to Mr. France
at once.
Bees as a Nuisance. Mr. France says that nearly
all such complaints arise from the owner of the bees not
being as friendly and generous to his neighbors as he
should be. Several such cases have come up lately, and he
asks bee keepers so to place their hives, and also carefully
handle the bees, as not to be a cause of complaint. The
Association is not expected to settle neighbors' quarrels.
11, 1906.

I

unchanged varies the result. That one condition
must have a very direct causal relation to the change in
Dr. Miller has stated the conditions with the one
result.
change so distinctly that those who run may read the natural conclusion. Here they are
1. Accurate spacing between top-bars, top-bars >s-inch
deep — no wax between top-bars.
2. Accurate spacing between top-bars, top-bars Ji-inch
deep — too much wax between top-bars.
others

:

these products by a very simple

test.

on April

—

to see Dr. Millet is so reasonable he almost sees
do (page 461). Why do I dislike a dummy ? Simply
because I think I get along just as well without it, and do
not have to handle the extra piece, nor have the extra width
of hive. Further, I do wish I could persuade Dr. Miller and
others (from entirely unselfish motives) to give staple
spacers a fair trial. No other spacer I know of has so few
objections and so many advantages.
Now as to wax built between top-bars. It is one of the
rules of logic, as I learned it at the University, that varying one of the conditions of the proposition and leaving all

Glad

as

:

Is it not obvious that Mr. S. T. Pettit, who has contended for years that a ^-inch top-bar causes wax to be
built between top-bars, must be right?
And now "such very true combs " are in use by the
thousand in the " Marble Apiaries." But do not forget the
importance of a narrow bottom-bar, only + -inch wide, making a wedge-shaped comb.
-'

How

A Bee-Keepers' Demonstrating Field-Meeting

is to

Philadelphia, Pa.,
Root Co.

I.

who

is

the local representative of the A.

Buy Bees

the above subwarns prospective buyers against foul brood and
old drone-combs. It recommends stimulative feeding with
syrup, and large hives containing 12 frames of standard

The Farming World has good advice on
It

ject.

size.

^

—

be held at Jenkintown, Pa., Tuesday, June 26, at the exhibition apiary of the A. I. Root Co. It is located in a suburb
about 10 miles from the center of Philadelphia, at the home
of Wm. A. Selser. This is the second annual bee-keepers'
field day conducted by the Root Company at the same place.
Messrs. A. I. and E. R. Root, and perhaps one or two others
from the Medina office, expect to be present, and hope to
meet their many bee-keeping friends. The program of the
day begins at 9:30 a.m. and closes at 9 p.m. Almost every
15 minutes some special demonstration in bee-keeping takes
place. Among those who are expected to " perform " are,
Prof. H. A. Surface, G. M. Doolittle, W. L. Coggshall. A. I.
Root, E. W. Alexander, W. K. Morrison. N. D. West. Dr. E.
F. Bigelow. Grant Stanley, Dr. E. F. Phillips, and Rev. D.
E. Lyon. Various operations of the apiary will be shown
It promises to be one of the
to the wondering populace.
greatest events of the kind ever known in beedom. Of
course, everybody is invited to attend. Full particulars
can be had by addressing Wm. A. Selser, 10 Vine Street,

to

—

^

i

Postal Vigilance
very careful of the mail-matter submitted
A letter properly and plainly
addressed was by some means sent to the wrong office,
then returned to the writer. The latter forwarded the en-

Uncle

to

him

Sam

is

for transportation.

velop to the Post-Office Department at Washington for explanations. The matter was taken up, thoroughly ferreted
out, and the correspondence, consisting of about 18 letters
in all, returned to the writer of the letter. This shows that
even an unregistered letter going astray will be hunted up
with the greatest care, and should tend to strengthen the
confidence of the corresponding public in the Post-Office

Department.

—

am

i

m

The Beginner and Bees
Hives in fruit-bloom should be chock-full of bees right
into the corners. The beginner wants quiet bees if he can
get them. He can learn their disposition pretty well by
If they boil out and sting
lifting their cover off quietly.
him a few times they are probably cross. If they pay little
or no attention, but crawl around quietly on the frames,
they are all right. Then he should select a hive having
straight combs, if he is buying bees on combs which have
look in the top will
not been built from foundation.
generally show whether the combs are built straight— each
comb attached to only one frame— or whether they are built
" criss-cross " or cornerwise of the hive, and each comb

A
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attached to two or more frames, in which latter case it will
be impossible to handle the bees without first transferring
them.
But about the worst snag a beginner can run up against
is a queenless colony.
If there are many bees standing
around on the alighting-board, and apparently doing nothing in particular but killing time and if the field-bees are
working indifferently and carrying in small loads of pollen,
or none at all, when other colonies are working well and
if lhe bees in the hive are cross and irritable, it would be
well for the beginner to give that hive the go-by, and select
one where the bees are going in and out with such a rush
that they have no time to notice him or anything else and
where any bee that shows an inclination to loaf on the
front do6rstep gets knocked off his feet by the " field
gang ;" and where the loads of pollen going in are so big
that he wonders how in the world the bees manage to make
them stick on, anyway. A colony like that is worth the
money you pay for it.— E. G. H., in Farmers' Advocate.

is done by the queenless bees.
this going just as loner as there is room in the
queenless colony for more brood, and it will thus be kept
strong, and you will have just so many more bees than you
would have had if you had given no brood to the queenless

greater part of the feeding

You can keep

colony.

^m
^
Wild drape and Other Bloom
i

;

;

;

Tomfoolery About Bees
What tomfoolery is often published in the name of
science appears strikingly from the following clipped from
the Mail and Empire
Bees Obet Orders.
:

Wild grapes are quite plentiful in this locality, and are
of considerable importance to the bees. This 25th of May
the bees are very busy on them, getting both honey and
pollen, the latter being of a rather light greenish yellow.
Apples have gone out of bloom, a single clover bloom may
be found here and there, but it will be 10 days or so before
clover bloom will count for much, so the grape-bloom does
an important service by helping to keep brood-rearing agoing. It's a delight to the eye, on driving along the country roads, to see rod after rod of the wire fences festooned
with the wild grape, and when in bloom the delicate but
delightfully penetrating perfume makes one think of the
odors of " Araby the blest."
Pollen-Gathering and Temperature

May 28 the mercury stood 37 above zero at 6 a.m. When
got up to 47 a stray bee here and there could be seen flying at some of the hives. At SO degrees, with a raw north
wind, all colonies were astir, but none of the returning bees
carried pollen. At 52 degrees (8:40 a.m.), a very few bees
were bringing small loadsof pollen. At 58 degrees (11 a.m.),
full loads of pollen were going in, but the proportion of
pollen-carriers was not up to the usual mark, and not more
than half the fielders seemed at work. Half an hour later a
full proportion were carrying pollen, dropping off again at
noon. But that day didn't at any time become warmer than
60 degrees, and a full force of fielders were not at work till
3 days later, when the weather again became reasonable.
it

Id a communication to the Academy of Science, the celebrated
naturalist, M. Bonnier, makes some interesting observations on the
habits of bees. In the afternoon when they are collecting water from
the leaves of aquatic plants, he says they will not touch honey offered
to them on these leaves, or on floats of various colors.
But if honey
is offered to them in the morning in a similar way, it is carried off.
He explains this as arising from the strictness with which they obey
orders.
If they are sent out for water they will not 6tay to gather

honey.

Uee-Keepin
Conducted by

Emma M. Wilson,

Marengo,

111.

Honey and Pollen from Blackberry

From the large number of bees [working on blackberry
blossoms it must be that much nectar is secured from them.
For only a small proportion of the bees are found laden
with pollen. A careless observer might easily take the
pollen for that gathered from white clover, as it has much
the same appearance, only lighter in color.
Queenless Colonies

in

Spring and Later

Early in the spring it is not worth while to coax along
a queenless colony
better break it up, distributing the
;

combs and bees where they will do most good. But later on,
when queens are in the height of laying, it is not a hard
thing to keep a queenless colony going, and even building
up quite as rapidly as

if it had a queen.
No use to let a
hiveful of queenless bees remain idle when they can just as
well be rearing a lot of brood. The same applies to a colony with a young queen which is not yet laying.

Go to a strong colony, and draw from it 2 frames of
brood, by preference those not the most mature, but the
frames well filled in place of the frames taken away. Put
in this strong colony 2 empty combs, and let them be placed
in the center.
The 2 frames of brood are, of course, to be
given to the queenless colony. A week later you will find
the 2 combs in the strong colony filled with eggs and young
larv;t.
Take them out, putting in their place 2 other empty
combs, and give the eggs and brood to your queenless colony. You will see that these frames of eggs and very
young brood have as yet cost the bees very little. The

Hive-Entrances

in

Winter and Spring

In the spring our bees have an entrance only an inch
About May 24, after some very warm days, it
square.
seemed too bad to close them up so tight, and a few were
opened up, especially of the stronger colonies to which a
second story had been given. Then came a cold spell when
for a whole day (May 27) the mercury never got higher than
44 degrees above zero, and we were glad we hadn't opened
up any more. In no case had the bees been hanging out,
and it is doubtful that they needed more than the one
square inch for an entrance. True, they began, in some
cases where second stories had not yet been given, to build
combs down below the bottom-bars in the 2-inch space, but
the waste of that comb (which was of course cut away, and
a second story given) was not so bad as would have been
the waste of heat with a big entrance.
It is very important to have all cracks closed up tight
early in the season, so as to favor brood-rearing, but what
with old covers and old hives it is not always as easy as one
would wish to keep all snug. It is easy, however, to keep a
small entrance, and a few cracks at the top will do no harm
if the entrance is small enough, the only requirement being
that the entrance be large enough for the passage of the
A hole an inch square allows free passage for a
bees.
pretty strong colony.
Some one may object that a colony needs a larger entrance than an inch square in winter, thinking that of
course they need a larger entrance when it gets warmer in
the spring. But in winter they're so nearly dormant that
they do nothing to change the air, and in spring they'll stir
up and change the air whenever it is needed.

—

Handy Tool-HoldeP. We find we are short of the
part of this Tool-Holder which has on it the cogs or ratchet
by which the blade is raised or lowered when grinding. We
need to have some castings made of that part. If any one
of our readers who has one of these Tool-Holders will
kindly write us, so we can learn who it is, we will consider
Address the office of the American
it a very great favor.
Bee Journal.
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sold at the average price of 10 cents per pound would bring to the beekeepers $210,000, or about 150 percent on the investment.
Do not think that I mean to say that this amount is made by us
bee-keepers, for every man in the business does not understand the
proper management for profit. The bee-bu6iness is a scientific study;
in fact, as fine a study as law or aD.v other scientific study, and when
properly managed under just ordinary conditions, should yield 120

'TJeedom
Conducted by Louis H. Scboll,

New

pounds per colony.

pounds
I harvested 183 pounds of comb honey one year, 222
another, 146 pounds another, and 202 pounds average per colony. The
was
and
not
satislatter crop was harvested by hired help entirely,
factory under favorable conditions that year, as that year was the best
yield in the country's history. There was produced about 1,500,000
1 ,,'

Braunfels, Tex.

pounds.

One of the chief things in securing the best results from bees is in
When this is mastered the beekeeper is on
the control of swarming.
the road to success. Sometime in the future I will attempt to explain
how to manage bees so as to get the best results.

A Report on Sweet Clover
'Friend Scholl

:

— You ask for

-perience with sweet clover.

!

I

us to give you our exhaven't had much, but I will

what I know.
In the summer of
I sowed 3 pounds in September, 1903.
1904 it grew 6 feet high, what the hogs left of it. It was
sowed on sandy land with clay foundation. It had white
blooms on it, and bees worked on it strong but there was
not enough of it to tell about the amount of honey it gave.
Well, Mr Scholl, I have not told you very much, but I
tell

Mr. /iasfys

;

it will help you a
Grapevine, Tex.

Aiope

T. R.

little.

m

flffcrfhoui

Greener.

m

The " Old

The following clipping hails from a Texas agricultural
paper that has a " bee-column " in it
am somewhat

of a bee-crank, but not a full-blood one. I have
34 hives. I have the Patton gum-hive. I have hived lots of 'bees, but
have never been able to find a queen through hiving yet. Probably
you will say I don't know one when I see it, but I think I do, for I
'.found one once in an old hive after the bees had all died out.
Some one please tell me how to find a queen in hiving them. I
guess you full-blood bee-cranks will think it funny, but I will think it
I

more

the funnier

if I

can find one

alive.

It was " most the funniest " though when the replies
from about a dozen of the " full-blood bee-cranks " appeared
in the next issue with a dozen different ways telling how
the questioner could have the fun of finding a queen alive.

Introducing Queens With Tobacco
1

Smoke

A few mornings since I found a very small swarm clinging to the
leaves of a grape-fruit tree in my home yard, which evidently had settled there the previous evening, probably having been driven out of
some tree in the woods by ants— my colonies all showing up as usual.
I hived the swarm, putting 3 combs of honey, bees, brood and
eggs; in the absence of queen-introducing-cage conveniences I
•smoked them, thinking that by giving them alia smoky odor the
queen might, under the circumstances, be accepted; when, too late,
the hive was opened the ball of bees was disintegrating, and the dead
queen being dragged toward the entrance, some bees still attempting
to sting her.
If I had not used smoke would it have been any more likely to
have been successful? or what would have been the best method of
W.

procedure?

F.

McCready.

seems that perhaps the swarm was not queenless at
all, hence having 2 queens one of them was destroyed. With
the few cases that 1 have practised in using tobacco smoke
but this method
to introduce queens, I have been successful
was never used very extensively by me.
It

;

Bee-Keeping- in Uvalde Co., Tex.

An

extract from an article on bees in Uvalde Co., Tex.,
K. Hill, one of the leading bee-keepers of that
section, and published in Dallas (Texas) Semi-Weekly News,
will give one an idea of the extent of the beekeeping industry in this single county of Southwest Texas

by Mr.

J.

Some Queen-Rearing Comments

now have about

17,500 colonies of bees in Uvalde county.
Eight years ago there were only about 6000 colonies. This shows how
the bee-indu6try has grown in recent years. The value of the bees
and appurtenances for the management of sameare worth about $137,500.
What is termed a full honey crop in this country is 120 pounds
bulk comb honey per colony. Should every colony in this country
yield this amount it would give us 2,100,000 pounds of honey. This

Alley, those Italian fellows were too honest
any by your book — after having stolen it entire

Why, Mr.
to profit

with the sole exception of your name
Instructive to see that Mr. Alley himself states that his
Adels are of Carniolan origin and not of Italian origin.
Instead of saying that all other yellow bees came down
from Cyprians and Holy Lands, I would amend by saying
that the primitive yellow bee is not now to be found, but
that the Cyprians and Holy Lands represent it more faithfully than other yellow bees do— all being descended from
!

it.

Page

404.

"Keep Colonies Strong" the Watchword
Base and foundation of successful bee keeping to keep
colonies strong and this done only by having room enough
in the brood-chamber. These are indeed pretty forcible
words from C. P. Dadant. Page 405.

—

Swarm" a "Head Swarm"

Our "Prime

in

England

an admirable or praiseworthy circumstance. When we get something new of course a new word
appears as the name for it. Presto, our English speechpartners rather take pains to call it by a different name.
When they get something new I fear we are similarly
guilty. So that which is an " elevator " here is a "lift"
there and that which is a railroad " switch " here is a railroad "shunt" there— and, behold, on page 406, a " prime
swarm " is a " head swarm " (Laugh all ye little children
with nothing else to do but laugh), to the puzzlement of Yankee readers. If this sort of thing keeps up, and the world
stands thousands of years enough, the result will be two
Mad Hope the British language
different languages.
then will be to the American about what the Welsh is to the
English now.

And

this is hardly

;

!

Getting Things Down Fine
Lots of wisdom in the Stachelhausen article on pages
406 and 407 but it strikes me that he rolls his gold-leaf
thinner than the metal will bear. If the proper expert
should go over it with sharp spectacles he would see lots of
;

holes,

may

be.

Poppy and Hollyhock as Bee-Attraeters

:

We

Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

By

"Full-Blood" and Other Bee-Cranks

Nice for those who are intense lovers of both flowers
and bees to select for their most-constantly-in-sight beds
the flowers that attract bees and make a fine floral display,
too.
How came Sister Wilson to omit the poppy from the
list ?

there

From
is

her Hamlet she has left Hamlet out. I think
so sure to draw lots of bees as

no extra-nice flower

—

:

:
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the poppy. It has been suspected that something else than
either pollen or honey makes the bees so wild over poppies
but that doesn't signify when the object is simply to get the
bees into our floral view. The hollyhock also draws bees
well, at least it often does. The old single kinds draw
rather better than the grand Chaters which present-day
floriculture would want. And great sport it was for the
children to capture bees without danger by closing a hollyhock over them. Even if it was a bumble-bee, all the same.
Alas, my prime favorite among the flowers does not draw
bees at all so I can't propose that for the list. Page 408.

—

Water

as a

Swarming Discourager

it is hard to stop the
swarmtng-act, once begun. Yet I can give a method which
will succeed if you can be on hand soon enough say when
not more than a quarter of the bees are in the air. Squirt
a powerful and undivided stream of water into the entrance.
Do it relentlessly, with nozzle pressed to the entrance, till
most of those inside are wet. It doesn't seem to do much
harm; but seeing (as he says) they'll be at it again next
day, the occasions are few when it is worth while. To set a
big wire-cloth catcher right over the hive is rather better
practise but that is not what was asked for, and it has its
own drawbacks, also. Page 409.

Dr. Miller

is

quite right that

—

—

Not a Hard Bee-Puzzle

The puzzle propounded by H. D. Black, on page 410, is
not a hard one, I think. In a location where bees can get a
surplus only one year in 10, one should not expect them to
have so much brood at one time as in a good location. Very
likely the pollen-resources of the place may be still poorer
than the honey-resources.

(Wfribufed

Article
Chicago-Northwestern and National
BY

DR. G.

C. C. Miller— and his assistant in apiculture, that
M.
amiable, distinguished, and exemplary lady, Miss
Wilson, who edits the Sisters' department of the American
Bee Journal.
N. E. France, our untiring general manager, was there,
who has been the medium through which many differences
have been adjusted, and foul brood diagnosed and exterminated.
There was also present Mr. Whitney, of Wisconsin,
~~
another thoroughly practical man and an enthusiast, of

Bees,"— Dr.

summers.
Others present were: Mr. Hershiser, of New York; Mr.
Hilton and Mr. Hutchinson, of Michigan; the latter being
Other
editor of a bee-paper.
author, but the
not only an
editors of extensively patronized bee-papers, who were in
attendance at this convention, were Ernest R. Root, W. H.
Besides these there were
Putnam, and George W. York.
nearly 200 ladies and gentlemen of extensive practical experience in bee-keeping.
The discussions of this gathering of distinguished beekeepers are now on record, and I hope that the same will,
by installments at least, be given to the bee-keeping public.
On account of a shortage of time I did not have the
pleasure of being present at more than two sessions of the
National, consequently I have little comment to offer in
At the Chicago-Northwestern
regard to its proceedings.
session that I attended, the question as to which has the
brighter future, comb or extracted honey, was considered.
I, being called upon, stated that with a strong National purefood law, extracted honey would be far the greater product,
as people will in time learn that honey free from wax (which
is wholly indigestible), is not only the most wholesome form
in which to use it for food, but that it is also the cheapest
to the consumer, as the producer can put it on the market
cheaper than he can afford to place, comb honey there.
The people are learning very rapidly that such a thing
as artificial comb, filled with artificial honey, sealed by human
hands, is not accomplished. They are also learning that_ the
producer of comb honey, as a rule, sells his honey by weight,
and that the retail dealer sells it very largely by the piece,
so that the consumer of section-honey pays the same price
for a light-weight section as he does for a full-weight secThis fact is doing, in my
tion, or one that weighs a pound.
opinion, a vast amount of harm to the section-comb honey
market; but I hope to be able to discuss this and other questions that were before the conventions, in the near future.
Lyons, Kansas.

BOHRER.

THE
Conventions,

and National Bee-Keepers'
held in Chicago, on Dec. 19, 20, and 21, 1905,
probably constituted as able a body of bee-keepers as
ever assembled in this or any other country. I will name a
few of them
M. M. Baldridge, of Illinois, a veteran bee-keeper whom
I met at the first convention of bee-keepers of a national
character ever organized in North America, which was during the winter of 1871. at Indianapolis, Ind. I cannot recall any
others who were there that are now living. It was called
Chicago-Northwestern

"The North American Convention

of

Bee-Keepers," in or-

might embrace our cousin bee-keepers from
Canada, as there were one or two present. Among them was
Rev. William Fletcher Clarke, who was something of a
der

that

it

not
writer, but probably
experience in apiculture.

a

man

of

extensive

practical

there were several Canadian bee-keepers presare intensely practical. I say "intensely," because they
demonstrated by their mode of discussion of any subject, that
they have but" little use for any thought not backed by
experience.
Then, there was present that veteran, C. P. Dadant, who
was one of the Rev. L. L. Langstroth's greatest friends and
admirers, and who, with his father, revised Langstroth's book
on bee-keeping, and who in practice has blended the ideas of
both Langstroth and Quinby by using the length of frame used
by the former and the depth used by the latter, which is about
2% inches deeper than the Langstroth frame. That Mr.
Dadant is a most successful bee-keeper no one will question who is familiar with him as a business man.

At Chicago

ent

who

Besides
keeper,

as

Mr. Dadant there was another stalwart beeas the author of " Forty Years Among the

well

Emma

Frank R. Cheshire on Foul Brood
BY REV. ROBERT

THE

by.

B.

M'CAIN.

name at the head of this article is one to conjure
The world has not known a higher authority in

Frank R.
the realm of scientific bee-culture than
Cheshire. It is a great wonder that his name does not more
often appear in the discussion of the "deep things" of our
Of his two volumes which contain the results of his
craft.
monumental work on " Bees and Bee-Keeping," the first,
which is devoted to the scientific aspect of the subject, is
undoubtedly the most thorough, exhaustive and exact work
on the subject extant. The second volume, which treats of
practical bee-keeping, is larger in size, but is in the main
out of date owing to the great improvement that has been
made in hives, equipment and the practical management of
bees in recent years. Chapter 12 of this second volume is an
It is entitled "Diseases and
exception to this statement.
Enemies," and contains the most comprehensive and thorough discussion of the subject of foul brood, from the scientific point of view, to be found in literature.
In justification of the review of this subject at this
time, a quotation from the closing paragraph of the chapMr. Cheshire says
ter seems sufficient.
"Our modern hives keep the old pests (such as wasps,
spiders, mice, etc.) pretty much at bay, but infectious disorders are on the increase, and are also appearing in new
forms. It is no safeguard to shut one's eyes to the danger.
Safety rather lies in a knowledge of the magnitude of any
evil, and respecting this one, slackness is all but criminal."

The

greater part of the chapter under consideration

is

—

:
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given to the discussion of the disease which is commonly
He discusses the disease under three
called "foul brood."
divisions: i. "The symptoms and the nature of the disease.
2. The means of its propagation. 3. The method of its cure."
In regard to the symptoms of the disease he gives those

which are used throughout the bee-keeping world, viz.,
the sunken cappings of the brood, the coffee-colored larvae,
the characteristic glue-pot odor, and the viscous nature of
tests

It is in the discussion
the contents of the diseased cells.
of the nature of the disease that he displays his masterly
power of investigation and presents some facts which are
not generally known.
After proving that Bacillus alvei is the germ which
causes the disease, he proceeds to show how these minute
microscopic organisms multiply in almost inconceivable numbers.
His investigations led him to the conclusion that the
name "foul brood" is misapplied, since the germ does not
confine its operations to brood alone, but attacks the mature
bees of the colony. It is doubtless true that the majority of
the bee-keepers of the present time think of this disease as
affecting the brood only, and nine-tenths of the supposed
remedies of the disease are based on that theory.

Cheshire found that "foul brood" is a disease of the
blood: that queens, workers, and drones are affected by it,
Moreover, he
and that they die from the effects of it.
proved that the ovaries of the queen and the spermatozoa
of the drones were subject to the ravages of this disease,
and that eggs, either before or at the time of their deposition in cells, could be, and were, objects of attack of Bacillus
alvei.
This statement will help many to understand the
rapid dwindling of colonies that seemed to be very slightly
affected with the disease so far as the brood was concerned.

Having

established, by investigation, the fact that Bacilproduced a "chronic disease" in full-grown bees,
including the queen, he at once concluded that it was possible and even likely that the disease would be found in the
ovarian track and in the eggs of the queen. It is commonly
known that foul brood in some cases appears to be particularly destructive amongst the smaller larvae, and Cheshire
judged that in these cases the eggs contained the germ of
the disease at the time they were laid.
He explained to a fellow bee-keeper what would be the
lus

alvei

probable peculiarities of the disease in the early stages of
the brood, and later obtained from him a queen whose
brood developed the disease soon after hatching from the
egg.
She was alive when she came to his hand, but he
at once began to dissect her, finding her ovaries abnormally
yellow, and very soft. Detaching the ovarian tube he counted
5 bacilli "swimming along with a lazy sort of progression."
Having taken out "a half-developed egg, and crushing it
flat, 9 bacilli were quickly counted."
It must be remembered that the bee's egg is, to the
size of a bacillus, enormous.
"Its length of 1-14 inch, and
diameter of 1-70 inch, would enable it to accommodate 100,000,000 spores of this organism, which stands to the egg
itself as a single drop to 1,500 gallons."
It certainly does not diminish the terrors of this dread
disease when we are made to understand that in the act of
mating the queen received the germ of the disease into the
vulva because the drone himself was affected. Further than
this, it was Cheshire's belief that the spermatozoa of the
drones may be so devitalized by foul-brood germs that when
they enter into the eggs to differentiate the sex their office
is only partially performed.
Turning from the nature of the disease to the consideration of the means of propagating it, we have some
ideas that are not altogether in harmony with current
thought. In nearly all of present-day discussion it is confidently asserted that honey is the seat of the contagion, and
that bees carry the disease into their hive by robbing.
Cheshire says, "While I have searched most carefully in
honey in contiguity with cells holding dead larvae, have
examined colonies dying out with rottenness, inspected extracted honey from terribly diseased colonies, and yet in no
instance have
I
found an active
bacillus,
and
never
have been able to be sure of discovering one in the spore
condition.
I have now discovered that it is impossible for bacilli to multiply in honey, because they cannot
grow in a fluid having an acid reaction."
Such minute bodies as bacilli, 1,000,000,000 of which
may be contained in the body of a dead larva, must occur

...

in

honey as an occasional contamination, but the idea that
grow in honey or that honey is the usual means of

they

introduction into healthy colonies
Cheshire, contrary to all evidence.
their

is,

according to

If
an acceptance of these ideas would lead to the
abandonment of some current notions about foul brood,
it would by no means lessen vigilance and care in handling
the disease.
For while Cheshire's investigations led him to
place little importance on honey as the means of propa-

gating foul brood, he emphasized the fact that the disease is
exceedingly infectious, and that the agencies which are
constantly engaged in its dissemination are all too numerous.
Chief among these agencies are the bees themselves which,
owing to the feathery nature of the hairs of their bodies,
gather and carry large numbers of the germs with them
into their colonies.
Within the diseased colony the nursebees are constantly engaged in carrying the disease from the
sick to the healthy larvae.
It is likely, also, that the fullgrown bees of the colony are contracting the disease through
air-tubes and at the segments of their abdomens.

Among

the agencies for the spreading of the disease must
the bee-keeper himself. The germs of foul brood
are so small that ordinary particles of dust are huge in
comparison to them.
The bee-keeper's hands, made adhesive by propolis, carry the spores or bacilli, and so may
transfer them, even hours later, to healthy colonies.

be

named

This is a point worthy of the attention not only of
those who have the disease among their colonies, but also
those whose business it is to inspect bees.
For while they
may visit an apiary with worthy motives and with legal
authority, they may nevertheless become the means of propagating that which it is their purpose to eradicate.

As a precaution

against

infection,

in

addition

to

the

utmost care, which should always be exercised, it is advised
that a solution of corrosive sublimate,
ounce
to one
,'s
gallon of water, be used on hands and tools.
Great care
should be taken not to let the clothing of the operator come
in contact with the disease.
In concluding this review
that the cure in
dence, is almost

it

will be

interesting to note

which Mr. Cheshire places greatest confiidentically the same as some which are

being exploited in certain quarters as new discoveries.
He
counsels the destruction of infected brood and comb, if the
case is bad, but advises the preservation of the hives and
frames if the operator will be careful to disinfect them.
His treatment is given in his own words
"If the bees are worth saving, make a swarm of them
into a skep, and transfer 48 hours later into a frame hive.
If there be much brood, and the case not a very bad one,
and the robbing season not at hand, unqueen, cutting out
all royal cells 11 days later, and giving from a healthy colony a royal cell just sealed. When the queen hatches
by which time nearly all the worker-brood will also have
left their cells— make a swarm of them into a skep, and
transfer, on the second day, into a frame hive.
The queen
will, in 7 or 8 days, begin to lay and probablv all will
go

well."

This is but an imperfect outline of Cheshire's masterly
discussion of this subject.
To be appreciated the original
must be studied in its entirety. The writer hopes that the
reading of this outline will inspire some to take up the entire work, especially the first volume, and give it
careful
examination.
Certainly we can not inquire too carefully
into the nature of these little toilers which work so faithfully for us.
The more we know of them and of the things
that affect them either for good or for ill, the better will
we be prepared to handle them for their welfare and for our
own profit.
Yorkville, 111.

%

Best Hives for Wintering and Extracting
BY

THIS

IV.

W. M'NKAL.

beautiful spring weather.
The air is laden with
the sweet perfume of the apple and cherry blossoms,
and the bees are having a fine time. I had not seen the
apiary for 6 months, and the eagerness with which I sought
it upon my return home a few days ago can
well be imagined,
for the hum of the bees is one of the delights of my
boyhood
is
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grows more enchanting as the years hasten by.
what
My enthusiasm fairly bubbled over as I noted with
colsplendid success I had met in wintering each and every

days, that

good business queen, in a good, strong colony, with
success
plentv of well-ripened stores, is the pivot upon which
These
must" be turned in solving the wintering problem.
are cheaper than packing boxes, and ever so much more
encouraging to look upon; and it's Nature's way.
To show the readers of the American Bee Journal howdescribe briefly the
little I have need of winter-cases, I will
hive I am using. Some bee-keepers may say I am not up to
date when I state that rny hive is simply a modified LangBut I defy any one to produce honey more cheaply
stroth.

A

in the so-called "improved" hives.
The
deeper.
I made the hive a little shorter and some
brood-frames are of the standard Hoffman style. The super
contains 9 extracting combs of standard depth, g}i inches.
So does the brood-chamber, excepting that these frames are

The super is covered first
11 inches deep, outside measure.
with a heavy piece of enamel cloth, then a 5^-inch board
cover cleated at both ends to prevent warping; and then the
very important, if not almost indispensable, telescopic gable
cover.
It is to this feature of the hive, together with the
%-inch deep entrance, and 5-inch extension of a portico, that
or
I wish to speak more particularly than to the number
depth of brood-frames.
I am firmly of the belief that bee-keepers have made a
I
mistake in discarding the deep, telescope gable cover.
have never known a cover of that kind to be blown off the
hive by the wind; and during the storms of winter and the
scorching heat of summer it affords the very best protection
For winter use
to the bees at the least possible expense.
it is supported by the portico cover, and a couple of cleats
nailed to the hive-body about 1 inch from the top edge of
This effectually sheds the rain and keeps the
the hive.
hive dry. In summer, when the super is on the hive, it rests
on a couple of cleats nailed to the extracting super about 3
The cover being 10 inches deep
inches from the top edge.
in full, or 8 inches to the eaves, it is sufficiently heavy to
take out any perceptible twist in the super that may cause
the super to kick up at one corner a little, thereby permitting the escape of heat or energy; and yet it is not heavy
enough to be burdensome to handle. By boring three J^-inch
holes in each end-piece at equal distances on a line a little
below the corner of the eaves, the ventilation will be ample
over the flat super-cover inside. To my notion, this arrangement for protection, when used in conjunction with the
large entrance, is far better and more economical than the
old-time shade-board and heavy stone.
Then, again, in the fall of the year all that remains to
be done to prepare the bees for winter is to remove the
extracting super, bore a couple of small holes in the supercover, several inches apart, and cover them with windowscreening tacked down to hold it in place. Now fill the telescope cover nearly full of fine blue-grass hay, or wheat or
Forest leaves afford good protection, but they
oats straw.
than the hay when handling the covers
spill out worse
afterward. But the hay soon takes the shape of the inside
of the cover and is easily returned if, perchance, it falls out
when lifting the cover. In theory this might seem to be an
objectionable feature, but in practice it will be found that a
filling of fine hay will, if properly pressed down when put
in, adhere to the cover so well as to cause no trouble, practically, at all. The holes in the gable-ends of the cover permit the air to circulate freely over the packing, which keeps
it perfectly dry and sweet.
That is the way I winter my bees here in Southern
Ohio. The apiary always looks neat and tidy. There is no
tearing up or changing of locations no packing boxes to get
out and repaint; no loss of bees by unfavorable conditions
in the weather at the time of packing; and no queens stung
by the bees getting mixed up and entering the wrong hive.
If any one knows of a way more simplified, I would like to
hear of it.
When it comes to the question of the best size of frame
;

for

extracting purposes,

I

know

to

a certainty that more
using the

honey can be secured, and at less cost, by
Langstroth frame, or a frame of that capacity.

Bees

will

enter a 10-frame Langstroth hive-body, when used as a
super, (and it is well covered to prevent the escape of heat),

The cost of
about as quicklv as they will a shallow one.
construction is very nearly the same, and the cost of manipubefore the
lation is practically the same at the start; but
season is far advanced the odds are greatly in favor of the
This fact will be appreciated when one has
full-depth super.
out-apiaries to look after, or in any case when the apiary
can not be visited often. Just as much time will be consumed in putting on a shallow case as one of double capacity,
and, furthermore, such manipulation necessitates a return
Were
trip in less than half the time that the larger one will.
2 of the smaller ones given to the bees at once, the space
thus to be occupied would necessarily be colder by reason of
the increased chances for the escape of warm air through the
Any one can prove to his own satisfaction, that bees
joints.
will not enter 2 shallow cases as readily in early spring as
thev will a large one of equal capacity.
There is more pleasure in extracting from shallow
frames than deep ones, but I fear that in many cases the
desire to keep the crop separate by means of shallow frames
or frequent extracting has more often resulted injuriously
rather than promoted the quality of extracted honey in genHoney that has been stored in large combs and left
eral.
on the hive till it is thoroughly ripe, though there has been
a blending of flavors, is far superior in quality to honey of a
certain distinct flavor, but being in a less ripened condition.
When I place a super of Langstroth combs on each of my
colonies, separating it from the brood-chamher by means of
a wood-zinc honey-board, and covering it with a heavy piece
of enamel cloth, then the flat super-cover, and last the large
ventilated telescopic gable cover, I know it will not be necessary for me to make a trip back there again very soon. And
I also know that if there has been any honey in the flowers,
I will take a box full of honey from each of those hives when
do return.
Reader, if you know of any more simplified method for
the production of extracted honey, giving equally certain and
pleasing results, I would be delighted with the knowledge
Wheelersburg, Ohio, April 26.
of it.
I

Ruches and Ruchers

in

Europe

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.

RUCHES
French

—

Well, in
what a queer title
ruche means hive, and rucher the place where
the ruches are kept. However, the word rucher is more
specially applied to the bee-houses, or rather, bee-sheds, in
During the last
which they are usually kept in Europe.
20 or 30 years many apiarists have increased considerably
their apiaries, and the term "apier" has come into use to
designate the keeping of the ruches in the open ground.
The rucher is a necessity with straw-hives. A strawhive completely soaked in wet weather would be a mighty
poor home for the bees, or anything else. In a recent contribution to one of our exchanges, Mr. Greiner gave a description of straw-hives, and expressed the opinion that they
might possibly come into use here. Well, "I don't know,"
but the possibility is rather remote. The straw-hives of
Europe are made by the peasants during the winter evenMade in a factory at
ings, and sold at a very low price.
factory prices they would cost considerably more than the

wood

and Ruchers

!

hives.

THE RUCHER.

The rucher

an excellent institution. It is a kind of
The front wall is replaced
bee-house with an open front.
by 2 or 3 long shelves on which the hives are placed. The
ends and back are closed, thus forming an ample protection
The space between the shelves and the
against the wind.
back wall is sufficient to permit the apiarist to do his work.
A roof covers the whole and extends sufficiently in front to
protect the hives against the rain and snow, and also against
the hot sun during the middle of the day. The hives have
no bottom, that is, not often; the shelves constituting the
bottoms for all. An excellent idea of what a rucher is can
be suggested by the engraving representing Gravenhorst's
is

apiary in the "A B C of Bee Culture," only the passage
behind the ruches is not shown.
The passage being comparatively dark, the bees do not
frequent it to any extent, and therefore do not bother the
Another advantage is the possibilapiarist when at work.
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of working during rainy days. This alone would be an
immense advantage to the queen-breeders who have to do
their work at certain determined days, whether it rains or
In winter, straw or some other material can be packed
not.
around the hives, and being kept dry is far more effective
ity

when exposed to the weather. The ruchers are generally turned toward the south and the ruches receive the
sun's rays during the morning and evening, while they are
than

protected against the sun during the middle of the day by
better kind of shading apparatus
the projecting roof.
could not be devised.

A

against the cold as could be devised; yet a good chaff-hive
or similar protection ought to answer the purpose as well.
But for my part I am well satisfied that the superiority
of the straw or even wood box-hive lies in another direction.
Anyone who has transferred bees from box-hives knows that
the combs are usually very irregular. It seems that the
bees start at random at several different places, and then
fill
up the best way they can with small, narrow combs.
The result is that there are numerous passage-ways between
the combs, and that the cluster of bees during the winter
can gradually move anywhere in the hive where there is some

honey.

FRAMES.

in a frame hive the case is altogether different. The
are separated by combs occupying the entire width
and depth of the hive. Sometimes one of the spaces (or
several) between the combs gets empty of all its honey, and
the bees, being unable to go around the comb on account of
Occasionally the cluster moves gradthe cold, perish there.
ually toward one end of the hive, and when the honey at that
end is out, they are unable to go to the other.
Somebody will say here that Doolittle says that it is
not so, that the bees which die in the winter are old bees
Perhaps
that have reached the end of their allotted life.
if not always,
it is so when the bees are wintered in a cellar
at least sometimes. With a cellar sufficiently warm, it may
be possible for the bees to get around the emptied combs
and reach the honey that may be elsewhere.
But we can reach the aim without having to go back to
Many European apiarists use very
the box or straw hive.
tall frames, and the bees, having their honey above, can
always follow it, as the heat of the cluster goes above and
permits them to move up.

But

Many of our writers are inclined to consider the hives
opening 'behind and having the frames across as an awkward and old-foggy contraption.
Well, there is no doubt that when the hives are in the
open air and placed right on the ground, the frames must
come out at the top, but it is easy to see that in a rucher
the case is altogether different. To pull out the frames at
the top, when another shelf or the roof is immediately above
not nearly
it, is not exactly a very convenient arrangement
so convenient as frames placed across and taken out from
behind. The frames thus used are provided with nail spacers

—

so as to prevent them from being pushed
too close to the preceding ones, and with a kind of wing on
the back side, to get hold of them when they are taken out.
An objection has been made here to that kind of arrangement, that it is necessary to take out all the preceding frames
when you want to get at a certain one. I never could see
Neither can I see an advantage in being able
the point.
When
to handle the Hoffman frames by 2 or 3 at a time.
I want to inspect a hive for queen-cells, amount of brood
or honey, or any other purpose, I want to see all the frames.
Some people insist on the necessity of having hives light
enough and small enough to be carried easily, or frames that
can be moved and carried by 2 or 3 or more together; just
as if the apiarist's business was merely to be "toting around"
hives and frames just for the fun of it.

on the front

side,

The
are all deeper than ours.
Dadant size, or about, is usually adopted for the hives having
supers.
The shape is sometimes square, usually longer than
Another type
high, with a half-depth frame for the supers.
This is something like what we call here
is the De Layen s.
the Long Ideal hive and frames. The frames for that purpose are usually much taller than long. As many as 20 and
even 24 are used in a hive. A division-board permits their
being added successively as the honey-flow progresses.
The European frames

Very few people know that the original Langstroth frame
was 2 or 3 inches deeper than the one we call by that name
now. Exactly why the change was made I can not tell, but
I

suppose on account of the cheapness of the small frame.

Not the frames themselves as much as the hive containing
them. With a low frame, a mere box made of 4 planks
about 10 inches wide was all that was needed. By reducing
the number of frames to 8, a wide piece for the bottom and
another for the top were sufficient. To reduce the size still
more the top-bar of the frames was made only
of an inch
thick, and the spacing reduced as much as possible.
And
here you are. "Simplicity," sure enough.
And cheapness,
And it is this very cheapness that has made the movtoo.
able-frame hives as popular here.
At the price which a
better hive would cost, there would not be more than one
where there are 20 now.
are a nation of bargain-hunters, anyway.
Our women will go to a bargain counter and
pay 98 cents for a worthless article, when a good one can
be had for a dollar in a regular store. Our bee-keepers kick
at the price of a good, big Dadant hive, and then have to
pile 2 or 3 small Dovetail hives one upon another in order
to get a sufficient space.
Where the saving of money comes
in,
I
don't see, not speaking of the increased manipula-

bees

—

There is, however, one objection. While tall frames are
the best for hives of the De Layens or Long Ideal patterns,
they are not adapted to use in connection with supers. Tall
frames mean shorter frames and less of them, consequently
less space at the top; smaller supers and more of them, and
the upshot would be something like the tower of Babet
during the summer-time something that the bees would find
very difficult to ventilate properly.
The celebrated Italian apiarist, Dr. Dubini (now dead)
used to manage it in a different way. He always made several holes in the combs for passage-ways, and to prevent
the bees from plugging them he put a small tin tube in
l
2 inch in diameach.
I suppose that the holes were about

—

/

eter.

ti"ii-.

WINTERING.
It

is

admitted that the bees winter better in a straw-hive
a wood one.
It has been suggested that the straw

than in
absorbs the dampness of the hive and therefore creates more
health}- conditions; I doubt this very much.
After a year of
use the interior of a straw or any other hive is completely
But
coated with propolis and impermeable by moisture.
If kept
there may be other things in favor of straw-hives.
il
dry in a rucher, the straw i< about as good protecting m.
it

.

i

holes

the queen.

Willows and Bees— Brood-Nest Heat

%

We

would be

a benefit to
In passing from one comb to another, she must
spend some time in going over or under, and, after it is
Passage-holes would reduce
done, hunt up the empty cells.
the time lost, and possibly help to prevent the queen from
going into the supers, as this very likely occurs when she
Knoxville, Tenn.
passes over the combs.
I

have an idea that such

BY

WISCONSIN"

M. DOOLITTLE.

G.

Miller this question, on page
369: "I would like to plant lots of willow trees of the

asks

Dr.

Bees work on them very much.
yellow-brush kind.
they yield honey?"
To this question Dr. Miller replies: "G. M. Doolittle
is the man that knows all about willows, and somewhere
he has told us about the different kinds, but I don't rememIf I remember correctly, some of them yield
ber where.
Perhaps he will be
honey, some pollen, and some both.
kind enough to tell us- briefly again."
When the Doctor tells any one that Doolittle knows all
about willows, Doolittle is sure that he is making a mistake,
for there is "lots" that Doolittle does not know about the
willows, right in his own locality. I wish I knew more about
them, for I consider them as of the greatest value to our
bees.
In fact, I know of nothing which so stimulates the
bees to active brood-rearing as these very same willows;
especially those which yield honey, as does the "yellow-brush
But this kind is not the
kind" that Wisconsin asks about.
are called the "pussy wilfirst to blossom.
These

Do

11

1

low" here.
We have several kinds of these pussy willow here, which
put out their blossoms quite irregularly. Some are a month
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earlier than others, and some of the buds on the same trees
or bushes are io days later than others.
The kinds which
seem to attract the bees most are the black willow, upon
which the kilmarnock is budded, and those which produce a
long, cone-like flower similar to the black willow.
From
these two kinds the bees obtain large quantities of pollen,
but as far as I can ascertain, no honey. The flowers are of
a rich orange color, and consist of a center, out of which
spring hundreds of little thread-like filaments, upon which
the pollen is supported. It is very interesting to see the
bees work on these flowers, as you can see their motions so
plainly, for the tree or bush does not grow so high but
what some of the lower limbs are about on a level with the
eye.
It naturally grows on low, swampy ground
but with
a little culture to start, will readily grow on dry ground.

the crust bees very largely abandon their position, for they
are not needed under these circumstances, as the general
heat coming from the hustle and bustle of the hive is sufficent to keep up the necessary brood-temperature in the
brood-nest.
I am pleased to see that any have gone to experimenting, for good will come from it; and this note is only
"thrown in," to help the matter along, by guiding a little in
Borodino, N. Y.
the "right direction."

Mints as Honey-Plants— Moths
BY PROF.

;

The golden willow

(the kind with the "yellow-brush") and
the white willow give us our first honey, unless I except
the weeping willow, which is grafted or budded on the black
willow. This last is about 3 or 4 days earlier in blossoming, and where there are many of these weeping willows,
they would be quite an acquisition to any apiary located near
them; but as there are very few trees of this kind about
here, there is not enough to make any perceptible show in
an ordinary apiary.
Neither of these last 3 willows mentioned give any pollen, in my opinion, for from a close observation for years
I have never seen a single bee with any pollen in her baskets
while she was at work on them. When these willows are
in bloom, and the weather is warm, the bees will rush out of
their hives at early dawn, coming home so loaded that they
will drop short of the entrance, the same as they do in a
heavy clover or basswood yield of nectar. And they work on
these willows all day long, the same as they do on basswood. The flowers are similar to those which grow on the
birch and poplar, being of long, tag-like shape, as large around
as a slate-pencil, and from ij4 to 2 inches long.
These
tags or blossoms secrete nectar so profusely, when the
weather is right, that it can many times be seen glistening
in the morning sun, by holding the blossoms between the
eyes and that orb, and on two occasions I have seen whole
trees with the nectar sparkling like so many diamonds partially hidden amongst the leaves; while the trees resound
with the busy hum of the bees from morning till night.

From

the few trees along the creek near here, the bees
from 10 to 20 pounds per colony while the trees
are in bloom.
The honey is quite similar to apple-blossom
honey, and of a nice, aromatic flavor. The golden willow
yields the most nectar of any willow with which I am
acquainted, and as this first honey is used for breeding purposes, it lays the foundation for a surplus from the clover
and basswood, by filling the hives with brood at just the
right time so that the bees from this brood come on the
stage of action as laborers just when these surplus-honey
yielding flowers give us our crop for the year. For this, the
great value of the willows will be seen.
store often

"RETENTION OF HEAT IN THE BROOD-NEST AGAIN."

Under the above

caption,

on page 441, some experiments

are given, as conducted by Dr. Miller, to see whether Doohttle was right in claiming that the crust of bees prevented
the heat from the cluster escaping into an upper hive.
If
I shall not be considered too inquisitive, I would
like to
ask whether the sun was shining on the hive when the Doctor conducted his experiments; for, if so, he would
have
gotten a higher temperature in that hive than he did with
his thermometer in the shade, in the open air, unless
his
thermometer in the open air was in the sun. And I do not
think his thermometer in the open air stands in the
sun at
all, for all records of open-air thermometers
are given "in
the shade." So, if this upper story stood in the
sun and
his outside thermometer in the shade, the
difference which
he reports between the temperature of the two, would
be
hardly as great as I would expect under such circumstances.
Again, the only time when such experiments can
be
tried, to give any correct idea, is at night, for
when bees are
working "busily," as the Doctor reports that his were at
the
time of his experiments, the crust of bees is
sure to be
broken to a more or less extent, so that the heat
escapes
from it to quite a large degree. Then, with the mercury
at 50 to 60 degrees in the shade, outside, the
crust is never
very compact, and when the mercury goes to 70 and
above

THE

A. J.

COOK.

—

—

mints Family Labiatae are a close second to the
legumes among honey-plants. Like the legumes, the flowers are irregular in form, which fact alone would warrant
the assertion that they are rich in nectar-secretion. Many regular flowers, like the common orchard bloom, or rosaceous
plants the linden and tulip are profuse in the secretion of
nectar, but the \ery fact of irregularity is conclusive on this
point.
Indeed, there can be little or no doubt but that in the
evolution of these plants with irregular flowers the modified
bloom had special reference to the secretion of nectar, the
visits of bees and other nectar-loving insects, and the valuable
necessary act of pollination.
While we know that many
plants, like some varieties of our apples and pears, which
have regular flowers by which we mean that all the petals
or flower leaves are alike in size and form must be crosspollinated to produce seeds, we are equally certain that all
with irregular flowers require this cross-pollination, or at
Irregular flowers, then, such as
least are the better with it.
we see in the mints and legumes, always speak to us of two
truths the necessity of cross-pollination, and, with suitable
moisture and nutrition, the invariable presence of nectar.
We are not surprised, then, that the sages, motherwort
and horse-mint, are among our best and most *amed honeyplants.
The mints are typical bilabiates. That is, while the
flower is typically of 5 parts, or constructed on the plan of 5,
the petals are so united as to appear in 2 parts. A type of
flower familiar to us all is the common snap-dragon, which,
though not a mint, is also a bilabiate. Thus, we may say such
flowers have an upper and lower lip, and a throat which is
more or less open, as the work of cross-pollination makes
most advantageous. The stamens which bear the pollen are
high up in this throat, as is also the stigma of the pistil. As
the bee or other insect pushes back into this throat for the
coveted nectar-drop, its back becomes powdered with the pollen, and as it crowds into the next flower this pollen-dust
is brushed off on the waiting stigma, and thus the bees become indeed the marriage-priests which unite the elements of
the bloom, and insure offspring.
As the pollen and stigma
are not conterminous in time of ripening, we easily see how

—

—

—

—

—

cross-pollination

is

insured.

Chief among the honey-bearing mints are the incomparable sages of California.
These are not excelled even by the
clovers or linden. The honey is white, delicate of flavor, and
must ever rank among the very best in appearance and quality.
Not only this, but the quantity is often phenomenal.
This comes from the fact that the flowers are borne in long
racemes or compact heads, and as the separate flowerets do
not bloom all at once, but in succession, the plants are in
bloom for weeks. The sages, then, are marvelous honey-producers, first, because of the generous secretions of each floweret, and second, because of the immense number of these
flowerets and the long period of bloom.
The motherwort, catnip (which was so highly esteemed
by the late Mr. Quinby as the best plant for roadside and
waste-place planting), the famous heather of Scotland, are
other familiar examples of the mints. Of the three most
common families of plants conspicuous for their irregular
flowers, each has one or more very noted honey-bearing
species. White clover, alfalfa, sweet clover, and mesquite, are
all famous among the legumes
white sage, black or ball
sage, and horse-mint, are as important among the mints;
while willow-herb and figwort are famous among the plants
of the other most familiar bilabiate family Scropulariacese.
The legume family gives us our most valued cultivated
plants, like clover, beans and peas.
The mints are valuable
for ornament, and extracts; while the figwort family furnishes us many of our finest ornamental plants, like the
;

—
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The mints and figwort may well
tacomas and biguonias.
be planted in waste-places, for a goodly number of them
will serve to fence out famine in the hives in case of failure
Mr. Harbison and who can speak
of other honey-plants.
with more authority?— feels sure that bee-keepers may well
take pains to plant black sage, which he and many other beekeepers of California think even more productive than white
sage, where fire or other agent has destroyed it.

ard Langstroth frame. Now this whole thing in theory was
I tried to use the
very ingenious, but far from practical.
small frames in the way Mr. Pratt did, but I could not induce any queen to deposit eggs, except in a few of the cenThe queen did not take to the wooden partitral combs.
Queens want a clear
tions right in the center of the hive.
I could not rear a strong colony of bees
field to work in.
by any such arrangement.

MIMICING MOTHS.

Another great difficulty with the Pratt system was in
arrangement of the combs in the nucleus boxes. As the
small combs had no projecting top-bar, the frames had to rest
on cross sticks at the bottom. When opening such hives the
bees naturally run to the bottom of the boxes. By so doing
there is great danger of crushing the bees and queen when
the frames are replaced.
If I understand correctly, the system above mentioned
Pratt.
I also understand that
is now largely used by Mr.
he now fastens the frames to the cover of the hive, so that

—

the

I have just had the pleasure of looking through one of
The clearthe many fine collection of insects of Berlin.
winged Sesias claimed my attention and admiration. They
are moths, yet look astonishingly like bees and wasps, which
This, no doubt, preserves
they mimic in a wonderful way.
them from hungry birds that otherwise would snap them up.
These Sesiids are borers, and the caterpillars boring in trees
and plants often do serious harm. Here belong the destructive peach-tree borers and squash-borers.
While these moths
fly among bees and wasps in the bright sunshine of noonday, and in form and color are so like them, they are yet
easily told.
Their body is tipped with a brush of hairs instead of the sharp, polished sting.
Berlin, Germany.

Queen-Rearing

—The

Small-Nucleus System

BY HENRY ALLEY.

WITH

the advent of the Langstroth hive success in apiculture rapidly advanced. From the box-hive system
which was no system at all, no particular success
could ever be expected.
The beginner in bee-keeping has
been taught by all the text-books on bee-culture that the
only way to make apiculture a success was to "Keep all
colonies strong."
should keep this fact in mind at all
times, and print it in large letters, and post it in some conspicuous place in the apiary.
Experienced bee-keepers well
know that weak colonies are worthless and bring no returns of any kind. This not only applies to large hives, but
to nuclei as well.
I would as soon tolerate sick chickens in
my coops as a feeble and weakly lot of bees. Of the two
nuisances the former are much more desirable. No apiary
can be run successfully on babyish principles. Every colony
of bees, whether the hives be large or small, should be
crowded with bees, brood and food, and each one should
have a vigorous queen. If any other methods are adopted,
failure will surely result so far as profits are concerned.

We

Now,

the principles of honey-gathering are equally
success in queen-rearing.
Good queens can
not be reared on the baby system, or by the half-starved and
half-nourished way some people say they can. There should
be plenty of bees to cover all the combs and brood of a
nucleus, so that the temperature at all times may be kept
up to the natural point.
Strong and vigorous queens are the kind that fill the
'•ombs with brood, the hive full of bees, and store the
honey in the supers. The larger the force of bees, the
more honey, and the larger the profits.
applicable

first,

to

Has any one

that weak and feeble
and swarm in the natural way?
The swarming sometimes takes place, but not in
the natural way.
What are the conditions under which
bees build queen-cells, and swarms issue? Why, strong
colonies, hives full of bees and combs full of brood.
If the
advice some people are giving bee-keepers is taken seriously,
many bee-keepers will be dividing up their strong colonies
into say about 40 small ones.
Now, if a few bees work
well in queen-rearing, why won't the same principle work

colonies of bees

ever discovered
build queen-cells,

well in honey-gathering?
The fact is, such a system won't
well in any case. Don't expect to succeed in bee-keeping unless Nature's ways are pretty closely followed
Some 12 years ago, Mr. E. L. Pratt had a queen-rearing
apiary of baby nuclei about 2 miles from my yard.
While

work

manage

Mr.

P. could

for

me, nor would

system very well, it never would do
Well,
do for bee-keepers generally.
entire outfit to me, and moved away.
his

it

Mr. Pratt sold his
I
converted the entire thing into kindling-wood, as I could
find no one who wished to purchase it from me.
His nucleus
frames were 4% x 4% x
section boxes.
Eight of these
sections just filled a brood-frame about the size of the stand-

%

all

lift

out together.

The

difficulties

need not be explained here.

The question

is,

Why

is

attending this method

All can see
all

them

at

a glance.

clap-trap arrangement
any one explain it? Dare

this

queen-rearing necessary? Can
any reader of the American Bee Journal rise up and say
that such a contrivance is any improvement, or even as
good as small combs constructed on and used as per the
Doesn't the reader see that the small
Langstroth system?
hive (call it baby nucleus, if you please) having hanging
frames and so constructed that each frame can be lifted out
separately, is far more practical and much easier to manipulate in every way?
These new-fangled notions in connection with bee-keeping are perplexing indeed, and to those who love simplicity
in all things used in practical bee-culture, they seem like a

in

nuisance.

am not tooting my own horn, as I have nothing in the
of bee-supplies for sale.
My whole time is devoted to
queen-rearing. To carry out the entire Pratt system of queenSome
rearing, one requires about a cart-load of fixtures.
60 pieces in number, and an expenditure of some $8. This
does not include hives for nuclei.
For many years I have used small boxes for nuclei. Perhaps they cannot be classed as "baby" nuclei, as each box is
large enough to take four 5x5 frames, 3 pints of bees, and
the boxes are kept full of bees and brood at all times, as
much so as it is possible to do. The hanging frames are
used, as they are easily and quickly removed without danger of crushing the bees. So long as these small boxes are
kept well supplied with bees and brood, the young queens
There are suffiare sure to make a successful mating trip.
cient bees to defend the hive against robber-bees, and the
bee-moth.
Now, I know from long experience that when
such small nuclei are used, and not kept up in young bees
and brood, the queens, when they make the mating flight,
are pretty sure to be balled as soon as they enter the box.
Mr. Pratt says this is not so with his baby-nucleus system.
Try it, and see if I am not correct. Rather queer, isn't it,
that bees behave so much differently in some parts of the
country than they do in others?
In 00 percent of all cases where nuclei contain only a
few old bees, and no brood, the young queens will be destroyed when returning from the mating flight. Young bees
human
will not do such mean work, but bees, like the
family, don't stay young. Old bees are worthless in queenrearing, and are a nuisance in the apiary at all times.
Speaking of these small boxes, I wish to say I rear no
Only the strongest colonies of bees are
queens in them.
queens
used by me in the production of queen-cells.
are kept in small nuclei after they hatch until they have
filled the combs with eggs, and the queens are tested.
I

way

My

Now

there may be many of the readers of this Journal
are contemplating making queen-rearing a business, and
I
am quite sure I can give some good practical advice to all
such people.
If I were to start again in the queen-rearing business,
the small boxes I now use in
I
would not tolerate even
ray apiary.
Now these boxes are very handy and convenient,
and almost inexpensive, but there are several reasons why
I
would not, with my present and past experience, use such a
system again. At present I am established, and am sort of
obliged to continue in the same old way. But take my advice.
If one is about to enter the queen-rearing business,

who

—
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adopt the standard Langstroth frame for nuclei. There are
reasons why you can and should do this. Some of them
are these: In the first place, you would have but one size

many

in the apiary.
You all know that brood-combs of
several sizes and styles are a nuisance in any bee-yard. I
would use 3 frames (not less than 2 in any case) in all
nuclei.
When fall comes around, the queen-trade is over,
and the nuclei can be doubled, say putting 3 in a large hive,
and when so united they are likely to winter successfully.
On the other hand, what would one have to go into winter
quarters with if there were several hundred sickly baby nuclei that had but a few bees and no brood?

frame

It will be noticed that the upper forward edge of thegauge is cut away and the stationary plate projects over the
CD
upper edge, but not quite flush with its base.
A curved yielding spring is attached to the beveled edge

If the standard frame is used, the bees could be divided again in the spring after the hives are well filled with
bees and brood.
So you see, after the first cost of using
standard frames for nuclei, the expense is really nothing,
while all the nucleus colonies will be strong and in fine
condition for any purpose.

By my nucleus system, in the fall I have a fine lot of
bees and brood to unite for winter.
They are united in
October, making about 20 strong colonies in all. When fed
up they appear to be in fine condition. Now I have tried
for the past 20 years to winter the nuclei when in the above
condition, and only with partial success. I find it quite
difficult here in this climate to winter full colonies, even
when they are in the best of condition in the fall.
What
prospect have "baby" nuclei of wintering, if full colonies
can not be successfully carried through the 6 months' confinement they will have to endure?

My

advice is not to adopt any "babyish" fixtures to use
in keeping bees, if you wish to succeed. Not one of our successful bee-keepers has ever adopted anything of the kind.

They

all

use standard

and

practical

equipment

in

their

apiaries.

No man can succeed in anything by spending his time
fussing with fussy and unnecessary things. Follow Nature's
methods as near as possible. Lots of things can be done with
bees, and one can get any amount of pleasure in them, but
they are not practical nor profitable.
Essex Co., Mass.

m
Dewey Foundationer— An Adjustable Machine
for Securing Foundation in Sections
BY

E. H.

DEWEY.

foundation-fastening machine
THIS
cover, which
about one-half its

box-shaped, with the
is
length, depressed between the sides a table sliding on the same is drawn to
the rear by a spring attached to the side of the machine.
is

;

The forward edge of the machine is beveled. A support is
attached to the forward edge of the table at such an angle as
to permit the operator to have his work under observation
constantly.

A

gauge, mounted by an iron plate, is secured to the supThe gauge and plate automatically center the

port by bolts.

section securely against the base of
the gauge.
Two rods extend in a horizontal position from the forward
end of the table to the plate supports. The plate supports
are reciprocated on bolts that pass through the sides of the
machine and the supports.
The curved plate is secured to the supports.
Two creases that meet at the center and rear of the
curved plate collect and convey the melted wax away from the
machine at one point.
The section is slipped over the gauge and is held in position by means of the spring on the forward edge of the table.
The stationary plate is about 3-16 of an inch from the section.
When the plate is well heated the thumb of the right
hand is placed on the rear edge of the table with the forefinger extended on the upper side of the machine. The table
ig now pushed forward, by the thumb, until the curved plate,
after passing over the edge of the section, comes to rest. The
starter is now slid down the stationary plate until it comes in
contact with the heated plate, when the table is released and
the starter is pushed to the section to which it is securely
fastened.
The instant the cable is released the curved plate is automatically withdrawn from the section, and any adhering wax
is carried away from the section and the working parts of the
of the table to hold the

machine.
A screw prevents the table from being carried completely

when the table is released.
Full sheets may be secured, as readily as starters, and
both if desired.
Attention is particularly called to the position of the
curved plate with reference to the section when the machine
is closed.
In its passage the curved plate does not come in
contact with the section at any point. No dripping wax can
soil the section or the machine.
over

The beveled edge of the gauge permits the heated plate
to pass beneath the stationary plate without touching any
part of the machine.
Sections are supplied with starters as fast as they can be
picked up, and come from the machine absolutely free from
dripping wax or smoky deposit from the lamp.
The machine is the only one of the kind ever supplied
with a curved reciprocating plate in fact, it is constructed
on entirely new lines, and has stood the severest tests satisBerkshire Co. Mass.
factorily.
;

,

is one of the things that is all right if it does all
claimed for it. We understand that a patent was applied for, and that it was to have been put on the market this
season. But we do not recall seeing it advertised in any of
Editor.]
the bee-papers.

[This

that

and if sections of more than one width are used the
machine is adjusted by loosening the bolts and slipping between the support and the gauge a wedge of the desired
thickness. The button, which acts as a check to the movable
plate, is turned when the machine is adjusted, to permit the
starters,

plate to stop at the desired spot.

is

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is
hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
a bee-keeper's

neatly bound in cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the

Americai. Bee Journal one year— both for $1.75.
all orders to this office.

Address
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less increase, we make only so many artificial swarms
we think necessary to prevent natural swarms. Or we
may not want any increase at all, and wish to keep the

we want
as

f

Convention

Proceeding
NATIONAL AT CHICAGO
Report of the 36th Annual Convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in
Chicago, 111., Dec. 19, 20 and 21, 1905

whole force of a colony together and have it as strong as
For this reason we have
possible during the honey-flow.
If we
to select different ways for prevention of swarming
artificially, we can make one or more swarms
from every colony strong enough, or we make one swarm
from two such colonies, or we take the material to form
All this
a new swarm from a larger number of colonies.
is done for a permanent increase.
A second way is, when
no increase is wanted, to divide a strong colony for some
days only, and when the swarming fever has past, we unite

make swarms

A

these two colonies again.
third way is to manpiulate
the colony in such a way without dividing it, that it will
will consider these three ways.
not or can't swarm.

We

ing.

The National Bee-Keepers' Association held its Annual
Convention in Brunt Hall in the Bush Temple of Music,
Chicago, 111., on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, December 19, 20 and 21, 1905.
The opening session took place on Tuesday, December
the President-elect, Mr. C. P.
19, at 7 :30 o'clock p. m.
Dadant, of Hamilton, 111., occupied the chair.
The Secretary, Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, read a paper
written by Mr. L. Stachclhausen, of Converse, Texas, on
;

THE CONTROL OF INCREASE
The

way

of increase is swarming, and, thereis control of swarming, and this is
very important for bee-keepers who keep a large number of
colonies in several apiaries.
As we have no man in the
out-yards to watch for swarms, and as it would not pay
at all to keep such a person there during swarming-time,
every swarm cast by any colony would be very probably
fore,

the

natural
first

problem

lost.

I am tempted to give you a scientific talk about the
cause of swarming, but I think you prefer more practical
know a number of ways to prevent swarming;
hints.

We

one of the most practical ways to prevent, or, at least, to
delay swarming, is to use large hives; that is, a large
comb-surface, by which the bees can extend the brood-nest
in every direction.
At the same time colonies in such large
hives will develop faster during the spring, and become
stronger colonies.
can force such a development in
smaller hives by spreading the brood and other laborious
and dangerous manipulations. In a large hive with plenty
of honey a healthy colony will develop to the greatest
possible strength without any manipulation made by the
bee-keeper.
It may be said that such large hives do not always,
This is
and under all circumstances, prevent swarming.
true, but I have observed, if, in an apiary, io-frame LangStroth hives are changed to larger ones, the bees will
swarm less by and by every year. In my locality the
bees from hives not larger than 8 or 10 Langstroth frames
will swarm so much that one man could hardly manage an
apiary of ioo colonies.
I could tell you stories about the
ways some of my bee-keeping neighbors acted to get rid
of these surplus swarms.
For about 24 years I have used
larger hives, and have no trouble of this kind any more.
This is a very important difference, if bees shall be kept
in as many colonies to make a profit-bearing business.
In my locality the problem is to keep the bees from
swarming till the main honey-flow commences. During this
flow the bees will not swarm, if they have not made preparations for it before this flow commenced. With such circumstances, hives as large as the Dadant hive will prevent
swarming sufficiently in most years. In other years, which
are more favorable for brood-rearing, I have to watch my
colonies more carefully.
If I find a very strong colony with
brood much extended, I have to manipulate it, especially if
I find queen-cells started.
It may be set
down as a rule,
if we find 2500 square inches of comb-surface occupied by
brood, this colony will probably swarm soon, even from a
very large hive.
The prevention of swarming may have different purIf we can't, or are not willing, to watch our colonies
poses.
during swarming-time, we can make the swarms artificially
a little earlier; thus they would swarm naturally, but in
this case we will get as much, or even more, increase.
If

We

There are, again, many
During many years

make three out of two.
new hive with starters

A

different

ways of

artificial

swarm-

used the well-known plan to
strong colony, A, is shaken into a
I

or full sheets of foundation, and this
The brood-combs withhive is set on the old stand of A.
out bees are placed in another hive, and this is set on the
stand of another strong colony B, and the colony B receives
a new stand C. To the colony now at B a queen fertilized,
If the honeyor virgin, or even a queen-cell, is introduced.
flow is good and of long duration this plan can be used
with profit, but the colony at B is in a bad condition for
some days, having no young bees to feed the larvae, a part
The
of them may starve and be drawn out afterwards.
colony C has lost all the field-bees, and if the hive does
not contain very thin, watery honey, -the young bees can't
prepare the necessary larval-food, and some of the young
brood is lost again, except we give some water to this
colony in some way till some of the young bees will fly out
to gather this water outside.

Since a few years

I

prefer

for these

reasons, another

recommendable if we want very little infrom a colony, which I expect would make
preparation to swarm, 3 or 4 brood-combs (3 of my frames
plan, especially
crease.
I take

as much
The bees from

comb-surface as 2 Langstroth
these combs are shaken back into
In place of these brood-combs empty combs or
their hive.
frames with full sheets of foundation are given to this
tolony.
Eight of these brood-combs from different colonies
are set in another story, and 2 empty combs added; this
story is set on top of another strong colony over a queenexcluding honey-board. In this way I go through the yard
In about
till all the colonies strong enough are managed.
2 or 3 hours these brood-combs over the excluders will be
covered with young bees, and now I remove them again.
Two such stories with brood and bees from 2 different colonies will form a new colony, which is placed on a new
stand, a queen in a cage closed with candy is introduced,
and at the beginning of the honey-flow one or more supers
are given to this colony and this bee-yard is safe for 10
days, at least.
The advantage of this plan is, that the colonies are
weakened not more than necessary to prevent swarming, and
Hereby,
the new colonies are at once ready to store honey.
it is important that we take mostly capped brood from the
colonies, and that we give the frames of foundation at the
proper place.
Our purpose is that this foundation should
be drawn out and eggs laid in these cells at once by the
queen, therefore they must be given at such a place, where
the queen is laying eggs in the center of the comb, or will

have not quite
frames).

soon do so. If we have taken away combs, in which some
young bees are gnawing out of the cells, just in the center

we can put the foundation right in their
place, because in a few days the queen would lay eggs there
anyhow. If this cannot be done, a safe way is to remove
the remaining brood in the old colony close together, and to
give the foundation on both sides of the brood-nest beof these combs,

tween the last brood-comb and that comb containing mostly
which generally is found on both sides of the broodnest.
If this is not observed, and we examine the colony
10 days later, we may find these combs filled with honey
instead of with brood, and this will be a hindrance for the
Many other ways of arqueen all the summer through.
tificial swarming can be used, too many to be mentioned
pollen,

here.
to prevent swarming is to divide a
probably -warm very soon, or has already

The second way
tolony,

which

will
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started queen-cells, for a few days only, and to have that
part of the colony which receives the brood-combs with the
queen- cells weakened so much in bees, that these surplus
queen-cells are destroyed by the bees themselves.
As soon
as this is done both colonies are united again.
This can be

done

manipulating these swarms exactly as recommended in this
little book.
Such shaken swarms always worked just as well
as natural swarms
even better, as they were generally

—

stronger.

The

disadvantage of these natural or shaken
that they are getting weaker every day during
the first 3 weeks, and more bees are necessary by and by for
nursing the increasing brood.
To avoid this I used Heddon's plan for preventing after-swarms, by changing the
place of the parent colony and so drawing some bees from
it
It does not change
to the swarm every 8 or 10 days.
the principle, if this drawing of bees from one colony to the
other is performed in some other way.

swarms

in different ways.

The old colony is removed from its stand and a
hive containing some empty combs and some frames
with starters is set on its place. From the old colony is
taken I brood-comb with I or more queen cells and placed
between 2 empty combs in the new hive on the old stand.
By shaking or brushing, more bees from the old colony are
added to this swarm, being careful not to get the queen
in with the bees.
The supers are given to this swarm on
the old stand, and the parent colony, having the old queen,
is set to one side or on top of this swarm.
By this manipulation the parent colony is weakened so much that it gives
.up all swarming and will destroy the queen-cells.
This
generally takes place in less than 6 days, and now both
colonies are re-united.
The queen-cells on this 1 frame of
brood are cut out, the brood-comb set back into the old
colony, the new hive is removed and the parent colony set
back on the old stand. This plan was lately recommended
in the United States and called "the Sibbaldplan."
2.
Another way of this kind is known as the "shookswarm system." From a strong colony nearly all of the
bees with the old queen are shaken or brushed into a new
hive with starters or foundation, and this is set on the old
stand.
The old hive with the brood-combs and a sufficient
number of bees to cover and nurse the brood is set to one side
of the swarm.
For reuniting we wait till the brood has
1.

new

only

is,

Some bee-keepers claim that shaken swarms should not
be made, except a colony has started queen-cells. This is not
so, if a large brood-chamber is used, but it is necessary that
the colony be as as strong as possible and have many young
bees.
The starting of queen-cells is a sign that a surplus
of young bees compared with the open brood is present in a
colony; in a large hive so much brood may be present, that
no such surplus of young bees may appear, nevertheless more
of them will be in the hive than in another, smaller hive,
which has queen-cells. When the shaken swarm is made, this
open brood is removed, and we have exactly the same condition as with a natural swarm.
Further, in criticising this plan it is said, that the swarm
has to build a new brood-nest, which causes a larger consumption of honey, which honey would better be stored in the
sections.
But such swarms work with more vigor than a
colony which is nearly in a condition to make preparations
to swarm; as no combs are in the contracted brood-chamber
all the honey gathered is forced into the sections, which contain full sheets of foundation, and some of them partly drawn
out.
These circumstances overbalance the necessary bpilding
of new combs.
In my opinion, the most satisfactory way of producing
section honey is to use large brood-chambers in the spring,
and when the main honey-flow commences the colonies are
managed

after this shook-swarm system.
This is
true, if all natural swarms must be avoided.

I>.

STACBELIIAUSEN.

This building of new combs can be avoided in the fol3.
lowing way: A shaken swarm is made on the old stand, with
the old queen, and the parent colony is set to one side or on
top of this swarm.
As soon as one of the young queens
has hatched and has destroyed the other queen-cells in the
parent colony, both colonies are reunited. If the old queen
shall be kept, it is not necessary to hunt up the young queen
in the parent colony. At evening, before the bees cease to
fly, we exchange the places of the two colonies for about
an hour, and any field-bees from the swarm will enter the
parent colony; now the hives change places again, when the
These field-bees are used to
bees are not flying any more.
an old queen, and will, during the night, kill the young virgin
queen.
The next morning both colonies are united again.
If the young queen shall be kept and the old one removed,
the best way would be to wait till the young queen is fertilized, then the old queen is found, removed, and both colonies united.
In this

hatched from the old brood-combs and unite the young bees
with the swarm by setting the old colony to the other side
of the swarm 10 days later.
In 10 or 11 days afterwards
all the brood of the old colony will have hatched and now
we shake all the bees from this colony in front of the

swarm.

When we make the shaken swarm we can give one or
two brood-combs or none at all; we can give to the swarm
empty combs, full sheets of foundation or starters only; all
this depends on circumstances.
I
used this shook-swarm
system for producing section-honey and I will tell you how
I planned it out.
My experience was, that I could not get a
satisfactory crop of section-honey, if I had given the section-supers to an old colony in a 10-frame Langstroth, or a
still

larger hive.

About

W.

way no new brood-nest is to be built, and the
divided during a few days only, the swarming impulse is removed, and the bees themselves have destroyed the
queen-cells; but the plan will hardly work for section honey,
and the same I think can be said about the Sibbald plan.
In both cases the brood-nest, after reuniting, will contain
too many empty cells, which will at once be filled with honey.
Now we have to consider the third way of preventing
swarms by preparing the colony in such a way, that it will
not or can't swarm.
Here may be mentioned the different plans, by which
the queen is prevented from swarming out, in a mechanical
way, as by the use of a queen-excluding honey-board or a
queen-trap, or by caging the queen for some time.
These
plans are quite against the nature of the bees, and have
generally proven unsatisfactory.
can remove the old
queen entirely and allow the colony to rear a young one. This
plan will prevent swarming, if at the right time the surplus
queen-cells are destroyed, but the colony is weakened considerably, probably more so than if a prime swarm and no
after-swarm were allowed. The plan takes too much work
and attention to be practical in a large apiary.
Another way of this kind has been known for some
time, but is not mentioned very often.
When queen-cells
colony

is

We

Hutchinson recommended in
a little book, "The Production of Comb Honey," for this
purpose the use of swarms which were hived in a contracted brood-chamber containing starters only.
Since then
I have used swarms only for the production of section-honey,
and worked all the other colonies for extracted honey. Using
large brood-nests I got less swarms every year and made
them artificially by shaking the bees off from the combs,
18 years ago

Z.

especially
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are reared in an upper story, over an excluder, it was observed that such colonies did not swarm as long as there
If this is true, it is plain
is sonic brood in this upper story.
that swarming can be prevented, if once in a while some
brood-comb- are removed from the lower story to the upper
one over ibis excluder. This idea can be used for section

When the
divisible brood chamber is used.
commences, the upper part of this brood-chamber
is removed, a queen-excluder laid on top of the lower part,
over this one or more section supers and on top of them
the upper part of the brood-chamber. The upper brood-story
is kept on the hive till all the brood has hatched and the
honey,

if

a

flow

combs are filled with honey, then these combs are extracted
or used for winter food in the same or another hive.
Against this plan I have only this objection, that the
queen-excluder is a considerable hindrance for the bees, but
think in many cases, when section honey shall be proI
duced, it can be dispensed with, as the section-supers themselves have probably the same effect as the queen-excluder.
Another plan is described by Dr. C. C. Miller, and called
the "foundation plan." When in a colony queen-cells are
found with eggs in them, these eggs are destroyed; if, io
days later, larvs are found in queen-cells, the queen is found
and caged and all the queen-cells destroyed, the hive removed and in its place is put a hive containing three frames
of foundation. Upon this hive is put an excluder and over
the excluder the old hive, with brood and bees, and over this
the supers. The queen is run in at the entrance of the lower
hive and the colony is left for a week or io days. At the
end of this time the lower story is taken away with the excluder, and the queen is put back in the old hive, which gets
the old stand.
This is a modification of the last-described plan. I have
never tried this plan, but it seems to me, that in some localities,
the colony may swarm after treatment, and that the examination of all colonies every 8 or io days to destroy the eggs
in queen-cells or to treat the colony, if larvae are present, will
take too much time and labor.
Another way belonging to this class is "Simmins' nonswarming system." It is said that the bees will not swarm,
if an empty space is given to them between the brood-nest
and the alighting hole, in which the bees can build combs.
Simmins says that an important item in this management
•consists in supplying every section with fully worked combs.
As this is hardly possible in a large apiary worked exclusively
for comb honey, this may be the reason that the plan was
not favorably accepted on this side of the Atlantic.
You
will see that this principle is partially employed in Dr. Miller's
L. Stachelhausem.
foundation plan.

The President

declared the paper open for discussion.
paper read was as to shakcomplain that these coloing
nies would grow weak in a few days after, but my plan is to
put a cone bee-escape across the front after 5 or 6 days
for a few hours; the bees come out and they cannot get back
Then you can send your bees where you want
into it again.
Another point is that the queen destroys the young queens
to.
because the guards are off the cells.
The first queen that
hatches will do it.
Mr. Holtermann I think that the subject that we have here
tonight is one of the most important subjects that is going to be
brought before the convention, that is, the control of increase.
have had different methods given to us. The paper I think
is a very good one and very exhaustive. I think that there is a
method which can be given in addition to what has been here.
Some 4 or 5 years ago I began bee-keeping again, and the writings of the Dadants had made quite an impression upon me,
for I always looked upon them as very successful bee-keepers, and good, sound reasoners; and their observations led
me to adopt a larger hive. I had been a strong advocate
of the 8-frame Langstroth hive up to that time, and I
adopted a 12-frame Langstroth hive. What Mr. Stachelhausen says is correct. I think the basis or the beginning of the
successful control of increase is large colonies.
Now, there
are several features which come into play in the control of
First of all, the general impression is that the
increase.
time to note the swarming impulse is when eggs are deposited
in the queen-cell cups.
I think in that practice we make a
mistake.
I
think the first indication towards swarming is
let
the drone-brood but we will
that alone because in a
great many cases they may not swarm at all. But the next
is when cell-cups are built.
I have had men say to me,

McEvoy— One point in the
bees onto comb. Some people
Mr.

—

We

.

;

"I see cell-cups built in many cases and no swarming." That
The conditions may change, and so on, so that they
is true.
will not swarm when cell-cups are built, but that is the very
manipulation in the
reason why we should note that. In

my

apiary when I sec cell-cups built I take it as a hint that the
bees are drifting very closely towards swarming, and that is
the time, in my estimation, that the brood should be taken
out, if at all, unless you arc approaching, as far as you can
tell, the close of the honey seasmi, and then you do not need
to

do

that.

think where bee-keepers make
the amount of super-room
know how it is over here, perhaps,
as fully as it is in Canada. But the general method is to give
an extracting super to a colony of bees. I am satisfied as
long as we think we can run our bees successfully with only
one super, so long we will not make the most out of our
bees, or succeed in keeping down swarming to the greatest
extent. No one should think of taking extracted honey without having at least an average of 2 supers to the hive.

The next

point

I find,

and

such very great mistakes,
given to the bees. I don't

is

I

in

I would like
there is the matter of ventilation.
you into a frame building on a hot summer day with
a ^-inch board roof, and very little ventilation, and put you
at work extracting; and yet there are nine-tenths of the
bee-keepers who consider it economy to have half that, and
have no more protection than that ^-inch board; and they
have what is equal to a stove in addition in that building
I consider it a
in the young bees and brood in the hive.
very gross extravagance to use a hive with as little as a
%-inch board protection. We should protect them more.
Next, in order to keep down swarming I am going to
try to show you the importance of ventilators in the supers.
You have a colony of bees there, and all the fresh air they
can get has to come through that brood-chamber and up into
the super; by the time it reaches the super that air is foul,
and your bees on that account become discontented and want
to swarm, and therefore I use the system of ventilation with

Then

to take

A

supers.
small.
In

many

great

of the

entrances to hives are too

our country we have hives in which the entrance
does not go all the way across the front of the hive. I learned
a lesson from Mr. S. T. Pettit, to enlarge the entrance of the
of an
hive during the warm season by means of wedges
inch at the front and going to a point at the back, and as
soon as the swarming-time comes on slide one between
the bottom-board and the brood-chamber, and in that way
of an inch.
By those methods we
increase the entrances
In using the
can keep down swarming to a great extent.
greater amount of super-room, you want to get the condition
where you have sufficient super-room in your hive that the
worker force in that hive is contented, and in such numbers
that the bees that are dying off from day to day are about
equal to the number of bees that are coming on. You can't do
that unless you have the extra amount of super-room.
The reason why I have said I consider this perhaps the
most important subject that will come before this convention is this: I am thoroughly satisfied that the secret of large
No matter
yields of honey is to keep the bees together.
whether your honey-flow is short or long, it makes no difference so far as I can see it as to that point. Your bees then
are always ready; your bees come with large forces, and they
can take" advantage of everything that may turn up, no matwhatever
ter whether it is clover, basswood or buckwheat
gives you the largest amount of yield.
As far as fall flows are concerned, I know by observation that a great many do not get the amount of honey they
could in the fall of the year, because by that time their colonies are so broken up they really have few, if any, strong

%

%

—

colonies

left.

Miller— When you speak of ventilating supers, do
you mean extracting supers, or sections, or both?
Mr. Holtermann 1 have particular reference to extracting supers.
The only method I can see of ventilating the
comb-honey supers is by having a ventilator at the top of the
don't think it is practicable to use them
brood-chamber.
I
in comb-honey supers at the time when the bees are capping
Dr.

—

the honev.

—

the super in the same way Mr. HolterI have a 13-frame
have no swarms.
Langstroth hive, and whenever one super is half full I put
another under it.
I get as high as 6 supers full of honey
off one hive.
Dr. Miller I would like to emphasize the point that is

Mr. Nau

mann

does,

I

and

—

work
I

—
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made by Mr. Holtermann, and

that is as to the importance
of ventilation.
I
have had from year to year what I call
"piles," that is, piling them up 3 or 4 stories high, and allowing
each colony to have an abundance of ventilation
in other
words, the full entrance to each story. I never had one of
these piles swarm. I wouldn't like to say that will always be a
certain preventive of swarming, from the fact that these
piles were generally formed from what were rather weak
colonies in the first place, and built up gradually to very
strong ones.
The ventilation of the colony can always be
made a success with extracting supers, as Mr. Holtermann
says; and I have wondered rhany a time why men working
for extracted honey did not have a current of air running right
up through the whole thing.
Mr. Holtermann says that
by having the air come out through the brood-chamber
but not through the supers will work for section honey.
good many years ago, before any such thing as sections' were
known, I was in the apiary of Adam Grimm, of Wisconsin
he was working at that time for comb honey, and had little
boxes upon his hives and over them a telescope cover, and
the day I was there, he was raising up these covers and blocking them up a little so that the air could get up through the
;

A

brood-chamber, and

I

remember, with

his

very emphatic Ger-

man way

of saying things, he turned to me and said, "I consider that very important." From that time on for a number
of years I had that same kind of ventilation.
But I want
to tell Mr. Holtermann this, that in the upper part of the
story, all of the sections near that will be much slower in
completion than the others, and that is the objection to it.
I am dreaming some time of having a kind of way of ventilating the super sections right up through the center.
In
some such way I would like to have the advantage of the
ventilation and still hold on to the sections. But in the matter
of ventilation when working for extracted honey, T believe
you have the key of the whole situation; I don't believe you
need have much swarming there at all.
Mr. Holtermann You know why that is, Dr. Miller ?
Dr. Miller— No, I don't.

—

Mr. Holtermann— The impression I had at one time was
if I made an opening at the top of the hive the air would
go in at the front and come out of the top, but the fact of
the matter is you will find that the air is drawn in at the
top.
That air is cool when it first strikes the hive, comparatively, and it has not been raised to the temperature necessary for that evaporation to go on, and therefore in using
ventilators in comb-honey supers there is the tendency for the
that

bees not to cap as readily there as in other places, because
it does not ripen as rapidly.
Mr. Taylor— Will not bees carry the honey out there, too,
as well as not cap?
Mr. Holtermann There may be a tendency for them to
do that because they can't ripen it as well.
Mr. Taylor The ventilation would help to ripen, if anything, and they would not carry the honey out.

—

—

Mr. Holtermann— If the temperature outside is 80 degrees and the hive temperature is nearly 100, the temperature
of the air when it first enters the hive has to be raised to the
inside temperature by the bees.
Mr. Taylor— That is in the shade.
But out in the
apiary, it is generally as hot outside as it is inside.
Mr. Holtermann It is night and day.
Mr. Taylor The reason I have given for that is, that
the bees to guard their honey will carry it away from an opening for fear of robbing.

—

—

—

Dr. Bohrer The question under discussion is not a new
one. Mr. R. C. Otis once put this question to me:
"Why
do bees swarm at all?" The reply was that it is their nature to. It applies to the honey-bee as well as every other department of the animal kingdom to propagate their species.
There are two things that come as near controlling it as
anything one is when there is an abundant flow of honey,
provided you give (hem room.
I
think the first movable
hive I made had 18 frames, and I had one of the largest
swarms I ever had come out of that hive. I never had a
swarm cast where bees were hived in sugar hogsheads. And
I have never seen swarms cast from an old-fashioned saltbarrel, or any receptacle of that kind.
Take a large hive
and give them abundance of room, and if the honey-flow
is abundant they will work at that and not have much swarming, but give them small hives and they begin to give trouble.
At the present time I can't think of any plan that will

—

—

effectually prevent

swarming.

—

Mr. Holtermann Isn't the reason because they
confined in those hives during the daytime and they are
paratively warm and the ventilation is not proper?

are

com-

—

I would like to ask a question of Mr. Holspoke of looking for the starting of queencell cups.
Are there no cups left over from the previous
year in your hives?
Mr. Holtermann There are cups, but I don't think anyone would mistake this year's cups. There is a very distinct
difference. If those cups are there, and you expect a honey season ahead of you, that is the time you should deal with the
swarming matter. When they begin to put brood and larvae
and eggs in the queen-cells, in my estimation you have gone
a step too far to prevent the swarming without a seriou&
breaking up of your colony. To protect your colonies temporarily requires a great deal of labor, and a good many ex-

Mr. Taylor

termann.

He

—

tra hives.

Baxter— Hunting for cups is too much work
me.
I
have found by 25 years' experience that there
is an absolute rule to prevent swarming,
and that rule is
to have large hives and see they have room which, without giving any other ventilation, gives them ventilation.
But under certains conditions that is not enough.
I
want ventilation from below I don't want it from above.
It is sufficient if you raise a hive about
of an inch above the
bottom-board. I have hives, some of which could be raised,
and some could not be, and no matter how many supers I
put on top of those movable bottoms, when the weather became warm they would swarm anyway but where I raised
the hives from the bottom and gave them sufficient room
above I have never had any trouble with swarms and I
have had as many as 250 colonies.
Mr. Holtermann What is the length of your honeyflow?
Mr. Baxter It begins about the first of June and ends
the middle of July, and occasionally in the last of September
or the beginning of October.
It is for extracted honey.
I
I
wouldn't bother with comb honey
have tried it long
enough.
Dr. Miller In my locality, working for section honey,
raising up the hive will help, but it won't prevent swarming;
With reference to this
a whole lot of them will swarm.
matter of the size of hives, I believe in that general rule,
and if I didn't believe in any other wise I would because
of the testimony of the men I believe in so thoroughly as I
do the Dadants; and yet in my locality that does not work as
One year I got 2 of the Jumbo hives,
I would like it to.
deep frames 10 frames and deeper than the Langstroth,
and I was going to have that, and have nothing else if those
things didn't swarm. The next spring after they were filled, the
very first colony that swarmed was one of those Jumboes.
Mr. Bohrer With regard to ventilation, that big saltbarrel had no upward ventilation, but it had lots from below.
In addition to Dr. Miller's trouble I had lumbago in handling
Mr.

for

—

%

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

the

same
Mr.

hive.

Holtermann

those Jumbo hives?
Dr. Miller The

—
—
—

— What
same as

—

did you
I

put

in

the

supers of

did in the others.

Mr. Holtermann Drone comb?
Dr. Miller No, sections with foundation. I am not sure
whether they waited until I had the supers on.
Mr. Ferris There is nothing I have studied more than
the question of producing the most brood from the least
number of bees I winter, and getting the most honey from
them.
To keep them entirely from producing any swarms

them at my will. I use
10-frame Langstroth and a special hive which holds
and a division-board
2l*4x2i}4,
14 Langstroth frames,
through the center. This makes a large hive. Provide that
through the center with a solid division-board which is removable, place a queen in the fall on each side of that division-board.
I winter 2 queens in an ordinary colony of
Then in the spring I work each division
bees in this hive.
up to 7 frames full of brood. Then 1 add on another story,
and as each story has a place for the division-board, I put
in a division-board, and in that way I get both sides worked
up to an exceedingly strong colony in brood, up to the time
when the honey-flow begins. At this point I take away both
queens, and let them be a few days queenless. and then either
In
give them a capped queen-cell or a queen already mated.
this way you can prevent swarming, 1 think, as well as in any
An old queen will swarm quicker than a young
other way.
until after the flow is over, I divide

both
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one, and by following this method you get enormous swarms.
I get, with a io- frame Langstroth, 4 stories full of bees by
June 17, and not one of those colonies ever yet cast a swarm.
And while others are not getting a pound of surplus in my
locality, they yield me 200 pounds of comb or extracted.

can endorse what has been said about ventilation. You
need considerable of it. For extracted honey, upward ventilation with a hole at the back of each side about J<J of an
inch is a good thing. It will keep them from clustering on
the outside.
I
had one swarm at one time 5 stories high,
I

rammed lull of bees at night so that they had a
as big as the size of a hat; there would be half a
That swarm of bees filled 5 stories
bushel on the outside.
Three or four
full of honey in 7 days, except the, brood-nest.
manipulations are practically all that is necessary up to the
time of the honey-flow, and yet will entirely control swarmand

it

v

cluster

ing.

—
—
—
—
—
—

Dadant In how many colonies did you try this?
Mr. Ferris I had 25.
Mr. Rice When you remove the queens and divisionboards do you unite them?
Mr. Ferris Yes. At the end of the flow I supply them
with another queen besides the one they have.
Mr. Rice What do you do with the old queens?
I
Mr. Ferris I kill them.
have no use for queens
Pres.

that are over a year old.
Dr. Miller— You consider this practical, uniting two colonies?
Mr. Ferris Yes. But really you only have one to deal
with all the way through.

—
Baxter —

would like to be understood on this matter of ventilation. I have holes at the back of my hives also,
but then that is simply to ventilate around the super and the
top of the super. There is no draught from the lower part
of the hive through the hive and out through this hole.
I
have an oilcloth over it which makes it perfectly tight. If
there happens to be a hole in the cloth the bees will not store
honey near that hole. You can see from that it is a detriment to have a draught through the supers. But I do believe
in having ventilation around and from below.
Mr. Holtermann I want to say, most emphatically, I
have got at least 300 of these ventilators, only I think I have
a better way than to bore a hole of that size.
I have an
opening of about f£ of an inch in depth right across the hive.
I have no difficulty whatever in having the bees store honey
next to these ventilators.
Pres. Dadant It is a fact that where there is a hole in
the oilcloth, even if there is a straw mat such as we use
Mr.

I

—

—

on

top of the frames, there is a slight amount of ventilation
and the bees put less honey at that spot.
Mr. Ferris Bees that are queenless will go into the
supers quicker than bees that have a queen.
That is one
Teason why I advocate taking away the queens at this period,
at the commencement of the honey-flow.
You can control
swarming at the commencement by giving the queen room
to lay.
But after the honey-flow commences they will enter
the honey-sections more readily if they are queenless for the
first 3 or 4 days than they will if they have a queen.
I use
no more bees to winter than you would winter ordinarily in
a 10-frame hive.
Mr. McEvoy Did I understand this gentleman to say
that he uses 14 frames in a brood chamber, and the brood
is all in the brood-chamber, and an excluder on?
there,

—

—

Mr. Ferris

—

I always confine the queen below.
In our
have all the lower frames filled with pollen.
I have seen it time after time
if we allow our queens to
run at random through the hive without an excluder, they

locality

we

will

;

store the

story full of pollen
the next will be a
brood nest, and the honey on top of all.
Mr. McEvoy I see by the papers that they all advocate
large brood-chambers.
I have only a medium-size, and yet
I rear more brood than the most of them, because I go in,
as a rule, for pretty near 18 frames. I put the queen above,
and then I clip off at certain periods, and I leave that brood
will

first

;

—

afterwards, and in 9 days it is capped.
I let them swarm
and come out with an immense lot of bees. From my point
of view I don't want too much super-room, because I can
get better ripened honey, and a finer quality, and less swarms.
Mr. Ferris I get 30 frames of brood instead of 18 by

—

June

15 to

June

18.

—

Mr. McEvoy
frames just below

?

I

understand

you

to

have

had the

14

Mr. Ferris

—

No, I keep tiering them up until the flow
the queen have full range until the flow.
Mr. McEvoy— All right. I agree with you. That is the
best thing I have heard yet.
Mr. Bartz It is not advisable to mix the two matters,
comb and extracted honey, the way you are doing. They are
different matters, and require different treatment.
I would
like if each method were treated separately.
Most bee-keepers can control increase when running for extracted honey,
but the difficulty seems to be with comb honey.
Mr. Taylor The trouble, I think, is that these people
who control swarming are producing extracted honey, and
those who produce comb honey cannot control swarming.
That is the reason they don't discuss it so much.
begins;

I let

—

—

—

Mr. Ferris There is a question I want to ask. Take
these supers, no matter what size section we use, and extracting frames, so that you can put an extracting frame
all drawn out with nice white comb in it on the outside of
each side of the super, and in these large cases put one in the
middle. When you put that on, the outside will be filled first
instead of the center of the hive, and then the super will be
capped more evenly all over. Are there others trying that

method in different localities?
Mr. McEvoy Yes; that will work in all localities.
Mr. Ferris We know our poorest sections are almost
invariably on the outside of the super, and by getting those
capped first we produce a small quantity of extracted honey
and the bulk of it in comb.
Mr. Jackson When you have both your queens in the
bottom brood-chamber and allow them full range, how do you
keep them apart? If your brood-frames drop, can they get

—
—
—

together

?

—

My 10-frame hive has a solid partition that
goes clear to the bottom, and they meet, so that when I put
the one story on top of the other the division-boards sit tight,
and I lay a cloth over the top.
Mr. Hatch I think we are losing sight of one point
mentioned here, the influence of drones in casting swarms.
In my observation a colony will never cast a swarm unless
there are some drones present. Another idea was, we should
look for drone-comb as well as queen-cups.
I
know one
of the most sucessful bee-keepers that uses small hives, 12
inches square and 7 inches deep.
He starts in the spring
with one section and then puts on another section.
He is
very careful to have nothing but worker-comb in any of his
frames.
As the honey season advances he goes and pries
the top hive off and he says, "There is some drone-comb;
they are preparing for swarming."
He scrapes that off
and puts an empty section between them, and they are
fixed for 10 days; that colony won't swarm.
He didn't look
Mr. Ferris

—

for queen-cells.

Swarming is an indication of vigor, and strength, and
The point is not to stop that, but to turn it in the

power.
right

direction.

what we are

Just

merely

controlling

increase

is

not

We

want to control it in such a way
that we shall not lose our honey crop, or diminish it.
I
have tried a good many ways, and I have never yet found
one solitary way that was controlling the increase but what
was at the expense of the honey. I have tried the plan of
caging the queen on 2 frames and she will sulk, and wear
herself to death, and when you release her again it will
only be a few days before she will be superseded.
I have
tried shaking the bees off onto comb, and onto full foundation, but with the same result.
I would rather pay a man
$5.00 a day to sit in my apiary and watch for swarms and
hive them, than to try any plan of controlling increase that
I

after.

have discovered

yet.

—

Mr. Holtermann I very emphatically oppose any method
which forces the bees not to swarm. As Mr. Hatch has said,
direct their energies in the direction of producing honey.
Mr. Hatch
you think it is possible for a colony
to swarm without any drones being present in the hive?

Mr.
Mr.

— Do
Bratz — have had them swarm without.
Holtermann — don't think that any man
I

I

sition to say that there is actually
hive.

is in a ponot a drone present in the

Mr. Hershiser— I have had bees swarm quite frequently
when I set them out in the spring.
Mr. Aspinwall I received a challenge from Mr. Taylor
just now, that we hadn't heard from the comb-honey man.
But as I am set down for a talk on the non-swarming hive
I thought it best not to say anything.
I am working on a
without drones

—

—
June
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different line. I agree with Mr. Holtermann in respect to the
queen-cells, rudimentary ones that are new in the spring
In the matter of drones I have
the old ones are cut down.
tried with artificial comb, and that factor is one that produces
swarms, but there are a great many factors that enter into
and constitute the swarming impulse. If we remove one of
them, that is a help but in an apiary of a number of colonies
drones will intermingle quite frequently, and for that reason
drone-comb is a troublesome expense.
When- you come to size it up there has been quite a conglomeration here. What is the young bee-keeper to do when
he leaves this session? Next season will he adopt any of these
want a
plans, and can you guarantee him success?
hive, or we want a system, that will control swarming during the production of comb honey, and then we have got it
without doubt for the extracted, and that is the point at
which I am laboring. Dr. Miller has been for years working on a non-swarming system in producing comb honey.
;

We

That

is

what we are

after.

.We must not have manipula-

tion that will tamper with the natural workings of the colony.
So sure as we remove the queen, so sure as we cut the queencells out, so sure as we divide, we are placing the colony in
an abnormal condition. Isn't that right, Dr. Miller?

ferred to Quinby's work of 1852, there was such an enthusiasm in reference to the increase of bees that Mr. Quinby
said that the season had prospects, or something of that kind,
or charms that tin- different beholders could never realize.

Mr. Langstroth said it was one of the most beautiful
People were
sights in the whole compass of rural economy.
looking for swarms then.
are not today it is the bane
of bee-keeping. J doubt if there are half a dozen in this room
who are keeping many bees, but have gone home at night
thoroughly worn out with the swarming of the day.

We

;

I
will merely say that the matter of controlling on my
I tried
part is more with the hive than with manipulation.
these various methods some years ago.
To show that there
is a prospect of a non-swarming hive, I have been at work 18
years upon it, but many in the audience know I am an experimenter on potato machinery; I have been at it ever since
I was 19 years of age, and the first invention required 21
That is the potato planter that is used
years to produce.
almost universally in the United States and abroad to-day

Dr. Miller— Not fully.
Mr. Aspinwall You have placed them in a desperate
The removal of the queen does not necessarily
condition.
compel them to make as many queen-cells as when you have
thwarted the swarming by removing the cells only.
There is another point in regard to controlling swarming that has been mentioned here, and that is in reference
No one
to the numerous methods set forth in the paper.
of those methods prevents swarming to the fullest extent. It
controls the evil or bane of bee-keeping to a certain extent
only.
As the writer admitted, there was no one system that
could be wholly relied upon. You will pardon me for taking
the stand that it must be done mechanically, as well as by

—

the system adopted in connection with

I

it.

know

the bee-

and decries the
I recollect
principle of a hive that will control swarming.
very well in the days of Quinby, Mr. Hazen, who experimented quite largely, lived in my neighborhood. Professor
Cook refers to him as making an effort to control swarming
by a non-swarming hive, and he offered such a hive to Mr.
Quinby with whom I was well acquainted.
keeping world

is

The matter

working on another

of giving sufficient

plan,

room

is

another factor,

and that is what Mr. Hazen did, simply giving surplus room
on all sides and the top, the hive in other respects remaining
I don't care how much room you give a colony
the same.
so long as there are 6 to 14 combs, as the case may be; the
bees may make rapid increase with a fertile queen or otherwise; when those combs are filled any outside appliances
not compel them to leave that broodfor room will
Durnest, until they are compelled to by the honey-flow.
is
overcrowded, and the
brood-nest
ing that time the
result, in many instances, no matter what the room is, such
a season as last season, notably in my location, would be to
In my locality the imhave a great number of swarms.
pulse was something enormous, one-third of my queens being mated with black drones last season.
Dr. Miller As to cutting off the cells, there was a time
when I most thoroughly believed the cutting of cells didn't
have any effect at all. Now actual practice and trial have
made me change my views, until I know that in many
cases the destruction of cells will stop the swarming. Sometimes
it would be just the destruction of cells once in the season, and
sometimes the second time would do it, other times not. There
are so many exceptions to that case, and all I cared for
was to have the actual truth known about it. Here will be
SO colonies and in all of them the cells will be destroyed;
perhaps in 10 of them there will be no swarming, and perhaps in 40 of them there will be.
At this stage Mr. Aspinwall was requested to address
the Convention on the subject of

—

WHAT HAVE WE

TO HOPE FOR FROM THE
NON-SW ARMING HIVE?

—

Mr. Aspinwall I am much obliged to Dr. Miller for
bringing this matter up. Perhaps if he will look over the past
and present he will see that other factors help out in this
matter. The matter of drone-cells; the matter of hive-room
and ventilation; all these are factors that enter into the
When I looked over the past and recontrol of increase.

L. A.

ASPINWALL.

that the hidden things in nature are the things that come
very slowly to us.
In the matter of the non-swarming hive the question
of room is one important thing, and while I will not give you
the details of the hive fully, because of other patents that are
to be applied for within a very short time, I will say that
I use slatted frames inserted between the regular combs of
brood, using usually 7 to a hive, sometimes 6, sometimes 5.
Seven is about the best number, as I have already experimented with numbers from 5 to 8 or 10. My hive is made to
hold 15 frames. In the month of May during apple-bloom, or
rather during the bloom of the sugar maple and willow, the
7 combs upon which the colony is wintered are extended by
adding one at a time, or 2, according to the strength of the
colony.
By the time apple-bloom is through, many of my
colonies have 12 frames, most of which are filled with brood.
Some times I have colonies that will fill nearly 14. Of course,
my hives are packed so as to winter in the open air. This
packing is left on until perhaps the end of the apple-bloom,
sometimes earlier, according to the temperature. The tray is
left on the last. Just at the opening of the main honey-flow
these slatted frames are placed at once between and outside
of the 7 combs, speaking for the large number I use now.
That gives an outside ventilating space and standing room
It is very important we keep
for the bees as well as inside.
the outside cool, where^ the sun strikes, by an intervening

So

—
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My

sections are supplied with slatted separators the
as below.
So I spread out over 15 combs these include the 7 an-d 8 slatted frame 9 rows of sections. The bees
are entirely devoid of the swarming impulse under this
all know that the cause of swarmspreading condition.
ing is the bees. If we have a weak colony that does not cover
If we reduce that condition
the combs, it will not swarm.
at the start we have deferred the swarming impulse somewhat. Then putting on 36 sections, when they are well started in that raise that super and put 36 more under, and we
have 72 sections; and I have found by experimenting with
lesser and greater number that 72 sections is necessary for
a colony of 50,000 bees in order to prevent swarming. Now,
you see we have made the placing of sections upon this hive
I
use full sheets of
compulsory to overcome swarming.
foundation. Should I stop one week in the honey-flow there
would be one factor present itself, and would not prevent
swarming, and that is the clogging of the hive with honey.
There would not be sufficient room to give employment for
space.

—

same

—

We

all

the comb-builders.

Many

of you are aware perhaps that in the economy of
If
the hive at a certain age the bees take to the fields.
there is an insufficient number of workers, the younger ones
will leave for the fields perhaps a few days sooner than
I know from extheir natural time for leaving the hive.
perimenting that many young bees are drawn out of the
hive at 12 and 13 days old, simply because we have forced
the bees in that direction.

Now,

the paper that

article in the

Review

in

was read was by the writer of an
November, and he treated the sub-

ject of controlling increase largely

by the feeding of the

lar-

I think he has gone into it a little blindly, with
val food.
all due respect to him, because the bees adapt themselves
largely to circumstances in reference to working either for

comb or extracted honey.
the outline of my system
and any questions that
may be asked I will be very pleased to answer.
Mr. Bartz Do you use a queen-excluder between your
super and brood nest?

Now

I

of working.

have given
I

in

brief

will leave the matter,

that

many

true in

my

colonies for so
yard.

—

—

—

—

—

Mr. Pettit What was the thickness of those slatted
frames?
Mr. Aspinwall J4 of an inch in the super; ij4 inches
in the lower compartment.
Pres. Dadant For how many years have you tried this

—
—
method?
about 10 years, but
Mr. Aspinwall — have been trying
has been subject to many modifications.
on that many
Pres. Dadant — How long have you tried
hives?
Mr. Aspinwall — My experiments have been on between
I

it

it

it

40 and 45 hives every year for 10 years, and this year the
Next
radical change of making all new hives took place.
year it will be all new hives again, like those that proved to
be the best last season.

—
—
—
—

Pres. Dadant How many combs do you winter on?
Mr. Aspinwall 7.
Mr. Whitney Do you extend them laterally?
am satisfied that the drones
I
Mr. Aspinwall Yes.
that are produced in the section-boxes, and even the extending of the brood-nest in the center, as I have known
them where they have been crowded, is due to the crowded
condition below; the queen can't possibly fulfill her duties.
If you will examine colonies that have swarmed you will find
This
in many instances patches of comb without an egg in.
That is because the queen has been
is exceptional, however.
crowded. She is then in the condition of the old queen that
fails to fulfill her function in this respect, and the bees im-

mediately by the condition of things start queen-cells.
Dr. Bohrer Does your experience teach you that is the
universal or general rule?
Mr. Aspinwall— I think it is universal. I have tried it on

—

years, .and found

it

invariably

—

Mr. Wilcox You made tin statement that you average
128 sections per colony,
[s the honey-flow continuous from
willow bloom to clover bloom?
Mr. Aspinwall The willow bloom was very short this
season, followed by half that number of days until apple

—

bloom.
Mr. Wilcox How long
Mr. Aspinwall
had

—

locality this year,

—We

and

it

that?
clover about
lasted till July 23.
is

June 15 in our
I have no honey

after that to speak of.

—
—
—
—

Mr. McEvoy Did you feed any in that gap?
Mr. Aspinwall No.
Mr. Wilcox Did you feed, and how much, from the
time the apple-bloom ceased until the clover-bloom began?
Mr. Aspinwall I did not feed one ounce in the spring.
My feeding is done in the autumn, and nothing after that,
for the last 15 years.

—

Mr Wilcox It is possible in your locality if you had
apple-bloom that the bees store so much that it would carry
them over that period, but it never is so in my locality.
They would need feeding during that period, for the queen
would stop laying, and they would begin to decline in numbers.

—

Mr. Aspinwall That is true. I watch them, and those
have the most 1 will interchange combs with
sometimes. But I did not do it this year.
Mr. Ferris Tampering with the queens will injure the
I took 25 colonies and put them in a row
colonies.
one row
was made queenless and the next not so, but I found those
that were made queenless for 10 days stored more honey
than those that had the queen.
This proves that taking
away queens does not lessen the amount of honey. Those
that have no queens will store just as much honey as those
that have queens in the hive.
Mr. Holtermann How long is your honey-flow?
Mr. Ferris About the same as Mr. Aspinwall's.

colonies that

—

;

—

—

Mr. Aspinwall No, I do not.
Mr. Bartz Does the queen keep the combs supplied
with eggs sufficiently during the time you use those slatted
frames?
Mr. Aspinwall She does.
Mr. Bartz So that the brood-rearing does not increase
with the use of the slatted frames?
Mr. Aspinwall No, nor is there chilling of the brood.
I have produced, from 35 colonies, this year an average of
128 sections filled with honey, and not one cell with brood.

many

—

— Morning

Second Day
At 9

:3o a.

Session.

m. Pres. Dadant called the convention to order,

and called for the presentation of resolutions.
Dr. Bohrer moved, duly seconded, that a committee
of 3 be appointed to examine the exhibits and report upon
them. Carried.
Dr. Bohrer suggested that the chair appoint a committee
of three on resolutions. The suggestion was accepted by the
convention
Mr. Holekamp moved, seconded by Dr. Bohrer, that a
committee be appointed to consider suggestions that might
be made as to changes in the constitution and amendments
thereto.
Carried.
The Secretary read a paper by E. D. Townsend, of Remus, Mich., on
.

MOW MANY BEES SHALL

A HAN KEEP?

a broad subject, and I do not suppose that any twoin this room would answer the question anywhere nearly alike.
As the writer is a specialist, with bee-yards located in Isabella, Mecosta, and TCalkaska Counties, Michigan, where a
hundred colonies is about all that it will pay to keep in one
location, and where large numbers of bees have to be kept
in small yards in some cases, as in our Kalkaska County
yards, quite a distance from home, this paper will be from a
specialist's standpoint.
I think we will all agree that a larger number of bees
can be kept more profitably in a location that will support
several hundred colonies in a single locality, than if they
had to be scattered out 100 in a place, as most locations in
Michigan compel one to do.
just a word about the man:
The writer will expect that he has made a financial success with at least one
yard, and has learned short cuts, so that when he "gets his
honey ready for the market he can take his pencil and figure
out all his expenses, so that if he had hired the work all done
there would be a profit of, say, $300 or $400 from the one yard,
for you will see at a glance that quite a percentage of the additional yards one adds will have to be managed with hired
help; for it will be folly to think of more yards until one
could make a financial success with one.
Now we will suppose our prospective experimentalist is-

Th's

Now

is

I

;
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an adjoining county, a man I am very well acquainted with,
He has had experience
and a man I very much admire.
without apiaries, and so have I, and his experience with my own
experience, with which I am familiar, I can readily come to the
conclusion that very much depends upon the environment
of the man, as to how many out-apiaries he shall keep, or
how many bees. Mr. Townsend's environment is of a
character that he can give his unlimited and unstinted time,
if necessary, to his apiaries and to his business of bee-keeping.
Mine are of that character that I can hardly leave
different nature, and establish more yards, so that if one
home for 24 hours. In fact, in the employ of the Government
locality should fail to produce he will be quite likely to get a
as I am, I am not permitted to be absent from my office
crop in the other locality. This puts the business on a sound
basis.
To be sure, the honey produced in the yards some* to exceed 48 hours without permission from Uncle Sam.
distance from home costs a little more to produce, but the
Now the question of these out-apiaries depends upon the
assurance of having a crop in one or the other location
environment of the man, and the ability of the man as a
every year amply pays for the little extra expense in railbee-keeper.
Most of those within the sound of my voice
road fares, etc.
are very naturally adapted to the business, or you would not
Then there is another point of importance, and that is,
be here
and those of us that are adapted to the business
if you
like you can keep bees with a profit anywhere in
of bee-keeping can take it up to a successful issue if we can
Michigan, so that if one is located where the territory is
apply ourselves to it. In the first 15 years of my experience
occupied, all he will have to do is to take a train and go
as a bee-keeper I made quite a success of the production of
where there is unoccupied territory, and establish yards in
honey in home and out apiaries. As other conditions bound
this way.
One does not have to change his place of resime tighter to my office and home surroundings, my bee-

suitable person.
I would have him add yards just as fast
as his experience will admit. I do not think there are many
in the business who would be capable of adding more than
one yard each year, while many would better not try to add
more than one every other year, until the necessary experience is attained in managing out-yards; then this can
"be kept up until the desired number is reached. The writer's
practice is to establish about 3 yards near home, then go
to another location where the pasturage is of an entirely

a

;

keeping outside of my home became less remunerative, until
The only
I was actually obliged to abandon my out-apiary.
bees that I have to-day are those in my little home-yard
in connection with my home and garden, and the other
things around my immediate family surroundings. So that
the question to be answered, as I see it, must depend very
largely upon the man and his ability to manage and his manner of management.
Now, the paper will strike some of you as very strange
when Mr. Townsend says he has kept bees 50 miles from
home for 2 years and has only seen them 8 times. Mr.
Townsend does this, and successfully. I never did it
never knew enough to do it and I give Mr. Townsend credit
for knowing a great deal more than I do, because he does it.
Just how he does it I am not in a position to state. That
he intends to do more of it there is no question of doubt.
Mr. McEvoy Is it all extracted?
Mr. Hilton No, sir. He produces both.

—

—

—

—

Sec. Hutchinson
extracted.

—That

yard managed that way was

all

—

E. D.

TOWNSEND.

The writer has
-dence for the sake of keeping more bees.
kept a yard of bees of less than 100 colonies 50 miles from
home for 2 years with only 8 visits during the 2 years,
and harvested $1,200 worth of honey during that time,
and at present has 200 colonies in Kalkaska County, 105
miles from home, that have been worked successfully for
the past 2 years, so what I write is from a practical beekeeper's standpoint.
In the above I admit I have wandered somewhat from
the main subject, and will excuse myself by saying that I
am going to tell you how many bees I shall keep under
the conditions named above, for you will understand that
under some other conditions one might keep more or less
"bees as circumstances would admit, and now for the number of colonies I shall keep.
Here at Remus, where white clover and fall pasturage
is the source of our honey crop, we have 3 yards of 100
this is all we are planning to keep here
colonies each
then in Kalkaska County, where red raspberries is the
these will
source of our surplus, we have 200 colonies
be increased to 3 yards, and it looks now as if this Kalkaska locality will support more than 100 colonies in one
yard. In this case our 6 yards may contain 700 or 800 coloWith
nies, although our number now is only about 500.
this number of colonies in two locations, where the honey
source is of an entirely different nature, one feels quite sure
in depending upon the bees for a living, and a little extra
for a rainy day. without burdening himself with many more,
E. D. Townsend.
as some are doing.
;

;

Mr. Hilton— I
send, because he

is

am

interested in the paper by Mr. Townpractically a neighbor of mine, living in

Mr. Hilton I think it was. Mr. Townsend says we are
not obliged to change our home surroundings to keep out
apiaries, provided they are of such a character that we can
give the necessary attention to the out-yards when it is
necessary.
So that we can take into consideration one fact,
that if we are the right person, and if we can adapt ourselves to the right localities and conditions, we can have
about as many out apiaries as we want, provided we know
how to manage them.
Dr. Miller I don't think there are very many who follow the advice of the writer, but it is worth while for us
to know what an exceptional man can do in an exceptional
way, and so I value the paper.
Mr. Baxter I take for granted this paper was intended
for the specialist the man who makes bee-keeping his sole
occupation and I don't see any reason why a person in that
capacity, if he has the necessary ability, could not manage
an apiary like that and make money out of it.

—

—

—
—

Mr. McEvoy

—

I

don't think he tells you in the paper just

how he manages the business to control
Dr. Bohrer—-I think the ground was

it

so.

pretty well covered
by Mr. Hilton. I found I could keep as many as 100 colonies and upwards in one yard in Indiana, but my immediate
neighbors did not have as many of them. There are probably not 500 colonies of bees in the county where I live
now, and I might keep 1,000 or 2,000, but if each neighbor
on each side of me was to start up with so many colonies,
we probably would exhaust the resources.
don't know
what it will be in our country. Alfalfa is becoming more
abundant every year, so that it is not a settled question, and
cannot be at any time, yet I am willing that all of my neighbors, if they will take good care of their bees, should keep
a few colonies to get honey for their home use.
If they
do not intend to take care of them, and will allow foul brood
to get in amongst their bees, and will keep a low grade of
stock at that, I do not think they ought to be allowed to
keep any. The scientific bee-keeper will always find elbowroom in such portions of the country as are adapted to the
production of honey.
The specialist has to look out for a
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If he wants
tell him where to go.
County, Kansas, I can point him to
an excellent place there where they have good climate, lots
of Alfalfa, good looking women, and splendid men.

territory,
to come

and

down

can not

I

to Rice

—

Mr. Holtermann I am a specialist in bee-keeping, and in
regard to the question of how many colonies of bees a man
should keep, I agree with the idea first of all that if a man
won't keep them properly he would better not keep them
at all.
In the next place, as to how many the specialist shall
keep, I am finding a difficulty which I am unable to overcome and produce first-class honey, and that is, that at a
certain stage in the honey-flow in the average locality there
Now if those bees
comes a time when we shall extract.
are run in the best way, the honey is all ready to extract at
about the same time, and the difficulty I find is to extract all at the same time. I have got up to something like 340
colonies of bees, and am wintering 339, beginning with 300.
I have tried to do my work quickly, intelligently, and expeditiously, and I have at different times taken out from between 5200 and 5300 pounds of honey in a day, and yet it puzzles
me to overcome that difficulty of dealing with those colonies
at about the same time.
I have used 6-frame extractors, and
I am selling them now and taking an 8-frame; I have ordered a gasoline engine, and I am having made an uncapping machine. I am trying to increase the speed of extracting, but the greatest difficulty which confronts me is that
of dealing with those colonies at that time quickly; and unless I can succeed in increasing my speed of extracting, I
can't increase much beyond the 300.
I have read Mr. Townsend's system and method, and I may be wrong, but I am
convinced that there are very few indeed that could carry
on out apiaries and keep bees in the way in which Mr. Townsend seems to be successful and I think it would be a mistake for bee-keepers, and for the welfare of the people at
large, to let the idea go out that people can conduct out
apiaries and run them successfully, except under very exceptional conditions, by visits of that limited number in a
;

year.
(Continued next week.)

you why I do not ask as many fool questions as I used
because I read the American Bee Journal, and I also have
some bee-books, one of which is called " Forty Years Among the
I will tell

It is

to do.

g ee8

Nebraska.

>>

are quite right that there are some ways in
Vou may be
utterly fail to make a stand.
in the fall, especially in your locality, but
sown
is
better
right that it
the spring, provided
I doubt whether it would fail here if sown in
conditions are all right. The one thing that causes failure is having
the ground too 60ft, for then it heaves in winter. The most of it here
grows along the roadside where the ground is very hard and the seed
tramped in. Perhaps it might be all right in soft ground if covered,
as you say but it must be covered deep enough so it will not heave in

Answers.— 1. You
which 6weet clover may

;

winter

you had some acres of ground occupied with sweet
us more about it. What do you use it fort If for
do you u6e it green or dry? How much ground have you oc-

You
clover.
forage,

talk as if

Please

cupied with

tell

it?

seed down good land to be occupied entirely with catnip?
of any use except for the bees?
was a
2. The probability is that neither the salt nor the sulphur
cure, nor yet the painting. It is nothing new for foul brood to seem
to disappear entirely for a time when a good flow of honey comes, but
If yours was genuine foul brood,
in such case it is likely to reappear.
and does not appear again, be sure to report.
"
"
than
to remain in ignorance; but
fool questions
Better to ask
you are taking the wise course to get all you can from the books; and
when you've done that, there's still room for plenty of questions.

Do you

and

is it

When Do Bees Swarm ?-0ther Swarming Questions
About what time do bees generally start to swarm?
If a queen and drone fap is put on the hive, a swarm issues,
and the queen gets in the trap, but manages to find her way back, or I
1.

2.

put her back, how soon will they try again?
queen,
3. If I put part of the bees in an empty hive without a
Minnesota.
will they rear one?

Answers.— 1. It depends upon locality. In Minnesota likely
about the time white clover gets under good headway, and from that
on. If any one can give a more definite answer, I'll gladly yield the
floor.
It will be about the time the first queen-cell is sealed.
possibly not till 2 or 3 days possibly
2. Generally the next day
not at all with that queen, for she may be badly treated by the bees,
causing her death if she doesn't swarm to suit them (but I wouldn't
like to be too positive about this) the first virgin that emerges issuing
with a swarm something like 8 days after the time of the first swarming.
The bees will be likely to desert unless you
3. Better not try it.
imprison them for a couple of days, and if they do rear a queen she
will not be likely to be of the best; and no matter how good she is, it
will not be far from 3 weeks before she gets to laying, and the force
Give them at least a
will be pretty well reduced and discouraged.
;

;

,

HiSkri
nesfion-B

mature queen-cell.

»

»

Some Questions on Management-T-Supers
Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller. Marensro, 111.
fl2P Dr. Miller does iwt answer Questions by mail.

Making Honey-Vinegar
I 6ee occasional mention made by you and others of making vinegar from unsalable honey. Will jou kindly tell me your method of
making the vinegar.
Massachusetts,

—

Answer. If you dilute honey with water, and keep it long
enough, you can hardly prevent it from becoming vinegar. You can
take2pound6 of honey for a gallon of vinegar, or you can dilute
honey with water till it is only strong enough to float a fresh egg so
that a patch of the shell about as big as a silver dime shall float out of
the water. Then use the same means you would with cider for vinegar, letting it stand exposed to the air, keeping out the flies with mosquito-netting. Standing in the sun hastens the process. It takes a
year or two for it to " make."

Growing Catnip and Sweet Clover— Salt and Sulphur
for Poul Brood
They must be sown
It will not grow

in the fall, and the sweet clover must be
in just any old way, at least not for me.
If
few years ago I could have had a good stand on
several acres that I now have to plow and re-seed, for although I have
800 acres of land I do not want a poor stand of sweet clover. It is too
valuable the sweet clover I mean.
3. I had foul brood in my yard last season, and I put salt and sulphur into every hive and around every entrance, and I can not find a
single cell of it now. If I do later I will report; but it may be that it
was not the salt and sulphur, for I did some painting also. If it
proves a cure, to which would you advise me to give the credit
1.

had known

this a

—

J

Do

they take the worker-bees in their fingers?
So
1 that I wished to save.
from one of my strongest colonies I took 2 frames of brood and put
old
put
the
empty
combs.
I
with
them on the old stand, and filled up
hive with queen on a new stand. I supposed many bees from the old
hive would return. As they did so. they fought till fully a pint of
bees were killed. I supposed the queen which I put on top of the
brood would be killed (she was in a shipping-cage). After they were
through fighting I opened the hive and found the queen liberated and
all right.
Was such action to be expected under the circumstances,
cages?
5.

covered.
I

vicinity,
1. The past winter was rather disastrous to bees in this
and has left us with a good many empty combs; and while I want
don't
want
I
hives
that
some increase to occupy them, I have some
their forces divided. If I retain their queens should they swarm, and
let the bees return to their hives without the queens, then when I hear
their young queens piping I destroy all queen-cells,.will they be likely
They are in 10-frame hives, and I have given them a
to swarm again?
10-frame super on top. Do you think they will be likely to swarm?
taking other
2. I wish to save their old queens, and have in mind
hives, and by taking 1 frame with queen and putting into new hives
and shaking or brushing the bees into them, and putting the hives
with the brood on new Stands and giving them these queens, will they
accept them at once, or should I wait a day or two?
If on the 8th day after swarming a queen is hatched, and several
days should ensue when it was unfit to go through and destroy queencells, or they to swarm, would not several queens be hatched out?
Would there not be fighting to a finish? Some one has 6aid that the
worker-bees would guard the cells and not let them hatch if they contemplated swarming. Don't that sound a little " fishy?" Queens are
hatched hy a process of Nature. Can they retard that process?
4. I have heretofore been at a loss how to save queens for future
use.
To show my ignorance I will ask: How do queen-breeders
manage to get their queens with accompanying bees into shipping-

or

was
6.

I

it

I

T-super.

had an extra queen about May

a freak

?

have seen much discussion between you and others about the
I have been using aT-superfor years, and will not use any

—

"
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other that I have ever seen. 1 have never seen it advertised in stock.
It was originally gotten up by Elvin Armstrong, about 25 years ago.
and was favorably spoken of by the American Bee Journal at the time.
He was then engaged in the bee-supply business, but soon quit. I
have always had to send a sample to the manufacturers to get them
made. When put together to go on the hive, I could throw them over
a fence and they would not come apart. I would like to have you see
one.

It

may

not suit you, but

it

6uits

me.

I

wish

I

could draft

idea of further swarming may or may not be given up. If it is given
up, then the cells are no longer guarded, the virgins that have been
quahking in the cells are allowed to emerge, there is a fight to a 6ni6h,
and all immature queens are destroyed in their cells.
4. You have lots of company in your ignorance.
Yes, you cage
the workers with your bare fingers, pushing them into the cage
through the little round hole. Take the cage in the left hand, find a
bee with its head stuck in a cell helping itself to honey partly because it's easy to get such a bee, but also because such a bee is generally of the best age to stand confinement grasp it by both wings,
puBh its head into the hole, and it will generally run into the cage

—

it

and send you a draft or describe it, but I can do neither. I would
send you a sample all ready put together with sections less the starters
if you will pay the express charges.
I have had to pay 50 cents expressage where I sent samples. They are put up for 8-frame hives,
but I use them indiscriminately for 8 or 10 frames.
Iowa.

—

without any ceremony. Some, however, put it in tail foremost, pushits head to make it go in.
Then the forefinger of the left
hand keeps the hole closed till another bee is caught.
5. I'm not sure that I've seen it ever mentioned in print, but I
think such a proceeding as you mention is the rule rather than the
exception only I think it is unusual for so many bees to be killed. I
have not paid much attention to it of late years, but years ago, when
I gave a queen somewhat in the way you describe, I was surprised
to find a good many times a number of dead bees carried out of the
hive.
My final surmise was that there were two factions, one for the
queen, and one against her. I'm sure about the fact of the bees being killed, but I may be wrong in my surmise.
6. I think I have among my accumulation of all sorts of things a
super such as you describe. I have never yet seen any variation that
seemed to me as good as the simple super with loose T tins. If I
should begin paying carriage on samples of things that are offered me,
I'm afraid it would " break " me.
ing upon

Answers.— 1. As there would be only the one queen in the hive,
and no possibility of rearing another, it would be suicidal for the bees
to swarm.
We have had accounts lately of millionaires committing
suicide, but don't expect such foolish things of bees, but

there have
been reports of exceptional cases when the bees didn't seem to have

;

any more sense than

millionaires. For all practical purposes, however, it may be said that when a virgin is in a hive with no queencells, and nothing from which a queen can be reared, there will be no

swarming.
2. They will accept them at once, as the queen and bees belong
together and have never been apart.
3. No, I don't think there is anything " fishy " about workers
standing guard over cells to prevent the free virgin from destroying
them
You can satisfy yourself on that point by a little observation.
When a second swarm is contemplated, if the weather delays it, the
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don't expect now more than 20 or 25 bushel6
probably not that much, and I may get 50
bushels of Keiffer pears, and 2 or 3 pockets
full of apricots.
However, crying over spilt
milk will not feed the hungry, and I still have
much to be thankful for. There are none of
us sick. We are all enjoying life as usual.
We have 7 cows, lots of milk, butter, and several yearlings and little calves some hogs, a
lot of full-blood, fine strain of Bradley Barred
Rock chickens, about 150 little chickens, a lot
of hens sitting, and then there are the bees.
True, my wife thinks I am feeding them more
than they are worth, but as raspberry is
almost ready to bloom, I think I won't have
to feed any more, except 3 or 4 weak cotonies.
;

A Heavy Honey-Flow
fine.
We aie having

Bees are doing

a heavy
honey-How
The American Bee Journal gets better every
week.
T. L. Shawler.
Silver City, Iowa, June 7.

Working on White Clover
White clover is in full bloom at present,
and bees are doing good work on it.
Nisbet, Pa., June 14.
Grant Stanley.

Season Disastrous to Honey-Flow
The season here is disastrous to the honeyThe dry weather early in the spring retarded the clover growth until we have but
very little, and it is so cold now that the bees
can work but little.
George M. Rumler.
Mohawk, Ind., June 13.
flow.

Should Have a Full Honey-Flow
My bees wintered in the cellar. I did not
lose a single colony.

All have queens and are
populous. White clover is coming on fine.
Soon sweet clover will be in full bloom. What
few basswood trees we have here are showing
up first-class. We ought to have a full honeylow.
W. A. Wiseman, M. D.

Camargo,

111.,

June

7.

I never saw bees in such need as they have
been this 6pring. I have had to feed nearly
every colony to keep them from starving and
to keep up brood-rearing, but some will be
ready for supers in a few days if the weather
is favorable, as we have lots or both wild and
tame raspberries here. There are lots of
wild crab-apple6 in the woods near here,
which are now in full bloom, and the dande-

now

by the Frost— Peaeh-Bloom
for Bees

The

late freeze killed at

least 75 percent of
the strawberry crop. About 95 percent of
the peaches are killed. All of my 100 Japan
plum-trees were white with bloom, and it
" fixed " nearly every one of them. About
100 pear-trees were in bloom, and it killed
nearly all the Duchess and the delicious
Tyson, but I'll probably get 20 percent of a

crop of Kieffer, Garber and Wilder Early. I
had 40 apricot-trees with apricots already
formed, and it "fixed " all but a few in the
very top of the trees.
I have been waiting several years for a
peach crop, and only for the fro6t the prospect was good for 500 bushels or more. I

in

the pastures and are

bloom. The wind has been blowing
so hard during a good part of May so far,
that the bees could not work well even on
warm days. For 2 days the peach-blossoms
gave a flow of honey almost like basswood.
I'll agree with Mr. Hasty on peach-blossoms.
Peach and pear bloomed together, but the bees
sung a much louder song in the peach-trees
than in the pear-trees. And the Japan plums
that were also in bloom, got but very little
attention from the bees during those 2 good
days of peach-bloom. The cherries were also
in bloom, but showed very few bees.
The
peach-trees were just humming with them.
in

J.

Williamsfield,

111.,

May

E Johnson.

14.

An Experience With Bees
First,

Killed

abundant

lions are

I

am

a locomotive engineer.

So you

not the only person who can
keep bees and produce honey. I started in
the spring of 1003 with 1 colony in a Root
double-story chaff hive, and 1 in a store-goods
box. These gave me 4 good colonies and 140
pounds of honey that season. But, of course,
the honey was not all in as good shape as A
No. 1 should be, but it was all stored from
flowers, and no sugar 6yrup. These 4 colonies
I wintered, and the next season increased to
7, and produced 2N5 pounds of A No. 1 honey
and 100 pounds of unfinished sections, and
all, or nearly all, bad enough in to use.
All
the money I ever invested for supplies was
¥10.
I bought 3 queens, and killed others to
make places for them. I could have had several more colonies of bees last summer, but
did not want them. I make all my own hives,
see a farmer

is

and 10 frame Langstroth. The first year t
had lots of bees hanging on the front of the
hive, but last summer I never had a pint of
bees hang out. I have my super arrangements fixed so that 1 can give them lots of
S

ventilation by 6imply raising the cover a little.
I expect to make my bees give me 100
pounds of honey (I speak of section-comb

honey) next summer.
I live in a town, with neighbors on all
sides not 200 feet away.
I take the American
Bee Journal, and have " A B C of Bee-Culture" and " Langstroth on the Honey-Bee.
Now for a little of the other side: I had a
colony that swarmed July 6. I hived the bees
on the old stand, and set the mother colony
about 20 feet away. They did not have any
queen-cells, but lots of brood and eggs.
In
about a week I looked and still no queen-cells
and no eggs. So I sent to a breeder for a
queen, and July 17 I introduced her in the
cage she came in, with the candy method, and
Still no eggs and no
she was killed Aug. 12.
brood. I introduced another queen, leaving
the cage lie on top of the frames 24 hours before I gave the bees access to the candy.
August 18 she was not yet out of the cage. I
released her and all seemed to be all right,
but on Aug. 21 I could find no queen nor eggs.
Then on Aug. 22 I united them with a nucleus
having a laying queen. This I did in the following manner:
1 closed the rebels and set them on top of
the nucleus with wire-cloth between for 24

Then I made a small hole in the wire
them work down and out through the
nucleus. They killed the queen and almost
all of the bees of the nucleus, and started cells
on larvae of the nucleus. September 9 a friend
gave me a good, strong nucleus with a good
queen. So I shut the rebels up and set them
away for 3 days and put the nucleus on the
stand. Then I took the rebels and shook all
the bees off their combs on the grass and let
them run into the nucleus. They fought
some, but on Sept. 12 I examined them and
found the queen in the hive, also 3 queencells, but no eggs, as this queen had stopped
laying.
I pinched the cells out and thought
all would be well, but Sept. 16 I looked again
queen was gone, and 5 more cells
the
and
them out and tried to
started.
I pinched

hour6.

and

let

introduce another queen, but they killed her.
All this time there was not an egg laid in this
I
rebel colony; so don't say laying worker.

them until Oct. 30, and still there were
about 2 quarts of bees left. These bees carried pollen and honey nearly all the time, but
not a single egg or brood of any kind, so I
introduced a dose that they all took about 1

left

—

tablespoon ful of sulphur.

Now, will some one
wrong! I would like to
American Bee Journal.
Jersey Shore, Pa.

explain what was
answer in the

see an

Lewis.

—
Juno

|
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BEE-KEEPERS

Queen-Button for Bee-Folks

Sections*, Foundation, Honey-Cans and Kxi ractors yet? If
Be prepared when the flow comes on. Let ua assist you. We carry the largest
the Middle West. The low freight-rates from

Hare you seoured your Hives,
m,!

pui

it

i

'tt

it

m

stock of goods

This is a very pretty thing
for a bee-keeper or honeyseller to wear on his coatlapel.
It often serves to introducethe subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

not, you should

hinder.

in

TOLEDO
Will save you monev. We will buy your
to correspond with us when your crop
specialty.

Honey and Beeswax, and pay highest market price. It will pay you
No shipment too large for us. Carloads a
ie ready to market.
__

QUEENS! QUEENS! QUEENS!

We have a yard at Toledo with V o colonies and over, which we use lor queen-rearing only, besides
several out-yards which we run for honey; also for extra bees. Brood and queens are mailed the same day
order

is

received.

To any one

OUR 70-PAGE CATALOG

nsking for

Poultry Supplies, and
until you have seen it.

sell

mm

IS

SEAT FRBE

No matter whether you keep one colony

it

Eg«s for hatching. Our 1908 mating

sale.

The picture shown herea reproduction of a motto queen-button
that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by
mail, 6 cents; two for 10c; or six for 25c. The
American Bee Journal one year and 4 buttons
for $1.10.
Address all orders to
with

or ron. We also handle a laree line of
sent with every catalog. Don't buy

is

GEORGE W. YORK &

list is

334 Dearborn Street,

BROTHERS,

i>21

Monroo
Mention

25Abt

ToMo,

St..
Bee Journal

Mention

Ohio

when

writing.

-

Bee Journal

CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.
when writing.

FRUIT
BOOKS FREE
your name and address
oner

Si'nd

This Offer Good Until July 1st Only

you

and

at

by return mail sample
the Best Fruit Paper and lull
Millars about the "Bro. Jonathan
I'.ii
Fruit Books," which maybe secured free.
will receive

copies

!

«>f

l

FRUIT-GROWER COMPANY
"U2 Sooth

DOOLITTLE'S

7th Street, ST. JOSEPH.'MO.

Mention

QU BEN REARING
BOOK

Bee

Journal

when

writing.

=

For Only
When

25

New

Cents

40 Years

in Leatherette cover,

otherwise same as the cloth-bound book, which

is jfl.)

This offer is open to any body, either new or old subscribers, but the latter when acceptmust Eend enough to pay their subscriptions a year in advance, if they are in arrears now.
Mr. Doolittle's book tells in detail just how he rears the best queens possible; also gives
His Slethods ol Comb Honey Production. Every bee-keeper should have this book.
ing

it

(126 pages.)

are unexcelled.

Orders

Reared by best queen-breeders.
filled in rotation.

if

The book contains 344 pages, bound in
handsome cloth, with gold letters and bees,
and illustrated with over 100 beautiful original half-tone pictures,
himself.

taken by Dr. Miller

NOW

—

Italian Queen both for $1.50.
paid to the end of 1906 or beyond, eend us $1.00 and the name
subscriber for the Bee Journal a year, and we will mail to you a

your own subscription

and address of a new

FREE as a Premium for Sending
Two New Subscribers

Prices— 1 Untested, 75c; 3 for S2.10; or 6 for
for June delivery.

Better get your orders in

The Weekly American Bee Journal one year with Untested
Or,

Bees

The first few pages tell how Dr. Miller
got into bee keeping. 20 years ago he wrote

Our Standard-Bred Italian Hueens
$4.00.

Among the

(With Appendix Just Added.)

taken with the Weekly American Bee Journal for One Year at $1making $1.25 for both.

(Book bound

Edition of Dr. Miller's

is

Standard-Bred Queen FREE.

Sample copy of the Weekly Bee Journal free on request, or a Trial Trip of 3 months (13
copies) for only 20 cents, to a new reader. Better order now, as there are lots of good things
Address,
appearing in its columns every week.

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn

CO.

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

CONVENTION NOTICE.
National in Texas.— The National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual con-

Send 25o for 3-months subscription to the weekly

AMERICAN FANCIER

8, 9 and 10, 1906, in San AntoThese dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same

vention Nov.

an' get beautiful colorpieturr vkIO of the noted BufTPlyniuuth Rock that cost $750
I

nio, Texas.

AMERICAN FANCIER,
Bldg,, New York.

313Havemeyer

time, there will be home-seekers' rates avail-

65c

able from other parts of the country.

ptampa taken— we will Bend for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reK. sub. price 4nc a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pa^ea a year. Sample free.

Flint, Mich.

W.

Z.

Hutchinson,

Sec.

for

12 Names fSY.ZSr^-?^FARMERS CALL,

Cjuincy,!!!.

small book, called "

A Year Among the
But "Forty Years" shows in minutest
detail bow he does things with bees and gets
large crops of honey.

How

to Get a Copy of Dr. Miller's
"Forty Years Among the Bees"
It

is

sent postpaid for $1. 00, or with the
for one year,

Weekly American Bee Journal
both for

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good ioods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to
<

Sn

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.
New

London, Wis.

gfg
fegj

m

$1.80.

Or, any present regular subscriber to the
American Bee Journal whose subscription is
paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Miller's new book free as a premium for sending
Subscribers to the Bee Jourus
This is a magnal for one year with $2.00.
and
should be taken advantage
nificent offer,
Address all orders to
of at once.

Two New

GEORGE W. YORK &
334

Dearhorn Street,

-

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

;
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Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

*>'• »ti-

Pouder "

"*i
"*'

BEE-SUPPLIES
Root's Goods at Root's Prices
Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.
.-.

Prompt
.'.

Service.

Catalog Free. ife

BEESWAX WANTED

J

SI

!§

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade.
Make small shipments by express large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.

S
m
X

;

WALTER

ij»
3L

^B
jfc

f

fOUDER,

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

$
£
*

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
]

The Choicest of Tested Queens
By Return Mail— $i.oo Each,
From our

fine strain of 3-band Italians, that
unsurpassed as honey-gatherers.
Try
them they will not disappoint you. Send

are

Queens Now Ready to Mail
None better at any price. Untested at 50c
Warranted at 75c; Tested at $1.00. Discount
on quantity.

GRANT ANDERSON,

;

for price-list.

J.

W. K

SHAW &

LOREAUVILLE,

19Atf

Mention

Bee

Journal

20Atf

CO.

Iberia Co.,

when

LA.

writing.

SABINAL, TEXAS.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Ten nessee= Bred Queens
All

from Extra=Select Mothers

3-band from Imported Dark Leather, Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. Goldens from
Laws, Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.

After April
Italians Before July 1st

15th.

21,

1906

June

21,

1906
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Lion Engine
is

sold direct
to

FACTORY

from

USER

Actinp- Mn the theory that "testing is
proving ' we will send any responsible
person, on certain very easy conditions, one "four three h. p. gras or gasoline engines on 10 days test trial.
This engine is no experiment, but
has been proved by actual use to do
any work (where tne rated amount of
power is required) in the most practical, reliable, safe and economical way.
This engine la of thefourcvcletype.
While the engine is up to normal speed
the exhaust val^ e is held open, allowing free circulation of fresh air in the
cylinder. The igniter and intake valve
are at rest, therefore are nut using
gasoline ur the batteries.
Our igniter and mixer are of the
most simple and reliable character.
The gasoline is always properly vaporized and the igniter point never comes
together unless a spark is required.
The fly ball type or governor is used,
which automatically controls the exhaust, igniter and the gasoline; it also
allows the speed to be changed from
100 to fiOO revolutions per minute while
the engine is in motion— a very-

superior feature.
LION

GAS OR GASOLINE ENGINES

are simple

in

construction and

EASY TO OPERATE
They are used for all purposes where
power is required for operating private electric-lighting plants, small
f:ir tMrii's, printing otflees; farm machinery, such as cream separators,
feed -grinders, corn shelters, woodsawing machines, etc., and for a thousand and one other purposes.

WRITE US

—

3

!
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CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
covered t by two Patents.

With

this wonderful invention the cost of making Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for

is

Do not

further information.
mean business.

write about

it

unless you

BEE-SUPPLIESt^ QUEENS
My

Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

am

Bee-Keepers
you want Sections that you can put a

If

full

sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to
20Atf
A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

BEE-SUPPLIES

Sections, Comb Foundation, Smokers, etc. Best
of goods, reasonable prices, and a "square
deal." If you need any Queens, let me tell you
what I have to offer in this line. Circulars free.

ARTHUR RATTRAY, Almont, Mich.
Bee Journnl when writing-.

25A3t

Mention

CHARLES MONDENG,

ISO

NEWTON -A.VE3., N.,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
To

sell lot of 300 empty 60-lb. capacity HoneyAll in one lot, or less quantities. Cans
are in first-class condition.
We are also in the market for Fancy Comb

Cans.

Have You Passed the

and Extracted Honey. Correspondence

Experimental Stage?

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.
AGENCIES:
DETROIT. MICH.

Most bee-keepers have been convinced that
material are figured, it pays
to buy hives, and the best is not only as
cheap, but

when time and

35 So. Delaware Street. Indianapolis, Ind.
150 E. Jefferson Street, Louisville, Ky.
643 Broadway S.E., Cleveland, Ohio.

The Best is the- Cheapest
The Elgin Hive excels inimany ways— no

Please mention the Bee Journal

21A13t

—

Queen-Clipping Device Free!

nails to drive no dovetails— can be taken
apart at any time.
Many are using thetn. You should be.
Write to-day for catalog, etc.
We sell full line of SUPPLIES.

The National Supply '.Co.
Mention

ELGIN. ILL.;
Journal nhen

The Monbttb Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
It is used by many beewings.
Full printed directions
keepers.
sent with each one. We mail it for
a9
25 cents or will send it
a premium for sending us One
Journal
the
Bee
subscriber
to
New

FREE

;

Bee

solicited

writing.
i

a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year

Uor

The Rietsche Press

Legal Consultation, $t.no. Ascertain
your rights. Understand vour lia.
bilities
Overcome your difflcultiesSafeeuard your property. Avert
disaster.
Avoid litigation. Secure
your interests. Protect your family.
Perfect your title. Insure your inheritance. Rebeve your mind d>of worry, etc. Bank and court*

Made of artificial atone. Practically Indestructible, and giving entirely satisfactory reComb foundation made easily and
sults.
?nlckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,

Our book

rences.

Address,

and the Clipping Device.

OEORdE W. YORK & CO.,
-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

free.

ASSOCIATED LAWYERS COMPANY

ADRIAN GETAZ,

Old South Building, Boston, Mass.

KNOXVILLE, -TENN.
45Atf
H*~J .G. Good ner, of this State, writes me that
he "prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it." A. G.

when

Bee Journal

Mention

writing.

15

—

A GOOD BEE-HIVE
Is

made

of the beet grade of

White Pine, ace

rately cut, so

it

will

go together

without the use of tools, except a hammer.

Such

is

the kind of Hives

we make,

at d such

is

the kind

you get when you

buy from us.
" It is a cinch " that we make lower prices than you can get from any dealer,
as you save the middleman's profit when you buy direct from the manufacturer.

We are Manufacturers,
Send us a

list

and

sell direct to

of your want6,

and

let

us

the consumer.

make you

We guarantee everything we sell to be satisfactory,
We have

1

Foun

and can ship promptly.

Minnesota Bee-$yppiyI6o.,
JOHN DOLL & SON, Proprietors
Power

Bids., No. 38.

1

B

or refund the money.

large stocks of Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Shipping-Cases,

dation, Veils, Smokers, etc., on hand,

•a
1

prices.

3

J Never Go Outodg
"And last from 6 to 21
years

.

Otisvillk, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
fDear Sir:— I have tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers your new style la
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of It. Those remarks InFrbd Fodnkr,
duced me to get mine.

Mention

Bee Journal

vrken

writing.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
<<

writing.

It is

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

June

21,

1%6
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American Ttee Journal
Excellent

Goods

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest Prices

Bee

-

|

Supplies!

OF ALL KINDS

ESTABLISHED

25

YEARS

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,
SOc a year.)

The

largest

magazine

lustrated

and best

il-

of its kind for the

Edited by two of the
experienced bee - keepers
in

price published.

most

America.

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List

of

Supplies free on application. Address,

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAflESTOWN.N.Y.

June

21,

1906
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One Hundred Cents on the Dollar
is

what you

ax

get

when you buy

LEWIS

t»

SECTIONS

To the reasoning bee-keeper and

dealer

Lewis Sections are recognized as the best the world
over. Thousands of bee-keepers who annually order beesupplies from different firms, insist on Lewis Sections,
when it comes to sections.

#«**
•Air.

•••>

#•

•

»••. »•». •». •'•• •*
•
«*
*V «V
«V :•
^»*
-4#» -*#* •#»

-•#. -<f**

Because the G. I?. Lewis Co. has been making good sections for over 30 years. The skilled Lewis mechanics have
made a life study of sections and section machinery.
Because Lewis Sections are made from the finest Wisconsin white Basswood, selected by experts and run through
machinery adjusted to the precision of a hair's breadth.

-*#!»

Prices

This makes them perfect.

Read what they say about them:
Received my sections in fine shape, and am well pleased with
them. They are the best sections I ever put together.
Arthur Stampe, Paullina, Iowa.
I want to say that I consider your make of sections the nearest
perfect I have ever had. I have folded packages of 500 without breaking one, and I can not say that of others I have used.
George Brown, Deertield, Iowa.
During the last 4 years I have bought 10,000 sections from 3 other
firms.
Before I had used yours for several years, but have decided
after a thorough trial that yours are the best and mo6t perfect sections
David Foote, Riceville, Iowa.
in every way that I have ever used.

on
Application

I used your supplies exclusively for almost 14 years, especially
the sections, and I don't want any other kind.

Harlan, Mora, Minn.
good shape, and I am well

C. H.
I

have received those sections

in

pleased with same. They are all right in every way. I shall recommend your bee-supplies to other bee-keepers. I think you make betAccept my thanks.
ter goods than any other firm in the world.
Geo. B. McDaniels, Grand View, Iowa.

*. **
». «* .
. * #. •*
»•

«*#f
-»
.

•#.

••.

•

»• »#

Lewis Sections for sale by the following Agents:

ENGLAND— E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts
FRANCE— Raymond Gariel, 2 ter Quai de
Megisserie, Paris.
CUBA— C. B. Stevens & Co., Havana
C. B. Stevens

&

Co.,

la

Manzanillo

CALIFORNIA—The Chas. H. Lilly
Francisco
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA— Paul

Co.,

San

Bachert,

Lancaster
Fletcher-Doyle Co., San Diego
Fallbrook Co-operative Ass'n, Fallbrook
COLORADO— R. C. Aikin, Loveland
Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' Association,

Rocky Ford

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,
Denver.
Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association,

Grand Junction.
Robert Halley, Montrose
IO (TA- Adam A. Clarke, Le Mars
Louis Hanssen's Sons, Davenport
W. J. McCarty, Emmetsburg.
ILLINOIS-York Honey & Bee-Supply Co.,
Chicago
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111.

INDIANA— C. M.
MICHIGAN — A.

Scott & Co., Indianapolis
G. Woodman Co., Grand

Rapids

MINNESOTA— Wisconsin
432

Lumber Co.,
Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn.

MISSOURI— E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph
OHIO— Norris & Auspach, Kenton
OREGON— The Chas. H. Lillv Co., Portland
PENNSYLVANIA— Cleaver & Greene, Troy

TEXAS— Southwestern

Bee

Co.,

San Antonio

UTAH— Fred Foulger & Sons. Ogden
WASHINGTON— The Chas. H. Lilly

Co..

Seattle

Nearly 10 Millions

now ready for
prompt shipment

g.b.lewis

go., watertown, wis.

Everything
Bee-Keeper

for the
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Contents of thi s Number
'ii
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W. Vates

1st

5*1

560
559
554
1st

Page

—

PUBLISHED WEEKLT BT

GEORGE W. YORK 8 COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

111.

Editorial Xotes and Comments
British Standard Frame
Oaucaman Bpps in (iermany
Honey-Dew "Without Aphides
tuning Wire-Cloth un Queen-Cages
Sugar lor Queen-Cages in the Mails...

THE

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

—

ia

the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union. 60
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

$1.00 a year, in

indicates tbe

end of the month to which your subscription ispa-.d.
For instance, " dec06 " on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19U6.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS— We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, per Agate Line, 10c
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than H inch accepted.

Bioqraplis of Beedomites
Gi'll.M.A

5 pace Discounts.

5 per cent
4 times
"
" ...10
13
"
" ....20
26
" ....30
"
52

100 lines... 5
500 " ...10
1000 " ...20
2000 " ...30

percent
"
"

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

Bee-Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and delend its members in their
lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

honey.

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Platteville, Wis.
more convenient, Dues may be sent
ublishers of the American Bee Journal.

J^~

If

to the

555
555

Contributed Articles —

Chrysanthemums and Perfumery Offered with

Comb

556

H«»ney....

Prevention ol Swarming
Extracted Honey

When Working

555

—

Bitter

55fi

Honey

557

557
Keports and Prospects
Unsealed Brood On Outsideof Brood-Nest to
557
Prevent Swarming

—

Our

Southern Beedom

" Sister

—

Mr. Hastes Afterthoughts
Do Drones Fly Further than Workers ?
Facing of Hives
Father Dzi^rzon and Longevity
Matins of Queens in House- Apiary
Relation of Swarming to Comb-Surface
Requeenirjg

1

FARMER'S CALL,

NOT

IN

Quincy,

111.

559
558

—

Convention Proceed ngs
Can the Tariff on Comb Honey be Tinkered to
the Advantage of the United Slates Bee560
Keeper ?
560
National at Chicago
561
Shortcuts in Bee-Keeping

Dr. Millers Quest ion- Box—
Breeding from Good Queen, hut

Mated
"Why Prefer Italians?

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

Each subject

is clearly

—

;

THREE NEW

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money

Report* and Experience*
Bees Working Vigorously
Caoping-Box
Colonies Strong, and No Swarming
Cutting Section Foundation

Honey
Varies

Perhaps a Superseded Queen

Prospects Good tor Honey
Timothy Chaff for Packing Beee
Too Cold and Dry for Bees
Transferring Larvae

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

334

CHICAGO,

Dearborn Street.

ILI.

CONVENTION NOTICE.
National in Texas.— Tbe National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. 8, 9 and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other Dans of the country.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
Flint, Mieh.

Wavin&sForSale
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Bee's Acute Sense of Smell....
Side-and-End Frame-Spacer

False Indigo
Frost and Drouth— No

IN3IT1CS 12 farmers and' 15cptamps taken— we wil send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 40c a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
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We are accumulating quite a stock of engrav.
ings that have been used in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and using in our columns. If there is any
of our engravings that any one would like to
have, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn Street,

We

THE TRUST

CO.

CHICAGO,

-

will

11,1.

stamp

your Cans

"Pure

"Extracted

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the

National Bee-Keepers'
Write us.
Association.

Now

is

the time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP
Mention

Canners Can Co.

Bee Journal

1035 W. 47th
when

writing.

St.,

CHICAGO,
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DADANT'S FOraDATIOK"
IT EIXCEI-iS

EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Loss.

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

at all
times

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

Big Profits

CAUCASIAN QUEENS!
Caucasian Bees are very g-entle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited to beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or if you want to improve the stock cf your Italian Bees, write to

ROBERT
2Atf

B.

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.

I

in
is

Capons

learned. Complete outfit
with free Instructions

postpaid

$2.50.

JlGape

TOOLS

JCapon Book Free.

&

I

1

Worm

Extractor 25c

25c
Poultry Marker
French Killing KnifeoOc
Philadelphia, Pa,

Son,

POP
\J IV

I

I

easy— soon

JCAP0N
G. P. Pilling

ILL.

Caponizing
Canonizing

About 300 perfect Worker Combs, mostly
Hoffman wired frames of the size used in
the dovetail hives. Some are in loose-hanging frames. All frames have the thick topbars.
Price, 15 cents each.
in

EDWIN BEVINS,
If

35

Is

Leon, Iowa.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

23A4t

*

CAI P

iJi\ L* L*

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

25 Percent on Sections Worth

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal .,
FOR HIS

%
9
%

Savins ?
the

you should write us before buying.

BEST SECTIONS,

but

machines, built exclusively for
without wetting.

That means

our
us,

others.

patented

We

not only

make

I

specially-constructed

by mail, or in

and conseOur prices are no higher than

%

Let us quote you.

Special prices on immediate orders.

Oak Park,

forethought,
memory,
accuracy, self-control, concentration, originality and the sources of re-

on

health,

sourcefulness. 6 trial lessons

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Co.

%

Private Lessons

enable our Sections to be folded

25 percent less breakage,

quently 25 percent saving to you.

i

Liberal Discount! to the Trade.
Mee .Journal! tvuen writing.

Mention
If it is,

t

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."

JOHN DOLL & SON, PROPRIETORS
MINNE Al'OLIS, MINX.

Nicollet Island, No. 33,

&
%

by mail for $5.
The Earl Pratt Library Reports
Oak Park (Chicago), Illinois
Local Correspondents Wanted.

Mention

nee

Send 4 cents for Outlit.
when wrltins.
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Swarming Done Away With
The

illustration

shows one of the A. K. Ferris hives under process of

Every bee-keeper

manipulation.

will be interested in reading

about these

hives arranged according to the Ferris' system for the Prevention of

Swarming

for

Comb Honey

Production.

The Non-Swarming articles by Mr. Ferris and Mr. G. M. Doolittle are proving exceedingly interesting. This great series is fully illustrated and will be continued
throughout the remaining issues of 1906.

Among our other regular contributors are Mr.
Alexander, and many other bee-keepers of note.
No

J.

A. Green, Dr. C. C. Miller, E.

W.

bee-keeper who will take time to look through one number of Gleanings in
can 6ati6fy himself that he does not need this " Journal of Profit."

Bee Culture

We make
offer

A

it

easy for you to give Gleanings a thorough

trial

here's the

;

:

six month's trial trip, 25c.

If you will send in your remittance before the back numbers from April 1st, in
which the introductory articles on the Non-Swarming series have appeared, are all

gone,

we

will include these free of charge.

Gleanings in Bee-Culture
MEDINA, OHIO

SECTIONS
We

are runn ng
Sections are in great demand at this season of the year.
capacity, but can hardly supply the call for No. 1 Sections of all sizes.
have a very
Place orders at once, or you are apt to be disappointed.
large supply of No. 2 grade of Sections. These Sections are as good as some offer
for No. 1. Not being snow-white but having a tinge of cream grades them No. 2.
Give this grade a trial this season. It will cost you 25c a thousand less.
full

We

—

ALEXANDER FEEDER
are prepared to furnish the Alexander Feeder. We make them
19 inches long so they may be used with either an 8 or 10 frame hive.
With a 10-frame hive they will project 3 inches beyond the hive for
feeding, and the block may be laid crosswise of the feeder or be cut
With the S-frame hive the feeder projects 5 inches
off as preferred.
soak the feeders in oil to prevent
and the block lies lengthwise.
the feed from soaking in. Price, finished, including block, 25c each;
50 for $9.
10 for $2

We

We

;

GERMAN BEE-BRUSH
Some months ago Mr. K. F. Holtermann called our attention to a
bee-brush which he received from Germany, made of genuine bristle
or horsehair. He had used one a whole season, washing it out often,
and it appeared to be as good at the end of the season as at the beginning. He considered it so far ahead of anything he had ever seen or
used that he wanted no other. We concluded if it was so good for
him it must be equally good for others. We are now provided with a
stock which we offer at 25 cents each by mail, 30 cent6. The bristles
are black, and about 2 inches long, extending 8 inches on the handle.
Made of white hair it would cost 5 cents more.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.

Medina, Ohio.

;

BR.A.3STCKCH3S —
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New York

Ohio.
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phenomenon is that the cold of night shrinks the tender shoots of
fresh growth, and that the sap which is ascending becomes unable to
extend to the leaves on account of the contraction of the tissues, and
exudes through the pores of the wood, by channels called " nectariferous tissues." We have often seen the bees working on the acornsduring cool summer days, but have never seen the sweet exudation in
so large a quantity as in this instance. The liquid is very sticky, and
has a slight twinge of bitterness with the very plain taste of oak-bark.
For years discussions have taken place as to whether hooey dew
was a real product of plants or whether it came through plant-lice.
This instance proves that both views are correct, according to the circumstances. The aphides' production is much more common than the
sap exudation.
C. P. Dadant.

editorial Jiod
_

o

W. York &

In the Mails

During the many years that we have had to do with
mailing queen-bees, we have almost invariably found that
queen-breeders put the right kind of sugar-candy in one end
of the queen-cages in which they mail queens. However,
occasionally we have received queens from breeders who
evidently are somewhat new in the business, and do not

The samples sent by Mr. Dadant are very fine indeed.
The exudation is plainly visible to the naked eye, and also

understand the manner of making the right kind of queencage sugar-candy. Any of the standard bee-books give in
full the method of making this candy.
Of course, no upto-date queen-breeder would be without all of the standard
bee-books and bee-papers if he wishes to be up to date in

Caucasian Bees in Germany

in sufficient quantity to

the touch, and, as Mr.

taste easily.

Dadant says, has

It is quite sticky to
a distinct oak-barky

flavor.

We have received queen-cages that evidently had put in
them simply granulated white sugar, for, by the time they
arrived at this office there was about as much of the sugar

More than a quarter of a century ago Caucasian bees
were discussed in Germany, and Otto Luhdorff gathers up,
in the American Bee-Keeper, some of the testimony concerning them. All united in pronouncing them phenomenally gentle. They were said to be much given to swarming, 5 colonies sending out 19 swarms, and 100 queen-cells
in a single colony of moderate strength was nothing diffi-

one end of the cage as at the other. In fact, the sugar
and bees were pretty well mixed up. It was possible, after
the card was taken off the cage, to shake practically all the
sugar through the wire-cloth covering. It would not be
surprising if many queens were lost in the mails when

Mr. Luhdorff concludes by saying

his line of business.

at

cult to find.
They varied much in color, there seeming to
be a light and a dark variety. They were good defenders
against robbers, and their activity indicated that they were
good gatherers, but on this point testimony seemed lacking.
:

sent with such food.
Any bee-keeper contemplating going into the queen
rearing and mailing business should get all the information
possible, so as to conduct every detail of the business in
the right way. By so doing frequent losses of queens may
possibly be avoided.

There are no more Caucasian queens offered to-day in the beepapers or catalogs in Germany. They seem to be forgotten, although
in 1889 the papers were full of them.
The principal races offered in
Germany to-day are the common German black bee, the Italian and
the Carniolan. The Italian and Carniolan queens seem to be at thehead of everything, and liked the best.

Honey-Dew Without Aphides

The

Mr. C. P. Dadant, of Hamilton, 111., sends us the following concerning his recent experience on this subject
:

Mr. Editor:

— In an article

which

mention the fact
that the bees were harvesting a sweet substance from the acorns on
some of the oaks. I have since mailed you several twigs showing a
good size drop of " honey " on some of the acorns. This substance
has been produced so freely on one tree that a number of drops of it
have fallen to the sidewalk, and the bees are now bu6y on this tree
from early morning till night.
None of the so-called honey-dew can properly be called by that
name, for the reason that it does not settle like dew from the atmosphere. In most cases, the sweet substance gathered by bees is pro
duced by aphides or plant-lice, which eject it from their bodies, when
it falls in the form of a very fine spray.
This is the most common
form of honey-dew.
present
instance,
In the
however, there is no insect or louse of any
kind, and the exudation from the oaks comes during a cold night following a warm day. This exudation is most profuse on the acorns,
but the use of a magnifying glass reveals it also on the stem below
and above the acorn. This is evidently the product called " miellee,''
by Bonnier. The most plausible explanation that can be given of this
I

sent you,

I

British Standard

Frame

At a

late meeting of the British Bee-Keepers' Association, after a full discussion, the standard frame, which has
been in use in England for years, was unanimously endorsed. It is 14 inches long and8'; deep, outside measure.
The Langstroth frame the one in most common use in this
country is 17) s x9,'s, therefore 35 percent larger than the

—

—

British standard. The 10-frame Cowan hive has the capacity of a little less than ~'/z Langstroth frames.

Putting Wire-Cloth on Queen-Cages

We notice that some queen-breeders are sending out
cages with light-colored wire-cloth instead of black. Perhaps they had not thought of it, but it is almost impossible
to see the queen^ through the light-colored wire-cloth.
We
do not know why any queen-breeder should use anything
but the black wire-cloth. Perhaps those who use the lightcolored can give a good reason for so doing.
Here is another thing that needs a little attention
In
cutting the wire-cloth for queeu-cages we notice that some
:

"

:
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queen-breeders are rather careless, and cut it wider than
the cage. In handling- such cages in the mails, the edges
of the wire-Cloth, where it is thus cut too wide, extend over
on either side of the cage, and are quite sharp to the fingers.
If anything, it would be better to cut the wire-cloth slightly
smaller than the cage so this objection might be avoided.
We have also seen queen-cages that were covered with
crumpled wire-cloth, which shows carelessness on the part
Nothing but straight wire-cloth
of the queen-breeder.
should be used for this purpose, in order to have a neat

package

to

go through the mails.

iscellaneous

flews (ferns
Committee to Spend the League Money.— Chairman
R. L,. Taylor, of the Board of Directors of the National BeeKeepers' Association, has appointed N. E. France and W.
Z. Hutchinson a committee to devise ways to spend the
money ($1400) which the National recently received from

The Honey-Producers' League.

:

my

bee-yard, also one of a lot of queenthe nursery. I use the twin mating
boxes, which I consider the best of anything I have before tried. I
can get queens laying quicker in them, and keep them stocked more
These pictures were taken just after apple-bloom, on a bright,
easily.
sunny day.
Bees have been a hobby of mine for 27 years, and I do not know
how I should now do without them and the American Bee Journal.
I send a photograph of
cells ripe and ready to cage in

A.

"Puck" Was Fooled— Not

if

they will forward to the

The Report shows 236 members (and other names have been received too late to get into the Report), contains 239 pages, and the
pictures of the presidents of the National, Illinois State, ChicagoNorthwestern, and Western Illinois Associations, respectively; also the
picture of the old State House, now the Court House, where the last
two meetings of the State Association have been held in Springfield.
This Fifth Annual Report is the best job we have ever had done.
of the paper is better, giving both the pictures and the
Jas. A. Stone, Sec.
print a cleaner and finer appearance.

The quality
Route

Springfield,

4,

111.

The Canners Can Co. have been represented among
our advertisers during the past 6 months. We trust that
bee-keepers generally are patronizing them. They are the
only manufacturers of tin cans, we believe, that have ever
used the advertising columns of the American Bee Journal,
at least to any extent. Although tin plate has gone up in
price recently, the prices made by the Canners Can Co. to
bee-keepers remain the same. This is certainly unusual,
and it would seem that if they are willing to make less
profit, bee-keepers should encourage them by sending in
their orders. At any rate, we trust that those of our readers
who need tin cans for marketing their honey will write to
the Canners Can Co. for their illustrated circulars and
prices, not forgetting to mention having seen their advertisement in the American Bee Journal. By so doing it will
be a help not only to those who do this, but also to the Can-

ners Can Co. and the American Bee Journal. Here is an
instance where co-operation is an advantage all around.

The Apiary Of A. W. Yates, with a picture of himself
holding a frame of queen cells and cups, appear on the first
page. When sending the photographs, June 7, Mr. Yates
wrote thus

Daum,

Association, the paper-covered will be sent
Secretary 15 cents in stamps.

the

W.

Yates.

Bees.— mV F. p..
Puck — a joking

of Missouri, sends us this item from

monthly
Some unprincipled agriculturists in the West are imposing upon
It is a mean man
their bees by giving them artificial honey-combs.
who would fool an industrious but simple-minded bee, and when the
deception is found out, we shudder to contemplate the result.

Probably that Puck writer has just heard of comb foundation, and got the idea that it was " artificial honey-comb.
course, all bee-keepers know that this does not fool the
bees, for it is made of pure beeswax, and is simply the impressions of the bases of the cells in the beeswax. But, of
course, Puck must have its little joke, or at least try to
have it. This time it was only "a try," for there is no joke
about it at all except that the Puck writer was fooled, instead of the bees.

Of

—

The Fifth Annual RepOFt of the Illinois State BeeKeepers' Association has just been gotten out at the American Bee Journal office, and mailed to members. It contains,
among other things, reports in full of the last Illinois State,
Western Illinois, Chicago-Northwestern, and National conventions also 12 pages by N. E. France, Wisconsin's Foul
Brood Inspector, on " Foul Brood and Other Diseases of
Bees," showing how to detect and cure foul brood, etc.
These 12 pages alone are well worth $1.00 to any bee-keeper.
The Report is 5"sx8 s inches in size.
Jas. A. Stone, Secretary of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association, has this to say concerning the Report, and
how it may be secured
;

White's Class Advertising Co., 334 Dearborn Street,
Chicago, gave their third Annual Round-Up and Banquet
at the Auditorium Hotel, the evening of May 22 last month.
There were almost 600 present, being
representatives of every field of endeavor associated with advertising effort.
Mr. Frank B. White, President
^Mfc °f the Company, welcomed the guests
f
after the banquet, and introduced the
^^^
J^^L toast-master, Hon. T. D. Harman, pubI lisher of the National Stockman and
X^
Farmer. Among the speakers of the
^^^^^•""m
^B ^^|J|
evening were Hon. W. B. Otwell, of
Illinois, Hon. F. D. Coburn, of Kansas,
and Hon. J. H. Hale, of Connecticut.
The speeches were of a very high order.

—

^^ ^^

*•

^H

I

'

^7

frank

b.

white

Following these were brief

talks on

It was
various advertising subjects.
the largest and most successful gathering of the kind ever

known.

—

White's Class Advertising a montly publication devoted to the subject of advertising, and published by the
Company mentioned gives in its June issue a full report
of the banquet and addresses delivered. The yearly subscription price is 25 cents, but the June issue alone is well
worth that amount, though it can be had for 5 cents.
White's Class Advertising Co. devotes its energies to
the development, preparation and placing of advertisements
in agricultural publications mainly. It leads in ability and
efficiency in its special line of advertising. If any of our
readers desire to secure the best advice and help in the line
of advertising in general farm publications, they can do no
better than to write to this Company, and explain to them
what they want done. As in cases of severe sickness or
troubles in a legal way, it is best to consult the most expert
physician or lawyer
so in advertising, the best is none
too good but in their special line, White's Class Advertising Co. is good enough, because it is the best.

—

;

;

;

:

of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association, at
its Fifth Annual
made
for
all
the members of the Association. Following
be
Report
these instructions there were 300 copies cloth-bound. As there are
still a few copies of same in the hands of the Secretary, they will be
sent out to those who first send in their fee of $1.00 (which entitles
them to membership, as well, in the National Bee-Keepers' Association
for one year) and when they are exhausted paper-covered ones will be
sent instead of the cloth-bound.
To those desiring the Report who are not members of the Illinois
It

its last

was the order

annual meeting, that cloth-bound copies of

,

Deaths from Bee-Stings.— We have received marked
copies of newspapers lately telling of deaths of several persons as the result of bee-stings. We believe in each case
the one who died from the bee-stings did not wear a beeveil.
Now, a good bee-veil costs only SO cents. Why try to
do anything with bees when not properly protected with a
veil, when it costs so little?
It doesn't pay to take any risk
in working with bees, or when being around them.
-

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Bee Journal.
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ness firm that deal justly, and make the interest of their
patrons their first consideration, need not worry concerning
their future.

M
fl.

:

Our honey-flow

The honey commission firm of Hildreth & Segelken are
one of the oldest in the business. They were requested to
write a paper for the last National Convention. This is
found on page 557, and also a late picture of Mr. Segelken,
who is practically the firm. He wrote us as follows under
date of June 11, when sending his photograph
:

Editor York

—

be 50 years of age on Nov. 16, next, and
picture does not look quite as badly as I
in the business 18 years, a
large number of our shippers, especially in the South, we have never
had the pleasure of meeting personally, and with your kindness they
can now at least take a look at the man to whom they have been shipping so long.

thought

it

chap

I

would.

:

I

think

will

my

Though we have been

:

One

of the most noticeable features of modern business life is the
tendency toward incorporation. This is, as a rule, always a wise move.
By means of incorporating the business of a concern is greatly solidified and widened in scope, as it were the members are brought into
closer touch with the business and each other, and additional capital
may be secured at a time required by the issue of new stock.
;

An interesting case in point is the incorporation of Hildreth &
Segelken, of New York, located at 205 and 267 Greenwich street, and
82 and 84 Murray street, under the laws of this State, with a capitalization of $65,000, under the old-style name. The business was established in 18SS, and President Henry Segelken, of the new company,
has been identified with the business for the pa6t 26 years, and has
been looked upon as an authority among the trade of this section for
some time past.
The house occupies a prominent

position in the trade, and its
success may be attributed not alone to the long and thorough experience that has been brought to bear in the conduct of its affairs, but
also to the excellence of its facilities. A special feature of the business is the selling of car lots.

The company are direct importers from Jamaica, San Domingo,
Cuba and the West Indies, having their own buyer located at Havana,
Los Angeles, for the California product, which, with the Florida
output, they ship to all parts of the United States, and export largely
to England, Germany, Holland and Belgium.
One of their specialties
is the handling of comb honey of the highest grades, especially the
New York State product.
The incorporation of the business was certainly a progressive
move, and one that is destined to make Messrs. Hildreth & Segelken's
presence strongly felt in the trade.
also

We are very glad indeed to present to our readers the
foregoing account of the firm of Hildreth & Segelken, as they
have for so many years quoted the New York honey market
in the American Bee Journal, and at different times have
patronized our advertising columns, which they are now
doing to a limited extent. So far as we remember, we have
not seen a single complaint against Hildreth A Segelken
from any shipper of honey, etc., during all the time that we
have been connected with the American Bee Journal, which
now is over 22 years. They certainly have made a fine record, for, if any complaints were due them, we certainly
would have heard of them during all these years. No wonder Mr. Segelken closes his brief letter to us with these
words " and we do not fear the future." Surely, any busi:

and

One year, we believe, Mr. Gill had 70,000 pounds of
comb honey. If we remember correctly, his whole

family are interested in the bee-work. It is doubtless as
"sweet " a family as is indicated by the number of colonies
of bees they handle and the amount of honey produced
when they have a fair crop. We trust they will be able to
make a good report by the end of the present season.

r

, Contributed

Jj!# Articles
Prevention of Swarming When Working
for Extracted Honey
BY

19, 1906,

paragraphs

With
on, and swarming as well.
100 miles to drive each week, it amounts

coming

just

alfalfa

New York

Mercantile and Financial Times for
a copy of which Mr. Segelken sent us, we find
a reference to the incorporation of the firm of Hildreth &
Segelken. From this publication we take the following
In the

is

1000 colonies to handle,
to a " strenuous life."

There are really no other members in our firm now. My old, dear
and beloved partner, Mr. L. L. Hildreth, died about 8 years ago. During all the years we were together not a hard word passed between us.
After his death we had a special partner in Philadephia, who died
suddenly last fall. His capital remains with the Arm, but on advice
of attorneys and others we deemed it best to incorporate our firm,
which was done last month.
We have always tried to do justice to everybody, and our success
is wholly due to the good-will, confidence and esteem of our shippers
all over the country, as well as to our customers, and we do not fear
the future.
Hy. Segelkhn.

May

i
GILL

On page 558 will be found a late photograph of Mr. M.
A. Gill, of Longmont, Colo. He is one of the leading beekeepers of that State, and one of the best convention men
When sending his picture, June 11, he wrote
in all beedom.
these few words about his present honey prospect

HENRY SEQELKEN

for an old

A.

i

A

G.

M. DOOLITTI.E.

CORRESPONDENT
method
working

wishes me to give the best
of preventing the swarming of bees when
for extracted honey, adding, "The bees are

to be at an out-apiary."
Bees seem far less inclined to

swarm when worked

extracted honey than when worked for section or
comb honey, hence the prevention of swarming when
working for extracted honey does not require nearly so
vigorous treatment as when working wholly for section
honey. In fact, my experience says that when a person
has plenty of supers filled with drawn combs, so that each
colony can be given I, 2, 3, or even 4 hives full of frames
of comb, giving these I at a time, a little in advance of
their being filled with honey to the sealing point, there
need be no treating for swarms in other ways, as not one
colony in 50 will swarm when they are given hives of
for

comb in this way.
As regards swarming, it matters not whether these
combs are given in the way spoken of, or all at once, but
better results in honey will be obtained when given 1
hive at a time, as the bees progress with their work in
them, than will be the case if the whole number of upper
hives filled with empty combs are given all at once.
That pioneer in bee-keeping, here in the east, Moses
Quinbv. told us as early as 1865, in his "Mysteries of BeeKeeping Explained," that if a colony was placed in a
large dry-goods box, and filled it with comb, such a colnot, as a rule, swarm ever afterward; or words
He also told us, that if a swarm hived in
to that effect.
this same box, which the first year built comb sufficient

ony would

about 2,000 cubic inches of the large space,
fill onlv
such a colony would generally swarm before they would
From
add very much to the combs they already had.

to

this the correct inference was drawn that merely empty
space in any hive, or in a super or supers above the broodnest, would not prevent swarming; but with the same
space filled with empty comb-, -warming w-as practically

And" in all of my experience with bees
have found Quinby correct.
But there are very few at the present day, who wish
4. or 5
to give comb-room in a big box, or even in
hives set one top of the other in such a way that the
queen has access to all of these combs, for in so doing

done away with.
along this line

I

.?.

—
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we

are likely to rear a lot of bees during the honey harby having a large amount of this comb filled with
brood to be fed during the harvest, and then emerge
into bees later on, to become consumers of the harvest
after that harvest is past.
Consequently, the most of our
best apiarists of the present time use a queen-excluder
between the lower hive, or brood-chamber, and the hives
above, thus shutting brood out from all but the lover
hive, or the one in which the colony wintered.
By thus
shutting the queen down to only one hive for her breeding, the prospect for swarms is enhanced, and with bees
thus worked
I
find that from one-third to two-thirds
of the colonies so worked are inclined to swarm, just in
accordance with the season, and just in accordance with
how nearly the bees are forced to near the sealing-point
with the honey in the first story above the brood before
another story is added.

Chrysanthemums and Perfumery Offered
With Comb Honey

vest,

I find honey is better ripened, if the first story put on
allowed to become sealed a little before another is
added, and for this reason it is better to allow such
sealing even if we do have to do a little work to prevent
swarming, especially as such work saves a lot of useless
consumers just after the harvest of white honey has past.
In view of all this, I cage the queens at the time there

BY

YES,

swarm on the part of many colonies, which
generally when the white clover harvest has reached
its height, leaving them caged for to days, at the end of
which time all queen-cells are taken from the broodis

a desire to

chamber and

the queen released.

This course does not have the same effect when working for extracted honey, that it does when working for
comb honey, especially where the bees must build a part
or all of the comb in the sections, for with the caging
of the queen a tendency comes to cease the building of
comb as freely as is done when the queen is at liberty in
the hive; while with combs already built, so that the bees
have plenty of storing room, there seems to come no
slack in nectar-gathering, as long as the bees have a
queen, no matter whether she is at liberty or not. And
if we clip the wings to all of our queens, if a few
colonies begin to swarm before we think it time to make the
general caging, the bees will not go away, and this swarming on the part of the few will be detected at the general caging, before any young queens will have time
to

emerge from their cells. So I leave this stopping-ofswarming part till I think it wise, according to the season to cage all of the queens, when the work is done
and all over with
queens all let out

at
at

one
one

visit to the out-apiary,
visit io days later.

and the

Of

course, where any colony has
swarmed, the
queen-cells used for this purpose must be taken off at
the time of caging the queen, and then again at
the
expiration of io days, else we shall have swarming while
the queens are caged, through these cells hatching,
and
a young queen leading off the swarm.
All

—

way; we would fall short of the most desirable part of all
our toil's reward the expected fancy price.
It would be
like the man who gets on board the vessel to take a journey
across the ocean, and when in sight of the other shore, jumps

—

overboard.
great

A

many failures in making satisfactory sales arc
directly due to this very point The producer spends his time
and labor, puts forth every effort to produce a fancy article,
:

'

and then neglects the most important part of

his business
of turning his crop into money at top figures.
Make light
of these points, if you please, but we are the losers by it.

Last fall, while standing in one of our city markets, persons came to my wagon repeatedly and inquired the price of
my sections. I sold them at that time for 16 cents apiece,
and the inquirer would say: "Well, your neighbor, a little
ways down the line, asks only 15 cents for his."
In this case I would say: "I am not here to run my
neighbor's goods, but compare them with mine, and then

make your own

selections; buy wherever you can to your
best advantage."
The inquirer would invariably take some
of my fancily-put-up sections before leaving.

To be sure, the difference of one cent is a small affair,
but the point is right here I was all sold out before I left
the market, and my neighbor had his honey left on his
hands.
After I sold out I took a walk down the line to have
a neighborly chat with my rival (?), and* found him fully
disgusted with the honey market. He said he had sold only
one or two sections all the forenoon, and it would be the
last time that he ever brought any more honey to that mar:

ket.
It was plain enough to see the cause of this difference
our day's experience. The quality of our friend's honey
was in every way as good as mine, but his sections were unsightly, covered with propolis
just as they were taken from

in

—

the hive, and no provision

taking them

home.

was made

this friend
his honey for

If

particular in preparing

to furnish a safe

way

of

had been a little more
market; if he had kept

eye on Mr. Hasty's suggestions along the line of
chrysanthemums and perfumery, he would undoubtedly have

one

fared a

little

better in disposing of his goods.

La

Salle.

N. Y.

who

are familiar with the inside workings of the
colony will see that the eggs which the queen would have
laid during the time she is in the cage would give
emerging bees just about the time the harvest from
basswood

would

CEEINER.

C.

—

is

is

G.

Hasty, for 2 cents a pound which I am well
satisfied I realize now by extra care in handling my
goods I would be willing to put your kind suggestions
(page 408) into practice, and furnish a blue ribbon in the
bargain.
Always bear in mind that it is the fancy article,
presented to the consumer in fancy style, that brings the
fancy price. The job would not be finished, if we take pains
to produce a fancy article and then handle it in a slipshod
Air.

Southern

hence they would become consumers instead
and for this reason we save more than
enough from the consumption of honey to pay us for our
trouble of caging the queens, cutting of cells, etc.,
while
the colonies become ready for the buckwheat harvest
just
as well as though the queen had been laying
all the time.
close,

of producers,

Of course, all will see that this is written from the
standpoint of a locality giving a yield of honey from
white clover, basswood. and buckwheat.
In any locality
where there is a steady, continuous yield of nectar from
the beginning to the ending of the season, this
cutting
off of io days of eggs by the queen would
result in a
loss in honey rather than a gain, and should not be
done
In such a locality, it is best to allow the queen
to have
access to all the combs given, and then extract
from
those not having brood in them, or from those having
only sealed brood and those having only honey;
for the
extracting of honey from combs containing unsealed
brood is a vexation of spirit to the one doing the work
and nauseating to any consumer of honey who is an
onlooker.
Borodino, N Y

Iteedom
Conducted by Lovis

11.

Scholl,

New

Braunfels, Tex.

Bee-Keeping in Georgia
1

—

Mr. Scholl: I am a native of Texas (was brought up there),
and was connected with bee-keeping there 4 or 5 years about 26 years
ago, and it was there I learned to love bee-keeping, and at that lime I
familiar with bee-keeping in many sections of that State, as we
traveled and lived mostly in an ox-wagon.
I am to be in Texa6 some time this year on business, and if I have
a chance I want to visit many of the bee-keepers. The greatest thing
we are doing over here is keeping quiet. In regard to myself and my
business, I will say I am not much of a bee-keeper, but my business
is a paying one.
I
operate every line of bee-keeping. Other beekeepers are doing well, and in all we have about 1900 bee-keepers,
mostly old style, but get good returns from their apiaries. Our bees

was

—
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We

at present are in the best shape.

as

we have no

settled

me

have no very large bee-keepers,
The gallberry plant is what

great honey-plants here.

here.

I might send you some photographs later, and may write a little
you at odd times.
Our association has done a great work. We hope to have a good
meeting this fall. Come down. We want to get bee-keeping on a
better paying basis, and are hard at work to that end.
I will write you again at my earliest convenience.
J. J. Wilder.

for
'

ee- Keeping

A

brief write-up of your 5 years' experience in keeping
bees, traveling and living: in an ox-wagon in our State of
Texas 26 years ago, I am sure would be interesting to most
of us tenderfeetof nowadays. Perhaps you would find time
to jot it down some time and send it along.
Those photographs and other writings will be greatly appreciated in
" Southern Beedom," for you see the entire South is

included in "Southern Beedom."
Will you be kind enough to send us the names of the
officers of your association, and also the time and place of
the next meeting, with the program ?
You are on the right "track," and may Georgia soon be
upon a high basis as an apicultural State. Hard work to
that end should certainly accomplish it.

Conducted by Emma M. Wii

,-uN,

Marengo,

111

Work-Shop Struck by Lightning

May

during a severe thunder-storm, our work -shop
Fortunately it did not catch fire.
It would have been rather a serious affair for us had it
burned, as all our supplies, including about 25,000 sections
all ready for the bees, were stored there.
I think I never
before realized what a force there is bottled up in lightning,
until I looked around at the way things were splintered.
It
seemed to strike in several different places on the in
and on each side of the roof. But we considered oursef
fortunate when we thought of what the loss might have
been. The damage was more than covered by insurance,
23,

was struck by lightning.

1

Unsealed Brood On Outside of Brood-Nest to
Prevent Swarming
1

As everybody who has bees has a plan to keep them
from swarming, I will tell mine. We have practised it for
3 years, and where we followed it up carefully we have not
had a swarm, and have had from 150 to 600 colonies of bees.
The plan

Honey-Paste

for the

Hands

is this:

Simply keep open brood on the outside of the broodchamber, and sealed brood in the center. Work through
the yard from 6 to 8 days keep all queen-cells cut down.
;

my

experience that the bees will not swarm if there is
open brood in the outside frames. The natural condition
of a colony of bees at swarming is all sealed brood outside
of the brood-nest and open brood in the center. So just
It is

but we did some lively hustling to get the piles of supers
covered up to keep them from being ruined by the rain
which poured through the broken roof.

^

change it. Cut down all queen-cells, and I will guarantee
no swarming until the open brood is sealed on the outside
frames.
Verdi, Tex.

W. T. Brite.

Honey-paste for whitening and softening the hands
together 1 pound of honey and the yolks of 8 eggs;
then gradually add 1 pound of oil of sweet almonds, during
constant trituration work in 8 ounces of blanched and
ground bitter almonds, and perfume with 2 drams each of
attar of bergamot and attar of cloves. This makes quite a
large amount. It would be better to experiment with half
of the portions. Red, rough hands must be kept out of hot
water as much as possible. When bathing, use the very
purest soap you can find, and be sure to dry the surface of
the hands thoroughly. Mme. Qui Vive, in Chicago Record:

Rub

;

Herald.

Reports and Prospects— Bitter Honey
The weather

so far has been

very unfavorable this

Mr. Acklin's Death

spring for bees, there being too much rain and cool nights.
However, it looks a little more favorable now. Corn has
begun to tassel, and horsemint is in bloom. The last 2 seasons have been very poor here for bees, except last fall,
when there was a very good honey-flow, but the honey was
so strong it was like eating red-pepper, and I can't account
for it, unless it was from smartweed but it has been here
all the time, and I never saw any honey like it before.
Lone Oak, Tex., June 10.
H. L-. Russell-

The news of Mr. Acklin's sudden death came as a great
shock to his many beekeeping friends. At the Chicago
convention of the National, last December, he seemed the
very embodiment of strong, vigorous manhood. The earnest sympathy of all the sisters go out to Mrs. Acklin and
Miss Ethel in their great sorrow.

Bees have been on a boom for 2 weeks. Never in ray 35
years of handling the honey-bee have I seen as good a
honey-flow first from locust. Poplar is now coming into
full bloom.
The fields are white with white clover, and
blackberry is in full bloom. Raspberry and swamp-dogwood also are in full bloom, all yielding an abundance of
nectar. The weather has been fine up till to-day it is
raining now, which is bothering the bees some, but my 50
colonies are all in fine condition for gathering nectar, and
do not seem to have any desire to swarm. I hope for an
old-fashioned honey-yield this season.
Mast, N. C, May 28.
A. J. McBride.

Now, see here, Mr. Scholl, don't you think it naughty
of you to try to lure the sisters from their very own corner,
to go South, as you did on page 507 ? Then, do you really

;

;

Bees have not done well here for 2 years on account of
rainy and late springs, giving very little surplus
honey. A good many starved out. I have 11 colonies in 10frame Langstroth hives. They are storing some nectar
from horsemint and corn-tassel. This is a poor location
for bees. Those who have bees here keep nearly all of
them in old box-hives, and will not read oee books or papers,
as I have tried them. I expect to read the American Bee
Journal as long as I can pa for it. May it live long.
Jonesboro, Tex., June 1.
J. M. Cooper.
cold,

'

'

A

«'

Southern Beedom " Sister

Caring for

Italian

Queens

it gentlemanly not to answer a lady when she asks
Mrs. Williams asked you,
you a very direct question ?
" Can I take brood out of one or two hives and put it into a
new hive, and put the ordered queen with them ? Of
course, take some bees with the brood. I want Italian
queens, but do not like to destroy the common queens."
And never a word of reply did you give her. Of course, we
will forgive you this time, if you are truly sorry and promWhat say you ? are you
ise to do better in the future.
going to be good ?
If Mrs. Williams will stay in her own corner she may
have her questions answered more promptly. And to save
her the trouble of asking again it may be well to answer

think

right here

and now

:

Yes, you can do that way only if you take no precaution the bees that you take with the brood will be likely to
desert it, if you have only 2 or 3 frames of brood. So it
A
will be well for you to imprison the bees for 2 or 3 days.
good way is to stuff green leaves or grass into the entrance,
then if you forget to open it in 2 or 3 days the green stuff
;

«

;
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will have dried so that the bees will easily open it for themselves.
But don't you want to have more than a nucleus for
your new queen ? If you do, you might proceed in this
way: Find the old queen take the frame of brood she is
on with its adhering bees, and put them in a new hive. Put
this new hive in place of the old one, and set the old one on
a new stand, giving it your new queen in its cage. You
will thus allow the new queen to start housekeeping with a
full force.
There will also be the advantage that the fieldbees will all have gone to join the old queen on the old stand
;

by the time the new queen is out of her cage, and the
younger bees will be more friendly to the stranger.
If you want to make it easier to find the queen, you can
vary the program. Instead of taking any bees and queen
with the frame of brood, brush off all the bees and put into
the new hive the frame of brood without any bees, setting
the old hive on the new stand as before. The fielders, as
they return with their burdens, will enter the new hive, and
a day or two later there will be only the younger bees in the
wa y when you seek the queen to return her to the old stand.
If you put the new queen into the old hive at the time you
put the old hive on the new stand and it will be quite
proper to do so — you must have a piece of tin over the candy
in the cage, or have it arranged in some way that the bees
can not get at the candy to liberate the queen until the old
queen is removed.
Now Mr. Scholl can take his revenge by giving a better

16, 1911.
(And this is the port youth
Let us hope for him that he can still think
with enthusiasm and worship at a never-to-be-taken-away
mercy-seat. The pleasure of thought is a high order of
pleasure to those who have gone that far. We would fain
get some comfort out of that, both for him and ourselves.
Alas, it may be as liable to failure in senility as sight and
hearing are. My experience rather makes me think that
that is the case, indeed. But having partially failed, it
seems to be capable of coining back. Sight also sometimes
fails and then comes back again and vigor of thought comes
back easier than sight does, we hope, and far easier than
hearing does. A neighbor of mine, whose funeral service
I conducted, came within less than a year of the 100-year
mark and in his case the "days of darkness " were of a
very mitigated sort. Do we want to join the Two Hundred
Year Club which same implies the definite and steady
effort to get ourselves into the second century of corporeal
life? Notwithstanding the menacing shapes seen in the
mists out that way, I think I'll join. There is no Be-a-boyPage 422.
again Club to join. Here's for 1941

not 100 yet

Jan.

—

;

;

—

!

—

plan.

till

sets sail for.)

Swarming

Relation of

to

Comb-Surface

Mr. C. F. Smith's figures quoted on page 423, I suppose,
are for but one year. Even at that they are important. Of
7-frame hives 95 percent of them swarmed of 8-frame hives
of 9-fratne hives 70 percent swarmed ;
85 percent swarmed
of lOframe hives 55 percent swarmed of 12-f rame hives 33
percent swarmed. Here is a consistent decline of swarming corresponding with the increase of comb-surface. Verification of these figures (or the contrary) is valuable work
for those students who want to be doing something of pubBut, as Mr. Dadant suggests, it's no fair trial to
lic, value.
add combs to the brood-chamber and leave the supers no
more roomy than a 7 or 8 frame hive would have.
;

;

;

Mr. /fastyS
'terthouc&hts5

Facing of Hives— Requeening
The " Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Glasses.

Do Drones Fly Further than Workers
That proof on page 421, that drones fly further than
workers is hardly proof as it stands. " Quite a long distance " is a very indefinite term and I'll whack my indefinite " guess " against it. To start with, it's very improbable that drones are superlatively enduring on the wing, as
compared with workers. I'll guess that the " quite a long
distance " was not much over a mile, perhaps less. And
the reason no workers returned was not because it was too
far, but because they were unfamiliar with the territory.
And the reason they were unfamiliar there was that, so far
that season, nothing good enough to draw them had been in
bloom in that particular territory. The drones were familiar with the territory because their daily play-gound happened to lie in that region. I infer from what I have read
that it is common for drones to have a chosen spot, some
distance from home, where they usually go when they come
out for a long flight other drones from all colonies within
a mile or two usually joining them.
;

In a French apiary one hive faced the south while all
the rest faced the east. This one prospered greatly and exceeded its fellows in yield of surplus. Adrian Getaz seems
Easy puzzle to me, as I have
to consider the case a puzzle.
had a somewhat similar case. A solitary colony faced south
(or west) in a big apiary faced east steals bees from its neighbors dreadfully during winter-flights. Mutual good fellowship is apt to prevail in winter. Flight begins with all east
entrances warm in sunshine. Before the bees get ready to
go in all entrances are chill in shadow except that one.
That one becomes a jolly rallying place for a great populaand they end by going in there for
tion besides its own
keeps.
We should try to be reasonable creatures and not make
our decisions of the iron-clad variety. Mr. Getaz illustrates
this when he remarks that two of the reasons why he wants
a young queen in each hive every single year do not exist
That hints that some may requeen
at the Dadant apiaries.
every year, and some never requeen, without any sharp disagreement being necessary. Page 423.
;

—

an ad tan

Beedom

Mating of Queens in House-Apiary
Frank Kittinger is hardly correct, that hiving on the
old stand obviates all mating of queens in a house-apiary.
The queen hived there each year must needs get old and
die and the queen the bees rear to supersede her has to run
her chances of getting the right one in a street of entrances.

—

Page

Conducted by Morlet Pettit,

Villa Nova, Ont.

422.

Father Dzierzon and Longevity
The inventors of the movable frame, and of the extractor, and of comb foundation, and possibly a few others,
did more to bring in the cash to those who keep bees for a

dian

living than did Dzierzon
but his discoveries by far lead all
others in importance to the biologists and other scholars of
the world. Surely our sympathy, even if unspoken, should
go out to him in his "days of darkness," as Solomon calls
them. Sad. Feet too tender and weak to walk around
eyes too dim to read ears too dull to listen to reading and

with those having a flat beariog. I notice you are inclined to regard
with favor the new metal spacer for Hoffman frames, and they may be
better than I think, but I am of the opinion they are no improvement
over the wood bearing. If those little projections came out abruptly

;

;

—

Side-and-End Frame-Spacer
Friend Pettit: — I have been readiDg with interest the " CanaBeedom " in the American Bee Journal. This week's issue is
just to hand, and I was much interested in your discussion of frames
and spacers. I \at «1> Hoffman frames, and the first I made had the
V-edge. I won't make bjymoreof them, but get along fairly well

:

Juno

28.

1906
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tbey would be all right, but they don't. There is a son ol
each side, an.i when the two spacers come together then- will be a
space formed varying from a bee-space to nothing, which,
Perhaps this will better illustrate « hat I
will be filled with propolis.
I

)

mean

two spacers comiog together form that V-space at A,
going to cause trouble.
The nail or staple spacer does not suit me in many respects, and
thinking that a spacer having almost a Unife edge for a bearing would
be better, 1 experimented a little along that line.
I am mailing a sample under separate cover. The few
1 have in use are home-made and tedious to make, but
think they could be made at a supply factory at a
I
small cost. You will see by this one that they are
both a side and end spacer, and are put on each end of
the frame at opposite corners. The few I have are
very satisfactory, and as soon as possible I will use
them entirely. The bearing is so small that there is
practically no trouble from propolis.
If you see any fault with this spacer please say so.
H. A. Smith.
Palermo, Ont., April 27.

You

which

see, the

same quantity of syrup or honey in the middle of each
The bees discovered these various deposits of
square.
sweet liquid with unvaried promptitude, and collected in
practically the same number upon the different squares, the
color having absolutely no influence upon their search. The
red on the green background attracted them no more than
did the green on the green background, or the syrup on the
grass itself in an equal quantity.

is

With me the Root spacer

an experiment, but looks
good. I can report later. The objection to a square top
and bottom projection is that it would catch in removing
the frame or replacing- it in the hive. The spacer is, to me,
no better than a staple. My top-bars are only >-inch deep,
5/16 below the lug; end-bars % -inch thick. Your spacer
has a V-inch bend which throws it just inside the end-bar.
With s inch bend it might be all right, but difficult to
fasten to the frame. I do not want end-spacers prefer a
is

'

;

full-length lug.

The
The result of
"There is no

Scientist's Deductions.

all

my

experiments was as follows

:

relation between the development of color
in flowers and that of nectar in flowers."
" Under like conditions the most brilliantly colored
flowers are not the ones most frequently visited by the insects."
" The visibility of flowers is in no wise proportionate to
their adaptation for cross-fertilization."
"Insects collect in the greater number wherever the
honey is most abundant, the richest in sugar, and the most
convenient to get at."

Then appeared my " Memoire sur les Nectaries," including a chapter on bees and the colors of flowers, whereupon I was loaded with a wonderful assortment of unpleasant epithets, coming chiefly from German scientists. In
the Revue Scientifique appeared an unsigned article in
which I was ferociously assailed, though the author did not
take the trouble to cite a single observation or a single experiment in contradiction to my conclusions. I went to see
M. Alglave, who then edited that review. He gave me no
explanation, and simply said " You are attacking a theory
sustained by Darwin therefore you are not one of us that
:

;

;

is

The Bee's Acute Sense of Smell

A long

time has passed since the days when

my study

I

began

my

of bees and flowers by way of preparingthesis
for the doctor's degree, writes Gaston Bonnier, of the
Academie des Sciences in La Revue. I had been taught
that the reciprocal adaptation between insects and flowers,
and the attraction of bees by the colors of flowers, were
well established facts. I was convinced in advance, and
with the enthusiasm of youth I believed that my observations and experiments would at all points confirm these
propositions by lending them new proofs.
The good
Decaisne, somewhat skeptical on this point, concealed his
suspicions and encouraged me in my work. When I came
to see him, after several months spent in Normandy with a
Norman bee-keeper, I brought him the first results of my

researches and confess genuine despair and the beginnings
of disillusionment. All my observations and all my experiments contradicted the theory of reciprocal adaptation, and
especially contradicted the role attributed to the colors of
flowers as sign-boards to attract the bees. " Keep on with
your work," said Decaisne, hardly able to conceal his satis" Keep on with your work it is more interesting
faction.
than you believe."
;

Interesting Experiments.
accordingly kept on. After numerous observations, I
made out a list of plants whose dark or green colors are
scarcely visible at all, but which are all richly stocked with
honey and constantly visited by bees or other insects in
search of nectar. To this I added that of the trees on
whose leaves the bees alighted in search of sweets leaves
colored precisely as are the honey-bearing leaves about
them and all the plants to which honey-seeking insects go
to find nectar, apart from the flowers, in various portions
of the plant which have no color are almost invisible, yet
which contain the "extra-floral " honey.
Alongside this list I prepared another, equally long,
containing the names of brightly-colored flowers with brilliant petals, but having no secretion of sugary liquids, and
consequently never visited by bees or other insects in search
of honey.
As for the experiments, I made extremely varied ones,
and they led always to the same result, namely, that there
was no correlation between the presence of a bright color
and the bees' search for sweets. I cite a single example. I
placed little squares of different colors on the uniform
green background of a field, each square, whether red on a
green background or green on a green background, being
at the same distance from the hives.
Then I placed the
I

—

—

enough."

Why can't a man be an evolutionist without having to
accept Sprengel's theory of the adaptation of flowers ? That
These adepts are more
is a mystery, but the fact remains.
extreme royalists than the King himself, for Darwin always
made cautious reservations, and cited facts in contradiction
to his theory
but, according to my enemies, the sacred
edifice of evolution must not be touched even when one
seeks to rid it of an ill-cut stone that spoils its beauty.
;

And yet no experiment worthy of the name, and no
serious observation whatever, were brought forward to contradict the results I have just stated.
Contrary Opinions.
Although certain authors, like MacLeod and Felix

Pla-

teau, concluded from their observations and experiments
that the colors of flowers had no appreciable influence in
attracting the bees, others expressed a contrary opinion,

and very recently Mile. Wery reached the astonishing conclusion that the colors of flowers exerted an attractive force
of 80 percent as compared with the attraction exerted by
honey, pollen, and fragrance combined.
The researches of M. Felix Plateau, who is a professor
of the University of Ghent, are really important, as his observations are very numerous and his experiments extremely
varied. The author begins by an extremely detailed verification of one of the points I had demonstrated, that the
bees show no preference and no antipathy for the different
colors displayed by the flowers of different varieties of the
same species. On the other hand, M. Plateau takes up the
list I made of plants with dark or green flowers that are
laden with honey and frequently visited by insects, and
corrects it at certain points quite justly, at the same time
extending it considerably according to his direct observations and those of several other naturalists, among them

MacLeod.
But the Belgian scientist did not content himself with
mere verifications. He manufactured artificial flowers (the
cleverest imitations possible — no matter what his enemies
may say — in paper or in cloth), and the bees never came
near them. He made others out of living leaves with natural vegetable odor, but no bright color. If honey was put
into them the bees came to these sham green flowers if the
honey was taken away thev cut them off their calling list.
If no sweetened liquid was put into them at all the bees
gave them the cold shoulder from the first.
Then the honey-bearing portion of natural flowers was
recovered without injuring the gorgeously colored corolla,
and insects in search of honey never alighted upon these
mutilated flowers. If, on the other hand, bright and nectarladen flowers were hidden away under green foliage, the
;
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bees cleverly discovered the nectar in them, invisible
though they were from a distance, and came to get it.
Translated by the Boston Transcript.
(Concluded next week

)
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Proceedings

NATIONAL AT CHICAGO
Report of the 36th Annual Convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in
Chicago, 111., Dec. 19, 20 and 21, 1905
[Continued from page

541.]

The Secretary read the following paper by Hildreth and
Segelken, of New y™-k on

CAN THE TARIFF ON COHB HONEY BE TINKERED
TO THE ADVANTAGE OF THE UNITED
STATES BEE-KEEPER?
There is not very much to be said in answer to a
question of this kind; principally for the reason that there
are very few markets, if any, which are shipping comb honey
into this country in competition with the American produced
article.
have noticed in some of the bee papers some
comments upon this su'bject and it appears to be a question
of some importance to some of our domestic bee-keepers,
who seem to be scared and afraid that foreign comb honey
will eventually flood the American markets, and thereby
lower the price of the home product.
are of the opinion that there is no necessity nor
good reason for anxiety on the part of our bee-keepers,
who seem to be laboring under the impression, and have
an idea, that in the West India Islands honey can be produced in abundance and at very little expense; but they do
not take into consideration the drawbacks and disadvantages
which beset the Cuban or West Indian producer. Cuba is
perhaps the only country which is sending comb honey to
the United States. This country has been attempting to produce comb honey for the past 3 or 4 years without very
much success up to the present time. The principal reasons
for the non-success is that most of the honey produced in
Cuba has been produced in what is known as the Cajacriolla,
or native hive, which is composed mostly of logs formed in
a triangle, with a rock for a top, or some similar device.
In such an apiary as this, a person of ordinary intelligence
can understand that comb honey cannot be produced.
There has, however, been an evolutionary movement
among the bee-keepers of some understanding, "on the subject of apiculture, to use what is known as the "Systemo
Americano," which, when translated, would be recognized
as our own modern bee-keeping system.
It is difficult to
say what percentage of producers are using modern methods
in Cuba, but it is safe to say that not more than. one-third.
Then bee-keepers' supplies cannot be purchased in Cuba
as cheap as they can in the United States, for the reason
of the excessive ocean transportation charges and the high
railroad charges after the goods have reached Cuba.
It
would, therefore, be in order to say that bee supplies would
cost the Cuban producer, delivered at his apiary, 20 to 25
percent more than the cost of the American bee-keeper in
his own country.
After considering the cost of the material for the production of comb honey, the next point to consider is the
labor.
The native bee-keeper in Cuba knows nothing about
the production of comb honey, and his experience up to
the present time has not been much of a success.
Some
few parties who are producing comb honey in Cuba are
only able to do so with the aid of expert American honeyproducers.
To the ordinary bee-keeper this is impossible,
owing to the large share of the production that would be
necessary to give to such an individual, or the comparative-

We

We

large salary which would need to be paid.
There are,
therefore, but very few native honey-producers who are enterprising to this extent, most of the comb honey being produced by Americans in Cuba. The cost of producing comb
honey in Cuba is always estimated by the value of the extracted honey, and wax that would be used in the production
of the comb honey, plus the additional cost of labor, and when
this is figured down to a true basis, comb honey cannot be
produced for less that 7 cents per pound, to any advantage,
no matter what the grades may be.
Where the price is
lower than this, it is much more advantageous to produce
ly

extracted honey and beeswax.
There is another point to consider, which is not capable
of exact calculation, but every bee-keeper who has ever
produced honey in Cuba has stated that when producing
comb honey, the result is considerably less pound for pound,
than when producing extracted honey and wax. This would
necessarily bring the comparison average still higher than
the estimated cost.
The freight from inland points in Cuba to the city of
Havana, which is the principal shipping center for honey,
that in the United States, and the ocean
is higher than
freight rate would figure about 15 cents per shipping-case,
cents per pound; in addition to
or an average of about
this, the duty would amount to 1 1-3 to lYz cents per pound.
Assuming that honey could be purchased at the same
comparative cost on the basis that we have already estimated 7 cents per pound and adding the charges mentioned,
it will be readily seen that Cuban comb honey cannot compete with American produced comb honey.
Furthermore, it must be taken into consideration that
Cuban comb honey cannot reach the American markets as
Domestic
early in the season as our domestic product.
comb honey reaches our various markets, say from the latter
The season in Cuba,
part of August up until November.
if favorable, does not commence before the middle of October,
and very often there is no honey-flow to any extent until
November or December. It is safe to say that comb honey
from Cuba cannot reach our markets before December, and
generally not before January.
By this time, in ordinary
seasons, unless there is a large crop throughout the United

%

—

—

HENRY SEGELpEN
States, which rarely, if ever, happens, the domestic crop is,
Of course, there are always
or should be, well cleaned up.
some bee-keepers who will hold on to their honey instead
of selling at fair market value when they have an opportunity.
It may be somewhat out of place to make mention of this
matter here, but. nevertheless, it is a fact which should be
taken into consideration.
Those bee-keepers have a perfect

to hold on to their honey for better prices, which,
however, as our experience for 20 years has taught us, are
It is such honey which is
very seldom, if ever, realized.
being held that may come into competition with the Cuban

right

produce.

Years ago there was practically no demand for comb
honey after the holidays, and whatever was unsold by Jan-

—
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nary 1st, was considered dead stock and was a drug on the
market. Slowly and gradually there has been a change, and
there is now a demand for comb honey from January until
May, although prices may generally rule lower than those
Therefore, it is only this late
obtained in the early fall.
market, or spring market, on which the Cuban bee-k'eeper
can depend for the sale of his product, and Ik- must be satisfied in realizing whatever the market will warrant.

The Cuban bee-keeper is not bedded on roses, even if
The high cost of the supplier inhe walks under palms.
land freight-rates, ocean-rates, high labor, import duty, and
the late market, are against him. Why then, we ask, should
the American bee-keeper tear this competition?
In conclusion, a further point to consider with regard
to the question of raising the tariff, is, that it must be remembered that our tariff treaty with Cuba is a reciprocal
line, and were we to make it prohibitive by increasing our
tariff in the United States, upon what little comb honey
there is shipped from Cuba, there is no question but that
the Cuban government would fail to see the justice of such
reciprocity.
Our manufactured exports from this country
to Cuba amount to an item by which the honey-production
in this country cannot be compared, and if the tariff on comb
honey should be tinkered to the advantage of the United
States bee-keeper, there is no doubt that the tinkering would
be very much to the disadvantage of our other commercial
interests, which facts will no doubt receive the proper consideration if such a Bill were introduced into our Congress.

particular fussy plans were adopted universally, beekeeping would be revolutionized.
hives are of recent invention,
In my opinion tin
and the best practical hive ever invented was that by Father
Langstroth, 50 years ago and "Glory be to his name!" Yes.
the simple Langstroth hive, with Hoffman frames, and the
more modern supers, are good enough. Whatever you use,
have a complete uniformitj of fixtures.
their

1

—

When

it

comes

to

tin

management

of

bees

in

all

cli-

mates where they may be wintered out-of-doors, have your
winter loss the previous autumn. This can be done by killing
poor queens and doubling up until every colony has a vigorous queen, a hive full oi young lues, and full of honey. Then
in the spring, if conditions air normal, the bees will lead you
along at a merry clip to keep up with your work, instead of
your continually fussing with them to get them ready for
their work.
In supering the bees, there are three in my crew: One
wheels the supers from the wagon; another puts them on
the hives; and the third man follows with, a spirit-level and

We

do not desire to decorate ourselves with strange
and wish to say that some of these facts in regard
to the condition in Cuba, have been given us by parties who
feathers,

As far as we
are thoroughly acquainted with the situation.
ourselves are concerned, we have endeavored to state the
facts as they exist, without any prejudice or partiality on
our

part.

The

ansvver to your question

is,

therefore, "No."

HlLDRKTH

&

SEGELKEN.

Mr. Hilton read a paper by Mr. M. A. Gill, of Colorado, on
SHORT CUTS IN BEE-KEEPING
In practicing the short cuts in bee-keeping the first tiling
Don't go into the battle and
to commence upon is yourself.
find that you are out of information and ammunition
be
prepared, and then don't worry. It is a fact, perhaps, that no
class of men worry so much about the weather as bee-men.
was it that said
;

Who

:

As a

man's a fool
he want it cool
it's cool he wants it hot;
Always wanting what is not
So, as a rule, man's a fool.

When
When

rule,
it's

hot,

M. A. GILL

Remember that the sun is everlasting, and that the
clouds are only temporary, and that it is best to turn them
wrong side out, occasionally, so that you can see the silver
lining
and when you cannot count your profit count your
other blessings. That was the only way I could get any comfort this season, when I figured up that my sales had been
;

$400, and my expenses, $1,500.
In giving my ideas of the "short cuts in bee-keeping,'' I
shall give them from my own view-point
that of working
for comb honey; not with 100 colonies, but with more than
1,000, in a climate such as is found only in the arid West.
If you intend to keep bees upon a large scale, establish
a large home apiary and have ample shop and warehouse
room where all work is done and supplies kept for the outyards.
Don't build a lot of useless honey-houses at each outyard; but get the habit of using your wagon with a good
sheet, which is always bee-tight if properly used.
Much valuable time is lost by taking all supplies from
the wagon to a honey-house, then out to the bees; and by
taking honey from the bees to a honey-house, to be again
moved in a short time to the wagon. Better take your honey
right to the wagons, keeping it perfectly bee-tight (it conditions require it)
thus there is only one exposure to the
bees.
By this plan your load is ready to go home when

—

;

you

arc.
If you intend

,

keeping bees on a large scale, don't turn
inventor; and don't adopt every new-fangled hive that comes
along.

I

know

there are

a grape-basket full of little wedges (that have been previously prepared), and properly levels each hive.
In the care and management of swarming is where every
bee-keeper is put to his wits' end to be equal to all emergencies.
No two seasons are exactly alike, and any system
must be varied to meet contingencies.
In locations wdiere the last half of July and all of August have a sufficient (low to store surplus, it is safe to shake
a whole apiary from May 25th to June 10th (varying the
time as conditions vary), making, perhaps, from 75 percent
to 100 percent increase, and seeing to it that all increase has
young laving queens as soon as possible.
You "may expect such an apiary in such a locality to
come up to the close of the season with as much surplus
honey as though there hail been no increase— and you are
the increase ahead; and. besides, the plan will enable you
to place such yards "hors-de-combat" through the swarming
'Ur entire attention to yards
season, and enable you to
arlier.
where the main tlow of hoin
Where you wish to control swarming, or increase rather,
this can be done completely by the so-called shook-swarming
method.
With me, shook-swarming is the most feasible
route I have found to the ab olute control of increase. Any
plan that requires any sub equent fussing with, is not pracing for hundreds of colonies
tical with the man who

many

inventors

who

claim that

if

and running on schedule time and
6 davs.
I think
have' condemned

many
the

v.
p

\isiting every colony every

shook- swarming, and
mistaken superseding for

tried

:
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swarming

some cases, and in such a case it will always
surprising, sometimes, when a large percent is
superseding during the months of June, July and Au-

It

fail.

found

in

is

where the go-as-you-please plan is followed with regard to queens.
I am not going to try to cover the ground under my
title, "Short Cuts in
Bee-Keeping," for I believe that the
most satisfactory and effective work in bee-conventions comes
from the batteries that are always trained upon the questiongust,

box.

In recapitulation,

say that preparedness, alertness
as it were, of all conditions in
each apiary; this, together with uniformity of fixtures, and
a complete knowledge of your field and its flora, constitute
the short cuts in bee-keeping, and all this means zvork.
M. A. Gill.
I

will

and a complete mind-picture,

Mr. Baxter

— The

paper should be entitled, "Short Cuts

to the Production of Comb Honey," because there are many
things in the paper that are not applicable to extracted honey.
The President named the following committee
Committee on Resolutions W. H. Putnam, O. L.

—

Hershiser and

W.

Hutchinson.
Committee on Exhibits M. Pettit, A. K. Ferris and E.
J. Baxter.
Committee on Amendments to the Constitution R. A.
Holekamp, E. R. Root and George W. York.
Committee on Question-Box R. L. Taylor, N. E. France
Z.

—

—

—

and W. McEvoy.
(Continued next week.j

to the offiee of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller. Marensro, 111.
not answer Questions by mail.
Dr.
Miller
does
Jgjf*

Send Questions either

Why
I

Prefer Italians?— Rearing Queen-Bees

have recently begun to take an interest

to read,

make

more things

I

in bees, and have begun
and the more I read and work with bees the
know. Perhaps you know the symptoms, and,

hives, etc.,

want

to

hence, can diagnose my disease.
1. I judge (I can't recall how I got the impression) that you keep
Italians (or Italian-blacks, or both).
Why do you keep them? and
why do you prefer them to Cyprians, Carniolans or Caucasians?
2. I read about placing " royal jelly " in queen-cells, etc.
I don't
know what "royal jelly " is never saw it that I know of hence, I
don't know how to place royal jelly in queen-cells, and don't know
where nor how to obtain it. I have read several little pamphlets on
bees, and while they mention royal jelly, they do not explain what it
is or how obtained.
3. Recently I have, for the first time, tried my hand at transferring
bees from box-hives to frame hives. I transferred a colony to-day,
and got stung only once, when I had gotten careless as I wa6 finishing
up. I divided 2 colonies, and as I wanted the bees to have queens,
and as soon as possible, I selected pieces of comb with queen-cells
about 2 or 3 to the colony, and put eggs and young larvae in the cells.
The way I made 60me (eggs) stick was to put a little honey or pollen,
and once or twice I toucbed the instrument used to get the eggs out to
my tongue, and then to the bottom of the queen-cell; once I peeled
out the thin skin inside the (worker) cell containing the egg, and
stuck that to the pollen placed in the queen-cell. In placing the
young larvse in queen-cells, I just removed them with the milky fluid
in their cells with them, and it would hold them in the queen-cells.
Please criticise the above methods of procedure, and indicate what
was wrong in each, and the probability (and relative probability) of
any, all, or each resulting in the rearing of a queen, and 6ay whether
any plan followed as indicated above would likely expedite the rearing of a queen by a queenless colony?
4. If you divide a colony and give one part (of course) only comb
containing honey, pollen, eggs, larva? and brood in all stages, would
such a portion undoubtedly rear themselves a queen?
I have lots of other questions I'd like to ask, but " do unto others
as you would," etc., and I'm not quite sure I'd like to answer questions indefinitely, and over and over, and so thanking you for your
kindness and patience, if you have read them, I will " ring off."

—

—

Seeker.
Answers. 1. I can answer your question in the fewest words by
saying that I'm keeping bees for the sake of the honey, and I think I
can get the most honey by trying to keep Italians. Please notice that

—

I don't say by keeping
Italians, but by trying to keep them.
That's
what I've been doing most of the time for years, although for several
years I've introduced no fresh Italian blood, but have bred from those
colonies that have given best results in storing, no matter what the
blood. That means that my bees are mostly grades, or crosses between
Italians and blacks, although the Italian blood predominates. But
for the last year or two they have become very cross.
Partly for that
reason, I expect to rear some queens from pure Italian stock, allowing
them to mate with my grade drones, and see what the result will be.
Perhaps a stronger reason for my doing so is that J. E. Crane of this
country, and F. W. L. Sladen of England two good authorities say
that by doing so I will get more honey than I would get by continuing
my crosses alone; and also that it will give me more honey than I can
get from pure Italian stock.
I may say that my present baes are such
hustlers that I have no special complaint to make against them except
that they are 60 cross.
It is just possible that the introduction of
Caucasian blood might be as good or better than Italian, but at present our knowledge of Caucasians is very contradictory and hazy.
Cyprians are ill-tempered, and Carniolans too much given to swarming, even if they were any better gatherers than Italians.
2. In your 3d question you speak of the " milky fluid " about
young larva?. Well, that's the 6ame as royal jelly, only it isn't called
royal jelly except when in queen-cells, where you find it in much
larger quantity. In other words, the material put in queen-cell6 to
feed the royal larvse is called " royal jelly."
3. It's a little hard to understand just what you mean when you
say you put 2 or 3 queen cells in a hive and then put eggs and larvae
in them.
Probably you mean you took cell-cups; that is, the beginnings of queen-cells, which are something line the cups of acorns. I
feel pretty safe in guessing that the bees refused to accept the preparations you made for them. Neither honey, nor pollen, nor human
saliva would be likely to appeal to them as the proper thing to go into
a queen-cell, and the great probability is that the eggs and larva? were
unceremoniously hustled out. I do not know that eggs have ever
been successfully transferred into queen-cells, and even if the bees
would accept them it would be better to use the very small larva?,
both because larva? will more readily remain in the cell, and because
there is a gain in time. Just one ease may have been successful,
where you say you " peeled out the thin skin inside the worker-cell
containing the egg. " If you took enough of the coeoon to make a
little eup, so the egg or larva was not in the least detached, it may be
the bees accepted. But no pollen should have been put with it. Next
time try putting in a little royal jelly before putting in the larva, or
You'll find plenty of royal jelly in queenelse take the larva alone.
cells in a hive from which a prime 6warm has lately issued.
4. In most cases the bees would probably desert, making the
If imprisoned for 2 or 3 days, they would be
whole thirg a failure
likely to rear a queen.
But a nucleus is not the proper >place to have
queen-cell
started
if
you
want the resulting queen to be good for
a
anything. A full colony is none too strong for such purpose.
There is not much likelihood that questions will become wearisome on account of sameness; the main point to look after is to safeguard the interests of the readers by not having too much with which
they are already familiar from study of books on bee-keeping. There
are questions galore arising after such biJoks have been well studied,
and they are always welcomed in this department, whether they can
be answered or not. For it must be remembered that the stock of
questions outnumbers that of answers.

—

—

Breeding from Good Queen, but Impurely Mated
On July 24, 1905, I received a queen from the Atlantic Coast, and
make sure not to have her killed, I took from a hybrid colony 2
frames of sealed brood and made a nucleus and put her in. I kept on
to

feeding the nucleus until late in October. I also gave her more brood
in August, and at the time I quit feeding her daily she had a rushing
colony. The queen was a pretty one, and has proved a layer of the
I asked the breeder to
best, and her bees are good honey-gatherers.
I did not
clip her, and on the cage was marked, " Clipped Queen."
examine her closely, thinking he had just clipped oue under wing, for
All the bees were uniform iu color that hatched
the sake of looks.
from her brood. The queen was said to be a $5.00 breeder.
In early spring, when cleaning out the hives, I did not closely exeither, but clipped her the way I generally do, so flight was
then impossible. She is still a good layer, and her bees fine honeygatherers, but she turns out bees of all the colors of Joseph's coat.
1. 16 it possible she has been able to fly, and mated a second time,

amine her

last fall?
2. Or, is it possible that a queen not purely mated will for a time
lay eggs that will produce brood that way?
3. The bees could fly all winter, and no brood has been given her
since August. Could as many as over one-half of the bees be below
the standard in color, or hybrids yet, from the brood given last
August? That seems to me impossible, as she has, this spring, filled
a 10 frame Langstroth hive with brood, and in many cases clear to the
top-bar.
4. Would you advise me to breed from her on account of her good
quality, in spite of her impure mating? I would have been glad to
requeen all my colonies from her, if she had been purely mated.

Answers. — 1.

Washington.

say the least, extremely improbable. The
long journey in the mail would not have the effect to make a second
mating necessary, as you suggest in your postscript.
2. Neither would she be likely to produce for a time bees uniIt is, to

—
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formly marked and then go into the Joseph's coat business afterward.
3. No, it is not likely that the colony is at present more than half
made up of bees from brood given last August or sooner.
There is a bare possibility that some time this spring a stray
colony may have swarmed out, either in your own apiary or elsewhere,
entering and uniting with this colony, thus accounting for the oilcolor bees. A more likely solution of the problem, however, is that
the queen was superseded last fall, and the present queen is her
daughter. You say that without examining her closely this spring

cut

t"

the

you clipped her the way you generally clip. So you are not sure that
9he did not have whole wings when you clipped her: and the probability is that your clipped queen was gone and this was a new queen
having wings entire.
she produces bees of exceptional character as honey-gathit might be well for you to breed from her in
spite of the color
But it is hardly fully settled as yet just what is the charof her bee6.
acter of her bees, for you can only pronounce full judgment after the
colony is made up entirely of them, and throughout the spring and up
to lately a good many of the old bees were in the hive.
still

4. If

erers,

The knife must be

foundation.

straigli
[own through the foundation
and raised straight back again as quickly as
P"*-s-bIetoprpveiu the meltiairof too niu' h wax,
which will stick the foundation together. A
little practice will enable anyone to cut withon! getting the <_nds of the foundation stuck
together with melted wax.
T«i make fast work with this plan, the lamp
should be arranged so that you can have the

pressed

am

Reports
experiences

knit.in \.

Prospects Good for Honey.

you have cut, and refilling
the box again.
have used this plan 2 years,
and
can cur foundation at a very rapid
1

I

rate.

No Swarming

Yet
well,

— Hope

Varies.

and the strong

colo-

nies required a second super about the middle
of May, having filled a 10-frame Langstroth
hive.
Hope ran high, but rain set in, and it
has rained until to-day, when it cleared off a
I have
little; but hope is now rising again.
not had one swarm this spring, although the
colonies were pretty strong in bees and brood
the first part of April.
Grays River, Wash., May 23.
O. K. Rice.

Bees Working Vigorously.

My

bees came through the winter all right,
but as a rule bees came out of winter quarFruit-bloom and dandelions
ters a little weak.
are on now, and the bees seem to work with
great vigor.
I

still

have the bee-fever, and can't do with-

out the American Bee Journal.
Darlington, Wis., May 28.
John Cline.

Frost and Drouth

—No

Honey.

will be no honey in this locality this
Frost and drouth have done their work,
and done it thoroughly. Grass is dying, and
The scattering
the hay crop is a failure.
heads of white clover are as honeyless as redTwo frosts this week. This side of the
top.
earth must be a good many millions of tons
lighter than it was a year ago, when we were
drenched with rain almost every day.
I am
glad we have a big countrv.
'\V. J. Davis, 1st.
Youngsville, Pa., June n.

There

year.

don't
this plan

think

1

with

"locality"

will

interfere

'

Frank Stoflet.

Auburndale, Wis.

a splendid crop of white clover, but it will
not bloom much for 2 or 3 weeks.
Barnard, Mo., May 13.
S. A. Matson.

The spring began

<\

1

foundation

the

Bees wintered poorly, but they are building
Fruit-bloom has just gone
up nicely now.
Raspberry
and dandelions are in full blast.
and blackberry bloom will soon be here, with

blade lyiny over the top of the chimgetting
while you are packing away

beeS

her a strong
mild, and th
all
winter, and

for

On

— Transferring

Larvae.

page 462,

readers are invited to send
'm
descriptions of anything in common use
with them that i-^ likely to be of general benefit.
I haven't much to offer, but here it is
for what it may be worth.

To make

cheap

capping-box for a small
apiary get 2 hive bodies that have been in use
2 or more
years; a sheet of excluder zinc,
a sheet of tin. and strips to go around the
hive-bottoms.
Hevel the upper edge of 1 box
on the inside, turn it over and nail the tin on
the bottom, using the strips.
Put a 25-cent
faucet in one end, if you want to.
Nail the
perforated zinc f>n the bottom of the other
box with the strips, lay a rest-board on the
rabbets, and it is done, though it may be
necessary to way the corners of the lower
box.
The strips should be sawed about K> inch
thick, the nails should be 4 d's, and a very
little white lead should be under the tin.
To transfer larvae, use No. 30 wire a lit ticmore than .m inch long and fastened to a little handle to which it stands at an angle ot
About 1-16 of the end is bent to
45 degrees.
nearly a ri.^lii angle.
Since my eyes are losing
find it easier to transfer eggs
their youth,
It
than larva-.
put into polished cups, they
a

I
cleaned out all the
1906,
and clipped all thi
if
last sumrearing, and also the one referred to

hives

mer

-

s,
abuvc.
am positive she could not fly
after that time.
Tbe bees of her brood that
hatched out in the fall wen- very fine, but
notice they are becoming more and more
hybrids,
rhe colony is strong, and have filled
a io-frame super (so pounds), but thev are
all colors trom 4 and
5-handed to pure black,
and now the question is: Is it possible that
'his queen may have been able to take wing
and male a second time? It is the same queen
I

1

nghl
Grays River, Wash.,

E.

W. DiefEndorf.

sample

a

blooms between

Cutting Section Foundation.

Perhaps a Superseded Queen.

give a fast plan of cutting foundation for sections
possibly a new way; anyhow. I have never seen the plan in print.
Make a miter-box as long as a sheet of
foundat i"n and a trifle wider, and 1 inch
Make as many saw-kerfs in it as you
deep.
want to make pieces out of a sheet.
(I make
Pack one5 pieces of a sheet foundation.)
half dozen sheets or more in the box, and
see that they are packed in straight, get a
long-blade knife,
(preferably a thin blade),
heat it over a lamp chimney, then proceed

have had some new experience, and would
like to have some of the wise bee-men pass
their opinion on it.

will

—

O. K.

17.

Rice.

I

In the spring of 1905 I sent for a breeding queer
n July, and the 23d or 24th
all
to
appearance, a very inn
received,
queen, clipped as I had asked, but it did not
show, so 1 thought^ he had clipped onh
wing, .mil did not examine thai very
I introduced her to a 2-frame nucleus
closely.
I

i:M oi
in
\
and later gave her 2 more
frami - of sealed brood.
She began to lay, and

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

of

a honey-plant that
clover.
call it

We

and

fruit

brush."
It grows along the creekbottom in hunches, like the willows.
It
is
hard wood, aird just fills the interval between the fruit-bloom and white clover. It
is a splendid honey and pollen plant.
Arden. Neb., June 3.
\V. H. Mills.
''beaver

[The enclosed sample is the False Indigo
fruticosa
and belongs to the Pulse
family.
This is a very 'sweet" family, con-

—

Amorpha
taining

and

the

clovers,

others

C.

vetches,

equal
Walton-.]

I..

of

for Bees.

are having a cold June here so far. and
so dry that the bees are barelv making

is

it

lrcusts, lupines,

among bee-men.

merit

Too Cold and Dry
Wi

I
have not heard of a single new
here yet.
White clover our main
honey-plant
nearly
is
killed
out
by
the
drouth. Unless we have rain soon, bees will

living.

a

—

—

have

be

to

Mt

fed.
asant, Iowa.

Pli

Tune

12.

W.

J.

Stine.

Most Extraordinary Season
L*p

the

to

made

be
greater

in

March

fnan
20th

did
gan

a

any

in
to

27th

the

phenomenal
thought

this

supplies

rain— from
much damage

March

of

for

Everybody

here.

would
laid

part

latter

indeed

were

pects

season

heavy

1

May

False Indigo.
enclose

I

I

are all right.
'Miii mII.. Mm.

began

Packing Bees.

white clover are both in
excellent condition, so I am expecting a honey
harvest.
I
lost 2 colonies (both were queenless)
in wintering
140 packed with timothy
chaff on the summer stands.
I think it is the
best packing that can be used.
Bethlehem, Iowa, May 16.
C. Davis.
J.

Capping-Box

1

14.
'
'

all

Timothy Chaff
My bees anil the

ight along to get
winter. The winter was
the wing every week
gathering pollen Feb-

1

we

had

to

the

fo'r-

and conse-

year,

of

materials
previous season.

10
to

pros-

honey

that

an

were

From

exceedingly

14
inches—which
roads.
Then be-

a spell "f cold, cloudy and fog?v weather,
which lasted for just
weeks, in which time
the sun was out for only a few minutes, it
at all. The bees behaved themselves peculiarly,
some apiaries they swarmed before the
in
of March.
J
had 7 swan
fere March 20, and 22 swarms from March
-'»".
to
April 21, and then none until May
-

22.
at

all,

In
other apiaries they did nol
or began only the past few days.
sate began to bloom early, vet only

Black

on

each

button,

and "no nec-

tar to amount to anything.
The nights have
fact, it is the most extraordinary
cold;
season that we have ever seen here.
I
am
the
opinion that we will not have an
of
averagi
honey-crop.
During the past 3 davs
sunshine, but the nights are still
Dr. Phil. Max Boeltb.
cold.
\ -'Ho
a titer, Cal., June 7.

m

i

I

And Prompt Shipments

r

what we are making

— DOVETAILED
Is

We carry

Colonies Strong,

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES-

a full line of

SUPPLIES.

THE riARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ

Ask

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield,

Wis.

and No Swarming

Bees are quite strong, and do swarming:. A
constant run of eccentric weather seems to
extinguish the impulse— else starves it out.

Conducive to great (in your mind) success to
the new anti-swarm methods, may be.
Toledo, Ohio, June IS.
E. E. Hasty.

;

:
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American Itee Journal
"

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

He Summit toadied

Pouder "

to

BEE-SUPPLIES
6

Root's Goods af Root's Prices

4

i

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
.-.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

Prompt
.'.

Service.

Catalog Free.

BEESWAX WANTED
«|p
,.

*jjf?

jjfc

|
:

Prices of Queens, Italian and Caucasian
Untested in June, ?1 each; dozen, 89. Tested
in June, §1.25 each; dozen, $12.
Selected
:

I pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
6hall be glad to send it to you.

trade.

WALTER

S.

;

Queens of any grade, 25 cents extra.
Prices of Nuclei on application.

THe Wood Bee-Hive 6ompanu
LANSING, MICH.

rOUDER,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

22Etf

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

Queens Now Ready to Mail
Mention

when

Bee Journal

- DO YOU

None

writing:.

Untested at 50c
better at any price.
at 75c; Tested at 81.00.
Discount

Warranted

KNOW

on quantity.

GRANT ANDERSON,

THAT THE SALE OF

20Atf

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION

Mention

Has increased

so

much

that

we were forced

in order to

There

is

a Reason for This

— It

fill

to double

Rose lawn Queens

our melting capacity

orders promptly?

because Dittmer's Foundation
transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.
is

is

tough, clear, and

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville, Tex.

Co.,

Our warehouse

is

well stocked with all

Welwyn Station, Herts, Ene.
E. H. Taylor,
Toronto, Ont., Canada.
E. Grainger & Co.,

I

I

kinds

of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Beeswax always wanted.

GUS DITTMER,

Money

for

Honey

We offer to the

Agents for Dittmer'6 Foundation

W. D. Sopbk,
Bee & Honey

SABINAL, TEX4S.
when writing.

Bee Journal

Augusta, Wis.

person producing- the largest
number of sections No. 1 comb honey from a
colony headed by one of our "Pure Gold**
Queens before Sept. 15th, 1906
$10.00 cash
For 2nd largest number of sections.. 7. SO "
For 3d
"
"
"
..
S.00 "
"
•'
"
..
For 4th
2.50 "
Total cash prizes
$25.00
In addition to this offer we will pay 20 cents
per pound for all prize honey for exhibition
purposes.
We ship 200 " Pure Gold " Queens to a single
customer In June, a well-known bee-keeper who
knows our breeding stock.
Select Untested "Pure Gold" Queens
$1.00
"
"
Select Tested
2.00
Select Breeding Queens
6.00
Our very finest Extra-Select Tested Breeders
in 2-frame Nucleus f.o b. Lincoln, Neb., $10.
Ask for our new Catalog.

ROSE LAWN APIARIES,

Everything for the Apiary
1335

22Atf

Wholesale Agents for G.B. Lewis Co.
Dadant's Foundation

3

BUY

if

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

I
1

NOW— TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THE DISCOUNT.

North 24th

£;

g

St.,

LINCOLN, NEB.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Special Summer Tourist Rates to Canadian and New England Points
via Nickel Plate Road. Fifteen day
limit, one fare plus Two Dollars, from
Chicago. Thirty day limit, one fare
plus Four Dollars, from Chicago. For
dates of sale, reservation of sleepingcar berths, etc., write or call at City
Ticket Office, 107 Adams St., Chicago.

13— 26Alt

The Emerson Binder.
LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS

DAVENPORT, IOWA

|
I

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
but 75 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.50. It !
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Journal as last as they are received.
If yon have
this " Emerson " no further binding Is necetS
7

"

334

QEOROE W. YORK &

Dearborn

Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

—
June

:

.

1906

28,

American Itee Journal
Queens of

Bee-Keepers' supplies
Lewis' Famous Bee-Hives and Sections, Root's Smokers and Extractors,
Dadant's Comb Foundation, Etc., Queen Bees and Nuclei in Season.
Largre and complete stock, prompt service. We meet all competition who
wlil furnish first-class goods.

Moore's Strain of Italians
produce workers that fill the supers and are
not inclined to swarm.
Stewart Smiliie, Bluevale. Ont., Can., says:

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS
We

"

carry a complete stock of " Mandy Lee " Incubators and Brooders. Don't
to investigate these machines. The more you know about incubation,
the more you will like the "Mandy Eee " Incubator. The "Mandy Lee
Brooder " is a complete old hen, all but the "cluck." Our free incubator catalog describes them.

SCOTT & CO.
Mention

1004. East

Wash. Street
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. **

Bee Journal

when

fill the supers and are not so
inclined to swarm as others.
I
been buying queens for 15

have

years, and your stock was the only
one that was any good to gather

fail

C. M.

Tbey

much

•§•*

*+

writing.

honey."
Untested Queens, 75c each; six, $4; dozen,
$7.50.
Select Untested, $1 each; six, $5;
dozen, $9. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
I

Descriptive circular free.

am now

filling

orders

By Return

and

shall probably be able to
close of the season.

J. P.

MOORE,

26Etf

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to

Mail,

until the

Morgan, Ky.

Mention Bee Journal when writing.

Choice

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.
New

R.F.D.i

do so

Queens

Caucasians— Untested, 75c; Tested, $1.00.
Italians and
Carniolans
Untested, 60c;

—

London, "Wis

Tested, 75c. A postal card will bring
cular and full price-list for 1906,

my

cir-

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

26A13t

BEE-KEEPERS
Have you secured your Hives, Sections, FoundHtion, Honey-Cans and Extractors yet? If not, you should
not put it on* any longer. Be prepared when the flow comes on. Let us assist you. We carry the largest
stock of goods in the Middle West. The low freight-rates from

Rose Lawn (Jneeos

TOLEDO

Yellow Caucasians Now Ready !
We have SO Select, Untested, Yellow Caucas-

Will save you m«ney. We will buy your
to correspond with us when your crop

Honey and Beeswax, and pay highest market price. It will pay you
No shipment too large for us. Carloads a
is ready to market.

specialty.

QUEENS! QUEENS! QUEENS!
We have a yard at Toledo with l' colonies and over, which we use for queen-rearing only, besides
several out-yards which we run for honey; also for extra bees. Brood and queens are mailed the same day
order is received.

OUR 70-PAGE
To any one asking

for

Poultry Supplies, and
until you have seen it.

it.

sell

CATAtOf.' IS

We

or 500.
also handle a larae line of
sent with every catalog. Don't buy

list is

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

25A6t

" stingless bee " can be assured of pure stock.
Price.sl.SOeach. Select Tested, July 1st, $2.50.

SENT FREE

No matter whether you keep one colony
Eggs for hatching. Our 1906 mating

ians, bred from an imported mother, ready for
shipment on receipt of order. These Queens
are very fine in form and true to the race type
in every particular.
Those who wish the

St.. Toledo, Ohio
Bee Journal when writing.

Rose Lawn Apiaries
LINCOLN, NEB.

Station C.
25A2t

Please mention the Bee Journal

Italian

and Caucasian

BEES, OlEENS.

AND NUCLEI

Choice hutne-bred and Imported stock.
All Queens
reared in full colonies.
Prices of Italians in
AY

M

One Untested Queen

BEE-SUPPLIES
We

manufacture everything needed

greatest variety.

We assure you

in the

Apiary, and carry a large stock and

the best goods at

\

LOWEST PRICES
and our excellent freight

facilities

enable us to

15 dif-

mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

STRONG

Bee Journal

when

writing.

The Choicest of Tested Queens
By Return Mall— $1.00 Each,
From our fine strain of 3-band Italians,

We

unsurpassed

as

honey-gatherers.
them; they will not disappoint you.
are

that

Try
Send

for price-list.

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

§

and description of each grade of queens,

Mention

prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request.
want
every beekeeper to have our Catalog.
now. Write
to-day.
Address,

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Couocil Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette * Son. Salina, Kau.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

1.60

2.40

send for free catalog.
d. L.
16Atf
204 B. Logan St., Clarinda, Iowa.

and worry

Our

KRETGHMER MFG.

.95

anteed.

and the Dovetail Hives

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

40

2.20

Untested in May; all others
ready now from last season's
rearing. Safe arrival guar-

ties,

We

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth

1.10
1

For prices on Caucasians and larger quanti-

make prompt shipments over

ferent roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time
in having goods transferred and damaged.
make the

$ .90

" Tested Queen
" Select Tested Queen
" Breeding Queen
lcomb nucleus (noqueen)
»
>'
"
2
"
"
"
3

K SHAW &

J. W.
CO.
I.oKEAUVILLE, Iberia Co., LA.
19AM
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

I

AllPPIK
UlirGII^

A ^ De Honey-Gathering

Strain of

Italians and Carniolans, at "5 cents
each; 3 fur f2; 6 for $3.£0; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

GEORGE

17A26t

138

W. BARNES.

N. Pleasant

St.,

Norwalk, Ohio.

—

!
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American Itee Journal
CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
coveredjby two Patents.

With

this wonderful invention the cost of making Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for
is

further information.
mean business.

Do not

write about

it

unless you

BEE-SUPPLIES^QUEENS
My

Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

am

Bee-Keepers
you want Sections that you can put a

If

full

sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to
20Atf
A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

BEE-SUPPLIES

Sections, Comb Foundatioo, Smokers, etc. Best
of go ids. reasonable prices, and a "square
deal." If you need any Queens, l«t me tell you
what I have to offer in this line. Circulars free.

25A3t

Mention

ARTHUR RATTRAY, Almont, Mich.
Bee Journal when writing.

CHARLES MONDENG,

ISO

NEWTON -A.VE3., N\,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
To

sell lot of 300 empty 60-lb. capacity HoneyCans. All in one lot, or less quantities. Cans
are in first-class condition.
We are also in the market for Fancy Comb

Have You Passed the

and Extracted Honey. Correspondence

Experimental Stage?

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.
AQENCIES:
DETROIT, MICH.

Most bee-keepers have been convinced that
material are figured, it pays
to buy hives, and the best is not only as
cheap, but

when time and

The Best

35 So. Delaware Street. Indianapolis, lad.
1£0 E. Jefferson Street, Louisville, Ky.
643 Broadway S.E., Cleveland, Ohio.

is the- Cheapest

Please mention the Bee Journal

21A13t

excels in|many ways— no
nails to drive no dovetails can be taken
apart at any time.

The Elgin Hive

—

Many are
Write to-day

We sell

—

using them. You

should

GREAT SALE OF

be.

for catalog, etc.

full line oi

Hives, Sections, Etc.

SUPPLIES.

The National Supply; Co.
ELGIN, ILL.;
mention Bee Journal when

of artificial stone. Practically indeand giving entirely satisfactory results.
Comb foundation made easily and
?uickly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50 cash
with order. Address,
structible,

—

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVILLE, •TENN.

B"J.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
he "prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without It."— A. G.

The Nickel Plate Road
will sell Special Summer Tourist Tickets to Canadian and New England
Points, at one fare plus Two Dollars
for Fifteen day limit, from Chicago,
and one fare plus Four Dollars for
Thirty day limit, from Chicago. Information given upon application to City
Ticket Office, 107 Adams St., Chicago.

W.

SOPER,

D.

R.F.D3.

jACKb ON, MICH.

Please meutiou the Bee Journal.

14Etf
i

8061

*? CB. *7S. *S£8I

MM

14— 26Alt

145s!

\

!

To reduce my stock 1 will sell No. 1 White
Polished Sections at *3 90; No. 2, $3.40- all
Best White
plain, 25c less per 1000.
Pine Dovetail Hives, S-frame, lU'-story, $1.30;
10-frame, $1.45. Great reduction in Smokers,
Foundation, and all Apiarian Supplies. 24-lb.
Shipping Cases, very nice, 13c; Quart Berry
BaEkets,$2.r5 per 1000. Send tor free Catalog.
sizes;

writing.

The
Rietsche Press
Made
45Atf

solicited

25 Percent on Sections Worth

Is

1
W&,

Saving?
If

the

it

is,

you should write us before buying.

BEST SECTIONS,

our

but

machines, built exclusively for
without wetting.

That means

us,

We

not only

make

specially-constructed

enable our Sections to be folded

25 percent less breakage,

quently 25 percent saving to you.
others.

patented

Our

and conseS,

Let us quote you.

Special prices on immediate orders.

Minnesota Dee-Keepers' Supply Go.
JOHN DOLL & SON, Proprietors
Xicollet Island, No.

_

prices are no higher than

ctd

MINXKAPOLiIS, MINN.

.«;!,

^And

last

Never Go Out 5"
from 5 to 21 years TO

Otisvillb, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir: — I have tried almost everythiag In
line;
3 la the last 3 years. In short
the smoker
If I want any more smokers your new style la
me.
for
I thank the editor of Regood enough
view for what he said of it. Those remarks Inmine.
Fked Fodner.
get
duced me to
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

N

SECTIONS,

per 1C00, $4.20; No. 2
Sections, per 1000, $1.85. Root's Dovetail
all kinds of
at factory prices. Berry
Boxes, etc. Italian Queens.
H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, ill.
26A13t

O.
c

I

and Danz. Comb-Honey Hives, and

BEE-SUPPLIES

Mention

Bee

Journal

when

writing.

June

1906

28,

5f»7

American Hee Journal
Excellent

Goods

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest Prices
Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

FREIGHT-

CINCINNATI

RATES FROM

Bee -Supplies!

are the
all

now goes through

freight

lustrated

The

largest

magazine of

its

and best

Let

p

^Qf,

RED

CANS,

il-

I

practice.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Catalog mailed
Send for same.

-fe^ T1 ^^^*^TlvTaf>
111
fc. D° |\|
K_7
%J JJU11 ^^

me

book your
Order for

kind for the

Edited by two of the
most experienced bee - keepers in
America.
Sample copy free.

what

is

will

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

YEARS

We have published THE AMERICAIS
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly.
50c a year.)

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

You

25

SOUTH

for the
as 'most

OF ALL KINDS

ESTABLISHED

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

free.

bred in separate apiaries

1

(^OI.DO VII
O \\ S. *\\ It *%•<>CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.

For

prices, refer to

my

I

catalog, page 29.

price published.

Our

large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address,

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co,
JAHESTOWN, N.Y.
Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

f)oney anb

H.W.WEBER™

C.

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

Cincinnati, June 15.—The demand for ex
tracted honey has brightened up within the
past 30 days. However, there is so much of last
season's crop still unsold, which tends to hold
down the price. There is no material change
in prices since our last quotation.
We quote
amber in barrels at 5(5 6^c. No new white clover extracted honev on the market as yet. New
crop of comb honey finds ready saleatl4@15^c.
Choice yellow beeswax, 30c, delivered here.

The Fred W. Muth Co.

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as

Chicago, June 22.— The demand for honey,
both comb and extracted, is slow. Fancy comb
brings 15c per pound; No. 1, 14c; off grades,
I0@l2e. Extracted, while, bH<& 7c; amber, 5@6c.
Beeswax, 30c
K. A. Burnett & Co.

usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to 13.75 per case of 24 sections: off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7>£@8}'3c; light amber,
(>%@7%c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

Kansas
here

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The market for comb
honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; I4@15c
for No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,
Extracted honey is in good demand at
13c.
following prices:
White clover in barrels
brings 6%@lc; amber, 5K@5Mc; in cane every
grade from l@lHc higher. Beeswax is firm

good demand at 28 and 30c.
The above are onr selling prices, not what we
pay.
Griggs Bros.

and

in

Indianapolis, May 12— Fancy white clover
16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14<gH5c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8!^(gr9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beeswax sells here for $33 per 100 pounds.

comb brings

is

market

City,

bare, no

May

— The

31.

new honey

about

in

honey market
market yet. The

case on fancy white.
Extracted, 5Hf§6c. On account of the warm
weather and heavy receipts of fruits, the inquiry for honey is dropping off, but we believe
with the advent of new honey there will toe a
good demand for same.
Clbmons & Co.
is

$3.25 per

CC

Cincinnati, March 7.— The demand for comb
honey is slow, prices obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems to be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote fEncy white, 14{§>i6c A mber
extracted in barrels, 5 J£@5J£c; in cans, He more;
fancy white clover in oO-lb. cans, 7M@8H cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.

6^@7c.

C H.W. Webbr.
Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When

consigning, buying or

R. A.

selling-,

BURNETT &

199 South Water St. Chicago.

honey arriving in this market as yet, and so
few lots of old honey that we cannot establish
price. Some little lots of Southern extracted honey nave arrived in barrels. We

Yellow Sweet Clover Seed
,

AMOS,

20A4t

Rt.

Comstock, Nebr.

1.

FOR^ALE
EXTRACTED HONEY

Write for prices. State quantity and kind
wanted. Samples free.
Will pay Spot Cash and full
market value all the year. Write us when
you have any to dispose of.

BEESWAX-

265

&

HlLDRETH
267

Greenwich

& SEGELKEN

New York,

Street,

FOR, SAJLiEMONEY-CANS

Second Hand Empty 60-pound

—two in a crate. In lots of 10, 40c per crate;
or more crates, at 35c per crate.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
20Atf

We

51

Walnut

St.,

Mail.

Michigan

in

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight Beeswax Wanted for Caib.

M. H. HUNT A
Bell Branch, Watnb

SON.
Co.,

Safe Arrival Guaranteed.

PRICES.

I

New York, May

8.— There is still some demand for comb honey, mostly for fancy grades,
which are selling at from 14@15c per pound; off
grades in no demand and prices are irregular,
ranging from 8@12c, according to quality; sufficient supply to meet demand. Extracted is
in fair demand, niobtly from California, of
which there seems to be" abundant supply of all
grades. Wequote: Whtte,6>i@7c; light amber,
6c; dark, B(a S A c, according to quality and quantity.
Beeswax scarce and firm at 29@30c.
l

HlLDRETH & SkGBLKBN.

ONI
$0.75
1.00
1-50

Select Untested

Tested
Select Tested
Select Breeders, each

2.00

T

SIX

$4.00
5.00

r

ST.,

9
15
IB-

$3 00
3.00

THE FRED W. MUTH

WALNUT

$7

8.00
10.00

Two-frame Nucleus and nice Queen

No. 51

25

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Sell Root's Goods

BUCKEYE STRAIN RED CLOVER,
CARNIOLANS
GOLDEN ITALIANS.

frn

N.Y.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

34Atf

STANDARD BRED QUEENS.

quote: New Southern extracted, light amber,
b^c; amber, 6c. Beeswax selling freely at 29c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.
Wm. A. Selser.

III.

1 lb. postpaid, 30c; 5 lbs., by express, at
purchaser's expense, $1.00; 100-lb. lots, 15c
per lb.
A. L.

Walter S. Pouder.
Philadelphia, June 20— There is no new
any

consult

CO.

CI

CO.,

NCI N N ATI.

OH IO

Mich

!

June
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Boss Sections from the Section Bosses
We Have

Section

Bosses—

Not the kind you find on the Railroad but genuine, capable honey-section overseers.
They are mechanics who have spent a score of years just learning how to make the best
;

Sections— Lewis Sections.

Years

study and Constant Vigilance

of

Over the delicate, intricate machinery means that every crate of Lewis Sections is perfect.
Each day and each hour these section specialists personally inspect our machines and examine the output. This keeps Lewis Sections uniformly perfect.

Ah, That's the Secret
Now

you have

it.

That's the reason

Lewis Sections are the Same the World Over

Now Ready

15 Million

for

Prompt Shipment

At

the Warehouses of Ourselves and our Agents as below
COLORADO— (Continued)
MICHIGAN — A. G. Woodman Co., Grand
ENGLAND— E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts
Rapids
Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,
FRANCE— Raymond Gariel, 2 ter Qnai de la
Denver.
MINNESOTA— Wisconsin Lumber Co.,
Megisserie, Paris.
432 Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn.
Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association,
CUBA— C. B. Stevens & Co., Havana
C. B. Stevens

&

:

Co.,

Robert Halley, Montrose
10
Adam A. Clarke, Le Mars
Louis Hanssen's Sons, Davenport
W. J. McCarty, Emmetsburg.
ILLINOIS— York Honey & Bee-Supply Co.,
Chicago
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111.

San

WA—

Bachert,

Lancaster
Fletcher-Doyle Co., San Diego
Fallbrook Co-operative Ass'n, Fallbrook
COLORADO— R. C. Aikin, Loveland
Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' Association, Rocky Ford

INDIANA— C.

What

M. Scott &

—

They

well pleased with them.

have ever put together.

Yours

are the best sections

Arthur Strampe.

—

Lewis

—

I

think the sections the best

Yours

CB. Lewis Co., Watertown,
Gentlemen: — Your hives
B.

Lewis

Co.,

Gentlemen:

—

want

ever saw.
Hill.

J.

Oakland, Mo.
and your sections
Robt Wilson.

Deerfield, Iowa.
consider your make of
have ever had. I have

Watertown. Wis.
I

to say that

sections the nearest perfect of any

I

cannot

George Brown.
G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Grand View, Iowa.
Gentlemen: I have received those sections in good
shape and I am well pleased with same. They are all right
in every way.
I shall recommend your bee-supplies to other
bee-keepers. I think you make better goods than any
other firm in the world. Accept my thanks.

—

Yours

Geo. B. McDaniels.

truly,

Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Kenton, Ohio.
Gentlemen: The goods are simply fine in every respect. We have compared a few of the No. 1 sections bought
of another firm which we carried over from last season,
with your No. 2, and find that the No. 2 are superior.

G. B.

perfectly

are simply superb.

G.

I

W.

truly,

Wis.

fit

folded packages of 500 without breaking one, and
say that of others I have used.
Yours truly,

Rome, Pa.

Watertown, Wis.

Co.,

Seattle

I

Smithville, Ga.
G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Gentlemen: I am anxious to use your sections, for I
consider them the best sections made, at any rate they are
Yours truly,
pood enough for me.
R. P. Johnson.

Gentlemen:

Co., Indianapolis

truly,

+-+-+

B.

OREGON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co., Portland
PENNSYLVANIA— Cleaver & Greene, Troy
TEXAS— Southwestern Bee Co., San Antonio
UTAH— Fred Foulger & Sons. Ogden
WASHINGTON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co..

the Bee-Keepers Say:

Paullina, Iowa.
G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Gentlemen: Received my sections in fine shape and

am

MISSOURI— E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph
OHIO— Norris & Anspach, Kenton

Grand Junction.

Manzanillo

Co.,

CALIFORNIA— The Chas. H. Lilly
Francisco
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA— Paul

I

I

—

Yours

truly,

Norris & Anspach.

Lewis Co Watertown, Wis.
Centralia, Kan.
Gentlemen:- Everybody wants Lewis sections.
Yours truly,
A. W. Swan.

B.

AGENTS

0. B.Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis. EVERYWHERE
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Green, James
Journal
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this
United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
free.
Sample
copy
cents a year extra for postage.
is

$1.00 a year, in the

THE WRAPPER-LABEL. DATE

indicates tbe

end of the month to which your subscription ispa'.U.
For instance, "decU6" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19U6.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We

do not send a
sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which showB
that the money has been received and credited.

money

receipt for

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c.
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Contributed Articles
Dadant Methods of Honey-Production (No.
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inch accepted.

Space Discounts.
100 lines... 5 per cent
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These rates are subject to either time or space
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National Bee-Keepers' Association
Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their

Convention Proceedings
579
National at ChicBgo
Producing Both Comb and Extracted Honey
579
on the Same Colony

Way to Work Up

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Platteville, Wia.
more convenient. Dues may be sent
ublisbers of the American Bee Journal.

Pf"

If

to the

12

O.lC TOr
NaiUGS 12 farmers and'lo'cptamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Furraer's
Call— red. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALL,

NOT

IN

Uuincy,

111.

Latest Edition.

one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
is

large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $i .20, or club
It with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

Each subject

is

—

THREE NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

334

CHICAGO. ILL

Dearborn Street,

EVERYBODY WANTS

—

Southern Beedom
Successful and Easy
Honey Market

Home

a
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—

Dividing Colonies for Increase
Drones from a Distance

582
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581

Is"Honey-Dew 'Pure Honey?
Preventing Increase
Putting Weak Colonies Over the Strong

582
582
582

Oueen-Experience
Hearing Queens in a Poor Season

582

581

Reports and Experiences
Getting Bees Into Supers and No Swarming... 583
583
If Wet Enough, Good Prospects
583
Non-Swarming Brown or German Bees
583
Safe Introduction of Queens
Transferring Larv;e with a Medicine Dropper. 583

lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

honey.

Revised by Dadant

This

—

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

me
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Extracting

—

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BT

on

m* Honey-Bee
—

Page

CONVEN TION N OTICE.
National in Texas.— Tbe National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. S, 9 and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other oarts of the country.
Flint, Mich. " W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY FOR THE BREEDER AND FARMER.
Recognized authority on Breeding, Feeding, Management and the improved Breeds of Stock.
Special Departments for

Draft and Coach Horses,

The Beef and Dairy Breeds of Cattle,
Sheep, Swine, Poultry and the Dairy,

By able Live Stock Writers and Breeders, with the
best from Home and Foreign papers of the world's
progress in Live Stock Husbandry.
Our Live Stock Market Report is unequaled.
Handsomely printed and illustrated.
No Stock Farmer can afford to do without it.
Published weekly. Subscription price only $1,00.

Agents wanted in every county.
Write for sample copy. Address

THE

LIVE

394

E.

STOCK JOURNAL
55th ST.

CHICAGO

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

We

THE TRUST

will

stamp

"Pure
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the

National Bee-Keepers'
Write us.
Association.

Now

is

the time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP
Mention

Canners Can Co.

Bee Journal

1035 W. 47th
when

writing.

St.,

CHICAGO.

ILL.
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"DADMT'S FOUNDATION"
IT

EXCELS

EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No Loss.

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

&££..,

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

Big Profits
Caponizinx
learned.

{CAPON

TOOLS
G. P. PUling

&

in
is

Complete

outfit

with free instructions
f
postpaid $2.50.
IGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
250
French Killing Knife50c
|Capon Book Free.

Son,

The Emerson Binder.

Capons

easy— soon

Philadelphia, Pa.

I-M'H'H.1

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
bat 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only 11.50. It It

25e for 3-months sub'
cription to the weekly

Send

AMERICAN FANCIER

a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Jour*
If yon have
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no further binding is neces8

"7

334

'

QEOROE W. YORK &

Dearborn Street.

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

"\

>5ff

'

r-nr-

Uf

,

—

Proprietor of
YORK HONEY AND BEE-SUPPLY CO.
.Send for Free
o

1
Catalog
i.

191

&

193 e. superior street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Take North Clark

or Wells Sireet cars and get off at

Superior Street.

F

rCIZ-ft-

Mention

CHICAGO, ILL., June 30, 1906.
TO MY CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS:
June 20th we were so unfortunate as to
have a large fire in the building we occupied, which nearly destroyed our entire stock
of Bee-Supplies.
We at once secured much
larger and better quarters on the first floor
at 191 & 193 E. SUPERIOR ST. (3 blocks north
and 1 block east of our former location)
and
ordered a full line of the FAMOUS LEWIS BEEWARE the best that money can buy. We are
•now in our new quarters and ready to ship
goods by return freight or express.
Thanking you for past favors, and trusting to receive your future orders, we are,
Yours truly,
H. M. ARND,

'"

If

A

an '* E et beautiful colo rpictxlO of the noted BufT Plymouth Rock that cost $750

AMERICAN FANCIER.

313HavemeyerBldg„ New York.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Aplcultnral Field more
completely than any other published,
Bend $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR His
44

Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.
Bee Journal when writing;.

Mention

Private Lessons
ii v

mail, or in

Oak Park,

memory,
forethought,
accuracy, self-control, concentration, originality and the sources of reon

health,

sourcefulness. 6 trial lessons

by mail for $5.
The Earl Pratt Library Reports
Oak Park (Chicago), Illinois
Local Correspondents Wanted.

Mention

Send 4 cents for Outfit.
when writing.
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Swarming Done Away With
The

illustration

shows one of the A. K. Ferris hives under process of

Every bee-keeper

manipulation.

will be interested in reading about these

hives arranged according to the Ferris' system for the Prevention of

Swarming

for

Comb Honey

Production.

The Non-Swarming articles by Mr. Ferris and Mr. G. M. Doolittle are proving exceedingly interesting. This great series is fully illustrated and will be continued
throughout the remaining issues of 1906.

Among our other regular contributors are Mr. J. A. Green, Dr. C. C. Miller, E.
Alexander, and many other bee-keepers of note.
No

W.

bee-keeper who will take time to look through one number of Gleanings in
can satisfy himself that he does not need this " Journal of Profit."

Bee Culture

We make
offer

A

it

easy for you to give Gleanings a thorough

trial

;

here's the

•

six month's trial trip, 25c.

If you will send in your remittance before the back numbers from April 1st, in
which the introductory articles on the Non-Swarming series have appeared, are all

gone,

we

will include these free of charge.

Gleanings in Bee-Culture
MEDINA, OHIO

SECTIONS
We

are runn ng
Sections are in great demand at this season of the year.
but can hardly supply the call for No. 1 Sections of all sizes.
have a very
Place orders at once, or you are apt to be disappointed.
large supply of No. 2 grade of Sections. These Sections are as good as some offer
but having a tinge of cream grades them No. 2.
for No. 1. Not being snow-white
Give this grade a trial this season. It will cost you 25c a thousand less.

full capacity,

We

—

ALEXANDER FEEDER
We

We are prepared

make them
to furnish the Alexander Feeder.
19 inches long so they may be used with either an S or 10 frame hive.
inches
the
they
will
project
3
beyond
hive for
10-frame
hive
With a
feeding, and the block may be laid crosswise of the feeder or be cut
With the 8-frame hive the feeder projects 5 inches
off as preferred.
soak the feeders in oil to prevent
and the block lies lengthwise.
the feed from soaking in. Price, finished, including block, 25c each;
50 for $9.
10 for $2

We

;

GERMAN BEE-BRUSH
Some months ago Mr. K. F. Holtermann called our attention to a
bee-brush which he received from Germany, made of genuine bristle
or horsehair. He had used one a whole season, washing it out often,
and it appeared to be as good at the end of the season as at the beginning. He considered it so far ahead of anything he had ever seen or
used that he wanted no other. We concluded if it was so good for
him it must be equally good for others. We are now provided with a
stock which we offer at 25 cents each by mail, 30 cents. The bristles
are black, and about 2 inches long, extending S inches on the handle.
Made of white hair it would cost 5 cents more.

THE
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Black Brood in the United States— A

orial .Ad

and Comments
wf
Changeableness of Honey-Sources
last

Editor Hutchinson has the following editorial in his
Bee-Keepers' Review
:

Very few of the honey-sources remain the same for a long term
Probably white clover comes as near
of years in the same locality.
doing this as any of the honey-plants. The sages that grow in the
mountain canyons of California have furnished honey for many years,
and probably will continue to do so, as the steepness of the mountain
sides prevents their being plowed up.
The same might be said of the
clover upon the hillsides of old Vermont; but, in many sections of
the country, the sources of the honey-supply are continually shifting.
For instance, in some parts of Northern Michigan the basswoods once
furnished bountiful harvests of honey; then came the lumberman's
ax and cut them away. In their wake came the raspberry, which furnishes a larger and surer harvest; but it is only a question of time
when the farmers' plow will root out the berries, and their place will
be taken by the clover, that even now comes creeping in.
In some partsof

honey supply
and clover.

— what

New York buckwheat
it

was years ago

I

now the main source of
know — possibly basswood

is

don't

In many parts of the West irrigation was followed by the cultivation of immense fields of alfalfa, from which the bee-keeper has reaped
a bounteous crop; but the tendency of late, on the part of the farmer,
to cut the alfalfa early is lessening the yield of honey, and the outcome is somewhat uncertain.

A new

or timbered country always furnishes different sources of
after the country is cleared.
Civilization brings
the fruit-bloom, the alsike and white clover, the buckwheat, the sweet
clover, etc.
The bee-keeper who expects to succeed mu6t 6tudy all of these
things, and govern his actions accordingly.
Don't buy land and put
up expensive, special building, cellars, etc., in a locality where the
bee-pasturage is likely to pas6 away in a few years.

honey than abound

Mr. Hutchinson has, in the foregoing', called attention
an important matter. And yet, Dr. Miller secured his
largest crop of honey in 1903, in a locality which is quite
thoroughly tilled by the farmers. It seems that Nature has
to

so ordained that when there is a lack or shortage in certain
directions there are other things that make up for it, so as
to sustain a somewhat even balance.

Some 20 or 25 years ago there were good honey seasons
in succession, and then came a series of almost total failures.
Some began to enquire, Will the good honey seasons
ever come again ? and seemed to argue that it was quite
possible that they might not. But they did come again,
and so abundant that 1903 was considered the greatest
honey-year ever known in this country.
There are a lot of things about which most of us " don't
know " anything very definite. And the future honey-seasons is one of them.
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Warning

The following is an editorial that appears in Gleanings
1.
It was considered so important that an advance
proof was sent to us so that we might also get the warning

for July
to

our readers as quickly as possible

Is

Black Brood Spreading in the United States?— A Note or
Warning.

:

Anywhere from one to half a dozen specimens of affected brood
are being sent us every week during the summer.
I have been fearful
for some lime that, in addition to the regular foul brood, so named in
this country, we have been getting specimens of black brood, or what
the United States and Cornell bacteriologists call the European foul
brood. During the last 30 days we have been handing in several suspicious samples to Dr. E. F. Phillips, of the Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, who, in turn, handed them over to the Government Bacteriologist. The reports that I got back were somewhat
alarming. One specimen of brood from Illinois, and 3 from Pennsylvania were pronounced to be black brood
I feared as much when I
forwarded the specimens to Washington. Other specimens have been
found in California.
I have just examined 2 specimens sent from Michigan, which, I
think, are black brood, without question.

When

received this report from Washington I was a little
do but the more I thought of it the more I became
convinced that I ought to inform the bee-keepers of those States that
the insidious disease i6 lurking in their borders.

uncertain

I first

what

to

;

When it is remembered that black brood came very near wiping
out bee-keeping in New York, and that it was only by the most strenuous efforts on the part of 4 of the best inspectors in the country that it
was brought under control, the bee-keepers of these other States may
well pause and ponder.
I would respectfully urge every bee-keeper to keep a tab on the
brood in his yard. When he 6ees any unsealed dark-colored brood,
especially if it be of a coffee color, yellow or brown, and finds, further,
that it is accompanied by a sickening or foul odor, he would better
send a sample of the brood without any honey at once either to Washington, D. C, or Medina, Ohio. But in any case send it in a stout
wooden or tin box, the whole wrapped in Tieavy manila paper. Besides
using a strong box, wrap the brood itself in paraffined or oiled paper.
It is not necessary to have a large sample of brood; but hunt up a
small wooden or tin box and cut the brood to fit, so it will go in without crowding after it has been wrapped in paraffined paper.
Remember to send brood only, and no honey with it, for the honey
introduces an element of danger to the recipient. Brood samples put
up in paper, or paper boxes, we shall not examine, but bum them before
unwrapping : so don't send them.
When sending samples be 6ure to put on your own name and address.
About half a dozen of the samples sent us were not marked.
As we are getting a good many every week, absolute identification of
each sample is rendered difficult, if not impossible.
Dead Brood, Not Foul.
Shortly following a chill or cold spell in the East, quite a number
of bee-keepers reported a quantity of lead brood. One or two apiaries
seem to have had a large amount of it. Samples of the brood were
sent here, and we diagnosed them as <iead or poisoned brood. They
were sent, one to N. D. West, of Middleburg, N. Y., and the other to
N. E. France, of Platteville, Wis., foul brood inspector of Wisconsin.
Both men confirmed our diagnosis. On receiving the samples we
wrote all the parties that we thought it was nothing serious; that it
would all disappear in 10 days or 2 weeks. Happening to be in the
East lately on special business, I visited one or two of the affected
yards, and found, as I suspected, that the bees were coming out all
right.
The brood that had died seemed to be all of one age. All new
brood was healthy, and seemed to be in first-class condition.

:
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The Differentiation of Black and Foul Brood.
The two disease?, black and foul brood, have several symptoms
that are alike. For example, the general appearance of a comb affected with either disease perforated and sunken cappings, yellow,
brown, or coffee-colored larvae— is about the same. Black brood and
foul brood both have distinctively a disgusting odor, and the odors of
both are alike, or very much so. The foul brood with which we have
been most familiar smells like old glue, while the diseased matter from
black brood has a little more (or at least to me) of a putrid smell.
But the main point of difference, so far as I know it, is that one ropes
and the other doe6 not. The dead matter lying in the cells of foul
brood will string out like spittle, from half an inch to an inch from
On the
'the cell, when a pin is immersed in it and slowly withdrawn.
other hand, black brood ropes not at all, or very slightly, seeming to
have a more jelly-like or watery consistency.
Some pickled brood looks very much like black brood but it
does not have the odor of that disease. I was formerly under the impression that only pickled brood would show mold; but in this Dr.
Phillips says I am in error, and I have since seen genuine specimens
of black brood that would have considerable mold over the surface of
it.
In a word, the mold has nothing to do with the diagnosis, as it
may be found with any specimen of dead brood especially so if the
specimen has been confined in a damp, cool place.
There is another difference between the general character of the
larva? of black and foul brood, but I am not enough of an expert to
E. R. Root.
state the precise differentiation.
Medina, Ohio.

—

;

—

This certainly is an exceedingly important matter, and
behooves bee-keepers everywhere to be on the alert in regard to it. Remember that samples of suspected brood can
be sent for identification of disease, to either E. R. Root,
Medina, Ohio, or Dr. E. F. Phillips, care Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. Be sure to remember the
explicit directions as to packing and mailing the samples.
it

Blacks vs. Italians in England
In this country very few can be found who prefer blacks
to Italians, while in England blacks are generally in favor.
Mr. F. W. L. Sladen, an authority in England, holds the
as our Mr. J. E. Crane, that the most honey can be
obtained by rearingqueens from pure Italian stock and mating them with good grades. He says in the British Bee

same view

A new stock of goods has been put in, and everything
ready for business again, just the same as before the fire.
Having

suffered, ourselves,

from a

Miscellaneous
flews - Items
Prof. A. J. Cook,

who has

in the bee-

Mr. Arthur L. Boyden, Secretary of the A. I. Root
Boyden, passed through Chicago last Thursday evening on their way to the Pacific Coast, where they
will spend a short time.
Co., with Mrs.

Mr. C. P. Dadant, President of the National BeeKeepers' Association, writing us June 26, said that he had
been laid up for about 10 days with rheumatism some sort
of lumbago which was very painful.

—

—

Bee-Supply Mailing-Cards are being used quite extensively by the G. B. Eewis Co., of Watertown, Wis. The
last one we have seen has on it a good picture of an open
crate of 500 of their fine sections, with prices on 100 up to
Such
50,000.
It also shows a list of their principal agents.
cards ought to be a great help in reminding bee-keepers
where they can get good supplies promptly.
General Manager N. E. France, of Platteville, Wis.,
writes that he has just returned from a long trip over that
State, and finds that a small part of northeastern Wisconsin
promises a honey crop this season. For himself, he says
there will be no honey. Many reports have been received
by him, nearly all of which tell the same story not much
It is to be hoped that the recent rains
if any honey as yet.
may help some, and also that there may yet be the right
kind of weather for a honey-flow.

—

—We

A

Queen-Bee Free as a Premium.
are now booking orders for Untested Italian Queens to be delivered in
May or June. This is the premium offer: To a subscriber
whose own subscription to the American Bee Journal is
paid at least to the end of 1906, we will mail an Untested
Italian Queen for sending us one new subscription with
$1.00 for the Bee Journal a year. Or, we will renew your
subscription to the American Bee Journal for a year, and
send a fine Untested Italian Queen both for $1.50.
If you wish extra
is a good time to get new subscribers.
copies of the Bee Journal for use as samples, let us know
how many you want and we will mail them to you. Address
all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

—

Now

spent the past year in study

Germany, expects to sail from Liverpool, England, on July 11, and to reach the United States
about Aug. IS.

and investigation

when

supply business some years ago, we know how to sympaHowever, he has taken hold couragethize with Mr. Arnd.
ously, and with the kindness of the manufacturing firm
whose bee-supplies he handles, he is in a position to go forward with even greater success than heretofore. Mr. Arnd
has worked hard to establish himself in business, and is
deserving the patronage of bee-keepers. (See his announcement on another page.)

Journal
The prolificness, beauty, and good temper of the Italian bee are
undisputed; but conflicting opinions as to its honey-producing value
appear in our journals from time to time. The difference of opinion
is partly due to the fact that some writers do not clearly distinguish
between the pure Italian bee and the crossbreds between the Italian
and English bee.
The average yield of surplus honey from colonies of pure Italian
bees is, in my apiary, not quite so much as that from colonies of
English bees, the difference being greatest in cool and windy weather
in spring; but the average yield from colonies of the crossbreds is
considerably greater than that from colonies of English bees.

fire

is

in

The Bee-Keepers' Demonstrating Field-Meeting,
held at Jenkintown, Philadelphia, June 26, by the A. I. Root
Co., was attended by 800 persons. We have not heard any
further particulars at this writing, but infer that it must

have been a success.

Bee-Supply Firm Burned Out.— On the morning of
June 20 a fire started in the basement of the building at 141
Ontario St., Chicago, the second floor of which was occupied by the York Honey and Bee-Supply Co., of which H.M.
Arnd is the proprietor. It resulted in practically a total
As a result, Mr.
loss, with a fair amount of insurance.
Arnd has secured larger and better quarters on the first
floor of the building at 191 and 193 E. Superior St., Chicago,
3 short blocks north and 1 block east of the former location.

JAMES

A.

GREEN

Mr. James A. Green's latest picture appears on page
The original was taken by Mr. Green himself last
winter. It is something of a novelty photographically, as
it was taken entirely by himself, no other person having
had anything to do with it, or even being present when it
was taken. It must have seemed strange to Mr. Green to
"look pleasant" all by himself.
Mr. Green, some years ago, was one of the leading beekeepers of Illinois, and since going to Grand Junction,
Colo., he. of course, is pne of the best bee-keepers in that
State. He is an excellent writer, and thoroughly progresWe believe his comb
sive and up to date in bee-keeping.
honey exhibited at the St. Louis Exposition in 1904 won the
279.

gold medal.

a
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When sending "s his photograph on June 16, Mr. Green
wrote as follows
The bees have not done very well this year so far, having been
:

generally in rather poor condition to start the season. Three of my
apiaries are doing very fairly, but the other S not nearly so well.
Prospects are not of the best either, as grasshoppers are very
numerous and may eat up the sweet clover.
The first crop of alfalfa has been cut, aud but little surplus honey

was secured from

J.

it.

A. Green.

+-*-**•

J.

C.

ACKLIN

Several weeks ago we announced the sudden death of
Mr. Acklin, at St. Paul, Minn. Since then we have received the following brief biographical sketch from one of
his most intimate friends, the Rev. Chas. D. Blaker, pastor
of the Richfield Baptist Church, near Minneapolis
-

:

The death of Mr. J. C. Acklin came as a great surprise to his
many friends. On May 25 he was apparently as well as usual. He
ate a hearty supper, after which he went to deliver a colony of bees to
a customer living at Highwood—
suburb of St. Paul. After he had
put the hive in place, and was
about to leave, he was stricken
with apoplexy. He became unconscious before Mrs. Acklin could
reach his side. He was taken to
the hospital, where he passed away
the next morning (May 26), not
having regained consciousness.
Mr. Acklin wa6 born in Fayette
Pa., March 22, 1852.
Before
leaving his native State he was engaged in the carriage business with
his father.
For several years after
coming to Minnesota his business
was that of general contractor and
builder.
He was then employed by
the Great Northern Railway Co. as
lumber inspector. About 6 years
ago he relinquished his position
with the railroad company in order
to devote his whole time to the beesupply business, which Mrs. Acklin
He had charge of the Northwestern

Co.,

j.

c.

acklin

had started

T years before.
of the A. I. Root Co.
Mr. Acklin has been a member of the Minnesota Bee-Keepers'
Association since its organization, and an officer of the Association
for the past 6 or 7 years.
He will be greatly missed by all the friends
of the Association. He devoted much time each year to the preparation of the annual program and in looking after the interests of the
Association in general. He was absent from only one of its sessions,
at that time he and his family being in California.
Mr. Acklin was a man of ste.'liDg character, a devoted husband
and father. He was an active member of the People's Church of St.
Paul, and the Treasurer of its Sunday-school. He leaves a wife, who
has been indeed a true helpmate to him, and a daughter, Ethel, who is
13 years of age, to mourn his loss. They have the sympathy of a
large circle of friends who mourn with them in this hour of bereave-

many years are rapidly passing away. Perhaps this is
more noticeable in an office like ours where so many deaths
of those prominent in beedom are reported. As it becomes
our duty in many cases to announce these sad events, of
course they are impressed upon us more, perhaps, than on
any one else outside of relatives and intimate friends. As
it has been our privilege to meet so many of the leaders
of

among

bee-keepers at various conventions during the past
we have come to know them personally in a
way that makes us feel doubly their loss when any of them
are taken away. We recall quite a number who, duringtheir lives, helped to make bee-keeping arid bee-literature
12 or 15 years,

what

it is

to-day.

There was Langstroth and

Newman

;

Capt. Hctherington
Chas. Dadant and Dr. A. B. Mason
and Dr. Gallup and many others who might be mentioned.
And likely during the next 10 years there will be added to
the increasing list of departed ones many who to-day are
leaders in our chosen field of apiculture.
Perhaps in no other field of human endeavor are there
so many good, clean men and women as are to be found in
the ranks of bee-keepers. We know that nowhere outside
of the conventions of religious organizations do we find as
high and noble a class of people as at bee-keepers' conventions.
It certainly means a good deal to be able to say so
much as this and yet why should it not be so ? There is
certainly no other business more cleanly and elevating in
every particular than that of the care of bees and the proWhether or not bee-keepers are a
duction of honey.
" sweet " people, they ought to be such, if they partake of
Surely, they
the nature of their business and product.
ought to be clean in habits and character, for the inspiration to such qualities should come from the lessons to be
learned from the life and work of the bee itself.
;

;

;

Agency

Chas. D. Blaker.

ment.

In a private letter to us Mr. Blaker writes this para-

graph

:

"A good man

has closed his labors here to enter upon

He was

a man who was not ashamed to be
as a disciple of the Lord Jesus Christ. His death is
a great loss to us all."

the

life eternal.

known

As mentioned in connection with the announcement of
Mr. Acklin's death in a previous number of the American
Bee Journal, we were personally acquainted with him for a
number of years, as well as with Mrs. Acklin and their
daughter Ethel. We had met the family at various State
and National conventions of bee-keepers, and also at the
Minnesota State convention held in Minneapolis a year
ago last December. We also have had the pleasure of meeting the Acklin family in their pleasant home in St. Paul,
where their friends and guests were given the widest kind
of hospitality.
Ever since meeting Mr. Acklin we have
counted him as one of our strongest friends, and so feel the
loss perhaps as keenly as any one outside of his immmediate family or relatives.
We are glad to know that Mrs. Acklin will be able to
continue their business with the assistance of the young
man who has been with them for many years.
The Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Association will miss the
active help aud interest of Mr. Acklin, as he was one of the
moving

As

spirits of that organization.
of us grow older, more

all

and more our friends

14— Dadant Methods
BY

C.

P.

of Honey-Production
DADANT.

we would have

a very good chance to talk
harvesting honey and removing the surplus this
year, for we will not be very busy, and there will be nosurplus to remove, if the summer continues as dry and cool
But these are the very days when it is
as it is at present.
well to talk it over. Another season may keep us so busy
doing work that we will have no chance to talk about how to
do it.
By the way, just let me say that I have seen the real
honey-dew without aphides, on acorns, lately. This morning I
passed under an oak-tree which had dripped the dew in large
drops to the sidewalk, and the bees \vere exceedingly busy
on that tree, around the acorns. The days are warm, the
nights are cool, and this proves the correctness of the statement made, some years ago, by Gaston Bonnier, of Paris,
in his work, "Les Nectaires," that "honey" is often produced
by what he calls "extra-floral tissues" in some trees; this
production of extra-floral honey is hastened and increased
by sudden changes of temperature that prevent the flow of
the sap to the end of the buds. It is thus caused to ooze out
through unusual channels.

seems as

ITabout

if

Let us return to the removal of the surplus honey. Many
arrange to have their colonies located above the
honey-house, so that there may be no necessity of carrying
others but they are not very
or dragging the crop uphill
numerous have arranged a system of rails upon which they
run little cars to take the honey from the apiary to the honeyhouse. I confess, we have never yet practiced bee-culture on
We have, however, always aimed to
so modern a scale.
keep our hives in an accessible place, and have tried to
But in
keep our honey-house on a level with the apiary.
our home apiary the honey-house is a few feet above the
apiarists

;

—

apiarv,

and we

find

no

difficulty

—

in

transporting

a

large

5/(j
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crop from the hives to the extractor. For this purpose we
use a wheelbarrow, on which the supers are placed.
On extracting days, the first thing our boys provide is a
half-dozen brushes made of some green material, usually
asparagus tops, and sometimes other weeds. Good brushes
are sold in Europe, that are soft and efficient. I hope that
brushes will be made here, sooner or later, that will be
serviceable.
Those now sold are either too firm or too
irregular to give very good service.
Some people use a
goose wing or a turkey wing. These things are not good, for
they anger the beeS.
Porter bee-escape is used, no brushing will be
we do not like to use the escape in very hot
it
closes the super entirely and excludes ventilation from it.
In cool nights of summer or during the
fall, the bee-escape is quite useful.
We place them on the
hives the previous evening. We have about 60 at each apiary.
If

the

needed, but
weather, as

to

bees at the

the

end of the

last

extracting,

but prefer

them until spring, when, they say, it gives the bees
some encouragement to receive the supers still sticky with
honey.
The supers are apt to
I do not like this method.
leak more or less, owing to the few drops of honey left
about the edges of the combs. Then, the moisture during
rainy weather renders the honey watery and causes it to
run.
Sometimes, during the warm days of fall, the honey
that remains and gathers moisture ferments and sours.
There is great danger of some of this honey being retained and mixed with the honey of the new crop the following summer, and causing its fermentation. None of these
accidents are to be feared if we return the combs to the
to keep

The bees will at once
bees immediately after extracting.
gather up everything, and what honey is left will be put into
compact shape so that there is no danger of its becoming
watery and fermenting.
The supers of the June crop we usually leave on the
hives until the fall crop is ended. The two crops are not
equally productive, the clover crop being usually the best.
But we have occasionally made our largest harvest out of
Sometimes the heartsease (or
the fall or summer crop.
Then comes the
Persicaria) yields abundantly in August.
Spanish needles, especially in flat prairie meadows and stubSo the fall
ble, or along the sloughs of the Mississippi.
crop sometimes lasts a month, or a little longer often till

—

Hamilton,

frost.

111.

m
Relation of Bees to Horticulture
Read

before the

Nebraska See-Keepers' Association by E. Kretchmer,
of the Kretchmer Mfg. Co.

SHALL

not attempt to write an essay on bee culture,
as more complete information on that subject may be obtained from text-books, but shall confine my remarks to
the relation of bees to horticulture, and items not generally

I

known, using only well-known information

to

explain

my

subject.

through the
fertilization
all
flowers require
of pollen from another flower of the same species,
which is acomplished in various natural ways, some by gravity, in dropping from a higher elevation, some by the winds
blowing the pollen from one flower to another. But such fertilization is only incidental, always uncertain, and imperfect.
Nearly

medium
WHEELBARROW DADANT3 USE

IN EXTRACTING.

and it is not a very long job to place them on. But when
the out-apiary is far away, it requires going there one day
ahead of time.
When the bee-escapes are not used, if the crop is at
end, it is necessary to use a great deal of caution not to
incite robbing.
So we use what Dr. Miller calls the "robber-cloths," made
strong gunny or sack cloth folded
double and tacked at both ends between two slats, to make
it easily movable.
shallow pan under the supers serves
to catch the dripping honey in case the bees have built
bridges and brace-combs.
This happens only in very great
years.
Usually, the bridges and brace-combs are almost
entirely beeswax and propolis, and do not contain any cells
of honey.
This is where a thick, wide top-bar shows its
usefulness, for with a thin, narrow top-bar to the broodframes we would find many more brace-combs.

A

When the honey is brought to the honey-room the combs
are uncapped and the brace-combs scraped off at the same
time from each of the frames, so that the frames are thus
cleaned of any projections built by the bees, before they
are returned.
It is in the uncapping that we find the greatest advantage of the 6-inch extracting frame.
single
stroke of the honey-knife will uncap either side neatly without loss of time or labor.

A

If the crop is still on, at the time of extracting, we return supers as fast as extracted. If there is no harvest,
returning the super would cause too much of an uproar, and
we pile them up in the honey-house till the end of the day,
when all hands turn out and in less than a half-hour all
the supers are put back on the hives.
The excitement is
great, for a little while, but as night approaches it soon
subsides, and by morning everything is again quiet, for the
honey has all been licked up and the cells in many cases
have already assumed their cleanly appearance. The bees
are indeed industrious little creatures, and never lose a

minute to get things in ship-shape.
Some of the Swiss apiarists do not return the combs

An

all-wise

Creator placed nectar in nearly all flowers
them. He covered the body of the bees

to entice the bees to

with fine hair and made their diet to consist of honey and
To obtain this the bees visit the flowers to extract
the nectar, and whilst doing so a single bee visits sometimes
as many as 50 flowers before obtaining a load to carry to the
At each visit to the 50 or less of different flowers, the
hive.
pollen of the various flowers becomes entangled in their hairlike covering, and in their effort to extract nectar from the
next visited flower, a sufficient portion of the pollen obtained
from a previously visited flower is dropped, and fertilization
This adherence of the pollen to the hairis thus effected.
like covering of the bee is sometimes so complete as to
change, for the time being, the color of the bee. The writer
has seen bees, by nature black or brown, return to their hive
colored orange, yellow, white or a mixture of these colors,
so thoroughly were they covered with pollen. Not only does
a bee visit a flower once, but hundreds may visit the same
flower in a day, and for numbers of days in succession, and
thus the most perfect fertilization is brought about.
In my earlier days, when I was as much of an enthusiastic horticulturist as an apiarist, I conducted many experiments, and made many observations, and found that during
the blooming of fruit-trees, should the weather be too cool
to permit the bees to fly, an imperfect fruit-crop was the
Believing that the cool days might be the cause of
result.
the imperfect fruit, rather than the absence of the bees, I
investigated a little further in the succeeding years, when
the weather was pleasant for the bees to visit the flowers,
by covering certain parts of blooming trees with wire-cloth
or netting to exclude the bees, yet permit the free access
of all pollen carried by the winds, and in every instance
limbs and trees thus covered produced either no fruit or
After repeated
only a few small and imperfect specimens.
experiments it is my candid opinion that without bees our
fruit-crop would be reduced fully 90 per cent.
pollen.
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Not only

true of the fruit of the orchard, but
and vegetables.
As an example, let
me cite the case of Senator Swink, of Colorado, who raises
melons in fields miles in length. Years ago he was afraid of
even the hum of the bee. His melons were raised in several
separate fields, one of which was within reach of the bees
of neighbors with whom he had several stormy arguments,
saying the bees carried away all the substance from the blossoms, and crop failure would be the result. But to the surprise of all that particular field yielded over 200 percent more,
and far better melons than any other field. Today he owns
1,500 colonies of bees, and during the Trans-Mississippi exposition he remarked that he would keep those bees if he did not
get a pound of honey; for no bees means no melons.
The idea that the bees carry away the substance from
the flowers entered the head of the owner of an orchard
near Friend, Neb., I believe, and to prevent it, he sprayed
during the blooming of the trees with paris-green, thus killing every bee that would alight on a blossom.
It was
effectual in preventing the bees from carrying away the substance from the apple-blossoms, and it was just as effective
in depriving him of a crop of apples whilst his neighbor had
likewise

with

is

Brave Fight Against Swarming

this

berries

an abundance.
Permit me to explain that I am not opposed to spraying on the contrary, I spray my fruit-trees just before the
buds open, and then wait until the blossoms fall. I thereby
obtain all the benefits from spraying, and also the faithful

—

service of the bees.
Of late the bees have been accused of being the common
carrier to spread the pear-blight, but a Mr. Johnson, of Illinois, who, it is alleged, is also an enthusiastic pear-culturist,
states that pear-trees in his orchard that did not bloom and
numerous limbs covered with wire-netting and not visited
by the bees were affected to the same extent as trees and
limbs exposed to the bees. However eager as he was to think
he had discovered a remedy by excluding the bees, he now
says they have nothing to do with spreading pear-blight.
Bees have been accused of damaging peaches and grapes.
Let us investigate the matter before giving full credit to the
accusation. The tongue of a bee is as soft as a silken thread.
Its mandibles are two soft, smooth lips; so the bee is, therefore, physically disqualified to break the skin of a grape or
peach.
Wasps have mandibles with hard teeth-like segments to enable them to cut wood into pulp for their nests.
These wasps cut the fruit, or the fruit is bruised by the
wind striking it against limbs or trellises, or bursts from
being over-ripe. Then only have bees a chance to sip the

escaping juices, and thereby prevent fermentation and such
rot as might be caused from this source.
I have repeatedly dipped well-ripened Delaware grapes
into honey and laid them out for the bees.
They piled on
them by the thousands, each one eager to get what was to
be had. They licked the outside of the grapes dry, fighting
each other like mad to get the last vestige from between
the grapes, until compelled to go away unsatisfied. Yet at
no time did they puncture a single berry.
Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Mrs. S. Wilbur Frey,

who

making a brave — and

is

winning — fight against swarming,
Bee-Keepers' Review
us hope a

-says in

let

the

:

Swarming is '/" problem to solve when running for section honey.
Next spring I shall put supers on all my colonies just as soon as
they are strong enough to take two 45-pound supers each. Then if
they will swarm after this, I will take away their old queens. After
I requeened
all desire for swarming has passed, I will requeen again.
300 colonies la6t spring, while I prevented swarming, and think I did
not lose a pound of honey by requeening. Some colonies 6ulked and
would not work, and some used all their energy in rearing brood, but
would not 6tore any surplus. This year [ shall try to head olT the
desire to swarm and sulk, and, at the same time, 6tart all at work as
fast as

32

they can occupy 2 large supers. A super that holds less than
is " no good " here— only to cause excessive swarming.

pounds

San Francisco and

a Honey-Qirl

Student

It seems that the San Francisco earthquake is giving
one of our young sisters in California a longer time to play
with the bees this summer. Miss Flora Mclntyre, daughter of the man who keeps 600 colonies in one apiary, and
who is now taking a college course, writes
:

am

enjoying an extra-long vacation this summer with the bees,
because the big earthquake and fire sent the students all home some
3 weeks before we expected. I went across the bay to see the ruins of
San Francisco before coming home. It makes one feel almost as
though there were such a thing as magic, to see the busy, noisy city
there on Tuesday, and on Saturday find it not there.
Flora. McInttre.
I

Hygienic Honey-Soap

in

France

Savon Hygienique au Miel

is advertised in Gazette ApiEnglish that means Hygienic
Honey-Soap, and is no doubt the genuine article, for it
seems to be prepared by the management of the bee-paper
named. Honey-soap is not an uncommon thing in this
country, but the honey is probably only in the name. No
doubt honey in soap is a good thing for the skin, and with
our improved laws, if the genuine article were put on the
market it might not be difficult to prevent the use of the
name with anything spurious.

cole de France.

In plain

Sisters Prominent in Irish

Beedom

The sisters have quite a prominent place in the Irish
Bee-Keepers' Association, as reported in the Irish Bee Journal. Two of its 6 vice-presidents are of the gentler sex
1 of its certified experts
2 of its 4 honorary secretaries
;

;

and

4 of its 9 life

;

members.

Gooseberry-Honey Preserves
Use two parts gooseberry jelly to one of cheap honey.
Boil on slow fire for half an hour. Skim off any froth. If
carefully put up the jelly will keep fresh for a very long
time.
British Bee Journal.

Our

—

/Bee -Keeping

Honey

for

Burns

Children will probably always have the habit of burning fingers. Next time Johnny burns his finger, try dipping it in honey
or else tie on the finger a rag well saturated with honey.
;

Conducted by

Emma

M. Wilson, Marengo,

111.

Working On Asparagus
Very Discouraging Prospect
time when a bee-keeper is warranted
in being discouraged, it is when the time of harvest is fully
come, and there is nothing doing. Here it is June IS, with
white clover in full bloom, and bees doing nothing. There
is a very discouraging prospect for a crop at present.
Bees
ought to be just hustling, but instead of their busy hum in
the apiary there are only a few flying in a listless sort of
discouraged way, some of them occupied in killing off their
If ever there is a

drones.

The bees seem to be paying a good deal of attention to
asparagus, from which they get pollen of an orange color.
Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is
hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
a bee-keeper's

neatly bound in cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
both for $1.75. Address

American Bee Journal one year
all

orders to this

office.
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On the other hand, that little white butterfly undoubtedly saw a reflection of himself in the glass, and any
one who understands butterflies knows that they frequently
flutter about before their reflected selves, taking them for
one of their own kind which they seek to pursue just as
you often see butterflies flying about one another in the air.
An observation more to the point is this M. Plateau
noticed a white butterfly fluttering desperately against the
shop window. If ever there was a chance to verify M.
Motelay's observation now was the time, and accordingly
M. Plateau looked for the flowers that had attracted the
butterfly. The shop turned out to belong to a dealer in
household utensils, and the flowers in the window were
saucepans and teakettles.
occurs.

Canadian tf^
6<>&dom
Conducted by Morley Pettit,

Villa Nova, Ont.

The Bee's Acute Sense of Smell

—

:

Insects' Blunders.
(Concluded from page

3S9.)

This year M. Plateau finally undertook to destroy all
objections regarding- the more or less successful artificial
reproduction of a natural flower by recourse to an extremely simple idea, which enabled him to conduct similar
experiments by a most delicate and precise method. He
told himself that the thing that most closely resembled natural flowers was the reflection of those flowers in a plateglass mirror. Accordingly M. Plateau placed a mirror in
front of a bouquet of honey-bearing flowers. If the bees were
guided by the sense of sight, they would naturally go as
eagerly to the perfect reflection of the flowers as to the
flowers themselves. But the bees weren't fooled. Instead
of bumping their heads against the mirror, as they do
against the window-pane when they want to get out of a
room, they flew straight to the flowers themselves, as if the
mirror had not existed.
The general conclusion drawn from M. Plateau's researches is identical with that which I formulated 25 years
ago the insects are guided toward the honey-flowers by a
sense quite different from that of sight a sense that can be
nothing but the sense of smell.
This is not saying that the bees are attracted to flowers
by what we call their perfumes, for perfumed flowers are
not richly provided with nectar, and fragrant essences seem
generally without any noticeable effect upon the bees. It
is not the sense of smell as we subjectively conceive it
it
is a special sense, and a particularly subtle one, that enables
them to know the whereabouts of the sweets they want.
Indeed, substances which we can't possibly recognize
by their odor are still found by the bees. I have frequently repeated the following experiment:
Lumps of
ordinary sugar, which have no appreciable odor at a distance, were placed in a dark and carefully closed tent where
there was neither honey nor anything with any pronounced
smell, and where the bees were not accustomed to go. The
next day, and even on the second day after, the bees succeeded in finding the lumps of sugar, and recognized that
;

—

;

they were just what they had been
with the feeble mandibles at the
learned that this process was not a
sugar, and they then went in search

looking for. Gnawing
hard lumps, they soon
practicable way to get
of water to dissolve it,
and made it possible for them to pump up the sweet liquid
thus produced.

Result Not Astounding.
This result, by the way, was not so very astonishing
when you observe how skilfully the bees find the places
where their booty lies hidden. I shall not dwell further
upon this question, for I prefer to come back to that of colors.
And let me remark that certain isolated observations
on that had been wrongly interpreted or too broadly generalized upon.

M. Motelay once saw a common white butterfly flutter
down the street and halt before a shop window, where, for
a quarter of an hour, he bumped against the glass. Now
shop belonged

to a florist, and there were flowers in
hence, M. Motelay concluded that the sight
of the colored flowers attracted the butterfly— the sight of
them and not their smell for the insect was unable to find
the open door of the shop where he might have noticed the
fragrance of the flowers within. As this case has frequently been cited as typical, let us look at it rather closely.
In the first place, if the conclusion were legitimate, we
ought to see quantities of bees, butterflies and other honeyseeking insects swarming upon the glass-panes of all greenhouses in which there are brilliantly colored flowers. Now,
it is a matter of common observation that no such thing

this

the

windows

Insects are capable of

many

blunders, and frequently

make mistakes when going from one blue flower to an analogous blue flower of the same type, but not the same species.
Rev. M. Bevan and Miss Shuttleworth report that
seen bees stupid enough to alight upon the
the flowers in wall-paper. To point out this fact to landlords would be enough to make them stop decorating their
walls with flowered wall-paper, for if bees are going to take
painted flowers for real ones, the landlords will have a hard
time of it keeping their tenants.
The most curious of these exceptional facts brought
forward in proof of a general fact which does not exist is
that cited by Romanes. The naturalist Couch, whose name
will be surely handed down to posterity in connection with
this observation, saw (in a zoological laboratory, I suppose)
a bee mistake an actinia a polyp under water for a submerged flower.
"The bee hurled herself toward the center of the living
disk, and though she struggled to get free he was held fast

they have

—

—

until she

was

first

drowned and then swallowed."

can't make put what this observation proves beyond
the fact that a bee seeking to get water, as bees so often do
to dilute the honey of the hive for food for larvas, came
woefully to grief, and at the moment when she thought to
pump up her water supply she was swallowed by the polyp.
This I freely admit, but as for attributing to that bee a
sufficient degree of imbecility on account of its believing in
a flower under water, ask any bee-keeper or lover of bees
and see what they say
I

!

Why

are Flowers Colored

?

Brushing aside these various isolated facts, let us return to the matter of the recent experiments conducted by
Mile. Wery, who says that the colors of flowers account for

A

80 percent of their attractiveness for the bees.
critical
study of this work, and all others like it, as well as of the
results of the experiments I have lately made, would overstep the limits of this article. What has already been said
suffices, I think, to raise serious doubts of the theory which
tells us, in the words of Sir John Lubbock, " It is to the
bees that we owe the colors of our flowers and the fragrance
of our fields."
Then why are flowers colored ? Why not ask one's self
with similar logic the source of that mysterious adaptation
to which we owe the colors of rocks, precious stones and the
sunset ? Of course this question is neither a reply nor an
objection. The advocates of Sprengel's theory have recently sought to reply in advance by enquiring
are
mushrooms frequently garbed in rich colors ? According
to several authors convinced of the reciprocal adaptation of
flowers and insects, edible mushrooms are colored so as to
resemble the poisonous varieties and escape getting picked.
"Caesar's dainties," as M. Vuillemin says, " wear the colors
of Locusta's poisons." But, then, you may just as well say
that the poisonous mushrooms seek to resemble the edible
ones in order to get picked. Translated by the Boston
:

Why

—

Transcript.

;

—

to Dp. Miller's "Forty Years."— All who
edition of " Forty Years Among the Bees "
should also have the Appendix which appears in the new
edition, issued recently. The complete new 344-page book,
bound in cloth, is sent postpaid for $1.00 the Appendix
alone for 10 cents. Or, the book and the American Bee
Journal a year— both for $1.80
the Appendix and the
American Bee Journal a year in advance, $1.00. Send all
orders to the American Bee Journal office.

Appendix

have the

first

;

;
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for producing comb honey
simply because they fill the
so full that their combs have a water-soaked appearThese
ance that detracts largely from its market value.
should be culled out, if comb honey is what you are trying
to produce, and their queens superseded with better stock as
soon as possible. In the meantime, they are just as good for
oxtracted honey as any.
fit

;

cells

i
'

Convention
Proceedings

It takes a strong force of workers to work comb honey
colony that will do very fair work at storing
profitably.
honey in combs already built, may do little or nothing at
building comb in a super. That foundation principle of beekeeping, " Keep your colonies strong," applies with much

A

NATIONAL AT CHICAGO
36th Annual Convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in
Chicago, 111., Dec. 19, 20 and 21, 1905

Report

of the

[Continued from page

The Secretary then read

a

562.]

paper by James A. Green,

of Colorado, on

PRODUCINQ BOTH COMB AND EXTRACTED HONEY
ON THE SAME COLONY
Whether comb or extracted honey can be produced most
is a question that is often asked, and one that each

profitably

man must settle for himself according to the conditions under
which he must work. Having settled this, he is too apt to assume that he should confine himself entirely to the production
of one or the other. We all know something of the advantages of specialty, and I would be one of the last to decry
them. Yet I think that in many cases, at least, the bee-keeper
The extracted-honey man
has no need to produce any comb honey,
and in most cases, it will not pay him to do so.
is

is

making
all

a mistake in so deciding.

right.

He

With

the comb-honey producer it is different. All practical comb-honey producers know that it is a difficult matter
to get all colonies in such condition that they will enter the
supers promptly at the beginning of the honey-flow.
colony
that is in just the right condition will go into the sections
with a rush and keep things moving right from the start.
Another, apparently as strong in numbers, will hesitate about
going into the super, and do nothing for some days except
to crowd the brood-combs as full as possible of honey. This

greater force to colonies producing comb honey than to those
run for extracting.
For this reason, I keep extracting combs on all colonies
that are not yet strong enough for the profitable production
of comb. When they have reached the point where they
can build comb profitably, the extracting combs may be exchanged for sections. When a colony swarms or is divided,
its comb supers go with the swarm, while a set of extracting combs is put on the old colony until it is in good working
Any colony that at any time during the
condition again.
honey-flow is found to be doing poor work in the sections,
has those sections promptly removed and replaced with extracting combs.
One of the greatest advantages of this combination system is seen at the end of the season. As the honey-flow
draws to a close, instead of giving new sections that may
never be completed, give extracted combs to the colonies
that are doing the poorest work in the sections and give
In this way
their sections to other colonies to complete.
you not only secure a larger amount of finished honey, but
you avoid the expensive nuisance of having a lot of unfinished sections on your hands at the close of the season.

By working in this way I have sometimes had nearly
every section in an apiary of over ioo colonies, run mostly
for comb honey, finished up into marketable condition at the

A

perhaps results in swarming, which in many localities and
with some systems of management, effectually spoils the
chances of any comb honey from that colony. In any case,
the colony that started promptly in the super is pretty sure to
have a great deal more honey to its credit than the one that
is slow about starting, even when they are apparently equal
in all other respects.
It is exceedingly important that the
bees form the habit as early as possible of storing their

honey

in the super.

Bee-keepers generally are

in the habit of using "baitthe supers to secure this early start.
But even
a full super of drawn combs in sections is not as good for
this purpose as a nice set of extracting combs.

combs"

in

For a number of years I have combined the production
of extracted honey with that of comb.
My extracting
supers are only 6 inches deep with the frames at fixed distances, firmly held in place by a thumb-screw through the
side of the hive, after the style of the Heddon hive.
This
makes them easily handled as a whole, and none of the
frames are ever handled separately until they come to the
extracting room.
One of these supers is placed on each colony at the beginning of the honey-flow. The bees enter this readily and
if there is any surplus to be gathered, it goes into the super.
After the bees are well at work in it, a super of sections is
placed under it, after the usual tiering plan, or sometimes
the extracting super is removed altogether and replaced by
the super of sections. The combs thus removed are placed
over the poorer working colonies.
There will always be
some colonies that will not do good work in the sections,
because they are not strong enough in numbers, because
they are not good comb-builders, or because they do not
cap their honey with the nice white finish so necessary for a
fancy article.
On these colonies the extracting combs may
be tiered up to any desired height and left to be finished, or
until you are ready to extract the honey.
This gives you the
ability to use profitably those colonies that are not good for
comb honey. In most apiaries there are bees that are not

JAME9

A.

GREEN

close of the season.
Another important point to be considered is that in many localities, the last honey gathered is not
fit to be put into sections, but can be much more profitably

handled

in the extracted form.
will be seen that by this

considerable
the supers are
but during the
of the bees by
The few bees
and are just as useful in one hive as

system there
changing about of unfinished supers. Usually
first freed of bees by the use of Dee-escapes,
honey-flow I simply get out the greater part
smoking, and then shaking or "jouncing."
It

that are left

do no harm

is

another.

Of course a queen-excluding honey-board is a practical
necessity with this system, but its advantages are so many
and so great that I would not think of doing without it.
Several years ago I was much taken up with the idea
that has been made public during the past season of using
one or more extracting combs in each comb super, but I

;
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soon gave it up, as it seemed to me too fussy and complicated, and not nearly as well suited to practical work in a
large apiary as separate supers, used according to the needs
of the particular colony.

The system I have outlined has been in practical use in
apiaries for nearly twenty years.
There are some small
advantages that I have not mentioned, but briefly, the advantages of the system are that it secures more honey, a higher
grade of comb honey, saves a great deal of waste, and does
it with a control of the bees and an economy of labor that is
not to be secured by any other method that I am familiar
with.
Jambs A. Green.

my

—

Mr. Lyons I think Mr. Green hit the nail on the head
as far as the arrangement of his supers is concerned. I would
like to hear some of the members tell their ideas with regard
to the excluders.
Mr. Whitney The method adopted by the gentleman
who wrote the paper is identical with that which I use
myself, excepting he used a half-frame for the extracting
super instead of a whole Langstroth.
To build up in the
spring for the purpose of producing comb honey, I use the
same method he does, and always have, and successfully.

—

—
Whitney— As

Mr. Wilcox

comb and

Did you say you had made a success of both
extracted honey at the same time?

Mr.
I understand the paper, he used some
of those frames for extracted honey after taking off comb
honey, by putting on some of the section frames. I do not
produce comb honey and extracted honey on the same colony
at the same time.
Mr. Stewart— I produce both extracted and comb honey
on the same colony, at the same time, and very successfully,
and I bdieve it is a good idea to do it.
all know that we
can get the bees into extracting supers a great deal easier than
into sections.
also know that at the close of the honey season
it is the hardest work to get our comb-honey capped, and I use
shallow extracting frames or extracting supers and comb-honey
supers; the outsides of them are identical. My extracting frames
are only 4% inches, and they are closed in. The way I do it is, I
put a case of sections on those that I think are less apt to go
promptly in the sections, and after they get nicely started to
work I put a comb-honey super underneath them, and they
work in both of them, finishing up the extracting super and
going on with the comb-honey work.

We

We

What

am most

interested in is something that I have
and it is in line with the paper that was
read, and I will give you an explanation of an idea that I
have: I will set up 100 colonies in the spring if I do not find
some obstacle to it. I have the bee-space in the bottom instead of the top and to produce comb and extracted honey in
the same frame, my extracting frame is identical with 4 of
the honey-sections.
I will put one frame of comb on each
side of each super, and I will fill in the inside of it with sections
and my idea is that they will start up more readily
in this drawn comb; not only that, but when the weather is
cold, or for any reason, they do better work in the inside than
they do in the outside. My experience is, in grading honey
that 80 percent or more of the culls and unfinished honey
that does not come up to the grade is on the outside. If
I can have the outsides for extracted honey, I have my cull
honey all in the shape that I can extract it. The way I calculate to use the T's in my supers is this: I will make some
T's that are shorter than these here, and my frames are made
of H-inch stuff all round. The ends are }i of an inch wider
than the tops or bottoms. They are reversible, and instead of
hanging at the top they rest upon a support at the end of the
I

not practiced at

all;

;

;

casing.
Then the extracting frames fit in there very nicely.
But the rub is to get the T-supers to fit your cases. The way
I will do that is, I will make some T's, and then take a little
piece of tin and have that soldered on so that it will project
out
of an inch further than at the top, at the apex of the

%

% of an inch will just hook over the top of the bottom part, and the bottom of the T will be flush with the bottom of the extracting frame.
There is another obstacle to overcome in using separators.
I use plain wooden separators, and in order to have everything just as it should be you must have a fence or cleats on
the sides of your outside separators to hold them up to the
T.

That

sections
and if there are cleats placed on the outside you
have a separator between your extracting frames and outside
frames, and everything held up; and everything, as far as
the comb-honey is concerned, is identical with what it should
;

be

in the other
earlier than you

case.
The advantage is in starting bees
can in any other way; and not only that

you do away with 75 percent of the

That

I think is esIn the early part,
and in the midst of the honey-flow, I could not see any advantage in it at all, more than possibly it would give them a
chance to start seme more honey.

culls.

pecially true in the after part of the season.

—
—

Mr. Wilcox Do you continue using those outside frames
through the season?
Mr. Stewart I don't know. I would use them to start
with and finish the season. Whether I would use them in
the center of the honey-flow I am rather doubtful; I don't
know.
Mr. Ferris I can see a great future for the comb-honey
producer in that line of thought. I believe there is something we would all do well to think upon, and put in practice.
I believe we will find our culls will be lessened, and
our first-class finished article be more, and still have our
culls in an extracted form so that we can dispose of them.
Dr. Miller There still remains the fact that some of
us do not get any more unfinished sections than we want
to start in with the next year.
Mr. Stewart This applies to those that do get more
than they want.
Mr. Ferris To my mind we don't want any unfinished
wonder how many of us have
I
sections left over at all.
eufcr found as fine, first-class honey in the unfinished sections left over from the other year as those nice, new secI never have; and this is to get
tions we put in this year?
rid of all the unfinished sections entirely, and yet have the
extracting combs we can use in the commencement of the
season, and still do the same work as we would otherwise
with unfinished sections.
Mr. Whitney It seems to me that if the extracting
frames are put into a double-walled hive and then trans-

—

—

—
—

—

ferred to some other locality and the section-cases put in,
the outside sections will be filled just as quickly by the bees
That is the way I have produced comb honey,
in the center.
and without any danger of having a lot' of culls on the outThe bees gather right around the closed section, and
side.
cluster inside of the outside shell so as to cover those cases
completely, and the outside sections are just as warm as the
inside; and they fill them out just as quickly, and often com-

mence capping first.
Mr. Holtermann

—

The objection which I have seen to
the production of comb and extracted honey in the same
It requires a good deal of concentrated energy
hive is this:
to produce good comb honey; and as far as skill and time are
concerned it requires more careful and skillful application
to produce comb honey than it does good extracted honey
and where you have a percentage of your extracting combs
in that super you are really producing extracted honey at an
increased expense compared with comb honey and the more
you produce the greater is the cost of producing that extracted honey. The question has been touched upon as to
the unfinished sections on the outer sides of the hives.
It
has also been mentioned that it is not necessary to have
these unfinished sections.
That I am thoroughly satisfied is
correct.
I learned some years ago by putting in wedges between the bottom-board and the brood-chamber, the broodchamber was practically raised an increase of
of an inch
from the bottom-board, and by that means the bees were
compelled to go up at the side. By having a dou.ble beespace at the sides, by careful experiment, I have found that
the outside sections are in many cases even better filled
than the center.
Some objected to the suggestion Dr. Miller threw out
;

%

about

cull

sections,

which

and

an exception was taken by Mr.

right and legitimate.
perfectly
I
have
never seen a bait-section as well finished as a section built
upon comb foundation.
But on the other hand, I want to
plead this, that for these bait-sections you can get a better
price than you can get for honey after it has been extracted
from those extracting frames. That is the reason I do not
consider the system without its faults.
Ferris,

is

—

Mr. Wheeler There is a point that has not been
touched on, and that is the fact that when the bees have room
to store extracted honey they stop the production of wax.
To prove this, it is an easy matter to put on an extracting
super when you take off the section-comb honey. Then after
a few days put on a super of sections, and you almost invariably stop that colony of bees from working for comb
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honey. If you put into that hive some empty combs on
The
the outside it has the same effect for the time being.
bees put honey into these empty cells and they stop the
think it is a detriment rather than
I
production of wax.
an advantage. I prefer to have every section filled, and then
the bees arc secreting wax.
Mr. Stewart My experience is in working the brood
in shallow supers, by getting the bees nicely started in the
tops, and then putting on a case for comb honey and tiering
up, it does not check them, and they will work in the sections below as if they had a case of sections above them.
person wants to use
I don't think there is any difference.
judgment as to when they shall put under that case of sec-

^
ouftiGriT\

Beedom

—

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

New

^

Braunfels, Tex.

A

tions.

McEvoy— Now

think we can work this all right.
are going to work for both comb and extracted honey.
This gentleman is going to put a frame for extracting and
comb on the outside. That is all right. In the first place,
those in between with foundation, and after they have
fill
extracted the first round the bees will brush up those dripping with honey, and they will pull those combs out between
They are
the sections very readily till I get them started.
going to crowd the queen, and it is going to lead to a little
early swarming. Now, I will head off the swarms and then
take out the extracting frames and shove these others up. I
will hang a separator back of the frame and crowd them up,
and now they have gone to work in that, and I will secure
a quantity of honey, and I will take more dollars out of it
than on the other section. Try it, and you will find I am
I
have worked at that since
prettv near right on that.

Mr.

We

1882.'

—

—

ask Mr. McEvoy why, instead of putting in full sheets of foundation and making them
build it out for extracted honey, he does not put in sections
just as well?

Mr. Wheeler

I

would

like to

—

Mr. McEvoy If I said that, I made a mistake. This is
I raise it up and I put under a super or
nice white comb.
half-story comb to keep them working there. The space which
is between the bottom and the top is just the same as was
talked of, only it is a narrow frame and they crowd up. Give
it a trial.
If you find the season coming to a close, you can
take 2 or 3 and put them in the center in extracting, and put
the extracting combs on each side. They will come out without any being unfinished.

—

Mr. McEvoy spoke of having nice white
and that point must be emphasized. If some of
you think you can take old black combs and put them in
there you will find the black comb will be carried over to
your sections.
Dr.

comb

Miller

there,

Mr.
Mr.

McEvoy—You
Pettit

this paper,

—There

which

I

Successful and Easy

are right.
a

is

think

I

It will

point in the

spoil

them.

subject

matter of

heard emphasized, and that is this
It is about the right quantity of

shallow extracting super.
space you want to put on in the spring for fruit-bloom. It
takes up the dark fruit-bloom honey, and what dark fall
honey there is to go up, and that goes up into these combs,
and then the sections are put on afterwards, and they get
the white honey. And there is another point, when they get
to working in these combs you don't want to take them
away just when you put on the foundation, because I find
without using the extracting combs we don't want to have
them start storing honey in the extracting combs, and then
take these off and put on foundation, because that immediately makes them sulk, and swarm before they start on
the sections.

Way

to

Work Up

a

Home

Honey Market

I

In response to the call for experience in working up a

home market,

I will give mine.
found there was a great deal of prejudice in my home
town against extracted honey, the people thinking it was
I

the old-fashioned " strained " honey. About every other
lady I tried to sell honey to said, " Oh I don't like strained
honey. I want comb honey." I would then explain the
1

"strained" honey and extracted, and
wind up by sellingher half a gallon, or a gallon, of exdifference between

tracted honey, with the distinct understanding that if she
did not like it, or it was not entirely satisfactory, she was
to return what was left, after giving it a fair trial, and get
I never had any returned.
all of her money back.
But that was too slow explaining to every other customer, so I wrote an article for the local paper, explaining
the difference, and announced that at a certain time and
place on the principal street I would give a free exhibition,
showing the latest method of extracting, and the difference
between extracted and "strained " honey.

—

When

the time arrived I was there with the extractor
supers of honey, and a frame of brood for illustrating the old method of securing strained honey. I showed
them that extracted honey was exactly the same thing as
comb honey with the comb left out. I passed an empty
comb around for them to taste, thus showing that the comb
had no taste, and all the taste of comb honey was in the
liquid honey contained in the comb.
" Seeing is believing," and I converted this whole town
They bought all I extracted on the spot,
in 30 minutes.
and gave me orders for more. And never since that day
have I had anybody tell me he liked comb honey and did
not like extracted.
I still sell some comb honey to a few people who do not
mind a little extra expense, but the great majority call for
extracted honey.
Try it, fellow bee-keepers. Don't take it for granted
that everybody else knows all you know about bees and
H. D. Murry.
honey.

and a

lot of

Texas.

(Continued next week.j

—

Honey as a Health-Food. -This is a 16-page honeypamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on "Honey as
Food,'" written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to
"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid
Sample copy for a two-cent stamp; SO

—

100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00;
or 1,000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

copies for 70

cts.;

Send Questions either to the office of tbe American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo, 111.
mail.
tt^*" Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by

aueen-Experlence-Getttnjj Drones from a Distance
Last year I purchased 3 Italian queens to try to help a widow and
her family get a start. They tried to winter them in the barn, but the
result was that the stores were consumed or robbed out, and all the
bees died but 1 colony. There were not enough bees to keep the brood
warm. The queen was laying 2, aud sometimes 3, eggs in one cell.
When I noticed this I advised placing them in the bouse, with an exit
of about 1 inch through the bottom of the window, bending a piece
of sheet-iron to allow it to answer as a chute, and closing the balance
of the window with a strip of board to prevent the wind from blowing in, and screening the remainder of the entrance to the hive, thereby allowing the warm air of the room to pass freely through the hive,

:
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which resulted in a rapid increase of larvse, so that feeding had to be
resorted to as the stores were found to be very short.
House-cleaning time came, and, of course, the bees must go outdoors. In that move the bees became divided, and would not unite
without fighting. They called my attention to the condition, and as
it was some hours after the hive had been removed, and manv of the
workers were flying all around and through the house, I took 3 of the
heaviest brood-frames, brushed the bees off and placed them in a new
hive with other drawn cromb, and placed thi6 hive in the window, and
20 minutes later everything was quiet, and the bees were working
nicely in both hives.
A few days later I found only 1 queen-cell. I
gave another frame of brood, and 10 days later found 4 more fine
queen-cells ready to cap, and one queen possibly 2 hours old. Then I
removed the hive, jostling it much as I removed it from the window,
giving it as much jolting as I thought the comb could stand and not
tear.
Then I took the frames out that had queen-cells, with adhering
bees, and placed them in another hive, leaving the young queen in
possession of hive No. 2. Then, about the time the queen would be
likely to fly it began to rain, and turned cold. Fivedays later I found
the young queen gone, so I decided she had been lost on her weddingtrip, because of rain and cold, or some other cause unknown to us. A
careful examination revealed the fact, also, that there was not even as
much as one drone in any of the hives. Now, with nice queen-cells
ready to hatch, and no drones, what am I to do for these people?
There are black bees in the neighborhood, and if we have no drones
for our young queens to mate with, will they not find a black, or possibly, at best, a hybrid drone, producing a cross of inferior stock?
I have placed a frame of drone-comb in the center of the broodnest early this spring. The first time I did that the bees took out the
eggs the queen laid in it, and filled the frame with honey. I changed
it before the honey was capped, and placed another frame of dronecomb in its place but even if they allow it to be filled with eggs, the
drones will be too young to be of any practical good until very late in
the season, if I am not wrong in my opinion as to the age a drone
must be to fly well. Or could I get a few drones from a distance?
What are they worth? and would they do us any good?
Can a queen be kept confined and allowed to fly only in a wirecage (say 2 feet square), and be expected to mate with a drone therein, or must she have the freedom of the open field for her wedding;

Indiana.

trip?

Answer. — It would hardly do any good to try to get drones from
elsewhere. The journey would be hard on them, and even if they
should be in best condition they would not be likely to stand much
show against the drones of the neighborhood. You may count quite
certainly that your virgins will meet drones from some of the colonies within a range of 2 miles or less, and having pure drones of your
own would not lessen greatly the probability unless in great numbers.
By this time there will be no scarcity of drones in the surrounding
neighborhood. Mating queens in confinement is not a success yet.

brood and bees, and over this the supers as before. Then the
queen is run in at the entrance of the lower hive, and the colony is
left for a week or 10 days.
At the end of the week, or as soon after
that time as we can conveniently reach it, we take away the lower
story with its excluder, and put back the queen in the old hive, which
its

is left

Rearing Queens

3. Is this all right, or do you know of a better plan to get the
most honey and save the queens, too?
Minnesota.

—

1. You probably refer to the (1. W. Demaree plan,
put an empty story on the bottom-board, and on that the
old hive with its contents, an excluder being put between the 2 stories.
In 3 weeks' time all the brood in the upper story will have emerged,
and it will be an extracting super. Of course, that would hardly do
for section honey.
But in " Forty Years Among the Bees'' will be
found a plan somewhat after the same order that is all right for section honey.
It is called the foundation plan of treatment, and is

Answers.

which

is

to

given as follows

"

We

and cage the queen, destroy all queen-cells, remove the
stand, and put in its place a hive containing 3 or 4
frames of foundation. The foundation is on one side of the hive, with
find

hive from

its

a dummy next to it. The rest of the hive is left vacant. Upon this
hive is put a queen-excluder, and over the excluder the old hive with

Poor Honey-Season

been following the directions given in Pratt's queen-book.

Answer. — If

Wisconsin.
as poor with you as it is here, I don't
Feed your colony a little daily, so as to
is on, and they will be more ready to start

the season

wonder at your experience.
make them think a harvest

is

queen-cells.

«
Is

•

»

"Honey-Dew" Pure Honey?

As the bees are gathering and storing away a great amount of
this spring, and as there seems to be some difference in
opinion in regard to what is meant by the term " Pure Honey," do we
mean to say that only the sweet of flowers gathered by the bees is
pure? or do we accept the theory that all sweets gathered from plants
are pure? If we stamp all honey as not pure which is not gathered
from flowers, we necessarily then have classed honey-dew as impure,
whether it is produced from the aphides and is a production of plantwe believe it ju6tas pure as
life, or fall 6.88 a manna from heaven
white clover, alfalfa, or any of the best grades of honey that are produced by bees. It is true that it is an inferior grade, but quality is
not to be reckoned with purity. Is not white clover superior to buckwheat honey? and are there not flowers at times which produce honey
that is not conducive to good health? Why, then, class honey-dew as
impure because it is not gathered from flowers? What is meant by
" impure honey?" Is it honey that has been adulterated and doctored
J. W. P.
by men, therefore a mixture and impure?
honey-dew

—

—

Answer. Your views are quite correct, unless it be with regard
honey-dew falling like manna from heaven. It is now generally
conceded that it never falls anywhere except where there is
something above in the form of a tree for it to fall from.
to

Dividing Colonies for Increase

Strong

queens.

in a

I am trying to rear queens, but we have had a poor season so far.
The bees take the eggs out of the cups as fast as I can put them in.
I can't think what is the matter, as the colony is queenless.
I have

Preventing Increase-Putting Weak Colonies Over the
1. Will giving an empty story below a queen-excluder do for section honey, to prevent increase?
2. E. W. Alexander says, in the Bee-Keepers' Review, that " those
colonies that are weak in bees yet have a good queen I mark, and as
soon as they have larva;, which is usually in about 5 days after setting
out, each is taken to a good, strong colony and given a frame from
the strong colony so a6 to keep the bees from leaving their queen and
all going below.
I close all the entrances except that of the strong
colony. The bees will divide themselves about equally between the
two queens, and in about 4 or 5 weeks I can separate them, and in 9
times out of 10 I have 2 good, strong colonies. For 20 years I have
treated all my weak colonies in this way in early spring. Sometimes
I have had 100 weak colonies on top of 6trong ones.
Don't keep them
together too long, as the young bees, when over 2 weeks old, are liable
to sting one of the queens."
Now, is Mr. Alexander not mistaken as
to the young bees stinging the queen?
Don't the queens fight each
other? This can be prevented by putting 2 queen-excluders on top,
or between the weak and the strong colonies so the queens can not
reach each other. I will try this next year. This is what troubles me
the worst, to keep the queen living in this weak colony and breed up.
A queen I got last year is a dandy. She had 4 brood early this spring,
and the hive is now full of sealed brood and bees. I put an empty
story on top. I am going to try Mr. Doolittle's plan on one hive this
year, and take the brood and make nuclei of it, and save the young

on the 6tand."

2. Your idea seems to be that when there is only one excluder,
one of the queens stings the other through the excluder. I wouldn't
like to be too sure about it, but I very much doubt that one queen
can sting another through an excluder.
3. You will likely find it works all right.

1. When dividing bees at this time of the year, would it do to set
the colony, or half containing the old queen, on a new stand and stop
up the entrance with green leaves, or place screen-wire over the entrance to confine the bees for a few days so the working force will
not return to the old stand?
2. Would the bees be likely to smother if confined in this way?
3. The real trouble with me in dividing for increase is the working force leaving the old queen which I place on a new stand and return to the old stand, so that we get no work from the old colony
with the queen for a week or two. Can you give me a better plan for
Missouri.
dividing?

Answer.— If I understand you correctly, you want to take half
the colony, with the queen, aDd put it on a new stand, and your problem is to make the older bees, or the field-bees, willing to stay there.
Confining them for 2 or 3 days would accomplish that end, but there
is danger that a good many bees would worry themselves to death.
Such a plan is all right for a nucleus of one or two frames, but half a
colony would be too much crowded and heated. But you can make
that all right by putting them in a cool and dark cellar during the
time of their imprisonment.
I could tell better as to the advisability of your plan if I knew
In
just what you intended to do with the half left on the old stand.
any case, you will likely get more honey, and perhaps more satisfacSet the old hive with all its contion in every way, to proceed thus:
tents on a new stand, taking from it one frame with queen and adhering bees, which you will put in a new hive on the old stand. A
week later shake a lot of the bees, perhaps half of them, from the old
hive into the new. Of course a queen-cell or a queen is to be given to
the queenless bees on the new stand within 2 or 3 days of moving
them. The object of wailing a week before shaking the bees into the
new hive is to allow plenty of bees in the old hive till all the young
brood and eggs are out of danger.
Please Send Us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them
sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get
their subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable
premiums in nearly every number of this Journal. You
can aid much by sending in the names and addresses when
writing us on other matters,
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A >out
swarm

be bees are preparing to
super on top of the hive,
have some inducement to
go up, ili< sam<
is
a fish is induced to bite
the hook.
So
put in a section of honey,
uncapped, which will cause them to go up
after it. and in so doing they will commence
to move up anil work, and lay aside all noof swai mi
If
notice that this section of honey fails
to do the work, then I put in one more, and
in
times out of 10 it is successful.
But
snould
fail, and they swarm after the above
method lias been tried, then I put the swarm
in a super and place the super on top of the
mother colony, and they will stay.
Thia year I intend to allow some of my
bees to swarm, as there are not so many bees
in this county as last year, on account of
last summer's unfavorable honey-season, which
was the cause of many losing their bees last
winter for want of food. I lost but 1 colony,

the

I

time

plao

\

tin

and then they musl

Reports and
experiences

I

.

We WilS Move
Goods Must Move First
We will
make prices that will move them
!

Quickly.

I

Wet Enough, Good

If

Prospects.

All Lewis Goods,

and First-Class

I

My wife's folks packed 7 colonies of bees
with leaves, putting the bees in
fall
last
outside cases, and 4 of the 7 were so light
honey, and the winter being so open,
of
They wanted
only s were alive in February.
to go out of the bee-business, as they were
not able to care for the bees longer, so they
made me a present of the 7 colonies, and all
Only
the extra supplies at Christmas time.
3 colonies came through alive till March, and
here,
and
all
armiles
them
shipped
3
I
75
rived here all right, but one was so weak
while
I
was
robbed
them,
that robber-bees
away from home a few days; and that left
me only 2 colonies.
One of my parishioners
me a swarm of the common

Argyle

at

gave

black bees, and
transferred them from the old crackerbox they were in into a Langstroth hive, and
I
have only the 3
they are doing well.
colonies of my own at present, but have 8
I

Langstroth hives, and am taking care of Rev. Hoober's apiary of 42 colohalf
the new swarms.
We have
and
get
nies,
not had a new swarm yet, but the bees are
working in the supers quite well, and when
we do get swarms they will be large ones. I
will
keep my 3 colonies from swarming.

empty

We

working

for

comb honey altogether.
winter was about 25
The raspberry is in

loss of bees last
in this locality.

bloom now. white clover is just
mencing to yield some honey, and the
have been doing good work the last
If it continues wet enough, the
days.
pect is good for a fair flow of honey
full

white clover.
Mr. Pleasant,

Iowa,

Non-Swarming
Bees

May

W.

J.

combees

few
pros-

from

Stine.

them

a

this

little

spring.

bees are doing very nicely now.
I
think they will have no trouble to get all the
honey they want.
think the prospects in this locality are
I
very favorable this year.
I
wish to thank the many contributors of
the American Bee Journal for the many valuable points they have given in its columns.

A.

Monett, Mo.,

May

G.

Other Goods Equally
No more at these prices when

List.

these are sold. It will pay to buy for
next year. Act Quickly.

ABBOTT,

E. T.

St.

Joseph, Mo.
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Safe Introduction of Queens.
will

I

give a plan which, if followed, never
me in successfully introducing

with
queens:
fails

First, when the queen arrives make the colAs soon as the old queen is
found, either destroy her or (if you want to
use her further) take 2 or 3 frames of brood
with adhering bees, put them in a new hive,
and on a new stand or better still, put 3
frames of brood on a new stand, after seeing
To make
that the old queen is not there.
sure of this, you would better hunt her out

ony queenless.

;

about Trapping, Fur and Game Sections, Big Game Sections, Best Fur Buyers—
everything in the interest of its readers. Subscribe now. One sample free.
27Ctf Room i, AlslnBldg., MADRID, IOWA
Tells

all
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Seed-Time and

and set the frame on which you find
her to one side; then take out the frames
as directed, and put the queen back into the

30.

first,

or

German

Larvae with
a Medicine Dropper.

like to reply once more to Mr.
Alley, and say that I have some pure
or German bees that I wouldn't trade
for any other race of bees on earth; but
they have one very serious fault they won*t
swarm enough to suit me; nor are they good
cell-builders; but as I am not a queen-breeder
and haven't any queens to sell, I am not seeking any free advertising.
I
am one of those fellows who want my
bees to swarm once, and that is about the last
<>f May, or forepart of June, as I much prefer natural queens to any other; but by the
way [ have been handling my bees for the
last 6 or 8 years I have completely broken
them of swarming, and I didn't want to;
and the funny part of it is I don't know just
what part of the performance has done it,
or I would let those into the secret who want
things that way.
Now I am going to give the old queenbreeders a kink that they probably haven't
thought of, in the way of handling young
larva; and royal jelly.
Instead of using a
feather or spoon
and scraping the larva
around in the cell, and killing or crippling
many of them, just take a medicine-dropper
with the largest hole in it you can find, or
break it off back where the hole is large
enough to admit a very small larva.
Draw
up a little royal jelly into it first, then the
larva, then more royal jelly and then insert it in a cell-cup and eject the whole,
and you have the cell-cup all done.
Linn Co., Oreg.
Geo. B. Whitcomb.
I

fed

I

My

Full

as Low.

8- frame

are

The
percent

as

Five l .-story Hives, 8-frame, $6.25.
Write for price on SO or more, and for
1

would

Henry
Brown

—

Getting Bees Into Supers and

No

Swarming.
I notice
on page 401 that Mr. Davenport's
method of controlling swarming of
bees will not be given to the public.
I believe the public already know as much as is
necessary on the subject.
I have 50 colonies of bees, and in the last
3 years I have not had any of them swarm

without my will.
I have learned my method
partly through the valuable American Bee '< .;,nal, and partly through my own ob-Tvations
and experiments.

Harvest

hive.

Find a comb on which young bees are hatchand when you see bees just emerging,
gently catch them by both wings with the
thumb and first finger, and put one by one

ing,

into

a

queen,

new
until

cage

containing

you

haye put 8

only
or

10

the new
into it.

Then put the cage right in the new hive on
a new stand by simply moving 2 of the 3
frames apart so that it will just fit in above
Press the frames firmly together,
the combs.
close the hive and let it alone for 10 or
then pull the cork out of the
12 hours,
cage, or if paper is tacked over the end with
candy in it, pull it off so the bees can help
This is
those in the cage to release her.
an important point, as the sooner they release
her at this time the sooner egg-laying will

commence.
Let the hive alone for 5 or 6 days, and
you will never lose a queen, as the bees that
ust hatched move about the queen in
have
the cage, and impart the scent of the other
j

bees of the hive to the queen, and, of course,
Also, you can, after
they will not harm her.
putting the young bees into the new cage, and
if you have removed the old queen as directed
and cut out all queen-cells, put the cage in
In fact, the best
the hive of the old colony.
results are obtained by putting the cage in
right away, as soon as the old queen is removed. Also, if you have a feeder, it is best
to fill it and put it in the hive, so that no
close the
robbing is induced
hive-entrance
so that only a few bees can pass out at a
;

time.

an illustrated Monthly Journal for country
homes. It is known everywhere as the Great
'Home Industry " Monthly. It is a "Periis

odical with a Purpose." Its mission

is

"Teach

Independence Through Home Employment."
Only 25 cents per year; none free.

Seed-Time
Dept.

& Harvest Pub. Go.
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Address,
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But to go back

to the old hive: After rethe 3 frames, put empty ones in their
places right away, so as not to retard the
work. The best thing to do is to put 1 frame
between 2 combs, as it will induce them to
build them out at once.
Also, by putting
empty frames between drawn combs the queen
will not lay in one side or the other, as she
would in case you put the 3 empty frames in
the center of the brood-chamber.

moving

I
am writing this in the hope that it will
be in time t-< save many a good queen
which would otherwise be killed.
After losing many good queens I adopted this plan,
and have not lost one since. Later on I will
*iv« a plan by which 20 colonies can be
formed from 2 and still produce a surplui
Julius Happel.
of honey.

Read what J. I. Parent, of
Charlton, N. Y., says:
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.

"We

This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
make, and we expect to do

still

to

_

Evansville,

Ind

.

May

28.
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BEE-SUPPLIES s^
Root's Goods at Root's Prices
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Queens By Return Mall
Queens from our fine strain of 3-band Italians
will not disappoint you; bees are gentle aud the
best of honey-gatherers. Queens are large and
orolific, and every one guaranteed.
50c, $6 per doz. Tested, $L each. __~

W. K
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Please mention the Bee Journal.
Legal Consultation. $1.00. Ascertain
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Pikes:

Breeders, S3?>. Extra-Select Breeders, $10. Twoframe Nuclei (without
queen) $2.50; 3, $7; 12, $25.

POUDER,

S.

QUEENS.

Untested— 1, $1; 3, $2.50:
Select Tesied— 1,
12, 49.
$1 £0; 3, $4: 12, $14. 1905
Breeders, $2.50.
Select

SI

IE 513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

LA.

writing.
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Prompt

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
trade.
attach your Dame to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
to
sure
shall be glad to send it to you.

S

Iberia Co.,

&
CLARK
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§
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DOOLITTLE

Everything used by Bee- Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.

.

CO.

when

Journal

Untested,

Understand vour liabilities
Overcome your difficulties.
Safeguard your oroperty. Avert
disaster. Avoid litigation. Secure
your interests. Protect your family.
P- rfect your title. Insure your inheritance. Hel eve your mirid 4.^
your rights.

writing.

of worry, etc. Bank and court
Our book free.
rences.

Queen Incubator and Brooder — Twin Nucleus=Box

vl

AS50CIAIED LAWYbKS COMPANY

MAINLY FOR QUEEN-BREEDERS

^

Old South Building, Boston, Mass.

Incubator and Brooder allow the bees access

to the cells and queens at all
Price, $5.00.
Twin Nucleus and Mating Box has control of the queen by a 3-hole wheel
on the outside, with one hole wire-screened, one hole covered with queen-excluding zinc, and the third hole to regulate the size of the entrance. (Patent applied
Price, $1.00.
for.)
Cylinder Cages postpaid, each, 10 cents. Queen-Cells, 100 mounted, with
sample of Cylinder Cage (sent postpaid,) for 75 cents.

(Patented July

times.

7, 1903.)

—

Breeding Queens, after May 1st Italian, Imported and Golden
and Carniolan — $2.50 each. Orders booked now and filled in rotation. Send for
7Dtf
ARTHUR STANLEY, Dixon, Lee Co., 111.
free Circulars.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
Italian,

Successful Poultry Journal
FRANK HECK,

The most prominent and successful, practica
poultrymen write for the Successful Poultry Jour
and tell how they build their houses, mate their
fowls, manage their incubators, feed both young
and old— and, in fact, tell how they succeed and
make money. Send for sample copy.
nal,

SUCCESSFUL POULTRY JOURNAL
355 Dearborn

ICtf

A

*_

^
KQQC
IJUuO
|1 -^

^^

bees,

65C fOr 12

latest work on BEESUPPLIES, Hives.Fix-

"

fail

a
f!!raers and'l5cstamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— red. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.

ii-ee

The

0*

do not

Catalog:

40-page

tures. Etc. Italian Bees

Queens.

and

interested

If

Quincy,

111.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Tennessee=Bred Queens
All

Untested

!

Select Untested

Tested
Select Tested

..

.75
1.00
1.50

2.00

;

After Julij 1st

"

CftRNlOLflNS

4.00 $ 7.50
9.00
5 00
15.00
8.00
18.00
10 00

;

.60 $3.25
.75 4.25
1.25 6.50

1.50

15th.

i

S.00

6.00 $ .85 $ 4.50 $ 8.00
8.00
1.10
5.50 1)50
12.00
1.60
8.50 15.50
15.00
2.10 10.50 18 50

$ .95

:

6

12

5 00

S.50
10 00
16.00
19.00

1.20
1.70

6.00
9.00

2 20

1100

I

81.50
1-frame Nucleus (no queen)
"
"
2 00
2-frame
"
2.50
"
3-frame
"
"
3.00
4-frame
8-frame
1 full colony without queen in
6.00
dovetailed hive

Bees by the pound in light shipping-boxes, $1.00 per pound.
Select the Queen wanted, and add the price to the above prices.
Discounts on large orders.
this section.

Mention

Bee Journal

sample

the Best Pubkind in America.
It's

a national circulation, and it's only 50c
Address,
a year.
YORK, PA.
Box 20,
40Ctf

Has

PET STOCK,

Contracts with dealers a specialty.

JQHN
when

^

DAVIS

writing.

No

when

Bee Journal

wrltlnK.

TH6 RuraTGaiilornian
6 Months 25c.
A

monthly magazine devoted to Agricultural, Horticultural and rural pursuits, showing the
wonderful development of the Pacific Coast. Beauedited
and artistically
tifully illustrated, well
printed on fine book paper. An encyclopedia of information for colonists. Address,
large

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Rooms 6 and

S10.00
3.00
3.00
3 10
3.25

Carniolan"
Caucasian"

^in

lication of its

CAUCASIANS

12

<;

Straight 5-band Golden Breeders
Select Golden Breeders
"
"
3-band

"

PET STOCK.

In Its Twenty-eighth Year

After April

12

ILL.

In Pigeons, Rabbits,
Cavies, Dogs, Cats, Birds or Pets of any kind,
of
you should send for a free

from Extra-Select Mothers

July 1st

CHICAGO,

you are interested

If

Mention

3-band from Imported Dark Leather, Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. Goldens from
Laws Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.
Italians Before

St.,

PETS

r

FAKMBB'S CALL,

in

to write us.

John Nebel &Son Supply Go., High flill, Mo.
6Ctf

Naill6S l£

Editor.

Subscription Price 50 cents per Year.
Write for Advertising Rates.

ICtf

Mention

Temple

Block,

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Journal when writing.

Etablissement d'apiculture Mont-Jovet
ALBEhTvuxE. France.
Official purveyor of the U. S. Government.
supply also Imported Caucasian Queens. Safe
val guaranteed.

Caucasian Queens.

Select Untested Queens
Select Tested Queens

bee-disease has ever

ITALIAN QUEEN'S.
Queens
lect Tested Queens

Select Untested
-

Spring Hill, Tenn.

Bee

7

Fini

i.

UC4t

1

$\00
2.50
1

$1.00
1.50

6
$11.00
14.C0

6
$5.50
7.00

We

arri-

12
$20.00
25.00
I

$10.00
12.50

es on application. English correspondence.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

—
July

5,

1906

American Ttee Journal
Rose Lawn Queens

B66-K66D6r§' Supplies

Italians

Lewis' Famous Bee-Hives and Sections, Root's Smokers and Extractors,
Dadant's Comb Foundation, Etc., Queen-Bees and Nuclei in Season.
Large and complete stock, prompt service. We meet all competition who
will furnish first-class goods.

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS
carry a complete stock of " Mandy L,ee " Incubators and Brooders. Don't
to investigate these machines. The more you know about incubation,
the more you will like the " Mandy Eee " Incubator. The " Mandy Lee
Brooder " is a complete old hen, all but the "cluck." Our free incubator catalog' describes them.
1004. East Wash. Street
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. -M- •5"5- ++
Mention Bee Journal when writing:.

We

fail

SCOTT & CO.

C. M.

We,"

11
special attention to the superior
qualities of our Red Clover Italians
and Yellow
Caucasians which are worthy thattention ot
.mention
of

progressive beekeepers.

PRICES AFTER JULY

1

Italians and Carniolans, Select,
"
Untested
<o cents; six, $4.00.
Caucasians, Select, Untested,
?1.00; six, $5.00
Banat Queens for those who wish
them
P C
P Ce? f ° r X e
° rders and breeding
8toc k ^li h.
applicitio °'»e <°r
'

22Atf'
22Atf

Mention

?OD"

"
W
K ° S ? L WN A PIARIES.
Sta. ^
C.
LINCOLN, NEB
Bee Journal

....
itai
ITALIAN
AND
.

wnen

^m,,^

NOW READY-

RED CLOVER

QUEEN«;
guarantee safe arrival and oeVf^t",,
i.ft?
Untested. 60c: selec? unvested,
75r o
V
d - $1 each or *' n Per rfoi
V-"2.Atf
R.O.COX. Rt,
I

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.
New

— Caucasians

thank our friends for the liberal patronage extended to ns, and beg to announce
we have largely Increased the capacity that
of our
queens-earing yards, and will be prepared
to
till orders promptly after July
1st.
Our prize offer on honey production
is extended to Oct 1st for those who wish
to try our
fure (..old Queens."

Catalog?

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to

Carniolans

We

lion

r»

J^

"A

London, Wis.

-

4

,

QreenVille Ala.

H
Ga ^,erin » strain °>
ftueens Italians
fta !l°' ,°°,T
and Carnio
ans.
each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or J6.50 per at 75 cento
Untested Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen ' tor
dozen

Q,

BEE-KEEPERS

aR»?gu^? Byg?.^

»A»«

L.

t0ro

Have you secured your

Hives, Sections, Foundation, Honey-Cans and Extractors yet? If Dot, you should
not put it off any longer. Be prepared when tbe flow comes on. Let us assist you. We carry the largest
stock of goods in the Middle West. The low freight-rates from

TOLEDO
Will save you money. We will buy your
to correspond with us when your crop
specialty.

Honey and Beeswax, and pay highest market price. It will pay you
No shipment too large for us. Carloads a
is ready to market.

QUEENS! QUEENS! QUEENS!
We

have a yard at Toledo with l' colonies and over, which we use for queen-rearing only, besides
several out-yards which we run for honey; also for extra bees. Brood and queens are mailed the same day
order

Is

received.

Choice

—

Tested, <5c. A postal card will bring
cular and full price-list for 1906,

asking for it. No matter whether you keep one colony or "00. We also handle a large line of
Poultry Supplies, and sell Eggs for batching. Our 1906 mating list is sent with every catalog. Don't buy
you have seen it.

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

25A6t

:

cir-

FREDERICKSBURG, VA.
when writing.

Bee Journal
Italian

To anyone
until

my

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
26A13t

Mention

OUR 70-PAGE CATALOG IS SENT FREE

Qu eens

Caucasians— Untested, 75c; Tested $100
Italians and
Carniolans
Untested, 60c

and Caucasian

AND NUCLEI

BEES, QUEENS.

Choice home-bred and im-

ported stock.
All Queens
reared in fnll colonies.
Prices of Italians In JULY

St.. Toledo, Ohio
Bee Journal vrhen writing.

AND AFTER:

^

BEE-SUPPLIES
We

manufacture everything needed

greatest variety.

We assure you

in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
the best goods at

facilities

enable us to

make prompt shipments over

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives
Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
every bee keeper to have our Catalog. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write

I

Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited to beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or if you want to improve the stock cf your Italian Bees, write to

ROBERT

2Atf

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluff6, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son. Salina, Kau.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

10

CAUCASIAN QUEENS!

Address,

KRET6HMER MFG.

1

" Breeding Queen
1.65
1-comb nucleus (noqueen) .80
"
"
"
2
1.40
"
2 00
? tt
Un. „
1
Caucasian Queen, 1 25
"
"
1 Tested
1.75
Safe arrival guaranteed.
For prices on larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens, send for free catalog.
J. L.
16Atf
204 E. Logan St., Clarinda, Iowa.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

15 dif-

ferent roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
in having goods transferred and damaged.
We make the

to-day.

$ .65
90

" Tested Queen
" Select Tested Queen

STRONG

LOWEST PRICES
and our excellent freight

One Untested Queen

Mention

B.

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.
Bee Journal

Queens

ILL.

when

Now Ready

R. F. D.
-writing.

to Mail

None

better at any price.
Untested at 50o
Warrantee' ut 75c; Tested at $1.00. Discount
on quantity.
;

GRANT ANDERSON,

20Alf

Mention

Dee Journal

wlien

writing.

Mention

SABIXAL. TEX^S.
when writing.

Bee Journal

-

:

July

586

5,

1906

American Ttee Journal

CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE

Bee-Keepers

With

this wonderful invention the cost of making Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for
is

covered by two Patents.

further information.
mean business.

Do

not write about

it

unless you

Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

My

am

NEWTON A.VE3

MINNE-A-POT-iIS,

IT.,

is

a Reason

writing.

BEE-SUPPLIES

Sections, Comb Foundation, Smokers, etc. Best
of go ids, reasonable prices, and a " square
deal." If you need any Queens, let me tell you
what I have to offer in this line. Circulars free.

ARTHUR RATTRAY, Almont, Mich.
Bee Journal when writing.

25A3t

Mention

To

sell lot of 300

that we were forced to double our melting capacity
in order to fill orders promptly?
for This— It is because Dittmer's Foundation is tough, clear,
transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.

much

and

empty

60-lb.

capacity Honey-

lot, or less quantities.
are in first-clasa condition.
We are also in the market for Fancy

Cans.

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
There

when

Bee Journal

MINN.

THAT THE SALE OF

so

full

sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to
A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.
20Atf

CHARLES MONDENG,

DO YOU KNOW
Has increased

you want Sections that you can put a

Mention

BEE-SUPPLIES^EQUEENS

ISO

If

Cans

All in one

and Extracted Honey. Correspondence

Comb

solicited

Michigan White Clever Honey Co.
DETROIT. MICH.
AGENCIES:
35 So. Delaware Street. Indianapolis, Ind.
l'O E. Jefferson Street, Louisville, Ky.
643 Broadway S.E., Cleveland, Ohio.

Please mention the Bee Journal

21A13t

Agents for Dittmer's Foundalion

W. D. Sopek,
Bee i- Honey

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville, Tex.

Co.,

Our warehouse

is

well stocked with all

Taylor,
Grainger &

E. H.

|

E.

I

Welwyu
Co.,

Station. Herts, En*.
Toronto, Ont , Canada.

8ost

>

*? r.e. T-9. 'gtsi >.»«j

kinds ot Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Beeswax always wanted.

QUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
And Prompt Shipments
Is

what we are making

for our customers.

DOVETAILED HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES
We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.
HANUFACTURINQ CO., flarshfield, Wis.
HARSHFIELD
THE

2
i

25 Percent on Sections Worth

Is

Savins?
If

it

is,

you should write us before buying.

We

not only

make

BEST SECTIONS, but our patented specially-constructed
machines, built exclusively for us, enable our Sections to be folded
without wetting. That means 25 percent less breakage, and consethe

quently 25 percent saving to you.
others.

m.

_

3 ''And

B
' Never Go Out
from 6 to 21 years do

Otisviixe, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years. In short
new style is
If I want any more smokers your
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Reremarks inThose
said
of
it.
he
what
view for
Fred Fodnek.
duced me to get mine.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

SECTIONS,

per 1C00, $4.20; No. 2

Root's Dovetail
per
N«O.Sections,
Comb-Honey Hives, and all kinds of
I

1000, $1.85.

-Li

and Danz.

BEE-SUPPLIES

Boses.etc.

Let us quote you.

^

at factory prices.

ItalianQueens.^
&<

Our prices are no higher than

Berry
„,

Rietsche Press
The
Made

Special prices on immediate orders.

of
structible,

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.
JOHN DOLL & SON. Proprietors
Nicollet Island, No. 33,

last

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

artificial stone.

Practically

inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

re-

foundation made easily and
oulckly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,
sults.

Comb

ADRIAN GETAZ,
45A tf

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

t»-J.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
"he prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it."— A. G.
Mention Bee Journal when writing;.

Julv 5

1%6

587

American Hee Journal
Goods

Excellent

Headquarters «* Bee-Supplies

Lowest Prices

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand

GH

CINCINNATI

R5?E s FioM

Bee

Supplies!!

-

are the

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

SOUTH

for the

OF ALL KINDS

as 'most

all

freight

now goes through

ESTABLISHED

25

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

Vou

what

is

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

wil1

^SV^

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

YEARS

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,

Let me
book your
Order for

50c a year.) The largest and best illustrated magazine of its kind for the

LASS,

/\ TTT1 Tl HTd
Ml
hi lPiiAl
^N
\J li
^Qfc

For

'

bred in separate apiaries,

theOOLUES

VKI,-

lows, (JAICYIOand CAUCASIANS.
ISj

RED CLOVERS

free

prices, refer to

my

catalog, page 29.

price published.

Edited by two of the
most experienced bee - keepers in
America.

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List

of

h.w.weber

c.

ind Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

CN

s:r

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Supplies free on application. Address,

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
Mention

JAHESTOWN,

N. Y.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Cincinnati, June IS.— The demand for ex
traded honey has brightened up within the
past 30 days. However, there is so much of last
season's crop still unsold, which tends to hold
down the price. There is no material change

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
buying

in prices since our last quotation.
in barrels at 5@GMc* No new

199 South Water St. Chicago.

amber

ver extracted honey nn the market as yet. New
crop of comb honey finds ready sale at'l4@15J^c.
Choice yellow beeswax, 30c, delivered here.

£)oney anb

Thb Fred W. Mo-tb

* 23eesrr>ax-f
Chicago, June 22.— The demand for honey,
both comb and extracted, Is slow. Fancy comb
briogs ]5c per pound; No. 1, 14c; off grades,
10@12c. Extracted, white, 6>£& 7c; amber, 5@6c.
Beeswax, 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The market for comb
honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; I4@15c
for No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,

Extracted honey is
following prices:
"While

in

good demand

at

clover in barrels

brings6«@7c; amber, S%@S)ic; in cans every
grade from l@lHc higher. Beeswax is firm
and in good demand at 28 and 30c.
The above are our selling prices, not what we
pay.
Gkiggs Bros.
Indianapolis, May 12— Fancy white clover
lbc; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14(&15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8«@9c in
60-pound cans; amber, be. Good average beeswax sells here foi $33 per 100 pounds.

Kansas
is

City,

bare, no

May

31.— The honey market

new honey

market

market yet. The
per case on fancy white.

S.

mand

for

8.— There

comb honey, mostly

which are selling

at

C
— The demand for comb

Cincinnati, March 7.
honey is slow, prices obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems to be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote fency white, 14@16c. Amber
extracted in barrels, S%@S)ic; in cans.^c more;
fancy white clover in 60-lb. cans, 7%@8H cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6J6@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.
C.

H.W.Weber.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

or selling, consult

BURNETT &

CO.

Yellow Sweet Clover Seed

AMOS,

26A4t

Comstook, Nebb.

Rt. 1.

FOR SALE
EXTRACTED HONEY

Write
wanted.

State quantity and kind

for prices.

Samples

free.

BEESWAX— Will pay Spot Cash and

market value all the year.
you have any to dispose of.
265

&

HILDRETH
267

Greenwich

34A tf

& SEGELKEN

New York,

Street,

SALEHONEY-CANS

FOR,

Second Hand Empty 60-pouud

— two in a crate. In lots of 10, 40c per crate;
or more crates, at 35c per crate.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
20Atf

Wi

51

Walnut

Sell Root's

St.,

Is still

some

de-

for fancy grades,
from 14@15c per pound; off

grades in no demand and prices are irregular,
ranging from 8(4 12c, according to quality; sufsupply to meet demand. Extracted is
demand, mostly from California, of
which there seems to be abundant supply of all
grades. We quote: White, 6X@7c; light amber,
6c; dark, 5(a5Mc, accoiding equality and quani

Beeswax scarce and firm at 29@30c.
Hildreth & Srgblken.

set

Cincinnati, Ohio-. 1

Goods

in

Michigan

M. H. HUNT A
Bell Branch, Wayne

SON.
Co.,

Safe Arrival Guaranteed.

out

sn

.

T
Breeders, each
Se
Two-frame Nucleus and

nice

Quean

THE FRED W. MUT-H

No. 51

WALNUT

ST.,

25

Let ns quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc, as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

Tr*R.IOE}S.
Untest
Select
Tested

N.Y.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

BUCKEYE STRAIN RED CLOVER.
GOLDEN ITALIANS.
CARNIOLANS
Mail.

full

Write us wheo

TANDARD BRED QUEENS.
r-n

III.

1 lb., postpaid, 30c; 5 lbs., by express, at
purchaser's expense, $100; 100-lb. lots, 15e
per lb.
A. L.

Pouder.

ficient
in fair

tity.

warm

weather and heavy receipts of fruits, the inquiry for honey is dropping off, but we believe
with the advent of new honey there will be a
good demand for same.
C. Clbmons & Co.

Philadelphia, June 20.— There is no new
honey arriving in this market as yet, and so
few lots of old honey that we cannot establish
any price. Some little lots of Southern extracted honey have arrived in barrels. We
quote: New Southern extracted, light amber,
6>»c; amber, 6c.
Beeswax selling freely at 29c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.
Wm. A. Selser.

New York, May

in

is about $3.25
Extracted, 5k®6c. On account of the

comb brings

Walter

Co.

Denver, Feb. S —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as
usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to 13.75 per case of 24 sections: off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, TH@S'Ac; light amber,
6M@7J6c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.
here

13c.

We quote
white clo-

consigning,

R. A.

CO.,

CINCINNATI. OHIO

Mich

At the Drop of the Hat!
MILLIONS' LEWIS SECTIONS
Thousands of LEWIS HIVES
Now

in the warehouses of our Agents ready to
Twenty
be shipped you at a moment's notice.
different distributing points. Wherever you are
you can't get away from Lewis Goods.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Rk>!v

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph,
Mo.
Frank Rauchfuss, Mgr. Colorado Honey-Producers' Association, Denver, Colo.
Chas. H. Lilly, Pres. Chas. H.
Lilly Co., Seattle, Portland,

San Francisco.
E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Hert6,
England.
Stevens, of C. B.
Chas. B.
Stevens & Co., Havana, Cuba.
A. G. Woodman, of A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
C. M. Scott, of C. M. Scott &
Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
A. I. Davis, Sec'y Southwestern
Bee Co., San Antonio, Tex.
Fred Foulger, of Fred Foulger
it Sons, Ogden, Utah,
F. R. Davis, Ass't Mgr. Grand
Junction Fruit Growers' Association, Grand Junction, Colo.

G. B.
Manufacturers

11.

R. C. Aikin, Lovelaud, Colo.

and

12

13.

Norri6

it

Anspach, Ken-

ton, Ohio.
14.

H. M. Arnd, Mgr. York Honey
A Bee Supply Co., Chicago,
111.

Adam

A. Clarke, Le Mars,
Iowa.
H.
Silvernale,
Mgr. Kenyon
16. M.
Yard, Wisconsin Lumber Co.,
Faribault, Wis.
17. Paul Bachert, Lancaster, Calif.
Chas.
N. Greene, of Cleaver &
18.
Greene, Troy, Pa.
19. A. Lehman, Mgr. Arkansas Valley Honey Producers'Association, Rocky Ford, Colo.
of
Louis
20. B.
C. Hanssen,
Hanssen's Sons, Davenport,
Iowa.
21. Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo.
15.

22. L. C.

Dadant.ofDadant&Sons
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The Langstroth Gavels
Presented by

MRS.

F.

M. QLESSNER

TO THE

National Bee-Keepers' Association
f\nd to the

GhiGago-Nortnwestern

-

Inscription on One Gavel

—

NATIONAL BEEKEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
Inscription on the Oilier

1905-F. M. G.
Gavel—

NORTHWESTERN BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
11)05— F. M. G.

This Inscription on Both Gavels

—

Wood From Tree Planted

bt
Rev. L. L. Langstroth
In His Garden in Oxford, Ohio.
(

See page 594)
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The

Edition of Dr. Miller's

Summit Reached
40 Years

Among the

Bees

(With Appendix Just Added.)

FREE
PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

1

GEORGE W. YORK S COMPANY

9

334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

The book contains 344 pages, bound in
handsome cloth, with gold letters and bees,
and

illustrated with over 100 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller
himself.
The first few pages tell how Dr. Miller
got into bee keeping. 20 years ago he wrote

111.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

as a Premium for Sending
Two New Subscribers

is

a year, in the United Stales, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union. 60
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

$1.00

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the
end of the monih towbich your subscription Is paid.
For instance, "decoe" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19l6.

SUBSCRIPTION REOEIPTS.-We do
receipt for

money

not send a
sent us to pay subscription, but

change the date on your wrapper-label, winch shows
that the money has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, per ngate Line, IOg.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than % inch accepted.

Time Discounts.
4

13
26
S2

times.... 5 per cent

"
»

....10
....20
...-30

"

"

"
"

Space Discounts.
100 lines.
5 oer cent
"
500 "
.10
"
1(00 "
.20
"
.30
2000 "
.

.

.

.

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading- Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning-.

Prices of Queens, Italian and Caucasian:
Untested in J une, SI each dozen, $9. Tested
in JuDe, $1.25 each; dozen, $12.
Selected
Queens of any grade, 25 cents extra.
Prices of Nuclei on application.
;

The Wood Bee-Hive Gompanu
LANSING, MICH.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

22Etf

Engra vings F or Saie
We

are accumulating quite a stock of engrav*
ings that have been used in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and using in our columns. If there is any
of our engravings that any one would like tc
have, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

A Year Among the
Bees." But "Forty Years" shows in minutest
how he does things with bees and gets
large crops of honey.
a small book, called "
detail

GEORGE W. YORK &
National

Bee Keepers' Association

CO.

CHICAGO,

334 Dearborn street,

IL,

h

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.~To protect and defend its members in their
lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

honey.

Marsbfleld Hives and Sectious
kept in stock Done better. Dittmer's Foundation and all kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies
sold right. Thousands of Shipping-Cases, 24pnund, 13c; Fancy White Basswoud, 16 cents.
Honey and Beeswax wanted. Send for
free list, and save 20 percent on your order.
;

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. Fkance, Platteville, Wig.

tW

If more convenient, Dues may be sent to the
ublishera of the American Bee Journal.

W. D.SOPER

65c

for

eB

12 Names ^ f^Se
r

28Etf

an d p

rs

NOT

IN

3)

Jackson, Hich.

Quincy,

111.

to Get a Copy of Dr. Miller's
"Forty Years Among the Bees"
It

is

sent postpaid for $1.00, or with the
for one year,

Weekly American Bee Journal
both for $1.80.

Or, any present regular subscriber to the
American Bee Journal whose subscription is
paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Miller's new book free as a premium for sending
us Two New Subscribers to the Bee Journal for one year with $2 00. This is a magnificent offer, and should be taken advantage
of at once.

a n d -?,c°-

ptamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reir. sub. price 40c a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.

FARMERS CALL,

(Route

Please mention the Bee Journal.

How

Pleaae mention Bee Journal
wtie»»> writing; Advertisers.

Address

all

orders to

GEORGE W. YORK &
334

Dearborn Street.

We

THE TRUST

-

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

will

stamp

"PURE
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the

National Bee-Keepers'
Write us.

Association.

Now

is

the time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP
IttVotlon

Canners Can Co.

Bee Journal

1035 W. 47th
when

writing.

St.,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

—
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DADANTS FOUNDATION"
IT

EXCELS

EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

££...

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

Big Profits
Capomzing

in
is

Capons
— soon

easy

learned. Complete outfit
with free Instructions

[CAPON

TOOLS
,

P. Pilling

&

postpaid

$2.50.

Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
iB'rench Killing KnifeSSOC
[Capon Book Free.

iGape
!

Philadelphia, Pa,

Ron,

The Emerson Binder.

If

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Jonrnal we mall for
bat 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one jear— both for only $1.50. It Is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JonrIf yon have
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no further binding is necessary.

GEORGE W. YORK &

334

Dearborn

send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
for his
44

CO.,

Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicnltnral Field more
completely than any other pnblished,

Mention

Fire Sale of
Bee-SiiDDlies
Come and
will

pay

see the goods before buying,
you, as you will

Save
As announced

25

to

50

if

you can.

Percent

week, a fire which caused almost a total loss occured
June 20, in the building we then occupied. We are now in our new quarters
191 & 193 Superior St. (3 blocks north and 1 block east of our old location)
where we have the slightly damaged goods that we have sorted out, and also a
last

stock of

New Lewis Goods

at Factory Prices

Any bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make
money on any supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and
looking over the goods that we selected out after the fire. Better order quick if
you want any of the goods we are selling at 25 to SO percent reduction.
Send for Free Catalog of New Goods.
Address,
H. M. ARIND, Proprietor, York Honey and Bee-Supply Co. (Not inc.)
Long Distance Telephone, North 1559. 191 AND 193 SUPERIOR ST. CHICAGO. ILL.

when

writing'.-

Queens By Return Mail
Queens from our fine strain of 3-band Italianswill not disappoint you; bees are gentle aud the
best of honey-gatherers. Queens are large and
prolific, and every one guaranteed.
50c, $6 per doz. Tested, $1 each.

J.

W. K

SHAW &

LOREAUVILLE,

19Atf
It

Bee Journal

Mention

Bee Journal

Untested,

CO.
LA.
writing.

Iberia Co.,

when

Private Lessons
by mail, or in

Oak

Park,

forethought,
memory,
health, accuracy, self-control, concentration, originality and the sources of resourcefulness. 6 trial lessons
by mail for $5.

on

The Earl Pratt Library Reports
Oak Park (Chicago), Illinois
Local Correspondents Wanted.

Mention

Send 4 cents for Outfit.
when writing.
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Swarming Done Away With
The

shows one of the A. K. Ferris hives under process of
Every bee-keeper will be interested in reading about these

illustration

manipulation.

hives arranged according to the Ferris' system for the Prevention of

Swarming

for

Comb Honey

Production.

The Non-Swarming articles by Mr. Ferris and Mr. G. M. Doolittle are proving exceedingly interesting. This great series is fully illustrated and will be continued
throughout the remaining issues of 1906.
A. Green, Dr. C. C. Miller, E.

W.

who will take time to look through one number of Gleanings
satisfy himself that he does not need this " Journal of Profit."

in

Among our other regular contributors are Mr.
Alexander, and many other bee-keepers of note.
No

bee-keeper

Bee Culture

We make
offer

A

can

it

J.

easy for you to give Gleanings a thorough

trial

;

here's the

:

six month's trial trip, 25c.

If you will send in your remittance before the back numbers from April 1st. in
which the introductory articles on the Non-Swarming series have appeared, are all

gone,

we

will include these free of charge.

Gleanings in Bee-Culture
MEDINA, OHIO

SECTIONS
We

are
Sections are in great demand at this season of the year.
but can hardly supply the call for No. 1 Sections of all sizes.
have a very
Place orders at once, or you are apt to be disappointed.
large supply of No. 2 grade of Sections. These Sections are as good as some offer
for No. 1. Not being snow-white but having a tinge of cream grades them No. 2.
Give this grade a trial this season. It will cost you 25c a thousand less.
full capacity,

We

—

ALEXANDER FEEDER
are prepared to furnish the Alexander Feeder. We make them
19 inches long so tbey may be used with either an 8 or lu frame hive.
With a 10-frame hive they will project 3 inches beyond the hive for
feeding, and the block may be laid crosswise of the feeder or be cut
With the 8-frame hive the feeder projects 5 inches
off as preferred.
soak the feeders in oil to prevent
and the block lies lengthwise.
the feed from soaking in. Piice, finished, including block, 25c each;
for
50
$9.
10 for $2

We

We

:

GERMAN BEE-BRUSH
Some months ago Mr. K. F. Holtermann called our attention to a
bee-brush which he received from Germany, made of genuine bristle
He had used one a whole season, washing it out often,
or horsehair.
and it appeared to be as good at the end of the season a6 at the beginHe considered it so far ahead of anything he had ever seen or
ning.
used that he wanted no other. We concluded if it was so good for
him it must be equally good for others. We are now provided with a
stock which we offer at 25 cent6 each by mail, 30 cents. The bristles
are black, and about 2 inches long, extending 8 inches on the handle.
Made of while hair it would cost 5 cent6 more.

THE

A.I.

ROOT

CO.

Medina, Ohio.

;

BRANCHES —

Medina New York City,
Box 1037
Ohio.
'

Chicago,

H4

111.

E. Erie.

Philadelphia, Pa.
10
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St.

Washington, D.C.
1100 Md. Ave.

St Paul, Minn
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last fall, and her drones are so black as to be unsatisfactory,
especially when compared with some (supposed to be^ Doolittle stock.
A friend has been buying Italian queen6 2 years or more, and has very
few true Italians yet. Like Dr. Miller, he will have to Italianize the
whole neighborhood before he can cease to breed hybrids.

chased late

(iforial lAofes

md Comments
Prevention of Swarming With Extracted Honey
In so complicated an affair as working to prevent the
of colonies, it is not strange that there should be
differences of opinion as to the emphasis to be put upon
different items. The following note is an illustration

swarming

:

—

Editor York
In the instructive article of G. M. Doolittle, page
most important item in the prevention of
swarming when running for extracted honey! Is not the great
amount of ventilation that may obtain with extracted-honey colonies
of more importance than all the other items combined ?
Hoset-Man*.
It is the general belief
in which Mr. Doolittle shares
that it is easier to prevent swarming when running for extracted than when running for comb honey, the general explanation for which is that more abundant room may be
given both in the brood-chamber and the surplus apartment.
It is also probably generally believed that more ventilation
may be given without interfering with storing in the case
of extracted-honey colonies than in that of comb-honey
colonies.
But is our knowledge with regard to this very
full and exact ?
If a large opening be made in the upper part of a surplus apartment, we know that less work will be done by the
bees near such opening. In the case of comb honey the result is bad, plainly showing in unfinished sections at that
point. In the case of extracted honey we say it merely
means that the honey is stored farther away unused extracting combs are not as bad as are unfinished sections.
But it is certain that there is no real loss of honey in the
case of extracting combs if ventilation be excessive ?
Whatever may be the case, it is claimed by some that
there will be little or no swarming with stories enough and
large ventilation at the bottom, between each two stories,
and under the cover. Who can tell us from actual trial
:

Canada.
hardly worth while to discuss whether others would
understand that a man was a beginner in queen-rearing because he advertised reduced prices on bees he had bought
and Italianized, as the probability is that all other queenrearers have been guilty of the same charge when first entering the business. The drift of the objection seems to be
the danger that queens might be sold that were impurely
mated by black drones in the neighborhood. Passing by
the possibility that the black bees bought might have been
from some distance, one may ask whether "Canada " demands that no one shall offer queens for sale unless he is in
a locality entirely free from all but pure drones. If that be
the view on which he bases his objection and if not he
will kindly tell us more specifically what his objection is
it may be as well to say at once that the probability is that
the advertiser in question does not live in a locality where
only pure Italian drones are to be found and to add also
that neither does any other unless he lives on some island.
The material difference in price between tested and unIt is

555, has he not omitted the

—

—

;

queens comes from the fact that there is no positive
proof that a virgin has not met an impure drone, until her
worker offspring emerges. If the queen rearer were positively certain that none but pure drones were in reach of
his virgin queens, an untested queen would be just as good
as a tested one, and there would be no need to distinguish
tested

in price.
If there

be no other objection to the advertisement in
question than that it might lead " Canada " to think the
advertiser a beginner, and that impure drones were in his
neighborhood, the American Bee journal can hardly feel
that it has been wanting in consideration for the interests
of its subscribers in accepting the said advertisement.

;

whether this

is

reliable

?

Fairness to Advertisers and Subscribers
It is the earnest desire of the American Bee Journal to
treat both advertisers and subscribers with all the fairness
possible, as was urged on page 442, but our correspondent
" Canada " seems not to see it exactly in that light. He

writes
The

:

first part ot the advertisement referred toon page 442, certainly leads to the impression that the advertiser was a beginner iu
queen-rearing, and now (May 24) you ask, What is to hinder the
queens being all right! I answer, to any but the veriest novice the
inference would be that when that advertiser bought the black bees
there were other black bees in the neighborhood, and he was liable to
have some of his queens mated to black drones. I have a queen pur-

Legal Rights to Bee-Territory in Australia

The business of bee-keeping is differentiated from
almost all others by the fact that no man can hold an undisputed title to a given bee-range unless he holds absolute
possession of thousands of acres of land. There is a somewhat general feeling that priority of location should be respected, but all are not agreed upon it, some holding that
any man has a moral as well as a legal right to plant an
apiary upon any rood of land he can buy or rent, no matter
if the territory is already fully occupied.
One man vigorously advocated, some years ago, the
idea that there should be such legislation as would give undisputed possession of a given territory, so that a beekeeper might feel just as secure against intrusion as the
farmer who holds his ancestral acres. But the idea was not
popular, and he was unsupported, it seeming to the general
mind that no just legislation could give one man full possession of a piece of land for farming purposes while
another man should own the nectar upon it.
Exactly that sort of legislation, however, is what our
bee-keeping friends on the other side of the globe have ob-

5'M
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Before giving particulars, as obtained from the
Australian Bee-Bulletin, it may be well to explain that
what are called "Crown lands " seem to be the same as we
call government lands.
A bee-farm license would seem to
give entire control of the ground, not to exceed 10 acres
while a bee-range gives control of the nectar within a radius
tained.

;

of one mile.

Here are the particulars

:

Regulations for the conduct of bee-farms under the provisions of
the Victorian Land Act Amendment Bill passed last session, have
been approved by the Minister for Lands (Mr. Murray). These farms
consist for the most part of excisions from areas held under lease
from the Crown, and the regulations are, therefore, in the main,
directed to defining the rights of the lessee and the bee-farmer. The
license is issued for a period of 7 years, and no right of renewal is
guaranteed. The bee-farmer may make improvements, but be does so
at his own risk, and is not entitled to compensation.
Stringent provisions are made against the careless use of fire, and the licensee is not
allowed to keep a dog. The licensee is given the right of access to
his holding over the original lessee's property, but he is prohibited
under penalties from leaving gates open after passing through them.
No individual, company, or corporation is allowed to have more than
3 bee-farms or bee-ranges. The aggregate area of the bee-farm licenses
must not exceed 10 acres, whilst a bee-range consists of all the land
within one mile of the apiary site. The licensee has, however, no
right of entry to the 1-mile radius, which refers only to the area over
which the bee6 could have the use of the trees.
Owners of apiaries on private lands adjoining Crown lands may
apply for bee-range licenses, the rent of which is fixed by the Act at a
halfpenny [about 1 cent] per acre within the mile radius. Areas included in the licenses can be transferred or sublet only on the approval of the Minister on a payment of a fee of 32.42. Speaking generally,
the rent for a bee-farm license will be 25 cents per acre. All applications lodged on or before March 31 will be deemed to have been simultaneously made. Forms of application will be available at the Lands
Department. Applicants are requested to furnish full particulars of
the site in respect to which the application is made. Where there is
no opposition permits will be given for immediate occupation. Licenses are not allowed to cultivate, except with the consent in writing
of the Minister.
The Regulations Governing the Bee-Sections of the New Land Act
as now published, although they may not be exactly what we desired,
are a compromise of the demands of bee-keepers and the contentions
of occupiers of Crown Lands, and are the best this Association could
obtain after a protracted struggle against opposing influences.

members please note that all applications for bee-sites made
up to March 31 next will be considered as made simultaneously. After
that date priority will go with date when application was received. In
Will

undisputed cases permits for immediate occupation will be issued,
and applicants may, therefore, avoid much delay by agreeing first
amongst themselves.
I would also point out that although the charge for a Bee-Range
is ~%,d. [about 1 cent] per acre, it is not obligatory for the
holder of a Bee-Farm license to take out a Bee-Range license if he
cares to take the risk of getting a competitor for his pasture within 2
miles of his apiary. On the other hand, an apiarist on private land
may take out a Bee-Range license, securing to him the exclusive use
for a distance of a mile of the bee-pa6ture on adjoining Crown lands,
although he. himself, does not require a Bee-Farm license. The number of sites and Bee- Range licenses any one person may hold is 3. The
amount payable as a royalty for a radius of 1 mile at yid. per acre is
about *20 00.
R. Beuhne.

license

All who were present at the convention when the gavels
were presented by Dr. Miller seemed to be greatly pleased
with the whole event. As they were passed around afterward and examined by various bee-keepers, they seemed to
be unable to agree upon the kind of wood used in making
the gavels. Prof. McFarland, who was instrumental in securing the wood, explains the matter quite fully in the following, which has kindly been sent to us for publication
:

Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dear Sir:— Allow me to do a little more than merely giving the
name of the wood of which those gavels were made. Here in Ohio
the tree is called "Linden." When the forests in Ohio were far more
extensive than they are now, I have seen Linden trees from 3 to 4 feet
in diameter.
The tree is indigenous in Ohio. It bear6 a blossom
which bees greatly like; and the honey gathered from these blossoms
was the kind which Mr. Langstroth thought to be most delicate of all.
When Mr. L. came to Oxford, in 1859, more than half the original forests were gone.
We lived on the bprder of the town his place outside the corporation, and extending about 400 feet along the line. My
place was just within the town limits and extending very nearly a
like distance— a street 4 rods wide separating our lands.
On the side
of the street bordering on his land tbere were no shade-trees. Our
houses were on different sides of the street, and nearly opposite to
each other, 60 or 70 feet from the border of the street. On my side, I
had a row of S or 10 maple-trees. About 1S63 or 1864, Mr. L. set out
Dr. C.

C.

—

—

—

8 or 10 Linden trees say 2 inches in diameter at the time
pasture " in after years. I was with him when the work

With a sharp knife he cut

oft all the

— for

" bee-

was done.

broken or injured roots of the

saplings, cutting on the underside of the root. He said it would
greatly aid the tree in getting a good 6tart to grow. The trees to-day
are about 10 inches in diameter. When I went to get a limb of which
to make the gavels, the lower limbs were too high for me to reach.
Just then my neighbor, Mr. Miller, came along in a wagon, and I
asked him to drive under the limbs, that I might be able to reach
them. He did so, and I cut off a limb from a tree which I had helped
Mr. L. plant nearly 40 years before. I took the tree which stood most
directly in front of his house.
I thought a little account like this might be more acceptable than
the bare name of the wood. I knew Mr. L. from 1S59 to the day of
his death— nearly 40 years afterwards.
He was a graduate of Yale,
and was tutor of Latin in that college 4 years, while Loomis was tutor
in mathematics.
Loomis wrote the best series of mathematical textbooks I ever saw I used them for more than 30 years.

—

am

greatly gratified to know the spirit in which the gavels were
received by the people. Mr. L. was as noble a man as I ever saw. He
had only one son, who, at the beginning of the Civil War, was about 21
years of age.
In 1S62 the students here formed a company of soldiers
and elected me as captain. Young Langstroth belonged to the company. The first summer was spent in West Virginia. In 1863 the regiment was reorganized. Langstroth was promoted to a first lieutenancy, and took part in the East Tennessee campaign, under Burnside.
Five or six years after the war he died from pulmonary trouble. I will
send you, in a day or two, a small pamphlet concerning one part of
From the fact that Mr. L.'s son was in that expedithat campaign.
tion, I thought you might like to read the account.
Very cordially yours,
K. W. McFarland.
Oxford, Ohio, Jan. 20, 1906.
I

There is an additional appropriateness in that the wood
which the gavels are made is linden, or basswood — not
only a favorite of Father Langstroth, but also often a fine
nectar-yielder. Surely these gavels will be prized by the
of

fortunate recipients.

Miscellaneous
flews -Items

Bees Tearing Pasteboard.— Dr. G. Bohrer, of Kansas,
received from Wm. Cutter, a fruit-grower in the same State,
two pieces of pasteboard torn down by bees, and the question, "If a bee can not break through a grape-skin, how
did it do this ?" To this, Dr. Bohrer replied as follows
:

Mr. Cutter:— Yours containing pasteboard picked and lacerated
by honey-bees came duly to hand. In reply I will say that the pasteboard is not nil nt nil. It is, as you are aware, felt goods. The bees

The Langstroth Gavels shown on the first page
number were engraved from the ones presented

of this
to the

National and Chicago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Associations by Mrs. F. M. Glessner, as mentioned on page 599.
This was one of the most interesting features of the
National Convention. Mrs. Glessner deserves to be congratulated on the happy results of her appropriate thought
in securing and presenting the gavels. She has a nice little
apiary at her summer home in New Hampshire, where she
goes from Chicago early each spring and returns in the fall.
She cares for the bees herself, and has been quite successful with them.
She once told us that she thought that all
nice white comb honey should bring at least SO cents per
pound in a retail way
Of course, very few people could
afford to pay that price, but it serves to show how enthusiastic she is in bee-keeping, and how much she appreciates
honey.

began at the edges of the pasteboard and picked it apart. Fruit-skins
are of an entirely different texture, and can not by any possible means
be picked apart as the pasteboard you sent me has been. The jaws of
the honey-bee are not made for cutting, but are made to press wax,
and weld and shape it into honey-comb. The yellow-jacket, wasp and
hornet have sharp jaws made for cutting, and they can cut through
the rind of grapes and other fruits.
Please put the jaws of a honey-bee under a powerful magnifying
glass, and you will see that they are simply paddle-shaped, and when
closed fit neatly together. They can not cut anything, but they can
pick any felt or fuzzy bodies to fragments.
G. Bohrer.

The pasteboard pieces seem to show that they were
parts of a pasteboard separator, as they were somewhat
propolized. But this is only our guess.

!

Indiana Fair and Apiarian Display.— We have

re-

ceived the following from Walter S. Pouder, of Indianapo-

—
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12.

American T*ee Journal
in reference to the next Indiana State Fair and
arian display

lis,

its api-

1906, has

offered

Competition is
open to the world, and no restrictions required. For this liberal offer
much credit is due Mr. Mason J. Niblack, of Vincennes, a member of
Mr. Niblack will have personal
the State Board of Agriculture.
charge of this department, and as he is an enthusiastic bee-keeper,
this means that exhibitors will have fair treatment, and that ellicient
judges will be appointed. Bee-keepers from everywhere are invited
Here is the list of preto come and bring the best they can produce.

miums

in full:

Premiums — 1st
quantity and manner of

2d

3d

Display of comb honey, quality,
$25 ¥15 ss
putting up for market considered
Display of extracted honey, quality, quantity and manner of
putting up for market considered
25 15 8
8 6
Display of beeswax, quantity and quality to be considered. 10
Honey-vinegar, not less than 1 gallon, in glass
5
3 2
One-frame observatory hive of Italian bees, showing queen,
workers and brood in all stages
10
8 6
One-frame observatory hive of foreign bees, other than Italians, showing queen, workers, and brood in all stage6.. 10
8 6
Display of bee-supplies
20 10 5
Best general display of honey, beeswax, supplies, and other
material pertaining to the bee-industry
20 10 5
.

Any one wantiog a premium-list can get it free by addressing
Chas. Downing, Secretary, State Board of Agriculture, Indianapolis,

Walter

Ind.

S.

I

think there

is

little

thicker than i$4 inches built in

:

The Indiana State Fair, which begins Sept. 10,
$25s in premiums in the bee-department this year.

honey.

Ik

Pouder.

danger of getting many combs
5-inch sections with separa1

tors.

As a farther proof that the i~z inch section is not
generally considered too thick, 1 will cite Mr. Root when
He said, "At
called upon to speak on "Size of Sections."
present in the United States, sections sell in this order;
The lYt bee-way 4J4x4>4 sections sell best. " (Page 340.)
Mr. Root is, of course, good authority on this subject.
If Mr. Massie had proposed a 454x5x1 A inches, beeway sections, instead of one only \Y% inches thick, I might
have joined his procession, as the 4%x.$xi}i section was
carefully considered by me at the time that I proposed the
454x45-8x1 Jls section. The ifil inch bee-way section is too thin

y

for me.

4xi%

my

sec "
i ncn
proposing the 4}4x4 I
The reasons for
tion in preference to all others, are given on page 695 (1905),
and I have learned no reason, as yet, to make any change.

A

section 4j4x454xi}4 ' ncn es is a good one, and, like the
inches, will weigh (average) 16 ounces when

454x4-%xi%

with separatored honey. Either of the two last-named
is an improvement on the sections in general use at
and if put into general use would increase the sale
and consumption of comb honey more than anything else
Pullman, Wash.
beekeepers can do.
filled

sections
present,

We congratulate the bee

keepers of Indiana on their fine
State Fair Premium-list. Surely they should put up a great
display, and show themselves worthy of the generous treatment accorded them by their State Board of Agriculture.

hi but

V.

KICKETTS.

Mr. T. K. Massie, on page 370, has gotten
the wrong impression of my meaning in that part of
my article on page 252 referring to "good company."
Of course, I consider Mr. Massie and Dr. Bohrer, as well
as all the other writers in the "Old Reliable," as good company.
Vet I suppose Mr. Massie will allow me to "go it
alone" (as far as Mr. Hasty is concerned) on the subject
of full-weight sections; and especially after Mr. Hasty has
seems that

IT

said that he could not join

my

procession.

Mr. Massie

says that he indorses all that has been said
against the use of lighter weight sections.
"But when Mr.
Rickctts proposes to adopt a section V/% inches thick, I
emphatically object.
There are too many objections to
combs over \Y% inches thick, to adopt the thick ones he
proposes."
Mr. Massie proposes a section 4 I4x5xlfSj inches,
saying that such a section will hold (average) a full pound.

Now, in the article referred to by Mr. Massie, I mentioned only the V/% bee-way sections.
(as
I have proven
stated in a previous article) that in this part of the country
bee-way sections, when fairly well filled with
4J4 X 4/4 XI
separatored honey, weigh an average of only 14 2-3 ounces.
The heaviest section of the ones used in arriving at the
average weight, was a 4%x4/4xl<-8, two-bee-way section, well
and evenly filled with separatored honey, the comb averaging 1 J/2 inches thick and weighing 16 ounces, wood in the
section included.
comb of separatored honey, V/2 inches
thick, I believe is as thick as we are likely ever to get in a
1% inch bee-way section; and the average thickness, I believe, from repeated observations, will not be more than
i-is
inches.
A comb 01 this thickness in a 4 r/;x4;4 section
will not weigh 16 ounces.

%

A

we should adopt a bee-way section 4 I4 X 5 XI '^
Mr. Massie proposes, the average thickness of
the separatored combs would likely be not more than ~$ inch.
Now,

if

inches,

as

This

consider to be too thin for general satisfaction too
capping, and not enough real

I

much comb-foundation and

A. J.

COOK.

more than ever before.
"book farmer," and other such phrases
The reason
are more and more going into disuse.
Educated nations, no less than educated people,
is plain.
"Little Japan" forced terms from
are forging to the front.
"Big Russia" because she had laid firm hold of this best
weapon in warfare as in peaceful employ Education. The
same good friend won the easy victory in the Franco-Prussian war, and has pushed Germany away to the front in all
good lines of progress. General education, and ready opportunity to acquire the same, even for the poorest boy or
girl, has more than aught else made our own country the
The same is true of men.
best and grandest of the world.
Carnegie once doubted the value of education in pracTo-day he is its most able advocate and patron.
tical affairs.
He has seen education march to the head in the shop.
Educated farmers in California— everywhere are distancEven in our bee-keeping ranks,
ing those without culture.
the Langstroths, Hetheringtons, Taylors, Hutchinsons, Heddrons, Doolittles, Millers, Hatches, etc., are educated men.
True, not college-trained, all of them, but the college is
not a necessary step to education, though a most helpful
O-day

education

"Educated

counts

for

fool,"

—

The Best Size of Honey-Section
L.

BY PROF.

T

ed
\ Con
f
lyl,, Articles
BY

Institutes and Conventions as Educators

—

—

one.
Horace Greeley was never in college, but who would
He would be first to say
say he was not an educated man?
that the modern college would have made the steps much
shorter and vastly easier.

University Extension.

Today one of

the

efficient

—

agents

in

educating

all

the Institute, Convention, etc.
The college in every State goes to those who can not come
to it.
In agriculture this is the "Farmer's Institute." Our
conventions, associations and clubs are of the same ilk.
They all bring the college and scientific ways and methods
So it is one of the glories of today, that
to the people.
the college is not the exclusive benefactor of those who come
to its lecture-halls, but it reaches with its equipment and

and especially the masses

facilities to all

is

classes.

The

Farmer's Institute.

As one who has been

actively

engaged

in institute

work

ever since Michigan inaugurated this regular system of edu1875, I have watched its growth and power with
growing appreciation and pleasure. The farmer's institutes
of the United States have done a marvelous work for our
farmers. Through their teaching, methods of work and practice have been revolutionized in more than one State, and
often to the tremendous gain of the farmers financially.
As every institute would have "Bees" and "Honey Production" onits program, so every bee-keeper should be in-

cation, in

terested in these meetings.

—
5%

July

12,

1906
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The Model
While

Institute.

may

not claim ability to sketch a model institute, I, from my long experience" and observation, may be
able to give hints that will help to make such meetings
strong and helpful in a large degree.
First, the institute should be well attended.
This aids
in insuring enthusiasm, spreads the good seed far more
rapidly, and makes the expense of the institute more than
justifiable.
To secure this, a preliminary meeting where a
wide-awake expert the institute conductor meets 15 to
30 of the people of the place, is most important.
At this
time committees on arrangements, exhibits, decoration of
hall, music, etc., are appointed, with the promise, at least,
of the chairman that he will act.
A program is sketched,
which the committee will change as circumstances suggest,
I

—

—

and arrangements made to advertise the institute in every
possible way; not alone posting of printed notices, but if
announced in schools and churches, it will help greatly.
Of course the local press must be urged to give, as they are
usually ready to do, the most hearty support.
Again, at least half the speakers

may

be college
have made a decided
well

and outsiders, who
farm work. These increase attendance,
and add tremendously to the interest and value of the
institute.
But we must never omit home talent. The wideawake, successful man of the place knows conditions, and his

professors, experts,
success in lines of

dictum

A

will often be the best word spoken.
goodly
of ladies should be on the program. This brings the
and daughters, and doubles the value of the meet-

number
wives
ings.

Decoration of the hall much more than 'pays for the
while no one can appreciate the good effect of a

trouble,
fine,

well-labeled exhibit of fruit, grains

and vegetables,

till

he has seen the interest that gathers about them.
Good music is helpful
at least two pieces each sessionwhile a prayer to open each day's exercises, by the clergymen of the place, gives good tone, and is appreciated by
most of our people.
An experienced and wide-awake presiding ofificer is most
important.
This may well be the one who has charge of
institute work, with two or three vice-presidents from the
place, whom he may call to the chair as conditions suggest.
The question-box in the hands of a bright, wide-awake
man who knows whom to call on to get the best answers
for no one man can, or should, attempt to answer all or
generally a major part— will be a vital part of the institute,
and may well take from a fourth to a third of the time of
each session.
This gives a much-appreciated opportunity
to broaden the program.
Conventions.

—

Many of the above suggestions will apply to the State
and County associations like our bee-conventions. It is especially desirable to secure a large attendance, and nothing
helps in this more than the fact that an expert or authority
the more the better— will be present to address the meeting.
How the presence of Langstroth used to fill our bee-conventions!
Heddon, A. I. Root, Dadant, and Dr Miller would
each and all bring a full house.
For one, I am in favor of written papers. They should
always be as brief as may be. Such are more carefully prepared, and are likely to focus attention, and give the
best
that the author has to present.
The question-box— which
should never be omitted supplements the regular program
in an excellent way.
This affords ample opportunity for extempore effort.
In all such meetings we must exercise to induce
the
fullest and freest discussion of all topics presented.

consumption of stores per colony was not more than 7 to
10 pounds during the 134 days the bees were in the cellar
Two years ago the bees were in the same cellar 165
days.
Then they had sugar syrup for stores, while the
past winter they had a good grade
of fall honey.
On the
whole they stood the longer confinement on sugar better than
the shorter on honey.
The 30 colonies came through the
past winter without any loss, but several were quite weak.
About 20 were extra strong, and in the best condition; 3
were queenless, and the balance ranged from fair to weak.
Two of the queenless colonies were united with others
having queens, and the other one has been nursed all the

spring at a decided

page 233, Mr. Hasty reviews the short life of my
queens and makes a suggestion that "locality" may be the
cause.
But he finally guesses that it is owing to the strain
of bees.
I consider the former idea the better of the two.
I have only two bee-keeping neighbors
one of these increased from 8 colonies to 30 last season by natural swarming, besides a number of swarms that went to the woods.
He keeps no account of his queens, and, indeed, seldom opens
a hive, except to put on or take off supers.
My other neighbor's bees swarm even worse, and he told
me that he lost all his old queens last season on account
of excessive swarming.
These two lots of bees are of
totally different strains from mine.
Hence I conclude that the excessive swarming of my bees
and consequent loss of queens is mostly due to locality. I
saved only one old queen last season, and did that only by
taking her from her own colony and placing in a nucleus.
Locality causes the swarming, and that the loss of queens.
;

Successful Watering-Place For Bees.
season I have succeeded better than usual in
furnishing my bees a watering-place which suits them.
A
common store-box was placed near the middle of the yard, on
the ground, with one side removed. It was carefully leveled
and fastened to stakes driven into the ground. The open
side was turned south.
Two grooved boards about 10 inches
square were then made, with wide cleats on the under side
to prevent warping.
For each one of these a 2-quart mason
fruit jar was used.
To 1 of these when filled with water was
added a tablespoonful of salt each time.
The other jar
was filled with fresh water.
The jars are inverted on
the boards and the water fills the grooves which are about
Boards and jars are then put into the box.
Y+ inch deep.
The bees much prefer the salt water, of which they take
about 5 times as much as of the fresh. The salt-water jar
is often emptied in one day, sometimes in J/2 day.
The jars are usually filled at night after the bees are
-done flying. On cold, rainy days they come to this wateringplace by hundreds, and very few get chilled.
They often
take 3 quarts of water per day.
Detroit, Minn.

This

^freedom
CoDdueted by Louis H. Scholl, New Braunfels, Tex.

Comb Honey

in Place of

Queen-Cage Candy

Not having queen-eage candy, if comb honey were used in its
would the bees remove it to release the queen?
I trust to have something more interesting to offer at another

stead,

Watering-Place for Bees
BY

Causes Loss of Queens.

On

—

Good Bee-Cellar— Longevity of Queens-

loss.

"Locality"

W.

time.
F.

I..

DAY.

was quite
cold last fall at the time I put the bees
into the cellar. Alter the roof of the cellar was covered
with
leaves ami straw for winter it took about a week for the
temperature to rise to 42 degrees. From Dec. 5 to April

IT

it did
not go above 43 or below 40 degrees.
During
time the outside temperature varied about 100 degrees.

5
this

The

The above question

is

just a little

F.

McCreadt.

more important than

it may seem, for I have had some experience in the matter
of using comb honey, or honey with wax, in queen-cagfes
just as in the question above. Sometimes at out-yards,
especially I have used a bit of comb honey in place of
queen-cage candy, and I can remember well how I lost the
use of several fine queens by it. It seems that the bees eat

—

—

—
5<>7
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A weak stomach, however, has not the necessary
strength, and so the sugar remains either wholly or in part
undigested. Such undigested sugar is not received into the
blood, but passes out with the excretions. Not only is no
benefit received from it, but actual harm for on its way
through the alimentary canal it causes abnormal fermentations, producing disease of stomach and bowels.

out the honey and leave a greater part of the wax and remold it, perhaps adding thereto, building it into small comb
The queen
in such a way as to obstruct the passage-way.
is thus left " behind the bars," and if an examination is not
made some time soon after introducing the cage, it may
cause trouble.
I have tried candied extracted honey, when the weather
was not too warm, with success. If the candied honey is not
very solid there may be trouble by the queens being released
too soon.

Cotton

Honey— Beginners and

stomach.

;

The sole sugar-containing material that first requires
no digestive process is honey. As water, in certain quantity, passes fully and directly into the blood, so honey,
without leaving behind the least trace of residuum, passes

Easily Discour-

and serves for the warmth of the
body and the development of vital power. Honey, even
though not able alone to sustain life, is a most excellent
directly into the blood,

aged Folks
one of our very best honey-plants, and espewhere it grows on black, waxy land. Cotton grown on sandy land does not yield nectar as plentifully as it does on black land.
This, I think, accounts for
some saying that the cotton-plant is not a honey-yielder
with them. One of the heaviest honey-flows I ever witnessed was from the cotton-bloom. The honey is water
"clear," and of good body and flavor, and I consider it the
equal of any honey I ever saw but like alfalfa honey, it is
quick to granulate.
Cotton

is

cially is this true

;

Don't be Afraid to Advise Beginners

am receiving letters from all parts of this State,
" What is the matter with the bees — they have

I

ing,

sayquit

killing off all their drones ?" etc.
the practical apiarist the question almost answers
itself, but to the novice it is not so plain.
When bees destroy and drive out their drones in the height of the breeding or swarming season, there is no surer sign to the experienced apiarist that no honey is being gathered, but to the
novice it is not so plain.
Don't be afraid to give advice to the inexperienced on
bees or bee-keeping for fear they will become competitors
later.
I tell you, beekeepers are born, and not made.
I
have been handing out bee-literature and answering questions, loaning bee-books, etc., lor more than 25 years, and
it will not average more than one in ten who will stick to
the bees after you have started them right. So, don't be
afraid to start others, always remembering that you had to
start once, and had it not been for the help of others where
would you have been ?

swarming and are

To

I

Bee-Keeping for Easily Discouraged Folks
would not recommend bee-keeping to those who are

any business, for the time is sure to
bee-keeping when their nerve will be put to the
severest test. I confess, too, that at such times as the pressent, when the bees should just be reveling in honey, that
we are compelled to feed for weeks at a stretch; it is trying
on the nerves of some of us older ones in the business. We
have now been feeding the bees for nearly 6 weeks, and we
can hardly hope for a change for the better before June 10.
Rescue, Tex., May 10.
L. B. Smith.
easily discouraged in

come

in

nutrient.
is honey an excellent food, but it is inexpenIn order to get the same nourishment offered by a
pound of honey, 3 pounds of lean beef must be used, or 2
pounds of eggs.

Not only

sive.

m

i

Souvenir Post-Cards— Bee-Keeping

in

Colorado

—

Dear Miss Wilson: We have been photographing everything
pbotographable on the ranch— colts, dogs, pet lambs, mid bees. I
do not know whether you suffer from the post-card mania, but anyway I am sending you two post-cards of my apiary.
I brought all my 46 colonies through the winter to the middle of
April, and felt quite proud.
Then I went away from home for a few
days, and the bees seized tbeir chance to rob out a weak colony, and
the queen died in another. I also doubled up another weak one, and
so reduced my colonies to 43, spring count.
Yesterday I divided a double colony, which I have been trying on
the Alexander plan— a weak colony over a strong one, with an excluder between. It was quite a success. Three weeks ago the top
Yesterday it had 7 frames covered
hive had only 2 combs of brood.
on both sides, and both hives packed with bees. Of course, it lost its
I have another on the
field-bees when I took it to another stand.
same plan, but it is not quite ready to divide yet.
By the way, what do you usually mean by a comb of brood?
Would brood on both sides of the frame be one comb, or two?
So far I have had only 2 swarms, and I am rather hoping, from
the look of thiDgs, that it will not be a year of excessive swarmiDg.
The alfalfa is just beginning to bloom, so the bees and bee-keeper are
looking forward to a good honey-flow.
Miss Colorado.
I wish you all success with your own bees.
Delta Co., Colo., June 9.
Please accept hearty thanks for the pictures you so
kindly sent. They are so interesting that they are being
lent to the editor in the hopes that they may be available
for reproduction, so that the rest of the sisters may enjoy
them, too.

You are to be congratulated on your success with the
Alexander plan of strengthening a weak colony. We tried
Possibly because our bees
it, and with us it was a failure.
were hybrids.
A comb of brood means all that is in one frame, including both sides of the comb. A frame of brood is the same
comb of brood, and for short is called " a brood," so
when we say a colony has "6 brood," it means it has 6
frames fairly well filled with brood or, to be a little more
as a

;

definite, that at least half the cells in

Oil
Dee-Keeping
Conducted by

Emma

Honey Superior

—

M. Wilson, Mart

to Sugar as a Nourisher

:

large quantity that which is needed
to support the body, but before the material it contains can
be received into the blood, a change in it must be made by
the stomach. That change, separating the two kinds of
sugar chemically united, demands strength, exertion, of the
in

filled

[We would like very much to use the two pictures of
Miss Colorado's apiary, but, unfortunately, they are " blue
prints," which do not engrave well. If she can send them
to us in usual photographic color, we will be pleased to put
them in this department some week. Editor!

For the many sisters who are constantly on the lookout
for that which shall best serve as nourishment for their
loved ones, here is something from the Praktischer Wegweiserfuer Bienenzuechterthat can not fail tobeof interest

Sugar contains

each frame are

with brood.

Honey as a Health-Food. This is a 16-page honeypamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on "Honey as
Food,'" written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to
"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.
Sample copy for a two-cent stamp; 50
Prices, prepaid

—

copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00;
or 1,000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.
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Canadian
f,

freedom

Conducted by Morley Pettit,

burns them every day or two to prevent contagion. No
matter what the treatment, the disease usually disappears
in a good honey-flow, after having done considerable damage. Still, it should be thoroughly investigated by our
scientific men.
Reports from such, and from all who have
had any experience, will be of mutual benefit to " Canadian

Beedom "

readers.

Villa Nova, Out.

/lasty^yl

Mr.
What

Attracts Bees to Flowers

A short time ago a long- article in the Mail and Empire
showed conclusively that bees are attracted to blossoms by
nectar and pollen regardless of color or perfume. Now the
same paper copies from the Agricultural Epitomist, a paragraph stating, without proof, that " the attraction exercised
by the form and color of flowers is approximately four times
as great as that exercised by perfumed pollen and nectar
taken together." That the latter statement should be true is
contrary to Nature, reason and facts.

Outlook Not Promising'
The bees are pretty nearly at a stand-still with us just
now. The fruit-bloom was short and the clover is just coming in. The thermometer this evening is down to 48 degrees, and the outlook is not at all promising for a good
honey-crop, but it may improve in a few days. We will
hope for the best.
J. Creech.
Lambton

Mlils, Ont.,

June

11.

Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

The " Old

By

Weak Colony Over Strong and No Bee-Zinc
So it turns out (just to surprise us) that in keeping a
weak colony warm over a strong one, it is not absolutely
necessary to have perforated zinc between. " Nebraska,"
without any zinc, lost fewer queens than several did who
Page

used excluders as per program.

Bees

As

429.

Warming an Empty Upper

:

—

Bee-Paralysis in the North

We generally consider this disease hardly worth serious
consideration in the North, yet occasional experiences and
reports from correspondents show that it is well worth looking after.
Unlike foul brood, the disease seems to attack only
adult bees. In the hive, at watering-places, even on blossoms where they are collecting honey and pollen, they suddenly become palsied, abdomens swell and turn black.
They crawl about, trembling violently, and soon die. A
correspondent writing just recently gives his experience as
follows
Mr. Pettit: I have a colony of bee6 which seems to have something seriously wrong with it, and as you are probably the nearest
bee-man of experience, I am taking the liberty of asking your advice
and experience on the subject.
:

—

I transferred the colony from an old chaff hive into an S-frame
Langstroth hive in apple-bloom time. It built up remarkably well,
and had commenced work in a full-depth super of combs. Yesterday
morning (June 15) 1 noticed about a pint of dead and dying bees in

front of the hive, and a great many sick ones crawling through the
grass.
The other bees were at the same time hauling out dead and
dying bees, and have been doing so ever since.
Upon opening the hive I noticed a great many which seemed sick,
with their wings sticking up, and their bodies shiny. I did not know
what it was, and this evening I took the advice given in " A B C of
Bee Culture " on bee-paralysis, and 6hook all the bees into a new hive
of comb, at the same time dusting sulphur on the bees and comb.
The old frames of comb and brood I placed upon another colony

minus any bees.
Do you think it look6 like bee-paralysis? The combs I shook the
bees upon in the new hive had about 25 pounds of honey in them.
Will that do any harm, or 6hould they have been placed upon new
frames of foundation? I do not know if what they have is catching,
and judging from the way they have died it would soon ruin an apiary
if it is contagious.
Your opinion would be greatly appreciated.
By the way, I did not give the super which the diseased colony
had been working in to any other colony. All my other colonies seem
perfectly healthy.
Palermo, Ont.,

H. A. Smith.

June
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—

—
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cause the surface bees are warm.

Page

441.

Uncapped Bait-Sections of Honey and Granulation
It's surely a very comforting doctrine to believe that
bees will always empty baits if the cappings are broken.
Doolittle ought to know. My faith would be too weak to
trust 12 of them on one hive. I never, of late years, have so
many as even 3 to a hive and I manage to use them mostly
when the bees are hungry and ready to take out the honey
because they want it. Guess he's right in scouting the
idea that just a few granules can be harbored in empty cells
and plant seeds of future granulation, somewhat as microbes
plant the seeds of diseases. Page 444.
;

Foul Brood in Ontario
Ontario's new foul-brood law seems to be unusually
vigorous and severe. For selling diseased bees a $400 fine
can be inflicted, or two months in jail. And it looks as if
McEvoy had failed to convince the Canadians, as a whole,
that hives are harmless. Hives are ordered destroyed when
the colonies are destroyed. Page 446.

Mesquite for Honey and for Rhyming
which same grows in the arid
southwest — and piles in much exquisite honey is so pronounced as to rhyme with " sweet " and " beat." Worth

And

so the mesquite,

four stanzas to find out.

—

Page

448.

16.

Some recommend sprinkling brood and bees with dry
sulphur, but this is rather contradictory to the advice we
had recently to sprinkle drone-brood with dry sulphur to
kill the brood.
Sprinkling top-bars of brood-chamber and
entrance freely with brine is recommended. Salt is certainly a great disinfectant.
Another digs a trench in front of the hive for the dead

and dying

Story

experiments about making a
colony warm an empty upper story, I will not dip in very
deeply. I'll just say this much
If the upper story is
warmed (9 degrees, or 22 degrees, or any other amount) it is
warmed in one or both of two ways by warm air rising, or
by radiation from the body-surface of the bees and their
immediate surroundings. In winter very little air passes
through the cluster to rise afterward, the cluster is so solid.
After spring work begins, indoors and out, more air gets
through because the bees are not compact, but moving
about. In winter the surface bees can not radiate much
heat they are so torpid and cold
and the warm ones are
not exposed. In spring the radiation is considerable beto the Miller-Doolittle

dropped into, and gathers them up and

Alley's

"Two Queens "—Laying

of a Queen-Bee

Arrah, Comrade Alley
That was a foine bargain the
widder drove with ye. Wouldn't sell ye the quane except in
a job lot with herself for one item. And ye had to have
!

—

the quane

all

the

same

!

Mr. Alley gives us some mathematics of the knockdown sort. Impossible for a queen to keep 14 frames full of
brood except by laying 111,384 eggs every 21 days. We

:
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strain hard enough to believe a queen lays 2000 eggs a day
and this calls for 5304. Four eggs a minute, very nearly,
with no allowance for any resting spells night or day or
meals for 3 weeks. Did you ever watch the minute hand
of a watch and count off the quarters ? Come down a cat
or two, Mr. Ferris. Page 445.
;

—

—

Langstroth 2, 3 or 4 weeks every summer for 10 or 12 years
* * * It was a "joy forever" to be
in the busy season.
with Mr. L. and hear day after day, the simple, lucid words
of wisdom which set forth the hidden things of nature and

—

—

made you see them and all unconsciously, so to say things
which among the bees he had seen and found out for himself.

Holy Land Bees
Mr. Scholl's characterization of a colony of Holy Lands,
all on the wing at once in their fury, is not
If we had 'em we should hardly
-quiet folks.

be developing

make

us in his clew-

into the happy Joes he seems trying to

Page

ing paragraph.

attractive to

Color of Honey Varied in Different Years
Cook doubts seriously if honey purely from the

ever of different color different years. I think
he would yield to this small extent on that point. A honey
which is very light in color when the yield is profuse may
be considerably darker when the yield is small. Take bassAbout as white as the whitest in a
wood for example
great yield, but quite perceptibly ye'.lowish in a year when
basswood only yields just a little That is, I suppose, the
amount of yellow coloring-matter secreted is about the same
one year as another -enough to show plainly when there is
but a trifle of nectar to mix it with, but scarcely enough to
be noticed in the gush of a 10-pound-a-day flow. Page 463.
is

:

—

r

'

;

;

448.

"g Prnf.

same plant

—

Mr. L. was one of the finest men I ever saw the very
highest style of man. Having personally known him for more
than 30 years, I may be able to give a point or two.
He was native of Baltimore graduated at Yale College; became a Congregational minister; had charge of a
lost his
college for women in Philadelphia for some years
health and had to give up teaching; stayed a year or two
in Mexico, hoping to regain sound health, but never did;
studied bees and mastered the subject. For 6 months of every

Convention
Proceedings

— the

year

winter months

was unable

to

work

at

any-

in church, one Sunday morning, he had just concluded
the opening part of his services, preparatory to administering
the sacrament, when taking his seat, in a moment his head
Men rushed to him and gently laid
fell on his shoulder.

and

him

down—but
You

R. W. McFarland.
know more about this man who

he was dead.

will likely

want

to

for 10 years or more helped Mr.
weeks each year. A letter from Dr.
about him. This is a private letter,
teresting and enjoyable throughout

Langstroth

for 2 to 4
Millikin tells something
but is so thoroughly inthat I cannot forbear
reading almost the entire letter. Injunctions have been laid
upon me to say as little as possible about the donor of these
gifts, but a full appreciation of this letter demands that you
should know it is written to Mrs. J. J. Glessner, of Chicago,
the one to whose kind thoughtfulness we are indebted for
these precious mementoes. I shall read the letter just as it is,
and trust to making my peace with Mr. Glessner as best I
may afterward, for any betrayal of confidence:

NATIONAL AT CHICAGO

LETTER FROM DK MILLIKIN.

36th Annual Convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in
Chicago, 111 Dec. 19, 20 and 21, 1905

Report

—he

usually kept himself closely in his room, but in the
summer he was sunshine itself. His death well closed out a
In the city of Dayton, Ohio, he was staying
beautiful life.
with a married daughter after the death of Mrs. Langstroth,
thing,

of the

,

—

Dear. Mrs. Glessner I am about to send you some wood
from the Langstroth place— it shall go by express to-morrow.

When my wife made known your needs to me I thought
once of my father's friend, and my brother Joe's teacher
and colleague, Prof. R. W. McFarland, of Oxford. He was
an authority in classic learning ever so long ago, and an
He was a
editor of one or two good editions in Latin.
mathematician so high in the second class that it always appeared that he ought to break into the class of thoroughly
great imaginative mathematicians. He was no mean astronomer. He was a practical civil engineer. He lived long enough
to become a very useful and successful mining engineer. He
was a college president in spite of his many protests. He was,
and is, a very enthusiatic naturalist. They don't make any
Rockefeller and Carnegie together couldn't
such men now.
turn out more than two in a long year.
I
I think that Prof. McFarland is nearer 80 than 70 years.
hear that his locomotion is seriously impaired, and that his
Yet the letter which I enclose for you
sight is also failing.
He is quite in reshows that he has at least one good eye.
tirement (the delightful retirement of an old scholar), but his
at

[Coatitiued

from page

581.]

PRESENTATION OF LANGSTROTH GAVELS.

—

Dr. Miller Mr. President, I am commissioned to present,
through you, Mr. Dadant, to the National Bee-Keepers' Association, a gavel whose source can not fail to make it an
It is also
object of interest to every bee-keeper present.
my pleasant task to perform a like service, in presenting its
mate to the Chicago Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Association,
through its President, Mr. George W. York.

The loving heart of a good friend of both Associations
conceived the idea of obtaining two gavels which should
be constant reminders of the man to whom apiculture is so
So an
greatly indebted Rev. Lorenzo Loraine Langstroth.
appeal was made to Dr. Dan Millikin, of Hamilton, Ohio.
to see whether he could not secure a piece of wood from
Dr.
a tree in some way associated with Father Langstroth.
Millikin in turn applied to Prof. R. W. McFarland, residing
in the same county, at Oxford, where Langstroth lived for so

—

many

years.

In reply came a package and a letter in which Prof.
Farland wrote, in part, as follows

LETTER FROM PROF.

Mc

MCFARLAND.

The weather was so disagreeable to me, and my physical
self so much under the weather, that I did not get the LangMr.
stroth limb until sunset, Thursday. * * * I saw
Langstroth while he assisted in planting the tree, nearly 40
years ago.
I held the end of the limb yesterday, while my
neighbor sawed it off. So your friend may be assured that
this is the genuine article.
While I was young, and was on my father's farm, 65 or
70 years ago, I was accustomed to attend the bees on our
After seeing Mr. Langstroth's way, I saw that the
place.
I assisted Mr.
old farm way was crude in the extreme.

influence upon the young disciples who love him and cultivate him, by far outweighs the impression of all missionaries to Africa, past, present, and to come.
It
I have written my politest letter of thanks to him.
is pure impudence in me to ask you to do the same and delight the soul of the gallant old gentleman.
Do you know that this is a caseof"»i<?, too?" I knew
Langstroth very well, and I knew him at a very impressible
When I was about 16 he came down to
time of my life.
Maplewood, where my father had about 20 hives of bees.
At that time the enemies of the bee were apparently less
destructive than now, for those neglected bees had persisted
and they throve through many years of comparative neglect.
Occasionally it was found that a colony had died out in the
winter, whereupon the hive was cleaned, sulphured, painted
and set away for the swarms that were sure to appear when
father did not go
the clover and hot June days came.
near the hives my mother worshipped the little bees because
An old
thev were the pets of her father who "died in '57."

My

;

!
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English gardener managed to steal a little honey now and
then, but I do not remember at all how he got it; I or.ly
know that neither father nor mother would consent to tit
killing of bees with sulphur in order to get the honey.

There came a time when Langstroth hives were made in
The manufacturer was authorised to sell hives

Ha.nilton.

my father, with the condition that Langstroth himself
should come down from Oxford and transfer the bees, and
he was so insistent that my father bought 30 hives to get
rid of the pestiferous sash-and-window-blind man
to

So in June, after I was out of school, and when the
were busy with white clover and locust, here came
Langstroth to the big farm. He was a large, slouching man.
bees

with a tendency to heaviness in the face. When the sodden
look disappeared pain was the predominant expression. I do not
now remember that he ever smiled. He came in a Lincolnian linen duster, and his other clothing was tidy and

to the Mighty Physician, and in addition to that the record
of your son is one no one need blush at."
The old gentleman did not smile. I think the Association ought to accept this gavel as a memento, and it should be guarded and
looked after with jealous care because he was one of the
greatest men in bee-keeping that the world has ever known.
There probably will never be another man live that will do
so much for the profession as did Mr. Langstroth.

—

Mr. Hilton I will now move
that the vote be given by rising.

such fashion as became a freakish
mechanic and inventor. It was many hours before I learned
that he was a graduate of Yale, and hours again before I
knew that he was an ordained Presbyterian minister. Later
he was revealed to me as one who lived chiefly for the good
of others.
I
fell wholly in love with him when I
found
that he was an out-of-doors man, a profound naturalist,
and, in every fibre, a poet.
in

I learned, months after, that his career as a teacher and
a preacher was spoiled by fits of melancholy.
During these
seizures he was often unable to endure the sight of a human
face for many days together, and he was sometimes obliged
to seclude himself from the public for many weeks consecutively.
At the worst he fasted incredibly.
When all
was over, he would come forth, a staggering cadaver, slowly
and shyly to resume his place in the family and in society.
It is a marvel that, like most geniuses, he did not learn
to blunt his pain with alcohol, or end all with suicide.
When I had learned that he was under the curse of genius
I comprehended his countenance better, and I came to doubt
that the cloud ever lifted from his noble mind.
If I mistake not, he died at the top, and achieved the only rest possible for such as he.
Well, I watched him from afar
I
brought him dry
and rotten maple wood and saw him subdue the bees with
smoke. When they were gorged he inverted the old hive
and drove his tens of thousands into an empty box set upon
it
I saw the myriads shaken upon a sheet
I noted the orderly march into a Langstroth hive.
took the old hive
to the cellar and mounted the combs as well as we could
;

;

;

We

in another Langstroth hive, and we soon drummed out another colony of bees to take possession, and that day I graduated an apiarist. It was the first of many happy days with

Langstroth and bees.

—

Dadant The thoughtfulness which prompted this
can only be rewarded by a vote of thanks from the
Association and I will await the motion.
Mr. Taylor I make the motion.
Dr. Bohrer I second that motion; and before the motion is put I wish to supplement Dr. Miller's statement.
A remark occurred in one of the papers that they had never
seen Mr. Langstroth smile. I met him at one time and I
think he was one of the jolliest men I ever met. That was
Pres.

gift

—
—

was home from the army on furlough. I didn't
see him any more until 1866, when I happened to catch him
in his apiary when one of his attacks of melancholy was on.
II,
was out in his apiary when I crime to the gate and opened
it, and
I went right to him, and it was where these gavels
in

1864.

I

were taken from, at the brick house standing in the grounds
Oxford, Ohio.
He recognized me and shook hands with
me and 5aid, "Please excuse me and talk to Mrs. Langstroth and my son James." That day, however, he did not
smile.
saw him at what was known as the American
1
Convention of Bee-Keepers, in Cincinnati, a few months later,
and he did not smile there. It was a short time after he
had lost his son, James T. Langstroth, and he asked me if I
had ever endured any such experience as that. I said, "Not
ia_ the way of a son, but I have lost some near and dear
friends.
The most
can say in cases of this kind is to look

in

I

motion,

and on a

—

when

I

— One

was

little

personal remark. At one
of the year working in

some part

for

time
Cin-

I went up to see Father Langstroth at Oxford, and
did not see him, he wasn't there at all.
very short time
after that I was working in my office down in the city preparatory to the first of Theodore Thomas' May festivals,
and Mr. Langstroth came in and we had quite a pleasant
little visit.
I was unknown entirely to him, and owing to
the fact that an obscure bee-keeper had called to see him,
he came back to see me. I think it shows the humble spirit
of the man.
Mr. York I would like on behalf of the Chicago- Northwestern Association to thank the donor of the gavel, and it
seems to me it is a very strange coincidence. I knew nothing at all about this, but about a month ago I designed an
idea of having Mr. Langstroth's picture on the front page
of this paper, and a poem that had never been published
before, that he mailed to me over 10 years ago. I had the
pleasure of meeting Mr. Langstroth at the Toronto convention, in 1895.
I
think Mr. Hutchinson will remember I
went to Flint on my way to Toronto, and I believe it was
near the Port Huron tunnel that Father Langstroth and his
daughter, Mrs. Cowan, boarded the train; but I had never
seen him before that. After we had ridden some miles Mr.
Hutchinson said, "I believe that is Father Langstroth." They
traveled nearly all day with us in the car, but we did not
speak to him.
At that convention I had the very great
pleasure of meeting Father Langstroth, and talking to him
for about two hours in the hotel while a number of the beekeepers went to visit the Exposition. It seems to me I never
had been so entertained with any conversationalist as I

cinnati,

A

I

—

was at that time with Father Langstroth, and I have
been thankful to this day that I went to Toronto and had the
pleasure of meeting the great Father Langstroth.

— Although

Mr. Aspinwall

Dr. Miixikin

—

Dr. Miller Mr. President, may the peace-loving spirit,
and the spirit of unselfishness that pervaded the entire life
of Langstroth, be present at all our sessions, whenever and
wherever these gavels are wielded.

the

wish to say the Presidents of both
Pres. Dadant
I
Associations will take good care of these gavels, and that
they shall be handed from one President to another as long
as the Associations last.
Dr. Miller

him

received

amend

The President put the motion as amended,
vote being taken it was carried unanimously.

shapeless.

We

to

gan
and

for 23 years,

I

my home was

have been

a resident of Michioriginally in New York State,

my

acquaintance with Mr. Quinby was some considerato the time of 1895 I had never met Mr. Lang1
fully endorse the remarks made by Mr. York,
of the courteous manner in which he received strangers and
guests and entertained them.
Previous to my return home.
Father Langstroth, upon that short acquaintance, volunteered
to send me an autograph copy of his work, which he did
shortly after that session.
I merely state this to show the
spirit of the man as manifestly displayed by the remarks of
Dr. Miller, that he lived largely in the interests of others.

and up
stroth. and

ble,

—

Pres. Dadant
I
wish to state that this gavel is engraved as follows
"Wood from tree planted by Rev. L. L.
Langstroth in his garden in Oxford, Ohio.
National Bee"
F. M. ci
Keepers' Association, 1905.
:

Mr. France

—

would

request on behalf of the
that the Association draw
upon its funds sufficient to have Father Langstroth's picture
framed and hung in our convention halls at future meetings.
Association,

I

if

like

to

it,

would move that. (Applause).
Dr. Bohrer I second the motion.
Pres. Dadant
be understood
It will

—

is

I

they would favor

simply to

—

recommend

that

the

motion

this to the Directors.

The President put the motion which was carried unanimously.
Dr. Miller With your permission I would like to read
the poem that Father Langstroth had written which has never
been published till just now. It is entitled,

—

— —— — —
;
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TO

MY WIFE

IN

swarm does not always pay attention

HEAVEN.

—

Wife of my youth I dream of thee,
Arrayed in bridal form;
hold in mine thy trusting hand
Hail! bai py marriage morn!
I

To God we vow our glad "I will"
Thy soft, responsive voice
Of twain made one by wedded bands
And I, with thee, rejoice.

—

Sweet, loving wife God's gracious
And art thou all my own?
This plighted hand I'll closer clasp

Dear Lord!

Ah

I

wake

gift

alone.

whose law of love
gently swayed my will,
trusting in thee, heart to heart,
were united still.

Silent lips,

!

So

When

We

to shooting.

When

a

swarm

is

shaken from a limb it usually does not leave, but alights again.
Sometimes, however, it takes its departure upon being shaken down,
and this time was one of the 'sometimes." I don't know why. But
passing that you xhook the hees in front of a
it may be remarked in

It is entirely possible that the swarm
hive, after cutting off the limb.
would have quietly entered the hive if. instead of shaking the bees oil
the limb, you had gently laid the cluster directly at the entrance, perhaps helping matters by picking off a few bees with a twig, and startit g them into the entrance.
The third, and most provokingly unusual thing, was that No. 20
did not swarm again after being put in place of No. 9. The explanation comes, however, if it rained throughout the day after the change

was made. As 1 understand it, you put No. 20 in place of No. 9 June
and it rained that evening and the next evening. Now if it was
rainy enough throughout the day June 19 to keep bees from flying
much, then it wa6 much the same as if No. 20 had been left unmoved,
and it would be nothing strange that No. 20 should be sufficiently
weakened to make the bees give up further thought of swarming, allowing all extra virgins to be destroyed. If, however, June 19 was
rainy only in the evening, allowing bees to fly freely throughout the
day, I can only say it was an unusual thing that the virgins were destroyed without further swarming, and I don't know why.
The one comfort in the case is that unusual things are not usual,
and so you are not likely to have the same things occur often possi18,

;

Weeping
But

lasts but a night,

dear wife

joy cometh with the light;
for a moment darkened days,
Then where there is no night.

Both

shall be present with the

Lord,

Grievings and partings past
Soul knit to soul by Heavenly bands
While lengthening ages last.

bly never again.

*-•-*

Cutting All aueen-Cells to Prevent After-Swarms
Will cutting out all queen-cells but one a few days after a colony
swarms prevent the issuing of after-swarms? I tried this one season,
•
Iowa.
but was unable to watch results.
Answer.— Tradition says the plan is successful, and I know of no
proof to the contrary. If you try it, be sure to report success or
failure,

—
—

.

Dr. Bohrer I received a letter embracing that sentiment
a few days after he buried his wife.
Mr. York I think it ought to be made a matter of record
that Dr. Bohrer was present at the first meeting of this Association, and is present at this meeting.
The convention then adjourned to meet at 2 p. m.
(Continued next week.;

office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller. Mareniro, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Send Questions either to the
'

Some Swarming Questions
What is the reason my queen and cells were destroyed ? I had a
5-banded Italian colony and wanted to Italianize part of my apiary as
described in your answer to " Pennsylvania," on page 390, in the last
part of answer to Ques. 4. I will give you the whole history of it:
The Italian was in hive No. 20. On June 4 I looked for queen-cells,
and there were eggs in them probably 2 days old, but no larvit*. On
June 6 they swarmed. I looked for queen-cells and found 12 with
larvae and eggs.
The swarm clustered on a limb. I cut the limb and
shook them in front of a hive. It was windy, and when I shook them
they all took wing and started off. I made for the gun and shot 6
times, but they wouldn't stop. "What was the reason? It has never
happened before. So I exchaoged No. 20 with No. 11, and it cast the
second swarm on June IN; I set hive No. 20 in the place of No. 9. It
rained that evening and the next evening, and at sundown I saw a big
excitement in front of the hive. I looked and saw a dead queen they
dragged out, so I quickly opened the hive to save the rest of the queencells, if any left; but about half the queens had emerged and the rest
were destroyed. I had a large entrance to the hive, 1). inches. But
the hive was crowded with bees and honev coming in when it wasn't
raining, and lots of honey in the hive. Now, what was the reason
they didn't continue swarming?
Missohri.
•

—

Answer. I don't know. Bees do exceptional things, and it's
hard to give any reason for it. In the first place it is an unusual
thing for a prime swarm to issue before queen-cells are sealed; and
yet your bees swarmed June 6, when 2 days previously only eggs were
in queen-cells. That means they swarmed at least 3 days before any
cells would have been sealed.
I don't know why.
The second unusual thing with you was that shooting did not stop
the swarm from going off. That does not seem so very 6trange; for a

#-•-•

White Sweet or Yellow Sweet Clover— Northern or
Southern Bees and Queens-Wintering BeesFinding Wild Bees
1.

Which

is

the better honey-producer— white sweet or yellow

sw66t clover?

better to send2. For Southwest Missouri which would be the
South or North for bees or queens? Which would do the better?
of them are
lots
and
3 A neighbor has a colony of black bees
curious looking. They have no hair, and look very much like a
small, black, slick horse-fly. The other bees fight and kill them, and
hive.
the ground is covered with them around the entrance of the
What is the matter with them?
bluff
heavy
under
a
bees
wintering
about
4. What do you think
facing the South where she sun could shine on them?
rough, hilly southwest
5. Do you think bees would do well in the
Missouri country, where there is plenty of red, white and sweet cloother things the bees
many
and
sumac,
ver, basswood, sugar-tree,
work on? We have lots of wild bees in the timber.
wild bees in the tim6. Have you any secret or good way to find
you half
ber? If so, come down and help me a month, and I'll give
Missouri.
bees.
the
take
and
I'll
of the fun, all the honey,
Answers.— 1. Probablv not much difference in yield, but the yellow is reputed to be about 2 weeks earlier than the white. That
makes the yellow more valuable in some places, and the white in
Where white clover abounds the two weeks earlier would be
others
of no advantage, as it would come in the time of white clover, and if
white
the yellow also closes two weeks earlier than the white, the
sweet clover would be of more value. In localities where there is lack
clover,
then
yellow
sweet
of
the
weeks
of forage during the first two
the yellow clover has the advantage.
2. You will probably find no difference.
3. Most likely bee-paralysis.
4. Probably a good place.
r>.
From the description it ought to be just the place for bees.
was one time when
6. I never went bee-hunting but once, and that
He did the hunting
I was on a visit to A. I. Root, many years ago.
hardly
earn half the
afraid
I'd
I'm
and I trotted around after him. So
fun and all the honey.
»
-m

Queen and Hive Questions-Finding Queens
1.

Are untested queens mated, or must I purchase tested queens
have pure blood of any strain desired?
What is the difference between standard Italians and red-clover

to be certain to
2.

Italians?

rear some queens early next spring, could they be mated in
the upper story of the hive before it is warm in the spring?
(central In4. Would such queens reared here in this latitude
diana) 60 early in the spring that the bees could not fly, be as good as
those reared in a warmer climate, or later in the season here?
drones confined
5. If placed in a super above a strong colony with
therein by queen-excluder and division-board, can one expect pureblood mating of the first rank?
the difference in size between the Root dovetailed
3. If I

6.

What

is

Julv

12.
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bives and those made by the G. B. Lewis Co.? Are they the same dimensions as the Danzenbaker or Langstroth?
7. Is the extreme shallow brood-nest a practical success, say to
take two supers for early spriDg breeding tilled with frames, then at
harvest time introduce a queen-excluder on No. 1, and raise No. 2
above all the supers filled with sections?
S. Would the bees be likely to mix pollen along with the white
clover and other first-class honey if the sections were thus placed between what had been their brood-nest?
9. Where is that man from Canada who said in the American Bee
Journal that he could find either a virgin or laying queen in from 2 1
to 4 minutes in any colony?
He failed to tell us how to do it, and as
yet I have failed to see the method explained.
Indiana.
,.

—

Answers. 1. Untested queens are understood to have mated and
begun laying, but there is no certainty whether they have mated with
a pure drone. Of course, if pure drones largely prevail in the neighborhood where the queens are reared, the chances are largely in favor
of pure mating; but the purchaser takes the risk himself, whereas he
does not run the same risk if he pays the extra price for a tested
queen.

Standard queens are pure Italians like those that come from
the workers having 3 yellow bands.
A red clover queen,
whether standard Italian or what-not, is one whose worker progeny
work unusually well on ted clover.
3. Queens can not be mated in the upper story of a hive either in
spring or at any other time. They meet the drones high in the air.
Some have succeeded in hav ^.ng them mate in very large tents, where
2.

Italy,

they could fly much the same as in the open air; but there is probably
no authentic account of queens ever having mated in an upper story.
4. No, it isn't worth while for you to fool away time trying it.
The queens are likely to disappear, and even if they succeed in mating
very early in the season, they are likely to turn out worthless.
As before ex5. No, not of the first rank nor of any other rank.
plained, you can not have mating in such confinement.
6. Dovetailed hives made by different firms are all supposed to be
of the same dimensions, having the regular Langstroth frame, 17j5£x
The Danzenbaker is quite different in dimensions, having shal9}£.
lower frames.
7. Yes, quite a number have successfully used the Heddon hive,
which is one of the shallowest, and T. F. Bingham has successfully
used one still shallower. But I don't know that any one manipulates
in the way you describe.
8. There is more danger of pollen in sections over a shallow broodchamber, and if brood-combs are placed over sections there is danger
that the sections will be darkened by the bees adding to the cappings
of the sections bits of comb carried down from the old combs above.
Whether this is always the case I don't know.
9. I don't now recall the item to which you refer, so I can't tell
you anything about the whereabouts of the man. Sorry you didn't
give page. But there are many who will find queens in %% to 4 minutes by merely lifting out and looking over the frames. Yet there
will be exceptional cases in which a queen may successfully escape
detection for a much longer time. One way to make sure of finding
a queen is to run the bees through a queen-excluder; of course the
queen will be sifted out.

my

stores, in
left hand I have a comb with
a little honey in for them, and in my right
hand a 20th Century bee-smoker.
The hives

are all my own make, with standard Langstroth
frames.
The hive right in front of me and
the second to the left are hives that I bought
last fall, containing botli straight and crooked
combs which are to be transferred as soon as
fruit-bloom commences.
As you look at the picture you will see
hives at the extreme right, which are my
3

In Sunny

(?)

California.

30

left

Behind me is a sugar-maple which
an excellent place for the bees to settle on

father's.
is

colonies in Iowa, but did not
leave my interest in the bee-business.
So
my son and I have engaged for the season
with parties that own nearly 1,000 colonies.
They have been working about 12 men,
making up hives, supers, foundation
etc.,
wiring frames and putting in foundation, and
at the same time caring for 4 apiaries, and
also ia*iutf about 10 tons of orange honey
of fine quality.
They are rapidly completing
arrangements to begin moving to the hills
some 40 miles out (.of which I may send an
account later)
I
had j ust gotten queenrearing well under way when I was taken
sick, and confined to the house over a week.
I am not able to resume
work yet, but hope
to be in a few days.
are somewhat disappointed in sunny
California.
It is surely
the "land of flowers," but not all sunshine.
They say this has been an unusual season,
more continued cool and cold than common.
hived a number of swarms April 3, and
then came home (about 1 mile), and played
snowball, and there was snow till nearly
noon the next day.
I

when they swarm, and I will tell you I have
spent a good many happy hours in the shade
of that maple tree, reading the "Old Reliable"

are
fastened on with a VanDeusen hiveclamp.
The cover is 18 inches wide, made
of three 6-inch boards, and covered with felt
roofing, first painted with a kind of cement
2 coats, and then 2 coats of white housepaint, which I think makes a good cover.

And then that spring I increased to 12
colonies, and got 500 pounds of extracted
honey (the bees built all the combs), and of
course transferred those 3 colonies into standHives Nos. 1 and 2 contain
ard hives.
3-banded Italians and the rest common black
bees.
I
expect to Italianize them all this
summer.
No. 2

is

extracting super under hive
feeding purposes.
Also, as you

That
for

.

We

We

A few days have been warm, and they
promise us plenty of that kind in July and
August, more especially out in the hills.
T.

Los Angeles,

May

Cal.,

S.

Hurley.

14.

Experience with Bees.
Please do not stop the American Bee Journal.
I can not do without it.
Nearly every
number is worth its yearly subscription price.
The spring here has been very backward,
cold and chilly nearly every day.
Last Saturday nearly one inch of snow fell, and Monday night it froze ^-inch ice on the water in
my bee-watering trough.

Here

had known it
worth quite a
few dollars to me.
It is as follows:
If you
use a 10-frame hive, like I do, and use an
oilcloth on top of the frames, remove the oilcloth when you put the bees into the cellar.
I
had a few that had clustered on one side
in the hive, and they just starved with lots
of fine clover honey in the opposite side of
the hive.
The frames the bees died on were
as dry as bark, not a drop of honey in them.
If I had known that last fall, I would have
been that much ahead.
I
send a photograph of my apiary, which
last

was

fall

a

is

it

taken

little

would

early

kink.

have

If

I

been

spring just as the
hives were put out.
Right among them you
will find me examining the l^es.
If short of
in

the

Apiary of Chas.
and
watching the little, industrious
bees.
Abcut a rod back of that maDle is a strawberry patch and a small fruit-garden with

O.

Bergstrand.

will see,
distant.

there

Lykens, Wis.,

is

a
1

May

good-sized lake in the
h is. O. BBKtiSTRAND.
9.

such

fruit as gooseberries,
raspberries, currants and blackberries.
The woods in the
distance are mostly basswood.

Well, perhaps I should say something about
I started with bees.
About 2 years ago
I got a bee-paper, and, of course, bought
1
colony in the fall.
It wintered all right, and
came out in fine condition.
So I increased
to 3 that summer by natural swarming. As
I did not know much about bees then, I hived

how

them

box-hives, and the result was lots of
So I cellared 3 colonies the
subscribed for 4 beeall the standard books
on bee-culture.
in

crooked combs.

of 1904.
I
soon
papers, and got nearly
fall

That winter was the time I gained my
knowledge about bees.
The following spring
I
set to work making standard Langstroth
10- frame hives,
and put a starter in every
frame.
The hive-bottoms are removable, and

Prevention of Swarming.
Appreciation and thanks for what Mr. Philbrook says on page 383; but putting the queen
below and the brood above with a queenexcluder between the two hives will not preIn my locality, fully 95 pervent swarming.
cent of the colonies so treated will swarm;
have
that
is,
of such colonies as would
swarmed if not treated in this way. That
plan was described in print many years ago.
in a large way and could not see
I tried
it
that it had any effect whatever in preventing, or even checking, swarming, provided the
colonies treated had already contracted the
If they have not started
swarming fever.
cells, that plan will always check, and many
But it can not be
times prevent, swarming.

—

—

A

!
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depended upon, tf a colony has started cells
and they are destroyed at the time the brood
is put above, the bees will at once construct
new ones, and then swarm as soon, or before,
That is the way the
the first one is sealed.
plan or method works here.
By the method I have discovered there has
never been a failure in 3 years with hundreds
of colonies, many of which had sealed cells
at
the time they were treated, and by my
plan there is no cutting of cells, searching
The
for queens, or jumping hives around.
I have not been
frames are not removed.
believe
what
I
not
surprised that many do
Bay in regard to the matter, but it has been
wonder
what
a great surprise that so many
my object is and what I want.
Let me try to make my position in this
to make
I have been permitted
clear:
a discovery which, -becoming known to the beekeeping world, will revolutionize our pursuit,
for it would most surely greatly increase the
amount of honey produced, not only in this
country, but all over the civilized world where
This method will work in
bees are kept.
any part of the world that bees can, for its
wonderful success is due to an instinct of
This method would
bees that is infallible.
not only increase the amount of our product
because more honey with much less work can
be produced when practising it compared with
any other method now known, but also because
it would greatly increase the number of bees
For thousands, who
kept all over the world.
now keep but a few colonies because they
the
necessary attention
can not give them
during the swarming season, would, if they
knew how easily it could be controlled, largely
Thousands of others,
increase their number.
who now only make a side-issue of beekeeping, would decide to devote their whole
time to our pursuit, and become specialists,
and what specialists there now are would be
able to keep more bees with less work.
Now, in my opinion there is more than
1

by

produced

honey

enough

methods

now

the demand, and any
given to the bee-keeping
will in time
and a very short
world
double, perhaps more than treble,
time, too
the amount of our product, might, and I
think would, prove
a curse instead of a
benefit.
Of course, if only a thousand or so
knew about it, there is no question but that
it would be a great benefit and advantage to
them.
And, of course, it is, and will be,
a great benefit to me until it becomes known.
think, though, that in a few years the
I
whole world will know about it, for others
are getting close to it.
Some have stumbled
But it may
right over it without knowing it.
be many years before others discover it, and,
anyway, if it is given to the world by others,
the responsibility will not be mine.
I am looking forward with much interest
to Mr. Philbrook's description of his queen-

known

to

method

or
that

supply

all

means

—

—

finding

mine.

Perhaps

device.
If

it

hat to him
as it were.

I shall

is.

it

is

feel like

the same
taking off

as

my

reading between the lines,
By what he writes, I infer that
he is an amateur with but a few years' experience, with a limited number of colonies.
Southern Minnesota.
C. Davenport.
for

[It seems to us Mr. Davenport makes a
very queer argument, or gives a very poor
excuse for not telling just how he prevents
swarming.
He might as well try to kill off

doubled back, and crawled
hives were on stands raised
a little from the ground by little stones, and
there was room for him to crawl under. With
a pair of pliers I
ed a stout hook to the end
of a lath, and with a '* big: stick" close at

same time, and
under

My

a hive.

hand commenced

fishing for

mv

visitor.

I

could get the hook over him, but but he managed to squirm away so that I could not pull
him out. After working about baif an hour
I gave him up and concluded I would have to
move the hive to gel at him.
The bees were very much stirred up by the
racket and poured out and covered me all
over and followed the stick under the hive,
and evidently were making it as hot for the
snake as they were for me. for he would leave
the corner where he was coiled up, and ran
around as though it was a very uncomforta-

My

hives are 2-story and quite
heavy, and I had to go to the honey-house to
get a tool to pry them apart, and when I did
get them off of the bottom-board and turned
over— there was no snake there I was about
as much surprised as when I first saw him.
The apiary is at the foot of a hill and the
ble place.

—

sage-brush comes down to within a few feet
of the hives, and I hunted the ground over
thoroughly, but no snake could I find, and I
had about concluded that I had lost him.
Still, I was not satisfied, and didn't like the

thought that I might come upon him at any
time when he was coiled, and might strike me
in an instant.
So I went to probing under
the other hives with the hook, and after feeling under 3 or 4, I had the pleasure of getting hold of him again and worrying him a
little more he crawled out at the opposite
tl
side, and I got in my work with the
big
stick." He measured 3 feet and 4 inches, and
had 9 rattles. I kill one or more every summer, and have killed larger ones, but thia was
the first one I ever found among the beehives.
F. C. Wiggins.
San Diego, Calif., April 30.
;

up

all

the

Keepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. 8, 9 and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other parts of the country.
Flint, Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

County Bee-Keep-

Association will hold its midsummer convention on the lawns of the Honeysuckle
Apiary, in Malta Bend, Mo., July 14, 1906.
E. G. Guthbet, Vice-Pres.
ers'

Queen-Button for Bee-Folks

bee-

This is a very pretty thing
for a bee-keeper or honeyseller to wear on his coatlapel.
It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

?

A

certain Prof. Holden is going up and
the corn States, showing farmers how
they can grow 60 bushels of corn per acre
instead of 30.
Of course, Mr. Davenport
would kill off such men as Prof. Holden,
as there might be too much corn produced
What's the use of letting so many farmers
grow wheat, or try to increase the amount
produced per acre ?
Better never to have
known of the reaper, the self-binder and other
improvements.
Yes, let's go back to the
sickle, the box-hive, and also do without comb
foundation!
Mr. Davenport is taking the
wrong stand on this matter, and will see it
some day. Editor.]

down

A

Rattler

Among

the Bee Hives

Yesterday, while doing some work with the
bees, I suddenly came upon a rattlesnake at
I had just finished looking
close quarters.
over a hive and started for the next in the
row when I caught Bight of him coming out
between 2 hives. He evidently saw me at the

read

his

cloth,
tl.20

and beautifully

A

book;

sale.

The picture shown herewith is a reproduction of a motto queen-button
that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by

two for 10c or six for 25c. The
American Bee Journal one year and 4 buttons

mail, 6 cents
for $1.10.

;

;

Address

all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn Street,

-

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Northern King Queens
One Untested.

Tested, $1.00. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Address,
B. F. Schmidt,
R. F. D. 1,
28Alt N. Buena Vista, Clayton Co., Iowa.
60c

330

pages;

in

Ree-Culture, by A.
& E. R.
—CAofcyclopedia
of over 500 pages,
everything pertaining to the

II

Root.

bound

illustrated. Price,
I.

ill-scribing

of the honey-bees. Contains about
400 engravings.
It was written especially for beginners.
Bound in cloth.
Price, $1.20.
Seientlflc Queen-Rearing, as Practically Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.
method by which the very best of
en. en -bees are reared in perfect accord
with Nature's way. Bound in cloth and
illustrated.
Price, $1.00; in leatherette
binding, 75 cents.
Hee-Kecper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook, of Pomona
College, California.
This book is not
only instructive and helpful as a guide

—

in bee-keeping, but is interesting and
thoroughly practical and scientific. It
contains a full delineation of the
"iny and physiology of bees.
544

pages. 295 illustrations. Bound in cloth.
19th thousand. Price, $1.20.

I.nngstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant. This classic in bee-culture
has been entirely re-written, and is

—

fully

illustrated.
It treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keeping.

No apiarian

library

this standard

—

is

complete without

work by Rev.

L. L.

Lang-

stroth the Father of American BeeCulture.
It has 520 pages, bound in
cloth.

Price, $1.20.

Honey

ns a Health

Food

honey-pamphlet

16-page

This is a
intended to

increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short
article on "Honey as Food," written by

help

It tells

where

to

keep

and "Remedies Using Honey."

cipes"

National in Texas. — The National Bee-

Saline

Methods

Its

honey, how to liquefy it. etc. The last
part is devoted to "Honey-Cooking Re-

CONVENTION NOTICES.

they may cause
more people to keep bees.
Better try to
spread foul brood so there will be fewer
bee-keepers!
Did you ever hear such selfish
talk

Advanced Dee-Culture.

and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.
— The author of this work is a practical and helpful writer.
You should

Dr. C. C. Miller.

Missouri. — The

gS^Ur'Wr^co

Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

334

ii

.

the bee-papers, and burn
books, for by their existence
all

BEE-BOOKS

.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

should be widely circulated by those
honey.
The more the people
are educated on the value and uses of
honey the more honey they will buy.
Prices: Sample copy for 2-cent stamp;
It

selling

50 copies for 70 cents; 100 for $1.25:
250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00; or 1000 for
$7.50.
Your business card printed free
at the bottom of the front page on all
orders for 100 or more copies.

Forty Years Among- the Bees, bv Dr.
C. Miller.
This book contains 328
pages, is bound in handsome cloth, with
gold letters and design; it is printed on
I"-"'
k-paper, and illustrated with
112 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.
It
is unique in this regard.
The first few
pages are devoted to an interesting
biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he happened to get into beekeeping. About 20 years ago he wrote
a small book, called "A Year Among
the Bees," but that little work has been
out of print for a number of years.
While some of the matter used in the
former bonk is found in the new one. it
all reads like a good new story of successful bee-keeping by one of the masters, and shows in minutest detail just
how Dr. Miller does things with bees.

—

C.

1

Price, $1.00.
••The Honey-Money

Stories."

—A

64-

page-and-cover booklet, 5%x8% inches
in size, printed on best quality paper.
Many short, bright stories interspersed
with facts and interesting items about
honey and its use. The manufactured
honey misrepresentation is contradicted in two items, each ocupving
a full page, but in different parts of
the booklet. It has in all 33 fine illustrations, nearly all of them being of
apiaries

or

contains

3

Hum

apiarian scenes.
It also
bee-songs, namely, "The

the Bees in the Apple-Tree
Bloom, " "l;m kwheat Cakes and Honey,"
and "The Bee-Keepers' Lullabv." This
booklet should be placed in the hand3
Of everybody not familiar with the
food-value of honey, for its main object is to interest people in honey as a
daily
tide.
Price, 25 cents, or
3 copies for 50 cents.
of
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If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Pouder "

BEE-SUPPLIES I
Root's Goods at Root's rrlces

M

Everything- used by Bee-Keepers.
Service.

*

Catalog Free,

*}•

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .-. .-.

jfe

Prompt
.•.

BEESWAX WANTED
pay highest market price tor beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade.
Make 6mall shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.

Lion Engine

I

WALTER

fOUDER,

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,
Mention

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Bee Journal

when

writing,

This Offer Extended to Aug. 1st

DOOLITTLE'S

QUEEN- REARING
BOOK
For Only
When

25

in

FACTORY

USER

to

Acting on the theory that "testing la
proving -' we will send any responsible
person, on certain very easy conditions, one of our three h. p. gas or gasoline engines on 10 days test trial.
This engine is no experiment, but
has been proved by actual use to do
any work (where the rated amount of
power is required) in the mostpractical. reliable, sale and economical way.
This engine is of the fourcycle type,
while the engine is up to normal speed
the exhaust valve is held open, allowing free circulation of fresh air in the
cylinder. The igniterand intake valve
are at rest, therefore are not using
gasoline or the batteries.
Our igniter and mixer are of the
most simple and reliable character.
The gasoline is always properly vaporized and the igniter point never comes
together unless a spark is required.
The fly ball type of governor isused,
whjch automatically controls the exhaust, igniter and the gasoline it also
allows the speed to be changed from
10D to fioo revolutions per minute while
the engine is in motion— a very
;

Cents

superior feature*

taken with the "Weekly American Bee Journal for One Year at $1making $1.25 for both.

(Book bound

from

sold direct

is

Leatherette cover, otherwise same as the cloth-bound book, which

LION GAS OR
are simple

is

GASOLINE ENGINES
construction and

in

SI.)

EASY TO OPERATE
This offer is open to any body, either new or old subscribers, bat the latter when accepting it must send enough to pay their subscriptions a year in advance, if they are in arrears now.
Mr. Doolittle's book tells in detail just how he rears the best queens possible; also gives
His Methods of
Honey Production. Every bee-keeper should have this book

Comb

(126 pages.)

Dur Standard-Bred Italian Queens
are unexcelled
S4.00.

Orders

Reared by best queen-breeders.
filled in

Prices— 1 Untested, 75c; 3 for $2 10- or 6 for

rotation.

They are used for all purposes where
power is required for operating pri-

vate electric-lighting plants, small
factories, printing offices; farm machineryj such as cream separators,
feed-grinders, corn shellers, woodsawing machines, etc., and for a thousand and one other purposes.

WRITE US A LETTER
Lyons Engine

Lyons, Mich.

The Weekly American Bee Journal one year with Untested
Or,

if

Italian Queen— both for $1 50
paid to the end of 1906 or beyond, tend us $1.00 and tne name
subscriber for the Bee Journal a year, and we will mail to vou a

your own subscription

and address of

a

new

is

Standard-Bred Queen FREE.

Sample copy of the Weekly Bee Journal
copies) for only 20 cents, to a

appearing

in its

new

reader.

columns every week.

on request, or a Trial Trip of 3 months (13
Better order now, as there are lots of good thines
free

LIKE THIS:

Co.,

Gentlemen:

I

am about

to

purchase

oline ecjliio for.

wish you to send
proval offer as
Journal.

me

full particulars

a

gas or gas-

purposes and
about jour ap-

advertised

in
American
Yours very truly,

Bee

Natnw

Town

.

__

Address,
Street No.

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn

R.

CO.

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

BY RETURN MAIL

P.D-_

When writing, please state definitely for what purpose you wish to
use this engine and whether gas or
gasoline is to !•«* used f<>r fuel. This
information is very important to
Please remember we send the
us.
engine, not the engine agent.

Fine Italian Queens

LYONS ENGINE

Bred to the highest standard of honey-gathering and hardiness. No
disease.
Quality, promptness, safe arrival and absolute satisfaction

Lyons, Mich.

guaranteed.

1

n tested

1

Queen
$.75

2

Queens
$1.45

4

Oueens
$2.85

6

CO.

Queens
$4.25

Tested (or Warranted Tested) 1.00
1.90
3.75
5.50
Select Tested (for breeding purposes) $2.00 t-ach— no discount.
It is not mine to command your favors -I'll do more, I'll merit
them. May I ask a trial order?

CHAS. M.
Mention

Bee Journal

when

DARROW— R.F.D. No.

writing:.

i-Box io-Milo, Mo.
28Etf

M"@jgf"

;

July
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Rose Lawn Queens

Bee-Keepers' supplies

Italians

Lewis' Famous Bee-Hives and Sections, Root's Smokers and Extractors,
Dadant's Comb Foundation, Etc., Queen-Bees and Nuclei in Season.
Large and complete stock, prompt service. We meet all competition who
will furnish first-class goods.

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS
carry a complete stock of " Mandy Lee" Incubators and Brooders. Don't
The more you know about incubation,
fail to investigate these machines.
the more you will like the "Mandy Lee" Incubator. The "Mandy Lee
"
Brooder is a complete old hen, all but the "cluck." Our free incubator catalog describes them.

We

&

SCOT

C. M.

Mention

GO>

INDIANAPOLIs"lND.

Bee Journal

when

EET
<••!•

<•+

writing.

thank our friends for the liberal patronage extended to us, and beg to announce that
we have largely Increased the capacity of our
queen-rearing yards, and will be prepared to
fill orders promptly after July let.
Our prize offer on honey production is extended to Oct. 1st for those who wish to try our
" Pure Gold QueenE."

We

call special attention to the superior
qualities of our Red Clover Italians and Yellow
Caucasians which are worthy the attention of
progressive bee-keepers.

PRICES AFTER JULY

LINCOLN, NEB.

Sta. C.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

and Caucasian

AND NUCLEI

BEES, QUEENS,

PAGE & LYON MFG. GO.
New

ROSE LAWN APIARIES.

22Atf

Italian

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to-

1

Italians and Carniolans, Select, Untested,
75 cents; six, $4.00.
Caucasians, Select, Untested, $1.00; six, $5.00.
Banat Queens for those who wish them.
Special prices for larger orders and breeding
stock will be given on application. Write for

Catalog.

BEE-KEEPERS

— Carniolana — Caucasians

We

Choice home-bred and Imported stock.
All Queens
reared in full colonies.
Prices of Italians In JULY

London, Wis.

AND APTER:

One Untested Queen

BEE-KEEPERS
Have you secured your

Hives, Sections, Foundation, Honey-Cans and Extractors yet? If not, you should
not put it off any longer. Be prepared when the riow comes on. Let us assist you. We carry the largest
stock of goods in the Middle West. The low freight-rates from

TOLEDO
Will save you money. We will buy your Honey and Beeswax, and pay highest market price. It will pay you
to correspond with us when your crop is ready to market. No shipment too large for us. Carloads a
specialty.

QUEENS! QUEENS! QUEENS!

OUR 70-PAGE CATALOG
To any one

asking for

Poultry Supplies, and
you have seen it.

it.

sell

IS

SENT FREE

No matter whether you keep one colony
Eggs fur hatching. Our 1906 mating

list

or 500. We also handle a large line of
Don't buy
is sent with every catalog.

until

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

-.-Ant

For prices on larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens, send for free catalog.
J. L.
204

16Atf

We have a yard at Toledo with 100 colonies and over, which we use for queen-rearing only, besides
several out-yards which we run for honey; also for extra bees. Brood and queens are mailed the same day
order is received.

St., Toledo, Ohio
Bee Journal when writing-

Bee

Mention

Caucasian Bees are very gentle. They are
easy to handle and are, therefore, suited 10 beginners, timid bee-keepers and to those who
keep bees in town. If you want to try this race,
or if you want to improve the stock tf your Italian Bees, write to

ROBERT

We

manufacture everything needed in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
We assure you the best goods at

greatest variety.

LOWEST PRICES
We

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth

and the Dovetail Hives

Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
every bee-keeper to have our Catalog. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write
to-day.

Address,

KRET6HMER MFG.

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

R. F. D.

ILL.

when

writing.

to Mail

better at any price.
Untested at 50c
at 75c; Tested at $1.00.
Discount

Warranted

on quantity.

GRANT ANDERSON,
SABINAL, TEXAS.

20Atf

Mention

when

Bee Journal

Choice

and our excellent freight

facilities enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
in having goods transferred and damaged.
make the

McCAIN,

Now Ready

Queens
None

B.

YORKVILLE.
Bee Journal

2Atf

I

STRONG

Logan St., Clarinda, Iowa.
Journal when writing.

E.

CAUCASIAN QUEENS!

Mention

BEE- SUPPLIES

$ .65

" Tested Queen
90
" Select Tested Queen 1.10
" Brfeding Queen
1.65
1-comb nucleus (no queen) .80
"
•'
"
2
i.4o
"
"
"
3
2.00
1 Un. Caucasian Queen, 1 25
"
1 Tested
"
1.75
Safe arrival guaranteed.

writing.

Que ens

Caucasians— Untested, 75c; Tested, $1.00.
Carniolans
Italians and
Untested, 60c;

—

Tested, 75o. A postal card will bring
cular and full price-list for 1906,

my

cir-

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.
when writing.

26A13t

Mention

Bee Journal

NOW READY

ITALIAN AND RED

CLOVER QUEENS

guarantee safe arrival and perfect satisfaction. Untested, 60c; select untested, 75c, or $8
per dozen. Tested, $1 each, or $10 per doz.
R.O. COX, Rt. 4, Greenville. Ala.
27At'
I

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette

i

&

Son, Salina, Kan.

Catalogs issued in English or German.

A fiae Honey-Gathering
AllPprtC
UUGGII3 Italians
;

3

1

or $2

Untested.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

Strain of
at 75 cents
or $6. 50 per dozen, for
Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

and Carniolans,

each

:

6 for $3.50;

GEORGE

writing.

17A26t

138

W. BARNES.

N. Pleasant St.,

Norwalk, Ohio.

:

July
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CHARLES MONDENG SECTION MACHINE
covered by two Patents.

With

this wonderful invention the cost of making Sections may be reduced to $1.15
per 1000. If such Machine will interest you, write for
is

Do

further information.
business.

not write about

it

unless you

mean

Bee-Keepers
If

you want Sections that you can put a

Mention

BEE-SUPPLIES

ANl,

full

sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send f< r Catalog to
20Atf
A. COPPIN, Wenona, 111.

when writing.

Bee Journal

QUEENS

My

Catalog for 1906 is now ready for distribution. I
the Northern Headquarters for Adel Queens and
Bees, and good, honest Bee-Keepers' Supplies. If you
have not received my Catalog, write for it. Address,

am

CHARLES MONDENG,

ISO

NEWTON A/VE., N.,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

DO YOU KNOW
THAT THE SALE OF

DITTMERS FOUNDATION
Has

increased so

much

that

we were

in order to

There

is

a Reason for This — It

is

fill

forced to double our melting capacity
orders promptly?

because Dittmeb's Foundation

is

tough, clear, and

transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.

Agents for Dittmer's Foundation

W.

Beb& Honey

Welwyn Station, Herts, En*.
E. H. Taylor,
Toronto, Ont., Canada.
E. CiRaiNGER & Co.,

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville, Tex.

D. Soper,

Co.,

Our warehouse

is

well stocked with all

kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

_l Never

Beeswax always wanted.

QUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

rr*iv^2vSV2N<r*svA>^^

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
And Prompt Shipments
what we are making

— DOVETAILED
Is

Go Out 5"

n "A nd last from 6 to 21 years

$
j}

—

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES
We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.
THE riARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ CO., Harshfield, Wis.

cro

Otisville, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers your new style la
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of It. Those remarks inFred Fodnbr.
duced me to get mine.
writing.
Mention Bee Journal

wko

N

SECTIONS,

per 1000, $4.20; No. 2
O. I
c
Sections, per 1000, S3. 70. Root's Dovetail
Hives,
and all kinds of
Comb-Honey
Danz.
and
at factory prices. Berry
Boxes, etc. Italian Queens.
H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, III.
26A13t

BEE-SUPPLIES

The Rietsche Press
Made of artificial stone. Practically Indestructible, and giving entirely satisfactory reComb foundation made easily and
sults.
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— caBb
with order. Address,

25 Percent on Sections Worth

Is

ADRIAN GETAZ,
4SAtf

prj.G, Goodner, of

"he

prefers to

KNOXVILLE, TENN.
this State, writes me that

pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press

rather than do without

it."

—A. G.

Saving?
Queens of
If

the

it

is,

you should write us before buying.

BEST SECTIONS,

our

but

patented

We

not only

machines, built exclusively for us, enable our Sections
without wetting.

That means

others.

to

25 percent less breakage,

quently 25 percent saving to you.

Our

make

specially-constructed

be folded

and conse-

prices are no higher than

Let us quote you.

Special prices on immediate orders.

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.
JOHN DOLL & SON. Proprietors
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Nicollet Island, No. 33,

Mention

Dee

Journal

when

writing.

Moore's Slrain of Italians
produce workers that
not inclined to swarm.

fill

the supers and are

Stewart Smillie, Bluevale. Ont., Can., says:
" They

the supers and are not so
swarm as others. I
have been buying queens for 15
was the only
your
stock
years, and
one that was any good to gather

much

fill

inclined to

honey."
Untested Queens, 75c each;

six, *4; dozen,
Untested, Si each; six, £5;
dozen, $9. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Descriptive circular free.
I am now filling orders By Return Mail,
and shall probably be able to do so until the
close of the season.

$7.50.

Select

J. P.

MOORE,

26Etf

r.f.d.i

Morgan, Ky.

Mention Bee Journal when writing.
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American Hee Journal
Excellent

Goods

i

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest Prices
Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

FREIGHT-

CINCINNATI

RATES FROM

Bee- Supplies!

are the

for the
as 'most

OF ALL KINDS

all

freight

25

lustrated

The

largest

magazine of

Let

me

book your
Order for

LANS,

il-

kind for the

Edited by two of the
most experienced bee - keepers in
America.

is

what

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

will

£$%?££

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

YEARS

and best

its

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,
50c a year.)

SOUTH

now goes through

You

ESTABLISHED

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

II ^TT^*^^^TETT«f^1
I
l\l^l
KJ
%J HK.d MK.J JLM

tQe GOtDES ¥El
LOWS, CARNIO-

^Cf,

For

and CAUCASIANS.

prices, refer to

my

catalog, page 29.

=

price published.

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List

of

C.
Office

-

bred in separate apiaries,

.d^fc

RED CLOVERS

,ree

H.W.WEBER

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

TI

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Supplies free on application. Address,

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
Mention

JAnESTOWN,

N. Y.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Cincinnati, June 15.—The demand for ex
traded honey has brightened up within the
past 30 days. However, there is so much of last
season's crop still unsold, which tends to hold
down the price. There is no material change

HONEY AND BEESWAX

in prices since our last quotation.
in barrels at 5@6}£& No new

199 South Water St. Chicago.

amber

* 23eestp<rrt
Chicago, June 22.— The demand fpr honey,
both comb and extracted, is slow. Fancy comb
brings 15c per pound; No. 1, 14c; off grades,
10@12c Extracted, while, 6^(g.7c; amber, 5@6c.
Beeswax, 30c.
F. A. Burnett & Co.

market

for

comb

honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; I4@15c
for No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,
L3c.
Extracted honey is in good demand at
following prices:
White clover in barrels
brings b%@7c; amber, 5J£@5J£c; in cans every
grade from l@lHc higher. Beeswax is firm
and in good demand at 28 and 30c.
The above are our selling prices, not what we
pay.
Griggs Bros.
Indianapolis, July 6.— Fancy white clover
16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds

comb brings

the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14<g*15c; amber graces in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8N»(a 9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beeswax sella here for $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter S. Pouder.
Philadelphia, June 20.— There is no new
honey arriving in this market as yet, and so
few lots of old honey that we cannot establish
any price. Some little lots of Southern extracted honey have arrived in barrels. We

quote: New Southern extracted, light amber,
6Hc; amber, 6c. Beeswax selling freely at 2'»c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission.

Wm.

quote
white clo-

ver extracted honey on the market as yet. New
crop of comb honey fi uds ready sale at 14@15^c.
Choice yellow beeswax, 30c, delivered here.
The Fred W. Muth Co.
Denver, Feb. 5.— Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as
usual at this time of year. We are quoting

£)oney cmb

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The

We

A. Selser.

New

York, May 8.— There is still some demand for comb honey, mostly for fancy grades,
which are selling at from 14@15c per pound; off
grades in no demand and prices are irregular,
ranging from 8(5* 12c, according to quality; sufficient supply to meet demand. Extracted is
in fair demand, mostly from California, of
which there seems to be abundant supply of all
grades. Wequote: White, 6J6@7c; light amber,
6c; dark, :<" 5%c, according icqualitv and quantity.
Beeswax scarce and firm at 29@30c.

Hildreth & Srgelken.

strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to $3.75 per case of 24 sections; off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7H@8>^c; light amber,
6&@7#c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.

The Colo. Honey-Producers'

Assn.

Kansas

City, July 5.— The honey market
here is almost bare and there is very little new
stock coming to market. On account of the
poor wintering of the bees, very little honey
has been gathered. The market for the best
white honey in 24-section cases is $3.25@$3.40
per case; amber and other grades are 25«< £0c
per case less. There is no new extracted honey
on the market, but a little old is selling at
54@6c, but scarcely any demand. We look for
Clbmons & Co.
a good demand later.

When

C H.W. Weber.

BURNETT &

CO.
III.

Yellow Sweet Clover Seed
1 lb., postpaid, 30c; 5 lbs., by express, at
purchaser's expense. 81.00; 100-lb. lots, 15e
per lb.
A. L.
,

AMOS,

26A4t

Comstock, Nbbr.

Rt. 1.

FOR

S-A.T-.E

EXTRACTED HONEY

Write for prices. State quantity and kind
Samples free.
Will pay Spot Cash and full
market value all the year. Write us when
you have any to dispose of.
wanted.

BEESWAX-

265

&

HILDRETH
267

Greenwich

& SEGELKEN
York, N.Y.

Street,

New

Please mention the Bee Journal.

34A tf

WANTED

CC

Cincinnati, March 7.— The demand for comb
honey is slow, prices obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems to be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote ffcncy white, 14@16c. Amber
extracted in barrels, 5%@S%c; in cans, He more;
fancy white clover in t-0-lb. cans, 7J£@8M cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6H@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.

consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

To

hear from parties with their lowest cash
price, deli vered here, for fancy comb honey in
no drip shipping-cases; also extracted honey.
We are cash buyers, and remit on receipt of
goods.
27Atf

We

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 Walnut St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Sell root's Goods

in

Miohiqan

Let us quote yon prices on Sections, Hlvea,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight.

To

sell lot of 300 empty 604b. capacity HoneyAll in one lot, or less quantities. Cans
are la first-class condition.
We are also in the market for Fancy Comb

Cans.

and Extracted Honey. Correspondence

solicited

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.
AGENCIES:
DETROIT. MICH.
35 So. Delaware Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
1£0 E. Jefferson Street, Louisville, Ky.
643 Broadway S.E., Cleveland, Ohio.

21A13t

65c

for

Please mention the Bee Journal

12 Names frf^eer8BaDadndR ac-

ptamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— ren. sub. price 4< e a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.

FAKMER'S CALL,

Quincy,

111.

Beeswax Wanted for Cub.
M. H. HUNT A SON.
Bell Bkanch, Waynb Co., Mich

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The Monettb Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings.
It is used by many beekeepers.
Full printed directions
sent with each one. We mail it for
or
will send it
as
25 cents
a premium for sending us One
New subscriber to the Bee Journal
for a year at $ 1.00; or for 11.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
Device. Address,
Clipping
the
and

FREE

;

I

-.

OEORaE W. YORK &
.*.

„

-

CO.,

CHICAGO,

ILi*

July

608

1906

12,

American Dee Journal

Sections Right on Time!
15 Million of the Best Sections on Earth

LEWIS SECTIONS
Ready

for

You at the Drop

Q. B. Lewis Co.,

of

the Hat

Watertown, Wis.

AGENCIES
ENGLAND— E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts
TRANCE—Raymond Gariel, 2 ter Quai de
Megisserie, Paris.
CUBA— C. B. Stevens & Co., Havana
&

Manzanillo
CALIFORNIA—The Clias. H. Lilly Co., San
Francisco
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA— Paul Bachert,
Lancaster
Fletcher-Doyle Co., San Diego
Fallbrook Co-operative Ass'n, Fallbrook
COLORADO— R. C. Aikin, Loveland
Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' AssociaC. B. Stevens

tion,

Co.,

Rocky Ford

MICHIGAN — A.

COLORADO— (Continued)
la

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,
Denver.
Grand Junction Fruit-Growers Association,
1

Grand Junction.
Robert Halley, Montrose

IOWA— Adam A.

Clarke,

Le Mars

Louis Hanssen's Sons, Davenport

W.

McCarty, Emmetsburg.
ILLINOIS— York Honey & Bee-Supply Co.
J.

191

&

193 Superior St.,

Chicago,

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111.
INDIANA— C. M. Scott & Co., Indianapolis

G.

Woodman

Co.,

Grand

Rapids

MINNESOTA— Wisconsin Lumber Co.,
432

Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn.

MISSOURI— E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph
OHIO— Norris & Anspach, Kenton

OREGON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co., Portland
PENNSYLVANIA— Cleaver* Greene, Troy
TEXAS— Southwestern Bee Co., San Antonio

UTAH—Fred Foulger
WASHINGTON—The
Seattle

&

Sons, Ogden
Chas. H. Lilly Co.,

46th Year

JULY

19,

1906

Number 29

'

(.10

July

19,

1906

American Ttee Journal

DEiCi^oU KPLIE^

Factory Prices...

Best of everything- the bee-keeper needs. Large and complete stock.
and Caucasian Queens. Prompt service. Catalog free.
Get our prices before you order elsewhere.

Fine

Italian

SCOTT & CO.

C. M.

1004. East Wash. Street. INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

29Atf

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE
334

W.

YORK 8 COMPANY

Dearborn Street, GhiGago,

This Offer Extended

of this"Journa]

QUEEN- REARING
BOOK

is

a year, in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
$l.m>

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is paid.
For instance, "dec<>6" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, l£M>.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send a

money

sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which showB
that the money has been received and credited.
receipt for

For Only
When

(Book bound

—

4 times
5 per cent
" ....10
"
13
" ....20
"
26
"
"
-...30
52

Space Discounts.
100 lines... Spercent
"
500 H ...10
"
1000 " ...20
M
2000 " ...30

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading* Notices, 25 cents, connt line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning".

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

honey.
Annual Membership Dues, fi.oo.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Platteville, Wii.

Cents

in Leatherette cover,

otherwise same as the cloth-bound book, which

is $1.)

This offer is open to any body, either new or old subscribers, but the latter when acceptmust send enough to pay their subscriptions a year in advance, if they are in arrears now.
Mr. Doolittle's book tells in detail just how he rears the best queens possible; also gives
His Methods ol Comb Honey Production. Every bee-keeper should have this book.
ing

it

(126 pages.)

Our Stajidard-Bred Italian Hueeps
Reared by best queen-breeders.

are unexcelled.
$4.00.

National

25

taken with the Weekly American Bee Journal for One Year at $1making $1.25 for both.

Advertising Rate, per Agate Line, 10g.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing- less than % inch accepted.

Time Discounts.

Aug. 1st

DOOLITTLE'S

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

to

HI.

Orders

filled in

Prices

—

1

Untested, 75c; 3 for $2.10; or 6 for

rotation.

The Weekly American Bee Journal one year with Untested
Or,

if

your own subscription

is

Queen

Italian

and address of a new subscriber for the Bee Journal a year, and we

Standard-Bred Queen
Sample copy
its

mail to

name

you a

FREE.

Weekly Bee Journal free on request, or a Trial Trip of 3 months (13
cents, to a new reader. Better order now, as there are lots of good things

columns every week.

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &

fW

If more convenient, Dues may be sent to the
ublishers of the American Bee Journal.

will

of the

copies) for only 20

appearing in

— both for $1.50.

paid to the end of 1906 or beyond, send us $1.00 and the

334 Dearborn

CO.

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

t>5C TOr

1>C [N9DI6S 12 farmers and 15c—
stamps taken— we will send for 2 yrB. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pageB a year. Sample free.

'

"In eyery country the successful advertiser

is

the continuous advertiser.

FARMER'S CALL, Qumcy.IU.

NOT

IN

We

THE TRUST

will

stamp

"Pure
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the

National Bee-Keepers'
Write us.
Association.

Now

is

the time

TO BUY

TOP CANS
FOR HONEY AND SYRUP

FRICTION"

Mevtlon

Canners Can Co.

Bee Journal

1035 W. 47th

whn

writing;.

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

—
July

19,

(.11

1906

American ^ac Journal

"DADANTS FOUNDATION"
IT

EXCELS

EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.
at all
times

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG
The Emerson Binder.

in Capons
Caponizing is easy — soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free instructions

Big Profits

JCAPON

(TOOLS
.

f
postpaid $2.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 250
Poultry Marker
25c
French Killing KnifeSOc

thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf yon have
nal as fast as they are received.
his "Emerson" no further binding Is necesfine

t

S

[Capon Book Free.

P. Pilling & Son,

If

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
oack for the American Bee Journal we mall for
but 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.50. It n

Philadelphia, Pa.

"7

334

'

QEORQE W. YORK &

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Dearborn Street,

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

July 27th

Fire Sale of

Bee-SuDDlies
Come and
will

see the goods before buying,
pay you, as you will

Save

25

to

50

if

you can.

It

Percent

As announced

last week, a fire which
in the building we then occupied.

caused almost a total loss occured
We are now in our new quarters
191 & 193 Superior St. (3 blocks north and 1 block east of our old location)—
where we have the slightly damaged goods that we have sorted out, and also a

June

20,

stock of

;

15— 29A2t

The Rietsche Press
New Lewis Goods

at Factory Prices

Any

bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make
supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and
looking over the goods that we selected out after the fire. Better order quick if
you want any of the goods we are selling at 25 to 50 percent reduction.
Send for Free Catalog of New Goods.
Address,

money on any

H. M.

the Nickel Plate Road will run an excursion to Chautauqua Lake, N. Y., at
one fare for the round-trip ($14.00) from
Chicago, with return limit of August
28th, by depositing ticket. No excess
fare charged on any train on Nickel
Plate Road. Cheap rates to other eastern points. Three trains daily, with
Individual
vestibuled sleeping-cars.
Club Meals, ranging in price from 35
cents to $1.00 also service a la carte
and mid-day Luncheon, 50 cents. Chicago City Ticket Office, 107 Adams St.
La Salle St. Station, the only Depot in
Chicago on the Elevated Railroad Loop.

ARND,

Proprietor,

Long Distance Telephone, North

:

York Honey and Bee-Supply Co. (Not mo
191 and 193 Superior St. CHICAGO, ILL.

Made of artificial stone. Practically Indestructible, and giving entirely satisfactory reComb foundation made easily and
sults.
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
45Atf
tarj.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
"he prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it."— A. G.
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Swarming Done Away With
The

illustration

shows one of the A. K. Ferris hives under process of

Every bee-keeper

manipulation.

t

will be interested in reading

about these

hives arranged according to the Ferris' system for the Prevention of

Swarming

for

Comb Honey

The Non-Swarming

Production.

by Mr. Ferris and Mr. G. M. Doolittle are proving exThis great series is fully illustrated and will be continued
throughout the remaining issues of 1906.
articles

ceedingly interesting.

Among our other regular contributors are Mr. J. A. Green, Dr. C. C. Miller, E.
Alexander, and many other bee-keepers of note.
No bee-keeper who will take
Bee Culture can satisfy himself

We make
offer

A

it

W.

time to look through one number of Gleanings in
that he does not need this " Journal of Profit."

easy for you to give Gleanings a thorough

trial

;

here's the

•

six month's trial trip, 25c.

If you will send in your remittance before the back numbers from April 1st, in
which the introductory articles on the Non-Swarming series have appeared, are all

gone,

we

will include these free of charge.

Gleanings in Bee-Culture
MEDINA, OHIO

SECTIONS
We

are runn ng
Sections are in great demand at this season of the year.
but can hardly supply the call for No. 1 Sections of all sizes.
have a very
Place orders at once, or you are apt to be disappointed.
large supply of No. 2 grade of Sections. These Sections are as good as some offer
for No. 1. Not being snow-white but having a tinge of cream grades them No. 2.
Give this grade a trial this season. It will cost you 25c a thousand less.
full capacity,

We

—

ALEXANDER FEEDER

:

We are prepared to furnish the Alexander Feeder. We make them
inches long so they may be used with either an 8 or 10 frame hive.
With a 10-frame hive they will project 3 inches beyond the hive for
feeding, and the block may be laid crosswise of the feeder or be cut
off as preferred.
With the S-frame hive the feeder projects 5 inches
and the block lies leugthwise.
soak the feeders in oil to prevent
the feed from soaking in. Price, finished, including block, 25c each;
10 for $2; 50 for $9.
111

We

THE

GERMAN BEE-BRUSH

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.

Medina, Ohio.

Some months ago Mr. R. F. Holtermann called our attention to a
bee-brush which he received from Germany, made of genuine bristle
or horsehair. He had used one a whole season, washing it out often,
and it appeared to be as good at the end of the season as at the beginning. He considered it so far ahead of anything he had ever seen or
used that he wanted no other. We concluded if it was so good for
him it must be equally good for others. We are now provided with a
stock which we oiler at 25 cents each by mail, 30 cents. The bristles
are black, and about 2 inches long, extending 8 inches on the handle.
Made of white hair it would C06t 5 cents more.
;

J

BR,A.N-CHH!S
Medina,

1

Ohio.

New York

City,

Box 1037

Chicago,

Hi

111.

E. Erie.

Philadelphia, Pa.
10

Vine

St.

-

Washington, D.C

HOOMd.

Ave.

St. Paul, Minn.
1(124 Miss. St.

Syracuse, N.Y. Mechanic Falls,
W. Gen. St.
Maine.
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ferent queens belong.

But to Mr. Dayton this is no objeche wants the old queens removed, and later on a
young queen or a ripe cell to be given.
Yet even to those who have clipped queens the plan
may be of much value at times when two or more swarms
without any queen unite. Left to themselves they are
likely to make bad work by going in a cluster to the wrong
hive.
Imprisoned for several hours, and then allowed to escape as queenless bees, a few at a time, they might be expected to return, each bee to its own hive.
tion, for

The American Bee Journal

is absolutely an independent publicanor its editor connected in any way with aDy
bee-supply business whatsoever. It stands entirely upon its merits
as an educative force in the tiekl of bee-keeping, and as a medium
for legitimate advertisers in Apicultural or other lines.
It is the
oldest, and only weekly, journal of its kind in America.
Its
publishers believe that it deserves to be in the hands of every
would-be progressive, successful bee-keeper in the land. It is in

tion,

its

and neither

is it

46th year, and to-day

way than

at

is acknowledged to be better in every
any time during its long and honorable history.

Bees and Bee-keeping in Japan.
Mr. T. B. Blow, a large supply dealer at Welwyn, Engmade a tour of this country some years ago, visiting a
number of beekeepers. A little later he married a Japanese lady, and settled in Japan. Although having become a
bee-keeper in Japan, it seems he had to send to England for
honey for his own table. The following extracts from a letter in the British Bee Journal will be of interest to those
who desire to know more about Japan
land,

Cdiforial lAofes

and Comments

:

No

When Swarms Cluster

»

Together

sooner did I settle down in this, my adopted country, than the
bee-fever was soon on me, and I determined again to keep bees. They
are not plentiful in Japan (despite the statistics of the Agricultural
Department schedule, the supposed number of colonies which is, I
should think, greatly over-estimated
Honey is not used in Japan
for food, but as medicine. The bees are kept in square boxes of about
one cubic foot contents, and cubical in shape. There is a door at
back, and the comb honey is cut out whenever available, and is
crushed (along with the brood, often,) and strained, and in this state
sold.
Very little wax is obtained, for though wax is used extensively
in this country for various purposes, it is vegetable wax, mainly.
)

Sometimes the bee-keeper is thrown into despair by the
issuing of several swarms at once, all uniting in one huge
cluster.
C. W. Dayton gives in Gleanings an original plan
for managing such cases. He says he wants the swarms to
unite, as it makes the work easier.
The queens will, be
balled, and that makes it easy to pick out the queens.
The cluster is put into a screened cage or hive for 8 or
10 hours, the queens being removed, and he thinks these
hours of uneasiness and queenlessness free them of the
swarming mania. Then they are allowed to return to their
own hives, not in a body, but singly as queenless bees, each
seeking individually its own hive. He says
:

With more than one swarm in a cluster it causes matters to be
very unsettled. Then when bees from several swarms are caged together it i6 all the more confusing in their swarming. The more confusion the better. It abstracts the bees from their own intentions.
When fir6t caged they will buzz and bump against the screen for
awhile, but finally settle in a compact, quiet cluster, and the queens
will remain quiet.
Then the bees can be poured out of the box on a
smooth space of ground, and the queens picked up and caged in a few
moments. When all the queens are secured, set the box down on the
ground, open side down, and in an hour or so the bees will cluster in
Then put the screen on to confine them until it is time to
it again.
let them go home, which should be near night.
Wait until the bees
find out that they have no queens, then they will want In gel out and
return to their own hive, thinking that their own queen did not issue
with them. Open the screen only partially so that they can escape
slowly. Do not throw them out in a pile on the ground. They are
now dissatisfied with the strange cluster they are about to leave, and
they will not go in with another cluster of strange bees unless it is by
the confusion of a mass of bees together. They will not cluster " on
other hives.

For many the plan will not be feasible, because it will
not be easy to tell to which of the different colonies the dif-

Having got a swarm of native bees into a civilized hive
with proper appurtenances, he says
:

And now

the troubles began. The Jipanese bees are smaller than
the European, and they very reluctantly took to the comb foundation
;
undoubtedly the cells were too lar^e for them to deal with well. Seeing the multitudes of flowers around, one would have expected an
amazing yield of honey; for instance, in April and May, one may
travel for hundreds of miles and see one blaze of yellow from the
mustard and rape flowers (the oil-producing plant,) but beyond this
there is nothing. Later on the whole country is under rice, which, of
course, is useless. But the bees themselves are lazy there is some
food to be got almost all the year round (for we have no cold, wet
winter like that of England, and the bees certainly do not store much
honey, and so, after two years' experience, I conclude that it is
cheaper to buy honey than to produce it, and in quality our English
honey is vastly superior; so though my bees are still alive and well,
I allow them the use of all they gather, or nearly all.

—

)

Correct Nomenclature In Bee-Keeping
Bee-keepers average up well in intelligence, and so it
nothing strange that when a word has come into use
with a wrong meaning, there should be protest. Prof.
Cook has protested vigorously against calling the larva of
the bee-moth a " wax-worm," insisting that the term shouid
never be used. Prof. Cook is a good bee-keeper, yet he is a
scientist an entomologist before he is a bee-keeper, and
so, no doubt, more jealous as to correct names of bugs,
worms, and such things than the mere bee-keeper. But if
is

—

—
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he will suggest something correct, and just as short as
" wax-worm," it is very likely that the correct term will
grow into general use. The layman, however, who is supported by the dictionary in his accustomed use of the word
asking a good deal of him to in•' worm," will think it is
sist that instead of saying " I dug 100 worms out of some
•wormy combs," he shall say, "I dug 100 larva? of the beexnoth out of some combs that were infested with the larva?
of the bee-moth."
The case of the word " hybrid " seems not so difficult.
Something has been said about it in previous numbers, and
faere is something more
Me. Editor:— That " Southern Beedom" man has gotten me all
:

tangled up as to what he means, page 448, where he proclaims himself
" in favor of using the terms cross and hybrid in the right sense,
as per R. F. Holtermann, page 341." Now what does he mean as the
right sense in which to use the word " hybrid?" if I understand correctly what Mr. Holtermann says, he wouldn't use the word "hybrid"
at all. But Mr. Scholl, at the top of page 44S, speaks of " some suitable cross, or, better still, a hybrid." Evidently he means by " hybrid "
something different from a " cross;" now what does he mean?
It seems unfortunate that the word " hybrid " was ever used as
applying to bees, but it is not impossible yet to use in its place the
correct word " cross " unless we take the ground that when a word
has been wrongly used for some time there is no possibility of using
the right word, as the editor of Gleanings does, when he says, "The
word shook,' as an adjective derived from a verb describing a certain
kind of artificial swarm, has become so thoroughly engrafted into the
nomenclature of bee-keepers, that it seems utterly impossible to
choke it out of literature." That's too weak a notion for so good a
man to entertain, and he ought to have it " shook " out of him.
C. C. Miller.
'

—

'

'

'

—

any rate the assessor put those bees down
So Mr. Bryan has real honey-bees. And
it may come to pass that the bees in his presidential bonnet
may swarm and land him in the White House, and in such
an event there is no doubt the bee-keepers throughout the
land will not be ashamed of their bee-keeping president.
The foregoing information was sent to us by W. A.
Pryal, of California. In case Mr. Bryan should ever become President, and take his bees to Washington, we have
no doubt Mr. Pryal could be persuaded to be Secretary of
Apiculture, although Dr. Phillips might be entitled to first

upon him, but

at

as valued at $5.

claim to the position, especially if the civil service rules
should obtain. However, there will probably be no competition for that position very soon.
But why have we not had a report of Bee-Keeper
Bryan's average yield per colony ? and is he running for
comb or extracted honey as well as running for President ?

Don't Lose Your Temper.— This is the heading of the
The Star Monthly

following item signed by

:

Uncontrollable temper never spelt the road to success of any kind.

A quick

A

the

is a defect in a man.
man who always loses his
like a man on crutches in a foot-race.
Just figure it out. If you lose your temper at something a friend
says or does, you are sorry for it afterward, for you have wounded
your friend, who wished you no harm. This makes you feel badly.
If, on the other hand, you lose your temper a6 the result of nagging,
you have done just what the nagger wanted you to do. There may
be occasions for righteous anger in life, but never for the loss of temper.
Sense and dignity are always lost with temper.
Tour temper is like a horse, each time you let it run away from
you, the more unmanageable it becomes. Don't lose control. If not
for others' sake, at least, for your own sake, keep your temper.
The

to

Star Monthly.

'

Is there any good reason why, when speaking of bees,
word " cross " may not in all cases be used in preference
"hybrid?"

temper

temper

is

—

Good advice is more easily given than taken. The Star
Monthly a splendid publication for boys certainly offers
excellent advice, which, if followed, would be a grand thing
for all its readers. We have quoted several good things
from this source during the past few months, which, though
they may not have had a bearing on bee-keeping, still they
may be a help to all of us bee-keepers, whether having few

—

Oliscellaneous

flews - Items

—

colonies or hundreds.

Honey Prospects for 1906.— The following is sent out
by General Manager France, showing the honey prospects
tor 1906 up to June 25, in a large portion of the United
States

:

—

Southern California Fair crop; better farther north in State.
Texas Three crops; first two, failure; last, good.
Colorado— Light crop some lost their bees heavily in winter.

—

;

— Not half crop.
Michigan, Ohio and Indiana — Half crop.
Eastern States — Mostly good reports.
Mississippi Valley

1905 crop about

all

sold

;

markets bare

;

demand good.

It would seem from the foregoing that there will not be
a large honey crop this year. This taken with the fact that

the 1905 crop

is

pretty well cleaned up, should

somewhat

At any rate, it will be well to
stiffen up prices on honey.
ask a fair price, and endeavor to hold to it. With a proper
•distribution there evidently will not be enough honey to go
around this year.

Please Give Page of Reference.— In communications
intended for publication, reference is often made to something in a previous number, possibly in corroboration, possibly in refutation of what has been said. For a full understanding of the matter, it is generally necessary to
know what was previously said, and in what connection it
was said. To save quoting largely for this purpose, it is
generally better that the reader should turn to the article
referred to a thing quickly and easily done if he knows
just where to look for it, but often a time-consuming affair
otherwise. A model writer, in this respect, is our genial
friend, E. E. Hasty. Never does he refer to anything previously published without giving the exact page. If all
our correspondents will kindly make a note of it, and give
the page whenever referring to anything previously said in
the American Bee Journal, it will add to the general comfort.

—

The Front Page Pictures were sent us by George H.
Johnson, of East Woodstock, Conn. Accompanying them
was the following, under date of June 2lst
:

Bryan as a Bee-Keeper. — Perhaps

the

best

known

American throughout the world to-day is Wm. Jennings
Bryan — at least he holds the boards with President RooseMr. Bryan is a representative American, and this is
velt.
not written for any political reasons. It is quite well known
that this worthy gentleman has been before the country for
the high office of President on two occasions, and was
beaten perhaps on account of his or his party's financial
views. He is known to be a lover of rural life, and is looked
upon, aside from his professional life, as a typical farmer.
He has quite a lot of cattle, etc. He likes to do the work of
a farmer, and for this the American people have come to
Now, it comes to pass that this
like him all the better.
statesman-farmer is something of a bee-keeper— yes, a real,
live bee-keeper— one of the kind that is taxed for keeping
bees, and who pays the tax, too.
Recently, in making up the returns on his property, the
assessor of his district found that Wm. Jennings Bryan had
some bees— the telegram did not state whether the bees
found the assessor first and applied their business ends

have been very successful with bees, having had them 6 years.
Last season was a very profitable one. I have also been fortunate in
not losing many colonies until the past winter, which proved not as
good in that respect.
I have one swarm that came out May 15th, which has one super
almost full of honey. I use cases and put (i sections in each, or 24 sections in the super. I can see what the bees are doing by lifting the
I

super
I

off.

am much

interested in bees,

studying them.

Appendix

and spend many a pleasant hour
George H. Johnson.

to Dr. Miller's "Forty Years."— All who
edition of " Forty Years Among the Bees "
should also have the Appendix which appears in the new
The complete new 344-page book,
edition, issued recently.
bound in cloth, is sent postpaid for SI. 00; the Appendix
alone for 10 cents. Or, the book and the American Bee
Journal a year both for $1.80; the Appendix and the
American Bee Journal a year in advance, $1.00. Send all
orders to the American Bee Journal office.

have the

first

—

—
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thing one would naturallj guess from the fact stated on
page -141 that throughout the whole day it was never warmer
than 58 degn
a

1

bees working busily at the
.Mr Doolittle thinks, at least
not throughout the whole day. but only in the warmer part
of the day; for it will be noted that I said it was a cool day,
but "as the day advanced bee- worked busily."
So I think the increased temperature over the hive can
hardly be accounted for by the sun shining on the hive, neither
entirely by the breaking of the crust from bees going afield.
But even supposing the difference should be accounted for
entirely by the fact of increased heat from the bees breaking
the crust when going afield does that not conflict severely
with the view- of Mr. Doolittle as given on page 364? He
there says "The heat from the cluster is not allowed to pass
up into an upper hive, at any time wdien that heat is needed
have it from
for the brood within the cluster of bees."
so good an authority as G. M. Doolittle that never less than
92 degrees is needed for the brood within the cluster, and
according to that no heat should be allowed to pass up when
May 7 it was 34 dethe outside temperature is below 92.
Surely
grees lower than that, the warmest time in the day.
one would say of such a time that it is a "time when that
heat is needed for the brood."
Very likely he is right to this extent, that at night there
will be less difference than in the day, for there is then
It will be noticed,
less activity, and so less heat produced.
too. that May 7, after 5 p. m.. when I think the bees had
ceased flying, the difference was only 9 degrees, which was
I'll try
less than at any time when the bees were flying.
it to night, as he says night is the right time.

Neither,
time of the

Emptying T-Supers of Honey—Wiring and
Splinting Frames, Etc.
BV

DR. C. C.

MILLER.

think,

I

were

experiments,

t

]

1

.

as

:

JAM

glad to reply to your questions on page 465, Mr.
Your idea thai sections were got out of a
Scholl.
T-super by being put on a bearing-board and the super
then pushed down is the same as the idea I first had,
and that's just the way it was done a good many years
ago. You seem to have some trouble in deciding whether
now push the sections down or pull the super up. Well,
First the sections are pushed down the disI do both.
tance of '4 inch the super bring upside down and then
the super is pulled up off the sections, the push-board
holding them down so they do not come up with the
super.
You want to know if it isn't a greater strain on the
I

—

—

why

it's done in just such a way.
compared with the way first
mentioned. I don't know that I ever thought of it before,
for I've often worked at it all day long without feeling
any special strain on the thumb and fingers, but now that
you've called attention to it, there must be greater exertion of the thumb and fingers by the present than by the
old way. but on the whole less labor is required, and less
tinn. t<> empty ioo supers by the new than by the old
way.
An important difference is that by the old way the
sections were left standing right side up, and by the new
way they are upside down. And they must be upside
down to be easily taken apart, for it's an easy thing to
pick off the T-tins and then pull the sections apart when
they're upside down.
You also want my judgment as to using foundation in
brood-frames, 10 sheets to the pound, two wires on each
that is to say,
I don't
side, assisted by vertical splints.
it isn't easy to say how a thing would be that one has
never tried; but I'll tell you how it looks to me. More
care would have to be used with such thin foundation
lest the splints should cut it in two, especially if a little
too much pressure should be used. The wire would hinder the splints just a little from being pushed down in the
foundation, but perhaps not seriously.
But if the splints work all right with such thin
foundation, the combination ought to be a good deal bet-

thumb and
I

fingers and

mean

you

suppose

as

—

ter than the wires alone.

Also,

1

think the splints alone

would be better than the wires and splints. That is, if
the same time and expense that the wires demand is used
for extra splints the

hope you
find

will

work

will

experiment and

There are two things
whether you can use

be more satisfactory.
us about it.

I

tell

for you to find out: One is to
splints on thin foundation with-

If you can manage
out cutting the foundation in two.
that part all right, then you must find out how many
The thinner the foundasplints must be used in a frame.
tion, the closer must the splints be to prevent sagging.

With such

light foundation it might need splints about 2
Where much of such work is done, it is
inches apart.
possible sonve plan might be devised to do the work
faster than to fasten in each splint one at a time.

Retention of Heat

May

7,

in

iiii:

Ki:ood-Nest

Mr. Doolittle, referring to my experiments of
as given on page 441, asks whether the sun was shining

On page

530,

the time of the experiments, evidently
thinking that wouid account for the greater heat in the hive
as compared with the theremometer in the shade, for of
course he is right in thinking that the thermometer outside was in the shade.
As nearly as I now remember, on
that day the sun didn't shine at all throughout the whole day,

on the

hive

at

We

And I wish, too, that Mr. Doolittle would experiment,
himself, with regard to this wdiole business, and tell us the
I shall be glad, however, to hear that his bees are
results.
doing differently from mine, and keeping him on the jump
gathering the crop, so that he has no time for experiments.
Next Morning:
mometer

the

in

abundant time to

I

arranged an upper story with a ther-

afternoon,
settle

down

that

the

quietly,

and

so

bees
at

9

—

p.

would have
m. I found

a difference of
it was 64 in the upper story and 56 outside
8 degrees or very nearly the same as when the bees stopped
flying

May

'

<

7.

should not feel sorry, Mr Doolittle, if you could still
prove that no heat is lost from the cluster, for it would
be a convenience to know that cracks and loose covers can
do no harm; but I'm afraid that the only explanation of your
mystery is that the bees stir up the chunks and make a better
up for the heat that escapes when it gets
fire to" make
1

Marengo,

colder.

111.

Something About Comb-Building
BY

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

am

having more letters than usual asking wdiy
swarms, hived in an empty hive, excepting frames
having starters in them of worker foundation, build
so much drone-comb, I thought I could do no better than
to write a few words for the American Bee Journal regarding how the building of so much drone-comb might

AS

I

be avoided.
Nature has ordained that

her
the queen shall cease
before a swarm from any colony
is to issue", and for two reasons, the first of which is, that
the queen can fly, for if taken from the colony when
no such preparation has been made she cannot fly at all
The second reason is,
she is so heavy with eggs.
that the queen need not be damaged by an over-accumulation of eggs before there is time for the bees to construct comb in the new home for her to deposit her
eggs in; thus we find that all good queens do not get
fully prolific again after the swarm goes forth until about
a week has elapsed after the -warm has arrived at its

prolific

laying

just

new home. During this week, comb has been built
very rapidly, especially if the swarm is a large one aud
nectar is coming in rapidly from the fields, while the
queen has not been able to keep up with the wor!the result of which is that the bees commence to build
store-comb, which is always of the drone-size of cells.
This comb is mainly tilled with honey the first sea-

—
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son, although most prime swarms will rear more or less
drones in these drone-combs, unless the honey-flow is

profuse enough to crowd them out.
But the main trouble comes in having this store-comb
filled with drones after
the bees have consumed the
honey out of it the next winter and spring. I have often
seen hives in neighboring apiaries nearly half filled with
drone -comb, where good laying queens went out and
were hived with swarms.
Why I say "good laying
queens," is because some seem to think that no dronecomb is built under any circumstances by a swarm, unless
the queen is ..Id or beginning to fail.
The colonies above referred to were all hived in large
hives with no surplus arrangements put on until a weekafter hiving, so it was necessary that the b( es do all of
their work in the body of the hive.
In the above I have given why swarms build dronecomb, for the majority of bee-keepers who do not use full
sheets of foundation for their swarms.
Now, how is such
astate of affairs to be avoided by the one who wishes to
hive his swarms on startered frames?

The way

manage

to give the colonies which are
to build comb, a brood-chamber of only about one-half
the size of the one from which the swarm came, this
smaller size being made by contracting the chamber of
the new hive to the size I wish, by means of dummies or
I

is

division-boards, and also giving them one of the supers
of sections at time of hiving. Or, to be more exact, the
swarm is hived in the full-sized hive and left for 24
hours, when the frames they have not commenced work
upon are taken away, dummies substituted, and the surplus arrangement of sections put on.
In this way the
swarm seems to work to better advantage, and is not
liable to desert its hive, as is sometimes the case where
the contracted chamber is given them on the start.

After having their home established by the building of
will stand almost any kind of treatment thereafter without deserting. The super put on should contain
a few sections having partly built comb in them left over
from the previous season, while it is well to have the
others filled with full sheets of the very thin foundation
for section honey.
This gives the bees plenty of room
above to store honey, thus not crowding them in tiie
brood-chamber, so that only comb of the worker size is
built below, and that only
so fast as the prolificness of
the queen demands it. As her ability for laying increases,
more comb is built, so that at the end of the season we
have this contracted brood-chamber filled with nice worker-comb and lots of section honey.
By the above plan I secure three important items
lots of section honey, no drone-comb, and a hive full of nice.
straight worker-comb, the latter costing less, according
to my estimation, than it would to buy the foundation,
say nothing about the labor and fuss of wiring the frames
and fitting the foundation into them.
I hope those who are troubled with too much drone-

comb, they

comb

in the body of the hive will try this plan, on a fewcolonies at least, for if it works as well with others as it

does for me,
vexation and

be quite a saving to them both in
not rearing a host of useless drones to
eat the honey which the industrious little workers gather.
Of course, all of the above is applicable only to those
swarms which have laving queens with them, and does
not apply at all to after-swarms or those having virgin
queens.
With such colonies there seems to be no disposition to build drone-comb, unless the swarm should
large that comb is built far in excess of what the
queen can fill with eggs, in which case a little dronecomb is sometimes built. Neither will drone-comb be
built in the old colony after their young queen becomes
fertile, because when an old colony gets such a queen.
instinct teaches them that she will meet all their requireof a mother-bee for the rest ..I tli.it year, while
drones an necessary only when a change of mothers
is contemplated by the bees.
Hence 11.. eggs are deed in drone-comb, even where such is already built
in the hive, and much le>> is such comb built.
Taking
advantage of this fact I often manage to get one or two
nice, perfect worker-combs built for future use, while the
it

will

in

of these colonies are at work vigorously- in the sections,
taking one or tv\.. full combs out from the center of the
brood of colonies having such queens, and inserting empty

frames with starters of w-orker-comb foundation in their
places.
These frames are filled, apparently, without the
cost of any section honey, while it seems to give great
energy to the colony so building comb. The extra combs
I secure in this way are used after the harvest of white
honey is over, to fill out the hives which have been contracted for the prime swarms, so that they may have room
in the brood-chamber to store sufficient honey- for winter
from the dark or buckwdieat flow, which comes later on.
In this way the white honey, which brings the best price,
is mostly taken in the sections, while the bees winter on
the dark honey, which is often almost a drug on the market.
Borodino, N. Y.

m
Gleaned from Foreign Exchanges
BY

GERMANY—The

GREINER.

Flower's Nectar.

FOLLENIUS

says in " Die Biene," a German paper,
nectar contains anywhere from 7 to 40 percent
sugar, and that the honey-bee can secure only a part of the
nectar contained in each blossom.
That which is necessary
for the full development of the fruit can not be removed.
According to the recollection of the writer of this it has not
been claimed before that any of the nectar was necessary
and appropriated for this development of the fruit. On the
contrary, it has been held that the nectar was placed in the
blossoms for the sole purpose of attracting insects.
0.
that

DR.

Black Honey of the Pjne Woods.
Large quantities of honey are often secured from pine
woods in certain parts of Germany. This honey is nearly
black in color, still it finds many admirers, and must therefore
be of much better quality than the honey-dew gathered
times.
The Emmendingen Bee-Keepers' Society
furnishes all the honey for the Grand duke's table (in Karlsruhe), and it is specified that this honey must be the black
honey of the pine woods. Bztg. for Schlesw.-Holstein.

here at

—

AUSTRIA.
Feeding Bees

A

Baked Hen.

The old-time

practice of feeding bees with a baked hen,
as has been reported occasionally, has undoubtedly furnished
food for smiles and ridicule. Jno. Sponer ventures and explantation of this singular practice in the Dent. .Imkcr for
March. He says the occurence of this came at a time when
dishes suitable for feeding were extremely rare, and when
a steamed hen. still hot, was shoved under a colony which
hesitated to take advantage of a good, warm day, to have
The warm air rising from the hot meat
a cleansing flight.
did not fail to bring the bees to their senses.
The tender meat of the fowl also furnished water to
the bees, and probably saved many a one from finding death
It was a convenient way to "water" the bees
at the brook.
when hens were cheap and dishes scarce. These were advantages which did not fail to make their showing in the
development of colonies so treated. That mice came later
and cleaned away the drier portions of the hen's carcass
escaped the observation of these bee-keepers of times gone
But. then, the hen had served its purpose.
by.

AUSTRALIA.
Australian Honey

in

Britain.

We

are told by the Australian bee-keepers that their
honey is of superior quality and most excellent flavor, but
others are of different opinions. An effort has been made to
induce the Britons to use the Australian product, but withThe German people make a similar
out success so far.
claim as to the superiority of their honey. It is doubtful, however, that the claim is well-founded, although honey, which
I have sent to friends in Germany not interested in beeculture, was pronounced by them inferior to the German
product.
Honey Season Unfavorable in Australia.

The

I...

bj

F.

past honey season in Australia was unfavorable.
the spring month, and bees were in good shape,
plenty of brood, but a long-continued cold-spell de-

August
with

is

—
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19,
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hives to such an extent that from 3 to .(
be united to make one good one.
Very
little honey could be harvested except during the fall honeyAustr. Bee Bulletin.
flow, in December..

populated
colonies

the

had

to

Our

but the poor, sickly thing doesn't look at present as if it
mid stand bees or anj thing else.
Thank-. Brother Hasty for calling attention to the
poppy, especiallj as some of the later kinds are of marBut pray, why did you leave us in susvelous beauty.
pense as to your "prime favorite among the flowers, even
not draw bees at all?"
Please tell us what it is.
if it does
.

i

Honey

Dee-Iteepini

ere

for

Brain-Work

A

well-Known author acting on the advice of his docuses honey largely, and has imply proved by experience that in doing heavy brain work there is nothing betBritish Bee-Journal.
ter for the system than honey.
tor,

—

Conducted by

Emma

M. Wilson, Marengo,

111.

How
An

Old Bee-Poem

The following was kindly sent in by Mr. Edwin Bevins,
of Eeon, Iowa, who says he " copied it for the American
Bee Journal to while away an idle hour :"

Here
honey

Duncan, born

The easiest way
have all young queens in
the same time, keep the

at Kelso, Scotland, 1S14, died 1840.

Mother.

Ah do

do not touch that bee;
Stand still, its busy course to see,
But take your hand away
For, though 'tis neither large nor strong,
It has a sting both sharp and long,
And soon could spoil your play.
not,

!

need not tear;

loves, like you,

it

The flowers of varied form and hue.
They yield it honied spoil
It

only stings the thoughtless train,
seek its lite, or give it pain,

Or stop

its

happy

toil.

care

In search of flowers this food that yield,

abroad through

With

pleasant,

hill

and

completed.

for

to get rid of old queens, and
the bee-yard in the fall, and, at
colonies all strong, and ready

harvests.

all

How

3d.

4th.
stains.

to keep bees from -wanting to
to get all nice, clean honey

How

swarm.
without travel-

It is to be hoped that she may be successful in getting satisfactory answers to her questions, and may then
Esgive the rest of us the benefit of such answers.
pecially is it desirable to get answer to her 3d question.
for that goes to the root of matters; and when we find
the cause rather if we find the cause we may then seek
with some intelligence for the remedy.
As to the 4th question, we already have an answer
It is to take off each super
at least for this locality.
before the bees begin to darken the central sections; for
the darkening always begins centrally. That often obliges
taking off a super before the corner sections are sealed;
in which case the unfinished sections from several supers
are massed together in one super and returned to the
bees to be finished.

—

—

Or idle drones which labor not,
But eat the honey it has sought
To store the crowded hive
Or insects that would enter there,

To steal the food it brings with
To keep its race alive.

is

2d.

—

Who

It flies

are a few of the things I want to know:
to keep a large apiary together until the

How

The Bee and the Flowers
Lunelle

i'ou

Manage an Apiary Successfully

It's
Here's a sister of an inquiring turn of mind.
Mrs. F. Wilbur Frey, of Michigan, who says in the BeeKeepers' Review:

1st.

By .Vary

to

field

humming sound

It rests on many a blossom bright,
That opens, far from human sight,
To deck the lonely ground.

Flowers were not made for

But

man

alone,

freely o'er the earth are strewn,
bless the creatures, too

To

And many an

Among fair
That we

Beedom

insect nation dwells

fields

shall

and mossy

iouthern

cells,

;^

never view.

Child.

And now

to a jasmine branch it goes
it sting the Jlowers ?

Say, will

where the woodbine sweet
Twines round the tree— it plants its
How firm and fast they cling
It settles

Oh, how

I

feet

love the pretty flowers,
all the sunny hours

That bloom through
Pray, do not let it

New

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

did not know the bee could sting;
I see it fly on rapid wing
Among the garden bowers;
And now it 'lights upon a rose,
I

sting.

Three Queens in One Brood-Chamber
In one of my out-apiaries I had 2 hives near each
other that had old, failing queens. As it was in early
spring I had no young queens to replace them, so I
decided to unite them h\ pulling 1 hive on top of the
other, and letting the bee- settle it so far as the queens
In
were concerned— as they were both good Italians.
about 2 weeks I was back in the yard and found this
cells, but destroyed all
united colonv with capp
On a
but one of the best cells for fear of swarming.
third visit I found this colon} unusually strong, and as I
decided it might swarm anyway, even with this young
was mated and laying
laying queen (as 1 was
by this time), I concluded to hunt her out and clip betwing. I soon found one ol the old clipped queens hobbling
eggs.
I set the comb
about over the comb- •
for the young one. and to
on the outside to lool fui
my surprise found the second old clipped queen; and on
further looking I found a third queen that was mated and
So I had three laying
laying, which was the yoi
'

The Poppy as

a Pollen Yielder

So Brother Hasty thinks I left Hamlet out of my
Hamlet by omitting the poppy from the list of nectaryielding flowers for a floral display, page 5-'5. The omission was chiefly due to ignorance.
We have never had enough poppies to have a cham
what the bees did think of them. This peculiarhowever, has been noticed (I wonder if Brother
Hasty has noticed it?) that popp -pollen is black.
At
present we have just one lone poppy the Poppy of Oz
to learn
ity,

—

Braunfels, Tex.

"
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queens

in

a

hive ai

one time.

But

my

queens disappeared, and on
one was also gi me

SOUTHERN DEPARTMENTS

We

IN

one

soon

last

visit

the old
other old

of

the

NORTHERN BEE-PAPERS.

are pleased to note that almost

all

the leading

bee-papers are conducting a Southern Department now.
This is as it should be. for we have some good beekeepers here, the interest is growing in apiculture, and
there is as much difference in bee-keeping in the North
and the South as there is in the seasons and climates.
And the very things that are of the most interest to
Northern bee-keepers are of
little
interest to us here;
besides, our honey-plants are all different.
Rescue. Texas.
L. B. Smith.

A New Race

of Bees

of the cadets "sent in" the following "special telegraph"
concerning the "discovery," to The Battalion, published

& M.

College of Texas:

No More Boll-Weevils
REMARKABE AND IMPORTANT DISCOVERY ON A BRAZOS "BOTTOM

the

take pleasure

in

reprinting the

following from

Texas Daily Cotton Patch:
A POSSIBLE SOLUTION OF THE BOLL- WEEVIL PROBLEM.

Our Brazos "Bottom"

estimate, however,

slightly incorrect.

is

The question is, How was all this honey made during
winter, the combs being constantly renewed as fast as

the darkies took them away? "Very simple," said Mr. Carson
"This strange race of bees has been feeding on the
boll-weevil, which were hibernating, and there ain't nary
a one left. Wie expect to make a bale and a half of cotton to the acre next year."
The U. S. Department of Agriculture has given orders to stop the importation of Gautemalan ants, as they
believe that the mew variety of insect, known already as
the Weevillum Beelzibuvius, of Carson & Smith, is
the
only enemy that can successfully exterminate the bollweevil.
Prof. Smith, whose deductive faculties as a professor of mathematics are, naturally, of a very high order,
maintains that there is a powerful affinity between these
peculiar insects and the superior cotton plants grown on
Smith 'estate. This contention seems a
the Carson
very plausible one. as we never heard of them previously.
.

&

PLANTATION.

We

—

the
(?)

Near one of our out-yards belonging to Prof. R. F.
Smith and myself there was found in the cotton-field of
the plantation a large "bees'-nest," as shown in the picture.
This was built, evidently, by one of the swarms Irom our
apiary, as we lost several fii e swarms there last spring.
The "nest" was taken to a place in one of the department museums, where it attracted much attention. One
at A.

important event that has ever happened in the South,
from an economic standpoint. According to investigation which he and his junior partner. Prof. Smith, have
been making, they have elicited the fact that these bees
are of a very peculiar ancestry apparently a mongrel
cross between the ordinary wild bee, a new strain of
Italian bees, imported by some "Dago" farmers in the
neighborhood, and the common red ant. It seems that
ever since the cotton-picking season ended the "niggers"
living on the plantation have been wtell supplied with
honey from the combs constructed on the cotton-stalks.
Prof. Smith exhibited one of the nests in the main building of the A. & M. College, which had had 20 pounds of
honey extracted from the comb. It is probable that this

correspondent telegraphs: A tremendous sensation has been caused among
the farmers of this vicinity by the discovery of several
bee-nests on the large cotton plantation of Messrs. Carson & Smith.
Not that bees are a novelty here, but
special

average farmer is apt to suspect that his
credulitv
being imposed upon, when told the bees have commenced to build their nests on cotton-staks in the middle
the

Many colonies of the Weevillum Beelsibuvius are now
captivity, and orders are already coming in from all
parts of the State, for specimens.
Messrs. Carson
Smith, however, wish me to say that these insects will
build their nests only on cotton-stalks of their own
breeding. With every bushel of seed at $10 the}' will
send the nucleus of a colony of these predatory insects,
which will supply honey all through the winter and destroy the boll-weevil on the plantation at the same time.
in

&

is

of a thousand-acre

field.

Yet, seeing

is

believing.

r

W]
'

Canadian

Beodom

r#j
Conducted by Mobley Pettit,

Villa Nova, Ont.

Carbolic Acid in Bee-Keeping

1

With the increased interest that is being taken in
bee-keeping, numerous new methods of quieting bees
have been suggested. Amongst the more recent of these
is carbolic acid which has long been used as a disinfectant
Commenting upon the
in the treatment of foul brood.
use of carbolic acid, a contributor to the Journal of Horticulture, London,
England, makes the following remarks:

The introduction of carbolic acid as an intimidator in
bee-keeping has been of incalculable value in rendering
manipulations easy and operators confident, but either
through fear of handling it, or lack of information respecting its use in such a capacity, it is not used as exIt is admitted that the
tensively as its merits demand.
more experienced amongst us use it regularly, and would
not on any account be without it in the apiary. Its advancement only need to be more widely known for its
is

The Nest of

Weevillum

when seen by your correspondent, was
with enthusiasm by what he regards as the most

Prof. Carson,
filled

a New Kace of Bees—
Beelzibuvius." C. & S.

become

One

many

uses of this acid
solution composed of
two parts water and one acid smeared with a feather over
the alighting board of a hive attached by robbers will in
most cases, if taken early enough, at once effectually stop
In obstinate cases the smearing should be
the trouble.
carried on at intervals of an hour until the disturbance

use to

general.

of the

as a preventive of robbbing.

A
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It
is preferable to have the diluted solution, as the
ceases.
acid when used pure is so strong that the slightest contact
will destroj
a lice, injure clothing of the operator, or
Even the diluted acid must not be used
blistei the hands.
too freely. The use of a two of water to one of acid solution for qieting bees is the one which ought to be more
generally in use.

The following method
a

colonj

the

quilt

is

slightly

yielders of honey,

my observation
dom grows alone;
uf

moistened with the mixture is passed over the
each frame as the quilt is removed, and every bee
quickly disappears below much faster than when smoke is
used, and there is not the slightest danger of crushing the
bees by handling the frames with bees around the finger-ends.
Similarly in closing a hive the tops of the frames
are again smeared with the solution prior to replacing
the quilt, and it can then be done without crushing a single bee.
By this simple method of opening and closing
colonies it is performed with scarcely any disturbance or
The moistened feather streaked round
loss of bee life.
the outside of a swarm when first thrown out makes them
run away from it towards the hive pell mell, and the
operation of hiving is accomplished in a very few minThe constant use of carbolic acid during manipulautes.
tions will also prevent any stray spores of Bacillus Alvei
(foul brood) being carried about and infecting other colonies, as it is a germicide of high value, not only killing
There are innumerable
the spores but the bacillus also.
other purposes to which this article may be put in an
apiary.

—

"

"Light Brood" fomb Foundation in Texas
Mown in Texas, it seems, S sheets
is this thus!

—

of

is

I

explains its use: T<> subdue
turned back at one side, and

ilier

top

smartweed itself a very poor yielder
correct).
Moreover, smartweed .selwhile the plants resembling it grow
alone in vasl acreage. So
peel we shall never know
what cennin" smartweed honej is like and it don't matPage 481.
ter.
tine

Win
of

foundation

the

to

"medium brood"
Page 465.
box.
of

Good

I

pound is "light brood."
bought was 25 sheets in

Last
a

box

.vpound

"Turn Up" Often

B's that

intervals of 10 years, that swarm
some old B's, and some new ones. This
of B's turns up
time they are mostly new. But enough of the old ones
remain to prove that B's live longer than the 7 years
allowed them by Virgil. As to the quality of these bees,
should say. These are Christhey beat the Caucasians,
Page 482.
tian bees.

Ever and anon,

—

at

I

The Government

ar.d

Caucasian Queens

Dr. Bohrer strikes a good idea when he advises the
government apiary to give away Caucasian queens but
isolation conditions
that
make the conditions so severe
Right persons
only a few would be able to take them.
get 'em then and benefit to the public made much
greater by preventing such a lot of mismated Caucasians.
Of course, no breeder has Cyprian blood octorooned
no! But Dr. B.
into the Italian queens he sends out
notes how vicious temper turns up where Cyprians are
experimented with near by. Page 483.
1

1

—

—O

Pollen-Carrying a Test for Bees
Alley says he observes that one colony carries
1
rather think this is
larger pollen-pellets than another.
Does it betray the relative amount of interest the
so.
bees take in their work the more the z.eal the larger
the loads? Queenless bees, with their don't-care-whetherschool-keeps-or-not. are credited with the smallest loads

Mr.

—

The " Old

Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Exchanging Supers, Bees and All
Exchanging two extracting supers, bees and

all,

is

heroic operation, as well as being time-saving,
provided no hitch occurs.
Interesting to see that it is
done practically. But we note that Mr. Dadant does not
consider the exchange of bees as a thing to be desired
of itself.
Bees are exchanged because it takes a great
deal more time to shake off bees and exchange combs.
quite

a

Page

Nursing
you

Weak

Colonies Over Strong

succeed at nursing weak colonics over
strong ones, why not add the Canadian kink from page
Let the weaker colony have the stand when the
466?
separation is made.
If it is simply put back where it
came from the loss of its flying bees will be a heavy
payment for the nursing it got.

do

Number

of Bee-Visits for a Load of Pollen

our saying off hand that a bee visSO blossoms before she has a load of pollen.
By just
such recklessness as this we oft make ourselves "particcps criminis" in much of the enormous bee-nonsense that
goes round the newspaper press.
Just as cheap to say
50 visits per trip might be called a fair average if that's
I

protest

against

its

what we mean.

Answers

all

purposes just as well. Page

469-

Smartweed and Smartweed Honey
Better we don't say "smartweed'' except in regard
to the plant which is smartweed really, by the possession
of acridity.
On general principles smartweed honey
should be only slightly flavored with the acrid principle
when the yield is profuse, but much more so when the
yield

all.

is

small.

The

species

If

this

is

resembling smartweed are

all

select

seem

both

—

need pollen more might make a much better
without being any bettei lies. Page 484.

Mr. Alley and His Queen

464.

If

straight, we
by applicable

to have a very
bees
and
to
Plainly this test should be applied, if
working mainly for
pollen,
are
at all, only when bees
in it
when they work mainly for honey and incidentally
bring along a little pollen most of them bringing none.
In such a case a neighboring colony that happened to
of

test
handy
to
breeding queens.

showing

Comments

qualified to say some of the
"See that a queen puts but
things he says on page [84.
one egg in a cell, ami that the eggs all cant the same
way point down." "When I find a queen whose eggs
are small, and canted in all ways but the right way, her
head comes off quickly, as such queens are worthless for
any purpose." But it strikes me that his preference for
The weight
big eggs might easily be run to extreme.
of eggs a queen may lay in one day, compared with the
weight of the queen herself, is astounding; and there
must be a limit to it somewhere. Suppose, then, for ingrains weight of eggs per
stance, a queen is laying say
extra-big eggs wouldn't count out
day. Two grains of
many as two grains of normal sized eggs,
nearly so
presumably just as good.

Mr. Alley

is

specially

—

-'

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
Or we will send it
thus preserved for future reference.
with the American Bee Journal a year— both for $1.10.
Address the office of the American Bee Journal.
See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of this
copy of the American Bee Journal.
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Convention
Proceedings

^

so

common,

Report of the 36th Annual Convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held In
Chicago, 111., Dec. 19, 20 and 21, 1905
[Continued from page

Dadant

—We

601.]

accidents happen, and they are
is not mentioned, or is only of

local interest.
I am talking about, because my
a chance to know just what bees will do as
I am willing to admit,
to coming in and out of an entrance.
bees started safely and are on the move,
if you get your
But I also know that
the bees are not likely to come out.
you never know at what moment you may have to stop, and
then, when you start again, you do not know whether you are
going to get into trouble or not.

Now,

I

know what

me

have a permanent portico upon

I

Pres.

that the incident

system gives

NATIONAL AT CHICAGO

many

live stock there are so

attached to any hive.
is

slid

this hive;

it

may

be

At the entrance of my hive a screen
and I know just exactly how the bees

down in front,
when the entrance

When
is open, or is not open.
they pass really out
the bees will come out
of the hive and come to the entrance and will circle about
in the screen, in that portico, depending upon the temperature
and strength of the bees, and so on they will either stay
there or go in again; and you can go along the road and see,
perhaps, sometimes, no bees outside of the hive; but you
stop, and then jar your wagon, or whatever you have, and
start up again, and that is the time when the bees come out
and the time that the danger exists. Now, in moving bees
we want to have everything arranged as expeditiously as
possible we want to be able to pack up and move at any time,
and the device I have at the front of the hive is with that
object in view. I have found the matter of screening bees
screens above or below, is
the
hive, or by having
in
principle, to having a screen
in
a very different thing
When the hive is
out at the front, the way I have it.
they don't
barred, the bees can come out of the entrance
seem to feel the confinement in the hive and they act in a
different way from what they do if the screen is close to the
will

we

act

start

first

;

;

will

now

take

up the next subject

by Mr. Holtermann, of Canada.

MIGRATORY BEE-KEEPING

—

Mr. Holtermann As to migratory bee-keeping, there are
those who carry it on in one sense, and, again, others who
carry it on in another sense. I may say I have read more or
less of the European bee-literature with profit, and in Europe migratory bee-keeping, the moving about from one
section to another has been carried on to a greater extent
than upon the continent, and I believe it is a line in which
we can receive instruction from others; and after receiving
hints and suggestions we can get from Europe, with all due
respect to European bee-keepers, we in this country can improve upon their method as a rule, because we are practical
to a greater extent.
First of all comes the question whether it shall be carried
on at all or not. In my estimation every specialist should
in a sense carry on bee-keeping in that way.
Unless it be
in a section of country foreign in nature entirely to my own
and that which I find in the Northern States, no specialist
should create permanent large apiaries to any extent. I find
conditions vary from year to year so much that it is desirable for one who makes a special business of bee-keeping
to be able to go to favored localities.
In our Province the year before this the clover was
largely killed out it had been killed out by thaws, snow and
rain, and then the freezing in of the clover and smothering. I
had intended to go to a certain section. I had my super-combs arranged for that purpose and I found out by going to a section of
country where there was very rolling land I could get a
fairly good clover locality, whilst if I had remained in the
territory which I originally intended and had before gone
into I would have had no clover surplus at all.

;

;

;

Again, you

know

the

rainfalls

vary

in

every

locality.

Even within a few miles you can go and

get quite a difference as far as rainfalls go. In the heavy clay lands, if in the
early part of the season, you get a shortage of rainfalls
it
takes more rain to bring that ground into condition for
yielding honey then it does upon the lighter soils
and one
should be always ready to pack up and go from one section
to another.
Again, I find if you get into a section of country where
there are good early flows, that then you can not in that
same section get good and heavy late flows, and for that
reason for the specialist, if he can move an ordinary distance,
say 40 miles, he can secure a larger yield, and in that case
I would advocate the moving about of the bees.
Each person must decide for himself after studying up the conditions, whether he shall practice this system of bee-keeping or
not.
To a certain extent, it is his own business as to*
whether he shall practice it or not, but it is everybody's business as to hozv he shall practice that.
have had some
discussions in our American bee-literature as to the advisability of moving bees when the hives, are open; and I feel
very strongly upon this subject, as to whether he shall do it
or not and I do not hesitate to say, after years of pretty
extensive experience in moving bees, that it is a very great
mistake to attempt to move bees with open hives. You know
that as far as bees are concerned, they rarely do any harm
as far as life is concerned; that if anywhere upon this continent a life is lost through the stinging of the bee, it passes
through the whole press of this continent whilst with other
;

;

We
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;
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brood-chambers.

With

efforts to get
shut off ventilation.
their

the

ordinary

entrance

the

bees

in

out, pack against that screening and
In this system, when we are going to

move, we put on the screens during the daytime and the
earliest moment at which you can get away in the evening

;
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If you can close your hive, and load
the desirable one.
and get away, before dark, you are a great
So. in practicing this system of moving about, we put
tunc.
the screen in the hive in this way, then, towards evening,
when the bees begin to discontinue dying, we lake the colois

up.

m

the earliest ones to quit, and we simply
drop the screen in place, put a tack here, and the operation
is finished; and in ten minutes we can have our bees loaded
and move away. We load upon hay-racks because they are
available at almost all times, and it is a very nice way to
We put three across in the wagon and put
load them.
plent) of hay in there; and by means of the rack and hay
or straw we get sufficient spring to keep the comb from breaking down. We load them up with one n iw in the center, and me
either side, and move away. In such a way I have tried to plan
to do this work as expeditiously as possible. I have no bee-space
in the top of the hive. And I think you will find it an advantage
In our practice wc
in having it below rather than above.
must simply and quietly judge by what means we can get
the largest number of advantages to suit our own case, and
then adopt that. And for that reason, after carefully weighing, I decided on not having a bee-space above, but rather
below and through the screen excluder, or super, or cover,
what ever it is, by not having the bee-space above, even if
you have not got frames where the sides are self-spacing,
you can keep them from rocking.
Our covers are arranged in this way: I don't intend
A supply dealer cannot waste
to blame the supply dealers.
he has to use his
his energies in educating bee-keepers
energies in supplying goods and putting them upon the
market, and he can't go ahead of public opinon.
As long
as bee-keepers are content with a ^-inch board cover so
long he must give it to them.
The cover which I use here
a
's-inch board with
a
is
}i - inch lining, and this is
filled with felt paper, which is a great non-conductor, and is
of very great use in either cold or hot weather.
This is a
felt underneath which I imported from England for the purpose. It is tacked on the cover and it rests on the hive
and then we have this galvanized-iron top which is good for
havIt costs more, but eventually it is cheaper
25 years.
ing put that cover on, by simply driving a nail at either
side it is closed.
Of all the things I have tried I ha
far succeeded in getting no better method than a very crude
one. and that is simply the stripping up the sides of the hives
in order to connect the upper stories and the brood-chamber.
This year I moved bees 4 or 5 times during the hottest time
in the summer
August.
For several years I moved with two supers on quite
frequently, but the most practical method I have found so
far
I haven't succeeded with clamps
is simply to strip up
with a lath one on each side and one at the back, in order
In doing that there is
to keep the different things together.
i

;

;

;

—

—

more or

—

—

less of nail driving.
Dr. Miller Do you object to the

—

Mr. Holtermann

—

I

common

have used those.

I

staples?

have never had

any accidents with them, but after using them I came to the
conclusion that it was not quite safe enough for me, so I
abandoned them again and used the lath.
hive might get
broken up. I don't want anything to happen, and that is the
reason why I left the staple and used the lath.

A

Dr.

Miller

—

I

have used both the lath and staple for
more trouble with the lath coming

years, and I have had
loose than the staples.

—

Mr. Holtermann That is a matter you will have to decide for yourselves. I want to say to those of you who have
not practiced this moving about of bees, if you want to know
what hard work is. begin that line of business. In my estimation, to simply set down the bees and run them for one
season in one place is play, when you compare it with what
you get when you have to move your bees about, and perhaps be up all night some times, and carry on the
in that way.
But in my estimation there are many localities where you can get much better results by moving them.
No one should do it unless he knows how to do it, and follow it up carefully and watchfully.
In moving, the bees get restless in hot weather, and
perhaps you have seen them, when they were screened, with
their tongues out through the screen.
Now, we water our
bees, and in moving them I think it is exceedingly important.
Give the bees sufficient, and you will be surprised how
they will quiet and cool down under those circumstances
I
also find a peculiar characteristic of the Italian

bum

I

-

this respect, and that is this: Of the blacks, hybrids and
Carniolans and Italians, the Italians I found were the only
hen they got very restless or very excited and began
to run about, that would actually turn upon one another and
sting one another to death right in the hive; but by watering you can always stop that, and overcome these difficul1
believe by not watering them you might have very
ties.
disastrous results by having them destroy the brood. The
tune will come when they will suck the food from the young
larvae, and in a very short tune destroy a number of young
in

.

bees.

Mr. Abbott— How many pounds of honey do you get
from vour hives from those 5 moves?
Mr. Holtermann— In the Farmers' Institute, when they
asked that question, I replied by asking them, How much
milk do you get from your cows?
Mr. Abbott— I get about 2 gallons from mine.
Mr. Holtermann— It is a very long and interesting study.
Clover does well upon clay soil. I don't believe under proper
When
conditions there is any soil it will do as well upon.
you turn around again to buckwheat, I used to say, the
better the soil the more yield you will get from the blossoms.
You have got
It depends upon the nature of the blossom.
to get down to the kind of soil that the plant will do best
This year has been an exceptional year for me. I
upon.
have had from 296 colonies of bees over 60,000 pounds of
honey, and I have done no feeding. My 12-frame Langstroth
hives will average 85 pounds going into winter quarters.
But I don't want this convention to think, and Mr. Abbott
knows well it is a question you can't answer to get the best
results out of it, you have to be a careful observer.
Mr. Abbott On a chance estimate what would you get?
200 pounds?
Mr. Holtermann— No, not when I say this was an exBut I think the members of the
ceptional year with me.

—

—

convention here will justify me in saying that I could not
give an honest and sincere answer to that question.
Dr. Miller— Do you use the cover altogether, regularly,
in that

way?

—

Mr. Holtermann I use it regularly in that way.
Dr. Miller— Will you give us about the cost of the two
parts?

Mr. Holtermann— This thickness of galvanized iron can
be bought for a 12-frame hive, made up, for about 17 cents.
The rest of the cover would be about the cost of your hive;
and the felt paper, you will have a pretty good idea of what
I don't want you to figure
felt is worth in your country.
In the spring of
that cost with a 7 8 -inch ordinary board.
the year there is heat escaping from that, and you know how
often, if there is a lot of frost, you find that no frost has fallen
upon the cover, and that indicates the heat is passing off
from that cluster at that time of the year; it is a very expensive cover, if that is the case, because you are not only using
honev that is required to produce that heat, but the vitality
If that were all it would be
of the bee is being exhausted.
sufficient, but, more than that, you are curtailing the capacity
of those bees by using that kind of cover.
Dr. Miller— If there is any part of the hive that I would
not economize on it is the cover.
Mr. Holtermann— When you go into the dairy business
vou are not looking around for $25 cows, but for the cows
which for the least amount of food and looking after will
give vou the greatest returns; and just so soon as beekeepers will look at matters from that standpoint, so soon will
the supplv dealer give them something better than he is giving them today. There are little unevennesses in your combs
and quilt, and so on. and if you have a plain wooden cover
over them there must be more or less spring out at the sides.
With this soft felt there is sufficient "give" to it to overcome
this unevenness, and the cover fits down more closely.

Mr.

Putnam— Did

you ever use wool-twine to

tie

around

to hold the hive together?

—

Mr. Holtermann No, I have read of it, but I wouldn't
n int to be sure I am not going to
want it. When
start
have any accidents.
Mr. Abbott— I was thinking while Mr. Holtermann was
talking about the people who were interested in that kind oi
thing, how manv there were of them, and how practical it
was; and I tried to get at th' practical side of it by getting
Now. while it may
a -direct answer from Mr. Holtermann.
to see if it would work in
be applicable in Canada.
Missouri. I know how much honey we get down there withI

I

;

I

—
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out migrating, and simply sit down and stay there. I migrated
for about 20 years of my life, and I was sick, and $150
worse off than nothing, until I sat down and began
to do things, and then
I
found myself in better condition.It was a question with me whether this migratory
bee-keeping might not be an expensive amusement.
Mr. Holtermann It would be very expensive if it were

Certainly comb is often built after the middle of July
example, the comb built for buckwheat honey.
3. If the combs are well filled it ought to be a plenty.
4. Probably they will.

Deeded.
for

Catnip Honey

—

an amusement.
Mr. Abbott I wanted to find out whether Mr. Holtermann was pursuing this line of action simply because he
found satisfaction in it, and was solving problems he wanted
to solve, or whether he believed it was of practical utility
to all the bee-keepers in the United States and Canada. Down
in Missouri we can get from 150 to sometimes 250 pounds
of honey from a single colony of bees if the clover yields
well.
When there was plenty of basswood, 150 or 200 pounds
was nothing. Now if Mr. Holterman doesn't get more than
that it seems to me it would not be practical for us to move
if we would only get honey to the extent he would get.
He
said all of this boxing-up business, and so on, would be
ready in ten minutes, but I question if he can get ready to
move for less than a dollar per hive every time he moves.
Mr. Holtermann Did you have this kind of device?
Mr. Abbott— Yes.
Mr. Holtermann I doubt it.
Mr. Stewart I moved 90 colonies of bees 7 miles a year
ago last fall, and it cost about $10. I moved them out of a

—

—
—

—

location where there was no possible show of their getting
any surplus honey at all. I got from that apiary 1,500 pounds
of honey after I moved them. You can figure whether it

paid or not.

—

Mr. Holtermann I have been practicing this for 4
years, and if I am in the bee-business another 4 years, and
have the necessary health and strength, I shall likely practice it.
I keep a careful record of all
expenses, and I know at the
end of the year what I have.

I

Finding that catnip does well here, and finding the honey is bitter,
to ask whether or not the honey will sell; and where and to

want

whom, and

at what possible price?
Answer. — Catnip has the reputation

—
—

Mr. Baxter

know

I

in Illinois that the

moving of bees

whether I get more somewhere else. Now, if there is somewhere that I can go to where there is a yield of honey and
none at home, I might make money by moving, even if I
were to have 150 pounds at home.
Mr. Abbott It is all right to discuss these things, but

—

is

there anything in

for the great mass of bee-keepers?
(Continued next week..

it

Bocfor Millars

%esfion-B9)c

Georgia.

honey of good!
quality, and it must be that the bitter honey comes from some other
plant that is yielding at the same time. Bitter honey is of course unfit
for

table use, but

of producing

can be sold for mechanical purposes at not very
commissionlarge quanhave it all

it

much

less than good dark honey, probably through any
house at your nearest large city. Unless you have a very
tity of it, your best plan may be to feed it in spring and
used up in making brood.

^

»

Color of Caucasian Bees
I have read different accounts about Caucasian bees, but had
never seen any until the other day a gentleman who breeds them
showed me some. They looked like the Italians, only the dark stripes
seemed a little blacker. Now, if I read rightly, it stated that the Caucasians were a little darker than the black bees. How can I tell them
from other bees?
Minnesota.

—

Answer. It is not likely that aDy one can give in words a description so exact that by that description alone one who has never
seen a Caucasian bee can make a definite decision. There are said to
be lighter and darker Caucasians, so that, like other bees, you are not
to expect all to be alike.
I can give no description better than given
on page 250 of this journal, by Rev. Lyon and Prof. Benton, as both
of these gentlemen are familiar with Caucasians.

A

my

has paid under certain circumstances. I have seen it done.
Dr. Miller I would not be fool enough to spend money
moving bees 5 or 10 miles in any direction, no matter whether
I got at home 50 pounds or 150 pounds, because I wouldn't
gain anything by it. There wouldn't be anything more to
get where I moved them.
But it is not a question whether
at home I got 150 pounds or 20 pounds, it is a question as to

;

Beginner's Questions

1. If one should place a super of sections on a strong colony, the
sections mostly tilled with comb from which the bees had taken the
honey the year before, and when they got them partly filled with

honey (but not capped), and one should raise the super and place
under it a super of sections with ODly starters, would there be any
danger of the bee6 carrying the honey from the upper super to the
brood-frames below?
2. How long after the prime swarm is hived before there will be
young bees hatching?
3. How long after a virgin queen is hived with an afterswarm before she will be laying?
4. Does it hinder the bees from putting in honey to have a dronetrap on the hive?
5. Is it any harm to destroy the drones the first part of the season
when there are lots of them ? or would it be better to let them live

swarming is over?
any danger of blood-poisoning from the stinging of
Maine.
Answers. 1. The bees would carry no honey from the upper

until after
6.

Is there

bees?

—

super into the brood-chamber unless the super should be left on after
the close of the harvest, and they would make very slow work about
I do the very thing you mention every year.
it then.
2. It takes 3 weeks from the time an egg is laid until the young
worker emerges, so it will be 3 weeks from the time the swarm is
hived until the first young bee emerges, if the queen should begin laying immediately after the swarm is hived; and it will not be long after
the hiving before she begins to lay.
3. A week or so.
4.

Not

seriously.

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo, 111.
Ht3?" Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

In the average apiary there will probably be enough drones left
Prevention is
after you have made the attempt to kill them all off.
better than cure; so it is better not to have drone-comb in any hives
except in a few where your best honey-gatherers are.
6. I don't believe so.
*-•-#

Renewing Brood-Combs-Stores for Winter-Chunk
Honey vs. Section Honey

Few Drones with Transferred Bees— How Often to
Renew Combs

5.

How many

years can bees use comb in the brood-chamber beshould be cut out and new comb built ?
2. How late in the season can bees build comb?
Bee-keepers here
say not after the middle of July.
3. Will a single Dauzenbaker brood-body hold enough honey and
brood to winter safely here?
4. Will my bees store more honey in shallow extracting-frames
(that is, chunk honey) than in sections?
North Carolina,
1.

fore

it

Answers. — 1.

don't know. I've seen instructions to have comb
4 years; but in my 45 years' experience I have
never yet rejected good, straight worker-comb merely because it was
old.
I don't see but the oldest combs I have are all right yet.
2. I suppose they can build comb any time; at least I've known
them to do it in winter; and they will probably build it any time it is
I

renewed every 3 or

1. I had 4 colonies in box-hives which I transferred to movableframe hives last 6pring by drumming most of them out, and then after
3 weeks to a day I drummed out the hatched and nest, emptying the
boxes. They were fair-sized colonies, and at the first drumming about
an equal amount was drummed out of each box all workers and the
queen of each at the second drumming 3 boxes gave about an equal
amount— all workers; but the fourth box had at this time about 3 or 4
times as many workers and about 20 husky drones. Is there any significance in this? Should the others also have had drones?
2. I put them all in 10-frame, full-sheet, wired-foundation hives,
and would like to know how many years these frames with comb may
be left in the hives before they should be replaced by new foundation?
;

Illinois.
not likely that there was any special significance
in the fact that no drones were present at first drumming and only in

Answers— 1.

It is

—
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19,

—
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Answer.— You say your colony has swarmed twice, but don't say
anything about what you did with the swarms. In the absence of any
more information, it is a pretty safe guess that you merely hived each
of them in a separate hive, leaving the old hive on the old stand. That
would weaken the old colony so much that you ought not to expect it
to do any storing in supers unless the season should be unusually good
and continue late. Even if it lost the force of only one swarm, it
would be weakened too much to do any storing in supers for a good
while, if indeed it stored any at all, but after two swarms having left
it, nothing in the way of storing should be expected. Moving the hive
now would do harm instead of good.
All the foregoing is true in a good season, but the great probability is that the season is very poor with you, as it is this year with
many others in Wisconsin, and also as it is here. My bees have not
been weakened by swarming, but they are not doing a thing in supers
There is clover in plenty, but the bees don't seem to get any nectar
from it.
So don't be discouraged if you don't get a pound of surplus this
year; next year may be a good year. Let me tell you how to do another year: When the bees swarm, set the swarm on the old stand
and set the old hive as close to it as you can no harm if one hive
touches the other. After a day or two set the supers from the hive on
the new one (for the likelihood is that you had supers on before it
was
time for swarming.) About a week after swarming, move the old
hive to a new stand, perhaps 8 or 10 feet away. The result of
that
will be that the tield-bees that leave the old hive, upon returning
with

one colony 3 weeks

later a few, unless it be that it signifies that you
the transferring earlier in the season than most would think adFor in box-hives in which the bees build comb at their own
«weet will, there would pretty surely be a good proportion of dronecomb, and just as surely drones would be present unless the transferring were done very early. There would have been no advantage in
having drones in the other 3 colonies.
2. I don't know how old your comb must be before it needs renewing. You see I've been keeping bees ODly 45 years, my first bees
were in box-hives, and I'm not sure that I have now any combs much
'more than 30 years old. They are all right yet, and look as if they
were good for 30 years more.
diil

visable.

Management of Old Colo ny and Swarms
have but one colony of bees, and have had one for two years.
The one I have is a year old. I would like to know what to do. The
are
not working in the sections for comb honey. I put them out
bees
last spring with a nice lot of honey, and they worked well all through
the bloom, for they must have filled it below, and swarmed twice, the
first one coming out the first day of June.
I also have some sections in the hive that have comb in them, left
from last year, all clean and white. What can I do to make the bees
work in the super? The hive-entrance is about 7 inches wide. I do
not know whether they are being robbed or not, for they seem to be
very quiet, and always go in and out in a hurry. The hive faces east.
They get the morning and evening sun, and are shaded the hottest
part of the day. Ought I to change their place since they swarmed?
It is a strong colony.
If so, what distance?
Wisconsin.
I

;

from the fields, will join the swarm, making it very strong
and you will get a lot of surplus from it. All that ought to be expected from the old colony is that it build up strong for winter.
their loads

sumac

and buckberry yet to come.
buckberry yields well.
I
haven't exany homy yet.
have had but 2
I
swarms, an.l no guessing.
They are busy,
and so am f.
Chas. M. Darrow.
Milo, Mo., Tune 18.
sage,
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Reports and
experiences
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Bees Have Done Well.

T.

Look After

to
are

tine.

the

Honey

21.

Not

Prospect

and wet
Bates.

send a

that

flower

a

friend

gave

to

me

week ago, and nobody knows its name.
If
bees work
it
on
the
honey would be
perfumed so nice. What is the flower?
Seneca, 111., June 26.
A. J. Diebold.
the

Wm. Matthews.
June

K.

Encouraging.

prospect for honey in this section is
mi; but encouraging so far this season.
The spring has been so wet, cold ami windy
tiiat the bees could
not fly.
The first crop
of alfalfa is already cut and stacked, and the
bees have not begun to work in supers yet.
There is very little prospect of their gathering from raspberries or any other fruits. The
only chance they have is to get something
from sweet clover, ami possibly from the second crop of alfalfa.
The loss from cellarwintering was greater last winter than from
those wintered outdoors.
V. S. Johnson.
Spearfish, S. Dak., June 29.

—

[The name of the plant is Croton Croton
monathogynus and belongs to the Spurge
The perfume collects
in
glands
throughout tin plant and not in the honeysacs exclusively, so the honey would not be
scented very much.
As the Spurge familv is

—

left

into

a

Bees.

Some of
and did nm lose a colony,
them have the second super. 1 find it pays to
look after the bees early in the fall, as I did
mine, and see that they are all right, with
fur winter.
.jo pounds of good, capped honey
Wis.,

W.

3.

Croton Plant.

.cellar

Lancaster,

nicely.
It was too cool
mis get some honey yet.

Stockton, Minn., July

rebuilding their city.
The Golden
City was burned on April 18-20; little
standing, especially vegetation.
On
the heels of the fire came a heavy rain,
and
tew weeks later a still heavier one.
.1
Now,
what is remarkable, weeds spring up everywhere, excepting in the late business section which is covered with brick, stone
and
iron debris.
week ago I noticed that some
"f
tins phoenix or salamander-like
(just as
you wish to call it) vegetation is in bloom,
riovt s
that for quick- flowering?
About- 6
weeks from the seed, and most of these
flowers are yellow— California's golden
color.
\inl
best of all, they are one of our
best
honey plants— the sort that blooms in
December, January, etc.
They are of the
turnip or rape family, with a small sprinkling
pi
mustard.
Some alfillaree, too, are coming

Gate
was

A

days were the best days of 1906
bees.
They have gone to the

T. Cantrew,.

wintered them in the

I

verj

We

1

Pays
My bees

Get Some Honey Yet.
10

bus)

tin'

iupers

Bees in this part of the country have done
They have been
very well so far this year.
working on white clover since the forepart
Everton, Mo., June 25.

last

and

off

family.

not noted for its sweetness, it is probable
that the Croton plant will not prove of much
value to the bees.
C. L. Walton.]

—

I

bloom.
not

did

Yesterday

go

the

to

opened

city

the

past

2

days.

up

gloomy; in the afterrain, and during the
night it was quite a downpour.
You see
we have been having an unusual amount of
ram. and at unusual seasons.
What do you think?
We had another
quake some time during the night.
It was
quite a respectable one, and I guess it woke
me up, though I am not sure on that point.
We have had a lot of 'em since the big
shake-up, and don't mind 'em a bit.
Oakland, Cal., June 16.
W. A. Pryal

noon

commenced

it

to

The

Honey

Scarce During Rain.

Honey

has been coming in well up to within
it
is rather scarce during so
rain.
E. G. GuTHREY.

a week, but now

much

Malta Bend, Mo., July

4.

very satisfactory this season, and of exceptionally good quality
pure
white clovi
A. H. Noble, Sr.
Nashville, Tenn., July 5,

Season.

—

Earthquakes and Honey.
season hereabouts has been the best
for honey I have known since 1893.
regrets are that I did not take up the care of
the bees in time, else I might have made a
record-breaking harvest of honey.
The rains
were spread over a large stretch of the season
the latest heavy rains I ever knew fell
the last of May.
The flowers are numerous,
and will last a long time.
The bees have
one reason being a good
not swarmed 1m.II
This

My

—

breed up fast owing
from the poorness of last sea-

colonit

all

the seasons

I

ever saw

here this

is

a

the best of colonies during the
son, although I have taken as

summer seamuch as 5

supers
16 a pounds) from the Spanish-needle
in September.
But for the past 8 weeks the
bees have been pounding aw u\ - -well, slow
but sure.
Rain about the first of June gave
a fresh start, and now the horsemint
is
in bloom.
All but 2 or 3 colonies have
2 supers each, several have taken 3, and a
few bid fair to take the fourth, with wood(

and the lateness of the spring.
I
will write of earthquakes and honey
not that the fornn r produce the latter, or the
latter the former.
Let me propound a query:
Is an earthquaking country a good honey-producing country?
Let's tw*» it on to Dr. Mildon't know."
ler.
can
Can't he do
1

1

better?

What
is

this:

cans,
I

.1111

me

,1

10

San

Francisi
wdiat of an ..1'
I

will find a sprig from a plant
stalks of which I find near my beeI
suppose I ought to know what it is,
don't, so send it to you for informa-

The bees

tion.

are absolutely wild to get to
a few of which may be
branch.
Wm. M. WHITNEY.
Lake Geneva, Wis., June 29.
flowers,

littlt

on

the:

The plant in question is the Figwort
Scrophularia nodosa so-called because a reputed remedy for scrofula, and a good honeyplant,
It
is a good
idea to allow this
plant ti. grow in waste places around the beeyard as it yields a good quantity of excellent
nectar.— C. L. Walton.]

—

I

t

QOLDEN AND LEATHER-COLORED
ITALIANS

t

being weak

son,

Of

yard.
but I

seen

to

bumper.
Season after season has passed and
never have I taken more than ^ supers from

Herewith you

is

tin

many

A Bumper Honey

Figwort.

Honey Crop.

Satisfactory
The honey crop

note whit 1remarkable

1

3

to

propound

this

question

good portion of the burned
daily, and being some-

by training anil otherwise,
on there, besides seeing
R> no:
grit
of its citizens in clearing

Price of Golden Queens. Before July 1stUntested, Jl each: 6 for $5; 12 for $9. Warranted
$1.25 each; 6 for $7; 12 for $13. Tested, $1.50
each. S»lect Tested, $2
After July 1st: Untested, 75c each: 6 for $4; one dozen, $7. Warranted Tested. $1.25 each; 6 for $7: one dozen
$13. Tested. $1.50; Select Tested,.f2: Breeders'
Caucasian Queens will be ready to mail
$5.
July 1st; Untested. $1 each; 6 for $5. Warranted
Tested, $1 40 each ; 6 for *8.

We have three yards— two Italian and one
Caucasian— and mean to meet the demand of

the trade.

29A tf

D.

Prices of Nuclei on application

J.

BLOCMER

Pearl City,

III.

624

July

American Itee Journal

Tennessee=Bred Queens
All

from Extra=Select Mothers

3-band from Imported Dark Leather, Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. Goldens from
Laws, Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.

Aptek April
Italians Before July 1st

15th.

19,

1906

—
July

19,

;

625

1906

American Ttee Journal
Rose L awn Queens

1

HTil-fuf™s
We

rranufacture everything needed in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
We assure you the best goods at

greatest variety.

LOWEST PRICES

We

facilities enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

PRICES AFTER JULY

We

prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
want
our free illustrated and descriptive catalojrjind price-list upon request.
every beekeeper to have our Catalog,
now. Write
Address,
to-day.

We

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

Catalog.

60., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son, Salina, Kan.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

I

i

ROSE LAWN APIAKIES.

22Atf

Sta. C.

Mention

Bee Journal

Section?, FoundHtion,

One Untested Queen
$ ,65
" Tested Queen
90
" Select Tested Queen 1 10
" Breeding Queen
1.65

Let us assist you.

you should
carry the largest

If not,

We

TOLEDO
Will save you money. We will buy your
to correspond with us when your crop
specialty.

Honey and Beeswax, and pay highest market price. It will pay you
No shipment too large for us. Carloads a
is ready to market.

OUR 70-PAGE CATALOG

asking for

Poultry Supplies, and
you have seen it.

IS

SEAT FREE

No matter whether you keep one colony

it.

Eggs for hatching. Our 1906 mating

sell

list

or .'00. We also handle a large line of
is sent with every catalog.
Don't buy

until

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

25A6t

204

16Atf

We have a yard at Toledo with l' colonies and over, which we use for queen-rearing only, besides
several out-yards which we run for honey; also for extra bees. Brood and queens are mailed the same day
order is received.
To anyone

1-comb nucleus (noqueen) .80
"
"
"
2
1.40
"
"
"
3
2 00
1 Uu. Caucasian Queen, 1 25
"
1 Tested
"
1.75
Safe arrival guaranteed.
For prices on larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens, send for free cat-

St., Toledo, Ohio
Bee Journal when writing?*

Italian

and Caucasian Queens

mating, and excellence in
Address,
teed.

ROBERT

We

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

carry a full line of

SUPPLIES.

THE HARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ
OllPfllC ^ !lre ^ oney-Gatner iag Strain ef
VUI.UII3
Italians and Carniolans, at 75 ceiDtS
;

3 for $2; 6 for $3.S0; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

Untested.

GEORGE
17A26t
138

W.

BARNES.

N. Pleasant

Mention

Bee

St.,

Journal

Norwalk, Ohio

when

wrltlnic.

Ask

—

CLOVER QUEENS

guarantee safe arrival and perfect satisfacUntested, 60c: select untested, 75c, or $8
per dozen. Tested, $1 each, or $10 per doz
I

Mention

COX, Rt. 4,
Bee Journal

R. O.

Greenville, Ala.

when

Now Ready

SABINAL, TEXAS.
when writing.

—

New

cir-

FREDERICKSBURG, VA.
when writing.

Bee Journal

MH'H'H

Send 25c for 3-months subscription to the weekly

jUj

AMERICAN FANCIER

jjigj

LYON MFG. CO.
London, Wis.

my

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
Mention

<fc

Queens

Tested, 75c. A postal card will bring
cular and full price-list for 1906,

26A13t

PAGE

to Mail

Caucasians— Untested, 75c; Tested, $1.00.
Carniolans
Untested, 60c;
Italians and

writing.

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you got if you send your orders to

writing*.

Bee Journal

Choi ce

tion.

27At*

when

j<

NOW READY

ITALIAN AND RED

R.F.I).

ILL.

GRANT ANDERSON,
Mention

Wis.

guaran-

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.
Bee Journal

20Atf

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield,'

B.

grade

None better at any price. Untested at 50c
Warranted at 75c; Tested at SI. 00. Discount
on quantity.

what we are making' for our customers.

— DOVETAILED

writing;.

A special discount is offered on all Queens
and Bees ordered to be delivered before the
close of the season of 1906.
Pure stock, pure

Queens

And Prompt Shipments

when

Bee Journal

Mention

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

E.

Mention

2Atf

Is

d.L. STRONG
Logan St., Clarlnda, Iowa.

alog.

QUEENS! QUEENS! QUEENS!

&*

AND NICLEi

Choice h me-bred and imported stock.
All Queens
reared In full colonies.
Prices of Italians In JULY

Honey-Cans and Extractors yet?

not put it off any longer. Be prepared wben the How comes on*.
Btock of goods in the Middle Wtst. The low freight-rates from

p4j(

and Caucasian

Italian

BEES, QUEENS,

BEE-KEEPERS

ijgS

LINCOLN, NEB.
when writing.

AND AFTER:

Have you secured your Hives,

each

I

Italians and Carniolans, Select, Untested,
75 cents; six, S4.00.
Caucasians, Select, Untested, $1.00; six, $5.00.
Banat Queens for those who wish them.
Special prices for larger orders and breeding
stock will be given on application. Write for

and the Dovetail Hives

Our

KRET6HMER MFG.

friends for the liberal patron-

age extended to us, and beg to announce that
we have largely increased the capacity of our
queen rearing yards, and will be prepared to
nil orders promptly after July 1st.
Our prize offer on honey production is extended to Oct. 1st for those who wish to try our
" Pure Hold Queens."
call special attention to the superior
qualities of our Red Clover Italians and Yellow
Caucasians which are worthy the attention of
progressive bee-keepers.

and our excellent freight

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth

Carniolans— Caucasians

Italians

We thank our

an'] Lr '-t
IjMiir.

—•—

iii'

W
K B_t

fw-v\r-

||

I I"

beautiful color plct-

Silo of the ni'ied Bull Ply-

-^almouth Ri.ok that est

li.-.-

$750

AMERICAN FANCIER.
Bldg., New York

313Havemeyer
.I.i

:

July

626

19,

1906

American Itee Journal
i«i

>«i.

> •i i«i >*i. i«i

"

If

>i

Goods are wanted Quick, send

Bee-Keepers

Ponder "

to

If

bee-suppues !

yon want Sections that you can put a

full

sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to
20Atf
A. COPPIN, Wenona, 111.

when

Bee Journal

Mention
>

S06I

S

(<!•

writing*

*SS. *8 181 P.I'd

Root's Goods at Root's rnoes
Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .-.

Prompt

.-.

BEESWAX WANTED

m

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, ea6b or
Make small shipments by express large shipments by freight, always being:
trade.
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.

*j£

#1
W
t
s
J

Service.

Catalog Free.

.-.

;

WALTER

rOUDER,

S.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

when

Bee Journal

Mention

JL
-<«.••

iji

I
£

writing.

DO YOU KNOW

!-,

THAT THE SALE OF

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
Has increased

so

much

that

we were forced

in order to

T.'iere is

a Reason for This— It

is

fill

to double our melting capacity

orders promptly?

because Dittmeb's Foundation

is

tough, clear, and

transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville, Tex.

Co.,

Our warehouse

is

E.H.Taylor,
E. Grainger &

I

I

well stocked with all

"'And last

Otisviixb, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything In
the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years. In short
if I want any more smokers your new style U
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of It. Those remarks InFrbd Fodner.
duced me to get mine.

SECTIONS, per U00,
N<O.Sections,
Root's
per
Hives, and

all

BEE-SUPPLIES

Welwyn

Station, Herts, En?.
Toronto, Ont., Canada.

Co.,

boxes,
-k

etc.

»<

26Al3t
-.

i

at factory prices. Berry
Italian Queens.
n
c DUBY.
rti IE
H. S.
St. Anne. 111.

kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

QUS DITTMER,

Queens 5u Return Mail
our
3-band

ii ae strain of
Italians
Queens from
will not disappoint you; bees are gentle aud the
best of honey-gatherers. Queens are large and

Augusta, Wis.

orolific, and every one guaranteed.
50c, $6 per doz. Tested, $L each.

J.
19Atf

25 Percent on Sections Worth

Is

2

Dovetail
kinds of

1000, $3.70.

Beeswax always wanted.

I
1

No.

$4.20;

I

?ud Danz. comb-Honey

Agents for Dittmer's Foundation

w. n. sopfr.
Bit & Honey

m^^^^^^^^^^^m never uu v»u
from 5 to 21 years

Br

Mention

W.

K SHAW &

LOREAUVILLE,

Untested,

CO.

Iberia Co.,

when

Bee Journal

LA.

writing.

DOOLITTLE

&
CLARK

Saving?

Are now booking orders
for QUEENS. Prices:
If

the

it

is,

you should write us before buying.

BEST SECTIONS,

We

not only

make

Untested— 1,$1; 3, $2.50;
Select Tested— 1,

12, 49.

but

our

patented

specially-constructed

$1.50;

without wetting.

That means

25 percent less breakage,

quently 25 percent saving to you.
others.

Our

prices are

$4;

3.

12, $14.

1905

Breeders, $2.50.
Select
Breeders, $5. Extra-Select Breeders, $10. Twoframe Nuclei (wilhout
queen) $2.50; 3, $7; 12, $25.

machines, built exclusively for us, enable our Sections to be folded

and conse-

no higher than

Borodino,

Onondaga

Let us quote you.

Co., N. Y.

Plpase mention the Bee Journal.

Special prices on immediate orders.

Legal Consultation. $l.oo. Ascertain
your rights. Understand vout liaOvercome your difficulties.
bilities
Avert
Safeguard your property
disaster. Avoid litigation. Secure
your interests. Protect your family.
Perfect your title. Insure your inheritance. Hel eve yourmiml <£^
of worry .etc. Bank and court
(

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply 60.

.

rences.

Our book

V

free.

ASSOCIATED LAWYbRS COMPANY

*

Old South Building, Boston, Mass.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

.July 19,
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1906

American Itee Journal
Excellent

Headquarters ^ Bee-Supplies

Goods

Lowest Prices
Complete Stock for 1906 now on band.

CINCINNATI

FREIGHT-

RATES FROM

Bee-Supplies!!

are the

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY
for the

OF ALL KINDS

as 'mostlall freight

SOUTH

now goes through

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

ESTABLI SHED

YEARS

25

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,
50c a year.)
lustrated

The

largest

magazine of

and best

its

You

I

Let
il-

Catalog mailed
Send for same.

J**. 'WT^ ^ ^ 1 >TO
|J
|
K Pv
Vf. JJ JCJJLJA^ kj

K

C.

i

RED CLOVEBS
For

Office

N

-

free.

bred in separate apiaries,
ihe

GOLDES FEb

"
H.W.WEBER

LA.H§,

Edited by two of the
experienced bee - keepers
in
America.
price published.

Supplies free on application. Address,

me

book your
Order for

most

of

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed-

SAVE MONEY BUYING FROM ME.

kind for the

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List

what

is

will

LOWS, CABMIO-

and CAUCASIANS.

prices, refer to

my

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

catalog, page 29.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAflESTOWN,

N. Y.

£)oney anb

We

* 23eestpax-f
Chicago, July 9.—Market is practically bare
of comb hooey, and while a little t ells at about
15c for the best white grades, there is little volto the trade. Extracted is in some demand
6@7c for the best grades, but off fl.vors are
about unsaleable at 5(g-5Hc. Beeswax selling'
upon arrival at 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

ume
at

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The

market for comb
the past two weeks

honey has been better for
than at any time during; the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; I4@15c
for No. 1, and 13@14c f or amber. Buckwheat,
Extracted honey is in good demand at
13c.
following prices:
While clover in barrels
brings 6»@7c; amber, S%@S%c; in cans every
grade from l@lHc higher. Beeswax is firm

and

good demand at 28 and

in

The above

30c.

are our selling prices, not

what we

Griggs Bros.

pay.

Indianapolis, July 6.— Fancy white clover
comb brings 16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
I4(fil5e; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8^@9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average bees-

wax

sells here for $33 per 100

pounds.

Walter

S.

firm, 28c.

do not handle
Wm. A. Sblser.

New York,

July 10.— We still have some demand for comb honey, mostly for white grades,
which sells at from 13'" 14c, according to quality.
A very limited demand for light amber,
with sufficient supply, and prices ruling at
about 12c. Extracted in fairly good demand,
with sufficient supply to meet all requirements.
Quite some arrivals from the South, and common grades are selling at from 50@£8c per gallon, and better grades at from t>0@65c per gal-

from

No

California strong, and r hite
.

S.iTJ^c,

The Colo. Honey-Prodocers' Assn.

City, July 5.— The honey market
here is almost bare and there is very little new
stock coming to market. On account of the
poor wintering of the bees, very little honey
has been gathered. The market for the best
white honey in 24-section cases is $3.25@S3.40
per case; amber and other grades are 25(5 50c
per case less. There is no new extracted honey
on the market, but a little old is selling at
5H@6c, but scarcely any demand. We look for
C. C. Clemons & Co.
a good demand later.

Kansas

Cincinnati, March 7.— The demand for comb
honey is slow, prices obtained are the same.
Stock od hand seems to be sufficient to supply
the wants. Quote fency white, 14@16c Amber
extracted in barrels, 5Si@5Xc; in cans,Hcmore;
fancy white clover in 60-lb. cans, l%@Shi cents;
Southern, equal to white clover in color, from
6H@7c. Bright yellow beeswax, 30c.

H.W.Weber.

is

selling at

and light amber at from 6@6^c.

near.by honey in the markets as yet. Beessteady at 30c per pound.

wax

HlLDRBTH & SrORLEEN.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When

consigning, buying or selling, consult

BURNETT &

R. A.

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

Ill,

Yellow Sweet Clover Seed
1 lb., postpaid, 30c; 5 lbs., by express, at
purchaser's expense, $1.00; 100-lb. lots, 15c
A. L.
per lb.

AMOS,

26A4t

Rt.

Comstock, Nebb_

1.

forT^ale
EXTRACTED HONEY

Write
wanted.

State quantity and

for prices.

Samples

BEESWAX—

Will pay Spot Cash and full
the year. Write us when

market value all
you have any to dispose
265

HILDRETH

&

267

kind

free.

Greenwich

of.

& SEGELKEN

Street,

New York, N.Y.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

34Atf

WANTED
To

hear from parties with their lowest casfcf
price, del vered here, for fancy comb honey in
no drip shipping-cases; also extracted honey.
We are cash buyers, and remit on receipt of
goods.
27Atf

We

MUTH CO.
THE FRED W. Cincinnati,
Ohio.
51

Walnut

St.,

Sell root's Goods

in

Michigan

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cain.

differ-

We are producers of honey and

lon.

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as
nsual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to 13.75 per case of 24 sections: off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 1H@8'/3 c; light amber,
6J£@7}£c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.

Pouder.

Philadelphia, July 9.— Advices from

on commission.

Thi Fred W. Muth Co.

C.

ent points are rather conflicting regarding the
crop of honey this season, and consequently,
there is no market price established. Some
new arrivals of comb honey selling at 13@15c,
according to quality, and extracted honey at

6@"c Beeswax

Cincinnati, June IS.— The demand for ex
tracted honey has brightened np within the
past 30 days. However, there is so much of last
season's crop still unsold, which tends to hold
down the price. There is no material change
quote
in prices since our last quotation.
amber in barrels at 5<a'6^c. No new white cloyet.
New
on
the
market
as
ver extracted honey
crop of comb honey finds ready sale at 14@15^c.
delivered
here.
Choice yellow beeswax, 30c,

M. H. HUNT A
Bell Branch, Wayne

sell lot of 300 empty 60-lb. capacity HoneyAll in one lot, or less quantities. Cans
are in first-class condition.
We are also in the market for Fancy Comb

To

Cans.

and Extracted Honey. Correspondence

FREE

One

New

Please mention the Bee Journal

12 Names yrasSHif-Sc-

stamps taken— we will send for 2 yrB. the Farmer's
Call— ren. snb. price »' c a year. P. C. isawkly., 25
years old, 1,300 panes a year. Sample free.
IAKMERS CALL, Quincy,

Full printed directions
keepers.
mail it for
sent with each one.
as
25 cents; or will send it
a premium for sending us
subscriber to the Bee Journal
for a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we

We

I

for

Mich

The Monbttb Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
It is used by many beewings.

solicited

35 So. Delaware Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
150 E. Jefferson Street, Louisville, Ky.
643 Broadway S.E., Cleveland, Ohio.

65c

Co.,

Queen-Clipping Device Free!

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.
AOENCIES:
DETROIT. MICH.

21A13t

SON.

111.

will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

o

aEOROE W. YORK & CO.,
..„ „

-

CHICAGO, ILi~
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Sections Right on Time!
15 Million of the Best Sections on Earth

LEWIS SECTIONS
Ready

Q. B.

for

Lewis

You at the Drop

Co.,

of

the Hat

Watertown, Wis.

AGENCIES
ENGLAND— E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts
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Fourth

of July Pictures

Taken at Dr.

Miller's

"(See page 634)
1.

3.

Dr. Miller in the Sweet Clover Bloom.
Two Sweet Clover Stalks in Bloom.

nK'Vfc'l&i

2.
4.

Milkweed in Bloom.
Row of Basewood Trees

in

Bloom.
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IMPORTANT NOTICES.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

of this Journal is
$l.oo a year, in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

(This cut

(Name and Address on one side— Three Bees on the other

do not send a

just

money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

Worker
Advertising Rate, per Agate Line, 10c.
14 lines make one inch.
less than % inch accepted.

.

5 per cent

.10
.20
.30

.
.

.
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Knife. When ordering, be sure to say
what name and address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the
handle.
It is made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as
transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the
handle is placed the name arjd residence of the owner, and on the
other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as shown here.
The Material

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English
razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. It will last a life-time, with
proper usage.

Nothing

Time Discounts.

side.)

—

Your Name on the

receipt for

4 times.
"
13
"
26
"
52

the full 6ize of the Knife.)

NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE

indicates the

end of the month to wbich your subscription ispa'ld.
For instance, "deco6" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19u6.

SUBSCRIPTION RBCEIPTS.-We

is

best quality

Space Discounts.

Why Own the Novelty Kniie?— In case a good

100 lines... 5 per cent
500 " ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
2000 " ...30

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both,
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

;

knife

is l06t,

owner will never recover it but if the " Novelty "
is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it.
If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so
fortunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will
the chances are the

;

serve as an identifier; and, in case of death, your relatives will at once
be notified of the accident.

How to Get this Valuable Knife. —We

Queen

send

it

postpaid for

81.25, or club the Novelty Knife and the American Bee Journal for one
year both for $2.00.
(Allow two weeks for Knife order to be filled.)

—

National

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.

SOLID GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN

1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

price.

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and TreasurerN. E. France, Platteville, Wif.

iy

If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
ublishers of the American Bee Journal.
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12 farmers and 15cptamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Parmer's
Call— reu. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.

FARMERS CALL,

NOT

IN

$1.25 for other fountain pens,

Drone

Cjuincy,

it's

for the

name.

absolutely guaranteed to work perfectly, and give satisfaction.
The Gold Nibs are 14 kt., pointed with selected Iridium.
T^e Holders are Para Rubber, handsomely finished. The simple feeder
gives a uniform flow of ink. Each pen is packed in a neat box, with
directions and Filler.

This pen

is

yy s 2e
for only $1.25, or for $2.00 we will mail it and the
weekly American Bee Journal for a whole year.
Jt2T" Sample copy of the American Bee Journal free; trial trip of three months (13 copies'
for 20c ; regular yearly price, $1.00.
Address all orders to

We

IN9I11GS

we have found a good Fountain Pen that is reasonable in
The manufacturers of this pen 6ay that if you pay more than

Finally

•

honey.

mail this

i

Gold Fountain Pen

»
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Write us.
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION" I
EXCELS

IT

EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLI ES

of all kinds.
at

Beeswax Wanted
••• •'-

."'«»•

all

times..

.»1i

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

in Capons
Gaponizin^ is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free instructions

Big Profits

If

Queens

Italian

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

,

(CAPON
-TOOLS
.

P. Pilling

&

,

postpaid

$2.50.

f

Red Clover and 5-banded

Worm Extractor 25c
[Poultry Marker
250
[French Killing KnifeaOC
iGape

Queens, 75c; Select Untested, $1.00; Tested,

H. M.
30Atf

Philadelphia, Pa.

Untested

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

SI. 50; Select Tested, $2.50.

|Capon Book Free.

Son,

strains.

*•

PARKER,

JR.
JAMES ISLAND,

Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount! to the Trade.
Bee Journal when writing;.

S. C.

Mention

July 27th

Fire Sale of

Bee-SuDDlies
Come and

see the goods before buying,
will pay you, as you will

Save

25

to

50

if

you can.

It

Percent

;

As announced

last week, a fire which
in the building we then occupied.

caused almost a total loss occured
We are now in our new quarters
191 & 193 Superior St. (3 blocks north and 1 block east of our old location)
where we have the slightly damaged goods that we have sorted out, and also a

June

20,

stock of

New Lewis Goods

looking over the goods that we selected out after the fire. Better order quick
you want any of the goods we are selling at 25 to 50 percent reduction.
Send for Free Catalog of New Goods.
Address,

Proprietor,

I.oug Distance Telephone, North

15— 29A2t

The Rietsche Press
at Factory Prices

Made of
structible,

Any bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make
money on any supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and

M. M. ARND,

the Nickel Plate Road will run an excursion to Chautauqua Lake, N. Y., at
one fare for the round-trip ($ 14.00) from
Chicago, with return limit of August
28th, by depositing ticket.
No excess
fare charged on any train on Nickel
Plate Road. Cheap rates to other eastern points. Three trains daily, with
vestibuled sleeping-cars.
Individual
Club Meals, ranging in price from 35
cents to $1.00 also service a la carte
and mid-day Luncheon, 50 cents. Chicago City Ticket Office, 107 Adams St.
La Salle St. Station, the only Depot in
Chicago on the Elevated Railroad Loop.

if

York Honey and Bee-Supply Co. mot i.c.)
155'i.
191 AND 193 SUPERIOR ST. CHICAGO. ILL.

Practically

artificial stone.

Inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

Comb

re-

made

easily and
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
irom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,
sults.

foundation

ADRIAN GETAZ,
45Atf

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

this State, writes me that
prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it." A. G.

Brj.G. Goodner, of

"he

—
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HONEY-PACKAGES
SIMPLEX JARS
SECTIONS
"

Root's Sections to-day are the result of

decade of actual experience. Thousands
of dollars have been spent in experimenting and inventing machinery. The be6i
basswood lumber i6 used. A system of
grading and checking insures only perYou cannot
fect sections being sent out.
a

err in placing

your order for Root's.
No. 2
No. 1

handsomest jar we sell for one pound of honey.
Put up in re-shipping cases of 2 dozen jars each,
Price, $1.10 per case
or more, at $1.00.

Prices:

No.

Nr.

1

100
250
500
1000

.

.

.$.75

$.65

150

1.25
2.25
4.50

....
....

(1-lb.)

This is a new jar with glass screw-top and rubber gasket fitted to the taper screw or jar, which
We consider it the
seals absolutely air-tight.

with corrugated protectors.

2

$ S.75
Per 2000
$9.75
12.75
Per 3000
14.25
1650
Per
18.50
4000
2.50
20.00
22.50
Per 5000
5 00
3%x5xl%,
Plain, uobee-way sections, 4}£x4J^xl^, 1%, or 1 3 S
4x5x1 \ or 1%. in lots of 1000 or more will be 25c per 1000 less than

Per
Per
Per
Per

Simplex Honey-Jars

;

6 cases at $1.05;

20 cases

We carry a complete line of honey-jars. Many
and prices. Be sure to see our complete
catalog for description and prices.
styles

l

,

prices

CARTONS

named aboye.

best package for retailing comb honey.
Bee-keepers are realizing more and more
the value of these cartons for putting their
comb honey into marketable shape. Other
articles of home consumption are put up in a
neat, attractive way, and in shape to be
handed to the customer, and carried safely
without wrapping. Why not sections of comb
honey, especially when the cost of the boxes
is so low?
make two styles coming at different prices.

The

NO-DRIP SHIPPING-CASES
Here is a shipping-case that meets every requirement. The best
lumber; the best workmanship combined with the best design makes

|"

We

See catalog for

prices.

AIKIN

HONEY-BAGS
Our own experience with

a

package

market.

for your honey that causes it to bring better prices
Price-list of shipping-cases:

in the

Price com-

plete,

SHIPPING CASES
NAME AND SIZE OF CASE

&

per—in
10

1

12-inch
12-inch
8-inch
7' 8-inch

4-row lor 4% sections.
"
"
2-row
"
"
3 row
"
4-row for 4x5

in-

cluding 3 in.
glass 1 side,
nails,

2
1

1
1

pa-

flat.

100

00 $18 00
3C 11 00
30 11 50
80 16 00

>

to
bflo

i£

450
225

14.00

300

We

print these in large quantities in large or small lots. Over 50
Prices very reasonable. Ask for our Label
styles to choose from.

Catalog.

make

one's

their bread

85

HONEY-LABELS

bag

is

mouth

children especially like

$17.00 $16 00
10.50
10.00
10.75
10.00

this

such that those who know
the producer will very often prefer it
in this form to any other, especially in
winter. The women like it because it
The bag peels off the
is so handy.
honey like paper from a nice roll of
butter.
When placed on the tablewith its snowy whiteness, it is enough

honey

Capacity

1-pound bags
2-pound bags
S^-pound bags
5-pound bags
10-pound bags
Printing name and address extra

Size

and butter.

water.
it

The

to spread on

:

(Entered at the Post-Office at Chicago as Second-Class Mail-Matter.)
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some have said

Cdiforial ^Nofes

and Comments

is the case, this matter is one that must be
taken into account.
It is not the present object to argue whether it is better
to sell sections by the piece or by weight, the only object
being to show that to find a section of such size that it shall
always weigh an exact pound is one of the things that may
be dreamd of, but never attained in actual practise.

Improvement
Sections of

One

Honey Can't Be Uniform

of the things

and which bids

in

Weight

which has divided opinion for a long

long time
come, relates to the weight of sections and the selling by
piece or by pound. One argues the great convenience of
selling by the piece another argues the great fairness of
selling by weight. Every little while, some one, to whom
the question is new, appears on the scene with what he
thinks is a satisfactory solution of the troublesome problem, and says
"The whole thing is easy just adopt that
size of section which shall weigh an exact pound, and then
time,

fair to divide opinion for a

to

;

:

;

will make no difference whether the section is sold by the
piece or the pound." But when he attempts to produce a
ton of honey with 2000 sections, each weighing an exact
pound, he finds himself runningagainst a snag.

D. M.

of

Bee-Stock

Macdonald wisely says

this in the British

Bee

Journal
If bee-keepers would only spend half as much time over this
question as they do over some other things, the whole bee-keeping
world would be better off.

Neither does that mean that a few of the greater lights
should turn their attention to it for every bee-keeper with
only S colonies can make a difference in his yields by seeing
that new queens come from his best colonies. And as has
been heretofore shown, he may do no little in this direction
without ever seeing a queen even with box-hives.
;

—

it

The great difficulty

whole case is the difficulty of
producing sections of honey of uniform weight, and this
in the

difficulty is too often not fully understood, or else lost sight

by those who discuss the question. The matter is somewhat complex, several factors having a part in it. Let us
suppose we have found a section of such size that we think
it will weigh when filled just 16 ounces, and let us see some
of the things that will interfere with having that weight

of,

constant.
Let a colony be badly crowded for room, and the sections will be considerably heavier than when more room is
furnished than the bees have any possible use for. This,
however, is a difficulty that can be largely avoided by the
careful operator.

Bees vary in their characteristics, and 2 colonies, under
precisely the same conditions, will produce sections of
honey of unequal weight. Careful selection in breeding
may produce such uniformity throughout the apiary that
this factor shall practically disappear.
At one time in the season, nectar comes in with a rush,
at another time very sparingly
with fatter sections in the
one case, and leaner in the other. Against this the bee;

keeper has no remedy.
Not only is there a diffence between one part of the
season and another part, but there may be a radical difference between one season and another a difference against
which the bee-keeper is utterly helpless.
There may be other differences, but these are enough.
If the difference in weight between the lightest and heaviest
section of honey were only a fraction of an ounce, it might
be ignored as unworthy attention. But when a difference
of 3 to 6 ounces is found between the lightest and the heaviest sections, and when there is a difference of 2 ounces or
more in the average weight at one time and another, as

—

Economizing Apiary Ground-Room
It is often desirable to have hives as close together as
possible for the sake of saving room, and always desirable
for the sake of saving travel from one hive to another.
By
putting the hives in pairs, the two hives of each pair so
close as to be almost touching, 60 percent more can be put
on the same ground without increased danger of bees, and
especially of virgin queens, entering the wrong hive. In
Gleanings, E. F. Atwater offers a plan to help still more
against this danger. It is to have the alternate pairs at different heights the first pair on a low stand, the next 12 or
18 inches, and so on.
;

Sweet Clover on a Large Scale
In the following communication from W. H. Mills, of
Nebraska, he mentions as a disadvantage that the plant
is a biennial, hence there is a year's waiting for the nectar,
no bloom appearing the first year, the plant dying root and
branch after blooming in its second year. Some have practised after this fashion
Sow sweet clover with oats, getting the crop of oats to pay for the land while the sweet
clover is making its first year's growth let it alone the
second year, then plow up and sow oats the third year, and
every alternate year thereafter. The first year will be the
only seeding with sweet clover, as it will self-sow thereafter.
There would be no difficulty in land like that of Mr. Mills,
which does not heave in winter, but in some soils it would
be necessary either to roll the ground very hard or to bury
the seed deep. But here is what he says
I make no use whatever of catnip except for the bees, and only
grow it about the fences and hedges, and in a small way in the fields.
Sweet clover can be used for hay, and makes splendid hay, but
does not get made into hay on this place for lack of time to do it.
I had 40 acres seeded in sweet clover, but some of it is so thin a
stand that I am plowing it up, and shall reseed this fall. Our soil
:

;

:

never heave6, as

it is

sandy.
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Catnip has an advantage over sweet clover it blooms every season, and does not die and have to come again from seed as the clover
does. The clover must make one season's growth, and then it will
bloom the next; in other words, it is biennial, and you only get a
bloom every second year.
I think the very best way to get a good stand of sweet clover is to
scrape the seed together wi th about half an inch of the surface soil from
an old field of sweet clover, and scatter it all together in that way.
The new seeded plot gets the bacteria into the soil at the same time it
gets the seed.
It is my aim to get in a few more acres of the sweet clover each
year until I have in 100 acres, and it will be solely for the honey. But
it is also of great benefit to the soil, and not the least trouble to get
If the peorid of when you want to use the land for something else.
ple down in Dixie, when they turn out an old worn-out field to rest
and recuperate, would seed it with sweet clover, it would be fertile
again very much sooner then to let it grow weeds and brush.

There are no signs of foul brood as yet, and I verily believe that it
salt and sulphur.
I know it is hard for a
•doctor to believe that disease can be cured without a doctor's medicine, but I think it has been done, and I think it will keep all colonies
clean and healthy, to keep the bottom-boards covered with salt and
W. H. Mills.
sulphur.

was caused wholly by the

A course of sulphur and salt can do no harm but if
readers of this Journal find foul brood appearing in their
apiaries for the first time, they are not strongly advised to
place entire dependence upon sulphur and salt.
;

were too small to appear in the engraving. Almost every
this time, some bee-keeper sends us a sample
of bees with the small pollen-masses of the milkweed at-

summer, about

tached to their feet, and desires to know what it is. We received such a sample a day or two after returning from
visiting Dr. Miller. We do not recall now just where it came
from, but it was the real thing, as we have mentioned. In
a locality where there is much milkweed bloom undoubtedly
many bees are lost during its blossoming period.
The sweet clover was in the height of its blooming on
July 4th, as is plainly shown by the pictures. There is quite
a lot of it growing along the roadsides in Marengo. The
sweet clover with Dr. Miller standing in it was only 3 or 4
rods from his house, and some of it wis 7 feet tall.
Dr. Miller still continues to be the leading writer on
bees and bee-keeping, although in his 76th year. His health
is better now than it has been for several years.
Miss
Emma Wilson is still his assistant in the apiary, although
during this poor season there hasn't been so very much to
do either for the chief or his assistant, unfortunately.
We arrived in Marengo on the evening of July 3d, and
returned to Chicago the next evening.
day with Dr.
Miller and family is surely a treat. At least two Chicago
people appreciate the privilege of spending such a day.

A

Mr. Orel L. Hershiser's Little Boy, 1 year and 10
old, set his clothes on fire in exactly the same manner as did his little sister last winter. That is, he struck a
match which he got from what was supposed to be a place

months

fe^ltt iscellaneou s

.flows

-

—

Items

Louis H. Scholl in charge of the " Southern Beedom"
•department of the American Bee Journal was married
June 21, according to the following paragraph

—

:

home

of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. William FroeAt the
Qieh, last night at S :30 o'clock, Rev. G. Morhinweg performed the
Froelich and Louis H.
ceremony uniting in marriage Miss
Scholl. The wedding was a pretty little home affair and was witnessed
parties.
The
bride is one of New
relatives
of
the
contracting
only by
Braunfels' most popular young ladies, while the groom is one of the
best known young business men in this sectien.

Emmy

Heartiest congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Scholl. May
their years of wedded bliss be many, and their happiness
increase as time goes on.

out of his reach. After the accident of the little girl his
parents dispensed with ordinary matches and adopted the
safety ones which require the box to strike them on. Every
precaution was even then taken to keep them out of the
reach of the children, but the little boy pulled them off a
high stand which had a pin-cushion with a fringe hanging
therefrom that he could reach. He had seen his elders
light matches on the box, and so of course he wanted to
imitate them. Fortunately his papa was in the next room,
and, on hearing the little fellow crying, ran to him and soon
extinguished the flames, but not in time to prevent a bad
burning of the hands, neck, ears and face. Fortunately,
however, there will be no scars, as the burns were not very
deep.
It is strange that both of Mr. Hershiser's children
should suffer from a similar accident. But all will rejoice
with their parents that the little ones were not lost through
the burning.

Hon. Eugene Seeor, of Forest City, Iowa, has kindly
sent us a souvenir postal card, reproduced herewith, which

A Visit to Dr. Miller's, at Marengo, 111., was again
tnade this year on July 4th by " Ye Editor " and wife. It
was a most beautiful day, which gave better opportunity
than last year for taking pictures. On the first page we
present 4 of them.
Dr. Miller is now running two apiaries, one at home
and the other an out-apiary 3 miles away. There are 160
Although there was an abun-colonies in the two yards.
dance of white clover in bloom, the bees had gathered nothing more than a mere living for themselves. The basswood
trees were just coming into full bloom when we were there,
the bees were humming on the blossoms, which made
each tree sound like swarming-time. The Doctor said that
the basswood bloom this year was the fullest he had ever
known. The row of trees numbering about a dozen, shown
in the picture on the first page, is along the north side of
the driveway (leading from the main road to the house in
which the Doctor and his family live), being about 20 rods in
length. The basswood trees were something like 30 years
•old, and the largest about IS inches in diameter a foot or
two from the ground. The basswood is not a rapid grower,
but it is a very fine tree for beauty, for shade, and often for
.honey.
The milkweed was also in full bloom when we were
there, and the bees were working quite thickly on it. There
is a peculiarity about the pollen of the milkweed that is
very disastrous in its effect on the bees. It seems to be so
sticky that when the bees touch it with their feet it holds
them, or, in case they are able to pull away, a little of the
forown pollen sticks to their feet. We found many blossoms
where the bees were unable to get away, and had died there.
In fact, one or two of the blossoms shown in the picture
had several dead bees attached to them. Of course, they

and

was sent

him by Frank Benton, from Baluchistan.
sending the card, July 9, Mr. Secor wrote as
lows concerning the prospects for honey in his locality
to

When

fol-

:

Bees have not been doing very well here this year up to the presWhite clover seems plentiful, and basswood is just opening.
The bees were mostly in a starving condition at the beginning of
white clover bloom, and unless they were fed up they were not in the
proper condition to take advantage of it.
ent time.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of
copy of the American Bee Journal.

this
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Articled

be needed to fertilize the same ami all plants; while I believe that plants and tree, which can be fertilized by the
breeze, do not need the aid of the bees; and that those requiring the aid of the bees eann.it lie fertilized by all the
To be sure, bees sometimes collect
breezes that ever blew.
pollen from many flowers which do not require their aid;
nil

as

I

-aid

before,

nectar

i>

secreted

only

by

those

which do.

Take the flower of the squash for instance: Gregory,
who is certainly good authority, in his treatise on this plant,

The Relations of Insects and Flowers
BY

PICKIXG

G.

up a paper

M. DOOLITTLE.

I ran across these two sentences
"Honey is a vegetable production, appearing in
greater or less quantities in every flower that nods to
the breeze or kisses the bright sunlight.
It is secreted in
the flowers for the purpose of attracting insects, thus securing the complete fertilization of the female blossom."
In
another place in the same paper I found this "Pollen is borne
from flower to flower on the breeze as well as on the bodies
of insects
in fact, that seems to be nature's prime method
of carrying or conveying the fertilizing germs from the
anthers of the staminate to the pointals of the pistillate blossoms."
And this paper is considered as an authority when
treating on plants and flowers.

lately,

:

:

;

I do not deny that there is truth in
tions, but there is enough of untruth in

both of the quotaboth to mystify the
unwary, as is always the case where anything is told that is
part truth and part falsehood. When we apply these quotations to certain plants and trees they are not true; neither
is it true that "every flower that nods to the breeze secretes
nectar."
There are some points in this matter which either
myself or others fail to understand, and as it has a direct
bearing on our beloved pursuit bee-keeping perhaps an article to draw others out, so that more light may be obtained.
may not be amiss; especially as knowledge along this line
will help bee-keepers to disarm the jealous who seem to
think the bees are injuring them by taking sweet from the

—

—

tells us that squashes can only be fertilized by the aid of the
bees and other insects, and proves the same by giving experiments tried where tine netting was placed over the female
llowers on certain hills, when not one of the flowers thus
while the hills not so treated
treated produced a squash
gave a good crop. Any one looking at a pumpkin or squash
flower will at once come to the conclusion that it is impossible for the wind to carry the pollen from one flower to
hence we find it secreting nectar to attract the
another
;

;

bees.

Prominent among this class of flowers which needs the
bee to fertilize them, and secrete nectar for that purpose,
we have the clovers, fruit-trees "i all classes, willow, hard
maple and basswood or linden trees, buckwdieat and many of
Of the class that does not need the aid of
the fall flowers.
the bee I will mention grasses of all kinds growing in this
locality, except the clovers, grains of all kinds (except buckwheat), and many of the trees of the forest, such as beech,
birch, ash, chestnut, butternut, etc., none of which produce
nectar, either in a "greater or less quantity," no matter how
nicely they may "nod to the breeze, or are kissed by the
sunlight."

In the above I have given my views regarding this matand stand ready to be corrected by any one who can
show that I am wrong. I am no botanist, therefore cannot
give a scientific article on this subject; but if there are any
botanists among the readers of the American Bee Journal,
myself, and I think all of its readers, would be pleased to
Borodino, N. Y.
hear from them on the subject
ter,

flowers which bloom on their possessions.
I
understand that the first purpose for which the honeybee was created, was for the fertilization of the flowers,
while the storage of honey was only for the preservation of
the life of the bee, so that the perpetuation of the species
might continue for their purpose (the fertilization of flowers)
that man, after a period of time, found that honey
was good to eat. and thus utilized the product secreted by
the flowers and stored by the bees; man using the honey
as his food, while the bees perished from such colonies as
were robbed by man; that, as the years went by, man learned
that the bees would store more honey than their wants required, so surplus apartments were furnished the bees, which
were removed when filled, thus leaving enough honey in
the hive or home of the bee to supply all its needs
and
from this surplus came the honey of commerce, and our industry of apiculture.
If I am correct in the above, and I fully believe that I
am, the people of the world have the bee-keepers to thank
for bringing the bee from its primeval home (the hollow
tree, especially as our forests are fast becoming obliterated
by the advance of civilization), and scattering it broadcast
throughout the land, to fertilize the ever-increasing millions
of flowers
increased through the increased acreage under
cultivation each year), which would otherwise be unproduc-

How

Mead

(

tive in

fruit.

But to return to the two paragraphs quoted. While I
believe that the bees were created for the fertilization of
flowers, yet I also believe that not over one-half of the different specii
of plants and trees require the aid of the bee
to fertilize their flowers, and that only those which require
the aid of the bee secrete any nectar
hence I said that it
was not true that every flower secretes nectar. In this we
see the wisdom of the Creator bees created to fertilize the
flowers which could not be fertilized in any other way. and
nectar placed in these flowers to draw the bees to them.
Thus we have the clovers among grasses secreting nectar,
while the timothy, orchard, June, red-top and other grasses
do not secrete nectar, for they are capable of being fertilized
by the "breeze."
All the fault I have to find with the second quotation is,
that it is represented that both the breeze and the bees may
-

;

—

at the last Illinois State Convention

BY

;

;

to Prepare for the Honey-Flow
J. E.

JOHNSON

a subject on which many bee-keepers

differ in
This is
tell how I am able to obtain the
opinion, but I will try
best results in building up or getting colonies strong in spring,
so as to be ready for the honey-flow.
First, let me say that if a colony is just fairly strong in
young bees, with all the brood in the hive that they. can take
care of, and only a few field-bees, they are not ready for the
honey-flow, but they should have a large force of bees over
From close observation I find that in a good
15 days old.
honey-flow bees that are only IS days old will begin as
fielders.
should also have many younger bees to build
comb and do other indoor work. When we do give attention to
this matter we often find that the hives do not become well
filled with bees until the honey-flow has been on for some
time, and thus we lose a good share of our crop, and get our
bees strong about the time the honey-flow closes; thus the
field-bees become consumers instead of producers.

We

In the spring, in my locality, the soft maples that grow
near the water's edge along the river begin yielding pollen
during the last part of March or first of April. After the
maples is the elm, then red willow, box-elder, wild gooseberry, wild plum, Japan plum, and pears, then cherries, apples,
and "last of the tree fruits is the wild crab-apple; then raspberry, blackberry, and last, white clover and basswood. Now
if we could have fine weather during all this bloom my bees
would need no tinkering with at all, as they would be in
fine shape to take care of the honey-flow; but nearly every
year I find that we have so many bad-weather days that often
the bees can only work on this early bloom a part of the
time, and thus they do not build up to strong colonies as they
should. So I try to produce artificially, as near as I can,
the same results as though the weather was favorable. This
I do by stimulative feeding, and although I am aware that I
am treading on dangerous ground, I will explain how I do
this.

—

;

:

;
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Dr. Miller has been asked the question, "Shall I feed to
stimulate brood-rearing in the spring? and shall I spread the
brood?" His answer was in this wise: "Stimulative feeding
and spreading brood is a pretty safe thing for a beginner to
let alone;" which is no doubt true, but I would answer it in

way:

this

Stimulative feeding is important, and brings good results if properly done; but spreading brood in the spring
should never be practiced, as it nearly always results in harm.
If bees are fed properly they will spread the brood as fast
as they can cover it to keep it warm.
My hives all face the east, and in winter and spring they
are covered with four thicknesses of newspaper on all sides
except the front of the hive. It is very necessary that the
hive be warm during cold spring winds.
I use an empty
super over the brood-frames which contains clean rags, cloths,
carpet, or anything that is clean and warm.
I feed only at
dusk in the evening, and feed only sweetened water, using
about 54 'uke warm water and
honey or sugar, and never
begin feeding until maples are in bloom.
I use an atmospheric feeder, which is made by punching
small holes in the edge of the cover of a pint Mason fruit-jar,
or jelly tumbler. This feeder I place upside down on a little
block on the brood-frames under the cushion or cloths. If a
Mason jar is used, 2 empty supers are required, as one is not
high enough; but usually I use jelly tumblers, and for ordinary colonies that have considerable honey in their hives I
consider one tumbler full enough at one feed but if they are
a little short of honey I give them a full pint.

ginning of the honey-flow. This will prevent the swarming
fever, to considerable extent.
I have had new swarms, when they were very large, tff
fill 60 sections in less than 2 weeks
but of course not cap
;

them

all.

A colony of bees gather at least from 100 to 200 pounds
honey annually to keep up brood-rearing, and for winter
stores, even if we get no surplus; and if I have a clover or
basswood honey-flow, with plenty of bees in each colony as
fielders, it won't take long to get an extra 100 pounds of surplus honey per colony.
Williamsfield, 111.
of

-™

Canadian

BQedom

%

;

When the day has been warm, and they have been gathering pollen freely, they are not fed at all, unless they are
short of honey.
The reason I feed sweetened warm water thus is as follows: It does not tax the strength of the bees to the extent
that it does for them to fly out in the cold wind and sip the
almost ice-cold water from the puddles on the ground. Bees
carry lots of water in the spring to be used in rearing brood,
and I am satisfied that each colony loses many perhaps thousands of bees that become chilled by carrying cold water
not only so, but the temperature of the cluster of bees in the
hive is lowered, and thus the brood becomes chilled.

—

—

Some bee-keepers claim that feeding causes bees to fly
out more in cold weather, but I find that when I feed as
above described they do not. They may buzz around in the
morning, but if they have a supply of warm sweetened feed
the evening before, they soon become satisfied; while colonies
suffering for water will send a lot of bees for water, and
thus they dwindle. Any practical bee-keeper can readily see
that a few more bees reared in early spring, and a few saved
from becoming chilled, will mean many more bees later on
when they are so much needed. And if many more are
reared, and many saved, a very strong colony at the beginning of the honey-flow will be the result.
There

one more point I wish to mention, which is
a colony of bees are fed every evening when the
day has not been favorable, they have a continual income
of food, and brood-rearing will be steady, and not spasmodic.
Not only so, but the bees will evaporate this sweetened water
to some extent, and their continual activity will cause the
queen to become more prolific in her egg-laying.

this:

is

When

Now I doubt not many bee-keepers will say that a tumbler
of sweetened water would not amount to much, but I find
bees should not be fed much, but just enough to supply water
for the brood, and have continual work.
Three years ago I succeeded in getting 250 pounds per
colony on the average, J4 of it being comb-honey, and I
increased my colonies 400 per cent, notwithstanding they were
very weak in the spring. I have some neighbors who are
pretty well up-to-date bee-keepers, but they did not feed in
the spring, and none of them averaged 100 pounds per
colony.
Some bee-keepers will say that if you succeed in getting
your colonies in a very flourishing condition, they will spend
their time in swarming, and not in gathering honey.
Let me
say that such is sometimes the case, but if you succeed in
getting very strong colonies the swarms will be large, and if
manipulated properly, they will gather lots of surplus honey.
If white clover is abundant and shows signs of profuse
blooming, or if basswood trees show signs of abundant bloom,
I give first a super of shallow frames
combs if I have them
and let the bees use them for brood-rearing until the be-

—

-^

Conducted by Morlet Pettit,

Villa Nova, Ont.

Strong- Colonies
This season has impressed upon me more strongly than
ever the absolute necessity to insure sucess of having colonies strong. With many of us the very mild winter of 1905-06
was extremely trying on cellar-wintered bees. Consequently
some of the colonies came through the spring in a weak condition.
These have been almost at a standstill ever since.
While strong ones have gained tremendously and stored
some surplus, medium ones have built up strong, but have
stored nothing, and weak colonies are weak still.

Why

is the great difference in strength
The questions arise,
of colonies?
For how much are the queens to blame? To
get at this matter more carefully, I have not practised equalIf a queen is poor or failing,
izing brood at all this year.
I see no object in bolstering her up at the expense of a
good queen. Her work is watched from week to week, and
if
she does not gain if the brood-chamber assumes that
honey-bound appearance so indicative of a poor queen off
comes her head.

—

—

m
Reports
Honey-Crop
Ontario
1

This department will be glad to receive, short, post-card
Those received
crop reports from all parts of Ontario.
Norfolk County reports
already are not very encouraging.
no white honey in the south, owing to continued dry weather
North Norfolk has some surplus, but very
in the spring.
Brant County seems about the same.
little.
H. G. Sibbald, of York County, has about 25 pounds
per colony.
R. H. Smith, of Elgin County, has about the same, and
Wm. Couse, of Peel County, is ho better off.
J. R. Colman, of Middlesex County, can report nothing
better.
in,

Since writing the above the following reports have come
and are monotonously bad
Martin Emigh, of S. Oxford "No clover."
B. Davidson, of Ontario County "Failure all through."
W. H. Bowen, of Niagara Falls "Failure will have to

—

—
—

;

feed for winter."
Edwin Dalton, of Halton "Clover very light; basswood
prospects good."
"Nearly total failure."
J. F. Davison, of East York
J. J. Hurley, of Brantford, sends the best report I have
He expects 50 pounds per colony.
received yet.
"Bees doing nothing."
Jas. jack, of Haldimand
M. B. Holmes, of Leeds County "Failure."
"Bees are
C. C. Farran, of Farran's Point, on July 11
working well these 5 or 6 days on white and sweet clover
have had but 1 swarm yet; supers are about half full on
about one-third of the colonies."
J. B. Hall, of Woodstock, reports very little hone}', and
excessive swarming.
Chris Grimalby, of Owen Sound, says the season is very
poor.

—

—

—

—

—

—
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John Fixter, of Ottawa "No prospect for any white
honey clover all winter-killed.
Basswood loaded
with
bloom, but no honey. We are sowing a few acres of buckwheat with the hope of a fall flow."
\Y. II. Kirby, of Ontario County, June io
"We had a
very favorable fruit-bloom, and got some half-depth supers of
When apple ami dandelion played out. the
apple honey.
queens stopped laying, and colonies were none too strong
when raspberry bloomed (which is our principal crop), and
some white clover. Bees have been working on white clover
the last lew days.
Will have a half crop or more.
Can't

—

—

just yet."
said raspberry-bloom in Michigan?
have it
The fact that Mr. Kirby's queens
right here in Ontario.
stopped laying after fruit-bloom points rather forcibly to the
necessity of stimulative feeding, even when there is honey in
the hives.
"Conditions just the same
J. L. Byer, of York County
as with you. Rain nearly every day for 5 weeks. -No honey
in clover, even when we have a little sunshine."
tell

We

Who

—

Not

rain

— but

We

Mr. Byer.
have not had enough
honey, just the same.

just the same,

very

little

Slipshod Bee-Keeping

1

good deal of the piping of a young queen, and was not a
On opening the hive
little anxious to know the experience.
we we ,"
I very clearly heard a sound similar to this: "we
Was I right 2 Was it the young queen?
in a high pitch.
was so sure, that I at once cut out all the rest of the queen-

— — —

1

cells.

The weather since has been very cold and it has rained
I opeiie.l the hive this morning and still
nearly every day.
Did I
Should I be alarmed?
no eggs or young brood?
make the colony queenless, do you suppose, in my ignorance,
or has the queen not been mated on account of bad weather,
or possibly lost ?
This same colony last year was not satisfactory. In the
first place in transferring it I killed the queen, and did not
took away the old combs.
discover it for 21 days, when
Then I sent away and got a pure Italian queen. All summer they sulked, and while the colony became good and
strong for winter and gathered a lot of stores for its own
But you never
use, it only stored about one pound for me.
saw such a job of propolizing. All the sections looked as
had been pasted full of old-fashioned spruce-gum.
if they
The sides of the hive and top of the frames were worse than
But the bees wintered well. I do not think
the sections.
I care for any more Italians.
hardest problem now is to be able to find a queen
quickly.
I
have asked you this question before, and did
just as you told me, but it seems almost impossible for me
Perhaps my eyes are not sharp enough.
to find a queen.
At any rate it bothers a good deal. At times when I want to
eolony brood and bees from a strong colony
give a
k
it is of course very necessary to be sure not to takp away
the queen. On account of not being able to find her readily
I am always afraid to do this.
I

My

— Who is to Blame ?

It was the writer's privilege to make a small purchase
the other day in a bright, attractive grocery store in one of
our Canadian towns.
Floors, counters and shelves were
clean and shining. The office fixtures at the back were of
the most approved style.
The goods, almost all in colored
packages, were arranged in a way that showed good taste

in display.

(Miss) Elsie A. Cutter.

was a blot. One object marred the
picture.
There was one dozen sections of honey, wellfilled, but terribly travel-stained and not scraped, in a basswood case whose soiled appearance bore testimony of years
of service. Who is to blame for this reproach on modern
But,

alsas,

there

whole

honey-production?

Is

it

the grocer

who

does not keep such

an unsightly object hidden under the counter, or the beekeeper who allows his goods to go on the market in such
slipshod fashion?
Do not let the reader think there is any personal reference in the above. Such honey can be seen in almost every
town in Ontario. More's the pity. How can we expect a
growing demand for such stuff?
Less wholesome goods,
put up in more attractive dress, are sure to win out against
Nature's purest sweet.

Our
ee -Keeping
Conducted by

Emma M. Wilson,

Piping of the

Marengo,

111.

Queen— Finding Queens

—

Dear Miss WiLsofr
I have not asked a question for a
I may ask you several.
On June 13, I had a large swarm issue from my only
Italian colony.
The swarm would fill a water-pail and they
:

long time.

clustered very conveniently low on a young cherry-tree on
the lawn.
After hiving the swarm on the old stand and
moving the parent colony I at once examined the condi- „
tion of the latter and found a lot of queen-cells. On 1 frame
were 5 fine cells, and as I had thought of giving a new
queen to a couple of weaker colonies, I decided to rep
*
the frame with the 5 cells till I could read up a little and
think it out by myself when I was not rushed.
All other
queen-cells I cut.
The next day I went to that hive with the intention of
cutting out all but 1 fine cell, and was a little surprised to
see I cell empty, and on opening the hive I imagined yes,
I was sure I heard the young queen piping.
I have read a
1

—

—

Grand Rapids, Mich., June

22.

right in thinking that the "we— we
we
sound in a high pitch" was the young queen piping,
although generally the note of a piping queen is represented
Had you
by "peep peep peep," or "zeep zeep zeep."
caught sight of her, you would have seen a peculiar motion
of her body as she made the sound.
The swarm issued June 13, and 9 days later (June 22),
you seemed disappointed not to find the young queen laying.
Don't you think you were a little exacting in expecting
a queen to lay so young? Usually the young queen in the
mother colony does not begin laying until she is about_ 10
days old, or about 17 days after the issuing of the prime
swarm. But in your case things were hurried up, for the
queen was piping the next day after swarming. Very likely
that was because the bad weather had hindered the issuing
of the swarm.
In any case she was probably not more than
8 days old the 22d, and the bad weather might make it several
days after that before she would lay.
Don't condemn all Italians because that one colony was
Italians are not
so active in the "spruce-gum" business.
especially bad at propolizing.
When you want to take away a frame of brood and
Just
bees, it is not absolutely necessary to find the queen.
select the frame or frames of brood you want, shake or
brush off all the bees, put the brood in an empty hive-body,
and put this over the colony, with an excluder between the
stories.
Two or three hours later the brood will be covered with bees, when it can be taken away without fear of
taking the queen.
One advantage of this way is, you will
have nothing but younger bees, with less danger of fighting

Yes, you were

—

—

when put

all

—

—

—

in a strange colony.

frames you can make a
Take as many frames as you want
wholesale job of it.
and put them into an empty hive-body. Now set this over
an excluder on a strong colon;, that has been drawn from.
By the way. this is an excellent plan to form a new colony.
Jiist take this upper story, after it has had time to be well
stocked with bees, set it on a new stand, give a queen-cell,
or a queen, in a provisioned cage, and there you are. The
bees act much as queenless bee-, and very few of them will
return to the old colony.
It

you want to use several

Snakes and Bees—" Hybrid

—

I find no report of snakes troubling
mine were annoyed, for they killed a half

Dear Miss Wilson
bees, but at least

" or " Cross "

:
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dozen or so. Some of them were very dark on the upper
side, and salmon-pink or copper-colored on the under side.
^ hat kind of snake was it, and does it do any damage?
There seems to be more or less discussion over the
use or misuse of the term "hybrid," and being a "tenderfoot"
(.1905

was

my

first

season).

I

would

ence between a "cross" and a "hybrid."

ask the differdictionary doesn't

like to

My

give any.
Osceola, Wis., June

12.
Bee-Farm.
Snakes are not supposed to do any damage to bees.
We have found them curled up in our hives a number of
times, but they didn't seem to be doing any harm.
I don't
know what kind of snakes yours were.
A mixture of Italian and black blood makes a "hybrid"
or "cross." The two words mean the same thing, although
it seems a pity that the word hybrid ever came into
use with
that meaning.
(

m

1

^

Bees Rolling in the Honey

am

getting some honey.
Bees are in fine condition,
rolling in the honey for me.
Littleton, N. H., July 5.
(Mrs.) F. M. Glessner.
I

and are

They

"Misery loves company," and we are getting
we are glad to forego even
such pleasant company as you. Mrs. Glessner. and heartily
congratulate you on your good harvest.
say,

no honey; but

in the present case

our present irrigated areas, with adjoining desert tracts, are pretty
fully stocked with bees.
Other parts of the Territory are as yet less
thoroughly occupied.
The quantity and character of the nectar produced by representative honey-plants are of interest in connection with the amount and
quality of honey producible within a given territory. The following
results were obtained by selecting typical plants or areas, estimating
the number of blossoms, and determining the sugars in samples of
average flowers

Mesquite

(Proso

pis velutlna)

Catclaw

Acacia constricta
Alfalfa

bloom

In fall

ft.

high,

ft.

broad

6 ft.

high.

IS
30

(Acacia

greggii

Total
No. of
blooms

Dimensions

Variety of Plant

10 ft. broad
9 ft. high,
12 ft. broad
1

square rod

1

1

I

1
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Floats

it.

sink after a few
the upper surface

cold days suffer.

German

Page

me.

It's

and

Full-Depth-Cell

Comb Foundation

not quite definite enough to
one thing to make a little foundation with
just to show what can be done and quite
is

full-depth
another thing to produce it commercially cheap enough for
use.
Whether or not Otto Schultz has such wonderful
foundation for sale (page 502) don't enable me to "sabe."
cells

Keeping Choice Bees from Getting Mixed by
Banishing Drone-Comb (?)
I've

howled several times, and

'spects

I

must howl many

times more, against the doctrine Dr. Miller doses New York
with on page 489.
This child wants to keep some choice
bees from getting mixed, and is deluded with the vain hope
that banishing drone-comb from undesirable colonies w.ll
suffice.
Awfully insufficient.
Practically, you can't keep a
rousing colony of bees from rearing some dronesif they want
'era. And the few they do succeed in getting will do more mischief
meet more queens than leu times the number of ordinarily-reared drones would do, on account of being pampered
and treated at home much as the queen is treated. This is the
straight truth (as it seems to me) on a rather important
subject.
I
think that apiarian children usually accomplish
just the opposite of what they intend in their efforts to suppress certain drones did exactly that myself when I was a

—

—

—

child.

Returning Swarms-Orange Honey
C. W. Dayton's article on page 503 has more cuds than
one for us to ruminate. His style of returning a swarm i?
particularly worthy of thought.
(1) Take away their queen.
(2) Keep them prisoners awhile. (Wish he had named the
approximate number of hours.)
(3) Let them fly home

gradually.

Extracting time sometimes is robbing time" as
well.
To keep robbers from pouncing upon dauby emptied
combs he has them strongly perfumed with carbolic acid.
(Vapor only, I understand.)
Fumes gradually disappear
and do no harm to the colony to which the combs ar given
But it keeps them from making fools of themselves, and
ceasing to guard entrances, under the impression that a
boundless supply of plunder has dropped down.
rather
happy case of killing two flocks of birds with one stone.
That orange honey from Riverside should be water-white,
and orange honey from Chatsworth, not very far away,
should be dark well, we'll eat a grain of salt on the
strength of that.
Both gathered from something else than
orange, I don't know.

A

—

St*

on vent ion
t!

Proceedings

NATIONAL AT CHICAGO
Report of the 36th Annual Convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held In
Chicago, 111., Dec. 19, 20 and 21, 1905
'Continued from page

622.)

Dr. Eaton, of Chicago, then addressed the convention as
follows, on,

DIETETIC AND HYGIENIC RELATIONS OF HONEY
The paper

have prepared is perhaps of more value
or interest, or was prepared more for the general public than
for bee-keepers, because I suppose all of you are wise enough
that

I

to use plenty of your own product; in that respect being
different from the dairy farmers of Holland, who sell their
fine, high-priced butter, and import oleomargarine for their

own

501.

Cook on page 502

Prof.
satisfy

for water mostly pet water-logged
days' use..
Even while they float,
is so communicative of wet that bee

use.

I

hope

it

will

have some interest for bee-keepers.

Food-stuffs are divided into three great classes, protein,
fat and carbohydrates.
Honey belongs to the carbohydrates.
On a strictly scientific basis standards have been prepared
showing the amount of each of these food-stuffs a given
animal doing a given work should consume. Using Atwater's
standards, we find that if honey supplied all the fuel except
that derived from protein, a man could eat two and eighttenths pounds, or in round numbers, 3 pounds of honey per
This is using strictly the amount of food necessary to
day.
maintain man in perfect health as determined by scientific
experiment. As a matter of fact, it is probable that a smaller
amount of protein in connection with carbohydrates will
suffice for body maintenance.
A late investigation by H. Labbe, shows that a healthy
man may maintain nitrogen equilibrium on from I to 14
grams of nitrogen per day an amount much less than reLuigi Cornaro, a Venetian,
quired in Atwater's standards.
nobleman, lived to a ripe old age, subsisting during the last
50 years of his life on less than 12 ounces of solid food a
day, and a part of the time on but one egg and a bottle of
wine a day. Edison, the inventor, recommends food reduction, and claims to have subsisted for a time on 12 ounces

—

of food a day.
If less protein were employed in the diet, more honey
could be used. Of course, it might not be practical to replace
all fats and carbohydrates by sugars for an indefinite period,
as nature has provided means for the digestion of fats and
However, this is undoubtedly
starches as well as sugars.
true as regards the substitution of sugars for fats and
starches
That sugars are more quickly assimilated than
(1).
any other food, and the energy derived therefrom is more
immediately available. For this reason sugar in the form of
candy is employed in army dietaries, and especially in emergency rations. Queen Victoria's present of chocolate candy
to the British soldiers in the South African War was more
than a demonstration of her affection and gratitude it was
an illustration of applying the discoveries of science to pracHoney might be used much more freely than at
tical use.
;

present in soldiers' rations.
The digestion of sugars is performed at less ex(2).
penditure of energy than other foods; in fact, some sugars
are immediately and in natural form taken into the blood.
Glycogen, the emergency food of the body, manufactured and
Sucrose merely restored by the liver, is itself a sugar.
quires splitting into dextrose and levulose. Commercial glucose and honey is practically predigested. Milk-sugar is so
easily digested as to be nature's food for the young.
Sugars increase the flow of saliva and other di(3).
gestive ferments, or more properly speaking, "enzymes," and
thus stimulate appetite and aid the digestion of all food.
It was once thought that the rapid assimilation and muscular
activity shown on ieeding sugar was due to this stimulation,
but experiments substituting dulcin, saccharin and other
sweet substances devoid of food value for sugar, proved
The influence of sugar on the
that such was not the case.
digestion of other foods is, however, a strong argument for
the generous use of sugars in the dietary.
Sugar as pure sucrose or as honey is a most con(4).
centrated food. Sugar contains practically no water, mineral or other non-digestible impurities, and will keep in
perfect condition in any climate.
Sugar is even an economical food. The cheaper
(5).
varieties of candy, such as stick candy and those so freely
advertised at 15 cents a pound, and honey at almost any
market price, may displace many carbohydrates and fats at
an actual monetary saving. Butler fat, olive and other oils
are more expensive, and so are the fats in high-priced meats
and poultry. Many vegetables, especially out of season, although greatly inferior to sugar in food value, commanding
more than 15 cents a pound, however, can replace even the
cheaper varieties of starches at an economic saving.
It has been argued against the use of candies, honey
digestive disturbances; that
and other sugars that the;, ci

they are deficient in iron, lime ind other inorganic salts necessary to' nutrition, and that they injure the teeth. The first objection may be true in some insl tices with particular individuals, and undoubtedly not too concentrated solutions of sugar
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should be digested at a time; the same may be said of other
favorite food materials. The objection that sugar contains
no inorganic salts is not worthy of notice, unless sugar were
to be employed as a food to the exclusion of all other
foods.
This, of course, is impossible, because sugar cannot
supply the necessary protein. When sugar is used as an
auxiliary to other food, as it should be, the objection has no
weight, as iron and lime are only found in relatively small
amounts in the human body and most articles of food contain all the mineral ingredients the body demands, and more.
The prevailing idea that sugar is especially injurious to
teeth is probably erroneous, as the West Indian natives, as
well as the darkies in the sugar belt, where naturally much

value of them, they are perhaps something similar, although
I should think the honey would have the greater food-value.
Commercial glucose contains one ingredient the same as
honey, and that is dextrose; but dextrin is not a sugar proper,
and, therefore, does not have as great a food-value as honey.
I think I
am safe in saying that although I don't know
of any experiments that have been made that are directly
upon that subject. But my impression is that dextrin is not
as digestible or as valuable as a food as sugar proper; and
therefore I would say honey is of more feeding value than
glucose, even just considering the, solids; and usually glucose contains considerably more water.
Dr. Miller There are certain things in commercial glucose that make it commercial glucose instead of chemically
pure glucose.
Supposing we can get those things out of
commercial glucose that would make it chemically pure, and
put them into honey, how much do you think that would
improve the honey?
Dr. Eaton There is so much confusion in the use of
the terms "glucose" and "pure glucose," that I don't believe I can answer the question.
When I refer to glucose
I refer to the commercial product which is obtained by the
action of acids or other material such as inverts and ferments
upon starch and that product is only partially composed of
sugar composed of dextrose and dextrin if you would say
pure glucose in the meaning of pure dextrose,, it was once
a synonymous term with glucose, then I don't believe there
would be any great difference in the feeding value of pure
dextrose and honey, because there is no difference in the
composition or feeding value as far as I know between dextrose and levulose, which are the sugars which compose
honey; and so if you add just one of those sugars to honey
there would be no difference in the feeding value. But using
the term commercial glucose you have quite a different proposition, because there you have dextrin, which is a gum and
not a sugar, and not as digestible as dextrose; and in addition to that you have perhaps some sulphurous acid in glucose which would interfere with the problem of digestion of
the glucose very materially, in my judgment.
;

—

—

;

—

—

—

Mr. Whitney I notice the Professor speaks frequently
Do you mean sugar as we find it commercially

of sugar.
sold, or is

DR. E. N. EATON.

sugar

consumed, have exceptionally good and sound teeth.
sensitive to sweets, as most mature people know through sad experience. This, however, does not
argue that sugar caused the decay.
Sugar, like other organic material, will decompose with the formation of acids,
such as butyric and lactic, and it is undoubtedly proper, wise
and Godly to use a tooth-brush and antiseptic mouth-wash
occasionally, whether sugar, honey, candy or other foods are
eaten.
Sugar, however, is so completley soluble that it would
seem that there would be less danger of decomposition in the
is

Exposed nerves are

mouth with

it than with other less soluble foods.
In conclusion, notwithstanding the fact that the consumption of sugar has greatly increased in the most progressive
countries, reaching almost ioo pounds per capita per year,
and in the form of glucose, honey and other sugars, much
more than that amount, I see no reason from the standpoint
of the physiologist, chemist, or dietist, why sugar in the
form of pure candy, honey or other wholesome sweets might
not be used much more extensively than it is now, to the
satisfaction, and not to the physical detriment, of the people.
E. N. Eaton.
Dr. Miller Most of us came here to learn how to get

—

more honey and we

listened to that sort of stuff all day long.
to tell you if you can get more of this stuff
before the people, so that they will know a little better than
they do the facts that Dr. Eaton has been giving us, you will
find a better outlet for your honey; and if you can get those
facts published in the papers generally, it will be worth
a
good deal to you. in your local papers and anvwhere else.
I would like to sit down and study that thing; I don't
know
enough to swallow it all down just as he reads it off there.
Mr. Root I would like to know what you consider the

But

I

want

—

comparative value of ordinary commercial glucose and honey
as a food?
Dr. Eaton I made no distinction in the paper between
ordinary commercial glucose and honey. As to the food-

—

it sugar such as we find it in honey, and in the
commercial world?
Dr. Eaton I use the term sugar as a generic term,
covering a large number of sugars; and if I should use sugar
in the sense perhaps that you are more accustomed to using
it, meaning cane or beet sugar, I would use the term sucrose,
chemically, to determine that sugar matter sugars that have
been obtained from the cane, and maple, and palm tree, and

—

—

to

some

extent,

great

many

other

other vegetables. But there are
as the generic term implies;
we have the levulose and dextrose; those two sugars are
found in honey.
have the dextrose, that is found
in
commercial glucose, and then we have milk-sugar
which is very similar to cane-sugar, and a large number
of other sugars which are not so well known; but, so far as
I know, there is no great difference in the feeding value of
these different sugars. Certainly there is no difference in the
fuel-value of the different sugars. That is, one sugar when
burned should create just about the same amount of energy
as another sugar when burned. That is practically what occurs in the human body. But there may be yet some difference in the digestibility of these diffrent sugars, and there
probably is, as milk-sugar has been found to agree better with
infants than other sugars.
Mr. McCain
great many intelligent people are opposed to their children eating a very large amount of sweets.
If I understood the doctor correctly, he advocates the consumption of a larger amount, and I think in his paper he
put pure candy and honey on a level, and spoke of them
together.
Now, Doctor, shall we, as bee-keepers, and educators, advocate the consumption of a large amount of sweets
against the prejudice of intelligent people?
also,

a

in

sugars,

We

—A

not see why you should not, from a
standpoint; nature craves it, and children want their
sweets, and I don't believe there is any harm in it, provided
you use the pure article. There are a great many of the
cheap, inferior candies on the market that I do not think
should be placed in the hands of children. But giving them
pure sucrose candy, honey-candy, or anything of that variety,
and allowing them to use it judiciously, I believe it would
be used to the benefit rather than the ill health of the chilDr.

scientific

Eaton— I do
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were fed on other foods

dren, providing they

candy rations.
Mr. Holtermann

—

to balance the

,

I should like to ask Dr. Eaton whether
the fact that the bee invert- a very large proportion of that
honey, and, therefore, in that respect it is quite different
glucose, wouldn't it have a very marked difference, not in
the chemical value of the product as a food, but in its availability and liability to be digested?
Dr. Eaton As far as dextrin is concerned, I should
think that would be true; but I don't see any reason as far as
the dextrose is concerned, why the dextrose obtained by the
inversion of sucrose would be greatly different from dextrose
obtained from hydrolosis of the stock.

—

—

There is one question here, and it seems to
are getting to the pivot of an important matter. Dr.
Eaton is a chemist greatly interested in the study of beekeeping.
bee-keepers have said, and we have been
taught by certain authorities, that honey is much more easily
assimilated than ordinary pure candies.
I
want to ask
whether Dr. Eaton thinks that is correct; whether we have
been incorrect or whether we are right on that.
Mr. Root

me we

We

—

Dr. Eaton I believe I said in my paper that honey was
a partially predigested sugar.
Sucrose is not.
Honey is
properly and originally obtained from sucrose in the form of
nectar by inverting the sucrose. Now that is exactly what
nature does in the human stomach before it can assimilate
the food; and, therefore, honey is a partially pre-digested
food, and in that respect is superior to sucrose.
Mr. Chantry I just wanted to ask the Doctor if glucose
could be bought for 4 cents a pound, that we find in stores
all over the country, how much could be got for honey for
family use? What would be the relative value of that sugar

—

and good table honey?
Dr. Eaton You would pay a

—

value standpoint; but

I

don't

New

?

its

It

is

way peaceably

to

its

(Continued next week.j

Dodor Millar:
Question-Bar

tures— Hive-Bottom-Catnip

My

1.

sections 'are

around the section

were
21

except almost

all

cells partly filled.

Is

over,

all

solid to the section's

filled

sections,

edges? This hive holds only

and no more could be added

till

these

were

Looking up the catalogs I find
2. What is a T super?
nothing except T tins in this line. What is their advantage
over the regular No. 1 super?
and sections does G. M.
3. What kind of hives, frames,
As I understand, his super holds 44 sections.
Doolittle use?
hives (June 16), frame
4. I have two colonies in 8-frame
full of
size, ii^xii^ inches, and these are about one-third
honey, and both work in supers. Does this show an unproqueen?

What kind of hive-bottoms do you like best, Danzenbaker or reversible?
Pennsylvania.
6. Is catnip a honey-plant?

Hive-Cover

Two

of my swarms united and clustered on the same
put them into one hive with empty combs. Shortly
after, I noticed that they were killing each other
and the
next day the hive was surrounded with dead bees which
were carried out of the hive by those left alive. What is
the cause of their killing each other? and how may I avoid it
I have had this experience two or three times
in future?
this season.
On one occasion, after hiving about half of the
bees remained clustered outside of the hive all night, and
thinking there was not sufficient room inside of the hive,
I put on a second story the next morning, and then shoveled the bees in the top. Soon after, the killing commenced,
and the live bees carried out dead bees all day.
2. What hive-cover do you consider best for general use?
I bought the Excelsior cover, but today, after a heavy rain,
I found a pool of water on the enamel cloth under the
•cover.
Does water usually work under the edges of this

and

all

empty

of

5.

"

1.

capped

row

removed.

lific

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller. Mareneo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

limb,

a

is

sections are filled? I removed these and put
empty ones in their place, which they are now well ahead
in.
Was this doing right, or should I have waited till all

way

this the

the usual thing to have most of the
unsealed. It is generally considered a very desirable thing to have all these cells sealed, but
usuallv to' accomplish this requires more crowding than is
Some, however, claim that it is better to have a
profitable.
row of emptv cells next to the wood, for then when a secBut
tion is cut out to put on the table it is not so dauby.
the more sealing the better for the market in general.
You were wise to give a fresh super without waiting for
and sealed, but there's
all the outside row to be filled
something radically wrong that allows only 21 sections on a
That sort of thing will certainly cut out a
hive at a time.
Unless your sections are of the closedlot of vour harvest.
top kind, you ought to have been able to put a second super

Answers.— 1.

Swarms— Best

hive.

Sections Are Pilled— T Supers-Doollttle's Fix-

row of

Hiving United

own

properly - constructed hive -cover should let the
water work under. There is better chance for a gable cover
to be made to shed rain, but it is sometimes inconvenient to
have a cover that is not entirely flat on top, especially if vou
sometimes want to pile another hive on top. As yet I have
found no cover more satisfactory than one made with two
layers of boards and covered with zinc or tin, the metal being
sure to be water-tight, and the two layers of board making
an air-space which is cooler for the bees in summer, and
warmer in winter. The objection is that such a cover costs
about 30 cents.

No

2.

How

is

York.

not usual for swarms to fight when
they unite, but it may "ccur when one is a prime swarm
and the other an after-swarm, one queen being a laying
queen and the other a virgin, and it is possible that it may
occur when both queens are of the same kind. Each queen
has its own faction, and they must settle their difference
If you keep your queens clipped, then no
with their lives.
laying queen can go with a swarm to make trouble. Without
clipping vou may manage after C. W. Dayton's fashion, as
When the swarms have united for a
given on page 613.
Take away the
short time, you will find the queens balled.
queens, get the bees into a box or hive, and keep them imprisoned there for 6 or 8 hours, and then open a crack so only
one or two bees can get out at a time, and each bee will find

Answers.— 1.

more from a foodthink you want to estimate the

the value of taste; so that I would not want to
estimate the comparative value of honey and glucose altogether on .a feeding-value basis alone.
On motion of Mr. Kimmey, seconded, by Mr. Abbott,
the convention adjourned.
that

use

little

comparative value of honey and glucose in that way, because
the value of honey is not altogether its food-value, any more
than the value of the higher-priced candies.
You pay 60
cents a pound for the best candies, which are no more nutritious than sugar you can buy for 5 cents a pound. There is
a value to honey that is different from its feeding value,

and

or is it through some oversight of mine that the
As the gable cover has more slope, and
water got there?
also an air-space, I have almost decided to order it with
my next lot of hives. What '1" you think of it for general
cover,

I

;

cells

It is

next the

wood

one, and this should have been done probably
super was about half filled. It's a very poor
colony that would be satisfied with only 21 sections at a
time.
In the heart of the harvest my colonies usually have
from 3 to 5 supers of 24 sections each.
T super is a plain box without top or bottom,
2.
!:J-inch deeper than the height of the sections it is to contain.
On the bottom, at each end, is a plain strip of tin
to support one end of the sections in the end rows, and at
the proper places staples are driven into the bottom and
then bent so as to support the T tins inside. On page 19
of "Fortv Years Among the Bees," is a picture of a T super.

under the

first

when

first

the

A
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which the editor may be kind enough
I'm sorry to say
a

T

super

see at the

it

doesn't

show

to reproduce here.
as plainly as it might what

is.
The 3 T tins are shown loose, and you will
bottom of the super the supports for them, which

and is in reality a mere variation of the Miller bottomwhich hardly entitles it to a change of name.
Although the reversible or Dazenbaker bottom-board is my
own invention, I now prefer a bottom-hoard that does not
need reversing, as shown in "Forty Years Among the Bees,"
page 39.
The bottom-board at the right is open, as used,
in winter, giving a 2-inch space under the frames.
In the
summer a false bottom is shoved under, as shown at the
left, but almost any old thing can be shoved under to fill,
up 1*4 or 1 J/2 inches of the space.
sible,

board,

6.

One

of the very best.

The T Super and 4X Section

T-TIN3

JM) BOTTOM OF T SUPER

The bent staples
are here squares of sheet-iron nailed on.
are later, and perhaps a little better.
I'm not sure what you mean by a regular No. I super.
but one advantage of a T super is that the contents can be
taken out en masse, and then the sections can be very easily
taken apart.
Another advantage is that there is no wood
either under or over the sections, making them come nearer
to the top-bars of the brood-frames, and making a pile of
supers more compact, because each super is only J^-inch
higher than a section.
It
seems a very strange inconsistency that allows T
tins to be listed in a catalog and not the T super, for without the T super one will have no use for a T tin. For some
reason no manufacturer pushes T supers, and yet there are
not a few who produce section-honey on a large scale who
will have no others.
As for myself, I have tried about all
the surplus arrangements for section honey that have been
put on the market, some of them on a pretty large scale,
and as yet have found nothing else to equal the T super.
I have seen it condemned, but when I learned how it was
used, without taking advantage of its best features, I don't
wonder at its being condemned. I have no personal interest
in the affair, it is no invention of mine, but it is my deliberate conviction that at present there is no better super in
existence than the T super.
3. The hives on which Mr. Doolittle uses supers of 44
sections each are the 10-frame Langstroth, holding, of course.

1. Just
why do you like the T-super better than anyother kind?
2. Just how long ought the T-super to be made inside?
3. If you had 100 supers taking the slotted section-holders,
and wanted to buy 100 others, what kind would you
buy? I hat is, do you like the T-supers enough better sothat you would make the change?
4. I believe the T-super is lengthened to fit the regular
hives by putting cleats on the ends.
Would it not be better to make them 20 inches long outside, and take up the
extra space by nailing boards inside, so as to make the
super warmer ?
5. If you were to begin bee-keeping over again, would
you adopt the 4% section?
Illinois.

Answers.

—

Among

a number of reasons, the all-suffithink I can get more satisfactory results
with less time and labor than with any other kind. There is
no reason why I should be prejudiced in favor of the T-super
beyond the fact of its real excellence. It is no invention of
mine that honor belongs to C. H. Dibhern, although it may
have been original also with some one else. I got the idea
in the first place from D. A. Jones of Canada, and I could
never learn from whom he got it. Possibly in some roundabout way from C. H. Dibbern.
Fver since adopting the
T-super I have been on the lookout for something better,,
and have given a pretty fair trial tr, about all the new
things that have claimed to be improvements, expecting to
make a change when I found something better. As yet
I
have found nothing better.
Others, however, have condemned the T-super in unmeasured terms and it is likely
that I should condemn it in the same terms if I should be
compelled to use it as wrongly as have some.
2. Mine are l~-Mj long inside.
I don't know whether any
other length would do better.
an easier question than some others.
If T
3. That's
had 100 hives taking a frame of a certain size, I would
hesitate about getting 100 that would take a frame of a
different size, if there were only a little difference in favor
of the new kind, because I would not want the inconvenience
of having the two sizes in the same apiary.
But no such
inconvenience attends the use of two different kinds of
supers at the same time, and the second hundred would most
assuredly be T-supers.
I
had hundreds of wide frames in
use, and had satisfactory results with them; but I threw
hem all away and replaced them with T-supers when I
It was a waste, but
found the latter were enough better.
have never regretted it.
doubt that the difference would count much.
I
4. I
have a few made that way, and don't like them any better.
They are, of course, a little heavier.
5. I think I should.

cient

one

is

1.

that

I

—

;

I

I

—

Honey as a Health-Food. This is a 16-page honeypamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on "Honey as
Food,'" written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to
"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
BOTTOM-BOARD AND FALSE BOTTOM

honey, the more honey they will buy.
Sample copy for a two-cent stamp; 5tt
Prices, prepaid
copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00;
or 1,000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

—

10 Langstroth frames.
wise.
4. Not necessarily.
5. What is called the

I

all

sections. 3'4 x 5^1i XI !Hs,

run cross-

Danzenbaker bottom-board

is

rever-
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and have little time to work with
I have had no schooling in this
it makes it harder to study and
Have you had any experience with

a beginner,

bees, also that

Reports

and

€xperi<

country, and
write.

weak colonics no top of strong ones'! Please
explain yourself a little. Don't hit the beginners too hard.
You might discourage
them, only they have good, strong hearts.
You can't discourage me. I am a bee-keeper
in

Bees Doing Well— Wet Weather

My

bees are doing well this year, but the
weather is very wet. I had a job with them
I now have 6 colonies.
for a green hand.
One of them was queenless all spring and I

gave them some eggs from another colony
and they built 4 queen-cells. In 3 weeks they
were queenless again, so I gave them brood
from one colony and »gg6 from another, and
in a week 43 queen-cells were capped; but
they now have a queen.
Geo. E. Waschenberger.
Stillwater, Minn June 21.
,

Clover Bloom, But No Honey
Bees wintered here with some loss for some
bee-keepers, and now it has been very cold
for a week and the white clover is at its best.
If it does not turn warm there will be no crop
Last summer was the same.
this summer.
My bees did not get a pound of surplus honey
from white clover then, and the fields and
roadsides were just white then as they are

Swan Anderson.

now.
Chesterton, Ind., June

19.

An Unusual Season
Bees are commencing to swarm, and the
swarms are very large. There is no honey in
the brood-chambers and none in supers. Late
frost destroyed nearly all the basswood buds.
Clover and raspberry are yielding well to-day.
bees consumed more honey the past
spring than in any spring since my bee-keeping of 14 years.
June 10 a parent colony, after casting its
prime swarm, commenced to kill its drones
about one hour later. I have noticed 3 or 4
more cases as above, something I never saw

The

before.

Nights are very cold here, although the
A. C. F. Bartz.
days are quite hot.
Keystone, Wis., June 13.

my

heart,

and

The outlook

is

will be.
good so

far

here.

It

has

been too wet, but the bees are strong now and
work on white clover. I don't ask many
questions. The way I find my information I
look over the old copies of the American Bee
Journal and am able to find most of the information I want.
A. L. Oliver.
Konneby, Minn., June 19.

Hived Swarms that Were Gone
The American Bee Journal gives ine lots of
pleasure. I talked with some of my neighbors
who keep bees, trying to get them to subscribe, but some of them 6ay they are afraid
of gettiog sore eyes if they read so much.
Some of them wait until their bees swarm,
and hang on the fences and trees, and then
come running to me like a mad dog and want
hives.

A neighbor wanted 5 swarms of bees, and 1
He said,
told him they would be $2 50 each.
" All right, when you catch them I will give
you my check." 1 told my wife to watch out
a little once in a while and when the bees
swarmed I would catch them and give her the
money for a new dress. One day she called
that the bees were swarming. I sawed the
limb off and got the bees into the hive without much trouble. I had them nearly all in
when my wife said there was another swarm
on the next tree. I got another hive and
caught that swarm also, and hived it. By the
time I had that one hived my wife said there

another swarm on another tree. I
got them down, too, after which she told me
to go right over to Mr. Johnson and tell him
I had 3 swarms for him.
Mr. Johnson came
over and asked where the swarms were. I
told him they were in the hive6, of course.
He looked into 2 hives and found no bees, but
Now,
in the third there were bees all right.
I could swear that I caught 3 swarms, and
hived them, too. My wife says they must
have gotten away. Evidently they swarmed
out while I was gone to tell Mr. Johnson.
W. A. Lochman.
Mt. Washington, Mo., June 16.

was

still

Clover a Failure
Clover has turned brown and

is

a

White Mulberries for Bee-Feed

complete

here.
(Locality of Delaware Water
Gap.) Sixty colonies in good condition did
not store 100 sections of honey; in fact, many
did not even fill bait-combs.
Fruit-bloom left the bees in fine condition,
but winter had killed the clover on gravel
If the
soil, and on clay soil it did not yield.
bees pull through we may get honey from
buckwheat. We dare not feed sugar in this
The queslocality, as we would lose trade.
tion in the sale of honey here is, Do you feed
sugar!
A. C. Hunsberoer.
Portland, Pa., June 25.

"failure

Weak

Colonies Over the Strong
Last week Mr. Hasty called it the pig-a-back
style of keeping a weak colony warm over a
strong one. It seems that Mr. Hasty thinks
there is nothing in this plan, or do 1 understand that I am a pig-a-back-way bee-keeper?
You must understand, Mr, Hasty, that I am

With

the first hot days of this later June
the white mulberry is dropping its fat and
luscious fruit, bursting its juicy jacket as it
strikes any hard substance. The grateful
shade and sweet berries are an easy attraction
for the neighborhood birds, the robin, the
shrike and the oriole seeming to indicate a
special preference, with the sparrow a close
second.
With the intense heat of yesterday (June
29) and to-day it is only natural that nectar in
flowers should evaporate, leaving less sweets
in the calyxes for the bees to feast on and
store against the days of famine that are certain to come before the 6now makes its adEven now bees seem at a loss in what
vent.
field they may best glean for coveted stores.

They must
for the

feel in urgent need of
lost days of spring,

many

should teach the intelligent and sympathetic
bee-keeper the propriety of establishing some
reliable deposit of available sweets to meet
this oft-occurring emergency.
I have alluded to the subject of white mulberries in the pages of the American Bee
Journal in years past. Subsequent experience enthusiastically confirms me in my previous statements of facts that the white
mulberry is a great dependable honey-food
for bees.
I
make this broad statement because I believe nay, because I am assured of
it
not for gain, as I have no 6tock to sell.
I wish bee-keepers could see my bees literally swarm over the crushed ripe mulberries I
am feeding on the alighting-board— how clean
tbey devour every particle of the berry, rarely
leaving the small, hard seeds.
Five minutes' observation would be more
convincing than anything I can write, because
the " Doubting Thomas " in the nature of us
all does more to discourage and deter progress
in all directions than all the facts arrayed
can counteract.
I have only one fair-sized colony, and from
the one tree I could easily feed 6 colonies one
month, a big quart or more per day to each.
This gives some idea what two dozen of these
hardy trees would do for a respectable apiary.
I have no doubt 2, or even 3, quarts could be
advantageously fed to each colony, if done
systematically; but I am home only evenings
and mornings, hence I can not feed them during the day. I am prodding my feeble inventive faculties for a method of feeding them
within the hive, and I have an inkling of how
If it proves a success, I'll let
it can be done.
Peiro.
you know.
Chicago.

—

Early Honey Crop Small
At this writing it looks as though the
honey crop will be small, although in isolated
It is as yet too
localities bees are doing well.
early to say what the result will be. The

great amount of rain we have had, and are
having, may produce a continuous honey-flow
until buckwheat comes, and it is not too late
One of my outto have a big honey crop.
yards is doing well.
F. Greiner.
Naples, N. Y., June 29.

Cool

Large and complete stock.
and Caucasian Queens. Prompt service. Catalog free.
Get our prices before you order elsewhere.

Best of everything the bee-keeper needs.

Fine

Italian

SCOTT
& CO.
Wash.
INDIANAPOLIS.

1004. East

Street.

as to the proper
depth of frames, etc., to make
things interesting at our usual weekly gatherThe bees on the average did not come
ings.
out of winter quarters very strong, but I don't
believe this fact will cut a great deal of figure,
as they have all built up at this date, and
until within the last few days a colony of any
size could do little more than make a living,
owing to the cool weather and lack of nectar.
La Porte, Ind., June 27.
C. H. Wair.

Queen-Button for Bee-Folks
This is a very pretty thing
for a bee-keeper or honeyseller to wear on his coatlapel.
It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

The picture shown herereproduction of a motto queen-button
that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by
mail, 6 cent6 two for 10c ; or six for 25c. The
American Bee Journal one year and 4 buttons
for $1. 10. Address all orders to
is a

;

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn Street,

IND.

Nectar

size of hives,

—

Lewis Goods at
Factory Prices

Little

enough difference of opinion

making up
when it was

too cold or rainy for vigorous quest.
These conditions all too common the last
few years in this small portion of our land

BEE-SUPPLIES
C. M.

Weather and

There are quite a number keeping bees in
this vicinity, most of them doing so in order
to ride a hobby which is both interesting and
inexpensive. As a rule, they have strains of
blood from the best breeders in this country,
and use the most modern and up-to-date hives
There is just
and other "bee-furniture."

with

29Atf

—

—

-

CO.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

:
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We

*

Manuiaciure

No-Dnp. Basswood

^ m«

15 Snmiiiit Reached

SliiDplnQ-Gasei^

on the market to day. Covers and bottoms are of One Piece. Everything
Polished on both sides, and a better case caDnot be had at any price.

We can
section.

As

furnish them in single or car-load lots to fit any
Large quantities of all the standard sizes on hand.

a special offer,

with Nails,

we

Can furnish corrugated paper

We

if

at $4 00.
desired.

in the

Our Catalog

apiary.

is free.

ffi§
)Bf§

gSJ
J£|;

Prompt Shipment and Satisfaction Guaranteed

]p

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.

1
H

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Nicollet Island, No. 33,

Mention

Bee

Journal

when

•5-

^S
"«

$§5

can furnish you with anything you need

4

4

Kg
j^gf

style of

you 25 cases to hold 24 sections, complete
Write for prices on larger quantities.

will sell

Paper and Glass,

number or

j
is

Prices of QueeDS, Italian and Caucasian:
Untested in June. SI each dozen, $9. Tested
June, $1.25 each dozen, $12. Selected
Queens of any grade, 25 cents extra.
Prices of Nuclei on application.
;

in

;

The Wood Bee-flive 6ompanu
LANSING, MICH.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

22Etf

Jj||

Moore's Strain of Italians
As Red-Clover Workers

writing.

L. C. Medkiff, Salem, N. J., says: "I bought
an antes' ed queen of you last year, and her bees

CONVENTION NOTICE.

Bee-Keepers

National in Texas.— The National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. 8, 9 and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers', rates available from other part6 of the country.
Flint, Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

If you want Sections that you can put a full
sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to
20Atf
A. COPPIN, Wenona, 111.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Yellow From Tip to Tip

My

Adel Queens and Bees are exceedingly
handsome.
Non-swarmers and practically
non-stingers. Hustlers for honey
in fact,

have filled 3 r.omb-honey supers, and did not
swarm, while 13 out of the 15 other colonies did
not get more than half that amount.
" I have queens from 6 different breeder?, and
Your
I class yours 100 percent above them all.
bees worked very strong on the first crop of red
clover. I know they were yours, because I
floured them with a dredge-box and watched
the hive. They also worked strong on the
second crop of red clover and lima-bean blossoms."
Untested Queens, 75c each; six, $4; dozen,
Select Untested, SI each; six, $5;
dozen, $9. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Descriptive circular free.
$17.50.

;

«

are regular Red Clover Bees.
Catalog ready.

continuous advertising
that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

It is

Each queen,

HENRY ALLEY
WENHAM,

30A6t

Mention

Bee Journal

when

$1.

MASS.
writing.

I

am now filling orders By Return Mail.

and

shall probably be able to
close of the season.

J. P.

MOORE,

r.f.d.

i

do so until the

Morgan, Ky.

Mention Bee Journal when writing.

26Etf

BY RETURN MAIL

I

HOST

W

EH, f.%. •8181

M'J

Fine Italian Queens
Bred to the highest standard of honey-gathering and hardiness. No
disease.
Quality, promptness, safe arrival and absolute satisfaction
guaranteed.
1 Queen
2 Queens 4 Oueens 6 Queens
Untested
$1.45
§2.85
§4.25
£ .75
Tested (or Warranted Tested) 1.00
1.90
3.75
5.50
Select Tested (for breeding purposes) $2.00 each no discount.
It is not mine to command your favors—I'll do more, I'll merit
them. May I ask a trial order?

—

CHAS. M.
Mention

Bee Journal

when

DARROW— R.F.D. No.

i— Box 19— Milo, Mo.

writing.

28Etf

DO YOU KNOW
THAT THE SALE OF

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
Has increased

so

much

that we were forced to double our melting capacity
order to fill orders promptly?

in

There

is

a Reason

1'or

This— It

is

because Dittmer's Foundation

is

tough, clear, and

transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.

Agents for Dittmer's Foundation

W. D. Soper,
Bee .v Honey

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville, Tex.

Co.,

Our warehouse

is

well stocked with all

E. H. Taylor,
Welwyn Station, Herts, Eng.
E. Grainger & Co.,
Toronto, Out., Canada.

I

I

kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Beeswax always wanted.

QU5 DITTMER,
Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Augusta, Wis.

-,

_ Never Go Out J?
'And last from 5 to 21 years oo
Otisvillb, Pa., Jan.

18, 1904.

Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything In
the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers yonr new style la
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks InFred Fodner.
duced me to get mine.

—

;
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Rose Lawn Queens

BEE -SUPPL IES 1
We

manufacture everything needed in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
We assure you the best goods at

greatest variety.

Carniolans

Italians

— Caucasians

We thank our

friends for the liberal patronage extended to us, and beg to announce that
we have largely increased the capacity of our
queen-rearing yards, and will be prepared to
fill orders promptly after July 1st.
Our prize offer on honey production is extended to Oct. 1st for those who wish to try our

" Pure Gold Queene."

LOWEST PRICES

We

call special attention to the superior
qualities of our Red Clover Italians and Yellow
Caucasians which are worthy the attention of

facilities enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

and our excellent freight

progressive beekeepers.

PRICES AFTEH JULY

1

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives

Italians and CarniolanB, Select, Untested.
75 cents; six, $4.00.
Caucasians, Select, Untested, $1.00; six, $5.00.

Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
every beekeeper to have our Catalog. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write

Banat Queens for those who wish them.
Special prices for larger orders and breeding
stock will be given on application. Write for
Catalog.

ROSE LAWN APIARIES,

Address,

to-day.

KRET6HMER MFG.

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son. Salina, Kan.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

i

LINCOLN, NEB.

22Atf

Sta. C.

Mention

Bee Journal
Italian

when

writing;.

and Caucasian

AND NUCLEI

BEES, QUEENS,

Choice home-bred and imported stock.
All Queens
reared in full colonies.
Prices of Italians in JULY

AND AFTER:

when

Bee Journal

>lt-iiti«>n

One Untested Queen
$ .65
" Tested Queen
90
" Select lested Queen 1 10
" Breeding Queen
1.65

writiiiK.

BEE-KEEPERS
Sections, Foundation, Honey-Cans and Extractors yet? If not, you should
not put it off any longer. Be prepared when tbe flow comes on. Let us assist you. We carry the largest
Btock of goods in the Middle West. The low freight-ratee from

Have you secured your Hives,

TOLEDO
Will save you money. We will buy your Honey and Beeswax, and pay highest market price. It will pay you
to correspond with us when your crop is ready to market. No shipment too large for us. Carloads a

QUEENS! QUEENS! QUEENS!
We have a yard at Toledo with uo colonies and over, which we use for queen-rearing only, besides
several out-yarda which we run for honey; also for extra bees. Brood and queens are mailed the same day
order is received.

OUR 70-PAGB CATA.LOG

asking for it. No
Poultry Supplies, and sell Eggs for hatching.
until you have seen it.

SENT FREE

IS

To anyone

Our 1906 mating

list is

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

25A6t

We

also handle a large line of
sent with every catalog. Don't buy

matter whether you keep one colony or

.",00.

St.. Toledo, Ohio
Bee Journal when writing.

1-comb nucleus (noqueen) .80
"
•'
"
2
1.40
"
"
"
3
2.00
1 Dn. Caucasian Queen, 1.25
"
1 Tested
"
1.75
Safe arrival guaranteed.
For prices on larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens, send for free catalog.
J. L.
16Atf
204 B. Logan St., Clarinda, Iowa.
Mention Bee Journal when writing,

STRONG

and Caucasian Queens

Italian

A special discount is offered on all Queens
and Bees ordered to be delivered before the
Pure stock, pure
cl06e of the season of 1906.
mating, and excellence in
Address,
teed.

ROBERT
Mention

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

t

And Prompt Shipments

r
•

what we are making

— DOVETAILED
Is

ft

for our customers.

—

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES
We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.
flARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ CO., Harshfield, Wis.

u

N< Sections, per

each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

and Danz. comb-Honey Hives, and

W. BARNES.
GEORGE
138 N. Pleasant St., Norwalk, Ohio

17A26t

Mention

Bee

Journal

when

writing.

O.

I

boxes,

etc.

26A13t

Mention

Italian Queens.
M. S. DUBY, St.

Bee Journal

ILL.

when

R. F. D.
writing;.

None

better at any price.
Untested at 50c
at 75c; Tested at $1.00.
Discount

Warranted

GRANT ANDERSON,

i
jS

SABINAL, TEXAS.

20Alf

Bee Journal

Mention

when

writing.

jS

Root's Dovetail
all kinds oi

at factory prices.

McCAIN,

on quantity.

per 1CO0, $4.20; No. 2

1000, $3.70.

BEE-SUPPLIES

guaran-

Queens Now Ready to Mail

Choice
SECTIONS,

A fioe Honey-Gathering Strain of
OllPPne
\IUGGIIS Italians and Carniolans, at 75 cents

B.

YORKVILLE.
Bee Journal

2Atf

grade

Berry

Queens

Caucasians— Untested, 75c; Tested. $1.00.
Carniolans
Untested, 60c;
Italians and

—

Tested, 75c. A postal card will bring
cular and full price-list for 1906,

Anne, 111.
when writing.

my

cir-

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.
when writing.

26A13t

Mention

Bee Journal

Marsh Held Hives and Sections
Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to

PAGE

«fc

New

LYON MFG. CO.
London, Wis.

in stock none better. Dittmer's Foundation and all kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies
Thousands of Shipping-Cases, 21right.
sold
pound, 13c; Fancy White Basswood, 16 cents.

kept

;

Honey
free

list,

W.

D.

28Etf

and

Beeswax

wanted.

Send

and save 20 percent on your

for
order.

SOPER (Route 3) Jackson, filch.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
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^#^

######### #########^j
«

If

Goods are wanted Oulck, send

to

Pouder "

^

weeks for
10 Cents

10

The Farmers' Review
CHICAGO

BEE-SUPPUES
A

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

Fully illustrated and printed on good paper.
Sent on trial 10 weeks for 10 cents. Address,

Everything- used by Bee-Keepers.
.-.

Prompt
.'.

BEESWAX WANTED
WALTER

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

iooi Ellsworth Bldg.,

1

rOUDER,

S.

FARMERS' REVIEW

Service.

Catalog Free.

I pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade.
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

from

actual farmers relating practical experiences.

«N»
POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.".

No

weekly paper for practical farmers.

shirt-sleeve editing but correspondence

iH"S

^},
^Jjf

Jte

f
]

CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

29A7t

Chautauqua Lake, N. Y.,
and return, via Nickel Plate Road, July
27th, at $14.00 for the round-trip, from
Chicago. Return limit August 28th.
Chicago City Ticket Office, 107 Adams
Street.
La Salle St. Station, the onlydepot in Chicago on the Elevated Loop.

15— 29A2t

GOLDEN AND LEATHER-COLORED
ITALIANS

Mention

Bee Journal

Caucasian queens

when

writing;.

i

Queens By Return Mail

Queens of
this popular variety, bred from a Tested Queen
sent me by the Agricultural Department, all
mated in a mating yard away from all other
bees, so that all of my Queens will be almost
sure to be purely mated. Tne«e choice Queens

Queens from our fine strain of 3-band Italians
will not disappoint you; bees are gentle aud the
best of honey-gatherers. Queens are large and

lean furnish a limited number

of

only $1.00 each.
C. W. PRICE
29Atf
L.B.484, SPIRIT LAKE,

IOWA.

prolific, and every one guaranteed.
SOc, $6 per doz. Tested, $1 each.

J.
19Atf

W.

SHAW &

K.
LOREAUVILLE,

Untested,

—

CO.

Iberia Co.,

Price of Golden Queens. Before July 1st:
Untested, $1 each: 6 for $5; 12 for $9. Warranted
$1.25 each; 6 for $7; 12 for $13. Tested, $1.50
each. Select Tested, $2. After July 1st: Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4; one dozen, $7. "Warranted Tested, $1.25 each; 6 for $7: one dozen,
$13. Tested, $1.£0; Select Tested, 2; Breeders,
$5.
Caucasian Queens will be ready to mail
July 1st; Untested, $1 each; 6 for $5. Warranted
Tested, $1.40 each; 6 for $8.
We have three yards— two Italian and one
Caucasian and mean to meet the demand of
the trade. Prices of Nuclei on application.

LA.

29Atf

D.

J.

BLOCHER,

Pearl City,

WE WILL BUY
New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

in any quantity.
If you have a crop to
write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.

dispose

of,

WE WILL SELL
to Bee-Keepers,

grades Honey.

whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

you.

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at

any time of the year.

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN

265 & 267 Greenwich Street

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

111.

;

July

26,
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Excellent

Goods

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest Prices

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

Bee- Supplies

M

RATES FROM
are the

25

YEARS!

bee keepers
-

ot

Supplies free on application. Address

For prices, refer to

C.

N. Y.

catalog, page 29.

H.W.WEBER"™

tnd Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Cincinnati, June 15.— The demand for ex
tracted honey has brightened up within the
past 30 days. However, there is so much of last
season's crop still unsold, which tends to hold
down the price. There is no material change
in prices since our last quotation. We quote
amber in barrels at 5(S6^c. No new white clover extracted hone; nn the market as yet. New
crop of comb honey finds ready saleatl4@15^c.
Choice yellow beeswax, 30c, delivered here.

£)oney cmb

* 33eestpax-f

The Fred W. Muth

—

Chicago, July 9. Market is practically bare
of como noney, and while a little ells at about
15c for the best white grades, there is little volume to the tiade Extracted is in some demand
at 6@7c for tb; best prades but off flavors are
about unsaleable at 5@5Hc. Beeswax selling
R. A. Burnett & Co.
upon arrival at 30c.
>

Toledo, Feb.

19.

—The

market

for

comb

honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at auy time during- tbe past, season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; I4@15c
for No 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,
Extracted honey is in good demand at
13c.
Whiie clover in barrels
following prices:
brings 6^@7c: amber, 5#@5Hc; in cans every
grade from l@l^c higher. Beeswax is firm
and in good demand at 28 and 30c.
The above are our selling prices, not what we
Griggs Bros.
pay.
Indianapolis, July 6.— Fancy white clover
16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds
the supply; fancy white western comb brings
14(£ 15c; amber graces in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8H>(gj9c in
60-pound cans; am t-er, 6c. Good average bees-

comb brings

Co.

Denver, Feb. 5 —Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as
usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb boney at $3.35
to 13.75 per case of 24 sections: off grade and
liirht

amber

at

White extracted

J3 to $3.30.

alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 1li@8'Ac; light amber,
6%@~Mc. Beeswax. 24c for clean yellow.

The Colo. Honey-Producers'

Assn.

Kansas City, July 5.— The honey market
here Is almost bare aud there is very little new
stock coming to market. On account of the

poor wintering of the bees, very little honey
has been gathered. The market for the best
white honey in 24 section cases is $3.25@f3 40
per case: amber and other grades are 25®50c
per case less. There is no new extracted honey
on the market, but a little old is selling at
5H@6c, but scarcely any demand. We look for
Clbmons & Co.
C.
a good demand later.

C

Cincinnati, July 21.— We are having new
comb honey to arrive and It finds ready sale;
fancy white at ItHc; and No, I at 13J4c Extracted, white clover, in barrels, at 7^c; in
cans, 8Mac; amber, 5H<«'55<c. Beeswax, 30c.

C

H.W. Weber.

sells here for $33 per ICO pounds.
Walter S. Pouder.

Philadelphia, July 21.— Advices from different points are rather conflicting regarding the
crop of honey this season, ana consequently,
there is no market price established. Some
new arrivals of comb honey sell at 13®15c,
according to quality, and extracted honey at
6@7c. Beeswax fir m. 2Sc.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

Wm.

on commission.

A. Selser.

July 10.— We still have some demand for comb honey, mostly for white grades,
which sells at from I3'fll4c, according to quality.
A very limited demand for Jight amber,
with sufficient supply, and prices raling at
about 12c. Extracted in fairly good demand,
with sufficient supply to meet all requirements.
Qnhe some arrivals from the South, and common grades are selling at from £0@£Sc per gallon, and better grades at from <-0@65c per gallon. California strong and v hite is selling at

New York,

from 7©"5<c, and light amber at from 6@6!^c.
No near. by boney in the markets as yet. Bees-

wax

my

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

JAflESTOWN,

wax

and CAUCASIANS.

LANS, ItKU

Office

The W.

free.

sse%ss
St queens
CLOVERS

ii

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List

Catalog mailed
Sena for same.

SAVE MOSEY BUYING FROM ME.

50c a year.) The largest and best il
lustrated magazine of its kind for th<
price published. Edited by two of thi

experienced
America.

SOUTH

now goes through Cincinnati.
Prompt Service is what I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
You will

as 'mostiall freight

We have published THE AMERICAf*
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly

most

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY
for the

OF ALL KINDS

ESTABLISHED

CINCINNATI

FREIGHT-

steady at 30c per pound.

HlLDRETH & SkGELKEN

BEESWAX
HONEY AND
buying
When

or selling, consult

consigning,

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago,

III.

WANTED
hear from parties with their lowest cash
price, del vered here, for fancy comb honey in
no drip shipping cases; also extracted honey.
We are cash buyers, and remit on receipt of
roods.

To

W. MUTH CO.
THE FRED St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

27Atf

51

Walnut

Queens by Return

flail

Untested at 50c
better at any price.
Warranted at 75c; Tested at $1.00.

None

J. L.

30A3t

FAJEN, Alma, Mo.

Red Clover Queens

P. MOORP STRAIN
drones S;lect Untested, $1.00;
WALTER M. PARRISH,

J.

Mated

to choice

six,«.00.

Lawrence, Kan.

30A5t

Wa

Sell root's Goods

in

Michigan

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc, as we can save you time and
freleht. Beeswax Wantsd for Cash.

M. H. HUNT 4 SON.
Bell Branch Wayne Co.. Mich
Mention Bee Journal when wr-itingr.

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
To

sell lot of 300 empty 60 lb. capacity HoneyCans. All in one lot, or less quantities. Cans
are in first-class condition.
are also in the market for Fancy

We

Comb

and Extracted Honey. Correspondence

solicited

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.
Aaer\ClES:
DETROIT. MICH.
35 So. Delaware Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
U0 E. JefferBon Street, Louisville, Ky.
643 Broadway S.E., Cleveland, Ohio.

21A13t

The Monette Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
It is used by many beewings.
Full printed directions
keepers.
6ent with each one. We mail it for
as
25 cents; or will send it
a premium for sending us One
Journal
the
Bee
to
subscriber
New
Ifor a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

FREE

OEORQE W. YORK & CO.,

Please mention the Bee Journal

-

65c

for

12 Names fftSESrW?^

ptamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 4"C a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
old, 1,300 pases a year. Sample free.
yearB
'
FAKMBK'8 CALL,, yutncy.UI.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

CHICAGO, IU-

"Xlie continuous advertiser
the bulk of the business,
because others are not advertising, and he is."
{£<-!«.

Prompt Shipment

the

is

Watchword

MILLIONS LEWIS SECTIONS
Thousands of LEWIS

SHIPPING-

CASES

Now

in the warehouses of our Agents ready to
be shipped you at a moment's notice. Twenty

Wherever you are

different distributing points.

j:^'

you can't get away from Lewis Goods.
These Are Lewis' Agents:
2.

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph,
Mo.
Frank Rauchfuss, Mgr. Colorado Honey-Producer6' Association, Denver, Colo.
Cbas. H. Lilly, Pres. Chas. H.

14.

H. M. Arnd, Mgr. York Honey
<& Bee Supply Co., Chicago,

3.

Portland.

15.

Adam

16.

M. H. Silvernale, Mgr. Kenyon
Yard, Wisconsin Lumber Co.,

17.
18.

Paul Bachert, Lancaster, Calif.
Chas. N. Greene, of Cleaver &
Greene, Troy, Pa.
A. Lehman, Mgr. Arkansas Val-

1.

Lilly

Co., Seattle,

11.

•

12

R. C. Aikin, Loveland, Colo.
Anspach, Ken13. Norris
ton, Ohio.

111.

San Francisco.
Herts,

E. H. Taylor,

5.

Stevens, of C. B.
Chas. B.
Stevens
Co., Havana, Cuba.
A. G. Woodman, of A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
C. M. Scott, of C. M. Scott &

England.

&

7.

Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
8. A. I. Davis, Sec'y Southwestern
Bee Co., San Antonio, Tex.
9. Fred Foulger, of Fred Foulger
Sons, Ogden, Utah,
10. F. R. Davis, Ass't Mgr. Grand
Junction Fruit Growers' Association, Grand Junction, Colo.

G. B.
-of-

Clarke,

Le Mars,

Faribault, Wis.

19.

20. B.

&

Manufacturers

A.

Iowa.

Welwyn,

4.

6.

&

and

21.
22.

ley Honey Producers' Association, Rocky Ford, Colo.
C. Hanssen,
of
Louis

Hanssen's Sons, Davenport,
Iowa.
Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo
L. C. Dadant, of Dadant <fc Sons
Hamilton, 111.

LEWIS

CO.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Offices, Factories,

and Warehouses

WATERTOWN, WIS.,

U.S.A.

Established 30 Years.

Annual
vuupuD
Minium Oiitmit

Jmn ^

Mjlljon sections

Qn6 Hun(lr6d

Umm

fliV6S

46th Year
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GEORGE W.YORK 8 COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,
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IMPORTANT NOTICES.
THEJ SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of

this Journal is
United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

$1.00 a year, in the

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is paid.
For instance, "decos" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19U6.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.— We do not send a
receipt for

money

sent us to pay subscription, but

change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, per Agate Line, 10c
14 lines make one Inch.
Nothing- less than % inch accepted.

Time Discounts.

2,

1906

.
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2,
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DADMTS
FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS
EVERY INCH

jj

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

*|g

equal to sample
We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Loss.

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE-SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

at all
times .

.

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

in Capons
Caponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free Instructions

Big Profits

[CAPON

TOOLS
.

'
postpaid $2.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
French Killing KnifeaOC
|

Italian

Untested

strains.

Queens, 75c; Select Untested, $1.00; Te6ted,
SI. 50; Select

Tested, $2.50.

H.

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Rietsche Press
Made

of artificial atone. Practically Indeand giving entirely satisfactory refoundation made easily and
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, (1.50 cash
with order. Address,
structible,

hed Clover and 5-banded

Capon Book Free.

F. Filling & Son,

Queens

Comb

sults.

—

ADRIAN GETAZ,

M.PARKER, JR.
JAMES ISLAND,

30Atf

S. C.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.
WJ.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that

4SAtf

" he prefers

BEE=SUPPLIE5
Best of everything the bee-keeper needs.

Large and complete

and Caucasian Queens. Prompt service.
Get our prices before you order elsewhere.

Italian

C. M.

Catalog

stock.

Street.

Come

or send and

New Lewis Goods

Save

2.1

If

50 Percent on slightly damaged goods.
Return Freight.

to

Any bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
Supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
selected out after the fire.
25 to 50 percent reduction.
for list ol Slightly
<iioo<ls to select
at
jgp

Damaged

Send
Reduced Prices.

H. M.
Long

ARND,

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount, to the Trade.

FMEH

by return mail.

Golden Italian or Red Clover Queens
tested Queens, $1 Tested, $1.25 Select Tested, $2.25.
Nuclei, for sale.
;

from

:

g»

— A. G.

FENCE

IND.

at Factory Prices, by

it.*'

Made of High Carbon colled wire. Wehave no agents. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.
We pay all freight. Catalog shows 37
stv It-sand heights of. farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buy direct. Write today
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Vox 89
WINCHESTER, INDIANA,

Fine

Fire Sale of Bee and Poultry Supplies

pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press,

to

rather than do without

free.

SCOTT
& CO.
East Wash.
INDIANAPOLIS.

10C4-

29Atf

Lewis Goods at
Factory Prices

Untested, 75c; Select UnFull Colonies in up-to-date hives, and

Send 25o for 3-months subscription to the weekly

Honey and Bee-Supply Co. inoi mo
191 and 193 Superior St. CHICAGO. ILL.

Proprietor, York

AMERICAN FANCIER

Distance Telephone, North 155'i.
(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)

and get beautiful color-picture SxlOofthe noted Buffplyruouth Rock that coat $750

AMERICAN FANCIER.
New York.

.113HavemeyerBldg„

Please Mention the American Bee Journal l!B!i5!S?

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.
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There

is

but One Direct Route to

Profit in

Bee-Keeping

GLEANINGS
The

beautiful, 32-page booklet

IN

which we have just issued,

this interesting journey, the directors of the

makes easy the conditions

also

BEE CULTURE

road,

tells all

It

for a trial trip.

SPSTThis Book

is

Free

Send a postal for a copy of the booklet whether you now take

INGS

about

and the conductors.

GLEAN-

or not.

Gleanings in Bee Culture.

Medina,

Otiio

HONEY-JARS
HALF-POUND TUMBLERS

HONE

There seems to be an increasing demand
for a cheap tumbler to put up a halfpound of honey to retail at 10 cents. We
have secured a stock of such tumblers at
a price which enables us to offer them at
$4 per barrel of 24 dozen. This is less
than H.jC apiece. For less than barrel
lots we cannot repack them for less than
or we will put them up 4
25c a dozen
dozen to the case with partitions ready to
;

reship

when

filled,

at $1

a case; 10 case

lots at 95c.

TIP-TOP HONEY-JARS
This is a new-style jar sealed with rubber ring under rim of a glass
top held securely with spring-top fastener, This fastener is applied to
a great variety of bottles and jars used for different purposes. We

have selected two styles among them all as being most suitable for
honey. The one and two pound 6quare jars may be had with spring
top fastening instead of cork at 75c per gross extra. We can furnish
in

two

sizes.

%-pound, 45c per dozen;

gross, $4.50.

1-pound, 50c per dozen;

grossj $5.

MASON FRUIT- JARS
These are very largely used for canning fruit, and are often used
As we buy them by the car-load, we can make the
for honey as well.

following prices at Medina, all put up complete with porcelain-lined
caps and rubbers, in cases of one dozen
:

Size.

Pint

Quart
^-gallon

Triumph Wrench

Waxed

Doz.

6 doz.

$ .52
55
75

for Ma60n Caps, 15c each; by mail, 20c.
Rings, better than rubbers, 5c dozen; postage, 3c.

I'

:

;

*
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"
Langstroth frame 9x17 inches, inside measurement, contains
There are 52 cells to the inch of comb. In 14 frames
153 inches.
there would be 111, 3S4 cells." And then because you think it's too
big a stunt for a queen to fill 111,384 cells in 21 days, you want Mr.
Ferris to " cnme down a cat or two" with his queens that occupy 14

Mq
and Communis
ditorial

^

&

Bees are often charged with sirjs that they are not
and it seems to take a long time for their friends
to prove their innocence.
But frequently misjudgments
arise from ignorance; and so, as fast as information is
found through careful investigation, false judgments will
be withdrawn and true estimates substituted therefor.
It has long been believed by some people that the bee
is the great destroyer of grapes, peaches and plums by
puncturing them and starting them to rotting. Many a
time bees have been seen drinking the sap exuding from
such punctures. It has taken a long time to exonerate the
bee from this charge, but it is now found that most of the
injury is done by crickets and June-bugs. Prof. Garman,
of the Kentucky Experiment Station, says an exchangetook up this matter and set a watch to find which insects
were puncturing the grapes, peaches and plums. He found
two varieties of tree-crickets working vigorously at night
guilty of,

cutting holes in the fruits named. He expresses the belief
that these crickets are the chief culprits in puncturing thinskinned fruit. One variety of June-bug was also found
in the same business. Many of our horticulturists and beemen will be gratified to learn of this new evidence in behalf
of the bee.

M

There

Frames With Brood from One Queen

always trouble to prevent internal dissensions
in a large family, and the Editor of this Journal seems
called upon to interfere between two editors of departments
before any gore is shed. This time it is Dr. Miller, who
is

gets after the Afterthinker after the following fashion

:

had not thought to mix up in the controversy between Messrs.
Alley and Ferris; but when Mr. Hasty starts in to umpire the game
and shows rank partiality in championing Mr. Alley (page 598), 1 feel
that some one should umpire Mr. Hasty. So I come, perhaps at the
risk of a broken head, to the defense of Mr. Ferris in what he 6ays on
page 251. I don't mean to his defense in all he says on that page —
wouldn't like to do that— only as to the point of the combined HastyI

Alley attack.
Queens that " occupied from 9 to 14 frames with brood," page
251 that's what started all the trouble, and causes the man who
thinks afterward to gag at 5304 eggs in 24 hours. But, look here, Mr.
Hasty, doesn't a6 close an observer as If. M. Doolittle stand sponsor
for the statement that a queen has laid 5000 eggs in 24 hours ? Perhaps, however, he wouldn't stand for the extra 304 eggs, and possibly
not for the 500U kept up as long as 21 days.
But now, honor bright, did Mr. Ferris say 5304 eggs in 24 hours
He said he had queens that occupied from 9 to 14 frames with brood,
and then you take " some mathematics of the knock-down sort," on
page 445, and coolly say that calls for 5304 eggs a day. Let's look at
those " mathematics," page 445

—

—

%

'

Bees Don't Puncture Fruit

Those

frames with brood.
How about that 9x17 inches, inside measurement? A Langstroth
thick and bottom-bar \
frame is 9 ',,xl7'~' 8 outside. If top-bar is
nowadays they are not often made less than that, and sometimes
But the cells being
measurement
more— that leaves the inside
8J 4 xl7.
six-sided there is a loss of space all around next the wood, and besides
that there is nearly always a considerable space between the comb and
the bottom-bar. Let us say, however, that the comb is built clear
down to the bottom-bar, and that only '„ inch is lost at each margin
that will leave the available inside measurement 8x16%, or 134 square
iuches. At 52 cells to the square inch (I think bees naturally build
more than that to the inch, but with foundation it's likely right),
that makes 6968 cells in a frame, or 97.552 in 14 frames. To compass
that in 21 davs would call for only 4645 a day, or 659 less than the
estimated 5304.
Well, now, did
Still feel like gagging at 4645 a day. Mr. Hasty?
Mr. Ferris really claim anything like 4645? What did he mean by 14
frames occupied with brood? What do you mean by a frame of
brood? Place your hand on your heart and tell us whether you mean
that every cell in the frame is filled with brood? Does any bee-keeper
ever mean that? Did you ever see a frame of that kind? Do you
ever expect to? In this locality we call it a frame of brood when as
many as half the cells are tilled. But if we were talking about a
queen occupying 14 frames with brood, we would expect them to
That
of the cells occupied with brood.
average something like
would call for only 3484 a day, and that's about all you ought to
charge up against Mr. Ferri6, instead of 5304. Don't you think you
ought to "come down a cat or two " yourself, Mr. Hasty? If you do,
Not otherwise.
I'll be on speaking terms with you again.

%

C. C.

Miller.

Before any permanent settlement of the matters at isOne of them is the
sue, two questions must be answered.
question, " What is a frame of brood?" Evidently it can
what does it mean?
not mean that all the cells are filled
The term is one constantly in use, and it is really important that there be some definite understanding as to its
;

Who will tell us ?
other question is, " How many eggs a day will a
queen lay for 21 consecutive days?" Don't all answer at
once.
meaning.

The

Alsike Clover Diseases on Horses and Mules

A

bulletin from the Agricultural Experiment Station
of the University of Tennessee has been received, which
gives an account of a strange disease sometimes produced

—

on horses and mules — not on other stock by continuous
and exclusive feeding on alsike pasture. The serious failure of red clover, caused by "clover sickness " (a good stand
beginning to sicken and die in August and all being gone
in September), has turned attention to alsike, which is
largely taking the place of red clover.
But an exclusive diet of alsike sometimes produces a
disease whose

symptoms

are in part as follows:

On the skin are inflamed areas, appearing at first as more or les6
}> inch to 5 or 6 inches, or
more, in diameter. The hair over the affected areas stands erect, and
has a dull appearance, indicating loss of vitality. Later the skin becomes hard and puffed out, as the result of the formation of pus underneath. Finally, the deadened skin is cast off, leaving a deep, raw,

rounded vesicular swellings, varying from

:

—

—
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angry-looking ulcer, which eventually heals, with the formation of a
conspicuous scar, covered with more or less white hair. These changes
in the skin may occur on any part of the animal, but especially on the
limbs, body and croup. The eye symptoms consist of a marked conjunctivitis, with swelling of the eyelids, sensitiveness to light, and a
watery discharge from one or both eyes. The mucous membranes of
the mouth become inflamed (stomatitis), ulcers form, and the animal
slobbers and refuses to eat.
The treatment is comparatively simple. As 60on as the disease is
recognized the animal should be removed from the alsike clover pasture and the wounds subjected to ordinary antiseptic treatment, such
as frequent washing with 5 percent solutions of carbolic acid or creolin, and the application to the ulcers on the skin of drying powders,
consisting of boric and tannic acids in equals amounts.

As bee-keepers and farmers are encouraging the cultivation of alsike generally, and as it is possible that exclusive feeding on alsike pasture may sometimes be bad elsewhere than in Tennessee, it is important to be forewarned,
ready to act promptly in case evil effects should appear.

the first number of September, and continue thus
monthly until the Report is completed. The intervening
numbers of the Bee Journal that is, after the first number
of each month — will contain 16 pages each week. During
this season of the year the space occupied by advertisements is somewhat less, and the majority of our readers
are exceedingly busy with work in the apiary and also
other matters, so that possibly 16 pages per week after the
first week of each month during the rest of the year will
answer very nicely. By running 32 pages the first issue of
each month it will make an average of 20 pages per week.
This will be over 1000 pages for 1906. It will be a large volume of most excellent bee-literature. And all for only $1
less than a postage stamp per week
in

—

!

Chas. M. Darpow, of Milo, Mo., whose queen advertise-

ment appears

in this issue, says

:

used to deliver queens to the post-office in person, to get them
An addioff the same day, which, I trust, was appreciated by many.
tional carrier covering this route in the evening now permits me to
get queens off the same day the orders are received, with less expense.
I, therefore, marked untested down to 60 cents each, and will be able
to furnish them in any quantity. So far this season I have sent out
only 2 untested queens that proved to be mismated, which is less than
2 percent. Really, this i6 almost the same as tested queens, which
6ell for much higher prices.
Adv.
I

i

(Miscellaneous

flews - Items
PFOf. A. J. Cook, who has been spending a year in
special study and investigation in Germany, is again in
this country. He expects to be at the home of his son,
Senator Bert B. Cook, in Owosso, Mich., until about Aug.

when he goes to his home in Claremont, Calif. The
Professor reports having had a delightful ocean voyage,
and that he loves America more than ever, since seeing the
best that exists across the " Big Pond."
His wife and
daughter will remain a year or more longer in Germany,
so that the daughter may have the opportunity in music
that is so excellent there. Prof. Cook says he was never in
better health, and is ready to roll up his sleeves for good,
hard work again. His many friends will rejoice in his safe
journey home again after spending so many months abroad.
IS,

The Apiary of W. J. Reddish, shown herewith, is
taken from a snapshot picture. When sending it Mr. Reddish wrote as follows
My apiary is located at Dallas City, Pa in the great oil-field. In
the near background of the picture is seen a large tank and boilerhouse, and in the distance a couple of oil-derricks.
,

Bees wintered well, and the prospects are good now for a large
May 26th I extracted one can of dandelion honey. At

honey crop.

Michigan State Fair Apiarian Exhibit.—This Fair
will be held in Detroit, Aug. 30 to Sept. 7. The following
is the premium-list for bees, honey, etc., which is a very
generous one, indeed
1st
2d
3d
Italian bees and queen in single-comb observatory
:

hives

$ 8 00 $5 00 $3 00

Carniolan bees and queen

in

single-comb observa-

tory hives

8 00 5 00
in single-comb observatory hive6
8 00 5 00
Largest and best display of bees of various races in
observatory hives
10 00 6 00
Largest display of queens of various races in mailing cages
5 00 3 00
Best case of white cotnb honey
3 00 2 00
Best case of light amber comb honey
250 150
Best and largest display of comb honey
10 00 6 00
Best display of special designs
3 00 2 00
Best dozen jars of white extracted honey
2 50 150
Best dozen jars of light amber extracted honey
2 00 1 00
Best and largest display of extracted honey
8 00 5 00
Best display of extracted honey in granulated form 3 00 2 00
Best 10 pounds of yellow beeswax
2 00 1 00
Best and largest display of beeswax
5 00 3 00
Best display of special designs in beeswax
3 00 2 00
Best display of honey-producing plants, mounted.. 3 00 2 00
Best display of fruits preserved in honey
3 00 2 00
Most instructive display of apiarian products and
of the various uses made of honey and beeswax 15 00 10 00

3 00

Caucasian bees and queen

The exhibition

of all kinds of

3 00
4 00

2 00

100
100
4 00

100
100
50
3 00
1 00
50
2 00
1 00

100
1

00

5 00

Implements and bee-keepers' sup-

APIARY OP W.

present

we have

(June 18th) bees are working well on white clover. In July
plenty of basswood, and in the fall goldenrod, from which I

secured 15 supers last fall.
If I could get Yon Tonson and A. I. Gleanings to make another
trip to the North Pole and the Moon, I would get them to bring me
back a setting or two of eggs of those big bees. I think bees of that
stripe could be made to carry a bottle of natural gas with a burner attached, and could then gather honey at night as well as in daylight.

W.

which 6pace will be provided as far as possible at
10 cents per square foot for space used. Diploma given for best ex-

plies is invited, for
hibit.

All strains of bees to be plainly labeled
hives, appearance of hives to be considered.

and placed

in

For any further information desired, address,
terfield, Secretary, Detroit,

observatory

I.

H. But-

Mich.

3. REDDISH IN THE OIL REOION9
OF PENNSYLVANIA

Reddish.

to Dp. Miller's "Forty Years."— All who
"
edition of " Forty Years Among the Bees
should also have the Appendix which appears in the new
edition, issued recently. The complete new 344-page book,
bound in cloth, is sent postpaid for $1.00 the Appendix
alone for 10 cents. Or, the book and the American Bee
Journal a year both for $1.80; the Appendix and the
American Bee Journal a year in advance, $1.00. Send al
orders to the American Bee Journal office.

Appendix

have the

first

;

The National Convention Report occupies a number
of pages this week. During the remaining numbers of
August we will omit it, but give another large section of it

J.

—
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"The Rev. J. G. Digges, of bee-keeping fame, is the
most bloated pluralist among the clergy, controlling the
destinies of six companies, of which five are close'.y connected with bee-keeping and agriculture, and the other one
a railway."
He is a

f lleedomites'/v
REV.

J.

Q.

DIGGES

pleasure that we present to our readers
of our brother editor across the sea,
the Rev. J. G. Digges, of the Irish Bee Journal. There are
only a few of the bee- papers published in foreign lands that
we are able to read, and the Irish Bee Journal is one of
them. There are many published in French, Italian, Spanish, German, Russian, etc., that are " like Greek " to us;
but all of them, no doubt, are of interest to the bee-keepers
The Irish Bee
in the countries where they are published.
Journal, however, is one of the most interesting that comes
Its editor, Mr. Digges, is a versatile writer
to our desk.
and evidently an accomplished gentleman. We had the
pleasure of meeting his brother, who has been a leading
physician for over 30 years in St. Louis. He it was who
represented the Irish bee-keepers so well at our National
Convention during the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
The subject of this sketch, the Rev. J. G. Digges, was
born in Dublin, and was educated at the High School there
subsequently entering Trinity College (Dublin University)
in 1878, where he studied law and divinity, and graduated
as B. A. with honors (Respondent) in 1882, and as M. A. in
1885.
He was ordained Deacon in 1883 for the Curacy of
Mohilcum-Tarmonbarry. and Priest, 1885, for the Curacy of
He was appointed Private Chaplain
St. George's, Belfast.
at Lough Rynn— in his first parish, Sept. 1, 1885— where he
still remains.
In 1885 it was that he handled his first honey-bees, when,
one morning, he found on the veranda of his house a sack
containing a swarm that had been left there by the wife of
a neighboring cottager, as a " lucky gift for his reverence."
He contracted " bee fever" immediately, and violently, but
did not in the least know what to do with the " lucky gift."
He wrote off at once for literature, sent to Walton for a
modern hive, joined the Irish Bee-Keepers' Association,
and, in 1886, was the proud possessor of 3 colonies. In that
year one colony gave 120 pounds of section honey, and returned a net profit of about $20 section honey was then at
a fancy price in Ireland. Those 3 colonies, during several
years, fed, clothed and educated an orphan girl, paid for her
training as a nurse, and eventually assisted her passage to
the United States, where, almost as soon as she landed, she
married a respectable tradesman, and started nursing on
her own account. (Sisters, take notice I)
Up to the year 1901 there was no bee-paper published in
Ireland. Mr. Digges, as editor, then started the Irish Bee
Journal, as the organ of the Irish Bee-Keepers' Association
and, as proprietor and editor, has this year carried it into
Few who witnessed the birth of the paper
its 6th volume.
thought that it would long survive, but it has progressed
wonderfully, has enlarged its size, and has enjoyed a steady
increase of circulation not only in Ireland, but also in Great
Britain, the British colonies, the United States, and Canada.
In 1904 he published the " Irish Bee Guide," which,
originally intended to meet a want in its own country, has
found its way all over the world, and has called forth letters
of the warmest approval from the most distant places.
Mr, Digges is also the author of " The Cure of Inebriety," which was published in 1904, and was extensively
reviewed by the press. It starts from the thesis that the
drink habit is not an incurable vice, but a curable functional disease of the nervous system, and, on the principles
it recommends, many patients have since been successfully
treated in London, where the medical faculty has evinced
much interest in the remedy. Another work from his pen
has just been published, dealing with the Irish industrial
question, and he has written, besides, many articles upon
It is

this

with

much

week the picture

;

—

;

railway development, agricultural, and kindred subjects.
Outside his professional duties, the subject of this
sketch is a busy man. It was of him that the Daily Mail
(London) recently said in an article on " Some Curiosities
of Directorates :"

member of the Council of the Department of
Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland, a director of the Cavan and Leitrim Railway, President of the
Mohill Agricultural and Dairy Company (Ltd .), President
of the Irish Bee-Keepers' Federation (Ltd.), Trustee and
Honorary Secretary of two Agricultural Banks, an examiner and member of the committee of the Irish Bee-Keepers'
Association, a member of the Company Leitrim Committee
of Agriculture, Honorary Secretary of the Athenaeum
Club, Dublin, and holds office on the Boards and Committees of several other companies and societies in Ireland.
We should say that Mr. Digges is a busy man—" as busy as
bees," as is often remarked. How he also manages to edit
so good a bee-paper is a mystery.
The " Irish Bee Guide," mentioned before, is a book of
220 pages, aside from a number of advertising pages. _ It is
written in a most fascinating style, and is also copiously
illustrated, not only with pictures representing the appliances used in bee-keeping, but also scattered throughout its
pages appear fine portraits of some of the leading bee-keep-

The whole work is arranged in numbered
paragraphs, which makes it very easy for reference. Mr.
Wm. A. Pryal, of California, who received a copy of this
work, was so charmed with it that he wrote the following
review of it, which we are pleased to give a place here
ers of Ireland.

:

old classic hills of Ireland there was sent forth a year or
America
so ago a work on the bee that deserves greater perusal in
than I believe it has received. In thus recommending it, I do not wish
bee-keepers
to folour
for
manual
as
a
it understood that I indorse it
low, but simply to call the American bee-keepers' attention to it as a
work written by an intelligent and fair-minded apiarist— by a man
who evidently has no fads or fancies to promulgate.
Viewing the book as it lies unopened one is unprepared for the
6emi-flexible
feast of rich and instructive reading contained within its
green Irish linen covers, the front one of which is embellished with
the title, together with the ancient harp of Tarra a couple of shamrock leaves and other ornaments, are in a darker green than the cloth.
The title on the back is the worst feature of the work— it is too indis-

From the

;

tinct.

,

...

.

.

the book one at once notices the superior quality of
over-sized paper is used throughout, except for the
The press-work is better
portraits, these being 18 full-page cuts.
than I have seen in any of our popular American works on the same
Mr. Thos. Wm. Cowan's "The Honey-Bee" is about the
subject.
but
best book on the bee, from a printer's point of view, I ever saw,
" has not so
the same author's " British Bee-Keepers' Guide Book
the
stated,
So,
as
upon
it.
bestowed
much of the labor and expense
" Irish Bee Guide " is the handsomest work for general use by beekeepers published in the British l6les or elsewhere, as far as I know.

On opening

the

paper— and not

The volume is divided into three parts, the first, covering 41 pages,
deals with the bee, and disposes of the subjects by chapters. Chapter
Bee in Spring; III, The
I considers the occupants of the hive; II, The
Bee in Summer; IV, The Bee in Autumn and Winter; V, Anatomy ol
the Bee; VI, Different Races of Bees; VII, Bee-Products, etc.
Part II ha6 6 chapters, and discusses Hives and Frames; Appliances for Supering; Comb Foundation; Appliances for Feeding
Appliances for Subdividing and Handling Bees; Appliances for
Bees;

Honey and

Wax

Extraction.

The
Nineteen chapters and an Appendix complete the work
chapter on the diseases, etc., of bees is concisely written, and, if it
the
have
should
bee-keeper
American
were for no other reason, the
book just to read what the author says about these diseases. He dethe next,
gives the symptoms
fines each disease in one paragraph
and ends by giving the treatment required for its cure. Foul brood
some
10 pages
bee-disease,
other
any
is treated more elaborately than
being used to cover the subject.
The illustrations for the most part are half-tone blocks with a
the
sprinkling of zincographs, or pen-and-ink drawings. Many of
who,
half-tones are reproductions from photographs by the author,
His
camenst.
good
along with other accomplishments, seems to be a
photo of " Hives on Flags," facing past- so, is one of the most realistic
Digges of the
pictures of hives I ever saw. In this respect Editor
Root and W /-.
Irish Bee Journal, can enter the same class with E. R.
bee-papers.
Hutchinson, editors of two of our well-known
write or
This causes me to digress. Why do we always have to
Why not a honey or wax book or
speak of a ftee-book or a tee-paper
hear
never
We
paper?
apiarian
an
paper? Or, perhaps, better still,
any one say a row-book or coio-paper. It is a dairy-paper, unless the
work is especially on the diseases and general treatment of the animal, and then it is truly a cow-book.
the English
To show the masterly style in which the author uses volume
but
language, I should like to quote some passages from the
and plain.
lack of space forbids. Generally the language is concise
Mr. Maeterpoetic, and is only exceeded by that of
;

m

.

I

But

at times

it is
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linck the latter, however, not being English, but a native of Holland
or Belgium, I believe.
Another feature of the book is that among the portraits of beekeepers I notice those of several Roman Catholic clergymen. The
author, I should suppose, is a Protestant minister. It would seem
that the old animosities between Catholics, Presbyterians, Episcopalians and other sects are fast disappearing in that island that was
cursed by religious strife since Cromwell made an unhappy land of it
by his iron sway and unjust governmental innovations.
May the busy bee and the author of the "Irish Bee Guide"
cement the good feeling already begun, and bring peace and plenty to
the Gresn Isle of saints, warriors, statesmen, and, as some humorists
have said, " American policemen."
W. A. Petal.

Floats Used

;

The "Irish Bee Guide," by Rev.

J. G. Digges, M. A.,
Bee Journal, and expert member of the

editor of the Irish

When

Feeding Bees

think A. H. Snowberger's ideal float will eventually
get so water will come on top, and theu after a bit sink altogether. A great invention just dawns upon me that I think
will save the situation.
Get four thrown-away medicine
bottles— the pinched, flat, untruthful kind that say, " I hold
lots of salvation " (two lies neatly told). Cork them tightly,
and put one under each corner of the sinking float. No
need to clean the dirty things inside but don't let any of
the medicine remain daubed on the outside too vile an insult, and possibly harm, to useful and blameless creatures.
Should either bottle prove too buoyant, a little stone of suitable size can be laid over it. Page 509.
I

—

—

Examining Board

of the Irish Bee-Keepers' Association, is
sent postpaid for $1.00. Orders may be sent to the office of
the American Bee Journal, or to the author, at Lough Rynn,
Dromod, County Leitrim, Ireland.

A "Hybrid" Suggestion and Question
Second your motion
Let Ernest try hybrids, and see
hybrid chickens won't stand editorial manipulation. You
!

if

see I'm " in it," too. Took charge of three big goslings (asthe only way in sight to keep them out of unendurable mischief) and one is dead, and one I lamed on a tame-goose
chase. The demise is charged to my account and the
lameness I have not much chance to plead not guilty on.
As there are hybrids and hybrids, let him preferably take
Old Blue Hen crossed with original, eat-off-a-barrel Shanghai rooster. What would be the proper hybrid gosling for

—

fit /iastyJs

me
The " Old Reliable" as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Glasses.

Bees Destroying Cells With Live Queens
In his racket with Mr. Alley, about bees never destroying cells containing live queens, Allen Latham seems to
"make good "in the main. Perhaps we may concede to
Mr. Alley that the queen usually makes the first puncture,
and often stings as well— with some contras in the first
case, and many in the second. Natural to suppose that imprisoned bees would be much more given to naughty tricks
than free ones. I have noticed that sometimes bees will
spare an alien cell not sealed over yet, when they are death
to sealed ones.
(Think it absurd to work so hard digging a
hole when the top is still wide open.) If I should say bees
never destroy a good-sized larva in an open queen-cell, I
wonder if Allen Latham would "pitch into me." Page 504.

Honey Ripe Before and After Sealing

;

Early Pollen— Bees Value Sound Pollen
Thanks to Mr. Doolittle for his description of skunk-

cabbage bloom. Although it grows not far distant from
me, I have never seen its bloom (almost ashamed to say).
Through a wide region of country, I think tag-alder is the
first pollen-source.
Here it usually gets through before any
bees get out to gather, but not always. Hazel is also
very
early.

Wonder

is sure that soft-maple pollen
Claytonia's bloom at about the same
time, and yield lots of prettily tinged pollen— little,
insignificant creatures that they are— on the ground beneath
if

Doolittle

has a reddish tinge.

island,

Page 510.
Those Two Long Fellows

On

the title page of No. 25, I gladly ken the faces and
figures of my two " companions in tribulation," the two

long fellows. "Long may they wave." No; long
they be up " the staff," but never may they wave.

Two Slumbering

may

Secrets

'Nother secret now. Grand total of two in our possesHow does Davenport
sion, or tempting our possession.
prevent swarming? Why did the St. Croix fellows saw
themselves off ? Which secret would you give the most

Page

521.

—

Honey as a Health-Food. This is a 16-page honeypamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on "Honey as
Food,"' written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to
"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
The
It should be widely circulated by those selling honey.
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.
Sample copy for a two-cent stamp; SO*
Prices, prepaid
copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 2S0 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00;
or 1,000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

—

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
Or we will send it
thus preserved for future reference.
with the American Bee Journal a year both for $1.10.
Address the office of the American Bee Journal.

—

the

trees.

Guess Doolittle
sound pollen. And

right that bees never throw away
venture still further to the conclusion that for the keeper to take out combs of pollen
from
the hive, or to move it around in the hive, is usually
useless

meddling.

523.

Italians Swa?med and Blacks Worked
So G. W. McGuire's experience as a beginner was that
his new Italians wasted their energy in swarming, while
his old blacks kept their heads level and stored some honey.
I reckon Mr. G. was not the only Columbus to discover that

for ?

Others, also, as well as Mr. Dadant, have told us that
honey is sometimes sealed before it is ripe, and sometimes
ripe before it is sealed. Sound, I guess. But here's a
thorny club for the fellow who always says that when he
wants to extract green honey.
Good thing, among the
good things of the article, is calling our attention to this
fact.
A lightly screened tank in a hot room can oft be had
with no extra expense worth mentioning and more ripening surely won't hurt the honey any. By the way, I protest this use of the word " ripening " as a misuse.
Ripening takes place inside the hive. What takes place in an
open vessel outside is something else, and inferior. At least
three important elements of the natural process, practically
are not reproduced outside the hive. Page 504.

Page

?

Page

is
I

505.

will

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is
hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
a bee-keeper's

neatly bound in cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
both for $1.75. Address

American Bee Journal one year
all

orders to this

office.
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other eases
had queens that began laying and
the size of a hand, and then
3 patches of bi
On the whole,
conclude that it is safer for the
died.
apiarist to do a good deal of superseding himself and not
wait for the bees to do 11
The American Bee Journal at "lie time gave the unqualified advice to break up or unite all colonies that are found
Mis^ Wilson gave the same advice, but
queenless in spring.
I
had -Mine queenless colonies which I
qualified it later.
united with some having queens.
Two colonies which were
strong in bees I requeened with purchased queens I a tested
queen from this State, the other an untested from Texas.
These colonies have done some work in the supers.
In

How.

I

had two or

bntiibuted

Articled
Swarming, After-Swarms, QueenRearing, Etc.
BV EDWIN EEVINS.

MY

best colony worked for comb-honey had, on June 27,
completed 120 sections. On that day T put on a super filled
with 8 "go-backs," and 16 sections with starters of foundalids super is now (July 13) about ready to be removed,
tion
and has below it another super with 16 "go-backs" and 8
sections which were full of empty combs wdien put on. This
The colony has not
super is well on towards completion.
swarmed. Does Dr. Miller think this queen will do for a
breeder?
I
have some other colonies which have made
nearly as good a record as this one.
I run my bee-yard without making any effort to prevent
first swarms, except to give plenty of breeding-room before
I have had
the flow, and plenty of super-room afterwards.
I
work main
15 or 20 swarms from about 100 colonies.
ways to prevent after-swarms. One of the most successful
If set close
is to put the swarming colony on another stand.
beside the swarm now on the old stand, I have the choice
either to unite the bees of the old colony to the swarm
later, or, if young queens are wanted, nuclei can be made
by dividing the combs, giving each nucleus a comb with
I have reared quite a number
I or more queen-cells on it.
of young queens in this way this season. I have practiced in
a small way cutting all of the queen-cells but one out of the
combs of swarming colonics. None thus treated have sent
out second swarms.

A few hives from which swarms issued I did not, for
various reasons, care to remove to other stands.
On these
This was done
I put another hive filled with brood-combs.
One purpose was to get the combs
for a double purpose.
out of the way of the moths, and in addition to this I had
a vague idea that they would have a tendency to prevent
the issuance of after-swarms. No swarms have issued from
colonies so treated.
From this no large inference can be
drawn. No bee-zinc was used. The new queens will have
a large range, and I think there will be some big colonies
before winter, and that they will have plenty of honey to
keep them, if there is a fall flow.
I
had quite a number of queens that did not rear bees
enough to work in supers at all. On some of the hives I
had hives tilled with extracting combs, and zinc below. Taking a hint from Doolittle's "Scientific Queen-Rearing," I put
some brood in this upper-story to attract the bees, and then
after swarming began I put in either a comb with queencell on it, or else a cell which I had cut from a comb. These
After the issuance of the
cells were invariably accepted.
young queens I removed the zinc, and, if Mr. Doolittle is
I
shall do a lot of
correct, those colonies are requeened.
shall use all queens reared in
I
requeening this season.
nuclei from swarming colonies, and shall rear some more
(The
in my own yard if I have to feed in order to do it.
honey-flow has been slow for about a week). In my case
there is nothing to account for the difference in a surplus
represented by a cipher and one represented by 120, except
Other factors count in some
the difference in queens.
instances, but no other factors were in sight here.
I find it particularly unsafe to keep a queen that has
done uncommonly well in a colony that has been worked
for extracted honey.
One colony so worked last season
became very strong early this season. Just before the time
for supering an examination showed that the colony, although
quite strong, had no brood, sealed or unsealed, and there was
no sign that the queen had been superseded. I gave combs
of unsealed brood repeatedly in order for the bees to rear a
queen, but they persistently refused to start queen-cells.
Later I found brood in one of the combs which I had not
given them, and so it seems they did supersede the old
queen, but so late there could be no surplus from the early

1

I

—

I will refrain from saying anything more on the subject
of getting unfinished sections cleaned up in the fall.
Miss
Wilson's latest utterance cm the subject reveals the cause
of her and Dr. Miller's failures to get satisfactory work
done. Satisfactory work need not be expected without the
use of the uncapping-knife.
Leon, Iowa.
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15— Dadant Methods
I1V C.

A

READER

I'.

of Honey-Production
DADANT.

of American

Bee Journal puts this question
to me, after reading wdiat I have said about ripening
honey: What would you advise me to use, a tank for

extracted honey, or closed receptacles, or what?
This question cannot be answered in a few words,
because much depends upon the condition of the honey when
harvested.
If you allow the honey to become well-ripened
before extracting it. it is absolutely unnecessary to put it in
an open vessel. Of course, if you have an- open tank in a
well-sheltered position, so that no flies, ants or other insects
can get access to it, this is as good a receptacle as you may
wish for, provided, however, that you do not let the honey
remain in it long enough to granulate. If you allow honey
to granulate in a large tank,
you will have considerable
trouble in removing it.
use galvanized-iron tanks whenever we deem it
advisable to keep the honey where it may continue to ripen.
The tanks we have used for this purpose are also used for
wine-making. They are 4 feet in height and 5 feet in diameter, and hold 4,500 pounds, with a honey-gate of best quality
near the bottom. The tank is slightly inclined towards the
front so that all the honey may be drained out.
For a
small apiary smaller tanks would be good, say 3 feet by 3
feet.
But when such a tank is full, it cannot be moved, and
must be emptied on the spot. If you allow the honey to
granulate in it, you will have difficulty to remove it.

We

own practice, with large apiaries in different locawe have found it necessary to put our honey in such
receptacles that we could remove it at once from the farm on
which it had been produced. If we left honey in a tank on a
tenanted farm, we would run some risk of not finding it all
there when we came agaiif.
Besides, in an out-apiary, it is
In our

tions,

to secure such rooms as are entirely fit for keeping
honey.
Mice often have access to the honey-room, and, on
the whole, we have found barrels to be the most satisfactory
package, as first receptacle for the crop.
These may be
hauled away at any time, and when bunged up are not likely
to be tampered
with. They are absolutely proof against
insects or mice, as well as children.
But we are very particular as to the kind of barrels to
use.
It is out of the question to pick up an old water-barrel
Neither will new barrels
or a cheap syrup-barrel for honey.
The best barrels we ever
do, except very expensive one-.
used are "empty alcohol barrels" which may usually be
In se barrels have been emptied
secured from drug-houses.
of their alcohol for medicinal purposes.
They are absolutely
tight, for
alcohol will evaporate through the staves if the
barrel is not prepared purposely.
Usually they are coated
on the inside with some sort of gum or glue which will also
keep the honey from leaking out.
But the barrel must be
kept dry, for just as soon as it is exposed to dampness the
wood will swell, and whenever it dries again it will begin
to leak.
This dry condition is also necessary for the good
of the honey, which is very hygrometric, and will gather
moisture even through the staves of a barrel.
The advantage of barrels is in the handling at any time.
can also keep honey in this shape from year to year.
difficult

I
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After several good seasons it has happened to us that we
would not reach the bottom of a pile of barrels for 3 or 4
years, and at the end of that time we found the honey just
It is quite important to be able
as good as on the first day.
to keep honey from good seasons when it is cheap, for bad
seasons when it is high.
If our honey granulates in the barrels, it is not difficult
remove it. We mark the head and the staves with chalk
and a cold-chisel, so as to be able to replace the head in the
same way, then the hoops are chased off one end, and the
head removed by the help of a strong gimlet screwed into
the center of it. The honey is then dug out of the barrel with

to

We

have often taken the head out of a barrel
a clean spade.
of honey, removed the honey and, putting the head back into
the barrel, have poured the liquid honey into it again. But
this must not be done while the honey is hot, because its heat
will shrink the staves enough to cause leakage, even if the
staves are quite dry.

must

I

say,

exposed to the honey will sooner or later make a dark streak
It must be bright tin.
Lead-tin will not do.
in the honey.
Tin vessels will leak honey when they would not allow
This is probably because honey
If you disheaveier and has less capillarity than water.
cover a small leak in a tin vessel full of honey, do not waste
time in emptying it out, but just rub a little tallow-wax (beeswax and tallow mixed together by uniting) over the spot.
This will stop the leaking. Understand, however, that this
is not meant for such things as nail-holes or large cracks,
but only for imperceptible leaks, such as are often found in
the seams of tin vessels.
When removing foam or scum from honey, you will
find this to contain mainly small particles of comb, cappings,
and perhaps now and then a bee or a bee's wing. This foam
is put into a jar, and, after a few days, skimmed again, when
the entire amount of dirty honey from a whole tankful will
be reduced to a gallon or less, which may be fed to the bees
Hamilton, 111.
that are most in need of help.
a drop of water to escape.
is

however, that most of our honey

into small packages before

it

is put up
begins to granulate, for by this
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Cutting Queen-Cells to Prevent After-

Swarming
BY

ON

E. J.

CR0NKLET0N.

see the question asked Dr. Miller, "Will
cutting out of all queen-cells but one, a few days before

page 901,

I

a colony swarms, prevent afterswarms?" The Doctor's
answer is, "Tradition says the plan is successful, and I have
no proof to the contrary."
Now, I will try to brace the Doctor up a little. Away
back in the '8o's I was in my prime in the bee-business, and
there was a great cry for a method that would prevent afterWell, I gave the matter a little thought and it
swarms.
resulted in producing the plan of cutting out all the queenI tried it for a couple of seasons and it proved
cells but one.
So in order to be sure before
a perfect success with me.
publishing it, I appointed Dr. Mason of Ohio, and Mr.
Demaree of Kentucky, and two others whom I do not rememThe 2
ber now, to experiment with it and report results.
succeeding years were very poor seasons for making such
experiments, and in the meantime some one took my line
I don't think I
of thought, and I think it was published.
So you see, Doctor, I came very near
ever published it.
being the author of this plan, and should be able to tell
why it works as well as it does.

DADANT TANK FOR STORING HONEY.
quite an amount of unnecessary work. The
If we
handling of granulated honey is always extra labor.
could know in just what size of packages the orders would
come, it would save considerable work to put it up in that
shape, just as soon as we have it settled and skimmed, to have
it perfectly clean.
But sales change from one year to another,
and although a goodly portion of the honey may be put up in
5 and 10-pound tins, and another portion may be put into
60-pound cans, yet we find it necessary to wait for orders
before putting up the bulk of the crop.

method we save

The reader

understand our reasons for using
one or two small tanks, covwith muslin, will probably be the most satisfactory packfor receiving the crop at the time of extracting. Whatyou do, by all means avoid cheap barrels, for they will
all summer and will waste honey until the honey is

barrels.

But

will thus

in a small apiary,

ered
ages
ever
leak
granulated.

you have good sale for honey in tins of different sizes,
let the honey settle in the tank for a few days, then draw it
Do not buy second-hand vessels
oft" into suitable packages.
Honey ought to be put into new tin vessels
of any kind.
where it will keep good and wholesome. Good tin will not
rust under honey, but iron will. The edge of a sheet of tin
If

Well, when a colony swarms every bee that has the
impulse on her goes with the swarm, and there are but little
left in the old hive, but young bees, some drones, and plenty
Just as soon as you have the
of brood, and queen-cells.
swarm attended to, go right to the old hive and cut out the
Don't wait 3 or 4 days ;_ do it immediately.
queen-cells.
Queens hatch out soon after swarming; jealousy occurs, and
then the impulse is upon them, and then you are lost, and
Mr. Davenport is afraid to tell you how to proceed, and I
can not tell you, either.
Now, the benefits of this procedure with me is 1 and
sometimes 2 supers of honey from this old colony; otherwise
you get I or 2 swarms of bees, which you do not want.
This plan does not interfere with the nature of the bees,
and it is based upon scientific principles. If rightly pracAt least it is with me.
ticed it is a perfect success.
It is a curious proposition that Mr. Davenport presents
to us on page 603, about preventing swarming, and I think
he is laboring under some delusion. I don't believe a word
of it until he comes right out square-footed and tells us all
about it. I think there are a great many of us old fellows
who have studied bees for 20 or 30 years, and know pretty
nearly what a bee will do under any and all circumstances.
We are ready to believe almost anything if it is proved
We deny everything in this case, and insist on more
up.
Dunlap, Iowa.
proof.

Please Send Us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them
sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get
their subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable
premiums in nearly every number of this Journal. You
can aid much by sending in the names and addresses when
writing us on other matters,

now
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Convention
roceedintfs

Report of the Western

Illinois

Convention

The meeting was held in Galesburg, 111., and was called
order by the President, J. E. Johnson, about g o'clock
a. m., May 16, 1906.
Instead of a President's address the
following questions were given for discussion:

to

HONEY PROSPECTS

— INCREASING

"All things considered,
good honey crop this year?"

what

THE HONEY
is

FIELD

your prospect for

a

"How

might we make our locality yield more honey?"
members thought the prospect fair, but
most thought it poor to very poor, owing to the absence

Some

of the

of white clover.
Mr. C. P. Dadant said

we might improve our locality
by sowing sweet clover and some other honey-plants,
and thought that much good might be done by getting
farmers to sow alsike clover along with their timothy and
other grass seed.

Nearly

ciation is heartily in sympathy with the matter of cooperation and extends to the Connecticut Association its
thanks for being interested in our Association.
The
Western Illinois Association is ever ready to extend the
hand of fellowship to all other bee-keepers' associations,
and is ready to cooperate in any movement which is for
the betterment an.] benefit of the every-day bee-keeper.
We have been enjoying the benefits of cooperation in our
own Association. But while we believe in cooperation,
we don't believe in abusing the manufacturers, as they
are like the rest of us. They want to make all they can,
but it is our business to see that we are not the victims
of high prices.
So we don't talk so very much, but we
"saw lots of wood," and have been enjoying good goods
at low prices for about 3 years.
Our next meeting will be held in the county courtroom at Galesburg, 111., in September and we want a lot
of Illinois bee-keepers there who have not been there
before, and any from other States that will come.
Our
wives are going to bake a lot of cakes, cookies, etc., using
honey instead of sugar. They will also bring jellies, preserves, jams. etc.. in which honey forms the sweetening
part, and will exhibit for the benefit of the bee-keeping
industry.
If you are good, you may sample some of
them. In addition to this. Messrs. C. P. Dadant, George
W. York, J. Q. Smith and others will be present and
contribute to our profit and benefit. You can't afford to
stay away. Come and be welcome. The exact day is not
set, but it will be duly announced in this and other bee-

papers.

very heavily in the cellar. Frank Moore reported 30 percent loss out of 80 colonies. Some lost as high as 75 percent.
J. E. Johnson reported nearly 30 per cent loss in
outdoor wintering, but 12 colonies put into the cellar came
out in fine shape.
All in the cellar had young queens
bought of queen-breeders. The fine Punic queen imported
from England, was among those lost in outdoor wintering, and he regretted very much not having wintered that
colony in the cellar. Those in the cellar consumed only
about one-third as much honey as those wintered outdoors.
REPORT OF THE FOUL BROOD INSPECTOR.

Mr. J. Q. Smith gave a report of his work as inspecand said he had met with success in treating foulbrood, and as yet had encountered but very little opposition among bee-keepers in examining apiaries. He favors
the appointment of deputies in different parts of the State
to treat bees, as in that way more work can be done, and
more good accomplished with less expense. He also
gave his method of treating foul-brood.
Every beekeeper in the State of Illinois who has foul brood among
his bees, or any bee-keeper who has neighbors that have
foul-brood among their bees should correspond with Mr.
Smith, at Lincoln, 111., and he will give them aid.
He
will either come and treat them himself, or see that they
tor,

are treated properly.

VALUE OF WORKER-COMB.

Mr. Dadant gave an excellent talk on the value of
good worker-comb, and illustrated how the good patches
of worker-cells could be cut by pattern out of a frame
having too much drone-comb and inserted in other
frames having the same, so that 5 or 6 frames of bad
comb could be made into 4 or 5 frames of good workercomb, and thus any one having a lot of bad combs containing too much drone-comb could fix them over into
good worker-comb without expense, and thus get comb
as good as though full sheets of brood foundation were used.

Different questions were discussed, some of which
were very interesting and profitable to all. The election
of officers resulted in the
It is

same

officers

being re-elected.

me

to take up more space
Journal with this report, except to

,iardly profitable for

American Bee
f communication was read from the Secretary,
J. Arthur Smith, of the Connecticut Association, with a
copy of the resolutions adopted by that Association in
regard to t le purchase of bee-supplies. This matter was
discussed at some length and the Western Illinois Assoin the

say that

.T.

members reported

the heaviest winter loss
for many years.
Mr. Cave reported only 5 or 6 colonies
lost out of 170 wintered in the cellar.
Mr. Woods lost
all

E. Johnson, President.

'>

NATIONAL AT CHICAGO
Report of the 36th Annual Convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in
Chicago, 111., Dec. 19, 20 and 21, 1905
[Continued from page

Mr.

O.

L.

Hershiser

64t.]

presented the

following

paper

on

WAX-EXTRACTING METHODS AND THEIR FAULTS
Wax is the most valuable of apiarian products, because
it

commands the higher price; and for the further reason,
it may be kept indefinitely without injury to its proper-

that

Moreover, its market value is comparatively stable.
Although a product of great value, comparatively little attention has been given to its production until quite recent
ties.

The

only explanation of the lack of interest in wax
the fact that the product from a single apiary
is small.
Formerly the bee-keeper had but one apiary, and
that rarely exceeded 100 colonies.
The honey-extractor was
not in existence, and, hence, there was no wax from cappings.
It is doubtful if the wax product before the era of
modern bee-keeping, which may be said to have commenced
with Langstroth, exceeded one-half pound per colony under
the most careful methods by the best apiarists.
close observer, Mr. W. L. Cogshall, estimates that the wax-j>roduct
under the present methods of production, is at the rate of
12 pounds to every 1,000 pounds of honey. In 1893, Mr. Mercer, of California, produced 100,000 pounds of honey, and
about 2,000 pounds of wax, which would be at the rate of
20 pounds per thousand. Much depends upon the thoroughness with which the bees are allowed to cap the honey.
It may be remarked, in passing, to those who may feel disposed to save time and pounds of honey by extracting before it is sealed, that they lose in wax more than they make
up in additional pounds of unripe nectar, and are losers in
the end both in dollars, and in conscience, by reason of
failing to allow the honey to reach perfection in the natural
way.
Until within quite recent times the most common method
of producing wax was to place the bee-comb within a bag,
immerse the same in a kettle of boiling water, and when the
wax had melted and floated to the surface, skim it off or allow it to form into a solid cake before removing it. Good
wax was thus obtained, but, obviously, it was a wasteful
method; the amount of wax thrown away with the slumgum or refuse being from 25 percent to 35 percent of the
weight of slumgum.
times.

production

is

A
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The extracting of wax was a messy job, and because
of this disagreeable feature, various other means of obtaining it have from time to time been devised, but classified
with reference to the principles involved, they may all be
brought under three heads, namely, the sun or solar the
Practically there is but
steam and the hot-water methods.
one solar method, but of the others, the steam and the hot
water, the variations and the combinations are too numerous to mention in detail.
The solar extractor, with which most of you are familiar,
The
is an excellent method of obtaining wax from cappings.
wax is of superior quality, which is attributable to the
bleaching power of the sun, but mostly due to the fact that
cappings are nearly pure wax with very little dark coloring
;

matter in them.

For extracting cappings the solar is, perhaps, the most
economical, as there is no expense for fuel, and no time required in its operation, except to fill it and to remove the
Moreover, in the extracting of cappings the amount
wax.
When it comes to exof slumgum resulting is very small.
tracting wax from old combs the solar method is about
the least desirable. Some wax can be obtained, but scarcely
enough to pay for cost, maintenance and operating the machine. The difficulty with the solar method, in extracting old
comb, is that the latter is usually largely made up of cast-off
cocoons of the larval bees, pollen, propolis and other foreign materials, which act as a sponge to absorb and hold
the wax, preventing it from flowing out into the receptacle
when melted. The extractor becomes choked with slumgum
from each filling, and this refuse contains from 25 percent
to 30 percent of pure wax. The percentage of wax remaining
in the slumgum from cappings is even higher, but the small
quantity of such refuse makes it of little consequence.

The solar extractor is perfect as far as perfection may
reasonablv be expected in it that is, to get out all the wax that
It is simple and cheap to conwill drain off it by gravity.
struct and operate, requires no artificial fuel, and is no more
mussy than any other method.
But a good, modern pressure-machine will do the work
of extracting both the old comb and the cappings, and such
a machine should be used by every apiarist, the solar method
being supplemental thereto.
A method somewhat similar to the solar is the placing
of the comb in an oven, on a screen, or a strainer, over a
;

wax

will collect therein.
This method requires artificial heat, like the bleaching
influence of the sun, and is open to all the faults of the solar
method. Obviously, this process is slow and tedious on ac-

receptacle, so the

count of the limited capacity of the average oven.
The wax-extractor much used about 20 years ago, and
through false economy still retained and used by many beekeepers, consists of a tin can divided into two compartments a small one below to contain water, and a large
one above within which a wire-cloth or perforated-metal
basket, for containing the old comb and cappings, is placed.
Means for steam to pass from the lower into the upper compartment is provided, and a spout at the lower plane of the
upper compartment is so placed as to drain off the wax.
In operation the perforated-metal basket is filled with water
and placed over the fire. Steam is generated and as much
wax as will drain out by gravity is obtained; that which
remains in the slumgum being nearly as much as that left
by the solar method. The last above-described method is, in
the opinion of the writer, very little, if any, improvement over
the primitive bag-and-hot-water method first mentioned.
A great improvement over the method last described
It- is rectangular in form,
is found in the Ferris extractor.
and is composed of from one to three units, like the other.
These units are long and narrow, which facilitate the flow of
wax. This machine has a compartment below for water
from which to generate steam, and the compartment above
within which is a wire-cloth basket to contain the waxAs first manufactured the wax drained
yielding materials.

—

by gravitv, but, subsequently, pressure, by means of a
screw and follower, was used, resulting in a largely increased percentage of wax. To obtain the best results the
screw must be taken out, the follower removed, and the
slumgum raked over to expose new surfaces, and again
pressed; and this operation repeated several times or until
no more wax can be obtained. The fault with this machine,
in the writer's opinion, is that the follower and screw are
Again, in
too frail, resulting in their speedy destruction.
off

method, there is
slumgum, by capillary

this

a certain amount of
attraction, which no

wax

held by the

amount of

presoperations, by an improved
method, I have found the amount of wax that could be obtained from this slumgum to be over 15 percent of its
weight.
Another form of the steam process is found in the RootGerman wax-press, and with this I feel safe in saying you
are all familiar, either by having operated it, or in the study
of the machine in bee-supply catalogs, or in advertisements
It has the merit of being compact
in our bee-periodicals.
and powerful, and it has satisfactory capacity. In my judgment, there is no better steam method in use. I believe it is
recommended that the steam be combined with the hot-water
method, by first boiling the comb or slumgum and then pressing it while under steam. In order to get the wax out clean
it is recommended to take out the plunger or follower and
also the slumgum, rake or stir it over to expose new surrepeating the operation until no more
faces, and press again
wax can be obtained. This, obviously, is a mussy operation.
However, while mentioning the good qualities of this method,
I desire to note an exception to the widely published statement by the manufacturers of this press, that by its use "You
can get every particle of wax out of old combs."

sure

will

expel.

In

my own

;

Having extracted several parcels of slumgum which had
previously been treated by the German method, my experience is that several particles of wax still remain in this refuse.
In two careful tests which I made of refuse from the German press, I obtained from one parcel 7 percent and from the
other 11 percent of its weight in pure wax. I desire to go on
record with the statement, that, so far as I have been able
to ascertain, no machine with any amount of pressure will exI am
pel every particle of wax, when economically operated.
prepared to say, however, that it can be accomplished economically to within less than 1 percent of the weight of the slumgum.

Hatch and Gemmill have done much towards
improvements in wax-extracting methods, and I
take pleasure in acknowledging that the publication of their
experiments was what inspired me to make researches in this
line.
Not having had the time or opportunity to look up past
records, I am unable, I fear, to describe the Hatch and Gemmill methods correctly. However, they are essentially hotMessrs.

initiating

water methods, the comb first being boiled then placed in the
form of a cheese with burlap or some other suitable cloth
I then beto retain it in place, and screw-pressure applied.
lieved, and still believe, that the hot-water method offers the
best possibilities, and it has been along this line that my experiments have been made.
The pointing out of faults in methods implies that improvements are possible.
All the methods described have
more or less merit, and by using that which is good in them,
with some added new features, an ideally perfect wax-extractor is possible.
To produce this perfect machine cognizance must be taken of certain laws and physical properties
of the various combinations of elements with which we have
Specific gravity, adhesion, capilto deal in the operations.
lary attraction, absorption, etc., must be advantageously used
or they will, and do, operate to our disadvantage. For example, take a sponge, saturate it with ink, or any coloring

now

to the most powerful pressure, and
the coloring matter.
Why? Because
capillary attraction holds it with a giant grip.
But dip the
sponge in water and press again and you will expel more of
the coloring matter, and if you will repeat the process a few
The slumgum is
times you will get it clean of all color.
sponge-like, and in a similar manner the wax must be washed
Again, the specific gravity of wax being less than water,
out.
if we do our pressing under the surface of hot water the
wax will float to the surface and thus be out of the way where
The masses of
it will not be re-absorbed by the slumgum.
slumgum should be comparatively thin in order that the
wax may more readily be expelled. It is not possible by the
ordinary process to extract all the wax from the mass of
slumgum for the reason that the interior parts hereof are
not subjected to the same compression as the outside portions,
the elasticity of the mass opposing and diminishing, the actual
pressure. Again, as the surface of the mass becom ~s hard and
compact, the escape of wax is impeded. It follcws that the
interior part of the mass of slumgum is never sc cleanly exMoreover, the power retracted as the exterior portions.
quired to compress the mass increases greatly towards the

matter;

subject

you cannot expel

it

all

1

:
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end of the operation, as the more the mass is compressed the
solid and less impervious it becomes, especially on the
surface of the mass, and hence the greater the force necessary
to expel the remaining wax; and finally capillary attraction
will hold a portion of the wax and moisture which it will
be impossible to expel with any great amount of force or pres-

more

sure.

So it is obvious, that, with methods heretofore in use,
a certain amount of wax is locked up, as it were, in a safe,
requiring a certain combination to open and release it. The
writer claims the discovery of this combination, the principles
of which may be surmised as follows, namely

A

construction in which the masses of slumgum within
the device should be in comparatively thin layers, so that the
wax has the shortest distance possible to move to become free

therefrom.
device in which the mass of slumgum can be pressed
while immersed in boiling water so that when the wax is
freed it will float to the surface.

A
A

wax-extractor in which the pressure may be intermitand so arranged that when the pressure is released the
slumgum or material may take up water like a sponge, which
can then be readily expressed to carry out more wax and
this operation repeated until all the wax has been expelled.
A wax-extractor in which the condition shall be the best
possible for the slumgum or material operated upon to take
up water for the displacement of the wax.
A structure which readily and automatically separates the
various layers of material operated upon and relieves the
tent,

pressure therein when the press is released, so that the slumgum may absorb the water like a sponge in large amounts.
In practice the cheeses of slumgum rest on surfaces of
wire-screen, the bottommost one of which rests on springs
capable of exerting several hundred pounds of pressure, so that
when pressure is applied the springs will continue to squeeze
the masses of slumgum as the wax and water are expelled.

There should be several masses or cheeses of slumgum,
each separated from the other by a slatted frame covered
with wire-screen with a spring at each end to separate automatically the several masses or cheeses when the pressure is
released.
Above the uppermost cheese is a follower against
which a screw works. The cheeses and slatted frames are
contained within an iron frame-work which in turn is contained within a boiler of sufficient depth to immerse the
cheeses in water. The water is boiled until all the wax in
the slumgum is melted.
Pressure is then applied, gently at
first, to allow the wax and water to run out gradually.
The
wax floats to the surface where it will not be reabsorbed
by the slumgum. The pressure is now released and the
cheeses separate, allowing a free access of boiling water.
Pressure is again applied and as the hot water is pressed
out it brings more wax with it, which floats to the surface.
The process of intermittent pressure is continued until the
work is complete. By this method practically all the wax
may be easily obtained and in order that I may not be misunderstood I will construe "practically" to mean that not
more than i percent of the weight of the slumgum, when
the extracting is finished, will be wax. That is, in every ioo
pounds of slumgum there will remain less than I pound of
wax which this process will leave if directions are carefully
followed.
One test of slumgum, after treatment by my
method, failed to reveal more than
of I percent of wax,
and the cheese from which the test was made weighed between 25 and 30 pounds and was 2 inches or more in thickIt is not recommended that the cheeses be so thick
ness.
when the pressing is finished, as the thinner the cheeses are
the cleaner the work.
It will be observed that there is no opening of the extractor after it is filled, until the work is complete; no raking
or pawing over of the slumgum to expose new surfaces and no
excessive squeezing.
The wax simply comes out with the
water and floats to the surface under moderate pressure where
it may be run off through a spout or be skimmed off with a
;

%

dipper.

Great strides in advance have been made in apiculture
continuously ever since the awakening which dates from Lang
stroth.
Wax-production did not receive the attention its importance merited until Hatch. Gemmill, Ferris and the A. I.
Root Co., took hold of the proposition in earnest less than a
dozen years ago. Much has been accomplished in the introduction of better methods, but the bee-keeping fraternity will

not be content until it is able easily to obtain all the wax
that can possibly be produced.
Have you 100 colonies of bees, and are working and mussing along in a primitive fashion, trying to save the expense
If you are so doing, you are
of a modern wax-extractor?
wasting, at a low estimate, the price of a good extractor every
two years, which means that an investment in a modern
wax-machine is worth annually at least 50 percent, besides the
convenience in using it. If you have 200 colonies of bees you
save the price of the extractor every year.
There is no doubt that over 25 percent of the wax heretofore present in old combs and cappings has been thrown
In the aggregate, apiculture in America has thrown
away.
away hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of wax during
the past 25 years. It is time we cease to waste our precious
Let's save our wax ; it is needed in the sciences
substance.
and industries, and a good market is always in readiness to
take

O. L. Hershiser.

it.

—

Dr. Miller Mr. Hershiser spoke of having a dish in an
oven. I would like to know whether he speaks from experience, from observation, or from hearsay with regard to that?
Mr. Hershiser Heresay. I heard Mr. Abbott speak of it.
Dr. Miller That would be so exceedingly objectionable.
In the first place there would be the danger whenever the
wax was melted down in the bottom, of it being over-heated.
In the next place there is a very close relative of that, so that
That
I think likely he has got them mixed in some way.
relative is putting a dripping pan into the oven, with one
corner cut open and projecting out of the oven, raised a little at the back end, and the wax dripping out into the dish
outside.
That will hold 4 times as much as the machine
mentioned, and be perfectly safe; and while I would not
think of speaking of it as an important thing for rendering
wax on a large scale, for very many who have only a little
to do it is a method not at all to be despised.
Mr. Hershiser If Dr. Miller would refer to the proceedings of the Chicago-North-western convention, two years ago
this winter, when Mr. Huber Root had a paper on "Wax-Extracting," he will find that what I mentioned in reference to
the oven process was described by Mr. Abbott.
I want to say another word; that the idea of using springs
in the bottom of the extractor in order to continue the squeezing after you have turned the screw down, I got from what
Dr. Miller demanded should be a part of a wax-machine, at
that same meeting.
Mr. Arnd This press Mr. Hershiser is talking of, is at
our place of business. I think it could be demonstrated.
Mr. Hershiser I have it up there. It is the first machine I ever made, and it is not a beauty, but it is effective.
If any of you would like to see it you can go up there and
look at it.
Mr. Sherburne, of Iowa I extract my beeswax practically
without a press. It happened to me in this way I had a
square pan for melting honey; it was made of 10-inch plank.
When I had a lot of wax to extract I used it. I put in a lot
of water, several inches deep, and start it going. When the
water commences to boil I dump in the waste and cappings,
and as they melt I take a piece of wire window-screen and
put it on top of where the wax is accumulating and commence dipping. I melted all day and dipped as the wax came
Perhaps nearly all of us have seen a sorghum
to the top.
pan boiling. The bubbles start from the bottom and come
up through. You can call it a disintegrating process. Those
bubbles will come up so fast, if the fire is adjusted properly,
it will boil, with those bubbles over the whole boiling surface.
As fast as the wax is melted, dip it off over in this
other corner where it is not boiling. I have enough so that
I
can boil all day and dip all the time. By this disintegrating process, the boiling will take the slumgum all out. If
you think it will not, try it. please. Now, at the last, I have
a square frame to fit nicely, covered with common screen,

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

and I drop it on that and load it down so that it will sink
the whole of the slumgum below the surface. If you will
let it bubble a while and let the fire die out, in the morning
you can take off the remaining wax. The last 2 or 3 days
I
did that, there was practically no wax in the slumgum:
and let me tell you, it would hurt me a good deal if I thought
there was some there. I believe I shipped down 300 pounds
of wax the last shipment.
Mr. Hershiser Where do you reside?
Mr. Sherburne Iowa; a very fine country.
Mr. Hershiser From the tact that you produce 300

—
—
—
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pounds of wax frequently, I would imagine you would have
considerable slumgum, and I stand here ready to pay $i per
ioo pounds for it. And I will pay the freight to Buffalo.
Mr. Sherburne If the gentleman would come after it he
could have it for nothing.
Mr. Hershiser There are a good many bee-keepers that
have been in the business a long time, and they are "dead
sure" they get all that wax out; and it is just like this:
They don't want to sell anybody a gold brick, or even give
them one, but all the same, I met one of these gentlemen in
St. Louis last summer, and I almost begged of him to let me
buy his slumgum. He says, "There is nothing in it; I get all
the wax out, and I would feel pretty bad if I didn't.
But,"
he said, "I will send you a barrel of it, and you can try it;
all I will ask you is to tell me how much wax you get out
of it ;" and he extracted it similar to Mr. Sherburne. About
5 weeks after I got back to Buffalo I wrote and reminded
him of the promise he had made. He wrote back and said,
"I have been extracting wax the last 2 or 3 weeks, and I have
about 5 barrels and I will send you one barrel." He said,
"If you get 2 pounds of wax out of that I you will not get
In due time the barrel came,
4 pounds out of all the rest."
and such a mucky looking mass I never saw. All the same,
out of about 85 pounds of refuse that he sent me I took out
23 pounds of pure wax. I want your slumgum for the same

—
—

purpose.

—

Mr. Hatch
him have it.

give you a word of advice. Don't
have been something of a crank on the
wax question. I have talked to every, beekeeper that has
come to visit me, on the wax-press, and I heartily wish to
endorse everything in Mr. Hershiser's paper.
had been
I
using a press myself for quite a number of years, but I
realized I wasn't getting all of the wax out, but I can say
during the time since I have been using the press I have felt
very well pleased.
If anyone has 100 colonies of bees I
would say that in one season he can pay for a good press
by the extra wax he gets and he gets it nicer. You won't
have half as much fuss as this man here, that fusses all day.
I can take his wax and run it over and get, I suppose, 25
percent of it, and have it all done in half a day, and have
the wax caked and ready for the market. I say, get a waxpress.
If you haven't got one, get a bench-screw and make
one it won't cost you more than three or four dollars, and
the wax you get is what counts.
Mr. McEvoy I would like to endorse Mr. Hershiser
and Mr. Hatch on that. Mr. Hall used to sweat and work
with his old comb, and thought he didn't lose a drop of
wax. Mr. Gemmill wanted to bring down his press and try
it, and
after melting up the slumgum, dish after dish of
pure wax came out. Mr. Hall said, "I want that." I have
4 presses, and I have loaned 3, but I could get use for 53
as soon as the people got to know them.
Mr. Ferris I have had some experience in this line.
The gentleman spoke of dipping the wax. I have dipped
and dipped all day, and got out every bit of wax I could find,
and I had about 1J/2 bushels of slumgum. I constructed a
wax-press mentioned in the "Review," and from that i J/2
bushels or 2 bushels of slumgum I secured 23 pounds of as
fine wax as you could ask to look at.
Mr. Bartz I want to say something in regard to waxpresses that has not been mentioned. Those who have not
a wax-press, and who render their wax by the hot-water
process, would do well to take the comb to be rendered,
on a cold day, and put it through fine wire before they put
let

will

I

I

Mr.

—

—

—

water. Take a sieve made of this common wire,
the wax or comb through this sieve into a
sack, and the pollen will stay in the sieve.
Immerse this
pollen in the water and weigh it down with a screen and I
am pretty sure I can get more wax by the water-process
than I can with the best wax-press now in use.
it

in the

and

sift

—

Mr. Hershiser I desire to make Mr. Bartz an offer of
pounds for his slumgum, and I will pay
and I will say that to all.
Mr. Wheeler I have had considerable experience with
a wax-press and wax-extractor.
I
melt my comb in the
Ferris extractor, and press it with the Swiss Extractor, and
that works nicely.
I have always had in mind something
different.
If I were a mechanic, and had a factory, I would
try a scheme I have in mind, and that is of using the same
force in extracting wax as is used in extracting honey, and
use steam for heating, and use centrifugal force for extracting.
I would like to try it.
$1.00 a hundred
the freight on it;

—

— Adhesion

and capillary attraction

will

—

Mr. Hintz I have been in the habit of getting my wax
with a solar-extractor.
I like that very well, except where
we have to get it out of old black combs and in my
experience in that case I don't believe I get very much of
the wax. I think perhaps a very large percentage of it remains in the combs. Whilst I have always gotten it out in the
old way in water, in a kettle or something of that kind, since
there has been so much said about their being so much wax
left in the combs, I have rather come to the conclusion to
keep my old slumgum.
;

—There

is one thing we are overlooking enthe advantages of the solar wax-extractor.
I think every bee-keeper, especially an extracting man, should
have a solar extractor. Not but what you can get all the
wax out of the cappings by a press, but they work so easily
If you
and board themselves, and cost nothing for fuel.
have made it on the plan suggested by Mr. J. H. Martin,
or "Rambler," you will find your wax all caked ready for market right in the extractor.
There is another advantage: You
may bring the cappings just as dry as you can get them, and
then melt them up for wax, and you will get an astonishing
amount of honey out of those dry cappings if you put them
into the solar wax-extractor.
If you run 100 colonies of
bees you will get honey enough out of the cappings to pay
for the expense of a solar wax-extractor in one year.
Mr. McEvoy Three of them.

Mr. Hatch
and that

tirely,

is

—
—

Mr. Hatch And if you want to be real careful and
watch it, you can save that honey even for table use. As
soon as it is melted draw it out and it is all right. If you
I use it for feeding the bees.
it there it is stronger.
can't afford to be without, first, a solar wax-extractor,
and, second, a good press, if you are in the bee-business
at all.
Mr. Stewart I am very much interested in extracting wax.

leave

You

—

;

;

Hershiser

beat you on that proposition.

am one

of those poor unfortunate fellows that has a lot of
foul brood, and that has given me something over 1,100 pounds
of wax in the last two years.
I have a solar extractor and
also a Root wax-press; and while the Root wax-press is a
good thing, I know that in my slumgum I buried up more
than 100 pounds of wax; and for that reason I have been
very much interested in the matter, and was determined to
endeavor to find some method by which I could get some of
I ship each year into the New England States
that wax out.
my honey, and go with it and sell it, and I formed the
acquaintance of Arthur C. Miller, Rhode Island, and, last
year, while there I had a talk with him, and he told me he
was working on the lines of a wax-extractor. He said it
was something different entirely from anything there was,
and something that he had great confidence in, in revoluGoing down to New
tionizing the wax-tracting business.
York City, I stopped off this year, and saw Mr. Miller, and
saw his machine, and he has it perfected, and they are manuHe had as many fifty in the process
facturing them now.
of construction, and it is so different from anything else that
I will endeavor to give you the process upon which he works.
The wax-extractor is round, something the same as the Root
press. It has an inside can, but instead of being perforated all
around, it is perforated only at the top and bottom. That
is immersed entirely in water, and there is a cover put on
the inside can after it is filled, so that there is no possibility
Inside of that there is a shaft
of any slugum coming out.
running down through the machine, and on that shaft there
are flanges, and also on the inside can, and that is soldered
fast.
He puts a conical shaped cover, and so fitted as to
prevent any leakage, and that goes up to a cone. Built out
from this is a hot-water tank. There is a shaft running
down to the bottom, as it is boiling he turns that shaft slowly,
and in that process it grinds the slumgum up as fine as possiThese flanges on the inside and outside can are arble.
ranged so that they come together, and they are made of
perforated metal, and the slumgum is all ground between
them, and at the same time there is a pressure there that
presses them. The kettle is boiling, and the hot water which
At the top
is constantly fed, causes an over-flow at the top.
of the over-flow there is a spout that runs down through
the hot-water tank to keep it hot; and the wax as it is
liberated overflows and flows out at the bottom.
Mr. Miller
says he can get every particle of wax out of the slumgum.
If it will do what he says, it is a great thing for the beekeepers.
I
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would like to ask whether Mr. Hershiser
Mr. Miller's slumgum,
Mr. Hershiser I never received any offer from him,
and never had any correspondence with him. Nevertheless,
I would like to try some of his slumgum.
Mr. Acklin Instead of putting the sticky cappings into
the solar wax-extractor, we moisten them with as little water
as possible, and strain them and drain them every night,
and that seems to give a sweetened water of the right conDr. Miller

has

made an

I

offer for

—

—

sistency

for

vinegar.

I

think the vinegar

is

the best that

can be put on the table.
Dr. Miller Right in that line

—

I had cappings down in the
and they were what you would call pretty dry capBut the moisture of the cellar will be attracted to
them, and if you let them stay long enough there, you will
find that you will get just about every particle of honey

cellar
pings.

is there.
The longer it stays the longer it keeps dripping and attracting fresh moisture to it and you will get it for
vinegar or any use you want to make of it.
Mr. Holtermann I have not much experience of value
in connection with extracting wax, but I would feel like
endorsing what Mr. Hershiser has said. The question came
up, of the solar wax-extractor, and as far as cappings are
concerned, I consider it very valuable, but it has one defect, and that is the constant turning to the sun; and for
some years I have had a thought which I believe can be
made practicable, and that is, to arrange to have some simple clockword device by means of which that extractor will,
upon a pivot, turn itself towards the sun during the day,
and will need no looking after in that direction.
Mr. Hatch I don't change my wax-extractor more than
twice during the year. You must have a different kind of
sun in Canada from what we have here
My extractor is

that

;

—

—

!

3 feet by

4.

—The

will have to be very damp to
have about 10 barrels of cappings
in my cellar now.
Some of it I washed last winter, and
when I got within a foot of the bottom of the barrel it was
a solid mass of cappings and candied honey. The only way to

Mr. Baxter

get vinegar that way.

cellar
I

wash it.
Dr. Miller That mass of cappings will be held there
and the moisture can't get to it. With a smaller quantity

get

it

all

is

to

—

there is plenty of chance for the moisture to get all through it.
would not depend on the moisture
Pres. Dadant
in the cellar to moisten our cappings
we want to wash

— We

;

them thoroughly first.
Mr. McEvoy I had nearly 400 pounds of honey from

—

cappings burned as black as buckwheat. I can make use of
that.
I have a long capping tank, but, for all that, there is a
lot of honey that melts down, and it is too dark to be good
honey, so I save it up till spring and thin it with water,
and between fruit-bloom and clover I feed the bees with it.

Mr. Frank

—

would

ask Mr. Hershiser a few
questions. It is labor-saving that I have been seeking for
as much as anything, and I thought 1 had found perfection
in the solar extractor.
Now for extracting or rendering
wax from cappings, would you think, considering the labor
you are saving, that your device would be profitable ?
I

Mr. Hershiser

—

like

to

used to use a solar extractor, but of
late years, since I have been using the wax-press, I discontinued its use.
I don't know whether that is a wise thing
to do or not. It doesn't take very much trouble to get
all the wax out of the cappings with your press.
Of course,
where you use the sun you save that much fuel. I save labor
in reference to the cappings by using my press, from my
standpoint.

I

—
—

Mr. McEvoy You lose the honey in that case.
Mr. Hershiser I don't know. I put my cappings out a
great many times and let the bees carry away the honey.
Last year I washed the cappings and got about half a barrel
of nice sweetened water, and I tried to make vinegar out of
it and it is in the cellar yet, and it doesn't seem much like
vinegar.
Pres. Dadant The experience of each man is different
in different locations.
There is a difference between the sun
of Utah and Canada.
Mr. Wilcox 1 have a sun extractor 3 feet by 7, and I
broken combs
save a vast amount of honey from it.
and wasted honey of every kind go in there, and by drawing
it out before it gets too hot it is fit to market, especially
that market you will find among wholesale bakers. You can
sell scorched honey there at any time, because they must

—

—

My

it in baking, and do.
The amount of
in melting up the cappings is quite an item.

necessarily heat

you save

Second Day

At

7 :30

p.

— Evening

honey

Session.

m. the convention was called to order by

Pres. Dadant.

stated that Dr. Howard had written to
to pressure of business, and so on, he was
not able either to come to the convention or prepare a paper.
Pres. Dadant then called on Dr. E. F. Phillips, of Washington, D. C, to read his paper on,

The Secretary

him that owing

EXPERIMENTAL APICULTURE
will be well, in the beginning, to find out what the
"Experimental Apiculture" means, for it may be that
the thought which first comes to the mind of most persons
on hearing these two words is, after all, not what is exIt

title

pressed. When the Secretary of this Association wrote, asking for a talk on this subject, I had only a vague idea as to
what I ought to say, but, on thinking it over, this indefinite
idea was changed into one more definite, and I came to the
conclusion that some ordinary views are incorrect concerning the terms of this subject.
It is at once
First, let us consider what apiculture is.
answered that, apiculture is bee-keeping. That is true but
all kinds of bee-keeping are not included under the term
Our fathers owned bees and every fall gave
apiculture.
"sulphur treatment" to every skep of bees that would probably not winter. Was that apiculture?
better definition would be that apiculture is beekeeping with improved methods, which enable man to get the
results of the labor of the bees with the least expenditure
That is nearer correct,
of labor, and the least loss of bees.
but there are one or two popular fallacies which, I think,
;

A

need correction.
It is a common thing in the current bee-keeping journals
and standard books on apiculture to see some special method
upheld on the ground that it is "Nature's way," and one of

most common criticisms of new methods is that they are
"contrary to Nature." Let us examine this form of criti"Nature's way" for bees to live is in hollow trees or
cism.
caves there are no movable frames, no sections, no supers to
be added queens are never introduced, honey is never extracted, the brood is never shifted, and queens are never
Do we then keep bees according to "Nature's way?"
shipped.
Most decidedly not. Modern apiculture is, and should be,
made up largely of methods and practices which are very
decidedly different from those of natural environments.

the

;

;

But it may be answered that these things make no difference, for only such things are done as are easily overcome
by the bees, and, in all the essentials, we still allow the bees
are now approaching
to act according to their instincts.
the true conception. It may as well be recognized at once
that apiculture is the economic keeping of bees in such a

We

way that the greatest benefit to man may be derived from
them, and only such deviations are made from natural methods as can be overcome by the flexibility of the instincts of
are justified in going just as far as we posthe bees.
sibly can from natural methods if necessary, if in so doing
we do not overreach the limitations of the instinct.
Care must be exercised, then, in trying new ideas in
apiculture, that we do not weaken the vitality of the bees
or lessen their productiveness; but, on the other hand, by
years of experience it has been shown that man has in many
cases made conditions actually better for the bees by wise
deviations from nature. I argue, then, that there is no
justfication in this everlasting harping after "Nature's way,"
but we should have done with this idea, long ago discarded

We

most other
on Nature, as
in

lines of breeding,

and

settle

down

to

improve

has done, and is doing, every day and in
all fields of labor in this pushing age.
Let us, then, define apiculture as the science which
takes into account the habits and adaptions of the instincts
of the honey-bee so that by deviations from Nature man may
increase the productiveness of these instincts for his own
good.
So much for apiculture; it is now time to find out what
is meant by "Experimental Apiculture."
An experiment is a "trial or special observation made to
confirm or disprove something doubtful, or an act or operation undertaken in order to discover some unknown principle or effect, or to test, establish, or illustrate some sug-

wan
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gested or

known

in apiculture

nals write as
they know!

There are plenty of unknown things
some contributors to bee-keeping jourif this were not so, if they would but tell all
Our knowledge of bees is really very limited.
truth."

even

if

Little is known concerning the parthenogenetic development
of drones and the determination of sex; practically nothing,
of the finer structures of bees, and verv little concerning the
principles of breeding.
There is an abundance of good and
valuable work yet to be done on the purely scientific side of
bee-life, but Experimental Apiculture, as I understand it,
deals with a dollars-and-cents proposition, and the thing
which appeals most strongly to the bee-keeper is more pounds
of honey.
In discussing this subject I propose to deal entirely with the practical side; and the work suggested is intended to lead t,o commercial results. The bee-keeper can,
for the present, do without much theory, but he needs
money. I firmly believe that a greater theoretical knowledge
would be of benefit to bee-keepers, and more work of this
kind would benefit apiculture, at least indirectly, but there
is still so much of vital interest to be done along practical
lines that we can confine ourselves to that in the short time
allotted for this discussion.
What is wanted, then, is more
honey, and to this we must bend our energy.
Instead of
speaking about Experimental Apiculture in general, it may
be better to give special instances of desirable experimental
work in apiculture.

The Italian race of bees was introduced into this country about i860, and the credit for this important introduction need not concern us at this time. The important thing
now is to examine the situation to see how much this race
has been affected by breeding in the hands of the beekeepers of this country since its introduction. From about
i860 on, there has been, in some quarters, an interest in
breeding this race for color and this has been done very
successfully, several different breeders having taken up this
line of work and succeeding, by selection, is producing 5banded Italians. As an example of what can be done by
careful selection among bees this work is of value to us.
Other breeders have selected for gentleness, and, since this
character is not as measurable as color, it is harder to make
definite statements concerning the results obtained, but it is
evident that, either intentionally or accidentally, some good
has been done along this

line.

But the main object

in the keeping of bees is honeyproduction
how much has the average output per colony
been increased in the past 45 years? Every bee-keeper knows
that the more populous the colony during the honey-flow the
more surplus honey stored, other things, such as honey-flow
and weather, being equal. The problem, then, reduces itself
very largely to the fecundity of the queens, and the question
;

One

of the first things which seems to warrant menthe need of better methods of queen-rearing. Enormous strides have been made in this branch of the apicultural industry in late years but, after all, the methods are
crude and too uncertain.
During the past summer I have
tried, several times, every method of queen-rearing of whicfi
I knew, in the apiary of the Bureau of Entomology, and
have succeeded in rearing good queens with all of them,
but there seem to be some faults in all, and every point at
which there remains a chance of failure should be examined, and the method improved if possible.
After these
trials, I conclude that artificial queen-cells will yield more
uniformly good results than natural cells, because the environment is more under the control of the operator; and
that mating in nuclei is much preferable to the use of
large colonies in decreasing the labor necessary; but we
need improvement in our appliances and methods of manipulation.
want more uniformity of result, a decrease in
the necessary manipulation, and greater assurance of success, and these, it seems to me, are the things for which to
work. The most urgent present need, it seems to me, is
an improved combined nursery-and-introducing cage, and a
style of mating-box which will rarely require refilling during the entire season, and practically no feeding; and these
two things will receive the first consideration in our apiary.
tion

is

We

Bee-keepers should know that bees, left to themselves,
will not always rear good queens, and the only safe method
is to re-queen at least every 2 years, and preferably every
year. This is preached enough, I know, but a small percent of honey-producers practice it, I fear. It need scarcely
be added that, a sure method of introducing queens not
necessarily one said to be sure, whereby there would be no
failures, or even fewer
would result in the saving of several thousand dollars a year to bee-keepers.

—

—

The improvement

of forage is another thing which needs
attention, but this must be dealt with by some one else, for
my present work is necessarily confined to entomology, and
botanical subjects do not come directly under my supervision.
I feel, however, that there is much to be done here.
New
plants can be imported which will be of great value, no doubt,
and, above all, our present forage can be improved in nectarsecretion.

There

is room for improvement in hive-appliances, exforage, and other things, but the age place where
there is the greatest need for improvement nas been generally neglected by bee-keepers
I refer to the improvement
of the bees themselves.
All bee-keeping is pre-eminently

tractors,

;

The honey is the product and the ultimate
object of the industry, but the working problem is strictly
one of breeding. The bee-keeper can increase his output
by improvment in two places: first, in the manipulation and
food supply; and, second, in the bees themselves.
Manipulation and food supply are being discussed continually, but
we get very little real information on the improvement of
bees.
I do not refer now so much to the introduction of new
races, but, particularly, to selection of breeding stock.
breeding work.

DB. E. F. PHILLIPS.

may

be changed so as to ask how much the prolificness of
queens has been increased in the past 45 years.

Italian

Another very important factor in honey-production is the
and a third is
eagerness with which bees go after nectar
the tongue-length, enabling them to reach the nectar in long
corolla-tubes.
Italians lack the eagerness which is possessed
by Cyprians, but there are Italian colonies which have it to
a marked degree. Several strains of long-tongued or "Red
Clover" Italian bees have arisen in the past few years, but
what is the history of the strains? When a queen is sold
and introduced into a honey-producer's apiary, before many
generations, the progeny cease to work on red clover, if
the reason that proper selection is
for
they ever did
scarcely ever practiced, and there is not close enough inThis is certainly due to lack of proper methods
breeding.
in following up the breeding.
;

;

We

may conclude, then, that prolificness, vigor, and
tongue-length, which frequently appear in Italian bees, are
not ordinarily used to proper advantage by the majority of
bee-keepers. Anyone reading the reports of the early Italian
importations will see that the average per colony, throughout
years ago, and
the country, is not much better than it was 45
to believe that it is less.
in some strains there is reason
but I teel
Of course this is not true in certain apiaries,
and I am inclined
sure this holds for the country in general,

:
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to think that prolificness in some strains of this race is
actually decreasing.
It is natural that we should want to know why this is.
There is but one answer, it -seems to me, and that is that
queen-breeding in honey-producing apiaries, is usually not
done with a knowledge of the common principles of breeding as practiced on other animals and on plants. Careful breeders of almost every other form of domestic animals know to an
ounce what their stock produces, but how many bee-keepers can
give this sort of a record? and it is commonly recognized
bv breeders that without records they work in the dark.
Breeding of both plants and animals with a view to the
betterment of stock is now attracting wide attention; this
work is not confined to experiment stations and wealthy individuals, but the farmers of the country are recognizing

that there is more money in choice stock than in
animals.
Let me quote General Burchard, associate
editor of Hoard's Dairyman, a short extract of an address to
dairymen of Wisconsin, what he called "The Cow Breed-

the

fact

scrub

Shorter Catechism":
"Q. How many kinds of cows are there?
A. Three.
A. Dairy cows, beef cows, and
Q. What are they?
combination cows.
A. One that has the
Q. What is a dairy cow?
ability to turn all the food she may eat and digest, over and
above that required for maintenance, toward the udder, there
to be transformed into milk.
Q. What is a beef cow? A. One that turns her surplus food into flesh and fat.
Q. What is a combination cow? A. One that tries to
take both forks of the road and never gets anywhere.
Q. What causes the difference in cows? A. Heredity.
Q. What is heredity? A. The biological law by which
living beings tend to repeat themselves in their descendents."
er's

Cattlemen realize that they must breed for one thing in
cows, and I believe that bee-keepers should settle down to
one line of selection. Honey-production, gentleness and color,
do not necessarily go together, and the chances of finding
all these combined in one colony are small. Which should be
chosen? Honey is the object of most bee-keeping, and that
then should be the one, and the colony line of selection for
the honey-producer. You may arrive at this by selecting
prolificness, or tongue-length, but not both without great
and, therefore, prolificness, which is vitally necesshould be the first consideration.
In the extensive work of the Maine Experiment Station on egg-laying in hens it has been found that some of
the best formed hens were poorest in laying ability, and
vice versa. They, therefore, select for number of eggs and
In this series of experiments they
let everything else go.
begin with a flock with an average of 120 eggs per year,
and now have many individual hens which produce from
200 to 250. This, too, has been done in a very few years.
The application of statements concerning stock may be
transferred to bees, and, therefore, does it not seem time for
the bee-keepers to arise and join the procession? Let the
honey producer drop all fads of color, gentleness, and similar
and breed pure stock for honey, and no longer aim
difficulty,

sary,

,

an "all-purpose" bee.
Allow me to mention here an institution worthy of noThere was started, about two years ago, an organizatice.
tion know as the American Breeders' Association, and breeders of both plants and animals are uniting in the study of
the principles of breeding with a view to improvement of
Breeders of all kinds of plants and animals have
their stock.
seen that they have interests in common, and there is absolutely no ground for a belief that the same principles of breeding do not apply to bees, and I believe no one claims it,
yet none of our queen-rearers have seemingly cared enough
about the information to be derived to pay the one
membership fee which entitles the member to a volume of
proceedings worth $5.00 to any breeder.
According to the
directory in the first volume, the total number of members
interested in bee-breeding is one. and that one is not inat

1

cluded in the last published list of members of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association. I am happy to say that since then
one other person interested to some extent in bei
joined, and he is also a member of the National.
I would
urge that the National Bee-Keepers' Association join the
Breeders' Association, and then let every member who cares
anythingat all about the improvement of his bees do likewise.
The fee is small and the benefit large.
This

that
fact
the
to
scarcity of bee-keepers may be due
in
beethe organization has nut been properly mentioned
the journals will
trust
that the editors of
I
journals.
look into this Association, and then give it a little free advertising, for it is a worthy object and is in no sense a
commercial enterprise. The editors can do great good in a
matter of this sort because they have an easy means of access to the men who should be interested.

Since much scientific work has yet to be started in
queen-breeding, it may not be a miss to enumerate some of
the approved principles of breeding and apply them to bees.
You will notice that I say queen-breeding, not queen-rearing,
for there is a vast difference.
The two great factors of all life, both plant and animal,
which make improvement possible are Variation and Heredity.

no two individuals of any one species
are exactly alike, and this of
During the past winter, I examined
drones, making in all between 5,000
and 6,000 measurements, and the results showed remarkable
Drones vary considerably more
variability in this species.
than workers in color and size, and, although I did not have
large numbers of queens to measure, it is well known how
These measurements were of structures,
variable they are.
but equal variability is present in the ability to do work,
either of egg-laying or honey-producing, as witnessed by
the inequality in stores and population of different colonies.
There is, then, enough variation.
The other great fact in nature which makes it possible
for man or nature to improve a species or race is, at first
"Like begets
thought, directly opposed to the foregoing.
A prolific female produces daughters that
like" is also true.
are also prolific, though not all to the same degree; but it is
an established principle of breeding that excessive prolificness in a female tends to produce in her offspring prolificIf variability
ness at least above the average for the race.
existed without this hereditary tendency, no improvement
could be made, for at every generation the individuals
would again vary in all directions. On the other hand, heredity could do nothing for us in our work of selection were
it not for the fact that variations occur, but around a new
center, as it were, in each generation during selection.
It is proverbial that
race of animal or
course applies to bees.
500 workers and 1,000

or

plant

The weeding out of undesirable stock is the greatest
He must pursue his work by
task of the queen-breeder.
(1), inducing variation; (2), producing large numbers of
individuals; (3), weeding out all undesirable blood by breeding from but one, or very few select animals; and (4),
In queen-breeding this means that hundreds
fixing the type.
of queens must be bred and tested every year, and a very few
chosen to continue the work during the following season
it does not seem best to use as small numbers as do most
The Funks in their work on corn-breeding
tested 5.000 ears, which bore no relation to each other, and
Luther Burbank, the wizard
chose two as breeding stock.
of horticulture, advocates even larger numbers, having chosen
In queen-breedI in 10,000 from among some of his plants.
ing we are more restricted by the limitations of any locality,
but I think I am right when I say that a breeding queen
should be the best in at least 500 tested queens, and the test
is to be made by the actual amount of honey produced in a
year as compared with the other 499, always assuming, of
Cattlemen use scales and the Babcourse, purity of stock.
cock test as the only safe method of choosing the dairy
cow; let us use scales in our judgment, and disregard color
queen-breeders.

and other fads when rearing honey-producers.
For "fancy" bee-keeping, as practiced by many amateurs,
color or anything else that attracts may be used.
Since mating cannot be controlled in bees as in mammals, it will be necessary to have several colonies producing
drones, but every colony chosen for this purpose should have
a high honev record of at least one year's standing, and the
queen should be quite as good as the breeding queen. The
majority of bee-keepers are notoriously lax in this regard.
irery colony in the yard are
In many cases the drones of
-

and just so long as this is done we will have
led selection is working
no advancement, for thi
In deagainst odds that the bee-keeper cannot overcome.
fense of such loose methods some queen-breeders argue that
o isary and that thi
a very large number of dro
During the past summer in 16
he procured in no other way.
colonies in the Arlington yard, of the Bureau of Entoallowed' to

fly,

'

—

:
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mology, I produced enough Caucasian drones to stock a
queen-breeding yard with an output of 2,000 queens a year, and
this could have been done with half that number to advantage.
I may also add that pure matings were secured in the
very large majority of cases, although that apiary is far
mention this to show that more drones
from being isolated
:

are unnecessary.

We have pedigreed horses and cows, and even pedigreed
corn and wheat; why not pedigreed bees? I think I am not
asking too much. I hope the day will come when the breeders will advertise as follows:
celebrated breeding queen
"I am this year using
Smith 168, which is the mother of a colony which last year
average colony.
produced 50 per cent more honey than

my

my

queen is the descendent of 6 purely mated queens,
all of which were mothers of colonies producing over 300
pounds of honey a year. For drones I am using 5 queens,
all of which are mothers of colonies which last year produced over 300 pounds each."
This is not visionary by any means, for it is exactly
what breeders of other stock are doing; and it is pleasant to
note that some wide-awake queen-breeders are doing almost
that now.
There is the recorded case of a colony producing 1,000
pounds of honey in one year; of course this was in a good
season, and under careful manipulation, but think what a
valuable queen was lost when that queen was not made the
mother of a long line of breeders to be distributed all over
Few honey-producers are so situated
the United States.
that each colony can produce any such amount of honey, but
it is necessary to aim high.
There are two points which require additional consideration.
The first is the desirability of breeding the race pure.
This

Crosses or hybrids are so variable that they should be avoided
except when necessary. Let me quote from Dr. W. E. Castle,

of

Harvard University, on

this point

to modify characters even
these conform to the laws of alternative inheritance,
and is certain to modify them when they give blended inheritance, it should be practiced with extreme caution, and
only by the breeder who has a definite end in view, and a
fairly clear idea of how he is going to attain it.
"The purity of standard breeds should be carefully
guarded, and much attention should be given pedigrees, for
even when individual excellence is not apparent, it may be
present in recessive or else in a latent state, which suitable
matings will bring into full realization, provided the ancestors
were superior animals.
"At the same time the breeder should be on the lookout
And he should not be
for individual peculiarities of merit.
discouraged if these are not transmitted to the immediate offspring.
simple character which disappears from the children, but reappears among the grandchildren, can at once
be made a racial character, for it is recessive in heredity."
The breeder who uses a mixture of races for breeding is

"Since cross-breeding

is likely

when

A

doing something which is very likely to cause him trouble.
is very little necessity under present conditions for this,
since a good race may be chosen as a foundation stock which
can be surpassed by crossing, only with difficulty, and careful
and systematic selection within the race will bring almost
as good results with the great advantage of more stability
a point of vital consideration. Let me make this point a little
more clear. There is reason to believe that, where some
queen-breeder takes up the improvement of bees by crossing, he will outstrip all the rest.
He will induce greater
variability, and will, consequently, have a greater range of
material for selection
he will be enabled to combine the
desirable traits of two or more races, and, at the same time,
if proper care is used, eliminate the undesirable traits.
This
can be done purposely only by a person who has a most
thorough understanding of heredity and variation and no one
else should undertake it, for there is otherwise too great a
danger of bringing out all the undesirable traits and losing
the good ones. This, then, is why pure races are generally
so essential
when the proper men take hold of crosses they
will get great results, but the majority of breeders should
not risk the handling of fire in that way, and, as for the
rank and file of bee-keepers, it is, I think, absolute folly.
A bee-keeper may say that he cares nothing for races; that
all he wants is honey.
All this is very true, but he cannot
afford to overlook the fact that nature has laws which he.
with all his independence, dares not disregard. I consider the

There

—

bee-keeper who fills his apiary with what we may call scrub
hybrid stock as a poor bee-keeper.
The second point is the common prejudice against inbreeding. I can do no better on this point than to quote from
Mr. N. W. Gentry, who is well known as an extensive breeder
Mr. Gentry has for years practiced inin Berkshire hogs.
breeding, and before the Champaign meeting of the American Breeders' Association, in February, 1905, he said:
for generations has been handed
that inbreeding of animals produces offspring of less vigor, less vitality, less constitution in
proportion to the extent to which it is carried on continuously, and this belief seems to have been accepted as true
exwithout any proving by the very great majority.
perience has led me to believe otherwise, or rather that such
results need not necessarily be true.
"Neither inbreeding nor the reverse will be a success
unless matings are made with animals suited to each other,
that is, having no weakness in common, if possible, and as
much good in common as possible. This, in my opinion, is
the key to success in all breeding operations and success will
come in no other way. In my opinion inbreeding as a rule
is very good or very bad."
"I have watched results of inbreeding in my herd for
years, and until I can discover some evil effects from it
and I have not yet I shall continue to practice it."
Mr. Gentry has one exceptional boar known as Longfellow 16,835; ne sa Y s concerning the stock:

'From father to son
down the common belief

My

—

most would advise, I would lose at first cross half
good blood, and upon another like cross a quarter more,
This
leaving them only one-fourth the Longfellow blood.
I
reasoned would be losing a good thing too rapidly.
I
think I have continued to improve my herd, being now able
all,

as

this

produce a larger percentage of really superior animals
than at any time in the past."
In breeding it is generally believed that inbreeding is
detrimental or fatal, but, fortunately, breeders are now seeing that the idea is usually without foundation. Of course,
inbreeding accentuates common weaknesses but we should
use it in accentuating strength, as it will when properly
directed.
Think what it would have meant to bee-keeping
if the blood of the Cyprian queen whose bees produced 1,000
pounds of honey had been preserved by inbreeding; and what
will mean if some of the present good queens are kept
it
by this method. I do not advocate universal inbreeding, for
it is well known that inbreeding is, generally speaking, not
natural, but, even in nature,' it is frequent, and it is by no
means universally true that it is detrimental. Therefore, if
there is reason to think that it is best, it should be fearlessly
practiced.
How this prejudice against inbreeding arose, I do
not know, but we all know how general it is.
Nevertheless,
it is true, that the breeders of stock who now practice it are
the ones who are getting results of lasting value.
On one
or two points, I do not wish to be misunderstood.
I
do not wish to condemn the breeding for color or for long
tongues.
I
really consider color
selection
fad,
a
but
there are those who prefer the lighter colored bees, and as
long as there is a market it will pay to select them. Long
tongues would be an advantage doubtless but in whatever
way we are breeding let us not forget that increased honeyproduction is the essential. If these bees have longer tongues,
all right and well, but the selection should be made by the
to

scales.

;

;

my

breeding operations I reasoned that if the Longwas the best to be found (and I have no reason
to change my mind yet), and, if I used a boar not related at
"In

fellow blood

of

Now you may ask whether in the work of the Bureau
Entomology this problem is to be taken up. I can make

no promises for the future, for I am not in a position to
outline future policy, but whoever takes up scientific breeding of bees will do a good work, and results seem certain
enough. It is not my purpose to confine myself to promises
for I do not like to make promises for fear that I may
not be able to fulfill them, but I hope this may be done by
some one. It may not be out of place to say here that the
idea of having any outside aid for this work which it was
suggested that I do, was entirely that of Professor Cook and
had neither ray sanction nor approval, either before or after
publication.
I desire no such assistance.

But

it mav not
speak of the work of the Bureau of Ento-

to leave general experimental aniculture,

be amiss

if

I
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mology since I am a representative of that branch of the
Department of Agriculture.
During the past few months some work, which may be
of interest to the members of the National Bee-Keepers' AsMost
sociation, has been done and I will briefly outline it.
of this is to be considered merely as tentative, since the investigations are not yet completed, but some idea may be
got out of what has been done recently. I will report only
on the past and leave the future till a later date.
The best methods of queen-rearing have occupied most
I have tried several times
of the time during the summer.
every method of which I could learn and have tried to test
I
am convinced after these trials that
them impartially.
by the use of artificial cell-cups we can get more uniformly
good queens than by any other means. For mating nuclei I
prefer a comb area about equal to one standard Langstroth
frame, divided into 3 frames with about 500 to 800 bees.
The style of box is relatively unimportant. I have prepared
a short bulletin on this subject which is ready for distribution, and I will take pleasure in sending it to any one who
I can say that the illustrations are fine, since I
requests it.
did not take the photographs myself, and they alone show
most of the methods more clearly than is possible in a
This will be sent to all persons on our mailing
description.
list, and any person interested in bees may be included in
this

list.

A considerable number of queens of the Caucasian variety
have been distributed during the summer. These bees certainly surpass any other race, known at present, in gentleness.

As

to honey-production, not so

much

is

known

but

I

think there is a
I
have received some excellent reports.
great future for these bees, and good queen-breeders are

taking hold of them. If selected for honey-production, according to the ideas which I gave a while back, I believe
they would be the most popular bee we have for city beeThere seems to be an idea among some
keepers, at least.
of the bee-keepers that the Bureau of Entomology claims
that these bees are the best bees known to apiculture. These
bees have been recommended for gentleness, and no exaggerated statements have been made either by Mr. Benton
or myself, as far as I am aware.
Let me quote from Mr. Benton's Farmers' Bulletin No.
59:

.

,

.

"Caucasians are natives of that portion of Russia lying
between the Black and Caspian Seas; are exceedingly gentle, good workers, good defenders of their hives, prolific, build
many queen-cells, and swarm often if confined to small
hives.
They are dark gray in their general color, although
the workers show frequently one or two yellow or leathercolored bands
are somewhat smaller-bodied than Italians
or Carniolans, have good wing-expanse, and hence are nimble flyers.
The drones are rather small and quite dark in
color, queens not large, and varying in color from a coppery yellow to a dark bronze."
At the St. Louis convention these bees were discussed
from the published statements. I cannot see that too much
was claimed for them. It is too early to prophesy as to the
ultimate future of the race, and above all they should not
be condemned without cause as has been done. Of one
thing I think I can be sure unless care is used in selecting
breeding queens of this race we shall hear the bees condemned when it will be the fault of the breeder. This is
why I am anxious to see these in good hands until they are
;

—

tried out.

There has been some misunderstanding as

to the

method

The Bureau of
by the Bureau.
Entomology should not, I think, give away any queens which
can be purchased in the United States, and thus interfere
with the business of the domestic breeders.
The regulations concerning this distribution have not been well outlined, and, after consultation with others who have conducted government distributions, I, therefore, drew up the
following plan which has been approved by the chief of
the Bureau and by the Honorable Secretary of Agriculof

distribution

of queens

ture:

"To any experienced queen-breeder who

will

guarantee

to rear queens and mate them purely in considerable numbers for general sale, the Bureau will send, as far as the
supply will allow, one high-grade breeding queen, purely
mated and carefully tested. In addition, several queens whose
matings are not known will be sent for drone-production.

mating; all queens,
since drones are not affected by the
depend on
however, will be from good stock, the number to
request must
the
making
breeder
The
hand.
at
supply
the
queens, must agree
give evidence of his ability to rear good
queens a year for sale to
to offer at least 200 pure-bred
them an exorbitant
the general public, and must not ask for
that 20 percent
It is the opinion of the Department
price
fair.
more than the current price for Italian queens would be
future years the breeders
It will also be expected that in
in honey-prowill do their utmost toward the improvement
purity of the
duction, at the same time maintaining the
The Bureau will be glad to aid breeders of this
races.
aid in any way a
class to its utmost ability, but will not
hybrids of the
breeder who offers for sale or sells crossed
queens, and
various races, except in the case of untested
made to
even in that case, every possible effort should be
get pure matings.
"After thi's distribution

all

inquiries to the

Bureau

will

including
be answered by giving a list of reliable breeders,
apiary;
those who have received stock from the government
inand the name of any breeder who knowingly sends out
to interfere
ferior stock will be dropped. It is not the purpose
queens,
with the private business of the persons receiving
bee-keepers of
but these precautions are taken to protect the
the country.
"No applications for queens under other circumstances
All applictaions will be considered in the
will be considered.
order of their receipt."
fair and just to all,
I trust that this method will seem
"square deal," and
for it is my desire to give everybody a
merely to give something
I do not care to distribute queens
away I also hope that by this method we may be able to
this work.
induce a good many first-class men to take hold of
right men, but careless
I will do everything I can to aid the
their
breeders, and those who give second-grade queens to
not apply. If I could give you a list of the

customers, need
sumpersons who have written for Caucasian queens this
mer I am afraid you would all go into the business. The
newspapers
present demand is due to notices in ordinary
which were caused by the extreme gentleness of these bees.
being
This is not the kind of fame which I desire for bees
distributed.

,

.

.

Caucasians, Carniolans, and Cyprians are now being inwhich
cluded in this distribution, as will be any other races
may be obtained in the future. The Banat, or Hungarian,
and may
bees which are also very gentle, are being tested
If
be worthy of distribution, but that remains to be seen.
they are, they will be included.
During the summer I found some lesser wax-moths,
Achroiagrisella, and began to breed them in a wire-cloth
They behave in much the same way as the other large
cage
wax-moth,' Gallcria mellonella, but I think they are more

asked for inI
to burrow in the brood-chamber.
formation concerning the distribution of this species, through
the American Bee Journal and Gleanings in Bee Culture,
and received reports of them from various parts of the
They are doubtless found elsewhere for they
country.
have been introduced into this country several times, and
seemingly have later disappeared.
inclined

Owing
Bee-diseases have received some attention also.
fact that I have entered the service of the Bureau
very early
late, I was not able to get started on this work
in the summer, and consequently have been handicapped,
but the work is of vital interest and worth continuance.
Through the kindness of several men prominent n apiculture, I received a large number of samples of diseased brood.
The Bureau of Animal Industry, at my suggestion, assigned
to the

;

competent bacteriologist to this investigation, and between
we have been getting a fair start. So far the results are
briefly, that Bacillus alvei has been found in every sample
of "black brood" and not a single case of foul brood, confirming the work of Doctors Veranus A. Moore and G.
No characteristic germ of foul
Franklin White, of Cornell.
In one sample, from foul brood,
brood has been found.
which was unmistakably contagious, sent in by my assistant,
Mr. John M. Rankin, who is in California, we found a bacillus resembling Bacillus alvei in many respects, but on cultivaWhen fed to a colony
tion, it was found not to be the same.
it
did not produce the disease, although the feeding continued for over a month. The final outcome of this investigation is still unknown, and I present these few facts merely
a

us
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that you may know what is being done. There is much confusion on the subject of the germ brood-diseases in this country, and I hope it can be straightened out.
Evidently beekeepers confuse these names, or possibly the foul brood of Europe and Canada may not be the same as our foul brood.
Please remember that I do not make this as a definite statement: I merely say that we cannot find Bacillus alvei in socalled foul brood.
The germ Bacillus alvei itself is well
known, and its characters have been well studied, and what
now remains is definite knowledge of its distribution and
exact information of a working nature so that the beekeeper will know just what he can do with the disease.
This is the work which must be done. It is very desirable
that a large number of samples of brood-diseases be examined from all over the country, and I hope that any
members of the National Bee-Keepers' Association who have
any such trouble will be kind enough to send me samples.
For the present I could do nothing more but report on
the presence or absence of Bacillus alvei, but
I shall be
glad to do that as soon as the examination is made
cannot receive too many samples, and I shall ask your
cooperation during the next season.
The so-called "bee-paralysis" has come in for its share
of investigation, but I regret to sav that I
cannot as yet even
suggest a cause. No pathogenic bacterium has
been found
in bees which died of paralysis, and
I do not think that
there is evidence that Bacillus gaytoni has
anvthing to do
with it.
The theory that certain plants were poisoning the
bees and causing the symptom of
paralysis, was also investigated but I failed to produce the
disease when bees were
ted on honey mixed with the characteristic
alkaloids of these
plants.
In the meantime I have gone over
every word of
the literature on paralysis that I
could find, and while it
is
hard to judge from descriptions,
which are generallv
am
CU "/ d t0 the belief that severaI different
rrnnhlT'are combined
u
troubles
under the word "paralysis." I sincerely hope that some one can
tell us something about this
disease before another summer
passes, and I would respectfully request that any of. the
members of the National
Bee-Keepers Association having the disease
in their apiaries
WOU ,d n ° tify me
make carefuI observaions
,
1 S ° me regl ° nS Where
thC disease is at its
worsi, if possible"
series of experiments on
feeding has been be<mn
n which sugar solutions of
different strengths are
sed
for the purpose of determining
to what extent the canesugar or sucrose is inverted by
the bees into reducing sugars
th
° St ? art are the ingredients of
hone"'
So far
^o
far*,I have been
K
able to get results from only one
experiment in which sugar was fed
in a 50 percent solution
In this case the water was
evaporated until 80 percent of
the solution stored was solids,
and 15 percent of the total
volume
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In his address last year before this Association, Mr.
Benton spoke of the establishment of an experimental apiary
at Arlington.
This plan was somewhat modified, so that
the main apiary of the Bureau is in Washington, -with an
out-yard at Arlington for the mating of queens to Cau-

In addition to this, permission has recentlybeen granted for the placing of colonies of bees on another
farm of the Department of Agriculture, 6 miles north of
Washington, for the study of diseases, such as foul brood,
black brood, and paralysis, where there is absolutely no danger of contaminating our own bees or those of any other beekeeper. In this way fresh samples are obtainable, for it is
often hard to examine combs after they have been in the mails
casian drones.

several days.

As you know, Mr. Frank Benton, Apicultural

Investigaearly in June on an extended trip after new races
of bees, under the direction of the Bureau of Entomology.
Mr. Benton visited various European countries, and we,
from time to time, received queens from him. The uprising
tor,

left

Caucasus delayed him somewhat, but he finally reached
country and got several queens which, for the most
He expects also to visit
part, reached Washington alive.
India and the Philippines to study the giant bees of the
genus Megapis before returning, and will send some of them
It is certainly to be hoped
to the United States, if possible.
that he will be able to settle once for all the question, which
has been so long debated without many facts one way or the
other, as to the desirability of introducing these bees.
in the

that

Last spring Mr. Benton conducted a rather heavy correspondence with the different manufacturers of cake chocolate, with the idea of inducing them to use honey in place
Various ones promised to try it, but nothof cane-sugar.
ing was done. On Mr. Benton's departure, this was turned
over to me, and I visited the Stephen F. Whitman Co., of
They
Philadelphia, when in that city on other business.
took up the matter and report that they have tried in every
way to do this but that it is impossible. They, of course,
recognize the desirability of using honey, but claim that their
machinery is not adapted to such use. It was hoped that
this would open a market for a large quantity of honey,
but the effort was without success.

During the summer a good deal of routine work was
necessary. The mailing list of the office was badly in need
of revision, and that took considerable time, and, in addition, as far as was possible, a complete list of queen-rearers,
bee-disease inspectors, bee-keepers' societies, and supply dealThese things are necessary in order that
ers was made.
we may know just the condition of affairs in the bee-keeping world, and are of great value in the work. At present,
back volumes of the American bee-keeping journals are being carefully indexed, which will save much time in looking
up any subject. Of course, such work has to be done when
there is a lull in our rather heavy correspondence.
In conclusion, I wish to express my personal appreciation of the help which I have received from bee-keepers in
various parts of the country since I have been connected with
the Bureau of Entomology. Without such kindness it would be
difficult to accomplish anything, and I can only assure you that
I shall do my utmost to advance the interests of the industry
with your help. I shall appreciate any criticism which may be
made of my work, as long as it is based on facts, and shall
endeavor to profit thereby; but I ask for neither praise nor
blame from anyone who does not know what he is talking
about.
Let me especially ask for your co-operation in the
bee-disease investigation during the coming summer.
E. F. Phillips.

Dr. Miller

—

believe that if anything is done to amount
to very much in the way of improvement, such as Dr.
Phillips has been talking about, it will not be so much by
some one special person, as it will be by the rank and file
taking hold of the matter. So many seem to get the idea
that it will be a queen-breeder.
1 would like to call special
attention to this distinction
between queen-breeders and
queen-rearers.
I would like to ask the question. What percentage of queen-breeders are there among queen-rearers?
I don't want to press that question, but I believe all of us to
a certain extent can become queen-breeders; and when the
rank and file do that, then we will begin to have advancement and improvement in our stock. I do feel like heartily

like

I

thanking Dr. Phillips, and I wish all who feel with me
thanking him to signify it by a rising vote of thanks.

;
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[The members of the Convention arose, and the suggestion
was greeted with applause.]
Mr. McEvoy I never heard a paper in my life that I

—
—

liked so well as that one.
Mr. Moore Dr. Phillips, in his very excellent article,
has touched on a point that I think we are all intensely
interested in. and we have with us one who has perhaps the
best experience of any person in this country, and 1 would
ilggesl he now address the convention on his personal exI refer to Mr. Win.
ice in connection with foul brood.

McEvoy,

[Applause.]
could not help but take keen notice of
what the Doctor was saying about these different kinds
1— black brood and foul brood and I can not help
of In
but think that there were many mistakes made in some of
the kinds that were sent that they were mistaken for sometiling else.
It has been thirty years since I first handled
foul brood.
In 1875 it broke out in my own yard, and I
worked out the cure I have given to the world on that.
Speaking of the kind of dead brood, I meet it every
year.
Last year all over Ontario and in many parts of the
United States there were immense quantities of dead brood
mistaken for foul brood, and by many that had had it before, and felt sure they knew what they were talking about.
It was simply starved brood.
After the apple-bloom failed,
for a long period before they touched clover, in many places
they started brood, and they ran out of unsealed stores, and
when they are caught like that they will not uncap the old
honey fast enough to keep pace with the amount of larvae
the result is death. Part of the brood is well fed, some of it
is starved and some does not get enough just before it is
capped.
Some of them will die under the cappings and
some hatch out, and you cut the cappings and it will be recapped.
The bees are poorly fed. Every year I have been
called out in connection with these cases, and I found no foul
brood. For every 4 or 5 cells of foul brood you will find
19 or 20 starved in the comb, and this is what causes mistakes and confusion.
They say, "Oh, I have had it before
and the bees cleaned it out." But sometimes it is foul brood,
and it will clean the yard out, and it is just as well to be
careful of what they get hold of. The bee-yard is no place
for a burying ground or a graveyard.
But I would advise
that you sacrifice your bees by treating the whole yard as
dead brood. Let us go to work and feed them, and give
them a double shake.
There have been men in Ontario and the United States
who have treated it for foul brood when it was starved
brood, and it was feeding that it wanted. This treatment
only aggravated it, and it still did not get enough.
If the
bee-keepers will feed they will not have this ordinary dead
brood. Some queens are good feeders under poor circumstances, and others, again, are poor feeders under good circumstance?. I have never heard a paper I liked better than
that, especially where he spoke of breeding, and I do think
90 percent of all the queens on the continent of America
want killing.
I
like the bees that under trying circumstances will feed the larvae well; and in feeding that larvae
in these periods we will have bees that will double the honey
crop.
It will pay to feed during these periods.
But come
to the disease, that is what so often causes the confusion;
it is this finding of so much dead brood.
There is lots of
it
this summer.
It took a dark color and almost a blue
nature, and it would stretch almost a quarter of an inch;
but hadn't the stench, although it had a pretty heavy odor.
notice that, all over, the bee-papers speak of so much
I
chilled brood. That was a little out of place. It was starved.
The flow shut off, and the bees didn't uncap the old honey
fast enough.
Feed during these periods, and it means a good
deal.
Feed, and watch the results, and you will see how
fat, and plump, and white the larvse are.
That which is
half starved, you will see little hollows that you can put the
head of a pin in.
I have not in 20 years opened a hive of bees, but what
I have taken a close look; and some places they have said,
How do you find the queen? How do you like the color of
the bees?
I didn't look at the bees.
I could see how they
were feeding the larvse. Come to find out, they had gotten
the queen from certain parties in the United States; and
I would say, kill every one you have got and breed from

Mr.

of Canada.

McEvoy — I

—

cure any apiary
but where they

good one. The Doctor is right.
The treatment I give is the only

are of no use.

practical one.

Don't be deceived with drugs.

Drugs

You

can't

it

is

the

bad.

You may use

comb and

gas, and so on,
in on the hard crust
can't kill that and make

fill

old foul brood and cap it over, you
The only way to do is to take away the combs
a success.
and follow the bees for the honey they take from the combs,
put
and let them build combs for days in bad cases.
the honey and case in the bee-yard, and give it one shake and
it will generally cure it; but there are also several that would
fail, because the next thing they do when they get weak is
to fill in the center. The honey to become diseased in a beeNearly
hive must first of all be stored in a diseased cell.
Why? It is
all the honey in the top of the comb is sound.
But where it is
clean honey from the fields in queen-cells.
stored close to the ring, in on the old crust, that is where
the disease is.

Now

—Do you consider pickled brood has the germ
McEvoy— never
to say anything about any one

Mr. Lyons

;

this

if
fill

of the disease?

Mr.

like

I

you do the feeding

at the proper time
never have pickled brood. You feed now at the
close of the honey-flow and help your bees up the hill.
The spring of 1889 was one of the most favorable springs
Things went booming along. On May 28 came
in Ontario.
frost, which was followed by 3 or 4 days of rain.
I said to
all the bee-keepers, the brood-chambers will be a mass of
dead matter.
The bees arc caught out, the brood-chambers are full, and they are going to use up the unsealed
honey; they won't uncap the old stores fast enough, and
great starvation will take place.
All over Ontario they
were spreading, and they had foul brood, and dead brood,
and everything, and run short of the honey crop. The last

treatment.

else's

you

If

will

two weeks in May and the first week in June, in 1894, we
had three weeks of rain, rain, rain all over Ontario. During that time the bees run short of bringing in stores to
keep pace with them, and that year there was a lot of dead
brood all over Ontario the same way. Then last spring was
a bad one, and the spring before.
There is not enough
attention paid to help the bees during that gap.
Mr. Lyons That has been exactly my experience this
spring.
I
had 50 or so of those Alexander feeders and I
put them right on after fruit-bloom and it worked very

—

well.

— Pickled

Mr. McEvoy

brood will turn on

its

back and

You will notice some of the cells thin capped.
The bees as much as uncap and say, What is the matter with
you? You will find in some cells that a cap is not cut.
The bees have not enough strength to move the jaw. Feed
turn

up.

will save all that.

Mr. Rice

— Wouldn't

purpose ?

uncapping honey answer the same

—

Mr. McEvoy Yes, you are right. That is business, and
do that, too
and I would rather do it while there is
honey.
Give 2 or 3 frames; do not bruise or scratch it;
shave that off neatly and then it will not run. Skip the
next night and then give 2 or 3 more frames. Take a jar
and turn it upside down and put it on the center of that,
and you set that food down where the bees most need it,
and feed continuously. In 1894 I tested it. I was feeding,
and the food kept going, going, going, but there was a
little drawback about it, that got onto the honey-flow and
at last my out-yard nearly went to pieces.
Eut the bees
were vigorous. You will get these bees from a fed colony
I

;

that

right down in showers. There is a vim,
the bees that are fed, compared to what
in the others.
It is best to feed in this bare period.

will

come

and a snap of
there

is

life in

—

wish Mr. McEvoy would help us clear
I
up this question as to the difference between foul brood
and black brood, and what bearing it has to a layman
and as to bacillus alvci being found in foul brood or* black
brood?
Mr. McEvoy— I am not able to tell that, when it comes
to black brood
I have seen it, and handled it. and treated
it the same as the other.
When you speak of a specific germ,
you are going beyond me. You will have to take the scientist
for that.
But in either case this treatment has got to come
in.
No drugs will be of any use with foul brood.
Mr. Hatch I understood Mr. McEvoy to say that there
would be no such thing as pickled brood if we feed between
fruit-bloom and clover bloom.
Mr. McEvoy You will never have pickled brood un-

Mr. Moore

;

—

—

der those conditions.

Mr. Hatch

—

I

found

it

in California.

I

had 250 colonies

—

—
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right
one location and I had, half a dozen times, at least,
same
through the honey season, pickled brood. I had the
thing in 3 apiaries in Wisconsin.
Mr. McEvoy— And running on till the end of the honey
end of
season? You will find some of it in combs near the
the honev season.
Mr. Hatch— How is feeding going to help it?
Mr. McEvoy— Don't let it start. It didn't start them. The
bees from some queens are poor feeders of larvae.
season
Pres. Dadant— If it continues during the honey
in

it

is

contagious.

Mr.

McEvoy—No.
Dadant — My experience is different.
McEvoy— It will hang on and continue.

Pres.

Mr.

This year

did continue pretty nearly to the end of the honey season,
won't
but I would change the queens in that case when they
feed their larvae.
Mr. Hatch I have changed the queen in one and it
had no effect whatever; the disease kept right on the same.
Mr. McEvoy I never had a case, or saw a case.
Mr. Hatch This year I saw only one colony that was
the least affected, and that only in two cells.
Dr. Phillips.— What difference does it make whether
I think it makes all
there is a germ or not? was asked.
the difference in the world, if we have something in the
hive that is going to carry contagion if it is spread; if it is
due to some other cause it will not spread in the same way,
and the bee-keeper will have to know whether there is a
germ there or not, so that he will know how to avoid it.
Mr. Baxter I have had no foul brood in my apiary, or diswas
ease of any kind, until this year I had a case I thought
foul brood. I got scared about it, and I asked my brotherin-law to come and look at it, but meanwhile I changed
queens, and the trouble stopped at once.
Mr. Evoy It generally will in that case.
Mr. Moore— This seems to be a heresy. Dr. Howard,
of Texas, has taught us that bacillus alvei was found in
I have studied all of them, and all the authorifoul brood.
but Dr. Phillips comes along
ties have told us the same thing;
I
and says there is no bacillus alvei found in foul brood.
thought an answer to the question would help us to get clear
it

—
—
—

.

—

on

^

We

want to say, while Dr. Miller was commenting on this
I
excellent paper he said one thing that I don't believe is so
he said that this would not be confined to one individual,

we could all have it. We can't do it. It has never been
known that all people have it. How many Burbanks do you
think there are in the United States? There is only one. And
there are only two or three men that have made any progress
in the matter of the Corn Investigation; and there are two
or three breeders. Now we have finally found a young man
with brains, with energy, and with a disposition to work, and
who is peculiarly adapted to this work, and the best thing

—

Dr. Phillips

I do not
don't believe in the distribution of anything.
agree with Secretary Wilson on that line; and I do not
agree with the Government's work, wherever it sends anyI don't believe in giving away literature and sending
thing.
it
out miscellaneously, and that costs millions of dollars,
and some of it is good and some exceedingly bad, and
the peculiarity of this paper is that it does not partake
have something here that is progressive
of the bad.

this point.

Bacillus alvei

was

first

described about 1885

experience in treating the diseases. I got it from men
these diseases from practical experience all over

who know

the United States.

Mr. Holekamp

— Mr.

Phillips,

when we send you samples

of foul brood, do you keep a record of them?
Dr. Phillips— Yes.
Mr. Holekamp— I sent 5 samples last year to Mr. Benton.

Mr. Abbott— I agree somewhat with Mr. Holtermann,
but not for the reasons he gives. I don't think the Government should distribute anything, but I think the most
disgraceful thing the Government does is distributing seed,
and I would object to the queens being distributed on the
same ground. But it is entirely too late for us to tell the
have a very excellent SecreGovernment what to do.
tary of Agriculture, who is wide awake and progressive.
And we have a very excellent entomologist, and they have
marked out these lines and now the best thing we can do is
just keep our mouths shut and let them do what they want
to, in my opinion.

we can do is to just keep our hands off him and let him
his own gait, and let him have his own way about it,
just as Luther Burbank has gone his own gait and had his
own way. This work can be done by these individuals, and
it will
be done, and I think we make a serious mistake.

by Cheshire. They described it from specimens obtained in
England. The second description was that by Prof. HarriHe described it as present in foul brood.
son, of Canada.
Then Dr. Howard, of Texas, described it as foul brood.
After that Doctors Moran and White of Cornell got up and
found in black brood the same germ. I think, personally,
what Cheshire described was what Mr. Moore refers to,
and from the other conditions I should judge it was another
Let me say here that in every case in which I took
disease.
a sample of brood I got it from a man who had had years
of

queens, and he says at the present date he finds strains of
these characteristics cropping up which are confined to the
Caucasian bees and he has tried to stamp them out during
Wouldn't it be better to test them
the entire 23 years.
somewhere where they would not spread, instead of scattering them through the country where we may not be able
to control them and it may prove serious for us?

—

Dr. Phillips I can't say about Mr. Benton's records.
have kept my own. I suppose it can be looked up.
Mr. Holtermann There is one point in connection with
the paper that I think should be brought up, and that is
that quite a number of us are very much exercised about
the distribution of Caucasian bees. I think it would be wiser
spread about at the
if these Caucasian bees would not be
I

—

present time. I may say I am personally very much pleased,
indeed, that the Department of Agriculture at Washington
is taking this matter in hand, of helping the bee-keepers,
and I think it should receive the warm co-operation and assistance of the bee-keepers, not only in the United States
but in other countries. I am pleased, also, that they are
seeking to find if possible new races and varieties of bees,
and improve the race but for my part I think it would be
better if these bees were not distributed as it is proposed
they should be, because, as we know, we can not control
where they shall go. If we find they are as objectionable
as some say, it would be a very serious matter to have them
One man in our own country had 22
scattered abroad.
;

go

I

We

and

intelligible.

—
—

Mr. McEvoy The best you ever heard.
Mr. Abbott Yes. There is a man with a disposition

Now, let him go; don't let us bother him.
Dr. Phillips I have been for the last 8 days right among
the honey-producers, and I think I know their views in
regard to a good many things in addition to Caucasians.
I will give
I did my best to talk the thing over with them.
you their criticisms. In the first place, the criticism was
made that these bees are too gentle; robbers will come in
and take away the surplus honey. In reply to that I will
say, I don't think these bees are gentle enough for that,
and just as long as a man does not know how to handle bees
he will do the very thing that will irritate them. The other
criticism was made that these bees are so gentle that you
will have amateur bee-keepers all over the country.
I don't
think you have to fear much from the amateur; he always
goes to the wall in about a year or two. I am not afraid of
the amateur bee-keeper at all. Perhaps I am wrong on that
to

work.

—

point.

The criticism was made, and the only criticism that I
could consider as valid against any race of bees was, Will
it produce the honey?
If it will not produce the honey we
In regard to that I don't know enough about
don't want it.
it to give a definite answer.
Rauchfuss Brothers, of Colorado, have reared Caucasian bees and speak in the highest
terms possible of them as honey-producers. They were the
ones that recommended them to Mr. Benton for his work.
In

regard to the distribution, as soon as the Depart-

ment of Agriculture gets hold of anything and somebody
wants it, what are you going to do about it? To prevent
an indiscriminate and unwise distribution I have limited the
distribution in the way I have mentioned.
It was the only
way I could see out of it, and I don't think it is going
to be detrimental.
The argument came up, you will contaminate

all

our other races. How much contamination do
is any worse than the black bees all over this
don't think the conditions can get any worse than

you get that
country?

I
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now with the blacks, Carniolans and Cyprians all
mixed up as they are now. I would be very sorry indeed
if the Department of Agriculture were to introduce something that would be detrimental. We have enough reports
to indicate that this race nee'ds testing, and the Department
does not have it in control to say just exactly where these
they are

bees shall go.
this

—

Mr. McEvoy How do you manage, Mr. France, with
Does your experience bear out mine?
pickled brood?

Feeding.

Mr. France— Almost the same
avoid
I

thing.
This feeding to
during shortage has overcome it largely.

starvation

would

add that we are

like to

all

proud of the valuable

paper that Dr. Phillips has given us, and I want, on behalf
of the Association, to ask if he will accept the enrollment
of the National Association on the mailing list, that anything
he gets of value we will all get.
Dr. Phillips Any person can get this for a post card.
If they do not want it badly enough for that it might be
just as well to keep it where it is.
Dr. Miller May I ask Dr. Phillips this practical quesI am working for
tion for us who are honey-producers?
Is there anything that you
all the honey I can get to sell it.
think I can do to raise the character of my bees, and to

—

—

get

more honey from them?

—

Dr. Phillips I think you can not do anything more or.
than keeping the records and cutting out all stock that is
not of value keeping the races pure at the same time.
Dr. Miller Now, he says, I, an every-day, common beekeeper, can do something to improve my bees, and I can
help him.
Dr. Phillips In regard to what a honey-producer can
There is a man in New York
do, let me cite an example.
State who has 98 colonies of bees; he has a neighbor 5
miles away who has 200 colonies. One man has selected in
breeding for the last 10 years and has inbred very closely.
The other man has been buying stock from all over the
United States, But not selected in breeding. The man with
98 colonies got exactly the same amount of honey within a
very few pounds as the man with 200 colonies, and they
both admit they have about the same localities.
Mr. Moore moved, duly seconded, that Mr. Abbott be
asked to give his paper this evening. Carried.

the smaller hive. When the bees work down into the lower
hive, the upper one can be removed, providing there is no
If brood is still present, an excluder
brood in it longer.
should be put between the two hives, making sure that the
queen is in the lower hive, and at the farthest the brood
will be all gone in the upper hive 21 days after placing the
excluder.
third way is perhaps more satisfactory, and is growWait till the colony swarms, and hive the
ing in favor.
swarm in the new hive, putting it on the old stand, with
the old line close beside it.
A week later set the old hive
on top of the new one, and 21 days after the issue of the
swarm drum all the bees out of the old hive and give them
If, however, you desire increase, instead of
to the swarm.
setting the old hive on top of the new one a week after
swarming, set it off in a new place, and 21 days after the
issue of the swarm drum the bees out into a new hive and
transfer the combs, which at that time will have no brood
in the way.
It is now getting so late in the season that very likely it
will be as well not to do anything in the way of transferring
till next year.
To go into the full subject of transferring would be to
go beyond the scope of this department; but if there are any
special points which you desire information, ask any ques-

A

tions

you

like,

and they

will be cheerfully'

answered.

less

;

—

—

[Continued nexl m^nth.j
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for Miller:*

%esfion-Box
office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller. Mareneo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Send Questions either to the

B3P

Methods of Transferring Bees from Old Hives
Please give two or three ways of transferring bees from
rotten hive to a new one.
I am green at the business, and must get the bees out of the old hives.
Some say
Nebraska.
one way and some say another.

an

old,

—

Answer. You are pretty safe to follow the instructions
given in the books of instruction on bee-keeping. One way
is to cut out the combs and fasten them into frames in
the time of fruit-bloom.
If the old hives are movableframe hives, the frames and combs in good condition and
of the right size, there will be nothing to do but to lift
them out of one hive and put them in the other. The probability, however, is that the old hives are box-hives, in which
case there must be the cutting and fitting of combs.
second way is to set the old hive over the new one. miking all close so that no bee can get out of the old hive
except by going down through the new one, this to be done
early in the season.
If the two hives are not of the same
size, make a board-cover to cover the lower hive and let
the upper hive rest upon it, the cover large enough for the
larger hive, and a hole cut in it as large as the inside of

An Experience with

a

Robbed Colony

My

apiary consists of 5 colonies, which are doing very
well so far. Recently a little boy reported a swarm of bees
on a fence. I asked how long they had been there, and he
replied, "About 2 weeks."
I knew they would be but little
I went and hived them, and brought them
put the hive in a row with my other colonies. A
few days later I saw a neighbor bee-keeper who told me to
give them a few frames of brood from another colony, which
I did, and all seemed well for a few days, when robbing
began and the queen was lost. I then bought a queen, but
the bees had again begun to gather honey and had started
queen-cells, and robbing stopped.
I cut out the queen-cells
and introduced the queen successfully, the bees working
nicely, but there were very few of them.
So I gave them a
few more frames of brood, and the next afternoon I again
I shut the hive and in the evening moved
noticed robbing.
it to a new stand, leaving it for 2 days, then opened the hive,
but as they were again robbed I shut it. I then built a tent
of mosquito-netting 5x5x12 feet, and put them into it. They
had lots of honey, pollen, brood and young bees 6 or 7 days
Now come my questions
old.
How long dare I keep them in the tent, or how long must
I keep them there?
What shall I feed them? The buckwheat will be in bloom in about 3 weeks, and probably the
alsike clover later on.
Pennsylvania.

benefit to

me, but

home and

:

—

Answer. It isn't a good plan to keep bees imprisoned,
and no matter how long you keep them shut up the robbers
will be likely to all attack them again when they are opened,
unless you wait for the buckwheat flow, which would make a
pretty long imprisonment. Better take away the tent in the
evening, right away, and pile hay or straw, 6 inches or a
foot deep at the entrance, so it will bother the robbers to get
through.
It will make it more effective if the hay be well
wet.
By taking away the tent in the evening you will allow
the bees to come out quietly next morning, without attracting the attention of the robbers so much as they would do
if you opened them in the middle of the day. Don't take away
the tent in the evening till after the bees have about stopped
flying.
It isn't a good plan to move bees to a new place
when robbing is going on. Many of the field-bees will be
lost to the colony by moving, making it weaker to defend
itself, and the robbers are sure to find the new place anyhow.

Chaff Hives-Getting Bees Into Supers-Afterswarms

A

am a beginner in the bee-business, and would like
information which I can not get in a satisfactory way
from the "A B C of Bee Culture." I wish to work up to
about 20 or 25 colonies of bees and have no bee-cellar to
I think of using nothing but chaff hives.
winter them in.
Would vou advise me to depend entirely on such hives?
1.

a

little

I

!
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I
am having trouble with one of my colonies. I can
not get the bees up into the sections. They build up between
I
have used every
the section-slats and the brood-frames.
means and all the information I could get from the "A B
C of Bee Culture" to get them to work in the sections. I

section

tried a
super.
section

of

last

They uncapped

honey in the center of the
I
tried a
and carried it down.

year's
it

from another hive, with the comb partly drawn out,
The hive is an old-style Simplicity, with
with no avail.
What would you do
434-inch super, and 3-inch bee-space.
in

my

place

?

When

an afterswarm issued what will be the result
hive them and catch and kill the queen and shake the
Indiana.
bees back into the parent hive?
3.

if

I

—

Chaff hives will
hardly dare advise.
preparing for winter, but they are
cumbersome and unwieldy, and if they should perchance at
any time pass into the possession of some one having a cellar
or wanting to take them to an out-apiary, they would be
objectionable.
So it would not be a bad plan for you to
experiment a little, trying some of both kinds, only be sure
to have only one size of frames.
Possibly, however, your question is meant to be understood not as to whether you shall have chaff hives entirely,
but that you have decided to have only chaff hives, and you
want to know whether you can 'depend entirely on chaff
In that
hives for wintering, without any outside packing.
case I answer that no additional packing is needed with
chaff hives. It is well, however, in case of any outdoor wintering, to take advantage of any buildings, groves, etc., to
protect against the severity of prevailing winds.
2. If the bees do not work in the super with all the
inducements you mention, it is quite likely because the colony
is not strong enough to work in supers, for you say you gave
a section from another hive partly drawn out, so it must be
that other colonies are storing. There is one thing that is a
You say there is a 3-inch beelittle hard to understand.
I don't feel sure what you mean by that, but if you
space.
mean that there is a space of 3 inches between the sections
and the top-bars and it looks a little like it when you say,
"they build up between the section-slats and the broodframes" then it is no wonder that you have trouble. There
ought to be over the top-bars a space of no more than

Answers.
make you less

1.

I

trouble

—

'

—

J4-inch.
If, however, you have only ^4-inch space over top-bars,
then there is just one thing more you can do to coax the bees
tip.
Cut out a piece of brood from a brood-comb and fit it into
one of the middle sections. If the bees don't go up into that
there is nothing left but to take them to an insane asylum.
3. They will swarm again with the oldest virgin left in
If you want to try anything in that line, the easier
the hive.
and better thing to do is to destroy all queen-cells in the
hive, and then return the swarm, queen and all.

Not that I
I am an advocate of farm bee-keeping.
think the farmer should vie with the specialist in the
field of apiculture and burden himself with more than
he can manage. Two or three colonies make but little
work and should afford honey for his table the year
round.
Ordinarily this goes to waste in his fields for
lack of bees to gather it.
should this be so?
A recent writer in the
Farmer's Voice says that the farmer used to be a beekeeper.
If that be so it seems a strange falling away
from a commendable practice, for certainly bee-keeping

Why

was never

easier than it is to-day.
have noticed the prevalent idea that " Bees would
not do well in Nebraska." Then there is the natural
dread of stings.
It is said, with what truth I know not, that the poison
That
of the bee's stings is a specific for rheumatism.
ought to be some comfort under affliction
Besides that, the Italian bee is very gentle, and not
at all like the irrascible little black rascals of the time of
our grandfathers.
Then, too, there are many who do not realize the
great value of honey as a food and as a medicine. They
don't have "the honey habit."
We are told on all hands, " Uneeda biscuit " and invited to "Try-a-bita" food, and cautioned what to smoke,
but there have not been many to urge the value of honey.
If people in general rated it at its true worth the present
It would
supply would not be enough to go around!
replace some of the patent medicines of more than doubtful virtue for the treatment of coughs, colds, la grippe,
I

etc.

The medical
honey

is

profession

the most

are

generally

wholesome sweet,

as

it

is

agreed

that

also the

most

ancient, and can be freely eaten in certain diseased conditions of the body when sugar is forbidden as an article
It is usually much relished by children and is
of diet.
suitable also as a food in extreme old age.
To the honey-lover it is not generally consideration of the above facts, but simply its deliciousness and
rarity that leads him to indulge.
its comparative
It is much cheaper than it used to be and while bee-keepers may lament that the day of high prices is passing,
if they think at all of " the other fellow " they will not
regret the fact that they can no longer get 25 cents a
pound for their product.
"How to Manage Bees," may be partly learned from
the many excellent instruction books and papers published in regard to bee-keeping; but, after all, there is so
much difference in locality, I have had to learn many
things for myself.
I
have decided that at least one cause for failure
in Nebraska is this: Our best natural honey-flow is in the
fall,

bringing with

it

late

swarming which,

if

unchecked,

Then there is often failure in such
also excessive.
cases to gather sufficient stores for winter, especially
when, as was the case last fall, there is a cessation of
honey-gathering earlier than usual, followed by an open
winter when the bees fly freely, consuming their stores
before there is anything more to gather, when they starve.
The strongest colonies that are left are often allowed
by the careless bee-keeper to hunt the icy water in the
stock tanks, chilling to death, when the bee-keeper will
say he had a case of "spring dwindling."
To put it in a nut-shell: If the colonies winter
through with abundance of food and are supplied with
artificial pollen and water close by, they are likely to be
is

Cuuduoled by K

Something About Bees and Honey
For nearly 14 years I have been keeping bees with
varying success in Cust'er county. When I commenced
then- was no one to give me any encouragement or lend
1
had been told that, "Bees would not
a helping hand.
do well in Nebraska," that "There was not enough for
to work on," etc.
iwever, I am quite a hand to want to try for myself—"bull headed" I have been told by the individual
most free to give home thrusts!
I can say that the prospects for the bee-keeper in
Nebraska have steadily improved since I made my first
attempt, and I" have also learned much in the costly school
of experience.

them
1

1

good condition when fruit-bloom comes, and if there
nectar to gather they will repay whatever care has
been given them. Custer Co. (Neb.) Beacon.
Mrs. A. L. Amos.
in
is

—

Mrs. Amos speaks of allowing the bees "to hunt
the icy water in the stock tanks." Will she kindly tell
us how she provides water for her bees? Does she warm
In this locality some farmers warm the water for
it?
their cows but the bees are left to do their -own warm-

-^

1

ing.

Comb

Attached to Separators

For 2 years my bees have been determined to build the honey to
the separators, and so spoil my sections for market. Now, what is the

—

:

Aug.

2,

;
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reason of that? Some one said he thought it was because the hives
did not 6tand exactly on the level.
Mrs. Orvii.i.e Buck.
Farinington, Wash.
[Thi6 building of combs to separators is somewhat dependent
upon locality, but more on the strain of bees. By introducing a new
queen to the colony that shows this tendency you may remove the
comb-building propensity somewhat.
01 course, if hives are not
plumb the foundation will lean toward the separators in a way that
will invite attachment when the combs are being built out.
Editor.]
Gleanings in Bee Culture.

—

While what the editor says may all be true, there are
other reasons than those given, as we learned from no small
experience years ago.
When a weak colony was working in a super especially if honey was coming in slowly
the bees would fill
the side of the comb towards the center more rapidly than
the outer side, and this had a tendency to make the bottom
of the foundation swing outward so that the bees attached
it to the separator.
For years there has been no single instance of the kind. Possibly our colonies are stronger
now possibly nectar does not come in so slowly possibly
our bees are better workers but the chief reason lies in the
fact that for years we have used bottom starters also in
sections. The first care of the bees seems to be to attach
top and bottom starters together, making it impossible for
the foundation to swing to one side.
So, Sister Buck, use bottom starters and you will have

—

—

were very gloomy, but since the rains a great change has
taken place, and a renewed spirit has taken possession of
the bee-keepers generally. Prospects, too, are promising in
many localities, and at "least part of a honey crop will be

harvested. In the more southern localities the rains are too
There
late, as the honey harvest comes early in the season.
may be some fall honey, however, yet the Texas honey crop
will be a short one, taken as a whole.
National
It is now hoped that nothing will keep the
from coming this fall. All indications are that a successful
meeting will be held. The time of meeting comes during
the holding of the International Fair, which makes the occasion a doubly interesting one. The beekeepers' exhibit
bids
at the Fair will be quite an attraction, and everything
fair to make it a credit to Texas as an apicultural State,

and one of which the Texans need not be ashamed when
their visitors come to see what she has to show in bees and
apiarian products. It only behooves every bee-keeper in
our State, who possibly can do so, to help make this occasion a creditable one.

;

;

;

no trouble.
Appreciates the Bee Journal

have 30 colonies of bees, and could not get along without the American Bee Journal.
Mrs. Chas. Brown.
I

Cavalier, N. Dak., July

Please

tell

Honey

2.

us something about what those 30 have done.
for

Lemonade, Salve, and Dyspepsia

The Sixth Annual Meeting of the Texas Association—July 10 to 12, 1906
The convention was held during the meeting of the
Texas Farmers' Congress, of which the Texas Bee-Keepers'
Association is a section, affiliated with that large body
which represents some 14 State associations, and they in
turn represent nearly every branch of the agricultural interests of Texas.

The meetings were successful, and much interest prevailed throughout the sessions, lasting 3 days. Over 1000
delegates were in attendance at the Congress, and of these
the beekeepers made a good representation. The report of
the proceedings will be gotten out at once and published.
The election of officers of the bee-keepers' association
W. O. Victor, of Hondo, President
resulted as follows
Udo Toepperwein, of San Antonio, Vice-President and
Louis H. Scholl, of New Braunfels, re-elected Secretary and
:

;

The following

recipes are taken from

the British Bee

Journal

Treasurer.

Honet Lemonade. — Proceed

as in making ordinary lemonade,
but use honey instead of sugar. The flavor will be found much imeffect
very
refreshing.
proved, and the

Honet Salve.— As a

cure for boils and carbuncles, mix together
it a stiff paste; spread on a cloth and
lay on the sore, renewing every 12 hours.

pure honey and

flour,

making

Honet for Dtspepsia.— Take
in

it

4

tablespoonfuls of honey.

a glass of boiling water and stir
Drink while hot, just before retiring
sleep, good digestion, free action of

It will promote sound
to bed.
the liver and kidney6, and cure nervousness.

oufherii

!•/<

Iteedom -M
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

New

Braunfels, Tex.

The main

subject of discussion

was that of the

enter-

tainment of the National Bee Keepers' Association at San
Antonio, and work was begun immediately. A committee
hand was
to look after the financial side of the matter in
appointed, as well as one for arrangements. The members
(chairman),
of the Committee on Finance are W. O. Victor
Willie Atchley, W. H. White, Udo Toepperwein and D. C.
Milam. Their duty will be to solicit subscriptions towards
raising the necessary funds. Over $100 had already been
raised at the report of the committee before adjournment of
the meeting. The work will be carried on by the whole
body, each member representing his particular district.
The Committee on Arrangements and Entertainment
are: Udo Toepperwein (chairman), W. H. Laws, Louis H.
Scholl, F. L Aten and Dr. C. S. Phillips.
:

disMuch business was transacted, and many valuable
" Question-Box " received a
cussions took place, while the
said
large share of attention, on all of which more will be

from time to time.
Other committees, that were appointed, will be given
place here so that a memorandum can be made by those on
the committees.
Committee to Inspect the College Apiary J. W. Pharr
(chairman), M. H. Osman, A. H. Knolle, J. M. Hagood and
:

The National Convention

in

Texas

J.

W.

Taylor.

Committee on Exhibits: Louis H. Scholl (chairman),
Willie Atchley, W. H. Laws, Dr. C. S. Phillips and W. O.
.

The Texas bee-keepers are very enthusiastic about the
coming meeting of the National at San Antonio in November, and preparations for taking care of the delegates are
being made. At the recent convention of the Texas BeeKeepers' Association one of the only two topics on the program was, " Arrangements and Entertainment of the National Bee-Keepers' Convention at San Antonio, Nov. 8, 9
and 10, 1906." This subject received many lengthy discussions at different times during the convention, and steps
were taken to begin immediately the work before the beekeepers of Texas. Proper committees were appointed for
the different matters that will be given attention for making a creditable entertainment for the delegates.
Up to quite recently, when "Texas " was refreshed by
bounteous rains, that were almost general throughout the
entire State, conditions and prospects for the bee-keeper

Victor

Committee on Resolutions Dr. C. S. Phillips (chairJ. W. Pharr and W. H. White.
F. L. Aten, J. K. Hill and
Committee on Legislation
(Remaining members appointed in 1904.)
J. B. Ireon.
W. O.
Committee on Program, for the next meeting
:

man).

:

Dr.

:

Victor.

Us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not
American Bee Journal, and we will send them
sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get
their subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable
premiums in nearly every number of this Journal. You
can aid much by sending in the names and addresses when
writing us on other matters
Please Send

now

get the

!

!
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poor clover with prospects for basswood. Peel, York, Simcoe, Ontario, Durham, Victoria all report poor crops, with
the exception of E. H. Hand, of Fenelon Falls, who says,
" Clover good, and promise of basswood."
Peterborough, Frontenac, Leeds and Lanark all report

—

anadia
U«M?do

light crops.

Wm.

Gibbs, of Appin (Middlesex Co.), says

:

" Best

have stored 200 pounds per colony average will be ISO
pounds."
W. L. Wilson, of Elmvale, wrote July 14
;

:

Conducted by Morley Pettit,

Villa Nova, Ont.

wanted

to see other bee-men in thi6 neighborhood before reporting.
Well, we had a very backward spring for the bees. Nearly all
say very poor for swarms or honey.
have had one week very fine
for the bees.
I can't complain very much.
Things are rather late
here, owing to cold and wet.
great many bees got short of stores,
and that caused them to quit breeeding. That means no honey. I
fed mine daily at the entrance. They are in grand order for storing
honey any day that there is honey.
hardest job is to hold them
from swarming, as the season is late. Basswood is not in bloom yet,
but it looks good. If the weather only is right 1 think I will average
60 or 70 pounds to the colony, spring count, and neighbors 10, 15, or
as low as 5 pounds.
I extracted from 2 hives for the first time this season
about threeI

We

More Ontario Honey Crop Reports

A

Quite an interesting and educative list of honey-crop
reports has come in response to my request. It shows generally complete or practical failure of the white honey crop.
Of course, there are notable exceptions, and even from
counties where others report failure some men through extra-good management, or by being peculiarly situated, are
able to report good crops.
Starting in the extreme southwest of Ontario— which,
by the way, is the most southern point of Canada (parallel
42° N. latitude), and is south of a dozen or more of the
States in the Union one man in Essex county seems to be
getting so much comb honey he does not know what to do

My

;

got 47 pounds from one colony, and 50 from the
other. They had 2 supers on. I took only one super from each.
If
it continues dry I will soon extract all that is sealed.
fourths capped.

W.

—

with

it.

Kent county reports a poor crop. Elgin county about a
third of a crop, and Middlesex, Haldimand, Welland, Oxford, Brant, and Wentworth send the same report. The
weather has been fairly good for basswood, but the trees
are so scarce in most sections that not much can be hoped
for from it.
Conditions seem to have been better in Huron, Perth,
and Bruce counties.
" Clover has done
G. A. Deadman, of Brussels, says
more than we expected at one time, and if basswood yields
we will have perhaps more than usual."
Walter T. Box, of Stratford:
have a fair crop
here better than last year. Lots of clover
bees not
:

"We

—

;

swarming."

From Wellington county conflicting reports J. F.
" Indications of light honey crop ;" Joshua
Switzer says
Thomas, "Best season for many years j" A. Fyfe, "Honey
crop very poor."
It is often noted that a difference of a few miles makes
the difference between a crop and no crop.
Grey county reports poor to medium
Halton reports
:

:

;

I

John

J.

McKay,

The Busy Bee
will busy be
If you be careless both'ring she;
Beware ye of the busy bee,
And be not busy where she be.

— Selected.

Honey-Flow Starts Early
The dandelions were exceptionally good
this season. The bees built up very well on
it, and some swarmed.
We had swarms here
May 31 as the result. Then came the wild
crab-apple with its exceptionally good honey
and pollen harvest. Its honey is of water
whiteness.

Some

of

my

colonies got as high

pounds from it. June 8 nearly all the
crab-apple and dandelions were gone, and no
prospect for any more for 2 weeks. It is now
July 2, and clover has been in bloom for
about 15 days, but has produced no nectar excepting on 3 afternoons, so far.
as 10

After all, the prospect so far is not bad, as
has been rainy and cloudy off and on for
the last 15 day6, so white clover has a good
it

Wilson.

:

" Almost a
Alpine McGregor, of Inglewood, writes
I doubt if they will average 20 pounds each.
I expect no dark honey."
" Unless we get a good
J. W. Clark, of Brant county
flow of basswood the honey crop will be a total failure this
:

:

year."
" Total failure."
Sparling, of Durham county
" No honey, no swarmD. Evans, of York county
ing, no not/link.' "
" I will have
Jacob Alpaugh, of North Bruce county
a fair crop about 100 pounds per colony. I have reports
from a good many, but nearly all report a failure in clover
that is, along Lakes Erie and Ontario."
J.

W.

:

J.

.

'

:

—

;

now. Here are fields now in bloom with
clover, which looks as though we
would have a fair crop. I have 4 extracting
supers on some of my hives, but, so far as I
can understand, the honey-flow

is

just fairly

Chas. O. Bergstrand.

—

Why

because well, just because.
not
move to that locality? " Well er it's overstocked, and bees don't do those things any
lives,

— —

more."

Hope

the present case will turn out differ-

Charles Bender.

ently.

Newman,

Lykens, Wis.

Ills.

Heavy Honey-Flow

Honey from Second-Crop Alfalfa

having a heavy honey-flow. I
have to extract every week, and the hives are
3 and 4 stories high at that. The honey is
very thick and fine. I have not had a swarm

Bees have been and are still storing alfalfa
honey rapidly from the second crop. The
first crop yielded little or no honey.

We are

The busy bee

L.

Scotia, sends this

total failure.

alsike

started.

Nova

The clover honey crop is a total failure with me; 3 or 4 of the
strongest colonies have about 20 pounds each.
There i6 very little buckwheat raised in this part of the Province.
Fall wild liowers are our main stay for honey. Fifty pounds of
extracted honey is my average from an S-frame Langstroth colony.
Such a hive is half too small, but I can not handle a larger one, and
the wind is too strong to use 2 hives with the supers on top.
Last season I got 140 pounds and a swarm from some colonies,
but it was a very good season.
I keep from 30 to 40 colonies, and have full control of the local
market, which takes 1500 pounds each season.
John J. McKay.

start

Reports and
experiences

of

still

so far this season.
Mills Co., Iowa, July

T. L.

Shawler.

Lyons, Kans., July

G.

17.

Bohrer.

6.

Bees Working Vigorously

Such Wonderful Discoveries In

Beedom
rather think Mr. C. Davenport (page 603)
has found a mare's nest. I've seen the symptoms often, and the cases are much alike.
The man begins to jump around excitedly,
crying out, " O me O my I've got a secret
I know how to make bees do
oh, all manner
of things. But I won't tell, not for plunks
I

!

!

My

bees have been storing honey since May
15.
The honey season is not over yet. Last
year I did not get any honey from my bees.
I have a big trade on comb honey, and always

have to buy

Oklahoma

to

supply

my

trade.
D. E.

Co., Okla., July

Barker.

9.

—

Milkweed Pollen and Bees

and plunks."

Some

it

enthusiastic editor takes a special
train for Buoiblebeeville, N. Y., to interview
the wise one. Offers to pay him 10 per column for a series of articles describing his Hud.
Gullible editor brags about what is coming,
and tells his people to hold their breath.
Always turns out to be a matter of locality.
Bees naturally <!:• things differently where he

am

sending you a sample of bees with
something on their feet. What is it? and
how doe6 it get on the feet of the bees? You
will find 4 bees in the paekage that have some
foreign matter stuck to their legs and feet,
and one has it on its tongue. In one end of
the box is a quantity of the foreign matter
for examination. Sometimes this yellow forI

:

Aug.

2,
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inch long. The bees can
eign matter is
hardly walk into the hive, and when one gets
I found
it on its tongue it gives up and dies.
several bees outside the hive dead, or nearly
With the exception of this trouble my
so.
Edgar Vabnev.
bees are doing well.
Ansley, Nebr., July 6.

V

[Mr. Varney's bees have been working on
milkweed. The foreign matter on their feet,
This is very cometc., is milkweed pollen.
mon wherever bees work on the milkweed
bloom. They get caught in the pollen and
often it holds them right to the blossoms until

they die. In fact, it
to disconnect them,

takes quite a

little

No doubt

sticks to the bee's feet.

there

is

quite a a loss of bees from this cause wherever
there

is

much milkweed

bloom.— Editor.]

in

;

comb honey

and then

and on top a super for
with my method of substituting a young
queen for the old one early in the season, I
have practically never a swarm.
I 6hall mention this method later in the
Julius Happel.
Bee Journal.
;

Evansville, Ind.. July 13.

pull

then the pollen

and

lows, who let their bees shift for themselves
at this time of thn year here and starve, or
almost so, don't get much honey. I always
try to bring my bees to the opening of a
honey-flow with a powerful population, and
combs crowded with brood to the exclusion
of honey then on goes an extracting super,

No Income from 300 Colonies
have just ended my work in the apiary
this season, and from 300 colonies I got no income this year. The season in the beginning
was promising, but from all I can learn the
honey output in Southern California will be
I

clover. I have 58 colonies left out out of ~4
that went into winter quarters, and some of

them are pretty weak yet.
On page 445, I notice that Mr. Alley says
bees never tear down cells containing live
queens. Now, if Mr. Alley has a strain of
bees that are up-to-date so they will not tear
down cells with live queens, I would like to
get a start from his bees, and if he will guarantee them in this respect, I surely would
purchase some queens of him. My bees are
so uneducated and unruly that when I give a
nice cell containing a choice queen to a colony that I wish to requeen, they very often

go to work and tear it down and rear queens
from their own brood. They have done it
time and again.
I al60 can say with Mr. Latham, on page
504, that I have seen cells with holes in them
and the queen still alive. Now, I know Mr.
Alley has had more experience than I have,
and thinks he is right. And it may be his bees
are better educated than mine are, but my
bees just will be contrary, and tear down cells
that I know contain live queens.

W.
Schell City, Mo.,

June

R.

M. Cotlb.

18.

Bees Doing Poorly
Bees are doing very poorly. It is cold and
rainy with hail thrown in. I have had only 5
60 colonies.

swarms from

Edwin Hutchinson.
East Avon, N. Y., July

9.

Not a Good Honey-Year
I have
I am a bee-keeper on a small scale.
only 11 colonies, but I have obtained information through the American Bee Journal
that has been worth many times the price

paid.

This has not been a very good year for surplus honey here— it was too cool during white
clover bloom. But I hope next year will be
My bees are Italians and good honeybetter.
Melvin Leslie.
gatherers.
Mt. Comfort. Ind., July 19.

Unfavorable Season— Bee-Manage-

ment
This is a bad season for this locality. Most
bee-men are feeding to keep the bees from
starving and also to keep up brood-rearing. I
halve been feeding for the last 2 weeks to
stimulate brood-reariDg for the late harvest

which opens about Aug. 10.
There are a good many bees in tbis localityI have been among most of the ditferent bee.
keepers, and tind by actual count that there
are over 1000 colonies within 6 miles, but for
all that one man got 18,000 pounds of honey
last year, and another got 10,000 pounds.
Thatgoes to show that the thought of overstocking a given territory is largely imaginary. Of course, those bappygo-lucky fel-

Albert Rozell.
Los Angeles,

July

Calif.,

19.

Quickly.
All Lewis Goods,

and First-Class

Five 1' 2 -story Hives, 8-frame, $6.25.
Write for price on SO or more, and for
these are sold. It will pay to buy for
next year. Act Quickly.
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23.

The Trappers,
Hunters. Fur Collectors, Anglers,
Guides, and Men of the Woods.

Subscribers,

Bees Did Fairly Well
Bees have done fairly well here this year,
considering the drouth which cut the clover
crop short about half. From 104 colonies I
will get about 6000 pounds of comb honey
and 300 pounds of extracted of very fine

aboot Trapping, Fur and Game Sections, Big Gime Sections, Btst Fur Buyers—
everything in the interest of its readers. Subscribe now. One sample free.
.„.„..
27Ctf Room i, AlsinBldg, MADRID, IOWA
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all

Mention

quality.

There was but very
ones that did not swarm stored the most
honey. Those with thequeen caged for 10 or
12 days did next best the ones that worked
on the latest Doolittle plan were third, and
the ones that were hived or "shook" in
empty hives on starters did the poorest.
J. R. Mintle.
Mills Co., Iowa, July 14.
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$1.00 A YEAR.
Tells

swarming.
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staff of cuntkibutobs

Wm. M. Whitney.

little

St. Joseph, Mo.
Bee Journal when writing.

ABBOTT,

E. T.

Our

Bees seem to have entirely stopped busiI have taken off but 3 cases of comb
ness.
honey, and should have had at least 50 with a

Lake Geneva, Wis., June

!

THE

Bees Have Stopped Business

fair season.

We will
Goods Must Move First
make prices that will move them

Full List. Other Goods Equally
as Low. No more at these prices when

of little value this year.

Doing Fairly Well— Tearing Down
Cells With Live Queens
My bees are doing fairly well now on white

We Will Move

of Phrenology

Incorporated 1866.
Session opens the

flr6t

Wednesday

in

Septem-

Subjects

ber.

Phrenology the Art of Character
Physiology
Anatomy
Reading
Physiognomy Heredity; Hygiene; etc.
;

;

;

;

;

Sweet Clover a Great Boon
A year ago now my bees were working on
their second super and were through swarming, while this year they have barely gathered
enough for their own existence. But as the

season is advancing it becomes more settled,
and as sweet clover is blooming we may get a
little honey yet.

The sweet clover has never

New York City.

Mention

S.

Johnson.

Spearfish, S. Dak., July 9.
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BARNES' FOOT

National in Texas.— The National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. 8, 9 sod 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of Sun Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other tmrts of the country.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
Flint, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

writing.

POWER MACHINERY
Read what

J. I.

PARBNT,of

We

tou say It will." Catalog and price-list free.
W. F. & John Barnes,
Address,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

Successful Poultry Journal
FRANK HECK,

CONVENTION NOTICE.

when

Charlton, N. Y., says: "
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

failed to yield

nectar in this climate. I wish there was more
of it. Sweet clover is not sown as a crop
here, but was accidentally started by seeds
being sown with other seeds, and is rapidly
increasing in out-of-the-way places. Along
irrigating ditches and damp places where it is
not molested, it grows to the height of 5 or 6
feet, and blooms profusely. It is a boon to the
bee-men of this section. The bees work on it
from the time it begins to bloom until frost
The honey from it is firstkills it in the fall.
class.
I am scattering seeds of it around my
fish-pond, and it is growing well.

V.

24 East 22nd Street,
Address,
Care of Fowler & Wells Co.,

23C3t

Editor.

Subscription Price so cents per Year.
Write for Advertising Rates.

The most prominent and successful, practica
Doultrymen write for the Successful Poultry Jour
nal and tell how they build their houses, mate their
fowls manage their incubators, feed both young
and uld-and, in fact, tell bow they succeed and
make money. Send for sample copy.

SUCCESSFUL POULTRY JOURNAL
ictf

355 Dearborn

It Is

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

:
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Moore's Long-Tongues

we Manufacture
No-Drip. Basswood

*>

and Golden Queens

*«* *««•»

Select Untested, 75c: G for $4; 12 for*7.50.
Tested, $1.25; 6 for $6; 12 for $11. Best
Breeders, $2.50. Safe arrival guaranteed,

ShlDPHlQ-GaS6

W. H. RAILS, Orange,

on the market to day. Covers and bottoms are of One Piece. Everything
Polished on both side6, and a better case cannot be had at any price.

We can

furnish them in single or car-load lot6 to fit any
Large quantities of all the standard sizes on hand.

section.

As

a special offer,

we

will

number

DOOLITTLE

is

&
CLARK

or 6tyle of

Are now booking orders
for QUEENS. Pbices:

you 25 cases to hold 24 sections, complete
S4 00. Write for prices on larger quantities.

sell

Paper and Glass, at
Can furnish corrugated paper if desired.
with Nails,

Untested— l.Jlj 3,12.50;
$9.
Select Tesied— 1,

12,

$1 SO; 3. $4:

We
is

Galil.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

29D6t

can furnish you with anything you need

in the

1905

12, $14.

Breeders, S2.5U.
Select
Breeders, $S. Extra-Select Breeders, $10. Twoframe Nuclei (without
queen) $2.50; 3, $7; 12,125.

Our Catalog

apiary.

free.

Prompt Shipment and Satisfaction Guaranteed

Borodino,

Onondaga

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Nicollet Island, No. 33,

Co., N. Y.
pipasemention the Bee Journal.

17Dtf

DBT^PG
r C—
^5

Are You
interested in

stamps

J

8061

W

58, *E8. *8t8I

MM

Mention

Bee Journal

when

40Ctf

HEXRY ALLKY

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

One Untested, 60c; Tested, $1; Breeders,
Safe arrival guaranteed. Address,

{3.

B.P.SCHMIDT, R

F.D.I,
N. Buena Vista, Clayton Co., Iowa.

31Alt

Queens

I talia n

Queens

Golden and Leather-Colored

J Never Go Out g

One Untested Queen,

cro

Otisvillk, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers your new style la
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks Induced me to get mine.
Frbd Fodnkr.

50c; 6 for $2.75. One
Safe arrival

Tested Queen, 75e; 6 for $4.00.
guaranteed.

JOHN LEININGER
R.F.D. No.

4,

2°Dtf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

FT.

JENNINGS, OHIO.

DO YOU KNOW
that we were forced to double our melting capacity
in order to fill orders promptly?
•

because Dittmkr's Foundation
transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.
is

is

tough, clear, and

Agents for Dittrner's Foundation

W. D. Soper,
Bee & Honey

writing.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY FOR THE BREEDER AND FARMER.
Recognized authority on Breeding, Feeding, Management and the Improved Breeds of Stock.
Special Departments for

Draft and Coach Horses,
The Beef and Dairy Breeds of Cattle,
Sheep, Swine, Poultry and the Dairy,

By able Live Stock "Writers and Breeders, with the
best from Home and Foreign papers of the world's
progress in Live Stock Husbandry.
Our Live Stock Market Report is unequaled.

Handsomely printed and illustrated.
No Stock Farmer can afford to do without

It.

Published weekly. Subscription price only $1.00.

Agents wanted in every county.
Write for sample copy. Address

THE

LIVE

394
Mention
an.

I]

E.

STOCK JOURNAL
55th ST. CHICAGO

Bee Journal

A

A

fail

when

writing.

Catalog: tree

The latest work on BIIE8tIPI»I.lE»,Hives,Fixtures, Etc. Italian Bees and

/% /%
KlpPX
^J ^J ^f |J
do not

40-page

Queens.

If

interested

in

to write us.

John Nebel &5on Supply Go,, nigh

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
a Reason for This— It

when

EVERYBODY WANTS

bees,

THAT THE SALE OF

is

Ree Journal

mention

Northern King Queens

t "And last from 5 to 21 years

JONES, Publisher
YORK, PA.

writing.

Adel Queens and Bees are exceedingly
handsome.
Non-swarmers and practically
non-stingers.
Hustlers for honey; in fact
are regular Red Clover Bees. Each queen SI
Catalog ready.
3"A6t
WENHAM, MASS.

There

ou arei 6ftdd
one-cent

five

Yellow From Tip to Tip

My

much

If ^

us

DOMESTIC PETS

5

rVM. F.

If you want Sections that you can put a full
sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once; or
any
other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to
20Atf
A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

increased so

I

acopy of our

A storehouse of i radical information on Pigeon-, Rabbits, Cavlfs, Dogs, Cats. Birds, and
pits ot every description. Nearly 50 fine photographs, drawings from life. etc. Sure to please.
Send at once befote supply becomes exhausted.

Bee-Keepers

Has

for

Hill,

Mo.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

6Clf

In Its Twenty-eighth Year

The Rural Galiiornian
6 Months 25c.
A

large monthly magazine devoted to Agriculand rural pursuits, showing the
wonderful development of the Pacific Coast. Beauedited
and artist ii iiily
tifully illustrated, well
printed on fine book paper. An encyclopedia of information for colonists. Address,
tural, Horticultural

E. H. Taylor,
Welwvn Station, Herts, Eng.
E. Grainger & Co.,
Toronto, Ont., Canada.

Jackson, Mich.
Co.,

Beeville,

Our warenouse

s

Tex

well stocked with all

kinds

of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Beeswax always wanted.

GUS DITTMER,

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Rooms 6 and

Augusta, Wis.

ICtf

Mention

Bee

7

Temple

Bl-ick,

LOS ANGKLES. CALIF.
Journal when writing.

;

Aug.

2,
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i

Rose Lawn Queens
Italians— Carniolans— Caucasians

BEE-SUPPLIES
We

We

thank our friends for the liberal patronage extended to us, and beg to announce that
we have largely Increased the capacity of our
queen-rearing yards, and will be prepared to
till orders promptly after July 1st.
Our prize offer on honey production is extended to Oct. 1st for those who wish to try our
" Pure Gold Queene."

in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
the best goods at

manufacture everything needed

greatest variety.

We assure you

LOWEST PRICES
and our excellent freight

enable us to

facilities

We

make prompt shipments over

ferent roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

call special attention to the superior
qualities of our Red Clover Italians and Yellow
Caucasians which are worthy the attention of
progressive bee-keepers.

15 dif-

and worry

PRICES AFTER JULY

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives
Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
every bee keeper to have our Catalog. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write

KRETGHMER MFG.

I

Catalog.

ROSE LAWN APIARIES,

Address,

to-day.

GO., Council Bluffs. Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Snugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son, Salina, Kan.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

1

Italians and Carniolans, Select, Untested,
75 cents; six, $4.00.
Caucasians, Select, Untested, $1. 00; six, $5.00.
Banat Queens for those who wish them,
special prices for larger orders and breeding
stock will be given on application. Write for

Sta. C.

Mention

Bee Journal
Italian

I

LINCOLN, NEB.

22Atf

when

writing?.

and Caucasian

AND NICLEi

BEES, QUEENS,

Choice home-bred and imported stock.
All Queens
reared in full colonies.
Prices of Italians in JULY

AND AFTER:

ivti«*n

One Untested Queen
$ .65
" Tested Queen
90
" Select Tested Queen 1 10

writings'.

BEE-KEEPERS

" Brpedlng Queen
1.65
1-comb nucleus (no queen) .80
"
"
?
2
1.40
"
"
"
3
2.00
1 Dn. Caucasian Queen, 1.25
"
"
1 Tested
1.75
Safe arrival guaranteed.
For prices on larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens, send for free catalog.
J. L.
16Atf
204 B. Logan St., Clarinda, Iowa.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
'

Have you secured your Hives, Sections, Foundation, Honey-Cans and Extractors yet? If not, yoit should
not put it off any longer. Be prepared when the How comes on. Let us assist you. We carry the largest
stock offttoods in the Middle West. The low freight-rateB from

TOLEDO
Will save you money. We will buy your
to correspond with us when your crop
specialty.

Honey and Beeswax, and pay highest marbet price. It will pay you
No shipment too large for us. Carloads a
is ready to market.

QUEENS! QUEENS! QUEENS!

We have a yard at Toledo with UO coloDies and over, which we use for queen-rearing only, besides
several out-yards which we run for honey also tor extra bees. Brood and queens are mailed the same day
order is received.

STRONG

;

OUR 70-PAGB CATALOG IS SEAT FREE

To anyone

asking for

Poultry Supplies, and
you have seen it.

No matter whether you keep one colony

it.

sell

Egfts for hatching.

Our

I90t5

mating

list

We

or f,00.
also handle a lartre line of
is sent with every catalog.
Don't buy

until

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

St.. Toledo, Ohio
Bee Journal when writing.

Italian

special discount is offered on all Queens
and Bees ordered to be delivered before the
clo6eof the season of 1906. Pure stock, pure

mating, and excellence in
Address.
teed.

ROBERT
2Atf

Mention

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

r—

what we are making

for our customers.

DOVETAILED HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

i

—

each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6 50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

GEORGE
17A26t
13S N.

W. BARNES.

Pleasant

Mention

Bee

St.,

Journal

when

wrltlns:.

Mention

.

BEE-SUPPLIES
26A13t

Mention

Italian Queens.
H. S. DUBY, St.

Bee Journal

when

Anne, III.
writing.

BEE-KEEPERS
New

London, "Wis.

to Mail

S5§§

m

Queens

Caucasians— Untested, 75c; Tested, $1.00.
Italians and
Carniolans
Untested, 60c;

—

Tested, 75c. A postal card will bring
cular and full price-list for 1906,

my

cir-

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.
when writing;.

Bee Jonrnnl

Mention

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.

R. F. D.
writing;.

SABINAL, TEXAS.
when writing;.

26A13t

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to —

when

Bee Journal

Choice

SECTIONS,

etc.

guaran-

GRANT ANDERSON,

-1-N

Boxes,

Norwalk, Ohio

I

ILL.

Now Ready

20Atf

per lfOO, $4.20; No. 2
Sections, per
P er 1000, $3.70. Root's Dovetail
and Dan/.. lornb-Boney dives, and all kinds of
at factory prices. Berry

"VTO.

grade

McCAIN,

None better at any price. Untested at 50c
Warranted at 75c: Tested at tl. 00. Discount
on quantity.

We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog-.
THE riARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ CO., Harshfield, Wis.

fine Honey-Gathering Strain of
A||ppn«
UUbblll A
Italians and Carniolans, at 75 cents

B.

YORKVILLE,
Bee Jonrnnl

Queens

And Prompt Shipments
Is

and Caucasian Queens

A

Queens

Fine

Italian

Mrs. O.

Gibson, Brant, Mich., says:
Much pleased with

E.

Queens arrived O.K.
them."
I

atested, 50c: Tested, $1.00.

J. F.
29Dtf

Mention

Rt.

MICHAEL
1.

WINCHESTER, IND.
when writing;.

Bee Journal

!
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'

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Pouder "

weeks for
10 Cents

10

The Farmers' Review
CHICAGO

BEE-SUPPLIES
A

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

No

weekly paper for practical farmers.

shirt-sleeve editing hut correspondence

from

actual farmers relating practical experiences.

Fully illustrated and printed on good paper.
Sent on trial 10 weeks for 10 cents. Address,

Everything- used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

Prompt

.•.

.•.

FARMERS' REVIEW

Service.

Catalog Free.

iooi Ellsworth Bldg.,

BEESWAX WANTED

GOLDEN AND LEATHER-COLORED
ITALIANS

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade. Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your Dame to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.
I

WALTER

Price of Golden Queens. Before July 1st:
Untested, $1 each: 6 for $5; 12 for $9. Warranted
£1.25 each; 6 for $7; 12 for $13. Tested, $1.50Aftir July 1st: Uneach. Select Tested, $2
tested, 75c each: 6 for $4; one dozen, $7. Warranted Tested. $1.25 each; 6 for $7: one dozen,
$13.
Tested. $1.50; Select Tested, 2: Breeders,
$5.
Caucasian Queens will be ready to mail
July 1st: Untested, $1 each; 6 for $5. Warranted
Tested, $1.40 each; 6 for $8.
We have three yards— two Italian and one
Caucasian and mean to meet the demand of
the trade. Prices of Nuclei on application.

fOUDER,

5.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

29A7t

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

—

Bee Journal

CAUCASIAN QUEENS

writing.

29 Atf D. J. BLOCHER, Pearl City, 111.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

Queens By Return Mail

can furnish a limited number of Queens of
this popular variety, bred from a Tested Queen
sent me by the Agricultural Department, all
mated in a mating yard away from all other
bees, so that all of my Queens will be almost
sure to be puiely mated. Tbe«e choice Queens
only $1.00 each.
C. W. PRICE
29Atf
L.B. 484, SPIRIT LAKE, IOWA.
I

when

Queens from our

band Italians
will not disappoint you; bees are gentle aud the
best of honey-gatherers. Queens are large and
prolific, and every one guaranteed. Untested,
50c, $6 per doz. Tested, $1 each

J.
19Atf

W. K

fine strain of 3

SHAW &

LOREAUVILLE.

sblu root's goods

in

miohioan

M. H.

HUNT A SON.
Co., Mich

Bull Branch, Wayne

Please Mention Bee Journal

CO.

Iberia Co.,

w«

Let ns qnote yon prices on Sections, Hive*,
Foundation, etc, as we can save yon time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Caih.

LA.

when

writing; advertisers.

WE WILL BUY
New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

in any quantity.
If you have a crop to
write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.

dispose

of,

WE WILj^SELL
to Bee-Keepers,

grades Honey.

whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

you.

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at

any time of the year.

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH &SEGELKEN
265
30Atf

& 267

Greenwich Street

-

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

;

Aug.

2,

1906

American Bee Journal
Excellent

Goods

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lo west Pr ices

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand

Bee

-

CINCINNATI

Eftilsno*

Supplies

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

ore the

SOUTH

for the

OF ALL KINDS
as 'mosti all freight

now goes through

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

ESTABLI SHED

You

YEARS

25

what

is

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

will

Catalog mailed
Send for same.

SAVE MOHEY BUYING FROM ME.

We have published THE AMERICAM
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly.
|

50c a year.)
lustrated

The

largest

magazine of

its

and best

kind for the

Edited by two of the
most experienced bee - keepers ic
America.
Sample copy free.

bred in separate apiaries,

l\l
XJ AJJJ11
KJ LOWS, CAR FEL
"MO.
LANS, RED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.

I

price published.

Our large, illustrated Price-List of
Supplies free on application. Address.

Tl »TC1
/\ TTT1
I
fc fc
!^

Let me
book your
Order for

il-

free.

the

^Cf,

For

prices, refer to

my

«©EJ>EN

™

catalog, page 29.

|

I

C.

H.W.WEBER

Office • nd Salesrooms,

2146-48

Central Ave.

T

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAflESTOWN,

N. Y.

f)oney cmb
Chicago, July 9.— Market is practically bare
of comb honey, and while a little tells at abont
15c for the best white grades, there is little volume to the trade. Extracted is in some demand
at 6@7c for the best grades, but off flavors are
about unsaleable at S@SJ^c. Beeswax selling
upon arrival at 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Toledo, Feb. 19.— The market for comb
honey has been better for the past two weeks
than at any time during the past season. Prices
are firm on account of the scarcity. We are
getting 15@16c for fancy white clover; 14@15c
for No. 1, and 13@14c for amber. Buckwheat,

Extracted honey is in good demand at
following prices:
While clover in barrels
brings 6&@7c; amber, 5%@5J4c; in cans every
grade from 1@1MsC higher. Beeswax is firm

13c.

good demand at 28 and 30c.
The above are our selling prices.

and

in

the
?ply; fancy white western comb brings
14@15c; amber grades in poor demand at 12c
Best grade of extracted honey brings 8H@9c in
60-pound cans; amber, 6c. Good average beeswax sells here for $33 per 100 pounds.
fe

S.

Beeswax

firm. 28c.

We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.
Wm. A. Selser.
New York,

We

July 10.—
still have some defor comb honey, mostly for white grades,
sells
which
at from 13^l4c, according to qualvery limited demand for light amber,
ity.
with sufficient supply, and prices ruling at
abont 12c. Extracted In fairly good demand,
with sufficient supply to meet all requirements.

mand

The Fred W. Mutb Co.
Denver, Feb. 5— Owing to the mild weather
the demand for honey has not been as good as

usual at this time of year. We are quoting
strictly No. 1 white alfalfa comb honey at $3.35
to 13.75 per case of 24 sections; off grade and
light amber at $3 to $3.30. White extracted
alfalfa in 60-pound cans, 7H@ySc; light amber,
6&@7^c. Beeswax, 24c for clean yellow.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

Kansas

City, July 5.— The honey market
here is almost bare and there is very little new
stock coming to market. On account of the
poor wintering of the bees, very little honey
has been gathered. The market for the best
white honey in 24 -section cases is $3.25@$3.40
per case; amber and other grades are 25(«50c
per case less. There is no new extracted honey
on the market, but a little old is selling at
5!^@6c, but scarcely any demand. We look for
a good demand later.
C. Clbmons & Co.

Cincinnati, July

comb honey

2U— Ve

to arrive
at l4#c;

are having new
finds ready sale;

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
consigning, buying- or selling, consult

C.

H.W. Webbr.

CO.

199 South Watir St. Chicago.

III.

WANTED

To

hear from parties with their lowest cash
fancy comb honey in
no-drip shipping-cases; also extracted honey.
We are cash buyers, and remit on receipt of
goods.
price, delivered here, for

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51
Walnut

27Atf

Cincinnati, Ohio.

St.,

Queens by Return

flail

None

better at any price. Untested at 50c
Warranted at 75c; Tested at $1.00.

30A3t

PAJEN, Alma, Mo.

J. L.

Red Clover Queens
P. MOORE STRAIN
drones Select Untested, $1.00;
WALTER M. PARRISH,

J.

Mated

to choice
six, $5.00.

Lawrence, Kan.

30A5c

Mention

and it
and No,

fancy white
1 at 13J£c.
Extracted, white clover, in barrels, at 7Hc; in
cans, 8Msc; amber, SM@S%c. Beeswax, 30c.

BURNETT &

R. A.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

WANTED
To buy

for cash,

Honey.
31Atf

Fancy Comb and Extracted

R. A.

HOLEKAMP,

4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Pouder.

Philadelphia, July 21.— Advices from different points are rather conflicting regarding the
crop of honey this season, and consequently,
there is no market price established. Some
new arrivals of comb honey sell at 13@15c,
according to quality, and extracted honey at
6@7c.

We

C

Griggs Bros.
Indianapolis, July 6.— Fancy white clover
comb brings 16c; No. 1, 14c; demand exceeds

Walter

Cincinnati, June 15.— The demand for ex
tracted honey has brightened up within the
past 30 days. However, there is so much of last
season's crop still unsold, which tends to hold
down the price. There is no material change
in prices since our last quotation.
quote
amber In barrels at 5@6J*c. No new white clover extracted honey on the market as yet. New
crop of comb honey finds ready sale at 14@15J^c.
Choice yellow beeswax, 30c, delivered here.

A

Quite some arrivals from the South, and common grades are selling at from 50@£8c per gallon, and better grades at from b0@65c per gallon. California strong, and \ hite Is selling at
from 7®7J<c, and light amber at from b@6Hc.
No near.by honey in the markets as yet. Beeswax steady at 30c per pound.

HlLDRETH & SkGELKEN

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
To

sell lot of 300 empty 601b. capacity HoneyCans. All in one lot, or less quantities. Cans
are in first-class condition.
are also in the market for Fancy

We

Comb

and Extracted Honey. Correspondence

solicited

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.
AGENCIES:
DETROIT. MICH.
35 So. Delaware Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
150 E. Jefferson Street, Louisville, Ky.
643 Broadway S.E., Cleveland, Ohio.

21A13t

Please mention the Bee Journal

The Monbttb Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings.
It is used by many beekeepers.
Full printed directions
sent with each one. We mail it for
as
25 cents; or will send it
a premium for sending us One
New subscriber to the Bee Journal
ifor a year at $1.00 or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

FREE

;

i

OBOROE W. YORK & CO.,
-

an d p
for
frfa?Se r. a „d ^°i
stamps taken— we will send for 2 jtb. the Fanner's
Call— rest. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
yeare old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
'

65c

12 Names

PAKMBB'S CALL, Qnlncy.DL

Mention

Bee Journal

CHICAGO,

ILL.

e

when

writing;.

" The continuous advertiser
gets the bulk of the business,
ecause others are not advertising,

and he

is."

I

Aug.

680

2,

1906

American Ttee Journal

One Hundred Cents on the Dollar
what you

is

get

when you buy

LEWIS
SECTIONS
-#0r -jf -

!*

To the reasoning bee-keeper and dealer:

Lewis Sections are recognized as the best the world
Thousands of bee-keepers who annually order beesupplies from different firms, insist on Lewis Sections,
when it comes to sections.
over.

WHY?

Because the G. B. Lewis Co. has been making good sections for over 30 years. The skilled Lewis mechanics have
made a life study of sections and section machinery.
Because Lewis Sections are made from the finest Wisconsin white Basswood, selected by experts and run through
machinery adjusted to the precision of a hair's breadth.
This makes them perfect.
Read what they say about them:
Received my sections in fine shape, and am well pleased with
them.

They are the

best sections

I

ever put together.

Arthur Stampe, Paullina, Iowa.
consider your make of sections the nearest

I want to say that I
perfect I have ever had. I have folded packages of 500 without breaking one, and I can not say that of others I have used.

George Brown,

.w|*. jijfe: .*MJL -jfe- -SlIjL -pilfer *' I '»'
'.*' "t"
''$!*' '*•• '*•*
*.» '*.%

'*

Deerfield, Iowa.

have bought 10,000 sections from 3 other
Before I had U6ed yours for several years, but have decided
firms.
yours
are the best and most perfect sections
after a thorough trial that
David Foote, Riceville, Iowa.
in every way that I have ever used.

During the

I

last 4 years I

used your supplies exclusively for almost 14 years, especially

want any other kind.
C. H. Barlan, Mora, Minn.
I have received those sections in good shape, and I am welpleased with same. They are all right in every way. I shall recommend your bee-supplies to other bee-keepers. I think you make betthe sections, and

ter

Prices

I

on

don't

Application

goods than any other firm in the world. Accept my thanks.
Geo. B. McDaniels, Grand View, Iowa.

Lewis Sections for sale by the following Agents:

ENGLAND— E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts
FRANCE— Raymond Gariel, 2 ter Quai de
Megisserie, Paris.
CUBA— C. B. Stevens & Co., Havana
C. B. Stevens

&

Co.,

la

Manzanillo

CALIFORNIA—The Chas. H. Lilly
Francisco
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA— Paul

Co.,

San

Bachert,

Lancaster
Fletcher-Doyle Co., San Diego
Fallbrook Co-operative Ass'n, Fallbrook
COLORADO— R. C. Aikin, Loveland
Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' Association,

Rocky Ford

COLORADO— (Continued)

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,
Denver.
Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association,

Grand Junction.
Robert Halley, Montrose
IO W A— Adam A. Clarke, Le Mars
Louis Hanssen's Sons, Davenport
W. J. McCarty, Emmetsbnrg.
ILLINOIS— York Honey & Bee-Supply Co.
191

&

193

Superior

St.,

Chicago,

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton,

111.

INDIANA— C. M. Scott & Co., Indianapolis
MICHIGAN A. G. Woodman Co., Grand

—
Rapids
MIN NESOT A— Wisconsin Lumber Co.,
432

Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn.

MISSOURI— E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph
OHIO— Norris & Anspach, Kenton

OREGON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co., Portland
PENNSYLVANIA— Cleaver* Greene, Troy
TEXAS— Southwestern Bee Co., San Antonio
UTAH— Fred Foulger & Sons.H.Ogden
Lilly Co.,
WASHINGTON— The Chas.
Seattle

Nearly 10 Millions now ready

prompt
shipment
for

G. B.Lewis Co., watertown, Wis.
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on the market to-day.

GEORGE W. YORK 8 COMPANY

JJS

Polished on both

334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

HI.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
of this Journal is
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICEStates,
Canada, and

a year, in the United
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the

S per cent
4 times
"
" ....10
13
"
" ...20
26
" ....30
"
52

a special offer,

100 lines... Snercent
500 " ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
2000 " ...30

1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration or

Can furnish corrugated paper

MM

We

8515

Kg;

p
I

NOT

IN

desired.

Our Catalog

Minnesota Dee-Keepers' Supply Go.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Bee Journal

Mention

when
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Now is the time to Re°queen.
Leather=Colored Italian QUEENS

THE AMERICAN FOOD LABORATORY
E. N. Eaton, M.Sc, Chemist.
4 years State Chemist, Minnesota.
6 years State Analyst, Illinois.
1235-1248 Caxton Building,
334 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
Samples of Honey analyzed. Correspon-

bv return
$1.(0.

32A2t

mail. Safe arrival. Red Clover strain.
A. W. YATES.
Chapman Street, Hartford, Conn.

3

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

solicited.

DO YOU KNOW
THAT THE SALE OF

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
Ha6

increased so

much

that

we were

in order to

There

is

a Reason for This — It

is

fill

forced to double our melting capacity
orders promptly?

because Dittmer's Foundation

is

tough, clear, and

transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.

Agents for Dittmer's Foundation:

W. D. Soper,
Bee i Honey

12

you 25 cases to hold 24 sections, complete
Write for prices on larger quantities.

Prompt Shipment and Satisfaction Guaranteed

jy

INitmCS 12 farmers and 15clOr
stamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALJj, Quincy.IH.

if

sell

can furnish you with anything you need in the apiary.

If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
ublishers of the American Bee Journal.

65C

or style of

at §4.00.

Nicollet Island, No. 33,

dence

number

is free.

honey.

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Platteville, Wis.

will

j8§5

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.

we

Paper and Glass,

Space Discounts.

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

National

furnish them in single or car-load lots to fit any
all the standard sizes on hand.

with Nails,

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than H inch accepted.

Time Discounts.

As

(*ws

is

Large quantities of

section.

Jgf§

$l.«o

end of the month to which your subscription ispa'.d.
For instance, "deco6" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1906,
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS— We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

We can

jjjgj

B3

Covers and bottoms are of One Piece. Everything
and a better ease cannot be had at any price.

Bide6,

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville,

Co.,

Our warenouse

s

Tex

1

I

Welwyn Station, Herts, Eng.
E. H. Taylor,
E. Grainger & Co.,
Toronto, Ont., Canada.

kinds oi Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Beeswaxialways wanted.

well stocked with all

QUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

We

THE TRUST

will

stamp

"Pure
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the
National Bee-Keepers'
Association.
Write us.

Now

Is

the time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP
Mention

Ganners Can Co.
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DADAFTS FOUNDATION"
IT

EXCELS

EVERY INCH
Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Loss.

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted

at all
times

mm
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

III.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

The Rietsche Press

BY RETURN MAIL
Fine Italian Queens
Bred to the highest standard of honey-gatbering and hardiness. No
Quality, promptness, safe arrival and absolute satisfaction
disease.
guaranteed.
1 Queen
2 Queens 4 Oueens 6 Queens
Untested
$.60
¥1.20
$3.60
$2.40
Tested (or Warranted Tested) 1.00
1.90
3.75
5.50
Select Tested (for breeding purposes) $2.00 each no discount.
It is not mine to command your favors
I'll do more, I'll merit
them. May I ask a trial order?

—

CHAS. M.
Bee Journal

Mention

when

DARROW— R.F.D. No.

—

Made of
structible,

artificial stone.

writing.

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
WJ.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that

45Atf

" he prefers

to

—A. G.

SSS

f

We

Made of High Carbon colled wire.
have no agents. Selldirect to user at

U5Wls Goods at

Best of everything the bee-keeper needs. Large and complete stock.
and Caucasian Queens. Prompt service. Catalog free.
Get our prices before you order elsewhere.

30 days

factory prices on

free

trial.

pay all freight. Catalog shows 37
styles and ut-lgbtsof farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buy direct. Write today

...

A\"e

Fine

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

Box eg

SCOTT
& CO.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND
Wash.
Street,

1004. East

It."

FENCE

Italian

C. M.

pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press

rather than do without

31Atf

Factory Prices

Inde-

—

i— Box 19— Milo, Mo.

CFIDDI
DH?r?
I In C
t^r^LlE-M^
Dtiti = oU
29Atf

Practically

and giving entirely satisfactory refoundation made easily and
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1-50 cash
with order. Address,

Comb

sults.

If

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicaltnral Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

Fire Sale of Bee and Poultry Supplies
Come

or send and

New Lewis Goods

Save

'iS

to SO Perc-enl on

at Factory Prices,

slightly

for his

damaged goods.

"Bee=Keeper's Guide."

by Return Freight.

Liberal Discount, to the Trade.

bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
Supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
selected out after the fire.
25 to 50 percent reduction.

Any

&T Send for
Reduced Prices.

list ot

Slightly

Damaged Goods

;

ARND,

from at

Queens hy return mail.

Golden Italian or Red Clover
tested Queen6, $1 Tested, $1.25: Select Tested, $2 25.

H. M.

to select

Proprietor, York

Untested, 75c ; Select UnFull Colonies in up-to-date hives, and

Honey and Bee-Supply Co.

(Not

mo

191 AND 193 SUPERIOR St. CHICAGO, ILL.
(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)

Long Distance Telephone, North

1551.

Big Profits

[CAPON

-TOOLS
O. P. Pilling

Mention

&

in

Capons

Caponizinsr is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free Instructions
'
postpaid $2.50.

iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
French KillinR KnifeSOC
|Capon Book Free.

Ron,
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Ttiere is but One Direct Route to

Profit in

Bee=KeeDing

SLEANINGS

\
The

IN

BEE CULTURE

which we have

beautiful, 32-page booklet

just issued, tells all about

and the conductors.

this interesting journey, the directors of the road,

also

makes easy the conditions

This Book

Free

is

Send a postal for a copy of the booklet whether you now take

INGS

It

for a trial trip.

GLEAN-

or not.

&leajiiiigs

iji

Bee Culture.

Medina,

DJiio

HONEY-JARS
HALF-POUND TUMBLERS
There seems to be an increasing demand
cheap tumbler to put up a halfpound of honey to retail at 10 cents. We
have secured a stock of such tumblers at
a price which enables us to offer them at
$1 per barrel of 24 dozen. This is less
than lHc apiece. For less than barrel
lots we cannot repack them for less than
or we will put them up 4
25c a dozen
dozen to the case with partitions ready to
for a

;

resbip when
lots at 95c.

filled,

at $1

a case; 10 case

following prices at Medina, all put up complete with porcelain-lined
caps and rubbers, in cases of one dozen
Size.
Doz.
6 doz.
Pint
$ .52
Quart
55
75
^-gallon

Triumph Wrench for Mason Caps, 15c each by mail,
Waxed Rings, better than rubbers, 5e dozen postage, 3c.
;

;

20c.

Ball's

;

:

:

(Entered at the Post-Office at Chicago as Second-Claas Mail-Matter.)

Published Weekly at $1.00 a Year, by George

GEORGE W. YORK,

CHICAGO,

Kditor

W. York &

AUGUST

ILL,,

9,

Co.,

334 Dearborn

1906

Street.

Vol.

XLVI-No, 32

also.
I thought that the strong colonies could take care of themselves, but the
weak ones I must feed. I fed them, but left
the strong ones to 6hirk for their feed. When
clover came into bloom I found th06e that
were strong early were almost without brood,

numbers

CdifoHal

Mo

and fast getting weak, while those that were
weakest in early spring were my best colonies,
and gave me very much the most surplus

and Comments

honey. Had I been a stranger to the resources
of our section I might have thought we were
overstocked. I believe that by judicious feeding when Bowers yield little honey, the number of colonies in any given section may be
very largely increased I think it safe to say
doubled, without any danger of overstocking.

—

Requeening Colonies
Here are two paragraphs Irom an

article

written by T. Maguire, in the Irish Bee Journal:

" Experienced bee-keepers know the importance of requeening their colonies every year
from observation and practise, and probably
also from occasional failure and loss, they
know the difference in result between the
work of a young queen and that of an old
But, although the matter is strongly
one.
urged in bee-guides and bee-journals, few
amateurs' seem to have grasped the full significance of having, every season, a young
queen of the previous year's rearing, to head
each colony.
" Whilst the old, barbarous methods of
smothering in skeps was cruel and wasteful,
it had at least the merit that the young queen
Under the rapidly
was generally saved.
spreading modern system, which aims at
reducing swarming, there is no automatic
renewal of queens quite the reverse. What
is the amateur, then, to do?"

—

When

so well-conducted a journal a6 the

Bee Journal admits without comment
such statements, it seems to show that misleading views are more or less prevalent. The
novice is practically told that all successful
bee-keepers destroy each queen when it becomes a year old. That is far from being true
in this country, and it is likely no more true
Irish

in Ireland.

Is

it

true that " bee-guides

bee-journals strongly urge that a

and

young queen

swarming does nothing toward renewing or
superseding a queen, and that there is just as
good a chance for the renewal of a queen if a
"But," the novice
colony never swarms.
"

when

swarms, doesn't a
young queen take the place of the mother?"
Strictly speaking, no; for the mother's place
is now with the swarm, and she takes her age
with her when she 6warms, and needs superseding just as much as :f she had not
Swarming does not change the
swarmed.
age of the old queen: after the swarming she
must be superseded and she can and will be
superseded just as well, and just as 6urely,
without any 6warming as with it.
asks,

a

colony

;

Interloping Virgin Queens

A controversy is on in Gleanings between
Editor Root and Dr. Miller as to what happens when a strange virgin enters a hive with
a laying queen.

Editor Root, with Mr. War-

the Roots' queen-rearer, as authority,
claims that the virgin almost invariably displaces the old queen; Dr. Miller says his obdell,

servation

is

exactly the opposite.

be interesting to know what
law among bees in this regard.

is

It

would

the general

queens where natural swarming
and none otherwise, is about as far from the
truth as it can be; and yet it is an error into
which the novice is likely to fall. The novice
should distinctly understand that natural

I remember some 30 years ago, before I
learned the value of early brood-rearing or
the art of securing a strong colony in time
to gather the crop of honey as soon as it appeared, nearly all my colonies were short of
stores, while many of them were weak in

It

be found.

The

idea that there

is

is

allowed,

Honey-Dew?
is

any uncertainty or

dif-

bee-keepers upon
this question, it is not strange that others
should lack entire information, but it is un-

among

ference of opinion

fortunate that reputable periodicals are eo
much given, when any question of interest to
bee-keepers is involved, to making statements

know to be true. The following paragraph from Successful Farming is a
case in point
that they do not

" Honey-dew

the secretion of plant-lice

is

They send this substance
a spray over the leaves of trees and the
stuff.
It is unfit for sale, and
the
gather
bees
should never be sold or bought, though some
bee-keepers are ignorant or mean enough to
scale insects.

out

in

sell

honey-dew."

honey-dew is right so far
But the term " honey-dew " includes also secretions from plants with which
Even if the term
insects have nothing to do.
be used in the restricted sense in which it is
given in the paragraph quoted, it is not entitled to the severe judgment pronounced
upon it. There is honey-dew and honey-dew,
Prof. Cook,
as there is honey and honey.

The

as

it

definition of

goes.

has given special attention to the matter,
"Much aphid honey-dew is deliciously
wholesome, and the honey from it is superior."

who

Value of Spring Feeding of Bees

automatic renewal of

would be more satisfactory if
the writer had given the page in two or more
of the bee-guides where such urging might

colony?''

Is

So long as there

and

Frequent emphasis has been
Journal upon the danger of harm from allowing stores to become scanty in spring. Even
though it be a long time till next spring, it
may be well to quote from Gleanings the following testimony of J. E. Crane

of the previous year's rearing shall head each

What

placed in this

had

says:

There is honey-dew that is unfit for the
and that can be said of honey-dew in

table,

general; some of it
for bees. But there

is

is

unfit for winter

also

honey

food

unfit

for

the table, and no bee-keeper need be " ignorant or mean enough " to sell such honey as
a

But to

table luxury.

either

ignorant

honey-dew that

is

call

mean who

a

bee-keeper

should sell
" deliciously wholesome,'

or

—

:

:

:
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in the

form of honey that

"superior,"

is

is

Up

Picking

the grass, and

if they are small
pay for the trouble of getting them out of the dirt and grass. J. A.

spill nails in

nails they hardly

hardly warranted.

Spilled Nails

Bee-keepers, perhaps

more

than others,

Green, in Gleanings, gives the bright suggestion to pick them up with a magnet.
That's
a " Green " idea in only one way.

Dr. E. F. Phillips, Acting in Charge of
Apiculture in the Department of Agriculture,
at Washington, called on us last week when

and Mrs. Stolley are

on his way back from California, where he
had been in the interest of apiarian work. In
a short time we will be able to announce a
bulletin on the diseases of bees, being the results of investigations and experiments conducted by experts of the Department of Agriculture.
It is a great pleasure to meet a man
like Dr. Phillips, who seems to know what he
is in this world for, and also why he is employed by the Government in the interest of
bee-keeping. He is both energetic and affable,
and will make friends wherever he goes. If

tiful

given the opportunity, he certainly will give
a goodftceount of himself in the line of work
he has undertaken, and deserves the hearty

support and encouragement of

Messrs. Hildreth

New York

& Segelken,

City,

honeywrote us as follows

July 25:
" As to the honey crop this season, the reports we have received thus far are very conflicting.
In some sections they are having
more than last year, and in others not 60

much. We refer principally to New York
State and Vermont.
should think that
the whole crop will be about the same as last
year. The Western States, we understand,
will have a very short crop, as well as California, and the prices on extracted honey have
already advanced quite a little."

We

A

Tripple

Weddiug —

Golden, China,

and Original— occurred July 15 in Grand
Island, Nebr. It was the celebration of the
golden wedding (50th) of Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Stolley;

their daughter, Mrs. Leonardt (her
and another daughter's real wedding.
Mr. and Mrs. Stolley are old residents of
Grand Island, and have aided in the up-building and development of that locality from its

20th)

;

settlement, having transformed out of a
wilderness one of the prettiest spots in central

first

wedding

is

whom

was the most enmany a day

thusiastic celebration held for

one which
of

As

will

who were

remain fresh

in

the

memory

so fortunate as to be present.
an evidence of the esteem in which Mr.
all

heartily

and Mrs. Stolley live yet many happy
and never grow old.

The Apiary
shown on the

of

J.

Li.

years,

Patterson

is

page this week. When
sending the picture, on April 25, 1906, Mr. P.
wrote as follows
first

I send a picture of 20 up-up-to-date 10frame hives and 1 "gum" hive.
I have
already hived 5 swarms. One went off after
alighting on the top of a tree. A good deal
of my time is occupied with delivering mail.
If I had more time I could make a better
showing. I do all the bee-work myself.
Vetch has been in bloom for the past 4
weeks, and the bees have plenty to work on.
The large tree and the 2 small ones back of

the hives
trees.

I

shown in the picture are persimmon
planted the seed of the large tree,

and the small ones came up from 6elf-seeding.
They will be in bloom inside of 10 days. They
are the persimmons that grow outside of town
in the country, and are very sweet. The house

shown

in the back of the picture is next door
me. Our residence is in front, and is not
shown.
The gum-hive colony has 11 combs in it. A

to

swarm

a street-car 3 miles away
came in on the car and
6cared several passengers, the conductor and
motorman from the car, and then swarmed on
top of a high monument in Augusta. It
came down later and was caught by the nextdoor neighbor who sold the bees to me for 75
cents.
This colony has given me from 12 to
IS swarms.
It turns out 8 swarms every
spring.
A majority of them produce a good
deal of honey.
settled in

from Augusta.

It

The bees were hard at work on vetch when
was taken. There is over 1000

this picture

acres of

and

follows

it

We

are living except one.

congratulate all three of the couples participating in the celebration. And may both Mr.

Miss Olga, another daughter of Wm. Stolley,
was married in the evening of the same day.

newspaper says

and

gifts were displayed.
Mr. Stolone of the leading bee-keepers of Nebraska, and is well known to our older readers.
They were married 50 years ago at Davenport, Iowa, and have had 10 children, all of

ley

bees,

local

letters

it

within a nidi us of 2 miles of
in

it is

bloom now.
J. L.

On May
The bees

7,

my

Patterson.

1906, Mr. Patterson

wrote us as

are at their best, having stopped
swarming. The different bee-keepers around
here have taken oil sealed honey already.
Most of my hives have on 2 supers, each containing 27 pounds. The bees have been building comb for the past 2 weeks. One of my
colonies now has 54 puiinds already sealed.
This year's vetch crop is the best in 12

1

have

ever
get 12}^ cents a pound f8r it. I will
get later, when I take off honey again, 127
pounds all together from this same colony.
Every one to whom I have sold honey say
that my bees produce the best honey they
have ever eaten. I helped 2 other bee-keepers
take off their honey, and it is not as good as
mine. Probably the American Bee Journal
helps me produce better honey. The Journal is the only friend that I have had since I
ate.

telegrams of congratulations were received,
even a cablegram from Norway. Many beau-

Nebraska. Mrs. Leonardt lives in Texas, and
surprised her parents by arriving in time to
attend their golden wedding anniversary.

The

many

From the first hive on the top row
taken 73 pounds of the finest honey

bee-keepers

everywhere.

dealers in

held,

On account

On July 2, 1906, we received the following
from Mr. Patterson

Miscellaneous
flews -f ?ms

fe**

of that all the bee-keepthe South, where they have vetch,
ought not to complain about not having any
honey this year. Those who don't get honey
are lazy bee-keepers that don't look after
their bees. The trouble is they don't take
enough interest in them, nor do they read the
American Bee Journal. If they followed its
teachings they would have success. I think
J. L. Patterson.
it is a great bee-paper.
years.
ers in

I

I

started keepirg bees.

Patterson.

J. L.

We

should be pleased to learn more about
vetch as a honey-plant. It would be interesting to know how far north it will grow
successfully and produce honey.
While we appreciate very greatly the high
estimate Mr. Patterson puts on the American
Bee Journal as an aid to bee-keeping, of
course all will understand that reading the

Journal alone would not produce any honey.
Undoubtedly, however, it is a great help to
those who will read the experiences of others
that are published from time to time, and also
the explicit directions that are often given for
almost every detail in the management of
bees. Every bee-keeper who would succeed
should have one or more of the standard beebooks in addition to the American Bee Journal, as

there are

and

many fundamental

princi-

not be re-stated in
every issue of the Journal. It pays to invest
in information concerning any line of work
In
in which any one expects to succeed.
"
other words, it does not pay to " go it blind
in anything.
The greater the familiarity
with the experiences of others who have succeeded with bees, the less the need of spendples

facts that can

ing time in experiments that will be ultimately unsuccessful. The most rapid success
in any business is attained by knowing the
pitfalls into which others have stepped, and
thus being able to avoid similar failures and
mistakes. The American Bee Journal, in connection with one of the best bee-books, will

help greatly in revealing the shortest route to
success with bees,

we

believe.

The Golden "Weddingjof
E. France, of Platteville, Wis.,

on July

23, 1906.

They were

Mr. and Mrs.
was celebrated

early settlers in

that part of Wisconsin, having to go over 200

miles by stage to reach their

came from New York
1S62, Mr.

State.

new home. They
In the spring of

France, with his only child, N. E.

France, located in Platteville. An interesting account of the golden wedding celebration appears in the Platteville Journal for

Although past 82 years, Mr. France
interested in fruit and bees. Alton
Finney was the only person, aside from Mr.

July
is

25.

still

and Mrs. France, who attended both wedValuable presents were received by
Mr. and Mrs. France. We wish to add our
congratulations to those of others, and trust
that Mr. and Mrs. France may enjoy yet many
dings.

years of wedded

bliss.

—
Ang.

9,
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me no small thou ht, as feeding is a mussy job,
the best of it, and alwa s attended with more or less
risk.
I would discourage ii as far as possible, especially with
the beginner; yet I would far sooner feed the bees than take
any chance whatever on the bees not having plenty of stores.
But where plenty of stores ran In- secured from the fall bloom,
and as this fall honey is dark and not nearly as salable as
light honey, yet equally good for wintering. I doubt if it will
pay to take such stores from the bees, buy sugar, and take
the risk and labor necessary to feed them.
The fall of 1905 I removed all supers containing sections,
just 7 days before the first frost, compelling the bees to store
every drop of honey gathered in the brood-chambers, and I
was surprised at the results. So, last fall, I removed the
supers on the same date, but as we did not have our first frost
so early, they certainly gathered a rich "larder."
I had
nothing to fear or worry about my bees running short of
stores, and more than this, they began brood-rearing last
spring with a vim that was little short of marvelous.
Right here let me say, that it is well to remember that
bees breed only according to the amount of stores in sight.
I
did not disturb these bees until warm weather arrived, and
when I opened the hives they were fairly boiling over with
bees, with new, white wax at the tops of the frames, and
plenty of sealed stores in sight. I had sections sealed during
apple-bloom the past spring, something I never had before.
Now, in conclusion, I want to say this
Formerly I had
about an inch, or an inch and a half, of honey sealed in the
tops of the frames for winter, where last fall the hives, when
being raised to estimate their weight, seemed like lifting an
immense stone. I suppose each hive contained SO or 60 pounds
of honey, all sealed and compactly arranged in the shallow
brood-frames.
By all means, see that your bees have plenty of wellsealed stores at the approach of winter; pack them well with
good, porous material, and let them alone until warm
weather arrives, and when you open the hives in spring you
will readily admit that it pays, and pays well. These colonies
will come out ahead in spring, and be ahead all through the
season.
Nisbet, Pa.
them, caused
to

Wintering Bees— Plenty of Well-Ripened
Stores the Essential Point
Br GRANT STANLEY

may seem

a little premature to bring up, at this time, the
matter of plenty of well-sealed stores for bees in winter.
But I believe that just now is the proper time to discuss*
it.
If we wait until frost has cut off every vestige of bloom it
is entirely too late to say much about it, as by this time cool
weather is in evidence and robbing will be started with a very
small amount of tampering with the bees unless great can- is
exercised.
It is of as much importance that we look into the
question of well-sealed stores for winter somewhat in advance
of their needs, as it is for the householder to see that he has
sufficient fuel provided for the winter, and as honey is " fuel "
to bees during their winter's repose, and as many bee-keepers
purchase their fuel with the proceeds from the bees, is it not

IT

equally important with our bees

?

We

would not think much

of a man who would not supply fuel somewhat in advanci oi
his needs, and yet when it comes to the wintering of our beea
the matter takes on an entirely different attitude with too
many bee-keepers. It is a poor way of living, either with
man or bees, to live "from hand to mouth."

The fall of the year is the " harvest time " in which all
humanity " lay in" for the coming year, and it is just when
the bees should have a good portion of what they have struggled hard to bring home.
It has been the op'inion of the
writer that more bees perish from the rigors of winter from
an insufficient quantity of well-sealed stores, than from other
causes combined, even including .the dreaded diseases of black
and foul brood and the sulphur pit may also be included. If
we will but watch the bee-papers closely each spring, we will
be surprised at the vast number of colonies that " go over "
on account of a scant supply of stores; and then when we
take into consideration that only about one bee-keeper in
ten reads the papers in this country, how many hundreds of
colonies perish, the reports of which never reach the press.
This and other causes have led me to write thus early in an
;

effort to

awaken an

There

interest.

a large class of bee-keepers who will not feed
their bees in the fall, even if they know they have an insullicient supply for the winter, preferring to trust, as some men
do in all business, to "luck," and the chances of a moderate
winter with occasional days sufficiently warm for inspection.
If the. winter in this case turns out severe, and the bees run
out of stores and die, it is of course termed " bad luck." Such
bee-keepers as this would benefit the industry and themselves
far more if they would stay out of it.
He is also not much of a bee-keeper who will have his
bees toil all summer, and then in his greed for gain take
honey from them so close in tin- fall that they have an insufficient amount for winter.
Hut there is a class of bee-keepers
that desire to have their lues so well supplied with stores at
the approach of winter that no uneasiness need be felt until
warm weather has arrived the following spring in fait, so
well supplied that he need not "jockey " his bees in spring
with daily applications of syrup to get them up for the h
yflow.
To tamper with bees early in spring results in far more
harm than good.
I have put a great deal of thought
into this subject, as I
want my bees to have plenty of well-ripened stores of the
same quality I take myself. With the invention of the modern hive, some of them with shallow brood-chambers, > impels the bees to store all honey gathered above the frai
ox
is

—

make

:

Moving an Apiary 10 Miles by Wagon
BY

TO

G.

W. M'GUIBE

move an

entire apiary this distance is quite an undertaking, and the success of the venture largely depends

upon care and judgment. Being pushed with other matthis move was postponed until late.
May 13, and 14,
the bees were breeding rapidly, and the weather was warm.
A strong spring-wagon was
Xow for preparation
selected of not less than 3,000 pounds capacity, ami across
the bed were placed 2x4 scantlings, just far enough apart
for the ends of the hive to rest on each piece.
Five hives
will go in the first row across the wagon, and there will
be 5 rows.
Xow, these are fastened on with strong rope
run around this rigging and securely tied to the wagon.
Then an upper set of scantlings are laid on top of
the first row of hives, and upon this is placed a second layer
of hives. This is again securelj
astened with rope and short
pieces of lath tacked vertically at the sides and ends to preters,

:

vent slipping of the hi\
As the preparation is fur 50 colonies per load, I want 50
notched -ticks to slip over th. frame bottom-bars, cut on a
and 100 thin strips to tack on
slant to tit the Simplicity In
teach end. Xow the frames
top of the frames, 2 to each
Then 1 want 50 screens of wire-cloth cut 2
can't shuffle.
inches larger in width and length, so as to lap up an inch
This is to he fastened
hive.
on the sides and ends
th'
ei
this into the hive. Many
by nailing a thin strip bees arc out.
It is sunny, and fruit-bloom is at its best.
ind leave the front open until dark,
I nail up three sides
1

;

1

1

when

this

i-

cautiousl;

icked up,

and

closed.

You

<

and this is jusl where we want it during all
the honey-flow but if the sections are allowed to rem.:
the hives until frost, then' is sure to be a small amount of
honey stored in the brood-chamber for winter possibly an
inch or two below the top-liars. I use these shallow frames,
for I believe they possess many points of merit not found in
other frames but the question of such colonies having
of well-sealed stores at the approach of winter, and no
d
in the sections,

;

:

r.

bottom-boards are

left

off

and

this

screen takes

see the
place.

its

invariably, and don't fasten
I
leave the hivethem with nails. I take a small rope and tie around each
end of the hive and then draw the rope, each strand, as near
together as you can, making them tight. They should kink
like a fiddle-string when Hipped with your thumb.
You
would think they would slip back, but not so.
ives 1- read]
the horses are
Well done, the load of
hitched up; a bag of smoker- fuel is thrown on, and the
;
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smoker

is in

full bias.

;

veil in the side-pocket,

knife in the hip-pocket.
stage in antebellum days.

My, what a load!

and a butcherLooks like the

As I go with this historic cargo I meet inquisitive men.
anxious boys, and fair lassies, looking on from
high windows and vined verandas. The gentle zephvrs of the
wmd were playing over thousands of acres of apple south
and

C

m

pear
their robes of bloom.
So the load was delivered
without a mishap, and the hives placed
upon the stands.
But. oh. my. how these bees
do sting after being released!
In less than an hour they were carrving
in pollen freely
iwo days later, when I returned with another load, the
nr^t were fairly crowding their
queens with new honev.
Hudson, N. Y.

meantime, of course, you are no doubt
looking out to keep your bees where
they are not likely to molest people on

Dlur

the streets.

»ec-lfocpiii^

If you can do so, get that lady who
has the vineyard to come to your place
with some grapes, and place at the entrance of one or more hives a cluster of
perfectly sound grapes, and also a
cluster of punctured grapes. She will
then see with her own eyes that a bee
never disturbs a sound grape only
sucking the juices from those previously punctured.
Some intelligent
grape-raisers in your State have said
they are glad to have the bees clean up
the injured grapes, as the dry skins are
preferable to the soured pulp.

—

Conducted by

Emma M. Wilson,

Requeening— Alfalfa— Selling Honey
—Ordinance Against Bees— Bees
and drapes

How

often

do you advise requeening?
good place to get a queen ! I sent
away and got the only one I ever bought, and
I think a place near home would be
better.
I
don't suppose you recommend a firm or name
in .y oul answers.
I suppose I should have
said, What is the best way to obtain
a good
queen? Do you advise a beginner to rear his
own queens lor requeening? It seems to me
to be a branch by itself, and would cost
more
than to buy queens. How much 6hould one
pay for a good queen, not a breeding queen?
How do your bees work on alfalfa? I
planted some and it is blossoming now, but I
don't see a bee in the whole patch. I do not
know whether they don't work as well on
alfalfa, or whether there is no nectar
on account of the cold and wet. The white clover
has blossomed profusely for nearly 3 weeks,
but the bees prefer to work on raspberry
bloom, and I hardly saw a bee on the clover.

W here is a

It is the

worst bee-weather ever.
former customers are clamoring for
'some new honey." Folks who do not handle bees imagine the bees " make " honey.
I
have never had a bit of trouble disposing of
my honey. In fact, 1 could sell 4 times as
much as I have, and I have to put what I
want for my own use out of sight or it would
all be sold away from me.
I sell it right from
the house. I have scales and
change-box,
All

my

and weigh the honey right before

my customer. I expect to be honest by them, and
expect them to do the same by me. I never
have any complaints, as I make sure everything is perfect about the honey when I sell
it.
Last spring an alderman in the council put
in a bill to prohibit the keeping
of bees inside
the city limits, but it didn't even
come up to
be voted on. I am told that nearly
every
spring some one tries to get such
a bill
through, but always fails. I would feel
sorry
to have to give up my bees
just as I am beginning to understand them.
Is it a fact that bees

sting and ruin grapes
there is no other substance for them'
I
have read in the Bee Journal that they do not
sting fruit, but will gather on the
fruit previously bruised by birds. A lady
in this city,
who has quite a large vineyard, says that
since a man moved near them who
keeps bees,
all their grapes are spoiled
by the bees. Previous to his coming they always had
fine
grapes. She says the grapes
are always full
of bees, and she knows it is "
them bees."
it

.,
^
brandJTRapids,
,

Some

(

Ul »s) Klsie A. Cutter.

Mich., June 22.

advise requeening every year;
2 years
and many leave

some every

;

Marengo,

the matter of superseding to the bees.
So good a bee-keeper as Mr. Doolittle
belongs to the latter class, and that is
the practise in this locality.
If a

queen

is doing good work, she is not
" Oslerized " on account of age. If her
work is poor, or her bees objectionable
in any way, off comes her head at the
first convenient opportunity. The bees
generally attend to the matter of superseding as soon as it is advisable.
After a little experience, you will

probably find that requeening is a
much simpler matter than you suppose.
Mr. M. A. Gill, a very successful honeyproducer, buys queens by the hundred
every year
but nearly all honey-pro;

ducers rear their own queens, or leave
it to the bees.
Just exactly how it is
done here is given in detail in " Forty
Years Among the Bees," and it would
be hard to find a simpler or a better

Feeding Sugar Syrup Made
Bread-Mixer

getting in fresh
blood, especially if you can get better
blood, a new queen should occasionally
be obtained from a reliable source. The
shorter the distance a queen travels in
the mail the better, and yet, a queen
will make a long journey in safety.
An untested queen will cost about a
dollar, and nine times out of ten
will
be as good as a tested one.
of

Our bees don't work on alfalfa.
There is no alfalfa to speak of near
us.
There is a field of it about 6 miles
away but the few times we have
passed it when in bloom, not a bee was
to be seen upon it.
With the usual
optimism of bee-keepers, we are hoping that when alfalfa becomes more
;

fully established here

it

good a honey-plant as

it is

may

prove as
west of the

Mississippi.
I am just a little afraid
your white
clover this year may turn out like ours

—blossoms enough, but bees getting
nothing from it.
Don't worry lest the city council
pass an ordinance against bee-keeping
in the city.
It wouldn't stand.
But if
you are not already a member of the
National Bee-Keepers* Association it
will be wise for you to join it, and
then
if such an ordinance should
be passed
you will have help to fight it. In the

a

I see
some woman (page 163), signing
" Colorado," has had many troubles with her

I make no suggestions as to remedies;
but one thing she did that was ruinous to
bees, and most people of ordinary common
sense would see it, only they are rushing
things so much that they have not time to
think.
When 6he mixed that syrup so
" beautifully" in the bread-mixer, she would
be almost certain to start fermentation in
every colony that would feed on it. She
would not be allowed to feed it to mine for
their full value.
I would rather she fed them
strychnine.
Not one person in a hundred
would be likely to have the bread machine 60
sterilized as to have it fit for such a purpose

bee6.

x. r. z.

plan.

For the sake

in

Now

that's just like a man, isn't it ?
To leave a bread-mixer without cleaning it out thoroughly after using it.
Bless your heart, the sisters don't do
that way
after the utensil is used
they put it through such a course of
treatment that it is thoroughly sterilized—they don't call it that they just
;

;

" clean." I wouldn't be afraid
to eat bread mixed by the Colorado sister—would rather like the chance— and
I'm sure I shouldn't want to if she
mixed it in a dirty dish.

say

it's

But, really, is it possible that even if
a lot of dough were left in the breadmixer, allowing it to be stirred into
the feed, that any serious results would
follow, unless such feed were given
rapidly very late in the season ? Mind
you, no assertion is made that such a
course would not be hurtful, only the
question is an open one until some
proof is offered. The little chemists
have a way of stopping fermentation,
and in the spring it has been considered safe to feed almost anything with
sweet enough in it to be acceptable to
them.
At any rate, we may thank the
brother for calling attention to the
matter, and still more if he will give
some positive proof of the harm or
harmlessness of mixing the feed in a
dish not thoroughly sterilized.

—
Aug.
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among

the bees

I

find that

6ome

of

them

will

have 20 or 25 pounds of honey in their supers.
1 do not know what the quality will be likeWe
as a rule, small quantity, poor honey.
have no basswood here, so when the clover is
done the season is over with us.
I am at a loss to know what to do when a
swarm comes off (about one-third of mine
I have been
have swarmed out of 150).
either doubling them up or returning them to
the parent hive. I wish you would be kind
enough to let me know what you would do in
a like case.

here nearly every day. Just
same yesterday,
;
and so it has been all summer, with the exception of a few days.
he
I was talking with Mr. Byer yesterday
is in the same way— no honey of any consequence. My bees were never in better shape
than they were last spring, and they are very
strong now, sending off large swarms.
had a violent hail-storm about the beginning of clover blossom. I think I am safe
in putting the loss of my bees into " bushels,"
as they had bees hanging out on two-thirds or
more of the hives; that cleaned them up for
J. F. D.
2 weeks.
York Co., Ont.
It is rain, rain,

now we had

Conducted by Morley Pettit, Villa Nova, Oat.

a

heavy rain

;

comes to the following spring to be
marked "2 years," she may do well

Systematic Requeeningthe June Canadian
agitated over the same
question that has troubled me the last
few years the matter of replacing
failing queens
J.

L. Iiyer, in

Bee Journal,

is

—

:

After clipping queens and generally overhauling all colonies, I find by actual count
that out of 270 odd colonies just 34 are either
queenless or had drone-layers. Of these 34 I
happen to know that 32 gave good service
last season.
Of the remaining 2, one was poor
last season, and the other was bought from a
dealer last September. This spring she was a
drone-layer.
Last spring my loss by the
same causes was about 10 percent. Of course,
it should be borne in
mind that I have had
practically no swarming during the past two
seasons.

appears quite plausible to assume that if those 34 colonies had young
queens at their head this spring, they would
be a much better-paying proposition than is
the case in their present condition.
It certainly

Each spring

find every queen, and
note on the back of the hive her age.
If her wings are entire she is marked
" one year," as having gone througti
at least a part of the previous seasOD.
As a rule, she goes through that second
season and does well, but when she

that third season or she may not. I
believe the wisest plan is to replace her
as soon as possible with a home-grown
queen reared in a good nucleus from a
cell that has been capped in a colony

preparing to swarm.
My system involves a weekly inspecOccation of every brood-chamber.
sionally I find nice capped cells. Here
is the time to make nuclei— one for
every cell. No doubt it would pay to
rear queens earlier scientifically, but it

means more work and

attention

when

These
busy with out-yards.
nuclei, in a good flow, will look after
themselves, and the queen, when fertilized, is ready to be used where
one

is

needed. Occasionally also we find a
failing queen catch a glimpse of her
as she goes around the corner of a
comb, follow her around and kill her.
Immediately a nucleus with a laying
queen is united with this colony.

—

We

In the
to

first place, it is

not necessary

have natural swarms.

But

if

you

do not care to adopt some non-swarming method you would better hive the
swarm on the old stand, setting the
parent hive to one side. Give the
supers to the swarm. In a week reit to the other side of the swarm
to weaken it by loss of flying bees that
will go to the swarm. This will likely

move

prevent after-swarming.
In a couple of weeks more the parent
hive will likely have a young queen
laying nicely. Now hunt out and kill
the old queen in the swarm, and unite
parent hive on the
swarm super style. The next week,
when the bees have become thoroughly
acquainted, get the best combs of
brood, honey and pollen into the broodchamber with the queen, and the work
is done.

by setting the

I

Short Honey Crop— Swarming
The honey crop with me is almost a total
One time I did not think we would
have enough for our own use, but on looking
failure.

—

—

one and almost never see one then. Virgin
queens are quite frequently seen; they keep
such an everlasting tearing around. Page
525.

Big Texas Bee County.
So one county of Texas has 17,500 colonies
of bees. Ohio, with the same in each county,
should have 1,400,000. Page 525.

Taste of Golden Willow Honey.
to Doolittle for the information
that the honey of the golden willow is not
I credit my early
bitter, but a nice article.
spring honey to pussy willow (poplars helping before they died off so), and it is too bitProbably excellent,
ter for human eating.
very excellent, as a bee6' spring medicine.

Thanks

The

•'

Old Reliable " as seen through

By

E. E.

Hasty,

New

Sta. B. Rural,

and Unreliabi
Toledo, Ohio.

Page 526

Masculine Pronouns Only for Drones.
Let me inquire why sauce for goose should
not be sauce for gander. Won't let me use
masculine pronouns anent the gentle bee
ibave tried it often), but, lo, in Morley
knocked
Pettit's column, page 524, " bee
off his feet by the field-gang." Canadian bees
must be less persistently feminine than ours.
one on us," unless it was a
[Guess that's
" loafer " drone that was " knocked off his
And that was not the meaning, of
feet:"

—

course.

Editor.]

Odor of Wild Grape Bloom.
Yes, Sister Wilson, the odor of the grape in
i6 one of the most subtile, delicate,
penetrating, and, to those that like it. one of

bloom

the most delightful of perfumes.

Many

ad-

mire it and can not find out where it comes
from. Nice to have wire fence covered with
grapes. Horses can see the fence then before
they run into it and wound themselves. But
the wild grape on the young trees of your
Page
forestry plot is a destroying nuisance.
524.

Seeing Queens at Swarmino-Time.
Scholl quotes the Texas beginner who wants
to see the queen when he hives the bees, but
does not mention the somewhat singular fact
Very few brethren
that thus trauspires.
have hived as many swarms as I have (not
sure that any one has), and in my experience
I find I rather rarely see a fertile queen while
hiving. Sometimes I take pains to try to see

Cause of Foul Brood — Size of Bee's Egg
—Proper Disinfectant for Tools
and Hands.
that Bacillus
it has been claimed
not the cause of foul brood. Rather
rank claim -but I guess we should be driven
to embrace it heartily if the Cheshire doctrine
that honey can not carry the infection was
about to be forced upon us. That is, if
JBacillu. aluei is practically never in the honey
then somethio^ else which Is in Iht koney is
But Cheshire's facts
the infecting cause.
would better be respected saw 5 bacilli swiming lazily along an ovarian tube, and i-ounted
A virulence that
9 in a half -developed egg,
causes larva- to die very young seems be6t
accounted for by the theory of infected eggs.
But 3 days is a great length of time in he
I

believe

alvei

is

—

I

—

!
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bacilli— would not all infected eggs be killed before hatching by the
swarm of inbred bacilli, and only non-infected
ones be left to hatch?
Valuable items. Size of bee'6 egg— 1-14 inch
long and 1-70 inch in cross diameter. Correct
strength of the violent poison corrosive sublimate % ounce to a gallon of water. This
to use on tools and hands. Page 52S.

development of

least a rationale why they might be expected
not to persecute their queens. The gist of
the article is that in the experience of Henry
Alley (and who has longer or broader?),
nuclei much larger than the "babies" are
pretty sure to ball their returning queens
whenever they are allowed to get weak. The
inference that weaker nuclei must be worse
in this respect seems a very natural inference.
Page 5S 1.

Baby Nuclei and Queen-Rearing.

—

Writing for Common Folks
Lop-Sided
Flowers are Nectar- Yielders.

Most gladly will I hold Henry Alley's bonnet while he makes kindling wood, both literally and figuratively, of E. L. Pratt's baby

Here's a club for Prof. Cook for saying
'' conterminous " when
writing for common
folks.
Most bee folks are not even botanists;
and the words necessary to botanical information are enough of a trial without selecting
those needlessly puzzling. Say, rather, that
the pollen and the stigma of the same flower
are not ready to act at the same time.
But splendidly convenient is the rule that

Still Satan should have all the dues
the truth will allow him and pne point Mr.
Alley does not cover.
Why do the bees of
weak nuclei ball queens returning from the
mating flight? I take it that it's because they
are overworked at feeding brood. Disgusted
at every prospect of fertility
which would
normally be attractive. " No more babies for
Josie not if she knows
herself."
Now
brand-new and broodless bees have not had a
chance to get in this frame of mind. The recent kink of using very few bees, using them
but once and throwing them away, has at

nuclei.

—

—

—

he gives that lop-sided flowers always yield
nectar.
Never thought of it before. Even if
it 6hould turn out to have some exceptions,
its manifest correctness in the main makes it
valuable. Page 530.

*V
Docfor Millers

at the bottom, and over the
top spread a sheet or other covering that is
bee-tight, but will let the light through.
From time to time lift off the sheet and let
the bees that are above escape, and in the
course of a few hours all ought to be out.
Whatever way you do, it is well to smoke
down a good part of the bees before removing
the super; but don't be too lavish with your
smoke or the honey will taste of it. and 6moke
doesn't improve honey as much as it does
pile, bee-tight

ham.
2. It may be because there is too little room
in the hive; it may be because there is nothing to do in the fields: it may be partly for

Sometimes giving more room
out: sometimes giving more ventilation.
Don't worry about
their hanging out if there is nothing to do in
both reasons.

will stop the clustering

the fields; they

may

as well loaf outside as

inside.
3. Get the sting out as quickly as possible,
and think about something else. Putting
mud on the place is a good thing also honey.
4. I don't know, for there are maybe a halfdozen that it's hard to tell whether they are
full colonies or nuclei.
Leaving these out of
the count I think there are 164.
5. There are very few basswoods in this
vicinity, but this year the dearth has been so
great that what little the bees got from basswood was quite acceptable. Basswood first
opened June 29, and was entirely gone July
The honey ranks with
16, lasting 17 days.
white clover. Probably most persons prefer
white clover, but some prefer basswood.
;

6. By the pound.
7. That depends very much upon the honeyresources of the locality. In most places 30
pounds is a pretty fair yield, in an average
season and 50 to 75 in a good season.
;

colony losing a queen when young
brood is present in the hive may be counted
on to rear another. She may not be as good
S.

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee -Journal, or to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

as the old queen— she may be better. If
reared at a time when honey is coming in
freely, she is likely to be, while a virgin,
much the same as her mother. If she meets
a very good drone she may be better than her
mother; if she meets a poor drone she may
not be as good as her mother.

'

Milkweed Pollen on Feet of Bees

6.

7.

colonies of bees have

they ever gather
Is

Do you

you

at

9.

that

sell

honey as good as clover

your honey by the section or

honey should a strong colony
sections in a good season
?

a colony should lose their queen,
would they rear auother? If so, would she
be as good as the old one?
8.

If

9. If

a colony should lose

its

queen, would

they continue to gather honey as well until
another one was reared?
Maine.

Answers.— 1. The

mikweed

the best way to get the bees
from the sections when I remove a super? (I
have no bee-scraper.) If one should take the
super a distance from the hive and brush
them off, would they go back to the hive or
would they get lost?
is

nice thing to use
it;

and

if

I

bee-escape

is

a

perhaps nothing better than the Miller tentescape, which latter you can make yourself.
But as you say you have no escape, it is probable that you do not have enough honey to
make it worth while to have an escape; yet
I think if I had as many as 5 colonies I should
make a Miller escape. Without having an
escape there arc several ways to proceed.
The way you speak of will work, for if you
brush oil the bees either close to the hive or
several rods away, they will find their way
home again, unless there be some bees on the
section so youug that they have never left the
hive a thing not likely to happen. You may
also set the sections right on the hive, or
stand the super against the hive, allowing the
bees to come out at their leisure.
When
honey is coming in very freely, it will be safe
to do this in broad daylight; but too generally there
hat it will 6tart robbing.
The safer wa; is to place the sections
in the eveningafter the bees have
stopped flying. The bees will most likely be
all out before morning, and you can take up
the sections before the bees leave the hives.
Another way is to pile up several supers in a

What is a Caucasian queen like in color;
Are Caucasian bees good honey-gatherers?
Are they gentle bees? Are they any better
than Italians? Will they tight the bee-moths?
I ask these questions is, I won as
a prize a Caucasian queen it was sent to me,
and was just like mine, as near as I could tell,

The reason

:

Martland.

in color.

Answer. — Caucasians

new yet, and it
how they are to be

are

hardly fully settled just

It is generally conceded that
considered.
they are extremely gentle, and as to other
Italthere
is
a difference of opinion.
points
ian queens vary in appearance, and it is likely
Caucasians do so it would be nothing strange
to find a Caucasian queen and an Italian
queen looking very much alike. You will be
able to judge more by the appearance of the
workers than by that of the queens. If you
will turn to page J4:t you will find pretty full
;

information about them.

Swarming— When
—Wintering

to Take Off Supers

Open Shed

in

—

i

2. Why do bees collect on the outside of
the hive in hot weather? Is it because they
have not room enough, or because of the heat
Or is it a sign that they are not gathering anything? Is it any harm for them to do so? If
so, how can I prevent it?

likely.

Caucasian Queens and Bees

is

Porter

you have time to wait for
you want more prompt work there
if

is

Not

much honey from

How much

store in

Remedies, Etc.
What

Do

by the pound

Removing Bees from Sections— Bees
Hanging Out-Bee-Sting
1.

good for bee-stings?

is

basswood?
honey ?

again. See picture
No. 2 on first-page cover of the American Bee
Journal for July 26, and what is said about it
on page 684. No need for great alarm, and
there's nothing you can do about it unless
you can kill off all milkweed within range.
There's some comfort in the possibility that
the bees will get enough honey from milkweed to make up the loss.
It's

How many

5.

Wtoming.

—

What

present?

have sent you under another cover a
queen-cage with a few bees. There is something wrong with their legs or feet. There
seems to be a growth ou them, so that they
can not stick to anything. The bees have
been carrying them out for 10 days or 2
weeks. They seem all right as far as flying
is concerned.
The well bees bring them out
and don't kill them, but fly off with them,
and I think that they find their way back. If
I part them when they first come out, one can
liy as well as the other.
This is something
new to me, and I have not read or 6een anything in print that describes anything like it.
I

Answer.

3.

4.

A

i

1. I have 7 colonies of bees, and but one
has swarmed so far. I took the new swarm
and set it on the old stand and moved the old
one to one side and drained about all of the
Was that
workers from the old colony.
right? I have 2 hive-bodies and 1 super on
the new colony. Tney are all full of bees.
Will they swarm this season?
bodiesand 3 supers
2. Another colony has
full to the cover with bees, and they are also
hanging out in front. Will the queen lay in
all 3 bodies? and will they swarm?
:'.

:

Aug.
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S. What time in the fall 6hould I take off
supers?
4. Will the bees be all right uncle/ an open
shed in the winter!
Vekmost.

Answers —1. Your manipulation was

,

all

right unless it be the draining of about all
the workers from the mother colony.
If you
drained too close, and especially if a cool
night followed, the brood might be chilled.
No need to pay any attention to the number
of bees in the old colony; leave them all, and
a week later move the old hive to a new
place; that will drain the colony of all the
field-bees, which will join the swarm.
2. I
don't know the size of your hivebodies.
If
they are 8-frame Langstroth,
which is perhaps the most common size, the
queen will not occupy the 24 frames, nor
anywhere near it, although she may have
more or less brood in all 3 stories. There i6
possibility, but not much probability, that the

colony will swarm.
3. Don't wait till

Iowa. I don't believe the plants can help
yield honey.
The honey comes in when it is"
cold, and it comes in when it is hot; when it
is dry, and when it is wet. T. L. Shawler.
Mills Co Iowa, July 15.

Crop Barely One-Third- -Smartweed

Honey
The honey crop here

will be

barely one-

Basswood bloomed
on the average.
heavy, but absolutely no honey in the bloom.
We have had a prolonged drouth which is not
broken yet.
I wish to correct Mr. Hasty on page 619.
Six years ago a dry summer was followed by
a wet fall, and heartsease, or smartweed, came
in everywhere.
I got 1000 pounds of pure
heartsease honey. It was almost as white as
white clover, and fully as good, both in body
Ikying Long.
and flavor.
third,

Marceline, Mo., July 21.
fall;

take off each super

taking the other off.) When a swarm gets in
a tree where you can't use the Manum, put
the end of the pole over the limb until the
hook catches it; pull on the wire, and grip
the limb and make the line fast; put staples
To open,
in the pole to stiffen the wire.
shove up the wire.
I have had bees only 2 year6, and don't
know much about them. I had 4 colonies
I
this spring, and have caught 2 swarms.
have one colouy that is wicked. They are a
bands.
yellow, fuzzy bee. with orange-colored
The moment the cover is raised they are at
you. Smoke does no good. They will right
me, fight the smoker, and everything on the
place.
We have to keep the house shut for
or 4 days whenever anything is done with
them. They were bought for Italians, but I
think they are Cyprians. They have not
swarmed since I have had them. They are
good workers. I had them in a 2-story 8'',

frame hive.
G. McC. Wilkinson.
Corpus Christi, Tex.

when it

is filled and about all sealed, and as
soon as the harvest is over, take off everything. If, for example, you have no harvest
after white clover, then as soon a6 white
clover ceases to yield, take off everything,
and that may be anywhere from the middle
of July till the first week in August.
4. Yes, with packing around them.

Almost No Surplus Honey
The surplus honey crop

have been in the bee-busine6s 40 years,
and have 127 colonies. They are not doing
very well. I don't expect over 2000 pounds
John Holler.
of honey this season.
Richmond, Wis., July 27.

Honey Crop Good Some Places

Expects Good White Clover Crop

The honey crop has been short

Heporfs and
experiences
The prospects are fairly good for honey this
season. White clover is plentiful. The rain
of July 14 and 10 gave it a new start, and the
bees are busy on it now. I also had some
honey from fruit-bloom, one colony storing
about 25 pounds of it, mostly from applebloom.
Jas. F. Ciui.er.
Algoma, Wis., July 19.

from

blossoms.
May the American Bee Journal ever prosper, as it has done, is my wish.
E. G. GUTHREY.
fall

Malta Bend, Mo., July

have made a device for taking bees out of
It is
It is simple and easily made.

a tree.
3000

Rabbit-Foot Clover
C. J.

me

Thies.

Pepin, Wis., July 20.

[The specimen

commonly
clover
in old

called

— TV
fields

is

indeed a clover, and

Bees are doing well. I will commence to
extract to-morrow, and expect a good crop of

honey from white

Eau

clover.

E. H. Hanselman.
Claire Co., Wis., July 23.

Not Half a Crop-Swarming
is less than half a honey crop here
The first extracting is very dark
this season.

There

honey, mostly from the oak-trees. There is a
little white clover, but hardly any basswood,
as the basswood blossoms are destroyed by
an insect which is enlosed in a foamy slime.
They destroy the blossoms which dry up and

made

like this

~w

There is not much swarming here, but to
prevent it altogether we must first find out C.
Davenport's secret. I see on page 602 he
criticises what Mr. Philbrook says on page
of putting the
I used that same plan
3S3.
queen below on frames with full sheets of
foundation and the brood on top with a
stopped
This
queen - excluder between.
swarming almost entirely, but it is not infallible.

30.

send several plants which appear to

I

fall.

John W. Johnson.

I

23.

Taking a Swarm from a Tree

pounds, but so far this season I have taken
nothing.
It is pretty dry here.
Bees are
just about making a living, but no more.

to be a kind of clover.

over the

The Italians had to make
ians, up to date.
their combs from full sheets of foundation,
too, for I had no ready-built combs.
I think we will have a good crop of honey

I

Canton, Mo., July

all

greater part of this State, but in my beerange it was good in June. I have taken
almost 4 supers of cumb honey from each of
several colonies, and 25 full Hoffman frames
of extracted honey from one colony of Ital-

Honey Prospects Fairly Good

Bees Just Make a Living
Last year my honey crop was about

Bees Not Doing Well

be almost
nothing in this section of the country this
season. Weak colonies will probably require
feeding.
W. H. Pkiestman.
Pontiac, 111., July 23.
will

Mortise a hole in a pole for a hook made
of sheet-iron one-eighth or 3-16 inch thick.
Then make a hole in the other end; put
in a No. 6 or No. S wire about 2 feet shorter
than the pole have an eye in the end of the
wire to tie a piece of line. (The pole can be
used for a Manum swarm-catcher without
;

Now, Mr. Davenport says, on page 603, that
by his plan of treatment for prevention of
is no cutting of cells, searching of queens or jumping of hives around,
and the frames are not removed; and on
page 186 he says the time required for an
operation is from 3 to 4 minutes to a colony

swarming there

;

is

"Rabbit-Foot" or stone

use — and

Standard-

thrives well

and waste-places. — C.

L.

Honey-Queens
BY RETURN MAIL

Bred

Wal-

ton.]

Italian

Had a Fine Honey-Flow
We

We

have had a fine honey-flow here, the
only thing bothering us being windy weather
something unusual here. It was a sight to

tested Italian

ground when

1 lor 70c:

—

see the bees fly so near the
working in the windy weather.
1 have extracted 6400 pounds

from")!) colo-

and honey is still coming in. Surely
there were tons and tons of honey that went
nies,

to waste here. The white clover fields are
very white.
A few of our best honey-plants arc fruitbloom, dandelion, willow, 2 or 3 kinds of
raspberries, white clover, alfalfa, buck-bush,
Bmartweed, and 2 other flowers that bloom in
August and September, of which I do not
know the names; and there are quite a few
mixed in with these that yield 6ome honey.
The land is very rich here in Southwestern

Or,

1

can mail

200 of our fine Standard-Bred
at these special prices

is

s:t.75;

for 1

12 for SJ.OO.

year— both

to

Or, we
paid up at
subscriber

for $1.40.

any subscriber (whose own subscription
sending us $1.00 and the name and address of a

Premium

Un-

:

S tor $3.00: « tor

Queen with the Weekly American Bee Journal

will send one Free as a
least to the end of 1906), for
for one year.

Here

AT ONCE

Honey-Queens

is

NEW

an unsolicited testimonial taken from many similar ones:

e

to say

days.

groraptness ...
ear from in,-

am in need of something in the bee line.
Marion Co.. 111.. July IS, 19U5.
Better order at once if you want some of our fine Queens.

B. E.

McColm.

I

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.,

334 Dearborn

Address,

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

692

Aug.

1906

9,

American Ttee Journal
then the next day, or within 15 days, another
operation of less time.
will take for example a colony which is
ready to swarm soon, with some of the cells
sealed, the hive being either 1 or 2 stories,

We

which we want

Red Clover and S banded strains. Untested
Queens, 75c: Select Untested, $1.00; Tested,
$1.50; Select Tested, $2.50.

swarming ? After
considering the operations we are not allowed
in
Davenport's method of treatment, the
work we can do on said colony is very limited.
I suppose we can take off the cover, maybe
al60 the bottom-board, and we might give
the bees a good smoking, aDd a few like
operations; but I don't know if any of these
will prevent swarming not so with me.
We'd better hand this question to some of
our expert and specialist bee-keepers to an-

H.
30Atf

Mention

&/?e

Davenport ought to have
patented, and offer his secret for
Mr.

probably could
it seems
that

make

Wisconsin. July

is

it,

CONVENTION NOTICE.
National in Texas.— The National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. S, 9, and 10, 1906, in San AntoThese dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other parts of the country.
nio, Texas.

Flint,

Mich.

W.

Z.

Hutceinson,

Massachusetts.— First

field-day

Sec.

of the

Massachusetts Society of bee-keepers will be
held on Aug. 11, 1906, on the farm of Geo.
Adams, in Byfield, Mass. Practical demonstrations will be given of all branches of beeculture. A big queen-hunt with a prize of a
queen for the first one who finds her. Mr.
Adams furnishes plenty of fresh milk and hot
coffee, and every one is to bring a basket
lunch. Train leaves the North Union Station
(Boston) for Ipswich (from there take the
trolley) at 10:10 a.m.
Fare, 75c each way.
Come with your friends and spend a happy

and profitable day. Please notify the Secretary if you intend going, but if you can't
notify

come

just the same.
the day for those

later in
early.

64

Plenty of trains

who

can't

Flokence B. Richakdson,
Sharon St., West Medford, Mass.

HENRY ALLEY

as

after.

H. F. Maeder.

19.

;

He

sale.

a fortune out of

what he

come
Sec.

Moore's Strain of Italians
As Red-Clover Workers

Lion Engine
from

sold direct

is

FACTORY

USER

to

Acting on the theory that "testing: is
proving-' we will send any responsible
person, on certain very easy conditions, one of our three h. p. gas or gasoline engines on 10 days test trial.
This engine is no experiment, but
has been proved by actual use to do
any work (where the rated amount of
power is required) in the most practical, reliable, sale

and economical way.

This engine is of the fourcycle type.
While the engine is up to normal speed
the exhaust valve is held open, allowing free circulation of fresh air in the
cylinder. Theigniterand intake valve
are at rest, therefore are not using
gasoline or the batteries.
Our igniter and mixer are of the
most simple and reliable character.
The gasoline is always properly vaporized and the igniter point never cornea
together unless a spark is required.
The fly ball type or governor isused,
which automatically controls the exhaust, igniter and the gasoline it also
allows the speed to be changed from
100 to 60o revolutions per minute while
the engine is in motion— a very

soms."

Untested Queens, 75c each; six, $i; dozen,
Select Untested, SI each; six, ¥5;
dozen, $9. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Descriptive circular free.

$7.50.

LION

GAS OR

are simple

shall

J. P.

MOORE,

26btf

"

It is

R.F.D.i

York City and

return, at rate of one
fare plus $2.00, from Chicago. Return
limit, September 4th, leaving New Y"ork
City. For detailed information, call
on or address, John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 107 Adams St., Chicago.

21— 32A3t
8.

*S£8Ip.»M

5'

construction and

EASY TO OPERATE
They areused fnrall purposes where
power is required for operating pri-

vate electric-lighting plants, small
lactones, printing offices; farm machinery, such as cream separators,
feed-grinders, corn shellers, woodsawing machines, etc., and for a thousand and one other purposes.

WRITE US A LETTER
Lyons Engine

LIKE THIS:

Co.,

G untie m

about

to

purchase

ollne engl
ih

you

a gas or

p&B-

.purpoecB and
to

prova.1 offer

send

me

full particulars

about yen

advertised

bb

in
Amerlci
Tours very truly,

JounmL

Town_

'And

Street No. or P. 0.

R. F. D.

Morgan, Ky.

Mention Bee Journal when writing.

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

last

I Never Go Out 5"
from 5 to 21 years oo

Otisville, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything In
In short
if I want any more smokers your new style la
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of It. Those remarks induced me to get mine.
Fred Fodner.
the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years.

When writing, please state definitely for what purpose you wish to
use this engine and whether gas or
gasoline is t" be used for fuel. This
information is very important to
us.
Please remember we send the
engine, not the

Meet W.

engine agent.

Lyons, Mich.

By Return

Low Rate Excursion to New York
On August 28th and 29th, the Nickel
Plate Road will sell tickets to New

GASOLINE ENGINES
in

LYONS ENGINE

orders

full

sheet of foundation iu 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to
20Atf
A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

superior feature.

Mail,

filling

you want Sections that you can put a

;

probably be able to do so until the
close of the season.

am now

I

Bee-Keepers
If

Lyons, Mich.

h. C. Medkiff, Salem, N. J., says: " I bought
an unlesi ed queen of you last year, and her bees
have filled 3 comb-honey supers, and did not
swarm, while 13 out of the IS other colonies did
not get more than half that amount.
" I have queens from 6 different breeders, and
I class yours 100 percent above them all.
Your
bees worked very strong on the first crop of red
clover. I know they were yours, because I
floured them with a dredge-box and watched
Ihe hive. They also worked strong on the
second crop of red-clover and lima-bean blos-

and

M. PARKER, JR.
JAMES ISLAND, S. C.
Journal when writing.

My Adel Queens and Bees are exceedingly
handsome.
Non-swarmers and practically
non-stingers. Hustlers for honey
in fact,
are regular Red Clover Bees. Each queen, $1.
Catalog ready.
30A6t
WENHAM, MASS.

.mjAJiX

:

his plan

If he
wants it for his own use, be ought not to have
made public that he has such a secret. He
also says if it is given to the world by others,
the responsibility will not be his; and neither
would the benefit be his, I am sure.
is

**^*

Yellow From Tip to Tip

—

swer.

Queens

lan

What can we do

to treat.
with this colony to prevent

CO.

New York

J.

Bryan

upon his return
from Europe, and take advantage of
the low rate excursion over the Nickel
Plate Road, from Chicago, August 28th
and 29th. Tickets good returning leaving New York City September 4th.
Chicago depot, La Salle St. Station.
Information furnished upon application to John Y. Calrhan, General
Agent, 107 Adams St., Chicago.
22— 32A3t
in

City,

Aug.

1906

9,
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Rose Lawn Queens

BEE-SUPPLIES 1
We

manufacture everything needed in the Apiary, and carry
We assure you the best goods at

a large stock

and

greatest variety.

LOWEST PRICES

We

facilities enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

PRICES AFTER JULY

We

Our

six, $5.00.

;

Banat Queens

for those who wish them.
Special prices for larger orders and breeding
stock will be given on application. Write for
Catalog.

We

ROSE LAWN APIARIES,

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son, Salina, Kan.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

LINCOLN, NEB.

22Atf

Sta. C.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writ Ins.

and Caucasian

Italian

AND NUCLEI

BEES, QUEENS,

Choice home-bred and imported stock.
All Queens
reared In full colonies.
Prices of Italians In JULY

AND AFTER:

>l(*nilon

Bee Journal

when

One Untested Queen
$ .65
" Tested Queen
90
" Select Tested Queen 1.10
" Breeding Queen
1.65
comb nucleus no queen) .80

writ luc

BEE-KEEPERS
Have you secured your Hives,

1

Honey-Cans and Extractors yet? If not, you should
not put it off anv longer. Be prepared when the flow comes on. Let us assist you. We carry the largest
stock of goods in the Middle West. The low freight-rates from
Sections, Foundation,

TOLEDO
Will save you money. VVe will buy your
to correspond with us when your crop
specialty.

Honey and Beeswax, and pay highest market price. It will pay you
No shipment too large for us. Carloads a
it ready to market.

is

received.

To anyone

OUR 70-PAGE CATALOG IS SENT EREE

asking for

Poultry Supplies, and
until you have seen it.

No matter whether you keep ODe colony

it.

sell

Eggs for hatching. Ou* 1906 mating

list

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

25A6t

We

or f>00.
also handle a lame line of
is sent with every catalog.
Don't buy

St., Toledo, Ohio
Bee Journal when writing.

J. L.

204

B.

St., Clarinda,

when

Iowa.
writlna-.

Italian

and Caucasian Queens

A

special discount is offered on all Queens
and Bees ordered to be delivered before the
Pure stock, pure
close of the season of 1906.

mating, and excellence in
Address,
teed.

ROBERT

B.

grade

guaran-

McCAIN,

YORK VILLE.
Bee Journal

ILL.

when

R. F. D.
writing;.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

Queens Now Ready to Mail

And Prompt Shipments

None better at any price. Untested at 50c;
Warranted at "5c Tested at $1.00. Discount
on quantity.

r—

what we are making

Is

for our customers.

DOVETAILED HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

—

;

GRANT ANDERSON,

We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.

THE flARSH FIELD HANUFACTURINQ

SABINAL, TEXAS.

20Atf

Bee Journal

Mention

Choi ce
SECTIONS,

X>

each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

BEE-SUPPLIES

GEORGE

W. BARNES.

N. Pleasant

Bee

St.,

Journal

Norwalk, Oh<o
-when writing.

per 1000, $4.20; No. 2
Sections, per
Root's Dovetail
and Danz. Comb-Honey Hives, and all kinds of
at factory prices.
Berry
Boxes, etc. Italian Queens.
H. S. DUBY, St. Anne, 111.
26A13t

"IVO.

I

Mention

1000, $3.70.

Bee Journal

when

—

New

London, Wis.

cir-

FREDERICKSBURG, VA.
when writing.

Bee Journal

Marsbfield Hives aod Sections

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to

LYON MFG. CO.

my

CHAS. KOEPPEN,

writing.

BEE-KEEPERS

Queens

Tested, "5c. A postal card will bring
cular and full price-list for 1906.

Mention

<fc

writlnn-.

Caucasians— Untested, 75c; Tested, $1.00.
Carniolans
Untested, 60c;
Italians and

26A13t

PAGE

when

CO., Harshfield, Wis.

tloe Honey-Gathering Strain of
OllPf*n€
VUGGII9 A
Italians and Carniolans, at 75 cents

138

STRONG

Logan

Bee Journal

Mention

17A26t

1.40

Mention

2Atf

Mention

,?

"
"
2.00
1 Un. Caucasian Queen, 1.25
"
1 Tested
«
1.75
Safe arrival guaranteed.
For prices on larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens, send for free cat16Atf

have a yard at Toledo with iro colonies and over, which we use for queen-rearing only, besides
several out-yards which we run for honey; also for extra bees. Brood and queens are mailed the same day
order

i

"

"
"

2
3

alog.

QUEENS! QUEENS! QUEENS!

We

»*(

Untested,

;

prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request.
want
every bee-keeper to have our Catalog.
now. Write
Address,
to-day.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

1

Italians and Carniolans, Select,
75 cents six, $4.00.
Caucasians, Select, Untested, $1.00

Alternating, Wassie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives

i

thank oar friends for the liberal patronage extended to as, and beg to announce that
we have largely increased the capacity of our
queen-rearing yards, and will be prepared to
fill orders promptly after July 1st.
Our prize offer on honey-production is extended to Oct. 1st for those who wish to try onr
" Pure Gold Queens."
call special attention to the superior
qualities of our Red Clover Italians and Yellow
Caucasians which are worthy the attention of
progressive bee-keepers.

and our excellent freight

KRET6HMER MFG.

Carniolans— Caucasians

Italians

We

—

^
rj^

in stock; none better. Dittmer's Foundation and all kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies
sold right. Thousands of Shipping-Cases, 24-

kept

pound, lac Fancy White Basswood, 16 cents.
Honey and Beeswax wanted. Send for
free list, and save 20 percent on your order.
;

•StSS

W. D.SOPER
2SEtf

(Route 3) Jackson, nich.

Please mention the Bee Journal.
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Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

'ft- r^-

<itl

weeks for
10 Cents

Ponder "

10 ^^

BEE-SUPPLIES
mm

The Farmers' Review
CHICAGO

1
A

weekly paper

for practical farmers.

shirt-sleeve editing but correspondence

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

f

No
from

actual farmers relating practical experiences.

Fully illustrated and printed on good paper.
Sent on trial 10 weeks for 10 cents. Address,

Everything- used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.•.

"

FARMERS' REVIEW

Prompt Service.

.•.

.'.

Catalog Free.

ooi Ellsworth Bldg.,

BEESWAX WANTED

QOLDEN AND LEATHER-COLORED
ITALIANS

I pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make 6mall shipments by express large shipments by freight, always being
trade.
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.
;

I

WALTER

rOUDER,

S.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,
Mention

Bee Journal

when

CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

29A7t

§

^#4

Price of Golden Queens. Before July 1st:
Untested, $1 each: 6 for $5; 12 for $9. Warranted
$1.25 each; 6 for $7; 12 for $13. Tested, $1.50
each. Select Tested, $2. After July 1st: Untested, "Sc each; 6 for $4; one dozen, $7. Warranted Tested, $1.25 each; 6 for $7; one dozen,
$13.
Tested, $1.£0; Select Tested, 2; Breeders,

Caucasian Queens will be ready to mail
July 1st; Untested, $1 each; 6 for $5. Warranted
Tested, $1.40 each; 6 for $8.
We have three yards— two Italian and one
Caucasian and mean to meet the demand of
the trade. Prices of Nuclei on application.
$5.

—

writing.

D. J. BLOCHER, Pearl City, 111.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
Z9Atf

CAUCASIAN QUEENS! Queens By Return
limited number of Queens of
this popular variety, bred from a Tested Queen
sent me by the Agricultural Department, all
mated in a mating- yard away from all other
bees, so that all of my Queens will be almost
sure to be purely mated. These choice Queens
only $1.00 each.
C. W.

lean furnish a

PRICE

29Atf

L.B.

484,

SPIRIT LAKE, IOWA.

Mail

Queens from our fine strain of 3-band Italians
will not disappoint you; bees are gentle aud the
best of honey-gatherers. Queens are large and
prolific, and every one guaranteed. Untested,
50c, $6 per doz.

J.
19Atf

W.

W«

Sell Root's Goods

in

Michigan

Let us quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Caab.

M. H. HUNT A
Bell Branch, Withe

SON.
Co.,

Mich

Tested, $1 each.

SHAW &

K.
LOREAUVILLE.

CO.

Iberia Co.,

LA.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing: advertisers.

WE WILL BUY
New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

any quantity.

you have a crop to
dispose of, write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.
in

If

WE WILLSELL
to Bee-Keepers,

grades Honey.

whose crop
Let us

you.

is

not large enough to supply their trade, various

know your wants and we

will

do our best to satisfy

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at

any time of the year.

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265 & 267 Greenwich Street

-

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

30\tf

?IIIIIMMMM^^^MPilliifl!llilIIIIIfifj||il

;
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1906

American Bee Journal
Goods

Excellent

Headquarters for Bee^Supplies

Lowest Prices

Complete Stock for 1906 now on hand.

FREIGHT-

Bee

-

RATES FROM

Supplies!!

are the

CINCINNATI
LOWEST, ESPECIALLY

SOUTH

for the

OF ALL KINDS
as 'most'all freight

now goes through

Cincinnati.

Prompt Service

ESTABLISHED

25

You

YEARS

what

I practice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

is

will

&VLm

a e d free

SAVE MONEY BDYING FROM ME.

We have published THE AMERICAN|
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,
50c a year.)

lustrated

The

largest

magazine

and best

Let
il-

LANS,

Edited by two of the
experienced bee-keepers
in|
America.

price published.

me

book your
Order for

of its kind for the I
I

^Of,

RED CLOVERS

most

Sample copy free.
Our large, illustrated Price-List

of I

Supplies free on application. Address,!

C.

Mention

JAflESTOWN,

N. Y.

Bee Journal

when

writing:.

Chicago, July 9.— Market is practically bare
of comb honey, and while a little tells at about
15c for the best white grades, there is little volume to the trade. Extracted is in some demand
at 6@7c for the beat grades, but off flavors are
about unsaleable at 5@5Hc Beeswax selling"
upon arrival at 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
30.

honey at

— The

market on comb

this writing is rather unsettled, as
dealers are waiting to see what the market is
going to do. There has not been very much
honey offered as yet and bee-keepers seem to be
holding their crop for a larger price. Fancy
white comb would bring here in a retail way
1

1

1

-

some extra lots, 15#c; No. 1, 14c, with
very little demand for lower grades. Extracted
14<_' l-,c;

white clover in barrels would bring 6@5Hc;
cans the same. Beeswax 26@2Sc.
Griggs Bros.

Indianapolis, July 23.— Fancy white comb
brings I6(gl7c readily; No. 1, white,2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, bat higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring S@9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

Philadelphia, July

21.

S.

GOLDEN

VEI.

catalog, page 29.

H.W.WEBER -r

and Salesrooms. 2146-48 Central Ave.

Cincinnati, June 15.— The demand for ex
tracted honey has brightened up within the
past 30 days. However, there is so much of last
seasou's crop still unsold, which tends to hold
down the price. There is no material change
in prices since our last quotation. We quote
amber in barrels at 5@6J£c. No new white clover extracted honey on the market as yet. New
crop of comb honey fiads ready saleatl4@15Hc.
Choice yellow beeswax, 30c, delivered here.
The Fred W. Muth Co.

Denver, July 30.— Some small lots of new
comb honey coming in now; crop promises to
be light. At the present we are selling No. 1
$3.25 per case of 24 sections; No. 2 at $3.
are paying 24c per pound for clean yellow
delivered here.

white at

We

wax

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

The

Kansas City, July 5.— The honey market
here is almost bare and there is very little new
stock coming to market. On account of the
poor wintering of the bees, very little honey
has been gathered. The market for the best
white honey in 24-section cases is $3.25@S3.40
per case; amber and other grades are 25<«50c
per case less. There is no new extracted honey
on the market, but a little old is selling at
5H@6c, but scarcely any demand. We look for
C. C. Clemons <fe Co.
a good demand later.
Cincinnati, July 21.— We are having new
to arrive and it finds ready sale;
fancy white at 14J£c; and No, I at 13#c. Extracted, white clover, in barrels, at 1Hc\ in
cans, 8Hic; amber, 5H<3 5J£c. Beeswax, 30c.

comb honey

A

Quite some arrivals from the South, and common grades are selling at from 50@5Sc per gallon, and better grades at from oO@65c per gallon. California strong, and rhite is selling at

from 7©7Jic and light amber at from 6@6Hjc.
No near.by honey in the markets as yet. Beessteady at 30c per pound.

HlLDRBTH & SRGELKEN

sell lot of 300 empty 60-lb. capacity HoneyAll in one lot, or less quantities. Cans
are in first-class condition.
We are also in the market for Fancy Comb

Cans.

solicited

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.
AO.ENCIES:
DETROIT. MICH.
35 So. Delaware Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
150 E. Jefferson Street, Louisville, Ky.
643 Broadway S.E., Cleveland, Ohio.

21A13t

III.

hear from parties with their lowest cash
price, delivered here, for fancy comb honey in
no-drip shipping-cases; also extracted honey.
We are cash buyers, and remit on receipt of
goods.
27Atf

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51

Walnut

Cincinnati, Ohio.

St.,

Queens by Return Hail
None

better at any price. Untested at 50c
at T5c; Tested at $1.00.

Warranted
30A3t

J. L.

Please mention the Bee Journal
e 9 an d

PAJEN, Alma, Mo.

Red Clover Queens
MOORE STRAIN

J. P.
to choice drones
six, $5.00.

Mated

Select Untested, $1.00;

WALTER

M. PARR1SH,

Lawrence, Kan.

30A5t

Bee Journal

Mention

II.

Fancy

A.

vrrltlnte.

Comb and

Extracted

HOLEKAMP,

4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis,

New York City and

Mo.

Return

plus $2.00, from Chicago, on August
28th and 29th, via the Nickel Plate
Road, with return limit of September
Three
4th leaving New York City.
trains daily, with modern equipment.
Individual Club meals, ranging in
price from 35 cents to $1.00, also a la
carte and Mid-day Luncheon 50 cents,
served in Nickel Plate dining-cars.
Call on or address, John Y. Calahan,

General Agent, 107

Adams S.,

Chicago.

2s— 32A3t

p

frfa?Se . a n d ^c°i
65c for 12 Names
will send for
the

when

WANTED
for cash,

$18.00 to

and Extracted Honey. Correspondence

We

CO.

WANTED

To

Honey.
31A13t

6@"c. Beeswax firm, 28c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Selser.
on commission.
July 10.—
still have some defor comb honey, mostly for white grades,
sells at from 13<« 14c, according to qualvery limited demand for light amber,
ity.
with sufficient supply, and prices ruling at
about 12c. Extracted in fairly good demand,
with sufficient supply to meet all requirements.

BURNETT &

199 South Water St. Chicago.

To buy

To

which

consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

C H.W. Weber.

Pouder.

mand

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When

Colo. Honby-Producers* Assn.

ent points are rather conflicting regarding the
crop of honey this season, and consequently,
is no market price established.
Some
new arrivals of comb honey sell at 13@15c,
according to quality, and extracted honey at

wax

my

—Advices from differ-

there

New York,

the

LOWS, CARNIO-

Co.'

f)oney anb
* 23eestpax*

Toledo, July

bred in separate apiaries,

and CAUCASIANS.

For prices, refer to

Office

The W. T. Falconer Mfg.

^

^^^ TT^^T^TkT^I
II
I
P. r.
r« KJ
JA1
%J MJM

-

e

r

stamps taken— we
Call— re*, sub. price

2 yrs.

Farmer's

a year. F. C.

is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALL, Quincy, 111.

Mention

4<ic

Bee Journal

when

writlnj;.

" The continuous advertiser
gets the bulk of the business,
because others are not advertising-,

and he

is."
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BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

Don't Cheapen

BEEWARE
M"

Your Honey

WISI

JI

/WATER TOWN.

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
^

WIS!

a

IWATERTOWN.

MAKES THE FINEST

MAKES THE FINEST

BY USING POOR PACKAGES

LEWIS SECTIONS
-AND-

SHIPPING-CASES
Are

the Best in the

World

Honey

Ready

Packages

for

of

every

Prompt
Shipment

description

Save Freight and Time by Ordering of Your Agent
ENGLAND— E. H. Taylor, Welwyn, Herts
COLORADO— (Continued)
INDIANA— C. M. Scott & Co., Indianapolis
FRANCE— Raymond Gariel, 2 ter Quai de la
Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,
MICHIGAN — A. G. Woodman Co., Grand
Megisserie, Paris.
Denver.
Rapids
CUBA— C. B. Stevens & Co., Havana
Grand Junction Fruit-Growers' Association,
MINNESOTA—Wisconsin Lumber Co.,
C. B. Stevens

&

Co.,

Grand Junction.

Manzanillo

CALIFORNIA—The Chas. H. Lilly
Francisco
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA— Paul

Co.,

San

Bachert,
Lancaster
Fletcher-Doyle Co., San Diego
Fallbrook Co-operative Ass'n, Fallbrook
COLORADO— R. C. Aikln, Loveland
Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' Association,

Rocky Ford

432

Robert Halley, Montrose

IOWA— Adam A.

Clarke,

Le Mars

Louis Hansseu's Sons, Davenport
W. J. McCarty, Emmetsburg.

ILLINOIS-York Honey & Bee-Supply
191

Dadant

& 193 Superior St., Chicago,
& Sons, Hamilton, 111.

Co.

BEWARE
WHERE

YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES

THI

G. B. Lewis 60.

Waienown, Wis.

IWA TER TO W/V,l

"INEST

Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn.

MISSOURI— E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph
OHIO— Norris & Anspach, Kenton

OREGON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co., Portland
PENNSYLVANIA— Cleaver & Greene, Troy
TEXAS— Southwestern Bee Co., San Antonio
UTAH— Fred Foulger & Sons. Ogden
WASHINGTON— The Chas. H. Lilly Co.,
Seattle

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
t^_\A/I o
»Y V ^^ H

A

IWA TER TO >y

MAKES THE FINEST

?

e Journal
46th Year

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

AUG.

16,

1906

No. 33

•:«**

i '19

flDiaru of an

flmateur-L.

L.

Whitson, of Blue Island,

(See page 702)

III.
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We Manufacture
No-Drip, Basswood
PUBLISHED WEEKLY BT

334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

Polished on both

We

III.

section.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

As

PRICE of this Journal is
THE SUBSCRIPTIONUnited
States, CaDada, and

$1.00 a year, in the
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postaRe. Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the

end of the month to whien your subscription ispa'.d.
For instance, " deen6 " on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 1906.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money haB been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c
14 Hues make one inch.
Nothing- less than % inch accepted.

Time Discounts
5 per cent

4 times
" ...10
13
" ....20
26
"
52

•30

"

"
"

special offer,

rifithts.

3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration or
honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and TreasurerN. K. France, Platteville, Wun

NOT

IN

if

you 25 cases to hold 24 sections, complete
Write for prices on larger quantities.

desired.

Our Catalog

is free.

Prompt Shipment and Satisfaction Guaranteed

Minnesota Dee-Keepers' Supply Go.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Nicollet Island, No. 33,

Bee

Mention

Journal

when

writing.

Now is the time to Re-queen.
Leather=Colored Italian QUEENS

THE AMERICAN FOOD LABORATORY
E. N. Eaton, M.Sc, Chemist.
4 years State Chemist, Minnesota.
6 years State Analyst, Illinois.
1235-124S Caxton Building,
334 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
Samples of Honey analyzed. Correspondence solicited.

bv return mail. Safe arrival. Red Clover
32a2t

3

Chapman

strain.

W. YATES,

A.

$1.(0.

Street,

Haktfohd, Conn.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

DO YOU KNOW
THAT THE SALE OF

DITTMERS FOUNDATION
Has increased

so

much

that

we were

in order to

There

is

a Reason for This — It

is

fill

forced to double our melting capacity
orders promptly?

because Dittmer's Foundation

is

tough, clear, and

transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.

Agents for Ditimer'e Foundation:

W. D. Sopeb,
Bee & Honey

FARMER'S CALL,

sell

at ?4 00.

can furnish you with anything you need in the apiary.

jy

65C

will

Can furnish corrugated paper

If more convenient, Dues may be sent to the
ublishers of the American Bee Journal.

TOr \/i INSMUjS 12 farmers and liestamps taken— we will send for 2 yrB. the Farmer's
Call— ree. Bub. price 4uc a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
years old, 1.3UO pages a year. Sample free.

we

Paper and Glass,

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful

a

with Nails,

We

is

sides,

can furnish them in single or car-load lots to fit any number or style of
Large quantities of all the standard sizes on hand.

Space Discounts.
100 lines... 5 percent
"
500 " ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
2000 " ...30

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

National

Covers and bottoms are of One Piece. Everything
and a better case cannot be had at any price.

on the market to-day.

GEORGE W. YORK S COMPANY

SlllDDill(]-GaS8i^

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville,

Co.,

Our warenouse

s

Tex

E.

Welwyn

Station, Herts, Eng.

Toronto, Ont., Canada.

Co.,

kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Beeswaxialways wanted.

well stocked with all

QUS DITTMER,

Quincy.IU.

Taylor,
GRaiNGER &

E. H.

Augusta, Wis.

We

THE TRUST

will

stamp

"Pure
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the
National Bee-Keepers'
Association.
Write us.

Now

is

the time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP
Heptlon

Canners Can Co.

Bee Journal

1035 W. 47th

nk«

writing.

St.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Aug.

1906

16,

American Hee Journal
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DADAHTS MfflDATM"
IT

EXCELS

EVERY INCH
Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Loss.

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted

at

all

times

####

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

The Rietsche Press

BY RETURN MAIL
Fine Italian Queens
Bred to the highest standard of honey-gathering and hardiness. No
disease.
Quality, promptness, safe arrival and absolute satisfaction
guaranteed.

1

Queen

2

Queens

4 Oueens

6

—

Journal

Bee

Mentluu

wbfn

DARROW— R.F.D. No.

CC
DOC
CUDDI
KKLItl^
DEitl^OU
C. M.

Lewis Goods at
Factory Prices

SCOTT
& CO.
Wash. Street. INDIANAPOLIS.

1004. East

—

FENCE Sa"!2'

Blade of High Carbon colled wire. We
have no agents. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.
\W pay all freight. Catalog shows 37
styles and heights of farm and poultry

Buy direct. "Write today
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box gg
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.
fence. It's free.

Fine

If

IND.

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send

50 Percent on slightly damaged goods.
Prices,
by Return Freight.
Lewis
Goods
Factory
Mew
at
or send and

Save 35

re-

ADRIAN GETAZ,

...

Fire Sale of Bee and Poultry Supplies
Come

inde-

45Atf
KNOXVILLE, TKNN.
r*"J.G. Goodlier, of this State, writes me that
"he prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without It." A. G.

31Atf

Best of everything the bee-keeper needs. Large and complete stock.
Italian and Caucasian Queens. Prompt service. Catalog free.
Get our prices before you order elsewhere.
29Atf

Practically

foundation made easily and
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,

i— Box 19— Milo, Mo.

wrHlm;

¥

artificial stone.

and giving entirely satisfactory

Comb

sults.

Queens

Untested
$.60
(1.20
62.40
$3 60
Tested (or Warranted Tested) 1.00
1 90
3.75
5 50
Select Tested (for breeding purposes) $2.00 each no discount.
It is not mine to command your favors— I'll do more, I'll merit
them. May I ask a trial order!

CHAS. M.

Made of
structible,

to

$1. 20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS
44

Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount* to the Trade.

bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
selected out after the fire.
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
25 to 50 percent reduction.
«;<>o<l - to select trom at
JCH"** Nenil tor list of Slightly

Any

Supplies be

Reduced

in Capons
Caponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free instructions

Big Profits

Damaged

Prices.

Golden Italian or Red Clover Queens l»y return mail. Untested, 75c; Select UnFull Colonies in up-to-date hives, and
tested Queens, $L; Tested, $1.25 Select Tested, $2 25.

{CAPON

;

Nuclei, for sale.

H. M. ARIND, Proprietor, York Honey and Bee-Supply Co. in* inc.)
191 AND 193 SupeRIOR ST. CHICAGO, ILL.
Long Distance Telephone, North 155'.
(Three blocks north and ODe block east of our old location.)

TOOLS
.

Pilling

Mention

Si

'
postpaid 12.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
French Killing KnifeoOc
[Capon Book Free.

Ron,

Bee Journal

Philadelphia, Pa.

when
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LiDerai combination

The following liberal offers are made — GLEANINGS and the articles named — at a very low combination
You may take advantage of these offers whether you are a new subscriber or old.

rate.

i
Gleanings one year and the A B C of Beb Culture, postpaid
The leading Textbook on bee-keeping, by A. I. and E. R. Root.
Gleanings one year and How to Keep Bees, postpaid
a very delightful and instructive book
too-deep manual.

This

i
i
1

is

$2.00

$2.00

by Anna Botsford Comstock.

Gleanings one year and Scientific Quebn-Rearing, postpaid
A standard work on queen-rearing, by G. M. Doolittle originator

—

and one of the most successful queen-breeders

Highly recommended as'a not$1.75

of the Doolitile system of queen-rearing

in the country.

Gleanings one year and Farming Magazine (Monthly) postpaid
A very valuable publication for farmers. Published by the Doubleday-Page Company, publishers
Life, Garden Magazine, World's
copies free upon request.

Work,

etc.

Easily the leader

among

$1.50

of
agricultural publications.

Country

Gleanings one year and a Beb-Keeper's Pocket-Knife Tool-Kit

A

very neat, leather, pocket tool-case containing a fine pocket-knife and five detachable
very best steel and sells regularly for $2 25. A handy tool.

tools.

Gleanings one year and a Red Clover Queen, postpaid
Gleanings one year and a Standard Corneil Smoker, postpaid

Made

Sample
$2 10
of the
$1.50
1.85

Questions in regard to any of these combinations will be gladly answered.

Send for the new Gleanings' booklet,

THE BEE LINE TO PROFIT.

GLEANINGS

IN

BEE CULTURE,
^^^

<* <*

Medina, Ohio.

^^-

^

-*-

A. .A. .A. AJ

PROMPT SHIPMENTS
wanted without delay. The crop is being harvested and must be put
Shipping-cases and honey-packages of all kinds are in demand. We are in position to fill your
orders with the greatest promptness. With full stocks at all branch houses and agents everywhere fully stocked,
your order has best possible attention. Look over list below and find the branch or agent from whom you can
obtain Root's Goods quickest and at the least transportation charges.

At

this season of the year Supplies are

up for market.

SOME SPECIAL SEASONABLE SUPPLIES
Five-Gallon Syuare Cans
This is the favorite package for shipping extracted honey.
There can be no shrinkage and consequent leakage, no taint to the
honey as is often the case with wooden packages. The cans being
square, economize space and are easily boxed.
As we have an overstock of cans for honey we make the following special prices on cans from Medina, to reduce stock. If
ordered from any of our branches or agencies east of the Missouri
River, add 5c a box or 50c per 100 cans to cover freight to those
points.

WEI
f/f

^.

LY«

:

:

:
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honey

is

manufactured without the aid of
have come to believe that it is

bees, that they
true.

All bee-keepers

know

that

comb honey

has never been produced except by bees.
It is true, however, that
a certain small
bee-keeper in the East published about a year
ago an article with illustrations, endeavoring
to prove that regular honey-comb was manu-

factured
fact,

something like 30 years ago. In
he seemed to attempt to defend the mis-

representations first given to the public by
Mr. Wiley over 25 years ago. All that was
ever made was simply deep-cell comb founda-

Something like that was experimented
with a few years ago at the expanse of about
§2000, and then was discontinued, the dies,
etc., being destroyed.
It was not a financial
success, and so nothing further was done
with it or said about it. Even if a single
tion.

pound of machine-made honey could be produced how foolish it would be to continue to
refer to It when not a commercial success, as,
of course, its manufacture would not be continued, and so of course none of it would be
found on the market to compete with the
genuine comb honey produced by the bees.

tons, neither

would all care to remain ama
Whitson and many others.

teurs like Mr.

However,

many

in a season like the present in

localities the

amateur has just as much sur-

plus honey as the extensive bee-keeper, and

he has not nearly so
business;

much invested in the
much to risk. Of

hence, not so

course, in a good season like that of 1903, the

The Temper
The
the

Hybrid Bees

of

Bee Journal tells an inquirer that
cross between Italians and blacks

Irish

first

"results in bees of

sometimes

difficult

uncertain temper, and
handle," but " the

to

show less uncertainty of temper with succeeding crosses." Is it not the
other way in this country? Certainly some
have reported that viciousness of disposition
has increased with succeeding generations.
characteristics

How

is it

with others?

amateur is scarcely to be mentioned in the
same day with the bee-keeper who has hundreds of colonies, when it comes to quantity
of surplus honey.
However, we wish all of
them success— both the small amateurs and
the large specialists.

The West Michigan State Pair
be held

at

Grand Rapids, Sept. 10 to

to

is

14, in-

Mr. A. G. Woodman is the superintendent of the apiarian department, which
insures its being a success. The following is
clusive.

the liberal premium-list:
1st. 2d. 3d.

Miscellaneous
flews -Items8

C

The Washington State
Association

officered

is

by

Anson White,

President;

Vice-President;

William

Bee-Keepers'
the following:

Arthur Hanson,
P.

Clarke, Treas-

urer; and Virgil Sires, of North Takima, Secretary.

Fiity Years a
VVheeler, of

New

follows lately,

Bee Keeper.— Geo. 8.
Ipswich, N. H., wrote us a6

when renewing

his subscrip-

tion for another year

"I am always interested in the 'old reliable American Bee Journal, having had it
to read on and off since it was published in
'

Washington, D. C. This is my 51st year in
bee-keeping, it having been 50 years on June
22 since I had my first swarm."

a little honey.

ODe

of the

most successfu

bee-keeping amateurs we ever heard

of, lived

Chicago some years ago. He owned a 25foot lot, and on the back of it kept his bees.
He averaged something like 100 pounds of
comb honey per colony about the third year,
from 8 or 10 colonies. He was employed in a
bank during the day, and oared for his bees
mornings and evenings.
The honey was
gathered mostly from sweet clover, of which
there was a large supply within easy distance
from his apiary.
Mr. Whitson certainly has a very neat little
bee-yard, and some day, should he locate
where he can have several hundred colonies,
as he mentions, no doubt he will become one
in

of the leading bee-keepers of this country.

L. L. Whitson, of Blue
Island, III., is shown on the first page this
week. When sending the photograph, early
last spring, Mr. W. wrote as follows

Nearly every one who succeeds in any calling
begins in a small way, and increases his business with his experience. This is the safest
way. "Slow, but sure " is best.

Editor American Bee Journal:— I am

Father Langstroth— the inventor of the
movable frame which so revolutionized bee-

The Apiary of

mailing jou a photograph of

my

small apiary

of 7 colonies.
It also shows the bee-hou6e attached to the ba-n. I built it just like an
ice-hou6e, for the purpose of wintering the

bees and using it fora work-house in summer.
My place is located in the city, and I can't
keep any more than 8 or 10 colonies. I expect some time to locate where I can have a
place fora few hundred colonies.
Two of the hives shown, Nos. 10 and 12, I
moved on July 12, 1905, both being swarms a

few weeks before. By moving them over
miles I thought I would surely lose them",
but such was not the case. No. 10 gave me
21 pounds of honey, and was in good condition.
No. 12 was good and strong in the
1

'

.

keeping in this country— never was an extensive bee-keeper, and yet he wrote the best
book on bees that had appeared up to his
time.
all

While large numbers of colonies are

right for gaining certain kinds of experiit is often from a smaller number that

ence,

special investigations and experiments can be
conducted most successfully. The bee-keeper

whonumbers

his colonies

his apiaries by the tens, often has not the
time to conduct experiments or discover certain valuable things.

fall.

This will be

my

third

year as an amateur
bee-keeper, and I have received most of my
information from the American Bee Journal.
L. L.

Whitson.

There are many amateur bee-keepers in this
country who are deriving not only considerable pleasure from their bees, but also quite

by the thousands,

and

Many interesting things

can be learned from the manipulation of le6S
than 10 colonies. Of course, it may not be
considered commercial bee-keeping, nevertheless it is all

right.

The extensive bee-keep-

ers, as well as the smaller ones, are all

needed

to constitute the apicultural business as it exists to-day.
All can not be Capt. Hethering-

Nuclei hybrid bees
Nuclei Italian bees
Nuclei of Carniolan bees
Display of 3 different strains of
bees
Queen - rearing nuclei, showing

$6$2f
3
3

1

2
2

1
1

3

2

1

frame of queen-cells
Specimens of comb honey not less
than 10 lbs. quality and manner
of putting up for market to be

5

3

2

considered
Display of comb

5

3

2

15

10

3

2

—

—

honey — appear-

ance, quality and condition for
25
market to govern
Specimens of extracted honey not
less than 10 lbs
quality and
manner of putting up for mar-

—

—

4
ket to be considered
Display of extracted honey quantity, quality, condition for market and arrangement to govern. 20
Beeswax specimen not less than

—

10

5

3

8

1

3

2

1

2

1

15

10

—

10

pounds

attractive display of honeypressed,
producing
plants,

Most

mounted and named
Largest number of samples of difeach
ferent kinds of honey

—

named
Largest, best, most interesting and
instructive exhibit in the depart-

ment
The exhibition

6

of all kinds of implements
bee-keepers'
supplies is invited, for

and
which space

will be provided. Diploma given
to best exhibit.
All strains of bees to be bred by exhibitor,
and plainly labeled and placed in observatory

hives, appearance of hive to be considered.
Entries close Saturday, Sept. 1, 1906.

Nuclei must be exhibited in such shape as

on at least two side6.
honey to be the product of the exhibiand to be product of 1906.
Those desiring further information can ad-

to be s«en

All

tor,

dress A. G.

Woodman, Grand

Hawks and
find the following

Rapids, Mich.

Clover-Blossoms.
paragraph

— We

one of the
magazines under the heading, " Don't Kill
the Hawks," taken from Country Life in
America
Man has 6inned more than any other animal
in trifling with Nature's balance.
Clover
crops and the killing of hawks are apparently
in

unrelated, yet the hawks eat the field-mice,
the field-mice prey on the immature bees,
fertilize the clover-blossoms.
The death of a hawk means an over-increase
of field-mice and a consequent destruction of
the bees.

and the bees

Quirin's Queen Advertisement appears on page "07. The testimonials are interesting, being unsolicited.
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Methods of

Honey-Production
BY

The

C.

editorial

mind the question
ence

to

P.

DADANT

calls to my
of ventilation in refer-

on page 593

swarming.

Ventilation

the bee-hive is a question on which people differ almost as
much as they do on wintering, and for a
similar reason the differeuce in location.
There are countries and localities
where ventilation is of much less importance, because of a milder temperature.
Between the location of Doolittle and
Holtermann, for instance, there is quite
a difference, and there is another difference between that of Doolittle and my
own.
I
have read statements from
European writers with which I could
not at all agree, because they were writing for countries where the thermometer
never ranges above 80 degrees Fahr.
If there is a difference between one
locality and another, there is also a difference between one summer and another. I will take the liberty of telling
some of my experiences to illustrate
how great these differences may be.
of

—

During the summer of 1877 we had an
out-apiary of some 75 colonies 5 miles
north of our home. The owner of the
farm had left, and his house was occupied by an old man with his wife and 2
or 3 young children. The hives were in
an orchard, partly shaded by appletrees, partly exposed to the sun.
At
that time we had not begun using any
roofs over the hives, neither had we any
straw-mats, such as we now use over the
combs. During July the bees harvested
quite a crop of honey, and the weather
became very sultry. One day I received
information from the tenant that the
bees were in an uproar, which had
already lasted for 2 days. 1 hastened
to the apiary and found that the combs
had melted down in a number of hives
in some instances only one comb had
broken down, but in 6 or 8 cases every
comb had been melted by the heat, and
when I arrived those colonies were en;

tirely ruined.
There were whole rows
of hives in which not a colony was safe
from this mishap. I valued "the loss at
over S100.
The hives had entrances
about 8 inches long, hut evidently the

heat had compelled the bees to cluster
on the outside, and in some cases the
cluster had very probably hung partly
in front of the ventilating space.
This taught me a lesson which I never
forgot.
Hut those bees had gone
through the swarming month June
without suffering from the lack of ventilation, and without much swarming.
After that, for a few years, we fell
into the opposite extreme.
We formed
the habit of lifting the hives from the

—

II

ventilation

is

injurious.

—

In fact,

found hives whose bees were closing
the upper ventilation by filling the space
with lumps of propolis. This was clear
evidence that the bees thought the matter was overdone.
When the hives were
left too long with this upper ventilation,
the bees would remove both the honey
and the brood from the upper opening,
and a considerable space of the broodcombs was practically abandoned by the
I

bees.

Of late years we have allowed ourselves to be guided entirely by the behavior of the bees.
When they are
hanging on the outside "making a
beard," as the French say we conclude
that they are uncomfortable, and we at

—
—

once enlarge the entrance. If the enlargement of the bottom entrance is not
sufficient, we make an opening at the
top of the brood-chamber by setting the
supers back a little, so as to leave an
open passage of a quarter inch on the
end of the frames. But this remains
only while the bees are hanging out
and while the harvest continues, for we
do not think it worth while to keep this
space open after the end of the clover
crop, the bees having but little to do and
being likely to cluster on the outside,
anyhow, if very numerous. In cool
summers, when the nights are not unpleasantly hot, we abstain from giving

upward

ventilation.

A

very clear proof that ventilation
be overdone when the nights are
comparatively cool, as they have been
this summer, is shown in the fact that
the bees keep the honey away from the
We use an enamel cloth
cool spots.
and a straw-mat over the combs, and if
the enamel cloth happens to have a hole
in it this is sufficient to make a very
slight amount of ventilation through the
mat at that spot. In a cool summer the
bees remove their honey from such
spots, even though they may be over the
center of the brood combs.

may

That makes it clear to me that they
consider even this small amount of ventilation as objectionable, while a lower
ventilation does not seem to have any
bad effects at all.
The reader will then see that this
matter of ventilation is of necessity to
be adjusted according to the greater or
heat of the temperature. The venneeded in our hot summers in
the Mississippi Valley would at all times
be superfluous in the mountainous countries like Switzerland, or in mild climates
like that of England.
The amount of
less

tilation

swarming a condition that will require of the bees their clustering on the
outside during a part of the day the
tendency to swarm will be very much
increased.
On the other hand, we may
have very pleasant weather at the same
time as a good honey-flow, and without
warning our bees may swarm because of
want of empty combs, when all the ventilation that could be judiciously given
would be of no avail.
The best swarms are cast early in the
season, when an ordinary and sufficient
flight-opening is all that can be expected
among the requirements. I, therefore,
think that ventilation in plenty is not
But
the most important requirement.
it is one of the requirements.
It has been said that an upper opening will prevent swarming. I believe it
will, if the amount of room for storing
the crop is sufficient. I do not believe
that it would of itself prevent swarming,
unless this ventilation was carried to
such extremes as to make the bees uncomfortable, in which case there might
be great danger of having some of the
of

bottom-board 2 or 3 inches for hot
weather. In addition we moved the surplus cases bade so as to give a bee-space
and an egress at the top of the broodcombs as well as at the bottom. This
did very well in hot summers, but we
soon found out that in many summers so

much

ventilation sufficient in Canada would,
on the contrary, be entirely inadequate
here.
Now, as to ventilation for the prevention of swarming.
It is easily perceived
that if we have a hot season at the time

brood chilled.
So I think we

may lay down the rule
that additional ventilation and shade
must be given, as a preventive of swarming whenever the bees show that they
are' crowded, or are uncomfortable by
lying on the outside of the hive. This
clustering out is never an evidence that
the combs are filled, neither is it an evidence that the hive is full of combs, but
only proof that the interior of the hive
is unpleasantly warm for its inhabitants;
and if we would avoid swarming, we
must make their home comfortable.
Hamilton,

111.

T Supers— Their Construction and Use
BY

.J.

C.

ARMSTRONG

can describe the T super I
use by the cut of yours as given on page
don't care whether any other
642.
I
bee-keeper uses it or not, only that if
I

believe

others

use

I

it

the

supply-dealers will

I want a
them I have to send a sample
to the factory, which costs me 50 cents
every time besides the super, which I

keep it
supply

in

store.

Whenever

of

never get back.
The side from
Taking your model
you is 20 inches long, % inch thick, and
:

inches wide. Then it is sunk back
an inch at each edge. The side
next to you is the same width, made out
of 5^-inch stuff and divided in the midThe upper half is loose, and is
dle.
fastened at the end by a button which
turns around the corner when put up.
Tie end pieces are 13 inches long and
It will then
thick, and 4',, inches wide.
be the same as the sides, omitting strips
as on the side.
(in each end on the inside is nailed a
inch thick and 4^ inches wide.
strip
Instead of the supports for the tins as
shown in yours, a strip y'z of a lice-space
runs the whole length of the super, and
Is halved into the end pieces, and is
4',
'4

of

%

'

%
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wide. On the side next to you is another
the same. These form the supports for
the tins
One side of the end tins slips
on top of the inside end pieces, and under the ends of the side strips. The T's
are 12^2 inches long for 8-frame hives.

These side strips want to behalf of a
bee-space thick, and when tiered up
there will be a bee-space between them.
The last lot I got I forgot to give instructions, and they were made a beespace thick, and when tiered up made
two bee-spaces, and the bees will build
brace-combs between them. I use 10
tins to a super, 5 below and 5 above.
If
the cracks between the sections are not
covered by tins the bees will glue them
up. After filling up with sections and
separators, I put a K-inch strip and
then a wedge strip at the ends to tighten
up, and when all is put together you
would not know which was the top or
bottom except by the buttons. I have
one of your kind. The tins are supported by bent wires, but I never used
it

much.

One

difficulty

I

saw

in

it

turned right side up the staple will
rest flat on the table.
As to getting the staple at the right
place laterally, there ought to be no difficulty.
On each side there are 3 supThe middle of the middle supports.
port comes exactly at the middle of the
super, measuring inside. Then half way
between the center and the inner end of
the super is the right spot for each of
is

the other supports.

Nothing

difficult

about that, surely.
With regard to filling the super with
sections, it would be hard to find anything easier. I can put 24 sections in a
super in less time than I can set 24 secIf you set a section on
tions on a table.
a table, at least a little care must be
used or it will topple over. And when
you set a second one beside it, there is

danger of pushing the

first one out of
In the super no such care is
needed.
The sections can be almost
thrown in. When the first row is put
in, a tin is shoved under, when the second row is in, the second T tin is shoved
under, and the third T tin after the
third row. But, of course, to do this a

place.

"super filler" must be used, as described on page 148 of " Forty Years
Among the Bees." If any one hasn't
the book, and wants to know how to
make a super-filler, I'll give the description later.

As I have said before, I have no perit is not
sonal interest in the T super
my invention but for one who knows
how to use it, I don't believe a better
super has yet been devised.
;

;

Marengo,

C. C.

III.

Miller.

was

in getting

these supports in the right
place— either too high or too low, or the
right distances apart laterally, while
in mine the sections are bound to come
together regularly. I slip the end tin,
then put in the corner section. Slip the
next tin up to it, then the next section,
then the tin, and so on until filled up.
I think if Elvin Armstrong had
not
gone out of the business after getting up
his hives
and super, he would have
brought them into use. I don't favor
this super because its inventor was an
Armstrong, for he is no relative of mine,
or if so it is so far back that it doesn't

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

Some New Experiences— Some
Nuts for the Veterans to
Crack

count.

Marshalltown, Iowa.
Dr. Miller, to

addressed,

whom

comments

the foregoing was
as follows

:

:

don't fully understand your difficulty
the T super, but plainly it is
from a wrong use of a right thing and
that's probably the case with all who
have tried the T super and found it unsatisfactory.
You say one difficulty is
in getting the supports in the right
place either too high or too low. There
is just one place where the supports that
hold up the T tins should be, and there
ought not to be the slightest difficulty in
having them exactly in the right place.
I suspect that you have made the mistake of having the supports M inch
above the bottom of the super, making
a bee-space under the sections.
Instead
of that the bee-space is at the top of the
super.' Set a super filled with sections
on a table, and the sections should rest
down upon the table. That, you will
see, makes the supports exactly flush
with the bottom of the super. If a
square piece of sheet-iron is used as a
support, it is nailed Hat upon the under
edge of the super, so that when the
super rests upon a table the support
rests flat upon the table.
If a bent
I

in using

;

;

staple

is

used,

it

must

with more than 20 years' experience that one will continually be having new experiences with the bees, as
we shall see from what follows
I had a very strong colony of hybrid
bees in the home apiary that I had
secured from the woods. I had not
destroyed their queen and replaced her
with an Italian, as is my custom, as
her bees were extra-good workers. The
season up to about June 10 was very
poor for bees. In fact, it was, and is
yet, the hardest year I ever saw for
bees.
But about the above date the
mesquite furnished a light honey-flow,
and all the bees in the apiary were
I find

also

lie

flat

upon

the table, when finished. Possibly there
may be a better way, but here's the way
I have put in the staples
Lay the super upside down before you, drive the
:

staple down vertically deep enough to
have a good hold, putting it about
inch from the inner edge, and then bend
the staple over at right angles, and
hammer it down so that when the super

%

making a rush for
time it was light in

the bloom by the
the morning.

But this hybrid colony was doing
nothing whatever, which was a great
surprise to me, as I knew they were
about the strongest colony in the
yard, and hybrids were usually the"
best workers. They were just hanging clustered in front of the hive doing
nothing. So I decided to give them a
good feed that night to start them to
work. I prepared it of the best granulated sugar, but to my surprise they
refused to take the feed, and allowed it
to stay in the hive and sour. This
caused me to open the hive and make a
careful examination.
The old bees
seemed to be in perfect health, and
were ready to sting on short notice, as
was their custom. They had a good
supply of stores of both honey and
pollen, and plenty of hatching brood,
but every cell of the unsealed brood

was dead, and the bees had not attempted to remove any of this dead
brood, which had apparently just dried

New

Braun6fels, Tex.

up and died. There was no bad smell
about the hive or combs, and none of
the sealed brood was dead so far as I
could discover
the unsealed brood
had not turned brown or dark as " foul
brood " is said to do when bees are
The dead
afflicted with that disease.
;

larvse still looked white, but was settled down in the bottom of the cells,
dry and hard, and had died, seemingly,
of starvation.
I

requeened them with a young Italnow they have cleaned

ian queen, and

up their combs and gone

to

work

after

a rest of about 10 days, and the light
honey-flow they might have taken advantage of has passed. This is a new
experience to me, and I should like to
have the comments of such men as Dr.
C. C. Miller, G. M. Doolittle, L. Stachelhausen, and other bee-experts, on
this case, through the columns of the
American Bee Journal.

New Experience

No.

2.

the queen of a good,
strong 3-frame nucleus, leaving eggs
and brooiin all stages of development
with the colony. After 24 hours had
elapsed I gave them a ripe queen-cell
which hatched in due time. After a
few hours the bees commenced " balling " the young queen. I caged her,
and she remained in the cage at least
48 hours before the bees released her
but she was promptly destroyed by the
I

removed

;

bees.

Nothing so very strange about the
above, but here is the strange part of
These bees never started a
it to me
single queen-cell during all this time,
and plenty of honey and pollen was
coming in from the fields at the time.
Now all the brood is capped, and no
queen-cells yet, and no laying workers
have developed. I left them for the
:
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had read of
cases like the above, but had always
supposed it to be some novice writing,
and that there was some mistake some-

sake of experiment.

I

where.

New Experience

No.

3.

while I was at one of my
out-apiaries, a very large swarm issued from a colony I had been feeding
heavily for the purpose of securing a
lot of choice drones in the home apiary.

On June 8,

They made

a direct line for the

woods

without stopping to cluster or look for
their queen that had a clipped wing,
and could not follow. After the swarm
had been gone about 5 minutes my
wife went to see if she could find the
old mother queen, and found her with
a little cluster of bees in front of the
hive.
Not knowing what else to do
with her, she allowed the queen to enter the old hive she came from, supposing the swarm had been joined by

A furtive glance from that effervescing mass of honey, to the countenance
of the would-be honey-producer, assured me that the agitation in his mind
was not excelled by that in the honey,
and matters must be run smooth, else
an eruption was imminent in which
sulphurous fumes were likely to predominate. However, all I could suggest or conjure up was to convert that
honey into vinegar. As to the prevention of a similar occurrence, I advised
him not to be so over-anxious in assisting the bees, but let them take care of
the honey a little longer. Their Godgiven instinct in the line of curing
honey has as yet not been equaled by

queen from some of the
virgin
nuclei, as it was the proper time of
dav (2 p.m.) for them to be flying. So
wife returned to the house, thinking
the swarm was lost. But about 20 or
30 minutes later she heard a loud roaring down at the bee-yard, and lo,
and behold the swarm had returned
and was entering the hive they came
from.
On my return I found they had destroyed all queen-cells, and the old
queen had gone to laying, and all idea
of further swarming was given up.
a

!

The two points that are new to me in
the above are, 1st, I never had bees
go off and stay so long without any
queen with them and, 2d, I never had
bees give up the idea of swarming
when they had swarmed once, when
both honey and pollen were coning in
plentifully.
L. B. Smith.

the tricks of man.
I. Root telling of a
produced a very superior
grade of honey, and, on investigation,

;

I

was ascertained that its superiority
was wholly due to the fact that the
honey was always left on the hives for
it

Rescue, Tex.

ur

the bees to perfect its curing. I felt
proud of the fact that it was a sister
that had earned such a reputation, and
that there was nothing in the way of
other sisters " going and doing likewise."
Quite frequently women are accused
of^having so much curiosity that they
can not let well-enough alone, but must
go on a tour of investigation and do
more harm than good in a hive of
honey-bees. I am pleased to say that
in the case under consideration the cul(By the way, were it
prit was a man.
possible to weigh the curiosity of both
sexes, I wonder which would over-

^

'Bee -Keep!
Conducted by

Emma M. Wilson,

Marengo,

remember A.

woman who

111.

balance?)

A Beedom Neighborhood's

Experi-

ences

if

;

me to say, parenthetically,
usually flatter myself into the
belief that every one is my friend, unless I have been positively otherwise
convinced.) I suppose a passport to
(Permit

that

Curiosity, however, is a good thing

taking of honey. I said little, but
thought the more talk in this instance
would have been a simple "casting of
pearls before swine," as the mutual

I

your charming circle is unnecessary
since Editor York, and Editress Miss
Emma Wilson, have repeatedly sent
out invitations to each and all to enter
therein.

A rocker ? Oh, no, thank you. Cushioned rockers are not for me. A low
hassock at the feet of Miss Wilson will
admirably answer for the use of one
the most common of common
of

friend was very self-confident. I felt
satisfied a little later on that old master, Experience, would step in with his
exorbitant bill; but I was equally satisfied that in no other way could the
lesson be taught.
Surprising that cheap things are discarded because they are cheap, and
that we American people are never so
well pleased as when we've " paid too
dear for the whistle."

After the mischief has been done

hereabouts.

Removing Honey from Hives Too

thing like this

A

feeling that selfishness

is

a bar to knowledge and good citizenship, prompts me to bring my humble
offerings.
" The soul that gives
Is the soul that lives;
that beareth another's load
Doth lighten his own and shortens the way.
Anil brightens the homeward road."

And he

Because of the world being much the
all over, neighborhood experiences are oftimes of wide interest, so I
begin with some of the happenings

same

Soon.
About the middle of May, a friend
told me that a mutual friend had sent
her some comb honey.
The middle of June, in this locality,
is early for beginning the "robbing,"
as the operation of taking surplus is
termed. I could not help smiling, as I
knew his was a first experience in the

much

;

:

"Two

elements are always battling for
supremacy; they permeate all things. One

one

intelligence,
the other ignorance; one is sunlight, the
other darkness; one is spiritual, tbe other
animal; one is Dr. Jekyll, the other Mr.
Hyde; one is Hod, the other Devil. The latter seems to be sitting upon the high places
of the earth and gaining the mastery of the

builds, the other destroys;

situation."

is

abused, as

the

phrenologists

;

after the manner of calling the
physician, I was appealed to as to the
cause of the trouble and remedy thereThe honey had not only been
for.
taken in an unripe stage, but had also
been placed in a damp cellar for " protection." Alas, "misfortune followed
An offensive acid smell anfast."
nounced that fermentation had set in
the delicate cappings were broken,
and a watery liquid was trickling over
the once beautiful white faces of. the
sections, as though weeping over such
untoward destruction. I was forcibly
reminded of an article which I had but
recently read, and which ran some-

women.

not

would express it while it leads us into
many a mishap, it also causes us to
stumble into success.

The birth of many a bee-keeper was
instigated by a spirit of curiosity to
ascertain beyond a doubt if he or she
could handle bees with that ease,
facility and ability that marks the
doings of the initiated. And had it
not been for the much-ridiculed attribute, " curiosity," these selfsame successful men and women who have remained in the great aggregation of the
unknown, and the good they have done
their beeto the world to the extent of
keeping, would have been curtailed.
Beginners may have a crumb of
comfort in the knowledge that mis" old
takes are not confined to them, as

stagers " will testify. But a few days
ago I was disagreeably surprised by a
doleful song which was about as fol-

lows
" What was
:

the matter with that last 480

honey sent? Off color and strong.
bought it of
I think you surely must have
neighbors to ship to me. I have
vour
6ome of
in
built up "quite a reputation for shipping
good honey, and please do not send me any
man
a
can
to
more like that. I would sell a
one day and the next he would bring it back,
such stuff, and
declaring he never saw
wanted none of it, etc. -Obliged to sell it at a

pounds

of

loss."

All this referred to the last shipmen t
the fall
of 1905. The honey was of
product, and nothing wrong with it
except dark. I had given instructions
not
that none of it be shipped, and if
inspection
sold at home under personal
in stock for spring
it was to be kept

—

I

—

I
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feeding.
a driver,

Through

the carelessness of
over-looked the lot intended to be shipped, and substituted
the dark honey, several innocent people
suffered; and just when the cost of this
mistake will be fully cancelled it is

who

hard to calculate.
I
feel assured that "Experience"
will make no exception of this case,

but will fully sustain his honestly
earned reputation for excessive charges.
Thus, time and again, I am paying
for these little lessons, which goes to
show that unless one is anxious to become his own executioner in the honeytrade, he must never forget that the
price of life is "eternal vigilance."
Miami, Mo.
Mary E. Null.

brood-rearing stopped also, which was the
cause of not much doing now.
J.

son

A. Colson, Purbrook, July 17.— The seaand the honey crop light.

is late,

—

Geo. A. Howard, Lynilen, July 14
Clover
has yielded but very little honey here. The
best colonies which did not swarm have about
filled one 8-frame super.
The weather conditions appear to be about right for nectarsecretion yesterday and to day, and the bees
are storing a little from basswood.
A. Laing, Ash, July 12.— Clover is giving
practically nothing.
Basswood is showing fine, and I am hoping for an old time
down-pour from that source, but it is extremely uncertain.

me

Canadian

Beedom

H.

ports
A. Picket, Kilbride, July 23.— I shall not
have much white honey save from the
basswood, which the bees began to work on a
few days ago. I will have only about
}i of
a crop.
I had very strong colonies to begin
with, and got a little honey from fruit-bloom,
also dandelion, which is very dark and
scarcely fit to offer for 6ale at all.
J. H. McCauley, Churchville, July 20.—
really believe we will not have
}i of a crop of
honey. Basswood is coming out nicely now,
but the weather continues too showery and

cool.

Alex Goodfellow, Macville, July 23.— Our
honey crop is very poor— about 600 pounds of
amber and about 700 pounds of white honey
no comb. The white honey has been coming
;

in very slowly.

C. W. Challand, Marburg, July 24.— The
honey crop is very short. I have not extracted a pound yet, but I think I will try to
take off 100 or 200 pounds for home trade.
Buckwheat is not good with me.
Josiah Keaman, Carrville, July 18.— I have
taken about 600 pounds of dark honey, which
I have not done for some years in the forepart
of the season. I have also taken about 100
sections, and they are nice and white, as
usual. The linden is in bloom now, but it
will not be a full flow, and if it is mixed with
the dark honey now on the hives, I will not
have as nice honey as last year, and not
nearly so much. It rained here the lasts
weeks in June and the first week in July

nearly

the time, with thunder-storms at
that, and such are not good for a honey crop.
D. Smith, Thedford, July 21 —All kinds of
honey are a failure in this section.

W.
is

all

J.

Moore, Kock Spring.— White honey

a failure.

Wallace Smith, Westminster.— Not
a honey crop.

much

of

J. F. Switzer, Orangeville, July 14.— The
indications are that the honey crop will be
light.
I have not extracted any yet.

John Thomas, Arthur, July 14.— This

the best? season for clover honey for many
Basswood also promises well.
A. Fyfe, Harriston, July 14.— I will not
have half a crop of honey. I have not extracted any yet. Basswood is just in bloom.
C. Grimoldby, Owen Sound, July 10.— The
season so far has been very bad, but it is improving somewhat. I do not expect much of
a crop.
H. T. Roberts, Mclntyre, July 11.— Our
white honey will be a good medium, I think.
The flow at present is very good— if it only
years.

asts.

Rovtsome, Burlington,
no white honey here.

July

13.

—

—

J. W. Clark, Cainsville, July 12.— Bees
have done very little so far. Unless we get a
good flow from basswood the honey crop will
be a total failure this season.

Edwin Dalton, Tansley, July 10.— The
clover honey crop here will be very light, but
the prospects for basswood are good. My
bees have not done well, particularly the last
week or so. Adjoining apiaries are complaining of a short honey crop.
John
crop

Pirie,

is

amount

Drumquin, July 13.— The honey

about

a
of clover.

total

failure,

with a

fair

W. Couse, Streetsville, July 9.— We have
not 500 pounds of honey from 130 good,
strong colonies, and we do not get any dark
honey, so our outlook is for bread and butter
from some other source.

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or Dr. C. C.Miller,
Marengo, 111. (Dr. Miller does not
answer Questions by mail.)

—

W. A. Caldwell, Bolton, July 14. We never
have had so poor a honey season. I do not
expect over 1 S of a crop.
R. C. Bailhe, Eglinton, July 10 —We do
not expect to have more than about J^ of our
usual crop of light honey about 25 pounds
per colony, and all extracted.

—

Newton Robinson, July 14.—

Jas. E. Holt,

The prospects

at present

are very poor for a
crop of honey of any description. I have not
extracted any yet.
Hardly any swarming,
and the colonies are not as populous as they
should be at this date.

Tank for Extracted Honey
want

I

to get a tank for extracted honey.
advise me to get a wooden

—

What would you

or galvanized-steel tank?
such a tank?

Where could

I

get

Wisconsin.

—

Answer. Galvanized steel or iron is the
material generally used for such a tank. I
don't think I ever saw one quoted in a pricelist, and you will probably have to get it
made by your local tinner. It will be well
for you to read the excellent article written
by

Denis Nolan, Newton Robinson, July 12.
get 30 pounds per colony, and we
know of no better crop in this vicinity.

C

P.

Dadant, on page

657.

We may

Smart Bros., Collingwood, July 13— There
very little light honey in the supers yet.
Clover is about over, and basswood is just
coming into bloom.
is

Davidson, Uxbridge,

B.

honey here is the same as a
through this section.
J.

W.

Sparling,

July 10.— White
failure,

and

all

Bowmanville, July 12.—

might say that the honey crop

is

a total

fail-

ure here.
John Truck, Port Hope, July 13.— White
honey here is almost a total failure. I never
saw as light a crop iu the 21 years we have
kept bees. No swarms with us.
A. H. Noble, Cresswell, July 14.— White

honey

is

a total failure here.

Hand, Fenelon Falls, July 14.— Clover
good, and promise of basswood.

E. G.
is

is

is

Chris. Edmondson, Branlford, July 14
White honey is a very light crop not more
than 15 or 20 pounds per colony.

Conducted by Morlet Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont.

More Ontario Honey-Crop Re-

K.

There

Nucleus Method of Increase
I have a colony of Italian bees from which
intend to make some increase. If I make
nuclei from it, will it be safe to give frames
of brood with adhering bees from other colonies? Or is there danger that the bees will
kill the queen or destroy the queen-cells?
If
this is not safe, how fast can frames of brood
without bees be given? I understand if too
much brood is given at once some will 6tarve.

I

Iowa.

Answer. — It

requires

judgment

in giving

frames of brood with adhering bees, as it depends upon the strength of the nucleus how
much can be given at a time. You evidently
have in mind the two dangers: One is that
strange bees introduced will kill the
is not very
much danger that
they will harm the queen-cells)
and the
other is that the brood will be chilled or
Generally more danger of chilling
starved.
than starving.
Unless a nucleus has bees enough to cover
3 frames, it is better not to introduce a frame
of brood with adhering bees, lest the queen
With regard to brood, there
be endangered.
is little danger of harm
being done if bees
enough go with it to cover it well, or if there
enough
in
the
are bees
nucleus to cover an
the

queen (there

;

J. C. Elliott. Carlton Place, July 12.— White
is almost a total failure here.
Bass-

clover

wood promises

well; just opening now.

Geo. Laing, Milton, July 17.— Prospects are
for a light honey-yield here.
I have taken off
over 2000 pounds of not very light honey.
Bees are doing well now, and getting tine
honey, but it bein^' bo late in the season it
will not last very long.
Alex Dickson, Lancaster, July 17.— The
prospect for a honey crop in this section so
far is a failure.
The spring was too cold.
The honey-How started and stopped, and

additional frame.
In any case, the more mature the brood the
better, and if the brood is all sealed you may
give a frame without any adhering bees, and
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a nucleus of 2 or 3 frames,
there appear to be only enough bees
well
the 3 or 3 frames already
present to cover
present. One reason for this is in the fact
that it does not require so much heat for
sealed as for unsealed brood. As soon as
most of the young bees have emerged from
the frames given, it can be exchanged for
another, and this will generally allow you to
it

Slim Prospects fop Late Honey

will be safe in

even

if

have been looking over the surrounding
country to see what are the prospects for a
It looks slim, but with
late honey crop
good rains and favorable weather we might
get enough to winter the bees, and perhaps a
I

little

E. J.

surplus.

Elgin,

111.,

Aug.

QUEENS
BY RETURN MAIL

Bbtant.

Golden or Leather-Colored

6.

Italian

add

a frame each week.
nice way to do to have frames of brood
ready to give to nuclei is to put an excluder
over a strong colony with an empty hivebody over it, and put into this frames of
brood from other colonies; then a week or 10
days later, there being no young brood present, the frames will be line for nuclei, whether
you take with them the adhering bees or not.

have a better crop of honey this year than
at any time during the past S
I have had
I will have 400 pounds of sweet clover
years.
honey, quality the best, from 7 colonies, and
G. W. Morris.
no swarms.
Claflin, Ivans., July 29.

Bees Trying to Rear a Queen from
a Drone-Larva

No Surplus for Outside Markets
We had no surplus honey up to July 4. We

A

have a colony of bees that is rearing, or
trying to rear, a queen from a drone-larva, or,
rather, from an egg laid by a drone-laying
queen. What will the result be?
This colony turned up queenless in the
spring.
I gave them a comb of brood and
eggs in April. They proceeded to rear a
queen, and turned out a very nice one, to all
appearances; but she disappeared about the
time for her to mate. I then gave her another
comb of brood and eggs, from which they
reared another queen. This was the dronelayer spoken of above. I removed thi6 queen,
and, as I supposed, all of her brood and eggs
from the hive, and put in another comb of
brood and eggs for them to work on.
In about 5 days afterward, on examination,
I found I bad unknowingly left a small patch
of the drone-brood or eggs in the hive when
removing the queen, and one large comb.
Now, instead, of starting queen-cells on the
comb of worker-brood and eggs which I
gave them, they commenced on the dronebrood, and have drawn out some fine, large
cells which are now capped over and due to
hatch inside of a week.
This queen I put in a nucleus, to try to find
out if she would deposit worker-eggs later on,
but her introduction was not a success. She
laid nothing but drone-eggs, to my knowlI

edge.

P. S. J.

Answer.

—Bees

nothing but
drone-brood are likely to try to rear a queen
from a drone larva, the result being a drone
which never emerges, but dies in the cell.
But such cells are not likely to be what you

would

which

have

rather stubbed,
smooth, and incomplete-looking. If the bees
started a queen-cell with a drone-egg or a
drone-larva while the drone-laying queen was
present, there was nothing unusual about the
case.
But if they started the cell after the
worker-brood was given them, and the cell
contained a drone-larva, then it was very unusual. Of course, you will watch to see the
result, and if there was a drone larva in the
case you may be sure the result will be nothing but a dead drone. If, however, a queen
results, then it will appear that the bees have
carried an egg from one comb to the other,
all the time supposing that the queen-cell
was on a comb in which only the drone-laying queen could have deposited an egg.
call

fine-looking, but

Best Crop of

A few unsolicited testimonials showing
what Quirin's queens are do ng

Honey

:

I

got about 50 pounds per colony from basswood. We have had a drenching rain of late,
and bees are working hard on sweet clover
now. There will be no surplus honey here
for outside markets this year.
Davis,

111.,

Aug.

J.

7.

W. Johnson.

I

also

reading the American Bee Journal. My
bees have done very well this summer, one
colony producing 4 supers of honey containing 2S sections each, and one 10-f rame shallow
super, and are still working. It didn't swarm
John L. Sims.
a[ a n
Williamstown, Micb., Aug. 4.
in

Poor Season in Florida
Last year bees were an absolute failure here,
and I fed 13,000 pounds of sugar syrup to
keep them from starving. This year was
fairly promising, but the excessive and continuous rains have caused it to be almost a
I have about 5 pounds per colony on
failure.
the average in surplus honey. Bees 200 miles
further south have done much better. The
flow came before the rains. Also, in western
Florida, where the source is entirely different,
there was honey. Here many colonies did
not give an ounce, the very strongest a few
A. F. Brown.
pounds— mostly extracted.

Bulow,

Fla.,

Aug.

S.

Protracted Drouth— No Noney
In this locality white clover begins to yield
nectar the last week in May. This season we
have had a protracted drouth, and the bees
have gathered but little nectar since the last
week in May. which has necessitated feeding.
Sweet clover makes but very little 6tart in
for some reason it fails to flourthis locality
;

learn that in the vicinity of Aurora
bees are getting some surplus from sweet
clover.
In northern Illinois "pigeon" and "foxin this locality these
tail " grasses flourish
grasses are rare late fall warmth germinates
most of the seed, which get6 killed before it
ish.

I

;

;

can mature more.
The Dadants have an exceptional locality
for this vicinity, being on the Mississippi
Win. Findlat.
River.
Basco, 111., July 30

The Monettk Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
It is used by many beewings.
Full printed directions
keepers.
mail it for
sent with each one.
or
will send it
as
cents;
25
a premium for sending us One
subscriber to the Bee Journal
for a year at $1.00: or for $1.10 we
the Bee Journal one year
mail
will
and the Clipping Device. Address,

We

We

are having plenty of rain now, and bees
are starting on fall flowers. Buckwheat is
just opening up; white clover is also popping
up here and there.
H. G. QuiBIN.
Bellevue, Ohio, Aug. 9.

folks sav that your queens are extra-lne.

The A. I. Koot Co Medina, Ohio.
have good reports from your stoek from time
George W. York& Co., Chicago. 111.
On every hand 1 henr good wo-ds of Quirin's
Calif.
queens.
IS. s. K. Bennett, Los Angeles,
Four queens did finely. It was one I purchased
honey.
ot
eoo
pounds
over
thai
gave
me
last year
.l.L Gandy. Humboldt, Nebr.
her daugh'1'he breeder is surely a very fine one
ters do graadly.
„
Campbell & West, Hartstown, Pa.
had i queen of you last year which produced
bees that ueat anythingever seen in this part of the
country.
B. L. MeBsenger. New Haven, Conn.
,

We

t

;

1

The nuclei you sent J. A. Adams did just spenEach colony stored at least 75 pounds ot
honey.
~
tr
V P. Merritt, Ki Breckenridge St., Lexington, Ky.
A .w vears ago I bought a queen from you which
proved to be the best I had for years.

didly.

l

Bees Have Done Well
am very much interested in bees, and

Queen-Clipping Device Free!

Plenty of Rain— Fall Flowers

Our

FREE

New

OEORQE W. YORK & CO.,
-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

H. C. Shirley.
Cashier of Liberty Bank. Liberty, S. C.
Ihavehad the pleasure of seeing the results of
your queens at Mr. George W. Stanley's apiary, at
Souffletown, Ky., and that is why I am ordering this
C. W. Brenner. Newburg. Ind.
hall dozen.
year who
I bought a queen from a neighbor last
said he got her from you. She made for me 19
tions "f honey after July 4— the best my other

queens did was 64 sections.
C. E. Woodington. St. Anne. 111.
With great respect I write to you in regard to your
queens.
If you want any references
and
dealing
youcan refer to me. as I can't recommend you too
highly. Vojr queens are the best I ever saw. I
have one hive of bees among ray 45 colonies containing a queen from you that$5U will not buy.
Morris Coon, Koute 2, Locke, N. T.
Prices balaace of season
Seleci queens

Tested queens
Select tested queens

Breeders
St r ieht 5 oaod breeders

1

Aug.

American Bqq Journal]

Ten nessee= Bred Queens
All

from Extra=Select Mothers

3-band from Imported Dark Leather, Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. Goldens from
Laws, Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.

After April
Italians Before

July 1st

15th.

16,

1906

;

Aug

16, 1906

American Itee Journal
and Caucasian

Italian

AND NUCLEI

BEES, QUEENS,

$

Choice home-bred and Im-

BEE-SUPPLIES

AND AFTER:

One Untested Queen

manufacture everything needed in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
greatest variety. We a66ure you the best good6 at

LOWEST PRICES
enable us to

facilities

make prompt shipments over

$ .65

" Tested Queen
90
" Select Tested Queen 1.10
" Breeding Queen
1.65
1-comb nucleus (noqueen) .80
"
"
,f
2
1.40
"
"
"
3
2.00
Un.
1
Caucasian Queen, 1.25
"
1 Tested
"
1.75
Safe arrival guaranteed.
For prices on larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens, send for free cat-

We

and our excellent freight

ported stock.
All Queens
reared in full colonies.
Prices of Italians in JULY

§

15 dif-

ferent roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
in having goods transferred and damaged.
We make the

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth and the Dovetail Hives

STRONG

d.L.

alog.

204 E. Logan

16Atf

St.,

Clarinda, Iowa.

Our

prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request.
want
every beekeeper to have our Catalog.
now. Write
to-day.
Address,

We

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

KRETGMER

MFG.

A special discount is offered od all Queens
to be delivered before the
close of the season of 1906.
Pure stock, pure
and Bees ordered

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

mating, and excellence in
Address,

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son, Salina, Kan.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

i

and Caucasian Queens

Italian

grade guaran

teed.

ROBERT
2Atf

McCAIN,

B.

YORKVILLE,
Bee Journal

Mention

R. F. D.

ILL.

when

writing.

Queens Now Ready to Mail
>l

t- ii

I

imi

Him*

Just Received a

Second

=

.loll

mil

writing.

r*n

I

None better at any price. Untested at 50c
Warranted at 75e; Tested at $1.00. Discount
on quantity.

LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

GRANT ANDERSON,

Hand 60 = lb. CANS
— Two in a Case. —

SABINAL, TEXAS.

20Atf

Fine

Italian

Queens

Mrs. O. E. Gibson, Brant, Mich., says:
" Queens arrived O.K. Much pleased with

The cans are just as good as new, and we are offering them for quick sale at the following prices:

them."
Untested, 50c

:

Tested, $1.00.

J. F.
In lots of 5 cases of 2 in a case.
.50e a case
"
•'
"
"
10
2
....45c
.

.

I

In lots of 25 cases of 2 in a case
40c a ca6e
"
"
"
"
50
2
....35c

In lots of 100 cases of 2 in a case

29Dtf

Rt.

MICHAEL
1.

WINCHESTER, IND.

32c a case

Moore's Long-Tongues

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

25A6t

St., Toledo, Ohio
Bee Journal when writing.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

W.

r

what we are making for our customers.

— DOVETAILED
We carry

SUPPLIES.

THE JTARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ

Ask

((iieens

RAILS, Orange,

Calif.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

DOOLITTLE & CLARK

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

a full line of

fi.

29D6t

And Prompt Shipments
Is

and Golden

Select Untested, 75c; 6 for $4; 12 for $7 50
Tested, $1.25; 6 for $6; 12 for 111. Best
Breeders, $2.50. Safe arrival guaranteed,

WILL SEND

QUEENS

BY RETURN MAIL

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield, Wis.

the remainder of the season at the
lowing prices

fol-

:

A fiDe Honey-Gathering Strain of
AllPPIK
uubblin Italians
and Carniolans, at 75 cents
each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6 50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

GEORGE
138

W, BARNES.

N. Pleasant

17A26t

Mention

Bee

St.,

Journal

Norwalk, Ohio

when

writing.

Red Clover Queens
MOORB STRAIN
Mated to choice drones S»lect Untested, $1.00;
WALTER M. PARRISH,
six, $5.00.
J.

P.

Lawrence, Kan.

30A5t

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Untested
$1.00
Select Tested..
1.50
Tested 1905 rearing) .... 2.50
Select Breeding
5.00
Extra Select Breeding
10.00

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.
New

London, "Wis.

—

^
«§§

|§

14 00

.

.

.

Is.

Pleasemsntion the Bee Journal.

Queens

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to

$9.00

THE TIMS TO REQUEEN.
NOW
Borodino, O11011. Co.. Sew York
17Dtf

BEE-KEEPERS

$2.50
4 00

(

I talia n

Queens

Goklen and Leather-Colored
One Untested Queen, 50c; 6 for $2.75. One
Tested yueen, 75c; 6 for $4.00. Safe arrival
guaranteed.

JOHN LEININQER
JENNINGS. OHIO.

R.F.D. No.

4,

2<)Dtf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

FT.

!

Ail!.'.

16.

1906

American Itee Journal
'

If

G oods are wanted Quic k, send

"

to

Pouder "

10

weeks for
^fct 10 Cents

The Farmers' Review
CHICAGO

bee-supplUs
A

Root's Goods aTRoot's Prices

No

weekly paper for practical farmers.

shirt-sleeve editing but correspondence

from

actual farmers relating practical experiences.
Fully illustrated and printed on good paper.

Sent on

trial 10

weeks

for 10 cents.

Address,

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low

Freight Rates.

Prompt Service.

.•.

.-.

FARMERS' REVIEW

'

Catalog Free.

.•.

iooi Ellsworth Bldg.,
29A7t

BEESWAX WANTED

GOLDEN AND LEATHER-COLORED

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade.
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.

ITALIANS

I

WALTER

rOUDER,

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,
Mention

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Bee Journal

when

CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

writing.

Price of Golden Queens. Before July 1st:
Untested, $1 each: 6 for $5; 12 for $9. Warranted
$1.25 each; 6 for $7; 12 for $13. Tested, $1.50
Aiur Julyl^t: Uneach. Select Tested, $2
tested, 75c each: 6 for $4; one dozen, $7. Warranted Tested. $1.25 each; 6 for $7: one dozen,
$13. Tested, $1.£0; Select Tested, 2: Breeders,
$5.
Caucasian Queen> will be ready to mail
July 1st; Untested, $t each; 6 for $5. Warranted
Tested, $1-40 each; 6 for $&
We have three yards— two Italian and one
Caucasian— and mean to meet the demand of
the trade. Prices of Nuclei on application.

D. J. BLOCHER, Pearl City, 111.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

29 Atf

CAUCASIAN QUEENS

Queens By Return Mall

lean furnish a

limited number of Queens of
this popular variety, bred from a Tested Queen
sent me by the Agricultural Department, all
mated in a mating- yard away from all other
bees, so that all of my Queens will be almost
sure to be purely mated. These choice Queens
only $1.00 each.
C. W.

29Atf

L.B.

3-band Italians
will not disappoint you bees are g-entle aud the
best of honey-gatherers. Queens are large and
prolific, and everyone guaranteed.
Untested,
50c, $6 per doz. Tested, $ each

PRICE

4S4,

Queens from our

SPIRIT LAKE, IOWA.

fiae strain of
;

Wi

Sell root's goods

in

Michigan

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.
SON.
M. H.

HUNT* Co., Mich

Bell Branch, Wayne

i

J.
19Atf

W. K

SHAW &

LOREAUVILLE.

CO.

Iberia Co.,

LA.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

WE WILL BUY
New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

any quantity.

you have a crop to
write us
package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.
dispose

in

If

fully as to quality, quantity, style of

of,

WE WILL SELL
to Bee-Keepers,

grades Honey.

whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

you.

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at any time of the year.

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265 & 267 Greenwich Street
30Atf

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

,

Aug.

711

16, 1906

American Ttee Journal
Excellent

Goods

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest Prices

Bee

WANTED-HONEY

Supplies!!

-

White Clover Extracted and Comb. Mail
sample and state lowest price expected, deCincinnati.
livered in
We pay cash on

OF ALL KINDS

ESTABLI SHED

25

YEARS

delivery.

We have published THE AMER1CAM
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthh.j
50c a year.)

lustrated

The

largest

th<

Edited by two of
bee - keepers

th'

LANS,

^

^^ ^T^^TT^T^Tf^l
I
§. ^,dXM
fj
|\]
KJ
^Cf, XJ 1 *

RED

Office

W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAflESTOWN, N. Y.

my

catalog, page 29

H.W.WEBER

C.

large, illustrated Price-List oi|

bred in separate apiarief

theGOLDES fill.
I.O«§, CAR^iOCLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.

For prices, refer to

ii

Supplies free on application. Address.

The

me

kind for

its

most experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

Our

Let
il-

book your
Order for

magazine of

price published.

and best

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Cincinnati, Aug 3— Comb honey finds ready
sale here for fancy and No. 1 at 14@15c per

in a iobbiog way. This is a poor market
ot grades lower than No. 1. The receipts ol
exiracted hooey are normal, although the de
maud is not so good as it was 60 days ago.
Nevertheless, there s no material change in
prices. Selling amber in barrels and cans at
5@6<tc; fancv white at6«fti85ic. For choice
beeswax, free from dirt, 30: per pound, delivCo.
The Fred
ered here.

f)cmey anb

* JJeestDax-fr

W.Muth

Chicago, Aug. 6. — There is now offered some
good lots ot comb bouey.and wbile ihe tradein
it is not active, it is takea at 15(aT 6c for fancy.
14(oil5c for No.l, 12@13cfor fan, y amber, acd
S" LOc for fancy daik. Exiracttd is slow ot
sale with prices according toquantily and qual-

Denver, July 30.— Some small lots of new
comb boaey coming in now; crop promises to
be light. At the present we are selling No.l

We

wax

7J^c; amber.Stt"' t>Hc;
ity. White extracted, 6)*
dark, 5@5JvC. Beeswax, 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Toledo, July

30.

— The

$3. 25 per case of 24 sections; No. 2 at $3.
are pay iag 24 per pound for clean yellow
delivered here.

white at

When

").— On account of the
all kinds of fruit, the demand
for honey, both comb and extracted, is very
are quoting No. 1 fancy while io
limited.
24 sections at -?3: Nn. 2, at $2.75. There is no

heavy receipts of

We

this writing is ratner unsettled, as
dealers are waiting to see what the market is
going to do. Theie has not been very much
honey offered as yet and b?e-keepers seem to be
holding their crop for a larger price. Fancy
while comb would bring here in a retail way
14 ' i;,c; some extra lots, 15Kc; No. 1,14c, with
very little demand for lower grades. Extracted
white clover in batrels would bring 6@5Hc;
cans the same. Beeswax 26@28c.

honey at

new

f

xiracied in market; old slock

Beeswax,

£K*a>6c.

25c.

C. C.

is

sellingat
Co.

Clemons &

Cincinnati, July 21.— Ve are having new
to arrive and it finds ready sale;
fancy white at l»5«c; and No, 1 at 13}4c. Extracted, white clover, in barrels, at IHc; in
cans, 8«c; amber, SH'sSKc. Beeswax, 30c.

comb honey

C H.W.

Griggs Bros.

consigning-,

R. A.

WANTED
27A.tf

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
Ohio.
51

Mention

differ

We are producers of

sell lot of 300 empty 601b. capacity HoneyAll in one lot, or less quantities. Cans
are in first-class condition.
are also in the market for Fancy Comb

Cans.

We

and Extracted Honey. Correspondence

July 10.— We still have some demand for comb honey, mostly for white grades,
which sells at from 13<» 14c, according to qualA very limited demand for light amber,
ity.
with sufficient supply, and prices rnling at
about 12.:. Extracted in fairly good demand,
with sufficient supply to meet all requirements.
Quite some arrivals from the Suuth, and common grades are selting at from £0@5Sc per gallon, and better grades at from r.o«i65c per <rai-

35 So. Delaware Street. Indianapolis, Ind.
1£0 E. Jefferson Street, Louisville, Ky.
643 Broadway S.E., Cleveland, Ohio.

New York,

lon.

California strong, and v hite

and
No near-by honey
from

wax

7(S)7Hc,

light
in the

amber

at

is

21 A13t

!

i

65c

for

Please mention the Bee Journal

12 Names fftSES."."-?,*-

stamps taken— we will Bend for 2 yrB. the Farmer s
Call— ree. sub. price 4' io a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
old, l,3oo pases a year. Sample free.
years
*
FARMER'S CALL,, «nincy. III.

selling at

from 6@6Hc.

markets as

steady at 30c per pound.

solicited

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.
DETROIT. MICH.
AGENCIES:

honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Selser.

yet.

Bees-

HlLDRETH & SKGELKEN

Cincinnati,
when writing.

Journal for one year— both for only tl.50. It 1.
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf yon have
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no farther binding Is neceaB
7

"

334

'

OEORQE W. YORK &

Dearborn

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

WANTED
for cash,

Fancy Comb and Extracted

R. A.

HOLEKAMP,

Ave St. Locis, Mo.
Bee Journal when writing.

42(53

To

firm, 28c,

on commission.

St.,

The Emerson Binder.

Mention

-

Walaut

Bee Journal

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
bat 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee

Honey.
3lA13t

Pouder.

Philadelphia, Aug. 9.— Advices from

III.

hear from parties with their lowest cash
price, del vered here, for fancy comb honey in
no-drip shipping cases; also extracted honey.
We are cash buyers, and remit oa receipt of
goods.

To buy

ent puints are rather cmflcting in regard to
the honey crop this season, aDd. consequently,
there is no market price established. Some new
arrivals of comb honey sell at 13".] 5c, according to quality, and extracted at 6@7c, Beeswax

CO.

To

Webbf.

brings 16®17c readily; No. 1, white, 2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8<a*9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.
S.

selling, consult

199 South Water St. Chicago.

Indianapolis, July 28.— Fancy white comb

Walter

buying or

BURNETT &

Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

Kansas City. Aug.

market on comb

TI

HONEY AND BEESWAX

:

The

=

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

pound
•

C

$18.00 to

Virginia

New York

,

City and Return

plus $2.00, from Chicago, on August
28th and 29th, via the Nickel Plate
Road, with return limit of September
Three
4th leaving New York City.
trains dail3', with modern equipment.
Individual Club meals, ranging in
price from 35 cents to $1.00, also a la
carte and Mid-day Luncheon 50 cents,
served iu Nickel Plate dining-cars.
Call on or address, John Y. Calahan,
General Agent,' 107 Adams S Chicago.
,

2s— 32A3t
•• Xhe
continuous advertiser
gets the bulk of the business,
because others are not adver-

tising,

and he

is."

Prompt Shipment

is

the

Watchword

MILLIONS' LEWIS SECTIONS
SHIPPINGThousands of LEWIS CASES
Now

in the warehouses of our Agents ready to
Twenty
be shipped you at a moment's notice.
different distributing points. Wherever you are
you can't get away from Lewis Goods.

These Are Lewis' Agents:
2.

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph,
Mo.
Frank Rauchfuss, Mgr. Colo-

3.

rado Honey-Producers' Association, Denver, Colo.
Chas. H. Lilly, Pres. Chas. H.

1.

Lilly

Co., Seattle,

Portland,

San Francisco.
4.

E. H. Taylor,

Welwyn,

Herts,

England.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

Stevens,

Chas. B.
C. B.
Stevens & Co., Havana, Cuba.
A. G. Woodman, of A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Micb.
C. M. Seott, of C. M. Scott &
Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
A. I. Davis, Sec'y Southwestern
Bee Co., San Antonio, Tex.
Fred Foulger, of Fred Foulger
& Sons, Ogden, Utah,
F. R. Davis, Ass't Mgr. Grand
Junction Fruit Growers'Assoeiation, Grand J unction, Colo.
of

R. C. Aikin, Loveland, Colo.

11.

12

and

13.

Norris

&

Anspach, Ken-

ton, Ohio.
14.

H. M. Arnd, Mgr. York Honey
& Bee Supply Co., Chicago,
111.

Adam

A. Clarke, Le Mars,
Iowa.
16. M. H. Silvernale, Mgr. Kenyon
Yard, Wisconsin Lumber Co.,
Faribault, Wis.
17. Paul Bachert, Lancaster, Calif.
18. Chas. N. Greene, of Cleaver &
Greene, Troy, Pa.
19. A. Lehman, Mgr. Arkansas Valley Honey Producers'Association, Rocky Ford, Colo.
20. B.
of
Louis
C. Hanssen,
Hanssen's Son6, Davenport,
Iowa.
21. Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo
22. L. C. Dadant, of Dadant & Sons
Hamilton, 111.
15.

G.B.LEWIS CO.
Manufacturers

Bee. Keep

Office?, Factories,

m

'

SuppHeS

and Warehouses

WATERTOWN, WIS.,

U.S.A.

Established 30 Years.

Annual
OiitDiit
milium vubpup

Tw6fllu Million sections

one Hundred Thousand Hives

pjAERieftA

e Journal
46th Year

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

AUG.

23, 1906

1

No. 34

1^
Apiary

of

W.

S.

Williams, of Martha Furnace, Pa.
(See page 718)

Aug.

23, 1906

American Ttee Journal

we Manufacture
No-Drip. Basswood
PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE W.YORK 8 COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Ghidago,

We
section.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of tbiB Journal

As
is

a year, in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

Advertising Rate, per Agate Line, 10c.
14 Hues make one inch.
Nothing less than % inch accepted.

Time Discounts.

Ga§6>^.

a

special offer,

we

will

Paper and Glass,

Can furnish corrugated paper

We
is

is

can furnish them in siogle or car-load lots to fit any number or style of
Large quantities of all the standard sizes on hand.

with Nails,

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is paid.
For instance, "ded)6" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19^6.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.— We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

SIllDDlnQ

on the market today. Covers and bottoms are of One Piece. Everything
Polished on both sides, and a better case cannot be had at any price.

111.

$l.uo

* f«. vm&

if

sell

you 25 cases to hold 24 sections, complete
Write for prices on larger quantities.

at $4.00.
desired.

can furnish you with anything you need in the apiary.

Our Catalog

free.

Prompt Shipment and Satisfaction Guaranteed

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply 60.
Nicollet Island, No. 33,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

.

Aug.

23, 1906

American Bee Journal

u

MDANT'S FOUNDATION"
IT

EXCELS

EVERY INCH
Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLI ES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

at all
times

.

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

mmm
BY RETURN MAIL

The Rietsche Press

Fine Italian Queens
Bred to the highest standard of honey-gathering and hardiness. No
disease.
Quality, promptness, safe arrival and absolute satisfaction
guaranteed.
1 Queen
2 Queens 4 Oueens 6 Queens
Untested
$.60
$1.20
?2.40
$3 60
Tested (or Warranted Tested) 1.00
1 90
3.75
5.50
Select Tested (for breeding purposes) $2.00 each— no discount.
It is not mine to command your favors— I'll do more, I'll merit
them. May I ask a trial order?

CHAS. M.
Bee Journal

Mention

when

DARROW— R.F.D. No.

Made of
structible,

writing.

Indere-

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
WJ.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that

45Atf

"he

prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without It."— A. G.

FENCE SEES'We

31Atf

Made of High Carbon

Lewis Goods at
Factory Prices

Best of everything the bee-keeper needs. Large and complete stock.
and Caucasian Queens. Prompt service. Catalog free.
Get our prices before you order elsewhere.

SCOTT
& CO.
Wash.
INDIANAPOLIS.

1004. East

Practically

made

easily and
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,

Street.

Fine

If

IND.

coiled wire.

have no agents. Sell direct to user tit
factory prices on 30 days free trial.
We pay all freight. Catalog shows 37
styles and heights of farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buy direct. "Write today
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box ss
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

Italian

C. M.

foundation

i— Box 19— Milo, Mo.

BEE=SUPPLIES
29Atf

artificial stone.

and giving entirely satisfactory

Comb

sults.

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Fire Sale of Bee
Come

or send and

New Lewis Goods

at

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

and Poultry Supplies

FOR HIS

Percent on slightly damaged goods.
Factory Prices, by Return Freight.

Save 25

to 50

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."

bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
Supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
selected out after the fire.
25 to 50 percent reduction.
Ciooils to select
tor list ol Slightly
at
J3T"

Any

Oamaged

Send
Reduced Prices.

or Red Clover Queens

'.'0.

Untested, 75c; Select UnFull Colonies in up-to-date hive6, and

Honey and Bee-Supply Co. (Not i«c
191 and 193 Superior St. CHICAGO. ILL.

H. M. ARIND, Proprietor, York
Long Distance Telephone, North

1S5'>.

(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)

in Capons
Oaponizing is easy — soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free Instructions-

Big Profits

from

by return mail.

Golden Italian
tested Queens, $1; Tested, $1.25; Select Tested, $2
Nuclei, for sale.

Liberal Discount! to the Trade.

.)

[CAPON

TOOLS

'
postpaid $2.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
French Killing KnifeoOC

J

|

Capon Book

G. P. Pilling & Son,

Mention

Dee Journal

Free.

Philadelphia,

when

Pa.

writing.
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Liberal combination oners
i
The

1

1

You may

Gleanings one year and the A B C of Bee Culture, postpaid
The leading Textbook on bee-keeping, by A. I. and E. R. Root.
Gleanings one year and How to Keep Bees, postpaid
This

a very delightful
too-deep manual.

1

—

made— GLEANINGS and the articles named at a very low combination rate.
take advantage of these offers whether you are a new subscriber or old.

following- liberal offers are

is

$2.00

$2.00

and instructive book by Anna Botsford Comstock.

Gleanings one year and Scientific Queen-Rearing, postpaid
A standard work on queen-rearing, by G. M. Doolittle — originator

Highly recommended as a not$1.75

of the Doolitile system of queen-rearing

and one of the most successful queen-breeders iu the country.
Gleanings one year and Farming Magazine (Monthly) postpaid

A very

SI.

50

Published by the Doubleday-Page Company, publishers of Country
Life, Garden Magazine, World's Work, etc. Easily the leader among agricultural publications. Sample
valuable publication for farmers.

copies free upon request.

Gleanings one year and

a

Bee-Keeper's Pocket-Knife Tool-Kit

A

$2.10

very neat, leather, pocket tool-case containing a fine pocket-knife and five detachable
very best steel and sells regularly for $2.25. A handy tool.

Gleanings one year and a Red Clover Queen, postpaid
Gleanings one year and a Standard Corneil Smoker, postpaid

tools.

Made

of the
SI. 50

1.85

Questions in regard to any of these combinations will be gladly answered.

Send

for the

new Gleanings'

booklet,

THE BEE LINE TO PROFIT.

GLEANINGS

IN

BEE CULTURE,

Medina, Ohio.

©"
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PROMPT SHIPMENTS
At this season of the year Supplies are wanted without delay. The crop is being harvested and must be put
up for market. Shipping-cases and honey-packages of all kinds are in demand. We are in position to fill your
orders with the greatest promptness. With full stocks at all branch houses and agents everywhere fully stocked,
your order has best possible attention. Look over list below and find the branch or agent from whom you can
obtain Root's Goods quickest and at the least transportation charges.

SOME SPECIAL SEASONABLE SUPPLIES
Five-Gallon Stiuare Cans
This is the favorite package for shipping extracted honey.
There can be no shrinkage and consequent leakage, no taint to the
honey as is often the case with wooden packages. The cans being
square, economize space and are easily boxed.
As we have an overstock of cans for honey we make the following special prices on cans from Medina, to reduce stock. If
ordered from any of our branches or agencies east of the Missouri
River, add 5c a box or 50c per 100 cans to cover freight to those
points.

No.

in

(Entered at the Post-Office at Chicago as Second-Class Mail-Matter.)

Published Weekly at $1.00 a Year, by George

CHICAGO,

GEORGE W. YORK, Editor

ILL,
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When night came, and I went out
and lifted the covers, I found mere
bandfulsof bees in some of the hives— bees
between only 2 or 3 combs. Twenty or 30 of
the hives at the corner where the bees had
congregated were jammed full of bees— some
were filled to overflowing.
bees were
I had read, and been told, that if
put out in the night, the start for a flight
would be started gradually, and there would
be none of this mixing or drifting. There
was this time. Always before I have carried
the bees out in the daytime, on a warm day,
scattering the hives as carried out, and had
no trouble with their mixing. There is only
one precaution that I neglected, and it is possible that it might have saved this trouble,
and that is, I didn't contract the entrances.

yard.

again

editorial ^otes

and Comments
Honey-Producer Improving His Stock
It is pretty safe to say that any attention
given toward improvement of 6tock will be
better than the present course of the majority

Possibly that is too
honey-producers.
severe an arraignment; let us say, then, the
of

many

present course of

bee-keepers, which

is

go on year after year with no
thought given to selection or the introduction

from the best than from the poorest. So it i>
beginner indeed, to any
one breed from the best you have, paying
equal atlention to drones as to queens, and
introduce constantly fresh blood just so long

—

safe to 6ay to the

—

as you can

buy a queen of better stock than

that already in your possession.

to let their bees

Bees Mixing

of fresh blood.

Two

One

courses are advised:

is

to breed

always from the best, the other is to buy from
time to time a queen of pure blood from
which to breed.
When it is advised that each bee-keeper
shall make his own selection, and breed from
those queens whose colonies give best yields,
the reply is made: " Yes, that look6 plausible; but a first cross is likely

to give fine re-

and when the attempt is made
from such first cross, no reliance can
be placed upon re6ult6, for stock reared from
it will be of the most widely varying characThe only way is to buy a queen of the
ter.
best quality from a reliable queen-breeder,
and rear young queens from her. That will
give you a fixed type, and you may count on

sults in honey,
to breed

the

perpetuation

of

the

qualities

of

the

mother."
But the very persons who insist so strenuously upon breeding from pure blood will in
the next breath

tell

you what

a fine thing is a

cross between this and that variety of bees,

and urge the advisability of fixing the type.
And what is fixing the type but persistently
breeding in the direction of desired qualities?
And why can the honey-producer not do that
as well as the queen-breeder?

Let us assume, however, that the best thing
to breed from nothing but pure blood it
remains still true that it is better to breed

is

;

It is

not an

When Taken from
uncommon

thing,

Cellar

when

joyous excitement of their flight, to have some
hives almost depopulated and others doubled
or trebled in numbers. In a few cases disaster has been reported. How to avoid this

has been a problem. E. W. Alexander reported in Gleanings that he had practised
taking bees out at night, and believed that
secret of success.

Editor Hutchinson, of the Review, tried
and his graphic account of it makes

this plan,

interesting reading, albeit rather trying on

one's sympathies.

He

the bees out in the night would do away with
this difficulty that I pinned my faith to it.
Dr. Miller reports that he has always taken
daytime, as early as pos-

his bees out in the

and with large entrances has
had some mixing, but never much. Of late,
immediately after being taken out, entrances
have been closed down to a hole % to 1 inch
square, and no mixing whatever has been
sible in the day,

bees

are taken out of the cellar in spring, in the

was the

entrance is contracted so that ODly 1 or
2 bees can pass, a strong colony can make no
more of a demonstration than a weak one.
But I had heard so many times that carrying
If the

says:

The bees were carried out of the cellar in
the night, the hives placed in rows, but quite
a distance apart. The next day was not very
warm, but the bees flew some. I watched
them from the window, but there was no
" drifting" or mixing up. I had been sick,
and was not very strong, but ju6t at dark I
bundled up and managed to go from hive to
hive and lift the covers. All were clean and
healthy, clustered nicely, and about the same
number of bees in each hive. The next day
was warm, and for awhile the air was fairly
Along about
bla<:k with bees over the hives.
noon they seemed to be gathering at one corner of the yard. The fronts of the hives in
that part of the apiary became black with
bees, and finally the sides and tops of the
hives were covered with bees. Every bee
that left a hive seemed in duty bound to join
the whirling "circus" of bees at that particular part of the apiary. Only a few bees
could be seen flying at other parts of the

observed.

-•

Libelous Statements and Insinuations

We

sometimes wonder what certain of our

bee-keeping exchanges hope to gain by publishing libelous insinuations against other
If they know of any real wrongdoing on the part of other bee-papers, why

bee-papers.

don't they specify it? One would naturally
expect that a paper backed by a manufacturing business would be a little careful how it

speaks of those that are not so supported.
But, of course, it does not require unusual
intelligence to see through the sham claims to
co-operative helpfulness of some " house-or-

gans " when they begin to throw

make

libelous

mud and

insinuations against honorable

and genuinely independent papers.
We know the American Bee Journal has
been considered unfair in not publishing certain convention resolutions that had mainly a
local bearing, and also contained advertising
matter that properly belonged in the adverWe believe in " a square
tising columns.
deal " all around, and especially with our responsible advertisers

advertising space.

who pay their money for
So we don't propose t

—

—

!
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American Itee Journal
publish a lot of free advertising for interested
parties, and in the reading columns.
Those
desiring to do any business with our readers

have the advertising columns open to them
provided they are honest, and mean to do
business " on the square." Any other kind
can't get into our columns at any price not

—

if

we know

Any

it.

statement, or even insinuation,

that

the American Bee Journal has agreed with
any other bee-paper or bee-papers in any

course

whatsoever against the interests of
honey-producers, is utterly false and libelous,
as any one who knows us and reads the
American Bee Journal carefully must also

know.

Some of these days the selfishness and evident egotism back of the libelousinsinuations
and charges referred to will be apparent to all.
Time

good many things, and some
of them mighty queer. But new beekeepers
can afford to wait and see which of the beediscloses a

papers are their real friends. The older beekeepers don't have to wait, for they know
already. The American Bee Journal doe6 not
claim to be " the whole thing " in bee-literature, but it does claim to be entirely inde-

any bee-supply business, is not
influenced by any other bee paper or beepapers, and works for the best interests of its
The mere statement of these
subscribers.
facts will be sutlicient for all who have read
the American Bee Journal any reasonable
length of time, and who have not become
influenced by malicious insinuations or utpendent of

terances.
How beautifully independent,

and how unjudgment, must a bee-paper be
that advocates co-operation because its beesupply manufacturing publishers are to get
most of the co-operative business! Oh, consistency, thou art truly a jewel of the firstwater, while such an inconsistent bee-paper
well, our readers know what it is without
is
our naming it.

biased in

its

—

bees. If, after they clean her off they bill
her, return her to the cage and introduce as
explained. If she arrives dead, notify us and
we will replace. If your bees are or have
been robbing, you may not succeed in intro-

ducing.

—

N.B. Queens just from the mails usually
look small and dark.
After laying a few days
they will improve.
seldom safe

It is

to

remove or destroy the

oli queen of a colony to be requeened, before

receiving

q jeen

the

may

expected

not arrive as

queen.

The new

promptly as

antici-

pated.
It is
hardly necessary that the colony
should he queenless any time at all before introducing the new queen. Simply remove
the old queen when the new one has arrived,
and at onee betji?i to introduce her as per the

directions given.

The question is often asked as to how long
new queen can be kept with the bees in

the

the cage she arrives

in

We have known

her.

l-eeping of the queen

before introducing

instances where such
for 2

weeks did not do

aiy barm.

(Miscellaneous
flews -Items
An

Interstate Pair

is

to

be

held at

Sioux City, Iowa, Sept. 10 to 15, 1906. Iowa,
Minnesota, South Dakota and Nebraska will
be represented.
A bee and honey exhibit
will be a part of the Fair.
On Thursday and
Friday, Sept. 13 and 14, will be held a beekeepers' convention in the afternoon and
evening of each day. R. A. Morgan, of Vermilion, S, Dak., has been appointed superintendent of the apiarian department, and invites all bee-keepers to be present with their
exhibits.
Every bee-keeper contemplating a
display at this Fair will confer a favor upon
Mr. Morgan by writiDg him on or before Sept.
1,

giving size of exhibit or

required.

The

amount

of space

4 splendid -States to be repre-

sented ought to produce an apiarian display
second only to the one at the World's Fair in
Chicago, in 1893.

Poisoned by a Pollen-Tipped BeeSting !— With

the remark, "

How

is

this for

a California tale? Out here we know very
little about bees," G. F. Merriam sends the
following clipping':

Long Beach, July 17.— Inoculated

with the

poison of a flower by the sting of a bee, is the
unique experience of Miss Fremont, daughter
of the late Gen. Fremont, and she is recovering after suffering intensely for some hours.
Miss Fremont, who resides on Juniper
street, was
gardening among her flowers
when the insect stung her hand, which suddenly swelled to extraordinary size. A surgeon extracted the tiny shaft and discovered
that its tip had been poisoned by the pollen
of a flower.
A peculiar feature of the case is a distinct
black line running from the wound to the
chest over the heart.

After

reading the foregoing, one is left
gasping with desire for further information.

So many questions arise that might easily be
man who had the ingenuity to
find out that a sting became venomous when
poisoned by pollen. Did the sting become
swollen when poisoned by the pollen? What
kind of flower was the pollen from? Did that
" distinct black line running from the wound
to the chest over the heart " stop " running "
when the " surgeou extracted the tiny shaft?"
solved by the

Was

the brain of the reporter affected by the

poison, or was it the poison from rye? Perhaps that " surgeou " had " a leetle too
much " himself.

Williams

ap-

He

The Apiary

the address card tacked on the queen-cage.

take from a card received

with a queen recently at this

office:

Directions for Introducing.
Before giving this queen to the colony be
sure it is queenless. A colony that has been
without a queen from 12 to 16 days— long
enough 60 that there is possibly one or more
virgins in the hive will not as a rule accept
an introduced queen. The colony should not
be queenless more than 5 days, and to secure
the best results 1 or 2 days are better. See
that all queen-cells that may have been started
are destroyed. To introduce with this cage,
pry off the cover, note the condition of the
queen; pull out the cork in the end, and
place the cage on top of or between two
frames. Through the holes in the end the
bees will eat out the candy left in the cage,
and release the queen in from 1 to 2 days. If
the bees release her quietly themselves it will
be better than if you try to help the matter
along. If the weather is cold set the cage
right over where the cluster of bees is. Should
the queeu and her attendants arrive feeble, or
daubed up. release her at once among the

—

S.

am

located in the Bald Eagle Valley, midI have kept
to Bellefonte.
bees for 30 years, but never have had more
than a dozen colonies at one time, nor did 1
pay much attention to them until a year ago,
when I concluded to test what could be done
I

way from Tyrone

with them in honey-production, and I have
succeeded beyond my expectations. I now
have 50 colonies. I have introduced the Italians this season, and have now 11 queens on
the way.

am

represented in the front of the picture,
baby boy past 3 years old stands by
my side holding a bee-smoker. He is around
the bees very much, and gets stung occasionally, but doesn't make much fuss about
it.
My wife and granddaughter are shown at
I

and

my

my

left.

think the honey season this year is the
This morning I took 3
I ever saw.
supers from one black colony of bees that had
Many of the other
76 completed sections.
colonies are doing equally well. I expect to
build up to at least 100 colonies by the coming season, if spared to do so.
I

best

W.

S.

Williams.

THE EDITOR'S SONG

The

instructions are printed on the under side of

The following we

of

wrote as follows on July 26:

Directions for Introducing Queens
are always sent with each queen mailed.

W.

pears in the front-page picture this week.

H iw dear to our heart is the steady subscriber,
Who pays in advance, without skipping a
year;

Who
And

lays down his dollar, and offers it gladly,
casts 'round the office a halo of cheer.
never says: "Stop it; lean not afford
it!"

Who

Or: "Getting more papers each day than I
read;"
But always says: " Send it, the whole outfit
likes

In fact,

How

it

—

we regard

welcome

is

it as a business need."
he when he steps in our

office,

he makes "our heart" throb; how he
makes " our eye " dance
outwardly thank him we inwardly bless
him

How

We

The steady

—

subscriber

who pays

in

advance!

— American Printer.

There is always " room for more" of the
"steady subscriber " kind. But all kinds of
subscribers are appreciated at the office of
And yet " the
the American Bee Journal.

steady subscriber who pays in advance without skipping a year "—well, we'd like to have
a few thousands more of him and her.

—

23,
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kinds of cells

that is, the worker-eggs
have to be deposited in workerand the male eggs in the dronefor nothing but a drone will
hatch out of a drone-cell, and only a
worker come out of a worker-cell, or a
queen out of a queen-cell.
My experience this season with a
golden Italian queen from which I
wanted to rear quite a lot of drones,
caused me to bring this matter up
;

will

cells,
cells,

4

nfribufed

Articles
BY "WEST VIRGINIA"
Does the queen-bee have control over
the kind of egg she deposits in the
cell?

The reason

ask this question is
spring I asked these
questions, " What determines the kind
and sex of bees ? Does the size and
shape of the cell in which the bee is
reared have anything- to do with the
kind and sex of the bee ? or is it the
food on which the larva is fed that
determines the sex and kind of bee, as
the eggs that bring forth the three
kinds of bees are all laid by the one
queen ?" I received two answers, as
follows
1st. The sex of the bee depends upon
this

:

Early

I

last

:

whether the egg is fertilized or not.
An unfertilized egg produces a drone
a fertilized egg a queen or worker. An
unfertilized egg in a worker-cell can
produce only a drone a fertilized egg
in a drone-cell can produce only a
worker or a queen. Under normal conditions only unfertilized eggs are found
in drone-cells, and fertilized eggs in
worker and queen cells. The egg that
produces a queen is precisely the same
as one which produces a worker, only
the cell is enlarged and the bees feed
it
through its larval existence the
;

;

richer food that is given to the workerlarva during its first 3 days.
2d. In our opinion it does not, since
there are two distinct kinds of eggs
laid by queens which are, namely, the
male and female. The female eggs
may be made to produce either workers
or queens, according as the larvas from
these eggs are fed the ordinary food or
royal jelly. The size of the cell also
has something to do with the more perfect development of the queen. Droneeggs, however, if transferred to queen-

can

not be made to produce
queens, for the experiment has been
tried.
The instance which you describe probably may be accounted for
cells,

in this

way

:

That

is,

it

is

I was very anxious to have good
and strong by the time the honey-flow
came on. They did not seem to have
many bees working, so I opened up the
hive and found plenty of bees and a
good supply of honey on hand, lots of
young brood coming on, and as there
was room for another frame in the
hive, I put in an empty frame of comb
in the middle of the brood-nest, and in
a few days I examined them again and
found the empty comb had been all
cleaned nicely and every cell seemed
to have an egg in it, and on one side
of the comb there was a bunch of
drone-cells about as large as my hand
in which the queen had also deposited
eggs. In a few days I examined it
again, and on this same frame I found
quite a number of queen-cells in good
shape. As I held it in my hand I found
one of the queen-cells was built right
over the drone-cells. While examining it this thought came to my mind:
Now here are eggs deposited by the
same queen in different cells, one kind
will bring forth
workers, one kind
drones, and the others queens. Now
do the size and shape of the cell have
anything to do with the kind and sex
of the bee?
This particular queencell being built over the drone-cells set

that

Does the Queen Determine
the Sex of Eggs ?

thought

that bees sometimes transfer larvK,
and if that is the case, the drone-larva
might have been removed and replaced
by a worker-larva, or it might have
been that this worker-larva existed
already in one of the cells near the
patch of drone-brood.
Now I will give the reason why I
asked the questions. I had been reading Bulletin No. 55, and on page 9, under "Natural Queen-Rearing," I found
if any female larva is taken and so
placed that this special food is given it
the resulting bee is a queen. This
called to my mind my experience of a
few years ago with a colony of bees

me

to thinking, that if the worker-bees
had not changed the form and size of
the cell it would only have brought
forth a drone-bee, and the same of the
queen-cell if it had not been changed
it would only have
brought forth a
worker, no matter how much royal
jelly had been fed it. That was what
I thought at the time.
In the same Bulletin, under " Artificial Queen-Rearing," I find the first
step to be taken is to get the proper
size and shape of the cell, then the
transferring of the egg or larva to the
proper size and shape cell to bring

—

forth a queen. And now I am still at
a loss, for in the first answer you will
observe that he says that the sex of
the bee depends upon whether the egg
is fertilised or not.
An unfertilized
egg produces a drone, and a fertilized
egg a worker or queen. In Ans. 2 you
will see that he says that in our opinion it does not, since there are two
kinds of eggs laid by queens, which
are, namely, the male and female. The

female eggs

may

be made to produce

either workers or queens, according as
the larva from these eggs are fed, and
the male eggs produce the drones.

In

"

How many

eggs does a queen lay?"
"Two fertilized and
or worker and drone."
queen does actually lay
is,

" I find
kinds of

"Modern Queen-Rearing

this question,

—

The answer
unfertilized,

Now,

if

the

two distinct

kinds of eggs, they will necessarily
have to be deposited in the proper

again. When her young bees began
to hatch I could not find any drones,
and upon close examination I could
not find a single drone-cell, sol put 2
frames that had quite a lot of dronecells, in the middle of the brood-nest,
and in a short time I had plenty of
drones coming on. I am of the opinion if I had not furnished her with the
proper cells for her to deposit the eggs
in, I would not have had any drones
from her and, further, I am of the
opinion that the queen has to be properly mated before any of her eggs will
hatch when that is done, then when
she deposits the egg in the worker-cell
it will bring forth a worker, or if in a
drone-cell it will bring forth a drone,
or if in a queen-cell it will bring forth
a queen, as the case may be.
I am somewhat of a Doubting Thomas
about an unfertilized egg bringing
forth anything, as it is contrary to all
;

;

rules.
I have given my reasons for asking
the questions, and will be very glad to
hear from any one who has had a similar experience, or who can give any
light along this line, as I get more
practical information from the questions asked and answered in the beepapers than from any place else.
Since writing the above I find this
from the pen of one of the most promi" Our
nent bee-men in this country
knowledge of bees is really very limLittle is known concerning the
ited.
parthenogenetic development of drones
and the determination of the sex
practically nothing of the finer structures of bees, and very little concerning the principle of breeding."
:

;

Foul Brood vs. Black Brood
BY

C.

DADANT

P.

was rather startled, last winter,
when Dr. E. F. Phillips, in Charge of
Apiculture in the Bureau of Entomology at Washington, stated at the
I

meeting of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association that the disease now known
as " black brood "contains the Bacillus
alvei, and is, therefore, the foul brood
of Europe, as described by Cheshire
and Cheyne, while the bacteriologists
of the United States Government have
been unable to find any Bacillus alvei
in the disease now known as foul brood
throughout the United States. (Page
129 of the annual report of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association for 1905, also
pages 667 and 668 of the American Bee
Journal for Aug. 2.) To ascertain the
facts more positively, I wrote a letter
of enquiry to Dr. Phillips Feb. 17, asking him about this matter. Here is a
part of his answer
:

every specimen of black brood, which
has been examined, Bacillus alvei has been
found, so that it seems evident that this is the
disease which was described by Cheshire and

"In

:

Aug.

23, 1906
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Cheyne,

in 1885, in the JourDal of the Royal
Microscopical Society. The disease which is
as foul brood in this country would appear to be something different,
and since the Chicago convention we have
succeeded in finding a germ in foul brood
which has not been yet described, and which
has been called Bacterium X by Dr. G. F.
White, of Cornell University. Our work has
not gone far enough to enable us to say definitely that this is the true cause of the disease, but it has every appearance of being.
As soon as the season opens, the work will be
taken up again and pushed as hard as pos-

commonly known

'

'

sible."

In a subsequent letter, dated July 25,
in reply to some questions from
me in regard to the diagnosis of the
disease, Dr. Phillips replies

and

:

" Black brood, or New York Bee-Disease,'
is not ropy, or at least very slightly.
It does
not have the glue-pot smell,' but an odor is
sometimes noticeable. It attacks larvae earlier
than old-fashioned foul brood, and while
still uncapped they become yellow, chocolatecolored, and finally black. The scale of the
dead larva is not so adhesive. There can be
no doubt but the two diseases are distinct."
'

'

Upon receipt of this letter I began
investigations of authorities on the
subject, and at the same time wrote a
letter of enquiry to Mr. Edouard Bertrand, the former editor of the Revue
Internationale D'Apiculture. Mr. Bertrand has much authority on the subhaving had foul brood in his apiary which he eradicated, and having
cured, by the Hilbert treatment, 37
colonies in one apiary. Very few persons can secure such a result without

ject,

at least destroying a part of their colonies.
Mr. Bertrand and Mr. Cowan
together have seen, through the microscope, the Bacillus alvei produced by

these colonies (Conduite du Rucher,
In addition to his personal
58).
experience, Mr. Bertrand has made a
special study of foul brood, and has
translated into the French the work of
F. C. Harrison, of Ontario, on foul'
brood.
He, therefore, has both the

page

and practical knowledge.
Mr. Bertrand makes the following
reply, which I translate for the benefit

theoretical

of the reader

color strengthens to a pale brown, whilst the
skin becomes flaccid and opaque, death soon
occurs, when the body, shrunken by evaporation, lies on the lower side of the cell, becoming progressively darker, until it almost assumes the color of coffee ; dessication continuing, in a few days nothing more than a fiattish black scale remains.
In an injected colony, these can be seen in number by looking

over the comb, having its upper edge towards
the face of the observer. Should the larva
escape contamination until near the period of
pupahood, it is sealed over in the normal way.
The cover furnishes a screen, on which part
of the cocoon is soon after spread; but the
inhabitant of the cell is marked out for
death, and before very long the capping or
sealing sinks, becoming concave, and in it
punctures of an irregular character appear,
which is nearly a conclusive sign of the diseased condition of the colony. The sense of
smell is also appealed to as a peculiar, foul
and extemely characteristic odor now escapes
from the diseased combs. This is difficult to
describe, but it reminds me of offensive glue
while it is not unlike that from guano. The
odor is not always present in equal intensity
Should any attempt be made at removing a dead larva which has assumed the coffee-colored stage, the remains, tenaciously
;

adhering to the
long

ami

glue."

cell-wall, will stretch out into
thin strings, somewhat like half-dried

(Bees and Bee-Keeping, pages 53S and

539, F. R. Cheshire, 1S88.)

I am not in the habit of making long
quotations, and the reader will pardon
this, owing to the importance of the
subject, since Cheshire was the discoverer and first describer of Bacillus
alvei as the cause of foul brood. The
italics in the quotation are mine.
I
underlined these passages solely because they give the three most indubitable proofs of the existence of the disease, other symptoms being also no-

ticeable in minor diseases.
For instance, the sunken cappings and yellowish larva? are also found in pickled
brood.
But the ropiness, the coffeecolor and the glue-pot smell combined
are, from all authorities, clear evidences of foul brood.
I do not doubt the assertion made by
the bacteriologists of the United States
through Dr. Phillips, that Bacillus
alvei is found in black brood, but I

"Dr. Phillips is undoubtedly mistaken. Our
foul brood has the ropiness,' the viscidity, as
a characteristic sign. I wrote in my Conduite du Rucher:'
The rotten matter is viscous; it strings when you draw it out with a
needle.' It is this stringing disposition which
enables us to determine whether it is foul

,

„.

question whether they are correct in
stating that it does not exist in the
ordinary United States foul brood.
Neither do I make this statement just
for the purpose of fault-finding. All I
desire to do is to gather together the
facts concerning the disease on both
continents, in order that our scientists
may have their attention called to what
can not be denied, i. e., that the disease ordinarily called foul brood answers exactly the description given of
it by the leading scientists of Europe.
A few months of careful and protracted
investigation will undoubtedly bring
light from this chaos, and I know it
will be welcomed by all those who take
an interest in the matter. Further discoveries may explain to us why it is
that some apiarists declare that the
disease can only be eradicated by depriving the bees of all their honey and
brood, while others are equally strenuous in asserting that the removal of
the queen until after all the brood is
hatched, and the inserting of a new
queen at that time, effectually stops
the disease. According to Cheshire,
the disease is not in the honey, while
according to our most successful foul
brood inspectors, the disease is carried
mainly through the honey.
Let us

have more

Allow

light.

me

to add a few words to this
already too long article, to say that
another evidence of the ropy, stringy
condition of foul brood is very apparent in its French name, "la loque." I
have already made mention of this
somewhere. The French word " loque "
has two distinct meanings, the princi-

meaning being "rags,

pal

A Frenchman

will say,

—

tatters."

Ses vetements

tombent en loques His clothes fall in
tatters.
It seems very apparent to me
that this name " loque " was given to
foul brood by the very fact that they
noticed the stringy condition of the
dead brood, which can never be removed whole, but comes out in " tatters " whenever you attempt to draw it
Hamilton, 111.
out of a cell.
,......-.

'

'

'

Canadian

brood.
Cowan, in his treatise, says, The
cells contain a coffee-colored, putrid, viscous,
ropy mass.' F. C. Harrison, in a pamphlet

Beedom

'

which I have translated, describes on page 11,
the ropy, stringing character of the decomlarvffi.
He has studied foul brood in
Canada and in Switzerland, at Berne."

posing

Referring to Cheshire, the

gave foul brood

man who

of " Bacillus
alvei "(owing to the particular bacillus
that he found in it), we find the following-description we must accept Cheshire as authority on the matter, if we
accept his name and description of the
bacillus
'The larvae so change in appearance soon
after infection that a practical eye at once
detects the presence of tbe pest.
Whilst
its

name

Conducted by Morlet Pkttit, Villa Nova, Ont.

;

:

healthy, their bodies are of a beautiful pearly
whiteness, and their skins are tense with fulness; but where the disease strikes a larva it
moves uneasily in its cell, often presenting its
dorsal surface
The color now changes to
yellow or the fainte6t buff, distinguishable
immediately in a healthy brood-patch, which
is, normally,
perfectly even in tone. The

Bee-Paralysis Again
In reference to bee-paralysis, mentioned on page 598, we have this further

from Mr. Smith
Mb. Morlet Pettit — I

letter

A

some colonies

much worse than
6alt,

others.

but can report no

peculiar point in the disease is, the sick
all try to get together after crawling
from their hives. There is a small ditch running across the ends of two rows of hives, and
for a space of about 2 feet in the ditch is a
seething mass of dying and dead bees.
Another peculiar feature is, the drones are
After
affected much worse than the workers.
dropping off the alighting-board they roll on
their backs and die very quickly, while the
workers crawl around a great deal.

bees
!

delayed answering
your letter regarding bee-paralysis, as I
wished to see the results of treatment. The
colony which was sick when I wrote you, and
that I had treated with sulphur, has entirely
recovered. In fact, I have noticed no dead
bees since that time. The trouble, however,
have 6ince developed in about 20 more colo:

nies to a greater or less degree,

appearing to be very
I treated them with
improvement.

Aug.

23,
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Sulphur Treatment a Success.
Mr. Morley Pettit :— On page 59S,

I have had 7 swarms from a6 many cl.seased
colonies, and the swarms do not show the
trouble, and I think the old colonic do not
seem quite so bad; but there are -till too
many 6ick bees coming from those hives.

am

I

led to believe that sulphur

is

the surest

one thing which makes me doubt-

in my case the thing increased with the
honey-llow.

but

The first colony affected also seemed different from the rest, in that the bees crawled
very slowly and seemed to have lost the power
of their hind legs; but the bees of the other
colonies 6eem to be in a great hurry, aud apparently have no trouble with their legs.
Their wings stick up just the same, however,
and their bodies are black and shiny, f may
report again if anything new develops.
H. A. Smith.
Palermo, Ont., July 2.

—

I may be mistaken, but I will give
opinion on the cause of this trouble. The
bee6 were packed very warm and snug against
They had a
the honey-house last winter.
great many flights during the latter part of
the winter, and fearing they would mark
their locations I put them on the summer
stands on a very cool and cloudy day. Wa
had about 3 weeks of hard weather after that,
and I believe the brood suffered, and has developed in the matured bees in this way.
H. A. S.

my

Mr. Smith's explanation is not "orthodox," and there is probably nothing
I would be pleased to have the
in it.
opinion and experience of others. I am
glad to be able to publish the following
valuable letter from Mr. Philbrook,
who has had a wide experience with
this

malady

no-

6G4, 1905, as follows:

reasoned that the disease was a microbe
disease, and it must enter the hive at
I reasoned that the diseased
the en trance
bees being the adult ones, by covering the entrance boards with the sulphur (Poppleton's
remedy), and throwing it well back into the
hive, the adult bees would come very much
in iimtacc with it in trying to keep it up
[out?], as the disease seemed to attack them
on the tongue, and thence enter their bodies.
So I treated every colony in the apiary to a
do6e of sulphur, by throwing it well into the
hive-entrance in the evening when all bses
were in. At first the results scared me, for
but
the quantities of dead bees increased
there were scarcely any dead bees carried out
treated
I
4
days
the next morning; and after
the entire yard to another dose of 6ulphur,
and very few dead bees appeared. My yard
It appeared later
was free from disease
in the 6eason, but I promptly dosed with
sulphur, when it vanished once more, and I
have seen no further signsof it."
And I would further say, I have seen this
I

or germ

All the
ful about the trouble being paralysis.
literature I can find on the subject says that
it will disappear with the good honey-Mow,

P. S

Bee Journal, page
"

is

I

you request experience with bee-paralysis,
and 1 refer you to my quite extensive experience and remedy published in the American
tice

cure.

There

f^ Jik

ih

;ifc

work

as perfectly in two instances since then,
but neither with the same apiary. I consider
sulphur a perfect remedy and complete cure
Where used below the
for this malady
brood it is perfectly harmless. But it should
never be used on worker-brood, nor on dronebrood above worker-brood, as it will sprinkle
down over the worker-brood and ruin it, and
make the combs unfit for the queen to use for
a long time afterwards. Bat fear nothing
from its use on the bottom-board. Throw it
in at the entrance with great force, and drive
it well back on the bottom-board; repeat in 4
days, and it is done,
days, and then again in
and no harm to the colony. I hope this may
help your correspondent.

H.

Oxnard,

:

Calif.,

July

Philbrook.

S.

24.
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Conducted by

Emma

M. Wilson, Marengo,

" Bee-Keeping a Specialty "

After saying that one who makes a
business of poultry-raising can not
follow the happy-go-lucky plans of one
who has only a few fowls, Miss Wheeler says
:

The same may be
specialty

There

is

said of bee-keeping.

and has a science of

no feature of rural

life

its

much study and research, and have
used their knowledge of its ways to point
many a warning and a moral to humanity.
subject of

Under this heading a very interesting article appears in Poultry Husbandry, written by MissF. E. Wheeler,
the sister who has won distinction ty
her successful labors with ducks and
other two-winged members of the animal creation, as well as with the
smaller four-winged navigators of the
air with which the readers of the
American Bee Journal are so familiar.

a

111.

It is

own.

that has ab-

sorbed the attention of so large and intellectual a class of men for so many years.
Our greatest writers have made the bee a

Among the multitude of references to bees
and their habits that Shakespeare has, here is
one that seems specially applicable to U6 who
are under the stress of battle, making a good
tight for our independence:

produce so good queens as those built in a
leisurely way In- the bees, say during swarming, when they have plenty of time to shape
them in tine style. So, for best results, we
mu6t either procure our queens from a reliable party, or by our own selection and

own

manipulation produce them from our
coloties.

Emergency cells are generally understood to be those reared by bees,
which have been made queenless, from
larvae in worker-cells, as distinguished
from swarming-cells or supersedurecells, in which the bees of their own
initiative have started with the egg in
a previously constructed queen-cell.
The mention of cells " built in a leisurely way " probably has reference to
the tradition still somewhat in vogue
that when bees are made queenless
they are in such haste to supply the
deficiency that they select for the production of their future queen a larva
of such advanced age that the result is
something that is not "every inch a
queen," but having to some degree the
characteristics of a worker. Like many
another error, this libel upon the intelligence of our pets dies hard.
It does not require a scientist to
prove the falsity of the tradition any
one of the sisters is equal to the task.
It is known that during the first 3 days
;

of the life of a larva in a worker-cell
the feeding is the same as that of a
larva in a queen-cell. Then the workerlarva is "weaned," as it is called, and
fed on coarser food, while the more
costly food is continued to the royal
larva throughout its entire feeding
period as a larva. The doctrine of the
tradition is that when the bees are
suddenly made queenless they are in
such haste to rear a queen, and so lacking in good judgment, that the candidate for future royalty is chosen from
among the larva- that are "weaned,"
or more than 3 days old.
The requisite proceeding in the case
is very simple, costing little trouble to
the operator, and little hindrance to
the work of the bees. All that is necessary is to remove the queen of a
colony with 2 or 3 frames of brood and
adhering bees, putting the same in a
nucleus, aud then a day or so later to
look and see the size of the larvae in
the queen-cells that are started, when
the queen can be returned. It will be
found that not only are the chosen
larvae not over 3 days old, but that
From
they are considerably under.
that it would appear that the bees
seem to know that although a 3-daysold larva may not be weaned, it is not
as good for their purpose as something

younger.

Heather Not a Mint

" Let come what will, I mean to bear it out,
either live with glorious victory
>r die with fame, renowned for chivalry.
He is not worthy of the honey-comb

And
<

That shuns the hives because the bees have
stings."

Among

so

much

that

is

good,

it

to find one or two
of the sisters of ex-

would not be strange

things that some
perience might question.

paragraph

Here

is

one

:

"Emergency Cells"

in

Rearing

Queens
It

that

has been pretty well tested and proved
'emergency cells" do not, as a rule,

In the article on " Mints as HoneyPlants," by Prof. Cook (page S30), he
classes " the famous heather of Scotland as one of the mints." That is a
mistake, and leads me to infer that
Prof. Cook has not seen heather.

native
I have gathered heather in its
habitat— on the moors of "Bonnie
Scotland," and I have pressed speci-

mens now

in

my

possession.

I

was

not a botanist then, nor am I much of
one now, yet enough to be able to consult

"Gray's Manual

of

Botan "for

—
Aug.

23.

1906
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what he has to say of the " Heath
family."
"Ericaceae (Heath family) is a large
orje, very various in many of the characters." Throughout the whole family the flowers are " regular, or nearly
so." The Azalea, the Rhododendron,
and the Rhodora, are members of the
Heath family so also is the Whortle;

berry.

Heather itself is " an evergreen under-shrub." It is very difficult to keep
our impressions the ideas we form^
separate from /acts, but it is especially
important that a teacher do so. I think
Prof. Cook will be glad of the correction.
What we write in the American
Bee Journal is, as it were, " all in the
family."
[Mrs ] A. L. Amos.
Comstock, Nebr.

—

it

will succeed in

demonstrating

other places needs

— and also whether other

men will succeed in "walking the
rope " as well as the expert. Page 538.
Ideal Plan for Locating OutApiaries.

Mr. Townsend's ideal of an out-apiary business seems to be 3 yards as
near home as may be, and 3 yards more
far enough away to get into totally
different pasturage
say clover for
main crop in one region, and raspberry
for main crop in the other.
Looks
wise. In a year when one region has
a short crop a different region has a
fair chance of harvesting a good crop.
If you can get at a region where buckwheat is largely cultivated, and yields
well, then almost anything else will
do to alternate with that. Sad to relate, buckwheat is a rather poor stick
to lean on in most places.
Page 540.

—

Mr.

/iastyk

erfhou

Contrariness and Obstinacy of

The "Old Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliab!
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Empty Combs as Anti-Swarm Protectors.

Exactly how much it's worth I don't
know. Providing it was sound and
true,
always, it might be handy.
Stachelhausen thinks there is a limit
to the anti-swarm protection afforded
by empty comb. It is an axiom that
abundant clean, empty comb, nicely
adjacent the brood-nest, will usually
prevent the bees from thinking about
swarming. He thinks that with 2500
square inches of brood, or more, they
will

swarm anyhow.

some readers

may

strike

It would
than usual to

as a sly joke.

take 11 frames

amount

This

to that

fuller

much.

If bees

swarm

mainly of discontent because the
younger class are carrying lots of prepared larval food which can not be
used anywhere, then the rule suggested
seems improbable. Hard to see how
sealed brood could have any direct
bearing in the matter
and unsealed
brood, if there was enough of it, should
have a direct bearing the other way
prevent swarming altogether by furnishing a market for all the food.
;

Page

533.

xvaniing to do it. Why should she?
Possibly a bit jealous that so many
bees should be busy with work she has
no direct connection with, and in rooms
where she can not go. But that hardly
covers the difficulty with 3-story hives
and no excluders. And, perhaps also,
it's mostly the bees rather than the
queen that move the nest don't like
much space above it.

Drones and

—
Swarming — Caged

Queens.
So Mr. Hatch thinks bees never
swarm unless there are some drones
present.
is

Neither will they unless there
present. Neither will they

Bbes.
Not sure I can solve the problem
given by Lewis on page 542. I rather
gness there was nothing the matter
either with the bees or the manipulation.
They just took a notion to be
contrary and stuck to it to the end.
Obstinacy is one of the bee's strong
points. Their'killingof the queen and
bees in the nucleus certainly seems a
very extreme case.

Langstroth Frame vs. British
Standard.

No doubt

the British standard frame
but I think the Langstroth (3,?s inches longer, and % deeper)
is somewhat
better for America in
is a

good frame

which

it

;

flourishes.

Page

553.

some air

unless there is some of Uncle Sam's
jurisdiction present. (Say King Edwards, ye who live across the border.)
But when Mr. Hatch tells about his

experience with caged queens we do
well to listen.
To cage awhile and
then release is one grand gum-game
to head off swarming. He finds that
even in a great cage, on two caged
frames, she sulks while a prisoner, and
is superseded soon after she gets out.
His grand conclusion is that swarming

and indication of vigor, and
that pretty much everything repressive
of it depresses vigor and so does harm.
This is a big doctrine if not big truth
and better we don't play wayside hearer

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or Dr. C. C.Miller,
Marengo, 111. (Dr. Miller does nut
answer Questions by mail.)

is effect

3-Story Hivbs and Queen's Laying.

A

matter mentioned by Mr. Ferris,
page 537, will bear some more thinking
over.
Bees occupying 3 stories incline
to half abandon the lower one.
Sometimes they put considerable pollen in
it and
not much of anything else.
That's not the way the keeper wishes
things to proceed. Even if he is willing the queen should go above he decidedly wants the main headquarters
of the brood-nest to remain below.
With ordinary 2 story hives and excluder I think the queen usually tries
to get above.
Occasionally she succeeds.
In this case do we ever find,
at the close of the season, the lower
story normally well-filled with honey ?
Strikes me we never do— and in this
connection I fear that there has been
some waste somehow of what the colony might have accomplished. We
can prevent the queen from moving
the brood apartment upstairs. I wish
we were further able to keep her from

strange Noise from a Colony of Bees

;

Page 537.
Many Factors

to

it.

in

the Swarming

Impulse.
'Spects Mr. Aspinwall also enunciates a big truth when he says
great many factors enter into and constitute the swarming impulse."
His
experiments
on 40 colonies for 10
years— can not be called petty nor desultory. The most singular thing is
:

"A

—

that he should find it necessary to use
Vinch spacers between sections. This
is just half the width he uses between
brood-combs. Even with the spacers
he puts on 72 sections at once.
must allow some margin for an inventor's enthusiasm, but Mr. Aspinwall's assertion that his hive does succeed in keeping bees free from the
swarming impulse in a swarmy season

We

should count for something.

Whether

I heard a very strange thing to-day in our
apiary here. We noticed in working among
the hives that there was a noise which came
from one of our hives which sounded very
much like the low, soft noise a hen makes
over a brood of chickens in the evening. It
was quite strong and came out at intervals in
the morning. It did not 6eem possible that
the bees or a queen could create this, and we
opened the hive, but were unable to And the
source. It may be that this is a common
occurrence, but it is something new on us.
We thought possibly that the noise came
from the locality of the hive, and was not
from the interior, but we could find nothing
exterior that would or could cause it. I will
thank you if you would give me your ideas
on this, just to gratify my curiosity.

Wisconsin.

Answer. — I can't tell what made the noise.
The loudest noise made by a single bee is
that made by a queen; and you are probably
acquainted with the piping and
quahking of a queen not to mistake it for
sound. Of course, bees unitedly
other
some
sulliciently

make sounds

louder

than

that

made by

a

"

Aug.

23,

1906
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queen, as the roaring of a swarm. «i:d the
roar that can be heard several rods from the
apiary after a hard day's work in a heavy
Bat, as you describe it, if made by any
part of a colony it must have been by a single
bee.
It would rather look as if the noise
came from something else than the bees. And
yet, if you were rather close to the hive when
the sound was made, and especially if the
noise was made after you had beeu having the
hive open and had closed it, it may have been
made by a bee that was caught fast. At any
rate, I have at times heard a worker make a
noise much as you describe a sort of 'huckling sound rapidly repeated, utterly different
from the noise made by a queen, and I think a
bee is always caught fast when it makes that
flow.

—

sound.

Trouble fro:n Bee-Moth— Feeding
and Italianizing

it it needs food, but I feel
better satisfied if every colony is 60 heavy
with stores that it needs no feeding in the
spring.
From now on is the best time to
feed • not in spring. See that there is so
much honey in the hive that there will be no
I
possible need of feeding in the spring.
know of no better advice to give you, and if
you will follow it you will be all right. The
kind of feeding I advise against is feeding a
But
little each day in bad weather in spring.
I never advise against feeding to have a good

colony in spring

;

supply on band.
3 As already 6aid, there is no better time
than now to get one or more Italian queens,
and by following the instructions that accompany the queens you will stand a chance of
being successful, although there are likely to
be some failures in the matter of introduction.
As to the best place to get queens, I
refer you to the advertising columns of
You are exactly right in your
this Journal,
idea of introducing Italian blood every year

must

1. I am " up against it " already.
I bought
3 colonies of bees of a neighbor, and put them
in new dovetailed hives. They were large
colonies.
I moved them
of a mile in the
evening after they were hived. I brought
".
the last one home July
The bees came
through in poor shape here, and were late in
swarming. 1 noticed 5 days ago about '20
young bees on the alighting-board, and the
old bees were tugging them away. I had a
bee-man, who claims to know a great deal
about bees, look at them, and he said there
were more young bees than the old ones could
feed, and they were killing them off.
He
found 3 moth-worms in the hive, and about
or 3>j quarts of bees. The 8 frames were
about half full of comb, and that about 4
brood and 1-10 honey no sealed honey. I
took the cover off to-day, and found a mothworm on the end of the frame. I was afraid
it would set them back to smoke them, and
they were a little cross. I find about the
same number of young, dead bees every morning.
We have had lots of white clover and a
good honey-flow ever since I got them, unless
it is just at present.
The clover is about
gone, but buckwheat is coming on now. I

%

is any black blood in
But remember that
your neighborhood.
merely having a colony of pure Italians in
your apiary is not enough. You must take
pains to see that most or all of your colonies
are headed with queens of the right sort.
When you've done the best you can in that
direction there is still chance enough for
black blood from black drones of your neighbors within a mile or two. Any advice you
desire toward helping you will be cheerfully
given in this department.

or two, so long as there

:;

Reports a
experiences

'

—

have 5 colonies now.
2. I understand that you do not advise a
greenhorn to feed, and yet it is very important.
I want to learn, and am willing to
listen to you.
I would like to learn how to
feed bees, and get them in shape for the
honey-flow.

would

like to requeen

a colony or 60
Could 1 not put an Italian
queen in a hive, keep swarming down as
much as possible, and by requeening every
year or so keep them pure? When is the
best time to requeen? and where is a good
and cheap place to get queens?
3.

I

with Italians.

I want to try to learn to get my money out
of the bees.
I am willing to work with these
5 colonies, and don't expect to go any deeper
until I make a success with them.

Pennsylvania.
Answers. — 1. From what you say it

is

quite possible that the bee-moth is responsiWhen the larv*
ble for the whole trouble.
of the bee-moth spin their webs through the
combs, young bees nearly or altogether ready
to emerge from their cells are injured by these
larva; or their webs sufficiently to mike the
older bees cast them out. The best thing to
do is to get in a good strain of Italian blood,
and they will keep the moth at bay. No better time in the year than now to get an Italian queen, and then you will have an established colony of Italian stock next year from
which you can Italianize the rest. A weak
colony of common bees is likely to give up to
the worms, but a very small number of Italians will clean them out.
In the limitations of this department it
is not always easy to avoid misunderstandIt is true that I have advised a novice
ing.
against feeding; and it is true that I have
advised feeding in the strongest terms. One
of the worst things you can do is to leave your
bees short of stores in the spring, and I never
have advised against feeding when such a
thing occurs. I feel well satisfied to feed a
:.'

Buying op Rearing Queens
In the first place, do you want to buy your
queens or rear them yourself? Watch for the
opening of the honey-flow; that is, the flowBe sure they yield
ers that yield the honey.
honey. If they do not yield, you will have to
feed while you work my plan on your own
rearing of queens. You will want a hive exactly the same 6ize as the one you want your
queens from, which is, of course, the best for
Then take the empty hive, have
honey.
frames with full sheets of foundation wired
T
and embedded. Y ou will need a 7 or an S
frame hive; then lift the hive that has the
colony that you want to rear from put the
uew hive on the same stand and in the same
place; hunt the queen out, and on whatever
i'rame of brood you find her put that frame
with the queen in the center of the new hive;
put a queen-excluding honey-board on top of
the new hive; place the old hive with the 7
frames on top of the new hive; close any
flight-hole that may be in the top hive, and in
about S days you will have a lot of queen;

cells sealed.

Then take each frame out separately, find
the best cell on each frame, cut all the rest,
and put the longest and thickest one in a new
If you
hive, with a frame with comb in it.
have no comb, use full sheets of foundation,
and put a division-board or dummy on the
side of the foundation; then as soon as the
queens have mated, or say before they have
mated, that is about 3 days after hatching,
Just hunt
treat hive No. 2 the sameasNo. 1.
the queen out, stand the frame to one side,
take out a comb, shake the bees off, and put
one in each of the 1 frame nuclei; put frames
with full 6heets of foundation, as stated
treating No. 1, but you put No. 1 on top.

in

a good way to make increase, as you
over the same in about 3 or 4 weeks.
You must also see that the colonies are always
supplied with frames and foundation as fa6t
as needed
also, they must never get scarce
of feed.
If you buy your queens from some breeder
you can save a lot of valuable time aod put

This

can go

is

all

;

away for winter in better shape,
fur honey-flow you are likely to get

the colonies

and

in a

a nice surplus, to boot.

This

is

only for beginners

Those who have a

crease.

who need inlot of colonies

better only increase to 4 or 5 from
Julius Happel.
every 2 colonies.

would

Evansville. iDd., July 31.

Bees Carrying Water at Night—
Worker Reared in Queen-Cell

An Arkansas bee-keeper wrote some time
ago about night-working bees, and that he
would rear hi6 queen6 from that particular
colony. Several years ago, if I mistake not,
it was claimed that bees, like decent girls,
stay at home at night. Mr. Root, however,
makes fun of the reports of night-working
bees, by saying that possibly such a man's
bees were crossed with lightning-bugs! I
sleep only 10 feet from my nearest colony of
bees, and I hear them on every hot night
going after water. I have known bee6 to go
more than 100 feet any night, moonlight or
starlight, after water, provided there are no
corners to be turned, or they are not wedged
or hedged about by any kind of undergrowth.
Probably this explains why so little is known
in some places about bees working at night.
One curious thing about water-carrying by
night is, that only one bee, and no more,
leaves at a time but the very second she sets
her foot on the alighting-boird with water,
No time is
off goes another bee for more.
While on the wing, these waterwasted.
cirrying bees utter that peculiar hissing
sound, though not nearly as high as when
they are ready for an attack.
Several bees followed me 100 yards every
moonlight night last May clear to my house,
when it was necessary to feed a few nuclei,
provided I stood at the hive a minute or two.
If, however, I dropped a piece of comb honey
(unsealed, of course) and left at once, no bees
would follow me around.
Some time last March a neighbor came after
me to separate some nice 5-banded Italian
virgin queens which were kept from swarming on account of cool weather. In cutting
out sealed queen-cells, all of which contained
large yellow virgin queens ready to emerge, I
noticed one cell at least 2 inches long. In
cutting it open, out cam? a perfect workerI caged her promptly, carried her home
bee.
and clipped her wings, so I could not be deceived, and introduced her in a glass hive.
She remained a perfect worker. The usual
amount of driedup jelly was missing in this
worker-bee's cell. The septum was intact,
so no wax-worm deprived this pirticular inmate of her proper amount of queen-food.
D. J. Pawletta.
Fort White, Fla.
;

Rose Lawn Queens
" Beauty

is

Sk inDeen"

Results Count
;;

The
customer in Pennsylvania writes:
Pure Gold queen you sent me has 9 frames
take
5100 for
full of sealed brood. I would not
Send me another like her.
her.
''I have
From an Indiana bee-keeper:
handled queens for 20 jears, but the Golden
you sent me is the largest, fiaest and most
Please send me 3 more as
prolific I ever saw.
soon as possible."
From Illinois: "I never saw bees work
Red Clover until to-day when I counted more
than 20 on Red Clover blooms in my yard.
They came from the hive containing the Red
Clover Queen bought of you."
Plenty of these queens for you. Get good
A request will bring cage containing
stock.
sample workers of any race we have.
Requeen now and have plenty of early
brood next spring.
Italians and Carniolans— Untested. ?oc;
Tested, $1 ; 6 foi
for $4.
for
Caucasians and Banats— Untested, si
6 for $8,
T>
$5.

A

:

J

ROSE LAWN APIARIES,

33A4t

Sta. C.

LINCOLN, NEB

i

:
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American Ttee Journal
CONVENTION NOTICE.

Italian

Queens

ked Clover and 5-banded

Untested

strains.

Queens, 75c; Select Untested, $1.00;
$1.50; Select Tested, $2.50.
30Atf

Mention

National in Texas.— The National Bee-

Tested,

H. M.

PARKER, JR.

M"

JAMES ISLAND, S. C.
when writing.

Journal

Keepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. S, 9, and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a time when
the Texas Far is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other parts of the country.
Flint, Mich.
W. /. Hutchinson, Sec.

Yellow From Tip to Tip

My

Adel Queens and Bees are exceedingly
handsome.
Non-swarmers and practically
non-stingers. Hustlers for honey; in fact,
are regular Red Clover Bees.
Catalog ready.

Each queen,

HENRY ALLEY

|1,

WENHAM, MASS.

30A6t

Choi ce

Que ens

Caucasians— Untested, 75c; Tested, $1.00.
and Carniolans
Untested, 60c;

—

Italians

Tested, 75c. A postal card will bring
cular and full price-list for 1906,

my

cir-

Missouri.

Secretary, or to Mr. M. E. Tribble, at Marshall,
Mo.; Secretary of the Saline County BeeKeepers' Club, to facilitate the reception
committee in taking care of the bee-keepers
on arrival of the trains. Hotel accommodations can be obtained at reasonable rates, or
board and lodging can be secured at 50 or 75
cents per day at private boarding houses, for
those who will write to Mr. Tribble, asking
him to arrange for them. There are over
41,000 bee-keepers in Missouri. Let there be
1000 of them at Marshall, Oct. 2 and 3.

Robert
4263 Virginia

— The

annual meeting of the
Missouri State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held at the Circuit Court Room at Marshall, Mo., Oct. 2 and 3, 1906.
All bee-keepers are invited to attend and to join the Association. This is going to be an important
meeting, as steps in preparing for the canvass of the State in the interest of the foulbrood bill to be brought before our Legislature at its session next January are to be considered.
Elaborate preparations are being
made by the Saline County Bee-Keepers' Club
for the reception of bee-keepers, and badges
are being prepared, and will be sent to all
those applying for them to the undersigned

St., St.

A. Holekamp, Sec.
Louis, Mo.

Seeds of Honey-Plants
Seven heads Turnips, Motherwort, Catnip at
5c per package, postpaid; 24-lb. Shipping Cases
complete wiih glass, 14: each.
H. S. DUBY, the Bee-Man, St. Anne, ill.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

26A13t

"

It Is

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.
when writing.

26A13t

Mention

Bee Journal

100

"sar

Honey-Queens
BY RETURN MAIL

Bee-Keepers
If

you want Sections that you can put a

full

We

sheet of foundation ia 4 sections at once; or an/
other Bee-Supplies, send fcr Catalog to
20Atf
A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

can mail

tested Italian

SORT

5?

fit.

\S. *S!S1 P.1»J

AT ONCE

200 of our fine Standard-Bred
at these special prices

Un-

Honey-Queens

1 tor 70c;
-

Italian

» tor $2.00: G lor $3.75; 19 tor 87. OO.

Queen with the Weekly American Bee Journal for 1 year— both for SI. 40. Or, we
will send one Free as a Premium to any subscriber (whose own subscription is paid up at
least to the end of 1906), for sending us $1.00 and the name and address of a
subscriber
Or,

1

NEW

for one year.

Here

is

an unsolicited testimonial taken from many similar ones:

George W. York & Co.— The Queen

received of you a few days ago came through O.K.. and I want
is a beauty.
I immediately introduced her into a colony'which had been queenless for 20
She was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely, lam highly pleased with her and your
promptness in filling my order. My father, who is an old bee-beeper, pronounced her very fine. You will
hear trom me again when am in need of something in the bee line.
E. E. MCCOLM.
Marion Co., 111.. July 13, I9u5.
Better order at once if you want some of our fine Queens.
Address,
to say that she

days.

1

GEORGE W. YORK &

.
if;*

*.*
i#*

334 Dearborn

CO.,

*

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

*.• *V *V *V
•% .•
*>: «V •* V» *V V» *V *V -»V *V «V «V •'• *V •*• *V V^'.»
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iji

I

Tti6 Frisco is the Line
To

-J Never
-i

'And

last

from

Go Out p

5 to 21 years

OTISVILLE,

i"A.,

Jan.

oo

i

18, 1904.

Dear Sir: — I have tried almost everything In
the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers your new style 1b
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of It. Those remarks Induced me to get mine.
Fred Fodnkr.
Mention Bee -Journal when writing.

f
#
iji

Meet W.

New York

J.

Bryan

upon his return
from Europe, and take advantage of
the low rate excursion over the Nickel
Plate Road, from Chicago, August 28th
and 29th. Tickets good returning leaving New York City September 4th.
Chicago depot, L,a Salle St. Station.
Information furnished upon application to John Y. Calahan, General
Agent, 107 Adams St., Chicago.
22—32A3t
in

City,

iji

take to the Bee-Keepers' Convention. Firstclass equipment all the way.
Through service from

I
i
^
^
ijt

Chicago to San Antonio with exception of change at *<?
St. Louis.
You run through the beautiful Ozarks
over this scenic line to the Southwest. The conven- $fe
the *&
tion is held at San Antonio in November
weather is delightful it is just the time to see this ^
;

;

great section at

its best.

Jjv

For additional information

f

.

H.

writel

RICHARDSON, General Passenger Agent,

CHICAGO,

ILiLi.

TfT

J
ife

—
Aug.

;

23, 1906

Italian

and Caucasian

AND NUCLEI

BEES, QUEENS,

Choic; be rue-bred and imported stock.
All Queens
reared in full colonies.
Prices of Italians in JULY

AND AFTER:

One Untested Queen
$ .65
" Tested Queen
90
" Select Tested Queen 1 10
" Breeding Queen
1.65
1-comb nucleus (noqueen) .80
"
"
"
140
2
"
"
"
3
2 00
1 Un. Caucasian Queen, 1 25
"
"
1 Tested
1.75
Safe arrival guaranteed.
For prices on larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens, send for free catalog.
J. L.
16Atf
204 E. Logan St., Clarinda, Iowa.

STRONG

Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriplive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
every bee keeper to have our Catalog. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write
to-day.

A special discount is offered on all Queens
and Bees ordered to be delivered before the
close of the season of 1906.
Pure stock, pure
mating, and excellence in grade guaraa

60., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103

S.

mjt

Address,

teed.

11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.

Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son, Salina, Kau.

1

Catalogs issued in English or German.

and Caucasian Queens

Italian

Address,

KRETGHMER MFG.

O
»N
V

JW

ROBERT
Mention

Queens
tlentlon

Just Received a

Second

lonrn:il

Ret?

«vh*-ii

writings'*

McCAIN,
R. F. D.

ILL.

when

Now Ready

writing;.

to Mail

None better at any price. Untested at 50c
Warranted at 75c; Tested at $1.00. Discount
on quantity.

LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

GRANT ANDERSON,

Hand 60 -lb. CANS

=

B.

YORKVILLE.
Bee Journal

2Atf

— Two in a Case. —

SABINAL, TEXAS.

20Atf

when

Bee Journal

Mention

writing;.

loore'sSlrain of Italians
As Red-Clover Workers

The cans

are just as good as new, and

we

are offering

them

for quick 6ale at the follow-

ing prices:
In lot6 of

W.

T. Davison, Velpen, Ind., says:

"When

5 cases of 2 in a case. .. .50e a case
•'
"
"
10
2
...45c

In lots of 100 cases of 2

in

In lots of 25 cases of 2 in a case
40c a case
"
"
"
"
50
2
....35c
32c a case
a case
I

other bees are loaflug, your stock
go to work on red clover, and they seem to
have a kind of get-up about them that the
They have never
other bees don't have.
failed to work on red clover, and many times
them
on
it when there was
I have found
plenty of white clover."

GRIGGS BROTHERS,

521 Monroe St.. Toledo, Ohio
Mention

25AM

when

Bee Journal

writing.

Untested Queens, 75c each; six, $4; dozen,
Select Untested, si each; six, $5;
dozen, *9. Safe arrival and satisfaction guar-

$7.50.

I

r

what we are making

— DOVETAILED
We carry

J. P.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

a full line of

SUPPLIES.

Ask

A

fice

Honey-Gathering Strain

GEORGE W. BARNES.

17A26t

138

Mention

N. Pleasant St

Bee

Journal

,

Norwalk, Ohio

when

writing.

J.

P.

Mated to choice
six, $5.00.

MOORB STRAIN

drones

Select Untested, $1.00;

M. PARRISH,

Lawrence, Kan.

30A5t

Bee Journal

when

writing:.

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to

MFG. CO.
PAGE & LYON Wis.
London,

r.f.d.i

Morgan, Ky.
J,

in stock none better. Dittmer's Foundation and all kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies
sold right. Thousands of Shipping-Cases, 24pound, 13c; Fancy White Basswood, 16 cents.
;

Honey
free

list,

W.

D.

28Etf

New

Mail,

to do so until the

for Catalog.

WALTER

Mention

By Return

Mention Bee Journal when writing.

CO., Harshfield, Wis.

Red Clover Queens

of

Italians and Carniolans, at 75 cents
each; 3 for $2; 6 for I3.E0; or $ 6 SO per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, ft each, or $10 a dozen.

orders

MOORE,

26Elf

kept

AllPPIIC
UUGCII3

filling

shall probably be able

close of the season.

for our customers.

THE flARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ

am now

and

And Prompt Shipments
Is

Descriptive circular free.

anteed.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

^
I

and Beeswax wanted. Send for
and save 20 percent on your order.

SOPER

(Route 3) Jackson, filch.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Low Rate Excursion to New York
On August 28th and 29th, the Nickel
Plate Road will sell tickets to New
return, at rate of one
fare plus $2.00, from Chicago. Return

York City and
limit,

September

4th, leaving

New York

For detailed information, call
City.
on or address, John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 107 Adams St., Chicago.

21— 32A3t

!
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If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Pouder "

I

^

i«i

«

23, 1906

weeks for
10 Cents

10

The Farmers' Review
CHICAGO

BEE-SUPPLIES
A

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

No

weekly paper for practical farmers.

shirt-sleeve editing but correspondence

from

actual farmers relating practical experiences.

Fully illustrated and printed on good paper.
Sent on trial 10 weeks for 10 cents. Address,

Everything- used by BeeKeepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

FARMERS' REVIEW

Prompt Service.

.-.

Catalog Free.

.'.

iooi Ellsworth Bldg.,

BEESWAX WANTED

OOLDEN AND LEATHER-COLORED

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade.
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your Dame to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.

ITALIANS

I

f
m
2[

WALTER

rOUDER,

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

29A7t

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Pi ice of

Golden Queens.

Before July

1st:

Untested, $1 each 6 for 15; 12 for $9. Warranted
each; 6 for $7; 12 for $13. Tested, $1.50
each. S sleet Tested, $2. Aft;r July 1st: Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4; one dczen, $7. Warranted Tested. $1.25 each; 6 for 17; one dozen,
$13.
Tested, $1.£0; Select Tested, 2; Breeders,
!5.
Caucasian Queens will be ready to mail
July 1st; Untested, $1 each; 6 for $5. Warranted
Teste d, $1 40 each ; 6 for $8.
We have three yards— two Italian and one
Caucasian and mean to meet the demand of
the trade. Prices of Nuclei on application.
:

$1.25

—

Mention

when

Bee Journal

writing.

D. J. BLOCHER. Pearl City, 111.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

29Atf

CAUCASIAN QUEENS

Queens By Return Mall

lean furnish a limited number of Queens of
this popular variety, bred from a Tested Queen
sent me by the Agricultural Department, all
mated in a mating yard away from all other

bees, so that all of my Queens will be almost
sure to be purely mated. These choice Queens
only $1.00 each.
C. W.
34Etf
L.B.4S4, SPIRIT LAKE, IOWA.

Queens from our

3-band Italians
will not disappoint you bees are gentle aud the
best of honey-gatherers. Queens are large and
prolific, and every one guaranteed.
Untested,
50c, $6 per doz. Tested, $1 each.
flue strain of
;

J.

PRICE

19Atf

W. K

SHAW &

LOREAl'VILLE.

CO.

Iberia Co.,

LA.

Goods in Michigan
Wa Sell Root's
you prices on Sections, Hives,
Let us quote
Foundation, etc., as
freight.

we can save yon time and
Beeswax Wanted for Cash.
M. H. HUNT A80N.
Bbll Branch, Watnb

Co.,

sffltiffimmMtmammfflimmm

WE WILL BUY

|
New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

P»
ll

you have a crop to
dispose of, write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.

I

WE WILL SELL

P
is

to Bee-Keepers,

grades Honey.

in

any quantity.

If

whose crop

is not large enough to supply their trade, various
Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

you.

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at any time of the year,

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265 & 267 Greenwich Street

Mich

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

J
1

Aug.
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American Itee Journal |
Goods

Excellent

Headquarters ** Bee-Supplies

Lowest Prices

Bee

WANTED-HONEY

Supplies!

-

White Clover Extracted and Comb. Mail

OF ALL KINDS

ESTABLISHED

25

sample and state lowest price expected, delivered in Cincinnati.
We pay cash on

YEARS

delivery.

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,
The

SOc a year.)

lustrated

Let

and best

largest

il-

magazine

of its kind for tht
Edited by two of thi

price published.

me

book your
Order for

I

I.

A >«>.

^

bred
separate
^^1 ^FT^^^™^T^T«n
th<r<,il)LUE» WEI.
I
fc, fc, |\|
KJ LOWS, I'lKl'IO%J M i JJll
RED CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.
ff

^Cf,

[

most experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

bee

-

For

large, illustrated Price-List 01
Supplies free on application. Address.

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAflESTOWN,

N. Y.

catalog, page 29.

TI

C.
Office

my

H.W.WEBER =

keepers

Our

prices, refer to

Aug 3— Comb honey finds ready
and No. 1 at 14@l5c per
way. This is a poor market
jobbing
in a
]or grades lower than No. 1. The receipts of
extracted honey are normal, although the demand is not so good as it was 60 days ago.
Nevertheless, there s no material change in
prices. Selling amber in barrels and cans at
5@6V£c; fancy white at6V(«85£c. For choice
beeswax, free from dirt, 30c per pound, delivThe Fred W. Muth Co.
ered here.
Cincinnati,

sale here for fancy

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
consigning, buying or selling, consult

pound

f)oney anb

* 33eestr>ax*
Chicago, Aug. 6.— There is now offered some
good lots of comb honey and while the trade in
it is not active, it is taken at 15@l 6c fur fancy.
14@15c for No.l, 12@13c for fan* y amber, aLd
8(3 10c for fancy daik.
Extracted is slow of
sale with prices according to quantity and quality. White extracted, 6H'« "He; amber,5k'" 'Kc;
dark, 5@5)4c. Beeswax, 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
,

Denver, July 30.— Some small lots of new
ccmb honey coming in now; crop promises to
be light. At the present we are selling No.l
white at $3.25 per case of 24 sections; No- 2 at $3.
We are paying 24; per pound for clean yellow

wax

delivered here.

f

Toledo, July

30.

— The

market on comb

honey

at this writing is rather unsettled, as
dealers are waiting to see what the market is
going to do. Theie has not been very much
honey offered as yet and b»e-keepers seem to be
holding their crop for a larger price. Fancy
white comb would bring here in a retail way
14@l5c; some extra lots, lSJ^c; No. 1, 14c, with
very little demand for lower grades. Extracted
white clover in bairels wonld brirg 6©5Hsc;
cans the same. Beeswax 26@23c.

Griggs Bros.

The

R. A.

16(2-17 j

readily; No.

1,

C

Cincinnati, July 21.— We are having new
to arrive and it finds ready sale;
fancy white at 14J*c; and No, 1 at 13>6c. Extracted, white clover, in barrels, at 7^c; in
cans, 8l^c; amber, 5kto5J<c. Beeswax, 30c.

comb honey

C.

Walter

S.

Pouder.

Philadelphia, Aug. 9.— Advices from

differ-

ent points are rather conflicting in regard to
the honey crop this season, and. consequently,
there is no market price established. Some new
arrivals of comb honey sell at 13(3>15c, according to quality, and extracted at 6(5, 7c. Beeswax
firm,

28c

We are producers of honey

on commission.

and do not handle
Wm. A. Selskk.

Jellu

Tumblers at Reduced Prices

and keeping your market supplied. No
other class to economical. Write for quotaers

OREL

tions.
301 Huntington

65c

for

L.

HERSHISER,

Avenue, - BUFFALO, N. Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

12 Names f^.?£fi^„f ££

stamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. tbe Farmer 8
Call— reu. sub. price 4"C a year. P.C. is a wkly., 2s
a year. Sample free,
old, l,3uci pases
years uiu,
e
i*

KAttMBB s CA fjL
,

New York,

—We

,

July 10.
still have some defor comb honey, mostly for white grades,
which sells at from l3(o>14c, according to qualvery limited demand for light amter,
ity.
with sufficient supply, and prices ruling at
about 12c. Extracted in fairly good demand,
with sufficient supply to meet all requirements.
Quite some arrivals from the South, and common grades are selling at from 50@58c per gallon, and better grades at from (j0@6Sc per gallon. California strong, and v bite is selling at
from 7<5)7$<c,and light amber at from 6@6Hc.
No near-by honey in the markets as yet. Beeswax steady at 30c per pound.

i

Quincy,

111.

WANTED
To

hear from parties with their lowest cash
fancy comb honey tn
no-drip shipping cases; also extracted honey.
~Xc are cash buyers, and remit on receipt of
goods.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

27Atf

51

HlLDRETH

&.

SRGELKEN

Getting Subscriptions at Fairs.—
The season of annual fairs will soon be here.
Perhaps some of our readers would like to
take subscriptions for the American Bee Journal at their local fairs. If so, kindly write us

and sample copies (telling how
maoy wanted). We would like to have one
or more representatives at each fair.
for terms

Walnut

St.,

Bee Journal

Mention

Cincinnati, Ohio.
when writing,

The Emerson Binder.
This Emeison stiff-board Binder with cloth
bach for the American Bee Journal we mall for
but 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Jonrnal for one year— both for only tl.50. It 1*
a fine thin? to preserve the copies of the JonrIf yon hav.
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no further binding Is necessary.

QEORQE W. YORK &

334

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Dearborn Street,

WANTED
To buy

for cash,

Honey.
31AlSt

It.

$8.00

Fancy Comb and Extracted
A. HOLEKAMP,
Ave St. Louis, Mo.
Journal when writing.

4263 Virginia

Bee

Mention
to

New York

,

City and Return

from Chicago, on August

plus 52.00,
28th and 2'»th, via the Nickel Plate
Road, with return limit of September
Three
4th leaving New York City.
trains daily, with

modern equipment.

Club

meals, ranging in
from 35 cents to $1.00, also a la
and Mid-day Luncheon 50 cents,

Individual
price
carte

mand

A

III.

price, del vered here, for

H.W. Weber.

YOU CAN DOUBLE YOUR MONEY from
your honey crop by using J ELL * -TUMBLERS OF CORRECT STYLE, as contain-

34A4t

CO.

Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

City, Aug. 9.— On account of the
heavy receipts of all kinds of fruit, the demand
for honey, both comb and extracted, is very
limited. We are quoting No. 1 fancy white in
24 sections at $3: No. 2, at $2.75. There is no
new extracted in market; old stock is selling at
C. Clemons & Co.
5M@6c. Beeswax, 25c.

Kansas

white, 2z less per

pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8<s*9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

BURNETT &

199 South Water St. Chicago.

Indianapolis, July 23.— Fancy white comb
brings

apiarier,

in

served in Nickel Plate dining-cars.
Call on or address, John Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 107 Adams S., Chicago.

2s-32A3t

"The continuous adrerti§er
gets the bulk of the business,
because others are not advertising,

and he

is."

Prompt Shipment

is

the

Watchword

MILLIONS' LEWIS SECTIONS
SHIPPINGThousands of LEWIS CASES
Now

in the warehouses of our Agents ready to
be shipped you at a moment's notice.
Twenty
different distributing points. Wherever you are
you can't get away from Lewis Goods.

These Are Lewis' Agents:
Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph,
Mo.
Frank Rauehfuss, Mgr. Colo-

11.

2.

It

3.

rado Honey-Producers' Association, Denver, Colo.
Cbas. H. Lilly, Pres. Chas. H.

1.

Lilly

Co., Seattle,

Portland,

San Francisco.

Welwyn,

4.

E. H. Taylor,

5.

Stevens, ot C. B.
Cbas. B.
Stevens & Co., Havana, Cuba.
A. G. Woodman, of A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Herts,

England.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

M. Ssott, of C. M. Scott &
Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
A. I. Davis, Sec'y Southwestern
C.

Bee Co., San Antonio, Tex.
Fred Foulger, of Fred Foulger
A Sons, Ogden, Utah,
F. R. Davis, Ass't Mgr. Grand
Junction Fruit Growers'Association, Grand Junction, Colo.

G. B.
Manufacturers

-of-

12

R. C. Aikin, Loveland, Colo.

and

13.

Norris

&

Anspach, Ken-

ton, Ohio.

H. M. Arnd, Mgr. York Honey
& Bee Supply Co., Chicago,
111.

Adam

A. Clarke, Le Mars,
Iowa.
16. M. H. Silvernale, Mgr. Kenyon
Yard, Wisconsin Lumber Co.,
Faribault, Wis.
1". Paul Bachert, Lancaster, Calif.
18. Chas. N. Greene, of Cleaver &
Greene, Troy, Pa.
Ill
A. Lehman, Mgr. Arkansas Valley Honey Producers'Association, Rocky Ford, Colo.
Louis
of
20 B.
C. Hanssen,
Hanssen's Sons, Davenport,
Iowa.
21. Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo
22. L. C. Dadant, of Dadant & So ns
Hamilton, 111.
15

LEWIS

CO.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Office', Factories,

and Warehouses

WATERTOWN, WIS.,

U.S.A.

Established 30 Years.

flnnilrll
Minium

OlIlDllu
v/uuuui)

Tw6nt, U Million Sections
0[]6 Hundr6diTtl0llsand ttjV6S

——

!

!;
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ABOUT A BEE
(Nature Study for Young People)

BY EUGENE SECOR
Ev'ry time she drinks

Here's a bee, my children, see?
Gath'ring sweets for you and me.
On Sir Dandy Lion's crown
She is yellow, that was brown
Yellow with the golden dust
Lent to her in solemn trust;
Blossoms bart'ring gold for gold
Thro' this dusty trader bold.
Dandy Lion seeks a bride,

If

Sends his off'rings far and wide

By

his trusty friend, the bee,
with honey pays the fee.

And

II

See her double pairs of wings
And they are such perfect thingsAirships are as poky snails
Where she spreads her gauzy sails;
While they're getting underway,
Miles she'll go and call it play.
Ill

Hairy legs are good for bees,
Therefore she has six of these.
She has baskets on her knees
T' carry bread for baby bees.
She has hook6 upon her toes
Uses them to climb, and knows

How

to

make

a ladder

Others need a boost or

a

it

up.

tongue like that
hat

i

Notice those two prongs in front
They're put there so she won't bunt
'Gainst her ma some moonless night
When the stars are out of sight;
She just feels her way along
Thro' the dark and midst the throng.
Feelers take the place of hands,
When she meets her dearest friends,
Reaches out as if to say,
" Howdy do? Art well to-day?"
Some wise men think they're her ears
(Feels the sound instead of hears)
These same wise men say she smells
All the fragrant lily-bells,
All the clover fields in bloom,
And the linden's choice perfume.
Thro' these horn-like antennse
Useful, aren't they, to the bee?

VI

where
stair.

these hooks bees hang like strings,
Clasping others' legs or wings.

By

IV
See her suck the honey up
From Sir Dandy Lion's cup
Could you see her hollow tongue
You'd imagine she is young.

But, you say, she has a sting
That is not a pleasant thing.
Yes, but roses, too, have briers,
And too many fond desires
Have a stinger at the end
Sometimes we, too, sting a friend:
Shall we, then, demand of her
All the virtues when we err?
Stingers are for self-defense
'Gainst attempts of violence.

We,

too,

may defend our homes

'Gainst whatever evil comes.
She, like us, will sometimes use

it.

Sometimes in her heat abuse it.
Never saying, " Please excuse it,"
But she seldom fails to lose it.
We may sting, and sting again.
Tho' our friends are dead with pain.

Sucking "lemo" thro' a strawFinest drink you ever saw
i

Yes, but her's is ready-made,
And beats any lemonade;
Sugar'd just to suit her taste
Is it strange that she makes haste
She'll go home and tell the rest
That she's Dandy Lion's guest;
That he fills the golden cup

you had

Would you not throw up your

!

Stingers, children, are all right
When they don't appear in sight.

—

Northwestern
Forest City, Iowa.

I

W
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QUEENSI
BY RETURN MAIL

Golden or Leather-Colored
Italian

A few

unsolicited

what Quirin's queens

testimonials
are doing

showing

:

folks sav tbat your queens are extra-ane.
The A. I. Koot Co., Medina, Ohio.
have good reports from your stock from time
George W. York & Co., Chicago, 111.
to time.
On every hand I hear good words of Quirin's

Our

We

queens.

B. S. K. Bennett, L,os

Angeles, Calif.

Your queens did finely. It was one I purchased
last year that gave me over 600 pounds of honey.
J. L. tiandy, Humboldt, Nebr.
The breeder is surely a very fine one her daugh
;

ters do grandly.

'

„

_,
Campbell & West, Hartstown, Pa.
last year which produced
1 bad a queen of you
bees tbat heat anything ever seen in this part of the
B. L. Messenger. New Haven. Conn.
country.
The nuclei you sent J. A. Adams did just spendidly. Each colony stored at least 75 pounds of

honey.
„
„
F. P. Merritt, 13 Breckenridge St., Lexington, Ky.

A few years ago I bought a queen from you whicb
proved to be the best I had for years.
H.C. Shirley,
Cashier of Liberty Bank, Liberty, S. C.
results of
I hare had the pleasure of seeing the
your queens at Mr. George W. Stanley's apiary, at
Scuffletown, Ky., and that is why I am ordering this
Newburg,
Ind.
C. W. Brenner,
half dozen.
year who
I bought a queen from a neighbor last
said he got her from you. She made for me 19* sections of honey after July 4— the best my other
queens did was 64 sections.
C. E. Woodington, St. Anne, III.
With great respect I write to you in regard to your
dealing and queens. If you want any references
you can refer to me. aB 1 can't recommend you too
highly. Your queens are the best I ever saw. I
have one hive of bees among my 45 colonies containing a queen from you that $50 will not buy.
Morris Coon, Koute 2, Locke, N. Y.

Prices halaice of season

30, 1906

.
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30,
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DADMTS
FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS

3E

m

m

EVERY INCH
Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

No Sagging, No

Loss.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

3

equal to sample
Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.
at all
times

Beeswax Wanted
£

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

The Rietsche Press

BY RETURN MAIL

Made

Fine Italian Queens
Bred to the highest standard of honey-gathering and hardiness. No
disease.
Quality, promptness, safe arrival and absolute satisfaction
guaranteed.
1 Queen
2 Queens 4 Oueens 6 Queens
Untested
SI. 20
?3 60
f.60
S2.40
Tested (or Warranted Tested) 1.00
1 90
3.75
5.50
Select Tested (for breeding purposes) $2.00 each no discount.
It is not mine to command your favors
I'll do more, I'll merit

—

them.

May

I

CHAS. M.
Mention

Bee Journal

when

ask a

trial

—

order?

DARROW— R.F.D. No.

writing.

Factory Prices

SCOTT
& CO.
Wash.
INDIANAPOLIS.

1004. East

indere-

foundation made easily and
?uickly at less than half the cost of buying
rem the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50—cash
with order. Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVIL,I,E,'TENN.

45Atf

n* J.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
"he prefers to pay $25 00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it."— A. G.

FENCE J8SS2

31Atf

Best of everything the bee-keeper needs. Large and complete stock.
Italian and Caucasian Queens. Prompt service. Catalog free.
Get our prices before you order elsewhere.

C. M.

Practically

artificial stone.

and giving entirely satisfactory

Comb

i— Box 19— Milo, Mo.

DErti^OU \r r^LlEii^
29Atf

of

structible,
sults.

Street.

Made of High Carbon coiled wire. We
have no agents. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.

We pay all freight.

...

Fine

and poultryWrite today

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box gg
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

If

IND.

Catalog shows 37

styles and heights of farm
fence. It'sfree. Buy direct.

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

Fire Sale of Bee and Poultry Supplies
Percent on slightly damaged
Prices,
by Return Freight.
Factory
New Lewis Goods at
Come

or send

and

Save 25

to SO

for his

goods.

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Dtecount* to the Trade.

Any bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
Supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
selected out after the fire.
25 to 50 percent reduction.

Z3T Mend tor
Reduced Prices.

list

©t Slightly

Damaged Uoods

to select

from at

Golden Italian or Red Clover Queens by return mail. Untested, 75c Select Untested Queens, SI; Tested, $1.25; Select Tested, $2 25. Full Colonies in up-to-date hives, and
;

Nuclei, for pale.

H. M.

ARND,

Proprietor, York

Honey and Bee-Supply Co. (Not mo
SUPERIOR ST. CHICAGO. ILL.

191 AND 193
(Three blocks north and one block < *i

Long Distance Telephone, North

1S59.

x,l

our old location.)

in Capons
Oaponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit

Big Profits

[CAPON

TOOLS
O. P. Filling

Mention

&

with free Instructions
postpaid $2.50.
f
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
[French Killing KnifeaOC

|Capon Book Free.

Ron,

Hee Journal

Philadelphia, Pa.

ivlieu

tricing.

Aug.
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:

LiDerai combination
The

oners

made — GLEANINGS and the articles named — at a very low combination
You may take advantage of these offers whether you are a new subscriber or old.

following- liberal offers are

rate.

Gleanings one year and the A B C of Bee Culture, postpaid
The leading- Textbook on bee-keeping, by A. I. and E. R. Root.
Gleanings one year and How to Keep Bees, postpaid
This

a very delightful
too-deep manual.
is

$2.00

$2.00

and instructive book by Anna Botsford Comstock.

Gleanings one year and Scientific Queen-Rearing, postpaid
A standard work on queen-rearing, by G. M. Doolittle— originator
and one of the most successful queen-breeders

Highly recommended as]a not-

$1.75
of the Doolitile system of queen-rearing

in the country.

Gleanings one year and Farming Magazine (Monthly) postpaid

A very valuable publication

$1.50

Published by the Doubleday-Page Company, publishers of Country
Life, Garden Magazine, World's Work, etc. Easily the leader among agricultural publications. Sample
for farmers.

copies free upon request.

Gleanings one year and a Bee-Keeper's Pocket-Knife Tool-Kit

$2.10

,

A

very neat, leather, pocket tool-case containing a fine pocket-knife and five detachable
very best steel and sells regularly for $2.25. A handy tool.

Gleanings one year and a Red Clover Queen, postpaid
Gleanings one year and a Standard Corneil Smoker, postpaid

tools.

Made

of the
$1.50
1.85

Questions in regard to any of these combinations will be gladly answered.

Send for the new Gleanings' booklet,

THE BEE LINE TO PROFIT.

GLEANINGS

IN

BEE CULTURE,

Medina, Ohio.
t

<

'<3

PROMPT SHIPMENTS
At this season of the year Supplies are wanted without delay. The crop is being harvested and must be put
up for market. Shipping-cases and honey-packages of all kinds are in demand. We are in position to fill your
orders with the greatest promptness. With full stocks at all branch houses and agents everywhere fully stocked,
your order has best possible attention. Look over list below and find the branch or agent from whom you can
obtain Root's Goods quickest and at the least transportation charges.

SOME SPECIAL SEASONABLE SUPPLIES
Five-Gallon Square Cans
This is the favorite package for shipping extracted honey.
There ean be no shrinkage and consequent leakage, no taiut to the
honey as is often the case with wooden packages. The cans being
square, economize space and are easily boxed.
As we have an overstock of cans for honey we make the following special prices on cans from Medina, to reduce stock. If
ordered from any of our branches or agencies east of the Missouri
River, add 5c a box or 50c per 100 cans to cover freight to those
points.

No. in

;

(Entered at the Post-Office at Chicago as Second-Class Mail-Matter.)

Published Weekly at $1.00 a Year, by George

GEORGE

\V.

YORK,

CHICAGO,

Editor

ILL.,

W. York &
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turers would save themselves much trouble
and annoyance, and could allow even lower
prices, if goods are ordered in large quantities, and to be shipped to one place.

CdifoHal Mote

When

and Comments
vtf'

Dearborn Street.

Co., 3:54

a car;

to selling honey, surely it is
for several producers to load
a bee-keepers' association, to

comes

it

way

a splendid
or,

if

load several car6, rather than to sell and ship
individually, and thus run the risk of more or
less breakage and loss in shipping.

LcG=2ii

We believe that

bee-keepers would do well
groups, and work at

to get together in local

Fresh Blood

in

the Apiary

Experienced bee-keepers need no advice on
Some of the most successful with
bees giving satisfactory service, have still
thought it advisable to get fresh queens from
a number of different sources, in hopes that
something better might be found, or that the
intermingling of new blood might infuse at
If. out of 6
least a little additional vigor.
queens bought, 5 proved inferior, there was
no lamentation, provided the sixth proved at
this point.

least a

little

better than the old stock.

There are thousands of bee-keeper6 going
on from year to year with bees not up to the
average, and yet never having made the
The inslightest effort toward improvement.
vestment of a few dollars, or even a single
dollar, would be likely to yield a profit not to
be despised. Suppose we figure a little. One
of these men has such bees that in a series of
years he has a yield of honey that yields him
on the average a certain amount say S2.50
per colony. If he will spend a dollar for an
untested queen, and requeen his apiary of 50
colonies with that blood, the likelihood is that
instead of S2.50 per colony he will have $3.
In many a case the increase would be a good
deal more, and in some cases less. Let us,
however, be very conservative, and estimate

—

average. Not many apiaries are stocked with
bees of such character that fresh blood might
not bring material gain. In any case it may

be well worth while for many a reader to do
a little figuring and thinking as to whether

he might not do a profitable thing to make a
little change in his stock; this without in the
least conflicting with the thought that proper
selection

own

and breeding from the best

apiary

is

always

In several parts of the country there seems

Neither should the figuring in this line be
away below the

confined to those with stock

much

over a State, or throughout
make much of a success

scattered

the United States, to

of co-operation on such large scales, but if
limited to localities we believe it could be

done

all right.

used to think that something could be
way to handle the honey

in a national

But there seems

to

be too

much

dis-

trust existing ever to accomplish anything if
a whole State, or the whole United 8tate6,

on a co-operation plan.

There

were taken
are always

afraid the other fel-

low

for himself in the

on the part of bee-keepers to
some plan of cooperative effort. This is an excellent idea.

There are two directions in which, so far,
something has been attempted that promises
success, and, in fact, has succeeded to an extent.
One line is that of buying bee-supplies
and the other, marketing the honey crop.

As to buying bee-supplies, it certainly is a
good plan for a number of local bee-keepers
to club together, and have one of their number order for all, then on receipt of the goods
distribute them.

Or,

if

the local bee-keepers

are not too widely scattered, they can form a

bee-keepers'

organization, then select

plies for all the

which has never before had fresh blood introduced can be pretty safely counted on to
gain 5 times as much.

a dif-

benefit themselves through

member

be So. In 5 years it would be {35. Would he
not consider it a profitable thing to have the
investment of a dollar bring him in $25 within 5 or 6 years? The average apiary, however,

is

to be a desire

the purchase of his

per colony, the gain on the 50 colonies would

bee-keepers, that

Bee-keeper6 are usually too

We

Among Bee-Keepers

among

ferent matter.

crop.

Co-operation

when

co-operation

done

that the increase will only

come a year after
new queen. At 10 cents

in his

in order.

co-operation plans mentioned. Of
it comes to State or National

least the

course,

no matter how much he may have done
to help put dollars into the pockets of all.
But if a few local bee-keepers get together,
where all are personally and intimately acquainted with each other, we believe a satisfactory business can be done for all who join
in 6uch co-operative effort.
We should be glad to hear from any who
think they have really practical plans along
these lines; and especially from those who
may already have succeeded satisfactorily, if
deal,

there are such.

some

and have him order supmembers.
In either case, whoever is to do the ordering, can write to several manufacturers for
prices on whatever goods are wanted. In
that way, doubtless, almost wholesale prices
could be secured, as it would be buying in
large quantities or in something like a wholeIt seems to us that quantity should
sale way.
govern prices, and not the fact that a beekeeper is a member of a certain organization.
We should think that dealers and manufacas manager,

will

in

some who are
make a nickel

Where Best

to Market

Honey

Even though the present 6eason has been
rather

unfavorable for

a great

many

bee-

keepers, no doubt there are others who have
been more fortunate, and will have some

honey

to dispose of.

question will arise,

In such latter cases the

Where can

I sell

honey

to

the best advantage?
Perhaps in the majority of instances the

home market

will

the honey crop

is

prove best, especially where
not a large one. It rarely

—

;
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ever pays to ship a small quantity of honey to
a distant market. It would seem that a town
of almost

any size would be able

to use nearly

the small quantities of honey produced
near it, if the town people were properly ap-

all

proached and instructed as to the value of
honey as a food. Of course, the price asked
by the bee-keeper would be a reasonable one.

The

prices for

comb honey

in a retail

way

in

such localities might be put at 2 or 3 cents per
pound above the wholesale prices quoted in
the market columns of the bee-papers.
course, the retail

Of

arrange to take his honey every year. So it
i6 not necessary for the producer to have bis
name and address on honey shipped to the
Many a honey-dealer would not
city market.
handle any honey with the producer's name
on it, for the simple reason that he (the
dealer)

is

working

build up a trade for

to

himself, and not directly for the producer.

When we

were in the
found that if we left the
the producer on any case
would sometimes try to

honey-business we

name and address

of

of honey, the dealer

buy

his

honey direct

the next year from the producer, and thus
cut us out of the deal altogether. This, of
course, was not very enouraging to us after

we had gone

expense in buildOther dealers have
had the same experience, and of course profHowited by the lesson learned, as we did.
ever, as before stated, in the local honey market the name and address of the producer
should always be put upon his goods; that is,
where the producer retails it himself or 6ells
direct to consumers.
to considerable

ing up a trade in honey.

extracted honey
might well beat least double that quoted in
the market reports. In reality, however, a

pound

price of

of extracted honey

food than a pound of

is

^OHscellaneous

worth more for

comb honey,

as usually
included with the
honey, and, of course, the wax in the

the weight of the section

is

comb
comb which is of no real benefit to the consumer. Some people even think it a little
detrimental, although we do not.
Where a bee-keeper has a large quantity of
honey
tail

it

way

often

is

in the

home market, and

impossible to

sell it in

so

it

a re-

must

be shipped to some larger town or city. In
such cases it might be be6t to send a trial
crate of perhaps 100 or 200 pounds, put up in
12 or 24 pound shipping-cases, and 6 or S of
these cases in a shipping-crate, first putting 4
or fi inches of hay or straw in the bottom of
the crate. After nailing a few boards across
the top of the crate, 2 pieces of wood extend-

ing 4 or 6 inches beyond the ends of the crate
should be nailed on the sides, even with the
top of the crate, to be used as handles for the

trainmen to take hold of.
Before shipping honey to a distant market
every precaution should be taken to know
that it is going to a well-known, reliable
dealer.

financial

amount

will

be realized.

There are many bee-keepers who are unable
to supply their local demand. They have
gone about developing it in a successful and
busines6-like manner, and simply have succeeded. What some have thus done others

can al60 do.

The producer's name and address should
always be on every package of honey sold in
the home or local market. It is a great advantage aUo to distribute literature on the
value of honey, telling how and where to keep
it in the home, etc., in the local market.
The

more familiar consumers become with honey
a6 a daily table food, the more of it we are
certain they are going to use ; but here is
where the producer has a large job on his

hands.

Mr. Orel

Jj.

Hershiser,

of the leading bee-keepers of

of Buffalo, one

New York

He must

educate his prospective
consumers if he would reap the largest returns, or develop a good demand for his
honey.
Where the producer is shipping his honey
to a city market, the name and address should
be omitted from both sections and shippingcases, unless the dealer gives his permission
for the name and address to appear.
If a
certain lot of honey sells well after the dealer
receives it, you can rest assured that he will

not forget the,man

who produced

it,

and

will

State,

made us an office call Aug. 18. He reports a
very short crop of honey from his 300 colonies
of bees. His two small children, that were
similarly burned during the past few months,

Mr. H. has several

are recovering nicely.

apiarian

inventions

of

considerable merit,

among them being

a combined bottom-board
and hive-stand, an entrance bee-feeder, and a
wax-extractor. Bee-keepers will learn more
about these things later on.

National Report

Bound

in Cloth.

Mr. Grant Stanley asks this question

While, of course, city people are as anxious
to buy honey as any one, still we would urge
small producers to sell their honey in the
home market, if at all possible. We believe
if a proper effort is put forth to do this, a
larger

flews - Items

Editor American Bee Journal

:

not have the report of the National
Bee-Keepers' Convention bound in cloth, so
it will come to its members in a condition
that it can be read and kept for future referGrant Stanley.
ence?

We know

of no reason why it can not be
so bound, unless it is a question of extra expense.
You see, an association can't do
everything on an annual membership fee of
only $1.00, and perhaps in a majority of cases
only 50 cents, where a local association joins

The extra cost
binding and postage would be about

the National in a body.

of

cloth

20

Of course it is worth it,
comes to handling, reading and pre-

cents per copy.
it

serving the Annual Report.

Perhaps the Board of Directors of the Namatter when getting
out theReportof the San Antonio convention.
tional will consider this

National Financial Condition
eral

Manager N.

E.

Gen-

France, of Platteville,

Wis., has sent us a financial statement dated

Aug.

20, 1906, showing the condition of the
treasury of the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation at that date.

$697 since Nov.

1,

He has received in dues
1905, 710 members paying

50 cents each through local associations, and

342 individual memberships at $1.00 each. For
advertising in the last Annual Report, he received $144.50.
,

There was cash on hand Nov.

1905, $1252.

The

total

expenses from Nov.

1,

The

1905, to

$1395.36.

is

There was on

$69S.

Honey-Producers'

$1408.27

League

Fund

of

held separate, having been raised

for special purposes.

The

last

Annual Report cost $831.80

for 3000

copies, or about 28 cents each, postpaid.

A

crop report sent to the membership cost $75
reporting the last National Convention, $100;
printing and mailing, $456.80; and postage

and express charges,

$200.

be seen from the foregoing figures
that the General Manager of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association does quite a business, for which he is paid a very small amount
It will

— hardly to be

—

Why

when

Aug. 20, 1906, were
hand Aug. 20, 1906,

In fact, there

called a salary.

are few bee-keepers

so situated that they

could take care of the interests of the NaWe don't know
tional as does Mr. France.
just what the exact membership is now, but
it is

likely

somewhere around

2000.

It

ought

to be 20,000, at the very least.

The Apiarist— a
ited

by C.

S.

monthly bee-paper, edof Waco, Tex.— has
our desk for a few months.

Phillips,

been coming to

As it has been so urgently asking for notice,
we simply mvst announce its birth. We expected Mr. Scholl to mention The Apiarist in
department of " Southern Beedom,"
the
which he was conducting in this Journal, and
even suggested that he do so. But as he has
not done it, we give this paragraph. We may
say further, that with the exception of some
discourteous references to the American Bee
Journal for not announcing its advent sooner,
the contents of The Apiarist are very good
nicely gotten up, and
indeed.
It is also
should have a large circulation. We wish it

much

success.

The subscription

price

is

$1.00

a year.

Getting Subscriptions at Fairs.—
The season of annual lair6 will soon be here.
Perhaps some of our readers would like to
take subscriptions for the American Bee JourIf so, kindly write us
nal at their local fairs.
for terms and sample copies (telling how
many wanted). We would like to have one
or more representatives at each fair
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hold on to their queens after their usefulness is past, as to the production of
eggs, then it would be advisable for
him to take this matter in his own
hands, and supersede all failing, or
those liable to fail, at the proper time.
But let each one be sure of the inside
workings of the hive, knowing what is
going on there, so that he can work as
intelligently along this line as he does
with his stock of poultry, sheep, cattle,
or any other thing with which he is
familiar.

Queens— How Many Eggs Do
They Lay ?
BY

G. M.

DOOtlTTLE

A

correspondent wishes me to tell,
through the columns of the American
Bee Journal, about how many eggs the
ordinary queen of the honey-bee will
lay.
He says he has a neighbor beekeeper who claims that a queen will
lay about 100,000 eggs in a year, and
when laying that many she will become worthless at the end of the second year. And in his giving the name
of his neighbor, I recognize the same
as one of our men who is often seen at
bee-conventions, and who takes an
active part therein, so that it may be
well to say a few words on this subject, for in such sayings as these harm
may come to those not used to thinking
and experimenting for themselves in
From such ideas as
these matters.
this, there is little doubt but that the
notion has prevailed which has been
so common during the late past that
all queens should be superseded when
they are 2 years old.
Now, the superseding of all queens
as soon as they are 2 years old is quite
a task, even if it were necessary, but
when we come to consider that, with
the rank and file of bee-keepers, most
queens are as good the third year as
the second, while very many queens
prove good the fourth year, unless the
apiarist uses such strenuous plans that
they are over-worked, we see the waste
of time it is to go through all this
work simply for the reason that some
unthinking person (unthinking along
this line) has recommended such a
course. To be sure, each person should
think and act for himself, but most beginners in bee-keeping think what they
read and hear on apicultural subjects
must be right, or very nearly so, at
Therefore, it is always well to
least.
use due caution in writing and speaking, so that we do not give voice to
that which is misleading.
Now let us look into the matter a
little.
I have used during the past as
small a brood-chamber as any one in
the United States, the same holding
only 9 Gallup frames, and having a
capacity of about 800 square inches of
brood-comb space. This comb is kept

—

—

pretty well filled from the first of June
to the middle of August, or for about
75 days. As there are about SO cells of
worker-size to every square inch of
comb, the queen must lay about 40,000
eggs every 21 days (that being the
time it takes to perfect a worker-bee
from the time the egg is laid by the
queen), or about 142,000 bees in the 75
days.

Now

all

good colonies, when wintered

on the summer stands, will begin rearing brood during the month of January, and by taking the average increase of eggs laid from then to the
first of June, and the decrease from the
middle of August till the end of the
breeding season, which is about Oct. 1
with us, we have about 100,000 more,
or about 242,000 for the year. If this
is the case with a small brood-chamber,
more bees
it will be seen that still
would be reared in a large brood-chamber of nearly double this capacity, such
used and recommended by the
Dadants and others and how any one
can come to the conclusion that 100,000
is the number of eggs a queen will lay
in one year, and that she will be worthless at the end of 2 years when laying
at that rate, is something that I can
not understand, only by way of concluding that he is not a close experimenter, or else does not stop to weigh
as

is

;

what he
With

says.

my small brood-chambers
queens average good and prolific for 3
years, some doing good work even in
their fifth year but as a few will fail
in their third year we will call it only
3 years that they will keep up this rate
This would give 726,000
of laying.
eggs as the number laid by the queen
during her lifetime, on an average,
and with only average queens, instead
of 200,000 as was given by the beekeeper to our correspondent.
If I am correct, and I believe I am,
from many experiments I have conducted, it will be seen that if a queen
laid only 100,000 eggs a year, she would
be good for 7 years. And if this is so,
then we can see the extreme folly in
the recommendation to supersede all
queens during the fall of the second
year of their life.
If we are using a system of strenuous work for the queen, as is the one
who uses a 10-frame I,angstroth hive,
and coaxes the queen to fill every available cell with brood, then there is some
propriety in the argument that a queen
may not prove good longer than 2
years. With the plan I am now using
;

comb honey without swarming, using 10-frame Eangstroth hives to accomplish such results,
the queens in these hives lay nearly as
many eggs in 2 years as they will in 4
years in the small brood-chambers of
only 9 Gallup frames. But even in
this case, the bees take care of the
queen-matter very largely, for the Italian bees will usually supersede their
queen during August, when she has
begun failing, or seems likely to fail
before the end of another honey season
for the production of

arrives.

Where
locality in

any bee-keeper lives in a
which the bees are liable to

It is a strange thing that possesses
the heads and minds of most beginners
in bee-keeping, that they need not be
as familiar with the bees as they are
with other stock and things. Let us
get away from such ideas.
Borodino, N. Y.

No.

17— Dadant

Methods of

Honey-Production
IIV C. P.

DADANT

In connection with the question of
hive-ventilation,

which

I

mentioned

in

a previous number, it may be well to
consider the matter of artificial shade
or shelter for the hives. In this, as in
ventilation, the question of latitude is
of some importance. In countries like
France, England, Germany or Canada,
above the 45th degree of latitude, the
sun shines at an angle which renders
it much less dangerous in hot summer
days than it is in the Mississippi Valfor

ley,

I

must

acknowledge

that,

although we are living in one of the
fertile countries in the world, yet
find here, so to speak, the heat of

most

we

Africa during the summer, and the
cold of Sibera during the winter.
I have kept bees in large numbers
in about IS different spots, some in the
shade of thick timber, some under apple-trees, under grapevines, in the open

and under artificial sheds. We
have had hives without any shelter
fields,

whatever, others with a thin board-roof,
and others with very substantial rainand-sun shelters. The first hives we
used were unpainted, and there was
only the thickness of 2 ordinary ps-inch
boards between the combs and the sun
exposure. We soon tired of this. The
sun warps the boards, checks them,
and allows the rain to beat in when a
sudden storm comes. A hive-top made
of ordinary lumber, even though clear
of knots, will last but a few years.
Painting helps it, but the careful man
who wishes to preserve things in good
order soon gets tired of seeing his hivetops defaced by the changes from sun
to rain and snow.
Some leading apiarists use tin tops
for the hives. This is the only thing
that will retain the hive's good shape,
and will keep out moisture. But it
must be placed over some heavy felt
paper or other non-conducting material, or the tin would increase the danger from heat to the frail combs when
they are loaded with honey.
My brother-in-law, Mr. E. J. Baxter,
who has followed our methods for some
30 years, has roofs made after the pattern formerly contrived by my father.
(See cut.) These roofs are graceful,
and change the looks of a hive from a
But
box to a diminutive dwelling.

:
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they are easily blown off when in au
Besides, they are
exposed situation.
expensive.
We have at all times
plenty of boxes in which we have received beeswax or other articles, and
which have no longer any use. The

look

twice

setting anything
it slide to the

before

down, for fear of seeing

foot of the hill. The roof, with one
side higher than the other, is of help
in such a spot.
To give the reader an idea of how

hogsheads from the Southern dealers,
we had accumulated a number of these
hogsheads which were at a discount
until I concluded to try to make them
into roofs. The staves, which had to
be ripped in two, also had to be ripped
to even widths, as each stave was
wider in the middle than at the ends.
But as they were made of cypress, a
very lasting wood. I even now occasionally come
across one of those
roofs, still in use as a sun- shelter.

Some one suggests

to

me

that,

when

the hives are in the shade of trees, the
roof is less needed. This is an error.
In the sun, the dampness caused by
steady rains is soon evaporated. In
the shade of trees it remains for days.
We have more need for a rain-proof
roof in a shaded apiary than in one
which is exposed to the broad sunlight.
In the latter place, anything that
breaks the rays of the summer sun is
sufficient to preserve the hives, especially if their tops are painted.
Another advantage I find to a movable roof, is when a sleet or wet snow

has fallen and is thawing slowly and
dripping water about the edges of the
hives. If the cover is a movable roof,
we do away with the annoyance at
once by removing it temporarily, while
the bee-keeper whose hives have no
roof, must let the water slowly drip, or
at great trouble scrape off the melting
ice or icy snow.
The cost of roofs such as I recommend and use is a trifle, not worth con-

DADANT HIVE-ROOF FOR SHADE AND VENTILATION.

But the apiarist who wants
an elegant apiary will prefer the roofs
that Mr. Baxter uses.
Hamilton, 111.
sidering.

largest of these boxes are knocked to
pieces each year and made into flat
roofs, by cleating them on two crosspieces, one of which is
shallower
than the other, in order to give the
roof a little slope. Any dry-goods box
will make six roofs. If the roof is used
at once when the hive is first brought
to the apiary, very little damage will
be suffered by it from the inclemencies
of the weather, whether heat, rain or
cold.
Even when these roofs are not
water-tight, which is the rule rather
than the exception, they leak only in
spots, and the greater portion of the
moisture from the atmosphere is
warded off. But what is of more importance is that the direct rays of the
sun are entirely intercepted. This is
the principal advantage of a roof over
a tight hive-top made of either tin or
other water-proof material.
We aim to make these roofs at least
6 or 8 inches longer than the hive-top,
so that the entrance and alightingboard are both shaded and sheltered in
most circumstances.
In the winter
the snow is very often kept off the
alighting-board, owing to the projection of the roof. If a thaw sets in,
when there is snow on the ground, and
the bees show signs of taking flight,
we throw the roofs down, bottom side
up, in front of each hive. It gives the
rays of the sun a better chance to
warm the colony, and procures a clean
alighting place of good size to the flying bees, which are often so dazzled by
the snow that they so but a very short
distance without alighting.
flat roof has often proved useful to
me, in setting down a super or a hive,
when the apiary was in an uneven
spot, or in a steep slope, for I have
kept bees in a spot where one had to

A

may

be used to
make roofs, I will say that at a time
when we bought beeswax in sugar
indifferent material

Conducted by

A Few Words

for the

Emma M. Wilson,

Would-Be

Bee-Farmer"

A clipping

from the Chicago Daily
received which is of
interest in more than one way. It is
taken from the department conducted
by Marion Harland, whose writings
have been read with interest in thousands of households for many a year.

News has been

It

reads as follows

Our valued correspondent, " H. T. G.," herbalist, M. D. and benefactor in general to all
who need practical counsel, has a few words
in season for the

would-be bee-farmer:
have none for sale or to
Studying with a man who built up 150

"About

bees

—

I

buy.
stands in 5 years out of others' failures, I find
this, that to avoid fakirs read books.
Then
salt the books heavily before digesting, to get
truth
the
for fjood book-writers are poor
bee-keepers.
Those who get rich on beekeeping only instruct confidential friends who
work with them uml get their sympathy. I
;

Marengo,

111.

—

that the expense exceeds the
you put your whole time directly
with the business and plenty of cash. Competition has lowered the price, and ignorant
competitors keep diseased bees and scrubs to
mix with a good apiary. Laws are not yet

learned this
profit unless

stringent enough for protection. My friend
says that you must have an expensive bee(He 6aved all his bees last
cellar for winter.
winter and others lost heavily.) Also you
must have a large number, so as to trade
brood-combs for honey-combs, as an equal
quantity of each is necessary. Bees mismanage as human6 do. The intelligence required
to prosper with bees would win in other occupations. But the work does cure nervous,
overdone people. Average income is $2 per
hive a year. Experts may make ?20, someColonies and hive6 cost from $5 to $20
times.
With risk of loss this is
each, complete.
profit.
He 6ays he prefers to buy his
small
bees and produce only honey to sell rather
than to produce his own swarms. He prevents swarming and keeps his colonies as
weak colony is a loss. It
large as he can.
takes them all to keep house and none left to
gather honey. He says it ages the bees too

A
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30,
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fast to rob their honey and substitute sugar.
Old bees eat their heads off and die; young
ones eat no more and work later to replace
old stores .— H. T. G., M. D."

On

no secrets, and who cheerfully give the
benefit of their experience to all and

sundry

"The expense

exceeds the profit un-

you put your whole time directly
with the business and plenty of cash."

the margin of the clipping the
sender has written, " What do you call

less

this ? !" Those two punctuation marks
at the end of the question are very suggestive of the state of mind of one
who attempts to classify the clipping.
Marion Harland is one of the best-informed women living, wholesome in

That cuts out nearly

her teachings, and exceptionally reliable.
Evidently, however, she is not
a practical bee-keeper, and gets herinfo"aation at second-hand from " H. T.
G.," who, in his turn, deals out secondhand information.
The whole thing bears evidence of a
sincere desire to help, on the part of
one who has such superficial information that error is curiously intermingled with truth in such way as to be
untangled from the truth with difficulty.
"H. T. G."is confessedly not
a bee-keeper, but has been coached by
"a man who built up ISO stands in 5
years out of others' failures." Passing by the question whether a hive
with bees in it stood on each one of the
ISO stands, one can not help wondering
just how that building up on the failures of others was done, and whether
there was any success on the part of
the " man " himself that would warrant H. T. G. in depending upon him
for instruction.

To

avoid fakirs read books, and mismuch that is in the books, because
they were written by men who didn't
know what they were writing about.
Rather a discouraging outlook, isn't
" Those who get rich on bee-keepit ?
ing" won't tell, except to the few in
the inner circle. What a libel on the
many successful bee-keepers who have
trust

of us sisters,
of us put our
whole time directly with the business ?
Or, for that matter, how many of the
Is there one in a
brothers, either?

hundred

all

How many

doesn't it?

this year.

John Newton, Thamesford.— White honey
be a very short crop. At present
the bees are working well on the basswood,
will also

which,

?

An

expensive cellar must be had,
and in order to be able to swap one for
the other there must be an equal number of brood-combs and honey-combs
wonder just what can be meant by
that.
Well, go on and make your own
comments on the rest.
Among the things said that are all
right stands one sentence that, coming
from the pen of an evidently candid
M. D., may be considered as spoken
with authority
"But the work does
cure nervous, overdone people."
:

Honey
Here

any other bee-keeper around here that will
have any more honey than I have.
J. J. Hurley, Brantford, July 10.— The flow
here is only K, of what it should be. The
bees will average about 50 pounds to the
colony. Basswood ought to be good, although
I fear, on the
I do not expect much from it.
whole, that the honey crop will be very poor

I

think, will help us out a

little.

John Murphy, Silver Hill, July 16.— White
honey is a failure here. The basswood has
been in bloom for a week. It is very full of
honey, and there was lots of white clover for
my bees to work on. They came through all
right, none having died during the winter or
spring.
I put on supers the middle of June,
so as to give them lots of room, as I don't
want any swarming. I have had none so far,
H. Thomson, Britannia, July 16.— We are
about the same boat. I had 140 colonies, spring count, and place the crop at 20
pounds per colony, and will have to feed
heavily in September, as we have no fall flow.
Others around here report no honey.
J.

all in

George Wood, Wesley, July 18.— This
upland country is not a first-class
district.
It is too windy, and too cool

breezy
in

Green Salads

honey

something given in Praktishcher Wegweiser fuer Bienenzuechter by Emma Freyhoff, presumably a
is

member of the family
Herr Ed Freyhoff
Have the respected

of the editor,

housekeepers
tried using honey instead of sugar in
the preparation of green salads as a
daily food for the hot weather ? Try
it once, if you wish to bring to the
table something

especially

good for

your folks. Beat up honey with vinegar to taste, pour it over the salad
previously provided with oil, mix it
lightly through, and it will have an
exceedingly fine and pleasant flavor.

Canadian

as a rule, but I struck it right this season.
bees were in a starving condition up to

The

June 23, when the weather turned warmer,
and for 3 weeks we have had the best flow
from clover I ever saw in this district. The
heavy rain on Monday, July 16, stopped the
flow, and the season is evidently over. The
nights are cool, almost frosty. I have not
done any extracting yet. Last year I got only
25 pounds per colony. I expect at least twice,
and possibly three times, that amount this
year.

Chas. Blake, Donaldson, July 12.— Clover
giving a nice flow, but it has not been
much, as we have had a lot of rain. Basswood is just opening to-day, so I may have 40
or 50 pounds to the colony, spring count.
is still

—

John Langdon, Kingston, July 14. The
1 have taken no
is not good here.
honey yet, but have tried to keep the bees together this year. Some are up 3 and 4 stories
high. Some colonies in 10-frame hives have
their frames J a sealed over; some not much.
Basswood and" thistle are just opening. I do
not expect much.
Austin Walsh, Youngs Point, July 12.—
have 17 colonies, and have taken about 25
pounds of honey per colony, mostly comb.
outlook

This is a very small crop. There are very few
bees besides my own in this section.
F. W. Whiteside, Little Britain, July 12.—
have extracted from 4 yards to-day. I got 3
cans from 66 colonies; yesterday, 5 cans from
75; Saturday, 2 cans from 60; and 3 cans
from 90 in the home yard on Monday 1 can
from 20 on Tuesday— or an average of 3
Basswood
pounds per colony all around.
may possibly yield once more, and buckwheat
would
betmay yield this year again, but we
ter be ready for the worst and feed barrels of
sugar next September and October.
L, Wheeler, Brussels, July 14.— The honey
crop here is a failure aUo.
J. K. Darling, Almonte, July 27.— Honey
here is a short crop as well, but not quite a
Not as much swarming with
total failure.
I

;
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More Ontario Honey-Crop Reports

—

John L. Grosjean, Brookside, July 16. The
honey crop is not very good, but if this week
keeps as fine as last, we will have a medium
yield.

Martin Emigh, Holbrook, July 10.— Clover

honey is nearly a failure. Basswood is just
coming out. I don't expect much.
U. H. Bowen, Niagara Falls, July 10.— The
honey crop is a failure. As we have no fall

we will have to feed for winter.
Edwin Trinder, Simcoe, July 10.— I am not

flow here,

We

in an alsike district.
clover.
I have not taken

have only white
any honey off yet,

but it is about ready now. My bees are working well, and are in good shape. I have had
only 4 swarms so far. I gave the bees plenty
of room.
F. A. Gemmill, London, July 14— No, there
w 11 be little or no white honey in this section
this year.

J. A. Munroe, Munroe Mills, July 13.
White honey is a failure here. The prospects
for dark honey are very poor.

A. C. McTavish, Carleton Place, July 14.
Clover honey is a failure. Basswood bloom
is plentiful, but later than usual.

Alex Taylor, Paris, July 16.— The honey
is very poor.
I will not have more than

crop

\i of

a crop.

—

James Martin,

Hillsdale, July 13.
I do not
expect y, a crop. Plenty of bloom, but the
been
bad.
weather has
James Storer, Lindsay, July 15. I do not
expect over 4 of a crop of white honey,
although we will have one week more before
and I do not Know
the fall honey comes in

—

'

;

me

as in other year6.

Colonies are strong.

E. A. Charlton, Parkhill, July 28.— Clover
was a total failure here, and basswood fair.

E. F. Robinson, Victoria, July 25.— The
honey crop in this section of British ColumI can count on the
bia amounts to nothing.
fingers of one hand all the bee-keepers who
have over 15 colonies each. As there is no
organization among them it is a personal matter to get at their probable crop, but it is none
too large, for the country is a poor bee-field.
In the upper country of the mainland of
British Columbia it is better, but it is often
from 30 to 50 miles to a railway. Around
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Victoria the season opened well, but a very
bad freeze (3 inches of ice) came along in

May when

everything was growing and

full

of sap, so everything was long in recovering.
bees especially had a bad time of it. In
fact, I never had seen bees so slow to build
up; and as our springs here are windy, cool
and dry, followed with dry summers, you can
guess the result from a bee-keeper's stand-

The

**T\.

I should estimate the yield around
Victoria at
about 25 pounds per colony,
spring count.
My colonies, which are 38
miles out of town, will average about 45
pounds each from clover and from willowweed, which they are now working on. Outside of California, I think Ontario can hold
her own for quantity and quality one year
with another.

point.

s*W

Docfor Mi Herts

easiest way I know of is to dump the queen
in the hive without any ceremony, and sometimes that may succeed, but it certainly can
not be recommended as the best way. Perhaps the best way is to put the queen, with-

out any bees unless it be some of ber own
bees, in a hive containing frames of sealed
brood, much of it 60 far advanced that the

young bees

are just emerging from their cells,
keeping the hive closed for 5 days in a place
where the brood will not chill, then putting
the hive on its stand and giving for a time an
entrance so small that only a bee or two can
pass at a time. That, however, can not be
called the easiest way. Taking the spirit of
your question, I may answer that a good and

way is to follow the instructions usually
Remove
sent with queens when shipped:
the queen from the hive, and at the same time
put in the hive the cage with the new queen,
allowing the bees to release her by eating out
the plug of candy. A little more safety may
be secured by putting the cage in the hive a
day or more before removing the old queen,
not allowing the bees to have access to the
candy till the old queen is removed.
easy

Send Questions either to the
'

office of the American Bee Journal, or to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Wood or Metal Splints and Wire for
Staying Comb Foundation In
Brood-Prames

Probably Superseding the Queen
On opening one

of my hives to-day for the
purpose of substituting a new queen for the
old one, I was unable to And any queen. The
hive was a 2-story, and had sealed brood in
both stories— more in the top than bottom, as
a great deal of that in the bottom had
hatched. Only 2 or 3 frames contained any
unsealed brood or eggs, aDd those only a very
little;
but there were several queen-cells
started, and as the bees were placed in a new
hive July 9 (I think it was), notover a month
ago anyway, I decided the old queen must
have died. Was I right?
Maine.

Answer. — Very

likely

you are right; but

one of the cases when

it's very hard to be
fact that you could find no
queen is not positive proof, for the most expert tinder of queens may fail in some cases.
You say, " Only 2 or 3 frames contained any

it's

positive.

The

unsealed brood or eggs, and those only a very
That doesn't say positively that eggs
were present, but from the way you say it, I
rather understand there were at least a few
eggs. If so, a queen wa6 present not less
than 3 days before. At any rate, she was
there within 8 or 9 days, and the small
little."

amount

of unsealed brood,

stages, points to

if

it

a failing queen.

not have been gone

was in all
She could

many

days, and it is entirely possible that she was there when you
failed to find her, for when a queen i6 to be
superseded she generally remains until her
successor emerges.

Building Up and Wintering a Nucleus

—Introducing Queens
I have 8 colonies of bees— 3 black and the
rest Italians. I have also one 4-frame nucleus

with a tested queen, just introduced. It has
been robbed until there is about a pint of bees
left.
The queen has brood in patches as large
as a hand on all 4 frames.
1. Can I build them up for winter?
If so,

how?
2. How can I unite them with one of the
black colonies, saving the tested queen?
3. Is it possible to winter a 4-frame nucleus
packed with chaff in an outside case on the
summer stand?
4. What is the best and easiest way of introducing an Italian queen to a strong black

colony now?

One of my colonies has stored 50 pounds of
surplus honey, while the others have done
nothing.
Massachusetts.

Answers.— 1. With
ought

to be

9 colonies to help there

no trouble about building up,

provided you can induce the robber-bees to
let them alone.
That must be your first care,
and it will be well to avoid opening the hive
except in the morning or evening at a time
when bees are not flying, and to keep the
entrance closed so that only a bee or two can
pa6s at a time. The first part of the work is
the hardest. The brood is now scattered in 4
frames, each frame, as I understand it, having a patch of brood as large as one's hand.
Probably there isn't as much in the 4 frames
as in a single frame well filled, and the bees
could take care of it a good deal better if it
were in one frame. So take out 3 of the
frames, and put in the middle a frame taken
from some other colony, the brood being
nearly all sealed in the frame given. Perhaps
there are not enough bees to cover so much
brood, in which case you will take away all 4
of their frames, giving them the single frame
filled with sealed brood, and 2 or 3 frames
with more or less honey. A week later there
ought to be enough bees so you can swap
their single frame for 2 frames well filled with
sealed brood, unless the brood was too young
in the frame first given.
You can help no
little by having frames of sealed brood prepared in advance. At the time you give your
first frame, put 3 frames filled with brood in
an upper story over some strong colony, a
queen-excluder between the 3 stories.
A
week later, as you will see, there will be little
but sealed brood present. You can take this
way of preparing all the brood you will want
to use. To go back again, you first gave
them a frame of sealed brood, and a week
later you swapped this for 3 frames of sealed
brood. Now, a week still later, you can swap
these 3 for 3 filled frames, possibly for 4, being sure never in any case to give more than
the bees can well cover. After you have got
up to 3 or 4 brood, the way is easier. You
can then, each week, without taking anything
away, add a frame of brood, and you may
give with it the bees adhering to it, for as it is
in an upper story over an excluder, there is
no danger of taking a queen, and, moreover,
these bees in the upper 6tory are mostly
young bees with some degree of a feeling of
queenlessness, so they are the best kind to
give to a strange colony.
2. You can unite with a black colony by
proceeding as advised in the answer to the
previous question, using the black colony
alone, and then after you have Drought the
nucleus up to 4 frames kill the black queen,
3 days later add 3 frames of brood and adhering bees, and in a day or more add the rest of
the black colony.
3. It might succeed and it might not. Something depends upon the severity of the winter, and the sheltered location.
4. There is possibly no best way that is
easiest, and no easiest way that is best.
The

I wish to ask in regard to staying foundation in brood-frames, under different conditions from your own a deeper frame by 3
inches, and a warmer climate. Under these
conditions do you think that your way of

—

staying foundation would stand the test? I
doubt if it would. Climatic conditions in the
latitude of northern and central Illinois are
quite different; hot spells are much more
protracted in central Illinois, with much
warmer nights. Hives that are kept well
shaded will, sometimes, get too warm; in
this condition the comb becomes soft and
pliable, and loaded combs gradually incline
to sag centrally.
Six years ago I adopted the " Draper-barnJumbo " hive (I live in town and keep only
horizontally wired
a few colonies) with
frames. I now conclude that for this climate,
and for deeper frames than the standard
Langstroth, horizontal wiring is a complete
failure; the strain comes largely on the light
end-bars of the frame, and they " give," and
the wires and comb naturally keep settling
centrally when conditions favor.
It spoils a brood-frame to get out of shape;
it is fortunate that some comb foundation is
made with a full-size base, allowing for some
Another trouble
contraction
by sagging.
with sagged comb is that the bees remodel it
How
into drone-comb in the lower comers.
little drone-comb will satisfy a colony's natprevent
rearing
drones,
and
ural instinct for
remodeling worker-cells?
If I were starting anew, I think I would
adopt the standard depth Langstroth frame
in preference to the " Jumbo."
A word more in regard to your manner of
1 surmise that if the
staying foundation
splints were fastened to the top-bar of the
comb
would
stand reasonable conframe, the

—

—

:

ditions in any climate.
I have been thinking that it would work to
use zinc splints (black iron would answer
these
just as well, though harder to work)
metal splints could be more readily fastened
to the top-bar than the wooden ones. Propofar superior to
lis is a very valuable cement
pure wax; bees reinforce all their work with
When warm it has strong adhesive power,
it.
much greater than wax.
Southwestern Illinois.
;

—

—

Answer. I have never tried foundation
splints in anything deeper than the Langstroth frame, but I see no reason why they
should not work with entire satisfaction in a
frame 3 inches deeper. The lower part would
be the same in either case, and increased
depth could hardly make any difference in
the upper part, for the splints do not allow
the weight of the lower part to affect the
upper part.
A6 to difference in temperature, we have

Aug.

30,
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hot days here, the thermometer keeping uncomfortably near 100 degrees (98 above zero
the day I'm writing this) but the bees have
a way of controlling the heat in the hive, so
that in the brood-nest the temperature is
much the same whether the outer air is 50 or
100.
Yet before the days of wiring I've had
combs melt down in shade so dense that the
sun never shone on the hives, the dense shade
preventing ventilation.
The drone-combat the lower corners hardly
comes from sagging, for you will readily see
that at the lower corners the tension would
be the same in a frame 2 inches deep as in
;

more likely that the
the space at the corners that the foundation does not fill. Still,
if the foundation should sag enough at the
upper part to allow the lower part to strike
the bottom-bar and double over, the bees
would have a fair chance to build drone-cells
on the convex surface a chance they would
be pretty likely to improve. With foundation splints this could not happen.
The question as to just how much dronecomb would satisfy a colony is not an easy
one to answer. Under certain conditions a
colony might build 20 percent of its comb
with cells of drone size, whereas the same
colony might not build a cell of drone-comb

one 12 inches deep.
drone-comb is built

It is

in

—

frames were filled with worker foundaI have been in the habit of filling my
frames entirely full of worker foundation,
and whether the bees were satisfied or not I
do not know; but I do know that they have
built no drone-comb in such frames.
I question whether there would be any gain
if

its

tion.

Mine
splints to the top-bar.
are not so fastened, and I have never seen the
slightest tendency to pulling down.
I'm not sure what you would expect to gain
in fastening the

by using metal splints. Jt would be much
the same as using wire, and unless the metal
should be pretty heavy it would not have as
much stiffness as the wood.

Heports and
experiences

itself, which was followed by sumac,
with a very long season. Now buckwheat is
blooming, and the bees are working on it the
second time in 15 years. The crop is firstclass so far. The asters will be coming on
within a week, and they usually yield well.

showed

That will finish the honey season.
T. H. Keeler.
South Salem, N. Y.

Comb and Extracted Honey
from the Same Colony

Getting

the
I have been somewhat interested in
paper read by Mr. Jas. A. Green before the
National Bee-Keepers' Convention, and the
His plan is one
discussion following it.
stumbled on by me a few years ago, and I am
use it, and it is
longer
I
the
better satisfied
succeeded in getting any
the only one I
honey from the last 2 year6, and that was exIt is a consolation to find a spehas been using it for years. I have
been using 5-inch extracting and 430-inch
section supers promiscuously for 3 years, putting the first on as soon as the bees seemed to
need them, and the latter later under them.
Two years ago the honey was of such a character that it was not worth putting into sections— honey-dew, and not fit for table use.
Last year was another poor year, but the

tracted.

cialist

honey was of fair quality. The result was a
few finished sections, but many unfinished,
and many more unfinished or not commenced.
This year, so far, I have twice as much as I
got the two previous years, and if the flow

my

most of

This has been a poor honey season. My
colonies were very strong and they gathered
quite a great deal of honey. We have had
very little rain since early in June. It is the
John King.
worst drouth 1 ever knew.
Smith's Creek, N. B., Aug. 18.

Not Over Half a Crop
I brought to Washington 4 colonies of bees
from Minnesota the fall of 1903. In 1901 they
averaged about 70 pounds of honey per colony; last year about 90 pounds, while this

year we

get over half a crop, as the
are
practically ended.
not troubled with swarming, for in 3 summers we have had only about 30 swarms altogether, with from 70 to 100 colonies in the
will not

honey season

We

is

Chas.

yard.

Belma, Wash., Aug.

get

up

I

think

with extracting-frames and if not ripened I
But the trouble
will extract and feed back.
I
is to know when the flow is going to 6top.
they were
where
have been puzzled to know
getting their honey for the last month,
;

If
I have done my best to find out.
Mr. Dadant's oak theory does not 60lve it, it
examined
have
I
is still a mystery with me.
the oak, but have found no indications of
honey there. Perhaps the time for that is
pa6t.
The white clover was abundant and
they went to work on it, but soon quit it.
The basswood is now in bloom, but they don't
seem to be going for it very strongly. It did
not seem to increase their working force

though

Woods,

John
Granite Falls, Wash., Aug.

J.

Peters.

Bee-Season All Right
have no fault to find with the bee-season

the best here since 1897. We
had honey from fruit-bloom, but skipped
clover on account of rain, and basswood

Pres.

Missouri.— The annual meeting of the
Missouri State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held at the Circuit Court Room at MarAll bee-keepshall, Mo., Oct. 2 and 3, 1906.
ers are invited to attend and to join the Association. This is going to be an important
meeting, as steps in preparing for the canvass of the State in the interest of the foulbrood bill to be brought 'before our Legislature at its session next January are to be considered.
Elaborate preparations are being
made by the Saline County Bee-Keepers' Club
for the reception of bee-keepers, and badges
are being prepared, and will be sent to all
those applying for them to the undersigned
Secretary, or to Mr. M. E. Tribble, at Marshall,
Mo., Secretary of the Saline County BeeKeepers' Club, to facilitate the reception
committee in taking care of the bee-keepers
on arrival of the trains. Hotel accommodations can be obtained at reasonable rates, or
board and lodging can be secured at 50 or 75
cents per day at private boarding houses, for
those who will write to Mr. Tribble, asking
him to arrange for them. There are over
41.000 bee-keepers in Missouri. Let there be
1000 of them at Marshall, Oct. 2 and 3.
Robert A. Holekamp, Sec.
4263 Virginia St., St. Louis, Mo.

Choice

Que ens

— Untested,

future. The unexpected is likely to happen
J- C. Armstrong.
at any time.

Queen-Button for Bee-Folks

Marshalltown, Iowa, July

Caucasians

FREDERICKSBURG, VA.
when writing.

Mention

Bee Journal

05C

12

Naiil6S ^"farmers and'lo'clot
taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old. 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.

t-tampa

FARMER'S CALL.

This is a very pretty thing
for a bee-keeper or honey-

troduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

Bee-Keepers' Association

Judson Heard,
Wilder, Pres.

Sec.

QuiDCy.Ill.

seller to wear on his coatlapel. It often serves to in-

CONVENTION NOTICES.

J. J.

—

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
26A13t

9.

will meet in Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 11 and 12, 1906.
during the State Fair, on the Fair Grounds.

9.

Johnson,

Sec.

75c; Tested, $1.00.
Carniolans
Untested, 60c;
Italians and
Tested, 75c. A postal card will bring my circular and full price-list for 1906.

W. Sager.

Bees were on the point of starving the latter
part of June, owing to too much rain. The
honey crop therefore was light. There will
be no fall flow to speak of.

it is

J. E.

E. D.

don't know how he keeps them
from candying. I have had but little swarmI have
ing, and one case out of the ordinary.
my queens' wings clipped, and when the swarm
came out I found the queen dead, and supposed she was killed in the swarming. I
looked for them to 6warm again (the swarm
had gone back), but the next day they came
out with a queen, alighted, and I hived them.
I would like to have Dr. Miller's diagnosis of
the case. Is it a case of supersedure?
Three years ago bees were starving between
fruit-bloom and white clover, yet it was the
best honey year we ever had, and we got
nearly as much honey after basswood as before.
So we see it is hard to predict the
I

All interested are invited to attend.

I

day.

Dr. Miller doe6 not get more unfinished
sections than he wants for the next year for

The Southern

this year, as

meet at
Court room)
will

9.

Light Honey Crop

Illinois Bee-Keepers' As-

the Court House
at Galesburg, 111.,
(County
Thursday, Sept. 20, 1906. We have had such
a very poor honey year that many are discouraged, but remember we have all the more
need for a good, lively convention. The dry
year of 1901 was followed by two exceptionNone of us
ally good years for bee-keepers.
was ready for them. Let's get all the inforthe good
for
mation we can, and get ready
years that are coming. Messrs. C.P. Dadant,
George W. York and J. Q. Smith have promised to be with us. and you wlil all be made
welcome if you come. Don't miss this convention. Come and bring your wives with
you. Meeting begins at 9 a.m. and lasts all

much.
starters.

Poof Honey Season— Drouth

I shall

sections finished, and finish

does not stop too suddenly

The "Western

sociation

and Treas.

National in Texas. — The National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. 8. 9, and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other Darts of the country.
Flint, Mich. " W. Z. Hutceinson, Sec.

sale.

The picture shown herea reproduction of a motto queen-button
that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by
mail, 6 cent6 two for 10c ; or six for 25c. The
American Bee Journal one year and 4 buttons
Address all orders to
for $1.10.

with

is

;

OEORQE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn Street,

«

It is

-

CO.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

"

.
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Tennessee=Bred Queens

PENS

SOLID <MDEl\

YELLOW TO THE

TIP

All

Select Untested Queens, SI.

guaranteed

Queens,

banded bees,

to

Tested
produce 5-

$2.50 each.

After April

PARKER, JR.

M. M.

JAMES ISLAND, S. C.
Bee Journal when writing.

30Atf

Mention

The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
bat 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.50. It is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as thej are received.
If yon have
this " Emerson " no further binding Is necessary.
334

QEORQE W. YORK &

Dearborn

Sk in Deep

is

Italians Before Jultj 1st

Untested
Select Untested
Tested
Select Tested

i

.

.75
1.00
1.50
2.00

i

4.00
5.00
8.00
10.00

!

12

7.50
9.00
15.00
18.00

1.50

Straight 5-band Golden Breeders
Select Golden Breeders
"
"
3-band
"
Carniolan "
"
Caucasian"

8.00

$10.00
3.00
3.00
3.10
3.25

I

12

6

.60 $3.25 $ 6.00
.75 4.25
8.00
1.25 6.50 12.00

:

$

15.00

15th.

CAUCASIANS

CARNIOLANS

After Julij 1st

12

.85

$ 4.50 $8.00

$ .95

1.10
1.60
2.10

5.50 9 50
8.50 15.50
10.501 18 50

1.20
1.70
2.20

i

5 00

8.50
10.00
16.00
19.00

6.00
9.00
11.00

1-frame Nucleus (no queen)
$1.50
"
"
2-frame
2.00
"
3-frame
"
2.50
"
"
4-frame
3.00
1 full colony without queen in S-frame
dovetailed hive
6.00
•

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

Rose Lawn
Queens
"

" Beautu

from Extra=Select Mothers

3-band from Imported Dark Leather. Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. Goldens from
Laws, Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.

Bees by the pound in light shipping-boxes, $1.00 per pound.
Select the Queen wanted, and add the price to the above prices.
Discounts on large orders.
been in this section.

Contracts with dealers a specialty.

JOHN

Results Count

A customer in Pennsylvania writes " The
Pure Gold queen you sent me has 9 frames
lull of sealed brood. I would not take $100 for
her.
Send me another like her.
From an Indiana bee-keeper:
"I have
handled queens for 20 years, but the Golden
you sent me is the largest, finest and most
prolific I ever saw.
Please send me 3 more as

No

bee-disease ha6 ever

M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

:

100
We

soon as possible."

From
Red

Illinois:
"I never saw bees
Clover until to-day when I counted

A request will bring cage containing
sample workers of any race we have.
Requeen now and have plenty of early
brood next spring.
Italians and Carniolans Untested, 75c; 6
stock.

—
for $4. Tested, $1 6 for $5.
Caucasians and Banats — Untested, $1 6 for
Tested, $1.50 6 for $8.
So.
ROSE LAWN APIARIES,
;

LINCOLN, NEB.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

least to the end of 1906), for
for one year.

Here
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3 tor $9.00; G tor £3.75; 13 tor ST.OO.

sending us $1.00 and the name and address of a

an unsolicited testimonial taken from

Marion Co., 111., July 13, I9u5.
Better order at once if you

want some
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Line

To

take to the Bee-Keepers' Convention. FirstThrough service from
class equipment all the way.
exception
of change at
with
Chicago to San Antonio

St. Louis.
You run through the beautiful Ozarks
•? over this scenic line to the Southwest. The conveni*i
the
tion is held at San Antonio in November
time
the
this
it
is
just
to
see
delightful
weather is
;

;

great section at

its best.
jFor additional information writei

s

.

.

1

Never Go Out g"

1 -And last from 6 to 21 yean do
Otisvillk, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything In
the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers yonr new style Is
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks induced me to get mine.
Fked Fodner,
,

Un-

George W. York & Co.— Tbe Queen received of you a few days ago came through O.K., and I want
to say that she is a beauty. 1 immediately introduced her into a coiony which had been queenless for 20
days. She was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely. lam highly pleased with her and your
promptness in filling my order. My father, who is an old bee-keeper, pronounced her very fine. You will
hear from me again when 1 am in need of something in the bee line.
E. E. McColm.

writing;.

•SI8IMM

100 of our fine Standard-Bred
at these special prices:

Honey-Queens

Or, 1 Queen with the Weekly American Bee Journal for 1 year— both for $1.40. Or, we
will send one Free as a Premium to any subscriber (whose own subscription is paid up at

;

Sta. C.

Italian

AT ONCE

can mail

1 tor 75c;

;

33A4t

Honey-Queens
BY RETURN MAIL

tested Italian

work
more

than 20 on Red Clover blooms in my yard.
They came from the hive containing the Red
Clover Queen bought of you."
Plenty of these queens for you. Get good

"BS*

W

H.

RICHARDSON, General Passenger

cCHIOAaO,

IZjLj.

Agent,

;

Aug.
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Italian

AND NICLEI

BEES, QUEENS,

§

BEE-SUPPLIES
We

manufacture everything needed

greatest variety.

We assure

in the

you the best goods

facilities

enable us to

AND AFTER:

at

'

make prompt shipments over

15 dif-

and worry

STRONG

and the Dovetail Hives

Our prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request. We want
every bee-keeper to have our Catalog. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS now. Write

Italian

KRET6HMER MFG.

special discount is offered on all Queens
to be delivered before the
Pure stock, pure
close of the season of 1906.

and Bee6 ordered

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

mating, and excellence in
Address,
teed.
*

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette & Son, Salina, Kan.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

t

Bee Journal

Mention

Just Received a

Second

-

and Caucasian Queens

A

Address,

to-day.

when

ROBERT

None better at any price. Untested at 50c
Warranted at "5c Tested at $1.00. Discount
on quantity.

writing.

;

GRANT ANDERSON,
SABINAL,, TEXAS.

20Atf

Moore's Long-Tongues

— Two in a Case. —

In lots of

are offering

and Golden Queens

them

for quick sale at the follow-

.

.

Select Untested, 75c; 6 for $4; 12 for $".50.
Tested, $1.25; 6 for $6; 12 for $11. Best
Breeders, $2.50. Safe arrival guaranteed,

W. H. RAILS, Orange,

In lots of 25 cases of 2 in a case
40c a case
"
"
"
"
2
50
....35c
in
a
case
32c
a
case
In lots of 100 cases of 2

50c a case
5 cases of 2 in a case.
•'
"
"
2
....45c
10

R. F. D.

ILL.

Queens Now Ready to Mail

Hand 60 = lb. CANS
we

grade guaran

McCAIN,

B.

YORKVILLE,

2Atf

LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

The cans are just as good as new, and
ing prices:

$ .65

" Tested Queen
90
" Select Tested Queen 1 10
*'
1.65
Breeding Queen
1-comb nucleus (no queen) .80
"
"
?
1.40
2
"
"
"
3
2.00
1 Un. Caucasian Queen, 1.25
"
"
1.75
1 Tested
Safe arrival guaranteed.
For prices on larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens, send for free catalog.
J. L.
16Atf
204 E. Logan St., Clarinda, Iowa.

Apiary, and carry a large stock and

ferent roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time
We make the
in having goods transferred and damaged.

Alternating, Massfe, Langstroth

reared in full colonies.
Prices of Italians in JULY

One Untested Queen

LOWEST PRICES
and our excellent freight

Choice home-bred and imAll Queens
ported stock.

Calif.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

29D6t

I

DOOUTTLE & CLARK
QUEENS

WILL SEND

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

2SA6t

St., Toledo, Ohio
Bee Journal when writing;.

BY RETURN MAIL
the remainder of the season at the fol-

lowing prices

Wisconsin Basswood Sections ~f
And Prompt Shipments
ft

r

what we are making

— DOVETAILED
Is

We

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

carry a full line of

SUPPLIES.

THE flARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ

Ask

—

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield, Wis.

w)

3
&
jS

:

Untested
Select Tested
Tested 1905 rearing)
Select Breeding
Extra Select Breeding

$1.00
1.50
2.50

(

.

.

.

$2.50
4.00

$ 9.00
14.00

5.00
10.00

NOW IS THE TIME TO REQUEEN.
Hoi'odino, Onun. Co., I>ew York
Pleasemention the Bee Journal.

17Dtf

Queens

I talia n

Queens

Golden and Leather-Colored
A
AllPPtie
WUGGIIS

tlae Honey-Gathering Strain of
Italians and Carniolans, at 75 cents
each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

W. BARNES.
GEORGEPleasant
St., Norwalk, Ohio
13S N.

17A26t

Mention

Bee

Journal

when

wrltlnK.

Seeds of Honey-Plants

me Untested Queen, 50c; 6 for $2.75. One
Tested Queen, 75c; 6 for $4.00. Safe arrival
guaranteed.
i

Seven heads Turnips, Motherwort, Catnip at
5c per package, postpaid; 24-lb. Shipping Cases
complete wiih glass, 14c each.
H. S. DUBY, the Bee-Man, St. Anne, 111.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
26A13t

JOHN LEININGER

MFG. CO.
PAGE & LYON
London, Wis.
New

—

|^
«§?

JENNINGS, OHIO.

4,

29Dtf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Special

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good Goods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you got if you send your orders to

FT.

R.F.D No.

Summer Tourist

Rates

via Nickel Plate Road, to Canadian
and New England points. Fifteen day
limit one fare plus Two Dollars from
Chicago thirty day limit, one fare
plus Four Dollars from Chicago. On
sale September Sth and 19th. For reservation of sleeping-car berths, etc..
write or call at City Ticket Office, 107
;

Adams

Street, Chicago.

26— 35A3t
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•

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Pouder "

BEE-SUPPLIES

weeks for
^fct 10 Cents

10

The Farmers' Review
CHICAGO

1

"T

A

weekly paper for practical farmers.

shirt-sleeve editing but correspondence

actual farmers relating practical experiences.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

Fully illustrated and printed on good paper.

Sent on

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

.".

Catalog Free.

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or *j*
trade. Make small shipments by express large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I ^j?
shall be glad to send it to you.
^jte

WALTER

.

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

1

POUDER,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Address,

]

CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

29A7t

QOLDEN AND LEATHER-COLORED
ITALIANS

I

;

weeks for 10 cents.

iooi Ellsworth Bldg.,

&

BEESWAX WANTED

trial 10

FARMERS' REVIEW

Prompt Service.

.•.

No
from

Price of Golden Queens. Before July 1st:
Untested, $1 each 6 for $5; 12 for $9. Warranted
$1.25 each; 6 fnr $7; 12 for $13. Tested, $1.50
each. Select Tested, $2. After July 1st: Untested, 75c each: 6 for $4; one dozen, $7. Warranted Tested. {1.25 each; 6 for $7; one dozen,
{13.
Tested $1.50; Select Tested, 2; Breeders,
$5.
Caucasian Queens will be ready to mail
July 1st; Untested, $1 each; 6 for $5. Warranted
Tested, $1.40 each 6 for $8.
We have three yards— two Italian and one
Caucasian and mean to meet the demand of
the trade. Prices of Nuclei on application.
:

;

—

D. J. BLOCHER, Peart City, 111.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

29Atf

Queens By Return Mail

Bee-Keepers

Queens from our fine strain of 3-band Italians
will not disappoint you; bees are gentle aud the
best of honey-gatherers. Queens are large and

If you want Sections that you can put a full
sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to
20Atf
A. COPPIN, Wenona, 111.

prolific, and every one guaranteed.
50c, $6 per doz. Tested, $L each.

J.
19Atf

W. K

SHAW &

LOREAUVILLE,
»by,W

,

>/iv t >)kv> )J

?a&2^&&»&2&E
ftiaS.5:

Untested,

CO.

Iberia Co.,

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

LA.

Wi

Sell Root's

Goods

Michigan

in

Let us quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc, as we can save yon time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT A SON.
Bell Branch, Withe Co., Mich
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

^TyAJi.fAViifA^

iy^T^xjiyAsT^

«feasas?a»a&

B&M

WE WILL BUY
New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

you have a crop to
dispose of, write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.
in

any quantity.

If

WE WILL SELL
whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
grades Honey. Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

to Bee-Keepers,

you.

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at any time of the year.

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265 & 267 Greenwich Street

NEW YORK,

30Atf

wmmm

N. Y.

Aug.
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American Ttee Journal
Goods

Excellent

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Lowest Prices

Bee

Supplies

WANTED " HQNEY

H

White Clover Extracted and Comb. Mail

OF ALL KINDS

ESTABLISHED

25

sample and state lowest price expected, deCincinnati.
We pay cash on
livered in

YEARS

delivery.

We have published THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER for 16 years (monthly,
SOc a year.)
lustrated

The

largest

magazine of

price published.

and best

its

Let me
book your
Order for

il-

kind for the

Edited by two of the
bee - keepers
in

LAN§,

most experienced
America.
Sample copy free.

Our

large, illustrated Price-List of

Supplies free on application. Address,

>-V TTTl ^ 1 >TC1
tjl
Kjr*l\l^
^Cf, %J JLiJ-J±\ K5

the

CSOLOEW

VEIL.

LOWS, CARNIO-

REV CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.
For

my

prices, refer to

catalog, page 29.

H.W.WEBER™

C.

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

bred in separate apiaries,

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
JAHESTOWN.N.Y.

l)oney anb

Kansas City, Aug. 20— Thedemand for comb
hooey is improving, but receipts light. No new
extracted in the market. We quote No. 1 white
24. section cases, S3; No. 2 white and amber 24section cases, $2.75. Extracted, 5)^@6c. BeesC. C. Clkmons & Co.
wax, 25c.

* 33eestr>ax-f

Denver, July 30.— Some small lots of new
comb honey coming in now; crop promises to
be light. At the present we are selling No. 1
$3.25 per case of 24 sections; No. 2 at $3.
are paying 24 ; per pound for clean yellow
wax delivered here.

white at

We
Chicago, Aug. 6.— There is now offered some
good lots of comb honey, and wbile the trade in
taken at 15@16c for fancy,
14@15c for No. 1, 12@13c for fancy amber, and
8<a-l0c for fancy dark.
Extracted is slow of
sale with prices according to quantity and quality. White extracted, 6>^". 7Hc; araber,5*fc«;' 6}£c;
dark, 5<&S%c. Beeswax, 30c
R. A. Burnett & Co.
it is

not active,

it is

Toledo, Aug. 20.— The market on honey has
mnch since our last quotation.
Bee-keepers seem to be holding their goods expecting large prices. Fancy white comb brings
In a retail way 16@'7c; No. 1, 15@16c, with no
demand lor dark. Extracted white clover, in
barrels and cans, brings 6$£@7c; bat very little
has been offered as yet. Beeswax, 26(5 28c.

The

not changed

Griggs Bros.
Indianapolis, July

28.

— Fancy

white

comb

brings 16(247 j readily; No. 1, white, 2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring S(g>9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

S.

differ-

ent puints are rather conflicting in regard to
the honey crop this season, and. consequently,
there is no market price established. Some new
arrivals of comb honey sell at 13(&JlSc, according to quality, and extracted at 6@7c. Beeswax
firm,2Sc.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

Wm.

and keeping your market supplied.

ers

other glass so economical.

OREL

tions.
301 Huntington

34A4t

If

A. Selser.

New York, Aug. 18.—There is a good defor new crop comb honey, but arrivals
are very small as j et, and will continue so for
a week or two to come. We quote fancy white
at 15c; No. 1 white at 14c; No. 2 white at 12c; it
is too early as yet for dark or buckwheat. Extracted is in good demand at 6}£@7c for white,
6c for light amber, and 5fa)5Hc for dark. Southern, common average grade, 50@55c per gallon;
better grades at 60@65c. Beeswax firm at 30c.
HlLDRETH & SRGELKEN

y

C.

H.W. Webbr.

v7ri'<* for

No

quota-

HERSHISER,

You Want to Keep Posted
upon THE

GREATEST

*

POLITICAL

*

QUESTION

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

The Defender
National Exponent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers, 50 cents for one year.

WILLIAM

P. F.

FERGUSON
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Editor and Publisher
400

West

35Atf

23rd Strset,
Please mention the Bee Journal.
r

al

l£ fiirruer8 and"l5c65C TOr 12 NamCS
will send for
yre. the Farmer's

2
etamps taken— we
Call— rec. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 panes a year. Sample free.
FAKMKR'S CALL, Qnlnc y, 111.

"The

continuous advertiser
the hulk of the business,
because others are not adver-

(gets

tising,

and he

is."

R. A.

HOLEKAMP,

4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

HONEY ^ANDBEESWAX
When

consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

III.

WANTED
To

hear from parties with their lowest cash
price, del vered here, for fancy comb honey in
no-drip shipping- cases; also extracted honey.
We are cash buyers, and remit on receipt of
goods.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

27Atf

51

Mention

Walnut

St.,

Bee Journal

Cincinnati, Ohio.

when writing

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The Monbtte Queen-Clipping
Device Is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
It is used by many beewings.
Full printed directions
keepers.
mail it for
with
each one.
sent
as
25 cents; or will send it
a premium for sending us One
subscriber to the Bee Journal
(for a year at 11.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

We

FREE

New

GEORGE W. YORK &

the

mand

Cincinnati, July 21.-^6 are having new
comb honey to arrive and it finds ready sale;
fancy white at 14*c; and No, l at 13#c. Extracted, white clover, in barrels, at 7Hc In
cans, S^c; amber, 5H©$%c. Beeswax, 30c.

L.

Avenue, - BUtf FALO, N. Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Pouder.

Philadelphia, Aug. 9.— Advices from

on commission.

Tumblers at Reduced Prices

YOU CAN DOUBLE YOUR MONEY from
your honey cp'p by using JELL* -TUMBLERS OF CORRECT STYLE, as contain-

Fancy Comb and Extracted

for cash,

Honey.
31A13t

Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

Cincinnati, Aug. 18.— Fancy and No. 1 comb
honey find ready sale at I4@15c. Shipments arriving daily. Lower grades are not wanted
here at any price. There is a good demand for
extracted honey; amber in barrels and ejus,
5@6«c; white clover, 6X@8c. (These are our
selling prices.) Beeswax, 28@30c.
Thb Fred W. Muth Co.

Jellu

WANTED
To buy

.

.

-

CO.,

CHICAGO,

IL^.

One Fare for Round Trip
from Chicago, plus Two Dollars, for
fifteen day limit, and one fare for the
round trip, plus Four Dollars, for thirty
day limit, to Canadian and New England points. Tickets on sale via Nickel
Plate Road, from Chicago, September
Sth and 19th. Information given upon
application to John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 107 Adams Street, Chicago.
Salle Street Station, Chicago— the
only depot on the elevated railroad loop.
25— 35A3*

La

:
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744
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EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS now

in effect

on

LEWIS BEEWARE
Everything in the bee-supply line now ready for you for
this and the coming season at your very door
at the following distributing points

Chicago,
191

&

193

E.

III.,

York Honey

&

Bee-Supply Co.

Superior Street

&

Indianapolis, Ind.. G. M. Scott
1004

E.

Co.

Washington Street

Grand Rapids, Mich., A. G.

Woodman

Co.

Davenport, Iowa, Louis Hanssen's Sons
Minneapolis, Minn., Wisconsin Lumber Go.
432 Lumber Exchange

Denver, Colo., Colo. Honey Producers' Ass'n
1440 Market Street

St.

Joseph, Mo., E. T. Abbott

San Francisco,

Calif., G.

H. Lilly Co.

Seattle, Wash., C. H. Lilly Co.

Portland, Oreg., C. H. Lilly Co.

Ogden, Utah, Fred Foulger

&

Sons

San Antonio, Tex., Southwestern Bee Co.
438 W. Houston Street
E. H. Taylor,

Raymond

Welwyn,

Herts,

England

I

Gariel, Paria, France.

C.B.Stevens & Co., Havana & Manzanillo.Cuba
Panl Bactaert, Lancaster, Calif.
Fletcher-Doyle, San Diego, Calif.

Fallbrook Co-operati re Ass'n, Fallbrook, Calif.
Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' Association,
Rocky Ford, Colo.
Grand Junction Fruit Growers' Association,

Grand Junction,
Cleaver

G. B.

LEWIS

&

Colo.

I

Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo.
& Sons, Hamilton, 111.
A. Clarke, Le Mars, Iowa.
W. J. McCarty, Emmettsburg, Iowa.
Norris & Anspach, Kenton, Ohio.

Dadant

Adam

Greene, Troy, Penn.

CO., Manufacturers of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Watertown, Wis.

46th Year

SEPTEMBER

6,

1906

Number 36

Sept. 6 190b

American Ttee Journal

we Manufacture
No-Drip, Basswood
PUBLISHED WEEKLY BT

GEORGE
334

W.

We can

111.

As

in

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

Advertising Rate, per Agate Line, !0c

We
is

m

number

is

or style of

special offer,

we

will

sell

Paper and Glass,
if

you 25 cases to hold 24 sections, complete
Write for prices on larger quantities.

at ¥4 00.

desired.

can furnish you with anything you need in the apiary,

Our Catalog

free.

Prompt Shipment and Satisfaction Guaranteed

I

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply 60.

Sp

Nicollet Island, No.

MINNEAPOLIS,

:53,

MI."

14 lines make
Nothing less than

one inch.
% inch accepted.

.

Time Discounts.
4
13
26
52

furnish them in single or car-load lots to fit any
all the standard 6izes on hand.

Can furnish corrugated paper

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is paid.
For instance, " dec06 " on your label shows that it is
paid to the end ol December, 1&U6.
SUBSCRIPTION RECBIPTS.-We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

a

with Nails,

is

the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

a year,

$1.00

$|||PD||l{|-Ga$6XSk

Large quantities of

section.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

** ™«

on the market to-day. Covers and bottoms are of One Piece. Everything
Polished on both sides, and a better ca6e cannot be had at any price.

YORK 8 COMPANY

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

«*

times

"
"
"

—

5 per cent

.--.10
.-..20
-.--30

"
'•

"

Space Discounts.
lOOlines... SDercent
500 " ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
2000 " ...30

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.
1

National

THE AMERICAN FOOD LABORATORY

dence

1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

DO YOU KNOW
THAT THE SALE OF

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
Has increased so much that we were forced

honey.

Annual Membership Dues, Si.oo.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Platteville, Wit.

in order to

There

is

a Reason for This — It

FARMER'S CALL,

NOT

IN

to double

our melting capacity

orders promptly?

because Dittmer's Foundation

Agents for Dittmer's Foundation

W. D. Sopek,
Bee & Honey

OdC

is

fill

is

tough, clear,

ami

transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.

IF" If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
ublishers of the American Bee Journal.

TOr \/£ HI 3 HI 6 S 12 farmers and'lo'c—
stamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 4nc a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.

of High Carbon colled wire. "We
have no agents. Selldirectto user aC
factory prices on 30 days free trial.
We pay all freight. Catalog shows 37
styles and heights of farm and poultryfence. It's free. Buy direct. Write today
COILED SPRINC FENCE CO.
Bo I go
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

Made

solicited.

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.

FENCE SES?^'

E. N. Eaton, M.Sc, Chemist.
4 years State Chemist, Minnesota.
6 years State Analyst, Illinois.
1235-124S Caxton Building,
334 Dearborn Street. Chicago, 111.
Samples of Honey analyzed. Correspon-

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville,

Co.,

Our warenouse

s

Tex

Welwyn

Station,

Hens, En?.

Toronto, Oni., Canada.

Co.,

kinds ol Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Beeswaxialways wanted.

well stocked with all

GUS DITTMER.

Quincy.Ill.

E.

:

Taylor,
Grainger &

E. H.

Augusta, Wis.

We

THE TRUST

will

stamp

"Pure
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our prices

for 1906 are
the lowest to the

National Bee-Keepers'
Association.
Write us.

Now

is

the time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP
Meatlon

Canners Can Co.

Bee Journal

1035 W. 47th
when wrlUnc.

St.,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Sept.

190O

6,
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The Sweet=Toned Epworth Piano
A

Piano good enough
cians,

for these musi-

good enough

is

for

any one

EXCELL

Prof. E. O.
whose music is suns around the globe
bought of you for my home
"The Epworth piano
I

is

a

There is a clearness, depth and richness in
superior instrument.
1 can safely recommend
its tone which is particularly pleasing.
friends."
the Epworth to my

CHARLES

Prof.

1

'

How

GABRIEL

toned instruments. I feel that I can strongly recommend these
to be
pianos, because I know them to be good and believe them
the best obtainable for the price."

to get a satisfactory piano at a satisfactory price

THISshow

a beautiful home scene, but no picture can
the rich finish or the real beauty of the

is

Epworth piano.

And

to

by making and

selling

Now,

and

vou

We

is

the saving

where you can help us and we can help

...
-iigiving you a special reduction on a

-

V can hr it you by

11

fine

Sample Epworth Piano

can

refer prospective buyers.

for

your home and to which

we

us by showing your beautiful Epworth
piano to your friends and neighbors, and by sending us the
names of those who would like to receive our catalogs.

You can

Now,
do

for

work,

more Epworth send

pianos and organs than in any one previous year.
own and operate two well equipped factories here in

here

it

We

ii'-it

would tike to know what we are willing to
if you
you on a fine Epworth piano as a sample of our
out ttif teuton at bottom oj'this tage and

'ill

to us at

oncesend oui beautiful piano book and our Spe-

will then

Sample Piano

cial

Offer.

If you like our generous offer then you may select one of
for making the artistic Epworth pianos, and
our fine pianos and have it sent on trial.
making the sweet-voiced Epworth organs.
When the piano arrives you can give it a thorough trial to
to
go
so
see
invite
you
through
our
factories
you
can
We
the fine quality of the material we use and how our pianos see if we have made a happy selection and have sent you the
And if you
very piano you yourself would have chosen.
and organs are made.
We think you understand that we do not sell our musical wish, you may have your friends "take a hand" in helping
instruments through piano dealers or agents, but that we sell you to decide the question.
Then, if after a good trial you find the beautiful sample
them all to homes and churches direct froitt our
piano to be a nicer, sweeter toned p;ano than you can posand at tht- 'hi tory trice.
This direct -from -factory plan enables you to get a sweet- sibly get anywhere elte for one half more, you may buy the
toned Epworth piano at a saving of about $100.00. and an piano on your own terms.
Epworth organ at a saving of from $10.00 to $50.00.
You may pay monthly, quarterly, annually, part cash or
Now, it is easy for us to make fine pianos, and it is easy all cash, or on any other reasonable terms. We like to
to sell them, too, when we know who are wanting to buy, accommodate our customers, and especially those who help
After you become the owner of an
us introduce our pianos.
and to whom we ought to send our catalog.
It is still
easier for us to sell an Epworth piano after we Epworth piano, we will pay you generously for sending
buyers.
of
piano
we
refer
to
names
nice
one
in
some
home
where
can
it
as
a
get a
sample of our work.
Now, if you would like a free copy of our beautiful piano
The Epworth is so beautiful in design and so sweet in book, with factory prices and our Special Sample Piano
tone that it sells itself -all it needs is an introduction to the Offer, fill out the coupon and send it to us at once.
Do not
prospective buyer.
wait, but send the coupon in next mail or as soon as you can.
There are people in every community who are thinking of
buying pianos, but who, for both security and economy,
and

Chicago, one
the other for

prefer not to deal with

middle-men. agents, dealers or supply

Williams Organ

57 Washington

houses.

[Cut

this

Street,

Piano

Company

Chicago,

Illinois

Co., 57

sold direct

is

FACTORY

Washington

St.,

Acting on the theory that "testing: is
proving' we will send any responsible
person, on certain very easy conditions, one "four three h. p. gas or gasoline engines on lO days test trial.
This engine is noexperiment, but
has been proved by actual use to di>
any work where the rated amount of
power is required) in the most practical, reliable, safe and economical way.
This engine is of tnefourcycletype.
While the engine is up to normal speed
the exhaust valve is held open, allowing Tree circulation of fresh air in the
cylinder. The igniter and intake valve
are at rest, therefore are not using
gasoline or the batteries.
Our igniter and mixer are of the
most simple ami reliable character.
The gasoline is always properly vaporized and the igniter point never comes
together unless a spark is required.
The tly ball type of governor isused,
which automatically controls the exhaust, igniter and the gasoline: it also
allows tne speed to be changed from
100 to 600 re volutions per minute while
the engine is in motion— a very
superior feature.
'

i

LION

GAS OR

me

ENGINES

construction and

in

EASY TO OPERATE
They are us.--] for all purposes where
power is required for operating private electrie-lighting plants, small
factories, printing offices; farm machinery, such as cream separators,
feed grinders, corn shellers, woodBawing machines, etc., and for a thousand and one other purposes.

Lyons Engine

Chicago.

the free Epworth Piano book with factory

also full particulars of your

GASOLINE

are simple

LIKE THIS:

Co.,

Lyons, Mich.
lir-tillemrriT

Please send

from

USER

to

WRITE US A LETTER

out and mail as directed today]

Williams Organ and Piano

Lion Engine

to see

you the makers.

W.

or Jubilee year,

an Epworth in the
learn from him about the
of dealing direct with us, the

These people would be glad
of some neighbor and to

home

satisfaction

no description can make clear

sweetness of the Epworth tone.
But place the Epworth in your home and the distinguished
beauty of the design and the rich, mellow sweetness of the
tone will not only delight you but will explain the popularity
of the Epworth among musicians and music lovers.
It will pay you to read carefully every word of this advertisement, and then to send for our free Epworth piano book
which tells how to get a satisfactory piano at it satisfactory price.
Our business was established 1856 by our president,
Williams, and we want to celebrate this, our
Mr. J.
fiftieth

H.

•well-known comtoser of Sunday School music
"For years I have used the Epworth in my studio, and now
have bought another for my home; they are exceptionally sweet-

prices,

Special Sample Piano Offer

I

nm

»tiout tu

ollnseiiglna for

you

puiabftM

U £»« '' gMpurpo0M ami

isnd roe tail particulars about jour approral offer
as
advertised
in
American I)«e
Journal.
Yours verj- truly,
nifli

to

as advertised in
Write name

of

paper on

this line
i

k

My name

f.

P. 0.

Bm.

i>

When writing, please state defiwhat purpose you wish to
nitely
use this engine and whether gas or
gasoline la to be used for fuel. This
iiiiotin.it ion is very important to
us.
Please remember we Bend the
engine, not the engine agent.
r

State

Postoffice.

Mention

Bee

Journal

when

i

writing*
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Lewis Goods at
Factory Prices

Large and complete
and Caucasian Queens. Prompt service. Catalog free.
Get our prices before you order elsewhere.

Best of everything the bee-keeper needs.

LYONS ENGINE
...

stock.

Fine

Italian

C. M.
Mention

SCOTT
& CO.
INDIANAPOLIS.
Wash.

1004. East
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Hee Journal
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PREPARE FOR WINTER
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ALEXANDER FEEDER

DOVETAILED CHAFF-HIVES
This

is

one of the very best hives we

bees, or for the production of

anything better.

It

is

having lock corners.

sell,

and

double-walled,

It is a trifle

made

are prepared to furnish the Alexander feeder.
make tbem 1M inches long, so they may be used with either an
S or 10 frame hive. With a 10 frame hive tbey will project 3
inches beyond the hive for feeding, and the block may be laid
crosswise of the feeder, or be cut off as preferred. Wiih the 8frame hive the feeder projects 5 inches, and the block lies
leogthwise.
soak the feeders in oii to preserve them and
Price, finfill the pores to prevent the feed from soaking in.
Ten for $2; 50 for $9.
ished, including block, 25 cents each.

for wintering

comb honey, we do not know

of

lumber

of a 8 -inch

heavier than the regular one'

We

thickness %-> n ch hives, aDd will take the same hive-furniture,
supers, brood-frames, covers, and all; and, besides,

advantage that

it

can be

and winter

round;

losses,

has the

it

on the summer stands the year

left

DOOLITTLE DIVISION-BOARD FEEDER
Having
is one of the most popular feeders we sell.
the same outside dimensions as an ordinary division-board or
brood-frame, it can be used in the brood-nest in the same way.
To
Its construction will be apparent from the illuetraiion.
feed, all that is necessary is to shove the cover or quilt back
just far enough so that the opening in the top-bar is exposed.
Through this pour the feed from an ordinary coffee-pot or teapot; close the hive up, and the bees are thus supplied without
exposing the cluster, and without the use of smi>ke to drive the
In flat,
bees down. Price, nailed, 30 cents each; 10, 82.50
each, 20 cents; 10 for $1.80. Other styles other prices. Ask

directions are followed, will be

if

This

almost insignificant.

A

good many suppose that double-walled hives are used
only in winter; but in localities subject to cool nights and a
very hot, burning sun during the middle of the day, they are
none too warm for comb honey. Some of the best bee-keepers
of the country are beginning to learn that such a hive, having
well-protected supers, produce not only more but a better-filled
comb honey. Complete prices on our catalog. Ask for it.

The Discount

for

September

is

Write

Alabama
SVetumpka

M. Jenkins

E. Grainger

&

Co.

California
Fresno
*Los Angeles

Honey

Frulta

H

H.

Lyonsville

California National
Producers' Association

The

L. A.
Frnita Fruit

District of

Watkins Mdse. Co.
and Produce Ass'n

Columbia
I.

A.

I.

Root Co.

East Erie Street.

Des

M nines

Iowa
J

seph Nysewauder

Syracuse

New York

Carl F. Buck
!

Hi. ton

A.

I.

Root Co.

Dn

Bois
Philadelphia

These dealers buy our goods

Hauk

bt A.
The A.

City

I.

A.

I.

& Arnold

The

Root Co.

A.

I.

Lycoming

E. E. Pressler
Street

Texas Seed and Floral
D. M.

Edwards

T he

Superior Honey Co.

Virginia
Spottswood

W.

E. Tribbett

supplement them with local-made goods.

ROOT

Co.

Udo Toerperwein

Utah

Root Co.
Root Co.

Vesey SLreet.

Prothero

Sau Antonio
Uvalde

Ogden
I.

Seed Co.

52

Texas
Dallas

Edward Scoggin

New York
T

in carload lots but

THE

^
^*

Vine Street

Williamsport
633

Bl nkeot

44

^.
^:

»nnsj Ivania
10

New Mexico
Carlsbad

Kansas

E

& Son Supply Co.
Springfield Seed Co.

Louis

Walter S. Ponder
Vickery Bros.

Augusta

Hunt & Son

Juu Net-el

Springfield
St.

•>'

Portland Seed Co.

Missouri
Hill

ff^

^;
^'

Oregon
Portland
1*

George

The

2146

1024 Mississippi Street.

High

^\
^;
^.

Monroe St.
E W. Pierce
C. H. W. Weber
Central Avenue

Griggs Bros.,

Zanesville
Cincinnati

Root Co.

I.

Implement Co.

Michigan
M H.

Paul

Indiana
Indianapolis
Evansvllle

A.

Minnesota
St.

Illinois
The

.wlius

Fremont

Howkins & Rush

144

The

R

124 Libertv St.

Chicago

W. W. Cary & Son

McAdams

Columbus Grove
Toledo

Maryland
Bell Branch

%
£;

Ohio
Hummer

Jepson. 182 Friend Street

Mechanic Falls

Root Co.

Georgia

Savannah

.

^r
^^£:
^j
^j
^.

Branch or Agent nearest you.

Maine

Baltimore

The A.

Washington

to

M assachusetts

Boston

£
&
^'

7 percent.

George A.

Brazelia

Madary Planing Mill

Colorado
Denver

for catalog.

Mississippi
J.

Canada.

Toronto
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com-

scarcely anything else that

pares with the observation hive containing
bees to attract attention and interest the peo-

forial Mote

Here

ple.

in

Chicago there are

11

vacation

schools that run 6 weeks during the monthsof July and August.
We were invited this

nd Comments

year to

visit

and

hive,

these schools with an observation,

talk to the children about bees

and

We also

spoke on one occasion
to the children gathered together at a religious camp-meeting held near Chicago the
their habits.

last

Introduce Fresh Blood

A

question

often asked

have queens reared from her just as early as

Now
by the beginner

ruDS something like this:
" I want to buy an Italian queen to
ianize my bees; when is the best time?"

That question can not be answered by

Ital-

If asked in thesummer, "Any
time while bees are still at work in the fields."
And circumstances may be such as to modify
either answer.

To the bee-keeper who desires to buy a
queen from which to rear other queens to
Italianize his apiary, or to improve his stock,
it is safe to say:
"You can wait till next
spring, and that will be very much better
than to wait till next fall but it will be very
much better to buy this summer or fall than
to wait till next spring." This for more than
one reason.
;

The introduction of a queen in spring is
more or less with the work
of a colony at a time when such interruption
will tell on the work of the entire season. At
likely to interfere

or near the close of the harvest such interruption amounts to nothing.
ijueens reared very early in the season are
not so reliable as to quality as those reared

during the honey-flow and the heat of summer. Of course, this has no bearing in the
case of a queen reared in the summer of the
preceding year; but such a queen will cost
more, being a specially tested queen.
a queen reared well on in the

season likely to be better, but prices are lower
then.

introduced now she will be in
fully settled colony next spring, ready to
If

a

a queen

is

who

spring, to

purchase that queen before the present season
closes— perhaps the sooner the better.

giv-

fruit-bloom.''

is

new queen next

desires to have a

ing a certain date as the best time. If the
question be asked in December, the answer
may be, " As 60on as the bees are at work on

Not only

advisable to rear queens.
For these reasons it is well for any one

it is

week

We

in July.

managed

to visit 6 of

the vacation schools, and our audiences

num-

bered from 100 to 600 in each school. All the
children, as well as the teachers, were apparently greatly interested. After talking 15 or
20

opportunity was given for
which were answered so far as

minutes an

questions,
possible.

Bee and Honey Exhibits
Perhaps there

Sometimes we would begin by asking how

nothing better as a developer of the home honey market than to

make
fairs,

is

exhibits of

bees

and honey

at

local

or even on the streets of any town or

We

once saw a bee-beeper with an observation hive with bees on a vacant lot in a
city.

certain city.

He was

located near a busy
where the passengers had to
change cars.
Quite a number of them, of
course, were attracted by the exhibit of bees,
and as the bee-keeper had a good supply of
honey on hand, he made many sales. He al6o
distributed literature telling about the value
of honey as a food.
Of course, all the literature contained his name and address, as did
also the labels on the jars of honey.
On that
particular occasion he was handling only extracted honey.
Perhaps if he had also offered
comb hooey, his sales would have been still
larger than they were.
It is also
a good idea to give " sample
tastes" of honey to the people. This is easily
done by having some extracted honey in a
dish, and with a teaspoon dip a little on a circular cracker about 1)£ inches in diameter.
By putting about a half teaspoon ful of the
honey on the cracker it can very easily be
handed to the prospective customer, who will
very quickly drop it into his mouth and soon
be smacking his lips. It usually " tastes like
more," and often results in sales, where without the " sample tastes" few sales would be
street-ear line

made

many

of those present liked honey.

In

al

most every instance practically every person
present raised the hand. Of course, we took
special pains to

counteract the story that

there was any manufactured

the markets.

We

also dwelt

comb honey

in

on the value of

honey as a food, and while the attendance of
is made up mainly of the
poorer classes of children, we have no doubt

the vacation schools

that even they will try to induce their parents

more honey.

to use

At

exhibitions of bees and honey,
whether at fairs or on the streets, there should
be some one in attendance who is able to give
the people quite a little talk on the subject of
bees and honey. It is well also to allow an
opportunity to ask questions. It will be surprising how interested nearly everybody is.
and what good questions they will ask. and
all

occasionally

some very amusing

ones.

An

observation hive, if carefully handled,
will last a lifetime. It can be U6ed every year,

and we believe it is a method that should be
employed more extensively, whether in the
home or city honey markets.

Attend the National Convention
As most of our readers know, the next convention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association
8,

is

San Antonio, Tex., Nov.
who can do
undoubtedly make a great effort to b°

to be held in

9 and 10, 1900.

so will

All bee-keepers

:

Tail

Sept.

6,

1906

American Itee Journal
present, not only for the sake of attending
the convention, but for their general good.

We recently

found the following paragraph
Orange Judd Farmer, which, although
not on bee-keeping, still is pretty good advice
for bee-keepers, as well as everybody else:
in the

Traveling is a great educator. Of course it
costs money, but every person should aim to
travel some, even though it should not be
much. The aim should be to travel in the
line of one's needs; that is, to travel so that
it will benefit the individual in the line of his
work. The farmer, as a rule, does not travel
much. Because he does not, he is apt to overestimate the importance of things that are
near.
He is also apt to overestimate the importance of his own system of doing things.
About the only remedy for this circumscribed
vision is to do a little traveling.
Even going
to a neighboring county may let in much
light.
Going to a neighboring State may let
in more.
The more light that thus comes in,
the wider is the horizon of vision. Each
added piece of information helps to make a
broader man.
Those who can, therefore,
should travel a little.
Money judiciously
spent in that way is not lost.

There

is

no doubt that getting away from

home and

'

seeing the country, besides meeting
other people, are good things for any one.

Time and

again, bee-keepers have told us that
they felt well repaid for attending conventions,

home.

no matter
It

how

far they

had

to

go from

certainly gives one a broader out-

look to be acquainted with more of the world
than lies simply around home. A bee-keeper
is no exception to this rule.
There are many

good things said at conventions that never
wpuld appear in print. There are also many
conversations between sessions of the convention that are invaluable.

There are acquaintances formed and experiences exchanged that
can not be gotten in any way except by attending the conventions.
Unless one gets away from home and sees
other parts of our great country, he is likely
to feel dissatisfied, and thinks he would prefer to live somewhere else than just where he
is

located.

We

think

we

are safe in

saying

that after seeing the country through certain
parts of New Mexico and Arizona, on the way

Los Angeles Convention, there was
more thau one bee-keeper in the region of
Lake Michigan who was better satisfied than
ever with his own home and surroundings. It
to the

is

also a nice thing to

see other parts of the
world, so far as possible, as it extends one's
vision, and gives him new ideas.

Personally,

we

have never been further
60Uth than St. Louis, and are looking forward
with much pleasure to the trip to San Antonio.
We have heard great things from that
section of the country, and have long desired
to see what it looks like, and also to meet as

many

as possible of the practical bee-keepers in that region. The South ought to be

about the be6t country for bees in the United
•States.
They have the longest blossoming
season, and no wintering question.
Very
likely during the next few years there will be
greater strides made in bee-keeping in the
South than in any other part of the country.
The business is pretty well developed in the
North, and as more Northern bee-keepers
push into the South, and as the people already

become more interested in bee-keeping,
the industry will receive a great impetus.
The meeting of the National Bee-Keepers'
there

in San Antonio will undoubtedly
be a great event for the bee-keepers in that
part of the United States. It should be used

Association

to create a

new

interest

as

first

time the National Convention

it is

the

in

bee-keeping there,

will have met in the far South.
We hear of
thorough preparations being made by Texas

bee-keepers to take care of the convention.

They

certainly will do

tertaining,
ing.

It

tending

is
it.

their part toward en"
and seeing that it is a great meetnone too early to prepare for atThe weeks slip away so rapidly

that the time to start will be here very soon.

hoped to assemble enough bee-keepers in
Chicago to take a special car to San Antonio.
The round-trip rate will be $25 from here.

The facts are,
of surplus honey.
the surplus I have gotten has come
thoroughbred 3-banded Italians, and
not a section from the mongrels, which have
had the same treatment so far as it was possible for me to give; with colonies so strong
duction
that

all

from

my

that 60 percent of them swarmed while being
nicely shaded, but only 9 percent of the Italians swarmed, and all standing in the sun. In
fact, I tried to induce some of the latter to
swarm, as I wanted to get queens from them,
but had to force the building of queen-cells
by division. Now, this has been my experience time and again. I do not want anything better than the 3-banded Italians properly bred.
I do not believe there 16 anything

Wm.

better.

M. Whitnet.

It is

The

cost of a berth in the tourist sleeper costs

less

than $5

nights to

one way, and

make

the

it

will

take two

Those who were

trip.

fortunate enough to be in the car going to

Los Angeles from Chicago, in 1903, will certainly want to go in the special ear to San
Antonio. It is much more enjoyable to go on
such a trip with others interested in the same
business.

We will be pleased to announce in the
American Bee Journal the names of all who
will go in the special car, starting from Chicago Nov. 6. The exact hour of leaving will
be announced later. We will be pleased to
reserve berths for
time.

It will

all

who

will let us

know

in

go over the Frisco System.

Pollination of

Cucumbers

Farmers' Bulletin No. 254, issued by the
United States Department of Agriculture, is
devoted to cucumbers. It tells all about how
to grow them both outdoors and indoors; also
as to preparing them for market.
Under the
directions

for

forcing-house

cucumbers it
which men-

gives the following paragraph,

tions the aid of bees in pollinating blossoms:

" Under greenhouse conditions and at the
time of year that the cucumber is forced it is
necessary to provide for pollination.
In
small establishments this work can be done by
hand. The staminate blossoms are removed,
the petals turned back so as to allow the anthers to project, and the pencil thus produced
is then thrust into a cup of the pistillate
flower.
In large establishments where handpollination is out of the question, a colony of
honey-bees is placed in each house to accomplish the work."
It

is

commonly known

that growers of

early cucumbers in greenhouses purchase colonies of bees in the spring for U6e in pollinat-

ing the cucumber blossoms. There are many
such cucumber-growers around Chicago, and

some bee-keepers sell quite a number of colonies of bees to them every spring.
Evidently
the work done by the bees is far ahead of anything attempted by hand-pollination.

Pure 3-Banded

Italians

Ahead

Queen-Cage Canily— Important.
The following paragraphs are taken from
Gleanings in Bee-Culture for Aug. 15:
In selecting an extracted honey to use for
a queen-cage candy, it is very important that the source of that honey be known.
If unknown it should be thoroughly boiled to
disinfect it from any possible germs of black
or foul brood. One boiling may not be sufficient.
Boil it one hour and let it stand two
or three day6, and then boil again another
hour. This is better than boiling three hours

making

all at

onetime.

One can readily
ment, how foul

see, if he will reflect a mobrood might be spread
through the agency of bee-candy. Most of

the mailing-cages now are self-introducing
by the bees eating out the candy and finally
releasing the queen. Suppose this candy is
contaminated with germs of black or foul
brood. The chances are that the colony to
which this queen was introduced would soon
show symptoms of disease, even though the
colony or bee-yard whence this queen came
might be perfectly healthy.

This matter is so important that I would respectfully suggest that our apicultural exchanges bring the matter before their readers.
In the meantime the purchaser of the queens,
if he wishes to be on the safe side, taking no
risk, may recage the queen received in the
mails, introducing her by means of bee-candy
made of honey out of his own yard.

We are

glad to help pass along the above

As

caution.

it is

the season

when many are

requeening extensively, the advice is very
opportune. Too much care can not be exercised in the matter.

Do Bees Puncture Grapes?
The

article

by Mr. John Kennedy, page

even to the acknowledging of one's
It reminds of the story of
the man standing on the ground looking at a
mud-and-stick chimney being built.
The
tirely fair,

self in the

man on
"Is

it

" Yes,

wrong.

man on the ground.
Promptly came the answer,
plumb, and a Ueth more." Mr.

top called to the

plumb?"
it's

Kennedy

is fair,

"anda

leetle

more."

Here is the case before us: The grapes
were punctured; the birds were driven away,
and thus not guilty; bees were there in
plenty, and so guilty.
Suppose Jones on trial for theft
A coat
hung on a nail in the evening is missing in
the morning. An alibi is proven for Smith
and Brown, hence their innocence; but Robinson swears he saw Jones in the room where
the coat was in the evening.
Would any jury
convict Jones of theft? No; they would say
" Yes, you saw Jones in the room; but did
you 6ee him take the coal?" Mr. Kennedy,
did you see the bees pierce the grapes?
To be sure, if there were positive evidence
:

Recently Wm. M. Whitney, of LakeGeneva,
Wis., called on us, aud in speaking about the

work of various strains of bees this season,
he remarked that pure Italians had produced
better results in surplus

honey than bis monSince he returned to his home he has
investigated closely, and wrote us as follows
under date of Aug. 23:
grels.

You remember

that

when there

thing about the work of

my

I

said somethe pro-

bees in

rr>r,

bears internal evidence of the desire to be en-

;

:
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that excluded

all

other agencies, then judg-

ment might be passed upon the

bees.

But

no such evidence.

There is the posnight attack, as given on page 653.
Also, the "early bird " may have gotten in
its work while Mr. Kennedy was still in bed.

there

is

sibility of

it ought not to be
thing to have positive evidence.
When they are upon the grapes by the thousand, present to them a sound cluster, or un-

If

a

bees are the culprits,

difficult

QUIT KICKING

cover a cluster that has been covered with a
paper sack. Then watch and see thcin pierce
the grapes

—

if

Or,

they are guilty.

if

Qait kicking just because you think
The old world's going wrong;
There's always something somewhere
Of happiness and song.
Besides, you never made the world;
Life's scheme is not your own;
Quit kicking; take what happens, and
Just reap what you have sown.

that be

too difficult, watch awhile to see that nothing

but grapes can be

the case; then brush off

in

the bees and see whether the grapes are punctured.
in this

A

trial

it

more

Bees have been tried more than once
way, and their innocence established.
by Mr. Kennedy is likely to establish

Quit kicking.

firmly.

the following

—

Notice.
We
from General

Manager N. E. France, of the National BeeKeepers' Association
Each member of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association is hereby requested to mail to the
the General Manager, on or before
.Sept. 29, 1906, nominations of candidates for
otlices now filled by the following
office of

C. P. Dadant. President:

Geo. E. Hilton,
e-President \V. /.. Hutchinson, Secretary
N. E. France, General Manager; and Directors: Jas. A. Stone, G. M. Doolittle and R. A.
Holekamp.
N. E France,
Platteville. Wij
General Manager.
Vi.

;

Every member of the National should accept the foregoing invitation to make nominations for the offices named. If not satisfied with the present officers and their management of the Association's affairs, here is
your chance to nominate and eltct those that
you think would do better. Of course, each
member has the last Annual Report with the
names of all the members at the time it was
published, and from that list selections can
be made.

— Successful

Prof. A. J. Cook, of Claremont, Calif
has been spending a year in Germany,
called to see us on Aug. 25, when passing
through Chicago on his return trip. Mrs.
Cook and daughter are still in Germany, and
.

expect to remain a year or so longer. Prof.
Cook is looking and feeling very well indeed.
Even though he is just 64 years old, he hasn't
a grey hair, and seems as young as a man at
His naturally buoyant disposition com10.
bined with Southern California climate seem
to have kept him young in looks and actions.
>'o doubt, also, his trip across the "briny
deep " helped him physically, and his stay
and study in Berlin brightened him up intellectually.
Prof. Cook is a delightful conversationalist, and has abounding faith in everybody and every good thing.

The Jenkins' Apiary, shown
first

page,

is

on the
Mr.

located in St. Paris. Ohio.

Bee-Keeper

vs.

so

come—
F'<:

Saloon-Keeper. — One

we have ever read on
this from the
is
Modern Farmer and Busy Bee

to claim them, there being no
bees close to me. Haviog no experience with
bees I did not know what to do but to secure
a box and try to get them into it.
Being in
the merchandise business, I went to the store
and secured a nice box, and cut the limb off
and laid it and the bees down in front of the
box. They then and there took possession
and went to work. Thereafter my leisure
hours were spent in watching them work.
The next spring I transferred them to a hive
made by myself. They gave me two nice
swarms the same year. I wintered them on
the same stands, but with a shed over them.
I now have 20 colonies.
I never take from
them but one super containing 24 sections of
honey, and let them have the balance to win-

question

"If the ealoon-keeper is engaged in a legitimate business and wants to deal fairly and
honorably with his fellow-men, why is it that
he defies public sentiment and disregards the
wholesome and reasonable laws of the land?
Why is it that he is the enemy of every officer,
from the president down to a constable, who
tries to enforce the laws which have been enacted by the people to regulate the liquor-

The simple truth of the matter is
that be is engaged in a business that depends
upon the depravity and vices of humanity for
its perpetuity.
The saloon is not a necessity
to anybody, and no one becomes a patron of
it until he has developed an abnormal appetite, for no one is born with a thirst for such
things.
If a saloon is a business proposition,
like other business propositions, why not
close it at 6 o'clock on Saturday and let it
remain closed until Monday morning?"
traffic?

ter on.
I sell all

my

honey without any trouble

at

for 15 cents a section.
I get my instructions from several bee-books and bee-

home

papers.

N. Jenkins.

S.

"

But one may say after reading the above,
don't see what that has to do with bee-

I

has at least this much:
country are the peosupport mostof the saloons, and they
Well,

keepers.''

The laboring

Gen. James P. Smith,
nor General-elect

of

new GoverPhilippines, who

the

takes his position Sept.

the

a friend of one

15, is

of the prominent bee-keepers of California,

having been brought up on a farm
Co., Calif.

It is

just

Sonoma

in

a possibility

that

the

—

Apis
Orient
dorsata may be landed on the Pacific Coast
first, if Mr. Benton, who is now in the Far
of

the

—

East, does not soon succeed
in

in

landing them

Washington, D. C.

ple

Conducted by

—

Dear Miss Wilson As a sister
bee keeper, and in search of sweet
clover seed, I thought I would write

— or

would do so if they didn't spend any
money for liquor, which is thus worse than

at least

wasted.
It would be to the honey-producer's interhave the saloons closed not only from
Saturday 6 p.m. till Monday morning, but all
the rest of the time during the week. The
open saloon is a curse— yes. a crime, and a
Bee-keepers and all other
criminal-producer.
honest and moral persons ought to help close

est to

tight,

Emma M. Wilson,

Sweet Clover Seed
:

who

it

class of this

are the class that buy most of the honey

it

Jenkins writes as follows:
In June. 1902, I walked out in my orchard
and saw a large swarm uf bees hanging on a
limb. I let them hang until nearly sundown.

bad

of the best paragraphs

and none came

much-talkedof bees

who

is

We

the anti-saloon

National Nomination

the pay

Kesults?
take them as they
We reap what we have sown.

iscellaneous
flews -Items
have received

When

Remember what you've lost
Some other fellow's gained: and
In summing up the cost
We find that in the end we know
What other men have known

and

forever.

Marengo,

you, as

I

111.

saw the picture of Dr. Miller

standing amid the sweet clover in the
American Bee Journal of July 26. Do
you have the seed to sell, or know any
one that does ? I have been watching

—
Sept.
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for advertisements for a year, but have
I think
failed to see it advertised.
sweet clover would be a great help to
us, as our bees are always idle after
white clover is gone, for quite awhile.

vals until all, or nearly a'.l, the bees
are in the upper box. (If the box does
not fit well over the hive, and the bees
seem inclined to fly at you when you
begin drumming, treat them to a little

We

smoke.)
After blowing a few puffs of smoke
into B. lift the box of bees from A,
gently dump them in front of B. and
If there is any fightlet them run in.
ing after they have entered, smoke
them until they behave. Now put a
queen-excluder over B, and set A over
this.
The bees will go up to take care
so no
of the brood, but not the queen
eggs will be laid above, and in 3 weeks
all brood will be hatched out, when
you can dispose of the upper hive as
you like. If you wait until brood-rearing has about ceased say the last of
September or in October there will be

had a very good honey season
through the white clover harvest, but I

am

afraid the drouth of July will hurt

the

sumac

which

yield,

next to white
in this locality.
colonies of bees, and I have

bloom.
fine

now

in
clover for

is

It is

We

honey

have 9
done all

the work with them myself.
I always enjoy reading the American
Bee Journal, especially the Sisters'

Mrs. Otto Hotze.

department.

Monroe

Co., Ind.

We

have no seed for sale. Turn to
page 627 and you will find an advertisement of yellow sweet crover seed for
sale by one of the sisters Mrs. A. L.
Amos. Whether she has white sweet
clover seed or not I do not know. Advertisements of the kind seem more
scarce than usual this year, and the

—

seed

is

said to be

more

;

—

—

there

is

out the rest of the bees.
2. You can sow it either this fall or
the spring of 1907, but in neither case
will it blossom before the summer of
1908.
3 Yes,

it

is

entirely suitable for a

beginner, and also for the most advanced.
4. The hindrance to the passage of
the bees is not so very serious not so
much so perhaps as the hindrance to
ventilation. But when one can not be
present when a swarm issues, the trap
will secure the queen.
;

anadian

scarce.

The yellow sweet

clover blooms from
2 to 4 weeks earlier than the white.
The white sweet clover is generally of
more value where white clover abounds,
as it comes in at the close of the white
clover harvest
but in some places
where there is no white clover to speak
of, as in the locality of Mrs. Amos, the
yellow is of more importance.
We
have been in the habit of thinking that
we didn't care anything for the yellow
kind, but th's yeir, when the common
white clover was a dead failure, it
would have been a big thing for us if
we had had the yellow sweet clover.
[If any one has sweet clover seed to
sell, it would seem a good thing to
offer it in the advertising columns.

no brood to dispose of, but
more danger of fighting then.
But are you sure it may not be better
to keep them over winter? Then wait
until they swarm, and 3 weeks after
they have swarmed, when there will be
practically no brood in the hive, drive
little or'

eedo

;

Editor

]

Uniting Colonies— Sowing

Sweet

Clover — Queen -Traps

Conducted by Mokley Pettit, Villa Nova, Out.

F.

1. I have a few colonies of bees which
do not wish to keep over winter. The
comb is old, black, and almost or quite
immovable from long neglect and yet
it seems a pity to destroy the bees.
;

Can

unite them with other colonies ?
If it can be done, please givedirections
very plainly so that an amateur will
have no trouble in understanding.
I

2. I wish to sow a small patch of
sweet clover. Should it be sown in the
spring or fall? If the former, will it
blossom the same season ?
3. Is the "A B C of Bee Culture"
suitable for a beginner ? I have 3 or 4

years' experience, and the little I have
learned looks small in comparison with
all that I need to learn.
4. Do you approve of queen-traps in
swarmingtime ? Do they hinder the
free coming and going of the workers ?

Erie Co., N. Y.

A

Sister.

1. Let A be the hive with immovable
frames out of which you wish to get
the bees, and B the hive into which
you wish to put the bees. After blowing a little smoke into the entrance,
turn A upside down and place over it

any empty box of suitable size with
mouth downward. With two rather
heavy sticks pound upon the sides of
the hive, and keep pounding at inter-

—

Herman,

G.

Farmer, says

in the Michigan
this about ventilation
.

—

Tbe hive-entrances mu6C be sufficient the
whole width of tbe hive and at least cine inch
high
If the entrance-guards are used, then
2 iucheshigh, and the whole width of the hive.
Openings in the upper part of the hives are
Dot only useless but are actual nuisances
It
is

I

vice which has been
for years he says

Hive Ventilation

this

way

:

An opening above

wilt create a

circulation of air on account of the difference
of temperature between the inside and the
outside of the hive. Now if the weather is
cool the circulation will be strong precisely
when not needed, or even hurtful. If the

weather is very warm, the temperature is
about the same outside and inside, and there
will be almost no circulation, and the top
openings will then be nearly useless, besides
affording robbers a splendid chance to raise a
racket.
For this reason I prefer to have an
ample entrance only that means also a hive
not loo high, and wide enough.

tested

and

tried

:

" If the weather is very hot, let the cover
be partly off, leaving a good, big crack for the
air to pass through.''

That
does

it

above

is

splendid advice, too, but

how

compare with what he says

?

the top
is very warm
openings will then be nearly useless."

"If the weather

Of course, Mr. Herman does not believe what he said at first, or he would
not belie it in his practise with newly-

hived swarms. And if top ventilation
is good to cure the swarming fever,
why not apply it as a prevention rather
than cure ?

Chilling' the

Honey-Flow

;

The large entrance is quite correct,
but his theory about top ventilation is
pretty, but it does not work out.
A
hive does not ventilate like a chimney.
The air is controlled by not electric
fans, but " bee-fans." which, placed
at the entrance, draw the air out and
if there is an opening at the top of the
hive a strong colony will draw a current of air in at that opening and out
the entrance. Of course the opening
should be closed in cold weather, also
when roober-bees are about, because in
the robbing season there is no swarming season.
The amusing part of Mr. Herman's
article is his concluding advice with
reference to making a newly-hived
swarm comfortable. After advising
plenty of room, shade, large entrance,
and cooling the hive and surrounding
ground with water— all splendid ad-

—

It is

a bit

amusing

in

reading post-

card crop reports to see somtthing like
the following
''No honey, too wet; rained nearly
every day ;" and the next card from
" No honey, too dry ;
another section
:

:

had no rain worth mentioning all summer." For my part, one of the best
averages I have had per colony was
taken the wettest summer I ever kept
On the other hand, I have had a
good average flow in a dry year.
One thing I have noticed, and Mr. S-.
T. Pettit called may attention to it particularly, is that a sudden drop in temperature from 80 and over to below 50>
will chill the blossoms so as to stop
effectually a good flow of honey. This
point, while it is a matter we can not
control, is well worth knowing and
considering. It seems to apply equally
to clover, basswood and buckwheat.
bees.
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colony when a little feed was a decided
help to them. Page 575.

Almost

/lasty"

r.

a Cat-astrophe

'Tis night.
the Hastily-constructed but lofty
fence of Ferris Alley three cats gently
tune it. Possibly not an idyllic situation, but a situation just as Nature
will have it.
Ah Ah-h
What's this ?
fourth
cat appears— mill-dust in his fur and
grit in his eye.
curse a murrain a bootjack on

On

!

The

ficial

" Arti-

Honey-Comb."

When foundation is sent by rail the
handlers of freight would get not the
faintest idea of what was in the packages if marked, " Comb Foundation."
It gets marked, "Artificial
HoneyComb," that folks may have some
of what it is — albeit the idea so
veyed

a very incorrect one. Quite
likely the public belief that artificial
comb can be made is helped on by these

"Decent Jobs," and Others.
And so they call this truth, eh ?

is

transit markings.

Page

Nest Repress Swarming.
W. T. Brite's idea that young

larva

more repressive of the swarming im-

when

in the center

may

have something in it.
More nurses
have a chance to take a hand. Page 557.

Matrimony Worse than Lightning?

Might have been worse, Sister Wilson. It wasn't matrimony that struck
the shop— only lightning. Page 557.
Cutting Section Comb Foundation.
I never yet cut foundation in a way
that seemed to me to be quite satisfactory.
I
usually use old shears
chilled in
cold water
but that is
shamefully expensive of time. Let us
hope that the Stoflet method, given on
page 563, may at least afford an alternative way which some will find to
their notion
Long hot knife used
very swiftly on 6 sheets at once an
arrangement resembling the carpenter's miter-box, enabling the swift play
to be correct.
Wonder if a fine wire,
tight in a wooden bow, and kept hot
with an electric current, would not be
much better than a knife. To have so
little wax melted that there won't be
enough to reach out and stick to the
next sheet is the object, I take it.
;

:

;

Transferring Eggs

in

One decent

job's

to

:

an earnest tbat

you'll

do a thou-

sand more."

on the outside of the brood-nest are
pulse than

be put at masthead
"

554.

Young Larv.e on Outside of Brood-

Is

right hour in the age of the egg, and
(5) no uninterested bee-gluttons were
around to eat the food and tumble the
eggs out, then it would seem the process ought to succeed. But securing
all 5 of these things is a pretty tough
problem. And maybe there are more
digits still in the bush.

idea
con-

Queen-Rear-

ing.

E. W. Diefendorf makes an astonishing statement on page 563. Finds it
easier to put eggs into queen-cups than
larva;, on account of failing eyesight.
And they succeed all right if the cups
are bee-polished before the operation.
Only one page further back Dr. Miller
expresses a prevalent opinion, and says
he is not aware that any one has ever
succeeded at this. If (1) just the un-

damaged egg and nothing more was

(2)

put into just the right small quantity
of (3) fresh, thin food, at (4) just the

!

Well, even a Standard Oil lawyer can
not gainsay that truthful elucidation
of "making good."
But the artist
who drew big jlegged bees just below
that truthful line, he didn't do the decent job. And, eke, he might have
looked at white clover heads before he
proceeded to put a leafy involucre
around them. Page 569.

President Dadant and Rheumatism.
The bald-headed druggist was off his
base when he told the lady his remedy
would infallibly cure baldness; and
the President of we'uns the bee-bugs
shouldn't indulge in rheumatism unless
he is prepared to admit that bee-stings
do not always cure rheumatism. Page
574.

Shallow Extracting FramesCleaning Extracting Combs.
Yes, Comrade Dadant, a frame only
6 inches deep is much easier to uncap
than a large square frame. That's one
point in favor of the shallow frame,
sure.
But when the bees try to coax
the queen up through the zinc, as they
often do, the empty nest they polish
out is likely to occupy too nearly all
the frame, seems to me.
The objections named against keeping the extracting combs over to next
spring with the honey on them are real
and great objections except that I
think it rather an alarmist idea about
the old honey thus given damaging
the new crop. Might, if not put on
until a flow of 6 pounds or more a day
was already in progress. I meant to
let the bees into my comb-house and
clean up my extracting combs last fall
(a way of doing O. K. if you proceed
wisely), but days when I wanted to encircus were not plenty.
tertain the
Soon days warm enough for that purpose got scarce, as I extract very late.
The upshot was it didn't get done at
all.
Well, this spring the time to put
on supers was mostly regular starvation time, and I was proper glad to
have so convenient a way to feed each

A

!

—

A

" Old Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable Glasses,
By E. E. Hastt, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Comb Foundation Called

on Ferris

Alley.

—

fourth cats, don't you know ? Three
cats are company, but four are nothing.
I plead guilty of taking Mr. Alley's
figures without changing them. Probably was conscious that they were
capable of being squeezed a little, but
under the impression that it was so
little as not to be very material.
Now
I
know what impression did when
sharply impressed on my fur by the
fourth cat. Much surprised to see the
5304 eggs per day squeezed down to
4645. Yes (as the windows all 'round
the court are opening), I'll come down.
Not sure that the lodgers hereabout are
willing for us to be on " speaking
terms," but we'll try it anyhow.
Now as to the two bootjacks the Boss
holds up What is a frame of brood?
and, How many eggs a day will a queen
lay for 21 consecutive days ? My usage
in my records has been for many years
to call a frame of brood 20 squares.
And a square is a spot holding a quarter thousand.
This would allow 5000
head of brood to the frame— 1968 of Dr.
Miller's 6968 going blank. Very likely
the average is not so high as 5000 but
that number is convenient and, moreover, it's not quite so much as his proposed ; 4 which is 5226. My "square "
is a little over 3 inches each way, only
one side counted. I find it very convenient when taking the census of
colonies in spring, for which purpose
the " frame " is not usable.
I don't know so much as I wish I did
about the consecutive laying of queens;
yet I will start out. Casting extreme
cases aside, I would suggest as a practical maximum, enough to produce a 7pound swarm of bees in the 21 days.
At 4450 to the pound that would be
4450x7 and divided by 21.
This is
31,150 for the total, and 1485 per day.
For one, I am disinclined to believe
that a queen lays even so much as 2000
per day for so long a term as 3 weeks.

—

;

—

;

,

Page 653.
Extracted and Comb Honey on

Same Hive.

—

Some

with decided suspicion on producing both section honey
and extracted honey from the same
hive. Especially if your locality is a
of us look

poor one you will need all your address
to get good sections finished in paying
quantities anyhow. Think twice, aye
three times, ere you do any " monkeying " with empty extracting combs
near your sections in such a location.
Ruin your already too slender chances.
With a first-rate location and halfdepth frames, quite likely the way outlined by James A. Green might work
very well. Lift the extracting super
just at the right time and put a super
of sections under it. Also, Mr. Green

:

:
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advises well when he advises you to
pass judgment on your laggard colonies in late spring. If you judge they
are not likely to finish up enough sections to amount to much, then give

them a chance

some honey
Page 579.

to store

extracting frames.

in

They are especially liable
they swarm and find she

to do this if
is not with
them, and have to go back on that
account.
We also know that sometimes bees ate not satisfied with one
series of swarms in a season, but go
through the rouud of prime swarming
and afterswarming again. Page 596.

Short Life of Some Queens.
F. !_,. Day comes back with explanations of the very short life of his
queens which are evidently very much
better than mine were. The locality
conduces to excessive swarming, it
seems. Perfectly true that some localities do that.
And I guess we may lay
it down as a sort of general rule that
when the bees want to swarm and the
queen will not lend herself to that idea
they show displeasure by worrying her,
and are liable to worry her to death.

Releasing Queen Through Comb-

Honey Plug.
Comrade Scholl gives an experience
which is rather new in print, but perfectly natural and liable to happen
every now and then. If you expect
bees to release a queen by gnawing
through a cut-out plug of comb honey
they may take out the honey and repair
the comb, and repair it in such a way
that the queen is kept in indefinitely.
Better we " look a little out." Page
596.

balled or refusing to lay. The trouble
with them is that the bees, after cutting down the deep cells for the queen
to lay, will proceed to build an extra
comb between. A tack pressed in under each section holds the sections +
inch off the bottom.
Queens' eggs can be moved without
breaking, Stachelhausen and others to
the contrary notwithstanding. I sometimes use them in grafting queen -cells,
and get as good results as with larva?,
but as an egg may be 3 days old, or an
hour old, it is not best to use them in
grafting, on account of the different
'

ages.

Breaking Up Laying Workers.
good and easy way to break up lay-

A

ing workers is to get an old queen and
cage her without feed for a few minutes, and then lift out a comb with the
laying workers and let the queen crawl
out and on the comb no smoke to be
used. Set the comb back, and the job
is done.
Young queens can be introduced to queenless colonies the same
way, but not to laying-worker colonies.
Sabinal, Tex. Grant Anderson.
;

Bee-Keeping

in

Alsace and Loralne

The superintendent of railroads of Alsace
and Loraine, Germany, has issued the folConducted by Louis H. Scholl,

A Neat Georgia Apiary
Mr. J. J. Wilder, of Cordele, Ga., has
very kindly sent me a photograph of

one of the pretty apiaries of that State,
with the following regarding it
This is only a portion of the apiary of Mr.
E. H. Norton, of Berrien Co., Ga
He run6
for both comb and extracted honey, and has
large crops each season. The neatness of this
apiary shows that it receives the best of care.
The man in the apiary is Mr. Norton, and the
boy is his oldest son.
Mr Norton is one of the coming bee-keepers, loves the business, and a promoter of the
industry in this section.
J. J. Wilder.

New

lowing circular to his employees, which is
translated from a Spanish exchange, El
Colmenero Espanol

Braunsfels, Tex.

frame Ideal super, 2 frames to each
nucleus
The baby-nucleus hives are
very handy to haul about, and I use
them mostly for out-apiaries. At the
home yard I use what I call "flats."
They are regular 8 frame Ideal supers
with 3 division-boards that fit beetight, thus dividing one super into 4
nucleus boxes, with entrances at each
end and each side.
I also divide an 8-frame brood-chamber into 3 parts, with entrances at each
8

"The success obtained in the cultivation of
bees has induced us to recommend it warmly
Although it presents certo our employees.
tain difficulties at first, and requires a certain
knowledge,
yet we are persuaded
degree of
that, after certain trials and several attempts,
our employees will overcome these obstacles.
Their efforts will be splendidly rewarded
with the crop given by the bees. The installation of an apiary should be directed by an
experienced bee-keeper. We would especially
advise our employees to become members of
the Apicultural Society, whose president and
members will illustrate the subject to them,
and give them suitable advice. The stationmasters, and especially the watchmen, should

Mr. Wilder also writes that reports
have come in from every portion of the
Southeast, that the honey crop is the
bast in years. This is quite contrary
to reports of the West and Southwest.
Texas, as a whole, will have a very
short crop — only a very few scattered
localities

being favored with even a

light crop of surplus honey.

rains

may improve

summer and

fall,

Recent

conditions for late

however.

Queen-Rearing Nuclei- -Laying

Workers
As I see so much in the bee-papers
about nuclei, both large and small, I
will tell what I use.
Having years of
experience along this line, I may be
able to save some one the trouble and
expense of trying what I have.
The first nucleus hives that I used
are still in use, and I would recommend
them as the best baby-nucleus hives.
The frames for this nucleus hive are of
the proper size to hang crosswise in an

APIARY OF
end and one side. Bach division holds
2 Langstroth frames. These I do not
haul about, as they are bulky and
heavy ; but are good to keep queens in
all winter.
I also use some boxes
just
big enough to hold two 4% x4% sections,
and have no trouble with queens being

E. H.

NORTON.

be members of these societies, with power to
in their charge in the science
of bee-keeping.
"The administration will accord a loan to
those employees whose pecuniary position will
not permit them to make a start in beea.
Likewise it will undertake to plant seeds of
honey-bearing flowers along the road."
initiate those
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Can't Manage Bees by Rules
-Value of Bee-Literature
BY

M. DOOLITTLE

G.

Lately I received a letter from a correspondent, written evidently by one
who was not in an easy frame of mind
when he wrote, containing, among
other things, the following
:

" All the writers on bees are as opposite
their opinions
to be.
I have

and practices as

it

is

in

possible

looked in vain for some one
could follow with a certainty
of success, and as freely as 1 would a teacher
of any of the common branches of human
knowledge.
Dr. Miller teaches one thing,
you another, Alexander another, Hutchiosoa
still another, and 60 on, none of you agreeing
on anything, except that you all wish to get a
living and a little something more out of the
bees.
Why don't you work alike? This is
the way people of other trades do.''

whom

person

I

As there seems to be an opinion
similar to the above prevailing with

many

bees 2 or 3 minutes after I let her go,
having removed the old queen during
the day, and running the new queen in

with smoke during the twilight of the
evening of the same day. And as I
did not lose a single queen out of
nearly 100 so put in that season, I set
down as a rule that queens could be
thus introduced safely every time.
Now, thought I, here is a commonsense rule that will apply to bees like
the rule of multiplication applies to
the multiplication table; but when I
came to use the same rule after the
honey harvest was over I found my
rule was " no good," as 3 out of every
4 queens put in in that way would be
lost.
I was foolish enough to write to
a friend at the time I was having such
grand success how to introduce queens,
in reply to such a question from him,
it

and when he tried it in a different
locality he lost every one so tried. The
result was that he called Dollittle anything but a "teacher of any of the

bee-keeper.', especially with beginners in apiculture, perhaps a few
words trying to explain these matters

common branches of human knowledge." Now why was it that my friend

not be amiss, and it may also help
the readers of the American Bee Journal to understand each other better,
or, at least, help us to understand why
nothing pertaining to bee-lore can be
followed like a rule in arithmetic.

cause

all

and

doubt

may

Twice two makes four every time,
because it can not be otherwise, no
matter by whom multiplied, nor at
what season of the year the computation is made, or in what locality
hence, we have the rule of multiplication as being always the same through;

parts of the world. The same
addition, subtraction, etc., but if
we come to apply any rule similar to
the above to bees, we find it won't
work, for the reason that every season
brings its changes, and every locality
its different sources of bee-supply or
forage, heat and cold, while some one
less than 100 miles distant has a full
supply of nectar when we have none,
or the ground is fairly flooded with
water while the soil in our neighborhood is so parched that vegetation is
withering and dying. And so something that will work successfully with
Dr. Miller on July 4 will not work at
all here, and something which is eminently successful in my hands on that
date will not work at all with him.
Now, what shall I do? Tell him that

out

all

of

is a fraud and trying to mislead me
what he writes? By no means. I
must use charity, and try to find out
wherein the conditions with him are
different from what they are with me.

he
in

To

One season

our
basswood
harvest I found I
could introduce a queen by letting her
run in at the entrance and smoking the
illustrate

:

honey

in

did not succeed as

I

did ?

Simply be-

thecircumstancesas

to honeyyield, state of the weather, etc., were
not in the same condition in his locality
that they were in mine. Again, when
there came a change in the conditions
in and about
apiary I also failed

my

ever

I

came

;

those exact conditions
to my apiary again.
if

Then, I have been successfully using,
and supposed successfully recommending, the superseding of all old and failing queens immediately after the basswood harvest by the plan of killing
the old queen, and at the same time
giving a caged ripe queen-cell (one
reared during the honey-flow from
basswood, when the best of queens are
reared) at the time of the removal of
the old queen. The cell being caged,
keeps the bees from destroying the cell
before they miss their old queen, and
thus when the royal occupant emerges
from the cell from 24 to 36 hours later,
she is accepted, no queen-cells reared,
and she soon becomes mother to the
colony. This, in brief, has been my
way of superseding old queens for the
past 20 years, and, with the exception
of now and then a case the plan has
given perfect satisfaction. Now and
then the bees would start queen-cells
from their own brood, killing the
queen after she emerged, when they
would perfect a queen from their
brood, when she, in time, would become the mother of the colony, giving
the colony a young, vigorous queen
just the same, only she would not be
just the " blood " which I wanted them
to have.
Imagine my surprise to receive a letter a few days ago telling me
how the writer had used the plan for

the first time this year, aud only 3 out
of some 30 or 40 colonies had accepted
the young queens, while the rest had
killed these
young queens, reared
queens from the brood left, and had
gone to swarming with the voung
queens to an excessive rate. Now, I
do not remember ever having a swarm
when trying this plan at the close of
the basswood harvest (though I have
had just the conditions he describes
when trying it during clover bloom),
for we have a scarcity of bloom from
basswood to buckwheat, so that no
colony thinks of swarming, no matter
how many queen-cells are reared and
perfected in a hive at that time. But
from his "swarming" it is evident
that the same conditions exist with
him after the basswood flow that do
here in June when the clover is in

bloom.

Thus we see that no rule in bee-culture can be formed which will do to
follow throughout the United States
and the world, as can the rules in
arithmetic, and the only thing we can
do is to try the plans of others cautiously till we know that they are suited
to our wants, using charity all the
time. There is a great difference in
individuals.
Some experiment careproving everything critically
by step as they go, arriving
almost at a definite conclusion at the
first experiment, while others experiment in such a careless, slip-shod manner that their experiments at the end
fully,

step

of several years

are of

little

value.

Notwithstanding all of these drawbacks, any careful readers of what is
written on apiculture will find much of
value after they have sifted the chaff
from the wheat. It is often necessary
to apply what was written a long time
ago in the " good book," where it says,
" Prove all things; hold fast to that
which is good," when reading much of
the literature of the day on many other
subjects besides bee-keeping.
However much there may be of imperfection in our bee-literature, $100
per year would not hire me to dispense

with it, for it is to this same literature,
very largely, that I owe nearly all the

knowledge I possess, and the success
have obtained, in bee-keeping.

I

Borodino, N. Y.

Supers, Fences and Sections
BY ADRIAN GETAZ
I

have

and

tried several kinds of supers
sections. All have some advan-

tages and some disadvantages. Some
of the late contributions to the American Bee Journal have shown me clearly
that in a few cases, at least, the locality
has more to do with the selection of
the right kind than I had supposed
until

now.

Supers.

have used the T-supers to some extent, both with loose and fixed T-tins.
I have several yet, and occasionally
I

use some when
kinds

I

am

short of the other

My objections to them are that the
top and bottom of sections are left unprotected, and that the tins keep the
sections apart and give the bees a
chance to push propolis between them

;
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to a considerable depth, which means
and
that much more to scrape off
;

after the scraping is done
stain is left. The cut shows
tins keep the sections apart

an ugly

how

the

:

In my locality the sections must be
protected all around or the unprotected
parts get badly travel-stained, and
sometimes quite dark. The flow is
seldom heavy here, except occasionally
for only a few days at a time. Usually
there are interruptions between the
different sources of surplus. The result is that the sections are often on the
hives several weeks before being full
and capped. Add to this the disadvantage of a locality furnishing plenty
of propolis, and it is easy to see the
necessity of keeping off the propolis
from the sections as much as possible.
In localities where the honey-flow is
heavy the case is altogether different
the sections do not stay long enough on
the hives to get badly travel-stained,
or daubed all over with propolis. In
such cases the T-supers are as good as
the best.
As I make my own hives I am not
compelled to use the standard sizes,
and for convenience I make the supers
a fraction over 17 inches long just the

—

length to accommodate 4 sections.
Before going further, let me tell you
the story of the case. Why did the
Root people adopt a super too long for
4 sections, and of course entirely too
short for 5 ?
When A. I. Root invented or adopted
the present sections the modern supers
The surplus
were not in use yet.
apartment was another hive-body containing frames like those of the main
body. A. I. Root adopted a section of
such size that 8 of them filled a frame,
as shown here in the figure
:

6,

1906
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sections are crowded against one side
and a piece of paper folded and placed
at the opposite side, so as to prevent
any lateral movement. Two or 3 thicknesses of paper come on the top of the

I was both a bee and a fruit
then as I am now, being about
But all
equally interested in each.
history, no matter on what subject,
when given to the public, should be

line, for

man

and true to facts.
Last year I noticed my Scuppernong
grape arbor being depredated by some
unknown enemy. There was a small
puncture in each grape, which, of
course, caused the bees to flock to these
grapes, whether they were the deprecorrect

^^
sections, another layer of sections is
placed on it in the same way, and then
a third, and finally enough paper to
keep the whole tight when the cover is

on.

One advantage of packing is that the
sections can be easily taken out, inspected and replaced, and when it is
done the package is in as good order as
before, which is seldom the case when
a nailed cover is pulled off and nailed
back.
Another is that the ants can not get
in.
Here in the South the warehouses,
and even the dwelling-houses, are often
infested with small ants, which will
often succeed in getting into a box or
case, especially when the cover has
been taken off and put back.
As to the putting of the sections in
the supers and taking them out, there
is no appreciable difference between
the T-tins and the strips just described.
It can be done as quickly with one as
with the other, and the same process
can be used when taking all the sections out at once.
Kuoxville, Tenn.

Do Bees Puncture Fruit
I

feel

?

BY JOHN KENNEDY
called upon to say something

under protest in regard to the editorial,
" Bees Don't Puncture Fruit," on page
653.
I am now, and have ever been
since I began handling bees, an allaround friend to the busy bee. I have
proven that in several articles I have
written, both to the different fruit-journals, and, I think, to the American Bee
Journal I have written on this very
subject.
Some years ago quite a discussion appeared among the fruitgrowers about the bee being destructive to the different fruits,

and carry-

ing the pear-blight, and the bee-men
defended the bee, etc. At that time I
also felt called upon to defend the bee,
and to write several articles along that

dators or not in the first instance. And
being such a staunch friend of bees,
and believing them harmless as to

puncturing fruit of any kind, I was disposed to clear them, and look for the
probable enemy. I noticed wherever I
went about the arbor I could see certain birds fly away in a rather guilty
manner, and I was ready to believe
they were doing the mischief. So I

when, of
course, I could never kill but one at a
time, as, if there were more in the arbor, they would all fly after the first

went gunning

for

birds,

report of my gun.
Well, this went on for some time
when I began to discover so few birds
visiting the arbor, and every individual grape would become punctured just
as soon as it became about ripe, until
I finally began to think there was some
other enemy depredating those grapes.
I watched as closely as I could during
the daytime, and at last the birds quit
the arbor altogether; but during all
this time I could find thousands of bees
there a bee to every ripe grape and,
another thing, every grape was so uniformly punctured by about 1/16 inch,
and so evenly done as if a pen-knife
had been used, and always along the
side of the grape, beginning near the
top or bud end and extending down the
side.
Finally, not being able to discover any other enemy, I was forced to
the belief greatly against my will,
however that it was none other than
the honey-bees doing all this mischief.
By way of giving the benefit of a doubt
in favor of the bees, I will frankly say
I
never looked for nocturnal insects.
The language of the Editor in the
item above referred to, is as follows

—

Now,

in reply to all the

Editor quotes

from Prof. Garman, I will frankly say
I have never suspected or watched for
nocturnal enemies in my investigations, and I don't know that I ever
heard of the night cricket before. We
have here a leaping cricket that has
nocturnal activity, but it was always
looked upon as a harmless thing, doing
most of its mischief in kitchens, like
the roach, hunting scraps of waste
peculiar to a kitchen. We have the
June-bug, but I never saw one on a
grape or any kind of fruit except the
figs, and never on the fig until it begins to sour, when about the same time
the honey-bees can be found in large
numbersalso. But the June bug never
remains here until August, and the
Scuppernong grape with us ripens
about Aug. 20.
I would be very glad indeed to find
the honey-bee innocent of this mischief.
And, as I said in the beginning
of this article, I accuse the bee under
protest, but if the evidence is so overwhelming we are forced to condemn
them. Even now, under the suspicious
circumstances, I am willing to give the
bees the benefit of a doubt, but I shall
watch the coming crop very closely as
it ripens in the next 2 weeks, and if I
find any other enemy, and can clear
the bees of this slanderous charge, I
will record my observations by sending
my experience to the American Bee
Journal. I am more than anxious to
find the bee innocent of this mischief.

;

—

—

:

" It has taken a long time to exonerate the
bee from this charge [puncturing fruit], but
it is now found that most of the injury is
done by crickets and June-bugs. Prof. Gar-

man, of the Kentucky Experiment Station,
found 2 varieties of tree-crickets working
vigorously at night, cutting hole6 in the fruit
named [grapes, peaches and plums]. He expresses the belief that these crickets are the
chief culprits
in puncturing thin-skinned
fruit.
One variety of June-bug was found in
the same business."

—

Honey as a Health-Food. This is a 16-page honeypamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on "Honey as
Food,'" written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to
"Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The
more the people are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid
Sample copy for a two-cent stamp; 50

—

copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00;
or 1,000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.
Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

Another defense

my

gave the bee in

I

letter to the fruit-paper referred to,

was clearing them of carrying blight
to the pear-trees, and I well remember
one special argument I used, which
was, the fact that I had seen in my
orchard pear-trees blighted that had
never bloomed and why would a bee
;

be visiting a pear-tree without blos-

soms?

same orchard,

Also, in the

I

found pear-trees in full bloom with
thousands of blossoms and bees, that
never blighted, while many near by
did.
I think I am ready to clear the honeybee of carrying pear-blight, but this
grape business makes me shake my
head in a suspicious manner, meaning,
Miss Bee, I have my doubts about you,
after my gallant defense in your be-

half heretofore.

But

I

will

hold

my

peace until this crop of grapes comes
and goes, and if you don't show your
meanness by destroying my grapes, I
will embrace you as a victim of vile
slander.

Selma, Miss., Aug.

8.

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent
by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
Or we will send it
thus preserved for future reference.
with the American Bee Journal a year both for $1.10.
Address the office of the American Bee Journal.

—

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is
hand-book of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and

a bee-keeper's

neatly bound in cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with the
both for $1.75. Address

American Bee Journal one year
all

orders to this

office.

—
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Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.
'

Wants Positive Cure for Foul Brood
1.

hive

any positive cure for foul brood, other than
out of the bees, and putting them into a clean

Is there
it

?

Is there any law in Pennsylvania to prohibit people
from distributing the disease ? We have been troubled
2.

with foul brood in our apiary for the last 12 or 15 years in
succession.
Pennsylvania.

Answers.— 1. I don't know of any. But it isn't necessary to use a clean hive the old hive may be used, but not
the old combs.
2. Perhaps some other Pennsylvania bee-keeper will
;

answer

What

extracted

Honey— Supers and Separators-Getting
Rid of Ants

kind of a hive

is

the best for

comb honey

;

for

?

2.

Is the

3.

Could

Danzenbaker hive a good comb-honey hive ?
I use the Danzenbaker hive for extracting ? If

how to use it.
Can I use the telescope cover X\% inches deep over

so, state

the Danzenbaker hive in the summer-time, or

is it

winter use?

only for

Is the telescope

cover better than the excelsior cover?
Ohio.
Answers.— 1. After trying several different hives, I
have found nothing that suits me better than the 8 frame
dovetailed but unless I expected to give very close attention to my bees I should prefer 10-frame.
2. Either the 10 frame dovetailed or something larger.
3. Some speak highly of it.
At one time I had thoughts
of adopting it for my own use, but after trying it on a small
scale I did not like it well enough to adopt it.
4. It can be used for extracting just as you would
use
any hive for that purpose.
5 A telescope cover may be used summer or winter anywhere where it is large enough to go over the parts desired.
6. That's a question that can't be answered in
a single
word. A good many things must be taken into considera5.

;

Some prefer one and some the other. For my own
prefer the plainest kind of a cover, only so it is waterproof, close-fitting, and with an air-space to make it cool in
summer and warm in winter. But if I were to change
places with some one who is usin g a telescope cover, I might
prefer the telescope.
tion.

use

Georgia.

this.

Catnip

4.

when the weather was

a matter not of frost but of flow. Or,
rather, cessation of flow.
If you were told that 2 weeks before frost is the right time to take off all sections and I
take it that what you are talking about is the right time to
take off all sections for good— what guide would that be to
you ? for who can tell 2 weeks, or even 2 days, beforehand
just when the first frost will come?
No, the time to clear all sections off the hives is when
all storing of the right kind is done.
All storing "of the
right kind," for sometimes it may happen that after the
bees cease to store honey of a desirable sort for surplus,
there may come again a fall flow of such honey as you do
not care to have in sections, but will be all right for the
bees to store for their own consumption. The time to take
off all sections will depend upon pasturage and seasons,
and possibly on other things. So it may be 2 weeks before
first frost, and sometimes it may be 6 weeks or more.
Indeed, in some cases it might not come till after frost. When
you have reason to believe the bees will do no more storing
in sections, or at least will store no more such honey as you
care for in sections, then leaving them on longer will only
be a damage. If it is fashionable to leave seetions on all
winter in your locality, then there's one thing in which you
will do well to be unfashionable. The more the bees fly in
winter, the worse it will probably be for the sections that
are left on.

Best Hive-Telescope Hive-Cover
1.

the day

—

sfion-Box

starving-

some time during

warm enough.
Answer.— It's

I

^

How

•

1. Is catnip honey fit for table use?
It seems to taste
very strong.
2. What kind of a super would you advocate using
the
T super, or the slotted section-holder super, for bee-way

—

sections
3.

Would you advocate using separators

in

T

supers

?

What is the best remedy for keeping very little yellow ants from attacking the honey in the honey-house ?
Some years they are all over the house and attack anything
sweet. They are a "fright "when they attack a stack of
comb honey ready for market, for the only way I know to
get them off is to blow them off.
Iowa.
4.

Answers. — 1. Catnip honey has the reputation

of being

Unless you have catnip in great abundance, and little or nothing else yielding at the same time,
you can hardly be sure that you have pure catnip honey
and it is impossible that the very strong taste comes from
some other honey being mixed with the catnip.
2. I prefer the T-super.
3. Yes, if the honey is to be handled as much as will be
if put upon the market, separators should be used.
If the
honey is merely for home use, then it doesn't matter.
4. Trace them to their nests, and give them a good dose
of bisulphide of carbon or gasoline. You may also pile the
honey on a platform with feet which set in some sort of
dishes (oyster cans, or old cans of any kind), the dishes
being kept filled with water or oil.
fine for table use.

;

Late Increase— Experience in Super-Work

»
I

Late to

?

Remove Surplus Honey

What time in the fall, as near frost as possible, do you
think that a bee-keeper ought to take off section honey ?
Do you think 2 weeks before frost would be too late ?
Sometimes we do not have a killing frost until the last of

November here, and sometimes we have a killing frost the
9th of November.
If the temperature goes below 48 or 50 degrees
above
zero by the middle of the day, I hardly ever open a hive
in
the fall. At least, not if much below that. Bees here store
sometimes as much honey in the fall as they do in the
spring, when the summers are not so severe and hot as
to
kill out a good many of the bees— that is, when the
colonies
are strong they do better in the fall. All bee keepers
in
this locality leave on the hive all winter the sections
that
are unfilled in the fall. We had but 3 freezing days last
winter that the bees did not fly out on all other days they
;

bees.

8 frame hive crammed full of
cut out 4 queen-cells to keep them from
the 11th I examined again and found 7

have one L,angstroth

On

swarming.

July

On

—

4

I

queen-cells 4 on one frame, 2 on 1, and 1 on 1 frame. I
have a super on the hive, but the bees don't seem to make
any progress in filling it. I have the queen's wings clipped.
I have an extra hive ready to put the swarm in.
1. Is it best to allow natural swarming ?
I would like
to increase to 3 or 4 colonies. What is best to do in my case?
2. In putting starters in the super sections I used some
old comb in 4 sections; for the balance I used comb foundation. The bees have now capped some of the sections
started with old comb, while they eat holes in the comb
foundation, and even take the comb foundation out altogether.
Alhambra.

Answers. — 1. It might have been best to allow natural
swarming in the first place but as you have hindered the
;

bees by cutting cells out twice, and as there is probably
very little nectar coming in, it is possible that natural
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swarming

will be given up, and if you want to increase to
way will be to take matters into your own
hands. If you have no other way in mind, you might proceed in the way offered to " Iowa," page 329. But you must
remember that it's getting-pretty late in the season to do
much in the way of increasing, and it may not be safe to
think of doing anything more than to double. In any case,
if little or no honey is coming in, you must be ready to feed
3 or

4,

the surest

bountifully.
2. The season is chiefly at fault.
The bees are not getting enough to draw out foundation, although getting just
a little more than they need in the brood-chamber, so they
put the surplus in the sections that have drawn comb, and
dig down some of the foundation to help finish out the few
sections filled. There's no help for it except to wait for a
better season, unless it be to take off the sections to prevent
the bees from destroying the foundation, and allow them
enough combs in a second story to store any little surplus
they may have.
•*

What

•

»

Ails the

Bees?

I introduced a queen July 4, and at this date, Aug. 18,
there has not been a live bee hatched but for some time I
have noticed early in the morning young bees dead on the
alighting-board. The bees in the hive are blacks
the
queen is a golden, as are the dead, young bees. What is
the matter ? Would you remove the queen ?
Ohio.
;

;

Answer. — I

don't know what is the trouble. From
infer that the queen is laying, that brood is

what you say I
reared, but no young bee matures sufficiently to make its
way out of the cell, the immature young bees being carried
out of the hive. It hardly seems that the queen is at fault,
yet

it

is

barely possible.

It

looks just a

little

as

if

there

Just about 24 hours after he was stung his memory returned. Those 24 hours of his life to him are blank. Did
the sting cause the trouble ? or what, in your opinion, was
the cause ?
I have made diligent inquiry as to whether he could
have been stunned or bruised in any way. There were no
signs on the body of having been hurt' in any way. A slight
soreness was felt in the back of the neck and shoulders. He
went to sleep in the forenoon, and when he awoke he was
himself.
We are all anxious to have your opinion on this case.

Iowa
Answer. — The case is a remarkable one, but by no
means without a parallel. Every now and ttien we hear of
some one who seems to lose his identity, perhaps wandering
away from home and friends, then after atime resuming
his former identity, but with no recollection of what transpired during the time when he was not his usual self. Sometimes a person of that kind may be lost for years, and
sometimes the mental machinery may be out of running
order for only 2 or 3 hours. It is not impossible that in the
present case there might have been the same lapse if the
patient had not been stung at all. He was stung before
noon, suffered from the pain, but recovered from it and did
a half-day's work before the mental trouble occurred. If
the trouble came on 5 or 6 hours after the sting occurred,
might it not have been just the same if it came on 24 hours,
a week, or a year after the sting, and had the sting really
it ?
Yet it may not be wise to say the
while
to do with the mental difficulty
not being responsible for the trouble it may have been the
"last straw that broke the camel's back," in which case it

anything to do with
sting had nothing

might be called the exciting cause, although a dozen such
stings at another time might have no effect of the kind
whatever.

were poison in the case. If so, then the same trouble ought
to appear in other hives. I am sorry not to be able to give
a satisfactory answer, but can only plead ignorance.
Poul Brood

have a colony of bees that in early summer began to
I examined them and diagnosed pickled brood.
shook all the bees on new foundation, in a new hive. It
I

dwindle.
I

was just at the start of the honey-flow, as the forepart of
the summer was no good. They now have plenty of honey,
but as for the brood or increase it is poor. Some bees hatch;
brood all sealed, and lots have small holes in them, and the
bees look as though near maturity, and then die. What is
the disease, cause, treatment, etc.?
My other colonies have done exceedingly well.
Illinois.
Answer. I should be afraid of foul brood, although
you say nothing about the stringy nature of the brood. If
you are a member of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, send a sample to General Manager N. E. France,
Platteville, Wis. He is an expert in such diseases.
If not
a member, send a dollar at the same time, and that will

—

make you

a

Lapse of

member.

Memory— Was

Its

Cause Mental or from

a Bee-Sting?

A

rather peculiar thing happened here a few days ago.
in this neighborhood was working in the hayfield, and just about noon he was stung on the lobe of the
left ear by a bumble-bee.
He says that hurt him more than
a honey-bee sting usually does, and that it felt as if it had
pierced him through from ear to ear. His ear swelled some,
but after a short time felt easier. He ate his dinner and
went back to the field, where he drove a team hitched to a
buck-rake. At 6 o'clock p.m. he unhitched his team and
started to the house, riding one of the horses, and at this
time his memory ceased to work. He rode to the house and
put his team in the usual place and went into the house, of
which he remembers nothing. He would ask questions and
when answered would ask the same question over again a
number of times, and from this time until 12 o'clock noon
the next day he remained in this condition. He says " he
was a walking, unconscious man." His people tried in
every way by questions and other conversation to get him
to remember, but without avail.

A

young man

*

»

»

Sweet Clover Seed-When to Sow

is

May Be

;

—

It

Have you any sweet clover seed for sale ? If so, what
the price per pound by mail? When is the time to sow it
Pennsylvania.
in the spring or fall?

—

Answer. I have no seed for sale, and don't know
where you can get it, unless you want the yellow kind, and
by looking back you will see that 'Mrs. Amos advertises
that.
You can sow fall or spring, but sowing this fall will
gain nothing over sowing next spring, for the fall sowing
will not come up till the next spring.
Shaken Swarms or Increase by Dividing
Second Super

Putting on a

My

experience with bees extends only 2 years back, and
interested I become in
I keep them the more
them, and the less I find out I know about them. I have 16
colonies now. This year was an unusual one for excessive
swarming. I got 5 swarms from 2 colonies.
1. I have read some about shaking swarms, but I don't
quite understand it. How can a person divide a colony of
bees and prevent them from swarming ?
2. Is there any way one can make a new swarm produce
honey in the supers before they get all of the brood-chamber full ? What can a person do to induce them to store
honey in the supers ?
the longer

3. I have several colonies (this year's swarms) that have
their brood-chambers all full of honey and brood, but they
don't seem to want to go to work in the supers. Just a few
crawl around in the supers, and we have fine, sunny
weather every day. I have always been told by old beekeepers that the new swarm is the one that stores the surplus honey that year, but I have never yet had a pound of
honey from a new swarm. About all they will do is to fill
their brood-chambers, and by that time fall weather has set
My experience has also
in, and the honey season is over.
been that the old swarm, or last year's colony, is the one
that gives me the surplus.
4. Last year I had a colony that filled one super nearly
full of honey, so I was advised to put on another empty super between the full super and the brood-chamber, and that
the bees would go up into the upper super and finish capping that over before they went to work in the lower super.
But about a week after I went to look at them, and, behold,

all

the honey from the upper super

was gone.

What had

760
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become of it ? They did not put it in the lower super. That
was one experience. This year I had a colony with the super nearly full of honey, and instead of putting the empty
super between it and the brood-chamber I put it on top of
the super that was nearly full. I have been watching- them
ever since, and they just simply stopped storing any more
honey, either in the super that was nearly full, or in the
empty one that I put on but instead began to put beebread in some of the empty cells, and I believe if I had left
both supers on the queen would have gone up and laid some
;

eggs in them.
person has an out-apiary, which I expect to have
next year, how can he manage that and get the swarms if
he is not on the ground all the time ?
Oregon.
If a

5.

—

Answers. 1. When you shake a swarm, it is a good
deal like natural swarming, and ought to prevent swarming just as much as a natural swarm. When a natural
swarm issues, part of the bees go with the old queen, and
you can imitate that very closely when you shake a swarm.
Simply take from the hive all the combs, taking with the
combs enough bees to take care of the brood, making sure
to leave the queen in the hive on the old stand, put the
combs of brood with adhering bees in a new hive on a new
stand, and that's all there is to making a shaken swarm.
You see you have on the old stand just what you have in a
natural swarm, with the advantage that you have all the
field-bees in
all

of

your

artificial

them within a day or

swarm

;

at least

you

will

have

so, for the field-bees that

leave
the hive on the new stand will for a day or so return to the
old stand and join the swarm.
2. The instinct of the bee obliges it to take care of its
own nest first thing, and yet, after it has started its broodnest and the queen has begun laying there if you put on
the hive a super in which the bees had begun storing before
they swarmed, they will store honey in the super at the
same time they are working in the brood-chamber, provided,
of course, that they are gathering enough to work in both
places.
3. If bees are to store in the supers, there must be nectar
coming in from the fields, and it is just possible that in
some cases there was not enough to be had in the fields, so
of course they would not store any surplus. Let me tell you

one thing you can do that will make the swarm stronger,
and so make more sure of its storing surplus
If there be a
somewhat even division of forces, it may be that neither the
swarm nor the mother colony will get enough from the
fields to do super-work, but if one of them be made extrastrong it may be able to do surplus work. So when you hive
the swarm, set it on the old stand, putting the old colony
close beside it facing the same way. Then a week later
move the old hive to an entirely new place. The result of
that will be a large accession of bees to the swarm, for all
the field-bees that belong to the old hive, when they return
from gathering in the fields, will go straight to the spot
they have been used to, and not finding their own hive
there they will join the swarm.
4. The advice to put the empty super under the one that
is nearly full is all right if you are pretty sure the bees will
keep on storing otherwise it is better to put the empty super on top, unless, indeed, you think there will be no more
storing, and then no empty super should be given at all. In
the first case you mention (the bees carrying the honey
down from the raised super), the bees most likely carried
the honey down into the brood-chamber. In the second
case, with the empty super above, they stopped work simply
because they had nothing more to do. The trouble was the
same in each case, viz the stoppage of the honey harvest.
And there's nothing you can do, nor that the bees can do,
to make matters better when the flowers have ceased to

2. Is it too late now (Aug. 10) for a virgin queen to commence laying and breed sufficiently to make a good colony
for wintering ? She comes from a $2 red-clover (?) strain.
3.

Is it safe to

put bees in winter quarters without a full

complement of filled frames?. It seems to me that if 6
frames had the winter supply, or possibly S, filled by the
incomplete number of bees, the plain division-board moved
close to the frames and a small sack filled with plauer-shavings or leaves placed tightly in the vacant place in the

Am

it might result favorably.
I right in this ?
I am
feeding to stimulate brood-rearing, but I fear the time is
too short to get strong colonies this poor year.

hive,

Illinois.

Answers. — 1. I've been sitting for some time, chin in
hand and elbow on knee, trying to think how to answer
that question. If I say yes, and everything comes out all
right, yon will have 2 colonies next spring instead of 1, and
very likely you'd rather have 2 weak ones than 1 strong
one. But if you unite in the usual way, you will be surer of
their living, and it is better to have 1 live colony than 2
dead ones. Something depends upon the strength of the
colonies. If they would make no more than a fair colony
when united, then it will probably be better to unite. If
stronger than this it might be well to try the tiering. Another thing to be conridered is the risk of queens. Some
have succeeded with colonies thus tiered in spring, while
others have had one of the queens killed. Some have
thought that such killing is more likely to occur if the bees
are hybrids. But all this roundabout talk will hardly blind
you to the fact that I really don't know what is the right
answer to your question.
2. Not too late, provided she has bees enough to cover
about 3 combs, and there is enough paslurage for them to
keep gathering till the middle of October. If pasturage is
lacking, you must feed.
some think it is even better to take out one or
3. Yes
more frames, all the time provided there be no scarcity of
stores, and you are speaking of ' filled frames." Six frames
ought to accommodate a very strong colony. The " poor
year" can hardly be considered in the case, if you feed to
make up for it.
I thank you heartily for your kind words in a letter accompanying these questions.
;

:

;

:

yield nectar.
S. Perhaps there is nothing better you can do than to get
ahead of the bees, and shake swarms at least a little before
they have a chance to swarm naturally.

Tiering

Two Weak Colonies for Wintering

1. In the event of colonies not being strong enough for
wintering, is it a good plan to tier 2 hives with a zinc-hoard
between them, thus allowing the combined heat to keep the
bees warm enough— the wintering to be outdoors ? I have
some good queens and I dislike very much to destroy them
in the event of the necessity of uniting.

Wiring or Splinting Shallow Frames— Shallow or Deep
Supers for Comb Honey ?— Full Combs for
Spring Building Up of Colonies
1. Would you advise wiring or putting splints in shallow extracting-frames (5 ^-inches deep), or would they be as
well without wire or splints?
2. Would you advise using shallow extracting-supers,
or deep supers, when running for comb honey ? If deep supers, tell your objection to shallow ones ?
3. Do you think it is better to run for both comb and
extracted honey on the same hive ?
4. Where do you get frames full of comb to build up
colonies in the spring, as you say you get your colonies 2 or
3 stories high ? And when the honey-flow comes you reduce them to one story, and put on supers then what do
you do with hive-bodies full of comb when you put on supers, or have you a different way of manipulating in spring?
Missouri.
Answers. 1. You can get along without any sort of
support for the foundation by being more careful in handling the frames and taking a little more time with the exThe time of
tractor, especially while the combs are new.
putting in the supports must be figured against the extra
time of manipulation without supports. On the whole, I
think I would rather have the supports, especially as the
time of putting them in may be in winter, and the extra
time of handling the combs comes at a busy time.
2. I don't know of any objection to the shallow extracting supers except that the combs cannot be used interchangeably with those in the brood-chamber. If I were running for extracted honey, I think I should prefer the shallow super. Fortunately, the case is one in which you can
experiment without much trouble. Try part of each. If
you find you like better the shallow, there will be no trouble
afterward in having more shallow combs and using the
deep ones all in brood chambers, especially as you probably
will want more brood-combs as the years go by. If you find
;

—
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you like the deep combs better, you will find no trouble afterward in using the few shallow supers along with the
deep ones. I don't see that running also for comb honey

makes any

particular difference in the case, unless it be
that you think there is a possibility afterward of running
entirely for comb honey, and if there be such a possibility
then you should have no shallow supers.
3. I don't know.
I feel pretty sure it isn't best for me
but under different circumstances I might prefer it.
4. Before the harvest no colony ever needs more than 2
stories, and a good many of them need only one.
So you
see I don't need an extra story for each colony. Some, however, that do not need an extra story will have one all the
same, partly as a precautionary measure, allowing them the
chance of using the extra room should they need it, and
partly for the sake of having the bees take care of the idle
combs. When the time eomes to reduce all to one story and
put on supers, the extra stories some of them will be
piled up several stories high, over and under colonies that
are rather weak and are allowed to build up, and some of
them will be used in starting nuclei and new colonies.
Some of them will be needed to be filled with honey, so as
to have combs sealed solid full to be used wherever ueeded
the following spring, and sometimes a story filled with
empty frames will be allowed to stand until the worms begin
work in them, and then I wish I had been a better beekeaper so as not to allow such things to happen. Some colonies will be lost in winter and spring, and some will be
doubled up in spring, some empty combs will be taken from
the hives in exchange for the surplus combs saved over and
in these ways there will be enough combs to furnish the
extra stories needed in the spring to begin over again the
year's round.
;

necessary to supersede the queen, for conditions had hardly
to take that idea out of their heads.
But
probably much more common than
it is a common thing
generally supposed for queen-cells to be started when a
new queen is introduced. The bees have been without a
laying queen the queen in the cage is not to them a laying
queen she doesn't lay what seems to them a satisfactory
number of eggs for some days after getting out of the cage,
and what more natural than that the bees should think her
But before there is time
a proper subject for supersedure
for a young queen to emerge, the queen gets back to her
full quota of eggs, and the bees decide that she is to continue in office. At any rate, it is the common thing for
queen-cells to be started as they were in this case, and then
to be destroyed before coming to maturity.

changed enough

——

'.'

—

—
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Queenless Colony
I will call your attention to my robbing question on
page 671. I did as you told me, and was very successful.
The robbing stopped, and the queen laid nicely, but they
had a few queen-cells which I cut out, and a few days later
I opened the hive again and found the colony queenless.
1. Was it a mistake to cut out the queen-cells?
2. Is it worth while to introduce another queen ?
3. What was the cause of the colony becoming queenless ? and of so many qneen-cells in the hive?
All the bee-keepers who saw my queen said I had a very
nice one, and robbing was surely stopped 4 weeks before the
Pennsylvania.
queen was lost.

Answers. — 1.
queen being

Bees Using the Old

2.

put bees in a Danzenbaker hive in 1' 05 in 1906 they
swarmed, and in June they hatched out the first crop of
bees.
Will they continue to use the old comb, or should
that be taken out ? If so, when or will they continue to
use it ?
Mississippi.
;

—

question, practically,

If there was no mistake about a good
in the hive, it was all right to cut out the
If no queen, then another could be reared from

queen-cells.
one of the cells.

Comb

I

Answer. — Your

—

—

is

whether comb

needs renewing after a certain length of time, or whether
the bees will continue to use it after it is several years old.
It has been proven very satisfactorily that the continual use
of combs by the bees for a number of years does not cause
deterioration so as to make it advisable to renew the comb.
Indeed, I have in my own apiary combs a third of a century
in use, and the bees use them just as well as ever. I am not
sure whether I fully understand what you mean by that
"first crop of bees." When a swarm is hived, the queen
begins laying very soon, and 21 days after the first egj; is
laid the first young bee will emerge from its cell, and there
will be a constant emerging of young bees from that time
all the time until breeding stops in the fall, so it will hardly
do to say that there is any " crop of bees " in the case.

Under

all

as well to break

the cireumstances like enough it would-be
up the colony and unite with others.

not entirely clear just when the colony became
Possibly the robbers may have been the guilty
parties, and it is possible the queen may have been accidentally killed when you had the hive open. The queencells would naturally be built on the death of the queen. It
would also be nothing very unusual for queen-cells to be
built upon the commotion raised by robbing.
3.

It is

queenless.

.Convention
'Proceedings
2KS9M
Northern California Convention

Bees Superseding Queens
had a prime swarm issue June IS, introduced a
6, and when I took the old queen out I
cut out 2 ripe qneen-cells, and introdnced the new queen.
In IS days I found 3 new queen-cells ready to seal. Will
you please give me the cause of this ?
Virginia.
I

shipped queen July

—

Answer. There was probably nothing out of the usual
course of events. The regular thing is for every queen to
be superseded when 2 or 3 years old, and the time for superseding is usually toward the close of the harvest, although
it may be more commonly than supposed right after swarming. June IS you hived a prime swarm, and, the queen
being old enough to be superseded, the bees started 2 queencells not many days after being hived, and if they had not
been disturbed there would have been a young queen from
one of these to supersede the old one. Hut you cut out these
cells July 6, at the same time removing the old queen and
introducing the new. Then as soon as the new queen had
fairly got to laying, or about a week after you had put her
into the hive, 2 more queen-cells were started, which you
On just what grounds the bees
later found ready to seal.
based their reasons for starting these cells I don't know. It
may be that there was still left the old feeling that it was

The Northern California Bee-Keepers' Association is the
name of an organization which was formed at a meeting held
Quite a
at the Court House in Sacramento last Saturday.
number of the prominent apiarists of northern California
were present at the meeting, and all of them signed the roll of
membership. The objects of the organization, as indicated in
a resolution adopted, are the mutual benefit of the members,
the advancement of the industry, the purchase of supplies,

and the marketing of the product.
The meeting was called to order by B. B. Hogaboom, of
Elk Grove, who was chosen temporary chairman, with Charles
F. Lewis, of Oak Park, as Secretary." Mr. Hogaboom stated
that the meeting had been called for the purpose of effecting
an organization of the bee-keepers of the northern part of the
State, provided that should prove to be the sense of the
meeting. On motion of Mr Stephenson, a list of the names
of those present was made, together with the number of colonies represented, with the following result:
Irvin Myers, Franklin Jay Lewis and Charles P. Lewi-.
Lester B. .John250 colonies for comb ami 250 'for extracted
son, 250 extracted .1. D. Baker. 100 comb and 1,000 extracted:
G
Stephenson, 12 comb; Thomas I Stephenson, 100 comb;
B B. Hogaboom, 315 comb; II. M. Tyler, 250 comb: .1. W.
McDonald, 40 extracted; W. 11. I'.aker, 80 extracted. There
;

;

W
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were represented a total of 1,277 colonies for comb honey and
1,370 colonies for extracted, making a total of 2,647 colonies
This represents but a small portion of the bee-keepof bees.
ing interests of northern California, but there is no doubt that
many of the other apiarists will come into the organization
now that it has been formed. A number, indeed, have expressed their intention of doing so.
The general idea of those present was that organization
would prove of great benefit to the industry in this section of
the State, as it has in other places. It is proposed to collect
the product of the members in warehouses in several places
provided with good transportation facilities. The honey could
then be marketed on warehouse receipts, and better prices be
obtained for carload lots than when the bee keepers sell their
output individually and in small lots
It is possible that later
on a manager may be chosen to take charge of the marketing
of the crop, the purchase of supplies and other business matters.
The sentiment of the members is now, however, that it
is too soon to take such a step.
This is a detail which will arrange itself when the organization is in full working order

and stronger than

now.
proposed organization was very fully
discussed, the principal speakers being B. B Bogaboom, F.
Jay Lewis, Mr Stephenson and others. John M. Rankin,
United States Special Agent in Apiculture, Bureau of Entomology, stationed at Chico, was present and made a very interesting talk. He advised the bee-keepers by all means to
organize, and assisted very materially in perfecting the or-

The nature

it is

of the

ganization.
It was decided that the local association should affiliate
with the National Bee-Keepers' Association. The dues were
fixed at $1 per year, half of which goes for membership in the
National Association.
Electiorj of officers resulted in the choice of the following:
F.Jay Lewis, President B. B. Hogaboom, Vice-President;
Charles F. Lewis, Secretary and Treasurer. These, with Lester B. Johnson and J. W. McDonald, wdl serve as directors.
They were instructed by the meeting to draw up a constitution and by-laws, to be presented at the next meeting.
;

Honey Crop

Northern California.

in

Conversation among those present developed the fact that
the honey crop of the northern part of the State promised to be a very good one.
On account of the unusual duration of the rains and the coolness of the season up to very recently, the crou will be about a month late, but prospects are
that it will be satisfactory as regards both quantity and quality.
Charles F. Lewis, Secretary of the Association, states
that a failure of the honey crop of this section of the State
has never been known. It is sometimes necessary to feed the
bees during the early part of the season, as has been the case
in some instances this year, but the final outcome is nearly always about the same.
Last year the honey output of Calirornia was a recordbreaker, being over 10,000,000 pounds
The 1906 crop will be
very much shorter. In fact, grave fears are expressed as to
their being any crop in the southern part of the State.
The
continued wet weather has put the bees baek about a mouth,
and they can not make this up in the south as they can in the
northern part of the State. Most of the honey in Ventura
and other southern counties is stored in the month of May or
not at all. This year there was very little in that month. At
present it is too early to estimate the probable output of the
State.
Conditions have improved very greatly within the past
few weeks, and it is possible that earlier forecasts may prove
to be somewhat under the actual output.
California Fruitgrower, of June 30, 1906

—
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Mr. E. T. Abbott then addressed the convention as
lows

fol-

:

POULTRY-KEEPING FOR THE BEE-KEEPER
want

haven't any paper, neither do I
intend to give you the kind of poultry talk that you hear
every day.
When Mr. Hutchinson asked me to take some
I

to

say

that

I

progam down in Texas, I suggested that he put
for this talk instead of some bee-keeping talk that I
been talking all these years. This poultry talk of mine

part in the

me on
had

not along the usual lines, and I do not know but what
I will talk
just as well if I didn't give it all.
just a little while along the lines I usually talk, and if you
don't like that kind of thing we can easily enough change
off.
I
remember Mr. Root heard me on this poultry talk
once down in Missouri. He came in and sat down in front
of me and dropped his head down, and put his hand over
his eyes and looked fearfully discouraged, and I didn't
know but what he was going to cry. Some time afterwards he straightened up. He said afterwards that it wasn't
the kind of talk he was expecting, just as though I could
teach A. I. Root anything about bees.
Poultry is a broad subject; it is much broader than you
There were two or three
can discuss in one evening.
old hens up in Wisconsin, that got under a pair of stairs and
began to scratch and scratch around the leaves and dirt,
and after a while they scratched up some several thousand
dollars, and the money was found and it got into the papers.
I
do not know whether or not you read it, but it was in
every newspaper, almost, in the United States. Now, hens
have been scratching up money all these years, which amounts
in Missouri, I think, to something like forty millions every
year
in other States they have been scratching up equal
amounts, and nothing has been said about it.
have
been looking all these years for something we could do in
connection with bee-keeping.
I will tell you what I
do.
I milk a Jersey cow and keep some fine poultry, and have
for years, and I have been advocating that inbreeding for
io or 15 years. When I first began to advocate it, like
Mr. Holtermann, they said I was upside down, and I was
talking nonsense, but I went on until I had some of the
finest golden Wyandottes I ever had in my life, the most
perfectly marked.
The boys thought they were such a good
mark for marksmanship that they killed them off.
The first secret of success is to know how, and in order
to know how you have to study the hen.
She is a peculiar
creature.
She has had but little study. The reason has
been that men inherited a theory that in order to make poultry a success they must turn it over to the women, and as the
women didn't know much they wouldn't expect them to accomplish much it was a kind of a small, one-horse business
and the woman was a kind of a small, one-horse affair,
and it could all be turned over to her and it would be onehorse all the way through. The man didn't have much interest in it only when he wanted a little money to buy his
tobacco, or to get something when he went to town, and
then he went to the old woman's purse and got enough to
buy a plug of tobacco or a drink. That is about all he
is
it

would be

;

We

;

knew.
Mr. York

—That

ter.]

Mr. Abbott

— No,

was

in

Missouri, wasn't

it?

[Laugh-

sir; all over.

The
make the

great secret of success in keeping poultry is to
poultry comfortable. I want to give you some good
Now in order to make
rules that will work out in practice.
a hen comfortable, the conditions and surroundings must be
Some people think a hen
such as are adapted to hens.
has no feeling; they think it isn't an animal; it is a kind of
automatic machine to grind out eggs and to eat for Sunday
If you
dinners; but there is a vast deal more to a hen.
expect to get eggs and that is all hens are worth that is
what there is in a hen, is eggs if you can't get eggs out of
In order to get eggs
the hen you can't get anything out.
You can't get anyout of the hens you must put eggs in.
You put it in
thing out of a hen you don't put into her.
in the
form of feed, and take it out in the form
of eggs.
And the food must be first, enough to nourenergy, and to build it up; and then
ish the lien's vital
there must be sufficient superabundance of food to make
eggs, and eggs should always be in a hen, so that you have
a circle. You feed a hen eggs in food, and the hen gives
you other hens in eggs, and the circle keeps going around
and around, but you must supply fuel to run the machine.
There has to be eggs put into the hens and then you will
get eggs out of the hens.

—

—

—

Somebody in "Gleanings" said: "Gleanings" always has
things in it that are so, and things very wise, and sometimes,
There was an old man, who, in his
a small illustration.
condemnation of his poultry business, said he had hatched
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320 chickens and only raised 200. Now. a man who doesn't
know any more about raising chickens and hens than that,
ought not to go in the busine
He ought to keep oul
Now, 1
of the poultry business and go to something else.
say you must make the poultry comfortable and the first
essential of comfort is a comfortable home in which the
I
experimented a little the winter before
poultry can live.

were

possible to increase the egg-production,
and have a simple house that was inexpensive. 1 prepared
the roost so that I could drop a curtain right down in front
of it.
They say hens should have air. I believe they should
have some air. Every night I went out to my biddies, just
I
went out with the
like the mother puts the babies to bed
lantern, and found them all lined up on the roost in a nice
row, and they would talk to me, and I would pull down
the curtain and they would stay there perfectly quiet till I
went out in the morning; and in the morning one old hen
was the first one to begin, and she would talk in hen fashion
I
don't
and get down off the roost ready for her food.
suppose they knew any different, and I don't suppose they
appreciated it.
The fool hen hasn't got sense enough to
know wdien she is warm, but every day she laid an egg.
The average farmer expects a hen to lay eggs under average
conditions.
I
presume in Illinois 9-10 of the hens roost
in trees, and 9-10 of the men think hens ought to roost
about 40 feet, more or less, from the ground in the tree;
and when the mercury is down 20 degrees below zero, that
she ought to come out of the tree and hunt around in the
snow for a dry place and lay an egg as a return for the
kindly treatment she gets
Do you know what I would do
if I was a hen and got that kind of treatment?
I would
last

to

see

if

it

;

!

climb up above some other. If we all had roosts and had
at night and get down on a level, can't you
imagine what it would mean for humanity?
Now, then, if you want a hen to lay eggs you must keep
will tell you one of the
omfortable all the time, and
mer likes a chicken for dinthings you must do. The a\
and
ner, lie doesn't have to cook it. he doesn't have to pick it
if he
lie doesn't care how much hi- wile has to work on Sunday,
out to the corner and tell yarns and chew and smoke and
good time, and come back at half past one or two o'clock
with half a dozen of his neighbors and have a good chicken
He always wants
for dinner and have a good, jolly time.
catching that
a chicken for Sunday, but he never thinks of
lie never thinks about getting the chicken ready.
chicken,
a
But Sunday comes and he says, Well, we better have
chicken to-day; John Smith is coming over from the store
with me. and I think we better have a chicken.
Well, mother says, it is all right; she don't want to cross
him; she knows what will come. She goes out; and every
farmer in the country has two or three dogs— a little dog,
picks out the
a big dog and a dog between; the old lady
chicken and savs to the boy, "Do you see that old, yallerAll
legged hen; I want her for dinner." The boy says,
And he blows a whistle. The
right I'll have the chicken."
him, Tige. Do you see
little 'dog comes, and he says, "Sick
ing to

to

come home

I

11

;_

1

1

The hen starts, the boy starts, and the dog starts.
Did you ever know one dog to start without all the other
in and the
dogs joining with him? The middle dog joins
orchard, and through
big dog and they run through the
then run back and
the barn, and through the cow-shed, and
the chase, and the
forth and finally the old man joins in
little dog is hot on
old woman comes rushing out, and the
she tries to go
the trail, and the hen comes to the fence, and
hen by
through a crack in it. and the old woman grabs the
takes hold of the
the legs, and she whirls around, and she
hen by the head and goes "whizz."
She has spoiled
I take what she has done seriously.
chased
one hen for Sunday dinner, because a hen that is
chase was going
that way isn't fit to eat; and while the
of the
on do you know what she has done with the rest
There is the old hen looking out from
helis in the place?
that
behind a box, and there is the old rooster over there
hens they
have
they
300
if
Now
cackles.
and
out
looks
for a
have done something more, they have lost 300 eggs,
animal,
hen has the most delicate, nervous organism of any
she can
almost, in existence, and under such circumstances
will be
hot lay eggs. She won't stop right away, but that
Sunday
because she can't. If the farmer had 300 hens, the
a cent
dinner has cost him 300 eggs, and if they are worth
had on Sunday that
a piece, he has paid $3 for the hen he
that hen."

was not

to eat.
.,,
,
T 1
.
to
hate
to kill a hen, if you must kill them— I
in
the
roost
the
off
quietly
kill my chickens-is to take her
squarely off
morning, and when it is daylight, cut her head
her up.
and drop her into a barrel out of sight and coyer
Mv printing shop is right next to the hotel and they have
fit

,

The way

women come

EMERSON

T.

AHBOTT.

swear by the eternals I would never lay an egg. You can't
She couldn't
expect the hen to lay under such conditions.
lay if she wanted to, for it takes all of the hen's vital
energy to keep herself warm and live, and she hasn't any
extra vital energy for eggs.
Then a word about the hen-roost. The old-fashioned
roost was built up on an angle of 45 degrees, and the
poles ran one above the other. In the evening when the
hens went to roost those poles were loose at one end or
the other, and, of course, if they are loose like that at both
ends every hen will like the middle best; and every hen

wanted to get on the top pole. Hens are a good deal likemen, they want to get on the top pole, and when they are
trying to get there they don't care a continental

And

whom

they
after the other,

up one
climbing up one on top of another, and you hear them
squealing and screeching, and all sorts of noises, and it
take- the hens from one to two hours to get settled down,

knock

oft.

so the

hen-,

start

Now, that kind of roo-t is not the kind of
The hen-roost ought to be on the level,
to build.
If 1 could get the
just as all men ought to be on the level
men reduced to proper hen-roost style I would accompli-h
are always trymore for humanity than anything else.
every time.
roost

We

Two brawny
chicken every day for dinner.
heads
down there and they take those chickens and hack their
that it
off
and thrash them around 111 such a cruel way
makes the chills run over me, and I feel sometimes as though
will never eat another chicken.
1
to
Now about the diseases of poultry. When I used
always asking
lecture in the Farmers' Institute they were
me about the diseases. There is only about one disease in
About the only disease we
poultry that is very dangerous.
the head
have in Missouri is roup; that is. the catarrh of
and
and it gets more aggravated until it gets mto the lungs
the hen so that she is
finally into the blood, and poi-,,ns
proper time it can be
really not fit to eat: but if taken at the
say
I
roop.
I can tell you how to cure
vers" easily cured.
and bronchial tubes, and about tinit is a disease of the lungs
You can't afford to doctor
to tr.at it is wholesale.
only
way

le

hen- unh

-

they

tluable.

way to
the hens are getting diseased, and the
They call it pip, sometimes.
is if
tell
they are snuffing.
That is the danger signal.
night.
You hear it on the r
You want to get busy. Get you some sulphur and a kettle,
reasonably
and put some coals in it. Have your hen-house
get to roost put the kettle
tight, and when your hen- all
wont hum it up, and
in the center of the house where you
coals, and
throw about half a pound of sulphur onto those
unless you feel the necessity of the treatment

You

find

then go out
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if you do, stay in;
staying in 15 or 20 minutes
will do more towards curing catarrh or any bronchial trouble that you have than all the doctor's medicine you can
take in a thousand years.

yourself;

and I took 10 pounds of sugar and thoroughly mixed
with 10 pounds of water, and placed it in a strong colony
to obtain capped stores for the winter colonies.
With 20
pounds of syrup I got 14 pounds of capped stores. It was
done late in the fall after the honey-flow was stopped, as I
thought. That was a loss of about 335/2 percent.
Dr. Miller There are two questions: I got one, and
Brother Taylor got another. I suspect he has more nearly
the right one than I have, and, as he says, the thing will
vary very greatly.
If you take into consideration the practical question, it was probably intended to ask, how much
will you have left for winter stores?
It will vary according to circumstances, all the way from a very little loss to an
entire loss of the whole business, if you feed it slowly enough.
If you say you are going to feed fast, and ask how much you
will have left, then you might get something with a definite
answer. You feed so much, and you will have so much left,
but be sure to put in a good deal more than you count on.
Mr. Kimmey This was fed to a strong colony and fed
colonies,
it

Now

you can cure your hens by treating them in that
two or three nights. If it has got so bad that it
doesn't disappear, the best thing to do is to cure them with
the hatchet; but don't eat them.
When they die you throw
them over in the alley and then the rest of the hens go and
eat them and then you kill and eat the hens.
You might as
well have eaten the other fellow at the start. Every one of
them ought to buried out of sight, so far under ground it
would not be possible for these diseased germs to be car-

way

in

—

ried to other chickens.

A Member— How
Mr. Abbott

mence

When

in

— In

time.

you get

do you

kill

vermin?

order to kill vermin, you must comYou must not let the vermin get there.

whole

a

lot

it

is

pretty hard to

kill

them;

—

a serious proposition.
But in order to kill the vermin
you must put a little elbow-grease into your roosts; you
must have your roost smooth; you must have vour henhouse clean. Vermin hatches in the filth; they don't hatch
on the hens: they hatch in the filth, and find their way to
the hens.
Keep the filth out of your hen-house and "you
won't have any trouble with the vermin.
On motion of Dr. Miller the convention adjourned.
it

is

Third Day
der,

— Morning

once.
Dr. Miller I should expect in that case of Mr. Kimmey's the bees fooled him, and were doing something on the
sly, and got something elsewhere.
Mr. Wheeler
great deal depends on another point,
and that is, what time of the year you feed. If it is in a
warm part of the season, when a great deal of brood-rearing
is going on, a great deal more of the syrup will go into the

all at

—A

Session.

brood.

At 9:30 p. m. Pres. Dadant called the convention to orand called lor reports of committees, but none being

ready to report, the question-box was taken up.

—

Mr. Huffman I can't just agree with that. As I understand the question, it is, what percentage of shrinkage there
has to be when it is going to be sealed over.
Mr. McEvoy It depends a good deal on the conditions of
things.
If there is a large quantity of food, and it is fed
slowly, it will be nearly consumed; but if you limit the number of colonies and feed with a rush it will not; but don't
have it too thin. It will be nearly a half.

—

GAR SYRUP FOR FALL FEEDING.

"What proportion of shrinkage must be expected in food
made of sugar and water in equal parts for fall food?"

—
—

Why not say one-quarter?
Dr. Phillips I tried this and tested the syrup after it had
been put in the combs it had not been sealed, but it was in
condition for honey.
When I got through and tested the
syrup it was 80 percent of it solid.
Mr. Holtermann— Do I understand Dr. Phillips to mean
not a change in the specific gravity of the syrup, but there
is no loss in weight in storing?
If you feed 10 pounds of
syrup the colony gains 10 pounds?
Dr. Phillips I don't mean that. There is a decided loss.
Mr. Wilcox According to his answer, isn't there a loss
of 20 percent, in addition to the water put in ?
-Mr. Miller
You are taking half and half sugar, and
water. When we make syrup, I think it is supposed that about
2 pounds of water to 5 of sugar will make something of about
the consistency of honey.
Dr. Phillips Honey is about 75 or 80 per cent solid.
There is a little water of crystalization in sugar.
Dr. Miller If that should be straight, 2 pounds of water
and 5 of sugar, and if you have put in 5 of water and 5 of
sugar, when it is evaporated you have lost just 1-3.
I am
not saying this is reliable.
Mr. Taylor I think that is not the question. As I understand the question, when you give the bees 10 pounds of
sugar and as much water as you please with it, how many
pounds of sugar are there when it is stored in the combs?
The bees consume some, and if there is any brood, they feed
some to the brood and my answer would be, it depends on
circumstances.
If there is a large amount of young brood,
the loss will be greater.
If it is fed slowly the loss will be
greater; if it is fed rapidly, and there is no brood, the loss
will not be very great.
Mr. Baxter I would say this is all guess-work.
Mr. Kilgore As I understand the question, if I have
a colony of bees that is almost entirely without honey at the
time of entering winter, how much syrup at half and half
will I have to give them?
When they have manipulated it
properly, there will be the regulation quantity in there to winter, that which we r'.nsidered to be about 24 pounds, and
according to Dr. Phillips' test the waste would be about
1-5.
In order to have _'4 pounds in a colony to enter winter we would have to feed them 30 pounds, half and half.
Pres. Dadant— If they feed thin syrup it will still be
thinner when in the cells for winter than if it had been fed
Mr. Acklin

—

;

—

—
—

—
—
—

Dadant

—This

question is misunderstood by some
that the gentleman wants to know in regard to this is, what proportion of sweet there will be in the
feed, or in the cells, to what there was when he put it in?
I think Dr. Phillips has understood it rightly, and told us the
proportion that he found, 80 percent.
Mr. Aspinwall Certainly, if he found 20 percent less
there would be a loss that has gone into the cappings. If not
capped over there would be a difference also.
Mr. Wilcox The chemist has simply given us the percentage of sugar.
Dr. Phillips This was sugar-fed. absolutely no honey in
it, and 50 percent of water in the sugar when it was fed.
Mr. Aspinwall If there was 50 percent of sugar and SO
percent of water, there couldn't be 80 percent of sugar afterPres.

Now,

parties.

all

—

—
—

—

wards.
Dr. Phillips When this sugar was fed it was half and
half sugar and water
when we were through and extracted
the result, 80 percent of that was solid.
Mr. Holtermann I don't think this question is one which
should take up a great deal of time, because it is not a practical question.
This syrup is too thin for practical purposes,
to begin with. If I understand the question, it is, what is left,
and if it is of any profit at all, that is the practical side of it.
Mr. R. L,. Taylor read a paper on,

—

;

—

THE HONEY-PRODUCERS' LEAGUE

;

—
—

thick.

Mr. Kimmey

—

I

am

able

to

state

I

have tried with

2

Fellow Bee-Keepers

—

I say fellow bee-keepers, because
have to say is for bee-keepers, and not for our members
who belong to what some one has euphemistically called the
for, remember, that we have a strong ele"allied interests"
ment in our Association, not directly interested, or, at least,

what

:

I

;

not primarily interested, in the production of honey.

I refer
of supplies, dealers in supplies and in
honey, authors, publishers and editors of apicultural books
and journals.
necessary to say that there are some
It is scarcely
phases of some topics that are of great concern to honeyproducers, but of no special concern to the honey-dealers; and
so of the others.
But I am compelled to go further and say that the business concerns of the allied interests are hostile to those of
Now. do not misunderstand me. I do
the honey-producers.
not say there is any hostility between you the honey-producers and the representatives of the allied interests. Far

to manufacturers

—

—

:
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from

it.
They are good men, strong men, and a necessary part of our Association.
I
am only calling attention
to the fact that in some points our business interests clash.
I would have you guard your interests as shrewdly as they
guard theirs. They themselves, I am convinced, would not
have you do otherwise, for they are upright men and at
heart desire your prosperity. You do not always study your
own interests as you ought. They, in a fatherly fashion, attempt to guide you, and you are too much inclined to follow
blindly.
But no man can serve two masters. It is not in
human nature that they should adequately care both for your
interests and their own when those interests clash.
It is a
sound principle of law that no man may be judge in his own
matter.
Burns sounds the same note

na say

men

are villains a',
are unco weak.
An' little to be trusted;
If self the wav-ring balance shake,
It's rarely right adjusted!

I'll

But och

Mankind

!

You ask for concrete examples. Well, take this Soon
after the white clover season was over some of our leading
journals came out with the usual advice to sell your honey
early; that the early sellers got the best prices; and, forthwith, bee-keepers, where they had any crop, were tumbling
over each other to get rid of their honey at any price.
:

The advice was bad for your interests in a year of
scarcity, but disastrous in a year of plenty, for nothing is so
ruinous as a glut in the market, unless it be the concomitant,
to-wit the piling up of honey in cold, damp warehouses to
:

I don't question the
sweat and crack and become ruined.
honesty of the advice, but given, I doubt not, on account of a
vision clouded by some conflicting interest. Dealing in honey
may have been involved, or the desire to stir up the tyro
to get rid of his honey lest he in his inexperience should

you entrust them with honey, the grading is not, right, or the
is too little, or your weight of the honey is too much
on account of which, or by some carelessness or negligence
on their part, the true weight of your honey is not accounted for.
If you express any hesitation about intrusting them with
with your goods you have little faith in mankind; if you
suggest some condition to test their faith in mankind, that is
contrary to business principles.
It

tare

—

In 25 years' experience I do not remember that I had one
square deal at their hands, unless I either required prepayment or delivered the goods in person, until this year;
and yet I believe they were honest men self the wavering
balance shook. This year I found the exception that proved
Rather against my judgment, I made a considerthe rule.
able shipment because I lacked time to dispose of it as I have
heretofore found most satisfactory.
In due time, the report
came that the honey arrived in fine condition, that the packing and grading were above criticism, with a check for a
larger sum than my bill called for.
Perhaps I ought to give
the name, but he is present and such men are modest.
Another point! Some of you no doubt have already
learned that in the matter of supplies your interests and
the interests of the dealer are antagonistic.
Some say the
dealers in supplies have formed a trust to control prices,
or at least have an understanding, that amounts to the same
thing.
But I am bound to say that as yet I am not ready
to go so far, for to form a combine is unlawful, and therefore dishonorable, and I take them to be honorable men.
And as yet, it is not to be denied that there are many
things that seem to point to a combination.
Once one could
easily get a reduction from published prices, but now if he
suggests it he hardly gets a civil answer.
Then there is a
constant tendency to crowd prices up unnecessarily.
In the
case of sections this is perhaps most noticeable.
Not many
weeks ago a manufacturer of supplies dilated in one of our
journals on the outlook for sections.
Timber was getting
scarce and more costly, so that the price of sections must
go up. Indeed, the prospect was that basswood and onepiece sections must go out, then four-piece sections must
come in at another advance of 75 cents a thousand; and a
sub-editor and a bee-keeper responds in substance, Let them
go up we can stand it.
But we can't stand it if they are not worth it, i. e., if the
have what is to me satisfactory proof.
profits are too high.
fully

—

;

I

18 months I have bought just 25 M.
sections, partly one-piece but mostly four-piece.
The dealer
said he could let me have the one-piece at $2.70, but the

Within the

last

four-piece did not cost so much to make and he could sell
at $2.50 a M., and those were the highest prices I paid.
And this was not a sacrifice sale. The sections were not only
all No. 1, but they were made to order.

them

One

is the branch houses, and
of advertising done by dealers.
You
pay for these luxuries without receiving any equivalent for

the

reason of the high prices

immense amount

your money.

Another curious argument
sections.

R.

neglect

too

I.

TAYLOR.

long and so give up the

business

in

disgust;

aim
an ever-increasing constituency of
That this should be accomplished is obviously
bee-keepers.
We have
contrary to the interests of existing bee-keepers.
room for all earnest, intelligent and stable students of apiculture, who turn in with us because they are birds of a
for know that
to secure and

it

is

common

to all the allied interests to

maintain

They come in
But the majority are not such.
They endure but for a
thinking to make an easy fortune.
time, play havoc with our markets, and then fall out by the
feather.

way.

Perhaps there are no conditions in which the honeyproducer must be more careful to use all his intelligence and
caution than in dealing with jobbers and commission men.

is

boom the price of
afford to pay the prices
for them when he sells

used to

The honey-producer can

because he gets a higher price still
How millennium-like this would
them with the honey.
sound: Section comb foundation 15 cents a pound only,
because the bee-keeper cannot get more than that when
he sells it with the honey.
To illustrate how carefully the supply dealers belonging
to the allied interests look after their own profits when the
interests of the honey-producer intervenes, let me give one or
two more items. Information comes to me from a manufacturer of a certain line of supplies that he was aranging
to give members of this Association a large reduction in
When news of this movethe price of his line of goods.
ment got abroad, he was communicated with by a representative of a company prominent as supply dealers and
members of the Honey-Producers' League, with the result
that he was compelled to withdraw from the arrangement;
the immediate consequence of which withdrawal was that
for the time being at least you were compelled to pay for a
line of goods much used by honey-producers, a price almost
;o percent higher.
Again, I am credibly informed that glass for shippingcases could have been bought recently at the factory in small
lots at $1.50 a box, but an extensive dealer also connected

:

:

:
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who no doubt buys much cheaper in large
the glass at $2.75 to $3.00 a box almost, perhaps
quite 100 percent on what he pays.
No tender regard for the
interests of the sweating honey-producer shines forth from
profits of such magnitude.
But time and space fail, and what has all this to do with
the Honey-Producers' League, anyway?
This League was organized ostensibly to create a larger
demand for honey and to hunt clown lies about it. But
startling to tell. 5 of the 7 offices of the League are filled
by men connected with the allied interests, and the strength
of the League is from the same source.
So I have written all this to help inculcate the counsel
of Captain Standish in Longfellow's "Courtship of Miles
with the League,

lots,

—

sells

Standish"
"If you wish a thing well done you must do it yourself;
you must not leave it to others."
If you neglect the counsel as he did, and send someone
else to do your courting, you will surely lose Priscilla. Who
is to be benefited by the working out of the plan proposed?
Would you expect to increase the consumption of wheat
by advertising? But honey has been known as long as has
wheat. Advertising cannot change the tastes of the people,

make honey

nor increase their capacity for consumption, nor
a necessity.

The course proposed is admirably calculated to pique the
curiosity and thereby lead many of the ultra optimistic who
have a little leisure, to embark upon the apicultural sea.
And that is for the good of the allied interests, and doubtless
what they want. But do you honey-producers want it? I
can see how it would decrease the price of honey, but I cannot see how it would tend in any way to increase it.
What has advertising done to influence the price of
honey heretofore? Only the other day Mr. Doolittle, in an
Why the difference in the price of honey
article, asks.
30 years ago and now? He makes the reduction from 28^
He does not attempt to answer the
cents to 10^2 cents.
question, but I can, and to my own satisfaction at least.
It was about that time that the advertising of honey and the
honey business began to assume some magnitude, and ever
since the advertising has increased yearly and the price of
honey has as steadily decreased.
One pretext for the organization of the League is that
_

our honey. I know of
of experience has, I think, any
Insist on an unmanipudifficulty in disposing of his honey.
lated market; ripen your honey well before moving it; get
it to the consumer, or to some one directly interested in getting it to the consumer, and there will be no glut in the

we Deed assistance
no such necessity.

in the disposal of

No one

honey market.

We

are informed, too, that the League is to chase the
In my opinion
fatuus of manufactured comb honey.
If let alone
the longer it is pursued the bigger it will look.
it will die.
I never yet saw a person that even suggested
It is impossible for any
that comb honey could be artificial.
intelligent person to examine a case of comb honey and
believe that it might be artificial.
ignis

Traveling salesmen are charged with the lies. They are
great jokers, and invent wonderful stories, and will repeat
them so often and so long as they will incite or irritate
or frighten any one.
Disregard their stories and they will
drop them.
But if the plans of the League were in all respects unCan any sensible reaexceptional, why divide our forces?
son be given for it? In division there is weakness. I only
The
quote from an article of our president-elect when I say
National Association is the proper channel through which
all national reforms for bee-keepers should be secured.
R. L. Taylor
:

—

Dr. Miller Mr. President, we are told it is not a good
I
am not
thing to have someone else do our courting.
sure about that. I never got any body else to court for me
I succeeded very well all alone, and on that account I suppose Mr. Taylor thinks every thing else ought to be done
alone.
But everything is not courting; there is such a thing
as my doing something that nobody else might help me at. If
I were to try to court a girl, and deputized one of you to go
and see her, it is not assured at all that her affections would
remain true to me; but if I owed a man $50, and some other
man goes and pays $25 of that debt for me, will you explain
how that is going to hurt me?

Let me throw some of the saw-dust aside and see what
milk is in the cocoanut. Here a number of men got together
and said to us, We want the truth told about honey. They
got some $1,400 together, and they said what they wanted
that used for was to create a larger demand for honey
through advertising in newspapers ami magazines, its great
value as food, and by such other methods as may be considered advisable to the Executive Board.
Also by publication of facts concerning the production of honey to counteract any misrepresentation of the same.
Now, do you object to an editor telling the truth about
honey in his paper because he is not a bee-keeper, because
he will do it free? Suppose he is one of these iniquitous (?)
supply manufacturers, if he offers you money you are glad
to have it in your Association.
If he is willing to pay a dollar to get some editor to tell the truth about honey, don't
you want him to do it? It seems to me this is all in the air.
yet there is a feeling of that kind, and that these men said,
don't want any misunderstanding.
1
know- I am the
President of this iniquitous (?) concern under fire now,
the chief devil of the lot, and I know that those men, unless
they fooled me, were entirely honest in saying that the truth
ought to be told. You were looking for their motives.

We

Now

think I can understand them
I confess
there is a
nigger in the fence I don't see. But I can see this, I think
Here is a supply manufacturer, a supply dealer, anything that
hurts the bee-kepers to make less sale of honey or lower the
prices of honey, hurts his business. If he can help bee-keepers
by having the truth told about honey he is helping himself,
if there is that sort of feeling, a new and better use can be
made of that money. I am going to read you a resolution
made before I knew whether Mr. Taylor was going to be on
one side or on the other side
I

"We, the Executive Board of Honey-Producers' League,
propose (subject to the approval of the majority of the
League's members) to turn over to the National Bee-Keepers' Association the funds now in the League's Treasury
(about $1,300) provided that such funds when received by
this Association shall be used for the purpose for which they
were orginally contributed in the Honey Producers' League.
"Further, we would recommend, if these funds are so
accepted, that a sub-committeee of the National be appointed
to expend the same."
Mr. Holekamp I am one of the Executive Committee or
Board of the League. I am a bee-keeper, nothing else, and

—

believe in advertising, and I believe it takes more money
we can get out of the bee-keepers for this purpose,
therefore, I thought it was a good thing if the supply men
would help in this matter. The supply dealers are benefited
probably more than we are through this advertising, inasmuch as the supply dealer can sell no goods unless we can
The more honey we can sell the more
sell honey at a profit.
I don't believe the
goods the supply dealer can dispose of.
supply dealers in furnishing this money had any other
thought than to increase the sale and price of honey for the
bee-keepers, and therefore I was willing when I was asked
I had
to go on the Executive Board, to take this place.
been asking to do more advertising to increase its funds.
But after coming here I heard that there was a feeling that
if there was anything done with it, it was unfair to the beekeepers, and, therefore, it is probably better to have the matter done the way it has been proposed, and I voted in favor of
doing this. I think we can help ourselves. I know it by my
own feelings. I began keeping bees for pleasure, and I used
to give my honey away, but my crop was so large I had to
dispose of it. I didn't know what to do with my honey untii
I began to advertise, and, since I am advertising, people are
So I believe advertising
getting the honey from my house.
does us good, and I do not believe the supply dealer has
anything else in view other than the benefit that is to help us
I

than

to help themselves.
Pres. Dadant In this matter, if we wish to take the
The Honey - Producers' League, we cannot
proposal of
accept or reject it, but we can recommend to the Board of
Directors of the National Association to accept it, or take a
are
vote upon it through the members of the National.
a very small percentage of the entire membership, and we
can pass anything that will stand for the approval of the
motion made here, recommending the acceptance
members.
or rejection, as you see fit, will undoubtedly have an influence upon the Board of Directors. Therefore a motion now
would be in order.

and

—

We

A

:
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Miller As a member
we recommend that the

Dr.
that

American Dee Journal

this Association,
proposition of The

of

move

I

Honeymoney (some

Producers' League to take over from them this
$1,300), to be used by us, and to have a committee arranged
to expend it in the way proposed, be accepted and that this
be recommended to the Directors.
Mr. Smith I second the motion.
Mr. Wheeler I sell honej in Chicago. I go personally
to the trade, and in that waj
get at the feeling of the
people as some men do not
As far as I can see, and know,
the people all know what horn
is, and they know that the
honey they are getting in Chicago labeled as pure honey is
pure honey, and they know that the comb honey on the market is comb honey, and pure honey.
If this honey is pure I
don't think that the labels or printed matter sent out by
The Honey-Producers' League, or this National, should bear
the names in large letters of the officers.
Pres. Dadant The question is whether they should accept or reject.

—

—

I

—
Wheeler —

to tell you what The Honey-ProI want
League has done. This League goes before the public with their circulars put into comb-honey supers, and saying so and so, and then at the bottom they put the name of
somebody that is interested in the sale of honey the same as
I am.
am a member of the League and of the National,
and it this League goes into the National; and if the officers of the League are to be at the head of this department,
and use their names there to advertise their goods. I am
placed in competition with my own brothers in the same

Mr.

ducers'

I

society.

—

Dr. Miller I rise to a point of order.
He is mentioning
something that would not 1m the
want to be placed on this market in
Mr. Wheeler
Chicago on an equal footing with every member of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association. 1 am willing to take my
stand on my own goods and guarantee them, but I must
not be put in competition with a man in the same society that
1

—

I

am

I

supporting.

—

I think Mr. Wheeler said he was a member
of the Honey Producers' League.
I don't find his name on
the list.
Mr. Wheeler No.
I
said
if
the Honey-Producers'
League joins the National I will be a member of both.
Pres. Dadant No. The League will be'destroyed.
Mr. Muth If the National Bee-Keepers' Association
takes that money and insists upon the names of all these
Directors, then I would call that tainted money, and I would
certainly be in favor of not accepting their money under
any condition.
I
want to advertise my business, not Mr.
York or Dr. Miller or the Lewis Company or Mr. Boyden,
or any of the Honey-Producers' League or National BeeKeepers' Association. I wouldn't have the money under any
circumstances.
Mr. Johnson As I understand this question, the effect of
rejected will amount to this:
this motion, if passed or

Mr. York

—
—

—

—

Honey-Producers' League shall die right
take that money, or whether we wish
them to continue on and try to do good in advertising
honey.
I am a member of The Honey-Producers' League,
I
have
no objection to the
and I produce honey.
These people that have not paid anything, it
League.
does not cost them anything, and I don't see what objection
they can have. The Honey- Producers' League can't harm
in advertising honey, and I would like to wish them well,
and let them go on and see what they can do.
Mr. Scott I would like to ask a question
Who has
ever intimated that the officers of the Honey-Producers'
League should become some of the officers of the National
Association?
Who has ever intimated anything more than
that The Honey Producers' League wishes to turn over

Whether

this

here and

we

shall

—

money

:

to the National ?
Dr. Miller That Dutchman right there (Mr.
he says if those names are going to be on, which
mating those names will be on.

the

—

Kimmey— If

Muth);
is

inti-

I understand it, this money is offered
a certain manner. I think we better accept
the money first, and then after that if we are afraid we will
be injured in our business by the names of the officers of
the National Association being put upon the notices, that
is a matter to be considered afterwards.
Mr. Hershiser I have lost interest in this proposition
since it was first presented to the bee-keepers, about a year

Mr.

us to use

in

—

haven't any n
at that time
to be able to help me.
honey, as [remember

ago;

recollection upon the matter
couldn't see they were ever going
They proposed to raise the price of
it,
but the point to which they proposed to raise it was below the point I am able to sell at.
believe if ever
-per will take the same pains to
advertise his goods that
this League can not
As I sec it, 1!
help them.
rn fellows arc raising
the price of their honey from .^ to 5 cents a pound, by bring
ing it down to compete with me;
don't want thai done; ii
they will let me alone
will take care of that question.
I

now, but

1

I

!,

I

1

Mr. Taylor— This Association ha- a constitution that provides for the expenditure of any money in their hands for
the interest of the bee-keepers.
Why is it necessary that there
should be a condition put in this 'motion to embarrass the
Association after it receives the. money?
have a vers
distinct article in our Constitution that practically covers the
same ground, and if this condition is put in, 'it will only
give rise to further discussion and wrangling as to what is
the meaning of the condition.
1
move 'that the motion be
amended by striking out the condition.
Mr. Muth I second the amendment.
Dr. Miller The question is. why should you receive the
money with the condition attached? Simply this: That
money was handed to us for the express purpose which I
mentioned to you— to he used foi advertising. Now, if the
money should be handed over to be used for some other
purpose, the man who handed it to us for advertising would
not have his wish earned out.
If you won't take this gift
"ii our terms, we won't give it.
Mr. Taylor— I want to put this motion in such a position
that the Association can vote on it without a condition.
If we adopt this motion
without the condition it doesn't
necessarily follow that we get the money.
In the adoption
of the motion in that form, if it should be adopted, they can
refuse to hand over the money.
It is simply a question as
to the form in which this Association is willing to receive
money. Do they desire to receive it with the condition, or
untrammeled? It seems to me if we are going to have the
money that the Association ought to have it so that they can

We

—
—

handle

ing

it

without being trammeled.

The question was called for.
The President put the amendment which on a vote havbeen taken was declared lost.
The President then put the original motion, which, on

a rising vote, having been taken,

was declared carried unani-

mously.

The Secretary read a communication from F. E. Brown,
giving the report of the \ational Honey-Producers' Association, as follows:
To

the National Bee-Keepers' Association

Gentlemen

:

—As

it

Assembled

will not be possible for

me

—

to be with

this convention, and as chairman of your committee
organize a National Honey-Producers' Association for the
marketing of our product, I take this opportunity to make my

you at
to

report.
I beg to say that the committee found that the producers
of honey from every center are anxiously looking and inquiring for our sucess, and without an effort on our part,
many hundreds of dollars were offered for stock as soon as
However, we moved carefully and judiit should be issued.
ciously that the child born at St. Louis convention and named
"The National Honey Producers' Association of America,"
should have a good "constitution" to build upon; this matter
the committee did much hard and effectual work on, but was
greatly handicapped, being scattered from the Atlantic to the
Pacific this made the work go rather slowly-, and as we were
about to make a grand finish, with incorporation papers
nearly ready to file, to our great surprise, something, or
someone, gave birth to the League. While the latter is not
a child of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, yet it is
in her house under the same roof, partaking of the nutritious
substances that should have gone to the National's legitimate child, until the committee could see no room for both
to grow and prosper, and have decided to give away to the
League. This is done with much regret, for, as producers
of honey, we believe that better results would come to the
bee-keeper if they should market their own products, rather
than have it done by publishers and manufacturers. The one
who produces honey, should also have some say what price
he should get for it. This can only be done by associating
;

:

:
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ourselves together in a national way as bee-keepers, not as
dealers.
It is only natural that dealers, either individually
or collectively, will strive to sell us, as bee-keepers, our supplies, and then to buy or sell our honey, thus dictating prices
both ways. Beware!
Therefore we will have to give up another good work,
allow another grand opportunity to pass by, which we fear
will not soon again return.
Respectfully submitted,
F. E. Brown, Chairman.

—

Mr. York I think Mr. Brown is mistaken, because the
League did not interfere with the National Association.
REPORTS ON INCORPORATION.

—

Mr. Abbott The majority of the Committee on Incorporation of the National Association have decided that it is
not wise to incorporate under present conditions. The Committee is composed of 5, and 2 were in favor of incorporation

and

3 against.

REPORT ON EXHIBITS.

We,
hibition

the

committee, find the following articles on ex-

:

—

By N.

E. France Samples of 6o kinds of honey from
nearly every State in the Union; also from Japan, Portugal
and Peru.
Mr. Clyde Cady Section honey in pasteboard sections.
R. F. Holtermann 12-frame Langstroth hive, with pordouble door for ventilation,
tico, and screen for moving bees

—
—

—

and packed cover.
The A. I. Root Co. Full line of bee supplies.
Twin Baby Nuclei, by Arthur Stanley.
Twin Baby Nucleus, by A. K. Ferris.
Hive by Doland Sherburne.
Wax-extractor by O. L. Hershier, with ij4 pounds of
wax from 18 pounds of slumgum, from the German wax-

cell-detector

—

press.

A

comb and extracted honey by Louis Wer-

selection of

ner.

A

hive by unknown exhibitor.
Super of honey by unknown exhibitor.
Samples of honey in 4x5 sections by Theodore Fluegge.
Seven-inch comb-honey case of 24 sections, N. E. France.

Morlev

Pettit,
A. K. Ferris,
E. J. Baxter,

Committee.
REPORT ON RESOLUTIONS.
Resolved, That the National Bee-Keepers' Association in
convention assembled do hereby tender a vote of thanks to
the Chicago-Northwestern Association and friends for the
fine hall and accommodation for the entertainment of this
convention.
Resolved, That the convention tender a vote of thanks to
all who have prepared papers for this meeting.
Resolved, That this convention recognize the great help
which Federal and State Government can accomplish by
bringing the people the value of honey as a food, and the
method of utilizing and keeping the same and in connection
therewith, we would heartily approve of the issue of such bulletins as No. 140, on "Uses of fruit, vegetables and honey,"
issued by the Department of Agriculture for Ontario, Canada; and that a vote of thanks and appreciation be tendered
the Honorable Nelson Monteith, Minister of Agriculture for
Ontario, Chief of the Department, and that a copy of these
resolutions be sent to him.
Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the
Board of Directors be requested to publish the pamphlets
directed to be published at the meeting of the National
held at St. Louis last year.
Mr. France stated that the pamphlets spoken of were
referred to at page 74 of the report of the St. Louis convention.

Pres. Dadant put the motions to approve the various resolutions presented, which votes having been taken, were declared carried.

REPORT ON AMENDMENTS.

What

will you do?
Holekamp, in speaking to the motion, suggested
that if the country were divided up into 12 or more districts, as might be considered advisable, and have each district elect a delegate who would be expected to look after the
welfare of that district, and to look after the increase of
membership, that he believed much more good would be accomplished than was being done at the present time.
He
thought the membership could within two years be made

Mr.

10 times as large as

it is

at present.

Mr. Moore supported that view and presented the

fol-

lowing resolution, duly seconded
Resolved, That it be the sense of this convention here
assembled that we recommend that it be an amendment to the
Constitution, that there shall be a representative upon the
board for each State in the Union, and for each Province in
Canada; the resolution to be submitted to the membership
in proper form.
Mr. Hatch was in favor of decreasing the number of
members upon the Board of Directors rather than increasing

it.

Mr. Kluck expressed the opinion that if a Director were
elected from every State in the Union that the Association
would have a body so cumbersome that they would not accomplish anything.

Mr. Moore stated that he thought it would meet the
views of every person to add to the general motion that the
Board of Directors shall elect from among themselves an
Executive committee, one for each 10 members of the Board
of Directors.
Sec. Hutchinson stated that he did not see any use in
having directors that did not direct; he thought it would
be a good thing if the territory were divided into districts,
and every State which had 200 members would elect a director, and every group of adjoining States making up 200
members, would elect a director; that he would support
such action.
Mr. France stated that the Association did not want any
larger Board than they at present had, but he suggested that
the territory be divided up in proportion to the number of
members, and if that was done something would be accomplished.

Mr. Abbott jnoved that the following be substituted for
the motion before the house
Resolved, That a committee of 3 be appointed by the
one of which shall be from Canada, to divide the
United States and Canada into as many districts as there are
now Directors in the National Association, having as near
as possible an equal number of members from each district,
according to the Report which is about to appear, and that
thereafter these districts be permitted each to elect their own
chair,

director.

After some discussion the President put the motion to
Mr. Abbott's resolution for the resolution offered
by Mr. Moore, which, on a vote having been taken, was
declared carried.
Some further discussion followed on the substitute after which Mr. McEvoy moved, seconded by Mr. Taylor, that
the motion be laid on the table.
The President put the motion, which, on a vote having
been taken, was declared carried.
substitute

(Continued next month.)

Please Send

Us Names

of

Bee-Keepers who do not

get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them
their subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable
premiums in nearly every number of this Journal. You
can aid much by sending in the names and addresses when
sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get
writing us on other matters.

now

"Forty Years."— All who
"
edition of " Forty Years Among the Bees
should also have the Appendix which appears in the new
The complete new 344-page book,
edition, issued recently.
bound in cloth, is sent postpaid for SI. 00 the Appendix
alone for 10 cents. Or, the book and the American Bee
Journal a year both for $180; the Appendix and the

Appendix

have the

to Dr. Miller's

first

;

their report in the form of a
question as follows: "Is it advisable to divide the territory
of the National Bee-Keepers' Association into districts and

The committee have put

have each

district elect

one director?"

—

American Bee Journal a year in advance,
orders to the American Bee Journal office.

$1.00.
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with the bees in many locations when the
brood got chilled and others may have been
drowned by the exceedingly heavy rains.
Now as regards /toney-dew. I have made
the identical observations as described by Mr.
Dadant, yet not being a professor of entomology, I did not feel as if I should come out
with my observations; but now that Mr.
Dadant has been first to report about it, I
will tell what I have repeatedly seen here.
There are some 30 or 40 big oak-trees iwe
call them "live oaks" here) near my apiary
and house. Many a cold morning, even before the sun appeared, I have been surprised
to see the bees working on the leaves and
small acorns; also drops of this dew I have
noticed plentifully on the ground, herbs and
dry leaves lying on the ground, and seeing
that my dogs carefully kept awiy from these
3 or 4 trees, presumably fearing the bees, my
attention was drawn to this dew, and I have
;

Bees Have Done Well
My

bee6 have done very well this season.
They have 3 or 4 hive bodies stacked on, and
they are all full of hoDey. I have had no
time to attend to my bees properly, and so

have taken no honey

off yet.

L. C. Medkiff.

Oceanville, N.

J.,

Aug.

23.

Swarming

in August and Later
am now having prime swarms every day.
As my bees rarely omit the afterswarms when
I

they " prime " once, andas it is the 14th now,
I seem to be booked for worry and watching
clear through August, if not into September.
E. E. Hasty.
Toledo, Ohio, Aug. 14.

Poor Honey Crop
The honey crop

got good results
early from locust and white clover, but after
June 20 the Bowers yielded no nectar, on account of change in atmosphere. This same
thing occurred last year, just 5 days later.
Green Mount. Md., July 31. H. H. Flick.
is

poor.

I

Worst Honey Failure
I have 10 colonies of bees, and have not had
swarm this season. I have not seen a live
drone in my yard this year. It has been the
worst honey-failure I ever saw. There are
lots of bees in this locality, but I have not
heard of a pound of surplus honey being
taken yet.
E. S. Cambt.
Eureka, III., Aug. 25.

a

What Determines the Sex

of a

Queen's Eggs?
Whether a drone hatches from an egg which
has been fertilised, as was suggested on page
T19, [ do not know. However, there are some
things that are rather apparent. When a
queen thrusts her body into a worker-ci-11 it
tits her snug enough to bring it in a position
so that the egg receives a certain fertilizing
fluid which makes it hatch a queen or worker.
While a drone-cell, being larger, allows of a
more free course or passage of the egg, it does
not receive the certain treatment which the
other egg does, and hence hatches a drone. It
is possible to find out a great many things
about oees

letter

from Mr. C.

553, concerning

Bees Did Very Well
Bees in this part of the country have done
very well this year. My home apiary has
stored from 1 to 5 supers of comb honey,
mostly from red clover. I have 2 out-apiaries,
and they didn't do very well.

Thomas Pouppirt.
Ba6ehor, Kans., Aug. 9

'•

P.

Dadant, on page

Honey-Dew Without Aphi-

me

to send the following
communication. Only after having seen that
a gentleman of such high standing in beeculture as Mr Dadant wrote the referred to
communication, I feel encouraged to give for
publication what follows:
As already said in my report about our croD

des," eiiCourages

prospee s here in Southern California (page
563), we have had most extraordinary weather
from Jan 1 till even now. For 12 years I
have kept a daily weather record, aud by
comparing dates I have become convinced
that Bueh peculiar weather conditions have
not as yet existed in the 12 years referred

to.

The weather was unusually cloudy and cold
I was much surall through April and May.
prised to find that the insect world this year
was exceedingly poorly represented, there
being hardly any ants, wasps, spiders, bugs or
beetles worth speaking of, when, in other
years, and especially in 1905, they were so
1
incline much to the opinion
abundant.
that all suffered in the same or a similar way
cold
during the nights, as it was
from the

coming

is

in

very slowly

1

Jefferson, Va.. July 28.

Bees Did Well

buckwheat and

heartsease.

Geo. E. Moran.
Earlton, Kans., Aug.

snow-white.
If

there

is

any other bee-keeper who can
in 11 combs,

show a greater weight of honey
I would like to hear from him.
Jackson county has a
Jackson, Mich., Aug.

crop of honey.
W. D. Soper.

fair
3.

Abundance of Clover
There are very few bee-keepers in this,
locality, although we have an abundance of
clover— red, white and alsike. I have taken
off 72 pounds of honey so far, and expect to
get about 4 or 5 more supers fall from old
colonies,
but will not get any from this
year's swarms.
American Bee Journal with
I read the
great interest, and could not keep bees without

it.

I
I winter my bees on the summer stands.
just put a little tarred paper around them tokeep the rain off, of which we have plenty in

the winter here in Oregon.

O. J. Peterson.
Astoria, Oreg.,

Aug.

3.

60 Tons in 1905— This Year Only 6
Our honey season is over. Last year we
had CO tons of honey, and only 6 tons this
year; and have 1000 colonies in 3 apiaries.
J. F.

Ventura Co.,

Calif.,

Aug.

McInttrb.

2.

Bees Doing Fairly Well
bees are doing fairly well. I had 11
colonies, spring count, and hived 3 swarms
for myself and sold 2 to a friend. That is all
the swarming I have had so far. I have taken
150 pounds of comb honey already, 44 pounds
from 1 colony in a double chaff-hive, and the
supers are about all full at present. I sell all
my honey at home at 20 cents a pound, and
have no trouble to dispose of it.
Bee
I can not be without the American
Journal, for there is where I get most of my
information.
We have a very wet spell at present, and
expect a good fall honey-flow.

My

Geo M. Seifert.

at

4.

Non-Swarming Secret

would like to make a guess at that new
kink of Davenport's, for curing the swarming
My guess is that he requeens he colfever.
ony with a virgin, the particular modus operandi likely being about as follows:
the old queen and
Fir6t visit, removes
places a caged virgin in the hive; and second
I

t

the virgin.
note he says there is no searching for
frames, yet it is evident
removing
nor
queens
he gets her from what he says in answer to
Mr Philbrook. page 603.
If it is desired to let the colony requeen itself instead of the caged virgin, a queen-excluding honey-board may be slipped in under
the hive on the bottom-board and allowed to
remain until a virgin hatches and settles the
visit, releases

Bees have done well in this locality. Some
of my colonies have filled 4 supers. They
have worked continually from fruit-bloom
Buckwheat and sweet clover
until July 20.
are about done blooming. I look for a good
honey-How the last of this month and September, as we have the yellow blossoms, and
late

11

The empty combs weighed 23
pounds, leaving 93 pounds of honey— all
it.

A Guess
here in

have 1 colony, however, that has
gathered 45 pounds of comb honey. I have 8
Virginia is a very poor
colooies at present.
country for hees or money. Henry Stark.
Virginia.

was a single story with

This

in

South Bethlehem, Pa., Aug.

Poor Country for Bees
Honey

Sepal.

yet.

Honey-Dew from the Oak-Trees
The

repeatedly tasted it. finding the taste exactly
such as described by Mr. Dadant. I even had
in mind to send a few samples, but gave it
up. as the long distance from here to the
East did not warrant it. And, further, I have
been unable to find a single aphid or any
leaf or acorn that had a " dewdrop " on it,
and even now I can not see any aphides on
The bees have worked on these
these trees
oak-trees from early in the morning uutil late
at night, i e., on such days when the sun did
not break through the fog or clouds (and,
unfortunately, there were many such days).
I even go no far (perhaps I am mistaken) as
to lay a peculiarly harsh taste, which I noticed
in some of my honey sections, to the predominant quantity of this honey-dew or
" miellee." This harshness is very much like
that of pepper-tree honey.
Even yesterday (July 11) I again found this
honey dew, although the drops were much
smaller in size, and not so plentiful as during
April and May.
Dr Pbil. Max Boelte.
Valley Center, Calif., July 12.

pounds.

combs

6.

I

difficulties.

Of course, I am only guessing, but I
would give the fraternity an idea
I
I have noticed that this kind of
to work on.
requeening works like a charm for me when
successful, but I am not expert enough to get
thought

Some Honey and Prospects Good
I

took out of the cellar 30 colonies of bees

on AprM 7, 1906, and lost 7 afterwa ds. I
have 45 colonies now, and also a lot of good
honey. The prospects are good at present.
John Coates.
Dunn Co., Wis., Aug. 3.

Heavy Extracting Combs

of

Honey

In taking off extracting stories this morning, I noticed some very heavy
in fact, so
heavy they called for the wheelbarrow. I
placed one on the scales to see about what it
contained, and it tipped the scales at 116

—

there in proper shape every time.
It seems that at this particular time (swarming-time) the bees have very erratic notions
about their queens— in fact, a desire on the
part of some of the bees to supersede the
queen seems to be a large factor, if not the
principal incentive to create the swarming
impul-e. and they are after young, vigorous
We are
blood— •• A virgin, if you please.
tired of the old mother."
"
Davenport says, " No searching for cells.
Of course, a buxom young virgin will attend
to that better than any man, provided she is

—
Sept.

/!>

/
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American Itee Journal
duly installed ami gels there before any of
I have noticed that
the oelle begin piping.
each cell has a concourse of bees that seem to
set on that particular cell,
have their hear'

and

the force of their darling affections i6
aroused when the cells begin piping. The
only hitch is to know the times and seasons,
and be able to read the symptoms. I do not
know how Davenport determines that the
time is ripe for treatment without looking for
all

cells,

but

would

I

judge

it

would not be

necessary to wait for cells. The advanceof the season, the age and condition of
the old queen, the congested condition of the
colony, the demurely looking aspect of the
bees, etc.. I would think would be sufficient
to warrant the treatment in anticipation of

ment

what was likely to follow, and perhaps it
would be easier to introduce a strange queen
(virgin) a little in advance of cell-construcI don't know; 1 never tried it just that

tion.

way. My plan— a plan I have followed in a
few cases —is to introduce a cell.
I have no secrets in the bee-business.
I
greatly appreciate the bee-papers. I feel very
grateful to the Editor and all the writers for
the assistance they have given me.
I never
expect to be able to tell enough to repay them.
If I could I would gladly do it a thousand
times over. If I were in Mr. Davenport's
place, I simply could not rest easy, that's all.
out with it, Mr. Davenport. Peace of mind
is
lietter than all you will ever gain by
secrecy.
W. T. Cakt.

Wakenda, Mo.

Method of Wiring Brood-Frames
is my method of wiring frames
Nails
inch long are driven through the end-bars
och from the upper and lower ends of the

Here
</

%

:
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CONVENTION NOTICES.
The Southern

Bee-Keepers' Association

meet in Atlanta. Ga., Oct. 11 and 12, 1906,
during the State Fair, on the Fair Grounds.

SOLID GOLDEN QUEENS
YELLOW TO THE

will

All interested are invited to attend.
J. J.

Judson Heard,
Wilder, Pres.

Sec.

ar.il

Treas.

PARKER,

H. M.
National in Texas. —The National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. S, 9, and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other parts of the country.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
Flint, Mich.

—

Michigan. The second annual picnic of
the Northern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association will be held at Petoskey in the Petoskey
Park directly east of the Arlington Hotel
Wednesday, Sept. 12, 1006. Our first was a
decided sdceess and we want this to be as
much so. Come, and bring a full basket and
bring your family and ask your friends also,
and spend a day in the beautiful Petoskey.
Write E. E. Coveyou. of Petoskey, for any information regarding same.
Ira D. Bartlett, Sec.

30Atf

Mention

Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at the Court House
(County Court room) at Galesburg, 111.,
Thursday, Sept. 20, 1906. We have had such
a very poor honey year that man y are discouraged, but remember we have all the more
need for a good, lively convention. The dry
year of 1901 was followed by two exceptionally good years for bee-keepers.
None of us
was ready for them. Let's get all the information we can, and get ready for the good
years that are coming. Messrs. C.P. Dadant,

JR.

JAMES ISLAND, S. C.
Bee Journal when writing.

Langstroth

m

on the

Honey-Bee

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

This

—

The Western

TIP

Select Untested Queens, $1. Tested
Queens, guaranteed to produce 5banded bees, $2.50 each.

is

one of the standard books on
and ought to be in the

bee-culture,

bound
and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
library of every bee-keeper. It is

substantially

bee-keepers, so well-

large, practical

known

cloth,

in

to all the readers of the

can Bee Journal — Chas. Dadant

Each subject

is

clearly

Ameri-

&

Son.

and thoroly ex-

George W. York and J. Q. Smith have promised to be with us. and you wlil all be made
welcome if you come. Don't miss this convention. Come and bring your wives with
you. Meeting begins at 9 a.m. and lasts all
day.
J. E. Johnson, Pres.
E. D.

end-bars, and bent into a hook with small
pliers.
The wires will not spring the endbars then, nor will they cut into the wood
and become slack, but will remain as you
leave them.
G. Bohrek, M.I).

Lyons, Kans.

A Beginner's Experience
Bees did well. I am a beginner in beekeeping.
Last spring at the opening of
fruit-bloom I had 4 colonies, of which 3 were
in bad condition, and being afraid they would
not do well I united the 2 into 1 hive with
success.
The 2 other colonies being in good
condition I started in with 3 colonies, from
which I got over 2U0 pounds of comb honey.
I

now have

increasing
I

tell

would

4 colonies, as I

me how

mer

had

last spring,

by

1.

some experienced bee-keeper
can make an increase next sum-

like
I

about 15 or 10 colones, provided these
winter well.
Walter M. Adema.
Berlin, Mich., Aug. 2.
to

4 colonies

Woods,

Sec.

—

Blissouri. The annual meeting of the
Missouri State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held at the Circuit Court Room at Marshall, Mo., Oct. 2 and 3, 1906.
All bee-keepers are invited to attend and to join the Association. This is going to be an important
meeting, as steps in preparing for the canvass of the State in the interest of the foulbrood bill to be brought'before our Legislature at its session next January are to be considered.
Elaborate preparations are being
made by the Saline County Bee-Keepers' Club
for the reception of bee-keepers, and badges
are being prepared, and will be sent to all
those applying for them to the undersigned
Secretary, or to Mr. M. E. Tribble, at Marshall,
Mo., Secretary of the Saline County BeeKeepers' Club, to facilitate the reception
committee in taking care of the bee-keepers
on arrival of the trains. Hotel accommodations can be obtained at reasonable rates, or
board and lodging can be secured at 50 or 75
cents per day at private boarding houses, for
those who will write to Mr. Tribble, asking
him to arrange for them. There are over
41.000 bee-keepers in Missouri.
Let there be
1000 of them at Marshall, Oct. 2 and 3.

A Dry Summer

Robert A. Holekamt.

My colonies came through last winter with
little stores and few bees.
I lost over
half of them, yet I fed all winter with outdoor feeders. Had I not done so the loss
would have been much greater. I have had
no swarms this year. I have run for extracted honey mostly, and have a fine lot of
nice, white honey ready to taae off.
It has
been very dry here this summer, and the result will be we will get but little dark honey,
as there is very little heartsease to be seen
anywhere. The third crop of alfalfa is now

4263 Virginia

St., St.

coming on

nicely.

Hutchinson. Kans., Aug.

J. J.
4.

Measer.

members

Annual Membership Dues, £1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer -

tW

France,

way

to

The book we mail

for $1.20, or club

with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
;

THREE NEW

subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

in their

3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.

N. K.

be wonderfully helped on the

to

success with bees.

—

Objects ot the Association.
promote the interests of its members.
its

in-

It

National Bee Keepers' Association
ad.— To protect and tiefend
lawful rights.

by following the

structions of this book one cannot fail

.Sec.

Louis, Mo.

very

1st.— To

plained, so that

Plattevilie,

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

Wis.

If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
publishers of the American Bee Journal.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334

Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL

i
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American Ttec Journal
BEE-BOOKS
334

—

Dsarbora

S^Utt'oV^ c.

Street,

Ch:cago,

III.

Advanced Bee-Culture. Its Methods
Management, by W: Z. Hutehii
The author of this work is a pracuul helpful writer.
You should
hi*

read

k

i

330 pages
id
In
ifullv illustra ed. Price,

Bee-Culture, by A. T. & E. R.
cyclopedia of over 500
everything pertaining to the
care of the honey-bees. Contains about
It was written espe400 engravings.
Bound in cloth.
cially for beginners.
\

—CA

t.f

II

i

desi ribing

20
Scientific
1.

Queen-Rearing, as

Practicallj
i.pp
by G. M. Doolitl
lod by
which the very host of
queen-bees are
tared in perfect accord
Bound in cloth and
with Natn
illustrated.
Price, (1.00; in leatherette
binding, 76
ents.
Bee-Keeper's Guldei or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook, of Pomona
This hook is not
College, California.
only instructive and helpful as a guide
in bee-keeping, but is interesting
oughly practical and scientific. It
contains a full delineation of the
omy and physiology of bees. 544
pages. 295 illustrations. Bound in cloth.
19th thousand. Price, $1.20.
i

i

I.nngstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant. This classic in bee-culture
has been entirely re-written, and is

—

It
treats of everybees and bee-keeping.

illustrat.-d.
to

thing relating

No apiarian library

is

complete without

standard work by Rev. L. L. Langroth
the Father of American BeeCulture.
It
has 520 pages, bound in
this

—

si

Price. $1.20.
Honey ns a Health Food.

Cloth.

— This
intended

honey-pamphlet

16-page

is

Lewis Goods, and First-Class

All

Five 1'; -story Hives, 8-frame, $6.25.
Write for price on SO or more, and for

ABBOTT,

D. E.

ALLYN PUBLISHING COMPANY

STAFF OF CONTRIBUTORS

Our

The Trappers,
Huoters. Fur Collectors, Anglers,
Guides, and Men of the Woods.

Subscribers,

all

Among the Bees, by
— This
book contains
bound In handsome

3,

is

cloth,

gold letters ami design;

book-papi

it

is

with

printed on

r,
and illustrated with
original half-tone pictures, taken bj Dr. Miller himself.
It
is unique in this regard.
The first few
to an interns! ing
al sketch of Dr. Miller, tellin get into bei
ping.
About 20 years ago he wrote
ill
book, called "A Year Among
the Bees," but that little work has bi en
of print for a number of years
the matter used in the
r book is found in the new one, it
ids like
good new story of sucping by one of the masters, and sln.ws In minutest detail just
bow Dr. Miller does things with bees.
i

i

_

beautiful

1

27Ctf

Room

i,

AlsinBldg.,

BARNES' FOOT

Read what

'•The

—A
iooklet,"5%x8i

Honey-Money

Stories."

H4-

nd
print, a
iesl quality paper.
Many short, bright stories interspersed
with facts
en sting items about
ey and its use.
The manufactured
in

J. I.

PARENT,of

"We

Charlton, N. Y., says:
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.

This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

a small book, called " A Year Among the
Bees." But "Forty Years" shows ih minutest
detail how he does things with bees and gets
large crops of honey.

to

you say it will." Catalog and price-list free.
W. F. & John Barnes,
Address,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

to Get a Copy of Dr. Miller's
"Forty Years Among the Bees"

How
It

Successful Poultry Uonrnal
FRANK HECK,

Editor.

Subscription Price 50 cents per Year.
Write for Advertising Rate5.

both for

¥1. 80.

Or, any present regular subscriber to the
American Bee Journal whose subscription is
paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Miller's new book free as a premium for sending
Subscribers to the Bee Jourus
This is a magnal for one year with *2 00.

successful, practica
poultrymen write for the Successful PouUry Jonr
nal, and tell how they build their houses, mate their
fowls, manage their incubators, feed both young
and old— and, in fact, tell how they succeed and
make money. Send for sample copy.

SUCCESSFUL POULTRY JOURNAL
355 Dearborn

lCtf

Are Yon
interested in

St.,

I

It

ns

joa
five

are,

WM.

F.

CO.

CHICAGO.

-

In Its Twenty-eighth

ILL.

Year

send

DOMESTIC PETS

THe RuralGalilornlan
6 Months 25c.
magazine devoted to Agriculand rural pursuits, showing the
wonderful development of the Pacific Coast. Beau-

A

lar"e monthly

tural, Horticultural
tifully

JONES, Publisher

illustrated,

printed on Bne

YORK, PA.

40?if

Dearborn Street,

one-ceut

for a copy of our
A storehouse of 1 radical information on Pigeons, Rabbits, Cavles, Dogs, Cats, Birds, and
p;ts of every description. Nearly 50 fine photographs, drawings from life, etc. Sure to please.
Send at once befoie supply becomes exhausted.
Address,

stamps

GEORGE W. YORK &
384

CHICAGO, ILL.

nCTQ
r b O

and should be taken advantage
Address all orders to

nificent offer,

of at once.

i

k

edited and artisticajlj
well
paper. An encyclopedia oi In-

formation for colonists.

Address,

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN

size,

""e
presentation is contradicted in two Items, each ocupying
a full page, but in different parts of
the booklet. It has in all 33 fine illustrations, nearly all of them being of
apiaries or apiarian scenes.
It also
contains
bee-songs, namely. "The
Hum of the Bees in the
Apple-Tree

sent postpaid for $1.00, or with the
for one lyear,

is

Weekly American Bee Journal

Two New

The most prominent and

i

i

MADRID, IOWA

POWER MACHINERY

ii

-

Sec-

Big Came Sections, Best Fur Buyers—
everything in the interest of its readers. Subscribe now. Oue sample free.
tions,

to

Dr.
32S

Game

about Trapping, Fur and

to

Miller

C.

10 CENTS A COPY.

$1.00 A YEAR.
Tells

it

Forty Years

taken by Dr. Miller

Published

THE

i

C

St.

nal half-tone pictures,
himself.

WORLD
THE TRAPPERS
Monthly hy

a

Ii should be widely circulated by those
silling honey.
The more the people
are educated on the value and uses of
the more honey they will buy.
Prices:
Sample copy for 2-cent stamp;
50 copies for Tii cents: 100 for $1.25;
250 for 52.25; 500 for $4.00; or 1000 for
lUSiness card printed free
at ih" hi
he front page on all
or more copies.

FREE as a Premium for Sending
Two New Subscribers

The first few pages tell how Dr. Miller
got into bee keeping. 20 years ago he wrote

E. T.

"Honey-Cooking Ream! "Remedies Using Honey."
devoted

Added.

Joseph, Mo.

as
these are sold. It will pay to buy for
next year. Act Quickly.

'.

is

.lust

The book contains M44 pages, bound in
handsome cloth, with gold letters and bees,
and illustrated with over 100 beautiful oriig-

Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
how to liquefy it, etc. Tin
pari

(With Appendix

Bees

Other Goons Equally
Low. No more at these prices when
List.

Fui.i.

demand

increase the
part of

first

Among the

Quickly-

for honey.
contains a short
article on "Honey as Food," written by

help

The

Edition of Dr. Miller's

40 Years

!

Ii

I

i

fully

We will
Goods Must Move First
make prices that will move them

i

i

I'll.

Root.

We Will Move

.

.

ii

SI.

New

Engravings Fo r Sale

Rooms

6

and

7

Temple

I.OS

lCtf

Mention

Bee

Block,

ANGELES. CALLH

Journal

when

writing.

1

1

.':

Bloom, "Buckwheat Cakes and Honey,"
and "The Bee-Keepers' Lullaby." This
booklet should be placed in the hands
everybody not familiar with the
Of
food-value of honey, for its main object is to interest people in honev as a
daily table article.
Price, 25 cents, or
3 copies for 50 cents.

We are accumulating quite a stock of engrav.
ings that have been used in the American Bee
Journai. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and using in our columns. If there is any
of our engravings that any one would like tc
have, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &
334

Dearborn Street,

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL,

-^

[

-k

a J*

KPPV
|j aj
WW"
^ |j

A

40-page

Catalog tree

latest work on BEESUPPLIES, Hives.Fix-

The

uires, Etc. Italian Bees and
If interested in
bee«, do not fail to write us.
Supply Go., High Hill, Mo.
Nebel

II

John

6Ct f

Queens.

&Son

PleaBe mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

772
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American Itee Journal
and Poultry Supples

Fire Sale of Bee
Save 35

Moore's Strain of Italians

to 50

Percent on slightly dannged goods.
New Lewis Goods at Factory Prices, by Return Freight.
Come

or send and

As Red-Clover Workers

bee-keeper living within a reasonable distauce of Chicago can make money on any
Supplies be may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
selected out after the Are.
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
25 to 50 percent reduction.

Any

Z^T

tor
Prices.

S«-n«I

Reduced

Ii»t

Damaged Goods

ot Slightly

to select

from at

by return mail.

Golden Italian or Red Clover Queens
Tested, $1.25; Select Tested, $2 25.
tested Queens, $1
Nuclei, for fnle.

Untested, 75c; Select UnFull Colonies in up-to-date hives, and

;

H. M.

ARND.

York Honey and Bee-Supply Co. Not t»co
191 AND ,93 Superior ST CHICAGO, ILL.

Proprietor,

Long Distance Telephone, North

1550,

(Three blocks north and one block eaM of our old location.)

W.

T. Davison, Velpen, Ind., says:

"When other bees are loafing, your stock
go to work on red clover, and they seem tohave a kind of get-up about them that the
They have never
other bees don't have.
failed to work on red clover, and many times
I have found them on it when there was
plenty of white clover."

Untested Queens, ~5e each; six, $4; dozen,
Select Untested, $1 each; six, $5;
dozen, $9. Safe arrival and satisfaction guar-

$7 50.

anteed.

Golden Italian Queens

I

and

or bright 3-banded Queens
mated to bright 3-banded Drones.

Descriptive circular free.

am now

guaranteed.
1 Queen
2 Queens 4 Oueens 6 Queens
Untested
$120
$2 40
$60
$3 60
Tested (or Warranted Tested) 100
190
3 75
5 50
Select Tested (for breediog purposes) $2 00 each no discount.
It is not mine to command your favors— I'll do more, I'll merit
them. May I ask a triil order?

MOORE,

J. P.

Bee Journal

Mention

when wrltine

Caucasians

— Untested,

Queen-Button for Bee-Folks
This
for

75c; Tested, $1.00.
Italians and
Carniolans
Untested, 60c;
Tested, 75c. A postal card will bring my circular and full price-list for 1906.

—

troduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

The picture shown

FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

By Return Mail
Untested, 45c. or J5.00 a dozen.

j. l. FAJEN, Alma, Mo.
Bee Journal when writing:.

here-

My

Bees, Household Goods and Stock Also
have an improved farm of 32}£ acres for
rent.
A bargain if laken soon. For informamation write to
I. J. HENRY,
36AH
Route 1.
Braddtville. Iowa.

that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by
mail, 6 cents ; two for 10c ; or sis for 25c. The
American Bee Journal one year and 4 buttons
for $1.10.
Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK &

I

f*T

T*T ?.? ^»? **• %*

*. *.• ** *» *»• *!

..

334 Dearborn Street,

-

CO.
CHICAGO, ILL

Please mention ttee Journal
when wrltinsr advertisers.
•!• •!• *. •.

:• *:•

.

Mention

CAUCASIAN QUEENS!
lean furnish a limited number

•!• •. •! •!• !•

me by

mated in a mating yard a*ay from all other
bees, 80 that all of my Queens will be almost
sure to be pu»ely mated. The e choice Queensonly $1.00 each.
3*Etf
L.B.484,

To

take to the

Bee-Keepers' Convention.

Through

First-

from
Chicago to San Antonio with exception of change at
St. Louis.
You run through the beautiful Ozarks
over this scenic line to the Southwest. The convention is held at San Antonio in November
the
weather is delightful it is just the time to see this
service

;

;

great section at

Untested,

CO.
LA.
writing.

Iberia Co.,

when

Bee Journal

MarslilieldllivisaiidSMiions
kept in stock

;

all

none

better.

Dittnier's Foun-

kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies-

Thousands of Shipping Cases, 24pound, 13c; Fancy White Basswood, 16 cents.
Honey and Beeswax wanted. Send for
free list, and save 30 percent on your order.

W. D.SOPER

(Route

5)

Jackson, Hich.

Please mention ihe Bee Journal.

28Etf

The Rietsche Press
Made of
structible,

artificial stune.

Practically

Inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

re-

Comb

foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
Address,
with order
sults.

ADRIAN OETAZ,
45Atf

[For additional information write

H.

K SHAW &

W.

LOREAUVILLE,

its best.

W

writing.

prolific, and everyone guaranteed.
50c, $6 per doz. Tested, $ each

dation and
sold right.

class equipment all the way.

»T*

Line

whei

Qneens from our fi ae strain of 3-band Italians
will not disappoint you; bees are gentle and the
best of honey-gatherers. Queens are large and

Mention

me

SPIRIT L^KE, IOWA.

Queens By Return Mail

J.

is

PRICE

C. W.

Bee Journal

Mention

19Atf

tub Frisco

Queens of

of

frum a Tested Queen
the Agricultural Department, alii

this popular variety, bred

sent

with is a reproduction of a motto queen-button

FOR SALE~

Morgan, Ky.

RF.D.i

a very pretty thing

a bee-keeper or honey-

seller to wear on his coatlapel.
It often serves to in-

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
26A13t

is

until the-

ITALIAN* QUEENS

10-MH0, Mo.
llAlf

Oueens

do so

to

Fine Young Prolific

3 <>Ait

Choice

By Return Mail

Mention Bee Journal when writing.

26Etf

—

No. 1— Box

orders

close of the season.

Bred to the highest standard of honey-gathering and hardiness. No
disease.
Quality, promptness, safe arrival and absolute satisfaction

CHAS. M. DARROW-R.F.D.

filling

shall probably be able

RICHARDSON, General Passenger Agent,

CHICAGO,

IL1L1.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

BTJ .G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
" he pr'fers to pay $25 00 for a Rietsche Press
A. G.
rai her than do without it."

—

Mention

"

It is

Bee Journal

whea

writing.

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."
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Queens
Rose Lawn
"

"

Beautij is

Results Gount,

Sk in Deen

«

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

The
A customer in Pennsylvania writes
frames
Pure Gold queen you 6ent me has
full of sealed brood. I would not take $1UU for
Send me another like her."
her.
"I have
From an Indiana bee-keeper:
handled queens for 20 > ears, but the Golden
you sent me is the largest, finest and most
Please 6end me :j more as
prolific I ever saw.
"
soon as possible
:

to

Pouder"

"

'.i

BEE-SUPPLIES
Root's Goods at Root's PriGes

saw bees work
I counted more
than 20 on Red Clover blooms iu my yard.
They oame from the hive containing the lied
Clover Queen bought of you."
Plenty of these queens for you. Get good

From

Illinois:
''I never
until to-day when

Red Glover

Everything- used by BeeKeepers.

POUUER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.

BEESWSX WANTED

A

request will bring cage containing
sample workers of any race we have.
Requeen now and have plenty of early
stock.

brood next spring.

—

r

q, V
CAKLY

;

ROSE LAWN APIARIES.
33A4t

Sta. C.

Bee

Mention

H WW! g
'
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when

MM

UltUtlX

Catalog Free.

'
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WALTER

LINCOLN. NEB.

Journal

Service.

highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
I pay
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
trade.
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it tti you.
During September 1 will offer a discount
,
rvrjrvCD
of 7 percent on Supplies for next seaCash must accompany
In Oetober the discount will be 6 percent.
sou's use.

Untested, 75c; 6
Italiaos and Carniolans
for $4.
Tested, SI; 6 for $5.
Caucasians and Banats Untested, SI 6 for
Tested, $1.50; 6 for $8.
•S5.

—

jjfe

Prompt
.*.

$

writing.

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave..
j,,

POUDER
I.HUIAK4FOL18,

1NI>.
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o

An Enterprising", Pushing and Piogresstve
Poultry Journal. A live and instructive Periodical Different From All the Reat.
True to name, a concise and boiled down digest of ••.ll the doings in the Poultry World—
methodical, to the
lime-saving periodical;
point, and conservative.
T T*^ you want to make more money out of
your (owls.
I a
1
you want to get good results with less

X

r
X

hard work.
you want to learn how

to save

your

to know what to do
month in the poultry yard.
in your subscription to the

each

little

chicks,

you want

Send

POULTRV DIGEST PUB. CO.
36Ctf

Mention

18

Rose

Bee-Keepers

St., n. Y. City.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

you want Sections that you can put a full
sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send U r Catal g to
A. COPP1N, Wenona, III.
20Atf
if

Please

Mention Bee Journal

when writing advertisers.

Wa

Sell ROOT'S GOODS

IN

Miohiqan

Let ns qnote yon prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc, as we can save yon time and

Beeswax Wanted for Cash
M. H. HUNT A SON.
Bell Branch, Watnb Co., Mich
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
freight.

;
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American Ttee Journal
and Caucasian

Italian

AND NUCLEI

BEES, QUEENS,

Choice heme-bred and Im-

K

BEE-SUPPLIES
We

ported stock.
All Qneens
reared in full colonies.
Prices of Italians In JULYS

I

AND AFTER:

One Untested Queen

We assure you

in the Apiary, and carry a large stock and
the best goods at

LOWEST PRICES

f

i *°
"
;;
"
200
Dn. Caucasian Queen, 1.2"
"
Tested
i.Ts
Safe arrival guaranteed.

i
3

and our excellent freight facilities enable us to make prompt shipments over 15 different roads, thereby saving you excessive freight charges as well as time and worry
in having goods transferred and damaged.
We make the

Alternating, Massie, Langstroth

$ .65

" Tested Queen
90
" Select Tested Queen 1 10
" Breeding Queen
1.65
1-comb nucleus no queen) .SO

manufacture everything needed

greatest variety.

'.:
'

1

1

;;

For prices on larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens, send for free
cataloP;
J.L.
16Atf,
204 E. Logan St., Clarinda, Iowa.

and the Dovetail Hives

STRONG

Our

prices are very reasonable, and to convince you of such we will mail you
our free illustrated and descriptive catalog and price-list upon request.
want
every beekeeper to have our Catalog.
now. Write
to-day.
Address,

We

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

KRET6HMER MFG.

A

special discount is offered on all Queens
and Bees ordered to be delivered before the
close of the season of 1906.
Pure stock, pure

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

mating, and excellence in
teed.
Address,

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
T. B. Vallette

&

and Caucasian Queens

Italian

ROBERT

Son, Salina, Kan.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

2Atf

B.

grade guaran

McCAIN.

YORKVILLE.

R. F. D.

ILL.

Queens Now Ready to Mail
Mention

Bee Journal

when

None better at any price. Untested at 50c
Warranted at 75c Tested at $1.00. Discount
on quantity.

writiug.

;

Just Received a

GRANT ANDERSON,

LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

Second -Hand 60= lb.
— Two in a Case. —

SABINAL, TEXAS.

20Atf

CANS

COILED SPRING

FENCE

Woven. Can not Sajr.
Every wire and every twist is
a brace to all other wires ami
closely

twlBte full height of the fence.

The" cans are just as good as new, and we are offering them for quick sale at the following prices:
In lots of

Horse-high. Bull-strong, PigKvery rod guaranteed.

tight.

DAYS FREE TRIAL
30
and sold direct

5 cases of 2 in a case
50c a ease
In lots of 25 cases of 2 in a case
40c a ca6e
10
...,45c
"
"
"
"
2
"
»
"
50
2
'.'.'.'35c
In lots of 100 cases of 2 in a case
32c a case
I

to farmer, freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.

J

Our Catalogue

tells how Wire
made — how it is galvanized—
why some is good and some is
is

bad.

Mention

iSAot

tion.

St.. Toledo, Ohio
Bee Journal when writing.

KITSELMAN BROS.,

B ° X N5

Mention

Bee Journal

/SNC

r
W

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

If

what we are making

We carry

a full line of

SUPPLIES. Ask

THE nARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ

you want the Bee-Book
send $1.20 to

for our customers.

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

DOVETAILED HIVES AND SHIPPING CASES

jfC

MUNCIE. INDIANA.
when writing.

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other pnblished,
^

And Prompt Shipments
Is

It.> urimfulof fence
Facte.
this informaWrite for ittoday. ItsFree.

You should have

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe

for his

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield,

^

Wis.

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount* to the Trade.

><

Big Profits
A
AiifkAno
uuv,,,ii.3

Honey-Gathering Strain of
add carniolans, at 75 cents

^ oe

i ta ii aas

each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

GEORGE
17A26t

W.

BARNES.

138 N. Pleasant St.,

Mention

Bee

Journal

Nofwalk, Ohio

irhen writing.

aponlzing

Seeds of Honey-Plants
Seven heads Turnips, Motherwort, Catnip

at

5c per package, postpaid; 24-lb. Shipping Cases
complete wit h glass, 14c eac h.
H. S. DUBY, the Bee-Man, St. Anne, III.

26A13t

Please mention the Bee Journal.

ICAP0N

TOOLS
.

*

BEE-KEEPERS

Send for our 1906 Free Illustrated Catalog. Good (^oods, Low Prices
and Prompt Shipments are what you get if you send your orders to

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.
New London,
Wis.

$§i
teg

in
is

Capons

easy— soon

learned. Complete outfit
with free instructions

.postpaid

$2.50.

f

Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry "Marker
25c
French Killing KnifeaOc

iGape
I

I

JCapon Book

P. Pilling

&

Special

Summer

Son,

Free.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Tourist Rates

via Nickel Plate Road, to Canadian
and New England points. Fifteen day
limit one fare plus Two Dollars from
Chicago thirty day limit, one fare
plus Four Dollars from Chicago. On
sale September Sth and 19th.
For reservation of sleeping-car berths, etc..
write or call at City Ticket Office, 107
;

|f

Adams

Street, Chicago.

26— 3SA3t
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American Ttee Journal
Gloves for Handling

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Something New.
Something You Want.

WANTED-HONEY

Our specially prepared Gloves soften the
hands and prevent and core chapped hands.
fabric contains a preparation which prevents the gloves from becoming- hard and stiff.
We furnish them without armlets or sleeves for
using in sweeping, gardeningor general house-

The

White Clover Extracted and Comb. Mail
sample and state lowest price expected, deCincinnati.
We pay cash on
livered in

work, driving or outdoor work. They are just
the thing for driving in the rain, as they are
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night they
keep the hands soft and white.
All the points of excellence can not be here
enumerated, but they never fail to give the
greatest satisfaction. To introduce them, we
will send by mat), or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
sizes— large for men, small for ladies
.35
Men's Gauntlet?, rleece-lined
,35

delivery.

Ladies'
35
Ladies\uuliued, for wearing at night or during doing light housework
.40
Early Order Discounts on Bee-Supplies (ex*
cepting above and a few other articles) as fol-

^^

me

Let

book your
Order for

I.ANS,

Tl^Td

bred in separate apiaries,

1 V K! |\| JS
|J
^Cf, U JLJ-i-i-L^ Kj
I

I

the««LDEN fEL

'.

KGU CLOVERS

LOWS,

<

A IOIO-

and CAUCASIANS.

For prices, refer to

my

catalog, page 29.

lowt:—
percent for cash with order before Oct. 1st
ll
"
"
"
Nov. 1st
"
"
t;
"
Dec. 1st
"
tl
"
•
Jan. 1st
u
"
"
" Feb. 1st
yon haven't our 190S catalog, send for one
and a free copy of the American Bee Keeper

C. H.W.WEBER

7

6
5
4
3
If

(50c

ohT

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Address,

a year.

THE W.

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

t

inc

T.

FALCONER MFG.

JAMESTOWN,

Kansas City, Aug. 20— Thedemand for comb
honey is improving, but receipts light. No new
extracted in the market. We quote No. 1 white
24-section cases, $3; No. 2 white and amber 24section cases, $2.75. Extracted, 5^@6c. Beeswax, 25c.
C. C. Clbmons & Co.

CO.

N. Y.

£)oncy cmb

Denver, July 30.— Some small lots of new
comb honey coming in now; crop promises to
be light. At the present we are selling No. 1
$3.25 per case of 24 sections; No. 2 at $3.
are paying 24: per pound for clean yellow
delivered here.

white at

We

wax
Chicago, Aug. 6.— There is now offered some
good lots of comb honey, and while the trade in
it is not active, it is taken at 15@16c for fancy,
14@l5c for No. 1, 12@13c for fancy amber, and
8<&10c for fancy dark. Extracted is slow of
sale with prices according toqnantily and quality. White extracted, 6K»7tfc; amber,5H^6Mc;
dark, 5@5#c Beeswax, 30c.
R. A.

Burnett &

The

Toledo, Aug. 20.— The market on honey has

much since our last quotation.
Bee-keepers seem to be holding their goods expecting large prices. Fancy white comb brings
in a retail way 16@l7c; No. 1, 15(a>16c, with no
demand for dark. Extracted white clover, in
barrels and cans, brings u%(a 7c; but very little
has been offered as yet. Beeswax, 2t(a 28c.

YOU CAN DOUBLE YOUR MONEY from
ynur honey crop by using JELLY-TUMBLERS OF CORRECT STYLE, as contain-

Griggs Bros.
Indianapolis, July 28.— Fancy white comb

Avenue, - BUFFALO, N. Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

not changed

Jellu

ers

S.

and keeping your market supplied.

other glass so economical.

OREL

tions.
301 Huntington

34A4t

brings 16@17c readily; No. 1, white, 2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8(&9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

If

Pouder.

GBEATEST

differregard to

Wm.

Keep Posted

POLITICAL

*

i

New

York, Aug. 18.— There is a good defor new crop comb hon< y, but arrivals
are very small as jet, and will coniinue so for
a week or two to come. We quote fancy white
at 15c; No. 1 white at 14c; No. 2 white at 12c; it
Exis too early as yet for dark or buckwheat.
tracted is in good demand at 6%@7c for white,
6c for light amber, and 5'3)5HjC for dark. Southern, common average grade, 50@55c per gallon;
better grades at 60@65c. Beeswax firm at 30c.

FERGUSON
NEW YORK, N.

WILLIAM

P. F.
Editor aad Publisher

400

West

35Atf

65C

23rd Strhet,
V.
Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.

fOr

12

NaillGS lataJSera'antTlsc --

ptamps taken—we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer'8
Call— reg. sub. price 4<jc a year. F C. is a wkiy., 25
years old. 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
.

HlLDRETH & SkGKLKEN

FARMER'S CALL,

Cincinnati, July 21.— We are having new
comb honey to arrive and it finds ready --ale;
fancy white at Ufcc; and No, I at 13J*c. Extracted, white clover, in barrels, at 7Hc; in
cans, 8Hc; amber, 3*.<&S%c. Beeswax, 30c.

Qulncy,

111.

"The continuous advertiser
gets the bulk of the business,
because others are not adver!

tising,

and he

is."

ash,

Fancy Comb and Extracted

Mention

HOLEKAMP,

4863 Virginia Ave., St. Louis. Mo.
Bee Jonrnal when writing-.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When

consigning-,

R. A.

buying or

selling, consult

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

III.

WANTED
To

hear from parties with their lowest cash
price, del vered here, for fancy comb honey in
no-drip shipping cases; also extracted honey.
We are cash buyers, and remit on receipt of
goods.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

27Atf

51

Walnut

St.,

Bee Journal

Mention

Cincinnati, Ohio.

when

writing:.

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The Monette Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
It is U6ed by many beewings.
Full printed directions
keepers.
mail it for
sent with each one.
as
25 cents; or will send it
a premium for sending us
subscriber to the Bee Journal
for a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
Device. Address,
Clipping
the
and

We

QUESTION

tbe National Exponent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers ~>0 cents for one year.

A. Selser.

H.W. Webkr.

to

The Defender

mand

C.

Write for quota-

<

R. A.

'.HAYjl

HERSH1SER,

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

ent points are rather conflicting in
the honey crop this season, and, consequently,
there is no market price established. Some new
arrivals of comb honey sell at 13<®15c, according to quality, and extracted at 6@7c. Beeswaxfirm, ISc.
a*e producers of honey and do not handle

on commission.

You Want

L.

No

UPON THE

Philadelphia, Aug. 9.— Advices from

We

Tumblers at Reduced Prices

for

Honey.

Colo. HoneY'Producers' Assn.

Cincinnati, Aug. IK.— Fancy and No. 1 comb
honey find ready sale at I4@15c Shipments arriving daily. Lower grades are not wanted
here at any price. There is a good demand for
extracted honey; amber in barrels and cans,
5@6Hjc; white clover, 6^@8c. (These are our
selling prices.) Beeswax, 28@30c.
The Fred W. Muth Co.

Co.

WANTED
To buy

FREE

One

New

I

OEOROE W. YORK &
-

CO.,

CHICAGO,

ILl*.

One Fare for Round Trip
from Chicago, plus Two Dollars, for
fifteen day limit, and one fare for the
round trip, plus Four Dollars, for thirty
day limit, to Canadian and New England points. Tickets on sale via Nickel
Plate Road, from Chicago, September
5th and 19th. Information given upon
application to John Y. Calahan, (General Agent, 107 Adams Street. Chicago.
La Salle Street Station, Chicago the
onlv depot on the elevated railroad loop.
25- ^5A3j

—

Sept.

776
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American "Bee Journal

m
"DADANT'S FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Loss.

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

at all
times

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

MSiiiiliSiiiiiiiiiiii»ffililiii5iHliJiiiliilK

WE WILL BUY
New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

you have a crop to
dispose of, write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.
in

any quantity.

If

WE WILL SELL
whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
grades Honey. Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

to Bee-Keepers,

you.

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at

any time of the year.

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265 & 267 Greenwich Street
am

30A.tf

-

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

)

e Journal
46th Year

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

<1
.

SEPT.

-tN«-^'

13,

1906

No. 37

•.
,

'
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V

V
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VIEW OF A LIMA.BEAN RANCH

>

IN CALIFORNIA

(This picture was taken on a farm containing 1,900 acres, all planted to beans. Some bee-keepers
move their bees to the bean-fields for honey. The buildings shown are where
some of the teams are cared for. A few rods beyond the
barn rolls the Pacific Ocean.

SP>

8
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:

77S
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American Ttec Journal

I
I
PUBLISHED WEEKLY BT

GEORGE W. YORK 8 COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

111.
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SlllDDlIl(I-GaS6*sk

on the market to-day. Covers and bottoms are of One Piece. Everything
Polished on both sides, and a better case cannot be had at any price.

^ e can furnish them in single or car-load lot6
Large quantities of

section.

all

to

fit

any number or

is

style of

the standard sizes on hand.

$&\

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

of this Journal ifl
$1.00 a year, in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
Sample
copy free.
centa a year extra for postaRe.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

no-dnd. Basswood

fifiS

Jjfj

Manufacture

wig

indicates tbe

end of the month to which your subscription is paid.
For instance, " decne " on your label shows that it la
paid to the end of December, 19U6.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS— We do not send a
money sent us tu pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

we

™gj

As

S5§

with Nails,

fi@5

Can furnish corrugated paper

We

{Sis

JS
f$

a special offer,

will

if

you 25 cases to hold 24 sections, complete
Write ^or prices on larger quantities.

sell

Paper and Glass,

at $4.00.
desired.

can furnish you with anything you need in the apiary.

Our Catalog

free.

is

*r«,

Prompt Shipment and Satisfaction Guaranteed

receipt for

Minnesota Dee-Keepers' Supply 60.

Time Discounts.

Space Discounts.

—

4 times
5 per cent
" ....10
"
13
" ....20
"
26
" .-..30
"
52

1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
its members in their

2d.~ To protect and defend
lawful

riorhts.

3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $i.oo.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Platteville, Wia.

tW If

more convenient. Dues may be sent
American Bee Journal.

QUEENS

ITALIAN
By

of High Carbon colled wire. VT&
have no agents. Sell direct to u&er at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.
We pay all freight. Catalog shows 37
styles and helgEts of farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buy direct. Write today
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 89
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

Made

*
Return Mall

Untested, 45c, or $5.00 a dozen.

J. L.

FAJEN, Alma, Mo.

DO YOU KNOW

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.

FENCE SBTS'

Fine Young Prolific

100 lines... 5 Der cent
500 " ...10
"
1000 M ...20
"
2000 " ...30

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

National

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Nicollet Island, No. 33,

Advertising Rate, per ngate Line, 10c
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than % inch accepted.

IAT

THE SALE OF

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
Has

increased so

much

that

we were

in order to

There

is

a

Reason

for This

— It

is

fill

forced to double our melting capacity
orders promptly?

because Dittmer's Foundation

is

tough, clear,

and

transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.

Agents for Dittmer's Foundation

to the

ublishers of the

W. D. Sopbr,
Bee & Honey

©5C

\£

mCS

fOr
113
12 farmerB and 15c—
ptamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— re*r. sub. price 40c a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
years old, ,300 pageB a year. Sample free.
l

NOT

FARMERS CALL,

IN

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville,

Co.,

Our warenouse

s

Tex

well stocked with all

Welwyn Station, Herts, Eng.
E. H. Taylor,
E. Grainger & Co.,
Toronto, Ont., Canada.

kinds ol Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Beeswax |al way 6 wanted.

GUS

QuinCy.Ill.

D1TTIHER. Augusta, Wis.

We

THE TRUST

will

stamp

"Pure
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the

National Bee-Keepers'
Write us.
Association.

Now

is

the time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP
Meatlon

Canners Can Co.

Bee Journal

1035..W. 47thSt.,
whea

writing.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Sept

13,

1906

American Ttec Journal

Piano and Organ Sample Offer

780

Sept. 13, 1906

American Ttee Journal

PREPARE FOR WINTER

I

I

3

£
ALEXANDER FEEDER

DOVETAILED CHAFF-HIVES
This

is

one of the very best hives we

bees, or for the production

anything

better.

It

is

having lock corners.

sell,

double-walled,

It is a trifle

made

brood-frames, covers, and

supers,

it

can be

and winter

round;

for wintering

of

lumber,

? s -inch

all;

me

We

hive-furniture,

and, besides,

it

has the

on the summer stands the year

left

losses,

of

DOOLITTLE DIVISION-BOARD FEEDER

directions are followed, will be

if

Having
is one of the most popular feeders we sell.
the same outside dimensions as an ordinary division-board or
brood-frame, it can be used in the brood-nest in the same way.
To
Its construction will be apparent from the illustration.
feed, all that is necessary is to shove the cover or quilt back
just far enough so that the opening in the top- bar is exposed.
Through this pour the feed from an ordinary coffee-pot or teapot; close the hive up, and the bees are thus supplied without
exposing the cluster, and without the use of smoke to drive the
bees down. Price, nailed, 30 cents each 10, $2.50. In flat,
each, 20 cents 10 for $1.80. Other styles other prices. Ask
This

almost insignificant.

A good many suppose that double-walled hives are used
only in winter; but in localities subject to cool nights and a
very hot, burning sun during the middle of the day, they are
none too warm for comb honey. Some of the best bee-keepers
of the country are beginning to learn that such a hive, having
well-protected supers, produce not only more but a better-filled
comb honey. Complete prices on our catalog. Ask for it.

The Discount
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*

Alabama
Canada

Wetumpka

September

M. Jenkins

&

Co.

California
Madary Planing Mill
Fresno
California National
*Los Angeles
Honey-Producers' Association

Colorado
The L.

District of

Brazelia

George A.

Columbia

Georgia

A.

I.

Massachusetts

Illinois
The
144

Des Moines

Augusta

The

A.

I.

Zanesville
Cincinnati

Branch
Fremont

Oregon

Minnesota
St.

Paul

The A.

Portland Seed Co.
I*

M. H. Hunt & Son
George E Hilton

Dn

Bois
Philadelphia

Root Co.

A.

I.

Root Co.

Walter S. Pouder
Vickery Bros.

J

Hill

Spri ug field
St.

Iowa
nseph Nysewander
Kansas
Carl F.

High

633

Jno Nebel& Son Supply Co.
Springfield Seed Co.

BUnke

Louis

Mew Mexico
Carlsbad

<fe

Hauk

New York

Buck

The A.
The A.

City
44

Vesey

The

I.

&

Arnold
Root Co.

Texas Seed and Floral
D.

M. Edwards

T he Superior Honey

A.

I.

ROOT

Co.

Virginia
Spottswood

W.

E. Tribbett

These dealers buy our goods in carload lots but supplement them with local-made goods.

THE

Co.

Udo Toepperwein

Utah

Root Co.
Root Co.

Street.

I.

E. E. Pressler
Street

Lycoming

San Antonio
Uvalde

Ogden
I.

A.

Texas
Dallas

Edward Scoggin

New York
Syracuse

Prothero

Vine Street

Williamsport

1024 Mississippi Street.

Missouri

East Erie Street.

-nnsylvania
10

I.

Seed Co.

Monroe St.
W. Pierce
C. H. W. Weber
2146 Central Avenue
521

E.

Portland

Michigan
Bell

McAdams

Griggs Bros.,

Root Co.

Rawlins Implement Co.

Root Co.

Indiana
Indianapolis
Evansvllte

Toledo

Maryland

124 Libertv St.

Chicago

Ohio
Columbus Grove

Maine

Mechanic Falls

Howkins & Rush

Savannah

Hummer

Boston
H. H. Jepson. 182 Friend Street
Lyonsville
W. W. Cary & Son

A. Watkins Mdse. Co.

The

Washington

is

Baltimore

Fruita bruit and Produce Ass'u

Fruita

for catalog.

7 percent.
Write to Branch or Agent nearest you.

*

Denver

;

;

Mississippi
J.

E. Grainger

Toronto

for

We

are prepared to furnish the Alexander feeder.
make them 19 inches long, so they may be used with either an
8 or 10 frame hive. With a 10-frame hive they will project 3
inches beyond the hive for feeding, and the block may be laid
crosswise of the feeder, or be cut off as preferred. With the 8frame hive the feeder projects 5 inches, and the block lies
lengthwise.
soak the feeders in oil to preserve them and
fill the pores to prevent the feed from soaking in.
Price, finished, including block, 25 cents each.
Ten for $2; 50 for $9.

heavier than the regular one-

thickness %-ineh hives, and will take the sa

advantage that

and

comb honey, we do not know

of

We

CO., Medina, Ohio

-

:
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Grading and Packing Honey
The following paragraphs appeared in Farm
and Home, an agricultural publication-.

:orial ^Aofe

Honesty

and Comments
——

*

Feeding for Winter vs. Winter.Feed-

It will

ing

be readily seen that there

difference between

The wise bee-keeper

is a thing not at all on his proAfter the snow begins to tly, and at
various times from that on till spring, will

ter-feeding

gram.

to feed bees

that question

in
is

:

in

is

quite a

the middle of

August 100 percent as much water as sugar,
and the first of October 40 percent as much

will give timely atten-

tion to the matter of feeding for winter; win-

come inquiries how
The right answer to

having

winter.
" Don't

feed bees in winter."

water as sugar; and, of course, the amount of
water must be lessened as the season advances. For the middle of September a good
proportion may be 3 parts of water to 4 part6
of sugar.

Of course, the weather has something to do
it, the colder it is the le6s chance to give
Latitude also comes in; the
the food thin.
farther south you go from Chicago, the less
need for hurrying up. But always better too

no time should be lost
now in seeing that bees are supplied, and well
If they have
supplied, with winter stores.
ceased for the season to gather more than

with

they consume for their daily needs, there is
nothing to be gained by further delay, and

early than too late.

Indeed, in some
places there is loss already, for if the surplus
storing was finished up in August, the feeding

Some say

could have been done with advantage then
the advantage being two-fold. In the first
place, the bees know better than any one else
just how to arrange their brood-ne6t for win-

brood-rearing.

and the later in the season the bee-keeper
does any meddling with it the worse it is for

feeding is done, the more rapid the feeding
6hould be.
Now after all the foregoing is said, the better way is to feed no sugar at all; and the
wise bee-keeper will, if possible, have a store

many

In

there

localities

may

be loss by

it.

;

ter,

winterinp.

ing

In

done

is

the second place,

early, equal

if

the feed-

parts of sugar and

making

more

like real

water can be given,
nectar than when stronger syrup is given,
and giving the bees a better chance to make
the necessary chemical changes.
it

postponed until late, say
the last of September or in October, then it
is too late for the bees to evaporate the thin
food and make the needed changes, but it
If

the feeding

must be fed

honey— 2
sugar;

of

is

about the

or, if

consistency of

every 5 pints of
you prefer to goby weight, 2

pints of water

for

pounds of water for every 5 pounds of sugar.
Fed thu6 late, the food should be given hot,
whereas early it can be given cold.

Opinions
to

differ

feed

as

to rapidity of

feeding.

as rapidly as possible, the

only object being to get in

enough

for winter

it will be
used up in
Others say that brood-rearing
is the very thing you want, so as to have a
force of young bees for winter and spring.
Perhaps it's safe to say that the later the

and

if

you feed slowly

honey and sealed, so
that before cold weather approaches he can
give them to any colonies not already abundantly supplied, and still have some left for
emergencies next spring. But some may not
have been sutliciently far-sighted to have
these combs, and in some places the 6eason
may have been so poor that by no possibility
could the bees store enough for their own use;
hence the need for advice about feeding.

of

combs

rilled

full

of

Be sure to hurry up feeding for winter:
but don't for a minute think of such a thing
as winter-feeding.

in

Packing and Selling.

While farmers have as much business honesty as any class of men, there are many who
are not above the tricks of the trade when it
comes to packing and selling certain kinds of
produce. The mixing of bad eggs with good
ones, putting small potatoes and apples in
the middle of the barrel, and selling old roosters and hens for young fowls, are practices
They do not pay in the
far too common.
long run.
for his

A

farmer soon gets a reputation
whether it be good or

products, and

bad depends entirely upon himself.
The reason that some men have no trouble
in selling their fruit, vegetables, poultry and
dairy products at top market prices or above
is due largely to the care which they take in
grading and packing. Some of their neighbors would get less money for the same goods
if they carried the load to town, for they have
been known in the past to be indifferent or
dishonest in their methods. If you have an
old hen, sell her as such. Then the next time
you go to town with young fowls you will
have no trouble in selling them for what they
The greatest difficulty in working up a
are.
private trade among city and townspeople is
due to the deception which many farmers
and peddlers have practised on them in the
past.

The foregoing contains some

excellent ad-

justas appropriate for bee-keepers
as for producers of potatoes, apples, or anything else. Dishonest grading and packing
of honey does not pay any better than the
vice that

is

"mixing

of bad eggs with

good ones." All
same case should
appearance and quality, at

the honey contained in the

be as good, both in
the back as at the front or glass-side of the
ease.

were handling honey on
was very annoying to open
and find that it had been "faced."

When we

scale, it

a

case

It

was

before selling to
Sometimes there would be 3

often necessary to regrade
retail

a large

grocers.

it

in the same case, and in almost all
such instances there was either a loss to us or
grades
else not very much profit, as the lower
had to be sold at a less price, and the best
probably would bring but little more than we

grades

had paid for the

lot.

Of course, we were

careful after that to refrain from buying from
that same bee-keeper, or insist that future
shipments should be uniform in grade.

The trouble

is

that no two bee-keepers seem
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able to agree on grading honey.

good deal

is

a

mother nat-

Every

babies.

like

urally thinks her own is the "bestest." Nearly
every bee-keeper has a different idea of what
Also, in some local maris " best honey.''

kets what

we would

would

just as well as better ones.

consider a poorer grade

In the
large city market, however, the fancy groceries always want something very nice, as
they have a line of customers who do not
sell

care very much what the price is so long as
they get what is satisfactory to them.
It never pays to be careless in grading anything for the market. Only the best should
be shipped if a good price is expected. The
lower grades can usually be better disposed
of in local markets. For if some of the sec-

tions are not very well

be exactly equal to that which

filled

aud

-

ened by other producers or dealers offering
inferior goods.

"

There should be no " tricks of the trade
it comes to putting up honey for the
market. It never pays to practise any decepEverybody wants his
tion in food products.
money's worth when he buys anything to eat.
And we think that nearly everybody is willing to pay a fair price if he can be assured
that he is going to get a satisfactory article

when

in return.

such honey advertising may thus become a
very important matter even among bee-keep-

We hope that those who
have a surplus to dispose of will consider
this, and begin to advertise at once, so that
others who have not enough honey for their
ers themselves.

local

demand

else,

and thus be able

in

Extracting Super

better

Praktischer Wegweiser questions the advisability of

the plan

recommended

in

some

sold

foreign journals to prevent the queen from

open market must stand on its own
There is nothing else by which to
judge. If the goods do not make a good ap-

going up into the extracting super. It is to
have all drone-comb above, with the idea
that no pollen will be put in drone-comb, and
that the queen will not lay where there is no
However it may be with queens
pollen.
that lay in the German language, on this side
the big pond there would probably be no
surer way to get a queen to go above than to
have all drone-comb there and none below.

Iu the last analysis everything that

is

in the

merits.

pearance they will not sell well.
If they
do make a good appearance, and the quality
is not right, it is likely to result in less future
sales.
Pe.-baps honey-sales suffer more than
does anything else from lack of good appearance and good quality. If honey is purchased

it

somewhere

keep their trade

suitable for

—are

always welcomed at this
office.
No doubt pictures of many apiaries
have been taken this season. We will be glad
to have such submitted for use in the American Bee Journal from time to time. After
their arrival at this office, if we can use them,
will report at once,

and request some

scriptive matter to appear with them.

de-

Please

us see what you have in the photograph
might be appropriate for a bee-

line that

paper.

31r. Louis H. Scholl, of New Braunfels.
Tex., who, for sometime, has been conduct-

ing the " Southern Beedom'' department in
the American Bee Journal, we learn is very

having been confined to his bed for
He has been suffering intensely from an internal abscess just above
Several operations have been
the heart.
necessary. He is in a hospital in San Antonio

sick,

nearly 2-months.

at present, his bride of

with him.

Iscellaneous
fie cos -Items

to

Apiarian Photographs— if
engraving

we

Drone-Combs

will be able to get

supplied.

let
is

sealed.

all

i

or not well

and quality of such honey

sealed, the flavor

may

filled,

once and it does not satisfy, such purchaser
not likely to indulge again very soon. It is
hard enough to develop a demand for anything, and so, after a good demand is secured,
it is very annoying to have it injured or less-

Mr. Scholl's

but 3 months being

many

friends will re-

gret to learn of his severe illness, and wish
for him speedy and complete recovery.

Honey

in

England.— The

following in-

teresting paragraphs are taken from the Agri-

cultural Gazette, of

New South

Wales, Aus-

tralia:

for New South
London, reports that the principal
sources of supply for imported honey into the
British market are Jamaica. California and

The Acting Agent General

Mrs. B. J. Livingston, of Fairmont,
who was once a contributor to the columns of the American Bee Journal, is still
blind and in ill health much of the time. She

Minn.,

has contributed an article lately on " Bees "
to an agricultural paper called The Farmer's

Although

Wife.

Livingston

Mrs.

blind.

is

own hand so that it is
Her many friends will be

able to write with her

quite decipherable.

glad to
bees,

know

and

is

that she

your advertiseup, and also

tisement the bee-keeper who is short finds
that he cin get enough honey within perhaps

your railroad station.

driving distance, to supply his market. If it
were not for the advertisement he would not

still

interested in

honey read the American Bee Journal, and of
course those bee-keepers, also, who have not
produced enough this year to supply their
local demand will be glad to know where
they can get some to help them out.
If you have more honey than you can dispose of in your local market, it would seem

that there should be no difficulty in selling

some fellow bee-keeper
well to

It is

ment the kind

the price desired

Owing
year, we

tell

of honey,

to the

f.

o. b.

in

some part

in

it

how put

rather 6hort honey crop this

believe the

of selling honey at a sacrifice price this year.

Just let your fellow bee-keepers know if you
have a surplus to dispose of, and we are sure
they will be glad to help you out.
Already there are a number of advertise-

of the

is

doing what she can to advance

Advertising Honey.— This i6 the best
time of the year to advertise honey, if you
have any for sale. A great many dealers in

country.

it

ments in the American Bee Journal offering
to buy honey.
We believe every one of them
is responsible, or we would not publish it.
Some years ago we shipped extracted honey
to almost every part of the United States.
We handled only the very best grades, and it
gave satisfaction. Occasionally there was a
customer who would use many thousands of
pounds, as he had a local demand that required a large amount.
It is a great advantage to many bee-keepers
to know just where they can get honey to
furnish their customers. For instance, a beekeeper in Iowa may not have enough to supply his local
demand.
It may be that
another bee-keeper only 10 or 20 miles away
has a great deal more honey than he can use
at home.
So if he offers it through an adver-

the pursuit.

to

has been for some time anon
dealers in honey. There certainly is no need
better than

demand

is

going to be

know anything about

it.

It will

be seen that

Wales,

in

Chili.

The average importations annually

to about 1000 tons, of which about
530 tons come from Chili, and the rest in
small lots from various sources. A few years
back Chili contributed a very much greater
proportion of the trade; and in 1901, which
was marked by the greatest importation of
honey for many years, Chili supplied 5S6 tons
of the total of 1535 tons, Jamaica being next
with 450 tons. London is the principal distributing center for Great Britain, the bulk of
imports being consumed at home, though
shipments are also made to all parts of the
Continent. The chief characteristics necessary to render honey suitable for the British
market are flavor, color, and clearness; flavor
being the most important. The best honey
should be sweet and clean in flavor, and
" pale set clear " in appearance.
Amber honey is the next in grade, and

amount

brown honey is regarded as inferior. Honey
is used in England both for manufacturing
purposes and as a table delicacy. California

the chief source of supply (outside Great
Britain itself) for table honey, and it comes
packed in cases, which are considered more
suitable for this class of trade. Jamaica
honey is chiefly used for manufacturing purposes, and for this branch the most suitable
packages are kegs and barrels containing 2 to
A certain proportion
3 hundredweight each.
of Jamaica honey also comes packed in cases
Australian is used, generally
for table use.
speaking, only for certain manufacturing purposes, on account of the peculiarity of flavor.
The present prices of honey (Jan. 1, 1906)
are:
Finest, 20s. to 25s. ($4.85 to $6.00) per
cwt. ordinary, 14s. to 18s. The higher range
of prices would be for the finest table honey,
is

;
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uDd the lower range would represent the
of the ordinary commercial article
These prices are considered moderate, and
somewhat below the average. Much of the
Jamaica honey is sold at 17s. to 18s. per cwt.
Australian is regarded by the principal dealers
here as being worth 5s. less per cwt. than
Jamaica; and under these circumstances
there does not appear to be much scope for
our honey in Great Britain unless it can be
price

sent over at a cost of not more thau lUs.
(S3 'JO) per cwt., including all charges.
Regarding the prejudice against Australian
honey, the feeling is apparently a deep-rooted
one, and it is quite possible that it is based on
the experience of mixed or inferior samples
which have reached England. If some of the
excellent "box" honey produced in many
parts of New South Wales could be sent here,
the bad impression might be removed.

would

feel

like

making

a bonfire of

them.

You say you can almost throw the
sections into yours. I think I see you
fill crosswise.
If you throw in a whole
super full, I don't see how you would
get the separators in, if you use them,
without taking about as much time as
I
to handle each section separately.
fill the other way, and when I get 1
row in I put in a separator; then
another.
I have learned something
by this correspondence.
Marshalltown, Iowa.

onfribi ted

I must confess that I, too, have
learned something through this correspondence. I have learned that not
only may there be objections to the Tsuper from using it in a wrong manner, but also that it may be objectionable because wrongly made and perhaps the wrong using may generally

Articled

;

Best Size of Honey-Section
BY

T. K.

I have read with a deal of interest all
that Mr. L. V. Ricketts says on page
.595, in reply to my article on page 370.
It now appears, since we begin to understand each other, that there is but
little difference between us.
We are
agreed that both of us want a section
that
will average
full
weight an
" honest pound " and it seems that we
both want a comb that is about l 's
inches in thickness.
The difference
between us, then, is the method to be
pursued to obtain such a comb.
I had overlooked the point that he
was talking about a bee-way section,
and it seems that he overlooked the
fact that I was talking about a plain
section, the bee-way to be carried out
by the separator, somewhat on the
plan of the fence separator.
I like the plain section and the principle of letting the separators permanently carry the bee-way for all sections every year. This plan saves the
extra wood necessary to cut the beeways in the sections, and avoids the
objections to a bee-way section. And
if I could get separators that were ivell
made I would not willingly give them
up; but this season's use of a lot of
rlimsily-made fence separators has
almost decided me to join Mr. Ricketts'
procession and call for a bee-way section and plain separators. I am using
separators made by two different firms.
One has pretended to glue the end and
cross-piece on, and the other has pre-

—

:

tended to nail them on, and in each
case it was only a pretense. In taking
out sections the propolis on their edges
holds f r better than either the glue or
nails, for it pulls the separators " all
to pieces." Such things are a great

annoyance and vexation.

Why

certain

supply manufacturers will persist in
putting out such trashy goods is more
than I can imagine.
I

am

testing a wire-cloth separator

bee-ways secured by means of
folded strips of galvanized steel, only
the edges of the strips of the steel coming in contact with the edges of the
sections. This completely overcomes
the propolis question, and gives all the
ventilation and lateral communication
to the bees that a 4-bee-way section
will give, and the corners of the secwith

hope to hear from Mr. Ricketts
again, and see if we can't come together on the bee-way question. Let
us decide where the bee-way shall be
placed. He wants it in the sections
while I want it in the separators. This
question settled, it will be an easy matter to decide on the size of the section.
Mr. Ricketts says that if I had proposed a 4 / 4x5xl' 4 bee-way section he
might have joined my procession. Now
the section I proposed the \%sSnsXy%
with bee-ways in the separators will
give the same results, as he is willing
to accept. Where shall the bee-ways
I

MASSIE

—

tions are never stuck to the separators
with propolis.

1

—

be, in the sections or the
is

—

separators

between

clearly the only question

Tophet,

?

us.

W. Va.

T-Super as Dr. Miller Uses
BY

It

ARMSTRONG
J.
Miller —Your explanaC.

Dr. C. C.
of your T-supers (page 704) removes the objections I have had to the
only one I ever saw, except to those I
have been using theElvin Armstrong
pattern.
I wanted some more, and
:

tion

—

sent to a bee-supply dealer for T-supers,
and he sent me some slat-supers instead. I was so disgusted with them I
never put them on the hives again. I
then sent to some place for a T-super
put up, which had the same difficulty
you speak of, and was driven about %
inch from the bottom of the inside of
the super. It came out /2 inch, then
bent down to the bottom. Then, when
coming to put in the sections, they
would not come to the bottom by %
inch on account of the staples. That
was my great objection to it. Then I
saw that the staples would have to be
driven in before the sections were put
in, and saw the difficulty of getting
them at the right place.
If I understand it, you turn the super
upside down on the table and drive the
staple in the upper edge of it; then
'

over and pound it down, and
it even with the bottom
when turned over. That will do, and I
thank you for the information. I can
understand that. I would be willing
to use such supers, but if I were to order a lot of T-supers and got the kind I
did, I should be badly chagrined, and

bend

it

this brings

come from wrong making. It seems
that it is sometimes made with the beespace at the bottom of the super, and
some have also fastened the T-tins to
Either of these things
the super.
would destroy its advantages, and poshas had ingenuity
sibly some one
enough to devise other wrong ways of

making.

You are right in the idea you have
as to the way the supports are to be.
You are wrong as to the difficulty of
putting in separators. As you have
supposed, a row is first put in crossshoved under, then
wise, a T-tin
another T-tin, and so on. If you put
in a row lengthwise, then a separator,
then alternately a row and a separator,
it would take probably 3 times as long
to fill the super. The T-tins would
have to be nicely laid, and it would
take time carefully to put each section
in the rather close space between 2 TWhen put in the right way there
tins.
is no such careful placing needed. The
section is simply set against the T-tin
at one side, and when the row is completed the T-tin is very quickly shoved
under it can't go wrong, as it can if
the T-tins are first placed. Putting in
the separators after the sections are in
takes a little longer than putting them
in alternately with the sections, but
only a little longer. When the sections are put in the super, the super is
not full a space is left at one side for
follower and wedge, or spring (a spring
With a sepis better than a wedge).
arator in the right hand, put the fingers of the left hand on top of 2 sections at the side of the super where the

—

;

open space is left, and draw them to
one side enough to let the separator
down at that end of the super, then
with the left hand move the other two
sections and shove down the separator.
Proceed with each separator the same
way, and you will find it can be very
rapidly done. Next the little '+ x3/32
sticks are crowded in at the top. Then
with a screw-driver or other tool the
sections are crowded together enough
to admit the follower, a spring is
pushed in at the middle, and the work
is done.
I earnestly hope you will stick to it
till you have T-supers correctly made
(any one who sends them to you

wrongly made should have them returned), and when you get the right
of using them I feel very sure
you'll find they're the best ever. Often

hang

——
Sept.
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a very little thing makes a material
difference in using, and I shall be glad
to reply as to even the slightest trouble
in using these excellent supers. It may
help others as well as yourself.
Marengo, 111.
C. C. Miller.

bee-keepers in the hope that some one

The

Swarms— Selling

Comb Honey

by Weight

BY GRANT STANLEY

Comment was
'When Swarms

recently
made on
Cluster Together,"

" Sections of

and
form

Honey Can't Be UniWeight." Replying to these
in the order named, I will give a kink
in regard to hiving several swarms of
bees

in

when clustered together, that was
some time ago by an old bee-

related

keeper with

considerable experience,
said never to fail. Should it
prove what this bee-keeper claims for
it, it will far surpass the method
em-

and

is

ployed by Mr. Dayton.

For just as many swarms as have
clustered together, furnish a like number of hive-bodies supplied with empty
combs or foundation, and stack them
up one on top of auother, and set them
on a bottom-board. Now shake or hive
these several united swarms into this
immense hive, and it is said that each
swarm and queen will occupy a broodchamber, and they can then be set on
separate stands, or broken up as desired.

had hoped

to try this method before
giving it to the press, but circumstances
have not favored me in two seasons to
I

do it, and rather than keep it any
longer I deem it best to give it to the

it

it

stands or broken up as soon as they
have separated and occupied a broodchamber, or it will not be a success.

The

Clustered

and see how

will work out.
colonies should be set on separate

will try

question of selling

by weight

is

one on which

comb honey
I

have spent
have also

considerable thought.
I
read with keen interest the many articles of able writers on this subject, but
I believe comb honey can not be sold
by weight.
Some bee-keepers have
advocated a larger section to be sure
we would get a pound of honey in it,
but with a larger section than now in
use the producer would be at a loss. It
is all very well to give the consumer
what he pays for, but with fairness to
ourselves we can't give any more, and
as our present size section holds a
pound of honey when well filled out, a
larger section would over-run a pound
more often than the even pound or under it.
The grocers in some parts of the
country tried to sell eggs by weight a
few years ago, but after a few trials
gave it up in disgust. At present the
purchaser pays as much for a dozpn
eggs of the Mediterranean breeds as
those of the Asiatics. Eggs and comb
honey are two distinct commodities
that can not be sold by weight with
any degree of fairness to both producer

and consumer, or it would likely have
been in vogue long ago. But as I have
said before, where one cares to take
the time, or time becomes heavy on
his hands, he can weigh each section
when preparing it for market and mark
on it the exact weight and the price.
Nisbet, Pa.

pends upon the breeder from whom he
buys to keep up the standard of his
stock, and if his management involves
the introduction into each colony of a
queen of the current year and that is
the management of some to prevent

—

swarming

— then

thing

certainly

is

for
to

him the right
requeen every

year.

For those with different management, especially for those who are trying constantly to improve their stock
by rearing queens or drones from their
best stock and it should be remembered that the selection of drones is
just as important as that of queens
strong emphasis should be given to
the point made by Miss Wheeler, that
there can really be no proper selection
if no queen be allowed to live more
than a year, the best as well as the
poorest being sacrificed when a certain
age is attained.

—

But it must not be left unsaid that a
large number of bee-keepers go still
farther than Miss Wheeler, when she
advises requeening " every second, or
at the most, every third year." Not
only do they not requeen every second
or third year, but they do not requeen
at all, leaving the matter entirely to
the bees themselves. Their argument
is that so long as a queen is doing
good work her age should not be a reproach against her; and that when
she begins to fail on account of age
the bees will be prompt to supersede
her.

Some of those who leave the matter
of superseding to the bees themselves
but by no means the majority of them
make a practise of replacing a queen
whenever she shows herself inefficient
or in any way objectionable and this
may occur in the first as well as the
second year. If this practise be followed, and if it be considered that in
general a queen will be superseded by
the bees as soon as 2 or 3 years old, it
may be a question whether there be
anything better for the majority of
bee-keepers.
One argument of no small weight in
the case is, that it is a very much
easier thing to let the bees have charge
of the matter indeed so much easier
that one should feel sure of a considerable gain to warrant the extra labor
involved in rearing and introducing so
many queens every year, or every 2
years.
And that it is a profitable way,
;

Our
'Bee- Keeps n

;

Conducted by

How

Emma

M. Wilson, Marengo,

Often to Requeen Colonies

In an article on " Bee-Keeping as a
Specialty," by Miss F. E. Wheeler, in
Poultry Husbandry, after commending
the Government Bulletin on queenrearing by Dr. E. F. Phillips, Miss
Wheeler says
:

There are two or three points in which hie
judgment differs from some of our most reliable, practical bee-keepers.
For instance,
he recommends requeening every year. I do
not think many apiarists do this so often. In
fact, when a queen proves
exceptionally good,

I think she is
retained several years. From
the fact that a queen must be about a year
and a half old before a thorough test of the
quality of her progeny is completed, it would
seem that the apiary is positively injured by
requeening every year, thus destroying the
most valuable, as well as the poorest, breeding stock.

It

is

certain, however, that
of many apiaries,

condition

the run-down
and the light

111.

honey crops, are greatly due to negligence in
requeening, and that every second, or at the
most, every third year, our yards are improved
by requeening. and that every bee-keeper who
wishes and is working for success in its
highest sense, should realize the importance
of keeping up the standard of his queens,
making a careful study of the methods that
will produce, in his case, best results.

There

opportunity for varying
shades of opinion with regard to the
matter of requeening. Something depends upon the quality of the stock. If
a colony can be requeened with a queen
of better stock, and the requeening can
be done without interruption of broodrearing, then one can hardly requeen
is

too often.

Something depends upon one's plan
of management. That excellent beekeeper, M. A. Gill, instead of rearing
his own queens, buys them bv the hundred every year. In that case he de-

at least under many circumstances, is
proven by the fact that it is followed
by such successful practitioners as
Messrs.
Dadant,
Doqlittle,
Miller,
Hutchinson, and others.

Two

Sisters Hive a

My Dear

Miss Wilson

a bee-keeper

—only

Swarm
:

—

I

am

not

the wife of one
enthusiast, gives the

and he is an
American Bee Journal precedence over
all other reading matter, and always
turns to your and Dr. Miller's pages
first,
and always learns something
from them. I, myself, am dreadfully
afraid of his dear pets I get about one
or two stings a year, causing much
swelling and inflammation, and gen;

erally a day's sickness
mune in my case.

But what

I

;

nothing im-

commenced to say

is,

that

.
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I
have just hived a swarm, and am
proud of it. The swarm came out
about 1 o'clock, just as I had finished
dressing for a reception at 2 o'clock,
and my good man away from home for

anadian

the day. It was a warm day, my lawn
waist was very thin, and my hands and
arms bare, but I could not see that
beautiful swarm get away, so I got a
hat and bee-veil over my head, got out
a hive which was all ready, picked up

Ueedom

empty box, and went for them.
They fortunately clustered low down.
By this time my neighbor, Mrs. F.,
an

also got interested, and with only a
veil for protection, very kindly took a

Conducted by Morlet Pettit,

hand. We had to crawl through two
fences to get to them, when Mrs. F.

Winter Flights a Benefit to Cel-

held the box and I knocked them off
the branch into it, getting nearly all
in, then started for the hive, Mrs. F.
carrying the box. Going through the
first fence she caught her foot in the
wire, and down she went, bees and all,
only the box kept right side up but
the shaking up so irritated the bees that
they began scolding at such rough
treatment, boiling up the sides of the
box, flying in the air, crawling on our
hands and arms, and over my thinlyclad shoulders. But what worried me
most was that I was afraid Mrs. F.
would get a few stings. I had forgotten, for the moment, about myself, so
I grasped the box to get the bees to the
hive, found I could not get through the
fence, and had to go around by the
road about 100 feet further but at last
reaching the hive, and dumping them
in front of it, I took a piece of grapevine to push them along, and made

lared Bees
Mr. Pettit: — I am

satisfied that the winter
bees did them good. They
nicely after the flight and all
came through alive and strong. One colony
deserted the hive during the first flight and
went in with others, and one became queenless early.
Out of 61 colonies put in in the
fall, there are 59 strong to-day. One swarmed
May 15. lam sure winter flights are beneficial when the bees get so uneasy; but the
trouble is, we so seldom have weather suit-

;

down

Geo. A. Howard.

Lynden, Ont., May

Some

am convinced

that in winters like
bees become uneasy
through continued warm weather, to
carry them out on a suitable day and
give them a cleansing flight would be
a great benefit. They should probably
be put in again the same or the next
evening, to avoid their starting a lot
of brood. This can easily be done because it is very unusual to have more
than a day or two of flying weather in
a Canadian winter. Such a winter as
last may not come again for 20 years
but no opportunity to learn lessons by
experience should be let slip.
I

master himself could have done it.
After bathing my heated face and
hands, I was ready for my company.
Neither of us got a sting, which all
goes to show that "some things can be
their

;

done as well as others."
Mr. P. has labeled that hive "The
Ladies' Colony," and says the honey
they are storing all goes to the two
brave women who saved the swarm.
Let us hope they will bring in plenty.

Dysentery in Bees
Praxis BieneDzuct contains a long article
on the subject by Dr. Follemus, of Hamburg.
He says that the first cause of this distemper
is thirst, the second is poor ventilation, and
the third neglect on the part of the bee-keeper.
The amount of water in honey varies according to the season. In a dry season it will
contain only from 16 to IS percent water; in

(Mrs.) G. P. Prankard.
Ridgefield Park, N. J., July 5.

a wet season the average will run from 21 to
23 percent.
In wintering, honey of the
former consistency will cause thirst much
sooner than the latter. If a winter follows
with variable temperature the bees will be
more restless than in the even temperature,
and this restlessness increases thirst. He tells
of his experiments along this line, and recommends sprinkling the bees with luke-warm
water as a remedy. Speaking of poor ventilation as the cause of dysentery, he blames
too much packing, and the leaving of too
small an entrance, thus shutting out the pure
air, which he considers as essential for bees
as for any other living creature.

top or rear ventilation is necessary.
flights, the writer says the general belief is that the first cleansing flight
will prevent thirst and dysentery, the latter
may sometimes be the case, but not always
the former, if the ground is frozen. On the
first bright day they will take flight, cleanse
themselves in the air, and then drop down on
the ground for a drink; here a great many
will find their death; they will get chilled
and not be able to rise again. If the bees
were watered in their hive this would not
occur. They would not alight, but would fly
back directly to their hive again.— Mail and
Ehnpirt

About winter

2S.

the last, where

them understand where I wanted them
to go.
They were soon happily settled,
and the whole job finished as good as

A

gave

able.

;

Let us hope to hear at the close of
the season what "The Ladies' Colony "
has done.

my

flight I

quieted

Villa Nova, Ont.

This would seem to recommend for
winter thin honey, uniform temperature, watering bees in the hive, and
pure air. These may all be orthodox
enough except the thin honey, which,
in theory, is right because it gives the
bees more water, but in practise conveys a greater evil its unripe condition adds danger of becoming sour.

—

Moisture in a cellar is all right where
the hive has good, porous top-packing
and top ventilation, and the cellar is
cool enough to promote a change of
air in the hive.

,

Mellifluous Sentence

That popular writer, Kate Douglass
Wiggin.in a story in Scribner's, shows
her knowledge as to the preferences of
the bee in the following beautiful sentence
" Back of the barn, and encroaching on the
:

edge of the hay-field, was a grove of sweet
clover whose white feathery tips fairly bent
under the assaults of the bees, while banks
of aromatic mint and thyme drank in the
sunshine and sent it out again into the summer air warm and deliriously odorous."

Getting Subscriptions at Fairs —
The season of annual lairs will soon be here.
Perhaps some of our readers would like to
take subscriptions for the American Bee Journal at their local fairs. If so, kindly write us
for terms and sample copies (telling how

many wanted).

We

would

like

or more representatives at each

to
fair

have one

The

•'

Old Reliable » as seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Father Langstroth and Truthful
Biography.
Great humorists are apt to be sorrowful men at heart, when you get down
to it. Their success at fun is the result

of a desperate struggle against depres-

sion of spirit. In like manner it would
seem the jollity of Langstroth when in
one of his phases was his form of fighting off the opposite phase a phase in
which no smile could be seen for long,
long periods. Glad to see our grand

—

;
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man portrayed with such apparent
honesty as he is on page 600. The reason our biographies are more fictitious
than our fictions is sometimes owing
to a lack of this honesty
or the biographer thinks he is exercising a Christian charity when it is rather a weak
desire to daub on praise thicker than
the subject will bear. Still the wholesale failure of biographies seems to
need more explanation. Most of the
characteristic things which define a
old

—

and make it differ from millions of
others get left out. Why ? The biographer wants the reader to take a very
exalted view
and he thinks that if
the characteristic things were put in, it
would be fatal to hero worship. After
all, perhaps he fears mostly for himself, lest his book should not sound
life

Almost glad.
palliation of

Fear the modern writers'
has almost as much

it

Page

nonsense as the original hum.
616.

Moving Bees with Open HiveEntrances.
Mr. Holtermann speaks rather hotly
against moving bees with entrances
open. With not more than 3 or 4 hives
in a light wagon, one man to drive and
one with a lighted smoker, I think it's
a very nice way much better than
but with a
keeping them prisoners
whole load of bees and only one man,

—

;

think I never encouraged so risky an
attempt as that.
He's right that bees do not exactly
consider themselves prisoners when
there is a portico screened in front, and
the ordinary entrance wide open.
I

Bryan's Not a Bad Case of BeeFever.
And so Bryan has $5.00 worth of
bees, as per assessor's books. Glad he's
a bee-keeper; but evidently the beefever has not fully claimed him as its
own hitherto, else he would have more

Page

bees than that.

614.

;

?v
Doctor MillerS

like literature.

Returning Bunched Swarms.
With me mixed bees are very apt to
ball all their queens.
C. W. Dayton
expects the same in his locality in
California. But (unless we have been

—

Question-Ik
v
^

_r

treated to a vast deal of silly dope in
print) that is not the case in all yards.

would not like to recommend a
method that tends to get queens balled
I

if they are to be used again. If one is
willing to sacrifice the queens, all
right.
The Dayton method of returning mixed bees to their own hives looks
promising. But don't be too sure you
will like it until you have tried it in
your own yard. The trouble most to
be feared is that they will, even when
let out slowly, insist on all going to
the same hive.
usage with big

My

tangles has been to take them in a
bushel basket (or several of them) and
then put the right quantity in front of
each original hive with a scoop. I
think (but do not know) that many of
those put wrong go to their right homes
next day. Long ago I used to hive
fractions of big mixed bunches on a
frame of young brood.
Have quit
that.
Pretty sure to swarm 10 or 12
days later
often get away to the
woods when you are not watching
and all your fuss results in a remnant
nearly worthless. Page 613.

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.
'

Moth-Worms

in

Section-Honey

1. What do you advise me to do with sections of honey damaged by moth-worms?
Will sulphur fumes injure the honey? How
can I prevent further damage?

2.

Is there

any preventive?

New

Answers.— 1. Sulphur fumes

York.

will destroy

the wax-worms, and that will prevent further
damage. It will not hurt the honey, but too
much of it will give a green tinge to the comb.
2. I don't know of any preventive, unless
it be to keep Italian bees.
I used to fumigate
my sections of honey a week or so after taking them off the hives, and then again 2 or 3
weeks later; but since 1 have mostly Italian
blood I do not need to fumigate.

—

Feeding Bees a Baked Hen.
had supposed feeding bees a baked
hen was modern nonsense, and originated in our country. It seems it is
European, and presumably ancient.
I

sedure. The old queen may have failed, and
3 queen-celU were started.
When the young
queen emerged from the first of these, the
bees may have been in the humor of swarming, and bees with a virgin queen are not so
conservative about swarming as those with a
laying queen. Bees are rather freaky things,

anyway.

^^^
Eyes of the Bee

I

have a

little

experience to relate.

Answer. — I

On

June 23

a colony of bees attempted to swarm,
but the queen did not go with them, and they
returned to the hive. I examined and found
the queen, al60 l> or $ queen-cells. I examined
them 3 days later and found all the cells torn
down. They had a case of sections but had
not worked in them at all. I thought they
would after this freak of swarming, but they
did not do a thing. On Aug. 17 they swarmed
" good and proper." nearly depleting the old
hive of bees which contained plenty of empty
comb in which they could have stored pounds
of honey. I examined the old hive and found
2 capped queen-cells, which I removed. I
hived the swarm on 4 empty combs, then the
next day gave them the frames of brood from
the old hive. They have been very busv since.
The strange thing to me is why they swarmed
at this late date. There were no bee-moths
or worms in the hive to cause them to leave.
There was no flow of honey at this time, as
they did not store a single pound of surplus
honey this season. Did you ever have, or
hear of, any experience of this kind!
Ohio.
Answer.— While such an occurrence is not
an every-day affair, it is by no means very un-

When preparations for swarming
are made, and the yield of honey becomes discouraging, sometimes they give up swarming,
and sometimes they don't. The case in June
was one when they did, and the case in August was one when ihey didn't.
Although no

common.

eyes has a honey-bee?

West Virginia.

A Swarming Experience
1.

surplus apparently because Japanese
bees are too small and too lazy. Better
they pick out somewhere a locality
with good floral resources and then import some Italian bees and start them
in it.
With the oil-producing fields of
mustard and rape on one side, and the
flower gardens of a big city on the
other side, Italian bees ought to make
a " go " of it, one would say. At the
University apiary at Notre Dame, Ind.,
they succeed in getting early surplus.
With the milder climate of Japan somebody ought to succeed in getting surplus from those great rape and mustard fields, even if they do bloom pretty
early in the season. Page 613.

likely to swarm as when honey is coming in
a flood.
If there were only 2 queen-cells
present, it looks like a case of intended super-

How many

;

Bee-Keeping in Japan.
The experiences of T. B. Blow settled
in Japan
are certainly interesting.
Frame hives and foundation and civilized treatment for 2 years and yet no

surplus was being stored, the bees were probably getting enough for their daily needs and
a little more
When bees are getting a little
more than they use each day, they are just as

don't

know; they don't

all

have the same number. For the sake of
making the count easier, we may say the
worker has 3 simple and 2 compound eyes,
each of the compound eyes being made up of
a number of facets; but really each facet is a
separate eye. Cowan says: " There is great
variation in the number of facets in the compound eyes of bees. In the worker the lowest is given as 3500, whereas we have ourselves found as many as 5000." Drones have
more than either queen or worker.

Saving Bees Intended for KillingCleaning Section Honey
What would be

1.

the cheapest way to winintended to be killed for their honey,
want to save them. My employer buys

ter bees

but

I

them

in

boxes, etc., kills

them and

sells

the

honey, takes the money and buys more, and
does pretty well at it. He has 200 colonies
here at home. Can we profitably save those
bees?

How many cases of 24 sections does your
hand clean in a day? What should be an
average day's work for an average hand? One
person claimed he had cleaned and cased 40
cases in a day.
Colorado.
2.

best

Answers.— 1.

In

Germany.

I

judge from

advertisements, quite a business is made in
the fall of selling bees from which their

13, lS»ito
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combs and honey have been taken ("naked
colonies.'' thej* call them), and these bees are
then fed up for winter. If it can be done
there, it seems it might be done here.
It will
make quite a difference whether you have
combs for the bees or whether they have to
know of but two
I
build their own combs.
Ibings you can use for feeding— honey and
sugar.
Either will do; it's a question of relative cost.
A syrup of 5 pounds of sugar and
2 of water will take the place of about 7
pounds of honey, so the question as to which
10 use will he settled by the answer to the
question Which costs less, a pounds of sugar
or 7 pounds of honey? If there is any sort of
danger of foul brood in the honey, then it
would be better to take the sugar, even at
greater cost.
1 don't know whether you can profi
You must figure on it. Figsave -uch bees.
ure how much it will cost for the bees and
the feed, divide that among the number of
colonies likely to remain after the bees have
been wintered and springed, and then see
whether that's less or more than the price for
which you can buy colonies in the spring.
2 Three years ago my assistant, Miss Wilson, scraped 2016 sections in a day, doing all
the work of taking out of supers, etc. I don't

bly choked with grass, I've seen all the bee6
of the colony crawl up the front of the hive

before taking flight.
3. I don't know
you must learn to

an average hand would be— perhaps 1000. I
am talking now about sections cleaned in the
best style.
Of course, more could be done if
they were not so well cleaned. More could
be done, too, where glue is less troublesome.
I have little doubt there are those in Colorado
who would do more than 40 cases of 24 sections each, or 960 sections in a day
for there
are some very bright people in Colorado, and
some nicely cleaned sections come from there.

tell

honey from

it

dif-

'

i.

J. C. Armstrong wants my diagnosis of that
case of swarming, page "39, the queen being
found dead when the swarm issued and returned, and the swarm issuing with another
queen the text day. It may have been a case
of supersedure, as he suggests; or it may
have been a case of regular swarming in which
the bees attempted to swarm on the sealing of
the first cell, but failed on account of the
queen being clipped. Then when the queen
continued to thwart their desires, they worried her to death, or possibly allowed the lirst
emerging virgin to dispose of her.
He doesn't know how I keep from candying
the unfinished sections I keep over for baits.
Bless your heart, Mr. Armstrong, I don't keep

there's nothing in them
Just as soon as convenient after
to candy.
they're taken off, I get the bees to clean them
out".
C. C. M.

Pretty Good Season
I keep a few bees for pleasure, and am having plenty of good honey. I had 7 colonies,
spring count. "I got 1 new swarm, and will
get 300 pounds of fine honey to extract. The
season is pretty good. It was almost too cool
during the while clover season.
Geo. Heist.
Kansas City, Mo., July 26.

Honey-Flow Just Opening
is just opening, which is a
great relief to most of us bee-keeper6, as we
now can stop feeding. My colonies came to
the flow in fine shape, so I look for a nice
surplus, if nothing 6ets in to hinder the bees

Our honey-How

from gathering
We have had two fine rains since my last
letter, and from all appearances will have
Julius Happel.
some more before long.
Evansville, Ind.. July 26.

m

Hive-Cover-No Sign
of Robbing— Honey-Dew

Oilcloth Under

1
I have read so much about oilcloth under
the cover, but it seems to me it will sag 60
there will be no bee-space above the f. ames.
How is it used* I use S-frame dovetailed
hives w;',h Hoffman 6elf-spacing frames, and
Excelsior cover.
2 Is it always a sure sign of robbing when
the bees that come out crawl up the side of
the hive before flying'
::
How can I tell honey-dew in the combs
>.

Answers. — 1. An
will sag.

Iowa.
oil-cloth

under the cover
is done to pre-

have 20 colonies of Italian bees and 1
colony of hybrids. They are working on
heartsease and Spanish-needle. The honeycrop so far is not more than half of an averDr. J. T. Blank.
age one.
Elk City, Kans., Aug. 30.
I

Good Honey Crop in Missouri
My 30 colonies of bees have done extra-well
season. Some have already over 100
pounds of white clover honey. They are now
commencing ou early fall flowers. I think
Missouri will have a tremendous crop. The
local market here is flooded with honey selling
this

cents per pound.
the season.
Bower Mill, Mo., July

at 12 1

end

I

will report at the

A. E. Patton.
30.

Crop Less Than in 10 Years
honey crop is less this year than it has
been in 10 years before. I will have about ' 4
of a crop. It has been too wet. It has rained
here nearly every day since June 1. Beekeeping looks very gloomy in this locality.
The lumberman's ax has felled nearly all tulip and basswood. which were our main sources
G. W. Wilcox.
of honey.
Cades Cove, Tenn., July 23.

Swarms That Got Away
A swarm

of bees went to the woods yesterday, after slaying 2 whole days and parts of

Swarms have been comparatively
2 others.
few this year but Ihe percent of them that
got away has been (I think) the largest lever

—

knew.

E. E.

Toledo, Ohio, July

A

strip of

'

...

of"

My

and generally nothing

vent its sagging, although when desired a
wood may be used to keep it above
the top-bars at the middle. Oilcloth covers
are, I think, not nearly so much used as formerly. I have not used them for many years,
preferring a flat cover directly over the topbars, which leaves a 4 -inch space between
top-bars and cover.
2. Not at all.
I'm not sure that a robberbee is any more likely to do that than an
honest bee. Where an entrance is considera-

Bowden.

2:.

Fine Honey-Flow in Mexico
are having a fine honey-llow and it has
been good for the last month. Bees are swarming in line shape. They did not do much
swarming in the spring on account of drouth.
Wsi. Winkler.
Aldama, Mex.,'Aug. 28

Poor Honey Crop in Colorado
The honey-flow

is

just

coming

to a close

have been in Colorado since the first
part of June, and find the bees and honeyHow much different from the white clover
region of Iowa. The flow has been much
slower than at home— mostly from alfalfa;
and my employer is well satisfied with his
crop, although it is usually reported poor.
The bees here are not nearly so cross as at
home, nor so bad about robbing.
John Stotts.
Rifle, Colo., Aug. 27.
here.

I

Bee-Paralysis and Good Honey-Flow

On page 721, Mr. H. A. Smith says: "There
one thing which makes me doubtful about
the trouble being paralysis. All the literature I can find on the subject says that it will
disappear with the good honey-flow, but in
my case the thing increased with the honeyflow."
Will Mr. Smith cite volume and page where
it is said that paralysis disappears with a good
honey-flow? Is he not possibly confusing it
E. V. Pagan.
with foul brood?
is

them from candying;

^»-»

Ridge, Maine, July

H.

We

Not More than Half a Crop
tions

"Men

experiences

;

Swarming- Cleaning Out Bait-Sec-

1

W.

:

know whether she ever did more in a day. I
don't know what an average day's work for

tell

;

just as you must learn to
ferent plants.

possession. This line was from 5 to 10 inches
wide, 4 feet long, and so close together that
you could not 6ee the boards under them. I
now have 4 colonies of bees — 3 good ones and
with 2 6uper6 and a hive on it, which is
solid full of bees.
This I plan to divide and
give a new queen. I have had an untested
queen that has filled 8 frames with brood in
about 10 days, and have not had a single
swarm. Isn't this doing well for green hands

Little

Hasty.

31.

Experience

bought 3 colonies last fall, and in the
spring one was queenless. I set them on a
platform about 12 feet long, one on each end.
and one in the center, facing southeast. Then
I

I

overhauled the queenless colony, when the

bees formed in a line on the platform and
marched to the western colony, which bad
only a few bees, but a nice queen, and took

Poor Year for Honey
This has been a poor year for honey in this
My bees were short on stores last
locality.
spring, owing to the open winter, and some
of them have been doing nothing but getting
in shape for another winter, or for a possible
fall flow which we may get.
The early season was too dry for white cloMy
ver, which is our main stand-by here.
normal colonies will not average more than
Mo pounds of comb honey, so far.
Ltman North.
Essex, Iowa. July 24.

More Bee-Talk, More Honey Sold
I see Mr. Davenport is out again looking
If the United States could produce
forward.
10 times as much honey as it does.it would
sell 10 times better, and it would then he
known, and be a staple article.
I

am

telling

everybody how to handle bees,

that will listen to it. Last fall I spoke in
Portland on bee-keeping. This spring I was
again called to give a lecture on bees— how to
handle them to produce the most honey and
the more I talk, the better market I get for
what I have to sell. Look what a lot of syrup
there is sold. There is plenty of room for 10
times the honey now produced. A few years
ago the little honey that was produced here
was sold at 6 cents a pound. Now I am getting &% cents a pound, and sometimes more,
and sit right at home waiting till they call for
and I sell a ton quicker now than 100
it,
pounds at 6 cents years ago. Some say they
get twice as much honey after hearing my
way of handling bees. The more I talk bees
and honey, the more I can sell.
have no use for any non-swarming deI
Nine swarms in 3 years is the recor<l
vice.
with me for 30 colonies not more than to
keep us jolly, and hardly that. (). K. RICE.
Grays River, Wash.. July 30.

—

—
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CONVENTION NOTICES.
The Southern
will

meet

Bee-Keepers' Association

'

and 12, 1906,
on the Fair Grounds.

in Atlanta. Ga., Oct. 11

during the State Fair,

All interested are invited to attend.
Judson Heard, See. and Tieas.
J. J. Wilder. Pres.

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Pouder "

BEE -SUPPLIES I

National in Texas.— The National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. 8, 9, and 10, 1906, in San AntoThese dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the 6ame
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other parts of the country.
Flint, Mich. * W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

Root's Goods at Roots' Trices

nio, Texas.

The Western

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

will

J.

E.

Johnson,

Service.

Catalog Free.

;

r Ol V ADnCD
rvlCPAIIWT
tAltLY U1\UEI\ UloV-UUNI

need for a good, lively convention. The dry
year of 1901 was followed by two exceptionally good years for bee-keepers.
None of us
was ready for them. Let's get all the information we can, and get ready for the good
years that are coming. Messrs. C.P. Dadant,
George W. York and J. Q. Smith have promised to be with us, and you will all be made
welcome if you come, Don't miss this convention. Come and bring your wives with
you. Meeting begins at 9 a.m. and lasts all

Woods,

.-.

I pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make small shipments by express large shipments by freight, always being
trade.
6ure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.
During September 1 will offer a discount
i
of 7 percent on Supplies for next season's use. In October the discount will be 6 percent. Cash must accompany

the Court House
at Galesburg, 111.,

(County
Thursday, Sept. 20, 1906. We have had such
si
very poor honey year that many are discouraged, but remember we have all the more

day.
E. D.

Prompt

.-.

BEESWAX VUANTED

Illinois Bee-Keepers' As-

meet at
Court room)

sociation

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

order.

WALTER

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave..

—

———

1

POUDER
INDIANAPOLIS.
i

'

'

>

l

'

ISI».

Pres.

Sec.

—

Missouri. The annual meetiDg of the
Missouri State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held at the Circuit Court Room at Marshall, Mo., Oct. 2 and 3, 1906.
All bee-keepers are invited to attend and to join the Association. This is going to be an important
meeting, as steps in preparing for the canvass of the State in the interest of the foulbrood bill to be brought'before our Legislature at its session next January are to be considered.
Elaborate preparations are being
made by the Saline County Bee-Keepers' Club
for the reception of bee-keepers, and badges
are being prepared, and will be sent to all
those applying for them to the undersigned
Secretary, or to Mr. M. E. Tribble, at Marshall,
Mo., Secretary of the Saline County BeeKeepers' Club, to facilitate the reception
committee in taking care of the bee-keepers
on arrival of the trains. Hotel accommodations can be obtained at reasonable rates, or
board and lodging can be secured at 50 or 75
cents per day at private boarding houses, for
those who will write to Mr. Tribble, asking
him to arrange for them. There are over
41,000 bee-keepers in Missouri. Let there be
them

1000 of

at Marshall, Oct. 2

and

3.

Robert A. Holekamp,
4263 Virginia

St., St.

Sec.

Louis, Mo.

Seeds of Honey-Plants
Seven heads Turnips, Motherwort, Catnip at
package, postpaid; 24-lb. Shipping Cases
complete with glass, 14c each.
H. 5. DUBY, the Bee-Man, St. Anne, III.
26A13t
Please mention the Bee Journal.
5c per

Queens

I talia n

Queens

Golden and Leather-Colored
One Untested Queen, 50c 6 for $2.75. One
Tested Queen, 75c 6 for $4.00. Safe arrival
guaranteed.
;

;

JOHN LEININQER
JENNINGS, OHIO.

R.F.D. No.

4,

29Dtf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

FT.

"The continuous advertiser
gets the bulk of the business,
ecause others are not advertising-,

and he

is."

Bee-Keepers
you want Sections that you can put a full
sheet of foundation in 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to
20Atf
A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.
If

Wi

Sell Root's Goods

in

Miohioan

I«et us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc, as we can save you time and

freight.

Beeswax Wantsd

M. H.

for Casta.

HUNT A SON.

Bell Branch, Watsi Co., Mich
Mention Bee Jonrnal when writing.
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or send and

New Lewis Goods

Save

3.1

to

QUEENS

and Poultry Supplies

Fire Sale of Bee
Come

."iO

Percent on slightly damaged
Return Freight.

goods.

at Factory Prices, by

BY RETURN MAIL

Any

bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
fire.
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
25 to 50 percent reduction.
<»oo<1m to select from at
I®" «m-ii«1 tor list ot Slightly
Supplies he

selected out after the

Reduced

Damaged

I*rices.

Golden Italian or Red Clover Queens by return mail. Untested, 75c; Select Untested Queens, *1
Tested, $1.25; Select Tested. $2.25. Full Colonies in up-to-date hives, and
;

Nuclei, for sale.

H. M.

ARND,

Honey and Bee-Supply Co.

Proprietor, York

Long Distance Telephone, North

(Not

mo

191 AND 193 SUPERIOR ST. CHICAGO. ILL.
(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)

Golden Italian Queens
mated
Bred

to bright

3-banded Drones.

the highest standard of honey-gathering and hardiness. No
disease.
Quality, promptness, safe arrival and absolute satisfaction
guaranteed.
1 Queen
2 Queens 4 Oueens 6 Queens
Untested
$2.40
$ .60
$3.60
$1.20

Tested (or Warranted Tested) 1.00
1.90
3.75
5.50
Select Tested (for breeding purposes) $2.00 each no discount.
It is not mine to command your favors— I'll do more, I'll merit
them. May I ask a trial order?

—

Mention

when

Bee Journal

DARROW— R.F.D. No.
If

—

Tested, 75c. A postal card will bring
cular and full price-list for 1906.

my

cir-

CHAS. KOEPPEN,

3-band Italians
will not disappoint you; bees are gentle aud the
best of honey-gatherers. Queens are large and
prolific, and every one guaranteed.
Untested,
50c, $6 per doz. Tested, $i each.

w. K

fine strain of

SHAW &

LOREAUVILLE,

r.'Atf

Bee Journal

Alentlon

CO.
LA.
writing.

Iberia Co.,

when

*

POLITICAL

*

QUESTION

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

The Defender
National Exponent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers. 50 cents for one year.

Queens By Return Mail

j.

GREATEST

the

FREDERICKSBURG. VA.

Queens from our

You Want to Keep Posted
upon THE

Caucasians— Untested, 75c; Tested, $1.00.
and Carniolans
Untested, 60c;

Italians

26A13t

31Atf

Queens

Choi ce

i— Box 19— Milo, Mo.

writing.

me Frisco

P. F. FERGUSON
Editor and Publisher
400 West 23fd Strset, NEW YORK, N.

"

the Line

I
*»

take to the Bee-Keepers' Convention.
Firstclass equipment all the way.
Through service from
Chicago to San Antonio with exception of change at

You

run through the beautiful Ozarks
over this scenic line to the Southwest. The convention is held at San Antonio in November
the
weather is delightful it is just the time to see this
;

*
i
'
'\

i
^
*'

;

great section at

its

bes T

.

For additional information writei

W,

H.

RICHARDSON, General

CHICAQO,
..

»

k|*. .4.

+t.

*«V *^» «V

-Passenger Agent,
IT_iT_i.

«#. >#' *|> # «#« .#- »• #» »$#
»#. >|. >*. .i. ••#
kii
V» «V
:•
«V •V • « *V *V
1% «V :* :• :• •;•» *V •: «V *V
Wft*.

*

.**>.

*
Wi.

folks sav that your queens are extraUne.
The A. I. Koot Co., Medina, Ohio.
have uood reports from your stock from time
to time.
George W. York & Co., Chicago, III.
On every hand I hear good words of Qulrln'fl
queens.
B. S. K. Bennett, Los Angeles, Calif.
Your queens did finely. It was one I purchased
last year that gave me over 600 pounds of honey.
J. L.Gandy, Humboldt, Nebr.
The breeder is surely a verv fine one her duugh
tersdo grandly.
Campbell A West, Hartstown, Pa.
I had a queen of you
last year which produced
bees that Deat anythingever seen in this part of the
country.
B. L. Messenger, New Haven, Conn.
The nuclei you sent J. A. Adams did just apendidly. Each colony stored at least 75 pounds <>t
honey.
F. P. Merrttt, 13 Breckenridge St., Lexington, Ky.
A few years ago I bought a queen from you which
proved to be the best I had for years.

.'*,

H. C.Shirley,
Cashier of Liberty Bank, Liberty,

»*i

i*i i*i

8. C.

I have had the pleasure of seeing the results of
your queens at Mr. George W. Stanley's apiary, at
Scuffietown, Ky., and that is why I am ordering this
half dozen.
C. W. Brenner, Newburg, Ind.
I bought a queen from a neighbor last
year who
said he got her from you. She made for me 193 sections of honey after July 4— the best my other
queens did was 04 sections.
C. E. Woodington, St. Anne, III.
With great respect I write to you in regard to your
dealing and queens. If you want anv references
you can refer to me, as I can't recommend you ton
highly. Your queens are the best I ever saw. I
have one hive of bees among my 45 colonies containing a queen from you that $~>o will not buv.
Morris Coon, Koute 2, Locke, N. Y.

Prices balaaceof season

Tested queens

continuous advertising
that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

To

St. Louis.

Our

Select tested queens

Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

It Is

is

showing

:

Select queens

WILLIAM

35Atf

what

unsolicited testimonials
Quirin's Queens are doing

;

Queens

to

CHAS. M.

Italian
A few

We

155'.

or bright 3-banded

Golden or Leather-Colored

Breeders
Straight 5 baud breeders

1
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««
Our Early-Order Discounts on

BEE-SUPPLIES
are now in effect. We furnish EVERYTHING needed in practical BeeCulture, at lowest prices.
We make the best-finished and substantial

SHIPPING = CASES

5^

in free Shipping-Crates.

|
%J
M
*V

^g

Our HONEY-EXTRACTORS
are not excelled for durability, fine workmanship, and practical utility.
Have you seen our latest improved Champion Smoker ? If not, you
miss it until you get one.
Address,
Satisfaction guaranteed, or money back.

KRET6HMER MFG.

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

I

I
Mention

Bee Journal

when

writiu*;.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
And Prompt Shipments

r

what we are making

— DOVETAILED
Is

for our customers.

—

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES
We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.
THE riARSHFIELD flANUFACTURINQ CO., Harshfield, Wis.

SOLID GOLDEN QUEENS
YELLOW TO THE

TIP
Tested
produce 5-

Select Untested Queens, SI-

Queens,

guaranteed

to

banded bees, $2.50 each.

M. PARKER, JR.
JAMES ISLAND. S C.
Bee Journal when writing.
H.

30Atf

Mention

A fide Honey-Gathering- Strain o'
{JIllpAnc
\zm,,.lll Italians and Carniolans, at 75 cents
each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, f 1 each, or $10 a dozen.

GEORGE

i7A26t

13S N.

Mention

Bee

W,

BARNES.

Pleasant

St.,

Journal

Norwalk, Ohio

when

irrllh ,.

Ulamae For names and P.O. of
IOI 19
1/S nolllCS 12 farmers and 15cftamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
fiCtr* fftf

UJl)

Call— ree. sub. price 4nc a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, l,3on pages a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALL,, Qulnoy, 1)1.

Ten nessee= Bred Queens
All

from Extra=Select Mothers

3-band from Imported Dark Leather
Laws, Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians
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Gloves for Handling

£'BEES^

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Something New.
Something You Want.

WANTED-HONEY

Our specially prepared Gloves soften the
hands and prevent and cure chapped hands.
fabric contains a preparation which prevents the gloves from becoming- hard and stiff.
We furnish them without armlets or sleeves for
using in sweeping, gardening or general house-

The

White Clover Extracted and Comb. Mail
sample and state lowest price expected, deCincinnati.
We pay cash on
livered in

1

work, driving or outdoor work. They are just
the thing for driving in the rain, as they are
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night they
keep the hands soft and white.
All the points of excellence can not be here
enumerated, but they never fail to give the
greatest satisfaction. To introduce them, we
will send by mail, or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
sizes— large for men, small for ladies
.35
Men's Gauntlets, fleece-lined
,35
Ladies'

delivery.

Let

35

Ladies\unliued,for wearingat night or daring doing light housework
.40
Early Order Discounts on Bee-Supplies (excepting above and a few other articles) as fol-

I.ANS,

cash with order before Oct. 1st
"
"
"
Nov. 1st
"
"
" Dec. 1st
"
(t
"
"
Jan. 1st
tl
"
" Feb. 1st
"
3
If yon haven't our 190S catalog, send for one
and a free copy of the American Bee- Keeper
Address,
(50c a year.

"
"

THE W.

T.

FALCONER MFQ.

JAMESTOWN,

CO.

N. Y.

=i

f)oney anb

*

RED CLOVERS

C.

Kansas City, Sept. 5.— Arrivals of comb aud
extracted honey are both light at present; we
are quoting No. 1 white comb at $3 per case, and
No. 2 at $2.75 per case, of 24 sections. Extracted
is moving at 5J£(<_' 6c
The demand exceeds the
supply just now, but we look for heavier arrivals next week. Beeswax, 25c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.
Denver, July 30.— Some small lots of new
comb honey coming in now; crop promises to
be light. At the present we are selling No. 1

23eestr>ax-f

the

my

demand

so that prices are well maintained at I5@16c for No. 1 to fancy; anything
short of these grades is not selling freely and
ranges from lc to 3c per pound less; buckwheat, 12Sic; dark grades, 8% 10c. Extracted,
white, 6H@7^c; amber, 6@7c; dark, 5>^@6c.
Beeswax, 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
for

wax

much

The

Colo. Honey^Producers' Assn.

Cincinnati, Aug. is.— Fancy and No, 1 comb
honey find ready sale at I4@15c. Shipments arriving daily. Lower grades are not wanted
here at any price. There is a good demand for
extracted honey; amber in barrels and cans,
5@6HSc; white clover, 6M@Sc. (These are our
selling prices.) Beeswax, 28(g 30c.

Jelly

Tumblers at Reduced Prices

YOU CAN DOUBLE YOUR MONEY from
hooey crop by using JELL* TUMBLERS OF CORRECT STYLE, as contain-

your
ers

and keeping- your market supplied. No
Write for quota-

other glass so economical.

OREL

tions.
301 Huntington

Griggs Bros.
brings 16iS/17c readily; No. 1, white, 2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8(5i9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

S.

Pooder.

Philadelphia, Aug. 9.— Advices from

differ-

ent points are rather conflicting in regard to
the honey crop this season, and, consequently,
there is no market price established. Some new
arrivals of comb honey sell at 13®15c, according to.-uality, and extracted at 6@7c. Beeswax

L.

HERSH1SER,

Avenue, - BUFFALO, N. Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

34A4t

WANTED

To

hear from parties with their lowest cash
price, del vered here, for fancy comb honey in
no-drip shipping-cases; also extracted honev.
We are cash buyers, and remit on receipt of
goods.
27Atf

WANTED
Fancy Comb and Extracted
R. A. HOLBKAMP,
Honey.
3lA13t 4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

To buy

for cash,

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
buying
consigning,

R. A.

or selling, consult

BURNETT &

Mee Journul

when

St.,

Bee Journal

One Fare

for

Cincinnati, Ohio.

when writing

Round Trip

from Chicago, plus Two Dollars, for
fifteen day limit, and one fare for the
round trip, plus Four Dollars, for thirtyday limit, to Canadian and New England points. Tickets on sale via Nickel
Plate Road, from Chicago, September
Sth and 19th. Information given upon
application to John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 107 Adams Street, Chicago.
La Salle Street Station, Chicago the
only depot on the elevated railroad loop.

—

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.
Mention

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 Walnut

Mention

The Fred W. Muth Co.

Beekeepers seem

Indianapolis, July 28.— Fancy white comb

l<>-

1

since our last quotation.

to be holding their goods ex
pecting large prices. Fancy white comb brings
in a retail way 16@l7c; No. 1, 15@16c, with no
demand for dark. Extracted white clover, in
barrels and cans, brings 65£@7c; but very little
has been offered as yet. Beeswax, 26(5 28c.

>

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

at S3.25 per case of 24 sections; No. 2 at $3.
are paying 2-iz per pound for clean yellow
delivered here.

it,

Tolbdo, Aug. 20.— The market on honey has
not changed

We

VICI,

% It

<

catalog, page 29.

white

Chicago, Sept. 8.— The receipts of comb
honey are quite large and there is also a good

GOLDEN

LOWS,

and CAUCASIANS.

ind Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

bred in separate apiarie6,

H.W.WEBER ='

7 percent for
5
4

^

I
W] W] I\|
|J
Vf, U Mi iill Kj
For prices, refer to

low^:—
6

^^ VTV^H^TO

me

book Your
Order for

III.
ivrltlnK.

25— 35 A3}

firm, iac.

We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.
Wm. A. Selser.

HONEY! HONEY! HONEY!:

New

York, Aug. 18.— There is a good defor new crop comb honey, but arrivals
are very small as yet, and will continue so for
a week or two to come. We quote fancy white

mand

at 15c;

No.

1

white at 14c; No.

2

white at 12c;

Have you any

it

too early as yet for dark or buckwheat. Extracted is in good demand at 6}4@7c for white,
6c for light amber, and 5@5J<c for dark. Southern, common average grade, S0@55c per gallon;
better grades at 60@65c. Beeswax firm at 30c.

fore

C.

H.W. Webb*.

selling.

If so, see

us be-

We

—

HlLDRETH & SKiiELKEN

Cincinnati, July 21.— We are having new
comb honey to arrive and it finds ready sale;
fancy white at 14J<c; and No, I at 13Kc Extracted, white clover, in barrels, at "Kc; in
cans, 8Wc; amber, 5X<&55ic. Beeswax, 30c.

to sell/

pay highest Market
Price for both Comb and Extracted
Honey also Beeswax.

is

|

GRJGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe

Street, Toledo, Ohio

f
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No Loss.

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

at all
times

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

mmmm
EasasaVisyVisafeafca^afea^^

WE WILL BUY

I
New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

in any quantity.
If you have a crop to
write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling- confident that we can do you justice in every respect.

dispose

of,

WE WILL SELL
whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
grades Honey. Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

to Bee-Keepers,

you.

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at

any time of the year.

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH
265 & 267 Greenwich Street

<fc

SEGELKEN
-

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

e Journal
46th Year

CHICAGO,

Apiary of

J.

ILL.,

SEPT.

1906

M. Reed, of Big Valley, Texas.
(See page 798

Apiary of

20,

)

G. A. Bleech, of
(See page 798.)

Jerome, Mich.

WWM

No. 38

794
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As a

of ttaiB Journal is
THB SUBSCRIPTION PRICEStates,
Canada, and

Time Discounts.
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We

Bee Keepers' Association

style of

you 25 cases to hold 24 sections, complete
Write for prices on larger quantities.

sell

desired.

can furnish you with anything you need

in the

Our Catalog

apiary.

Prompt Shipment and Satisfaction Guaranteed

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

Nicollet Island, No. 33.

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Platteville, Wli.

ITALIAN

*

QUEENS

Madeof High Carbon

36At*

J. L.

FAJEN, Alma, Mo.

DO YOU KNOW
THAT THE SALE OF

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
Has increased so much that we were forced
in order to

There

is

a Reason for This— It

to double

our melting capacity

orders promptly?

because Dittmer's Foundation

is

tough, clear, and

Agents for Dittmer's Foundation:

W. D. Sopek,
Bee & Honey

\2

is

fill

transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.

%W

[N3IHCS 12 farmers and 15c—
stamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 40c a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.

colled wire.

have no agent*. 8elldlrectto user at
factory prices on 30 day* free trial.
We pay all freight. Catalog shows 37
styles and helgnts of farm and poultry
fence, I t's f rae. Buy direct. Write today
COILED SPRING FENCE GO.
Box gg
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

Untested, only 45c; Tested, 65c.

If more convenient, Does may be sent to th«
ublisbers of the American Bee Journal.

FARMERS CALL,

FENCE 8SKS'We

Flue Large Mated

honey.

IN

if

any number or

at $4 00.

By Return Mail

1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

NOT

will

Paper and Glass,

fit

the standard sizes on hand.

Space Discounts.

Objects of the Association.

t>5C fOf

is

is free.

100 lines... S per cent
500 " ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
2000 " ...30

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

National

we

all

Can furnish corrugated paper

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than % inch accepted.

S per cent
4 times
" ....10
"
13
'•
" ....20
26
" ....30
"
52

furnish them in single or car-load lots to

special offer,

with Nails,

$1.00 a year, in the United
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union. 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE Indicates the
end of the month to which your subscription ispa'.d.
For instance, " dec06 " on your label shows that it io
paid to the end of December, 1906.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS —We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, w hich shows
that the money has been received and credited.

sfiiDDiiiQ-Gase J*^

sides,

Large quantities of

section.

»* ™**

Covers and bottoms are of One Piece. Everything
aDd a better case cannot be had at any price.

on the market to-day.

GEORGE W. YORK 8 COMPANY

«•

Jackson, Mich.
Beeville,

Co.,

Our wareaouse

s well

QUS

Quincy,UL

Tex

Welwyn Station, Herts, En«r.
E. H. Taylor,
Toronto, Ont., Canada.
E. Grainger & Co.,

kinds ol Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Beeswaxialways wanted.

stocked with all

DITTIWER. Augusta. Wis.

We

THE TRUST

will

stamp

"Pure
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the
National Bee-Keepers'
Write us.
Association.

Now
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the time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS
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Meatlon

Bee

Canners Can Co.
1035JW. 47thSt., CHICAGO. ILL.
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The Sweet=Toned Epworth Piano
A

Piano good enough for these musi-

good enough

is

music

is

for

any one

EXCELL

Prof. E. O.
•whose

sung-

around the globe

of you for my home is a
There is a clearness, depth and richness in
superior instrument.
I can safely recommend
its tone which is particularly pleasing.

"The

Epworth

Epworth

to

my

Prof.

piano

I

bought

friends."

Second-hand

Machinery^ Tanks
35-h.-p. Steam Engine.
Steam Pump.
Lot of Shafting, Hangers, Pulleys,
Lot or Steam Pipes, Valves, etc.
1 Large Butter-Mixer.
1 100-gal. Churn.
1

H.

Heavy

the best obtainable for the price."

Hose.

75-gal., 300-gal. (metal with wood-jacket),
400-gal. andoOO-gal.
For particulars, address,

H. M.
191

Superior

mention

to get a satisfactory piano at a satisfactory price

is
These people would be glad to see an Epworth in the
a beautiful home scene, but no picture can
show the rich finish or the real beauty of the home of some neighbor and to learn from him about the
Epworth piano.
satisfaction and the saving of dealing direct with us, the
And no description can make clear to you the makers.
sweetness of the Epworth tone.
Now, here is where you can help us and we can help
But place the Epworth in your home and the distinguished y° u 11',- can help you by giving you a special reduction on a
beauty of the design and the rich, mellow sweetness of the
lone will not only delight you but will explain the popularity fine Sample Epworth Piano for your home and to which we
lovers.
of tiie Epworth among musicians and music
can refer prospective buyers.
It will pay you to read carefully every word of this adverYou can help us by showing your beautiful Epworth
tisement, and then to send for our free Epworth piano book piano to your friends and neighbors, and by sending us the
which tells how to get a satisfactory piano at a satis- names of those who would liketo receive our catalogs.
factory Price.
Now, if you would like to know what we are willing to
Our business was established 1856 by our president, do for you on a fine Epworth piano as a sample of our
Mr. J.
Williams, and we want to celebrate this, our work, fill out the coupon at bottom of this page and
fiftieth or Jubilee year, by making and selling more Epworth send it to us at once
pianos and organs than in any one previous year.
will then send our beautiful piano book and our Speown and operate two well equipped factories here in cial Sample Piano Offer.
Chicago, one for making the artistic Epworth pianos, and
If you like our generous offer then you may select one of
the other for making the sweet-voiced Epworth organs.
our fine pianos and have it sent on trial. (
invite you to go through our factories so you can see
When the piano arrives you can give it a thorough trial to
the fine quality of the material we use and how our pianos see if we have made a happy selection and have sent you the
and organs are made.
very piano you yourself would have chosen. And if you
think you understand that we do not sell our musical wish, you may have your friends "take a hand" in helping
instruments through piano dealers or agents, but that we sell you to decide the question.
them all to homes and churches direct front our factory
Then, if after a good trial you find the beautiful sample
and at the factory price.
piano to be a nicer, sweeter toned piano than you can posThis direct -from -factory plan enables you to get a sweet- sibly get anywhere elie for one half more, you may buy the
toned Epworth piano at a saving of about $100.00. and an piano on your own terms.
Epworth organ at a saving of from $10.00 to $50.00.
You may pay monthly, quarterly, annually, part cash or
like to
Now, it is easy for us to make fine pianos, and it is easy all cash, or on any other reasonable terms.
to sell them, too, when we know who are wanting to buy, accommodate our customers, and especially those who help
the
owner
of an
and to whom we ought to send our catalog.
pianos.
After
you
become
us introduce our
It is still easier for us to sell an Epworth piano after we
Epworth piano, we will pay you generously for sending
nice
piano
buyers.
get a
one in some home where we can refer to it as a names of
sample of our work.
Now, if you would like a free copy of our beautiful piano
The Epworth is so beautiful in design and so sweet in book, with factory prices and our Special Sample Piano
tone that it sells itself —all it needs is an introduction to the Offer, fill out the coupon and send it to us at once.
Do not
prospective buyer.
wait, but send the coupon in next mail or as soon as you can.
There are people in every community who are thinking of
buying pianos, but who, for both security and economy,
Williams
Piano
prefer not to deal with middle-men, agents, dealers or supply
57 Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
houses.

1-in.

METAL TANKS

GABRIEL

well-known composer of Sunday School music

etc.

2 Iron (Jream-Coolers.
1 16-ft. bbl. Skids.
3 Wooden Vats— 8 to 16-ft. long, each.
50-ft.

CHARLES

"For years I have used the Epworth in my studio, and now
exceptionally sweet
I have bought another for my home; they are
toned instruments. 1 feel thai 1 can strongly recommend these
believe them to be
and
to
good
be
pianos, because I know them

How

in

1

cians,

the

Bilf^UinS

i

ARND,
CHICAGO, ILL.

St.,

Bee Journal

when

jom

».jm

i? ea, tis. *sjsi

writing.

THIS

W.

-

We

We

We
We

We

Company

Organ and

[Cut

this

Williams Organ and Piano
Please send

me

the free

also full particulars of your

out and mail as directed today]

Co., 57

Washington

St.,

Epworth Piano book with

Chicago.
factory prices,

Special Sample Piano Offer

J Never Go Out

S"

from 6 to 21 years oo
OTrsviLLE, Pa., Jan. 18, 1904.
Dear Sir: — I have tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 in the last 3 years. In short
if I want any more smokers your new style la
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of It. Those remarks inFred Fodner.
duced me to get mine.
-1

'•And last

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing;.

The Rietsche Press
Made of
structible,

artificial stone.

Practically

Inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

Comb

foundation

re-

made

easily and
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, SI- SO— cash
with order. Address,
BultB.

ADRIAN GETAZ,

as advertised in
Write name

KNOXVILLE, TENN.
WJ.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that

45Atf

of paper on this line

My pame_

" he prefers

to pay S2500 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it."— A. G.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

State_

Postoffice_

Yellow tromjiD to Tip

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
And Prompt Shipments

jt

H

W —
Jfl

Is

DOVETAILED HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES
a

full line of

SUPPLIES.

THE riARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ

Ask

Adel Queens and Kees are exceedingly

U

what we are making for our customers.

We carry

My

handsome. Nou swarmers and practically nonstingers. Hustlers for honey. Single Queer),
$1; 3 Queens,$2.51; 6 Queens,$».50; or
Queens,
Select IJreediog Queens, |2. Everj thing
$8.
guaranteed. By return mail.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,
37A2t

Mass.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

for Catalog-.

CO., flarshfield,

Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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PREPARE EOR WINTER

a

&

5

ALEXANDER FEEDER

DOVETAILED CHAFF-HIVES
This

is

one of the very best hives we

sell,

are prepared to furnish the Alexander feeder.
make them 19 inches long, so they may be used with either an
S or 10 frame hive.
With a 10-frame hive they will project 3
inches beyond the hive for feeding, and the block may be laid
crosswise of the feeder, or be cut off a6 preferred. With the 8frame hive the feeder projects 5 inches, and the block lies
lengthwise.
soak the feeders in oil to preserve them and
fill the pores to prevent the
feed from soaking in. Price, finished, including block, 25 cents each. Ten for $2; 50 for $9.

and for wintering

bees, or for the production of comb honey, we do not know of

anything

better.

It

is

having lock corners.

double-walled,

It is

a

trifle

made

heavier than the regular one-

same

thickness %-inch hives, and will take the
supers,

brood -frames, covers, and

advantage that

it

can be

and winter

round;

all;

We

hive-furniture,

and, besides,

has the

it

on the summer stands the year

left

losses,

%-inch lumber'

of

DOOLITTLE DIVISION-BOARD FEEDER

directions are followed, will be

if

is one of the most popular feeders we sell.
Having
the same outside dimensions as an ordinary division-board or
brood-frame, it can be used in the brood-nest in the same way.
Its construction will be apparent from the illustration.
To
feed, all that is necessary is to shove the cover or quilt back
just far enough so that the opening in the top-bar is exposed.
Through this pour the feed from an ordinary coffee-pot or teapot; close the hive up, and the bees are thus supplied without
exposing the cluster, and without the use of smoke to drive the
bees down. Price, nailed, 30 cents each; 10, §2.50. In flat,
each, 30 cents 10 for $1.80. Other styles other prices. Ask

This

almost insignificant.

A

good many suppose that double-walled hives are used

only in winter; but in localities subject to cool nights and a
very hot, burning sun during the middle of the day, they are

none too warm

for

comb honey.

Some

of the best bee-keepers

of the country are beginning to learn that such a hive, having

well-protected supers, produce not only

comb honey.

more but a better-filled
Ask for it.

for

September

Is

Write

*

Alabama
Canada

Wetumpka

M. Jenkins

&

Co.

California
Madary Planing

Columbia
The

Washington

Georgia

A.

I.

A.

I.

Branch
Fremont

East Erie Street.

The A.

Des Moines

Augusta

Walter S. Pouder
Vickery Bros.

J

Carl F.

These

Portland Seed Co.

Hill

Springfield

Bois
Philadelphia

Louis

Blanke

J%evr

<fc

Hauk

Mexico

Carlsbad

The A.
The A.

Syracuse

New YorkCtty

Buck

44

Vesey

Prothero

The

I.

&

Arnold
Root Co.

Texas Seed and Floral
D.

M. Edwards

The

Superior Honey Co.

Virginia
Spottswood

W.

E. Tribbett

dealers buy our goods in carload lots but supplement them wi th local-made goods.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

Co.

Udo Toepperwein

Utah

Root Co.
Root Co.

Street.

I.

E. E. Pressler
Street

Lycoming

San Antonio
Uvalde

Ogden
I.

A.

Vine Street

Xexas
Dallas

Edward Scoggin

Mew York

a nia

»

Wllliamsport
633

Jno. Nebel & Son Supply Co.
Springfield Seed Co.

I

Dn

Missouri
High

'nnsj
10

Root Co.

W. Pierce
W. Weber

Oregon
I*

I.

H.

Avenue

Portland

1024 Mississippi Street.

St.

Iowa
oseph Nysewander
Kansas

Root Co.

M. H. Hunt & Son
George E. Hilton

Paul

Indiana
Indianapolis
Evansvllle

I.

Minnesota

Root Co.

Root Co.

A.

Michigan
St.

Illinois
The
144

The

Rawlins Implement Co.

Bell

E.
C.

2146 Central

Maryland

124 Liberty St.

Chicago

Zanesvllle
Cincinnati

W. W. Cary & Son

Mechanic Falls

Howkins & Rush

Savannah

Ohio
Columbus Grove
McAdams Seed Co.
Toledo
Griggs Bros., 521 Monroe St.

Maine

Baltimore

L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co.
Frnita Kruit and Produce Ass'n

Hummer

H. H. Jepson. 182 Friend Street

The

District oi

Branch or Agent nearest you.

Massachusetts

Mill

Colorado
Fruita

to

George A.

Boston

e=

7 percent.

Brazelia

Lyonsville

California National
*Los Angeles
Honey-Producers' Association

Denver

for catalog.

Mississippi
J.

E. Grainger

Toronto

Tresno

;

Complete prices on our catalog.

The Discount

We

We

CO., Medina, Ohio

(Entered at the Post-Offlce at Chicago as Second-Class Mail-Matter.)
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Street.

Vol,

portant bearing.

Supplant Poor Queens

the Fall

in

This Journal has been somewhat insistent
of stock by introducing
better stock in the fall.
Not only should
fresh blood be introduced, but queens not
coming up to the mark should be supplanted
by young queens reared from the best 6tock

upon improvement

C.

in the apiary.

W. Dayton

wisely 6»ys in

only one item;

it is

may

constitute the only clear
a business falls only a little
behind expenses it is conducive to
the
blues.'
It is not ea6y to build hopes on
failures."
profit.

It

When

'

*

National Co-operation of Bee-Keepers

A correspondent

calls

attention to the fol-

lowing sentence on page 733:
are usually too

much

scattered

"Bee-keepers

of a success of co-operation on

the co-operation of bee-keepers scattered over
the entire country. Many a bee-keeper has
been saved from the petty persecution of
village or city governments, egged on by evildisposed neighbors, because of the precedents
established through legal decisions secured by

the National Association; and General

ger France

is still

Mana-

sending out literature of

is

not necessary to refer to

drop the new queen

among

ward the bees

queen-cells,

6tart

After-

the bees.

and seem to

center their affections on these, philosophically determining to endure what can not be
cured.

If

these queen-cells are fatten from

Safe Introduction of Queens

duction of a queen becomes more difficult
than ever. Hence the advice given, to introduce when a colony has been only 2 or 3 days

operation,

we

honey or buying suphelped through National co-

ehall be only too glad to say

has been suggested by one

who

we

has evi-

dently had sufficient experience to teach him
that the introduction of queens

is

not always

attended with success, that it might be a good
thing to publish an editorial, " giving several

and certain methods of introducing
queens." Some of the veterans will smile
upon reading such a modest (?) request, and
some of them may be inclined to say, " There
is no one way, let alone several, without more
or less failures." And one may well ask,
" What need of more than one way, anyhow?"
safe

A

throughout the

much

almost any substitute,
caging is needed, it being only necessary to

selling of
is

over a State,

United States, to make
such
large scales," and then wants to know if this
is not disproved by the National Bee-Keepers'
Association.
Reference to the page mentioned will show that the matter under discussion was co-operation in buying bee-supplies and selling honey;
and no doubt it
would have been better if the sentence quoted
had been thus limited; for we have no desire to deny the grand results in some other
matters that have been achieved by means of
or

anxious

mood to accept
and in many cases no

state of mind, they are in a

were wrong on that score.

If

ever

plies

It

colonies.

for their lost
in this

by any means they become hopewith no young brood from
which a queen can be reared, then laying
workers are likely to appear, and the intro-

others.

the American Bee-Keeper:

" In the previous August or September it is
easy to add a dollar or two per colony to a
crop of honey, by this correction of a few

the bees have spells
the hive

and entrance, a6 if seeking
mother. While the bees are

That

helpful character in this direction.

;

of running about over the front of

1

and Comments

a colony first bequeenlessness, signs

its

of distress are apparent

„

38

When

comes conscious of

brial ^Nofes

XLVI— No.

knowledge of general principles

to help against failure, so

it

may

is

likely

be well to

say something in that line.

There must be absolute assurance that a
is queen less, if there would be cer-

colony

tainty of acceptance of a strange queen.

there be anything in

If

the hive which the bees

regard in the light of a queen, whether it be
a good queen, a poor queen, a drone-laying
queen, or even laying workers, the stranger is
not likely to be received with favor. Neither

one absolutely certain in this regard when
one has killed the old laying queen for the
presence of two queens in a hive is not now
regarded as such a very unusual thing. There
may be two laying queens, mother and daughter, and, what is more difficult of detection,
there may be besides the laying queen a virgin
getting ready to take her mother's place.
The state of mind of the bees has an imis

;

them, or

if

lessly queenless,

queenless.

The

state of the harvest

When honey

has a

bearing.

coming in abundantly, the
bees are intent upon that, and pay less heed
If no nectar
to the intrusion of a stranger.
is to be had from the fields, feeding must be
During a dearth matters are
resorted to.
is

aggravated by the attacks of robbers, so it is
well to open hives only after bees have ceased
to By in the evening.

queen herself has a
combative mood, the bees in
Hence the
their turn will be antagonistic.
plan of some to let the queen fast half an
hour, and then drop her among the bees,

The

attitude of the

bearing.

If in a

when, instead of showing fight, she will seek
and conditions being favorable otherwise, she is likely to have a favorable recepAnother way to put her out of the way
tion.
of any hostility, is to give her a douche of
food,

cold water, holding her in

till

she ceases to

struggle, and then dropping her on

a

comb

of brood or on a top-bar.

The

bees are likely to receive a stranger
is calm and quiet when she

more kindly if all
makes her debut;

hence the plan of giving

her in a cage to be liberated by the bees eating out a plug of candy. Then she comes
quietly out of the cage without

the excite

ment caused by opening the hive.
It is claimed that when a queen is in a hive
long enough she acquires the peculiar odor o

—

:

:
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the colony.

However that may

be,

cer-

it Is

although

may

it

be well worth the trouble

a valuable queen

Here

imprisonment in the hive for a time,
protected from the attacks of the bees, tend6
to her safety when liberated. So the time of
imprisonment is lengthened by having a piece
of cardboard over the plug of candy, making

when

the time longer for the bees to liberate her.

queen with

Mr. E. T. Abbott advises this imprisonment
without losing the time of the old laying
queeD. He puts the caged queen in the hive
with the plug of candy covered by tin or

queen's escort to accompany her if she has
come through the mail with an escort of bees;

tain that

otherwise, so the bees

cannot get

at

it,

old queen continuing to lay in the hive.

the

Two

or 3 days later the old queen is removed, and
the covering taken from the plug of candy,

when

the bees do the rest.

With

these general principles in mind,

it

method of introduction,
given on page 718, which is in very general
But neither
use, ought usually to succeed.
will be seen that the

that

nor the starving, nor the cold-douche

method can be classed as " safe and certain "
invariably. There is perhaps only one method
in that class, and it is so exacting in its demands that it is not likely to be used often,

is

method

the

Take

much

in question.

is

several

of

it

frames of

sealed brood, as

as possible about ready to emerge,

but without any bee out of
these

in

its cell;

put the

a hive, allowing the

keep the hive closed bee-tight for 5 days,
making sure that there shall be no brood
chilled, either by keeping the hive in a warm
room (if the outdoor weather be too cool) or
over a strong colony with double wire-cloth
between the 2 stories, so the heat from below can rise without allowing communication
with the bees; and at the expiration of the 5
days set the hive on its stand, open the entrance only enough for 1 or 2 bees to pass,
making it larger as the colony becomes
stronger. As the young bees that emerge
have known no other queen, of course there
can be no hostility.

But

— that

to give several safe
is

asking a

little

and certain methods

too much.

(Miscellaneous

flews - Items

==^

San Antonio National Convention. —
As previously announced,

hoped that a

is

it

special car-load of bee-keepers can be secured

to start from

Chicago for the San Antonio
Convention Tuesday, Nov. 6, arriving there
the morning of the

The

8th.

train leaves

Chicago at 10:37 a.m. A round-trip ticket
will co9t §25, good for 30 days.
A berth in
a

trourist-sleeper will

way

trip, as it

be $4.25 for the one-

Stop-overs on

takes 2 nights.

this excursion ticket can be

had

at

any point

south of Sullivan, Mo.. 68 miles from St.
Louis, both going and returning. Already
several bee-keepers have notified us of their
intention to join the special-car party.

would be glad

to hear

from others.

We

We
will

reserve berths a little later, so that all can be
accommodated. Next week we hope to have
more to say about it. Any one who expects
to go will do well to write us for descriptive
matter about " Frisco Trains to Texas " and
points of interest along the way.

The Apiary

ol

Mr.

J.

M. Reed,

of

Big Valley, Tex., is shown on the front page.
When sending the photograph, on Aug. 7,
Mr. Reed wrote as follows:

The building in the background is an old
cotton-gin. Besides this apiary I have 2 out
bee-yards, 3 and 6 miles from home. The
good family with whom

I

make my home,

picture with myself. The
hives in this yard are of my own make, but,
all things considered, I have decided that it
does not pay to make hives, and I am now
using the factory-made 10-frame Langstroth

appears in

the

hives.
The honey crop in this locality
complete failure this year, and was short

is

a

last

BHV

year.
I do not think this is a good country
for specialists, and so I will move my bees to
the vicinity of Uvalde county this fall. But,
as already intimated, I am alone, and the
prospectof having to " bach it " in that country is, to say tbe least, a little discouraging;
but unless some one of our ' bachelor " beekeeping sisters can help me along this line, I
may have it to do.

We Texans are delighted to have the NaConvention at San Antonio this fall,
where we surely hope to meet all those old
veterans like Dr. Miller, G. M. Doolittle, and
many others whose writings we have been
reading so long; and we could never forgive
them should they disappoint us.
J. M. Reed.
tional

The Apiary of Mr.

G. A. Bleeoh,

of

Jerome, Mich., is also shown on the front
page this week. Mr. B. wrote thus on Aug. 7:

My

bee-keeping dates back 22 years, when I
began with 4 colonies in box-hives, one beebook, one bee-paper, and the knowledge that
bees had a stinger and would use it, and
would sometimes produce a little surplus
honey.
The first year ended with an increase to 12
colonies, and 160 pounds of comb honey.
My
diary shows that the second year ended with
an increase to 20 colonies, and 600 pounds of
comb honey.
From the second year until the present my
honey crops have varied from 25 pounds per
colony up to 160 pounds each, spring count.
Last year was the banner year, with 8000
pounds from 50 colonies. The present season
will be nearly as good.
My yard at present consists of 150 colonies
50 in 10-frame chaff hives, and 100 in dovetail
10-frame hives.
I am one of Dr. Miller's despised "farmer
bee-keepers." At the National Convention
in Chicago, last year, I heard him make an

assertion in regard to the " farmer beekeeper," from which I drew the conclusion
that in the Doctor's estimation the " farmer
bee-keeper " was worse than foul brood itHold on, Doctor, don't shoot! but if
self.
you do, load your gun with honeyed pop-cornballs.
I have never had a case of foul brood nor
any other disease in my yard. I do not have
to depend upon my farmer neighbors to grow
I
clover for me, as the Doctor has to do.
grow from 20 to 30 acres of alsike clover myself, which, in my locality, is the best honeyproducing plant growing. The honey from
alsike clover is equal, if not superior, to
honey from white clover, and it is a much
I grow clover seed and furbetter producer.
nish it to my neighbors within reach of my

market price.
At the beginning of my bee-keeping career
produced comb honey, but during the last
few years my honey has been mostly exbees, at half the
I

tracted.
I made my flr6t 50 chaff hives, but of late
years I have been buying hives in the flat,
and think it the cheaper way, although I am
a carpenter as well as a " farmer bee-keeper."
During my 22 years of bee-keeping I have
always had a fall honey-flow; if not enough
for surplus, at least enough for winter stores,
60 that I have never had to feed.
I prefer the 10-frame hive, and I do not
think I could produce extracted honey without the queen-excluder. I have tried the
" shook," the " shaken," and the returning
plan, but for the production of extracted
honey, in my estimation, there is no plan betOnly
ter than to let the bees swarm once.
from 50 to 60 percent of my bees ewarm. Cut
all cell6 but one out of the parent colony, or
cut all and give a virgin queen, are the plans
I practise most.
Every 2 years I buy a half-dozen queen6 to
put new blood into my yard.
I read 3 bee-papers, go to ail bee-keeper6'
conventions I possibly can, and, if I live, and
nothing unforeseen prevents, I will go to the

San Antonio Convention

in

November.
G. A. Bleech.

Bee-Stings and Rheumatism.

— We

have received the following from Mr. C. P.
Dadant, President of the National Bee-Keepers'

Association

see. on page 753, that Mr.
Hasty takes me to task for indulging in rheuprepared to admit that
am
matism, unless I
The
bee-stings do not cure rheumatism.
truth will out, and I must acknowledge that
still
is
the little bee is not to blame. She

Mr. Editor:— I

right in her mission of cure. But for some 2
years I have been taking it easy, and allowing
the younger heads to take my place in the
No doubt many of our old bee-keepapiary.
ers still remember me as the younger of the
Dadants. But I am now the senior, and have
done with the younger generation what my
father did with me— I have pushed them forward, and they are now doing the principal

work of the apiaries. I have not been stung
more than a half-dozen times this season. So
you see the fault is not with the bees, and I
and will,
still preserve the faith that they can,
cure

rheumatism by

ficient

the

miracle of their

we expose ourselves
regularity. The proof

poison,

if

in the fact that

I

sent for

to
of

some

it

with suf-

my

faith is

bees, while

down, and " took " a few voluntary
Whether this or the doctor's poisons,
or both, did the work, my rheumatism is all
gone, and I am possibly a little healthier than
lying

stings.

before.

the
I do not feel that I could afford to let
matter go unnoticed, for if it proves me to be
a little backward in bee-work of late, it also
proves that the bee may still hold up her

head as a healer of benumbed limbs.
C. P. Dadant.

—
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the first super put on is filled, and
would better be taken away.
I work for the most honey and the
least travel-stain, and I believe the
above is the best way to secure such
results.

Leon, Iowa, Aug.

No.

29.

18-Dadant Methods

of

Honey-Production
BY

Some Recent

Apiarian Expe-

riences
BY EDWIN BEVINS
Wishing-, a few days ago, to have

some queenless bees
went

for cell-building,

with queen-excluding
zinc on them, and supers with fulldepth frames for extracted honey.
From these supers I took 7 frames with
all of the adhering bees and put them
in an 8-frame hive, and confined the
bees to the hive for 48 hours. Then I
gave them a comb from another hive
on which the queen had done her latest
laying. The next day I had a queen
arrive in the mail for which I had
I

to hives

made no preparation, and so placed her
on the frames of the queenless bees.
Five days later I found that she was
out of the cage, and also found about a
dozen torn-down queen-cells. The arrival of this queen prevented me from
reaching the goal I started for, but the
experience seems to show me how a
whole lot of queen cells can be easily
obtained, and how a queen may be
safely introduced with bees, and honey
can be taken from above excluders. At
such times increase of colonies is a
very simple matter.

Prevention of Swarming.
There was a time when I thought I
would like to have Mr. Davenport tell
us how to control swarming, but I have
changed my mind. He seems to think
he has something that he will neither
sell for cash nor give away, and I, for
one, am willing that his knowledge
shall die with him. (May the day be
distant.)
The knowledge, if given,
might prove to be the end of experimentation. At the present stage of
the game the control of swarming, so
far as the prevention of increase
concerned, is not a difficult matter.

is

I should have been much pleased if
Mr. Alexander's plan, as published recently, had come under my notice earThe Stachelhausen plan has been
lier.
my favorite, and will remain so unless
the Alexander plan proves superior. It
is not easy for me to reconcile myself
to the idea of no swarming at all. I

love to see the great, big swarms issue
from the great, big colonies, and find
a big lot of large queen-cells from
which I can get queens to replace my
oldest and poorest ones. This swarming is a sign that we are in a living
world, and that something in this
world is in a prosperous condition.
Kept within moderate bounds, it is better, in my view, than no swarming at
all.
till

Mr. Davenport may hug his secret
the end of time.

One very important item in the reswarming is an abundance

striction of

of drawn combs at the beginning of
the flow, and for some time afterwards.
Besides cutting a considerable figure
in keeping down excessive swarming,
they make, in a poor season like the
present, all the difference between almost no honey crop and one that is
fairly remunerative.

Since about the middle of July, honey
has been coming in very slowly. The
bees seem to have been making a living, but only in rare instances has
there been any storing in supers. That
colony which had completed 120 sections about July 20, and did some work
in others, has since that, filled and
sealed 8 Langstroth frames put on for
extracting or for feeding in spring.
One or 2 other colonies have done as
well or better than this one, but no
record was kept of their work.

How
A man

to Put

On

Supers.

Nebraska who reads the
American Bee Journal, and has lately
in

started in beekeeping, has just written me, telling of some of his practises
and asking for my opinion of them.
His practise in the production of comb

honey is to put on empty supers above
the one nearest the brood-chamber,
citing the fact that the sections in the
lower super are always well filled and
capped, as the advantage he obtains
from this practise. It is my opinion
that this advantage is oftentimes
gained at the expense of a greater one.
With large colonies and a good honeyflow a vast number of bees will stay in
the lower super, putting the finishing
touches to the sections there that ought
to be drawing out the comb foundation
and storing honey in another super;
and this other super should be put under the one next to the brood-chamber
when the one next to the brood-chamber is about half filled. The practise
may be a good one in a slow honeyflow, and near the end of any flow, but
not at the beginning or in the midst of
a heavy flow.
This correspondent says that he has
at the present time 4 supers on each of
8 hives, empty supers being always
placed on top of the filled and partly
This practise seems to me
filled ones.
It carto be wasteful in the extreme.
ries with it a great reduction in the
amount of honey stored during the season, and great damage to the combs of
honey in the lower supers through
travel-stain.
In my opinion, a better
practise would be to put a super with
sections and starters under the first
one where it is '• or % full; then, if
the conditions required it, a third one
under the second. One would cot as a
general thing want to have more than
When
3 supers on a hive at a time.
another is added, it is quite likely that

C. P.

DADANT

Friend Dadant- — Give me

a good plan to
my stock in the spring; that is, a
plan by which I may divide without too much
of a sacrifice in stocking additional hives,
and so as to make all strong for winter.
Jules Belknap, M. D.
increase

—

Having an extra-fine
Friend Dadant:
queen, and wishing to rear young queens
from her and give to other colonies, how can
I do this with the least trouble and least expense to the incoming crop? J. E. J.

—

These two queries came almost simultaneously into my hands. I thought
that I had given in detail our method
of artificial increase, but in looking
back over the previous articles, I find
that the subject was only broached.
As there is need of rearing queens
for artificial increase, unless we can
afford to buy them, the two queries
may be the best answered by putting

them together.
In this reply I will not attempt to
give instructions to the man who
makes a business of queen-rearing for
Commercial queen rearing is
sale.
represented by two methods— the Alley
and the Doolittle plans— and so far
nothing better need be recommended.
I would give the preference to the Doolittle method, for the greatest number
of queens from one mother. This reply is intended for those who wish to
rear queens for their own use only, to a
limited extent, and who wish to control
the increase while making it at the
lowest possible cost.
Those who have followed our plans
of honey-production have found by this
time that swarming is almost entirely
The number of swarms is
averted.
hardly sufficient to make up for occasional winter losses. We are then compelled to use artificial methods of increase.

have shown in previous articles
March) that it is advisable to rear
our increase from the best stock, takI

(last

ing into consideration honey-production, prolificness, gentleness, etc.

We

have always considered it of the highest
importance to select our breeders care-

Some of our leading apiarists,
fully.
including Dr. Miller, select the queens
that have furnished the best honeygatherers, without regard to purity of
breed. Whether this is right or not,
we have not followed quite the same
plan. We have always thought that
the traits found in hybrids would not
be as fixed and as sure of reproduction
in the progeny as the traits found in
pure blood, and for that reason we
have never taken our reproducers from
among the queens that are mismated,
no matter how high a record they
might have in honey-production. On
the other hand, the Italians have been
found so very uniformly better in most
regards, and especially in gentleness,
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than the common bees, that we have
always selected from among them. The
other races, Carniolan and Caucasian,
Syrian and Cyprian, are not sufficiently
fixed, or have defects that render them
objectionable in our eyes. But this is
only a personal opinion.
The beekeeper is to be the judge for himself,
and I am not inclined to differ from
him, if he only makes a selection of
such colony or colonies as he considers
his best. As to the selection of drones
by encouraging the rearing of them in
some hives and the removal of the

drone-comb in

others,

I

have made

that the subject of so many articles
that I consider it unnecessary now.
Having selected our choice colony
for queen-rearing at the opening of
the honey crop, we do not wish to endanger that queen by transferring her
from one hive to another. Queen-introduction has always been more or
less risky by any method whatever,
and the man who tells you that he
never fails, is the one upon whom you
must least rely. So we prefer not to
change our queen, neither do we wish
to weaken the colony, for if our selection has been correctly made, this colony will be one of the best for honeyproduction.

We

select

some other colony of

which may not be separated without
injuring the inmates. A queen-cell is
a very tender object, and the bees
usually destroy such as have been in
the least damaged by the hand of the
apiarist.

At the end of 10 days these queenmust be removed to be hatched

cells

separately, or the bees would destroy
This
all but the first one hatched.
in mind while making
our preparations, and everything must
be made convenient to this end. The
colony is meanwhile kept well supplied
with food, so that the cells may not be

must be borne

neglected.

Some

apiarists hold that queen-cells

are reared only under the swarming
impulse. I can not agree. We have
followed no other method than the one
I mention here, not because we consider the commercial methods as bad,
but because we ceased to rear queens
for sale long before either the Alley or
Doolittle

And

methods were in vogue.

as to taking queen-cells only from colonies ready to swarm, it is not practical.
You can just as easily place your
queen-rearing hive in conditions as
favorable as those of colonies that are
preparing to swarm, and you are not
thus dependent upon the whim of the
bees. As to the advisability and the
success of the method I give, there can
be no doubt. The crops harvested from
such colonies as were produced by this
management are sufficient evidence of
its merit.
Our method of queen-rearing has been followed not only in
America, but in the Old World as well,

and with uniform success.
On the 9th day after the colony has
been provided, with brood, the hive is
opened and the queen-cells counted.
One of these cells must remain in the
hive to provide it with a queen
the
others are to be removed and placed in
;

separate nuclei, to be described in another article.

Hamilton,

111.

fair

not necessary that it
should be one of the very best. We remove its queen and all the brood. (If
the queen is really of value, we may
make a small nucleus with her, or we
may introduce her to some queenless

strength, but

it is

colony.)

A few of these brood-combs are exchanged for the same number of broodcombs in early stages from our breeding queen, so that her colony loses
none of its strength while furnishing
breeding stock. If the colony that has
been rendered queenless is thus supplied with half as many brood-combs
as it had, and the space is contracted
so that the bees are crowded on very
few combs, we have this colony in as
good a condition for queen-rearing as if
it were preparing to swarm.
The only
addition that may be suggested is a
little feeding in case the harvest is not
well on.
These bees will now go to
rearing queen-cells from the choice
queen.
If there is a doubt as to their making
a sufficient number of queen-cells, several ways may be devised which will
induce them to increase the number.
The best way is to have the young
brood on as new comb as possible and
to cut notches into the comb.
While
repairing the damage done with the
knife, the bees will usually see fit to
build quite a number of queen-cells
which they would not have built otherwise.
Of course, with the Alley
method, by which they use strips containing eggs or young larva? in every
other cell, or by the Doolittle method,
which supplies queen-cells built artificially, a much greater number of
queens may be reared, but we are now
taking the most simple way of rearing
queens without great preparations, and
only for home use and artificial increase. If we go to the trouble of removing every other larva or egg in the
combs that have been trimmed with
the knife, we will avoid the building
of too many queen-cells in clusters,

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

Right Kind of Extracting Tent
In the Bee-Keepers' Review

Hutchinson says

W.

Z.

:

A tent is a makeshift at best. It is a last
If the weather is cool, or if the bees
are gathering honey so the tent can be left
open, or if it can be set up in the shade, it is
not so bad as it might be," etc.
"

resort.

New Braunsfels,

with staples in the end of the frame
are a perfect nuisance in my hands.
And I say this after having worked
with them in large apiaries for several
years. Give me the all-wood frame
with full-length, heavy top-bars. It is
as near a perfect frame as has been
brought out yet, in my mind.

The "Old Reliable" and BeeSupply Dealers.

What kind

of a tent do you use up
there in Michigan for an extracting
tent, anyway ? After having worked
in various kinds of buildings with the
extractor, we would not exchange the
tent we use for any kind of building to
work in that we have ever tried. The
top is made of 12-ounce duck, the gable
ends of heaviest grade of domestic, and
the sides and ends of the best grade of

mosquito-netting bound around the
edges with domestic. It is about 5 feet
high, and fastened to the outside of the
heavy duck cover with spring hooks

and eyes.

The

tent is 14 feet long, 12
9 feet high in the center.
This makes an ideal tent for an
extracting tent.
feet wide,

and

End-Bars and Shaking Off Bees.
Quoting from the same paper, page
248,

Mr. Hutchinson says

:

" I recently had several days of experience
in shaking bees off the combs for extracting
honey, and it has only served to strengthen

my

dislike for Hoffman frames.
As Mr.
Chapman says, 'They have no handles.'"
I

am

glad to have so practical a

as Mr. H. on

my

man

side of the fence.

Hoffman frames with short top-bars

Tex.

I

suppose the reason that some of

the bee-papers that

are rather light

weight anyway keep up such a continual howl about the American Bee
Journal being run in the interest of
certain supply dealers belonging to
the "ring," the "click," etc., is because they have nothing else to fill up
with. My honest opinion is that they
would far better leave such space
blank, or copy something from a
" dime novel " to fill up with, rather
than continually to be saying slighting things against the old, well-established bee-papers. I have been reading the American Bee Journal off and
on for more than 25 years, and if it is
not run in the interest of the bee-keepers and honey-producers at large, there
I
is no such journal published today.
say this only as a reader and a true
friend of the good, old American Bee
Journal, as I have no interest financially in

it.

Only a Half Crop in Texas.
It is now fully settled that Texas
have more than half a crop of
honey, take the State over. All say,
however, that the quality is good, and
will not

:

sol
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that they are finding a ready market
for it.

Some Wrong Economy.
I heard a bee-keeper say last spring
that he read one article in his beepaper on the management of weak
colonies in early spring that was well
worth $10 to him, and yet this same
man had me order his bee-paper discontinued a little later. I call that
poor economy. I am a great lover of
bees, to say nothing of the dollar-and-

cent side of the question, but if I had
to keep bees without reading the beepapers, I believe I would give them up.

Don't Lose Hope in Poor Seasons.
Don't give up the bees just because
If
it has been a hard year for them.
you do you are most sure to regret it,
for it almost always happens that a
good year follows a poor one for bees,
and the very next year may prove one
of the very best.
L. B. Smith.
Rescue, Tex.

heavy hives properly, and 4 to
hand them up. We make 3 rows down
the length of the wagon, frames crosswise and porticoes turned outward. A
to load

16-foot rack will take 8 times 3 12-frame
hives comfortably, allowing for thickness of lath on the sides of the hives.
It is all a matter of distance, roads,
and weight of hives, whether more are
piled on top but it is not wise to overload, especially for a long trip, and
more especially when you want to treat
your teamsters and their teams accord-,
;

ing to the Golden Rule.
Two ropes drawn lengthwise of the
wagon one over the top of each out-

—

row of hives, and tied down tight
the front and back of the rack will

side
to

—

hold the hives nicely. Of course, the
load will settle enough in the middle to
let the outside hives lean in slightly.
At the end of the journey the hives
are set in rows on the ground, and
should be fairly well leveled up, though
I do not bother with stands, as the

sandy

Conducted by Morlet Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont.

Buckwheat honey has

turned out
much better than the white honey.
Near the end of July, I prepared for
to buckwheat. The best colonies had some combs fit to extract, but
instead of extracting them, I piled
them on weak colonies to be taken
care of and kept free from moths.
These combs are for feeding in a
couple of weeks now if any feeding is
necessary.
The balance of the honey in the
supers which was too thin to extract, I
simply left to be filled out and ripened

moving

up with buckwheat. I then put an extra super on all extra-strong colonies,

lantern, and enough light rope to rope
their load. Some of them are sure to
forget the lantern, but unless it is an
extra-dark night one lantern besides

my own

is

enough.

That one lantern

we put on

the last load, so that the
teamster driving ahead can see that he
does not leave the last wagon too far
behind.
There will also be a shortage of rope,
so I have enough of my own to rope 2
or 3 wagons.

As soon

as the bees are practically

home, we slip down the screens
which close the porticoes, and fasten
them. Then back the wagons by hand
down between the rows and start loading. There must be no horses on the
all

wagons while

is

had as much storage-room as

grown

loading.

It

takes 2

men

it

was

did not see my buckwheat bees from the time they were
moved until I was ready to extract. I
then got help, took the extracting outlikely to

Moving- Bees to the Buckwheat
Fields

where buckwheat

soil

dries out readily.
This year, being busy with other
things, and knowing that every colony
fill, I

and went at them.
At one yard we had

fit,

a good, large
kitchen to extract in.
The housekeeper is a bachelor, who lives in free
and easy style, and rather enjoyed
having us working around. We started
when the flow was still on, extracting
and taking supers off. This has two
advantages
the robber-bees do not
bother, and the honey that comes in
later is crowded into the brood-chamber for winter.
Later, when storing and breeding
are all over, I shall move the bees home
again, weigh them, and if any are still
light, put in the combs of white honey
I have been saving.

—

making
about

2 12-frame Langstroths, or
their equivalent, on all strong

ones, and one on all medium strong
They were then stripped up
ones.
with lath 3 on each one on each side
near the front, and one up the middle
of the back. The covers were nailed
on, and the screen slipped down in the
portico and fastened, and they were
ready to be loaded on the wagons. Any
colonies that were weak I left at home,
as there was a little picking for them
there, and weak colonies do not store
enough surplus to pay for putting

—

—

much expense on them.
I

always get enough teams

whom

'

know

to

move

Emma

M. Wilson, Marengo,

111.

I

that they will bring good teams and
wagons, and will drive carefully. I
tell them to bring a hay-rack with
enough hay or straw tramped down in
the middle and rounded up from the
outer edges of the rack to be about
level when the load of hives is on.

After they have been urged to bring
plenty of straw they generally do not
have enough, so I get my eye on a
near-by straw-stack, and have the men

come

Conducted by

get men
and have confidence in

a whole yard in one night.

early enough to get their wagons
properly fixed up before the bees will
be ready to load.
The men are also asked to bring a

Waxing the Floor

beeswax has for centuries played

its

part.

The good

housewife puzzles her
brain no little many a time to decide
in just what way she shall dress that
constantly down-trodden article of her
care the floor. It is matter for con-

—

gratulation that there seems a tento get back to the simpler and
more sanitary way of having part or
all of the floor without any covering of
wool or other material to foul the air
when swept, and among the ways of
dressing a floor when not so covered,

dency

Some

of

the

minute instruction

sisters may desire
in the matter, and

are indebted to the courtesy of Mr.
G. Chevalier for the following,
taken from the Philadelphia Press

we

C.

:

There are various ways of treating wood
but the best way is to wax them.
preparations are sold ready for use.
but if one happens to be in a neighborhood
where they are not readily procurable in the
wilds of the country, for instance the following polish makes a good substitute
Cut common white beeswax into thin shavfloors,

Many

—

—
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ings, and pour turpentine over until well
covered.
Let the preparation stand over night, by
which time the beeswax will be 6oft.
Stir it into a smooth paste, and add turpentine until it is the consistency of thin
cream it is then ready for use.
Before applying the wax, wipe the floor
perfectly clean with a dry cloth, and if there
are any spots on it, take them off with turpentine or benzine.
Never, under any circumstances, use water
on a floor that is to be polished. Apply the
wax with a flannel cloth, being careful to put
on but little at a time, in order to avoid a surfeit of stickiness.
Rub the polish well into the wood with a
rough piece of flannel, or a piece of Brussels
carpet until it shines like furniture.
Unless the floor suffers rough usage, it will
remain bright for six months.
Dust it by putting a piece of flannel over
the broom aDd sweeping.
Keep a piece of flannel at hand to rub any
little spot where the polish may have become
;

out by actually weighing the hive.
Different kinds of hives with their
covers and bottom-boards vary so much
in weight that I can not give you exbut you can get at it in
act figures
Weigh a hive with empty
this way
combs, or, in other words, weigh one
hive without bees, brood or honey, then
add to that 40 pounds to be the proper
the extra 10
weight for each colony
pounds to make up for bees and pollen.
;

:

;

September.

5.

Early

6.

Use the Miller feeder.

in

If,

Definitions— Feeding Bees

What is the difference between " nuclei "
and " frame of brood?"
2. What is a "quilt" in bee-lore?
3. Is a whole sheet of foundation too much
for one frame?
1.

4 How can one determine
sufficient food for winter,

through

successfully

to

when
to

bees have
carry them

foraging time

in

spring?

What

is
the best method for feeding
bees starved to death last spring
ignorance of how to feed them.
1 now have 2 colonies, and want to winter
them successfully.
Mrs. J. D. Black.
Albion, Ind., Aug. 20.

6.

bees?

My

because of

A

my

frame of brood

a comb filled,
or partly filled, with brood without any
bees. A nucleus is the beginning of a
colony of bees, or it might be called a
small colony.
It may
have only 1
frame of brood, but generally 2 or 3,
with bees enough to cover the brood.
Of course, it would be a nucleus with
only the bees without the brood, but a
very poor one. So you see there is a
very big difference between a frame of
brood and a nucleus. Nuclei is the
plural of the word nucleus ; 1 nucleus,
2 nuclei.
But the word nuclei is never
used as an adjective. We do not say 2
nuclei hives, but 2 nucleus hives.
2. The word " quilt " is used rather
loosely to apply to anything in the
cloth line used to lay over the top-bars.
It may be a single thickness of cloth,
when it would more properly be called
a sheet it may be 2 or more thicknesses, or it may be 2 thicknesses with
1.

is

;

paper between.
3. No.
A full sheet of foundation is
the surest way to prevent rearing a
whole lot of useless drones.
4. Try to have at least 30 pounds of
honey in each hive. You can find this

;

;

warn *«*

'Q^

odor Mi Iteris
%esfion-Bo;

after long use and many waxings, the
should seem sticky and dirty, clean it

with turpentine.
Some people prefer simply to oil a floor.
While this does not yield as high a polish as
wax, it is satisfactory for a time.
An oiled floor should be gone over every
week or two; even then the dust sticks to it,
and it 60on becomes dull. If anything other
than wax is desired, it is better to oil and then
varnish the floor.
Another means of polishing is to apply a
coating of size, followed by one of walnut or
oak stain, and subsequently by a third coating of varnish.
In any case, let the polish harden for 24
hours before the floor is used.

you have
:

dimmed.
floor

If

none, then use the crock-and-plate plan.
Fill a crock with sugar and water,
equal parts
cut one thickness of
heavy woolen cloth (or 3 or 4 thicknesses of cheese-cloth) in a circle to
cover the crock lay over this a plate
upside down, then with one hand hold
on the plate and quickly turn the whole
thing upside down. Set this on the
top-bars with an empty hive-body over
it, cover up, and the bees will do the
rest.
If fed later a thicker syrup will
be needed.

:§

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
pg* Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Keeping Honey Away from AntsProzen Honey
when to take off
say, on page 691, " Take off each
super when it is full." Now, will you please
tell me how to take care of the honey after
taking it off, until I sell or eat it? If I take
1.

In reply to the question

supers,

you

the super off and put
ants get at it.
2. Will honey keep

it,

no matter where, the

all

right

if it

freezes?

Montana.

—

Answers. 1. Keep the honey in a warm,
dry, airy place. If warm and dry it doesn't
matter so much about being airy. A place
where salt will keep dry, and where it never
freezes, is a pretty good place.
One way to
keep it from ants is to have it closed in something so tight -fitting that ants can not get to
it.
That's a hard thing to do, especially with
a large quantity. An easier way is to put it
on some kind of platform supported on 4 feet,
each foot resting in some old dish or can kept
supplied with some kind of oil or water. Perhaps you can kill off tne ants. If you can
trace tbem to their nest, you can give them a
dose of bisulphide of carbon, or gasoline.
You can wring a sponge out of sweetened
water and put it where the ants will collect
on it, then dip ants and all in boiling water,
repeating the performance until you've used
up the ants. This last you must of course do
before the ants begin on the honey, for they
may prefer the honey to a sweetened sponge.
2. Better put it down cellar if you have no
other place where it will not freeze. It will
not be much spoiled by freezing, but it will
candy, and the bees are likely to waste some
of it when candied.

my main reason for keeping pure Italians
only is something the books and journals
don't often mention; that is. that I can handle at least a half more colonies. Don't have
to spend so much time smoking the bees, and
finding queens is rapid work. If you had
pure stock you wouldn't need to worry about
playing hide-and-seek.
Another main reason with me for keeping
Italians is their resistance to disease. There
are two diseases widespread in this State, and
one of them does not trouble the Italians unless it is introduced by giving them infected
combs; and even then it is not very serious.
But it works havoc with the blacks and hycolonies before I
brids.
I lost a hundred
learned the trick. I don't know what to call
Most people call it foul brood,
the disease.
but I am pretty sure it is something else.
3. I use the Miller frames, and want to buy
Do you think it would
a thousand this fall.
pay to have them made special 1% wide,
when I can buy them already made 1 1-16?
That is, in other words, do you think burrinch than
combs are noticeably less with
with 5-16 between the top-bars?
4. Have you ever had any serious loss of
bees from poison being used to spray appleIllinois.
trees?

%

Answers.— 1. Very
%, and I'm

sure

it is

with chaff.
2. I'm wondering just a little whether you
are dead certain that there is no black blood
Are all the bees within 2 miles
in your bees.
pure Italians? Your reason for keeping pure
greater rapidity of handling
Italians
wouldn't count in this locality. We use no
more smoke than is necessary— no more for
grades than for pure stock and we handle
one ju6t as fast as the other, even if we do
filled

—

—

—

Bloom
1. You speak in your book about liking the
double hive-cover with a dead-air space. I'll
tell you what I like better.
It's the same
cover with a
space instead of %, the space
to be filled with chaff.
They are a great
thing when one wiuters bees outdoors, and I
think they help to keep the supers warm dur-

%

ing cool nights.
2. You say your bees are hybrids— I suppose with Italian blood predominating. Now

As

finding queens, I
get more
don't know that grades are harder to find
than pure Italian, except that some queens,
which are very dark, are not so quickly seen
Sounds a little as if you
as brighter ones.
were making a comparison between Italians
and blacks rather than between Italians and
grades quite a different thing. Yet don't
understand that I would insist on keeping
grades. It may be better to keep pure Italians if you can.
I don't suppose
3. 1 really don't know.
that 1-16 makes so very much difference; bu
There are more comb
I have never tried it.
built between my top-bars than I like. Morle
Pettit says— and Morley Pettit is a man fo
whose word I have respect that it is becausstings.

Chaff Hive-Cover-Pure Italians Less
Liable to Disease— Miller Prames
—Loss of Bees from Sprayed

%

likely
is better than
better to have the space

to

—

—

—

—

—

;;
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my top-bars are
thick, while his top-bars
thick, and he has no trouble with buildare
ing between them. If I had to get a lot of
new frames, 1 think I should do some experimenting as to thickness before I got fully
stocked up.
4. I think not;
but I have 6ome trouble
with spraying in time of cherry-bloom. The
owner of a large cherry-orchard is one of the
best and straightest men in the community;
but somehow he can't get it through his head
that he is hurting himself by spraying when
trees are in bloom
and he says if he doesn't
begin spraying a little before the bloom falls
that be can't get through the whole, in time.
When as good a man as he is can not see any
wrong in subjecting me to serious loss for the
sake of a little inconvenience to himself, it
shows that no effort should be spared to have
Illinois come to the front like some other
If I unStates, with a strict spraying law.
derstand the matter rightly, a man lays himself liable to penalty if he puts out poison
purposely to kill my bees, but if he poisons
them incidentally while spraying fruit-bloom,
he goes scot free. Let us hope that the effort
to get the right law that came so near suc-

%

;

ceeding

last

time

may succeed

entirely next

time.

Extracting and Feeding Back

honey and thev cleaned her; then they stung
her so she died. Then we gave them a frame
of Italian brood with 3 sealed queen-cells.
Now these all hatched 10 days ago, and all my
other hives have sealed and unsealed brood,
but there is no sign of a queen in this hive.

The

others are well 6tored

with honey, but

one has hardly any. Would you divide
them with the other colonies? I have had
them fill 10 frames with honey to feed in
spring, but otherwise they have stored very
this

little.
2.

I

have some maple sugar that has been

damp so it is unfit for market.
make good food for bees?
Answers. — 1.

much

very

in

It is

the

Would

this

queens are letting up on

now to do
of building up, as
laying, and if 1 un-

derstand correctly, very little brood has been
in the hive in question for some weeks, 60 the
bees are old and likely to die off badly in
winter, if not before winter, so it will be advisable to break up the colony, distributing
the bees among the other colonies as you sug-

Answer. Just what shall be done with the
extra frames depends upon circumstances. If
empty tbey may be kept almost anywhere outdoors or indoors, only so mice can not get at
them. It is better if they are where they are
allowed to freeze, as then any eggs or larva" of
the bee-moth will be destroyed. If only a
little honey is in them, they may be put a
few rods from the apiary for the bees to clean
out before being closed so mice can not get at

MI9SOURI.

tainties.

Answer. — I don't

believe I

would be

to the

extracting and feeding back.
doubt that the bees will carry
down enough honey for winter stores if you
put a super of shallow frames over each colony, especially if you mash the surface of the
combs in the shallow frames. If the honey
were not carried down to your liking, there is
no law in latitude 39 degrees against leaving
You could
a super on each hive all winter.
also, after brood has hatched out of them,
take 3 or 4 frames out of the lower story,
crowd the rest of the frames to one side, and
put in 3 or 4 of the shallow frames solid full,
working them out in the spriog before any
brood gets in them, provided, of course, that
the frames in each story are of the same
trouble

There

of

is little

length.

—

•

m

i

Late Building Dp of Colonies-Feeding Bees Maple Sugar
bought

3 colonies of bees last winter.
spring came one proved very light,
with only a few bees but a good queen one
They doub led
had lots of bees and no queen
up, leaving me 2 good colonies, but one 6ad
combs built solid in the hives and all crooked.
We took a hive with 10 frames and starters
and put the hive with bad combs on top and
they moved into it all right. We diet not
want them to swarm, so cut out all queencells and have not had a swarm this 6ummer.
I bought 3 Italian queens, fitted up 3 10frame hives with starters, gave them some
brood, and set them in place of old hives. I
have now 5 hives well filled with bees. Now
one of these has been queenless nearly all
summer. It had a queen a little while, then
she disappeared. I gave them a frame of
brood with a queen-cell; she filled a number
of frames of brood and then disappeared.
Then we tried introducing an Italian queen,
and although successful with our other 2 colonies, they would not have her— balled her
after they let her out. Then we rolled her in
1.

I

When

;

,

any ways seasonable the follow-

grows here on any kind of land, all over
amid grass and
fact, anywhere
where other wild weeds grow. It does far the
best on good, rich soils, especially accumulated soils where water has washed it into beds.
1 believe under proper cultivation, fertilizing,
and irrigation, that 5 or 10 acres of it will
give honey returns that will startle the most
conservative.
Under such management a
It

the prairies, in the woods,
trees, in the fence-rows, in

stem.

honey in 5%xl7>; frames. I
hand enough supers of this size,
well filled and sealed. Will it be good policy
to leave one of these well-filled supers on each
hive for winter stores over comparatively
empty brood-combs, or would it be safer to
extract this and feed back into brood-frames
My latitude is parallel 39, or about this.
Feeding back is considerable work, but 1 am
willing to do so rather than to risk uncer'.

if it is

ter food.

If I unite 2 colonies in the fall, what can
do with the frames in the hive from which
drive the bees?
Montana.

have on

mint

single stalk every 2 feet each way will make
a solid bed of tassels as thick as wheat or
barley. Remember that the variety here will
make from 1 to 10 blooms or seed-rings to a

The season for gathering honey since July,
has been very bad, and the brood-nests in
my colonies in 8-frame hives are, you
might say, empty now. I run my colonies
for extracted

thereafter. This accounts for its periodical
growth here. It will fail to come for 2, 3, or
4 years at a time, then the following year
after a wet fall we have an excellent crop of

2. It may be profitably fed next spring after
bees are flying, to be used up in rearing
brood; but don't give it to the bees for win-

gest.

Extra Frames After Uniting

all

the ground kept wet and moist for a week or
two and real seasonable a week or so after
that, to get up a good crop of it and get it
started. This wet spell must come here from
Oct. 15 to Nov. 15, or we will have no mint
the following year. It must come up and get
a little start about one month before frost. It
will not come up after late in December or
January, no matter how much rain may fall

ing spring.

Maine.

pretty late

way

)>=5ggaa»_

I
I

—

them. If enough honey is in them to make it
worth while to be kept for needy colonies
next spring, put them down cellar, of course
looking out for mice.

B^HBK

Imports and
experiences

We never cultivate it here, but from what I
know of its natural habits 1 will suggest the
following culture methods for it:
Plant the 6eed about one month before frost
is expected in the fall, and keep the ground
moist, allowing very little or no crust to form
Plant the seed about
until the plants are up.
2 feet apart in rows, about J j'-inch deep, 3, 4,
hill,
so
as" to be sure of a
or 5 seeds to the
plant in each hill. The overplus of plants can
be transplanted during a wet time, if desired.
Cultivate the weeds away as in other crops
with plow and hoe until it begins to bloom,
then stop. If you have good soil and a location that suits its growth, you can expect the
plant6 to grow 3 feet high and 2 feet across.
T. P. Robinson.
Williamson Co., Tex., Sept. 10.
[We have 50 small sample packets of the
horsemint seed, and so long as they last we
will send them postpaid for 10 cts. each or to
any one sending us $1.00 at once for the American Bee Journal for 1907 (of course including
subscription arrearage, if any) we will mail a
;

packet of this seed free. Address the office of
the American Bee Journal. Editor.]

Bees Did Fairly Well

Bees Did Well
Bees have done very well here so far this
season, and there is a tine prospect for a good
flow from asters and golden-rod.
I have 174
colonies in tine condition, and have sold (13
colonies this season.
W. S. Feeback.
Carlisle, Ky., Sept. 9.

My

bees have done fairly well this season,
giving an average of 70 pounds of comb honey
per colony but I think they should have
done better, as the best colony gave 140
pounds, and the poorest but 14 pounds. Poor
stock is the cau6e, as all received the same
D. G. Little.
treatment.
Hartley, Iowa, Sept. 6.
;

Poof Season for Bees

Hopsemint— Sowing and Growing
One

of the best honey-plants of Texas is
horsemint (Monarda punctata) which grows
wild over a large portion of the State. From
it tremendous crops of honey are procured
during 6ome seasons. This being the case, I
have gathered a few seed which I have sold
to the editor of the American Bee Journal for
his distribution, thinking that possibly it will
assist some bee-man who wishes to grow pas-

turaga for his bees.
Horsemint begins to bear honey while it is
very young and 6mall, and continues for 6 to
S weeks.
It grows from 6 inches to 4 feet
high, and as thick as wheat. It is a very
hardy plant. It is a great drouth-resister
after it gets an inch or so high, and stands
any amount of cold weather with impunity.
Zero temperature does not hurt it. It germinates every year when we have lains at the
right time: otherwise the seed will be dormant for years and then come up. In this
latitude it must have a good, heavy rain, and

This has been a poor season for bees here
not a pound of honey. But they will have
8. N. Black.
enough for the winter.
Clayton, 111., Aug. fi.

Good Honey-Flow
The honey flow wa6 good

for this locality,

rather a poor one. Twenty colonies,
spring count, averaged 44 pounds each, with
no swarming, natural or shaken.

which

i6

Melchosin, B.

C, Aug.

26.

W.Fisher.

A Good Honey Season
am

getting a line crop of honey this seaI have 2 out-yards, and the ba6swood
son.
yield was up to tbe average this season
while clover also gave a good yield here. My
average up to date is about 50 pounds per colony, and the fall crop to come yet, of which I
I
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expect a

fair yield.

We

have had frequent

rains of late, which will help the honey-flow
along. I never have seen the fall bloom look
any better at tbis time of the year than now.
Everything seems to be ju6t right for a good
fall crop of honey.
The boneset is in bloom,
and the goldenrod is coming into bloom, besides all the different asters to come yet, and
a number of other fall flowers too numerous

swarms during the season. I think my bees
have stored more honey in the brood-chamber
than they do in good seasons, but I have not
I have
where I usually have
However, the supers will

extracted any from
not extracted at all
3 or 4 extractings.
be pretty well filled

San Diego,

CONVENTION NOTICES.
The Southern

them, and, in fact,

will

yet,

during

for the final clean-up.
F. C. Wiggins.

Calif.,

July

Bee-Keepers' Association

in Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 11 and 12, 1906,
the State Fair, on the Fair Grounds.

meet

All interested are invited to attend.
J. J.

Judson Heard,
Wilder, Pres.

John M. Ret.

to mention.

Saginaw, Mich., Aug.

—

10.

Results of the Season So Far

Black Mediek

Bees are working in the supers now, and
have been for nearly a month but for some
reason super-work is very slow this year.
The first crop of alfalfa failed to bloom, so
we had no 6warming (that we know of) until
;

enclose a plant. Please give Its name
through the American Bee Journal. I never
saw or heard of it before last year. It is scattered along the roads. I saw a few stems of
it in a meadow as much as 80 rods from the
road.
A. P. Raught.
I

Round Lake,

111.,

Sept. 12.

[The plant in question i6 Black Mediek—
Medicago lupulina— and belongs to the famous Pulse family. This plant is closely related to the clover, the locust tree, the vetch,
the everlasting pea, and other plants famous

good honey. Black Mediek is a native of
Europe, and since its advent into this country
for

has been slowly spreading westward.

— C.

L.

Walton.]

Poop Honey Season
This has been a poor honey season— about
40 pounds to the colony in my apiary.
Attica, N. ST., Sept. 4.
Jacob F. Kbopp.

The second crop did not

in July.

and then

start until

blossomed immediately.
It was too short to cut for hay, so the alfalfa
men left it for seed. This is once when dry
weather was a blessing to bee-keepers. Alfalfa i6 principally grown for hay here, and it
is very seldom left for seed, and, of course,
we get but very little honey from ''a hay
it

rained,

and Treas.

Sec.

24.

it

crop."
Last year was very poor too wet and cold.
I got some very fine comb honey, even though
it was a poor season.
I wintered all of my
colonies safely in a shed. Many other beekeepers lost a large percent of their colonies.
This season, up to date, has been poor. We
will have some water-clear alfalfa honey, but
not more than 25 pounds of comb honey per
colony.
Robert A. Jeffrey.
Huntley, Nebr July 28.

—

,

National in Texas. The National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. 8, 9, and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other parts of the country.
Flint, Mich. " W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

—

Missouri. The annual meeting of the
Missouri State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held at the Circuit Court Room at MarAll bee-keepshall, Mo., Oct. 2 and 3, 1906.
ers are invited to attend and to join the
Association.
Excellent hotel accommodations can be obtained at reasonable rates, or
board and lodging can be secured at 50 or 75
cents per day at private boarding houses, for
those who will write to Mr. Tribble, asking
him to arrange for them. There are over
41,000 bee-keepers in Missouri. Let there be
1000 of

them

at Marshall, Oct. 2

Robert
4263 Virginia

St., St.

and

3.

A. Holekamp, Sec.
Louis, Mo.

Another Good Queen
wish to add a little to what has been said
already in Mr. Ferris' defense, as I know it is
po66ible for a queen to occupy 14 frames. I
had one queen this season that occupied 16
frames, and they were
filled with brood,
every one of them.
Now, if Mr. Hasty doesn't gag and get too
sick over this, and will come to see me, I will
be only too glad to show him this " wonderful queen !"
In answering the last question on page 653,
I wish to say that the condition of this test
was 8 frames of brood placed under a good,
strong swarm and left 21 days. I found the
queen working in both the upper and lower
stories the third day after placing it under
them, when it was removed, and the 10 frames
were just as full of brood, 1 will venture to
say, as any that Mr. Hasty ever saw, or will
see.
This queen might have done better if
she had had plenty of room.
Now, I do not want Mr. Hasty to get out of
patience with me, for I am going to make
him a vi6it this fall.
E. T. Carr
Wood Co., Ohio, Aug. 6
I

Too Much Rain for Bees
Bees are not doing much these wet days.
It has rained for 2 months, only missing 3 or 4
days. They did fine up to the time' of the
rain. I took about 2000 pounds of honey during June. The prospects are good for a fall
flow, if it will quit raining in a few dajs.
Basswood is a complete failure again this
year. Bees are in fine condition
Mast, N. C, Aug. 28.
A. J. McBride.

Bees Working on Red Clover
The bee6 did not commence swarming

in

this locality until May 28.
I have taken off
"5 pounds of comb honey per
colony, and
have another 75 pounds to come off yet. Some
of my red clover honey is of the same color as
the bloom— a pink red; it has the flavor of
the bloom also. About July 12 my bees were
working on a patch of red clover about a mile
from here, until about 9 o'clock in the morning.
I could hear every 5 or 10 minutes
my
bee-gums cracking and settling down (?).
and the bees were so heavily loaded coming
home that some of them would drop on the
ground a hundred yards from the hive. Mr.
Reed found a swarm of bees on a tree. From
the appearance of the comb it looked as if it
might have been there a year.
Lately I had a queen-bee' that laid about
one egg a week. It was hard for me to find
he
James L. A. Miller.
JGaseonade Co., Mo., July 22.

Light Crop in Southern California
The honey season

in this part of Southern
California is nearly past, as there is not much
surplus secured after July, and the crop is
light, probably not more than
of a full

crop.

The my6tery

is,

why

^

the flowers have

failed to 6ecrete nectar.
After such a liberal
rainfall as we had last winter, and flowers of
all kinds in profusion, everybody expected

the greatest honey harvest known for years,
but the result is, hives full of bees, and plenty
empty case6 to carry over, but not enough
honey to pay expenses. In aDiaries where
little effort is made to limit swarming there
has been the usual amount, but in my own
apiary of 125 colonies there have been but 5
of

Bottles,

%

—

Alsike Clover
Lonesome Bee-Man
On pages 653 and 654 is a statement against
alsike clover that I
years old. I have
and summer, for 5
but the best results

never heard, and

I

am

is

what my friends

say.

-FOR-

Honey=
Dealers
G. G.

STUTTS GLASS

GO.,

Manufacturers,

145 Chambers St.

New York, N.Y.

Wtite for illustrations.

38E4t

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

WHITR UNHULLED

SWEET CLOVER SEED
1 lb., 25c; 4 lbs., 85c, postpaid.
Write for
prices on 100-lb. lots, or more.
38A2t
L. A. SYVERUD, Canton, S. Dak.

TANDARD
GREEN BONE CUTTERS

Make poultry

keeping' profitable.

is a real moneymaking- poultry food easily prepared with this machine. Small
size, $8.so large ones more. Made
by responsible concern. Ask for
/>w catalog, prices and Trial Plan.
tandard Bone Cutter Co.,Milford,Ma«.J
1

Cut green bone
;

Klentlon

Bee Journal

when

writing.

But suppose

know."
extract about half of my honey next
part which has been capped over
from 10 days to 3 weeks; and then I can tell
I will

week— that

how it " panned out."
Chas. M. Hopsecger.
Clear Lake, Wa6h., Aug. 9.
as to

—

53

the other half did not love the honey-bee,
then I think there would be war between
those two halves. Anyway, I will leave it to
Dr. Miller, and hope he won't say, " I don't

more next time

every

descrlp
tion

Jars

fed it exclusively, winter
years, and with nothing
to both horses and cattle.

Well, I have started in for keeps with the
honey-bee. I have invested a little over $700
in bees and supplies.
I had 28 colonies,
spring count, and now have 51 colonies
I
bought 16 pure-blooded queens— 10 Italian,
and 6 Carniolan— but they "all look alike"
to me.
I think I have supplies enough to run
my bees up to 200 colonies. What I need now
is the other half of myself to be complete.

That

of

Seeds of Honey-Plants
Seven heads Turnips. Motherwort, Catnip at
5c per package, postpaid; 241b. Shipping Cases
complete wbh glass, 14z eatb.
H. S. DUBY, the Bee-Man , St. Anne, III.
26A13t
*•

Please mention the Bee Journal.

The continuous

advertiser

bulk of the business,
because others are not advertising:, and he is."
gets

tlie
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American Dee Journal
Moore's Strain of Italians
*

As Red-Clover Workers
Wm. S. Slocura,
" My friend, W.

Newport, R.

I.,

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

Untested Queens, 75c each;
dozen,

and

six,

H;

each;

SI

BEE-SUPPLIES
Root's Goods at Root's Prices

dozen,
jS;

six,

Everything- used by Bee-Keepers.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guarDescriptive circular free.

$9.

anteed.
I

Untested,

Select

am now

tilling

By Return

orders

shall probably be able to

Pouder "

writes:

O. Sweet, West Mansfield,
Mass., asked me about 2 years ago where he
could get good queens, and I referred him to
you. To-day he called on me and said he
noticed the colonies with your queens were
storing much faster than others. He went
immediately to his red clover Held, and saw
bees working there freely."

$7.50.

to

Mail,

do so until the

close of the season.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.•.

BEESWAX WANTED

.•.

Prompt
.'.

Service.

Catalog Free.

I pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.

trade.

J. P.

MOORE,

r.f.d.

i

Morgan, Ky.

Mention Bee Journal when writing.

26Etf

During September I will offer a discount
of 7 percent on Supplies for next seaIn October the discount will be 6 percent. Cash must accompany

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNT
Marslifleld Hives

son's use.
order.

and Sections

kept in stock; none better. Dittmer's Foundation and all kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies
sold right. Thousands of Shipping-Cases, 24-

WALTER

.> I :t

.> I .%

Massacliusetts Ave.,

S.

POUDER
M>l l> %><>.

IS.

|"M».

pound, 13c; Fancy White Basswood, 16 cents.
Honey and Beeswax wanted. Send for
free list, and save 20 percent on your order.

W. D.SOPER
28Etf

(Route 3) Jackson, Hich.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

z^z

Choice Queens
Caucasians— Untested, 75c; Tested, $1.00.
Italians and
Carniolans
Untested, 60c;

—

Tested, 75c. A postal card will bring
cular and full price-list for 1906.

my

cir-

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

26A13t

Queens By Return Mail
Queens from our fine strain of 3-band Italians
will not disappoint you; bees are gentle aud the
best of honey-gatherers. Queens are large and
prolific,

and every one guaranteed.

50c, $6 per doz.

W. K

J.

SHAW &

LOREAUVILLE,

19Atf

Bee Journal

Mention

Z>2

Untested,

Tested, $l each.

CO.

Iberia Co.,

when

LA.

writing.

(MDEN QUEENS

SOLID

YELLOW TO THE

TIP

Select Untested Queens, SI. Tested
Queens, guaranteed to produce 5banded bees, $2.50 each.

M.PARKER, JR.

H.

JAMES ISLAND,

30Atf

If

S. C.

You Want to Keep Posted
upon THE

GREATEST

i

POLITICAL

i

QUESTION

<?s>

Of the day, you must read

The Defender
National Exponent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers, 50 cents for one year.
the

WILLIAM
400

West

35Atf

«

FERGUSON

P. F.
Editor and Publisher
YORK, N. Y.
23rd Strhet,
Please mention the Bee Journal.

NEW

continuous advertising
that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."
It is

W«

Bee-Keepers
If you want Sectious that you can put a full
sheet of foundation iu 4 sections at once; or any
other Bee-Supplies, send for Catalog to

20Atf

A.

COPPIN, Wenona,

III.

8bll root's Goods in Michigan
Let 08 quote you prices on Sections, Hive*
Foundation, etc, as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Catb.
Bbli.

Mention

M.H.HUNT A SON.
Branch, Watnb

Bee Journal

Co.,

nrhen

Mich

writing.

;
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American Ttee Journal
Italian

and Caucasian

AND NUCLEI

BEES, QUEENS,

Choice hcme-bred and im-

Our Early-Order Discounts on

All Queens
ported stock.
reared in full colonies.
In JULY
Italians
of
Prices

AND AFTER:

BEE-SUPPLIES

$ .65
One Untested Queen
'•
90
Tested Queen
" Select Tested Queen 1.10

practical Bee
are now in effect. We furnish EVERYTHING needed in
Culture, at lowest prices.
We make the best-finished and substantial
.

3*

SHIPPING -CASES i^S
in free Shipping-Crates.

STRONG

Our HONEY-EXTRACTORS
and practical utility.
are not excelled for durability, fine workmanship,
Have you seen our latest improved Champion Smoker ? If not, you
miss it until you get one.
Address,
Satisfaction guaranteed, or money back.

KRET6HMER MFG.

Mention

Italian

Bee Journal

when

and Caucasian Queens

A special discount is offered on all Queens
and Bees ordered to be delivered before the
close of the season of 1906. Pure stock, pure
mating, and excellence in grade guaran

60., Gouncll Bluffs, Iowa.

Address,

teed.

ROBERT

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

I

" Breeding Queeu
1.65
1-comb nucleus (no "queen) .80
•'
"
1.40
2
"
"
"
ZOO
3
1 Un. Caucasian Queen, 1.25
"
1.75
"
1 Tested
Safe arrival guaranteed.
For prices on larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens, send for free catalog.
J. L.
16Atf
204 E. Logan St., Clarlnda, Iowa.

8

writing.

McCAIN,

B.

YORK VILLE.

2Atf

R. F. D.

ILL.

Queens No w Rea dy to Mail
better at any price. Untested at 50c
Discount
at 75c; Tested at $1.00.
on quantity.

None

Warranted

GRANT ANDERSON,

and Poultry Supplies

Fire Sale of Bee

Come or send and Save 35 to SO Percent on slightly damaged
Goods at Factory Prices, by Return Freight.
Lewis
New

SABINAL, TEXAS.

20Atf

goods.

FENCE

bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on aDy
may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
selected out after the fire.
25 to 50 percent reduction.

Any

Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist Is
a brace to all other wires and
Closely

Supplies he

B^- Send tor
Reduced Prices.

list

©t Slightly

Damaged Goods

twists full height of the fence.

from at

Horse-high, Bull-strong, PisEvery rod guaranteed.

tight.

»y return mail.

Golden Italian or Red Clover Queens
Tested, $1.25; Select Tested, $2.25.
tested Queens,
Nuclei, for sale.

U

to select

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL

Lntested, <5e; Select UnFull Colonies in up-to-date hives, and

and sold direct to farmer. freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.

;

Our Catalogue tells how Wire
Is made — how it is galvanized—
why some is good and some is

York Honey and Bee-Supply Co. (Not mo
191 AND 193 SUPERIOR St. CHICAGO, ILL.
Long Distance Telephone, North 1S59.

H. M.

ARND,

Proprietor,

bad.

Its

brimful of fence facte.
this informa-

You should have

(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)

tion.

Write for Ittoday.

Its Free.

KITSELMAN BROS,,

Box 85

*••
--

fir

TH6 Frisoo

is

the Line

#
m
••.»

take to the Bee-Keepers' Convention. FirstThrough service from
class equipment all the way.
with
exception
of change at
Chicago to San Antonio
You run through the beautiful Ozarks
St. Louis.
over this scenic line to the Southwest. The conventhe
tion is held at San Antonio in November
the
this
is
just
time
it
to
see
weather is delightful

To

;

its

W.

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Aplcnltnral Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS
14

Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Big Profits in Capons

«.«•

Caponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outflt
with free instructions

i»A

ICAPON
# -TOOLS
•«..«

postpaid $2.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
25c
Poultry Marker
French Killing KnifeoOO
I

(Capon Book Free.
Philadelphia, Pa,

G. P.Pilhng&Son,

A

•».»

Honey-Gathering Strain of
ClllPPIItt
VUGGIIS Italians and Carniolans, at 75 cents

For additional information write!

i»i

each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

RICHARDSON, General Passenger

#

Mention

Bee

65C

12 NameS

i

Btamps taken— we will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
_
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALL,, Quincy, 111.

bes+

H.

writing;.

Liberal Discount! to the Trade.

;

great section at

when

Bee Journal

Mention
If

MUNCIE. INDIANA.

CHICAaO,

Agent,

IT_,I_i.

*

fi "

e

W. BARNES.
GEORGE
N. Pleasant St,, Norwalk, Ohio

17A26t

138

fOr

Mention

Journal

when

vrrltlnK.

12 "farmers and'is'c-

Bee Journal

when

writing*

I
SOT
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Gloves for Handling

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Something New.
Something You Want.

WANTED-HONEY

Oar specially prepared Gloves soften the
bands and prevent and core chapped hands.
fabric contains a preparation which pre
vents the cloves from becoming hard and stiff.
We furnish them without armlets or sleeves for

The

using in sweeping, gardening ur general housework, driving or outdoor work. They are just
the thing* for driving In the rain, as they aie
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night they
keep the hands soft and white.
All the points of excellence can not be here
enumerated, but they never fail to give the
greatest satisfaction. To introduce them, we
will send by mail, or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
sizes— large for men, small for ladies
35
Men's Gauntlets, fleece-lined
35
Ladies'
35
Ladies', unlined, for rearing at night or during doing light housework
40
Early Order Discounts on Bee- Supplies (excepting above and a few other aitlcles) as follows,:—
7 percent for cash with order before Oct. 1st
4t
"
"
" Nov. 1st
6
"
H
" Dec. 1st
"
5
"
"
" Jan. 1st
*•
4
u
"
"
"
Feb. 1st
3
yon
our
If
haven't
190S catalog, send for one
and a free copy of the American Bee Keeper
Address,
(50c a year.

THE W.

T.

FALCONER MFG.

JAMESTOWN,
Mention

Bee Journal

writing.

6H@7Hc; amber, 6@7c; dark,5^@6c.

Burnett &

Co.

Toledo, Aug. 20.— The market on honey has
not changed much since our last quotation.
Bee-keepers seem to be holding their goods expecting large prices. Fancy white comb brings
in a retail way 16@l7c; No. 1, 15@16c, with no
demand for dark. Extracted white clover, in
barrels and cans, brings 6J£@7c; but very little
has been offered as yet. Beeswax, 26@28c.
Griggs Bros.

Walter S. Poudbr.
10.— New comb honey

Philadelphia,

Sept.
has been arriving quite freely in the last 10
days from different sections, but from all reports we are confident that the crop is much
short of last year, and prices are going to be
much higher. Some parties who are shipping
are asking as high as 18c and will not sell for
any less, We quote: Fancy white comb honey,
16®17c; No. 1, 14@15 C amber, 12@13c. Fancy
white extracted honey, 7<s3c; light amber,
;

New

at 15c;

No.

1

white at

14c;

No.

2

white at 12c;

it

WANTED

new

are having

finds ready sale;

HlLDRETH & SkGELKEN.

$3.25 per case of 24 sections;

To buy

No.

extracted, 6@b%c.

Beeswax,

No.

or selling, consult

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Watir St. Chicago.

III.

WANTED
To

hear from parties with their lowest cash
price, delivered here, for fancy comb honey in
no-drip shipping-cases; also extracted honey.
We are cash buyers, and remit on receipt of
goods.

25c.

Clbmons &

HOLEKAMP,

consigning',

R. A.

$2.75.

2,

Fancy Comb and Extracted

B. A.

4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
buying

2 at $3.

Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

$3;

for cash,

Honey.
31A13t

are paying 24; per pound for clean yellow
delivered here.

The

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Co.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

27Atf

51

Walnut

St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please Mention Bee Journal
wheti writing advertisers.

both

If

Comb and

Extracted.

you have any write at once, saying how much you have, how

lowest price, and

C. M. Scott

all

about

S Co.,

it,

it is

put up, and your

in first letter.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.
Catalog Free

29Atf

I

lOO-*

East Wash. Street.

I.HIHAMPOLI8,

1I\1>.

HONEY! HONEY! HONEY!
Have you any

to sell?

fore

We

selling.

Price for both

Honey

If so, see us behighest
Market
pay

Comb and

— also Beeswax.

Extracted

it

too early as yet for dark or buckwheat. Extracted is in good demand at 6j£@"c for white,
6c for light amber, and 5@5!^c for dark. Southern, common average grade, 50@55c per gallon;
better grades at 60® 6 5c Beeswax firm at 30c.
is

catalog, page 29.

TO BUY AT TOP PRICES
WANTED
WHITE CLOVGR HOMEY,

is

new crop comb honey, but

— V'e

and

Cincinnati, Aug. IS.— Fancy and No, 1 comb
honey find ready sale at 14@15c. Shipments arriving daily. Lower grades are not wanted
here at any price. There is a good demand for
extracted honey; amber in barrels and cans.
5@6^c; white clover, 6H@8c. (These are our
selling prices.) Beeswax, 28@30c.
The Fred W. Moth Co.

a good dearrivals
are very small as vet, and will continue so for
a week or two to come. We quote fancy white

Aug. 18.— There

for

21.

to arrive

C. C.

We are producers of honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Selskr.
on commission.

New York,

my

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

white comb, 24-section cases,

6@7c.

mand

prices, refer to

Kansas City, Sept. 10.— Receipts of both
comb and Extracted honey are light at present
and the demand is good. We quote: No. 1

Indianapolis, July 28.— Fancy white comb
brings 16@17c readily; No. 1, white, 2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8@9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

IheGOLDEM fEI^

LOWS, CARNIO-

RE» CLOVERS and CAUCASIANS.

fancy white at 1454c; and No, 1 at 13>6c. Extracted, white clover, in barrels, at 7Hc; in
cans, 8«c; amber, 5K@5Xc. Beeswax, 30c.
C. H.W. vVbbb*.

wax

for it, bo that prices are well maintained at 15@16c for No. 1 to fancy; anything
short of these grades is not selling freely and
ranges from lc to 3c per pound less; buckwheat, 1256c; dark grades, S% 10c. Extracted,

bred in separate apiaries,

C.H.W. WEBER "5ST

Office

We

Chicago, Sept. 8.— The receipts of comb
honey are quite large and there is also a good

R. A.

^

For

white at

demand

30c.

LANS,

/> TTTtTI^TCI
1 K! K! |\1
fj
^Cfj %J li MJA.M K5

Denver, July 30. — Some small lots of new
comb honey coming in now; crop promises to
be light. At Ihe present we are selling No. 1

* 33eestpax-f

Beeswax,

Let me
book your
Order for

comb honey

£)oney anb

white,

delivery.

Cincinnati, July

CO.

N. Y.

when

White Clover Extracted and Comb. Mai
sample and state lowest price expected, de
We pay cash on
livered in Cincinnati.

|

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe

Street, Toledo, Ohio

|

.
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"DADANT'S FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Loss.

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted
DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

at all
times

. .

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG
I

WE WILL BUY

1
New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

you have a crop to
and
dispose of, write us
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.
in

any quantity.

If

fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc.,

WE WILL SELL
to Bee-Keepers,

grades Honey.

whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

you.

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at any time of the year.

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265 &

267 Greenwich Street

-

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

Ee Jour
46th Year

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

SEPT.

27, 1906

T0J

No. 39

J
EXTRACTING-HOUSE OF M.

H.

MENDLESON.

one of the most extensive honey-producers of Southern California. Notice the pipe that
conveys the honey from the extracting-house to the storage-tanks. As one tank becomes
In the foreground is a pile of
full, the pipe can be changed to another.
extracted honey in 60-pound cans, boxed, ready for market.)

(Mr. M.

is

l^

:

810
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American Ttee Journal

~

we Manufacture * **
m No-Drip, Basswood SIHDpHlQ-Gase^
PUBLISHED WEEKLY

BY"

334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

111.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
PRICE of this Journal la
THE SUBSCRIPTIONUnited
States, Canada, and

a year, in the
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

$1.00

THE WRAPPER-LABEL, DATE

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription ispa'.d.
For instance, " dec06 " on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19U6.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than % inch accepted.

Time

Discounts.

S per cent
4 times
"
" ....10
13
"
" ....20
26
"
"
....30
52

Polished on both

m
m
S§
m
m

We can
As

mi
mi
*M

furnish them in single or car-load lots to

Large quantities of

section.

a

all

m

We

will

if

desired.

Prompt Shipment and Satisfaction Guaranteed
W&

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.
¥&

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Nicollet Island, No. 33,

m

****************

„

Fine Large Mated

,

M

FENCE SffiK'We

ITALIAN* QUEENS

Madeof High Carbon

Untested, only 45c

more convenient. Dues may be sent
American Bee Journal.

;

Tested, 65c.

I

36Atf

J. L.

FAJEN, Alma, Mo.

DO YOU KNOW
THAT THE SALE OF

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
Has

increased so

much

that

we were

in order to

There

is

a Reason for This — It

is

fill

forced to double our melting capacity
orders promptly?

because Dittmer's Foundation

Quincy,

Ja:ksoo, Mich.

D. Soper,

Bbe& Honey

FARMER'S CALL,

tough, clear, and

Agents for Dittmer's Foundation

W.

12 Names MSS.".^?^

is

transparent, and has the natural odor of beeswax.

to the

stamps taken— we will send for '2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— res. sub. price 40c a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.

colled wire.

have no agents. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.
We pay all freight. Catalog shows 87
styles and heights of farm and poultry
fence. t's free. Buy direct. Write today
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box gg
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

ublishers of the

IN

Our Catalog

is free.

Bee Keepers' Association

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Platteville, Wia.

NOT

style of

you 25 cases to hold 24 sections, complete
Write for prices on larger quantities.

sell

can furnish you with anything you need in the apiary.

honey.

for

any number or

at $4.00.

By Return Mall

1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful rights.
.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

65c

fit

the standard sizes on hand.

Paper and Glass,

Can furnish corrugated paper

100 lines... 5 per cent
"
500 " ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
2000 " ...30

Objects of the Association.

fW If

we

special offer,

with Nails,

is

sides,

Space Discounts.

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

National

Covers and bottoms are of One Piece. Everything
and a better case cannot be had at any price.

on the market to-day.

GEORGE W.YORK 8 COMPANY

Beeville,

Co.,

Our warenouse

s

Tex

I

|

kinds ol Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Beeswaxialway6 wanted.

well stocked with all

QUS DITTMER,

111.

Welwyn Station, Herts, Eng.
E. H. Taylor,
Toronto, Ont., Canada.
E. Grainger & Co.,

Augusta, Wis.

We

THE TRUST

will

stamp

"PURE
Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
Our

prices for 1906 are
the lowest to the

National Bee-Keepers'
Association.
Write us.

Now

Is the

time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP
Mention

Canners Can Co.

Bee Journal

1035 W. 47thSt M CHICAGO, ILL.
when

writing;.

Sept

27,

811

1906

American Itee Journal

Piano and Organ Sample Offer
/*•#

111

812
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American Ttee Journal
Does it sometimes appear to you that you should save a small percentage by ordering your bee-supplies from the
firm quoting the lowest price ? Notice what Mr. Tough says about preferring ours at our price rather than have the
goods he received, even if they had cost him nothing. Our goods and prices are right.

Yours very

THE

truly,
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Get your order off at once and claim our 7 percent September early-order cash discount. If you can't make up you.,
day send along your remittance to cover approximately your needs, and claim the discount, and lc
your order follow by later mail. If you want goods to the amount of $50 remit us only $46.50. Other amounts in proporClaim the benefit of the discount when your remittance is sent. Send orders and remittances either to our home
tion.
Notice list of names of principal dealers in last issue of this paper.
office, branch offices, or jobbing agents.
Dealers at remote points can not always make the same prices and discounts that we do at Medina, but are able to
do so in many cases. Correspond with such dealers direct on these matters.
THE A. I.
CO.
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please give, in the

39

American Bee Journal, the
on comb and ex-

classification of freight-rates

tracted honey.

here that

and extracted

and Comments

have been told by the agent

I

comb honey
in

cans

1}.2

is

is

times 1st Class,
Is

double 1st Class.

this right?"

On

receipt of Mr. Little's letter

the Chicago

&

we requested

Northwestern Railway Co. to

furnish us with the information desired. In
response they sent us a leaf of their freightrate book,

from which we copy

this:

Honey.

Feeding Glucose to Bees

We

have received the following,

a request

made

recentlv in these columns in

Mr. Ernest W. Reid. on page 701, wants to
if any one has succeeded in getting

know

bees to eat glucose. I fed some to my bees
in July, and they ate it all right.
I bought
the stuff for 1 cent per pouDd, with which to
experiment. It was during a very dry spell
that I fed about 50 pounds. I made a syrup
and fed in the open air about 200 yards from
the hives. It was at a time when there was
nothing to get from the flowers. The syrup

was made by adding water and heating it
until it was all dissolved. I did not feed
enough for the bees to store any in the supers.
I do not think they would 6tore any of it,
for I tried to get them to eat glucose at a
time when there was nectar in the flowers, but
they would not touch it.
Missouri.

As bees do not take enough glucose

to store

supers for surplus, there is really no
excuse for talking about the matter. If they
will eat only enough to keep them alive, the
in the

feeding of glucose has no bearing at

all

on

the question of honey for market.

Chicago has

who

at

in the lin> of

present a Chief Food Inup things considerably

stirring

is

adulterated food products.

In

a recent issue of the Chicago Record-Herald

he gave a list of such articles as he had discovered were adulterated, among them being
the following:
•'

in comb— 80 percent glucose. Glufed to the bees and they put it in the

Honey

cose

is

comb and

We

seal

it

up."

once wrote to Mr. Murray, the inspector, asking him for the authority for the
statement concerning comb honey.
Up to
this time we have received no reply from him.
If his statements regarding other supposed
adulterated food articles have no more foundation than the one about comb honey being
at

how foolish it is to talk about 80 percent
comb honey.
Some years ago, Mr. France, the General

alive,

regard to feeding glucose to bees:

spector

is not to be depended
upon at all. If bees can not be induced to
use more than enough glucose to keep them

SO percent glucose, he
in reply to

glucose in

Manager
ciation,

of

the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-

made some experiments

in

feeling

glucose to bees, and utterly failed in getting
them to take enough worth mentioning.

There are a lot of foolish folks in this
world that talk nonsense, just because they
know nothing about the subject on which
they attempt to speak. More harm is done
by such utterances than can ever be undone.
It is much like saying that comb honey wa6
once manufactured, because a little deep-cell
comb foundation was made. Deep-cell comb
foundation is not honey at all, although it
may appear to be something like empty
honey-comb. There is a world of difference
between hoitey-cumb and comb honey. And
recently, when the matter of deep-cell
comb foundation was referred to, it was mentioned as if it were perfect comb honey, made
by machinery. And while the thing wa6 ex-

yet,

ceedingly misleading, the worst of it all was
that it was written by a small bee-keeper who

imagined he was doing a great thing in the
interest of truth
Fortunately the statement
appeared in a somewhat obscure publication.
But it may be dug up some time and quoted
with great gusto as being indisputable evidence that comb honey was really manufactured by machinery, when it never has been,
and very likely never will be so produced.
Comb honey is the product of bees only.
!

1'
In pails, and in cans N. O. S
In cans, boxed
In flat-top jacketed cans, completely enclosed in wood
In cans, crated
In glass jars, boxed
In glass tumblers, boxed
In kegs
In barrels or casks
In boxes, N. O. 8
In boxes, with glass fronts exposed
•

Granulated, in pails, boxed
In the foregoing,

honey

it

will be seen

in glass-front

1st Class.

*
1

\)4
2

is

l

1

.,

This seems entirely inconsistent,

if

was

entirely out of sight.

Of course, bee-

make

the freight classifications and rates, so they have to abide by the
rulings of the railroads.

keepers do not

Limiting Drones of Poor Stock
Trouble again in the editorial family of the

American Bee Journal.

Dr. Miller writes:

my

Mr. Hasty, referring to

advice on page

489, to keep all drone-comb out of black colo"Practically, you
nies, says on page 639:
can't keep a rousing colony of bees from rear-

How
if they want 'em."
there for drones if you cut
out every cell of drone-comb and put in its
place patches of worker-comb > You can use
old worker-comb for patches, and I have
never known bees to change old worker-comb

ing some drones

much

charjee

is

how badly they
Or, if you slice the heads off
3 weeks, what
every
drone-brood
sealed
chance is there for drones But not every one
would be likely to take the trouble, and if
that's what he means when he puts in that
drone-comb, no matter

J

:

2

the glass fronts are exposed the contents can be seen, and thus cause the freighthandlers to use more care than if the comb

for

wanted drones.
Mr. D. G. Little, of Iowa, asks concerning
" Will you
freight-rates on honey as follows

2

times the 1st Class; extracted honey in cans,
boxed, is 4th Class, and in pails and cans, N.
O. S. ("Not Otherwise Specified"), double

to

Freight-Rates on Honey

f

comb

that

shipping-cases

I

4

—

:
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"practically," then I agree with him that
there will be likely to be some drones.
He then continues " And the few they do
succeed in getting, will do more mischief
meet more queens than ten times the number of ordinarily-reared drones would do, on
account of being pampered and treated at
home much as the queen is treated." Ashe
esteems that " the straight truth on a rather
important subject," I wish he would tell us
how he knows it to be true. I wish, too, that
he would say what he thinks the right advice
in the premises; for so far he is only tearing
down without building anything better. Perhaps, also, Mr. Editor, you would do a little
figuring for us, helping to a decision as to
what is wise practise.
C. C. Miller.
:

—

that desire for

If

"a

figuring " im-

little

plies that Dr. Miller thinks

it

is

a matter of

number

crease the

of

;

pampered drones of better stock. But something besides mere figures comes in. If it be
a matter of swiftness of flight, then numbers
for the swiftest drone
do not count at all
will win, and if he is the 6wiftest in the field,
he will win just as easy against a million
;

rivals as against one.

That being the

case,

why

not reverse the

number of drones in
best colonies, so they will be pampered into
sure winners? But there comes the troublesome question as to whether we know that

practise, limiting the

mathematics pure

the few drones in a colony are fed any better

much

than a larger number? Some will be just
troublesome enough to ask, " Are not ordinarily-reared drones fed all they want? And
pampered, does not pampering tend to
if
sluggishness rather than activity?"

and simple, he is very
mistaken. The only chance for any
" figuring" in the case seems to come from
that " 10 times" the few husky, pampered
drones doing " 10 times " as much mischief

—

drones of better quality reared in
larger numbers. That is. 100 pampered drones

as the

will

meet more queens than 1000 unpampered
Then, to meet the case, why not in-

ones.

not a clear case of " figuring,"
and the whole question is handed back to the
Plainly

it is

HP
Mr. E.
He

Hall, of

St. Joseph, Mich.,
us while in Chicago lately.
also brought with him a basket of the
Li.

in to see

most delicious Bartlett pears as a donation for
the home table of the Editor and wife. Many
thanks, Mr. Hall.

Call again

Mr. M. M. Baldridge,
111.,

gave

Mr. B.

is

country.

umns

this office a

of St. Charles,

pleasant call recently.

one of the oldest bee-keepers in this

He was
in 1861,

Ml*.

its first

and has been keeping

and writing occasionally, ever

bees,

A. Green, of Grand Juncwrote us Sept. 15, as follows:

" Although the first part of the season did
not amount to much, some of my apiaries
have been doing very well for the past month,
and I will harvest a full honey crop."

Mr. Green

is

mill."

The wife received a handsome new dress
before they returned home, after making a
solemn promise not to tell the story.

Mr.

TV.

D.

received seven
since.

James

tion. Colo.,

my honey?"
He was almost

a contributor to the col-

of the American Bee Journal in

volume,

him. They visited the same hotel, and when
the noon meal was served, he said to his wife
he hoped they had some more of the honey.
It did not appear, however, and beckoning
" Say, Sam, where is
to a waiter, he said:
paralyzed when that worthy
grinned and replied: "She doan work here
nomore,bo6s; she done got a job at the silk

!

Soper,
1st

of Jackson, Mich.,

premiums,

2d pre-

be pleased to receive reports of ex-

and premiums at Fairs, for publication.
Also, if photographs of exhibits have been
taken, we would like to have them for use in
the American Bee Journal.
hibits

an inspector of apiaries as

His
Stadler

Bee>Stings a Cure for Rheumatism.

— We have received

"Honey" Accounted For.— Mr.
Men hall,

of Louisiana, sends us the

following, which, although referring someto the sisters, may appear in this department, as we have not asked Miss Wilson's
permission to include it in hers:

what

A New Hampshire newspaper man, who

is

v«ry fond of honey, visited a near-by city,
and at one of the hotels he was served with
some delicious honey. He enjoyed it so much
that he told his wife all about it when he returned home.
On hit, next trip to the city she accompanied

prominent business

cure.

Mr. Mosteller says he will now begin to
charge a fee for his bees' stings, the same as
regular doctors do for their services. He says
profitable than producing
it will be more
honey.
Of course, to the older bee-keepers the
above paragraphs do not convey anything

new

or startling.

that

years

It

certain

in

has been known for
cases persons who

have been afflicted with rheumatism were
helped by being stung by bees. We have
never beard of any one who was permanently
cured by a dose or two of bee-stings, howThere is a remedy used by the medical
ever.
fraternity which is made of the drops of
liquid that

accompany

it

is

It is pre-

bee-stings.

We

scribed for rheumatic troubles.
called " Apis Mellif."

It

believe

made by

is

drug manufacturers who buy bees for the pur-

each year to be extracted by the bee-keeper
himself, and sent to the manufacturers.
It

perhaps

something of a joke to say

is

that the stings of a certain kind of bees are
more likely to effect a cure of rheumatism

than stings from any other bees. It is more
than likely that the effect would be the same,
no matter from what variety of honey-bees
the stings were received.
If it should be clearly demonstrated that
bee-stings are a reliable core for rheumatism,
the remedy can be obtained very easily and

As to charging a fee for bee-stings,
and thus make more than by producing
honey —well, that maybe an open question.
Of course, it may possibly be true during a
very poor honey season, or with but 1 or 2
cheaply.

colonies of bees.

&

Sod, proMr. P. J. Doll, of John Doll
prietors of the Minnesota Bee- Keepers' Supply Co., of Minneapolis, Minn., called at this

week.

crease and

His firm

improvement

is

planning an

in their

in-

equipment

and facilities for turning out bee-supplies.
They have made wonderful progress during
the past few years, and will soon be able to
class themselves with the larger concerns in
the business. In fact, their success so far has

been phenomenal.

Honey

well as an extensive bee-keeper, as most of

our readers know.

relief.

man of Pottstown,
who has suffered for years, was stung eight
times by Pratt's golden clover bees, which are
the kind exclusively used for the rheumatic

A

office last
five

miums, and two 3d premiums on bees and
honey at the recent Michigan State Fair.
This would seem to be a very good record.

We will

given great

pose of extracting the stings in order to get
Sometimes certain
the liquid referred to.
drug manufacturers give an order to a beekeeper for a large number of bee-stings

two disputants.

Miscellaneous
flews - Items
dropped

Lewis Deegan, another convert, has been

unpampered ones— pit

2000 unpampered against the 100 pampered,
and there you are odds in favor of the un-

Medkiff, of

New

the following from L. C.

Jersey,

which appeared

in a

Philadelphia newspaper recently, reported by
an out-of-towD correspondent:
J. H. Mosteller, a large bee-keeper of this
section, is being besieged by numerous persons for the use of his bees for the cure of

Exhibit at the
The Bee and
Interstate Fair, held at Sioux City, Iowa,
Sept. 10 to 15, is reported to be the finest ever
held in the West. There were about l 1 tons
of honey on exhibition, and although not
large the exhibit was complete in every way.
Mr. R. A. Morgan, of Vermillion. S. Dak.,
.,

was the superintendent. We expect soon to
publish a ptotograph of the exhibit with a
complete detailed description.

rheumatism.

Councilman Howard Buchanan was the first
to try the new remedy, and the results were
so satisfactory tnata

have followed

number

by being stung that he has dispensed

with his crutches.

"My

of other persons

suit.

John Anthony has been given such great
relief

Wiring Frames.— Dr.

G.

Bohrer sends

the following correction

method

of wiring frames

is

described

on page 770. But instead of
saying that the upper and lower wire6 are l
inches from the bottom and top bars, it says

and

illustrated

1

'.,

inch."

.,'
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upon it, thus giving more love, and so
on till the thing is an assured success.
The trouble is that we have so many
half-hearted people amongst us, and
those who seem to think that the
" world owes them a living " anyhow.
They start at something in a don't-care
sort of way, and when success does
not crown their half-hearted efforts,
they conclude that they have mistaken
their calling, or were not " born " for
such a pursuit, sochange to something
else which gives no better results for

II

Cjonfribufc

Articled

their half-hearted service.

Bee-Keeping vs.

Other Rural

Pursuits

apiary was $22,000, which, it was said,
pioneer in bee-keeping, Adam
that
Grimm, was worth at his death. No
there is no " big profit " in the
No
bee-business. But when it comes to a
fascinating, health-giving, and enjoyable pursuit, which will give any energetic man or woman a comfortable
living, our pursuit need take no back
seat for anything in the world.
!

.'

BY

G.

M. DOOLITTLE

Picking up a farming paper lately, I
ran across an article which set me to
thinking along a little different line

from which

I usually write for the beepapers. And as I thought, I said to
myself, " Why would it not be a good
idea to write out those thoughts for the

American Bee Journal?" The result
was this
A part of what I found reads as fol:

"If bees are handled rightly,
there is a very big profit in them in
comparison to other stock on the farm."
That sounds very much as we used to
talk a third of a century ago, when
honey brought readily from 25 to 30
cents a pound. And because some of
us would talk that way, a few who did
not like such talk for fear of lowering
the price of honey, told us that we were
hired by the bee-papers so to talk that
their subscription list might be boomed;
but. if we had any sense at all, we
would stop that kind of boomerang, as
it would cause an over-production of
honey, and the result would be the
ruination of our business. And so we
stopped, but not because there was an
over-production of honey, for there can
be no over-production of honey as long
millions of mouths are " watering "

lows

:

as

for the same without being able to
.bring the honey in contact with their
mouths, for some reason which it seems
impossible for the apiarists of the

world to solve.
If it were possible for these " watering' mouths " to consume our product,
the shortage of supply would be twice
the amount now produced, for there is
not one pound at present produced to
where 3 pounds would be consumed
were the masses as free to eat all the
honey they desired, as they are to eat
meat, bread, butter, etc. And it seems
to me that they would thus consume, if
our product could be rightly gotten before the n.

But now my thoughts turn, and I
want to look a moment at the profit in
bee-keeping as compared with other
kinds of farming. There are scores
and hundreds of farmers who are
worth from $50,000 to $500,000, say
nothing about some of the land magnates

who

control millions of acres of

our land with an income from it of
hundreds of thousands of dollars a
year; but have we a single bee-keeper
in the United States who has accumulated even the lowest of the figures
given, from his bees ? If we have such
an one, it has never so appeared before
the world. The most known to have
been accumulated by any one from the

.'

this moment my eyes chanced to
upon the following in one of the
bee-papers which I picked up while
meditating, and as the same is somewhat in harmony with my thoughts at
this time, I will give that, and my

At

Then they

change again, and keep changing, till
at the end of life the whole thing has
been a miserable failure.

My

advice is to choose some calling
and then put forth enough of
the right kind of effort to cause a love
for the calling, when nineteen out of
every twenty will succeed. And if you
choose bee-keeping, the same will be
no exception to the rule.
Borodino, N. Y.
in life,

fall

thoughts thereon
" If you expect to make a success of
the business, you must have a real love
for it. If you don't think enough of
your bees to take and read a bee-paper,
and read one or more of the good textbooks that are published on bees, and
then put into practise what you read,
the sooner you get out of the business,
the better off you will be" all of
which I suppose was intended to be
included by the writer above quoted in
the words, " If bees are handled rightly." This is just the way I have writ-

Queens Entering the Wrong
Hive
BY DR.

:

—

ten and talked for years, and I believe
every word of it, for unless such love
is

at the

bottom of the whole thing,

bee-keeping can not become a " fascinating, health-giving, and enjoyable
pursuit," without which there is no
success.

But suppose a man or woman has no
such love for bee-keeping, and so takes
the advice given, and "gets out," so
as to be better off. Where is such a
person going, and what business is he
going into to make a success? "To
one which he loves," is the answer
But thousands upon
usually given.
thousands do not love any calling in
What is to be done with them ?
life.
Will they not make as good bee-keepers
as they will anything else ?
Further on this writer tells me that
"bee-keepers are born, and not made."
Well, if this is so, what is the use of
giving any instruction to any except
those who are " born " bee-keepers ?
Why was he writing about reading,
posting up, cultivating a love for our
pursuit, etc., if all bee-keepers are

always "born" instead of
cultivated

made

or

?

take the ground that if any person
only put forth the energy necessary to make a success of any calling
in life, that person will learn to love
that calling, whatever it may be. I believe it impossible to put forth a true,
manly effort on anything, without
learning to live the thing the effort is
expended upon and loving the same
will cause a greater effort to be put
I

will

;

G.

BOHRHR

Dr. Miller and Mr. Root recently discussed the above question in Gleanings,

and refer to language used on former
occasions in treating the same subject.
Without quoting the language of
either, I will state at once that, as far
as my observation extends concerning
young, as .well as old, queens entering
other than the hive to which they of
right belong, and being accepted or rejected by the inmates, is a matter that
does not seem to be governed by any
fixed rule. That some queens are accepted by strange bees on their return
from their bridal trip, whether the hive
be occupied by an old, middle-aged or
and that a
a young queen, is a fact
fertile and laying queen at the head of
a colony has been accepted, and the
occupant superseded by her, I know to
be true.
In 1869 (I think it was), I purchased
a fine queen from Mr. Langstroth, and
reared a few queens from her that seawinter quarters
I put her into
son.
with one of my strongest colonies, and
wintered them in the cellar. In April
following, after they had been returned
to the summer stand, I passed the hive
one day and found my fine queen lying
dead on the alighting-board of the
On opening the hive I found
hive.
black bees and a black queen on perfect
terms of peace with the Italians.
Upon enquiring of a neighbor, I
learned that a weak and starved-out
colony of his black bees had deserted
their hive on the day previous to the
discovery of the loss of my fine queen.
The black queen was, of course, not
burdened with eggs, while the Italian
queen she destroyed was laying eggs
quite freely. The bees in this case
left to the queen the matter as to which
should head the colony. The Italian
queen in this case was reared the year
before, so that she was not any older
than the black queen, and possibly not
as old, as I do not know just when the
;

was reared. Her being lighter
and more active than the Italian queen,
on account of not being burdened with

latter
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eggs, was in all probability the true
cause of her ability to destroy the Italian queen.
As to why the Italian colony permitted the black colony to enter their
hive on terms of peace is a matter that
I can not account for, farther than to
say that in this case it actually occurred, and that I regard it as a real
occurrence, and not in strict harmony
with the law that governs the honeybees.

Some seasons I have had bees accept
queens that had j ust emerged from their
cells, and last year I could not get them
to accept a virgin queen at all.
Why
this difference in the willingness of
bees to accept a virgin queen as soon

as hatched, one season, and flatly refusing to do so some other season, is an
unsolved problem or, at any rate, no
one has yet pointed out the true reason
as to why such difference in the temper
of bees is made manifest.
;

One

time, when I was in Mr. Langstroth's apiary at Oxford, Ohio, an
Italian queen emerged from a cell just
at the moment he opened the hive to
see if the queen had come out, as he
was expecting her to emerge at any
time. He removed her at once, placing
her upon a comb covered with strange
bees. The hive he placed her in was
closed immediately, and in about half
an hour we looked to see how she had
been received, and found she was moving about leisurely among the bees.
This, he told me, he often did when he
had such a place for a young queen,
and I judged it to be a fact that bees
would invariably accept queens just
hatched, from any colony. But experience has taught me that there are
many exceptions to this rule, if a rule
we may properly term it. I am of the
opinion that when there is a free flow
of honey, bees are more liable to hurt
a strange queen than they are when
there is little or no honey to be collected.

Lyons, Kans.

Methods of Queen-Introduction
BY DR. J. H. HEAGY
After some years of experience in
handling the honey-bee— 35. to be more
accurate— I have concluded that the
scent factor

troducing

is

the prime factor in inin established

new queens

colonies, rendered queenless by accident, or purposely, so as to enable the
apiarist to inject new blood and new
life in his apiary through the introduction of thoroughbred queens.

The common

method— the method

advocated by queen-breeders universally
is to render the colony queenless, then insert in the hive the cage
containing the new queen and a few
bees that accompany her, preferably
between the middle frames and midway
of the frames, there leaving it until
the bees eat a tunnel through the candy
and thus liberate the queen. To those
who have tried this plan, it is unnecessary to say that often— too often— the
results are either immediate death
to the queen, or, if not at once, the bees
may accept her for a few days, or until
she commences to lay, and then kill

—

her and rear a queen to suit themselves.
This occurs so often, indeed, that a

great many apiarists frequently blame
the queen-breeder for sending a queen
badly mated, or one mated with an inferior drone, when the real truth of
the matter is this, that the bees accepted the introduced queen for a few
days only, and, as soon as laying commenced, they balled her, and smothered
her to death, or may, indeed, have at
once stung her to death and carried
her out of the hive. So that the new
queen is one of their own rearing, and
not the introduced queen at all.

This is especially liable to occur in
apiaries where the bees are not looked
after very carefully, or in the yard of
the novice, even the old, experienced
apiarist may be fooled in the same manner and "cuss" the breeder for sending inferior stock, when the above has
been the reason for poor stock " showing up " after he has introduced a
superior queen.

way down the comb. Push the
frames together to hold the cage if the
bees cluster on it
shut the hive, and
half

;

don't disturb

my

rules for introduction
the cause of the killing,

you remove
and the cause is the extraneous scent
on bees and cage you employed in the
introduction.
The queen may have
been in the cage over a queenless colony for some time prior to mailing to
you, and acquired the scent of the bees
in that way or the cage may have had
several queens in it at various times,
and even been in two or more colonies,
and so have acquired the scent of some
two or three, or several colonies. When
introduced, their scents act on the
nervous and enraged bees much as a
red rag acts on a mad bull. The bees,
rendered fierce by the removal of their
gentle mother, are ready, and even
hunting, for trouble, and the moment
the cage is thrust within the hive, they
fall on it in their blind, unreasoning
rage and would tear it to pieces if able
to do so.
They at once commence to
tunnel through the candy to liberate
;

the queen. The moment they penetrate to her they at once kill the enclosed bees, drive her out into the hive,
ball and smother her at once, or, perhaps, sting her to death
!

The method

of introduction which I
have evolved after losing some very
fine queens, is this: On receipt of a
queen from the mail, prepare a fine

—

camel's-hair brush
one such as is
made in a quill-holder. Cut it to a fine
point and lay aside until ready to use

Also have

warm water handy.
the queen, catch her by the
wings, and after wetting the camel'shair brush, gently brush her all over
with it, underside as well as back,
wings, thorax, and every available
portion of her. So soon as you have
completed the " royal bath," place the
queen in a new cage— one that has
never held bees before— indeed, one
that has never been near a colony is
the only one to employ.
After placing the queen in the new
cage, go to the queenless colony to
which you wish to introduce her, catch
a dozen young bees just hatched out,
place these in the cage along with the
queen, and insert the cage and contained bees in the hive, preferably between the middle frames, and about
it.

Remove

for 5 days.

At your next visit to the colony, you
will find the queen alive and laying
for all she is worth, contented, and the
bees well satisfied with her.
I have tried the above plan many
times, and always successfully. Indeed, I have treated a queen as above,

going all over her with the warm water,
and at once liberate her in a colony
that was mostly old bees
they accepted her, and she is to-day the head
;

of that same colony. If old bees will
accept a queen, young bees will also do
so, for it is the old bees that always
make the trouble.
Black Lick, Pa.

Queen-Cell Cups from Drone-

Comb

Now, my manner of introduction
does away with all this risk, because
in following

it

BY W.

C.

GATHRIGHT

wish to endorse the plan of getting
queen-cell cups from drone-comb, as
given by L. B. Smith, on page 701. I
have practised this plan with perfect
success. Last year I changed to the
plan of using strips of worker-comb,
destroying larva; in 2 cells, and leavI

ing one, so as to get room \o cut the
cells apart.
The main reason for
changing to this plan was to avoid
having to transfer larva;, but this season finds me using the drone-cell cups
again. The bees seem to accept them
more promptly. Often with the strips
of worker-comb the bees would only
start 2 or 3 cells out of 20 larvae given
them, but with the drone-cells I often
have every cell built out.

But what prompted me to write this
to find out if Mr. Smith uses a
queenless colony to get them started.
I always do, but to get a colony queenless I do not go to a colony and remove

was

its queen.
I take the super off my cellbuilding colony, bees and all, with (jfie'V,
excluder nailed to the bottom, and set
on a bottom-board. I do this in ihe
evening, and by the next morning they
are ready to build cells. In about 24
hours this super is placed back on ilie
hive from which it was taken, and tfte
cells are finished over the colony having a laying queen below.
Another little item I have found very
essential, is that after the drone-cells
are waxed to the cell-bar, and the cells
cut back about half their length, I
place them in a queenless colony without larvae for at least 2 hours, and at
the end of that time I find them all
worked over, the edges smoothed and
the bottoms polished until they fairly
shine.
When in this condition, the
bees v* ill accept almost every cell, and
start feeding the larvae at once. It is
useless to use comb that has been out
of the hive even a short time, for there
is an accumulation of fine dust in the
bottom of the cells, and the bees will
not have them unless they are clean.
It has also been my experience that
to prime the cell-cups with royal jelly
is of no use.
The bees always remove
it, though for what cause I never ccuM
understand.
Fillmore, Calif., Aug. 27.

——
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agree with him.

we must have such

If

as that, would it not be better to have
it on the advertising pages rather than
in the reading columns ?

Why

Such Difference in Colonies

Here

something

is

?

should like to

I

get Doolittle, Dr. Miller, or Stachelhausen to take hold of
Say hive No.
24 has a good, strong colony of bees in
it.
They always fly strong, and are
strong in numbers, and if I want a
frame of honey for any purpose, I
always find it in this colony, if it is to
be had in the yard and yet the queen
of this colony seldom has brood in more
than 5 Langstroth frames.
:

Conducted by Locis H. Scholl,

New

Braunsfels, Tex.

;

Bees that Mourn Loss of Queen
There seem

two classes of
bees in a bee-hive that pay little or no
attention to the removal of the queen
that is, very young bees and old fieldto

be

;

bees.

Bees under 4 days old will hardly
take notice of a queen being removed.
It seems to be the middle-aged or nurse
bees that mourn the loss of the queen
most. I believe it is a fact that bees
that mourn the loss of their queen
most are, as a rule, the best cell-builders.
I have had some colonies of pure
Italians that you could not detect from
the outside appearance that they were
queenless.
Such colonies invariably
prove poor cell-builders.

believing that a young queen, poorly
reared, is better than an old one.

Praising Their

Own

Hobbies.

I could never understand why some
otherwise good writers seldom write
except to praise their sectional brood-

chamber hives, and their system of
management. A bee-keeping neighbor of mine, not long since, told me
he always skipped a certain man's department in one of the monthly beepapers because, he said, "I don 't expect
to find anything except stuff of that
kind." I believe I more than half-way

dr.

Queens Mating More Than Once.
The writer believes that it is not a

Here is No. 30 standing not a rod
away, with the queen occupying double
the number of combs with brood, and
little if any stronger in
working power than No. 24; and if
the season turns out poor, I have to
call on No. 24 to supply No. 30 with
honey for winter, yet No. 30 always
flies strong, and seems to work fully
as hard as No. 24, but doesn't seem to
accumulate in either stores or working

yet they are

force as they should. Who has not
noticed this ?
L. B. Smith.

Rescue, Tex.

/iasty$

very unusual thing for a young queen

meet the drone, or male bee, two or
three times before becoming impregnated. I have just had a case of that
kind. On July 13, 1 saw a young queen
make the third trip from a nucleus, the
last time showing signs of having met
the drone. On the 16th, I opened this
nucleus to cage the queen to take to an
out-yard, but found neither queen nor
eggs. So I decided the bees had destroyed her, and was about giving
to

ai

another

cell

when

I

saw what

ne

drone again. I have witnessed
the,same thing once or twice before.

Bountiful Rains in Texas.

We

have

at last had bountiful rains
all over this State.
Bee-keepers generally have been expecting a good
honey-flow from sumac and fall flowers.
The sumac blooms in August.
The worst trouble is in getting the
bees strong enough to take advantage
of this flow, which is less than 3 weeks
off from the time when bees are in a

weak

condition.

Tolerating Old Queens.
so many
bee-keepers pay so little attention to
the kind of queens that are at the head
of their colonies I mean their age.
At least half the beekeepers of my
acquaintance pay no attention to the
age of their queens, just allowing the
I

can't

understand

'

Old Reliable " as seen through

By

E. E.

Hasty,

Can't Build Comb After July.

why

—

to supersede them when they
please. If I didn't know how to rear
queens by the latest methods, I would

bees

remove those old queens and allow the
b ees to rear a queen to their own liking,

Those North Carolina bees that can't
build

comb

after the middle of July,

must be related to that people (name
beginning with D) who can't see after
4 o'clock.

Page

622.

Phlox Drummondii a Favorite.
No, Sister Wilson,

I

New and

Unreliable Glasses,

Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

I

to be a queen alight at the ence of the nucleus, and on investigating I found it to be the queen, and
she Showed plain evidence of having

met

The

never got around

to investigate the color of poppy polNot surprised to hear that it is
len.

black, as many of them have the whole
center of the flower a mass of black
filaments. My favorite flower is the
Phlox Drummondii largely because it
smiles on me, while the rose, which is
in higher repute, keeps most of its
smiles for some other fellow.
My
young phloxes winter over in the open
ground, and give me early bloom
favor which the other fellow never
seems to get, and does not even expect.
The tubes of the phlox are ever so
much too long for bees. They are also
very slender, and got up, I take it, to
be cross-fertilized by the long tongues
of butterflies, and especially by the
sphinxes. But only a few days after I
wrote of the apiarian hopelessness of
my flower, I saw for the first time a
bee working on Phlox Drummondii.
Should be kept in mind that phloxes
left to take care of themselves for a

—

—

number of years are abominations
only a few dingy colors, and all the
brilliant ones missing. Page 617.
Ventilation Between Brood-Chamber and Super.
Interesting to see that the Dadants
found that ventilation space between
brood-chamber and super, when the
hives were also raised 2 inches at the
bottom, made too much of the good
thing of ventilation except in hot summers. According to Mr. D., a consistently hotter climate might always find
it right, and a cooler climate might

always
ble.

find

Page

it

wrong.

Sounds

sensi-

703.

Notes on Wintering Bees.
The wintering article of Grant Stanley has several quite catchy sayings.
Sure to be scant stores below if sec-

tions are left on till frost. 'Spects that
depends upon the bees, as to the "cut
of their jib ;" but I fear it is true, too,
many times for one who practises
th it way to feel comfortable about it.
"Equally good for wintering" the
late-gathered stores. How happy would
I be if that was the truth, or even somewhere near the truth ! Bees breed in
say April according to the amount of
ly that
stores in sight. Pretty v'

—

—
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correct in a general way and yet of
2 colonies, each with an equal plenty,
is

;

one

may be much more

the other.

seems

to

At

me.

way

"~~

Our

saving than

least that is the
Page 687.

it

Golden Weddings of Bee-Keepers.
And so Edwin France, who is 82,
celebrates his golden wedding. Hope
and good cheer, comrade
We'll even
refrain from adopting the scare sentiment Longfellow passed down to us
(We who are about to die salute thee).
We may be about to die but let's quit
bragging about it, and hustle in the
other direction a little. And how long
been wedded to the bees, comrade ?
Wouldn't it be nice for us to celebrate
golden weddings when we had been 50
years keeping bees.
!

Conducted by

;

At getting up a 50th wedding, a 20th
wedding, and a first wedding, all in
one day, our well-known old comrade,
William Stolley, seems to " take the
cake." Hope he was able to take a
liberal amount of each of the 3 wedding

Page

cakes.

686.

Something of a Swarmer.
If J. L. Patterson, of Georgia, has a
log hive that sends out 8 swarms each
year (2 sets of 4 each), he should have
a belt, or a pennant, or something. Or
we might choose him President of a
Swarm-Nuisance Society. Page 686.

Civilization's Offenses

— Chestnut

Bloom.
Doolittle's excellent article

on page

685, is rather devoted to the correction
of errors, and therefore should be a
little shy of errors itself.
I put in an
objection to the clause, " our forests
are fast becoming obliterated by the
advance of civilization." Say, rather,
our forests are fast becoming obliterated by the criminal heedlessness both
of individuals and of the State governments. Might as well credit the perfume of the Chicago stock-yards to
civilization.
Civilization makes great
changes
and concurrently with the
changes heedlessness and inborn barbarism pollute rivers, and make continual bad smells, and blacken all the
face of Nature with soot, and exterminate the song-birds, and introduce for-

A

Emma M. Wilson,

Colorado Sister's Experiences

—

Dear Miss Wilson I send by this
mail some of my bee-keeping photographs, in response to the request on
page 597. I send several, so that you
may choose the ones you consider best
for engraving.
I am sorry to read that you are having so poor a yield of honey this year,
and hope that by November the second
crop of clover may have given you and
your bees more than you expected.
We went through the same experience
here last year with alfalfa, but I am
glad to say that this year the honey
crop is a very fine one.
I was much amused, on opening my
last American Bee Journal, to read the
letter signed "X. Y. Z.," as I think I
am the culprit who mixed syrup in a
bread-making machine. When spring
came and more feeding was required,
Nothing
I did it again and again.
could mix it better. Thank you for
defending me.
Should chance ever
bring you in our direction, I should be
only too happy to have you " eat
bread " with us, and I don't fear that
" there is death in the pot " for man or
bee, when my sisters or I have cleansed
:

Marengo,

111.

—

"Colorado.
Light crop; some lost
bees heavily in winter." And I wrote
to you of my efforts to save mine.
Now, perhaps " X. Y. Z." will let me
appeal to the homely old proverb,
" The proof of the pudding [also of the
syrup] is in the eating." That I did
not, through lack of " common-sense,"
poison the bees with fermented syrup,
is, I think, proved by the fact that, as
I wrote to you in June (page 109), I
wintered without the loss of a single
colony, and only 4 were really weak
ones.

My

colonies,

spring-fed

with the

same fearsome mixture, are now as
strong as the heart of a bee-keeper
could wish, and are filling supers almost faster than I can handle them.
therefore, only wish that "X.
winter his bees as
well as I did, and have as successful a
honey-season each year.
I do, however, agree with him in
thinking it unwise to start fermentation in the hives, and I am very careful indeed that my bees never have acColorado.
cess to the cider-press.
I will,

Y. Z."

may always

August

17.

a second crop of red clover,
properly speaking, there is no
second crop of white clover. Being
ing up con
grazed down, itkeeps co

There

is

but,

it.

Last fall, a more experienced beekeeper warned me to look well to my

m

;

eign weeds and destroying insects, and
so on
getting in so long a list of
offenses against civilization that we
;

doubt sometimes whether humanity
has realized a gain or suffered a loss in
the process.
I see also he names the chestnut as
one of the kinds of bloom that never
yield nectar. Perhaps that was a sort
of slip of the pen. Here bees often
roar very loudly on the chestnut bloom.
And this even happens when basswood takes a notion to bloom at the
same time. Also, perfume seems to be
Nature's advertisement, saying, "Come,
and get some honey." And those trees
which really never yield nectar, I
have never noticed sending out any
perfume worth mentioning. But chestnut in bloom sends out a powerful perfume. Some might vote it not so very
agreeable, but I guess they would
hardly deny that it is entitled to the
name. I can imagine that some might
be greatly pleased with it.

Aviary

of Miss "Colorado," near Delta, Colo.,
5400 Feet Above Sea-Level.

colonies, as there would be a heavy
loss of bees all through Colorado in
the winter. That this warning was
justified, the last bulletin of the National Bee-Keepers' Association proves:

tinuously, but, although blooming often
late in the season, the later blooms
seem of little use as far as nectar is
Some years the white
concerned.
clover yield continues until in August
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and sometimes

it stops early in July.
yields nothing in June or
July, as was the case the present season, there is no hope for anything
afterward. But you may be gratified
to know that for all that, there is a
good promise that our bees will fill up
for winter, and perhaps give us a stock
of extra combs of sealed honey for
spring use. About Aug. 20 the bees

When

it

began to sit up and take notice that
there was something for them to do,
and for a few days during the terrifically hot weather they seemed to
have all they could do on cucumbers,
and although the
heartsease, etc.,
nights have turned cool, they still seem
be working.
Please tell us how you prevent your
bees having access to the cider-press.
to

colony,

were

in

when none were accepted; the others
queenles6 colonies. The queen hav-

ing been removed about an hour before, of
those that were accepted, except in one Instance, more than half failed to emerge, being dead in the cell upon examination. Some
of these were fully developed, others had just
only reached the pupa stage. I took them off
on the loth day and handled them very care-

fully; in most cases more or less comb had
been built around the cells.
1. Can you account for the non-acceptance
and failure to emerge?
inch
inch to
2. I made the cells about
deep.
Were they too deep?
3. Did I put in the cells too soon after taking the queens away?
4. In 3 of the colonies a queen was fertilized
one was lost at extracting
in the upper story
time; but the others are all right now. I am
thinking of letting them remain as they are
I winter bees on the summer
for the winter.
stands; one has an entrance in the upper
story, and the other has not since I extracted.
Do you think it will answer to winter them
that way? The one with an entrance has a
queen reared in 1905; the other is a year
older, and is one of my breeding queens.
British Columbia.
j

Docfor

;

Quesfion-

BH^HH
Send Questions

$^°

either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Answers.— 1.

I wouldn't be certain there's
the ease looks more like a
case of chilled or starved brood. But I'm not
an expert in bee-diseases, and all who have
any fear of serious disease should send sample to Mr. N. E. France, General Manager of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association, Platteville. Wis.
Those who are not members of
the Association should 6end along a dollar to

any disease

—

in

become members.
2. Yes, when bee6

are moved, unless some
steps be taken to prevent it, the field-bees will
upon their first visit to the fields return to the
old stand. Sometimes that is desired, and

sometimes not.
"

On page

4S5,

" Bloomfield "

Move

the nuclei thus started to other
locations
and confine the bees for 3
days." The 3 days' confinement helps in two
directions:
During that time a number of
bees will emerge from their cells, and also the
old bees will give up their old attachment,
ami when the entrance is opened will take
their bearings afresh and adhere to the new
Afterward, when he moves a nulocation.
cleus beside the swarm he calls a " hummer,"
he says nothing about confining the bees of
the nucleus, and of course the field-bees of
the nucleus will go back to the old location,
and probably " beg" their way into the colony nearest that old stand.

says

:

Winter Packing Boxes— Sugar Syrup
for Winter Stores

The entrance for each hive in the
packing box is about 5x%. If the bees are
put away Nov. 1, with 20 pounds of sugarsyrup stores, would you expect them to winter in good shape
15
2. It I mix 15 pounds of sugar with
pounds of water and feed the mixture to a
about
Sept.
of
good,
average
strength
colony
10, how much actual food would there be
stored and capped, allowing for brood-rearing
at that time, the syrup to be fed in about
Ontario.
three days' time?

in order.

If

cells that contain

Answers.— 1. Packed as you describe, and
especially with two hives so close together, it
ought not to take a heavy amount of winter
stores; but if you mean that 20 pounds of
sugar syrup is their entire dependence for
winter, then you're running too much risk.
Some colonies will use no more than 20, while
others will use 30. and the safe plan is to give
all 30.
Very likely, however, you mean that
you will give the syrup in addition to some 10
pounds of honey scattered through the
frames, in which case you are all right. Indeed, for a colony wintered outdoors there
would be no harm in allowing 40 pounds. It's
not a bad thing to have some of the winter
stores left still in the hive when the harvest
begins, as it saves just so much filling up in
the brood-chamber before the honey goes
aloft.
A full pantry in spring favors rapid
building up for the harvest. Your entrances
are all right if you don't let them get clogged.
2. If you feed sugar and water, half-andhalf, as late as Sept. 10 (and your letter didn't
reach me till after that date), you'll stand a
fair chance of having every colony thus fed
die of diarrhea.
For unless the weather is
unusually warm the bees will not be able to
get any important amount of such syrup reduced to the consistency of honey. The safer
thing will be to feed syrup about as strong as
honey, say 5 pounds of sugar to 2 pounds of

a colony, the colony is sometimes
not aware of its queenlessness for a good
many hours, and when you gave cells to a
colony whose queen had been present an hour
before, it was practically not a queenless colony, and cleared out some or all of the cells
before discovering its queenlessness. In the
case of the cells in an upper story, with a
laying queen below, the age and vigor of the
queen would make a difference, the cells being more kindly treated if the queen was failing than if she was young and in full vigor.
After all, you did not do so very badly if you
got as many as 6 accepted out of 9 to 15, first
time trying.
I don't know how to account for as many as
half the young queens dying in the cells, unThey would
less it be that they were chilled.
hardly be chilled in the full colonies in which
they were started; but you say you cut out
the cells the 10th day, and I suppose you put
them in nuclei then, and if not centrally
located with a pretty good force of bees, a
cool night might have been accountable for
the mischief.
4 They may winter all right; although
there is a little danger that the bees may con-

water.

clude that one queen

probably not out of the way to say that
5 pounds of sugar will make the equivalent
of 7 pounds of honey, whatever the amount
of water used, provided there is no waste for
brood-rearing, wax-building, or any other
purpose. The amount used for brood-rearing
will vary
some colonies are done feeding
brood before Sept. 10, and 6ome are not; but
brood-rearing is not very heavy in any case
so late; and it may not be out of the way to
6ay that 5 pounds of sugar will result in 6
pounds of sealed stores. So your 15 pounds

%

When

moved from

is

enough.

It is

;

fed rapidly as you say, ought to
make something like 18 pounds of sealed
stores if, if the bees ripen it as it should be
ripened.
But that is hardly to be expected,
and the result will be very likely something
nearer 30 pounds of thin, unsealed stores.
of sugar,

1. I am building packing boxes of 1 inch
lumber large enough to hold 2 colonies. I
have allowed about a 5-inch space for packing on top of the hives and 3 inches on sides
and ends. The hives will be placed close to-

first

you will examine queenlarva? only 2 or 3 days old,
and of course you used larvse as young as
this, you will find that the cells are not half
or T ^ inch; so your cells were
as deep as
a queen is reunnecessarily deep.
them

1. I send some dead
brood. What is the
disease? and what is the best treatment for it?
2. I have read so many time6 about putting
a nucleus or colony by another hive, or doubling up, as on page 485. Won't the old fieldbees go back to the old stand?
Missouri.

allow me in this case to
3 questions without taking

Answers.— Please
answer your

Dead Brood-Uniting Bees

%

—

gether.

Queen-Rearing Experience

!

I have this season been trying the Doolittle
plan for queen rearing, but was not very
grafted 5 lots of cells in June
successful.
I
and July, from 9 to 15 each time, but never
more than 6 were accepted. The first time
was in the upper story of a very strong col-

ony; the second,

10

days later over the same

No Brood or Eggs
What is the reason my bees haven't a single mite of brood, nor any sealed brood? I
have overhauled IS colonies out of 20, and
Maine.
find no brood nor eggs.
letter is dated Sept 10, and
no brood of any kind was to be found then,
queens stopped laying on
that
the
means
that
or before Aug. 20. The easiest answer would
be to say that the colonies were queenless.
But under ordinary circumstances it is hardly
likely that 18 of the 20 colonies had become
queeoless, and as you 6ay nothing about the
queens it may be taken for granted that you
supposed queens were present. In the ab-

Answer.— Your

as

sence of fuller information I can only guess,
and 1 should guess that in August there was
such a severe dearth that the bees concluded
the season was over, and so gave up rearing
brood. Even when the queen has not yet
ceased to lay, the workers sometimes cease to
give the eggs proper attention, and nc brood
rood
If there was
is reared from them.
;;'
yield of honey through August, then
know what the trouble was.

.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

pressions concerning apiculture. Fruit-growfarmers, horticulturists, and in fact all of
us, are debtors to the honey- bee to an extent
that would be amazing if there were statistics
to show, or if it were possible to measure the
value of the service of these little creatures in fertilizing the bloom of the plants
ers,

The Southern

Bee-Keepers' Association

will meet in Atlanta. Ga., Oct. 11 and 12, 1906,
during the State Fair, on the Fair Grounds.

All interested are invited to attend.
J. J.

Judson Heard,
Wilder, Fres.

Sec.

and Treas.

and flowers, their work being always benefiand never injurious. And besides the
pollination of blossoms, which is so important
to mankind, the golden nectar of the bees is

cial

Good Prospects

for Fall Crop

Bees are doing well on

fall

flowers.

The

asters are just coming into bloom.
The prospect is good for a crop of honey in the valley
of the Mississippi.
Thos. M. Cherry.
Quincy, 111., Sept. 16.

Very Poor Honey Harvest
What

will our harvest be?
I count 430
pounds of comb honey (none extracted) up
to date, from 155 colonies of bees (100 spring
count). I will have to get a whole lot of
honey during September and October if the
bees are to pay for expenses, not to speak of
the labor put in. From what I learn, the
honey crop this season is from nothing to

very light in this part of the State. It
about time the price of honey should rise.
Sebastian Iselin.
Stockton, Calif., Sept. 11.

is

Satisfactory Honey Crop

My

honey crop was very satisfactory

year— 2700 pounds from 35
Cropper, Ky., Sept.

11.

this
colonies.
O. B. Montfort.

Fair Season— Reliable as the Tides
The season has been

a fair one, some colonies producing as high as 128 pounds of comb
honey. Bees have plenty of honey for their
winter's repose, and no frost yet.
The "Old Reliable " is as reliable as the
tides.
I seldom look for it in vain on Thurs-

day evening or Friday morning. It is aho
like well-kept honey— improves with age.
Nisbet, Pa., Sept. 14.
Grant Stanley.

Illinois anil Wisconsin.— The annual
meeting of the Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held at the Court House, in Rockford, 111.,
on Tuesday, Oct. 16, 1906. The meeting begins at 9 a.m. aud lasts all day. All interested
are invited to attend.
Cherry Valley, 111.

I am particularly interested, like other beekeepers, in non-6warming methods, hives, and
races of bees. The letters of Mr. McGuire,
of North Carolina, and Mr. Whitcomb, of
Oregon, describing a non-swarming race of
bees, attracted my special attention.
With
such a strain of bees in my possession I can
easily produce 100 pounds of comb honey per
colony in certain localities. Of course, I don't
care for the Davenport secret.
are told by the Bee-Keepers' Review to
import Italian queens from the South early
in the spring, and that the colony which has
the introduced queen will not swarm that
season. Non-swarming, Southern-bred German queens can be gotten much cheaper, and
to my mind they are the best honey-producers.
The Root strain of Italians and the Moore
strain are spoken of highly up here, but
queens from one Northern queen-breeder, and
one from the Sunny South, produced bees exceedingly quick-tempered. My private opinion is that they had some of the blood of the
Syrians or Cyprians in them.
My thanks are due to Mr. Erickson for his
timely letter describing his methods of getting bees into the supers.
Will some one tell me why bees swarm in
the raspberry regions of Northern Michigan?
Is it due to the fact ihat they are hybrids, or
16 it the locality?
Some say pure Italians and
blacks will not swarm so much. I shall be
glad to try the Aspinwall non-swarming hive
on the strain of bee6 we have here, when it is
ready for sale.
Geo. J. Moloney.
Wolverine, Mich., Aug. 8.

Kennedy,

Sec.

National in Texas.— The National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. 8, 9, and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other parts of the country.
Flint, Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
Missouri.

are invited to attend and to join the
Association.
Excellent hotel accommodations can be obtained at reasonable rates, or
board and lodging can be secured at 50 or 75
cents per day at private boarding houses, for
those who will write to Mr. Tribble, asking
him to arrange for them. There are over
41,000 bee-keepers in Missouri.
Let there be
1000 of them at Marshall, Oct. 2 and 3.
Robert A. Holekamp, Sec.
4263 Virginia St., St. Louis, Mo.
ers

—

Connecticut.
The Connecticut BeeKeepers' Association will hold it6 15th Fall
Convention in the State Capitol at Hartford,
Friday, Oct. 12, 1906, beginning at 10:30 a.m.
interesting

Arthur Smith,

J.

— The

annual meeting of the
Missouri State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held at the Circuit Court Room at Marshall, Mo., Oct. 2 and 3, 1906.
All bee-keep-

An

Non-Swarming Bees and Methods

B.

stored in cells of wax so delicately constructed and sealed that man is powerless to
counterfeit the exquisite workmanship, and
we are furnished with a medicinal, healthrestoring, health-preserving, predigested food,
which is always pure. It being a mechanical
impossibility to cap, or seal, honey in the
comb so as to deceive the public, there is no
Memartificial comb honey on the market.
bers and friends of the Association are kindly
Arthur
urged to send at once to Secretary J.
Smith, box 38, Hartford, lists of beekeepers
in their vicinity.
It is very much desired
that all bee-keepers in the State give the Association their personal support and influence, that its membership may be materially
increased, and thereby Its usefulness. The
membership fee is but 50 cents, which entitles
one to a special discount on bee-supplies.

of topics for discussion
has been arranged. All persons interested
are cordially invited to attend, as matters of
great importance are to be brought before the
meeting. Bee-keepers are invited to bring
something for the Exhibition Table anything
they may think will be of interest. The Association is not only seeking to promote scientific and practical bee-culture, but is aiming
to advance the interests of both producers
and consumers of honey by spreading truths
of general interest, and correcting false im-

To

Buffalo. N. Y.,

and return, via Nickel Plate Road, at
$13.00 for the round-trip, from Chicago,
on October 10th, 11th, 12th and 13th.
Return limit, October 19th, or by extension of ticket, October 29th. Firstclass equipment. Individual Club Meals
from 3 cents to SI. 00, served in Nickel
Plate dining-cais
also a la carte.
City
Mid-day Luncheon. SO cents.
5'

;

Ticket Office, 107 Adams St., Chicago.
'Phones Central 2057 and 6172.
29— ^9A2t

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The Monette Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings.
It is used by many bee-

list

—

Full printed directions
keepers.
mail it for
sent with each one.
as
25 cents; or will send it
a premium for sending us One
subscriber to the Bee Journal
}for a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

We

i

tising-,

and he

is."

FREE

New

flEOROE W. YORK
-

We

'* The
continuous advertiser
gets the bull, of the business,
ecause others are not adver-

Sec.

& CO.,

CHICAGO,

ILl*

Ten nessee= Bred Queens
All

from Extra=Select Mothers

3-band from Imported Dark Leather, Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. Goldens from
Laws, Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.

After April
Italians Before

July 1st

After July 1st

12
Untested
$ .75
Select Untested 1.00
Tested
1.50
Select Tested
2.00
.

I

4.00

5 00
8.00
10.00

!

7.50
9.00
15.00
18.00

15th.
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American Ttee Journal
Queens By Return Mail
Queens from our fine strain of 3-band Italians
will not disappoint you; bees are (reutle aud the
best of honey-gatherers.

SHAW &

W.

K.
LOREAUVILLE,

J.

Bee Journal

Mention

*

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

BEE-SUPPLIES

CO.

**

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

M IDS

YELLOW TO THE

TIP

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

Select Untested Queens, $1.

Tested
produce 5-

Queens, guaranteed to
banded bees, $2.50 each.
H. M.

Mention
If

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

BEESWAX WANTED

PARKER, JR.

JAMES ISLAND, S. C.
Bee Journal when writing:.

I

POLITICAL

*

Prompt
,\

Service.

Catalog Free.

;

My

large illustrated catalog

is

free.

I

Ol V ADIMTD IMCPAI
INT
UI\UEI\ UlO^UUNi
LAKLY
I~ i

upon THE
I

.-.

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
large shipments by freight, always being

Make small shipments by express
trade.
sure to attach your name to the package.
shall be glad to send it to you.

You Want to Keep Posted

GREATEST

Pouder "

Untested,

Iberia Co., LA.
when writing-.

SOLID GOLDEN

30Atf

to

Queens are large and

prolific, and every one guaranteed.
50c, $6 per doz. Tested, $i each.

19Atf

r

son's use.
order.

QUESTION

During September I will offer a discount
of 7 percent on Supplies for next seaIn October the discount will be 6 percent. Cash must accompany

WALTER

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave..

The Defender

I*l>.

mm

mw^

National Exponent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers, SO cents for one year.

the

POUDER
IIWIHANAPOLIS,

FERGUSON
Strhet, NEW YORK, N. Y.

WILLIAM

P. F.

Editor and Publisher
400

West

35Atf

23rd
Please mention the Bee Journal.

$13 to Buffalo and Return
from Chicago, on October 10th, 11th,
12th and 13th. via Nickel Plate Road.
Return limit from Buffalo, October
19th, or October 29th, by extension of
ticket.
Three through daily trains.
Vestibuled Pullman sleepers and Club
Meals from 35 cents to $1 00 in Nickel
Plate dining-cars also a la carte. No
excess fare charged on any train on
Nickel Plate Road.
Write John Y.
Calahan, General Agent, 107 Adams
St., Chicago, for further particulars
and reservation of berths. Telephones
28— 39A2t
Central 20S7 and 6172.
;

White Sweet Clover Seed
Clean, unhulled; one pound by mail, 25c;
six pounds bv express, -SI
$12 per hundred
:

pounds.
39A2t

Mention

E. GOODYEAK,
Drexel, Cook Co., III.
Bee Journal when wrltlinc.

W.

Queen-Button for Bee -Folks
This is a very pretty thing
a bee-keeper or honey-

for

seller to wear on his coatlapel.
It often serves to in-

troduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a
sale.

The picture shown herewith is a reproduction of a motto queen-button
that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It ha6
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by
mail, 6 cent6; two for 10c; or six for 25c. The
American Bee Journal one year and 4 buttons
Address all orders to
for $1.10.

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn Street,

"

It Is

-

CO.
CHICAGO, ILL

continuous advertising

that Impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

WHITR UNHULLED

SWEET CLOVER SEED
1

lb.,

25c;

»

lbs.,

prices on

lfx'-lb. lots,

3SA2t

L. A.

Mention

85c, postpaid.
or more.

Write for

SYVERUD, Canton,

Dee Journal

wlien

Dak.
writing.

Root's Goods in Michigan
Wi sellquote
yon prices on Sections, Hives,
Let us
Foundation, etc, as we can save jou time and
Beeswax Wantad lor Cash.
freiirnt.

S.

Mention

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich
Bee Journal when writing.
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and Caucasian

Italian

AND MCLEi

BEES, QUEENS,

Our Early-Order Discounts on

Choice home-bred and Imported stock.
All Queens
reared in full colonies.
Prices of Italians in JULY
<

BEE-SUPPLIES

AND AFTER:

One Untested Queen

Tested Queen
90
" Select Tested Queen 1 10
" Breeding Queen
1.65
1-comb nucleus (noqueen) .80
"
kt
u
1.40
2
"
"
"
3
2.00
1 Ud. Caucasian Queen, 1.25
"
1 Tested
"
1.75
Safe arrival guaranteed.
**

are now in effect. We furnish EVERYTHING needed in practical BeeCulture, at lowest prices.
We make the best-finished and substantial

SHIPPING = CASES

3a

!*?8
^

in free Shipping-Crates.

Our HONEY-EXTRACTORS

are not excelled for durability, fine workmanship, and practical utility.

Have you seen our
miss

it

until

latest

improved Champion Smoker

?

If not,

you

you get one.

money

Satisfaction guaranteed, or

KRETGHMER MFG.

back.

Bliffls.

Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Catalogs issued iu English or German

Bee Journal

Mention

when

Q
O
^
M
©
s
J)?

Address,

60., Council

.

For prices on larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens, send for free catalog.
J. L.
16Atf

204

Italian

and Caucasian Queens

6pecial discount is offered on all Queens
and Bees ordered to be delivered before the
Pure stock, pure
close of the season of 1906.

mating, and excellence in
Address,

ROBERT

B. McCAIN,
R. F.
YORK VILLE. ILL.

2Atf

oi Slightly

Damaged Goods

D.

better at any price.
Untested at 50c;
Discount
75c; Tested at 81. 00.

GRANT ANDERSON,
SABINA.L, TEXAS.

20Atf

MNGpj"i

)iLEc

Any bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
Supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
selected out after the fire.
list

grade guaran

teed.

Warranted at
on quantity.

Save 35 to 50 Percent on slightly damaged goods.
p
b
New Lewis Goods at 7 percent Discount g§g? Sn hone y?ackages.

|3p Send lotReduced Prices.

Iowa.

A

None

writins:.

Come or send and

25 to 50 percent reduction.

STRONG
St., Clarinda,

Logan

E.

Queens Now Ready to Mail

and Poultry Supplies

Fire Sale of Bee

$ .65

I

or

Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist
a brace to all other wires and
Closely

j

twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Pig-

lo select Ironi at

tight.

Every rod guaranteed.

Golden Italian or Red Clover Queens by return mail. Untested, 75c; Select UnFull Colonies in up-to-date hives, and
tested Queens, $1; Tested, $1.25; Select Tested, $2.25.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL

Nuclei, for sale.

Our Catalogue tells how Wire
Is made— how it is galvanized—
why some is good and some la
bad. Its brimful of fence facts.
You should have this Informa-

H. M.

ARND,

Proprietor,

Long Distance Telephone, North

prepaid, at lowest factory price.

mo

York Honey and Bee-Supply Co.
191 AND 193 SUPERIOR ST. CHICAGO,
(Not

and sold direct to farmer, freight

ILL.

1559.

(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)

tion.

Write for lttoday. IteFree.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
BoXJSi>

Mention

Dee Journal

MUNCIE. INDIANA.
when writing.

Moore's Long-Tongues

The Frisco
To

is

and Golden Queens

the Line

take to the Bee-Keepers' Convention.

Select Untested, 75c; 6 for $4; 12for87.50.
Tested, 81.25; 6 for $6; 12 for 811. Best
Breeders, 82.50. Safe arrival guaranteed,

First-

way. Through service from
Chicago to San Antonio with exception of change at
You run through the beautiful Ozarks
St. Louis.
over this scenic line to the Southwest. The conven
the
tion is held at San Antonio in November
is
just
the
time to see this
weather is delightful it
class equipment all the

-

;

W. H. RAILS, Orange,

Queens

great section at

its

..

For additional information

writei

I talia n

One Untested Queen, 50c; for 82.75. One
Tested Queen, 75a; 6 for 84.00. Safe arrival
guaranteed.

JOHN LEININGER
FT.

H.

RICHARDSON, General Passenger Agent,

CHICAQO, 'ILL..

JENNINGS, OHIO.

R.F.D. No.

4,

29Dtf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

THE AMERICAN FOOD LABORATORY
E. N. Eaton,

W.

Queens

Golden and Ijeather-Colored

;

bes f

Calif.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

29D6t

M.Sc, Chemist.

4 years State Chemist, Minnesota.

6 year6 State Analyst, Illinois.
1235-1248 Caxton Building,
384 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
Samples of Honey analyzed. Correspon-

dence

solicited.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

I
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Glows

for Handling

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Something New.
Something You Want.

WANTED-HONEY

Our specially prepared Gloves soften the
hands and prevent and cure chapped baud.-.
The fabric contains a preparation which pr<>
vents the jfloves from becoming hard and stiff
We furnish them without armlets or sleeves for

White Clover Extracted and Comb. Mail

sweeping, gardening or general housework, driving or outdoor work. They are just
the thing for driving in the rain, as theya>e
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night they
keep the hands soft and white.
All the points of excellence can not be hen
enumerated, but they never fail to give the
greatest satisfaction. To introduce them, we
will send by mail, or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
35
sizes large for men, small for ladies
using

in

sample and state lowest price expected, deWe pay cash on
Cincinnati.

livered in
delivery.

Let

—

Men's Gauntlets,

Ladies'
Ladies', unlined, for irearingat night or dur40
ing doing light housework
Early Order Discounts on Bee-Supplies (ex
cepting above and a few other articles) as fol

LABS,

4

'•

3
If

"

cash withordertefore Oct.
"
"
" Nov.
"
"
"
Dec.
"
"
" Jan.

1st
1st
1st
1st
Fct>. 1st

"
"
"
yon haven't our 190$ catalog, send for one
and a free copy of the American Bee Keeper
Address,
(50c a year.

THE W.
Mention

T.

FALCONER MFQ.

JAMESTOWN,

Bee Journal

CO.

N. Y.

when

writing.

RED CLOVERS and
For prices, refer to

lowt:—
7 percent for
"
6
•'
5

^"^ TTT^T^^Vfl
fjl
W.lYTX
Vf, U XiXilH

me

book your
Orde/for

35
35

fleece-lined

C.
Office

my

Chicago, Sept. 8.— The receipts of comb
honey are quite large and there is also a good

demand

for it, so that prices are well maintained at 15§)16c for No. 1 to fancy; anything
short of these grades is not selling freely and
ranges from lc to 3c per pound less; buckwheat, 12J4c; dark grades, 8#10c. Extracted,

white, 6J^@7Hc; amber, 6@7c; dark, 5&@6c.
Beeswax, 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Toledo, Aug. 20.— The market on honey has
not changed much since our last quotation.
Bee-keepers seem to be holding their goods expecting large prices. Fancy white comb brings
in a retail way 16@l7c; No. 1, 15@16c, with no
demand for dark. Extracted white clover, in
barrels and cans, brings 6$£@7c; but very little
has been offered as yet. Beeswax, 26(2 28c.

Griggs Bros.

Philadelphia,

Sept.

Walter S. Pocder.
20.— Comb honey has

been arriving quite freely and the demand is
quite brisk at this time. Prices seem to have
an upwa* 1 tendency. The outlook is for 6till
higher prices. We would advise parties who
have comb honey to ship, to send it in at once
and sell it while the demand is on, for September, October and November are big honey
mouths. Wequote: Fancy white romb honey,
16@18c; No. 1, 14<U)15c; amber. I2(a>14c. Fancy
white extracted, 8@9c; light amber, 7(5 8c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.
Wm. A. Selser.

New York, Aug. 18.— There is a good demand for new crop comb honey, but arrivals
are very small as yet, and will continue so for
a week or two to come. Wequote fancy white
at 15c; No. 1 white at 14c; No. 2 white at 12c; it
Exis too early as yet for dark or buckwheat.
tracted is in good demand at 6%@7c for white,
6c for light amber, and 5@5!^c for dark. Southern, common average grade, 50@55c per gallon;
better grades at 60@65c. Beeswax firm at 30c.

HlLDRETH & SRGELKBN

catalog, page 29.

Cincinnati, July 21.— We are having new
to arrive and it finds ready ^ale;
fancy white at 14Hc; and No, I at 1354c. Ertracted, white clover, in barrels, at 7i^c; in
cans, 8^c; amber, 5V^5Mc beeswax, 30c.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

WANTED

comb honey

H.W. Webbr.
Denver, July 30.— Some small lots of new
comb honey coming in now; crop promises to
be light. At the present we are selling No. I
white at $3.25 per case of 24 sections; No.

We

wax

2 at $3.

are paying 24: per pound for clean yellow
delivered here.

The

Colo. Honey-Producers* Assn.

To buy

for ca6h,

white comb, 24-section cases,

New

extracted, 6@6J£c.

$3;

Beeswax,

C C.

No.

2 t $2.75.

25c.

Clemons &

Co.

Cincinnati, Sept. 18.—The demand for comb
honey is good; fancy and No, 1 selling freely
at I5@lt>c; lower grades not wanted at any
price. The market on extracted honey is quiet,
as quantities remain unsold from last season.
We quote amber at 5J4@7c, according to quality.
Fancy extracted white clover at 7H " 8c.
We are paying 29<" 30cfor choice yellow beeswax free from dirt. The Fred W. Moth Co.
1

1

Fancy Comb and Extracted

R. A.

Honey.
31A13t

HOLEKAMP,

4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When

consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

Kansas City, Sept. 10.— Receipts of both
comb and Extracted honey are light at present
and the demand is good. We quote: No. 1

III.

WANTED

To

hear from parties with their lowest cash
price, del'vered here, for fancy comb honey in
no-drip shipping-cases; also extracted honey.
We are cash buyers, and remit on receipt of
goods.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

27Atf

51

Walnut

St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

WANTED
TO BUY AT TOP PRICES
WHITE CLOVER MONEY,
both

Indianapolis, July 28.— Fancy white comb
brings ldfalTc readily; No. 1, white, 2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring Sfa9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

TEI,

H.W.WEBER™

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

C.

£)cmey anb
* 33eestpax*

bred in separate apiaries,

tbeGOLDEN
O
LOWS, CARMIOCAUCASIANS.

It

lowest price, and

C. M. Scott
•J'.iAtf

all

8

about

it,

^
'£

I

Extracted.
it is

put up, and your

in first letter.

Co., Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.

HMil East

Wash.

1 HONEY!
'£
'£

Comb and

you have any write at once, saying how much you have, how

-Catalog Free-

Street, 1\I>1 AVVIMM.IW.

MD.

HONEY! HONEY!

Have you any

to sell?

If so, see us be-

We

pay highest Market
Price for both Comb and Extracted
Honey also Beeswax.
fore

selling.

—

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe

...

Street, Toledo, Ohio

^.
^!

^
^!

|

.
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«

DADANT'S FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Loss.

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE-SUPPLIES of kinds.
Beeswax Wanted
all

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

at all
times

.

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

I
^SiSiililSiiiiiiiSiiiliiiM^SiiiHiiiSiiKliiSWi

WE WILL BUY

SIX

m
Si>
six

I
is
s»x

so*

1
P
i
1

New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

If you have a crop to
in any quantity.
write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.

dispose

of,

WE WILL SELL

'six

to Bee-Keepers,

grades Honey.

whose crop

Let us know

you.

m
||j

§

is

not large enough to supply their trade, various
your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

BEESWAX
We

when

are in the market to buy

you have any to

Beeswax

at any time of the year.

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265 & 267 Greenwich Street

-

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

§

46th Year

OCTOBER

4,

1906

THIRTYTWO PAGES

Number 40

-

826

Oct.

4.

1906

American Ttec Journal

we

ManuTacture

No-Drip. Basswood
PUBLISHED WEEKLY BT

334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

Polished on both

We can

III.

section.

As

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
PRICE of this Journal Is
THE SUBSCRIPTIONUnited
States, Canada, ana

a year, in the
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union. 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indicates the
end of the month to which your subscription is pa'.d.
For instance. " dec06 " on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December. 19u6.
SUBSCRIPTION RBCEIPTS.-We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

$1.00

Time Discounts.

Space Discounts.
100 lines... 5 per cent
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Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
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3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration or

furnish them in single or car-load lots to

a special offer,

we

for
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NOT
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any number or

style of

you 25 cases to hold 24 sections, complete
Write for prices on larger quantities.

sell

at $4 00.
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in the

Our Catalog

apiary.

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Nicollet Island, No. 33,

FENCE SHE?

Queens Now Ready to Mail

Made of High Carbon colled wire. We
have no agents. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.

Untested at 50c;
better at any price.
Warranted at ?5c; Tested at $1.00. Discount
on quantity.

None

We pay all freight.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
BOX eg
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

SA.BINAL, TEXAS.

20A.tf

Catalog shows 37

styles and heights of farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buy direct. Write today

GRANT ANDERSON,
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THAT THE SALE OF

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
Has

increased so

much

that

we were

in order to

There

is

a Reason for This

fill

forced to double our melting capacity
orders promptly?

— It

transi arent,

is because Dittmeb's Foundation
and has the natural odor of beeswax.

is

tough, clear, and

A?ents for Dittmer's Foundation:

W. D. Soper.
will send for 2 yrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 40c a year. F. C.is a wkly., 25
years old, 1,300 pages a year. Sample free.
FARMER'S CALL, QuinCy,JJL

if

fit

the standard sizes on hand.

can furnish you with anything you need

%3T If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
nblishers of the American Bee Journal.

65c

will

Paper and Glass,

honey.

stamps taken— we

all

Prompt Shipment and Satisfaction Guaranteed

,

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer
N. E. France, Platteville, Wia.
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Covers and bottoms are of One Piece. Everything
and a better case cannot be had at any price.

on the market to-day.

GEORGE W. YORK 8 COMPANY
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Bee & Honey

Ja:kson, Mich.
Beeville,

Co.,

Our warenouse

s

Tex
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E.H.Taylor,
E. Grainger &

Welwyn
Co.,

well stocked with all kinds ol Bee-Keepers'
Beeswax lalways wanted.

QUS D1TTMER.

Supplies.

Augusta. Wis.

We
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Station, Herts, Eng.

Toronto, Ont., Canada.

will

stamp
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Extracted
your Cans

Honey"— FREE
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National Bee-Keepers'
Write us.
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Now

is

the time

TO BUY

FRICTION TOP CANS

FOR HONEY AND SYRUP
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Canners Can Co.
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American Bee Journal
Novelty Pochet-Hnife
Gold Fountain Pen

Bargains

All
for

$3.00

in

Second-hand

Machinery^ Tanks
35-h.-p. Steam Engine.
Steam Pump.
Lot of Shafting, Hangers, Pulleys,
Lot or Steam l'ipes, Valves, etc.
1 Large Butter-Mixer.
1
100-gal. Churn.
2 Iron Cream-Coolers.
l

1

1

16-ft. bbl. Skids'.

3

Wooden Vats— 8

50-ft.

Heavy

1-in.

etc.

to 16-ft. long, each.

Hose.

MET ALi TANKS
with wood-jacket),

75-gal., 300-gal. (metal
400-gal. and 500-gal.

(This cut

is

the full size of the Knife.)

For particulars, address,

(Name and Address on one

Your Name on

the Knife.

191

Superior

mention

side.)

CHICAGO, ILL.

St.,

Bee Journal

when

writing.

— When

ordering, be sure to say
and address you wish put on the Knife.

what name

just

Three Bees on the other

side

ARND,

H. M.

NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE
—
The Novelty Knife

is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the
handle. It is made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as
transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the
handle is placed the name and residence of the owner, and on the
other Bide pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as shown here.

Worker

The Material

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English
razor-steel, and we warrant every blade.
It, will last a life-time, with
proper usage.

best quality

;

the Novelty Knife? — In case a good knife is lost,
owner will never recover it but if the " Novelty "
is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it.
If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so
fortunate as to have one of the "Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will

Why Own

the chances are the

;

serve as an identifier and,
be notified of the accident.
;

Queen

in case of death,

your relatives

will at

once

— We

How

send it postpaid for
to Get this Valuable Knife.
$1.25, or club the Novelty Knife and the American Bee Journal for one
year both for $2.00.
(Allow two weeks for Knife order to be filled.)

—

SOLID GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN
we have found
The manufacturers

a good Fountain Pen that is reasonable in
of this pen say that if you pay more than
$1.25 for other fountain pens, it's for the name.

Finally

price.

absolutely guaranteed to work perfectly, and give satisfaction.
The Gold Nibs are 14 kt., pointed with selected Iridium.
T ne Holders are Para Rubber, handsomely finished. The simple feeder
gives a uniform flow of ink. Each pen is packed in a neat box, with
directions and Filler.

This pen

Drone

We

— Never Go Out

§ -«And last from 6 to

is

u

size

Gold Fountain Pen

for only $1.25, or for $2.00 we will mail it and the
weekly American Bee Journal for a whole year.
Sample
copy
of the American Bee Journal free; trial trip of three months (13 copies)
JSF"
Address all orders to
for 20c ; regular yearly price, $1.00.

mail this

GEORGE

Yi.

YORK 8

CO.,

A
AiiApric
\xu<jl,li;->

floe Honey-Gathering Strain of
i ta ii ans an d Carniolans, at 75 cents
3 for $2; 6 for $3.£0; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

each

;

GEORGE

17A26t

138 N.

OOC

TOr

etatnps

taken— we

W,

BARNES,

Pleasant

St.,

send $1.20 to

Norwalk, Ohio

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal .,

\£ NameS

in Capons
Caponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free instructions

Big Profits

334 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,

12 fanners and 15csend for 2 vrs. the Farmer's
Call— reg. sub. price 4<ic a year. F. C. is a wkly., 25
a
years old, 1.3U0 pages year. Sample free.
FAKMER'S CALL,, Quincy, 111.
will

for his
44

Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount* to the Trade.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

[CAPON

TOOLS

r

what we are making' for our customers.

— DOVETAILED

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES
We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.
THE riARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ CO., Harshfield, Wis
Mention

Bee

Journal

when

writing.

postpaid $2.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
French Killing KnifeoOc
ICapon Book Free.

G. P. Pining & Ron,
Meuduu JJee Journal

Philadelphia, Pa,

wlitu

%%

ruing.

The Rietsche Press
Made of artificial stone. Practically indestructible, and giving entirely satisfactory reComb foundation made easily and
sults.
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom

the dealers.

with order.

Price of Press, $1.50— cash
Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,

And Prompt Shipments
Is

K"

21 years
re
Otisvillh, Pa., Jan. is, 1904.
Dear Sir:— I have tried almost everything in
the smoker line; 3 In the last 3 years. In short
If I want any more smokers your new style la
good enough for me. I thank the editor of Review for what he said of it. Those remarks Induced me to get mine.
Fred Fodnbr.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.
W1,G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that

45Atf

" he

prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
-rather than do without it." A. G.

Mention

—

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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American Ttee Journal
Does it sometimes appear to you that you should save a small percentage by ordering- your bee-supplies from the
firm quoting the lowest price ? Notice what Mr. Tough says about preferring ours at our price rather than have the
goods he received, even if they had cost him nothing. Our goods and prices are right.
Yours very truly,
A. I.
CO.
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Get your order off at once and claim our 7 percent Ssptember early-order cash discount. If you can't make up your
specifications to-day send along your remittance to cover approximately your needs, and claim the discount, and let
your order follow by later mail. If you want goods to the amount of $50 remit us only $46.50. Other amounts in proporClaim the benefit of the discount when your remittance is sent. Send orders and remittances either to our home
branch offices, or jobbing agents. Notice list of names of principal dealers in last issue of this paper.
Dealers at remote points can not always make the same prices and discounts that we do at Medina, but are able to
do so in many cases. Correspond with such dealers direct on these matters.
tion.

office,
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Keeping Queens for a Short Time
sometimes happens that one may wish to
keep a number of queens for a week or more.
Generally there will be no trouble in keeping
a queen in a shipping-cage a week or so, there
being enough candy present for that purpose,
if the cage be kept in a cool, dark place with
pure air. For a longer time, one would naturally think of giving the cages to a queenless colony, and in some cases that has been

a very good one for extracted honey, but poor
for comb honey.
W. D. Sopek.

It

successful, but so experienced

H.

Laws says

in the

a

man

as

W.

Canadian Bee Journal:

I lost the larger part of 40 queens once
caged in the upper story of a queenless hive,
the bees selecting a few, which they nursed
and fed up to the egg-laying degree, while the
others they treated as strangers, tormenting
and pulling at them through the screen,
where I found them dead a few days later.
The be6t success I have known in keeping
laying queens outside of the nucleus hives
from which they were mated, was by placing
them on unfinished sections of honey, placing
a solid board on one side and a wire screen on
the other, with a little wad of queenless bees
to each queen.
In this way I have kept them
confined in a perfectly healthy condition until
the brood from each queen reared in the sec-

tion

was hatching.

•
Some Heavy Combs

of

Honey

On page 769, Mr. W. D. Soper reported that
he had harvested 93 pounds of honey in 11
combs, and said, " If there is any other beekeeper who can show a greater weight of
honey in 11 combs, I would like to hear from
him." One of the Bee Journal family having
made a request to that effect, Mr. Super has
kindly furnished these particulars:
In answer to your inquiry about heavy
combs, I will say the size of the frame is 10x12
Most of the tombs were
inches inside.
bulged— about 2 inches thick. The hive is 22
inches inside. It is an old " Michael " hive

It

should here be said that this explanation

was not necessary in reality, for all that Mr.
Soper wanted to know was whether any one
had secured 11 combs of greater weight, no
matter what the size or proportion of the
combs. It must be confessed, however, that
without the additional information given,
one is at a loss to know whether there is
something unusual about the size of the
frame, or whether the combs are of unusual
thickness. If, for instance, the combs were
lOxlS inches,
greater thickness would be
necessary to make 11 combs weigh 93 pounds.
In reality, the combs were smaller than those
in the Langstroth frame, being 10x12, inside
measure, and spaced nearly 2 inches from
center to center. No matter, however, what
the size of frame or thickness of comb, the
question is, Who has secured more than 93
pounds of honey in 11 combs*

m

Co-operation

Among

Bee-Keepers

We

have received the following from Arthur
C. Miller, of Rhode Island^ in response to an
editorial recently published in

334 Dearborn

the American

Bee Journal

Editor York:— The editcial on page 733,
bespeaks an imperfect conception of the scope
and form of the present co-operative movement among bee-keepers, commonly called
the "Independent Movement."
Perhaps I
may be permitted to give your readers a little
light on the subject.
For several years bee-keepers have felt that
certain individuals, directly or through papers
or corporations controlled by them, have been
working against the bee-keepers' best interests.
The straws became heavy timber, and
the honey-producers proceeded from 'rumbling to action. Individuals cast about for
local sources of supplies, societies tried to

Street.

Vol.

XLVI— No. 40

buy for their members, individual and associated effort was made to get honest honeymarket reports and accurate knowledge as to
crops.
Unrest spread all over the country
until finally at theSt. Louis convention, action
was taken looking to the formation of a
' Honey-Producers' Exchange of America."
Before this new body (to be composed solely
of honey-producers, and excluding all interested in the manufacture or sale of supplies)
could be organized, there sprang into being
in Chicago, a "Honey-Producers' League."
This latter body was ostensibly for much the
same purpose as the Exchange previously referred to. Owing to the fact that among the
organizers were representatives of supply
firms and trade papers, and men who did not
have the confidence of the honey-producers,
the League was looked upon with suspicion,
and, finally, instead of winning the confidence
of the bee-keepers, aroused their anger and
hastened action among themselves.

The Editor has called this action " co-operation," but it is not co-operation in the commonly accepted meaning of that term. In
some instances local societies acting alone;
in others, the county societies of a State acting together, have sought and secured special
prices for supplies for their members. The
goods may be purchased in nearly any quantity, and are ordered and paid for by the inThe co-operative part, if, will be
dividual.
noted, extendsonly to securing special prices,
not to pooling of funds or any other of the
forms of co-operative concerns. It is at once
positive in its results, and free from opportunity of internal dissension over financial
matters. It possesses immense and growing
strength, in that beingor becoming a member
of one of the modernized societies secures to
the individual special discounts and opporSo long as he is for and with his
tunities.
fellow members, he can remain in the society
and secure the same benefits as the rest, but
if he works against them, then his 60journ
with them is certain to be decidedly unpleasant, even if he is not expelled; and, if he
leaves, he forfeits his right to participate in
the various benefits. There is every reason
for a bee-keeper to become a member of and
work with and for the society, and no inducement to work against it, unless he is so venal
as to accept pay from some manufacturer or
publisher.
The various societies are taking up different
plans for the obtaining of special prices, gathering information, conducting investigations,
and, in a few cases, joint buying and selling.
Together with a firm determination to run
their own affairs, there is a spirit of cheer and
hopefulness that bodes well for the future
progress and success of the craft.

Arthur

C.

Miller.

be noticed that Mr. Miller starts out
by 6aying that the editorial on page 733, " bespeaks an imperfect conception " of what he
It will

call6

the

"

Independent Movement."

It

is

—

;

'

:

830
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hardly correct to speak of an " imperfect conception " where there is no conception at all

movement was not spoken of in
the editorial mentioned, was not hinted at,
and, indeed, was not in mind at all.
for the said

On

the other hand, Mr. Miller will pardon
the opinion that his conception of " The

Honey-Producers' League"

He

perfect.

the

same

says

it

is

somewhat

was ostensibly

purpose as

the

for

im-

much

contemplated

" Honey-Producers'

The purpose

of

Exchange of America."
the Exchange was to handle
The purpose of the League

the honey crop.
was to get before the public such literature as
would benefit honey-producers, but with no
thought of handling a pound of honey nor
bee-supplies. There was plenty of time to
organize the Exchange before the League was
mentioned, and there was just as good opportunity after, for so long as the League had no
thought of handling honey or bee-supplies in
any way, it is incomprehensible how it could

hinder the work of the Exchange by giving
the Exchange free advertisements.
It may also be said in passing, that equally
imperfect was the conception that the League

was

in

any way

with the National
Association.
The National had no publicity
department, nor did it contemplate anything
of the kind. The League was occupying
ground hat no other organization occupied,
and was not in competition with anything.
in

conflict

I

Instead of being
National,

in

any way a damage to the

has put into the treasury of the
latter some $1400 to be used for the benfit of
bee-keepers in general. Perhaps Mr. Miller
right

is

it

saying that the action of the

in

League was not co-operation in the commonly
accepted meaning of that term, for the number that were willing to co-operate was so
small that it certainly could not be called cooperation on a large scale, the result being

men paid some $1400 to be used for
the benefit of the whole.
that a few

Mr. Miller says the League was looked upon
with suspicion, because among the organizers
were representatives of supply firms and trade

men who do not have the confidence of the honey-producers.
It may be
pertinent to inquire whether suspicion may
not attach to the movement Mr. Miller champions, and on the same ground. Its chief
advocate is a trade paper published by a supply firm, Mr. Miller being one of its editors,
and it would be nothing unnatural if there
should be those who might inquire whether
the present move is one altogether of beekeepers.
In any case, the American Bee
Journal, having no connection with any supply firm, and interested in supply firms only
as they are of interest to bee-keepers, is ready
to hail any movement that will advance the
papers, and

interests of bee-keepers, only so that it be
convinced that the movement is honestly in

that direction.

ready 6ale at
at

The San Antonio National Convention, as most of our readers know,
held Nov.

and

So

is

to

be

about 5 weeks
until the meeting.
A letter received from the
Texas Committee of Arrangements, informs
us that they have secured a new, up-to-date
8, 9,

10.

it is

hotel for the bee-keepers' headquarters. It is
the Grand Central, its rates being 50 cents per

night for lodging, and meals 25 cents each.
Several " extras " are being planned by the
committee, one of which is a trolley ride, and
the other a Mexican 6Upper.
(No doubt the
latter will contain some " hot stuff.")
Market Hall has been secured for holding the
sessions of the convention.

As before mentioned

in

these columns, a

special car of

bee-keepers is being planned to
from Chicago the forenoon of Nov. 6,
arriving in San Antonio the morning of Nov.
S.
The round-trip rate from Chicago will be
$25, with berth two nights for $4.25 extra.
start

All

who

company

will be

able to join the special car
should write us for descriptive cir-

culars showing points of interest along the
route, and also let us know in time so that we
can reserve berths in the car. We will arrive
in St.

Loui6 the evening of the 0th, where a
of bee-keepers are planning to get

number

aboard.

From

St.

Louis the route

b
down through Indian Territory. Some have
objected to passing through New Orleans, but
the special car will not go anywhere near New
will

Orleans.

work

A

I

Correction.— C.

P.

Dadant

refers to

word

in

" No.

— Dadant

the omission of a

Methods

IS.

of Honey-Production," as follows:

" Page 800, middle column, second paragraph, should read, Some apiarists hold that
'

goud queen-ceils,' etc. Otherwise I seem to
make an absurd statement, for we know that
colonies rear queen-cells whenever they are
queenless."

Mr. W. H. Root,

of Carroll,

Nebr., and

part of his apiary are pictured on the

page this week. Mr. R. wrote
sending the photograph

thus

first

when

I enclose a picture of myself and part of my
apiary. My real object in the picture was to
show the 3-year-old plum tree in full bloom,
which was a fair sample of about 100 trees in

an adjoining yard or orchard.

W.
Jlr. C. P.

Dadant

H. Root.

received a postal card

Frank Benton, dated at Agra,
British India, Aug. 2. He announced his departure for Manila shortly. Agra is at the
eastern extremity of Rajpoutana Province, in
Central India. Mr. Benton will surely bring
back with him very interesting apiarian experiences, an account of which we will hope
recently from

have the privilege of placing before our

readers.

•

The

Irish Bee Journal recently devoted a page to the Editor of the American
Bee Journal, under the title of " Workers in
the Field of Bee-Literature." As an editcr,
Mr. Digges evidently appreciates the work on
a weekly like the American Bee Journal as
few others would, for he says:

"To prepare and issue every week in the
year such a publication as the American Bee
Journal, constitutes an
amount of work
which can admit of few intervals for personal
correspondence.
'

Well, there

considerable to do, and so

is

there are practically no vacations for the edi-

Any

bee-keepers north and east of Chicago
no doubt, be glad to be one of the carload
that expects to start from here Nov. 6.
We
will be pleased to do whatever we can to reserve berths and arrange for a pleasant trip
for all who can go on the special car.
will,

3Ir.

I

send shows, in addtion
to the apiary, my mother, sister, little brother
and myself. In the background is our country garden, and heavy timber on a creek. We
usually have a honey-flow from cotton the
first of July.
J. H. McGcffin.

to

Miscellaneous
flews - Items

12).. cents per pound.
bees noons and on rainy days.

my

The picture which

Harold Hornor,

associate of

Wm.

A. Selser, the well-known honey-man of Philadelphia and New York City, dropped in to
see us recently. He was on a Western trip,'

honey producers and dealers. The
kind of honey they bottle seems to be very

visiting

tor of a

weekly

work

very

is

faithful

and

bee-paper.

However, the

pleasant, especially with

efficient assistants

so fortunate to have in

the

which we are

and out of our

office.

Not the Honey-Comb Kind
Stern Lady— " Why don't you lazy hoboes
emulate the busy bees'"
Sandy Pikes "Ah, lady, we do emulate
the busy bees."
Stern Lady " In what way, pray I"
Sandy Pikes—" Why, ain't we always fill-

—

—

ing cells?"

Chicago Daily News.

scarce.

The Apiary of
Mart, Tex.,

is

The Ohio Farmer,

J.

H. McGuffin,

shown on the

first

page.

of

When

sending the photograph, Mr. G. wrote as
lows:

fol-

I am interested in bees, and love the work
and the " old reliable " American Bee Journal, which is my guide to success.
I
had
only 9 colonies thai had gathered 500 pounds
of horsemint honey by June 30, which finds a

one of the leading
farm papers of this country, we
offer in connection with the American Bee
Journal, both for one year, for $1.35. A sample copy of the Ohio Farmer may be had by
sending the request to Cleveland, Ohio. All
orders for subscriptions on this combination
rate of $1.35 for the two should be mailed to
the office of the American Bee Journal.

weekly

—
Oct.

;

1906

4,

American Ttec Journal
We

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

Texas Then and
Out

in the

And on

My mind
And

Now

wild woods of Texas,

its

far-stretehed plain.

has often sauntered.

bright memories return again.

With wild beasts growling, feathered fowl,
coyotes' howling, and hoot of owl

The

With stretches of nectared flowers,
And lofty, mighty forest trees,
In which instead of new-fangled hives,
Lived most of Texas' honey-bees.
But that was in the by-gone past
Texas has changed, and is changing fast.

Texas Bee-Keeping- 27 Years

Ago

Braunsfels, Tex.

;

but some had what they called patented hives of their own get-up and
make, and they were complicated affairs, to be sure.
Many of them had
to be torn completely
up
to
be
"robbed," but the movable-frame
hive had become recognized, and many
of the progressive bee-keepers were
using them, but not extensively. Beekeeping was to be a part of our occupation when we located. So we had our
eyes open to the industry, and saw a
great future for it, and finally got a
bargain in a lot of bees in Wood
County, rented a small farm, and, as
we thought, settled for awhile, at least.
Our stay was not so long as expected, for we had a severe cyclone
in which we came near losing our lives
losing all our supplies and part of our
stock and our little apiary, which was
located near a branch on a hill-side,
was completely covered with logs,
tree-tops and rubbish, so much so that
we never saw even a piece of a hive,
and but few stray bees. This was the
first and last apiary we ever owned in
Texas, but many of our neighbors had
bees, and were glad to get us to look
after them, which paid both them and
us well.
We pulled up stakes that fall and
started out on the march again. We
were not discouraged, and expected to
locate again. Bees were well scattered
in many portions of the State.
Nearly
every farmer had an apiary of some
size, and the forest was full of beetrees.
The bees were so furious that
many of the hives had never been
robbed, and the bee-trees were old and
rich. Cutting these, hunting and fishing, was the sport of our traveling, and
well does the writer remember the
many sleigh-loads of nice honey we
pulled from the thick forest. Whereever we saw bees on the farms we were
most sure of the job of taking their
honey. For this we would take in exchange, corn, chickens, meat, so much
money, or a certain part of the honey,
which we sold along the road.
;

;

The incidents of my boyhood days
are fresh in my memory, and it is with
much pleasure that I write something
of bee-keeping' in the grand old State
of Texas 27 years ago the land that
comes the nearest to flowing with milk
and honey.
Permit me to say that I am glad that
I was reared, as I was, in Texas.
We
left Georgia to make that well-reported
State our home, and so well were we
pleased, and so bright did the prospects become the farther we penetrated
the land, that we went as far as we
could by railroad but railroad facilities in Texas at that time were very
poor. So we concluded to buy a large
ox-wagon, and a large yoke of oxen,
and take the country in. We also
bought a good wagon-dog, and pulled
out. Thus we traveled from place to
place for 4 years and 5 months, most
of the time in Texas, hunting and fishing but sometimes we would stop for
a month or so, and work to raise some
cash to tide us on. Sometimes we were
alone; then, again, there would be 50
or more wagons with us.
Many were the incidents that happened along our travels, but the most
noted ones were coming in contact
with wild animals.
It would often
happen that we would have to cook
meats after dark in the desolate sections, and they would come up howling
and growling with hunger, and stare
at us with their eyes looking like balls
of fire. Often they would crowd us so
close that we would be compelled to

—

;

;

move

New

on.

But I started to write something of
what we saw and experienced of beekeeping along our travels.
The bee-industry in Texas at that
time was not receiving much attention. Log gums were having their day,

We

cut a bee-tree for an old gentlethe name of Rush, sawing it
off below and above the entrance, nailing on bottom and top, and carried it
to his house, setting it up in his yard.
Afterwards we received a letter from
him, saying the colony had cast 7
swarms, and that he saved 6 of them and
had taken off a barrel of honey that
season.
We hived a swarm for an old gentleman by the name of Williams, who had
about 40 colonies under 2 large peachtrees in his back yard. The bees had
settled in the top of one of these trees,
and were giving him no little trouble.

man by

hived the bees, throwing a rope
over a small fork in the top of the tree,
drawing the hive up and letting it
swing just over the bees. We remained
with him until nearly night, taking off
honey. We got all we could out of the
job and pulled out, leaving instructions
for him to loosen the rope and let the
bees down that night. Afterwards we
received a letter from him stating that
he forgot to let the bees down, the hive
got heavy, split the limb off, fell on
top of two other hives and tore them
all up
also that he and his family
were confined in his house for 2 days
(except at night), and that his large
herd of cattle and other stock he had
penned near the bees, broke out, and
some of them he had not even heard of.
We traveled on, prospecting and
doing all the work among the bees we
could. Often we would find well-caredfor apiaries, and in some sections
many men enthusiastic over bee-keeping. But there were drawbacks to the
industry, nearly total honey-failures
resulting in a lot of feeding. Transportation was very poor, and in most
sections the market no better. Most of
the county-seats consisted of only a
few families with 1 or 2 stores. A
large shade-tree with 2 or 3 punching
benches was the Courthouse, or a huge
loghouse, or something no better. So
the market was indeed poor. Besides,
there was plenty of wild honey from
the woods.
Mother Nature has greatly enriched
portions of Texas with a vast amount
of honey-plants. At the same time,
men have done their part, and both
have made it the greatest honeycountry. Oh, that we had men with
as much grit and faith in the bee and
honey industry all over the South
J. J. Wilder.
Cordele, Ga.
!

The above recalls to the mind of the
many an incident relative to the

writer

bee-keeping industry in some of the
lesser populated districts of the great
L/one Star State, even at a later date
than that given by Mr. Wilder. Even
15 years ago, there were many places
where just such things prevailed as
are given in Mr. Wilder s narrative.
The object in giving this narrative
at this time is that it seems to be quite
opportune and " in season," since the
time of the meeting of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association at San Antonio is close at hand. It is given for a
purpose, to show our Northern and
Eastern friends, coming from the older
settled States, the newness of our
State of Texas in the bee-keeping industry. Those were the times of the
six-shooter and the bowie-knife, but
the country is much more civilized now
than many of the " tenderfeet " might
expect.

When the National Bee-Keepers' Association comes Texasward, it will
see a new country things may look
"wild and woolly," but at the same
time, my dear friends, Texas is making
She has a
great strides forward.
bright future. The Texans are also
proud of the State. As a honey-producing State, it has forged its way
steadily to the front, and, with further
development, the industry will improve. I am only saying these things
so that strangers may be informed a
;

little

ahead, you see.
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busy — " said Gilpin,

Our
Emma

P.S.

M. Wilson, Marengo,

Our English Sisters

bees in

More than one of these floats
are needed, as they get water-logged.
To use sticks of fire-wood, a la Dr.
Miller, would be all right if one had
Fire-wood is a scarce article
them.
What would you think of cornhere.
cobs for summer fuel ?
Right now my bees are enjoying a
good heartsease honey-flow. They are

Woman

Bees Attack a

A swarm of

111.

holes.

Again the sisters seem to be taking
their full part in England. Recently,
as recorded in the British Bee Journal,
after an examination for certificates as
experts, there were granted by the
British Bee-Keepers' Association 32
third-class certificates, and of these 23
were to women. Strange to say, not
one married woman was in the lot.

Oak Park improved

am

I'/'

"

—

I

am

sending you a few seeds

Sticks of flre-wood for watering bees
are now out of date here. Cork -chips
have been used the past summer with
immense satisfaction, covering the entire surface, and never becoming waterlogged. I am sure you would like them.
Thanks for the seed of yellow sweet
clover. It is quite possible that it may

We have
be 4 weeks earlier here.
never had it, and never thought we
cared for it
but this year we have
changed our minds, for white clover
has failed utterly to yield, and the yellow sweet clover might have been more
;

obliging.

'anadian

a

shining hour yesterday by taking possession
of the kitchen of Mrs. Earl U. Dodds, who
was in the kitchen, and the bees objected to
her presence. She was attacked by the full
strength of the Honey-Makers' Union, and
stung severely on the arms and shoulders. A
policeman was summoned, and with head
covered, he groped his way into the kitchen,
where he 6moked the invaders out with sulphur. Chicago Daily.

Heedo]
^s

—

statement had been
made that a careful count showed the
number of bees in question to exceed a
million, and that in the space of an
hour after entering the kitchen, they
built a comb 6 feet long and 4 feet
wide, one might not be able to prove
to the satisfaction of all that such a
thing never happened but at the same
time there is no law compelling belief
of such a statement, and without subjecting oneself to criminal prosecution,
one may be allowed to indulge in mild
doubts as to the truth of the statements
really made.

So

of the yellow sweet clover, thinking,
perhaps, you or Dr. Miller might care
He told an into experiment with it.
quirer lately about its being 2 weeks
earlier than the white kind. It is .;
A. L<. A.
"in this locality."

Hee-Keepiii
Conducted by

'

(Mrs.) A. h. Amos.
Comstock, Nebr., Aug. 24.

Conducted by Morlbt Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont.

If the additional

;

Watering Bees— Yellow Sweet Clover

Dear Miss Wilson

:

— You

ask

me

in regard to my practise of watering
bees. I certainly do warm the water
for them in early spring, when what
they would naturally find is icy. I
winter my bees on the summer stands,
and brood-rearing goes on very early.
I have opened hives in January to see
what was doing, and found brood in
all

examined.

Repressing the Swarming Impulse by Changing the
Brood

bees do not drown.
Later in the season I use, in addition
to the fountain, a large jar of salted
water, with a float bored full of auger-

The time

Feeding of Bees
for fall feeding is right

and a little bit of personal experience might be in order.
For years we extracted from supers
here,

On page 753, Mr. Hasty says " W.
T. Brite's idea that young larvae on
:

the outside of the brood-nest are more
repressive of the swarming impulse
than when in the center, may have
something in it. More nurses have a
chance to take a hand." That point is
well taken. But there is another forceIt gives more
ful factor in the matter.
room for the queen, and relieves the
congested condition of the center, by
distributing the nurse-bees to the outside of the brood-nest.
Another thing
This new condition
of the brood-nest has a healthy influence upon the super, or supers. First,
by the distributed condition of the
bees, and, second, by forcing the honey
above. I have mislaid Mr. Brite's artihas covered the
cle, and maybe he
S. T. PbttiT.
same ground.
:

Of

late years I use a stoneware invertible poultry-fountain, gallon size,
for the early watering. The water I
put into this each morning is quite hot.
What runs out, of course, cools so that
The dome of the
it will not burn.
fountain stays warm for a long time,
making a comfortable alighting place.
I put little sticks in the saucer, so that

Fall

1

A Discouraging Report
My report is as follows: About 300 pounds
of fair extracted honey, 15 swarms, a lot of
missing queeDS this month, and a large crop
I
of new experiences throughout the season.
will have to feed about 200 pounds of sugar.
Palermo, Ont., Aug. 17.
H. A. Smith.
Mr. Smith, it will be remembered,
had serious experience with bee-paralysis.

there was considerable brood in
the brood-chamber, and not sufficient

when

honey for winter. A little later, when
the brood was mostly hatched out, the
colonies were weighed and fed, on the
average, about 20 pounds of sugar
syrup. This involved a great deal of
work, and danger of robbing. The
extra honey had to be marketed, and
the sugar bought, and when made into
syrup and fed, the gain in weight to
each hive was not more than the
weight of the dry sugar used in makThere was also the
ing the syrup.
suspicion caused by the feeding of
sugar to bees, even though the reason

was ever so carefully explained.
Recently I have done away with all
At the time of extracting and
this.
removing supers each hive is weighed,
and combs of sealed honey put down in
the place of lighter combs, which are
taken out and extracted. Ample allowance has to be made for brood,
which weighs as much as honey, yet
answer for winter stores.
will not
Allowance must also be made for the
eggs which will hatch and the unsealed
brood which will consume quite a
quantity of honey before it is matured.
After ail brood is hatched and the colony is clustered for winter, there should
(Continued on page 850)
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Articled
Wide-Frame Super Vs. T-Super Once More
BY

On pages

F.

GRKINER

and

642, Dr. Miller gives his reasons for
preferring the T-super to others. The principal one is that
a T-super is more compact, and brings the sections closer to

641

the brood than any other contrivance. The other reason he
gives, that of taking the filled boxes out en masse, I consider of no importance. Perhaps Dr. Miller has not used a
good wide-frame super from which the sections may be removed in less time than from a T-super. Many a bee-keeper
has been surprised at the ease and the speediness with
which the filled sections come out of my wide frames, and
the frames out of the super when handled by one accustomed to the work. But any super which admits an easy
removal of the filled sections can not meet with objections
on these grounds, and for the sake of the argument I will
admit that the T-super is the equal of other supers in this
respect.

Let us return now to Dr. Miller's first-given reason of
the super being more compact and bringing the sections
closer to the brood. Let us examine into the merits of this
case.

What

the experience of other bee-keepers? James
to be placed

is

Heddon invented the break-joint honey-board
between brood and sections
he advocates its
;

use,

Sometimes the whole lot is so bad, some folding diamond
shape, that when placed in a T-super one corner of each
section bobs up.
There seems to be no way to keep it
down. The springs at the side of the super do not exert
pressure enough to hold it in place when pushed down. A
wedge does not do it.
screw, or, rather, 5 screws to each
super, where 4 sections are in a row, might do it. I don't
know. These naughty sections give me no trouble with my
wide- frame supers.
3. A most serious drawback to the T-super lies in the
fact that it must be handled very carefully before having
been on the hives. It can not be set down anywhere in the
apiary like other supers, or it becomes disarranged. Nothing has tried my patience more than this bad feature of the
T. Being accustomed to drop my wide-frame supers anywhere on the grouud when at work among the bees, I have
had many an accident happen of this kind with the T's. It
requires a lot of time to get a T-super back in shape. The
sections have a way of catching on the tins at the bottom,
and no way of getting at them easily the wooden strips
between the tops of sections require a world of patience to
replace when hurrying the work. Well, in brief, deliver me
from the T's.

and W.

Hutchinson, as well as others, are in favor of its use.
Evidently they have not discovered the disadvantage of
thus increasing the distance between the brood-chamber
Z-

receptacle. If there was a marked advantage in
bringing the sections as close to the brood as the T-super
does, these men of experience would have seen it. As keen
an observer as Doolittle, continues to use the wide-frame
super, which increases the distance between brood-frames
and sections by ,'+, or possibly 5-16, inch against that of
the T-super he has not discovered it to be a drawback.
Many beekeepers even use a queen-excluding metal sheet
between brood and section super. Theoretically, can anything be invented to hinder the bees and to take possession
of a super, worse than that ? Can there be anything more
disgusting put on the inside of a hive than that ? Still, beekeepers continue to use these instruments of torture with-

and honey

;

out finding a serious drawback therein.
In 1886, I saw the first T-super during a trip through
Virginia. The cheapness and simplicity of it, as well as
this very fact, that by the use of it, sections were brought
very close to the brood, induced me to fit up an apiary in
the Shenandoah Valley with such "["-supers. After using
them for 2 years I was glad enough to sell them at a song.
About 10 years later, being persuaded by my friend, E. H.
Perry, I gave them another trial, building some SO or 60 of
such. I have used them ever since, more or less, and have
now discarded them.
The advantage of the T-super, being in closer touch
with the brood-chamber, I find is imaginary. When supers
are stacked up, then, of course, a pile of T's is a little lower
by s inch per super as against wide frame supers, or by
5-16 inch as against other styles. I consider this difference so insignificant as to be all out of proportion to the
advantages the other supers possess. Before speaking of
these advantages of other supers, especially of the wideframe super, allow me to repeat again wherein the T-super
has greatly troubled me
1. " With the amount of propolis gathered here, it is
often an impossibility to remove the filled boxes from the
surrounding case without injury to the honey." A T-super
might be so constructed as to remove this difficulty by keying up the sections on all four sides, if otherwise there were
merit enough in the contrivance
but as there are other
bad features enough to condemn it, I would not want to go
to all that trouble.
2. " It is my experience that sections do not fold square.
Sometimes only a part in a crate are faulty in this respect.
:

;

'

;

4. An illustration I gave some time ago shows how
badly sections become soiled here when not protected by a
full wide frame, and I need scarcely say any more on this
point. However, it is claimed by Dr. Miller, that the bees
have a naughty way of crowding in propolis between the
top-bars and tops of sections, which fact can not be denied.
The bees here are as guilty of this as are the bees in Illinois. When sections are taken out of wide frames they
often are encumbered with little ridges of the sticky or
brittle substance
according to the season of the year and
the temperature— along their edges, particularly on the
The question now arises, which is more difficult, to
tops.
remove these ridges, or to clean, scrape and sandpaper
both top and bottom of each honey-box ? Any one need
not be familiar with this work, but he can tell at a glance,
that 10 sections from a wide-frame super can be made presentable in less time than one can out of a T-super here in
New York State. The matter must be different in Illinois,
or as good and fair-minded a man as Dr. Miller could not
possibly defend the T-super. Why, this feature alone is
sufficient to decide the matter in favor of wide frames.
With the above we have now come to the advantages
of the wide-frame super. In the first place I repeat, the
frame protects the section not Only keeps it clean, but also
keeps it in shape. The sagging of the bottom-bars, which
sometimes occurs, is of little moment, and with a 5-16-inch
bottom-bar would be insignificant. It could be wholly prevented by using the sections crosswise of the hive, placing
but 3 sections into each frame. I imagine Mr. Doolittle
uses them in this fashion. In the Betsinger super, each
wide frame has a follower and tightening screw at the end,
thus making everything most rigid. This tightening screw
has the other advantage of counteracting inaccuracy of
workmanship. I find sections vary in size. Even when
bought of the same manufacturers each year, the output of
one year is not exactly like that of the next. One year the
sections may just fill the frame to a nicety
another year
they go in loosely. In this last case, bottom-bars are more
apt to sag than when the 4 sections are a perfect fit. Two
years ago I bought sections, and found they measured 1-16
inch more to the 4 than they should have done. They were
standard goods, 4x5x1';:. I had a lot of trouble with them.
The follower and tightening screw would have saved me a
world of trouble and vexation. In speaking of these little
imperfections of sections, I do not mean to find serious
fault with the manufacturers. I am not sure but what it is

—

;

;

a practical impossibility to make one-piece sections so exact that 4 sections placed side and side measure 16 inches
to a hair I only mention this to show what the conditions
are under which we labor, and how we can best remedy existing evils.
Returning now to the wide-frame super, I wish to add
that it is a most convenient fixture in the shop as well as in
the yard. One can hardly disarrange it, and if, by chance,
it should have become so, order is very easily restored.
In a poor season, when bees need but one super per
hive, a little more room can easily be given by removing 4,
8, or 12 sections from a super while on the hive, and replacing with that many empty ones. The advantage is, the
sections are handled in 4's, and can be handled very roughly
and quickly. It is a practical impossibility to remove full
;
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T su P er while

With the wide-

when

was used

the honey-bee plays a strong part in the
blossoms, but it has not been true
throughout all the ages of the world.
Now let us look at the question as regards man. Ask
the men who are making a speciality of bee-keeping to-day,
if they think such a wonderful little creature as the honeybee capable of doing so much, would be created for such a
minor object as that of the fertilization of blossoms. We
are told that milk and honey were the chief dainties of the
most remote ages, and butter and honey are alio mentioned
among articles of food. The Bible has many references to
honey, and speaks of it in very strong terms, and we find,
as far back as Moses.it speaks of the "land of milk and
honey," which would indicate that honey had been a staple
article in a very early age of the world, and not a matter of
secondary importance, as Mr. Doolittle would have us be-

many

lieve.

on the hive.

frame super it is easier than to remove a frame from the
brood-chamber.
Dr. Miller often mentions his " go-backs." It is very
fussy work with the "f to fix up a super full of these, but it
Usually, if any
is very easy and simple with my super.
sections in a super are unfinished, they are found in the
outside row. In a moment these 4 are lifted out of one
super and returned to another. It may be done before the
honey goes to the honey-house, or before it is brought home
from the out-yard, or it may not be done till all is brought
in, ad libitum.
The wide-frame super has all the advantages of the T"
super, and few, if any, of its disadvantages.
I believe the wide frame originated with A. I. Root, and
,

in the double-tier.
A double-tier super is, for
reasons, undesirable, and all bee-keepers at the present day use any of the supers in single-tier.
It is needless to say that I am not interested in the sale
of wide frame supers, for, like the "f-super, they are not
offered for sale anywhere, to my knowledge.
Naples, N. Y.

the future,

fertilization of

many

Now, like Mr. Doolittle, I am no botanist, but I view
this question in just about the opposite from him, and what
"
I have written above has been for " leaving down the bars
and have the opinion of others, and, in the meantime, show
that the honeybee was created, and has been improved, for
the very purpose I mention the gathering of honey for the
benefit of mankind.
Nisbet, Pa.

—

The Object of the Honey-Bee's Creation
BY GRANT STANLEY
have read and re-read G. M. Doolittle's article, on
page 63S, on " The Relation of Insects and Flowers," wherein he says, "I understand that the first purpose for which
the honey-bee was created was for the fertilization of the
flowers." I can not agree with Mr. Doolittle on this point,
and hope to show that the honey-bee was created for the
very purpose in which it is engaged to-day — the gathering
of honey for the benefit of mankind and that the question
of fertilization of the blossom was of a secondary nature.

Wintering Bees— Other Recent Subjects

I

—

The fact that the honey-bee is a great aid in the fertilization of certain plants at the present time, does not prove
that such has been the case throughout all ages of the
world. Is it not true that the blossom requiring the agency
of the honey-bee for its fertilization at present is in most
cases that which has been propagated or improved by man ?
That this is true of the various fruits and clovers very few
will deny. They have been crossed and re-crossed for the
purpose of improvement, and to produce new varieties,
which necessarily requires pollen from other plants of the
same kind to make the crosses effective. The further away
we get from the original, the more this becomes necessary.
We have some kinds of strawberries that require no outside
agency to fertilize them, as this feature is present within
their

own power.

This is not a feature, either, that has been brought
about by man, but one that has been with it from its very
existence, that it need not " nod its head to the breezes " in
quest of the honey-bee for fertilization a feature that can
be traced back to most remote ages. In this very respect
you will find, upon close investigation, that away back in
the days of the patriarchs, when plants of every description grew wild, and dotted hills and forests everywhere,
these plants needed not to depend upon the honey-bee for
their fertilization
but since man has become such an
active agent in improving and bringing out new varieties
of every description, it is evident that some agent to crosspollinate these flowers effectively, has become apparent for
this reason, that we have gotten so far from the original that it makes it imperative, else the species would soon

—

;

die out entirely.
This is not the first instance of this nature where wonderful results have been achieved along particular lines at
the expense of great weakness in others. That there are
continual changes going on in all plants, either by the assistance of man or otherwise, no one will dispute, and Darwin tells us, in his " Origin of Species," that the blossom
of the apple at the beginning was green, and from the constant change it has undergone, we have the beautiful blossom we see to-day. I am not ready to believe this, however,
for the reason if so much change has taken place in the
blossom, the leaves remain green throughout all these centuries, or has this change of blossom been brought about in
order that the bees be attracted to them to pollinate the
bloom in order to save the species ?
But from the above it will be seen that from these continual changes the time has arrived, and it will be more so in

BY ADRIAN GETAZ

A

three cornered discussion, on how to keep bees warm
during the winter, has been going on lately in Gleanings.
The principal fact is that the bees, like all the other animals, eat to keep warm. The honey eaten is, so to speak,
burnt during the digestion, and the "combustion" produces the necessary heat. So the colder the surrounding
air, the more the bees have to eat to keep up the necessary
temperature of their bodies.
single bee can not eat enough to stand anything like
real cold, because her whole body is exposed to the cold.
But if a number are clustered, they can stand quite a low
temperature, because only the outside bees are exposed, and
partially at that. This is not strictly correct, however.
cluster of bees is not air-tight, and therefore the warm air
inside must escape more or less at the upper part, and be
replaced by cold air entering from below.
The larger the cluster of bees, the easier it is for them to
keep warm. There is far less surface exposed in proportion.
A cluster four times as large (in volume) has only
twice the surface exposed. Then the heat from the interior
having more space to travel to reach the outside, is thereby
considerably retarded, and the loss decreased in proportion.
It might be asked here, What is the use of having a
hive if the heat is confined to the cluster ? That is, except
to protect the bees against the rain and the wind, and furnish them a place for their comb and honey ?
Well, there is and I think a comparison will explain
better than a theory. Suppose a house with thin walls of
clapboards and ceiling, badly jointed, the doors and windows carelessly fitted, and perhaps some glass broken. Let
come a real, cold blizzard, and you might keep the stove
red hot the whole time, and the room would not be much
warmer than the outside world. But take a good, wellbuilt brick house, with double windows, and everything
tight, and a comparatively small fire will keep the room

A

A

;

comfortably warm.
Now that is an exact parallel of the hive and bees. The
cluster of bees eating honey is the counterpart of the stove
burniug coal, and the two houses correspond to badly and
well protected hives.

Temperature of the Cluster.
The temperature of the cluster, and, in general, of the
was first investigated in the early part of the last
century by Newport, in England, and Dubost, in France.
The temperature necessary for the brood is about 89 or 90
degrees. It may vary from 82 to 95 degrees, but outside of
these limits the brood seems to suffer. During a dearth of
honey in summer, when the bees cease to rear brood, they
are not so particular, and do not always keep the temperature so high. In winter the temperature of the cluster may
vary greatly, but even the outside of the cluster never falls
hive,

below 68 or 70 degrees. The inside of the hive, outside of
the cluster, is always warmer than the outside of the hive,
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but the difference varies greally. Dubost also observed that
the center of the cluster is often warmer in very cold
weather than in more moderate temperature. This could
be expected. Referring to our comparison of a room and a
stove, the colder the weather the hotter the stove must be.
The temperature of individual bees on the wing is given by
Maurice Girard at 9 to 13 degrees above the surrounding
The temperature of the thorax is always higher than
air.
that of the abdomen.
Doolittle's observations, given in some of the back
numbers of this paper, do not exactly agree with the above.
But the conditions were very likely not the same. The
winters of France and England are considerably milder
than those of New York. And not only milder, but more
uniform, the temperature varying but little from day to
day. The style of hives, and size of the colonies, should be
taken into consideration. The method of observations was
not the same. Dubost had several thermometers inserted
Glass on the
in the hive, the stems coming out at the top.
sides of the hives enabled him to see the position of the
the
thermometers. Doolittle, as
bees relatively to that of
stated in his writings, used a maximum and minimum

thermometer.

,

accidentally found the following from Dr. Miller, in
the American Bee Journal for April 28, 1898, page 266
I

:

of honey available. He adds that the cause of it is a lack
of pollen. We all know what a large amount of honey is
consumed during the height of brood-rearing, and there is
nodoubtthata correspondingly large amount of pollen is
also required. What is left in the hive since the preceding

can not go very far.
Giving flour outside is a very poor help, as the bad
weather will interfere with its taking up, as well as with
the gathering of pollen. Another inconvenience is that
the bees, when they know where the flour is, will come after
it when the weather is not quite warm enough, get chilled,
and are lost.
A large number of them are lost every spring by going
after water when the weather is too cold.
If some kind of
arrangement could be devised by which the bees could be
fed the flour and water needed during the early spring, inside of the hive, and without having to open it, it would be
a considerable saving of bees, and an equally valuable infall

crease of early brood.

Very likely many unlucky queens have been decapitated
on account of unprolificness, when the trouble was a lack
of pollen or some other adverse conditions.
B. Taylor was in the habit of replacing, every year,
those of his queens that were defective in some way or
One year, a quite inferior queen was not replaced
the following year that queen proved to be one of the best
in the apiary.

other.

;

According to some the tema warmblooded insect.
perature of a bee's body under normal conditions is 81.5 degrees; according to others, 95 degrees. Some bees that were torpid in a temperature of 4S degrees, but brought back to life in a temperature of
59 degrees, showed a body temperature of 77 degrees. The cluster in
winter is kept up to 50 to 53 degrees at its outer part. When the surrounding atmosphere goes down to zero, or lower, the bees in the
center of the cluster run the heat up to 86 degrees or more, by means
of eating and exercising. This increased heat in the center of the
cluster is necessary, so that the outer part of the cluster may not go

"The bee

is

below 50 degrees, and explains how

it is

that breeding

is

commenced

The center of
in colonies out-of-doors, but not in cellared colonies.
the cluster in the cellar is too cold for breeding, for it doesn't need to
be heated to keep the outer bees warm enough."

Mr. Devauchelle gives a description of the position of
the bees in the cluster during the winter. In the colonies
examined, the cluster was entirely on the part of the combs
that was empty of honey. In each cell was a bee, her head
turned toward the bottom of the cell, except, however, near
the center where a little brood was found. Between the
combs the bees are loosely grouped except at the outside of
the cluster, where they form a compact covering. Each
bee has her head and thorax under the abdomen of the one
above her, the abdomen turned outside. At the top their
is nearly horizontal, and more and more inclined
going toward the bottom. The colonies examined 4 in
number were in double hives. In each one the cluster was
found in the corner, between the front wall and the parti-

position
in

—

—

The outside of the cluster, that is, the part not
against the wall and partition, was about the shape of a
sphere cut in 4. The examination was made on Dec. 26, by
an outside temperature about the freezing point.
In another examination, made in October, he found a
little honey in the bottom of some of the cells inside the
cluster near the center. Whether these cells were also
occupied by tees he could not tell, because, the weather being warmer, the bees got out of the cells too quick to observe very closely. The full account of it is in the Apiculteur for October, 1904, page 400.
In connection with the form of the cluster, I might here
give the description of a swarm hanging under a limb and
working in the open air, as found in Mr. DeLayens' works
on bee-keeping. The shape of the cluster was about as
usual, and remained so. The outside bees were placed as
described above, shingle-like fashion, abdomens turned out,
very close together. At the bottom an opening is left by
which the worker bees go in and out. The outside bees
make a rain-proof cover. Inside, the bees are loosely
placed. A comb is commenced. When it is the size of a
man's hand, two more are started, one on each side. As
the bees increase in number, the cluster enlarges and the
combs are extended, and more added. The shape remains
the same.
tion.

Pollen.
In a recent communication, Mr. Doolittle made a remark which I consider of the highest importance. He says
that in the spring of the year, whenever a spell of bad
weather occurs and lasts several days, brood-rearing ceases
completely, or nearly so, even when the colony has plenty

Apicultural Associations.

Some

questions have recently arisen among the beekeeping fraternity about the best way to manage bee-keepers' associations.
One poitit raised is whether the honey
dealers and supply dealers should be admitted or not. The
European associations do not admit them. I think that is
right. The interest of the bee-keeper is to sell his honey as
high as possible. The interest of the honey dealer is to
buy as cheap as possible. The interest of the supply dealer
is to sell the supplies as high as possible
that of the beekeeper to buy as cheap as possible.
An association of
clashing interests is an anomaly, and a failure. Just think
of the United Miners' Union admitting Baer, Cassatt and
other coal and railroad magnates in their union, and electing them to the highest offices
My ideas are those of the European bee-keepers, each
association covering only a moderate territory, having as
nearly as possible the same markets, the same conditions
in a word, as many points in common as possible, close
enough together to see each other often, and having to go
only a reasonable distance to attend the meetings.
If the honey dealers and supply dealers should be excluded from the local associations, I think they should be
admitted in the National. That seems contradictory, but it
is not.
If there are conflicting interests, there are also
common interests. Supply and honey dealers' prosperity
depends, after all, upon ours. There are a great many
questions that require numbers and influence, such as
transportation, railroad rates, legislation on bee-keeping,
legislation against adulteration, experiments on bee-keeping, subsidies from the States for Apicultural Divisions in
the Agricultural Stations, etc. All these, to be prosecuted
successfully, require numbers, money, and influence. And
for such the co-operation of dealers, supply manufacturers,
bee-paper editors, etc., is exceedingly valuable.
Knoxville, Tenn.
;

!

m
How

Conscientious D. Catches the Queen
BY BARON M. LIEAWFUL

has been a long time, my children, since I have written to you, the last time being the occasion I had of writing
about the pupa-skinnacastoffica of the embryo queen, and
of my 3-year-old worker-bees. The truth is that I have
been so busy of late years caring for the progeny of that
wonderful queen into whose bowels, through the wonderful
It

agency of the pupa-skinna-castoffica (umbilical cord), I had
injected the lives of 499 sister virgins, that I have had little
time for writing.

But now that my grand old queen is dead, and all my
towards replacing her have failed, I have thought

efforts

my only easy way out of the loss was to practise the
bee-keeping of Mr. Conscientious D. Like the rest of you I
was puzzled to know why he should keep the secret from us,
that
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I did not care to know all about his methods, I
did secretly long to know how he could in less than 4 minutes prepare a colony so that it would not swarm. After
reading his article (see page 185), like all the rest of you,
my children, I wondered what sort of bee had got into
Really, I felt a little
Brother Conscientious's bonnet.
wrought up, and if Conscientious were my truly brother I
should tell him strongly how I felt. I might even wish to
throw some rotten drone-brood at him. But I solved his
mean old problem, and it is for that reason that I am again
rattling my typewriter to let you know about it.
At first I thought to think out the answer, but you know
very well that your old uncle much prefers to get things
physically rather than mentally, and that he enjoys an adventure. So I 'phoned for Yon's flying-machine and went
post-haste to that far-away town in Minnesota. Did you
ever travel in a flying-machine? No? Well, you will
easily understand that that mode of travel offers little opportunity for inquiring the way. The matter of fixing the
guide-posts has not yet been satisfactorily solved. Thus I
was rather puzzled to know when I got there, or, rather,
You doubtwas getting there. But, wonder of wonders
less have observed that a man and a woman who have lived
as husband and wife for two score years have come to look
My children, Conscientious has imparted
like each other.
his very spirit to the region round about that town in
Southern Minn. As I was spinning through the air I suddenly noted that the trees were taking on a different aspect,
that their leaves hung more modestly, that the very grass
waved less vigorously, that the birds sang more quietly,
and that the very mosquitoes bit me only on the forehead.
Soon a most modest town appeared, and on the outskirts
there were to be seen numerous hives of bees. In their
midst stood a man who wore a black tie and gloves. It was
none other than Conscientious D.

and though

which I can in 2 minutes insert and anoint the
thimble."
Well, children, I did not believe it. I went home aud
tried it, and then was forced to believe.
Were I conscientious I should never tell you the secret, for the knowledge
of it will upset the bee-keeping world. A colony thus
treated will hustle in the honey all summer long, never offering to swarm, and not sulking at all. It is wonderful.
I find it hard to believe, and I fully appreciate the tax which
Conscientious D. never put upon your credulity, but which I
into

now

lay where you wish it.
So, good night, my children.

Convention
ceedinds

!

luck would have it, my anchor was skimming along
just right to pick up Brother Conscientious as he was stooping to insert something into a hole in the hive. Fearing to
injure the man I directed the machine up a little so that he
cleared the ground, and hung safely above all obstructions.
Then it was that I hit upon a bold scheme. Though he said
he would rather die than to tell his methods to the American
Bee Journal, he did promise to tell me if I would never divulge the secret. Of course I promised, for you know that
I have an easy conscience.
So I hauled Conscientious up and got his secret. Later
we descended, and I saw him go through the whole show.
As he says himself, he does not expect anyone to believe
his statements, and so I do not expect you to believe what I
am about to divulge. Yes, I did promise, but if you expect
me to keep that promise you can go and talk with Conscientious D.
I have to laugh every time I do
Of all the schemes
the trick. The way Old Conscientious has played upon
feminine weakness and thereby gained for himself, and imparted to me (and through me to you), a mastery of beekeeping, beats all. True blue, I actually forgave the old
chap when I learned the trick, nor could I blame him for

NATIONAL AT CHICAGO
Report of the 36th Annual Convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in
Chicago, 111., Dec. 19, 20 and 21, 1905
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keep it secret.
Baron," says Conscientious to me, " the female nature is subject to two marked peculiarities. It has
a weakness for sweet scents and for mirrors. I reasoned
that to hold the queen in the hive, and thus keep the bees
from swarming, I must control the qneen in some way.
After many trials I have what you see here."
He held up a small thimble-like affair with a mirror in
the bottom; also a small vial marked, "Queen Essence."
He stated that in the vial was a decoction obtained by
steeping the antenna; of drones (better, he says, the third

wishing

to

"You

see,

Going to a
tea.
hive he turned a button and revealed a small hole into
which he inserted the mirror-thimble. Then with a small
brush he anointed the edges of the hole with the essence.
"There," says Mr. C. D., "that colony will not swarm
The old queen will be looking into that
till doomsday.
mirror, to which she will be attracted by the essence, half
the time. Even the bees will leave the swarming-fever
upon seeing their mother become such a home-lover. If I
leave the thimble in 2 weeks there will be a young queen
hatched. She, prevented from going to the mirror herself
through the jealousy of her mother, will become mated.
Thus, through this wonderful little device, a colony is
Every hive has, as you observe, the hole
easily requeened.
joints of the antenna;) in clover-blossom
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BUSINESS END OF BEE=KEEP1NQ

As

!

Continued from page

Mr. France, the General Manager, then read his paper

Some people
for me it is

say the business end of the bee is its stinger,
but
the long tongue "that improves each shining hour, and gathers honey all the day, from every opening
flower."
The business end of bee-keeping means modern, systematic methods, familiar with and experienced in the best
methods of handling bees.
The rearing, introducing and
shipping of queen-bees, controlling of swarming, producing
the best quality and greatest quantity of honey per colony
his locality can produce; the preparing of honey for market,
and getting, in cash, what it is worth, instead of letting
other people set the price and time to pay for it. The
business end requires the bee-keeper to know what his
locality is able to produce at different dates, also when
to have his colonies in the best possible shape to get it.
If for comb honey, all the sections with thin starters in,
or, if for extracted
in supers, ready to put on the hives
straight
worker - combs,
clean,
honey, an abundance of
Not later than the close of a honey
all interchangeable.
harvest to plan for the next. Early in the fall to have the
bees ready for a hard winter. He has examined the several
honey-producing plants of his locality with prospects for
next harvest has decided how many of his best swarms he
desires to rear queen-bees from, which ones to rear drones
how many swarms for comb honey, and
for each apiary
how much extracted honey he wants. In the fall, as soon as
the honey is sold, with the cash in hand, he takes advantage of low price of supplies, buying what he cannot afford to
make. Then all winter he is getting all his hives made up
and painted, brood-frames made and wired; sections with
starters in supers ready; shipping-cases and storage for extracted honey in such packages as his market demands.
;

;

;

When

you find a bee-keeper as carefully attending to
his bee-keeping business as the successful merchant or other
business man attends to his business, you will likely find
hives all of one size, upper stories, frames or supers are a
Hives painted and set in some regufit anywhere.
order in the apiary so as to help the bee-keeper at work.
He will have strong colonies at the beginning of the honey
harvest, swarming under control, and the bees busy gathering honey. No hives with big clusters of bees loafing on
In my State,
the outside of the hive or going to the woods.
while inspecting apiaries, often I do not find all of the above,
nor the business end of bee-keeping. Sometimes hives shaded
with the tall grass never cut, unpainted hives with crooked,
old black comb, half of it drone-comb; bees swarming and
perfect
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going where they please in short, the bees take care of
This class of bee-keepers seldom have anythemselves.
fancy honey, but such as it is, goes to town to break down
prices, which hurts both the producer and market for others.
If a bee-keeper has but a few colonies and handles his
bees alone, he should have a method, business-like, so as
or if operating
easily to keep ahead of the work of the bees
several apiaries, and has some hired help, a small part of
the year, each hired hand has his respective duties and is
held responsible, so everything goes like clockwork.
;

When the honey harvest is over, the business end of
bee-keeping requires the bee-keeper to know about what the
honey crop of the United States is, what dealers are paying,
and what in cash he should get for the different grades
of his honey.
I fear some of us have only partly finished
have partly learned how to
our bee-keeping education.
get some nice
get all the honey our locality produces.
comb honey, but have by far too many unfinished sections,
too many sections that will not case up well, too many
Are we not to blame? The
grades and a poor market.
merchant spends much time and money to get trade, in
Yes, each clerk must undergo
advertising, displaying goods.
a training of neatness, pleasant ways to await on customers.
By his business methods he knows the daily markets, when
and where to buy as well as to whom to sell goods on credit.

We

We

while, until the honey is liquified, then return
and ship. This winter I have two such salesmen,
one selling from 4 to 15 of those cans in each town. My
home market (city of 3,500 inhabitants) uses at least 10,000
pounds of extracted honey and 500 pounds of comb honey each
year, no one selling from house to house, but in every store
in town where groceries, meat or provisions are sold, is the

water a

little

the jacket

above-size labeled honey-cans prices in each store, all alike,
and marked on each package by me. Customers pays same
anywhere, my house or town.
If I buy goods of my dealer he makes a profit on his
goods in exchange, or if I draw cash for honey, I allow him
10 percent commission. Tons of my honey are sold this way
in several cities.
Why can't others do likewise?
;

To-day

I called on a Wisconsin bee-keeper using business
(by the way, he is here in the room). This year
he got a pretty good harvest of 7,000 pounds fancy comb and
8,000 pounds of extracted honey, while his neighbor beekeepers got less than half as much per colony. He also got
a much higher price for his honey than his neighbors, who
loaded in the same car; all cash at car. He uses fence sepators, No. 1 plain sections, and extra-thin foundation; all
hives leveled on stands, everything kept clean and tidy, while
Remember,
those other parties say "no use of all this."
he got twice as much per pound as some of those parties.
A few winters ago this same man was to read a paper at our
State bee-keepers' convention in February, but when the date
came, with the thermometer indicating 30 below zero, he wrote
me his bee-cellar had cooled down 2 degrees, and he must

principles

not leave his bees.

While at his house to-day he told me many neighbor beekeepers were judging the amount of winter stores by lifting
On examination, he found they were fooled, as
the hives.
many combs were heavy with bee-bread instead of honey.
Excuse me for being personal in illustrations, but it is these
Let us think
little business ends of bee-keeping that pay.
about such things, and in the future keep a better account
of all expenses and sales so that at any time we can tell
the number of colonies of bees, pounds of honey produced
and sold, to whom sold, what kind of advertising paid us
Let us attend more bee-keeping conventions, read
best, etc.
more carefully the bee-papers and bee-books, ever remembering this great land we call ours, is large enough for us all.
With charity for all, and honest hearts, using the business
end of bee-keeping, we continue in the sweetest occupation
of our republic bee-keeping for pleasure and profit.
N. E. France.

—

—

Mr. Moore I would like Mr. France to state the style,
net weight, and prices of the packages he gets for his honey
for local trade.
Mr. France I would rather use a 10-pound pail, as it is
a little less work; but in spite of all I can do to try to crowd
the larger package, students, who are largely consumers, buy
the smaller packages, so that the 3 and 5 pound tins get
I have the I, 2, 3,
rid of the larger portion of the honey.
The 3's and S's
in the grocery stores.
5, and 10 pounds
price has been 8 cents
are the ones we have to renew.
a pound net for the honey, and then add the cost of the can
to that, with no cans returned.
Mr. Hershiser The cost of putting up the smaller packages is greater.
Mr. France Yes, but having some hired help, when we
have rainy days, they say, "Mr. France has a lot of work for
us down at the bee-house, there is no play to-day;" so that
the cost that way is not very much.

—

N. E. FliANCK

My

us spend another hour studying how the manufacturer or professional man succeeds.
All by strict business principles enforced.
Can we not take a lesson?

Then

let

When I go into honey commission houses and see the
untidy, dirty cases of broken comb honey, several grades
in the same case, thick and thin combs together, fancy combs
in front of a case of poor honey, leaky packages of extracted
honey, I wonder the commission dealer gets as good prices
Large bakeries now buy
is to blame?
as he does.
honey in car-lots at prices the average or smaller bee-keeper
can not afford to sell at. He must sell to consumers, in such
packages as such market demands. For my home market I
find the 2, 3, 5, and 10 pound syrup or friction-top cans nicely
For
labeled, the same as all canned shelf-goods, sell best.
farmer trade and shipping market, the 5 gallon flat-top, jacketed can with 3-inch screw cap, and bail handle, costing 35
Honey in this package
cents each to any National member.
goes over all railroads west of Chicago as fourth-class freight,
I have no
billed "Honey in cans entirely encased in wood."
Only in my
trouble to sell tons of honey in this package.
home market, I sell liquid honey in winter, unless to some
one who is a traveling salesman for me, going from city to
city, and he has no place to liquify honey. For such customers,
I remove the can from the wood jacket, set the can in hot

Who

—

—

—

Mr. Hershiser I put up a larger quantity in jelly glasses
and I am able to net 13 cents a pound for them. I presume
I have put up about 14,000 of the packages; and the honey I
sell as low as 8 cents is put up in the wholesale package.
Mr. Holekamp How do you keep these packages from
leaking?

—
Hershiser —

I cut a little cap out of paraffin paper just
Mr.
a little larger than the top of the jelly glass. Then force the
tin-top of the jelly glass down over that, and it practically
seals it, and it doesn't leak.
Mr. Bartz As to the tin honey-package, isn't it stated
If this is
in the bee-papers that tin is detrimental to honey?
so, I should like to have it stated here.
I
Pres. Dadant That is so if the tin is made of lead.
have had as large experience as anybody in keeping honey in
When it is cut, and the
tin, and we have kept it for years.

—

—

—
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iron

is

shown,

tin after 5
first

it

rusts

and darkens the honey.

years the honey will

come out

But with good

just as bright as the

clay.

On

motion of Dr. Miller the convention adjourned.
called on Mr. H. M. Arnd to read a paper

The President
entitled,

SUCCESSFUL EXPERIENCE IN THE MAKING
OF HONEY-VINEGAR
As an

introduction to this paper on successful vinegarif it is of any value to the beekeepers at large, a part of the thanks is due to George W.
York, although he personally did none of the experimenting.
He and I, under the firm name of "The York Honey
Co.," expended hundreds of dollars on my instruction, experiments, and the manufacture of honey-vinegar.

making,

I

wish to say that

Vinegar is produced by the action of oxygen on alcoholic
under the influence of ferments of which the active

fluids,

constituent

is

acetic acid.

Honey-vinegar is usually made by the old, long process,
which takes about one year but it can also be made in about
5 weeks, by the quick process by means of generators.
In
cither process, honey-water must ferment, to produce alcoholic fluid, which can be converted into vinegar only Inpowerful oxidizing agents.
I
will speak briefly on the -old way. as it is familiar to
most of you. You can utilize the washings of honey-cappings, the rinsing of cans, barrels, or waste honey iii any
form, for the sweetened water. This is put into barrels, with
one head out, the wider the barrel the better, as the more
air-space the better chance the bacteria have to work, as they
need air. You can hasten .the fermentation by adding yeast
or by acetic-acid bacteria, commonly called "mother of vinegar," and let it go through about the same process as you
would for cider-vinegar. Always keep it in a warm place,
and covered with a thin cloth to exclude the dust. In about
a year the alcohol will be almost worked out, and the oxida;

You will then have' honey-vinegar, of grain
strength in comparison with the strength of the sweetened
water. It is then ready to be barreled and put into the cellar
for future use.
The quick process, with which I am more familiar, is
one that is hard to explain, on account of the many details
and chemical changes that one must understand in order to
use the process successfully.
To be a first-class, practical vinegar-maker, one should
be somewhat of a chemist.
ability as a chemist being
very limited, I will try to tell you in plain terms how The
York Honey Co. proceeded.
\\ hat first induced us to make honey vinegar was to
utilize all waste honey, such as inferior honey, the washings
of barrels, tanks and empty cans in fact, all honey that
would otherwise be wasted in the warerooms of an up-todate bottler and dealer in honey.
In the first place, I took a course of instruction in vinegar-making, under a first-class instructor, standing at the
head of my class, also at the foot, as I was the only pupil.

cent shown by this instrument you will get a 4 or 5 grain
vinegar. It varies according to the completeness of the oxidation.
Stock testing 10 percent should give at least a 40grain.

Having everything in shape, we will proceed to turn
the sweetest of sweets into vinegar.
To make stock, the fermenting tanks are nearly filled
with water and honey, in the porportion of I gallon of
water to I'/t pounds of honey.
Add to this mixture a
specially prepared malt yeast to start a rapid fermentation.
(The temperature of the room should be at all times about
In about a week this will be almost worked
70 degrees.)
out, and fermentation nearly stopped.
To hasten the oxidation, the shavings in the generator are soured with vinegar,
so when the stock is poured in at the top it trickles over the
soured shavings.
Charge the generator every V/2 hours with 6 gallons
of stock, having all the vent holes open, and soon the oxidation will start.
The oxidation in a generator creates a damp heat, but
it is
as true a fire as there is in a stove, and if you keep
a stove as a model, and think of the alcohol as your fuel,
and the vents or air-holes as the dampers, you will not go
far

wrong.

Keep charging from the stock in the fermenting tanks
every 90 minutes until the shavings are well saturated, and
the fluid runs out of the faucet at the bottom.
Then let it
stand until the generator draws, and warms up.
You can
tell whether or not it is drawing by putting a candle in front
of an air-hole if it blows out, it shows that the temperature
is greater outside than in the generator
if the light is sta;

;

tion will stop.

My

—

We secured two generators, casks for fermentation, a
complete cooper's outfit a saccharometer, a vinegar-tester
in short, everything necessary to carry on vinegar-making
;

successfully.

A

generator such as we used, is a large, open-top, round
tank, carefully filled and packed with long, curly beechwood
shavings, to within a foot of the top. On top of these shavings is a close-fitting, round distributing-board, filled with

many

small holes equal distances apart.
There are several
vent-holes about 18 inches from the bottom, and also a large
faucet within a few inches of the bottom.
There is a hole
about 2 inches below the distributing-board, so the temperature in the generator can at all times be observed.
In addition to this, there is a close-fitting cover on top of the tank
to prevent the aldehyde from escaping too freely.
The fermenting casks are nothing more than large, openit. p,
wine-casks.
It
takes about 50 pounds of honey to run a generator
properly for 12 hours, so we decided to start only one.
It
takes \Yi pounds of honey to each gallon of water to make
a 40-grain vinegar.
The proper proportion can be had either
by measure or by testing the mixture with a saccharometer.
Forty-grain vinegar means 4 percent of pure acetic acid
in the vinegar, or 40 grains of acetic acid to every
1,000 grains
of vinegar. Stock tested by the saccharometer, for every
per-

H.

51.
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it shows that the bacteria have begun to propagate
and have raised the temperature equal to the outside, and in
a few hours you will find that the light is drawn in. Then
the oxidation is in full operation, and the temperature inside
exceeds that outside. You must then begin to watch at the
thermometer hole, near the top of the generator, and when
the temperature gets above 85, charge with 6 gallons taken
out of the bottom. If there is not that amount, add enough
stock to make up the full 6 gallons.
In about 2 hours examine the drafts and insert in the air-holes plugs having

tionary,

}4-inch holes, to decrease the size of the air-holes.
During the day take 6 gallons from the bottom and put
If the charge is short of 6
in the top every 90 minutes.
gallons add enough stock to make up the shortage.
Charge
12 gallons at night
and close the drafts in short, "bank
your fire" for the night.
The large vinegar-makers have automatic chargers, and
;

;

keep

it up all night.
Aldehyde is the intermediate composition between alcohol and vinegar
it is a very volatile liquid, and if you are
;

The weak alcohol is
not careful, it will nearly all escape.
converted into aldehyde by the bacteria, before it becomes
If you give the generator too much draft, the
vinegar.
aldehyde will be lost, so you can see the drafts are as important in a generator as in a stove.
The charging from bottom to top is continued until the
vinegar does not gain any in strength
then every other
time 6 gallons of vinegar are taken from the generator, and
stored in casks for the market.
For every gallon you take from the generator an equal
amount must be added at the top, from the stock.
The most profitable and best way is to run the generaStart the stock
tors in sets of 3, one above another.
;

•
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the top of the generator, and by the time
the 3 generators, it comes out vinegar

it

through

trickles

is very essential that the generators should be corpacked with shavings, kept perfectly level, and charged
with greatest regularity, so that the stock will be equally
and regularly distributed. One of the most important things
is to keep it drawing, for if the tire gets
low, the bacteria,
after they have no more alcohol to work on, will turn
around and destroy all the acidity in- the generator in the
course of a few days putrefaction will set in, and the generator will be dead. It will then take weeks to restore it to
its former condition.
Vinegar can also be made by the quick process, in small
quantities, by using rolling vinegar generators.
It

rectl)

;

The chemical changes

in the manufacture of vinegar are
both processes, but in the quick method advantage
is taken of the oxidizing action of the vinegar fungus.
By
vastly enlarging the surface of the liquid exposed to the
air. at the proper temperature, we can reduce the time occupied from about one year to 4 or 5 weeks.

alike

in

At the present price of honey, pure honey-vinegar can
be manufactured on a large scale for about 15 cents per
gallon, and perhaps cheaper.
I have sold honey-vinegar for
40 cents per gallon.
If any present would like to convince themselves that
vinegar made in so short a time is first-class I will gladly
give them a small sample to take home to try.
I am sure
a trial will convince them that honey-vinegar, made in the
way described, is not only good, but as good as the best.

— Mr.

Arnd

think

said in his paper to leave it a
that this can be aided a good

year

in

deal

by having the barrel swung, and every time you pass

a

barrel.

I

swing it and it mixes it.
Trie air in
and it oxidizes it more rapidly.
Mr. Strong I have an uncle in Ohio who. some 20 years
ago invented what he called a vinegar generator. This one
Mr. Arnd speaks of is what was then known as the shaving
generator. My uncle got what he claimed to be an improvement on that. It was simply a series of shelves, raised one
tli
other, and the fluid was passed over them and
exposed to the air. It dropped from one shelf to the other
and was continually passing back and forth until it got to
the bottom, when it was good vinegar. The strength of the
vinegar would depend upon the height of your generator.
If it was not long enough it would require passing through
again, but the result was good, strong vinegar by the time it
had passed through.
Mr. Arnd That process had the same chemical action
If you put it on shelves or a long trough, or anyexactly.
thing else, it would be all the same.
Mr. Hintz I have had some experience in making vinegar from honey, usually made from washings of the cappings,
and I have never succeeded in making vinegar that was
good and strong, and which gave good satisfaction to my
customers until it was about 2 years old, and now I find
vinegar at that age seems to be liked very well so well
that they return and get it a second and third time.
near

that

the

way

—

—

—

—

Mr-. Honaker I believe vinegar made with pickles in
small quantities will keep just as long as any other.
make it by putting sweetened water in 20-gallon jars and
put a fine cheese cloth over that.
keep them in an upstairs room for about a year, and we have the best luck

We

We

finding that a satisfactory

Mr. Taylor

artificial

IN QUEEN-CELLS.

heat?"

—

Mr. Hershiser Let the honey stay in the hive until it is
thoroughly ripened by the bees. Don't remove it until they
get through with it.
Only use artificial heat where bottling the honey.

Mr. Lathrop— I agree with Hershiser.
"Before shaking the bees to present swarming, how can
a bee-keeper tell the difference between queen-cells, if built
under the swarming impulse, or for superseding?"
Mr. Taylor For superseding they are generally a small
number and about the same age, while for swarming there is

—

a considerable

Mr. Rice

number

—

I

of different ages.
think any practical bee-keeper

—

test.

If cells are built

swarm-

for superseding at

will result in swarming.
So that I don't see any
particular benefit in knowing one from the other.
Mr. Holtermann If you break down the one that super-

ing-time

it

—

you have stopped the superseding.

sedes,

BEST HIVE STAND.

"Which is the best kind of hive stand?"
Mr. Wilcox Generally speaking, a stand that will hold
2 colonies, no more and no less, and of such size and shape
as you desire to accommodate your hives, and the location of

—

your ground, and so on.

—

Mr. Holekamp I set my hives on bricks.
Mr. Wilcox The objection I have found to that is that
moles will undermine one corner and the hive tip over. That
is why I want the stand long enough to hold 2 hives.
Mr. Strong I have an apiary of ioo colonies, and I put
4 bottles under each hive, and that is permanent. They do not

—

—

—

Mr. Hintz I build a stand for each colony of bees.
take 2x4x18 inches long, and nail strips about 2 inches
wide across those, and I set one hive on each stand.
I

ADVERTISING HONEY

QUEENS.

—
—

—

trouble.

Mr. Abbott

were
25

—

I

mated Cyprian queens

don't think
in the countrv,

the city

I

1

in St Joseph, and in
out of 25 missed and where my bees
2 miles out, I don't think 1 out of
;

hit.

COLOR OF RED CLOVER HONEY.

"What

is the color of red clover honey?"
Mr. Townsend The same color as white clover.
Mr. Davenport A very light amber.
Mr. Hershiser I would like to know how they know it is
honey from red clover. It blooms at the same time as white

—
—
—

clover.

—

Mr. Hutchinson One fall we had 500 pounds from a
second crop of red clover, and there was nothing else at that
time, and light amber is the color, or dark white.

—The

reason

is

because red clover does not

to any extent until the second crop,
second crop is in bloom in August after white clover

yield

nectar

and the
dead,

is

and before buckwheat is yielding much.
Mr. Davenport I have known my bees to work very
largely upon the second crop of red clover, when there was
scarcely any white clover in bloom, and the honey they stored

—

in the hives

was amber honey.

—

Mr. Hershiser In answer to Mr. Wilcox, I would saj
that the first crop of red clover does yield nectar, but the
tubes are so long the bees very seldom get it.
Mr. Stone I got a good crop of red clover honey one year
from the first crop. Until
gol Italian bees there was no
in the first crop of red clover, ami after that a good in

—

1

my
as

would know

— MATING

"What can be done by the National to place honey
where it belongs as a food?"
Mr. Abbott Advertising.
Mr. Wilcox If we placed it where it belongs we must
make extracted honey a staple article. To do so we must
produce nearly all well ripened honey.
"I wish to mate queens on a small island, in the lakes,
Will all the queens mated
within 4 miles from the shore.
be absolutely pure?"
Sec. Hutchinson I should say they possibly would. When
I
started in to rear queens I had trouble with mismated
queens.
I Italianized all black bees for a distance of about
3 miles in every direction, and after that there was no more

Mr. Wilcox

— DIFFERENCE

"Should extracted honey be further ripened or evaporated
by

in

it.

RIPENING EXTRACTED HONEY

they are going to super-

Mr. Holtermann I asked that question. I don't know
with any degree of certainty. 1 consider that a very serious
defect in connection- with shaking bees, and I came to this convention to try to get some light upon the subject.
In going
through a large number of colonies you can't very well make
a careful examination and find out whether the cells have all
got the age before you begin; and as far as the evidence that
that colony has depopulated, and so on, I have not succeeded

barrel,

gets in

—

with

—

If

number.

freeze or break.

H. M. Arnd.
Mr. Cummings

by the strength of the colony.
sede, the colony is decreased in

neighbors got as much seed

off the first

crop of red

-

from the second.
Mr. Hutchinson— When our bees got that 500 pounds
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of red clover

was

it

all

gathered by Italians.

The

blacks

didn't gather a pound.

Mr.

McEvoy— I have

seen the blacks gather from red

clover, but as a rule they don't.

—

Mr. Townsend Where I live in Michigan the bees got
about 2,000 pounds of red clover honey from red clover
alone.
This was gathered within two weeks' time, and the
color was identical with white clover honey gathered there.
I
will admit that the color of the white clover honey was
not as white as in some other places.
I think the color of
honey from various flowers varies in different localities.

HONEY CROP INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS.
"Should the National send information from member to
their honey crop, for the purpose of letare short purchase from the ones with
plenty of honey?"
Mr. France Partially that has been done in a private
way this season. Several who had more honey than their
own market could handle decided about how much they
wanted to ship abroad, and made it known to me. I made a
table of the list and right opposite I had a list of those
who did not have honey enough to supply their customers,
and I said, "You go to A.
he has some honey;" and in
that way a lot of the members have been helped through the

member concerning
ting members who

—

—

Association.

,

—
—
—

Mr. Kluck I say for one that they should.
Mr. Davenport I did that last year.
Mr. Abbott That is what I have been insisting on for
the last s years, that the National Association ought to be
a bureau of information to its members; and every member
ought to have a list sent to him so that he would know something about who had honey to sell.
Mr. Moore moved, seconded by Mr. Abbott, that the Gen-

Manager be requested, when there is a sufficient number
who want to sell, and those who want to buy, to
make up a circular and send it to the members of this Assoeral

of those

— Our

General Manager has always done that.
him that we have more honey than we
can dispose of, he will always find a market for it.
Mr. Hershiser It costs a very small amount to put a
line in a periodical to say you have honey to sell.
The Association can't help you do everything.
Mr. McEvoy Where you don't do that, and send it to
the Manager, send 50 cents along to pay him.
Pres. Dadant put the motion, which, on a vote having
been taken, was declared lost.

Mr. Kluck

we would

notify

—

—

The President suggested
committee of
in

matter.

that the convention appoint a

composed of the members most interested
the matter, to report on the question of amendments at
3,

the next meeting.

Mr. Taylor moved, seconded by Mr. Wheeler, that such

—

Mr. Holekamp My experience has been large. We used
send out every day between 50 and 60 small packages,
and we found the registered bees did not arrive as soon as
the others.
We gave up registering altogether, and we had
our packages insured, and we did much better than through

to

the registered mail.
help.

don't believe that registering

I

would

—

Mr. Ferris I have had a good deal of experience in shipping both by mail and express. I have shipped some very
expensive breeders, and my experience is, where you want
to get breeders shipped properly, do not have them shipped
by express.
I have had frames that were
of an inch
thick, and over an inch wide, smashed in two, shipped by
express.
You can imagine the result with queens.

%

—

Mr. Woodman In registering, don't
the package in another package, and do it
.

you have
up again?

to

put

How

would you supply air there?
Mr. Hilton We have envelopes of different sizes in
which we enclose registered matter. I don't think there is
any question about air. They are pretty close when they
get in the mail sacks with 150 pounds of mail on top of them,
whether in an envelope or not.
Mr. Eidmann I am in the regular mail service, and I
suppose I handle as much registered matter as anybody in the
room. In the case of sending one queen the price per registered mail is the same as sending a dozen, or two dozen. In
case you send one the postmaster is liable to enclose it in an
envelope and seal it, and it will suffocate, while if you have
a dozen or larger bulk it will be tied up and a register
tag put on. What Mr. Hilton said in regard to the handling
is true, but the delay is not as great as most people think.
They take the registered mail as soon as it arrives, and it is

—

—

taken
close.

ciation.
If

to be a record of it made by every official through whose
hands it passes, so that it can be traced if lost. I believe
queens would arrive in better condition if sent as registered

to

the

next train, providing the

connection

is

too-

—

Mr. Strong I have had experience along the line of
sending bees, and I wanted to test this matter of the danger
I took a queen I didn't care to
of smothering in the mail.
I got
keep, and placed her in an ordinary mailing cage.
a strip of pliable paper about an inch long and wider than
the length of the cage, and wrapped it not less than a dozen
times around, and folded it down at the ends as tight as I
could wrap it, and I threw it into the mail box on the east
I left it 24.
side of my shop where the sun would strike it.
hours, and I then opened it and I expected the queen would
be smothered, but to my surprise, there was a lively buzz in
the attempt to ventilate that was all there was. I tried it
again and left it 2 days in the same condition, and the sun
shone on it all the time I continued that for a week, and the
queen was still in good condition. This shows to me that it
is almost impossible to smother a queen in the mail.

—

;

a committee be appointed.

The President put the motion, which, on a vote having
been taken, was declared carried.
The President appointed Messrs. Abbott, Holekamp, and
McEvoy as the committee.
QUEENS BY REGISTERED MAIL.
"Is it advisable that we ship our queens in the common
mail, or pay a little more and ship them by registered mail?"
_

—The

gentleman who asked this question
the common mail-bag at many stations is caught from a little post on the swing, and you
know what the result would be on those queens. In the
distribution of the mail, that class of package is almost invariably thrown into the bags, whereas in registered mail the
Government requires that they shall be passed by hand
from one to the other.

Mr.

made

France

this

reply,

—

that

Mr. Hilton We had this very question under discussion,
and a mail clerk of wide experience tells me almost exactly
the words that have been spoken relative to the handling
of these cages, and you have only to go into a mail-car to
see that this is true.
These little bags can be thrown for
10 feet, and they may strike the steel rod or side of the
car and then drop in. It will cost 8 cents more to send one
or send a dozen by registered mail. The registered mail is
not handled that way. It will also take about a day more
to get through a registered mail package, because there has

FREIGHT-RATE ON EXTRACTED HONEY.

"Can we have a

fourth-class freight-rate on extracted
honey?"
Mr. France North, south and west of Chicago the
Western Freight Classification recognizes honey in barrels,
kegs, kits, and in square cans boxed, or the round package,
which I have here, as fourth-class freight. I believe all the
associations will adopt what the Central and Western have,
as soon as it is made plain.
Mr. Scott In speaking of rates and methods of shipping, I would like to say something in regard to shipping
comb honey. I have had a little experience in that, and my
experience has been a teacher, inasmuch as I have paid higher
I have
freight rates a great many times than was necessary.
quit it, and I have succeeded in collecting over-charges on
shipments of comb honey instead of letting the producer do
The classification on comb honey is not so plain,
that.
but what it is very often misconstrued by agents at small
shipping points. They wish to be on the safe side and they
as first-class, when comb honey packed in wooden
bill
it
cases should go as second. That holds good all around, and
We have been paying first-class
every way from Chicago.
If you will notice the marking on your freight bills
rates.
you will see it was invariably sent as honey in glass. The
agents are called upon to do the billing. This ought to be
done by the bee-keeper in every instance, and be sure to cau-

—

—

;
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tion the agent that it must go as second-class. I refer him to
the joint inspection bureau at Indianapolis. Mr. Barr, who is a
high authority on freight rates, says, that many bee-keepers
make a mistake in shipping comb honey with the glass exposed. That was advocated several years ago. The freighthandlers can understand what they are shipping. If you have
to put in a claim for broken honey, that is where the difficulty
will

come

in.

—

I ship considerable honey, and there should
If you
be different classifications for shipping comb honey.

Mr. Stewart

want to get the best classification you want to box your
honey and bill it "Comb honey in cases boxed." It will then
go as second-class freight, whereas, if it goes without boxing,

it

go as

will

and you

first-class.

will find in the

fications.

makes

It

all

Look

into the billing of

Eastern Classification different

honeys
classi-

the difference in the world whether

it

boxed or not.
Mr. Holtermann In the direction of giving instructions
as to the best method of shipping different lines of goods,
We have a Railway
the bee-papers could do something.
Commission to bring our cases before, and their decision is
final.
They can force the railroad companies to give us a
I was on a
reduced rate if they think it just and right.
committee on that question and we decided the bee-papers
is

—

DEFENDING MEMBERS.
"Shall the National Association defend its members
when spite is at the foundation, and the bees are simply
made an excuse for persecution?"
Mr. McEvoy Where there is reasonable ground, I think

—

Niver, the

convention adjourned.

Third Day

— Evening

Session.

m. Pres. Dadant called the convention to or"I wish to thank the convention for the courI have found the members much easier to
tesy shown me.
manage than I expected. I did my part. I think you will all
appreciate the fact that although I am not a very good parI started with
liamentarian, I tried to do the best I could.
some trepidation, feeling I would not be up to the task, but
behavior of the members has been such that it has made it
So I thank you all." [Apeasy and comfortable for me.
plause.]
Mr. Putnam then read a paper entitled,

At

7 :30 p.

der and said

IN

:

WHAT WAY CAN BEE-KEEPERS SECURE

THEIR

many thousands

of bee-

SUPPLIES AT

Coming
keepers,

I

LOWER PRICES?

in contact, as I do,

with

am amazed at the indifference displayed by the
loo who are attempting to make a part of their

99 out of
variously estimated that
It
is
living out of bee-keeping.
from 400 to 700 thousand people in the United States are to
some extent engaged in bee-keeping. Of that vast army
scarcely 2,000 can be coaxed, entreated or bribed to join a
bee-keepers' association of any kind. I have heard our General Manager talk for hours to a gathering of bee-keepers,
detailing the benefits to be derived from organzation, and
had it not been for the determination of one or two who had
originated the movement, the organization could not have
been effected.
The first step in the way of lower prices, then, in my
opinion, is to awaken interest to induce the bee-keepers
But let us see. What are the
themselves to co-operate.
conditions?
find that the catalogs read very much alike.
Without sections and starters the i^-story 8-frame hive,

—

We

nailed and painted, $2.45; nailed only, $2.20; I in flat, $1.85;
5 in flat at $1.70; 10 in flat at $1.55; 25 in flat at $1.45 each.
The foregoing are supposed to be for retail amounts. The
wholesale range is from 25 to 200 hives on a descending
scale
50 hives at $1.35; 100 at $1.25; 200 at 1.15 each; and
finally the carload price of $1.02 each.
Some dealers put a Chinese puzzle before their quotations, and if you are an adept at rebus deciphering you will
make out that
E 5 2 S 8 describes the same articles as
mentioned above. One dealer says, "What's the use of all
these tables of complicated figures? I will make a flat rate,
^ne hive $1.85, and give the customer a discount of 25 to
nercent, according to the amount purchased."

—

A

cash orders commencing
decreasing as the dull
the net price is reached.
10 cents per hive lower
than above quoted, beginning with one hive at $1.75 and ending with 92 cents as a carload price. These are printed prices
and the wise bee-keeper knows that all he has to do to get
a less price is to write to half a dozen dealers or manufacturers and tell them he will give his order to the lowest bidder, and he will get as many different quotations as he does
How do I know? Only last month a reputable firm
replies.
which turns out $30,000 to $40,000 worth of bee-hives and
supplies a year, and which publishes prices at the highest
rates, named me a price of 85 cents per 8-frame i^-story
there is a discount for early
10 percent in September and
months pass by, until finally in March
Some dealers quote a scale of prices

and $2.98 for No. 1 sections.
Only last year, at our St. Louis meeting, I was asked
I quoted him
for prices by one of our leading members.
92 cents for an 8-frame i^-story hive, and had the sand
taken completely out of me by his firm and positive assurance
that my prices were away too high that he could do veryhive,

—

much better down home in York State.
Where is the bee-hive trust? Where is
tion among manufacturers when such a state

the combinaof affairs exLike that other ghost that haunts the path of the
ists?
poor, deluded bee-keeper the artificial comb-honey lie the
trust does not exist, or exists- only in the imagination of some
demagog who is bent on deception and fraud. Nevertheless,
the vast army of bee-keepers are paying the long price for
their supplies and receiving the short price for their honey;
but they are the bee-keepers who do not take a bee-paper,
and who do not belong to an organization of bee-keepers
they are the people who wait until the last moment, and
rush to the nearest bee-keeper or dealer for a hive into which
to hive the bees that swarmed before the bee-keeper thought
of procuring a hive.
The vast amount of ignorance in connection with beekeeping may be illustrated by the true story of the darky

—

—

could help.

the association should defend him.
On motion of Mr. Kluck, seconded by Mr.

Now

with

boy employed at a dairy, who came to me one September
evening about 25 years ago with the news that "Our bees
didn't have anything else to do so they thought they would
go swarming yes, mister, they be hanging on a limb waitin'
for dat hive." Needless to say he consented to pay $2.50
And this
for a bee-hive— which, by the way, he never did.
brings me to an important part of my argument.

—

THE

CREDIT SYSTEM.

is responsible for a large part
When the elder Root established
of the increase in price.
the mail-order, cash-with-the-order system of supplying this
To-day the middle
class of goods, it was a cash system.
man buys for credit— not 30 or 60 days, but on long time.
He will pay the manufacturer for the supplies when he has
Allow me to quote from page 10 of "Collateral
sold them.
on Merchandise Accounts" under the heading of

The

present, credit system

"PROTECTION OF PROFITS

—RISK

IN CREDIT."

"Profit is the ultimate object of all commercial enterprise, and a reliable conserver of profits is therefore of inAs long as goods are
calculable value to general business.
sold on credit, the risk of loss through insolvency of customThe gravity of this ri;k is
ers is constantly impending.
appreciated when one considers how little a dispenser of
mercantile credit positively knows about the actual financial
condition of each of his customers, and the inside facts of
And think of how many accounts are outtheir business.
standing all the time, each involving risk of loss through
the incompetence, inexperience, lack of capital, unwise credfailures, strikes,
its, neglect, extravagance, competition, crop
money markets and speculation, which may cause the inIt is not surprising that the losses
solvency of customers.
through insolvency exceed the losses by fire in the United
States."

The above refers to general business. The merchants
referred to are those of regular trade— dry goods, groceries,
hardware, etc.— all of which are rated and reported by Dun
and Bradstreet, with whose assistance it would seem that a
comparatively close estimate could be made of a man's finanNine out of 10 of the people who ask for
cial standing.
credit as distributors of bee-hives are men without commerHow much more difficult must be the task of
cial rating.
As the risk increases,
the dispenser of bee-hive credits.

—
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so

must the margin of

thai

who

fellows
never pay.

the

profit,

Mr. Fred

to cover the risk increase, so
also pay for the fellows

who do pay must

!

member

will

get

supplies at

the

lowest rates!

It

is

being

done in spots all over the country. Why not let the move
ment become general? In my locality an association bearing
the name of the St. Croix Valley Honey-Producers' Association has no members. A 2-leaf circular is the extent of its
earthly possessions. The association actually distributed from
April. 1904, to May 1, 1905, about $1,400 worth of bee-hives
and supplies. The purchaser of one bee-hive got it for $1.02
and freight; the user of 1,000 No. 1 sections got them for
$3.00 at any time through the season, local freight added.
The officers and managers of that association received the

sum of $52 for

year's services.
The association proat the car-door 3 carloads of honey.
The manager of the association received $19 for his servicein the marketing of honey.
The bee-keeper paid the short
price for his supplies and received the long price for his
product.
The same thing has been going on for years in
their

duced and sold for cash

Colorado. The continued success and harmony of the Colorado Honey-Producers' Association is a case in point.
\\ e must not be too narrow in our vision or comprehension.
I have shown you the state of affairs as it exists
today for the purpose of mutual benefit. There is reason on
both sides. The bee-keeper who keeps bees for profit cannot
afford to pay $2.85 for his hives.
Neither can the manufacturer afford to sell a well-made bee-hive from good material
at 85 cents.
He does so at a loss, and if all his sales are
made on that basis it is only a question of time when that
manufacturer will suspend.
By the way, had you heard of the recent advance in the
price of shop-lumber? It is getting scarce and now commands
a price of $3 or $4 per thousand more than one year ago.
Then there are the requirements of standard goods. The
lumber must lie clear, surface
smooth two
sides, T/%
thick.
There are only a few mills that saw lumber
that
will
season out and surface two sides %.
All
St. Croix and Mississippi river mills cut green j/%, and when
seasoned out will barely skin 34. A large box manufacturer
and lumber dealer recently remarked to me, "It will only be
a year or two more that you fellows can cultivate that "/$
It is only the extreme Northern mills that cut for the
fad."
Eastern market that can supply the full inch shop lumber, and
as each mill completes its cut the circle of available material
rapidly diminishes, and in consequences the price goes up.
There is no doubt about it the soft white pine, full
thick, is the best bee-hive on the market.
A bee-hive may be

—

made from

%

clippings and scraps from some wood-pile, scant
thickness and mixed quality of material some white pine,
some Norway, some cross-grained, cross-breed material
and sold for less money than the standard goods, but the
quality is not there, and in the long run it will be found that
the standard goods will out-last the cheaper article.
Nowhere will the well-tried maxim prove more true than
in the purchasing of bee hives
"The best is the cheapest."

—

—

W. H. Putnam.
Mr. Aspinwall

—

note one remark in the paper, that the
bee-keepers who are successful have to pay for the ones
who make failures, and that have long credits extended to
them by a jobbing house which charges for their hives and
supplies.
1 hat seems to be the rule in every department
of human affairs. You and I pay high hotel bills because of
the man who uses the soap, and takes the towels away, and
breaks things; also the table is extravagantly luxurious probably two or three times more than it need be.
There are
numerous lines in which the same thing is made to balance
the extravagance and wastefulness in all departments.
don't know but that is the only safe way.
However, there
an lots of things in the article to commend it, notably one,
where the Association can buy in large quantities and so
purchas" at a discount.
I

I

then read a paper entitled,

HOW THE PRODUCERS AND DEALERS MAY
ADVANCE THEIR MUTUAL INTERESTS

We

have here a range of prices beginning with the casli
carload buyer at 85 cents per hive for 8-frame ij4-story, and
increasing under the varying conditions of credit and quantity until the purchaser of one hive set up and painted pays
$-'.45. without sections and foundation, or $2.85. complete and
ready for the bees. Does it require a Sherlock Holmes to
discern the remedy?
Organize! Co-operate!
Employ the
man from New York to do all the buying for all the beekeepers
Form one vast co-operative association, and every

W. Muth

My
I

subject

was given me by our worthy Secretary, and,

believe, as a nut to crack

when

;

judge as to whether or not

As a dealer, I am
tunity to speak to you

I

finished,

I

will leave

you to

have succeeded.

proud that I am afforded the opporon this subject, for it is the most im-

portant one before this convention, for the reason that it
touches the pocket-book of the fraternity.
I will endeavor to give vivid descriptions of some shipments of honey as received dissect a number of transactions,
;

and show

Furthermore, I will prove to you that it
is indeed necessary for many producers to use better judgment in grading their honey, and also to use better packages,
so that their product will command marketable prices.
At
the same time, however, I will describe to you clearly some
nice shipments of honey, and their results.
Some time ago, a party sent us some 20 odd barrels of
honey; it was in the month of September. When they arrived
at the depot, we were promptly notified by the R. R. Co., of
the leaky condition of the lot.
Our drayman, accompanied
by a cooper, repaired quickly to the depot, in order to get
results.

the barrels into shape, so that they could bring them to the
store.
When the barrels were rolled over the sidewalk, the
honey oozed out from between the staves. The cooper attended the packages at three different times, and even then
did not succeed in checking all the leaks.
Our motto from
the very beginning of our business career, has been, "Money
back the day shipment is received," and we always adhere
to the motto.
However, we cannot afford to lose any money
immediately inon account of another's negligence.
formed the shipper of the exact state of affairs, telling him
at the same time that we could not possibly remit for this
furthershipment until after we had disposed of same.
more stated, that, on account of the poor cooperage, and the
close margin of profit, we could not do otherwise, but promWell, in a
ised to let him hear from us, at an early date.
comparatively short time, we received a real nice letter from
the A. I. Root Co., in which they asked why payment for
this honey was withheld, etc., and at the same time they
stated that probably the shipment was too large for us.
sold 10 barrels of the lot, which were shipped out of the
When they arrived at their destination, we received
city.
"Honey at depot
a telegram from the consignee as follows
responded promptly byall leaking; refuse to accept."
wire, asking him to please accept the shipment and protect
This shipment had been attended to by an
our interests.
able cooper before it left the store, and we fully believed
would stand shipping.
Such transactions are not to the mutual advantage of
The result no more shipments
the producer and dealer.
from this producer, for he really believed we took advantage
of him.
Now, then, I call to mind another shipper, who has
shipped us no less than 300 barrels of honey to date. When
he makes a shipment, he forwards, with the B.-L. a letter, in
which he enumerates the barrels, gives the weights, gross and
tare, and describes the quality and flavor of the honey with
such accuracy that we know exactly how it tastes by his
wish to add here, that his honey is always free
I
letter.
from dirt and is well ripened. Frequently his shipments are
sold before they reach Cincinnati, for the reason that we can
depend upon his weights, and so far there has never been
Many of you know this gentlea leaking barrel received.
man, he is a bee-keeper. Such shipments are certainly an
advantage to both the dealer and producer.
Two years ago, I visited a bee-keepers' home, and saw
50,000 pounds of comb honey he had produced that season.
He cases his honey immediately, and just as it comes from
the hive, making no distinction in the grading, places the
good with the poor quality, and, should there be a leaky section, does not discard it, but places it in the case with the
Had he graded his honey
honey that is sound and solid.
Besides
carefully, we would have bought the lot on the spot.
being interested in the bee-keeping industry, he is a farmer,
and, by the way. his farm contains 1,000 acres; he is also an
I
know his bees do not receive the
extensive stock-buyer.
attention they should, for his other interests crowd him.
At the time, I told him that I would buy his honey if he
would grade it properly, stating that it would pay him to do

We

We

We

;

We

—

.
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He replied by saying that lie had no difficulty in disso.
posing of his crop. Right he was. We received several shipments from him. just to see how it would sell, but on account of the grading, we could not possibly pay him the
price he could have otherwise demanded.
Transactions of
this kind give rise to the fact that such shipments are neither
profitable to the producer nor the dealer.
About one month ago. a farmer walked into my office,
and asked for Mr. Muth. When I had made myself known,
he said he had 223 cases of comb honey down at the wharfboat, and asked what we were paying for good honey. Upon
my question as to how it was packed, he replied, "In the caps,
just as it was taken from the hi
"Why," I said, "isn't
it
in shipping-cases like that honey over there?" pointing
to some nicely packed comb honey.
"No," he said, "it is still
in the caps, and when I sell it, I want the caps back, as I
thought I could probably make a trade, that would be worth
my

while."
I told him that
we made no offers, unless we
saw the exact condition of the honey, but if he would name
a price that would justify, I would go down to the wharf and
look at his lot.
I can assure you he startled me when he
said, "If you will take the whole lot. and return the caps,
I
will make the price at 14 cents; that's the price at which
riiv honey is selling."
Of course, I was not interested, and I
failed to understand or learn where he sold his honey in
our city.
I really believe he went on down the river.
I
leave it to you to form your own opinion of such ship-

and
would be
nity,

if

more would

relate another transaction with a producer,
his business.
This bee-keeper wrote us

had some 25.000 pounds of comb honey that
graded Extra Fancy, Fancy, and No. i.and that he knew it would
please us. for it was graded according to rules and his best
judgment. He quoted a price that met with our approval,
and his correspondence was so satisfactory that we immediately came to the conclusion that he was a practical beekeeper, and informed him that we would accept the shipment at his price, provided he would ship us as a sample a
few carriers of each grade, and if the same came up to our
stating that he

he could expect our order for the entire lot.
Promptly we received a shipment of 15 carriers. (By the
way, this was the first shipment of comb honey this seaexpectations,

son

)

I wish to relate to you how I disposed of the
cases which I used to feel the pulse of the market. The
day this lot arrived, a dealer in bee-supplies and honey from
another city was visiting at our store. The 15 carriers, consisting of some 160 cases, were opened, and a finer lot of
honey we never saw before. I took one of the cases, told my
friend, the dealer, to come with me, and I would show him
how to sell honey. Our first stop was at the finest retail
grocery in Cincinnati.
The proprietor, a fine gentleman,
wants only the finest of everything, and i- well posted. Passing through the store, saluting the clerks, I was making up
my mind as to how many cases I should sell him. "Shall I
say 25 or 30 cases?" said I to my friend, "or shall I sell him
40 cases?" I finally concluded to sell him 50 cases and make
the price 15' _ cents per pound.
1
walked up to the elderly
gentleman, who is always very busy, and business must be
done quickly and to the point. I showed him the case of
honey: he knew I would offer only the finest.
He asked
if the lot was all like that sample case.
My reply in the
affirmative closed that sale of 50 cases at 15J/2 cents, in less
time than it takes to tell it.
When we were again on the street, I remarked how
easy it was to sell at 15^ cents, and proposed that we go to
another store and try our luck at 16 cents. Well, I did sell
8 cases at 16 cents, and felt that I had not reached the top
of the market even at that price.
repaired to the next
store, and after quite a bit of hesitation and arguing. 1 sold
another 10 cases at 16J/2 cents. This price, however, proved
to be the limit, for at the next store I tried my very best to
sell this party 5 cases at 17 cents, but in vain.
He was willing to pay ioj/j cents, but no more sold him 2 cases. Well,
in this way, we learn what price the market will pay.
This producer shipped us honey as fast as he could pack
it: we forwarded a check the very same day shipments arrived, and in the entire shipment, just think of it, there was
not (.ni' leak] case! Hi- honej was packed a- he stated in his
first letter, viz.. Extra Fancy, Fancy, and X". 1.
The rows
in the center of the case were equally as fine as the ones next
the glass. This producer is certainly an honor to the frater-

Right here

first

We

;

and

lamenting

know

I

about

the

there

cheap

prices of honey.

beeswax
Recently, a bee-keeper shipped us a barrel of
which time he wrote us stating that he knew from past
The
transactions that we would do the right thing by him.
wax was not all choice, but upon its arrival we separated it,
allowing him 30 cents per pound for the good quality, and
A few days before I left
25 cents for the poorer grade.
home, I received a letter from him stating that he received
our check for his wax, which was more than he expected.
We may also depend upon him for his shipments of honey
at

in

the future

It

pleases us

when

a shipper

is

well satisfied.

Recently a party shipped
another transaction
us 21 carriers of comb honey, 12 over one road and the other
Never before have we seen honey packed
9 over another.
The bottom of the carrier was the exact size
as this was.

Here

is

:

of one case; there was a thin layer of straw, upon which
were placed 5 cases of honey, one above the other. This,
with 4 sides and a top constituted the carrier, which could
be rolled about as a baggage master would handle a trunk.

ments.

Now, let me
who understands

follow his example

complaints

less

1

*'
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he advised us to that effect, he wrote us saying that since we
surmised that he had very little faith in mankind, he in turn
took it for granted that ive must have a great deal of faith,
and he therefore makes bold to ask us to remit for the shipment, upon receipt of the B. L. Naturally, we are adverse to
doing business that way, and his statement necessitated another delay.

Again we wrote him that we are honest and trustworthy,
and referred him to a number of prominent persons. I don't

know

he inquired about us, but we finally received a letter
in which he simply stated that he shipped us 17
carriers of comb honey, gave us the weights, and requested
us to remit him when the goods arrived.
His honey arrived in due time and in good condition, for well did he understand the art of packing, and the honey was very fine.
We could not have criticised, nor even offered a single suggestion.
The same day his honey arrived, we sent him a
check that amounted to more than he expected, for the
honey weighed more than he had stipulated. I know he held
his breath when he received his money, for in one of his first
letters he blankly stated that he expected to be fleeced.
If
that gentleman is in the audience, I want him to rise and tell
you what he named me after he learned our method of
square dealing.
This concludes my speech, if I may so term it, and I
trust you have benefited thereby, in learning how the producer and dealer may advance their mutual interests. I thank
if

from him

you.

Fred.

Mr. Eidmann

—

I

wish to say

this in

W. Muth.

regard to Mr. Muth's

was present at the time that comb honey shipment came from Illinois, and it was just as he stated
I
may say Mr. Muth took as good care of the honey as the
shipper could have done
he had the shipper's interests at
heart. He was not there, but his men were.

paper, that I

;

"Why do bees removed a considerable distance in spring
invariably do 'better than bees in the same locality not having been so moved?"
Mr. Baxter I have observed that for 20 years, and those
move to out-apiaries have done better than those that had
been there all winter. I have been trying to find out how it
was, but I can't.
Mr. McEvoy What time did you move them?
Mr. Baxter April and May.
Mr. McEvoy Before fruit-bloom or after?
Mr. Baxter Before and during fruit-bloom. I moved
them from 3 to 5 miles. I have noticed that every year,
invariably.

—

—
—
—
—

—

Mr. Stone I would like to ask Mr. Baxter if he was not
a little choice in selecting the bees he moved. May be he
took just the ones he knew were very strong and moved them,
and then compared them with some that were weak and
strong together.
Mr. Baxter No, sir, I have not. I have taken them on
the average, some weak and some strong, but both did better
than bees that were not moved.

—

—

Pres. Dadant I have remarked the same thing.
I ascribe that to the fact that the bees having been moved are
disturbed and more likely to breed, and produce more heat.
I do not know whether that is the answer.

—

Mr. Niver We found out in New York State that our
home-apiary in the village wintered better, and seemed to
get pollen in the spring much quicker, than they did in the

We

noticed the same effect when we moved
them from the home-apiaries- to the out-apiaries they were
the strongest and did the best. It was a better place to
winter.
Mr. Aspinwall As the discussion went on it occurred
to me that the cause was the same as the President suggested, that they fed themselves with honey which was
largely used to secrete the larval food, or food to supply the
queen, and egg-laying ensued.
Mr. McEvoy I was going to remark the same as this
gentleman the jarring and jolting caused them to uncap
and prepare a little more at the same time they are led to
stimulate more.
Mr. Wheeler I have noticed the same thing, but I attributed it to the fact that where we wintered our bees we didn't
pay any attention particularly to the flow of honey. It was
the most convenient place.
When we start an out-apiary we
;

—

—

—

;

—

flowers.

—

Pres. Dadant In the case of Mr. Baxter, the bees
were moved to places where there were other bees, and
they did better than the bees that were on the spot.
Mr. Baxter In some instances .1 practice the feeding
in the spring to stimulate and move the combs as occasion
may require, to get as much brood as possible. I have done
that in these apiaries from which I have taken these bees,
and if it was .the result of stimulative feeding, why didn't
those bees profit from that stimulative feeding, as well as
these that gorged themselves with honey on the trip?

—

NUMBER

"How many
convention?"

OF COLONIES REPRESENTED.

colonies

of

bees

are

represented

in

this

—

Mr. France In regard to the National Association, I
have a good many objects in view in the Annual Report to

make

it

and

is

of value to its members.
One is the crop report,
not half completed because the members did not give
me their reports. It is not satisfactory. I would lik,. to
make these volumes something that you would retain in future years, and care for them sufficiently to bind them.
Mr. Hershiser Couldn't it be bound better when it
reaches the bee-keepers?
Mr. France Yes, it could. That crop report is of a
In Michigan they
value that many of you do not know.
get up a leaflet bulletin, and that has pretty nearly marketed
the honey for Michigan. You get it largely, though, in the
rough, and in the full report later on.
it

—

—

—

Pres. Dadant I hope the members will bear that in mind,
and when they receive the blank from our Manager that they
will pay more attention to it.
I trust most of you are not

among

MOVED BEES DO BETTER THAN UNMOVED.

out-apiaries.

are always thinking about the location, and we are more apt
to take them
to
a place where there are more honey

the guilty ones.

SHIPPING COMB HONEY.

"What

is

method of shipping comb honey

the best

in less

than car lots?"

—

Mr. Muth If they are 24-section cases the best method
carriers containing 8 cases each, with' straw underneath and
handles on the outside, and marked with great big letters,
"Handle with care. Comb honey. This side up." You can
ship it in that way from one end of this country to the other,
if it is done right.
Mr. Taylor understands it better than I.
is

—

Mr. Taylor Everybody knows my method. The shipment I made, to which reference is made, I shipped in carriers that would hold nine 24-pound cases; it would hold 3
9 cases. In the
in the bottom and 2 upon each one of the 3

—

put 3 or 4 inches of straw. I think peastraw is
first-rate, if one has it
it is sort of springy and does not pack
Have the carrier
together so much as some other kinds.
so made that it will retain the straw, and then put in the
I generally have one case at each
cases upon the straw.
I don't know whether
end that shows the glass a little.
I sometimes think it is not.
that is an advantage or not.
I
sometimes think a person handling it, if he sees the glass,
may be a little more careful.
Mr. Muth Right here is a point. The truck man or railroad man just likes to put a foot through it for fun, and
Turn it
then stick their fingers in to taste the honey.
around the other way, and they won't do it.

bottom

I

;

—

—

Mr. Taylor Then I give directions upon the top of the
"Keep this crate cross-wise of the car with care."
That is all there is to it. Putting it cross-wise of the car
makes the sections stand lengthwise of the car, so that they

carrier,

will stand a great deal

more

jolting than the other way.

—
—
—
—

Mr. Hintz How do you pack the 9 cases in a carrier?
Mr. Taylor Put 3 in the bottom side by side, and then
upon each one of them, 2; that makes 9.
Mr. Wheeler Do you put two handles on the side?
Mr. Taylor The carriers are so made that there is a
place to take hold of them. The handles don't stick out on
If I were making crates or making carriers
those carriers.
to ship honey, I would make them so that they would hold
(1
cases instead of 9, and be handled more easily, and perhaps more safely. So that there would be 2 piles of 3 each
instead of 3 of 3 each.

—
—

Mr. Hintz You have nearly 400 pounds?
Mr. Taylor No they would run about 25 pounds to a
;
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times

cast
9
packing.
;

25

225

is

— perhaps

250

strong

—

I

remember with one shipment we had to have a
there and help, and I had to go down,

man go down

too.
.Mr.

will not receive

honey

for local

Mr. Muth T believe the carriers that contain eight 24section cases, with carriers all the way through on each
side, are more preferable, because two men can handle them
better.

—

Mr. Muth The railroad company
shipment in single-case lots.

pounds besides the

Aspinwall

—

I

believe

Mr. Muth has suggested that
to the comb-honey producer
do for the jobber to do so

the bee-papers send instructions
How would it
as to packing.
every time a letter was sent or
are always
Mr. Muth
to put them in printed form.

received?

— We
doing that.
We are going
believe a private letter would be read
Pres. Dadant —
with more attention than printed circulars.
Mr. Muth — Whenever we get a shipment of honey that

MEMBERSHIP

FEES.

acceptance of members at 50 cents, when an association joins the National in a body, fair to the other member who sends his $1.00 in?"
Mr. Muth— Yes. Be grateful.
Pres. Dadant
My impression is that the time is coming when we will get members in no other way.
Mr. Kannenberg I think the member who pays the dollar has the same chance as the other that pays the 50 cents.
Is the

—

—

CHANGING FRAMES

— LEAVING

HONEY ON

HIVES.

I

we

can criticise we always try to tell the
could be better.
It might be added to what Mr. Taylor has
said, that in making up the crates the slats are always up

is

real

nice,

shipper where
Mr. Scott

if

it

—

and down

in a carrier crate, and it is just as handy to have
part to which the top of the up-and-down boards are
nailed about 8 or 10 inches longer than the crate is to be. That
leaves 4 or 5 inches at each end to stick out, and that is
suggestive itself to the railroad man to take hold of that.
And be sure and mark it comb honey. I was at one time
checkman in a freight-house, and when we could see anything of that sort we were in duty bound to caution the
truck man to be careful. That does some good in one way,
but it is to your disadvantage if you have to collect a claim
when the officials come to it. Cheap hay is as nice a cushion
as I have ever seen even excelsior, but it is finer, and the
bottom of the crate has to be tight.
Mr. Hershiser Have you seen hay made into a rope
and put around? It is twisted in a rope, and it is more of a
springy nature.
Mr. Wheeler I would like to ask Mr. Muth if he thinks
it at all advisable to use packing on the sides and top of the

this

—
—

—

honey, also between?

Mr. Muth

— No,

Down

sir.

close so that they don't jar.
all

below only. Then put them
Don't show the glass. That is

rot.

—

1
found in shipping honey quite extensively
that it was very nice to have a large circular
and the
printed in large letters to put on top of the case
most important thing 1 have found to put on that case was,
"Don't handle on a 2-wheeled truck." That is what breaks
more honey than anything else, by tipping the honey The
angle at which it is held is just right to hit the edge of the
I found that
section, and drive the honey out of the comb.
was the main breakage point. Put that label on, and ship

Mr. Niver

in

"Will it pay me to change the Standard Langstroth
frame when nearly all of my 200 hives now in use contain
the old-style of loose-hanging frames, which are g /i inl

side?"

—

—

difference.

EXTRACTING FROM SAME COMBS YEARLY

them without any

— POUND

SECTION.

extracting from the same combs every year right?
not. what is the objection?
"Is

If

—

Mr. Baxter I say yes, of course, every year. I have
combs I have been using for 25 years, and I can't see any
difference in the honey. I have combs as black as the ace of
spades, and the honey is white.

"Why not have a section that will hold, when well filled
by the bees, one pound?"
Mr. Hershiser Because you can't get such a section.
Sometimes the bees will fill a section made to hold a pound,
but more often it won't hold quite a pound whereas, if you get
a section a little larger than that, that will hold a pound
when not well filled, it will hold more than a pound when

—

;

well

filled.

Mr. York

York State

;

—

Mr. France I would say no.
"Is honey injured by leaving it on for days after being
capped, where extracted honey is taken off?"
Mr. McEvoy When it can possibly be taken out soon
after it is capped, the honey is thicker than if left later.
Mr. Kluck In a wet fall and cold weather it may do
that; in a dry climate and dry weather it won't make any

you

will then

—When you get the bees to put
have a section for

in just a

pound,

it.

"How would a section be 4^x5x13-6 for holding a
'
pound of honey?"
Mr. Muth It would be impracticable, because we have
so many different sizes of sections on the market, and they are
humbug, Q out of 10.
Mr. McEvoy— It takes too much wax.

—

.1

(Conduced next week

carrier.

)

appearance between the yellow and the
Well, to get such a result so that all
the worker progeny should be alike in appearance, you would have to work through many
generations. The first cros6, instead of being
uniformly colored with an intermediate
shade, will be just what you have found,
some copying after the father, with no tint
of yellow, some copying the mother, and
some with various shadings. In other words,
your bees, if a yellow queen met a black
drone, have merely followed the general rule.
Nor is this an exceptional matter with bees.
Look at a cross between a white cock and a
dark hen, and see what is the result. Or, if
you have no poultry handy, study the human
If a father has very dark hair, and a
race.
mother very light, see if the children have
hair all alike of an intermediate shade. Don't
in

black.

ocfor Mi Herts

Quesfton-B^jc
Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.
'

you know

Variations in Queen Progeny
Is it possible for a queen to produce 2 and
3 banded bees, and also others without a trace
of yellow. I have such a colony, and the
only queen I have ever found in the hive is a
vellow Italian reared in my own yard this
season. There can be no old queen, because
the colony is an artificial swarm made this

season, the bees having killed the queen I
gave them and reared this one from brood of
an Italian queen I gave them when the

swarm was first made. This first queen
proved defective, and the one killed was sent
me by the breeder to replace the first.
Kentucky.
Answer. — You are very likely counting
yellow
queen
mate6
with a black
a
that when
drone, the resulting progeny will be midway

it's

the

common

thing to say that

one child resembles the father and another
the mother!

Similarity Between Caucasian Drones

and Workers
I sent for 2 tested Caucasian queens, received one Aug. 7, and introduced her to a
queenless colony quite strong in bees, and the
queen was well received. She must have
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commenced

Tuesday, aDd when

That was
opened the hive the

same day.

to lay the
I

I was surprised to find so
There were about 5 combs filled

following Saturday

many

eggs.

with eggs— as

full as

in the central

and

we

usually find

them—

combs the eggs had already

hatched, showing patches larger than a silver
food in the
dollar with this milky-looking
bebottom of the cells. In due time the bees
the
gan to hatch. About two-thirds show
markings of Italian bees, and the remainder
opened the hive
are black. Later, when I
found a large number of undersized
again,

I

worker-cells, marked like
are in the mathe workers, but the blacks
But the strangest part about it is, I
iority
brood all flat,
sealed
the
find the cappings of
drone-brood, and I
not raised or rounded like
between drone and
can't tell anv difference
worker brood until they hatch.

drones reared

in

fertilize queens?
can such drones be kept from flygo through the queening' because they can
excluding zinc the same as workers?
Caucasian bees?
with
3 Is this common
4'
What would you do with such bees?
Iowa.
Answers. -1. It is claimed that such
drones
have
rather
I'd
but
drones are virile,
from eggs laid in drone-cells.
any way.
2. I don't know of

Can such drones

1

How

•2

3.

I

4.

I

think not.
think I'd be likely to pinch her head
.

°

queen was well
In spite of your saying the
little as if laying
received, it looks at least a
order
to be sure of
In
workers were present.
from
no mistake about drones emerging

cells

you should be able to see the
queen laid
drones emerge from them. If the

sealed

flat,

if she began
the eggs from these drones, even
her, Aug. 1,
laying the day you introduced
eggs in
which is not so very likely, especially
drones
such large quantity, the first of the
Aug.
31, and
before
could not have emerged
some things in your letter, dated Sept i,
drones before
a little as if there were

He did not pay
at work, but very slowly.
much attention to this curious actioo, and
until
1 happened to be
hive
never opened the
there about 3 weeks after the occurrence. He
asked me to open the hive and examine the
On so doing, I found about a pint of
bees.
bees, no queeii, no brood nor eggs, but found
a capped queen cell.
Where did the bees get the egg in the

dwindled down to a few bees. There are eggs
I've
in the hive at present, but no brood.
been taught that a queen's eggs will batch
This
or
not.
drones whether she is fertilized
queen's eggs don't seem to hatch at all.
What's the trouble?
1. Is it possible for a queen to lay eggs that
will hatch neither workers nor drones?
2. Have the bees been destroying the egg6

queen-cell, or do bees ever cap empty queenwithout eggs in them? or did the queen
lay the egg and then fly away to the woods
Illinois.
with part of the colony !

out

cells

Answer.— The unusual
comes only

Do Bees Carry Water at Night

?

that
Please tell us what you think about
given
night shift of bees carrying water, as
Ohio.
by D. J. Pawletta, on page 723.
Answer —There have been reports of bees
of their
staying out over night, and possibly
working on bright moonlight nights on bassthey
wood, and I don't know just how correct
of
were but I don't remember hearing before
it is
course
Of
their' carrying water at night.
impossible
is
thing
a
not entirely safe to say
within ones
iust because it has never come
knowledge, but one may at least be excused
as to each bee
for being a little inquisitive
predecessor sets
starting the very second her
never more
foot on the alighting-board, and
not more
than one going at a time. Might
lookout for
than one bee happen to be on the
more
not
might
and
then
the returning bee,
can one be
than one start at a time? and how
than one?
sure that there is never more

Absconding Swarm
for about 30 years, have
books and
read some bee-literature, such as
for nearly a year,
the American Bee Journal,
had a little experience with bees,
I

have kept bees

and so have
an incident
but I have never before met with
like I had this summer.
of
My neighbor caught a runaway swarm
the limb of an
bees which bad clustered on

Langstroth hive,
aoDle-tree.
about 5 or 6
and it seemed to do all right for
The 7th day he thought that one of
days
but finally
swarming,
was
other colonies

He hived

his

it

in a

swarm
discovered that it was the runaway
next
which took its flight to the woods. The
still
was
swarm
day he saw that the runaway

the

The

last.

swarm

ab-

sconded, leaving some bees, and these few
bees remained and did the best they could.
You say you made an examination " 3 weeks
If that means 3 weeks
after the occurrence "
after he hived the swarm, then there is nothing particularly unusual in the whole case. I
suppose, however, that you mean 3 weeks
after the swarm absconded, during which 3
weeks there was, presumably, no queen in the
hive.
Here, then, was a sealed queen-cell 21
days after the departure of the queen, and
any well-conducted virgin should emerge
from a queen-cell within 15 or 16 days after
You ask whether bees
the laying of the egg.
ever cap a queen-cell with no occupant. I
but why in the
thing,
a
never heard of such
world didn't you open the cell and see what
was in it? It is practically certain that the
cell was occupied. A laying worker may have
Dzierzon
laid the egg before her departure.
reports a case in which the bees held eggs a
week or so without hatching, and I have seen
unsealed brood in a hive more than the normal 8 or 9 days after the removal of the
queen. Another solution of the problem is to
say that the queen-cell was started in the
ordinary way, and the larva died in it after
the sealing. So there are 3 different ways in
which it might happen that you found a
sealed queen-cell 3 weeks after the queen had
left.
,

sound

were present,
that time. If laying workers
just posand if the queen is still there, it is
now. If she
sible that she is laying all right
she is no good.
is rearing mostly drones,

at

part in the case

,

-

,

,

Removing Supers

in

the Fall

I am 25 years old and have been keeping
bees for 6 or 7 years. My father is a farmer.
This is not a very good country for bees. I
don't think they did very well la6t year, and
this year they are no good. They had more

honey in June than they have now. Some
have honey in the super, but the brood-chamber is dry comb with brood. But I will try to
feed them up heavily this fall. I would like to
take off all the supers now and let them work
only in the brood-chamber. If I do take them
off, must I watch for the moth-worms, or
don't they work in September? I have been
bothered with them this summer.

Answer. — There

Missouri.
is

not very

much danger

of trouble from bee-moth in supers taken
away in September, in your part of the country, especially the latter part of September;
but it is well to look over the combs perhaps
2 weeks after they are taken off, and if you
find the worms at work, to fumigate them
with bisulphide of carbon, or sulphur. This
is on the supposition that your supers contain extracting-combs. There is less danger
if the supers contain sections, but even then
it will be well to take the same course.

Queen's Eggs that Pail to Hatch
9, after destroying the old queen
colony of bees, I gave them a ripe
I exqueen-cell enclosed in a cell-protector.
amined them 12 days later, and found the
young queen laying nicely. Three weeks
later I examined them, expecting to find brood
hatching and in all stages of development.
Imagine my surprise when I found nothing
but eggs, which were laid regularly and only
one in a cell. The queen was a nice yellow
I
one, good size, and with perfect wings.
have examined them at intervals of 2 and 3
weeks since then, and have found nothing but
eggs and no brood at any time. They have

On June

in a strong

as fast as they hatch?
3.

queen worthless, or will she turn
Ohio.
right later on

Is the
all

>.

the case you mention
one, and I had another case. Other cases
But you're not
have also been reported.
likely to meet another of the kind if you die
The case that
within a reasonable time.
came under my observation is the only one I
ever met in 45 years' experience.
2. No, the workers are probably not in the
don't know what the
I
least to blame.
trouble is, but there is some defect about the
queen that prevents even drones being reared
from her eggs.
3. Worse than worthless. Please send her to
Dr. E. F. Phillips, Departmentof Agriculture,

Answers.— 1.

Yes,

is

Bureau of Entomology, Washington, D. C.
Possibly he might give us some light on the
subject.

Non Swarming Methods and Bees
Quarterly,
1. In the 1895 April Bee-Keepers'
Mr. Heddon says that out of 600 of his colonies only 15 or 16 percent swarmed, as by his
hive and methods he weeded out the swarmWould not such methods be
ing impulse.
advisable for comb-honey producers in Northern Michigan?
2. One of my neighbors, by cutting out
queen-cells every 8 days in the Heddon hives,
in Hoffman frames, got as high as 250 pounds
of comb honey per colony. As inverting the
Heddon hive is claimed will cause the bees to
destroy queen-cells, would not the use of such
a hive be less labor for the practical combhoney producer? Will interchanging such
hives cause bees to destroy queencell6?
Mr. McGuire, of North Carolina,
3. As
claims black bee6 there will swarm hardly
any, would not the introduction of such a

race early in the spring solve the nonswarming problem in the Northern Michigan raspberry regions, and be a boon to comb-honey
producers there? With such a strain I could,
in a good season, obtain 100 pounds of comb
honey per colony without Mr. Davenport's

splendid method.

bees up here swarm so
can't excel them? Tney
are Italian-hybrids in Hoffman frames, in
double-walled homemade hives, twice the
thickness of the fine factory hives. The bees
increased rapidly in the spring, but blasted
our hopes of a honey crop by persistent
swarming. Would not pure Italian or pure
German bees be a better non-swarming strain?
1 not correct in believing that more
5.
comb honey can be gotten from the brown
German strain here than from the Italians or
4. What makes the
much that Carniolans

Am

hybrids?

raspberry re6. Are bees in the Michigan
gions more prone to swarm than in more
regions.
southern cultivated

Northern Michigan.
Answers.— 1. Any method that would weed

out the swarming impulse would be exceedingly desirable in Northern Michigan, or anywhere else for producers of comb honey, or
indeed for producers of any kind of honey.
So long a6 there is variation in the matter of
swarming, some bees being much more inan,imclined to it than others, it does seem
possible thing to produce bees that would be
ought
it
least,
practically non-swarmers. At
non-swarmers
to be possible to come as near to

among
It

is

bees as to non-sitters

among

poultry.

not likely that the hive would

make

much difference, any farther than to give
chief
plenty of room and ventilation. The
from stock
thin"' to do is to breed constantly
toward
inclination
least
that shows the
swarming, at the same time keeping in view
well known to
the
things
of
the avoidance

Ont.
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favor swarming, such as crowding and lack
of ventilation.
3. Some years ago there were great hopes
that the bees could be induced to destroy
queen-cells if once in so many days hives were
turned upside down, and reversible hives
But it
were invented for this purpose.
turned out that the plan was not reliable.
reversing
even
if
that
found
Indeed, it is
would cause the destruction of queen-cells,
this would not be a sure preventive of swarming, for when the attempt is made to thwart
the bees by cutting out all cells, they will in
a good many cases swarm without wailing for

cells.
3. Some black bees will swarm less than
black bees in general, and some Italians will
less than Italians in general, but if
ever a non-swarming strain worthy the name
is attained it is more likely to be Italian than
black. Among Italians there can be found
bees just as little given to swarming as among

swarm

blacks, in all probability, and as Italians are
in general better bees, they are the ones to

work with in aiming toward non-swarming.
If you are aiming for that 100 pounds of
comb honey per colony in a good season, you
will probably reach it more quickly with ItalAt any rate, it is no great trick to
here with Italian blood predominating, and Northern Michigan is supposed to be
a good deal better honey region than this.
4. I don't
know what makes some bees
swarm so much more than others; I only
know the fact. Evidently you have bees that
are bad swarmers. The introduction of pure
Italians, or of pure blacks, would be likely to
reduce the amount of swarming, and the introduction of a good strain of hybrids or
crosses might reduce it just as much. The
advisable thing for you is to introduce pure
Italian blood.
After you've done your best
in that direction, you are likely for several
years to have still more or less black blood.
5. I don't know all about your locality, but
my impression is that in almost any locality,
if not in any locality, Italians will outstrip
the blacks in honey, and if rightly managed it
is possible that a cross of Italian and black
blood may give more honey than either blood
pure.
But I would try as much as possible
to work toward pure blood.
don't
know. I think not; but it may
6. I
be that some one with experience in the
northern raspberry regions, and also farther
south, will tell us about it.
ian blood.

reach

it

May

have had only 2 years' experience with
I like the work, but find very little
I
have 5 colonies.
$50, and have gathered but 20 pounds of surplus honey in the 2
years.
I have a colony of black bees that I
gave an Italian queen about 40 days ago. I
see now they are busy carrying young ones
out that are nearly old enough to fly some
dead, and many alive. Upon examination,
I do not find anything like foul brood, but
the colony has weakened one-half, and is
gathering very little nectar for brood purposes. Kindly explain matters. Missouri.
I

money in them so far.
They have cost me about

;

Answer.— I don't know with so little information, and can only guess.
You are
doubtless right in thinking there is no foul
brood in the case, for in foul brood young
bees dead and alive are not carried out of the
hive, the larvaj dying in the cells and rotting
there.
It is likely that the bee-moth is the
guilty party. The colony has probably been

made

the bee-moth have
through the cappings of

larvse of

their galleries

Heat Breaking Down Combs or Honey

My bees are doing nicely now, but I have
trouble with combs of honey breaking and
dropping down, caused by the heat. I have
covers on all the hives, but the sun strikes
Is there aoy remedy for this?
the hive front.
Illinois.
likely the trouble is all
—Most
Answer.
over before this, for by the time your question reached me, a sudden change in the
weather made it almost too cold for bees to fly
Yet there was some very hot weather
at all.
September, and combs might break down
from it if they ever broke down from heat.
Certainly they ought not to break down from
the sun striking on the front of the hive. I'll
venture the guess that they would have
broken down if the sun had not touched the

in

front of the hive. The probability is that
two things were responsible for the trouble.
One was that the entrance of the hive was
too small, giving the bees too little chance
for ventilation. The other was that there was
too little chance for circulation of air about
the hive, buildings, trees, or bushes preventing a free movement of air. Years ago 1 had
combs melt down in a hive— I think I never
had them melt down in any other case— and
the sun never shone on the front of the hive,
nor on any other part of the hive. The hive
stood in a very dense shade, a thicket of
bushes on one side, and tall corn on the other.
The entrance was not very large, but I think
the combs would not have melted if the hive
had stood out in the sun all day long, provided there had been full chance for the breeze.

the combs, mutilating the young bees so that
they are carried out by their older sisters. If
my guess is correct, you ought to be able to
6ee upon inspection the said galleries or webs.
It will help somewhat if you will dig the
worms out of them. With a wire-nail or other
pointed instrument, dig into one end of the
gallery, then beginning at the other end dig
along till the worm comes out where you first
began, when you may take your revenge.
After a fair number of Italian bees have taken

however, I think it
can but think that
the young man.
formic acid may

would be
this

possible,

and

I

has taken place with

The paralyzing
have quickly

of
closed the
effect

capillaries in the natural channel, thus forcing it into some unnatural course.
Of course, this is only theory, and intended

as pleasant discussion.

Davis

may

This view

R.

Emmons, M. D.

be entirely correct,
to which exception

the only thing
should be taken is that Dr. Langer's
investigations show that the active
poison principle Is something separate
and apart from formic acid, and, if I
am not mistaken, alkaline. That, however, makes no material difference in
the case.

Frame-Spacers— Best Size of Section
When

started

my

apiary, 2 years ago,
hives, but after one
season's use I considered them too shallow,
for the bees carried too much propolis into
the sections; moreover, I consider it unnecessary labor to handle 10 frames when an 8frame dovetail hive contains the same combspace.
I had the good fortune to sell the
hives and replace them with the 8-frame dovetail hive with Marbacb-Hoffman frames.
Do
you consider these Marbach metal-spacers
preferable to the V-edge? The revson why I
1.

I

bought

5

I

Danzenbaker

is, because I intend to buy more hives
soon. I find in using the metal spacers that
the bees always fill with propolis the space
beneath the tin, and I have wondered whether
the self-spacing V-edge (which I never have
used) would not save the work for the bees,
and at the same time answer my purpose as

ask

well.

Wintering Nuclei Over a Strong
Colony
1. Can a nucleus be wintered on top of a
6trong colony by placing a queen-excluding
board between ? That is, put two or three 1
or 2 frame nuclei in a hive and put it over
a strong colony with plenty of honey?

Nebraska.
don't know that any one has
ever tried exactly the thing you mention.
Something like it is done in the Alexander
method of putting a weak colony over a
strong one in spring but in that case it is not
continued more than 3 or 4 weeks. If continued through the winter, it is very likely
there would be more or less loss of queen6. A
safer plan would be to use wire-cloth instead
of a queen excluder, so that there would be
no communication between the bees below
and above. Of course an entrance to the outside would have to be allowed to each of the
If outdoors, the6e entrances should
nuclei.
be very small, and the entrance to the lower
colony would need to be less than with no entrances above.

Answer.— 1.

I

;

be the Bee-Moth

bees.

weak, and the

possession, you may safely trust them to keep
If wax-worms are not presthe moth at bay.
ent, then I don't know what the trouble is.

That Lapse-of-Memory and BeeStlng Case

As

a

further

contribution

to

the

lapse-of-memory case, on page 759, I
am glad to give the following note
from Dr. Davis R. Emmons
:

1 have read with interest your answer in the
ease of the bumble-bee sting on the ear. I
wish to compliment you for the manner in
which you sum it up, and certainly in writing
for publication in a bee-paper it would be
very hard to improve upon. However, in
private it looks to me as if the poison, diluted
and in small quantity, had in some way
reached the brain-cells that have to do with
memory. I think that a few of the small
branches of both the posterior and anterior
auricular arteries pierce the cranium, but
ordinarily in this case it would be returned to
the heart through the lateral sinuses without
In exceptional cases,
entering the brain.

What do you

consider the best size secusing the 4x5 plain section, because I thought the bees more likely to begin
work in them than in those of smaller size.
2.

tion?

lam

—

Subscriber.

Answers. 1. The chief objection to the
Hoffman frame is the amount of surface in
contact between two adjoining frames, the
greater such surface the greater chance there
being for bee-glue and for killing bees. The
Hoffman was considered an improvement on
the closed end frame, because only part of
the end-bars came in contact, instead of having the end-bars touch throughout their
whole extent. It may be said in passing, that
notwithstanding the objection to having so
much surface in contact, some still prefer the
closed-end frames because of the indisputably
greater warmth. The first Hoffmans had not
only the end-bars touching, but quite a space
of the top-bars, and it was an improvement
when they were made with only theend-birs
touching. It was counted a still further improvement when one shoulder of the end-bar
was cut to the V-form, both because there
was less impinging surface, and because the
sharp edge would cut its way into the bee
glue when the frames were crowded together.
Some, however, think the square shoulder
better than the V-edge, as the bees have only
the greater temptation to fill the angle with
glue, and there is a greater tendency on the
part of the sharp edge to split off. The Matbach metal spacer is an improvement, because
anything that makes the point of contact less

an improvement. Whether it will prove as
great an improvement as anticipated, remains
to be seen after the bees have had a chance for
a few years to get in their work at gluing, for
where the space is less than ' 4 inch it will be
glued up. Even after the bees have done
their worst it will be an improvement.
Whatever the difference between the two
kinds, there is still greater difference between
the better of the two and the simple metal
spacers used by myself and others.
The
smaller the point of contact the better, so
long as it is not small enough, or sharp
enough, to force its way into the opposing
wood. That metal spacer is nothing more nor
less than a common wire-nail, rather heavy,
l'„ inches long, with a head something less
is

Oct.
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than

'
4 iDch across, anil galvanized or rusted,
so as not to be smooth enough to be crowded
farther in when the frames are crowded together.
One of these is driven into the topbar atone end, and another within 2 1 inches
or so of the bottom end of the bottom-bar on
.,

the same end, and the same thing repeated on
the other side of the frame at the opposite
end. A guage is used to drive the nails in to
exactly the right depth, but in Europe thousands of such spacers are in use with heads
of such thickness that they may be driven in
the correct depth automatically. After using
thousands of these spacers for a number of
years, I am more pleased with them than
ever, but if I had it to do over again, I would
try very hard to get the automatic sort of
nails. You may ask why such nails as spacers
have not come into use more generally. I
think the chief reason is that manufacturers
and dealers object that the nails will be in the
way of the uncapping knife. But what difference does that make to those who work for
section honey entirely? Neither ought the
nails to be so much in the way of the uncapping knife, as they are only at one end on

each

You want

to know whether, instead of having at one lower corner a hole an inch square,
it would not be belter to have a shallow space
extend the entire entrance. The chief idea of
that 1-inch hole probably was that there was
no danger of its being clogged. If the entrance ran the width of the hive, it would
hardly be less than ! 4 inch deep, making the
opening amount to 3 square inches, or three
times as much as the 1-inch hole. That lets
in more cold air than we care for, and yet
there is some danger of clogging, with no
greater depth. You will see that the square
hole allows the smallest entrance without
danger of clogging.
3. Thin.
I'll tell you why.
The best I can
do, there will be times when sections are on
and the bee6 are not working in them. It
may be before they begin work, or after the
harvest has closed, or a few days lull in the
middle of the harvest. At such times the extra-thin foundation is likely to be gnawed
down in a very unpleasant way, and they are
not so bad on the thin. If you don't have
the same trouble, you will wisely use the extra-thin.

side.

isn't really such a great difference
matter of size of sections, and I am
somewhat skeptical as to their being anything
better than the kind most generally in use, the
although I have tried the other
4 1 4 x4 1 4

There

2.

in the

teporfsand
experiences

,

some of them on a pretty large scale. I
doubt the correctness of your idea that bees
The width
will begin sooner in a 4x5 section.
of the two is about the same, and if the bees
kinds,

begin building at the top, as they always do,
they must begin in the taller section farther
away from their previous work than in the
one
inch lower down. Looks as if they
would prefer the one that allows them to
start their work the lowe6t down, doesn't it?

Staid Out Long—
Poop Season

[

Moving Bees-

Entrance-Blocks— Thin or ExtraThin Section Foundation
What

the highest temperature that
safe in moving bees without
Say that you had to move them
when the thermometer stood at 50 degrees,
1.

is

you consider
ventilation?

how much

ventilation would you give?
making the entrance-blocks, as deon page 47 of your "forty Tears
Among the Bees," would it not be better to
make the entrance with two spacing nails on
2. In
scribed

one edge of the board instead of cutting the
notch ?
3. Do you use thin surplus foundation, or
extra-thin, in the sections? I think the question is not answered in your book.
Illinois.
Answers. 1. With the thermometer at
zero it might be safe to. move bees without
ventilation, but even then a strong colony
might be the better for it, for the moving
would be likely to 6tir them up to so much
action that they would need fresh air. When
1 move my bees in fall and spring, they have
no other ventilation than that afforded by the
entrance covered with wire-cloth. But then
my entrances are 12x2 inches. Still, when i
had entrances 12x 3 8 years ago, that was all
the ventilation they had, and the temperature
was sometimes a good deal above 50 degrees.
So I would feel safe in saying that at 50 degrees I would allow a ventilating opening of
12XV, and perhaps half as much would do.

—

,

2. One of the 6ad things about writing a
book on bee-keeping is that by the time the
ink is dry some of the things in the book are

not true. I don't use entrance-blocks such as
described in the book you mention. Unless
wedged in very tight, there was danger of the
blocks falling out of place, and if wedged
very tight, the sides of the bottom-board were
crowded apart. So this year I used an entrance-board of the same size, only
inch
thick, being held in place by a small wirenail at each end driven through the board into
the front of the hive, but only partly driven
in, so a6 to be withdrawn easily.
Your question, however, has nothing to do with that.

%

6tand; then some of the returning field-bees
would cluster on the cage; some of them
would stop a while and then go to the old
hive, and when the caged queen came out she
was introduced to the field-bees; then 6he
would take the cluster of bees and follow
them in the old hive and lead out a swarm of
bees, or else she would drive out another
swarm. Then she would swarm, which made
3 swarms in all.
I produce two kinds of honey
what I call
tame honey and wild honey. Tame honey
will granulate, but the wild honey, which is
gathered from flowers, does not. The colony
that I have run for tame honey since July 12

—

has stored 40 pounds. If I did not close down
on the bees, they would never swarm.
Some of the people around here say their
bees have not swarmed yet this year. I have
nothing on the place that has a hoof. My
failure was because I could not have fieldbees enough in one colony, so I used an extra
one for brood, and now I have 5 instead of it,
and I got 2 takes of honey from it.
James L. A. Miller.
Rosebud, Mo., Aug. 14.

Swarm That

;

Hive-Ventilation in

box fastened over the hole, and when they
hatched out some of them would run in the
box; then I would listen, and when I heard
one piping in the box I would take it out.
This I did in time of swarming, and when I
introduced a queen I made a box like a gum,
with a hole in the top, and placed the introducing cage, with a queen-bee down through
the hole, and when the first swarm came out
after a few days I moved the old stand off a
little piece; then I put the box on the old

I had a similar experience to that of No. 3,
on page 705. A swarm came out with a
clipped queen and clustered somewhere in
near-by timber, where I could not find them,
and it was about an hour before they returned. They were gone so long that I had
given up all idea of their returning. I have
concluded that the farther they go from the
hive to cluster when the queen is not with
them, the longer it will be before they become
satisfied that their queen is not with them.
As to why they gave up the idea of swarming,
probably it was that when the queen was returned to the hive there were so few bees left
in the hive, or with her, that they made no

objection to her destroying the queen-cells,
and before the swarm returned, the work of
destruction had been completed.
It has been a poor season for honey here.
Basswood, from which we got most of our
honey last year, was an entire failure this
year not a blossom to be found, owing,

—

doubtless, to late frosts.

White clover wa6

abundant, and the colonies that were strong
in mature bees did well.
I extracted 115
pounds from one colony, and 114 pounds
from another, but about
ot them have
stored no surplus.
Until June 10 it was very cold, rainy,
cloudy and windy, so that colonies, unless
they were very strong in the spring, failed to

X

rear sufficient brood to be in condition to
take advantage of the white clover harvest,
or else spent their strength in swarming. It
has emphasized anew the importance of getting all colonies strong before the honey-flow
begins.

There are 35 acres of buckwheat one mile
from here, and for 2 or 3 hours in the morning the bees are now (Aug. 17) working
briskly upon it.
From 75 colonies, spring count, I have extracted 2200 pounds, and taken off about 250
pounds of comb honey. The colonies that
did the best were the ones that did not
swarm.
j. Ridley.
Monticello, Minn., Aug. 17.

Queen-Reaping Years Ago
There is a little honey coming in gradually.
There has been a great deal of honey-dew this
year.
When I U6ed the box-hive I reared
some queen-bees by having auger-holes in the
side of the hive and a piece of comb in a little

Rathep Poop Season— Weak Colonies
Over Strong— Swarming, Etc.
The American Bee Journal is a great help
to the bee-keeper in many ways. One gathers
a wonderful fund of knowledge from what
others are doing in the business, through this
medium.
to

For

this

reason

it is

indispensable

the bee-keeper.

to one, even
bees.

if

I consider it a great aid
he has but a single colony of

The season in this vicinity has been rather
poor, although enough honey has come in
from white clover to assist the bees in building up 6trong, and causing swarming. As
yet we have not taken off any surplus, and I
think it doubtful if we will get any at all, a6
it i6 now August.
Our surplus usually comes
from heartsease, and that is at its best this
month.
As I wrote a year ago, I had 12 colonies to
put into winter quarters. In the spring I
took out but S, 4 having died from lack of
stores and the dreaded disease foul brood.
With the assistance of an expert I have gotten
rid of foul brood, and am getting some new
queens. I now have my bees in good shape
for the fall flow of honey, if any comes.
I now come to a matter of much interest to

—

myself, as well as
to others:
How to
strengthen weak colonies in early spring by
putting them on top of strong ones, with an
excluder between. I did this with 2 or 3, and
lost in every case.
That, in my judgment, is

an error, as it is a fact that, after you have
done this, if the nights should turn cool the
bees will go below and leave the queen, which
cannot pass through the excluder. By following these suggestions I lost some valuable queens. A bee-keeper never knows what
he can do with some of these new suggestions until he tries.
I also tried to prevent my bees from swarming by tiering up one story on top of the

—

others by taking brood-frames from below
and putting in the top story practically
making 2 colonies from 1 however, never
doing this with any bees unless they showed
indications of swarming.
In the early spring I bought sweet clover
seed and scattered it broadcast from the hand
along the roadsides, thinking that was the
way to do it, and not one kernel came to

—

;

gladden
have it ?

vision.

What must one do

to

said to be a great honey-plant.
experience is that it is practically worth-

Alfalfa
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for this reason: Just as soon as it begins to bloom the owner goes into the held
with his mower, anil, of course, in that way
the bees get but little honey from it; and, as
a matter of fact, in our locality, if we desire
to be successful in a honey-yield, we must
provide some other plant for forage. What
Phillip Mohleu.
shall that be*
Lincoln, Nebr., July 31.
less,

and you find a place suitable for a
wiM.iring-place for bees, but no bees gathering any water there, be sure no bees are near.
spell,

There are still other methods employed in
hunting for " wild " bees, but I suppose these
two are the easiest to be used, and they cost
only a little time, and under favorable conditions a lot of fun, honey and bee-stings.
Should "Missouri" profit by observing these
hints, I would like to have the "fun" of
Indiana.
hearing of his success.

Finding Bees in Trees
' Missouri," on page 601, wants to know
how to find bee-hives in the woods. As the

question was left unanswered,
know on the subject.

will tell ail I

that there are " wild "

we know

If

I

bees

somewhere, the first thing to find them is to
know the direction as near as possible where
they can be found. Different methods can be
used to mark the direction, when honey-bees
live in trees.

An

easy

way

to find at least

mate direction of wild bees

is

an approxi-

when you have

of flowers, such as white clover, alsike,
etc., which are sought by bees numerously.
On a day when there are no clouds that cover
the sun, wait until the sun is sinking in the
west, then go to the east side of the field,
where you can look all over the field; looking
in the direction of the setting sun, you can
see bees flying to their home, even at a distance of 200 yards. You need not waste much
time for ihi«. You can see dozens of bees
leaving the field in a few minutes, and before
they are out of sight you know the approximate direction they take. If you see a bee
leaving the Held right straight, without Hying
in a circle before leaving, you can judge for
sure that the " hive " is near the field but if a
bee Hies about 3 circles before leaving, you
can judge that the " hive " is not nearer than
a

field

;

about one mile.

Thi6

is

in accordance with

experience, but I had no chance to
however, I was successful with
often

my own
use
it

it

" Hybrid " as Applied to Bees
Hybrid— an animal or plant produced from
the mixture of 2 species.
Bee— a 4-winged insect of the order Hymenoptera, and family of Apis. There are

many genera and species. The common
honey-bee is the Apis melliflca, and lives in
swarms, each of which has its own queen, its
males or drones, and its very numerous neuBesides the Apis melliflca
ters or workers.
there are other species of honey-bees, as the
A. ligustica, of Spain and Italy; the A. municolor, of Madagascar and Mauritius; the A.
the A. fa6ciata, of Egypt;
the A. Adansiome, of Senegal, and others.
indica, of

Noah Webster.
if the common

or black bee belongs to the
species melliflca, and the Italian bee to the
species Apis ligustica, then a bee produced by
a mixture of the two is plainly a "hybrid."
It is " up to " those who claim that the bees
produced by this mixture are not hybrids, to
show that the black and Italian bees belong
to the same species, or to furnish some other
reason why such bees should not be called
hybrids. I, like a good many others, have
been calling them hybrids, and I want to
know the extent of my offense.
The honey-flow is at an end here, and attempts at robbing are very easily provoked.

— On further thought,

there is nothing
"offending" in speaking of a mixture of Italians and blacks as "hybrids." In so speakP. S.

twice.

Edwin Bevins.

Leon, Iowa.

;

Further, every beekeeper knows that bees
need a daily supply of water, and to obtain it
they are often found gathering water from
some flowers sparingly, even where the
ground is only wet. Now, if you once know
that there are bees in a certain direction
somewhere in the woods, proceed to find their
watering-place. You can do this best during
a drouth, when they can get water only at
certain places. If you find their wateringplace, you can be almost sure to have success.
If you go around the woods during a dry

India;

we 6imply give expression to a scientific
The trouble seems to be that there is no
fact.
short word that can be used in this connec-

uses is pretty pat. Darkies who live
largely on sugar-cane, cane-juice and
molasses, have excellent teeth. I would
add the suggestion, that the craving
for sweet, and the bad teeth, are quite
likely two separate results of the same
morbid cause. By a misinterpretation,
the conclusion has been drawn that the
sweets consumed caused the bad teeth.
In other words, Nature is giving a
remedy for a disease, and the doctor
forbids and prescribes the contrary.
Old, old story of medical foolishness
!

Page

Weak

which clearly indicates the parentage of
the mixture. The word " mule " does this in
the case of another mixture, but there is no
word yet found which performs the same office for the product of a mixture of black
and Italian bees. I think a reward will have
E. B.
to be offered for such a word.

Colonies Over Strong Ones.

No, Mr. Oliver, I didn't mean any
disapprobation whatever. Lots of old
stagers are experimenting at keeping
weak colonies warm over strong one-.
I should club them, if anybody, rathf r
o
but there's
than the beginners
call for clubs to be thrown at anyi

;

Page 643.
Barrels for Honey.
C. P. Dadant likes barrels for storage — and yet hear him: "Whatever
you do, by all means avoid cheap bar-

body.

rels, for

all summer, and
honey until the honey is

they will leak

will waste

granulated."

Page

657.

Cutting Cells to Prevent After
SWARMS.

And

-

J. Cronkleton thinks cutting
prevent after-swarms is better
practise if done immediately. Then no
rival parties can be formed awaiting
the exit of different queens. Sounds

E.

cells to

like

ing,

tion

639.

I

good sense.

Page

658.

Ideas on Wax-Extraction.
if the Bartz idea about

wonder

.wax-extraction is practical. Each cell
of pollen in an old comb is a lump of
definite size. The idea is to crush and
rub up the comb very thoroughly and
sift out these lumps with a sieve of
properly sized mesh'. The lumps and
the finer matter are then to be separately treated. There appears to be
an evident advantage in this and yet
the test of considerable actual practise
;

is

NP

Mr. /lastyS

needed to

while.

Page

tell

whether

it

is

worth

662.

Requeening Every Year

(?).

So Dr. Phillips gives the weight of

his approval to the idea of young
renewing
queens in every colony
every year preferably. Page 664.

—

Selection in Breeding for Eggs in
Fowls.
Interesting to see what selection
The 'Old Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hastt, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Bees of the Orient.
Frank
Benton finds no bees worth
So
bothering with anywhere in Central
Asia but he is giving some attention
;

to 3 different species in India, preparatory to deciding whether we want them
or not. Page 634.

Honey-Yields in Arizona.
Experiment Station

Glasses,

something definite in the place
Alfalfa, 55
utter indetiniteness.
pounds of honey to the acre the acacias, a third of a pound to each big
to read

of

—

bush — mesquite.

pounds

to each
Incidentally, we get the size of
tree.
and that's reliArizona vegetation
Page 638.
able, I reckon.
2' 2

;

Sugar Not Bad for the Teeth.

The Arizona

certainly has a daring mathematician
All the
to make its honey estimates.

same, we like him.

Pleasant change

Glad to hear Dr. Eaton say that it's
probably a mistake about sugar destroying the teeth. An argument he

does for other creatures than bees. A
lot of fowls averaged 120 eggs per
year. Their descendants were made to
average over 200 in a few years by
breeding for number of eggs alone
that is, choosing freely those most out
of style in looks and points, if only the

number

of

eggs was greater.

Page

665.

Discoveries Concerning Foul Brood

Almost startling that the Washington authorities find Bacillus alvei present in black brood and absent in foul
brood, so far as the samples sent in
go. Let's be in no pickle or haste, but
it looks a trifle as if our previous teaching might in the end require a serious

850
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tearing up.
And Dr. Phillips even
suggests that Europe and Canada may
have one foul brood, and the United
States a different one. Page 668.

ITALIAN QUEENS
I

am

—

offering choice Italian Queens at

75c

each
golden or leather-colored daughters
of an imported mother.
Make your choice

and write to-day

CANADIAN BEEDOM
(Continued from page

ROBERT

832)

2Atf

Mention

be about 30 pounds of stores to carry
them safely through to the next honey

honey, about one for each hive, to be
put in the brood-chambers as soon as
convenient after they are removed
from winter quarters. It is particularly important to have these extra
combs in a warm place, to avoid gran-

Extracting:

and Migratory BeeKeeping

Our extracting was

practically all
finished Friday night, Sept. 14. Buck-

I

wheat honey averaged up about as
well as last year, and so removed the
danger we feared of an almost total
failure of the 1906 honey crop.
Migratory bee-keeping involves all
sorts of experiences, some pleasant, and
some quite the opposite. Last season

we

extracted a part of the surplus of

one yard in a

tent.

There were no

shade, and when
shone, that tent would have
splendid solar wax-extractor
The robber-bees found the ins
so well that after a few days

the sun
made a
almost.
and outs
the machinery was moved to a bee-tight
workshop, half a mile away, and the
balance of the supers hauled there to
extract. It is a splendid idea to start
the final extracting before the bees
have finished gathering honey. Then
robbers do not bother, and what surplus is gathered after the supers are
off will help out nicely on winter stores.
This year, one yard had to be extracted in the basement of a bank
barn. The stone wall kept it cool, to a
certain extent, so that even in extremely hot weather it was possible to
keep all windows and doors closed so
the smell of the honey would not escape and attract the bees. When we
got near the end, and the robbers became pretty lively in the yard and began hunting places to crawl through
the stone wall, the extracted supers
were all piled out where the bees could
go at them freely, and clean up the
honey left by the extractor. This gave
an artificial
honey-flow, and kept
things fairly quiet until we could
finish up.
trees

15he
'-

for

—

To

Buffalo, N. V.,
and return, via Nickel Plate Road, at
$13.00 for the round-trip, from Chicago
on October 10th, 11th, 12th and 13th.
Return limit, October 19th, or by extension of ticket, October 29th. Firstclass equipment. Individual Club Meals
from 35 cents to $ 1.00, served in Nickel
Plate dining-cars; also a la carte.
Mid-day Luncheon. SO cents.
City

Ticket Office, 107 Adams St., Chicago.
'Phones Central 2057 and 6172.
29— 39A2t

ILL.

when

R.F.D. 3.
writing.

MAt^J&t>

good shape for winter. A bargain. Also
Combs and Supers, Hives, Extractors,
etc.
Write for list and details.
in

spare

Lion Engine

274

W. R. ANSELL
Midway Avenue, ST. PAUL, MINN.

40A2t

is

ulation.

McCAIN,

B.

YORKVILLE.
Bee Journal

75 Colonies
Italians For Sale!

season.

To make doubly sure, we store in a
combs of sealed
dry, warm place

to

FACTORY

USER

to

Please mention the Bee Journal.

from

sold direct

Langstroth°nthe

Acting- on the theory that "testing" ia
proving-' we will send any responsible

Honey-Bee

tions, one of ourthree h. p. gas orpas*
oline engines on 10 days test trial.

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

person, on certain very easy condi-

This engine ia no experiment, but
haa been proved by actual use to do
any work (where the rated amount of
power is required) in the moat practical, reliable, safe and economical way.
This engine is of thefourcvcle type.
While the engine is up to normal speed
the exhaust valve is held open, allowing free circulation of fresh air in the
cylinder. Theigniterand intake valve
are at rest, therefore are not using
gasoline or the batteries.
Our igniter and mixer are of the
most simple and reliable character.
The gasoline is always properly vaporized and the igniter point never comes
together unless a spark is required.
The fly ball type of governor isused,
which automatically controls the exhaust, igniter and the gaaotine; it also
allows the speed to be changed from
100 to fiOO revolutions per minute while
the engine is in motion— a very

superior feature.
LION GAS OR

GASOLINE ENGINES

are simple

in

construction and

EASY TO OPERATE
They are use for all purposes where
power is required for operating pri<1

vate electric -lighting plants, small
factories, printing offices; farm machinery, such as cream separators,
teed -grinders, corn shellers. woodsawing machines, etc., and mi- a thousand and one other purposes.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over S00 pages, being- revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the American Bee Journal

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1 .20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

Each subject

is clearly

—

;

THREE NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

t

WRITE US A LETTER
Lyons Engine

LIKE THIS:

Dearborn Street.

CHICAGO. ILL

COILED, SPRING

F £ II A F

334

Co.,

Lyons, Mich.
Gentlemen:

I

am

about to purchase a gas or gas-

mo

full particulars

Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist is
a brace to all other wires and
Closely

advertised

In

about jot

American

twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Pig-

Tours vary truly.

Every rod guaranteed.

tight.

Street No. or P. 0.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
freight
ami sold direct to farmer,

Box_

prepaid, at lowest factory price.

B. F. D.

Our Catalogue tells how Wire
is made — how it is galvanized —
why some is good and some is

When writing, please stale definitely for what purpose you wish to
use this engine and whether gas or
gasoline is to be used for fuel. This
information is very important to
Please remember we send the
us.
engine, not the engine agent.

LYONS ENGINE
CO.
I

bad.

Its

brimful of fence facts.
this informa-

You should have
tion.

Write for ittoday.

Its Free.

KITSELMAM BROS.,
BOXJio

M entlon

Bee Journal

MUNC1E. INDIANA.

when writing

Barred Rock Cockerels
FOR SALE

Lyons, Mich.

Barred Rock Cockerels, all batched from
special mating' of 15 of my very best winter laymated to a 12-pound Bradley strata
pullets,
ingCircular givcock of good laying- strain.
ing information on how to breed up a good laying strain, !•» free. Send for it.
J. E. JOHNSON, Willlamsfield,lll.
100

My

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.
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A $4.00 CLOCK FOR $2.50

The Bee-Hive Clock

American Bee Journal

It is 10' 4 inches
inches high, and deep
enough at the base to stand firmly on a mantel or elsewhere.
It is a beautiful piece of
work, and would be both ornamental and
and particularly in
useful
any
house,
very
in
a beekeeper's home.
The Clock part itself is warranted for 3
years to keep good time. So it is no plaything, but a beautiful and needful article for

9%

"The Bee-Hive Clock " usually
in the 6tores at from $4.00 to $5.00 each,

but having them made for us in quantities
enables us to offer them at $2.50 each by express, or with the American Bee Journal a
year— both for only $3.00. Either Clock or
Journal would make an ideal gift.

How to get "The Bee-Hive Clock"
FREE

Only

Send us 5 New Subscribers to the
Weekly American Bee Journal for one year,
at SI. 00 each, and we will send you this beautiful " Bee-Hive Clock" FREE (excepting

New

SubOr, send us 4
scribers (at $1.00 each) and 50 cents— $4.50
Subscribers (at $1.00
in all. Or, 3
each) and $1.00—14.00 in all. Or, 3
Subscribers (at $1.00 each) and $1.50—
$3.50 in all.
express charges).

New

Address

aii

New

orders to

Something' for Our Poultry-Readthere are so many among our readers who are interested in poultry, we publish
the following which
its

is

by Express.
Weight, with packing, about 4 pounds.

$2.50. f.o.b. Chicago,

What

Dr. Miller Thinks of the

Bee-Hive Clock
Busily ticking away, in the room where I
am sitting, stands a genuine bee-keeper's
clock (please understand that the word " genuine " belongs to the clock and not to the
bee-keeper) .or, as the legend upon the clock
has it, "The Bee-Hive Clock." I don't know

GEORGE W. YORK &

ers.— As

CAPONS AND CAPONIZINO.

CO., 334 Dearborn St.,

looked-for sources.

DIRECTIONS FOR CAPONIZINO.
to 30 hours before performing the

From 24

operation select such cockerels as you intend
to caponize (the6e should be from 2 to 4
months old), confining tbem in a clean, dry
coop, or room without either food or water.
The best time to confine them is at early
morning, as their long fast will then end
about noon of the following day, at which
time the operation is performed. Should the
day be cloudy or wet do not caponize them,
but let the operation go until you have a
bright and fair day. It is necessary that you
have all the light possible in the matter. Now
after slightly wetting the spot proceed to
turn down the feathers from the upper part

the society of

of the last

little

chicks.

BEST TIME TO CAPONIZE.
Fowls hatched any time of the year make
fine capons; no ill results follow the operation at any time of the year. The bird should
be from 2 to 3 months old (not over 6 months),
and weigh not less than 1 to l i pounds. This
size is equally as important as the age. April,
May, June, July, August, September and
October are the months generally taken for

thigh joint.

CHICAGO, ILL.

proving to the contrary. This is a greatly
mistaken notion, and the operation bestows
an unlimited amount of kindness on the bird,
even if there were no other considerations or
returns. The writer has seen cockerels fly at
one another time and again, tearing llesh and
feathers with beak and cuttiDg with spurs.
Before the combatants could be separated
there has been a disfigured comb, probably a
blinded eye, and a generally cut-up bird.
This is the essence of cruelty.

and pre-eminently so to the poultryman
whose losses are added to from various un-

Capons are~aptly termed ne -nnest chicken
meat in the world
'or there is nothing
growing feathers then ejual or superior. A
capon is neither rooster nor hen it is nothing el6e than a capon. After removing the
testicles from the cockerel its nature becomes
entirely changed. They take on a more rapid
growth, are more tame, awkward in carriage
and always exceedingly lazy, take on a very
heavy and beautiful plumage, the comb and
wattles cease to grow, the spurs do not develop as in the cockerel, and being cast off by
rooster and hen he soon shows a fondness for

—

Only $3.00

—

—

line,

pronounced the best of

kind

with the

Setting aside all idea of its association with
the business of a bee-keeper, there is a peculiar appropriateness in having the minutes
aad the hours " told off " in a case representing the home of the busy little workers. The
glance at the clock, with its ceaseless tick,
tick, tick, tick, can not fail to remind one
that the Hying moments must be improved
now or be forever lost, and that suggestion is
reinforced by the thought of the never ceasing activity of the little denizens of the hive,
always busy, busy, busy, working from morn
till night and from night till morn, working
unselfishly for the generations to come, and
literally dying in the harness.
Let us be thankful that the form of the oldfashion ed straw hive or skep was adopted, and
not that of any modern affair, patented or
unpatented. The latter smack6 of commercialism, but the former of solid comfort, for
no other form of hive has ever been devised
that contributes so fully to the comfort and
welfare of a colony of bees as does the oldfashioned straw-hive. It appeals, too, to one's
artistic sense as can no angular affair of more
modern times. As an emblem of industry,
probably always
artists have always U6ed
will use
the old straw skep.
Thanks, Mr. Editor, for furnishing us a
time-keeper so appropriate for all, and espeC. C. Miller.
cially for bee-keepers.

everyday use.
Clocks like
sell

a
Bo th for

whether the idea of getting up such a clock
was conceived in the brain of the Editor of
the American Bee Journal, or whether he got
it elsewhere, but the wonder is that such a
thing was not thought of long before.

We
"The Bee-Hive Clock."

have originated and had made specially
for our readers, a bronzed-iretal Clock, called

wide at the base,

Y

two

ribs and just in front of the
Pull the flesh on the side down

Ig.p p>\a nGfc.wi

mu.

Inserting Svreader.

l

After caponizing the hatits of the birds are
entirely changed, their disposition is quiet

caponiziog, for the reason that spring chickens arrive at proper age and weight during
these months; also because cockerels caponized then arrive at the proper age and weight

market during the months of November,
December, January, February, March, April
and May, at which times there is the greatest
demand for them in the cities and highest

GPP\U.ttV3>t« %ow, PHW-K.

for

prices secured.

PROFIT IN CAPONS.
Caponize the chicks and you have at once
laid the foundation for a handsome profit in
a short time to come. Outside of the cardinal
points of profit, the simplicity of the opera(when proper instruments are used), recommends itself to every one. A boy 10 years
old can readily perform the operation, and
any one can soon become an expert.
tion

the poultry, raiser we would say we
of no source of profit bringing larger
returns for the outlay than raising capons,
the profit in a great majority of cases being
over 100 percent. The question of assured
profit is aniall-convincing argument in any
" To
know

and peaceable, habits mild and tending to a
solitary life and perfectly contented whereever situated. They no longer chase about
the farm spoiling for a fight and running off
flesh as fast as put on. They no longer arouse
the whole neighborhood from morning until

Making bidsion.
toward the hip, and when the operation is
finished the cut between the ribs will be entirely closed by the tkin going back to its

night by their incessant crowing, but, on the
contrary, become models of good dispositions,
leading a quiet life that will surely bring

place.

PROPER INSTRUMENTS.
have laid considerable stress upon having proper instruments in caponizing, and

We

the

more we read the

literary effusions ap-

pearing in numerous papers to-day touching
caponizing instruments, the more Deed we
feel there is to caution the inexperienced
While it is not cruel to caponize, it is
ones.
inhuman to butcher or use unnecessary pain.

CAPONIZING

IS

NOT CRUEL.

A large number of persons hesitate in caponizing, feeling it to be cruel to the bird. To
these we bring our experience in this matter

i-,

Removing

Testicles.

An operation
tree returns to the raiser.
that do :s away with so much inborn evil can
not be considered cruel.
Charles F. Pillino
Lansdowne, Pa.
1

—
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CONVENTION NOTICES.
The Southern

THE POULTRY DIGEST

Bee-Keepers' Association

will meet in Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 11 and 12,
1906,
during the State Fair, on the Fair Grounds!

All interested are invited to attend.
Judson Heard, Sec. and Treas.
J. J. Wilder, Pres.

Enterprising-, Pushing" and Progressive
Poultry Journal. A live and instructive Periodical Different From All the Rest.
True to name, a concise and boiled down digest of all the doings in the Poultry World—
time-saving periodical;
methodical, to the
point, and conservative.

you want to make more money out of
your fowls,
you want to get good results with less
hard work.
you want to learn how to save your

1""^

Illinois and Wisconsin.— The annual
meeting of the Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held at the Court House, in Rocliford 111
on Tuesday, Oct. 16, 1906, The meeting begins at 9 a.m. and lasts all dav. All interested
are invited to attend.
Cherry Valley, 111.

B.

Kennedy

Sec

$500.00

An

Lj
J.

Xp

1

little

nrfkrr-

month
in

CASH PRIZES
for subscriptions to

chicks.

you want

I

Send

-IN—

to know what to do
in the poultry yard.
to the

each

roaltry Husbandry.

your subscription

POULTRY DIGEST PUB. CO.
36Ctf
18 Rose St„ N.
Y. City.

Rational

in

Mention

Texas.— The

National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. S, 9, and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a
time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low
rates
will be in force, locally, for several
hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the
same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates
available from other Darts of the country
Flint, Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

—

Connecticut.
The Connecticut BeeKeepers' Association will hold its 15th
Fall
Convention in the State Capitol at Hartford
Friday, Oct. 12, 1906, beginning at 10-30
a

An

m'

interesting list of topics for discussion
All persons interested
are cordially invited to attend, as
matters of
great importance are to be brought
before the
meeting. Bee-keepers are invited to
bring
something for the Exhibition Table— anything
they may think will be of interest.

has been arranged.

J.

Here

is

Arthur Smith,

Sec.

a Good One

The Modern Farmer

1

Poultry Gazette

Published Monthly hy

THE

D. E.

ALLYN PUBLISHING COMPANY

STAFF OF CONTRIBUTORS

Our

The Trappers,
Hunters, Fur Collectors, Anglers,
Guides, and Men of the Woods.

about Trapping, Fur and Game Sections, Big Game Sections, Best Fur Buyers
everything in the interest of its readers. Subscribe now. One sample free.
27Ctf Room i, AlslnBldg., MADRID, IOWA

A^l

one v ear for

POWER MACHINERY
Read what

This makes a combination that is very hard
beat, and you should be greatly pleased
with it.

J. I.

Parent, of

Charlten, N. Y M says: M We
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all
row say it will." Catalog and price-list free.
W. F. & John Barnes,
Address,

Ruby

St.,

Rockford,

111.

Successful Poultry 'Journal
FRANK HECK,

$3.00

CATCH PHRASE
Greatest offers ever made in the interests of any Poultry Publication.

$20.00

all

BARNES' FOOT

^5.75

Editor.

Subscription Price 50 cents per Year.
rite for Advertising Rates.

W

Course of Instruction

ST.

JOSEPH, MO.

a

Lcol ors
J
Mail
orders

HULBERT

-

,

40Ctf

GLEN ELLYN.

filled.

355 Dearborn

lCtf

$lto$3apatr. Registered Homing Pigeons;
Big Squab Breeders. Also Angora and Belgian
Hares; Fancy experiment station; crosses in
ILL.
f leaoe mention the Bee Journal.

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The Monette Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing lor use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings.
It is used by many bee-

Are You
interested in

We

St.,

CHICAGO,

QCXQ
C ^}
t

I

stamps foracopy

If

us

ILL.

jou
five

are,

send

one-cent

DOMESTIC PETS

of our
storehouse of y radical information on Pigeons, Rabbits, Cavies, Dogs, Cats, Birds, and
pets of every description. Nearly 50 fine photographs, drawings from life, etc. Sure to please.
Send ac once befoie supply becomes exhausted.
Address,

A

KIM. F.
40Ctf

Mention

JONES, Publisher
YORK, PA.

Bee

Journal

when

A Cash

FREE

sending us One
New subscriber to the Bee Journal
lor a year at $1.00; or lor fl.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,
for

TUB RuraTGalitornian

l

OEORQE W. YORK & CO.,
-

CHICAGO,

ILl>

" Xlie continuous advertiser
gets lite Lull, ol Hi.- business,
because others are not advertising,

and he

Is."

Prize for Every

Worker

We have arranged

our plans so that every
secures a few subscriptions for

worker who

us will get a cash prize or

bandry

Poultry Hus-

free for 3 years, at his option.

Write for a

FREE SAMPLE COPY
of the paper at once. It contains complete information regarding our conDon't waste
tests and special offers.
a moment. Sit right down now and
write for copy of the paper. It's free.
It may mean a big cash prize for you
or the $100.00 in Gold. It means a
$20.00 Course of Instruction in Poultry
Culture free, anyway, and one of the
best poultry papers in America for 3
- .
years.
.

6 Months 25c.
A

largo monthly magazine devoted to Agricultural, torticultural ami rural pursuit, -. ?-h<iwing the
rrul development of the Pacillf ('mist. Beautifully illustrated, well
and artistically
edited
printed on Sne hook paper. An encyclopedia of information for colonists, Address,
1

l

Waterville, N. Y.
51 Berrill Block
Please mention the Bee Journal
40C4t
fit

fj

A 40-page Catalog tree
1

aaa

KUUV?
U WW w
bees,

do not

The latest work on BEES»IPI»I.IES,Hives,Fixtures, Etc.

Queens.

fail to

Italian Bees and
If interested in

write us.

John Nebel &Son Supply Go.,

tligh Hill,

Mo.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

6Clf

The Emerson Binder

writing.

In Its Twenty-eighth Year

keepers.
Full printed directions
sent with each one.
mail it for
25 cents; or will send it
as

premium

PoultryCulture

Hawkins Publishing Go.
The most prominent and successful, practica
poultrymen write for the Successful Poultry Jour
nal. and tell how they build their houses, mate their
fowls, manage their incubators, feed both young
and old— and, in fact, tell how they succeed and
make money. Bend for sample copy.

SUCCESSFUL POULTRY JOURNAL

FOR SALE

in

FREE

to

THE MODERN FARMER

Gold

in

-FOR A-

10 GENTS A COPY.

$1.00 A YEAR.
Tells

Companion

$100.00

Subscribers,

995

Woman's Home

writing:.

THE TRAPPERS WORLD

Review of Reviews
Success

when

Bee Journal

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Jonrnal we mall for
bat 75 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Jonrnal for one year— both for only fl.50. It Is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf yon have
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no further binding Is necessary.
334

QEORQE W. YORK &

Dearborn

Street,

CO..

CHICAGO, ILL

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Rooms
lCtf

Mention

Bee

1;

ami

7

Temple Block,

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Journal when writing.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

'

Oct.

,

853
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American Dee Journal
Queens By Return Mail
*

3-band Italians*
will not disappoint you; bees are gentle aud the
best of honey-gatherers. Queens are large and
Untested,
prolific, and every one guaranteed.
50c, $6 per doz. Tested, Si each.

Queens from our

fine strain of

SHAW &

W. K

J.

LOREAUVILLE,

19Atf

Mention

Bee Journal

If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

when

LA.

writing.

Root's Goods at Root's Frloes

WEEKS

SOLID GOLDEN
YELLOW TO THE

TIP

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

Select Untested Queens, $1.

Tested
produce 5-

Queens, guaranteed to
banded bees, $2.50 each.
H. M.
30Atf

Mention
If

POUDER'S MONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.•.

BEESWAX WANTED

PARKER, JR.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNT

upon THE

POLITICAL

*

son's use.
order.

QUESTION

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

The Defender

.•.

Service.

Catalog Free.

;

Yod Want to Keep Posted
I

Prompt

.-.

I pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, ca6h or
Make small shipments by express large shipments by freight, always being
trade.
sure to attach your Dame to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.

JAMES ISLAND, S. C.
Bee Journal when writing.

GREATEST

Pouder "

BEE-SUPPLIES

CO.

Iberia Co.,

to

L

During September I

will offer a discount

of 7 percent on Supplies for next seaIn October the discount will be 6 percent. CaEh must accompany

WALTER

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave..

-

POUDER
niMt^U'OI.IS. IM».

National Exponent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers, 50 cents for one year.
the

£>2

FERGUSON
NEW YORK, N. Y.

WILLIAM

P. P.
Editor and Publisher

400

West

35Atf

23rd Strhet,
Please mention the Bee Journal.

$3 to Buffalo and Return
from Chicago, on October 10th, 11th,
12th and 13th. via Nickel Plate Road.
Return limit from Buffalo, October
19th, or October 29th, by extension of
ticket.
Three through daily trains.
Vestibuled Pullman sleepers and Club
Meals from 35 cents to SI 00 in Nickel
Plate dining-cars also a la carte. No
excess fare charged on any train on
Nickel Plate Road.
Write John Y.
;

QC2

Calahan, General Agent, 107 Adams
St., Chicago, for further particulars
and reservation of berths. Telephones
28— 39A2t
Central 2057 and 6172.

^2

White Sweet Clover Seed
Clean, unhulled; one pound by mail, 25c;
six pounds bv express, $1; $12 per hundred

pounds.
39A2t

Mention

W.

E.

GOODYEAR,

Dkexel, Cook Co., III.
Bee Journal When writing.

P»
Queen-Button for Bee-Folks
This is a very pretty thing
for a bee-keeper or honeyseller to wear on his coatlapel. It often serves to introduce the su bjeet of honey
and frequently leads to a

crs>

sale.

The picture shown

here-

with is a reproduction of a motto queen-button
that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by
mail, 6 cents two for 10c ; or six for 25c. The
American Bee Journal one year and 4 buttons
Address all orders to
for $1.10.
;

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn Street,

-

CO.
CHICAGO, ILL

Best Wisconsin Sections,
per 1000-*4 00; No.2— $3 40;
plain, 25c less. 7 percent
discount in October on Root's and Danz. Hives,
and other Root's Goods.
4)A26t
St. Anne, III,
H. S.

Bargains

"

It Is

continuous advertising

'

that Impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

\

DUBY.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Root's Goods
Wi Sellquote
prices
Let us
Foundation,

you

in

Michigan

on Sections, Hives,

we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.
M. H. HUNT A SON.
Bull Branch, Watnb Co., Mich
Mention Bee Journal when writing.
etc.,

as

Oct.

1906

4,

American Dee Journal
Italian

and Caucasian

BEES, QUEENS,

AND NUCLEI

Choice home-bred and ImAll Queens
ported stock.
reared in full colonies.
Prices of Italians in JULY

Our Early-Order Discounts on

AND AFTER:

BEE-SUPPLIES

One Untested Queen

are now in effect. We furnish EVERYTHING needed in practical BeeCulture, at lowest prices.
We make the best-finished and substantial

$ .65

" Tested Queen
90
" Select Tested Queen 1.10
" Breeding Queen
1.65
1-comb nucleus (no "queen) .80
•'
"
1.40
2
"
"
"
2.00
3
1 Un. Caucasian Queen, 1.25
"
"
1.75
1 Tested
Safe arrival guaranteed.

.
V
V
•%

For prices on larger quantities, and description of each grade of queens, send for free catalog.
J. L.
204

16Atf

E.

STRONG
Clarinda, Iowa.

Logan

St.,

THE AMERICAN FOOD LABORATORY
E. N. Eaton, M.Sc, Chemist.
4 years State Chemist, Minnesota.
6 years State Analyst, Illinois.
1235-1248 Caxton Building,
334 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
Samples of Honey analyzed. Correspon-

dence

solicited.

when

Bee Journal

Mention

wrfttn*.

Big Red uction in Supplies
Until flay i. Big stock of Dovetailed
Hives and Marshfield Sections to draw

and Poultry Supplies

Fire Sale of Bee

Save 35 to SO Percent on slightly damaged goods.
7 percent Discount JgggS Snhoney-Iackages.
Goods
at
Lewis
Come

Np,w

FREE— a year's subscription
from.
with order amounting to $15 or over.
Send for 32-page Illustrated Catalog—

or send and

W.

D.

SOPER

(Route3) Jackson, filch.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

28Etf

Any bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
Supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago aDd looking over the goods that we
want any of the goods we are selling at
selected out after the fire. Better order quick, if you
25 to 50 percent reduction.
lt^~

Send tor

list

Damaged

©t Slightly

Bonds,

Cioods to select lroiu at

of

Golden Italian or" Red Clover Queens by return mail. Untested, 75c; Select Untested Queens, $1 Tested, $1.25; Select Tested, 12.25. Full Colonies in up-to-date hives, and
;

Nuclei, for sale.

H.

1*1.

ARND,

Proprietor,

(Not

Jars

mo

tlon

....

-FOR-

191 AND 193 SUPERIOR St. CHICAGO. ILL.
(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)

Lone Distance Telephone, North

!

.«««».«.
York Honey and Bee-Supply Co.

every

descrlp

1559.

^^?ww*»T*»T*»T?»T*»Tw7*T7»T-*«- HQ

Honey=

w w *» *F w w w w *wwW*

Dealers

•»».»

G. G.

STUTTS GLftSS

GO.,

Manufacturers,

t
#
ife

#

•
m
m

me Frisco

is

me

145 Chambers St.

Line

*

take to the Bee-Keepers' Convention. PirstThrough service from
class equipment all the way.
with
exception
of change at
Antonio
San
Chicago to
You run through the beautiful Ozarks %&
St. Louis.
line to the Southwest. The convenscenic
over this
the
tion is held at San Antonio in November

To

m

;

weather

is

delightful

;

it is

o-reat section at its bes T

Wiite for

38E4t

just the time to see this

Mention

New York, N.Y.

illustrations.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Moore's Strain of Italians
As Red-Clover Workers
Wm. S. Slocum, Newport, R. I., writes:
" My friend, W. O. Sweet, West Mansfield,

Mass., asked me about 2 years ago where he
could get good queens, and I referred him to
you. To-day he called on me and said he
noticed the colonies with your queens were
storing much faster than others. He went
immediately to his red clover field, and saw

bees working there freely."

Untested Queens, 75c each; six, $4; dozen,
Select Untested, $1 each; six, $5;

.

$7.50.

For additional information write

dozen, $9. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Descriptive circular free.
I am now filling orders By Return Mail.
and shall probably be able to do so until the

W. H. RICHARDSON, General Passenger Agent,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

7*?

m
•«,»

£&!&£& &&£&£*£ j&i&^^

close of the season.

J. P.
26Etf

MOORE,

R.F.o.i

Morgan, Ky.

Mention Bee Journal when writing.

Oct.
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American Ttee Journal
Gloves for Handling

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Something New.
Something You Want.

WANTED-HONEY

Our specially prepared Gloves soften the
hands and prevent and cure chapped hand?.
The fabric contains a preparation which pre
vents the gloves from becoming hard and stiff
We furnish them without armlets or sleeves for

White Clover Extracted and Comb. Mail

using In sweeping, gardening or general housework, driving or outdoor work. They are just
the thing for driving in the rain, as they aie
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night they
keep the hands soft and white.
All the points of excellence can not be here
enumerated, but they never fail to give the
greatest satisfaction. To introduce them, we
will send by mail, or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
35
sizes— large for men, small for ladies
35
Men's Gauntlets, fleece-lined
35
Ladies'
Ladies%unlined, for wearing at night or dur40
ing doing light housework
Early Order Discounts on Bee- Supplies (excepting above and a few other articles) as follows.:—
7 percent for cash with order before Oct. 1st
1

"

6
5

"

4
3
If

and
(50c

"

**

"

"

"
"

"

Nov.

1st

Dec. 1st
**
" Jan. 1st
"
M
M
" Feb. 1st
yon haven't our 190S catalog, send for one
a free copy of the American Bee Keeper
Address,
a year.

THE W.
Mention

FALCONER MFG.

T.

JAMESTOWN,

Bee Journal

CO.

N. Y.

when

writing;.

sample and state lowest price expected, deWe pay cash on
livered in Cincinnati.
delivery.

^x TTTlTl^Td

Let me
book your

Order for

LANS,

fj
1
V K* l\l JS
^Cf, U XJXJJLv KD
<\

RED CLOVERS
For

C.

my

* 23eestpax-f

Cincinnati, July 21.— "V^e are having new
to arrive and it finds ready sale;
fancy white at 14#c; and No, 1 at 13^c. Extracted, white clover, in barrels, at 7Hc; in
cans, 8^c; amber, 5H<®5#c. Beeswax, 30c.

H.W. Webbr.
Denver, July 30.— Some small lots of new
comb honey coming in now; crop promises to
be light. At the present we are selling No. 1

Chicago, Sept. 8.— The receipts of comb
honey are quite large and there is also a good
for it, bo that prices are well maintained at 15@16c for No. 1 to fancy; anything
short of these grades is not selling freely and
ranges from lc to 3c per pound less; buckwheat, 12S4c; dark grades, 8#10c. Extracted,
white, 6!^@7>4c; amber, 6@7c; dark, 5^@6c.
Beeswax, 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

demand

Toledo, Aug. 20.— The market on honey has

much since our last quotation.
Bee-keepers seem to be holding their goods expecting large prices. Fancy white comb brings
in a retail way 16@l7c; No. 1, 15@16c, with no
demand for dark. Extracted white clover, in
barrels and cans, brings 6^@7c; but very little
has been offered as yet. Beeswax, 26'" 28c.
not changed

Griggs Bros.
Indianapolis, July 28.— Fancy white comb
brings I6@17c readily; No. 1, white, 2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8@9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

S.

Pouder.

Sept. 20.— Comb honey has
been arriving quite freely and the demand is
quite brisk at this time. Prices seem to have
an upward tendency. The outlook is for still
higher prices.
would advise parties who
have comb honey to ship, to send it in at once
and sell it while the demand is on, for September, October and November are big honey

white at $3.25 per case of 24 sections; No. 2 at $3.
We are paying 24; per pound for clean yellow

Colo. Honey-Producers* Assn.

New

extracted, 6@0%c.

$3;

Beeswax,
C. C.

No.

2,

$2.75.

25c.

Clbmons &

Co.

Cincinnati, Sept. 18.— The demand for comb
honey is good; fancy and No, 1 selling freely
at 15@1(jc; lower grades not wanted at any
price. The market on extracted honey is quiet,
as quantities remain unsold from last season.
We quote amber at S^@7c, according to quality.
Fancy extracted white clover at 7H@8c
We are paying 29(3 30cfor choice yellow beeswax free from dirt. The Fred W. Muth Co.

ti

ohT

WANTED
To buy

for cash,

Fancy Comb and Extracted

R. A.

Honey.
31A13t

HOLEKAMP,

4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
consigning, baying or selling, consnlt

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

Kansas City, Sept. 10. — Receipts of both
comb and Extracted honey are light at present
and the demand is good. We quote: No. 1
white comb, 24-section cases,

cn

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

delivered here.

The

VIII,

catalog, page 29.

comb honey

wax

«<>LI>E*

LOWS, €ARM«-

H.W.WEBER
C.

£)oney cmb

the

and CAUCASIANS.

prices, refer to

ind Salesrooms, 2146*48 Central Ave.

Office

bred in separate apiaries,

III.

WANTED
To

hear from parties with their lowest cash
price, delivered here, for fancy comb honey in
no-drip shipping-cases; also eztracted honey.
We are cash buyers, and remit on receipt of
goods.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

27Atf

SI

Walnut

St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

WANTED
TO BUY AT TOP PRICES
WHITE CLOVER HOMEY,
both

Comb and

Extracted.

you have any write at once, saying how much you have, how
lowest price, and all about it, in first letter.
It

C. M. Scott
2ftAtf

8

it is

put up, and your

Co., Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.
I

East

Wash.

-Catalog Free-

Street,

nitl lMI*OI.I«i. !>!.

Philadelphia,

We

months. Wequote: Fancy white romb honey,
16@18c; No. 1, 14@15c; amber. 12@14c. Fancy
white extracted, 8(§t9c; light amber, 7<§ 8c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

Wm.

on commission.

New York,

— There

A. Sblsbr.

a good debut arrivals
are very small as yet, and will continue so for
a week or two to come. Wequote fancy white
at 15c; No. 1 white at 14c; No. 2 white at 12c; it
is too early as yet for dark or buckwheat. Extracted is in good demand at 6J^@7c for white,
6c for light amber, and 5@5Hc for dark. Southern, common average grade, S0@S5c per gallon;
better grades at 60@65c. Beeswax Arm at 30c.

mand

for

Aug.

18.

is

new crop comb honey,

Hildreth & Srghlken

I
£
'£
^
'^

HONEY! HONEY! HONEY!

I

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe

•

Have you any

If so, see us beto sell?
fore selling.
pay highest Market
Price for both Comb and Extracted
Honey also Beeswax.

We

—

Street, Toledo, Ohio

|

.

856
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4,

American Ttec Journal

u

DADAIT'S FOUNDATION"
IT

EXCELS

EVERY INCH
Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Loss.

We

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted

at

all

times .

define*

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG
5

WE WILL BUY

S«i

m
set

KB
set

set

I

New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

you have a crop to
dispose of, write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, .feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.
in

any quantity.

If

WE WILL SELL

set

set

§8
set

to Bee-Keepers,

grades Honey.
s%

m
1

whose crop

is not large enough to supply their trade, various
Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

you.

BEESWAX

SOt

We

set

are in the market to buy

when you have any

set

to

Beeswax

at any time of the year,

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265 & 267 Greenwich Street

set
30Atf

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

1906

National Bee-Keepers' Convention, San Antonio, Nov. 8-10

!
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| we Manufacture
I No-Drip. Basswood $MDPlI|Q-GaS6 J£*
fi

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE
334

W.

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

111.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal 19
*l.uo a year, in tbe United Stales, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union. 50
cents a year extra lor postage. Sample copy free.
THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indicates the
end of the month to which your subscription ispa'.d.
For instance, "decoG" on your label shows that

it la

paid to the end of December, I9u6.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do

not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, winch shows
that the money has been received and credited.

100 lines... 5 per cent
" ...10
"
" ...20
"
" ...30
"

S per cent
4 times
"
" ....10
13
"
" ....20
26
"
"
..-.30
52

500
1000
2000

rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.

These

Monday morning.

Objects of the Association.
1st,— To promote the intere8ts of its members.
2d.— To protect and detend its members in their
^

.

_

.

3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration 01
honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer—
N. E. Fkance, Platteville, Wit.
J3£~ If

more convenient. Dues may be sent
American Bee Journal.

to th«

ublisuers of ihe

ITALIAN QUEENS
1

am

—

offering choice Italian

Queens at

75c

golden or leather-colored daughters
each
of an imported mother. Make your choice

and write to-day

to

ROBERT
2Atf

Mention

B.

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.
Bee Journal

ILL.

when

R.F.D. 3.
writing.

75 Colonies
Italians For Sale
good shape for winter. A bargain. Also
Combs and Supers, Hives, Extractors,
Write for list and details.
etc.
in

spare

W.

R.

ANSELL

274 Midway Avenue, ST. PAUL, MINN.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
40A2t

Barred Rock Cockerels
FOR SALE

100 BaTed Koca Cockerels, all batched from
special mating of 15 of my very best winter laying pullets, mated to a 12-pound Bradley strain
Circular givcock of good laying strain.
ing information on how to breed up a good lay-

My

ing strain,

Mention

i» free.
J. E.

section.

furnish them in single or car-load lots to fit any number or style of
Large quantities of all the standard sizes on hand.

We can

f«S

As

jig

with Nails,

*i!§5

JSJS
ffi|*

p
I

a

special offer,

Paper

we

will

and Glass,

Can furnish corrugated paper

We

if

sell

you 25 cases to hold 24 sections, complete
Write for prices on larger quantities.

at $4 00.

desired.

can furnish you with anything you need in the apiary.

Our Catalog

is free.

Prompt Shipment and Satisfaction Guaranteed

ssi

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.
MINNEAPOLIS,

JIINN.

Send

for

JOHNSON,
Bee Journal

Tennessee=Bred Queens
All

from Extra=Select Mothers

3-band from Imported Dark Leather, Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. Goldens from
Laws, Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.

After April

Italians Before July 1st

National Bee Keepers' Association

lawful rizhta.

Wgg
N3§

is

Space Discounts.

Time Discounts.

to press

on the market to-day. Covers and bottoms are of One Piece. Everything
Polished on both sides, and a better case cannot be had at any price.

Nicollet Island, No. 33,

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than ]i inch accepted.

Goes

{jj§!

SI85

YORK 8 COMPANY

it.

Wllllamsfield.lll.

when

writing.

15th.
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If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Lono.Goodfltivertising

Ponder "

ago bee-keepers were surfirst Patent
Bee-Smoker.

27 years

prised by the

bee-suppues
Root's Goods at Root's Prices

Bingham's Patented

WW

Smoker

Everything- used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

BEESWAX WANTED

Prompt
.•.

.-.

Service.
Catalog Free.

Improvements

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.
During October I will offer a discount
CAIXLI UI\UCI\
of 6 percent on Supplies for next season's use. In November the discount will be 5 percent. Cash mu6t accompany
I

trade.

Are dated

1878, 1882, 1892 and 1903.
6 percent Discount for October

CADI V HDhPR IMCPAIINT
UlOtUUlM
order.

.'>

I :t

WALTER S. POUDER
M»0
IM>.
###########««########
.*i

I

.'>

1|;i";i<

lm-'

1 1

-

Ave.

I

\

orders.

Any number, any

copper or

size,

tir,

delivered any time.

> ll>OI.I«..

BINGHAM

T. F.

Farwell, Hich.
Bee Jonrnal

Mention

£>^

when

writing.

in Capons
Caponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free instructions

Big Profits

postpaid $2.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
F'rencn Killing Knife50C
|Capon Book Free.

[CAPON

TOOLS
G. P. Pilling

&

Son,

Philadelphia, Pa,

Hee Journal

Meutlon

when

writing;.

The Rietsche Press
&T2

Made of artificial stone. Practically indestructible, and giving entirely satisfactory results.
Comb foundation made easily and
?uickly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50 cash
with order.

—

Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVILLE.TENN.

45Atf

WJ.G, Goodner, of this State,

&2
ps

writes me that
prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it."— A. G.

"he

Mention

when

Bee Jonrnal

writing.

FENCE

Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist is
a brace to all other wires and
Olosely

twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Pig.

Every rod guaranteed.

tight.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL

and sold direct to farmer, freight

<^rt»

prepaid, at lowest factory price.

Our Catalogue tells how Wire
is made — how it is galvanized—
why some is good and some is
bad.

Its

brimful of fence facts.
this raforma-

You should have
tlon.

Write for

It

today. It* Free.

KITSELMAN BROS,,
Bo *Xo

MUNCIE. INDIANA.

o<0
If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,

2.3 9
Be6t Wisconsin Sections,
per 1000— $4 00; No.2— $3.40;
plain, 25c less. 7 percent
discount in October on Roofs and Danz. Hives,
and other Root's Goods.
40A26t
St.'ANNE, ILL.
H. 8.

Bargains

DUBY.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing:.

Wi 6bll Root's Goods

in

Michigan

Let us qnote jou prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wantid for Cash.
M. H.
SON,

HUNT A

Bbll Branch, Wayne Co., Mich
Mention Bee Jonrnal when writing.

send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR his

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal DltcounU to the Trade.
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The

letter

reproduced below from a well-known poultry-man

ceived annually, commending- the Root Goods.

is

representative of hundreds of unsolicited letters re-

Whether you are a dealer

in Supplies or a bee-keeper,

what Mr. Rigg says, especially if you have never used our Supplies.
In this letter we call your particular attention to 3 points
1st.— Mr. Rigg could get along without GLEANINGS, but could not

you

will be inter-

ested in

:

bees, even
2d.

if

Neither can any one keeping

afford to do so.

only a single colony.

— In

purchasing bees, as with other stock,

pays

it

See what results Mr. Rigg obtained from

to get select stock.

our red-clover strain of bees.
3d.

— We respectfully urge you to notice that Mr.

duce fancy honey, this

is

Rigg used our Danzenbaker comb-honey

hive.

If

you want

to pro-

the hive to use.

HOUDANS

WHITE WYANDOTTES
Lu* Bird
Uwppnichr<f

in

Sum

Liw Bred Suvr 1674

1897

Sii*. Style

Acknowledged SUodud

and Finijh

°l

Houdin Eicrlkocc

in

Amrnti

Le Bocage Farm
Iowa

Falls,

Aug, 29

Iowa,.

_I90J

The A. I. Root Co.

Medina, Ohio

Gentlemen:

Find enclosed draft for $1,50

for which please give me credit

on subscription account to Gleanings.
I

could get along without Gleanings,

"but

oannot afford to do so.

Let me tell you of the result seoured from the three-frame nucleus

purchased of you.

This was received here May 23rd.

This was given

good care and has made me 64 pounds of surplus honey and will yet have
to its credit nearly 52 pounds more.

Is not that good for a "greenhorn"?

But it was all on account of the worth of that queen.

An experienced

bee man tells me that this was an exceptionally good queen.

When he

saw the immense swarm busy at work, and was told that only a short time

before it was only a snail nucleus, he remarked, "Got them of Hoot, did
you not?"
I

give full credit to Root and the queen.

I

cared for them in a

Danz hive according to Root's advice, and got the usual Root results.

Youtb

respectfully,

^-^

j£T> (2^ -

If you can't make up your specifications to-day send your remitis 6 percent.
claim
the
and
discount, and let your order follow by later mail. If you want
tance to cover approximately your needs,
Other
amounts
in proportion. Claim the benefit of the discount when
goods to the amount of $50 remit us only $+7.00.
remittances
either
our
home office, branch offices, or jobbing agents. Notice
to
your remittance is sent. Send orders and

Our

list of

early order discount for October

names

of principal dealers in the Sept. 6th issue of this paper.

Dealers at remote points can not always

do so

in

many

cases.

make

the

same

prices and discounts that

we do

at

Medina, but are able to

Correspond with such dealers direct on these matters.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

CO., Medina, Ohio

:
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Bees Can't Puncture drapes

We

have received the following from Mr.
C. P. Dadant, President of the National BeeKeepers' Association, concerning the belief

editorial ^fofe

in

and Comments

some places that bees destroy grapes

Mr. Editor:— Referring to the article on
page 757, by Mr. John Kennedy, I wish toreassure him in favor of the bee. The bees <<"<
This may be tested
not puncture grapes.
thoroughly by inserting a few bunches inSuch grapes as may have
side of the hives.
been already punctured or damaged by the

Dark Brood-Chamber Honey or Sugar
Syrup in the Sections
On

this subject there appears

dian Bee Journal

the

in

the Cana-

following words of

caution:

A late issue of the American Bee Journal
advises bee-keepers to make their hives heavy
for winter by leaving plenty of sealed combs
of dark honey, arguing that the dark honey
thus placed will really be equal next season,
pound for pound, with light honey.
menting on this, Editor Hutchinson,

Comin

the

Review, a6ks bee-keepers to see how much of
this dark honey will go into the sections, intimating, of course, that there is not much
likelihood of dark honey, or sugar syrup
either, going into the supers.
Seems to me
that Mr. Hutchinson is treading on dangerous ground, for surely any practical apiarist
knows that, if a brood-nest is full of any kind
of honey or syrup, provided the colony has a
proline queen and swarming does not take
place, quite a large percentage of this honey
or syrup will And its way into the surplus
apartments. This is something that any one
can test for himself, and if the novice has
colonies that go into the clover-flow with the
brood-chamber full of buckwheat honey, he
may decide that while experience is a good
teacher, it is sometimes a little expensive.
If

we

take the broadest view of the ques-

"Is dark honey carried from the
brood-chamber into the sections?" the answer must undoubtedly be in the affirmative.
Not only some, but all honey, light or dark,
that is put into sections, is carried there from
the brood-chamber. For so good an authority
as G. M. Doolittle tells us that when a fielder
brings in a load of nectar she does not go
with it to the super, but deposits it in 6ome
tion:

brood-chamber, whence it is afterward carried into the surplus apartment.

cell of the

In the present case, however, the question

not to be taken in this unlimited sense, it
being rather whether honey stored in the

is

brood-chamber in the

fall,

or given in the

form of sealed combs
to be carried

in the

spring,

into the super.

the brood-chamber so

If

much honey

is

likely

there be in
that there

not room for the queen to lay, will not the
bees empty some of the cells? and what can
is

they do with the honey but to carry

it

into

the super?
It must be remembered, however, that the
time when the brood-nest is expanding in
other words, the time when additional room
will be needed— is before the harvest, when
very little honey is coming, and a large

—

amount

of

honey

rearing of brood.

honey

is

is

daily

When

consumed

in

the

a frame of sealed

given in the spring, it does not take
comb having any brood in it,

the place of a

but of one without brood, and with little or
no honey. Will not the honey in it be needed
for the increasingly large amount of brood as
it is necessary to empty such honey
out of the cells? Certainly the danger seems
rather remote, under ordinary circumstances.
But, after all, the matter is one not of theory,

fast as

but of plain

fact.

In buckwheat regions it ought not to be an
uncommon thing for much buckwheat honey
in the brood-nests, and also for
combs of such honey to be given in
the spring, and it ought to be easy for bee-

to be

found

sealed

under such circumstances, to say
whether they have found buckwheat honey
If they
in sections during the clover flow.
have, then it is important to know about how
much the brood-chamber must be crowded
with honey before the danger-line is reached.
The question is not one of supreme importance so long as only honey is involved, but
it is one of first moment when it comes to the
danger of having sugar syrup carried into the
Better never feed sugar than to
sections.
run any such risk, if risk there is.

keepers,

handling will be cleaned out by them; the
others will wilt in the hive and will often be
found glued fast by the bees, that aim to
cover them with propolis, as they do with
anything which they can not remove.
In addition to birds and other insects
than the bee, there is great loss caused by
the fruit bursting from overfulness. I would
suggest that this may have been the trouble
in the case mentioned, for when the fruit
ripens, it often swells with juice to 6uch an
extent that the skin can not contain it, and
the result is a bursting, which always begins
at the 6tem-end, as mentioned by Mr. Kennedy. If the bees are short of food they discover this at once, and begin sucking at the
ruptured spot, so that they might well be
If the
suspected of Ciusing the damage
bunch is picked off, the sap quits running,

and the berry is much less likely to burst. So
when you insert a bunch of grapes in a hive
of bees, there is but little chance of that sort
of damage happening. To me, the most positive evidence that the bees can not puncture
grapes is that they suck everything clean in
damaged grapes, and leave the unpunctured
I have actually seen bees starve on
ones.
sound grapes.
In addition to these evidences there is a
physiological fact. The bees' mandibles are
not sharp, but rounding, much like 6poons,
and they can no more puncture a smooth-skin
berry than you or I could bite into a smooth
The evidences in favor of the
plaster wall.
bee need a little demonstration, but they are
palpable
as the fact that the earth rejust as
volves around the sun, and not the sun around
the earth, as we might be led to believe, and
as our ancestors believed because of having
only the testimony of their eyes.
It is lucky for us that our little friends, the
beeB, are unable to do damage of the kind
mentioned, for there is no doubt that if they
had the ability to puncture fruit they would
often be guilty of it.

Hamilton,

111.

Mr. Dadant is a careful observer, and is also
an extensive vineyardist. The poor bees are
often accused wrongfully, and especially

when some people find

their grapes suffering

from an uncertain cause.

The

fact that bees

:

:
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can not bite through a smooth surface like
the skin of a grape clears them of any guilt
in this matter.
It is true that bees can pull

some things to pieces when they can get hold
of them with their mandibles, but it should
always be remembered that they can only
press orpinch with them, and not bite at all.
The mandibles are not sharp, and so can not
cut anything.

*

The matter

much

less

those

who

of

—

"Tested Queen" Defined

Combs

Transferring

perpendicularly. Without any further attention the foundation will be drawn out, the
piece of comb fixed, and the result will be a
frame filled with comb. When the bees have
completed the work of fixing, cut the enveloping wires. This will be found a handier
and neater way of transferring a comb than
the old method of tying it with tapes and a
false bottom-bar.
W. Munro.

transferring

combs

is

of

importance than formerly, yet for
still have transferring to do, the
following plan taken from the Irish Bee Journal may be worth considering:

Trim straight the bottom edge of the comb
to be transferred.
Let it rest on the bottombar of the frame (having previously fixed to
the top-bar a piece of foundation of 6uch a
size and shape as to till the remaining space).
Fasten horizontally around the outside of the
frame one or more pieces of wire— sufficient
to prevent the comb from falling sidewise
If
necessary put another wire around the frame

What is a tested Italian queen? The orthodox answer is that it is a queen whose
worker progeny shows 3 yellow bands. When
Italians were first introduced into this country, that answer fully met the case, and it
was safe to say that 6uch a queen was of pure
Italian blood and purely mated.
Is such the
case now? We have developed bees that
show 5 yellow bands. Suppose a queen of 5banded origin meets a drone with such an
amount

of

black blood that

the

resulting

worker progeny shows 3 yellow bands. The
old answer will not hold good. What, then,
is a tested queen?

Miscellaneous
flews - Ifems
Mr. James A. Green,

of Colorado,

seems was unintentionally misrepresented
a recent issue of this Journal.
us as follows:

Friend York:— On page

me

814,

He

it

in

corrects

you quote

as saying that " I will harvest a full crop
of honey." Did I really write that? If so, it
was a " slip of the pen." One of my apiaries,
it is true, produced what might be called a
full crop, but 2 others produced only a fair
crop, and the other 3 apiaries had only a poor
yield, so that I will not have over half a crop.
I meant to say that I would harvest a fair
crop. To claim more is an error that I would
like to have corrected, as it is far from the
truth.

Neither am I inspector of apiaries at presI resigned the office of bee-inspector
last spring.
I had too much work of my own
to attend properly to the inspectorship, so
'gave it up. Mr. n. S. Groves, of Fruita, is
my successor.
James A. Green.
ent, as

Mr. Green

is

A

right.

typographical error

made him 6ay "full crop" instead of "fair
crop," as he had written it.
We supposed, of course, that Mr. Green was
a bee-inspector, not having heard of his

still

resignation.

The Apiary
Egypt, N.
this issue.

Aug.

E. G. Carr,

of

New

31

am

sending a photograph of my apiary of
25 colonies, increased from 19 in the spring.
The crop is nearly a failure here this year—
about 150 pounds of extracted and 50 pounds
of comb honey.
Very little clover survived
last winter, and what there wa6 left evidently
had no nectar in it, as the bees did not notice
it.
There was a good How from locust, and
some from poplar.
My little girl of 5.1 years is shown holding
I

•

of

appears on the front page of
Mr.- Carr wrote as follows on

J.,

.;

a frame of bees. She has practically no fear
of them; and, if she is stung, she goes into
the house to get something to put on the part
stung, and then is right back with me among
the hives.
Like all other bee-keepers, I am hoping for
a good honey crop next season.
I anxiously look forward to the weekly
arrival of the " old reliable " American Bee
Journal.
E. G. Carr.

The Apiary

of D. J. Blocher, of Pearl

first page.
When
sending the photograph on Aug. 9, Mr. B.
wrote as follows

City,

111., is

shown on the

The picture I send is one of the home yard
of golden Italians.
It is about 6 miles southeast of the Black Hawk Monument, where
Black Hawk, the Indian chief, took his stand
before leaving the State.

We run from TO to about 100 colonies in
this yard, in addition to many 2 and 3 frame
nuclei of standard Langstroth size. Only a
part of the yard is seen.
The finest breeder I ever owned is in this
yard. She is now in her 4th summer, and
doing a6 good laying as ever. She is of my
own rearing.
I have had some bees since boyhood, but on
account of working on the farm, and afterward going to school, I have given them less
attention than I do now. The way I care for
this yard is clearly seen.
It is moved every
week, and salt is put around the hives to kill
the grass next to them. Between the first
and second rows of hives is seen the watering
trough, which is kept going the whole summer. Salt is added every little while. The
entire yard is in the open. All dummies are
kept on the sunny side of the hive. I have 2
other yards which

run in conjunction with
this one for queens and honey.
Last spring
we planted a wind-break west of the yard,
and contemplated planting more, also a few
trees in the yard for some shade.
We are slow to take hold of new inventions,
I

but are firm believers in the standard Langstroth frame and hive, that can be tiered up
or torn down. With this kind of hive we can
fit any hive with supers, either for extracted
or comb honey. After trying a good many
hive6, we have come to the above conclusion.
Requeening in the fall is also one of our

We

ideals for a successful apiary.
are preparing for still more extended operations and
improvements. Our strawberry field is just
in front of the bee-yard.
The dwelling-house
is at the southeast corner of the yard, but we
had to get on the cave back of the house for

the view we wanted, so
omitted from the picture.

the residence

is

D. J. Blocher.

A

Bee-Disease Inspectors' Meeting

be held in San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 12,
being the Monday following the last day of
will

the

meeting of

the National Bee-Keepers'

Association on Nov.

8, 9,

and

10.

Dr. E. F.

ActiDg in Charge of Apiculture in
the Bureau of Entomology, Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. sent us the
letter published below, dated Sept. 7.
At
that time it was expected to hold the meeting
of the BeeDisea6e Inspectors in San Antonio
on Nov. 7, but on account of the HomeSeekers' Excursion tickets not being 6old before Nov. 6, it would have been impossible
for many to reach San Antonio in time for
any meeting on the 7th, 60 the date of this
meeting has been changed to Nov. 12. In
view of this, we have changed the following
letter to read " Nov. 12" where it was written " Nov. 7," and have made a few other
changes to correspond with the
slight
changed date
Phillips,

,

Dear Mr. York:— I herewith enclose a
circular letter which was sent out some time
ago, which will explain itself.
After hearing from a number of Inspectors
who agree to be present, it has been decided
that this meeting will be held in San Antonio,
Tex., on Nov. 12, 1906. A number of persons
prominent in bee-disease work will be present, and a good meeting will result.
To this meeting all persons interested in
work on bee-disease are invited. The attention of persons interested in having bee-disease laws passed is particularly called to this
gathering, and such persons are urged to attend.
It i6, of course, to be understood that
discussion of subjects foreign to bee-disease
will not be allowed, nor will any one be permitted to occupy the time of the meeting in
riding a " hobby." This meeting is not part
of the National Bee-Keepers' Association
meeting, nor is it in any way connected with
it.
The proceedings will probably be published, so that the discussions will be available for those not present.
E. F. Phillips,
Acting in Charge of Apiculture.

Accompanying
following, signed
aries,

and

also

the foregoing letter

was the

by two inspectors of api-

Dr. Phillips; and,

as in

above letter, we have changed " Nov.
read "Nov. 12:"

the

7"

to

To the Bee-Disease Inspectors: —
Asyou are well aware, the brood-diseases

of
bees are a serious thing to American beeWhile the inspectors are fighting
keepers.
the progress of disease to the best of their
ability, yet lack of laws, inadequate laws, and
an absence of uniformity of method and of
co-operation make the work difficult.

For these reasons it has appeared advisable
meeting of inspectors for the purpose of remedying this condition of affairs in
so far as is possible, by consultation and cooperation of persons familiar with this work.
If the inspectors now at work on these
problems can meet together, there are several
to call a

:
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subjects which could be discussed to advantage.
Anions these might be mentioned
Comparisons of methods of treatment.
Locality differences in disease and treat-

ment.
Foul brood laws

now in force,- with suggestions for improvement.
As a time and placeof meeting San Antonio,
Tex., Nov. 13, 1906. has been suggested, since
the National Bee-Keepers' Association meets
there just before, and the inspectors would
thereby get to attend both meetings. At the
same time it would also add to the interest in
the National Bee-Keepers' Association's Convention. The low railroad rates would make
the expense less heavy. Another suggestion
is Washington, D. C, where it would be possible to have the bacteriological side of beedisease work explained and demonstrated.
No decision of time and place will be made
except by choice of the majority of inspectors
who agree to come.
One of the important results of such a
meeting would be that persons interested in
the passage of new foul brood laws would
have an opportunity to consult with those
already familiar with the lighting of bee-disease, and get suggestions as to the best form
of law. If such a meeting is held, it will be
open to all persons interested, but it is understood that it is to be strictly an inspectors'
meeting, and other persons will not be allowed
to take up valuable time of the meeting in
discussions.

The questions which we wish to have answered by the various inspectors are:
1. Are you in favor of such a meeting?
2. Will you come?
3. Will your State or County pay your expenses?

What

your choice of time and place?
In case of a good attendance and a successful meeting, arrangements can easily be made
4.

is

for the publication of the proceedings of the
meeting without cost to the inspectors.

We feel that attendance at such a meeting
by the inspector would be of sufficient value
to the community that the State or County
employing him should be willing to pay the
necessary expenses of such a trip.
The hearty cooperation of every person
interested in this work is earnestly requested.
Such a meeting will be for the purpose of
furthering work in fighting bee-diseases, and
not to advance the interests of any person ex-

cept the bee-keepers of America.

Kindly write

an early date and let us know
A canof such a movement.

at

what you think
did, full reply

is

solicited.

Truly yours,

W.

'/..

It is

hoped that every bee-disease inspector
United States

may be

BY GRANT STANLEY
Too many bee-keepers are inclined
to work their bees for all they are
worth in order to secure as large a
crop of honey as possible, and then
give them some sort of protection for
winter, and think there is nothing
more to be done until the following
spring. This is certainly a mistake.
If we are to accomplish the best results
from our bees, it will be found necessary to work in their behalf the greater
part of the year, and, of course, this
includes the winter months. There is
so much to get ready for the next season's harvest and one thing the beekeeper should feel thankful for is, that
he can do this work during winter,
when there is no work to be done
directly with the bees, and not be compelled to do it at a time when they are
storing, and possibly swarming. I say
we should feel thankful for this, as it
certainly enables us to get everything,
from the smallest to the highest in detail, in perfect readiness for the next
season's harvest.
With a large number of colonies the
bee-keeper has all he can do, and often
more, to see that they are all being
properly manipulated for best results.
All colonies wintered on the summer
stands should be made perfectly level
by the use of a spirit-level each spring
;

fall, and though this may have
been done the previous spring, you will
find the hives have settled considerably
out of shape as a result of the weight

present at the

of the season's harvest.

In the

fall,

the bee-supply manufac-

turers offer a discount on the purchase
of supplies. This is a benefit to the
he can secure
bee-keeper in two ways
his supplies cheaper then, and have
them in readiness to put up during the
winter months. The sections can be
folded, comb foundation put in them
and placed in the supers, all ready to
go on the hives.
The first supers intended for the bees
the following spring should contain
one or more clean bait-sections in the
center of each super, so they will be
directly over the brood-chamber, and
induce the bees to work in them.
All supers should be piled one on top
of the other, so that no dust or anything can reach the sections, as bees
do not like to work on dirty foundation.
If the supers do not pile close enough
to keep out the dust, lay several thicknesses of newspaper between each 2
supers to close up the cracks.
All hives and hive-parts should be
put together during winter, and if the
:

meeting to be held on Nov. 12. It
will be a very important gathering, and has
the hearty cooperation and interest of the
Department of Agriculture at Washington,
D. C, which is so ably represented by Dr.

special

Phillips.
_

The National Convention
will be

completed next week.

out of

this issue.

The Ohio Farmer,

It

lteport
was crowded

one of the leading

papers of this country, we
connection with the American Bee
A sam.Journal, both for one year, for $1.35.
ple copy of the Ohio Farmer may be had by
sending the request to Cleveland, Ohio. All
orders for subscriptions on this combination
rate of 11.35 for the two should be mailed to

weekly

offer

bee-keeper has a work-shop and stove,
this work should be a delight. Provide
a cupboard in the work-shop, and when
you run across anything illustrated in
the various bee-papers you desire to
make, place it in the cupboard and it
will be right at hand when wanted.
Hive-stands can also be made, if
more increase is desired, winteringcases and shipping-cases put up in
fact, everything should be done during
winter so that no work of this nature
whatever need be in the way at the
arrival of spring. If this work is all
done during winter, we will also be
able to give the bees much closer attention during the harvest, and certainly secure more honey.
Use a good quality of paint for the
hives. The ready-mixed kinds are not
worth a great deal for bee-hives. Buy
the best grade of white lead and oil,
and mix the paint yourself, and you
As most
will not be disappointed.
beekeepers prefer white paint, the
mixing is not hard to do.
The long winter evenings are an excellent time for reading the bee-papers.
Remember, we owe our success to reading and thinking. Reading spurs to
thought, thought to action, and these
bring success. Don't wait until spring,
but lay your plans now, and work right
up to them and when the needs of
next season's harvest dawn, you will
not have a great deal of trouble in supplying them.
Nisbet, Pa.

—

;

and

Hutchinson,

Inspector of Apiaries for Michigan.
N. E. France,
Inspector of Apiaries for Wisconsin.
E. F. Phillips,
!'. S. Department
of Agriculture.

in the

Preparing for Next Season
During Winter

farm

in

the office of the American Bee Journal.

No.

19-Dadant Methods

of

Honey-Production
BY C. P. DADANT
Those who have read my preceding

article have learned how we rear the
now proceed to make
queen-cells.
Some may object that nuclei
nuclei.

We

are not

what they want. They want
Have a little patience.

full colonies.

We

have started with the intention of

making increase without

too

much

sac-

but with the expectation of making all strong for winter. We also expect some queens to be handed over to
replace worthless
to
full colonies
queens. In either case we begin with

rifice,

nuclei.

however, the bee-keeper wants to
the increase with the greatest
possible speed, and without having the
trouble of a number of manipulations,
he may make swarms at once, which
will need no further attention, in ordinary seasons, except to ascertain that
they have laying queens. To this end,
however, it is necessary to use a number of colonies that would probably
have produced surplus honey. It is,
If,

make

—
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not the most economical
method, but it is the speediest. Take
away the queen of a colony, one or two
combs of brood and all the bees that
cover those two combs, and place
them in a new hive with sheets of
foundation in the frames. This hive
must be placed on the old stand, and
the old hive is removed to the stand of
another colony of rather under medium
strength
this latter colony being
placed in a new spot. The two combs
of brood that have been removed must
be replaced with sheets of foundation
therefore,

;

;

this is important,

for

otherwise the

bees would build drone-combs in the
place of these combs.

The queenless swarm thus made on
the 9th day is supplied with a queencell on the 10th day, or the day following the dividing of the colonies. This
length of time is necessary for the bees
to make sure of the loss of their queen
otherwise, they
would destroy the
queen cell given them. The queen-cell
may be introduced in a queen-cell protector.
But if it is inserted in the center of a comb of brood, there is very
little danger of its being destroyed by
the bees. The queen will hatch, usually within 2 days, and in about 10
days of the making of the division,
they will have a laying queen. When
swarms are thus made of considerable
strength at the outset, it is necessary
to examine them to make sure they are
not rearing queen cells of their own
brood with the expectation of swarming with the first queen. Such cells
must be destroyed.
;

Swarms

of this kind should be made
with colonies of only fair strength
such colonies as are not likely to produce much if any surplus. They become strong at once, and in a good season the divided colonies, and especially
the colonies that have furnished only
field-bees by their removal to a new
location, will often be able to furnish
additional bees or brood later.

The above method is not so economical as the nucleus method, however,
for there are a few days lost before the
queens lay. By the nucleus method
we rear our queens first, and strengthen
the nuclei afterwards, or as many of
them as we choose to make into full
colonies.

All the text-books give instructions
to make nuclei.
Take 1, 2 or 3

on how

combs with brood from some colony
and place these in an empty hive, or in
a nucleus hive, with a goodly number
of young bees.
You must bear in
mind that some of the bees may return
the mother colony
the old bees
surely will, and for this reason, more
bees than needed should be taken. We
usually place these nuclei in a shaded
spot, and close them over night so the
bees will become used to them. If the
nuclei are made late in the afternoon
there will be no danger from suffocation. The empty space at the side of
the combs given must be filled with a
dummy to reduce the amount of room
that needs to be kept warm. Nuclei
made with divisible frames, such as I
mentioned on page 232, or such as recto

;

ommended by F Greiner.on page 343,
will make a much more compact dimincolony with a less number of
bees and a less amount of combs and
utive

than

brood

those

made

with

full

frames.

These nuclei are made on the 9th
day of the queen-cell rearing, and on
the 10th day the queen-cells are inserted in them, one to each. If the
work is done carefully there will be no
however, for the
bee-keeper to have another colony
rearing queen-cells 2 days after the

failure.

It

is

well,

first, so that in case of failure other
queen-cells may be at hand to replace
those that are destroyed. If the cells
are in good shape, after a few hours of
introduction they will come to maI have often inserted queenturity.
cells on the morning of the 10th day,
and found them hatching the same

evening.

By the nucleus method we prepare
our queens at the lowest possible cost.
When the queens are fertilized and
laying, we may, at our option, increase
our little colonies to full strength by
the insertion of a comb of brood from
time to time, or, if we wish, by moving
the nucleus to the stand of a full colony, which is, in its turn, brought to
the stand of the nucleus, thus causing
the weak colony to gain all the fieldbees of the other in exchange for its
own

field-bees.

This

may

be done

without trouble during a honey harvest, for the bees are then peaceable,
and although they know the new
comers are strangers, they welcome
them as we would welcome a friend
who brings us a gift. The nucleus
must at once be enlarged, of course, to
a capacity sufficient for the accommodation of its increased field-force.
In all these manipulations we aim to
take nothing from our best colonies,
aside from the brood taken from our
best queen, and even that is only an

—

exchange a loan. The principle upon
which we work is that the best colonies
are the only ones from which we may
expect a bountiful harvest. In all seasons but extraordinary ones, we have
colonies that are of fair, average
strength and yet yield but little. You
daily expect to see them at work in the
supers, but day after day passes without change. The reason is that they
have become strong a little too late for
good results. These are the colonies
from which we may take our increase
by the above-named method without
any perceptible decrease in the amount
of crop expected, for what we want in
making swarms is plenty of young
bees and good queens.
By the natural method of allowing
bees to swarm we get our increase, of
course, from the best colonies, but we
do away with our best chances for a
honey crop. This method gives us
both honey and swarms.

Hamilton,

the sun's rays, help

warm and

dry the

hives, thereby enabling the bees to
feed and clean house, and by its poor
conductivity by contact, and by its not
fitting tight to the hive, would be so
slow in permitting the escape of the

heat that it would give the bees ample
time to re-cluster.
The results have
been all and more than I expected.
Other bee-keepers have tried the
plan, some exactly as I gave it, others

modifying

it

Some

ories.

to

meet their own the-

have, through fortunate

important adcombinations, made
vance, while some others, governed by
prejudice, have dismissed the notion
without trial. Among the latter was
one who, in commenting on the scheme,
said he had tried " virtually the same
thing," having " wrapped hives in
paper and slipped over all an outside
winter-case." The " results were unsatisfactory."
Among those

who have

tried

it,

and

Mr. Allen Latham, of
who runs many small
apiaries scattered from the tip of Cape
Ccd to the Connecticut River. Some
of his yards he sees but twice a year,
and his Cape bees he does not see from
Sept. 1 of one year until July 10 of the
next. Obviously he must have a system and appliances which need very
In his out-apiaries he uses
little care.
a hive which outdoes Mr. Dadant's for
size, having 20 frames 16x11 inches,
inside measure. They are arranged all
on one level, the queen being restricted
to 8 frames at the front of the hive.
The hives are built on the well-

developed it,
Connecticut,

is

known,

air-spaced, paper-lined-walls
and covered with black
principle,
waterproof paper. Even on bleak Cape

Cod, where the winter winds have an

unchecked sweep of thousands of miles,
his bees winter perfectly, and his crops
on that seemingly barren sand-pit
average about 100 pounds of honey per
colony. Neither there nor inland does
he have to putter with spring feeding
or " stimulation," no " contracting of
brood-nest " and similar nonsense.
What would the advocates of the 8frame shallow hive think of letting
their tiny colonies winter in a box
approximately 3 feet long, 1 foot deep,
and I, feet wide? Look at their expense in labor, in appliances, in feeding, and in winter loss. Mr. Latham's
1

':

labor item is so small per colony that
and his
it is not worth computing;
winter losses are so few and far between that he almost forgets that such
a thing ever occurs. His is a profitable,

The

common-sense

sort of apiculture.

black-paper-covered
hive has come to stay with him and
many others and its use is spreading.
Providence Co., R. I.
air-spaced,
;

111.

Our Wood Kinder

(or Holder) is
to take all the copies of the imerican
a year.
It is sent by mail
Full directions accompany.
for 20 cents.
The Bee Journals can be inserted as soon as
they are received, and thus preserved for
future reference. Or we will send it with the
American Bee Journal a year both for $1.10.
Address the office of the American Bee Jour-

made

Black Building Paper for

Winter Protection of
Hives
BY ARTHUR

C.

Bee Journal for

—

MILLER

For several years I have been using
and advocating black building paper
as a winter protection to hives. The
theory I had was that while being wind
and water proof, it would, by absorbing

nal.

National Bee-Keepers' Association
annual convention in San
Will yoc
Antonio, Tex., Nov. 8, 9, and 10
be there

will hold its 37th
'.

"

;
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Bees," which, according to quotations
in the Irish Bee Journal, shows that
writers for women's journals in Ireland
are not a whit behind their sisters in
this country when it comes to substituting the imagination for actual observation in the apiary. Just a few
items over which the editor of the
Irish Bee Journal makes merry with
genuine Irish witi may be here given
:

"

Conducted by

Emma M. Wilson,

Bee-Keeping as a Business for

Women
Objections to bee-keeping as a business for women are very nicely met
and answered by Mrs. Anna Botsford

Comstock, of New York,
in Bee Culture, who says

in

Gleanings

:

questions invariably "pop up "at us
when this matter of feminine beekeeping is
discussed: One is, " Why shouldn't a woman
keep bees?" and the other is, " Why should a
woman keep bees?" Like most other questions, these may be answered more or less
rationally with proper consideration.
Taking the "why shouldn't" question
first, we are bound to confess that nowadays
there is no effective reason why a woman
should not do almost anything that she takes
But
into her enterprising little head to do.
quite aside from the consideration of woman'6
prowess, there are one or two reasons that
might deter some of the faint-hearted fair
from undertaking bee-keeping. There is no
use of trying to gloss over the fact that there
i6 a great deal of hard work and heavy lining
The hard
in the care of a profitable apiary.
really no objection, as most women
But liftof whatever class are at it anyway.
is

ing heavy hives is certainly not particularly
good exercise for any woman, although I
must confess that I have never lifted half so
strenuously when caring for bees as I used to
on the farm when we moved the cook-stove
into the summer kitchen, accomplishing this
feat by our feminine selves, rather than to
bring to the surface any of the latent profanity which seems to be engendered in the
masculine bosom when taking part in this
seasonal hegira.
There are at least two ways of obviating
One
this feminine disability in bee-keeping.
practised successfully by several women, is
through tne U6e of a Boardman hive-cart,
which almost solves the problem if the bees
are wintered out-of-doors, and don't have to be
carried up and down cellar stairs; the other
method is to get some man to do the lifting
and carrying. It may be the husband, the
father, the brother, the son, or the hired man
but as his work can be doDe at a time which
can be planned for, it is not so difficult for
the men of the establishment to give the help
needed. I am sure my husband would say
that I am quite enthusiastically in favor of
but his
the man solution of this problem
opinion does not count for much, because he
loves the bees so enthusiastically that I have
to beg for a chance to work with them at all,
although he virtuously points out the hives to
people as " Mrs. Comstock's bees."
Another "shouldn't" reason might be that
women are afraid of bee-stings. This falls
flat, from the fact that women are not a bit
more nervous than men in this respect. This
year, when I was struggling to hive a swarm
from a most difficult position, an interested
man stood off at a safe distance in a most
pained state of mind. He was a courteous
gentleman, and he felt that it was outrageous
for me to have to do the work alone, but he
did not dare to come to my aid, and I think
he considered my temerity in dealing with the
swarm as almost scandalous.

II

There, does not that meet the objections in as racy a manner as could
be desired ? Is there any sort of sense
in saying that a woman is more afraid
of stings than a man ? And is she at
all likely to make anymore fuss about
the pain of the sting ? Does a man or
a woman make the most fuss about a
toothache

Two

work

Marengo,

?

Really, the only valid objection for
which there seems any sort of ground
is as to the matter of physical strength.
And doesn't many a woman exert
more physical strength in the course
of 24 hours than her liege lord, even
though he be able to lift a greater
number of pounds? The man who
carries on bee-keeping extensively is
tired out at the end of the day's work,
not so much because of the exertion of
any great amount of strength at a
time, as of the continuance of it, and
for real endurance, hour after hour, pit
a woman against a man, any time.

While endorsing Mrs. Comstock's
view that help can be had at the heavwork, it may be pertinent to ask whether Mr. Man never
gets help in the same way.
iest parts of the

" Making Money by Keeping Bees "

Woman's Life, a journal presumably
published in Ireland, contains an article on " Making Money by Keeping

No

so greedy as to claim every
section which the bees have made; some are
always left in a frame in the center of the
hive to supply the queen and her subjects
with food during the winter."
" During the long, cold
months when
flowers are conspicuous by their absence, the
artificial polwith
bees must be fed regularly
len and with a stimulating syrup."
" Sometimes, however, it is absolutely necessary to dispense with a 6warm to prevent
overcrowding, and when this is the case the
top frame should be removed and the bees
shaken off into a skep or bee-box and offered
for sale, either privately or by advertisement,
and should it be a good swarm, weighing
something under 20 pounds —bees are always
sold by weight it is worth about a guinea.
" The queen is usually kept in the center of
the hive, shut off by the queen-excluder,'
through which only the bees, whose duty it is
to feed her, ever dare to enter."
apiari6t

is

—

'

There, can any Yankee sister beat
Leave some sections in the
that ?
center of the hives for winter stores
Practise stimulative feeding in winter

.'

!

To prevent overcrowding, "dispense"
with a swarm by shaking off some-

—

say a hundred
thousand bees! Wonder how many
pounds of bees will be left in the
Evidently it would
mother colony.
not do to have too many such colonies
in one place, for when 20 pounds are
shaken off, they are to be put into a
skep or bee-box and offered for sale. A
good market for such prolific bees
could easily be found in this country.
thing under 20 pounds

Neither does the article lack in pictorial illustration, for Editor Digges,
evidently deeply impressed, says it is
" decorated by a radiant girl in a pretty
dress and sunbonnet, standing before
2 skeps, and gently feeding 11 flying
bees with a sprig of double holly hook."

;

Anna Botsford Comstock.

Conducted by Moelet Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont.

Storing Empty Combs

is not a
thing to do, although careful
and precise work must be done that no
cracks or uncovered places be left. A
small hole will let mice in, and cause

trances have been closed, this
difficult

Theoretically, the room in which
empty combs are to be stored should be
perfectly free from mice. But, since it

usually impossible to exclude mice
from the room, one must make a strenuous effort to exclude them from the
supers or hive.-, in which the combs are
kept. If carefully piled after all enis

the loss of all the combs in an entire
And it is surprising
pile of supers.
what damage a few mice can do.

Where one has a honey-house

suffi-

ciently large, the problem of where to
store empty combs is readily solved
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But many farmers who keep bees only
way, do not have a commodious honey-house, and must, there-

yield per colony will be between 35 and 40
pounds. Bees are otherwise in a thrifty condition.
Editorial in Canadian Bee Journal.

fore, do the best they can without it.
In this case, an upper room in some
outbuilding' is about the best place
that can be found. Any room with a
tight floor will do quite as well, of
course, provided it is not used for too
many other things, so that the supers
will be constantly more or less in the
way. Under these circumstances they
would probably be frequently jarred or
otherwise disturbed so that mice would
gain access, or the combs become
broken and damaged.
First, leave all surplus combs in the
hive or super in which they belong.
See that the ends of all frames fit down
into the rabbets. Next, nail pieces of
lath, or other thin lumber, over all entrances; then pile the hives, one over
another, as high as convenient. Cover
the top hive carefully. If the floor is
not tight or smooth, boards should be
laid over it, on which to set the piles.
See that each hive or super sits evenly
over the one below it, and make sure
that no cracks or holes are left anywhere. Stored in this way in a suitable place all combs should come out
in the spring clean and whole.
Few small bee-keepers value their
empty combs as highly as they should.
The old-time practise was to melt up
every scrap of comb not in actual use
for wax. But now no well-informed
bee-keeper would melt up a comb that
could be used again, as it is better understood how they are worth more in
the hive.
It is estimated that from 10 to 20
pounds of honey are required to produce one of wax. Wax is simply the
fat of bees, and in order to produce it

The above will give an idea of the
Ontario Report, as given by the Gov-

in a limited

an unusual amount of honey must be
consumed. The amount varies according to conditions, just as the amount
of corn necessary to produce a pound
of tallow or lard varies under different

conditions.-Family Herald and Weekly
Star.

Placing-

Combs

in the Extractor

When

the uncapped combs are put into the
cages of the extractor, they should be so
placed that the bottom-bars go around first,
for thus the honey is more easily thrown out,
as it leaves the cells in the direction of the
pitch given to them by the bees when they
are building their combs.— F. G. Herman, in

Michigan Farmer.

This

a fine point few have thought
true in theory, but can not be
carried out in a reversible extractor,
where the combs go first one way and
then the other, unless the crauk is
turned backwards after the reversing.
of.

is

It is

Ontario Crop Reports- -Swarming-

The Ontario Department of Agriculture,
August Crop Bulletin, reports the following
on bees and honey:
The season tas been rather a poor one for
the apiary. Swarming was uneven, and, on
the whole, unsatisfactory. Clover was a disappointment; basswood was better, but only
fair; buckwheat promises well.
The weather
was too wet for best results at the gathering
time, and it is estimated that the average

—

Crop Bulletin.

ernment

As

men-

I

tioned in this department some time
ago, the conclusion that the excessive
rains in some sections injured the crop
is not logical, because medium dry and
very dry sections suffered, if anything,

worse than where they had much rain.
The way the undue prominence
" swarming " is given in the Report,
fits in with the popular and questionasking idea, is too good to let pass.
Because more advanced bee-keeping
looks on the most " regular " swarm-

any other kind, as "unsatisfactory " and contrary to the best interests of the bee-keeper. There is no
profit in natural swarming to any one.
ing, or

outhern
^freedom
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

Preparing for Winter
October is our last month, generally,
here in Texas and the South, in which
to care for our colonies for winter
quarters. There should be a good supply of honey for winter stores. All
weaklings should be united, this being
most easily done by simply setting one
weak colony on top of another weak
one, leaving it to the bees as to which
one will be the queen of the two.
At the last examination the honeycombs may be placed below and the
empty ones removed or set on top. In
our warmer climate this latter is hardly
necessary, especially if some honey

comes

in.

New

Braunsfels, Tex.

The bee-keepers' exhibits will be one
Although
of the attractions there.
there was a shortage in the Texas
honey crop, it is believed that there
will be a creditable exhibit again this
The
year, of beekeepers' products.
Fair Association's catalog contains
annually a splendid premium-list, and
it has appropriated a sum of about $350
in premiums.
To the bee-keepers it
should be of especial interest this year
to donate anything that they may have
good enough to go on exhibition besides, the premiums offered will pay
well for the trouble.
The general arrangement of a pre;

liminary program

has been decided
upon by the committee about as follows

:

will be a Welcome address by
the President of the Texas Bee-Keepers' Association, welcoming the visitfollowed by
ing bee-men to Texas
another address of welcome to San
Antonio, the person to deliver the address not having been decided upon.

There

Bee-Keepers are Preparing for
the Fair
The Eocal Committee plans

;

to en-

tertain the National Association Nov.
8, 9,

and

10.

,

Cent a Milk Rate On All Railroad
Lines.

Such were the head-lines in the daily
papers of San Antonio after the sessions of the Executive Committee, the
Committee on Finance, and the Committee on Arrangements and Entertainment of the Texas Bee-Keepers'
Association, which met in this city recently for the purpose of beginning
preparations for the entertainment of
the National Bee-Keepers' Convention,
Nov. 8, 9, and 10. The meeting was a
lively one, and many suggestions were
offered to make the stay of the visitors
a pleasant one.

The National Convention

will be

held during the time of the International Fair in San Antonio, "nd cheap
railroad fares have been obtained, a
cent a mile rate being given on all
lines from all parts of the State. There
will be a special day for the bee-keepers, known as " Bee-Keepers' Day,"
and the afternoon of the first day of

the convention, Nov. 8, will be spent
on the Fair grounds by the bee-keepers
of the convention.

The general program

will be taken up
with routine business until noon of the
first day, the afternoon to be spent at
the Fair grounds.
On the second day there will be
morning and afternoon sessions of the
convention until 4 o'clock, when there
will be a trolley ride through the city
free to the bee-keepers. At 6 to 8 p.m.
a Mexican supper will be served free
by the Texans to the National visitors.
Of course, there will be fun for the
Texans, for it is not believed that Dr.
Miller, and the host of them, have ever
enjoyed the pleasure of such a feast.
(Your humble reporter does not know
whether the " tender " visitors will be

At 8 p.m.
bills of fare or not.)
a nierht session, including an address
by Judge Pascal, of San Antonio, on
"The Bee-Keeping Resources of Texas." It was also suggested that arrangements be made for stereopticon
views and moving-picture lecture for
this evening.
The third day has been left entirely
open for sessions and the general program, to the choice of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association.

handed
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have no doubt they will do so as long as the
sweet clover yields. Why they seem indifferent to white clover this year I can not account
for, unless it is that the recent rain has
washed out all the nectar from their cups.

and
^experiences
rfs

But how the bees did revel over my poppies
That sort o' pollen must have a special
attraction for them. Can it be possible that
they are acquiring the "dope" habit, as some
!

Ibh^H
A Lingering Honey-Yield

people use opium? I give the little workers
credit for better judgment.

We are having, and have had, a lingering
honey-yield from fall weeds, that keeps the
bees at work very beautifully. The best colonies add a little to their stores, and the poor
ones get a living.
C. W. Dayton.

Just now my ornamental gourds are in
blossom in the garden, and I notice the bees
cover themselves as with a mantle with its
bright yellow pollen.
Why do not all bee-keeper6 raise some of

Chatsworth.

Still

Calif., Sept. 24.

so hardy

Hot— Late Swarming

and some flowers yet, but the bees
do not seem to find them " juicy."
My previous record of late swarming was
Sept. 5, if I remember rightly. This year advances it to Sept. 7.
E. E. Hasty.
It is

hot,

Toledo, Ohio, Sept. 26.

Bees Did Splendidly
Bees have done splendidly here this season.
The honey-flow from cotton, heartsease, and
smartweed, has been better than usual this
fall.
Goldenrod will not bloom for a couple
of

weeks

The bees work

yet.

but do not store

much

busily on

J.

in 20

Without Section

Honey
I have kept bees for 20 years, and in all
that time there was only one year without
section honey.
I always keep about 20 colonies bf Italians, and for section honey I get
20 cents a pound ; for extracted, 15 cents.

The American Bee Journal comes every
Friday, and we love to read it; also to renew
it.
E. B. Kauffman.
Cornwall, Pa., Sept.

17.

Bees Were Busy This Year
From 7 colonies I took 223 pounds of honey
11 other hives contain honey which has not
yet been taken off. I took off the last honey
July 16. At that time there was over 100
pounds in the other hives that I did not take.
I will report later on the fill crop.
The bees
have been busier this year than ever before.
I got 12)» cents per pound for all that I sold.
Sometimes for extracted honey I get 10 cents

for each 12 ounces.
Augusta, Ga., Oct.

J. L.

Patterson.

1.

Effective Hive-Ventilation

As

Chicago,

it,

W. K. Shaw &Co.

usual, I have been much interested and
instructed by reading Mr. Dadant's article, on
page 703, but a thought occurs to me regarding his statement as to ventilation that, while
it may be old to him, may be new to many
other readers. This is the way I do it:
I cut out a piece 1 by 3 inches in the end of
the supers; over this opening I tack a piece
of ordinary wire-screen, and over it I nail a
piece of lath or other thin board at one end,
the same size as the opening. The wire affords ample ventilation, and when too cold I
simply move the cover over the wire, and the
super is practically tightly covered. Besides,
it enables one to see if the bees are active in
the super or not. This method does away
with the necessity of raising the brood-chamber or supers for ventilation; it entirely precludes the possibility of robbing, and tends
to reduce swarming to a minimum.
During the warmest days last summer, and
this year, so far, I have seen no undue masses
of bees clustering at the entrance, nor has a
swarm issued as yet.
I am pleased to report continued progress
of the bees in storing honey in the supers, and

3

In looking over my bees I am agreeably
surprised to note some very fat super-frames
of nicely capped honey, which, as late as 2
weeks ago, were discouragingly bare. Bees
are working hard, early and late, for both
pollen and nectar, and the outlook is certainly
quite pleasing. I sincerely trust all our fellow bee-keepers will experience a like refreshing that will insure at least plenty of stores
in the brood-chamber instead of the prospect
of having to feed their colonies over winter,
as broadly intimated
in many localities.
While my surplus will not be great, it will be
a long way better than nothing.
111.,

Aug.

14.

Dr. Peiro.

nearly ready to hatch

;

that

is,

Now
cell

with one that

would hatch in from 24 to 48 hours, or you
may give them a young laying queen. 1 prefer the latter, as brood-rearing will not be
it would in giving them a cell.
In
following this method you need look for no
queen-cells, and any bee-keeper knows what
a relief it is not to have to open hives and
take out frame after frame to cut out queencells, besides the constant fussing with the
bees, especially where one has 50 to 100 colonies to look after.
You must not wait till the bees get completely in the swarming notion, but attend to
re-queening in time. I would like to have all
who follow this method to report to the Bee
Journal next year. I will further say that a
neighbor has about 60 colon.es, and nearly
every one swarmed, while mine did not swarm

checked as

at all.

Now as to over-production of honey, as Mr.
says, I think there never will be
such a thing, for the simple reason that about
only one man in 10,000 will make a successful bee-keeper.
Why, bless your life, I could
sell 20,000 pounds of honey in a week if I had
it.
1 also wish to say that Mr. Davenport's
ideas are not progressive in the least.
If he
had a little world by himself, he could tell
Davenport

his secret in full to the trees, instead of giving the forest part of it and keeping the best
part himself.
Julius Happel.
Vanderburg Co., Ind., Sept. IT.

A Successful Bee-Keeper

surplus.

Loreauville, La., Sept. 26.

One Year

these interesting plants, so pretty, useful, and

the bees have no notion of swarming.

you may replace the old queen with a

Bees have done well this season. From 125
colonies, spring count, I secured 9000 pounds
of honey, and increased to 200 colonies, all in
good condition for winter.
I am having good success in disposing of
my honey to the local trade, and am sure if
bee-keepers would use a little more effort
they would not need to ship honey to the
large cities, help glut the market, and hold
down prices. With the help of circulars and
a little advertising I And it easy to dispose of
my honey, and I see no reason why others
can not be equally successful. Printers' ink
does the business.
The " Old Reliable" is just fine, and to it I
owe a large share of my success as a beekeeper. I suppose I could get along without
it, but I
simply won't. We are too good
friends to part, and every number is carefully
put away and will be re-read during the long
winter evenings.
E. H. Hanselman.

Augusta, Wis., Sept.

13.

Non-Swarming— Over-Production
of
The honey-flow

Honey

fine just at present, but
the honey-flows were very scant last spring
and summer. About Aug. 12 our fall flow
opened. The first honey the bees got was from
the Maderia vine, then cow-peas came next,
followed by the wild cucumber and Spanishneedle, and the asters are just commencing to
bloom, so the flow is likely to last for 3 or 4

weeks

is

yet.

Talking about Mr. Davenport's non-swarming secret, I think I have given it in one of
my letters published recently, namely, replacing the old queen with a young one of the
current year's rearing, together with plenty
of room; that is, I use mostly 10-frame hive6,
and if I find that I have a queen that becomes
crowded, I give her another super with fulldepth frames with combs drawn out; then at
the opening of the honey-flow I alternate;
that is, I take the top hive-body and put it at
the bottom, and the bottom one on top. This
brings the brood directly under the sections,
and the bees will go to work in them in a
hurry, in fact, they will enter sections three
times a6 quickly as they would in a one-story
hive, because in a one-story hive the center of
the brood-nest probably brings 2, at most, of
the frames filled with brood to the top-bars,
whereas, in alternating, you secure nearly all
frames filled to the top-bars with brood. The
queen has plenty of room to lay in the bottom
hive-body, and, not being cramped, of course

Poor Season for Bees
This has been a poor season for bees around
here.
My bees have not done very well. It
has been too wet for them. I will get about
a quarter of a crop.
Edw. McCoy.
Lima, N. Y., Sept. 10.

A " Pairing

" System of Manage-

ment

for

Honey

The comb honey man of to-day must anfor himself these 3 questions:
How to
get clean sections, full sections, and lots of

swer

How to do this without swarming.
lastly, how to accomplish these desirables at the least possible expense.
As to the first, everybody knows that the
cleanest sections, both as to wood and honey,
sections.

And,

are not found over old brood-combs, and that
to get full ones, and lots of them, the full
strength of the colony must be kept up to the
end of the season. But how to do ail this
without swarming is what everybody doesn't
know. Lastly, any plan or system, in order
that it may be profitable, must involve no
change, at least no great change, of our present fixtures. The expense involved in the
Aspinwall and Ferris hives and methods cuts
the mass of bee-keepers out entirely. The
past summer I worked on a plan which comes
nearer satisfying every requirement than any
I have tried before, and I give it, though not
certain that it will always work well:
Every old colony is paired as early as possible with a nucleus formed in a shallow extracting super. (I use sectional hives). As
soon as the young queen is mated, if the season is fully on, a full working force is added
to the nucleus, either by shaking into it tne
bees from the hive with which it is paired, or
by shifting the two. The nucleus will now
be a comb-building colony, and will be kept
at full strength by receiving bees from it at
intervals throughout the season.
No more
supers will be used on the supporting colony,
and its sole business will be to reinforce the
comb-builders from time to time by having
every comb shaken before the other, except
that on which its queen is found. After each
shaking, enough of its fielders will return to
keep it in good working order, and at the
close of the season, it would be well prepared
Its old queen can then be refor winter.
moved and the other colony with its young
queen placed under it.
Such, in its main features, is the plan on
which I worked the past season with very
gratifying results. An excessive swarming

—

—

.
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season might knock the whole thing out. But
it will be seen that, granting aoy known theory, the old colony can't swarui, and, if the
other does, all its brood can be given to the
old one without affecting the super-work, because it will get all back when hatched.
It will also be plain that the daily hatching
force of the comb-building colony, augmented
from time to time by a reserve force from its
supporting colony, should be able to do good
work in the supers. Next season, 1 will try
to make the addition of the reserve force
automatic and constant by connecting the
hives with one or more escapes. If this can
be done, time and labor are almost eliminated,
and it looks feasible.
In outlining my plan, I have purposely
omitted all such details as will readily sugE. W. Diefendorf.
gest themselves.
Missouri.

Loss from Short
Stores

May be Winter

I have had to feed my bees at different
times the past summer. I believe there will
be quite a loss of bees next winter, as many
colonies will go into winter quarters with
scarcely any honey. This has been the poorest season I have ever known, and there will
not be more than a quarter of a crop of honey
Some bee-keepers are very
in this section.
much discouraged over the outlook, but I
think perhaps what I lose this year I will at
I am putleast partially make up next year
ting all the spare time I can in reading good

I find no reference to
anywhere. So far as I know, the plant
has no common name or medicinal qualities.

a honey-plant, although
this

— C.

L.

source of inspiration to me.
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, Sept.

always a welIt has been a
J. W. Stine.

A Self-Made Swarm

Spanish-Needle— Books on Botany
What

is the name of the enclosed (lower
value as a honey-plant?
Please name some good books on botany
some that deal more with the habits and nature of flowers than with the long botanical

and

its

Arkansas.

names.

[The plant in question is Spanish-needle
Bidens bipinnata and is closely related to

—

the

common

beggar-ticks

—a

very

trouble-

some weed about corn-cutting time, on

ac-

count of the achenas or seed-pods sticking
The
to the clothing and pricking the skin.
plant yields a limited quantity of fair nectar.

on botany
"Nature'6 Ga. den," by
Blauchau, $3.00; "Guide to the Wild Flowers," by Lounsberry, 11.75; " How to Know
the Wild Flowers." by Dana, -S2.00— C. L.

Some

of the best popular books

are the following:

Walton.]

gan to hatch they had increased to perhaps a
quart and a half. They are now quite strong.
My best colony of bees for honey is what
some would call hybrids. I have the goldens
and the 3-banded Italians, Carniolans. and
the Adels. The second best were the Adels.
Bees are doing very poorly. I will get
about 40 pounds from one colony, and none
from the most of the others.
A. P. Raught.

Round Lake,

I

all

summer.

brood-chambers generally are well

filled

S.

is clearly

—

;

THREE NEW

334

enclose sample of weed or tlower, and ask
its true and correct name, as it is known here
by the farmers as " blue-devil," or " stickweed." It is comparatively a new weed or
flower in this part of the country, and, in my
judgment, is one of the best for bees that we
have, from the fact that it produces honey in
the fall of the year. It is usually in full
bloom by Sept. 15 or 20. This year I did not
lind the bees working on it until Sept. 23, and
It
this is the 26th, and it is in full bloom.
usually remains in bloom until about the
middle of October, and if the weather is warm
enough for the bees to fly they get plenty of
It evihoney to winter on from this flower
dently came here in the clover 6eed bought by
usually
follows
clover,
and
farmers,
as
it
the
seems to be adapted to the same kind of soil
as clover. It grows from 1 to 4 or 5 feet, according to the soil. Stock seems to be very
fond of it when in bloom, but do not seem to
It blooms
relish it much until it is in bloom.
about 10 or 12 days later than the goldenrod
In looks, growth
in this part of the country.
and general appearance it seems to belong to
the Chrysanthemum family.

CHICAGO, ILL

Dearborn Street,

[The flower

is

the

West Virginia.
common blue aster

— and along with other members

The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail for
bat 75 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Jonrnal for one year— both for only $1.50. It la
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Jonrnal as fast as they are received.
If yon hav*
this "
irT
"

334

C. L.

Emerson " no further binding

QEORQE W. YORK &

Dearborn
V

iiKii

I.

-<

necea-

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

a

is

li<-

Bienenzuclil

by Hans Buschbauer, is a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what our

German
trated,

friends will want.

and

neatly

postpaid, SI. 00;

bound

It

in

or with the

is

fully illus-

cloth.

Journal one year— both for $1.75.
all

it furnishes bees with a libsupply of honey-producing sweetness.

orders to this

Price,

American Bee
Address

otlice.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Walton.]

The Prosperous Bee= Keeper
WILL ORDER

The
with

Dittmer's Foundation
WHICH

IS

BEST

Semmens.

Prowers, Colo., Sept. 24.

While they are offering a

[The plant in question is Cut-leaved Erioearpum Erioearpum spinulosum and ranges
from North Dakota to Mexico, along the eastern side of the Rocky Mountains. The plant
is related to the goldenrods, and probably is

—

—Chas. Dadant & Son.

and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.20, or club
It with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

Each subject

I

plant

—

John

can Bee Journal

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

eral

winter supplies.
The bees 6warmed very little the past season only 2 or 3 percent. There has not been
nearly enough natural increase to make up
for last season's loss; so by next spring the
number of colonies will be much less than
la6l fall.

Sept. 12.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

of the aster tribe

enclosed, its characteristics, and medicinal
properties.
It is becoming plentiful here on
the plains, growing 12 to 14 inches high, and
as wide across the top of the plant, which is
full of blossoms on which the bees work.
The honey crop this season in both Prowers
and Bent Counties is very poor. Bees were
slow in building up in the spring, and the

honejtl-ow was indifferent

111.,

Blue Aster

Aster azurius

Cut Leaved Erioearpum
would like to know the name of the

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

Has any one had an experience with bees
like this?
Between 2 strong colonies there
was an empty hive, with no comb in it. When
young
bees began to fly around, some of
the
them went into the empty hive and they kept
increasing in numbers. But they left at night
until July 10; then a few of them stayed
nights. Then they began to build a little
comb and put in some honey. They now had
increased to perhaps a quart. This was about
the middle of July. Then I let a just-hatched
queen run in and she began to lay about the
When I saw they were going
tirst of August.
to make that their home I gave them a couple
of empty combs.
Before the young bees be-

is

17, 1906.

*« Honey-Bee

Walton.]

bee-literature.

The American Bee Journal
come visitor in our home.

Langstroth ™ the

—

liberal Discount of 6 percent

during October.

Working Wax For Cash a Specialty.
Beeswax Always Wanted.

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.
Illinois and "Wisconsin.— The annual
meeting of the Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held at the Court House, in Rockford, 111.,
on Tuesday, Oct. 10, 1900. The meeting begins at 9 a.m. and lasts all day. All interested
are invited to attend.
Cherry Valley, 111.

B.

Kennedy,

Sec.

National in Texas.— The National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. S, 9, and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other parts of the country.
Flint, Mich. " W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
fine Honey-Gathering Strain of
fliippnc
UUbGlia A.
Italians and Carniolans, at 75 cents
each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

GEORGE
138

17A26t

W. BARNES.

N. Pleasant

St.,

Norwalk, Ohio

PENS

SOLID GOLDEN

YELLOW TO THE

TIP

Select Untested Queens, $1.

Tested
produce 5-

Queens, guaranteed to
banded bees, $2.50 each.

H.M.PARKER, JR.
30Atf

Fire Sale of Bee and Poultry Supplies

Mention

Save 35 to 50 Percent on slightly damaged goods.
New Lewis Goods at 7 percent Discount ^Sto^honey.packagics.
Come

or send and

bee-keeper Hying within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
Supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
selected out after the fire.
25 to 50 percent reduction.
to select
at
£g""
lor list o* Slightly

Any

Bamaged Goods

Send
Reduced Prices-

from

..„..,

SA'A
„

Golden Italian or Red Clover Queens l»y return mail. Untested, 7oc; Select UnFull Colonies in up-to-date hives, and
tested Queens, II; Tested, $1.25; Select Tested, $2 25.
Nuclei, for 6ale.

H. M.

. _.
—
...
«,
York Honey and Bee-Supply Co. (Not inc.]
North 1559.
191 AND 193 SUPERIOR ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

upon the

^?^?^?^?*»??t~?»?7»T7»T7*?

W w wW w W

TH6 Frisoo

I

is

POLITICAL

*

I

QUESTION

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

The Defender
National Exponent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 page6, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers, 50 cents for one year.
the

w ww *HW ww *f

FERGUSON
Strhet, NEW YORK, N. Y.

WILLIAM

P. F.

Editor and Publisher

(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)

»» <'

You Want to Keep Posted

GREATEST

Proprietor,

Long Distance Telephone,

Bee Journal

,

.

ARND,

If

JAMES ISLAND, S. C.
when writing.

'

400

West

35Atf

23hd
Please mention the Bee Journal.

<•

the Line

I

THE AMERICAN FOOD LARORATORY
years State Analyst, Illinois.
1235-1248 Caxton Building,
334 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
Samples of Honey analyzed. Correspon-

dence

solicited.

Mention

^

Firsttake to the Bee-Keepers' Convention.
Through service from
class equipment all the way.
with
exception
Antonio
of change at *&
Chicago to San
You run through the beautiful Ozarks
St. Louis.

«$•

over this scenic line to the Southwest.

STo

#

Eaton, M.Sc, Chemist.

E. N.

4 years State Chemist, Minnesota.

Bee Journal

when

writing-.

Queen-Button for Bee-Folks
This
for

a.

is a very pretty thing
bee-keeper or honey-

seller to wear on his coatlapel.
It often serves to in-

^
tJ?

troduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

the *»T
held at San Antonio in November
just
the
it
is
time
delightful
to
see
this
weather is
]
°reat section at its bes f
U? &
*•

with is a reproduction of a motto queen-button
that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by

tion

^
m

The conven-

is

;

X

.

.

For additional information

writei

W, H. RICHARDSON, General Passenger Agent,

W

sale.

The picture shown

;

CHICAGO,

ILL,

TjP

mail, 6 cents

;

two

for 10c

or six for 25c.

The

American Bee Journal one year aDd 4 buttons
for $1.10. Address all orders to

QEORQE W. YORK &

§

334 Dearborn Street,

|'i

"
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;
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It is

-
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continuous advertising
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Gloves for Handling

Headquarters m Bee-Supplies

Something New.
Something You Want.

LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY
ORDERS. Have a large stock on hand, and can sup-

Oar specially prepared Gloves soften the
bands and prevent and cure chapped hands.
The fabric contains a preparation which prp
vents the (jloves from becoming hard and stiff
We furnish them without armlets or sleeves for
using in sweeping, gardening or general house-

ply promptly.

the

THE W.
Mention

T.

FALCONER MFG.

JAMESTOWN.

Bee Journal

CO.

N. V.

when

writing.

are

You

will
for

As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati.
save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free.

work, driving or outdoor work. They are jusi
thethingfor driving in the rain, as theyaie
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night they
keep the hands soft and white.
All the points of excellence cannot be her?
enumerated, but they never fail to give the
greatest satisfaction. To introduce them, we
will send by mail, or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
sizes— large for men, small for ladies
35
3=
Men's Gauntlets, fleece-lined
Ladies'
35
Ladies',unliued,for wearing at night or dur40
ing doing light housework
Early Order Discounts on Bee- Supplies (excepting above and a few other articles) as follows.:—
7 percent for cash with order before Oct. 1st
ki
"
" Nov. 1st
**
6
tl
"
"
" Dec. 1st
5
M
"
" Jan. 1st
4
"
"
"
"
Fet). 1st
3
If yon haven't our 1905 catalog, send for one
and a free copy of the American Bee Keeper
Address,
(50c a year.

Freight Rates from CINCINNATI
LOWEST, ESPECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH

HONEY

Will buy or
sell

you

.

* 33eestpax-f
Chicago, Oct. 8. — The receipts of comb
honey are quite large and there is also a good
for it, so that prices are well maintained at I5@16c for No. 1 to fancy; anything
short of these grades is not selling freely and
ranges from 1c to 3c per pound less; buckwheat, l2J*c; dark grades, 8^10c. Extracted,
white, 6^@7!^c; amber, 6@7c; dark, 5H»@6c.
Beeswax, 3uc.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

demand

Toledo, Aug. 20.— The market on honey has
not changed

much

since our last quotation.

Bee-keepers seem to be holding their goods expecting large prices. Fancy white comb brings
in a retail way 16@L7c; No. 1, 15@16c, with no
demand lor dark. Extracted white clover, in
barrels and cans, brings 6^@7c; but very little
has been offered as yet. Beeswax, 26@28c.

Griggs Bros.
29.

Walter S. Pouder.
20,— Comb honey has

Philadelphia, Sept.
been arriving quite freely and the demand is
quite brisk at this time. Prices seem to have
an upward tendency. The outlook is for still
higher prices. We would advise parties who
have comb honey to ship, to send it in at once
and sell it while the demand is on, for September, October and November are big honey
months. We quote: Fancy white comb honey,
16@18c; No. 1, 14<&l5c; amber. 12® 14c Fancy
white extracted, S@9c; light amber, 7(u'8c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.

Wm.

.

all

times, highest market price on receipt

H.W.WEBER =

C.

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

Cincinnati, July 21.— Ve are having' new
to arrive and it finds ready sale;
fancy white at 14Hc; and No, I at 13J£c. Extracted, white clover, in barrels, at 7!^c; in
cans, 8Hc; amber, 5H@5&C. Beeswax, 30c.

H.W. Webbs.

Denver, July 30. — Some small lots of new
comb honey coming' in now; crop promises to
be light. At the present we are selling- No. 1

We

case of 24 sections; No. 2 at $3.
are paying 24; per pound for clean yellow

wax

delivered here.

white at

$3.25 per

The

Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

—

City, Oct. 3. The demand for comb
and extracted honey is good. We quote No. 1
white comb, 24-section case, $3; No. 2 amber,
$2.75. Extracted, white, per pound, 6J£(S'7c; amC. C. Clemons & Co.
ber, 6c. Beeswax, 25c.

Kansas

Cincinnati, Sept. IS.— The demand for cor^b
honey is good; fancy and No, 1 selling- freely
at 15@16c; lower grades not wanted at any
price. The market on extracted honey is quiet,
as quantities remain unsold from last season.
We quote amber at 5^@7c, according- to quality.

We
wax

Fancy extracted white clover at 7Jt@8c.
are paying 29<§ 30cf or choice yellow beesThe Fred w. Muth Co.
free from dirt.

WANTED
To buy

for cash,

Fancy Comb and Extracted

R. A.

Honey.
31A13t

HOLEKAMP,

4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
consigning-, buying- or selling-, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

III.

QUOTE US S,;p :s
Extracted Honey!
s „,

THE FRED W. MUTH
4lAtf

CO.,

51

Walnut

St

,

Cincinnati. 0.

Please meution the Bee Journal.

For Rent on Shares
BEES in 10 frame Lang-strath
These are the bees The Rambler run 2

275 Colonies of

hives.
j ears.

41Atf

J. C. McCUBBIN,
Reedley, Fresno Co., Calif.

TO BUY AT TOP PRICES
WANTED
WHITE CLOVER HONEV,
both

If

C.

Comb and

Extracted.

you have any write at once, saying how much you have, how

lowest price, and
ltl.

Scott

all

S

about

it,

it is

put up, and your

in first letter.

Co., Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.
-Catalog Free-

29Atf

10»1 East Wash. Street, I.KIHA.\APOLI«, U*».

I HONEY!
Have you

HONEY! HONEY!
an}- to sell?

If so, see us be-

We

pay highest Market
fore
Price for both Comb and Extracted
Honey also Beeswax.
selling.

New York,

Aug. 18.— There is a good defor new crop comb honey, but arrivals
very
are
small as jet, and wilt continue so for
a week or two to come. We quote fancy white
at 15c; No. 1 white at 14c; No. 2 white at 12c; it

mand

—

is

Hildreth & Srgblkbn.

TI

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

comb hooey

A. Selser.

too early as yet for dark or buckwheat. Extracted is in good demand at 6M@?c for white,
6c for light amber, and 5@5Hc for dark. Southern, common average grade, 50@55c per gallon;
better grades at 60@65c. Beeswax firm at 30c.

any
.

Beeswax Wanted
Will pay, at
of goods.

—Fancy

white comb
brings 16(oa17c readily; No. 1, white, 2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8<g*9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

Indianapolis, Sept.

If you have
to sell,
.

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will
cheerfully quote you price.

C.

£)oney cmb

Send

I

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe

Street, Toledo, Ohio

872
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION"
IT EXCELS
EVERY INCH

equal to sample

No Sagging, No

Beauty, Purity, Firmness.

We

Twenty-seven Years of Experience.

WAX WORKED

Loss.

Guarantee Satisfaction.

INTO FOUNDATION

BEE=SUPPLIES

of all kinds.

Beeswax Wanted

at all
times

jfttj<&i'«M

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

I^JHliiiSiiMi8^1ia«ii^illililiaiiliHiiWii'

WE WILL BUY
New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

in any quantity.
If you have a crop to
write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an

dispose

of,

understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.

WE WILL SELL
to Bee-Keepers,

grades Honey.

whose crop

is

Let us know

you.

not large enough to supply their trade, various
your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at

any time of the year.

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265 & 267 Greenwich Street

-

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

National Bee-Keepers' Convention, San Antonio, Nov. 8-10

Ee Journal
46th Year

fhv

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

OCT.

18,

1906

1

Kind Words-far Bee-Keepers and

Otjiers

Drop a pebble in the water — just a splash and it is gone,
But there are half a hundred ripples circling' on and on and on,
Spreading, spreading from the center, flowing on out to the sea,
And there is no way of telling where the end is going to be.
Drop a pebble in the water in a minute you forget,
But there are little waves a-flowing, and ripples circling yet,
And those little waves a-flowing to a great, big wave have grown,
And you've disturbed a mighty river just by dropping in a stone.

—

—

Drop an unkind word or careless in a minute it is gone,
But there are half a hundred ripples circling on and on and on,
They keep spreading, spreading, spreading from the center as they go,
And there is no way to stop them once you've started them to flow.!
Drop an unkind word or careless — in a minute you forget,
But there are little waves a-flowing and ripples circling yet,
And perhaps in some sad heart a mighty wave of tears you've stirred,
And disturbed a life that's happy when you dropped that unkind word.

Drop a word of cheer and kindness— just a flash and it is gone,
But there are half a hundred ripples circling on and on and on,
Bearing hope, and joy and comfort on each splashing, dashing wave,
Till you wouldn't believe the volume of the one kind word you gave.
Drop a word of cheer and kindness— in a minute you forget,
But there's gladness still a-swelling and there's joy a-circling yet,
And you've rolled a wave of comfort whose sweet music can be heard
Over miles and miles of water just by dropping a kind word.

— Selected.
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No-Drip, Basswood
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Manufacture

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

334

Dearborn Street, Chicago, HI.

Polished on both

m

We can

gjfg!

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
of this Journal ig
TOE PUBSCRIPTION PRICEStales.
Canada, and:

S1.UU a year, in the United
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union. 50<
cents a year extra tor postage. Sample copy free.
THE WRAPPER-LABEL, DATE indicates the
end of the month to which your subscription ispa-.d.
For inBtance. "deco6" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19u6.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

mi
mi
mi
mi

As

—

"

26
52

"
"

....20
.---30

"

These rates are subject

to either

m

We

Mention

Dittmer's Foundation
WHICH

offering choice Italian Queens at

75o

write to-day to

Mention

McCAIN,
ILL.

when

GUS DITTMER,
If

You Want to Keep Posted
upon the

BEST

*

POLITICAL

*

Augusta, Wis.
Queen-Button for Bee-Folks
This is a very pretty thing
for a bee-keeper or honeyseller to wear on his coatlapel.
It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

QUESTION

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

The Defender
National Exponent of thePRonmiTioN
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers, 50 cents for one year.
the

sale.

The picture shown

here-

with is a reproduction of a motto queen-button
that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by

two for 10c; or six for 25c. The
American Bee Journal one year and 4 buttons
mail, 6 cents;

R.F.D. 3.
writing.

FENCE V£&^We

IS

they are offering a liberal Discount of 6 percent during October.

Working Wax For Cash a Specialty.
Beeswax Always Wanted.

the

golden or leather-colored daughters
each
Make your choice
of an imported mother.

B.

writing.

WILL ORDER

While

ITALIAN QUEENS

YORKVILLE.
Bee Journal

when

Bee Journal

The Prosperous Bee= Keeper

GREATEST

ROBERT

Our Catalog

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Nicollet Island, No. 33.

Bee Keepers' Association

pf" If more convenient. Dues may be sent to
ublisht;rs ot tbe American Bee Journal.

2Atf

desired.

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply 60.

3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration or
honey.
Annual Membership Ones, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Platteville, WUJ.

and

you 25 cases to hold 24 sections, complete
Write for prices on larger quantities.

sell

Prompt Shipment and Satisfaction Guaranteed

lawful rights.

—

style of

at $4 00.

can furnish you with anything you need in the apiary.

lst.~To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their

am

will

and Glass,
if

any number or

tbe standard sizes on hand.

is free.

Objects of the Association.

I

we

fit

is

time or space

discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

National

Paper

all

Can furnish corrugated paper

100 lines. .. 5 per cent
500 " ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
2000 " ...30

5 per cent
4 times
" ....10
"
13

furnish them in single or car-load lots to

a special offer,

with Nails,

5pace Discounts.

Discounts.

sides,

Large quantities of

section.

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than 'A inch accepted.

Time

Covers and bottoms are of
Piece. Everything
and a better case cannot be had at any price.

on the market to-day.

GEORGE W. YORK 8 COMPANY

WILLIAM
400

West

35Atf

FERGUSON
NEW

P. F.
Editor and Publisher
YORK, N. Y.
23rd Stkhet,
Please mention the Bee Journal.

of High Carbon colled wire.
have no agents. Hell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.
We pay all freight. Catalog shows 37
styles and lielk'nts of farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Huy direct. Write today
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.

for $1.10.

Address

all

orders to

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn Street,

-

CO.
CHICAGO,

ILL,

Made

WINCHESTER, INDIANA.
Journal when writing.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
And Prompt Shipments

iBox gg

Mention

Bee

Barred Rock Cockerels
-FOR SALE100 Barred Rock Cockerels, all batched from
special mating- of 15 of my very best winter laying pullets, mated to a 12-pound Bradley strain
cock of g-ood laying strain. My Circular giving information on how to breed up a good lay-

ing strain,
40A4t

Mention

i« free.

Send for

JOHNSON,
Bee Journal

J.

E.

r

what we are making

— DOVETAILED
Is

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.
THE riARSHFIELD riANUFACTURINQ CO., flarshfield, Wis.

it.

Williamsfield,

when

III.

writing.

Please Mention the American Bee Journal

SniS

3
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Goods are wanted Quick, send

If

to

Pouder "

4S
••»

S

BEE- SUPPLIES
##

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

BEESWAX WANTED

.-.

Prompt
.'.

Service.
Catalog Free.

27 years

ago bee-keepers were surby the first Patent
Bee-Smoker.

prised

•

-».»•

Root's Goods at Root's PriG6§ 1
POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.

Lono,Goodfld¥6rbisino

Bingham's Patented

Smoker

i
i

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your Dame to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.
During October 1 will offer a discount
of 6 percent on Supplies for next season's use. In November the discount will be 5 percent. Cash must accompany

Improvements

I

trade.

Are dated

513

31.1

WALTER

S.

Massachusetts Ave.,

POUDER
l>IIH>tl'OI.IS.

Any number, any

!.">!>.
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KNOXVILLE, TENN.

45Atf

this State, writes me that
prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it." A. G.

tyj.G. Goodner, of

"he

—

Mention

when

Bee Journal

writing.

:•

*J

~

Practically indegiving- entirely satisfactory re-

artificial stone.

and

ADRIAN GETAZ,

P o

O

3

writing;.

foundation made easily and
?uickly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50 cash
with order. Address,

ft

< D

ffi

Philadelphia, Pa.

when

Comb

ft' ft

Si

|Capon Book Free.

The Rietsche Press

ro

w

n.

2.W

postpaid $2.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
French Killing Knife 50c

G. P. Pilling & Ron,
Mention ifee Journal

a

si
p

in Capons
Caponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free Instructions

CAPON

cr

g

i

c

-3
- 1-3

3

writing.

Big Profits

„,-•

~_-:'-"

when

Bee Journal

w-.

-,

tin,

BINGHAM

£>£>

..

s
"oa
5 a " e

copper or

any time.

Farwell, flich.
Mention

S3S'
OJft

size,

delivered

T. F.
,

1903.

orders.

Aji..

TiT^r^T?*

^'*#. » T'

and

Discount for October

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNT
order.

1892

1882,

1878,

6 percent

~

FENCE

«

a

Woven. Can not Sap.
Every wire and every twist is
a brace to all other wires and
Closely

- ~ r r'
- — - ~
7"

eb

„

cp

•

-o

C

and sold direct

to fanner, freight
prepaid, at lowest factor; price.

Our Catalogue

tells how Wire
is made— how it is galvanized-why some is good and some is

s

-

Z

^
o

bad.

o

,-

brimful of fence facts.
this informa-

Write for tttoday.

Its Free.

KITSELMAN BROS,,

" 0X ^5

"^

Bargains

If

B est Wi scoasin Sections,
-$4 00; No.2—$3 40;

&£%

percent
discount io October on Root's and Danz. Hive
and other Root's Goods.
40A26t
H. S. DUBY. ST. ANNE. III.
:5c

less.
v

7

,

Mention

Its

You should have
tion.

at

T1

l

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL

2
<rt>

2

the

tight.

c

ft

"i

Horse-high, Bull-strong, PigEvery rod guaranteed.

a-

s r.
s»

twists lull height

9

c =

1

.

-

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Wa Sell Root's Goods

MUNCIE. INDIANA.

you want the Bee-Book

Tbat covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published,
in

Michigan

Let as quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save jou time ana
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.
M. H.
SON.

HUNT &

Bell Branch, Withe Co., Mich
Mention Bee JonrnnI when writing.

send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
for his

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount! to the Trade.

.
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PREPARE EOR WINTER

I

ALEXANDER FEEDER

DOVETAILED CHAFF-HIVES

«

This

is

one of the very best hives we

bees, or for the production

and

same

round;

it

can be

and winter

We

it

has the

DOOLITTLE DIVISION-BOARD FEEDER

on the summer stands the year

left

losses,

of

hive-furniture,

supers, brood-frames, covers, and all; and, besides,

advantage that

are prepared to furnish the Alexander feeder.
make them 19 inches long, so they may be used with either an
8 or 10 frame hive.
With a 10-frame hive they will project 3
inches beyond the hive for feeding, and the block may be laid
crosswise of the feeder, or be cut off as preferred. With the 8frame hive the feeder projects 5 inches, and the block lies
lengthwise.
soak the feeders in oil to preserve them and
Price, finfill the pores to prevent the feed from soaking in.
Ten for $2; 50 for $9.
ished, including block, 25 cents each.

heavier than the regular one-

thickness %-inch hives, aDd will take the

if

Having
is one of the most popular feeders we sell.
the same outside dimensions as an ordinary division-board or
brood-frame, it can be used in the brood-nest in the same way.
To
Its construction will be apparent from the illustration.
feed, all that is necessary is to shove the cover or quilt back
just far enough so that the opening in the top-bar is exposed.
Through this pour the feed from an ordinary coffee-pot or teapot; close the hive up, and the bees are thus supplied without
exposing the cluster, and without the use of smoke to drive the
bees down. Price, nailed, 30 cents each; 10, $2.50. In flat,
each, 20 cents; 10 for $1.80. Other styles other prices. Ask

directions are followed, will be

This

almost insignificant.

A good many suppose that double-walled hives are used
only in winter; but in localities subject to cool nights and a
very hot, burning sun during the middle of the day, they are
none too warm for comb honey. Some of the best bee-keepers
of the country are beginning to learn that such a hive, having
more but a better-filled
Complete prices on our catalog. Ask for it.

well-protected supers, produce not only

comb honey.

The Discount

Alabama
"STetumpka

>•

Canada,

M

Jenkins

&

Co.

California

Brazelia

Colorado
The
Fruita

Frnlta

L. A.

Boston

W. W. Cary & Son

1"

rait

District ©i
Washington

Columbia
The

Georgia

A.

I.

Branch
Fremont

Minnesota
The

Paul

A.

I.

Root Co.

Hill

Des Moines

Iowa
Joseph Nysewander
Kansas

Augusta

10

A.

I.

Root Co.

Carlsbad

633

& Son Supply Co.
Springfield Seed Co.
Blanket Hauk

New Mexico
Edward Scoggin
New York

Syracuse

The A.
The A.

New York Cky

Carl F Buck
These dealers buy our goods

44

Vesey

A.

I.

& Arnold

The

Root Co.

A.

I.

E. E. Pressler
Street

Lycoming

Texas
Dallas

Texas Seed and Floral
D.

M. Edwards

Utah
Ogden

The

Superior Honey Co.

Virginia
Spottswood

W.

E. Tribbett

supplement them with local-made goods.

ROOT

Co.

Udo Toepperweln

San Antonio
Uvalde

Root Co.
Root Co.

Street.

in carload lots but

THE

I.
I.

Prothero

Vine Street

Wllliamsport

Nebel

Louis

-

*

J no

Springfield
St.

Walter S. Pouder
Vickery Bros.

Bois
Philadelphia

Missouri
High

-nnsylvania

Dn

1024 Mississippi Street.

Indiana
Indianapolis
Evansvllle

Portland Seed Co.
I*

M. H. Hunt & Son
George E. Hilton

Bell

Root Co.

144 East Erie Street.

Oregon
Portland

Rawlins Implement Co.

124 Liberty St.

Chicago

Root Co

Michigan
St.

Illinois
The

I.

Maryland

Howkins & Rush

Savannah

A.

S21

E.

2146

The

Seed Co.

Monroe St.
W. Pierce
C. H. W. Weber
Central Avenue

Griggs Bros.,

Zanesville
Cincinnati

Maine
Mechanic Falls

McAdams

Columbus Grove
Toledo

H. H. Jepson. 182 Friend Street

Baltimore

Watkins Mdse. Co.
and Produce Ass'n

Hummer

Massachusetts
Lyonsvllle

Madary Planing Mill
Fresno
California National
*Los Angeles
Honey-Producers' Association

Agent nearest you.

Ohio

George A.

*

Denver

for catalog.

for October is 6 percent.
Write to Branch or

Mississippi
-

E. Grainger

Toronto

We

We

for wintering
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more senseless charge than
was "run and managed

that the Association

supply manufacturers,
So far as we know,
there has never been one connected with the
management of the National Bee-Keeper6'

editorial .Aotes

the

in

interest

and Comments

Association that
himself.

/*&
It seems just a little strange to find in the
Bee-Keepers' Review, whose editor faithfully
preaches the doctrine of keeping more bees,
an article headed, " Keep Fewer Bees and

Give them Better Care," in which H. A.
Smith says:
"

am

convinced that if some men would
try the experiment of replacing one-half of
the number of colonies with a proportionate
amount of attention, they would secure as
much honey of a better quality and a better
race of bees, and such things as foul and
black brood would not gain such a foot-hold.
The matter of attention is similar to that of
overstocking a locality.
If you have any
more bees than you have attention and care
to bestow, your bees are bound to suffer."
I

At 2 days old the larva lies coiled
in a complete circle, the diameter of which
the diameter of the cell.
is 6-14, or nearly
At 3 days old, it occupies 10-14, or nearly %,
the diameter of the cell.
'

._,,

A

practical application

of this

knowledge

occurs in giving larvie from which to rear
queens; give those so young that they do not
yet form a complete circle. To be sure there

no change

in feeding till the larva is 3 days
has been shown that bee6, when
left free to choose, do not select larvae 60 old,
so no doubt the younger larv;e are better;
and by the rule given they will be under 2
days old.
is

old, but

it

Nominations for the National
Size of

Larva at

Different

Ages

matter of importance— sometimes of
great importance— to be able to make a clo6e
estimate as to the age of a larva by its appearance in a cell. Some bee-keepers, especially
those who do much at queen-rearing, may
have a practical knowledge of the matter, but
up to the present time, it is doubtful if anything has gone into print that would be of
very great service in guiding the novice. Dr.
E. F. Phillips, the Government expert, has
performed a real service by giving data obtained from exact measurements he has had
made.
When the little grub hatches from the egg,
it lies curved in nearly semi-circular form, of
It is a

such size that when a straight line is drawn
from head to tail the said line is 3-14, or a
little more than 1-5, the diameter of the cell.
At 1 day old, the larva, although still retaining the semi-circular form, is now so much
larger that the line drawn from head to tail
s 5-14, or a little more than },, the diameter

We

learn

from the General Manager that

the leading candidates for election in

Novem-

National Bee-Keepers'
Association, are the 6ame as the present incumbents. This includes W. Z. Hutchinson
ber, as officers of the

as Secretary.

In his Review for September

he has this to say:

So much has been said about the Association being run and managed in the interest
of supply manufacturers, dealers, editors,
etc., that I think none of these classes better
be placed in nomination. Let the men nominated be producers, pure and simple. As for
myself, I positively decline to accept the
office another term, and I would like to see
.las. A.
Green, of Grand Junction, Colo.,
elected as my successor. He is a thorough
bee-keeper, bright, intelligent, well educated,
and very ready with his pen, and I feel certain would fill the office with credit to himself and the Association.

We are

not at all surprised at the position
taken by Mr. Hutchinson, in view of what
has been said in some localities concerning
those who are responsible for the management of the National Association. There

fact,

made 5 cents out of it for
we know some of the offi-

who were out

But

it is

ever so.

of pocket on account of

There

will

it.

always be those

are either unappreciative, or else they

want the
of the cell.

In

cers

who

Fewer Bees and Better Care

of

dealers, editors," etc.

offices themselves.

We

wish to join with Mr. Hutchinson in
nominating James A. Green, of Colorado, for
the position of Secretary. Mr. Green is all
right in every way, and, no doubt, would
make a splendid officer. So far as we are
concerned,

are perfectly willing that all
who are

we

of the offices shall be given to those

honey-producers, and have no connection
either with the manufacture of bee-supplies
Of course, the
or publishing bee-papers.
National will not be managed any better if
only honey-producers are at the helm instead
of those who have helped to make and man-

age it up to this time; but if it will make a
few disgruntled members better satisfied, and
the proper producers can be elected, we certainly are in favor of it. The American Bee
Journal has never had any " ax to grind " in
connection with the National, but has always

worked for the advancement of the AssociaIn
tion, and expects to continue to do so.
all probability had it not been for the help of
the

various

bee-papers

in

the past, there

would not be any National Bee-Keepers' Association today, or at least not so large and
successful an organization.

Government Work

We

In

Bee-Culture

recently received a copy of the

"An-

nual Reports of the Department of Agriculture for 1905," in which appears the following paragraphs on the work of the Bureau of

Entomology

of the

ture, so far as

it

Department of Agriculand bee-keep-

relates to bees

ing previous to July, 1905:

With the establishment of the Bureau organization at the beginning of the fiscal year,
the working force in bee-culture was increased by the addition of an expert, two
special field agents and a clerk. This addition to the force has made possible the taking

——
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up ol certain problems which have been advocated for a number of years, but which
could not be worked out while he had but one
person engaged in this line of investigation.
During the past year about 60 colonies of
bees were purchased to be used for experi-

mental

purposes

The

largest

number was

placed in an apiary located beside the Department of Agriculture building, at Washington, and about a dozen were put into an apiary located on the Arlington Experimental
Farm, and there was, in addition to these two
apiaries under the management of the home
office, a small apiary of 12 colonies placed on
the grounds of the Plant Introduction Garden
at Chico, Calif.

outlining of work which would be of particular value to the State in which the experi-

ment

To

station

located.

is

facilitate the

work of the

have on hand information which

office,
is

and

to

repeatedly

called for, a catalog of the officers of the
various State, county, and town apicultural
societies has been begun, and will be completed very soon. There has also been started
a list of various bee keepers, supply dealers,

ports it will be possible to ascertain the
proper course to be pursued in recommendations to bee-keeper6 of the country and in

Successful Farming, and son of Hon. Eugene

future distributions.

Secor, so well

of bee-diseases has been inves"
tigated to a certain extent, samples of diseased comb have been received from various
parts of the United States, and pure cultures
made of the bacteria which they were found
to contain. The principal advantage so far

obtained from this work has consisted in the
information given to the persons sending
such combs, as to the nature of the disease
prevalent in their apiaries, and information
as to the improved methods of treatment.
The work of distributing queen-bees of new
races has been continued. The principal distributions which have been made are queens
of the Caucasian variety, 6ince this race has
shown itself to be very superior on account
of its very gentle disposition. Queens have
also been distributed which were derived
from other races, notable among these being
the crosses obtained
by mating Cyprian
queens to Carniolan or Caucasian drones.
There still remains a great deal to be determined as to the comparative value of different crosses, and it is hoped that the distributions made, together with the work which
will be done in the future, will help to solve
this very important problem in apiculture.

The work of introducing into the United
States the giant bees of India and the Philippines has at last been undertaken, and Mr.
Frank Benton, who is in charge of apiculture
in this Department, sailed early in June to
take up this work, which, of course, will not
be completed for some months. The question of introducing this kind of honey-bee
has been much discussed by the bee-keepers
of the United States, and the requests which
have come to this Department for help in
solving this problem have indicated that the
successful introduction of this bee will be
very acceptable to the vast majority of the
bee-keepers of the United States, this bee
has practically never been kept in hives similar to those used for the ordinary honey-bee
(Apis melUfera), but certain investigations
conducted by Mr. Benton before he was connected with the Department of Agriculture,
indicate the possibility of such domestication,
and warrant the work which has just been
undertaken relative to their introduction.

The amount of correspondence which has
been received relative to apiculture has very
greatly increased during the past year, indicating that this industry is becoming more
and more popular throughout all parts of
the country, and showing a very decided
growth of this pursuit.
Several State
experiment stations have
taken up experimental work in apiculture,
and have written for information to this
office.
Assistance has in all cases been given
for this work, necessitating, in many cases,
the expenditure of a good deal of time in the

persons engaged in more strictly scientific
work, such as the furnishing of material for
cytological preparations, the study of the
development of the honey-bee, and certain
problems connected with the investigation of
the subject of variation.

(Miscellaneous
flews -Items

During the past year seeds of certain plants,
which are noted for their honey-producing
qualities, were distributed to almost 500 beekeepers throughout the United States. The
object of this distribution was to find out to
what extent it would be profitable to introduce these plants to different parts of the
country upon a scale sufficiently large to
make them of commercial advantage to the
bee-keeper. Reports from these plants will
be sent in the fall of 1905, and from these re-

The subject

bee-disease inspectors and queen-breeders,
since requests for such information are sent
to thi6 office repeatedly.
Assistance has also been given to several

Mr. Alsoti Secor,
known to

Associate Editor of
bee-keepers, also dips

into poetry sometimes, as the following indicates

:

Pirates of the Air.

How

does the little robber-bee
Employ her caustic powers?
She "toileth not, nor doth she spin "

Nor
She

visit

sails

any flowers.

around about the yard

A

pirate of the air;
If luckless you she chance to meet,
She nestles in your hair.

A

show of fight, a groan of pain
She's climbed your upper deck.
ere you gave her one good swat
You ''got it in the neck."
Des Moines, Iowa.

And

The National Convention
tonio, Tex., Nov.

a great affair.

S, 9,

and

10,

at San Anpromises to be

The bee-keepers

of Texas are

planning some good thing6 for all who will be
present, as is indicated by the following from
Mr. Toepperwein— a member of the Committee on Arrangements

We

have made arrangements for the National, Nov. 8, 9, and 10, and have selected
Market Hall, in this city, to hold the convention.

It will seat 1000 people.

We have selected Grand Central Hotel as
headquarters for the bee-keepers.
These
people guarantee to accommodate 50 beekeepers, and think they can aecommociate
Whatever they can't accommodate they
100.
will find outside nice rooming places in the
neighborhood of the Hotel. In this way all
bee- keepers can have a chance to stay not far
from the convention hall. The Hotel has 100
rooms, all very fine and furnished nicely. It
is a brand new Hotel, and we have secured
special rates for beekeepers of 50 cents a
berth, and 25 cents a meal. The restaurant
is separate from the
Hotel, but under the
same management. I believe the bee keepers
will be highly pleased.
We have also planned a trolley ride and a

Mexican supper. The San Antonio people
will elect the sweetest lady between 16 and
20 years of age to be queen of the convention,
and this lady will be introduced to the beekeepers, and presented with a handsome gold
watch on the stage at the Fair grounds.
Thursday, Nov. S, is Bee-Keepers' Day at
the Fair, and advertised that way by the Fair
Association. I believe it would be a good
idea to go ahead and advertise the convention so that we will have a good attendance.

Udo Toepperwein.
Aa nearly

all

of our readers

know, arrange-

ments are being made for a special car, leaving Chicago at 10:3" a.m., Nov. 6, and arriving in San Antonio the morning of the 8th,
time for the first session of the National
Convention. The round-trip rate from Chicago will be §25, with $4.25 for berth two
nights.
We hope that all who can arrange to
in

carload will let us

join the special

know

in

good time, so that we can reserve berths for
them. There should be a sufficient number
of bee-keepers east and north of Chicago to

number

in order to secure

a special bee-keepers' ear.

The Home-Seek-

make

the required

Excursion tickets will be. taken advantage of for the National Convention, and are
good for 30 days from date of issue, Nov. 6.
Secretary Hutchinson has been working on
the program for the San Antonio Convention,
and will soon have it ready for publication.

ers'

The following

letter

referring to railroad

Anwas received at this office recently,
showing the cost of Home-Seekers' Excursion
tickets from a number of points:

rates to

the National Convention at San

tonio,

George W. York & Co
Gentlemen:

—

I

—

have pleasure

in

advising

you that for the annual convention of beekeepers to be held at San Antonio, Tex., Nov.
8, 9, and 10, 1906, the Missouri, Kansas
Texas Railway will authorize a rate of one
first-class fare plus 50 cents for the roundIndian Territory and Oklahoma
trip from
points, for the sale of excursion tickets Nov.
6, 7, 8, the final return limit Nov. 13.
On Nov. 6 there will be on sale HomeSeekers' Excursion tickets from St. Louis.
Hannibal and Kansas City at the rate of $20
for the round-trip to San Antonio. From
Chicago the rate is -$25, from St. Paul and

&

Minneapolis §27.50, from Des Moines $23,
and from Omaha and Council Bluffs $22.50.
From all these points tickets are on sale via
the M., K. it T. Railway a line with its own
through trains over its own rails from St.
Louis and Kansas City to San Antonio. The
excursion tickets on sale Nov. 6, 7, 8, will be
good 30 days from date of sale, and will, in
addition, admit the stop-over privileges on
both the going and return trip. This will
enable the delegates to make a very delightful
trip to the great "winter resort " of Texas,
and at the same time get a better and more
intimate knowledge of the great and growing
W. S. St. George.
Southwest.

—

We may
number

say that at this date (Oct. 14) a

of bee-keepers have notified us that

they desire to join us in the special car-load

company, among them being the following:
President and Mrs. C. P. Dadant, Louis

;

:
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Werner, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Kimmej, Daniel
Widicus, and John C. Frank— all of Illinois;
Huber H. Root and Fred W. Muth, of Ohio;
General Manager N. E. France, W. H. Putnam, C. J. Thies, Miss Mathilde Candler, and
C. A. Hatch (with several others), of Wisconsin
Vice-President George E. Hilton, Secretary W. Z. Hutchinson, and G. A. Bleech, of
Michigan; Geo. H. Adkins, of New York;
Dr. G. Bohrer, of Kansas; and John C. Bull

Contributed Articles

;

(

with

:i

able to go from this part of the country and

along the line of the Frisco System.

Swarming— The National.— Mr. Wm.
M. Whitney, of Lake Geneva, Wis., wrote us
as follows on Sept. 21

—

Friend Yore: I wi6h to pat Mr. Bevins
on the back for what he says on page 799 re-

—

specting " Prevention of Swarming How to
Put on Supers," etc. He has hit the nail
squarely on the head, I think. I, too, like
occasionally to see a " big swarm " issue, and
to have a " lot of big queen-cells," which, as
a rule, give me better queens than any I can
buy.
People may talk of no swarming at all as
much as they please, but there are seasons
when it is impossible to prevent swarming
entirely, or even to keep it within reasonable
bounds. It is my belief that C. P. Dadant &
Sons' method, which, I think, is considered
by most practical bee-keepers good practise,
is the best of which I have any knowledge to
prevent swarming.
Again. I wish to say that I agree with you
entirely in what you say respecting the aid
bee-keepers derive from the National Association.
Not one penny has it helped me in the
sale of my honey, but I would not exchange
the benefits of the Association with the advanced bee-keepers for ten times what it costs
to become a member.
I think very, very
much of my membership in the ChicagoNorthwestern but I feel that a good market
for the product of the apiary depends upon
my own efforts. As long as I am a bee-keeper
;

my membership, how-

hope to retain

The way one is benefitted by such associations are too numerous and too valuable
to be ignored.
Wm. M. Whitney.
The

Other Subjects

others), of Indiana.

Some of the foregoing will get on the car
when it arrives in St. Louis. Doubtless there
will be others who will write us before the
time to start. The car will hold over 50, so
there will be room for all who will likely be

I shall
ever.

Honey Plants and Regions-

fact

the National Bee-Keepers' As-

is,

sociation has done, and

is

doing, a great

work

and at very little expense to
the individual members. And it can be of
for bee-keepers,

even greater use

in the future,

if

wisely man-

aged.

" Notes from Canada, by R. F. Holtermann," is the latest new department in Gleanings in Bee Culture. The iir6t instalment of
the " Notes "

mann

is

Pettit.

who

a

is

very interesting.

Mr. Holter-

Mr. Morley
brother-in-law of
conducts " Canadian Beedom " in

this Journal.

We

suppose there

will ba con-

siderable rivalry between these brothers-inlaw, to 6ee

which

will be able to turn out fhe

better department.

As Mr.

Pettit has about

a year's start of Mr. Holtermann, he probably
will be able to

keep ahead for quite a while,

at least.

National Bee-Keepers' Association
annual convention in San
Will TOO
Antonio, Tex., Nov. 8, 9, and 10
be there?
will hold its 37th

BY PROF.

A. J.

COOK

our long-time bee-keepers will
remember, I tried extensive experiments along in the '80's to determine

As

all

whether

it

would pay

to practise arti-

planting of honey-plants solely
for honey. This was done in a careful, scientific way, and I feel sure that
the conclusions at which I arrived,
after several years' extensive planting,
will never be disproved. I used the
Rocky Mountain bee-plant, or cleome,
honey-plant, and some
Chapman's
While there is no doubt that
others.
at some seasons there might be a gain,
nectar-production at best is so erratic
that we may be assured that it will
never pay to plant with only honey in
view. There are too many other plants,
excellent for honey, which have other
valuable use.
It will pay, however, to scatter desirable bee-plants along roadsides and
waste-places, and no bee-keeper can
afford to neglect such practise. In
choosing plants for this purpose, we
should aim to find out that they are
very general in their production of
nectar, having few "off" years; that
ficial

the honey from them is of good quality;
that they will persist without care
and that there is no danger that they
will ever become a serious weed-pest.
As I recently came through Colorado
and Utah, I saw very much more of
the Rocky Mountain bee-plant, or
cleome, than I have ever seen before.
This shows that the bee-keepers are
alive to their opportunities, and are
scattering broadly this excellent honeyplant. Our friends of the arid regions
of Arizona, Nevada, Utah, and Colorado may well see to it that not only
this, but the yellow cleome, shall be
scattered as widely as may be. It
would also be well that mesquite should
be widely planted.
I am led to this discussion by what I
noted in the interesting apiary of our
German friend Schultz, who lives a
few miles out of Berlin, in Germany.
The roadsides, and village and city
streets in the near vicinity of Mr.
Schultz, are well planted with the
European linden and the honey-locust.
Mr. Schultz informed me that these
trees gave very bountiful crops of most
excellent honey almost every season.
It would be a great addition to our own
landscape, if we had more trees along
our roadsides. In such roadside planting we should always consider utility,
and certainly no one should neglect
planting of our honey-producing trees.
The linden and the beautiful tulip of
the East, and the eucalyptus of California and contiguous States, are good
examples of this kind.
Mr. Schultz was also very loud in
his praise of Phacelia tanacetifolia.
This was an introduced plant which

had been widely scattered in this place,
and Mr. Schultz informs me that the
amount of honey secured from this
plant is almost past belief. Here we
have a hint for our own progress.
While we already have many excellent
plants, there is no doubt that the
United
States Government might
bring us others that would do for us
what the phacelia has done for Ger-

many.

may

It

interest the readers of the

American Bee Journal to know that
this same phacelia that is praised so
much in Germany, is one of our very

common
fornia.

wild plants of Southern Calinot only very common,

It is

but very beautiful, and I have rarely
seen it without having seen bees working thick upon its blossoms. It belongs to the great natural order Hydrophyllacea;, which abounds in interesting species in this region. One of
the peculiarities of many of the plants
of this family, is that they show a
scorpeoid infloresence. This mode of
produces a flower-spike
flowering

which closely resembles a coiled worm
or caterpillar. Some of the examples
are so striking that they are almost
startling to one who is not used to
them.

Honey-Regions.
interested, a few days since,
in reading one of the bee-papers, to
note what a diversity exists in the
honey-production of the present seaI

was

of the States have a maxiSome regions, like northern Illinois, have been an entire failMost regions, like Michigan and
ure.
California, have not given a full crop.
This shows that it is very wise to develop this industry wherever the nat-

son.

mum

Few

year.

ural resources permit.
It will be remembered by our readers
that something over a year ago, as I
passed across the continent, I remarked
upon the vast areas of honey-plants
where few if any bees were kept, and
urged that it would be very wise if our

Government would determine just what
sections promised success to the beeA few days since I came
keeper.
across the middle section of our country, and here again in many parts of
that great central area I saw many
bee-plants like mesquite, cleome, etc.,
and yet no bees. Here, again, then,
we have an argument for such valuable
research for our Entomological Bureau,
especially the Division of Apiculture,
that must prove of signal benefit to
the bee-keepers of our country.
The present season in California has
been rather disappointing. The rains
were ample last winter, and we have
been wont to feel that with abundant
rains we could almost depend upon a
good honey crop. Yet there are limitations even here. One comes from
This is a handicap to
cold, dry wind.
the bee-keeper for two reasons 1st, it
is found that the flowers do not secrete
and, again, at such
in such cases;
:

a

aa

;
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times the bees are apt to stay their
habits of flight in gathering.

Rural Clubs.
There are few things that so promote
rural industry as good farmers' clubs.
Michigan well illustrates this fact.
The influence of the Michigan clubs
has been phenomenal. It is said that
except for this club influence, the passage of the law by the last Legislature
for direct primaries could not have
taken place. It is just as certain that
without this club influence the law for
a change in taxation, forcing the railroads to pay a just proportion of the
expense of Government, could not have
passed. The passage of this law has
secured for the State, during the present year, more than $8,000,000. There
are few States in the Union where just
such reforms are not greatly needed
and nothing can so conduce to this end
as just such organizations.
In a succeeding number of this Journal I will give a full description of
these clubs at their best, and show how
they work in a way of even more importance than in influencing legislation or thickening the pocket-book. In
our own section,' here at Claremont, we
have a good illustration of what these
clubs may do pecuniarily for our people.
Through our club we have developed
;

our own telephone system which has
now 1600 'phones, is very cheap, entirely
up-to-date, and gives us a system
which is hardly excelled anywhere.
Indeed, if it is not to our satisfaction
we are alone to blame, for we are "it."
In a future number I will tell about
this telephone system, what it has done
for our people, what it has brought
about, and what rich promise it gives
for the future.

Farmers as Bee Keepers.
Many of our readers will remember
that I have often referred to my
brother's apiary.
I was
with my
brother for nearly a month the past

summer.

I

asked him

if

he

still

found

the apiary a source of profit. He said
that now, as always, for the amount of
time and money there was nothing on
the farm that pays so well. Yet my
brother has the name of being the
" berry king " in his region. He
tells
me that his crop was fine this season,
and that prices have been exceedingly

satisfactory. Some days he has shipped
over a hundred bushels, and yet he
says, "My bees pay best."
Claremont, Calif., Sept. 11.

How Many
come
BY

Colonies to BeWell-to-Do ?

G. M.

DOOLITTLE

"I never knew any one to become well-todo from the keeping of bees unless he kept a

lot of

them.

self-evident."

so simple as to be almost
W. Z. Hutchinson, in the

It is

—

Bee-Keepers' Review for 1903.
" Bee-keeping is not an occupation in
which
one can easily become wealthy. It can be
depended upon to furnish a comfortable living, and perhaps enable a man to
lay up a
few thousand.
Fortunately, however, the
professional man's happiness bears little relation to the size of his fortune;
and the
man with the hum of the bees over his head
finds happiness deeper and sweeter than
ever

comes to the merchant prince with his cares
and his thousands."— W. Z. Hutchinson, in
Gleanings in Bee Culture for 1906.

The above, coming from one who
stands in the front ranks for apicultural progress, is well worth considering. I have done no little thinking in
the matter, and this thinking has led
me to ask the question at the head of
this article. How many colonies are
necessary that the keeper may become

"well-to-do?" After any person has
read all that was said in the matter
from which the first quotation was
taken, he can only conclude that in
order to be well-to-do, a person must
establish many out-apiaries, and number his colonies by the hundreds, if not
by the thousands. The man or woman
who keeps "only from SO to 100 colonies
in the home-apiary, spending

much time

manipulation," is not
along this well-to-do
line.
In order to become well-to do in
the bee-keeping line, apiaries should be
established along trolley lines, 3, 6, 9,
12, etc., miles in either direction from

"in it" at

the

in

all

home

apiary, and an illustration is
given of a man who kept an apiary SO
miles from home, visiting the same
only four times during the year, and
from which he realized $100 a visit.
And the following is the " windup " used to influence all the readers
thereof to " go thou and do likewise :"
"Friends, do wake up to the possibilities for commercial success in our
beloved pursuit."
When reading the above, visions,
with out-apiaries strung out in all
directions within a radius of 50 miles,
went teeming through my head, each
paying me $100 a visit, beginning with
the first of April, when the bees were
to be gotten out of winter quarters, and
ending with the first of December,
when the bees were to be placed in
their " snug retreats " for winter again;
and a summing up of the matter told
me that such would bring me from
$16,000 to $20,000 a year, which, with
the interest thereon, would come nearly
making me a millionaire, could I hold
out in this matter for 35 to 40 years—
thing not at all out of the question as
far as the years of a bee-keeper's life
are concerned, for we know that beekeeping is a healthful, life-giving pursuit, makingold folks young, and keeping the young from growing old, especially where " Keep More Bees " is the

motto on the wall.

Having these things
in

my

"visions,"

till

all figured out
they were seem-

ingly to become a reality, and having
the million dollars almost within my

grasp, all can imagine how ruthless
was the awakening when I read the
second quotation given at the commencement of this and that from the
same author who had sent me out on
the road to "commercial success,"
with the million dollars only just beyond my grasp. Then a halt was
called, and after halting I see an easier
road to success, for now it was not a
" well-to-do " success along the line of
;

"commercialism," for " bee-keeping

is

not an occupation in which one can
easily become wealthy," but a " wellto-do" success with "a comfortable
living," and a " happiness " with the
"hum of the bees" over my head—
"happiness deeper and sweeter" than

could

ever come to

more bees "

me

with "keep

and the
rush after commercialism with its
thousands and millions in sight, the
same accumulating by the many $100
visits, which I might succeed in making during the 50 or 60 years of my
in out-apiaries,

mad

allotted life.

And now I breathe more easily, but I
am not entirely free from worry, for
the question still remains, which is at
the head of this writing, " How Many
Colonies " must I keep that I may enjoy that happiness which comes to the
man who hears "the hum of the bees
over his head," which are " to furnish
a comfortable living," so that I may be

"well-to-do?" Who will answer this
question for me? I can think of no
one better able to do this than Dr.
Miller.
Will he venture out on a trial
in this matter, for the readers of the
" Old Reliable ?"
To give him a few pointers, I will
say that I know of a man who has been
keeping bees in the State of New York
for a quarter of a century or more
man who has enjoyed the " hum of the
bees over his head" during all that
time, a man who has had a " comfortable living," and laid up a little besides, from what
those bees have
brought him in, above what he has laid
out on them and in talking with him
a short time ago, and asking him if he
considered bee-keeping a profitable
pursuit, he said
" That depends upon what you con-

—

;

:

sider profitable. The average number
of colonies which I have kept has been
70 each year. These I could care for

with the same degree of care that

I

would give my garden to keep it free
from weeds, so that it would give me
the best results. I have had time to
listen to the music of these bees; time
to watch them as they came in with
their various colored loads of pollen ;
and see them, to my delight, fall short
of the entrance to their hives, with
their loads of nectar from the clover,

basswood and buckwheat blossoms
time to experiment with them, become
acquainted with them, yea, love them,
even, though at times they seemed
unloving toward me. Then these same
bees have built my home, clothed my
back, put food in my mouth, given me
conveniences to travel with, yea, given
me about all it is possible for God to
give any one out of any vocation in
life, as far as personal comfort and
happiness are concerned, together with
something to advance His cause and,
further, an inventory of what I possess, beyond and besides that I have
spoken of, would count up not far from
$20,000. Now, to a millionaire, beekeeping would not be considered a
profitable pursuit, but as far as I am
concerned, it is all I ask, it is all I
;

want."

Upon asking him if he thought any
one would do as well in choosing beekeeping as a vocation a this time as
when he commenced, he replied
" Probably not. But he would have
the same pleasure with the bees, if he
loved them the same pure and delicious sweet for his table
the same
health and happiness, through this
out-door life with God's creatures; the
same comfortable living, unless his
life was to be one of luxuty; but he
:

:

;

:

:

—

a

;

:
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would probably fail somewhat when
he took an inventory at the end of a
quarter of a century or more."
Now, Dr. Miller, Mr. Dadant, Mr.
Hasty ves. any and all, not excepting
Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, if he has time

—

—

to write tell us through the columns
of the American Bee Journal just how
many colonies a man or woman should
keep that he or she may be a " well-todo " bee-keeper.

Borodino, N. Y.

Our

stock, from the poultry up, eat it
with a relish.
I learned something new about this
plant the other day. We have in our
neighborhood a Syrian citizen a man
from Damascus. His young brother
came over lately, and as they were
driving past my place where the sweet
clover grew rank by the wayside, the
young man jumped out and seized a
large handful that he might revel in
its fragrance.
It reminded him of
home, he said.

—

The

Conducted by

Emma

M. Wilson, Marengo,

elder

man

me

told

that in his

country they take the seed of this yellow sweet clover and put it with wheat
and grind both together for flour. He
says the clover seed is to give the
bread a good flavor. I would surely
be willing to try such flour if I could
get some.
I found the first blossom of the season on May 22, this year, and the plant
is now in its glory
full of bloom and

111.

—

A

Foreign Sister's Roof-Apiary

Madame

Delessale, as

reported in

have a right to demur. Perhaps, however, Mr. Maguire has in mind the
fair thing in that word " fees."

Elsass- Lothringischer Bienen-Zuechter, has an apiary on the roof of a 6-story
building, centrally located in Strasburg
within 30 steps of the noted cathedral
with th^ curious clock.

Yellow Sweet Clover Again
I

wish

I

had here some of the men

who fought sweet
some weed.

Honey. Lozenges

my

This is a French confection. In an
enameled vessel melt one part gelatin
in one part water, stirring well. When
arrived at the state of a soft paste, add
4 parts of honey previously warmed,
stirring lively. Take from the fire
add desired flavor and color, mixing
carefully, and pour into a shallow dish
greased with best
let dry a few days.

lightly

Then

A "Gay"

olive-oil.

Bit of Bee-Verse

Here's a nice bit of verse, albeit the
poet is somewhat astray as to gender,
and his "hostile drones" are some-

I

latest field of

still

clover as a trouble-

would
it

like to show them
feet high, and

—S

reaching upwards and outwards —

mass of golden bloom alive with bees
and fragrant as the spicy odors of the
Orient
If they were not convinced of
the beauty and utility of the plant, I
would take them next to a hill pasture
where sweet clover has grown for a

try it for themselves.
The price is
necessarily high, as it is considerable
trouble to gather the seed, and it must
be done at a time when there is a pressure of other work.
Moreover, all
patches cut now deprive the bees of
the later bloom that would come byand-by, but there is a distinct advantage to the buyer of this early seed. If
sown within the next 3 months it will
bloom next season.

Mrs. A. L. Amos.

!

number

of years.

They would

find

it

eaten as low as the little Dutch clover
itself, but holding its own, and bravely
blooming away so that it will seed the
ground.
It is my experience that the yellow
is not so easy to run out as the white
kind when pastured, and I am convinced it has merit as a pasture plant.

Comstock, Nebr., June

23, 1906.

Accompanying the letter of Mrs
Amos was a sprig of yellow sweet
clover in full bloom. Those who have
never seen a spray of it pressed would
be surprised to see how pretty and
graceful it is.
[We owe an apology to
Mrs. Amos for not publishing the
above sooner. It seemed to have become mislaid until now, but its value
may not be lessened very much by the
delay.
Editor.]

—

mmm

what amusing
"

maturing seed.
I have concluded to cut some of it
soon, and offer for sale a limited quantity of the seed to those who wish to

^

The

Now

careful insect 'midsi his works I view
from the flowers exhaust the fragrant

Canadian

dew;

With golden treasures load his little thighs,
And steer his distant journey through the

/M

HQQdom

skies.

Some, against hostile drones, the hive defend,
Others, with sweets, the waxen cells distend;
Each in the toil his destined office bears,
And in the little bulk a mighty soul appears."

^>o

—Gat.
Apiculture in the Schools
Conducted by Morley Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont.

T. Maguire suggests this in the Irish

Bee Journal
" It ought to be practicable to make apiculture a prominent school subject to have,
at least, every rural school equipped with one
or more hives, and to encourage, by fees, the
study of the subject among the teachers, who
could get periodical lessons and demonstrations from the County Instructor."

Spacing Extracting Combs
1

—

If the honey obtained from the bees
belonging to these rural schools is to be
the perquisite of the teacher, then all
right but if the extra burden of caring for the bees is to have no extra
recompense, the Irish school ma'ams
;

much more honey than

is necessary
goes into the cappings but 11 combs
seem to give about the right bulge to
uncap readily, and not throw too much
honey into the cappings.
;

In the 12-frame super
spacing with 10 combs

I

have

tried

— 11 combs and

combs for extracting. With the \ /%inch wide top-bar I find 11 combs in
the super better than either 10 or 12.
12

With

l

combs the capping is so set in
makes very slow work uncapWith 10 combs there is too

12

that it
ping.

much unevenness and bulging. When
this is cut down even with the frame,

Bees and Pumpkin-Growing

A farmer in Elgin Co., Ont., who
keeps a number of colonies of bees has,
for a

number of

years,

made

a success

—

'
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of raising pumpkins. His crop each
year is, perhaps, the largest in the
whole country, and he finds the pumpkins an exceedingly valuable food for
his hogs. He cooks them and feeds
them with grain. The interesting fact
is, that his neighbors 2 or 3 miles distant, who do not keep bees, can not
raise pumpkins with any degree of
success.
The question is
Are the
bees responsible ? If so.it is another
illustration of the economic value of
bees as plant fertilizers, and should
clinch the argument that every farmer
should keep a few colonies of bees, not
merely for the honey they produce, but
for their assistance in fertilizing his
crops. Fruit-growers and market gardeners are rapidly grasping the significance of this fact, and are interesting
themselves in the subject. Is it not
time that the general farmer should
take the same enlightened view of the
matter and learn to keep bees ?
Weekly Globe.

HH^^^^^H

oufhern

:

Plantain Juice for Bee-Stings

A friend of the Farmer's Advocate
says the juice of the broad-leaved plantain is an excellent application for a
bee-sting.
Crush some leaves, add a
drop or two of vinegar to the juice,
and apply to the sting. Has any other
reader ever tried it ?
Black Clothing- and Bees
That the old idea that bees are irritated by black clothing is something
more than theory has long been known
to me, although a new demonstration
of proof occasionally comes with interest.
In the honey season, especially
during extracting, when the bees are
inclined to feel irritated anyway, the
black overalls and shirts so many
young men like to wear are found to
be especially objectionable to the bees
so much so that we nearly always

—

warn a new helper not

to bring

them.

In fact, the new man generally gets
his instructions as to the kind of working clothes to bring blue overalls
(white would be better if they did not
soil so quickly), light-weight, lightcolored print
shirts, and plenty of
changes of both.
But with reference to black clothing,
J. L. Byer, in the Canadian Bee Journal, gives a recent experience

—

Conducted by

An

Lons

H. Scholl,

Invitation to Bee-Keepers

We Texans

are looking for the NaBee-Keepers' Association to
meet in San Antonio, Nov. 8, 9, and 10,
with a great deal of pleasure and in
behalf of the Texas Bee-Keepers' Association, and the bee-keepers of Texas
in general, I wish to extend a cordial
invitation to each and every member
of the National Association to attend.
tional

;

I also wish to say to the bee-keepers
of Texas, if you miss this opportunity

attend the National Bee-Keepers'
Convention, from a bee-keeper's point
of view, you will have missed the opportunity of your life. Let's all be
present, and have a grand love-feast
with the great bee-keepers of the counto

try.

Yours for a good attendance, and a
general good time. W. O. Victor,
Pros. Texan Bet-Keepers' Association.

Hondo, Tex.
1

number

of times, hardly a bee offered to sting,
and I concluded they were a pretty quiet lot
of bees.
During the day the owner came to
the apiary, and together we started to go
among the bees, when, presto what a change.
In an instant the bees were fairly swarming
about the head of our bee-keeper friend, and
it was more than funny (to the writer) to
see the way he sprinted for eover to the
honey-house. As I had been wearing a straw
hat, and the bee-keeper was dressed in dark
clothing and a black-felt hat, it struck me as
a clear case of the bees' being aggravated by
the dark garb, especially the black hat. At
!

that was the only construction I could
place on the matter, unless we accept the
idea advanced by the victim he " guessed
they knew him, and were tryin r to even up
some old score."

least,

—

'

:

;

;

Phillips,

bee-keepers fully realize the
benefits that may be derived from exhibiting at Fairs. It advertises their
business. It creates an interest among
the mass of people who visit Fairs, and
thus opens a way to a market for the
bee-keeper's products. Too few of our
bee-keepers take advantage of this
matter; but we are now looking toward
the time in the very near future when
beekeepers' exhibits will be more in
evidence at Fairs. This subject is being exploited quite extensively in our
journals lately, and the change for the
better will come.

The Exhibits at San Antonio
hoped by both the Fair Associaand the Committee on Exhibits of
the Texas Bee-Keepers' Association,
It is

tion

that there will be a creditable exhibit
of apiarian products this year. The
Fair Association offers over S350 in

cash premiums for bees, honey, wax,

and other apiarian exhibits, and the
bee-keepers ought to take an interest
in the matter. Mr. Udo Toepperwein
is superintendent of the Bee and Honey
Department, with H. M. Little as director.
Letters of information, and regarding other matters concerning the
apiarian exhibit, can be addressed to

them at San Antonio.
At the last meeting of the Texas
Bee-Keepers' Association

in

July, a

of

Waco

;

W.

O. Victor, of

It is the duty of this committee to take in hand the matter of exhibits in all its phases, and to develop
this subject, looking after the object
of increasing the exhibits at the Fairs
in the State of Texas, deciding on suitable premium lists, etc., and in getting
together apiarian products for exhibition.
request is made to all bee-keepers
who have anything for exhibition at
the San Antonio International Fair, to

Hondo.

A

correspond with any one of the abovenamed committee-men, or the one
located nearest to them, and it will be
a pleasure for these to look after what
they may have.

Rules for Exhibitors.
The Fair opens Oct. 31 and
11.

before 9

Few

Tes

committee of 5 was appointed, known
The
as the Committee on Exhibits.
members are Louis H. Scholl (chairman), of New Braunfels Willie Atchley and W. H. Laws, of Beeville C. S.

Nov.

Exhibiting at Fairs

:

Only a short time ago it was my privilege
to spend part of the day in an out-apiary belonging to one of Ontario's well-known beekeepers.
During the time I was there, although I walked all through the yard quite a

New Braunsfels,

closes

Every exhibit must be placed
a.m. Oct. 31, and remain

throughout the time of the Exposition,
or the exhibitor will be barred from
winning premiums. There will be no
charge for entries and space, but the
exhibitor must improve and decorate
his space at his own expense. All
goods must be unpacked immediately
upon arrival, and empty cases removed
from the grounds by and at the expense of the exhibitor; the exhibitor
also bearing the expense of removing
the exhibits at the close of the Fair.
In the case of bee-keepers who wish to
send exhibits, it may not be necessary
for them to come with the exhibit, and
it is requested that such first correspond with either Mr. Toepperwein or
any of the other members of the committee. They will be glad to make it
their duty to look after these matters,
and bee-keepers should not hesitate to
come forward with their wishes. It
will be well to urge upon all, however,
that steps in this matter should be
taken immediately, as the time for
placing the exhibits is nearing.

The Premium List.
The San Antonio International Fair
Association has been very generous in
offering premiums for exhibits of bees,
honey, wax, and other miscellaneous
objects pertaining to the apiarian industry hence, the bee-keepers of the
Lone Star State should make it their
duty to do their part and furnish the
" stuff for the show " that would be
appreciated by the management. Here
is the list of premiums
;

:

.
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ist.

Golden Italian bees and queen,

all in

$ 5 $ 3

single-story observatory bive6

Three-banded Italian bees and queen..
Carniolan bees and queen
Caucasian bees and queen
Cyprian bees and queen
Holy Land bees and queen
Black bees and queen
-

comb honey

bulk-comb honey
6-lb.

friction-top

pail

Best

3-lb.

5

3

Best

5

3
3

8
honey
j>
3
2
Best honey-vinegar
Best instructive display in apiarian
products and the various uses made
20 10
of honey and beeswax
Best and largest display of bee-keepers'
Diploma.
supplies

5
5
5

3

3
3

G

bulk-comb honey

honey
Best display of extracted honey
Best display of extracted honey
granulated form

wax
display

of

fruit

preserved

in

3
2

3

5

3

5

3

San Antonio National— Nov.
9, and 10

8,

Car-loads of bee-keepers from the
North, and East and West With such
an attendance from those sections, and
a full quota from the South, the Texas
National Convention should be a good
meeting.
All bee-keepers of the South, who
possibly can, should make it a point to
be in San Antonio on these dates.
And all who do
Don't forget them
come should become interested enough
to join, not only the National, but the
Texas bee-keepers should join the
1

3

2

3

2

3

2

5
3

2

3
5

2
3

3

2

friction-top pail of white

Best display of bulk-comb honey
Best dozen jars white extracted honey
Best dozen jars light amber extracted

3

3

3

of white

bulk-comb honey

P

S

Best 12-lb. friction-top pails of white

Best

3

?>

comb

honey

5
5

5

Best display of bumblebees
5
Best.display nf banded bees
Best and largest display of bees of vahives.
observatory
..
10
rious race6 in
Best and largest display of queens of
5
various races in mailing cages
Best case of white section honey, 18
3
more
pounds or
Best case of light amber section honey 5
Best and largest display of section

Best display of special designs of

Best sample cake of bright yellow beeswax, not less than 2 pounds
Best and largest display of beeswax ...
Best display of special designs in bees-

3

!

in

Texas Association,

too.

ing tendency to have no honey in the
flowers.) And even on 7 Gallup frames
the total amount of brood reared in the
two outside ones is rather small.
Pretty lively work to get that 242,000
eggs a year into 5 frames. And are we
"
to suppose that Doolittle is as far " off
about what goes on among the bees as
he was this one time about what goes
on among the bee-keepers ?
Suppose we put it in this shape
What might the fellow with a tendency
t'other way say in answer to Mr. Doolittle's figures ? Well, the prime swarm
takes the bees which emerge for 42
days, less a very moderate fraction
that stay behind. This, according to
his figures, would be 80,000, or nearly
:

Allowing between
18 pounds of bees.
2 and 3 pounds of bees to stay in the
hive, this calls for 15-pound swarms
at the Doolittle yard. Some of us are
not inclined to believe it. Fellow with
tendency t'other way remarks that 4
pounds is a tolerable prime swarm, S
pounds a good one, 6 pounds "real
nice," and 7 pounds unusually large.
(Presumably not unusual in yards
where large brood-chambers are run.)
And are not Mr. Doolittle's grand totals a bit like the enormous crops amateur and going-to-be farmers figure out
from the product of a single select
plant

Or

.Kir.

ifasftfs

flfferfhou
The " Old Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Glasses,

?

get at the thing in detail,
dividing the year up into broods.
Practically the broods overlap, but
mathematically they can be considered
as if separate. I would put the first
brood in the latter part of February
rather than in January. If so, the year
has not far from 12 broods covering
252 days and leaving 113 days of interFirst brood 1000; second 2000;
val.
third 6000; fourth 12,000; fifth (first
part of May) 25,000; sixth 25,000;
seventh (June after swarming) 12,000
tenth
ninth 15,000
eighth 20,000
15,000; eleventh 8000; twelfth 6000.
let's

;

;

;

Bees Carrying Water at Night.
"Live and Learn " is a good motto.
But as to some things, it is better not
learn too easily.
D. J. Pawletta
does not fully convince me that his
bees bring water at night but I gladly
receive the preparatory lesson that
might result in conviction later on. I
suspect that bees coming out of the
Also, it is
hive to die misled him.
nothing unusual to have occasional
bees follow and butt at a lantern, in a
semi-infuriated state of mind, on a hot
night. Mine do so. And I have often
wondered, seeing there are so frequently from one to three after my
lantern, why it never happens that a
to

;

whole tribe of them follow.

What

causes the limitation ? It is bees of
this kidney, I take it, that occasionally
enter a lighted room some distance
away. But how about his seeing bees
coming back with water? That's the
stickler.
Just at present I can't do
much better than this. With several
hundred bees on the alighting-board
and front, and light enough to observe
them by, I can imagine that stir in
the vicinity might stir some of them up
and after flying awhile they
to fly
might alight so regularly on the board
as to deceive saints. Am quite sure I
should want to observe the wateringplace and see the bees load up and start
;

for home.

When

he has done that,

then it will be time enough for us to
think about taking on the new idea.

Page 723.

The Laying of Queens.
And now

the matter of the laying of

queens (somewhat akin to that discussed by the cats on the fence) is
handled by Mr. Doolittle, the premier
of us all. By the way, the consequences
of being acknowledged first in any
profession are not quite all of them
The "easy chief" might,
pleasant.
we imagine, get tired of the thicklyplastered-on encomiums of beginners
and those with small experience, while
those with large experience are prone
to keep silence when they agree, and
argue pretty sharply when they disagree. And the present fellow with
long experience (not saying anything
about large wisdom) may be just a
trifle in the " cat-on-fence " frame of
mind. So here goes now.
" Hold yer hosses," brother, about
your using as small a brood-chamber
as any one in the U. S. You use 9
Gallup frames. I have kept an apiarv
of 100 colonies, more or less, for 27
years, a goo 3 third of them on 7 Gallup
frames, and most of the others on 7
Langstroth frames. (My way of meeting the necessities of a location which
has an ocean of flowers and a shock-

These figures are somewhat off-hand,
but are checked by reference to the
records of

many

actual censuses.

The

total of the above is 147,000, as against
Doolittle's 242,000. The very common
sort of locality, with no surplus in
August and September, would tend to
decrease the 147,000, while a larger

brood-chamber than
to increase

I

use would tend

With a hand-to-mouth

it.

honey-flow we might expect, say,
ninth 7000 tenth 5000
eighth 15,000
eleventh 4000 twelfth ::000— a falling
;

;

;

;

off of 31,000 in all.

And

I think Mr.
mention before speak-

one thing which

Doolittle should

ing so severely against superseding, is
that some supersede not at all because
they doubt the queen's capacity to lay,
but because it is hoped that young
queens will be some help in the struggle against the swarming nuisance. It
does not take so much time or cash to
have a young queen in each hive that
one must let them serve until they fail.

Page

735.

Hive Roofs and Shade.
Mr. Dadant has kept an apiary in
15 different spots of widely varying
sort, manifestly he is qualified to speak
Water-tight
shade and shelter.
of
hive, with movable and much larger
roof above it never mind if it isn't
seems to be kis
quite water-tight
If

—

—
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Cheap, thin stuff to be had
by cutting up boxes good enough for
the outer roof, which might be called a
finality.

shade-roof, or a fly-away. And here's
a striking sentence very likely true
" We have more need of a rain-proof

roof in a shaded apiary than in one
which is exposed to the broad sunlight." Page 735.

:

—

I take them out when it is rather cool
too cool for
them to fly, a little before soft maple. At all events, take
them out when it is a little cloudy and cool, so that they
will stay in their hives; and when they come out they will
come a few at a time and won't fly far, and will learn the

more.

Mention

new

location.

FUMIGATING FOUL-BROODY COMBS.

"Has fumigation of brood-combs exposed in a tight
room ever been tried on foul-broody combs with formalde-

NATIONAL AT CHICAGO
Report of the 36th Annual Convention of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, held in
Chicago, 111., Dec. 19, 20 and 21, 1905

hyde?"
Mr. France Yes, and as a rule not successfully.
Mr. McEvoy It will never be a success in an apiary.

—
—

STOPPING LIES ABOUT COMB HONEY.

"How
tured

[Continued from page

"Why

do honey-dealers ship carloads of Colorado and
Cuban honey to commission men, to a white clover market?"
Mr. Hershiser They do that to take advantage of the
good market which the clover honey has made.
Mr. Muth— That question is wrong, because they don't
ship on commission.
"Why don't the honey-producers and sellers get together, and then do business?"
Mr. Wheeler I think they are together.
Mr. Muth— They do.
"Why do bee-keepers ship their honey to commission

—

—

men?"

—
—

Mr. Muth Because they know no better.
Mr. Taylor Because they haven't a cash buyer.

TAKING BEE-PAPERS.
"Should a bee-keeper take more than one bee-paper?"
Voices All of them.

—

PREVENTING BEES FROM "DRIFTING."

"What

the most desirable position to place hives in
the yard to prevent 'drifting,' especially when setting them
out in the spring, or placing them for swarming?"
Mr. Hershiser The term "drifting" means where bees
are set out from the cellar, when they take their first flight,
when they come back they are likely all to settle in the most
is

—

convenient place.

Mr.

McEvoy— In many

places in Ontario that happened
front rows, with the majority of the bees.
been kept back farther from one another it

last spring, in the

rows had
would have been better.
Pres. Dadant
I
think you have more drifting because
you don't pay attention to putting them back in the same
spot.
If you put the bees back in the same spot where they
were before the winter, you will have very little trouble.
Put the covers on the stand and bring the hives back to that

If the

—

spot.

—

Mr. Huffman I had some trouble last spring. The day
them out it was a nice, warm day, but it was windy
and they went to the south end of the yard. I couldn't
set

prevent it.
"Will bees drift when returned from the cellar to the
same stands?"
Mr. Hershiser I asked that question in order to get a
chance to answer it. I moved my bees about $4 of a mile
and placed them in the cellar, and when I placed them out
again they were set right near the places where they had
been wintered. I found last spring that my bees drifted very
badly, and it wasn't because they were not returned to their

—

original stand.

—

Mr. Taylor I don't think there is any difficulty in preventing that drifting when you take them out at the right
time.
Never take your bees out when it is warm. That is
contrary to what is talked of, but I don't practice it any

we

best stop or prevent lies about

manufac-

comb honey?"

—Don't try to argue with foolish people and
Say nothing.
Stone — have never found a better way to beat that

Mr. Muth

845.]

HONEY DEALERS AND CARLOADS OF HONEY.

can

toolish reports.

Mr.

I

than just to explain to them the difficulty of the rolling
out of the foundation comb, and then ask, How you are
going to roll out a cell an inch deep, and as fine as silk all
lie

around?
HONEY OOZING FROM MASON JARS

— FOR

"What causes honey to ooze from
when they are not filled quite

fruit-jars

kept level?"

NATIONAL MEMBERS.
the

common Mason

to the top,

and are

—

Mr. Hershiser Capillary attraction.
Mr. Arnd I think by screwing down the top
presses the air and forces it up through the rubber.

—

it

com-

"What does

the National Bee-Keepers' Association do,
going to do, for members of such associations
who pay half their dues to the National?"
Mr. Holekamp In my work in our State I have sent
out many hundreds of circulars asking bee-keepers to join
our association, and I have received many and many a
question was asked, What are you
the
letter :a which
What do we get for our money? I
going to do?
the best of my ability.
letters
to
have answered those
Formerly the National Association held out the inducement
that we would defend the bee-keepers against unfair prosecution,
a resolution was passed that we pay only half the expenses of defending the bee-keepers in such cases. I put in
that question to find out what could be done for them,
because it is certainly of great importance that these beekeepers can receive an answer which would bring in appliWe have protection that is worse than nothing to
cations.
them. If a olain bee-keeper in a town must pay half the
expenses of defending himself, it is better for him to pull

or

what

is

it

—

out.

—

The question is put from the wrong thing.
that pays the dollar has become a member of the
National, and is the one that ought to have asked that question, because the one that joins the State Association and
pays half a dollar in the State Association, and half a dollar
in the National, and gets the benefit of the State Association, gets as much in the National as the one that pays his
Mr. Stone

The man

dollar.

—The

point Mr. Holekamp wanted to bring
gets into trouble with neighbor B,
and gets into a lawsuit now, the Association asks him to pay
one-half of the costs to get him out of it.
Mr. Stone— Does he, by joining the National, get fully

Mr. France

out was this:

When A

paid for the defence?

—There no difference between them.
— As a word of explanation that

Mr. Taylor
Mr. France

is

in

line,

when

Association over-reached what it
It did pay every dollar of it, and we
should have done.
foresaw that it was going to be ruinous to the Association,
inasmuch as it had the record of never losing a case, and
our members were over-stepping their privileges with their
neighbors, and were doing things they would not have done
had they not been members of the Association. I submitted
this

was

first

started the

—
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the Directors, and in order to keep that class of our
further getting themselves and all of us into
troubles, we decided to let them pay part of
that.
Dr. Miller's motion at that time came up, and was
passed to let him pay half,. and I want to say it has reduced
the expenses of the Association a lot, and stopped a good
many promising lawsuits. The Association is doing, as it
has from the beginning all possible to protect and defend
every member attacked in any unjust or illegal way, with instructions that we pay not to exceed one-half, or over $100,
without permission of the Board of Directors; and the
expenses on any case not to run up to over $200.
On the other hand, that is only one of the things that
the Association has been doing.
It hopes to continue to
help market the honey, and to get better packages to market
it in.
I found to my sorrow that we have not a good standard for honey in the United States. On that point, I got
samples of 84 kinds at St. Louis last year, and had to pack
them before they were all in the shelves, to save them.
I could have sold that lot of samples and realized from them
a little profit, but I said, No, I have made arrangements to
divide those 84 samples and submit them to three of the
best chemists in the United States, one of them being in the
United States government department. They know them by
will have, in time, a chemical analysis by
a number.
3 expert chemists, of 84 kinds of honey. That is an analysis
it

From the reports I have got in
over 11 percent of difference.
The worst of
all was from a sample of honey that has been held for a
term of years.
Mr. Hershiser I would like to know from Mr. France
whether there are many people who decline to join the Association because the Association does not extend full protection to
them in case they get into trouble. I would like to ask, further, if that is the case, if it would not be possible for the
Board of Directors to use their discretion as to whether a
person is entitled to any protection or not, instead of limiting

to

for the purity of the honey.

members from
more of those

now, there

is

—

—

them to one-half.
Mr. France The motion

—

defines this, but I was instructed to allow a variance according to the individual case.
In reply to the other part of your question, Have we gained
or lost members by this change in the line of paying onehalf of the members' costs? I desire to say we have gained
two members where we lost one.
Many of them said, I
believe that is a good thing; the bee-keepers will be a little
careful as to what they are doing.
Mr. Taylor I may say in partial answer to Mr. Hershiser
that in case of necessity the Board of Directors would pay
more than one-half of the expenses. It depends upon the

—

case.

We

They can use

As Red-Clover Workers
Wm. S. Slocum,
" My friend, W.

Newport, R.

I.,

writes:

O. Sweet, West Mansfield,
Mass., asked me about 2 years ago where he
eould get good queens, and I referred him to
you. To-day he called on me and said he
noticed the colonies with your queens were
He went
storing much faster than others.
immediately to his red clover field, and saw
there
freely."
working
.bees

Untested Queens, 75c each; six, $4; dozen,
Select Untested, SI each; six, $5;

$7.50.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guar-

dozen, $9.

Descriptive circular free.

anteed.
I

and

am now
shall

filling

orders

By Return

Mail,

probably be able to do so until the

close of the season.

J. P.

MOORE,

r.f.d.

1

Morgan, Ky.

Mention Bee Journal when writing.

26Etf

Bottles,
of

Honey=
Dealers
G. G.

STUTTS GLASS

GO.,

Manufacturers,

145 Chambers St.
Mention

New York. N.Y.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

TANDARD
GREEN BONK CUTTERS

Make poultry keeping
19

foort easily

Mention

Bee Journal

the York County Council Chamber, Toronto,
on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Nov.
Hotel accommodations can
7, 8 and 9, 1906.
be had at the Patmer House, $1.50 per day;
or $1 per day at the Albion Hotel.
are
expecting to have a good convention. The
program is to be one of the best. During the
same week the Ontario Horticultural Exhibition will beheld. This show of fruit, flowers, honey and vegetables is acknowledged to
be well worth visiting.
We extend a very cordial invitation to any
American bee-keeper that can attend, to take
part in the discussions. Single fare will be
given from all points in Ontario by the different railroads.
W. Couse, Sec.
Streetsville, Ont.

We

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing: advertisers.

when

writing.

discretion.
p.

m., to

SOLID GOLDEN QUEENS
YELLOW TO THE

TIP

Select Untested Queens, $1.

Queens,

guaranteed

to

Tested
produce 5-

banded bees, $2.50 each.

H.M. PARKER,

JR.

JAMES ISLAND,

30Atf

S. C.

A
OlIPIMlC
uiu.l.ll.-t

fioe Honey-Gathering Strain of
Italians and Carniolans, at 75 cents
each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6.50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

GEORGE

17A26t

138 N.

W. BARNES.

Pleasant

St.,

Norwalk, Ohio

FOR
SALE
BEES

200 Colonies of
in Northern Michigan
(Gladwin Co.) They are in chaff hives. Or, if
not sold soon, want a good man to manage on
shares.
E. M. JOHNSON, Blue Mounds, Wis.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
42AU

To buy
used

WANTED
BROOD-COMBS

150 to 200

dovetailed hives.

in

— no drone-cells.
L. H.

42Alt

in

frames

Must he fancy combs

me know your price.
KESBLER, (box 85) Agawam, Mass.
Let

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Big Reduction in Supplies
Until nay 1. Big stock of Dovetailed
Hives and Marshfield Sections to draw

—

FREE a year's subscription
from.
with order amounting to $15 or over.
Send for 32-page Illustrated Catalog
free.

BijT§(lin$

in

Machinery
1 35-h.-p.

Second-hand

m Tanks
etc.

—

METAL TANKS
with wood-jacket),

191

Superior

Mention

St.,

ARND,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Bee Journal

(Route 3) Jackson, ilich.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings.
It is used by many beekeepers.
Full printed directions
sent with each one.
mail it for
35 cents ; or will send it
as
premium for sending us One
subscriber to the Bee Journal
or for $1.10 we
I for a year at $1.00;
will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

when

writing.

FREE

New

OEOROE W. YORK &
-

For particulars, address,

H. M.

28Etf

We

2 Iron Cream-Coolers.
1 16-ft. bbl. Skids.
3 Wooden Vats 8 to 16-ft. long, each.
50ft. Heavy 1-in. Hose.
75-gal., 300gal.( metal
400-gal. and 500-gal.

W.D.SOPER

The Monette Queen-Clipping

Steam Engine.

Steam Pump.
Lot of Shafting, Hangers, Pulleys,
Lot or Steam Pipes, Valves, etc.
1 Large Butter-Mixer.
1 100-gal. Churn.

profitable.

a real moneypremaking poultry
pared with this machine. Small
size, $8.80; large ones more. Made
by responsible c<»niern. Askfor
free catalog, prices and Trial Plan. _
tandard Bone Cutter Co., Milforci.Masejj

Cut green bone

Ontario.— The annual meeting of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in

1

Wiite for illustrations.

38E4t

National in Texas.— The National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. 8, 9, and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other parts of the country.
Flint, Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

every

description ....

Jars

own

motion, the convention closed at 10 o'clock
meet at the call of the Executive Committee.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Moore's Strain of Italians

their

On

CO.,

CHICAGO,

ILi^

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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Our Early-Order Discounts on

BEE-SUPPLIES

k®H..:

V
V
•»

Beeare now in effect. We furnish EVERYTHING needed in practical
Culture, at lowest prices.
We make the best-finished and substantial

SHIPPING -CASES

3a

*$ 8
^

in free Shipping-Crates.

Lion Engine

are not

Have
miss

it

.

until you get one.

Satisfaction guaranteed, or

KRET6MER

money

MFG.

back.

Address,

is

60., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

«^

cut

loi

Journal

Bee

w

lien

v\

ru

i

u

and Poultry Supplies

Fire Sale of Bee

Come or send and Save 95 to SO Percent on slightly damaged goods.
p
New Lewis Goods at 1 percent Discount ggggS S^ hon#y-?ackages.
bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
selected out after the fire.
25 to 50 percent reduction.

Any

Supplies he

B^" Send tor

Reduced

list

of Slightly

USER

to

Acting on the theory that "testing Is
proving we will send any responsible
person, on certain very easv conditions, one of our three h. p. gas or gasoline engines on 10 days test trial.
This engine is no experiment, but
has been proved bv actual use to do
any work (where the rated amount of
power is required) in the most practical, reliable, safe and econ< »mical way.
This engine is of the fourcycle type.
"While the engine is up to normal speed
the exhaust valve is held open, allowing free circulation of fresh air in the
cylinder. The igniter and intake valve
are at rest, therefore are not using
'

r
*l

from

sold direct

FACTORY

Damaged Goods

lo select

from at

Prices.

Golden Italian or Red Clover Queens by return mail. Untested, ioc; Select Untested Queens, fl; Tested, $1.25; Select Tested, $2.25. Full Colonies in up-to-date hives, and
Nuclei, for sale.

mo

H. W. AR1ND, Proprietor, York Honey and Bee-Supply Co.
191 AND 193 SUPERIOR ST. CHICAGO,
Long Distance Telephone, North 1SS9.
(Not

gasoline or the batteries.

Our igniter and mixer are of the
most simple and reliable character.
The gasoline is always properly vaporized and the igniter point never comes
together unless a spark is required.
The ny ball type or governor isused,
which automatically controls the exhaust, igniter and the gasoline it also
allows the speed to be changed from
lull to wo revolutions per minute while
;

the

engine

LION GAS OR
are simple

ILL.

(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)

motion— a very

in

is

superior feature.

GASOLINE ENGINES
construction and

In

EASY TO OPERATE
They are used for all purposes where
power is required for operating private electric-lighting plants, small
factories, printing offices; farm machinery, such as cream separators,
feed -grinders, corn shelters, woodsawing machines, etc., and fora thousand and one other purposes.

I
&
4Jt
?{?

#
M
T»?

X
T»T

Tne Frisco

is tti6 Line

|
#

To take to the Bee-Keepers' Convention. First- ijt
Through service from ?{?
class equipment all the way.
with
exception
of change at *»*
Chicago to San Antonio
You run through the beautiful Ozarks ~£,
St. Louis.
over this scenic line to the Southwest. The conven- ?}?
the **
tion is held at San Antonio in November
weather is delightful it is just the time to see this **£
;

;

great section at

its

bes f

.

For additional information

writei

W. H. RICHARDSON, General Passenger Agent,

CHICAQO,
t

ILL,.

Lyons Engine

Co.,

Lyons, Mich,
Geottemrn:

I

au about

to

purchase a c&s

ollne engine for

wish you to send
proval offer as
Journal.

n

ras-

purposes and

me

your apAmerican Bee

full particulars o.bout

advertised

Id

Yours rery truly.

When writing, please state definitely for what purpose you wish to
use this engine and whether gas or
gasoline is to be used for fuel. This
information is very important to
Please remember we send the
us.
engine, not the engine agent.

2*1

LYONS ENGINE

?j?

Lyons, Mloh.

CO.

%
i'i
iji

!
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Hanfc

Gloves for

pdquartersror Bee-Supplies

BEES

LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY
ORDERS. Have a large stock on hand, and can sup-

Something: New.

Something You Want.
Oar specially prepared Gloves soften the
hands and prevent and cure chapped hands.
fabric contains a preparation which prp
vents the trloves from becoming hard and stiff
We furnish them without armlets or sleeve? fi

Freight Rates from CINCINNATI
LOWEST, ESPECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH

ply promptly.

The

the

As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati.
save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free.

i

using in sweeping, gardening or general housework, driving or outdoor work. They are just
the thing for driving in the rain, as theya'e
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night they
keep the hands soft and white.
All the points of excellence can not be nee
enumerated, but they never fail to give the
greatest satisfaction. To introduce them, we
will send by mail, or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
'5
sizes— large for men, small for ladies
Men's Gauntlets, fleece-lined
35
-

HONEY

Will buy or

you

sell

.

If you
to sell,

are

You
Send

will
for

have any
.

.

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will
cheerfully quote you price.

Beeswax Wanted

Ladies'
35
Ladies',unlined,for wearing at night or dur40
ing doing light housework

Will pay, at

all

times, highest market price on receipt

of goods.

Early Order Discounts on Bee-Supplies (excepting above and a few other articles) as follows.:—
7 percent for cash with orderbefore Oct. 1st
"
M
" Nov. 1st
"
6
"
"
" Dec. 1st
"
5
"
"
" Jan. 1st
"
4
1

"
"
"
"
Fct). 1st
yon haven't our 190S catalog, send for one
of
the
and a free copy
American Bee Keeper
3
If

H.W.WEBER 5T
C

and Salesrooms. 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

THE W.

FALCONER MFG.

T.

JAMESTOWN,
Bee Journal

CO.

N. Y.

when

writing.

^

Kansas City, Oct. 9.— The demand for both
extracted and comb hone; continues good; the
supply is light. We quote No. 1, whiie comb,
24-section cases, per case, $3; No. 2, $2.75
Extracted, white, in cans, 7 cents; amber, 6@6J^c.
Beeswax, 25c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.
Cincinnati, Sept. IS.— The demand for comb
honey is good; fancy and No, 1 selling freely
at 15@16c; lower grades not wanted at any
price. The market on extracted honey is quiet,
as quantities remain unsold from last season.
quote amber at 5i£@7c, according to quality.
Fancy extracted white clover at 7J^@8care paving 29<« 30cfor choice yellow bees.
Fred W.
wax free from dirt.
Co.

f)oney cmb
* 23eestf>ax*f

We
We

Muth

The

Chicago, Oct. 8. — The receipts of comb
honey are quite large and there is also a good

demand

for it, so that prices are well maintained at 15@16c for No. 1 to fancy; anything
short of these grades is not selling freely and
ranges from lc to 3c per pound less; buckwheat, l2J4c; dark grades, SHlOc. Extracted,
white, 6M>@V!*;c; amber, 6@7c; dark,5H@6c.
Beeswax, 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Toledo,
remains

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Address,

(50c a year.

Mention

C.

Oct. 8.— The market on

The demand

firm.

comb honey

and the reFancy white

is fair,

ceipts equal

to the demand.
comb hone* in a retail way brings 15@16c, with
very little demand for low grades. Ex traded
white ciover in barrels brings 7W@8 uc; cans
l

the same. Beeswax, 26@28c.

Indianapolis, Sept.

29.

Griggs Bros.

—Fancy

white

comb

brings 16^ 17c readily; No. 1, white, 2z le^s per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8(S*9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter S. Pouder.
Philadelphia, Oct. 8— Comb honey has been

arriving quite freely, and the demand is quite
brisk at this time. Prices seem to have an upward tendency. The outlook is for still higher
prices. We would advise parties who have
comb honey to hip, to send it in at once and
sell it while the demand is on, for September,
October and November are the big honey
months. We quote: Fancy white comb, 16@18c;
No. 1, I4(&tl5c; amber, 12@14c. Fancy white extracted, S@9c; light amber, 7@8c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

Buckwheat Honey
abtrut 5,000 pounds of Buckwheat
for sale. This honey was all sealed
it was extracted, and is rich, ripe,
and thick— far different from the thin, green,
rank stuff often found on the market.
sample will be sent on request.
The honey is put uo in 60-lb. tin cans, two
cans in a cast*, ^fd s offered at 6 cents a pound.
I

have

Honey

WANTED
To buy

;

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

Flint. Mich.

Fancy Comb and Extracted

R. A.

Honey.
31A13t

Mention

HOLEKAMP,

4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Bee Journal when writing;.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
buying
consigning,

R. A.

or selling, consult

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago. III.
Mention Bee Journal when writing,

QUOTE US &E3..,
Extracted Honey!
THE FRED W. MUTH

over before

A

for cash,

41Atf

CO.,

51

Walnut St

.

Cincinnati, n.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

"Xbe

continuous advertiser
ill.bulk of the business,
because others are not advertising, and be is.*'

jjcis

WANTED
TO BUY AT TOP PRICES
WHITE CLOYKR HOKET,
both

If

Comb and

Extracted.

you have any write at once, saying how much you have, how

lowest price, and

C. M. Scott

all

8

about

it,

it is

put up, and your

in first letter.

Co., Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.
Catalog Free

29AM

lOO* Ilait Wash. Street,

INDIANAPOLIS,

INI>.

fr

Wm.

on commission.

New York,

Oct. 9.— The

1

A. Selser.

demand

for

Have you any

If so, see us beto sell?
fore selling.
pay highest Market
Price for both Comb and Extracted
Honey also Beeswax.

comb

We

honey is very good, especially for fancy stock,
and arrivals are now quite heavy. We quote
fancy white at 15c; No. 1 at 13@14c; No. 2 at
12@13c; buckwheat at lie per pound. Extracted
is in good demand and prices are somewhat
firmer. We quote California white at 7^c; light
amber at 6J^@7c, and amber at 6c per pound.
Southern honey in half-barrels in good demand
and finding ready sale at from S5(a)65c per gallon, according to quality. Beeswax is somewhat weaker, and 30c is about top price.

HlLDRBTH & SRGELKEN

HONEY! HONEY! HONEY! 1
—

it
**

•

^

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

Bee Journal

I

Street, Toledo, Ohio
when writing.
5^
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Instead of having honey offered us by bee-keepers this
season, we have had enquiries for good honey from nearly
have secured an unusually fine lot of
every quarter.

We

-m.

%

WATER-WHITE ALFALFA HONEY
packed in 60-pound cans,
at the following prices

two

in a case.

We

offer the

same

:

One 60-pound can

8}4 cents per

Two

8

60 pound cans

Ten 60-pound cans

7%

or more

pound

"

"

"

"

This honey is giving entire satisfaction and
where we have previously furnished White Clover.
5 cents.

DADANT & SONS,

is selling

Sample

HAMILTON.
ILL.

WE WILL BUY
New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

you have a crop to
dispose of, write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.
in

any quantity.

If

WE WILL SELL
to Bee-Keepers,

grades Honey.

whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

you.

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at any time of the year.

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN

265 & 267 Greenwich Street

-

NEW YORK,

N. Y.
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Special Bargains
in dovetailed

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

111.

We

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of thiB Journal

10

a year, in the United Stales, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50,
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the

end Of the month to which your subscription is paid.
For instance, "decofi" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end ol December, I9u6.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money haB been received and credited.

Space Discounts.
lOOlines... 5Derceut
500 " ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
2000 " ...30

If

;

Vies,

*M

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' supply Go.
JOHN DOLL & SON,

is

But not too
for next

spring
1 give personal attention to correspondence.
My queens are guaranteed.
Write at once to
'.

ROBERT

B.

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.

2Atf

R.F.D.

ILL.

colled wire.

have no agents. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.
We pay all freight. Catalog shows 87
styles and heights of farm and poultry
fence. It'sf roe. Buy direct. Write today
COILED SPRING FENCE CO. a
BOX 89
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

Bee

Jtturual

when

vrrltlmc-

SOUVENIR POST CARDS
VIEWS OF CHICAGO
Big Buildings, Stores, Hotels, Parks, Stock
Yards any special view you wish. 5 views,

—

10c; 13 for 25c, postpaid.

OAK PARK NOVELTY

43A2t
It is

OAK PARK,

Discount during November.

You Want to Keep Posted
UPON THE

Queen-Button for Bee-Folks

If

POLITICAL

i

*

CO.

This is a very pretty thing
for a bee-keeper or honeyseller to wear on his coatlapel.
It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

QUESTION

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

The Defender
National Exponent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers, 50 cents for one year.
the

WILLIAM

mention

well filled with all kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

3.

FENCE VZ&°^We

Madeof High Carbon

for you to secure your foundation.

Augusta, Wisconsin

ITALIAN QUEENS
late to deliver them ? Yes'.
to begin to get ready

way

GUS DITTMER,

more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
American Bee Journal.

Too

is

5 percent

riffhts.

GREATEST

"

the cheapest

Our warehouse

ublishers ot the

late

is

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their

fW If

pure beeswax.

WORKING WAX FOR CASH A SPECIALTY
This

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. France, Platteville, Wl*.

writing.

the best foundation for you to use, because it is tough,
transparent, will not sag, and has the odor
of

Bee Keepers' Association

3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.

when

Dittmer's Foundation

rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning".

lawful

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Bee Journal

Mention

These

National

Proprietors,

Nicollet Island, No. 33,

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing- less than % inch accepted.

Time Discounts.

Hoffman

factory and all of these goods have to be
you want any thing in your apiary, you will do well by
writing us at once, and we will make you delivered prices that
Our stock is all new and up to-date we do not
will surprise you.
keep poor or 2d grade goods. Our sizes are standard. Quality and
We make any thing used in the
finish can not be beat by any one.
apiary, and can save you money and delay at any time of the season.
Give us a trial and be convinced. We aim to please our customers
and guarantee all our Goods to give entire satisfaction, or refund
the money.

¥s,

4 times.-.. S per cent
" ....JO
"
13
u
" ....20
26
" ....30
"
£2

Plain and Beeway SECTIONS.
Section-Holders, Separators, etc.

are enlarging our

moved.

was

$l.ou

HIVES.

BROOD-FRAHES.

¥3.

GEORGE W.YORK 8 COMPANY
334

m
m
m
1
i
11
m
1

P. F.

FERGUSON

Editor and Publisher
400

West

35Atf

Bale.

The picture shown

GEORGE W. YORK &

NEW

23rd Strhet,
YORK, N. Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

here-

with is a reproduction of a motto queen-button
that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by
mail, 6 cents; two for 10c ; or six for 25c. The
American Bee Journal one year and 4 buttons
for $1.10. Address all orders to
334 Dearborn Street,

-

CO.
CHICAGO, HI.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections 'l
And Prompt Shipments
Is

what we are making

for our customers.

-DOVETAILED HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES
We carry
IE riARSHFIELD

a

full line of

SUPPLIES.

HANUFACTURINQ

Ask

$

—

for Catalog.

CO., flarshfield. Wis.

»
JA

&

ILL.

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

Please Mention the American Bee Journal AdvSrTff
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If

'

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Ponder "

BEE-SUPPLIES
flraOk

Root's Goods at Root's Prices

#•

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

.•.

BEESWSX WANTED

Prompt

Service.

Catalog Free.

.-.

1 pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade.
Make 6mall shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your Dame to the package.
large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.

My

During October I will offer a discount
of 6 percent on Supplies for next seathe discount will be 5 percent. Cash must accompany

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNT
son's use.
order.

5i:t-.>l.*>

In

November

WALTER

S.

Massachusetts Ave..
mention

Bee Journal

w—._•«__
nrl rfTfl
Tm
yui||j
UUi

Best Wisconsin Sections,
P er iooo-$4 oo; N >.2-*3 40;
plain, 25c less. 7 percent
discount in October on Root's and Danz. Hives,
and other Root's Goods.

T\

1

H. S. DUBY. ST. ANNE. III.
mention Bee Journal when writing.

POUDER
IMU %> VIMM.
when

Fire Sale of Bee
or 6end and

New Lewis Goods

freight.

Beeswax Wanted for Cub.
M. H. HUNT A SON.
Bkll Branch, Waynb Co., Mich

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

and Poultry Supplies

Save 35 to SO Percent on

at

writing.

iVi Sill Root's Goods in Michigan
Let ns quote you prices on Sections, Hives.
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and

41A26t

Come
me

I*. !.%!>.

slightly
ajhtly

damaged goods.
good

OCTOBER,
6 percent Discount DURING
EXCEPT ON HONEY PACKAGES.

Any

bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
after the fire.
out
selected
Supplies he

25 to 50 percent redaction.

ZW Send tor
Reduced Prices.

list

of Slightly

.Damaged Goods

to select

from at

Golden Italian or Red Clover Queens by return mail. Untested, 75c; Select UnFull Colonies in up-to-date hives, and
tested Queens, $1 Tested, $1.25; Select Tested, $2 25.
;

Nuclei, for sale.

H. M.

ARND,

Proprietor, York

Honey and Bee-Supply Co.

<Not i„ c .)

191 AND 193 SUPERIOR ST. CHICAGO
(Three blocks north and one block ea6t of our old location.)

Long Distance Telephone, North

1559.

ILL.

Ten nessee= Bred Queens
All

from Extra=Select Mothers

3-band from Imported Dark Leather, Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. Goldens from
Laws, Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.

After April
Italians Before July 1st

15th.
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ONE WEEK MORE
These two important offers are
limited to Nov. 1st.
THIRD PHOTO CONTEST

PERCENT DISCOUNT

6

Our contest is open to all readers of the American Bee Journal.
Look over your photos and see if you haven't one or more suitable to
enter.
If you have a good photo, you stand an excellent chance of

For orders accompanied with cash before Nov. 1st. This is large
Better make out your order and send it tointerest on jour money.
day. Discounts grow less each month.

winning

5 percent for cash with order before Dec. 1st
"
"
"
"
Jan. 1st
4
"
"
"
"
Feb. 1st
3
"
"
"
"
Mar. 1st
2

"

"

"

1

"

Apr.

a prize.

Class
apiaries.

A — Photos

—

1st

Photo of swarms. Prizes: First, $3; second, §2;
Class R
A B C of Bee-Culture; fourth, Gleanings one year.
Class C — Photo of apiary. Prizes: First, $3; second, $2; third,
B C of Bee-Culture.
Special — Photos that do not win prizes but which we can U6e

third,

to tin and glass honey-packages,
hot-bed sash, labels, printing, combfoundation machines, books, and other special or miscellaneous goods
except where a few such items not exceeding 10 percent of the entire
order, are included in a general order. The discount 16 intended to
apply to hives, frames, sections, comb foundation, section-holders,
separators, extractors, smokers, shipping-cases, zinc, and miscellaneous implements used in bee-keeping ordered early for use the following season, and only when cash accompanies the order, or is paid
before the dates named.

The discount will not apply
scales, glass, paint, bushel-boxes,

A

will be

awarded a prize of $1 each.

CONDITIONS
Contest closes Nov. 1st. All photographs should be marked " For
Contest," and have name and address attached. Prize-winning photos
become our property. No photo returned unless stamps are sent. We
prefer unmounted prints toned to a light-reddish color on solio paper.

AIKIN HONEY-BAGS

CHAFF-HIVES

Granulated honey is proving a great attraction in the market. It's
easy to put up if packed in our Aikin Honey-Bag. It sells easy. It
puts your honey in reach of every one, as the cost includes no expensive glass packages, and the breakage sure to occur with their use.

your bees than
our dovetailed chaff. It protects against extreme heat and against
extreme cold. You can always successfully winter a colony out-ofdoors in one. For comb-honey production, it is par excellence, as
Ask for our catalog
its warmth permits unchecked comb building.
giving complete description and prices.

For winter or summer, there

i6

no better hive

for

HONEY-JARS
We

SHIPPING-CASES
Don't pack your fancy honey in poor shipping-cases.
our Non-Drip cases and see how much better prices you
made of selected basswood in all sizes. See Catalog.

Put
get.

carry a great variety of styles and sizes. Carefully packed
so breakage is reduced to a minimum. Your grocer likes to handle a
handsome package, as it sells faster. Try our Simplex Jar. Stocks
Remember, we print honey-labels
at all branches and most agencies.
—50 varieties to select from. Write us.

in

it

Cases

Address Nearest Agent Below

Alabama
*Wetumpka

M. Jenkins

Canada.
E.

Toronto

Grainger

&

Co.

California
*Los Angeles

Honey

Mill
California National
Producers' Association

Colorado
Fruita

Washington

Columbia

The
(jieorgia

A.

I.

124

Liberty

Michigan
M H.

Branch
Fremont
St.

144

A.

I.

Root Co.

East Erie Street.

Iowa

The

J

High
St.

Syracuse

Carl F.

Dn

A.

I.

Root Co.

Buck

New Mexico
Edward Scoggin
Mew York

in

THE

The A.
The A.

City
44

These dealers buy our goods

& Hauk

Vesey

I.
I.

I.

Texas Seed and Floral

Co.

Udo Toepperwein

San Antonio
Uvalde

D. M.

Edwards

Utah
Ogden

The Superior Honey

Co.

Virginia
Spottswood

Street.

ROOT

E. E. Pressler
Street

Lycoming

Texas
Dallas

Root Co.
Root Co.

carload lots but supplement them wi

A.

Vine Street

Wllliamsport
633

Blanke

New York

Prothero & Arnold
The A. I. Root Co.

Bois
Philadelphia
10

& Son Supply Co.
Springfield Seed Co.

Louis

seph Nysewander

*

Hilton

Jno Nebel

Hill

Springfield

Carlsbad

Augusta

Portland Seed Co.

Missouri

Walter S. Pouder
Vlckery Bros.

Kansas

E

1024 Mississippi Street.

Indiana
Indianapolis
Evansvllle

Hunt & Son

George

Paul

Oregon
Portland

I* -iin»j h'iiiiia

Minnesota

St.

The

Root Co.

Rawlins Implement Co.

Bell

Root Co.

Illinois
Chicago

I.

Seed Co.

Monroe St.
W. Pierce
C. H. W. Weber
Central Avenue
521

E.

2146

A.

Maryland

Howkins & Rush

Savannah

Des Moines

W. W. Cary & Son

The

McAdams

Griggs Bros.,

Zanesville
Cincinnati

Maine

Mechanic Falls

The

lislrict ©i

Columbus Grove
Toledo

H. H. Jepson. 182 Friend Street

Baltimore

L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co.
Fruita bruit and Produce Ass'n

Hummer

Massachusetts
Boston
Lyonsville

Madary Planing

Fresno

Denver

George A.

Brazelia

:

Ohio

Mississippi
J.

PRIZES

of general interest, excluding swarms and
Prizes: First, $5; second, $3; third, $2; fourth, ABC, cloth.

W.

E. Tribbett

local-made goods.

CO., Medina, Ohio

:

:

A
*•-.

mm.
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was a failure, as
That was the food fraud
that was being worked off on the consuming

know
it

'diforial ^Nofes

that Karo Corn Syrup

deserved to be.

The rival of the bee," " The great
spread for daily bread," and " Better than
public as "

honey for less money "—all of which statements were absolute falsehoods, whether they
were perpetrated knowingly or not.

and Comments

In the American Bee Journal for Jan. 7,
we first paid our respects to " Karo," in

1904,

this editorial

"The Rival of the Bee."
Honey-Prices Stiffening Up
Naturally, after a season of short honey

crop prices of honey would be expected to
Such is the case this fall.
rise 6omewhat.

We

understand that it is not at all difficult to
sell honey of first-class flavor this year, especially if it is comb honey.

We have heard of some fine comb honey
being sold at very low prices: This, it seems
to us, can only be accounted for through
ignorance on the part of the producer. Any
one who reads the bee-papers can easily see
the upward tendency of prices as a result of
a limited honey crop.

Doubtless long before another year's honey
crop will be ready for delivery, the market
So those who
will be entirely bare of honey.
are sure they can keep their finest comb

honey so

it

will

not granulate, will likely

But
later on.
more satisfactory
honey before Jan. 1.

6ecure a higher price
narily

it is

financially

producer to

sell

We hesitate

to advise

ordito the

bee-keepers as to the

best time to sell their honey.

be 6ome very serious dis
ease.
It happens to be nothing worse than
the trouble that comes from bees working on
milkweed, which has been described in the
bee-books and mentioned repeatedly in the
quite anxious lest

Our predeces-

sor advised selling honey early one year, and

a certain Vermont bee-keeper followed the
advice. He told us some years afterward that
thereby he lost $500, as later on honey advanced in price. He foolishly blamed the

papers.

The

it

probability

is

that he has 6een

mentioned more than once, but not being
specially interested, he has let it go with a
passing glance. If he had given it reasonable
attention it would have saved him needless
it

worry.

The same thing is no doubt true with many
He uses his book or his bee-

a bee-keeper.

—

paper too much like a dictionary merely
giving attention to those things that happen
The wise beedirectly to meet his case.
keeper

informs

himself

topics pertaining to bees,
sion arises he

is

in

general on

and when the occa-

ready for

it.

Especially

would have known fairly well just what to
do. If you are wise, you will inform yourself
in general on all topics pertaining to bees and

No

when

the informa-

tion

So we do not advise producers when to sell
honey except it be whenever they can get a

"Better Than Honey for Less

—

bee-keeping.

may come

A

in

in

telling

handy.

In an issue of Printer's
vertisers'

Inform Yourself
Bees

Advance About

subscriber writes about a certain trouble

with his bees concerning which he has read
nothing in the bee books or papers, and is

is

with regard to foul brood. The
average bee-keeper has no interest in the
subject, because his bees are not suffering
from the disease. But when something arises
that he suspects may be foul brood, he is in a
If he had taken pains to read up' he
panic.
might have been saved anxiety by knowing
that no disease was present. Or if present, he
this true

American Bee Journal for his loss, and since
then has not been one of its subscribers.

price satisfactory to them.

all

Ink— a

Money"

splendid ad-

publication— appeared these words

some time ago

"One of the most disastrous campaigns in
the history of advertising, it is said, was that
of Corn Products, with Karo Corn Syrup."
At

least every bee-keeper

will be glad

to

is the heading of a fullpage 3-column advertisement we saw in one
To make it more
recently.
exchanges
our
of
deceptive, at each end of the head-line is the

This, in large type,

picture of a straw-skep. The first column of
the wonderful, rivalling stuff started off like
this:

" Words

sweet as honey from Jus lips

— Iliad

dMiWd."

of Homer.

Long has the honey of the bee reigned as sweet of
sweets. Homer. Milton, Shakespeare. Tennyson
and others of the poets made tribute to its sovereignty, using its name as tbe superlative of sweetNY hen these men wrote, and, until a recent day.
the industrious bee toiled on without a rival.
But :20th century Bkill and science came upon the
field to wrest from tbe bee his laurels. Man went
to Nature, even as tbe bee does, but with better
equipment. Only tbe blossoms, with their mite* of
sweet, are open to the bee for his sources of supply.
Man may go where tbe store is richer though more
strongly guarded.
So he drew upon the King of Nature s cereals,
corn, and made therefrom a syrup clear and golden
as tne honey of the bee: richer in nutriment,
'

sweeter

in flavor, less in cost.

And when this syrup is placed where the bee may
have access to it, he forsakes tbe roses and the
clover, mutely acknowledging his vanquishment,
and making tbe triumph ot man complete.
This wonderful syrup, extracted from the golden
grains, Karo Corn Syrup, Is meeting with a warm
welcome from the housewives of America, won by
its purity, flavor, nutriment, and low cost.
It is being used in place of honey and other syrups
on griddle cakeB and as a spread— because it is " better than honey for less money." It is being used
Instead of molasses in baking and candy making,
because it is purer, more nutritious, and more
digestible.

eloquently beautiful that is! Then
how goes "the bee for his sources of
But when he (the
supply "—the blossoms.

How

think

bee) finds his great "rival," " he forsakes the
roast," etc.

It is safe to say that the chap who wrote
the nonsense quoted doesn't know any more
about the genuine honey produced by honeybees than he does concerning the flowers
from which it is gathered; and, also, he
seems not to know that the he bees do not
gather nectar at all.
But just for our own satisfaction we asked
Mrs. York to buy a 10-eent can of this great
" rival of the [he] bee," so that we might
personally know about what is " better than
pride ourselves
honey for less money."
on having a fair taster for sweet things. But
the stuff we got (a mixture of corn-syrup and

We

;

:

—

:
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cane-syrup)

than honey for less
clearly to us that the one

"better

money," proved

who wrote

those rhythmical words must have
had in mind a poor grade of hoDey-dew, or
amber honey spoiled by overheating.
It
tasted more like New Orleans molasses. He
certainly never tasted ihe fine white clover,
alfalfa, basswood,
sage, or other tine beehoneys with which to compare his glucose

product.
To be sure,

we got about a pint of the stuff
10 cents.
Yes, it's cheap. Everybody
knows that glucose is cheap.
doubt not some good people will believe the catchy advertisement, and buy a
sample of "he-bee melasses," thinking tbey
are really getting something better than genfor

We

uine honey-bee honey. After sampling it,
they would agree with us, that if
the fixed-up glucose is " better than honey,"
we surely wouldn't want either the cornsyrup or genuine honey.

we think

But we doubt if many people can be fooled
into investing very heavily in this " he-bee
molasses."

seems our prediction came true,
that not " many people can be fooled into inWell,

it

vesting heavily in this

'

he-bee molaases.' "

If we remember rightly, on the label of
every can of Karo Corn Syrup was indicated
the contents as 15 percent cane-syrup and 85

And

percent glucose.

that

was

to be considWell, the good

ered "better than honey!"

people of this country anew better just as
soon as they got a taste of the villainous
stuff.

ful

One

taste

— was enough

— less

than a half teaspoon-

for us.

over the Frisco System, which

is one
from Chicago to Texas. It will
be a 2 day6' trip, and should be thoroughly
enjoyed by all who will be fortunate enough

route

is

of the best

to

join

the

company

special-car

of bee-

keepers.

It doesn't pay to misrepresent in advertising any more than in anything else. Neither
does it pay to force an untrue comparison,

especially when it comes to honey, for what
could be " better than honey for less money?"

Surely, not a mixture of almost nine tenths

The Bee-Inspectors' Meeting

to be

held in San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 12, promises
to be a good one. The following provisional

program has been arranged

tion,

Demonstration of Bacteria of Bee-Diseases
Dr. G. F White, United States Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
History of Bee-Disease Inspection in Wisconsin N. E. France, Inspector of Apiaries
for Wisconsin.
General discussion of existing bee-disease
laws. An examination of laws now in force,

trying to popularize the miserably tasting
" Karo-Korn Konkoktion," we believe it

for most effective legislation.
The Introduction of European Foul Brood
into Michigan W. Z. Hutchinson, Inspector
of Apiaries for Michigan.
The Inspection of European Foul Brood in
New York Charles Stewart, Inspector of 3d
District of New York.
Foul Brood on the Pacific Coast F. A.
Parker, former Inspector of Santa Barbara

And

glucose.

who

eat

— soon

the great public

— the

people

discovered the misrepresenta-

and simply would not be imposed upon.
It was a deliberate attempt to displace honey
as a table article, but the scheme didn't work.
The fact is, there is no substitute for honey
and if beekeepers could spend as much
money to advertise honey as was spent on

would create such a demand for honey as
would take every pound, every year, and at a
greatly increased price over present market
quotations.

—

and suggestions

—

—

—

County.
The Present Status of the Investigation of
Bee-Diseases
Dr. E. F. Phillips, United

—

Department of Agriculture.
Reports of Inspectors from the various
States and Counties on the progress of inStates

Miscellaneous
flews -Items
^^

The San Antonio Convention

of the

National Bee-Keepe/s' Association, as most of
our readers know, is to be held Nov. 8, 9, and
10.
The Texas bee-keepers are making large
plans for entertaining the visiting bee-keepers.
One item is a Mexican banquet, and the
following is the menu, taken from The Apiarist,

a

monthly

bee-paper

published at

Waco, Tex.

—

"The Brood Diseasps

and whatever aches may result from
dulging in a Mexican menu.

in-

At

this time, the special car of bee-keepers

from Chicago at 10:37 a.m., Nov. 6,
seems to be well assured. We hope, however,
to start

join the

company, and

as soon as possible.

who

will

will also let

We now

This program is subject to such changes as
may be necessary, but it will indicate the
character of the meeting. All persons interested in bee disease inspection are urged to
attend. A number of persons prominent in
this work have agreed to be present.
E. F. Phillips,
Acting in Charge of Apiculture.
Washington, D. C.

_

.

lives

that there will be others

speotion.

want
us

to

know

"Tamales, Chile Concarne, Mendo Enchila-

We

Lam-

are

making

reservations

for

berths.

car will hold about 50 persons in

hope that

all

be-

have a diagram

of the tourist 6leeping-car in our office, and
dos, Polo Canaros, Corbreto Langua
priodo, Frejoles Tritos, Con Tartillas."

of Bees,"

ing Circular No. 79 of the Bureau of Entomology, Washington, D. C, is on our desk.
Dr. E. F. Phillips, Apicultural Expert, is its
author. It treats of American and European
foul brood principally, giving methods of
successful treatment for both summer and
fall.
A copy of it may be had free by addressing the author. It is a very condensed
statement of the subject, and will be found of
exceeding interest to bee-keepers.

all,

The

and we

the berths will be taken.

The

National Bee-Keepers' Association
annual convention in San
Will you
Antonio, Tex., Nov. 8, 9, and 10
be there?
will hold its 37th

believe the Northern bee-keepers were

not

to be informed of the special menu,
but instead they were to be taken by surprise.
After reading the above suspicious

of dainties, we think there will be enough
surprise to last until the close of the conven-

list

tion,

even

some of

it begins thus early.
It
kindness to all who expect to go from the North to be forewarned,
for if the proposed menu is as deadly as is indicated by the unpronounceable names of the
various dishe6, it might lead one to be sus-

if

certainly will be a

picious; and then, indeed, we should all go
prepared for the worst. We can not imagine
what Northern bee-keepers have done to
merit such a " treat " as proposed by the

Texas brethren. It may be, however, that no
one will be compelled to consume everything
on the menu.
At any rate, if our Texas
friends can flourish on such bomb-like things
all the year around, those of us who will be
there for only a few days ought to be able to
stand it fairly well, or at least escape with our

—

J. E. Johnson. The engraving of Mr.
Johnson, on the first page, was from a photograph taken about 18 years ago. It was made
in a hurry for the last Illinois State Report,
which was published in pamphlet form.
There is no photograph gallery where Mr.
Johnson lives, and there was not time enough
to go away and have a new photograph
taken. Mr. Johnson thinks the photograph
flatters him very much, but as we have had
the pleasure of meeting him within the past
year, we can testify to the fact that while

quite a few years have passed since the original photograph was taken, yet the subject has
been very well preserved probably in some

— which would

—

account for his keeping
fresh looking.
(Please do not
think that Mr. Johnson is at all " fresh " in
the slang use of that word, for he is not.)

honey
so

young and

Mr. Johnson found his first swarm of bees
hollow tree. His father and the hired

in a

man

cut the tree, hived the bees in a box,
(Continued on page

902.)
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another,

if

he

is

careful not to carry

any honey on his hands or tools. At
any rate, his disinfectants are not
necessary. I personally know of large
apiaries
where many cases of foul
brood have been successfully handled,
the only precaution against conveying
the disease being to wash the hands

and tools with soap and water after
handling a diseased colony.
If you will consider the foregoing
facts, which may be supported by any
necessary amount of evidence, you will
see that the only remaining sources of

The Cheshire Theory of Foul
Brood
BY J. A. GREEN
For a number of years bee-keepers
have accepted the theory of Cheshire
as to the cause of foul brood, and have
assumed that there was only one form
foul brood, alike in all countries
where bees were kept. There were
some inconsistencies. Cheshire's theory, or, perhaps, I should rather say

of

the conclusions he drew therefrom, did
not always fit the facts. Several, I beI,
lieve, have called attention to this.
myself, in an article published about
15 years ago, expressed my doubts that
the true cause of foul brood had been
But in the main there
discovered.
was no opposition to the acceptance of
the Cheshire theory. The disease was
evidently of bacterial origin, and
Bacillus alvei was as convenient a one
to lay it to as any other bacterium.
Very few had the facilities to make
microsccpical investigations on their
own account, so, for lack of anything
better, Cheshire's theory as to the
cause of the disease had full credence,
though practical men, in this country
at least, had been compelled to discard
his conclusions in regard to the transmission of the disease, its character

and

its cure.

Let us review briefly some of these.
First, that foul brood is not simply a
disease of the brood, but a chronic disease of the blood, affecting queens,
workers and drones. He found Bacillus alvei in the ovaries of the queen as
well as in eggs not yet laid. If a queen
were infected to this extent, it would
hardly seem that she could ever again
lay healthy eggs. Yet the queen may
be removed from an infected colony,
placed in a healthy colony, and the
brood that hatches from the eggs she
lays therein will be healthy. I have
done this a number of times myself, as
have many other bee-keepers probably hundreds of times in all and if
any one has ever brought forward any

——

proof that the disease was ever transmitted thereby, it has escaped my notice. Moreover, by the McEvoy method
of cure, which has been successful in
thousands of cases, the queen of the
diseased colony is, only 3 or 4 days
later, laying eggs in a colony that is
thereafter healthy, all trace of the
" chronic blood disease " having vanished in the meantime.
If the mature workers of an infected
colony are diseased, it is certainly very

remarkable that all of the many thousands comprising a colony are cured,

made incapable

of transmitting the disease by the simple pro-

or, at least,

cess of building a few square inches of

comb.

known that drones are
It is well
" free commoners," going freely from
one hive to another. If it were true
that they were diseased in themselves,
would not this frequent interchange of
visits result in spreading the disease
to a far greater extent than is known
No proof has ever
to be the case ?
been brought forward that the disease
has ever been transmitted from drone
to queen by the act of mating, as
claimed by Cheshire, and all experience
is distinctly against the supposition
that such is ever the case.
Perhaps the strongest proof that the
workers are not diseased, or are incapable in themselves of transmitting
the disease, is furnished by the Baldridge method of cure, which was described on page 469 of the American
Bee Journal for 1905. The principle
involved in this plan, which is one of
the most practical and valuable methods of cure, is that foul brood is conveyed only by means of the honey, and
that an undisturbed bee leaving its
hive does not carry any honey with it,
and may therefore enter any hive without any danger of transmitting the
disease. The bees leave the infected
hive through a bee-escape, and, being
unable to return, go into a hive alongBees are thus leaving a diseased
side.
colony and entering a healthy colony
to

become members

thereof, daily, for

a period of several weeks. Is it conceivable that they could do this without infecting the colony they enter, if
they were themselves diseased ? Yet I
can testify, as can many others, that
I
this is a practical method of cure.
have tried it in a number of cases
without a single failure.
The same principle is involved in
the plan of R. C. Aikin, whereby the

diseased colony
at

moved several

times,
flying bees,
enter the hives nearest its old
is

each move losing

which

its

stand. Care being taken not to disturb the bees at the time of moving
them, which is best done in the eventhe returning bees will enter
ing,
healthy colonies without conveying
the disease. These facts show that the
contagion is not conveyed by the bees,
queen or drones.
When curing bees by the McEvoy
plan, shaking them from their old
combs and compelling them to build
a new set, the old hive may be used,
disinfection being entirely unnecessary. I have Mr. McEvoy as authority
for this, and numerous trials in my
own practise have shown that he is
correct.

Finally, it is claimed by some that
there is no danger of the operator carrying the disease from one hive to

contagion are the diseased brood itself,
or the honey infected therefrom. Although Cheshire concluded, because he
could not find Bacillus alvei in honey,
that the disease could not be conveyed
thereby, and even went so far as to declare that bacilli could not multiply
in honey, all practical experience with
the disease as we know it in this country,

shows that ordinarily honey

is

the

sole medium of contagion. All successful methods of cure are based on
this theory, and the various methods

cure by medication, which have
been imported from Europe from time
to time, have proven utterly useless,
or, at the best, only palliatives of the
disease they can not cure.
We have come to the point where a
re-organization and re adjustment of
our ideas in regard to foul brood seem
inevitable. There has been for a long
time a curious difference between the
of

experiences of bee-keepers in this
country and those of Europe. This
led to the belief in the minds of many
here that foul brood in Europe was of
a milder form than what we had here.
Some explained this by saying that
bees there had been subject to foul
brood for so much longer a time that
they had become more immune to it.
Just how time can operate to render
anything immune to a disease that
once well-established is invariably
fatal unless cured by man, does not
appear to me. No evidence has ever
been presented to show that a colony
that has been cured of foul brood is
any less likely to contract it again.
Then came the investigations of the
bacteriologists of our Department of
Agriculture, in which they were unable to find Bacillus alvei in any sample of foul brood as we know it in this
country, while every sample of what
we know as black brood contained
This would indicate
Bacillus alvei.
strongly that what has been known as
foul brood in Europe is identical with
what we know as black brood here. At
least it would go to show that it was
black brood, and not foul brood, that
Cheshire experimented with.
Evidence going to show that black
brood exists in Europe is given by the
fact that the treatment found by Alexander, of New York, effective in curing black brood has been recommended
by Simmins, of England, for curing
foul brood, but which I think no one
who has ever had experience with the
genuine foul brood of this country
would consider in the least likely to be
effective against that disease.
Of course, even if it be true that
much of the European experience has
been with something other than what
we know as foul brood, it does not
necessarily follow that the genuine
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article does not exist there.

It is

quite

probable that there are two brood diseases there, the same as here. It is
difficult to get around the evidence
brought forward by C. P. Dadant, on
page 719, that the real foul brood exists there.
It may be that they have
simply never been differentiated, and
that Cheshire's error has prevented an
earlier recognition of the facts.
Grand Junction, Colo.

Swarming— Queen-Cells and
Superseding Queens
BY EDWIN BBVINS

—

Dr. Miller
I have just been reading your "Forty Years Among the
Bees," and am impressed with the
thought that you must have found some
:

things in the pursuit of bee-keeping in
its early stages that you would not sell
for cash if you could, or else you would
have sold out at a moderate price.
I observe also your complaint that
you are not an expert at hiving swarms.
It is probable that I do not like swarming much better than you do, but I
would rather have some prime swarms
than to do the work necessary to prevent swarming altogether.
Without

pretending to be an expert on hiving
swarms, I will try to give you some
idea of the way I do things in swarming time. The wings of my queens
are not clipped, nor would I have them
so long as I have but one apiary and
am able to give that my undivided attention.

With me the

risk of losing
is very small.
It is

valuable queens
so seldom that a swarm goes, off without first clustering, that when I see a
swarm issuing from a hive I do not so

much

as watch to see where it will
knowing that it will be found
somewhere near by.

cluster,

My

yard

is

surrounded on

all

sides

by low-growing trees— apple, peach,
pear, and plum and has some grape-

—

vines in it. Many swarms cluster so
low on these trees and vines that all I
have to do is to set a prepared hive on
the ground, and knock the cluster
down in front of it. When bees cluster a little too high for such treatment,
I tumble a big box under the branch
of the tree and set the hive on the box.
Swarms that cluster higher, if on a
branch that can easily be cut off, are
taken down and carried to the hive.
Occasionally I find it necessary to run
a wagon under an apple tree and set
the hive in that. I have found the
Manum swarm-catcher very useful to

me at
On

times.

the west side of my yard, at a
distance of 40 or SO feet, is a rather
tall oak-tree.
Some swarms issuing
from hives nearest this tree will cluster so high that I have to use a Manum
catcher to get them down. Tie the
legs of the catcher to the pole, and
have an able-bodied man to handle the
pole.
Have a hive standing near on
the ground. Have the man with the
catcher shove the basket close up under the cluster. Another man hits the
limb a smart rap and drops the cluster
into the basket. The man handling the
pole lowers the basket and lays it in
front of the hive, then, dropping the

he shakes the bees on the alighting-board.
No need to delay operations trying to swing the cover shut.
Some bees will go back to the limb.
Then repeat. The few bees that will
go back to the limb after this will, in
a little while, go down to the hive.
In the Appendix to " Forty Years
Among the Bees," you give a plan for
starting queen-cells which you seem to
think is an improvement over the plan
given on page 238. I am not sure that
the plan would suit me any better, inasmuch as one must wait till some
colony is found to be starting queencells, and I am not sure that I should
always want to wait for this, and, besides, I have no love for the work of
hunting up the colonies that are making preparations to swarm. This is
done mostly at a time when the bees
are busy storing, and I dislike to interrupt them unless there is a strong
necessity. But allow me to say here,
that the plans given in your book for
rearing queens on a small scale are
just what I have been looking for for
a long time. They seem, at least, to
be what most bee-keepers need, to enable them to supply their own apiaries
with good queens at little expense.
pole,

it

We

hanging low, within easy reach.

a hive with combs, mostly solid
with sealed honey, cut off the little
limb and laid the cluster in front of
the hive, and the bees did the rest. It
was a fair swarm of yellow bees with
a virgin queen. So you see the season's work, so far as concerns swarming, amounts to cutting out cells once
in one colony, and hiving one swarm.
And possibly that swarm came from
elsewhere.
filled

Some one may want to congratulate
me on having non-swarming bees. It

Is it a fact that yourself, Dadant>
Doolittle, and Hutchinson never do

for while I have gained
that direction, the principal reason that there was no attempt
at swarming was because there was
such a dearth of pasturage (although
clover bloomed bounteously) that the
bees had sense enough to know that
they couldn't afford to swarm. In my
45 years of bee-keeping in no other
year did I meddle so little with the
bees as in the season of 1906.
So you think the fussy plan on page
238, of " Forty Years Among the Bees,"
is better than the one on page 333. Not
for me. But it may be for you. Because the work of hunting up colonies
making preparations for swarming for
which you have no love, is work that I
would do anyhow. For you give bees

any requeening, but leave the matter

full

consent to swarm

of superseding queens entirely to the
bees ? This is the inference that I
draw from what is said by Miss Wilson, on page 784. In this matter of
requeening there seem to be two ex-

that

makes

One extreme is to supersede
queens every year the other is to
leave the superseding of queens entirely to the bees.
I would avoid both
tremes.

all

extremes.

;

The

involves the devaluable queens.
The second is almost sure to be attended with the loss of a good deal
of honey the following season, because
many colonies have failed to requeen,
and the old queens have died or become
worthless as layers.
"Use judgment in the matter of
superseding, but be sure every spring
to have a good many colonies in the
yard with queens of the previous season's rearing," is my motto at the
present time.
Leon, Iowa.
struction

of

first

many

Mr. Bevins —Thanks for particuyour management of swarms.
They may be of service to others, if
:

lars as to

not to me. Unless it may have been
the first 1 or 2 swarms I had, I think I
never had a swarm issue by deliberate
intention on my part. The season of
1906 stands out clearly as the one that
has given me less trouble on the
swarming question than any other
year of my experience. In only one
case was anything done toward prevention of swarming queen-cells were
destroyed in one colony in that colony none was started again and if
any colony swarmed throughout the
whole season I never knew it, except
one colony. Sept. 18, in the afternoon,
I had a telephone message that at the
Wilson apiary little Katharine had
seen a small swarm hanging on the
apple-tree.
I hardly thought it was
worth while to bother with it, but as I
thought I might want the queen, we
went over the next morning and found
;

—

wasn't that

something

;

in

;

I

don't,

and

a difference.

Yes. you are right in understanding
I have the company of Messrs.
Doolittle, Hutchinson, and Dadant in
leaving the matter of requeening
chiefly in the hands of the bees, only
Mr. Doolittle has a little different practise in his latest plan with his outapiaries. You don't approve of leaving superseding to the bees because
the plan " is almost sure to be attended
with the loss of a good deal of honey
the following season, because many
colonies have failed to requeen, and
the old queens have died or become
I have very
worthless as layers."
little of that sort of experience. I wonder if it may not be that local conditions, or possibly the strain of bees,
that

may make

a difference.

There ought

not to be much chance for queenlessness from superseding, for if I am not
mistaken, at least in my locality, the
superseding is generally done toward
the close of harvest, the old queen continuing to lay until the young one is
fertilized, and if the young one is lost
on her wedding-flight there is plenty
of time to rear another. At any rate,
it is a rare thing for me to find in the
spring a queen so old that she is not
able to bring the colony up to full
strength in time for the harvest. Of
course it is right to use judgment, and
if any queen seems to fall short, off
comes her head at first opportunity to
C. C. Miller.
replace her.
Marengo, 111.

—

The Ohio Farmer,
weekly
offer

in

farm

papers

one ot the leading-

of

this country,

we

connection with the American Bee

Journal, both for one year, for $1.35. A sample copy of the Ohio Farmer may be had by

sending the request to Cleveland, Ohio. All
orders for subscriptions on thi6 combination
rate of $1.35 for the two should be mailed to
the office of the American Bee Journal.
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Only two practical plans are suggested to me,
viz.
scraping them to the septum and cutting out entire chunks tilled with pollen.
:

Quite likely the latter course will be followed,
it is lexs work, and more wax is obtained, to
say nothing of the fact (objectionable or
otherwise^ that the comb will be repaired
with drone-size cells, and not be filled with pollen again.
J. L. Bter, in Canadian Bee Jouras

—

nal.

This

a strong point in favor of
in extracting supers.
But localities vary so it will not appeal to all, because in many localities
there is no pollen to spare. I have experimented a great deal with getting
rid of pollen, and concluded that the
simplest plan is to cut it all out, and
let the bees take a fresh start, either
on a new sheet of foundation or in
filling in the hole with drone-comb.
is

some drone-comb

Conducted by Moklet Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont.

bars and the supers
but when the
tops of the hives and top-bars are even,
it is an easy and quick job to remove
them with a suitable hoe. Then it is
a joy to spread the cloth or quilt flat,
smooth and even over all the top. Then
what comes next holds the cloth or
quilt closely against all parts of the
tops of the frames, and the bees are

Bee-Space at Top Instead of
Bottom of Hives and
Supers
Yesterday

;

assisted a friend in re-

I

moving some of the extracting- supers
and in examining about 90 hives of
bees. And during all the work I was
more and more impressed with the disadvantages and undesirable features

soon satisfied, and

S. T.

Aylmer, Ont., Sept.

of a hive with the bee-space at the top
of the hive instead of the bottom. On
removing and replacing the quilt or
cloth it was distressing to experience

how impossible

to place

it is

and

it

Pettit.

2.

J. L. Byer reports, in the Canadian
Bee Journal, extracting 1700 pounds of
raspberry honey from one of his yards,
and says that although amber in color

the flavor

Drone-Comb

in Extracting
Supers

smooth

flat on the hive
they were wrinkled and rough. Large quantities of
propolis were built up from the topbars to the ever-retreating cloth. I believe this extra and unsatisfactory
work injures the bees they are busy
when they should be quiet. It is a
difficult job to clean the top off when
the frames are below the top of the

1

;

That drone-combs
an unmixed

gether

in supers
evil has

are not altobeen brought

forcibly to the notice of the writer this present season.
While hundreds of beautiful
combs of worker size have been plugged with
clover pollen, it is quite pleasant to come
across drone-combs, which are, of course, invariably free from pollen. No brood was
hoisted in my supers this year, yet the pollen
nuisance is the worst I ever experienced, and
it is quite a problem how to treat the large
number of wired combs, which are comparatively useless
in their present condition.

—

hive.

Another thing
It is more difficult
remove and replace frames from
:

to

rest.

Raspberry Honey in York
County

such hives or supers, owing to the
depth of the rabbet and the propolis
on the ends of the top bars.
Again
Invariably when a hive or
super was placed upon a board or floor,
some projections built on the underside of the frames would punch the
frames up and give trouble.
Once more A hive with the beespace at the bottom gives a js space
under the frames; which may or may
not be of any particular advantage, but
I rather like
it.
To help the bees
reach the combs, I nail a few triangular-shaped strips on
the floor from
front to rear, about 4 inches from the
entrance, and about the same distance

is

beautiful.

This reminds me of a little joke we
had at the Michigan State Convention
last winter, when Mr. E. D. Townsend
was showing a sample of extracted
honey to some of the members. All
who did not know and some of them
acknowledged experts pronounced it
good while clover honey, until Mr.
Townsend informed us it was rasp-

—

—

berry honey.

Of course, the season has much to
do with the color of honey. Personally,
I did not extract one pound of white
honey this year. At two of my yards,
where I expected some, it turned out
to be all dark amber.

:

:

from the rear end of the

Owing

to the

propolis over the sec-

and on the sides and ends of the
super, and the greater distance through
which the sections have to be moved
tions,

when the bee-space is at the top, a
super with a bee-space at the bottom
can be emptied much more easily and
quickly than tho<--e with bee-space at
the top.
Another point
With the tops of
the frames even with the top of the
hive, the super prevents them from
swinging when being moved.
All the above points are elements of
great importance to the calling. I have
tested both ways and know the differ:

ence.
In removing supers especially comb
honey supers after a good flow, when
the bees have been over-crowded, some
wax may be found between the top-

—

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

—

New

Braunsfels, Tex.

floor.

Do Bees Tear Down Queen-Cells
Containing- Live Queens?
Mr. Anderson further gets after some
of the veterans in this fashion
:

" I am glad to see Allen Latham fire into
Mr. Alley about bees not cutting out queenI wonder that
cells containing live queens.
Mr. Alley hasn't known this after all those 40
years of queen-rearing. Some of those old
land marks make some wild shots, a6 well
as we youngsters, and should be promptly
corrected."
'

'

I am sorry that I was not able, on
account of my severe illness lasting
several months, to keep up with the
discussions, neither have I the Journals containing them here at the hospital, where I am still confined, but

without knowing what conclusion was
arrived at by these two experienced
men, my opinion has always been that
the bees did not tear down the queenIs it not
cells containing live queens.
true that the bees caring for the queencells even try to protect these from
destruction by another queen already
in the hive, or from a virgin hatched
ahead of her sisters ? Then if such a
vigorous protection of the bees exists,
would the bees destroy these cells, with
live queens, without the reigning queen
first inflicting her fatal sting upon the

inmate ?
I have seen torn-open queen-cells
with queens that were still alive, but
upon close examination it would be
found that they were in a maimed condition, caused by the sting of the queen
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that tore the cell open.
Such cells
would then be torn down by the bees,
and even such cells I have seen kept
well protected and cared for by the
surrounding' bees until the queen was
actually dead.
Then I have seen, in a few instances,
queen-cells torn open in which queens
were well and alive, perhaps saved
from being' stung by the outside marauder, by the bees protecting such
cells.
When a comb containing such
an open cell was lifted out the bees
kept close to it, trying to protect its
inmate. Upon several occasions, when
making nuclei, I have seen the queen
emerge just as if the cell had not been
torn open and, in one instance, the
inmate of the cell turned and twisted
in her enclosure until she succeeded in
emerging through the torn opening in
the cell's side. These queens lived.
;

Experience With Caucasians
Aside from a queen-rearing yard, we
have an apiary of 92 colonies of this
strain of bees. We never got foundation stock for the spring honey-flow,
so we had to establish the yard with
the summer and fall flow, but we never
established an apiary with such results in the same length of time and
with the same supplies.
have put
them up for winter in good condition,
and took off several pounds of surplus
honey in every respect the best section honey we have ever been able to
get bees to store. They have proved
to be the best super workers, and we
believe them to be equal to any strain
of bees for storing honey in empty
extracting combs.
We have found but one objection to
these bees so far, and that is that they
gather more propolis than any other
strain of bees. Since the honey-flow
stopped they have put the sweet-gum
chewers out of business, cleaning the
gum-trees for miles around. However,
they do not scatter propolis in the interior of the hives as other bees do, but
deposit it in great wads just on the inside at the entrance, almost closing it
up, and use it sparingly in other parts
of the hive.
The tags can easily be cut loose from
the bottom with a knife at the entrance, and will not interfere with
handling frames.
It may be that these bees are great
swarmers, as they are so prolific, but
we hardly think so, as they enter supers readily.
The Caucasian bees are the gentlest
bees we have ever handled, and behave
themselves well on the comb, in the
hive, and around the apiary. Their
cross with the Italians is spiteful, but
with the blacks their temper remains
about the same. They are great pollen-gatherers, stir soon and late, are
good home-defenders, great cell-builders, and not much given to robbing.

We

Orusvent ion

Proceedings
Western

Illinois

Convention

The Western Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association met in the County Courtroom at Galesburg, Sept. 20, 1906, with
Pres. J. E. Johnson in the chair.
There was a fair attendance.
The minutes of the last meeting
were read and approved, and letters
were read from J. Q. Smith and George
W. York, giving reasons for their absence and expressing their regrets.
Mr. York sent a paper on " Honey Its
Dietetic and Hygienic Values," which
was read, and afterward published in
full in one of the Galesburg daily
newspapers.
This has been one of the poorest
seasons ever known in this part of the
State, and every one present reported
no surplus honey this season, but some
expressed themselves as believing that
1907 would be a better year for honey.

—

;

sometimes difficult to distinguish them from blacks, especially as
they fly in and out at the entrance, or
a few of them in a place but when
two covered combs are compared the
It

is

;

difference can easily be seen. Besides,
they can easily be distinguished by
their good behavior.
J. J. Wii/der.
Crisp Co., Ga., Oct. 16.

Keeping Empty Brood-Combs in
Summer.

Among the several questions discussed was, " How can we best preserve empty brood-combs through the
summer?" The past has been an exceedingly dry summer, and some beekeepers who fumigated their combs
thoroughly with sulphur, found that

the dry weather made cracks in cover
or hive so that moths got in, and, being so hot and dry the worms hatched
out rapidly and destroyed many combs.
Mr. Jacob Moore found that moths
were never as bad if hives were placed
in the honey-house as they were if left
on the summer stands. The general
verdict was that if combs were thoroughly fumigated with sulphur, or bisulphide of carbon, and then stored in
hive-bodies in the honey-house or in
some closed house, and hives closed
tight, the combs would be safe all

summer.
After some more discussion the convention retired to the beautiful Court
House lawn, where our wives and
daughters spread a bountiful dinner on
the grass. Of course, we did full justice to the good things, which included
fried chicken and home-grown peaches.
When we could eat no more of such
things, we were regaled with an abundance of delicious ice-cream the donation of Vice-Pres. Alvah A. Reynolds.
The ladies had been so generous that
there were 2 large baskets full of good
things left, which were gathered up
and donated to the free kindergarten.
It was decided that hereafter we hold
our meetings annually, in September,
and with a lunch-basket picnic.
E. D. Woods, Sec.

—

Our

Hee -Keeping
Conducted by

An Afterswarm

Women

of

Emma M. Wilson, Mareng

Thought on

and Bee-Keeping

The prime swarm issued from the mind of
Anna Botsford Comstock (in Gleanings),

Mrs.

whom is due a vote of thanks from the beekeeping sisterhood, for her cheery manner of
presenting the subject of " Women and Bees
Why they Should, and Should Not Keep
Them." In fact, all women-kind owe her a
hearty "Thank you," for the one sentence
which reads: "The hard work is really no

to

—

women of whatever class
Could she have framed a
broader and more sweeping compliment to
her 6ex?
One can easily read between the lines that
she is most happily situated in the possession
of an appreciative husband— one capable of
reciprocation. Mostly, a man is proud of his

objection, as most
are at it any way."

—

wife's judgment in one thing, at least the
selection of a husband; but it is not always
the case that a wife can afford to be conceited
over her success in this matter. However,
there is nothing to deter those less happily
situated from helping themselves, and all the
more cause that they should.
Mrs. Comstock's ready manner of handling
every-day happenings pronounces her practiShe
cal, and at once inspires confidence.
say6, " Any woman who keeps house needs

an avocation which shall take her mind and
attention completely off her household cares
There is something about the daily
at times.
routine of house-keeping that wears the mind
of ruts, even in the case of those
body
full
and
who love to do housework better than anything
else."
Is evidence to substantiate this asserApply to the health sanitotion needed?
riums and lunatic asylums.
It is
"Talk about the servant question
I

—a

;
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not the servant question, it is the housework
question. If some means could be devised
by which housework could be performed with
inspiration, zeal and enthusiasm, the servant
problem would solve itself; but this ideal
way of doing housework can be' carried on
only when the spirit is freed from the sense
of eternal drudgery." Which latter can be
6aid of all work.
Most communities can furnish a few strikingspecimensof unfortunates,
who are mainly so on account of a fear of
work clutching at their throats, but here in
the South, where for so many generations the
blacks were depended upon for all labor,
a great percentage of the common people
seem to be imbued with an inborn mortal
terror of anything which might be construed
into drudgery, or the shadow thereof.
Were
there anything real connected with this buga-boo, then there would be room for the exercise of patience; but when it is almost
totally imaginary, and sadly interferes with
good fellowship —real, old-fashioned sociability—and runs along lines which materially
affect the bread-and-butter question, then the
thrifty

want

to call a halt.

men or women fail to see that
loafers of either sex lend charm or beauty to
their environments, be these what they may.
In these days when to shirk, to lean, and to
beat, are accomplishments of which many
seem to boast, it is truly refreshing for one to
speak right out, as Mrs. Comstock has done,
and let us know there yet exists earnest and
Industrious

honest souls.
Her statement that " bee-keeping is one of
the best life-saving, nerve-healing avocations," will be sustained by many a beekeeper who has had, for remedial agents,
nothing else.

The

little

I lost

cares that fretted

their grandeur, and the soft, long grass and
purling stream which oiler at once couch and
lullaby.
All are not able to go to the mountain
such might bring the mountain to them,
by keeping a few bees which would pay bills,
and offer to an intelligent and inquisitive
mind a rich yield of thought, which shuts out
all other considerations.
;

About the most serious drawback to beekeeping as a restful job, is the natural growth
of our individual ambitions a growth which
surely indicates a renewal of general strength,
but a growth which sooner or later announces
in no uncertain manner that we have yet an-

—

other business on our hands which is demanding our attention, though begun only as an entertainment.
But long before this stage is
reached we have enjoyed many a happy holiday, and many times have been lulled to restful repose
by the contented hum of the
honey-bee, and have been charmed into real
or fancied security, which latter answers admirably by the indescribable fascination always attendant upon the pursuit. However,
were I to prescribe bee-keeping as a cure for
nerve-rack, the prescription would be accompanied by the cautionary advice, to be taken
in

homeopathic doses.
There's no reason under the sun why

women

should not make money out of bees.
Because one happens to be a woman, is no
reason that she may not enter into most fields
of labor.
False notions on such subjects
have ruined the lives of many in the past,
and are still seeking victims for the future.
How many good men apiarists have passed
on, leaving behind but little else except that
in which their hopes lay
the bee-yards for

—

—

—

—

them.
Sisters, have you the opportunity of learning the bee business? By all means make the
best of that opportunity. Learn it just for
the enjoyment there is in it— just for fun, as

Mrs. Comstock expresses it. The time can
not be better spent, even should you never
need the knowledge gained; while the latter
might mean the difference between a shattered, meaningless life and an active, helpful

Mart

one.

E.

Null.

Milan, Mo.

ocfor Millers

rustling of the trees.
the singing of the birds,
humming of the bees.

ucsfion-B^x

Because we can not work with bees and
think of anything else, she claims that a

change from any nerve-racking employment
to bee-keeping will

as a trip to Europe.
realize what a
mean to them

longer with them. Part of the bee-keeping,
at least, is usually carried on right at home,
and just why any woman would not take
enough interest to understand the methods
sufficiently well to sustain herself and family
in the event of being compelled so to do, is a
mystery.
Many times have stricken widows applied
to me for advice and help, in their hour of
dire distress, because they knew not in the
least where and how to take hold to help
themselves.
These same women had had
every opportunity to understand the beekeeping business; their husbands would have
been only too glad of their company and assistance, not to mention the interest they
might have evinced; but those opportunities
did not last, and now they were drifting at
sea without rudder or oar.
On the other hand, instances there are
where women have been able to take up the
work laid down by their dear ones, and push
that work to a successful finish. All honor to

me—

Among
The

i

them yesterday

Among the fields, above the sea,
Among the winds at play
Among the lowing of the herds,
The

their helpless families?
Helpless! And, why
Because they have been short-sighted,
and did not take a kindred interest in maintaining an existence with the loved one no

so

!

prove as effective a rest
Alas, how few women

change of employment would
Worn and fagged out by the

same wearisome round

of toil, they seek rejuvenation by the vacation route. Vacation?
Oh, yes, something intended to be revivifying, but falls 6o far 6hort of its object that it
is a thousand wonders that all vacations
have
not gone out of style long ago. Vacations
are all right, but when perverted by false
choice of place and manner of taking the
same, they often prove worse than useless.

Where do most women

of the class

who

secure vacations prefer to spend them! At
an isolated seashore or lake village, or on the
farm, wandering at sweet will o'er wooded
hill and dale, where all of Nature's
great
remedial restoratives may be enjoyed to an
unlimited degree?
Ah, no, they seek the
fashionable watering-places where the hotels
are tall, and the bills taller—$27 a minute to
be in the same circle as the Van-in-its Where
an entire change of attire must be undergone
at least half-dozen times a day just to hear
the silly men decide which is the more, or
most, becoming! Where the gowns are cut
low in front and back, the orchestra plays at
dinner, and the open-faced shirt parades after
6 p.m.
Where you have difficulty in securing hanging room in the street-cars, and the
trains, autos, steamers, and every public conveyance, are crowded like sardines in a can
I

!

!

Where it is rush, boom, and hurrah at least
20 out of the 24 hours; five-sixths of the time
spent in revel or festivities, and the other
little one-sixth in which to gather up the
over-strained forces for a renewal of the fray
each succeeding day
Small wonder so many return to their positions in a more depleted condition than when
starting out on the long-anticipated vacation
A few there are who seek the rugged mountain and the giant timber which soothe by
I

!

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.
'

Finding a Queen In a Colony

What

the be6t method of taking a queen
to which you wish to introduce
As I am a beginner, I have
much trouble in securing the old queen. My
bees are blacks crossed with Italians.
is

from a colony
a new queen?

Kentucky.

Answer.— The usual way
brood-combs

till

you

to look over the
find her, for unless you
is

get the bees to running by too much smoke
or too rough handling, the queen will generally be found on the combs that contain
brood. You will use as little smoke as possible, and handle the combs very gently.
If
the bees once get to running, close the hive
and try it an hour or so later. If you can
not get her in this way, you might sift the
bees through a queen-excluder, allowing the
workers to go through and the queen to be
caught.

Similarity Between Caucasian Drones

and Workers
Doctor, I am beaten. On pages 845 and
846, in the closing remarks of your answers
to my questions, you have drawn my attention to laying workers in the colony. There
was no brood, unless it was quite young, and
no drones except a few that may have gone
in there from other colonies, but the queen
was well received. I opened the hive two or

three times the same day I introduced her
the bees were gentle, so I did not have to use
any smoke, and I found the queen quietly
moving amongst the bees, and all seemed to

wait on her, and none tried to molest her.

I

clipped her wings before I introduced her.
I caught most of the drones in a queen trap,
and I found that only a few could go through.
There are no more drones hatching now, and
the queen and her workers look like other
hybrid bees. I have a colony of hybrid bees
by the side of it, and I have got down on
hands and knees to see if I could tell any difference in their looks, but I can't, and if I
took the label off the hive 1 doubt very much
if A. I. Root or any any other expert could
tell the difference.
The young queen produces bees a good deal like the first, but
mostly Italians. The queens are marked
one a good deal like a 3-banded Italian
worker, and the other like a tine Italian, the
abdomen being yellow with a black tip. It
seems to me this gives our queen breeders a
fine

chance

to sell their

a good price.

mismated queens for
Iowa.

Answer. — Thanks for further particulars.
You opened the hive 2 or 3 times on the day
you introduced the queen, and found her
quietly moving about. That makes it pretty
certain that no laying workers were there,
and it may be that the queen was demoralized by her journey in the mails, laying
drone-eggs for a short time thereafter—
thing that sometimes occurs
The mystery

——
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still

remains of drones issuing from worker-

cells sealed flat, providing there was no mistake in observation. With regard to the

as she was bought
queen that mean6 she was purely
mated. From what you say as to her workerprogeny it seems pretty clear that she was
not, and the dealer who made a mistake in

character of the queen

:

for a tested

the ca6e will probably be glad to replace her,
unless it be shown that it is a characteristic
of pure Caucasians to p r oduce such differently marked workers, which I think is not
the case.

Wintering Bees

in" a

Cellar or Shed

year ago last spring. I have been trying for
3 years to cure my bees, but have not succeeded, and have lost all but 8 out of 30 colonies. Last fall I took all the honey away from
them and fed them sugar-syrup. In the
spring I shook them all out on new foundation and rendered up all the old combs, boiled
all frames, took all hives and sprinkled them
with coal-oil, burned them out, and the same
with hive-covers and bottom -boards. The
refuse, after rendering, I buried 2 feet under
ground. So I think there was no chance of
spreading it. The smoker I washed in carbolic acid, aUo all the tools and my hands
tools and tips of my fingers in pure carbolic
acid.
I have sent a sample to Dr. E. F. Phil-

Washington, or rather, A. I. Root sent
for me, but I have not heard from them as
I think it is some new disease in this
part of the country, and it is getting rid of
almost all the bees here.
Illinois.

bottom of the teacup when
turned upside down, always points skyward.
(To be sure, in rare instances a queen-cell lies
horizontally, but that occurs so seldom that
it doesn't count.)
Then when we speak of
the other end of the cell, the illustration of
the teacup fails. For when a teacup is upof the cell, like the

side down, the part that is downward is still
called the top; but the part of a queen-cell
that is downward is not the top, but "the

lower end." So the egg is laid in the bottom
of the cell, and the young queen emerges
from the lower end. Absurd way of talking,
isn't it? But please don't blame me; I wasn't
born when bee-keepers agreed to talk that
way about a queen-cell.

lips, at

My bees

have done

well.
I
of half boards

have a cellar
and half sand,

20x30 feet made
with the front even with the street. The
back is 6 feet below the ground. The cellar
is dry, and is 8 feet deep, and will not freeze
in winter.
Would I better put my bees into
the cellar or let them 6tay in the 6hed I have
built? The garden has a 7-foot fence made
of %-inch boards, placed close together, so
that no wind can blow through them. The
roof of the shed is of %-inch boards 6 feet wide,
20 feet long, and 6 feet above the ground,
with the front all boarded up, and fronting
the south. It is also sheltered by houses all
around, and gets the sun all day.

Massachusetts.
Answer. I don't know. It will be a good
plan to put part in each, and then you will

—

judge better as to the future. If obliged to
decide for one or the other, I should make a
guess in favor of the cellar.

it

yet.

—

Answer. As I have said a number of
times, I'm not an expert in bee-diseases, and
don't know that I can say anything to help
out. unless it be to suggest that to follow the
McEvoy treatment I think you are required
to operate when the flow of honey is on. Taking away the honey in the fall would hardly
be counted orthodox, neither would throwing
the bees on foundation in the spring, if you
mean real spring before the honey-flow. I
should place much reliance on the diagnosis
of Dr. Phillips.

in Cel-

1. How big shall the entrance be for cellarwintering, the temperature 40 degrees, Fahr. ?
My hives are 18 inches wide, and the entrance
inch, full width.
Is this entrance too
is
big for strong colonies?
2. Is there any need of having cushions on
the top for cellar-wintering, temperature 40
•
degrees, Fahr.?
Iowa.

%

—

Answers. 1. For cellaring there is no
danger of having the entrance too large.
Your 18x% entrance is none too large for a
6trong or a weak colony. My hive-entrances
are nearly twice as large; they are 12x2-

When

Remove Supers

to

When

Why

Hive-Entrances and Cushions
lar-Wintering of Bees

In

the Fall

inches.
2.

fits

There is no need of cushions if the cover
and there is a large entrance.

close

6hall I strip the hives of supers?

Vermont.

Did the Bees Leave ?

A

neighbor of mine put a swarm of bees
into an 8-frame hive about June 15. They
filled the hive with comb, brood, eggs, and
honey about Aug. 15. They left it in that
condition. The brood was hatching out after
the swarm had left; there was no bee-moth,
no robbers, and no ants to bother it. Why
did they leave?
Illinois.

—

Answer. Hard to guess why they should
do such a fool thing when they had honey,
and so were not starved out, and the only
guess I can make is that a young queen was
reared and the bees swarmed out and went
with her on her wedding-trip. But I don't
guarantee this guess in face of the fact that
eggs were present, and so a laying queen
must have been in the hive within 3 days. If
any one has a better guess, he can have my
place on the witness stand.

Perhaps Some New Bee- Disease
On page 802, is a communication signed
" Illinois," and headed "Chaff Hive-Cover—
Pure Italians," etc. He speaks about a beedisease, and losing 10U colonies before he
caught on to the trick. I wonder if his bees
have the same diseases as mine have. I sent
a sample to our State bee-inspector, and he
pronounced it foul brood, but it would not be
cured by the McEvoy treatment, nor would it
yield to the Alexander method of treatment.
has the general symptoms of foul brood.
However, it has none of the stringyness of
foul brood nor the glue smell. The larvae become almost ready to cap over, then turn a
It

coffee color and turn up Chinaman-shoe fashion and die. The bees carry the grubs out,
only to repeat the operation. It seems to be
spasmodic in its operation, as sometimes I see
only an isolated cell, and at other times some
of the frames have almost all the larv;i< dead.
Then, when it is bad, it has a sourish smell.
I sent a sample to the A. I. Root Co. and they
say it is not foul brood. Whatever it is, it is
very contagious, as I took some queen-cages
that had never been used about my bees, but
had been in a box with others that had been
used about mine, over to my nephew, and he
used them, and his bees are all diseased but
one colony that he got from Texas about a

—

Answer. Long ago, if sections are in the
supers. They should be taken off just as soon
as you decide the bees will store nothing more
in them.
If not taken off yet, the sooner the
better.
As to extracting supers, they are not
spoiled as sections are by being left on but
they may as well be taken off at once if they
are still on.
;

Inspecting Hive Contents
ing Bees
Is

it

advisable to

lift off

When Buy-

the tops of hives,

and raise the frames to inspect the amount of
honey for winter use, this time of year or

The propolizing will then be broken,
but one has no other way to determine the
amount of honey for winter use, when buying hives of all shapes and sizes, as I have
done this fall. It is impossible to lift the top
out and inspect frames simply by " looking
down." One can not do it.
Arkansas.

Feeding Unsalable Honey

Sections

in

At the end of our principal honey-flow we
had quite a number of unfinished sections.
We put these 'in supers and back on the

They have since been filled, but with
a grade of honey unfit for the market.
wish so to manipulate this that we can save
the sections for honey next season. I notice
you advise leaving the supers on during the
winter where the weather is not too severe.
Would it be well to put on queen-excluding
boards in order to prevent brood in the sections, or would this really be a drawback any

hives.

We

We

way?

wish each colony to swarm once
Texas.

in the spring.

later?

—

Answer. Only as a matter of necessity
should a colony be disturbed after this time
of year by having its fastenings broken up
and its frames lifted out. It is better, though,
for it to be thus disturbed than to starve. You
can generally, however, decide the matter by
weighing. Find out, if you can, about what
a colony with its hive and everything but
honey weighs, and then count that it should
have enough honey to weigh 30 pounds more.
That will oblige you to break open only the
light ones, and that i6 better than to break
open all.

Answer. — I'm

afraid I didn't express myvery clearly if you got the idea that I
advised leaving sections on the hive over
winter. I wish you had referred to the page.
Not only do I not advise that, but advise
against it very strongly. If left on the hives
over winter, it is not likely they would be in
good condition for market, no matter if afterward filled with the finest honey. Sections
should never be left on the hive for a day
after you are satisfied the bees are through
When not storing honey in them,
storing.
the bees are likely to soil them with propolis
and darken them. Better take them off right
straight, and not put them on again till about
the time the bees need them next year. Excluders would not be needed if sections were
self

left on.

Honey

Which

is

the Bottom-End of a
Queen-Cell?

_
in Sections on Hives for Winter Stores— Italianizing

have some colonies that will be short
and also have a lot of
unfinished sections. How would it do for me
to uncap the sections and put them back on
the hives? Will the bees carry the honey
1.

I

of stores this winter,

Which end of a queen-cell is the bottom
the end that a queen hatches out of, or the
end where the egg is laid?
Penn.
Answer.

—The

top

is

the bottom, always.

Sounds tangled, doesn't it? You see it's like
a teacup when the cup stands full of tea, the
bottom of the cup is toward the ground and
then when the cup is turned upside down the
name "bottom" still belongs to the same part
we called "bottom" before, although the bottom now points skyward. The bees build
queen-cells upside down, and so the bottom
;

;

down?
2.

I

have 40 colonies of

Italian.

What

is

the best

ing the balance of

my

bees,

of Italianiz-

apiary next spring

Virginia.

without any loss?

Answers. — If there

and Oof them

method

is

vacant space

in

the

brood-chamber the bees will be likely to carry
the honey down satisfactorily but when they
are fairly provided below they are sometimes
;
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very slow about taking it down, seeming to
think it is not a bad thing to have some
honey above. The cells that are uncapped
are more promptly emptied than those not yet
capped, as the bees are not satistied with the
rough way in which man leaves them, and begin emptying out to put them in order, and
when they begin taking honey out of a cell
they are likely to empty the entire cell. It is
possible that one might make sure of their
starting on the unsealed cells by sprinkling
them with sweetened water.
2. Something depends upon the management in general, in deciding what is the best
way to Italianize. Better not do it in the

Wait till near the
time for swarming, perhaps beginning 3 or 3
weeks before you think there will be any
swarming, strengthening the 9 Italian colonies by giving tbem combs of sealed brood
f rom the strongest of the other colonies. That
will make a pretty sure thing of it that the
spring, strictly speaking.

Italian colonies will swarm first, for strengthening the Italians will make them swarm
earlier than they otherwise would, and taking
brood from the blacks will make them delay

When taking brood from the
you can replace the frames of brood
with frames containing little or no brood, or
frames containing very young brood, which
frames you will take from the Italians.
Another way is to give the Italians a second
story and till up the two stories with brood,
swarming.
blacks,

but in that case there is the danger that giving so much room may delay swarming. But
if you build up into a 2-story colony, and then
just before swarming time reduce to onestory,
the chances for 6warming will be increased.
When the first Italian colony swarms, set
the swarm on the old stand, and put the
mother colony on the stand of the strongest
of the black colonies, putting the black on a
new stand. The field-force of the removed
black will join the now queenless Italian,
making it again strong, and you can count
on a swarm from it in about 8 days. Hive
this swarm on the stand it came from, and
put the Italian on the stand of a black. In
from 1 to 3 days another swarm will issue
from the Italian, which you will treat in the
same way. The Italian will be likely to continue to 6warm several times more, if each
time it swarms you put the swarm on the
stand from which it came, and put the Italian
in place of a black colony, removing the
black to a new stand.
If the whole 9 of the Italians swarm, as a result of such treatment, you will see that it
will need only 3 after-swarms from each of
them to put a swarm with an Italian in place
of each of the 31 blacks, and 5 to spare, giving you now 40 Italian colonies and 31 blacks.
With the strengthening you give each time,
it would be nothing strange to average more
than the 3 after-swarms, and you can break
up some of the black colonies, destroying
their queens, and using the brood and bees to
strengthen the swarms with virgin queens.
Or, a little later, you could destroy any or all
of the black queens, a day or two later giving
a sealed queen-cell of Italian stock.
I thank you for your cheering words.

MM
fs

accumulated from the business of bee-keeping and of farming.

than either hybrids or blacks. Blacks are the
best in that, respect of any I have tried.

Our main sources

Now,

as it Is the intention of this writer
to furnish proof that Mr. Doolittle did not
treat the subject " rightly," or single out the
details which are prominent factors in the accumulation of profits in either case, I take
such liberty with the hope that more light
may shine, and some one become benefited
thereby.
For instance, when a man like Mr. Grimm
undertakes the bee-business as his chosen
pursuit, I imagine he does so with the direct
intention of depending upon that singly to
furnish his livelihood and to satisfy his desire
for a paying investment. For love, or for the
want of something to fill an idle hour, not
merely for lust or gain, he may have a few
hens, or, perchance, a cow or two anything
his turn of mind might suggest although
such additions to a family man not a farmer,
materially helps to keep down living expenses.

—
—

When

a man starts farming after the fashion of those 650,000 or $500,000 men, he gets
hold of a large farm, and then proceeds to
stock it up in the best manner to suit his
needs, and begins to reap his harvests in every
way possible. Such farmers have their orchards, grain-fields, hay-fields, dairy, sheep,
swine, poultry, etc. all of which add to his
bank account in season.
,

The bee-keepers of Grimm's style have no
variety of assets, as their one asset is the bees,
the product the honey, probably a few queens
or some wax.
Let a farmer adhere to the production of
any one article, as does the bee-keeper, and it
is a question if his bank account will swell
any larger or faster than the other, for evidence can not be positive in either case, although chances seem to favor the workers
that sting. Please, Mr. Doolittle, don't think
hard of me, for I mean not to cross you with

field-peas,

not fit
right for
the fall.
is

for honey are cotton,
and bitter-weed. The last-named
for human consumption, but is all
winter stores, and comes in last in

I consider the field-pea one of the very best
honey-plant6. The honey from it is of a light
yellow color, and fine flavor. There are some
small patches of sweet clover here, and it is
spreading, and there will soon be enough of
There are very few
it to be of much help.
J. D. Rowan.
bees in this locality.
Lee Co., Mi6s., Oct. 5.

Remedy

fop Robber-Bees

would like to write something with the
hope that it may benefit some bee-keeper who
I

gets in trouble with robber-bees. Last week,
when we were fixing the bees for the winter,
some of them started to rob a colony. I took
a piece of wire-screen and leaned it up against
the front of the hive, then I took a piece of

rag and poured some chicken-louse remedy
on it. It has an odor that the bees do not appreciate.
I laid the rag under the screen in
front of the hive, and it was only a short time
before the robbers were gone. I hope I have
made myself understood, for I think it is a

good thing.
I told last year about putting combs away
with paper between the hives sprinkled with
sulphur. I have lost no combs since I fixed
them that way. Sulphur is good for many
things.
Any one who is troubled with cutworms in the garden, try mixing sulphur with
the seed.
F. Z. Dexter.
Lone Rock, Wis., Oct. 3.

unkindne6S, only hoping you will begin again
left off, and give us your best convictions as gained by valued experiences.
Ralph P. Fisher.
Great Meadows, N. J., Oct. 1.

where you

Good Report for the Season
I

agreed in August to write

when

I

ex-

how my

bees did this season, j.
Fourteen of f
I had 28 colonies, spring count.
them split all up and increased to 51. They
are all fine colonies in 10-frame hives, chockThe other 1-4 stayed
ful of bees and honey.
together all summer. I got only one swarm
from them, and they gave me 119 gallons of
extracted honey, and 122 pounds in sections
My extracted honey weighs 12
4 4 x4 1 4
pounds and 10 ounces to the gallon. Could
that be called a good yield?

and

tracted,

1

tell

.

Clear Lake,

Wash

,

The Season

C. W.
Sept. 26.

Hopsecger.

in Mississippi

The season has been much better here than
was expected early in the spring. Bees did
nothing before July 15, but did very well
from that time up to Sept. 15, when wet
weather set in and at this date it is still raining, with not more than 24 hours of sunshine

J. E.

Johnson's Barred Rocks

My Circular, giving valuable information, is
free. Choice Cock;r*ls from special mating of
15 of my very best winter laying pullets, and 12
pound Bradley Strain Cock.
if in need of young cockerels.
J. E.

quest.

JOHNSON,

1 can plsase you
Prices upo« reWilliamsfleld, III.

;

an

in 2 weeks.

average for the season was 102 wellsections per colony, spring count. My
produced 171 sections and incolony
best
creased to 3 colonies. These are hybrids, and
I will say here that I have never had any purebred bees that would equal hybrids as honeygatherers. This same colony gave me about
double my next best colony last season.

My

filled

periences
.ng vs. Other Rural
Pursuits
article of G. M. Doolittle's, on page
seems to me is a very " good one to
write out," and one which should, on its mer-

Th

815,

its, stir up the brain-matter of many ready
Doolittle says that many farmers
thinkers.
are worth from 150,000 to 1600,000, which, obviously, most of us will acknowledge; and
that Adam Grimm, probably an exceptional
which
case, was worth 132,000 at his death
facts he collects as a comparison as to profits
;

have a colony of golden Italians that did
not swarm at all— was boiling over with bees
that gave 60 sections, or a litall the season
tle more than one-third as much as the hyI

—

and tbey out-sting the hybrids. No
wonder Dr. Miller sticks to his hybrids— they
are the bees for honey and by the infusion
of new blood, every year or two will, I think,
brids;

—

give better returns than pure Italians.
in a very bad locality for propolis, and
find the goldens much worse at propolizing
I

am

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The Monette Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings.
It is used by many beeFull printed directions
keepera.
sent with each one. We mail it for
as
25 cents or will send it
a premium for sending us One
New subscriber to the Bee Journal
\ for a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
Clipping
Device. Address,
the
and

FREE

;

i

OEORQE W. YORK & CO.,
-

CHICAGO, ILu

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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and they were Mr. J. E. Johnson's by right
of discovery. But the following spring he
had only the box and some dead bees left.
In the meantime, however, he read " A B C of
Bee Culture," so bis father had to get him
another colony. This time they were in a
Langstroth hive, and he still has the descendants of that colony. That was some 23 years
ago. During the time intervening Mr. Johnson has bought queens from many different
breeders, so that the blood of his first bees
mn*r he pretty thin in those of his present
apiary.

Mr. E. I). Woods was formerly an engineer on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Railroad, and handled the engine-throttle for
5 years. But after the great railroad strike
he located in Galesburg, 111., and does an extensive business in market-gardening, besides
keeping from 50 to 80 colonies of bees. His
wife, and daughter '• Nellie,'' help him with
his work in the apiary during the busy season.
Mr. Woods has done much to make the meetings of the Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association a success. He was also one of the
car of happy bee-keepers that attended the
Los Angeles convention of the National AssoMr. Woods has the knack of manipciation.
ulating bees very rapidly, and works for both
comb and extracted bocey, always getting
good prices for bis product.

BEE-SUPPLIES
are now in effect. We furnish EVERYTHING needed in practical BeeCulture, at lowest prices.
We make the best-finished and substantial

SHIPPING = CASES

3*

I

Our HONEY-EXTRACTORS
are not excelled for durability, fine workmanship, and practical utility.

Have you seen our
miss

it

until

improved Champion Smoker

latest

Alvah A. Reynolds.— The

subject of
in Westchester Co., N.
learned the carpenter trade
when from 16 to 20 years old, and worked in
New York City for several years. He came

was born

He

to Illinois in 1855, and wa6 married in 1859.
his first 2 colonies of bees in 1870,
in log hives, and Quinby's bee-book the same
year, having been stricken with bee-fever
from which he has never entirely recovered.
In 1871 he bought an Italian colony of bees
and transferred all his apiary into frame hives.

He bought

In 1876 he attended a bee-keepers' convenin New York City, and also a large convention in Chicago, about 1879. The late
Charles Dadant accompanied him as far a6
Oneida, 111., on their way home.
Mr. Reynolds also visited Moses Quinby,
near White Plains, N. Y. He attended conventions at Monmouth, 111., and Burlington,
Iowa. Mr. Scudder was president of the
latter, and Mr. Kellogg was secretary. Both
of these men bought bees of Mr. Reynolds,
Mr. Scudder taking 50 colonies at $4 50 per
colony, from which he got honey enough the
He shipped his
first year to pay for the bees.
honey by boat to St. Paul, Minn.
Mr Reynolds helped to organize the Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association, and has
attended every meeting. He is always jolly,
wears a continuous smile, and is a big help
He is also interested in
to any convention
tion

fruit-growing, and owns a farm of 160 acres
valued at $150 to $175 per acre.
Mr. Reynolds is a Christian in every sense
of the word, and is a kind and generous
friend to all who know him. Quite a few
years ago Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds called their
6 children together and gave each of them a
present of land and money, worth now about
$12,000.

At one time Mr. Reynolds

lost

all

his bees

by foul brood, but, with Inspector Smith's
help, has gotten entirely rid of the disease.

Satisfaction guaranteed, or

is

still

If not,

money

KRETGttMER MFG.

back.

you

Address,

60., 6ounGil Bluffs. Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

Mention

Urt

wlii-n

Joiirnril

National in Texas.— The National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. 8, 9, and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a time when
the Texas Fair is in progress, and low rales
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other parts of the country.
Flint, Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
Ontario.- The annual meeting of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in
the York County Council Chamber, Toronto,

writing;.

on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Nov.
7, 8 and 9, 1906.
Hotel accommodations can
be had at the Patmer House, $1 50 per day
or $1 per diy at the Albion Hotel. We are
expecting to have a good convention. The
program is to be one of the be6t. During the
same week the Ontario Horticultural Exhi;

This show of fruit, flowhoney and vegetables is acknowledged to
be well worth visiting.
bition will beheld.
ers,

We extend

a very cordial invitation to any

American bee-keeper that can attend,

W W W W W W W W W WWWW "W WW W W
'..*'

•"..»'

'

^i? "W

W H? "W

me Frisco

7.?

is

To

take to the Bee-Keepers' Convention.
FirstThrough service from
class equipment all the way.
it*
ifi

i»i

Chicago to San Antonio with exception of change at
You run through the beautiful Ozarks
St. Louis.
line to the Southwest. The convenscenic
over this
tion is held at San Antonio in November
the
delightful
it
is
just
the
is
time
weather
to see this
;

;

great section at

its

bes f

.

For additional information writei

strong and hearty for his

W.

H.

RICHARDSON, General Passenger Agent

CHICAaO,

A man who wants

a permanent
posit on. To do all kinds of
work on a small farm. To belp with bees and
an extensive honey business. Write wages
H. C. AHLERS,
wanted, and particulars.
West Bend, Wis. K.F.D. 1. Tel. 829, Ring 4.
43Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

^ff

me Line

76 years.

U/nntpH
vrauicu

to take

part in the discussions. Single fare will be
given from all points in Ontario by the different railroads.
W. Couse, Sec.
Streetsville, Ont.

•»?

Some years ago Mr6. Reynolds died, and
one of his daughters passed away this year,
but Mr. R.

?

you get one.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
this sketch
Y., in 1SS0.

#$

in free Shipping-Crates.

mention

Bee

Journal

when

ILLi.

writing.
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Gloves for Handling

£adquarters for Bee-Supplies

£*BEES*£

LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY

Something New.
Something You Want.

ply promptly.

the

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH

As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati. You will
save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for

-

you

sell

.

T.

FALCONER MFd.

JAMESTOWN,

CO.

N. Y.

* 33eestr>ax-f
Cincinnati, Oct. 20.— The demand for comb
honey is good. No. 1, white, brings 14Mc wholesale, and 16c retail, by the case. Off grades
less from 2(a£c per pound. Vhite clover extracted brings in barrels, 8c per pound; in cans,
S^c; amber grades, light, 6c in barrels; dark,
5Hc in barrels; in cans, J^c per pound more.
Beeswax, 30c.
C. H.vV. Weber.

Toledo,
remains

market on comb honey
is fair, and the redemand.
Fancy white

The demand

ceipts equal to the
comb taonej in a retail way brings 15@!6c, with
very little demand for low grades
Extracted
white clover in barrels briags 7*4@8ic; cans

the same. Beeswax, 26@28c.

Griggs Bros.

Indianapolis, Sept. 29.— Fancy white comb
brings 16@17c readily; No. 1, white,2- less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8@9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter
Philadelphia,

Oct.

S.

Poudbr.

8— Comb honey has been

arriving quite freely, and the demand is quite
brisk at this time. Prices seem to have an upward tendency. The outlook is for still higher
ptices. We would advise parties who have

.

.

Will pay, at all times, highest market price on receipt
of goods.

C.

H.W.WEBER 5T
C

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

WANTED

Chicago, Oct. V'. — Market is practically bare
hooev of all kinds. Choice white comb
brings 15@16c, with off grades l@3c less. Extracted, 7@8c for white; amber, 6^to7)4c; buckwheat, 6<s>6}$c Beeswax selliog upon arrival
of

R- A.

Bubnett &

To buy

City, Oct. 9.— The demand for both
extracted and comb honey continues good; the
supply is light. We quote No. 1, white comb,
Ex24-section cases, per case, $3; No. 2, $2.75
tracted, white, in can6, 7 cents; amber, 6@61£c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.
Betswax, 25c.

We

wax

Fancy Comb and Extracted

R. A.

HOLEKAMP,

4263 Virginia Ave

St. Louis,

,

Mo.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning*, buying* or selling, consult
R. A. BURNETT & CO.
199 South Water St. Chicago, III.

Cincinnati, Sept. 18.— The demand for comb
honey is good; fancy and No. 1 selling freely
at 15@16c; lower grades not wanted at any
price. The market on extracted honey is quiet,
as quantities remain unsold from last season.
We quote amber at 5S4@7c, according to quality.

for cash,

Honey.
3lA13t

Co.

Kansas

QUOTE US Z'rfoZso,
Extracted Honey!

Fancy extracted white clover at 7Hf'j8care paying 29<<? 30cfor choice yellow bees.
Thb Fred W. Moth Co.
free from dirt.

THE FRED W. MUTH
41

CO.,

ii

Walnut

St., Cincinnati, 0.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Atf

A
AllPPlIC
Mlir.r.11,1

fine Honey-Gathering Strain of
Italians and Carniolans, at 75 cents
each; 3 for $2; 6 for $3.50; or $6 50 per dozen, for
Untested. Tested, $1 each, or $10 a dozen.

For Rent on Shares

Oct. 8.— The

firm.

to sell,

Beeswax Wanted

at 30c.

f)oncy ciub

you have any

If

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will
cheerfully quote you price.

—

THE W.

HONEY

Will buy or

All the points of excellence cannot be here
enumerated, but they never fail to give ih?
greatest satisfaction. To introduce them, we
will send by mail, or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
35
siz*s
large for men, small fur ladies
>'
Men's Gauntlets, fleece*lined
35
Ladies'
Ladiefc\unliued. for wearing at night or dur4(
ing doing light housewoi k

Early Order Discounts on Bee-Supplies (ex
cepiing above and a few other aiticles) as fol
lowt:
7 percent for cash with order be fr>re <^ci. 1st
"
"
"
"
Nov. 1st
6
H
H
"
"
D^c. -St
5
**
"
" Jan. 1st
"
4
"
"
" F:b. 1st
"
3
If yon haven't our 190S catalog, send for one
and a f'ee copy of the American Bee Keeper
Address,
(50c a year.

a large stock on hand, and can supFreight Rates from CINCINNATI are

ORDERS. Have

Our specially prepared Gloves soften ibe
hands and prevent and cure chapped hands,
i'ae fabric contains a preparation which pre
vents the gioves from becoming hard and stiff
We furnish them without armlets or sleeves for
using in sweeping, gardening or genet al housework, driving or outdoor work. They are just
the thing for driving in the rain, as they a»e
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night they
keep the hands soft and white.

BEES

in 10 frame Langstroth
275 Colonies of
hives. These are the bees The Rambler run 2
McCUBBIN,
JC.
years.
Reedley, Fresno Co., Calif.
43A3t

GEORGE

17A26t

138

W. BARNES.

N. Pleasant St

,

Norwalk, Ohio

TO BUY AT TOP PRICES
WANTED
WHITE CEOVER HONEY,
both

If

Comb and

Extracted.

you have any write at once, saying how much you have, how

lowest price, and

C. M. Scott

all

8

about

it,

it is

put up, and your

in first letter.

Co., Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.
Catalog Free

29Atf

IPO * East

Wash.

Street.

l^lHAHAPOMS,

!.>!>.

comb honey

to ship, to send it in at once and
it while the demand is on, for September,
October and November are the big honey
months. We quote: Fancy white comb, 16@18c;
No. 1, I4@15c; amber, 12@14:. Fancy white extracted, 8@9c; light amber, 7@8c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.
Wm. A. Selser.
sell

New York,

Oct. 9.— The demand for comb
honey is very good, especially for fancy stock,
and arrivals are now quite heavy. We quote
fancy white at 15c; No. 1 at I3@l4c; No. 2 at
12@13c; buckwheat at lie per pound. Extracted
is in good demand and prices are somewhat
firmer. We quote California white at IHc; light
amber at 6>6@7c, and amber at 6c per pound.
Southern honey in half-barrels in good demand
and finding ready sale at from 55@6Sc per gallon, according to quality. Beeswax Is somewhat weaker, and 30c is about top price.

BlLDRETH & SRGELKHS

!
'X

HONEY! HONEY! HONEY!
Have you any
fore

selling.

We

Price for both
'.X

1
rS

Honey

If so, see us beMarket
highest
pay

to sell?

...

Comb and Extracted

— also Beeswax.

Street, Toledo, Ohio
GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
when writing.
Mention

nee Journal

^
^
^
^
|

>
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Instead of having honey offered us by bee-keepers this
season, we have had enquiries for good honey from nearly
every quarter. We have secured an unusually fine lot of

->&

WATER-WHITE ALFALFA HONEY
two

packed in 60- pound cans,
at the following prices

in a case.

We

offer the

same

:

One 60-pound can

8%

Two

8

60

pound cans

Ten 60-pound cans

or

7%

more

cents per pound
"
"

"

"

This honey is giving entire satisfaction and
where we have previously furnished White Clover.
on application.
(We

>

fi)@«

>

DADANT & SONS,

is selling

Sample

HAMILTON.
ILL.

are giving liberal discounts on Bee-Supplies now.)

@ -*^ >® >© © © ® >© @ »® @ ®|Q«">® «Q-»@->@<Q-*Q^@ © © »®
>

>

>

>
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WE WILL BUY
New

Crop Honey, comb and extracted,

you have a crop to
dispose of, write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.
in

any quantity.

If

WE WILL SELL
to Bee-Keepers,

grades Honey.

whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

you.

%
|«j

I

BEESWAX
We are in the

when you have any

market to buy Beeswax at any time of the year.
to

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265 & 267 Greenwich Street

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

46th Year

NOVEMER

i,

1906

Number 44

3&t

BEE JOURNAL

APIARY OF
F. C.

WIGGINS, OF SAN DIEGO CO., CALIF.

TWENTYPAQE NUMBER

^\»**i

NOV

•H)t>

ly<Jri

1,

American Itee Journal

Special Bargains
PUBLISHED WEEKLY BT

GEORGE W.YORK 8 COMPANY
334

BROOD=FRAHES.

H|

1

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.

III.

$j«5

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
PT7BSCRIPTION PRICE of tbiB Journal

TUP

;

%aa
is

ihe United StuieR. Curjuda, aDd
Mexico; all other countries in ibe Postal Union. 50,
cents a year extra lor pustaRe. Sample copy free.

jjp!

DATE indicates the
THE WRAPPER-LABEL
yonr r>ubfCripiion ispa'.d.

S5§

in

end of the month to wuicli
For instance, '*dec»>H" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, iy~b.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS— We do not send a

receipt fur n.ouey sent us to pwy subscription, but
ebanjre the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the mouey haB been received and creuiied.

Kjfi

JOHN DOLL & SON,

If
Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than ii inch accepted.

Nicollet Island, No.

JP

100 lines... S per cent
" ...10
" ...20
"
" ...30
"

4 times.... 5 per cent
" ....10
"
13
'•
" ....20
26
" ....30
"
52

500
1KJ0
2C00

line,

of

honey.

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. FmaNCE, Platteville, WiB.
\3T

it

id- -re

convenient. Dues

ibt^

may

If

ITALIAN aiEENS
spring!

But not too
for next

give personal attention to correspondence.
My queens are guaranteed
1

Write at once to

ROBERT
2Atf

Mention

B.

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.
Ore Journal

ILL.

when

R.F.D.

for

Augusta, Wisconsin

Yor Want to Keep Posted
UPON THE
*

POLITICAL

*

Queen-Button for Bee-Folks

The Defender
National Exponent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated
To New Subscribers, 50 cents for one year.

the

3.

WILLIAM

P. F.

FERGUSON

Editor and Publisher
4u0

West 23rd Strhet,

QEORQE W. YORK &

334

Dearborn Street,

"

It is

YORK.N.

V.

sale.

The picture shown

here-

with is a reproduction of a motto queen-button
that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by
mail, 6 cents; two for 10c; or six for 25c. The
American Bee Journal one year and 4 button*
for $1. 10. Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn Street,

•

CO.
CHICAGO,

ILL,

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
And Prompt Shipments
what we are making for our customers.

— DOVETAILED
Is

We carry

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL,

NEW

Please mention the Bee Journal.

35A.tf

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
but 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.50. It it
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no further binding is neceasary.

This is a very pretty thing
for a bee-keeper or honeyseller to wear on his coatlapel.
It of tea serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

QUESTION

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST REAI>

writing;.

The Emerson Binder

A SPECIALTY

to secure your foundation.

well filled with all kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
percent Discount during November.

GUS DITTMER,

be sent to the

late to deliver them? Yes:
to begin to get ready

is

5

American Bee Journal.

Too

the cheapest

Our warehouse

GBEATEST

late

is

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED

Bee Keepers' Association

lawful ri/hts.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

s£^t^^£^a%' rf£^&dS^a^ tfl^S ^^^&i<5^i^

writing;.

pure beeswax.

WORKING WAX FOR CASH
way
you

Objects of the Association.
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Hoffman

We are enlarging our factory and all of these goods have to be
moved. If you want any thing in your apiary, you will do well by
writing us at once, and we will make you delivered prices that
Our stock is all new and up-to-date we do not
will surprise you.
keep poor or 2d grade goods. Our sizes are standard. Quality and
We make any Ihing used in the
finish can not be beat by any one.
apiary, and can save you money and delay at any time of the season.
Give us a trial and be convinced. We aim to please our customers
and guarantee all our (xoods to give entire satisfaction, or refund
the money.
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Sijkj a year,
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Section-Holders. Separators, etc.
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Dearborn Street, Chicago,
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HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

a full line of

SUPPLIES. Ask

HARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ

-

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield, Wis.

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."
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ago bee-keepers were surfirst Patent
Bee-Smoker.

27 years

prised by the

BEE-SUPPLIES
##

Root's Goods

at.

Bingham's Patented

Root's Trices

Smoker

Everything used by Bee- Keepers.

POUDER' S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .-. .•.

S

BEESWAX WANTED

Prompt

Service.

Catalog Free.

.'.

Improvements

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade.
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
My large illustrated catalog is free. I
to attach your name to the package.
shall be glad to send it to you.
IMCiTilllWT During October I will offer a discount
CAl\LI
of 6 percent on Supplies for next season's use. In November the discount will be 5 percent. Cash must accompany
I
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Bee Journal

Headquarters for Beekeepers during the
National Convention
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Big Profits in Capons
Caponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free Instructions

(CAPON

TOOLS
G. P. Filling &

Mention

postpaid $2.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
French Killing KnifeSOC
[Capon Book Free.
i

Philadelphia, Pa,

Son,
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size,
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writing.
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6 percent Discount for October

TEXAS
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artificial stone.

Practically

Inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

re-

made

easily and
sults.
Comb foundation
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
of
Press,
$1.50— cash
rom the dealers. Price
with order. Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
WJ.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that

45Atf

Rooms newly

E.

to pay $25 00 for a Rletsche Press
rather than do without It."— A. G.

Rates, $1.25 per day.

Traveling Public invited
MRS. M.

" he prefers

furnished, light and airy.

Accommodations good.

to give

HAWKINS,

Mention
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when

writing.

FENCE

us a Trial

Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist is
a brace to all other wires and

Closely

twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Pig-

Proprietress

tight.

Every rod guaranteed.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and sold direct to farmer, freight

Fire Sale of Bee and Poultry Supplies
Come

or send and

Mew Lewis Goods

Save 35 to SO Percent on

at

5 percent Discount

slightly

prepaid, at lowest factory price.

Our Catalogue tells how Wire
Is made
how it is galvanized-why some is good and some is
bad. Its brimful of fence facts.
You should have this Isfonna-

damaged goods.

g^gg SWo^ackagbs.

tion.

bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
Supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
selected out after the fire. Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
25 to 50 percent reduction.

ITS" Send tor
Reduced Prices.

list

©i Slightly

Damaged Goods

;

ARND,

Proprietor, York

Long Distance Telephone, North

from at

by return mail.

Golden Italian or Red Clover Queens
tested Queens, $1 Tested, tl.25; Select Tested, $2 25.
Nuclei, for sale.

H. M.

to select

Untested, 75c; Select UnFull Colonies in up-to-date hives, and

Honey and Bee-Supply Co.

B0X85

It

today. Its Free.

MUNCIE. INDIANA.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Aplcultoral Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

(Not inc.)

191 and 193 Superior St. CHICAGO. ILL.
(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)
1559.

Write for

KITSELMAN BROS*

Any

44

Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount* to the Trad*.
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AN ITEM OP PROFIT

but as an uncapping-can. Also it can be used in extracting honey from combs by pressure.

that the busy season is over why not add more
your year's work by collecting the scraps of wax
that you have 6aved and that are lying around, and render
them 60 they will be in marketable shape?

Now

profit to

One disadvantage
is

of the

The raachioe is made in the
arm is of selected oak and

The

best possible manner.

any strain. Bolts
projecting through the ends of the arms engage with corresponding ears on the can in such a way that a side circular movement instantly releases it.
Plunger is now made
of cast-iron and sheet-metal, eliminating all the objectional
features of wood.
will stand

cross

common methods of rendering
wax is lost in the slumgum.

that a large percent of the

Wax is a valuable product, and such losses prove 60 very
expensive that it is a doubtful saving to use 6uch fashioned
methods.
With one of our German Wax-Presses you obtain nearly
every particle of the wax. Indeed, some bee-keepers make
a practice of buying up slum-gum from ordinary render-

The German Wax-Press

is

carried in stock at

branch houses and agencies named
be obtained by bee-keepers in every
part of the United States with
minimum freight charges and at
uniform price.

ings and putting it through one of our German Presses at a
handsome margin of profit.
One of our German Presses is almost a necessity in an
up-to-date apiary. Not only can it be used as a wax-press

November Discounts on Early Orders, 5 percent.

all

in the list below, so

our
can

$12

I

Mc Adams

Seed Co.

Price,

Don't forget.

Address Nearest Agent Below

Alabama
Canada

*Wetumpka

Mississippi
J.

M. Jenkins

E. Grainger

Toronto

&

George A.

Brazelia

Massachusetts
Co.

California
Madary Planing Mill
*Fresno
California National
*Los Angeles
Honey-Producers Association

Colorado
Fruita

Columbia
The A.

Washington

I.

Georgia

Minnesota

Root Co.
St.

Illinois
The
144

A.

I.

Root Co.

East Erie Street.

The

Paul

Indianapolis
Evansvllle

Des Moines

Ion' a

Walter S. Pouder
Vickery Bros.

Hill

Springfield

Kansas

Louis

Hew

Carl F.
*

Root Co.

Dn

Bois
Philadelphia

Buck

City
44

These deaiers buy our goods

Vesey

in carload lots

THE

A.

Prothero

The

I.

The A.

I.

&

Arnold
Root Co.

Texas Seed and Floral
D. M.

Edwards

The

Superior Honey Co.

Virginia
Spottswood

W.

E. Tribbett

but supplement them with local-made goods.

I.

ROOT

Co.

Udo Toepperwein

Utah

Root Co.
Root Co.

Street.

I.

E. E. Pressler
Street

Lycoming

San Antonio
Uvalde

Ogden

The A.

A.

Vine Street

Texas
Dallas

Edward Scoggin

York

Syracuse

ania

Williamsport
633

Mexico

Carlsbad

New York

Augusta

I.

Jno Nebel & Son Supply Co.
Springfield Seed Co.
Blanke & Hauk

IN'ew

Joseph Nysewander

Portland Seed Co.

Missouri
High

Avenue

Portland

10

A.

Monroe St.
W. Pierce
W. Weber

Oregon

1024 Mississippi Street.

St.

Indiana

2146 Central

I* -nii>> li

M. H. Hunt & Son
George E. Hilton

Branch
Fremont
Bell

521

E.
C. H.

Root Co.

Rawlins Implement Co.

124 Liberty St.

Chicago

I.

Michigan

Howkins & Rush

Savannah

A.

Maryland

The

District of

The

Griggs Bros.,

Zanesville
Cincinnati

Maine

Mechanic Falls
Baltimore

L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co.
Fruita Kruit and Produce Ass'n

Ohio
Columbus Grove
Toledo

Boston
H. H. Jepson. 182 Friend Street
W. W. Cary & Son
Lyonsville

1

Denver

Hummer

CO., Medina, Ohio

:
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of the greatest bee-keeping locations in this

country.
sented by

It

is

expected that

many from

its

large

it

will be repre-

number

of bee-

keepers at the San Antonio Convention of
Mr. W. 0. Victor, President of
the Nationa
1

.

the Texas Bee-Keepers' Association, was in

Uvalde recently, interviewing bee-keepers on
the entertainment
National,

Nov.

that possibly
tion

would

8,

of
9,

the

and

many who

like to

visit

members

10.

It

is

of the

thought

attend the conven-

Uvalde county and

inspect bee-keeping conditions there, as

it is

not far from San Antonio.
In a local newspaper, when speaking of
the condition of the bee industry of Texas,
Mr. Victor said there was no reason to be dis-

couraged. Bee-keeping, as a business, was in
While
better shape there than ever before.
some years the honey crop was short, it was
a profitable industry, one year with another. Mr. Victor remarked further as folstill

lows:

"The

recent law passed by the Texas Leg-

islature for protection of the bees from foulbrood disease has been of untold benefit to
the bee-industry. In some sections the industry would have been ruined but for the
protection afforded by this Act. No money

appropriated by the Legislature was ever put

Bees as Hive-Ventilators
The following iiem, sent to us by one of
our readers, comes nearer the mark than do
most fugitive paragraphs concerning bee6:
It is not generally known, but mo6t beekeepers will inform you that such is the case,
that each bee-hive has a corps of what could
properly be termed " ventilating bees. " During the hot season these ventilators station
themselves at the entrance to the hive and
fan the interior with the incessant motion of
their wings.
These ventilating corps are
usually in relays of from four to a half-dozen,
and they are relieved at short intervals by
fre6h workers, who keep up the fanning process.
They are kept at work by a sort of
patrol of bees, which insuresincessant activity
on the part of the fanners during the time
they are at work. This story may sound
6trange to those who know but little concerning the wonderful intelligence of bees, but it
is a scientific fact that has often been authen-

It

might be

said further, that not only

may

ventilators be found at the entrance, but also

throughout the hive. To "fan the interior"
sounds as though the ventilating bees at the
entrance were blowing air into the entrance.
Instead of that, one can easily tell by holding
the back of the hand near the entrance that
a stream of air is being forced outward.
Instead of only "four to a half dozen" being
seen at the entrance, a

may

much

larger

number

often be seen.

cage.

When one orders a queen by mail, one
should feel safe in trusting to the sender that
by no possibility shall anything be sent that
could arouse a suspicion of danger. No honest man would knowingly send infected food
with a queen, and probably there has not been
one case in a thousand where such a thing
has happened. Yet through accident or carelessness such a thing might happen, and the
consequences in such a case are so exceedingly grave that the advice of Editor Hutchinson is sound
Kill all the bees of the escort,

queen

in a clean

cage.

and put the
In addition to this,

instead of letting the old cage with
tents lie around, burn it.

its

con-

Foul Brood With Queens by Mail
The

editor of the Bee-Keepers'

When

Review says:

met Mr. France he recounted
an experience where he found foul brood in
each alternate hive in a row of a dozen colonies, and the owner was most positive in his
assertions that there was no possible way in
which foul brood could have been brought
into

I

this

last

yard— that

Foul brood inspectors

Black Bees vs. Italians

W. Reid
tin

writes in the Australian Bee-Bulle-

:

A neighbor had 33 colonies; 31 blacks died
of starvation, leaving him 2 Italian colonies.
Another bee-keeper alongside of him, at the
same time, had 19 blacks and 1 Italian. The
19 died from starvation, leaving him the 1
Italian.

I

knew another bee-keeper who had

42 colonies— 2 of them Italians. Bee-moths
ate out the 40 blacks, leaving the 2 Italians.

Mr. D. M. Macdonald commented somewhat

dreaded disease.
I believe there are sectioas of country,
especially in Uvalde county and vicinity,
where the bee-business yields greater revenue
Considering the
than any other industry.
investment, few businesses yield such reshould
be taken to
care
However,
turns.
guard against overstocking a range, as there
is just so much honey to gather, and bees can
look after just so much territory."

44

ticated.

Of course, more was really
needed, but what was given was of great use

"

XLVI— No,

did

to a better use.

to the bee-inspectors for stamping out the

Vol,

bought some queens" "In which colonies
you introduce them?" Then there was
some scratching of the head, but it was finally
admitted that it was in those very hives
where foul brood was found. " Did you let
the bees eat out the candy to release the
queen!" "Yes," was the reply. That settled it as to where the foul brood came from.
The only safety is in removing the queen
in the house, and destroying the cage and
bees, putting the queen into the new, clean

and Comments
Uvalde Co., Tex., has been considered one

Street.

quire, the habit of poking around and finding
a great many things that escape the ordinary
observer, and it was not long before Mr.
France ran across half a dozen queen-cages.
" Hello!" he says, " What have you got here?"
"Why, they are queen-cages in which I

editorial Moles

Texas Honey-Folks at the National

334 Dearborn

to his knowledge.
inherit, or soon ac-

is,

savagely upon this in the British Bee Journal,
having no hesitation in voting the " facts *i
given as fiction, and counseling Editor Tipper
to edit such copy in the future.

To

this

came

the following editorial reply in the Australian
Bee-Bulletin
:

The above

is by a Mr. Macdonald, of Banf,
Scotland, who evidently knows little of what
he is writing about. Let him place an Italian
colony beside a black one, and he will soon
find the blacks are being robbed out.
Tha

:

:

:

Nov.
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is

a

common

experience here in Australia.

For the last 25 years Australian bee-keepers
have been importing and breeding from the
best Italian queens. There has been nothing
of the kind done with the blacks, which, with
a few exceptions, are doomed by every advanced bee-keeper. The only man we know
who was partial to black bees got an Italian
queen from us. He had it only a short time
when he came to complain that the bees from
the queen he had from us were robbing his
black colonies. From the care taken during
the past 25 years to rear good Italian queens,
we believe there are none superior to them
in any part of the world.

The

loss of 20 to 40 colonies of blacks,

while

under the
same conditions, though being regarded as
something a little exceptional, would by no
means be considered by the average American
bee-keeper in the same light as by Mr. Macdonald. Nevertheless it will not do to be too
hasty in condemning Mr. Macdonald as a
If any one may
giddy-headed ignoramus.
judge from his frequent contributions to journals across the sea, he is a well-informed beekeeper of good head and heart. Evidently,
however, he does not take sufficiently into
consideration the difference expressed by that
sometimes abused, and yet ever-pervading
In Great Britain there
term, " locality."
seems to be a division of opinion, some maintaining that Italians are superior, but a large
number of intelligent men giving the palm to
the blacks. In this country there can hardly
be said to be any division of opinion. Perhaps there is not an intelligent bee-keeper in
the land who wholly prefers black bees; and
1 or 2 colonies of Italians survived

when for experimental purposes specimens of
pure blood are sought, the quest is a very

could sting, and stored honey, which was
very good to eat.

difficult one.

right

may

not be easy to explain in all cases
apparently conflicting testimony may be
true, but when witnesses known to be " good
It

why

sides, we are
bound to be charitable enough to accept both,
however the discrepancies may be reconciled

men and true" appear on both

afterward.

possible that the climate of

It is

our British friends may have something to do
More likely, perhaps, it is a
with the case.
difference in the strain of bees in the different
countries. There are some very poor Italian

some very good

bees as well as
are not alike.

lies easily

It

of possibility that the

first

;

and

all

blacks

within the range
blacks introduced

into this country were inferior to the average
black bee in England, and the inferiority

might be expected to be perpetuated.
There is still another consideration. On
account of the prevailing sentiment in favor
of the yellow bees in this country, intelligent
care of leading bee-keepers has been devoted
to keep up the standard and to improve it,
while the blacks have been allowed to sink
into " innocuous desuetude." Is it any wonder that the gap between the two should have
grown wider, and that the same thing should
obtain, possibly in a

On

in Australia?

still

should they not advance?

" In

all

swarm
down near

I found clustered on a bush
the ground, and I secured
them by fastening a long rope, near the middle,
to the top of a box, and with the help of one
of my boys, we lowered the box down over
the swarm. During the summer we captured
8 or 10 swarms, most of them found clustered
on the orange trees. One of them must have
had its home on a limb a year or more, for it
had about as much comb as would be found
in an ordinary hive, and had reared brood till
the combs were dark.
Well, I got the bee-fever pretty badly, and
commenced readiDg up by subscribing for
several bee-papers, among which was the
"Old Reliable," and I have taken it ever
since.
Then I learned, among several other
things, that the little pellets which the bees
bring in on their legs were pollen, and not

first

pure wax.

My

apiary at present

is

situated in a small

canyon about 4 miles from the Bay of San
Diego, and contains 125 colonies. I produce
extracted honey in varying quantities according to the season, from an average yield of
175 pounds per colony to having to feed 1500
pounds of sugar and honey to keep the bees
from starving. I have never had any disease
in my apiary, except an occasional case of
bee-paralysis. I have a small gasoline engine,
and make my own hives, and, of course, have
invented several things apiarian, more or less
useful. I find the cost of the material to be
just about one-half the pricecharged by supply dealers for hives in the flat. I use 10frame hives, and find them as large as I care
F. C. Wiggins.
to handle.

more marked degree,

the other hand, with chief

attention in England devoted to the blacks,

why

My

The Apiary
Saginaw
page.

things charity."

Oct.

5,

oi

Lengst

Co., Mich.,

is

&

Koenig,

shown on the

When sending the original picture,
they wrote as follows

Editor American Bee Journal —
The accompanying photograph is
Bridgeport yard. It doesn't show all

Miscellaneous
fie cos -Items
San Antonio National— Last Notice.

— All arrangements

when going

the National convention in
Their Business Men's Club
would be glad to entertain the visitors while
to

have been completed for
the special car of bee-keepers to leave Chicago
at 10:37 a.m., Nov. 6, for the National Con-

San Antonio.

vention at San Antonio Nov. 8, 9, and 10.
Berths are being reserved for all who have requested them. Tickets can be bought at the
La Salle Street Station, corner of La Salle and
Van Buren Streets, Chicago. The round-trip

special car

one
There will be room
We hope
for about 50 persons in this car.
there will be enough bee-keepers getting on
at Chicago and points along the way to fill it.
This i6 the last notice that will appear in
the American Bee Journal referring to the
convention, as it will be held next week. If
rate

way

is

$25, with $4.25 extra for berth

in special sleeper.

there Is any further information desired concerning the special car, we will be glad to
.furnish it by letter.

No doubt all who go in the
would be pleased to accept this
kind invitation, but there would not be time
to do so, as by going right through, without
any stop at all, the car would arrive in San
Antonio just in time for the Bee-Keepers'
Day at the Fair, November S. We have
written Dr. Phillips, thanking him for the invitation, and expressing regrets that there
will not be time to stop off in Waco.
in their city.

The Apiary
San Diego Co.,
page.

recently editor
at Waco, Tex.,

has written us, extending an invitation for
the speeial car of bee-keepers to " stop off in
Waco a few hours and take in the sights,"

F. C. Wiggins,
appears on the

of

first

Accompanying the photograph was

the following account of Mr. W.'s bee-keeping experiences, written Oct.

commenced keeping bees

1

18 years ago in
Paradise Valley, near National City. I was
then renting an orange ranch, and the house
in which I lived was a large 2-story building
of 12 rooms, and contained at one time 12 colonies of bees, most of them in the spaces between the studding. At that time I knew
scarcely anything about bees, except that they
I

Dr. C. 8. Phillips, until
of The Apiarist, published

of

Calif.,

of

first

of our
of the

colonies, as there are an even 100 in it. The
apiarist is the senior member of the firm, Mr.
run entirely for exGeorge Lengst.
shallow extracting
tracted honey, using
frames, 5?g inches deep. For brood-chamber
we have both the 8 and 10 frame Langstroth
hives.
In this locality we prefer the Miller nailspaced frame, on account of propolis. After
two years' use of Hoffman frames it is almost
impossible to get 10 of them in a 10-frame
hive, the bees having gathered and daubed on
so much propolis.
The past season was a poor one here, there
being an average of only about 40 pounds of

We

honey per colony, spring count; and those
producing comb honey did not 6tore so much.
Our honey is mostly clover and basswood.
We expected a good flow from goldenrod and
asters, but it was a failure on account of the
weather being too dry
but the bees are in
good condition for winter. We winter them
on the summer stands, packing with chaff on
top in an empty super and wrapping tarAll colonies with good
paper around all.
queens and plenty of stores always come out
;

in fine shape in the spring.

Lengst

&

Koenig.

The National Program, for the San
Antonio Convention, Nov. 8, 9, and 10, has
been sent to us by Secretary Hutchinson,
and is as follows
Program for the National Convention.
The National Bee-Keepers' Association
hold

its

will

8, 9 and
San Antonio, Tex.

37th annual convention Nov.

10, 1906, in

Market Hall,

in

Headquarters for bee-keepers will be at the
Grand Central Hotel, whioh has given a sperate to bee-keepers of 50 cents a berth,
This is a fine, new
hotel, nicely furnished, has 100 rooms, and is

cial

and 25 cents for meals.

located only one block from the passenger
station of the I. & N. G. Railroad.

:
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Thursday, Nov. 8 is Bee-Keepers' Day at
the Fair, and has been so advertised by the
Fair Association.
At several of the late conventions of the
National, the program has been overloaded
with papers, thus crowding out the most valuable part of the proceedings, viz., the Question-Box; and I have tried this time to remedy that objection.

Day — First

First

The

Session.

session will be in the evening of
Thursday, Nov. 8. beginning at 7:30 o'clock,
and will consist of the reception of members,
payment of dues, distribution of badges and
numbers, and the Question-Box.
first

Second Dat— First Sessiox.
9:00 a.m.— A paper by E. D. Town6end,
Michigan, on " The Profitable Production

of
of

Extracted Honey."
Que6tion-Box.

Requirements for Successful
Wintering of Bees
BY

G. M.

1:30 p.m.
A paper by R. F. Holtermann,
of Ontario, Canada, on " The Difference Be-

tween Ripening and

who

Dat— Second

Session.

—

Evaporating

Nectar.''

Question-Box.

Dat—Third

Second
7:30

p.m

stands.
have so

Session.

—A

paper by Dr. E. F. Phillips,
of Washington, D.C., on "What Science May
Do for Bee Keeping."
Question-Box.

Third
9:00
Texas,

Dat— First

Session.

a.m.— A paper by W. H. Laws,
on " The Comparative Profits

of
of

Queen-Rearing and Honey-Production."
Question-Box.

Third

Dat— Second

Session.

p m.— A paper by C. A. Hatch, of Wisconsin, on •' How Can the National Assist its
Members in Buying Goods and Selling
1 :30

Honey?"
Question-Box.

Adjournment.

The foregoing

W.

Z.

Hutchinson,

tiec.

allow ample time
for the discussion of questions, which almost
invariably proves to be the best part of a
bee-keepers' convention.
will surely

Mr. G M. Doolittle, the well-known
New York State bee-keeper, reports the past
bee-season, in his locality, as being still poorer
than that of last year. Yet he secured at his
out-apiary an average of over 100 pounds of
section honey per colony.
If there is any
honey to be had at all, Mr. Doolittle and his
bees are quite likely to get it.

Bee-Keepers' Souvenir Postal-Card.

— We have

summer
may when we

winters bees out on the

And
many

well there

winters in which the
stays below 45 degrees (the

mercury
point which is needed that bees may
safely fly), from the middle of November to the middle of March, thus giving 4 months of confinement during
which bees must be constantly eating
without any chance to void the accumulation from the food taken. If the
weather and temperature is mild
enough so that the bees can remain in
that quiescent state which is required
for safe wintering, a pound of honey a
month suffices the whole colony, and in
this state a colony could pass 6

months

of confinement with ease; but if the
cold is great enough so that they have
to consume lots of honey to be used as
"fuel," the colonies will become uneasy from their confinement and consume from 4 to 7 pounds a month, and
soil their hive and themselves so as to
cause their loss in from 6 weeks to 2
months from the time they " break the
commence to eat so
cluster " and
voraciously.
To help control this matter cellarwintering has proven to be the best
plan, because from the even temperature maintained the bees need but little food to keep up the warmth they
require during this period of partial
activity which winter compels them to

pass through.

As but

little

food

is re-

secured a somewhat comic Souvenir Postal Card for bee-keepers, primed in 4
colors— red, yellow, blue and black. At the
An oldleft end the following are pictured:
fashioned straw bee-hive with bees circling
around and above it a sad-eyed bear with his
"hands" over his sweet-loving heart; a jar
and a section of honey also a spoon with a
card attached, reading, " Come let us spoon
awhile." At tue bottom of the card, and to
the right, are these words: " Eat thou honey
because it is good." Prov. 34:13. At the
left of the bear's head, and encircled with
bees, is this sentence: "lean not BEAR to
lose you ;" and at the top, and to the right of
the bear's head and bees, is this stanza

quired, the body of the bee easily contains said food after digestion, and

won't you BEE my HONEY,
cheer this lonely heart
For I would hug you all the time,
And we would never part.

tained in their food, and to contain the
rest till the weather shall be sufficiently warm for them to fly. This
method has a seeming advantage over
cellar-wintering, in that it allows the
bees to fly, if an opportunity permits
during the winter, and were it not for
that " if," many more would adopt it
But as that
in our Northern States.
"if " is always there, and this chance

;

;

—

O

And

(

3 cards for 10 cents
Prices, postpaid
(stamps or silver), or free with the American
Bee Journal one year at 81.00; 10 for 25 cents;
or 25 for 50 cents. There is a blank space on
inches in size for
the card about 2 by 2
:

1

.;

Send all orders to the
American Bee Journal.
writing.

office of

the

thus

all

Next

goes well.
to the cellar

tion of stores, the cellar is preferable.

And

DOOLITTLE

As the time draws near when the
bees must go into winter quarters,
there is a feeling of uneasiness which
comes into the life of the bee-keeper

Second

always offset by the more uniform temperature of the cellar, and a
consequent decrease in the consumpto fly is

as these two ways are about the
feasible ones, let us next look
after the other causes which help these
plans to be a success or a failure.
Those which look toward a failure are
these
such as honey-dew,
1st. Poor honey
the juice from decayed fruit, soured
and unsealed stores, etc., because the
bees have to take into their bodies an
excess of that which is not real food to
them to sustain their existence, thereby distending their bodies uselessly,
and, unless a chance to fly presents
itself quite often, they must either die
or become subject to spring dwindling,
which is very often death to the colony
in the end.
2d. All causes which disturb them in
their winter repose, because as soon
as they are disturbed they take into
their bodies more food than is required
for their existence and welfare, thus
placing them (with the best of food) in
the same condition that they would be
with poor honey. So we see how important it is that they should have perthat no mice or rats are
fect quiet
allowed in or about the hives, and that
the temperature of the cellar does not
go so high or low as to make them uneasy.
3d. But few bees, or mostly old ones

only

:

;

;

;

but few bees they can not
easily keep up the desired warmth
without consuming an undue quantity
of food, thus thwarting our object
if old bees, they will die of old age before the young ones, in sufficient numbers, emerge the next spring.
Those looking toward success are
That those on summer stands
these
have a flight once in from 4 to 6 weeks,
and oftener as spring draws on that
each hive contains an abundance of
bees, trie larger part of which are
young; plenty of good, sealed honey,
or sugar syrup made of the best granulated sugar a good queen, so that they
may be satisfied in this direction a
hive of such dimensions that the bees
may cluster compactly in the shape of
a sphere, etc.; because all these things

because

if

;

:

;

comes chaff-packed

hives, because as the bees are surrounded by porous walls which take off
the moisture passing from the bees'
bodies, and also retain the warmth generated by themselves and the influence of the sun's rays, they are kept at
a more uniform temperature than they
would be without the chaff-packing,
thereby lessening the consumption of
honey, and enabling them better to
throw off a part of the moisture con-

;

;

have a tendency toward accomplishing
our object of keeping the bees in such
a state of quietude that they can contain their feces for a great length of
time, for, according to my opinion,

upon this hangs all the secret of successful wintering.
I hear it often said that bees die more
rapidly when a loss occurs in the
spring, from the middle of March till
fruit-bloom, when purifying flights
occur quite often, and this when the
bees have the very best of stores for

—
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wintering. Even so, the case has been
the same in this locality. The reason
was this
The vitality of the bees is
so impaired by the strain brought to
bear on them consequent upon holding
their excrement for 4 or 5 months during a continual confinement of that
duration, that they spring-dwindle, or,
in other words, they die of premature
old age, as work or exercise of any
kind shortens the life of the bee very
fast hence, we have bees living only
6 or 8 weeks during June, July, and
August, while the bees emerging in
:

;

September and October

live

from

in adjoining comb.
While variations from what we consider normal
are more common than supposed, the
extreme variations above referred to
are rather rare.
To the practial bee-keeper this may
cells

give a suggestion as to a
to

at

least

I.

Swarming, Self-Hivers,
—A Review

6 to

8 months if they can remain in the
quiet state in which they should be in
order to winter perfectly.
Borodino, N. Y.

way

minimize drone-comb construction.
Providence, R.

Etc.

bold assertions

made by Mr.

Davenport have brought back to my
mind some experiments that I made
years ago some processes that I have
used, but I do not use now, and yet are
not without merit, and might event;

Comb-Building— Drone-Cell
and Other
BY ARTHUR C. MIUER
The why and the wherefore
shape and sizes of the

cells of

of the

honey-

comb have long been the subjects of
much discussion, and doubtless will
continue so to be for some time to come.

however.we can get any additional
light, it will be worth the effort of some
If,

further speculation, for the nearer we
come to the reason bees build dronecomb at one time, and worker at another, the more it will enable us to direct the bees' labors as we wish.

Bees build two sorts of cells, worker
and drone. Four sorts are generally
given, namely, worker, drone, queen
and " acommodation "or " transition "
but queen-cells are the result of
isolation, and " acommodation " cells
are the result of extraneous forces.
bee strives to build a round cell,
cells,

A

but as

the bees about her are each
attempting the same thing the result
is a hexagon.
But why its size? The
greater percent of comb in a hive is
worker, and, hence, we may call it the
normal size, due primarily to the size
of the bee, and secondarily to the pressure to which the individual bees are
subjected while at work.
Drone-comb is built after the first
rush of comb-building by a swarm has
spent itself in a colony having a failing queen
in a queenless colony;
during an excessive honey-flow; and
all

;

;

during high temperature coupled with
great humidity. Under each of these
conditions we find what appears to be
looser clustering than when workercomb is being built. Under several of
them we know there exists an uneasiness, a restlessness. Change the conditions to normal— i. e., conditions of
quiet— and we get worker-comb.
From these facts I have formed the
theory that the size of the cell is due to
the density of the cluster, said density
when at a maximum resulting in a
minimum-sized cell the worker size
and vice versa. Incidentally I wish to
call attention to the fact that cells vary
all the way from 5 and a fraction to 3
and a fraction to the linear inch. Generally the extremes are produced by
bees respectively exceptionally small
or large. I have found in the same
hive, even in the same frame, comb
with cells 4 to the inch, and 4'/2 to the
inch, and regular worker S-to-the-inch

—

ually lead to valuable results

if

they

were taken up again and perfected.

Finding Queens.
method to find black
or hybrid queens, or queens of any
strain (both queen and bees) that are
apt to run off, all over and out of the

One

excellent

hive, is to provide a box the size of the
hive, having instead of a cover a sheet
of perforated zinc fastened about an

inch below the edges. The box is inverted over the hive, and the bees are
driven into it by one of the known processes. When most of the bees are in
the box, the queen will be found on the
perforated zinc trying to get in the
box with the bees.
Another process consists in chloroforming or otherwise temporarily asphyxiating the bees. The best is to
use saltpeter. A piece of cotton rag
is wet and rolled with some saltpeter.

When

it
is fully impregnated it is
thoroughly dried, and is then ready to

after having
bees, I realized that if

do any good with them

begun to keep
were going to

I

in this locality,

was necessary to control or prevent
swarming, or, at least, prevent increase
without weakening the colony too
much. I say this intentionally. It is
impossible to prevent increase and destroy the swarming fever without losing some brood, whether by requeenit

the bees and removing the brood, or
otherwise.
But that ought to be done with the
least loss possible.

body wrote

that

Not long ago somehe could prevent

The process involved the withdrawal of two combs of
brood, and again two more a little
later, and two more yet if necessary.
In my locality such a treatment would
weaken a colony entirely too much.
Another adds a second brood-story
under the first, and puts the supers on
top a little later. I have no doubt that
in a very heavy flow something would
be done in the supers, but here all that
the colony thus treated could and
would do would be to fill up the added
brood-chamber under.
Remember here that I am speaking
exclusively from the standpoint of one
working for comb honey. In working
for extracted the problem is much
swarming

easily.

easier.
Sufficient shade and ventilation, or protection against too cool or

too

warm weather, and enough

built

that

combs
is

alreadysatisfy all needs, is all

to

wanted.

On

a few hives I tried taking out one
comb with the least brood possible,
and putting in its place a comb of
this to be put near the
foundation
center of the brood-nest the operation
to be repeated as often as necessary to
insure sufficient room for the queen to
lay.
A comb already built will not answer the purpose, because the bees
would fill it with honey quicker than
the queen could lay in it. Two combs
of foundation at a time do not work
the queen can not lay fast
either
enough to fill them with eggs before
the bees draw the cells enough to fill
them with honey. The process succeeded so far as I tried it, but the trial
was not extensive enough to warrant
its success under all circumstances.
The process does not weaken the coloin fact, it
nies to any great extent
;

;

use.

A

hole a little smaller than the hive,
and a few inches deep, is dug in the
ground (I think a shallow, tight box
would do as well). The hive, without
its bottom, is placed
over, and all
cracks and openings carefully closed
except one to let the nozzle of the
smoker reach in. The impregnated
rag is put in the smoker and lighted,
and the smoke blown into the hive.
That takes only a few seconds, the rag
burning very rapidly. Withdraw the
smoker and close the hole. An intense
buzzing, almost a cry of agony, will be
heard. When it has ceased, wait just
4 minutes and take up the hive, giving
air to the bees that are now motionless in the hole.
A few raps on the
hive will dislodge the few that have
not fallen. In half an hour the bees
will be awake and in as good health as
ever, and can be returned to the hive.
A piece of perforated zinc placed before the entrance keeps the queen out.
The bees thus treated will unite

without trouble, if from different hives,
or accept any queen given them. The
process has the advantage of being
practicable with box-hives as well as
with frame hives.

A

Prevention of Swarming.
Soon

ing or caging the queen, or shaking

BY ADRIAN GKTAZ

The

be easily found, and the hive can be
returned to its old place.

third process is to

move

the hive

to a new stand
put another one in its
place with one comb of brood taken
from the other, to retain the field-bees.
Three days later so few bees will be in
the original hive that the queen will
;

;

;

strengthen them. The
combs taken out are those containing

may perhaps

the least brood, sometimes none at

all.

The queen has almost a wtiole comb to
fill at once, which means more brood
than when she has only a few patches
of empty cells here and there. In that
last case she must lose considerable
time in hunting up empty cells to lay
in.

Self-Hivers.
Prevention

of

swarming and

self-

hivers seem to be a contradictory amal-

gamation. But what is needed is prevention of increase rather than the

mere issuing of a swarm. If a swarm
is hived on the old stand, and the parent hive is moved at some distance,
both will lose the swarming fever in
about 8 days.

They can then be

re-
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united without hunting up queens or
cells.
This process is extensively used in Europe, where box-hives
are yet very common, and in spite of
all that has been written to the contrary, can give very good returns if
managed properly.
My idea was to have a swarm-hiver
on each hive let the swarm hive itself, and 8 days later turn it back in
the hive and remove the seif-hiver.
There is no question that some kind of
apparatus that would do that work satisfactorily, and almost automatically,
would be a great advantage. In the
different processes now in use, considerable time is wasted in hunting up
queens or queen-cells, or shaking or
brushing bees and removing hives.
Two patterns gave me pretty good
results, and very likely could be im-

queen

;

proved and made to work satisfactorily.

:
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out bottoms the hives set on a rack
made of 6-inch fence boards, or 2x8
scantling, will be about one-fourth of
their depth above the top of the ground.
Then I set the hives in close together,
and cover them with straw to the
depth of \ /z or 2 feet. Then throw on
all the dirt from the trench, and dig a
good ditch along each side, throwing
the dirt over the bees.
This ditch
must have an outlet so that all the
water will be carried off. This will
generally give dirt enough; but if it
does not cover all the straw 4 or 5
inches deep, and make a good peak on
top, put on until it does.
The first year I tried only 19 colonies
this way, and they all came out in
good shape. Last winter I put in 45,
and all wintered nicely except those in
the too-deep end of the trench. Some
colonies that had old queens came out
queenless last spring, but the bees
were there all right.
The man of whom I learned this told
me that in 20 years he had not lost a
colony of bees that had plenty of stores
in the fall.
It was hard for me to believe this after all I had read about
ventilation, but it is a good way to
winter bees, and I doubt whether I
shall ever go to the expense of making
l

a cellar.
Bellevue, Mich.

;

ment.

Purchasing queens may be well for
the bee-keeper with but a few colonies,
where possibly no attention has been
paid to improvement for a number of
years but I believe a little caution is
;

necessary in purchasing queens to introduce in any apiary of a number of
colonies, or quite likely the head may
be pinched off the queen that " lays the

golden egg."

It

is

encouraging, how-

ever, to note that much more attention
is being paid to this branch of apiculture at present than formerly, and
much more can be accomplished in this
direction. I believe Mr. McEvoy, one
of the foul brood inspectors of Ontario,
Canada, said at the last National Convention that 90 percent of all queens
should be killed. This is certainly a
broad statement, but I am inclined to
believe there is a great deal in it. The
truth of it can be seen in most apiaries.

There

is

rearing

one thing about our queensystem that is certainly all

wrong, and that

is, too little attention
paid to the drone. As long as we do
not see that our queens meet desirable
or selected drones, we will not have
any better queens than at present. If
we should rear ever such good queens,
and they meet with undesirable drones,
our labor is lost. The drone is of fully
as much importance as the queen, and
in many instances more so, as we shall
presently show. However, this is very
noticeable in the young bees of an
Italian queen that has met with a black
drone.
The question of the male is fully as
important in queen-breeding as in
other stock. The stockbreeders of the
country would certainly laugh at the
queen-breeder, or, rather, queen-rearer,
who will exercise such great care in

is

The Breeding of Good Queens
BY GRANT STANLEY
The American Bee Journal has given
its readers some very timely as well
as valuable suggestions in " Editorial
Notes and Comments," under date of
Aug. 23, on the subject of the " HoneyProducer Improving His Stock." In
fact, it seems such a valuable subject
that more light should be thrown on
it, and, if possible, show the absolute
necessity of improvement with our
bees in the line of breeding, the same
as is being done with all other stock.
It

terers
or which do not everlastingly
stick everything full of propolis, or
any other objectionable feature. In
fact, as he looks over the apiary at the
close of the season, the behavior of
each colony comes to mind in a mo-

has been said, "Improvement

—

to

go on

in

an

Now, while the methods employed in
modern queen-rearing are possibly
well enough for the queen-breeder,
they require too close attention, and
are too complicated for the average
bee-keeper with a large number of
colonies, and
possibly several outapiaries. He has no time to tinker
with baby nuclei, or the like. Some
method should be employed in the rearing of queens so that frames of the
same size and style as those used in the
apiary can be brought into use in fact,

—

frames should be interchangeable anywhere in the apiary. By the use of a
standard frame the nucleus would be

much more
there

self-sustaining,

was honey coming

in,

provided

and

this

would not require such close attention
on the part of the bee-keeper, as we
know that when the queens must be
reared is the time also when the bees
are doing good work at storing surplus.

As these small colmostly worker-comb, the
frames would be valuable in an apiary
run for extracted honey. This is one
of the most important subjects connected with our business, and we certainly should have all the light on it
Another thing

onies

:

build

that it is possible to get.
Nisbet, Pa.

'oufhern

—

discriminate

The rearing of drones in all undesirable colonies should be reduced to a
of the selected
colonies should predominate in such
numbers as to fly freely.

minimum, while those

is

the order of the age," and this certainly applies well to bee-keeping, as
it is true that if the best results are to
be obtained from our bees such as
storing surplus, good tempers, excellent winterers, and the like we must
look into the matter of improvement,

and not allow them

the selection of his queens, and then
allow them to mate with drones indiscriminately, or, more properly speaking, by chance. The drones should in
no case be reared in the same colony
employed for rearing the queens, not
only on account of too close inbreeding, but no single colony can be found
possessing every desirable feature. So
we see that the features lacking in
the colony in which the queens are
reared can be had by wise selection of
colonies from which to rear the drones.

'Beedom

in-

manner

as has been done
entirely too long already. This Journal says
" Two courses are advised. One is to breed
always from the best; the other is to buy from
time to time a queen of pure blood from

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

New

Braunsfels, Tex.

which to breed."

In an apiary of 20 or 25 colonies and
upwards can be found the very best
queens from which to breed.
The
owner of such an apiary is a long step
ahead of the beekeeper who purchases
his queens, for the reason that he has
the knowledge in advance as to what
each colony has done during the season. He knows which colonies have
stored the largest amount of surplus.
He also knows which colonies do little
at swarming
or which have good tempers or which build no brace or burr
;

;

combs; or which do not run or sprawl
all over the tops of the hives when the
covers are off
or which are good win;

The National's Mexican Supper
In the October issue of The Apiarthe editor has the following to say
about the Mexican supper, to be given
the National at San Antonio
ist,

:

"
and the following is the menu:
Tamales, Chile Conearne, Mendo Enchilados, Polo Canaros, Corbreto Langua Lampriodo, Frejoles Tritos,

Con

Tartillas.

When

you have eaten the above, and are strong
enough to digest it, you will be able to tell
what you have eaten, and can be able to
speak the Mexican language, and can hollow,
'

Hoope

la

Mona

Bravo.' "

Starts Cells With Queenless
Bees— Other Subjects
On page 816, our old time friend (once a
Texas bee-keeper), W. C. Gathright, of California, wished to know if I used queenless
bees in getting cells built from drone-comb,
as I gave on page 701.
I do, as I find from practise that queenless
bees are the only ones that can always be
depended upon to start cells. After they are
well started they can be transferred to an
upper story of any colony, with a queen-excluder below, placing a frame of brood on
either side of the frame containing the cells,
so as to attract plenty of nurse-bees to the
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upper
grand

Story,

and they

will

be finished up in

style.

The Fall Honey-Flow
Our

full

From my own

observations, and what
could learn of other reliable sources,
it is necessary for horsemint to come
up the fall before if it should yield
honey the following May. If it comes
up in the spring of the year it does not

Getting Rid of Laying Workers

I

am

glad for Mr. Gathright's suggestions
in regard to getting cells started and finished
up by the same bees, by removing the upper
story, bees and all, to a new stand, and after
cells are started, setting the upper story back.
I shall give it a trial another year.
It seems,
however, I had read practically the same plan
given by Mr. G., of getting the same bees to
start and finish up the cells, but I can't say
where, or what bee-paper it was in.
I

honey-flow, that

from brooraweed

a Failure.

we

usually have

locality, is a complete failure, owing to. a 4-weeks' drouth,
with high north winds. This makes us feel
pretty blue after such a hard year for bees,
and the prospects so bright for a fall crop a
short while back. And I wish to say to all
our Texas readers where this drouth prevails
(I am pleased to say it is not general over the
State) to look well to the amount of stores
your bees have, or they will starve before
spring; for with the failure of broomweedto
yield a winter's supply for the bees, our last
hope goes for 19015 for booey.
in

this

and I have watched such in
pastures where it was 3 feet high, and
so thick I could hardly walk through,
yet not a bee was at work on it during

yield

;

the entire time of bloom.
The wild marigold, Gailardia pulchella, yields a dark, golden honey of
heavy body. It has a nice taste and
aroma of its own and of the sumacs
of the genus k'hus, we have several
species yielding a light-colored honey
You
in large quantities in the fall.
did not
mention cotton, which I
thought was a useful honey-yielder in
your section north central Texas.
;

In a recent communication from
Grant Anderson, he says this, among

other things
"

I

:

many do

see that

rid of laying workers.
that seldom fails. Just

not know how to get
I have an easy way
hunt up an old queen

that has done her duty for some time. Take
her quietly and lift out a comb containing the
brood of the laying workers, bees and all.
(Use no smoke.) Let the old queen crawl onto the brood, set the comb back, and your job
is done.
After a few days you can introduce
a young queen, removing the old one at the
same time.

excited when put
her own
old queen keeps cool and
does not arouse the suspicions of the bee6."

"

A young queen becomes

in a strange colony, thus causing

An

destruction.

—

,

Little Surplus from Sumac.

The honey-flow from the 6umac was

also

and of short duration. Strong colonies
did not get over 30 pounds of surplus to the
colony.
Horsemint and wild marigold failed
to yield in this locality.
These are two of
the best honey-plants in Texas, but are not
light,

reliable for

honey

in this locality.

Time of Yielding of Some Texas
Honet-Plants.

blue flower growing on
the chalky hills, I suppose is Verbena
Bees are found
zliuta, blue vervain.
very busy on it in some seasons.
I would like to call attention to the
importance of a bee-keeper knowing
the honey-yielding plants that surround the locality where his bees are
kept. To be able to know when they
bloom, and in what kind of season,
will help much toward his success. It
will also help much toward preparing
for the honey-flows.

The small

The

Apiarist, of

Waco, Tex., is now
John Bradley,

edited and published by

former publisher, Dr. C. S. Phillips,
having discontinued editing the paper,
other
on account of engaging in
business which takes all of his time
We hope that Mr. Bradley will be fully
its

able to carry

out

his intentions of

making The Apiarist a

creditable pa-

per for Southern bee-keepers.

We

fiod from living here more than lfi
and watching closely the various
honey-plants of this locality, that the mesquite will yield a surplus about every other
year.
The horsemint and wild marigold will
yield about once in 5 years. Then we have a
little blue flower (I know no name for) that
grows on the while, chalky hills of this part
of Texas, and yields a surplus about once in
3 years. Our surest and best honey-plant for
this locality is the sumac.
It blooms in August, and never fails to yield a surplus when
we have any rain to speak of. Then comes
broomweed in September, October, and November, which yields a surplus about every
other year. All failed to yield the present
year but sumac, and it was light, as stated.
It is said by some of our Texa6 apiarists
that buffalo clover
"blue bonnet"
(our
Texas State flower) was a honey-yielder, but
after having watched it closely for years I
have never been able to discover that bees got
anything from it but pollen.
L. B. Smith.
Rescue, Tex.

years,

—

'Bee -Keeping m„k
^^^^^^H
Conducted by

Emma M. Wilson,

Marengo,

111.

—

Yes, Mr. Smith, the honey crop in
general over the entire State has been
short however, fall rains have prevailed in most parts of Texas, and
broomweed
Gutherezia texana
has
been giving the bees plenty to do this
fall.
The broomweed is still in bloom,
the pastures being one sheet of golden
yellow. Cold nights and cool, windy
days have interfered with the bees
somewhat, but there are yet many
warm days when the bees are very
busy. Some of my bees have stored a
good deal of surplus from this plant,
for this time of the year about an
average of 20 pounds to the colony.
The honey is a golden yellow, and has
a somewhat strong taste a little bitter, and hence not a suitable honey for
market.
We are using it for home
table use, however, for which it is yet
passable for the average per.- on.
Horsemint, Monarda, of several species in Texas, yields well in some seasons those that have been preceded
by plenty of fall rains the previous
year, so the horsemint could come up.
;

—

Bee-Keeping for Husband and Wife

A writer in Deutsche Bienenzucht
says that bee-keeping in which both
husband and wife are interested is well
calculated to strengthen the love of
home and

—

—

—

—

Our

hearth.

cellar-bottom be of clay. Yet some,
who have tried both kinds, prefer the
The main part of our
earth floor.
house is 33x31 feet, with a cellar under
the whole of it, divided into 3 rooms.
In one of these rooms was put a cement
But they
floor, purposely for the bees.
didn't winter as well as they did with
and the earth floor
the earth floor
was one of the clayeiest kind of clay.
Yet it will not do to be too positive
that the cement floor was in any way
some other factor may have
at fault
;

Cellars for Wintering Bees

What kind of a cellar is best to keep bees
in? I have 2 one is cemented on all sides,
ceiling and floor; the other is under the living room, but has an earth floor, and is quite
rough in general. The north cellar, which is
the better one, gets down to the freezing
point in very cold weather. I have never
kept bees in it, but now I have so many I
would like to put them in there for the sake
Mrs. J. C. Plumb.
of more room.
Milton, Wis., Oct. 16.

—

The

best cellar in which to keep bees
one that is dark, with constantly
pure air, and a temperature varying as
little as possible, at about 45 degrees.
That seems very simple, and is easily
said, but not so easily secured, and all
are not agreed as to the best means to
is

be taken.
The general opinion seems to be that
a cement floor is best, especially if the

;

played a part.
concellar dark is easy
air is another matter.
no provision for ventilamake no provision for air

Having the
stantly

;

pure

Some have

some
coming in, but provide for the outgo
of foul air and some provide for an
tion

;

;

intake of fresh air as well as an outlet
of foul air. Much, no doubt, depends
upon conditions. With plenty of openings, by way of cracks in the cellar
wall, there may be no need for any
other intake of fresh air and perhaps
the same may be said with a loose,
;

Otherwise some
cellar floor.
kind of provision should be made for
the introduction of fresh air perhaps
a pipe from the upper part of the wall

sandy

;
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opening

at the cellar bottom, turns in
the pipe preventing the entrance of

light.

In almost any cellar
to
it

it

will be better

have some kind of a tube, whether
be a square board one or a stovepipe,

soap and add rain-water.

Place the mixture
pan and boil till the soap is dissolved.
Then add an ounce or two of honey, and conin a

tinue stirring until the water is evaporated.
Such soap is excellent for the complexion.

stovepipe
running from near the bottom and entering a chimney is good. If no chimney goes down into the cellar a pipe
may run up through the floor, and enter a pipe or chimney above.
The temperature is secured by having the walls well banked outside, or
by making a double wall at the upper
part inside. If still too cold, a low fire
may be kept in a stove in the cellar.
Coming to the gist of your question,
you will no doubt be safe in putting
part of your bees in what you think is
the poorer cellar. Most likely there is
communication between the 2 cellars,
and that will equalize the temperature.
Even if the second cellar is not so good
there will probably be a gain sufficient
to balance the loss in the better wintering in the other cellar, as compared

;

ears, etc., which can all be prevented
by this simple remedy.

The

A

to carry out the foul air.

chilblains or chapped hands,
sore and cracked heels, wind-caught
tiful

Honey

application

one can object

for the Toilet

to

is
it,

so easy, and no
as they do to so

many

Apart from the medicinal uses to
which honey is and may be applied,
are those connected with the toilet. A
small jar containing honey should be
kept on every washstand and in every
nursery. Honey proves a panacea for
most of the ills that flesh, or rather
skin, is heir to, in the shape of cracked
lips, roughness of the skin, blotchy
patches around the mouth, which are
most disfiguring to even the most beau-

other remedies. After washing
any part of the body suffering from
any of the above unpleasantness, apply to the part affected, while still wet,
a very little honey with the finger,
and then smear it over. To those
who suffer habitually in winter from
any of these distressing complaints,
the continued use of honey will prevent
them from appearing. Begin to use
as soon as the weather gets cold, or as
soon as the wind begins to nip. Irish
Bee Journal.

—

anadian

with too much crowding in that. For
plenty of pure air can not be had so
well in a crowded cellar and plenty
of pure air is a matter of first importance for bee or man to say nothing
about woman.

Beedo

I

;

—

Burned While Smoking Out Bees

The following appears in the Chicago Record-Herald of Sept. 20
:

Litchfield, III.— Mrs. J. B. Hutchinson,
aged 70, was fatally burned yesterday while
smoke out a swarm of bees.

-attempting to

Foreign Missions and Bee-Keeping

Conducted by Morlet Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont.

Keeping

Mum

on Apiarian Discoveries

A contrast between say two things
always adds strength and beauty to
the deserving side. This may be illustrated by contrasting a log "gum"
with a frame hive the old method of
obtaining strained honey with that
obtained by the extractor; and such
men as Mr. Davenport with such as
Ivangstroth, Quinby, and
all those
men who discover no idea too valuable
to impart to others.
Perhaps Mr. Davenport's opinion
differs from mine as does one locality
from another. I am led to wonder,
however, why he sees fit to take a beepaper (which, I suppose, he does). Is
;

At the meeting

of the Presbyterian
Women's Board of Foreign Missions,
in Chicago, Dr. George A. Ford, a missionary of Sidon, Syria, in telling of
what they were accomplishing in different industries of the mission, gave
the following item
:

"Our

apiary of about 60 colonies, whose

hives are of our own manufacture, yielded,
about a ton of superior honey, much
of it from the orange-blossom."

last year,

With what interest would one look
upon an apiary located on that sacred
ground trod by the feet of our Savior
1900 years ago.

Honey

for Influenza,

Soap— Propolis

Massage, and

Corn-Planter

Here are 4 items
British Bee Journal

taken from the

:

Influenza Cure.— In 1 teacupful of hot
honey put the juice of 1 lemon, and take as a
dose 2 teaspoonfuls occasionally, or as often
as 6eems necessary, and as hot as can be endured comfortably.

not because he deems it beneficial
to help him increase his product ? He objects to giving away his
secret, however, fearing that some
may derive this benefit.
it

and apt

It is a blessing for beekeepers and
editors of bee-papers that all improvements and discoveries have not been
so jealously guarded. Mr. D. says his
discovery, if known, would increase
the crop of honey too much to justify

him in making it known. I wonder
what he thinks we take bee-papers for.
And I also wonder why he mentioned
the subject at

the yolk of 2 eggs,
2 ounces of ground bitter almonds, 2 ounces
of almond oil, add 4 ounces of extracted
honey, and make a paste, which rub on hands,
arms or face.

Propolis

Corn-Plaster.

— Make

Honey-Soap. — Take

1

pound of common

H. A. Smith.

Queenless Colonies in the Fall
The

small

plasters of propolis slightly warmed, and apply to corns, and you will feel relieved from
the pain of this worrying trouble.

all.

Palermo, Ont.

Honey Massage.— Take

swarming

season

is

liable

leave some colonies queenless,
and as a queenless colony will not
cluster well for winter, it is very important that every colony be seen to

to

have a laying queen before it goes into
The surest indicawinter quarters.
tion of the presence of a queen in the
brood-chamber is the finding of brood
or eggs in the combs. The laying of
the queen is discontinued as soon as
there is no honey being gathered, and
in 21 days the last bit of brood hatches

So the inspection for queen condition should not be delayed. If after

out.

the honey-flow no brood is found, but
plenty of bees and other conditions
apparently normal, it is quite safe to
conclude the queen is present. Another
hive with a younger queen may have
some brood, and if there is any doubt
about the broodless hive, give them a
comb containing eggs or a very small
unsealed brood, and look again in a
couple of days to see if they start
queen-cells. If they do not start cells
their queen is probably all right, but if
cells are started they are queenless and
of practically no value, because if they
have been queenless any length of
time the bees are all old and would
nearly all die in winter, even if they
were given a queen or united with another colony.
During the season the queens should
be looked after regularly, then there
will not be much of this to do in the
Queens are sometimes lost in
fall.
hiving swarms, so it is a good plan to
look into a newly-hived swarm a few
days or a week after hiving to see if
the queen is laying. This is especially
the case with second swarms, whose
queens are virgin when the swarming
takes place, and must go through the
danger period of mating afterward. It
takes about 3 days for them to get to
laying, and another 3 days to get
enough eggs laid to be noticeable in
the combs without such careful hunting. All parent colonies, as we call

—
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those that have cast a swarm, should
be examined without fail 3 or 4 weeks
after the date of the first swarm. They,
in every case, have young queens,
which sometimes get lost on their
mating- flight.
If the

number

of colonies

is to

be

Mr. /last^s
fitterthou

re-

by all means save the
parent colonies which have young
queens, and probably plenty of honey
crowded into the brood-chamber during the period when no queen was layduced in the

fall,

The so-called " young "
swarm came off with the old queen,
and was for 3 weeks working hard
with no young bees hatching in the
hive, and is in reality now the old
swarm so far as age of bees goes, and,
ing in the hive.

having an old queen, is the poorer of
the two for winter. M. P., in Mail
and Empire.

—

The

'

Old Reliable " as 6een

By

E. E.

My

bees are being destroyed by a
inch long that is eating away the brood-combs, and I am
told that later they will attack the surplus honey. These worms are known
locally as " web- worms," and are the
larva; of a buff-colored moth about /z
or ;'+ of an inch long. These same
worms have destroyed nearly all of the
bees in this locality. How can I destroy them and preserve my bees ?

worm about one

l

—

Ans. The worms referred to are the
larva? of the bee-moth, which is common to almost every locality where
bees are kept.
It is not the worms
themselves which injure the bees, but
their presence in the hive indicates
that the colony has become weakened,
and as the bees have diminished, and
they have been unable to cover the
combs the moths have laid eggs in the
vacant combs, which hatch into the
worms you describe, and eat up the
combs, leaving only a mass of webs
and debris behind. It is not possible
for the moth to do any damage to a
thrifty colony. As long as the combs
are covered by the bees there is no
chance for the moth.
You see, the
moth is really no menace to the bees,
but it is a very destructive agent as
far as honey-combs are concerned.

The remedy in your case is to remove all the combs from the hives that
the bees can not care for, so that you
may preserve them by an occasional

smoking with sulphur then try by
every means to build up your colonies,
and as the bees increase in numbers return to them their combs, and you will
not have any more reason to complain
of the presence of the bee-moth.
;

The reason that so many worms have
been seen in your locality, is that some
unfavorable condition has tended to
weaken and gradually destroy the bees,
and the moths, finding food for their
young in the vacant combs, have increased greatly. — C. O. J., in Family
Herald and Weekly Star.

The

false notion is so prevalent that

moths destroy bees as well as combs,
that C. O. J.'s answer seems worth
copying, even though it is so well
known by bee-keepers of experience.

ttaroug-ta

And, presto, another brother claims
success in putting in eggs instead of
larvae in

outfitting queen-cells

— Grant

Page

754.

Shipping Section Honey in a LardCan.
Adrian Getaz well illustrates how
"
there are " many men of many minds
when he shows us how to pack 3 dozen
sections for market in a lard-can.
Think I'll wait until I have inspected
one of these cans after going 10 miles
to market in a lumber-wagon over a
freshly dried clay road.

Page

757.

Heavy Extracting Combs.
W. D. Soper turned quite a trick
when he got an 11-frame extracting
super to average 8'/i pounds of honey
Page 769.
to each comb.

Two Oceans on One Page.
Two oceans on the front page of
37.

Lima beans

the real
beans.

ocean

like the ocean
like a field of

Changed Vital Conditions

No.

— and
Lima

in 1906.

am

interested in hearing an intelligent and professional man discourse
on the changed vital conditions of this
year of grace, 1906. Many forms of
lacking.
It's a matter
life almost
which not only beekeepers, but the
whole world, should be interested in.
Why should wasps in California, and
wasps here in Ohio, and wasps elsewhere be scarce this year ? I have
been in the habit of having great multhem of many species.
titudes of
(Hives with gable roofs in which they
can breed, and other special facilities
for them.) This year there have been
comparatively few, and of some species
almost none. The writer that moves
me to say this, Dr. Phil. Max Boelte,
seems rather inclined to let this go as
the result of cold, late spring and heavy
rains. I doubt it. Certainly that theory won't work on the flies. Better
we have a theory that will run for all
the insects that play scarce. Flies beI

late and moderate (weather might
account for that nicely), grew more
and more plenty until quite troublesome, though not as bad as usual, and
then in the midst of a warm summer,
when precedent required them to get
thicker and thicker till frost, they began to decrease. Recently the weather
has been unseasonably hot most of the
time. But the cows do not come from
the pasture looking like 4-legged
swarms of bees as aforetime. So few

gan

New and

Unreliable Glasses,

Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Putting Eggs in Queen-Cells.

Anderson, of Sabinal, Tex.

Bee-Moths Destroying- Combs

Hasty,

flies around them that they look almost
comfortable. Never saw the like. I
incline to explain the scarcity of insects, and the destruction of our poplar
trees, and the nearly total destruction
of our " pusley " weeds one recent year,
and many similar plant failures, to
quite similar causes new developments of microbic life. Either a new
microbe or a new development of an
old one, making it more deadly, will
answer the turn.
Pansies used to flourish in my apiary. Seeds got scattered around and
came up in the fall. For years people
came to me in spring from all the region round for baskets of pansy plants,
which I delighted in giving away. (I
wished in spring to clear most of the
ground so that I could hoe it.) But a
few years ago the pansy suddenly lost
its vim and health.
I took more pains
than usual to help them. No use.
Rapidly less and less until last spring
not a single pansy survived.
"What will you do when the black
man comes ?" Is there, mayhap, awaiting a microbe to serve the human species in the same way ? If the sun and
its planets, in their sweep towrds the
north side of the universe, pick up
floating microbes frozen but not dead
if we run into one adapted to make
dead pusley out of we'uns then what ?

—

—

Mice Not Fond of Honey.
Readers of this department may renot long since there was
a dispute between myself on one side
and Mr. Doolittle and Dr. Miller on the
other side, as to whether the common
mouse ate honey because he liked it (as
they contended), or whether he only ate
it in extremes of hunger or thirst (as I
contended). I feel like renewing the
Think I am prepared to take,
fight.
not perhaps the whole match, but the
I now have sevfirst round, at least.
eral captive mice. They are not tame,
but are coming on that way. Perhaps
they are better for this experimenthan entirely tame mice would be, at
too much domestication changes appes
I have developed the fact that
tites.
they are specially fond of dry crust of
wheat-bread. Last night I gave two
of them a large, long crust, one end of
which was spread with honey. They
ate a huge meal of it, for such small
beasts, but avoided the end where the
honey was. In the zeal of eating their
teeth got a little across the line in one

member that

but that was all.
not mean quite as

Well, this
as it
seems to at first. May signify not
much more than that they prefer their
place,

may

much

—

-

—
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crust crisp and dry rather than to have
it dampened
with anything. (To be
continued.)

Ark Bunched Swarms Self-Dividing
To

hive 24 pounds of mixed bees in a

hoping to find 6 pounds
and a queen in each story next morn
I hope some of the brethren will try it
as Grant Stanley wishes but I should
hardly have faith enough to spend the
4 story hive

mosquito-netting, also
one and 9 feet high.

Manifestly it can only succeed
in yards where mixed bees do not ball
queens. It's expecting altogether too
much to expect the bees to divide and
locate themselves when ihe queens are
all on the bottom-board encased in
hostile balls.

Page

ranging

way from Purgatory
Page 800.

Difference

in Bachelors.

So bachelors in Canada enjoy having a gang of men extract honey in
I'm going to disown
their kitchens.
those bachelors, Mr. Pettit. Page 801.

—

Thought

so myself when I was
child.
At present, I think
that all winter watering inside would
be a damage, and also that the thickest
possible honey consumed in winter
furnishes water enough and to spare.

AB C

Page

803.

Question-B^x

785.

Signs of Robbing Bees.

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journa
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
a
%3§ Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

surmise quite a few of us will disagree with Dr. Miller, if he means to
say that crawling up the front of the
I

hive to take flight is not at all a. sign
that robbing is going on. Some other
things will make bees do so, doubtless
and very likely robbers, so long as
they are not getting very much, would
take flight without climbing but still
it seems to me that beginners should be
told to investigate promptly all colonies where bees climb before they fly
robbing nine times out of ten. Normally bees come in with loads and go
out without loads
when robbing the
reverse is true. When not loaded they
start from a low level and fly up, but
haven't much left over when they do
;

Packing

Comb Honey

for Shipment

What is the proper way to pack a large
bulk of honey to ship it a long way on train?
Michigan.

;

;

To start from

a level and fly up
with more than half their weight of
honey aboard (condition of a man with
80 pounds of silver-plate in a bag on
his back), that they are a little disinclined to try. In such circumstances
so.

If Texas horsemint will stand zero
it looks as though it might be
started in most of the States. Must
be up and established in the fall, it
seems. I think the diligent raising of
a plant in the garden for a few years
from its own seed will gradually fit to
take care of itself outside, even if at
first it refused to grow except where
cultivated. But we should feel more
enthusiasm to introduce Monarda punctata were it not that its honey is reputed a little strong in flavor. Page

weather,

V?v
Doctor Millerls

784.

should be watered in the hive in win-

an

Growing Texas Horsemint.

a very big

the

all

to Paradise.

Winter Watering of Bees.
So the Hamburg doctor thinks bees
ter.

is

Such a tent as

that, if we may also suppose a breezy
location, may indeed be quite as comfortable as a shanty, if not more so.
Might spread a fly of muslin above the
top, not touching it. Tents and tents

;

time.

it

they want

first to

get up a few inches

so that if they lose level in the first
foot or two of flight they will not
strike the ground. If alighting-boards
were narrow, and entrances a foot or
two from the ground, there would not
be so much need of care. Page 787.

The Never-Fail Queen-Introducer.
Man who tells us he never fails introducing queens is the same man as
he on whose statements throughout we
are not to rely fully— so Mr. Dadant
thinks.

Now, maybe

that's so.

Page

799.

Tents for Extracting Honey.
Hutchinson, who lives north, thinks
a tent to extract in too awfully hot for
endurance, except when you can't do
any other way. Scholl, or L,. B. Smith
for him, as far south as Texas, is surprised, and thinks a good tent an ideal
arrangement. What can be the cause
of this disagreement ? My inclination
was to side in with Hutchinson. A
second look, however, shows that all
the lower part of the approved tent is

Answer— It

makes a
a bulk you mean.

large
a car-load of

honey

is

difference as to
If it is

how

any thing like

comb honey, and I suppose comb
meant, the cases may be packed solid

the car, the ends of the sections pointing
toward the front and rear of the car, 60 that
they will withstand the jar of bumping. Any
room at the side must be packed full of straw
or otherwise filled up, so there shall be no
in

play sidewise. The cases will be placed solid
against each end of the car, and at the middle
they must be in some way securely fastened.

One way

is to have boards flatwise across,
fastened to the sides of the car at each end of
the boards, and at the middle of the boards
braced by studding standing perpendicularly,
and fastened to the roof and the floor. The
idea of the whole, as you will see, is to have
the case6 all fastened immovably in the car.
No straw or other packing is needed on the
bottom of the car. For smaller amounts, the
ordinary crates holding several cases may be
used, having on the top a large arrow or other
device, and the legend, " Please pack in car
so this arrow shail point toward the engine."'
Of course the arrow must be put on so that
the shock of bumping shall come on the sections endwise and not sidewise.

Italianizing a Neighborhood's BeesEggs That Fall to Hatch

Free Discussion
I believe, with Doolittle, that rules with
bees " don't count." They are in the nature
of freaks from beginning to end, and no one
can tell what they will do next. I 6ome times
think there are more devils in black bees than
in the swine that ran down into Genesaret.
They seem always aching for a fight. I once
made an introducing-cage of a whole frame
of oomb (say half filled with honey), covered
with wire-cloth on both sides a bee-space
from the comb. I cut a hole in the comb
about as large as my thumb end for bees to
pass from one face of the comb to the other.
I put the queen and her attendants in this

cage and kept her there for about a week, and
then liberated her by a door provided in the
screen for that purpose. The queen did all
right, and of course some of the other bees
entered the cage at the opened door. To save
the honey in the comb and the cage for sueh
use again, I tried to chase the bees out of the
cage, and it was one of the "biggest circuses"
Some of them were bound not
I ever was at.
to go through that hole from one side of the

comb

to the other, and one in particular
whirled around over the hole like a whirligig
I suppose a thousand revolutions a minute.
I
I eventually killed i£ to stop the play.
called this to mind on reading " Maine's " description of the colony that refused to have a
queen in any case (page S03). I have another
freakish case at present. 1 received an Italian queen (untested) after some 2000 miles
travel in the mails of your country, andabont
every second week she has a batch of eggs in
the same frame, that never hatch, but disappear in a few days.

—

1.

What was wrong?

Will she be of any use in the spring?
3. To save the colony, must I replace her?
4. As you and the editor of Gleanings have
been discussing hybrids, I think I see why
you can only rear hybrids, by Miss Wilson's
reply to Mrs. Black's question No. 3, page
Of course it is desirable to rear only a
S02.
few drones when our own bees are no. longer
hybrids, but I think some of the queen-dealers smile at our foolishness. They know that
if we spent the money we now send to them
for queens, in rearing large numbers of drones
early and late, we should soon Italianize our
whole neighborhood to such an extent as to
be able to rear our own queens, and be independent of their services. Suppose each of us
with large apiaries, devoted say 10 of our best
colonies to rearing drones for 3 years; say put
3 frames of drone-comb or drone-foundation
in each brood-nest, I think we could soon
swamp the hybrids and the queen-rearers who
are not breeders, but are only fattening upon
our ignorance and credulity. These last are
only thoughts that came to a novics 6ince I
Let some one who is not a
started to write.
2.

novice, and has some conscience, correct my
foolish thoughts. Suppose Mr. Hasty takes
a crack at the idea, and modify or wreck it
by showing its absurdity.
5. Some of the editors of bee-papers may
not allow such free discussion of the matter
as maybe desirable; witness how they shut
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out some of the most valuable part of Dr.
Phillips' highly valuable article on "Experimental Apiculture," and we got only the pith
of the thing on page l?'.i of the Canadian Bee
Journal for September, after being recently
informed by a fine man, and a prominent beekeeper, that the paper was " no good." He
should now be able to change his opinion.

Canada.

Answers.— 1.

1

am

not entirely certain

from your description whether none of the
queen'6 eggs ever hatch, or whether " she
has a batch of eggs in the same, frame, that
never hatch," while eggs in other frames do
hatch. I suppose, however, that none of
them ever hatch, for such a case does occur
in rare instances, and I never heard of a case
of the other kind. In any case. I don't know
what's wrong, only that sometimes there Ts a
case in which there seems some imperfection
about the eggs, so that they never hatch.
2. On
the supposition that not an egg
hatches that she now lays, you may be sure
she will be of no value next spring.
3. It is probably not worth while to replace her, for practically the colony has been
all the while that queen has been
present, and the probability is that that has
been a good while, since you 6peak of " about
every second week," as if there had been a
number of " second weeks." In that case you
will see that the bees mu6t all be old, unfit to
go into winter quarters, and there would not
be much chance to get a strong force of
younger bees by introducing a normal queen
after Oct. 1.

queenless

exception? I sent for an unQueen received all right, except the candy was all gone. I did not have
any more candy to put in the hole, so I introduced the queen without it, but leaving
the pasteboard over the hole. In about 3 days
I removed the cage.
The pasteboard was all
gnawed away and queen liberated. I did not
look for queen but closed the hive immediately.
In a week or so I looked for the
queen, but she was missing, and 5 or 6 queenIs

this an

tested .jueen.

were present. The candy was crumbled
and scattered over the cage. What was the
matter?
Was the queen introduced too

cells

quickly to the bees, that
by them*

is,

liberated too soon

Minnesota.

Answer. — The

case is an exceptional one,
and it is hard to be positive in answering
either of your questions. The trouble seems
to have been with the candy, either as to
quantity or quality apparently as to quantity, there not being enough to last uatil the
introduction of the queen.
Whether the
queen was liberated too soon or not can not
be told. If she was not liberated till the 3
days were about up, then it ought to have
been all right; but if the bees gnawed away
the paper within a few hour6, then it was all
wrong. Naturally one would think the bees
would make rather slow work gnawing the
pasteboard when there wa6 no candy present,
for somelimes, even with candy present, they
are too slow about it.

—

You

are hardly correct in your surmise
hybrids prevail here because Italian
drones have not been encouraged. A stronger
reason is that hybrids have not only not been
discouraged, but they have had actual encouragement, both queens and drone6. Without regard to color, I have bred queens from
the colony which showed the best work in
supers, and drones from colonies that have
distinguished themselves as good storers.
These best workers have almost invariably
been of crossed blood. By constantly breeding both queens and drones from the best
storers, I have materially increased the average yield per colony. The unfortunate feature in the ca6e is that by getting this crossed
blood I have at the same time got very cross
blood; so much so that I am now getting in
pure Italian blood so as to compare. This
Italian blood is supposed to be of an extragood strain, and if it does not fall too far behind my hybrid blood in storing qualities, it
will be likely to replace entirely the hybrid
blood, so that my association with my little
subjects may be of a less warlike character.
So you see that while you are quite right in
thinking that the encouragement of drones
of the right kind is an important matter, you
are wrong in thinking that I have not been
working with that in view. If I had worked
as carefully for pure blood as I have for large
yields of honey, I would surely have more
yellow bees. 1 am hoping that I can get back
to the gentler yellow bees without too much
4.

Queen-Introducing Experience

that

loss in crops.
5. Don't be
too hard on bee-papers. It
seems to me they allow very free discussion,
and I have no doubt they would be willing to

leave it entirely to their readers what should
be published and what left out, if said readers would be unanimously agreed. But some
things you would want in I might want out;
and some things I would want in you might
want out; so it isn't likely we would be any
better satisfied than as things now are. Although it does not seem a good thing to have
long papers at a convention, I agree with you
that Dr. Phillips gave an exceedingly valuable paper; but it might be that if you were
editor you might have on hand matter that
you felt must be published, and you might
feel that space could not be afforded for the
whole of even so valuable paper as the one in
question.
I feel like saying about the editors
as the placard said about the man playing the
piano in the saloon out in the wild West. Over
the piano was suspended a placard saying,
"Don't shoot the man at the piano; he's
doing his best."

Chaff-Packed Bees
1.

Whenpackin'

in

Winter

bees with chaff for win-

do you leave the entrance open?
What kind of chaff i6 best to pack them
in?
Iowa.
ter,

2.

Answer. — Yes, the entrance

is left

open,

and provision is made for keeping the packing from clogging the entrance by a sort of
little portico or tube.
Oat-chaff and wheatchaff are good. So are dry leaves. Planer-

much used,
tained in most places.
shavings are

being readily ob-

Supers Above or Under the BroodChamber -Other Questions

amount

of bees work at one section till full
before starting on another.
I have, sometimes, when bees desire to swarm, taken out
the brood frames and changed ends so that
bees will be subdued; or, in plain words, it
will seem to them some thing new, and forget
the swarming-fever. I have had no trouble
ever since. This plan works in 4 trials
out of 5.
2. Will a queen, which when introduced to
a colony has not been fertilized, lay worker
or drone eggs?
3. Should I introduce an untested queen to
a colony and use queen-excluders to prevent
her from leaving the hive to become fertilized, would such a queen become fertilized
in the hive' or can't a queen be fertilized in
the hive?
4. What eggs would an untested queen lay
first when introduced and not yet fertilized?
5. How soon will a queen be fertilized when

introduced?
6.

Does a queen lay eggs that are never

hatched?
7.

Have you ever seen two

different kinds

of drones in one colony?
8. Will a 2-frame nucleus and queen, purchased in May, make a full-sized colony by
fall, and also produce some surplus honey?

Pennsylvania.

Answers.— 1.

very kind of you to relieve the bees of so much labor, but I am
afraid they do not appreciate your kindness.
Left to their own devices bees always prefer
to have their brood-nest near the entrance,
carrying their honey above the brood or back
of it, even though that may seem to you unnecessary labor. Week before last I saw a
man shoveling a pile of stuff from one end to
the other of a box perhaps 10 feet long. Then
he turned about and shoveled it all back to
the end where it first was. Some might have
advised him that it would have been better to
have left it where was in the first place, saving himself a lot of hard shoveling, seeing he
left it just where he found it; but he would
have replied that if he had left it where it was
in the first place that the sand, gravel, and
cement would not have been mixed. Undoubtedly the bees could give just as good
reasons for doing what seems to you unnecessary work. Bee6 can be made to store honey
beneath the brood-chamber, but after sufficient experience you will probably conclude
But the experience in
it isn't the best way.
finding it out will probably be worth someIt is

thing.

am

fond of experimenting with bees,
and have tried several experiments the past
season. I have several colonies of mismated
bees which prove very good workers. I transferred them into 10-frame dovetail hives,
using 2 supers. I have placed one super on
the oottom, and on top a queen-excluder next
the brood-chamber, and above same again
one 6uper. The idea of this is to keep the
queen in the brood-chamber, and should they
desire to swarm, it would be impossible for
1.

I

the queen to leave the hive.

The reason I use a super below the broodchamber is, the bees, when returning from
field, carrying a heavy load of honey, may
have an ea6y and quick place to deposit their
load, without making such bees pass first
through the brood-chamber into the super
above, giving them much annoyance. By the
old method, it would seem as if mankind
should carry their winter stores into the attic

the

or garret, instead of depositing the same in
the cellar. My experience with this hive is
that I have had 2 supers filled below the
brood-chamber before I had one filled above
the brood-chamber. Next season I shall try
to keep all my supers below the brood-chamber, after the brood-chamber is filled with
6tores
I al60 use an entrance between the broodchamber and upper super, so as not to compel
the bees to pass the brood-chamber and lower
super, and found many bees using this enI use the Danzenbaker super with
trance.
fences and 4x5 sections. I have some times
taken out all the sections from the super
when half-filled and placed them in different
parts of the super, as I believe that a certain

You have an excluder under the broodchamber, 60 that "should they desire to
swarm it would be impossible for the queen
to leave the hive." I wonder whether you
have tried that out fully. If not, let me tell
you what is likely to occur. When the lime
comes for the bee6 to swarm, they will leave
the hive the same as if the queen were not
confined, but not finding her with them they
will return to the hive, except in some cases
they would go to some other hive. A week
or 10 days later the old queen will be killed
and a young queen will be ready for swarmAfter swarming out a number of times
ing.
and returning, providing they did not unite
with some other swarm, the bees would have
a queen that for lack of being fertilized could
produce only drones. That, you understand,
is what is likely to happen if the excluder remains permanently under the brood-chamber
bo no queen can leave the hive.
2. If an unfertilized, or virgin queen, be introduced into a colony, she will not be likely
to lay till after she is fertilized, and will generally begin by laying worker-eggs.
Before answering your further questions,
allow me to correct what seems to be a misapprehension on your part. You are evidently
under the impression that an untested queen
Instead of that being the
is unfertilized.
case, an untested queen is one which has been
fertilized and has begun laying, but none of
her progeny has yet emerged, so it is as yet
unknown whether she has been purely mated
or not. It is very seldom that an unfertilized
queen is sold, but if one is sold, she is sold as
a virgin, and not as an untested queen.
3. Occasionally there have been reports of

:
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fertilization in the hive, but it is
pretty safe to set it down as a fact that a
queen, to be fertilized, must be allowed to fly
If a virgin is imprisoned in a hive perout.
manently, she will, if she lays at all, lay only
unfertilized or drone eggs.

supposed

said, it will be
involved in the question,

By what has already been

4.

seen that an error is
but the general answer may be given that
every normal queen generally lays workereggs at first. Sometimes, however, a young
queen doesn't seem to be in right working
order at first, and lays some drone-eggs.
5. Without regard to the matter of introduction, a virgin is generally fertilized when
5 to 8 days old.
So does a hen. If an egg is not
6. Often.
properly cared for, it will not hatch, whether
hen or a bee. But a queen-bee
by
a
it be laid
differs from a hen in that a hen often lays an
egg that can not hatch, no matter how well
cared for, while every egg that a good queen
lays is capable of hatching out a living insect.
It does happeD, however, in very rare cases
(I have had only one such case in 45 years'
experience), that a queen is in some way defective so that not an egg she lays hatches
either a drone or a worker.
7. Te6, often.
8. It may in a sufficiently good 6eason.

waammmammmmmm

and
^experiences
Ropori s

Bees Did Well

My
son.

2 colonies of bees did well the past sea-

Having only 2, I probably took more
them than a large bee keeper would

trades, professions, or

businesses,

is

the only

one who habitually gives (and it is expected
he as of a right ought to on all occasions),
of his time, of his knowledge, and of his goodwill, to whomsoever asketh; ye6, and to vol-

unteer the same at every opportunity. I am
not saying this is not right, in fact, it 6eems
right, yet, I repeat, that in no other business
or occupation is it done, as a rule, or expected.
It seems the wiser course, therefore,

got about 100
pounds of honey from each colony, and increased to 3. The honey we get here is mostly
white clover, but we also get some from basscolonies.

.

....

If I bad to pay three times the subscription
price of the American Bee Journal, I could
not get along without it.

—tell
Mr.

it.

Davenport knows how to prevent
swarming without unprofitable manipulation,

but won't explain the process, " therefore,"
says some wise ones, " we won't believe he

knows."

am

I

preventing swarming while running

for comb honey, and am willing to give the
secret away, yet nevertheless the wi6e ones
I
will very likely say "he doesn't know."

preventing swarming in the same way,
and on the same principle, that you would
prevent black chickens— by selecting white
ones to breed from. I am preventing swarming the same way, and on the same principle,
you would prevent having black hogs — by se-

am

I am prelecting red ones to breed from.
venting swarmiDg in the same way, and on
the same principle, that you would prevent
horned cattle (not by cutting the horns off,
but by breeding them off)— by selecting
polled cattle to breed from.
Can't be done* Contrary to nature, do you
6ay? All who have tried it for 10 years and
have made no progress please hold up your
hands. Slow job? Certainly. Takes 4 years
to te6t a breeder for non-swarming.
Don't feel bad, Mr. Davenport. You can't
expect to keep the world from moviog, you
know; and the secret of swarm-prevention
E. S. Miles.
must come to light.
Crawford Co., Iowa.

Poorest Season in Years
In this locality the past season was the
poorest for honey in many years. There was
little swarming and less honey, and, consequently, no revenue to speak of; but lots of
G. C. Greiner.
hope left.
La Salle, N. Y., Oct. 19.

Walter M. Adema.

Good Fall Crop -Mailing Queens
My fall crop of honey was very good, and

Short Honey Season
in the Eastern

of

part of

Pennsylvania was very short, owing to the
I suplate frost which occurred on May 3.
pose trie flowers were frozen so that the necnot
flowers
tar was entirely dried up, or the
fully developed, as the fruit season was an
utter failure. Corn is plenty, which is the
main crop here. I noticed last spring that

my bees,

good quality, mostly

all

;

covered with oil-cloth.
Something queer happened during the
swarming season. When my bees intended
to swarm I opened the hive and removed the
outer frame on each 6ide, and placed empty
ones in their place. The other 8 frames I
changed ends. This so provoked the bees
that the next morning a dead queen was at
the entrance of the hive. It was the old
queen, the new one having taken her place

Those bees forgot their fever to swarm. I
believe this would be a good method to introduce a queen, by changing ends of frames.

Harry W. Gander.

Spring Mount,

Pa., Oct. 23.

Prevention of Swarming
C. Davenport is receiving " Hail,
Columbia" from numerous and divers sources
because he, like the small boy, " knows some
I notice

thing he won't tell." I am going to admit
right in the start that my sympathies are with
Mr Divenport. According to my observation the bee-keeper, of all the occupations.

being comb, and

the bees have plenty to winter on. I harvested about 3000 pounds of comb honey.
Sept. 28, that came
I received a queen
through the mail in an unprotected queencomplained about
post-master
cage, and our
it. I understand that the postal laws require
that queens must be protected by cardboard
over the screen side of the cage.

Louis Werner.

during the very cool nights clustered

more on the south side of the hive, leaving
still I had the hives
several frames empty

they are received, and thus preserved for
future reference. Or we will send it with the
American Bee Journal a year both for $1.10.
Address the office of the American Bee Jour-

—

nal.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
National in Texas.— The National BeeKeepers' Association will hold its annual convention Nov. S, 9, and 10, 1906, in San Antonio, Texas. These dates occur at a time when
the* Texas Fair is in progress, and low rates
will be in force, locally, for several hundreds
of miles out of San Antonio, and, at the same
time, there will be home-seekers' rates available from other tmrt6 of the country.
Flint, Mich. " W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
Ontario.- The annual meeting

of the

On-

tario Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in

the York County Council Chamber, Toronto,
on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Nov.
Hotel accommodations can
7, S and 9, 1906.
be had at the Patmer House, $1 50 per day ;
or $1 per diy at the Albion Hotel. We are
expecting to have a good convention. The
program is to be one of the best. During the
same week the Ontario Horticultural Exhibition will beheld. This show of fruit, flowers, honey and vegetables is acknowledged to
be well worth visiting.
We extend a very cordial invitation to any
American bee-keeper that can attend, to take
part in the discussions. Single fare will be
given from all points in Ontario by the differW. Couse, Sec.
ent railroads.
Streetsville, Ont.

Illinois.— The 16th annual session of the
State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held in the Supreme Court Room in the
State House, on Tuesday and Wednesday,
Nov. 20 and 21, 1906. Railroad rates to annual sessions of the I.O.O.F. at Springfield,
can be used by bee-keepers also as follows
An open rate of one fare plus 25 cents for the
round trip to Springfield and return. This
rate can be secured by any one desiring to
come to Springfield on the date of ticket sale,
the open rate having been made by all lines
in the Central and Western Passenger Associations. Tickets can be purchased on Nov.
18, 19, 20 and 21, but must be used on the day
Illinois

Berlin, Mich., Oct. 17.

The honey season

Bee
for

The

one in beedom knows anything he won't
tell, he would better not tell that he knows it,
or eUe do like the aforementioned small boy

I

wood.

(or Holder) is
to take all the copies of the imerican
sent by mail
It
is
Journal for a year.
20 cents.
Full directions accompany.
Bee Journals can be inserted as soon as

if

care of

do with many

Our Wood Binder
made

Edwardsville,

111.,

Oct. 15.

of purchase.

Nov.

The return

limit

on tickets

is

34.

Hotel rates, for board and lodging, $1.25
and upward. We expect the largest meeting
the Association has ever had, as its membership is larger than ever before, and, furthermore, we expect to have with us Pres. C. P.
Dadant, of the National; Pres. George W.
York, of the Chicago-Northwestern; Pres. J.
E. Johnson, of the Western Illinois; General
Manager N. E. France, of the National and
R. A. Holekamp, Secretary of the Missouri
Let every
State Bee-Keepers' Association.
member of our Association make an effort to
neighbor
bee-ke«per
bring
a
be present, and
with him, assured of a good meeting if you
(Bring your wife,
will help to make it such.
;

[Certainly, every queen-cage that is mailed
singly should have a card over the wire-screen

employees will not be
any danger of being stung when handling
the package in going through the post-office.
We supposed that every bee-keeper who
mails queens knew about this requirement.
The common way is to tack a cardboard the
side, 60 that the postal

in

same size as the cage over the wire-screen,
and on the card is written the name and address of the person to whom the queen is
mailed.— Editor.]

SOUVENIR POST CARDS
VIEWS OF CHICAGO
Big Buildings, Stores, Hotels, Park6, Stock
special view you wish. 5 views,

Yards— any
10c

;

13'

43A2t

R. R.

OAK PARK,

ILL.

4,

Springfield,

a

-

Stone, Sec.

111.

En§ravin$sFo rSaIe
are accumulating quite a stock of engravings that have been used in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
us to
we can sell some of them it would helphaving
pay for others that we are constantly
is
any
there
If
columns.
our
in
using
made and
tc
of our engravings that any one would like
very
quote
a
will
and
we
know
us
let
have, just
low price, postpaid. Address,

We

for 25c, postpaid.

OAK PAKK NOVELTY

J*9.

too.)

GEORGE W. YORK

CO.
334

Dearborn Street,

& CO.

CHICAGO,

II. L,
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Our Early-Order Discounts on

BEE-SUPPLIES
are now in effect. We furnish EVERYTHING needed in practical BeeCulture, at lowest prices.
We make the best-finished and substantial

SHIPPING = CASES

$*

in free

N*

Shipping-Crates.

Our HONEY-EXTRACTORS
are not excelled for durability, fine workmanship, and practical utility.
Have you seen our latest improved Champion Smoker ? If not, you
miss it until you get one.
Satisfaction guaranteed, or money back.
Address,

KRET6MER

MFG.

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

i
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Bee Journal

Best Wisconsin Sections,
per 1000-S400; No.2-*3 40;
plain, 25c less. 7 percent
discount in October on Root's and Danz. Hives,
and other Root's Goods.
40A26t
ST. ANNE, III.
H. S.
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THE TRAPPERS WORLD

$500.00

Published Monthly by
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The Modern Farmer

STAFF OF CONTRIBUTORS

Our

Poultry Gazette

Review of Reviews

'$5.75

Success

Woman's Home
Companion
A.11

CASH PRIZES

J

THE MODERN FARMER
JOSEPH, MO.

ST.

POWER MACHINERY

BARNES' FOOT

Read what

J. I.

PARENT^of

We

Charlton, N. Y., says: "
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a trreat deal of other work.

Poultru Husbandry.

$100.00

you say

it

W.

Address,

& John Barnes,
Ruby St., Rockford,

MADRID, IOWA

AlsinBldg.,

Gold

Honey=

$20.00

Dealers

Course of Instruction in PoultryCulture

FREE

F.

995

1,

Greatest offers ever made in the interests of any Poultry Publication.

1

will.

Room

CATCH PHRASE

amount

of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all
Catalog and price-list free.

2TCtf

all

-FOR A-

This winter we have double
the

in

10 CENTS A COPY.

$1.00 A YEAR.
Tells

$3,00

This makes a combination that is very hard
to beat, and you should be greatly pleased
with it.

The Trappers,
Hunters. Fur Collectors, Anglers,
Guides, and Men of the Wood6.

Subscribers,

about Trapping, Fur and Game Sections, Big Game Sections, Best Fur Buyers
every'htng in the interest of its readers. Subscribe now. One sample free.

for subscriptions to

one year for

ALLYN PUBLISHING COMPANY

D. E.

111.

G. G.

STUTTS GLASS

GO.,

Manufacturers,

A Cash

Successful Poultry Journal
FRANK HECK,

Editor.

Subscription Price so cents per Year.
Write for Advertising Rates.

The most prominent and successful, practica
poultrymen write lor the buctes*iul Poultry Jour
nal. and tell bow they build their houses, mate their
fowls, manage their incubators, feed both young
and old— and, in fact, tell how they succeed and
make money. Send for sample copy.

SUCCESSFUL POULTRY JOURNAL
355 Dearborn

ICtf

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

A 40-page Catalog tree
fm f± f* 0± The latest work on IJKK-

ai*

CUU^

SITI»I»I.lE»,Hives,Fixtures, Etc. Italian Bees and

IrUVv
bees,

do not

Queens.

fail

If

interested

in

free for 3 years, at his option.
Write for a

of the paper at once. It contains complete information regarding' our conDon't waste
tests and special offers.
a moment. Sit right down now and
write for copy of the paper. It's free.
It may mean a big cash prize for you
or the $100.00 in Gold. It means a
$20.00 Course of Instruction in Poultry
Culture free, anyway, and one of the
best poultry papers in America for 3
years.

Hawkins Publishina 60.
51 Berrill Block
Waterville, N. Y.
40C4t
Please mention the Bee Journal

GLEN ELLYN,
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Homing Pigeons;

HULBERT

filled.
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ILL.
Journal.

MAKE CROWN

ry easy, sim'
pie uperration with a
It's

CUT
GREEN
BAUF
DUNE.

Bone Cutter.
Green bene makes eggs, and
the hen's productCut bone fresh mm
/every day. The Cmwn does it
quickly with no
Write for free catalog
V buildibe: cutter.
VWILSON BROS Box 618, EASTON, PA
..

iOF^P^2 ^ ^ ou are 8rm<
interested in tr ^L I <0 us five one-cent
stamps foracopy of our DOMESTIC PETS
Are You

'

*

A

storehouse of practical information on Pigeons, Rabbits, Cavies, Dogs, Cats, Birds, and
pets of everj description. Nearly 50 fine photographs, drawings from life, etc. Sure to please.
Send at once before supply becomes exhausted.
Address,

WM.
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JONES, Publisher
YORK, PA.

In Its Twenty-eighth Year

TH6 RuraTGuiifornian

Mention

A large monthly magazine devoted to Agriculand rural pursuits, showing the
wonderful development of the Pacific Coast. Beautifully Illustrated, well
edited
and artistically
?Tinted on fine book paper. An encyclopedia of inormation for colonists. Address,
Hooms 6 and

7

Temple Block.

LOS ANGHJLES, CALIF.

Journal

when

writing.

writing.

Mass., asked me about 2 years ago where he
could get good queens, and I referred him to
you. To-day he called on me and said he
noticed the colonies with your queens were
storing much faster than others.
He went
immediately to his red clover field, and saw
bees working there freely."

Untested Queens, 75c each six, $4; dozen,
Select Untested, $1 each; six, $5;
dozen, $9. Safe arrival and satisfaction guar;

anteed.
I

Descriptive circular free.

am now

filling

J. P.
26Etf

MOORE,

•

your fowls.
yon want to get good results with less
hard work.
you want to learn how to save your

'eAyJ
%'

little

•

chicks.

to know what to do
in the poultry yard.
subscription to the

you want

each

month
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in

your

POULTRY DIGEST PUB, CO.
18 Rose St„

36Ctf

Mention

N. Y. City.

Bee Journal

when

Mail,

do so until the

r.f.d.1

Morgan, Ky.

Mention Bee Journal when writing.

Big Reduction in Supplies
Until flay I. Big stock of Dovetailed
Hives and Marshfield Sections to draw

—

FREE a year's subscription
from.
with order amounting to $ IS or over.
Send for 32-page Illustrated Catalog
D.

SOPER

28Etf

writing.

(Route 3) Jackson, filch.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the

—

Li

By Return

close of the season.

W.

Enterprising, Pushing and Progressive
Poultry Journal. A live and instructive Periodical Different From All the Rest.
True to name, a concise and boiled down digest of all the doings in the Ponltry World
time-saving periodical;
methodical, to the
point, and conservative.
T T"~< you want to make more money out of

X Xf"

orders

shall probably be able to

free.

THE POULTRY DIGEST

tural, Horticultural

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN

Bee

An

6 Months 25c.

ICt

when

Bee Journal

As Red-Clover Workers
Wm. S. Slocum, Newport, R. I., writes:
" My friend, W. O. Sweet, West Mansfield,

and

Big Squab Breeders. Also Angora and Belgian
Bares; Fancy experiment station; crosses In
Mail orders

Mention

$7.50.

FOR SALE
all colors.

New York. N.Y.

Write for illustrations.

38E4t

Moore's Strain of Italians

FREE SAMPLE COPY

to write us.

Registered

145 Chambers St.

bandry

Please mention the Bee Journal.

$1 to $3 a pair.

Worker

our plans so that every
worker who secures a few subscriptions for_
us will get a cash prize or Poultry Hus-'

John Nebel &Son Supplij Go., High Hill, Mo.
6Ctf

Prize for Every

We have arranged

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN
Simple, perfect, self -regulating.
Hatch every fertile egg. Lowest
priced flrBt-claes hatcherB made.
Catalogue.

«EO.

II.

8TAHJL, Qulncj,

III.

man who wants a permanent
W/
an , A /l Aposit.
VYdlllCU
on. To do all kinds of

work on a small farm. To help with bees and

an extensive honey business. Write wages
H. C. AMLERS,
wanted, aud particulars.
West Bend, Wis. R.F.D. 1. Tel. 829, Ring 4.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
43Atf

I

!

Nov.

1,

190b
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Gloves for Dandliog

pdquartersfor Bee-Supplies
LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY
ORDERS. Have a large stock on hand, and can sup-

Something New.
Something You Want.

Freight Rates from CINCINNATI are
LOWEST. ESPECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH

Our specially prepared Gloves softea the
bands and prevent and core cbapped band-.

ply promptly.

Tiic fabric contains a preparation » h cb prp
ent« tbe eloves from becoming baid and 6t ff
We furnish tbem without armleis or sleeves for
using' in sweeping, gardeniugor p^aetal bouspwoik, driving- or outdoor work. Tbey ?re jus'
the thing for driving iu tbe rain, as ibev a>e
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night tbe;
keep the hands soft and white.

the

As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati.
save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free.

the points of excellence can not be herr
enumerated, but they never fa'l 1o g've lb*"
greatest satisfaction. To tatnduce them, wp
will send bj mail, or with oth;r goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
sizes— large tor men, small for ladies
.35
3Men's Gauntlets, fl:ece-lioed
Lad'e&'
35
r*adie*\unlined. for wearing at eight or during doing light house woi k
.40
Early Order Discounts on Bee-Supplies (ex
cepiing above and a few other articles) as fol

FALCONER MFG.

CO.

N. V.

f)oney cmfc

all

H.W. WEBER =

.
Office

ind Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Kansas City, Oct. y.— The demand for both
extracted and «.omb bouej continues good; the
supply is light. We quote No 1, wbi e comb,
24-section cases, per case, $3; No. 2, ?2 75
Extracted, while, in cans, 7 ten's: amb* r, h@6^c.
Bejswax, 25c.
C. C. Clemons & co.

-

Denver, Oct. 20.— AH desirable lots of white
comb honey in double-tier cases have now oeen
shipped out of this state, leaving only a few
cars of single-tier cases. The quality of this
year's crop was fine, better taan for several
seasons. We quote our local mjrket as follows: Strictly No
white, per case of 24 sections, $3; ordinary No. 1 at d off grade, $2.£0 to
Extracted, white, (>%<(l1>>c. Beeswax,
S2.7i.
24c for average yellow delivered here.
I

The

Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

Cincinnati, Oct.
honey Is good. No.
sale,
lees

20.1,

The demand

comb

whte, brings 14^c whole-

and 16c retail, by ihe case. Off grades
from 2@3c per pound. White cover ex-

tracted brings in barre
814c;

for

amber grades,

SHc In barrels;
Beeswax, 30c

s, 8c per pout d
in cans,
li*ht, 6c in barrel)-; dark,
;

in cans,

He per pound more.
C. H.V7.

Weber.

Philadelphia, Oct. 22— While the supply of
como huney U equal to the demand, large quantities of comb noaer having arrived in the

ma

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

For Rent on Shares

in tbe last 10 days, the price still reThe outlook, hjwever, is that
the season advances and ihe bee-keepers
ship more of their crop to the market, the pi
ces will be a Utile weaker. We quute: Fancy
while enmb honey, 16@18c No, 1, 14(&j15c; amFancy white extracted, ?#@8>$c;
ber, ll@Uc.

BEES in 10 frame Lan^>troib
These are \he bees Trip Rambler run 2
J. C. McCI HJBIN,
-HA3t
Keedley, Fresoo Co., C»mf.

2~5 Colonies ot

hives.
>

ears.

Cincinnati, Sept. 18.— The demand forcofb
hoD»v is goid; fancy and No, 1 telling freely
lower grade* not wanted at any
market on extracted honey is quiet,
as quantities lematn unsold from last season.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
baying

qunie amber at 554d<7c. according tn qualscFaacy extrarted white- clover at 7
We aie paying 29<"30cior rhoice yellow bees,
wax free from dirt. The Frbd W. Muth Co.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

We

Chicago* Oct. 19.— Market is practically bare
ho ev <if all kind«. Cboic-L white comb
brings 15@16c, with off grades l@3c less. Extra* ud,7(a*ec tor while;
moer,6>6"i'7J4c; buckwheat, 6(atf>J4c. Beeswax celling up m arrival
at 3uc.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

T

C

consigning,

R. A.

v

ity.

of

.

market price on receipt

times, highest

at 15@'6c;
price. The

* 23eestr>ax*

you have any

If

to sell,

Beeswax Wanted
Will pay, at
of goods.

5

T.

for

cheerfully quote you price.

7

JAMESTOWN,

will

Send

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If jon want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will

h

THE W.

you

sell

lowfc.:—

percent for cash with orderbefore Oct. 1st
"
"
"
" Nov. 1st
"
"
" Dec. 1st
"'
'*
**
" Jan. 1st
"
<
"
M
"
"
3
Fri>. 1st
If yon haven't our 190^ catalog, send for one
and a free copy of the American Bee Keeper
Address,
(50c a year.

HONEY

Will buy or

AH

You

QUOTE US
Extracted

Indianapolis, Sept. 29.— Fancy white comb
brings 16(547; readily; No. 1, white. 2- le<s per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the d' mac d. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8@' J c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

S.

or selling, consult

BURNETT &

THE FRED W. MUTH
41

CO.,

SI

CO.
III.

S'rSa...

Honey
Walnut

St..

Cimmunti. 0.

Please mention tbe Bee Journal.

Aif

Pouder.

Toledo, Oct. 8- — The market on comb honey
remains firm. Tbe demand is fair, and the reFancy whi>e
ceipts equal to the demand.
comb hone* in a reiail way brings 15®'6c*, w iih
very little demand for tow grades
ftxiraced
white clover in barrels b'ings 7^@8^c; cans
Griggs Bros.
tbe same. Beeswax, 26^2*0

Cash

for

Beeswax

Till further notice, JtOc cash paid for pure,
yellow beeswax, deliverer] here.

Frank G. Clark, 147 E.KinzieSt.Chicarjo.llL

Mention

Bee Journal

it lien

-writing.

AT TOP PRICES
WANTEDIK TO BUY
IIO^El,
CLOIfll!

Vt III

y»u have
lowest price, and
1(

C. M. Scott
29Atf

all

8

both

Comb and

write at once, sayiDg how much you

aD.v

about

it,

have,

Extracted.

how

it is

put up. and yotur

in first letter.

Co., Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.

IIMll

I

:i-l

Hash.

Catalog Free
*lr.-.-i.

IM>II>M'I»I.I<>. I'M*

r ket

mains high.

when

i

-

light

amber, 6^@7c.

We are producers of honey and do not handle
Wm. A. SblSer.

on commission.

New York,

Oct. 9.— The demand for comb
honey Is very good, especially for fancy sto^k,
and arrivals are now qjite heavy. We quote
fancv white at 15c; No. 1 at 13@l*c; No. 2 at
12@13c; buckwheat at lie per pound Extracted
is in good demand and prices are s<>mewDat
firmer. We quote California white at 7Hc; light
amber at 6*@7c, and amber at 6c per pound.
Southern honey in half-barrels in good demand
and finding ready sale at from 554965,: per gallon, accoiding to quality. Beeswax is some-

what weaker, and

30c

is

about top price.

i
'£
'£
'£

^
i
^i

HONEY! HONEY! HONEY!
Have you any
fore

selling.

If so, see us beMarket
highest
pay

5^1

...

il
£.

to sell?

We

Price for both Comi>

Honey

— also Beeswax.

arid

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

nee Journal

^

Extracted

Street, Toledo,
when wiitlnK*

Ohio

|
B
-

Nov.

1, IMOt,

American Ttee Journal
ilMM'ft&t

yjlffi

>>W) v>^^ tm»3l->JmSl htwl >i^^> fiJWS liMSI >iW3 tiW^ \ftm*?t?attt \fimi v!wSl

nfflSl

h^^I >^^>

\jfeSl .\jR^> .vifis^.i

HONEY

Instead of having honey offered us by bee-keepers this
season, we have had enquiries for good honey from nearly
every quarter.
have secured an unusuallv fine lot of

We

WATER-WHITE ALFALFA HONEY
two

packed in 60- pound cans,
at the following prices

in a case.

We

offer the

same

:

One 60-pound can

8%

Two

8

60 pound cans

Ten 60-pound cans

or more

1%

cents per pound
"
"
"
"

This honey is giving entire satisfaction and
where we have previously furnished White Clover.
on application
(We

DADANT & SONS,

is selling

Sample

HAMILTON.
ILL.

are giving liberal discounts on Bee-Supplies now.)

HONEY

^ ^« ^ -^+^*^->^ % © >® Q >@ @ >©S0n^ *®-*^->^->^-»f|->^

»

»

i

>

>

>

)

>

>% >%

>

WE WILL BUY
New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

If you have a crop to
in any quantity.
write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.

dispose

of,

WE WILL SELL
to Bee-Keepers,

grades Honey.

whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

you.

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at

any time of the year.

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265

&

267 Greenwich Street

-

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

%

{

aiWERICM
EG'
46th Year

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

NOV.

8,

1906

No. 45

.-*

J

Patterson Brothers-U.

S.

.

I'

Soldiers-in Apiary of T. P. Robinson, of
Bartlett, Texas.

--"^
§£*.

Ull

|
RR
£_»»»««

"i»i
SUM"'

"^SSSFvM

Queen-Rearing Apiary on Petit

St.

Bernard Mountain (Alps). 6500
(See page 930)

feet

above

sea-level.

Nov.

91,6

American Ttee Journal

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

GEORGE W.YORK S COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, GhiGa<jo,

111,

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal 1b

in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union. 50;
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE Indicates the
end of the month to which your subscription is paid.
For instance, "decoe" on your label Bhows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19U6.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS— We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

$l.oo a year,

Advertising Rate, per fVgate Line,
14 lines make
Nothing less than

10c

one Inch.
% inch accepted.

Time Discounts.

8,

1906

,

Nov.

,

1906

American Uee Journal
If

*

Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Pouder

'

BEE-SUPPLIES
4M&
Root's Goods at Root's Prices
Everything- used by Bee- Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

Lion Engine
sold direct

is

FACTORY

from

USER

to

BEESWAX WANTED

I pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time,
cash or
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free.
I
shall be glad to send it to you.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNT

1

cal, reliable, safe

This engine

and economical way.

superior feature.

GAS OR GASOLINE ENGINES

LION

are simple in construction and

EASY TO OPERATE
They are used for all purposes where
power is required for operating private electric-lighting- plants, small
factories, printing offices; farm machinery, such as cream separators,
feed -grinders, corn shellers, woodsawing machines, etc., and for a thousand and one other purposes.

WRITE US A LETTER
Lyons Engine

LIKE THIS:

Co.,

Lyons, Mich.
Gentlemen:

I

am

about

me

full particulars

to

purchmxe a gag or gaa-

oIIeo engine for

wish you

to

proval offer

gend

advertised

as

Jo uraal.

Id

purposes and
about your apAmerican Uee

Yours Tery truly

Nam
f

Town

WALTER

S.
-

A I'lll IS. I'M*.

I

Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the
EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN

We

pay all freight. Catalog shows 37
styleB and heights of farm and poultry
fence, it's free. Buy direct. Write today

COILED SPRING FENCE GO.
BOX go.
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

Fire Sale of Bee
Come
ome

or send
i

and

Cash mu6t accompany

POUDER
MU A\

Made of High Carbon colled wire. We
have no agent*. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.

Catalogue

Simple, perfect, self -regulating.
Hatch every fertile egg. Loweat
priced flrBt-clasB hatchers made.

GEO. H. st.VHL, Quincy,

on slightly
ghtly damaged goods.
goo

DURINR NOVEMBER,
EXCEPT ON HONEY-PACKAGES.

Lewis Goods at 5 percent Discount

Any bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
Supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
selected out after the fire. Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
25 to 50 percent reduction.

J^" Send for
Prices.

Reduced

list

ot Slightly

Quote us prices on Honey and Beeswax.

Damaged Hoods
Honey

in

to select

60-pound cans for

H. M. ARIND, Proprietor, York Honey and Bee-Supply Co. iNot inc.)
«Long Distance Telephone, North 1551.
191 and 193 SUPERIOR ST. CHICAGO ILL
(Three blocks north and one block east of our old lodation.)

Tennessee=Bred Queens
All

from Extra=SeIect Mothers

3-band from Imported Dark Leather, Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. Goldens from
Laws, Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.
Italians Before July 1st

R. P. D.

When writing, please state definitely for what purpose you wish to
use this engine and whether gas or
g-asoline is to be used for fuel. This
information is very important to
us.
Please remember we send the
not the engine agent.

LYONS ENGINE
GO.
I

Lyons, Mich.

from at

sale.

After April

Street No. or P. 0.

III.

and Poultry Supplies

Save 95 to 50 Percent

Stat*

engine,

^*^*&^X*£?>£

will be 4 percent.

FENCE S5SHS*

While the engine is up to n«>rrnal speed

the exhaust valve is held open, allowing free circulation of fresh air in the
cylinder. The igniter and intake valve
are at rest, therefore are not using
gasoline or the batteries.
Our igniter and mixer are of the
most simple and reliable character.
The gasoline is always properly vaporized and the igniter point never comes
together unless a spark is required
The fly ball type of governor isusewhich automatically controls the ex
haust, igniter and the gasoline; it also
allows the speed to be changed from
100 to 600 revolutions per minute while
the engine is in motion— a very

December the discount

In

513-515 Massachusetts Ave..

of the four cvcle type.

is

Service.

Catalog Free.

.*.

trade.

son's use.
order.

Acting nn the theory that "testing is
proving ' we will' send any responsible
person, on certain very easy conditions, one of uur three h. p. gas or gasoline engines on 10 days test trial.
This engine is no experiment, but
has been proved by actual use to do
any work (where the rated amount of
power is required) in the must practi-

Prompt

.-.

15th.

:

928

Nov.

8,

1906

American Dee Journal

Some

Styles of Honey-Jars

Now

is the time to make ready for Thanksgiving and Christmas trade.
Honey at this time of year always sells
Put up your Extracted Honey in one of the attractive Jars illustrated on this page, label it nicely, and you will be
surprised at the ease you can sell it and the prices obtainable.

best.

NO. 25 JARS

HALF-POUND TUMBLERS

NEY1
1!

There seems to be an increasing demand for
a cheap tumbler to put up a half-pound of
honey to retail at 10 cents. We have secured
a stock of such tumblers at a price which enables us to offer them at S4.50 per barrel of 32
dozen
This is less than lj£e apiece. For
less than barrel lots we cannot repack them
for less than 25c a dozen or we will put them
up 4 dozen to the case with partitions ready
;

to re-ship

when

filled,

at $1 a case;

10 case

lots at 95c.

i.,-lb.

Tumblers

TIP-TOP HONEY-JARS
This is a new-style jar sealed with
rubber ring under rim of a glass top
held seeurely with spring-top fastener.
This fastener is applied to a great variety of bottle6 and jars used for different purposes. We have selected two
styles among them all as being the
most suitable for honey. The one and
two pound square jars may be had
with spring top fastening instead of
cork at 75c per gross extra. We can
furnish in two sizes.
3^-pound, 45c per doz.
gross, $4.50.
1-pound. 50c per doz. ; gross, ?5.
;

HERSHISER JARS

Tip-Tc

These jars were designed for use in
the honey exhibit at the Pan-American
Exposition in Buffalo, and are very
neat and attractive. They have corklined aluminum caps which seal them
tight. They are made in 4 sizes square
and 3 sizes round. Write us for complete prices

on

this style of jars.

The

illustration to the 6ide does not do
justice to this jar.
It must be seen to be
fully appreciated.
have sold this jar
for years and in larger quantities than
any other. It is really our standard, and
the demand for it is unfailing. Packed in
re-shipping cases of 2 dozen each.
are
now prepared to offer No. 25 jars in partiready
to
tioned cases of 2 dozen each,
reship, when filled, at SI per case; 10-case
lots or over, 95c; 50-case lots at 90c.

We

We

MASON FRUIT- JARS
These are very largely used for canning
fruit, and are often used for honey as
well. As we buy them by the car-load,
we can make the following prices at Medina, all put up complete with porcelainlined cap6 and rubbers, in cases of one
dozen
Size.

(Entered at the Post-Office at Cbicago as Second-Class Mail-Matter.)
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tions to rules are generally understood, say-

ing:

editorial ^o€es

and Comments
i?V

>^~;

When Mr. Maguire wrote, " Experienced
bee-keepers know the importance of requeening their colonies every year," it is not to be
supposed that he intended to imply that every
colony should be requeened every year, regardless of the usefulness of the reigning
one were to say, "Experienced
know the advantage of clipping
their queens every spring," we should expect
even the novice to understand that only
queens that required clipping were referred to.
c|iinen.

It

The National
When

San Antonio

at

the majority of

its

subscribers are

reading this number of the American Bee
Journal, the National Bae-Keepers' Association will be in session in San Antonio. It will
be its first meeting in that part of our country.

It is

South

finished product by chemical means
and doe6 not damagel its quality. It is only
when relatively large amounts are gathered
that the quality of the honey is impaired, and
it fails to meet the requirements of the standard.
It is generally agreed that such a large
amount of honey-dew is injurious to the
quality of the product, which can not then be
properly regarded as honey.
in the

hoped that the great bee-keeping

will be well represented.

At the time
sured.

from Chicago is asThere will be in it about the same

number

of persons as crossed

the continent

to attend the

Los Angeles convention of the
National in August, 1903. No doubt it will
be a similarly happy and congenial company.

Bee Journal on the Superseding
of Queens

Irish

On page 55, of the Irish Bee Journal, appears an editorial headed " Hypercriticism,"
which Editor Digges refers to the first editorial on page 685 of this Journal, and says:
in

Our much esteemed contemporary appears

The

Definitions and Standard

to have taken a view of Mr. Maguire's article
which, certainly, did not present itself to us.
think it unlikely that our readers generally gathered from the article that, as our
contemporary states, "the novice is practically told that all successful bee-keepers destroy each queen when it becomes a year old."

We

and standard of honey approved by the United States Department of
definitions

Agriculture, are as follows:
1. Honey is the nectar and saccharine exudations of plants gathered, modified, and
stored in the comb by honey-bees Apis nielliflea and .1. dorsata) islsevorotatory, contains
not more than twenty-five percent of water,
not more than twenty-five hundredths percent of ash, and not more than eight percent
(

Whatever view may have presented itself to
Editor Digges, we must confess to being
greatly puzzled, upon carefully studying

;

of sucrose.
2.

Comb honey

is

honey contained

in

the

comb.
honey is honey which has
3. Extracted
been separated from the uncrushed comb by

cells of

centrifugal force or gravity.
4. Strained honey is honey removed from
the crushed comb by straining or other means.

The

it is

not so very

that helps out with

the puzzle.

must be confessed that

clear

how

Of course, one would not clip a queen whose
wings have already been removed, but, all the
same, the bee-keeper

who

practises clipping

allows no queen to enter the season of the
harvest with whole wings. Neither would
bee-keeper
be likely to supersede a
the

queen where the bees had already anticipated
him.

of writing this, the special car

of bee-keepers to start

Money

If

bee-keeper6

supplementary statement
is also published, on account of honey-dew
sometimes being gathered by the bees:
following

The standard does not in any way exclude
small Quantities of honey-dew from honey.
We realize that bees often gather small quantities of honey-dew that can not be detected

again the extracts quoted on page 685, to get
any other view from them than the one
already expressed, namely, that the right
thing is to replace every queen when a year

Read again that sentence, "' But, although, the matter is strongly urged in beeguides and bee-journals, few amateurs seem
to have grasped the
full significance of
having every season, a young queen of the
previous year's rearing, to head each colony."
If each colony is to have every season a young
queen of the previous year's rearing, how can
that possibly be accomplished unless every
queen is destroyed when it becomes a year
old.

old?

The

editor suggests, however, that excep-

Let us, however, frankly accept that excepand that the statement of Mr. Maguire does not preclude a
tions should be allowed,

than one year for queens
still leaves the general
Evidently, however, the Irish Bee Jourrule.
nal understands something else than yearly
superseding to be taught. In response to the
request for authorities, it gives specific quolonger lease of

life

of unusual merit; that

tations from six.

Langstroth is quoted as saying: "The
fecundity of the queen-bee ordinarily diminishes after she has entered her third year.

Simmins,
says:
to

"

in

his

I assert

"

A Modern Bee-Farm,"

as a fact that to enable one

keep his stock generally

state of efficiency, he

in

the highest

no queens
summer. Take a
as August; she will

must

retain

that have seen their second

queen reared even so late
be in full profit the following season; keep
her till another season and her colony will be
hardly second-rate."

Cheshire says there is reason for superseding a queen at the end of her second year of

work.
Sladen says queens are often worn out in 3
years.

"The

Irish Bee-Guide," a

book written by

Editor Digges himself, which has had high
words of praise, says: "After her second
year a queen ceases to be profitable."
Doolittle says: "If

we

are using a system

Nov.
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then there is some
of strenuous work
propriety in the argument that a queen may
not prove good longer than 2 years."
This Journal is in entire accord with its

allows her 3

The

all

;

the others

2.

Bee Journal thinks that Mr.

Irish

Maguire's statement, " rightly understood,"
The puzis supported by these authorities.
zle still remains with us to understand how,
with the one exception, they can possibly
support the " having, every season, a young

contemporary in considering the foregoing a fair presentation of the general teaching on the subject. It will be noted that Mr.
Simmins is the only one who limits the work
Mr. Sladen
of the queen to a single year.
Irish

queen of the previous year's rearing, to head
each colony."

flews -Items
Dr. E. F. Phillips. Acting
Apiculture, at Washington, D.

Charge of

in

C, was mar-

Mary H. Geisler, in Philadelphia. They will be at home after Jan. 1, at
"The Nansemond," 22d and N St., N. W.,
Washington, D. C. Our heartiest congraturied Oct. 27, to

lations are extended to Dr.

L'Apicoltore— the

and Mrs.

Phillips.

—

very pro-

is

and often quotes from American
We have just rewriters on bee-keeping.
ceived a request from a Dr. Triaca, for per-

gressive,

" Scientific

mission to translate Doolittle's

Queen-Rearing " into Italian for publication
This is a
in instalments in L'Apilcoltore.
compliment, not only to Mr. Doolittle, but to
American bee-literature as well.

army gun. In speaking of the affair, he
" It was a little searey about then."
He was engaged in 22 battles and innumerable skirmishes, serving the army 9 years,

his

said,

a slight flesh-wound in the
arm. Last week he resigned hi6 commission
as an army officer, received an honorable discharge, and will now try the life of a private
citizen.
He is very much interested in bees,
and expects to engage in this work before a
T. P. Robinson.
great while.

and received only

Jlr. Morley Pettit, of Canada, has been
compelled to stand suit for the loss of 2 horses
from stinging of bees. The verdict awarded

was $400 damages as the value of the team.
The case was appealed, but it seems the higher
court upheld the original verdict.
that on Aug. 10, 1905,

son of 1906,

is

Report

summed up

in these

the sea-

few words,

in reply to a question:

we

—

very few sections don't
know just how many, but not worth mentioning.
But we'll have a good stock of sealed
combs for next spring, and the hives will be
Yes,

got a

heavy for winter.
Marengo, 111.

Miller.

C. C.

He'll

have to draw somewhat

until another season.
feel

Bank

of

Hope"

But there are those

certain that 1907 will be a great

honey-year.

the gate,

them. He attempted to drive the bees away
with his hat, and was stung himself, so that
he ran away and rolled in some mud, and
then went home. The horses both died. The

swarm had

clustered

the oats, and that the horses had gone
into them and stirred them up. Local prejuin

heavily on the bee-keepers' "

who

to close

and when he got to the horses he found a
cloud of bees around them, and stinging

indications were that the

That's rather discouraging for a specialist
bee-keeper.

His intention was to cut

He went back

the oats.
for

Freeman Lucas led his
which was across the

team into an oat-field
road and at a safe distance from one of Mr.
Pettit's bee-yards.

Dr. C. C. Blilier's

6eems

It

"So may

it

dice against bees, and

sympathy, influenced

the jury so that they saddled $400 and costs
on Mr. Pettit. Messrs. E. D. Townsend, W.
F. Marks, R. F. Holtermann, F.

J. Miller,

R.

H. Smith, Edwin Trinder, Jas. Armstrong,
Dr. Burt, and a number of other bee- men

be!"

Patterson Bros. in]an Apiary. — When
sending the picture ,appearingJJonJ|the
page, Mr, Robinson wrote as follows :Jo

i

first
I

Mb. York:— I enclose a photograph of a
part of one of my apiaries with two United
States soldiers in the foreground Patterson
brothers. Joe E. Patterson, who stands at
the left, served in the Spanish-American war
in Cuba, served through the Boxer Insurrection in China, and served over 4 years in the
Philippine Islands. His rank is First Corporal.
On one occasion while acting as scout
in the Philippine Islands, being alone, he
shot and killed 7 natives without moving out
of his tracks. On another occasion (in a battle this time) the American side run short of
ammunition, and were forced to repel the
bolo attack with sword and bayonet. On this
occasion Mr. P. had all the wood chopped off

were kind enough to attend the

trial,

and the

National Bee-Keepers' Association also helped
Mr. Pettit in the cost of the appeal, as he
evidently was keeping his bees in a perfectly
legitimate and proper manner.

—

The
first

St.

page,

Bernard Apiary shown

is

on the

thus described by Mr. Dadant:

—

Eleven

those hatched at a lower altitude.

oldest of the Italian

bee-papers, over 38 year6 old

and drones had been hatched at Albertville,
and the purpose was to take them where the
mating would undoubtedly be pure, since
there are no bees so high in the mountain. A
part of the trip had to be accomplished on
mule-back, and for that purpose the hives
were fastened together in pairs. The rearing
of queen6 and drones beforehand wa6 done in
order to gain time. But the cool and damp
temperature of the mountain height rendered
the queens and drones apathetic, and great
difficulty was encountered in getting them to
mate. After 5 days 5 queens out of 20 were
missing— apparently lost on their weddingtrip.
Only 3 out of the 20 virgin queen6
hatched in the plains were fertilized. The
others were lost.
After that the hatching of queens and
drones took place at the apiary, and the sucIt would seem that the
cess was better.
queens and drones hatched at that high altitude were more vigorous and hardy than

Mr. Editor: I send a photograph of a
queen-rearing apiary established in the Alps,
at an altitude of 6560 feet, for the rearing of
Caucasians, by Mr. Mont-Jovet, of Savoie.
Mr. Mont-Jovet writes me quite a long letter, in which he informs me of some of his
The apiary in question was
experiences.
taken from Albertville, on the plains of the
river Isere, to the mountain of Petit St. Bernard, on July 1, 1900. A number of queens

out of the first 13 queens were successful, and
became fertile.
The breeding was continued during July
and August, when the colonies began to kill
their drones in spite of feeding and queenSeptember the apiary was
lessness.
In
moved back to the plain.

Mr. Mont-Jovet is of the opinion that the
rearing at high latitude makes the queens
and bees more rustic. This matter is worthy
C. P. Dadant.
of more experiment.

Mr. C. Hostettler and Wife,

of Roll-

Minn., called at this office last
week. Mr. H. reports keeping from 50 to 80
colonies of bees, and this year, although a
ingstone.,

poor honey season, his crop was something
He found no difliculty in
like 3000 pounds.
disposing of

it

at a

good

price.

An Apiarian Display and Bee-Study
was held

in

one of the Chicago day-schools

early in October.

Through the courtesy

of

Mr. Arnd. of the York Honey and Bee-Supply
Co., there were 6hown a hive, veil, gloves,
smoker, and other things along the bee-supply line. There was a program given by several departments of the 6chool, which included 3 bee-songs and recitations about bees,
One of the teachers gave a talk on bees
etc.

and their work. It is reported that the audiwhich was composed of the school-children and their parents, was greatly interested.
Of course, it would be more entertaining if
live bees could also form a part of the display. This might be done in the spring or in
September. There is scarcely any other sub-

ence,

aside from bee-keeping, that is of so
great interest to children as well as their
Besides affording educational profit,
elders.
in
it should also lead to a larger use of honey
the homes of the children. In the case re-

ject,

ferred to above, a

number

of the school-chil-

dren wrote letters to Mr. and Mrs. Arnd, telling about the event, and also thanking them
for furnishing the articles that helped to
make up the display.

Apiarian Photographs.— We

can use

more pictures of apiaries or of other things
If you have any
of interest to bee-keepers.
that you think the readers of the American
Bee Journal would like to see, kindly send
them to us, and we will report if suitable for
engraving for reproduction, when you can
furnish 6ome descriptive matter to accompany

them when

printed.

After

U6ing

return the original photographs,

if

we

will

desired.

—
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would give satisfaction

comb honey

in

producing

entirely inadequate
for the harvesting of extracted honey.
The only possible use to which super
combs may be put is the feeding of
destitute colonies, and in that case
only would deep combs be serviceable.
But with our large hives there are
always enough spare combs in the
lower story of very heavy colonies to
feed the destitute ones. In years of
scarcity feeding has to be done in the
ordinary way, with liquid food in a

are

feeder.

No.

20-Dadant Methods

of

Honey-Production
BY
Mr. C.

P.

C.

P.

DADANT

Dadant: — While traveling among

New York State bee-keepers this summer,
found a tendency among a lot of them to go
to big hives.
Some had adopted hives with
14 Langstroth frames in the brood-chamber;
also using an extracting super the same depth
with 14 frames. They claimed that these big
hives were best for out-apiaries— no swarmthe
I

ing, etc.

have become a convert to the big hive, but
in doubt concerning a few things, and
as you and your respected father had a large
experience in such matters, I would appreciate it if you would advise me on the following points:
1. Would it not be best for me to adopt the
Jumbo hive, with its deep frame, rather than
a hive with 14 frames of Langstroth regular
depth? I believe the deeper Jumbo frame
makes the queen lay better than 14 frames
spread out so shallow. Am I right?
2. In
using an extracting super, Dr.
Phillips says if he adopted a Jumbo broodchamber he would also U6e a Jumbo body and
frames for an extracting super, as he would
not be bothered by two different sized frames
in his apiary.
I
notice you use a frame for
extracting that is shallower than your broodframes. Now, would you advise me to use a
Jumbo body and frame for extracting super?
We can get from 100 to 120 pounds of extracted honey per colony here, and I think
the Jumbo 6uper wouldn't be too large, especially if the Jumbo brood-chamber were full
of bees.
I don't want to have two kinds of
frames in a hive if I can avoid it.— D. E. L.,
I

I

am

Sept. 26, 1906.

Replying- to the above enquiries, I
wish to say that we long ago made a
thorough trial of both deep and shallow frames for extracting. We had at
one time something like 110 regular 10frame Langstroth hives occupied with
bees, and we considered that it might
pay to use double stories. We had
already, for years, used the 6j$-inch
super with a frame having a side-bar 6
inches deep. We made 60 or 80 fulldepth supers, but after a few years of
trial we discarded them.
Mind, these

were of
Langstroth depth, consequently more shallow than our large
frames of Quinby size. The main objection to these frames was that the
super gave too much of an increase of
space at once, and caused too much
loss of heat in cool seasons, when compared with the shallow supers.
It sometimes happened that supers
were needed in May. At that time the
nights are cool, and a shallow super
does not cause the deperdition of heat
that a deep super makes. The bees
are slow to go into a deep super, very
probably for that same reason. But
when they go into the super they are
much more likely to draw the queen to
it with them.
The frame being of the
same size as that of the lower depart-

ment, there is more of a tendency for
her to lay in the super. It is certainly
for this reason that many extractedhoney producers find it necessary to
place an excluding honey-board beExcluding
tween the two stories.
honey-boards are unnecessary with our
management, and I have a dislike for
them because of the trouble they cause
when glued fast by the bees. It is
quite probable that there are not many
places where propolis is as plentiful as
it is here, for our bees literally fill all
the cracks and crevices with it at times
when there is no crop. It seems as if
their leisure hours in the dry summer

time were

employed
This is added
all

propolis.
It
to year.

in
to

gathering
from year

not objectionable in ordinary management with plain hives,
but honey-boards are usually so glued
that they are difficult to handle without damaging them, and the bees
sometimes even stop up some of the
holes in a zinc excluding-board with
this sticky substance. We find that
with the shallow super, such as we use,
the bees take possession more readily,
and place honey more evenly through
it,
leaving but little room for the
queen to lay and as she naturally prefers deep combs, she remains downstairs more willingly. It is only when
she is short of drone-comb, and there
happens to be drone-comb in the super,
that she is readily induced to move up
to it. On the other hand, we found
that when we gave a full-depth super
the bees often filled only a part of the
depth with honey, and the queen was
is

;

more

readily induced to

move up and

stay there.
There are some other advantages to
the shallow super. One of them is the
ease with which the comb may be uncapped. The honey-knife will uncap a
6-inch comb with only one stroke. The
combs are less likely to break when extracted, if they are of new construction
and heavy. A deep comb, especially
in Quinby size, is quite fragile when
new and heavily laden.
Another reason for our preference,
is that a deep super is of great weight.
Our 6>6-inch supers usually weigh over
SO pounds each when full. They are sufficiently cumbrous, and we do not wish
anything deeper. The shallow combs
are also more readily cleaned of bees.
Taking it all in all, we can not see
that there is any advantage to deep
supers, but we see several disadvantages which seemed very weighty to
us in actual trial.
On the other hand, the reader will
bear in mind that we are not in favor
of an extracting super as shallow as
the 4 '4 -section super. A much greater
crop may be expected when running
for extracted honey, and supers that

We

certainly think the

"Jumbo "a

good hive for the production of extracted honey, and much prefer it to
the shallow Langstroth but we rec;

ommend

the use of shallow
these
supers, additional stories of
supers to be given as occasion requires.

with

Hamilton,

Testing

it

111.

Swarms Before
ing Them
BY

C.

Hiv-

W. DAYTON

I would remind those who are so often
expressing the wish that bees would not

swarm, that the probability is that if
bees would not swarm they would breed
only enough to keep the colony intact
that is, enough bees would be reared to
protect the queen and store only enough
honey for the wants of the small colony.
In other words, if they would not swarm
they would not prepare for swarming.
Like the dogs in Massachusetts, when
shorn of their tails there became a race
of dogs which neglected to grow tails.
So when we call swarming "the bane
of bee-keeping," we are not sure that it
would not be a greater bane not to have

swarms.
It

appears reasonable to

me

that

swarms and honey-gathering should go
hand in hand, and, as one may not
it is for the
of man to render the due assistance or correction. Some colonies run
too much force or quantity of bees, while
others, which appear to be somewhat
deficient in bees, turn out to be what
we are pleased to call great rustlers
for honey. The populous colony will
get more honey than the other at a
time when honey is plentiful and easy
to get, but when there is a scarcity, the
other colony may " hold their own " by
far the best. At least that is the way
we often find it in watching colonies

always balance the other,

hand

The breeding

one year with another.

line is situated somewhere between the
extremes of these characteristics, and

requires an accurate understanding
of the particular locality in the matter
of honey-producing flora to locate this
most desirable line.
It will not be proper to give this
matter of breeding our bees entirely
over to breeders, lest we get a race of
bees which are better fitted to producing queens than of providing stores
for a time of scarcity
and this trait
it

;

can not be developed except by work
in the open fields. Of course, there
always will be breeders who are conscientious, and will breed bees for the
points of greatest utility in the hands
of their customers rather than for
their
own
immediate advantage.
This will build up a substantial and

93 _
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confidential line of trade, and would,
if closely followed, create an almost
unlimited demand, because there would
be unlimited confidence. But we must
not forget that it furnishes an opening for unscrupulous breeders to step
in and abuse the market.
It would be
the same with the breeding of bees as
it is with the honey or fruit market.
About as fast as the market is toned

up by those who sell properly produced
product, it is brought down by the
careless and crafty. A great deal of
the poor honey that is in the market
is honey which has been bought up
by dealers at a low price because of
taking a large quantity, then
holding it in an unsuitable storage
warehouse until the elements of Nature
their

have divested it of its delicacy and
freshness.
A particular strain of bees which are
distinguishable because of their color,
size, temperament, etc., when tested
for actual utility may result in a waste
of time and labor in their propagation.
It would appear that a race of bees
should be left largely to their own development except to weed out the poorest queens as they appear. Only Nature
can make the improvements, and,
therefore, Nature should be allowed as
free a hand as is possible to give.
And that is what I claim for the
swarming system described somewhat
briefly on page S04 merely Nature's
way. I doubt that it is the real nature
of the bees to wish to depart for " the
woods," except that the surplus of
queens makes it appear to the bees as
necessary. I could produce a long line
of evidence to bear out this statement,
and may do so at a more favorable time
for it.
When the bees and queen are placed
in a box and retained in the apiary,
many of the bees will begin to desert
and go back into the original hive
again, and this is kept up, more or less,
for several days, according to the agreeableness of the conditions which existed in the old hive from which the
swarm embarked. If the old hive was
crowded so that the bees were obliged
to cluster outside, very few will return
but if there was plenty of inside space,
a large portion may return. In determining the truth along this line, the
laying capacity of the queen must be
considered, because bees are loth to
cast their lot with a queen which may
soon fail. On several occasions I have
known bees which clustered outside
the hive for several days to swarm
without queen-cells, and, farther than
that, without a queen, and go a mile
or more from the apiary, settle on a
tree, and remain clustered there for
days, until old age or starvation
brought them to an end. Such circumstances would not occur with large

—

;

will admit that the proper pruning of
trees, thinning of the fruit, and enrichment of the soil, will improve the
quality of the fruit.
This is also a

Yet I have
species of contraction.
known fruit-growers who would leave
just as much of the fruit on, provide
just the least enrichment of the soil,
and bestow as little labor on pruning
the trees as the market would admit of.
One year the disposal of the fruit may
be the result of clever bargaining or
the personal bearing and importance
of the seller, or a slight scarcity in the
market may exist. This will encourage the producer to permit still more
"expansion" methods of production.
The producer and dealer obtained
their profits in the first case, but the

consumer was not quite satisfied.
Although this dissatisfaction may not
produce an audible sound, its effect is
reflected back to one dealer and another, so that the producer comes up
face against the results the following
year, and may be compelled to haul his
product home and deposit the same
alongside the hog-pen.
When a swarm is hived and there is
fear that it may not stay hived, it is
customary to give it a frame of brood.
Brood will cause the swarm to stay

though they have no queen at
care for and protect
is artificial, and not
in accordance with Nature's way. The
brood being the cause of the swarm's
staying in the new hive and new loca-

even

— probably to
the brood. This
all

we are deceived as to the real
value of the queen ; for if the queen is
poor, and the bees are allowed their
liberty, they will mostly return to the
hive they came from.
The only
swarms that it is advisable to hive in
a new location are those where the
bees all stay. These are the swarms
which do the best work those that
can not be induced or driven back to
the old hive, and will stay " hived " on
a fence-post if their queen is confined
tion,

—

there.

Now, we

arrive at the kernel of the
" The size of the first swarm
is varied a great deal by the amount of
reverence the bees possess for the old
queen." This does not refer to the
size of the swarm as it issues from the
old hive. It refers to the number of
bees that will stay after hiving, and

matter

:

of the hive, or unfavorable weather, and many beekeepers destroy the queen-cells one or
more times. All these things tend to
make swarms artificial and unnatural.
I have the following from a prominent Eastern bee-keeper:
"A clustered or clustering swarm is not fussy
as to the queen it has, as you know, as
afterswarms not infrequently have
many virgin queens, and I have seen
prime swarms with the old and several young queens."
I have often seen the same.
For several years I clipped queens. Several
times I saw the old, clipped queen come
out and hop about on the ground, until
finding that she could not go with the
swarm, turned to re-enter the same
hive she came out of but a moment before.
As soon as she approached the
alighting-board she was seized, and
although she moved lively to get past
the guards, she became balled, and
would have been killed had I not
opened the hive and rescued her. And
the cage I placed her in was balled for
one or two days. Is that not somewhat
"fussy?" It shows that the young
queens which go with a "prime"
swarm are not in their intended place,
although the bees of the swarm would
not object to the young queens. If the
swarm is hived, however, and no brood
put in, most of the bees would desert
and return to the parent hive during
the following few days. Such are not
natural swarms, because the procedure
is not in accordance with what Nature
intended. It is two swarms in one.
After we find out a successful method
for the treatment of natural swarms,
by a slight variation we can manage
the freaks. When there is less tampering with the colonies to prevent
swarming, there will be less freaks.
Freak swarms are apt to be more or
less freakish in their work and call
for freakish management, which is the
complete annihilation of system.
Chatsworth, Calif.
stores, ventilation

'

'

'

'

Canadian

Beedom
fSL

hives.

Fifteen years ago contraction of
hives was prevalent to secure more
compact storage and more rapid finishing of the honey-combs. At present
there is a wholesale movement toward
an opposite extreme to prevent swarming, so that the business may be pursued and managed on broader lines.
If the results of contraction were worth
working for once, they must be of
some value still.
There are few fruit-growers but that

without brood or other inducement. It
may have been an induced swarm
through lack of ventilation, restriction
of the queen's laying space, or an
aged queen which should have been
replaced the previous season. Then,
again, swarms may be delayed by the
sudden addition of room for brood or

Conducted by Morlet Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont.

Retail Packages for

Honey

the nearest town. I have long been
an advocate of the house-to-house can-

vass

At this
this year,

time of year, and especially
almost any beekeeper can
dispose of his whole honey crop by retailing amongst his neighbors, or in

lines,

selling.
Dealers in other
such as tea and other groceries,

for

medicines,

etc., find

it

profitable,

and

honey-producers would do the same.
Along comes J. L. Byer, in the Cana-

—
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dian Bee Journal, with the opinions of
himself and E. G. Hand on the subject of packages.
I quite agree with
the idea of pushing large packages, in
which the honey can granulate and be
eaten in that way. Mr. Byer says

would make, and where 3000 to 5000
pounds of honey is to be extracted
daily for a couple of weeks,
out of the question. With

is

entirely

two work-

ing at a hive, with a good smoker and
brushes, the bees can be shaken and
brushed off the combs before the robber-bees have much chance.

:

Only a few days ago we had the pleasure of
having Mr. E. G. Hand, of Fenelon Falls,
spend a day with us. Among other things
discussed at the " convention,'' the subject of
retailing honey came in for due attention. As
most of the readers of this journal are aware,
Mr Hand is a strenuous advocate of pushing
the home market for all it is worth, and has
in his own town and vicinity exemplified the
fact that with a systematic plan of placing
good honey before the public, much more
honey will be consumed than is the case

when ordinary, slipshod methods

are followed.

While the experience of extensive

retailers

Conducted by

seems to prove conclusively that for the town
trade it pays to put up honey in glass, yet to
the writer's mind it seems doubtful whether
this is true as regards the country and village
trade. For example, in a village near us of
1200 population, last year, over 2000 pounds
of honey was sold in packages of 10 and 5
pound pails. To my knowledge not a single
pound was sold in glass, and I can hardly
think that so much honey would have been
sold had all been put up in 1-pound packages.

On

the other hand, it might be argued
some who would pay 15 cents for a single
pound would never think of investing 50 cents
that

one time for a 5-pound pail. In fact, Mr.
said he knew of one family who annually bought over 150 pound-bottles, who
would never think of buying a 5 pound pail
at one time.
Personally, I feel inclined to
think that if there were no pound packages
in sight, more than likely the same family
would buy 5-pound pails, and incidentally
come to the conclusion that it was much the
cheaper way of buying honey.
From the producer's standpoint there is not
at

Hand

half as much work in selling honey in pails
as there is in putting it up in glass, and in
the case of the pails being used the consumers
become educated to the use of honey in the

granulated form, and

many become

partial to

it

is

surprising how
in that condi-

honey

tion.

I

Should Keep Bees

On page

865 were arrayed the possiwhy women should not
keep bees.
After having thus presented them, the writer, Mrs. Anna B.
ble

reasons

Comstock, proceeds thus in Gleanings
to present the other side of

tion

the ques-

can

sell in

tin

packages as readily as

in

the past.

Honey-Judging' Contests

A splendid

suggestion for bee-keepconventions, and even for fall
Fairs, in sections where
bees are
largely kept, comes from R. F. Holtermann, in Gleanings in Bee Culture
that is, to have a judging contest. He
says
ers'

:

" Let, say six, samples each of clover, linden and buckwheat honey be taken. Let
these be judged by points and score card, and
the same be filled out by those competing;
then let the same be changed about and
judged again, and the prizes be given for
those doing the most accurate and correct

Thus having disposed of all the reasons I
can think of why women shouldn't keep bees,
turn gladly to the more interesting reasons
of why she should look upon the apiary as
one of her legitimate fields of labor. There
are 60 many reasons for this that I could not
enumerate them even if a complete number
of " Bee Gleanings " were given me for the
purpose. So I shall speak of just a few of
the more cogent reasons. I should put first
of all, and as embracing all other reasons,
that bee-keeping may be an interesting avocation which may be carried on coincidentally
with other employment; it is an interesting
study in natural history; it cultivates calmness in spirit; self-control and patience; it is
" a heap " of fun incidentally it may supply
the home table with a real luxury
and it
may add a very considerable amount to the
woman's spending money. It also may be
carried on as a regular business, and be made
to support a family.
But it is as an avocation that I am especially interested in the apiary.
Any woman
who keep6 house needs an avocation which
shall take her mind and attention completely
off her household cares at times.
There is
something about the daily routine of housekeeping that wears the mind and body full of
ruts, even in the case of those who love to do
I

;

judging, giving reasons for the decision. An
hour or two of the convention time taken up
in this way would be an educator of value."

Getting- Bees Off

Some one

Combs

writiug in the Maritime
Farmer, advises simply taking extracting supers, bees and all, into the
honey-house to allow the bees to fly to
the screen-door and be released. What
a terrible mess of clustering bees that

housework better than anything

else.

about the servant question?

is

Talk

not the
servant question it is the housework question.
If some means could be devised by
which housework could be performed with
inspiration, zeal, and enthusiasm, the servant
problem would solve itself; but thi6 ideal
way of doing housework can be carried on
only when the spirit is freed from the sense
of eternal drudgery.
I am not a wizard to
bring about this change; but I know one
step toward it, and that is the establishment
It

;

of

some permanent

interest for

women

that

out of the ruts and give her
body and mind a complete change and rest.
Embroidery, lacemaking, weaving, painting,
and several other like occupations, may serve
this purpose in a measure, and perhaps if
carried on in the right way might achieve
more in this line than they do at present. But
these are all indoor occupations; and what a
woman needs is something to take her out-ofdoors where she can have fresh air. The excess perspiration induced by the cook-stove is
weakening; but the honest sweat called forth
in the open air by an application of generous
sunshine, is a source of health and strength.
Beekeeping is one of the best of these lifesaving, nerve-healing avocations; it takes the
mind from household cares as completely as
will pull her

Marengo,

111.

would a trip to Europe, for one can not work
with bees and think of anything else. Some
of the attributes which make bee-keeping an
First
interesting avocation I will mention:
of all, the bees are such wonderful little creatures, and so far beyond our comprehension,
that they have for us always the fascination
of an unsolved problem. I never pass our
hives without mentally asking, " Well, you
dear

little

rascals,

what

will

you do next?"

bees are of particular interest to woman
for several reasons
If she likes good housekeeping, then the bee is a model if she likes
a woman of business, again is the bee a shining light; if she is interested in the care of
the young, then is the bee-nurse an example
of perfection if she believes in the political
rights of woman, she will find the highest
feminine political wisdom in the constitution
of the bee-commune. In fact, it is only as a
wife that the bee is a little too casual to pose
as an ideal, although as a widow she is certainly remarkable, and perhapseven notorious.

The

:

;

All things considered, while I would not
discourage any way of increasing the sale of
honey, yet, in my trade, after taking into consideration the demand in my own iocality, I
feel a bit slow about investing in glass as long
as

Why Women

Emma M. Wilson,

:

;

;

Another phase which makes bee-keeping a
pleasing avocation for women, is that much
I
of the work is interesting and attractive.
never sit down to the "job "of folding sections and putting in starters without experiencing joy at the prettiness of the work. And
if there is any higher artistic happiness than
comes from cleaning up a section holding a
pound of well-capped amber honey and putting the same in a dainty carton for market,
then I have never experienced it; and the
making of pictures has been one of my regular vocations.
By the way, woman has never
used her artistic talent rightly in this matter
of cartons.
Each woman bee-keeper ought
to make her own color design for her carton,
thus securing something so individual and
attractive as to catch at once the eye of the
consumer.

As a means of cultivating calmness, patience and self-control, the bee is a well-recognized factor. Bees can be, and often are,
profoundly exasperating, and yet how worse
than futile it is to evince that exasperation
by word or movement. No creature reacts
quicker against irritation than does the bee.
She can not be kicked nor spanked; and if
we smoke her too much, we ourselves are the
There is only one way to manage exlosers.
asperation with bees, and that is to control it,
and this makes the apiary a means of grace.
The money-making side of bee-keeping is a
very important phase in arousing and continuing the woman's interest in her work. I
think woman is by birth and training a natural gambler, and the uncertainties of the
nectar supply, and of the honey market, add
to rather than detract from her interest in her
apiary. I know of several women who have

and supported
by bee-keeping; but, as yet, I
think such instances are few. However, I

made comfortable incomes
their families

believe there are a large
who have added a goodly

number

sum

of

women

yearly to their

amount of spending money, and have found
the work a joy instead of drudgery. Personally, I have

had very

little

experience with
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Once

beekeeping.

the commercial side of

successful apiary
grew to 40 hives when we did not want more
than a dozen at most, and the neighborhood
was surfeited with our bounty, we were " just
naturally " obliged to sell honey. We enjoyed
greatly getting the product ready for market,
and were somewhat surprised that so much
fun could be turned into ready cash. As a
matter of fact, both my husband and myself
have absorbing vocations and avocations in
plenty, so that our sole reason for keeping
bees is just because we love the little creatures, and tind them so interesting that we

maddeningly

when our

would not feel that home was really home
the sight of our busy little
without them
;

co-workers adds daily to our psychic income.
We are so very busy that we have very little
time to spend "with them, and we have finally
formulated our ideals for our own bee-keeping, and that is to keep bees for honey and
We shall have plenty of honey
for "fun."
for our own table, and just enough to bestow
on the neighbors so they will not get tired of
it; and fun enough to season life with an
out-of-doors interest,

summer day

is

likely

and thefeeling that no
to pass without a surB. Comstock.

Anna

prise.

that field; and among all the other pursuits
he would yet choose bee-keeping as the one
best suited to his taste, and in conformity to
his disposition and temperament.
During his first years of bee-keeping he
kept well within the beaten track, but that
was not his disposition. He soon began to
branch out and try things that the wise ones
said could not be done, and were all wrong,
but he has ever had a contempt for all things
orthodox not that some of these things are
not true and all right, but the term implies
"fogyism;" at least, it seems that way to
him. One of the first things he found out
through experimenting, was that the " standard hive," so-called, did not suit hi6 ideas or
method of working. This led him to further
experimenting, with the result that he finally
inches long,
adopted his present hive,
wide, and 6 deep. He has now been
14 1
using this hive for over 5 years, and finds it
;

WU

..

oufhern
Conducted by Locis H. Scholl,

Bust the Bee-Man in his cozy-kept shop,
Where he whiles away his lazy hours;
Meal-bells

may sound, but no time

But prepare for the

yield

to stop,

from Nature's

flowers;

And

be gathered by his pets from glen and
field—

During another season's bountiful

yield.

Preparations for Next Season

New Braunsfels,

all

Tex.

a poor one, he was compelled to sell his in
terest; but he had been too thoroughly in
oculated with bee-fever for it to be easily
eradicated, and in 1S9S he began bee-keeping
again. He had no means to start on, but
most thoroughly believed in the saying,
" Where there's a will there's a way." During that year he cut 30 bee-trees in the woods
and brought the bees home. He was not able
to buy hives or fixtures, but, " Necessity is
the mother of invention," and lots of other
things, so he made his own hives and frames,
and took, during the following year, $260

These should begin early — as soon as
the

present

season's

crop

is

off.

First, the bees should be put in trim
for winter, and here is where many
Get
bee-keepers stop. But keep on
!

and keeping down all
swarming with the utmost certainty and ease.
Since starting in bee-keeping he has bought
success, requeening

over $S00 worth of the best factory-made
white-pine hives, and now owns nearly 300
colonies of bees and 300 nuclei, with extracting houses and all necessary supplies, together with his home, valued at $1000— in all,
over $3000 worth of stuff. During all the
time he has been thus engaged he has never
worked at anything else, or for any one else,
and what little he has accomplished has been
done with the help of the little bees.

;

It

—

You'll make a double gain get the discounts, and get the honey when it

comes.

is

Comb Honey

now

apiaries,

the chief
and the

product of

demand

far

exceeds the supply each year while
extracted honey goes begging. It is
no trick to sell bulk comb honey, and
the price obtained is from 3 to 4 cents
more than for extracted. A third of
the contents of the cans packed with
;

comb honey

extracted, hence it
must be remembered that comb-honey
prices are obtained for it, or if the
original price of the extracted honey
is subtracted, a much higher price is
obtained for the comb honey.
this

is

Bulk comb has

proven the most

profitable in the South.

Mr. J. E.

Chambers

Mr. J. E. Chambers, of Concho Co., Tex.,
his first bees in Bee County in 1888,
and, although he knew nothing of practical
bee-keeping, he was much interested in bees.
In Is'Jd he began modern bee-keeping, and in
partnership with Mr. Mann, of Menardville,
owned some 80 colonies. That year proving

owned

was somewhat

difficult to

Friend.

obtain a

photograph of Mr. Chambers, but after
insisting upon it, the picture of himself and his young helpers came with
the letter below, from which it will be
seen that Mr. Chambers is a modest
man, such as generally attend to their
own business. His cell-building arrangement and non-swarming management have been mentioned in some
of the bee-papers, and we hope that
Mr. Chambers will find time to prepare
several articles for us soon, which he
has promised to do. He has several
items of interest which will be given
from time to time later. Here is the

and nail them up ready for next year.

This
Texas

to start over

Carniolan bees in all his honey-yards. He
considers them the best, all things considThe imported stock, or home-bred
ered.
queen6 from the imported, are the ones he has
found to average the greatest yields of honey.
The swarming disposition is the only drawback, but that does not give him as much uneasiness as it formerly did. His non-swarming
device has effectually done away with all that
trouble, and he is now able to control all
swarming and keep the full force together.
During the present year he has used it on a
number of colonies with the most gratifying

;

Bulk

But were he

A

secure the
usual early-order discounts use your
idle moments during fall and winter,

your next year's supplies

he desires.

again, he would make a change in the frames
to the Hoffman, which he considers the best
made at the present time; but he knows of a
frame that would suit his style of manipulation better.
During the last 5 years he has used the

letter

lift
I

J. E.

CHAMBERS AND HELPERS

worth of honey. From that beginning to this
day he has de\oted all his attention to bees,
not trying to do anything else, and he has
studied it with that mystical exaltation that
forgets itself in the pursuit. His enthusiasm
has never waned in the least, and he can yet
work from morning till night without realizing the flight of lime. If he could have had
an education, he would perhaps have been a
journalist, but withuut that very necessary
equipment, he could not hope to succeed in

:

Friend Scholl:— Your

letter i6 received.
regret that I did not get it sooner however, I have no recent photograph of myself,
but to satisfy you I will have some taken,
and will send one. I have always had a distaste against having many of these things
1

struck

;

off.

I expect to be in San Antonio during the
meeting of the National Association, Nov. S,
9, and 10.

Bees did well for me the past season, many
nuclei of 6 and 8 combs building up to full
colonies, and giving a surplus of 50 pounds of
fine white honey during the 14 days of sumac
flow. These were Carniolans, daughters of
imported queens. I have never been able to
accomplish such results with any other race
Do you wonder that I am partial to
of bees.
Full colonies stored over 6
this great race.
of
30 pounds each to the colony. The
supers
past year has been bad for swarming, but I
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have not had any more trouble with the Carniolans than with other races. I have gotten
past the fear of swarming.
I have ju6t about finished taking off my

—

about 17,000
The crop is light
pounds from over 275 colonies, spring count.
honey.

I now have over 400 colonies, all in excellent
J. E. Chambers.
condition for winter.

^

them were rotten, and of course that
ought not to be allowed for other reasons. In
a cellar warm enough to keep potatoes without freezing, as few as 2 colonies ought not to
do very badly. You speak of a cave, and if it
is fairly dry, and sufficiently underground so
that the temperature i6 fairly even, at somewhere in the neighborhood of 45 degrees, it
ought to answer. Between that and the cellot of

lar,

the

question will very likely be as to

which is warmer.
3. That depends somewhat upon circumstances. To introduce a queen earl; in the

ocfor MillerS

season is likely to interfere with the strength
of the colony more than if the introduction
and,
occurs toward the close of the harvest
On the
besides, queens cost more very early.

^uesfkvn-Bcpr

;

other hand,

if

you want

to breed

from your

new stock, you would gain in time by getting
a queen early. 8o, in your case, it may be
mt iir to get a queen a6 early as you can in
l

June.

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
ffiW Dr. Miller does >wt answer Questions by mail.

Sugar Syrup for Winter Stores
Will bees live on sugar syrup through the
winter without any bee bread? If not, what
can be given to them as a substitute for beebread? My bees have no honey and no beebread, and 1 want to save them if there is any
chance.
Missouri.
1-1

Answer. — Yes,

bees will winter

on sugar syrup without any pollen

;

all

right

and some

advise wintering thus. They will not rear
young bees in the spring, however, without
pollen.
But the likelihood is that they have
enough pollen with which to make a beginning in spring, and they begin bringing in
pollen very early. In case you think they
need a substitute for pollen in the spring, you
can feed ground grain of almost any kind.
Some springs I have fed several bushels of
corn and oats ground together. Set it in a
sunny place on days when bees are Hying.
But you can't get them to take it if they
can get natural pollen.

Shipping Bees by Freight

bly if you have a super for each 2 or 3 colonies there will be little or no tearing.
The other way is to go to the other extreme, and allow very few bees at a time to
get at the sections; and this is the better way
where the number of sections is small comFarther
pared with the number of bees.
north it might not work so late as this, but
the
degrees,
about
31
latitude
you
are
in
as
bees will have plenty of warm days for it.
Pile the supers in piles, allowing an opening
at bottom, and also at top, so that only one
bee can pass at a time. If there are enough
supers in the pile, allow another entrance for
about each 5 supers, by pushing a super to
one side enough to make a small entrance at
one corner.

Making Queen or Royal
Row
make

it

can 1 make queen jelly?
myself where can I get

Answer. —

If

Jelly
I

can not

it?

Massachusetts.
You can't make queen jelly, or

Neither
it i6 generally called, royal jelly.
can any other man, not even President Roosevelt.
I never knew of any being offered for
sale, but you can easily get the bees to make
Take the queen away from a colit for you.
ony next summer, and the bees will start to
rear several young queens in queen-cells that
you will easily distinguish as being larger
than the other cells. In these queen-cells
they will put quite a quantity of food for the
young queens. In each cell there may be as
much as the size of a pea or more. It is of
the consistency of cream, varying from the
thinnest to the thickest of cream as time
advances, and when a young queen emerges
from the cell there is generally left at the bottom of the cell a surplus of food that has

Do you consider it safe to ship bees by
freight at this time, or a little later, from Illinois or Ohio? Do you know what the railroads charge per hundredweight?

Answer. — There

Massachusetts.
no better time to ship

is

bec6 in the year, unless it should be when the
temperature is about the same in the spring,
for in the spring the combs are not so heavy
with honey. On the other hand, there is danger of interfering with brood-rearing in the
spring. Later in the fall and winter, when
the cold is severe, there is more danger of
combs breaking down, becau-e brittle with
the cold. I don't know what freight-rates
are; there are a thousand different rates,
depending upon the different points of shipment and destination and these you can get
by applying to the railroads in question. You
speak of sending by freight, but in many
places you can send bees by freight only in
Indeed, unless there has been a
car-lots.
change through a large part of the West, if
not in the East, the only way to ship bees on
railroads is by express, unless you wish to
pay for a whole car.
;

as

Best Handling of Unfinished Sections
The close of that portion of our honey season in which bees store marketable honey,
found in my yard quite a number of unfinished sections. I simply put them back and
they are now well filled, but with honey that
I wish to pursue that course
is unfit for use.
which will give my bees the greatest advantage from this honey. Should I leave the supers containing these sections on through the
winter? If not, how shall I keep the honey
I wish to handle the
in sections taken off?
sections in such a way as not to lose them.

How

shall I

do this?

Texas.

Answer. — So

far as the bees are concerned,
be all right to leave the sections just

might
where they
it

But it would be rough on
the sections if you are to make any future
U6e of them, as 1 understand you intend. You
can extract the honey from the sections, letting the bees clean them up afterward, and
then feed the honey back to the bees, but it is
a fussy job to extract from sections. An
easier way is to tike the sections off and let
the bees rob out all the honey. The danger
are.

in that case is that the bees will tear to pieces
the combs in the sections. There are two
ways to avoid this. One is to give the bees
such full chance that they will not want to
tear them, spreading out the supers of sections so that all the bees can get at all parts
But to do this there must be a suffieasily.
cient number of sections in proportion to the
number of bees. If you set out a single super
for 100 colonies, you will be likely to find the
comb chewed up into little bits. If there is
a super for each colony, and each super fully
exposed, there will be little danger. I don't
know just where to draw the line, but proba-

dried down to the consistency of thick jelly.
But the only way you can get this royal jelly
is to get the bees to make it.

Wintering Bees in a Cave or CellarSpring Introduction of Queens
1. Is it safe or proper to put bees in a cave
or outdoor cellar where I have a few potatoes?
2. Is it better to leave them on the beebench and cover with a large box? I think
they have plenty of honey to winter on. I
would like to winter them, as there are not
many bees in this county.

3. What is the best time in the spring to
Nebraska.
introduce Italian queens?

Answers.— 1 and 2. As you are in about
latitude 42 north, it will most likely be better
to winter your bees inside, although in a
sheltered place they might do very well covered as you mention. Potatoes in the cellar
would not be likely to do any harm unless a

A Two Story Colony-Ripe Honey
1. We put an extra hive over a colony in
July without putting on a queen-excluder,
and we find now that the queen has gone
" upstairs," and consequently there are eggs
and brood in both hives. What is the prescription in that case? There appears to be
lots of bees, but it would hardly seem probable to a neophyte that one queen could run

two establishments.
back
2.

Shall

we try

to get

them

one hive?
When honey
in

by the bees,

is Bealed and capped over
ripe and ready to take off!
F. E. K.
one to know?

is it

how is
Answers.— 1. The neophyte who should

If not,

conclude that a queen could not run two establishments, or at least an establishment occupying two stories, has a rather limited view
It
of the capability of a 20th century queeu.
morally certain that there is only one
is
queen in the hive, and the proper prescription
By the time
is now to reduce to one story.
this reaches you it is not likely that there is
any brood present, unless it be a little sealed
brood. At any rate, here is what you are to
Make an investigation of the upper
do:
story, and if you find it well stocked with
full frames of honey, very likely it will be
well to put it on the bottom-board in place of
the lower story. At any rate, you are to put
into the lower story all the frames containing
brood (if there be any brood), and fill up with
the heaviest frames of honey to be found in
either story. So over this the other story
containing the remainder of the frames, together with their adhering bees. Lift out one
of the frames and brush buck into the hive
Do the same with the
all the bees from it.
rest of the frames and then put on the cover.
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An hour
the bees

later, or
all

down

the next day, you will lind
in the lower story, when

yon can remove the empty upper story.
Whatever frames of honey you take away
will come in handy next spring to give the
bees in place of combs they have emptied.
Better keep them in the cellar, or somewhere
where they will not freeze.
2. As a rule, when honey is sealed it is
ripe, and it isn't ripe till it is sealed.
That's
the rule, and if you follow it in taking off
honey all the mistakes you make will never
send you to the penitentiary. As with most
rules, there are exceptions.
The bees may
seal up honey before it is ripe, and they may
leave it unsealed after it is ripe. You can tell
by seeing whether the honey is thick or thin.
If it's thick, call it ripe.
But the exceptions

are so few that in actual practise I never paid
any attention to them, merely counting all
honey ready to take off if sealed.

Robbers or Young Bees Playing?
219 of " Forty Years
find this sentence:

On page
Bees,"

I

Among

the

" I think I can tell by carefully looking at
bees when flying with unusual commotion at
the entrance of a hive whether it is a case of
robbing or bees at play, but I am not sure."
not possible that a man
as long as you have 6hould
have failed to notice that playing bees always
keep their heads toward the front of the hive

Knowing that it
who has kept bees

is

in all of their manuuvers, I wondered why
you did not mention this fact when writing
on this subject. Time and again I have had
persons come to me in an excited way and
tell me that the bees were swarming. I would

hasten to the yard only to find playing bees
in front of one or more colonies, all with their
heads toward the entrances of the hives. I
have never mistaken a case of this kind for a
case of robbing. In cases of robbing there is
not the quiet and orderly deportment of these
young bees, and there is a greater number of

bees right at the entrance of the hives, and
generally a little fighting has begun.
Don't mase the mistake of supposing that
I have written anything for your enlightenment.
There are things which 6peak as
plainly as some words do, but do not convey
the same meaning to others. I have written
with a view to incite the beginner in beekeeping to become a careful observer.

Iowa.
Answer. The incompleteness of your quotation gives a somewhat wrong impression.
As you give it, the meaning seems to be that
I am not sure whether I can tell playing from
robbing. The correct meaning is given by

—

finishing the sentence as it is in the book, the
last part of the sentence being, " I am not
sure I could tell some one else the difference
Yet that is not a very great
in appearance."
matter; what we are both at is to tell the beginner how he is to distinguish between robbing and playing. You are quite right in the

general statement that playing bees fly with
their heads toward the hives; robbers are not
as quiet and orderly in their behavior as playing young bees, and generally a little fighting
has begun where there is robbing. And you
and I can tell pretty well by those marks, as
well as by the other marks in " Forty Years."
Yet are you sure a beginner who has been told
these things can tell whether it's robbing or
playing when he for the first time sees a case
of either? For you have never seen some of
the playing bees with their heads away from
the entrance, and some robber bees flying with
And when
their heads toward the entrance!
the beginner sees his first case of playing, how
is he to know that the bees are any more
quiet and orderly than when they are robbing? What looks quiet and orderly to you
looks confusion to him, seeing he has never
seen a case of robbing. And, of course, you
know that often there is no fighting when

robbing is going on.
it is, sometimes, to

So you see how difficult
another how to see

tell

what looks so very clear to you. Besides, I
have seen cases where I had to study no little
time to decide whether there was robbing or
not.

All this does not excuse any man pretending to write about the matter from leaving
out one of the most prominent features in
diagnosing; and I thank you for calling attention to the matter. At the same time, let
us make an amendment by saying that when
bees are playing, a large part of them will be
seen flying backwards that is, they will be
flying away from the entrance with their
heads pointing toward the entrance.

—

Best Wisconsin Sections,
1000— $4 00; N".2-f3 +0;
25c less. 7 percent
discount"in October on Root's and Danz. Hives,
and other Root's Goods.
40A26t
H. S. DUBY. St. anne. III.

Bargains

Mention

Wi

g«
•

,

when

Bee Journal

Sell Root's Goods

in

Michigan

Let na qnote you prlcea on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can Bave you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted lor Cash.

M. H. HUNT A SON.
Bbll Branch, Watnb Co., Mich
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

ITALIAN QUEENS
late to deliver them? Yes!
to begin to get ready

Too
late

But not too
for next

spring ! I give personal attention to correspondence.
My queens are guaranteed.
Write at once to

ROBERT
2Atf

Mention

B.

McCAIN,

YORKVILLE.
Bee Journal

vrhen

" The continuous advertiser
tlie bulk of tlie business,
because others are not advertising, and he is."

The

9%

work, and would be both ornamental and
very useful in any house, and particularly in
a bee-keeper's home.
The Clock part itself is warranted for 3
years to keep good time. So it is no plaything, but a beautiful and needful article for
everyday use.
Clocks like "The Bee-Hive Clock " usually
sell in the stores at from $4.00 to $5.00 each,
but having them made for us in quantities
enables us to offer them at $2.50 each by express, or with the American Bee Journal a
year both for only $3.00. Either Clock or
Journal would make an ideal gift.

—

FREE

" Bee-Hive Clock "
(excepting
express charges). Or, send us 4
Subscribers (at $1.00 each) and 50 cents $4.50
tiful

in

all.

each)

Or,

New

3 New Subscribers

and $1.00—14.00

Subscribers

(at

in

$1.00 each)

$3.50 in all.

Address

aii

Or,

all.

orders to

—

(at $1.00

3 New

and $1.50—

a
B o\ h for

wuhthe
Only $3.00

whether the idea of getting up such a clock
was conceived in tbe brain of the Editor of
the American Bee Journal, or whether he got
it elsewhere, but the wonder is that such a
thing was not thought of long before.
Setting aside all idea of its association with

We

Send us 5 New Subscribers to the
Weekly American Bee Journal for one year,
at $1.00 each, and we will send vou this beau-

3.

writing.

gets

American Bee Journal

have originated and had made specially
for our readers, a bronzed-rr etal Clock, called
"
Bee-Hive Clock." It is 10}^ inches
wide at the base,
inches high, and deep
enough at the base to stand firmly on a mantel or elsewhere.
It is a beautiful piece of

How to get "The Bee-Hive Clock"
FREE

R.F.D.

ILL.

A $4.00 CLOCK FOR $2.50

The Bee-Hive Clock

writing.

Only

$2.50. f.o.b. Chicago, by Express.
Weight, witli packing, about 4 pounds.

What

Dr. Miller Thinks of the

Bee Hive Clock

Busily ticking away, in the room where I
am sitting, stands a genuine bee-keeper's
clock (please understand that the word "genuine" belongs to the clock and not to the
bee-keeper) .or, as the legend upon the clock
has it, "The Bee-Hive Clock." I don't know

GEORGE W. YORK &

the business of a bee-keeper, there is a peculiar appropriateness in having the minutes
and the hours " told off " in a case representing the home of the busy little workers. The
glance at the clock, with its ceaseless tick,
tick, tick, tick, can not fail to remind one
that the flying moments must be improved
now or be forever lost, and that suggestion is
reinforced by the thought of the never ceasing activity of the little denizens of the hive,
always busy, busy, busy, working from morn
till night and from night till morn, working
unselfishly for the generations to come, and
literally dying in the harness.
Let us be thankful that tbe form of the oldfashioned straw hive or skep was adopted, and
not that of any modern affair, patented or
unpatented. The latter smacks of commercialism, but the former of solid comfort, for
no other form of hive has ever been devised
that contributes so fully to the comfort and
welfare of a colony of bees as does the oldfashioned straw-hive. It appeals, too, to one's
arti6tic sense as can no angular affair of more
modern times. As an emblem of industry,
probably always
artists have always U6ed
will U6e the old straw skep.
Thanks, Mr. Editor, for furnishing us a
time-keeper so appropriate for all, and espe-

—

—

cially for bee-keepers.

CO., 334 Dearborn St.,

C. C.

Miller.

CHICAGO, ILL.

:

Nov.

1906

8,

American Ttee Journal
CONVENTION NOTICES.

N. E. France 6ays: "So far as I know now,
can come."
" I promise to attend
C. P. Dadant writes
your convention if possible."
of all the beeattendance
Let us have a full
people (ladies and gentlemen) within reach
of Chicago.
Come and see the great International Live Stock Exposition, and spend part
of your time at the bee-keepers' convention.
The meetings will be as follows: Wednesday, Deo. 5, 10 a.m. to 12 m; 2 p.m. to 5:30
p.m. and 7 p.m to 9 :30 p.m. Thursday, Dec.
and 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
6, 9 a.m. to 12 m.
Question-Box All the Time.
I

—

Illinois. The 16th annual session of the
Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held in the Supreme Court Room in the
State House, on Tuesday and Wednesday,
Nov. 20 and 21, 1900. Railroad rates to annual sessions of the I.O.O.F. at Springfield,
can be used by bee-keepers also as follows
An open rate of one fare plus 25 cents for the
round trip to Springfield and return. This
rate can be secured by any one desiring to
come to Springfield on the date of ticket sale,
the open rate having beeo made by all lines
in the Central and Western Passenger Associations.
Tickets can be purchased on Nov.
IS, 19, 20 and 21, but must be used on the day
•of purchase.
The return limit on tickets is

Nov. 24.
Hotel rates, for board and lodging, 51.25
and upward. We expect the largest meeting
the Association has ever had, as its membership is larger than ever before, and, furthermore, we expect to have with us Pres. C. P.
Dadant, of the National; Pres. George W.
York, of the Chicago-Northwestern; Pres. J.
E. Johnson, of the Western Illinois; General
Manager N. E. France, of the National; and
R. A. Holekamp, Secretary of the Missouri
State Bee-Keepers' Association.
Let every
member of our Association make an effort to
be present, and bring a neighbor bee-keeper
with him, assured of a good meeting if you
will help to make it such.
(Bring your wife,
too.)
Jas. A. Stone, Sec.
R. R. 4, Springfield, 111.

:

;

;

Everybody come and make this the biggest
and best bee-keeper6' convention ever held
in Chicago.
Reduced rates on all the railroads.
George W. York. Pres.
Mrs. N. L. Stow, Vice-Pres.

Herman

F.

Moore.

Sec.

Executive Committee.

Lono.Goodrtdvertlslno

Langstroth • «*
*-«- Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

This

one of the standard books on

can Bee Journal

Each subject

—Chas. Dadant & Son.

and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for f1 .20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal
for
one year— both for $2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a verv little money
or work.
is clearly

;

ago bee-keepers were surprised by the first Patent
Bee-Smoker.

27 years

THREE NEW

Bingham's Patented
334

Chicago-Northwestern.

is

bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
Street.

Dearborn

CHICAGO, ILL

— The

Executive Committee of the Chicago-Northwestern

Smoker

Bee-Keepers' Association take great pleasure
making the following announcement:

Big Profits in Capons
Caponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit

in

Through the kindness

of friends it is possible to hold the next convention of our Association in the fine hall known as " Brunt
Hall," in the Bush Temple of Music, corner
of Chicago Avenue and Clark Street, Chicago.

This is the same hall where the National Association met last December. Arrangements
have been made with the restaurant in the
basement to serve good meals at very reasonable rates. The Revere House will lodge beekeepers at their usual low rates. This hotel
is at the corner of North Clark and Michigan
Streets.
Dr. C. C.

how much

1878, 1882, 1892 and 1903.
6 percent Discount for October
orders.

Are dated

Any number, any
delivered

"I don't know
can do toward making or marring

T. F.

Miller writes:

I

[CAPON

Improvements

the convention, but, Providence permitting,
I'll be there."

size,

copper or

tin,

any time.

BINGHAM

Farwell, flich.

TOOLS

with free Instruction?
postpaid $2.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
French Killing Knife50c

|Capon Book Free.

G. P. Pilling & Ron,

Philadelphia. Pa.

If you want the Bee-Book
That coverB the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount* to the Trade.
Bee Journal when writing;.

Mention

Passenger Fares Reduced Over the
Nickel Plate Road
Effective

BEE-SUPPLIES
I

8

are now in effect. We furnish EVERYTHING needed in practical BeeCulture, at lowest prices.
substantial
and suDstanuai
Dest-nnisnea ana
we make the best-finished
We

SHIPPING = CASES N?©

8
*3*i

in free Shipping-Crates.

Our HONEY-EXTRACTORS
are not excelled for durability, fine workmanship, and practical utility.

Have you seen our
miss

it

until

latest

improved Champion Smoker

Satisfaction guaranteed, or

I

L

?

If not,

you

you get one.

money

KRETGHMER MFG.

back.

Address,

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

November 1,

1906,

and

until

otherwise advised, the local passenger
fares between all stations on the Nickel
Plate Road are reduced from former
rates charged. The reduced fares from
Chicago to principal points are as follows
:

Chicago

to Buffalo, first class, $10.50
Erie, $8.55; Cleveland, $6.75 Bellevue,
$6 35 Fostoria, $5.70 Findlay, $5.50

;

;

;

;

;

Fort Wayne, $3.75.

Second-class, Chicago to Buffalo,
Corresponding reductions apply
S9.50.
to all other intermediate points, including points on connecting lines, as also
to many points beyond Buffalo reached
by our through car lines.
City Ticket Office, 107 Adams Street,

Auditorium Annex, Chicago, and
tions at

La Salle

Street, 31st

staStreet,

Englewood, and Grand Crossing. Telephones Central 2057 and 6172.
31— 45A4t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

A
Nov.,

American Ttee Journal
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Sent postpaid by
Qeorge W.York & Co.
Dearborn Street, Ch cago, III.

Advanced Bee-Culture. Its Methods
and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.
The author of this work is a practical and helpful writer.
You should
read his book; 330 pages; bound in
cloth, and beautifully illustrated. Price,

—

American Bee Journal
Novelty Pocket-knife
Gold Fountain Pen

All
for

$3.00

$1.20.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. & E. H.
A cyclopedia of over 500 pages,
describing' everything pertaining to the
care of the honey-bees. Contains about
400 engravings.
It was written especially for beginners.
Bound in cloth.
Price, $1.20.
Scientific Queen-Reariner. as Practically Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.
method by which the very best of

—

Root.

HOWARD

HONEYVILLE, O.

—

queen-bees are reared in perfect accord
with Nature's way. Bound in cloth and
illustrated.
Price, $1.00; in leatherette
binding, 75 cents.
Ree-Keoper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook, of Pomona
College, California.
This book is not
only instructive and helpful as a guide
in bee-keeping, but is interesting and
thoroug'hly practical and scientific.
It
contains a full delineation of the
anatomy and physiology of bees. 544
pages. 295 illustrations. Bound in cloth.
19th thousand. Price, $1.20.

(This cut

(Name and Address on one

just

—

library

is

L. L.

Price, $1.20.

Honey

Lang-

16-page
help

— This
intended

as a Health Food.

honey-pamphlet

increase the
part of

demand

is

first

Why Own the Novelty Knife?— In

case a good knife is lost,
but if the " Novelty "
is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it.
If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so
fortunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will
serve as an identifier; and, in case of death, your relatives will at once
be notified of the accident.

a
to

it

Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last
part is devoted to "Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those
selling honey.
The more the people
are educated on the value and uses of
honey the more honey they will buy.
Prices: Sample copy for 2-cent stamp;
50 copies for 70 cents; 100 for $1.25;
250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00; or 1000 for
$7.50.
Tour business card printed free
at the bottom of the front page on all
orders for 100 or more copies.

Among the Bees, by
—This
book contains
bound
handsome cloth,

Forty Years
C.

Miller.

C.

Dr.
32S

pages, is
in
with
gold letters and design; it is printed on
best book-paper, and illustrated with
112 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.
It
is unique in this regard.
The first few
pages are devoted to an interesting
biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he happened to get into beekeeping. About 20 vears ago he wrote
a small book, called "A Year Among
the Bees," but that little work has been
out of print for a number of years.
While some of the matter used in the
former book is found in the new one, it
all reads like a good new story of successful bee-keeping by one of the masters,

how

and shows

minutest detail just
Dr. Miller docs things with bees.
in

Price, $1.00.

"The Honey-Money

Stories."

—A

or

contains

3

64-

um

apiarian scenes.
It also
bee-songs, namely, "The
?,*, the Bees in the Apple-Tree

S,
Bloom,

and

owner

will never recover

it

;

How to Get this Valuable Knife. — We

Queen

send

Buckwheat Cakes and Honey,"

The Bee-Keep< rs Lullaby." This
booklet should be placed in the hands
of everybody not familiar with the
food-value of honev. for its main object is to interest people in honey as a
1

daily table article.
Price, 25 cents, or
3 copies for 50 cents.

it

postpaid for

$1.25, or club the Novelty Knife and the American Bee Journal for one
year both for $2.00.
(Allow two weeks for Knife order to be filled.)

—

SOLID GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN
we have found

Finally
price.

The manufacturers

a good Fountain Pen that is reasonable in
of thi6 pen say that if you pay more than
it's for the name.

$1.25 for other fountain pens,

absolutely guaranteed to work perfectly, and give satare 14 kt., pointed with selected Iridium.
The Holders are Para Rubber, handsomely finished. The simple feeder
uniform
flow of ink. Each pen is packed in a neat box, with
gives a
directions and Filler.

This pen

isfaction.

Drone

We mail

is

The Gold Nib6

%

size

Gold Fountain Pen

for only $1.25, or for
00 we will mail it and the
weekly American Bee Journal for a whole year.
23^" Sample copy of the American Bee Journal free; trial trip of three months (13 copies)
Address all orders to
for 20c; regular yearly price, $1.00.
this

GEORGE

W.

YORK

to

CO.,

334 Dearborn St.,

The Rietsche Press

Woven. Can not Sap.
Every wire and every twist Is
a brace to all other wires and
Closely

dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
with order. Address,

twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Pig-

ADRIAN GETAZ,

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and

I»"J.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
prefers to pay $25.00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without it."— A. G.

sold direct to farmer, freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.

"he

Mention

Bee Journal

when

Every rod guaranteed.

tight.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

45A.tf

Chicago, 111.

FENCE

Made of artificial stone. Practically Indestructible, and giving- entirely satisfactory results.
Comb foundation made easily and
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the

page-and-cover booklet, 5%xS% inches
in size, printed on best quality paper.
Many short, bright stories interspersed
with facts and interesting items about
honey and its use. The manufactured
comb honey misrepresentation is contradicted in two items, each ocupying
a full page, but in different part's of
the booklet. It has in all 33 fine illustrations, nearly all of them being of
apiaries

;

the chances are the

for honey.
contains a short
article on "Honey as Food," written by

The

to say

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English
razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. It will last a life-time, with
proper usage.

stroth the Father of American BeeCulture.
It has 520 pages, bound in
cloth.

side.)

The Material

best quality

complete without

work by Rev.

Three Bees on the other

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the
handle. It is made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as
transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the
handle is placed the name and residence of the owner, and on the
other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as shown here.

Worker

illustrated.
It treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keeping.

—

side

Knife. — When ordering, be sure
what name and address you wish put on the Knife.

Your Name on the

fully

this standard

the full 6ize of the Knife.)

is

NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE
—

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant. This classic in bee-culture
has been entirely re-written, and is

No apiarian

M. MELBEE,

Our Catalogue

tells how Wire
is made—how it is galvanized—
why some is good and some is

writing.

bad.

Its

brimful of fence facts.
this informa-

You should have
tion.

THE AMERICAN FOOD LABORATORY
E. N. Eaton, M.Sc, Chemist.
4 years State Chemist, Minnesota.
f> years State Analyst, Illinois.

1235-1248 Caxton Building,
384 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
Samples of Honey analyzed. Correspon-

dence

solicited.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Write for ittoday.

Its Free.

KITSELMAN BROS.,

BosHo

o n fpH
Wf
TTauitu

A.

MUNCIE. INDIANA.

mau who wants a permanent
To do all kinds of
To help with bees and

position.

work on a small farm.

an extensive honey business. Write wages
wanted, and particulars.
H. C. AHLERS,
West Bend, Wis. R.F.D. 1. Tel. 829, Ring 4.
43Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

—
Nov.

8,
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Gloves for Handli g

HeadquarteFSfor Bee-Supplies

Something New.
Something You Want.

LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY
ORDERS. Have a large stock on hand, and can sup-

Our specially prepared

Gloves

soften tbe

ply promptly.

bauds and prevent and care chapped hands.
fabric contains a preoaratiou which prevents the gioves from becoming hard'and stiff

The

the

We furnish tbem without armlets or sleeves for
using In sweeping, gardening, or general he usework, driving or outdoor work. They are just
the thing for driving in the rain, as they are
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night they
keep the hands soft and white.
All the points of excellence can not be here
enumerated, but they never fail to give iue
greatest satisfaction. To introduce them, we
will send by mail, or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee-Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
3*
sizes—large for men, small for ladies
"5
Men's Gauntlets, fleece lined
Ladies'
35
Ladies' unliued, for wearing at night or

THE W.

T.

FALCONER MFG.

JAMESTOWN,

CO.

N. Y.

sell

R. A. Burnett & Co.
Denver, Oct. 20.— All desirable lots of white
comb honey in double-tier cases have now been

shipped out of this State, leaving only a few
cars of single-tier cases. The quality of this
year's crop was fine, better than for several
seasons. We quote our local market as follows: Strictly No. I white, per case of 24 sections, $3; ordinary No. 1 and off grade, $2.50 to
$2.75.
Extracted, white, 6%@7Mc. Beeswax,
24c for average yellow delivered here.

Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

Cincinnati, Oct. 20.— The demand for comb
honey is good. No. 1, white, brings 14V^c wholesale, and 16c retail, by the case. Off grades
less from 2@3c per pound. T^hite clover extracted brings in barrels, 8c per pound; in cans,

amber grades,
in barrels;
30c.

Beeswax,

light, 6c in barrels; dark,
in cans, He per pound more.
C. H. W\ Weber.

Philadelphia,

Oct.

you

.

HONEY

22— While the supply

Beeswax
Will pay, at
of goods.

have any
.

.

all

.

Wan led

times, highest market

price on receipt

C.H.W. WEBER

Office

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Kansas City, Oct. 9.— The demand for both
extracted and comb hooey continues good; the
is light.
We quote No. 1, white comb,
24-section cases, per case, $3; No. 2, $2.75
Extracted, white, in cans, 7 cents; amber, 6@6Hc.
Be»ewax, 25c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.
is

5J4@6Wc. White and fancy grades find sale
from 7J^@S^c. There is not so much moving as one might be led to believe. Beeswax is
dragging at 29@30c for choice yellow.
Thb Frkd W. Muth Co.
Indianapolis, Sept. 29.— Fancy white comb
brings 16@17c readily; No. 1, white, 2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8@9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

S.

comb honey in a retail way brings 15@16c, with
very little demand for low grades
Extracted

white ciover in barrels brings 7W@8J$c; cans
the same. Beeswax, 26@28c.
Griggs Bros.

=

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

For Rent on Shares
BEES In 10- frame Langstrotta
These are the bees The Rambler run 2

275 Colonies of

hives.

J. C. McCUBBIN,
Rebdlet, Fresno Co., Calif.

.years.

43A3t

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
consigning, buying- or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

III.

QUOTE US &5S...
Extracted Honey!
THE FRED W. MUTH
4lAtf

CD.,

51

Walnut

St., Cincinnati. 0.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Pouder.

Toledo, Oct. 8.— The market on comb honey
remains firm. The demand is fair, and the receipts equal to the demand.
Fancy white

Cash

for

Till further notice,

Beeswax

30c cash

paid for pure,

yellow beeswax, delivered here.

Frank G.Clark, 147 E.KinzieSt.Ghicago.lll.
Mention Bee Journal nhea writing.

WANTED
TO BUY AT TOP PRICES
WHITE CLOVER HOSET,

both Comb and Extracted.
you have aDy write at once, saying how much you have, how it is put up and vour
lowest price, and all about it, in first letter.
If

C.

IN.

Scott

Ji

Co., Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.
Catalog Free

of

comb honey is equal to the demand, large quantities of comb honey having arrived in the

If you
to sell,

will
for

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will
cheerfully quote you price.

at
at

at 30c.

5V6c

Send

Cincinnati, Nov. 3.— The honey market

Chicago, Oct. 19.— Market is practically bare
of honey of all kinds.
Choice white comb
brings 15@16c, with off grades l(&3c less. Extracted, 7@8c for white; aniber,6}6^l '7#c; buckwheat, 6@6J6c. Beeswax selling noon arrival

8J6c;

You

rather quiet at this date, owing to the market
being flooded with comb honey: selling slowly
at from ]4@16c. Extracted amber honey sells

* 23eestrax-f

The

all freight now goes through Cincinnati.
money buying from me. Catalog mailed free.

save

supply

£)oney anb

CINCINNATI are

As almost

Will buy or

'0
during doing light housework
Early Order Discounts on Bee-Supplies (ex
cepting above and a few other articles) as fol-

lows:
7 percent for cash with order before Oct. 1st
"
"
*
"
Nov.lst
6
"
"
"
"
D^c. 1st
5
"
M
"
"
Jan. 1st
4
"
"
M
" Feb. 1st
3
If you haven't our 1906 catalog, send for one
and a free copy of the Americau Bee Keeper
Addre* s,
(50c a year}.

Freight Rates from

LOWEST, ESPECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH

29Atf

1004 East Wash. Street.

m>l

t

> U>OIJ<i. IMI>.

market in the last 10 days, the price still remains high. The outlook, however, is that
when the season advances and the bee-keepers
ship more of their crop to the market, the pri-

We

ces will be a little weaker.
quote: Fancy
white comb honey, 16@18c; No, l, 14@l5c; amber, ll@13c. Fancy white extracted, 7^@8^c;
light amber, 6«@7c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

Wm.

on commission.

i

A. Selser.

Have you any to sell? If so, see us before selling.
pay highest Market
Price for both Comb and Extracted
Honey also Beeswax.

New York, Oct. 9.— The demand for comb
honey is very good, especially for fancy stock,
and arrivals are now quite heavy. We quote
fancy white at 15c; No.

No. 2 at
12©13c; buckwheat at lie per pound. Extracted
Is in good demand and prices are somewhat
firmer. We quote California white at ~Hc; light
amber at 6&@7c, and amber at 6c per pound.
Southern honey in half-barrels in good demand
and finding ready sale at from 55@65c per gallon, according to quality. Beeswax is somewhat weaker, and 30c is about top orice.
1

We

at 13@14c;

HlLDRETH & SkQELKEN

HONEY! HONEY! HONEY! I
—

1
'^

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

Bee Journal

Street, Toledo, Ohio
when writing.

I

^^.
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Instead of having honey offered us by bee-keepers this
season, we have had enquiries for good honey from nearly
have secured an unusually fine lot of
every quarter.

We

•w.

WATER-WHITE ALFALFA HONEY
packed in 60-pound cans,
at the following prices

two

in a case.

We

offer the

same

:

One 60-pound can

Two

8J4 cents per

60 pound cans

8

Ten 60-pound cans or more

This honey

7%

pound

"

"

"

"

giving entire satisfaction and is selling
where we have previously furnished White Clover. Sample
on application.
HAMILTON.
is

DADANT & SONS,

(We

1*1

ILL.

are giving liberal discounts on Bee-Supplies now.)

}T}\V»T?A\Ty\\Tg

WE WILL BUY
New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

If you have a crop to
in any quantity.
write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.

dispose

of,

WE WILL SELL
to Bee-Keepers,

grades Honey

whose crop

Let us know

you.

P|

i
m
IS

not large enough to supply their trade, various
your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

BEESWAX
We

j§E

is

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at any time of the year.

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265
30Atf

& 267

Greenwich Street

-
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Apiary of

R. E.

Merrill, of Munct, Pa.

49
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1

Apiart of H. A. Rushton. of Jackson, Mich.
(See page 947)
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Special Bargains
in

dovetailed

HIVES.

Plain and Beeway SECTIONS.
Section-Holders, Separators, etc.

BROOD-FRAHES.

We

factory and all of these goods h^ve to be
you want any thing in your apiary, you will do well by
writing us at once, and we will make you delivered prices that
we do not
will surprise you. Our stock is all new and up-to-date
keep poor or 2d grade goods. Our sizes are standard. Quality and
We make any thing used in the
finish can not be beat by any one.
apiary, and can save you money and delay at any time of the season.
Give us a trial and be convinced. We aim to please our customers
and guarantee all our Goods to give entire satisfaction, or refund
the money.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

are enlarging- our

moved.

GEORGE W.YORK & COMPANY
334

Hoffman

III.

If

;

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
la
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journaland

a year, in the United States, Canada,
Mexico; all other countries in ibe Postal Union. 50
cents a year extra lor postage. Sample copy free.
$i.ihj

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

f

Indicates the

end uf the month to which your t-ubscription is paid.
For instance, "deci6" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19-6.
SUBSCRIPTION BECEIPTS.-We do not send a
receipt fur money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money haB been received and credited.

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.
JOHN DOLL & SON,

10c

Advertising Rate, per ftgate Line,

Proprietors,

MINNEAPOLIS,

Nicollet Island, No. 33.

iMINN.

14 lines make
Nothing- less th.au

one inch.
% inch accepted.

Time Discounts.

S puce Discounts.

4 times
5 per cent
"
" .-..10
13
"
" ....20
26
u
.-..30
"
52

inclines... SDerceut
500 * 4 ... 10
"
1(00 " ...20
"
...30
2000 «•

These rates are subject to

Mention

is

the best foundation for you to use, because it is tough,
transparent, will not sag, and has the odor

WORKING WAX FOR CASH A SPECIALTY
This

1st.— To

members

Bee-Keepers' Souvenir Postal-Card.

secured a somewhat comic SouveCard for bee-keepers, printed in 4
colors— red,, yellow, blue and black. At the
An oldleft end the following are pictured:
fashioned straw bee-bive with bees circling
around and above it; a sad-eyed bear with his
nir Postal

"hands" over his sweet-loving heart; a jar
also a spoon with a
card attached, reading, " Come let us spoon
awhile." At the bottom of the card, and to
the right, are these words: " Eat thou honey
because it is good."— Prov. 24:13. At the
left of the bear'6 head, and encircled with
bees, is this sentence
"lean not BEAR to
lose you ;" and at the top, and to the right of
the bear's head and bees, is this stanza
;

:

O

won't you

And
For

I

all

Queen-Button for Bee-Folks

GREATEST

POLITICAL

*

*

This is a very pretty thing
for a bee-keeper or honeyseller to wear on his coatlapel.
It often serves to introdueethe subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

QUESTION

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

The Defender
National Extonent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers, 50 cents for one year.
the

sale.

The picture shown

here-

with is a reproduction of a motto queen-button
that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It hag
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by
mail, 6 cents two for 10c ; or six for 25c. The
American Bee Journal one year and 4. buttons
for $1.10. Address all orders to
;

WILLIAM
400

West

35Atf

FERGUSON
NEW

P. F.
Editor and Publisher
YORK, N. Y.
23rd Strhet,
Please mention the Bee Journal.

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn Street,

-

CO.
CHICAGO,

ILI»

Wisconsin Basswood Sections

the time,

:

It is

Discount during November.

upon THE

never part.

3 cards for 10 cents
Prices, postpaid
(stamps or silver), or free with the American
Bee Journal oneyearat $1. 00; 10 for 25 cents;
or 25 for 50 cents. There is a blank space on
the card about 2 by 2)4 inches in size for
writing. Send all orders to the office of the
American Bee Journal.

"

well filled with all kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

You Want to Keep Posted

If

BEE my HONEY,

would hug you

you to secure your foundation.

Augusta, Wisconsin

cheer this loDely heart?

And we would

for

GUS DITTMER,

— We have

'

way

Wi*

P?" II m"re convenient. Dues may be sent to th*
ubhsliersot Lbe American Bee Journal.

and a section of honey

is

5 percent

lawful ri/hts.

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and TreitBurerN. IS. Fkance, Platteville,

the cheapest

Our warehouse

in their

yd.— To entorce laws against the adulteration of
honey.

is

-BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED

Objects of the Association.
promote the interests of its members.
its

writing.

of pure beeswax.

Bee Keepers' Association

2d.— To protect and detend

when

Dittmer's Foundation

either time or space

discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning'.

National

Bee Journal

And Prompt Shipments

r

what we are making for our customers.

— DOVETAILED
Is

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES —
We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.

IE riARSHFIELD

HANUFACTURINQ

CO., Harshfield,

Wis.

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

Please Mention the American Bee Journal

x$ln&*
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IS,
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°» the

Langstroth

»* Honey -Bee

"If Goods are wanted Quick, send to Pouder"

BEE-SUPPLIES

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

This

one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
is

substantially in cloth, and contains
over S00 pages, being- revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the American Bee Journal Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroughly
explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for Si. 20, or club
It with the American Bee Journal for

Root's Goods at Root's' Prices
Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

—

— both

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

mail

as a

it

.-.

BEESWAX WANTED

Prompt

Service.

Catalog Free.

.'.

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.
During November 1 will offer a discount
LAlTLl UltUtlx IMC/^AI INT of 5 percent on Supplies for next season's use. In December the discount will be 4 percent. Cash must accompany
I

trade.

rini V ADrvCD
DIO^UUNl

for $2.00
or, we will
for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money

one year

S

*!*^!r

;

premium

THREE NEW

order.

WALTER

Ji:i.'>i.">

S.

Massaclmsetts Ave.,

POUDER
ODIi^APOLIS,

I.-\l>.

or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334

in Capons
Caponizing is easy — soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free instructions

Big Profits

postpaid

[CAPON

TOOLS
O. P. Filling

&

$2.50.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Ron,

Fire Sale of Bee
Come

If you want the Bee-Book
That coverB the whole Apicnltnral Field more
completely than any other published,
send f 1.20 to

tW Send tor
Reduced Prices.

and Poultry Supplies

Save 85 to SO Percent on

list

©t Slightly

Quote us prices on Honey and Beeswax.

ARND,

Proprietor,

Long Distance Telephone, North

slightly

damaged

goods,

DURINR NOVEMBER,
EXCEPT ON HONEY-PACKAGES.

Damaged Woods
Honey

in

to select

60-pound cans for

from at

sale.

York Honey and Bee-Supply Co. (Not mo
191 AND 193 SUPERIOR St. CHICAGO, ILL.

1559.

(Three blocks north and one block ea6t of our old location.)

FOR HIS
44

wrltlnar.

Any bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on aDy
Supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
selected out after the fire. Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
25 to 50 percent reduction.

H. M.

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

or send and

when

Lewis Goods at 5 percent Discount

<-

kGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
French Killing Knife 50c
[Capon Book Free.

Bee Journal

Mention

CHICAGO, ILL

Dearborn Street.

Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discount! to the Trade.

Mention

Hee

Journal

when

writing.

Passenger Fares Reduced Over the
Nickel Plate Road
Effective November 1, 1906, and until
otherwise advised, the local passenger
fares between all stations on the Nickel
Plate Road are reduced from former
rates charged. The reduced fares from
Chicago to principal points are as fol-

lows
Chicago to Buffalo,

ra

BEE-SUPPLIES

9 are now

J|

in effect.

We

furnish

EVERYTHING

needed in practical Bee-

Culture, at lowest prices.

:

first class. $10.50
Erie, $8.55; Cleveland, $6.75 Bellevue,
$6 35; Fostoria, S5.70 Findlay, $5.50

;

;

;

Fort Wayne,

;

$3.75.

Chicago to Buffalo,
Corresponding reductions apply

Second-class,

$9.50.
to all other intermediate points, including points on connecting lines, as also

many points beyond Buffalo reached
by our through car lines.
to

City Ticket Office, 107

Adams

Street,

Auditorium Annex, Chicago, and
tions at

La Salle

Street, 31st

staStreet,

Englewood, and Grand Crossing. Telephones Central 2057 and 6172.

31— 4SA4t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

:

.
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Some

Styles of Honey-Jars

Now

is the time to make ready for Thanksgiving and Christmas trade.
Honey at this time of year always sells
Put up your Extracted Honey in one of the attractive Jars illustrated on this page, label it nicely, and you will be
surprised at the ease you can sell it and the prices obtainable.

best.

NO. 25 JARS

HALF-POUND TUMBLERS
There seems to be an increasing demand for
a cheap tumbler to put up a half-pound of
honey to retail at 10 cents.
have secured
a stock of such tumblers at a price which enables us to offer them at $4.50 per barrel of 32
dozen
This is less than lj 2'c apiece. For
less than barrel lots we cannot repack them
for less than 25c a dozen or we will put them
up 4 dozen to the case with partitions ready
to re-ship when filled, at SI a case; 10 case

We

;

lots at 95c.

J^-lb.

Tumblers

TIP-TOP HONEY-JARS
This is a new-style jar sealed with
rubber ring under rim of a glass top
held securely with spring-top fastener.
This fastener is applied to a great variety of bottles and jars used for different purposes. We have selected two
styles among them all as being the
most suitable for honey. The one and
two pound square jars may be had
with spring top fastening instead of
cork at Toe per gross extra. We can
furnish in two sizes.
1
...-pound, 45c per doz.
gross, ¥4.50.
1-pound, 50c per doz.
gross, $5.
;

;

HERSHISER JARS

Tip-Top Jars.

These jars were designed for use in
the honey exhibit at the Pan-American
Exposition in Buffalo, and are very
neat and attractive. They have corklined aluminum caps which seal them
tight. They are made in 4 sizes square
and 3 sizes round. Write us for complete prices on this 6tyle of jars.

The

illustration to the side does not do
justice to this jar.
It must be seen to be
fully appreciated.
have sold this jar
for years and in larger quantities than
any other. It is really our standard, and
the demand for it is unfailing. Packed in
re-shipping cases of 2 dozen each.
are
now prepared to offer No. 25 jars in partitioned cases of 2 dozen each, ready to reship, when filled, at $1 per case; 10-case
lots or over, 95c; 50 case lots at 90c.

We

We

MASON FRUIT- JARS
These are very largely used for canning
fruit, and are often used for honey as
well. As we buy them by the car-load,
we can make the following prices at Medina, all put up complete with porcelainlined caps and rubbers, in cases of one
dozen
Size.

Doz.

Pint

$0.52..
0.55.
0.75..

Quart
K-gal

6 doz.

Triumph Wrench for Mason Caps, 15c
each; by mail, 20c. Ball's Waxed Rings,
better than rubbers, 5c dozen postage, 3c.
;

:

D

$.

^w

^^
(Entered at the Post-Office at Chicago as BecoDd-Class Mail-Matter.)

Published.
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happened here in Flint, where honey, both
comb and extracted, can be bought almost
any day at nearly all the groceries. But it
seems that the honey is simply irresistible, it

^Alofes

will sell itself.

Now, if you wish to be able to sell honey
for a cent, or 2 cents, above the market price,
produce this kind of honey, and all you have
to do is simply to let it stay on the hives until
it is ripe.
If you have so few combs that you
are obliged to extract in order to give the bees
room, it is not likely that you will produce
very much of this high grade honey. You
must have plenty of empty combs. If you
haven't got them, yet them ; that's the first

and Comments
XT—*

step.

The Demand

for

Honey

It seems to be increasing, and we believe it
would increase much faster if a certain line
of advertising were carried on by the National
Bee-Keepers' Association. While in a poor
honey 6eason the demand may almost equal

the supply, in a season like that of 1903 there
seems to be an over-supply of honey. But it
under-distribution. Large quanhoney are dumped into a few of the
leading markets, then there is a slump in
prices, and honey cm hardly be given away.
More and more bee-keepers are coming to
see that often the most profitable honey market
for them lies right near their own homes.

really

is

an

tities of

This may not be true of those individuals who
produce several tons in a season, and even
such can dispose of their crop within a few
miles of their homes.
It will pay to look
after that

home demand

The bees put nectar through a
process that really works a change in its
character in fact, I am coming to believe
that the finishing touch is not put on until
the combs have received their coat of " varnish " over the cappings. Comb honey removed from the bees as soon as sealed over
never has the " finish " of the extracted
honey of mine that was left on the hives a
month after it was sealed over.
Without the finish of this real superiority,
it would be impossible to sell honey, a6 we
have been doing, at a cent and a half above
the market price. Time and again, this fall,
has some man written that our price was too
" Why, I can buy any quantity of
high.
clover honey at 6 and 7 cents delivered," is
the way tbey would write; yet when they received a sample of our honey they would
plank down the S 1 ^ cents and pay the freight.
Do you suppose they would do this if it were
not really superior?
The foundation and the corner stone of
selling honey above the market price are the
production of a superior article. Without
this you may just as well send your honey
away to some jobber and take what he will
give you for it. Fir6t, produce a good article
ripening.

first.

—

— away up— thick, ripe, rich, smooth and irre-

Successful Honey-Marketing

sistible.

Usually there are are not many royal roads
to success in anything. This is surely true
of marketing honey and bee-keepers are slowly
,

finding it out. Superiority of flavor and body
count most.
Unripe honey will ruin any
market in a very short time. Mr. Hutchinson
tells something of his own experience in the
last Bee-Keepers' Review.
It is well worth
reproducing, as is often the case with what he
says concerning bee-keeping, honey, etc.

There is just as much difference between
ripe and green buckwheat honey as there is in
clover or any Kind of honey. Our buckwheat
honey was left on the hives until it was all
sealed over, and is ripe, rich and smooth as
much different from the strong, raak " green "
stuff usually found on the market as can be

—

imagined.
I don't doubt that honey can be evaporated
artificially, but evaporation is not curing or

Let
effort

me

give an illustration

whatever to

retail

:

honey

I

make no

at the house.

scarcely know why; perhaps it is because
we don't want to be bothered with people runI

in at all hours for little dabs of honey.
they do come after it, we let them have it,
but we take no pains to encourage the habit.
Well, one of our married daughters had some
of this fine, well-ripened raspberry honey on
her table, and a neighbor who was in was
given a taste of it. The next day this neighbor's little boy came up with a pail after some
of that "splendid honey." Then this neighbor had a neighbor and she was given a taste
of the honey, and the little boy was sent up
again for another pailful for the neighbor.
It seems that the man at the neighbor's house
was a barber, and he talked about the honey
at the shop until the proprietor sent up for a
can of it. When it reached the shop every
barber had to have a taste, and then every

One other point: Don't let this fine honey
stand around in open vessels exposed to the
air, and thus lose its delicate aroma— the
heart and soul of honey. Strain it right from
the extractor and run it into air-tight receptacles at once, and close it up from the air.
After you have produced a crop of this
superior honey don't imagine that your work
People can't buy it unless they
is done.
know you have it. You will have to advertise, and advertise liberally at first, and send
out samples freely. People prefer to see a
sample of the goods before they buy. This
will cost something, but, gradually, you will
build up a liet of customers who will come to
you year after year, and they won't ask for
samples either. If you say the honey is the
same as last year, they will believe you.
Mr. E. D. Townsend has been selling honey
in this
little

way

for several years,

and now

finds

in fact, much of
contracted this year before it

need of advertising;

his honey was
was off the hives.
The principles of success can be stated in a
few words: Produce a big crop of good honey
at a low cost, and sell it at a high price. SimYet it covers the whole ground.
ple, isn't it?

There

is

nothing like personal experience,

to showing others how to sucBetter follow Mr. H.'s advice if you
want to get ahead in the honey-business.

when

it

comes

ceed.

ning
If

one must have a jar of it, and where
endless chain will end I don't know. All

this
this

Uniting Colonies

in

the Fall

The Bee-Keepers' Review
ing in

its

editorial

gives the follow-

columns concerning

fall

uniting of bees:

""Often in~the~fall~bf the year it i6 advisable
to unite 3 or more colonies into one, and the
first question that comes up is, How to avoid
fighting among the bees that are put together?
I have never had any trouble from this
source, perhaps I can't help much with my
advice, but I can tell how I have done the
work successfully. Almost invariably have I
had all of the bees queenless except one colony, and I have piled the hives one above the
other for 3 or 3 days, then put the best combs
into one hive, and shaken the bees from the

As

Nov.
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other combs. Often I have hung Ibe combs
of bees side by side, mixing them up promiscuously, and have had no quarreling. My
bees have always been Italians remember

—

that.

*
Superseding— When

her

and By

Whom?

Formerly it was perhaps generally held that
a queen was at her best during her second
Nowadays there is a tendency to the
season.
belief that her

first

year

is

her best.

Much

depends upon the amount of work a queen
has

When

done.

she

has laid

a certain

amount

of eggs she is practically old without
regard to the number of months or years she

may have

no means, necessarily follows. A very few
beekeepers make a practise of replacing a
queen when she is a year old; and for every
one of these there are probably 10 who replace

lived.

The novice who is told that certain beekeepers believe that a queen's first year is her
best year, is very likely to think that those
certain bee-keepers certainly replace each
queen at the close of her first year. That, by

when she is 2 years old; and, again,
who replaces a queen when she

every one
years old,
all,

for
is

2

10, if uot 100, never replace her at
leaving the matter entirely in the hands

flews -Items
First Annual Bee-Show of the
Worcester County Bee-Keepers' Association
was an educative stimulus mutually to public and beekeepers.
Mr. Burton U. Gates,
who did much to make the show the success
that

it

wa6, has kindly sent the following re-

port of

it:

From

two talks and a demonstration with a hive of
bees in a wire-cloth cage upon the stage.
Although the demonstration came in the
evening, and uoder artificial light, the bees
handled well, lending to the thorough satisMr. Miller also
faction of the audience.
brougtt with him 2 observation hives of his
and
in
which
he has made
own invention,
several important scientific discoveries.
For
thi6 reason the hives, which are upon an en-

her

taking the superseding into

own hands is the fact that there is less
tendency to swarm with a young than with
their

side to

flTiscellaneou

The

scale in favor of

an old queen.

wise:
" I do not know whether the average queen
is at her best in her first or her second year.
A good many queens are better in their third
year than the average queen in her first year.
In any case I believe that, as a rule v the bees
can decide better than I when a queen should
be superseded, and sometimes they do not
even wait for the close of the first year, but
supersede a queen when she is only a few
weeks old. If, however, I have evidence that
a queen is not up to the mark in anyway,

off

very important item that with some turns the

most experienced American beekeepers puts the matter somewhat in this
of the

taking

In deciding the question whether the beekeeper or the bees shall do the superseding, a

of the bees.

One

my

there is no law to prevent
head any time."

which

An argument

is

entitled to,

it is

no doubt given
is

on the other
the weight

all

the fact that

easier to allow the bees to

it

is

much

do their own super-

seding.

So

it

who

will be

shall

seen that the question

as to

do the superseding depends some-

what upon the plan of management— possibly
somewhat upon locality and the answer to
the question "when" (in case the work is
done by the bee-keeper) is likely to vary from

—

1 to

2 years.

market. This is due to the extreme care and
accuracy with which he grades and packs his
crop. Every section is spotless, having been
polished, and is packed in a neat carton. Mr.
Holmes also gave a lecture and some demonstrations in the cage.

Dr. D. E. Lyon, who represented the A. I.
Root Co., stayed but part of 2 days. On Monday evening he addressed the audience on

various topics of timely interest.

W. W. C'ary & Sons, of this State, queenbreeders and sellers of bees, were represented
by Mr. Cary, Jr., who broueht with him some
superior queens for exhibition. Mr. Cary
also spoke on the queen-bee, her life and relation to the colony, the rearing of queens for
market, their shipment, and kindred topics.
There seems to have been a mystery in the
minds of the people, which surrounded the
natural history of the queen, for Mr. Cary
had an audience spell-bound, and bending
forward with wide-open eyes, ears, and even
mouths.
Mr. Allen Latham, President of the Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Association, besides

corners of Massachusetts, from
Connecticut, and from the
Valley of Vermont,
where white clover grows in tangles; from
New York, Chicago, and from Ohio, and even
Florida, were collected sundry exhibits of

Rhode

all

Island,

beautiful

Cham plain

bees, beeswax, honey, supplies, literature

and

bee-furniture for the First Annual Show of
the Worcester (Mass.) County Bee-Keepers'
Association. As originally contemplated, the
management expected that perhaps a few
hundred people, particularly bee-keepers,
would stroll into the show. Much to their
surprise a few thousand visited the hall daily.
The show lasted 3 days and evenings, beginning Sept. 24 and ending the 26th. During
that time there were several bee-men of note
who spent one or more days with us.
were especially fortunate in having Dr. E. F.
Phillips, of the National Department of Agriculture, with us 2 days. He did his part to
make the program as interesting and instructive as possible. He was constantly with the
bee-keepers about the hall, giving them whatever information they were in search of. He
also gave 3 addresses, speaking on "BroodDiseases " Tuesday morning. In his address
Dr. Phillips reviewed the work which has
been done abroad and in this country, investigating the nature and causes of the diseases.
Particular emphasis and detail was given to
the most recent investigations of Mr. White,
of the Department of Agriculture, who has
eo recently made new and startling discoveries of the bacteria of the diseases, and whose
work is soon to appear in a Government

We

bulletin.

Mr. Arthur C. Miller, of Rhode Island, associate editor of the American Bee-Keeper,
spent parts of 2 days with us. Mr. Miller
also assisted in the lecture program, giving

Exhibits at the Worcester Co., Mass., Bee-Show.

new principle, have been termed the
"Miller Scientific Observatory Hive." Mr.
Miller will have the device pictured and detirely

scribed later.

Mr. R. H. Holmes, prominent in Vermont
as a heavy producer of honey, was here with
a very fine display of comb and extracted
Mr. Holmes produces comb honey
chiefly, and gets a. fancy price for it in the
honey.

being present and giving an address, had on
exhibition some noteworthy things. He comes
before the bee-keepers in person and in the
press, as a man with ideas the result of practise.
He is an investigator, experimenter and
reasoner, who produces most excellent results.

Mr. Latham showed samples of honey
which he harvested out on the end of Cape

—
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Cod, where we

find

little

else

but sand and

sea-breeze. Tbis hooey, however, was most
delightful in quality and color.
As a result of experiment, Mr. Latham
demonstrated by a super of tine comb honey
that the same can be obtained without separators.
In the whole super (and he had more
like them) there was absolutely no trace of
cross-comb or burr-comb building; all was as
trim as could be
The hive, of which there
has been some comment ot late, Mr. Latham's
inventiou Paroid paper covered, and deep
frames parallel to the entrance was among
other things which he exhibited.
For competition the displays were numerous. Entries were particularly noticeable in
the classes of comb and extracted honey. It
was seen that the judges awarded the first
prize for the best 5 pounds of extracted honey
in glass to apple-blossom honey, which, not
long ago, was said in one of the bee-publications to be tit only to feed bick to the bees.
Vinegar made from honey was also exhibited.
Mr. Latham had the finest sample, being clear, of fine color, and sharp.
The display of beeswax attracted much attention.
Exhibitors prepared their samples
with much care. In this line Mr. Latham had
an interesting show of a 5-pound cake of fine,
soft, yellow wax from which in the comb had
been taken 150 pounds of honey, and in rendering which gave a ball of slumgum less
than the size of a large marble.
The displays of bees which interested the
public particularly,
included
Caucasian,

—

—

about 30 pounds of comb honey. The extracted honey sells readily at 10 cents a pound,
and I did not have nearly enough to supply

for a 6hort time, although the weather was
very hot. There is a little goldenrod and

my

have a good market for my honey, and all
of it is put out with my name on it.
My father has had bees for about 16 years
on a small scale, and I was his main helper.

smartweed

customers.
I am a great lover of bees, and anxiously
read everything pertaining to them. I have
two bee papers, and look forward to their
coming with eagerness.
The dog in the picture is one that came to
my home, and she is not at all afraid of the
She is always with me when I am
bees.
working with them.
H. A. Rushton.

The Apiary of K.

Thinking that

the business, I started
I liked
myself after spending one year with a
prominent bae-keeper in Illinois. I expected
to start io for myself the spring of 1905, but
failing to get any bees I had to wait till last
in for

spring.
My chief object the past summer was working among diseased bees, for some of those I
started with in tho spring were diseased, and
I tried to cure them.
I have been successful
I
in all colonies I tried to cure except one.
had at one time ti diseased colonies, but now
1 am not
I have but one, so far as I know.
ready yet to say how I have treated the disbecome
of it,
will
ease until I find out what
or whether it will show up again next year.
The reason I sav I still have one diseased colony is because I worked 5 under one method,
and one colony'under another, and the one is
still diseased.
I get a great deal of information out of the
American Bee Journal, and I think much of

E. Merrill.— The

page, showing the apiary
of Mr. Merrill and also his experiences, are
described in the following, under date of
picture on the

in this locality.

1

first

Sept. 26

This is my first year in the bee-business for
myself.
I have 8S colonies of bees now, having started in the spring with 63. I did not
get any white clover honey this year, on account of late frosts in the spring. It opened

up along about May 20, and continued blooming off and on until about June 20. AH of it
seemed to have a dead center or ouler edge,
and the bees did not touch it in this locality.
I received a fair crop of buckwheat honey
about 4000 pounds. The bees just rolled it in

Every bee-keeper should read it, but not
it.
only this Journal, but all the other bee-papers
R. E.

as well.

Merrill.

Punic from an English strain, Italian, Carnioian, and blacks.
Cookery, examples of which were numerous, interested the ladies. In all instances
the recipes were attached, serving as material
to transcribe into many a note book.

Phoiographs of apiaries and swarms also
proved of interest.
The judges of the displays were Dr. Phillips
aud Messrs. Miller aud Latham.
Several of the bee-supply dealer?, local.and

from a distance, all the prominent bee-papers,
and much of the literature on bees, were represented.
Akin to the desire for verbal information of bees, there was an endless de-

mand

for bee-liteiaiure, every available scrap
of sample-copy material being u?ed up; in
«ome cases before the eod of the first day.
Considering the 6how as a venture and as a

whole, it was a most prooounced succiss All
the effects were not to be perceived immediately; they will he fejt throughout the year,
not alone by the bee-keeper, but by the salesman, and by both directly and indirectly.
The 6how demootirated two things: First,
that we nave the stuff in tbis region wherewith to produce a bee show worth seeiog;
and, second, that there is here a ready, responsive, aod iuquisilive public to appreciate
the bee-keepers' efforts.
Another year, with similar efforts upon the
part of the beekeepers, an even better and
more instructive display can be brought together. This is what the society hopes to do.
Worcester, Mass.

At this show the American Bee Journal was
awarded a "certificate of merit,'' which is
greatly appreciated.

The Apiary of H. A. Rushton.—
When sending the picture shown on the first
page, Mr. R. wrote as follows on Oct 29:
send you is of my home
jard, which cootains 29 colonies. 1 started
in the spring with 6, and increased to 20, and
this fall I have bought 9 co.ooics, some of
them being in box hives, which ( intend to
transfer in the spring.
I took 2UU pounds of

The photograph

I

comb honey from this yard, for wuich I find
ready sale at 10 cents for the dark, and 15
cents for the white. I get all my surplus
from basswood, sweet clover and buckwheat,
and s ell direct to consumers.
In addition to my home yard, I run a small
yard of 12 colonies about 20 miles from here.
I started in the spring at that yard with T
colonies, and increased to 12, and took 400
pounds of extracted honey (all white), and

"The

T-Supers vs. Wide Frames for

to the brood than

Section Honey
BY DR.

C. C.

principal

one

is

that a T-super is
closer

more compact, and brings the sections

any other contrivance."

further surprised to learn upon
looking at page 642, that he had some

And

MILLER

ground for saying so. There's where
you caught me napping, Mr. Greiner,
and you might well have pitted
'! Phillip sober against Phillip drunk,"
for I have more than once said I didn't
want sections too close to brood-frames
because of the danger of bits of dark
comb being carried from brood-combs
and that was one of the
to sections

have read with much interest the
It
article of F. Greiner, on page 833.
must be a bit amusing to the veterans,
and perplexing to beginners, to see
such opposite views held by two men
I

apparently familiar with their subject,
and with no selfish purpose on either
side.
Mr. Greiner sums up the matter,
viewed from his standpoint, by saying

;

:

" The wide-frame 6uper has all the advantages of the T super, and few, if any, of its
disadvantages."

From my standpoint, I would make
a slight variation in the words, and
" The T-super has nearly all the
say
advantages of the wide-frame super,
with some additional advantages, and
few, if any, of its disadvantages."
It is not likely that Mr. Greiner and
to have the same views, I will come
unless we could spend some time together, with the two kinds of supers
before us to experiment upon. Possibly we might be of the same opinion
still, for he has just twice as much
German blood in him as I, so, of course,
he would expect me to be the first to
yield.
On the whole, it may be for me
the safer plan to have the columns of
a bee-paper for the bloody arena, and
possibly some facts may be brought
out of use to beginners.
Starting out to quote my reasons for
preferring the T-super, I was surprised
that Mr. Greiner should say
:

'

:

reasons for liking thick top-bars.
No, that's not a principal reason, nor
a reason at all. for my preference.
Please remember that in the "Question-Box " my answers must be brief,
and to the question, " What is their
advantage?" I gave on page 642 only
two points, and unfortunately not all
the chief ones. It might have been
better if I had said, " My chief reason
for preferring the T-super is that after
having tried various supers, I think I
can with the T-super secure a satisfactory crop with the expenditure of
less time and labor than with any
other kind."
Yet the other part of the statement, which you pretty much ignore,
any means unimportant.
is not by
While there is an advantage in having
some space between top-bars and the
first super, I do not know of any advantage in having more than a beespace between the sections of one super
and the next one above it. With the
T-super there is a space of i inch between the top of one section and the
l
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bottom of the one over it. The space
is, as you say, ?s-inch greater with the
wide frames
that is, with the wide
frames the space is 3' 2 times as great
as with the T super. A fairer way,
however, is to count the distance, not
between the wood of the sections, but
between the combs, and that will make
your space 2'j times as great as mine.
You say you consider this difference
" insignificant." I don't; and that's
one reason why we disagree. You say
;

:

"With

the amount of propolis gathered
often an impossibility to remove
boxes from the surrounding case
without injury to the honey.''
here,

the

it is

filled

No

such

though

this

difficulty occurs here, alhas the reputation of being

a gluey region.

The

difference probably comes from the difference in our
practise, for if I understand you rightly
from statements elsewhere, you take
the sections out of the super singly
from the top, while I take them out
en masse, turning the whole upsidedown. That belief is strengthened by
your saying, page 833, "taking the
filled boxes out en masse,! consider of no

importance." There again we disagree
so widely as to account fully, without
anything else, for our different preferences.
Of so much importance do I
count that matter, that if I were barred
out from its advantage, and obliged to
take sections out of the T-super, as

understand you do,

I

would

at

I

once

capitulate and say, "I'd rather have

wide frames."

Again you say

:

" It is my experience that sections do not
fold square.'
Sometimes only a part in a
crate are faulty in this respect. Sometimes
'

the whole lot is so bad, some folding diamond
shape, that when placed in a T-super one corner of each section bobs up. There seems to
be no way to keep it down."

With such a condition I don't blame
you for not liking the T-super.
I
wouldn't like it either. But such a
condition does not exist here. Say,
Mr. Greiner, 15,000 to 20,000 sections
are piled up in T-supers over in the
shop, ready for a harvest that never
came, and I wish you were here to overhaul the pile until you find a corner of
a section sticking up as you describe.
No, I'll not wish anything so hard as
that, only that you should overhaul
them till satisfied. Possibly you might
find one in 10,000; I don't know. I
can't tell whether the difference is in
the sections or the management, but if
my sections behaved as badly as yours
do, I'd be down on the T-super, too.

In your third objection you are quite
right in saying that if an unfilled super
is dropped anywhere on the ground it
may be disarranged. It would if a
stub should project 2 or 3 inches upward and raise some of the sections,
and when a super does come thus to
grief, the disaster is worse than you
have painted it. On level ground there
would be no trouble. But we don't
drop supers on the ground. There's
no need of it. When brought into the
apiary, if they're not on a wheelbarrow they're put on the top of some
hive, directly on the cover. It's easier
to set them there than to put them on
the ground. Sometimes it is convenient to set one on the ground, in which
case the most convenient thing is to

on one end, leaning against a
where it is as safe as a wideframe super.
set it
hive,

Fourthly

T-super. Moreover, I have a strong;
suspicion that my plan of management
would work all right in your locality.

Marengo,

:

111.

" When sections are taken out of wide
frames they often are encumbered with little

—

ridges of the sticky or brittle substance according to the season of the year and the temperature along their edges, particularly on
the tops. The question now arises, which is
more difficult, to remove these ridges, or to
clean, scrape and sandpaper both top and
bottom of each honey-box? Any one need
not be familiar with this work, but he can
tell at a glance that 10 sections from a wideframe super can be made presentable in less
time than one can out of a T-super here in
New York State."

Shaking Bees Off their Combs

—

It may be that propolis is worse with
you than with me. I doubt if I could
scare up so bad a specimen as you have
shown. With all that, one would be
misled whose glance would tell him
that 10 sections out of wide frames can

be made presentable in less time than

Yet I don't
one out of a T-super.
blame you for thinking so, for you
were probably thinking of cleaning the
sections one by one. But with the Tsuper that en masse business comes in
again, all the tops and bottoms being
cleaned wholesale. First, the rough is
taken off the whole surface by a cabinet-maker's scraper, and then No. 2
sandpaper makes a finish. You can
do that with wide frames, but must
make 24 separate jobs of what is one
job with T-supers. Of course, I don't
mean to say the 24 tops or bottoms
will be cleaned in thesame time as one
top or bottom out of a wide frame, but
I do mean to say that they will be
cleaned in less time than 24 of the
wide-frame tops, even allowing that
the latter have only the margins glued.
" It is a practical impossibility to remove full sections from a T-super
while on the hive." I have removed
hundreds, if not thousands, in that
way. But of late I don't do it there's
no need. I cheerfully admit that it's
easier to take a single section out of a
wide frame.
Finally, you say with regard to "go;

backs

:"

" It is very fussy work with the T, to fix up
a super full of these, but it is very easy and
simple with my super. Usually, if any sections in a super are unfinished, they are found
in the outside row.
In a moment these 4 are
lifted out of one super and returned to another."
If you always take a whole frame full
of 4, then you have the best of it. But
For
I couldn't be induced to do that.
generally the 4 do not proceed equally
toward completion. The end sections
may still be unfinished while the cenand I
tral ones are
fully sealed,
wouldn't want to send these latter
back to the bees. If taken while the
whole 4 of the outside frames are still
unfinished, then the 2 end sections of
the next frame are likely to be unfinished, and the trouble comes with
that frame. On the whole, it would be
just as fussy with wide frames as with

T-supers "in this locality."
Mr. Greiner, if I had your plans, conditions, and views, I wouldn't have a
T-super on the premises, except as an
" awful example ;" as it is, I think I was
largely the gainer when I threw aside
my thousands of wide frames for the

BY

G. M.

DOOLITTLE

am

bothered very much in getting bees off
their combs whan I wish to take them fron>
any colony for any purpose, and especially in
the fall, when the combs are heavy with
honey and the bees are inactive. Will you*
tell the readers of the American Bee Journal
how to do It? We are told to shake the bees
off, but there must be some particular way toshake them that I do not know of, for I can
not get half of them off by any way I have
I

used.

— A Correspondent.

In shaking bees off their combs there
are several items to be taken into consideration, such as the kind of bees we
are keeping, the way the combs are
in the frames, the amount of
built
honey they contain, the time of the
year we are doing this work, and the
hoiu of doing it, each of which should
be kept in mind if we are to be successful in our undertaking.
If the bees are of the black or

Ger-

man

variety, there should be very little trouble in shaking them from their
combs at any time of the year, and

during the main working season with
the bees, nearly or quite every bee can
be shaken from their combs almost as
easily as a person can pour potatoes or
apples from one basket into another.
And with most varieties of hybrid
bees these being more largely found
with the average bee-keeper to-day
than any other even 99 percent of
these can be shaken off with very little
trouble. But with the Italians the case
is somewhat different, as they will hold
to their combs the most tenaciously of
any bees with which I am acquainted.
Yet, with these bees, I have very little
trouble at all times when work is being
done to any amount. At other times
I have to cause them to fill themselveswith honey, as will be given later on.

—

—

Then, the way the combs are built in
the frames has very much to do with
the matter of freeing the combs of
bees by the shaking process. If the
combs are built in the frames as they
should be, it aids very much in riddingthe combs of bees, no matter what process is used in doing this, but, especially so, where the shaking process isused. In visiting different apiaries, I
have found that very many of the
combs used or tolerated by various beekeepers, are almost totally unfit for
ridding them of bees, in that they are
bulged, crooked, full of holes, and, beyond all, each comb has a bee-space
between the bottom of the comb and
the bottom-bar of the frame. Such
combs are a very provoking thing
where a person wishes to rid them
speedily from bees.
The point worth looking after by
every bee-keeper is to have every

which is in a.
full of comb
straight, even line with the frame,
thus giving the bees no little holes or
open space along between the bottombar of the frame and the comb, intowhich they can crowd in such a shape
that they can not be dislodged as longas they can stay there. With such a.
frame

:
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space along the bottom of each frame
between the upper side of the bottombar and the bottom of each comb in
the hive at least double the time is
required to dislodge the bees from their
combs that will be needed where every
comb complete^ fills the frame, and
every comb is a straight one and free
from holes. The only redeemable feature the reversible-comb craze of a
few years ago had, was that thus reversing was sure to fill every frame
full of comb.
But this can be done
very easily by putting the combs in
an upper story during a good honeyflow, when the bees will build them
down to the bottom-bar, after which
we are rid of this nuisance and, besides, we gain 2 or 3 more rows of cells
in each frame in which brood can be
reared, so that this matter of an extra
amount of brood more than compensates us for our trouble, to say nothing
about the advantage we gain when we
are ridding the combs of t>ees.

Place the projecting ends of the
frame on the ends of the two middle
fingers of each hand, and then with a
quick upward movement or toss, throw
the ends of the frame against the ball

Next we have the amount of honey
the frames contain to contend with
when shaking, for it is not nearly so
easy to shake a frame containing from
6 to 10 pounds of honey as it is one
having not more than from nothing to
2 pounds. But there is something to
help overcome this heavy part of the
matter, provided that the honey is
sealed over, for where such is the case,
all holes are almost sure to be filled,
and, best of all, there are no empty
cells for the bees to get a firm foothold
therein, so that they are more easily
dislodged, and that with less effort
than they are from nearly empty comb.
If they could hang as tenaciously to
combs of sealed honey as they can to

direction.

—

—

;

of the hands, or that thick part at the
base of the thumb. As the frame
strikes the hand let the hands give a

sudden downward motion, which gives
a shock the bee is least expecting, and
as the frame strikes the fingers it is
again tossed back against the hand,
and so on till all, or nearly all, of the
bees are off. The principal is that the
bee is on her guard all the while to
keep from falling off downward, thus
holding on tenaciously with that intent
in view, so is not easily shaken off by
any downward motion, which is the
one generally given when the novice
undertakes to rid his combs of bees.
By a sudden stopping of the upward,
and a quick downward motion, the bees
are thrown off their guard and dislodged from the comb in an upward

Conducted by

Emma

In shaking bees from the combs I
nine out of every ten bee-

find that

keepers which I see doing such work,
stand right in front of the entrance tothe hive, with a swarm of bees behind
and all about them trying to reach
their entrance, or doorway, which is
blocked by the great, big body of the
one doing the shaking. Don't do that
way. It is not treating the bees with
politeness, to say the least and, besides, were you to look on the ground
after you were through, you would find
hundreds of killed and maimed bees on
which your big feet had trod while you
;

were doing this operation.

It is just
as easy to stand at the rear of the hive,
partly lean over toward the entrance,
when the shaken-off bees will fall right
in front of their door, and run in at

and if you will
listen to their merry hum as they goin, you will hear them saying, "Thank
once without bother
you, Thank you.

;

Thank you."

Borodino, N. Y.

M. Wilson, Mare

combs containing mostly empty cells,
the ridding of combs full of honey by
the shaking process would be out of
the question, and some other process
would have to be used.
We now come to the time of the year
when we are to do this work. With a
good honey-flow on I have no trouble
with any variety of bees no, not with
the most tenacious Italians but when
it comes fall, and the bees are in that
quiescent state into which they go preparatory to their successful wintering,
then we have a different state of affairs.
Luckily, we do not want to disturb the bees very much at this season
of the year, except for the uniting of
small colonies or something of that
kind, so that all of our work will allow,
if not require, that we cause the bees
to fill themselves with honey before we
are to perform our manipulations with
them. And when the bees are filled
with honey they will shake off the
combs at any time of the year just as
easily as they will during a bountiful
honey harvest in June or July. As all
know how to cause bees to fill themselves with honey, I will not stop to
tell about that here.
With all colonies that adhere very
tenaciously to their combs, and at all
times when there is no honey coming
at the time when it is necessary to
shake the bees from their combs, they
are caused to fill themselves with
honey, when they will tumble off their
combs as easily as "tumbling off a
log," when the how of the matter of
shaking is understood, which is as fol-

—

;

lows

:

Sisters Should

Talk

Up" Honey

Very interesting reading is that edion page 893, about the disastrous
failure of the advertising campaign
that spent such an immense sum in
torial

trying to make the fellow believe that
glucose was as good or better than
honey when sold under the name of
"Karo." Better worded advertisements it would be hard to devise.
Skillful advertising writers were no
doubt well paid for the brains put into
them. No doubt thousands of the dear
public
were deceived
for a time.
Knowing littleor nothing about honey,
only with the idea that it was a delicious luxury ministering not at all to
the health and strength of working
people, but something to be indulged
in merely by the rich, they were told
that here was something just as good
as honey that could be bought for the
same price they were in the habit of
paying for ordinary syrups. So when
told they could try this wonderful new
product at 10 cents a "try," why
shouldn't they try ? Try they no doubt
did in many cases, only to find the
thing a cheat, and then the collapse

—

came.

Now comes the question, If a clearheaded, money-making business concern should think it worth while to
spend such vast sums of money to introduce something that had so little to
maintain its deceptive advertisements,
is it not worth while to take equal

pains to advertise something that
needs only the telling of the truth ?
"What have the sisters to do in the
case?" Listen. Not all advertising
A vast amount of
is printed matter.
advertising is done by talking. Rightly
or wrongly, we sisters have the reputation of doing the major part of the
talking that is done. Are we doing
our full share are you doing your full
share in talking up with none-beekeeping sisters the good qualities, the

—

—

advantage from different
standpoints, of a daily use of our luscious sweet ? Think it over.
benefits, the

Poultry-Keeping for the Bee-Keeping
Sisters

Not every one realizes the large sum
which the chicken-and-egg business,
amounts in this country. And much
to

the greater part of that business is in
Many of the
the hands of women.
sisters who keep bees might do more at
the chicken business than they do, and
by proper management it need not
conflict with the work of the bees.
Although not haviner the sisters in
view, here is what Victor D. Caneday
says about the combination of the two
lines of business in the American Bee-

Keeper
Bee-keeping is particularly adapted as an
adjunct to poultry farming, as the heaviest
part of the work among the bees comes at a
time when the poultry work is comparatively
On most practical poultry farms the

light.
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batching; season closes with May, and the
work during the remainder of the season is
comparatively light, while the work with the
bees i6 most exacting from the last of May
through June and July. If the poultrykeeper chooses to bend most of his energies
to obtaining fall and winter eggs, which are
the most productive of profit, he is free to

give them his entire attention, as the bees require very little of his time at these seasons.
The labor of both bee-keeping and poultryraising is comparatively light work, and to
one not very strong, and who feels the need
of an open air life, there are few occupations

which are more attractive and fascinating,
and certainly few which require so little capital to be invested and yet are capable of furnishing one with a good living, if not something

besides.

smoking samovar looks down upon a table
actually groaning beneath a weight of fruit,
cakes, pastry, honey, preserves, pickles, coldmeat

dishes,

This

fare.
Would a foreigner, after a visit
to this
country, in describing tie
habits of the people, be likely to mention honey as a general article of

diet?
Here's what he says about honeydrinks
:

my first taste of kvass,
barley and honey. Served
a delicate vessel I imagined
that I should find it the mostdainty of domestic beers.
What was my horror, therefore, to
discover that I was compelled to swallow
something that tasted like a most disagreeable medicinal preparation, and though I
afterwards learned to drink it, I shall always
remember my introduction to the Russian's
substitute for beer.
I shall

Common
In

The

and many other delicacies.

not given by any means as a
desirable thing to imitate, but to call
attention to the fact that honey seems
to be in so much use that it is worth
while to mention it in a general bill of
is

Use of Honey

Delineator,

J.

in

Russia

M. Devaux tells

about the dishes of different countries,
and when telling about Russia, he
speaks about the great amount of teadrinking, the lunching at noon with
its appetizers, cold food, and liquors,
and then says

which
to

is

never forget

made from

me from such

:

When the appetite is thus prepared, the
event of the day, the more or less elaborate
course-dinner is served. This is followed by
a siesta, which is usually much needed, and
then comes " tea," a repast at which the ever-

What

a pity that the disgusting taste
did not continue! Let us be thankful
that in this country the making of
alcoholic drinks is not one of the common uses of honey.

ness to spare. Most of them entirely
unready. The best account of mating
flight that I remember represents the
queen as coursing along followed at
greater or less distance by many
drones. Far from putting on highest
speed and trying to escape, the queen
now and then for a brief instant turns
towards them and says: " Have any
of you fellows any sand ?" and then
goes on again.
First one ready is
elected and a million not quite ready
stand no chance whatever. And no
discount on any drone if pampering
should render his flight not quite so
swift. It really seems to me that the
folly of the current practise and teaching ought to penetrate the average bee-

—

man's noddle.

Among plains-cattle the bull that can
conquer in fight wins and several
flogged ones don't count. Among birds
the one that can sing best, and appear
best in the eyes of the lady, wins and
a dozen not so pretty or not so musical
;

;

—

don't count her fiat and selection
turns them down.
Among bees the
male whose stock of virility and vim is
largest and quickest to overflow wins
and a hundred that would be ready a
minute later don't count. The birds
are far more admirable from the
esthetic point of view
but the bees
have the style tending most strongly
to the improvement of the race.
Yet
;

;

when man wants

to try his hand at improvement, then Nature's way becomes
(to him) an obstacle.

Mr /lasty$

Now,

fl
The' Old Reliable " as seen through New and Unreliable
by E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

A
I

Stretch of the Imagination.
have heard of corn growing so fast

that it could be heard to snap, but
never before of honey coming in so
fast that the hive would snap and
crack as the added weight told upon
the stands. That was in the county of
jolly Missouri, which sports the appro
priate name of Gasconade. Queen gets
so frightened for fear her house is
going to fall down that she only lays
one egg a week, Mr. Doolittle. Page
S

«0*.

Laying Ability of Queens.
Well, maybe I can come down sufficiently to stand Mr. Carr's story of 16
frames of brood pretty well filled—
stand it with only moderate choking
and gasping. Looking at the queen
not strictly necessary. (I suppose Mr.
Grimes was always glad to convince
skeptics by letting them look at his
justly famous two-eggs-every-Sunday
hen.) To have lot of brood at one time
is less incredible than a similar quantity continuously. But 16 frames would
be 80,000, and to get them even once
would require average laying of 3800
for 21 days. Will admit some surprise
and also class this case as one of the
" extreme cases " I spoke of. An extreme case does not settle the question.

—

"

What

Glasses,

is

804.

Extensive California Bee Keeping.

We can't all be Mendlesons, can we?
Just look once at his tanks and tanks,
and stacks, and pipe line— like the
Standard Oil Company
Still, it's a
rather lonesome looking picture. Face
of No. 39.
!

Pure Mating of Queens.
I'm not ready to send in

ment and make
—incline

it

and his nice

little

8.

There are more combs

but

we

in the hive,
don't need to talk of any more.
Eight drones in a hive are enough if
say 40 of the 100 colonies in an apiary
are on the black list. Let the apiarist

the usual work of a first-rate
queen under favorable circumstances ?"

Page

Dr. Miller

square of comb fitted in where he has
cut out a patch of drone-comb. How
on earth is he going to prevent one
drone-cell on each corner of his sliced
work ? And 4 on the other side makes

my

last regi-

a Waterloo just

now

to hold off, after the celebrated

strategy of Fabius.
Enemy pretty
strong, and I pretty much alone, and
cause a pretty important one. I'm in
no hurry to see my Rome taken.
Nevertheless I must talk a little— about
the prevalent trying to secure the pure
mating of queens and securing exactly the opposite thing.
Thanks for the editorial kind remark, that if swiftness decides getting
a million more slow-poke drones is not
going to help matters any. But. if I
have the right of it, neither swiftness
nor numbers avail and the queen does
not lead off with any great swiftness.
The drone that wins is the one that gets
ready first. None with any prompt-

honey and devote
nothing else but
rearing drones all the drones he can
and the Gideon's band of 320 from the
40 hives will get more than half his
queens.
Slicing patches of dronebrood is not very difficult but getting
all the scattered single ones is despesacrifice his crop of
all the other 60 to

—

;

;

number of
practically impossible. Eyes will bobble the work
and miss some of them if kept so long
on the search. The work is disagreeable as well as long. Can't get half
the scattered single ones till you shake
off all the bees
and drench the ground
with nectar. (All this a wild mistaken
notion we don't know ?) (Orshallwe
say that a different handling of the
facts would lead to a different conclusion ? More observations of mating
flight are urgently needed that no one
can deny.) Page 814.
rately difficult, and
colonies is large it

if

the

is

—

—

—

—

;

Our Wood Kinder

(or Holder) is
to take all the copies of the imerican
Journal for a year. It is sent by mail
30 cents.
Full directions accompany.
Bee Journals can be inserted as soon as

made
Bee
for

The

they are received, and thus preserved for
future reference. Or we will send it with the
American Bee Journal a year both for $1.10.
Address the office of the American Bee Jour-

—

nal.
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space to take up in detail all the points involved but I'll try to answer as well as I can
within the prescribed limits.
The first question asked, is, " Does the
queen-tee have control over the kind of egg
she deposits in the cell?" I don't know, and
I don't believe any one knows for certain.
Some think that the queen uses her judgment,
and by an effort of the will lays each egg in
the kind of cell proper for it; or, to put it in
another way, fertilizes each egg desiined for

^

;

ocfor Mi Herts

%estion-Bg)c

a worker or queen cell, and leaves unfertilized
each egg 6he lays in a drone-cell. Others
think that in some mechanical way the kind

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or to
'

Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

My bees are kept on a city lot, with neighbors closely adjoining, and
of late the
neighbors are beginning to complain that
the bees are troublesome. Is there anything
I can do to help matters?
Illinois.
Answer. — It's not
as what you will

60 much what you will
refrain from doing that
be counted on to help matters.
Don't
do anything tending in the least degree to
start robbing, such as letting hooey stand

do

may

exposed and letting brood-combs stand where
robbers can get at them. If you must open a
hive when bees are not storing, see that any
combs set out of the hive are at once covered
up. Sometimes you will find that the bees
are more gentle at one time of day than another; humor their whim, and take them in

hand when

at their best.

If

you

find

very cross, close up the hives and try

them
it

and put it on two different stands,
whether the frames are deep or shallow. But
it is a simpler matter with the shallow hive,
and more quickly ilone.
more easily. Whether the
3. Yes, and
frames be deep or shallow, bees will readily take to the supers if you put in the super
a bait-6ection, or one that contains drawnout comb.
4. I suppose you mean to contract with
deep frames
Some practise letting strong
two stories of Laogstroth
colonies have
frames up to the time of putting on sectionsupers, and then reducing to une story, just
Not many would want to conas mentioned.
tract to as little as one story of shallow
frames, but for those who want to practise
hive

Bees Stinging the Neighbors

an-

other time.
Other things being equal, handle your bees
in the evening, if you want to avoid cross
bees.
Not that they are more gentle in the
evening they
may be more gentle in
the morning— but if robbers get started, the
closing of the day will send them home.
Avoid having queenless colonies; they are
more inclined to be cross than bees having a
laying queen.
Often the trouble can be
traced to a single colony. It may seem that
all the bees in the yard are cross, but close
observation will show that there is only one
cross colony.
When you have spotted the
culprit, kill the queen and give them one of
gentler manners. Perhaps it may be that
your bees are not of gentle strain, and you
need to change to pure Italians or some other
gentle kind. Much is claimed as to gentleness for the Caucasian bees, although they
are not yet much known.

—

Wants to Know About Shallow Hives

such severe contraction, the shallow hive allows more easy manipulation. It is also better than to take out half the deep frames, for
bees will not work nearly so well in sections
with no brood-frame6 uoder them.
5. Ye6, you can see the cells on the lower
edge of the comb just as well with deep
combs as with shallow ones. But there is
more danger that cells higher up may be out
of sight with deep combs than with shallow
ones. But I wouldn't feel entirely safe without taking out frames in either case.

Keeping Bees on Shares

What
shares?

is
I

the rule to work an apiary on
always understood that the owner

%

of the honey and ]4 of the into give
crease of bees; the renter to do all the work,
and each to furnish half the supplies. Is that

was

Mississippi.

correct?

Answer. — There

no fixed rule. Circumstances vary greatly. If you are a skilfull
bee-keeper, you will obtain more honey than
one who knows very little about bees, and
ought to gel a larger share. On the side of
the owner, his investment is a fixed quantity
he wants a fair return on his investment, and
is

will be more profitable for him to get a
fourth of the proceeds with his bees in the
hands of 6ome men than to get three-fourths
from others. Generally bee keeping on shares
is not very satisfactory, and there is probably
less of it than formerly.
Your idea as to division of outlay and income is probably as much in vogue as any,
and is not out of the way where the one who
does the work has a moderate knowledge of
the business. It will be well for you to have
a very definite agreement in writing as to just
what is to be done. You will be more sure by
that to keep friends than if you leave things
loose for misunderstandings.
it

would

ask some questions about
shallow hives as mentioned by Geo. B. Whitcomb, on page 218.
1. Why are deep combs more bulging than
shallow ones?
2. Does operation 2 apply only to shallow
hives'
3. Is there any way bees can be gotten into
supers as easily as mentioned in No. 3, if one
has not shallow hives?
4. Is there any way by which contraction
can be as easily performed as the way mentioned in No. 4?
5. Can queen-cells not be seen from the
bottom with deep frames without taking out
frames?
Subscriber.
I

like to

Answers. — 1. When combs

are built

down

deep, the bees have a habit of making them
waving if comb foundation is not used, and
likely that is what is meant when they are
called "bulging." It is probable that they
are built thus waving for greater strength.
But when the frames are properly filled with
foundation, combs in deep frames are as
straight and true as shallow ones.
2. No, the result will be just the same if you
divide into two parts the contents of the old

Does the Queen Control Sex of Eggs ?
—Other Questions
On page 719, an article by "West Virginia"
seems to throw doubt on some of the things
and if it
that seem to be generally believed
would not be too much trouble it might be a
good thing if you would kindly say in your
question-box just what is to be believed as to
;

the points in question.

Answer.— It would

Illinois.

take a good deal of

of cell automatically causes the fertilization
of each egg laid in a worker or queen cell.
In the 5th paragraph " West Virginia
gives an instance of a queen-cell ' built right
over the drone-cells;" and at that time he
thought "that if the worker-bees had not
changed the form and size of the cell it would
have brought forth only a drone-bee." It is
not entirely clear whether he thought the
6ame afterward or not; but in any case his
thought was wrong. If the egg would have
produced a drone in case no change in the
cell had been made by the workers, then it
would have produced a drone when the workMany
ers enlarged the cell into a queen-cell.
a time bees have been known to try to rear a
queen from a drone-larva, but no matter how
large they made the cell, and no matter how
they fed the larva, a drone was always the result, although it always died in the cell.

" W. V." evidently thought that a queenlarva was reared from an egg in a drone-cell.
There is one chance in many thousand that
there may have been a worker egg in a dronecell, in which case a queen might be reared
from it. But if it was a drone-egg, that is an
unfertilized egg, then by no possibility could
a queen have been reared from it.
Neither would it have been likely that the
bees would have chosen a larva in a dronecell, when worker-cells were present, as seems
I can not say posito have been the case.
tively that the wise little creatures would
never do such a foolish thing, but I do not
remember that such a case has ever been recorded. If nothing but unfertilized eggs are
present, bee6 may try to rear a queen from
one of them, but that's another thing.
It is not at all unlikely that the queen-cell
built "right over the drone-cells" was started

in a worker-cell immediately above the droneand then built down over them.

cells,

In the 2d paragraph of the 2d column,
6ays: "And now I am still at a
loss, for in the first answer you will observe
that he says that the sex of the bee depends
upon whether the egg is fertilized or not. An
unfertilized egg produces a drone, and a fertilized egg a worker or queen. In Ans. 2, you
will see that he says that in our opinion it
does not, since there are two kinds of eggs
laid by queens, which are, namely, the male
and female."
Evidently he thinks there is conflict between the two answers, although he does not
make it entirely clear just what the conflict
is.
I think there is nothing in either answer
to conflict with the well-known fact that
from a fertilized egg only a worker or a
queen will result, and from an unfertilized
egg only a drone will result, no matter in
what kind of a cell the egg may be placed.
Neither is there anything in either answer to
conflict with the fact that normally only a
fertilized egg will be found in a worker or

"

W. V."

and an unfertilized egg in a drone
" Now, if the
" W. V." says further
queen does actually lay two distinct kinds of
eggs, they will necessarily have to be deposqueen-cell,
cell.

:

ited in the proper kinds of cells; that is, the
worker-egg6 will have to be deposited in

worker-cells, and the male eggs in the dronenothing but a drone will natch out
of a drone-cell, and only a worker come out
of a worker-cell, or a queen out of a queencells, for

cell."

In this he is wrong. Although as a rule
eggs are laid in the proper kinds of cells, it
does not follow that " they will necessarily
have to be deposited in the proper kind of
Exceptions frequently arise, dronecells.''
eggs being found in worker and queen cells,

95:
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vice versa.
He is wrong in thinkin
that "nothing but a drone will batch out of a
drone-cell," for I have seen, and so have
others, perfect workers emerge from dronecells.
Some make a practise, also, of using
drone cells in which to rear queens. Just as
wroDg is it to think that "only a worker can
come out of a worker-cell,'' as is testified by
the thousands of drones reared in workercells where laying workers are present, or a
drone-laying queen; and even a good queen
sometimes lays drone-tggs in worker-cells.
" W. V." is probably quite right that his
queen would not have laid drone-eggs without the presence of drone-comb, but wrong in
being of the opinion that " the queen has to

and

be properly mated before any of her eggs will
hatch." A queen that ba6 never mated at all
may lay eggs, and the eggs may hatch, but
only drones will proceed from such eggs, even
if laid in worker-cells.
His doubt as to an
unfertilized egg bringing forth anything will
doubtless disappear as he becomes more familiar with what has been learned, and he
will find it not " contrary to all rules."
Even admitting his quotation that very little is known
concerning the principle of
breeding, there is still enough known to make
a fairly good working basis, and in what I
have said in the foregoing, I have given only
what is well known to all well-informed beekeepers a6 actual fact.

in the most inaccessible places; is an evergreen, and of a6crubby growth, seldom reaching the height of 4 feet. The bloom is white,
and also the pollen gathered from it. The
honey is said to be of the finest quality
(I have no personal knowledge of the quality
of the honey).
It blooms the last of September and first of October.
This completes the list of sumacs so far as

my knowledge

goes for this State.

Rescue, Tex.

L. B. Smith.

Mr. Smith, your remarks about the

sumacs as honey-yielders are of much
interest to me, and I immediately went
through my herbarium of Texas honeyplants to find out more about them.

The most generally

Joufhern
'

Beedom
New Braunsfels,

Conducted by Lonis H. Scholl,

November— Broomweed Honey
And

still we are having sunny days
which our bees are working away on
" broomweed," and storing the goldencolored honey for winter needs. The
flavor of
this
honey is somewhat
strong, and a little bitter, but the bees
do not seem to mind it; neither does
the bee-keeper, for it's a blessing to
have the hives "full and running over"
of " golden stores "—a " blessed assurance " that the bees are well prepared
for the cold months, and until the next
season opens.
Gutlierezia texana, Tor. & Gray,
commonly known as " broomweed," is
distributed
very widely throughout
Texas, on open, sterile plains. The
Mexicans use a bunch of these weeds,
which grows about 2 feet high, as a
broom, simply tying together with
cords, made by tearing into strips the
long leaf spines or " daggers " of the

in

"yucca" plant, commonly called
"Spanish Daggers." This, with its
large spikes of white, bell-shaped flowers is another honey and pollen yielder,
particularly of the Southwest, but not
of any great importance, as it is not
very plentiful.

The Sumacs of Texas as HoneyYielders
Several have asked me to write something
on the sumac, as I had mentioned it as our
best honey-plant of this locality a good many
times in my writings. There are several varieties of sumac even in this State, all of
which are great honey and pollen producers,
and are closely related both as to habits of

growth, coior of pollen, etc. that is, all except the variety known as " Spanish " sumac.
This has a different colored pollen from the
others, which I shall mention further on.
I
shall not attempt to give the scientific names
of these plants, but simply the common or
picked-up names that are used among beekeepers and others. I shall mention them in
rotation, as they come in bloom.
;

The

first

is

what

It

is

of a scrubby

is
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sumac,

IS,

known

as

"White"

growth

(as

are

.r,

My

Tex.

other varieties), seldom growing to a
height of 6 feet. It comes into bloom the last
of April and first of May. the bloom lasting 2
to 3 weeks, and yielding a clear, well-flavored
honey, and a bright yellow pollen (almost
red), of which the bees seem very fond, as
they carry large loads at all times of the day
during its bloom. Like the other varieties of
sumac, it has 2 kinds of bloom that is, male
and female, but on separate bushes. But as
an All-Wise Creator intended, no doubt, the
bees visit freely from one bloom to the other
(the male and female) on the same trip,
which insures perfect fertilization of the
female blossoms. This variety of sumac is
confined to the eastern portion of the State,
none of it being found in the western counall

;

ties, to

my

knowledge.

The next is called " Black " sumac, and is
closely related to the first-mentioned, except
the leaves are smaller, the bark of a darker
color, and the blooms smaller; that is, they
do not grow in as large clusters, and it blooms
about a month later than the white sumac I
have thought the honey from this variety had
a little more of a yellow cast than that from
the white sumac. This variety is also conlined mostly to the eastern portion of the
State, and has the 2 kinds of bloom, the same
as the white, and bees work freely on the
bloom at all times of the day.
The next— well, I don't know how to de-

we call it "Western " sumac,
almost all of the western counin
ties
Texas, where limestone rocks and
chalky hills are found, and is the best honeyproducer of the sumac family, according to
my views. This sumac grows larger than any
of the other varieties known to me the
largest often growing to a height of 12 to 15
feet, and from 3 to 4 inches in diameter at
the ground. This, too, is closely related to
the other varieties mentioned. The leaves,
though, are larger than those of the black
sumac, but not quite as large as the leaves of
the white, and they are of a brighter green
than the leaves of the other two. The largest
would make a nice ornamental tree for the
front yard or lawn. It comes in bloom the
last of July and lasts through August, furnishing a bountiful supply of both honey and
pollen at all hours of the day. It, too, has
the 2 kinds of bloum on separate trees. The
fine

as

it

it,

unless

grows

in

—

pollen is of the same color as that of the
other 2. The honey is of a light straw color,
of good body and flavor, and always brings
the highest price here in our Southern markets.

The
ish

last I

" sumac.

reported source

for fall honey over the entire State is.
from the sumac. In getting data on
the main honey-yielding plants of their
locality, from
several hundred beekeepers in all parts of the State, very
few did not mention sumac as a fall
honey-plant.
This shows that it is
distributed widely all over Texas, although there may be different species
in
different
localities.
The honey
seems to be of a good quality and of
light color in almost all localities, just
as you report it from North Texas.
bees have stored surplus honey from
this
source some seasons, and the
honey was also of good quality.
Herewith I will give the several species of sumacs of my collection, together with their distribution as.
labeled
The sumacs belong to the family Anacardiacecz, or Cashew or Sumac family,

have uuy knowledge of is " SpanThis grows in crevices of rocks

:

to the genus Rhus. They are
shrubs or small trees, with simple or
pinnate leaves, and small white or yellowish flowers in panicles, and sometimes in spikes.
Rhus copallina L. (Dwarf sumac) is
a shrub growing only several feet high,
although I have seen it in good soil
attaining the height of small trees, or
8 or 12 feet. The branches are downy,
and the leaflets, 9 to 20 on a leafbranch, are also so underneath, but
shining above. The flowers are borne
in terminal spikes, and the red, ripe
fruit is covered with crimson acid h airs.
This sumac is the most important of
the family as a fall honey-yielder, in
August and September. This species
ranges through eastern, southern, and
western Texas, and is, I suppose, what
you call "Western sumac."

and

—

a stragRhus canadensis, Marsh
gling bush with whitish leaves when
young, and becoming smooth and
green later. The flowers are a pale
yellow.
This is a common eastern
species, and extends into Texas probably your " White sumac."
;

Rhus

microphylla,

Englem.,

is

a.

large shrub with warty branches, leaflets rather small, and flowers in scaly
spikes.

Rhus

Perhaps your " Black sumac."
virens, Lindh. (Green

sumac).

an evergreen, leaves thick and
coriaceous, pale below and shining,
dark green above the flowers in rather
open panicles are situated both in the
axis and apparently terminal portions
of the branchlets. This species is very
plentiful throughout the wooded areas
on limestone soils of Texas, and yields
both honey and white pollen in October, the bees roaring on it from early
dawn until late, when not prevented
A very common
by cold weather.
This

is

;

name

for this species is " Indian to-

—
Nov.
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bacco," as the leaves are mixed with
tobacco and smoked by Indians and
Mexicans. I am sure this is what you
call " Spanish sumac."
One thing of interest to me is that
the name of the author of this sumac is Lindheimer, who was a great
naturalist of our own city of New
Braunfels, and his name appears quite
frequently in works on botany
besides delving into entomology.
His
collections were extensive throughout
southwest Texas and Mexico.
;

The

last three of the

sumacs named

here are not as important as R. copalUna, but in favorable seasons, especially when late summer rains have
been plentiful, bees simply " go wild "
over the bloom, both for honey and
pollen.

Rhus toxicodendron L. (poison ivy,
poison oak). This is a poisonous vine
belonging to the Sumac family, climbing over rocks and trees by its rootlets.

The

leaves are thin, in threes, vari-

ously notched, and rather downy beneath. It is found very common on
all streams and lowlands of southern
and western Texas. Bees fairly swarm

on the blooms
Poison oak

in late

summer.

is well known to most
as many people, especially
those of a delicate nature, who come
in contact with any part of this plant,
are subject to severe swelling of the
parts of the body affected, sometimes
resulting in eruptions of those parts.
Hands and arms sometimes swell to
such an extent that they can not be
used, and the organs of the face become of such proportions that their
use is almost entirely lost for the time.
Eyes swell shut, and the throat is
closed so that food can not be taken.
Many persons who have been affected
in this way once dare not go near
places where poison oak grows, as it is
not necessary even to come in contact
with the plant again to become re-

persons,

affected.

IHHHHII
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Bees Did Fairly Well

My bees did

considering the very
dry May and very wet June, July and August.
They are in tine shape to go into the winter.
I brought them
I got a large swarm Sept. 6.
down from the farm to my home here and fed
and sugar
honey
gallons of
them about 3
L. A. Hammond.
6yrup.
Keedysville, Md., Oct. 31.
fairly well

be told that these colonies have plenty of
honey, which is likely to be the case, and
then the person may feel positive that I am
very much mistaken, and say so.
This person says that it is very contagious,
and is honest in his opinion on this, because
he has found so much of this class of dead
brood, which has made many of our best beekeepers declare it to be a disease. Oh, no;
you are very much mistaken on this point
also.
It is not contagious.
The breed of bees and brood-chambers running out of unsealed stores at certain periods
had everything to do with this class of dead
brood.
Many of the be6t bee-keepers in the Province
of Ontario make mistakes every year, and declare that disease has broken out among their
bees, when they And this class of dead brood.
Strong colonies of well-bred Italians, kept
with plenty of unseated stores at all times,
will never have any of this class of dead brood
Wm. McEvor.
(starved brood).
Woodburn, Ontario, Canada.

Moore's Strain of Italians
As Red-Clover Workers
Wm. S. Slocum, Newport, R. I., writes:
" My friend, W. O. Sweet, West Mansfield,
Mass asked me about 2 years ago where he
could get good queens, and I referred him to
you. To-day he called on me and said he
noticed the colonies with your queens were
He went
storing much faster than others.
immediately to his red clover field, and saw
,

bees working there freely."

Untested Queens, 75c each; six, $4; dozen,
Select Untested, $1 each; six, $5;
dozen, $9. Safe arrival and satisfaction guar-

$7.50.

anteed.

and

I have 30 colonies of bees, and they just
about pay expenses, and furnish the table
with honey. They are very weak. I don't
expect to get half of them through winter.
They have plenty of store6. but there is something wrong with them. I don't know what
to do to save them, except pack them up good
and warm and let them wait for the outcome.
Albany, Ind Nov. 4.
Hbnry Vincent.
,

filling

I started last spring with 25 colonies, which
averaged 50 pounds per colony. We had the
worst drouth this year that I can remember;
there was hardly any white clover to be seen,
compared with last year. The linden was
also a failure, the storm Knocking about half
to the ground.
It was the end of June, and
the rest blossomed so sparingly that I didn't
hear the hum of the bees as usual, so we had
only half a crop,
Br. Alogsino.

Techny,

111.,

Oct. 30.

Will Give Bees Further Trial
have been keeping bees for several years,
using hollow logs and also square boxes for
hives, but have never realized anything from
them. So I had about made up my mind to
quit fooling with them, but owing to a fondness for their honey, I decided to give them a
further trial. So about a year ago I got hold
of a bee-paper, and it give me a little light on

do so

Mail,

until the

close of the season.

26Etf

MOORE,

R.F.D.1

Morgan, Ky.

Mention Bee Journal when writing.

Big Reduction in Supplies
Until flay i. Big stock of Dovetailed
Hives and Marshfield Sections to draw

—

FREE a year's subscription
from.
with order amounting' to $15 or over.
Send for 32-page Illustrated Catalog
free.

W.D.SOPER
Worst Drouth This Year

By Return

orders

shall probably be able to

J. P.

Bees Don't Do Well

Descriptive circular free.

am now

I

(Route 3) Jackson, Hich.

Please mention the Bee Journai.

28Etf

The
Rietsche Press
Made
of
structible,

artificial stone.

Practically inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

re-

Comb

foundation made easily and
?ulckly at less than half the cost of baying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50 cash
with order. Address,
sults.

—

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVILL-E, TENN.

4SAtf

iri.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
" he prefers to pay {2S 00 for a Rietsche Press
rather than do without It."— A. G.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

I

COILED SPRING

FENCE

Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist Is
a brace to all other wires and
Closely

twists full height of the fence.

the subject, so I sent for a bee-book, also subscribed for the papar and began to read, and,
a short time ago, I subscribed for the American Bee Journal and Prof. Cook's " BeeKeeper's Guide." I am very much pleased
with the American Bee Journal. I have one
movable-frame hive, and since looking it
over, I have decided to put all my bees into
hives with movable frames. Most of my bees
are blacks, but I wish to Italianize them in
the spring, and also transfer them.
Oolegah, Ind. Ter., Oct. 31. C. C. Burns.

Horse-high, Bull-strong, PigEvery rod guaranteea,

tight.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL

and sold direct to farmer, freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.

telts how Wire
is made-how it is galvanized-why some is good and some is

Our Catalogue
bad.

Its

brimf u of fence facts.
this iaforma1

You should have
tlon.

Write for lttoday.

Its Free.

KITSELMAN BROS*
B0X$$O

MUNCIE. INDIANA.

when

ournnl

writing?.

1

.

Honey Crop a Failure
The honey crop was

a failure in this locality
I dethis year, but my bees will not suffer.
rive lots of pleasure from looking after them.
The honey produced here can not be surpassed
for flavor. I have Italian and German bees.
The latter stored no surplus honey.
J. T. WORTHINQTON.
Rosalia, Wash., Oct. 6.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Too
late

On page 900, I read the article which is
headed, " Perhaps Some New Bee-Disease."
It is not foul brood, nor disease of any kind,
but is a clear case of starved brood. I may

them? Yes! But not too

begin to get ready for next

spring ! I give personal attention to corMy queens are guaranteed.
respondence.
Write at once to

ROBERT
2Atf

Mention

B. McCAIN,
R.D. 1.
OSWEGO. ILL.
Bee Journal when writing-.

Sell Root's GOODS

IN Michigan
Let us quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and

Wa

Clear Case of Starved Brood

late to deliver

to

Beeswax Wantsd for Casta.
M. H. HUNT A SON.
Bull Branch, Waynk Co., Mich
Journal when writing.
Bee
Mention

in

Bill" $(1,118

Tanks

Machinery
1

1
1

Second-hand

Steam Pump.
Large Butter-Mixer.
100 gal.

Chum.

Skids.
3 Wooden Vats— 8 to 16-ft. long, each.
50ft. Heavy 1-in. Hose.
1 16-ft. bbl.

METAL TANKS
75-gal., 300-gal. (metal
400-gal. and500-gal.

with wood-jacket),

For particulars, address,

H. M.

freight.

191

Superior

Mention

St.,

ARND,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

.
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American Ttee Journal
CONVENTION NOTICES.
Chicago-Northwestern.
tive

— The

Execu-

Committee of the Chicago-Northwestern

Bee-Keepers' Association take great pleasure
making the following announcement:

in

Through the kindness of friends it is possible to hold the next convention of our Association in the fine hall known as " Brunt

Temple of Music, corner
Avenue and Clark Street, Chicago.
This is the same hall where the National AsArrangemenls
sociation met last December.
have been made with the restaurant in the
Hall," in the Bush

of Chicago

basement to serve good meals at very reasonable rates. The Revere House will lodge beekeepers at their usual low rates. This hotel
is at the corner of North Clark and Michigan
Streets.
Dr. C. C.

how much

Miller writes: "I don't know
can do toward makingor marring

I

the convention, but, Providence permitting,
I'll be there."
N. E. France says: "So far as I know now,
I

can come."

"I promise to attend
C. P. Dadant writes
your convention if possible."
Let us have a full attendance of all the beepeople (ladies and gentlemen) within reach
Come and see the great Internaof Chicago.
tional Live Stock Exposition, an J spend part
of your time at the bee-keepers' convention.
The meetings will be as follows: Wednesday, Dec 5. 10 a.m. to 12 m; 2 p.m. to 5:30
p.m. and 7 p.m to 9:30 p.m. Thursday, Dec.
and 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
6, 9 a.m. to 12 m.
Question-Box All the Time.
Everybody come ard make this the biggest
and best bee-keepers' convention ever held
Reduced rates on all the railin Chicago.
George W. York. Pres.
roads
Mrs. N. L Stow, Vice Pres.
:

;

;

Herman

F.

Moore.

nual sessions oi ihe I.O.O.F. at Springfield,
can be used In lee-keepers also as follows:
An open rate of one fare plus 25 cents for the
round trip to Springfield and return. This
rate can be secured by any one desiring to
come to Sprinpiield on the date of ticket sale,
the open rate having been made by all lines
in the Central and Western Passenger AssoTickets can be purchased on Nov.
ciations.
18, 19, 20 and 21, but must be used on the day
The return limit on tickets is
of purchase.
Nov. 24.
Hotel rates, for board and lodging, $1 25
and upward. We expect the largest meeting
the Association has ever had, as its membership is larger than ever before, and. furthermore, we expect to have with us Pres. C. P.
Dadant, of the National; Pres. George W.
York, of the Chicago-Northwestern;. Pres. J.
E Johnson, of the Western Illinois; General
Manager N. E. France, of the National; and
R. A. Holekamp, Secretary of the Missouri
Let every
State Bee-Keepers' Association.
member of our Association make an effort to
be present, and bring a neighbor bee-kenper
with bim, assured of a good meeting if you
(Bring your wife,
will help to make it such.
Jas. A. Stone, See.
too.)
R. R. 4, Springfield,

HOW
TA FT

Help your hens. Peed
them fresh cut ijreen
bone and you'll pet
more eggs— you'll get
eg£s in winter when
|5
!**
eggs are worth while.
Tne Standard Green
" Cutter prepares bone right
IwlllnE.!'
lfc

ago bee-keepers were surfirst Patent
Bee-Smoker.

prised by the

Biugham's Patented

Smoker
Improvements
1878, 1882, 1892 and 1903.
6 percent Discount for October
orders.

Are dated

Any number, any

UAnr

1

of High Carbon colled wire.
have no agents. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.
We pay all freight. Catalog shows 3T
styles and heights of farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buydlrect. Write today
COILED SPRINC FENCE CO.
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.
Box 89

Made

EGGS^

Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the
EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN
Simple, perfect, eelf -regulating.
Hatch every fertile egg. Lowest
priced flrst-claeB hatchers made.
Catalogue.

GEO.

II.

8TAHL.

Qulncy,

111.

n

Best

rm

t3 riTri i
UU.lljU.ll.liJ

Wisconsin Ssctions,
»».»-*3 «-,

p« ™°-** °°;

less. 7 percent
discount in October on Root's and Danz. Hives,
and otber Root's Goods.
ST. ANNE, ILL.
40A26I
H. S.

plain, 25c

DUBY.

A $4.00 CLOCK FOR $2.50

The Bee-Hive Clock

American Bee Journal

£..

..#».

" The Bee-Hive Clock." It is 10& inches
wide at the base, 9% inches high, and deep
enough at the base to stand firmly on a manor elsewhere.

It

is

a beautiful piece of

work, and would be both ornamental and
very useful in any house, and particularly in
a bee-keeper's home.

The Clock part itself is warranted for 3
years to keep good time. So it is no plaything, but a beautiful and needful article for
everyday use.
Clocks like

"The Bee-Hive Clock " usually
in the stores at from $4.00 to $5.00 each,
but having them made for us in quantities
enables us to offer them at $2.50 each by express, or with the American Bee Journal a
year— both for only $3 00. Either Clock or
Journal would make an ideal gift.
sell

How to get "The Bee-Hive Clock"
FREE
Send us 5 New Subscribers to the
Weekly American Bee Journal for one year,
at $1.00 each, and we will seDd you this beautiful " Bee-Hive Clock" FREE (excepting

New

SubOr, 6end us 4
scribers (at $1.00 each) and 50 cents— $4.50
Subscribers (at $1.00
in all. Or, 3
each) and $1.00—$4.00 in all. Or, 3
Subscribers (at $1.00 each) and $1.50—
$3.50 in all.
express charges).

New

Address

aii

New

orders to

With the

iSi Only $3.00

whether the idea of getting up such a clock

We

have originated and had made specially
for our readers, a bronzed-iretal Clock, called

tel

tin,

FENCE EXS2We

1

,

—

copper or

Farwell, flich.

"lor.u-e.ling,quicklv-easily. Prices
$&.Si) and up
iold on sruarantee* -n trial Writetor catalog.
Standard Bone Cutter Co.Milford, Mass

Illinois

size,

any time.

BINGHAM

T. F.

w

Sec.

The 16th annual session of the
State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held in the Supreme Court Room in the
State House, on Tuesday and Wednesday,
Nov. 20 and 21, 1906. Railroad rates to an-

27 years

delivered

Executive Committee.

Illinois.

111.

LoncGoodfldvenislno

Only

by Express.
Weight, with packing, about 4 pounds.

$2.50, f.o.b. Chicago,

What

Dr. Miller Thinks of the

Bee Hive Clock
Busily ticking away, in the room where I
am sitting, stands a genuine bee-keeper's
clock (please understand that the word " genuine " belongs to the clock and not to the
bee-keeper) .or, as the legend upon the clock
has it, "The Bee-Hive Clock." I don't know

GEORGE W. YORK &

was conceived in the brain of the Editor of
the American Bee Journal, or whether he got
it elsewhere, but the wonder is that such a
thing was not thought of long before.
Setting aside all idea of its association with
the business of a bee-keeper, there is a peculiar appropriateness in haviDg the minutes
aud the hours " told off " in a case representing the home of the busy little workers. The
glance at the clock, with its ceaseless tick,
tick, tick, tick, can not fail to remind one
that the flying moments must be improved
now or be forever lost, and that suggestion is
reinforced by the thought of the never ceasing activity of the little denizens of the hive,
always busy, busy, busy, working from morn
till night and from night till morn, working
unselfishly for the generations to come, and
literally dying in the harness.
Let us be thankful that the form of the oldfashioned straw hive or skep was adopted, and
not that of any modern affair, patented or
unpatented. The latter smacks of commercialism, but the former of solid comfort, for
no other form of hive has ever been devised
that contributes so fully to the comfort and
welfare of a colony of bees as does the oldfashioned straw-hive. It appeals, too, to one's
artistic sense as can no angular affair of more
modern times. As an emblem of industry,
artists have always used— probably always
will use
the old straw skep.
Thanks, Mr. Editor, for furnishing us a
time-keeper so appropriate for all, and espeC. C. Miller.
cially for bee-keepers.

—

CO., 334 Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Nov.
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Gloves for Handling

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

s+BEES-

LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY
ORDERS. Have a large stock on hand, and can sup-

Something New.
Something You Want.
Oar specially prepared Gloves softeu the
hands and prevent and cure chapped hands.
fabric contains a preparation which prevents ihe gloves from becoming" hard add stiff.
We 'urnish them without armlets or sleeves for

the

sell

4
3

**

M

"

"

"

.

will
for

you have any

If

to sell,

.

.

.

Beeswax Wanted
times, highest market

Will pay,
of goods.

C.

Jan. 1st

"

you

Send

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will
cheerfully quote you price.

cash with order beforeOct. 1st
"
"
"
Nov.lst
"
"
"
Dec. 1st
tl

HONEY

Will buy or

lows:—

••

You

As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati.
save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free.

using In sweeping', gardening, or general housework, driving or outdoor work. They are just
the thing for driving in the rain, as they are
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night they
keep the hands soft and white.
All the points of excellence can not be here
enumerated, but they never fail to give ihe
greatest satisfaction. To introduce them, we
will send by mail, or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee-Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
35
sizes— large for men, small for ladies
35
Men's Gauntlets, fleece lined
35
Ladies 1
wearing
at
night
or
for
unlined,
Ladies'
49
during doing light housework
Early Order Discounts on Bee-Supplies (ex
other
articles)
folfew
as
and
a
cepting above
7 percent for
"
6
«
S

Freight Rates from CINCINNATI are
LOWEST, ESPECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH

ply promptly.

The

Feb. 1st

receipt

H.W.WEBER =

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

you haven't our 1906 catalog, seod for one
and a free copy of the American Bee Keeper

price on

T

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

If

Address,

50c a year).

THE W.

T.

FALCONER MFG.

JAMESTOWN,
Mention

Bee

Journal

CO.

N. Y.

when

writing.

Toledo,

ceipts equal

cars of single-tier cases. The quality of this
year's crop was fine, better than for several
quote our local market as folseasons.
lows: Strictly No. I white, per case of 24 sec-

white ciover in barrels b'iDgs 7W@8V&c; cans
Griggs Bros.
the same. Beeswax, 26®28c

Chicago, Nov,
honey, both

7.

—The

market

comb and « xtracted, in
The price of No.

ordinary No. 1 and off grade. $2.50 to
$2.75.
Extracted, white, 6^@7^c. Beeswax,
for
average
yellow delivered here.
24c
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

is

taking

a very sat1 to

fancy

comb is lScalbc; off grades, l@2c per pound less.
White extracted, 7*6@8c; amber, 7c; dark,
6@6&c. All of this is governed by quality, condition, and package. Beeswax, 30c per pound.
R. A. Burnrtt & Co.

Kansas City, Nov. 8.— The demand
comb and extiacted honey is good,

for both
receipts
quote fancy while comb, 24 sections,
light.
at $3 25; No. 1, $3; No. 1 white and amber, $> 75.

We

Extracted, white, per pound, 7c; amber, 6@6^c.
Beeswax, per pound, 25z.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

Cincinnati, Oct. 20.- The demand for comb
honey is good. No. 1, white, brings 14Wc wholesale, and 16c retail, by the case. Off grades
less from 2@3c per pound. While clover extracted brings in bar re's, 8c per poutd; in cans,
8Jic;

amber grades,

5^c in barrels;
Beeswax, 30c.

light, 6c in barrels; dark,

in cans,

He

per pound
C.

H.

vV.

Philadelphia, Nov. s.— While the supply of
comb honey is equal to the demand, large quantities of comb honey having arrived in the
market in the last few days, the price still remains high. The outlook, however, is that
when the season advances and the bee-keepers
ship more of their crop to the market, the prices will be a little weaker. We quote: Fancy
white comb honey, 16@18c; No, l, 14@15c; amber, U@13c. Fancy white extracted, 7#@8^c;
light amber, 6^@7c.

We are producers of

on commission.

honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Selskk.

HlLDRETH & SkQBLKBN

CO.
III.

QUOTE US
Extracted Honey!
£'r J2H i0(

from7^@8J6c. There is not so much movas one might be led to believe. Beeswax is
dragging at 29@30c for choice jellow.

The Fred W. Muth Co.

THE FRED W. MUTH

brings 16ftjU7c readily; No. 1, white, 2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8@9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

Cash

prices

CO.,

51

Walnut

St., Cincinnati.

0.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

41Atf

Indianapolis, Sept. 29.— Fancy white comb

for

Beeswax

Till further notice, SOc cash paid for pure,
yellow beeswax, delivered here.
Frank G. Clark, 147 E.KinzieSt.GhiGago.lll.

Poudkr.

WANTED
TO BUY AT TOP PRICES
WHITE CLOVER HONEY,
both

Comb and

Extracted.

you have any write at once, saying how much you have, how
lowest price, and all about it, in first letter.
I(

C. M. Scott
29Atf

I

8 Co.,

loot East

fore

Wash.

Catalog Free

Street.

MIH

to sell?

\\ UM»l,l«i.

II\I>.

Honey

—

We

Comb and

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe

**

"^ff >

{

If so, see us be-

pay highest Market
Extracted
also Beeswax.

selling.

Price for both

-

put up, and your

Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.

Have you any

i

it is

HONEY! HONEY! HONEY!

New York, Oct. 9.— The demand for comb
honey is very good, especially for fancy stock,
and arrivals are now quite heavy. We quote
fancy white at 15c; No. 1 at 13@14c; No. 2 at
12@13c; buckwheat at lie per pound. Extracted
is in good demand and prices are somewbat
firmer. We quote California white at "He; light
amber at 6J4@7c, and amber at 6c per pound.
Southern honey in half-barrels in good demand
and finding ready sale at from 55@65c per gallon, according to quality. Beeswax is somewhat weaker, and 30c is about top price.

or selling, consult

BURNETT &

199 South Water St. Chicago.

ing*

more.

Webek.

consigning,

R. A.

at

S.

demand.

the

to

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
buying

Cincinnati, Nov. 3.— The honey market is
rather quiet at this date, owing to the market
being* flooded with comb honey; selling slowly
at from 14@16c. Extractel amber hooey sells
at 5&@6Wc. White and fancy grades find sale

Walter

The demand

firm.

Fancy while
comb honey in a retail way brings 15@16c, with
very little demand for low grades
Extracted

We

isfactory way.

market on comb honey
is fair, and the re-

remains

shipped out of this State, leaving- only a few

tions, $3;

£)oney cmb

Oct. 8.— The

Denver, Oct. 20.— All desirable lots of white
comb honey in double-tier cases have now been

Mention

Bee Journal

^T^ ft> ft> Tt> ftMt* ff> ff> ft>

ft!*

Street, Toledo, Ohio
when writing.

ff > Tt> ff > ff Vt^

^ff> ft>ft> ^^> ff> '>

f

f
<-**

^
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION

I
#

^*UT EXCELSJ^
dealer who handles our make along with any other and he will
Of course, Dadant's is the best."
Ask a bee-keeper who has used our make and he will tell you the same
?
Because we make the manufacture of foundation
thing.
devote our time and energies to making THE VERY BEST
SPECIALTY.

Ask any

#

say, "

WHY

#

OUR

We

COMB FOUNDATION THAT CAN BE MADE.
For 27 years we have led in the manufacture of this article. Don't experiment with a new make. Insist on Dadant's get Dadant's and you will
have the best.
It will cost you no more than any other.

—

WORKING BEESWAX
#
X

We work beeswax into Comb Foundation for the bee-keeper direct.
Send for our prices and catalog. Remember vou take NO CHANCES when
you get our foundation. We absolutely GUARANTEE SATISFACTION IN EVERY WAY.
Agents for our foundation everywhere.
Early order discounts on all kinds of goods for the bee-keeper.

DADANT & SONS,

I

Hamilton,

III.

WE WILL BUY
New

Crop Honey, comb and extracted,

you have a crop to
dispose of, write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.
in

any quantity.

If

WE WILL SELL
whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
grades Honey. Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

to Bee-Keepers,
you.

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy Beeswax at any time of the year.
have any to sell.
you
when

Write us

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265 & 267 Greenwich Street

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

wg,

e Journal
CHICAGO,

46th Year

•

W~±
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Apiabt op

T. F.

Bingham, of Farwell, Mien.

\^

Apiary of

J.

H.

Redmond, of Bute Island,
(See page 962)
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Special Bargains
in

dovetailed

BROOD-FRAHES.

SECTIONS. Hoffman

Plain and Beeway

HIVES.

Section-Holders, Separators, etc.

factory and all of these goods have to be
you want any thing in your apiary, you will do well by
prices that
writing us at once, and we will make you delivered
we do not
up-to-date
will surprise you. Our stock is all new and
Quality
and
standard.
are
sizes
Our
goods.
grade
2d
keep poor or
We make any thing used in the
finish can not be beat by any one.
time of the season.
apiary, and can save you money and delay at any
our customers
Give us a trial and be convinced. We aim to please
or refund
satisfaction,
entire
give
Goods
to
our
all
and guarantee
the money.

We are enlarging our

moved.

If

;

Lion Engine
sold direct
to

is

FACTORY

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply 60.
JOHN DOLL & SON,

Proprietors,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Nicollet Island, No. 33.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

wrltlnB-

Dittmer's Foundation
is

the best foundation for you to use, because it is tough,
transparent, will not sag, and has the odor
of

pure beeswax.

CASH A SPECIALTY
WORKING WAX FOR
secure your foundation.
for you
This

is

the cheapest

way

to

is

Discount during November.

GUS DITTMER,
If

upon THE
*

POLITICAL

*

COILED SPRING

FENCE

QUESTION

Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist is
all other wires and

Closely

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

a brace to
tight.

and sold direct to

prepaid, at lowest factory price.

Our Catalogue

West

tells

how Wire

Is made— how it is galvanized-why some is good and some is

FERGUSON
Strbet, NEW YORK, N. Y.

bad.

P. F.

Its

brimful of fence facts.
this informa-

You should have

Editor and Publisher
3SAtf

Every rod guaranteed.

TRIAL
30 DAYS FREE
farmer. freight

National Exponent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers, SO cents for one year.

the

400

are simple

construction and

in

EASY TO OPERATE
They are used for all purposes where
power is required for operating private electric-lighting plants, small
factories, printing offices; farm machinery, such as cream separators,
feed -grinders, corn shellers, woodsawing machines, etc., and for a thousand and one other purposes.

twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Pig-

The Defender
WILLIAM

GASOLINE ENGINES

GAS OR

LION

Augusta, Wisconsin

You Want to Keep Posted

GREATEST

superior feature.

well filled with all kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

S percent

Acting on the theory that "testing is
proving-' we will send any responsible
person, on certain very easy conditions, one of our three h. p. gas or gasoline engines on 10 days test trial.
This engine is no experiment, but
has been proved by actual use to do
any work (where the rated amount of
power is required) in the most practical, reliable, sale and economical wav.
This engine is of the fourcycle type.
While the engine is up to normal speed
the exhaust val\ e is held open, allowing free circulation of fresh air in the
cylinder. The igniter and intake valve
are at rest, therefore are not using
gasoline or the batteries.
Our igniter and mixer are of the
most simple and reliable character.
The gasoline is alwavs properly vaporized and the igniter point never comes
together unless a spark is required.
The fly ball type or governor isused,
which automatically controls the exhaust, igniter and the gasoline it also
allows the speed to be changed from
100 to 600 revolutions per minute while
the engine is in motion— a very
;

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED
Our
warehouse

from

USER

tion.

t

23rd
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Write for ittoday.

LIKE THIS:

Co.,

Lyons, Mich.
Gentlemen:

I

oline engine for

wish you

to

proval offer

Journal.

send
as

am about

purchase a pas or gaspurposes and
about your apadvertised in
American Bee
Tours very truly,

me

to

full particulars

Its Free.

ITSELMAN BROS.,

B° X H5

WRITE US A LETTER
Lyons Engine

MUNCIE, INDIANA.

Town
fit**«

Street Xo. or P. 0. Boi.
rt.

f.

»

'/BM>

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
And Prompt Shipments

r

what we are making

— DOVETAILED
Is

engine,

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

We carry a full line of SUPPLIES.

THE riARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ

Ask

When writing, please state definitely for what purpose you wish to
use this engine and whether gas or
gasoline is to be used for fuel. This
information is very important to
Please remember we send the
us.
not the engine agent.

LYONS ENGINE
CO.

for Catalog.
I

CO., Harshfield,

Please Mention the American Bee Journal

Wis.

2KMX?

Lyons, Mich.

Nov

1906

22,
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ITALIAN QUEENS
Too

late to deliver them? Ves!
to begin to get ready

late

spring!

But not too
for next

give personal attention to correspondence.
My queens are guaranteed.
1

Write at once to

ROBERT

B. McCAIN,
OSWEGO. ILL.
R.D. 1.
Bee Journal when writing.

2Atf

Mention

W« Sill Root's Goods

in

Michigan

Let us quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.
M. H.
SON.

HUNT A

Bell Branch, Waynb Co., Mich
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the
EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN
Simple, perfect, self -regulating.
Hatch every fertile egg. Lowest
Sriced first-class hatchers made.
fEO. H. 8TAIIL, Qulncy. ill.

The Rietsche Press
Made of
structible,

Practically

artificial stone.

inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

Comb

foundation

re-

made

easily and
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press, $1. SO— cash
with order. Address,
sults.

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVILLE, TENN.

45Atf

tsr-J.G. Goodner, of this State, writes me that
prefers to pay $25 00 for a Rletsche Press

"he

rather than do without it."— A. G.

when

Bee Journal

Mention

writing.

Big Profits in Capons
Caponizing is easy— sooa
learned. Complete outfit
with free Instructions

[CAPON
-TOOLS
.P. Pilling

c

$2.50.

Worm Extractor 25c

Poultry Marker
250
French Killing Knife 50c
JCapon Book Free.
i

1

Philadelphia, Pa.

Ron,

when

Bee Journal

Mention
If

&

postpaid

|Gape

writing.

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal .,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Passenger Fares Reduced Over the
Nickel Plate Road
Effective

November 1,

1906,

and

until

otherwise advised, the local passenger
fares between all stations on the Nickel
Plate Road are reduced from former
rates charged. The reduced fares from
Chicago to principal points are as follows
:

Chicago

to Buffalo, first class. $10.50
Erie, $8.55; Cleveland, $6.75 Bellevue,
$6 35; Fostoria, $5.70; Findlay, $5.50

;

;

;

Fort Wayne,

$3.75.

Chicago to
Corresponding reductions apply
Buffalo,

Second-class,
$9.50.

to all other intermediate points, including points on connecting lines, as also
to many points beyond Buffalo reached

by our through car

lines.

City Ticket Office, 107 Adams Street,
Auditorium Annex, Chicago, and stations, at

La Salle

Street, 31st

Street,

Englewood, and Grand Crossing. Telephones Central 2057 and 6172.
31— 45A4t

Ten nessee= Bred Queens
All

from Extra-Select Mothers

Imported Dark Leather, Moore's Long-Tongue, or my own. GoUlens from
Laws, Doolittle's or my own. Caucasians and Carniolans from direct Imported.
3-band from

After April
Italians Before July 1st

15th.

960

Nov.

1906

22,
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ONE MORE WEEK
You must hurry

if

you secure our November Discount
5 percent,

of

Perhaps the best argument we can advance for your taking advantage of our early-order discounts

number

They

of bee-keepers are doing so.

that

getting

all

pays.

it

honey

the

be

to

The discounts very

them

to put

Plenty of time

disastrous delays in receiving goods.

moment comes, and consequently

know

The extreme

up.

olt lined.

It's

large

interest

that an

ever-increasing

on their money.

There are no

is

satisfaction of being ready

when

the critical

just a question of a little forethought to reap

all

these advantages.

Orders

may

be sent

any Branch House or Dealer*

to

WELL-KNOWN DEALERS
The dealers, whose names
They have been, for the most

terms, discounts, etc., are identical with the home
Medina, with rare exceptions. Full particulars may be had
before ordering, if desired, by writing the dealer nearest you. You
can, however, use our Medina catalog and terms, and, if any variation, your dealer will advise you, if requested, before shipping.

The

follow, are well known to bee-keepers.
part, long established in the bee-supply
of the business most valuable indeed to

and have a knowledge
the bee-keeping fraternity. Their advice
of Supplies, etc., for the asking.
trade,

PRICES, DISCOUNTS

may

be had on any question

OTHER DEALERS

THE LARGE STOCKS

Besides the following list, there are many others who handle
Root's goods. The following is by no means complete, for hundreds
of dealers come to us for many of the goods of which we are the exclusive manufacturers. Insist on getting Hoot's goods.

Nowhere else is it possible to find such well-assorted stocks of
goods for bee-keepers as are carried by dealers in Root's goods. No
matter whether you require a little o-cent article or a car-load of
goods, these dealers can serve you promptly. Stocks are frequently
carried amounting to §5000 and upwards.

LOCAL DEALERS
In addition to the following list who carry large stocks, and furnish at both Wholesale and Retail, we have in every State a large
number of local dealers who handle our goods exclusively. As there
are over 500 of these dealers, space will not permit giving their names
at this time; but information will be given by us, on request, to any
bee-keeper regarding the dealer nearest him handling Root's goods.

SHIPPING- POINTS
You
ties

will observe that these dealers

prices,

at

office

have excellent shipping-facili-

— guaranteeing you quick delivery and low freight.

Write Nearest Branch or Agent for Catalog.
Alabania
Canada.

*Wetumpka

M. Jenkins

E. Grainger

Toronto

&

California

L. A.

Watkins Mdse.

Fruita

b'ruit

and Produce Ass'n

Washington

The

Georgia

A.

I.

144

A.

I.

.Minnesota
The

Paul

East Erie Street.

Indianapolis
Evansvllle

Hill

Des Moines

Carl F.

Augusta
*

...

.

633

& Son Supply Co.
Springfield Seed Co.
Blanke

Louis

& Hauk

IKew Mexico

New York
The A.
The A.

Syracuse

New York

Buck

City
44

These deaiers buy our goods

Vesey

THE

San Antonio
Uvalde

A.

I.

I.
I.

A.

I.

&

Arnold
Root Co.

Lycoming

E. E. Pressler
Street

Texas Seed and Floral Co.
Udo Toepperwein
D. M. Edwards

Utah
Ogden

Root Co.
Root Co.

Street.

in carload lots but

The

Xexas
Dallas

Edward Scoggin

Carlsbad

Prothero

Vine Street

Wllliamsport

Jno Nebel

Springfield
St.

Iowa
Joseph Nysewander
Kansas

Root Co.

I.

Missouri
High

I

Dn Bois
Philadelphia

1024 Mississippi Street.

Indiana
Walter S. Pouder
Vickery Bros.

Portland Seed Co.

-nnsj va nia
10

A.

521

Oregon
Portland

I*

M. H. Hunt & Son
George E Hilton

Bell Branch
Fremont

Root Co.

Root Co.

Root Co.

Michigan
St.

Illinois
The

I.

Rawlins Implement Co.

124 Liberty St.

Chicago

A.

Maryland

Howkins & Rush

Savannah

2146

The

Mechanic Falls

Co.

Columbia

Zanesville
Cincinnati

Seed Co.

Monroe St.
E. W. Pierce
C. H. W. Weber
Central Avenue

Griggs Bros.,

Toledo

W. W. Cary & Son

M c Adam s

Columbus Grove

Maine

Baltimore

The

District ot

Hummer

H. H. Jepson. 182 Friend Street

Boston
Lyonsville

Colorado
Fruita

George A.

Brazelia

.Massachusetts
Co.

Madary Planing Mill
"Fresno
California National
*Los Angeles
Honey-Producers' Association
Denver

Ohio

Mississippi
J.

The

Superior Honey Co.

Virginia
Spottswood

W.

E. Tribbett

supplement them with local-made goods.

ROOT

CO., Medina, Ohio

CEntered at the Post-Office at Chicago as Becond-Class Mail-Matter.)
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What is needed is for all, who want to see
bee-keeping put on a more substantial business basis, to turn in and push for a large

•rial ^lofes

membership

in

the National.

The

few, espe-

who

are trying to overthrow the National, are not greatly interested
the East,

cially in

and Comments

honey-production anyway, so far as we can
At any rate, bee-keeping with them is
a side-line, so their opposition should hardly
be considered.
But, on the contrary, the
in

learn.

•*"•"

good and faithful work of those now

management

The National

at

The convention

port of the San Antonio convention will be

San Antonio

for

1906

is

over.

It

was

not quite as large in attendance as was tbe

Chicago meeting of the National last year,
but that was to be expected, in view of the
place where it was held, and the fact that 1906
has been a very poor honey-year quite generally, and particularly in Texas.
Jn the absence of Secretary Hutchinson, the Editor of
the American Bee Journal was elected secretary pru lem.
There were present about 50
bee-keepers from outside of that State. One
came from Utah, one from California, and 3
from New York. In all 14 States were repre-

And

them came in the special
car that started from Chicago.
It was a good meeting.
It was harmonious
sented.

9 of

wouldn't have been a comfortable place for any trouble-makers.
It
must be that such remained at home this
time, as none appeared.
A number of good moves for the benefit of
Perhaps the
bee-keepers
were launched.
most important was the beginning of an effort
to get lower freight-rates on honey, bees and
beeswax. If success is won In this alone, it

throughout.

It

will justify the existence of the National,
will be a benefit to

and

who has
ship.
The

every bee-keeper

any honey, bees or beeswax to
committee appointed to look after

this matter
General Manager N. E. France, of Wisconsin, Fred W. Muth, of Ohio, and R. A.
Holekamp, of Missouri. It will not be the
fault of these men if lower freight-rates are
not secured, as they will make every effort
are,

possible.

The 8an Antonio convention was almost
wholly a question-box convention.
There
were only 3 papers read, and they were fine
ones, too.

Just as rapidly as possible the pamphlet

gotten up.

mailed only to members.

If

you are not a member now, and want the report in pamphlet form, send Si. 00 for a year's
dues to the General Manager, N. E. France,

The National Election
It is

There will be

a President, a Vice-President, a Secretary, a
Treasurer and General Manager, and three
Directors, to be elected.

at
it

Dadant, who is president now,
Z. Hutchinson, who is secretary
present, positively refuse a re-election, so
will be necessary to vote for others for
P.

W.

those two positions.
It

seems there are a few members

who do

not think that bee-supply dealers and manufacturers 6hould hold offices in the National.
Well, the way to prevent that is for the majority not

to

vote for such.

those mentioned,

if

But just why

bee-keepers, should not

We

have yet to
see a good reason advanced for such prohibiFor about 15 years we have
tion from office.
been in a good place to know pretty well just
what has been going on in the National, and
we have yet to see a single instance where an
officer who was a bee-supply dealer or manufacturer failed to do his duty, or was in any
way a detriment to the National. And, above
all, we don't think they should be criticised
when in office, for they would not have any
offices if it were not that they were honestly
elected by a majority of the ballots cast. If
we are any judge, all the bee-supply dealers
and manufacturers who have held office, or
are now in office, are fully equal for such
hold

office, is

to

against them.

a single exception,

we

believe, are doing their

of Officers

being held this month.

Mr. C.
and also

couraged, and every bee-keeper worthy the
name should do everything possible to make
our great National organization greater each
succeeding year. The bee-papers, with but
share toward helping to build up the National
and make it a power in the land.

Platteville, Wis.

positions,
re-

It is

in the

of the National should be en-

not very clear.

those

who

are

"kicking"

Extra

Combs

Honey

of

This Journal has been insistent that extra
combs of honey should be secured, for the
sake of ministering to the future needs of the
bees.

As

a general rule, the smaller the hives

used the larger should be the stock of such
combs. They can, of course, not be secured
at this time of year when all gathering has
It is not too late,
ceased. Too late for that.

however, to say a word as to the disposal of
some of these combs. It is entirely in the
range of possibility that some, especially of
those using small hives, found every comb in
each hive entirely rilled, somewhere about the
of September, and settled down that
nothing further was needed for the winter,
and that the extra combs were to be kept for
spring use. But although the combs were entirely filled, there was much brood present,
and later examination, after the cells were
emptied of all brood, would show one or several combs with only a little honey in them.
first

In some cases there may be a possible danger of starvation before the winter is over. It
is a bad thing to disturb colonies so late as

now;

it is

a

worse thing to let them starve.
is perhaps better to disturb

Then, too,

it

them now

than

the

spring;

enough

so

so that

to
if

you

disturb them
a colony
feel

sure

is
it

early in

not heavy
will be all

right until plenty of flying days come, better
give it one or more of the extra combs of

Nov.

22, 1906

American Ttec Journal
honey now.

Then make up your mind you

matter earlier another year.
Remember that the best place to keep extra combs of honey is right in the hive so
long as there is room for them there.
will see to the

and Prof. John M. Rankin, representing the
apicultural work of the Government at Chico,
were also present. All three of the
officials took a large and leading

Calif.,

Government

part in the meeting.
It

was the second gathering of bee-disease

inspectors held in

The Bee-Inspectors' Meeting
we

was a surprise

met

maIt was wonjority of those who attended it.
derfully interesting. It was held on Monday
following the National meeting. There were
some 50 inspectors and other bee-keepers
present. Dr. Phillips, Acting in Charge of
Apiculture, at Washington, D. C, presided.
Dr. G. F. White, bacteriologist of the Bureau
of Animal Industry, in Washington, D. C,
This,

think,

to the

in

this

country.

The

first

Syracuse, N. Y., where the American

Bee-Inspector's Association was organized, in
1903, with N.

E.

France as president, N. L.
W. Z. Hutchinson

ing i6 not much with me, for I have so many
things to look after that it is neglected. Yet I
probably have the most original apiary in the
United States. I often wonder how the lady
bee-keepers get along with the massive hives
generally used. Perhaps the hive I use is
not best for a 4-visitsa-year apiary, but I get

along easily with it, and my experiments
amuse me. I have made a few of them
this year in the non-swarming-fad line, that
can not be judged until another winter and
summer have gone.
This is my first run for extracted honey

It came as a result of a
I located here.
It has paid well enough,
late, cool spring.
I have gathered
trouble.
been
little
and has

Stevens as vice-president,

since

and W. D. Wright as treasurer.
A committee to prepare a constitution was
selected at San Antonio.
A fuller report of this very important meet-

a few facts not in the books of no great consequence, but interesting to me.
T. F. Bingham.

as secretary,

—

ing of inspectors will be given in these col-

umns

PUSSY WILLOW

later.

By the brook

that skirts the pasture

Pussy willows scent the breeze;

Miscellaneous
flews -Items

1

r**

S. P. C. A.

dow. — The
cago daily

and Bees

in Show- Win-

following item appears in a Chi-

—

Pittsburg, Oct. 7. Because confinement
of bees in a show-window was held cruel, as
the bees had no chance to take exercise, G.
K. Stevenson, a grocer, will send them out to
the country for some fresh air to-morrow.
An Agent of the Society for Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals saw the grocer's display,
and warned him to give the bees a change if
he would avoid prosecution.

There is such a thing as being over zealous
good cause. The next thing the S. P. C.

in a

A. will be insisting that instead of allowing
the queen to be imprisoned in the hive year in
and year out, she shall be led out for a daily

promenade whenever the weather

is fine.

If

a temporary sojourn in a window for a few
days is so bad for bees, how about keeping a
all its

lifetime?

Kedmond

—

Editor American Bee Journal: I have
been interested in bee6 from a small boy. I
have seen more men go into the bee business
and again " lose out," or what I call "let
them die out for the want of proper attention," than any other man in the State. It
takes only about 5 years to see when a man
goes into the bee-business what he will do.
Some who have failed claim they did not
have time, but this is no excuse, for a man
who is a natural bee-keeper has plenty of
time to look after bees, and is glad to do it.
I know men who keep bees that do not go
near them for months they are not beekeepers; they only let bees keep themselves.
I am not at home a quarter of the time, yet
I have plenty of time to look after my bees,
and a man who does not do so, would do the
bees a great favor to give them to some one
who will care for them.
I have but 10 colonies, which are about all
I can handle on a city lot 50x140 feet, and a
poultry yard on one side of it. I never cared
to keep bees on a large scale, for my work is

—

In the scale of the Eternal
They are least who lag and wait.
Bare and brown the giant trees,
But the willows, pussy willows.
Early shake their golden pillows,
Serving hungry honey-bees.

— Eugene

more

Secor,

Successful Funning.

,„

than cover them all.
I have only one son, 14 years old.
He, my
wife, and myself tip the scales at over 600
pounds. So you can see that bees and honey
have not stunted us.
John H. Redmond.

Honey

as a Health- Food. — This

a 16-page

honey-pamphlet intended to help

is

demand for honey. The first
contains a short article on " Honey

increase the

The Apiarian Premiums

awarded

the late Illinois State Fair, with Mr.

Dadant

C.

at
P.

as judge, are as follows:

Display of

part of

comb honey,

500
§20 8
¥15 $10
Collection of labeled cases containing 12 pounds or more
of white honey
5
3
8
Same of dark honey
8
5
3
Case of white clover comb
honey
2
4
3
Case of sweet clover comb
honey
3
2
4
Case of basswood comb honey 2
4
3
Case of amber comb honey.
4
3
2
Display of samples extracted
honey
2
3
5
Display of extracted honey,
500 pounds or more
15 20
10
Honey extracting on grounds 2 3 5
Frame of comb honey for extracting
2
3
5
Display of candied honey, 300
pounds or more
15 20
10
Display of beeswax
10 15
5
Italian bees (dark)
3
2
4
Italian bees (golden)
3
2
4
Carniolan bees
4
2
3
Honey-viuegar
4
3
2
Display of design* in honey. 12
S
15
Display of designs in beeswax 12 20
8
.

it

as Food," written by Dr.

where

The

first

column

of

premium

figures above

Chas. Becker; the 6econd

column, Jas. A. Stone & Son; the third,
Aaron Coppin and wife; and the fourth, Geo.
M. Rumler.

Apiary of T. P. Bingham.— When
sending the photograph of the engraving on
thefir6t page, Mr. Bingham wrote as follows:
Friend York:— lam sending

the picture
of one corner of the original closed-endframe
apiary with the bees working. My bee-keep-

It

to

The more the people are
those selling honey.
educated on the value and uses of honey, the

more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid— Sample copy

for a 2-cent

stamp; 50 copies for 70 cents; 100 for ¥125;
250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00; or 1000 for $7.50.
Your business card printed free at the bottom
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The Apiary oi J. H.
appears in one of the pictures on the first page
this week.
Mr. R. wrote us as follows concerning it, Oct. 19:

and service
Are not lavished on the great,

All the wealth of love

such that I can not depend upon a day ahead
I could count in Blue Island, a few years ago
600 colonies of bees, and to-day 100 will

:

canary from flying

Long before the sleepy linden
Wakes to tempt the honey-bees.
April woods are bare and brown
But the willows, pussy willows,
Shake thei.- dainty, fluffy pillows,
Soft as beds of eider-down.
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bers of colonies under his care, knows
it is that, for speedy
and convenient management, everything in the line of hives and appliances must be of exact uniformity. It
is not sufficient that every brood-frame
should fit every hive, but every adjustable part that helps to make up the
complete hive should be an exact counterpart of every other one of its kind,

how necessary

(jonfrsbufed

Articled

and

this

can

only

be

accomplished

when every

single piece used in the
construction of the hive is as nearly
like its mate as measurement can

Bee- Keepers

Own
BY

G. C.

These are the two main features which the bee-keeper should take
when buying or
into consideration
tirely.

Making Their
Hives
GREINER

With the close of the honey season,
and the finishing of the necessary fall
work — such as uniting weak colonies,
feeding up where necessary, and finally
packing for winter

the

work

— all

in the apiary ceases.

outdoor

This gives

the bee-keeper an acceptable opportunity to improve the cold and stormy
days of the coming winter by planning
and preparing for next season's work
and as the manufacture of our hives
generally forms one of the main features at this time, a few hints in regard to this part of our pursuit may
not be out of place.
Ever since the appearance of Mr.
;

Latham's

article,

on page

74,

giving

instructions how to
manufacture bee-hives out of castaway grocery boxes, I have been wondering what portion of all the bee-keeping fraternity agreed with Mr. L.'s
ideas, and managed their supply business in the same way. I expected that
some one of the older comrades would
say something as a reply to that article, but having failed to notice anything of the kind in any of the beepapers, I will therefore take it upon
myself to make a few comments by
way of a friendly criticism on the abovehis

and

advice

mentioned article.
Mr. Latham's literary abilities and
sound judgment in general constitute
him a terrible foe to fight against, and
I would not dare to contradict him, unless I had all the argument and at least
nine-tenths of all the beekeepers on
my side. But this being the case, as I
believe,

I

matter in

will venture to present the
true light, as seen from

its

different standpoints.

In former years I dabbled a little in
the supply business, manufacturing
hives and selling on the road in numbers ranging anywhere from 1 to 15
and 20 hives at a time. At other times
conditions were such that I found it
advisable to purchase hives in the flat
from our regular bee-supply establish-

ments. I am thus enabled to draw an
unbiased conclusion, based on actual
experience and observation.
To the experienced beekeeper Mr.
L.'s advice has little weight
so has
;

mine; but

beginner, or the contemplating aspirant, who may be led
astray by Mr. L.'s questionable advice,
I would say
Don't, don't follow his
advice, for you will surely come to
grief endless annoyances will be your
to the

:

;

you do.
seems Mr. L. does not take the
right view of economy, and overlooks

lot if
It

uniformity of

all

our bee-supplies en-

manufacturing his supplies.
During my lifetime of 60 years or
over, I have demolished many, very
many, grocery and dry-goods boxes in
fact, I keep some of such material on
hand all the time. For some certain
purposes hen -coops and f eed-boxes,f or
instance it is all right, and can be
but for beeused to good advantage
hives never
I can not see one favor;

—
—

;

—

!

able point in using such boxes for beehives. I may be a little deceived, but

always flattered myself with being
endowed by Nature with a somewhat
mechanical turn of mind. I always
took pride in doing mechanical work in
workmanlike manner, but I am not
mechanic enough to make something
out of nothing, and trying to transI

form

grocery

boxes

comes the next thing
While writing this,

into bee-hives
to

it.

am

looking at a
of chaff-hives in front of my
honey-house, near the center of my
apiary.
They were made by hand
many years ago, out of dry-goods boxes.
Having been kept well painted, and
well made in the beginning, they are
now in a prime state of preservation,
and the passer-by would, without making a close examination, take them to
I

number

be regular factory-made goods but if
I had to do that work over again, I
would use new, dressed lumber, and
have it fitted by machinery. I would
make this change, not so much because
I would get better hives, but as a matter of economy.
It does not pay to
spend our time fitting, measuring, sizing, etc., such lumber as these boxes
furnish. Taking boxes to pieces, drawing nails and getting the material
ready to use, is a long, tedious job, and
when we get it, it is of all lengths,
;

and thicknesses, always
wasting more or less in cutting up. To
tinker up a very limited number of
hives, as Mr. L. outlined, might do for
an experiment, but to manufacture
them by the 50'sor 100's in a profitable
way, we should have to employ more
systematic and businesslike means.
Even if I intended to make only a few
hives, I would purchase new lumber
for them the work can be done much
breadths,

;

quicker and better, and, when it is
done, will be more respectable in appearance.
The many photographs
which have been presented to us lately
by the various bee-papers, are sufficient
proof that the great majority of beekeepers consider appearance a desirable feature.
The second point perfect uniformity
of all our bee-fixtures is of great importance. Every bee-keeper who has
had for any length of time large num-

—

—

make

it.

In speaking on this subject, a friend
said in one of our bee-papers some time
" We must do our work within
ago
1/32 of an inch." This is all right as
far as it goes, but it doesn't go far
:

enough

;

it

may answer

in

some

cases,

but in many instances we have to come
within a hair's breadth, if we expect to
have our work give satisfaction.
The fundamental principle in all our
hive-making is to adopt a standard
thickness of our lumber, and then stick
rigidly to it year after year. Our common country planing mills, where
mostly building lumber is dressed, do
their work seldom, if ever, precise
enough for hive-making. To get lumber dressed as ordered, we have to call
on some of our bee-supply factories, or
some establishment where machinery
In testis required to do close work.
ing the thickness of lumber I am not
satisfied to measure one single board.
If, for instance, }i inch is required, I
take 4 boards, squeeze them tightly together and measure, and if the 4 measure exactly 3 inches, I call them correct thickness. If we then adhere to
the various sizes and dimensions otherwise, we can reasonably expect that
passable uniformity will be the result.
As an illustration, that uniformity of
all our bee-fixtures is not only a notional gratification to the eye, but an
actual saving of time, I will give only
this one instance
Suppose we have 2 rows of hives
which we wish to examine, one after
another, as we frequently do during
management. Commencing
spring
with the first hive of the front row, we
take its cover and set it against the off
side of the hive. When ready for the
second hive, we take its cover and
place it on the first hive to take the
The third
place of the first cover.
cover is placed in the same way on the
second hive, the fourth cover on the
third hive, and so on all along the line,
until the last hive is reached. Then
we step back to the second row and
take its first cover to the last hive in
front. This prepares the way for the
exchange of covers on the second
row, and by the time the last hive is
reached, which brings us back to our
starting point, we simply let the first
cover make up the deficiency on the
In this
last hive of the second row.
way every cover, except the first one,
is handled only once, saving not only
precious time, but many motions of
:

the operator.

Now, Mr. Latham may say " Pretty
small affair to use as an argument." I
admit it is a very small affair when
handling one or two hives, but where
we have to do the work for hundreds,
perhaps thousands of colonies, that
:

—
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"small affair" is multiplied just so
times and when we have to re-

listen to their music,
at their work.

peat the same operation two, three or
more times, it is multiplied that many
times more.
And that is not all.
There are many other operations during the season, which can be performed
to better advantage and in less time
on account of uniformity in all our out-

It would be hard now for me to do
without the honey which necessitate
bees. Nor could I do without my bees.

mauy

;

As said before, in handling one
or two hives the difference, one way or
the other, may be very small, amounting to seconds only
but the many
multiplications make them grow to
minutes, the minutes to hours, and
who knows, if correct accounts were
kept, but what these little savings
would amount to days, possibly weeks,
during the season 7
ha. Salle, N. Y.
fits.

;

How Many Colonies to Keep
BY

H. H.

MOB

On page

880, Mr. Doolittle has an interesting article on " How Many Colo-

nies to Become Well-to-Do," and requests Messrs. Miller, Dadant, etc., to
reply. Personal experience from some
of us "lesser lights" might be of interest.
Before I give my personal
views, however (it will be purely my
personal experience and views, which,
of

may

course,

apply to no else), I
make clear a few points,
imoortant in the consideration of the

would

like to

subject.

To begin with, it would seem plain
that if only dollars and cents were in
view, bee-keeping would not be an attractive occupation. This would seem
plain from Mr. Doolittle's quotations,
and conceded in general. Of course,
the point is not quite clear as to how
many dollars, exactly, are needed to be
well-to-do.

A paper by

Mr. Hutchinson was read
convention two or three
years ago. I did not feel that all the
advice given by Mr. Hutchinson was
financially sound or good. This point
is more plainly brought forward in the
at our State

recent edition of his book, "Advanced
Bee Culture," in " What will best mix

with bee-keeping?" Mr. Hutchinson's
reply

is,

"More

bees."

In spite of

what Mr. Hutchinson says about the
prop,

I

am

good and
also

obliged to keep the prop for
sufficient reasons.
But I

want

to

keep

my

bees.

I

also

further notice that most beekeepers
keep a prop.
Mr. Hutchinson is an
editor, and used to sell queens. Dadant

makes comb foundation and handles
supplies.

Doolittle is a queen-breeder,

from which

I

understand he derives no

small revenue, and

is

also a

most

in-

teresting writer.

Why

should / throw away the
prop, or my bees ? True, my movements among bees may be a little slow,
as compared with an expert but it is
because I want to see, to study, to observe, and experiment. In other words,

and watch them

course, locality, etc., have much
do with the considerations of this
question. I think a man with a family
would need $700 to $1000 a year to live
comfortably, and also to have a little

Of

to

for a rainy day.
With bees alone I
doubt if a man could be successful in
this locality.
But this country is a
land of "milk and honey." Dairying is decidedly in the lead, when it
comes to making money by the farmers.

Now,

I

want

to

assure bee-keep-

ers that milk goes nicely with honey
particularly
plenty of rich cream.
Further, I want to remind Mr. Hutchinson that according to the Good Book,
the land of milk and honey is the ideal
country. (Read the Bible and see if I
am not correct.) Then if you still
have any doubts, come here and I will
prove it to you. If I had depended
upon my bees the past season, I believe I should
have been decidedly
without a prop.
Seventy colonies
in this locality the past season would
not have yielded $200 at the best, and I
don't believe I could live on that.

Nor do I wish to follow Mr. Hutchinson's advice to keep the prop
and
discard bee-keeping. I have, as a rule,
found bee-keepers interesting people,
clean and intelligent, and I want as
much of both as I can get (together
with a living). I know one's occupation influences one. I want the beautiful and wholesome influence of beekeeping.
But I have not touched upon the
most interesting field of Nature-study
that bee-keeping is.
I have almost
come to regard it as necessary to successful bee-keeping.
For instance,
there has been published a lot of interesting play-things from a not-faraway bee-keeper. It is a " two-queen
plan," and the real purpcs>, as I understand it, is to get strong colonies.
The plan is given as a sure road to
wealth (?). Well, a year ago the past
summer, when the plan first came to
my attention, I had the ideal condition
so strongly advocated by the "twoqueen plan." Every colony crowded
with bees and bubbling over. All during July this condition existed, and
July ought to be a honey-month.
But
it was not, and all my bees were consumers, and often not producers. Thus
a direct loss, and not a gain. But the
study of honey-conditions and the bees
were equally most interesting.
Don't for a minute forget that the
bees have helped " to clothe my back,
put food in my mouth, and given me
conveniences to travel with," also comfort and happiness.
Woodford, Wis.

;

like to live, and I like to live among
bees.
The quotation Doolittle gives

Wintering Bees— Hearing

I

my

case exactly, and I think the
quotation is most beautiful. I like to
live among bees, but I must also pay
my bills— hence, the need of a prop.
From 70 to 100 colonies are all I can
handle to advantage. I want time to
fits

BY GRANT STANLEY
As wintering bees on summer stands
is probably best for the majority of
bee-keepers, it is very important that
we see that our bees have plenty of
well-sealed stores at the approach of
winter. There is little danger, indeed.

of their having too

much

nary brood-chamber.
will not rear brood

in an ordiBees certainly

when there is
scarcely sufficient stores in the hive to
carry the colony through until such
time as they can gather for themselves,
and, of course, they have no knowledge of being assisted by their thoughtless owner.
More bees die of starvation in wintering than from all other
causes combined. Let us remember
that in order to have strong, prosperous colonies in spring, it will be necessary to provide the conditions by which
this is brought about in fact, summer
conditions must be manifest as near as

—

—

possible warmth and food.
We know
that during the summer months the
hives are crowded with bees, for the
reason of natural warmth and food, so
that if we desire strong colonies in
spring we must provide for it the previous fall. More harm than good will
result by feeding bees in early spring to
stimulate brood-rearing, as by exposing the colony to the drafts of cold air
daily will result in chilled brood, pickled brood, and, indeed, many other diseases of which probably we have never

dreamed.

Painting Hives.
Bees will winter better in unpainted
hives than in those painted. The unpainted hive is more porous, and thus
permits the moisture to pass off more
readily. I wintered 2 colonies a few
years ago in unpainted hives, and
there was not a drop of moisture accumulated in those 2 hives throughout
the entire winter, and the bees came
out in spring in the very pink of condition.
I believe this is also the experience of Dr. Miller.
prefer all hives painted, however,
for nothing more than appearance
alone, while the wearing qualities are
also a large consideration.
I don't
I

if

know

of a more pretty sight than hives
painted white, and properly arranged
on a well-kept lawn.

Do Bees Hear

?

Considerable mention has been made
through the various bee-papers recently as to whether bees hear or not,
some very strong theories being advanced in both directions. The editor
of Gleanings in Bee Culture would
have us believe that the various instances reported of bees hearing are
not proof, as they may acquire all this
by scent. Well, if this is true, they are
certainly fine "scenters. " If they can
not hear, will some one tell us why the
piping of the young queen in its cell
takes place, as I don't see where the
scent factor comes in here, where the

young queens are sealed up

in the cells.
instinct given to the young
the
queens so that
bee-keeper can place
his ear to the hive and be able to know
she
will
come
when
forth, or is it intended for the colony ?
Is

this

Another thing
If you imprison a
bee on the comb with your finger in
such a way that it will set up that
peculiar sort of buzz, several bees will
make for the imprisoned bee instantly,
and possibly dozens more make for the
face of the bee-keeper, while if the bee
is imprisoned without the buzz being
manifest, no attention is paid to it.
Nisbet, Pa.
:
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apiary is much like a general housecleaning, a seemingly necessary nuisance, which, viewed from the distance,
is a terrible bug-a-boo, but which often
turns out to be a good thing all around
after all.
Many things over which the apiarist
has no control direct, determine or
compel a move, chief among which are
complete change of character of the
territory
an over-crowded condition
of the same a change of tenants or
owners of the land on which the apiary
stands;
unreasonably
disagreeable
neighbors and other minor considerations.
(The mention of disagreeable
neighbors does not necessarily imply
that the bee-keeper is always agreeable.
However, it's safe to affirm that
the average bee-keeper will put up with
many discomforts and make-shift plans
rather than to go a-gipsying.)
Because renters are more liable to
move than land-owners, one is lucky to
secure a location on which the owner
of the land himself resides. All else
being agreeable, the risk of compulsory
move is considerably lessened.
:

A

;

;

Conducted by

Emma M. Wilson,

Marengo,

111.

;

Moving Bees

misfortunes springs from a single mishap.

Being anything- but a nomad,
prise myself

when

I

I

recall the experiforced on me in

ence which has been
moving bees. Sleds than which nothing is more handy all kinds of wagons, from the honey-wagon to the haywagon, railroads and steamboats, each
and all have been called into requisition, as the case demanded.
Now, do
not get excited through imaginary

—
—

visions of

some new method

of

moving

about to be brought to light.
I have to offer neither patented plans
nor implements on which I hope to
reap a royalty. I am so much indebted
to the bee-keepers at large, that should
I stumble on anything new under the
sun, or any particularly bright idea, I
should feel obligated to give it freely
to the public,

knowing

had received

my

March

sur-

full well that I

pay with usury long

ago.

To lay down a
moving bees is out

certain system for
of the question, as
each case has its peculiar variations.
These
variations,
most probably,
largely constitute a part of the pleas-

ure to be found in bee-keeping.
Were one possessed of a preferred
system, it would be like " casting
pearls before swine " to offer it to an
average teamster, such as one picks up
at random over the country.
It's an
exception if he does not "know it all !"
What does a bee-keeper know, especially a woman, about loading and unloading, and teaming in general, anyhow ? He is a past grand-master in
the art of handling bees, and it's " big
I " and " little U " until some disaster
overtakes the expedition, and matters
are simply reversed, and the unfortunate apiarist is most suddenly in demand at all points. His stock of wisdom and judgment soars skyward
many points, like a flash, in the estimation of ye frightened and frenzied
driver.
At this stage of proceedings the apiarist may consider himself exceedingly
fortunate, if after a few exasperated

worse than useless because harmful
efforts on the part of the assistant,
who is by this time not only humiliated
but disgusted in consequence if said
helper does not " unhook " and leave
without ceremony.
Frequently such a character is not
content with the injury which he himself can, and does, inflict, but seems to
have a personal revenge to satisfy, and
will use his influence to the best of his
ability not only to prevent others from

aiding you, but to make you trouble in
general. Thus, an endless chain of

perhaps

1

brings about many changes
be in the " big parade "

;

it's to

that the changing of locations is usually deferred until spring. (I've sometimes questioned whether the extremely
popular habit of putting off until to-

morrow had anything
fying this work with

to

do with classi-

that necessarily

done

in the spring.) Certain it is, at
that season, we attack all manner of
work with renewed vim, possibly because all things around us are along
with the new year, springing into new
life, and as results of the coming fray
are yet behind the misty veil of the
unknown future, they of course are,
more especially to the bee-keeper,
promising. Oh, but it's so natural to
wait for spring and join hands with

Nature and promenade all.
Admitted there are good reasons for
postponing the moving of bees until
spring, prominent among which is the
fact of the combs being light from the
consumption of the winter stores, and
brood-rearing not yet in an advanced
stage.
But how about the roads ? Are
they not roost frequently bad beyond
description ?
Last spring they outgeneraled the best of them, and ruled
that locomotion (on country roads) be
narrowed down to horseback riding,
and at the last extreme to " foot-back "
business.
Largely on this account,
and partly because we can expect more
pleasant weather, we are trying the experiment of changing locations in the
fall of the year.

Where cellar-wintering is practised,
moving of an apiary is not such a
formidable task. To begin with, all
the

hands are more in practise and on the
alert for all

the possible adverse hap-

penings which are liable to present
themselves in a more or less forcible
manner. Then, too, the implements
and all connected with this work are
mostly in readiness, and are easily
"come-at-able."
But where colonies
remain on the same stands winter and

summer

for a stretch of years, and
" the spirit moves " for a change
and then, you are introduced to
the "tug o' war."
The number of
sprung, or warped and rotten bottomboards which refuse to bear their own
weight is truly surprising, and these
furnish such grand opportunities for
the legions to pour forth on the defensive
About this time resolutions in regard
to practical and substantial foundations are in order the same " are born
but to die " during the push of the following swarming season. Moving an
there,

!

;

By moving in the fall we can congratulate ourselves on escaping not
only the mud, but the wintry, pneumonia-producing blasts of March as well.

Mud and
are

all

snow, on which to move bees,

right provided the road

is level

and not cut into ruts and holes, as well
as sidling places having been formed
by continued soft weather and heavy
hauling. Both mud and snow serve as
a cushion to break the jolts as does a
bed of dust. To be sure, a liberal coat
of the latter heightens our appreciation
of a bath in fact, renders a free use of
the same unavoidable.
But a bath
always pays for the trouble in the way
of refreshing effects, the returns coming in on the spot accompanied with a

—

good rate of

interest.

And while we

are contending with the dust, we are
evading that slipping and sliding and
"stick in the mud" experince which
always attends teaming in mud and
snow. The difference in the weather
would decide in favor of fall moving.
Bustling March keeps one hustling if
he succeeds in keeping fingers and
toes from tingling.
What more quieting than our lovely
autumn days ? Basking in the warm,
golden sunshine, enveloped in the
hazy, mellow atmosphere, scarcely disturbed by the slightest zephyr, one is
sorely tempted to follow Nature's ways
as she seems to be dozing or catching
the first naps of the long winter's sleep
beneath her newly-made coverlet of
forest leaves. What more fitting than
that these quiet, drowsy days should
follow the arduous ones of the more
active season ? May those of us who
may live to a ripe old age, find the
autumn of our lives as peaceful and
beautiful.
For all this coddling and coaxing to
enter into this delightfully dreamless
sleep, I am awake to the cost of moving the bees. Cost in time, labor and
money, and I might add patience.
Many times when things go at a snail's
pace, and everything lags but Old

Time, and he takes wing and flies, I
long to find an electrical button to
push, and fire more ginger into the
hired-man.
Right here

is

room

for a

new inven-
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Doubly

matters if the
occasioned by the
silly whims of some ignorant and ofttimes disinterested person.
Whims
which, nine times out of ten, are totally
without foundation, the mere entertainment of which would be laughable
were it not for serious consequences
brought about by their existence.
tion.

trying- are

moving- has been

Opposition to Bees Dying Out ?
Thinking of these whims brings to
mind a question I have ofttimes (of
late) thought I would like to ask the
Is

bee-keeping

would

like

friends.

Or,

rather,

I

to hear some answers to
Is bitter, unreasonable an-

kept mostly for honey. Just now the
tables seem to be turning, and the
idea that they are kept mostly for a
good setting of fruit appears to be getting its right o' way. This year apples in this locality are very faulty,
and I heard the Eastern buyers advising the use of the sprayer next season
and I was more than pleased to hear
them caution about it's use in time of
blossoming. The expression, " You'll
kill the bees, and they are your best
friends," was quite often used.
;

Occasionally

mind you — to
proximity

I

am solicited

solicited,

establish an apiary in
to
some orchardist and

this query
tagonism toward bees on the wane ? I
sometimes flatter myself that it is
dwindling, or slowly dying out. Fruitculturists have
greatly assisted in
ameliorating or softening this feeling.
They find bees a necessity to

neighborhoods where only
a few years ago such an undertaking
would have been treated with disdain,
and had the people the power, they perhaps would have used me and my api-

these many years,
have friendly counsellors to horticulturists preached the advisability of
keeping a few bees as aids to their enterprise
however, outsiders had a
sneaking notion that the bees were

I am anxious to learn
things are coming my way, generally speaking; or, is the change only
in my individual imagination
igination ?
(Mrs.) Mary E. Null.

:

their venture.

L,o,

;

to embark in bee-keeping as a business next
season.
This season's honey crop has been an eyeopener, and well published throughout the
Southeast.
Bee-keeping is considered by all

;

that, too, in

ary for a foot-ball.

What wonder

if

Miami,

Mo

outhern

J. J.

^Beedom
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

New

WILDER.

as an industry of great possibilities here. The
demand for bees, queens and supplies are the
known for this season
demand for bees can

heaviest we have ever
of the year, and the
hardly be filled.

J. J.

Wilder.

Braunsfels, Tex.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Mr. Chambers and His Helpers
Mr. Chambers has this to say further
regarding his " helpers " shown in the
picture on page 934
:

In the group the oldest is Edward Lafayette, named after the great Frenchman, is 14
years old, and I would rather hare him in the
apiary than a great many so-called experts.
He is a ready hand at anything, and is also
fairly expert at queen-rearing, using my own
system, the cell-starting hive and device. He
is thoroughly familiar with the shallow hive,
which is U6ed exclusively in our yards, and
he and I, without any other help, manipulate
400 colonies. We took off and extracted
17,000 pounds of honey the past season, and
all with a 2-frame extractor.
We also reared
and sold 500 queens, driving 7 miles to the
post-office every other day.
The next boy on my right is John, 9 years
old, but small for his age, and is rather "
contrary " at times, but interested in bees.
He
helps much around
the bee-yards, doing
nearly everything that a boy of his age could
be expected to do.
Jesse is the least, and is 6 years old. He is
a useful and efficient helper, doing the
small
chores.
None of the boys are afraid of bees, and I
confidently expect all three to turn out beekeepers.
J. E. Chambers.

Bee-Keeping in Georgia
1

We notice that bee-keeping receives
quite prominent notice in an advertising pamphlet recently gotten up by

the Georgia Southern and Florida Railway, setting forth the prosperity of
South Georgia. J. J. Wilder seems to
be the most extensive of Georgia beekeepers from the following
:

Bee-culture is followed with large profit.
Mr. J. J. Wilder has near that town several
hundred colonies of bees from which he gathers honey to the value of -S1500 to $2000 a
year.
The writer visited these colonies, and
was much interested in the healthy, busy little bees that produce so delicious a product.
Mr. William Clements has also 30 colonies,
producing 2000 pounds a year.

Mr. Wilder is president of the Southern Bee-Keepers' Association of that
State, and writes the following regarding their annual meeting, together
with other notes on Georgia's bee-keeping industry

Chicago-Northwestern.
tive

met last December. Arrangements
have been made with the restaurant in the
basement to serve good meals at very reasonable rates. The Revere House will lodge beekeepers at their usual low rates. This hotel
is at the corner of North Clark and Michigan
sociation

Streets.
Dr. C. C.

Miller writes:
"I don't know
can do toward making or marring
the convention, but, Providence permitting,

how much
I'll

I

whether we will try to have another meeting
this season or not.
There was much interest
manifested

among

the bee-keepers concerning

I

be there."

N. E. France says
can come."

:

The Southern bee-keepers were to meet in
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 11 and 12, but on account
of a race riot there a few days previous to the
meeting, it was called off, and I do not know

—

The ExecuCommittee of the Chicago-Northwestern

Bee-Keepers' Association take great pleasure
in making the following announcement:
Through the kindness of friends it is possible to hold the next convention of our Association in the fine hall known as " Brunt
Hall,'' in the Bush Temple of Music, corner
of Chicago Avenue and Clark Street, Chicago.
This is the same hall where the National As-

C. P.

:

Dadant writes

" So far as
:

"

I

I

know now,

promise to attend

your convention if possible."
Let us have a full attendance of all the beepeople (ladies and gentlemen) within reach
of Chicago.
Come and see the great International Live Stock Exposition, ani spend part
of your time at the bee-keepers' convention.
The meetings will be as follows: Wednes-

this meeting.
Many were to be present, and
many letters were sent in to be read. So we
feel somewhat disappointed, as a profitable

day, Dec. 5, 10 a.m. to 12 m
2 p.m. to 5:30
p.m. and 7 p.m to 9 :30 p.m. Thursday, Dec.
and 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
6, 9 a.m. to 12 m.

meeting was anticipated by all.
We are having a boom in bee-keeping here
now. Several large bee-deals have been made.
Mr. Alderman, of Florida, has bought Mr,
Heard's apiaries, located near Macon, Ga.
Messrs. Sullivan & Koach, near Savannah,
Ga., have bought a lot and will locate near
Daisy, Ga. Others are making arrangements

Ql estion-Box All the Time.
Everybody come and make this the biggest
and best bee-keepers' convention ever held
in Chicago.
Reduced rates on all the railroads.
Georoe W. York, Pres.
Mrs. N. L. Stow, Vice-Pres.

;

;

;

Herman

F.

Moore,

Sec.

Executive Committee.

:

Nov.
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:
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fact, the difference is so slight that it can
hardly be detected.
When, however, there is a glut of honey,
and also late in the season when the temperature is falling, the combs will show an objectionable herring bone in the center.
In
the former case, it would appear that the bees
being gorged with honey, and secreting wax
abundantly, Deither have the time nor the
desire to utilize the wax given to them, their
greatest endeavor being to draw out the comb
and gather and store all the honey possible.
In the latter case, the reduction in temperature hardens the wax, and it is consequently

less plastic

Moving- to Buckwheat
Mr. J. L. Byer, in the Canadian Bee
Journal, has the same experience as
myself in the matter of moving weak
colonies to buckwheat. This year I
moved only the strongest, and considered that by leaving weaker colonies
at

home

penses.

I

Although
in

was

just saving

moving

I

—

have had but little experience
to buckwheat, one thing I

have learned to my own satisfaction, that it
doesn't pay to move any but very strong colonies.
For some reason or other the difference in results between strong and weak colonies is much more apparent than during the
clover flow. A year ago I moved a load 10
miles away. Half of the number were very
strong colonies, the other half fair nuclei. I
moved in the hope that they might till up for
winter.
While the strong colonies stored
considerable surplus (the flow was very
light), the nuclei we're little better when
brought home than when they were moved

away.

Don't Let the Bees "Slide
is

"

difficult to

work.

bees prior to the
main flow will be found nearest to natural
comb, because with a small income they produce little wax, and have to make the be6t of
the foundation which is given them, the
thickened cell walls being drawn out thoroughly, and no thickenings.

In judging comb honey in either sections or
frames, the judges, as a rule, make a point of
finding whether this herring bone is present
or not. By holding the combs to a strong light
it will show
whether it is wrong, and when
this is found to be the case, a skewer or knife
will confirm the suspicion, and its merits are

Super Foundation
E. E., in the Journal of Horticulture,

moving bees

Don't forget that there

time. Look them up. If they haven't
a laying queen and enough honey for
winter, see that they are " put right."
The sooner the better. Do it now. E.
G. H., in Farmer's Advocate.

ex-

He says

and more

Combs worked out by

Conducted by Morley Pbttit, Villa Nova, Ont.

England, works out the time to use,
and not to use, foundation for combbuilding, very nicely. Incidentally he
introduces something with reference to
judging, not much practised in this
country that is, cutting the section of
honey to find the nature of the midrib.
It is also a strange idea to desire fragIn
ile comb for extracting purposes.
this country we even brace the foundation with wires to make it strong for
the extractor. The bulk of his article
follows
;

discounted accordingly. In addition to avoiding the objectionable midrib when for exhibition, there is an economy in using only
strips of 1 inch to l'o inches of foundation in
shallow frames for extracting purposes, and
these may be obtained early in the season by
inducing the bees to build out the foundation
and removing the frames as completed. This
is best done when few bees are at home in the
middle of the day, and freshly fitted strips in
more bars given to them in readiness for another day's work.
Sections should be filled with nothing less
than full sheetsof foundation of the thinnest,
as unless this is done the bees will build

what are called transition
passing from these to all drone-based
remainder of the section, and the
different sizes of cells and irregularities do
not enhance their appearance.
irregular cells, or
cells,

Prior to the main flow, when there is only
a small income, full sheets of foundation will
be worked out as thin as natural comb; in

a winter

cells for the

'«*

coining.

Don't forget that it will soon be here.
Don't forget that bees can not live
through the winter on beeswax and

Doctor MillerS

air.

Don't forget to see that they have

something more substantial.
Don't forget to do it until December.
Don't forget that the sooner you do

(luesfion-B<pc

the better it can be done.
Don't think that because you have
only a few colonies of bees they do not
need attention.
Don't think that, if they do need it,
any old time before Christmas will do
it

to fix

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.
'

them up.

Don't think that you haven't time
just now.

Don't think that you can't leave the
plowing or the roots for a few hours.
Don't think that the bees have plenty
of honey for winter unless you know
they have unless you have seen it, or
given it to them, or felt the weight

—

of

it.

Don't guess at it.
Don't take
chances.
dead
Live bees are worth money
bees are not. Remember that bees are
living animals, and if they haven't
enough of the proper food to keep them
alive they will die. The fact that you
can give them their winter's supply of
food all at once (if they haven't already
got it for themselves) is no excuse for
not giving it to them at the proper
;

Wire Nail Frame-Spacers— Plain or
Slat Separators-T-Tins

frame super* Would it be wise to order them
shorter than the width of the
}jf of an inch
Wisconsin.
super?

The metal spacers that you use in the
brood-frames you say are nothing more nor
That seems
less than a common wire nail.
to be just the thing when working for section
honey.
1. Don't the nails that are near the bottom
end of the frame ever come out of place when
the frame is taken out and replaced again.
2. In speaking about these frames on pages
84" and S48, you say that after using thousands of these spacers for a number of years
you are more pleased with them than ever,
but that if you had it to do over again you
would try very hard to get the automatic
nails.
Can you tell me where I can get them?
kind of separators do you like
3. What

Answers.— 1. There isn't much chance for
such interference. When you put in a frame
there is always more than half an inch play,
or extra room, and then when all the frames
are in, the dummy is put in to fill up that
Without the dummy there
vacant space.
would be trouble enough.
2. I don't know of any place where you can
get them. They are on price-lists in Germany, and I suppose if there were call enough
they might be had in this country. Nail-

best, plain or slat?
4.

How

long are the T-tins used in an S-

makers will not make a special nail unless 100
pounds or so are wanted at a time, and no
one but a supply dealer would want so many.
You can do fairly well with a heavy galvanized shingle-nail.
3. I prefer the plain wood separator.
4. Yes, to work well the T-tin must

In-

;

968
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inch shorter than width of the super. The
inside of an S-frame Tsuper is 12^ inches
wide, and the T-tin just 12 inches long.

Transferring and Italianizing
I want to transfer my bees from
their boxhives to hives with movable frames and give
them Italian queens. Can this be done at the
same time or will I have to wait a while !

Indian Territory.

Answer.— Probably queens

are not very
often introduced at the same lime a colony is
transferred; yet it will be all right for you to
perform the two operations at the same time
if you so choose.
On one account you will
And it more convenient to do the introducing
after the colony has had time to fix things
up
in its new home; it is that you must And
and
remove the old queen either before or at the
time of introduction, or a day or two later It
will not be an easy thing to find the
queen
during the turmoil of transferring, and it is
not best to handle the frames to look for
her
until the bees have had abundant
time to
fasten the combs thoroughly in the frames.

Late Stores for Winter -Mismated
uueen— Perhaps Common Bees

am having

a peculiar experience with 2
colonies which gathered considerable late
honey, and each had a full-sized second story
in which there was considerable honey. About
a month ago, fearing tney had not enough
winter stores in the brood-chamber, and wishing to give them a chance to seal up for winter, I put super covers with a hole of a size to
receive a Porter escape under the top stories.
1.

I

They

failed to

bruised up

do

it,

and

a

few days ago

I

the cappings, and started the
at a great rate. They have
taken down part, but one colony now is repairing the combs and recapping part of it.
I do not wish to break the seals, and shali
leave them, taking it for granted they have
sufficient stores below.
I intend to winter
them on the summer stands with Danzenbaker super-covers, packed with carpet and
paper.
2. Possibly you remember the question
you
answered for me some weeks ago, in regard to
a mismated yellow queen producing bees of
all shades or markings.
I thank you for the
answer, which 1 accept as correct— that this
i6 the usual thing, with bees— but when
you
apply it to other things I am not convinced,
for I never yet saw a child that looked exactly like either parent; or, which I think
the better illustration, the product of a first
cross of the white and black races that was
not easily distinguished from either pure
white or pure black.
3. All the latter part of the summer
and
fall, and even yesterday, some strange
bees
were hanging around my hives attempting to
rob. I have seen my bees carry out and
away several, and I am sure they have met
with poor success, yet they persist with a constancy worthy a better cause.
They are
all

honey to running

medium

sized,

glossy— almost pure black-

rather pointed abdomens. Could you give
me any idea what race they are? I have not
been able to find where they belong. I am
sure it was by one of these drones that my
crossed queen was fertilized, about which 1
inquired.
I have recently finished my first reading of
your " Forty Years Among the Bees," and I
feel that I want to hand you a unanimous
personal vote of thanks for giving us so interesting and helpful a book.
Back in the'
days when I was a boy, and A. I. Root was
writing the first edition of "A B C of Bee
Culture," I tried bee-keeping, but was not
very successful, and circumstances compelled
me to give it up. Now I am practically a beginner with 3 colonies, in the suburbs of a
city.
What I will have in the spring remains
to be seen, but I shall put some of your ideas
to the test.
Kentucky.

Answers.— 1.

It will

not do to take

it

for

granted too confidently that bees have enough
in the lower story when there is a lot of honey
in the upper story.
I got fooled that way
myself this very fall. The bees filled several
frames in the upper story, and some frames
below were empty. But your bees, as far
soulh as Ken ucky, ought to have chances
enough in the way of warm days to carry
down the honey as fast as needed.
2. I own up— you've got me on the mulatto
question. But I'm orthodox as to colors of
bees.
Guess I better stick to bees, and not
talk about other things.
3. Very likely those
robbers are common
stock with the plumage worn off, making
them look smaller, shiny, and pointed.
Thanks for kind words about "Forty
Years."

,
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carrying is going right on exactly as reported,
except on cloudy nights. If I had bees a good
distance from the house— water far for the
bees to get— and were it not that I, like a
good many others, prefer to sleep outdoors,
I would not know of this night-working shift
of bees.
The well is 70 feet deep, is 210 yards
away to the east of the house. No bees go
there at night but plenty of them at day time.
The scattered condition of my apiary also
might have some influence, where bees under
certain conditions go after water at night.
Another thing, bees must be carried early in
spring to go to a nearby watering-place, so as
to know exactly the water-spot.
Or, to be
exact, don't put a vessel filled with water on©
day and expect bees to go after water the following night. It may take 2 or 3 generations
before results like mine could be attained.
Force of habit, you see.
Last spring was favorable for bees here.
During June, July, and the first half of August, nearly every day we had hard rains,
mostly about 12 M. Drones, although plentiful in hives, flew very little on account of
cold waves following rains. An unusually
large percent of virgin queens was lost.
Fort White, Fla., Oct. 9.
J. Pawletta.

Results of the Past Season
had 6 colonies of bees last spring. One
was broken down last summer, but I didn't
notice it until about April 6, when all combs
were lying down on the bottom-bars, and
only a handful of bees left. But they had a
good queen, so I got new frames and fixed up
the combs in them. It is as good a colony
now as I have, but it stored no surplus. I
had 10 swarms from 2 colonies, and 6 from 2
others, one colony swarming only once. I
doubled up 3 and 4 swarms. I got 4 stray
first swarms in the timber.
1 have now 23
colonies in all in good condition, and with
plenty of stores for winter. I sold 837 worth
of comb honey.
We had a good honey-How
from the beginning of June until after basswood; then a dry spell which dried out white
clover.
There was nothing to yield honey
after that until September. There are many
bees here that are starved already, and more
of them will die before spring.
La Motte, Iowa, Oct. 17. Nick Jentgen.

Wintering Bees, Etc.

I

Bees Carrying Water at Night
"Ohio" wants to know what Dr. Miller
thinks about that night-shift of bees carrying
water (see page 846). The past 2 years, in
April or May, during a hot spell, I moved my
bed outside the house, and there I slept every
night (weather permitting, of course.) till it
got too cool (October or November). 1 didn't
use even a tent or mosquito-bar. The first
night when I moved my outfit outside I could
not sleep, as fleas and long-tongued mosquitoes bothered me no little. I did not sleep
that night until 3 a.m. by the watch.
I went
to the bee-hives and stood there, got a torchlight, and watched the bees in front of their
hives; not one minute, not 5 minutes, but
fully 15 minutes, going to the next hive and
watching again. Soon after 3 a.m. I went to
sleep and the bees were still going at this
time, just as described.
As reported before, never more than one bee
goes out of one hive at once after water, and
the next one takes wing the very second one
carrier sets her foot on the alighting-board,
no matter if a quart of bees is hanging over
each entrance, and 2 or 3 empty supers on
top.
My hives stay in the shade from about
9 a.m. till 3 p.m., during summer, and are
raised about IS inches from the ground.
The
orchard, and in front of the house, is cultivated with horse as close as can be done. Like
Mr. Doolitlle, I plow either at the first sign
of daylight, sometimes during or right after
a 6hower, or duiing a honey-flow at any
time while bees are Hying thickest. The
horse so far has escaped with 4 or o stings
during the last 3 years, when the bees were
shifted from another place into the orchard.
By the way, I have seen or heard of these
water-carrying bees many times. As I sleep
outside, I know that every hot night, water-

—

off the top stories of my
10-frame dovetailed hives from 25 colonies. It
will not be a big crop this year about 1800
I

have just taken

—

pounds

in all. There were 3 6tories with 2
10-frame supers on each, and the second supers will be taken oil in a couple of weeks.
This is the way I do when I take the last super off: I examine the brood-nest and take
out 2 or 3 frames that have the least honey,
but full of pollen, and put in frames full of
honey sealed over, so that all colonies have at
least 30 pounds of honey.
The frames taken
out are stored for feeding in the spring, if
needed. If not, they are used for starting
new colonies or hiving an accidental swarm
but my 25 to 30 colonies have given me only
9 natural swarms in 3 years, or just 3 swarms
a year. Then after the frames are fixed, I
put the winter-cases on, and they are wintered!
right on the summer stands. I intend to increase to 50 colonies next year.
Well, I think Dr. Miller was right in
his answer that some swarms had entered the
hive.
The Alley queen is all right. The hybrids or blacks are all gone. This is the first
time that I have seen queens fill the frames
with brood clear to the top-bar as those Adel
bees did this spring. The spring was fine to
May 14 or 15, then it rained to the first of
July full 6 weeks and in the best bloom.
Too bad
Well, we shall have to stand it.
I see the Baron M. is Lieawful yet.
Hope
he will bring Yon Yonson along. It is so long
since we heard from him, and it would be fine
to hear if the catnip and raspberry have increased. And I think Miss Emma Wilson
will have to take this Mr. D. in hand for his
slur on the ladies' vanity. Just think, even
a queen-bee has to have a looking-glass
I
can hardly believe it and, besides, would not
all the rest of the bees, before they go out,

—

!

:

;

have to see if their "hat" was set right?
This would take up too much time, and I
don't see how they can roll in the honey that
way. Better have the sides of the hives all
mirrors, for accommodation.
O. K. Rice.
Wahkiakum Co., Wash., Oct. 10.

"Where Ignorance

is

Bliss," Etc

After making a thorough canvass of this
section and looking over about 30 apiaries,
I find that most of the bee-keeping is done on
the most antiquated plan. There is not much
management put into the business by the oldtimer of the back-number type. If you ask
them if they ever read a bee-book, they say
" No," and will tell you that " there is nothing in it, so what is the use to read a book on
bees, or a paper, either!" Besides, bees have
stings, and if they were to try to handle them
they might do them irreparable injury, so
they go on with their box-hives and log
gums as of old, never reading a bee-paper_cr

:
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book.

Is there
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any wonder that they do not

make anything out

of

their

bees?

What

other business could anybody make anything
out of if he paid no more attention to it, than
do most farmer bee keepers? Could our merchants succeed in a wholesale or retail business, if it were allowed to run itself; or will
corn come up, grow, and make a great crop
without attention of any kind} Not much;
but the bees in their box-hives do better

swarming or increasing themselves;
sometimes give a nice surplus, and that with
besides

practically no attention at all by these backnumber bee-keepers. Here is a little experience that came under my observation
The last week in June and the first week in
July, I moved 30 colonies about 5 miles from
borne. Some were weak nuclei and some
were fair colonies.
There were two beekeepers that were close neighbors to my bees.
One had 16 colonies, the other had 67 coloThen came, as
nies, in pretty fair condition.
most bee-keepers know, a great dearth of
honey. I fed my bees every night after dark
to prevent robbing, up to Aug. 7, as fast as
needed. I supplied them with full sheets of
foundation to give them plenty of room for
brood-rearing. The result was that when the
honey flow opened, I had these colonies all
in fine shape, and the nuclei were also mostly
colonies of fair size by this time. I put on
extracting-frames as soon as the How opened.
I have taken off 1431 pounds of honey up to
the present, and there are still 250 to 300
pounds to take off; besides, almost all have
enough in the brood-chamber to winter on
and for brood-rearing in the spring. Of
course, it took 300 pounds of sugar to do it.

Now, about my neighbor bee-keepers: The
one with 16 colonies got 93 pounds. One day
when I was going down to my bees, he met
me and asked if I got much honey this season
from my bees. I told him they did only fairly
well. He replied that his bees had done about
as well as they usually do, and that he got 93
pounds of honey from the 16 colonies, and
thought that was doing fine! As I had put
the escape under one of my best colonies the
night before that is, a 10-frame Hoffman super I a6ked him to go along and see what
one of my colonies had done. I lifted up the
super, took it a little way from the hive and
asked him to lift it. He did so, and you
should have seen him. He was the most astonished man I ever saw. Well, this super
contained almost as much honey as he got
from 16 colonies. He began to get inquisitive, and soon wanted to know how it was
that I got so much honey from one colony. I
told him that I read all the bee-books that I
could find, and besides I take 2 good beepapers. I also handed him a sample copy of
the American Bee Journal, with which I am

—

—

always armed, and told him to read it, and
that I would be around in a few day6. Well,
when I came around and asked him about the
paper and how he liked it, he said that it was
all right, but that a dollar a year was too
much for a paper that came once a week, and
a6 there was nothing in bees any way, he
thought he could not afford to spare a dollar
for a year's subscription but if I had any
more sample copies to give away, he would
read them. Well, I thought I would let him
;

subscribe first.
The other one with his 67 colonies got 437

honey and thought he had done
line, but when he saw what my bees had
I handed him a
<lone, he was astonished.
sample copy of the " Old Reliable " and asked
him to read it, and said that I would be
around in a day or two to get his subscription.
This copy contained a report of the 36th an-

pounds

liked the " Old Reliable." His answer was
that he had forgotten years ago what the
paper contained! Ju6t think of it, dear
reader, here is a man that never saw a bee
book or journal, and he says that he has forgotten more than their able writers ever
learned! Just think of it, he knows more
than Dadant, Dr. Miller, Dr. Phillips, A. I.
Root, Mr. Holtermann, Mr. Scholl. or Mr.
Pettit
He certainly is a wise one. Say, let's
make him president of the bee-keepers' assoHe certainly is too wise to be doing
ciation.
!

almost nothing.
As for me, I find it impossible to do without the "Old Reliable," and the advice of
able bee-keepers that
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TIIP SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of

Bee-Keepers' Souvenir Postal-Card.

— We have

secured a somewhat comic Souvenir Postal Card for bee-keepers, printed in 4
colors— red, yellow, blue and black. At the
An oldleft end the following are pictured:
fashioned straw bee-hive with bees circling
around and above it; a sad-eyed bear with his
"hands" over his sweet-loving heart a jar
and a section of honey also a spoon with a
;

;

card attached, reading, " Come let us spoon
awhile." At the bottom of the card, and to
" Eat thou honey
the right, are these words
because it is good."— Prov. 24:13. At the
left of the bear's head, and encircled with
bees, is this sentence: "lean not BEAR to
lose you ;" and at the top, and to the right of
the bear's head and bees, is this stanza:

end ot the month to
Kor instance, " dec"6

won't you

And
For

I

BEE my HONEY,

cheer this looely heart?

would hug you

And we would

all

the time,

is

" on your label shows that it IS
end ol December, 191.6.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send a

paid to the

receipt tor money sent us to pay subscription but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and creditea.

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than % inch accepted.

:

O

•

DATE indicates the
THE WRAPPER-LABEL
paid.
which your subscription

Space Discounts.

Time Discounts.
4
13
26

times

52

"

"
"

5 per cent
....10
....20
....30

"

"
"

1O0 lines... 5 per cent
500 " ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
2000 " ...30

never part.

3 cards for 10 cents
Prices, postpaid
(stamps or silver) or free with the American
Bee Journal one year at SI. 00; 10 for 25 cents;
or 25 for 50 cents. There is a blank space on
the card about 2 by2 1 o inches in size for
:

,

Send all orders to the
American Bee Journal.

writing.

office of

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.
,

the

National

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.

members.
I<tt —To promote the interests of its
2d._To protect and defend its members in their

Cash for Beeswax
Until further notice 30c cash paid for pure,
yellow beeswax, delivered here.
Frank G. Clark, 147 E.Kinzie St.Ghicaoo.lll.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

3d.
\

M

1

1

*
1

—To
'

enforce laws against the adulteration of

V

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and TreasurerN. E. France, Platteville, WUfc

%W If

more convenient. Dues may be sent

nhi.oiioiN of Thf

The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
but 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee

—

Journal for one year both for only $1.50. It ll
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you havt
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no further binding Is neces
S

"7

334

OEOROE W. YORK &

Dearborn

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

to th«

American Bee Journal

THE AMERICAN FOOD LABORATORY
E. N. Eaton, M.Sc, Chemist.
4 years State Chemist, Minnesota.
6 years State Analyst, Illinois.
1235-1248 Caxton Building,
334 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
Samples of Honey analyzed. Correspon-

dence

«

solicited.

It is

continuous advertising

that Impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

of

nual convention of the National, at Chicago.
The paper that Dr. £. F. Phillips read there
on "Experimental Apiculture'' is alone
worth the price of 10 years' subscription to
the American Bee Journal, and besides benefiting the bee-industry, it

also

is

beneficial to

the farmer and stock-raiser alike, whether he
is breeding for the betterment of cattle, hog6
or chickens; whether he is trying to improve
his corn, potatoes, or orchard output; or
whether he is trying to improve on all of
them, i*. is valuable. When I went back to
see bee-keeper No. 2, I asked him how he

We

a Limited Time Only
AT LIBERAL FIGURES

Offer for

as follows:

300 Thousand Quart Berry-Boxes.
100 Thousand 10 and 24 Quart.Berry-Crates.
200 Thousand Sections.

25

Thousand 24-Section No-drip ShippingCases.

2

Thousand Dovetailed Bee-Hives.

Write to-day, and get our special prices, on any quantity.

SHEBOYGAN FRUIT-BOX
mention

Bee

Jonrnal

when

irrltlng.

Address,

CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
47A6t

970

No /

22,

1906

American Itee Journal

########################0^
If

Goods are wanted Quick, send

Pouder'

to

Lono.GoodfluVertisino

#

27 years ago bee-keepers were surprised by the first Patent

BEE-SUPPLIES I

Bingham's Patented

Root's Goods at Root's Prices
Everything: used by Bee- Keepers.

POUUER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

.'.

BEESWAX WANTED

.'.

Service.

Catalog Free. *$>

My

>|?
ito
^If

During November 1 will offer a discount SS
f 5 percent on Supplies for next seaife
In December the discount will be 4 percent. Cash must accompany ^P

WALTER
l» -<;f«

-vfa

!

-«|a

Mention

-!'

S.
-

POUDER
Ml>l t>

tl'Ol

Improvements

j

PARI
CAUL VI ABrtFB
UHUCH IMCPAIINT
UIO^UUHI

513-515 Massachusetts Ave..

Smoker

"
#
ifa

Prompt

I pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade.
Make 6mall shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package.
large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.

60n's use.
order.

Bee-Smoker.

Are dated

1878, 1882, 1892 and 1903.
6 percent Discount for October
orders.

Any number, any

m.

I
II\1>.

^

size,

T. F.

copper or

tin,

any time.

delivered

4I&

BINGHAM

Farwell, Hich.

-

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Queen-Button for Bee-Folks

Fire Sale of Bee
Come

or send and

Save 35

to 50

Percent

on slightly damaged goods

DURINR NOVEMBER,
EXCEPT ON HONEY-PACKAGES.

Lewis Goods at 5 percent Discount

Any bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
Supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
selected out after the fire.
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
25 to 50 percent reduction.

dp Send tor
Reduced Prices.

list

©t Slightly

Quote us prices on Honey and Beeswax.

H. M.

ARND,

Damaged Goods
Honey

in

I© select

60-pound cans for

trom at

sale.

Honey and Bee-Supply Co. (Not inc.]
191 AND 193 SUPERIOR ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

Proprietor, York

Long Distance Telephone, North

Mention

1559.

This is a very pretty thing
for a bee-keeper or honeyseller to wear on his coatlapel.
It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

and Poultry Supplies

sale.

The picture shown

here-

with is a reproduction of a motto queen-button
that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by
mail, 6 cents two for 10c ; or six for 25c. The
American Bee Journal one year and 4 button*
for $1.10. Address all orders to
;

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn Street,

(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)
when writing.

CO.
CHICAGO, ILL

-

FENCE tSSSTWe

Bee Journal

Madeof High Carbon

.«»•.

have no agents.
factory prices

colled wire.

Sell direct to user at

on 30 days free

trial.

Catalog shows 37
styles and heights of farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buy direct. "Writ* today

We ray all freight.

Our Early-Order Discounts on

COILED SPRINC FENCE CO.
Box gg
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

BEE-SUPPLIES
are now in effect. We furnish EVERYTHING needed in practical BeeCulture, at lowest prices.
We make the best-finished and substantial

T"l

_

„„_ „ _
i

nruflHlTlS
DU1
tJUlllU

I
V
A

Best Wisconsin Sections,
perlOOO-$4 00;N>.2-$3 40;

pi a n) 25c less. 7 percent
discount in October on Root's and Dauz. Hives,
and other Root's Goods.
40A26t
St. anne. III.
H. S.
i

DUBY.

$10.75 Chicago to Buffalo and Return
via Nickel Plate Road, on November
29th and 30th, with return limit of December 3, 1906. Three through trains
daily, with vestibule sleeping-cars.
Individual Club Meals ranging in price
to One Dollar,
in Nickel Plate Dining Cars;
also service a la carte and Mid-day

from thirty-five cents

served

Luncheon

fifty cents.

No

excess fare

charged on any train on the Nickel
Plate Road. City Ticket Offices, 107
Adams St. and Auditorium Annex.
Telephones Central 2057 and 6172. La
Salle St. Station, Van Buren and La
Salle Sts. the only depot in Chicago
32— 47A2t
on the Elevated Loop.

—

Mention

Uee Journal

when

writing.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

—
Nov.

22, 1906

American Itee Journal
Gloves for HandliDg

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Something New.
Something You Want.

LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY
ORDERS. Have a large stock on hand, and can sup-

Our

specially

prepared

Glove*

soften the

the

Will buy or
sell

THE W.

T.

FALCONER MFG.

JAMESTOWN,

Will pay, at
of goods.

40
(exfol-

CO.

N. Y.

HONEY

C.
Office

all

— The

market

taking
honey, both comb and extracted, in a verv satisfactory way. The price of No. 1 to fancy

comb

7.

seems to be a large crop of this grade, judging
from the offerings made. The nominal price
Beeswax,
at present is from 6@6J£c per pound.

HlLDRETH & SKGKLKBN

l@2cper pound less.
amber, 7c; dark,
governed by quality, condition, and package. Beeswax, 30c per pouod.
is

I5u 16c; off grades,

All of this

shipped out of this State, leaving only a few
cars of single-tier cases. The quality of this
year's crop was fine, better than for several
seasons. We quote our local market as follows: Strictly No. 1 white, per case of 24 sections, 13; ordinary No. 1 and off grade, $2.50 to
Extracted, white, b%@1}ic. Beeswax,
$2.75.
24c for average yellow delivered here.
The Colo. Honey-Prodccers' Assn.

is

White extracted, 7)^@8c;

b(&bh£c.

is

R. A. Burnett & Co.
Kansas City, Nov. 8.— The demand for both
comb and extracted honey is good, receipts

to sell,

.

.

.

price on receipt

H.W.WEBER™

Denver, Oct. 20.— All desirable lots of white
comb honey in double-tier cases have now been

Chicago, Nov.

you have any

If

times, highest market

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

29@30c.

£)oney anb
* 23eestpax^

will
for

Beeswax Wanted

35

lows:
7 percent for cash with order before Oct. 1st
"
"
'
"
6
Nov.lst
"
"
"
"
5
Dec. 1st
"
'
"
"
4
Jan. 1st
"
M
"
" Feb. 1st
3
If you haven't our 1906 catalog, send for one
and a free copy of the American Bee Keeper
Address,
50c a year).

you

Send

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will
cheerfully quote you price.

Ladies* unlined, for weariug at night or

during doing light housework
Early Order Discounts on Bee-Supplies
cepting above and a few other articles) as

You

As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati.
save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free.

the thing for driving in the rain, as the; are
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night they
keep the hands sott and white.
All the points of excellence can not be here
enumerated, but they never fail to give the
greatest satisfaction. To introduce them, we
will send by mail, or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee-Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
sizes— large for men, small for ladies
35
Men's Gauntlets, fleece lined
35

Lad ies*

Freight Rates from CINCINNATI are
LOWEST, ESPECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH

ply promptly.

bauds and prevent and cure chapped hands.
The fabric contains a preoaratiou which prevents the gloves from becoming hard and stiff.
We furnish them without armlets or sleeves for
using in sweeping, garden tug, or general housework, driving or outdoor work. They are just

Cincinnati, Nov. 3.— The honey market is
rather quiet at this date, owing to the market
being fljoded with comb honey, selling slowly
at from 14@16c. Extracted amber honey sells
at SMtgbUc. White and fancy grades find sale
at from 7^@8^c. There is not so much moving as one might be led to believe. Beeswax is
dragging at 29@30c for choice yellow.

The Fred W. Muth Co.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

of extracted

beeswax

8(2t9c.

Good average

here at $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

Toledo,
remains

honey bring

sells

Oct.

firm.

S.

Poudkr.

S. — The market on comb honey
The demand is fair, and the re-

demand.
Fancy white
to the
comb honey in a retail way brings 15@16c, with
Extracied
very little demand for low grades
ceipts equal

white clover in barrels brings 7^@8i4c; cans
Griggs Bros.
the same. Beeswax, 26®28c.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When

consigning-, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

III.

QUOTE US c^PoaLo,
Extracted Honey!
THE FRED W. MUTH
4lAtf

CO.,

•>

Walnut

St., Cincinnati. 0.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

We quote fancy white ccmb, 24 sections,
No. 1, $ >; No. 1 white and amber, $2.75.
Extracted, white, per pound, 7c; amber, 6@bM>c.
Beeswax, per pound, 25c.
C. Clemons & Co.

Indianapolis, Nov. 15.— Fancy white comb
brings 16<ai7c readily; No. 1, white,2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades

Cincinnati, Oct. 20.— The demand for comb
honey is good. No. 1, white, brings 14»^c wholesale, and 16c retail, by the case. Off grades
less from 2@3c per pound. T'hite clover extracted bring* in barre's, 8c per poucd; in cans,

TO BUY AT TOP PRICES
WANTED
WHITE CLOVER HO^IEV,

light.
at $3 25;

C

8J^c; amber grades, light, 6c in barrels; dark,
5V6c in barrels; in cans, He per pound more.
Beeswax, 30c.
C. H. W. Wkber.

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.— While the supply

of

comb honey is equal to the demand, large quantities of comb honey having arrived in the

market in the last few days, the price still remains high. The outlook, however, is that
when the season advances and the bee-keepers
ship more of their crop to the market, the pri-

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

both

Comb and

Extracted.

If you have any write at once, saying how much you have, how
lowest price, and all about it, in first letter.

C.

I¥i.

Scott

8

it is

put up, and your

Co., Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.
-Catalog Free-

29AU

1004 East Wash. Street,

ISIHANAPOM8,

INI>.

We

ces will be a little weaker.
quote: Fancy
white comb honey, 16@18c; No, 1, 14@15c; amber, ll@13c. Fancy white extracted, 7#@SHc;
light amber, 6^@7c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

Wm.

on commission.

New York,

Nov.

— There

A. Sklser.

good demand for comb honey, principally for fancy
stock of both white and buckwheat honey.
Mixed and off grades are more or less neglected. Receipts have been quite heavy of late,
but there is no overstock whatsoever, as the
demand has been good right along- We quote
fancy white at 15c; No 1 at 13@14c; No. 2 at 12c;
buckwheat and mixed at 10(§H1c. Extracted
honey, demand is good, especially for fancy
9.

is

a

grades. Prices are ruling h'gher. We quote
California white sage at 7^(aSc; light amber,
7@7#c; amber, 6H@7c; Southern, in barrels, at
55@fc5c per gallon, according to quality. Not
much demand for extracted buckwheat, and we
do not expect any for some time to com*. There

I
^
^
^
1
^5

HONEY! HONEY! HONEY li
Have you any

If so, see us beto sell?
pay highest Market
fore selling.
Price for both Comb and Extracted
Honey also Beeswax.

We

...

—

Street, Toledo, Ohio
when wrltlnjj.

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

Bee Journal

^
^
^
^
|

Nov.

972
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
^UT EXCELS:^

s

dealer who handles our make along with any other and he will
course, Dadant's is the best."

Ask any
say, "

Of

#

who has used our make and he will tell you the same
Because we make the manufacture of foundation OUR
SPECIALTY. We devote our time and energies to making THE VERY BEST
COMB FOUNDATION THAT CAN BE MADE.
For 27 years we have led in the manufacture of this article. Don't experiment with a new make. Insist on Dadant's get Dadant's and you will
have the best.
It will cost you no more than any other.
Ask

a bee-keeper

WHY ?

thing.

—

*

WORKING BEESWAX
We work beeswax into Comb Foundation for the bee-keeper direct.
Send for our prices and catalog. Remember you take NO CHANCES when
you get our foundation. We absolutely GUARANTEE SATISFACTION IN EVERY WAY.
Agents for our foundation everywhere.
Earl} order discounts on all kinds of goods for the bee-keeper.
r

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,
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WE WILL BUY
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Crop Honey, comb and extracted,

If you have a crop to
in any quantity.
write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.

dispose

of,

WE WILL SELL

881

whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
grades Honey. Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

to Bee-Keepers,

p{
set

you.

BEESWAX

set

p
I

We
when

are in the market to buy
you have any to sell.

Beeswax

at

any time of the year.

Write us

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265 & 267 Greenwich Street

set

«
S35

30At£

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

Chicago-Northwestern Convention Dec. 5,6=- Next

Week
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Apiary and

Little Son of Jay Smith,
of Vincennes, Ind.

(See page 978)

Mr. Whitney's Black-Stockinged Little Girl
Holding a Frame of Bees.

i
'M
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*«*-ii
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-

twit*']!!
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A

Bee-Ranch Located

in the Salt River Valley, near Phcenix, Arizona.

^Vl

^

|3N

Nov.

'.74

29,

1906

American Ttee Journal

Special Bargains
in dovetailed

HIVES.

Plain and Beeway SECTIONS.
Section-Holders, Separators, etc.

BROOD-FRAHES.

We

factory and all of these goods have to be
you want any thing in your apiary, you will do well by
writing us at once, and we will make you delivered prices that
Our stock is all new and up-to-date we do not
will surprise you.
keep poor or 2d grade goods. Our sizes are standard. Quality and
We make any thing used in the
finish can not be beat by any one.
apiary, and can save you money and delay at anytime of the season.
Give us a trial and be convinced. We aim to please our customers
and guarantee all our Goods to give entire satisfaction, or refund
the money.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BT

Dearborn Street, GhiGaoo,

are enlarging our

moved.

GEORGE W. YORK 6 COMPANY
334

Hoffman

111.

If

;

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
TOE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

It

a year, in tbe United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union. 50
cents a year extra lor postage. Sample copy free.
THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indicates the
end of the month to which your subscription ispa'.d.
Fur instance, "dec'fi" on your label shows that it Lb
fl.uti

paid to the end of December, 19^6.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS— We do not send a
receipt fur money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply 60.
JOHN DOLL & SON,

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than }i inch accepted.

Time Discounts

Space Discounts.

4 times
S per cent
"
" ....10
13
"
" ....20
26
" -...SO
"
52

100 lines... 5 per cent
500 " ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
2000 " ...30

Mention

to One Dollar,
in Nickel Plate Dining Cars;
also service a la carte and Midday
Luncheon fifty cents. No excess fare
charged on any train on the Nickel
Plate Road. City Ticket Offices, 107

served

Adams St. and Auditorium Annex.
Telephones Central 2057 and 6172. La
Salle St. Station, Van Buren and La
Salle Sts. the only depot in Chicago
32— 47A2t
on the Elevated Loop.

the cheapest

way

for

you

to secure

your foundation.

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED
is

well filled with all kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

5 percent

Discount during November.

GUS DITTMER,

|y

from thirty-five cents

is

Our warehouse

If

If more convenient. Dues may be sent to thenblistiprs of tbe American Bee Journal.

$10.75 Chicago to Buffalo and Return
via Nickel Plate Road, on November
29th and 30th, with return limit of December 3, 1906. Three through trains
daily, with vestibule sleeping-cars.
Individual Club Meals ranging in price

writing.

of pure beeswax.

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. Kkance, Platteville, Wli.

when

WORKING WAX FOR CASH A SPECIALTY
This

honey.

Bee Journal

the best foundation for you to use, because it is tough,
transparent, will not sag, and has the odor

is

Bee Keepers' Association

lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

Dittmer's Foundation

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

National

Proprietors,

Nicollet Island, No. 33,

Augusta, Wisconsin

You Want to Keep Posted
upon the

GREATEST

I

POLITICAL

*

COILED SPRING

FENCE

QUESTION

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

Closely "Woven.

Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist Is
a brace to all other wires and

The Defender

twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Pig-

WILLIAM

P. F.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL

and sold direct to farmer. freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.
tells how Wire
Is made— how it is galvanized-'
why some is good and some is

Our Catalogue

FERGUSON

bad.

West

35Atf

Its

brimful of fence facts.
this informa-

You should have

Editor and Publisher
400

Every rod guaranteed.

tight.

National Exponent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers, 50 cents for one year.
the

tion.

NEW

Write for Ittoday.

Its Free.

KiTSELMAM BROS.,

23rd Strhet,
YORK, N. Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Box 85

AUNCIE, INDIANA.

'/®fl

—

The Rietsche Press
Made of artificial stone. Practically Indestructible, and giving entirely satisfactory reComb foundation made easily and
sults.
?uiekly at less than half the cost of buying
the
dealers. Price of Press, $1.50— cash
rom
with order.

Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
And Prompt Shipments

r

what we are making

— DOVETAILED
We
Is

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

carry a full line of

SUPPLIES.

THE HARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ

Ask

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield,

Wis

KNOXVIld/E, TENN.
PTJ.G. Gooduer, of this State, writes me that

45Atf

" he prefers to pay $25.00 for a RletBche PresB
rather than do without It."— A. G.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

Please Mention the American Bee Journal

Idv^S8

—
Nov.
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itauan aiiONS
Too
late

late to deliver them ?! Yes!
to begin to get ready

We

But not too
for next

AT LIBERAL FIGURES

spring!

I give personal attention to correspondence.
My queens are guaranteed.
Write at once to

ROBERT

B. McCAIN,
R.D. 1.
OSWEGO. ILL.
Bee Journal when writing.

2Atf

Mention

W" Sell ROOT'S GOODS

as follows:

300 Thousand Quart Berry-Boxes.
100 Thoueaud 16 and 24 Quart Berry-Crates.
200 Thousand Sections.

Let us qaote yon prices on Sections, Hives.
Foundation, etc, as we can save yon time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H.

Co.,

when

writing.

Steam with the

Simple, perfect, self -regulating.
Hatch every fertile egg. Lowest
griced first-class hatchers made.
•EO. II- NTA1II.. Qulncy, 11L

Bee Juuruul

writing.

ivlieu

when

CO., Sheboygan, Wis.

writing.

Big Reduction in Supplies
Until flay

Big stock of Dovetailed

I.

Hives and Marshfield Sections

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN
Catalogue.

Journal

Hf'c

Address,

47A6t

Mich

Hatch Chickens by

Meuium

SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX
Hon

HUNT*
SON.
Waynb

Bell Branch,
Mention Bee Journal

25 Thousand 24-Section No-drip ShippingCases.
2 Thousand Dovetailed Bee-Hives.

Write to-day, and get our special prices, on any quantity.

MlOMlQAN

IN

a Limited Time Only
J

Offer for

—

draw

from.
FREE a year's subscription
with order amounting to $15 or over.
Send for 32-page Illustrated Catalog
free.

W. D.SOPER

(

Route 3) Jackson,

filch.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

28Etf

$4 00; N->.2—$3.40;
25c less. 7 percent
discount in October on Root's and Danz. Hives,
and otber Root's Good*.
40A26t
H. 8.
St. anne. III.
.

DUBY.

"

It is

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

YOU NEED THIS BOOK

Lono.Goodftdvertisino
27 years ago bee-keepers were surprised by the first Patent

to

Best Wisconsin Sections,

1000—
Bargains g£*£

The publishers

of the Agricultural Epitomist, Spencer, Indiana, (the only agricultural paper
that, is edited and printed on a farm have made arrangements by which they can offer with each
three years' subscription to their paper at 5U cents, a copy of
)

COMMERCIAL CALCULATOR

ROPP'S

Bee-Smoker.

absolutely free, postage prepaid.
You should not overlook this opportunity to secure one of the
foremost farm monthlies in tne country, together witn tnis valuable book at the price of the paper
alone.

WHAT THE CALCULATOR

Bingham's Patented

IS

A READY CALCULATOR, BUSINESS ARITHMETIC and REFERENCE BOOK COMBINED.
This is unquestionably the most complete and
convenient work on Figures lor PRAC1 LCAL USE
It contains nearly all the Short
Cuts known; hundreds of Simple Rules and Original
Methods for "Easy and Rapid Calculation," and
Millions of Accurate Answers to Business Examples
and to Practical Problems.
It Sifts and Simplifies the whole science of Arithmetic, retaining only the Cream in a nutshell, as it
were. Its Tables, Rules and Methods are extremely
simple eminently useful practical, and fully abreast
with the age of steam and electricity.
Everyone who prefers to take the Simplest the
Shortest and the Easiest way for doing his work
should possess a copy of tins useful and ronvenient
Pocket Manual. It will enahle everybody to become
I*n>n<i<-nt and Quick In Figures; and to many a
young person it may prove to be a stepping stone
to a successful business career.
IT will show at a glance, without the

Smoker

ever published.

Improvements
1878, 1882, 1892 and 1903.
6 percent Discount for October
orders.

Are dated

Any number, any
delivered

T. F.

size,

copper or

tin,

any time.

USE OF PENCIL. PEN OR PAPER

The number of bushels and pounds in a load of
Wheat, Corn, Rye, Oats, or Barley, and the correct
amount for same at any price per bushel.
he exact amount for a lot of hogs or cattle, from
1 lb. to a carload, at any price per cwt.
The ccniect amount for a load of Hay, SI raw, Coal
or Coke, from 25 cents to 120.00 per ton.
The correct amount for articles sold by the
Bushel, Pound, Yard or Dozen from Wc to $1.
The exact wages for any time, al various rates per
month, per week and per day.
be equivalent of wheat in flour, when exchanging same, from 25 to 40 lbs, to the bushel..
The only correct Rule and Table for estimating

BINGHAM

I

Farwell, Hich.
Bee Journal

Mention

when

writing.

Passenger Fares Reduced Over the

r

l

Nickel Plate Road
Effective

November 1,

1906,

and until

the exact contents of logs of all sizes.
The exact contents of Lumber, Cisterns, Bins,
Wagon Beds, Corn Cribs, Cord-wood and Carpenters', Plasterers" and Bricklayers' work.
The exact interest on any sum, for any time, at
any practical rate per cent.
The Day of the Week, for any date in 300 year*,'
besides hundreds of other very useful things.
It
gives all the Latest and Shortest methods
known, besides many published for the first time;
Viz: An Easy and Unerring process for "Adding
Long Columns: "Short Cuts in Multiplication and
Problems in Fractions, Interest, PerDivision.
centage, Mensuration, etc., are usually solved with
less than one-third the figures and labor required

otherwise advised, the local passenger
fares between all stations on the Nickel
Plate Road are reduced from former
rates charged. The reduced fares from
Chicago to principal points are as follows
:

to Buffalo, first class. $10.50
Erie, $8.55; Cleveland, $6.75 Bellevue,
$6 35 Fostoria, $5.70 Findlay, $5.50

Chicago

;

;

;

;

Fort Wayne, $3.75.
Second-class, Chicago to Buffalo,
Corresponding reductions apply
$9.50.
to all other intermediate points, including points on connecting lines, as also
to many points beyond Buffalo reached
by our through car lines.
City Ticket Office, 107 Adams Street,
Auditorium Annex, Chicago, and stations at

La Salle

CL
Size 0Vix3' l i

inches.

by ordinary methods.

;

Handsomely and attractively bound it cloth, with round corners and just the right size to fit
the pocket.
A copy of tnis useful and practical work should be in the hands of every farmer,
mechanic, or business man.

EPITOMIST PUBLISHING

THIS COUPON

CO.. Spencer, Indiana.
Gentlemen: Enclosed find 50 cents for which send the
Epitomist for three years from date.
send me as a premium
postpaid a copy of Ropp's Commercial Calculator.

—

Enclose 50 centa and mall at once

Name

to

Street, 31st Street,

Englewood, and Grand Crossing. Telephones Central 2057 and 6172.
31—45A4t

COUPON

FILL OUT

Epitomint

Publishing

Co.

Address

i/ept.
SPENCER, IND.
41
Mention Bee Journal when writing
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Some

Styles of Honey-Jars

Now

Honey at this time of year always sells
is the time to make ready for Thanksgiving and Christmas trade.
Put np your Extracted Honey in one of the attractive Jars illustrated on this page, label it nicely, and you will be
surprised at the ease you can sell it and the prices obtainable.

best.

NO. 25 JARS

HALF-POUND TUMBLERS
There seems to be an increasing demand for
cheap tumbler to put up a half-pound of
honey to retail at 10 cents. We have secured
a stock of such tumblers at a price which enables us to offer them at ¥5.00 per barrel of 32
dozen
This is less than IJ^e apiece. For
less than barrel lots we cannot repack them
for less than 25c a dozen or we will put them
up i dozen to the case with partitions ready
a

MEY'

;

to re-ship

when

filled, at

£1 a case;

10 case

lots at 95c.

},-\b.

The

illustration to the 6ide does not do
justice to this jar.
It must be seen to be
fully appreciated.
have sold this jar
for years and in larger quantities than
any other. It is really our standard, and
the demand for it is unfailing. Packed in
re-shipping case6 of 2 dozen each.
are
now prepared to offer No. 25 jars in partitioned cases of 2 dozen each, ready to reship, when filled, at $1 per case; 10-case
lots or over, 95c; 50-case lots at 90c.

We

We

MASON FRUIT- JARS

TIP-TOP HONEY-JABS

Tumblers

This is a new-style jar sealed with
rubber ring under rim of a glass top
beld^eeurely with spring top fastener.
This fastener is applied to a great variety of bottles and jars used for different purposes. We have selected two
styles among them all as being the
most suitable for honey. The one and
two pound square jars may be had
with spring top fastening instead of
cork at 75c per gross extra. We can
furnish in two sizes.
1
..-pound, 45c per doz.
gros6, $4.50.
1-pound, 50c per doz. ; gross, ?5.
;

These are very largely used for canning
fruit, and are often used for honey as
well.
As we buy them by the car-load,
we can make the following prices at Medina, all put up complete with porcelainlined caps and rubbers, in cases of one
dozen
6 doz.
Doz.
.$0.52. ...$3.00,
0.55..
3.10.
4.10.
0.75..

Size.

Pint..

Quart

.

K-gal
Triumph WreDch
.

..

8.00

;

postage, 3c.

LABELS
Don't

fail

to label your battles and cans
good label is a profitable ad-

of honey.
A
Don't make the
vertising instrument.
mistake of using a poor label. We are
properly equipped to turn out the best
work in the shortest time at lowest prices.
Write for our label catalog showing 50
can make special labels for
styles.
large orders.

These jars were designed for use in
the honey exhibit at the Pan-American
Exposition in Buffalo, and are very
neat and attractive. They have corklined aluminum caps which seal them
tight. They are made in 4 sizes square
and 3 6izes round. Write us for complete prices on this style of jars.

Jars.

12 doz.
.So. 75
.6 00

for Mason Caps, 15c
Ball's Waxed Rings,

each; by mail, 20c.
better than rubbers, 5c dozen

HERSHISER JARS

Tip-Top

Hershiser Jar.

We

No. 25 Jar.

Write Nearest Branch or Agent for Catalog.

Alabama
Canada

•Wetumpka

M. Jenkins

E- Grainger

Toronto

&

Calilornia
Madary Planing Mill
California National
•Los Angeles
Honey-Producers' Association

Colorado
Fruita

Boston
Lyonsville

Columbia
The

Georgia

A.

I.

124 Liberty

Rawlins Implement Co.

Minnesota
St.

144

East Erie Street.

Iowa
Joseph Nysewander
Kansas
Carl F.

Augusta
*

A.

Root Co.

I.

Blanke

& Hauk

Mew Mexico
Mew York
The
The

Syracuse

New York

Back

City
44

These deaiers buy our goods

Vesey

A.

I.

A.
A.

I.
I.

I.

&

Arnold
Root Co.

E. E. Pressler
Street

Lycoming

Texas Seed and Floral
D.

M. Edwards

Utah

Root Co.
Root Co.

The Superior Honey

Co.

Virginia
Spottswood

W.

E. Tribbett

supplement them with local-made goods.

ROOT

Co.

Udo Toepperwein

San Antonio
Uvalde

Ogden

Street.

in carload lots but

THE

Dallas

Edward Scoggin

Carlsbad

A.

Texas

High

Louis

The
Vine Street

Williamsport
633

Hill... .Jno Nebel & Son Supply Co.
Springfield Seed Co.
Springfield

ania

l>

Prothero

Bois
Philadelphia

Missouri
St.

Waller S. Ponder
Vickery Bros.

Dn

1024 Mississippi Street.

Indiana
Indianapolis
Evansvllle

Portland Seed Co.

-nnsj
10

The

Paul

St.

Co.

Oregon
Portland
I'

M. H. Hunt & Son
George E. Hilton

Branch
Fremont

Bell

521

E.

Root Co.

Michigan

Root Co.

Illinois
The A.I. Root

Chicago

I.

Co.

Monroe St.
W. Pierce
C. H. W. Weber
Central Avenue

Griggs Bros.,

Zanesville
Cincinnati
2146

A.

Maryland

Howkins & Rush

Savannah

Toledo

W. W. Cary & Son

The

Mc Adams Seed

Columbus Grove

Maine

Mechanic Falls
Baltimore

L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co.
Fruita bruit and Produce Ass'n

Washington

Hummer

H. H. Jepson. 182 Friend Street

The

District of

Des Moines

George A.

Brazelia

Massachusetts
Co.

Fresno

Denver

Ohio

Mississippi
J.

CO., Medina, Ohio

:
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861

was

the

young house-bee."

in

Mr. Miller had stopped when he said
he would have been on safe grouod;
but, instead of that, he calls down upon himself the charge of misquoting by saying that
If

that,

receiving
the young bee, on
" takes it directly to the super."

Two

Kinds of Foul Brood

Referring to the article on page 895,

is

the

following note:

" In the exceedingly interesting article of
Mr. J. A. Green upon foul brood, he says beekeepers have assumed that there was only
one form of foul brood, alike in all countries
where bees were kept.' Again, at the close
of his article, speaking of Europe, he says:
It is quite probable that there are two brood
diseases there the same as here.' Apparently
Mr. Green thinks that only one form of foul
brood is recognized in Europe. In this he is

syrup of the brood-chamber going into the
sections, I think you will find that you misquote Mr. Doolittle. His theory, frequently
printed, is that no such danger exists, that
the field-bee delivers her load to the young
house-bee, which takes it directly to the

Arthur

super.

C.

Miller.

is

'

'

'

'

While this is true, it may be a little hard to
determine whether by the terms " mild " and
" severe" twp separate diseases are meant, or
varying degrees of virulence of the same disease.
It is well known that in the category

which the human race is subgiven epidemic breaks forth at one
time in a mild, and at others in a severe form,
yet always the same disease.
of diseases to

ject, a

The important point brought out by Mr.
Green, that Bacillus alvei is not the culprit it
has for so long been supposed to be, is at any
not affected by the point in question.
Just now the question of special interest is,
" What is the culprit?" Some of the German
rate

it is a bacillus, to which they
have given the name BphirocaU apU dfatuen.
We wait patiently to hear what investigators
on this side will 6ay in contradiction or cor-

scientists say

roboration.

What Is DoneWith Nectar Brought In?
Referring to the editorial on page 861, the
following letter was received:

In the editorial on dark honey or sugar

On

sent him, to

is

that

the whole,

which he made the following

reply

Dear Bro. York:— Your letter of recent
date relative to page 861, duly to hand. In
reply I would say that I have watched hours,
if not days, by the side of an observation
hive to see what the field-bee did with its load
of honey, and I never saw her do aught else
than give it to one of the young or nurse
These bees hold and evaporate this
bees.
nectar if no more comes in during the day
than they can thus hold; but with a heavy
flow they deposit it in the cells, generally in
the brood-chamber, when at night all hands
take a hand at the evaporation part, when it
is stored in the surplus apartment, mostly by
the young bees, unless there is plenty of room
in the brood-chamber, in which case it is
stored there. I noticed that you had misquoted me a little, but as this had no special
bearing on the subject on which you were
writing, I did not think best to notice it.
You

are perfectly sound in what you say
or nearly all, of the old honey carried over winter in the brood-chamber being
converted into young bees before the season's
honey-How is on, as the hive is nearly always
filled with brood before the supers are put on.
But if bees are fed sugar syrup or inferior
honey so as to fill the combs in the broodchamber just before the harvest, as some recommend, then if the q ueen is good, and swarming does not result, much of that fed will go
into the supers, mixed with that which is
coming in from the fields; so that the sections will not contain only clover honey, but
a " hybrid " affair of no certain standing.
G. M. Doolittle.

So

all,

it

evaporates

correct

it.

must be confessed that Mr.
it, and at all events we
him for the opportunity of
it

Miller has the best of

are obliged to

getting

so

a

full

statement of particulars

Doolittle.

The Honey Season

appears that Mr. Doolittle was exactly

in Ireland

Journal reports a comparative failure of the clover harvest generally
throughout Ireland, and 144 reports show an
average of 49 s 4 pounds surplus per colony

The

Irish

against

Bee.

6?: ; 4 last

year.

A

good many

in this

country would have been delighted with 49

pounds per colony.

The Brood°Dlseases

of

Bees

the title given to Circular No. 79,
written by E. F. Phillips, Ph. D., Apicultural
Expert, and sent out by the Uniled States

This

is

Department of Agriculture, as mentioned beAs it is of such very
fore in these columns.
great importance to
diseases,

extracts

circular, not 60

about

it first

the nectar,

The

so competent to interpret the

views of Mr. Doolittle as Mr. Doolittle himself, so in the interest of exactness a note was

'

in error; for at least in Germany, for many
years, a distinction ha6 been made between
the mild and the severe form of the disease."

statement

from Mr.

'

No one

error on page

saying that the fielder deposits its
load in some cell of the brood-cbamber,
whereas it should have been as Mr. Miller
says, " that the field-bee delivers her load to

$M diforial Mi

The

48

diagnose these brood-

are here given from

much

for anything

new

the
in

them, but because given in excellent form,
and in the hope that thty may be carefully
studied by some who are yet ignorant in such
matters, whose ignorance may have a rude
awakening should they be threatened with
the diseases described

There are two recognized forms of disease
of the brood, designated as European aod
American foul brood, which are particularly
In some ways these resemble each
virulent.
other, but there are certain distinguishing
characters whicn make it possible to differenWhile it may be possible for a
tiate the two.
colony to have the infection of both diseases
at the same time, it is not by any means the

!

Nov.

29,

1906

American Ttee Journal
rule, and suoh cases are
tically reported.

American

probably not authen-

Foui. Brood.

American foul brood (often called simply
" foul brood") is distributed thru all parts
of the United States, and from the symptoms
published in European journals and texts,
one is led to believe that it is also the prevalent brood-disease in Europe.
Altho it is
found in almost all sections of the United
States, there are many localities entirely free
from disease of any kind.

The adult bees of an infected colony are
usually rather inactive, and do little toward
cleaning out infected material. When the
larva; are first affected they turn to a light
chocolate color, and in the advanced stages of
decay they become darker, resembling roasted
coffee in color. Usually the larvie are attacked at about the time of capping. As decay proceeds these cappings become sunken
and perforated, and as the healthy brood
emerges, the comb shows the scattered cells
containing larva; which have died of disease,
still capped.
The most noticeable characteristic of this infection is the fact that when a
small stick is inserted in a larva which has
died of the disease, and slowly removed, the

black color of the head. The larva; usually
lie on their backs in the cell, and the head
points upward. The color gradually changes
from light yellow to brown after the larva
dies.
There is no ropiness, and the only odor
is that of sour decaying matter, not at all like
that of American foul brood. In case the
larva' are capped over, the cappings do not
become dark, as in the case of the contagious
diseases, but they may be punctured.
So far
no cause can be given for this disease, and
whether or not it is contagious is a disputed
point. Usually no treatment Is necessary beyond feeding during a dearth of honey, but
in very rare cases when the majority of larva;
in a comb are dead from this cause, the frame
should be removed and a clean comb put in
its place to make it unnecessary for the bees
to clean out so much dead brood.

The treatment recommended is
known McEvoy treatment, which

the wellis

called

" Shaking Treatment," and also the Baldridge
is called " Treatment with
Bee-Escape."
Besides these there is also
treatment, which

given

Fall Treatment.
desirable to treat a colony so late in
the fall that it would be impossible for the
bees to prepare for winter, the treatment
may be modified by shaking the bees on to
combs with plenty of honey for winter. This
will be satisfactory only after brood-rearing
has entirely ceased. In such cases disease
rarely reappears.
If

it is

In the Western States, where American
foul brood is particularly virulent, it is desirable thoroly to disinfect the hive by burning the inside, or by chemical means before
using it again. This is not always practised
in the Eastern States, where the disease is
much milder.

iscollaneous
ews -Items^£>

broken-down

tissues adhere to it and will
often stretch out for several inches before
breaking. When the larva dries it forms a
tightly adhering scale of v6ry dark brown
color, which can best be observed when the
comb is held so that a bright light strikes the
lower side-wall. Decaying larva; which have
died of this disease have a very characteristic
odor which resembles a poor quality of glue.

This disease seldom attacks drone or queen
larva;.
in the

It appears to be much more virulent
western part of the United States than

in the East.

European Foul Brood.
European foul brood (often called " black
brood") is not nearly as widespread in the
United States as is American foul brood, but
in certain parts of the country it has caused
enormous losses. It is steadily on the increase, and is constantly being reported from
new localities. It is therefore desirable that

bee-keepers be on the watch for

it.

Adult bees in infected colonies are not very
active, but do succeed in cleaning out some
of the dried scales.
This disease attacks
larva; earlier than does American foul brood,
and a comparatively small percentage of the
diseased brood is ever capped. The diseased
larva; which are capped over have sunken
and perforated cappings. The larva;, when
fir6t attacked, show a 6<nall yellow spot on the
body near the head, and move uneasily in the
cell.
When death occurs they turn yellow,
then browD, and finally almost black. Decaying larv;e which have died of this disease
do not usually 6tretch out in a long thread
when a small stick is inserted and slowly removed. Occasionally there is a very slight
"ropiness," but this is never very marked.
The thoroly dried larva; form irregular scales
which are not strongly adherent to the lower
side-wall of the cell. There is very little odor
from decaying larva; which have died from
this disease, and when an odor is noticeable
it is not the " glue-pot" odor of the American
foul brood, but more nearly resembles that of
soured dead brood.
This disease attacks
drone and queen larva; very soon after the
colony i6 infected. It is as a rule much more
infectious than American foul brood, and
spreads more rapidly. On the other hand, it
sometimes happens that the disease will disappear of its own accord, a thing which the
author never knew to occur in a genuine case
of American foul brood. European foul brood
is most destructive during the spring and
early summer, often almost disappearihg in
late

summer and autumn.
"Pickle Brood."

There is a diseased condition of the brood
called by bee-keepers "pickle brood," but
practically nothing is known of its cause.
It
characterized by a swollen watery appearance of the larva, usually accompanied by
is

The Chicago-Northwestern Convention meets next Wednesday and Thursday,
Dec. 5 and 6, in Brunt Hall, Bush Temple of
Music, corner of North Clark Street and Chicago Avenue. Reduced rates will be effective
on all railroads leading to Chicago, on account of the Live Stock Exposition to be held
here next week. Dr. C. C. Miller, C. P.
Dadant, N. E. France, and many other apiarian notables are expected to be present.
Come, if you can. The Chicago-Northwestern has had for years some of the very best
bee-keepers' conventions held in this or any

examine bees, impressed
with the thought that if she knew anything about the nature of bees in general she
was very courageous, or had the utmost convisited a bee-yard to

me

fidence in

what

I

said to her.

Wm. M. Whitney.
Apiary of Jay Smith

— When

sending

the photograph, Mr. Smith wrote us as follows, July 23:
I

The
I

enclose a picture of my bees and "honey."
little fellow on the hive is all the family

have; his sister and most-beloved mother

are in the Better World.

other country.

My 60 colonies have yielded large returns,
but, like Prof. Bigelow's bees, mine have paid

Mr. D. H. Coggshall. of West Groton,
N. T., called at this office when on his way
home from attending the San Antonio convention. He reported a very enjoyable trip
to various parts of Texas.
Mr. Coggshall is
one of the oldest readers of the American Bee

me

Journal.

enjoyment, and very little in
is simply a commodity with
which to purchase pleasure, but my bees yield
the enjoyment direct, thereby avoiding the
middleman's profits
I ne^er work among the bees without feeling grateful to God for giving U6 this the
most fascinating of all pursuits. It helps me
to pass the otherwise gloomy hours with
mostly

cash.

in

But money

pleasure.

A

Black-Stockinged Little Girl-

Mr. Wm. M. Whitney, of Lake Geneva, Wis.,
wrote us as follows, Oct. o:

Friend York:— Herewith I enclose a snapshot taken a few days ago in my bee-yard.
While working among the bees I noticed a
girl watching me at a distance, and
asked her if she would like to see the bees,
which she assented to do. When she came
into the yard I noticed her black stockings,
and thought of what so many have said about
bees stinging anything black; but noticing
that they were not of the fuzzy kind, I felt
sure that there would be no more danger than
if they were white.
I gave her a veil for her
face, and commenced opening a hive.
1 took
out several frames without using smoke,
found the queen, and asked her if she would
like to hold the frame of bees.
"Why, yes,"
she said, " if 1 may."

One day I found an extra-fine queen-cell
from which a virgin had just emerged. I laid
aside to show visitors, who come in numand are always welcome. When I again
looked for it, it was gone. Then my little
"Oh, Daddy, I eat
boy " Manly " sang out
Jay Smith.
up the queen-shell."
it

bers,

:

little

said to her, "

Do not

be afraid if the bees
crawl over your hands; they'll not sting."
I

Then

I

removed her hat and took the enBeing the first time she ever

closed picture.

—

The Trip to San Antonio. We doubt
there ever was a more congenial and goodnatured company than was that which left
the La Salle Street Station, Chicago, at 10:37
a.m., Nov. 6, in a special car for the 37th
annual convention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, to be held in far-away San
Antonio, beginning Nov. S. It was, rather,
a happy family, including grandparents and
grandchildren from 78 years down to 8 years
with nearly all sizes and ages between.
if

—

—

It was a very representative company, both
as to the bee-keeping industry and the various sections of our country— from New York
to Nebraska, and from Wisconsin to Missouri
9 States in all being represented.
Then there was President Dadant, Vice-

—

;

,
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President Hilton, General-Manager France,
Directors Hatch, Holekamp, and Stone; exEditor Putnam, Associate Editor H. H. Root,
and many other prominent bee-keepers.

With us, also, were Dr. Bohrer, of Kansas,
and P. D. Jones, of New York two of the

—

those who attended the very first national
gatherings of bee-keepers in the United States
one meeting being held in IndiaDapolis, in
1870, and the other in Cleveland, in 1871. And
these two "old stagers " were as lively as any
boys in the whole " bunch " of 36 that made
up the car load. The complete list is as follows:

—

.

G. A. Bleech

Mathilde Candler
Olive Bull
Clara Bull

Mary M.

Bull

J. C. Bull

P. D.

Jones

G. H. Adkins
N. E. France
D. H. Coggshall
F. L.

Kimmey

Difference in Colony HoneyBY

Mrs. Ferebee
Dorothy Ferebee
Nellie Ferebee

Frank

H. H. Root

Yields
DOOUTTXE

G. M.

" Our

F. W.
R. A.

colonies were
exactly alike last
spring, a6 far as I could see, or as near as I
could discover, yet one colony has given an
excellent surplus, others from a fair to a good
yield, while others gave none, or very little.
Why is this? Please tell us through the columosof the American Bee Journal." A Cor-

Muth
Holekamp
Mrs Holekamp
C. P. Dadant
W. S. Carrioo

Mrs. Kimmey
Freddie Wilcox
J. C.

G. E. Bacon
Geo. E. Hilton
W. H. Putnam
J. P. Doll
A. L. Hatch
C. A. Hatch
Mrs. C. A. Hatch

—

R.

W. Boyden

Dr. G. Bohrer

respondent.

J.

C. Thies

J. J.

Measer
George W. York

Here is a question which used to
bother me greatly, for I formerly was
troubled in the same way, but of late
years I have succeeded in making each
colony produce nearly like results
that is, if one colony contains 60,000
bees and produces 100 pounds of honey,
I secure about that amount from every
colony containing that number of bees,
while one having 40,000 bees will give
about 60 pounds of honey, and one
having but 20,000 bees about 30 pounds.
Thus it will be seen that honey is
secured about in proportion to the number of bees contained in any colony.
After carefully studying on this
matter, I found that colonies which I
pronounced "exactly alike" during
the middle of May would not be so at
the time the honey harvest was at its
best. The trouble was that I did not
have a thorough knowledge regarding
the working force of my bees at all
times, nor of the interior of the hives.
For instance, the colony which I called
my best on May 15 might become one
of the poorest by June 18 to July IS,
during which time the honey harvest
was at its best. This, as a rule, would
come about through the prolificness of
the queen, as I have often noticed that
a colony which winters extremely well
and goes to breeding very rapidly in
early spring does not equal one during
the honey harvest which did not come
out so strong in bees, but commences
brood-rearing in earnest about the
middle of May.
The reason seems to be that by about
June 5 to 15 the queen in the colony
which was extremely strong when
early spring opened ceases to be as
prolific as the other, and this allows
the bees to put the first honey which
comes in, into the brood-combs, rather
than force it into the surplus apartment or super, as does the other
through her extra-prolificness at this

M. E. Darby

The youngest was Freddie Wilcox

who was accompanied by

(8 years)
his grandparents,

Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Kimmey, of Chicago. Mr.
K. has about 50 colonies of bees, and is successful with them. He is also a well-known
poultryman, being the efficient secretary of
the National Fanciers' and Breeders' Association.

The other two

children were Dorothy and
who, with their mother, were
going from Wisconsin to spend the winter in
Texas near the Gulf of Mexico.
Arriving at the Union Station in St. Louis
about 7 p.m., there were added to the original
company Mr. Dadant, Mr. and Mrs. Holekamp, Mr. Muth (of Cincinnati), and Mr.
Carrico. Dr. Bohrer and Mr. Measer, both of
Kansas, got on the train at Monett, Mo. At
Springfield. Mo., Mr. Darby^ should have
joined us, but through a misunderstanding he
ooarded the first section of the train (we were
in the second section), and so he missed the
special car until he reached a station near
central Texas, where he waited until the beekeepers' car arrived. Every berth in the
sleeper was then taken, and many of them
were occupied by two persons, both lower
and upper berths.
Nellie Ferebee,

After arriving in Indian Territory the cotton-flelds began to appear, and from there on
to San Antonio it seemed that practically all
the crop grown was cotton. There were bales
and bales of it at many of the railroad stations along the

way, and often the pickers
and wagon-loads of cotton were seen in the
fields.
For manv miles where the frost had
appeared, or until perhaps south of the middle of Texas, the cotton-fields looked like
fields of raspberries, especially if the cotton
had been picked recently. Then in southern
Texas, where there had been no frost, the cotton plants were quite green. It was a very
beautiful sight
the white, fluffy cotton
mixed in with the green leaves of the plants.
Some of our company had thoughtfully
brought with them large baskets of good
things to eat on the way, including honey, of
course. This was a very wise precaution, for
sometimes it seemed a long while between
lunch stations for some of us. But the " inner man " was well
supplied from the
"stores" laid in by "Gen." Putnam,
" Mama " Holekamp, and others. We always
came in for more than our share. (If you
want to have enough to eat on a long trip, be
sure to join a special car-load company of
bee-keepers going on a journey of over a

—

thousand miles.)

Next week we
Antonio,
aws,

etc.

will tell of the arrival in

San

how the " band " failed to meet the
how " hot " the Mexican banquet

special car,

time, when the prolificness of the queen
is of the most value to the apiarist.
I have noticed that if the bees are
allowed to get the start of the queen so
as to store much honey in the broodchamber, right where the queen should
lay and keep occupied with brood during the beginning of the harvest, such
a colony will not be a profitable one in

yielding section honey.
The broodchamber should be for brood previous
to and during the first half of the
honey harvest, if we are to secure a

good yield of section honey from this
colony.
And where such brood does
not fill the brood-chamber at the time

commencing

of the harvest, the
allow only as many combs
in the brood-chamber as the queen has
brood in at that time, taking the rest
away, and substituting dummies for
these combs taken. In this way, the
20,000 bees are set to work in the super
on the same principle that the 60,000

of the

remedy

is to

are.

To make

it

a

little plainer,

when

the

honey harvest arrives each and every
brood chamber should be occupied with
brood, the necessary pollen, and only a
very little honey, so that what honey
is brought in from the fields must of
necessity go into the supers. With the
60,000 bees and 10 L,angstroth frames
in the hive, we have this state of affairs
without our going to any extra shutting
off of space.
With the 40,000 bees we
will usually find that there is brood in
only 8 of the frames of comb, with
plenty of empty cells in the other 2.
These empty cells will furnish room in
which to store the first honey coming
and as the bees
in if left as they are
commence to store in these instead of
entering the sections, they take it for
granted that here is their " storehouse," and so keep filling this storehouse to crowding out of the queen
with little or no honey in the sections.
By taking out these 2 empty combs and
putting a dummy in place of each, we
shut off this storing of honey in these
combs and force this first honey into
the sections, when all will go as well
here as it did with the 60,000 colony,
only the yield of section honey will be
nearly in proportion to the bees the
;

colony contains.

With the colony containing 20,000
bees at the opening of the harvest, we
will find only from 5 to 6 combs of
brood, the other 4 or 5 containing
mostly empty cells, and if we leave
these as they are, we can rest assured
that the energy of these 20,000 bees
will be expended in filling all this large
space with honey, and by the time this
is done they will have no desire to expand out into the sections, but will
crowd the queen down and down, till
fall comes we shall have no section honey, but a hive full, with very
few bees for wintering. Now take out

when

those frames of empty comb and fill
their places with dummies, putting on
the sections, giving section-room according to the needs of the bees which
the colonies contain, and you have
placed such a colony in a very similar
condition to the one having the 40,000
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or 60,000 bees, and will obtain honey
from this smaller colony nearly in proportion to the number of bees it contains.
Not quite, for a small colony
can not do quite as effective work in
any event as can one having bees
enough to work in a large amount of

room advantageously.
Then, it is possible, that our correspondent pays no attention to the
amount of drone-comb in his hives.
No matter how strong in number a
colony may be, if from one-fourth to
one-third of those bees are drones,
reared in that number of drone-cells,
allowed in the comb of the hive, such
a colony can never give the best results as long as that drone-comb is allowed to remain in the hive, as the
amount of honey taken to feed the useless drone-brood, and the practically
useless drones after they have emerged
from their cells, will leave only a small
amount to go into the sections.
An inch or two of drone-comb is all
that is needed to satisfy any colony,
and all that should be allowed to any
and all colonies but those from which
we wish to rear the male bees for
breeding purposes
and all colonies
;

having more

drone-comb

than this

should be looked over in the spring,
all but the one or two inches cut out,
and worker-comb fitted in the place

where the drone-comb was cut

out.

Borodino, N. Y.

Bees Don't Puncture Grapes
BY JOHN KENNEDY

On page

757, I replied to an editorial
in relation to the honey-bees damaging fruits, and especially scupper-nong
grapes, and I promised in that letter to

fairly with the bees, that if I
found on careful investigation that
they were innocent of damaging my
grapes, I would so publish the fact.
As I wrote, something literally destroyed my scupper-nong grapes year
before this, and I waited for a recurrence before I complained.
So this
year the trouble began just as last
year, but the only difference was that
whatever was doing it was much worse
on last year's crop. But the grapes
were punctured the same way, just as
if one had stuck the point of a knifeblade in the side of each grape.

deal

I made every investigation I could
think of. I visited the vines at night
with a lantern, and often through the
day, but could discover nothing to
which I could lay the depredation. Of
course, the bees were there in great
numbers, but they seemed only to be
sucking the juice exuding through the
puncture made, but I could not say that
a bee was seen in the act of cutting the
grapes, and I am glad, yes happy, to
be able to say that something else
caused the trouble. I was loath to lay
it to the bees from the beginning, but
as I could see nothing else visiting the
grape-vines in sufficient numbers to
cause all the trouble and damage, I
was considerably mystified, and each
visit I would leave the vines in doubt,
and the least I could say was, " Miss
Bee, it looks awfully suspicious, but
before I make up my mind as to your
guilt or innocence, I will write to the

who has any experience on

American Bee Journal and see if any
one else can throw any light on the
subject." And I must say that I am

ject should

greatly disappointed that not a single
subscriber to the Journal commented
on or referred to the subject, when I
thought almost every one who had
grapes would have some experience

along this

referred to the subject. Therefore, I
now especially invite all the readers
and the Editor to try to ventilate this
subject, for doubtless I am not the
only one who has scupper-nong grapes.

Could it be possible that there exan insect peculiar to this climate

ists

or locality that does not exist elsewhere, or in higher latitudes, that does
such mischief? As I said before, I
could see nothing on the grape-vines
except the bees, unless it was an occasional wasp or bumble-bee. I could
occasionally see several of the latter,
and of different sizes and kinds, the
names of which I am not familiar
enough with to distinguish, but I found
impracticable to catch
it difficult or
them in the act of puncturing. They
seemed just to be sucking, as the
honey-bees were doing, and going
from grape to grape.
In the editorial a reference was made
to a Prof. Garman, of the Kentucky
Experimental Station, who had found
two varieties of tree-crickets working
vigorously on grapes at night, and
Well, I feel very
also a June-bug.
well satisfied that there were no crickets or June-bugs in this case, and I am
as much at sea as ever as to the real
culprit.

During my night visits to the vines
could see no insects upon them, and I
know it was not birds, as the Editor
suggested with considerable degree of
a suspicion. And to sum up all the
light I can throw upon the subject,
there is nothing but the large bees,
which are generally termed " bumble "
or " humble " bees.
I

These

so-called

bumble-bees

were

not the kind that bore into wood to
deposit their eggs a kind very numerous here at the first approach of summer, but somewhat smaller, with light
colors about the back or end of the
wings, being of a very dark color generally over their body the kind that
and there
have nests in the ground

—

—

;

which so many are interested.
Selma, Miss.

No.

general ap-

in

BY

sum up my

verdict,

sitting as a Court of Investigation,
with what little evidence is before me
First, I am
to judge from, I will say
prepared to clear the honey-bees of
doing the damage to the grapes, and
do exonerate them from any guilt
along that line, any further than to
partake of the juice flowing from the
grapes punctured by some other unknown insects and that throws more
suspicion on the other insects found
upon the grapes from time to time
and this Court is without sufficient
evidence to convict any special enemy,
and will have to dismiss the case.
At the same time I hope the subject
will not be dropped here in its incipiency but to strengthen the evidence of
the innocence of the honey-bee in the
eyes of the fruit-growers, every one
:

;

;

;

C.

P.

DADANT

believe I have now given the readers of the American Bee Journal a sufficient idea of our management of bees.
After this, I will give some of our ways
of disposing of the crop locally. We
have succeeded in getting rid of very
large crops at fair prices in years past,
and without helping to glut the large

markets by throwing our crops on
these, through commission men, as so
many do. These ideas will make the
subject of subsequent articles. But
before closing up on our methods of
management of the apiary, I wish to
insist on the advantage of those large
hives, and the ease of manipulations
they give. Bear in mind that there is
nothing patented about them, and also
that they are so simple that any carpenter can make them with ordinary
I say this to call the attention
of the readers to the fact that I am not
trying to sell them anything when I
recommend this hive.

tools.

Permit me to quote to you a short exfrom the October Bee-Keepers'

tract

Review
"

to

Methods of

I

pearance.

And now,

21— Dadant

Honey-Production

;

were two or more sizes of them, showing them to be two or more different
species while similar

may

enable fruit-men to discover the guilty
culprit, because they, or at least some of
them, are ready to believe the honey-bee
guilty of this mischief and not only
this, but she is believed to be the means
of carrying pear-blight, which is today
one of the greatest drawbacks the fruitgrower has in this part of the country.
But I think it is now generally considered with the best-informed fruitgrowers (the reading and up-to date
pear-blight is carried
class)
that
through the sap, while the means of
first starting it and getting it in the
sap is still a mystery but I, for one,
can clear the bees of that charge also.
I apologize to the Editor for saying
that he, at least, made no comment on
this subject, as I had overlooked the
item on page 750, Sept. 6. Also Mr.
Dadant wrote on this matter, on page
861.
But I hope others will try to
throw some light on this subject, in
;

Not even Mr. Hasty

line.

this sub-

add his mite, which

From

:

the experience

I

have had with out-

apiaries, I should use the Dadant hive if I
were to start again. About all there is to do

to put on the supers and take off the honey.
There is no swarming to speak of; no excluders are necessary always plenty of stores
in the brood-chamber; good wintering; no
is

;

trouble to get the bees started into the supers,
as there is above an excluder and a better
grade of honey, as most of the early honey
goes into the supers."

rather too optimistic
We do have occasional swarming in very good seasons,
and it sometimes happens that the
bees go so freely into the supers that
they do not keep enough honey in the
brood-chamber for winter. But without doubt our method is among the
most simple of successful methods. We
do very little superseding of old queens,
rattle-traps, such as
use very few
honey-boards— no excluders and our

This friend

is

over our methods.

—
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tools consist of a smoker and a chisel,
except at harvest time.
A European writer using the nomdeplume of " Sylviac," has written a
treatise on bees concerning his method
which he calls "Simplism." To my
mind, he carries simplism too far, using neither movable-frame hives, Italian bees, comb foundation, extractors,
nor any of the new implements. But
within certain limits simplicity is a

good thing.
If you find an inferior queen in your
apiary a queen that can not fill a decent number of combs after being
given a good chance, supersede her.

—

You

But, believe
will be the gainer.
me, do not pinch the head off a firstclass queen because she has already
given good service for 2 years. I have
seen good queens do service 4 years,
and then be superseded by their own
bees before I had time to notice that
they were getting old. Do not feed
your bees for stimulation without regard to conditions every spring, but if
you have seasons when they are slow
to breed, remember that a little warm
feed, given in proper time, will induce
vigorous laying, even in colonies that

would have enough without it. I can
cite you hundreds of instances where
judicious feeding has caused an extra
harvest.

Get your colonies in good shape for
winter, and you will find them in good
shape for spring. Of course, you will
have drawbacks with any method, and
no system you may try will put honey

Emma M. Wilson,

Conducted by

A Colorado

Good Report

Sister's

Dear Miss Wilson:— I have just finished
my honey-packing: Comb honey, 1-pound
pounds; over 250 large culls
capped), say equal to 200 pounds; and
extracted honey from small culls, 130 pounds
—total, 6330 pounds.
Number of colonies, spring count, 43, or 147
pounds per colony. The best colony did work
equal to 325 sections. How is that for—
sections, 6000

(%

Colorado?

Oct. 8, 1906.

That fairly takes one's breath away.
Think of starting with 43 colonies and
harvesting more than 3 tons of honey

!

No

how much she has
the way of cooking,

telling, either,

done besides
sewing, and

in

the thousand and one
other things that fall to the lot of a
woman to do. Not much time left to
primp, but doubtless being a woman
she has found time for that, too.

in the flowers, or flowers in a dried-up

but when the crops do come, be
ready to harvest them. Don't disdain
field

much comb foundation you may

have.
foundation is good, but workercombs already built are better. But
keep the drone-comb out, unless you

Comb

want breeders.
Keep the hives warm in spring, fall
and winter. But when the hot summer
comes give the bees all the room and
all the ventilation and the shade that
they seem to need. Don't let your bees
hang out all over the hive, unless the
season is over, and they have nothing
to do anyhqw. Even then, if the combs
are heavy, you may find it advisable to
give them enough ventilation to put
them at ease.
Don't leave everything to " Nature."
Remember that your bees are being
domesticated, and that you must look
after their welfare if you want them to
cause yours. There is nothing in rural

economy more profitable for the
amount invested than bee-culture, if
properly conducted.

Hamilton,

111.

Our Wood Binder

30

cents.

Full

was white clover almost entirely, while this
year it is all sweet clover. The little granules
form, but they are not hard or sugary, but
"waxy." It may " sugar" later, but it has
not changed so far. Can you kindly enlighten
me on this question? Also, whether the
fault is mine or not?
I have my bees all ready for winter, and
hope the coming year will bring a good honey
season. I would like to 6ee what you " old
people in the business " call a good honey(Miss) Elsie A. Cutter.
year.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Nov. 12.
It isn't the easiest thing to understand clearly the condition of your
honey. The first thought on reading
your letter was that when you spoke
of honey " waxing," it merely meant
granulating, but aferwards you say the
little granules are not hard or sugary,
but waxy that would suggest simply
that the honey had reached that desirable state where it was exceedingly
thick but that view is ruled out by
the presence of "little granules."
;

;

It

they are

received,

future reference.

Or we

office of

sent by mail

inserted as soon as

and thus preserved for
will send

American Bee Journal a year
Address the

is

is

A Good Report from New Hampshire

A note from

Mrs.

J. J.

Glessner says

:

"I had 978 pounds of comb and extracted
honey from 7 colonies, spring count."

As

her

bees are located

at

"The

Rocks," in New Hampshire, one would
hardly suppose an abundant honeybut an average of 140 pounds
flora
per colony is enough to make green
with envy us poor mortals, " in this
;

locality," who didn't get
age " this year.

any " aver-

it

with the

— both for $1.10.

the American Bee Jour-

There is no little difference in the
condition of different honeys when
Sometimes very coarse
granulated.
grains form, when the very thin liquid
portion can be drained off, leaving the
grains as dry as sugar. Sometimes
there is hardly any appearance of
grain, the whole being of the consistency that candy-makers would call
"creamy," when no liquid portion can
be drained off. Very likely this is what
you have on hand.

Coming directly to your question, it
a common thing for extracted honey,
where comb honey keeps well, to granis

ulate with the grains more or less
coarse, even down to the fineness of

Bee-Talk Before the Horticulturists

For the third time Mrs. A. L. Amos
" talked bees " before the Horticultural
Society which met this year at Broken
Bow, Nebr. Her subject was, "BeeKeeping as Affecting Horticulture."
It will probably not be her fault if
fruit-trees are sprayed while in bloom
in her county.

Honey Granulating

or

"Waxing"

the imerican

directions accompany.

The Bee Journals can be

nal.

(or Holder)

to take all the copies of

Bee Journal for a year.
for

111.

;

empty worker-combs, no matter how

made

Marengo,

Dear Miss Wilson:— Is

it

a

common

thing for extracted honey to " wax " where
well? I had the honey from
one colony extracted for medicinal purposes
It was all capped over and thorin August.
oughly ripened before extracting, but now it
The temperature of the room is
is waxing.
from 70 to "5 degrees, and the comb honey
kept in the same place is keeping perfectly.
Also the extracted honey last year kept all
right in the same room. Does the kind of
honey cause it to wax? Last year the honey

comb honey keeps

the granules that you probably have,
the character of the granulation depending upon the kind of honey. One
reason why extracted honey granulates

sooner than comb honey is probably
the churning or disturbance that it
gets while being extracted, for it is
found that occasional stirring hastens
granulation. Another reason may be
greater exposure to the air, for extracted honey hermetically sealed in
bottles is slow about granulating, and
if sealed at the right temperature may
not granulate at all.
A higher temperature than 75 derees would retard granulation.
The kind of honey makes a great
difference as to the time required for
granulation. Some honey begins to
granulate almost as soon as it is extracted some will keep a whole year
without granulation, both honeys being in the same room.
Neither of these kinds of honey are
to be found " in your locality," but you
;

;

:
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as well make up your mind that
any honey you may extract will sooner

may

or later granulate.
r It is hardly correct to say that honey
does not keep well when it granulates.
Indeed, many prefer to have it granu-

Neither is it difficult to bring it
back to the liquid state. All that is
necessary is to heat it. But care must
be taken not to overheat it. It may be
set on the top of the reservoir of the
cook-stove, where it will take several

late.

days to liquefy. Or, the vessel containing the honey may be placed in
another vessel of water on the stove

where

it

will

not

heat

too rapidly.

Don't set the vessel of honey directly
on the bottom of the kettle or vessel
containing the water, lest it heat too
rapidly, but let it rest on a bit of shingle or something of

the kind.

You

probably find that after being
thus heated it will granulate more
rapidly than it did before.
will

stores and lots of young bees to last
until late into the springtime. Some
protection to the outside of the hives is
desirable, especially when the apiary
is located in a bare location.
If your bees are not in such a condition already, they should be attended
to yet, as long as the weather will

allow

Putting

it.

it

off

any longer

may

result in heavy winter losses.
You can't afford this In the first place,
it is cruelty to let your bees starve

and, secondly, it means whether or not
your bees will earn for you a living or
not during next season.

Texas Honey Imports

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

"The Brood-Diseases of Bees"
In a recent letter Dr. E. F. Phillips,
Apicultural Expert of the Bureau of
Entomology, Washington, D. C, wrote
among other things
:

"I

also enclose the latest publication on
apiculture, Circular No. 79. This is for free

distribution."

New Braunsfels,

Tex.

The Texans

are proud of the meetthat convened at San Antonio.
The largest number ever enrolled on
the first evening of any meeting of the
National was in attendance at the
opening session on Thursday evening,
Nov. 8. There were 102 members enrolled then. " And they all behaved
so well," was one of the remarks heard
by the writer and I think it is true
that there was less wrangling and
wasting of time than at any of the
meetings I have attended for several
years. Long will this meeting be remembered by Southern bee-keepers.

ing

;

This is a brief treatise on foul brood
and other diseases of bees, especially
discussing both American and European foul brood, with treatment of
them. Further mention on this subject will be given later. Address the
author as above.

The Convention at San Antonio
The "Texas National"

been
held, and will be on record as a thing
of the past. The Texans were glad it
has

took place in their midst. They enjoyed the pleasure of being able to
meet face to face with bee-keepers
from nearly all States of the Union,
and, in censequence, the visitors were
given a " warm welcome." The Mexican supper should be an evidence of

Value of Empty Combs
Empty combs

are like

money

looks like, and to

become

better ac-

bee-men. The latter
was true for the bee-keepers of the
South and this meeting brought the
North and the South closer together
than ever before, as regards bee-keepers at least. Besides, the convention's
being held at San Antonio stirred up
much enthusiasm in new bee-keepers,

quainted with

its

;

and awakened that of the older beekeepers

who have

allowed themselves

into an old rut. As an evidence of this we had the enrollment of
some 40 members to the Texas BeeKeepers' Association during the few
days the National was in session here.
to drift

A

:

Big Shipment of Honet.

Dallas, Tex., Oct. 18.
not in the memory of local dealers
a thing occurred before, therefore
the fact is noted with more than ordinary interest by all concerned, that a carload of comb
honey in sections reached Dallas yesterday.
The shipment was consigned to A. A. Jackson
It

colonies whenever a spurt of honey
comes on. Now is the time to begin
preparing them. Order the frames and
foundation (full sheets) early, and fix
them up during the long winter

months.

is

when such

&

Co., and is said to be the first car of Colorado honey ever shipped into the State of
Texas. This 30.000 pounds of fancy No. 1
honey was placed on the local market yesterday afternoon, and is said to be finding a
ready sale both to the local trade and outside
The current price quoted for
consumers.
honey is 15}-2 cents.

in the

bank. A lot of them should always be
kept on hand, ready to be placed on the

Comb honey

is

a rare

to

any large extent, as comb honey
is more profitable.

in

bulk

Bee-Keepers' Souvenir Postal-Card.

The Bees of the South in Winter
There is no cellaring of bees in the
South during the winter. There are
many days throughout the winter when
bees fly, and if there are no early frosts
some honey will be gathered from a
few late fall flowers up to nearly
Christmas, our broomweed {Gutterezia
texana) and bitterweed, or sneezeweed
(Helenium tenuifolium), being two of
the main ones on this list.
Cottom blooms until frost during
favorable seasons, i. e., whenlate sum-

mer and

sections

in

product in Texas, as the honey is either
Very few
bulk comb or extracted.
beekeepers here produce section honey

— We have

this fact.

The coming of the National BeeKeepers' Association to the extreme
South was a good thing in many respects. It gave the "other fellows"
an opportunity to see what the South

Although our State is a great honeyproducer, it has been impossible to fill
the demand with the home products,
hence many carloads of mostly extracted honey are shipped in from Colorado and some other Western places.
The Texas producers have nearly
always orders far ahead of the harvest,
hence the crop is disposed of early in
the season. After buyers are unable
to obtain any more Texas honey, they
seek it in Colorado and California.
thing of interest, however, was a
recent carload shipment of comb honey
in sections, and we reproduce a clipping
from the Dallas Semi- Weekly News

rains have prevailed,
which causes the cotton to put out another growth known as "top crop,"
and unless the Mexican cotton-boll
weevil destroys the buds and blooms,
fall

some honey

is
gathered from this
source until late in December.
The two essentials to successful wintering here in the South are plenty of

secured a somewhat comic Souve-

nir Postal Card for bee-keepers, primed in 4
colors— red, yellow, blue and black. At the
An oldleft end the following are pictured:
fashioned straw bee-hive with bees circling
around and above it; a sad-eyed bear with his
"hands "over hi6 sweet-loving heart; a jar
and a section of honey also a spoon with a
;

card attached, reading, " Come let us spoon
awhile." At the bottom of the card, and to
the right, are these words: " Eat thou honey
because it is good."— Prov. 34:13. At the
left of the bear's head, and encircled with
bees, is this sentence "lean not BEAR to
lose you ;" and at the top, and to the right of
the bear's head and bees, is this stanza
:

O won't you BEE my HONEY,
And

cheer this loDely heart?

would hug you all the time,
And we would never part.

For

I

Prices, postpaid

:

3 cards

for 10

cents

(stamps or silver), or free with the American
Bee Journal oneyearat SI. 00; 10 for25 cents;
or 25 for 50 cents. There is a blank 6pace on
the card about 2 by 2}{ inches in size for
writing. Send all orders to the office of the
American Bee Journal.
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Nine days after making the double
colony, examine the comb to see if
queen-cells have been drawn. If none
are present, close the hive.

aiiadi

to

Should there be plenty of brood, the
upper body may be placed on a new
stand. It is better to wait until the
brood in the upper body is hatching before making the change.
If, however, queen-cells are present
the two bodies must be separated on

"ftaadom

the ninth day.

Conducted by Mohlet Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont.

How

to

Run Combs

in the

Extractor
item on running
I notice o a page 866, an
the top-bar first in extracting; and owiog to
the dip of the cells it is certain the boney will
fly out more freely than when run the oppoI just rise to say that I have
site direction.
beeD practising the suggestion, and find no
inconvenience in reversing the extractor.
Jas. Sackville.
Bewdley. Ont.

As the motion of the extractor is to
draw the comb away from the honey
so quickly that the honey is left behind, going at a tangent against the
side of the extractor can instead of
staying with the comb in its curved
motion, it follows that as nearly as
possible the bottom of the cell should
go ahead, leaving the open top to follow, and allow the honey to escape behind. Working out this theory, the
bottom-bar should precede the top-bar
in its journey around the extractor, as
the bottom of each cell is a little nearer
the bottom edge of the comb than the
After reversing, the crank can be
top.
turned in the opposite direction and
thus give the same precedence as Mr.
Sackville suggests.
First, many
The objections are
hired men will not give thought enough
to place the combs right, especially
when there are so many other little
things they have to be taught to do
correctly.
Second, after reversing it
is easier for many to start up the
crank again in the same direction.

once an empty body in its place.
go to some reasonably strong colony and place a queen-excluder over
the frames, and the body of the robbed
hive over all.
Before making the change it would
be well to learn positively whether or
not the robbed colony contained a
queen. If there is no queen present,
and no brood, supply it with a frame
of brood containing hatching eggs.
If the queen is present so much the
The robbers will enter the
better.
empty hive-body, and in a few hours
finding nothing to carry away, will
give up the job.
at

Now

Remove

the

empty body the follow-

ing night, and if any of the field-bees
that belonged to the colony that formerly occupied the stand are in the
hive, brush them into their old home,
which is now on another hive.

ocfbr

This method of tiering up is quite
successful to stimulate backward colonies in the spring, even should there
be no robbing. When so tiered up
both colonies do better than either
would do if dependent upon the limited
amount of heat each could develop to
build up.— E. H. Dewey, in Mail and
Empire.
This plan should be followed with
great caution. The robbed hive contains many robbers during the day,
and if set on another hive at that time
is very liable to start robbing there.
is this the case if it is first
to ascertain whether it has
a queen. The better plan would be to
close the robbed hive until evening,
then open the entrance to let the robbers fly home, when it can at once be
set on the other hive, as Mr. Dewey
describes. When the 2 hives are to be

Especially

opened up

separated again, the stronger one
should be removed to a new stand, and
the weaker one left to eatch the returning field-bees.

MilkrS

iiesfioivj^c

:

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Jourr
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does nut answer Questions by mail.

$W

Robber-Bees and TheiF Treat-

ment

Mice Eating Honey— For the Hasty-

Moving Bees a Short Distance

man
There is perhaps no condition that
arouses the ire or the bee-keeper more
thoroughly than this lamentable desire
of the bees to relieve some poor unfortunate of its scanty stores. Generally the strongest colony will select
the weakest, and either quietly filch its
stores or swoop down on it in clouds
and carry away everything movable.
A queenless colony is generally a
sure victim. However, a weak colony
is quite apt to be entirely destroyed
even when the queen is present.
When the robbers persist in their
raids from day to day there is one
remedy that will prove of value, and
will surely stop the worst case when it
occurs in the spring. I have never
tried it in the summer, but I believe it
would work as well then as earlier.
As soon as robbing is noticed remove the victim from its stand. Place

Once there was a man who liked tobacco. One day he was very hungryHe found some bread mixed with tobacco, but he would not eat it. Then
he found some bread without any toAfterward he
bacco, and he ate it.
found some tobacco without any
bread, and he thought it tasted better
than the bread. But he didn't want
the two mixed.
Once there was a man who thought
things over afterward. He had some
mice. He gave them some bread mixed
with honey, and some bread without
any honey. They ate the bread without any honey, but not the other.
They didn't want the two mixed.
Query. Wouldn't they think the
honey better than the bread if they
could get it without being mixed?
C. C. M.

—

I have 7 colonies standing on the
lawn, close together, on the south side
which I wish to
house,
of
the
move to the further side of the
garden, 25 paces from where they
now stand. When will be the best
time to move them, placing them in
pairs in their new location, facing
south as they do now? How would it
do to put them on their new place
about March 1, just before the bees
begin to bring in water, as that is
their first flight abroad for the season,
which occurred on March 6, last spring?
Would it be better to wait until applebloom? At that time I have the sections on and the bees are storing. Of
course, when I put them on their new
place, I shall put a board in front of
each hive for them to bump against,
and, when they first fly, smoke them
and make them all take wing. Would
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do to pick them up
ber and move them
if

place?

Answer.—If you

now
to

in

Novem-

their

new

Connecticut.

could

know what

will take their last flight besettling down for the winter,
would be nothing better than to

day they
fore

there

quietly on the afternoon
The trouble
or evening of that day.
about the time
is that you can't tell
sake of
of their flights; but for the

move them

within.
make chaff -hives in this way?
What is the best plan to adopt
4
bees on the
in an effort to winter

having something to go on, let us
suppose that their last flight is to be
Dec 1, and that they will not fly again
all one whether
till Feb. 15. It will be
they are moved the evening of Dec.
Feb.
1 or anv time up to and including
of Feb. 15
14, or even the morning
before they fly, except as to the matof
ter of disturbance. On the evening
Dec. 1, and for several days afterward, they will not be easily stirred
up, and will hardly notice being
moved. Gradually, as their imprison-

summer

I

little

think

that
wintering, but seeking a hive
labor to
will require no trouble and
all
prepare for winter, but will be
whole
right just as it stands the
one
year round. You are not the first
who has felt a longing for just that
ago the
sort of a hive, and years
search for it was more earnest than

In addition to the precautions you
it may be well to
shut the bees in the hive before moving them on the morning of Feb. 15,
then when the thermometer in the
shade shows 45 or 50 degrees, the air
still, and the sun shining, pound on
the hives, giving each hive four or

have mentioned,

good knocks in turn, and after

or three
Have
entrances.
times open the
everything in the old location cleaned

making the rounds thus two

up, and changed as much as possible.
so that any bees that do go there will
find nothing homelike. Don't think of
waiting till fruit-bloom, if you are
not obliged to do so.

Wintering Bees on the Summer
Stands in Air-Spaced or
Chaff Hives
After a careful reading of "Forty
Among the Bees" I have concluded that you consider a suitable
cellar as the best place for bees in the
winter. It would save a great deal of
trouble and labor if bees could be sucsummer
the
cessfully wintered on
stands, and it seems to me that a
hive-body could be made that would

Years

it.

In this latitude, can bees be
successfully wintered on the summer
stands, if air-spaced or chaff hives are
1.

used?

Are air-spaced hives, with the
2.
air-chamber rendered impermeable to
air by a lining of resin-sized building
paper, preferable to chaff-hives?
I understand that there is but
manufacturing concern making
an "air-spaced hive", and they lay
stress upon the fact that there is not
3.

in a row, only
hives, closed
the
than
higher
a
the enon all sides but the side of
in all
straw
pack
then
and
trances,
shed. Even
the vacant space inside the
wigcorn-stalks piled about a hive
rewam-shape, produced quite good
miles from
sults with one man not 5

which the hives stand

would take more time and labor. I
not so
think however, that you are
much comparing indoor with outdoor

few minutes.

one

Yokk.

bees.
trouble and labor of cellaring
of someMv bees average a distancecellar,
and
thing like 5 rods from the
a day's work for
it is no more than
and
one man to take in 200 colonies,
out
another day's work to take them
most methods of wintering out

continues, they will take more
notice of any jar, and after they have
continued long enough the disturbance might cause some of them to
wait
fly out to their death. But if you
will
till the morning of Feb. 15, there
be no need of gentle handling; indeed, all the better if you bump them
pretty hard when setting them down
in their new places, for they will have
a chance to relieve themselves in a

do

New

stands?

Answek.—I wonder if by some
the
means you are not overestimating

ment

five

would
through so that the same nail
the inner
be exposed at the outer and
difficulty
surface; but there need be no
in avoiding such a thing.
to try
It might be worth while
4
and double
side by side both single
Of as much importance— perwalls.
I
haps more— are the surroundings
would rather trust a single-walled
by
hive in a protected place, sheltered
doublebuildings or trees, than a
sweep
walled hive fully exposed to the
If no other protection
of the winds.
to that of our
is at hand, go back
Make a shed, under
grandfathers.

outside to
a nail passing from the
necessary
the inside of the hive— a
precaution— as such metallic conducoutside
tor during a low temperature
of frost
coating
thick
a
attract
will
Do manufacturers generally

me.

Building Up a Nucleus Into a Full

Colony in Winter

If we had merebees to consult,
without anv reference to the wants of
would go
the bee-keeper, we probably
back to the old-fashioned straw-skep.
afthan which no modern invention
all-the-yearfords for the bees a better

at the present day.
ly the wants of the

round home. Chaff-hives were in high
esteem for a time, but they are unfulfill
wieldly, and that they did not
what they promised probably ac-

is
counts for the fact that not much
So,
said in their favor nowadays.
keeping in mind past history, it
might be advisable for you, if you
think of trying double-walled hives,
scale at
to make the trial on a small
winter out
first, no matter whether you

or in.

Thus much by way

izing;

now

of general-

answers:
be wintered

for specific

deed
double-walled hives were thought of.
Nor are vou to take it that because
it is
the cellar is the best for me
necessarily the best for you, although
we are in precisely the same latitude.
it so cold as
I think you don't have
greathere But that doesn't make the
You don't have such
est difference.
Neither does that
strong winds.

The
the greatest difference.
point of difference is that
New York wind doesn't have

make

special

a
Illian
of
the staving qualities
It doesn't blow
nois prairie wind.
long with never a let-up
all day
It's
hold.
of a minute to take fresh
that
the steady, long-continued blow
man.
grips with icv clutch the heart, of
think they
I
don't know;
1
2

might be a

little

better

if

made

en-

yet under some
conditions it is possible that entire
might
lack of porosity in hive-walls
not be best.
nails
3.
I am not sure whether any
to pass
in chaff-hives are allowed

tirely air-tight.

And

a

little

I saw mine bringing
winter.
last
pollen last January, and for the
to work short4 days they have got
a. m. the
ly after sun-up, and about 10
but not
pollen would begin coming in,
pollen carbefore 10, and about 3 the
About 40 to 50 per
rving stopped.
would
cent of the bees coming in
10
have pollen during the time from
at least 10
I think there will be
to 3
the next
or 15 davs out of each 30 of
able to
120 during which bees will be

fly

So
and gather anything available.

much

in
Yes, bees can
double-walled hives successfully on
latitude,
the summer stands in your
inor in single-walled hives, either—
they were thus wintered before
1.

wish to try the experiment of
I
part of a
starting with a nucleus (a
a 2colony and old queen; I have
each story
story hive with a queen in
build up
divided by excluder), and
colony
during the winter to a strong
or
bv spring, by feeding sugar candy
it be
syrup or honey, and meal. Can
all
done' Bees work here at times

etc.
for climate, temperature,

hive with nuI expect to place the
the south
cleus to be built up, against
shelter it
wall of my dwelling and
points of
above. Please give the main

avoided
procedure and mistakes to be
indiabove
as
up
build
to
order
in
cated.
(

,,

On page 562, in answer to " Meeker,
is not
"that's me") you say a nucleus

queen-cell
the proper place to have a
(making
started Well, the 2 divided
made as described by
4) colonies
dozen
"Seeker," started 2 (yes, over 2
reared 21
times 2) queen-cells and

made
queens, and each of their colonies
all
about 100 pounds of comb honey,
for bees
told and this in a poor season
only one better yield
I have heard of
viz.,
per colony in the neighborhood,
as if
130 pounds total. It looks to me
paraDadant's Langstroth (page 263,
graph 513) in recommending a comqueens
paratively weak" colony to rear
queen(true it doesn't say "start
that?) is
imply
it
doesn't
but
cells"
above.
against your position as stated
What is the difference between aa
"comparatively weak colony" and
a
"nucleus?" Why is a nucleus not
I ve
place to start queen-cells?
fit
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on "Nu-

Seeker.

cleus."

—

Answer. It's an unthankful task to
throw cold water upon a project over
which some one has studied until enthusiastic over it; but I confess
don't feel very hopeful as to the result of your experiment. At the same
I

time

anything about

I

it

for sure, and shall be glad to sit at
your feet to learn about it after you
I'm not sure
have made the trial.
that I know enough to say just what
you should do and not do; but I suppose the main things to be done are to

keep the hive warm, have an abundance of stores always on hand, and
feed thin feed at some little distance
from the hive when the weather allows, so as to make it appear to the
bees as much like a natural flow as
The chief thing to avoid is
possible.
the stirring up of the bees when they
would be chilled by going out; and
there will be little danger of this if
you do not feed in the hive.
The proof of the pudding is the eating, and if you got excellent results by
a certain plan of dividing a colony, it
may be safe for you to follow the
same course again. All the same, I
still think that a nucleus is not only
"not the proper place in which to
have a queen-cell started," but that it
is so poor a place that I wouldn't take
queens so reared as a gift. It is not
entirely clear as to what the strength
of your colonies were after the division, and it may be that they were
quite strong enough to do good work;
but if so it is doubtful that either part
would be weak enough to be called
a nucleus.
Just exactly what is the dividing
line

But you will note
ly weak colonies.
weak
that they are comparatively
"either because their queens are old,
or because they are not prolific," and
these colonies are chosen not because
they are weaker than others, but because they have queens so poor that
tin
deserve death, and the weakness
of the colony is proof of the poorness
These colonies, howof the queen.
ever, are by no means nuclei, hardly
weak colonies, only comparatively
weak: and please notice that in selecting one of these colonies you are
to take "not the poorest, unless it is
good
rear
to
enough
populous
queens." Doesn't that imply about as
plainly us a thing can be implied that
there is such a thing as having a colony not strong enough to rear good
queens? And if a colony can be too
weak, a nucleus is weaker than the
wea Kcst colony.
i

The importance of having good
queens is so great that it is taking
none too much pains to trust the starting of cells to a full colony. After the
ceils are matured, it will be all right
to give, them to nuclei until the queens

are fertilized.

me lots of good to know that
approve of the spirit in which
conducted, as
is
department
this
mentioned in the rest of your letter,
which is not printed; but then you
1

does

got to be good-natured, for
didn't talk good-naturedly to a
beginner like you, it would be just
like you to get mad and go off and do
some fool thing like trying to start
queen-cells with a teaspoon of bees;
and then how do you think I'd feel?

soo
if

I've

I

between a nucleus and a weak

colony

it

may

not

be

easy

to

ieporfsand
experiences
HHmp

say.

When
I

1

you

a 3-frame nucleus is spoken of.
think it generally means 2 frames

fairly filled with brood with sufficient
bees to cover the brood, and a third

frame containing honey. Perhaps it
would be right to say that anything
beyond this would be called a colony.
But I don't know that the line is exactly drawn, any more than the line
is exactly drawn between a boy and a
man.
Your question why a nucleus isn't a
proper place in which to start queencells is not as easily answered as the

why

a fit
isn't
I think it
think it isn't a fit place bemuse others think so, and more especially because in the callow days of
my bee-keeping I tried it and reared
some very poor queens from nuclei. In
one case I used a very weak nucleus.
A queen was reared that looked all
She
right so far as I could judge.
one egg in a queen-cell and
laid
then she gave up business. As to the
reason why a nucleus is not a good
place to start queen-cells, one reason
may be that they may not always be
kept as warm as in a larger body of
bees; and another that they may not
always be fed as well.
Yes, on the page which you quote,
Dadant's Langstroth very plainly implies that, queen-cells are not only to
he reared but started in comparativequestion

place.

I

—

—

Burying Bees for Winter
to answer so many letters concerning the burying of bees page 913) that I
am going to try once more through the
I

am having

(

,

American Bee Journal.
There seems to be a great

fear in the minds
many that the bees will smother. Don't
be afraid of that; put plenty of straw on top,
and cover them up tight. But be sure that
you lix them so that the water will run off,
so the trench will be dry.
Put the bees in in the fall, and take them
out in the spring at the same time you would
if wintering in the cellar.
This seems like a queer way to winter bees,
but the 2 years I have tried it I have had better success than the majority of those who
have reported in the bee-papers, or of those I
have known who have wintered their bees in
some other way. I shall bury all of my bees
C. H. Benson.
meek.
Bellevue, Micb., Nov. 19.

of

Mr. Hasty had said, on page 918, that such a
thing means " robbing nine times out of ten."
Uettiog a veil for a close view, I could see
no other symptom of robbing— the bees were
playing, and after the usual time for a playspell they settled

down quietly.

A

little later

number of other colonies were playing, and
some of the bees ran up the hive front, but
not so many as in the first case.

a

Certainly not one out of ten, to say nothing
about nine out of ten, of these cases had anything to do with robbing. I have seen a good

many

cases of robbing, and I never noticed
that the bees ran up the front of the hive on
leaving it, and I have noticed them doing so
when no robbing was going on I don't say I
never saw robbers running up the front of
the hive I only say I never noticed it. Most
assuredly I shall watch closely the next ca6e
of robbing I 6ee.
I have seen colonies where
every bee ran up the front before taking

—

flight,

and

this

was kept up

all

day long every

The reason was

that weeds and grass
were so high at the entrance that there was
no chance for the bees to take flight from the
alighting-board.
Mr. Hasty, how are we going to settle
whether running up the hive-front really is a
sign that robbing is going on?
Marengo, 111.
C. C. Milleb.

day.

Poop Season fop Bees

We

have had another poor season for bees.
Bees were nearly all very weak last spring.
Very few of them built up strong enough to
do anything with the early flow. Then the
nights were so cool that comb-builders would
be driven from the supers nearly every night.
The late flow was good while it lasted, but
was cut short by drouth.
I had 9 colonies, spring count.
I had 3
natural swarms and 2 artificial ones. All are
in good shape for winter, with from 30 to 50
pounds of honey for stores. I took off about
100 pounds of nice honey, and we are eating
honey at our house now.
A premium queen I received came through
all right, and was safely introduced to a colony of black bees. The last blacks disappeared some time ago, and now they are a
6trong colony of Italians in fine shape for
winter.
Freeman Davis.
Center, Mo., Nov. 6.

Honey Crop a Failure— Wintering
The honey crop was

a failure here this sea-

son, caused mostly, I think, by continual wet
weather. Bees are going into winter quarters lighter than for y«ars, as it rained every
day for 2 weeks beginning Oct. 31, with aster
in full bloom, upon which we depend largely
for winter stores for our bees.
I do not anticipate any loss among my 50 colonies from
being short of stores, unless we should have
bad weather until late next spring.
I will winter all my lightest colonies in the
cellar, and give them attention next spring.
Brood-rearing was also discontinued earlier
than usual this fall in my apiary, which is unfavorable to wintering most successfully. My
experience has been that if a colony has
abundance of stores and young bees they
need no other protection, provided the hive

not exposed to north winds. A super filled
withchail on top of such colonies to absorb
moisture is all that is required. Putting outer
cases on such colonies is waste of time and
labor.
James H. Wolfe.
Captina, W. Va., Nov. 7.
is

Big Profits in Capons
Caponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free Instructions

Bees Robbing op Playing?
This morning (Nov. 5.) at 10 a.m., I noticed
unusual commotion at No. 173. As few other
bees were Hying, and as the thermometer
stood 53 in the shade, although there was
bright sunshine, I at once suspected robbing.
I was especially interested in noticing that
there was quite a display of bees running up
the front of the hive before taking flight, as

{CAPON

TOOLS
G. P. Pilling

Mention

il

&

<•
postpaid $2.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
French Killing KnifeSOC
[Capon Book Free.

Ron,

en

Journal

Philadelphia, Pa.
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writing.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.
Chicago-Northwestern.

"If Goods are wanted Quick, send to Pouder"

tive

—

The ExecuCommittee of the Chicago-Northwestern

Bee-Keepers' Association take great pleasure
in making the following announcement:
Through the kindness of friends it is possible to hold the next convention of our Association in the fine hall known as " Brunt
Hall," in the Bush Temple of Music, corner
of Chicago Avenue and Clark Street, Chicago.
This is the same hall where the National As-

BEE-SUPPLIES
w

met last December. Arrangements
have been made with the restaurant in the
basement to serve good meals at very reasonable rates. The Revere House will lodge beekeepers at their usual low rates. This hotel
is at the corner of North Clark and Michigan
sociation

Root's Goods at Root's Prices
Everything used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.'.

.'.

BEESWAX VUANTED

$fa

Prompt

Service.

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make small shipments by express large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.
I

'
:

*
l

trade.

*

6on's use.
order.

;

u

;

ADr\CD IMCi^fillNT
riDI
V UI\UEI\
UlOtUUlu
fcAKLY
In

December the discount

WALTER

During November will offer a discount
of 5 percent on Supplies for next seaI

will be 4 percent.

S.

513-515 Massachusetts Ave..

-

'

Streets.

Catalog Free. *fe

.'•

Cash must accompany

POUDER
l«»I4MAPOU§,

IN1>.

9
jfa

7p
4&

Miller writes: "I don't know
can do toward making or marring

Dr. C. C.

how much

I

the convention, but, Providence permitting,
I'll be there."
N. E. France says: "So far as I know now,
I can come."
" I promise to attend
C. P. Dadant writes
your convention if possible."
Let us have a full attendance of all the beepeople (ladies and gentlemen) within reach
of Chicago. Come and see the great International Live Stock Exposition, and spend part
of your time at the bee-keepers' convention.
The meetings will be as follows: Wednes:

tj?

^
Ss
I
^
1

2 p.m. to 5:30
day, Dec. 5, 10 a.m. to la m
p.m. and 7 p.m to 9 :30 p.m. Thursday, Dec.
and
2
p.m.
to
4 p.m.
12
m.
9
a.m.
to
6,
;

;

Fire Sale of Bee
Come

or send and

when

Bee Journal

Mention

;

writing.

Question-Box All the Time.
Everybody come and make this the biggest
and best bee-keepers' convention ever held
Reduced rate6 on all the railin Chicago.
Geohge W. York. Pres.
roads.
Mrs. N. L Stow, VicePres.

and Poultry Supplies

Save 85 to SO Percent on

slightly

damaged goods.

DURING NOVEMBFR,
EXCEPT ON HONEY-PACKAGES.

Lewis Goods at 5 percent Discount

bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
selected out after the fire.
25 to 50 percent reduction.

Any

Supplies he

IBg~

Send tor

Reduced

list

ot Slightly

Quote us prices on Honey and Beeswax.

H. M.

ARND,

Proprietor,

Long Distance Telephone, North

Mention

Damaged Goods

Irom at

to select

Prices.
Honey

in

60-pound cans for

sale.

York Honey and Bee-Supply Co. o»«*imj
191 AND 193 SUPERIOR ST. CHICAGO. ILL.

1559.

(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)
when writing.

Bee Journal

§

BEE-SUPPLIES
are now in effect. We furnish EVERYTHING needed in practical BeeCulture, at lowest prices.
We make the best-finished and substantial

SHIPPING = CASES

#$

in free Shipping-Crates.

Our

MFG.

Mention

Wm.

wuen

writing.

"Bee-Keeping

Russell;

in

Montana,"

"How I Manage Bees in the ProComb Honey," by Scott La Mont;

duction of
" Joining the Horticulturists in a Body," by
Frank Yahnke; "Economy of Work in the
Apiary," by G. H. Pond; " A Beginner's Experience with Caucasian Bees," by J. E.
Stryker; "Something about the Honey Exhibit at the Winona Fairs," by Mrs. F. V.
Berthe; " Bees in Northern Iowa," by Mrs.
E. L. Minor; "Reminiscences of Bee-Keeping," by L.E.Day; "Bee-Keeping in Spokane, Wash.," by J. A. Yeomans; "Selling
Honey at Home," by Mrs. W. W. Lee.
Chas. D. Blaker, Sec.

FENCE SBSSf

ot High Carbon colled wire. We
have no agent.. Sell direct to user at
trial.
factory prices on 30 days tree
37
We pa* all freight. Catalog shows
poultry
styles and heights ot farm and
today
fence. H'afree. Buy direct. Write
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
WINCHESTER. INDIANA.
Box 89

Made

GO., Council BluRs, Iowa.

Bee Journal

Sec.

by H. Barr;

HONEY-EXTRACTORS

KRETGMER

Moore.

Minneapolis.— The 18th annual meeting
of the Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held in Minneapolis at the same time
that the Minnesota State Horticultural Society
will hold its exhibition of fruit. The sessions
will be held Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Dec. 5, 6 and 7, 1906, in the First Unitarian Church, Cor. of Sth St. and Mary Place.
A cordial invitation is extended to all beekeepers to attend, a6 we believe our program
will prove to be a helpful one, as indicated by
the following partial list of subjects

are not excelled for durability, fine workmanship, and practical utility.
Have you seen our latest improved Champion Smoker ? If not, you
miss it until you get one.
Address,
Satisfaction guaranteed, or money back.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

F.

Executive Committee.

" Bee-keeping in Minnesota in the Early
Davs," by W. K. Bates; "Honey-Plants Near
Yankton, S. D.," by J.J. Duffack; "Value
of Bee-Keeping to the General Farmer," by
H. V. Poore; "Bee-Inspector's Report," by

Our Early-Order Discounts on

3a

Herman

Cash

for

Beeswax

Until further notice »Oc cash paid for pure,
yellow beeswax, delivered here.
Prank G. dark, 147 E.KinzieSt.Chlcago.lll.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing.

Nov.

29,
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Gloves for Handling

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Something New.
Something You Want.

LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY
ORDERS. Have a large stock on hand, and can sup-

Our specially prepared

Glove«

soften the

the

We furnish them without armlets or sleeves for
using in sweeping, gardening, or general housework, driving or outdoor work. They are just
the thing for driving in the rain, as they are
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night they
keep the hands soit and white.
All the points of excellence can not be here
enumerated, but they never fail to give the
greatest satisfaction. To introduce them, we
will send by mall, or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee-Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
sizes— large for men, small for ladies
35
Men's Gauntlets, fleece lined
35
Ladies'

Freight Rates from CINCINNATI are
LOWEST, ESPECIALLY FOR THE SOITH

ply promptly.

hands and prevent and cure chapped hands.
fabric contains a preoaratiou which prevents the gloves from becoming hard and stiff.

The

You

As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati.
save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free.
same.

I— f 1 (XJ I— V
HV/llL.
I

Will buy or

you

sell

I

.

.

will
for

vou have anY

If

<

Send

to sell,

.

.

.

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will
cheerfully quote you price.

Beeswax Wanted

35

Ladies unlined, for wearing at night or
during doing light housework
40
Early Order Discounts on Bee-Supplies (exfew
cepting above and a
other articles) as fol1

lows:—
percent for cash with order before Oct. 1st
**
"
"
Nov.lst
tl
"
"
"
Dec. 1st
"
"
"
"
Jan. 1st
"
"
•*
"
3
Feb. 1st
If yon haven't our 1906 catalog, send for one
and a free copy of the American Bee-Keeper
Address,
50c a year).
7

6
5
4

THE W.

T.

FALCONER MFG.

JAMESTOWN,
mention

CO.

N. Y.

Bee Journal

Will pay, at

times, highest market

ind Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

demand. Southern is in good demand at 55(<t65c
per gallon, according to quality, for good average stock; 75c for fancy. Beeswax, 30c.

HlLDRETH & SkOBLKEN

Denver, Oct. 20.— All desirable lots of white
comb honey in double-tier cases have now been
shipped out of this State, leaving only a few
cars of single-tier cases. The quality of this
year's crop was fine, better than for several
seasons. We quote our local market as follows: Strictly No. I white, per case of 24 sections, $3; ordinary No. 1 and off grade, $2.50 to
$2.75.
Extracted, white, 6^<§>7Slc. Beeswax,
24c for average yellow delivered here.

f)oney anb
^

The

—

Chicago, Nov, 7.
The market is taking
honey, both comb and extracted, in a very satisfactory way. The price of No. 1 to lancy
comb is 15t««16c; off grades, l@2c per pound less.
White extracted, 7Hj@8c; amber, 7c; dark,
6@6Hc. All of this is governed by quality, condition, and package. Beeswax, 30c per pound.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, Nov. 8.— The demand
comb and extracted honey is good,

for both
receipts
24 sections,

We quote fancy white comb,
No. 1, $3; No. 1 white and amber, $2.75.
Extracted, white, per pound, 7c; amber, 6@6^c.
Beeswax, per pound, 25c.
light.
at $3 25;

C. C.

Clemons &

amber grades,

5^c In barrels;
Beeswax, 30c.

light, 6c

in cans,

Colo. Honey-Producers* Assn.

Cincinnati, Nov. 3.— The honey market is
rather quiet at this date, owing to the market
being flooded with comb honey; selling slowly
at from 14@16c. Extracted amber honey sells
at 5Ji@6Wc. White and fancy grades find sale
at from 7J^@8^c. There is not so much moving as one might be led to believe. Beeswax Is
dragging at 29@30c for choice yellow.

The Fred W. Muth Co.

Indianapolis, Nov.

15.

— Fancy

white comb

brings 16@17c readily; No. 1, white, 2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades

CN

s:r

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

of extracted honey bring 8@9c.
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100

Good average
pouod«.

Walter

S.

Poudbr.

Oct. 19.— The market on comb honey
remains about the same as last quotations, but
has been coming in much more freely, as beekeepers seem to be very anxious to get rid of
their stock. Fancy brings in a retail way 16c;
extra fancy, 17c; No. 1, 15c; buckwheat, 15c.
Extracted white clover in barrels brings
7@7J£c; cans the same. Beeswax, 2b(<< 2ic.
The Griggs Bros. & Nichols Co.

Toledo,

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
buying
consigning,

R. A.

or selling, consult

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago,

III.

QUOTE US ^£a
Extracted Honey!
s of

THE FRED W. MUTH

CO.,

51

Walnnt

St., Cincinunti. 0.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

41Atf

Co.

Cincinnati, Oct. 20,— The demand for comb
honey is good. No. 1, white, brings 14^c wholesale, and 16c retail, by the case. Off grades
less from 2to3c per pound. White clover extracted brings in barrels, 8c per pound; in cans,
8J<c;

price on receipt

C.H.W. WEBER

Office

writing.

prhen

all

of goods.

WANTED
TO BUY AT TOP PRICES
WHITE CLOVER HOMEY,
both

in barrels; dark,

^c per pound more.
C. H. W. Wbbbb.

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.— While the supply

of

comb honey is equal to the demand, large quancomb honey having arrived in the

tities of

market in the last few days, the price still remains high. The outlook, however, is that
when the season advances and the bee-keepers
ship more of their crop to the market, the pri-

If

Comb and

Extracted.

you have any write at once, saying how much you have, how

lowest price, and

C. N. Scott
29Atf

all

8

about

it,

it is

put up, and your

in first letter.

Co., Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.

lOOl East

Catalog Free
lVa-.li. Street.

IMH

V

>

V

POEIB,

I"M».

We

ces will be a little weaker.
quote: Fancy
white comb honey, 16@18c; No, l, 14(gil5c; amFancy white extracted, 7^@8Hc;
light amber, 6!^@7c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
ber, ll@13c.

on commission.

New York,

Wm.

A. Selser.

Nov. 19.— We are having a good
demand for white comb honey of particularly
fancy stock, and same finds ready sale at 15c,
and 13@14c for No. 1 white. Receipts up to date
have been quite numerous, but we expect that
from now on they will be lighter, as the bulk of
the comb honey, we believe, has been marketed.
No. 2 white, amber and buckwheat are in fair
demand, with sufficient supplies to meet same.
We quote at from 10@12c, according to quality.
Extracted honey is in good demand, principally
California stock, and strictly white sage is now
selling at 7J^@8c; light amber at 7c, and amber
at 6^c. Extracted near-by, New York State
amber and buckwheat, at 6@6^c, with a fair

I

HONEY! HONEY! HONEY!
Have you any

to sell?

If so, see us be-

I
,

We

fore selling.
pay highest Market
Price for both Comb and Extracted
Honey also Beeswax.

...

—

it
"5

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

Bee Journal

Street, Toledo, Ohio
when writing.

1

f
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION

I

^*UT EXCELSJ^
say, "

*<£

Of

who has used our make and he will tell you the same
Because we make the manufacture of foundation OUR
SPECIALTY. We devote our time and energies to making THE VERY BEST
COMB FOUNDATION THAT CAN BE MADE.
For 27 years we have led in the manufacture of this article. Don't experiment with a new make. Insist on Dadant's get Dadant's and you will
have the best.
will cost you no more than any other.

|f

#
•Jr
Hjjt

a bee-keeper

WHY ?

thing.

i«i

—

Sit
%fc

WORKING BEESWAX

We

i«i

work beeswax

into

Send for our prices and catalog.

i«i

We

you get our foundation.

|±

Comb Foundation for
Remember vou take

the bee-keeper direct.

NO CHANCES

when

absolutely GUARANTEE SATISFACTION IN EVERY WAY.

Agents

for our foundation everywhere.
Early order discounts on all kinds of goods for the bee-keeper.

i»i
±*i

_*;,

!

dealer who handles our make along with any other and he will
"
course, Dadant's is the best.

Ask

i{i

•V

i*,*.

Ask any
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f
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WE WILL BUY

S2?A

New

Crop Honey, comb and extracted,

you have a crop to
dispose of, write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.

§fi

H

in

any quantity.

If

WE WILL SELL

1

to Bee-Keepers,

grades Honey.

whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

you.

i

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at any time of the year.

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN

1

265 & 267 Greenwich Street
30Atf

ER

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

i

DECEMBER

6,

1906

^
•
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Special Bargains
in dovetailed

HIVES.

Plain and Beeway SECTIONS.
Section-Holders, Separators, etc.

BROOD-FRAHES.

We

Factory and all of these goods have to be
you want any thing in your apiary, you will do well by
writing us at once, and we will make you delivered prices that
will surprise you. Our stock is all new and up-to-date
we do not
keep poor or 2d grade goods. Our sizes are standard. Quality and
We make any thing used in the
finish can not be beat by any one.
apiary, and can save you money and delay at any time of the season.
Give us a trial and be convinced. We aim to please our customers
and guarantee all our Goods to give ^entire satisfaction, or refund
the money.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

are enlarging' our

moved.

GEORGE W. YORK 8 COMPANY
334

Hoffman

111.

If

;

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

gf

la

tl.Oo s year, in the United States, Canada, and
lexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy tree.

THE WRAPPER-ISABEL DATE

m

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is paid.
Kor instance, "dec06"on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19u6.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS— We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.
JOHN DOLL & SON,

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c,
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing- less than % inch accepted.
Space Discounts.

Time Discounts.
4 times.
" .
13
" 26
« .
52

.

100 lines... S per cent
500 " ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
2000 " ...30

5 per cent

.10
.20
.30

"

u
«

Mention

X&~

If

more convenient. Dues may be sent
American Bee Journal.

way

for you to secure your foundation.

well filled with all kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
4 percent Discount during December.

is

GUS DITTMER,
If

to the

Augusta, Wisconsin

You Want to Keep Posted
upon THE

Bee-Keepers' Souvenir Postal-Card.

secured a somewhat comic Souvenir Postal Card for bee-keepers, printed in 4
colors— red, yellow, blue and black. At the
left end the following are pictured
An oldfashioned straw bee-hive with bees circling
around and above it a sad-eyed bear with his
"hands" over his sweet-loving heart a jar
and a section of honey ; also a spoon with a
card attached, reading, " Come let us spoon
awhile." At the bottom of the card, and to
" Eat thou honey
the right, are these words
because it is good."— Prov. 24:13. At the
left of the bear's head, and encircled with
bees, is this sentence "lean not BEAR to
lose you ;" and at the top, and to the right of
the bear's head and bees, is this stanza
:

;

;

GREATEST

:

POLITICAL

*

*

COILED SPRING

FENCE

QUESTION

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist is
a brace to all other wires and

Closely

The Defender

twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Pig-

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and sold direct to farmer. freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.

Our Catalogue

tells how Wire
Is made— how it is galvanized—
why some is good and some is

FERGUSON
Strhet, NEW YORK, N. Y.

WILLIAM

bad.

P. F.

West

35Atf

Its

brimful of fence facts.
this Informa-

You should have

Editor and Publisher
400

Every rod guaranteed.

tight.

National Exponent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers, 50 cents for one year.
the

:

tion.

Write for lttoday.

Its Free.

KITSELMAN BROS*

23rd
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Box£5

MUNCIE, INDIANA.

BEE my HONEY,

And

cheer this lonely heart?
For I would hug you all the time,
And we would never part.
Prices, postpaid
3 cards for 10 cents
(stamps or silver) or free with the American
Bee Journal oneyearat SI. 00; 10 for 25 cents;
or 25 for 50 cents. There is a blank space on
the card about 2 by 2
inches in size for
:

,

1

..

Send all orders to the
American Bee Journal.

writing.

office of

the

"The continuous advertiser
gets the bulk oi the business,
because others are not advertising:,

the cheapest

WUk

— We have

won't you

is

Our warehouse

ublishers of tbe

O

writing.

BEESWAX ALWAYS WANTED

Objects of the Association.
promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
1st.— To

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer—
N. B. France, Platteville,

when

WORKING WAX FOR CASH A SPECIALTY
This

honey.

Bee Jonrnal

the best foundation for you to use, because it is tough,
transparent, will not sag, and has the odor
of pure beeswax.

is

Bee Keepers' Association

lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Dittmer's Foundation

These rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading- Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning'.

National

Proprietors,

Nicollet Island, No. 33.

and he

is."

fA
H
Jrf

jf^

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
And Prompt Shipments
Is

what we are making

— DOVETAILED
We carry

for our customers.

HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES

a full line of

SUPPLIES.

THE HARSHFIELD flANUFACTURINQ

Ask

for Catalog.

CO., Harshfield, Wis.

Please Mention the American Bee Jonrnal

T™%mm*

Dec.

6,

1906
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Lion Engine
is

sold direct
to

FACTORY

from

USER

Acting: on the theory that "testing la
proving we will send any responsible
person, on certain very easy conditions, <>ne of our three h. p. n as or gasoline engines i.m 10 days test trial.
This engine is no experiment, but
has been proved by actual use to do
any work where the rated amount of
power is required) in the most practical, reliable, sale and economical way.
This engine is of the four cycle type.
While the engine is up to normal speed
the exhaust vah e is held open, allowing free circulation of fresh air in the
cylinder. The igniter and intake valve
are at rest, therefore are not using
gasoline or the batteries.
Our igniter and mixer are of the
most simple and reliable character.
The gasoline is always properly vaporized and the igniter point neveroomes
together unless a spark is required.
The fly bail type of governor is used,
which automatically controls the exhaust, igniter and the gasoline it also
allows the speed to be changed from
loo to 600 revolutions per minute while
the engine is in motion— a very
'

-

(

;

superior feature.
LION

GASOLINE ENGINES

GAS OR

are simple

In

construction and

EASY TO OPERATE
They are used for all purposes where
power is required for operating private electric-lighting plants, small
factories, printing offices; farm machinery, such as cream separators,
feed -grinders, corn shellers, woodsawing machines, etc., and for a thousand and one other purposes.

WRITE US A LETTER
Lyons Engine

Co.,

LIKE THIS:

:
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Styles of Honey-Jars

Now

is the time to make ready for Thanksgiving and Christmas trade.
Honey at this time of year always sells
Put up your Extracted Honey in one of the attractive Jars illustrated on this page, label it nicely, and you will be
surprised at the ease you can sell it and the prices obtainable.

best.

NO. 25 JARS

HALF-POUND TUMBLERS
The

illustration to the 6ide does not do
justice to this jar.
It must be seen to be
fully appreciated.
have sold this jar
for year6 and in larger quantities than
any other. It is really our standard, and
the demand for it is unfailing. Packed in
re-shipping cases of 2 dozen each.
are
now prepared to offer No. 25 jars in partitioned cases of 2 dozen each, ready to reship, when filled, at $1 per case; 10-case
lots or over, 95c; 50-case lots at 90c.

There seems to be an increasing demand for
a cheap tumbler to put up a half-pound of
honey to retail at 10 cents. We have secured
a stock of sueh tumblers at a price which enables us to offer them at S5.00 per barrel of 32
dozen
This is less than lj£e apiece. For
less than barrel lot6 we cannot repack them
for less than 25c a dozen or we will put them
up 4 dozen to the case with partitions ready

MEY^

We

We

;

to re-ship
lots at 95c.

when

filled,

10-case

at $1 a case;

MASON FRUIT- JARS

TIP-TOP HONEY- JARS

X-lb. Tumblers

These are very largely used for canning
fruit, and are often used for honey as
well.
As we buy them by the car-load,
we can make the following prices at Medina, all put up complete with porcelainlined caps and rubbers, in eases of one
dozen

This is a new-style jar sealed with
rubber ring under rim of a glass top
held seeurely with spring-top fastener.
This fastener is applied to a great variety of bottles and jars used for different purposes. We have selected two
styles among them all as beiDg the
most suitable for hODey. The one and
two pound square jar6 may be had
with spriDg top fastening instead of
cork at 75c per gross extra. We can

Hershiser Jar.

Doz.
6 doz.
12 doz.
-$0.52.... $3.00.... S5. 75

Size.

Pint

Quart

0.55.... 3.10.... 6 00
0.75.... 4.10.... S.00

J^-gal

Triumph Wrench

for Mason Caps, 15c
each; by mail, 20c. Ball's Waxed Rings,
better than rubbers, 5c dozen postage, 3c.

furnish in two sizes.
?;,-pound, 45c per doz.
gross, S4.50.
1-pound, 50c per doz.
gross, $5.
;

;

;

LABELS

HERSHISER JARS

Tip Top

Don't fail to label your bottles and cans
of honey.
A good label is a profitable advertising instrument.
Don't make the
mistake of using a poor label. We are
properly equipped to turn out the best
work in the shortest time at lowest prices.
Write for our label catalog showing 50
We can make special labels for
styles.

These jars were designed for use in
the honey exhibit at the Pan-American
Exposition in Buffalo, and are very
neat and attractive. They have corklined aluminum caps which seal them
tight. They are made in 4 sizes square
and 3 sizes round. Write us for complete prices on this style of jars.

Jars.

No. 25 Jar.

large orders.

Write Nearest Branch or Agent for Catalog.
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Co.

California
*Los Angeles
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A.

I.

Root Co.

East Erie Street.

Des Moines

Waller S. Pouder
Vickery Bros.

Iowa
Joseph Nysewander
Kansas
Carl F.

Augusta
*

Bois
Philadelphia
10

A.

Root Co.

I.

High

Hill

..

.

.

633

&. Son Supply Co.
Springfield Seed Co.

Bl jnke

as

Hauk

Mexico

Sew Vork

The A.
The A.

Syracuse

New York

Buck

City
44

These deaiers buy our goods

Vesey

San Antonio
Uvalde

A.

I.

Ogden
I.
I.

Root Co.
Root Co.

Street.

in carload lots but

THE

Dallas

Edward Scoggin

Carlsbad

l>

ji

ilia

Prothero

& Arnold

The

Root Co.

A.

I.

Vine Street

Lycoming

E. E. Pressler
Street

Texas

Jno Nebel

New

OSJ

Williamsport

1024 Mississippi Street.

Springfield
St. Louis

'ii

Du

Missouri

Indiana
Indianapolis
Evansvllle

Portland Seed Co.
I*

George E. Hilton

124 Liberty St.

Chicago

Oregon
Portland

M. H. Hunt & Son

Branch
Fremont

Bell

521

E.

Root Co.

Michigan
St.

Illinois
The

I.

Rawlins Implement-Co.

Howkins & Rush

Savannah

A.

Seed Co.

Monroe St.
W. Pierce
C. H. W. Weber
Central Avenue

Griggs Bros.,

Zanesville
Cincinnati
2L46

The

Maryland

Root Co.

(ieorgia

W. Cary & Son

"W.

Maine

Mechanic Falls

Mc Adams

Columbus Grove
Toledo

H. H. Jepson. 182 Friend Street

Baltimore

Watkins Mdse. Co.
and Produce Ass'n

Hummer

George A.

Brazelia

Madary Planing' Mill

Fresno

Ohio

Mississippi
J.

Texas Seed and Floral Co.
Udo Toepperwein
D. M. Edwards
I tali
The Superior Honey Co.

Virginia
Spottswood

W.

E. Tribbett

supplement them with local-made goods.

ROOT

CO., Medina, Ohio
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work it out at rather under 25 percent. Our
hives, with 10 or 11 frames, have practically
the same breeding space as an 8-frame Langstroth.

editorial ^ofes

to

and Comments

Quite right, Scotch friend; the proper way
make comparison is by inside measurement.

Anchoring Hives
To

secure hives from being blown over in

exposed

situations,

the

Irish

Bee Journal

gives the following:

Wanted-A Good,

Effective Hive

The following letter has been
much interest:

received and

the hive shall be 20 l 4 xl~. The pieces for the
sides and ends are not of the same width, and

match at the bottom. That leaves an
open space % inch at the top at each end. To
close this space, and also to furnish cleats by
which to lift the hive, nail on each outside
end a piece 17x1% inches.
For a cover, take a board IS inches long
and 17 inches wide, having a cleat nailed on
each end. Such wide lumber is now expensive, and the cover may be made of 2 or more
narrower pieces, covered with ruberoid roofing, which is now to be had at the lumber

are to

read with

American Bee Journal—

—

Gentlemen: Your invitation to subscribe
is at hand, and 1 take no bee-journal, although
I am not unacquainted with yours.
It is as

good as any, I guess.
But until some of the bee-papers can

furnish the public with a good, effective beehive, or a pattern thereof, or instructions how
to make such, that an ordinary man of ordinary sense, can make out of pine lumber with
hand-saw and hatehet that is superior to the
old box-hive, bee-journals are useless.
ever furnishes it, his fortune is made.
Garland Co., Ark.
E. A. Fdlford.

Who

yards.

things to

A bottom-board may be 3 or 3 inches longer
than the hive, and of the same width, or the
hive may be placed on any flat surface. In

plied

either case there should

The American Bee Journal

desires above all

Ije useful, and there is a plainly imreproach that so far it has remained
" useless," and all because it has not furnished instruction for making a hive " with

hand-saw and hatchet that

is

superior to the

old box-hive."

As our correspondent

is

not unacquainted

with this Journal, he can hardly have failed
to note that it has made an earnest effort to
supply all desired information regarding apicultural matters, even to the extent of having a regular department each week, in which
each subscriber has the privilege of answers
to any questions he may send in. The only
reason for the neglect to give the instruction
desired by our correspondent, is that no one

has heretofore asked for it, and so it was not
known that any one wanted it. Now that the
want is known, the reproach for the omission
shall no longer continue.

Get pine boards

1

inch thick.

For the sides

the hive, cut 2 pieces, each 80JJ inches
long and 10 inches wide. For the ends, 2
of

pieces 15 inches long and

',)\

Pass a rope over the roof with two bricks
one end and secured at the other end by a
strong stake driven into the ground beside
the hive.
at

inches wide.

Nail together so that the outside measure of

floor at

strips

1

be nailed upon the
each side, and also at the back end,
inch wide and
inch thick.
>.,'

Ten frames are needed.
of your inch lumber 6trips

inch thick. Cut

bottom-bar

and the end-bars &%. Nail the top-bar
and bottom-bar on the end-bars, making a
frame l'/VxOV, outside measure, this being
17;"v,

the size of the Langstroth frame.

This will not be so good as a factory-made
it will be a long ways ahead of a
box-hive, as it allows each comb to be taken
out instead of being a sealed book like the
hive, but

Whether our
hereby remains to be 6een.

Referring to the Hasty-Miller controversy

about the drone, page 813, Editor Digges, of
the Irish Bee Journal, says Mr. Hasty's views
are common enough, but he thinks them
groundless, and quotes from the " Irish Bee

Guide"

the following flowery passage:

" Here

may

be observed wise Nature's regu-

lation that gives the battle to the strong, and
to the brave the fair.
The agile lover; he
whose self-restraint has dipped with temperate appetite into the honey vats, and whose
quick power of flight, not lessened by emasculating idleness, is trained and strengthened
by sufficient exercise, is first to reach the
queen, and, in brief ecstasy of that embrace,
gives all his vigor to the making of a hardy
race; and giving all, he dies."

For these, rip out

%

the top-bar 20 inches long, the

box-hive.

The Pampered Drone

fortune

is

made

Capacity of British Standard Frame
D. M. Macdonald says in the British Bee

Journal
Editor York (page 553) states that the
Langstroth frames are 35 percent larger than
our standard. I, after allowing for thicker
wood and taking internal space (the true test),

Again

Requeening of Colonies

Irish

On page

685,

comment was made upon an

Bee Journal, written by T.
was made by the
editor of that journal, as mentioned on page
929.
Now comes the following letter from
Mr. Maguire himself:
article in the Irish

Maguire.

To

this a reply

—

A copy
which you comment on my little article on " Requeening,"
in the June issue of the Irish Bee Journal,
Editor American Bee Journal:

of your paper of Aug.

9,

in

me by the editor of that paper.
refers to your comment in the October
number of his paper, and gives some authorities in support of my statement that you ask
has been sent

He

Almost every prominent writer on bees
have read insists on the importance of
having young queen6, and I think it is now
" up to you " to quote those who enlarge
upon the virtues of old ones.
Why, in this very issue of your paper,

for.

that

I

Morley Pettit refers to the subject in similar
"
termstomine. He says (page 689)
:

—
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xhea she comes to the following spring to be
named 2 years.' she may do well, or she may
Exactly what I said.) "I believe
lot."
"

i

;he wisest plan is to replace her as soon as
misible," etc.
wiser plan still, perhaps,
irould have been to replace her the previous
"
fall
(as you term it), when young queens
ivere more easily obtained than in spring.

A

'

As to your remarks on swarming, and in
he old smothering 6ystem, you seem to have
luite missed the point of my
argument.
J nder that barbarous smothering 6ystem, to
»hich I referred, the " top " or fir6t swarm
'containing, of course, the old queen) wa6
imothered at the end of the harvest. Only
,he old skep (containing a young queen), and
lerbaps a "side" swarm or two, were re;ained.
Each apiary, therefore, contained
renerally nothing but jjueens of the "preyear's rearing,
when spring came
iround.
Tour remarks, consequently, on
iwarming not changing the age of a queen
lave no bearing, seeing that the old queens
were dispatched every season.
vious

1

'

ferring to the remarks of Mr. Pettit, page

from which we quote, it will be seen that
he says that as a rule a queen goes through
her second seasoo and does well, and that she
may do well the third season, or she may not.
Can that by any possibility be construed into
urging that she be replaced at the end of her
first year?
When you look again at page 685,
and see ju6t exactly what we were talking
about, there will surely be no further disagreement between us.
Yes, you are quite right that the point of
your argument as to removing old queens by
the brimstone method was missed. In this
country the rule has been to " take up " the
heaviest and the lightest cilonies; the heaviest because giving the most honey, and the
lightest because they would not be likely to
go through the winter, and what honey they
689,

In this country apiaries are small, and apionly learning modern methods. Perlaps over SO percent of the bee-keepers here
lave not more than 4 colonies. The climate
s damp, the summer short, the honey-flow
irecarious.
These facts make bee-keeping
iomewhat different from what it is in Amerca; but even in that land of huge apiaries,
lot summers, and enormous tracts of honeylasturage. I doubt whether it would not
lay better to work generally with queens "of
he previous year's rearing," as advocated by

had might as well be taken. By this plan the
doomed queens might be young or they might
be old.
In your country, it seems, the first
swarm is always the victim, and that would
always doom the old queen. You might ask
whether in dooming the heaviest colonies in
this country we did not always doom the first
swarm, and to this question we can make no
positive reply.
It was good of you to 6end what you call
the " little sketch " as an antidote in a case
of " bad humor," but -you may rest assured

there was no " bad

humor "

in the case.

If

there had been, the reading of that sketch,

which

will

appear

in a

future number, would

certainly have been an effective cure, for the

one who can read it through without a hearty
laugh must be farther gone in bad humor
than is ever allowed " in this locality."

irists

Bee-keepers here are like brothers. I feel,
herefore, glad of an excuse for exchanging
emarks with one in far away Chicago
vhere some of my schoolmates are.
I wish you, and all the fraternity, much
irosperily.
Yours faithfully,
T. Maguire.
Enniskillen, Ireland, Oct. 16.
very glad to get this letter, Mr. Ma-

and

;uire,

One reason

for several reasons.

which

is

of good-nature

lecause of the fine quality
pith

Another is because
on your part
not so much to be wondered at, but
when cleared up, will put things in a
abounds.

it

discloses a misunderstanding

t

hat

is

rhich,

You say

ifferent light.

writer on bees
hat I have read insists on the importance of
aving young queens, and I think it is now
up to you' to quote those who enlarge upon
le virtues of old ones."
are

anding

more
if

likely to

come

your attention

i6

to

an under-

called to the

and young
ueens was not a matter of dispute between
s.
Please look again at page 685, and you
tct

we

did not say a

word

as to

nether you were right or wrong in thinking
Dung queens better. We did not dispute
3ur view that it was better to replace queens
the end of their first year.
What we did
uestion was your statement that " the mati

ir

!

nouncement:

Lowkowitz (Upper

—

Silesia

in

Austria),

Oct. 26, 1906. This forenoon, after long confinement to a sick bed, departed this life the
revered old bee-master, Dr. John Dzierzon,
aged 95 years and 9 months.
The condition of the deceased became so
much worse in the past few days that his departure was hourly expected.

Peace to His Ashes!
Dr. Kuehl and wife have gone to Lowkowitz, in the name of the German, Austrian,

is

strongly

urged in bee-guides and bee-

As

to the

Journal,

authorities quoted in the Irish
it

can easily be

now understood

iw both you and Editor Digges counted
em as supporting your position, for you
idently had in mind the question as to the
ferior value of queeus too old, and each one
the authorities quoted most certainly arled their inferiority.
But with a single ex ption they most emphatically did not urge
at a queen should be replaced at the end of
r first year.
Replacing a queen at the end
her second year is a different thing from reicing her at the end of her first year.
Re-

The spring of 1905 I had 29 colonies, which
ncreased to 68, and produced about 2000
pounds of honey.
Last spring I sold a part of my stock, and
at present have 69 colonies; but it is a very
poor year for honey, and they are doing
scarcely anything.
I have a little foul brood, but in the fall I
always " take up" any that show any signs

of the disease.

asleep.

alone

when

We

hope soon to give a biographical sketch
of this Prince and Father of German bee-

called on us last week.

He

is

City, Kan.,

nearly 70 years

and from 1? colonies, spring count, he
secured about a ton of comb honey, and inold,

creased his apiary to 30 colonies.

The Apiary of

Ellis S.

Stenabaugh,

shown on the front page, was written about
by Mr.

S. as

follows, on

Aug

22:

have kept bees for the last 20 years, but
until about 12 years ago I knew but very little about them.
About that time I was employed by a man who had 40 or 50 coloni.es. I
helped him in his apiary, and with all his
bee-work, in fact, and so contracted the
fever.
So after helping him 8 years I bought
bis stock, which, with my own, made 56 colonies, and I moved them to their present location about April 1, 1901.
When I looked
through them on May 1 of the following year,
1 wished they were where they had cume
from, as I found only 27 that I considered at
Some were queenless, and several
all good.
had foul brood, but that year I obtained 2000
pounds of honey (comb and extracted), and
that is a very good yield for this locality.
I

son Charles,
I

who

was away
Ellis

The Apiary

keepers.

Mr. P. R. Hobble, of Dodge

besides myself, my
hived a swarm
one day.

The photograph shows,
10-year-old

lurnals."

ee

The winter of 1903-04 was very cold, and in
the spring of 1904 there were but 14 colonies
alive.
I always let them swarm once, and try
to cut queen-cells, but that summer they
went ahead of me, increasing to 34 colonies,
besides obtaining 1200 pounds of honey.

and Hungarian Wanderversammhtng to lay a
wreath on the coffin of him who has fallen

that the relative value of old

see that

ill

—

Dzierzon is Dead
An extra leaf in
Praktisher Wegweiser has the following an-

:

"Almost every prominent

We

flews - Items

our experienced men.

learly all

We are

(Miscellaneous

on the first page
lows concerning

H.

of
this
it,

S.

Stenabauoh.

S. Little

is

He wrote

week.

shown
as fol-

Sept. 29:

I am an amateur bee-keeper, as I started
July, 1905, with one colony.
I wintered 4
colonies 3 in box-hives, which proved worthless and were transferred.
I have at present
11 colonies in my " Brook View Apiary." The
bees are mostly hybrids, but I have 4 pure
Italian queens and expect to rear enough
queens next 6pring to introduce to the hybrid
colonies.
The hives are the 8-frame factory-made
kind, and I use 4J-oXl'.J inch plain sectious,
as my customers think they are plumper and
nicer than the bee-way sections.

—

I expect to winter the bees on the summer
stands with a chaff super, as they have a

sheltered location.
I exhibited my honey at
Fair, and took the prize.

the Agr'cultural

read 3 bee-papers and have a text-book,
and all have paid me more than they cost.
H. S. Little.
I

In Old San Antonio. — Last week we
something of the trip from Chicago to San Antonio in the special car-load of
bee-keepers. On the way some one asked us
tried to tell

—
Dec.
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:
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if the Texas bee keepers expected to meet the
We replied,
delegation from the North.
"Sure! They'll have a Mexican brass band
at the railroad station, and receive us all in
regular Fourth of July style."
But when our car pulled into San Antonio
everything wa6 as quiet as a cemetery at midnight, and there wasn't a sign of a Southern
bee-keeper to be seen anywhere. We had
supposed that they knew a lot of U6 Northerners were coming, but it looked as if they
" done forgot " all about it. We learned afterward, however, that they thought we were
coming in at another station than where we
arrived, and so they missed us.
The Grand Central Hotel is only about two
blocks from the International it Great Northern station, so it was easily found. At first
the hotel accommodations and meals were
anything but satisfactory, but we learned
from the proprietress that she had just passed
through a deep affliction in the recent loss of
a son, who had been sick for 5 weeks. It was
a new hotel, and she had not been able to get
it properly furnished and in running order
before the bee-keepers 6wooped down on her.
When she saw her unpreparedness, a week or
60 before the convention date, she felt like
declining to try to entertain the bee-keepers
but, then, she thought, it would not be right
to break her agreement and leave the beekeepers adrift, so she did the best she could
with the unfavorable circumstances under
which she labored. However, in a day or two
after the bee-keepers arrived, things began to
improve around the hotel, so that it was a
pleasant place to 6top.
Shortly after arriving at the hotel, at about
11 a.m. on Nov. 8, the Southern bee-keepers
began to appear and greet their Northern
visitors and others.
There was the hustling
Toepperwein, who had made all the arrangements for the convention; Louis H. Scholl
and wife, the former well known to our readers; O. P. Hyde and charming daughter; J.

E. Chambers, who, with bis interesting helpers, were pictured in these columns lately
W. 0. Victor, President of the Texas Association; C. C. Parsons and son. late of Alabama,

but

now

W.

H. Laws, the queendaughter; E. J. and Will

of Florida;

breeder, and little
Atchley, the latter also accompanied by his
wife.
And many others soon appeared to
meet and greet the rapidly arriving bee-keepers,

who began

to

hum around and "buzz

each other " somewhat
little

friends at

in

home— the

imitation of their
bees.

The afternoon of Nov. 8 was spent by many
of the visitors at the International Fair, then
being held in San Antonio. This is a great
event for that part of the country. And the
exhibits were really numberless and most excellent.
Of course, what interested us most
was the large and very fine apiarian exhibit
made by Mr. Toepperwein and others. It
was really a magnificent display. We had
hoped to have some pictures of it, but so far
have failed to get them.
At about 7 o'clock in the evening the beekeepers began to gather in the large Market
Hall for the first session of the convention,
the proceedings of which will soon be issued
pamphlet form, and then afterward
we expect to publish them in the American
Bee Journal.
We had hoped to tell this week of the
" warm " Mexican supper that was given the
bee-keepers, but have not room to do so. But
in full in

next week we will try to describe it, if possiand if our pencil does not melt and paper
burn when attempting to write down the
" hot stuff " that went down over a hundred
throats that memorable evening.
ble,

'Do

It

Now."

Here's a motto for us

" Do

all:
it

now."

Should the work be great or small,
" Do it now."
Time is money you can't borrow,
So to banish much of sorrow
Don't put off until to morrow
" Do it now."

— Selected.

T-Super the Great CombHoney Super
BY

MILLER.

DR. C. C.

Some

bee-keepers are quietly using
the T-super in preference to all others,
and because they say little or nothing
about it their number is probably a good
deal Larger than generally supposed. One

them is Mr. Frank H. Drexel of
Colorado, who has sent me a letter of
such general interest that by his permission I herewith give it to the public

of

—

Miller: Somewhere back
asked you some questions
in the go's
about T-supers, and you remarked, after
bavins answered them, that you hoped
1
would tell about how I liked T-supers
Used them in preference to
and why
Dr.

I

I

other kinds.

Now,

fairly itched at times to
thought about the advantages
of T-supers, and to give vent to my in-

what

I

1

ion

at

manner

tin:

in

which the

supply-manufacturers have been forcing
Indeed,
out of use such a good thing.
let
only recently, when Mr. Greiner
loose his batteries

abused T-super,

I

against the
just felt as if

I

muchhad a

should be
given space, and defend the super of my
call

t"

rush

into piint.

choice to thr lust of

my

if

I

ability.

But whenever I thought the matter
over calmly. I always came to the conclusion that it wasn't worth while.
I
would say to myself: "What's the use?"
\ik1
-:i\
the same thing to you now.
I

Yon have answered

nearly

all,

if

not
ad-

the objections that have been
vanced against this particular form of
Vou have made it plain to those
super.
who wish to see. that the super has merits to stand on, and that it would lie in
all,

use

to a
interests

large extent today,

if

had not decided against
the various points you made,

certain
All

it.

which

would hold equally good

in case of other
fixtures as well, regarding the influence
of journals and of catalogs carefully
worded, on the minds of beginner-, are
simply too manifestly correct to be gainsaid.

haven't the desire to pester any one
my ideas in connection with any
particular fixture or system, and I am
convinced that no one cares greatly
what 1 am using, or how I use it, unless it would mean dollars to them to
know. As I never considered the use
of T-supers worth many dollars per
year, as compared with the use of any
other good super to which one has become accustomed, I have simply held
my peace.
But to you I will say that I am getI

with

—

have tried them on a more or
extensive scale, and they are not

on me.
less

I

as good, to my
the T-supers.

way

of thinking, as are

if
If section-holders did not shrink
they did not warp; if the end-bars always remained rigid if they did not require cleaning; and if they were as easily filled in spring and emptied in the
then
fall as they are represented to be
I believe they would be nearly as good
;

;

—

Letteb fkom Mr. Drexel.

Dear

ting rid of all my section-holder supers
as fast as I can, and 1 have only about
ioo left.
Editors and business managers may
sing the praises of section-holders until
they grow weary of it but it is all lost

as T-tins.

section-holders cost more
they do not last as
Ions.
They frequently fail to be accuThe
rate the second year of their life.
cleaning of a section-holder is a small
job.
But the cleaning of O.ooo is a job
don't know how- much
to be dreaded.
longer it takes to clean d.ooo sectionholders than it takes to clean 3.000
T-tins. but
do know- that the pi
trying the experiment would never be
in doubt as to which he would prefer to
do in the future.

You know,

than

and

T-tins,

1

1

know- that some bee-men
I
take any stock in such arguments, for they do not clean sectionholder-.
They clean supers. All right!
1
have no quarrel with them. 'I he only
difference between that class and myself
do not,
is
that they slap-bang! and
and do not want to.
()f course.

do

not

I

The diamond-shaped

section usually
out of the section-holder
According to the picture of as
super.
imp
section-holder this should bi
have
According to Editor Root,
ble.
But I
things mixed concerning this.
guess that you know- that diamondshaped sections are not the fault of the
ones.
poorly -made
T-super hut of
Whereas a section-holder maye be made
ever
good, in time and by careless
handling it can turn out sections so
diamond-shaped that they
beautifully
will hardly stand heme squared, however warm and soft the} may be. This
happ ns very frequently through hurry.
The end-bars should stand perpendicular, and the bottom-bar should he spaced
equally distant from both sides of the
Some are made so that they
super.
simply have to be that way, but they
do not remain so.

comes

to

me

I

—

-

Our T-tins on the other hand, do not
warp, nor shrink, nor twist. They may
Especially if one is
be made to bend.
given to slap-bang work, but I have no
trouble of that kind.
There is so little to get out of order
in a T-super that I admire your choice,

:

;

:
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Doctor, and

am

I

glad that

I

followed

keep

to

shy

You and I and other users of T-supers
know that we have a good thing, but
we ">
well keep silent about it, so
far
ers

making any impression on

as

have written you a much longer
than 1 had any idea of doing
when I began, but it is S o easy to do
that when one is really in earnest.
Before closing, I wish to tell you that
I
have often wondered how you perform tin- operation of slipping the T-tin
under the row of sections when you are
loading a super.
I
used to just put
down the 3 tins and put the sections
between them, which gets to be easy
enough after you practice it a while
but. lately. I kept thinking about this
slipping-under scheme which you have
letter

concerned, for they do not wish
T-supers.
As for me,
I
am convinced that they do not favor
the idea of spreading the light of the
T-super, either let the motives be what
they may—or you would not have witthe change in the way this super
las been treated in the annual cata-

—

i

From

a beautiful cut far removed
from the regular goods, with wording
:o suit, the only thing remaining
to jus:ify the claim
that it has not been
iropped, is the mention that customers
nay have their choice of Dovetailed, T,
:tc, at the same price.

so frequently referred

are

lats

a

protection in
carelessly handled,

that
the
way of dumping sections
ins and all, in a heap.
But after havng girls and bovs, men and women
help me for 12 years. I have
had
bout a half-dozen supers act in that

fore.

I

never

could

Of

.

about

course,

I

am

making

and so

it

Replying to the question as to the litstrips used to fill in the spaces between the tops of sections, there is no
doubt about its being fussy work, even
when one has become used to it, requring no little strength of fingers. At
first I did not use these strips, but while
I produced crops that brought top prices,
there was a chance for some of the
tle

a great deal of
is

1

Now

I am not extra swift, but
by
time, I have put top and
bottom
arters in 24 sections, set them
into
ie 1 -super, put in
separators and fol-

-tual

wer and springs, keyed them all
up
>hd, and inserted the strips,
in 6 mindon't know that
up all day, but I will
I

iat

I

can

keep

gamble that

can do them by the hundred
in 8
mutes.
If the
section-holder super
lmits of more rapid manipulation
than
is, the difference will
probably be due
the

strips.

There are those who throw sections
to

supers regardless of regularity,
with dovetails up and some with
•vetails down.
The separators stick
here and stick down there, and the
d-bars lean this way and that, leavg gaps and cracks all over.
But I
not urge the T-super on such
peo-

me

1

1

2.

If

one

is

going

to

work "good enough,"

call that sort
better for him

not expecting a per-

Frank H. Drexel.

with T-supers
-very move necessary is magnified
unone would suppose that it took 10
recious minutes to load one
T-super
low much can you beat that, Doctor?
it,

how

nal will suffice.

can not put together section-holder

iss

understand

reply— but a line under questions
and answers in the American Bee Jour-

of putting those strips in is not
early so great as some people
would
ke to make it out to be.
Some peo-

Jpers without

tried

sonal

orlc

le

I

wonder

you raised 6 sections so as to slip the
tin under as quickly and easily as you
said you could.
If you have a better way, I would
thank you for the information.

/ay,

r

I

super, I nail three little strips nearly
as long as the inside width of the
super.
These strips are spaced so that
they will come within 1-4 inch of the
staples when the super is placed squarely on the board.
This, when putting in
a row of sections, will have the effect
ot raising them just high enough on
the side where the T-tin belongs to slip
it
easily under the 6 sections without
having to touch them at all with the
hand.
When all the sections and tins
are in, raise the super, and all drop into
place, and the whole thing is done. Very
simple, only I hadn't thought of it be-

.-super has a

and only one that I can rememer which was filled with honey.
The T-super makes it necessary to
se little strips of wood or tin
between
ie sections on top to fill the
spaces
tade by the T-tins below.
This is
ussy work, and reallv isn't pleasant
>on't you think so, Doctor?
But you
'ill
agree with me. no doubt, that the

and so

if it
is the same thing that you have
been practicing
On a flat board the same size of the

distinct

When

to,

an idea which works well.

There, now. Doctor, you have my
deas on the subject, although I have
>y no means said everything there is
o be said in favor of the T-super. One
hould work with both kinds on a
airly large scale to be able to
draw
iroper conclusions.
The T-super has
ts faults, to-wit: That sections
can not
eadily be moved about if that should
lecome necessary; a T-super does not
vork nearly as well over a box-hive
s does a section-holder super,
for the
ase.

Don't you think

1

deal-

is

logs.

super, which, alrequires just a

so?

know about

to

iself,

care in packing.

little

-

'

T

of the

though simplicity

sections

to

be

a

little

out

of

square,

and the bees did not fail to fill with glue
the spaces. So I prefer the fussing with
the little sticks with the perfect squareness of all the sections.
I think you are a little hard on the
manufacturers, Mr. Drexel, for I hardly
see what interest the} could have
ill
sinking the T-super, and yet I must confess it is a mystery to me why they
have done so. May it not be that they
are themselves deceived as to real values? When so intelligent and honest a
man as Mr. F. Greiner can be so deceived—looking at it from your stand-

point and mine— as to pronounce the
T-super the worst ever, what can you
expect of manufacturers?

You ask how much
utes
I
I

I

it

takes

me

to

the minute and second hand came to
the right place, I called "Go."
She
placed the first row of sections, put the
T-tin under, then the 3 other rows, put
in the separators, fussed the little sticks
in place on top, put in the follower, then
wedged it up with the super-spring, all
ready to put on the hive, and when she
called "Done," just 1 minute 30 seconds had elapsed.
That doesn't answer your question
squarely, for you asked how long it
would take me. I don't know that's
Miss Wilson's work always, and she is
no doubt an expert at it. I didn't try
it, for
I
shall no doubt feel just
as
comfortable not to know how much
longer it would take me.
From the
way her hands flew, I think she did her
best.
But it is only fair to say that in
actual practice there is a chance for a
little saving of time over the foregoing,
for she never makes a separate job of
filling the supers.
As fast as she puts
the foundation in a section, she places
the section in the super, and it takes
just a little less time to put the section
in the super than it would to set it
loosely on a board.
After I had written the foregoing I
noticed that you had timed yourself,
and included also the work of putting
in the starters.
So back we went to
the shop, and she did the whole of the
work, putting in top and bottom-starters, and getting the super ready to put
on the hive. That took her 4 minutes
17 seconds.
Very likely she could keep
that up all day, for although she hurried you will readily understand that
she would not make as rapid work in
foundation after not having touched
such work for several months as she
would after "getting her hand in." 1
wonder whether such work as putting
in foundation is not better suited to a
woman's fingers than a man's, anyway?
;

I'm not sure whether I agree with
you that slam-bang people will do better
with some other super, but possibly you
are right. In any case, I should hardly
urge slam-bang people to produce section honey or perhaps any other kind.
Your arrangement for filling sections
in super is practically the same as the

—

super-filler in use here, described in
"Forty Years Among the Bees," on
page 148, illustrated on page 189. and
given to the public years before the
book was published.
I
notice that in filling a super you
mention putting in the little top sticksthe last thing.
If you do the work in
that order, I'm pretty sure you'll gain
time by putting them in before the fol-

lower.

Harder

ter everything

to
is

squeeze them in af-

snug.

After reading Mr. Drexel's letter, it
occurred to me that some might ask.
"How competent is the witness? for it
makes a difference whether he is a beginner with 3 colonies that he has run
with T-supers, or has had a hundred

them for several years." So I sent
him a card, and received the following
reply, after which I submit the case to
of

the jury
less

load

than 10 mina T-super.

have just come from the shop, where
had my assistant fill up a super while
stood by with watch 111 hand. When

Second Letter from

Dear Dr. Miller:

—

Mr

Drexel.

have your card
acknowledging receipt of my letter, and
I
am indeed glad to know that it has
I
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Had I thought that
done you good.
Mm would \vi>h to have it published,
might have added a few more reaI

sons

why

that

you

good
more

the T-super.

like

1

did

know

need to be told the

not

them than

I

do.
that

if

this

matter

answer your question, I shall
more of your time than
is
really necessary, but I want to tell
you a few things as I go along, which
bring out a good point of the
will
to

little

super.

l

When

of taking up
or 14 years ago,
read up on the subject a little before
buying any supplies, and it was then
decided to use the T-super. The
that

thought

hist

I

some

apiculture,

13

1

I

reason was this: Mr. Root said, in "A
B C of Bee-Culture," that Dr. Miller

was

good man

a

to

So

follow.

I

fol-

lowed. Of course I made mental comparisons as to the virtues of the different styles of supers, and I believe that
but after
1
liked the T-super idea best
all, I feel quite sure that had I seen
the catalog only, and not the "A B C
of Bee-Culture," then I would have devilled upon the section-holder super.
;

My

200 supers were made at
and were not very good

first

mill,

local

a
in

point of accuracy, which, in a T-super,
ix quite important.
So, later on, when

bought

I

wanted

to

some factory-made hives, I
buy along with them new

supers of the T variety. But not much
Section-holder supers were "regular"
then as now. and unless I wished to
order them direct from the factory as a
'special order," I would have to take
with my hives.
section-holder supers
See the point?
Xow the local freight from the East
to where I live is no small object, and
-.
finally decided to take what I
And
could get from the agents here.
to make the matter still worse for me,
the section-holders were of the new
kind for I j-2-inch no-bee-way sections.
Well, I had now 160 of these
new affairs, and, so far as the sections
!

1

—

were concerned, I liked them very well.
But I did not like the holders. So I
the

tried

1-2-inch

1

sections

in

my

T-supers, and they worked like a charm
with separators made to suit. So I decided to yet a lot of separators for my

T-supers and plain sections. And right
here is what I wish to call your attention
I

to.
In-

T-super

know
work in
I

is

the most flexible super
section will

Any width

of.

it
and you need not have a
barnful of section-holders of different
widths on hand. When I say "a barnful."
exaggerate, of course, but it emphasizes what
really mean.
Just take
the section-holders out of 160 supers
(8-frame) and see what an awful pile
you've got.
After some time I found it did not
paj me to continue using the plain -cell. 01-.
and
had to get ml of those
section-holders as best I could, but my
old T-supers were just as good for one
kind as for another, and so I ordered
I

1

1

time,

to

Hut

I

also

until now
in use.

Home Trade

I

to

my

stock.

Not

wanted them, but because
because
Xew hives with
they were "regular."
supers alwaj 5 meant the section-holder
Also, by buying up bees, I bekind.
came the owner of still more of these
supers, until 1 had 500 of them on
hand. So, although I certainly cannot
beelav claim to being an extensive
keeper, as we understand it out here,
still 1 think I am entitled to pass upon
the merits of the two kinds of supers

deal—the disposing of his surplus
to
product at the highest price obtainable.
The shipping of honey to commission
in many cases,
is,
Such honey resatisfactory.
quires much better packing than when
consigned to the local markets; the
commission men must have their percentage for handling it; the freight on
the shipment must be paid; the risk

of

the

latter

being

the

breakage in transit and fluctuating
markets all come up for consideration,
and as can be expected all this extra
expense is wrung from the pockets of

of

10-frame
necessary

sire.
Each spring I find it
and
to go over these section-holders
either strengthen them with an additional nail or so, or by simply driving
the old nails up. Mr. Gill says they are
too light, as made by the factories.
1

the producer.
It

above the cost of producing.
any one who should be well
remunerated for his efforts it is the
The bee-keeper has invested
producer.
scarcely
If there

to every dollar there is in

—

should remember that the matter
of quality is as important a feature
with our home trade as when shipped
are very
If we
to distant markets.

then, too, if there is any virtue
having sections come close down to
the brood-nest, the T-super puts them
The first
there when others do not.
honey comes off as clean and white in
T-supers as in any other.
Later on,

And,

cater to the wants of the
will be able to dispose of
immense quantities of honey at home.
It is certainly a pleasant experience to
have people within a radius of twenty

careful

believe the section-holder protects the

As a "parting shot" at those who who
claim there is no demand for T-supers,
will tell you that my friends around
here much prefer my style of super to
those they are obliged to take from the
store
but hesitate to adopt them because of the expense in making the
change, and the difficulty in getting new
T-supers from time to time as they may
want them. Anything is better than a
mixture, and so they create no demand
for T-supers.
Therefore, "No one
wants them but a few old fossils," say
tin- manufacturers.
And if not old fossils, then fossils anyway.
;

Frank H. Drexel.
have been operating about
600 colonies for 5 years, and ship honey
in large quantities, and mostly out of
j -supers.
That should be a fair test
as to the kind of work they will do on
Crawford, Cole.
a large scale.
I

we

or thirty miles call at your door and
purchase honey and if quality has been
given the consideration it warrants, the
sales will increase to such an extent
that the demand will soon be far greater than the supply. By all means look
into the matter of a strictly home trade.
;

us

Let

I

—

to

consumer,

bottoms of sections more perfectly, but
not enough to make it an object.
So there, then, I've answered your
questions in a roundabout away, and
hope you will pardon me for being longwinded.

S.

it.

We

in

P.

is

his money in bees, hives and bee-appliances, and his success as a bee-keeper,
and producer of a good, high-grade
article, is the result of years of experience and study, and he is entitled

time.

I

wrong for a producer of a
to sell his product at a price

all

is

commodity

think so, too.
But my T-tins need no fixing. All
I've got can be cleaned easily in a day,
and [Kicked away in a couple of small
boxes the size of 8-frame hives.
I
am working with the two kinds
of supers now, taking out the last of
the most be-propolized sections I have
ever seen, and, as for me, give me the
T-supers all things considered all the

—

disposition

ior

from

far

from actual experience.
This year I have had in use 800
T-supers and 300 section-holder supers,
200

STANLEY.

will certainly pay well to put conIt
siderable thought and effort 111 the matter of building up a strictly home trade
In fact, 1 am led to
for our product.
believe it is one of the most important
questions with which the bee-keeper has

found myself adding sec-

supers

for Honey, Etc.

(.KANT

BV

I

But it seems to me
again mentioned in the journals, and
any notice of it taken, it will be looked
upon as just another case of "old fogy"
siding in with another "old fogy." However, do as you think best.

Now,

time

800 8 frame T-supers

tion holder

is

take up a

from

tnori

havi

and no doubt you know-

points,

of

I

several hundred more from the factory.
These were good, and I have ordered

remember

attractiveness

that

and neat appearance are placed

in

an

the sole purpose of soliciting patronage, else why bother with it?
While quality is the all essential the
consumer seeks in the purchase of an
Xow we readily see that the
article.
producer places attractiveness in the
article to assist in the sale, and the
consumer, feeling assured the quality
corresponds with the appearance, makes
the purchase, as he has no use for attractiveness; so if we fail to place
quality in the article we are guilty of
To make quality
deception and fraud.
the first consideration in the production of an article, and offer it for sale
for

article

•

111

is

the most
the only
1

s

attractive

way

in

manner

possible,

which the highest

can be reached.

Preventing Foul Brood.
*

Bienenz iiclil

inn -ikanisclie

by Hans Buschbauer,

is

,

a bee-keeper's hand-

is just what our
friends will want.
It is fully illusneatly bound in cloth.
Price,
postpaid, $1.00; or with the American Bee
Journal one year— both for $1 75. Address

book of 13S pages, which

German
trated,

all

aDd

orders to this

office.

So much

being said about curing
it looks as if the matter
is
not given a single
of
Of course, when bees have
thought.
contracted the disease there is nothing
left to do but to apply a cure; but as
"an ounce of prevention is worth a
foul

is

brood that
prevention
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pound

why

not turn some atof preventing
tin's
disease?
If it is not possible to
destroy the underlying causes, would it
nol be a wise policy
so to breed and
protect our bees that they may in time
of cure."
tci
the

in

matter

Inn ime immune from
man] diseases which

it,

the

same as

man and

cattle

are heir to when under subjection? Preventive measures must be applied before
anj disease can be eradicated.
Nisbet, Pa.

Water for Bees— Other Subjects
BY

A.

J.

We

COOK.

Every well-informed bee-keeper knows
that bees need water.
Has he not seen
them at the watering-trough or at the
brookside, thickly dotting the water's
edge as they sip the refreshing liquid?
Every wise bee-keeper will see to it
that water is in close proximity to his
apiary, and will so arrange that the
bees may quaff to their fill, with no

danger of loss of life.
In case there
is
no natural supply, pans of water
with chips placed in them or other provision for their safety, should be near
the hives.

A

good

my

friend, commenting upon
articles recently, rather made light of
my suggestion that the water was taken
for the immediate use of the bees.
Of

course, I may
believe that I

We
a

be wrong, but

was

I

firmly

right.

Water Quickly Absorbed.
have all noticed that we may

very

full

meal,

and

then

eat

drink

a
essential

full glass of water with no
disturbance.
very little more solid
food or a glass of milk would bring no
little uneasiness.
This fact is easily explained.
The water is almost at "once
absorbed from the stomach into the
blood while the solid food or milk must
first be digested, and then will be absorbed. Osmosis the technical term for
absorption is always more rapid under
pressure.
can see then, that with
a full stomach we have just the conditions for very rapid absorption.
might reason from this fact of the rapid
absorption of water, that it would take
place in the case of the bee.

A

—

—

We

We

We

have

another proof of the rapidity of absorption in our own case
when we drink at a time of great thirst.
Of course, the thirst will not be
quenched until the water reaches the
blood,

and

how

yet.

quickly

after

we

drink

the refreshing beverage has the
entirrh disappeared.
see the
same thing in watering our horses.
When thr\ are very thirstv. if we let
them drink- i,, their till, they will overdrink, often greatly to their hurt.
If,
on the other hand, we Hive them a pail
ol
water and wait only a very few
minutes, we find they drink no more;
the water had passed to their blood

We

thirst

and

their

thirst

was

satisfied.

In case of the bees, we have another
reason for believing that this water is
used at once.
never find it stored
in the hive.
True, it may be that the
bees carry this to the hive and at once
give it to the other bees, but in this

We

I
suppose it is used at once by the
nurse-bees ami is never stored.
Is it
not probable, then, that the water is
taken just as we take it when we are
sure that we ran yet it whenever needed, only as the bees need it, and that
as in our own case, it is at once absorbed and used?
It is well known that a goodly proportion of the body, even the most solid
portion, is water, while in the blood
and secretions, the water forms a much
greater part. Circulation, of course, depends largely upon a good supply of
water, but circulation is all important,
if the body
is
to be kept in normal
condition.
can understand, then,
how water is so necessary a part of our
food, and how health, no less than com-

case

demands

fort,

a sufficiency at

We

times.
thirst is

all

can also understand why
so terribly disturbing, and how the one,
famished for want of water, suffers so
terribly from the want.
This should
make us all the more careful that our
bees and all our large domestic animals should have an ever-waiting supply of this life-giving aliment.

idea that the bees ever search out -\
except as exposure gives them hint of
their presence.

Improvement of Bees.
H. Reed, of California, gave
a very able address the other day before
Air.

J.

the Claremont Pomological Club.
He
said that, in Florida, their delicious
fruit comes from improvement of seedlings.
As we all know, seedlings are
more vigorous than are the other varieties.
They also bear much better. He
suggested that it might be well to try
to improve our seedlings rather than
to depend entirely upon the improved
varieties.
If this be true,

then does

it

not give

the bee-keeper a hint?
May it not be
better for him to improve the bees we
have rather than to send away for im-

We

all know what Burimproving by selection various of our fruits and vegetables.
Will not some future Burbank do as
much toward improving our bees and
other domestic animals?
Claremont. Calif.

proved breeds?
bank has done

in

Bees and Fruit.
asked if I will give my reasons
for
thinking that bees never injure
sound grapes. Although I have spoken
so frequently through the American
Bee Journal on this subject, I will
briefly recapitulate my reasons for this
I

am

opinion.

we

will

cluster of grapes, remove all that are
not perfectly sound, and hang the cluster where the bees may gain ready access in it, we will find that they leave
the grapes entirely unmolested. If now
we prick half of these grapes with a
pin or needle, so that the juice exudes,
and mark those punctured by tying a
thread about the stem, we will find that
wdiile the bees will suck the pierced
grapes entirely dry. they will leave all
the others entirely unmolested.

We may

even make a more crucial

Shut the bees in the hive, ventilating them so they will not suffer,
and take all food away from them.
test.

When their fasting has reached the danger limit, take a bunch of grapes, all of
which are sound, and puncture and
mark

merits
BY

J.

C.

ARMSTRONG.

The merits and demerits

watch and note that the
bees are working in full force on the
grapes or other fruit, and then select a
If

T-Supers— Merits and De-

Now

of them as before.
place this cluster in the hive, and we
will find that only the punctured grapes
will be sucked free of their juice.
It
is true that if wasp, bird or over-ripeness cause the juice to exude ever so
little, then the bees will at once come
to save the wasting liquid.
I have observed that when the grapes get very
ripe, this escape of juice is not uncommon, and it often explains how it is that
the bees may come in full force, and
seem to attack the grapes without provocation.
would not say that bees could not
I
half

puncture grapes and other fruit. I have
seen them cut wood with their strong
jaws in a way that makes it seem to me
possible that they might, if they only
knew, cut into sound fruit but it is not
their way of doing. They only seek out
the nectar when i: is exposed, so that
the odor may attract them.
I have no
;

of T-supers
Dr. Miller
are up for discussion yet.
and I had a turn on it, and now F.
Greiner comes in to compare the Tand
super with wide-frame
supers,
I
suppose Dr.
rules the T-super out.
Miller knows what Mr. Greiner's wideand
Mr. Greiner
frame supers are,
knows wind the Doctor's T-supers are,
and so they understand each other. But
I don't know whether I know what the
wide frames are or not: but if they
are at all that I think they are, then
mi
iv.
It has been so
from them.
long since I had them that I don't
know whether I can describe them or
not.
If I recollect, the frames were tliie
width of the sections and the length
to hold 4, with standards at the ends
(for the want of a better name) the
The
width and height of the section.

sections

were

set in these

and the

glued them fast at the bottom and
1
never put them on the hives but
and they have long since gone to
If these are not his
ling-wood.

bees'

ends.
once,

kindwidewhat he

frame supers, I don't know
means.
The way he talks about T - Supers
shows that he doesn't know anything
It
not my inis
about those I use.
vention, but was invented by a pracThe very faults he
tical bee-keeper.

mine are clear of.
saw the T-super in Virginia,

finds in Dr. Miller's,

He

first

and

I disafter 2 years discarded it.
carded my wide frames before the first
He discarded them beyear was out.
cause of the pollen it was impossible
to remove the sections from them. For
the same reason I discarded the wide
frame.
He says a T-super might be constructed so as to remove difficulties by
"keying up the sections on all four
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Mine are keyed up

sidefs."

but one

<>n

He

"Sections

says,

do

not

fold

and when placed in a super
one corner will bob Up, and there is
no ua\ nf keeping them down." No way
that he knows, of course.
ha
"'Springs mi sides will not do it."
waj
have no springs in mine
"Wedges will not do it." 1- have no
"A
wedges for that purpose, either.
screw, or rather 5 screws, might do it."
"These naughty secI have no screws.
squarely,

I

.

I

tions give

frame."

me

trouble with
Neither do mine.
nil

my

wide

"The most serious drawback to the
T-super lies in the fact, that it must
be handled very carefully before being
placed on the hive, or it will tumble in
I
have no such trouble with
pieces."
mine.

put them together before I put
Then I can take my
the hive.

I

them "ii
arms full and drop them down any way,
and they will not come apart.
"The sections have a way of catching
That is
on the tins at the bottom."
"The wooden
what the tins are for.
strips between the tops of the sections
require a world of patience to replace
have
them when hurrying the work."
no wooden strips to mine.
"Dr. Miller's bees have a naughty
way of crowding in propolis between
the tup bars and tops of the sections,
I
do
which fact can not be denied."
deny it in mine, as I have T-tins at the
I

top as well as as at the bottom.
So there you are.
I
received a leter a few days

from

ago

Armstrong, of Colorado
The correspondence between Dr. Miller and myself in the American Bee
Journal stirred him up. lie says he has
ly
improved his T-super since 1
inn- from him (some 20 years ago).
uses the T-tins top and botII.
-till
He
tom, and the button on the side.
is coming up this way this fall, when
gets rid of his honey, and he is going in bring both Dr. Miller and me a
super, and if we don't say it is the best
thing we ever saw. be will miss his
lb expects to have about 700
K.

"f

cases

S.

Co.,-

Iowa.

Increase or Prevention Of

Increase— Which?
BY
.Mr.

C.

W. DAYTON.

Grant Stanley, on page

my method

i"

784,

re-

of treating natural

As Mr. Stanley seems to understand it. it would lie a method for
About 2
increase by hiving swarms.
years ago there was a general call for a
method fm" the prevention of increase.
All the methods aim to prevent the isswarms.

suance of swarms, unless
Alexander, and that, in

we except
reality,

the
is
a

method of swarm control by increase.
My method of hiving swarms, either
singly
given.

or

Some

numerically, has

never

been

time ago, Mrs. Wilbur Krey,
Michigan, asked for a plan "to keep
the apiary together without increase,"
in- words to that effect.
That is a very
practical question at the present time,
1.1"

a

["hej
more than they imply,
suggest that the methods which have
under
prominent
been masquerading

deal

headlines and glaring advertisements are
They inlacking in practical utility.
variably call fur large expenditure for
One item
fixtures, or additional labor.
Of labor is the capture of queens out of
very populous colonies. We maj as well
be a glass-blower as to be roasted in
the open air.

the "breaking up" of
one and the same thing.
The cause of it all is swarms. Prevent
swarms and you prevent both. Taking
the working bees out from under sur-

"Increase."
apiary,

ih,

or

is

plus supers
of it.

is

not

the

consummation

The above "talk" sounds considerably mixed, doesn't it, while I uphold a
method that favors swarming? Well, it
because you

is

have not distinguished

that there is a ditlerence between hiving a swarm in a new location, or in a
new hive, and returning the bees to

their old hive, but

new or changed
To swarm is to is-

in a

condition of mind.
sue from the hive, but to permit any
degree of increase is to intensify the
former condition of mind. The change
in their minds makes them desire the
hives or conditions existent before thej
swarmed.
\.bout the time we begin to
think the hives are about the right fullness tn store and ripen honey to the
best advantage, the bees take a notion
iiitn their minds that there are enough
bees tu establish another colony and
farther replenishment of the earth. It
is that part of the swarming act that is
Not of
included in the law nf creation.
mere instinct or environment. Yet. one
could mil prosper without the aid of
the others.

There are three principal natural

re-

quirements fur swarming, namely: An
ilil
queen (not necessarily a failing
queen); a populous colony; and a go id
supply of honey in the flowers Of course,
then are many other minor causes, but
these ci uiir about by more or less mis•

management, and. therefore, are

The

artifi-

one of these three principal causes that can be removed is the
queen.
How to do this in the easiest
and most satisfactory way is all that
cial.

honey.

Marshall

fers

and these lew words are suggestive of
great

side.

1

inly

figured out.
Let the
the queens out.
Then
pick the queen out by hand, or else
drive the bees through a sheet of .perThen the bees will be
forated /inc.
likely tn decide that the queen has taken
a pint nf bees and "gone to the woods."
leaving them behind.
Then they will
be satisfied tn return to the old domicile
there

is

tn

lie

swarms bring

and

resume

The

old hive

their

former

occupations

the only "ground" there
is to work on, and the bees must be
kept in it or there will be no means tn
work with. No amount of dodging will
assist us over or under the magnitudiOff-hand
guess-work
nous obstacle.
counts in the wrong direction. The line
of influencing particularities is long and
varying.
Few realize the fact that it is
the surplus of bees in the hive that gets
us our surplus of honey.
is

As for piling up the hive-bodies, one
on lop of another, supplied with empty
combs or comb-foundation, to separate

described ml
the plan

page 784. I
what Mr.
Getaz calls "tommy-rot," and Mr. Hasty,
"dope." There are a good many persons
who have kept bees fur 25 years, and to
the extent nf 100 colonies or mure, and
still
know very little about bees ["hi
ideas tn accumulating in their
heads, and that keeps everything else
nut.
rhej iln nnt want a bee-paper because its teachings run counter tn their
nnt inns, and they do not believe what
is
in the journals because it does not
agree with their
vague ideas.
Any
swarm will stay in a box without
enmhs. foundation or frames far sooner
than with all these supplied. The main
reason bees do not fight during a honeyflow is because they are scented with
new honey, consequently they would be
The
as one swarm in a short time.
honey scent does not deter them from
suiting out the queens, however. They
would prefer one of the queens the
-1
amiable or queenlike. I could not

Swarms, as
would say

that

is

1

—

say exactly for

The bees

what reason.

sting any other, and in
three cases nut of four not any of the
will

and

ball

queens would remain alive. Nearly all
queen-breeders will tell you that when
they put a dozen or more virgin queens
in nursery or retention cages, and put
them in a colony to be cared for by the
the bees will cluster about
es, that
mi,
or two and neglect all the rest
The plain statement of this fact can be
found on page 25 of Alley's QueenRearing, and in W. H. Law's article on
Baby Nuclei, in the Bee-Keepers' ReWhat
view in an earlj issue of 1905.
I.,

applies in virgins will apply in tin casi
nf fertilized
queens in instances as
abo\ e designated.

saw Mr.
Since the above was written
Laws' statement on page 829, which cor1

roborates mj statement relative to ferIt is nearly a complete
queens.
verification nf my statement which Dr.
Miller quoted in a "stray straw" in
Gleanings for July 1. 1906, "that the
size nf the first swarm i- varied a great
deal by the amount "f reverence the
It also
bees possess for the old queen."
applies tn swarms having virgin queens.
could nnt mention better authority
mi this question than Mr. Laws. With
the correctness of that statement the
assertion is nearly, if not
rest ni mj
would not spend
quite, self-evident.
s.i
much argument upon this matter,
but in my opinion it contains the key
to unlock the whole system of swarm
tilized

1

I

—

changing swarming from
"bane" into an enjoyable and profithave used the method
able operation.
fur the past 10 or 12 years, and 2 years
with 300 colonies, and with days when
there were constantly from one to 3

management
a

1

swarms
but

in

little

the

air.

I

was interrupted

from other work nf the apiary,

because the bees iln nearly all the labor
used to do by hand manipulation
that
I

in

former managements.

As

bee-keepers in general, there
one in ten that knows what a
Half of the swarms
natural swarm is.
which issue, if put in a box with their
inducement to
queen, and no other
cause them tn stay, will leave the queen
1,

for

imt

That shews
to the old hive.
wdiere the bees ought to go and whe:

and return
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they will

work

It is as impossible
best.
a proper dispositioned swarm
of every cluster of bees as to make an

make

to

artificial

kernel of corn that will sprout

and grow.
Chatsworth,

Calif.

rf*

or vent ion
I Proceedings

the two diseases, but on the other hand
sometimes disappears of its own- accord.
He then gave the history of beedisease investigations, and taking each
investigator in turn, showed what was
the probable cause which led him to arrive at his conclusions.
It is interesting to note that the earliest theory was
that a parasitic fly laid its eggs in the
body of the diseased larva?.
Dr. Phillips then announced three
publications of the Bureau of Entomol-

ogy: Technical

Series,

No.

14,

"The

Bacteria of the Apiary with Special Reference to Bee-Diseases," by Dr. G. F.
White.
Circular No. 79, "The Brood
Diseases of Bees." by Dr. E. F. Phil-

And a reprint from Bulletin No.
Bureau of Entomology, entitled.
"State and Territorial Laws Relative
lips.

The San Antonio Bee-Inspectors'
at

Meeting

The meeting of bee-inspectors called
San Antonio, Tex., for November 12,

1906. by the committee consisting of
N. E. France, W. Z. Hutchinson and
Dr. E. F. Phillips, has come and gone.
The attendance of about 50 persons represented the whole country. No one who
attended thought the time ill spent. On
the contrary, everyone there felt at the
close of the afternoon session that it
was a day most profitably passed in fact,
many expressed themselves that it was
the best bee-meeting at which it had
ever been their privilege to be present.
Dr. Phillips, of the Bureau of Ento;

mology

in the Department of AgriculWashington, D. C, called the
meeting to order, and in his opening remarks gave the history of European
foul brood in this country, and also gave
a synopsis of the bee-disease work under consideration of the Bureau of Entomology. He then called upon Dr. G.
F. White, of the Department of Agriculture, who gave an exhaustive description of the methods of working out
disease germs.
Beginning at the start
he so carefully and fully explained his
methods of work that everyone felt that
he thoroughly understood every detail

ture,

in the investigation.

Dr. White said in part, "If your catwere being poisoned in the pasture
and your neighbor's cattle were not, you
would make a careful survey of your
neighbor's farm and see what plants
tle

were growing in his pasture. Then you
would make an examination of your
own farm and would subtract the plants
found in your neighbor's pasture from
those found in yours, and those left in
your own lot you would suspect as being the ones causing the poisoning.
It
is so with the investigation of a disease.
A germ is a plant, and we study the
flora of the healthy apiary and also of
the diseased apiary and by this process
of elimination and by the examination
of a great many specimens we arrive
at the cause of the disease."

The European

brood is caused by
Bacillus alvei described by Cheyne and
published in 1885. The cause of American foul brood is found to be a germ
hitherto undescribed, but called by Dr.
foul

White Bacillus larvae. To isolate this
germ Dr. White used a medium the
foundation of which was a bouillon

made from
one

the

else ever

larva-

of the bees.

No

used this medium, and so

no one else ever discovered the cause of
American foul brood.
These germs are slender, rod-like
bodies that grow in length and finally
break into two individuals.
This division occurs every 30 minutes, so that
beginning with one, in one-half hour

you will have 2, in one hour 4, in one
and one-half hours 8, in two hours 16,
two and one-half hours 32, three hours
64, three and one-half hours 128, and
four hours 256 individuals.
When the
larva dies the germ goes into the spore
or resting stage.
It begins to thicken
in the center or near one end and finally
becomes a spherical body. This spore
form is the resistant form and is the

one which we have to

fight in the field.

Dr. White then explained in detail the

methods used in isolating one germ,
and in making cultures for study. He
also explained how the different media
or soils were made and how one 'germ
would show a certain character on one

medium or soil, for the medium is to
the germ what the soil is to the plant,
while another germ would show an entirely different character.
So by taking
many different kinds of media and
studying each organism on each medium

it

is

possible to identify them.

Both American and European foul
brood exist in Europe.
These terms
were given them because the European
foul brood was worked out by Cheyne
in Europe, and American foul brood
was worked out in America.
Many samples of pickled brood have
been examined, but no cause has been
found for it. This is also true of beeparalysis, and we are still in the dark
as to the cause and treatment of these
two diseases.
Dr. Phillips then gave a detailed description of American and European
foul brood as it appears in the field. He
stated that when Cheyne made his investigations he had, according to his own
statement, but one specimen which was
brought him by Cheshire.
Since both
diseases exist in Europe it is quite possible that the one specimen was what
we now call European foul brood, essince
Cheyne describes the
pecially
specimen as "watery."
To the casual
observer the diseases bear a similarity
of appearance.
Dr. Phillips stated that at the present time European foul brood exists
in New York. New Jersey. West Virginia, Connecticut. Massachusetts. Vermont, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan.
The European foul
brood is usually the more virulent of

61,

to

Foul Brood."
Mr. N. E. France, the veteran bee-

disease inspector of America, then read
a paper on the History of Bee-Disease
Inspection in Wisconsin.
This paper
was one of the gems of the meeting.

Mr. France stated that many apiaries
where foul brood once existed, after
having been treated, were the means
of paying off the mortgage on the farm,
or of the building a

new home

for the

owner.
Other apiaries under different
care, though once profitable, are now
entirely wiped out or reduced to a few
colonies.
Dr. Phillips

read a paper from Mr.
Charles Stewart, of New York, and also
one from Mr. Fred A. Parker, of California.
Both papers were valuable and
interesting, and
both clearly demonstrated the value of thorough and careful work on the part of the inspector.

Mr. J. M. Rankin, of the Bureau of
Entomology, w-ho is stationed at Chico,
Calif., gave a short talk on the inspecHe stated
tion on the Pacific Coast.
that he did not know of a case of European foul brood in California, but
that the American foul brood was much
more virulent there than in the East

Few
now recommend

inspectors in California
the shaking treatment,
as the time required to treat the disease
of more value than the bees deis
The method fast coming into
stroyed.
favor is that of boiling up the diseased
Beebees and combs in a large tank.
inspectors, he said, are born, not made.
It is an easy matter to learn to detect
Any
the disease and to effect a cure.
man of ordinary intelligence can do
this, but it is only a small part of beeThe difficult part lies in
inspection.
handling the bee-keeper, and, without
antagonizing him, get him to comply
with the law because he sees the advantage it brings him in so doing.
The practice of carrying an instrument with which to test the dead brood
Such an instrument
is not a good one.
in the hands of an ordinary man is

or North.

bound to spread infection. The best
method is to carry a pocket full of
wooden toothpicks, and after testing a
diseased
into the
it

cell

either

push the toothpick
the spot or drop

comb to mark
down the mouth of

the smoker and

do not yet know of
one single 'nspector," said Mr. Rankin,
"who is in the work for the money he
They have the
getting out of it.
is
.lisp,, sr

of

it.

"1

good of the industry

at

heart,

to

the

—
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Some of them make misthey all deserve the hearty
Support of every bee kei per and every
journal.
No one has a right to critiIf he is incompecize them publicly.
tent the law provides for his removal
from office, and this should be done;
Inn to publish criticisms on the mi
of an inspector ft to harm the industry
very

last

takes,

man.

but

wilfully."

Mr.

L.

II.

Sch.

ill

gave

a

talk

on

in-

Texas anil the methods emShaking "has not proven satisand the line they now work

ion in

ployed.
factory,

on

sulphur the diseased colony
at the entrance with a smoker, and then
burn the infected combs.
Mr. J. Q. Smith, inspector for Illinois described his method of treatment,
which was briefly that of shaking once
on starters of foundation, and being
careful not to allow any robbing or
He stated that in
dripping of honey.
nine out of every ten yards treated he
had been successful.
Mr. George W. York, Editor of the
American Bee Journal, then offered a
is

to

ion thai
a
telegram of thanks be
sent to Dr. I., i). Howard, Chief of the
Bureau of Entomology, as an expression
of gratitude felt by the inspectors of
the United States for the assistance of
his Bureau in the investigation of beeThe motion was unanimously
diseases.
carried.
Dr. Phillips summed up the meeting
in a few very interesting and instructive remarks. He stated that he thought
it
had been clearly demonstrated that
no one treatment could be successful in
all

localities

under

and

all

circum-

stances.
The treatment must be adapted to the locality and the surrounding

mditions.
All who were privileged to attend the
meeting felt that it was a day most
profitably spent, and that such meetings
Bee-inspection must
should continue.
'ine a science, and the contact of
one inspector with another, comparing
methods and conditions, cannot but
broaden him and better fit him for one
of the most important of all- branches
R. M. J.
of apicultural work.

S grains of eggs. If so, she eats her
winter weight in 8 hours. Mr. Carr's

queen, mentioned on page lJ50, must
have eaten her weight about every 4
hours.
[Aside.
No wonder queens
(except when chilled) starve to death
so quickly.]

Here's a way that occurs to me to
get a founded opinion as to whether
they give the queen much water or not.
Weigh 100 fresh eggs. Then seek how
many thoroughly dried eggs it takes to
balance them. If only 120, or thereabouts, then the assumption above is
correct. If it takes 200 or more, then
they give her water largely.

ci

'

Micb Eating Honey Again.

The mouse experiment mentioned on
page 917, I repeated on the same mice,
and also on different mice, with the
same result. That's evidently sound
they don't want to have honey spread
on their favorite viands. Next I gave
a piece of comb honey to mice having
plenty of various kinds of food and
also water. Next morn there was an
abrasion on one side which I now think
was due to mouse-teeth. At the time I
felt in doubt whether they did it, or
whether it was there when I put it in.
Certainly they didn't eat

This honey was exposed

much
to 2

of

it.

mice for

When taken out it was leaking quite a bit below, apparently from
being jumped on at play. No considerable eating. And yet I several times
saw them notice the honey I being so
far off that I couldn't tell whether they
merely snuffed it or took a slight sip.
From the next experiment I didn't get
off quite so well
but the above will do
3 nights.

—

—

sta.

New and

for this time.

Unreliable Glasses,
B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

through

The'

Most Money Made With Bees.
So $22,000

Provim*» HJrW.e rjvw Brom
Dr. Miller asks

what

X

s.

iwould advise

to provwftur drones and having
them actually eftMufce. I do not feel
I know what to advise.

as

t

exactly fair to
dem*iditoi meat this stage of the
L-ame. t-ani privileged to say, " You
your
:
stabtototr the button with
!e tWiere there isn't any hole,"
^^irst getting positive knowledgflps to whether it's more east, west,
north or south that's needed to find the
orifice.
If I am told, " You couldn't
sew the button on a bit better yourself," I can reply: "That's so, probably and yet my original assertion is
the truth."
This is my best at the present min-

drones flying in the spring and some
strong colony you don't know is queen;

less is liable to
Page 814.
fall.

have them

last in the

;

Choose a few convenient colono need that they be specially
high quality ones — and have them for
ute
nies

:

—

drone-homes. Keep their own drones
exterminated as nearly as possible.
Give them from time to time very small
bits of drone-comb with larvaj in —
these, of course, to be of best chosen
parentage. I don't think giving just a
few newly-emerged drones, or even
giving just a few brood about to
emerge, would be quite so good as this
yet it might for all that I know. It
would be effective to have chosen
drones flying first in spring or last in
fall
only some colony you are not
thinking of actually gets the first

—

—

tion

—

were

—

ate his companion in 3 days, and lots of
other victuals besides. With cracker
alone they might fall short of one-third
their weight of it but with apple or
sweet potato with cracker they would
succeed. Then there's our queen-bee.
Food plus water must be, at least calculation, 20 percent heavier than her
day's total weight of eggs. I'll guess
they do not give a queen pure water
enough to affect the figures much but
I fear we can not be sure of that.
If
eggs weigh 388 to the grain (I suspect
them lighter), then a queen laying
2000 eggs a day lays a little over 5
grains say twice her summer weight,
or 2J2 times her winter weight. We'll
say it takes 6 grains of food to produce
;

;

—

mark

of

Page

815.

Introducing Qdeens.

Laying Ability of Queens.
Here's a sliding scale of voracity. A
soldier, eating his rations and nothing
else, eats his weight in about 64 days.
A swine does much better. A farmer
shuts up 10 shoats weighing 100 pounds
each and feeds them corn three times a
day half a bushel of ears at a feed
or say 3 pounds of actual corn per
shoat. Thus they eat their weight in
less than 12 days.
But a mouse, I find,
makes nothing of eating one-third of
its weight in one night.
One of mine

the high-water

at honey-producand that long ago when prices
Record holder, Adam
high.

Grimm.

ire, jjjj|fn't

is

money accumulated

Dr. J. H. Heagy, page 816, evidently
has " ideas and things "about queenBrand-new cage with
introduction.
Companions all
no bee-smell in it.
newly-emerged bees from the colony
These
about to receive the queen.
kinks can hardly be anything else than
good, and may be quite important. His
washing the queen with water held in
a camel-hair brush is rather unique
hardly know what to think as to the
But we'll kindly play
utility of it.
that it does lots of good in ridding her
Humble her
of accumulated odors.
pride a little anyhow, and keep her
from abusing the infantile bees she is

put with. That her companions (on
account of tender age) have nothing to
feed her, seems to be a weak point.

Cells for Queen-Larv^.
Curious.
cells

W.

C. Gathright finds that

raw and ragged from the knife

are not

nearly

so acceptable,

when

larva; are put in, as when first inserted
2 or 3 hours in a queenless colony. The
result of this latter operation is pol-

and smooth surfaces and a
larger proportion of the larvos
will be accepted. Page 816.
ished

much

;

1

Dec.

100-
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sometimes killing them, but invariably getting a large quantity of honey and wax. This
wax is6ent to the factory to be made into
comb foundation, or sold on the market. It
always commands a good price. From these
wild bees a great many people have gotten
their start, but the dry seasons and wild animals have destroyed them until there are but
few left in the mountains of Southern California.

In the past 9 years we have increased our
of about 60 colonies to over 600, beIt is a business that
sides what we have lost.
can be run successfully by some one who has
other work in the winter -months, and withal
it is a very interesting and educational occupation. With a little study one can learn to
handle them so that they do not get irritated
and so get but a few stings. After working
with them for a time the 6tings are not nearly
so painful, and swell but very little. They
seem to get used to people, too, as we go back
and forth through the apiary when going to
the spring or pasture.
first start

Conducted by

Bees

In

Emma M. Wilson,

Marengo,

111.

chance to turn the crank to the
extractor. It was interesting to see the men
bring in the large frames of honey, and after
cutting off the caps from the honey-cells with
a sharp knife, put them in the wire-holders in
the extractor and turn the crank. The rich
honey would fly out of the cells and run
down the sides of the tank. When the honey
was all out of the frames they would take
them back to the hives, and the busy little
bees would soon be hard at work refilling
When the honey season is on they
them.
often have them full again in a few days.
erally got the

the Cellar

Our bees are all snug in the cellar.
put them in Nov. 19. It was a
question what to do, as they had not

We

had a flight for about 10 days. But the
chances were that they might not have
an opportunity to fly for some time,
and certainly there has been no chance
so far (Nov. 23), as the weather has
been very bad all week. It commenced
to rain and sleet just as the last bees
were brought in, and we have had rain,
everything in the
sleet, and snow
way of weather but sunshine ever

started with little
at all enterprising he

The bee-business can be
money, and

a

if

man

is

soon increase it. As the work among
the bees is light a great many women in
Southern California do as we have done, and
help a great deal in the management of them.
We get an abundance of fresh mountain air
and recreation from this outdoor life, and
find it a very pleasant diversion from our

can

Elizabeth Andrews.
The bees gather most of their honey from
household duties.
the wild black and white sages, sumac, goldCorona, Calif.
enrod and sunflowers. In a wet season these
flowers grow in profusion on the hills and
along the river banks. In the valleys the
Bees and Poultry
since.
orange and alfalfa blossoms are full of fine
It gives one a comfortable feeling,
white honey, and in their season are a splenwhen storms are howling without, to
Quite a controversy has taken place
did bee-pasture. After our first year's expeknow that the bees are warm and shel-' rience we decided to separate the bees and in Gleanings regarding the relative
where
valley
the
put part of them down in
tered within.
merits of beekeeping and poultrythey could pasture on these lowland blossoms.
keeping. Referring to this, there apIt is a sort of luck and chance game,
found it a very profitable plan to move
We
pears in tkat paper the following comIf it
this putting- bees into the cellar.
them from place to place as the blossoms warmunicatj^Krom one of the sisters
is warm and bright, so they can have
ranted, as there is little or no honey in the
a flight in a few days, then we are
mountains after the summer heat is on, and
iees Again— Bees Liked
Poult
When
it is then that the alfalfa is at its best.
sorry they are put in ; on the other
^Tbtter.
we move the bees we wait until they are all
hand, every day they stay out, if they
Then we go about and tack little
heel so many articles
in at night.
re you
are not to have a good flight, is a posiscreens over the entrance of each hive. Then
jultry vs. bees, I feel like adding my
on I'jullry
tive injury.
we put them on the wagons and haul them
experience to that already given. lean not
the weather-man gets so he
wherever we want to leave them. They are
unite rally with Mr. Mciilade, neither can I
unloaded and left with the screens on until
can tell us for weeks in advance what
see the rosy '.aide of ofcickeB-rwsiug with Mr.
generally
locality,
their
used
to
get
they
Pearson. I was born on a farm, »nd I began
kind of weather to expect, won't it be
days.
about
2
to help with the 1
a blessing for beekeepers ?
Later 1 took
During the honey-flow, which begins about
:nbutoi
ness at our home. - J
the first of April and lasts until about the
I stock
and brooders also
first of September, it keeps about 3 men busy
Bee-Keeping in California
and
Li^Tt'Brahirtas.
time
of
the
rest
of
the
The
part
4^^^.
taking care of 600 colonies.
ward the White WyaneT<H^kj>c
year one man can do all that is necessary, and
successful in hatching the oMrks, and it mink
ne has only to see that the bees have enough
Without saying where it found it,
I usually raised 95 percent of those hat.
to last them through the winter and are in
The Rural Californian copies a very
My hens laid well, and we
good condition to begin work again in the
interesting article written by Elizabeth
my chicV|H
I loved
for broilers.
spring. Some jears they have to be fed a litAndrews, who says
cared for them faithfully. Tne
t.e during the "winter, but this is only after
more, but
something
penses and
an extremely dry season. When it is necesWhere Bee-Reeping is an Independent
sure that I was paid for my labor.
sary to feed them we sometimes use honey
Industry.
that is not marketable, or a coarse sugar disWhen Mr. McGlade said he worked hard
solved in water.
Looking down toward the ocean and up the
enough to build 1? miles of railroad, and
valley you can see over 30 towns and cities,
In a good season 600 colonies will produce
spent all his money on feed, oyster-shells,
including Riverside, San Bernardino, Redabout 30 tons of honey. This is generally
I laughed, and said
lice exterminators, etc
1
Pasadena
and
lands, Pomona, Los ADgele6,
to 6 cents
readily sold on the market from 4
he was very nearly right.
Chino, with its hundreds of acres of sugarthe
market
and
the
per pound, according to
Now, my experience with bees has been of
beets and the Chino sugar factory.
grade of the honey. Comb honey is genvery short duration, so that I feel I know
the extracted
what
twice
about
erally
sold
at
On this little plateau, some 9 years ago, my
nothing about the financial 6ide of the busibrings, or from 9 to 12 cents, but as the
father built a little home. He bought a few
ness; but this much 1 can 6ay— that, wherecombs have to be built each time, and the rebees and located in this then barren spot. We
as you have to work hard over your bees for
moved sections replaced, it makes it no more
had come from Ashland in Southern Oregon,
6 months, you must attend to your chickens
honey
is used for
comb
profitable,
and
as
the
among the beautiful Sisque mountains, and I
every day in the year; and the more inclement
table use only, it is not quite so readily sold.
must say that at flrst it all seemed bleak and
the weather just so much more attention
In swarming seasons we put empty hives
dry and lonesome to us. But we planted out
your chickens require. The work for bees
about near the apiary, and a great many
an orchard of apricot, apple and prune trees,
Perhaps I need not say
i6 clean and pleasant.
away
to
going
of
swarms enter these instead
and kept them watered from a little spring in
how I regard the work for chickens.
In this way we get a good many
the hills.
the mountain-side, which was first run into a
without any one being there to look after
reservoir.
The place soon took on a green
In conclusion, I must say that I keep boIJi
them. When we find a swarm on a tree we
look. It seemed more cheery and homelike,
bees and chickens, and I expect to continue
hive.
into
a
them
cut the limb and shake
and we grew to love the pure air and deep
to do so, as I am very fond of the products
But if I should choose only the
They are generally very quiet, and we often
gorges and barren mountains.
of each.
hive them without wearing a veil.
work that is agreeable to me, I would take
As time went on my father increased the
bees, every time, and I believe I can make
In many places in the mountains the bees
number of colonies of bees, and In the spring
them pay quite as well as chickens, if not
are in caves in the rocks. During the first
of the first year we began to extract honey.
Susan E. Williams.
better.
years of our experience we dug out many of
This, at first, was very amusing to us, and we
Moorestown, N. J., March 26.
these caves, sometimes hiving the bees and
were all eager to help in any way. I gen-

—

—

:

When

;

hacf^^B^^^^H

^^B
I^^Bot

:

,

.,'

—

—

—

sometimes

in large quantities, as some
of his bees had stored surplus honey
from this source. It was during a dry

summer, when nothing else was in
bloom for the bees to work on, that a
late field of corn near one of his api-

came

aries

into

bloom.

worked vigorously on the

The bees
tassels,

and

Mr. Hyde claims that they did not only

Conducted by Louis H. Soholl,

Bee-Keepers' Exhibit at the San
Antonio International Fair
There was a very creditable exhibit of
apiarian products and bees, although
the season was not a very favorable
one for Texas honey -producers. The
different races were well represented.
There was, however, very little light
honey on exhibition, and a lack of
comb honey, due to the short crop and
the great demand for honey that prevailed throughout the entire season,
hence the honey was sold long before
the Fair. The prizes awarded are as
follows
For the best and largest industrial
exhibit, Udo Toepperwein received a
Gold Medal. This exhibit consisted of
all kinds of bee-keepers' supplies and
appliances, apiarian products, bees and
queens, and products made from honey
:

and wax.

;

—

vens, 1st, S3 2d, $2.
Best 6 pounds of white bulk comb
honey in friction-top pails Wm. Cravens, 1st, $3 2d, $2
Best 3 pounds of white bulk comb
honey in friction-top pails Wm. Cravens 1st, S3 2d, S2.
Best display of bulk comb honey
Wm. Cravens, 1st, S5 2d, S3.
Best dozen jars of white extracted
honey— Wm. Cravens, 1st, $3 2d, $2.
Best dozen jars of light amber extracted honey Wm. Cravens, 1st, $3
;

—

;

—

;

;

—Bee and Honey
Wurth,

—

;

2d, $2.

Best display of extracted honey in
granulated form Wm. Cravens, 1st,

—

2d, $2.

Best sample cake of bright yellow
beeswax, not less than 2 pounds Anton Fournier, 1st, S5
Wm. Cravens,

—

;

2d, $3.

Best and largest display of beeswax
Wm. Cravens, 1st, S5 Moritz Rom-

Daniel

;

—

;

—

;

$3.

Cyprian bees and queen— Bee and
Co., 1st, $5
Daniel Wurth, 2d,

Honey

;

S3.

—

Holy Land bees and queen Bee and
Honey Co., 1st, $5 Daniel Wurth, 2d,
;

$3.

Blackbeesandqueen— Daniel Wurth,

$5 Wm. Cravens, 2d, $3.
Best display of bumble-bees Wm.
Cravens, 1st, $5 2d, $3
Best display of ground bees Wm.
Cravens, 1st, $5 2d, S3.
Best and largest display of various
races of bees in observatory hives
Daniel Wurth, 1st, S10 Bee and Honey
1st.

;

—
—

;

;

Co., 2d, $6.

Best and largest display of queens of
various races, in mailing cages Daniel Wurth, 1st, $5
Wm. Cravens, 2d,

—

;

$3.

Best case of white section honey
Cravens, 1st, S5 2d, $3.
Best case of light amber section
honey— Wm. Cravens. 1st, $5 2d, S3.
Best and largest display of section
comb honey— Wm. Cravens, 1st, S5

Wm.

;

;

;

;

2d, S3.

Best instructive display of apiarian
products and the various uses made of
honey and beeswax
Wm. Cravens,

—

1st,

S20

;

Diploma.

Does Corn Yield Honey

matter.

The same question

that

belief is
;

Best display of

fruit

honey— Wm. Cravens,

1st,

—

preserved in
$5

;

2d, $3.

Best honey- vinegar Wm. Cravens,
1st, S3
Daniel Wurth, 2d, S2.
Golden Italian bees and queen in
single-comb observatory hives Daniel
;

—

SVurth, 1st, $5;

Bee and Honey

Co.,

!d, S3.

Three-banded Italian bees and queen

is

asked about sugarcane or sorghum.
It is supposed that most plants yielding pollen also yield some honey, however small in quantity. The general
honey, but there

2d, S3.

?

This much-disputed question has
been asked me several times of late,
and what my opinion is in regard to

Best display of special designs in
beeswax Wm. Cravens, 1st, S5 Moritz

—

Rescue, Tex., referring to this same
subject in the Dallas News (Tex.), has
this to say regarding his observations

sorghum
is

yields

some

much doubt

as to

whether the corn-tassels yield any
honey at all, although giving much
pollen. This question has quite frequently bobbed up at conventions, but
no absolute or satisfactory proof has
ever been given.
H. H. Hyde, at the 1900 annual meeting of the Texas Bee-Keepers' Association, cited a case whereby he thought
he had proven, to his own satisfaction
at least, that corn yielded honey, and

:

claimed by some of our able writers
on apiculture that sorghum cane, milo maize,
corn-lassel and the various oaks are all honeyproducers. With no desire to provoke controversy, I will say this is not in accordance
with my observations, and I have been a close
observer of such things from early childhood.
I have examined the honey-sacs of hundreds
of bees when working on the bloom of the
above-named plant6, but have never been able
to discover that they were getting aoy honey.
By taking a little pains any one can easily
tell when bees are getting honey from any
bloom. Find a bee that is working on the
bloom that you are in doubt about, catch it
by both wiogs so that it can't sting you, as
we do in caging to send off by mail with
queens.
Now place the bee on a clean,
smooth surface, say a newly painted hivecover, or a sheet of note-paper will do.
Now
gently press on the abdomen of the bee with
one finger of the other hand, and if it has any
honey whatever in its honey-sac it can be
made to disgorge it without hurting the bee
in any way.
I have examined hundreds of bees in this
way while working on cane-heads, corn-tassel,
maize-heads, etc., and could never make one
disgorge a particle of honey. So I conclude
they get nothing but pollen from them.

We would be glad to hear from any
other bee-keepers who have made observations on this question.

2d, $10.

Largest and best display of beekeepers' supplies— Udo Toepperwein,

the

There is room for investigation, and
by this an old, much-disputed question
might be solved. Mr. L,. B. Smith, of

It is

pel. 2d, $3.

Rompel,

$5

Caucasian bees and queen Bee and
Honey Co., 1st, S5 Daniel Wurth, 2d,

2d, S3.

—

1st,

2d. $3

Best display of extracted honey
Wm. Cravens, 1st, $5; J. W. Griffin,

;

Co.,

2d, $3.

Carniolan bees and queen Bee and
Honey Co., 1st, S5 Grant Anderson,

;

$3

Tex.

;

Best display of special designs of
comb honey— H. W. Toepperwein, 1st,
$5 2d, $3.
Best 12 pounds of white bulk comb
honey in friction-top pails Wm. Cra-

—

New Braunsfels,

get pollen in large quantities, but also
honey in abundance, and stored it in
supers.
Mr. Hyde was very positive
that this was the only source from
which the honey came, as there was
absolutely no other bloom anywhere
to the best of his knowledge— from
which the bees might have gathered
the honey, except from thecorn-fassels.

Honey as a Health- Food. — This
is a 10-page honey-pamphlet intended to help
increase the demand for honey.
The first
part of it contains a short article oo " Honey
as Food," written by Dr. C. C. Miller.
It
tells whereto keep honey, how to liquefy it,
etc.
The last part is devoted to " Honey-

Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using
Honey." It should be widely circulated by
those selling honey.
The more the people are
educated on the value and uses of honey, the
more honey they will buy.
Prices,

stamp;

prepaid— Sample copy for a 2 cent

copies for~0eent6; 100 for $1.25;
350 for {2 25; 500 for 14.00; or 1000 for $7 50.
Your business card printed free at the bottom
of front page on all orders for 100 or more
copies.
Send all orders to the otlice of the
American Bee Journal.
oil

Our Wood Kinder
made
Bee
for

(or Holder)

is

to take all the copies of the American
Journal for a year. It is sent by mail
Full directions accompany.
20 cents.

The Bee Journals can he

inserted as soon as
received, and thus preserved for
future reference. Or we will send it with the
American Bee Journal a year— both for silo.
Address the otlice of the American Bee Jourire

nal.
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can

see, they are all right.
I filled the
feeder full of thick syrup before I put
Minnesota.
them away for winter.

Docfor Miltarts

*

—

Answer. Disturbing the bees once
2 weeks throughout the winter is
certainly no benefit; but as they came
in

through

right in your case, it
have done so very much
harm.
The probability, however, is
that in the cellar the bees would have
reached the stores without any interference on your part. If the cellar is
of the right temperature, never much
below 45 degrees for many days at a
time, I think I would risk letting them
hunt the stores for themselves, so long
as plenty of stores were in the hive.

could

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or to
Db. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.
'

Leaving

Empty Supers

in

Hives in

Winter
This has been a very poor season for
bees. I have about 14 colonies, and but
one that has stored any surplus, and
that one is an Italian colony. I have
always taken off the supers in the fall,
and have put on empty supers filled
with old rags, etc., but as there is
no honey in the supers, will it not do
to leave the supers on? Will the bees
Missouri.
winter just as well?

Answer.

—

take quite a bit
of the heat of the bees to keep warm
the empty space in the super over
them, and as far north as you are,
there will be no heat to spare. Besides,
if the super is a section-super, the sections would be spoiled to leave them
on over winter.
It

—

Answer. Your question is a timely
and yet it was evidently not left
altogether out of view by the editor of
Gleanings. As he says in substance, if
A sells a package of honey that is
adulterated he is safe from punishment
if he can fall back upon B, from whom
one,

will

with B's guarantee of
it
and B can in like manner fall
back upon C, the producer. But note
that he adds, "As I understand it, this
guarantee will not apply in any case
where the original package in which
the goods were received has been
broken and the goods have been put
into other packages." Then comes into
he bought

purity,

play your suggestion that the producer
must seal the package in such a way
that it will be easy to prove if the seal
has been broken.

Disturbing Bees in the Cellar

New Pure Food Laws ana Bee-Keepers

began keeping bees a year ago last
I
put 9 colonies into winter
They were all in
quarters Nov. 10.
good shape except 2 colonies, which
had foul brood, and I did not know it
I changed
till quite late in the season.
their frames twice, giving them oneinch starters first and full sheets of
I

Referring to the new pure food law,
as given in Gleanings, what is to prevent a dishonest dealer from buying
honey, mixing glucose with it and selling on the guarantee of the bee-keeper

whom he bought it? Or rather,
what protection has the bee-keeper, or
what assurance has he that such will
not be done? To illustrate:
A is an honest bee-keeper. He sells
1,000 pounds of extracted honey to B
of

(a dishonest dealer), in 60-pound cans,
giving B a written guarantee that it is
pure honey. B unscrews the tops of
the cans, empties out the honey, mixes
1,000. pounds of glucose with it, puts
it back in the 60-pound cans and proceeds to sell it to C, D, E. etc., on
down to Z, giving each a guarantee
Z discovers it
that it is pure honey.
is adulterated and goes back on B, who
falls back on his guarantee from A.
How is A to prove his innocence?
It may be that I am unduly alarmed,
but I really am afraid some poor beekeeper who is not able to stand a longdrawn-out lawsuit is going to have
trouble, and I think it well for this
matter to be discussed in the papers,
and. if necessary, some means devised by which the cans may be sealed
in such a manner that the honey cannot be removed without breaking the
It would be well for bee-keepers
seal.
to be fully prepared to protect themselves by the time they harvest another
crop.

Texas.

spring.

foundation the last time, so they
hadn't time to get enough honey for
their needs.
I
fed syrup vigorously
till it got so cold that they could not
They seem to have
take any more.
quite a little supply, but I am a little
They are my best
"scary" about it.
colonies.
Last winter I had some colonies that were short. They had a little along the top-bars of every frame.
So I used to go and look at them about
once in 2 weeks and move the outside
frames towards the center, for they did
not seem to get to them if I did not

brought them through all
it pays to bother
them in the cellar, or would they get
along better if let entirely alone?
I am trying to winter a small nucleus whose queen died along in the summer.
Before I noticed it they were
almost nothing, so I felt sorry for the
little things and got a queen for them,
put them in a nucleus hive, and fed
them, and soon the queen got to laying and had quite a little brood by the
end of the harvest. I made a feeder
of my own design to go on the outside of the hive about half-way up to
the rear end of the hive. As far as I
do

so.

right.

all

not

Moving Bees

a Short*,:Distance— Cor-

Amount

rect

of Winter Stores

like to change my beebut leave them on the
same piece of ground. What time of
year is the best for this work, so that
the bees won't mix?
2.
What direction should I turn the
hive-entrance, or does it matter what
direction this far south?
3.
All my bees had from 20 to 25
1.

hive

I

pounds
10.

would

places,

of stores per colony,

Do you think

it

is

Missouri.

the winter?

Answers.

November

enough for

—

1.

The best time

is

when

they have been confined to the hives
the longest, so that their first flight
after their long confinement will be
from their new location. If you could
tell

just

when

their last flight would

be before their longest winter impris-

onment and

their first flight after

it.

the ideal time to move them would be
on the evening of the day of their
last flight, or in the morning before
their first spring flight.
2.

Small

matter

which way they

face, although there is a somewhat general preference for having them face

south and southeast.

Being in latitude 3S or 39. yen
3.
undoubtedly winter bees outdoors, and
very likely the weather will allow your
bees greater activity than in localities
farther north, resulting in greater conSome colonies
of stores.
may pull through with 20 pounds of
honey, and others may starve with 25.
would certainly be safer to have
It
them heavier.

sumption

>rfs

I

Do you think

and

fpefiences
_

'-—L-

Winter Hive-Entrance—
Winter Losi of Queens

Size of

in
I notice that there is a great difference
ideas among amateur bee-keepers about the
size of entrance for winter, but I believe
nearly all agree on 2 square inches capacity.
It is all right if given in the right place, or
rather at each corner, but if it is given all in
the center, and the cluster of bees is in the
center, through a long cold snap it gets
clogged with dead bees. Then if there comes

Dec.
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a warmer lime, but not warm enough for bees
to fly, water sometimes runs from the entrance and freezes as it comes in contact with
the outside air. Now, as the dead bees help
to hold the water tbey are frozen up air-tight,

and if another cold spell comeson that colony
Man;
is doomed even with plenty of honey.
times I have found the entrance on one side
frozen solid with ice, but the other side demand free. So don't pin your faith ou a single
entrance, except it is the full width of the

flfe

Here

my bees are not disturbed in
very cold weather this winter.
Irving Long.
Marceline, Mo., Nov. 5
shall see that

tm

Poultry Gazette

Review of Reviews
Success

Woman's Home
Companion

hive.

Another thing I would like to hear about is.
How many beekeepers have lost queens in
winter that can account for it? A hen found
her way into one of my bee-houses last January and laid in a super that had been left
there.
The colony under and on each side
lost theirqueen6; came out queenless in the
spring. Two queens were reared the year before. I lost no other queens in the bee-houses.
Forty five others came through all right. 1

a Good One

is

The Modern Farmer

Ml one year

A

a f\ a

KMMx
^
%0

Catalog- tree
Italian Bees

Hires, Etc.

\J \J

Queens.

If

and

interested

in

do not fail to write us.
John Nebel &Son Supply Go,, High Hill, Mo.
6Ctf
Please mention the Bee Journal.
bees,

POWER MACHINERY
Read what

$3.00
'

J. I.

Parent, of

" We
one of your Combined Machines, last wiuter50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
Charlton, N. Y., says:

cut with

This makes a combination that is very hard
to beat, and you should be greatly pleased
with it.

THE MODERN FARMER
ST.

40-page

The latest work on (::SITPI»l-IEN,Hives,F]x-

BARNES' FOOT

I

for

II

JOSEPH, MO.

the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
make, and we expect to do

to

"

continuous advertising
that Impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

It is

it with this Saw. It will do al)
say it will." Catalog and price-list free.
W. F. & John Barnes,
Address,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.
M«*nf Inn
It^e
Journal when wrrittng.

r ou

Secured More Honey Than Others
have been too busy to give proper care to
bees, but I secured more honey than any
one else in this neighborhood the past season.
My best colony produced 56 sections of honey
and 6 extracting supers full to overtlowing.
I

my

Lewis Lamkin.
Sioux City, Iowa, Nov.

7.

Home-Reared Queens,

American Bee Journal
Novelty Pocket-knife
Gold Fountain Pen

AH

$3.00

for

Etc.

bave reared several queens this year, but
not by the Doolittle plan, and have found by
careful breeding that queens reared by this
plan are as good as aDybody needs. I have
received several queens from dilterent Slates
by mail, and tind that they don't do any better than those reared right at home; but if
one is rearing queens he ha6 to get a breeder
or common stock from some other State in
order to get different blood, care being taken
With an
that all drone-)arv;e are destroyed.
uncapping knife shave their heads off, or use
entrance-guards to be sure that none get out.
Now, when all are destroyed, and when certain that nothing but the best drones are at
large, have the virgins in nuclei, and you will
find that queens mated in this way are as
good as those received through the mail, if
not better, as most of the queens received by
mail are somewhat injured by throwing the
mail-sacks on and off the cars. I received
one by mail that would lay from 3 to 10 eggs
in one cell for nearly a week, after which 6he
would begin to lay only one in each cell, and
turned out to be a good layer at lasi but the
eggs that were laid the first week were quite
a loss, just when I wanted tbe bets mo6t.
My bees have done fairly well this season.
Some of the strongest have stored 150 pounds
of extracted honey, but have not stored much
section honey. They would sooner work in
a hive-body with starters lhau to enter a
I

HOWARD
(This cut

lUftme and Address on one side

Three Bees on the other

side.)

Your Name on the Knife.— When
just

what name

ordering, be sure to say
and address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife

Worker

is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the
handle. It is made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as
transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the
handle is placed the name and residence of the owner, and on the
other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as shown here.

The Material

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English
It will last a life-time, with
razor-steel, and we warrant every blade.
proper usage.

best quality

;

Why Own

the Novelty Knile?— In

case a good knife is lost,
but if the " Novelty "
is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it.
If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so
fortunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will
serve as an identifier; and, in case of death, your relatives will at once
be notified of the accident.
the chances are the

super.

had 20 colonies last spring, increased to
and got 1000 pounds of extracted and
about 150 pounds of comb.
The fall crop
was very good, so they had plenty of stores
below for winter
Some of them bave 6tored
40 pounds of fall honey above, which 1 ex-

the full size of the Knife.)

is

NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE
—

;

1

35,

M. MEL8EE,

HONEYVILLE, O.

owner

will never recover it;

How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We

Queen

send

it

postpaid for

$1.25, or club the Novelty Knife and the American Bee Journal for one
(Allow two weeks for Knife order to be filled.)
year both for $2.00.

—

tracted.

SOLID GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN

1 sell all my honey right at home at 8 cents
for extracted, and 10 to 15 cents for comb,
according to color and weight.
B. F. Schmidt.
North Buena Vista, Iowa, Nov. 12.

a good Fountain Pen that is reasonable in
of this pen say that if you pay more than
$1.25 for other fountain pens, it's for the name.

FENCE ££S?^l'We

absolutely guaranteed to work perfectly, and give satare 14 kt., pointed with selected Iridium.
The Holders are Para Rubber, handsomely finished. The simple feeder
gives a uniform flow of ink. Each pen is packed in a neat box, with
directions and Filler.

we have found
The manufacturers

Finally

price.

This pen

isfaction.

of High Carbon colled wire.
have no agent*. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 daye free trial.
We pay all freight. Catalog dhows 37
etvles and helRnts of farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buy direct. Write today

Drone

Made

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box gg
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

Bee

Journal

vrhea

writing

is

The Gold Nib6

%

size

Gold Fountain Pen

for only $1.25, or for $2.00 we will mail it and the
weekly American Bee Journal for a whole year.
I£§P Sample copy of the American Bee Journal free; trial trip of three months (13 copies)
Address all orders to
for 20c; regular yearly price, $1.00.

We

mail this

^

GEORGE

W.

YORK

ii

CO.,

334 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago, 111.

1006
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CONVENTION NOTICE.
New York. — A

series of

be held in

stitutes will

Bee-Keepers' In-

If

New York

8tate as
follows:
Amsterdam, Dec. 10; Syracuse,
Dec. 11; Fulton. Dec. 12; Gouverneur, Dec.
13,14; Auburn. Dec. 15; Romulus, Dec. 17;
Geneva, Dec. IS, 19— State Convention. Mr.
Chas. Stewart, of Sammonsville, N. Y., has
been engaged as Institute Speaker.
Mr
Stewart is ODe of the State Bee-Inspectors,
and has shown a great interest in the welfare
of the hee-keeper6 of the State.
Romulus, N. Y.
C. B. Howard, Sec.

Goods are wanted Quick, send

BEE- SUPPLIES
Root's Goods at Root's Prices

Big Profits in Capons

Everything' used by Bee-Keepers.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.

Caponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free instruction?

.•.

<•

-TOOLS

Prompt

Service.

Catalog Free.

.•.

1
pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
trade.
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
shall be glad to send it to you.

i

|Capon Book Free.

G. P. Pilling & Son,

.•.

BEESWAX WANTED

postpaid $2.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
French Killing Knife 50c

{CAPON

Pouder"

to

Philadelphia, Pa.

During November I will offer a discount
of 5 percent on Supplies for next seathe discount will be 4 percent. Cash must accompany

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNT

Cash

son's use.
order.

Beeswax

for

1 ntil further notice SOc cash paid for pure,
yellow beeswax, delivered here.

Frank G. Glark, 147 E.KinzieSt.Ghicago.lll.

Mention

Wb

when

Bee Journal

Sell Root's Goods

in

.">!:(

writing.

"i

I

">

In

December

WALTER
Me ut Ion

Beeswax Wanted for Cash.
M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

when

Bee Journal

Fire Sale of Bee
Come

H. S.

DUBY.

St. Anne,

III.

you want the Bee-Boon

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send

writ lug.

FOR HIS

4

Percent on

percent Discount

slightly

ggggK

damaged goods.
cemb
h o n e^packag E s.

^

bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
Supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
selected out after the fire. Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
25 to 50 percent reduction.

Send lor
Reduced Prices.

Slightly

list ol

Quote us prices on Honey and Beeswax.

H. N.

ARND,

Proprietor,

Long Distance Telephone, North

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."

and Poultry Supplies

to SO

Any

$1. 20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal ..

Save 35

or send and

Lewis Goods at

Bargains

If

IN1>.

'

Best Wisconsin Sections,
per 1000— $4 00; No.2— J3.40;
plain, 25c less. 7 percent
discount in October on Root's and Danz. Hives-,
Root's
Goods.
and otber
40A26t

POUDER
INDIANAPOLIS,

r###########^*

Michigan

Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save jon time and
freight.

S.

Massachusetts Ave.

Mention

Damaged
Honey

in

G'ood§ to select from at

60-pound cans for

sale.

York Honey and Bee-Supply Co. mot i«.)
191 AND 193 SUPERIOR St. CHICAGO. ILL.

1559.

(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)
when writing.

Bee Journal

Liberal Discount, to the Trade.

BuT^uillS

in

Machinery
1

1
1

Second-hand

Our Early-Order Discounts on

# Tanks

BEE-SZJPPLIES

Steam Pump.
Large Butter-Mixer.
100 gal. Churn.

are now in effect. We furnish EVERYTHING needed in practical BeeCulture, at lowest prices.
We make the best-finished and substantial

Skids.
Vats— S to 16-ft. long, each.

1 16-ft. bbl.

2

Wooden

50-ft.

Heavy

1-in.

Hose,

METAL TANKS

^SHIPPINQ = CASES

75-gaI., 300-gal. (metal with wood-jacket),
400-gal. and 500 gal.
For particulars, address,

H. M.
191

Superior

St.,

in free Shipping-Crates.

ARM),

tjical utility.
are not excelled for durability, fine workmanship, and pract^
Have you seen our latest improved Champion Smoker ? If not, you
miss it until you get one.
Address,
Satisfaction guaranteed, or money back.

The Emerson Binder

i

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
bat 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Jonrnal for one year — both for only $1.50. It la
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Jonrnal as fast as they are received.
If yon have
this " Emerson " no further binding is nece.

OEOROE W. YORK &
334

Dearborn

Street,

KRET6MMER MFG.

I

60., Council Bluffs. Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 8. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

/

Our HONEY-EXTRACTO Irs

CHICAGO, ILL.

Bee Journal

when

writing.

»*

—
Dec.

6,

1007
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American Ttee Journal
Gloves for Handling

Headquarters «* Bee-Supplies

Something New.
Something You Want.

LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY
ORDERS. Have a large stock on hand, and can sup-

Oar

prepared

specially

Gloves

soften the

the

As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati.
save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free.
same.

using In sweeping, gardening, or general housework, driving or outdoor woik. They are just
the thing for driving in the rain, as they are
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night they
keep the hands soft and white.
All the points of excellence can not be here
enumerated, but they never fail to give ihe
greatest satisfaction. To introduce l hem, we
will send by mail, or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee-Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
sizes— large for men, small for ladies
35
35
Men's Gauntlets, fleece lined

Will buy or
sell

lows:
7 percent for cash with order before Oct. 1st
"
"
•'
"
Nov.lst
6
"
"
" Dec. 1st
"
5
"
"
"
"
4
Jan. 1st
"
"
" Feb. 1st
"
3
If you haven't our 1905 catalog, seud for one
and a free copy of the American BeeKeeper
Address,
SOc a year).

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG.
JAMESTOWN,
mention

Bee Journal

CO.

.

HONEY

Will pay, at

all

"™
C. H.W.WEBER

Office

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

is in grood demand at 55@65c
per gallon, according to quality, for good average stock; 75c for fancy. Beeswax, 30c.

demand. Southern

HlLDRETH & SkQELESN

shipped out of this State, leaving only a few
cars of single-tier cases. The quality of this
year's crop was fine, better than for several
seasons. We quote our local market as follows: Strictly No. 1 white, per case of 24 sec-

— The

ordinary No. 1 and off grade, $2.50 to
Extracted, white, 6&@7jic. Beeswax,
24c for average yellow delivered here.

7.

is

Kansas City, Nov. 3.— The demand
comb and extracted honey is good,

We quote fancy

for both
receipts
24 sections,

white ccmb,
No. 1, $3; No. 1 white and amber, $2.75.
Extracted, white, per pound, 7c; amber, 6@6J^c.
Beeswax, per pound, 25c.
light.
at $3 25;

C C. Clemons & Co.

Cincinnati, Oct. 20.— The demand for comb
honey is good. No. 1, white, brings l4Hc wholesale, and 16c retail, by the case. Off grades
less from 2@3c per pound. T^hite clover extracted brings in barrels, 8c per pound; in cans,
85<c;

amber grades,

5Hc In barrels;
Beeswax, 30c.

light, 6c in barrels; dark,
in cans, He per pound more.
C. H. W. Wbbbi.

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.— While the supply

of extracted honey bring 8@9c.
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100

Good average
pounds.
S. POTJDER.

WALTER

Toledo, Oct. 19.— The market on comb honey
remains about the same as last quotations, but
has been coming in much more freely, as beekeepers seem to be very anxious to get rid of
their stock. Fancy brings in a retail way 16c;
extra fancy, 17c; No. 1, 15c; buckwheat, 15c.
Extracted white clover in barrels brings
7@7)£c; cans the same. Beeswax, 26'" 28c.

The Griggs Bros & Nichols Co.

tions, $3;

The

market

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

J2.75.

taking
honey, both comb and extracted, in a very satisfactory way. The price of No. 1 to fancy
comb is 15®16c; off grades, l®2c per pound less.
White extracted, 7^@8c; amber, 7c; dark,
6@6H»c. All of this is governed by quality, condition, and package. Beeswax, SOc per pound.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Chicago, Nov.

price on receipt

1

when writing.

Beesirax*

you have any

to sell,

times, highest market

Denver, Oct. 20.— All desirable lots of white
comb honey in double-tier cases have now been

4-

will
for

of goods.

N. Y.

i)oncy aixb

If

Send

Beeswax Wanted

40
(exfol-

you

You

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will
cheerfully quote you price.

35
Ladies'
Ladies' unlined, for wearing at night or

during doing light housework
Early Order Discounts on Bee-Snpplies
cepting above and a few other articles) as

Freight Rates from CINCINNATI are
LOWEST, ESPECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH

ply promptly.

hands and prevent and cure chapped hands.
fabric contains a preparation which prevents the gloves from becoming hard and stiff.
We furnish them without armlets or sleeves for

The

of

comb honey is equal to the demand, large quantities of comb honey having arrived in the
market in the last few days, the price still remains high. The outlook, however, is that
when the season advances and the bee-keepers
ship more of their crop to the market, the pri-

little weaker.
We quote: Fancy
white comb honey, 16@18c; No, 1, 14@15c; amFancy white extracted, 7#@8^c;
6H@7c.
We are producers of hooey and do not handle
Wm. A. Selser.
on commission.

Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

HONEY AND BEESWAX

Cincinnati, Nov. 3.— The honey market is
rather quiet at this date, owing to the market
being flooded with comb honey; selling slowly
at from 14@16c. Extracted amber honey sells
at 5%@6%c. White and fancy grades find sale
at from 754@8J£c. There is not so much moving as one might be led to believe. Beeswax is
dragging at 29@30c for choice yellow.

199 South Water St. Chicago,

Indianapolis, Nov. 15.— Fancy white comb
brings 16(&l7c readily; No. 1, white, 2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades

THE FRED W. MUTH

The Fred W. Muth Co.

When

consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.
III.

QUOTE US £ B u S0
Extracted Honey!
e

rI .3

41Atf

CO.,

51

«

IValnnt St., Cincinnati. 0.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

TO BUY AT TOP PRICES
WANTED
WHITE CLOVER HOMEY,
both

Comb and

Extracted.

If you have any write at once, saying how much you have, how
lowest price, and all about it, in first letter.

C. M. Scott

8 Co.,

put up, and your

Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.
Catalog Free

29Atf

it is

1004 East Wash. Street,

INDIASAPOMS,

IMM>

ces will be a

ber, ll@13c
light amber,

New York, Nov. 19.— We are having a good
demand for white comb honey of particularly
fancy stock, and same finds ready sale at 15c,
and 13@14c for No. 1 white. K eceipts up to date
have been quite numerous, but we expect that
from now on they will be lighter, as the bulk of

comb honey, we believe, has been marketed.
No. 2 white, amber and buckwheat are in fair
demand, with sufficient supplies to meet same.
We quote at from 10@12c, according to quality.
Extracted honey is in good demand, principally
California stock, and strictly white sage is now
selling at 7!^@8c; light amber at 7c, and amber
at 6Kc. Extracted near-by, New York State
amber and buckwheat, at 6@6HiC, with a fair
the

I
!<

^
^
'£
1
"5

HONEY! HONEY! HONEY!

I

Have you any to sell? If so, see us bepay highest Market
fore selling.
Price for both Comb and Extracted
Honey also Beeswax.

^

We

...

—

Street, Toledo, Ohio
when writing.

GRIGGS BROTHERS, 521 Monroe
Mention

Bee Journal

g^

gl

^
|
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
^UT EXCELSJ^
dealer who handles our make along with any other and he will
"
course, Dadant's is the best.

Ask any

*£

say, "

*

who has used our make and he will tell you the same
Because we make the manufacture of foundation OUR
SPECIALTY. We devote our time and energies to making THE VERY BEST
COMB FOUNDATION THAT CAN BE MADE.
For 27 years we have led in the manufacture of this article. Don't experiment with a new make. Insist on Dadant's get Dadant's and you will
have the best.
It will cost you no more than any other.

#

Of

Ask

thing.

a bee-keeper

WHY ?

—

WORKING BEESWAX
We
it

1906

into Comb Foundation for the bee-keeper direct.
catalog.
Remember you take
when
absolutely GUARANTEE SATISFACTION IN EVERY WAY.

work beeswax

Send for our prices and
you get our foundation. We
Agents for our foundation everywhere.
Farly order discounts on

all

kinds of goods for the bee-keeper.

DADANT & SONS,

|

NO CHANCES

Hamilton,

111.

WE WILL BUY
New Crop

Honey, comb and extracted,

you have a crop to
dispose of, write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, we may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.
in

any quantity.

If

WE WILL SELL
whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
grades Honey. Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

to Bee-Keepers,

you.

BEESWAX
We are in the

when you have any

market to buy Beeswax at any time of the year.
to

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265 & 267 Greenwich
30Atf

Street

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

ij§

#
$$
«$£

g
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e Journal
CHICAGO,

46th Year

ILL.; DEC.

13,
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No.

Mi
»^m fcftft

W. H. Laws.

Huber Laws.

Ben Laws.

M.H.fisman.

Hauling 200 Colonies of Bees on One Trip

in

/.

W. Taylor

Texas.

w\

'

-*»*?'
Apiary of P. W. Brey, of Ontario, Wis.
(See page 1014)

m
The Best Kind

of a

Christmas Present for a Bee-Keeper
is a Bee-Book or the American Bee Journal, or Both.

Dec. 13, lyuo

L010

American Itee Journal

Special Bargains
HIVES.

in dovetailed

BROOD-FRAHES.

We

GEORGE W. YORK 8 COMPANY
Dearborn Street, Chicago,

SECTIONS. Hoffman
etc.

factory and all of these goods have to be
moved. If you want any thing in your apiary, you will do well by
writing us at once, and we will make you delivered prices that
we do not
will surprise you. Our stock is all new and up-to-date
keep poor or 2d grade goods. Our sizes are standard. Quality and
We make any thing used in the
finish can not be beat by any one.
apiary, and can save you money and delay at any time of the season.
Give us a trial and be convinced. We aim to please our customers
and guarantee all our Goods to give entire satisfaction, or refund

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

334

Plain and Beeway

Section-Holders, Separators,

111.

are enlarging our

;

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

is

a year, in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union. 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indicates the
end of the month to which your subscription ispai«i.
For instance, "decoe" on your label shows that it Is
paid to the end of December, I9u6.
$1.00

the money.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do

not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

Minnesota Dee-Keepers' Supply 60.
JOHN DOLL & SON,

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c.
14 Hues make one inch.
Nothing less than % inch accepted.

times.

"

.

*'

.

.

..10
20
-.30
.

lOOlines... 5percent
500 M ...10
"
1C0O " ...20
"
2000 " ...30

5 per cent

.

.

Mention

Space Discounts.

Time Discounts
4
)3
26

"
••

«

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Bee Journal

when

rates arc subject to either time or space
di-*v.ount«, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject

the best foundation for you to use, because it is tough,
transparent, will not sag, and has the odor

is

pure beeswax.

of

above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning.

to the

WORKING WAX FOR CASH A SPECIALTY
This

is

the cheapest

Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their

.Our warehouse

in- re convenient. Dues may be sent to
P^"
ublisiitrs ot ibe American Bee Journal.
1

is

well

for

you

to secure

with all kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Discount during December.

GUS DITTMER,
If

the

Augusta, Wisconsin

Yod Want to Keep Posted
upon the

GBEATEST

POLITICAL

I

*

COILED SPRING

FENCE

QUESTION

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

Bee-Keepers'
Souvenir Postal Card

Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist t»
a brace to all other wires and
Closely

The Defender

twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Pig.
tight. Every rod guaranteed.
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YOU NEED THIS BOOK
Tue

pul. Ushers

«.f

the Agricultural

Lono.Gooflfldvertisino

Epitomist, Spencer,

Indiana, (the only agricultural paper
arrangement* by which they can offer with each

that is
tied on i farm) have made
three years' subscription to their paper at 50 cents, a copy
i

#

<>f

ago bee-keepers were
first Patent
Bee-Smoker.

27 years

ROPP'S COMMERCIAL CALCULATOR
absolutely free, postage prepaid.
You slmuM not overlook this opportunity to secure one of the
foremost farm monthlies in the country, together with this valuable book at the price of the paper
alone.

WHAT THE CALCULATOR

sur-

prised by the

IS

A READY CALCULATOR. BUSINESS ARITHMETIC and REFERENCE BOOK COMBINED.

Bingham's Patented

["his
unquestionably the most complete and
convenlem work on Figures for PRACTICAL USE
i-

it
contains Dearly all the Short
Cuts Known; hundreds Of Simple Rules and Original
Methods [or "Easy and Rapid Calculation," and
Millions of Accurate Answers to Business Examples
and to Practical Problems.
It Sifts and Simplifies the whole science of Arithmetic, retaining only the Cream in a nutshell, as It
were. Its Tables, Rules and Methods are extremely
atmple, eminently useful practical, and fully abreast
with the age ol steam and electricity.
Everyone who prefers to take the Simplest the
Shortest and the Easiest way for doing his work
should possess a copy of this useful and convenient
Pocket Manual, it will enable everybody to become
Proficient and Quick in Figures; and to many a
young person it may prove to be a stepping stone
to a successful business career.
IT WILL SHOW AT A GLANCE. WITHOUT THE

evei published,

USE OF PENCIL, PEN OR PAPER
The number of bushels and pounds in a load of
lats, or Barley and the correct
amount for same at unv price per bushel.
in exact amount for a lot of hoes or cattle, from
1 Hi. to a carload, at any price per cwt.
The conect amount for a load of Hay, Straw, Coal
Wheat, Corn, Rye,

Smoker
Improvements
Are dated

1878, 1882, 1892 and 1903.
6 percent Discount for October
orders.

Any number, any

Wagon

Beds, Corn Cribs. Cord-wood and CarpenPlasterers' and Bricklayers' work.
The exact interest on any sura, for any time, at
any practical rate per cent.
The Day of the Week, for any date in 300 years,
besides hundreds of other verv useful things.
It elves all the Latest and Shortest methods
known, besides many published for the first time;
viz: An Easy and Unerring process for "'Adding
Lone Columns; "Short Cuts in Multiplication and
Division.
Problems in Fractions, Interest, Perters'.

\{/

iS/

copper or

tin,

any time.

BINGHAM

I

or Coke, from 2b cents to §20.00 per ton.
The correct amount for articles sold by the
Bushel, Pound, Yard or Dozen from Wc to Si.
The exact w ages for any time, at various rates per
month, per week and per day.
The equivalent of wheat in flour, when exchanging same, from 25 to 40 lbs, to the bushel..
The only correct Rule and Table for estimating
the exact contents of logs of all sizes.
The exact contents of Lumber, Cisterns, Bins,

hfW

size,

delivered

I

centage, Mensuration, etc., are usually solved with
less than one-third the figures and labor required

T. F.

Farwell, Hich.
Mention

Bee Journal

when

writing*

ITALIAN QUEENS
Too

late to deliver them? Yes!
to begin to get ready

late

spring

But not too
for next

give personal attention to correspondence.
My queens are guaranteed.
!

1

Write at once to

ROBERT
2Atf

Mention

B. McCAIN.
R.D. 1.
OSWEGO. ILL.
Bee Journal when writing.

by ordinary methods.

Handsomely and attractively bound it cloth, with round corners and just the right size to fit
the pocket.
A copy of tnis useful and practical work should be in the hands of every farmer,
mechanic, or business man.

COUPON

FILL OUT

EPITOMIST PUBLISHING

CO.. Spencer, Indiana.
Gentlemen: Enclosed find 50 cents (or which send the
Epitomist for three years from date.
Send me as a premium
postpaid a copy ol Ropp's Commercial Calculator.

—

THIS COUPON

THE AMERICAN FOOD LABORATORY
E. N. Eaton, M.Sc, Chemist.
4 years State Chemist, Minnesota.
6 years State Analyst, Illinois.
1235-1248 Caxton Building,
334 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
Samples of Honey analyzed. Correspon-

dence

solicited.

Enclose 50 cents and mall at once

Name

to

Wi

Goods

Address

Sell Root's
in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

The Rietsche Press

Bell Branch, Waynb Co., Mich
Mention Bee Jonrnal when writing.

Epitomint

Publishing

41

,ept.

Co.

SPENCER, IND.

M. H.

Made

Practically inde
Btmctible, and elving entirely satisfactory re
suits.
Comb foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buylnv
from th* dealers. Price of Press ior L. frame
sheets, *2.00. Oih:r sizes 25 cents extra. Price
of the Press makme the foundation directly on
the wired frames, $2.5 n , any siz wanted.
of

in Capons
Oaponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free Instruction?

Big Profits

artificial stone.

MPON
TOOLS

,

postpaid
I

J.Gape

$2.50.

,f

Worm Extractor 25c

Poultry Marker
£5c
[French Killing Knife500

T"i_„__i__
nflrnnlTlR
UU1
IjUIHJ

Be8t Wisconsin Sections,
P er 100O-S4 00; Nn.2-f3.40;
plain, 25c less. 7 percent
discount in October on Root's and Danz. Hives,
and other Root's Goods.
4]A2i.t
H. 8.
St. anne. III.

DUBY.

[

|Capon Book Free.

-.

G. P. Pilling

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVIL.LE, TKNN.

45AII

Mentlou

&

Ron.

II***-

.l«.iiruiil

If

Philadelphia, Pa.

tvlirB

writing.

HUNT A SON.

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

We

Offer for

a Limited Time Only

Bee-Keeper's Guide."

44

AT LIBERAL FIGURES

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Big|Red uction in Supplies

as follows:

Thousand Quart Berry- Boxes.
100 Thousand;i6 and 24 Quart^Berry-Crates.
200 Thousand iSections.
•300

25 Thousand 24-Section No-drip ShippingCases.
2 Thousand Dovetailed Bee-Hives.

Write to-day, and get our special prices, on any quantity.

SHEBOYGAN FRUIT-BOX
Mention

Bee

Jonrnal

when

writing.

Until Hay I. Big stock of Dovetailed
Hives and Marshfield Sections to draw

from.

FREE — a

year's subscription

with order amounting to $15 or over.
Send for 32-page Illustrated Catalog

Address,

CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
47A6t

free.

W.

D.

28Etf

-\

SOPER

(Route 3) Jackson, filch.

Please mention the Bee Journal.
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Advance Notice

When

Selling

&*w

Honey

never was

a

book written

that

could be

Especially

thing makes a big
difference in one's success.
Here's one of
such little things, given in the Bee-Keepers'

digested at the

Review by Geo. H. Kirkpatrick, which may
make no small difference in the number of

was not worth reading that is, one
worthy to be called a bee- paper.
During the hurry and heat of the summer
one scarcely feels like reading very much. But

Sometimes a very

sales;

especially

little

seeing

that

along rural

men do not generally leave money
with their wives when its need is not foreroutes

seen:
I give notice to the heads of families on a
certain R. F. D. Route, 10 days previous to
my canvass, by mailing a card that I've gotten out. On this card I give my occupation,
when established, and post-office. One sentence reads
"Sir: I wish to inform you that 1 will
canvass Rural Route No. [giving the number
of route and date of the day or days I will
make the canvass.]"

—

In this way I largely increase my sales, as
the people are expecting me, and have saved
a dollar with which to purchase a pail of
honey. I am sure I make many more sales
by giving the people notice of my coming,
than I would were I to make the trip unexpectedly.

Preparing for Next Season

this true of

reading.

first

And

bee-books.

said of bee-papers.

We

the

is

same can be

have yet to see one

—

that

the winter evenings are almost here, when,

with the rest of the family gathered around a
cozy fire, one can really enjoy reading, and
get great profit out of it for future days.
Doubtless many copies of the American Bee
Journal were merely glanced over during the
past 6 or 8 months. If so, the opportunity to
read them thoroughly will soon be here. Look

them up, and

see

abundance of

the

may

be true that with

many

past

was a poor honey

season.

may

be the best ever.

Who

the one just

But the next
knows? If it

should be a good season, that bee-keeper who
is be6t prepared to take greatest advantage of
the honey-flow will be the most successful.
We know the inclination is to " let up " in
one's efforts to do anything further

when

dis-

couragements come.
But the sun is not
always kept from shining. Cloudy days are
as needful as the sunshiny ones, and the lat-

bees.

ter are

First, and foremost, is the reading of beebooks and bee-paper6. He who is best informed these days, in any line of business,
should not only be able to get the most out of

former.

work in a financial way, but also enjoy
his work most, besides being of the greatest
service to those about him and to the world

shall all be the better prepared to

will

his

more appreciated by reason

of the

The command that comes to each one of us
December days is to "Go forward 1"
Profiting by the experiences of the past we
these

in the

thing

future— whether

it is

win success

with bees or any-

else.

•-

at large.

Perhaps you have read your bee-books before.
Never mind, it will pay to go over
them again very carefully.
Perhaps there

Caucasian Bees

In

them the usual
also mentions

He

for

among

other things 6ome not so generally

They are *ery prolific, keeping the hive well
supplied with brood the season through, and
stand confinement in cages better than any
other race with which we are acquainted. On
a test a virgin queen was kept in a queencage without bees for 30 days, and was quite
vigorous at the end of that time. They will
also mate and become good, useful queens
long after other queens are either worthless
or dead.
The brood-chamber is hardly ever supplied
with stores, unless the giving of surplus room
is neglected, so that there is during the season always a good supply of brood. They
are not very much inclined to swarm, much
less so than Carniolans, and if they do prepare for it they will not only start queen-cells
by the dozen, but by the hundred, which are
generously supplied with royal jelly. This
makes them the ideal bee for the queenbreeder.

In honey-gathering qualities they do not
to the best strains of Italians or Italian-hybrids. Nor is this to be expected in
the start, as they are likely to improve in this
direction by careful selection in breeding.
have wintered these bees on the summer stands without any additional protection,
ju6t like the rest of our stock, and they appear to be entirely hardy.

come up

We

Mr. Rauchfuss
of

soon be here, and also
the long winter evenings. It will be the time
to prepare for next season's work with the

The winter days

gives

good-nature, and

in Irrigation.^

credit

good

things that were overlooked.
It

XLVI-No. 50

known:

and Comments
'**

Street.

Colorado

Frank Rauchfuss imported 3 Caucasian
queens in the summer of 1900, and tells about

is

quite hopeful as to results
"our experi-

judicious crossing, saying

ments of mating Caucasian queens to Italian
drones have given us a very gentle bee, of
fine working quality."
This report is of value as coming from so
trustworthy a source after 6 years of quiet
opportunity for observation.

Bees Mourn Their Keeper

!

Several of our readers have kindly sent us

from various newspapers,
which shows the popular weakness for believing everything told about the wonderful
things bees know and do. It is surprising
what illuminated imaginations certain newsa clipping taken

paper

reporters possess.

The clipping

re-

ferred to reads as follows

Wall

—

Lake, Iowa, Nov. 12. Oliver J.
Seers, a pioneer bee-man died suddenly.
It
has been his custom to move among his bees
without covering his hands or face. The bees
followed him about the house and yard. In
the winter when their supplies ran low, he
fed them sugar syrup and rye-flour.
He covered their hives with blankets to keep out the

:

—

—

:
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He never

cold.
ister

to

sects

had

lost an opportunity to mintheir wants, and he believed the ina real attachment for him.

From

the day of Seer's death there was unOn the day of his
funeral they swarmed about the hearse, and
thousands followed it to the cemetery. The
following day it was discovered that the
hives were deserted. Several swarms of bees
were found in the trees near the grave of their
former owner. The others had mysteriously
disappeared.
rest in the colony of bees.

One

who

of those

sent us a copy of the

above, writes thus

" Old-time bee-keepers claim that

a rela-

if

tive of a bee-keeper dies the bees will

dwindle

away, provided they are not moved at least
one foot. I would like to hear from other
bee-keepers if such is the case, and what is
the reason therefor. The above clipping seems
to prove it."
It will

be noticed that the dispatch

is

dated

Nov. 12, and if several swarms went to the
cemetery anywhere near that date in Iowa,
they must have had more affection than good

sense.

It

must have been a novelty

see

to

bees swarming in November!
It is

the old superstition over again, that

bees visit the coffin of their care-taker, and

doubtless

the

"whispering
owner!"

mistake was
to

them

the

made

of

death of

not
their

Some bees might be seen on a freshly varnished coffin, and so they might on a freshly
varnished chair; but it would be all the same
to them who occupied either.
As to swarms
leaving their hives to settle near the grave of
their owner, some testimony would be needed
to prevent one from thinking it pure invention.

Some newspapers that published the item
headed it with these words: " Bee6 Mourn
at Keeper's Bier."
If they did, they must
have had a little too much " beer."
The " most remarkable " thing in the case 16
that such rot should be allowed to find place
in an ably conducted paper.

Oliscellaneou
flews -Items
The Chicago-Northwestern Convention was held last week. While the attendance was not as large as last year, the interest
was good. It was, as usual, a question-box
convention.
A full report was taken in
shorthand, which we expect to publish in due
time.

The

lows:

election of officers resulted as fol-

W. York; ViceWilson, of Maand Secretary-Treasurer, Herman

President, George
President, Miss Emma M.

rengo,
F.

111.

;

Moore, of Park Ridge,

111.

A photograph was taken of the convention,
which was very good indeed.
Price, postpaid, in mailing tube, 60 cents.
Send orders
to the office of the American Bee Journal,
and we will see that the pictures are mailed.

Russell 303, J. J. Cosby 243, E. E. Pressle*
154, and scattering 6 votes.
W. Z. Hdtchinson, Secretary.

Leonard

S.

Mr. N.

E. France, General Manager,
National Bee-Keepers' Association
Dear Sir : As the result of the ballot for
officers of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, as given above, I declare the following
persons elected to serve for the year 1907, towit: L. A. Aspinwall as President, Geo. E.
Hilton as Vice-President, Jas. A. Green as
Secretary, N. E. France as General Manager,
and G. M. Doolittle, Jas. A. Stone and K. A.
Holekamp as Directors for the ensuing term.

—

Taylor,
Chairman of

K. L.

The Recent National Election

of

N. E. France, Platteville, Wis.,
General Manager National Bee-Keepers'
Association
Dear Sir :
We, the undersigned, have
counted the votes cast for officers for the
National Association for 1907, and the results

—

Directors.

Whole number

of votes cast for President,

Whole number

of votes cast for Vice-President 797, of which Geo. E. Hilton receives
315, E. W. Alexander 299, W. H. Laws 179,
and scattering 4 votes.

Whole number of votes cast for Secretary
801, of which Jas. A. Green receives 436,
George W. York 306, W. Z. Hutchinson 56,
and scattering 3

votes.

Whole number of votes cast for General
Manager 807, all of them being cast for N. E.
France.

Whole number of votes cist for Directors
3383, uf which G. M. Doolittle receives 620,
Jas. A. Stone 515, R. A. Holekamp 442,

Wm.

Among them my

house was

colonies that winter.
I have generally kept from 100 to 200 colonies during the last 15 years. The picture
was taken in August, 1904, That was a very
good season for honey. I had 118 colonies,
spring count, increased them to 176 colonies,
and took 12,500 pounds of light extracted
honey, being an average of about 106 pounds
to the colony.
Last year was a total failure;
but this year I got 10,000 pounds of extracted

honey.

P.

"The Bacteria of

W. Bret.

the Apiary, with

Special Reference to Bee-Diseases," by Dr. G.

White, Expert in Animal Bac eriology,
Biochemic Division, Bureau of Animal Industry, is a bulletin just issued, and is for sale by
the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. It
will be mailed for 10 cents, and all remittances
should be mailed payable to him. Stamps,
F.

personal checks, or foreign money will not be
accepted in any case. This bulletin is also
known as " Technical Series, No. 14, of the

Bureau of Entomology." It is undoubtedly
the most exhaustive pamphlet on the subject
ever issued in this country, and should be
found in every bee-keeper's library.

State Foul Brood Laws.— We have

re

ceived, through Dr. E. F. Phillips, Acting in

Charge of Apiculture, a copy of a reprint entitled, " State and Territorial Laws Relative
to Foul Brood," issued by the Bureau of Entomology at Washington, D. C. Dr. Phillips
says thiB reprint will be sent free to any persons requesting
limited,

it,

but the supply

is

rather

and therefore the Bureau of Ento-

mology prefers to send it only to persons who
have some use for it. Of course, every
inspector, and all others who are interested
really

laws on bee-diseases, should
have a copy of this compilation of all the
in securing State

laws, so as to be in possession of as

much

in-

—

Moving Bees

in Texas. The picture
page was secured recently,
and represents quite a caravan of wagons
loaded with bees —200 colonies, at one trip,
near Beeville, Tex. Messrs. W. H. Laws and
J. W. Taylor are both extensive honey-producers and queen-breeders. Their total apiaries aggregate over 1700 colonies, all located
among the mesquite brush of. Southern Texas.
first

are as follows:
752, of which L. A. Aspinwall receives 403,
M. A. Gill 340, and scattering 9 votes.

time.

formation as possible on the subject.

6hown on the

officers for 1907 resulted as follows:

Griggs, Member.

that

burned, losing almost all the furniture, a
comb foundation mill, a lot of comb foundation, 4000 pounds of honey, and all of my extracting combs. The bees had not been put
into the cellar yet, so they were not burned.
As I had no cellar of my own to put them into,
I put them in my neighbor's cellar.
It was a
poor one for the bees, with no chance for
ventilation, and the result was that I lost 60

The Mexican Supper
nio.

— This,

as previously

in San Antoannounced, was

to the warmest anticipations.
p m. of the second day of the con(Friday), Mr. France, we think it

equal

fully

About

4 :30

vention

was, arose and said that as theTexans wanted
to give the bee-keepers a genuine Mexican
supper at 6 o'clock, it would be necessary to
in order to be on hand before
the eatables " cooled off " too much.

adjourn soon

The Apiary of

P.

W. Brey

is

shown

on the first page of this week. When sending
the photograph, on Nov. 26, Mr. B. wrote as
follows

There are 176 colonies in my apiary, although the photograph shows only 171, as
there are 3 colonies cut off on the northeast
corner and 3 on the southwest corner. The
lady to the right in the picture is my wife.
The next is my daughter and her little boy.
The next is my niece and her baby boy. The
older boys are my sons, Harry, Earl, and
Edwin with his dog.
I have been keeping bees for about 20 years,
and have had many ups and downs during

The

Secretary, just before adjourning, said

that as

we were

in

a strange

land,

among

and some of them treacherous Mexicans and long-horned Texans; and
as we were soon to indulge in what might
prove to be risky and somewhat serious, to
the inner man at least; he wished to warn all
He had just
to be prepared for the worst.
heard and seen fall on the floor from a Texas
member's pocket, something that looked like
a "concealed weapon." Of course, if such
were the case, it might be well for all to go

many

strangers,

—
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armed,

in order to defend not only our beloved ludy members, but ourselves as well.

Whereupon, Mr. Laws 6tretehed himself upward to his fullest length, and held aloft the
aforesaid "concealed weapon,'' which proved
to be only one of the large hive-scrapers
which the G. B. Lewis Co. had given to each

member
beat

After this

as a souvenir.

all

hearts

naturally again, and the Secretary re-

sumed

his usual

meekness!

Finally, a little after 6 o'clock, all arrived
at

the

Losoya

Mexican

original

Street, where, in

Restaurant, on

the baDquet ball on

floor, were arranged two long
which were soon taken by the expectant bee-keepers, all eager to begin on
•well, we think that none except the initiated
knew what we were to begin on, and also end

the

second

tables,

who

on, for only those

could read a

little

what the several courses
were, as they were selected from the following menu, which looks rather threatening to

Spanish could

tell

a "tenderfoot:"

-*M]

Regular Supper25c
CONSISTS OF

TAMALES
CHILI CON CARNE

FR1JOLE5

TORTILLAS DE MAIZ
SOPA DE ARRQZ

ENCHILADAS
CAFE

Short Orders
Sop» de Arroi

:
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reading- would show that in more than
one particular I have expressly met the
difficulties which Mr. G. brings up in
his arguments.
What canons of architecture apply to
hive-making I do not know. I remember that ourgood Prof. Norton, at Harvard, used to say that architectural
forms should subserve the use to which
the completed whole was to be put.
Those are not his words, but they convey the idea. Possibly we might place
fficiency as the rule which one could
apply to the architecture of bee-hives.
If a hive meets this most important of
all requirements, then just so far is it
<

beautiful.

Mr. Greiner's statement about photographs of apiaries, once more opens
to me the opportunity
to disclaim
against the prevailing notion that
hives must tilt forward, also the notion
that there is no cover but must be held
down by a clumsy r.tone. Let Mr. G.
select two other judges, and then let
the three pass judgment upon the photographs which have adorned (?) the
front cover of the American Bee Journal during the year 1906. The cover

Jan 25th number shows part of my
own home apiary, taken from an elevation so as to bring into view more
of

hives.
Hives are perfectly upright,
covers stay on of themselves, and hives
are as much alike as any other twins.
The hives may not be as geometrically
exact individually as a lot of dovetailed hives, but collectively they are
all right.
Mr. Greiner, the appearance
of an apiary does not so much depend
upon the individual hive as it does
upon the orderly arrangement of the
hives, and upon the absence of unnecessary clutter.
I emphatically deny that T have underestimated the need of uniformity in
bee-fixtures.
I assume, and I think
rightly, that an intelligent bee-keeper
can make his own hives and have them
uniform. I wish to say that I approve
of Mr. Greiner's argument about uniform covers, and reject with scorn the
implication that my lips would say
"Pretty small affair," etc. Does Mr.
G. think that the covers on the SO
home-made hives in my back-yard can
not be manipulated as he describes?
Mr. Greiner's allusion to covers was
most unfortunate, for every one knows
that no part of the factory-made hive
has given mere trouble than the cover
though it might truly be said that the
cover is hard-pressed by certain other
parts in the race for infamy. Even
_

:

;

though an apiarist buys all his hives,
it would pay him well to make covers
such as I describe in the article under
discussion, to use in conjunction with
the cover which comes with his hives.
It needs scarcely
be said that this
could be done only with the flat cover.
Is it true that factory-made hives are
so very exact? I have put together
hives sent out by two of the foremost
firms in the country, each of which
firms claims for its goods perfect workmanship. Well, Mr. Greiner, and my
other readers, I have never found the
exactness which the article on page
963 claims for such goods. Two causes

bring about this inexactness
In the

first

place, a

:

machine

will not

any better work than it is set to do,
nd a human being adjusts the mao

chine.
Moreover, most parts of the
bee-hive, though got out by machinery,
are more or less subject to the muscular
action and the eyesight of the man
running the machine.
Hence, many
parts are not exact.
In the second place, rarely is the

lumber used by supply manufacturers
uniformly seasoned, nor of uniform
texture.
Yet all goes through the

same

mill.

this part,

Result

is

a shrinking of

and a warping of

that,

and

when

the parts are assembled, and the
hive nailed together, the finished job
is not good.
Talk about 1-32 of an
inch
I have seen parts of hives put
out by these firms which fell 3-16 of an
inch away from accuracy. In my selfmade hive I am not satisfied with results less accurate than the best work
turned out by the manufacturers.
Permit me to enumerate the points
in a hive where accurate uniformity is
essential
(a). Hive-bodies must be such that
one will fit another when placed upon
it.
My directions meet that require!

ment.
{/>). Inside length must be
such that
proper bee space is left at end of
frames. My hive meets that requirement.
(c). Width
inside should be determined and adhered to. My hive admits of that. Factory hive is still on
the fence of uncertainty.
(d). Depth inside should be such as
to allow proper space below frames.
Here again my hive surpasses the
factory-made hive. With the double
wall of my home-made hive, the boards
being put in with grains of the two

walls crossing, there

is

no change of

depth brought about by shrinking or
swelling.
Can this be said of the
usual factory-made hive ?
(e). There must be a bee-space between the super of sections and the
frames below.
As I recommend an
outer upper story with thin sectioncase inside, it will be seen that the
last-mentioned bee-space will not be
dependent upon the structural accuracy
of the hive, but of the super or of the
honey-board.
My own section-super
has a bee-space below the slats the
proper way, I think.
(/). Covers should be made to stay
on, to shed rain, and to be interchange-

—

able.

My telescope cover, as

meets

all

upon

chance

described,
those requirements. I have
absolutely no use for a cover which
depends upon bee-glue to make it tight,
upon a stone to keep it in place, and
to shed rain.
"Don't,
friends, let Mr. Greiner encourage you to further toleration of
such a nuisance.
In closing his argument Mr. G. mentions the matter of saving of time

don't,"

my

through easy manipulation.

I

am

with

him here, heart and soul, and would
" go him one better." Not only should
we make manipulation easier, but we
ought to do away with about threefourths of even this easy manipulation.
Let the bees alone more.
Heretofore I have largely devoted
my attention to meeting and controverting what Mr. Greiner says.
I
should like a little more space to emphasize what Mr. G. says nothing
about.
The hive which I have described,

judged from what it does and the requirements it meets, is better than any
factory-made hive now on the market.
The paper covering, the double wall,
the splendid cover, the slanting bottom, the warm super, etc., put it ahead
of all hives judged solely from a utilitarian standpoint.
No supply-dealer
would get out such a hive to sell at a
price within the reach of most of us.
That hive made of new lumber, etc.,
could not, judging by catalog prices of
other hives, sell for less than $4 or S5.
Let no one who can not use a square,
who can not saw to a line, who can not
nail two boards together with edges
flush,

But

attempt

make his own
who can do all

to

hives.

those
hives according to my
will
live
bless
the
directions, and he
to
let

things

those

make

American Bee Journal
that article on page 74.

for publishing

WheelbarrowShaking Bees Off Combs

Bee-Keepers'
BY

R. M.

M'MDRDO

In Gleanings for Oct. 1, Mr. William
Lossing describes an automatic cover
to attach to a " Daisy " wheelbarrow.
It is a good thing, I am sure, for, just
as he says, " the canvas or sack takes
up double the time," and is an everlasting nuisance.
Here, also, is something (perhaps not
as good as his), but is very simple,
works well, and is not patented
First extend the bottom of the wheel:

barrow so it will accommodate two 10nail a f^-inch strip all
frame supers
around this so that the edges of the
super will rest on it exactly. Now wax
the bottom so as to make it honey;

tight.

Make

a hole in the lowest part,

and attach a tin of some kind underneath the wheelbarrow to catch the
drip.

Have

this so

it

can be moved

and emptied, or arrange some kind of
stopper for it. For the top I used 2
escape-boards with the bee-escapes
covered, a }ixji inch strip between
these, with 2 slim nails that go down
through the middle of the strip and
between the supers, and hold it in place.
Now get 2 good pieces of leather and
hinge the tops to this strip so that they
both open towards each other. Line
the underneath side of these tops with
some kind of felt. With this I can
carry 4 supers if I like. And when I
get in the honey-house I can lift the
top clean off, or open one side at a time.
I would like to ask the supply-dealers
why they do not have a wheelbarrow
made especially for the apiarist. The
" Daisy " is a very nice, handy tool;
but I should think one with a bottom
large enough to accommodate two 10frame supers, with the front board
coming up at right angles to the bottom, and a wheel a little bit larger so
that it would stand level, would be an
improvement, and still just as useful
for other things.

Shaking Bees Off Honey-Frames.
Permit me to say a few words in regard to shaking bees off frames of
honey. I have shaken a good many,
and tried all the different grips advanced in the bee-papers some with
sad disaster. An 8-pound frame has to-

—
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be handled slightly carefully. I find
taking them out by the projectors the
most convenient way, and, when shak-

self -spacing device.
It has no use in
the super, it is true, but very essential
below to keep the frames in order, in

relieve all the strain possible off

case any of the upper frames have
been fastened down to them with wax,

ing,

I

the projections by pressing against
the side-bars. I put the staples at the
bottom of the frame, so they are out of
the way, and I find it works to perfection.
And in nailing up the frame I
put an extra nail down through the
The new metal-spacer that fits
top.
over the top of the frame must add
greatly to the strength of the projections but for extracting I would not
have any metal about the frame.
The great advantage of the Hoffman
frame (which we can not appreciate
until we come to extract) is the wooden
;

which sometimes happens.

But what

am

trying to get at, is the secure
grip that these spacers give you on a
full frame, when lifting it into the extractor, and
for the knife to stop
against, instead of against one's hand,
and getting a cut, which happened to
me occasionally with the other frames.
I think the Hoffman frames are all
right except for the wedge system,
which I would not have in mine if I
could help it.
Canto, Cuba, Nov. 7.
I

W..

Mr. /las fyfc?*^

Traveling By Flying Machine.
So traveling by flying machine

af-

fords too little opportunity for enquiring the way. 'Spects that must be so
and it's bad, sure. Got to keep going
at a high rate of speed, and it's not

—

comfortable to be in total darkness as
And
to the wheres and the whithers.
Baron Lieawful has given us this time
the most delicate and bubbling-overwith-fun piece of apiarian humor that
has appeared for a long time. Page
83S.

Honey-Vinegar Making.
Aldehyde, an intermediate substance
between alcohol and vinegar. Sadly
don't know
fear that most people
there is such a substance. Very volatile, and liable all to get away, ruining
the strength of the vinegar you are
trying to make. So the vinegar-maker
has to work in two opposite directions
at once expose to oxygen the most
possible, and expose to evaporation the
least possible. And if you have any
notion of vinegar-making, be sure you
read the paper of H. M. Arnd, on page
838. One doesn't find such practical and
minute directions every day.

—

Hive on Bottles to Circumvent
Moles.
The " Old

as seen through New and Unreliable Glasses,
E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Reliable

By

>'

everlasting nuisance — the
That
Although he won't let a hive
mole
stay level on 4 bricks, I think the
scheme of setting a hive on 4 long bot!

Keeping Queens.
If I understand W. H. Laws, on page
829, his best way to keep queens 21

days is practically a small nucleus with
no entrance. Reasonable plan. His
bad experience is capable of being
overrated. The colony would have fed
about as many, probably, and starved
but few, had they been given but IS or
20 instead of the 40 he overwhelmed

them

with.

"Independent Movements."
Independent Movement, eh ? Well,
independence is a good thing. We seldom have too much of it. Still, there
might be independence of the old despot
(real or imaginary), and, at the same
time, slavish submission to a new one
especially if you went into the new
one's warmth and shelter, and ceded
him power to kick you out in the cold
just when outside temperatures ranged
very low.
That's not what I would say if I were
just talking to a friend instead of writing. Just listen at the wireless telephone and see if you can't hear me
The American Bee Journal, and
talk.
Gleanings, and Review, with their editors, and Dr. Miller, and Mr. Doolittle,
are pretty prominent. They are hardly
I fear that the
to blame for being so.
envy of less prominent papers and
folks counts too much in some directions starts needless moves, and hinders needful ones. For all that, my
weeping spells are quite short when I
think of the society organized to advertise honey, and how the independence
of the brethren " busted " it. Page 829.

—

—

Cork Chips for Bee-Floats.
Glad to hear that cork chips for beehave triumphantly stood the test
of a season's use under the eyes of
floats

Sister Wilson.

Page

832.

Temperature of a Bee's Thorax —
Keeping Dealers Out.
I wonder.
How ever, Mr. Getaz, did
they find out that the temperature of
the bee's thorax is always a little
higher than that of the abdomen ? I
suppose chemical action develops heat,
and also that the point where force is
developed is a point where heat appears so that the heart is also a furnace. In the bee the circulatory organs most resembling the heart might
be expected to furnish heat. But are
those organs very much more in the
thorax than they are in the abdomen ?
And heat arising from chemical action,
I should expect more of that to be in
the abdomen than in the thorax. So
I'll say, Eat one grain of salt with
this, lest it prove another of those mistaken must-be-so's that occasionally
afflict us.
There! I forgot that heat
from the muscular force of flying could
not readily get into the abdomen.
As to keeping the dealers out of apicultural societies. I'll agree with Mr.
But, practically,
Getaz, theoretically.
and so far as we have gone, would we
have had any societies worth mentioning if the dealers had all been kept
out?

—

Cells for Superseding or for

Swarming ?
Guess Mr. Taylor, on page 839, is
right, that you can get an inkling of
whether bees are building cells with inwith intent to
Cells for the former purpose
usually all in one batch, for the latter
purpose in several successive batches.
Also fewer in the former case, more in
the latter. I suspect, however, that the
swarm preparations of some one excellent colony may be with very few cells
fewer than the superseding preparations of some other colony.
tent to

swarm.

—

supersede or

tles,

deeply

him.

Page

set, pretty

nearly defeats-

839.

City Mating of Queens.
Mr. Abbott's experience at mating
queens deserves more than a passing'
notice.
all

In the city

(St.

Joseph) nearly

queens mated with their own stock.

In the country, 2 miles out, nearly all

mated with some other stock. Buildings and other conditions of a city
would seem to shorten very much the
Worth
flights of queens and drones.
while for some one to experiment on
Page 839.
this in some other city.
Shipping Comb Honey.

And

the

always-to-be-

regulation,

given old direction to ship comb honey
glassed and visible, now finds no one
Now it's ship it
to stand up for it.

packaged just right for two men to
always avoiding roost decidedly
any package which one man can pick
up and throw. Page 845.
Why Bees Do Better.

carry

—

If not brand new it's certainly not
worn out — the problem why bees
moved a few miles about fruit-bloom
time always do better than just such
ones on the ground, and consequently
not given any wagon-bouncing ? First
answer would naturally be, "It's a
mistake— mere casual and accidental
Too miny, and too
circumstance."
weighty, bee-men vouch for it as a

Best
fact to get out of it that way.
answer seems to be that keeping them
excited and stuffed with honey for
some hours causes a greatly increased
amount of brood to be started and
just at that time more brood
that
;

proves to be very profitable to the coladd one more solution to
I'll
ony.
It's imaginthose given on page 844
able that unmoved colonies incline to:

!
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get into a rut as to the territory they
visit
fail to prospect as far as they
might, and neglect (possibly) some territory near by, just because never in
the habit of going there.
Bees set

—

down

in a totally strange location of
course do a big job of prospecting immediately may get familiar, and keep
familiar, with more and better fields
than the others do.

—

the presence of bees where dogs would
not want to come.
The first thought likely to occur is
that something sweet, perhaps rinsings
of a molasses jug or something of the
kind, had been
thrown upon the
ground
yet people don't generally
throw slops where seeds are sown.
There is, however, no impossibility in
the case, but consultation with one
who has some knowledge of bees and
;

their

ways suggests another explana-

tion.
It will be

Conducted by

Feeding Pollen Substitues

Emma M. Wilson,

In a Barrel

Here is something of interest to the
sisters who feed the bees some substitute for pollen in the spring. Mrs. A.
L. Amos says in Gleanings in Bee Culture

:

"Apropos

of this meal-feeding,

I

think

I

have struck quite an improvement on the
shallow pan usually recommended. There
are objections to that here. We are seldom
without a good, stiff breeze that can blow the
meal, if not the pan, and the place is overrun
with these alert foragers, the White Leghorn
chickens, which are good at finding mealpans; so this spring I feed in the bottom of a
salt-barrel.
I feed corn-meal and flour, and
the bees have used a lot of it. The same meal
does quite a while.

I

and

I

lightly.

stir

flour over the top,
leave the barrel out,

sift

simply turning a galvanized tub over it at
night or during rain. It has been eminently
satisfactory to

1

me and

The Top

the bees."

of a Section

The following paragraph
from the British Bee Journal

'

is

taken

:

" I have always been accustomed to see
sections," say6 J. A. Green, " with the lockcorner down, aDd it came as a distinct surprise to

me,

me when another bee-keeper asked
why I put my sections

in sober earnest,

in the supers

upside down.

seemed he had
the other way."
It

been always accustomed to
Well, that is just my experience, too. I
think placing sections with the lock-corner

up is the correct plan. I don't know
have any other than a woman's reason:
think

because

if

"

so,

111.

weakest corner at the bottom. The
lock-corner is more likely to be daubed
with propolis, and should be kept more
out of sight.

Sometimes

it

happens that the

lock-

joints do not make a perfect fit, and
are inclined to spring apart. If such a
lock-corner be at the top there is nothing to hold the top-bar down, but if it
be at the bottom, the pressure of the
side parts will hold it down, and when
filled it will be all right.
Lastly, and in the eyes of a woman
the most important thing, a section
does not look so well with lock-corner
up.
Mr. Macdonald may insist that
this is a matter of taste, and that to
him the lock corner looks better than
the solid corner.
In that case he
should have the top-piece sections so
as to have both upper corners locked,
for a section with one of its upper corners locked, and the other plain, looks
too much like a woman with her hat on

crooked.
In a later number of the British Bee
Journal, L. S. C. gives as a reason for
placing the lock-joint at the top, that
" the comb is better attached to the
upper sides, and there is less risk of its
parting company." In this locality
we don't have any troubleof that kind,
for we use bottom starters, making the
comb well attached to the bottom-bar.

Bees and Red-Pepper

I
I

think it so;" but I certainly look on it as the natural position.
I
wonder if others here take a contrary view.
it

Marengo,

I

This was written by Mr. D. M. Macdonald, and as he hails from Scotland,
it may not be the easiest thing in the
world to convince him of the error of
his views. The present writer, however, having just as much Scotch blood
as Mr. Macdonald, and withal being a
woman, has just as good right as he to
give a woman's reason when stubbornly insisting that the lockcorner
should be down. In this case, however,
a woman's prerogative to insist upon a
thing without giving any reason will
not be insisted upon.
In the first place, the lock-corner is
more easily pulled apart than the other
corners. As there is more danger of
the top-bar being pulled apart than the
tiottombar, it is desirable to have the

To the Editor:—
Can you explain the
Yours very

following?

truly,

Edward

F.

Bigelow.

Dear St. Nicholas — There are a great
many dogs around my home that dig up the
:

To prevent their doing this,
mother sprinkled red-pepper over the places
where the seeds were planted. She did it in
the morning, and when I returned from school
at half past three the ground where the pepper lay was covered with honey-bees. It was
early in the spring, and I had not then seen
any bees around. I should like to know why
flower-beds.

the bees

came

after the pepper.

Alice

Women

P.

Garwood.

being mostly interested in
the case, the foregoing letters have
found their way into the Sisters' corner.
It is no wonder tnat a woman bright
enough to think of sowing cayenne
pepper to keep dogs from digging up
the ground should be inquisitive as to

noted that it was early in
spring, and these were the first bees
seen around. When bees first fly in
spring, one of the places they are likely
to be seen is upon the sawdust at a
wood-pile, busily digging away at it
and seeming to make it take the place
of pollen. They also have been known
to work upon fine coal-dust, and perhaps other material that one would
hardly think could take the place of
pollen. Is there anything impossible
about their using the fine pepper-dust
the same way ? Has any one a better
explanation

?

r

^
Pacific (£oast

^

ITIurmurtnas

j

"Groves" of Sweet Clover.
So Kate Douglass Wiggins has been
soaring into airy fancies about bees
I wonder if she would know a bee if
she should see one. Perhaps little
" Patsy " could tell her. As I never
fancied the irrepressible lady-writer
from the Pacific Coast metropolis, I
never lost any time or sleep perusing
her stories. Thanks, however, to Miss
!

Emma

Wilson for calling attention to
the sentence from one of the former's
recent fictions (page 785). Miss Wilson is charmed with our Kate's " mellifluous sentence."
But, please excuse
me, I am not so well pleased. Perhaps
it is because Kate is not one of my
sisters.

Let me quote a portion of the sen" Back of the barn
tence in question
was a grove of sweet clover whose
white feathery tips," etc. That's sufficient, for if there were more of the
same stuff I should surely have a fit of
that " tired feeling." Who ever saw a
grove of sweet clover ? But, by Jingo,
wouldn't it be immense if sweet clover
grew in great, gigantic groves like the
big trees of Mariposa, in California,
and their "feathery, flowery tips"
flowed nectar as full and freely as a
fire-plug after freezing weather was
past and gone
Joy would be the lot
of the bees, as the mellifluous mess
came tripping to their honey-receptaBut gladder still would be the
cles.
heart of the bee-man as the hives
would overflow with the abundance of
forest-grown clover nectar. Just think
of it, I say, groves of sweet clover
honey, and it coming in so fast that
buckets and tanks could not hold it
Our dear old friend, " Uncle Novice,"
:

!

to mix his name a little, in his halcyon
days, never dreamed of such flows from
the basswood and buckwheat sources
of supply, as would come from the

Dec.
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aforesaid "feathery tips" of a hundred-acre grove of sweet clover. The
thought is a feathery one, indeed, and
gives us a fanciful flight of bee-misinformation.
Oh, Mrs. Wiggins, I did not think
that a former San Francisco girl, one
reared in the great land of milk and
honey, would make such a bee-bull as
you did in this one sentence. Perhaps
you tried to write too meliifluously.
Try mixing a little honey with your
ink the next time you tackle things
,

bee-cultural.

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

And, further in the same sentence,
you mention " banks of aromatic mint
and thyme."
What a fine soothing
syrup the things mentioned in this one
sentence would have made for poor,
dear little "Patsy."
I'm fainting.
Pass me the smelling salts, please.
Now, don't say I'm womanly, for I'm
tiul.

Peppery Honey.
Mustard honey may be good for a
backache, but I doubt if it will touch
the spot

if

it is

secured via the nectar-

glands of flower and bee. Honey and
mustard mixed is pretty hot stuff, and
may be eaten with some degree of
safety in small quantities with sugarcured ham. In California large fields
of mustard are grown for the spicemills, and merry is the hum of the bee
on the golden heads of hloom. It is a

good early honey-plant, but the nectar
is not so peppery as one would imagat least such is my experience.
native mustard, and a species of
rape, are among the earliest flowers to
bloom in the Golden State these are
out in December and January, and the
fields are just yellow with them in
ine,

The

—

February.

Over-Shaded Bees.
" Too much of a good thing " is bad
for man and beast, and insect, too. In
a hot climate, as is to be found in some
portions of California, it is advisable
to provide shade for the bees, that the
hot rays of the sun won't injure the
comb and bees within the hives, and
shade may be secured by other means,
such as sheds, hedges, fences, wide
hive-covers, or by placing the colonies
under the protecting branches of trees.
Recently I discovered a bad case of too
much shade of the latter sort. It was
at the University of California, in
Berkeley.
At the end of Telegraph
Avenue the main street connecting
the Varsity town with Oakland, 5 miles
distant is a nice, romantic bridge
crossing Strawberry Creek, the southern boundary of the college grounds
and just as one sets his foot on the
bridge, if he looks closely among the
trees to the left, or the Golden Gate
side, he will notice a small apiary down
on the ground beneath the trees and
close to the creek's edge, where the
hum of the bees play a low accompaniment to the murmur of the brook below. But the shade of the oaks, baytrees, and black " pottishmiums " is
far too dense, so much so that the bees
find it hard to make their way to the
hives, and, verily, sometimes we have
to believe that the learned professor
does not know everything. Just let in
a little more sun, professor, to gladden

—
—

;

wGjap&r

bees..

.How would vou

be kept in a cellar

like to

Become Discouraged

'Don't
There

is

much good and

truthful

advice in the following, clipped from
the Dallas News, that I give it here,
and for the reason many persons who
would otherwise suffer by disposing of
their bees only because a bad or an off
year kept them from giving paying returns. Instead, it would pay to feed if
the bees need it, for we know of many
instances where only a few dollars'

worth of sugar made into syrup and
fed to keep the bees over, resulted in
large crops of hundreds of dollars the
next season. Just as Mr. Smith says,
it is an old saying with the Texans,
that " three bad years never follow in
succession

:"

has been an unusually hard year on bees
almost throughout the State of Texas, and
many of the less enthusiastic bee-keepers
have given up the business in disgust, saying,
" There is no money in bees, and it doesn't
pay to fool with them." A good many are
offering to dispose of their bees and fixtures
at a sacrifice.
This, my friend, is not good
business judgment. Stick to your bees, and
feed them if necessary this fall to carry them
It

through the winter. Remember, we seldom
ever have two short crops of anything in succession in this grand old State of Texas, and
the very next year is almost sure to be a bountiful

year for honey and bees.

let us not become discouraged at our
short crop of honey and dispose of our little
faithful pets and workers at a sacrifice.
I believe it was Josh Billings who said in giving
good advice to his son, Remember the pos
tage stamp, my son, and stick to one thing
Many of us have only
until you get there.
very light honey crops this year, but the
quality is good, and it is no trouble to find a
ready market for it. So perhaps the poor season for bees will have a tendency to weed out
the poorer grade of bee6 as well as the bappygo-as-you-please kind of bee-keepers that give
their bees little or no attention, and may
prove a blessing in disguise after all. It will
give us a chance to select our best colonies to
breed from, and this is very important with
bees the same as with poultry or any other

So

domestic stock.
Bees are unlike our other stock. We breed
bees only for one purpose, or at least we
should breed them for only one purpose, that
So in selecting our
of gathering honey.
breeding stock we should select those that
come up with the heaviest and fullest supers
of honey.
No difference what kind of bees
we have, if we will continue to breed from the
this up year after year, we
follow
best and
will surely make a big improvement over our
present stock and ways of breeding.

Don't misunderstand me now as trying to
teach you that there is no difference in the
different races of bees, for that is not what I
am trying to teach you, for I know there is as
much difference in pure Italian bee6 and our
little native or black bees, when it comes to
gathering honey, as there is in any of our fine
stock of horses, cattle and hogs over the common scrubs of long ago. What I was trying

New Braun6fels,

Tex.

to teach you is this:
If you will not stock
your bee-yards with tine bees, then improve
the bees you have, as suggested above, for the
best is none too good for us who believe in
improved stock.
L. B. Smith.
Rescue, Tex.

Is

Bee-Keeping- Moving Toward
the South?

At

this time of the year there are

many inquiries from bee-keepers in different sections, who are contemplating changing locations, and
many of these inquiries come from the
North. Surely, bee-keeping is moving
usually

toward the South.
There are some seekers who move
into a

new

section, and, not

knowing

anything about the honey-flora, will
locate where there are but few honeyplants, and even if there is abundance,

The quesshould bee-keepers locate ?
By correspondence with some reliable
bee-keeper already located in the desired section. But the inquiry is often
returned with the statement, "If you
are doing anything, you would better
In some instay where you are."
stances there may have been some
good reasons for a reply like this, but
there have been too many such replies
for the good of our industry in some
sections here in the South. There are
many good, honest bee-keepers who
it

may

tion

is,

yield inferior honey.

How

have sufficiently tried their locations,
and they would not justify the spreading of the business to the extent of a
livelihood.
We are glad of the possibilities of our industry, and those who
desire to pursue it can find locations
which will warrant a living, if intelligently pursued.
Inquiries from bee-keepers desiring
locations in the Southeast, for the last
two seasons, have been many. The
in
the
possibilities of bee-keeping
Southwest have been better known to
the beekeeping world in the last few
years than in the Southeast. Therefore the bee-keepers have located there
mostly, and made it a great bee and
honey country. But what of us ? We
have been prospecting from place to
place and waiting for the great pine
forests to be lumbered and our section
made better for the bee-industry. This
has been done, and it has begun to
boom, and the prospects are all that
could be expected.

Now

about locations. The idea seems
to prevail to locate along large streams
or in or near a very dense swamp of
miles square. It is a fact that our best
honey-plant

is

found on high land or

!A
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along branches and creeks. Also a
person's health is better on higher secAn ideal location is around or
tions.
near a small town which will consume
several tons of honey, and in which the
apiarist can live, give his children the
best educational advantages, and bring
them up in good society and yet live

among

his bees.

There are many

loca-

The writer has such a location
well satisfied.
In conclusion, let me say that I have
not written this to boom bee-keeping
here, but to answer inquiries which have
and will come to my desk before next
season also to throw some light on
apiculture in the Southeast.
Crisp Co., Ga.
J. J. Wilder.

tions.
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SPECIAL CLUB
THE MODERN FARMER
INLAND POULTRY JOURNAL
GLEANINGS IN BEE-CULTURE
KIMBALL'S DAIRY FARMER

;

ALL Y EAR ONL Y $1.10
I

Not eood ifter Jan. 1st. A6k for sample
copy of Modern Farmer and other clubs.

Doctor Miller's

THE MODERN FARMER
ST.

%Gsfion-Box

f

JOSEPH, MO.

FOR SALE
$1 to $3 a pair.

Homing

Registered

Pigeons;

Big Squab Breeders. Also Angora and Belgian
Hares; Fancy experiment station; crosses in

HULBERT

all colors.

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

filled.
GLEN ELLYN, ILL,
Please mention the Bee JonrnjU.

Mail orders
40Ctf

'

DCTTC
r C O
DOMESTIC

If ? ou are ' send
us five one-cent
interested in
I
stamps for a copy of our
A storehouse of vractical information on Pigeons, Rabbits, Cavles, Dogs, Cats, Birds, and
pets of every description. Nearly 50 fine photographs, drawings from life. etc. Sure to please.
Send at once befoie supply becomes exhausted.

Are You
Little

T Super Sticks

believe the T-super is a good, handy
getting it correctly made.
are those little }:jx3-33 sticks that you
speak of on page 783? I do not understand
these figures, and what the sticks are for, unless they are used to fill the space between the
sections that the T-tins form.
2. Do the supply-dealers make these sticks?
1.

I

super

the spring and start brood-rearing, it will
be well to see whether there is brood in each
story.
If so, then you will separate the two
hives so a-; to save both queens, or at least put
a queen -excluder between the two stories till
you do separate them.
in

when once

What

Address.

fin. F.
40Ctf

Taking In Outside Wintered Bees to
Look After Them

are right in your supposition.
There is extra space in the length of
the super, and for two reasons. One is that a
little space is made between the sections by
the T-tins. Another is that it would be exceedingly difficult to get the sections into the
super if they were a tight fit. The little sticks
fill up the vacant space.
Sometimes only 2
are needed, and sometimes 3. You can get
along without them, but the bees will fill glue
in the empty 6paces, and, besides, the sections are more true and square if wedged up.
Probably any manufacturer of supplies would

make them.

am

a beginner and have 2 colonies here at
house.
One became queenless after
swarming. I introduced a new queen successfully, but left the colony weak.
The
other colony, a strong, heavy one, carried its
dead queen out on the alighting-board, Nov.
20.
I put the colony on top of the weak one,
with a paper between in which I cut a hole
big enough for one bee to pass through. The
first and second day they were aroused quite
a little; that is, the queenless colony, but
now they are quiet. They did not arouse the
lower, weak colony. I haveihem packed in a
big box. Can I leave them standing on top
of each other till spring, or how else will I
have to treat them? The lower box has only
What is to be done in spring with
6 frames.
them? I had the queen in a warm room and
and she still showed a faint sign of life 2 days
after they carried her out.
She was a queen
reared by the bees after swarming.
the

Indiana.

Answer.— Probably

it

will

be

all

right to

leave them just as they are, for most likely
there is no queen in the upper hive, and as
soon as the weather gets warm enough the
bees will unite at their leisure without any
interference on your part.
I said most likely
there is no queen in the upper hive, for there
is a bare possibility that when the queen was
carried out, Nov. 20, that the bees had superseded her and had a younger laving queen in
the hive. So as soon as the bees get to Hying

FRANK HECK,

York.
Answer. By taking sufficient pains you
warm
room at
can take a hive of bees into a
any time in the winter and open the hive.
The trouble is that the light and heat will stir
the bees up 60 that they will fly out of the
hive and settle elsewhere, especially on the
window. There will be less of this if the
hive be opened about dusk, for yuu can see in
the evening when it i6 too dark for the bees
to see; and if handled very gently at this time
of day they will be little inclined to fly out.
Then if the room be allowed to cool off, the
bees will be all quiet before morning. If any
have gone to the window, they can be got
back by means of two pieces of shingle or
pasteboard.
Please understand, however, that it is not
in general advisable to open a hive in a warm
room in winter. You can hardly do it without stirring up the bees more than is good
for them. Just now I don't think of any reason there would be for it unless the bees
should be short of food and it is not necessary in that case. If anything else is wrong,
it will probably be better to let the bees alone
till a warm day in spring.
Still, as already
intimated, the bees can probably stand it to
have their hive opened if you can't wait.
;

The most prominent and successful, practica
poultrymen write for the Successful Poultry Jour
and tell how they build their houses, mate their
fowls, manage their incubators, feed both young
and old— and, in fact, tell how they succeed and
make money. Send for sample copy.
nal,

SUCCESSFUL POULTRY JOURNAL
355 Dearborn

ICtf

hi,

is a bee-keeper's handis just what our
friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and neatly bound in cloth.
Price,
postpaid, SI. 00; or with the American Bee
Journal one year— both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.

German

ILL.

6 Months 25c.
A

large monthly magazine devoted to Agriculand rural pursuits, showing the
wonderful development of the Pacific Coast. Beauedited
and artistically
tifully illustrated, well
printed on fine book paper. An encyclopedia of information for colonists. Address,
tural, Horticultural

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Rooms 6 and
ICt

Temple Block,

7

LOS ANGKLES. CALIF.

THE POULTRY DIGEST
An

Enterprising", Pushing- and Progressive
Poultry Journal. A live and instructive Periodical Different From All the Reat.
True to name, a concise and boiled down digest of all the doings in the Poultry World
methodical, to the
time-saving periodical;
point, and conservative.
*|"^ you want to make more money out of
I 1
your fowls.
you want to get good results with less

—

T

J_

Xf^

Wh-o
Send

hard work.

you want
little

'

to learn
chicks.

you want

month
in

to

how

to

know what

save your

to

do each

in the poultry yard.

your subscription to the

POULTRY DIGEST PUB. CO.

by Hans Buschbauer,

book of 13S pages, which

CHICAGO,

The RyraTGaiitornian
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Bienenziu

St.,

In Its Twenty-eighth Year

'

A merikanisclie

Editor.

Subscription Price 50 cents per Year.
Write for Advertising Rates

New

—

Wintering One Colony Above Another
I

In wintering bees outside and noticing a
certain colony acting so very differently than
the rest as to demand prompt attention, it being one of my best colonies during the summer; also the weather being so cold outside
as to make it unwise to open it on the stand,
and with no prospect of a day warm enough
for the purpose, what barm would there be in
taking the colony into a room in the house
now, or say at any other time during the winWill the bee6 setter, and looking after it?
tle down in the hive again by nightfall so that
I can place them on their stand again?

JONES, Publisher
YORK, PA.

Successful Poultry Journal

Wisconsin.

Answer.— You

PETS
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continuous advertising
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CONVENTION NOTICES.
New York. — A series of Bee-Keepers'

Institutes will be held in New York State as
follows:
Amsterdam, Dec. 10; Syracuse,
Dec. 11; Fulton, Dec. 12; Gouverneur, Dec.
13,14; Auburn, Dec. 15; Romulus, Dec. 17;
Geneva, Dec. IS, 19— State Convention. Mr.
Chas. Stewart, of Sammonsvllle, N. Y., has
been engaged as Institute Speaker.
Mr.
Stewart is one of the State Bee-Inspectors,
and has shown a great interest in the welfare
of the bee-keepers of the State.
Romulus, N. Y.
C. B. Howard, Sec.

Michigan.

— The
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Be
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Made of High Carbon colled wire. We
have no agents. Sell direct to user at
factory prices on 30 days free trial.

for subscriptions to

Pooltry HusDandry.

Wepay all freight. Catalog shows 37
styles and he IpEts of farm and poultry
fence. It's free. Buydlrect. Write today

Simple, perfect, self -regulating.
Hatch every fertile egg. Lowest
Sriced first-class hatchers made.
fEO. H. STA1IL, Qulncy, III.

Catalogue.

-$. »f ; ,$. .«. .A. ,*.
-f- *#- *#• >f- «#» T|7

FENCE SBE?

Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the
EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN

CASH PRIZES

S
#

Nichols 60.
f

T#.*'

$500.0

in
$100.00
FOR A

GriQos Bros.

TOLEDO, OHIO

Bell Branch, Mich.

-IN-

§

Root's Goods at Root's Prices. We carry in stock a complete line of *$£
goods used by bee-keepers. We also allow 4 percent discount on all djjfc
orders received in December. Remember, the freight-rates from Toledo 2
will save you money. Our large illustrated Catalog is free. Ask for it. $j?

Bee-

State

Keepers' Association will meet at Big Rapids,
Dec. 25 and 26, 1906, the meeting opening on
the evening of the 25th and continuing
through the next evening. We are working
to make it the best attended convention we
ever had. Low rates on the railroads.

Elmore M. Hunt,

BEE=SUPPLIE5

Box

American bee Journal
Novelty Pocket-Knife

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.
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,

ah
for

$3.00

Gold Fountain Pen

Gold

CATCH PHRASE
Greatest offers ever made in the interests of any Poultry Publication.

$20.00

(This cut

FREE
A Cash

Prize for Every

[Name and Address on one

Worker

plans so that every
worker who secures a few subscriptions for
us will get a cash prize or Poultry Husbandry free for 3 years, at his option.

just

Worker

FREE SAMPLE COPY
It

Hawkins

Three Bees on the other

side.)

what name

ordering, be sure to say
and address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife

Write for a

is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the
handle. It is made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as
transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the
handle is placed the name and residence of the owner, and on the
other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as shown here.

The Material

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English
It will last a life-time, with
razor-steel, and we warrant every blade.
proper usage.

contains com-

plete information regarding our conDon't waste
tests and special offers.
a moment. Sit right down now and
write for copy of the paper. It's free.
It may mean a big cash prize for you
It means a
or the 3100.00 in Gold
$20.00 Course of Instruction in Poultry
Culture free, anyway, and one of the
best poultry papers in America for 3
years.

side

Your Name on the Knife.— When

We have arranged our

of the paper at once.

the full size of the Knife.)

is

NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE
—

Course of Instruction in PoultryCulture

best quality

;

Why Own

the Novelty Kniie?— In

case a good knife

is l06t,

"
never recover it; but if the " Novelty
is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it.
If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are bo
fortunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will
serve as an identifier; and, in case of death, your relatives will at once
be notified of the accident.
the chances are the

owner

will

How to Get this Valuable

Queen

Kniie.— We

6end

it

postpaid for

$1.25, or club the Novelty Knife and the American Bee Journal for one
(Allow two weeks for Knife order to be filled.)
year both for $2.00.

PuDlistiina 60.

—
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Waterville, N. Y.
Berrill Block
Please mention the Bee Journal
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WORLD
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Advanced Bee-Culture.

W.

Methods

Its

Hutchinson.

and Management, by
Z.
a prac—
The author of this work
tical and helpful writer.
You should
is

BEE- SUPPLIES

book;

read

his

cloth,

and beautifully

330

pages;

bound

in

illustrated. Price,

$1.20.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. & E. R.
Root. A cyclopedia of over 500 pages,
describing everything pertaining to the
care of the honey-bees. Contains about
It was written espe400 engravings.
Bound in cloth.
cially for beginners.
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Root's Goods at Root's Prices

S

Price, $1.20.
Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.

Everything- used bv Bee Keepers.

POUDER'S MONEY-JARS.
Low

Freight Rates.

.-.

Prompt

.-.

BEESWAX WANTED

—

Service.

method by which the very best of
queen-bees are reared in perfect accord
with Nature's way. Bound in cloth and

Catalog Free.

.'.

illustrated.
Price, $1.00; in leatherette
binding, 75 cents.
Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook, of Pomona
This book is not
College, California.
only instructive and helpful as a guide
in bee-keeping, but is interesting and
thoroughly/ practical and scientific. It
contains
delineation of the
full
anatomy sjifl physiology of bees. 544
illustrations.
Bound in cloth.
pages. 295
19th thousand. Price, $1.20.

highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, cash or
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
trade
sui* to attach your Dame to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
eball he glad to send it tc you.
Write for prices on finest Extracted Honey. Certificate guaranteeing purity with
every shipment.
on early
orders for Supplies...
1

pay

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

WALTER

S.

51S 515 Massachusetts Ave..
'
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POUDER
INDIANAPOLIS,

J.angstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant. This classic in bee-culture
has been entirely re-written, and is

—

IrNI>.

illustrated.
It treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keeping.

fully

'

"

>lt*ntlori

Bee
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No apiarian
this

Fire Sale of Bee
Come

or send and

Lewis Goods at

Save 35

4

and Poultry Supplies

to 50

Percent on

slightly

cloth.

list
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Quote us prices on Honey and Beeswax.
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HI.

Long

ARND,

Proprietor,

Damaged Goods
Honey

in

to select

60-pound cans for

from at

sale.

York Honey and Bee-Supply Co. Not mo
CHICAGO, ILL.

Distance Telephone, North 1559.
191 AND 193 SUPERIOR St.
(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)

Mention

Bee Journal

when

Price, $1.20.

writing.

Dr. C. C. Miller.

'

BEE-SUPPLIES
are now in effect. We furnish EVERYTHING needed in practical BeeCulture, at lowest prices.
We make the best-finished and substantial

It tells

where

to

keep

honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last
part is devoted to "Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those
selling honey.
The more the people
are educated on the value and uses of
honey the more honey they will buy.
Prices: Sample copy for 2-cent stamp;
50 copies for 70 cents; 100 for $1.25;
250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00; or 1000 for
$7.50.
Tour business card printed free
at the bottom of the front page on all
orders for 100 or more copies.

Forty Years Among the Bees, by Dr.
This book contains 328
C. Miller.
pages, is bound in handsome cloth, 'with
gold letters and design; it is printed on
best book-paper, and illustrated with
112 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.
It
is unique in this regard.
The first few
pages are devoted to an interesting
biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he happened to get into beekeeping. About 20 years ago he wrote
a small book, called "A Year Among
the Bees," but that little work has been
nut of print for a number of years.
While some of the matter used in the
former book is found in the new one, it
all reads like a good new story of successful bee-keeping by one of the mas-

C.

Our Early-Order Discounts on

—

This is a
as a Health Food
lG-page honey-pamphlet intended to
increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short
article on "Honey as Food," written by
help

Any bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
Supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
selected out after the fire.
25 to 50 percent reduction.
II3>~ Send tor
Reduced Prices.

—

Honey

damaged goods.

DURING DECEMBER.
EXCEPT ON HONEY-PACKAGES.

percent Discount

library is complete without
standard work by Rev. L. L. Lang-

stroth the Father of American BeeCulture.
It has 520 pages, bound in

—

and shows in minutest detail just
Dr. Miller does things with bees.
Price, $1.00.
64"The Honey-Money Stories."
ters,

how

—A

page-and-cover booklet. 5%x8% inches
in size, printed on best quality paper.

Many

short, bright stories interspersed
with facts and interesting items about

honey and its use. The manufactured
comb honey misrepresentation is contradicted in two items, each ocupying

you get
Satisfaction guaranteed, or

a full page, but in different parts of
the booklet. It has in all 33 fine illustrations, nearly all of them being of
apiaries or apiarian scenes.
It also
contains 3 bee-songs, namely, "The
Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree

i

.

money

KRETGflMER MFG.

back.

Address,

GO., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

llee

Juuruill

»vlieu

tvritluji.

^

Bloom," "Buckwheat Cakes and Honey,"
and "The Bee-Keepers' Lullaby." This
booklet should be placed in the hands
of everybody not familiar with the
food-value of honey, for its main object is to interest people in honey as a
daily table article.
Price, 25 cents, or
3 copies for 50 cents.
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Gloves for Handling

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Something New.
Something You Want.

LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY
ORDERS. Have a large stock on hand, and can sup-

Oar

specially

prepared

Gloves

soften the

Freight Rates from CINCINNATI are
LOWEST, ESPECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH

ply promptly.

bands and prevent and cure chapped hands.

The

fabric contains a preoaratiou which prevents ihe g-loves from becoming- hard and stiff.
*arnish them without armlets or sleeves for
using in sweeping*, gardening*, or general housework, driving or outdoor work. They are just
the thing* for driving in the rain, as they are

the

We

As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati.
save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free.

-

You
Send

will
for

-

absolutely waterproof. If worn at night they
keep the hands solt and white.
All the points of excellence can not be here
enumerated, but they never fail to give ihe
greatest satisfaction. To introduce them, we
will tend by mail, or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee-Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
sizes— large for men, small for ladies
35
Men's Gauntlets, fleece lined
35

Lad ies'

Will pay, at
of goods.

40
(exfol-

percent for cash with order before Oct. 1st
"
"
••
"
Nov.lst
"
"
*'
"
Dec. 1st
*
"
"
"
Jan. 1st
4t
H
"
"
Feb. 1st
If you haven't our 1906 catalog, send for one
and a free copy of the American Bee-Keeper
Address.
50c a year).
7

THE W.

T.

FALCONER MFG.

JAMESTOWN,
Mention

CO.

N. Y.

Bee Journal

n-hen

writing.

f)oney anb
Chicago, Dec. 7.— There

is the usual dullness
honey-trade at this date owing to most
of ths retailers having stocked up sufficiently
io carry them over the holidays; but the stocks
in the hands of the trade generally are below
the normal; hence prices are firm at 15(5 16 c for
No. 1 to fancy white comb, with off grades at
l@2c less; amber grades dull at 1C@12c. Extracted white, firm at 8c for clover and basswood; ambers, 6X@7Kc per pound. Beeswax,
30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

in the

City, Dec. 6.— The demand for comb
and extracted honey is good, receipts light. We
quote: Fancy white comb, 24 sections, per case,
Ex$3,25; No. 1, $3.00; No. 2 and amber, $2.75
tracted, white, 7@7Hc; amber, 654@7c. Beeswax, 27c.
Clemons & Co.

Kansas

CC

Cincinnati, Nov. 8.— The market on comb
honey seems to be a little quiet; No. 1 sells
wholesale for 14Hc; retail by the case, 16c. Extracted firm; light amber in barrels, 6c;
cans, 7c; white clover, S>£c. Beeswax, 30c.
C.

in

H.W. Wbbbk.

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.— While the supply

of

comb honey is equal to the demand, large quantities of comb honey having arrived in the
market in the last few days, the price still remains high. The outlook, however, is that
the season advances and the bee-keepers
ship more of their crop to the market, the pri-

when

We

quote: Fancy
ces will be a little weaker.
white comb honey, 16@18c; No, 1, 14@15c; amber, ll@i3c. Fancy white extracted, 7#@8Kc;
light amber, 6tt@7c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.
Wm. A. Selsf.r.

New York,

Dec.

3

—Comb

honay

is in

good

demand, and No. 1 and fancy white stock
seems to be pretty well exhausted. Buckwheat
grades of white,
to meet all demands, but there is no overstock
as yet. We quote fancy white at 15c; No. 1 at
13® 14c; No. 2 at 12c; buckwheat and amber at
lie per pound, according to quality and style
of package. Extracted is firm at unchanged
prices. California white sage, 8c; light amber,
at7@6Mc; buckwheat, 6@6$6c- Beeswax steady
sufficient supply, also cff

at 30c.

Hildreth & Skoelken

If

you have any

to

sell,

.

.

.

Beeswax Wanted

35

6
5
4
3

.

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will
cheerfully quote you price.

lows:—

is in

you

sell

Ladies' unlined, for wearing at night or

during doing light housework
Early Order Discounts on Bee-Supplies
cepting above and a few other articles) as

HONEY

Will buy or

C.
Office

all

times, highest market

price on receipt

H.W.WEBER™

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Denver, Oct. 20.— All desirable lots of white
comb honey in double-tier cases have now been
shipped out of this State, leaving- only a few
cars of single-tier cases. The quality of this
year's crop was fine, better than for several
seasons. We quote our local market as follows: Strictly No. I white, per case of 24 sections, $3; ordinary No. 1 and off grade, $2.50 to
$2.75.
Extracted, white, 6%@?Hc. Beeswax,
24c for average yellow delivered here.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.

Cincinnati, Dec. 7.— The honey market is in
a healthy condition, particularly extracted
honey, the demand being better than onejear
ago. This is probably due to the excitement
among those holders who are trying to inflate
the prices. We quote amber extracted haney
in barrels at 6@7c, according to the quality.
Fancy table honey in barrels and 60-lb. cans at
8@9c. The demand for comb honey has decreased, somewhat, owing to the season of the
year when the sale of that article suffers. Our
prices of fancy white comb honey, in a wholesale way, is 15@16c. Choice yellow beeswax,
30c, delivered here.
Thb Fred W. Mute Co.

Indianapolis, Nov, 15.— Fancy white comb
brings 16@17c readily; No. 1, white, 2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8@9c. Good aVerage
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

WALTER S. POUDER.
Toledo, Nov. 30— The market on comb honey
remains about the same as last quotations* but
has been coming in much more freely, as beekeepers seem to be very anxious to get rid of
their stock. Fancy brings in a retail way 16c;
extra fancy, 17c; No. 1, 15c; buckwheat, 15c.
Extracted white clover in barrels brings
7@7J£c; cans the same. Beeswax, 26'd 28c.
The Griggs Bros & Nichols Co.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

Gash

III.

Beeswax

for

Until further notice 30c cash paid lor pure,
yellow beeswax, delivered here.
Frank G. dark, 147 E.KinzieSt.Ghicago.lll.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

FOR SALE— Amber

Honey in 24
Ul finished

ripened and
ourstation.

and Buckwheat Comb

sec. glass- front cases at $2 ;0 a ca6e.
sections, $8 00 a 100
Honey well
packed in straw crates delivered at

QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER,
Bellevue, Ohio.

50A.2t

QUOTE US £« ,Boadso<
Extracted Honey!
r

THE FRED W.MUTH

CO.,

'

Walnut

St., Cincinnati.

<i.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

41Atf

The Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mail fc r
bat 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.50. It la
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Journal as fast as they are received.
If you have
this " Emerson " no further binding is necea
sary.
334

QEORQE W. YORK &

Dearborn

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

WANTED
TO BUY AT TOP PRICES
WHITE CLOVER HO\EV,
both

If

Comb and

Extracted.

you have any white at once, saying how much you have, how

lowest price, and

C. M. Scott
29Atf

"In

all

S

about

it,

it is

put up, and your

in first letter.

Co., Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.

IDOI East

Wash.

-Catalog Free-

Street.

I

MM

every country tne successful advertiser

\

>

\

is ttie

l»OI.I W, !.>>.
continuous advertiser.
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DADANT'S FOUIDATIOH
^UT EXCELSJ^
dealer who handles our make along with any other and he will
course, Dadant's is the best."

Ask any
say, "

Of

who has used our make and he will tell you the same
Because we make the manufacture of foundation OUR
SPECIALTY. We devote our time and energies to making THE VERY BEST
COMB FOUNDATION THAT CAN BE MADE.
For 27 years we have led in the manufacture of this article. Don't experiment with a new make. Insist on Dadant's get Dadant's and you will
have the best.
It will cost you no more than any other.
Ask

#

a bee-keeper

WHY ?

thing.

#

—

WORKING BEESWAX
We
Send

work beeswax

for our prices

Comb Foundation

into

and catalog.

you get our foundation.

We

for the bee-keeper

Remember you take

direct.

NO CHANCES

t

when

absolutely GUARANTEE SATISFACTION IN EVERY WAY.

Agents for our foundation everywhere.
Early order discounts on

#

all

kinds of goods for the bee-keeper.

DADANT & SONS,

m

Hamilton,

III.

WE WILL BUY
SJn

I
so

is

m

New

Crop Honey, comb and extracted,

you have a crop to
dispose of, write us fully as to quality, quantity, style of package, etc., and
you will have our answer by return mail. If we should fail to come to an
understanding as to price, w£ may arrange to handle your crop on consignment, feeling confident that we can do you justice in every respect.
in

any quantity.

If

WE WILL SELL

set

sm

whose crop is not large enough to supply their trade, various
grades Honey. Let us know your wants and we will do our best to satisfy

to Bee-Keepers,
you.

BEESWAX
We

are in the market to buy

when you have any

to

Beeswax

at any time of the year,

Write us

sell.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265 & 267 Greenwich
30Atf

Street

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

mmmfimm^^^^M^mmmm^mmmmmsmmflmm
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46th Year

Jan.

11,

ILL.,

DEC.

1906

Oct. 26,

1811
Front

20,

((

1906

Langntrofh on the Honey-Bee."

P

3?

The Late Rev. John Dzierzon, D. D.
(See page 1031)

-
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Special Bargains
in dovetailed

I

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

111.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
TITP SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of

this

Journal

18

a year, in the United Stales, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in ihe Pustal Union. 60
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.
$l.i kj

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is paid.
For instance, "decnfi" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19 W B.

Plain and Beeway

SECTIONS.

Hoffman

h^ve to be
you want any thing in your apiary, you will do well by
writing us at once, and we will make you delivered prices that
Our stock is all new and up-to-date we do not
will surprise you.
keep poor or 2d grade goods. Our sizes are standard. Quality and
finish can not be beat by any one.
We make any thing used in the
apiaiy, and can save you money and delay at anytime of the season.
Give us a trial and be convinced. We aim to please our customers
and guarantee all our Goods to give entire satisfaction, or refund
the money.
moved.

GEORGE W.YORK S COMPANY
334

HIVES.

BROOD-FRAHES. Section-Holders, Separators, etc.
We are enlarging our factory and all of these goods

p
1
m
§
I

If

;

SUBSCRIPTION RKCEIPTS.-We do not send a
receipt fur money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and creuited.

Minnesota 5ee-Keepers' Supply Go.
SON, Proprietors,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 10c.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than % inch accepted.
1

Time Discounts.
4
13
26
52

times

"
"

—

....10
....20
.--.30

"

5 pace Discounts.
lOOlines... 5perceat
S00 M ...10
"
1000 " ...20
"
2000 " ...30

5 per cent
•»

"
"

Warner's 6omD foundation

These

rates are subject to either time or space
discounts, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning".

National

Bee Keepers' Association

Why

1st.— To

promote the interests of its members.
and defend its members in their

OWN NAME

We

are

now

laws against the adulteration of

f^T" If mnre convenient. Dues may be sent to the
ubltslinrsot the American Bee Journal.

If Yotr

rou

BEE

m HONEY

prices for next aeason for

Wholesale and

Retail.

readily.

UPON THE

POLITICAL

I

*

WORKING WAX

FENCE

QUESTION

i

FERGUSON

P. F.
Editor and Publisher

West

3SAtf

Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist
a brace to all other wires and
Closely

twists full height of the fence.
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Pig-

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and sold
direct to fanner. freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.

Our Catalogue

tells how Wire
is made— how it is galvanized-why some is good and some is

bad.

NEW

Its

brimful of fence facts.
this informaIts Free.

You should have
tion.

YORK, N. Y.
23rd Strset,
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Every rod guaranteed.

tight.

Write for lttoday.

KITSELMAN BROS.,

BoxSC

MUNCIE, INDIANA.

Wisconsin Basswood Sections
Prices, postpaid
3 cards for 10 cents
stamps or silver), or free with the American
Bee Journal oneyearat $1.00; 10 for25 cents.
There is a blank space on the card about 2 by
23^ inches in size for writing. Send all
orders to

and

COILED SPRING

National Exponent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers, SO cents for one year.

400

CASH

Augusta, Wis.

the

WILLIAM

for

its

Free Catalog and Samples.

The Defender

would huo rou all the Tint
(
And we would never part

Fop

more

is Dittmer's
OWN FOUNDATION, to which alone it owes

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

Bee-Keepers'

CHCtft THIS LONELY HJART?

its

Want to Keep Posted

•

GBEATEST

And

make

and

GUS DITTMER,

Annual Membership Dues, $i.oo.
General Manager and Treasurer
N. E. Fkance, Platteville, Wig,

<g^£$IVi?' O wont

ready to

for full line of Supplies.

honey.

Souvenir Postal Card

it

Dittmer's Process
stands on its
reputation and merits.
It

Objects of the Association.
I'd.— To protect
lawful rights.
lid.— To enforce

do thousands of bee-keepers prefer it to other makes?
Because the bies like it best and accept

\

And Prompt Shipments

:

QEORQE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn Street,

-

CO.

Is

what we are making

for our customers.

tt

DOVETAILED HIVES AND SHIPPING-CASES-, u
We carry a full line of SUPPLIES. Ask for Catalog.
THE rtARSHFIELD HANUFACTURINQ CO., Harshfield, Wis.

\
jS

Chicago, III.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Please Mention the American Bee Journal

ISMS?

Dec.

20, 1906
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1

Our Early-Order Discounts on

BEE-SUPPLIES

are now in effect. We furnish EVERYTHING needed in practical BeeCulture, at lowest prices.
We make the best-finished and substantial

SHIPPING -CASES

3*i

fe*

in free Shipping-Crates.

Our HONEY-EXTRACTORS
Lion Engine
sold direct
FACTORY to
is

from

are not excelled for durability, fine workmanship, and practical utility.
Have you seen our latest improved Champion Smoker ? If not, you
miss it until you get one.
Satisfaction guaranteed, or money back.
Address,

8

USER

KRET6MER

MFG.

60., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

Acting on the theory that "testing is
pri iving
we will Bend any responsible
ferson, on certain very easy condlins, "tie of our three li. p. gas orjjasoline engines on 10 days test trial.
This engine is no experiment, but
has heen proved by actual use to do
any work (where tne rated amount of
power is required) in the most practical, reliable, safe and ec« >nnmic-al way.
This engine is ot the fourcycle type.
While the engine is up to normal speed
the exhaust valve is held open, allowing free circulation of fresh air in the
'

j>

cylinder. The igniter and intake valve
are at rest, therefore are not using
gasoline or the batteries.
Our igniter and mixer are of the
most simple and reliable character.
The gasoline is always properly vaporized and the igniter point never cornea
together unless a spark is required
The fly ball type ot governor isuse
which automaticallv controls the exhaust, igniter and the gasoline; it also
allows the speed to be changed from
100
t

to 600 revolutions per minute while
engine is in motion— a very

i

LIOFT

BAS OR

are simple

construction and

They are used for all purposes where
power is required for operating- priicctrie-lighting

plants,

'

4

Co.,

am about

iim.

slightly

gSggg

damaged goods.

r

ec e
c?n

h oTe\ packag E s.

Send lor

list ol

Slightly

Prices.

H. M.

ARND,

Proprietor, York

Bee

Honey

in

lo select

60-pound cans for

Irom at

sale.

Honey and Bee-Supply Co.

Not

mo

191 AND 193 SUPERIOR ST. CHICAGO. ILL.
(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)
Journal when writing.

Long Distance Telephone, North
Mention

Damaged Goods

1551.

snislt

Lyons, Mich.
I

Percent on

percent Discount

We

a Limited Time Only
AT LIBERAL FIGURES

Offer for

as follows:

WRITE US A LETTER LTKE THIS:

Genllamen:

to SO

Quote us prices on Honey and Beeswax.

faetori**!*, printing offices; farm machinery, such as cream separators,
feed -grindery corn shelters, woodsawing machines, etc., and for a thousand and one other purposes.

Lyons Engine

t

Any bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance ot Chicago can make money on any
Supplies he may need now or later, by coming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
selected out after the fire. Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
25 to 50 percent reduction.

GASOLINE ENGINES

m

Save 35

or send and

Lewis Goods at

Reduced

EASY TO OPERATE

** ri

Fire Sale of Bee and Poultry Supplies
Come

he

superior feature.

-Ii4»n

to purch*-<« a caf or pas-

ollne ?riglnc for

purposes atid
* Mil Tou to lend me full particulars about your ftp.
proral offer
advertised Id
American Bee
Journal.
Yours very truly.

300 Thousand Qitart Berry- Boxes.
100 Thousandjl6 and 24 Quart Berry-Crates.
200 ThousandiSection*,

25

Thousand 24-Section No-drip ShippingCases.

2

Thousand Dovetailed Bee-Hives.

I

Write to-day, and get our special prices, on any quantity.

U

SHEBOYGAN FRUIT-BOX
Mention
Street No. or P. 0.

Hee

Journal

when

Address,

CO., Sheboygan, Wis.

writing.

47A6t

Box_

R. F. D-

When writing, please state definitely for what purpose you wish to
use this engine and whether gas or
gasoline is to be used for fuel. This
information is very important to
Please remember we send the
us.
engine, not the engine agent.

LYONS ENGINE
CO.

f
I
m

BEE=SUPPLIE5
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. We carry in stock a complete line of
goods used by bee-keepers. We also allow 4 percent discount on all A*i
orders received in December. Remember, the freight-rates from Toledo *J*
will save you money. Our large illustrated Catalog is free. Ask for it.

The Griggs 5ros. & NiGliois Go.
TOLEDO, OHIO
?? ?»T»T ?»? ?#T T|T ?»• ?,? ?? ?»* ?»? *»? ?»~ ?»T ?? ?|T ?^f >»'

.
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NEW YEARS RESOLVE

A

"USE BOOT'S GOODS"
*3S^3SSi=03S*8«*$«***S»*

&&

The product of many years of
height of perfection.
Why
of an Elgin watch.
those
The parts fit together like
study.
bother longer with poor workmanship and material ?

ROOT'S HIVES— The

fg
jg
JsS

Made by
the best snow-white basswood.
Inspection
of
new
System
the best machinery that can be designed.
that insures correct grading.

ROOT'S SECTIONS— Made from

A

QUEENS— We

have always endeavored to maintain the highest
standard of our bees, and we have succeeded in producing strains of
bees that are famous the world over for their superiority.

ROOT'S

GLEANINGS— Better

You

than ever.

DECEMBER DISCOUNT

is

number.

really can't afford to miss a

Place orders with any agent named

4 percent.

below.

Write Nearest Branch or Agent for Catalog.

Alabama
J- M. Jenkins
i
Canada
Co.
Grainger

"Wetumpka

&

E.

Toronto

California

Mississippi
George A.

Brazelia

Massachusetts

Mill

*Fresno
California National
"Los Angeles
Honey-Producers' Association

W. W. Cary & Son

Denver
Fruita.'.'.

.

.

.

A. Watkins Mdse. Co.
ruit and Produce Ass'n

...Fruita

t

District ot

Columbia
The A.

Washington

I.

Root Co.

Georgia

The

Chicago
144

A.

I.

Root Co.

East Erie Street.

St.

Des Moines

Augusta

Iowa
oseph Nysewander
Kansas
CarlF.Buck
J

*

These

E

Hilton

Paul

The

.

Portland Seed Co.

A.

I.

Root Co.

Bois
Philadelphia

Hill ...
Springfield

Louis

Carlsbad

Blanke

New York

& Hauk

Mew Mexico
Edward Scoggin
New lTork
The A.
The A.

City
44

Vesey

I.
I.

A.

I.

I.

& Arnold
Root Co.

E. E. Pressler
Street

Lycoming

Texas
Dallas

Texas Seed and Floral

San Antonio
Uvalde

D.

M. Edwards

The

Superior Honey Co.

Virginia
W.

E. Tribbett

them with local-made goods.

ROOT

Co.

Ddo Toepperwein

Utah
Ogden
Spottswood

Street.

A.

Vine Street

Williamsport

Root Co.
Root Co.

supplement
deaiers buy our goods in carload lots but

THE

The

613

Jno. Nebel & Son Supply Co.
Springfield Seed Co.

Syracuse

Prothero
10

Missouri
High

mnsj H ania

Dn

1024 Mississippi Street.

St.

Bros.
^fckery
Vickery efoV

•

George

Minnesota

Indiana
Indianapolis
Evansvllle

Oregon
I*

M. H. Hunt & Son

Branch
Fremont

Seed Co.

Monroe St.
W. Pierce
C. H. W. Weber
2146 Central Avenue
521

E.

Portland

Michigan
Bell

McAdams

Griggs Bros.,

Root Co.

Rawlins Implement Co.

124 Liberty St.

Illinois

I.

Maryland

Howkins & Rush

Savannah

The A.

Mechanic Falls
Baltimore

Colorado

Zanesville
Cincinnati

Maine

.

The L.

Ohio
Columbus Grove
Toledo

H. H. Jepson. 182 Friend Street

Boston
Lyousville

Madary Planing

Hummer

CO., Medina, Ohio

—

:

(Entered at the PosK)ffice at Chicago as Second-Clasa Mail-Matter.)
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Street.

Vol.

Many and many

show it:
I number among

-ffz

tunity of getting a whole lot of

honey

grocer

my

who has

To
rious honey, in years past.
representations he would say:

enjoy

many

the newspapers at a very
We hope it may soon
trilling expense.

in the years to

come.

be put into effect.

Our customers ask

A Sweet-Eating Nation

New Pure Food Law and Honey

we make no secret of
know it to be impure.

This is what we are, if one may judge
from the amount of sugar consumed in
the United States during last year. It
is 75 pounds for each person, according
to the following paragraph taken from
the Farm Journal for December:

As probably nearly all of our readers
know, we have a National Pure Food
Law, which goes into effect Jan. i,
Mr. C. P. Dadant, President of
1907.

to

more Christmasses

live

to

in

"We
keep

One

one hundred and eightytwo million pounds of sugar were imported into the United States last year
from our three insular possessionsHawaii, Porto Rico and the Philippines.
Of that vast quantity considerably more
than half came from Hawaii, and only
a small part from the Philippines. Nine
hundred and fifty million pounds were
produced in the United States proper.
In addition to this we imported from
Cuba, (lermany, Dutch East Indies,
Brazil and other countries, more than
the total con3,000,000,000 pounds
sumption in the United States last year
being about 75 pounds per capita, or
more than 6,000,000,000 pounds, less
than one-sixth of which was produced at
home.
It does seem that if people generally
knew how much superior honey is to
sugar, that the former would soon take
billion

;

the place of the latter to a

much

greater

We know of
it does now.
no better way to familiarize the public
with the excellent qualities of honey
than through advertising. The National
Bee-Keepers" Association has the oppor-

extent than

Is the

P.

to

I
can answer
their sales of honey?
this question in the affirmative, and with
Allow me to state a few
emphasis.

facts.

have

been

producing

extracted

— for

honey

nearly 40
of extraor-

the early days
dinary production, there was much difficulty encountered in selling, because so
many people were prejudiced against
This prejuthe granulation of honey.
dice still exists, but not in the same
uniform condition as in the 70's.
Then glucose began to appear, and
the adulterators plied their industry by
furnishing a mixture which resembled
An athoney, and did not granulate.
tempt was made to secure a pure food
law, concerning the sweets at least.
In

1880-82,

petitions

were

circulated,

asking Congress for a law. My father
took the pains of circulating a special
petition signed by bee-keepers, and seThis numcured some 10,000 names.
ber would be small to-day, but it was
large for that time.

encouraged

in

our

We

were greatly

efforts

when

We

stuff.

and others

it

can nut help ourselves; but
the fact that

We
it

would
is

we
like

too ex-

This \ear, the same person told

me

tins:

"We
fact,

be of any benefit to the bee-keepers in

We

it.

for

my

are now happy to be able to say
we can handle your honey. In
we can not handle any but pure

I
and I am right glad of it.
have always disliked to sell anything
that did not show plainly its nature, on
The Pure Food Law will
the label.

honey,

new Pure Food Law going

principally
years.
In

can not avoid handling this

handle your product, but

that

Dadant.

all

pensive."

Association

National Bee-Keepers'
has this to say about it
the

Letter from C.

deplored

friends a wholefor years carried
on a most successful and straightforward business. He was handling spusale

And may each one

we

times

the fact that there was no way by which
we could drive the spurious honey from
the market. But we have at last reached
will
instance
one
goal.
Just
the

and Comments
information

51

found that the honest sugar manufacturers were also working for the same
But all this was of no avail, and
end.
the petitions were buried.

Cdlforial Mote

A Merry Christmas wo wish to every
reader of the old American Bee Journal.

XLVI— No,

we

cause trouble only to those who prepare
spurious goods, because it sets
Give me your
their business to naught.
prices, and we will make an order.
in not sell much at first, but we know
wc need not fear the competition of a
spurious article from our competitors in
line,
for they
the wholesale grocery
have to quit handling it also."
few days later, we filled a large
I asked how the
order for this firm.
goods sold. The reply was:
"This pure honey business is a little
new.
Some people object to granulation, but nothing can stand in the way,
when we say that we have your guarantee, and are willing to add ours to it,
Pure
as to the purity of the goods.
honey is going to sell, through the
wholesale trade, as it never did before."
Those are the facts as I find them.
Hurrah for the pure food laws! And
although I have been for many years
bitterly opposed to Prof. Wiley because
of the big blunder he made with that
comb honey story in the long ago. I feel
these

We

1

1

A

:
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willing to bury the hatchet, and
forgive him for the part he has taken
in securing this Pure Food Law.
C. P. Dadant.
quite

Guarantee op Purity Required.

We

agree fully with

what

Mr. Dadant

says in the foregoing.

lie

believe that there

is

a brighter

in

And we
day ahead

for honey-producers, because of the in-

creased prices they will be able to secure for their honey just as soon as the

new Pure Food Law
honey

enforced, so that

is

need to come in competition with glucose and other adulterants
which it has had to meet in the open
market. Food products will have to be
sold

will not

for

what they are hereafter, and

judging from what we have heard already, retailers are beginning to be
mighty careful to know just what they
are offering as honey.

Gleanings has done a good thing in
preparing and publishing the following,

which will well repay reading again
you have seen it before

The New National Pure-Food Law;
visions,

Penalties,

The Hepburn pure-food

if

Its Pro-

one of the most

interstate and territorial business,
yet its practical working effect will be to prevent the dishonest food and medicine purveyors from doing business in any State, whether
it
has a pure-food law or not.
No glucose
mixer or adulterator, after Jan. 1st next, will
dare put his goods on the market again
for
if he does he is liable to run up against Uncle
Sam in a way that will not only subject him
to a heavy fine, but may put him behind the
bars where he will stay for a time.
It is a
well-known fact that law-breakers are far more
stricted

to

;

afraid of United
State officers.

States

officials

than

mere

vitally necessary that

every bee-keeper
and honey-seller know something about this
new law.
Even honest men might inadvertently become entrapped; and it is important,
alike for both the law-abiding as well as the
would-be law-breaker to know what the law is.
In a general way it makes it a crime against
the United States to misbrand or adulterate
any food product, medicine, or liquor, without
showing the exact contents on the outside of
the package.
In any State where there is no
pure- food law one may adulterate and misbrand as before, providing his products do not
go beyond the limits of that State.
But the
moment they pass beyond the border-line into
another State he is liable to fine and imprisonment.
There is where the rub is.
Inasmuch as it would be impossible to do a strictly
within -the- State business, the practical working
effect of the law would be that misbranding
and adulterating will have to stop on every
foot of ground owned or controlled by any
State or by the United States as a whole.
The law goes further. One can not adulterate
or misbrand goods that are to be used for
export into a foreign country without taking
is

A

special feature of this bill is that no
dealer in food or drug products will be liable
to prosecution if he can show that the goods

were sold under a guarantee of ^urity from
the wholesaler, manufacturer, jobber, dealer,
or other party residing in the United States,
from whom purchased. It is proper to remark
right here that it is very important that every
purchaser of honey or beeswax secure from
each wholesaler, jobber, or producer, that the
goods purchased are guaranteed by him to be
pure.
In the event that it is found afterward
that they are adulterated or misbranded, the
presentation of this guarantee by the dealer
will protect him, when proceedings will be
taken up against the maker of the guarantee,
and he, in turn, as I understand the law, can
go back to the original oroducer, provided,

of course, that he, in turn, is protected also
by a guarantee of purity from said producer.
As I understand it, this guarantee will not
apply in any case where the original package
in which the goods were received has been
broken and the goods have been put into other
packages.
It will come to pass that, before a sale can
be consummated, a guarantee of purity will
When the examinahave to be furnished.
tion or analysis shows that the food or drugs
are adulterated, the dealer furnishing such

goods shall be duly notified.

Procedure when Adulteration or Misbranding has been Detected by a United
States Officer.

and Scope.

bill,

important measures that ever passed Congress,
became a law on June 30 of this year, but
will not be in force until January 1, 1907.
I have before me a copy of the law, and the
ruks and regulations applying to said law as
they were prepared by the Secretaries of the
Treasury, of Agriculture, and of Commerce
and L,abor. That the new law has "teeth" in
it, can not be denied.
It is going to do more
to wipe out adulteration and misbranding than
anything that has ever been done before in
half a century.
While in a sense it is re-

It

The penalty for exporting misbranded or
adulterated goods will be $200 for the first
offense, and $500 for a succeeding offense, or
to be imprisoned, one year, or both, at the
discretion of the court.

fearful chances.

Penalties.

Section 4 of the law is liberal toward the
suspected offender in that it gives him a
chance for a hearing before the actual penalty
applied.
When examination or analysis
is
shows that he is possibly or probably guilty,
notice is served to him or to the parties from
whom he obtained the goods, or who executed the guarantee as provided in the law.
A date is fixed by the Secretary of Agriculture, or such other official connected with the
food and drug inspection service as may be
commissioned by him for that purpose, when
Said hearing shall
a hearing shall be held.
be in private, and shall be confined to quesIf it be shown that a mistake
tions of fact.
has been made, the parties shall be discharged;
but if it be shown that he is guilty, the fact
will be published, and in addition the offender
will he subject to the penalties already mentioned.

The adulterators of fond products fear pubThey do not
licity more than anything else.

much about a small fine, but Uncle
has fixed it so that the law-breakers
get a big fine, s<>me free advertising,
and, in addition, a free ride, perhaps, to
prison.
No wonder there was a tremendous
glucose lobby present to kill or weaken the

care

so

Sam

shall

measure
feared

it

liquor

was before Congress.
No
and patent-medicine people

it.

Misbranding, or Labeling Honey as Coming
from One Apiary that was Produced
in Another.
•

Not only is it made a crime against the
United States to misbrand an article of food
by putting out a cheap substitute under the
name of something better, as, for example,
a glucose mixture for honey, but it will also
be unlawful to sell a pure honey under a label
showing that it came from some particular
apiary when, as a matter of fact, it was proLet us take a concrete
duced in another.
case: Mr. John Jones has purchased a lot of
labels that read: "Pure Honey from the Apiary
We will say he has proof John Jones."
duced 0,000 pounds of extracted honey. He
has a right to use this label on all the honey
1

he produces in his apiary or apiaries, but on
no other, however Pure. He builds up a big
trade, and there is more demand for his goods.
His 10,000 pounds of his own production is all
gone.
He goes out into the open market and
buys more honey of the same source, no better and no worse than he produces in his own
but if he uses the same label to put
yard
out this honey he will be rendering himself
It is true
liable, if I understand the law.
no chemist could ever show whether the honey
bearing such labels was produced in his apiary
or not; but other evidence might show a misbranding, and our Mr. Jones would be up
against Uncle Sam in a way that would kill
him before his old trade.
The law does not prevent him, however,
from adopting a trade label of wider scope
reading something like this: "Pure Clover
;

Any person who shall violate any provision
of this law relating to an interstate or territorial business shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, on conviction, be fined
not to exceed $500, or be sentenced to one
year's imprisonment, or both; such fine and
imprisonment to be at the discretion of the
court.
For each subsequent offense and conviction he shall be fined not less than $1,000,
or sentenced to one year's imprisonment, or
both, at the discretion of the court.

when

wonder the

Honey put up by John Jones." Under this
label
he may sell his own honey and that
which he purchases.
But^ just the moment
he buys a mountain sage or a pure basswood, and sells it under that label, he will
be rendering himself liable again.
If he desires to have a stock label that will apply to
both white, red, and alfalfa clover honey he
can use the words "Pure Clover Honey put
up by John Jones," for alfalfa is a clover
the same as sweet or red clover.
He might,
in my opinion, without being liable, put up a
blend of white clover and alfalfa; but if he
desired to make a blend of clover and basswood or sage honey, he had better adopt
the wording, "Pure Extracted Honey, put up
In every case, when John
by John Jones."
Jones buys honey he will do well to require
the seller to give him a guarantee of purity.
:

The law is very clear in making it unlawful
represent that a certain food product was
produced in any particular State when, as a
matter of fact, it came from another State.
To illustrate, no more can Ohio cheese be
In the same way,
sold as York State cheese.
Wisconsin honey could not be put up under
the name of York State honey without rento

somebody

dering

liable.

Form op Guarantee.
As

quite imhe buys
honey from some other bee-keeper, jobber,
or dealer, make him give a guarantee of purThe guarantee suggested is as follows:
ity.
I [we] the undersigned do hereby guarantee
that hone* or beeswax shipped, distributed, or
sold by me [us] [specifying the same as fully
as possible] is not adulterated or misbranded
within the meaning of the food and drugs
(Signed in ink.)
act, June 30, 1906.
Our customers are asking us to furnish this
guarantee, and we in turn are asking those
who furnish us honey or beeswax to give
No producer or jobus the same guarantee.
ber should hesitate to furnish such a writing: for the moment he hesitates, that moment his goods will be under suspicion.

have

I

portant

that

already stated,
every bee-keeper,

it

is

when

General Effect of the Law.
There

are

many

provisions

other

of

this

but those already given are the princiSuffice
pal ones that relate to bee-keeping.
its general provisions apply equally
it to say,
No
to all products, medicines, and liquors.
more can a medicine be sold under an innocent name and yet contain some powerful
amount of such
exact
the
unless
poison,
poison as well as other ingredients be stated
have died
people
Thousands
of
on the label.
law

;

m

as

the

result

of

liquor,

cocaine,

strychnine,

and other deadly poisons administered in medicines having an innocent name.
The effect of this provision of the law is
going to be to drive a lot of dangerous pro-

As
medicines out of the market.
the dear public knows what these
innocent-sounding medicines are, it will leave
them severely alone, and it ought to.
This national Dure-food law may rope in
some innocent bee-keepers and other wellmeaning persons; but it is their business to
know the law, and Gleanings has taken this
opportunity to inform them.
Every pound of honey that one buys of
somebodv else should be covered by a guarantee, else the purchaser may assume a great
risk; and, further, the label shall not be misleading in any manner whatsoever.

prietary
soon as

Honey as a Health- Food. — This
a 16-page honey-pamphlet intended to help
The first
increase the demand for honey.
il
Honey
part of it contains a short article on

is

as Food," written by Dr.

C. C. Miller.

It

keep honey, how to liquefy it,
The last part is devoted to " Honeyetc.
Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using
Honey." It should be widely circulated by
tells

where

to

The more the people are
those selling honey.
educated on the value and uses of honey, the
more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid— Sample copy

for a 2-cent

stamp; 50 copies for 70 cents; 100 for $1.25;
250 for $2 25; 500 for $4.00; or 1000 for $7.50.
Your business card printed free at the bottom
of front page on

all

orders for 100 or more
to the office of the

Send all orders
American Bee Journal.

copies.

—

"

:
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The Illinois State Convention was
held Nov. 20 and 21, at Springlield. Secretary
Stone sends the following brief report:

^^niisceiianeouileus -Items

Although we had heavy rains both days of
our meeting, there was a good attendance.
Pres. C. P. Dadant, of the National; Pres.
J. E.Johnson, of the Western Illinois; Secretary R. A. Holekamp, of the Missouri State
Association, were all present, besides about
20 members from different parts of the State.
The railroad transportation being better than
the wagon-roads, most of those present came

by

Mr. Frank
Colo.,

Manager

Rauchluss,

Denver,
Honey-Pro-

of

of the Colorado

ducers' Association, gave us a brief call last

week when on
visiting in

He reports

his

way home.

Louisville, Ky.,

He had been

and other

cities.

a fair honey crop in Colorado this

and that the Association of which he is
manager continues to " do business at the old
year,

he has received— a call to the work of the
We can only wish Mr. Pettit the
largest success in his chosen field of labor.
He will be well equipped for it, and doubtlsss
ministry.

Good Years Which are to Follow."
The time was well taken up by the question-box and the business of the meeting. The

the pulpit, and doing
wa6in working with the
be able to draw many a

will be as successful in

officers elected are as follows, for the

pastoral work, as he

year:
1st
President, J. Q. Smith, of Lincoln
Vice-President, J. E.Johnson, of Williamsfield; 2d, S. N. Black, of Clayton; 3d, E. J.
Baxter, of Nauvoo; 4th, A. L. Kildow, of
Putnam; 5th, W. H. Hyde, of New Canton;
Secretary, Jas. A. Stone, Route 4, Springfield;
Treasurer, Chas. Becker, of Pleasant Plains;
and Foul Brood Inspector, J. Q. Smith, of
Lincoln.
The committee to bring bills before the
Messrs. Dadant,
Legislature is as follows:
Johnson, and Stone, with the Executive Com-

bees.

He

will

also

Irish

Estimate

of

"Our Bee-Keep-

ing Sisters" department, and its capable
" conductor," is thus given by Editor Digges
in the

valuable Irish Bee Journal for Decem-

ber:

The American Bee Journal is called in the
States the " Old Reliable," and is one of those
ever fresh, ever welcome publications that no
bee-man worth a dollar and a half can afford
to do without.
Of that attractive Journal,
one of the most delightful departments is
that of "Our Bee-Keeping Sisters." It is
conducted by Miss Emma M. Wilson, whose
portrait appears in the title-block, and whose
wisdom, and graceful treatment of a vast
variety of subjects makes us sigh, from week
to week, for the uprising in this old land of
some bee keeping sister with like gifts of
head and heart, to stir the silent sisterhood of
European beedom.

Mr. Morley

A New York

Bee-Keepers' Institute

The honey has gone

to market,

and the bees

are in the hive,
But the bee-man

is always bu6y, sure as
you're alive;
In winter he is planning for the summer

that's to

ensuing
;

sweet lesson from his former vocation.

stand."

An

rail.

Mr. Dadant read a paperon " Drone-Lajing
Workers," by request of the committee assigning the subjects. Mr. Johnson read a paper,
entitled, " In the Poor Years Prepare for the

mittee.

come.

By vote it was ordered that, each bee-keepers' society in the State that affiliates with the

the bees are swarming " you bet
he's " going some."
And so the year rolls quickly by, with its win-

And when

Association by sending 25 cents per
as dues, should be allowed to send a
delegate to the next annual meeting of the
State Association, the railroad fares of such
delegates to be paid by the State Association.
Jas. A. Stone, Sec.
State

member

and its summer,
For the bee-man he gets busy, and
ter

I tell you
he's a hummer.
But there come6 a time, it's between the hay
and grass,
When it's well to stop and ponder before we

let it pass,

For these Institutes are catchy, and
good advice,
.

full

And so before you miss them just " think
over twice."

Good-Nature,

like the little busy bee,
from every herb; while illnature, like the spider, collects poison from
honeyed flowers. Selected.

of

collects sweetness
it

— Taken from an Institute Program.

Pettit, who, during the past

year, has been conducting the Department of
" Canadian Beedom " in this Journal, rinds it

necessary to discontinue that work on account
of taking up another line which requires all
The following letter
his time and thought.

explains the change more in detail

Dear Friend York:— Every once in a
while there seem to be hard things come up
for us to do, and I have met one of them now.
Since I decided to go into the ministerial
work I started studying and working along
that line, and have found it more and more
difficult to give " Canadian Beedom " its due.
Formerly, a bee-paper the " Old Reliable "

—

—

or some other was my constant companion
for reading in spare moments. My work was
bee-keeping, and my best thought was given
to that business.
Now it is different. The Conference of the
Methodist Church has given me a circuit
with 3 churches at which to hold services,
and do pastoral work. This, with the fairly
heavy course of studies which will cover 4 or
5 years, so fully take up my time that beepapers remain almost unopened, and I find
myself already out of touch with apicultural
thought.
In view of this I must, although very reluctantly, I assure you, give up "Canadian
Beedom." I shall hope to contribute articles
occasionally, but that may possibly be only a
hope, as the new work seems to take practically all my thought.
Yours very truly,
Morley Pettit.

While we also regret the necessity which
seems to require the giving up of " Canadian
Beedom" by Mr. Pettit, we recognize the
prior claims upon him of a higher call which

DR.

JOHN DZIERZON

Last week we announced the death
of Dzierzon, the great German beekeeper.
VVe take the following, including the two illustrations, from Gleanings:

We

have to chronicle the death, on Oct. 26,
1906, of the Rev. John Dzierzon, D. D., Father
Emeritus in the Catholic Church, at his home
in Lowkowitz, a hamlet near Kreutzburg, Silesia, Prussia.
He was born in the same place,
Jan. 11, 181 1, probably in the same house in
which he died, so that, had he lived a few
weeks more, he would have celebrated his 96th
birthday, or 25 years over the allotted threescore and ten.
He was born just 17 days after L. L. Langstroth, the father and founder of American
In many ways these men greatly
bee-keeping.
resembled each other.
Both lived to a good
old age
the one 85 and the other 95; both
were clergymen, typical of their country, and
both were founders of a great school of beekeeping and both died in October, after long
Though Father Dzierzon
and useful lives.

—

spent his whole life in the same little hamlet,
he was not without honor in his own country.
He was of Polish extraction, and lived only a
hear
short distance from the Polish line.
much nowadays about environment and heredity, and believers in both will find that Dr.
Dzii /on's life bears testimony to the value of
both, for the Poles are great bee-keepers, and,
owing largly to the presence of large amounts
of linden (basswood), that part of Europe
great bee-country, although the subject
is a
of our sketch had to depend very largely on
(Centurea cyanns) and
the blue corn-flower
buckwheat for almost all his surplus honey.
The Poles are a gifted race.

We

:

1

In his early years young Dzierzon must
have been greatly impressed with the horrors
of war, for he lived in a region decimated
by Napoleon in his great campaign against
hardly seems possible that one
It
Russia.
man's life would connect us with the great
of Friedland, Eylau, and Borodino;
but here we have to do with a great beekeeper who could do it, and who died only
But the people were sick of
month.
last
glory and carnage, and devoted themselves
great industry for many years to the
Dzierzon chose the peaceful
of peace.
vocation of pastor of a church in Karlsmarkt,

with
arts
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and he maintained this business long after he
ceased to be an active clergyman.
He would
have been called a queen-breeder specialist in
this country, and he was a very able one,
without a doubt. He was a very prolific writer
on apicultural subjects, both in journals and
books.
As a practical bee-keeper he possessed the keenest acumen coupled with intense observation powers, so that he was a
wise guide to those in need of advice concerning bee-keeping operations.
He also possessed the power of bringing people around
to his way of thinking, and compelling them
to adopt improvements.
These attributes were
necessary in him, living as he did among a
people who were intensely conservative, and
suspicious of all improvements to a degree
that Americans can not understand.
Thousands of our fellow bee-keepers in Europe will mourn the death of their great leader,
and American followers of the craft will sympathize very sincerely with them in their loss,

which is a bereavement
pany of bee-keepers.

to

a worldwide com\V. K. Morrison.

Dzierzon introduced in his country the
system of movable combs.
His hives
did not have frames, but only top-bars,
and the combs were removed by cutting them loose from the side-walls at
each visit.
In spite of the difficulties
of this method he made many imporobservations on bee-culture.
the field of agriculture another one of the great leaders.
Langstroth and Dzierzon two neverto-be-forgotten names in the list of those
who have helped to make bee-keeping a
pleasant and profitable business.
tant

Thus passes from

—

™»
Dziekzon's

Home for

95

omriDinea
^ Articles

Years at Lowko-

witz, Upper Silesia, Germany.
— From
GravenhorsVs Practical Bee-Keeper,

a near-by town, and, as a pastime, to the art
of bee-keeping, and in due season became the
chiefest of bee-keepers in the two great empires of Germany and Austria-Hungary.
Some too enthusiastic followers have claimed
for Dr. Dzierzon honors whih he himself never
laid claim to
the invention of movable frames.
In his "Rational Bee-Keeping, " published in
1878, he strongly approves frames and fix-

—

A

far inferior to those shown in Langstroth's book published in 1852, and inferior
to Huber's hive invented in the 18th
century.
Dr. Dzierzon was also strongly op-

tures

Consideration of BeeDiseases
BY ADRIAN GETAZ.

On page 704, Mr. L. B. Smith relates
some experiences and calls for exThe third one is
?) to explain.
accounted for.
The swarm followed one of the young queens that
were out to mate. The queen mated
and went back home. The swarm finding itself "left" could not do otherwise
than to go back home, also. The destrucperts

(

easily

tion of tht queen-cells is easily accounted for.
Soon after the swarm issued,
Mrs. Smith put the queen back.
As
most of the bees were out, the queencells were not well protected, and the
old queen succeeded in destroying them
during the 20 or 30 minutes that elapsed
before the swarm returned. I have had
similar cases a number of times. As to
the other "experiences," I can not answer, but, after looking all over my
books and papers to find something, I
concluded that the following may possibly help toward reaching a solution:

A
A

Peculiar Disease.

new

disease was observed by sevbee-keepers in a section of Germany some 10 years ago. Young bees
unable to fly came out and died in heaps,
and much of the brood was dried up,
retaining its form.
Specimens of the
bees and brood were sent to Pastor
Schonfeld. He found the bees entirely
devoid of moisture. They could not be
cut with a knife, but flew to pieces when
a strong pressure was applied.
The
cause was found to be a fungus in the
alimentary canal.
Death ensued whenever it had developed sufficiently to effect a stoppage. The hard larvjewere composed almost entirely of fungus, which
even pierced the tender skin between
eral

The Dzierzon Hive.
— From GravenhorsVs

Book.

posed to movable roofs, one of the most important features of Langst roth's hives.
But,
nevertheless, he worked, out a system of beekeeping which achieved great results in Ger-

many and Austria-Hungary.
Dr. Dzierzon was the chief agent in discovering parthenogenesis as applied to bees,
and it is on this that his fame, I think, will
rest
at least we on this side of the Atlantic
will so regard it.
He had great assistance,
however, from Professors Leuckart and von
Siebold in proving the theory to be true
in

—

;

fact,

their part of the

skill

than

work

called for greater
a great believer in the
utility of the Italian bee, and bred and sold
thousands of colonies during his long career;
his.

He was

the rings and showed upon the outside of
the body. At first, Schonfeld thought it
the fungus known as Oidium Lcuckarti,
described by Prof. Leuckart, in
first

1857, which causes injurious but not disastrous effects in the intestines of the
bees but a culture in sugar and gelatin
showed it to be a new and different species.
It is closely related to the Oidium
Lcuckarti, but still more to the Oidium
albicans which attacks the mouths of infants.
few similar cases have been
reported more recently in Germany.
;

A

Queens Disappearing.

When

a colony has the pickled-brood
disease, the queen invariably dies or disShe probably
appears in some way.
This
takes the disease,
and dies.
supposition is well justified by the fact
that she receives from the bees the same
kind of food as the larvae. According
to Dr. Howard the disease is caused
by a kind of mold or fungus that propagates itself in the pollen as well as in
the bodies of the larva?. When the disease has reached a certain point, the
bees cease to bring in pollen, and also
Eventually the
cease to rear brood.

queen disappears, what brood is sound
hatches out, and the dead brood dries
and is carried out by the bees. And

when

the bee-keeper visits the colony,
queenless and no sign of
it
queen-cells or any attempt at rearing
one.
That has invariably been my experience.

he

finds

Recent Developments.

The

question of foul brood and other
similar diseases is now on top again.

The assertions made lately by some
prominent writers seem to be somewhat
premature.
a

Foul brood has been known for quite
long time and has been confounded

with several other diseases that affect
the bees. The first serious study of it
was made in Germany in 1873 or 1S74.
Ten years later Cheshire and Cheyne
made a complete investigation, and described accurately the disease and the
bacillus that produces it.
The experiments made leave no doubt as to the
correctness, of their observations.
Ten

;
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or 12 years ago, Prof. Harrison took up
again the subject and
ted it
thoroughly and verified in every detail
tin- assertions of Cheshire and Cheyne.
In 1902 Lambotte, of Liege, Belgium,
announced that the Bacillus alveus producing foul brood was the same thing
as the bacillus
tnesentericus
vulgatus
which is often met in decaying substances,
lie described the experiments
that led him to tins,, conclusions
A year or so later, Cowan, in England,
and Bertrand, in Sv itzerland,
went over the ground and succeeded in
showing that Dr. Lambotte was mistaken.
It is only just here to explain
that all
the
bacilli are very
minute
things, barely visible with the strongest microscope, and very much alike.

Also that the bacillus tnesentericus vulgatus produces a glue-like or gummy
substance very much like that found in
the foul-brood disease.
Recently Dr. Burri, of Zurich (Switzerland) made another investigation.
first
study on some samples of diseased brood sent him showed three
In the first, the
stages of the disease.
larvae are not changed in form, and are
full of bacilli, but no spores are present.
Gradually the larva; pass into the
second stage, die and become soft and
glue-like and turn to a brown color.

A

This substance is elastic and can
be pulled in threads. Numerous spores
are formed, and finally the dead larva;
dries up and nothing is left but a dry
scale adhering to the lower side of the
cell and full of spores.
\n attempt at cultivation was a complete failure, just such as Dr. Lambotte

met with.
The bacillus tnesentericus
was occasionally found, but seems to
have gotten in accidentally, as it does in
other putrefying substances.
But little
odor was observed.
The impossibility
of cultivating the bacillus of that disease
and the accidental presence of the bacillus Mesenttricus explain how Dr. Lambotte took the last for the cause of the
malady!
Other samples gave entirely different
results.
Bacilli and spores were found
together; the spores were

much

larger

than those described above, the rotten,
glue-like odor was very pronounced, the
cultures easily made, and the bacillus alvei fully identified. In a word, that was
the genuine foul brood.
Accompanying foul brood, Prof. Burri
found what he has called "acid-brood."
This is caused by non-motile bacteria
which do not form spores. In the acid
brood, the larvae do not turn into anything like a glue-like substance, but.
while very soft, retain their form and
can be pulled out of the cells at any
time.
Some study of bee-dysentery has also
been made. Several kinds of microbes
have been seen but not yet studied. It
seems certain that the disease is at least
sometimes, if not always, of bacterial
origin.
There are probably 2 or possibly 3 different diseases in what is usually called dysentery.

Cheshire's Observations.

As

far

back as Cheshire's times,

it

was already known, or rather suspected,
that what was called foul brood covered
more than one disease. After describ-

ing the regular foul brood, or rather
the disease produced by the bacillus alvei, and bee-paralysis, he gives a short
description accompanied with drawings
of the following cases (Vol. i., pages
571
1.

and following

Prom

a

)

two

of

b( es

sometimes excessively destructive.
2. Another kind of bacillus was found
onlj once in a queen sent him, and was
remarkable for a peculiar form on its
11a.

A queen of very large size, but
with rather small legs, was found to be
too weak to continue on the comb. On
opening her body, a thin, milky fluid
escaped from the opening with astonishing rapidity.
Examination revealed it
to be full not of bacilli, but of another
kind of fungus, of the class called micrococci. This was the only case of that
kind that he ever met.
3.

—

Another queen sent him was young
all. In her brood
were found millions of very minute and
very strange organisms.
These multiply by division and carry a comparatively thick
envelope through which
4.

but scarcely laid at

darker cross-markings can be distinOnly one case of that sort

guished.

was met

A

with.
distinction

must be made between an overloading of the bowels of
the bees, due to long confinement, and
a distension produced by the multipli5.

cation of fermentive germs.
He gives
a drawing of an organism found in
multitudes in the bodies of dysenteric,
or rather diarrhetic, bees. That organism under cultivation showed itself to
be one of the phycomecetes. Other dysenteric bees contained a true torula.

He also states that at the time of
above writing, he had under experiment another kind which had presented itself in the apiary of Rev. G.
Raynor, and which seemed to be about
6.

the

as destructive as the bacillus alvei, but
the study was not yet sufficiently ad-

Conducted by

A

Emma

Here's wishing

"A Merry Christmas"

and a "Happy New Year'- to each and
every one of the bee-keeping sisters.
And with the wish comes a glow of
thankfulness for the kind words that
have encouraged throughout the year,
and for the help from the many pens

I

1,

the

ma-

A Bee-Hospital.
The

researches made at the U. S. Department of Agriculture are, as far as I
know, very unsatisfacory. And I do not
wonder that it is so. All that they nave
to work on are samples of dead brood
sent them by Tom, Dick, and Harry,
who think it is foul brood; but in go.
cases out of 100, could not tell the difference between foul brood, small-pox,
and hog-cholera. By the time the sample reaches the Department, numerous,

germs from the atmosphere have come
in contact with it and multiplied at
pleasure; putrefaction has set in; the
disease probably run out of its course,
and the whole is nothing but a useless,
rotten affair of no account whatever.

What makes Cheshire's observations
valuable is the fact that he had the colonies right by him.
He observed them
for several years, followed the disease
in the living bees at all the stages, examined bees, queens, and drones in alt
their organs and experimented thoroughly.
Add to this his ability and
long experience as entomologist, microscopist, and chemist; and it will be seen,
at once that his assertions deserve far
more consideration than those of a few
modern writers who lately have assailed
his teachings and posed themselves as far
ahead of him and other "old fogies."
And that is the only kind of investigation that will ever amount to anything.
Procure colonies of diseased
In a
bees and study them thoroughly.
word, a kind of bee-hospital. Who can.
do it? The Government or the National Bee-Keepers' Association? Needless to add that a first-class bacteriologist should be employed. Foul-brood in-

spectors, large and successful bee-keepers, eminent writers, etc., do not amount
to anything when it comes to handling
the microscope. They might learn with
enough time, but their preconceived notions would hinder them considerably.

M. Wilson, Marengo,

Holiday Greeting

details.

1

kin
the minor.

bacilli

growing side by side.
large and collected in dense plates (zoogloca form), and the Other a very small
form.
The large bacilli had been met
by him once before, and seems to be

yet,

.

two

ent b

were found
One was quite

reliable

1

are

im and

:

number

Correspondent,

any

Langstroth Revised, page 446 (edition .if t888), I find stated that according to
there
oglish mien iscop
In

111.

have made

that

this

department more

enjoyable.

May the coming year be better to all
of you than any year that has gone before may more sweetness flow for you
and may your interest in the busy little
;

bee never grow

less.

Emma

M. Wilson.

:

:
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Bee-Keepers

in Austria

nut

to

then

get

if

too much flour.
Try one cooky,
flour is needed, add until you

more

get just right.

England
world

the

woman

is

not the only country

whose bee-keepers have

in the highest place of honor.

in

a

On

the occasion of the Austrian association of bee-keepers obtaining its io.oooth
member (only think of a membership
of io.ooo !), the president, Herr Oswald
Muck, issued in Bienen-Vater a congratulatory letter which closed with the
following words
"And so shall we also in the future,
to the joy of our highest protectress,
her most Serene Highness, the Archduchess Maria Josefa, remain a united
nation of bee-keepers."

Bienen-Vater never fails to fly at its
mast-head the additional fact that for
30 years the society was under the

wing

of
Elizabeth.

Her

A Somewhat

Majesty,

the

When company comes and some of
the cookies are on the table, be sure to
mention the fact that they are honeycookies. That opens the way to do a
little advertising that can be in no possible way objectionable.
Just say something in effect like this
"I like these
honey-cookies so much better than cookies made with sugar.
Not only do they
suit the taste of most people better,
but they are so much more wholesome
for children yes, and for grown-ups,
Then you may not know that
too.
honey has that peculiar quality that
:

—

makes

honey-cookies

fresh for weeks
w-ould become dry

keep moist and
where sugar-cookies

and

stale."

If each of the sisters would do her
share along this line it would, in the
aggregate, amount to something worth

while.

The

honey-caramels

recipe for

is

as

follows

One cup extracted honey of best flavor, 1
cup granulated sugar and 3 tablespoonfuU
sweet cream or milk.
Boil to "soft crack,"
or until it hardens when dropped into cold
water, but not too brittle just so it will form

—

soft ball when taken in the fingers.
into a greased dish, stirring in a teaspoonful extract of vanilla just before taking
off.
Let it be J^ or 34 inch deep in the dish;
and as it cools, cut in squares and wrap each
square in paraffine paper, such as grocers wrap
into

a

Pour

butter in.
To make chocolate caramels, add
to the foregoing 1 tablespoonful melted chocolate, just before taking off the stove, stirring
it
in well.
For chocolate-caramels it is not
so important that the honey be of best quality.

Empress

Feminine Convention.

oufhern

One-fourth of the special car-load to

San Antonio were of the female persuasion.
If the same proportion held
good at the convention, it was no doubt
the most feminine convention ever held

on

the continent.

Black Color and Bees

Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

That
picture
of
Mr.
Whitney's
"Black-Stockinged Little Girl" with explanatory note, page 978, is evidently
intended to prove that bees have no
special antipathy to black.

prove too much

it

?

But doesn't

Doesn't

it

prove

have no antipathy
bare heads, and that bee-veils are
never necessary?
If
Mr. Whitney's
bees were so gentle that he felt entirely safe to trust a confiding child to
hold a frame of bees bare-headed, one
would hardly expect them to sting any.
clothing, even the blackest.
For it is
not believed that black has such an influence upon bees that it will enrage
good-natured bees so as to make them
sting; only that when they are cross,
or inclined that way, they will sting
black more readily than white.
Proofs
of that, Mr. Whitney, have not been
lacking in this locality.
just as well that bees
to

The Old Year and the New
Another year

is nearly gone, and the
coming. What have been
your successes and what your failures
for the past season, and what are you
contemplating for the coming year?
What improvements will you make, and
what will you do to improve bee-keeping? These and many other things
could and should be profitably discussed

new one

is

be greatly appreciated, to make our department the best in the " Old Reliable."
To those who have so kindly corresponded with me during the present year,
I wish to extend many thanks, and hope
I may be
favored with many letters
again during 1907. With many earnest
intentions to make everything better
than ever before, I wish one and all

A Merkt Christmas
and
A Happy New Year.

wonder how many of the sisters use
as much honey as they might while
planning their Christmas menu. Two

One cup

of sugar; 1 cup of honey; 1 cup
shortening (a good, generous one); J4 cup sour
cream (this may he omitted if you don't have
it,
but it is an improvement); i teaspoonful
soda; cinnamon and nutmeg to suit taste;
enough melted chocolate to color a good brown.
Mix enough flour to roll out.
lie
caieful

;

Louis H. Scholl.

Another Remedy for BeeParalysis
Mr. J. K. Hill, of Uvalde, Texas, at
one time lost about 50 colonies one
season from bee-paralysis, and says that
although this disease is very common
in the southern portion of the United
States, in most cases it does but little
harm to the colonies. But in other cases,
and under certain conditions, it is very
destructive.
There is no treatment yet
discovered that is an absolute cure, but
the best remedy, to his knowledge, is as
follows:

Tincture of podophyllin, 3 oz.

;

acid as a disinfectant.

San Antonio Convention, Fair,
Etc.

The National Bee-Keepers' Convenheld in San Antonio, Tex., Nov.
9, and 10, was a grand success, al-

tion
8,

well attended by our
as I had hoped for.
suppose this was owing partly to
the very short honey crop of Texas.

though

not

so

Texas bee-keepers

We

The Honey at the San Antonio

Fair.

We

of the

sisters have never as
yet indulged in these excellent cookies,
here is the recipe:

phuric acid, 1 oz. honey, 1 gallon and
hot water ]/2 gallon. Mix, and sprinkle
the combs, bees and brood with the
warm solution thoroughly. Three applications should effect a cure.
As the
disease is caused from constipation, the
podophyllin acts as a laxative, and the

"Southern Beedom," and a lot of
such discussions and brief articles will

I

most frequent.
If any of the

Braun6fels, Tex.

in

Money Caramels and Cookies

standard articles in our locality are honey-caramels and honey-cookies.
We don't get tired of either of
these, and we think them delicious.
I
have had a good many calls for the
recipe for these honey-cookies, and this
holiday season is the season of the
year when these calls are likely to be

New

;

sul-

were somewhat disappointed in
the honey exhibit at the Fair at San
Antonio.
Not in the style and neatness of the exhibit, for that was a credit
to any fair, but in the quality of the
honey exhibited. For instance, we saw
honey labeled, "Honey from the CottonBlooms" that was almost as dark as
honey-dew. The same was true of the
honey labeled, "Sumac Honey." This

was a great

injustice

to

our

almost

water-clear cotton-honey, and beautiful,
straw-colored sumac-honey.
Perhaps,
however, this was the best that could
be done owing to the poor season for
bees.

Next Year's
The

Prospects.

prospects for a honey crop for
1907 are not so bright as we sometimes
have, owing to the very dry fall we
For this locality, however,
have had.
we do rot feel in the least discouraged,

—
;

:
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as most of our

surplus of marketable

honey comes from the mesquite bloom
and sumac, and the mesquite always
does best in dry years for us and if it
rains through June and July, we are
sure of a crop of honey in August from
;

sumac.

Why
You

Xot Cotton a Honey-Plant?

Mr. Scholl (page 915)', in a
Eoot-note, "You did not mention cotton,
which I thought was a useful honeyyielder in your section north central
Texas." No, I did not mention cotton

supers 3 weeks earlier, he would
have secured a crop of honey, and have
had his foundation drawn out into beautiful combs.
I
have given the above so that our
novice friends may see the importance
of knowing the time of their honeyhis

L. B.

flow.

Smith.

Rescue, Texas.

Management

of

Swarms,

Etc.

—

as a surplus honey-yielder of this locality, from the fact that I have lived
here 16 years and have never yet had
surplus honey from the cotton-bloom
not that cotton does not yield in this
locality, but farming is not carried on
as extensively in this county (Lampaas in most parts of the State, on
unt of so much waste or poor land.
It is difficult to find a location in this
country where an apiary could have access to say 500 acres of cotton without
traveling a distance of several miles.
That is why I didn't mention cotton
as a surplus-honey yielder here.
sas)

Names
Possibly

it

of HoneyvPlaxts.
will help you.

Air.

Scholl,

blue flower as mentioned by me on page 915, as a honeyplant of this locality, to say that it
blooms in April, and that it grows to a
height of about 6 inches, and the bees
to identify the

little

become dusted on their backs with white
pollen, the same as they do when working on horsemint. I can remember seeing bees work on these beautiful little

After a second reading of Mr. Dayon page 931, I wish to make
a few remarks and suggestions lest some
beginners may make some mistakes. In
speaking of hiving swarms it would appear that Mr. Dayton does not hive
them on the old stands, which is the
only safe way to hive swarms and secure surplus honey when the honeyflow is near at hand.
It may, and it may not, be best to
prevent swarming, but in this locality I
ton's article,

prefer to make my own
proper time, and give

Know Your

swarms at the
swarms a
all

young queen

of unquestionable quality.
appears to me that testing a swarm
in a box is not only useless, but a waste
of time for bees and man.
In speaking
of improvements in bees, Mr. D. says
"only Nature can make the improvements, and Nature should be allowed as
free a hand as is possible to give." Right
here
I
must disagree with Mr. D.,
for if I or any other queen-breeder
would rear queens from any colonies
that prepare cells for swarming, only
rejecting the poorest colonies, we could
not hope for any improvements in our
It

—

-

x

I

-.1

cality.

An old or deficient queen is often the
cause of swarms issuing before the hive
in

any way crowded.

Such swarms

are as likely to leave for parts unknown
It
as those with the best of queens.
that nothing will
clipping or caging the queen.
A large natural swarm
is not always sufficient proof of a valuable queen.
1
have had large swarms
issue with queens 4 years old, one of
which never laid an egg after hiving.

sometimes

hold the

blue flowers 40 years ago, when only a
small boy in Bosque County, Texas.
I
can also remember seeing bees work on
wild marigold and horsemint at the
same time or year, I might have said
as they don't bloom at the same time.

Study and

1

verj

is

say,

We

must select as breeders the
honey-gathering colonies, not
for
only
queen-mothers, but dronemothers as well. The size of hive has
little to do with swarming in this lobi

Mr.

happens

swarm except

D. says he has often seen prime

swarms issue with the old and several
young queens. In this Mr. D. is mistaken, for such swarms are not prime
swarms, 1ml are caused by superseding,
and happen more frequently than is usually supposed, and the old queen usually meets her doom shortly after the
swarm is hived. The old, clipped queen
Mr. D. mentions
was
immediately
balled when trying to re-enter her hive,
because her usefulness was past, and
the bees had young queens to take her
place.
She would have been killed had
she been hived with the swarm and one
or more young queens at liberty in the
hive.
In conclusion I will say, Don't
the bees' time by confining the
in a box for several days, as

waste
queen

such
waste of time often means a waste of

dollars and cents.
Sabinal, Tex.

Grant Anderson.

Mt/lasty&tc^

Honey-Plants.

very important that we should
honey-plants of our locality,
that is, those that furnish our surplus.
To illustrate: A bee-keeping friend of
It

is

know

the

mine saw me
ing one of

this

summer

as

1

was

visit-

my

out-yards at the close of
sumac-bloom; and said to me, "Say. Mr.
Smith, how are you off
for combfoundation for brood-frames?"
I told
him I was well supplied, that I had used
less than one-fourth of what I had ordered owing to the poor season. Then
he said, "1 should like to get about
30 pounds of you, as my bees are crowded for room and rolling in the honey."
I

as

told

my

him

was somewhat surprised,
bees were not getting much if
I

anything above a living that the flow
was over at all my yards, 2 of which
were not over 5 miles from his bees.
But he insisted that his bees were get;

ting honey fast.
It later developed, however, that the
flow was over with his bees the same
as mine, and that the foundation I let
him have was worse than useless to
him. .i~ the bees only gnawed around
the wires in the frames and damaged
the foundation, without drawing out a
single sheet of it. If he had known the
time of his honey-flow, and had put on

Tbe

'•

Old Rebab'« " as seen through

By

E. E.

Hasty,

The Great Dzierzon Has Fallen.
When a great tree falls in the vale
we walk its prostrate trunk and meditate how great it was, and how tall but
when a great tree falls on the mountain
;

Dzierzon, tree on
falls out of sight.
Oft we say a
the mountain, has fallen.
multitude of things to the credit of our
departed leaders, and praise the things
which they did for the craft and get a
good deal beyond the combines of strict,
altruistic truth.
But unless we make an
effort to be just we shall not give the
one whom we now mourn half the
credit he deserves.
it

—

Some Mouse-anh-Honey Experiments.
At the

of being called afflicted
with mice on the brain I think I will
quote considerably, and with notes, from
the book in which I record my mouse
risk

experiments

New

unit Unreliable Glasses,
Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

—

Now for Daniel in
Friday, (Jet. 19.
Put a 12-oz. section
the lions' den
of white honey at 10 p. m. in the dining room of Alpha and Beta. They
have besides the section a cracker, 10
squash seeds, a
sunflower seeds,
10
Observed
chestnut
sliced, and water.
awhile when first let in. As usual, much
scampering and not much eating. Early
and frequent sips of water. What eating they did do was almost wholly on
The section was inspected
the cracker.
could not see if they did anything to
(These frequent sips of water durit.
ing meals are surprising, seeing that
mice so generally have to live, and even
breed, entirely without water.)
Saturday, Oct. 20. The section? (O
Daniel, did the lions incline to nibble
thee?) Freckled with little places where
the capping is off rather as if from
sharp toes climbing up it than otherOn one side 14 of these abra!

—

—

—

—

;

—

:
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sions and io on the other.
Average
size of these spots about one-fourth the
area of a cell-top.
Not all the same
shape. Tried picking another such spot
with a pin to see if it would look the
same. About the same as most of tliem.
From a few it is possible that tiny sips
of honey have been extracted to taste it.
Don't look at all like the usual work
of mice on a pile of honey.
(Another
surprising thing is the low estimate they
put on chestnuts.
They didn't even
play with the slices given in this ex-

periment.)

—

Sunday, Oct. 21 The section with
another night's exposure (one
side
pushed against the wall) has the number of abrasions on the exposed side
increased from io to 16. Out of about
3 of them tiny sips of honey have apparently been taken to the total bulk
of about one or two big drops of watei
and these three breaks are a triflt
larger than those described yesterday.

—

—

My

—

Monday, Oct.

—A

22.
third night of
the section increases the
abrasions on the exposed from 1 6 to
20.
One cell, so situated that two sides
and an end are exposed, is now so
broken that the honey runs out. And
the amount of two or three drops more
have been taken apparently.
It remains to see how they will treat
the section when they have no other
food.
I
overhauled and cleaned their
inner premises, to remove any food uneaten which they may have carried in
and to-night they are to have water
and the section of honey, and nothing
else.
Alpha seemed surprised not to
find the usual food in the dining-room

of

when he came
Tuesday,

in.

— Well,

one day's
fast is not enough to make my mice eat
anything like a meal of honey.
They
did about the same as previous nights.
Abrasions increased in number from
20 to 24. The side cell that was leaking
now has its sides entirely broken awayhoney, much of it spread over the face
of the comb some very likely eaten.
Total eating not more than three or
Oct.

23.

—

four drops, apparently.

(By creatures

accustomed to eat one-third their weight
at one banquet.)
Wednesday, Oct. 24.— Another day of
fasting passed.
I saw them sip honey
quite eagerly when let in.
But the
amount taken, both then and during the
whole night, was small— a trifle compared with what mice eat of things they
like.
Abrasions increased from 24 to
Now think the teeth and not the
27.
toes

make

the abrasions. I estimate the
total honey taken in 2 days of fasting,
plus 3 days of full feeding, at 12 cells.
section has room for nearly 800 cells,
containing 14 ounces actual honey— 57
cells to the ounce— l 2 grains to the
y

A

cell.

Then

/

their total eating,

if

I

figure

about 92 grains— a little more
than the weight of two dimes.
Well, what now?
I
was wrong in
claiming, that mice never eat honey till
right,

is

starved; and my critics were wrong in
claiming that they eat enough to amount
to anything.
And pretty severe starving doesn't make them eat a meal of it,
either.
Apparently they regard honey
as a man regards, say cloves, as not
food at all, but a pleasant et cetera to be
tasted of now and then.
I didn't want

put a saucer of water by your pile and
don't worry.
If you can add a trap
or two, so much the better.
I
wish
some time to repeat this experiment with
other mice, and also to try their opinion
of "bee-bread," and to try them on comb
full of dead bees crawled in, but
I
haven't found time yet. Can't give them
many moth-larvae till next year— and it
hardly needs experiments to prove that
they do a good job in cleaning combs
of worms. Mousie, although not counted among the carnivora, has a ravenous
longing for an occasional treat of animal
food.

Canadian
ISoedom

—

exposure

—

these mice to rat one another wanted
them for more experiments and so did
not push them quite to the alternative
of eat honej 01 'He.
section after 5 nights of exposure looks so totally different from the
usual work of mice on a pile of honey
that I am confirmed in my previouslyexpressed opini'in that the usual peeling
off of cappings is to lap the surface for
water.
And the practical, What shall we do,
Well, don't pile
sections
therefore?
where mice can go if you can help it.
But if you kind o' have to do so, just

Conducted by Mobley Pettit, Villa Nova, Ont.

Ontario

Association's Officers

The following were recently

elected for the

ensuing year:

Directors for Districts.
No. 1.— W. J. Brown, Chard.
No. 2. A. A. Fewer, Renfrew.
No. 3.— M. B. Holmes, Athens.
No. 4. R. Lowey, Cherry Valley.
No. 5.— Jas. Storer, Lindsay.
No. 6. Wm. Couse, Streetsville.
No. 7. J. F. Switzer, Orangeville.
No. 8. Jas. Armstrong, Cheapside.
No. 9.— R. H. Smith, St. Thomas.
No. 10.— G. A. Deadman, Brussels.
No. 11.— J. F. Miller, London.
No. 12. Denis Nolan, Newton Robinson.
No. 13.— Prof. Sherman, O. A. College,
Guelph.
Next place of meeting, Toronto.
Auditors— J. L. Byer and E. Grainger.
Representative to the Toronto Exhibition—
E. Grainger, Toronto.
Representative to the Ottawa Exhibition J.
K. Darling, Almonte.
Representative to the London Exhibition
J. B. Hall, Woodstock.
Revising Committee Morley Pettit and H.

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—

G. Sibbald.

Crop Report Committee— H. G. Sibbald,
W. J. Craig and Wm. Couse.

Committee— R. F. HolterCousse and J. D. Evans.
elected by the directors, R. H.

Transportation

mann,

Wm.

President,

Smith.

Improvement of Bee-Stock
D. M. Macdonald wisely says this in
the British Bee Journal
bee-keepers would only spend half as
over this question as they do over
6ome other things, the whole bee-keeping
world would bo better off.
If

much time

Neither does that mean that a few of the
greater lights should turn their attention to
it, for every betikeeper with only 5 colonies
can make a difference in .his yields by seeing
that new queens come from his best colonies.
And as has been heretofore shown, he may do
no little in this direction without ever seeing
a queen— even with box-hives.

Unadorned Flowers
While adornment is so universally
the measure of worth, it is natural that
flowers should be prized for their
bright and rich decorations rather than
for the vital parts for which the gay
trappings exist. Decorations have the
universal charm that makes them
measures of value for all time, and

wampum shells
of the Indian and the gold of the Hebrew and his imitators. It is not unnatural that the unadorned flowers
this is true alike of the

should be passed unnoticed

when many

that are rich in color and perfume will
soon be crowding for recognition but
the early flowers, even if lacking the
richer colors and forms of vesture that
command attention and win admiration unstinted, are worthy of an eager
welcome as the earliest offerings of the
season.
The maples are now masses of flowers, insignificant if casually observed,
but early, eager, and touched with the
spirit of the season.
On the male-trees
of the silver maple every branch and
twig is decorated with many bristling
tufts of pale yellow. These buds are
ready to fall and strew the pavements
with the first vigorous wind or rain
storm. The female trees are richer in
color, but the delicate little threads of
dark red are too small to give the multitude of buds a decorative aspect.
They give the tree a decided tint, and
their quick, rough growth closes the
tracery that seemed so open against
the sky during the naked winter. The
red maple is still richer in the coloring
of the opened buds that give it a distinctive name. These are spring flowers, filled with the spirit of renewed
life, and worthy of
the admiration
freely bestowed on later and more gaily
decorated arrivals.
The sugar maple is far more backward, its little bunches of drooping
flowers remaining in their sheltering
;
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buds

the leaves begin to unfold.
are flowering, and it is unfortunate that their diminutive, purple-tipped flowers are confined to the
higher branches, where they can be
seen only as a denser entanglement of
interlaced twigs. The elm is eager to
welcome the spring with floral offerings, and, as if to hurry the season, is
scattering her winged seeds before the
summer has advanced. The pussies
on the willows must have a place
among the earliest of spring flowers,
and their soft, downy coats, as they
come forth from under their winter
coverings, give them the welcome aspect of animation. The male trees are
already showing yellow tints, and the
pink-tipped pods of the female trees
will soon be filled with light bunches
of cottony seed.
The tall, slender Lombardy poplar is
till

The elms

a male

tree, whose

American Bee Journal
Novelty Pocket-Knife
Gold Fountain Pen

HOWARD
(This cut

M. MELBEE,

is

the full size of the Knife.)

(Name and Address on one side— Three Bees on the other

Your Name on the Knife.— When

Worker

The Material

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English
warrant
every blade. It will last a life-time, with
razor-steel, and we
proper usage.
best quality

;

Why Own the Novelty Knife?— In

case a good knife is lost,
owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty"
finder will return it.
owner,
the
name
and
address
of
having
is lost,
If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so
fortunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will
serve as an identifier; and, in case of death, your relatives will at once
be notified of the accident.

the chances are the

How to Get

Queen

this

Valuable Knife.— We

Sec.

Bell Branch, Mich.

postpaid for

absolutely guaranteed to work perfectly, and give satare 14 kt., pointed with selected Iridium.
The Holders are Para Rubber, handsomely finished. The simple feeder
gives a uniform flow of ink. Each pen is packed in a neat box, with
directions and Filler.

This pen

isfaction.

Drone

is

The Gold Nibs

this

GEORGE

W.

YORK S

CO.,

Big Profits in Capons
Caponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free Instructions

[CAPON

TOOLS

<•
postpaid $2.50.
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
Poultry Marker
25c
French Killing Knife50O

[Capon Book Free.

lift-

Philadelphia, Pa.

Journal

whei

i.

We arc accumulating quite a stock of engrav-

& CO.

CHICAGO, ILL

size

Made ot
structible,

artificial atone.

Practically

Inde-

and giving entirely satisfactory

re-

Comb

foundation made easily and
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press for L. frame
sheets, $2.00. Oilier sizes, 25 cents extra. Price
of the Press making the foundation directly on
the wired frames, $2.50, any sizs wanted.
sults.

ADRIAN GETAZ,
45Atf

Mention

KNOXVILLE, TENN.
nhti writing.

Bee Journal

334 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
If

you want the Bee-Book

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to tbe Trade.

*.rllln«.

For Sale The Rietsche Press
Engravings
$
lugs that have been used in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspaper?,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and using In our columns. If there is arv
of our engravings that any one would like to
have, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

%

Gold Fountain Pen

for only $1.25, or for $2.00 we will mail it and the
weekly American Bee Journal for a whole year.
Ugf" Sample copy of the American Bee Journal free; trial trip of three months (13 copies)
Address all orders to
rfor 20c ; regular yearly price, $1.00.

We mail

G. P. Pilling & Ron,

Dearborn Street,

it

Finally we have found a good Fountain Pen that is reasonable in
The manufacturers of this pen say that if you pay more than
price.
$1.25 for other fountain pens, it's for the name.

Mention

334

send

$1.25, or club the Novelty Knife and the American Bee Journal for one
year— both for $2.00. (Allow two weeks for Knife order to be filled.)

—

Michigan.
The Michigan State BeeKeepers' Association will meet at big Rapids,
Dec. 25 and 26, 1906, the meeting opening on
the evening of the 25th and continuing
through the next evening. We are working
to make it the best attended convention we
ever had. Low rates on the railroads.

GEORGE W. YORK

ordering, be sure to say

what name and address you wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the
handle. It is made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as
transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the
handle is placed the name and residence of the owner, and on the
other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as shown here.

SOLID GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN

Kansas. —The Kansas State Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its annual meeting on
Thursday and Friday, Dec. 27 and 28, 1906, at
the State Capitol, at 10 a.m., 2 p.m., and 7
p.m. of each day. Mr. C. P. Dadant, President of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, and Mr. E. T. Abbott, of St. Joseph,
Mo., have both been invited, and will be present if possible. Papers on different subjects
pertaining to bee-keeping- will be in order,
and the question-box will be one of the
prominent features of the meeting. All interested in bee-keeping are requested to attend.
G. Bohreb, Pra.
O. A. Keene, See.

...

side.)

just

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Elmore M. Hunt,

$3.00

for

NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE

brought to this country. It is an unsociable tree, drawing its branches in
to itself as if to avoid all contact with

From the early catkins of
flower on the upper branches it scatters its wasted pollen to the passing
air.
On the alders in the swamp the
catkins are expanding, elongating,
and swaying with the faintest breeze,
sending out little clouds of yellow that
tint the adjacent twigs. The flowers
borne on the branches of sturdy and
vigorous trees may not come with offerings of rich and fascinating beauty,
but their welcome is none the less cordial and sincere. They come in the
universal spirit of awakening and renewal, an earnest of the perpetual
youth of Mother Earth.— Editorial in
Weekly Globe, Toronto.

ah

HONEYVILLE, O.

mate has never been

its fellows.

|

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The Monbttb Queen-Clipping
Device Is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings.
It is used by many beeFull printed directions
keepers.
sent with each one. Wemailitfor
as
25cents; or will send it
a premium for sending us One
,New subscriber to the Bee Journal
Iforayear atfl.OO; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

FREE

OEORQE W. YORK & CO.,
..

.

-

CHICAGO,

ILi^
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Long, Goodftd vertisina

ITALIAN QUEENS
late to deliver them ? Yes
to begin to get ready

Too

ago bee-keepers were surprised by the first Patent
Bee-Smoker.

27 years

late

!

spring

give personal attention to correspondence.
My queens are guaranteed.
!

I

Write at once to

ROBERT
2Atf

Bingham's Patented

Bat not too
for next

Mention

B. McCAIN,
RD. 1.
OSWEGO. ILL.
Bee Journal when writing.

THE AMERICAN FOOD LABORATORY
E. N. Eaton, M.Sc, Chemist.
4 years State Chemist, Minnesota.
6 years State Analyst, Illinois.
1235-1248 Caxton Building.
334 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
Samples of Honey analyzed. Correspon-

Smoker
Improvements

dence

solicited.

S. G. Bolt Orpingtons
have been breeding Buff Orpingtons for

I

several years, and have striven to improvs
the stock every year.
Have now some fine
Cockerels which I will sell for $1.50 each.

EDWIN BEVINS
LEON, IOWA.

SlAtf

Mention

Bcir§dinS

in

1
1

writing.

Second-hand

# Tanks

Machinery
1

when

Bee Journal

Steam Pump.
Large Butter-Mixer.
100-gal. Churn.

1 16-ft. bbl. Skids.

Are dated

1878, 1882, 1892 and 1903.
6 percent Discount for October
orders.

Wi

Sell Root's Goods

in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc., as we can save yon time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted lor Cash.

M. H.

Any number, any
delivered

T. F.

size,

copper or

tin,

any time.

BINGHAM

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
but 75 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year— both for only $1.50. It 1*
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the JourIf you have
nal as fast as they are received.
this " Emerson " no further binding is necei

334

QEORQE W. YORK &

Do Not Burn
Send

to

*s

me. and get vour cash.
L. COaQSBALL. Oroton, N.Y.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

C. M. Scott

&

1004 East Wash. Street,

"The Bee-Hive Clock"

FREE
Subscribers

to

'In

New

Or, send us 4
Sub.
scribers (at $1.00 each) and 50 cents— $4 50
in all. Or, 3
Subscribers (at $1.00
each) and $1.00—14.00 in all. Or, 3
Subscribers (at $1.00 each) and $1.50—
$3.50 id all.

Address

aii

New

orders to

H. M.
Superior

191

ARND,
CHICAGO, ILL.

St.,

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing; advertisers.

Comb and

Extracted.
it is

niHA^'APOUK,

every country the successful aflyertiser

put up, and your

IIM».

is

tie continuous

A $4.00 CLOCK FOR $2.50
American Bee Journal

L^or

ateta.
With the

Only $3.00

whether the idea of getting up such a clock
was conceived in the brain of the Editor of
the American Bee Journal, or whether he got
it elsewhere, but the wonder is that such a
thing was not thought of long before.

Only

Chicago, by Express.
Weight, with packing, about 4 pounds.

$2.50. f.o.b.

the

Weekly American Bee Journal for one year,
at $1.00 each, and we will fend vou this beautiful " Bee-Hive Clock" FREE (excepliDg

New

For particulars, address,

CO.,

work, and would be both ornamental and
very useful in any house, and particularly in
a bee-keeper's home.
The Clock part itself is warranted for 3
years to keep good time. So it is no plaything, but a beautiful and needful article for
everyday use.
Clocks like " The Bee-Hive Clock " usually
sell in the stores at from $4.00 to $5.00 each,
but having them made for us in quantities
enables us to offer them at $2.50 each by express, or with the American Bee Journal a
year— both for only $3 00. Either Clock or
Journal would make an ideal gift.

express charges).

with wood-jacket),

Catalog Free

29Atf

9%

New

METAL TANKS

Co., Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.

The

5

to 16-ft. long, each.

Hose.

75-gal.. 300-gal. (metal
400-gal. and 500-gal.

both

We

Send us

1-iD.

you have any write at once, saying how much you have, how
lowest price, and all about it, in first letter.

have originated and had made specially
for our readers, a bronzed-metal Clock, called
"
Bee-Hive Clock." It is lOJf inches
wide at the base,
inches high, and deep
enough at the base to 6tand firmly on a mantel or elsewhere.
It is a beautiful piece of

get

Heavy

If

The Bee-Hive Clock

How to

Wooden Vats— S

50ft.

WANTED
TO BUY AT TOP PRICES
WHITE CLOVER HONEY,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Dearborn Street.

it

«s

ARCMIE
51A4t

The Emerson Binder

sary.

Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

r

Farwell, Hich.

HUNT 4 SON.

2

What

Dr. Miller Thinks of the

Bee Hive Clock

Busily ticking away, in the room where I
am sitting, stands a genuine bee-keeper's
clock (please understand that the word " genuine " belongs to the clock and not to the
bee-keeper) .or, as the legend upon the clock
has it, "The Ben-Hive Clock." I don't know

GEORGE W. YORK &

Setting aside all idea of its association with,
the business of a bee-keeper, there is a peculiar appropriateness in having the minutes
a jd the hours " told off " in a case representing the home of the busy little workers. The
glance at the clock, with its ceaseless tick,
tick, tick, tick, can not fail to remind one
that the flying moments must be improved
now or be forever lost, and that suggestion is
reinforced by the thought of the never ceasing activity of the little denizens of the bive,
always busy, busy, busy, working from morn
till night and from night till morn, working
unselfishly for the generations to come, and
literally dying in the harness.
Let us be thankful that the form of theoldfashioc ed straw hive or skep was adopted, and
not that of any modern affair, patented or
unpatented. The latter smacks of commercialism, but the former of solid comfort, for
no other form of hive has ever been devised
that contributes so fully to the comfort and
welfare of a colony of bees as does the oldfashioned straw-hive. It appeals, too, to one's
artistic sense as can no angular affair of more
modern times. A6 an emblem of industry,
artists have always used— probably always
will use
the old straw skep.
Thanks, Mr. Editor, for furnishing us a.
time-keeper so appropriate for all, and especially for bee-keepers.
C. C. Miller.

—

CO., 334 Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Headquarters m Bee-Supplies

Gloves for Handling
*4
^BEES
Something New.

LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY
ORDERS. Have a large stock on hand, and can sup-

Something You Want.
Our specially prepared Glove* soften the
bands and prevent acd cure chapped hands.
fabric contains a preoaratiou which prevents the gloves from becoming- hard aod stitf
We furnish them without armlets or sleeves for

the

As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati.
save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free.
same.

using in sweeping, gardening, or general housework, driving or outdoor woi k. They are jusi
the thing for driving in the rain, as they are
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night the*
keep the hands soft and white.
All the points of excellence can not be here
enumerated, but they never fail to give the
greatest satisfaction. To introduce them, we
willeendty mail, or with other goods, at the
following low ptices:
Bee-Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
sizes— large for men, small for ladies
35
Men's Gauntlets, fleece lined
35

Lad ies'

Will buy or
sell

.

7 percent for cash,
4i

"

"

"

40
(ex-

•*

3
If

THE W.

T.

FALCONER MFG.

.at

all

CO.

Alentlon

Ilee

N. Y.

Journal

n lien

writing.

£)oney cmb

Office

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Denvek, Oct. 20.— All deairalle luis of white
conib honey in double-tier cases have now been
shipped out of this State, leaving only a few
cars of single-tier cases. The quality of this
year's crop was fine, better than for sevrral
seasons. We quote uur local market as follows: Strictly No. I white, per case of 24 sections, $3; ordinary No. 1 arjd off grade, $2.£0 to
{2.75.
Extracted, white, byA %l%c. Beeswax,
24c for average yellow delivered here.

The

Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.
7.

—The

honey market

is in

healthy condition, particularly extracted
honey, ihe demand being better than one 3 ear
ago. This is probably due to the excitement
among those holders who are trying to inflate
the prices. We quote amber extracted lnuey
in barrels at 6(§"7j. according to the quality.
Fancy table honey in barrels and 60 lb. cans at
3&9c- The demand for comb honey has decreased, some what, owing to the season of the
year when the edle of that article suffers. Our
prices of fancy while crrtiu honey, in a wholesale way, is 15@l6c. Choice yellow beeswax,
a

Chicago, Dec. 7.— There

is 1I12

usual dullness

wood; ambers, 6)i@7J£c per pound. Beeswax,
30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
City, Dec. 6.— The demand for comb
and extracted honey is good, receipts light. We
quote: Fancy white comb, 24 sections, per case,
No. 1,13.00; No. 2 and amber, $2.75 Ex$3,25; Ntraded, white, 7<§.7^c; amber, 6^@7c. Bees*
tracted,

Kansas

'

wax,

C C. Clemohs & Co.

27c.

Cincinnati, Nov. 8.— The market on comb
honey seems to be a little quiet; No. 1 sells
wholesale for 14Hc; retail by the case, 16c. Extracted firm; light amber in barrels, 6c;
cane, 7c; white clover, 8^c. Beeswax. 30c.
C.

in

H.W. Wkbbr.

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.— While the supply

.

.

.

price on receipt

H.W. WEBER

C.

Cincinnati, Dzc.

in the honey-trade at this date o*ing to most
of ths retailers having slocked up sufficiently
to carry them over the holidays; but the stocks
in the hands of the trade generally are below
the normal; hence pi ices are firm at 15@16c for
No. 1 to fancy whi e ccmb. with eff grades at
l@2c less: amber grades dull at U(gu2c. Extracted white, firm at 8c for clover and bass-

will
for

you have any

to sell,

times, highest market

1

JAMESTOWN,

If

fol-

with order before Oct. 1st
"
**
Nov.lst
"
»*
Dec. 1st

"
"
Jan. 1st
"
"
" Feb. 1st
"
you haven't our 1906 catalog, send for ooe
and a free copy of the American Bee Keeper
Addre^ s,
50c a year).
4

HONEY

You
Send

Beeswax Wanted
Will pay,
of goods.

lows:—
6

you

.35

during doing light housework
Early Order Discounts on Bee-Supplies
cepting above and a few other articles) as

are

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will
cheerfully quote you price.

Ladies' unlined, for wearing at night or

5

Freight Rates from CINCINNATI
LOWEST, ESPECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH

ply promptly.

The

Thb Frrd W. Mtjth Co.
15.

— Fancy

white comb

brings 16(5*l7c readily; No. 1, white, 2c lets per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8@9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

S.

Pouder.

Toledo, Nov. 30— The market on comb honey
remains about the same as last quotations, but
has been coming id much more freely, as beekeepers seem tu be very anxious to get rid of
their stock. F»ncy brings in a retail way 16c;
extra fancy, 17c; No. 1, I5c; buckwheat, 15c
Kx traded white clover in barrels brings
Beeswax, 2603 28c.
7(3*7)4 c; cans the same.

The Griggs Bros & Nichols

of

=

TI

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Kits.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When
consigning , buying or selling, consult

BURNETT &

R. A.

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago. III.
Mention Bee Journal when writlns.

Cash

Beeswax

for

Until further notice ItOc cash paid for pure,
yellow, beeswax, delivered here.

Frank G.GIark, 147 E.KinzieSt.Ghicago.lll.
Alentlon Bee JournnI when writing.

FOR SALE— Amber

Honev in 21
Ui finished

ripened aod

QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER,

Bellevu., Ohio.

50AJt

MM I
II

and Buckwheat Comb

cases at f2 50 a case.
sections, $8 00 a 100
Honey well
parked in straw cra'e= rt^livpred at

sec. glass-front

our station.

30c, delivered here.

Indianapolis, Nov.

C

K

lUf them your
hens. Feed
fresh cut creen

w

H>'lp

bone and

TO GET

you'll get

more e^s— you'll pet
in winter when

©S^s

ee-gs are

worth while.

The si an i.i
Green
Horn- Cutter pre]
I>nne ricrht
nraii
m*"*™ioilieedIn£
quIckly easily. Prices

RE

_a aa

1

i

1

1

*

)

and up; sold
jruarantee—
nt on trial. Writetor catalog.

$8-80

Euuo v

Standard Bone Cutter Co.Hilford.Mass

"

It Is

continuous advertising

that impresses the public
with the stability of a firm."

Co.

comb honey is equal to the demand, large quantities of comb honey having arrived in the
market in the last few days, the price still remains high. The outlook, however, is that
when the season advances and ihe bee-keepers
ship more of their crop to the market, the prices will be a little weaker.

We

quote:

comb honey,

No,

I,

white

16<§>I8c:

WE

Fancy white extracted, 7}£@8>ic;
6H®7c.
honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Sblser.
on commission.
ber, ll@l3c.
light amber,

New York, Dec. 3 —Comb honay is in good
demand, and No- 1 and fancy white stock
seems to be pretty well exhausted. Buckwheat
grades of white,
is no overstock
quote fancy while at 15c; No. 1 at

is in sufficient

supply, also

off

demands, but there

as yet. We
I3@14c; No. 2 at 12c; buckwheat and amber at
11c per oound, according to quality and style
of package. Extracted is firm at unchanged
prices. California white sage, 8c; light amber,
at 7@65ic; buckwheat, b@6^c Beeswax steady
at 30c.

Hildreth & Skgelkbn

S:

WISH YOU

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

We are pruducers of

to meet all

To Our Friends and Patrons.

iff

Fancy
14(§j15c; am-

AND

1 A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR |
MTJTH CO.
FRED W.
THE Walnut
|
|
CINCINNATI, OHIO

'X

51

Street,

1
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BEESWAX
We are always in the market
from the bee-keepers direct.

to

buy Beeswax, and pay the highest market

We

prices.

want Beeswax

DADAM'S FOUNDATION
^UT EXCELS^
i*i

£&

Wherever you are you can get our goods. Write us and we will either make you prices or will
you where you can get our Foundation nearer to you. We have Agents everywhere.

BEE-SUPPLIES

I

handle every kind of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, and only the VERY BEST.
Early Order Discounts given now on Supplies and Foundation. Write us before selling your Beeswax or buying your season's Supplies.

We

$1?

.

i

DADANT & SONS,

I

"•!*

•I

'*-•.*"

FENCE 83K?We

of High Carbon colled wire.
at
have no agents. Sell direct to user
trial.
factory prieea on 30 days free
shows 37
'vera* all freight. Catalog
poultry
stvles and heleEte ot farm and
today
lence. It's free. Buy direct. Write

Made

COILED SPRINC FENCE CO
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.
BOX 89

mmmmmmmaBK^
m We will Buy and
Sell

I

'*.*

40A26t

H. S.

DUBY.

to

when

correspond

are always in the market

figs

$!§r,

||

Beeswax imi
Hildreth
265

*

market

prices.

& Segelken

2U 7 Oreenwich Street

NEW

YORK,

IN.

Y.

|

W

*»! *v* '*
•« •- *I* *!• 4
^f

.-

* '$ *

^f .»

''

Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the
EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN

ILL.

Simple, perfect, Belf -regulating.
Hatch every fertile egg. Lowest
Sliced flret-claes hatchers made.
fEO. II. &TA1IL, Qulncy, 111.

Catalogue.

f
Goods are wanted Quick, send

to

Pouder"

BEE-SUPPLIES

Is

for

at highest

ST. ANNE,

111.

Root's Goods at Root's Trices

S53

us.

We

'if* lf.<

writing: advertisers.

si

buy,

"•!

•»* •!•

Please Mention Bee Journal

few of the different grades and kinds. K«
If you have any to dispose of, or if fpg

you intend

!•'

Best Wisconsin Sections,
per 1000— $4 00; No.2— »3 40;
plain, 25c less. 7 percent
discount in October uit Root's and Danz. Hives,
and other Root's Good*.

IS

HONEY

•«•

Bargains

"If

is

with

Hamilton,

»* •! •!
! *! I* *! W
*. . »*
W !•
W «*
W I*
W *W W »*
WW
WW»W!
WW!
W !•
W WWW
w •*
W W W •«
WW
W w ;•

if i*i ifi :• •

TjIjF^T IfT^lT

1
I

*

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG.

i{f

I

tell

P
i
m

Everything used by Bee- Keepers.

POUDER' S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates. .'.

BEESWAX WANTED

.-.

Prompt
.'.

Service.

Catalog Free.

I pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, ca6h or
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
trade.
large illustrated catalog is free. I
sure to attach your name to the package.
6hall be glad to send it to you.
Certificate guaranteeing purity with
Extracted
Honey.
for
Finest
Write
prices on

My

every shipment.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

WALTER

51&-515 Massachusetts Ave.,

S.

S,A

Supplies...

POUDER
1HD14MAPOLIS,

-

irMO.

®
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Special Bargains
dovetailed

in

HIVES.

Plain and Beeway SECTIONS.
Section-Holders, Separators, etc.

BROOD-FRA/IES.

We

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BT

factory and all of these goods have to be
you want any thing in your apiary, you will do well by
writing us at once, and we will make you delivered prices that
will surprise you. Our stock is all new and up-to-date
we do not
keep poor or 2d grade goods. Our sizes are standard. Quality and
finish can not be beat by any one.
We make any thing used in the
apiary, and can save you money and delay at anytime of the season.
Give us a trial and be convinced. We aim to please our customers
and guarantee all our Goods to give entire satisfaction, or refund
the money.
moved.

GEORGE W. YORK 8 COMPANY
334

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

Hoffman

111.

are enlarging- our
If

;

IMPORTANT NOTICES.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

is

$\M) a year, in the United Stales. Canada, and
Mexico; all otber countries in the Postal Union. 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is pa'lu.
Ki>r instance, '*dec<>6" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19o6.
SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send a
receipt fur money sent us to pay subscription, but
change the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.
JOHN DOLL & SON,

Advertising Rate, per ftgate Line,

make one

14 lines

Nothing- less than

times

52

"

"
"

5 pace Discounts.

—

inclines. . 5 per cent
500 "
.10
"
1000 " . .20
"
2000 " . .30

5 per cent
"
....10

...20
....30

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

inch.

w inch accepted.

Time D.scounts.
4
13
26

Proprietors,

Nicollet Island, No. 33.

10c

.

"
"

DiUmer's 6omD foundation

Tliese rates are subject to either time or space
discount^, at choice, but not both.
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line, subject
to the above discounts.
Goes to press Monday morning .

Why

1

National Bee-Keepers' Association
Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of its members.
2d.— Tu protect ana defend its members in their

do thousands of bee-keepers prefer it to other makes
Bscause the bees like it best and accept

Dittmer's Process
stands on its OWNi
reputation and merits.
It

NAME

and

its

is

it

more

readily.

Dittmer's

OWN FOUNDATION,

to

which alone

are now ready to make prices for next aeason for WORKINft
Wholesale and Retail. Free Catalog and
for full line of Supplies.

We

WAX

for

it

owes

its

CASH and

Samples.

lawful ri/ht*.

Hd.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
boney.
Annuil Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and Treasurer —
N. m. Kkance, Platteville, WbJ.

QUS DITTMER,

B3P~ If more convenient, Dnes may be sent to the
ublishersol Lbe American BeeJuurnaL

If

You Want to Keep Posted
upon the

GREATEST

Bee-Keepers'
Souvenir Postal Card
O wont

rou

BEE

m HONEY

Atf> CHEER THI5 LONELY HF.ART?

For

1

would mug you

And we would

I

POLITICAL

*

QUESTION

OF THE DAY, YOU MUST READ

The Defender
the National Exponent of the Prohibition
Movement. 16 pages, weekly; illustrated.
To New Subscribers, 50 cents for one year.

all the Tine

never

WILLIAM

part

P. F.

FERGUSON
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Editor and Publisher
400

West

35Atf

Prices, postpaid

:

3 cards

for 10

cents

stamps or silver), or free with the American
Bee Journal oneyearat $1.00; 10 for25 cents.
There is a blank space on the card about 2 by
2J^ inches in size lor writing. Send all
orders to

QEOROE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn Street,

-

CO.

23rd Strhet,
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Augusta, Wis.
COILED SPRING

FENCE

Woven. Can not Sag.
Every wire and every twist Is
a brace to all other wires and

Closely

twists full height of the fence.

Horse-high, Bull-strong, PigEvery rod guaranteed,

tight.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and
sold direct to farmer. freight
prepaid, at lowest factory price.

Our Catalogue

tells how Wire
Is made— how it is galvanized—
why some is good and some is

bad.

Its

brimful of fence facta.
this Informa-

You should have
tion.

Write for Ittoday.

Its Free,

KITSELMAN BROS*

Box»5

MUNClE. INDIANA.

Marshfield Goods
When

you buy those goods vou can be assured of good, honest goods.
nothing but PERFECT SUPPLIES. Sections made of
young basswood timber. Hives and Shipping-Cases are Beauties.
If you have not received our Catalog of Supplies, please write for it.

We make

MARSHFIELD MFG,

CO., Marshfield.

Wis

Chicago, III.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Please Mention the American Bee Journal

AdSKEK

1

:
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*** Honey-Bee
This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over S00 pages, being- revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so wellknown to all the readers of the Ameri-

Bach subject

are now in effect. We furnish EVERYTHING needed in practical BeeCulture, at lowest prices.
We make the best-finished and substantial

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

clearly and thoroughly
explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.20, or club
It with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for S2.00 or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with S3. 00.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
is

—

you get one.
Satisfaction guaranteed, or

;

GEORGE
Dearborn

W.

YORK &

Kre
Come

Lewis 6oods at

§ave 25

4

to SO

Poultry Supplies

Percent on

slightly

gj™"™

percent Discount

damaged goods.

c?ISFo1?e¥j.a«a S «s.

Any

solicited.

B. McCAIN,
OSWEGO. ILL.
R.D. 1.
Journal when writing.

Bee

bee-keeper living within a reasonable distance of Chicago can make money on any
Supplies he may need now or later, by eoming to Chicago and looking over the goods that we
selected out after the fire. Better order quick, if you want any of the goods we are selling at
35 to 50 percent reduction.

Send tor
Reduced Prices.
H. M.

have been breeding Buff Orpingtons for
several years, and have striven to improvs
I

Have now some
sell for

fine

list

o* Slightly

Quote us prices on Honey and Beeswax.

B uff Orp ingtons

the stock every year.
Cockerels which I will

afl d

Sale of Bee

or send and

Tested, $1 50 up.

00; six, $5.00.

ROBERT

S. G.

60., Council Bluffs, Iowa.

CO.

Golden or Leather Colored. One colony of
this strain produced 280 fancy sections in one
season. OJder now for delivery in season. Un-

2Atf

Address,

Muscatine Produce Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., 103 S. 11th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart-Ouran Seed Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Catalogs issued in English or German.

ITALIAN QUEENS

Mention

back.

CHICAGO, ILJ

Street.

tested Queen, $1
Correspondence

money

KRET6HMER MFG.

THREE NEW

334

#•*

i/isuuunis on

BEE-SUPPLIES

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

can Bee Journal

cm ij-uruer

ARND,

Proprietor,

Long Distance Telephone, North

Mention

Damaged Goods
Honey

in

to select lroiu at

60-pound cans for

sale.

York Honey and Bee-Supply Co. (Not mo
191 AND 193 SUPBHIOH St. CHICAGO. ILL.

15S9.

(Three blocks north and one block east of our old location.)

Bee Journal

when

vrrttuut.

$1.50 each.

EDWIN BEVINS
51Atf

Mention

Bee Journal

LEON, IOWA.

when

We

wrtttnjc.

a Limited Time Only
AT LIBERAL FIGURES

Offer for

Big Red uction in Supplies
Until nay i. Big stock of Dovetailed
Hives and Marshfield Sections to draw

—

from.
FREE a year's subscription
with order amounting to $15 or over.
Send for 32-page Illustrated Catalog-

as follows

300 Thousand Quart Berry-Boxes.
100 Thousand;16 and 34 Quart Berry-Crates.
300 ThousandiSections.

2SEtf

Thousand 34-Section No-drip ShippingCases.

3

Thousand Dovetailed Bee-Hives.

Write to-day, and get our special prices, on any quantity.

free.

W. D.SOPER

35

(Route 3) Jackson, filch.

SHEBOYGAN FRUIT-BOX

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Mention

Bee

Journal

when

Address,

CO., Sheboygan, Wis.

writing.

47A6t

THE AMERICAN FOOD LABORATORY
E. N. Eaton, M.Sc, Chemist.
4 years State Chemist, Minnesota.
6 years State Analyst, Illinois.
1235-1348 Caxton Building,
384 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
Samples of Honey analyzed. Correspon-

dence

solicited.

Best Wisconsin Sections,
per 1000— $4 00; Nn.2— J3.40;
plain, 25c less. 7 percent
discount in October on Root's and Daoz. Hives,
and utber Root's Goodp.
H. S.
St. anne. III.

Bargains

DUBY.

pr»f ^cilpk Fancy Basswood and Clover
I Ul ^aiC
HONEY in barrels or 60-pound
cans. Sam pie, 10 cents, which may be deducted
wb;n ord » injf.
ROBT. A. HOLEKAMP & SON,
52A4t
4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

I

BEE=SUPPLIE5

Root's Goods at Root's Prices. We carry in stock a complete line of t8
^5?
iji goods used by bee-keepers.
We also allow 4 percent discount on all ijfc
ord ers received in December. Remember, the freight-rates from Toledo 2
jfr
••.<?
will save you money. Our large illustrated Catalog is free. Ask for it. 3j?

I

The Griggs Bros. & Nichols 60.
TOLEDO, OHIO

S
•
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USE BOOT'S GOODS"
»3«33$E»Sfc*3»3S*S*SS*3Sfc*

©«•>

The product of many years of
height of perfection.
Why
of an Elgin watch.
those
like
The parts fit together
study.
bother longer with poor workmanship and material?

ROOT'S HIVES— The

ROOT'S SECTIONS— Made from

the best machinery that can be designed.
that insures correct grading.

ROOT'S

new System

||||

JsS

Made by

the best snow-white basswood.

A

j^

of Inspection

QUEENS— We

have always endeavored to maintain the highest
standard of our bees, and we have succeeded in producing strains of
bees that are famous the world over for their superiority.

GLEANINGS — Better

You

than ever.

DECEMBER DISCOUNT

is

really can't afford to miss a

number.

Place orders with any agent named

4 percent.

below.

Write Nearest Branch or Agent for Catalog.

Alabama
Canada

•Wetumpka

M. Jenkins

E. Grainger

Toronto

&

Co.

California

Colorado
Frnita

L. A.

Watkins Mdse. Co.

Fruita

b rnit

and Produce Ass'n

IHstrict of
Washington

Massachusetts

Columbia
The A.

I.

Georgia

A.

I.

Minnesota

Root Co.

Root Co.

144 East Erie Street.

The

Paul

Des Moines

Walter S. Ponder
Vickery Bros.

Iowa
Joseph Nysewander
Kansas
Carl F.

Augusta
*

Portland Seed Co.

A.

Root Co.

I.

633

& Son Supply Co.
Springfield Seed Co.
Blanke

Louis

Carlsbad

New York

Buck

The A.
The A.

City
44

These dealers buy onr goods

Vesey

A.

I.

I.

I.

A.

I.

&

Arnold
Root Co.

E. E. Pressler
Street

Lycoming

Xexas
Dallas

Texas Seed and Floral
D.

M. Edwards

Utah
Ogden

The

Superior Honey Co.

Virginia
Spottswood

W.

E. Tribbett

supplement them with local-made goods.

ROOT

Co.

Udo Toepperweln

San Antonio
Uvalde

Root Co.
Root Co.

Street.

in carload lots but

THE

& Hauk

Ntw Mexico
Edward Scoggin
New York

Syracuse

The
Vine Street

Williamsport

Jno Nebel

Hill...
Springfield

Prothero
10

Missouri
High

^nnsylvania

Dn Bois
Philadelphia

1024 Mississippi Street.

St.

Indiana
Indianapolis
Evansvllle

Oregon
Portland
I*

M. H. Hunt & Son
George E. Hilton

Branch
Fremont
Bell

521

E.

Root Co.

Michigan
St.

Illinois
The

I.

Rawlins Implement Co.

124 Liberty St.

Chicago

A.

Maryland

Howkins & Rush

Savannah

W. W. Cary & Son

The

Co.

Monroe St.
W. Pierce
C. H. W. Weber
2146 Central Avenue
Griggs Bros.,

Zanesville
Cincinnati

Maine

Mechanic Falls

Mc Adams Seed

Columbus Grove
Toledo

H. H. Jepson. 182 Friend Street

Boston

Baltimore

The

Hummer

George A.

Brazelia

Lyonsville

Madary Planing Mill
•Fresno
California National
*Los Angeles
Honey-Producers' Association
Denver

Ohio

Mississippi
J.

CO., Medina, Ohio

!

~4^

^
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52

preceded by the assertion

is

that he will offer proof that the accepted

theory

The

we

wish every

American Bee Journal
many more of them
of the

— and

!

who

evidently thinks that believers in the
Dzierzon theory are blindly following tradition that has no foundation.
He says:

Now
That Handsaw-and-Hatchet
Connecticut

ciency, the proper correction
fully

will

be cheer-

Phillpplno

Bees-With

An exchange has

a

Variations

description of the big

bees of the Philippines, credited to " an Eastern daily," which does not vary from the

usual description except that variety

"They make

troduced by saying,
sided cell about
is

2X

inches

made of any other

reasonable to suppose that

depth of a

royal preroga-

her majesty the queen-bee. I admit
that she is an autocrat ordinarily, and rules
the hive in perfect order without fear, and
that she is not an egotistical gadabout nor an
evil tattler in her circles of female royal associates of her rank.
But I will shear her royal
locks of a prerogative that has been awarded
her for more than a century by uninformed
bee-keepers, viz. that she lays eggs of her
own that will hatch drones only, she refusing
to fertilize the eggs in the act of laying them
so that they will hatch drones only and not
:

worker-bees.

This pretended discovery was announced
by a German doctor whose name I have
not before me, and I will not undertake to
spell it, but it begins with the letter T, and he
evidently knew something of the Greek language, as he used a Greek term, " Par-the-nogenesis," or alternate generation by a virgin
without a male, in honor of her majesty the
first

made.

mention

will discuss the high

tive of

(live

correspondent who has
failed to give bis name or address writes saying that a hive made after the figures given
on page 993 would, in his judgment, be worse
than any box-hive he ever saw, and asks that
the figures be corrected " 60 they will fit."
Unfortunately he has failed to specify which,
among the many figures, are wrong, and why
they are wrong. If he will supply this defi-

A

I

which
anything

cell in

a

is

in-

a

large 5-

deep."

As no

size of cell,

it is

inches

the

2J -J

worker

is

reared.

is

like 2'o inches long,
a worker is
no wonder it is called the "Giant bee of
India." More remarkable, however, is that
If

"5-sided cell."

The man who originated

that idea should be allowed to perch on a tree

beside a nest of those 2>£-inch bees until he
completed a draft of a piece of comb made of
5-sided cells.

•

The Dzierzon Theory a Myth

1

While the news of Dzierzon 's death is still
fresh, there is 6ent to us by Mr. L. B. Smith,
of Texas, a clipping written by J. W. Thomas,

and he then says:

And
it

A Happy New Year

incorrect,

evidence I will offer is physiology
and all of its standard works. After she becomes a fertile queen she lays fertile eggs
during life, and she is the only fully developed
female in tne hive.

Comments
reader

is

tir6t

queen-bee. Now, I presume that the son of
Esculapius was learned in heathen mythology
and well versed in fiction, especially of a very
ancient nation, who were long in war with all
the other nations of the earth, and lost legions
of soldiers, and their army was invincible, as
their women virgins especially kept their
ranks full of soldiers by raising boys only,
and by the par-the-no-genesis system, or
alternate generation. He certainly sought to
honor the queen-bee, which is 6aid to be more
prolific than any insect except one species of
ants.
Our German bee-keeper lived in the dark
ages of bee-land, and his zeal overran his
knowledge, and his theory was untenable,
though he acquired great reputation and
gained notoriety and convinced many that
queen-bees were possessed of supernatural

power, and it yet has its advocates in the
front ranks of bee-culture. But there are
many handling bees now who know but little
about queen-bees, and in the German doctor's
time the people knew less, and there are beekeepers now who believe the theory from the
fact that it has been published so long.

that is all he gives by way of proof
For the sake of some of the younger readers
may be worth while to say that the dis-

coverer of parthenogenesis did not begin his
name with a T, although the sound might

suggest that

letter, for Dzierzon is pronounced
" T6eertsone;" also, that he was not an M,

D., or a

"son

of Esculapius," but an official

of the church; that instead
tive of

the queen, as Mr.

"awarded her

for

of the preroga-

Thomas

more than

says, being

a century by un-

informed bee-keepers,"
the truth is that
Dzierzon was not born a century ago. His
discovery was made only half a century ago,
and his death did not occur until October,
1906.

When

Dzierzon

ory, a bitter

first

war over

promulgated
occurred

his the-

among

Gerbut in this country it is
doubtful that heretofore any well-informed
bee-keeper has opposed
it.
Either Mr.
Thomas is the first well-informed bee-keeper
in this country to throw doubt on parthenogenesis, or he is not so well informed as he-

man

it

bee-keepers;

might be. The glaring errors in his communication point rather to the latter alternative.

But if Mr. Thomas has demolished the
Dzierzon theory, he has not failed to give us
another theory equally original. He says:
It is admitted that the queen is reared upon
a peculiar food with her tail up and her head
partly down, and that she is a full female.
The drone-bee is reared with his head and tail
on a level and fed upon a peculiar food and is
a full male.
Therefore, it is the peculiar
food and different position in which they are
reared that creates the different sex.

Referring to this Mr. Smith swells with
pride,

and says:

" Please read and see

what wonderful

talent

we have in Texas. Why, just think of it,
such men as Dr. Dzierzon, Prof. A. J. Cook,
Dr. E. F. Phillips, and all other such noted
scientists whom the whole world has learned
to honor, and look up to for their great dis-

coveries

in

the

scientific line, are

knocked into a 'cocked hat 'by

now

this

all

man'
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wonderful discoveries that the sex of bees
determined by the food given the larvae I"

is

ence

But Mr. Smith should restrain himself and
is not Texas a part of
and will not the new
the United States?
theory belong to the whole nation?
try to be modest, for

It is

sure to be the case that fuller details
many questions promptly

will be desired, for
Is

arise.
js

it

a Texas peculiarity that a queen

reared with her

tail

up and her head only

ever relates anything unless he knows what
he is talking about, and all who know him
won't question his veracity one moment, or
doubt the correctness of any story Bill may
tell if he claims he has a personal knowledge

it make any differbead were wholly down?
What sex would be " created " in the drone
if a drone-comb, filled with eggs or youDg
larvae, should be turned over so that the
drone would be tail up and head down? If a
queen-cell were laid on its side, as it sometimes is, does that create the male sex in the
enclosed queen? And what— but perhaps it

partly

down? and would

in the sex if the

best not to ask

is

too

many

questions

all

of anything connected with

few days ago Mr. Heflin and Squire
O'Bryan were talking about bees and the
manner of swarming, and Mr. Heflin was reminded of the immense swarms he once saw
in Missouri.
It was during the time Bill was
down South fighting for his country, and
along about the last of that sanguinary conflict, when Bill saw that the Southern boys had
to surrender to superior numbers that he saw
the big swarm of bees. Bill says one day
while marching up the Mississippi valley with
his command, he saw bees swarming out of a

at

once.

hole in a big

O)iscellan»ou

An

Electric-Heated Honey-Knife,
type, is shown herewith. The

the bees

great,

was

phenomenally large

year.

last

engraving

being perfected to make the exhibition, whether from the standpoint of the

lication,

exhibitor, the visitor or the

Bingham

is reproduced from the French pubRevue Generale Industrielle. The

main advantage claimed

for this heated knife

Plans are

ter

now

than ever before.

management,

Premium

lists

The

cliff.

hole, he

says,

was

size of a hogshead, and
the entire space and had the
appearance of a black cloud coming out of a
hole. He did not know how long the bees
had been coming out of the hole, but the
swarm was 2 miles wide, l}i miles thick, and
20 miles long, and that they were 2 hours in
passing a given point. Bill did not go into
particulars as to how he got the dimensions
of this great swarm of bees, nor when they
settled, but he says the hole was left in the
cliff, for he saw it after the bees had vacated
it.
This is the biggest bee story we ever
beard, and it seems too big to be true, b
Bill declares that his command was not on a
retreat when he saw the swarm.
Huntsville
(Mo.) Herald.

about three times the

flews - Items
of the

it.

A

bet-

giving

filled

—

—

Bees Close a Mine. Mr. Fred H.
sends the following newspaper clipping
ing how myriads of bees closed a mine:

May
tell-

There are instances in great number where
mining operations were temporarily suspended by a shortage of funds, or by water
flooding the property, but it remained for
Mohawk, a small station along the Southern
Pacific, to furnish a new cause which is unique in the history of m ning. The company
affected owns the Red Cross mines in the

Mokawk

Mountains.

Millions of bees, attracted by the water at
these mioes, and forced from their hives in
the mountains by the drouth, took possession
of the water supply, and their numbers were
so great that it was found impossible to drive
the swarms away. Consequently the mines
have been shut down until the rainy season
sets in, when it is hoped the bees will return
to their mountain homes.

Perhaps there
living near the

is

a reader of this Journal

mine referred

to,

who can

verify its reported closing by the bees.

Honey as

a Healtb-Food. — This

a 16-page honey-pamphlet intended to help
increase the demand for honey.
The first
part of it contains a short article on " Honey
as Food," written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It
tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it,
etc.
The last part is devoted to " Honeyis

Electric-Heated Honey-Knife.
evenly distributed throughis of uniform temperature.
The inventor, Tonelli, lives in Italy, and the
invention was exhibited at Milan this year.

names of judges and the varieties to be passed
upon by each of them, and all necessary information to intending patrons, were issued
about Dec. 15, 1906. Twenty thousand will

The Annual Poultry, Pigeon and

be mailed out, and it is the intention to have
one sent to every interested person, but if for
any reason it is not received, or additional

is

that the heat

out,

is

and the blade

Pet Stock Show

held in Chicago
Jan. 23 to 30, inclusive, 1907, will be an improvement on any of the series of high class
show6 heretofore held under the management
of the National Fanciers' and Breeders' Association.

The

to be

exhibits of stock, incubators,

brooders, appliances, foods, remedies, and

all

things pertaining to the poultry, pigeon and
pet stock industry have at all times taxed to
the utmost the capacity of the largest hall obtainable. The attendance of visitors, always

copies are

write to the secretary,
325 Dearborn St., Chicago.

desired,

Fred L. Kimmey,

A Record Swarm.— Hon.

Eugene

stamp; 50 copies for 70 cents; 100 for $1.25;
250 for $2 25; 500 for $4,00; or 1000 for $7.50.
Your business card printed free at the bottom
of front page on all orders for 100 or more
copies. Send all orders to the office of the
American Bee Journal.

Secor,

of Forest City, Iowa, sends us the following

clipping from the St. Paul Despatch, which

is

almost too ridiculous to be amusing:

We very

Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using
Honey." It should be widely circulated by
those selling honey. The more the people are
educated on the value and uses of honey, the
more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid— Sample copy for a 2-cent

frequently hear of snake and fish
sometimes a pretty good beestories, and
story is told. Our friend, Bill Heflin, hardly

San Antonio Photograph. — We

have

some of the San Antonio convention photographs, showing over 100 of those present at

We are sending
the National convention.
them out in mailing-tubes at 60 cents each,
postpaid. Send orders to the office of the
American Bee Journal.
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Dadant Methods of
Vinegar-Making With

Honey
BY

C.

P.

DADANT

Some time

ago, through the courtesy
of Mr. A. F. Vinson, I received a small

pamphlet entitled, '• Timely Hints for
Farmers, No. 60," published by the
Experiment Station of the University
of Arizona. The special subject of
this No. 60, is the manufacture of
honey- vinegar. It is replete with good
ideas and practical information. One
thing attracted my attention.
It is
the comparison of different samples of
vinegar as to the amount of unfermented matter in proportion to the
acetic acid in each sample. I submit
the table
:

Composition op Arizona Honey-Vinegar.
Uufermented
Acetic Acid
(1)

Fort Lowell.

Matter

Ash

:

Dec.
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strength, for though very much smaller
than the bee, it is yet able to catch
and hold his victim until he lias sucked
bloodless, when he casts aside the
it
carcass, to catch others, until his apI used to see
petite is fully satisfied.
these plying their deadly work very

when I was in Michigan, though
no doubt, kill many injurious insects, and so I have always inclined
to the opinion that they were, on the
whole, our friends.
These bugs are interesting from the

often
they,

fact that their front legs are converted into very efficient jaws. The femur

opposes the tarsus and both are toothed,
and we can understand how, from this
jaw-like arrangement, a little bug the
size of the house-fly can hold a big
The hard
bee till it sucks it lifeless.
of the bug doubtless protects it
from the weapon of its victim. With

crust

one of these jaw-like legs it can grasp
the bee, and with the other it can hold
on to the plant.
This bug illustrates well the fact of
is
greenish yellow, and
mimicry.
It
usually hides in various plants of the
Compositse, like the goldenrod, coreopcan hardly double that so
sis, etc.
brainy an insect as the bee would learn
the character of this stinging bug, and
would steer clear of him, unless in some
way the bug could hide from the bee's
keen vision.
From the color of the
bug it can effectually hide from its coveted prey, and thus the bee is taken wholly
by surprise. This possession of mimicry helps many an animal to get its
breakfast, that otherwise would needs
go hungry through the day. The white
polar bear illustrates the same thing, as
from his white color he is hid on the
snow-fields.
It is also the fell destroyer
of many another animal that by it is
entrapped, which otherwise would escape capture and death.
Is not this

We

why our
brown

weasel

in

is

white in winter and-

summer?

Other Stinging Bugs.

The

"kissing bugs" are of
the same habits, in a way, as the Phymata.
They belong to the same order
of insects, and have, like the other, a
very formidable beak,
which
enables
them to make a stinging wound, even
very painful and disturbing to man himself.
There are several of these socalled "kissing bugs," and one of them
here in California is quite handsome, as
it
is decked in bright hues of brown
and black, though most of them are
black.
All of them are possessed of a
long, narrow head.
They annoy us
more, as they occasionally crawl into
our beds and thus are ready to give
the painful puncture, which so much
annoys the person stung.
Fortunately,
they are not common enough to cause
much harm or dread. I have known
of three persons being stung since I
came to Claremont,
years ago, and
these were in places wide apart.
I
think they are about as common East
as West.
Other Hi Eni MIES.
so-called

u

i

—

—

The Mantis Praying Mantis
is anenemy of bees, that is often seen

other

killing bees
States, and

Florida and other Gulf
so on west to California.

in

also has jaw-like legs like the PhyIt is large and we can not wonder that it is able to kill the bee and
even larger insects. It takes the name
of "Praying Mantis" from its peculiar
attitude, because of its jaw-like front
It is often on its knees, and as
legs.
it
raises its legs it reminds one of a
man as he raises his arms in supplicaIt

niata.

the name "Preying
Mantis" would be equally appropriate.
This insect does not suck its victims
dry as does the bugs, but has strong,
formidable jaws, and eats its victims.
think these are more friends than
1
enemies, as they kill many of our worst

Of

tion.

The Dragon flies are also pests of
These are large and
the bee-keeper.
They no doubt kill many
voracious.
bees, but they also are enemies of our
insect pests, like the others.
I think the great robber-flies are probably our worst insect pests in the beeThey kill many bees, but when
yard.
we have bees by the thousands, the few
hundreds that these bee-killing insects
victimize cuts no very serious figure,
especially as they are ever watching
to rid us of our insect foes as well.
These several insects are described and
figured in my "Bee-Keepers' Guide," in
a way to enable any one to identify
them.
Nectar-Secretion Erratic.
Last year there was a fine rain in
Southern California, and so the beekeeper had a right, and reason, to expect a fine honey-year.

And

so he did

sections, while in others there
was no honey at all. In some there
was a fairly good crop. It would seem
hard to acount for this erratic condi-

many

tion of nectar-secretion.
California had a very rainy, cloudy,
This, no doubt, acts in
cold spring.
two ways to lessen the honey crop
It causes the secretion of less nectar,
and at the same time keeps the bees in
the hives, or from the fields.
It would seem hard to account for the
May
fact that some get a good crop.
this not come from a peculiar configuration of the country, so as to shut off
cold winds, that blast the flowers, or
dry up the nectar, and at the same time
keep the bees from the flowers, were
there any nectar to collect?
It is evident that we must have water
in the soil for the plants, warmth to
produce the nectar, and genial weather
for both flowers and bees, or we can
not hope for a full success. Cold rains
or fogs are especially inimical to a full
honey crop. Mr. Doolittle has been a
very close observer all these years, and
I

am

we would all appreciate an
from him on this topic.

sure

article

German
1

;

Overstocking and Location

course,

insect pests.

in

hestitate to acknowledge its indebtedness to them. I think we are ahead in
yet, in disinvention, on the whole
covery of scientific principles, we can
give them a place among the very first.
Claremont, California.

Scientists.

BY

A

G. M.

think I can give facts to prove my
I
If I had a really good locaposition.
tion I should not fear overstocking it
with from 300 to 400 colonies, but I
think that from 150 to 200 would be as

as an average location would
support to the best advantage, while
there are doubtless places that 50 colonies would be as many as would give

many

good

results

to their owner.

take into consideration that
bees fly from choice, from 2 to 4 miles
from home^ and are led on by receding

When we

to 5, 6 and even 7 miles, this
matter of overstocking is not so much
to be feared as some seem to suppose.
know that we have often been told
I
that bees do not go more than 1 54
miles from home, and, if they did, it
could not be made profitable, as so much
time would be consumed in flying, that
But plenty of proof
it would not pay.
can be given that bees fly more than that

bloom

Allow me to give some of the
which has
experience along this line
distance.

come under my observation.
When the Italian bee was

first

intro-

duced into these parts, the man who
bought them lived fully 3 miles from
my home in a "bee-line." That year he
Italianized all the colonies he had, so
that the next spring his apiary numbered
from 40 to 50 colonies of Italians the

—

only bees of that kind there were withI was exceedin 50 miles of this place.
ingly interested in these bees, but did
not think I would invest in them till
I found out what his would do.

One

fine

morning during apple-bloom

into the orchard to see the bees
at work on the blossoms, as the orchard
was young, and the limbs low, so that
the bees were in easy reach of my visI

went

ion.

my

The second bee which came under
was an Italian bee. I now

notice

became

all

and

interest,

I

found by ac-

count that every 5th bee at work
on this bloom was an Italian bee. when
an average was taken in counting 100.
And this with apple-blossoms in profusion everywhere, and 200 to 300 colx
onies of black bees within l 2 miles of
These facts I jotted down
this orchard.
tual

my

in

etc.,

under the date of

reference to Dadant and
as exceptional men from
Europe. I do think that we in America
are far in the lead in practical matters.
are, of course, greatly indebted to
such men as Huber and Dzierzon for
their great work and discoveries.
The

We

scientists

give,

on overstocking a location with bees,
and also what kind of a location I
would choose for successful bee-keeping.
My views on overstocking may not be
considered quite orthodox by all, yet

Grimm,

French

to

American Bee Journal, my views

criticise

anil

me

correspondent wishes

in the

/

see that our friends "over the sea,"

German

DOOLITTLE.

have

greatly enriched the world by their brilliant discoveries, and no country can

my

diary,

where

I

find

May

24,

them today,
1S70.

This

influenced me still more favorably
toward the Italian bees, and I went to
see these bees at work in their own
found them at work indusapiary.
I
triously, and very pretty to look at, but
concluded not to be too hasty in purchasing them.
About this time it was told in the
fact

:

!

!
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Italian bees would
much belter adAs we
the blacks.

"Old Reliable," that
work on red clover

vantage than did
then had thousands

to

and

thousands of

acres of red clover around
The next
again interested.

us,

I

day,

was
after

was at work cutting red
reading this,
r in a 10-acre field, for hay. This
field was one mile from home, and that
mile was so much further from this
apiary of Italian bees, or this particular
field of red clover was 4 miles in a diI

When I
rect line from these bees.
thought the horses needed a little rest,
v. nit
into the standing clover, and
the first count of the bees at work on
I

wlure buckwheat and

fall

flowers were

abundance.

in

the
besides the
lint

of

iiid-i

bees

ill

us

have other tie
it
fix our location,
put up with such a

and 50 \v o have to
one as we have, and the man or woman
is to he honored thai can be contented
and bring about good results will:
limited

bee pasturage

where duty

his

at

own

h

him or her to remain
If
could have hut one of the abovenamed sources for honey, I would select
basswood first, clover second, and buckwheat as third.
From all source
information
can gather, basswood is
call-

I

honey-producer of any nec-

the greatest

in the Unitof time it is
111 hi
11; and if the foot of a mountain,
-ides of which are covered with
thi
basswood i,,, 5] c;m De our location, we
shall have no reason to complain of
the length of time it is in blossom.
Then basswood comes in bloom so late
in the season that nearly all colonies
can he brought up to their maximum
strength, before the first bloom opens,
which cannot be said of its rival, white

ing Hi rw er there
States, for the length

ed

is

clover.

Borodino, N. V.

I

the bloom was 10 Italian bees to 4 blacks
of a count of 14; and this with
fields red with clover in every direction.
I hesitated no longer, but went to see
the owner of these bees, and before
night of that day I had 2 Italian queens
in introducing cages in 2 of my best
colonies, which led to my adoption of
the Italian bees as "the best bee in the
world," a year or two later, since which
I have had no others except to try a
few of each new race as they came into
the United States.

out

From

the above it is entirely evident,
mind, that those who claim that
bees do not go over i l/2 miles from
home are not fully informed on what
To the objection
they are claiming.
to

that

so

it

far,

is
I

my own
To

not profitable for bees to fly
wish to give a little more of
experience and observation

my home

the
or 6 miles,
and at the end of this distance it is
800 to 900 feet higher than at the apiary.
Unless interrupted by a long rain the
receding
the
basswood
follow
bees
bloom till the top of this hill is reached,
when I frequently have them work from
5 days to a week on the bloom on the
top of this hill, and as far as I have ever
been able to see, they do so to nearly
or quite as good advantage as they did
when the bloom was open all about the
hives.
Of course there is a chance to
be deceived a little here, for the same
amount of nectar coming in the hives
at the close of a long harvest, will
count for more than it will at the commencement for in the commencement
much more nectar is used in the construction of comb, and in commencing
business, than there is when the combs
are nearly completed, and the bees are
capping up the last honey put in nearly
the

southeast

of

land rises gradually for

5

;

finished cells.

Choosing a Location.

Now

about

my

choice of a location:

were at liberty to choose a location
where I desired, and could find such
a one. it would be in a place where the
If

Conducted by

my

I

land sloped gently to the southeast, with
pasturage as follows:
Some willow to stimulate early breeding, with sugar or hard maple to follow;
then apple-blossoms, as an assurance of
plenty of stores from apple-bloom to
white clover, which latter, should be in
abundance. Next I would want plenty of
basswood, and that on a hillside, or extending from a valley, in which the bees
were situated, up the sides of hills or
mountains, with plenty at the top, so
as to prolong its bloom; and, lastly.

Emma M. Wilson,

Cleaning Sections of Honey for
the remark, "Here, I'll let you
this, seeing it refers to your
work and cleaning sections is properly
a woman's work, anyway," Dr. Miller
handed me the following letter which
to

;

have read with amused interest:

Dear Dr. Miller

:

— In

Bee Journal, pages 786
answer to the question,

American
and 787, in

the

"How many

cases of 24 sections does your best hand
clean in a day," etc., you give the answer that 3 years ago Miss Wilson
scraped 2016 in a day, besides doing
all the work of taking out "the supers,
that an average work for
etc., and
a day for an average worker would be
perhaps 1000 sections, or, in Colorado,
"
perhaps 960!
I
frankly confess that these answers
are absolutely" stunning to me, and not
only to me alone, but to all my neigh-

who work comb-honey apiaries in
are abpart of California.
solutely unable to understand how it
could be possible to perform such feats
as that of Miss Wilson, or even only
960 for Colorado workers.
Last year, for instance, when we had
a pretty nice and lively honey-flow,
and the bees carried in the honey very
fast, and consequently the supers did
not remain so long (perhaps 8 to 10
days) on the hives, we here considered
cleaned and
96 sections
4 cases
scraped properly, as a pretty good day's
work, say from 8 a. m. to 12 m.. and
bors

We

this

—

from

1

p.

111.

111.

what,

under these condi-

would you call a good average
day's work ?
It makes us simply smile, when we
tions,

With

I

Now

done.

Market
reply

Marengo,

—

to 5 p. m., and
this year,

keeping

at

One stroke of the
propolis from each
If only
side, etc., and we often say:
the man who wrote that could show
us how he would do what he asserts
There are at least 16 strokes to each
for two, 32.
side (front and back)
Then the two outsides and bottom and
top to be cleaned of propolis, and the
tops here are the worst to scrape, so
as to make them look nice and clean,
and the turning and placing to and
fro on the table, and consequently a
goodly number of strokes and movements and multiply that by 960, or
My hair stands
even by 2016 well!
read in bee-books
knife

:

the

cleans

;

—

and

up.

Now,
a

little

—

wonder

I

really,

is

error

as

not there somewhere
regards the figures

you give?
For a better understanding, permit
me to mention that I, like my other

work the regular 454 x 4%
sections in 24 section supers, wood or
tin separators, and sometimes do some
tilling up to 3 supers, but never more.
I
know that bees propolize more in
some parts of the country than in
others.
Do you think that hybrid bees
propolize more than pure Italians?
neighbors,

If
we should have a real good
honey-flow next year, I suppose that
we could make up a purse so as to
make bold to offer an inducement to
1

champion

any

section-cleaner

who

the best

should guarantee to us that he would
clean and scrape only 1-2 or 1-3 of the

finish

figures

it

steadily.

And

try

to

do

we can. it's hardly possible to
properly more than 3 cases. True
is.
it
the actions, having to sta;
long in tin- hives, are much propolized,
ugly and dirty, and by no means filled
out properly, so that any amount of
careful scraping of tops, inside bottom-,
and the corner passage-ways has
ti

you give.)

Anyhow,

it

and

may appear
this

year

to

you that

3 cases,
day's work just
and
the same as your figure of 960
then Miss Wilson's performance appears to us here as an almost imposvery,

very

little

only'

—
—
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feat.
What, then, is the reason
such enormous difference can exist?
And the next question is: What
is considered
a
clean
and properly
scraped section?

sible

don't

that

man who

San Diego
I

Co.,

Calif.

imagine the

difference

M.

B.

in

a

C.

day's

work is largely owing to the different
methods used in cleaning sections. You,
Mr. C, if I understand you rightly,
clean your sections singly, while I clean
the largest part of mine in the bulk,
or a whole superful at one time. That
is,
I clean the tops, bottoms, and part
of the outside edges while the sections
are still in one solid block.
use
the T-super. which admits of dumping
the sections out in one
solid
block,
leaving them upside down on a board
or plain hive-cover.
The T-tins are
lifted off, and the super replaced by a
box without top or bottom, that is,
it
is
much like the super, only it is
perhaps an inch longer, an inch wider,
and an inch shallower than a T-super,
the exact size not being important.
piece of board is wedged into one side,
and another into one end. so as to
hold the sections solid.
Now I am

We

exactly

follow

—

thing

I

scraping

is

inches.

The bottoms

have

found

a steel cabinet scraper,

of

the

locality.
Of course. I don't know how
much worse propolis may be ai your
home. From your description I thin*
your bees make worse work inside the

section than ours.
Very rarely
inside cleaning needed.

that

the edges

is

this

last

You ask what is considered a clean
and properly scraped section. I scrape

Mr

part

finishing-up
is

of

cleaning

the

and bottoms, and you will easily
what a great advantage there is
over cleaning section by section if one
tops
see

can have a full chance at 24 at once,
for every sweep of the scraper takes

flffGrfhoudfitS
The

" Old Reliable " as seeD through New Rnd Unreliable Glasst«.
by E. E. Hasty, Sta. B. Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

Size of Larva at Different Ages.

important,

a
direction.

still

greater gain

in

When 24 sections
are wedged up in one solid block, 2
or 3 times as much strength can be put
into each stroke, making the work just
so much faster.
The same amount of
force on a separate loose section would
another

smash

it.

Practice, of course, makes much difference.
I have cleaned many thousand
sections.
Dr. Miller thinks he could
not do half as many in a day, having
had little practice, and perhaps there
is something in his idea that a woman's
fingers are better fitted for the work.
Another thing that makes a difference is the length of day's work. You
count on 4 hours' work in the forenoon
and the same in the afternoon.
We

if

mind, at

true,

and should be kept

Page

Sure The importance of those little
paragraphs on page 877. Larva 3 days
old still extends only y$ the diameter

in

of the cell-bottom.
Not till the fourth
day does it get to touch the cell-walls.
I needed this teaching as well as the

Mr. Doolittle, after telling how to get
brood-combs built down to the bottombar (putting them temporarily into a
super during a good honey-flow) says
we are rid of the nuisance of an open
space between comb and bar after that.

least.

953.

!

juniors.
It some one had pumped
on that point I should have guessed
progress more rapid.

me
its

Drones for Queen Fertilization.
If Canada, on page 918, will look on
page 950 he will find one of the "whacks"
he was longing to have me take against

—

the idea of devoting 10 colonies to the
rearing of drones and not much else.
Queens not fertilized by "little-behindhands," no matter how numerous they

may be.
Mating Queens

in the Mountains.

seems that not only islands and
deserts, but also some mountains, can
It

is

.

/iasfyfc

several sections.

But there

We

3x6

a small part.

The important

any

is

I
get down to clean wood.
Is
there any need to go deeper?
Another point of difference is the
weather. You don't have as cool weather as we do.
never get our sections ready for market until the weather' is cool enough for the propolis to
be brittle, as a good job can scarcely
be done while the propolis is sticky.
Now say we have 'a crop of from 10,000
to 20,000 sections, and I alone have
the work to do.
It would seem almost
hopeless if I could get ready only 4
cases in one day.
Our largest crops
have. I
think,
always been cleaned
ready for shipping inside of two weeks.
Please try cleaning by the superful
as described, using the T-super, and
then say if you think 4 cases is a fair
dav's work.

until

sections

A

see

the

for

are first
scraped,
then
sand-papered
with No. 2 sand-paper, and the edges
that are exposed are also scraped, as
it is much
easier to clean them when
they are all
wedged up tightly.
board similar to the one under the
sections is now placed on top, and with
one hand under the other board, and
the other over the upper board, the
whole thing is turned over. Now the
tops of the sections are scraped and
sand-papered, as also all edges exposed.
Now the wedges are taken out, the
box removed, and the boardful of sections is slid along the table.
I usually
get 5 or 6 boardfuls ready in this way,
then finish
scraping the edges with
a knife, of course, taking the sections
separately for this purpose.
But you
will

of

—

ready to scrape.
best

plan

hour plan
8 hours in the afternoon but sometimes
we don't come so very much short of
it when getting the crop ready for market, beginning as soon as breakfast is
over and stopping when daylight stops.
No, you may rest assured that there
is no mistake
in
the
figures
given.
Neither is the work slighted, and this
has the reputation of being a gluey-

A

The

the

said he worked on the 88 hours in the forenoon and

be utilized

for the absolutely correct
of queens.
Very interesting
trials are mentioned by C. P. Dadant,

mating

on page

With both sexes reared
930.
in the vale before going up, only 3 became

out of 20. With both sexes
reared on the mountain, 11 became fertile out of 13. And up there even queenless colonies
killed
off
drones after

Seems

Starve Brood Rather than Uncap
FIONEY.

As weighty an

authority as McEvoy
that bees will often starve
brood rather than uncap stores if
they run out of unsealed honey when
the fields are yielding none.
This is

sure

to

me

that

is

a

little

too opti-

How

long does it take the bees
The closto scrape it all open again?
ure might be permanent if the honeyflow was permanent, and new wax being secreted during the entire breeding
season.
Most of us lament that we
don't have that kind of a locality. It
takes a great deal of material to cap
even my 147.000 head of brood. If I
am right, bees have an inveterate habit
when no new scales are at hand, of gomistic.

ing to the bottom of the comb and scraping up wax to use in the cappings. The
result is that the bottom space when
banished returns again in time
more
quickly in poor locations, probablv. Page

—

948.

Wandering Swarms and Bee-LawSuits.

fertile

awhile.

feels
their

Getting Combs Built to Bottom-Bars.

have a strong opinion, if not
dence, that wandering swarms from

evi-

I

where often follow the

lines

of

elseflight

—

which the bees of a big apian' take and
on arriving at the apiary they alight nearby. If this is right there is quite a shade
of possibility that it wasn't Morley Pettit's bees at all that stung Mr. Lucas'

team

to death. That jury seems to have
the bee-keeper to pay $400 when
he had not done anything, or omitted
to
do anything and, further, didn't

told

—

—
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proof that he was the
We'uns shall have to look a
if
that kind of juries get

even require
right

man

little

out

full

Page

plenty.

which I pick to dwell on,
bees build drone-comb when restand thai to change the restless-

your

article

thai
less,

quiel

to

930.

comb
Honey.

xiTioN of

That finished and

definition of
If
honey.
cut it out 1 shall lose track
of the clipping; and if 1 don't cut it
out I shall soon be unable to find it.
official

that
profit

to

do? I'll sequestrate space
in this department to say, "I Ifncial definition of honey on page 927."
Then I
will at least have two chances of findcan

it

How

and

When

Bees Build Certain

Cki.i

Have my

doubts, Arthur C. Miller,
bee ever wishes to build, or
'Spects bees
tries to build, a round cell.
know some things without being driven
by automatic
forces.
into everything
And some might charge you with trying to revive the stupid nonsense of
Prof. Agassiz, that bees stand in the
cells while they build them
but I guess

whether

if

some

should be arrived

cision

a

—

you don't mean

The Caucasians have not been

Bees.

In the scrimmage between Mr. McDonald and the Australian Bee- Bulle-

The thought

that.

in

one item seems to have been overlooked. That bee-moths ate out 40 colonies of bees of any sort does not sound
tin,

much

very

like

Page

exact truth.

the

lik-

tried

decide upon them as

to

honey-gatherers, but they seem to hold

909.

—

Strenuous Bee- Keeping Reuniting
Old Colony and Swarm.
So Adrian Getaz would "take 'em up"

—

down

again, just in time
as one step to findto save their lives
ing queens in box-hives. Pretty "strenuous" sort of bee-keeping that.
Glad to learn that reuniting old colony
and swarm 8 days after hiving works
and is practical in extensive regions.
With me the old colony swarms 15 or
16 days after prime, and therefore I
guess the manipulation named wouldn't
be reliable for me much before the 20th
day.
Page 912.

and

'em

let

themselves

—

New

much

them

in

all

ber

— the
the

ing

my

Mr. Scholl

—

I

May

notice that you discuss
in the American Bee

would very much
appreciate it if you would discuss Cyprians, Carniolans, and Caucasians, in
a similar manner, mentioning their respective strong points and weak ones,
merits and otherwise.
I
notice that
Frank Benton, in his treatise on "The
Honey-Bee," gives the Cyprians a very
24.

during

scant

a

scant.

I

honey-gatherers.
How
for a beginner who is
not very much afraid of stings?
I also notice A.
I.
Root gives Caucasians quite a puff.
How would they
do for a beginner who wanted to multiply colonies?
In your experience are
they good honey-gatherers? How about
a beginner getting queens of each of
the above mentioned three races, and
trying them, and then settling on the
one best liked? My nearest bee-keeping
neighbor is a little over Vj of a mile distant.
Would there be any danger of
my bees crossing with his, if I didn't
let any swarm escape?
I don't want to
introduce an undesired cross among my
neighbor's
am inclined to try CyOne reason
prians is that Mr. Benton says they are
as

would they do

;

I

work

and are prize honey-gatherers and we have drouths here, as you
do there, I suppose, during which the
is

There are 500

to 1000 acres of cotton land in reach of my bees.
Would
you say that ought to give them a good
supply of honey?
How do you estimate cotton as a honey-producer?

"Santa Anna."
Your suggestions
cussions
are

much

of

the

in

regard to the dis-

various

appreciated.

races
It

of

has been

desire to take up each race, as

bees

my

have
found them in actual experience, and
this will be done in subsequent artiI

cles.

The Cyprians

requeening

different

of

races

num-

in

am

bees

giv-

much

is not
an easy matter to
It
upon which would be just the
right one for each of nearly a dozen
different locations, differing from each
Probably all
other in mam respect-.
of the races will be tried, and reports

thought.

decide

should be of some interest.

later

would By and mingle
your neighbor's J^ mile
away, and the chance would be that
they would cross with queens of his
There should be a distance of
apiary.

Your

drones

those

of

are

many

are

all

well

must be

that

does not yield nectar

it

localities

in

as

honey-plant,

a

as

factors

and under

climatic

all

In

as atmospheric conditions.

a subsequent article or two, cotton as a
honey-plant will be discussed more fully,

honey-flow,

nectar-supply

apiaries

considered, as

;

Holy Land bees

the

—a

dozen
coming season, and

subject

this

good honey-gath-

erers and keep their colonies strong for

any emergency flows; in fact, they resemble the Holy Lands, already dethis and many other rein
But for the same objectionable
reason, their irritable temper, which far
over
over-weighs their good points
other races, the Cyprians have not become very popular. Since you do not

and

in

nectar,

is

Under

readers.
to

first

Regarding cotton

Braunsfels, Tex.

courageous

I

contemplating

of

of

since

Colorado, in 1902.

(

am

I

as

Races of Bees— Queen-Mating
Cotton as a Honey-Plant

which struck me
saw and handled

like their gentleness,

I

and

Italians

the

crosses in the same yard.

at least 3 miles.

9
Conducted by Louis H. Scholl,

with

well

common

their

there

place

me

enough by

very

outhern

high

many

912.

with

Journal of

especially

at.

have

bee-keepers

"m:ui\

as

I

And thanks to
instead of one.
the Bureau for the merciful qualification about small percentages of sweet
which arc of insect origin.

ing

get

Page

somehow.

it,

out

find

then

Bee-Moths and

I

What

of

out

we

Better

so— and

really

is

change from drone-

to

is

worker.

you might give them a trial
By procuring
and test them
a few queens of each race a fair defear stings

localities

500

to

of

interest

favorable

where

1000

to

cotton

acres

many

conditions,
yields

would

be

enough for a fair-sized apiary but not
knowing enough of your locality, it is
impossible for me to say whether this
would be of any value for your bees.
;

Our Wood Binder

(or Holder)

is

to take all the copies of the imerican
JourDal for a year. It is sent by mail
Full directions accompany.
20 cents.
Bee Journals can be inserted as soon as

made
Bee
for

The

they are received, and thus preserved for
future reference. Or we will send it with the
American Bee Journal a year both for $1.10.
Address the office of the American Bee Jour-

—

-

nal.

Amerikanisclie

Bienenzuclit,

by Hans Buschbauer, is a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what our

German

It is fully illusfriends will want.
neatly bound in cloth. Price,
postpaid, S1.00; or with the American Bee
Journal one year— both for $1 75. Address
all orders to this office.

trated,

and

scribed,
spects.

The Chicago-Northwestern Convention Photograph was taken Dee. 6, i',t06,
Price, postwhich was very good indeed.
Send orders
paid, in mailing tube, 60 cents.
10 the office of the American Bee Journal,
and we will see that the pictures are mailed.
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Novelty Pocket-Knife
Gold Fountain Pen

HOWARD

All
for

$3.00

Everyone who grows fruit, whether a large commercial grower, or one who has only a few fruit trees.
a.
berry patch or a garden, should be interested In
knowing bow to get the most profit from his crops.

M. WIELBEE.

ST.

HONEYVILLE, O.
is

the full size of the Knife.)

(Name and Address on one side— Three Bees on the other

Your Name on the Knife.— When

side.)

ordering, be sure to say

MISSOURI

Three Months Free

what name and address you wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the
as
handle. It is made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is
transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side of the
the
on
and
owner,
handle is placed the name and residence of the
other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as shown here.
just

Worker

JOSEPH.

the only magazine in America which is devoted exclusively- to the interest of those who giow fruit. It is
handsomely illustrated, and contains
from 36 to 76 pages each month. It tells
all about fruit of all kinris— and nothing
but fruit— how to market, how to pack.
cultivate, sprav. prune, how to MAKE
MORE MONEY"fr> un your crops. Sample
copy sent free. Regular price is adollar
a year, and each hiibscriber is entitled to
a choice of any one of our series of ten
Brother Jonathan Fruit Books— the best in existence.
is

v-pJL
NOVELTY POCKET-KNIFE
(This cut

Make More Money
on Fruit Crops

We are so confident The Frait-C. rower will please you
that w-e will send it to you three monthsabsulutely free.
If, after three months, you like the paper, we will make
you aspecial offer for twelve months more. If you don't
like it. notify us and we will take your name off the
list. The three months will cost you nothing. We offer
cash prizes for new subscribers write for particulars.
Write your name and address in blanks below mail to

—

;

entering into this celebrated knife is of the very
English
best quality ; the blades are hand-forged out of the very 6nest
It will last a life-time, with
razor-steel, and we warrant every blade.
proper usage.

The Fruit-Grower Co., Box

The Material

I

is

owner

will never recover it;

Name
Route or P. 0. Box No.

Town

EngraviigsForSale
We

SOLID GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN
a good Fountain Pen that is reasonable in
of this pen say that if you pay more than
$1.25 for other fountain pens, it's for the name.

we have found
The manufacturers

Finally

absolutely guaranteed to work perfectly, and give satare 14 kt., pointed with selected Iridium.
The Holders are Para Rubber, handsomely finished. The simple feeder
Drone
gives a uniform flow of ink. Each pen is packed in a neat box, with
% size
directions and Filler.
We mail this Gold Fountain Pen for only $1.25, or for $2.00 we will mail it and the
weekly American Bee Journal for a whole year.
jggf Sample copy of the American Bee Journal free trial trip of three months (13 copies?
<•
Address all orders to
for 20c; regular yearly price, $1.00.

This pen

isfaction.

writing.

to Get this Valuable Knife.— We

send it postpaid for
Journal for one
$1.25, or club the Novelty Knife and the American Bee
year— both for $2.00. (Allow two weeks for Knife order to be filled.)

price.

when

Bee Journal

Mention

be notified of the accident.

How

At

three month's trial offer.

if

finder will return it.
is lost, having name and address of owner, the
are so
If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and
fortunate as to have one of the "Novelties," your Pockkt-Knife will
serve as an identifier ; and, in case of death, your relatives will at once

Queen

FREE

I will either pay for a year's subscription or.notify vou to stop paper. In either event
there is to be NO charge for the three months' trial.

end of three months

lost,
a good knife
Why Own the Novelty Knife?— In casebut
the " Novelty

the chances are the

accept your

15,St.Joseph,Mo.

is

The Gold Nibs

are accumulating quite a stock of engravings that have been used In the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and using In our columns. If there is any
of our engravings that any one would like tc
have, just let us know and we will quote a very
,low price, postpaid. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK
334

vrhen

Bee Journal

Mention

& CO.

CHICAGO, ILL

Dearborn Street,

-writing'

;

GEORGE W. YORK 8

CO.,

FENCE HSSS&We

Made of High Carbon
have no agents.

colled wire.

Sell direct to user at

30 days

free trial.
We pay all freight. Catalog Bhows 37
Btvles and helghtB of farm and poultry
today
Write
fence. Ifsfree. Bay direct.
factory prices on

COILED SPRINC FENCE CO.
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.
Box g9

Mention

Wi

Bee Journal

when

Sell Root's Goods

in

writing.

HUNT & BON.

Bhll Branch, Waynb Co., Mica
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

Do Not Burn
Send

it

lo me.

ARCHIE
51 A4t

your Refuse
from Wax-

Extractor

and get your cash.

COQdSMALL,

Oroton, N. Y.
i' lease mention the Bee Journal.
L.

Dearborn

St.,

Big Profits in Capons
Caponizing is easy— soon
learned. Complete outfit
with free instructions

Chicago, 111.

{CAPON

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Nebraska.— The

armual meeting ol the
Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' Associalion will
Building at the
Experiment
be held in the
State Farm, Lincoln, Nebr., Jan. 16, 190T. An
interesting program on practical subjects has
been prepared, and bee-keepers will be benefited by attending.
Lillian E. Tre9T3R, Sec.
Lincoln, Nebr.

(TOOLS
G. P. Filling

Washington.— The

Washington

North Yakima, Wash.

I

[Capon Book Free.
Philadelphia Pa,

Son,

,

when

vrrilln*.

Queen-Clipping Device Free!

State

Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its 2d annual convention at the State Agricultural
College, Pullman, Wash., Jan. 7, 8, 9, 1907.
A good aitendance is expected, and present
indications point to an interesting and sucA number of prominent
cessful meeting.
bee-keepers will read papers which will be
followed by discussions. For further information address the Secretary.
Virgil Sires, .Sec

&

postpaid $2.50.
<
iGape Worm Extractor 25c
25c
Poultry Marker
French Killing Knife500

Bee Journal

Mention

Michigan

Lei us quote rou prices on Sections, Hives,
Foundation, etc, as we can save you time sue
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H.

334

The Monette -Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
It is U6ed by many beewings.
Full printed directions
keepers.
sent with each one. We mail it for
as
will send it
or
25 cents;
a premium for sending us One
New subscriber to the Bee Journal

FREE

1

Jfor a year at $1.00: or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

OEOROE W. YORK & CO.,
-

Mention

Bee Journal

CHICAGO, IU*
when writing.
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Lono.Good Advertising

"If Goods are wanted Quick, send to Ponder"

ago bee-keepers were surfirst Patent
Bee-Smoker.

27 years

prised by the

BEE- SUPPLIES

Bingham's Patented
Root's Goods at Root's Trices

Smoker

Everything used by Bee- Keepers.

£?£

POUUER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates.
.-.

BEESWAX WANTED

Prompt

Service.

Catalog Free.

.'.

.•.

Improvements

pay highest market price for beeswax, delivered here, at any time, ca6h or
Make small shipments by express; large shipments by freight, always being
trade.
sure to attach your name to the package. My large illustrated catalog is free. I
be
glad to send it to you.
shall
Write for prices on Finest Extracted Honey Certificate guaranteeing purity with
every shipment.
I

Are dated

1878, 1882, 1892 and 1903.
6 percent Discount for October
orders.

.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

WALTER

513-515

tI:i»»:m'Iiii«<-ii»

SUppllCS

orders for

Any number, any
delivered

.

POUDER
IMU \>

S.

tin,

BINGHAM

T. F.

%l»OI. IS. !>!.

Are.

copper or

size,

any time.

Farwell, Hich.

Bdr§<)in$

In

Second-hand

The Rietsche Press The Emerson Binder
Machinery # Tanks
Made

of artificial stone. Practically Indestructible, and giving entirely satisfactory reComb foundation made easily and
sults.
?ulckly at less than half the cost of buying
rom the dealers. Price of Press lor I*. frame
sheets, *2.00. Oih;r siz:-, 25 cents extra. Price

of the Press

making the foundation

the wired frames,

%l.S",

any

siz;

directly on

wanted.

—

"''

ADRIAN GETAZ,
KNOXVILLE, TENN.

45Atf

This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth
back for the American Bee Journal we mall ft r
but 75 cents; or we will send It with the Bre
Journal for one year both for only $1.50. It It
a fine thing topreserve the! copies of the Jour,
If you hav<
nal as fast as they are received.
this M Emerson " no further binding Is necea

334

GEORGE W. YORK &

Dearborn

CO..

CHICAGO, ILL

Street.

1

1

1

Steam Pump.
Large Butter-Mixer.
100-gal. Churn.

1 16-ft. bbl.

Skids.

Wooden Vats— 8 to 16-ft.
50-ft. Heavy 1-in. Hose.

long, each.

2

METAL. TANKS
with wood-jacket),

75-gal., 300-gal. (metal
400-gal. and 500-gal.

For particulars, address,

H. M.

Some Go od GluPii o
at

we

oilers

191

Superior

commend

themselves.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Queen-Button for Bee-Folks
This is a very pretty thing
for a bee-keeper or honeyseller to wear on his coatlapel.
It often serves to introduce the subject of honey,
and frequently leads to a

A good many subscriptions to the American Bee Journal should be renewed
once. We wish to call special attention to the clubbing offers below, which
are sure will

ARND,

St.,

The American Bee Journal one year

and your choice of one of the following:

sale.

BOTH FOR

— Dr.

Miller's " Forty Years
the Bees" (book alone, $1.00)

No.

1

Among

No. 10
$1.80

— Monette

BOTH FOR
''Queen-Clipping

De-

vice," (Device alone, 25c)

$1.10

No. 2— Prof. A. J. Cook's " Bee-Keeper's
Guide," (book alone, $1.20)
2.00

No. 11— Newman's "Bees. and Honey,"

No. 3— Dadant's " Langstroth on
Honey-Bee," (book alone, $1.20)

No. 12— Newman's "Bees and HoneyV'
(paper bound) book alone, 50c
1.30

No.

4— Doolittle's

" Scientific

the

Queen-

2.00
%

Rearing, "(cloth bound) book alone, $1. 1.75

—

" Scientific
No. 5 Doolittle's
QueenRearing," (leatherette bound) book
alone, 75c

"

1.50

—

7— " Novelty Pocket-Knife " with
your name and address on it (knife

No.

No.

8—" Wood

year's

Binder," for holding a

numbers (binder alone,

9—" Emerson

No.
Binder,"
binder alone, 75c

Send

all

orders to

20c)

(stiff

NtT.

15—
1
"The

Honey-Money

1.50

If

CO.
CHICAGO, ILL

-

you want the Bee-Book

2.00

That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published,

1.10

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

2.25

" Bee- Keeper's Guide."

send $1.20 to

Stories,"

bound) book alone, $1.40

FOR HIS

—

3 Bee-Songs—" Hum of the Bees
the Apple-Tree Bloom," "Buckwheat Cakes and Honey," and "The

Liberal Discount! to the Trade.

in

Food," (alone,

Hatch Chickens by

(each 10c or

3 for 25c)

Steam with the
EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN

1.10

No. 18—50 copies "

board)

QEORQE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn Street,

— Maeterlinck's "Life of the Bee,"

(cloth

Bee-Keepers' Lullaby,"
1.10

American Bee Journal one year and 4 buttons
for $1.10.
Address all orders to

No. 16

No. 17
2.00

1.50

14— A Gold Fountain Pen (Pen alone
.25)

(book alone, 25c)
1.50

alone,$1.25)

book alone, 75c

No. 13— Root's "A B C of Bee-Culture,"
(book alone, $1.30)
2.00

No.

No. 6 A Standard-Bred Untested Italian
Queen, next May or June (Queen
alone, 75c)

(cloth bound)

The picture shown hereis a reproduction of a motto queen-button
that we are furnishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to fasten it. Price, by
mail, 6 cents ; two for 10c ; or six for 25c. The
with

Honey

as a Health-

70c)

GEORGE W. YORK &
334 Dearborn

St.,

1.50

CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Catalogue.

Mention

Simple, perfect. Pelf -regulating.
Hatch every fertile egg. Lowest
priced firet-claee hatchers made.
All I„ Qulncy, ill.
ttEO. U.

Bee Journal

M

when

writing.

8
1
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729
846
214
5o6

Absconding swarm
Adult bees and foul brood
A du teration
1

Advanced bee-culture

117

Advertisements valuable as history
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Winter space too crowded with bees
Winter stores
273. 819, 867. wctci, 935, 1004
Wiring frames. .,52, 87. 257,365, 449, 468,400,615, 760
Wiring or splinting shallow frames
760
Witch-hazel a late bloomer.

23

.

Woman's determination and

success
bee-keepers not trouble-makers
bee-keepers in Austria.
should keep bees-why
Wood or metal splints and wire
Wood separators— cleaning
Wood-splints instead of wire in combs
Worker-comb— value of
Wo ker reared in queen-cell
Working Intelligently with bees
Work in the apiary— early spring
Workshop struck by lightning

141

,

Women
Women
Women

YeHow-banded bees— purity of
Yellow Bweet clover

Yon Yonson's trip to the moon
Young bees become fleld-bees— when
Young bees work afield ?—would very
Zinc excluders

4«6
34
933

i>

63a
128

409
659
.

K

Rice, O.

Robinson, T. P
Rort,

Wm. H

Rusbton. H. ^
Schaffner Bros
Schultz, Otto

941
337

502
317

N
Sewa> d,
shawler, T L
Rhawler, Mrs. T. L
I

.

41
41
973

Smith.Jay
Smith, W. L

270
133

Stanley, Arthur

Stenabaugh.

S

Kilts

Wagner, F. M aod eeding arra gement.
ard, John " Logwood Aotary "
Whitson.L- L
Wiggins, *'. C
Williams, W. »

w

,

W

Yates, A,

Armful

Arnd, H.

723
42«
197

557
404
832. 881

86
323
209

M

Aspinwall, L. A
Baluchistan, souvenir card

538, 1041

634
629
Bass wood trees in bloom (Dr. Miller's)
lightning
285
Bee- hive struck by
275
Bee-Inspector* two Texas
973
Bee-ranci inA-izona
889
Bevius, Edwin
119
Binding bee paters
7
Birthplace ot C. P. Dadam
Miller's)
642
Bottom-board and false bottom (Dr.

—

Bottom-board and hive-stand — Hershiser's. 73
146
Bull dog outof a terrier
327
Byer, (J. L and family
I

Chaff dlviaion-boaid ofG. C. Greioer
Chambers, J. E., an helpers
Dad ant division-board
Digges, Rev. J. G
Divisible brood-frama Dadant
Divisible brood -frame— r»reinet'*
Doll family (part of) and lactorj
Dzierzon's hive
Dz'erzon's home fur 95 years
Dzierzo", Dr. John
Eaton, Dr. E. N
Extracting h' use of M. H. Mendlesoo
Feeder for spring feeding
Founation fastener— Dewey's
Frame spacers Alpaugb's
Frame spacer DavtonV
Frame spacer of H A. S-nith
Frame spacer Wagners'
France, N. E

—
—
—

Gill,

M

A

443
934
405
649
232
343
357
1032
1032
1025
640
807
402
532

J.

Honey-knife— electric tealed
Jenkin.-,Mr atdMrs.S.N
Johnson, J. E
Kandratltff. G
Langst roi h gavelB

Latham, A lien
Lima-bean ranch
Marsh, Rev D. D
McCain R. B

in t-alitor n'a

47

837

M

Haulintr bees 200

mles

in

579

W>

Texas

Hive roof for shade and ventilation—

160
255
477
1069

W
Dadant

736

80
477
153
456
1046
745
377, 889
210
589
417
777
417
173
colony 181
225
629
239
113
843
79,

McCain, (R. B.) tnd crop irom one
Mendleson. M. H
in bloom
Mistake (colored)
Mout-Jovet's Alpiae Apiary
Muth, Frel W
Nest of " Weevil lu-n Beelzituvi js "
618
Nucleus hive of J. L Strong
363
Over the valley from C. P. Didant's birth.

Milkweed

place
Patterson Broihers
Pettit, Morley
Pettit, S.
Phillips, Dr. E.

7
925
51

T

F

6,

Queenr-aring apiary of Mont Jovet
Reynolds, Alvih A
Scholl. Louis

II

Seaman, (A R and son
Secor souvuir pjstal card
Segelken, Henry
)

26

Smiih, J. Arthur
Smith, W. L
Souvenir postal card — Benton's
Stachelhausen, L
Stoflet (Frank) and apiary

417
265
270
534
153
225
382
509
629

A
W. W. Dempse-

Stone, Jas.

Super

of

Swarm

catcher of S. G. Kilgore
Sweet clover in bloom
Sweet clover white and yellow
Tank for storing honey -Did ant's
Taylor, R. L
Top bar cr.»ss-secti -n
Trinder, Edwin
T super— Dr. Miller's

—

Townsend, E. D
Washington apiary from nor lb

161

658
76s
33
183
265, 642
540
1

Wne

lbarrow for extracting— Dadant's
White, Frank B
Whitney's (Wm.
little girl
Wilder. J. J
Wood, Jas F

M

Woods,

E.

377
664
925
k89
517
317

560
913
49

Self-hiving diagrams
Sibbald, H. G

576
554
973
969
437
889
946

)

D

Worcester iMass.) bee-show
Yon Yonson and dang hters

86

CORRESPONDENTS
5.

762
Abbott. O. L. 15
Abel. Mrs. Mary Hinman, 213, 234

Adams, Frank P. 368
Adams, Geo. W. I"6
Adema, Walter M. 770,
92ii

Ahlen, John. 469
Aikin. R. C. 179, 2M3
Allen. A. l'. 2:ik
Alley. Henry. 127. 186,
404. 444. 469. 4«4. 531
Alley. Mrs. Henry, 3U6
Alopsino, Br. 953
Amos. Mrs. A. L. 234,
447. K72, 722.X32. 881

Anderson,

Grant,

257,

448. 1035

Anderson,.I. L. 87
Anderson. Swan. 643
Andrews, Elizabeth, 1002
Arbutbnot, Will, 390
Arkansas. 86fl
Armstrong, E. S. 238
Armstrong. J. C. 703,
739, 783. 998

Arnd, II. M. 839
Arnold, Cbas. K.445

Askew,

W

Baker, James H. 165
Banker, Fred, 4W
Barker, D. E. 674
Barnard, H. C. 325, 387,
486
Bartlett, Ira D. 345, 365
Bartz, A. C. F. 643
Bates. W. K. 823
Beatty, I. M.350
Bechly, Fred, 87
Becker, C, 390

B

5(16

Bender, Charles. 674
Benson, C. H. 469, 913,
985

9,

145,

489, 657, 799. 849. 896
F. 962
Black, H. D. 411
Black, Mrs. J. D. 802
Black. S. N 803
Blackman. G. S. 370
Blaker, Rev. Cbas. D.
28. 575
Blank, Or. J.T. 787
Bleech, G L. 798
Blocher, D. .1. MH2
" Bloomfleld."4H5

Bingham, T.

Blow. T. B.613
Blunier, Dina. 70
Boelte. I)r. Phil Max,
S63, 769
Bohrer, Dr. G. 278, 464,
483, 526, 594, 674, 770,

815

Booknaw, Jenuie, 507
Bowden, W. H. 787
Boynton. D. B. 145
Branch, Mrs. Carrie,

Brlte.
162.

Austin, Kate V. 408

Bell. L.

Best, Henry, 126
Beuhne, R. 594
Bevins, Edwin.

32,

51

G. 48

Aspinwall. L. A. 538
Atwater. B. F. 140,

Benton, Frank. 250, 270
Bergstrand, C. 0. 602,674

Brethsuer, J. 446
Brey. P. W. 1014

53

298
559

561

Green, James A
Grelner's (F.) hones crop
Grelner's (F ) super*
Hall, J.B

Hambaugh,

60

Abbott. Emerson T.

Hive— Didant'<
468

989
437
133
697
90S
713
550

285
838

of bees

i

1020
85, 935
«47
864
388

Wintering in a bee-cave
Wintering nuclei over a strong colony

654
957
703
265
925
825

K F

Home-made nice— Laihim's
Honey exhibit of Aaron Coppin
Honey exhibit of Cbas w. Sager
Honey exhibit ol R. II Smim

W.

T. 557

Brooks, W. I. 482
Brown, A. K. 7o7
Brown, Mrs. Cbas. 673

Brown, C L. 165
Brown, Mrs. D. W. 367
Brown, F. K. 768
Brown. W. .1. 1"7
Bryant. K. J. 707
Buck. Mrs.Orville. R73
Bunch, C. A. 165. 2 o
Burke, Mrs. W. M. 386
Burns, A, J. 34
Burns, C. C, 953
Buasey. E. L. 236
Byer, J. L. 99, 125, 32
389. 882.«33

Cambv, E. S. 769
Cameron, L. A. 390

A
Dec. 27, 1906

American Dee Journal
Canada." 4*2. 593
Candler Math. ide. 2.4

Cantine,Mrs.p.L.S«
Cantrell. .I.T.623
Carr, K.G.862

Cherry.ThosM.S2U

Chevalier. I. G. 44Chinn. Richard. 105

O.J

331

Gross. Gustave, 469
Group, J. F. 54
Guernsey, C. S. 87
Gulden. L. M. 27
Guthrey, E. G. 20[\ 623,
691

Hammond.

M

Wm. 54.

Griffin.

Halstead. E.

Cihler, J as. T.b9l
Clark. Harvey, 146

Cleary.

Greiner, G. C. 294, 443,
556. 920, 963

4"9

W.

Clum.F.D.5-23
Coates. John, TW
Collins. J. H. i>4.431

Hansen, Henry. 350
Hanson, V. A. 54
Happel, Julius, 583,675,

••Colorado."
818,9*1

Harlan, C. H.

Miss, 597.

Anna

Comstock,

h.

Condy. Joseph. 275 139,
Coot. Prof. A. J. 15, 502,
•ill ''94. 3*3. 463,
g^V,'

59*. K79. 998, 1U47

W. 219

Cooper, J. M.5o7
Cooper. Wro.L. 104
Coppin. A.4K9.482
Coverdale. Frank. a01
Coyle.

W. B M.

675
521,68o

Crane. J. E. 6.
Creech. J. 598
Cronkleton, E.

Cummings.

658

Celeste.

141
Cutlip. A. 350
Cutter. Elsie A. 12, 31,
142, 637.688. 9S1
7, 29,

I'H), 187, 212, 218,
271, 298. 303. 342,
405,423, 464, 504,
575,657, 7C3. 719.
7981799, 863, 911,
931,98", 1030, 1047

100,

232,
343,
553,
735,
930,

Darrow. Chas. M.489.623

Daum,

F. P. 390

Davenport, C.

185, 252,

401,603
Davis, Freeman,

35, 238,

Dayton, C. W. 188, 297,
310,451, 5"3. 613, 868,
93 1 999

H.

E.

145,490,532

Dexter, F. Z 901
Dickinson. Emily, 12
D ckinson, W. B. 230
Dlebold, A. J.623
Diefendorf. E. W. 165.
370, 563. 869
Diller, Orpheus. 322
Doolittle. G. M. 8, 46,
20, 232. 238, 272, 296.
3K3, 4 3, 444, 463, 5' 5,
529, 555, 615, 635, 735,
755,815, 880, 948, 977,
979. i04<
1

Doty, H. A. 251
Drexel, Frank H. 996,
997
Duby, H. S. 450
uncun, Mary L. 617

Daton. Dr. E. N. 523, 640

Edgeworth, W. C.
E2S9
Edson. Charles. 125
Eggenberger. C. 310
Ellis, Dr.

Elmore.

127,

W.H. 200
W. 310

L,.

Emmons, Dr. Davis R.
847
Erickson, A. G. 583
Feeback. W.

S. 331, 803
Ferris. A. K. 251
Ferris. Mrs. A. K. 122

Findlay. Wm. 7"7
Fisher. James H. 238
Fisher, Ralph P. 901
FiBher, W. 8, 3
Fixter, John. 82
Flick, H. H. 769
Foote. A. F. 106
Fox, Ellas. 12
France, N. E. 322, 461,
837
Freeman, A. J. 145
Frev, Mrs. F. Wilbur,
4W, 577. 617
Fulford, E. A. 993

Gamash, James. 125
Gander. Harry W. 920
Garwood. Alice P. 1018
Gates. Burton D. 946
Gathright, W. C. 816
Getaz. Adrian, 72. 211.
278, 295. 423. 528, 755,
834, 912, 1032
Gill.

M. A.

Gillilan. 8.

67.

W.

Goodner, Dr.

Hatch, C. A. 218
Heagy, Dr. J. H. 816
Healy, Wm. J. 390
Heist. Geo. 787
Henry. Mrs. Inez J. 467

Herman, F. G. 235. 752.
866
Hershiser. O. L. 68, 73,
292. 661

Heurkens. Herman, 410

&

Segelken,561

Hill, H. E. 255
Hill, J.
525

K

Hillebrandt.H. F. 278
Samuel H. 278
Hodges. Geo. 105
Holtermann. R. F. 25,
Hitt.

342. 389, 620

Honaker,

Mrs.

Millie,

182,301,386

Hopsecger, Chas. M.804,
901

Hotze, Mrs. Otto C. 274,
752

House,

63-*

J. G. 54,

106

Goodnow, V.411
Green, Bert, 37J
Green, J. A. 575, 580,862,
895

165

Hunsberger, A. C. 643
Hurley. T. 8. 602
Hutchinson, Edwin, 675
Hutchinson, W. Z. 25.

J.

869

542, 674, 691

Prof. Frank T.
275, 307
Siboald, H. G. 49
Shutt,

J. 331, 557,
28,

181.526

McEvoy, Wm. 953

McFarland, Prof. R. W.
594. 599
McGuffln,

J. H. 830
McGulre. G. W. 511, 687

Mclntyre, Flora, 577
Mclntyre, J. F. 769

McKay, John J. 674
McMurdo, R. M. 1016
McNeal, W. W. 527

" Indiana," 849
Irvine, Sr., Walter. 410
selin, Sebastian.490,820

Jackson, Joseph. W. 35
Jeffrey, Robert A. 804
Jenkins, S. N. 751
Jentgen. Nick, 968
Job, C. 86
Johnson, Geo. H. 614
Johnson, J. E. 99, 252,
542, 635. 659

Johnson, J. W. 707
Johnson. John W. 691
Johnson. V. 8. 623, 675
Johnson, W. 107
Jones. C. O. 346
Juel, F. P. 469

NeumaD. Cecil H.

310

Noble, Sr., A. H. 623
Nolan, Denis, 101
Norris, G. W. 707
North. Lyman, 787
Null, Mary E. 706, 899,

980
Kilgore. S. G. 410, 509
King, John. 739
Kirkpatrick. Geo. H. 424
Kittinger, Frank, 422
Knight, James, 228
Knoll, K. 346
Koch, Aug. F. 127, 482
Kretchmer, E. 576
Kropp, Jacob F. 804

Oliver, A. L. 390, 643
Opsata, Carl. 292
Ott, Arthur, 215

Patterson, J. L. 469, 686
868
Patton. A. E. 787
Pawletta. D. J. 469,723,
968

Peck, B. W. 105
Peiro. F. L. 643, 868
Perry, Helen, 103
Peters, John J. 739
Peterson. O. J. 769
Pettit, Morley, 83, 98,
302. 1031
Pettit. S. T. 388. 832. 897

Pharr, John W. 239
Philbrook, H. S. 184,383,
490
Phillips, Dr. C. S. 235
Phillips, Dr. E. F. 45,
668, 862, *94

Plumb, J.C.9I5
Plumb. Mrs. J. C. 122

323, 326, 348, 387, 407.

535
Stanley, Grant, 325, 542,
687, 784, 820, 834, 863,

914,964,997

Stenabaugh, Ellis
St.

Stotlet,

W.

A.

187,

331

Quirin,H.G.511,707

Lewis, F.Jay, 106
Lieawful, Baron M. 835
Lincoln, C.
145
Lindsey, B. F. 54
Little, D. G. 803
Little, H. 8. 994
Lochman. W. A. 643
Lockwood. Fred. 145
Long, Irving, 691, 1005
Lovesy, E. 8. 257
Lowey. R. 101, 213, 274
Lyon, Rev. D. E. 250

M

W.H.

145

Randall, Mrs. Fannie J.
447
Raught, A. P. 8C4, 869
Reddish, W.J. 654
Redmond, John H. 962
Reed, Geo. A. 87
Reed. J. M. .98
Reichert, F. J. 87
Reid. Ernest W. 701
Rey, John M. 804
Rice. O. K. 218, 270, 563,
787. 968
Richter, E. E. 4"9
Ricketts. L. V. 252, 595
Ridley. J. 848
Roat. James, 397

Roberts, R.J. 15
Roberts, Wm.G. 126
Robinson, T. P. 803, 930
Roller, John, 691
Root, E R. 574
Root, W. H 830

Macdonald, D. M. 26

Mack Mrs.

L. 70
Maeder, H. F. 692
Maguire, T. 685. 99 4
Mangus. C. A. 371
Marrs, D. F. 126

Ross.

Jr..

R. B. 119,238

Rowan, J. D. 901
Rowsome, H. R. 341

Matson, L. 145
Matson, 8. L. 563
Matthews, Wm. 623
Mears. Mrs C. D. 142
Measer. J. J. 77o
Medkiff. L.C. 769
489
483, 489

878

11,

118,

Trevorrow. M. B. 103
Tucker. B. 470
Tyler. Fred, 145

Vanish, Peter, 461
Varney, Edgar, 675
Vaught, Isaac, 106
Verrett, Jacques, 126
Victor. W. O. 822

erine, 122

i-43

Welden. T. A. 200
Wells, G. H. 145
Werner. Louis, 920
West, Robt. 429

West Virginia."719,869

Wheeler, Frances E.274,
784

Whitaker. J. B. 258
Whitcher. M. D. 410
Whitcomh, Geo. B. 54,

Wm.

M.

54,

623, 675, 750, 879, 978
Whitson, L. L. 702
Wiggins, F. C. 257. 603,
804, 910

Wilcox, G. W. 787
Wilder. J. J. 141, 557,754,
831. 898. 966, 1020

Wilkinson. G. McC. 691
Williams, E. E. 15
Williams, John, 507
Williams, Susan E. 1002
Williams, W. S. 718
Willson. H. P. 54
Wilson, W. L. 674
Winkler. Wm. 787
Winter, Rev. H. A. 301
Wiseman, Dr. W. A. 542
Wolfe. James H. 985

Wood. Delos, 342

Rumler, Geo. M. 542
Rushton. H. A. 947

Woods. E. D. 898
Worthington, J. T. 953
Wykoff. H. G. 390

Russell. C. R.

10. 26, 200,

425

Woodman,

Vates, A.

A. G. 6

W.

324, 554

Russell, H. L. 557

Yonson. Yon. 87
Young. J. E. 490

Sackvllle, Jas. 983

V oung, W. J. 26, 54, 70,
501
Zoll, C. 331

Sager, Chas. W. 739
Sager, Grace W. 158

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. & E. R.
Root. A cyclopedia of over 500 pages,
describing everything pertaining to the
care of the honey-bees. Contains about
400 engravings.
It was written especially for beginners.
Bound in cloth.

—

Price, $1.20.
Seientlflc Queen-Bearing, as practically Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.
method by which the very best of
queen-bees are reared in perfect accord

—

with Nature's way.

Bound in cloth and
illustrated.
Price, $1.00; in leatherette
binding, 75 cents.
Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook, of Pomona
College, California.
This book is not
only instructive and helpful as a guide
in bee-keeping, but is interesting and
thoroughly practical and scientific. It
contains a full delineation of the
anatomy and physiology of bees. 544
pages. 295 illustrations. Bound in cloth.
19th thousand. Price, $1.20.
I.nngstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant. This classic in bee-culture
has been entirely re-written, and is

—

fully

illustrated.
It treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keeping.

stroth the Father of American BeeCulture.
It has 520 pages, bound in

30, 48,

John, 350, 787
Strang, H. F. 145
Strong, Elsie, 71
Strong, J. 1, 363
Strong, Kenneth, 71
Sturges, E. F. 54
Suddith, L. H. 185
Sueltenfuss, Otto. 469
Hwan. A. W. 41 12. 469
Taylor. R. L. 766
Thies, C. J. t,91
Timmerman. A. H. 350
Todd. Chas. L. 448
Toepperwein. Udo, 878
Townsend. E. D. 304.540

218, 583

Advanced Bee-Culture. Its Methods
and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.
The author of this work is a practical and helpful writer.
You should
read his book; 330 pages; bound in
cloth, and beautifully illustrated. Price,

No apiarian

Stone, Jas A.
270.554. 1031

Whitney.

III.

Wm,

Rozell. Albert, 675
Ruggles, W. Z. 165

Meise. F. A. 292
483,

8.

54. 159,385,451,511

"

Ch cago.

563, 583, 869
158, 410,

Wair, C. H. 643
Walker, Col. H. J. O. 229
Waschenberger, Geo. E.

Rails.

" Lewis." 542

W.

Priestman, W. H. 691

74,

Laws, W. H. 140
Lengst & Koenig. 910
Leslie, Melvin, 675

W.

Frank,

563

3«2, 402, 623. 656

277. 278. 299

George.

Stine. J.

Vincent. Henry. 953
Voight, C. H. 146
Wagner, F. M, 370, 442
Wagner. K. H. 47
Wainwright, Mrs. Cath-

Eugene U. 46
S. 595
Poupplrt, Thomas, 769
Prankard. Mrs.G. P. 785
Price. M. D. 257
Priester. J ul ius. 469
Putnam, W. H. 842

299,362,422, 504, 1015

994

S.

Stewart, J. C. 331

Pouder, Walter

Porter,

Lathrop, Harry, 217,237,

Merriam, G. F.

Smith, R. H. 81. 466
Smith, «. B. 450
Smith. W. L. 270
Snowberger. A. H. 509
Soderlund. Noack, 310
Soper. W. D.769
Spillman, W.J. 235
Stachelhausen, L. 31, 139,

Stotts,

Pagan, E. V. 787

Pryal,

Lamb, Mrs. Jas. 328
Lamkin, Lewis, 1005
Latham. Allen, 67,

Greiner, F. 159.331.343,
469, 485, 616, 643, 833

618,705, 801, 817, 915,
952. 1019. 1035

Stolley, Sr.,

Peizold. H. 126

Kauffman. E. B. 868
Keeler. T. H, 739
Kelly, Frank, 506
Kennedy, John, 451, 757,

Mendleson, M. H.

W.486

1 ,

804

McClaskey. E. L. 390
McCollev. R. L. 350
McCoy, Edw. 868
McCradie, R. 166
McCready, w. F. 525,596
McDonald. G. A, 489

J.

Sims, John L 7o7
Sladen, F. W. L. 574
Smith. H. A. 126, 166
559, 59", 72
877, 916
Smith, Jay, 978
Smith, J. Arthur, 426
Smith, L A. 97.238
Smith. L.B. 427, 465, 597,

Muth. Fred W. 844
B.

310,

Shawler. T. L. 46, 364,

Himmons,

Sent postpaid hy
Qeorge W.York & Co.

Street,

$1.20.

W.K.

J.

868

Montt'ort, O. B. 820
Moran. Geo. E. 769
Morri-on. W. K. 1032
Mottinger, S. L. 383
mull, A. T. 200
Munro, W. 862
Murry. H. D. 581

Dearborn

334

—

106

8.

Sepal. 769
Seward, C. N. 323

Shaw&Co..
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350

Semmens, John

Moe, H. H. 200, 237. 964
Mohler, Philip. 87, 849
Moloney, Geo. J. 820

McCain, Robert

Wm.

729. 962
Segelken. Hy. 555
seifert. Geo. M. 769
Selser, Wm. A. 119

R. 675

McBride, A.

1051

Seaman. Rev. A. R. 322
Secor, Eugene, 1, 292,

A. 165.

696

Greener, T. R. 525

Schultz,

209,
615,
985,

Miller. S. E.321
Millikin, Dr. 600
Mills. W. H. 563.634

Mintle.

Anna,"

Schmidt, B. F. 126, 10U5
Scholl, Louis H. 189
Schoppenhorst. H. A.107

Stark, Henry, 769

Howard H,

Howard, Geo. A. 785

Marshall, Perry, 443
Massie, T. H. 783
Massie, T. K. 370

562
569

Giraud. Freres, 97
Glessner, Mrs. F. M.

D. 105

573, 717, 945

Davis, J. C. 563
Davis, John M, 489
Davis. W. J. 1st. 323. 563
Day. F. L. 99, 344. 596

Dewev,

W.

210

106, 390,563,
769. 787, 862

Hlldreth
J.

T.

Dadant, C. P.

Harris,

165,

Hasty, E.E.

8HS. 934

Cooler, C.

723, 787, SdH, 969

" Santa
253,

995
Miller, F.J. 82
Miller, Jas. L.

X04.848

322

L. A. 953
Hanegan. Le" F. 521
Hanselman, E. H. 691.

868

Cline.John. 10.1,563

Merrill. R. E. 947
Miles, E. 8. 920
Miller, Arthur C.
829,864, 912,977
Miller. Dr. C. C. 29,
271,421, 481, 614,
653,814, 930, 947,

library

this standard

—

cloth.

is

complete without

work by Rev.

L. L.

Lang-

Price, $1.20.

Honey

as a Health Food
This is a
honey-pamphlet intended to
increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short
article on "Honey as Food," written by

16-page

help

Dr. C. C. Miller.

It tells

where

to

keep

honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last
part is devoted to "Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey."
It should be widely circulated by those
selling honey.
The more the people
are educated on the value and uses of
honey the more honey they will buy.
Prices:
Sample copy for 2-cent stamp;
50 copies for 70 cents; 100 for $1.25250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00; or 1000 for
$7.50.
Tour business card printed free
at the bottom of the front page on all
orders for 100 or more copies.

Forty Years Among the Bees, by Dr.
C. Miller.
This book contains 328
pages, is bound in handsome cloth, with
gold letters and design; it is printed on
best book-paper, and illustrated with
112 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.
It
is unique in this regard.
The first few
pages are devoted to an interesting
biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he happened to get into beekeeping. About 20 years ago he wrote
a small book, called "A Year Among
the Bees," but that little work has been
out of print for a number of yeara
yrnile some of the matter used in the
former book is found in the new one, it
all reads like a good new story of successful bee-keeping by one of the masters, and shows in minutest
just
how Dr. Miller does things detail
with bees.

—

C.

Price, $1.00.

"The Honey-Money

—A

Stories."

64-

page-and-cover booklet, 5%xSV> inches
in size, printed on best quality paper.
Many short, bright stories interspersed
with facts and interesting items about
honey and its use. The manufactured
comb honey misrepresentation
is contradicted in two items, each ocupying

a full page, but in different parts of
the booklet. It has in all 33 fine illustrations, nearly all of them being of
apiaries or apiarian scenes.
It also
contains 3 bee-songs, namely, "The

um

°f

S, »°™'
B1

and

JJ} e

Bees

in

th e

Apple-Tree

u Buckwheat Cakes and Honey,"
The
Bee-Keepers' Lullabv." This
,

booklet should be placed in the hands
of everybody not familiar with the
food-value of honey, for its main object is to interest people in honey as a
daily table article.
Price, 25 cents, or
3 copies for 50 cents.

—
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Gloves for Handling

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Something New.
Something You Want.

LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY
ORDERS. Have a large stock on hand, and can sup-

Our specially prepared Glove" soften the
hands and prevent and cure chapped hands.
fabric contains a preoaratiou. which pre
vents the gloves from becoming hard and stiff

the

We

them without armlets

'urnish

or sleeves for

As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati.
save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free.

using In sweeping, gardening, or general housework, driving or outdoor woik. They are iusi
the thing for driving in the rain, as they are
absolutely waterproof. If worn at night ttaej
keep the hands soft and white.
All the points of excellence can not be here
enumerated, but they never fail to give ihe
greatest satisfaction. To Introduce them, we
will 6end by mail, or with other goods, at the
following low prices:
Bee-Gloves, long arms, fleece-lined, in two
sizes— large for men, small for ladies
3?
Men's Gauntlets, fleece lined
35
Ladies'
35
Ladles 1 unlined, for wearing at night or

during doing light housework
Early Order Discounts on Bee-Supplies
cepting above and a few other articles) as

T.

FALCONER MFG.

JAMESTOWN,
Mention

Alien

you

.

CO.

writing.

f)oney anb
Chicago, Dec. 7.— There is the usual dullness
in the honey-trade at this date owing to most
of the retailers having stocked up sufficiently
to carry them over the holidays; but the stocks
in the hands of the trade generally are below
the normal; hence prices are firm at 15616c for
to

fancy while comb, with

off

grades

at

l@2c less: amber grades dull at lC<SU2c. Extracted white, firm at Sc for clover and basswood; ambers, Ij¥."i~%c per pound. Beeswax,
R. A.

30c.

Burnett &

Co.

Kansas

City, Dec. 6.— The demand for comb
and extracted honey is good, receipts light. We
quote: Fancy white comb, 24 sections, per case,
$3,25; No. 1. $3.00: No. 2 and amber, $2.75. Extracted, white, 7@7>4c; amber, 6)4@7c. Beeswax, 27c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

Cincinnati, Nov. 8.— The market on comb
honey seems to be a little quiet; No. 1 sells
wholesale for 14^c; retail by the case, 16c. Ex-

tracted firm; light amber in barrels, 6c;
cans, 7c; white clover, 8j4c. Beeswax. 30c.
C.

in

H.W. Websi.

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.— While the snpply of
comb honey is equal to the demand, large quantities of comb honey having arrived in the
market in the last few days, the price still remains high. The outlook, however, is that
when the season advances and the bee-keepers
ship more of their crop to the market, the prices will be a little weaker. We quote: Fancy
white comb honey, 16@18c: No, 1, 14®15c; amber, ll@13c. Fancy white extracted, 7}i@8^c;
light

amber, 6Wg>7c.

We are

producers of honey and do not handle
Wm. A. Selser.

on commission.

New York, Dec. 3 —Comb honay is in good
demand, and No. 1 and fancy white stock
seems to be pretty well exhausted. Buckwheat
supply, also uff grades of white,
to meet all demands, but there is no overstock
as yet. We quote fancy white at 15 j; No. 1 at
13@14c; No.2at 12c; buckwheat and amber at
lie per ponnd, according to quality and style
of package. Extracted is firm at unchanged
prices. California white sage, 8c; light amber,
at 7@6Xc; buckwheat, 6@6J6c. Beeswax steady

will
for

you have any

to sell,

.

.

.

Beeswax Wanted
Will pay, at
of goods.

all

times, highest market

C.

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

Denver, Oct. 20.— All desirable lots of white
comb honey in double-tier cases nave now been
shipped out of this State, leaving only a few

cars of single-tier cases. The quality of this
year's crop was fine, better than for several
seasons. We quote our local market as follows: Strictly No. 1 white, per case of 24 sections, $3; ordinary No. 1 and off grade, $2.50 to
12.75.
Extracted, white, 6&@7}ic. Beeswax,
24c for average yellow delivered here.

those holders wtfb are trying to inflate
the prices. We quote amber extracted honey
in barrels at 6@7c, according to the quality.
Fancy table honey in barrels and 60 lb. cans at
8@9c. The demand for comb honey has decreased, somewhat, owing to the season of ihe
year when the sale of that article suffers. Our
prices of fancy white como honey, in a wholesale way, is 15@16c. Choice yellow beeswax,
30c, delivered here.
Tib Fred W. Muth Co.
Indianapolis, Nov. 15.— Fancy white comb
brings 16@17c readily; No. 1, white, 2c less per
pound; the demand is not supplied, but higher
prices would decrease the demand. Best grades
of extracted honey bring 8@9c. Good average
beeswax sells here at $33 per 100 pounds.

Walter

S.

Pouder.

Toledo, Nov. 30— The market on comb honey
remains about the same as last quotations, but
has been coming in much more lreely, as beekeepers seem to be very anxious to get rid of

their stock. Fancy brings in a retail way 16c;
extra fancy, 17c; No. 1, 15c; buckwheat, 15c.
Extracted white clover in barrels brings
Beeswax, 26(&28c.
7<§r7J4c; cans the same.
Thu Griggs Bros & Nichols Co.

HONEY
AND BEESWAX
When
buying
consigning,

R. A.

or selling, consult

BURNETT &

™

price on receipt

H.W.WEBER

among

1

Send

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will
cheerfully quote you price.

The Colo. Honey-Producers' Assn.
Cincinnati, Dec. ".—The honey market is in
a healthy condition, particularly extracted
honey, the demand being better than one year
ago. This is probably due to the excitement

* 23eestr>ax-f

No.

If

You

fol-

N. Y.

Bee Journal

sell

(ex-

lows:
7 percent for cash with order before Oct. 1st
"
••
"
6
Nov.lst
"
"
" Dec. 1st
"
5
"
•'
"
4
"
Jan. 1st
"
" Feb. 1st
"
3
If yon haven't our 1905 catalog, send for oue
and a free copy of the American Bee Keeper
50c a year).
Address,

THE W.

HONEY

Will buy or

40

'

Freight Rates from CINCINNATI are
LOWEST, ESPECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH

ply promptly.

The

ATI

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Cash

Beeswaxpure,

for

Until further notice

SOc cash paid

for

yellow beeswax, delivered here.
Frank G. Clark, 147 E.Kinzie St.Ghicago.lll.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

S We will Buy and
Sell
|

Shoiey
SM

of the different grades and kinds.
jSu If you have any to dispose of, or if
|?m you intend to buy, correspond
SjS with us.
We are always in the market J@|
for

i Beeswax
»u

at highest

H| Hildreth
265

&

prices.

j
JJjja

& Segelken p

267 Greenwich Street

NEW

g?J

market

YORK,

N. Y.

>5§

CO.

199 South Water St. Chicago.

III.

WANTED
TO BUY AT TOP PRICES
WHITE CLOVER HO>i;Y
both

If

Comb and

Extracted.

you have any write at once, saying how much you have, how

lowest price, and

all

about

it,

it is

put up, and your

in lirst letter.

is in sufficient

at 30c.

Qildrbth & Skgblkbn

C. M. Scott

8

Co., Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Incubators, Brooders, Etc.
Catalog Free

29Atf

"Ir,

1004 East

\\

a»h. Street. I>l)l

every country tHe successful advertiser

IMIMtl IV

is

I>l>.

tbe continuous advertiser."
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BEESWAX
We are always
from the bee-keepers

in the market to
direct.

buy Beeswax, and pay the highest market

prices.

We

want Beeswax

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
^UT EXCELS^
Wherever you are you can get our goods. Write us and we will either make you prices or
you where you can get our Foundation nearer to you. We have Agents everywhere.

will

tell

BEE=SUPPLIES
handle every kind of Bee-Keepers' Supplies, and only the VERY BEST.
Early Order Discounts given now on Supplies and Foundation. Write us before selling your Beeswax or buying your season's Supplies.

We

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG.

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

111.

A $4.00 CLOCK FOR $2.50

The Bee-Hive Clock

American Bee Journal

was conceived in the brain of the Editor of
the American Bee Journal, or whether he got
it elsewhere, but the wonder is that such a
thing was not thought of long before.

"The

work, and would be both ornamental and
very useful in any house, and particularly in
a bee-keeper's home.
The Clock part itself is warranted for 3
years to keep good time. So it is no plaything, but a beautiful and needful article for
everyday use.
Clocks like "The Bee-Hive Clock " usually
sell in the stores at from $4.00 to $5.00 each,
but having them made for us in quantities
enables us to offer them at $2.50 each by express, or with the American Bee Journal a
year both for only $3.00. Either Clock or
Journal would make an ideal gift.

—

Send us 5 New Subscribers to the
Weekly American Bee Journal for one year,
at $1.00 each, and we will send you this beau-

FREE

" Bee-Hive Clock "
express charges). Or, send us
tiful

scribers
in

all.

(at $1.00 each)

Or,

4

(excepting

New Sub»

and 50 cents— $4.50

3 New Subscribers

(at $1.00

New

each) and $1.00—$4.00 in all. Or, 2
Subscribers (at $1.00 each) and $1.50—
$3.50 in

all.

Address

aii

orders to

$3.00

whether the idea of getting up such a clock

We

have originated and had made specially
for our readers, a bronzed-iretal Clock, called
Bee-Hive Clock." It is 10,^ inches
wide at the base, 9% inches high, and deep
enough at the base to stand firmly on a mantel or elsewhere.
It is a beautiful piece of

How to get "The Bee-Hive Clock"
FREE

BotTfor Only

with the

Only

by Express.
Weight, with packing, about 4 pounds.

$2.50, f.o.b. Chicago,

What

Dr. Miller Thinks of the

Bee Hive Clock
Busily ticking away, in the room where I
am sitting, stands a genuine bee-keeper's
clock (please understand that the ..ord "genuine" belongs to the clock ana
the
bee-keeper) .or, as the legend upon thei lock
has it, "The Bee-Hive Clock." I don't know

GEORGE W. YORK &

I

Setting aside all idea of its association with
the business of a bee-keeper, there is a peculiar appropriateness in having the minutes
and the hours " told off " in a case representing the home of the busy little workers. The
glance at the clock, with its ceaseless tick,
tick, tick, tick, can not fail to remind one
that the flying moments must be improved
now or be forever lost, and that suggestion is
reinforced by the thought of the never ceasing activity of the little denizens of the hive,
always busy, busy, busy, working from morn
till night and from night till morn, working
unselfishly for the generations to come, and
literally dying in the harness.
Let us be thankful that the form of the oldfashioned straw hive or skep was adopted, and
not that of any modern affair, patented or
unpatented. The latter smacks of commercialism, but the former of solid comfort, for
no other form of hive has ever been devised
that contributes so fully to the comfort and
welfare of a colony of bees as does the oldfashioned straw-hive. It appeals, too, to one's
artistic sense as can no angular affair of more
modern times. As an emblem of industry,
artists have always used— probably always
will use— the old straw skep.
Thanks, Mr. Editor, for furnishing us a
time-keeper so appropriate for all, and espeC. C. Miller.
cially for bee-keepers.

CO., 334 Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

